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FOREWORD

The 40th Jubilee International ICT Convention MIPRO 2017 was held from 22th to 26th of May 2017 in Opatija, the Adriatic Coast, Croatia. The Convention consisted of ten conferences under the titles: Microelectronics, Electronics and Electronic Technology (MEET), Distributed Computing, Visualization and Biomedical Engineering (DC VIS), Dew Computing (DEWCOM), Telecommunications & Information (CTI), Computers in Education (CE), Computers in Technical Systems (CTS), Intelligent Systems (CIS), Information Systems Security (ISS), Business Intelligence Systems (miproBIS), Digital Economy and Government, Local Government, Public Services (DE/GLGPS). A special conference was dedicated to the works of students: MIPRO Junior-Student Papers (SP). Along with this, special session on Modeling System Behavior (MSB) was also held as a part of convention MIPRO.

The papers presented on these conferences and special session are contained in this comprehensive Book of Proceedings. All the papers were reviewed by an international review board. The list of reviewers is contained in the Book of Proceedings. All the positively reviewed papers are included in the Book of Proceedings. These papers were written by authors from the industry, scientific institutions, educational institutions, state and local administration.
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Abstract - In recent years, the mobile device revolution has transformed our world into a world where everything is connected, everything is smart, and everything is (or should be) secure. Today 2.9 billion people are online, 40% of the world’s population. By 2020 we expect about 50 billion connected devices to be on the market. Connected devices do deliver clear benefits – but they also increase the risk of data manipulation, data theft and cyber-attack [1-5]. In 2015, European enterprises had at least a 1 in 5 chance of losing data through a targeted cyber-attack. Even more serious: there is a severe risk that the European economy is falling behind in exploiting the opportunities of emerging IoT markets. The lack of trust by businesses and consumers in smart, connected devices is a barrier to growth and jobs. Can technology help in offering trusted solutions for the IoT world?

I. EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Currently there is no basic level, or “level zero”, defined for the security of smart, connected devices that we can reference. However, it is vital to have a set of minimum requirements for security and privacy in the networked architecture and value chain as a whole, embracing everything from simple IoT devices to complex IoT systems such as connected cars and factories.

One approach is to use standardization as key for interoperability of components and communication protocols and all aspects of cryptographic principles and key management. It requires clarity in terms of how components interact along defined interfaces and parameters. To achieve interoperability and fast time-to-market, standardization needs scalable application areas that reach far beyond specific use cases and sectors.

However, security cannot be achieved solely through standardization, for a number of reasons:

- Vertical standardization in specific sectors can only create “islands of trust” – such as Smart Metering and Critical Infrastructure – that are neither transferable nor interoperable.
- Individual sectors of the economy are themselves undergoing major digital transformation, convergence and disruption. This delays or hampers standardization.
- The lack of a reference system for security and privacy (baseline requirements) prevents timely scalable impact.
- The widely differing interests of stakeholders in standardization act as a brake on standardization efforts.

Basic IoT security by design requirements do not compromise the freedom to come up with innovative product design. This is comparable with safety requirements in other sectors, such as the auto industry: a safety belt requirement or mandatory safety checks of brakes, engines, etc. by certification bodies such as TÜV in Germany do not prevent the development of innovative smart solutions such as assisted driving or emergency brake assistants. The opposite is true: the need for security itself will trigger innovations.

Basic IoT privacy by design requirements, in accordance with the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [6], will provide clarity and transparency in terms of who can access data, and who controls it. Business models that are built on unclear data governance are out of alignment with European legal understanding. Uncertainty with regard to the legal situation is even preventing market players, in particular small and medium-sized enterprises (SME), from offering data-driven products and services.

Yet, GDPR applies only to defined personal data. It does not cover the IoT dimension of non-personalized data which is produced by connected devices and which can be directly assigned to users. Who owns this data? Who has access? Who is in control? Requirements for baseline privacy by design and privacy by default need to be defined to regulate how IoT-related (big) data is handled, with a “Trusted IoT Label” to provide transparency and facilitate fair access to data in accordance with the rules set by GDPR.

Everyone acting in the Internet of Things – no matter whether individual persons or business entities – must be able to decide for themselves what happens with the data they produce and for what purposes this may be done. The most important prerequisites for this are transparency and technical protection against misuse.

Thus, manufacturers of IoT devices, whilst complying with technical security obligations, should also make sure that only the actual user of a device has authority to
modify the device’s parameters as fixed by the manufacturer. Here, in contrast to common DRM, the user has control over the data of the IoT device. This would mean that it is possible to decide flexibly in future which device has to satisfy which requirements.

All devices connected to the Internet of Things should only communicate those data which are required in the specific case in hand, or which it has consciously been decided to disclose to others (need-to-know principle). In technical terms, if devices are designed with a view to data safety, this can also contribute directly towards protecting the purposes of data collection and data processing as laid down in data protection law.

Baseline requirements for IoT security and privacy must stay generic and cover the key essentials for trust, e.g. rules for authentication and authorization. The rules will set a mandatory reference level for all trusted IoT solutions, from simple devices such as smart thermostats to complex ones such as smart phones. In a modular approach, baseline requirements can be defined for all architectural IoT levels: components, interfaces/software, communication and applications.

Additional sector-specific requirements can be developed where necessary, and can be applied without further regulation, using the proven, industry-driven mechanisms, processes and procedures derived from standardization. Ideally, the use of a certified EU trust label should be mandatory, as the security of citizens, consumers and businesses in the connected world must not be left to chance.

The baseline requirements for bringing trusted devices onto the European market should be general and generally binding enough to address the many and varied areas of application. The trust of all users that use networked devices is essential, irrespective of whether the devices are used in B2B or B2C scenarios – in factories (Industry 4.0) or in connected driving or smart homes.
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Abstract - Circuit design courses in general, and microwave circuit design courses as a subspecialty, have been taught over many decades. It is relatively recently, however, that instructors have started experimenting with more modern approaches to in-class and out-of-class instruction. In our attempt to make instruction more effective we have turned to: a) utilizing classroom interaction systems and collaborative work in class, b) studio-like approach to labs where students are encouraged to explore a problem through design, simulation, building and testing of simple structures, c) makerspaces that enable full design-build-test-redesign cycle of fairly sophisticated designs, and d) systematic literature reviews for graduate students taking the courses. We describe our experiences in designing and implementing a sequence of two courses, present assessment data, discuss obstacles to student learning, and propose additional ways to improve student learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

Microwave circuit design is a fairly well established topic for senior undergraduate and graduate courses and many good textbooks are available, e.g. [1]. Topics vary but typically include some fundamentals of electromagnetic wave propagation, transmission lines (TL), effects of matching and reflection on TLs, various passive circuits (matching, filters, couplers, etc.), linear amplifiers (usually a low-noise amplifier), mixers and power amplifiers. Active devices are also discussed at length as many parasitic effects have to be dealt with. There is no precise cut-off, but we will take “microwave” to mean anything from 1 GHz to around 30 GHz.

One of the main difficulties in setting a course in this area is expensive instrumentation that is needed for realistic measurements. For this reason, many programs have very limited measurement labs for students and rely heavily on simulations. Much of the initial design can still be done using pencil-and-paper but, like other circuit courses, simulation is indispensable for any practical designs that will be actually manufactured and tested. Interestingly, much of the practical information about microwave measurements is still presented in various application notes, although situation is slowly changing (e.g. see [2]).

A. Microwave Circuit Design at Portland State U.

We have a sequence of two courses taught back-to-back. Two quarters last 10 weeks each. The first quarter is primarily devoted to passive components, including: lumped passive components and resonators, transmission lines, matching and Smith charts, L-, T- and Π-circuit matching, 2-port devices and measurements, lumped and microstrip filters. The tenth week is devoted to work on projects, typically a filter design using SMD and/or microstrip techniques. Weekly lab activities include: characterization and modeling of SMD components; using TDR response to determine line properties; examining reflections using TDR and VNA; designing and testing λ/4 and single-stub matching circuits; two-port measurements on VNA; deembedding of fixtures. During the term students also work on two simulation assignments which utilize Agilent ADS software.

The second quarter deals primarily with active circuits, including: passive power combiners; active devices; gain, and stability; design for gain and noise; using ADS in amplifier design; transistor biasing; nonlinear effects and their measurement; power amplifiers; mixers; complete receiver design. Weekly lab activities include: design and test of Wilkinson and quadrature-hybrid combiners; active devices and their DC and S-parameter characterization; design of amplifier matching circuits; LNA design and layout; noise figure measurement of amplifiers and other devices; using ADS to design amplifiers; on-wafer measurements using probe stations. Emphasis during this term is on producing a working prototype of an active circuit, e.g. designing, fabricating and testing an LNA using procedure given by [3]. Both courses heavily rely on hands-on, lab-based exercises, simulation assignments and a culminating team project. Typical enrollment has been 15-25 students.

II. COURSE DESIGN

Overarching goal of this course is to prepare students not only to be competent in the specialist technical area of microwave circuit design, but also to prepare students to be self-directed learners who can easily adapt to new, fast changing technologies. Specific course learning outcomes (LO-s) are:

1. Design passive & active circuits using microstrip and SMD technologies.
2. Design circuits using simulation tools.
3. Manufacture circuit prototypes in different technologies.
4. Measure circuits up to 20 GHz (PCB & on-wafer).
5. Design, build & test a microwave system.
6. Be able to read, understand and report on papers published in a trade journal (for undergraduates) and scientific journal (graduate students).
7. Write good quality reports.

Based on these LO-s and results of various research studies, we used the following guidelines, largely based on [4], for the development of specific instructional methods. Specific methods are listed below each guideline:

A. Students need to be engaged in their learning, not just a passive listener [5]:
   o Use in-class interaction system (“clickers”)
   o Follow up lectures with immediate labs
   o Encourage learning from, and teaching to, peers

B. Provide activities that engage higher cognitive functions [6]:
   o Assign readings to expand lecture material
   o Give less prescriptive lab assignments
   o Assign authentic team-based projects

C. Immediate feedback is more effective than delayed:
   o Observe students in lab and probe their understanding
   o Use clicker results to adjust lecture content and pacing

D. Provide multiple ways to retrieve learned concepts
   o Theory and designs are put to immediate use in labs

E. Prototyping and concomitant failure should be encouraged [7]
   o Quick prototyping is part of labs and projects

III. STUDENT LEARNING

Our students have very diverse backgrounds, e.g. many of our graduate students work at local high tech companies and may have been out of school for many years. International students may not be familiar at all with instrumentation our students use regularly. In addition, it is well known that students compartmentalize their knowledge and we need to bring out their previously learned knowledge by explicitly making students retrieve it. Part of this process should be some type of assessment of prior knowledge, which will be briefly discussed in the Assessment section below. Ideally, we would have reliable and valid tools that would help us with this task but there seem to be none in the open literature. All this points to the fact that some kind of scaffolding for student learning should be provided from the very beginning and is one of the reasons that we introduced active learning whenever possible.

In practical terms, the biggest changes we introduced were: a) addition of labs, b) modified role of projects, and c) repurposing of lectures. These, along with additional out-of-class assignments, are discussed below.

A. Labs

In 2010 a new lab facility was designed and built which enabled acoustic, electromagnetic and optic measurements to be made by students [8]. We acquired four TDR oscilloscopes and four 20 GHz VNAs. In combination with instrumentation available in individual faculty research labs, students now have access to outstanding instrumentation. However, this is both a blessing and a curse. Because such instrumentation is very expensive there is a tendency to keep it under “lock-and-key” where students have very limited and supervised access. This runs counter to our desire to have students experiment with construction and testing of various circuits and systems. Currently, we are attempting to work in a hybrid mode where highly motivated students are asked to take a “qualifying” exam so that they gain access to our research lab which has very similar instrumentation. The trade-off is that they have to help other students and make themselves available. This model of lab management is very similar to, but less formal than, the one used in our makerspace (LID) lab, discussed below. Actual course labs are done in the departmental EMAG lab, shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Electromagnetics and acoustics group (EMAG) lab at PSU.

Immediate experimentation is also enabled by the use of copper tape with conductive adhesive [9]-[11]. In combination with cheap FR4 substrates students can design and build some fairly complex circuits, e.g. branch-line couplers. Addition of soldering stations and drill machine enables addition of 0603-sized SMD components for added circuit complexity. The imprecise nature of the technology exposes students to the idea that they should make this uncertainty part of their design process. Similarly, they have to start thinking what the dominant factors influencing their designs are. This is brought out more fully during their projects.

Along the way students also start using our makerspace facility (LID lab) where they can fabricate PCBs with much better accuracy and predictability. However, many real-life issues still remain, such as uncertainty of FR4 properties, dimensional variations etc.

Measurements at microwave frequencies are very different than at low frequencies and labs provide an opportunity to explore various issues in depth. We begin with TDR measurements on transmission lines because we have found that students grasp TDR behavior quicker than frequency domain measurements done on VNA. However, caution is needed because students can easily conflate the two so that they start bringing time-domain concepts, such as wave travel in time domain and signal delay, in
inappropriate ways. Eliminating some of those misconceptions is hard [12], but they are also not easy to define and identify. Development of concept inventory for microwave circuit area would be welcome [13]. For now, our approach is to repeatedly revisit some of the key concepts such as delay vs. phase change, electrical length, difference between single- and two-port measurements, and effects of port termination.

From early on, we also had labs dealing with circuit simulation for which we used HP/Agilent/Keysight MDS/ADS. In 2013 we realized that it made little sense to teach students how to use ADS – the company produced very nice videos and materials that enable students to learn it on their own. Instead of spending valuable face-to-face time we now require that students watch the videos and submit two labs that tie in with course material on passive component modeling and impedance matching. Students are asked to demonstrate their basic competency in using ADS by constructing and running some simple simulations during lab sessions. So far there have been no complaints from students as they seem to master the software fairly quickly.

B. Projects

The main purpose of projects is to integrate students’ knowledge and move their learning up the cognitive scale of complexity towards creation, synthesis and critical thinking. Over the years, we have moved towards more project-based learning but have not given up on face-to-face component. Projects present difficulties due to conflicting criteria: they should be easy enough to be doable in relatively short time, but they also must be complex and authentic enough to help student learning and motivation. They are also logistically difficult to organize and evaluate.

To improve project experience and streamline the logistics, we have introduced three new components:

1. CATME for team formation and peer evaluation
2. Initial mini-project
3. Project management using Scrum and Trello

We have used CATME in other courses and it has proven to be very useful in team formation and collecting peer feedback [14]. During the first half of each course we run a mini-project, e.g., constructing and testing an SMA cable [15], that is meant to coalesce teams and give them an opportunity to work on smaller but relevant mini-project. Teams submit reports at the end of the mini project as well as peer evaluations. It is usually fairly easy to identify which teams are having trouble at which point we can intervene and in some rare cases disband teams. Once the final project report is done teams submit second peer evaluation on CATME and scoring is now used to allocate individual scores, i.e. students who did not perform their share of the work get lower scores and grades. We can triangulate these results with our observation during lab sessions and during the final project demo.

Currently, we are introducing Scrum approach to project management and use Trello as visual aid in planning and tracking projects. We have had good success in freshman courses and in capstone (senior) teams [16] but we do not have any firm data or observations to report on their use in microwave circuit design classes. One potential hurdle is that students have to learn yet another software tool and we have, therefore, stretched the introduction and use of Scrum and Trello over two quarters.

As is well known, motivated students can do wonderful projects and one example is shown in Figure 2. This is a full FSK receiver with antenna, LNA, divider, filters, detectors and readout circuits, as first described in [17]. The bell shaped structures are 2.4 & 2.6 GHz resonators built out of pipe fittings, separate board on the left is student designed LNA and on the right side there is a readout circuit.

![Figure 2. Student-built full FSK receiver.](image)

C. Active Lectures

Initial experience with introduction of in-class interaction system were described in [8]. Overall, we find this instrumental in fostering in-class atmosphere where it is expected that everyone participates. One observation is that our activities are still too oriented towards individual responses and we need to expand the types of questions asked, so that teams of students can discuss them after individuals submit their responses. It is important to initially ask some very simple questions because we have been surprised many times by the kinds of misunderstandings students have. Open-ended, textual questions are best for uncovering misconceptions. One advantage of Learning Catalytics system is its ability to collect answers to graphical problems, which is very helpful in explaining tools like Smith chart.

D. Out of class assignments

Typical assignments of this type are homeworks with various calculation problems, typically assigned from a back of a textbook. We have found these to be of limited use for formative feedback because of the delay involved in grading and the kind of grading that is done. Similarly, homeworks are not very good for summative purposes because of prevalence of cheating, whether it is intentional (e.g. by copying from solutions manuals) or unintentional (e.g. due to student collaboration and sharing of results). Finally, they are time consuming to grade. We have repurposed homework assignments as part of “study guides” for preparation for quizzes and we typically hold three quizzes each term. Homeworks are not graded but are taken as part of participation score.

One item on which students spend a lot of time is writing of so-called lab reports. These are meant to answer some specific questions that come up during lab sessions and students have to present data they collected. We find that students struggle with both text and graphical presentations, both of which are key communication skills they should master. To help them develop these skills, they are allowed to re-submit their first report after they are ready.
given detailed feedback. Ideally, there would be more than one such revision opportunity but this is not possible due to time constraints. In general, we see good improvement in writing over the two courses but it is difficult to know if students transfer those skills to other courses.

To improve critical thinking and writing we are experimenting with a novel approach to writing research reports, which are required from graduate students. The idea originally came from medicine where systematic literature reviews are used for meta-analyses and guide policy decisions. It was adopted in software engineering where it was expanded into primarily educational role through development of Iterative Systematic Literature Reviews (ISLR) (see [18] and references therein). In short, teams of graduate students are asked to formulate a research question, develop search string for literature search, evaluate quality of papers and write a critical summary of the relevant literature. Given that we have two quarters we have broken this task down into two sections so that students first summarize a set of papers which gives them writing practice, and follow that up with a full ISLR projects. Defining good ISLR topic is the hardest part and so far we have used topics within Doherty power amplifier design, with mixed success. There is some resistance to this approach coming from students who do not see immediate benefit or relation to their work. In parallel, we are currently developing some metacognitive approaches that we hope will help students understand their own learning better.

One final note: one of the longstanding practices, especially in graduate education, is assignment of reading materials. We have found these to be of limited usefulness because there was no easy and efficient way to monitor student performance. This year we are experimenting with online tool Perusall [19] that allows not only monitoring of compliance, i.e., did the students open the files and read them, but also checks quality and quantity of their comments. It also encourages social interaction among readers. So far, it has done these tasks surprisingly well and we will continue to use it.

IV. MAKERSPACES

A relatively recent development in engineering education is the use of so-called makerspaces as places where students have an opportunity to develop their own ideas or work on class projects. As stated “The desire to make design and prototyping more integral to the engineering experience led to the creation of The Invention Studio, a free-to-use, 3000 ft^2 maker space and culture at the Georgia Institute of Technology” [20]. At around the same time, we started a very similar lab at PSU called “Lab for Interconnected Devices” [21]. ECE department provides a staff member to run the lab but bulk of the work is done by volunteers who are trained on all available tools before they become lab managers. Everything needed for circuit production is available, including electroplating for vias. Tools are integrated with various software to produce appropriate files for layout or 3D printing. Our students can usually get their boards and other items made within hours of coming to the lab.

LID organizes workshops on various topics and students are encouraged to participate. All of the activities centered around LID foster much needed sense of community among engineering students. While we have no data to demonstrate it, in our opinion the development of this makerspace has been a great boost to our students’ motivation and learning. The sample project shown in Figure 2 was entirely built in LID and two students involved were LID managers. A portion of LID lab is shown in Figure 3 [21].

![Figure 3. Laboratory for Interconnected Devices (LID) at PSU.](image)

V. ASSESSMENT

Results of some of our initial student surveys were presented in [8]. We have continued using the same survey but eliminated a couple of questions that seemed redundant. Our most recent survey questions are given in Table I. The first part asks students about their self-efficacy, i.e. their belief in their capacity to execute behaviors necessary to produce specific performance attainments [22], such as designing a microwave circuit. Results of surveys conducted in 2012, 2013 and 2016 are summarized in Figure 4. Note that results for 2012 and 2013 were added together to have larger pool of respondents: in 2016 there were 19 responses and 31 in 2012+2013.

**TABLE I. STUDENT SURVEY QUESTIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I am confident that I can:</th>
<th>I found this technique to be:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Design microwave circuits</td>
<td>5. Building and testing circuits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Build and test microwave circuits</td>
<td>6. Running circuit simulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Write good quality reports</td>
<td>7. Doing in-class exercises and problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Read and understand technical publications</td>
<td>8. Solving homework problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Listening to lectures in class</td>
<td>9. Listening to lectures in-class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Watching pre-recorded videos (special topics)</td>
<td>10. Watching pre-recorded videos (special topics)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Class project</td>
<td>11. Class project</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Scale: Strongly Agree, Agree, Neutral, Disagree, Strongly Disagree

Scale: Very helpful, Somewhat helpful, Neutral, Not helpful, Waste of time.

From Figure 4 it looks like our students are reasonably confident in their abilities in design, build & test, and writing, and their confidence has changed little over time. However, reading self-efficacy fell noticeably between two data sets. One possible explanation is that we introduced SLR project for graduate students which requires extensive readings. This activity may have produced a realization that they are not that well acquainted with the literature and have difficulty reading it. Fortuitously, this year we are utilizing reading management software [19] which will enable more meaningful reading assignments and their assessment.
As part of the same end-of-term survey, we ask students to evaluate how helpful various instructional techniques are to their learning. Just like the previous results, these are subject to interpretation. There is also a lingering question regarding how students actually interpret various questions. Given the data in Figure 5, we can see that over the years students evaluated hands-on components: “build & test,” “simulations” and “project” as the most helpful. There is a drop off in usefulness of in-class activities for which we currently do not have a good explanation. It is worth noting that students spend 2-3 hours working in the lab every week and that they are working on either the mini-project (first half of the course) or big project (second half). Therefore, time that students spend on various activities is not uniformly spread out over all activities. This is done intentionally because we believe that some activities are more effective than others, but it is possible that the time allocated affects how students perceive their usefulness. Even so, it is notable that simulation gets such high marks given that we spend no time in class and only ask for brief demos during labs. Homework is collected but not graded and counts only towards participation which, again, may color student perception of its usefulness. We have made some specialized videos, e.g. on deembedding, and it looks like students have not been impressed. In addition, some of our classes were recorded for later viewing but students did not get excited about those either. It is possible to make the lecture recordings more attractive and effective but it requires additional time and resources. In addition, they have to serve a well-defined instructional purpose.

We also perform other assessments, in particular with respect to writing abilities where we are still experimenting and attempting to settle on a set of rubrics that can be used across courses and assignments. One area in which there is general lack of assessment tools is the measurement of learning gains. These can be useful not only in determining efficacy of our teaching but also in finding students’ misconceptions. Given that there is no concept inventory for any type of circuit design we are attempting to design a pre- and post-test that may help us in both areas of assessment. However, the results are very preliminary and will be reported at a later date.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Our microwave circuit design courses have undergone several major shifts over the last 20 years. The first one was started in late 1990-s with introduction of simulation which increased complexity and realism of problems that could be addressed. Around 2010 we started the second one, which centered on introducing active learning in classroom. The third, and most recent, shift is to hands-on practice which enables true design-build-test cycle. In some cases, this also enables re-design, which has significant educational benefits. The evolution of makerspaces was the main enabler for the third shift, much as the capable and affordable software was for the second.

We have described how various components of the courses fit together and rationale for their introduction. We have also provided some data from student surveys which illustrate how well we are meeting our course learning
objectives. Students seem to value hands-on activities – whether in the form of hardware or software design – and projects above other parts of the course. We will be examining potential to expand even more so in that direction but without sacrificing other important learning goals. New tools, such as Perusall and ISLR, promise to help us design proper reading and writing assignments and we have had good initial experiences in their implementation. Finally, assessment needs to be expanded to a more formalized assessment of technical performance and understanding, as well as more formalized assessment of writing.

These are times of rapid change across all levels of education. Implementation of research based instructional techniques is unavoidable for any instructor who wants to provide his/her students with the most effective learning experience. This paper provided some ideas on how this may be accomplished in microwave circuit design courses but the same techniques should be applicable in many other electronics design or similar courses.
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Abstract—Our experiences in teaching digital circuit design at university level indicate that students find it difficult to understand programmable logic devices (PLDs) such as PALs, PLAs, GALs and FPGAs. This is mainly due to the complexity of the topic and the lack of tools that visualize the inner workings of PLDs and enable students to modify and inspect individual components. The majority of publicly available SPLD-related tools are proprietary, platform-specific and do not expose all elements of the PLD structure to the user. In this work, we propose a learning tool that enables synthesis, visualization and editing the programming of a GAL16v8 SPLD. GAL16v8 has been chosen as it is simple enough that its physical implementation can be observed to the smallest detail, while enabling simultaneous realization of multiple Boolean functions. The tool is platform-independent and specifically tailored towards use in an educational setting, facilitating much better understanding of SPLDs through a hands-on experience.

I. INTRODUCTION

The historical development of programmable logic devices (PLDs) can be traced from the most simple ones, such as one-time programmable read-only memories, through a bit more complicated simple programmable logic devices (SPLDs) such as PALs, PLAs and GALs, to complex programmable logic devices (CPLDs) and field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) [1], [2]. The basic principles involving internal workings and architectures of such devices are often taught in university-level digital circuit design courses, including the Digital Logic course at our Faculty. It is our experience that students often find the topic hard to understand [3], considering the fact that the presentation of the topic typically covers both low-level details including electronical components such as FGMOS transistors and high level concepts including logical design and PLD programming.

Our previous work [4], [5], [3] indicated that the students at our Faculty readily accept e-learning tools and that such tools have a positive impact on their academic performance. In order to foster student experience with PLD technologies and improve their understanding, we have developed a multipurpose learning tool for GAL16v8. The tool can be used for direct programming, where the student can input each programmable switch programming. It can also be used for visualization of programming and generating the JEDEC file needed to program the physical GAL chip in hardware programmer. Additionally, the tool allows the students to provide a higher level description of the desired design using logical expressions, which the synthesis module then converts into GAL programming. The generated GAL programming can be visualized in a graphical environment and modified if needed.

One of the main advantages of the tool is that it is written in Java so it can be run on many different operating systems; a fact that is not true for many commercial tools. The GAL16v8 has been chosen because it is relatively simple, so the students can understand the function of each of 2194 programmable switches and can set their programming directly. In order to better integrate the rest of the Digital Logic course topics taught at our Faculty which are based on VHDL usage, we have equipped the tool with a module that allows students to provide a logical description of the desired circuits. Using the description, the module determines the GAL programming that the student can then inspect.

II. RELATED WORK

Learning basic concepts of digital electronics represents one of the cornerstones of modern computer and electrical engineering education. These concepts are essential for understanding hardware design [6], [7], computer architectures [8], [9], systems-on-a-chip [10], etc. Without deep understanding of these concepts, the students will not be able to understand how the computer actually works, how a microprocessor is designed and implemented, how computer programs are executed and what to consider when thinking about efficient computer code. Given the importance and the ubiquity of digital electronics, there is an interest in developing better learning methods for various digital electronics concepts in the academic education community. These methods involve developing specialized learning tools that include purely software-based solutions [11], [12], [13], as well as remote hybrid software-hardware learning systems [14], [15], [16]. Improvements of the teaching process itself are also considered, e.g. through reframing the teaching to be more centered around using a hardware description language [17], or devising instructive problems that can be solved by small teams of students in a competition-based semi-professional environment [18].
One example of a specialized software learning tool for digital circuit design is Boole-Deusto, proposed by Garcia-Zubia et al. [11]. Boole-Deusto is intended for teaching the design and analysis of bit-level combinatorial and sequential circuits. Combinatorial circuits can be defined using truth tables, minterms or maxterms or Boolean logic expressions. Boole-Deusto supports Veitch-Karnaugh diagrams, finite state machines, and code generation from the designed circuits (OrCAD-PLD, VHDL, and JEDEC are supported). Similarly, Hacker and Sitte [12] propose WinLogiLab, an interactive teaching suite for combinatorial and sequential circuits. The suite is comprised of a set of increasingly complex tutorials, covering a range of topics including Boolean algebra, truth tables, Karnaugh maps, finite state machines, etc. Donzellini and Ponta [13] propose an e-learning simulation environment for digital electronics called Deeds. The environment is tailored towards teaching embedded systems, and it supports combinational and sequential circuits, finite state machines, and microcomputer interfacing and programming. Baneres et al. [19] introduce an online platform for the design and verification of digital circuits through a series of exercises, consisting of a desktop application that communicates with the course server and a web-based management system for instructors.

In hybrid software-hardware learning systems, the goal is to enable the student to interact with a real physical SPLD. For instance, El Medany [14] proposes a remote laboratory that enables the students to interactively control a physical FPGA board over the internet. Garcia-Zubia et al. [15] and Rodriguez-Gil et al. [16] propose a system that combines their previously described Boole-Deusto learning tool with a physical remote FPGA board that controls a virtual simulated water tank. Boole-Deusto is used to generate VHDL code that is synthesized and programmed into the FPGA, and the student can see the remote FPGA controlling the simulated water tank according to the developed digital circuit.

One shortcoming of Boole-Deusto, WinLogiLab and Deeds is that they run exclusively on Microsoft Windows, making them unavailable to students that use other operating systems. Furthermore, Boole-Deusto and WinLogiLab seem to be restricted to basic digital electronics concepts, offering no support for teaching SPLDs such as PALs, PLAs, GALs. Motivated by the importance of teaching basic SPLD concepts and our experience that students find it difficult to understand the inner workings of an FPGA following a classical black box vendor-specific synthesis approach [20], we have previously proposed a platform independent tool for programming, visualization and simulation of simplified FPGAs [3]. In this work, we move a step further by developing a tool that exposes the inner workings of GAL16V8 in a fully interactive manner.

III. THE LEARNING TOOL REQUIREMENTS

In the Digital Logic course at our Faculty, we cover programmable logic circuits in depth: from implementation details up to the logical model and high-level programming. The course covers implementation of permanent read-only memories (using semiconductor diodes and then metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistors, MOSFETs), principles of implementation of erasable ROMs (EPROMs) and electrically erasable ROMs (EEPROMs) which are based on floating-gate MOSFET (FGMOS), various SPLDs (such as programmable logic array - PLA, and programmable array logic - PAL) and finally complex programmable logic devices (CPLDs) and field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs).

In order to clarify the design, programming and application of SPLDs on an instructive example, we decided that our learning tool should model some existing chip which fulfills
the following requirements:
1) it can still be purchased,
2) it is not too expensive,
3) it offers adequate logic programmability so that several Boolean functions can be realized simultaneously,
4) it is simple enough that its physical implementation can be observed to the smallest detail (i.e. which of the FGMOS transistors should have excess charge on its floating-gate and which not in order to realize the desired Boolean function - see Figure 2),
5) support for generating both combinatorial and sequential circuits is desired.

The fourth requirement stems from the fact that within the Digital Logic course (as taught at our Faculty) we teach students the basics of digital circuits implementation (i.e. how can various logic gates, such as NOT, AND, OR, NAND, and NOR, be implemented using bipolar transistors, using MOSFETs and using CMOS) as well as how programmable digital circuits are implemented (i.e. programming by burning fuses, programming by blocking channel creation in MOSFETs, etc). Therefore, we required a chip which is simple enough that such level of detail can be presented.

We also wanted the selected chip to be suitable for teaching how high level SPLD programming can be done. There are two possible ways of doing SPLD programming:
1) the state for each of the programmable elements (FGMOSFET) can be set manually, or
2) the desired functionality can be described by some language for formal specification and then the state of each of programmable element can be set by some automatic procedure.

We have chosen the GAL16v8 chip, as it fulfils all of the aforementioned requirements. It is rather cheap, it can realize eight Boolean functions and it works with a wide range of supply voltages. Additionally, it has a relatively regular structure so that each of 2194 programmable switches can be observed and its function readily understood. This chip can be configured to operate in three different architectural modes defined using two bits of information: simple mode, complex mode and registered mode. This is in itself very instructive, as it offers a great example of multiplexer usage, where different architectures are realized by multiplexers choosing which signal is routed where.

For actual chip programming, an additional device is needed (so-called programmer) which is connected to the user’s computer and in which the programmable chip is placed. On the computer, the appropriate software must be started and data based on which the programming will be performed must be provided. Today, such data is typically provided as JEDEC-formatted file, so we wanted to be able, while teaching the topic, also to explain how this file is formatted and how it is generated for selected chip.

Having selected the chip, our goal was to develop a learning tool that would satisfy the following requirements:
1) it should be portable (so that the students can use it on various operating systems),
2) it should offer graphical user interface which should show all programmable elements and allow the student to edit each FGMOS transistor state,
3) it should be able to automatically generate a JEDEC file for shown programming,
4) it should be able to read programming from a JEDEC file and adjust current programming,
5) it should support some way of formally describing Boolean functions and automatic programming based on a given formal description,
6) it should offer a command line tool for converting a direct formal circuit description into JEDEC,
7) and lastly, it must be simple enough to be adequate for education purposes (which most commercial professional tools are not).

IV. THE DEVELOPED TOOL

The learning tool that accommodates the requirements elaborated in Section III has been developed using the Java programming language. This way, we have ensured that the tool is portable across all often used desktop operating systems. When started in interactive mode, the student is presented with a graphical editor showing the logical structure of GAL16v8 (see Figure 1 for a coarse overview).

On the top of the editor window there is a combo box which allows the user to set values for two architectural bits, thus choosing the active GAL configuration. The values of these two architectural bits are connected to several multiplexers in the physical chip implementation. The developed editor, for the sake of clarity, does not show all of these details. Instead, once the user selects values of architectural bits, the editor shows the effective chip architecture.

In simple mode (see more detailed Figure 3), each macrocell can realize a Boolean function in the form of a sum of 8 products. The output of each macrocell can be configured to be permanently enabled or permanently in high-impedance state. Signals from pins 1-9, 11-14 and 17-19 are connected to the input array in which the user can program products. Each programmable element (which determines if the given signal is used in given product) is technologically realized using FGMOSFET.

![Fig. 2. Structure of FGMOSFET.](image-url)
Programming of all the programmable elements can be performed by mouse. The state of FGMOSFET can be toggled by double-clicking on the signal-product connection, which will be visually indicated. Macrocell configuration bits can be defined by double clicking on the macrocell. In simple mode, the user can configure the logical value for lower input of XOR-gate and additionally define whether the output buffer is enabled or disabled. If a low number of Boolean functions is to be realized but of many variables, disabling some macrocells can open output pins to be used as additional inputs. A relevant part of GAL configured to calculate $f(A, B) = A \oplus B$ is shown in Figure 4. Here, $A$ and $B$ were connected to pins 2 and 3 while macrocell OLMC 1 (the top-most one) was used for calculation. Its output buffer was enabled and the bit for output XOR-gate was set to 1 since the output buffer actually also inverts the calculated value.

In complex mode (see smaller Figure 5) each macrocell can realize a Boolean function in the form of a sum of 7 products, while one product controls the output buffer (enabled or in high-impedance).

Finally, in registered mode (see smaller Figure 6), each macrocell can realize a Boolean function in the form of a sum of 8 products. The realized function, depending on the macrocell configuration bit, can be routed to macrocell output or it can be used as input for D-flipflop whose state is then used as macrocell output. In this mode, the output buffer is enabled/disabled for all macrocells by a common signal. In Figure 6, the top-most macrocell is configured to use a D-flipflop and the second macrocell is configured to calculate $f = A \oplus B$. 
combinatorial function.

The developed tool allows students to easily generate the JEDEC file from a popup menu. JEDEC file generation for XOR example from Figure 4 is shown in Figure 7.

The tool also allows user to load configuration from JEDEC file which was generated for this GAL chip.

To support automatic programming based on a formal circuit specification, we decided to reuse a syntax used in older commercial tools, but in a simplified form. An example of such a description is shown below.

```
DEVICE GAL16V8
MODE SIMPLE
PIN 2 A
PIN ? B
PIN ? C
PIN ? f OUTPUT
PIN ? g OUTPUT
EQUATIONS
f = A*\bar{B} + C
\bar{g} = A\oplus B + C
```

This formal description defines two Boolean functions to be realized: \( f = A \cdot \bar{B} + C \) and \( \bar{g} = A \oplus B + C \). The specification also defines some constraints for the synthesiser: the input \( A \) must be attached on pin 2 while other variable-pin assignment can be arbitrary.

Descriptions such as this one can be synthesized through the GUI or the synthesis can be requested directly from the command line. In the latter case, the synthesizer will generate the appropriate JEDEC file. If the previous description is saved in file `f2.eqn`, the synthesis from the command line can be started by command:

```
java -jar SimpleGAL-1.0.1.jar
pahdl-to-jedec -in f2.eqn
-out f2.jedec
```

which will produce the JEDEC file `f2.jedec` as well as additional info (including actual pin assignment). Example of such a file report is given below.

```
DEVICE: GAL16V8
MODE: SIMPLE
F SOP: A*/B+C
G SOP: \bar{A}*B+A*/B+C
INFO: Inputs: \{A, B, C\}.
INFO: Outputs: \{F, G\}.
INFO: Pin mapping process succeeded.
INFO: Pin 01: name=NC
INFO: Pin 02: name=A
INFO: Pin 03: name=B
INFO: Pin 04: name=C
INFO: Pin 05: name=NC
INFO: Pin 06: name=NC
INFO: Pin 07: name=NC
INFO: Pin 08: name=NC
INFO: Pin 09: name=NC
INFO: Pin 10: name=GND
INFO: Pin 11: name=NC
INFO: Pin 12: name=NC
INFO: Pin 13: name=NC
INFO: Pin 14: name=NC
INFO: Pin 15: name=NC
INFO: Pin 16: name=NC
INFO: Pin 17: name=NC
INFO: Pin 18: name=G
INFO: Pin 19: name=F
INFO: Pin 20: name=VCC
INFO: Here is the pin assignment:
```

\[\begin{array}{cccccc}
\text{NC} & 1 & 20 & \text{Vcc} \\
A & 2 & 19 & F \\
B & 3 & 18 & G \\
C & 4 & 17 & \text{NC} \\
\text{NC} & 5 & 16 & \text{NC} \\
\text{NC} & 6 & 15 & \text{NC} \\
\text{NC} & 7 & 14 & \text{NC} \\
\text{NC} & 8 & 13 & \text{NC} \\
\text{NC} & 9 & 12 & \text{NC} \\
\text{GND} & 10 & 11 & \text{NC} \\
\end{array}\]
```

INFO: Synthesis to GAL16V8 completed.

V. Example use cases

Example use cases for our tool within the Digital Logic course we teach include illustrations of the topic "Programmable logical devices", where we offer interested students to complete two experiments.

**Experiment 1.** Elements: 2 DIP switches, 5 resistors, GAL16V8, 3 LEDs. Use 2 DIP switches and two resistors...
to create logical values for A and B. Connect values A and B to GAL16V8 inputs, and 3 LEDs to its outputs. Using our tool, program the GAL16V8 by manually clicking the programmable switches, to ensure that the first LED lights only if both A and B are high, that the second LED lights if any of A or B is high, and that the third LED lights only when one of A or B is high. Create the JEDEC file. Program the GAL and test complete circuit on the protoboard.

**Experiment 2.** Elements: 4 DIP switches, 11 resistors, GAL16V8, BCD to 7-segment converter, 7-segment display. Using 4 DIP switches and 4 resistors create logical values $a_3 a_2 a_1 a_0$. Let us treat $a_3 a_2 a_1 a_0$ as binary-encoded number. Derive by hand logical expressions for function $f(a_3 a_2 a_1 a_0) = a_3 a_2 a_1 a_0 + 1$ (i.e. the next number). Write a formal circuit specification and using our synthesizer create the JEDEC file. Program the GAL and test complete circuit on the protoboard (see Figure 8).

**VI. CONCLUSION**

We have presented an interactive learning tool for synthesis, visualization and programming GAL16v8 CPLD. The tool is very useful in bringing insights into the complete design process: starting with a formal description of a circuit, the tool enables learning which steps are needed to complete the programming. This is quite handy because the selected GAL16v8 is simple enough so that the programming can be traced back to each single FG MOSFET transistor.

Using this tool, students can also observe what is the end process of the synthesis - which decisions did the synthesizer make and how the programming was completed. In our experience, if the topic is clearly covered and illustrated in this way, students can more easily proceed to FPGAs, which are much more complex to grasp.

As a future work, we plan to add support for another formal language for hardware specification: a simplified version of VHDL, since the VHDL is used for FPGAs as well. We believe that consistently using a single language from the start can make the transition from simple programmable logic devices to more advanced ones easier and more natural for students.
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Abstract—The course "Electronics 1" is taught at undergraduate level and covers broad area of electronics starting from the physics of semiconductors to the complex electronic system such as operational amplifier. This course is obligatory for sophomore students enrolled in Electrical Engineering and Information Technology undergraduate program as well as in Computing undergraduate program. Due to the course comprehensiveness and recognized lack of interest, students tend to study without understanding the studied concepts and their practical application. This paper presents the proposal to increase the interest in electronics by introduction of the active learning (AL) process. This AL process is supported by the developed AL module, i.e. clicker, which provides the hands-on experience of the topics studied throughout the course. We provide questionnaire proposal that will be given to groups of students and the results will be compared to the control group to assess the usefulness of the proposed approach.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Sophomore students enrolled in Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing at the University of Zagreb have obligatory course "Electronics 1". This course covers wide area of electronics starting from physical properties of semiconductors to the complex electronic system such as an operational amplifier.

Every semester the students are asked to evaluate the course through a survey. According to the survey results several conclusions are drawn:
1. Although the course is well organized there is substantial lack of interest in the studied matter
2. The students find the course difficult and think of themselves as not competent enough to understand the studied matter
3. Students spend approx. 3 hours/week of additional studying
4. Laboratory exercise procedures are not clear enough

The first conclusion talks about the low level of interest in electronics. This is more pronounced for the students enrolled in Computing undergraduate program. The lack of interest has grounds in perception that their competence and prior knowledge necessary for this course is not on the required level. Their incompetence lowers motivation and hinder learning process [1]. The students find the course well organized (literature is easily available, presentation can be downloaded, problem solving exercises are given, etc.) and necessary to spend 3 hours/week of studying to pass the exam. The last conclusion refers to lack of practical knowledge needed to successfully and with understanding perform the laboratory exercises.

In order to gain interest in the studied matter, the authors have designed active-learning (AL) module, i.e. clicker. The idea behind the clicker presented in this paper is to have students to actively contribute in the lectures by providing active feedback. In [2] clicker is replaced by smart phone which is practical but the usage of the smart phone may distract students. By using special developed clicker we believe it will improve understanding of the studied concepts through:
- gamification
- hands-on experience
- practical understanding of learned theory

The idea behind the gamification is to organize students in groups. Each group (2-4 students) will have their own clicker. During the semester they collect points according to the correct answers given. The questions asked during the lectures bring necessary breaks in order to keep their concentration at the high level. Furthermore, the work in group will support discussions among them and through explanations help better understanding of given lecture [3]. During the first two semesters of undergraduate program the students do not have opportunity to see how actually electronic components look like. By using the clicker they can bridge the gap between theory and practical application. This hand-on experience together with the actual implementation of the studied theory in the clicker itself will help them to better understand the electronics.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II the design and features of the developed module are presented. Section III brings the explanation of the studied topics in the course Electronics and their connection to the clicker hardware. Section IV presents the proposal of the questions to be given to students in order to assess their understanding of studied concepts. Section V brings the conclusion.

II. DEVELOPED ACTIVE-LEARNING (AL) MODULE

The developed AL module i.e. clicker, is presented in Fig. 1. The clicker size is 5 cm × 5 cm. These are the main hardware features of the module:
- Supercapacitor charged via USB
• 4 tactile switches
• Two LEDs
• Microcontroller and RF module.

The module size as well as the components are selected to result in low-cost design (approx. 5 GBP @ 10 pcs.). The project is open-source and all hardware and software files are available online [4]. The students are encouraged to build their own clicker and use it as a platform for other projects. This clicker is actually a small part of the functionality of the complete module. This module is developed in the frame of YAWN-Your Autonomous Wireless Node project and supports whole ecosystem of sensors, power supply solutions, communication protocols, etc. available on-board or through the expansion headers.

The students have four tactile switches denoted by A, B, C and D to provide an answer. After sending the answer to the lecturer, the clicker goes in deep-sleep mode and therefore extends the time between recharging. The charging lasts approximately 30 s and provides several days of operation without recharging. The blinking of the LED indicates proper clicker operation and according to the light intensity one can estimate the power supply voltage level.

The lecturer collects the student feedback by using a similar module. The lecturer’s module is usually connected to the computer used for running the presentation. The small user interface is developed in open source computer programming language Processing [5] and presented in Fig. 1. Prior asking students a question, lecturer resets all previous answers by clicking the RST button. The answers together with the time tag are saved by clicking the SAVE button. The answer can be reset if a student clicks the same switch again. This allows lecturer to give the multiple-choice questions.

At the beginning of the semester students are asked to take one clicker and form the group containing 2-4 students. Each clicker is assigned with a unique number (in the example presented in Fig. 2 there are 10 clickers given to the students). The group should remember the number and use the same clicker during the semester.

The lecturer should give points according to the answers collected during the class and present the current ranking at the beginning of the following class. This gamification of the lectures will provide additional motivation for student to actively participate in the lectures. Furthermore, the lecturer can immediately assess the students knowledge by looking at the results and if necessary give additional explanations or encourage peer discussions [6]. At the end of the semester lecturer can ask who is hiding behind the clicker with the largest number of points in order to make public acknowledgement of the winners.

Usually not more than two or three questions are needed to keep students concentrated. The questions in lecturing will bring necessary breaks. For example, if a question is asked after 15-20 minutes of lecturing, only two questions are needed during the class.

The usage of the clicker gives hands-on experience of lectures learned. Furthermore, by seeing actual implementation of the theory learned students might be able even to synthesize simple electronic circuits. Although, the complexity of the clicker is much bigger than the basics of electronics taught in the course "Electronics 1", some parts of the clicker will be analyzed through following problems.

A. RC Network

**Problem**: The design problem encountered while making the clicker is following. The super-capacitor $C_S$ having the capacitance equal to 1.5 F. The input power supply is available through USB bus ($U_I = 5$ V). According to the schematic presented in Fig. 3 select the resistors to obtain the output voltage equal to 3.3 V.

**Solution**: To generate the output voltage equal to 3.3 V, the two resistor values have to be selected. The selection of
small resistor values can lead to fast charge time but also the discharge will be fast. The power dissipation can also increase if the resistors are too small. Furthermore, the small resistor values can also lead to overloading USB bus. If the high-value resistors are selected, the discharge of capacitor will be slower as well as the charging time. Here the Thevenin’s theorem should be used to calculate the time constant of the circuit.

B. Diode

Problem: After analyzing and evaluation of the previously presented network for charging the super-capacitor the diode should be used to prevent the discharging of the super-capacitor.

Solution: The solution is presented in Fig. 4. The diode prevents discharging of the capacitor, but still the reverse current is flowing which discharges the super-capacitor. Due to the diode forward-voltage the resistors values have to be adjusted to generate output voltage equal to 3.3 V.

C. LED

Problem: For given voltage of 3.3 V it is necessary to properly bias LED.

Solution: The solution is presented in Fig. 5. The resistor is added to define the current through the LED. This problem helps better understanding of I-V characteristic of the diode and the role of the bias resistor. Furthermore, this is good example to relate the different forward-voltage values (due to different types of semiconductors used) to the real application.

D. MOSFET As Switch

Problem: The RF-module power consumption is large. Use MOSFET as a switch to turn on/off the RF-module to decrease its power consumption.

Solution: The solution is presented in Fig. 6. The presented solution is based on p-MOS but the same functionality can be obtained using n-MOS. Through this problem students are taught about different current flows in p-MOS and n-MOS and different control signals.

IV. QUESTIONNAIRE PROPOSAL

This is questionnaire proposal to be given to students at the end of the semester. The idea behind is to give this proposal to three groups of students:

• regular class
• regular class + problems from Section III explained
• AL class + problems from Section III explained

A. Design problems

• Design a power supply using only two resistors. The power supply output voltage should be equal to $V_{IN} = 3.3\ \text{V}$ for the input voltage equal to $V_{USB} = 5\ \text{V}$. The load current is negligible.

• Design a power supply using only two resistors. The power supply output voltage should be equal to $V_{IN} = 3.3\ \text{V}$ for the input voltage equal to $V_{USB} = 5\ \text{V}$. The load current is equal to $I_L \leq 100\ \text{mA}$. 
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• Design a power supply using only two resistors with the super-capacitor connected to the output. The power supply output voltage should be equal to $V_{IN} = 3.3$ V for the input voltage equal to $V_{USB} = 5$ V. Minimize the capacitor charging time.

• Design a power supply using only two resistors with the super-capacitor connected to the output. The power supply output voltage should be equal to $V_{IN} = 3.3$ V for the input voltage equal to $V_{USB} = 5$ V. Minimize the capacitor discharging current.

• Design a circuit for turning on and off a LED diode by a MOSFET. The power supply output voltage is equal to $V_{IN} = 3.3$ V.

• Design a circuit which will amplify input triangle-wave signal. For the 100 mV input amplitude, the output triangle-wave signal should have 5 V amplitude. The physical dimensions of the circuit should be the smallest possible.

B. Questions

• Time needed to charge super-capacitor of 1 F over the resistor equal to 1 $\Omega$?
  a) 0.5 s
  b) 5 s
  c) 50 s

• In order to connect the LED to 5 V power supply what is additionally necessary to connect and how? Write on the line "parallel" or "serial".
  a) capacitor ____________
  b) resistor ____________
  c) inductor ____________

• Which diode has the smallest forward voltage?
  a) LED
  b) Schottky
  c) pn-diode

• What is the value of the diode reverse current?
  a) mA
  b) $\mu$A
  c) nA

• What type of MOSFET is needed in application where a MOSFET is used to turn on an LED?
  a) nMOS
  b) pMOS
  c) both can do the job

• What these numbers represent: 0402, 0603, 0805 and 1206?
  a) value
  b) size
  c) price

• What is the approximate cost of the 1k resistor for 1000 pcs.?
  a) 0.001 GBP each
  b) 0.1 GBP each
  c) 1 GBP each

• What is the size of the passive discrete components (resistors and capacitor) usually used in electronic circuits? Write as "X mm × X mm"

• What is the DC voltage value available in USB bus?
  a) 1 V
  b) 5 V
  c) 9 V

• What is the material of printed circuit board?

V. Conclusion

This paper presents the proposal of active learning (AL) implementation in the course "Electronics 1". This implementation is based on the developed AL module, i.e. clicker. This clicker provides hand-on experience of the lectures begin studied and practical understanding of the theory. The gain in understanding and even ability to synthesize simple circuits will be assessed by the proposed questionnaire.
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Abstract - In this paper, an approach to automated formative assessment of procedural knowledge is described and evaluated. While assessment and representation of conceptual knowledge using visual aids such as concept maps has often been analyzed and discussed in the literature, significantly less attention has been given to assessment of procedural knowledge. The approach described in this paper is based on automated evaluation of knowledge described by examinees in form of a decision tree against a repository of test cases. The examinee is afterwards provided with automatically generated feedback about the overall results of applying his decision tree, as well as possible changes required to correct them. The results of the pilot evaluation of a prototype system implementation are described and discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

The importance of formative educational assessment has been emphasized many times in the published research over the last decades. A large body of research has suggested that formative assessment can be very beneficial for learning across a range of domains and settings [1]. Those benefits are the result of two main effects of formative assessments: the testing effect [2] and the benefits of formative feedback that can be provided to examinees [1]. While the testing effect results from the knowledge retrieval process [3] that inherently takes place during a knowledge assessment, in order to provide the examinees with timely feedback in a scalable manner, formative assessments have to support automated evaluation of assessment items. This is typically not a problem in situations when constrained answer item types [4] are used for assessment, for example multiple choice questions, although it requires additional labor to define feedback. On the other hand, automatically providing feedback becomes more challenging for less constrained and innovative item types, where examinees have more freedom in constructing their answers, or when their solution cannot be directly compared with a correct answer.

Concept maps are an example of a less constrained item type that has been used as a learning or assessment tool for quite a while [5] and has been praised as a knowledge representation which is structurally similar to human knowledge architecture [6]. Different algorithmic approaches have been proposed to automatically evaluate concept maps and provide their constructors with automatically generated feedback to their work [7], [8], allowing evaluation or appropriate scoring not just based on structural equivalence.

However, while concept maps help greatly to assess conceptual or factual knowledge, less attention in the literature has been devoted to assessment of procedural knowledge and automated evaluation and feedback provision in that process. Procedural knowledge [9] can be described in a form very similar to a concept map, but usually referred to as a decision tree. While decision trees are commonly used as a machine learning technique or a method for representation of knowledge or guidelines [10], [11], their potential in knowledge assessment remains mostly unutilized and unexplored.

In this paper, a decision tree based procedural knowledge assessment approach is proposed, by evaluating a decision tree for solving a given procedural problem on a base of test cases with known solutions. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2 the general aspects of using decision trees in procedural knowledge assessment are described. In section 3 the key properties and functions of a system supporting this kind of assessment are described. The materials and methods used in the prototype evaluation are described in section 4, and the obtained results are presented in section 5. Results are discussed in section 6, and conclusions and future work are presented in the section 7.

II. USING DECISION TREES IN PROCEDURAL KNOWLEDGE ASSESSMENT

In machine learning classification problems, a decision tree usually consists of a single root node, several decision nodes, and several leaf nodes. An example of a decision tree for diagnosing problems with gasoline engine start is given in Image 1. In each of the decision nodes, depending on the corresponding attribute value, a decision in made either to investigate values of other attributes or to stop because a conclusion has been reached to assign case class or final diagnosis (a leaf node). This process also resembles a general approach to solving a diagnostic problem, for example technical failure diagnosis or clinical diagnosis. In both these processes, the diagnostician acquires information, for example a result of a medical test, and, based on its value, he either determines the final diagnosis or problem solution, or determines which information is relevant to get next. This process, described as a decision tree in terms of relevant attributes’ names (decision nodes), their possible values (node links’ labels), and final diagnoses (leaves), could
easily be evaluated on a set of test cases for which all relevant attribute values are known, as well as final diagnoses. Test cases could be known examples from clinical practice or real examples of technical failure.

The main advantage of the proposed approach compared to using different items for assessing procedural knowledge is the possibility of this approach to provide its user with automatically generated evaluation and feedback. The overall evaluation of an examinee's decision tree can be performed automatically using test cases. The evaluation results can be reported as standard classification performance measures of precision and recall per diagnosis or final solution. The feedback related not to the decision tree performance, but to its included propositions can include:

- The classification path for each correctly/incorrectly diagnosed test case, as well as the node value based on which the correct diagnosis was discarded for incorrectly classified cases.
- The classification path in the decision tree for each unclassified case. Unclassified cases are the result of forgotten situations not addressed in the tree.
- The maximal correct subtree of the uploaded decision tree.
- The corrections to the decision tree, that can be automatically generated based on the test cases using information gain measure.

The feedback provided this way is a way of measuring and informing the examinee not just how well does the tree perform the classification it is supposed to do, but also why, i.e. which section of the tree is correct, which needs to be changed and which is missing completely. These components of knowledge are expected to be relevant components of formative feedback, which is the main goal of the system, even though its usage in summative assessments can also be considered.

Also, while it would be possible to evaluate a decision tree by directly comparing it to a referent one designed by domain experts or obtained by machine learning techniques, evaluation using test cases would allow its correct evaluation when reaching justified conclusions with different attribute acquisition sequence, or even with different attributes.

The proposed approach, however, also has some disadvantages that have to be acknowledged. The main disadvantage is the need to predefine a discrete set of tree node and link labels for decision tree construction. This is necessary because the same labels have to be available in test cases to enable automatic evaluation. While defining a task template with those labels is not a technical issue, it could enable examinees to recognize instead of remember relevant parameters of the procedure they are describing. Additionally, this is also a practical limitation, since sometimes it can be difficult or impractical to split the values of a target attribute into disjoint sets and separate reactions for those sets. For example, 37°C can be considered the upper limit of a normal body temperature, but 37.01°C does not have to indicate increased body temperature.

III. IMPLEMENTATION

In order to evaluate the characteristics of the proposed knowledge assessment method and enable automated evaluation of procedural knowledge described as a decision tree, an online system to support these tasks was designed and implemented. The prototype system implementation was realized using JSF/Java, JavaScript and HTML/CSS technologies. The prototype system implementation evaluates an uploaded decision tree on a base of test cases stored in a web repository as XML files with predefined syntax. After the user's decision tree is uploaded on the system and the repository is defined using its URL, test cases from the repository are parsed and evaluated on the uploaded tree.

The prototype system implementation does not support the decision tree construction process, since there are already free online concept mapping tools like IHMC CmapTools [12] available for that purpose. The key features of IHMC CmapTools, an online free concept mapping tool include the possibility to import a template with predefined (tree) elements, a simple graphic user interface to edit a tree or a concept map, and the option to export the tree either as textual propositions or in detailed CXL file format.

The prototype system implementation supports automatically generating feedback including overall classification statistics of the uploaded decision tree, visualization of the classification path for each of the test cases, maximal correct subtree, and possible corrections of the classification path.
IV. MATERIALS AND METHODS

The objective of the pilot evaluation of the prototype system implementation was to confirm two initial hypotheses related to the proposed method of assessing procedural knowledge:

- That the assessment of procedural knowledge using decision trees would be understandable to participants, not causing cognitive overload.
- That the automatically generated feedback would be relevant and understandable to participants.

The prototype system implementation was evaluated twice on a sample of 19 electrical engineering students of an 8th semester course. The participation in the research was voluntary, with the possibility to achieve an extra 5% of the course total value, based on the performance in the research.

Research participants solved two similar problems examining their procedural knowledge related to diagnosis of a technical failure in a local area network configuration. In the first research session, the participants were supposed to construct a decision tree for determining each of the seven different configuration problems based on the outcomes (success or failure) of seven ping commands run between different pairs of computers in the network. Ping commands were used as nodes in the decision tree, and success and failure were their possible values (branch labels). Possible diagnoses included, for example, incorrectly defined gateway for one of the network computers or incorrect network interface. In the second session, the participants were supposed to construct a decision tree for determining each of four different configuration problems (a subset of the previous seven), again, based on the outcomes of seven ping commands run between different pairs of computers in the network. IHMC CmapTools was used as the decision tree construction tool, based on the prepared template containing possible tree node labels and final diagnoses.

In each of the two sessions, the participants were instructed to:

1. Construct the decision tree using the given template and instructions.
2. Solve a questionnaire measuring their motivation and perceived complexity of the concepts and relationships between task-related concepts.
3. Upload their decision tree on the system.
4. Solve the second questionnaire, measuring how difficult was it for the participants to locate and understand feedback components.

Participants were also provided with detailed instructions for the task, containing a description of the task, all prior assumptions about it, a short explanation of decision tree meaning interpretation, and examples of solution structure. The submitted decision trees were evaluated using predefined base of 8 test cases designed by course lecturers using a design module which is a part of the prototype system implementation.

V. RESULTS

The results of the first questionnaire were significantly different between the two sessions only on the question of how difficult did the participants find the overall topic of the tasks (p = 0.011, F = 8,112), suggesting a significant decrease in the perceived topic complexity after the first research session (m1 = 5,16, SD1 = 2,19, m2 = 4,00, SD2 = 1,89). All items were measured on a Likert scale from 1 (Completely disagree) to 10 (Completely agree). Combined results of all other first questionnaire items for both sessions are presented in the Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The task topic in general was difficult to understand.</td>
<td>4,58</td>
<td>2,10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The task-related concepts were difficult to understand.</td>
<td>4,03</td>
<td>1,85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The task-related concepts' interrelationships were difficult to understand.</td>
<td>4,39</td>
<td>1,97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The task instructions were difficult to understand.</td>
<td>3,05</td>
<td>1,84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The decision tree construction was difficult to understand.</td>
<td>1,76</td>
<td>1,02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The IHMC CmapTools tools was difficult to use.</td>
<td>2,58</td>
<td>1,75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The decision tree meaning interpretation was difficult to understand.</td>
<td>2,71</td>
<td>1,74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I was not motivated to participate in this research.</td>
<td>3,11</td>
<td>2,36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I find the task topic not important.</td>
<td>2,00</td>
<td>1,29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I don't care about the award points for participating in the research.</td>
<td>2,61</td>
<td>2,33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I don't care about my final course grade.</td>
<td>2,50</td>
<td>1,93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since no statistically significant differences were found between the two sessions data for the second survey (MANOVA results: Wilks' Λ = 0,719, F(13, 6) = 0,847, p = 0,557, η² = 0,281), the results for both sessions were analyzed together to increase the sample size. These results of the second questionnaire are presented in the Table II, again on a Likert scale from 1 (Completely disagree) to 10 (Completely agree).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The total number of cases for decision tree evaluation was difficult to find.</td>
<td>5,11</td>
<td>1,29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The total number and links to correctly classified caseses were difficult to find.</td>
<td>2,84</td>
<td>2,02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The total number and links to incorrectly classified caseses were difficult to find.</td>
<td>1,63</td>
<td>1,44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The total number and links to unclassified caseses were difficult to find.</td>
<td>0,63</td>
<td>0,88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The correct/incorrect sections of the uploaded decision tree were difficult to identify.</td>
<td>2,82</td>
<td>1,52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The changes required to correct the tree were difficult to understand.</td>
<td>3,00</td>
<td>1,32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Finally, all decision trees submitted by the participants were recorded on the system for later analysis. The analysis results indicated both tasks were solved completely correct by at least one participant per session (meaning all test cases were solved correctly). Detailed test case classification results are displayed in the Table III.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Session 1 (6 test cases)</th>
<th>Session 2 (4 test cases)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Correctly classified cases</td>
<td>60,50%</td>
<td>51,25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorrectly classified cases</td>
<td>33,33%</td>
<td>31,50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unclassified cases</td>
<td>10,50%</td>
<td>15,75%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI. DISCUSSION

The results presented in the section 5 are in line with the two hypotheses set in section 4. The results in Table I. suggest that the task topic in general, the related concepts or their interrelationships, with an average difficulty rating between 4,03 and 4,58 were moderately difficulty to understand, while IHMC Cmap Tools interface or the construction and interpretation of a decision tree were rated with an average rating between just 1,76 and 2,71, on a scale from 1 to 10. This result is important to show that constructing a decision tree is not difficult to the level it would be an obstacle for knowledge assessment using that method, and it is also supported by the results in the Table III. The results in the Table II are also encouraging, as they suggest the validation process and feedback were understandable to the participants. This result is in line with the second hypothesis set in the section 4, and important since the main purpose or advantage of the proposed assessment approach is formative assessment and automated feedback provision.

Even though the results of this pilot evaluation generally support the hypotheses guiding the pilot evaluation, the limitations of the study also have to be taken into account. The main limitation is the profile of the participants, since, as electrical engineering students, this was probably not their first encounter with decision trees as a knowledge representation method, which would have positively influenced their understanding of the method and its feedback.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, an approach to formative assessment of procedural knowledge was described and evaluated using a prototype implementation of a system supporting the method. The proposed method is based on automatic evaluation of a decision tree constructed by an examinee, which describes which relevant information is required for solving a diagnostic problem, and how conclusions are reached based on those information.

The results obtained from a system prototype evaluation suggest that the proposed method is understandable to students and that it can provide them with valuable automatically generated feedback, which is its main value.

In the future work we hope to further elaborate the feedback provision possibilities of the system, and assess the validity of the proposed method of knowledge assessment by comparing the results obtained by using the developed tool with those obtained through other kinds of assessments.
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Abstract - In this paper we present some results obtained by our consortium regarding rf-sputtered glass-based structures.

INTRODUCTION

Glasses activated by rare earth ions are the fundamental bricks of various photonic systems with application not only in ICT but also concerning lighting, laser, sensing, energy, environment, biological and medical sciences, and quantum optics. Recently, a remarkable increase in the experimental efforts to control and enhance emission properties of emitters by tailoring the dielectric surrounding of the source has been performed. With this aim, several approaches, using nanocomposite materials or specific geometries, such as planar interfaces, photonic crystals, solid state planar microcavities, dielectric nanospheres, and spherical microresonators, have been proposed. However, the dependence of the final product on the fabrication protocol remains an important task of the research in material science. Among the various techniques that could be employed to fabricate oxide dielectric materials rf-sputtering is a promising route to fabricate rare earth-activated waveguides and 1D photonic crystals. Here we discuss some recent results obtained by our consortium regarding: (A) 1D photonic crystals allowing Er$^{3+}$ luminescence enhancement concerning the $^4I_{15/2} \rightarrow ^4I_{15/2}$ transition; (B) disordered 1D photonic structures that are very interesting for the modelization and realization of broad band filters and light harvesting devices; (C) 1D microcavities, activated by a layer based on poly-laurelmethacrylate matrix containing CdSe@Cd$_0.5$Zn$_{0.5}$S quantum dots, leading to coherent emission; (D) Er$^{3+}$-activated SiO$_2$-P$_2$O$_5$-HfO$_2$-Al$_2$O$_3$-Na$_2$O planar waveguides. We show as the rf-sputtering technique is suitable for the fabrication of high quality structures based on glass matrix. The paper shows the steps used in the fabrication protocols and the optical, spectroscopic, structural and morphologic results of the samples. The examples of systems prepared with this technique are presented with the aim of show the flexibility of the rf-sputtering to realize different devices to cover several photonic applications.

A. 1D photonic crystals allowing Er$^{3+}$ luminescence enhancement

One of the interesting features of the 1D microcavities is the possibility to enhance the luminescence, resonant with the cavity, when the defect layer is activated by a luminescent species. This is a general and significant property of photonic crystals and it has frequently been used to modulate the emission wavelength and enhance the radiative rate and intensity of luminescent objects [1]. When the cavity dimensions approach the wavelength of the emission, the density of electromagnetic states inside the cavity are strongly perturbed and can lead to significant enhancement of the luminescence quantum yield [2]. This enhancement is achieved by increasing the number of the localized modes coupled with the emitter [3-5].
Figure 1 shows the SEM image of a microcavity with an Er$^{3+}$-doped SiO$_2$ active layer inserted between two Bragg reflectors, each one constituted of ten pairs of SiO$_2$/TiO$_2$ layers. The dark regions correspond to the SiO$_2$ layer and the bright regions correspond to the TiO$_2$ layer. The substrate is located at the bottom of the images and the air on the top.

The Er$^{3+}$ content in the active layer is about 0.6 ± 0.1 mol%. The NIR transmittance spectrum, measured at zero degree of incident angle, shows the stop band from 1490 to 1980 nm. A sharp peak in the transmittance spectrum appears at 1749 nm. It corresponds to the cavity resonance wavelength related to the half wave layer inserted between the two Bragg mirrors. The full width at half maximum of the resonance is 1.97 nm, corresponding to a quality factor of the cavity, Q, of about 890.

The bright and the dark areas correspond to TiO$_2$ and SiO$_2$ layers, respectively. The substrate is located on the bottom of the images and the air on the top.

Figure 2 shows the luminescence from the cavity and from the Er$^{3+}$-doped single SiO$_2$ layer with one Bragg reflector. To get a correct comparison, a specific procedure, assuring that the only variation is constituted by the cavity effect, was employed as detailed reported in [6]. Both the cavity and the Er$^{3+}$-doped single SiO$_2$ layer with first Bragg reflector were excited with the 514.5 nm line of an Ar$^+$ ion laser with an excitation power of 180 mW. The erbium emission from the reference sample is centered at 1538 nm with a FWHM of 29 nm and exhibits the characteristic shape of Er$^{3+}$ ion in silica glass [7]. The peak luminescence intensity of Er$^{3+}$ ions is enhanced by a factor 54, in respect to that detected for the reference at the corresponding wavelength. The Er$^{3+} \rightarrow ^{4}I_{15/2} \rightarrow ^{4}I_{13/2}$ emission line shape is strongly narrowed by the cavity and exhibits a full width at half maximum of 5 ± 0.5 nm. The Er$^{3+}$ emission is enhanced when the wavelength corresponds to the cavity resonant mode and weakened for the others emission wavelengths depending on the number of the localized modes coupled with the erbium ion in the defect layer.

B. Disordered 1D photonic structures

The optical properties of disordered natural and artificial systems and structures are a fascinating research topic characterized by an interdisciplinary approach. Glasses, glass ceramics, highly difusive media, such as colloidal distributions, mixed dielectric media, and aperiodic multilayered systems are some examples of disordered photonic structures allowing photon management [8-11]. Recently, we have discussed the light transmission properties of disordered one dimensional photonic structures in which disorder is introduced by a random variation of layer thickness [12].

Figure 3 shows the SEM micrograph of the photonic structure made by alternating SiO$_2$ and TiO$_2$ layers with random thickness. As shown in figure 4 such structures have the advantage to exhibit a broad transmission band and lower transmittance with respect to the corresponding periodic photonic crystal, opening the way to the fabrication of broad band filters. In the case of the example shown in figure 3, an average transmittance value of 0.7 was obtained for the 300 - 1200 nm transmittance spectrum reported in figure 4 [12].
Figure 4. Transmission spectra obtained from a (■) 1D photonic crystal and a (▲) disordered 1D photonic structure (b).

Figure 5 shows the direct comparison of the reflectance properties of one dimensional photonic crystals (a) and disordered 1D photonic structures (b). The only difference is the randomness in thickness. This appealing behavior is due to the interference between waves traveling in regions with different optical paths, determined by the disordered distribution of stacked layer thicknesses.

Figure 5. Reflection of the CIE 1931 diagram by a 1D photonic crystal (a) and a disordered 1D photonic structure (b).

C. 1D microcavities, activated by a layer based on poly-laurylmethacrylate matrix containing CdSe@CdZn_{0.5}S quantum dots, leading to coherent emission

When the spontaneous emission of the emitter, embedded in the defect layer of a 1D photonic crystal, is strongly enhanced, the possibility of low threshold lasing could take place. In this regard, there have been considerable efforts to fabricate photonic band gap laser devices either as a distributed feedback lasing at band edge frequencies [13] or as a defect-mode lasing at localized defect mode frequencies [14]. Due to the relative simplicity of fabrication, one dimensional 1D photonic crystal laser devices have been extensively studied. The more effective devices are fabricated by organic/inorganic hybrid 1D photonic crystal and some years ago organic laser dyes as a gain medium was used to demonstrate a low threshold defect-mode lasing action [15]. We have demonstrated low threshold defect-mode lasing action in a one dimensional microcavity constituted by two Bragg reflectors, each one constituted of ten pairs of SiO_{2}/TiO_{2} layers, with a defect layer based on poly-laurylmethacrylate matrix containing CdSe@CdZn_{0.5}S quantum dots. The defect-mode laser structure is based on photophysical properties of the gain medium, and in particular to reflect the light at around 650 nm wavelength. The defect mode laser structure was optically pumped at 514.5 nm and the luminescence spectrum in the case of 2 mW of excitation power is shown in figure 6. Experimental details are given in Ref. [16]. The spectrum shows some narrow peaks in the low energy region followed in the high frequency region by a typical comb structure superimposed to the broad band assigned to the spontaneous emission. We can conclude that the spontaneous emission in the low energy region, around the localized defect modes, is enhanced by a factor proportional to the density of states at those frequencies leading to low threshold lasing.

Figure 6. Luminescence spectrum obtained exciting at 514.5 nm with 2 mW, the SiO_{2}/TiO_{2} 1D microcavity, fabricated by RF sputtering, with a defect layer constituted by a poly-laurylmethacrylate matrix containing CdSe@CdZn_{0.5}S quantum dots.
The measurements were taken with a 2 cm⁻¹ step and different laser power, and the intensity of the higher peak situated at 15803 cm⁻¹, was plotted as a function of the pump power; these data were then fitted via a linear function considering the points on the graph obtained at pump power above 0.5 mW. The fit line reaches the X-axis at a value of about 0.5 mW. This kind of not completely linear dependence could be due to presence of coherent emission from the sample. However, to find the proof of laser emission some more evidence had to be gathered.

As one can see in figure 7 the peak intensity can be approximately described via a linear dependence on the pump power up to 4 mW. It is important to note that in this range of pump power values, even at low power, the shape of the spectra does not change.

Above pump power of 4 mW the power density is enough high to induce modification in the polymeric active film and his refractive index is altered. As result the sample still emit light but the emitted peaks become irretrievably broader with less emitted intensity in respect to what obtained at 4 mW pump power.

![Figure 7](image)

**Figure 7.** Intensity of the luminescence measured at 15803 cm⁻¹ at different pump power up to 6 mW focusing the excitation laser beam on the sample and detecting the luminescence at 2° with a solid angle of 7·10⁻⁴. The line is the result of the linear fit on all the points.

**D. Er³⁺-activated SiO₂-P₂O₅-HfO₂-Al₂O₃-Na₂O planar waveguides**

In Er-doped waveguide amplifiers (EDWAs), widely studied as active devices for integrated optical (IO) circuits, the amplification must be achieved in a length scale of few centimeters instead of some meters, as required for Er-doped fiber amplifiers, and as consequence it is required a high Er³⁺ doping level where the possibility of clustering effects of the rare earths become important [17]. A possible way to increase the amounts of rare-earth ions in the matrix avoiding or reducing clustering effects is the addition of co-doping agents, such as P₂O₅ or Al₂O₃ [18, 19]. Previously, we demonstrated that Er-doped SiO₂-HfO₂ planar waveguides are a viable system for 1.5 μm applications [20] and, among the different fabrication techniques, we have shown rf-sputtering as a suitable technique to fabricate optical coatings and waveguides [12, 19].

Here we present the fabrication by rf-sputtering technique and the optical and spectroscopic assessment of Er³⁺-activated SiO₂-P₂O₅-HfO₂-Al₂O₃-Na₂O planar waveguides. Two glass samples labelled PSi₁Er, with composition 69P₂O₅-15SiO₂-10Al₂O₃-5Na₂O-1Er₂O₃, and PSi₀Er, with composition 70P₂O₅-15SiO₂-10Al₂O₃-5Na₂O were fabricated by melting. More information about these glasses can be found in Ref. [21]. The planar waveguide, labelled PPW, was prepared by multi target rf-sputtering technique using silicon and silica substrates with dimensions 7 × 3.5 cm². The substrates were cleaned inside the rf-sputtering deposition chamber by heating at 120 °C for 30 minutes just before the deposition procedure. Sputtering deposition of the films were performed by sputtering a 15 × 5 cm² silica target on which the PSi₁Er and 2 disks of HfO₂ (diameter 5 mm) were placed. The residual pressure, before the deposition, was about 8.0 × 10⁻¹ mbar. During the deposition process, the substrates were not heated and the temperature of the sample holder during the deposition was 30 °C. The sputtering has occurred with an Ar gas pressure of 5.4 × 10⁻¹ mbar; the applied rf power was 120 W and the reflected powers 0 W. The deposition time needed to obtain a planar waveguide that support a mode at 1.5 μm was of 70 h. As prepared samples present a non-stoichiometry structure of SiO₂ with x < 2. To achieve the correct stoichiometry, the samples were subsequently treated in air at 400 °C for 6 h [12].

The UV-Vis-NIR absorption spectrum obtained for the PSi₁Er glass is characteristic of Er³⁺-doped glasses [19,22]. These samples present a wide transparency region starting from 350 nm and confirm the potential application of these glasses for the fabrication of low losses active waveguides.

M-line technique was employed also to investigate the optical feature of the planar waveguide. The sample supports two modes at 633 nm while at 1319 nm and 1542 nm the waveguide exhibits a single mode [19].

**Table 1. Optical parameters of the phosphate planar waveguide measured by M-line apparatus based on the prism coupling technique at 632.8 nm in TE and TM polarizations and at 1319 and 1542 nm in TE/TM mode**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Refractive Index ±0.001</th>
<th>Attenuation coefficient (dB/cm) ±0.2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>633 nm</td>
<td>TE</td>
<td>TM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.478</td>
<td>1.479</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The PPW waveguide presents a thickness of 3.0 ± 0.1 μm and, as reported in Table 1, supports one propagating mode at 1319 and 1542 nm. The attenuation coefficients are below the detection limit (0.2 dB/cm) of the apparatus at all three employed wavelengths. At 632.8 nm, where the waveguide supports 2 propagating modes, it is possible to obtain the refractive indexes in TE and TM
polarization and it is noticeable that birefringence is negligible also for this sample. The modelling of the electric field intensity along the thickness of the film for the TE\textsubscript{0} mode at 1542 nm indicates that the optical parameter of the PPW waveguide appears appropriate for application in the 1.5 µm region. The ratio of the integrated field intensity inside the waveguide to the total intensity, including also the evanescent fields, is 0.84 [19].

The luminescence spectra of the PPW planar waveguide and the PSi\textsubscript{1}Er parent glass are reported in figure 8. The two spectra are recorded with the same spectral resolution and exciting the samples with the same laser at 514.5 nm. The shape of the emission spectrum reported in figure 8 for the PPW sample in the 1.5 µm region is characteristic of the \textit{\textit{I}_{13/2}} \rightarrow \textit{\textit{I}_{15/2}} transition of Er\textsuperscript{3+} ions in silicate glasses [19,22]. The spectrum for PPW exhibits a main emission peak at 1537 nm with a Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) of 28.5 ± 0.5nm. The spectrum obtained from the PSi\textsubscript{1}Er glass appears different in comparison with the PPW spectrum and exhibits a FWHM of about 30.5 ± 0.5 nm.

The decay curves of the luminescence from the \textit{\textit{I}_{13/2}} metastable state of Er\textsuperscript{3+} ions for PPW planar waveguide and PSi\textsubscript{1}Er parent glass present a single exponential behavior with lifetime of 5.6 ms and 0.6 ms for the PPW and PSi\textsubscript{1}Er samples respectively. One should note here, that the comparison of the spectroscopic features reported in the figure 8 put in evidence strong differences between the planar waveguide and the bulk glasses used to fabricate the active film. This variation can be explained with the different composition of the matrices and the addition of the HfO\textsubscript{2} system to the planar waveguide. Zampedri et al. [23] and Gonçalves et al. [24] have, in fact, demonstrated that Er\textsuperscript{3+} spectroscopic properties are strongly affected by the local distortion induced by Hf\textsuperscript{4+} also at low content [19]. There is a possibility that the waveguide exhibits a more distorted local environment for the Er\textsuperscript{3+} ion in respect to the parent glasses changing drastically the emission band shape in the 1.5 µm region. The erbium content in the active film was significantly reduced due to the presence of HfO\textsubscript{2} and SiO\textsubscript{2} in the target for the waveguide fabrication. This fact can contribute to reduction of the ion-ion interaction and increase of the 1.5 µm lifetime [24].

**CONCLUSION**

Here we have briefly revised some recent results obtained by our consortium with 1D confined photonic structures. Low threshold lasing has been demonstrated at a single defect-mode wavelength of the 1D confined photonic band gap structure, activated by CdSe@Cd\textsubscript{0.5}Zn\textsubscript{0.5}S quantum dots, resulting from the inhibited density of states of photons within the stop band and the enhanced rates of spontaneous emission at the localized resonant defect mode. On the same physical base Er\textsuperscript{3+} luminescence enhancement has been demonstrated. An interesting application, as broad band reflector, of disordered 1D photonic structures has been shown. In conclusion, 1D confined structures, where light can be confined over micro scale region, are a fantastic challenge for nanoscience-based photonic technologies. Finally Er\textsuperscript{3+}- activated SiO\textsubscript{2}-P<sub>O</sub>O-HfO\textsubscript{2}-Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3}-Na\textsubscript{2}O planar waveguides with valuable optical and spectroscopic properties were obtained by multi-target rf-sputtering technique starting by massive Er\textsuperscript{3+}-activated P\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{5}-SiO\textsubscript{2}-Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3}-Na\textsubscript{2}O glass. Manufacture of such structures has become possible due to the opportunity delivered by nanotechnology, which opens the way to the study of new functional artificial materials and structures, promising progress in miniaturization and which allow exploration of new aspects of light-matter interaction. Beyond the three examples reported here, the exploitation of their unique properties covers a range of applications possibilities and system performance that concern Lighting, Laser, Sensing, Energy, Environment, ICT, and Health.
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Abstract – The paper reports experimental study of piezoresistive effect in composite films based on polybenzimidazole with few-layered graphene nanoparticles filler. Colloidal dispersions of few-layered graphene (FLG) were obtained by ultrasonic treatment of synthesized FLG in the solution of poly(2,2’-(p-oxydiphenylene)-5,5’-bisbenzimidazole) (OPBI) in N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP). Electroconductive films were formed from the dispersions by flow coating. To investigate dependence of electrical resistance on mechanical strain strips of the films were bonded onto beams of uniform strength (in bending) with cyanoacrylate adhesive, the beams being insulated with polymer glue. The strain gauge factors were measured for two films with filler content being 0.75 and 2.00 mass per cent. Electrical resistances were measured by two- and four-point methods, the factors being independent on the method used. The factors are the same within the error for both filler contents and equal to 21 on average.

I. INTRODUCTION

Since unique physical and chemical properties of graphene were discovered many works have been devoted to synthesis of graphene and graphene based composites and to investigation of their possible applications [1-5]. Graphite sheets as a filler material can lead to significant change in properties of composites. Carbon-based materials and graphite nanoparticles in particular in general enhance electronic, optical, thermal and mechanical properties of polymer matrices [6-11]. To synthesize electroconductive composites graphite nanoparticles were used as filler material in many insulating polymers, for example epoxy, polystyrene, poly(methyl methacrylate), thermoplastic polyurethane and many others [8]. Such composites attracted significant attention of many researchers as possible material for strain sensing elements. Experimental and theoretical studies of piezoresistive effect in such composites have been carried out of late [12-14]. Piezoresistive effect is a change of electrical resistance of a conductor under axial strain. One of the main quantitative variables of piezoresistive effect is strain gauge factor (SGF). SGF is relative change of electrical resistance divided to mechanical strain (relative change of the length of the conductor). Commercial strain gauges are made with metallic and semiconducting sensing elements. SGF of metallic gauges is from 2 to 6, and for semiconducting ones it is from 40 to 200 in absolute value [15-17]. Piezoresistive effect in metallic conductors is concerned with change of geometry of them. In semiconductors the effect is concerned generally with change of specific resistance of them due to change of crystal structure, the value depending on the conduction type of material and doping dose [17]. As for SGF of conducting composites based on carbon nanomaterials, there many works reporting different value of the factor depending on the type of filler and forming method of the composites. For example composites based on graphene aerogel and polydimethylsiloxane have SGF equal to 61.3 [18]; graphene platelets in epoxy matrix showed SGF equal to 56.7 [19]; amino-functionalized graphene nanoplatelets in epoxy exhibited SGF to be 45 [20]; carbon nanotubes based composites are reported to have SGF from several units to 25 [21-24]; SGF of CVD graphene on poly(dimethylsiloxane) substrate was reported to be 6.1 [25]; other carbon nanomaterials based composites show similar SGF. At the same time SGF can be tuned by different filler concentration, for example in [26, 27] PECVD graphene films consisted of packed graphene nanoislands were shown to have SGF up to 300 depending on resistance of samples which simplier depends on weight concentration of the filler. The highest SGF reported is 10^7 for 2-6% strain and 10^6 for higher strain for films of graphene woven fabrics on/in poly(dimethylsiloxane) matrix. The value of the factor the authors explained by high density of cracks in the structure of sensing elements [28]. In the literature the nature of piezoresistive effect is generally attributed to changing of distances in networks between neighbouring conducting particles in insulating polymer matrixes when samples are stressed. Tunnelling current between the neighbouring particles and amount of conductive paths in the networks are dependent on the distances. So SGF can
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be tuned by forming composites with different filler concentration.

In practice measuring of wide range of strain is needed, temperature range being wide as well. Standard metallic gauges are used at a temperature up to 260°C, platinum alloys are used at higher temperatures [17]. Widespread polycrystalline silicon strain gauges can be used at high temperatures due to good insulating layers of silicon dioxide. Metallic gauges are used to measure strain in range from 0-3%, and annealed ones up to 10%. Semiconducting strain sensing elements are used to measure strain only up to 0.1%. It is because of different mechanical properties of the materials.

From the point of view of new functional materials for strain sensing elements electroconductive composites based on high-temperature polymers with good mechanical properties are very perspective to be investigated. One of such polymers is polybenzimidazole (PBI). There is lack of experimental data in the literature about PBI with conducting fillers.

The aim of this paper is to investigate experimentally piezoresistive effect in composite conducting films based on polybenzimidazole matrix with few-layered graphene filler.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

A. Synthesis of Few-Layered Graphene

Few-layered graphene (FLG) was synthesized as it had been described in our previous works [29, 30]. The precursor for FLG was polyfluorodicarbon with chlorine trifluoride with a composition C_{2n}F_{x}ClF_{3}. The precursor was synthesized by interaction of natural graphite (ash content 0.05 mass per cent) with liquid chlorine trifluoride at room temperature by the method described in [31]. The compound was put into a quartz tube (200-300 mm in length, 30-40 mm in diameter) and the tube was placed into a pre-heated to 800°C tubular furnace for about 30 s. “Thermal shock” led to instant decomposition of the precursor. The resulted nanoparticles of few-layered graphene were 3-4 nm in thickness [30].

B. Synthesis of Composite Films

To synthesize the composite films FLG was sonicated in 2% solution of poly[2,2′-(m-phenylene)-5,5′-bisbenzimidazole] (OPBI) in N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) (the structure of OPBI is shown in Fig. 1). The resulted dispersion was centrifuged and decanted. Film specimen was formed by flow-coating of the dispersion on a glass substrate. The film was dried at 70-80°C for 24 h. The resulted film took off from the substrate and dried at 100°C for 24 h in vacuum and at 200°C for 2 h in air to remove the rest solvent. That way two films were obtained with 0.75 and 2.00 mass per cent of FLG in the OPBI matrix.

C. Experimental samples, Methods and Apparatures

The experimental samples were formed by cutting the films synthesized to strips 2 mm in width and 8 mm in length. To deform the experimental samples beams of uniform strength (in bending) were used as in [32]. The beams were covered with polymer glue for dielectric insulation. The strips were bonded onto the beams with cyanoacrylate adhesive using standard technique as for metallic strain gauges. The electrical contacts to the samples were made of silver paste and thin copper leading wires were used. To measure resistances of the samples four-point and two-point probe methods were used.

The beams with samples were loaded with the following cycles. First a beam was loaded for a sample to be compressed and tensioned for 10 min, and then the beam was kept undeformed for 10 min. Compression-tension steps are shown in Fig. 2. Every sample was stressed such cycles for 20 times.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The resistivities of the films synthesized are equal to 2900 and 250 Ohm·cm for 0.75 and 2.00 mass per cent of FLG filler, respectively. Time dependences of samples relative changes of resistances for first 10 loading cycles are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. One can see that there are no considerable degradations of the resistivity after the loading cycles. First three cycles should be considered as training cycles by analogy with metallic strain gauges testing [33]. Dependences of relative changes of resistances of the samples on strain are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. One can see that the dependences are not linear. It can be caused by the insulating polymer glue layer. The strain gauge factor was estimated by the formula [33]:

\[
\frac{\Delta R}{R_{(\text{min})}} = K \varepsilon
\]

(1)
where $\Delta R = R^{\text{max}} - R^{\text{min}}$; $R^{\text{max}}$ and $R^{\text{min}}$ – resistance at maximum and minimum strain, respectively; $\varepsilon = \Delta l/l$ – mechanical strain.

SGF was estimated as a slope of the lines connecting two extreme values (see Fig. 5 and Fig. 6). Systematic and instrumental errors were evaluated and the resulted SGFs were equal to 20.7±1.0 and 21.2±0.9 for the films contained 0.75 and 2.00 mass per cent of few-layered graphene filler in OPBI matrix, respectively. The value of SGF does not depend on the method used, two- or four-point probe method – the result is the same within the error. So the factors are equal within the error despite the fact that the values of films resistivities are of a different order of magnitude. Piezoresistive effect in the composites concerned can be related to the factors described in the literature for similar composites. The fact that resistivities of the films concerned are rather low and the percolation threshold is far from the concentrations might lead to the identical SGFs. This fact makes the compositions to be perspective in applications, because samples with different resistivities have the same value of the strain gauge factor and deviation of the filler concentration does not result to change of SGF.

IV. CONCLUSION

Experimental study of piezoresistive effect of the composite films of polybenzimidazole with few-layered graphene nanoparticles filler was carried out. Strain gauge factors of the films with 0.75 and 2.00 mass per cent of FLG are the same within the error and equal to 21 on average. Unique properties of the polymer concerned and the fact that the strain gauge factors are relatively high and independent on the filler concentrations make such composites perspective for prospective research.
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Abstract - A method for large single-grain graphene growth on a Cu_{0.88}Ni_{0.12}-alloy using a local precursor feeding setup has been reported. Using back-end of line integration devices exploiting the high mobility and good mechanical properties can be built. However, few details about the actual local feeding setup and the yield are known. A local precursor feeding setup was implemented using a conventional tube-furnace, modified to allow local precursor feeding. Ar-diluted CH4 as the C precursor was fed through a quartz-nozzle, placed above the growth substrate. The influence of different growth-parameters was studied. Precursor flowrate, background-pressure, substrate material and nozzle-substrate distance were optimized for the experimental setup used. Local growth of poly-crystalline graphene was achieved for small substrate-nozzle distance (2 mm) near atmospheric pressure (86.5 kPa) for low precursor flowrates (5 sccm). Local growth on both Cu and Cu_{0.88}Ni_{0.12} is possible for these optimized parameters. Local graphene growth yield was found to be low. A possible explanation for the dependencies based on the fluid mechanics inside the furnace was found. An implementation of the local feeding setup was presented. Important parameters were optimized to allow local growth. Dependencies were studied to gain a better understanding of the local feeding growth mechanism.

I. INTRODUCTION

As the first widely studied 2D material, graphene has attracted much attention for a wide range of applications [1]. The first method for fabricating graphene was mechanical exfoliation from natural graphite or highly oriented poly-crystalline graphite (HOPG) [2]. Since 2008/2009, chemical vapor deposition (CVD) grown poly-crystalline graphene provides an alternative to mechanically exfoliated graphene flakes [3]. With a mobility $\mu = 5500 \, \text{cm}^2\,\text{V}^{-1}\,\text{s}^{-1}$ [4], CVD graphene does not reach the mobility of exfoliated graphene flakes $\mu \geq 10000 \, \text{cm}^2\,\text{V}^{-1}\,\text{s}^{-1}$ [2]. One way to improve the mobility of CVD graphene is by reducing grain-boundary scattering. Wu et al. showed local single-crystalline growth of graphene by local precursor feeding [5]. The single-crystalline graphene from [5] shows mobility values ranging from $\mu = 10000 \, \text{cm}^2\,\text{V}^{-1}\,\text{s}^{-1}$ up to $\mu = 20000 \, \text{cm}^2\,\text{V}^{-1}\,\text{s}^{-1}$ on SiO2. Local single-crystalline growth was achieved by creating a C precursor distribution restricting nucleation to a small area. Details on the experimental setup to achieve the required C precursor distribution are not given in [5].

This paper introduces a simple experimental setup for local precursor feeding to achieve the required C precursor distribution. Local poly-crystalline graphene growth was observed. Parameters with an important influence on the growth pattern were studied and a parameter set allowing local growth was determined. Further understanding of the H2 influence on the local feeding growth is gained. The deeper understanding of the process helps to optimize the setup further and can help reduce variations and improve the yield.

II. THE EXPERIMENTAL SETUP, GROWTH PROCESS AND ANALYSIS METHODS

A. Experimental setup

A tube furnace Lindberg Blue M (11 kW model) [6] was used for the growth experiments. The conventional gas feed was extended to allow a separate feeding of the C precursor. The conventional gas feed of the furnace was used for the Ar and H2 making up the growth atmosphere. For the local C precursor feeding, a modified cover plate with a feedthrough was made.

A special sample holder was built out of quartz glass. Fig. 1 shows a computer generated image of the sample holder used.

Figure 1: The modified sample holder with the tray and quartz tube to supply the C precursor

The sample holder consists of a tray for the substrate and a quartz pipe delivering the locally fed gasses to the substrate surface. Distance between the substrate and the quartz pipe outlet above the substrate (substrate-nozzle distance) is $d = 15 \, \text{mm}$ and can be reduced by placing quartz discs under the growth substrate. The quartz pipe
connects to the feedthrough in the cover plate of the furnace. The sample tray has to be placed in the center of the furnace. This requires the comparatively long horizontal pipe segment. The feedthrough and the quartz pipe must be connected gas-tight inside the furnace.

Cu foil for graphene growth (Alfa Aesar, No. 46365) with thickness $d_{sub} = 25 \, \mu m$ was used. Square samples with a side length $L = 4 \, cm$ were cut. The Cu$_{0.88}$Ni$_{0.12}$ foils were prepared by electroplating Ni and an annealing step included in the growth process to form the alloy [5]. High purity H$_2$ and Ar were used for the growth atmosphere. Ar-diluted CH$_4$ was used as the C precursor (5% CH$_4$ in Ar). Initially, reduced background pressure and the resulting lower CH$_4$ partial pressure were intended to compensate for the higher CH$_4$ concentration compared to the one used in [5]. At atmospheric pressure, no single-grain growth is expected with 5% CH$_4$ in Ar.

B. The growth process

The sample holder is placed inside the furnace with the foil centered under the nozzle as good as possible. Gas-tight connection between the quartz pipe and the feedthrough in the cover plate is established. The furnace is closed and pumped down. Flushing is done with Ar at a flowrate $Q_{Ar} = 1000 \, sccm$ for a duration $t = 4 \, min$ to remove residual air. The growth atmosphere is established afterwards. The Ar flowrate is kept at $Q_{Ar} = 1000 \, sccm$ and H$_2$ is added at a flowrate $Q_{H2} = 50 \, sccm$. The background pressure $p_{back}$ inside the furnace chamber is ramped up to the growth pressure. This is achieved by throttling the gas outflow with an exhaust valve. After reaching $p_{back}$ the furnace is heated to the growth temperature $T_{Gr} = 1050 \, °C$. An annealing step with a duration $t_{anneal} = 2 \, h$ is executed before starting growth at C precursor flowrate $Q_C$. Characteristic growth parameters are the selected $p_{back}$, growth time $t_{Gr}$ and $Q_C$.

The furnace is cooled down after growth. The sample is taken out of the furnace after cooling time $t_{cool} = 6 \, h$.

C. Analysis methods employed for the grown samples

Analysis of grown samples was done using optical microscopy and Raman spectroscopy [7,8]. The analysis was focused on the distribution of the graphene coverage to evaluate the influence of growth parameters. Raman spectroscopy was done using a Renishaw inVia Raman microscope with an excitation wavelength $\lambda = 514 \, nm$. Samples were cut into two pieces and transferred to Si/SiO$_2$ for analysis. Due to equipment limitations, only one dimensional scans were taken to study the lateral distribution. The Raman spectra were prepared for analysis using Wire 3.2 software and evaluated using custom written Matlab scripts. Spectra taken during the linescan were analyzed for the characteristic G and 2D peaks of graphene [7]. As a simple binary criterion for graphene availability, the graphene signature was calculated. Therefore, the intensity, fit quality, signal noise ratio and peak width of G and 2D peak were compared to defined thresholds. Figure 2 shows the graphene signature markers a spot where graphene was found using Raman spectroscopy.

Contrast enhancement for optical microscopy was done by selective oxidation on a hotplate with a modified process from [9]. The oxidation temperature $T_{ox} = 250 \, °C$ was selected, allowing the oxidation of uncovered Cu and the Cu$_{0.88}$Ni$_{0.12}$ alloy. Graphene is not damaged for $T_{ox} < 500 \, °C$ [10]. Optical microscopy avoids problems of Raman scans such as subsampling in the linescan due to small grains compared to the sampling step-size.

III. PARAMETERS INFLUENCING THE LOCAL GROWTH

The parameters influencing the local growth of graphene are discussed in this section. As no details about the setup used by Wu et al. [5] are known, the characteristic parameters were studied for their influence with the setup introduced in section II A. Parameters which are assumed to be uninfluenced by the local precursor feeding were not studied experimentally. The growth temperature was not studied experimentally. Increasing the growth temperature results in lower nucleation density and faster growth [11]. The samples were grown at constant $T_{Gr} = 1050 \, °C$.

For this setup with no further optimization made, local growth was achieved at $p_{back} = 86.5 \, kPa$ (sub-atmospheric, SA) with $Q_C = 5 \, sccm$ on Cu. Fig. 2 a shows an overview over the sample. The graphene covered circular area can be seen in the center. The graphene signature result (Fig. 2 c) confirms the optical image. The Raman spectrum in Fig. 2 b was taken in the center of the covered area. The spectrum matches graphene spectra given in literature [7, 8].
The intensity ratio of the G and 2D peaks allows to draw a conclusion about the number of graphene layers [12]. The intensity ratio of the G and 2D peaks (~0.47) hints to single-layer graphene. The intensity ratio of the G and 2D peaks was further calculated along the radius (Fig. 2 e). Except for some locally confined spots, the circular area along the scanline is single-layer graphene. This is as expected for graphene growth on Cu.

Influence of the characteristic growth parameters is discussed in the following subsections and compared to the results given for the reference sample in Fig. 2.

A. Influence of the substrate-nozzle distance

The substrate-nozzle distance was studied for the sample holder default $d = 15$ mm and reduced $d = 2$ mm. Cu substrate was used as growth substrate. Both samples were compared to determine the more suitable distance. No influence of the local C precursor feeding was found for $d = 15$ mm. The sample was fully covered in graphene, similar to conventionally grown graphene. Distance $d = 2$ mm was selected for all further growths.

B. Influence of the background pressure

Local growth of graphene is strongly influenced by the background pressure. Graphene growth was executed for background pressures $p_{\text{back}} = 120$ Pa (low pressure, LP) and $p_{\text{back}} = 101.3$ kPa (atmospheric pressure, AP), i.e., below and above the reference sample. Precursor flowrate $Q_C = 5$ sccm and $t_{\text{Gr}} = 10$ min was set for all samples compared here. A coarse Raman scan and optical microscopy were both used to analyze the grown samples.

Usage of LP was intended to achieve the required low CH$_4$ partial pressure. An inverse pattern was found in the LP case, however. Fig. 3 a shows an optical image of the sample with FeCl$_3$ etch for contrast enhancement. Oxidation did not produce visible contrast without magnification. A transition from a bright circular area concentric to the nozzle to a darker tone can be seen. Comparison to micrographic images taken on the oxidized piece of the sample shows that the bright circle is uncovered. The darker area is partially covered. Fig. 3 c shows graphene grains in the transition region from uncovered to partially covered. The grains grow in a regular, six-lobed shape which is usually observed for growth with low H$_2$ availability [14]. Fig. 3 d shows the highest coverage achieved on the LP sample with irregular grain shape. The grains were confirmed to be graphene by Raman spectroscopy (See Fig. 3 d). Results from the Raman linescan are not given here as few grains were hit. The results were not representative. At AP, local graphene growth was achieved, similar to the reference sample in Fig. 2. Fig. 3 f shows the surface coverage $\Theta$ for the sample grown at AP. A concentric circular area around the nozzle is covered in polycrystalline graphene. Diameter of the area is smaller than for the SA sample. This local growth pattern is as expected from the results in [5]. Intensity ratio of the G and 2D peaks shown in Fig. 3 g show similar results for the AP and SA samples. Graphene on both samples is single-layered.

The local growth pattern on the AP and SA sample can be explained as in [5]. Highest CH$_4$ supersaturation in the center leads to highest generation rate of mobile C species in the center. This leads to early nucleation and high growth speed there [13]. Consequently, a circular graphene island grows from the center. The inverse growth pattern on the LP sample cannot be explained as in [5]. The lowered background pressure should lower the CH$_4$ partial pressure by the same factor everywhere on the sample. The pressure distribution should not be influenced. From [5] there is also no reason for the occurrence of regular and irregular grain shapes on the same sample. A possible explanation for the inverse pattern and grain shape is discussed in section IV.

C. Influence of the local feeding flowrate

The flowrate of the locally fed C precursor was studied for flowrates higher than $Q_C = 5$ sccm. Fig. 4 shows results for samples grown at $Q_C = 30$ sccm and $Q_C = 70$ sccm. Growth time $t_{\text{Gr}} = 10$ min. The graphene distribution was analyzed using optical microscopy and Raman spectroscopy. In Fig. 4 b the surface coverage as a function of the radius $r$ is shown for the grown samples. Due to non-centric positioning of the sample, datasets have a different length.
Between $Q_C = 5 \text{ sccm}$ and $Q_C = 30 \text{ sccm}$ the growth pattern flips from the local growth pattern to an inverted pattern. The two fundamentally different patterns are clearly visible in Fig. 4 b. The sample grown at $Q_C = 70 \text{ sccm}$ exhibits an even stronger inverse pattern. In Fig. 4 c the intensity ratio of the G and 2D peak is shown for the samples. In the center the intensity ratio increases with flowrate. For both $Q_C = 30 \text{ sccm}$ and $Q_C = 70 \text{ sccm}$ the intensity ratio drops with increasing radius. The values in the center indicate graphene with layer number $n > 1$. Far off-center $n = 1$.

Growth of graphene on Cu substrate usually yields single-layer graphene. Growth with $n > 1$ on Cu was reported for high CH$_4$ partial pressure [14]. The CH$_4$ partial pressure increases with the flowrate. Increasing flow speed results in rising dynamic pressure in the sample center. The layer number therefore increases with flowrate. For the layer number to drop with the radius, the CH$_4$ partial pressure needs to be highest in the center, rising with the radius.

The observed inverse pattern for $Q_C = 30 \text{ sccm}$ and $Q_C = 70 \text{ sccm}$ requires growth in the center to be slower than far from the center. This requires lowest CH$_4$ partial pressure in the center, rising with the radius when only considering the influence of CH$_4$.

This contradiction of explanations for the growth pattern and the layer count is discussed in section VI.

D. Influence of the Cu$_{0.88}$Ni$_{0.12}$ foil substrate

The surface coverage on the Cu$_{0.88}$Ni$_{0.12}$ alloy foil substrate was studied. Cu$_{0.88}$Ni$_{0.12}$ foil substrate was compared to reference sample on Cu. The Cu$_{0.88}$Ni$_{0.12}$ sample was grown at the same parameters as the reference sample. Surface coverage was determined using optical microscopy. Fig. 5 shows the surface coverage for both samples. Surface coverage is reduced by one order of magnitude when using the Cu$_{0.88}$Ni$_{0.12}$.

The C solubility of the Cu$_{0.88}$Ni$_{0.12}$ foil substrate provides an alternative for the surface diffusion [15],[16]. Due to the competing processes of surface diffusion versus bulk diffusion, the concentration of C species on the surface is reduced. This increases the time until nucleation can occur. The uncovered area in the center of the sample is unexpected. The pattern is similar to the inverse pattern in III B & C. Due to the high Cu content of the Cu$_{0.88}$Ni$_{0.12}$ alloy the growth mechanism may be similar to pure Cu. The pattern may thus be explained as discussed in section VI.

E. Influence of the cooldown rate

For growth substrates with C solubility, precipitation driven growth of graphene must be considered besides the surface adsorbed growth [15]. The single grain growth explained in [5] is isothermal growth. This requires to suppress the cooling induced precipitation. The cooldown rate $R_C$ has an influence on the precipitation of C from a substrate with significant C solubility [17]. The growth on Cu$_{0.88}$Ni$_{0.12}$ was thus studied for different cooldown rates. The cooldown rates were selected as the lowest ($R_C \approx 9 \text{ K} \cdot \text{min}^{-1}$) and highest ($R_C = 5 \text{ K} \cdot \text{s}^{-1}$) possible with the furnace used. The low cooldown rate was achieved by keeping the sample in the center of the furnace. High cooldown rate was achieved by pulling the sample out of the furnace center. The samples were grown at AP without local feeding to allow pulling the sample out of the furnace center. Growth of both samples was done at $Q_C = 30 \text{ sccm}$ for $t_{Gr} = 15 \text{ min}$. The samples were analyzed using optical microscopy and Raman spectroscopy. No precipitation grown graphene or other carbonaceous substance was found for $R_C \approx 9 \text{ K} \cdot \text{min}^{-1}$.

Figure 5: Surface coverage on the Cu$_{0.88}$Ni$_{0.12}$ alloy foil substrate compared to Cu foil substrate

For growth substrates with C solubility, precipitation driven growth of graphene must be considered besides the surface adsorbed growth [15]. The single grain growth explained in [5] is isothermal growth. This requires to suppress the cooling induced precipitation. The cooldown rate $R_C$ has an influence on the precipitation of C from a substrate with significant C solubility [17]. The growth on Cu$_{0.88}$Ni$_{0.12}$ was thus studied for different cooldown rates. The cooldown rates were selected as the lowest ($R_C = 9 \text{ K} \cdot \text{min}^{-1}$) and highest ($R_C = 5 \text{ K} \cdot \text{s}^{-1}$) possible with the furnace used. The low cooldown rate was achieved by keeping the sample in the center of the furnace. High cooldown rate was achieved by pulling the sample out of the furnace center. The samples were grown at AP without local feeding to allow pulling the sample out of the furnace center. Growth of both samples was done at $Q_C = 30 \text{ sccm}$ for $t_{Gr} = 15 \text{ min}$. The samples were analyzed using optical microscopy and Raman spectroscopy. No precipitation grown graphene or other carbonaceous substance was found for $R_C = 9 \text{ K} \cdot \text{min}^{-1}$.

Figure 6: Raman spectrum on the samples with fast (green) and slow (red) cooldown. Fast cooldown spectrum shifted by 30 counts for clarity.
Figure 7: The surface coverage the 2nd sample grown at same parameters compared to the reference sample from Fig. 2

For \( R_C \approx 5 \text{ K}\cdot \text{s}^{-1} \) the sample was fully covered in graphene. Optical analysis was confirmed by Raman spectroscopy. Fig. 6 shows Raman spectra from both samples. The fast-cooled sample shows a typical single-layer graphene spectrum while the slow-cooled sample shows no significant signal in the observed range.

With the C solubility of the Cu_{0.88}Ni_{0.12} alloy, C precipitation from the substrate must be considered, similar to Ni. According to [17] for slow cooldown on Ni, C continues to diffuse inside the substrate reducing the concentration immediately under the surface. Cooling induced precipitation thus does not take place. Graphene grown on samples cooled down with \( R_C = 9 \text{ K}\cdot \text{min}^{-1} \) is from isothermal segregation as in [5].

IV. REPEATABILITY OF THE LOCAL FEEDING GROWTH USING THE SETUP

The repeatability of the local feeding growth using the same parameters is low. A second sample was grown with \( Q_C = 5 \text{ sccm} \) and \( t_{\text{pré}} = 10 \text{ min} \) and compared to the reference sample (See Fig. 7). The growth pattern for both samples is the same. Highest coverage for both samples is found in the center. Coverage of the 2nd sample occurs scaled down compared to the reference.

This behavior is contributed to uncontrolled or only weakly controlled parameters influencing the growth. The parameters determined above do not allow to fully control growth. A possible reason is discussed in section VI. Modifications to the setup to remove the control growth. A possible reason is discussed in section VI. Modifications to the setup to remove the control growth

V. NUCLEUS DISTRIBUTION ON Cu_{0.88}Ni_{0.12}

To achieve high-yield growth of single-grain graphene, the nucleation probability should only be influenced by the local precursor feeding. The distribution of nuclei was analyzed on Cu and Cu_{0.88}Ni_{0.12} foil substrates. Fig. 8 shows the sample areas evaluated for the nucleus distribution on Cu_{0.88}Ni_{0.12} and Cu. For nucleation without influence of the substrate, random distribution is expected. The position of individual grains in Fig. 8 was determined using Fiji [18]. A method described by Clark & Evans [19] was employed for an objective measure of the distribution. The average of measured nearest neighbor distances \( \bar{x}_M \) is compared to the average value of the expected nearest neighbor distances \( \bar{x}_E \).

VI. ON THE INFLUENCE OF FLUID-MECHANICS ON THE LOCAL PRECURSOR FEEDING

The experimental study showed problems which need to be solved before local growth as in [5] may be achieved. This section is intended to introduce a possible explanation for the inverse growth pattern and high variability of the growth. The discussion is given qualitatively. This is believed to be better to understand the explanations and proposed solutions.

A. Influence of \( H_2 \) on the growth pattern

In section III B an inverse growth pattern was found for the LP sample which may not be explained by the explanation from [5]. In section III C, an inverse growth pattern was found on samples grown at high flowrates. The reduced coverage and multi-layer graphene in the center cannot be explained as in [5]. \( H_2 \) is known to serve two important functions for the growth of graphene on Cu. First, \( H_2 \) etches grown graphene. The etching of \( H_2 \) leads to reduced generation rate. This is anisotropic thereby influencing the shape of graphene grains [14]. Second, \( H_2 \) acts as a catalyst for the generation of mobile C species [14]. Mobile C species are required for graphene growth to occur. A reduction in \( H_2 \) partial pressure \( p_{H_2} \) leads to reduced generation rate. This results in later nucleation [13] and slower growth [14] at constant \( CH_4 \) partial pressure \( p_{CH_4} \).

The growth behavior of graphene on Cu can be described as a function of the partial pressure ratio \( p_{CH_4}/p_{CO} \). For \( p_{CH_4}/p_{CO} \approx 0 \), no growth occurs for small \( p_{CH_4} \). For high \( p_{CH_4} \) without \( H_2 \) multilayer growth may occur. With \( p_{CH_4}/p_{CO} \) increasing, growth rates increase and the growth on Cu is single-layered [14].
In the setup introduced in II A, \( p_{\text{H}_2}/p_{\text{CH}_4} \) is a function of the radius. The \( \text{CH}_4 \) is delivered by the nozzle and streams onto the surface. The dynamic pressure component of the total pressure leads to highest \( p_{\text{CH}_4} \) under the nozzle, dropping with the radius (See Fig. 9 a). The \( \text{H}_2 \) is supplied from the growth atmosphere. It is separated from the surface by the \( \text{C} \) precursor gas layer. The diffusion takes the \( \text{H}_2 \) a certain time during which the gas streams from the center over the surface. \( \text{H}_2 \) partial pressure \( p_{\text{H}_2} \) thus increases with the radius (See Fig. 9 a). The resulting \( p_{\text{H}_2}/p_{\text{CH}_4} \) is smallest in the center and increases with radius (See Fig. 9 b). Such non-constant \( p_{\text{H}_2}/p_{\text{CH}_4} \) may explain the inverse pattern observed in III B & C. Lack of \( \text{H}_2 \) in the center suppresses graphene growth on the LP sample \( (p_{\text{H}_2}/p_{\text{CH}_4} \approx 0) \). With increased radius, the first grain grow at low \( p_{\text{H}_2}/p_{\text{CH}_4} \) resulting in lobed shape. Further increased radius leads to increased \( p_{\text{H}_2}/p_{\text{CH}_4} \) resulting in irregular grains and higher growth speed (higher surface coverage) [14] as observed in subsection III B. On the SA samples with high flowrates, high \( p_{\text{CH}_4} \) permits growth even at \( p_{\text{H}_2}/p_{\text{CH}_4} = 0 \). Growth speed is lower in the center, however. Surface coverage is thus lowest in the center. Small \( p_{\text{H}_2}/p_{\text{CH}_4} \) at high \( p_{\text{CH}_4} \) also leads to multilayer growth as observed for the samples presented in subsection III C.

A fix is to feed both, \( \text{H}_2 \) and \( \text{CH}_4 \) locally. To achieve a homogeneous mixture, \( \text{H}_2 \) and \( \text{CH}_4 \) should be mixed with desired \( p_{\text{H}_2}/p_{\text{CH}_4} \) before injecting them into the furnace. This fixes \( p_{\text{H}_2}/p_{\text{CH}_4} \) to a constant value throughout the sample. This removes the issues linked to the mixing inside the furnace. A more detailed and systematic study of the influencing parameters can then be made.

B. C precursor leakage after turn-off

Even with same growth parameters set, the surface coverage shows high variation. For a more detailed study, such variations need to be reduced as far as possible.

One source of variation is the \( \text{C} \) precursor remaining inside the piping between the mass flow controller (MFC) and the quartz nozzle after MFC turn-off. This \( \text{C} \) precursor streams over the sample during cooldown. Small pressure variations inside the furnace lead to non-repeatable behavior. This stream may contribute to the growth, effectively changing the growth time. The required flexibility in the supply piping does not allow to arbitrarily reduce this uncontrolled volume. To avoid this uncontrolled leakage of the locally fed precursors onto the surface after growth, the piping can be carefully flushed after growth using Ar.

\[ \text{Figure 9: Relative } p_{\text{H}_2} \text{ and } p_{\text{CH}_4} \text{ (a) and resulting pressure ratio } p_{\text{H}_2}/p_{\text{CH}_4} \text{ (b) in the center and off-center (bold lines) and dashed lines for guidance} \]

VII. CONCLUSION

A simple setup for local precursor feeding using a special sample holder was introduced. The important setup and process parameters were studied. It was shown that local growth of poly-crystalline graphene is possible with the introduced setup. An explanation for the inverse pattern and high variability based on the precursor mixing is given. An alternative experiment for local graphene growth, feeding both precursors locally, is proposed. This alternative may solve the encountered problems.
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Abstract - While modulators, waveguides and detectors have been successfully integrated in silicon devices, a laser source still remains a challenge. Unfortunately, in silicon and germanium, indirect band transitions are favored, making laser emission unlikely. Direct bandgap transitions have recently been demonstrated in germanium by introducing tensile strain with heavy n-type doping or by alloying with Sn. GePb alloys seem to be promising candidates here as well, since the required Pb concentration is predicted to be far lower than for Sn.

We examine the influence of SiO₂ hard masks on the formation of GeSn and GePb by Pulsed Laser Induced Epitaxy, a method allowing fast processing and in-situ monitoring. Main objectives are to study the spatial distribution of elements and strain as well as the possible underetching of Ge after mask removal.

Sn or Pb was deposited by thermal evaporation on an epitaxial Ge layer on Si(100), patterned with a SiO₂ hard mask. The patterns were then irradiated with ArF excimer laser pulses of 193 nm wavelength to induce melting and resolidification processes, aligned to the crystal structure of the Si(100) substrate below. Extensive characterization was performed, mainly using Atomic Force Microscopy and Raman Spectroscopy, examining the fabrication quality, thus the feasibility of future integrated laser devices.

I. INTRODUCTION

Optical interconnects could replace electrical interconnects, which have become a bottleneck in scaling integrated circuits towards smaller feature sizes. Distributing important signals optically would drastically decrease power consumption and self-heating, thus allow higher integration densities. Almost all components required for optical interconnects have already been demonstrated. The only remaining device is an integrated laser source. In silicon and germanium, which are already used in the fabrication of CMOS integrated circuits, indirect bandgap transitions dominate, making them unsuitable for laser devices.

III-V compound semiconductors are therefore predominantly used for semiconductor lasers because their band structure favors direct band transitions, which are required for stimulated emission. However, their integration with Si CMOS devices is difficult. Epitaxial growth is possible, but introduces a large amount of crystal imperfections in the III-V material due to the large mismatch in lattice constants and in thermal expansion coefficients. [1]

An alternative pure Group IV approach is the alloying of Ge or SiGe with Sn or Pb. As long as the Si or Ge percentage in these alloys is sufficiently high, their crystals will have diamond structure, enabling epitaxial growth on Ge or Si and thus their integration with Si logic devices. The band structure of Ge has already been tuned to support lasing by introducing tensile strain [2] or Sn atoms [3] into its crystal lattice. Pb in Ge is predicted to behave similarly to Sn, with lower concentrations needed to make the transition towards a direct bandgap material. [4]

Pulsed Laser Induced Epitaxy (PLIE) on the other hand allows very fast processing and out-of-equilibrium growth through short pulses of only tens of nanoseconds. ArF 193 nm excimer lasers, as used in this work, are already well-established in CMOS processes for UV photolithography and annealing, and are easily controllable and scalable. Their small emitted wavelength provides precision in lateral and vertical dimensions.

Formation of GeSn [5] and GePb [6] alloys by PLIE has already been demonstrated. This work examines the possibility of patterned epitaxy for GeSn and GePb. An SiO₂ hardmask is used to control the lateral distribution of the alloy by separating the Ge and Sn layers, thus limiting alloy formation to specific areas, as well as to improve uniformity of the alloy composition. This could allow direct patterning during the fabrication of the alloys, which would require less processing steps than lithographical patterning after full-area deposition. Additionally, three-dimensional structures could be formed by selective etching of Ge while GeSn or GePb would remain in place. Tuning possible strain fields created by patterned epitaxy would also be of interest.

II. SETUP

Samples were prepared by growing a 50 nm undoped Si buffer and 200 nm of Ge on (100)-oriented Si wafers by Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE). On some of the samples, 150 nm SiO₂ were added by Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition (PECVD). This layer was then patterned by photolithography to serve as a hardmask for the formation of the group IV alloys. The mask featured rectangular structures, ranging from 0.1 μm to 100 μm. Positive and negative structures on the mask created both windows (Fig. 1) in a flat SiO₂ surface and SiO₂ mesas, the former being studied in this work.

Additional maskless samples were processed with Ge thickness of 160 nm and 2500 nm. One sample with hardmask was examined prior to laser treatment by AFM-
Raman for evaluating position and intensity distribution of the Ge-Ge Raman peak (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1: AFM image of the hardmask.

Fig. 2: 633 nm AFM-Raman maps for the untreated Ge sample visualizing the position (left) and the intensity distribution (right) of the 300.6 cm⁻¹ peak (red color stands for 300.6 cm⁻¹ position, blue for high, and green for low intensity values).

The position of the Ge-Ge peak is uniform with a value of (300.6 ± 0.1) nm over all of the area, indicating that there is no initial variation of strain due to the mask (Fig. 2a). The windows in the hardmask were clearly observable in the center of the image, by analyzing the intensity (difference of 4% between in and outside the window) of the Ge-Ge peak due to different reflectivity of masked and unmasked areas (Fig. 2b).

Sn or Pb was first deposited on top of the patterned and unpatterned samples by Physical Vapor Deposition (PVD) and PLIE with a pulsed 193 nm ArF Excimer laser was then used to create the group IV alloys. Beam intensity was controlled by an optical attenuator and the intensity profile shaped to a top-hat one by an optical beam homogenizer (Fig. 3), as described elsewhere [7]. Through irradiation in inert gas atmosphere (Ar), the Sn or Pb and a small volume of the underlying Ge is heated up and molten for facilitating liquid phase diffusion (LPD), thus enabling intermixing of the elements in the unmasked (window) areas. Being the substrate the thermal sink, the material closest to it solidifies, taking its crystal structure as seed. The resulting solidification front propagates towards the surface, creating a single crystal (Fig. 4). The melting/solidification process was monitored “in-situ” by time-resolved reflectivity (TRR) measurements of a diode probe laser (645 nm), since reflectivity of the material drastically changes through the transition from solid to liquid state and vice versa (Fig. 3). [7]

III. METAL DEPOSITION

The metal layer (Sn or Pb) was deposited by PVD through thermal evaporation in high vacuum. For Sn, the thickness was 25 nm, aiming at a very high Sn percentage in the alloy. Assuming homogenous alloying through the complete Ge layer, this would yield a Sn concentration of around 11 %, thus leading to a Sn content that should be sufficient to meet the minimum of 7.3 % required for the indirect-to-direct bandgap transition, according to theoretical predictions [8]. The thickness of the Pb was 8 nm, implying final Pb concentration of around 4 %, that also should be enough to create direct-bandgap GePb. [4]

Sn or Pb was first deposited on top of the patterned and unpatterned samples by Physical Vapor Deposition (PVD) and PLIE with a pulsed 193 nm ArF Excimer laser was then used to create the group IV alloys. Beam intensity was controlled by an optical attenuator and the intensity profile shaped to a top-hat one by an optical beam homogenizer (Fig. 3), as described elsewhere [7]. Through irradiation in inert gas atmosphere (Ar), the Sn or Pb and a small volume of the underlying Ge is heated up and molten for facilitating liquid phase diffusion (LPD), thus enabling intermixing of the elements in the unmasked (window) areas. Being the substrate the thermal sink, the material closest to it solidifies, taking its crystal structure as seed. The resulting solidification front propagates towards the surface, creating a single crystal (Fig. 4). The melting/solidification process was monitored “in-situ” by time-resolved reflectivity (TRR) measurements of a diode probe laser (645 nm), since reflectivity of the material drastically changes through the transition from solid to liquid state and vice versa (Fig. 3). [7]

IV. GE IRRADIATION

a. TRR results

Ge wafers (masked and unmasked) were irradiated first, to evaluate the influence of PLIE on the crystal structure and its compatibility with the hardmask. Experiments were...
conducted to find the maximum power at which the mask remains intact, referred to as 'damage threshold'. For masked wafers with a 150 nm SiO$_2$ mask, this threshold was found to be 0.30 J/cm$^2$. This leaves only a small window for processing, since about 0.25 J/cm$^2$ are required to start heating up the Ge to its melting threshold. The results indicate that 150 nm SiO$_2$ caps are not adequate to mechanically resist subjacent molten Ge and should somehow be protected. TRR measurements were also used (Fig. 5) to gain insight on the PLIE triggered melting/solidification process. [7]

Fig. 5: Excimer laser pulse and TRR, maskless Ge sample, 0.93 J/cm$^2$.

The delay of probe laser to excimer laser signal is due to different signal paths. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of TRR peaks was used to evaluate the timespan over which the sample surface is liquid.

Fig. 6: Variation of TRR pulse width with time, maskless, 0.93 J/cm$^2$.

With more pulses, the zero level of the TRR decreases (Fig. 5), while melting time increases (Fig. 6) till around 15 pulses. This effects can be attributed to an increase in surface roughness. A rough solid surface reflects less light directly to the TRR detector, and absorbs more energy from the laser pulses, prolonging the duration of the melting and resolidification process.

b. Analysis of Ge samples

Maskless Ge samples (200 nm Ge) were irradiated with 10, 20, 30 and 50 laser pulses at a fluence of 0.93 J/cm$^2$. It was found that with this laser fluence, the 633 nm Raman spectrum (Inset Fig. 7) shows Ge-Ge, Ge-Si and Si-Si peaks, thus indicates the creation of a SiGe alloy. [9] The 488 nm spectrum that probes a shallower surface region on the other hand shows only the Si-Ge mode, not the Si-Si mode (Inset Fig. 7), features typical for lower Si concentrations in Ge [10]. We can therefore conclude that the molten pool was extended to the Si substrate, creating SiGe and opening the possibility for obtaining also SiGeSn and SiGePb alloys. However, at energies that high, the Ge under the hardmask would receive too much energy, expand rapidly and destroy the hardmask, disabling patterned processing altogether. We therefore also analyzed thinner 160 nm Ge layers and found that formation of SiGe was here possible with lower fluences of 0.63 J/cm$^2$. Even thinner Ge layers and, as evident from the following figures, a sufficient number of excimer laser pulses should therefore enable SiGe, SiGeSn and SiGePb creation at even lower fluences and without mask destruction.

Detailed evaluation of the Raman spectra showed a decrease in peak position of the characteristic Ge-Ge mode with the number of pulses (Fig. 7).

Fig. 7: Ge-Ge Raman peak position for different number of laser pulses, maskless, fluence of 0.93 J/cm$^2$. Inset: Raman spectra after 50 pulses.

Apart from alloying, the decrease in peak position can also be attributed to biaxial tensile strain in Ge, generated through cooling after each laser pulse. Since Ge has a large thermal expansion coefficient, it shrinks more than the Si substrate during cooling. The substrate prevents the shrinking of the Ge layer, forcing it into a larger lattice constant than in a relaxed state. [11] This process is prominent closer to the substrate, creating a gradient in lattice constant. Since the 633 nm laser has a larger penetration depth than the 488 nm laser due to its larger wavelength, its Raman spectra show a greater decrease in peak position due to tensile strain and alloying with Si.

An increase in peak width (Fig. 8) was also observed and can be attributed to decreasing crystal quality for the spectra with 488 nm excitation.

Fig. 8: Ge-Ge Raman peak width and surface roughness for different number of laser pulses, maskless, fluence of 0.93 J/cm$^2$.

The higher peak width for the 488 nm laser for the first three data points shows that the quality is worse closer to the surface, being far away from the more perfect substrate. With more pulses, the peak width of the Ge-Ge peak in the 633 nm spectrum increases, while the peak position
decreases. These changes come with alloying [10]. The surface roughness RMS was found to increase as well, correlated with 488 nm peak width (Fig. 8), and the increase of melting time (Fig.6), corroborating the given explanation of surface degradation. These results suggest the possibility of introducing strain into Ge in a controlled manner by limiting the number of laser pulses.

V. GE/SN IRRADIATION

a. GeSn growth

For the creation of a GeSn alloy, 25 nm of Sn were thermally evaporated on top of the samples and TRR data were analyzed to understand the PLIE process. Higher laser fluences lead to broader TRR peaks (Fig. 9), since a higher fluence heats the material up to a higher temperature and also melts it up to a larger depth. Therefore, the samples have higher thermal energy, that takes longer to dissipate. For fluences below 0.35 J/cm², TRR pulses were shorter for unmasked samples than for masked ones. This could be attributed to Sn on the surface, which has a far lower melting point than Ge and requires less energy to melt. Since on the masked samples part of the molten Sn is on top of the SiO₂ hardmask, which has a lower thermal conductivity than the Ge layer, it takes longer to dissipate heat and solidify the Sn than on unmasked samples. For fluences exceeding 0.35 J/cm², the opposite is the case. Masked samples cool down faster. The pulse width is here dominated by the melting time of the created GeSn since a higher fluence will also cause melting of deeper regions of the sample. It has to be pointed out that the mask sustains much higher fluences (up to 0.60 J/cm²) compared to the previous ones without Sn on top. This can be attributed to the Sn on the mask, reflecting the incident laser light and preventing the Ge below the mask from melting.

Additionally, the peak of the Ge-Ge mode of unchanged Ge at (300.6 ± 0.1) cm⁻¹ is visible at the window borders. This implies that the GeSn layer is thinner here than in the center of the window, so that the underlying Ge can be seen (Fig. 10).

For a sample, irradiated with 0.59 J/cm², the Ge-Ge mode was at 286 cm⁻¹, indicating a Sn concentration of at least 24 % for the case of relaxed Sn. Since the GeSn was grown on Ge, and the peak shape is sharper than those of typical amorphous material it should at least be partially strained, with a Sn concentration above this. [13]

AFM-Raman maps (Fig. 11) of the 0.30 J/cm² sample show the spatial distribution of the 281.1 cm⁻¹ and 300.6 cm⁻¹ peak. The quadratic window in the hardmask can be seen in the center of the images. Outside the windows, the 300.6 cm⁻¹ peak dominates, while there is no sign of the 281.1 cm⁻¹ peak.

This proves that the mask has successfully restricted the formation of GeSn to the window areas. The position of the 300.6 cm⁻¹ peak is uniform inside and outside the map, thus no strain fields have been created during epitaxy. The 281.1 cm⁻¹ peak is only found in the center of the window and there is no gradient in the peak position. At the edge, the 300.6 cm⁻¹ peak as well as a broad band centered at 275 cm⁻¹ was detected, with less intensity than outside the window. This corroborates the hypothesis of amorphization at the
edge, or window borders, as deduced from the single spectra (Fig. 10).

The results of Time-of-flight Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy (TOF-SIMS) analysis (Fig. 12) are averaged over a large area, containing fragments from masked and unmasked sections alike. Since sputtering starts simultaneously at the Sn on top of the SiO₂ mask and at the 150 nm deeper GeSn windows, a combination of unmasked and masked area depth profiles are shown.

![Fig. 12: TOF-SIMS depth profile results of a GeSn sample, using PLIE fluence of 0.35 J/cm². The results are average over the masked samples. The layer transitions at the edge (blue), outside (black) and inside (red) of the heterostructures are marked with vertical lines. Results of a sample without Sn and PLIE processing are shown as reference.](image)

For the reference sample without metal and PLIE, one can clearly see the Si fragments from the 150 nm SiO₂ during the first 200 s of sputtering and then from the 200 nm Ge below the SiO₂ for the next 250 s. Ge fragments in the first 200 s are attributed to the Ge from the maskless window. For the GeSn sample a high amount of Ge fragments are found through the first 25 seconds, which could be caused by the faster erosion of the amorphous edges of the windows, as deduced from Raman results.

For the reference sample without metal and PLIE, one can clearly see the Si fragments from the 150 nm SiO₂ during the first 200 s of sputtering and then from the 200 nm Ge below the SiO₂ for the next 250 s. Ge fragments in the first 200 s are attributed to the Ge from the maskless window. For the GeSn sample a high amount of Ge fragments are found through the first 25 seconds, which could be caused by the faster erosion of the amorphous edges of the windows, as deduced from Raman results. On the other hand, the high Sn amount in the beginning comes from Sn residuals on the hardmask as well as from the GeSn created inside the windows. Inside the GeSn layer, the Sn counts drop almost exponentially, indicating exponential distribution of Sn in the alloy. Si is present until the drop of Ge at 230 seconds, suggesting the alloying of Ge all the way down to the Si substrate. The Si signal drops between 250 and 300 seconds, indicating the end of the hardmask, followed by a slightly increased Ge signal due to v-Ge.

**VI. GE/PB IRRADIATION**

![Fig. 13: Results for the irradiation of Pb on Ge. Left image: Comparison of the GePb TRR signals for various fluences. Right image: Comparison of the Raman spectra obtained with 633 nm excitation of masked samples for different positions, after PLIE with 0.35 J/cm².](image)

As for Sn, TOF-SIMS shows some residual Pb on top of the hardmask (Fig. 14), as well as large initial Ge counts possibly caused by the amorphous edges of the window.

![Fig. 14: TOF-SIMS results of a GePb sample, using PLIE fluence of 0.35 J/cm². The results are average over the masked samples. The layer transitions at the edge (blue), outside (black) and inside (red) of the heterostructure are marked with vertical lines. Results of a sample without Pb and PLIE processing are shown as reference.](image)

However, the Pb signal does not decrease exponentially throughout the Ge inside the window, as seen for the GeSn sample, but drops around 50 seconds prior to the drop of Ge attributed to regions without hardmask. This suggest that there is still a thin Ge layer between the GePb and the Si substrate. Slopes at transitions are steeper than for GeSn, and profiles are less blurred, probably due to the lower amount of Pb used (8 nm Pb versus 25 nm Sn) and a consequently better intermixing of the elements in the molten volume.

**VII. HARDMASK REMOVAL**

Hardmasks were finally removed by etching three minutes in 2% diluted HF and their topography analyzed by AFM (Fig. 15). As visible in the upper left and upper right images of Fig. 15, the features of the windows are clearly visible for both the GeSn and the GePb alloys. However, the GeSn feature seems more uniform, while the GePb seems to be slightly etched in the center of the corresponding windows. Analyzing the height profiles reveals that the GePb sample features trenches at the edge of the windows, varying in depth between 25 and 40 nanometers (Fig. 15 lower graph) and are at lower height in the center of the window with respect to the masked unalloyed areas, thus are etched. This corroborates the idea of amorphized material spotted at the edge of the window.
by AFM-Raman. Etching of the GePb evidences its higher solubility in strongly diluted HF compared to Ge, thus the need to look for a more appropriate etching solution. The parabolic profile inside the window might be caused by isotropy of the etch.

For GeSn, trenches seem to exist as well, but are less visible due to the etching of the Ge in the masked areas. In contrast to the native oxide of GePb, that should have properties similar to PbOx, which is slightly soluble in water, the native oxide of GeSn should be more akin to SnOx, being not significantly soluble in water. However, the smaller trenches for GeSn could also be attributed to a thinner amorphized zone close to the edges, corroborating the TOF-SIMS results with the initial Ge signal higher for Pb than for Sn.

VIII. CONCLUSION

SiO2 hardmasks were successfully used to spatially confine the growth of GeSn and GePb alloys through PLIE. The centers and borders or edges of the windows as well as the masked areas are clearly distinguishable by their Raman spectra. Coating of the masks with a thin metal film improves their stability, allowing the use of higher laser fluences, thus better intermixing of the elements through PLIE. The adjustment of Ge thickness together with the fluence and number of laser pulses as well as masks that avoid melting of the subjacent Ge could also allow the formation of ternary alloys such as SiGeSn or SiGePb. A possible wet etching procedure to expose the GeSn patterns has been shown, while for GePb, more extensive studies are needed. If trenches due to amorphization can be evaded, PLIE patterned by hardmasks would allow the precise formation of planar, lateral heterostructures of group IV materials for photonic devices or optical waveguides with tailored band structures. Through selective etching of the patterned samples, the creation of three-dimensional structures, for example resonating cavities, is also possible and should be investigated further.
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Abstract - This work investigates the impact of Sn segregation on the growth of Ge$_{1-x}$Sn$_x$ epi-layers using a reduced pressure chemical vapour deposition (RP-CVD) system with the common precursors Ge$_2$H$_6$ and SnCl$_4$. The investigated samples were grown on top of a 1 µm thick relaxed Ge buffer layer with different amounts of Sn incorporation, achieved by increasing the SnCl$_4$ partial pressure. The grown Ge$_{1-x}$Sn$_x$ epi-layers themselves are fully strained with respect to the Ge buffer underneath. A range of advanced analytical techniques have been used to characterize the material properties. The crystal structure, quality and thickness of the Ge$_{1-x}$Sn$_x$ epi-layers were analysed by using cross-sectional high resolution transmission electron microscopy, high resolution X-ray diffraction and fourier transform infrared spectrometry. Atomic force microscopy and Scanning electron microscopy in combination with energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy are used for analysing the surface. It is shown that simply increasing the SnCl$_4$ partial pressure is insufficient for achieving Sn contents beyond ~8%. Above these concentrations the epitaxial growth breaks down due to the segregation of Sn resulting in the formation of dots on the epilayer surface, which consist of pure Sn.

I. INTRODUCTION

Germanium tin (Ge$_{1-x}$Sn$_x$) is a semiconductor alloy with interesting applications in infrared photonics. While Germanium (Ge) is an indirect bandgap semiconductor, Ge$_{1-x}$Sn$_x$ undergoes a bandgap transition from indirect-to-direct for Tin (Sn) contents of over 9 % [1, 2, 3, 4]. Recently, Ge$_{1-x}$Sn$_x$ epilayers have been grown by the industrial standard growth technique, chemical vapour deposition (CVD), directly on relaxed Ge buffer layers on Silicon (Si) substrates; However, the highest Sn content Ge$_{1-x}$Sn$_x$ epilayers have been grown using molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). [1, 2, 5, 6] While MBE offers finer control over growth conditions, it is not a commercially viable process and does not exhibit excellent optical properties unlike CVD’s one [6]. The growth of Ge$_{1-x}$Sn$_x$ by means of CVD can open a pathway for the commercialization of Ge$_{1-x}$Sn$_x$ devices that can be integrated into the well-established Si industry. Due to the huge lattice mismatch of 19.48 % between Si (5.43102 Å) and α-Sn (6.4892 Å) a relaxed Ge (5.5679 Å) buffer is grown as an intermediate layer directly on the Si substrate to reduce the lattice mismatch down to 14.69%. This lattice mismatch prevents the growth of smooth and high quality Ge$_{1-x}$Sn$_x$ epi-layers due to the three dimensional Stranksi-Krastanov growth mode. Additionally, the solid solubility of Sn in Ge is extremely low with about 1.1 % and therefore non-equilibrium conditions are necessary to achieve higher Sn concentrations [7, 8]. However, the main issue for the growth of Sn-rich Ge$_{1-x}$Sn$_x$ epi-layers is the Sn segregation since Sn has a comparably low free surface energy. Segregation can take place at the surface or in the volume named precipitation. Kasper et al. described the Sn segregation with a linear model, assuming a constant surface energy independent from the surface coverage [1]:

$$n_s = \Delta_s \cdot n,$$

(1)

with $n_s$ the concentration of surface adatoms, $\Delta_s$ the segregation length and $n$ the bulk concentration of Sn. To prevent segregation, the temperature must be kept as low as possible, since a low growth temperature reduces the exchange rate between the adatoms (Ge) and subsurface atoms (Sn). The time slot required for the exchange can be minimized with higher growth rates.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

Ge$_{1-x}$Sn$_x$ samples were epitaxially grown using an ASM Epsilon 2000 reduced pressure chemical vapour deposition (RP-CVD) system, with a total growth pressure of 100 Torr. The growth was carried out on 100 mm diameter, on-axis silicon (001) substrates. Four samples with different tin tetrachloride (SnCl$_4$) precursor partial pressures (25 mTorr, 50 mTorr, 75 mTorr, and 100 mTorr) were grown on top of a 1 µm thick Ge relaxed buffer. For Ge$_{1-x}$Sn$_x$ growth, digermane (Ge$_2$H$_6$) was used as the precursor gas, along with SnCl$_4$ for the Sn. All samples were grown at 270 °C. Epitaxial layer thicknesses, crystal quality, segregation and other surface features were examined using both a JEOL 2000FX and a JEO-2100 transmission electron microscopes (TEM) (200 kV accelerating voltage). An atomic force microscope (AFM) was used to determine the surface roughness. Measurements of lattice parameter and therefore determining strain and Sn concentration were obtained by use of a PanAnalytical high resolution X-ray
diffractometer (HR-XRD). The Sn precipitation on the surface was analysed with scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS). Fourier transform infrared spectrometry (FTIR) is used to detect the thickness homogeneity across the whole wafer.

III. RESULTS
The HR-XRD rocking curves shown in Fig. 1 prove the crystalline nature of the grown layers. Full Width at Half Maximum values in a range of 0.05085 (75 mTorr) to 0.09603 (100 mTorr) are achieved, indicating a good crystal quality. Thickness fringes are used to calculate Ge_{1-x}Sn_{x} epi-layer thickness for the sample with 25 mTorr SnCl_{4} partial pressure (64 nm and 7.78 % Sn) and 50 mTorr SnCl_{4} partial pressure (100 nm and 8.13 % Sn). No thickness fringes were observed on higher SnCl_{4} grown samples as either the crystal quality was too poor or the epilayers had undergone relaxation. For the sample grown with 100 mTorr SnCl_{4} partial pressure the Ge_{1-x}Sn_{x} peak is shifted close to the Ge (004). The Sn concentration drops down to 1.06 %, corresponding to the natural solubility in equilibrium. The Sn concentration is determined iteratively using the elastic constant ratio and Vegard’s law with the bowing parameter 0.041 Å [9]:

\[ C = 0.3738 + 0.167 \cdot x - 0.0296 \cdot x^2, \]  
\[ a_{0,\text{GeSn}} = \frac{a_{0,\text{Ge}} + 2 \cdot C}{1 + 2 \cdot C}, \]  
\[ a_{0,\text{GeSn}} = a_{0,\text{Ge}} \cdot (1 - x) + a_{0,\text{GeSn}} \cdot x + b \cdot x \cdot (1 - x) \]

with \( x \) the Sn concentration, \( C \) the elastic constant ratio and \( a \) the lattice constants for Ge and Ge_{1-x}Sn_{x} in-plane (∥) and out-of-plane (⊥).

A typical tilt-corrected asymmetrical HR-XRD reciprocal space map (RSM) around the (224) Bragg peak, depicted in Fig. 2, determines the in- and out-of-plain lattice constants. The peaks lying on a straight line between Si and the origin are all fully relaxed. The Ge_{0.92}Sn_{0.08} has the same in-plane lattice parameter, \( q_x \), as the Ge, meaning it is fully strained to the buffer and has taken on the same lattice parameter as the Ge in real space. Additionally, symmetrical HR-XRD RSMs around the (004) Bragg peaks are recorded. The Bragg peaks in the (004) aligned in \( q_x \) confirm that the sample layers are not tilted (Fig. 3). The other samples with partial pressure of 25 mTorr, 75 mTorr and 100 mTorr exhibits similar (004) and (224) RSMs. The different partial pressures 25 mTorr, 50 mTorr, 75 mTorr, and 100 mTorr result in a Sn concentration of 7.78 %, 8.13 %, 7.43 %, and 1.06 %, respectively. The sample with a SnCl_{4} partial pressure of 100 mTorr results in a segregation of Sn, since there are too many Sn molecules available in a gas phase for the given experimental conditions. Trying to increase the Sn concentration in the gas phase leads to an oversaturation of Sn near the epitaxial layer surface, which results in its segregation and the degradation of the grown Ge_{1-x}Sn_{x} epilayer quality. Lower partial pressures result in nearly the same concentration of Sn, indicating a solubility of Sn in Ge of around 8 % for a growth temperature of 270 °C and a total growth pressure of 100 Torr.

Fig. 1: HR-XRD rocking curve of the samples with different partial pressure 25 mTorr, 50 mTorr, 75 mTorr and 100 mTorr.

Fig. 2: HR-XRD (224) RSM of the sample with partial pressure 50 mTorr.
The AFM scans from sample containing Ge$_{0.99}$Sn$_{0.01}$ epi-layer shows dot formation on the surface (Fig. 4) and EDS proves that these dots are pure Sn without any Ge (Fig. 5). In contrast, the AFM scan from sample containing Ge$_{0.92}$Sn$_{0.08}$ epi-layer highlights the smooth surface before segregation occurs with a roughness of 1.23 nm. The other two samples with Sn content of 7.78 % and 7.43 % exhibits similar smooth surface. The Ge buffer has a typically roughness of 0.81 nm. Fig. 6 proves a good Sn homogeneity at the surface before Sn segregation occurs.

The cross-sectional TEM (X-TEM) image in Fig. 7 shows the epilayer surface of the segregated and non-segregated Ge$_{1-x}$Sn$_x$ samples. The amorphous Sn dot observed on the surface of the 100 mTorr sample has a height of 80 nm and a diameter of 380 nm. The Ge$_{0.99}$Sn$_{0.01}$ epi-layer thickness varies in a range from 64 nm to 98 nm. Underneath the segregated Sn dot, the Ge$_{0.92}$Sn$_{0.08}$ epi-layer thickness is 40 nm. The crystal quality of the grown Ge$_{0.99}$Sn$_{0.01}$ epi-layer turns polycrystalline or in worst case amorphous. For comparison, the X-TEM image in Fig. 8 shows the flat and crystalline Ge$_{0.92}$Sn$_{0.08}$ epi-layer before Sn segregation occurs.

Fig. 5: EDS scan of sample containing Ge$_{0.99}$Sn$_{0.01}$ epi-layer for the elements Ge (red) and Sn (green), using the emission lines GeL, and SnL, respectively.

Fig. 6: EDS scan of sample containing Ge$_{0.92}$Sn$_{0.08}$ epi-layer for the elements Ge (red) and Sn (green), using the emission lines GeL, and SnL, respectively.

Fig. 7: Dark field (004) X-TEM image of sample containing Ge$_{0.99}$Sn$_{0.01}$ epi-layer.

Fig. 8: Dark field (004) X-TEM image of sample containing Ge$_{0.92}$Sn$_{0.08}$ epi-layer.
Additionally, the X-TEM image in Fig. 9 demonstrates the perfect crystalline nature of the Ge$_{0.92}$Sn$_{0.08}$ epi-layer without any defects or misfit dislocations, an atomic sharp Ge$_{0.92}$Sn$_{0.08}$/Ge interface and is to be used for comparison with the sample containing Ge$_{0.90}$Sn$_{0.10}$ epi-layer.

In good consistency with the AFM scan, the X-TEM image in Fig. 10 demonstrates the atomic flat surface of the Ge$_{0.92}$Sn$_{0.08}$ epi-layer. The samples containing Ge$_{0.92}$Sn$_{0.077}$ and Ge$_{0.92}$Sn$_{0.072}$ are similar.

The measured X-TEM thicknesses for the different samples, using the (004) Bragg diffraction condition, are 65 nm, 77 nm and 131 nm for the different partial pressures 25 mTorr, 50 mTorr and 75 mTorr, respectively. The X-TEM thickness for the sample with partial pressure of 25 mTorr fits well to the thickness extracted from its rocking curve. In contrary, there is a difference between the thicknesses for the sample with partial pressure of 50 mTorr. This discrepancy could occur due to the limitations of each technique to measure particular epilayer thickness. However, the most accurate technique in terms of thickness measurement should be the X-TEM. For the sample with partial pressure 50 mTorr a defect density of $4.44 \times 10^7$ defects/cm$^2$ and for a partial pressure of 75 mTorr a defect density of $4.75 \times 10^7$ defects/cm$^2$ could be determined, using the (220) Bragg diffraction condition.

![Fig. 9: Straight through X-TEM image of the Ge$_{0.92}$Sn$_{0.08}$/Ge-interface of sample grown at 50 mTorr SnCl$_4$ partial pressure.](image)

![Fig. 10: Straight through X-TEM image of the Ge$_{0.92}$Sn$_{0.08}$ surface of sample grown at 50 mTorr SnCl$_4$ partial pressure.](image)

Table 1 summarizes the most important characteristics of the different samples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SnCl$_4$ Partial pressure / (mTorr)</th>
<th>Sn concentration / (%)</th>
<th>RMS surface roughness / (nm)</th>
<th>XRD FWHM / (degree)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>$7.78 \pm 0.29$</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>0.07289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>$8.13 \pm 0.23$</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>0.05734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>$7.43 \pm 0.19$</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>0.05085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>$1.06 \pm 0.48$</td>
<td>27.90</td>
<td>0.09603</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the impact of Sn segregation on Ge$_{1-x}$Sn$_x$ epi-layer growth has been demonstrated. While high levels of Sn incorporation have been demonstrated (~8%), simply increasing the SnCl$_4$ partial pressure during growth does not result in higher Sn concentrations beyond this threshold. The epitaxial growth breaks down due to the segregation of Sn and the grown Ge$_{1-x}$Sn$_x$ epi-layer turns polycrystalline or amorphous. The Sn concentration drops down to 1.06 %, corresponding to the natural solubility in equilibrium. Sn segregation results in a lower Sn concentration in the Ge$_{1-x}$Sn$_x$ epi-layer, a poorer crystal quality, an increased root mean square surface roughness, a poorer thickness uniformity and the formation of
amorphous dots, which consist of pure Sn.
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Abstract - Possible application of tungsten dichalcogenides as gas-sensing elements is discussed in this paper. The experimental results on sensitivity of pristine and niobium doped WS2 and WSe2 to acetone and ethanol gases are presented. Polycrystalline powder specimens were obtained by high temperature solid-state synthesis from the stoichiometric mixture of pure elements. Two types of samples were studied: 1) tablets pressed at 1.5 GPa to form bulk samples and 2) thin films prepared from 35% ethanol-water colloidal dispersions by their filtration onto membrane filters (pore diameter is 20 nm). The electrical resistances of the samples were shown to be increased in the presence of ethanol and acetone gases at room temperature, thereby revealing positive response to reducing gases.

I. INTRODUCTION

The problems of atmospheric air pollution in human environment, controlling of atmosphere composition in technological processes, in coal mines are very important subjects today. People have developed several methods with different types of functional sensing materials to solve the problem. To detect different toxic gases semiconductor, thermocatalytic, thermoconductometric, electrochemical sensors and optical/infrared spectral analysis are used [1-5].

Semiconductor gas sensors are widely used in practice today. Such sensors have resistive sensing mechanism. Adsorption of gas molecules changes conductivity of semiconducting sensing materials. If any gas is reducing agent it acts as electron donor for semiconductor, but if any gas is oxidizing agent it acts as acceptor. Despite the fact that the effect of changing semiconductor conductivity in the presence of gases has been known for long such sensors have some problems in practical applications. One of the problems is selectivity to different gases. Different gases can cause one and the same response – decreasing or increasing of resistance. Selectivity can be reached by several principles. One of them is that different gases influence the sensing material with different amplitude of resistance change and response time [5]. Another principle is use of additional surface layer on sensing element, for example layer of noble metals, which act as catalyst, thereby improving selectivity and sensibility [6-9]. One other problem is adsorption of gases on sensing element surface. In practical applications of classic semiconducting metal oxides heating of sensors is used in temperature range from 100°C to 800°C [4]. For example gas sensor based on classic semiconducting tin oxide is working at a temperature more than 250°C [1]. The temperature of highest sensitivity to different gases can be different. The other problem is time of response: the rate-of-change is very important in detecting of hazardous air pollution.

It was mentioned above that the most widely used semiconducting gas sensors were made of metal oxides, there is a wide range of the oxides, for example SnO2, Ga2O3, ZnO, TiO2 for oxidizing gases [3]. But lately layered transition metal chalcogenides (TMC) and graphene-based sensors of volatile organic compounds (VOC) have attracted many researchers attention [10-20]. The investigations are aimed at search of new gas sensing materials, which will be used without heating of sensing element and have high selectivity. For example TMC were shown to have response to reducing and oxidizing gases at room temperature with selectivity reached by noble metals on their surfaces [14, 21, 22].

Modification of TMC electronic properties can be achieved by substitution of chalcogen or metal atoms in crystal structure. For example recently we showed that substitution of Mo atoms in MoS2 by Nb ones led to changing electronic properties – MoS2 doped with Nb is a p-type semiconductor with semimetallic resistance-temperature behaviour in contrast to pristine semiconducting MoS2 [23]. Modification of electronic properties can be achieved not only by substitution of metal or chalcogen atoms in the structure of TMC, but also by precipitation of metal nanoparticles onto TMC surface. So, since first works on dispersed TMC were published, many works have been devoted to deposition of noble metals onto 2-dimensional TMC layers and it was clearly shown that electronic properties of TMC were changed [24-26]. It was shown that chemical adsorption of noble metal nanoparticles onto surface of TMC could lead to both n- and p-doping effects; for example n-doping...
effect on p-type pristine MoS\textsubscript{2} [13] and p-doping effect on n-type pristine MoS\textsubscript{2} [14] were demonstrated.

The goal of this work is to investigate experimentally the influence of reducing gases, acetone and ethanol, on electrical resistances of bulk pressed samples of pristine tungsten dichalcogenides WS\textsubscript{2} and WSe\textsubscript{2}. To get different sensitivity to the gases film and bulk samples of the dichalcogenides with electronic properties modified by substitution of tungsten atoms by niobium ones were investigated as well.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

A. SYNTHESIS OF EXPERIMENTAL SAMPLES

Polycrystalline samples were synthesized by high-temperature reaction. The tungsten powder was annealed in hydrogen flow at 900°C for 1 h to remove adsorbed water and traces of oxides. Stoichiometric quantities of pure elements were mixed in an agate mortar and put into a quartz ampule. The ampule was evacuated and sealed. The ampule was heated up to 400°C for 4 h, kept at this temperature for 5 h, then it was heated up to 800°C and kept for 9 h. Then the ampule was cooled and opened.

All prepared samples were investigated by X-ray powder diffraction analysis. X-ray powder diffraction patterns for the samples were collected with a Philips PW 1830/1710 automated diffractometer (Cu-K\textalpha\ radiation, graphite monochromator, silicon plate as an external standard). It showed that the samples were single phase and corresponded to 2H-WS\textsubscript{2} (P6\textsubscript{3}mmc, № 194) (see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2). The addition of Nb atoms led to small shifts of the peaks in comparison with the unsubstituted chalcogenides. It can be explained by increasing of distance metal-chalcogen. For example the W–S distance in WS\textsubscript{2} is equal to 2.405 Å, and the Nb–S distance is equal to 2.421 Å. At the same time this increasing of the distances leads to increasing of lattice parameter \(a\). These values were refined and reached 3.178 Å and 3.296 Å in W\textsubscript{0.85}Nb\textsubscript{0.15}S\textsubscript{2} and W\textsubscript{0.85}Nb\textsubscript{0.15}Se\textsubscript{2} compared to 3.153 Å and 3.282 Å in WS\textsubscript{2} and WSe\textsubscript{2}, respectively [27]. Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy analysis showed the presence of all the declared elements in formulae:

\[
W_{0.85}Nb_{0.15}S_2 \quad \text{and} \quad W_{0.85}Nb_{0.15}Se_2 \quad \text{for} \quad W_{0.85}Nb_{0.15}S_2 \quad \text{and} \quad W_{0.85}Nb_{0.15}Se_2, \text{respectively.}
\]

To form bulk samples 180 mg of each powder was pressed with a laboratory hydraulic press under a pressure inside tablets of about 1.5 GPa. To form filtered films samples 300 mg of each powder was put into a glass flask with 60 ml of ethanol-water solution (35% ethanol / 65% water). It was sonicated for 12 h, then it was settled down for 12 h and then 2/3 of the dispersion was decanted. The resulted dispersions were filtered onto membrane filters Whatman Anodisc (pore diameter is 20 nm) with low pressure equipment. The thicknesses of the filtered films were estimated by weighting of the filters before and after the dispersions filtered. The thicknesses of the tablets were estimated from the masses of the powders and diameter of the tablets. From the estimated thicknesses, lengths, widths and electrical resistances of the samples their resistivities were estimated (see Table 1).

B. MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE

Experimental samples were formed by cutting the pressed tablets and filtered films to strips. Electrical contacts were made of graphite paste and lead thin copper wires were attached with the paste to the contacts. Four-point probe method was used to measure electrical resistance of the samples. Keithley 2000 was used to measure dc voltage on the samples and voltage on the resistance coil to control current in the electric circuit (see Fig. 3). To investigate influence of volatile organic compounds on the samples resistances the chamber with

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I. RESISTIVITIES OF BULK Pressed AND FILM FILTERED EXPERIMENTAL SAMPLES AT ROOM TEMPERATURE IN AIR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Composition of sample</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WS\textsubscript{2}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSe\textsubscript{2}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W\textsubscript{0.85}Nb\textsubscript{0.15}S\textsubscript{2}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W\textsubscript{0.85}Nb\textsubscript{0.15}Se\textsubscript{2}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W\textsubscript{0.85}Nb\textsubscript{0.15}S\textsubscript{2}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W\textsubscript{0.85}Nb\textsubscript{0.15}Se\textsubscript{2}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
vacuum forepump schematically shown in Fig. 3 was used. After the chamber having been evacuated it was filled with air or air with VOC. The volume of liquid VOC was small enough for the partial pressure to be lower than the saturation vapour pressure at room temperature. In all the experiments acetone or ethanol were used, and the partial pressure was about 4.0 and 4.7 kPa, respectively, and it corresponded to the concentrations about 10 000 ppm. After the exposure the chamber was evacuated and the experiment was repeated again.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Relative changes of resistances of bulk WS$_2$ and WSe$_2$ in the presence of acetone and ethanol gases at room temperature are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, respectively. As one can see the rate of curves is similar to ones in the literature.

Thin polycrystalline films of n-type semiconducting WS$_2$ were reported to have negative response to reducing gases (reduction of resistivity), ethanol and NH$_3$, and positive response to oxidizing one O$_2$ (increasing of resistivity) [19]. It was shown that molecules of ethanol and NH$_3$ acted as electron donors and molecules of O$_2$ acted as electron acceptors. The semiconducting WS$_2$ was n-type and that is why increasing of electrons in WS$_2$ due to reducing gases led to resistivity decreasing (negative response in the terms we use here). Generally reducing gases act as electron donors, reducing resistivity of n-type semiconductors and vice-versa leading to increasing of p-type semiconductor resistivity. As one can see in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 the samples concerned showed positive response. Conduction type of pristine WS$_2$ and WSe$_2$ can be either p- or n-type [28]. As conduction type of semiconductors can be defined by measuring thermopower we measured it for the bulk samples concerned. The resulted values of thermopower are positive for all bulk samples (see Table 1), it points to the fact that the samples were p-type. That may be a reason that we got positive resistance response to reducing gases, as concentration of holes was reduced by electrons donated from the gases adsorbed.

Pressed powder of W$_{0.85}$Nb$_{0.15}$S$_2$ and W$_{0.85}$Nb$_{0.15}$Se$_2$ did not show any distinguishable response to the gases. This may be because of too low resistivity of the pressed samples (see Table 1), and reducing of charge carriers concentration in near-surface layer due to the gases molecules adsorbed did not result to any distinguishable change in overall samples resistances. But at the same time the filtered films of the compositions showed positive response at the same concentration of acetone (see Fig. 6 and Fig. 7). The electrical resistance responses to the gases may be related in general to complicated

![Figure 3. Schematic view of the measuring equipment for investigation of influence of gases on electrical resistance of experimental samples](image1)

![Figure 4. Relative change of electrical resistances of bulk WS$_2$ under vacuum and in the presence of acetone and ethanol gases at room temperature](image2)

![Figure 5. Relative change of electrical resistances of bulk WSe$_2$ under vacuum and in the presence of acetone and ethanol gases at room temperature](image3)

![Figure 6. Relative change of electrical resistance of film filtered sample of W$_{0.85}$Nb$_{0.15}$S$_2$ under vacuum and in the presence of acetone gas at room temperature](image4)
mechanism of physisorption, chemisorption, and moreover capillary condensation of the gases inside pores of both pressed and filtered samples. If capillary condensation takes place it contributes to the positive responses due to wedging of conduction particles. In any case the nature of the responses should be investigated in the near future.

IV. CONCLUSION

The study showed that tungsten chalcogenides WS₂ and WSe₂ could be used as gas sensing elements at room temperature with comparative short response time. All the semiconducting compounds concerned were p-type and exhibited positive response to the reducing gases – electrical resistances of the samples increased when exposed with the gases. This can be explained by both decreasing of charge carriers concentrations in the samples due to recombination of holes with electrons donated from gases molecules adsorbed and complicated mechanism of sorption of the gas molecules inside pores of the samples. One way or the other, the objects concerned need further consideration.
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Abstract - In this paper, Low frequency noise measurements at cryogenic temperature below 120 K in AlGaAs/GaAs of high electron mobility heterostructure field-effect transistor (HFET) was studied. In this range of temperature, the samples are biased at very low voltage to avoid velocity saturation. Assuming that the different noise sources of power noise spectral density such as flicker noise (1/f), generation–recombination (G-R) noise, thermal noise are independent. In this work, the parameters characterizing flicker noise (γ, α_H) are studied, noting that γ varies around the unity and α_H decreases with increasing temperature for the lowest temperature range from 4 to 70 K. Taking into account the effect of bidimensional electron gas (2DEG) mobility at low temperatures, the obtained results allow us to suggest that the predominant model of the flicker noise at cryogenic temperature is the fluctuation mobility model.

Keywords: flicker noise (1/f), Generation–recombination (G-R) noise, thermal noise, power spectral density (PSD), 2DEG.

I. INTRODUCTION

Some small signals received from sensors require that the used preamplifiers must be characterized by an extremely low noise conditions. Each amplifier is chosen with specific characteristics in order to overcome the difficulties imposed by the detection system. For example, in a cryogenic environment, the preamplifier must be inserted as close as possible to the detection system (a bolometer, for example). This requires that the preamplifier must be able to support very low temperatures. As a consequence, its performance comes mainly from reduced equivalent input current at low frequency noise [1].

Thus, for very low noise applications, the choice of High Electron Mobility Transistor (HEMT) is generally better than other devices. Indeed, the performances of the HEMTs improve at cryogenics temperatures [2].

Different low frequency noise contributions (thermal noise, generation – recombination (G-R) noise and flicker noise) were affected by different parameters depending on the kind of the studied devices, and were investigated to identify quality and reliability of semiconductor devices [3, 4] and to study impurity and defects in semiconductor structures [5, 6], for example, several studies on the electrical noise in semiconductor components have highlighted correlation between some extrinsic parameters of the studied devices (including electrically active defects) and the appearance of noise. The evaluation of the G-R noise can lead to extract the density of traps, their activation energy and their capture cross section [7, 8]. As a consequence, the noise measurement can be used not only to determine the minimum noise parameters of the components, but also for the identification of heterogeneity and defects induced by the growth process and manufacturing.

The present study concerns the low frequency noise in AlGaAs/GaAs of high electron mobility heterostructure field-effect transistor at cryogenic temperatures and for different applied voltages. Let us notice that our samples are similar to a HEMT but without a control gate represented by a GaAs channel with a two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG). The dimensions of the sheet resistance are given as: length L = 16 μm and the width W = 500 μm.

II. SAMPLE DESCRIPTION

The samples used in this study were grown on a semi-insulating <100> GaAs substrate by Molecular-Beam Epitaxy (MBE) [7].

Table (1) summarizes technical description of the samples:

| Cap layer | n+ GaAs | 10 nm |
| Barrier   | n AlxGa1-xAs (x = 19.6%) |
| Donor     | n+ AlGaAs | 15 nm, SiAs: 8×10^{12} cm^{-2} |
|           |         | 35 nm, Si: 10^{12} cm^{-2} |
| Spacer    | AlGaAs   | 40 nm |
| Channel   | GaAs     | 20 nm |
|           | AlxGa1-xAs | 10 nm |
| Substrate | GaAs     | 45 nm |

Tableau 01: Technical description of the samples [7].
The general lithographic steps were: the (Al, In) GaAs/GaAs wafer was firstly spun on a PMMA resist and baked at 170 °C; then it was exposed by the e-beam with a dose of about 400 µC/cm² and developed in MIBK-isopropyl alcohol. The device was realized mainly as follows: first, the active 2DEG area was defined by mesa with a chemical wet etching in H₂O₂:H₃PO₄/H₂O, then, the ohmic contacts for the source and the drain, were obtained by the Au/Ge eutectic alloy as following, the plot electrodes were made by evaporation of Ni on the GaAs layer followed by evaporation of Au/Ge eutectic. Two metallic layers made of Ni and Al were then successively deposited. Finally the samples were warmed at about 400 °C to allow Ge to diffuse through GaAs. This diffusion reduces the created depletion layer under metallic contacts.

III. EXPERIMENTS

The device under test (DUT) was inserted in the simplified experimental setup shown in figure (01) and previously described in [8].

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

IV.1. Noise spectroscopy

In figure (02), we present the effect of the applied electric field taken at 20, 50, 70 and 100 mV on the total power spectral density (PSD) $S_v(f)$ for low frequency, and measured at 4 K.

![Figure 02: Typical spectral noise, measured at 4 K for different applied voltages](image)

The PSD increases with increasing applied voltage related through ohm’s law as reported in the literature [8, 9]. We also noticed that the PSD noise measured for different applied voltages in low frequency is much greater than the one measured in high frequency. During measurements, the samples were electrically polarized at 0 mV to measure the thermal noise which was negligible in most of the experiments [10].

Figure (03) gives typical total spectral noise in the low frequency range for different temperature taken at 50 mV.

![Figure 03: Total spectral noise at 50 mV versus the temperature.](image)

We observed a pronounced dependence of noise power spectral density on the temperature, but its variation is not regular and neither clearer [7 - 12]. The above figure (03) shows inverse dependence of the PSD as a function of frequency, this is due either to the saturation of the current as shown in figure (04) or resulting from the high increase of the 2DEG mobility in figure (05).
At cryogenic temperatures (<100 K), the \(I-V\) curves show a linear ohmic behavior followed by a saturation feature [13].

IV.2. Decomposition of the total spectral noise

In order to study the effect of low temperatures on the noise spectral density especially the flicker noise, we will proceed to separate between all the low frequency noise components; typical spectral are given in figure (06):

All obtained spectral noise were fitted to distinguish between the flicker noise and the others G-R noises and thermal noise \(S_{Th}\). We observe that thermal noise is very weak of which it can be neglected, the generation–recombination noise \(S_{G,R}\) contributions decrease rapidly versus frequency \(f\), which is why they disappear when the frequencies are less than 100 Hz. Therefore, we can limit our study of flicker noise for the frequency less than 1 kHz.

III. 3. Flicker noise at cryogenic temperature

As the flicker noise level decreases with the frequencies and increases with the voltage, the evolution of the flicker noise spectral density verifies the Hooge relation [14]:

\[
S_{f}(f) = \frac{\alpha_H V^2}{Nf^\gamma}
\]  

(1)

It is convenient to determine the Hooge parameters \((\alpha_H, \gamma)\) which have been used as a reliability parameter of electronic devices [15, 16]. Usually, a lower value of \(\alpha_H\) indicates better noise properties [17]. It is clear that systematic noise investigation is helpful in estimating the quality and applicability of the device. But usually, the source of fluctuation causing the appearance of flicker noise is expected to have some relation with the phonon scattering of the mechanism of flicker noise. That is why we must know the dependence of the Hooge parameter on temperature.

If we consider that there is no correlation in the flicker noise contributions, \(S_f(f = 1 \text{ Hz})\) can be used to calculate \(\alpha_H\) basis of the expression given below [10]:

\[
\alpha_H = S_f(1 \text{ Hz}) \frac{n_e(T)WL}{V^2}
\]

(2)

Where \(n_e(T)\) is the bi-dimensional electron gas density which was measured by the Hall effect technique as a function of temperature. \(V\) is the applied voltage; \(W\) and \(L\) are the width and the length of the channel, respectively.

Figure (07) shows the evolution of \(\alpha_H\) at low frequency for cryogenic temperatures.
The experimental value of $\alpha_H$ increases with decreasing temperature for the lowest temperature values even the 2DEG mobility increases rapidly in this low temperature range (figure (05)), this suggests the predominant model on the noise source is based on the fluctuation mobility model [18, 19]. Similar results have been obtained in In$_{0.52}$Al$_{0.48}$As/In$_{0.52}$Ga$_{0.48}$As heterostructures by Pavelka et al. at low temperature [19].

In the basis of Hooge expression, we calculate $\gamma$ by the use of the following equation [10]:

$$\gamma = \frac{\ln[S_v(1\text{Hz})/S_v(f)]}{\ln(f)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

$S_v(1\text{Hz})$ is the voltage noise at $f = 1$ Hz and $S_v(f)$ is the voltage noise at a given frequency $f < 1$ kHz. The equation (03) shows the linear relationship in the Ln-Ln scale of the flicker noise versus frequency. Results given above in figure (02) seem to consolidate this suggestion in low frequency.

The $\gamma$ values are given in figure (08):

![Figure 08: $\gamma$ parameter variation as a function of the temperature.](image)

The fluctuation of $\gamma$ around the unit shows a regular variation with the temperature, we can conclude that the effect of temperature in low values does not influence the flicker noise rate.

V. CONCLUSION

AlGaAs/GaAs high electron mobility heterostructure field-effect transistor (HFET) has been investigated, this work is characterized by the low frequency noise method. The study was made at different applied electric fields, and at cryogenic temperatures. Different contributions (thermal noise, G-R noise and flicker noise) have been identified.

Hooge parameters ($\alpha_H$, $\gamma$) were studied as a function of temperature. The variation of $\alpha_H$ values versus temperature are compared with theoretical ones, the obtained results confirm the predominance of the mobility fluctuation noise model at cryogenic temperature. The regular variations of $\gamma$ in temperature justify the non responsibility of the temperature on the flicker noise rate.
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Abstract— In this paper we report experimental results on the fabrication and characterization of vertical Ge gate-all-around p-channel TFETs, utilizing GeSn as a channel material. Through two sample series, the potential and challenges of implementing the low-band gap material GeSn are reviewed. It is verified that \( I_{\text{ON}} \) can be effectively enhanced by increasing the Sn-content in the GeSn-channel, due to increasing tunneling probabilities. Further it is found that when limited to a 10 nm \( \delta \)-layer, Ge\(_{0.96}\)Sn\(_{0.04}\) is most beneficial for \( I_{\text{ON}} \) when positioned inside the channel as opposed to in the source, with a maximum of \( I_{\text{ON}} = 180 \mu\text{A/}\mu\text{m} \) at \( V_{\text{DS}} = -2 \text{ V} \) and \( V_{G} = -4 \text{ V} \). Enhanced leakage currents (\( I_{\text{off}} \)), which also degrades the subthreshold swing (SS), is a consequence of a smaller band gap and enhanced defect densities, and represent key challenges with implementing GeSn.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent years have seen a growing interest in device concepts based on quantum mechanical tunneling. The Tunneling Field Effect Transistor (TFET) is a device that competes directly with the Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor (MOSFET) in terms of speed, power and area [1], [2]. The drive current (\( I_{\text{ON}} \)) in a TFET is a band-to-band tunneling (BTBT) current. The subthreshold swing (SS) of this tunneling current is not constrained by the 60 mV/dec limit for MOSFETs at room temperature. This allows TFETs to potentially perform better at high supply voltages. They are hence regarded as interesting devices for low-power operation. To provide high switching speed in terms of RC time, high device \( I_{\text{ON}} \) is necessary. The international technology roadmap for semiconductors (ITRS) requirements [3] for \( I_{\text{ON}} \) have, however, proven to be a major challenge for group-IV TFET devices. The experimental results of TFETs are also currently lagging behind projections showing a disparity between the measured and simulated subthreshold characteristics [4]. A number of material and geometry modifications have been proposed in order to boost \( I_{\text{ON}} \) in group-IV TFETs: The lower-band gap material Ge has been implemented in Si\(_{1-x}\)Ge\(_x\) alloy [5] or bulk Ge [6] TFETs, and device geometry modifications have been performed in order to align the tunneling direction with the gate field in Si [7] and SiGe [8] TFETs. Those devices show improved \( I_{\text{ON}} \) compared to all-Si TFETs, but still fail to achieve the ITRS \( I_{\text{ON}} \) requirement. As a measure to further improve \( I_{\text{ON}} \), Ge\(_{1-x}\)Sn\(_x\) [9]-[11] has recently been introduced in parts of the channel region. In addition to being a CMOS-compatible alloy, GeSn has an even smaller band gap than Ge. This is favorable in terms of raising \( I_{\text{ON}} \) in TFET devices. Relaxed Ge\(_{1-x}\)Sn\(_x\) is also predicted to become a direct band gap material for \( x > 0.11 \) [12]. Tunneling without the assistance of phonons would greatly increase the tunneling probability, and hence \( I_{\text{ON}} \). Epitaxial growth of high quality Ge\(_x\)Sn \( x \) however poses many challenges. Due to the large lattice mismatch of 14.7 % between \( \alpha \)-Sn and Ge and the low solid solubility of 1 % of Sn in Ge, a lot of experimental effort is currently directed towards the growth of Ge\(_{1-x}\)Sn\(_x\) [13]-[15]. While a small band gap material raises \( I_{\text{ON}} \), the leakage current (\( I_{\text{off}} \)) is inevitably also affected. In order to combine the advantages of small band gap materials (higher \( I_{\text{ON}} \)) with those of large band gap materials (lower \( I_{\text{off}} \)), heterostructures with small band gap materials positioned at the source-channel junction and large band gap materials at the channel-drain junction are often preferable. However, heterojunctions can also introduce parasitic effects which deteriorate device performance. Device \( I_{\text{off}} \) and SS in particular are influenced by crystalline quality and interface defects, as trap-assisted tunneling (TAT) and Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) generation currents are enhanced in low band gap material and heterojunction devices [16], [17].

In this experimental study we want to assess the potential of GeSn as channel material in vertical p-channel TFET devices. This is done through two sample series, each consisting of three samples. The first series focuses on the bulk material properties of GeSn, by introducing a 200 nm GeSn-channel with 0 %, 2 % and 4 % Sn-content. In the second series the position of a 10 nm-Ge\(_{0.96}\)Sn\(_{0.04}\)-layer at the source-channel interface is varied from completely inside the channel to completely inside the source. Its effect on the electrical characteristics of the transistor is reported. The device area...
and temperature dependence of the TFET devices were also studied.

II. LAYER GROWTH AND DEVICE FABRICATION

A thin tunneling barrier between the source and channel region is an important requirement for achieving high \( I_{ON} \) in TFETs. This necessitates abrupt doping profiles for the semiconductor pin diode layer structure. For the heterojunction devices reported here this was achieved by means of molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). All three samples were grown on p-doped (0.02-0.05 Ω·cm) Si (100) wafers. A detailed MBE layer sequence for the two sample series is given in Table I and Table II and a schematic of the Ge and Ge\(_{0.96}\)Sn\(_{0.04}\) parts of the MBE layers of the second sample series is shown in Fig. 1. The epitaxial layer thickness of the grown GeSn-layers, is lower than the expected critical thickness for all samples [18]. We therefore expect pseudomorphic growth of GeSn, where these layers are biaxially strained with respect to the underlying Ge. Because of Fermi level pinning, Al and n-doped Ge contacts show a rectifying behavior [19]. A heavily Sb-doped Si cap layer is therefore grown as a final layer to ensure an ohmic top contact. More details on the MBE growth, in particular the virtual substrate (VS) technology necessary in order to enable the growth of high quality GeSn, and relaxed Ge on Si, is reported in [14] and [20].

After MBE growth, the vertical TFETs were fabricated using a gate-all-around (GAA) process. Details on this GAA process can be found in [9]. Al\(_2\)O\(_3\) gate oxide was deposited by means of plasma enhanced atomic layer deposition (PEALD). A Ge\(_2\)O\(_3\) interfacial layer was formed with an O\(_2\) post plasma oxidation step. The formation of such a layer can reduce the interface density of states (D\(_i\)) with as much as one order of magnitude [21]. From CV-measurements of planar MOS-Capacitors using the same oxidation method, and ALD- and MBE systems, a D\(_i\) at midgap has been calculated to be ~ 5E11 cm\(^{-2}\)eV\(^{-1}\) for Ge. The gate stack provides an equivalent oxide thickness (EOT) of ~ 7 nm for the first sample series, and an EOT ~ 4.5 nm for the second sample, after reducing the number of ALD cycles after O\(_2\) plasma post oxidation between experiments. A schematics of a finished device is shown in Fig. 2. In contrast to the devices reported in [9], the contact windows in the SiO\(_2\) passivation were opened with photolithography for all devices investigated here.

The relatively large gate oxide thicknesses, which are unfavorable for achieving steep SSes and scaling the supply voltage, were chosen to prevent leakage current between the gate and the substrate. A complete chip consists of TFET devices with both circular and square mesa shapes and with mesa cross-sections varying from 0.79 to 100 µm\(^2\). For this vertical geometry devices the gate width, \( w_g \), equals the mesa perimeter, P, and is proportional to the square root of the mesa area cross-section, A, \( w_g = P \propto A^{1/2} \). This can be seen in Fig. 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I</th>
<th>MBE layer sequence for the bulk GeSn channel TFETs. First sample series.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Layer</td>
<td>Material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Si</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Ge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel</td>
<td>Ge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel</td>
<td>Ge(<em>{0.96})Sn(</em>{0.04})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drain</td>
<td>Ge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drain</td>
<td>Ge (VS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drain</td>
<td>Si</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II</th>
<th>MBE layer sequence for the GeSn-δ-layer TFETs. Second sample series.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Layer</td>
<td>Material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Si</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Ge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Ge(<em>{0.96})Sn(</em>{0.04})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel</td>
<td>Ge(<em>{0.96})Sn(</em>{0.04})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel</td>
<td>Ge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drain</td>
<td>Ge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drain</td>
<td>Ge (VS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drain</td>
<td>Si</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. Schematics of the MBE layer structures for the second sample series, where the positional dependence of a GeSn-δ-layer at the source-channel interface is investigated.

Fig. 2. Schematics of a finished vertical GeSn-TFET.

Fig. 3. Scanning electron microscope image of a vertical GeSn-TFET after gate formation. The gate width, \( w_g \), of the transistor equals the perimeter, P, and is proportional to the square root of the mesa area, A.
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III. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

The TFET devices were characterized through I-V measurements obtained with a Keithley 4200 Semiconductor Characterization System. The temperature dependence of the devices was studied by cooling down the measurement chuck from room temperature to 240 K. The temperature was measured with a thermocouple attached to the sample. The source (top) contact was kept at ground potential.

A. Bulk GeSn channel

Transfer and output characteristics of the first sample series are shown in Fig. 4 a) and b), respectively. A 650 mV/dec slope is drawn in Fig. 4 a) to indicate the steepness of the devices. The TFETs’ I-V-characteristics can be considered to be composed of a leakage current $I_{\text{OFF}}$, and a gate controlled BTBT-current $I_{\text{ON}}$, whose steepness can be quantified by the SS. The effect of Sn-content in the GeSn channel on these three parameters will be considered in turn, and we start by examining $I_{\text{OFF}}$ which we assume can be expressed by:

$$I_{\text{OFF}}(V_{\text{DS}}) = J_A(V_{\text{DS}}) \frac{A}{W_G} + J_P(V_{\text{DS}}) \frac{P}{W_G} + I_G. \quad (1)$$

Here $A$ is the device area, $P$ the device perimeter and $J_A$ and $J_P$ are the area and perimeter leakage current densities, respectively. The gate leakage current, $I_G$, was established through measurements to be much lower than 1 pA and is negligible, compared to the two other components in (1). For our vertical TFETs the perimeter equals the gate width, $P = W_G$. A large set of transistors with $A/W_G$ ratios varying between 0.25 - 2.5 µm were measured in order to separate the $J_A$ and $J_P$ components. In Fig. 5, $I_{\text{OFF}}$ for $V_{\text{DS}} = -1.0$ V is shown as a function of $A/W_G$. The straight line fit validates (1) and $J_A$ and $J_P$ can be extracted from the slope and intercept, respectively. Following this approach, straight line fits were performed for all $I_{\text{OFF}}(V_{\text{DS}})$-values obtained through the output characteristics. The resulting mapping of $J_A$ and $J_P$ as a function of $V_{\text{DS}}$ is shown in Fig. 5 b) and c), respectively.

Fig. 4. a) Transfer and b) Output characteristics of Ge$_{1-x}$Sn$_x$ channel TFETs with $x = 0\%$, 2\% and 4\%. Increase in $I_{\text{on}}$, as well as $I_{\text{off}}$, can be seen to result from increasing Sn-content in the channel.

Fig. 5. a) $I_{\text{OFF}}$ for the Ge reference shown as a function of $A/W_G$ for $V_{\text{DS}} = -1.0$ V. The area $(J_A)$ and perimeter $(J_P)$ leakage current densities can be determined from the slope and intercept of the fitted line, respectively. b) $J_A$ and c) $J_P$ contributions to $I_{\text{OFF}}$ as a function of $V_{\text{DS}}$. Increasing the Sn-content in the channel leads to a strong successive increase of $J_A$, whereas only a slight constant increase of $J_P$. d) $J_A$ as a function of $W_G$. The Ge reference shows a linear $J_A$-$W_G$ relationship, while the GeSn samples show a superlinear behavior due to the modification of the SRH generation rate by the electric field-enhancement factor.

$J_A$ addresses the epitaxial quality of the MBE grown diode structure. A correlation between leakage current density and threading dislocation density has been found for SiGe pin diodes on Si-substrates [22]. For the Ge TFET we therefore expect $J_A$ to reflect the threading dislocations resulting from the strain and growth of Ge on Si-substrates. It can be seen in Fig. 5 b) that increasing the Sn-content in the GeSn channel leads to a strong successive increase in $J_A$ as well as a stronger $V_{\text{DS}}$ dependence. An increase in $J_A$ is expected for GeSn compared to Ge, due to the lowering of the band gap which exponentially affects the intrinsic carrier concentration $n_i$ and SRH generation currents [23]. The magnitude of the increase and the strong $V_{\text{DS}}$ dependence of these samples, however, indicates that this is not a result of band gap lowering alone. Point defects associated with the growth of GeSn on Ge at low temperature [13] degrade the epitaxial quality. With a higher trap density, SRH generation- and TAT-currents increase. The leakage current due to these two mechanisms can be approximated by [23]-[25]:

$$J \approx q(1+\Gamma)U_{\text{SRH}} W_D. \quad (2)$$
where \( q \) is the elementary charge, \( W_D \) is the depletion width, \( \mu_{SRH} \) is the SRH generation rate and \( \Upsilon \) the field enhancement factor due to TAT. For the samples presented here we approximate \( W_D \) by solving the Poisson equation for a pin diode using the depletion approximation [23]:

\[
W_D = \sqrt{\frac{d^2 + 2\varepsilon_e}{q} \left( \frac{N_A + N_D}{N_A N_D} \right) (V_{bi} - V_{DS})},
\]

(3)

where the i-region thickness is \( d = 200 \text{ nm} \). Although containing minor errors when inserting Ge parameters for the permittivity \( \varepsilon_e \) and built-in potential \( V_{bi} \) for all samples, a qualitative comparison can in either way be made based on the \( J_A \)-\( V_{DS} \) relationship. In Fig. 5 d) \( J_A \) is shown as a function of \( W_D \). For the Ge reference sample a linear \( J_A \)-\( W_D \) relationship is seen, consistent with dominating SRH generation current, i.e. \( \Upsilon = 0 \), for all \( V_{DS} \)-biases. The samples with GeSn in the channel however exhibit a superlinear \( J_A \)-\( W_D \) relationship, which originates from TAT contribution to \( J_A \). The field enhancement factor in (2) has to be considered, \( \Upsilon > 0 \). The generation rate, \( \mu_{SRH} \), can be estimated by taking the minimum of the derivative \( dJ_A/dW_D \), found at low electric fields. When normalizing to the \( \mu_{SRH} \) of the Ge TFET, we get a relative increase in the generation rate of \( \Upsilon_{SRH} \) (2 % Sn) = 12 and \( \Upsilon_{SRH} \) (4 % Sn) = 48, respectively. This is a result of increased trap density and band gap reduction with increasing Sn-content. These results show how the incorporation of GeSn, leads to both higher SRH-generation currents as well as enhanced TAT leakage.

The simplest strategy to reduce the \( J_A \) component of \( I_{OFF} \) is through device dimension scaling. Extrapolating \( J_A \) gives rough estimates for the dimensions needed for \( I_{OFF} \) to equal the 10 pA/\( \mu \text{m} \) ITRS low power requirements (neglecting \( J_P \) contribution). For the Ge TFET reference sample a diameter of \( D \sim 10 \text{ nm} \) for \( V_{DS} = -1.0 \text{ V} \) is needed. These dimensions are in the same scale as the ITRS recommended multi-gate MOSFET body thickness [3], and also the predicted required body thickness for achieving sub-60 mV/dec SS in TFETs using Ge [16]. For the samples containing GeSn the prospects are worse, with a required \( D < 2 \text{ nm} \) for \( V_{DS} = -0.5 \text{ V} \). At the scales discussed here, however, it is no longer possible to separate between the bulk \( J_A \) and the surface \( J_P \) currents as the gate will influence the full depth of the channel. The chip variability will also become an issue at this scale, widening the range of threshold voltages. This will in turn also affect the leakage current per unit area. Hence, other improvement strategies are needed in addition to downscaling to keep \( I_{OFF} \) manageable. MBE growth of GeSn is still a relatively new technique, which means we can expect progress as this technique matures. A hope of reducing the high leakage current of GeSn TFETs therefore lies in reducing bulk defect density through improved GeSn growth strategies. Additionally, we propose that the leakage current can be reduced through the use of a Ge/GeSn heterojunction channel. As BTBT only occurs at the channel-source interface, the GeSn can be confined within a thin layer and positioned at this interface without degrading the TFETs on-state performance with respect to all GeSn-channel TFETs. Reducing the GeSn-layer thickness would, however, reduce the total number of traps inside the depletion region. The leakage is, hence, effectively reduced and the \( I_{OFF} \) will approach the \( I_{OFF} \) of Ge TFETs. Heterojunction GeSn/Ge-channel TFETs are considered in the second sample series, which will be investigated later on.

\( J_P \) is another concern, as it represents a minimum \( I_{OFF} \) achievable by device dimension scaling for the GAA geometry. In Fig. 6 \( I_{OFF} \) together with fits of (1) are displayed as a function of device area. As the dimensions become smaller \( I_{OFF} \) will approach \( J_P \), which was neglected in the previous discussion. For the GeSn TFETs a reduction of \( ~ 3 \) orders of magnitude in \( J_P \) is necessary to reach the ITRS low power requirement for \( I_{OFF} \). It is hence necessary to reduce the \( D_A \) at the Ge(Sn)-oxide interface, which causes SRH and TAT surface leakage currents. From Fig. 5 b) and Fig. 6 we see that \( J_P \) is roughly equal for the GeSn TFETs, but increased by a factor \( ~ 2 \) compared to the Ge TFET. The increase in \( J_P \) when moving from a Ge to a GeSn system is believed to be due to the addition of interface states. If an increase of \( J_P \) was mainly due to band gap lowering, a successive increase with increasing Sn-content would be expected. The reported \( D_A \) for GeSn-oxide interfaces is 2E12 – 6E13 cm\(^{-2}\)eV\(^{-1}\) [26]-[28]. Current experimental work on sulfur passivation of the Ge and GeSn-surfaces is under investigation by our group and is, like reported also elsewhere [28], [29], showing promising results.

We do not expect that as much as a third order of magnitude reduction in \( D_A \) is necessary to reach the ITRS requirement. The devices presented here have a very large gate-drain overlap. Gate-induced drain leakage [30] together with gate-induced tunneling at the drain-channel interface (an ambipolar behavior can clearly be seen in Fig. 4. a) are therefore also contributing to the high \( J_P \) currents. A way of reducing gate induced leakage currents could be to introduce a spacer between the buried layer and the gate electrode, reducing the gate-drain overlap. This would also enable the use of thinner gate oxides, as the leakage path between the substrate and gate is blocked.
Which transport mechanisms determining $I_{\text{OFF}}$ was investigated further by examining the temperature dependence. Transistors with $w_g = 8 \, \mu m$ were measured. In Fig. 7 a) the temperature dependence of the transfer characteristics for a transistor with 2 % Sn in the GeSn channel is shown. The leakage floor and the early subthreshold region show a strong temperature dependence. Fig. 7 b) shows the Arrhenius plots of $I_{\text{OFF}}$, and in Fig. 7 c) fitted activation energies are shown as a function of $V_G$. The activation energy for $I_{\text{OFF}}$ of the Ge reference, is close to half the band gap of Ge ($E_G/2 \approx 0.33-0.34 \, \text{eV}$ in the temperature range investigated [31]) for low $V_G$-bias. This is consistent with the temperature dependence of $n_i$ [23], and hence SRH-generation currents. The temperature dependence of $I_{\text{OFF}}$ for the samples with GeSn in the channel relate to the bulk properties, as $I_{\text{OFF}} \approx J_{A^\times A/P}$ for these samples. The activation energies are lower than half of the expected band gaps of GeSn with 2 % and 4 % Sn-content [32]. This is a consequence of TAT contribution and the temperature dependence of $\ln(\Gamma)$ in (2), which has an activation energy that is lower than $E_G/2$ [25]. The low temperature dependence of the BTBT current, combined with the strong temperature dependence of $I_{\text{OFF}}$, leads to a considerable improvement of the $I_{\text{ON}}/I_{\text{OFF}}$-ratio with decreasing temperature. This can be seen in Fig. 7 d).

Let us now analyze the SS, which here is defined as the steepest point in the transfer characteristics. The devices all have a high SS $\approx 550-1000 \, \text{mV/dec}$ compared to the 60 mV/dec MOSFET limit. Although the SSs are similar to those of GeSn-TFETs reported elsewhere [10], they are considerably higher than the lowest SSs reported for TFETs so far (SS $= 3.9 \, \text{mV/dec}$ [33]). This is on the one hand due to the thick gate oxide (EOT $\approx 7 \, \text{nm}$) necessary to eliminate $I_G$ in (1). On the other hand a high $I_{\text{OFF}}$ also limits the visibility of steeper SSs at low currents. This can be seen in Fig. 8 a) where the SSs of the GeSn-TFETs are improved when the device mesa area, and hence $I_{\text{OFF}}$, is reduced. The SS of the Ge-reference is less affected by an area reduction as $I_{\text{OFF}}$ is already close to $J_P$. Although the leakage currents of GeSn TFETs are considerably higher than those of the Ge TFET, Fig. 8 a) shows that the SSs of the smallest sized transistors are roughly equal for all samples. The degradation of the SS due to bulk defects can be removed by subtracting the $J_{A^\times A}$-component of $I_{\text{OFF}}$ from $I_{\text{DS}}$, $I_{\text{SUB}} = I_{\text{DS}} - J_{A^\times A}$. The technological equivalent of this operation would be device dimension downscaling as discussed earlier on. Calculating the SS from the $I_{\text{SUB}}$ characteristics, we see an improvement of SS with increasing Sn-content. For $V_{DS} = -1 \, \text{V}$ we get SS $= 624 \pm 43 \, \text{mV/dec}$ for the Ge reference TFET, SS $= 505 \pm 20 \, \text{mV/dec}$ for the 2 % Sn TFET and SS $= 494 \pm 25 \, \text{mV/dec}$ for 4 % Sn TFET. Simulations have predicted an improvement of SS with increased Sn-content [10], due to the bandgap reduction and increased tunneling probability. The SS as a function of Sn-content is therefore determined by the tradeoff between increased tunneling probability, which makes the band pass switching mechanism more effective, and increased leakage currents. Fig. 7 c) reveals that the TFETs holds a thermal subthreshold region current, with a slow decrease of activation energy for increasing negative $V_G$. This indicates TAT involving SRH processes, which degrade the SS, as they reduce the energy filtering which is a precondition for steep SS in TFETs. The combination of reducing $I_{\text{OFF}}$ and quenching the SRH processes through temperature reduction, leads to a considerable improvement of SS. This can be seen in Fig. 8 b), which shows SS as a function of temperature. A linear
relationship between SS and temperature was found in the temperature range investigated. It is evident that the TAT processes involving SRH generation strongly affect SS. These results therefore highlight the difficulty of achieving sub-60mV/dec SS with materials with high defect densities. This aspect is also supported by simulations [34] and has been brought forward by others [4], [35].

Let us now discuss $I_{ON}$. We expect, that the main contribution of $I_{ON}$ is indirect BTBT at the source-channel junction (often referred to as “point tunneling”), as opposed to in the inversion layer within the source layer for devices with a source-gate overlap (often referred to as “line tunneling”) [36]. The devices presented here have a large source-gate overlap, but given the high dopant concentration in the source, the energy bands in the source region are largely unaffected when a voltage is applied to the gate. The BTBT transmission probability can be approximated by [23]:

$$T_{WKB} \approx \exp \left( -\frac{4\lambda \sqrt{2m^* E_G}}{3gh(\Delta \Phi + E_G)} \right)$$ (4)

Here $m^*$ is the effective mass, $E_G$ the band gap energy and $\lambda$ the spatial extent of the tunneling region. $\Delta \Phi$ is the $V_G$-dependent energy window of allowed tunneling transitions. The promise of using GeSn in TFETs is first and foremost through raising $I_{ON}$. This is achieved through lowering of $E_G$ and reducing $\lambda$ with respect to Ge in (4).

The averaged $I_{ON}$, defined here as $I_{DS}(V_G = -4 \text{ V})/w_0$, from all measured transistors is shown in Fig. 9 a) as a function of Sn-content in the GeSn-channel. The large gate bias needed to define $I_{ON}$ is a consequence of the thick gate oxide needed to be certain of negligible gate oxide leakage. This gate bias is much higher than the ITRS requirement for supply voltage, which ideally should be equal to $V_{DS}$ for all measured transistors. Strategies for scaling the supply voltage for these TFETs would be increasing the gate oxide capacitance, through switching to higher permittivity gate oxides (e.g. HfO$_2$). Reducing the gate oxide thickness is also an option, but with the danger of increasing the gate oxide leakage. With respect to the Ge reference, $I_{ON}$ is seen to increase by a factor ~2 and ~3 for the samples with 2 % and 4 % Sn-content in the GeSn channel, respectively. TAT Models for TFETs have shown how traps degrade $I_{OFF}$ and SS [16], [23]. The same models, show no influence of TAT for $I_{ON}$. If TAT contributed to $I_{ON}$, we would also expect it to be due to interface traps, as $I_{ON}$ is a surface current. The perimeter leakage was shown to be roughly equal for the GeSn TFETs, which indicates that these samples have similar interface trap densities. TAT can therefore not explain the successive increase of $I_{ON}$ when increasing the Sn-content from 2 % to 4 %. We therefore assume that the increase in $I_{ON}$ can be attributed to the lowering of $E_G$, and that the different trap densities of the samples play a minor role. It is seen that even with the incorporation of GeSn, $I_{ON}$ is one order of magnitude below the ITRS requirement for a supply voltage of $V_{DD} = -0.82$ V (top axis of Fig. 9 a). The trend suggests that an increase of Sn-content above 4 % would further increase $I_{ON}$. However, this would seriously increase $I_{OFF}$ which is already at an alarming level. The averaged conductance of all measured transistors as a function of $V_{DS}$ is shown in Fig. 9 b). The conductance can be seen to increase for small $V_{DS}$, and saturate for $|V_{DS}| > 1$ V. When the valence band in the channel is lifted above the fermi level in the drain, holes accumulate in the channel. For a large gate bias and small $V_{DS}$-bias the channel potential is therefore pinned by the drain potential. The tunneling current at the source-channel junction is hence $V_{DS}$ dependent for small $V_{DS}$. At high $V_{DS}$ $I_{ON}$ becomes limited by the saturating behavior of $T_{WKB}$ (4). $I_{ON}$ can also be increased by reducing the channel length and effectively increasing the conductance and reducing the channel resistance [11].

### B. GeSn-δ-layer

As reported for the first sample series, $I_{ON}$ can be improved through incorporation of GeSn. However this comes at the expense of higher $I_{OFF}$. In order to benefit from higher $I_{ON}$ by the incorporation of GeSn, but maintain manageable $I_{OFF}$ the GeSn with 4% Sn-content was confined in a 10 nm δ-layer at the channel-source interface for the second sample series.
position of the δ-layer at the channel-source interface was shifted through the samples from completely inside the source to completely inside the channel, as shown in Fig. 1. In order to increase the conductance the total channel region thickness was reduced to 50 nm.

Fig. 10 a) and b) shows the transfer and output characteristics of TFETs from the three samples, respectively. The steepest subthreshold point slope ~ 430 mV/dec found for Sample C is indicated.

The temperature dependence of the transfer characteristics of a transistor from sample B is seen in Fig. 11 a), and in Fig. 11 b) the activation energies of I_{OFF} for the three samples are shown. The activation energies are lower than reported for the previous sample series. This is mostly due to the reduced channel thickness which leads to the effect often referred to as drain induced barrier thinning (DIBT) [37], and is a problem for devices with poor electrostatic control of the body as we have here. Due to DIBT the activation energy also reduces for increasing V_DS, as tunneling events dominate at high electrical fields.

In Fig. 12 the position of the Ge_{0.96}Sn_{0.04}-δ-layer can be seen to greatly affect I_{OFF}. The total thickness and Sn-content of the Ge_{0.96}Sn_{0.04}-δ-layer is the same for all devices, and one can expect the same total number of defects to be present in each of the samples. Defects are, however, more likely to contribute to TAT leakage when they are positioned in the channel where the electrical field is higher. This also explains the reduced activation energy of I_{OFF} seen in Fig. 11 b) when shifting the Ge_{0.96}Sn_{0.04}-δ-layer from the source and into the channel.

In Fig. 13 a) the transfer characteristics of the transistor with the highest I_{ON}, I_{ON} = 180 µA/µm for V_DS = -2 V and V_G = -4 V, is shown. Although exhibiting a high I_{ON}, a high I_{OFF} results in a poor I_{ON}/I_{OFF}-ratio. In Fig. 13 b) I_{OFF} is shown as a function of V_DS for the sample series. The effect of the position of the Ge_{0.96}Sn_{0.04}-δ-layer on I_{ON} can be explained by examining the band structure in each of the three cases.

Band offsets including strain dependent effects were calculated using model solid theory [38], and all model parameters, except for the band gaps, were obtained from linear interpolations of the model parameters for Ge and Sn. Quadratic interpolation according to [39] was used to calculate the band gap energies. A similar parameter set as that of [40] was used, but updated to include the newer experimental data of [39]. Band offsets between materials were approximated according to [41]. The largest calculated band offset between Ge and Ge_{0.96}Sn_{0.04} is found in the valence band between the heavy hole (hh) bands, ~ 50 meV, while a conduction band offset was calculated to ~ 20 meV for the L-band, respectively. A band structure calculation of a Ge TFET
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device was obtained using SILVACO Atlas [10] and the calculated band offsets between the hh-bands and between the L-bands of Ge and Ge_{0.96}Sn_{0.04} were imposed onto these calculations for the on- and off-state of the transistor for the three different devices.

Fig. 14 shows the schematic band structure diagrams for the source-channel junction of the three device types. The behavior of I_{ON} can be understood qualitatively from these band diagrams. The main contribution to point tunneling will take place at the junction where the spatial extent of the tunneling barrier, λ, has its minimum value. Tunneling is enhanced if that region is within the low band gap material. Hence, I_{ON} are largely unchanged between the samples in which the Ge_{0.96}Sn_{0.04}-δ-layer is situated in the channel or across channel and source region, see Fig. 14. When the Ge_{0.96}Sn_{0.04}-δ-layer is shifted entirely into the source region I_{ON} degrades as tunneling mainly occurs within the Ge.

IV. CONCLUSION

Heterojunction GeSn TFETs could potentially be a means to realize Group-IV TFETs with high I_{ON}. However, in order to optimize overall device performance, it is important to understand how the introduction of the low-band gap material GeSn influences not only I_{ON} but also I_{OFF}. Here, we report that with increasing Sn-content in a GeSn-channel, I_{ON} can be effectively increased due to the lowering of the band gap. Furthermore it was found that, when limited to a 10 nm δ-layer, Ge_{0.96}Sn_{0.04} is most beneficial for I_{ON} when positioned in the channel as opposed to in the source. This can be explained by the band offsets between Ge and Ge_{0.96}Sn_{0.04}, which is largest in the valence band. The highest I_{ON} are achieved in the sample with the Ge_{0.96}Sn_{0.04}-δ-layer completely in the channel with I_{ON} = 180 µA/µm for V_{DS} = -2.0 V and V_{G} = -4 V. The lowering of the band gap and the degradation of the epitaxial quality that comes with increasing Sn-content, heavily influences the I_{OFF} and SS of the devices through TAT. It is found that achieving the required I_{OFF} and SS ≤ 60 mV/dec with GeSn is difficult. A possible strategy to boost I_{ON} consists of increasing the Sn content in the GeSn-δ-layer. However, the leakage current density has to be reduced to keep I_{OFF} manageable. This can in part be achieved by reducing the mesa volume and reducing the δ-layer thickness, but also through the investigation of alternative and optimized MBE growth strategies. Finally, our results can serve as input for calibrated device models that would enable the fine tuning of specific device and material parameters in order to boost device performance particularly at low voltages.
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Abstract—The band-structure of ultra-thin InGaAs layers is calculated using a nearest neighbor sp3d5s* tight binding approach to assess the impact of compressive and tensile biaxial strain on effective in-plane masses, non-parabolicity factor α, and conduction band minimum (CBM) shift down to channel thicknesses of 4 nm. The reported results show that the effective mass increases with body thickness decrease, whereas it decreases with the strain increase from compressive to tensile. Furthermore, the difference between the position of pinned Fermi level and CBM increases with strain. The impact of band-structure effects on electron transport is demonstrated for the InGaAsOI structure. The extracted band-structure parameters provide electron mobility results consistent with experiments. Our calculations make it possible to assess the electron mobility in a wide range of both compressive and tensile strain values and body thicknesses from 15 nm down to 4 nm.

Keywords—InGaAs; tight-binding model; strain; Fermi level pinning; interface charge; ultra-thin body; electron mobility

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to their outstanding carrier transport properties, III-V materials are attractive as alternative channel materials for future post-silicon CMOS applications. InGaAs is considered as the most promising III-V material for n-channel MOSFETs owning to its high electron mobility (μe) and acceptable bandgap [1]. The high μe is attributed to the light effective mass and it is more than 10 times higher than in silicon at the comparable sheet density [1]. The short channel effects in III-V devices are alleviated by employing ultra-thin body structures and non-planar architectures [2]. One of the main challenges limiting the development of III-V MOSFETs is the high density of interface states (Dit) at the III-V/oxide interface, which results in a strong Fermi level pinning (FLP) and lower inversion carrier densities [3]. Fermi level pinning can be mitigated by introducing strain in InGaAs channels, i.e. the presence of tensile strain causes an increase of energy difference between the conduction band minimum (CBM) and the FLP energy, larger inversion carrier densities (Ninv), and higher on-current (Ion) values [4]. Recent experimental data confirms the beneficial effect of tensile strain on the electron mobility [5]. In order to perform electron mobility simulations in the presence of arbitrary strain, it is important to examine first the impact of strain on the band structure parameters. In this work, we develop an atomistic band structure simulator to obtain the effective masses (m*), band gap energies (Eg) and non-parabolicity (NP) factors (α) for unstrained InGaAs layers, as well as for structures exposed to the arbitrary in-plane biaxial strain. The objective is to examine the impact of body thickness (Tb) scaling on effective masses, band gap energies and non-parabolicity factors to obtain the electron mobilities for the strained extremely-thin InGaAs channels.

II. BAND-STRUCTURE MODELING

A. Nearest neighbor sp3d5s* tight-binding model

Band-structure calculations are done for Γ-valley electrons using nearest-neighbor (NN) sp3d5s* tight-binding (TB) approach. According to our previous results on valley occupation [6], it is sufficient to include only the Γ-valley electrons in the calculations. The tight binding Hamiltonian matrix is derived under the following assumptions: localized basis functions have atomic orbitals symmetry (atom-like orbitals); overlap of two orbitals on different atomic site is zero; overlap of two different orbitals located on the same atomic site is zero (orthogonality); maximum relative distance between atoms where the orbitals are located is limited to NN; non-zero matrix element is possible only when the potential is on one of the two atoms where the orbitals are located [7]. The inclusion of higher orbitals within the model (i.e. d and s* orbitals) is important to correctly reproduce the band-structure dispersion, which is in turn needed for accurate calculation of subband energies and effective masses. If spin orbit coupling is not included in model, each atom is represented by 10 orbitals (s, p, p, p, d, d, d, d, d, d). Since the focus of this paper is on the properties of electron mobility in III-V materials, it is not necessary to include the spin-orbit coupling as we are not interested in the features of the top of the valence band.

InGaAs has the zinc-blende crystal structure, which consists of two face-centered-cubic (FCC) lattices misplaced by a quarter of the main diagonal along the main diagonal direction. Each of these two lattices is
composed entirely of one species of atoms which are identified as anions or cations. Therefore, the unit cell of a zinc-blende structure consists of two atoms (anion/cation), where each anion has four bonds and is connected to four nearest neighbor cations and vice versa. The matrix representing the unit cell is a 10-by-10 matrix expressed as:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
H_{\text{aan}}, & H_{\text{acin}}, & H_{\text{acn}}, & H_{\text{ccc}},
\end{bmatrix}
\]

where the diagonal blocks \(H_{\text{aan}}, \) and \(H_{\text{acin}}, \) contain the on-site energies at the main diagonal, and the off-diagonal overlap blocks \(H_{\text{acn}}, \) and \(H_{\text{ccc}}, \) describe the coupling between anion and cation, and cation and anion, respectively. The matrix elements between orbitals of cation and anion are given by:

\[
H^\text{c-a}(\vec{k}) = \left\langle \hat{a}_k | H | \hat{c}_{\vec{k}} \right\rangle = g_{\text{c-a}}(\vec{k}) V^\text{c-a},
\]

where \(V^\text{c-a}\) are the overlap energies and \(g_{\text{c-a}}(\vec{k})\) takes one of the following forms depending on the relative position of neighboring cations with respect to the anion and vice versa:

\[
\begin{align*}
4g_1 &= e^{ikx} + e^{iky} + e^{ikz} + e^{-ikz}, \\
4g_2 &= e^{ikx} + e^{iky} - e^{ikz} - e^{-ikz}, \\
4g_3 &= e^{ikx} - e^{iky} - e^{ikz} + e^{-ikz}, \\
4g_4 &= e^{ikx} - e^{iky} + e^{ikz} - e^{-ikz},
\end{align*}
\]

where \(x_1, x_2, x_3\) are positions of cations relative to the anion and vice versa. The tight-binding Hamiltonian must be Hermitian, i.e.

\[
[H_{\text{aan}}] = [H_{\text{acin}}].
\]

To calculate the band-structure for bulk devices, tight-binding Hamiltonian is derived by assuming the infinite lattice periodicity along all three orthogonal spatial axes. For ultra-thin InGaAs layers, the band structure of InGaAs is discretized along the infinite dimension direction. In case of an ultra-thin InGaAs channel, we consider the [001] as a confinement direction, while [100] and [010] are the transport and width directions, respectively. Since the dimension along the transport and width directions are long enough compared to the channel thickness, infinite periodicity is assumed along these axes. The on-site orbital energies and the overlap integrals between atomic orbitals for different bond types are taken from [8], where these TB parameters are calibrated using genetic algorithm to match the bulk band structure over the entire Brillouin zone at room temperature. For a more precise calculation of \(E_0\) and \(m_{\text{eff}}\) of In\(_{x}\)Ga\(_{1-x}\)As as a function of \(x\), bowing parameters have been introduced [9]. The passivation of the dangling bonds is achieved by increasing the on-site energies of surface atoms by 30 eV which leads to nearly hard-wall boundaries and negligible wave function penetration. Finally, the band dispersion can be calculated by solving the eigenvalue problem of the Hamiltonian for the \(k\)-values of interest as:

\[
E = \epsilon_{\text{fG}}[H(k_x, k_y, k_z)].
\]

From the derived band-structure dispersion, the \(m_{\text{eff}}\) and NP factor \(\alpha\) are extracted by fitting the energy dispersion near the \(\Gamma\) point of the lowest subband with non-parabolic effective mass approximation energy (NP-EMA) curve: \(E(k)\{1 + \alpha E(k)\} = h^2k^2/2m_{\text{eff}}.\) As a result of the anisotropy of the bands, \(\alpha\) is extracted along the in-plane transport direction [100]. The band-structure calculations for in-plane effective mass, band gap and NP factor for non-strained structures are validated by comparison to the results from [10] and shown in Fig. 1 as a function of body thickness. The effective mass increases with body thickness decrease, which is in agreement with literature [11].

\[B. \ The \ Tight-binding \ Hamiltonian \ with \ strain\]

For a relaxed crystal, the directional cosines for the anion-to-cation bond orientation are equal and can be written as:

\[
l = \frac{1}{\sqrt{3}}, \quad \frac{m}{\sqrt{3}}, \quad \frac{n}{\sqrt{3}}.
\]
However, for a strained crystal the relative position of the neighboring atoms are changed, where both bond-angle and bond-length between the nearest neighbors are modified. The new directional cosines calculated from the deformed crystal structure automatically incorporate the overlap matrix elements modification due to change in the bond angle. For the biaxial in-plane strain produced by lattice mismatch between InGaAs active layer and InAs$_{53}$Ga$_{47}$As buffer layer on a (001) substrate, we define the strain tensor components:

\[
C_{ij} = [C_{11} C_{12} C_{13}; C_{12} C_{22} C_{23}; C_{13} C_{23} C_{33}],
\]

where \( C_{12} \) and \( C_{11} \) are elastic stiffness constants for InGaAs taken from [12]. This strain tensor is valid for arbitrary strain and it can be decomposed into separate tensors, where the following shear tensor:

\[
E_{001} = \frac{1}{3} \begin{pmatrix}
0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & -2(e_{xx} - e_{yy})
\end{pmatrix}
\]

(5)

lowers the crystal symmetry by shortening (biaxial tensile strain) or elongating (biaxial compressive strain) the \( x \)-direction lattice spacing with respect to the \( x \) or \( y \) directions. The bond length modification in the presence of strain is introduced through modification of overlap integrals via the generalized Harisson’s \( d^2 \) scaling law:

\[
U = U_0 \left( \frac{d}{d_0} \right)^2
\]

(6)

where \( d_0 \) and \( d \) are ideal and actual (strained) bond lengths, respectively. Fig. 2(a) and (b) show the energy dispersion for the lowest subband energy at the \( \Gamma \) point for compressive and tensile biaxially strained 15 nm-thick InGaAs channel, respectively. The confinement direction is along [001], while \( \chi \) and \( L \) direction correspond to [100] and [010], respectively. The shift of the lowest subband energy caused by compressive strain ranging from -2% to unstrained with a step of 0.5% is reported in Fig. 2(a). The arrow indicates the absolute strain value increase. The inset of Fig. 2(a) shows the enlarged area in the vicinity of the \( \Gamma \) point. As compressive strain increases, the CBM also increases against the CBM for unstrained channel. On the other hand, for tensile strain increase we report the CBM decrease as shown in Fig. 2(b). The CBM shift for both compressive and tensile strain values are listed in Table I. Here, the \( \Delta CBM \) is difference in CBM with and without strain. When both the tensile and compressive absolute strain value increases, the CBM shift increases, which is later assessed within the mobility simulations. In Fig. 3(a) and (b), the effective mass and NP factor \( \alpha \) are plotted as a function of strain, respectively, for \( T_B = 4 \) nm and \( T_B = 15 \) nm. For both body thicknesses, effective mass decreases with strain increase from -2% to 2%. Furthermore, as the strain value increases from compressive to tensile the non-parabolicity factor \( \alpha \) increases. As expected, NP factor becomes smaller when the body thickness decreases, indicating that band-structure dispersion near the \( \Gamma \) point is more parabolic. Due to a more parabolic and wider curve of the energy dispersion, the effective mass for thinner channel is
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**Table I.** Conduction band minimum shift due to compressive and tensile strain reported from band structure calculations in vicinity of \( \Gamma \) point ranging from -2% to 2% with step of 0.5% for \( T_B = 15 \) nm. The \( \Delta CBM \) is difference in CBM with and without strain.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strain</th>
<th>( \Delta CBM ) (meV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-2%</td>
<td>160.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1.5%</td>
<td>119.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1%</td>
<td>79.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.5%</td>
<td>39.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>-39.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 %</td>
<td>-78.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5%</td>
<td>-117.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2%</td>
<td>-156.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
enlarged. This also applies for band-structure narrowing and widening due to compressive and tensile strain, respectively.

The extracted non-parabolicity factors and effective in-plane masses for body thicknesses from 20 nm down to 4 nm are plotted in Fig. 4, respectively, for biaxial strain values varying from compressive ($\varepsilon = -2\%$) to tensile strain ($\varepsilon = 2\%$) with a step of 0.5%. As strain value increases from unstrained to 2% of tensile strain, the effective mass decreases, whereas with the increase from unstrained to compressive strain of -2%, the $m_{\text{eff}}$ increases. For each of the examined strain values, the NP factor increases with body thickness increase. The irregularities observed for the non-parabolicity factor curve are due to an approximate assessment when fitting the NP-EMA curve to the exact calculated band-structure.

III. IMPACT OF BANDSTRUCTURE EFFECTS ON ELECTRON MOBILITY IN INGaAs-OI STRUCTURE

In this section, we perform mobility calculation in order to demonstrate the impact of compressive and tensile strain on the electron mobility in ultra-thin InGaAs-OI channels. The calibration of the mobility model was carried out on experimental data for 15 nm-thick biaxially strained InGaAs-OI structure with 10 nm-thick Al$_2$O$_3$ as gate and Al$_2$O$_3$ as buried oxide [5]. Schematic figure of the examined structure is shown in Fig. 5, while the material and scattering parameters used in the simulations are listed in Table II. Detailed description of the mobility model can be found in [13, 14]. The values of strain whose impact was investigated in [5] are 0.4%, 1.2% and 1.7%, whereas the objective of our work is to examine the impact of arbitrary strain values on the electron mobility, including those not covered by the reported experimental data. Therefore, we plot total mobility enhancement due to biaxial strain ranging from compressive values of $-2\%$ to tensile strain values of 2% with a step of 0.5% in Fig. 6. Mobility calculations are done in strong inversion ($N_{\text{sh}}=8 \times 10^{12} \text{ cm}^{-2}$). In the case of tensile strain, the...
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**Fig. 3.** (a) Effective in-plane mass and (b) non-parabolicity factor $\alpha$ as a function of biaxial strain (from compressive $\varepsilon = -2\%$ to tensile strain $\varepsilon = 2\%$) for $T_B = 4 \text{ nm}$ and $T_D = 15 \text{ nm}$.
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**Fig. 4.** (a) Non-parabolicity factor $\alpha$ and (b) effective in-plane mass ($m_{\text{eff}}$) for body thicknesses from 20 nm down to 4 nm for strain values ranging from compressive ($-2\%$) to tensile (2%) strain values. Curve for unstrained device is additionally marked with cubic symbol.
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**Fig. 5.** Schematic illustration of the examined InGaAs-OI structure. Structure has strained 15 nm-thick InGaAs channel with Al$_2$O$_3$ as the gate and buried oxide. $T_{\text{ox}} = 10 \text{ nm}$, $T_{\text{BOX}} = 30 \text{ nm}$.

| Table II. Material and scattering parameters used in self-consistent Schrödinger-Poisson and MRTA mobility simulations. |
|---|---|---|
| $\varepsilon$ (%) | $m_{\text{eff}}$ & $N_{\text{sh}}$ (cm$^{-2}$) | NP factor $\alpha$ |
| 0 | 0.048 | 11.15 |
| 0.4 | 0.0465 | 1.2 |
| 1.2 | 0.0435 | 1.3 |

| Bandstructure and Scattering Parameters |
| $D_{\text{int}} = 7 \text{ eV}$ |
| $E_{\text{c}(0)} = 32 \text{ meV}$, $E_{\text{c}(1)} = 10^{-6} \text{ eV} \text{ cm}$ |
| $E_{\text{c}(0)} = 32 \text{ meV}$, $E_{\text{c}(1)} = 13.94$, $E_{\text{c}(1)} = 11.64$ |
| $\nu_{\text{F}} = 2974 \text{ m/s}$, $\nu_{\text{c}} = 4253 \text{ m/s}$, $\rho = 5506 \text{ kg/m}^3$ |
| $\alpha = 5.868 \text{ Å}$, $V_{\text{c}} = 0.5 \text{ eV}$, $N_{\text{imp}} = 5 \times 10^{16} \text{ cm}^{-3}$ |
| $D_{\text{c}} = D_{\text{c}}(E_{\text{c}}) \exp[\{-(E-E_{\text{c}})/E_{\text{c}}]\]$ |
| $E_{\text{c}} = 70 \text{ meV}$ above CBM; $E_{\text{c}} = 20 \text{ meV}$ |

| SOP-related parameters (Al$_2$O$_3$) |
| $\epsilon_{\text{AlO}_3}$ | 12.53 |
| $\epsilon_{\text{AlO}_3}$ | 7.27 |
| $\epsilon_{\text{AlO}_3}$ | 3.20 |
| $\hbar_{\text{GPA}}$ (meV) | 48.18 |
| $\hbar_{\text{GPA}}$ (meV) | 71.41 |

| Al$_2$O$_3$-InGaAs Interface Parameters |
| $L = 1 \text{ nm}$, $\Delta = 0.275 \text{ nm}$ |
| $N_{\text{sh}} = 1.35 \times 10^{15} \text{ cm}^{-2}$ |
mobility enhancement increases with strain increase for all the examined $T_B$ values. Moreover, the enhancement also increases when the body thickness is scaled down. Therefore, for the highest tensile strain value of 2% and for the thinnest body of $T_B = 4$ nm, we report the electron mobility enhancement of 208%, while the enhancement for thicker channels reaches up to 85%. When the compressive strain value increases to 2%, the mobility degrades by −77% in the case of the thickest channel ($T_B = 15$ nm). With the body thickness decrease, mobility deterioration due to compressive strain increases to −54% for $\varepsilon = −2$% and $T_B = 4$ nm. An improved electron mobility originates from $D_e$ energy profile shift relative to the CBM in the presence of strain. According to the obtained CBM shift for tensile strain reported in Table I., the lowering of the CBM relative to the pinned Fermi energy level inside the conduction band results in an increase of energy difference between the CBM and the FLP energy, larger free inversion charge density and weaker impact of interface states charge on $\mu_e$. On the other hand, for the compressive strain increase, the CBM is getting closer to the FLP energy, which has the opposite effect in comparison to the tensile strain. Although the $m_{\text{eff}}$ modification due to strain does not contribute to mobility improvement as much as CBM shift does, the $m_{\text{eff}}$ increase due to compressive strain demonstrated in Fig. 4(b) additionally reduces the electron mobility. Comparison between the experimental mobility data for unstrained and strained structures [5, 15] and total mobility calculated in this work is reported in Fig. 7. The total mobility enhancement for the highest examined tensile strain value for $T_B = 4$ nm is larger than the enhancement obtained for $T_B = 15$ nm. The degradation of mobility in the case of thinner InGaAs channels is nearly the same for compressive strain values of −1% and −2%, whereas the mobility in thicker channels for $\varepsilon = −1$% is higher by nearly two orders of magnitude when compared to the case when $\varepsilon = −2$%. As expected, the electron mobility is highest for tensile strain value $\varepsilon = 2$% for both body thicknesses reported in Fig. 7.

IV. CONCLUSION

We reported the impact of biaxial strain on several electronic and transport properties of ultra-thin InGaAs channels. We assessed the influence of body thickness downscaling on the effective in-plane mass, non-parabolicity factor and conduction band energy shift in the presence of strain that ranges from compressive ($\varepsilon = −2$%) to tensile ($\varepsilon = 2$%). The band-structure calculation were performed using the nearest neighbor sp3d5s* tight-binding approach. The results of this study showed that $m_{\text{eff}}$ becomes larger with body thickness downscaling, whereas the effective mass decreases when strain increases from compressive to tensile, from $0.0715m_0$ to $0.057m_0$, respectively, for $T_B = 4$ nm. The conduction band minimum increases with an increasing compressive strain, while for tensile strain increase the CBM decreases with respect to the unstrained case.

Due to CBM shift relative to the Fermi level pinned energy, we report mobility enhancement and degradation in case of tensile and compressive biaxial strain, respectively. The mobility enhancement is the highest for

![Fig. 6. Total mobility enhancement with biaxial strain as a function of body thickness for strain values from −2% (compressive) to 2% (tensile) with step of 0.5%. Strong inversion, $N_{\text{cov}} = 8 \times 10^{17}$ cm$^{-2}$. $T_B = 15$ nm, $T_W = 10$ nm, $T_{\text{BOX}} = 30$ nm. Al$_2$O$_x$ is GOX and BOX material.](image)

![Fig. 7. Comparison of total mobility for arbitrary strain values from compressive to tensile strain values simulated in this work with experimental data. Experimental data for unstrained 10 and 20 nm-thick InGaAs channel is taken from [5]. Exp. data for 9 nm-thick channel is taken from [15], while data for 0.4%, 1.2% and 1.7% strained 15 nm-thick channel is taken from [5].](image)
the highest tensile strain value ($\varepsilon = 2\%$) and thinnest channel ($T_B = 4$ nm) with a mobility increase of 208%. Similarly, for the highest compressive strain value of $-2\%$ we obtain degradation up to $-77\%$ for the thickest channel ($T_B = 15$ nm). The reported electron mobility results for $\varepsilon = 2\%$ are higher for 6% and 9% than the highest ones demonstrated in experiments for both thinner ($T_B = 4$ nm) and thicker devices ($T_B = 15$ nm), respectively. This is due to larger energy difference between CBM and FLP energy level reported for higher tensile strain values. Using these band-structure results, we can assess the mobility in extremely-thin InGaAs channels with thicknesses down to 4 nm in presence of arbitrary biaxial strain.
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Abstract - Interface states at metal-semiconductor or semiconductor-semiconductor interfaces in ultra-thin layers deposited on nanometer-deep $p^+$ $n$ silicon junctions that are contacted by metal, can be beneficial for suppressing the injection of majority carriers from the bulk. The effect is more pronounced as the $p^+$ $n$ junction depth becomes smaller and it dominates the electrical characteristics of ultrashallow junctions, as, for example sub-10-nm deep pure boron (PureB) diodes. The properties of the perimeter of such an interface play a critical role in the overall electrical characteristics. In this paper, a TCAD simulation study is described where nanometer-deep $p^+$ $n$ junctions have an interface hole-layer that forms an energy barrier at the semiconductor-semiconductor interface. The suppression of bulk electron injection is analyzed with respect to the barrier height and the $p^+$ $n$ junction depth. Perimeter effects are investigated by 2D simulations showing a detrimental impact on the parasitic majority carrier injection from the bulk in structures with nanometer deep $p^+$ $n$ junctions. Other than employing a guard ring, reduction of the perimeter effects by shifting the position of the metal electrode was considered.

I. INTRODUCTION

The properties of metal-semiconductor or semiconductor-semiconductor interfaces define the electrical characteristics of many semiconductor devices. An example is given by metal-semiconductor devices where the Schottky-barrier height is solely defined by the atomic structure of the interface [1], [2]. Bipolar transistors with a polysilicon (poly-Si) emitter also make use of the interfacial properties of the poly-Si/Si transition for suppressing the minority carrier (hole) injection from the base into the emitter[3] and increasing the current gain. In poly-Si emitters, the physical mechanisms governing the minority carrier transport are mainly affected by the formation of a thin oxide layer at the poly-Si/Si interface or the recombination of the minority carriers via interface states for devices without a deliberately grown oxide layer [4]. On the other hand, the hetero-emitter-like behavior of phosphorus doped poly-Si emitters is exploited to form a barrier both in the valence and conduction band which can suppress the hole injection from the base[5]. Apart from a band offset, in heterostructure devices the interface states can be filled with electrons or holes thus bending the band significantly [6], [7]. Other mechanisms which impact the carrier transport and where the interface can play a role include tunneling to and from interface states and tunneling through barriers formed at the interface[8].

It can be assumed that the interface properties in the pure amorphous boron (PureB) devices are responsible for the exceptional electrical characteristics of these devices. A potential barrier at the PureB/Si interface is formed due to an interface hole-layer [9] and suppresses the electron injection from the bulk. While being CMOS compatible [10], the PureB deposition technology allows the formation of a nanometer-deep $p^+$ $n$ junctions [11]. Such a shallow $p^+$ $n$ junction depth is expected to suffer from a large electron injection from the bulk, which would increase the saturation current density to the values larger than $10^{17}$ A/µm², as found in Schottky-like devices [12]. However, in PureB diodes the saturation current density is measured to be lower than $10^{15}$ A/µm²[10], [12] and is comparable to the saturation current density of devices with deep-diffused $pn$-junctions. The presence of an effective blocking mechanism is also confirmed by the high effective emitter Gummel number measured in pnp-transistors where PureB layers are incorporated in the emitter region [10], [12]. The effective blocking mechanism of the PureB layers is a subject of ongoing research, which also yielded the wide-bandgap model of the PureB layer [13]. However, this model is made obsolete since the latest ellipsometry measurements yielded an optical bandgap lower than that of Si with values similar to the ones reported for amorphous boron layers [14], [15].

The efficient suppression of the majority carrier injection from the bulk by an interface blocking mechanism, as is the case for the PureB devices, can be deteriorated by the perimeter effects. Photodiodes fabricated with PureB layers deposited at either 400°C or 700°C without the guard ring (GR) show several orders of magnitude higher currents in the forward regime than the PureB diodes where the GR is added to the periphery [16]. This behavior is also attributed to the inherent properties of the PureB layers and the interface to Si. The PureB/Si interface is terminated at the perimeter, which
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allows a higher injection of electrons. The Al pits cannot be formed at the periphery since it is shown that the PureB serves as a diffusion barrier for pure Al deposition [17]. Moreover, the use of the Al saturated with 1-2 % of Si can completely prevent the formation of the pits.

In this paper, a pure Si test structure is proposed with the interface hole-layer which is located in a several nanometers deep p' region of a p' n-junction diode. This structure is used to analyze the impact of the perimeter on the potential barrier formed by an interface hole-layer which is responsible for suppression of the electron carrier injection. The impact of both oxide interface charge and the oxide layer thickness on the termination of the interface region at the perimeter is examined. Methods for eliminating detrimental perimeter effects are proposed.

II. SUPPRESSION OF ELECTRON INJECTION BY AN INTERFACE HOLE-LAYER

The impact of an interface hole-layer located in the p' region of a p' n-junction diode is analyzed on a pure Si test structure based on the material, geometrical and doping parameters found in PureB devices. The PureB layer can be used as an abundant source for diffusion of boron into the Si and the junction depths from sub-10 nm to several hundreds of nanometers are attainable by controlling the annealing time and temperature [10]. The thickness of the PureB layer is set by the duration of the diborane (B₂H₆) gas exposure and the growth rate of the PureB layers is found to be equal to 0.4 nm/min for deposition performed at 700°C [11]. Depending on the application of the devices, PureB layer thickness is varied between 10 nm and 2 nm, while even the latter allows a complete coverage of the Si surface [11]. The concentration of carriers in the PureB layers is not yet measured, while the concentration of holes in amorphous boron layers fabricated using different deposition techniques is found to vary in the range between 10¹⁷ cm⁻³ and 10¹⁸ cm⁻³ [18]. Other properties such as bandgap [14], [15], mobility [19] and affinity of the PureB layers are neglected for simplicity and the default Si values are used.

The test structure is defined and simulated in Sentaurus Device [20] TCAD software. In simulations, the p' region, corresponding to the as-diffused boron, is Gaussian with peak concentration, \(N_p\), at the surface of 10²⁰ cm⁻³ and n-junction depth, \(y_p\), varied between 1 nm and 500 nm defined at a background concentration of 10¹⁵ cm⁻³. The interface region is defined between the bulk-Si region and the low-doped top-Si layer which has a fixed thickness, \(t_{in}\), of 5 nm. The doping of the top-Si layer, \(N_{p,t}\), equals 10¹⁸ cm⁻³ and is set to model the hole concentration measured in amorphous boron layers [19]. The total thickness of the simulated structure is 10 µm. The cross-section of the simulated structure is depicted in Fig. 1 and the doping profile of the structure with \(y_p = 10\) nm is shown for reference. The top-Si/bulk-Si interface is also indicated.

In diodes with shallow p' n-junctions, the properties of the metal contact such as work-function are important for the behavior of the device. In our simulations, we used aluminum metal contact with work-function of 4.1 eV [20]. The band alignment and the formation of the Al/Si barrier follows the Schottky model for contacts [3] while the thermionic emission model is used to account for the carrier transport over the barriers [20]. The simulations are also performed using the Schottky-barrier lowering model, together with the tunneling of the carriers to the anode contact [20]. Fermi-energy pinning at the Schottky contact was neglected. For comparison, some of the simulations are performed using an ideal ohmic contact to Si. The electron and hole lifetimes in the Shockley-Read-Hall model equal 10⁻³ s to account for the low saturation current density characteristics typical of PureB photodiodes [10], [12].

A potential barrier for electrons is formed by a negative fixed charge at the interface with concentration \(N_i\). The negative charge attracts holes, which then form an interface layer of holes that bends the band and forms a potential barrier at the interface. In Fig. 2, the band diagram of a device with an Al/Si contact and having a potential barrier formed by a fixed interface charge \(\sigma N_i = 5 \times 10^{12} \text{cm}^{-2}\) is compared to the band diagram of the device without this barrier. The band diagram is plotted for the device with \(y_p = 10\) nm at forward diode voltage \(V_D = 0\) V. For reference, the band diagram of the device with an ideal ohmic contact is also shown. An increase of the potential barrier due to the hole-layer at the interface is clearly seen to be capable of suppressing the electron injection.

We analyzed the impact of the parameters of the device such as \(y_p\) and \(N_i\) on the suppression of the electron injection.

Figure 1. Cross section of a 1D test structure with simulated doping concentration profile.

Figure 2. Simulated energy band diagram (\(V_D = 0\) V and \(y_p = 10\) nm) illustrating the formation of the potential barrier due to the interface hole-layer with \(N_i = 5 \times 10^{12} \text{cm}^{-2}\). Band diagram of the device with an ohmic contact is shown for reference.
the devices with an Al/Si contact without the interface of the diode. Simulate injection by simulating the current-voltage characteristics of the diode. Simulated current-voltage characteristics of the devices with an Al/Si contact without the interface hole-layer ($N_{i}=0$) are shown in Fig. 3a. For $y_j=20 \text{ nm}$, the Al work-function lowers the potential barrier for electrons and a large electron current can flow, dominating the total diode current. However, for $y_j>20 \text{ nm}$ a barrier is formed which can suppress the electron injection and the diode current is defined by the hole current only. For the device where an ideal ohmic contact to Si is defined, there is no impact from the Al work-function and a barrier capable of suppressing the electron injection is formed even for $y_j=5 \text{ nm}$. The saturation current density of both electrons, $I_{Se}$, and holes, $I_{Sh}$, is extracted with respect to $y_j$ and is shown in Fig. 3b. For $y_j>150 \text{ nm}$, the $I_{Se}$ of the device with Al/Si contact is equal to the $I_{Sh}$ of the device with the ohmic contact to Si.

In the simulated pure Si test structure, the suppression of the electron injection from the bulk is achieved by introducing a large concentration of holes at the interface. The potential barrier formed in this way can lower the $I_{Se}$ of the diode to become comparable or lower than $I_{Sh}$. Electron and hole saturation current densities are extracted for devices with Al/Si contacts and an $N_i$ interface charge that is assumed to be at the top-Si/bulk-Si interface. The results are shown in Fig. 4. For the device with $y_j=10 \text{ nm}$, an $N_i$ larger than $6 \times 10^{12} \text{ cm}^{-2}$ is needed to lower $I_{Se}$ below the $I_{Sh}$ values, whereas for deeper pn-junctions, those values are even lower.

III. IMPACT OF PERIMETER EFFECTS ON THE POTENTIAL BARRIER AT THE TOP-SI/BULK-SI INTERFACE

In order to study the perimeter effects, we performed 2D simulations in Sentaurus Device [20]. The cross section of the 2D structure is depicted in Fig. 5. The simulated device is 2 $\mu$m wide, whereas the intrinsic diode width is set to 1 $\mu$m implying that the top-Si layer and the p+ region are equally wide. The Gaussian profile of the p+ region extends laterally with a factor of 0.5. The whole perimeter is covered by oxide with thickness $t_{ox}$. The part of the top-Si region can also be covered by oxide which is defined by parameter $d_{ox}$. In this way, the aluminum contact is removed from the edge of the intrinsic diode. The default value of $d_{ox}$ is 0 meaning that the aluminum covers the whole intrinsic diode region. The concentration of positive oxide interface charge [21] is defined as $N_{ox}$.

The perimeter effects can impact the potential barrier formed at the interface due to the 2D distribution of charge. Also, if the positive oxide interface charge is located in the vicinity of the interface hole-layer or if the oxide layer is sufficiently thin, electrons are accumulated at the oxide/Si interface. These electrons compensate the charge in the hole-layer thus leading to a decrease of the potential barrier. At the same time, the accumulated electrons form a channel which can steer the electron current towards the already lowered potential barrier thus increasing the electron injection. The electron and hole...
For the device having oxide/Si interface charge, $N_{ox}$ values of 10$^{13}$ cm$^{-2}$, 2×10$^{13}$ cm$^{-2}$ and 5×10$^{13}$ cm$^{-2}$ with respect to the oxide/Si interface charge, $N_{ox}$ is shown in Fig. 6a. The impact of the oxide thickness on $I_{se}$ and $I_{sh}$ for the same $y_j$ and $N_i$ is shown in Fig. 6b. For the device having $y_j = 10$ nm and $N_i = 10^{13}$ cm$^{-2}$, the perimeter effects start to considerably increase $I_{se}$ for values of $N_{ox}$ > 7×10$^{13}$ cm$^{-2}$ or $t_{ox}$ < 5 nm which can then dominate the diode current. The lowering of the barrier due to the perimeter effects is analyzed by plotting the band diagram of the intrinsic diode and the band diagram at the edge of the intrinsic diode, which is shown in Fig. 7. The barrier lowering, $\Delta E_{sh}$, for the simulated device with parameters indicated in Fig. 7 is found to equal 0.17 eV. In reality, both the oxide/Si interface charge and thin oxide participate in deteriorating the barrier at the perimeter of the device, while the 3D effects found at the sharp corners of devices with rectangular layout can further decrease the barrier.

Elimination of the perimeter effects is performed by means of GR formation at the edge of the intrinsic diode or by increasing the distance between the aluminum contact and the edge of the intrinsic diode. Both methods can lower the increased electron saturation current density. In our simulations, the GR region has a Gaussian doping profile with the junction depth of $y_{GR} = 300$ nm defined at a bulk doping concentration of 10$^{15}$ cm$^{-3}$. The Gaussian profile extends laterally with a factor of 0.5. The peak concentration of the GR region, $N_{GR}$, is located at the surface ($y = 0$ nm). The impact of the $N_{GR}$ on successful elimination of the perimeter effects is analyzed and shown in Fig. 8a. The 2D device is defined having $y_j = 10$ nm, $N_i = 10^{13}$ cm$^{-2}$, $N_{ox} = 5×10^{11}$ cm$^{-2}$, $t_{ox}$ = 2 nm and $d_{ox}$ = 0 nm. The results show that the peak surface concentration of such a GR region needs to be higher than 3×10$^{15}$ cm$^{-2}$ in order to efficiently decrease $I_{se}$ to be lower than $I_{sh}$. On the other hand, increasing the distance between the aluminum contact and the edge of the intrinsic diode lowers the $I_{se}$ significantly. The aluminum sink electrode, which originally decreases the barrier for electrons in the oxide/Si interface charge, $N_{ox}$, and $I_{sh}$.

![Graph showing electron and hole saturation current density for different $N_{ox}$ values](image1)

![Graph showing impact of oxide thickness on $I_{se}$ and $I_{sh}$](image2)
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devices with nanometer deep pn-junctions is thereafter moved away and is not subjected to the perimeter effects. The extracted $I_{sun}$ and $I_{0}$ for a device with $y_{j} = 10$ nm, $N_{j} = 10^{13}$ cm$^{-2}$, $N_{ox} = 5 \times 10^{12}$ cm$^{-2}$, $t_{ox} = 300$ nm and no GR region are shown in Fig. 8b. The parameter $d_{GR}$ for which $I_{sun}$ is lower than $I_{0}$ needs to be larger than $\approx 15$ nm. This also sets the lower limit at which the perimeter effects can efficiently be suppressed.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we analyzed the impact of a layer of holes at an interface located in the $p^+$ region of $p$-$n$-junction diodes on the suppression of electron injection from the bulk. The layer of holes causes the formation of a potential barrier capable of reducing the otherwise large electron saturation current density found in devices with Al/Si contacts having a shallow pn-junction depth lower than 20 nm. For a device with an Al/Si contact with a junction depth of 10 nm and the thickness of the top-Si layer of 5 nm, an electron saturation current density lower than $10^{18}$ A/µm$^2$ can be achieved for an interface hole-layer with a concentration larger than $6 \times 10^{12}$ cm$^{-2}$.

The perimeter effects in devices employing a layer of holes can have detrimental effects on the suppression of the electron injection. Both interface oxide charge and thin oxide layers can lower the potential barrier and form a channel at the oxide/Si interface steering the electrons toward the lowered barrier at the edge of the intrinsic diode. These perimeter effects can be even more pronounced at the edges of devices having a circular or rectangular layout due to 3D effects. In the devices where a GR is employed, the perimeter effects can be efficiently suppressed. In this paper the peak doping concentration of the GR needed to suppress these effects for the simulated structure is found to be larger than $3 \times 10^{18}$ cm$^{-3}$. At the same time, if part of the intrinsic diode is covered with oxide thus increasing the distance between the aluminum contact and the perimeter, the perimeter effects can be eliminated. The distance that the aluminum contact must be shifted with respect to the edge of the intrinsic diode can be as low as 15 nm.
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Abstract - The relative contribution of the hot electrons and hot holes to the reliability degradation of the Horizontal Current Bipolar Transistor (HCBT) is investigated by TCAD simulations. The base current ($I_B$) degradation, obtained by the reverse-bias emitter-base (EB) and mixed-mode stress measurements, is caused by a hot carrier-induced interface trap generation at silicon-oxide interfaces above and below HCBT's emitter n⁺ polysilicon region. The simulation analysis is performed on the HCBT structures with different n-collector doping profiles and n-hill silicon sidewall surface treatment. The used lucky electron injection model distinguishes the hot carrier type responsible for the damage and makes it possible to predict the HCBT reliability behavior. It is shown that the majority of traps under the reverse-bias EB stress is located at the top interface and is caused by the hot holes, whereas the hot electrons produce the traps under the mixed-mode stress, located mostly at the bottom interface.

I. INTRODUCTION

The constantly growing electronic market tightens the requirements on the already highly scaled semiconductor technologies, forcing the low-power and high-speed devices to work in more restrictive operating conditions. The electric field and current density have been constantly increasing, damaging the various transistor regions and making its reliability analysis more important [1], [2]. The reliability examination of Si and SiGe bipolar transistors is performed by employing, e.g., reverse-bias emitter-base (reverse EB) [3], mixed-mode [4] or high forward current [5] stress tests. The stress accelerates the damage mechanisms and shortens, otherwise very long, duration of the reliability testing.

Under the stress conditions, a very high electric field is induced in devices, causing the impact ionization, carrier multiplication and hot carrier generation. The hot electrons and hot holes can diffuse toward the silicon-oxide interfaces and potentially damage it. If they retain sufficient energy, they can produce traps at the silicon-oxide interface by interacting with the passivated (H-terminated) Si bonds. The interface traps act as generation-recombination (G-R) centers causing the excess base current ($I_B$) and, consequently, the degradation of current gain ($h_f$) [6]. The $1/f$ noise is also increased [7], whereas the impact of the hot carrier-induced interface traps on the small-signal parameters of the SiGe HBTs and RF front-end circuits have been extensively investigated [7]-[9]. The physics-based TCAD modeling of the stress degradation mechanisms, as an indispensable part of the reliability analysis, strives to determine safe operating area and lifetime of devices, as well as the device-to-circuit reliability interaction [10]-[12].

The Horizontal Current Bipolar Transistor (HCBT) [13], integrated with 180 nm CMOS technology, represents the flexible low-cost BiCMOS technology platform, suitable for the wireless communication circuits, (e.g., high-linearity RF mixers [14] and frequency dividers [15] recently reported). The HCBT is fabricated at the silicon hill sidewall defined by the shallow trench isolation (Fig. 1). Optimization of the doping profiles resulted in the state-of-the-art high-frequency characteristics among the implanted-base silicon BJTs (i.e., cut-off frequency $f_T = 51$ GHz, maximum frequency of oscillations $f_{max} = 61$ GHz, common-emitter breakdown voltage $BV_{CEO} = 3.4$ V and $f_T \times BV_{CEO}$ product of 173 GHzV [13]). Furthermore, high-voltage HCBTs with adjustable breakdown voltages up to 36 V [16] can be fabricated without additional cost.

In this paper, the additional HCBT reliability analysis is performed by using the TCAD device simulations based on the lucky-electron injection model and dynamic generation of traps at the interface. It is an extension of the study published in [17], where different damage locations and impact of the several HCBT technological parameters under both reverse EB and mixed-mode stresses are reported. The relative contribution of the hot carrier type (hot electrons and hot holes) to the reliability degradation of the HCBT is investigated, providing the further, in-depth analysis of damage mechanisms identified in [17].

II. MODEL DESCRIPTION

The degradation model used in TCAD simulations is based on the predictive physics-based model presented in [10]. It accounts for two degradation mechanisms: hot carrier generation and interface trap formation. Since the traps at the silicon-oxide interface act as G-R centers, the calculated interface trap concentration can be related to the base current degradation measured during the stress tests.

The concentration of traps generated at the silicon-oxide interface depends on the rate of hot carriers reaching the interface and their capability of trap creation. The trap formation rate at the given silicon-oxide interface point is given by [10]
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where $r_e(x,y)$ and $r_h(x,y)$ are the hot electron and hot hole rates as function of the location within the semiconductor. The hot carrier rate at given position in semiconductor is calculated as [10]

$$ r_e(x,y) = \frac{J_{ex}(x,y)}{q} P_e(x,y) P_h(x,y) M(x,y), \quad (2) $$

where $J_{ex}(x,y)$ is the local electron or hole current density, $P_e(x,y)$ is the probability that the carrier acquires sufficient kinetic energy and is directed toward the interface with sufficient momentum to create a trap, $P_h(x,y)$ is the probability that the hot carrier travels to the interface without losing any energy, as sketched in Fig. 1. The term $M(x,y)$ corresponds to the element area in two-dimensional mesh of the simulated device [10].

The probability $P_1$ of the carrier to acquire sufficient kinetic energy and to retain the appropriate momentum after redirection arises from the lucky-electron injection model [18]

$$ P_1(x,y) = \frac{\lambda F_{eff}(x,y)}{\Phi_{tot}} e^{-\Phi_{tot}/\lambda F_{eff}(x,y)}, \quad (3) $$

where $F_{eff}(x,y)$ is the effective electric field experienced by the carriers, $\lambda$ is the scattering mean free path of the hot carriers and $\Phi_{tot}$ (2.3 eV from [10]) is the threshold energy required to depassivate the silicon dangling bond at the interface. The probability $P_2$ that the hot carrier travels to the interface without losing any energy is given by [18]

$$ P_2(x,y) = e^{-d/\alpha}, \quad (4) $$

where $d$ is the distance between a given point in device structure and a point at the interface.

Interface trap concentration ($N_t$) is calculated by using the reaction-diffusion model from [19] that includes both the hot carrier-induced depassivation of H-terminated bonds at the interface and re-passivation of the silicon dangling bonds by hydrogen. The time dependent generation of the interface traps is approximated by [19]

$$ N_t \approx 1.16 \sqrt{\frac{K_F N_0}{K_R}} (Dt)^{\mu}, \quad (5) $$

where $K_F$ is the trap formation rate, $K_R$ is the reverse rate constant (10$^{-7}$ s in [10]), $N_0$ is the total areal density of dangling bonds, $D$ is the diffusion coefficient of hydrogen in the oxide (0.01 $\mu$m$^2$/s in [10]) and $\alpha$ is the time dependence of the trap formation (0.25 from [19]).

The part of the described model is incorporated in the Synopsys TCAD device simulator [20]. However, it is developed for the MOSFET devices and calculates the lucky electron gate current due to hot carrier injection. The model parts that calculate $P_1$ and $P_2$ and allow integration over the entire structure are the same, whereas the $K_F$ and $N_t$ equations are built in into the model. The necessary modifications are allowed by the Synopsys device simulator physical model interface (PMI).

### III. REVERSE-BIAS Emitter-Base Stress

Three HCBT structures are investigated under the reverse EB stress test: HCBT 1 (steep n-hill) that has optimized $f_T \times BV_{CEO}$ product, HCBT 2 (uniform n-hill) that achieves best high-current linearity in the RF mixer and HCBT 3 (CMOS n-well) that represents the low-cost HCBT version since it saves one mask in fabrication. The analyzed structures differ in the n-collector doping profiles. Furthermore, the oxide etching before the polysilicon deposition in the form of a longer HF dip is used in the case of HCBT 2. The measured electrical characteristics, doping profiles and differences between three HCBTs are described in more details in [17].

During the reverse EB stress, the hot carriers are generated in the EB depletion region due to high electric field caused by the high reverse EB bias. The stress conditions used in experiments are: constant reverse EB current of 0.5 $\mu$A, open collector, room temperature. The resulting emitter-base voltage is $V_{BE} = 3$ V. The forward Gummel characteristics of three HCBT structures are measured at the collector-base voltage $V_{CB} = 0$ V after different stress times in the range from 10 to 3000 s. The stress causes the excess non-ideal base current, as can be seen in Fig. 2, where Gummel plots of HCBT 2 are shown. Similarly, the base current increase is observed in other two HCBT structures. The $I_B$ increase as a function of stress time is shown in Fig. 3, expressed as the ratio of the base current after and before certain stress period (i.e., $I_{BPOST}/I_{BPRE}$). The rates are extracted at $V_{BE} = 0.9$ V, which is the bias point around peak $f_T$. After 3000 s of stress, HCBT 1 (steep n-hill), HCBT 2 (uniform n-hill), and HCBT 3 (CMOS n-well) exhibit the $I_{BPOST}/I_{BPRE}$ ratio of 1.33, 1.58 and 1.31, respectively. The HCBT 1 and HCBT 3 has similar $I_B$ increase due to the same pre-
The HCBT reliability behavior is investigated further by TCAD device simulations, using the model described in section II. Three structures with realistic doping profiles, obtained by the process simulator, are biased in the same stress conditions as in the measurements (i.e., $V_{EB} = 3$ V, open collector). The trap formation rates ($K_t$) and the total interface trap concentration ($N_i$) at the silicon-oxide interfaces are the outcomes of the conducted simulations.

The effective electric field ($F_{eff}$), as the driving force experienced by electrons and holes, is simulated by using the hydrodynamic transport model that uses the local carrier temperatures to calculate the effective electric field [20]. Hence, the $F_{eff}$ is calculated separately for the electrons and holes and depends on the carrier temperature. The simulated electron and hole effective electric fields of the HCBT 2 (uniform n-hill) under the reverse EB stress conditions are shown in Fig. 4a and 4b. The figures show the zoomed intrinsic transistor region. Similar results are obtained in other two HCBT structures, which is expected since the fabrication of the emitter and base regions is identical in all three examined HCBTs. The hole $F_{eff}$ component is larger than the electron component with the peak value higher than $5 \times 10^7$ Vcm$^{-1}$ and the area of the strongest $F_{eff}$ is located at the top portion of the EB junction next to the top silicon-oxide interface.

The simulated effective electric field impacts the calculated $P_1$ probabilities [see (3)]. The probability that the hot hole acquires the threshold energy ($\Phi_{th}$) and is directed toward the interface is three orders of magnitude higher than the same probability of the hot electrons. The scattering mean free path $\lambda_s$, used as the fitting parameter, equals 6.2 nm as in [10]. The $P_1$ probability distribution is very similar to the $F_{eff}$ distribution with the peak located next to the top silicon-oxide interface. The probability $P_2$ [see (4)] that the hot carrier will travel to the interface without losing any energy is calculated for all positions along the interface separately. It is a function of the distance from the interface ($d$) and the scattering mean free path ($\lambda$). The $P_2$ exponentially decreases as the distance between the position at the interface and the given position within device increases.

Once the probabilities $P_1$ and $P_2$ are obtained, the rates of hot electrons [$r_e(x,y)$] and hot holes [$r_h(x,y)$] reaching the interface from the given position within the device are calculated using (2). The rates are calculated separately for all mesh points at the interface. The rate of hot electrons and hot holes reaching the position on the interface located just above the emitter n$^+$ polysilicon region are shown in Fig. 5. The hot hole rate reaching that particular interface position is much higher than the hot electron rate.

The total hot carrier rate at the given interface position is calculated as the sum of the hot carrier rates from all points within the device (i.e., integration of data from Fig. 5) [10]. This is calculated separately for the hot electrons and the hot holes. The simulated rates of the hot carriers ($r_e$ and $r_h$) reaching the silicon-oxide interface as a function of the interface position are shown in Fig. 6. The distance on the x-axis in Fig. 6 corresponds to the distance from the top to the bottom of the n-hill along the n-hill’s sidewall (Fig. 1). Hence, the distance to around 0.19 $\mu$m corresponds to the top silicon-oxide interface, the distance from 0.19 $\mu$m to around 0.27 $\mu$m corresponds to the n$^+$ polysilicon emitter and the distance above 0.27 $\mu$m corresponds to the bottom silicon-oxide interface. Along the entire interface, the hot hole carrier rate is several orders of magnitude higher in comparison to the hot electron rate. Hence, the hot electron rate contribution can

**Fig. 3.** Measured base current ($I_B$) degradation as a function of stress time of three HCBT structures. Reverse EB stress conditions: $I_{EB, \text{stress}} = 0.5 \mu A$, open collector.

**Fig. 4.** Simulated electron (a) and hole (b) effective electric field under the reverse-bias EB stress ($V_{EB} = 3$ V, open collector) of HCBT 2 (uniform n-hill).

**Fig. 5.** Simulated rates of hot electrons (a) and hot holes (b) reaching the top silicon-oxide interface at the position just above the emitter n$^+$ polysilicon region. Rates are calculated for the HCBT 2 (uniform n-hill) under the reverse EB stress conditions.
be neglected in the case of the reverse EB stress. Moreover, the hot carrier rates are much higher along the top interface than along the bottom interface. The hot carrier rates obtained in all three HCBTs are similar, coming from the similar simulated effective electric field distributions because of the identical fabrication of the emitter and base regions.

The total trap formation rate \( K_F \) at the given interface position is then calculated as the sum of the hot electron \( (r_e) \) and the hot hole \( (r_h) \) component obtained at the same interface position. The trap formation rate \( K_F \) is dominated by the hot hole component (Fig. 6). With the known \( F \), the total interface trap concentration \( \overline{N}_i \) is calculated by using (5). Both simulated \( N_i \) and \( K_F \) as a function of the interface position, after 3000 s of the reverse EB stress, are shown in Fig. 7. The majority of the interface traps, with the peak values of around \( 1.7 \times 10^{11} \) cm\(^{-2}\), is placed along the top silicon-oxide interface. Hence, under the reverse EB stress conditions, the top interface is more damaged and it is responsible for the \( I_B \) degradation obtained during the stress tests.

Both \( N_i \) and \( K_F \) are similar in all three HCBT structures, which indicates that the same base current degradation is to be expected. This is in a disagreement with the stress measurement results (Fig. 3), since the higher \( I_B \) degradation is obtained in the case of HCBT 2 (uniform n-hill). This deviation is attributed to the lower quality of the top silicon-oxide interface caused by the longer pre-deposition HF dip in HCBT 2. In the simulated structures, the top interface has the same properties explaining the similar simulated interface trap concentrations. Moreover, the differences in the n-collector region design between the HCBT structures do not impact the trap generation caused by the reverse EB stress.

### IV. Mixed-Mode Stress

During the mixed-mode stress test, the hot carriers are generated in the CB depletion region, due to simultaneously used high collector-base voltage \( V_{CB} \) and high collector current density \( (J_C) \). The used stress conditions are ([17]): constant emitter current \( I_E \) of 100 µA, \( V_{CB} = 7 \) V (HCBT 1), \( V_{CB} = 6 \) V (HCBT 2), \( V_{CB} = 4 \) V (HCBT 3), room temperature. The forward Gummel characteristics of three HCBT structures are measured at the \( V_{CB} = 0 \) V after different stress times in range from 100 to 50000 s. As in the reverse EB stress test, the excess non-ideal base current is observed (see Fig. 8). The \( I_B \) increase as a function of stress time (i.e., \( I_{B,POST}/I_{B,PRE} \)) is shown in Fig. 9. After around 50000 s of stress, HCBT 1 (steep n-hill), HCBT 2 (uniform n-hill), and HCBT 3 (CMOS n-well) exhibit the \( I_{B,POST}/I_{B,PRE} \) ratio of 1.10, 1.36 and 1.86, respectively. The HCBT structures with different n-collector doping profiles exhibit different \( I_B \) increase. Despite the highest CB voltage \( V_{CB} = 7 \) V, the smallest degradation occurs in HCBT 1. Although it is stressed with the smallest \( V_{CB} \), HCBT 3 shows the highest degradation.
structures (HCBT 1 and HCBT 2) also exhibits higher electron stress conditions are shown in Fig. 10 and the higher of the HCBT 3 (CMOS n-well) under the mixed-mode simulated electron and hole effective electric fields (are equivalent to the ones used in the measurements. The stress conditions in the case of the reverse EB stress. The stress conditions, regarding the location and maximum of the $F_{\text{eff}}$, are carried out on the same HCBT structures as section II, are shown in Fig. 11, are compared with the top interface position under the mixed-mode stress conditions are shown in Fig. 10. The peak electron $F_{\text{eff}}$ of HCBT 3 and HCBT 2 is located bellow the BC junction at the bottom interface with the higher value in the case of HCBT 3 (due to higher collector concentration in the bottom part of the intrinsic transistor). The HCBT 1 (steep n-hill) exhibits smaller electron $F_{\text{eff}}$ and the peak is pushed away from the interface due to the smaller collector concentration and the suppressed charge sharing effect [17].

The higher electron effective field causes the higher electron redirection probability $P_{\text{r}}$, and consequently, the higher hot electron carrier rates. That is mostly obvious in HCBT 3 (CMOS n-well), whose simulated hot carrier rates reaching the bottom silicon-oxide interface at the CB $pn$ junction position, as shown in Fig. 12. By integrating the data from Figs. 12(a) and 12(b), the total hot carrier rates at the particular interface position are obtained. Identical is done for all interface positions. The total hot electron $r_e$ and hot hole $r_h$ rates as a function of the interface position are shown in Fig. 13. The distance on the x-axis in Fig. 13 corresponds to the distance from the top to the bottom of the n-hill along the sidewall (Fig. 1). The hot electron rate is higher than the hot hole rate in all three HCBTs. Hence, the trap formation is dominated by the hot electrons. Moreover, the rate of hot carriers reaching the bottom interface is much higher than the rate of hot carriers reaching the top interface.

The total trap formation rate ($K_T$) is calculated as the sum of electron and hole rates, while the interface trap concentration ($N_t$) is computed by using (5). Both simulated $N_t$ and $K_T$ as a function of the interface position after 50000 s of the mixed-mode stress are shown in Fig. 14. The interface traps are placed along the bottom interface, whereas the amount of traps at the top interface is comparatively negligible. The HCBT 3 has the highest trap concentration with the peak value of $2.4\times10^{12}$ cm$^{-2}$, whereas the HCBT 1 has the smallest trap concentration (peak of only $6.5\times10^{10}$ cm$^{-2}$).

The obtained differences in the interface trap concentrations between analyzed HCBTs correspond to the base current degradation differences obtained by the

![Fig. 10. Simulated electron (a) and hole (b) effective electric field under the mixed-mode stress ($I_{\text{Stress}} = 50 \mu\text{A}/\mu\text{m}, V_{\text{GS}} = 4 \text{ V}$) of HCBT 3 (CMOS n-well).](image)

![Fig. 11. Simulated electron effective electric field under the mixed-mode stress of HCBT 1 (a) and HCBT 2 (b). Stress conditions: $I_{\text{Stress}} = 50 \mu\text{A}/\mu\text{m}, V_{\text{GS}} = 7 \text{ V}$ (HCBT 1) and $V_{\text{GS}} = 6 \text{ V}$ (HCBT 2).](image)

![Fig. 12. Simulated rates of hot electrons (a) and hot holes (b) reaching the bottom silicon-oxide interface at the CB $pn$ junction position. Rates are calculated for the HCBT 3 (CMOS n-well) under the mixed-mode stress ($I_{\text{Stress}} = 50 \mu\text{A}/\mu\text{m}, V_{\text{GS}} = 4 \text{ V}$).](image)

![Fig. 13. Simulated rates of hot carriers ($r_e$ and $r_h$) reaching the silicon-oxide interface as a function of the interface position under the mixed-mode stress of all three HCBT structures.](image)
mixed-mode stress measurements. For example, the highest interface trap concentration in HCBT 3 corresponds to its highest $I_B$ degradation.

V. CONCLUSION

The TCAD device simulations, with included lucky electron injection model, confirmed the different locations of the silicon-oxide interface damage discovered in the HCBT reliability analysis presented in [17]. The damage location reflects to the different $I_B$ degradation rates in the various HCBT structures. The reverse-bias EB stress generates most of the damage at the top interface, whereas the mixed-mode stress introduces traps mostly at the bottom interface.

The quality of the top silicon-oxide interface in HCBT 2 structure is compromised by the longer HF dip causing more H-terminated bonds at the interface and consequently higher $I_B$ degradation under reverse EB stress. The mixed-mode stress simulations show that the position and the peak of the effective electric field depend on the n-collector doping profile. It results in different interface trap concentration at the bottom interface between the HCBT structures, which fits different $I_B$ degradation obtained by measurements.

The used lucky electron injection model distinguishes the hot electron and hot hole contributions to the interface trap generation. It makes possible to predict the impact of the HCBT technological parameters on the reliability behavior. The relative contribution of the hot electrons and hot holes to the reliability degradation is identified. The simulations showed that the hot holes are responsible for the damage during the reverse EB stress, while the hot electrons create most of the traps during the mixed-mode stress.
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Abstract - Double-Emitter Reduced-Surface-Field Horizontal Current Bipolar Transistor is analyzed by the device simulations. Geometrical parameters of the local p-well substrate, which is used to introduce the second drift region are investigated. It is shown that the length of the p-well \( L_{pw} = 0.5 \mu m \) is sufficient to obtain efficient electric field shielding and \( BV_{CEO} \) independent of the transistor current gain. The analysis of the distance between the extrinsic base and the p-well region \( (d_{pw}) \) shows that the optimum \( d_{pw} \) exists. The optimum structure with \( L_{pw} = 0.5 \mu m \) and \( d_{pw} = 0.6 \mu m \) has \( BV_{CEO} = 30 V \) and \( f_T = 7 \text{ GHz} \). With assumed p-well mask misalignment tolerances, a good trade-off between \( BV_{CEO} \) and \( f_T \) is achieved with transistors having the \( f_T BV_{CEO} \) at the Johnson’s limit.

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the limits for the safe operating area of transistors is the value of a breakdown voltage. In bipolar transistors, the common emitter breakdown voltage (\( BV_{CEO} \)) is usually 2 to 3 times lower than the common-base breakdown voltage (\( BV_{CBO} \)) due to the physics of the breakdown mechanism which involves the common-emitter current gain (\( \beta \)) and the positive feedback that is closed at the onset of the breakdown. Therefore, \( BV_{CEO} \) represents a tighter constraint on the allowable voltage range in the circuit applications. High-voltage transistors are desirable components in the technology since they allow higher operating voltages which extends the application of the technology. They could be used in the input/output circuits, power amplifiers or simply in the applications where higher voltage swing is important. The most common approach to achieve higher \( BV_{CEO} \) in high-voltage bipolar transistors, is to reduce the collector doping concentration in order to reduce the maximum electric field at the collector-base junction. In that case, at least one additional lithography mask is needed for the fabrication of the high-voltage device together with high-speed device. The other approach to increase the \( BV_{CEO} \) is to change the potential distribution and the electric field profile in the base-collector depletion region by some form of a Reduced-Surface-Field (RESURF) effect [1]. In those structures, the collector is fully depleted when transistors are operating in normal mode [2]-[4].

Horizontal current bipolar transistor (HCBT) is integrated with 180 nm CMOS with reported state-of-the-art electrical performance among implanted base bipolar transistors [5]. A high-voltage double-emitter (DE) HCBT is added to the process at zero additional cost [4]. Due to the lateral orientation of the intrinsic transistor, the n-collector charge is confined in space by using the double-emitter geometry. In the normal operation mode, the collector charge is shared between two opposing intrinsic bases and the collector is fully depleted. After the full depletion, voltage drop across the intrinsic base-collector junction is limited and voltage is dropped across drift regions which are formed toward extrinsic collector. Maximum electric field at the intrinsic base-collector junction is limited and breakdown occurs when the electric field in the drift region reaches the critical value. As a result \( BV_{CEO} \) is increased from 3.5 to 12.7 V compared to the high-speed transistor. Recently, a double-emitter Reduced-Surface-Field (DE RESURF) HCBT has been reported [6]. Additional shaping of the electric field is accomplished by using the local p-well substrate, which is available in CMOS fabrication. The p-well region is used to deplete the portion of the collector and introduce the second drift region in order to limit the electric field in the aforementioned first drift region of the DE HCBT. In that case, the voltage is mainly dropped across the second drift region where the peak electric field appears and causes the transistor breakdown. \( BV_{CEO} \) as high as 36 V is reported for this structure. In this paper DE RESURF HCBT is analyzed by the device simulations with the emphasis on the influence of the local p-well substrate parameters on the electrical characteristics.

II. SIMULATION STRUCTURE

The analysis of the breakdown voltage mechanisms of the DE RESURF HCBT is given in [7], where the measurement results of fabricated transistors along with the 3D device simulations are presented. In order to have extensive examination of the structure, a large number of simulation structures have to be analyzed. 3D simulations have an order of magnitude larger number of simulation nodes compared to 2D. In order to reduce the simulation
time and maintain accuracy simultaneously, special attention should be given to optimization of the simulation mesh. This often leads to convergence problems especially if current boundary conditions are used as in the case of the simulations of the output characteristics of bipolar transistor. Therefore, in order to perform the analysis in a reasonable time, we have developed a 2D simulation model of the DE RESURF HCBT.

3D and 2D simulation models are presented in Figs. 1.a and 1.b, respectively. For the 3D simulations only one quarter of the device is used because structure has two lines of symmetry. Simulator’s default reflective boundary condition assumes that the structure is mirrored at the lines of symmetry. The double-emitter structure uses this symmetry in order to accomplish the fully depleted collector and the structure relies on 3D effect of charge sharing. Therefore, the concept of the 2D simulation structure is not straightforward and also cannot be completely accurate. However, a good approximation can be made. In 2D simulation structure from Fig. 1.b we have only one emitter and one intrinsic base, whereas 3D simulation structure from Fig. 1.a has two emitters and intrinsic bases, because the reflective boundary condition is used. In order to accomplish the similar geometry for the intrinsic collector charge sharing in the 2D model, the extrinsic base is folded and placed opposite to the intrinsic base. The doping profiles on the left of the red dashed line including the p-well channel stopper below the emitter and excluding the folded portion of the extrinsic base are rotated by 90° clockwise. The portion of the structure on the left of the red dashed line has the same geometry as the 3D model in Fig. 1.a in the CB-cross-section. An extrinsic base extension (d_cot in Fig. 1) acts as a field plate and shields the intrinsic transistor from the collector voltage after intrinsic collector is fully depleted [4]. Transition of the lateral intrinsic collector profile (to the right of the red dashed line) and the vertical extrinsic collector profile (to the left of the red dashed line) is adjusted carefully to obtain similar potential distribution and current flow through this region as in the 3D simulation structure. The last tweak to obtain sufficiently accurate 2D simulation structure is to set the doping profile of the collector above p-well region. Since the p-well extends below the shallow trench isolation (STI) oxide (see Fig. 1.a), the 3D charge sharing in the collector above the p-well takes place due to the fringing field component, which is closed through the STI between donor charge in the collector and acceptors in the p-well, as explained in [7]. In order to capture this effect an additional background acceptor doping is placed in the region marked by the dashed square in Fig. 1.b which mimics the fringing field consumption of the donor charge by the p-well acceptors. The doping is adjusted to obtain a similar potential distribution in this portion of the collector as in the 3D simulation structure. In both structures, the substrate contact is placed at the bottom with the total structure height of 5µm.

The important geometrical parameters of the transistor are marked in Fig. 1. The extrinsic base extension (d_cot) influence on the electrical characteristics of the double-emitter structure is given in [4] and is kept at 0.6 µm. Distance from the n+ collector contact region to the p-well (d_l) should be large enough not to limit the value of the breakdown voltage. It is kept constant at the value of 2 µm in the simulations. Since the p-well is used to introduce the second drift region (DR 2 in Fig. 1), the most important geometrical parameters are the distance between the extrinsic base and the p-well (d_pw) and the length of the p-well region (l_pw), which are investigated in this paper.

III. DEVICE SIMULATIONS

Simulated common-emitter output characteristics of the transistor with small d_pw=0.2 µm and small l_pw=0.1 µm are shown in Fig. 2.a. All transistor currents, i.e. the collector current (I_c), the emitter current (I_e) and the substrate current (I_sub) are monitored in order to conclude about the breakdown mechanisms involved. Soft-breakdown is observed with the BV_{CEO} around 13 V. It can also be seen that the I_c and I_e rise at the same rate meaning that the classical BV_{CEO} mechanism occurs. Avalanche holes generated in the base-collector depletion region flow to the base and are added to the constant base terminal current increasing the hole injection to the emitter. Due to the emitter efficiency, a large electron back-injection follows, which in turn increases the avalanche in the base-collector depletion region. Positive
feedback is closed via avalanche holes and the $I_C$ and the $I_E$ increase at the same rate.

Common emitter output characteristics of the transistor with small $d_{pw}=0.2 \mu m$ and large $l_{pw}=1 \mu m$ are shown in Fig. 2.b. $BV_{CEO}$ determined from the characteristics is increased up to 30 V compared to the small $l_{pw}$ device. It can be observed that the $I_C$ and the $I_{SUB}$ increase at the onset of the breakdown, whereas the $I_E$ remains constant indicating the different breakdown mechanism compared to the small $l_{pw}$ structure. Since the $I_E$ is not increased, we can conclude that the avalanche holes generated in the base-collector depletion region do not end up in the base and do not increase the hole injection to the emitter. Therefore, the positive feedback loop of the classical $BV_{CEO}$ mechanism is broken making it independent of the transistor $β$. The avalanche holes are collected by the local p-well substrate and the avalanche current flows between the collector and the substrate. The breakdown observed in the characteristics is a hard breakdown of the reverse polarized collector-pwell junction. Compared to the small $l_{pw}$ device, longer p-well region acts as a more efficient field plate and shielding of the electric field in the DR 1 is more efficient. As a result, the peak electric field at the end of the DR 1 is kept below the critical value and the breakdown is caused by the peak electric field at the collector-pwell junction placed at the end of DR 2.

Fig. 3 shows the simulation results of widely used forced-$V_{BE}$ measurement of the $BV_{CEO}$. Since constant $V_{BE}$ is set in the simulations, the hole injection to the emitter is approximately constant. The avalanche holes generated in the collector-base depletion region are then flowing to the base contact, which reduces the value of the $I_E$ observed at the base terminal. The $BV_{CEO}$ is determined as the $V_{CE}$ at which the $I_E$ reverses its sign. In the case of $l_{pw}=0.1 \mu m$ device, the $I_E$ reverses its sign at $V_{CE}=15$ V, which is the value of simulated $BV_{CEO}$. This simulation confirms that the avalanche holes have reached the base region. We can also see that the $I_{SUB}$ starts to change at the same $V_{CE}$ meaning that the part of the avalanche holes flow to the substrate. In the case of long $l_{pw}=1 \mu m$ transistor, the $I_E$ remains constant even for $V_{CE}$ above $BV_{CEO}$ determined from the output characteristics, meaning that avalanche holes are not flowing to the base. Therefore in case of this transistor, the $BV_{CEO}$ cannot be determined by the forced-$V_{BE}$ simulation.

Simulated output characteristics of the large $d_{pw}=1 \mu m$ transistors are shown in Fig. 4. For the small $l_{pw}=0.1 \mu m$ transistor we can see that the $I_C$ and the $I_E$ magnitude increase from around 10 V, similar as in the case of the small $d_{pw}$ transistor. However breakdown is very soft indicating that the peak electric field responsible for avalanche has very weak dependence on the collector voltage. This means that the intrinsic part of the transistor is not properly shielded by the short p-well (i.e. small $l_{pw}$) and that the peak electric field at the end of the DR 1 slightly changes with the $V_{CE}$. However, the shielding is better than in the case of small $d_{pw}$ transistor since the DR 1 and the DR 2 (see Fig. 1.b) are not merged and together sustain a larger voltage drop. Substantial increase in the $I_C$ and the $I_{SUB}$ starts around 27 V which is observed as a hard-breakdown. At this point substantial avalanche associated with the collector-pwell junction is superimposed to the soft-breakdown resulting in a slightly smaller value of the breakdown voltage compared to the
Negative at compared to the long observed in the output characteristics in Fig. 4.a. are involved, slightly smaller breakdown voltage is current generated. Since both breakdown mechanisms drop in the avalanche starts around \( I_{CE} \) is caused by the collector-pwell junction breakdown. The slightly increases with \( CEO \) beyond \( BV_{CEO} \) device with large value of \( d_{pw} \). Shielding is efficient for the intrinsic transistor, regardless of the constant \( I_B \) at the onset of breakdown. Large \( I_m \) presents efficient shield for the intrinsic transistor, regardless of the value of \( d_{pw} \).

Simulated forced-\( V_{BE} \) characteristics of the large \( d_{pw}=1 \mu m \) structures are shown in Fig. 5. In the case of large \( l_m \), characteristics are the same as for the small \( d_{pw} \) device with large \( l_m \). Shielding is efficient and breakdown is caused by the collector-pwell junction breakdown. The \( I_B \) remains constant and does not change sign for \( V_{CE} \) beyond \( BV_{CEO} \). In the case of small \( l_m \), we see that avalanche starts around \( V_{CE}=8 \) V but avalanche current slightly increases with \( V_{CE} \), which is seen as a reduced drop in the \( I_B \). We can also observe that the \( I_B \) is not negative at \( V_{CE}=27 \) V even though substantial avalanche current is generated. Since both breakdown mechanisms are involved, slightly smaller breakdown voltage is observed in the output characteristics in Fig. 4.a. compared to the long \( l_m \) device characteristics in Fig. 4.b.

In order to find the optimum geometry of the DR 2, the influence of the \( d_{pw} \) and the \( l_m \) on the electrical characteristics of the DE RESURF HCBT is analyzed in terms of \( BV_{CEO} \) and the cutoff frequency \( (f_T) \). The \( l_m \) should be chosen in order to have efficient shielding properties of the DR 2 and high value of the \( BV_{CEO} \), whereas the \( d_{pw} \) should be chosen to have the best electrical performance with assumed lithography mask misalignment tolerances. Since forced-\( V_{BE} \) simulations cannot be used for the determination of the \( BV_{CEO} \) it was extracted from the output characteristics. The \( BV_{CEO} \) dependence on the \( d_{pw} \) with the \( l_m \) as a parameter is shown in Fig. 6. For larger \( l_m \), \( BV_{CEO} \) saturates at the value around 30 V, which is the value of the collector-pwell junction breakdown. Furthermore, for structures with \( d_{pw}=0.3 \mu m \), \( BV_{CEO} \) saturates at 30 V if \( l_m=0.5 \mu m \). As the \( d_{pw} \) increases, the drift regions DR 1 and DR 2 are less overlapped and the smaller \( l_m \) is sufficient for the efficient shielding of the electric field in the DR 1. The \( f_T \) dependencies on the \( d_{pw} \) with the \( l_m \) as a parameter are shown in Fig. 7. Since by the addition the drift regions DR 1 and DR 2, the \( f_T \) becomes dominated by the base-collector depletion region transit time, the characteristics are simulated at \( V_{CE}=20 \) V, which is the voltage sufficient.
for the formation of both the DR 1 and the DR 2. The \( f_s \) for the structures with the BV\(_{CEO}\leq 20 \) V (see Fig. 6) are simulated at \( V_{CE} = 10 \) V. It can be observed that \( f_s \) reduces as the \( l_{pw} \) is increased. This is expected behavior since by increasing the \( l_{pw} \), the length of the DR 2 increases resulting in the larger base-collector depletion region transit time. Interestingly, \( f_s \) is reduced for the structures with very small \( d_{pn} \). For very small \( d_{pn} \), the collector charge sharing between the extrinsic base and the p-well acceptors is more pronounced since there is less available donor charge between the extrinsic base and the p-well. Associated depletion regions merge at lower \( V_{CE} \) and the lateral electric field along the current path in DR 1 is lower. As a result, carriers drift through DR 1 at the velocity lower than the saturation velocity leading to the longer transit time. Furthermore, current crowding through this part of the collector is more pronounced causing the onset of the Kirk effect at lower \( I_C \). The \( f_s \) increases for structures with \( d_{pn} \), up to 0.6 \( \mu \)m after which it falls off indicating that the minimum transit time through the DR 1 is achieved. For larger \( d_{pn} \), transit time increases due to longer overall length of the DR 1 and the DR 2. The optimum performance in terms of \( f_s \) value is achieved for structures with \( d_{pn}=0.6 \) \( \mu \)m.

Since \( f_s \) and BV\(_{CEO} \) are always in trade-off, their product is usually given as a figure of merit for transistor performance. The results of the \( f_s\)-BV\(_{CEO} \) are shown in Fig. 8. If we choose the \( d_{pn} \) lower limit for acceptable \( f_s \) performance (e.g., \( d_{pn} \geq 0.4 \) \( \mu \)m) we see from Fig. 6 that \( l_{pw} \geq 0.4 \) must be chosen in order to have the efficient shielding by the DR 2 and the highest value of the BV\(_{CEO}=30 \) V. In that case, \( f_s\)-BV\(_{CEO} \) around Johnson's limit [8] is achieved, which is around 180 GHz V for the implanted base bipolar transistors. In order to be on the safe side, we propose that \( l_{pw}=0.5 \) \( \mu \)m is the optimum length of the p-well region. The value of the \( d_{pn} \) should be chosen such to accommodate the p-well mask misalignment tolerance. If the optimum value with respect to the \( f_s \) is chosen (i.e. \( d_{pn}=0.6 \) \( \mu \)m), then the mask misalignment of e.g. \( \pm 0.2 \) \( \mu \)m would give transistors with \( f_s\)-BV\(_{CEO} \) result around the Johnson's limit (see Fig. 8), showing a good immunity to the p-well mask misalignment tolerance.

\section*{IV. Conclusions}

The impact of the geometrical parameters of the local p-well substrate on the electrical performance of the DE RESURF HCBT is investigated. Two breakdown mechanisms are identified depending on the shielding properties of the drift region which is introduced by the local p-well. The BV\(_{CEO} \) of the transistor can be made independent of the current gain by having sufficiently long p-well region. In that case, the BV\(_{CEO} \) is set by the collector-substrate junction breakdown. The optimum \( f_s \) vs. BV\(_{CEO} \) trade-off is obtained for \( l_{pw}=0.5 \) \( \mu \)m and \( d_{pn}=0.6 \) \( \mu \)m. Variation of the characteristics with \( d_{pn} \) shows that transistors are rather immune to the p-well mask misalignment tolerances. Transistors with high value of \( f_s\)-BV\(_{CEO} \) around Johnson's limit are obtained.
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Abstract—Temperature stability of a high-precision oscillator is characterized by measurements in a temperature chamber. Two time constants are measured for a given temperature of the chamber: (i) time required for the silicon to reach the steady-state temperature obtained by measuring the time-domain voltage response of the on-chip temperature sensor; (ii) time required for the oscillator circuit to reach the steady-state frequency obtained by measuring the oscillator frequency in the time-domain. The temperature probe for measuring the chamber temperature is characterized in terms of its response to a step in temperature. The noise performance of the measurement system is characterized based on Allan deviation.

Index Terms—oscillator characterization, temperature calibration, on-chip temperature sensor, Allan deviation

I. INTRODUCTION

The precise measurement of integrated circuits is not an easy task to perform, especially when various voltage and current variations as well as temperature changes have to be taken into account in order to fully test the system. Also, numerous measurements have to be repeated to prove the validity of the previous results. To speed up such processes, an automated system is shown to be a good solution.

High precision frequency measurements are important for the characterization of oscillator intellectual property (IP) integrated circuit blocks. The frequency of most oscillator circuit architectures depends on the temperature [1], therefore the new oscillator designs have to be characterized in a wide temperature range. The requirements for the precision of the measurement system increase as the precision of integrated oscillators increases into the 20 ppm/°C range [1].

In [2] a measurement system with an automatically controlled temperature chamber is presented. The authors present the control system implemented in the graphical programming language available in the National Instruments LabVIEW [3] software.

This paper presents an automated measurement system for a high-precision oscillator. The measurement system is controlled using the PyVISA module [4] in Python. The instruments and PC are connected via USB and GPIB ports. The main purpose of the presented system is the measurement of the dependence of the oscillator frequency on the ambient temperature in the range from -40°C to 150°C. This temperature range is wider than the range of the measurement system in [2] (0°C to 100°C). The measured test chip has two

temperature-dependent voltages that act as on-chip thermometers. The dependence of these voltages on the temperature is measured in the steady-state. The time-constant of these voltages is characterized by measuring the response to a step change of the ambient temperature. The noise performance of the system is characterized based on the Allan deviation [5]. The measurement methodology is verified using a commercial low-jitter signal generator and it is then applied to the measured on-chip oscillator, similarly to [6].

II. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

A. The Measurement System

The measurement system is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of the following instruments: two three-channel source and monitor (SMU) units (Keysight U2722A [7]), one dual-chan-
B. Static Temperature Characteristics

Two on-chip voltages marked as $V_{IB}$ and $V_{IREF}$ have linear temperature dependence by design. In order to obtain the temperature coefficients, the test chip is exposed to various ambient temperatures. Fig. 2 shows the ambient temperature profile used to obtain the steady-state voltages at the following temperatures: 25°C, 45°C, 65°C, 85°C and 95°C. The settling time of the temperature chamber is in the order of one hour. A similar measurement is also made for the temperatures below the room temperature: -30°C, -15°C, 0°C and 15°C. In order to get a more precise measurement, the averaging factor of 100 points is used for the voltage measurements.

The voltages $V_{IB}$ and $V_{IREF}$, measured during the entire temperature sweep, are shown in Figs. 3, 4. The chosen steady-state points marked in red are used to plot the temperature dependence of voltages $V_{IB}$ and $V_{IREF}$, shown in Figs. 5, 6. The temperature coefficients are calculated using linear regression. Their values are $TC_{VIB} = -1.19 \text{ mV/°C}$ for $V_{IB}$ and $TC_{VIREF} = -0.45 \text{ mV/°C}$ for $V_{IREF}$. The fitted voltage values at 0°C are marked as $V_{IB0}$ and $V_{IREF0}$.

The steady-state dependence of the voltages $V_{IB}$ and $V_{IREF}$ on the temperature is linear. The relationship between these voltages and the temperature allows monitoring the temperature inside the package of the test chip. The measured points show that the measurement of the linear relationship is repeatable. The voltage $V_{IB}$ is more sensitive to temperature changes and it is therefore used as the preferred of the two on-chip thermometers.

C. Dynamic Temperature Characteristics

The response of the Pt100 RTD probe and the response of the voltages $V_{IB}$ and $V_{IREF}$ to a step of the ambient temperature are shown in Figs. 7, 8 and 9. The expected steady-state value of the voltages $V_{IB}$ and $V_{IREF}$ calculated from the static temperature coefficients is also shown. The step response is achieved as follows. The chamber is heated to a starting temperature $T_0$, e.g. 50°C, and the probe and test chip are left in the chamber for an hour to stabilize. The probe and the PCB with the test chip are then removed from the chamber to the room temperature. This procedure is repeated for the following starting temperatures: $T_0 = -30°C$, 0°C, 50°C, 75°C.
Fig. 7: Temperature response of the Pt100 RTD probe.

Fig. 8: Temperature response of voltage $V_{IB}$ and oscillator frequency $f_{CLK1}$. The time-constant $\tau_{VIB}$ is equal to 8.357 min.

Fig. 9: Temperature response of $V_{IREF}$. The time-constant $\tau_{VIREF}$ is equal to 7.720 min.

and 100°C. The data is recorded every 10 seconds for 1.5 hrs after the probe and PCB are taken out of the temperature chamber.

The measured step response of the Pt100 probe is fitted to the exponential function in the form:

$$f(t) = (T_0 - T_\infty)e^{-t/\tau} + T_\infty$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

The fitted coefficients $\tau$, $T_0$ and $T_\infty$ are shown in Table I. The nominal values of the starting temperatures $T_{0, nom}$ are taken between -30°C and 100°C. The average time-constant $\tau_{PROBE}$ of the Pt100 probe is equal to 1.46 min.

The step response of the Pt100 RTD probe used to measure the ambient temperature in the chamber, depicted in Fig. 7, shows that the probe requires certain time to adapt to the new ambient temperature. The probe is modeled well as a first-order system. It can be concluded from the figure that the probe needs about 10 minutes to adapt to a 25°C temperature step. This is in line with the average time-constant of 1.456 minutes shown in Table I.

The step responses of the on-chip voltages $V_{IB}$ and $V_{IREF}$ are also fitted to an exponential function in the form:

$$f(t) = (V_0 - V_\infty)e^{-t/\tau} + V_\infty$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

The fitted coefficients $\tau$, $V_0$ and $V_\infty$ are shown in Tables II, III. The time-constants $\tau_{VIB}$ and $\tau_{VIREF}$ of the voltages $V_{IB}$ and $V_{IREF}$ at 50°C are equal to 7.92 min and 7.58 min, respectively.

Figs. 8, 9 show that the time-constant of the on-chip thermometers is much longer than the time-constant of the temperature probe. The time-constants of the voltages $V_{IB}$ and $V_{IREF}$, given in Tables II and III, have an average of 7.91 and 7.58 minutes, respectively. The speed of the temperature profile used during the frequency measurements should be adjusted according to these time-constants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$T_{0, nom}$ [°C]</th>
<th>$\tau_{PROBE}$ [min]</th>
<th>$T_0$ [°C]</th>
<th>$T_\infty$ [°C]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-30</td>
<td>1.381</td>
<td>-30.35</td>
<td>25.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.435</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>25.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>1.396</td>
<td>49.94</td>
<td>24.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>1.640</td>
<td>77.64</td>
<td>25.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.428</td>
<td>104.79</td>
<td>25.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>average</td>
<td>1.456</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>25.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$T_{0, nom}$ [°C]</th>
<th>$\tau_{VIB}$ [min]</th>
<th>$V_0$ [V]</th>
<th>$V_\infty$ [V]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-30</td>
<td>8.106</td>
<td>1.567</td>
<td>1.506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>8.804</td>
<td>1.530</td>
<td>1.505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>8.357</td>
<td>1.477</td>
<td>1.504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>7.388</td>
<td>1.449</td>
<td>1.503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>6.923</td>
<td>1.423</td>
<td>1.503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>average</td>
<td>7.915</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>1.504</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$T_{0, nom}$ [°C]</th>
<th>$\tau_{VIREF}$ [min]</th>
<th>$V_0$ [V]</th>
<th>$V_\infty$ [V]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-30</td>
<td>7.180</td>
<td>1.826</td>
<td>1.801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>8.332</td>
<td>1.811</td>
<td>1.801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>7.720</td>
<td>1.790</td>
<td>1.801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>7.757</td>
<td>1.780</td>
<td>1.801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>6.900</td>
<td>1.771</td>
<td>1.801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>average</td>
<td>7.578</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>1.801</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
slow time-constant of the temperature-dependent voltages is influenced by two factors: (i) the time required for the circuit to reach the steady-state in the new ambient temperature; (ii) the time required for the temperature change to propagate from the ambient into the package of the test chip. The oscillator chip frequency, shown in green line in Fig. 8 reaches the clock frequency, shown in green line in Fig. 8 reaches the

The Allan deviation of the reference generator connected to the frequency-meter via coaxial cables with BNC connectors as a function of the gate-time $\tau$ is shown in Fig. 10 in red. The Allan deviation is reduced with increasing gate times. However, the transient shape is not exponential. This behaviour is caused by the compensation mechanism built into the oscillator circuit that becomes active during the transient phase.

Figs. 8, 9 also show the expected steady-state stable value $V(T_\infty)$ calculated from the static characteristics in Figs. 5, 6 at the stabilized ambient temperature of 25.2 °C. The error of the steady-state value is larger for $V_{\text{IB}}$ than for $V_{\text{IB}}$. This behaviour can be explained by the fact that the voltage $V_{\text{IB}}$ has a larger spread than the voltage $V_{\text{IB}}$, as well as a lower temperature coefficient.

### D. Noise Performance

The noise performance of the measurement system is characterized using the Allan deviation, defined in [5] as:

$$\sigma_{\text{allan}} = \frac{\sigma}{f_{\text{CLK}}}$$

where $\sigma$ is the standard deviation and $f_{\text{CLK}}$ is the mean value calculated over $N$ samples of the measured oscillator frequency. The Allan deviation is a measure used for characterizing the frequency stability and/or phase noise of circuits such as oscillators, mixers [5]. Its value is proportional to the combined noise level of the measured circuit and the measurement system. The number of samples $N$ is varied between 100 and 1000. The width of the frequency-meter sampling window (i.e. the gate time) is varied from 100 μs to 1 s, with each width being 10 times larger than the previous one. In order to test the measurement system and methodology, the Allan deviation of a reference frequency generator (Keysight 33500B [12]) set to frequency $f = 1$ MHz is measured.

The Allan deviation of the reference generator connected to the frequency-meter via coaxial cables with BNC connectors as a function of the gate-time $\tau$ is shown in Fig. 10 in red. The Allan deviation is reduced with increasing gate times. However, the transient shape is not exponential. This behaviour is caused by the compensation mechanism built into the oscillator circuit that becomes active during the transient phase.

Figs. 8, 9 also show the expected steady-state stable value $V(T_\infty)$ calculated from the static characteristics in Figs. 5, 6 at the stabilized ambient temperature of 25.2 °C. The error of the steady-state value is larger for $V_{\text{IB}}$ than for $V_{\text{IB}}$. This behaviour can be explained by the fact that the voltage $V_{\text{IB}}$ has a larger spread than the voltage $V_{\text{IB}}$, as well as a lower temperature coefficient.

D. Noise Performance

The noise performance of the measurement system is characterized using the Allan deviation, defined in [5] as:

$$\sigma_{\text{allan}} = \frac{\sigma}{f_{\text{CLK}}}$$

where $\sigma$ is the standard deviation and $f_{\text{CLK}}$ is the mean value calculated over $N$ samples of the measured oscillator frequency. The Allan deviation is a measure used for characterizing the frequency stability and/or phase noise of circuits such as oscillators, mixers [5]. Its value is proportional to the combined noise level of the measured circuit and the measurement system. The number of samples $N$ is varied between 100 and 1000. The width of the frequency-meter sampling window (i.e. the gate time) is varied from 100 μs to 1 s, with each width being 10 times larger than the previous one. In order to test the measurement system and methodology, the Allan deviation of a reference frequency generator (Keysight 33500B [12]) set to frequency $f = 1$ MHz is measured.

The Allan deviation of the reference generator connected to the frequency-meter via coaxial cables with BNC connectors as a function of the gate-time $\tau$ is shown in Fig. 10 in red. The Allan deviation is reduced with increasing gate times. However, the transient shape is not exponential. This behaviour is caused by the compensation mechanism built into the oscillator circuit that becomes active during the transient phase.

Figs. 8, 9 also show the expected steady-state stable value $V(T_\infty)$ calculated from the static characteristics in Figs. 5, 6 at the stabilized ambient temperature of 25.2 °C. The error of the steady-state value is larger for $V_{\text{IB}}$ than for $V_{\text{IB}}$. This behaviour can be explained by the fact that the voltage $V_{\text{IB}}$ has a larger spread than the voltage $V_{\text{IB}}$, as well as a lower temperature coefficient.

The Allan deviation analysis in Table IV shows that in the case of the reference generator [12] (the red line), better results are obtained for higher number of samples $N$. In the
The order of magnitude of the measured frequencies for the generator, and for the test chip. The results show that the test chip has a similar spread of frequencies. It is concluded that the trigger level at which the period count is incremented, i.e. it is used analogously to the trigger level on an oscilloscope. The measurements of the low-jitter signal generator are shown in Fig. 11, and of the test chip in Fig. 12. The deviation of the oscillation frequency $f_{\text{osc}}$ from the mean frequency value $f_{\text{mean}}$ is shown. The measurement is repeated ten times for a number of trigger levels: 10%, 30%, 50%, 70%, and 90%. Each point represents the mean value of 100 frequency measurements using the gate-time of $\tau = 100$ $\mu$s, and 90%. The static and dynamic characteristics of the temperature probe and two circuits used as on-chip thermometers are measured. The noise performance of the measurement system is evaluated based on the Allan deviation using a reference signal generator. The repeatability of the measurements and the dependence of the measurements on the trigger level of the frequency-meter are evaluated. The guidelines for the system improvements are given.

E. Measurement Repeatability and Dependence on Trigger Level

The repeatability of the frequency measurements is evaluated for varying trigger levels of the frequency-meter. The trigger level of the frequency meter represents the voltage level at which the period count is incremented, i.e. it is used to trigger the measurement on an oscilloscope. The measurements of the low-jitter signal generator are shown in Fig. 11, and of the test chip in Fig. 12. The deviation of the oscillation frequency $f_{\text{osc}}$ from the mean frequency value $f_{\text{mean}}$ is shown. The measurement is repeated ten times for a number of trigger levels: 10%, 30%, 50%, 70% and 90%. Each point represents the mean value of 100 frequency measurements using the gate-time of $\tau = 100$ $\mu$s, and the different measurement runs are represented by different marker types. The presented figures visualize the spread of the measurement.

The obtained results show that different trigger levels give a similar spread of frequencies. It is concluded that the trigger level is not critical for the measurements, both for the reference generator, and for the test chip. The results show that the test chip has wider spread than the generator at each trigger level. The order of magnitude of the measured frequencies for the generator is $\pm 1.5$ Hz and it is $\pm 300$ Hz for the test chip.

The presented measurement system is used to obtain the temperature dependence of the oscillator chip frequency shown in Fig. 13. The ambient temperature is swept in the temperature range from -40°C to 150°C. The slope of the temperature sweep is set to 0.6°C per minute. Both the rising and the falling temperature ramp are included in the presented measurement results. Since no hysteresis is observed, it can be concluded that the used temperature slope is slow enough for the oscillator frequency to follow the temperature change.

III. CONCLUSION

A measurement system for characterization of a high-precision oscillator is evaluated. The system enables the measurement of the oscillator frequency dependence on temperature. The static and dynamic characteristics of the temperature probe and two circuits used as on-chip thermometers are measured. The noise performance of the measurement system is evaluated based on the Allan deviation using a reference signal generator. The repeatability of the measurements and the dependence of the measurements on the trigger level of the frequency-meter are evaluated. The guidelines for the system improvements are given.
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Fig. 13: Measured frequency of the oscillator chip as a function of temperature.
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Abstract – This work investigates the calibration procedure of a conventional relaxation oscillator. First, the numerical analysis is performed in MATLAB in order to evaluate the sensitivity of the procedure to the noise generated inside the chip and measurement system. Next, the theory is experimentally verified by calibrating four test chip samples designed and manufactured in 0.35-μm CMOS technology. The test chips are calibrated with two different test methods: the first method measures the output frequency in the entire temperature range from -40 to 150 °C during 12 hours; the second method measures the output frequency from 30 to 60 °C during 30 seconds. The proposed calibration methods exhibit the reduction of the frequency error by 18x and 8x, having the total post-calibration precision of ±0.1 % and ±0.22 %, respectively.

I. INTRODUCTION

Fully-integrated solutions have become mandatory for a number of industrial applications as the requirements for the size reduction and low-power consumption are taking place. Consequently, SoCs like biomedical devices, portable mobile devices and wireless sensor networks cannot utilize an external clock reference based on crystal resonator which has been a standard solution for decades [1–9]. Unfortunately, there exists no universal replacement for the quartz resonator. While MEMS and LC on-chip oscillators exhibit good performance, the excessive power consumption, large area and additional process steps often make them unacceptable from the cost and power consumption point of view [5–9]. Relaxation oscillators, on the other hand, while suited for area and power efficient design, usually have the precision in the range of several percentage points [4]. Although sufficient for most applications, in the need of more accurate reference one must rely on the temperature calibration of the oscillator. One such solution presented in [1] features the on-chip heater and the approximation of the calibration data by a polynomial function. In this manner, the average TC (temperature coefficient) is brought down from ±33.3 ppm/°C to ±1.42 ppm/°C, the precision otherwise unachievable with an on-chip RC oscillator. Nevertheless, this method has the downsides as well, namely the following:

1) The additional blocks, such as the heater and temperature sensor, consume a significant portion of area and power;
2) The post-manufacturing calibration adds to the total production cost, especially if the process is time-intensive;
3) On-chip heaters only give the opportunity to calibrate the reference at the temperatures larger than the room temperature.

Despite the mentioned drawbacks, the temperature calibrated RC oscillator is still expected to offer a better compromise between the precision and power efficiency compared to MEMS or LC oscillators. For this reason, this work further investigates the tradeoffs and the limitations of the temperature calibration. The theory developed based on numerical calculations will prove useful during the design phase since the estimate of the post-calibration precision can be accessed when the noise parameters of the system are available upfront. For the demonstration purposes, the numerical analysis is also experimentally verified using two different test methods. In the first method, the temperature characteristic is evaluated with long test time in the entire temperature range. In this way, the limits of the calibration method are examined, since all the noise influence is virtually eliminated. Moreover, the theory presented in our earlier work [3] will have been confirmed as well. While the precision using this method will prove to be in the ppm/°C range, being time-intensive makes it manageable only for a limited number of test chip samples. For this reason, the second procedure is implemented in the limited temperature range with a minimal number of measurements, bringing the test time in the range of several seconds. Although the precision of this method is somewhat degraded compared to the previous one, a reasonable test time makes it interesting for the high volume production.

This work is organized as follows. Section II presents the conventional relaxation oscillator topology and the timing analysis. In Section III the calibration setup is explained. Section IV presents the theoretical observations and the numerical analysis. Section V exhibits the measurement results. The final conclusions are given in Section VI.

II. CONVENTIONAL RELAXATION OSCILLATOR

A. Oscillator Architecture

The topology of a conventional relaxation oscillator is shown in Fig. 1. It features two identical integrator-comparator blocks and an SR flip-flop. Each integrator-comparator block comprises a referent current source, two switches controlled by the clock signals with opposite phases, a capacitor with the capacitance value C and a
comparator. The referent current $I_{REF}$ and the referent voltage $V_{REF}$ are presumed to be generated within the reference generator, not shown in the schematics.

The signal waveforms of the oscillator are shown in Fig. 2. As seen in the figure, only one integrator-comparator block is active at the time. By the end of the integrating phase, the active comparator generates the set or reset pulse, subsequently changing the state of the flip-flop. As a consequence, the integration phase of the active block ends as the integration phase in the formerly inactive integrator-comparator block is started. The oscillation cycle is permanently sustained in this manner.

B. Timing Analysis

The oscillation period is deduced from the waveforms presented in Fig. 2. First, the duration of the integrating phase is determined by the slew rate of the signals $VC1$ and $VC2$, equal to $I_{REF}/C$, and the value of the referent voltage $V_{REF}$. Next, since the comparator requires some time to generate the pulse at the output once the integrated signal has reached the referent voltage $V_{REF}$, the duration of the half-cycle is increased by the time delay $t_d$. Moreover, the comparators are featured with the input-referred offset voltage $V_{OFF}$, which is effectively superimposed to the referent voltage $V_{REF}$. Since the influence of the propagation delay of the digital gates is usually negligible, it is not considered within this analysis. Finally, with the mismatch between the blocks neglected, the expression for the oscillation period can be written as follows:

$$T_{osc} = \frac{1}{f_{osc}} = \frac{2 \cdot C \cdot (V_{REF} + V_{OFF})}{I_{REF}} + 2t_d. \quad (1)$$

As seen in (1), the sources of the temperature drift of the output frequency are various, specifically the capacitor, references, offset voltage and comparator delay. The latter one proves to be the critical factor since it is nonlinear against temperature and a large amount of power has to be invested in order to minimize it. The typical temperature drift of the oscillation period for a relaxation oscillator is simulated and shown in Fig. 3.

III. CALIBRATION METHOD

The temperature calibration, as already discussed, can resolve the clock temperature drift and bring it down to a ppm/°C range. Instead of the usual trimming at the single temperature [2], the addition of a temperature sensor and LUT (look-up-table) enables the calibration over the entire temperature range. One such setup is shown in Fig. 4 [3], where the value of the referent current is adjusted by means of DAC controlled by the temperature sensor. As seen in (1), the oscillation period can be directly altered by 

![Fig. 1 – Conventional relaxation oscillator topology.](image)

![Fig. 2 – Signal waveforms for the conventional relaxation oscillator topology.](image)

![Fig. 3 – Oscillation period vs. temperature plot for a typical relaxation oscillator.](image)
changing the referent current $I_{\text{REF}}$. The LUT data collected during the test can be implemented either directly or as a polynomial function [1].

In this work, as the voltage and current reference are externally sourced, the calibration setup from Fig. 4 is software-emulated. For this reason, the setup is not limited by the ADC and DAC resolution, which would be the case in a silicon implementation of the setup. The temperature changes for the measurement and calibration purposes are induced by the temperature chamber, with the calibration data approximated by a polynomial function. The method used to calculate the calibration data and calibrate the oscillator is explained in the prior work [3].

IV. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

Once the temperature behavior of the test chips is measured, the aim is to approximate it with a polynomial function. In an ideal case, given $P + 1$ points, any curve can be uniquely fitted to a polynomial of $P$-th order. In general, the approximation improves with the increasing degree of a polynomial. This is demonstrated in Fig. 5 where the residuals of the polynomial fitting of the curve from Fig. 3 are plotted against temperature. The maximal residual values over the temperature for 1$^{\text{st}}$ to 4$^{\text{th}}$ order polynomial are 1273 ppm, 85 ppm, 23 ppm and 6 ppm, respectively.

In practice, however, the accuracy of any measured point in the temperature-period ($T - T_{\text{osc}}$) space is compromised by several factors. To begin with, the noise generated inside the active and passive devices of the oscillator results in the uncertainty of the oscillation period ($\sigma_i$), characterized by the Allan deviation [10]. Moreover, the measurement equipment, having a finite precision as well, introduces the additional uncertainty in the temperature value ($\sigma_x$). As a result, the variation of the measured frequency at fixed temperature and supply voltage can be statistically expressed as follows:

$$\sigma^2 = \sigma_i^2 + \sigma_x^2 \left( \frac{\partial T_{\text{osc}}}{\partial T} \right)^2.$$  

In order to analyze the expected error with respect to the total measurement deviation $\sigma$ and the degree of a polynomial, numeric simulations are performed using MATLAB. First, a total of $n$ equidistant points are assumed in the temperature-period space with the temperature ranging from $T_a$ to $T_b$, assuming the $T_{\text{osc}}(T)$ function from Fig. 3. Next, randomly generated noise is superimposed on the data, resulting in the set of points which can be explicitly written as

$$\{ T_i, T_{\text{osc},i} + N(0, \sigma^2) \}, T_i = T_a + (i - 1) \frac{T_b - T_a}{n - 1}, \quad (3)$$

where $N(0, \sigma^2)$ is a normally distributed random variable, $T_i$ is the $i$-th point temperature, and $T_{\text{osc},i}$ is the $i$-th point oscillation period. Afterwards, the polynomial fitting is performed on the generated points (3). This procedure is repeated 10000 times for each value of $\sigma$ and the maximum deviation from the ideal characteristic from Fig. 3 in the temperature range from -40 °C to 150 °C is recorded. Finally, the procedure is repeated for the different values of $\sigma$ and polynomial degree in order to obtain the error vs. $\sigma$ graph, therefore determining the upper bound of the error after the calibration caused by the measurement inaccuracy.

A. Entire Temperature Range

Fig. 6 presents the results of the numerical analysis where the 1$^{\text{st}}$ to 4$^{\text{th}}$ order polynomials are fitted with $n = \{10, 30, 100\}$ points and the temperature range ($T_a, T_b$) = (-40 °C, 150 °C). From the figure one can conclude that for the low values of $\sigma$ the use of a higher order polynomial is advantageous, while the lower order polynomials are more stable for high $\sigma$ values. Moreover,
as can be intuitively understood, the error becomes smaller as the number of points \( n \) increases.

**B. Limited Temperature Range**

While only the measurements in the entire temperature range can yield the post-calibration precision in the sub-100 ppm range, the excessive test time and the temperatures below the room temperature would make it unusable for any industrial application. This gives the motivation for limiting the temperature range, thereby making the calibration process cost-effective.

First, the polynomial fitting of the curve from Fig. 3 is calculated based on the data from 30 to 60 °C, and the residuals are calculated for the temperature range from -40 to 150 °C. The residuals for the 1st to 4th order polynomial are plotted against temperature in Fig. 7, with the maximal values being equal to 2214 ppm, 338 ppm, 128 ppm and 214 ppm, respectively. The statement from before that the approximation of the curve improves with the increasing number of polynomial no longer holds true. Despite no noise being added during the calculation, the 4th order approximation proves to be less stable than the 3rd order for the given graph and sampling temperature range.

Next, the numerical analysis is performed where the 1st to 3rd order polynomials are fitted with \( n = \{10, 30, 100\} \) points and temperature range \( (T_a, T_b) = (30 \degree C, 60 \degree C) \). The results are presented in Fig. 8. From the figure one can observe that the sensitivity to noise increases drastically with the increasing number of polynomial. For this reason, lower order polynomials will generally be preferred when the entire temperature range is not measured. Similar as before, the error comes down as the number of sampled points \( n \) increases.

**V. MEASUREMENT RESULTS**

The oscillator core from Fig.1 is designed and manufactured in 0.35-\( \mu \)m CMOS process. The microphotograph of the test chip is shown in Fig. 9. The area of the oscillator core is around 0.04 mm\(^2\). The typical power consumption is 150 \( \mu \)W with the supply voltage of \( V_{DD} = 3.3 \) V. The nominal frequency of the oscillator equals to \( f_{osc,0} = 1 \) MHz. As mentioned before, the voltage and current reference are sourced externally.

The imprecision of the used measurement system and the designed oscillator is characterized, resulting in the following parameters: \( \sigma_y = 50 \) ppm, \( \sigma_x = 0.6 \degree C \) and \( \partial \sigma_{T}\partial T = 180 \) ppm/°C. The resulting \( \sigma \) calculated from (2) then ranges around 120 ppm. From the analysis conducted in the previous section (Fig. 6 and Fig. 8), the optimal polynomial orders are shown to be the 4th order for the entire temperature range and the 1st order for the limited temperature range measurements.

**A. Entire Temperature Range**

The calibration procedure analyzed in the previous section is now verified experimentally. Four test chip samples are measured in the temperature range from -40 to 150 °C in the time interval of 12 hours (\( n = 5000 \)). High number of measurement points almost completely eliminates the noise influence. The corresponding calibration factors are calculated and fitted using the 4th order polynomial, and the calibration is performed on the test chip samples. The results are plotted in Fig. 10, showing the frequency error against temperature both for non-calibrated and calibrated test chips. While the non-calibrated samples exhibit around ±1.8 % spread
The latter one proves to be suited for total precision of ±0.22 % in the temperature range from 30 to 60 °C during 30 seconds exhibits the fast calibration procedure executed in the temperature range from -40 to 150 °C over 12 hours. The calibration performed making the tradeoffs between the precision, test time, and system noise and other factors. The calibration performed in the temperature range from -40 to 150 °C reveals the total precision of ±0.1 %. On the other hand, the calibration performed in the temperature range from -40 to 150 °C over 12 hours achieves the improvement of around 8x compared to the precision of the non-calibrated test chips.

B. Limited Temperature Range

Next, in order to cut down the test time, the test chip samples are measured in the temperature range from 30 to 60 °C in the time interval of 30 seconds (n = 30). The calibration data is fitted using 1st order polynomial since higher order polynomials are expected to produce worse behavior for the given σ, n and order of polynomial, the present error comes from the nonlinearity of the oscillator tuning since the single-step trimming procedure described in [3] is used.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work the temperature calibration of a conventional relaxation oscillator is investigated. At the beginning, the numerical analysis is performed in order to quantify the influence of the noise, after which the experimental results are obtained. High correspondence between the two is observed, meaning the numerical analysis can be used in the early phases of the design, making the tradeoffs between the precision, test time, system noise and other factors. The calibration performed in the temperature range from -40 to 150 °C over 12 hours reveals the total precision of ±0.1 %. On the other hand, the fast calibration procedure executed in the temperature range from 30 to 60 °C during 30 seconds exhibits the total precision of ±0.22 % in the temperature range from -40 to 150 °C. The latter one proves to be suited for the industrial applications, combining the reasonable test time with relatively high post-calibration precision.
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Abstract - This paper proposes a study and design considerations on a high-current high-efficiency two-phase buck converter with a coupled inductor. The converter operates close to the megahertz range. A specialized simulation model of the considered two-phase buck converter is proposed. The model allows an evaluation of current and voltage ripples at various duty cycles and inductor coupling factors. It can facilitate the design and tuning of such DC-DC converters. The model is implemented into a general-purpose simulation environment. The simulation results are presented and analyzed. The model is verified through a dedicated experiment on a realized converter. Although coupled inductors increase the power converter efficiency, for high-current buck converter this effect is substantial at duty cycle bigger than 40 %. The advantages at lower duty cycle are related to the output voltage ripple and feedback response time. Design considerations are derived based on the analyzed simulation and experimental results of the investigated two-phase buck converter.

I. INTRODUCTION

The buck converter is well known DC-DC conversation topology when no galvanic isolation is required. The high-current multiphase buck converters that step down and stabilize voltage from 12 V to 3.3 V and less, have their well-known applications for powering microprocessor and other digital systems. Such applications require limited voltage fluctuations and fast response when the load current rises from almost zero amperes to approach maximum load while maintaining the high efficiency. The transient response is provided by the output capacitor that supplies the new demand for output current while the inductors current charges to charge the capacitors up. For faster response a high-switching frequency like 500 kHz or more and smaller inductors are needed. Because of the two-phase topology the inductors and capacitors values can be reduced and still be able to obtain the same voltage ripple. However, the current flowing though the MOSFETs retain its peak values bringing conduction losses and high-current requirement. As a result, the buck converter suffers from limited performance for high-switching frequency high-step-down and large output current applications when the duty cycle is very small [1], [2]. An improvement can be achieved with an innovative design technique that utilizes coupled inductors and bring the following major benefits [3], [4]:

- Low leakage inductance.
- Improved transient response.
- Smaller and cheaper inductor core (Less magnetic material needed).
- Reduction of ripple currents and losses in MOSFETs.
- Improved efficiency.

The application of a unified magnetic component in two-phase buck converter reduces the inductor current ripple with more than 50 % as smaller duty ratio results in less reduction [5]. One can obtain over 80 % efficiency at more than 8 times step-down ratio, 2 MHz switching frequency and over 20 A output current [6]. In [7] a mathematical model of an electronic converter for operating energy storage elements is proposed and verified. However, the reviewed publications propose mathematical tools for analysis but do not provide any complete dedicated simulation model of two-phase buck converter that utilizes coupled inductors. This paper proposes a simulation model that can be used by engineers to analyze the limitations of the buck converter topology for high-current, high-frequency and high step-down; facilitate the design and investigate the effect of the duty ratio and coupling factor on the power converter voltage and current ripples. At such high-frequency power circuits it is very difficult to measure currents flowing through the inductor and MOSFETs, and to observe how they are affected by changing certain parameters of the components in the circuit.

II. SIMULATION MODEL STRUCTURE

The proposed simulation model is given in Fig. 1. It consists of power stage, control stage and some measurement topologies. The power stage represents the topology of a two-phase synchronous buck converter. The two subsystems “Transistor module 1” and “Transistor module 2” contain the high side and low side MOSFET for each phase and a block that models the switching losses. The transistor modules are connected to an ideal voltage source “12 V” and the model of mutual inductance “Coupled inductor”. Its windings are connected out of phase in order to operate correctly and provide the previously described benefits. The output capacitor is modeled as equivalent series resistance (ESR) and capacitance “Cout”. The load is represented by a subsystem “Load” that contains a controllable current source so that
the load current can be precisely set. The control stage is represented by the subsystem “Feedback controller” that contains an error amplifier, PID regulator and H-bridge PWM generator. A measurement lag is implemented into the feedback so that the algebraic loops are avoided. The “Power meter 1” and Power meter 2” blocks provide voltage and current averaging and multiplication according to the buck converter operating frequency. The “Coupled inductor” block models the magnetic component behavior according to the equivalent circuit given in Fig. 2. It consists of an ideal transformer with unity turns ratio, series inductor and resistor that represent the inductor coupling. The coupled inductors’ manufacturers normally provide information for coils’ inductances (L1 and L2), resistances (R1 and R2), and leakage inductance (Lk). The other needed parameters have to be found. The connection between the mutual inductance M and L1, L2 and Lk is given is:

\[ L_k = L_1 + L_2 - 2L_m \]

(1)

The coupling factor k depends on the coils’ inductance and the mutual inductance. It is given in (2):

\[ k = \frac{L_m}{\sqrt{L_1 \cdot L_2}} \]

(2)

When (1) is substituted in (2) the coupling factor can be directly derived in (3), using the available parameters:

\[ k = \frac{L_1 + L_2 - L_k}{2\sqrt{L_1 \cdot L_2}} \]

(3)

The coupled inductor mutual resistance is found by:

\[ R_m = k\sqrt{R_1 \cdot R_2} \]

(4)

For the selected coupled inductor with given parameters in Table I the coupling factor is k = 0.744. When using the given inductor model, if the mutual impedance is set to 0 (Lm = 0 H and Rm = 0 Ω) then the two inductors become uncoupled. This effect adds more functionality to the proposed simulation model. More precise modeling of losses could be realized using the core loss model of ferrites under square voltage waveforms [8].

The structure of “Transistor module 1” and “Transistor module 2” blocks is given in Fig. 3. The two MOSFETs perform “ideal” switching and only conduction losses are taken into account so that simulation time of the model is optimized. The switching losses are obtained using a
dedicated model represented by the “Switching losses model” block (Fig 4). It consists of blocks for mathematical operators and constants that represent the equations for high side and low side transistor switching losses generated by the switching transition times, the charging of the gates and the output capacitances according to the methodology given in [9].

III. VERIFICATION

A. Simulation Results

The proposed simulation model of two-phase buck converter is implemented in general-purpose simulation environment MATLAB – Simulink [10]. It includes the most determinant parameters of the elements of the buck converter. Thus, the model is simplified but accurate, providing optimized calculation time and iterative process of setting and tuning components’ parameters. The model is set to simulate the power stage of two-phase buck converter experimental board, designed by Integrated Device Technology Inc. The model parameters are given in Table I. The experimental board utilizes a digital PWM controller that operates at different principle from the feedback controller of the simulation model. The focus is set on the characteristics of the power stage at fixed load where the exact PID regulator settings are not defined. The output voltage ripples at two different output voltages and maximum load current (40 A) are given in Fig. 5 and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L1, L2</td>
<td>860</td>
<td>nH</td>
<td>Winding inductance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lm</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>nH</td>
<td>Mutual inductance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1, R2</td>
<td>0.490</td>
<td>mΩ</td>
<td>Winding resistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rm</td>
<td>0.365</td>
<td>mΩ</td>
<td>Mutual resistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>2702</td>
<td>µF</td>
<td>Capacitance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESR</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>mΩ</td>
<td>Equivalent Series Resistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RonH</td>
<td>3.65</td>
<td>mΩ</td>
<td>High side FET channel on resistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RonL</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>mΩ</td>
<td>Low side FET channel on resistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CossH</td>
<td>469</td>
<td>pF</td>
<td>High side FET output capacitance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QgH</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>nC</td>
<td>High side FET total gate charge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CossL</td>
<td>1950</td>
<td>pF</td>
<td>Low side FET output capacitance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QgL</td>
<td>49.6</td>
<td>nC</td>
<td>Low side FET total gate charge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tsHL</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>Transistor module transition time High - Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tsLH</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>Transistor module transition time Low - High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fsw</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>kHz</td>
<td>Switching frequency(^a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kp</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Proportional factor(^b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ki</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Integral factor(^b)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) The switching frequency of each phase is half of the output voltage ripple frequency.
\(^b\) Related to the PID regulator.

![Figure 4. Switching losses model block](image)

![Figure 5. Output voltage ripple at \(V_{out} = 1\) V when providing maximum load current](image)

![Figure 6. Output voltage ripple at \(V_{out} = 3.3\) V when providing maximum load current](image)
Fig. 6. The output capacitor ESR directly affects the output voltage ripple. If it is set according to a real case voltage ripple, the other cases can be simulated without any physical change of components. The simulation results for efficiency of the two-phase buck converter for both output voltages are given in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, and directly compared to the experimental results.

B. Experimental results

The simulation model is verified with a dedicated laboratory experiment. A two-phase buck converter experimental board is used, which is designed by Integrated Device Technology Inc (Fig. 9). It utilizes a dual phase state-of-art digital power controller – ZSPM1363, while the power stage of the synchronous buck converter is build using two ZSPM9060 DrMOS devices [11], [12], a shielded coupled inductor and multiple multilayer ceramic capacitors, connected in parallel, so that the ESR and respectively the output voltage ripple are reduced. The DrMOS devices consist of two high-frequency, high-current and low voltage MOSFET transistors, connected in series, their dedicated drivers and some additional components are placed in thermally enhanced ultra-compact standard package. These specialized integrated circuits are fully optimized and ultra compact with reduced switch ringing, dead times and propagation delays. A dual-phase digital PWM controller controls the power stage [13]. The experimental board is connected to a high-current power supply and a programmable load. The output voltage is measured using a high-resolution digital scope, connected to a dedicated measurement SMB connector of the board, which minimizes the noise as the AC component of the output voltage is less than 1 % from the DC one. The PCB board is designed so that either coupled inductor or two separate inductors can be used. All experiments are accomplished using 12 V input voltage and components with the values given in Table I. The high frequencies and high level of integration of the experimental board allow accurate measurement only of the input and output voltages and currents. The output voltage waveform of the buck converter at 1 V and 3.3 V and 40 A load current is given in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11. The peak-to-peak voltage ripple at 1 V mean output voltage is about 11.5 mV and at 3.3 V it is about 19 mV. Output voltage ripple is highly affected by the ESR value of the output capacitor. The waveform is close to saw-tooth but a distortion is available at both output voltages. The voltage ripple is difficult to be precisely measured because of the highly dominating DC component. The converter total efficiency is measured for various load currents and two output voltages for the case when one coupled or two separate inductors are used (Fig. 7 and Fig. 8). The efficiency graphs prove the statement that the higher step-down ratio causes more losses. It can be noticed that when the inductors are coupled the efficiency is improved. The reason is less inductor current ripple and the cubic dependency between the conduction power losses in MOSFETs and the drain current. The high-side MOSFET has about 4 times higher resistance of the induced N-channel compared to the low-side MOSFET. When the output voltage is set at 3.3 V the high-side MOSFET is ‘switched on’ 20 % more time than the 1 V output voltage case. Therefore the efficiency is higher when using coupled inductors at 3.3 V than at 1 V. However, at higher step-down ratio there is not any considerable effect. This tendency is directly connected to the duty cycle of the power transistor gate drive voltage and the time interval when the inductor current is increasing. One could notice that the error when simulating efficiency is less than 1 %.

Figure 7. Buck converter efficiency dependance on current at $V_{\text{out}} = 1 \text{ V}$ when using: 1 - coupled inductor; 2 - separate inductors and 3 – simulation results for coupled inductor

Figure 8. Buck converter efficiency dependance on current at $V_{\text{out}} = 3.3 \text{ V}$ when using: 1 - coupled inductor; 2 - separate inductors and 3 – simulation results for coupled inductor

Figure 9. Two-phase buck converter experimental board, [11]
IV. CONCLUSION

The proposed model of high-efficiency high-current two-phase buck converter is a powerful tool for simulation, design, analysis and precise tuning of components.

The model is verified through comparison with experiments and measurements on a two-phase buck converter DC-DC converter. It was derived that:

- At higher step-down ratio, respectively lower duty cycle, there is not any considerable effect concerning efficiency. This tendency is directly connected to the operational time-intervals of the power switches.
- Although coupled inductors increase the power converter efficiency, for a high-current buck converter this effect is substantial at duty cycle higher than 40%. The advantages at lower duty cycle are related to the output voltage ripple and feedback response time.

Further improvement of the model could be realized by including the dependence of core losses in the inductor on the applied voltage across the inductor. This improvement is possible by utilizing the available models of ferrite core losses under square voltage wave forms [8], [14].

Verification of the model shows that it is operational within a certain degree of accuracy.
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Abstract - Possibilities of practical development, design and implementation of analog signal to quaternary digital signal converters for application in BiCMOS quaternary digital circuits and systems are considered, proposed and described in the paper. General approaches and general structure for implementation and design of parallel analog to quaternary BiCMOS digital signal converters are proposed and described. Two digit parallel analog to quaternary BiCMOS digital signal converters are proposed and described as the illustration of proposed way for the converters design and implementation. More possibilities of converters development, design and implementation were considered and described. Two types of such converters are described in more details: the basic type converters and the modified type converters. Given solutions have been analyzed by computer simulations. All descriptions and considerations have been confirmed by computer simulations. Some of the computer simulation results are given in the paper.

I. INTRODUCTION

The binary digital systems and circuits are still dominant in practical use and practical applications. Possibilities and interest for implementation of so-called multiple-valued (MV) digital systems and circuits are increased with development of VLSI technologies [1, 2]. The greatest interest practically exists for ternary (logic basis 3) and quaternary (logic basis 4) MV circuits and systems [1-7].

The quaternary MV logic circuits and systems have many advantages comparing with the binary ones. Well known the most important advantages of MV logic circuits and systems are: reduction in the number of interconnections required to implement logic function, greater speed of logic and arithmetic operation, greater density of memorized information, better usage of transmission paths, decreasing of interconnection complexity and interconnection area, decreasing of pin number of integrated circuits and printed boards, possibilities for easier testing of digital systems [1, 2].

Constant development and progress in the monolithic integrated circuits technology and efforts to achieve and maintain good characteristics and advantages of the CMOS and TTL logic, are the main reasons that the BiCMOS technology and BiCMOS logic is increasingly used in binary digital VLSI systems. For the same reasons, there is interest for development, implementation and application of MV BiCMOS logic circuits and systems. The reasons and advantages of application of BiCMOS technology in implementation of binary digital systems and circuits are well known. All these good characteristics of BiCMOS technology should be also kept in quaternary MV logic systems and circuits.

The MV digital systems also use analog to digital signal conversion and converters, as well as digital to analog signal conversion and converters. There is need to develop appropriate converters for applications in MV digital systems [5-7]. It is well known that parallel analog to digital converters are the fastest ones. It is also needed to develop, design and implement appropriate analog to digital signal converters for applications in quaternary digital systems.

Principles and possibilities for development, design and implementation of parallel analog to digital signal converters for applications in quaternary BiCMOS digital systems are proposed and described in this paper. General principle and structure for converters implementation and design are considered and described. The concrete circuits designs for two digit BiCMOS analog to quaternary digital signal converters are proposed and presented as example of the converters design. Two types of the converters are described: so called basic type converters and so called modified type converters. All proposed and described principles and solutions of the converters were analyzed and confirmed by computer PSpice simulations.

II. DESIGN OF ANALOG TO DIGITAL SIGNAL CONVERTERS FOR BiCMOS QUATERNARY DIGITAL SYSTEMS

General principle and general structure for development and design of parallel analog to digital signal converters for applications in BiCMOS quaternary digital systems are proposed and shown in Figure 1. There is one analog input signal (A_i) and there are m quaternary digital BiCMOS output signals (Y_i) in the design. The proposed structure consists of three logic levels and networks: CMOS binary voltage comparator network, CMOS binary encoder network and BiCMOS quaternary output network. The CMOS binary voltage comparator network
and the binary CMOS encoder network are supplied by two supply voltages enabling to obtain two CMOS binary states: \( V_{SS} \) (for binary logic state 0) and \( V_{CC} \) (for binary logic state 1). The quaternary BiCMOS output network is supplied by four supply voltages enabling to obtain four quaternary BiCMOS logic states: \( V_{SS} \) (for quaternary logic state 0), \( V_{CC} \) (for quaternary logic state 1), \( V_{CC2} \) (for quaternary logic state 2) and \( V_{CC3} \) (for quaternary logic state 3).

![Figure 1. Proposed structure of parallel analog to digital signal converters for BiCMOS quaternary digital systems](image)

The input CMOS binary voltage comparator network compares input analog voltage signal \( V_i \) (analog signal \( A_i \)) with appropriate threshold voltages. Since here is analog to digital quaternary signal converter, there are existing \( 4^n-1 \) threshold voltages, where \( n \) is number of quaternary digital outputs. The number of the threshold voltages depends on converter resolution and on number of quaternary digital outputs \( m \). The threshold voltages are in the middle between successive voltage levels of quantized analog signal. This network can be realized as standard binary CMOS voltage comparator network using standard CMOS binary voltage comparator circuits. The network gives binary output signals \( (B_i) \) with voltage levels of \( V_S \) and \( V_C \).

The CMOS binary encoder network encodes the binary voltage comparator network output signals \( (B_i) \) into appropriate binary signals \( (C_i) \) for control of BiCMOS quaternary output network. This network can be realized as standard binary CMOS encoder network using standard CMOS binary logic circuits. It gives binary output signals \( (C_i) \) with voltage levels of \( V_S \) and \( V_C \).

The BiCMOS quaternary output network generates needed output quaternary signals \( (Y_i) \) depending on states at the binary inputs \( (C_i) \). It is proposed to use appropriate quaternary BiCMOS stages in the network for every quaternary output. This network gives quaternary BiCMOS output signals \( (Y_i) \) with BiCMOS voltage levels of \( (V_{S} \pm V_{BE}) \) for logic level 0, \( (V_{CC} \pm V_{BE}) \) for logic level 1, \( (V_{CC2} \pm V_{BE}) \) for logic level 2 and \( (V_{CC3} \pm V_{BE}) \) for logic level 3, where \( V_{BE} \) is voltage between base and emitter of conducting output bipolar transistor.

Complexity of design of the BiCMOS analog to quaternary digital signal converter and complexity of design of all three networks in the proposed converter design depends on the number of quaternary outputs \( m \) and increases with increasing of number \( m \). It also depends on used ways for design of three appropriate networks in the converter structure. Practical development and design of such analog to quaternary digital signal converters includes determination of number of quaternary BiCMOS outputs, selection of used output BiCMOS quaternary stages, selection of used CMOS binary voltage comparators and design of appropriate CMOS binary encoder network.

The proposed structure shown in Figure 1 is general one and gives possibility to develop and design analog to digital signal converter for applications in BiCMOS quaternary digital systems with any number of quaternary digital outputs and with any resolution. Design of two digit parallel analog to digital signal converters for BiCMOS quaternary systems is proposed and shown in this paper as an example of design of such converters.

III. DESIGN OF TWO DIGIT ANALOG TO DIGITAL SIGNAL CONVERTERS FOR BICMOS QUATERNARY DIGITAL SYSTEMS

The way for development and design of parallel analog to digital signal converters for BiCMOS quaternary digital systems with two quaternary outputs, based on the proposed structure is proposed and shown. It can be developed, designed and realized more different concrete solutions of such parallel analog to quaternary digital signal converters based on the proposed structure given in Figure 1. Solutions that are appropriate for some concrete applications are proposed and described. Solutions of so called basic type converters are shown and described. Way to obtain so called modified type converters is also proposed and described.

A. Basic type converters

Proposed structure and output stages of basic type two digit parallel analog to digital signal converter for BiCMOS quaternary systems is shown in Figure 2a. The circuit has one analog input \( (A_i) \) and two quaternary outputs \( (Y_0 \) and \( Y_1) \). It uses the basic type of BiCMOS quaternary output stage shown in Figure 2b.

Used CMOS voltage comparator network consists of \( 4^m-1 = 4^2-1 = 15 \) voltage comparators \( (V_C) \), since number of converter outputs is \( m=2 \). Each comparator has appropriate threshold voltage \( (V_{BE}) \) for comparison with input analog signal. The threshold voltages should be equal to the voltages that are in the middle between successive voltage levels of quantized analog signal. Each comparator compares the input analog signal with its threshold voltage and gives appropriate binary output signal \( B_i \). For implementation of this network can be used standard CMOS binary voltage comparator circuits.

The CMOS binary encoder network encodes the comparator network output signals \( (B_i) \) into appropriate
binary signals (C). There are 15 input signals (B\textsubscript{i}) and 8 output signals (C\textsubscript{j}) in the encoder network. This network can be realized as binary CMOS encoder network using standard CMOS binary logic circuits.

The BiCMOS quaternary output network generates needed output quaternary BiCMOS signals (Y\textsubscript{i}) depending on output states of CMOS encoder logic network (C\textsubscript{j}). It is proposed here to use appropriate BiCMOS quaternary output network and appropriate quaternary output BiCMOS stages. The proposed output stages are the basic type of BiCMOS quaternary output stages (Figure 2b).

It can be developed and designed needed CMOS binary encoder network using appropriate logic table for description of operation way of the converter in Figure 2. Based on the logic table it can be obtained appropriate logic expressions for encoder network logic outputs (C\textsubscript{j}) as a function of encoder network logic inputs (B\textsubscript{i}). It can be shown that the expressions can be obtained and given in the next form:

\[ C_0 = B_3 \overline{B_5} + B_4 \overline{B_6} + B_6 \overline{B_7} + \overline{B_8} + \overline{B_9} + \overline{B_{10}} + \overline{B_{11}} + B_{12} \]  
\[ C_1 = B_2 \overline{B_3} + B_4 \overline{B_5} + B_6 \overline{B_7} + B_8 \overline{B_9} + B_{10} \overline{B_{11}} + B_{12} \overline{B_{13}} \]  
\[ C_2 = B_3 B_0 + B_4 B_9 + B_5 B_8 + B_{10} \overline{B_{12}} + B_{13} \]  
\[ C_3 = B_0 + B_4 B_3 + B_5 B_8 + B_{12} B_{11} \]  
\[ C_4 = \overline{B_{11}} \]  
\[ C_5 = \overline{B_{11}} \overline{B_7} \]  
\[ C_6 = B_7 \overline{B_3} \]  
\[ C_7 = \overline{B_3} \]  

It can be designed appropriate logic circuits and complete CMOS encoder network using the given expressions. Practically designed CMOS encoder network of the basic type two digit parallel analog to digital signal converter for BiCMOS quaternary digital systems is shown in Figure 3. Standard binary CMOS inverting logic circuits (inverters and NAND logic circuits) are used for design of the encoder network. Such is obtained analog to quaternary digital signal converter of basic type with minimized number of used transistors. All standard CMOS binary logic circuits are supplied by two supply voltages V\textsubscript{SS} and V\textsubscript{CC3}.

The CMOS encoder network can be also implemented using networks of NMOS and PMOS transistors for realization of logic functions given by expressions (1) to (8). In that way can be implemented more compact the CMOS encoder network using smaller number of MOS transistors. Such can be implemented the basic type converter using minimal number of transistors.

B. Modified type converters

Development and design of analog to digital signal converters for BiCMOS quaternary digital systems with smaller total average propagation delay time and smaller conversion time can be obtained if it is used different implementation of binary encoder network and different BiCMOS quaternary output stages compared with the basic type converters. It can be developed and obtained more different designs of such analog to quaternary converter depending on used design of CMOS encoder network and BiCMOS quaternary output stages

Structure of the converter and proposed output stages of modified type two digit parallel analog to digital signal converter for BiCMOS quaternary digital systems with
smaller total average propagation delay time and smaller conversion time is shown in Figure 4a. The modified type converter uses modified quaternary BiCMOS output stage shown in Figure 4b. This way of design uses more control signals (C_i) for every BiCMOS output stage compared with the basic BiCMOS output stage used in the basic converter. It requires design of CMOS encoder network with more outputs (C_i).

It can be designed appropriate CMOS binary encoder network using logic table for description of operation of the converter in Figure 4. Based on the logic table it can be obtained logic expressions for encoder network logic outputs (C_i) as a function of encoder network logic inputs (B_i). It can be shown that the expressions can be obtained and given in the next form:

\[ C_0 = B_3 \overline{B_2} + B_7 \overline{B_6} + B_{11} \overline{B_{10}} + \overline{B_{14}}, \]  
\[ C_1 = B_2 \overline{B_1} + B_6 \overline{B_5} + B_{10} \overline{B_9} + B_{14} \overline{B_{13}}, \]  
\[ C_2 = B_2 B_1 + B_6 B_5 + B_{10} B_9 + B_{14} B_{13}, \]  
\[ C_3 = B_1 \overline{B_0} + B_5 \overline{B_4} + B_9 \overline{B_8} + B_{13} \overline{B_{12}}, \]

\[ C_4 = B_1 B_0 + B_5 B_4 + B_9 B_8 + B_{13} B_{12}, \]  
\[ C_5 = B_0 + B_4 \overline{B_3} + B_8 \overline{B_7} + B_{13} \overline{B_{11}}, \]  
\[ C_6 = B_0 + B_4 \overline{B_3} + B_8 \overline{B_7} + B_{12} \overline{B_{11}}, \]  
\[ C_7 = \overline{B_{11}}, \]  
\[ C_8 = B_{11} \overline{B_7}. \]
\[ C_9 = \overline{B_1}B_1, \]  
\[ C_{10} = B_2\overline{B_3}, \]  
\[ C_{11} = \overline{B_2}B_2, \]  
\[ C_{12} = B_3, \]  
\[ C_{13} = \overline{B_3}. \]  

Using the given expressions it can be developed and designed needed logic circuits and complete CMOS encoder network. Standard binary CMOS inverting logic circuits (inverters, NAND and NOR logic circuits) are used for design of the encoder network. All standard CMOS binary logic circuits are supplied by two supply voltages \( V_{SS} \) and \( V_{CC}. \)

The CMOS encoder network also can be designed and realized using networks of NMOS and PMOS transistors for realization of logic functions given by expressions (9) to (22). Such can be realized more compact the CMOS encoder network using smaller number of MOS transistors. In that way can be implemented the modified type converter using minimal number of transistors.

In this way it is obtained and designed analog to digital signal converter for BiCMOS quaternary digital systems of modified type with decreased propagation delay time and decreased conversion time compared with the basic type converter. But, this converter uses increased number of MOS transistors compared with the basic type one. It is increased number of CMOS binary encoder network output control signals \((C_i)\) for control of modified BiCMOS quaternary stages. That requires development and design of more complex CMOS binary encoder network using increased number of MOS transistors.

In design, implementation and simulation of the analog to quaternary digital signal converters were used CMOS binary encoder networks solutions based on application of standard binary CMOS inverting logic circuits (inverters, NAND and NOR logic circuits). For the implementation of the encoder network in the basic converter were used 92 MOS transistors (46 NMOS and 46 PMOS transistors). In the implementation of the encoder network in the modified converter were used 128 MOS transistors (64 NMOS and 64 PMOS transistors).

IV. RESULTS OF CONVERTERS SIMULATIONS

Operation and parameters of proposed and described analog to digital signal converters for BiCMOS quaternary digital systems have been analyzed by PSpice simulations. Technology parameters of one BiCMOS process [8] and supply voltages \( V_{SS}=0V, \) \( V_{CC1}=5V, \) \( V_{CC2}=10V \) and \( V_{CC3}=15V \) were used in the simulations. The CMOS voltage comparator circuits as were proposed in the paper [9], with appropriate designed threshold voltages, were used for design of CMOS voltage comparator networks of the converters. The used CMOS voltage comparator circuits are based on the circuits proposed in the paper [10]. There were simulated and analyzed the most important static and dynamic parameters of the proposed converters.

The timing diagrams of output quaternary voltages and input analog voltage obtained by PSpice simulations for two digit basic type converter are shown in Figure 5. At the converter analog input was applied slow-changing voltage signal \( (V_i)\) for obtaining all possible quaternary states at converter outputs \((V_{o0}\) and \( V_{o1}\)). It was also confirmed by the simulations that the same signal timing diagrams (Figure 5) are also valid for the modified type two digit analog to digital signal converter for BiCMOS quaternary digital systems.

![Figure 5. Timing diagrams of input analog signal and output BiCMOS quaternary signals for basic type two digit converter](image)

Figure 6 shows conversion times \( (t_c) \) of the two digit basic type and modified type analog to digital signal converter for BiCMOS quaternary digital systems as a function of capacitive load \( C_L \) obtained by PSpice simulations. The same technology parameters and the same supply voltages as in previous simulations were used in these simulations. Obtained results for two digit basic type converter are shown by full line. Obtained results for two digit modified type converter are shown by dashed line. It can be seen from the simulation results that modified type converter has smaller conversion time for greater capacitive loads comparing with the basic type converter. That is the main advantage of the modified type converter.

It can be seen from the designs and the simulation results that the basic type analog to digital converter is simpler than the modified type converter. It uses simpler CMOS encoder network and has smaller total number of
MOS transistors. But, the basic type converter and converters obtained on such principle generally have increased conversion time for greater loads compared with the modified type converter.

The proposed basic type BiCMOS analog to quaternary digital signal converters should be used in analog to quaternary digital signal conversion applications that have smaller loads and smaller needed working speeds. The proposed modified type BiCMOS converters should be used in analog to quaternary digital signal conversion applications that use greater loads and greater needed working speeds.

The parameters of one older BiCMOS technology process were used in the proposed analog to quaternary digital signal converter circuits simulations. The reason was to be able to compare results of the simulations with earlier obtained simulation results for some other similar circuits. Also, aim of the paper was proposal and description of the structure and the design, as well as confirmation of proper operation, of the proposed BiCMOS analog to quaternary digital signal converters. The aim was not the determination of parameters and characterization of the concrete converter circuits. All it does not depend on used BiCMOS technology process in the simulations.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Very well known advantages of MV digital systems are the main reasons for increased interest for development, design and application of such digital systems. Practically the greatest interest exists for quaternary MV circuits and systems.

There is need to use analog to digital signal conversion and such converters in MV digital systems. Parallel analog to digital converters are the fastest ones.

The proposed and described principles for development, design and implementation of parallel analog to digital signal converters for applications in BiCMOS quaternary digital systems are very clear and relatively simple. For implementation are used only standard MOS and bipolar transistors and the standard MOS and bipolar technology (standard BiCMOS technology). Proposed and described principles enable design of such converters with any (needed) number of quaternary BiCMOS logic outputs and with any (needed) resolution, according to converter working conditions.

The proposed and described principles and solutions enable to develop, design, implement and obtain optimal BiCMOS analog to quaternary digital signal converter depending on concrete application requirements on the place of converter application. The proposed basic type converters are simpler and use smaller number of MOS transistors. But, that type of converters have greater delay times and greater conversion times for greater loads. The proposed modified type converters are more complex and use more MOS transistors. But that type of converters have smaller delay times and smaller conversion times for greater loads. The reason for such delay times and conversion times is that the basic type converter uses more CMOS logic stages, compared with the modified converter. That increases delay times and conversion times when using greater converter loads. The basic type converter uses smaller total number of MOS transistors, having smaller total parasitic capacitances, compared with the modified type converter. That contributes to decreased delay time and conversion time of the converter when using smaller capacitive loads.

The proposed basic type BiCMOS analog to quaternary digital signal converters should be used in analog to quaternary digital signal conversion applications that have smaller loads and smaller needed working speeds. The proposed modified type BiCMOS converters should be used in analog to quaternary digital signal conversion applications that use greater loads and greater needed working speeds.

The parameters of one older BiCMOS technology process were used in the proposed analog to quaternary digital signal converter circuits simulations. The reason was to be able to compare results of the simulations with earlier obtained simulation results for some other similar circuits. Also, aim of the paper was proposal and description of the structure and the design, as well as confirmation of proper operation, of the proposed BiCMOS analog to quaternary digital signal converters. The aim was not the determination of parameters and characterization of the concrete converter circuits. All it does not depend on used BiCMOS technology process in the simulations.
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Abstract—The paper presents implementation of the Ultra-Wideband (UWB) pulse generator suitable for wireless transmission of time-encoded pulse train. Application of the UWB pulse generator enables direct pulsed triggering from the output of Time Encoding Machine (TEM). The pulse generator circuit is designed in IHP 0.24 μm SG25H3 technology. The paper presents simulation results for the pulse power spectral density and time domain results for the corresponding input and output signals. The pulse generator circuit is expected to consume 189 pJ energy per transmitted pulse and covers area of 0.132 mm². Expected output pulse width is equal to 301 ns and output voltage swing 502 mV.

Keywords—Ultra-Wideband; pulse generator; Time-Encoding Machine; Integral Pulse Frequency Modulator; Power Spectral Density.

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to low energy per transmitted pulse Ultra-Wideband systems are attractive solution for low power short range wireless applications [1-6]. Besides energy efficiency constraints, increasing number of Internet of Things (IoT) connected devices requires novel solutions for wireless connectivity, due to increased spectrum congestion in lower GHz frequency bands [7, 8]. Last 10 meters connectivity is becoming crucial problem in both spectrum management and data processing. Introduction of UWB provides alternative for Bluetooth and similar competing technologies, particularly in Body Area Networks [1, 5], with high number of sensors within low distance.

The most common UWB application areas are in wireless communication systems, particularly Personal Area Networks (PAN) [1, 3], localization [9] and radar imaging [10, 11]. This work is based on analog signal processing, time encoding and asynchronous transmission. Therefore, it cannot be compared in terms of bit rate and bit error rate performances to conventional UWB communication systems. Since it aims to transmit analog signal using asynchronous pulses, its application is considered as baseband modulation technique and is limited with pulse width and pulse repetition rate. The most recent and the most relevant publication proposes similar concept for wireless sensing application, using time constant measurement and UWB transmission [12].

This work is funded in part by Croatian Science Foundation under the project UIP-2014-09-6219 “Energy Efficient Asynchronous Wireless Transmission.

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the UWB transmitter

Architecture of the Integral Pulse Frequency Modulator (IPFM) provides linear and energy efficient transformation of the analog input signal to time information encoded in output pulse distance. Therefore, triggering UWB pulse generator directly with TEM output signal enables extremely simple solution for wireless sensing, applicable in Internet of Things applications. To achieve multi-user analog signal acquisition, time delay-based coding is applied within IPFM feedback loop. According to that, the output pulse width depends on the user time delay ID value. Rectangular output pulse train is fed to the input of UWB generator to generate UWB pulse pairs, suitable for further wireless transmission.

Several recent papers present contributions in IC based Ultra-Wideband pulse generation and shaping [13-16]. Besides IC pulse generator implementations, the most common architectures of UWB pulse generators are based on step recovery diodes or avalanche transistors with application of micro-strip lines [17]. However, SRD and BJT implementations significantly increase power consumption of the circuit and cannot satisfy energy efficiency requirements. The proposed UWB generator, suitable for IC implementation in high frequency 0.24 μm process enables size and power efficient circuitry, suitable for wireless sensing applications.

Section II of the paper presents brief introduction to UWB transmitter architecture, followed by modulation principle explanation and UWB generator architecture. The simulation results of the UWB generator are presented in Section III, including the circuit performances analysis.

II. ULTRA-WIDEBAND TRANSMITTER

A. Integral pulse frequency modulator

The pulse generator is incorporated within IPFM wireless sensor node (Fig. 1). Feedback loop of the IPFM contains
unique identifying delay cell used for multi-user-coding [18, 19]. Each sensor node has different corresponding time delay value, denoted as sensor ID. In that way, each sensor node exhibits different rectangular pulse width at the output.

Corresponding waveforms, for the IPFM DC input signal $x(t) = 1 \text{ V}$ (bottom line), are presented in the fig. 2. Corresponding integrator waveforms present input integrator $I_{inf}(t)$ and user delay integrator $I_{dd}(t)$ signals. Output of the IPFM modulator $y(t)$ conveys information on analog input voltage $x(t)$ within pulse distance and sensor ID information within pulse duration. Following rising and falling edges of the $y(t)$ signal, UWB generator forms UWB pulses (top line).

The consecutive pulse distance is proportional to the comparator threshold $u_{th}(t) = x(t)$ for ideal integrator $I_{inf}(s)$ with time constant $\tau_{inf}$. The input integrator output signal in time domain can be expressed by the following equation:

$$I_{inf}(t_k) = \int_{t_{k-1}}^{t_k} \frac{V_{DD}}{R_{inf}} dt + C_{k-1}.$$ (1)

At the time $t_k$ when integrator $I_{inf}(s)$ triggers comparator, under consumption that at the beginning of the integration slope $t_{k-1}$, the integrator output was equal to 0 ($I_{inf}(t_{k-1}) = C_{k-1} = 0$) the following equation holds:
The IPFM pulse width depends on input integrator switching on and switching off times $T_{on}$ and $T_{off}$ and sensor ID time delay $T_{id}$, which is equal to:

$$T_{id} = \frac{T_{id}}{2}.$$  

According to (2), the distance between consecutive output pulses $T_{k}$ and $T_{k-1}$ of the signal $y(t)$, is equal to:

$$T_{k} - T_{k-1} = \frac{\tau_{id}}{V_{dd}} x(t_k) + \frac{T_{on}}{2} + T_{on} + T_{off}.$$  

### B. Ultra-Wideband pulse generator

To keep information on particular user ID, UWB generator (Fig. 3) produces two UWB pulses per one rectangular IPFM pulse. Input to the pulse generator contains delay cell followed by XOR gate (Fig.4). One rectangular pulse is being transformed to two pulses, one for rising and the other for falling edge. Both pulses trigger the RF part of the UWB pulse generator and at the output form two wideband pulses (top line on Fig.2).

Delay line is implemented by two CMOS inverter cells and capacitor to adjust the time delay, required for the pulse period setting. Input and output of the delay line feed the XOR gate for two consecutive pulses formation. Output of the XOR gate is followed by the buffer which triggers the bipolar transistor coupled with capacitance and inductor for output pulse shaping. Proposed architecture enables direct application of the IPFM output pulse train to the input of the pulse generator, which is extremely important to maintain the circuit simplicity and to provide energy efficient wireless connectivity.

Resulting waveform at the output of the pulse generator is monocycle pulse in required frequency spectrum. Layout of the proposed UWB pulse generator is depicted on Fig. 5. It consumes only 0.132 mm$^2$ mostly occupied by the planar inductor.

### III. SIMULATION RESULTS

The UWB pulse generator circuit is designed and simulated in Cadence Virtuoso tools, using IHP’s PDK for SG25H3 0.24 μm BiCMOS technology, providing higher RF performances. Since the pulse generator requires high slew rate inputs for triggering, the technology is highly suitable for integration of time-encoding circuitry providing satisfying rising and falling pulse times suitable to trigger the pulse generator.

The resulting UWB pulse waveform is presented on Fig. 5. Achieved simulated pulse width is 301 ps and peak-to-peak amplitude over 500 mV. The power spectral density is provided on the Fig.6. The figure represents the PSD in dBW/MHz for pulse repetition rate equal 1.2 μs. Due to low pulse repetition rate, the power spectral density is far below the allowed limits according to the FCC requirements. Advantage of asynchronous transmission at low pulse frequency provides benefits in low power spectral density, which in turn enables...
application of output power amplifiers application and higher output voltage swing for longer range wireless transmission.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Area [mm$^2$]</th>
<th>Energy [pJ/pulse]</th>
<th>$V_{pp}$ [mV]</th>
<th>Pulse width [ns]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>This work</td>
<td>0.132</td>
<td>0.189</td>
<td>502</td>
<td>0.301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[13]</td>
<td>0.123</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>365-583</td>
<td>0.28-7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[15]</td>
<td>0.182</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. CONCLUSION

The paper presents the simple implementation of the Ultra-Wideband pulse generator in 0.24 μm technology. Architecture enables application within Time-Encoding based wireless sensor node applicable for wireless sensing applications. Since wireless sensor node operates in asynchronous manner, no need for clock signal is needed for signal acquisition and processing. Multi-user coding, achieved by simple time delay cell enables microprocessor-free coding which additionally reduces power consumption. Disadvantage of the proposed system is receiver architecture, suitable for asynchronous pulse detection. It can be implemented as a sliding correlator or simple level detector. Such architecture provides increased symbol error rate, but for application in slow varying signals, pulse repetition frequency can significantly be reduced, which enables potential error correction algorithms.
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Ultra-wideband (UWB) impulse radio uses very short pulses whose spectra are regularized by Federal Communications Commission (FCC). One technique to obtain these pulses is shaping. The shaping is realized with a bandpass filter called pulse shaper. Its impulse response approximates an FCC-compliant waveform. In this paper, we propose spectral-efficient shapers whose responses approximate high-order Gaussian and modified Hermitian monocycles. To obtain the optimum shapers, we use least-squares error criterion. Furthermore, for various orders of monocycles, we provide the transfer functions that exhibit high spectral efficiency. Within the FCC UWB passband, the transfer functions of the Gaussian shapers ensure the spectral efficiency up to 89%, whereas the functions of the modified-Hermitian shapers provide the efficiency up to 62%.

The design of pulse shaper is based on the approximation of the given monocycle. Several design methods have been developed, considering Padé [17], elliptic [18], and least squares [19], [20] approximation. In addition, the design of shapers incorporating the response of UWB antennas is considered in [21] and [22].

In this paper, we propose spectral-efficient analog pulse shapers whose impulse responses approximate high-order Gaussian and modified-Hermitian monocycles in the least-squares sense. To obtain the optimum shapers, we use the time-domain synthesis proposed in [19]. Furthermore, we provide the transfer functions of the shapers generating the monocycles with very high spectral efficiency within the FCC UWB passband.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes approaches to the design of UWB pulse generators. The method for the design of pulse shapers is described in Section III. Section IV describes the proposed Gaussian and Hermitian shapers.

II. UWB Pulse Generation

A. Pulse Generation Approaches

Well-established techniques for pulse generation are based on up-conversion, pulse shaping, and waveform synthesis [16]. The first technique employs analog lowpass filter to obtain a baseband pulse, which is then converted up to the UWB passband, as shown in Figure 1. In the second technique, the UWB pulse is obtained directly, by using analog bandpass filter called pulse shaper, as illustrated in Figure 2. The third technique employs discrete-time synthesis followed by up-conversion.

It is clear that the lowpass filter is usually less complex than the bandpass filter. However, employing the lowpass filter is paid by additional circuitry implementing mixer and local oscillator. Therefore, we consider here the latter approach.
The power spectral density (PSD) of UWB pulses are regularized by FCC masks. Different masks are used for indoor and outdoor communications, as shown in Figure 3 [1]. For both masks, the FCC defines the UWB passband from 3.1 GHz to 10.6 GHz, with the maximum PSD value of $-41.3$ dBm/MHz.

Common measures of quality for UWB pulse generators are the spectral efficiency and the 10 dB-bandwidth. The spectral efficiency is defined as the average power of pulse normalized to the total allowed power under the FCC mask, that is,

$$\eta = \frac{\int |P(f)|^2 df}{B} \times 100 \%$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $P(f)$ is the Fourier transform of the UWB pulse, $S(f)$ is the FCC spectral mask, and $B$ is the band of interest.

### B. Basic Pulse Shapes

Despite many efficient pulse shapes, the derivatives of the Gaussian pulse are still widely used for UWB pulses. In practice, the derivatives up to the seventh order are employed [7].

The Gaussian pulse is defined as

$$g_0(t) = \exp \left[ -\left( \frac{t}{\tau} \right)^2 \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $\tau$ denotes a bandwidth scaling factor. The $n$th derivative of the Gaussian pulse is called the $n$th-order Gaussian monocycle. The shape of the $n$th-order monocycle can be written in an analytical form, as in [23]

$$g_n(t) = \frac{d^n g_0(t)}{dt^n} = (-1)^n \frac{t^n}{\tau^n} H_n \left( \frac{t}{\tau} \right) g_0(t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $H_n(t)$ is the Hermite polynomial of order $n$. A closed-form expression for the $n$th order Hermite polynomial is given by [23]

$$H_n(t) = \sum_{m=0}^{\left\lfloor n/2 \right\rfloor} \frac{(-1)^m (2t)^{n-2m}}{m!(n-2m)!}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $\left\lfloor u \right\rfloor$ denotes the greatest integer equal to or smaller than $u$.

The central frequency and bandwidth of the Gaussian monocycle are determined by factor $\tau$ in (2). For the FCC compliant monocycles of up to the tenth order, the values of $\tau$ are given in Table I in [4]. Later, in [7], it is shown that the second- and third-order Gaussian monocycles cannot meet the FCC masks unless a frequency translation is employed. In that sense, we do not consider them in this paper. In the paper referred to, it is also shown that the Gaussian monocycles with order higher than three meet the FCC indoor mask, whereas the monocycles with order higher than five fit the FCC outdoor mask.

Other well-established UWB pulses are modified Hermitian monocycles [2]. Similar to the Gaussian monocycles, these pulses have short duration and good spectral efficiency. The $n$th-order modified Hermitian monocycle is defined as [2]

$$m_n(t) = \exp \left[ -\left( \frac{t}{\sqrt{2\tau}} \right)^2 \right] g_n(t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where $\tau$ is the same scaling factor as in $g_n(t)$.

In [7], it is shown that the modified Hermitian monocycles with orders greater than one are suitable for pulse shaping. However, to meet the FCC mask, they require additional bandpass filtering, what makes the UWB pulse generation more complex.

### III. TIME-DOMAIN SYNTHESIS OF PULSE SHAPERS

#### A. Problem Formulation

The time-domain synthesis of a pulse shaper approximates the ideal UWB monocycle $p(t)$ with causal impulse response. Since $p(t)$ is noncausal, it should be appropriately delayed and truncated. Furthermore, its amplitude is usually normalized to unity. Such a
monocycle is then considered as the desired impulse response. It has the form
\[ h_d(t) = \begin{cases} \frac{p(t-t_d)}{p_{\text{max}}}, & 0 \leq t \leq T \\ 0, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \] (6)
where \( t_d \) is the delay, \( T \) is a duration to which \( p(t) \) is truncated, and \( p_{\text{max}} \) is the maximum absolute value of \( p(t) \).

Our objective is to design analog pulse shapers whose impulse responses approximate the monocycles. We define the objective function as
\[ \varepsilon(x) = \frac{1}{T} \int_0^T [h(t,x) - h_d(t)]^2 dt \] (7)
where \( h(t,x) \) is the shaper’s impulse response and \( x \) is the vector of shaper parameters. It is clear that the delay \( t_d \) in (6) is known in advance.

In the design of shapers, we calculate \( \varepsilon(x) \) using \( h(t,x) \) and \( h_d(t) \) evaluated on uniformly spaced time grid \( Q = [t_q; q=0, ..., Q] \) defined within \( 0 \leq t \leq T \). Hence, the objective function in (7) is approximated with a finite sum, thus obtaining
\[ \varepsilon(x) = \frac{1}{Q} \sum_{q=0}^{Q} [h(t_q,x) - h_d(t_q)]^2 \] (8)

The optimum shaper parameters that minimize the error in (8) can be found by solving the problem
\[ \hat{x} = \arg \min_x \varepsilon(x) \] (9)

To solve the problem in (9), we use the method proposed in [19]. In this method, the optimum parameters are found by iterative procedure in which a second-order cone program is solved in each iteration. Such an approach enables fast convergence and low sensitivity to optimization starting-point. In addition, the method deals with the zero-pole-gain model of the system, thus enabling simple control of shaper’s stability.

B. Model of Pulse Shaper

The transfer function of an \( N \)th order shaper with \( M \) zeros is given by
\[ H(s) = H_0 \prod_{i=1}^{M}(s-z_i) \prod_{k=1}^{N}(s-p_k) \] (10)
where \( H_0 \) is the gain constant, and \( p_k \) and \( z_i \) denote transfer function poles and zeros. Since the shaper is uniquely described by \( p_k, z_i, \) and \( H_0 \), these parameters represent the components of \( x \). To form \( x \) as a real vector, we describe complex pairs of the poles and the zeros by their real and imaginary parts. If the transfer function contains \( M_1 \) real zeros, \( M_2 \) complex zeros, \( M_3 \) imaginary zeros, \( N_1 \) real poles, and \( N_2 \) complex poles, where \( M_1+M_2+M_3=M \) and \( N_1+N_2=N \), then \( x \) can be defined as [19]
\[ x = [H_0, \quad z_1, ..., z_{M_1}, \alpha_1, \beta_1, ..., \alpha_{M_2}/2, \beta_{M_2}/2, \gamma_1, ..., \gamma_{M_3}/2, \quad p_1, ..., p_{N_1}, \sigma_1, \omega_1, ..., \sigma_{N_2}/2, \omega_{N_2}/2] \] (11)
where \( \alpha_i, \beta_i, \gamma_i, \) and \( \omega_i \) are real and imaginary parts of complex zeros and poles, as given in [19]
\[ z_{M_1+i} = \alpha_i + j\beta_i, \quad z^*_{M_1+i} = \alpha_i - j\beta_i, \quad i = 1, ..., M_2/2 \] (12)
\[ z_{M_1+M_2+k} = j\gamma_k, \quad z^*_{M_1+M_2+k} = -j\gamma_k, \quad k = 1, ..., M_3/2 \] (13)
\[ p_{N_1+i} = \sigma_i + j\omega_i, \quad p^*_{N_1+i} = \sigma_i - j\omega_i, \quad l = 1, ..., N_2/2 \] (14)

In the design, the shaper’s impulse response, \( h(t,x) \), should be known. If the poles are simple and \( M < N \), the impulse response can be obtained as
\[ h(t) = \sum_{r=1}^{N} K_r \exp(p_r t), \quad t \geq 0 \] (15)
where \( K_r \); \( r = 1, ..., N \); are pole residues given by
\[ K_r = H_0 \prod_{k=1,k \neq r}^{M}(p_r - z_k) \prod_{k=1}^{N}(p_r - p_k) \] (16)

According to [19], the choice of the initial point is not critical. However, the convergence rate can be significantly reduced if the initial point is far from the optimum. Furthermore, since the transfer function in (10) vanishes for \( H_0 = 0 \), it is recommended to start the optimization with \( H_0 \) of the appropriate sign, or run the optimizations for both signs.

IV. PROPOSED SPECTRAL-EFFICIENT PULSE SHAPERS

In this section, we describe the transfer functions of the shapers whose impulse responses approximate the Gaussian and modified-Hermitian monocycles. In addition, we provide the spectral efficiencies of the obtained impulse responses measured within the FCC UWB passband.

All transfer functions were obtained by approximating the desired impulse response in (6) which was sampled in 1001 points, that is, with \( Q = 1000 \). Furthermore, the delay \( t_d \) was estimated to ensure the truncated \( p(t) \) contains 99.99% of its total energy. Hence, it was obtained by solving the equation
\[ t_d \left[ \int_{-t_d}^{t_d} p^2(t) dt \right] = 0.9999 \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} p^2(t) dt \] (17)
Finally, the time axis is normalized to 1 ns. Consequently, the zeros and poles are normalized to 1 Grad/s.

A. Gaussian Shapers

The Gaussian shapers were obtained by approximating the desired response with \( T = 10 \) ns. The optimum zeros, poles, and gain constants of the shapers
approximating the monocycles of orders from \( n = 4 \) to \( n = 7 \) are given in Table I. For each \( n \), the sixth- and eighth-order transfer function was obtained. In addition, to ensure the proposed shapers are compliant to the FCC indoor mask, the FCC gain constant \( C \) for each shaper is tabulated. This constant should be used in (10) instead of \( H_0 \). In the table, the spectral efficiencies of the corresponding impulse responses are also given. It is clear that the obtained spectral efficiency decreases with the order of monocycle. It is expected since the bandwidth of the ideal monocycle decreases with monocycle's order, as it is described in [4].

Figure 4 and 5 show the power spectral densities of the impulse responses of the proposed sixth-and eighth-order Gaussian shapers, together with the FCC indoor mask. It is clear that all shapers are closely compliant to the mask. Namely, outside the UWB passband they almost

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( n )</th>
<th>Zeros, Poles, Gains, and FCC Constants of Pulse Shapers Generating Gaussian Monocycle of Order ( n )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( n = 4 ) with ( \tau = 0.06647 ) and ( t_d = 0.18688 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| \( M = 4 \) | \( 24.3772 \pm 63.6343 \) j \\
| | \( 4.41124 \pm 1.52466 \) j |
| \( H_0 = 21.0178 \) |
| \( C = 7.13571 \) |
| \( \eta = 81.2\% \) |
| \( N = 6 \) | \( -7.05717 \pm 59.4434 \) j \\
| | \( -8.17639 \pm 42.9447 \) j \\
| | \( -6.84788 \pm 27.4355 \) j |
| \( H_0 = -18.2432 \) |
| \( C = -6.46810 \) |
| \( \eta = 88.8\% \) |
| \( M = 6 \) | \( 13.3323 \pm 79.0313 \) j \\
| | \( \pm 8.36727 \) j \\
| | \( 38.9955 \) \\
| | \( 38.9955 \) |
| \( H_0 = -28576.0 \) |
| \( C = -9207.52 \) |
| \( \eta = 82.4\% \) |
| \( N = 8 \) | \( -9.05537 \pm 66.1232 \) j \\
| | \( -10.7319 \pm 48.7615 \) j \\
| | \( -10.4152 \pm 32.5719 \) j \\
| | \( -9.67026 \pm 13.0463 \) j |
| \( H_0 = 998.092 \) |
| \( C = 296.149 \) |
| \( \eta = 82.6\% \) |
| \( n = 5 \) with \( \tau = 0.07212 \) and \( t_d = 0.20922 \) |
| \( M = 4 \) | \( 23.2788 \pm 63.4835 \) j \\
| | \( 21.6042 \) \\
| | \( 0 \) |
| \( H_0 = 18.2211 \) |
| \( C = 5.20835 \) |
| \( \eta = 76.0\% \) |
| \( N = 6 \) | \( -6.25793 \pm 59.9713 \) j \\
| | \( -7.26166 \pm 45.1554 \) j \\
| | \( -6.09085 \pm 31.1535 \) j |
| \( H_0 = 998.092 \) |
| \( C = 296.149 \) |
| \( \eta = 82.6\% \) |
| \( N = 8 \) | \( -7.39071 \pm 65.7296 \) j \\
| | \( -8.85083 \pm 50.9586 \) j \\
| | \( -8.58172 \pm 37.4470 \) j \\
| | \( -6.73907 \pm 24.1066 \) j |
| \( H_0 = -457.60 \) |
| \( C = -147.36 \) |
| \( \eta = 74.3\% \) |
| \( n = 6 \) with \( \tau = 0.07495 \) and \( t_d = 0.22071 \) |
| \( M = 3 \) | \( 29.9416 \pm 47.8954 \) j \\
| | \( 2.39398 \) |
| | \( 0 \) |
| \( H_0 = 1966.0 \) |
| \( C = 583.34 \) |
| \( \eta = 71.0\% \) |
| \( N = 6 \) | \( -5.8524 \pm 60.6325 \) j \\
| | \( -6.42499 \pm 47.1044 \) j \\
| | \( -6.52264 \pm 33.9565 \) j |
| \( H_0 = 998.092 \) |
| \( C = 296.149 \) |
| \( \eta = 82.6\% \) |
| \( M = 4 \) | \( 40.0656 \pm 57.1491 \) j \\
| | \( \pm 14.3802 \) j |
| | \( 0 \) |
| \( H_0 = -25876.0 \) |
| \( C = -7052.5 \) |
| \( \eta = 74.0\% \) |
| \( N = 8 \) | \( -6.01416 \pm 65.1139 \) j \\
| | \( -7.55214 \pm 51.7788 \) j \\
| | \( -7.49202 \pm 39.0740 \) j \\
| | \( -6.14528 \pm 26.0428 \) j |
| \( H_0 = -28576.0 \) |
| \( C = -9207.52 \) |
| \( \eta = 74.0\% \) |
| \( n = 7 \) with \( \tau = 0.08061 \) and \( t_d = 0.23093 \) |
| \( M = 3 \) | \( 20.7203 \pm 64.6888 \) j \\
| | \( 0 \) |
| | \( 0 \) |
| \( H_0 = -28534.0 \) |
| \( C = -7052.51 \) |
| \( \eta = 74.0\% \) |
| \( N = 6 \) | \( -5.15940 \pm 50.5752 \) j \\
| | \( -7.55214 \pm 51.7788 \) j \\
| | \( -6.52264 \pm 33.9565 \) j |
| \( H_0 = -28576.0 \) |
| \( C = -7052.5 \) |
| \( \eta = 74.0\% \) |
| \( M = 4 \) | \( 29.9416 \pm 47.8954 \) j \\
| | \( 2.39398 \) |
| | \( 0 \) |
| \( H_0 = -25876.0 \) |
| \( C = -7052.5 \) |
| \( \eta = 74.0\% \) |
| \( N = 8 \) | \( -6.01416 \pm 65.1139 \) j \\
| | \( -7.55214 \pm 51.7788 \) j \\
| | \( -7.49202 \pm 39.0740 \) j \\
| | \( -6.14528 \pm 26.0428 \) j |
| \( H_0 = -25876.0 \) |
| \( C = -7052.5 \) |
| \( \eta = 74.0\% \) |
fit the mask. However, it is considered tolerable since the UWB antennas have bandpass characteristics and, thus, additionally filter the obtained responses [21], [22].

Let us now compare our shaper with $N = 6$ and $M = 4$ generating fourth-order monocycle with the elliptic shaper having $N = 6$ and $M = 5$, which is proposed in [18]. Figure 6 shows the power spectral densities of the impulses responses of both shapers. Within the UWB passband, the proposed Gaussian shaper ensures $\eta = 81.2\%$, whereas the elliptic shaper results in $\eta = 90.5\%$. However, the proposed shaper ensures better time localization of the impulse response than do the elliptic shaper, as it is illustrated in Figure 7.

B. Hermitian Shapers

Let us now describe the shapers whose impulse responses approximate modified Hermitian monocycles with $n = 2, 3, \text{ and } 4$. The shapers were obtained by using $T = 20\tau$. In addition, according to [2], the magnitude responses of the modified Hermitian monocycles contain zeros. Therefore, for their approximation we used the transfer functions having the imaginary zeros. The optimum zeros, poles, and gain constants of the Hermitian shapers are given in Table II, together with the corresponding FCC gain constants and spectral efficiencies measured within the UWB passband. It is clear that to achieve good spectral efficiency, higher monocycle's order requires higher transfer function's order.

Figure 8 shows the impulse response of the shaper generating the fourth-order modified-Hermitian monocycle, whereas Figure 9 shows its PSD together with the FCC indoor mask. It is clear that the Hermitian shaper is not FCC compliant. It is expected since the ideal modified-Hermitian monocycles have multiple high sidelobes, and, consequently, do not meet the FCC mask [7]. Therefore, the Hermitian shapers require additional bandpass filters, thus increasing the implementation complexity [7].

V. CONCLUSIONS

The analog pulse shapers generating spectral-efficient high-order Gaussian and modified Hermitian monocycles were proposed. Their transfer functions were obtained by minimizing the mean squared error in the time domain. The functions are represented with the zero-pole-gain model having simple poles only. It is shown that within the FCC UWB passband the proposed Gaussian shapers ensure spectral efficiency up to 89%, whereas the Hermitian shapers provide the efficiency up to 62%.

VI. REFERENCES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>n</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>Poles (Hz)</th>
<th>Zeros (Hz)</th>
<th>H∞</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>η</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>23.9001 ± 44.3637 j</td>
<td>± 12.4314 j</td>
<td>28.6981</td>
<td>6.20057</td>
<td>61.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-6.42630 ± 39.6797 j</td>
<td>-7.06111 ± 24.3636 j</td>
<td>-6.06555 ± 7.56470 j</td>
<td>33.2854</td>
<td>6.77222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>20.6618 ± 39.4412 j</td>
<td>± 19.5214 j</td>
<td>± 0.99368 j</td>
<td>20.60827</td>
<td>52.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>± 75.9298 j</td>
<td>19.9731 ± 46.1548 j</td>
<td>± 24.8823 j</td>
<td>± 7.80364 j</td>
<td>14.5409</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE II.**
ZEROS, POLES, GAINS, AND FCC CONSTANTS OF PULSE SHAPERS
GENERATING MODIFIED HERMITIAN MONOCYCLE OF ORDER n

**Figure 8.** Impulse response of proposed Hermitian shaper generating fourth-order monocyte.

**Figure 9.** Power spectral density of impulse response approximating fourth-order modified Hermitian monocyte, together with FCC indoor mask.
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Abstract—Cascaded-integrator-comb (CIC) decimation filters are the simplest multiplierless filters supporting high sample rate conversion factors. However, the magnitude response of high order CIC filters exhibits a high passband droop. Such a droop can be reduced by connecting an FIR compensator in the cascade with the CIC filter. In this paper, we present a method for the design of CIC compensators whose coefficients are expressed as a sum of powers of two (SPT). The method is based on the minimization of the difference between the maximum and the minimum passband amplitude. To obtain the compensator coefficients, we use a global optimization technique, which is based on the interval analysis. In the optimization, the number of SPT terms for each coefficient is specified. The compensators obtained efficiently compensate narrow and wide passbands by using three and five coefficients having small number of SPT terms. For these compensators, multiplierless structures are provided.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cascaded-integrator-comb (CIC) decimation filters are the simplest multiplierless filters supporting high sample rate conversion factors [1]. Consequently, they found their application mainly in digital down converters. However, the CIC filters of high orders introduce a high passband droop, which is not tolerable in multi-standard receivers [2]–[4]. The most popular technique for reducing the droop is compensation. It is based on connecting a low-order finite-impulse-response (FIR) filter called compensator in the cascade with the CIC filter. Since the CIC filters are multiplierless, compensators with a multiplierless structure are preferable.

It is clear that the multiplierless compensation makes a tradeoff between complexity and compensation capability. Therefore, multiplierless narrowband and wideband compensators are separately considered in literature. Various methods for their design have been developed [2]–[13], covering compensators with two [11], three [2]–[10], [12], [13], five [7], and arbitrary number of coefficients [6], [8].

In many applications, the CIC compensators with three coefficients are sufficient. However, wideband applications require more complex structures, such as compensators with more than three coefficients, sharpened compensated-CIC filters [4], [10], or multi-stage compensators [14], [15]. Recently, a two-stage multiplierless wideband compensator with high compensation capability has been proposed [16].

In this paper, we consider single-stage multiplierless CIC compensators. We present a method for their design which is based on the minimization of the maximum passband deviation over the sum-of-powers-of-two (SPT) coefficient space. To obtain the coefficients, we use a global optimization technique based on the interval analysis [19]. In the optimization, the number of SPT terms for each coefficient is specified. We show that the compensators obtained efficiently compensate narrow and wide passbands by using three and five coefficients having small number of SPT terms. For these compensators we provide multiplierless structures.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the compensation of CIC filters based on the maximum passband deviation. The method for the design of multiplierless compensators is presented in Section III. Section IV contains examples illustrating the features of the proposed compensator class.

II. COMPENSATION OF CIC FILTERS BASED ON MAXIMUM PASSBAND DEVIATION

A. CIC Compensator

The amplitude response of the Nth order CIC filter is given by [1]

\[
H_{CIC}(\omega) = \left[ \frac{1}{R} \right]^{N} \frac{\sin(\omega R)}{\sin(\omega)}
\]

(1)

The CIC compensator is connected to the output of the CIC filter. Therefore, it improves the CIC response.
The linear-phase FIR compensator with an odd number of coefficients, \( L \), has the amplitude response [6]

\[
H(\omega) = c_0 + 2 \sum_{k=1}^{(L-1)/2} c_k \cos(k\omega)
\]  

(3)

To preserve the gain of the CIC filter, we assume \( H(0) = 1 \). Consequently, the central coefficient \( c_0 \) in (3) takes the value

\[
c_0 = 1 - 2 \sum_{k=1}^{(L-1)/2} c_k
\]  

(4)

By substituting (4) into (3), we obtain the response

\[
H(\omega) = 1 + 2 \sum_{k=1}^{(L-1)/2} c_k [\cos(k\omega) - 1]
\]  

(5)

Common approach in the design of linear-phase FIR filters is based on the minimization of the maximum absolute passband error. However, in the design of multiplierless compensators, the difference between the maximum and the minimum passband amplitude is more important. Such an approach introduces a gain, which is considered as a desired passband response. Therefore, we define the objective function as

\[
e(\mathbf{c}) = \max_{\omega_0 \in \Omega} H_C(\omega_0)H(\omega_0, \mathbf{c}) - \min_{\omega_0 \in \Omega} H_C(\omega_0)H(\omega_0, \mathbf{c})
\]  

(6)

where \( \mathbf{c} \) is the vector of free compensator coefficients given by

\[
\mathbf{c} = [c_1 \ c_2 \cdots c_{(L-1)/2}]^T
\]  

(7)

and \( \Omega = [-\omega_p, \omega_p] \), \( 0 < \omega_p < \pi \), is the passband.

In the design of compensators, we calculate \( e(\mathbf{c}) \) using the responses evaluated on uniformly spaced frequency grid \( Q = \{\omega_k; k=0, \ldots, K-1\} \) defined within \( \Omega \). Hence, the objective function is obtained as

\[
e(\mathbf{c}) = \max_{\omega_k \in Q} H_C(\omega_k)H(\omega_k, \mathbf{c}) - \min_{\omega_k \in Q} H_C(\omega_k)H(\omega_k, \mathbf{c})
\]  

(8)

III. MULTIPLIERLESS COMPENSATORS

A. Design of Compensator Based on Interval Analysis

To find the optimum SPT coefficients of the CIC compensator, we specify the number of SPT terms per coefficient to a value \( P \). Such a design is described by the optimization problem

\[
\hat{\mathbf{c}} = \arg \min_{\mathbf{c}} [e(\mathbf{c})]
\]  

(9)

subject to: \( \mathbf{c} \) is SPT representable

CIC compensators described in literature usually have the coefficients whose values exceed the range \([-1, 1)\), as can be seen in [8], [12], and [13]. Therefore, in solving the problem in (9), we assume the elements of \( \mathbf{c} \) contain integer and fractional parts. They are given by

\[
c_k = \sum_{p=-F}^{S-1} b_{k,p} 2^p \quad ; \quad k = 1, 2, \ldots, \frac{L-1}{2}
\]  

(10)

where \( S \) and \( F \) are the wordlengths of the integer and the fractional part, and \( b_{k,p} \in \{-1,0,1\} \). Each \( b_{k,p} \neq 0 \) represents one SPT term.

To solve the problem in (8)–(10), we use the global optimization technique based on the interval analysis [17], [18]. Such a technique has already been applied in the design of CIC compensators [8] and FIR filters [19]. In our design, we use the optimization procedure from [19]. This procedure minimizes the interval extension of the objective function in (8).

B. Multiplierless Implementation

Multiplierless compensators with three coefficients \( (L = 3) \) are often used for the compensation of CIC filters. Considering compensation capability, they significantly improve narrow passbands. However, for wideband compensations with low passband deviation, the compensators with five coefficients \( (L = 5) \) are usually sufficient.

Figures 1 and 2 show the multiplierless structures of the proposed compensators with three and five coefficients. It is clear that the computational complexity of the compensators depends on the implementations of constant multipliers. Since each SPT coefficient employs \( P-1 \) adders, the total number of adders required in the structure is

\[
A = P + 2
\]  

(11)

for the compensator with three coefficients, and

\[
A = 2(P + 2)
\]  

(12)

for the compensator with five coefficients.
IV. DESIGN EXAMPLES

The features of the proposed technique are illustrated with the design of narrowband and wideband compensators. The design is performed for CIC filters with decimation factor $R = 32$ by using $K = 1024$ frequency points. The optimum SPT coefficients are found for $S = 2$ and $F = 16$. The coefficients obtained are given in Table I. They are tabulated for various passband edge frequencies and CIC filter orders.

It is well known that for a given order of the CIC filter, the amplitude response negligibly changes the shape within the passband for $R \geq 10$ [1]. In that sense, the tabulated coefficients can be used for compensation of any CIC filter with $R \geq 10$.

A. Narrowband Compensators

Here, we describe a narrowband compensation of the CIC filter with $N = 5$ and $R = 32$ by using the compensators with three coefficients and $P \leq 3$. For illustration, the passband edge frequency $\omega_p = \pi/5$ is chosen. Figure 3 shows the compensated passband responses. The uncompensated CIC filter introduces the droop of 0.72 dB. However, the compensated CIC filter yields the maximum passband deviation of 0.08 dB for $P = 1$, 0.03 dB for $P = 2$, and 0.02 dB for $P = 3$, resulting in the compensator with three, four, and five adders, respectively.

B. Wideband Compensators

Simple wideband compensators incorporate only three coefficients, as for example in [10] and [13]. Hence, we compare our wideband compensator with three coefficients and $P = 3$ with the compensators referred to. Figure 4 shows the obtained passband responses for the CIC filter with $N = 5$ and $R = 32$, assuming $\omega_p = \pi/2$. The uncompensated CIC filter introduces the droop of 4.6 dB. Our response has the maximum deviation of 0.58 dB, whereas the deviation of the compensators in [10] and [13] are 0.71 dB and 0.88 dB. It is clear that the proposed compensation is better. However, in comparison with the compensator in [10], it is paid by increasing the total number of adders by one.

Let us now consider the compensators with five coefficients and $P \leq 3$. For illustration, we describe the compensation of the same CIC filter, but with $\omega_p = 3\pi/5$. Figure 5 shows the obtained passband responses. The CIC filter introduces the droop of 6.6 dB. However, the
compensated CIC filter results in the maximum deviation of 0.68 dB for \(P = 1\), 0.28 dB for \(P = 2\), and 0.25 dB for \(P = 3\), which are obtained using six, eight, and ten adders, respectively.

Recently, the multiplierless CIC compensation using the cascade of two linear-phase compensators has been proposed [16]. In this cascade, the first compensator has three coefficients, whereas the second compensator has five coefficients. Here, we compare the proposed single-stage compensator having five coefficients and \(P = 2\) with the two-stage multiplierless compensator from [16]. The compensation of the same CIC filter is considered. Figure 6 shows the compensated responses obtained for \(\omega_p = \pi/2\). Both responses ensure the maximum passband deviation close to 0.1 dB. However, our compensator employs less number of adders.

Let us now compare the proposed compensation with a simple multiplierless sharpening technique proposed in [10]. We use the compensator with five coefficients and \(P = 3\), obtained for the CIC filter with \(N = 5\). On the other hand, we choose the sharpened filter incorporating the CIC filter with \(N = 4\). Such a filter is obtained by substituting \(x = [1 + 2^{-1} - 2^{-1}\cos(R\omega)]H_{CIC}(\omega)\) into the sharpening polynomial \(p(x) = 2x - x^2\) [10]. In both cases, the filters deal with \(R = 32\) and have 8 adders each. Passband at high rate is \(|\omega| \leq \pi/64\).

Figure 5. Passband responses at low rate of CIC filter with \(N = 5\) and \(R = 32\) compensated with proposed compensators having five coefficients and \(P\) terms. Passband is \(|\omega| \leq 3\pi/5\).

Figure 6. Passband responses at low rate of CIC filter with \(N = 5\) and \(R = 32\) compensated with proposed single-stage compensator with five coefficients and \(P = 2\), and two-stage compensator proposed in [16]. Both compensator structures ensure maximum deviation close to 0.1 dB and have 8 adders. Passband is \(|\omega| \leq \pi/2\).

Figure 7. Magnitude response at high rate of proposed compensated CIC filter with \(N = 5\) obtained by compensator with five coefficients and \(P = 3\), together with response of sharpened compensated-CIC filter with \(N = 4\) proposed in [10]. Both filters deal with \(R = 32\) and have 8 adders each. Passband at high rate is \(|\omega| \leq \pi/64\).

Finally, we describe the application of our compensators for improving the passband of non-recursive CIC-based FIR decimation filters proposed in [20]. These filters provide very high stopband attenuations. However, they introduce rather high passband droop. In the paper referred to, the authors suggest using common CIC compensators to reduce the droop. For illustration, we apply our CIC compensators for improving the passband of the CIC FIR filters. In particular, we design the compensator with five coefficients and \(P = 2\) to improve the filter from [20], obtained by \(N = 10\) and \(R = 10\). In the design, we choose the passband with \(\omega_p = \pi/2\). The optimum compensator coefficients are obtained as \(c_1 = -2^6 - 2^{-1}\) and \(c_2 = 2^2 + 2^{-4}\), resulting in the structure containing eight adders. Figure 8 shows the magnitude response of the compensated CIC FIR filter together with the response of the original filter. The CIC FIR filter ensures the minimum folding-band attenuation of 128 dB and introduces the droop of 9.4 dB. However, our compensator significantly improves the passband, resulting in the droop of 0.6 dB.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(P=1)</th>
<th>(P=2)</th>
<th>(P=3)</th>
<th>(P=1)</th>
<th>(P=2)</th>
<th>(P=3)</th>
<th>(P=1)</th>
<th>(P=2)</th>
<th>(P=3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(c_4)</td>
<td>(N=2)</td>
<td>(N=3)</td>
<td>(N=4)</td>
<td>(\omega_p=\pi/5)</td>
<td>(\omega_p=\pi/4)</td>
<td>(\omega_p=\pi/3)</td>
<td>(\omega_p=\pi/2)</td>
<td>(\omega_p=3\pi/5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c_1)</td>
<td>(-2)</td>
<td>(-2)</td>
<td>(-2)</td>
<td>(-2)</td>
<td>(-2)</td>
<td>(-2)</td>
<td>(-2)</td>
<td>(-2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c_2)</td>
<td>(-2)</td>
<td>(-2)</td>
<td>(-2)</td>
<td>(-2)</td>
<td>(-2)</td>
<td>(-2)</td>
<td>(-2)</td>
<td>(-2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c_3)</td>
<td>(-2)</td>
<td>(-2)</td>
<td>(-2)</td>
<td>(-2)</td>
<td>(-2)</td>
<td>(-2)</td>
<td>(-2)</td>
<td>(-2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 8. Magnitude response at high rate of non-recursive CIC FIR filter with $N = 10$ and $R = 10$ proposed in [20] compensated with compensator having five coefficients and $P = 2$, together with magnitude response of uncompensated filter. Passband at high rate is $|\omega| \leq \pi/20$.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A method for the design of CIC compensators with SPT coefficients was presented. It is based on the minimization of the difference between the maximum and the minimum passband amplitude, assuming unity DC gain. The optimum coefficients are obtained by using the global optimization technique based on the interval analysis.

The proposed compensators efficiently compensate narrow and wide passbands using three and five coefficients, requiring up to five adders for the compensators with three coefficients and up to ten adders for the compensators with five coefficients.
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Abstract – This paper presents a recursive algorithm for adaptive observation of linear single-input single-output (SISO) time-invariant discrete systems. The problem of state observation is of main importance in automatic control, especially for designing modal state controllers when the state variables of the system are unknown. The proposed algorithm is based on the recursive extended least-squares (RELS) method. The adaptive state observer estimates system parameters, initial and current state vector by using the measured input and output system signals. In order to verify the algorithm performance, simulation experiments in the Matlab environment are carried out and provided.

I. INTRODUCTION

The problem of state observation is of main importance in automatic control. Design of state feedback control systems often requires state vector reconstruction. The reconstruction could be done by using measurements of input and output signals values of the controlled system.

The algorithm used for state vector reconstruction is referred to as state observer. The observer is a very useful tool for receiving information of the state variables of a system. These variables are otherwise unknown. For this reason, the state observer is widely used in control, estimation and other engineering applications.

Adaptive observation problem includes state observer synthesis and parameter estimators. In the adaptive observers matrices A and b or c (according to the chosen state space canonical representation) are assumed to be unknown. The observation process leads to parameters estimation, determination of the unknown matrices and calculation of the state vector.

A recurrent algorithm for adaptive observation of linear time-invariant (LTI) single-input single-output (SISO) discrete system is presented in this paper. The algorithm is developed by using the recursive extended least-squares method (RELS) [1,2].

In the proposed adaptive observer the parameters estimator is constructed based on the simple mathematical procedure, which includes inversion of the informative matrix given in [3].

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Let us consider a linear time-invariant SISO discrete system by a state space model of the form:

\[ x(k+1) = A x(k) + b u(k), \quad x(0) = x_0, \]
\[ y(k) = c^T x(k) + f(k), \quad k = 0, 1, 2, \ldots \]

where the state matrices are:

\[ A = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & : & I_{n-1} \\ \vdots & \vdots & \vdots \\ a_n \end{bmatrix}, \]
\[ b = \begin{bmatrix} b_1 \\ \vdots \\ b_n \end{bmatrix}, \quad c = \begin{bmatrix} 1 \\ \vdots \\ 0 \end{bmatrix}. \]

In the equations given above: \( n \), which denotes the system order, is previously known; \( I_{n-1} \) is a square unit matrix of size \((n-1) \times (n-1)\); \( x(k) \in R^n \) is the unknown current state vector; \( x(0) \in R^n \) is the unknown initial state vector, \( u(k) \in R^1 \) is a scalar input signal; \( y(k) \in R^1 \) is a scalar output signal; \( f(k) \) is an additive noise signal; \( a \) and \( b \) are unknown vector parameters.

The discrete transfer function corresponding to the state-space model (1) is as follows:

\[ W(z) = \frac{h_1 z^{n-1} + h_2 z^{n-2} + \ldots + h_n z + h_0}{z^n - a_1 z^{n-1} - \ldots - a_n z - a_0}. \]

The relation between the vector elements \( b_i \) and the numerator polynomial coefficients \( h_i \) of the discrete transfer function (4), in accordance with the chosen canonical form, could be expressed by the following equation [4]:

\[ Tb = h, \]

where

\[ h^T = [h_1 \ h_2 \ \ldots \ h_n]. \]
The elements $a_i$ of the vector $a$ are coefficients of the denominator polynomial of discrete transfer function (4) with reversed order and an opposite sign.

The problem to be considered is to estimate the unknown vector parameters $a$ and $b$, the initial state vector $x(0)$ and current state vector $x(k)$, $k=1, 2, \ldots$

In section III of the present paper is proposed an algorithm for adaptive observation of parameters and state vector of LTI discrete system, which is consisted of 11 steps and is developed based on RLS method. The developed algorithms is call adaptive because it estimates system parameters [5].

### III. SOLUTION OF THE CONSIDERED PROBLEM

#### ALGORITHM FOR ADAPTIVE OBSERVATION BASED ON RELS METHOD

The developed algorithm consists of the following steps:

**Step 1:** Forming of input-output data arrays:

- $u_n = [u(0) \ u(1) \ \ldots \ u(N-2)]$
- $y_n = [y(0) \ y(1) \ \ldots \ y(N-1)]$
- $y_{\text{n+1}} = [y(1) \ y(2) \ \ldots \ y(N)]$

**Step 2:** Calculation of the submatrices

$$
G_{11} = Y_n^T Y_n + \gamma \Gamma_{11},
$$

$$
G_{12} = Y_n^T U_n + \gamma \Gamma_{12},
$$

$$
G_{21} = U_n^T Y_n + \gamma \Gamma_{21},
$$

$$
G_{22} = U_n^T U_n + \gamma \Gamma_{22}.
$$

**Step 3:** Calculation of the covariance matrix $C(N)$

$$
C(N) = \begin{bmatrix} M_1 + M_2 G_{11} M_1 & -M_1 G_{12} M_2 \\ -M_2 G_{22} M_1 & M_2 \end{bmatrix}
$$

where

- $M_1 = G_{11}^{-1}$
- $M_2 = (G_{22} - G_{12} M_1 G_{11})^{-1}$

**Step 4:** Initial estimation of vectors $\hat{h}(N)$ and $\hat{a}(N)$ by using the following vector-matrix system of equations:

$$
\hat{h}(N) = C(N) \begin{bmatrix} Y_n^T Y_n \ \ Y_n^T U_n \
U_n^T Y_n \ \ U_n^T U_n \end{bmatrix},
$$

$$
\hat{a}(N) = \begin{bmatrix} \hat{a}_1 \ \hat{a}_2 \ \ldots \ \hat{a}_n \end{bmatrix}^T = \begin{bmatrix} \hat{p}_{a1}(N) \ \hat{p}_{a2}(N) \ \ldots \ \hat{p}_{an}(N) \end{bmatrix}^T
$$

**Step 5:** Calculation of vector $b(N)$ estimation implementing the following linear algebraic system of equations

$$
\hat{b}(N) = T^{-1} \hat{h}(N),
$$

where

$$
T = \begin{bmatrix} 1 \ 0 \ 0 \ \ldots \ 0 \ 0 \\
-a_{1}(N) \ 1 \ 0 \ \ldots \ 0 \ 0 \\
\vdots \ \vdots \ \vdots \ \ldots \ \vdots \ \vdots \\
-a_{n}(N) \ -a_{n}(N) \ -a_{n}(N) \ \ldots \ -a_{n}(N) \ 1
\end{bmatrix}
$$

is lower triangular Toeplitz matrix.

**Step 6:** Initial state vector estimation
\[ \hat{x}_s = (D^T D)^{-1} D^T (y_1 - Q u_1) = [\hat{x}_{s1}, \hat{x}_{s2}, \ldots, \hat{x}_{sn}]^T, \]
(applicable only in case that \( \det(D^T D) \neq 0 \))

\[ D = \begin{bmatrix}
    e^T \\
    e^T \hat{A} \\
    \vdots \\
    e^T \hat{A}^{(N-n)}
\end{bmatrix}, \quad \hat{A} = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & I_{n-1} \\
    \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
    \hat{a}^T (N) \end{bmatrix} \]

\[ Q = \begin{bmatrix}
    e^T \hat{b} \\
    e^T \hat{A} \hat{b} \\
    \vdots \\
    e^T \hat{A}^{(N-n)} \hat{b} \\
\end{bmatrix}, \quad \hat{b}^T = \hat{A} - g e^T. \]

**Step 7:** Current state vector \( \hat{x}(k) \) estimation:

\[ \hat{x}(k+1) = \hat{F} \hat{x}(k) + \hat{b} u(k) + g y(k), \quad \hat{x}(0) = \hat{x}_s, \]

\[ \hat{F} = \hat{A} - g e^T. \]

The vector \( g \) could be obtained by solving the pole placement problem (PPP), which is also known as pole assignment problem (PAP). Synthesis of \( g \) should be done according to the following recommendation: eigenvalues of matrix \( \hat{F} \) should be spread into the unit circle closer to the origin than the state matrix \( \hat{A} \) eigenvalues which is basic requirement ensuring good dynamic in terms of observer workability and speed and is also an overall improvement of the quality of the control process [6].

**Step 8:** Calculation of error vector \( \varepsilon \) and covariance matrix \( C \) for \( k=N-n, N-n+1, \ldots, N \):

\[ \varepsilon(k) = \begin{bmatrix} e_1(k) & e_2(k) & \cdots & e_{n-1}(k) \end{bmatrix}^T = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 & \ldots & 0 \end{bmatrix}^T, \]

\[ s(k) = \begin{bmatrix} -y(k) & -y(k-h) & \cdots & -y(k-n h) & u(k) & u(k-h) & \cdots & u(k-n h) & u(k) \end{bmatrix}^T, \]

\[ e(k+1) = y(k+1) - s(k)^T \hat{P}(N), \]

\[ e(k+1) = \begin{bmatrix} e(k+1) & e_2(k+1) & \cdots & e_{n-1}(k+1) \end{bmatrix}^T, \]

\[ s(k+1) = \begin{bmatrix} -y(k+h) & -y(k+h) & \cdots & -y(k+n h) & u(k+h) & u(k+h) & \cdots & u(k+n h) & u(k+h) \end{bmatrix}^T. \]

\[ C(k+1) = C(k) - \frac{C(k) s(k+1) s(k+1)^T C(k)}{1 + s(k+1)^T C(k) s(k+1)}. \]

**Step 9:** Obtain the new \( (N+1) \) observation and start the recursive procedure:

- prediction error computation:

\[ e(N+1) = y(N+1) - \hat{P}^T (N) s(N), \]

- error vector \( \varepsilon \) update:

\[ \varepsilon(N+1) = \begin{bmatrix} e(N+1) & e_2(N+1) & \cdots & e_{n-1}(N+1) \end{bmatrix}^T, \]

- parameters vector \( p \) recalculation:

\[ s(N+1) = \begin{bmatrix} -y(N+h) & -y(N+h) & \cdots & -y(N+n h) & u(N+h) & u(N+h) & \cdots & u(N+n h) & u(N+h) \end{bmatrix}^T, \]

\[ \hat{P}(N+1) = \hat{P}(N) + \frac{C(N) s(N+1)}{1 + s(N+1)^T C(N) s(N+1)} e(N+1), \]

\[ \hat{h}(N+1) = \begin{bmatrix} \hat{p}e(N+1) & \hat{p}e_{n-1}(N+1) & \cdots & \hat{p}_1(N+1) \end{bmatrix}^T, \]

\[ \hat{a}(N+1) = \begin{bmatrix} -\hat{a}_e(N+1) & -\hat{a}_e(N+1) & \cdots & -\hat{a}_e(N+1) \end{bmatrix}^T, \]

\[ \hat{h}(N+1) = T^{-1} \hat{h}(N+1), \]

\[ \hat{A} = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & \cdots & I_{n-1} \\
    \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
    \hat{a}^T (N+1) \end{bmatrix}, \quad \hat{F} = \hat{A} - g e^T, \]

- current state vector calculation:

\[ \hat{x}(N+1) = \hat{F} \hat{x}(N) + \hat{b} u(N) + g y(N). \]

**Step 10:** Covariance matrix \( C(N+1) \) computation:

\[ C(N+1) = C(N) - \frac{C(N) s(N+1) s(N+1)^T C(N)}{1 + s(N+1)^T C(N) s(N+1)}. \]

**Step 11:** Repeat steps 9 and 10 during the observation process.

### IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

Simulations are carried out in MATLAB taking into account the following assumptions:

- for a given observed system description and input signal \( u(k) \) (system reference) the output signal \( y(k) \) (system response) is to be simulated;
- colored noise \( f(k) \) is applied (added) to the system output signal;
- the input signal \( u(k) \) and the noise-corrupted response \( y(k) \) are used as input data for the observation algorithm;
- by using input-output data, the algorithm calculates the parameters and state vector estimations.

---
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Computer simulation is performed for a given 6th order system described by the following discrete transfer function:

\[ w(e) = \frac{0.6e^{-1} + 0.56e^{-2} + 0.2125e^{-3} + 0.3086e^{-4} + 0.5488e^{-5} + 0.00009e^{-6}}{1 - 1.42e^{-1} + 0.7875e^{-2} - 0.2275e^{-3} + 0.035525e^{-4} - 0.00009e^{-5}}. \]

The corresponding state vectors are

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
-0.00009 \\
0.002835 \\
-0.035525 \\
0.2275 \\
-0.7875 \\
1.4
\end{bmatrix}
\quad \begin{bmatrix}
0.6 \\
0.2 \\
0.1 \\
0.3 \\
0.4 \\
0.5
\end{bmatrix}
\quad \begin{bmatrix}
1 \\
1 \\
0 \\
0 \\
0 \\
0
\end{bmatrix}
\quad \begin{bmatrix}
1 \\
1 \\
0 \\
0 \\
0 \\
1
\end{bmatrix}
\]

For the eigenvalues of the system state matrix we obtain:

\[ \text{eig}(A) = [0.4, 0.3, 0.25, 0.15, 0.1]^T. \]

The input signal \( u(k) \) is assumed to be a pseudo-random binary sequence (PRBS), which is generated in Matlab by using the following commands and functions:

\[ u = \text{sign} (\text{randn}(127,1)) \ast 10. \]

The output signal \( y(k) \) is noise-corrupted by adding color noise \( f(k) \) obtained through white noise filtering. The filter transfer function is:

\[ W_{(z)} = \frac{1}{1 - 1.42z^{-1} + 0.7875z^{-2} - 0.2275z^{-3} + 0.035525z^{-4} - 0.00009z^{-5}}. \]

The noise level – \( \eta \) is calculated when dividing the noise standard deviation \( \sigma \) by the output signal standard deviation - \( \sigma_y \) according to the following equation:

\[ \eta = \frac{\sigma}{\sigma_y} \times 100 \% = 10\%. \]  

(6)

Vector \( a \) estimation error \( e_a \), vector \( b \) estimation error \( e_b \) and state vector \( x(k) \) estimation error \( e_x \) are relative mean squared errors (RMSE) determined by the following equations:

\[ e_a(k) = -\sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (a_i(k) - \hat{a}_i(k))^2}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} a_i(k)}}, \]

(7)

\[ e_b(k) = -\sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (b_i(k) - \hat{b}_i(k))^2}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} b_i(k)}}, \]

(8)

\[ e_x(k) = -\sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (x_i(k) - \hat{x}_i(k))^2}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i(k)}}, \]

(9)

In order to verify the algorithm performance, a MATLAB program is developed. It was used to test the performance of the proposed algorithm. The results obtained by the program are posted in figure 1.

In the case of noise-free output signal (i.e. \( f(k)=0 \)) number of the added to matrices \( Y_{11}, Y_{21}, U_{12} \) and \( U_{22} \) rows is \( l=0 \). Therefore matrices are square and \( N=3n=18 \). The RMSE \( e_a(k), e_b(k) \) and \( e_x(k) \) are zero.

In the case of noise-corrupted output signal experiments are carried out for noise level \( \eta=10.04\% \) and number of added to the matrices \( Y_{11}, Y_{21}, U_{12} \) and \( U_{22} \) rows \( 2l=80 \) (i.e. \( N=3n+2l=98 \)), Results are shown in Fig.1. The algorithm starts working at the 98th step of calculations and the observation errors are as follows: \( e_a(k)<0.051, e_b(k)<0.015, e_x(k)<0.058 \).

V. CONCLUSION

In this work the problem of adaptive state observer for discrete LTI SISO system is discussed. In the proposed algorithm the first estimation iteration is performed by least-squares method (steps 1 to 4). Further, the estimation procedure is continued as a recursive one.

With recursive estimation the regressors vector \( s \) is extended by prediction errors vector \( r \), which parameters estimation is realized through minimal parameters estimation. The RELS method allows a nonlinear in general estimation task to be adopted as a linear one [1].

The convergence of RELS method is widely discussed in [2]. The necessary and sufficient conditions for convergence are: all the system poles to be spread into the unit circle and to have positive real parts. These conditions ensure method convergence and many authors confirm the fact that it is quite difficult to find cases in which the requirements are not met and method convergence cannot be achieved. The convergence of the proposed adaptive state observer is determined only by the RELS method convergence requirements. Therefore convergence requirements of the observer are the same as the RELS method.

The problem considered in the paper can be solved by using extended Kalman filter (EKF) methods [7] but the proposed algorithm allows for easy software implementation, estimates the initial state vector and is suitable for on-line operation. The developed algorithm is not an alternative of Kalman filter methods but is just another possibility for adaptive observation.

The suggested adaptive observer is suitable for closed-loop observation for the purpose of modal state controllers design. It could also be used to realize vibration control systems design [8], switching power converters design [9], fault diagnosis systems development [10], adaptive battery models development [11], for speed control for PMSM servo systems [12].
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Figure 1 Relative mean squared errors $e_a(k)$, $e_b(k)$ and $e_x(k)$ for the case of noise-corrupted output signal.
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Abstract - The feature of power current sources for pulse-arc welding is superimposing of current pulses with a defined shape, size and frequency on the main welding current. The purpose of this paper is to explore the possibilities to control the parameters of superimposed pulses by a particular (additional) welding inverter current source with improved parameters. The current pulse superimposed to the basic current has duration of 1.5 ÷ 3.0 μs and is realized by an additional source. The operation and the characteristics of the scheme are investigated by simulations (PSpice) under various modes and loads. The formation and separation of the drop from the end of the electrode is controlled by the amplitude and duration of the pulse current. Thus, the average welding current can be significantly reduced. Dependences of the parameters of pulses on specific components of scheme are derived. Recommendations are made to improve the performance and utilization of the circuit elements and the technological process. Design recommendations are presented to optimize the parameters of the transformer.

Key words: welding control, pulse induction arc welding, magnetic components

I. INTRODUCTION

The advantages of welding inverter sources operating at high frequency are well known [1]. A possible approach of further increasing their performance is the pulse arc-welding. This method is very advantageous with non-ferrous metals and stainless steel.

The pulse arc-welding current sources operate based on a simple principle [2]. Additional current source superimposes a current pulse with defined form, amplitude, power and frequency over the main welding current. The requirements for the current pulse are "solid" or "falling" external V-A characteristic. The polarity of the welding current significantly affects the welding process. The management of the transfer of the metal in this method is been enforced to varies between two levels of current, called base (I), and current pulse (II). The current amplitude is selected based on the requirement to ensure the continuity of the arc with small impact on the melting of the electrode. The function of the pulsating current exceeds the critical current for melting the tip of the electrode and form droplets of a certain size and droplet detachment from the end of the electrode under the action of electromagnetic force (pinch effect) [3,4]. An optimal transfer the metal is considered when only a single drop of the metal electrode is formed for each current pulse. The drop formation and separation is controlled by the amplitude and duration of the pulse current, and the average welding current can be greatly reduced (reduction in the frequency of the current pulse or reduction of the base current).

The high frequency (for control of the transfer of the metal) and low frequency (for control of the formation of cavity) pulsating currents are used simultaneously and serve as a basis for the consolidation of this process as "double pulse". The current pulse superimposed over the base current of the arc has duration of 1.5 ÷ 3.0 μs [5]. This current is produced by additional source connected in parallel with the welding source. Simultaneously a high-frequency control (the transfer of the metal) and a low frequency one (for control of the formation of cavity) are performed to obtain so called "double pulse".

This paper is focused at exploring the possibilities to adjust the parameters of the superimposed pulses on a particular hardware implementation.

The studies presented are realized by computer simulation. The models of power semiconductor switches (IGBT, diodes) are based on models provided by the corresponding manufacturers.

II. PULSE ARC-WELDING INVERTER CURRENT SOURCE

A source of current pulses with a large value of the welding current can be obtained if a capacitor charged with a voltage higher than the voltage of the arc is connected in parallel with the load. Converters for charging super-capacitors are presented and analyzed in [6]. Experiments and simulations of the current arc are complex and another solution could be using high precision electronic DC loads [7].

Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the inverter source for pulsed-arc welding.

Figure 1. Block diagram of the inverter welding current source, IR – Input Rectifier, AI – Autonomous Inverter, OR – Output Rectifier, CPS – Current Pulses Source, CS – Control Scheme, FPB – Feedback and Protection Block.
The current pulse is presented as:

\[ i_i = \frac{V_z - V_c}{R_z} e^{-\frac{t_i}{\tau z}}, \text{[A]} \]  

where: \( R_z \) is the resistance of the arc and the connecting wires;
\( V_z \) – voltage over the “pulse” capacitor \( C_z \);
\( V_c \) – voltage of the arc;
\( \tau z \) – time constant charging the “pulse” capacitor \( C_z \);
\( t_i \) – current pulse width.

In a manual arc welding with direct current according to the presented scheme the voltage of arc can be calculated using the following equation:

\[ V_z = 19 + 0.04 I_z, \text{[V]} \]  

where: \( I_z \) – welding current (main current). Its value is chosen as 120 A.

The power electronic part consists of three blocks - rectifier with input and output filter, autonomous inverter and an output block for current pulses.

Figure 2 presents a schematic diagram of a power block of inverter welding source realized according to the block diagram introduced in Figure 1.

The H-bridge autonomous inverter is supplied directly from the grid through a bridge rectifier. In the other diagonal of the inverter a transformer is connected. In the secondary winding of this transformer another rectifier is connected (\( D_9^cD_{11} \)), inductive filter (\( L_z \)) and a part receiving the current pulses (\( L_4, S_1, D_{12}, C_3 \)).

The linear part of the arc current \( I_{1z} \) corresponds to the transition of the drops from the electrode to the welding cavity. After that the arc current increases to its peak amplitude.

The current pulse can be calculated using the following equation [5]:

\[ I_{1z} = (1.5 + 2.0) I_{cr}, \text{[A]} \]  

where \( I_{cr} \) is the critical current value, while maintaining the current pulse in the interval of time, providing for transmission of the metal flow, according to the following equation:

\[ t_i = \frac{\Delta t_p}{\Delta v_{bp}}, \text{[s]} \]

where: \( t_i \) – duration of the current pulse,
\( \Delta t_p \) – arc length duration range during the pause,
\( \Delta v_{bp} \) – change in the melting rate range of the electrode during the transition from basic current to pulse current.

Then current pulses reduced to the value of the base current, and held it for the following period of time:

\[ t_p = \frac{\Delta t_p}{\Delta t_{bp}}, \text{[s]} \]  

where: \( t_p \) – pause length, securing the length of the arc to a time corresponding to the base current,
\( \Delta t_{bp} \) – arc length duration range during the pause,
\( \Delta v_{bp} \) – voltage \( v_{bp} \) of the arc melting point speed reduction when the weld with a base current is going through a pause. During this interval, the arc length time is reduced to a value corresponding to an arc with large drops.

The value of speed \( \Delta v_{bp} \) can be determined by the following expression:

\[ \Delta v_{bp} = (k_b(i_i - i) - k_v k_g \Delta t_p), \text{[m/s]} \]  

where: \( k_b \), \( k_v \) – coefficients of current and voltage self-regulation,
\( k_g \) – coefficient linked to the length of the arc.

The base current of the arc \( I_z \) is determined by the controllable power source based on inverter. It has a combined V-A characteristic with trapezoidal section in the range of operating currents.

The transition from the base current to the peak current and back is done discreetly by switching the trapezoidal section of V-A characteristics of the power source.

Depending on the type and diameter of the electrode, depending on the chemical composition of the welded metal, the current pulses have a frequency of \( 4 \pm 2000 \text{Hz} \) [5,8,9]. Their amplitude and frequency determine how the melting speed of the metal, the current pulses have a frequency of 4 ÷ 2000Hz [5,8,9]. Their amplitude and frequency determine how the melting process of the electrode is accelerated.

Then current pulses reduced to the value of the base current, and held it for the following period of time:

\[ t_p = \frac{\Delta t_p}{\Delta t_{bp}}, \text{[s]} \]  

where: \( t_p \) – pause length, securing the length of the arc to a time corresponding to the base current,
\( \Delta t_{bp} \) – arc length duration range during the pause,
\( \Delta v_{bp} \) – voltage \( v_{bp} \) of the arc melting point speed reduction when the weld with a base current is going through a pause. During this interval, the arc length time is reduced to a value corresponding to an arc with large drops.

The value of speed \( \Delta v_{bp} \) can be determined by the following expression:

\[ \Delta v_{bp} = (k_b(i_i - i) - k_v k_g \Delta t_p), \text{[m/s]} \]  

where: \( k_b \), \( k_v \) – coefficients of current and voltage self-regulation,
\( k_g \) – coefficient linked to the length of the arc.

The base current of the arc \( I_z \) is determined by the controllable power source based on inverter. It has a combined V-A characteristic with trapezoidal section in the range of operating currents.

The transition from the base current to the peak current and back is done discreetly by switching the trapezoidal section of V-A characteristics of the power source.

Depending on the type and diameter of the electrode, depending on the chemical composition of the welded metal, the current pulses have a frequency of \( 4 \pm 2000 \text{Hz} \) [5,8,9]. Their amplitude and frequency determine how the melting process of the electrode is accelerated.
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III. SIMULATION ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED PULSE ARC-WELDING INVERTER CURRENT SOURCE

To study the effects of the pulse current a PSpice model of the inverter source for pulse-arc welding with the equivalent scheme presented in Figure 3 is developed. Welding current and current pulse $I_i$ are shown in Figure 4.

The advantage of the proposed scheme is the fact that the amplitude value of the output voltage $V_3$ of the auxiliary winding of the transformer is considerably greater than the voltage of the arc. This voltage is used to charge the capacitive source for current pulses ($C_z$). The main voltages on the secondary side of the transformer are $V_{2a}$ and $V_{2b}$. $V_3$ is the voltage of the additional voltage source which is generated by the same transformer with an auxiliary winding. The thyristor $G_5$ is controlled by a pulse generator with frequency of $0.5 \div 200$Hz in the proposed scheme.

In the welding electrical chain the resistance $R_1$ represents the active component of the input impedance of the scheme and the resistance $R_s$ mainly represents the active resistance of arc during welding. Using equation 2, $V_z$ can be calculated ($V_z = 24$ V) and then:

$$R_s = \frac{V_z}{I_z} = 0.2\Omega$$

(8)

The filtering inductance can be approximately calculated using the following equation:

$$\omega L_f = (10 + 100)R_s,$$

(9)

where the resonant frequency of the inverter is $f_{0s} = 50$kHz.

Based on the carried out simulations, the value of the components used in PSpice simulation model are determined as follows: $L_f = 100\mu$H, $R_s = 0.01\Omega$, $R_1 = 0.2\Omega$.

The parameters for the other components are as follows: $R_1 = 0.01\Omega$, $C_z = 300\mu$F, $C_m = 3\mu$F, $R_2 = 0.5\Omega$ and $R_2$ is the resistance connected in series to the diode $D_{12}$ it equalizes the losses in this part of the circuit.

Figure 5 presents the voltage of the arc at the operating point, the current through the filtering inductor and the current through the arc. When suitable values for pulses current supplying capacitor $C_z$ are selected, a current pulse with approximately three times greater amplitude than the welding current is obtained. The waveform of the current pulse (exponent) is determined by $C_z$ and $R_z$, as a requirement the front edge has a greater slope which depends on the time constant of the RC group $C_z$ and $R_z$. This leads to a better drop leasing.

The energy of the current pulse depends on the pulse width and frequency and determines the speed of the drop separation. Figure 5 shows the waveform of the current pulse for different values of its length at a constant frequency and pulse generation.
The Figure 5 also shows that when the supply voltage varies, the amplitude and the exponent of the trailing edge of the current pulse changes significantly. Welding with different electrodes is determined by the magnitude of the welding current, and the drop separation is provided by regulating the frequency of the pulses.

The dependencies presented in Figures 6 and 7 are showing the change of the magnitude of the current pulse $I_i$ in function of the pulse duration and its frequency for three different amplitudes of the auxiliary source’s voltage $V_3$.

When changing the pulse width, the maximum current value varies in a linear manner and its amplitude varies in a narrow range if supply voltage drifts. The same phenomenon applies to the frequency response. The maximum current value changes linearly in small limits to a maximum of 70 A in function of the pulse frequency. As a summary, the change in the supply voltage has a bigger impact on the current. The waveform of the pulses is maintained in both control strategies.

Figures 8 and 9 present the relation of the current pulses amplitude $I_i$ when the value of the pulse capacitor $C_z$ is changed for three different values of the pulse duration and frequency.

Figures 10 and 11 present the relation of the current pulses amplitude $I_m$ when its duration and frequency are changed, while using three different values for $C_f$.
The maximum current value changes linearly in small limits (up to 5μs) corresponding to the pulse width, alongside the change of the capacitor value. Furthermore, the form the pulse is maintained, and the amplitude is regulated smoothly. It can be controlled evenly up to a maximum of 60 A.

The maximum current value changes exponentially in large limits up to $T_i = 60μs$ when the frequency of the pulses varies. Then the slope decreases if the value of the capacitor $C_z$ is changed. The form of the pulse is retained and amplitude can be regulated roughly up to a maximum of 130A.

IV. TRANSFORMER DESIGN AND DISCUSSION

In the proposed welding source the transformer is one of the most important components in respect of losses, weight, volume and total performance of the device. The design of the transformer includes the choice of magnetic material for the core. Nowadays the new nanocrystalline alloys prove to be concurrent materials to traditional ferrite cores for power electronics [10, 11]. Their magnetic properties: great permeability (20 000 to 600 000 vs. 10 000 for ferrites) and high saturation induction (1.2 T vs. 0.4 T for ferrites), combined with low core losses, make them a possible choice for presented welding source.

Following the stated considerations three transformers are calculated, suitable for the current application. Two of them are based on ferrite cores (EE 80/38/20, material N87 [12]), (PM 87/70, material N87) and one is based on nanocrystalline cores (2 x F3CC025, material Vitroperm 500, [13]). The purpose of the comparative designs is to derive conclusions regarding using these two main options for the core material of the transformer.

Design algorithm used is based on the design approach proposed in [14] and further improved in [15], [16] consisting of 15 steps.

The calculations are based on the transformer input data, shown in Table I.

All of the transformers are calculated using Litz wire as the secondary winding currents in welding sources are high. This causes respectively significant eddy current losses. In a general case with $p$ parallel wires (Litz wires), the eddy current losses $P_{cu,eddy,litz}$ are found as [12]:

$$P_{cu,eddy,litz} = P_{cu,eddy,orig} P \left( \frac{d_{\text{litz}}}{d_{\text{orig}}} \right)^4$$

$$= \frac{I_{ac} \pi d^4}{p 48 \rho_c} \left( 2 \pi f I_{\text{ac}} \mu_0 \right)^2$$

where $P_{cu,eddy,orig}$ are the eddy current losses for a round wire;
$\rho_c$ is the conductor length of the winding;
$N$ is the turns number;
$I_{ac}$ is the AC component of the current;
$w$ is the winding width;
$d_{\text{litz}}, d_{\text{orig}}$ are the diameter of the Litz wire and this one of the round wire;
$f$ is the operating frequency.

The main specifications obtained are presented in Table II. All windings are wound in a single layer with Litz wire.

The purpose of this paper is present and studies the possibilities to control the parameters of welding process with superimposed pulses by a particular (additional) welding inverter current source with improved parameters. The current pulse superimposed to the basic current has duration of 1.5 ÷ 3.0μs and is realized by an additional source. The operation and the characteristics of the scheme are investigated by simulations (PSpice) under various modes and loads.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I.</th>
<th>INPUT DATA FOR THE TRANSFORMERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary voltage</td>
<td>300 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary voltage (no load)</td>
<td>60 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary voltage (during welding)</td>
<td>25 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary current (continuous)</td>
<td>140 A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working frequency</td>
<td>50 kHz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II.</th>
<th>MAIN SPECIFICATIONS AND POWER LOSSES OF THE COMPARED DESIGNS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary winding</td>
<td>2 x F3CC025 EE 80/38/20 PM 87/70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary 1 (L4)</td>
<td>1 x (315 x 0.071mm) 1 x (210 x 0.1mm) 1 x (175 x 0.1mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary 2 (L3)</td>
<td>3 x (1575 x 0.071mm) 3 x (1575 x 0.071mm) 2 x (1890 x 0.071mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary 3 (L2)</td>
<td>1 x (945 x 0.071mm) 1 x (735 x 0.1mm) 1 x (630 x 0.1mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core losses</td>
<td>8.40 W 7.62 W 7.18 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper losses</td>
<td>15.8 W 13.22 W 14.16 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total losses</td>
<td>24.20 W 20.84 W 21.34 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core set weight</td>
<td>732 g 358 g 770 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper weight (all windings)</td>
<td>235 g 244 g 174 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total weight</td>
<td>967 g 602 g 944 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper fill factor,[-]</td>
<td>0.177 0.136 0.147</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The following conclusions are derived based on the carried out simulations and designs:

- The pulse-arc welding inverter current source studied in the current paper shows significant prospects in functionality. The scheme is capable of regulating the parameters of the current pulse in a wide range.
- The form of the current pulse slightly depends on its frequency.
- The energetic characteristics of the current pulses are controlled stepwise by changing the value of the pulse capacitor. Precise control of the frequency of the drop separation is performed by changing the frequency of the pulses. Pulse width does not affect the amplitude of the current pulse.
- Three different transformer designs are realized and compared. The best parameters are obtained using a EE ferrite core. Design with a PM ferrite core provides improved EMC parameters as the windings are completely inside the core and fringing field is minimized.

The experimental results are envisaged in the future publications. The accuracy of the simulation results is high as the simulation results are obtained utilizing manufacturer’s models of the semiconductor devices (IGBTs, diodes).
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Abstract - The paper presents a performance comparison of two variations of a three phase passive converter circuit for wind driven generators included in patent PCT/EP2010/055637. A brief description of the concept is presented. Then along with the simulation of the basic circuit, already described in previous research, an improved schematic with added magnetizing inductors is proposed and investigated. A methodology for adjustment of the power/frequency curve of both circuits is added. A design approach for dimensioning the components at 100kW power output rating of the wind turbine generator is developed. The OrCAD Capture computer software is used for the simulations of both analog circuits. A graphical comparison of their power/frequency curves is realized in order to assess increase or decrease in power at the range of 15 Hz ÷ 65 Hz. The difference between the two curves is also expressed as percentages in the last column of the table. Considerations are derived to optimize the design of the magnetic components in the circuit. Finally a conclusion is made about the need of a more complex design to achieve higher output results.

I. INTRODUCTION

Wind turbine’s electronic equipment and especially power electronic converters (PEC) have the specific task to maximize the performance of the conversion process and to be as reliable as possible. These considerations ensure evolved circuitry within newer, high power, grid connected wind turbines (WT) [1]. At the same time, the electric generators, reach their performance peak with permanent magnet synchronous generator (PMSG). These electrical machines are used in direct driven wind turbines such as Siemens D3 platform. Figure 1 depicts an example of a simplified structure of a modern grid connected WT using PMSG [2, 3, 4].

Both PECs, the rectifier and the inverter, are fully controlled and accomplished with specialized high power electronic switches. This allows to load the electric generator close to ideal performance curve all the time that the WT operates and therefore converts the kinetic energy of the wind most efficient. However this microcontroller operated converters can be damaged during storm or just fail due to weakness in some electronic component or internal supply. Another thing to be considered is the cost of the PECs compared to a classic three phase uncontrolled full wave rectifier.

So, in a long term use and/or at a distant installation site the reliability of the system is a significant advantage. The passive converter circuits, proposed by patent PTC/EP2010/055637, improve this parameter [5]. It is an AC/DC converter (its position is marked with dashed line on figure 1), which improves power output characteristics over classic three phase uncontrolled full wave rectifier. Specific to this circuit is bridge rectification of every phase of the generator and externally connected inductors to form external star point gives cost-efficiency and robustness to the design of this PEC. There is also an advantage that paralleling converters with diodes is more reliable than paralleling transistor based converters in a wind park. In a number of previous articles a performance analysis and comparison of basic passive and fully controlled PEC for wind turbines is published, [6, 7].

To assess and compare the theoretical power output of the WT with the following equation (1) is given:

\[ P = \frac{1}{2} \rho A C_p V^3 \]  

(1)

where \( P \) - output power in [W], \( \rho \) – density of the air in [kg/m\(^3\)], \( A \) – swept area of the blades in [m\(^2\)], \( C_p \) – power coefficient, \( V \) - wind speed in [m/s].

Although the basic passive converter circuit offers comparable performance to the fully controlled PECs at nominal wind speed, the middle section of the power output curve still can be improved.

Wind turbine’s electronic equipment and especially power electronic converters (PEC) have the specific task to maximize the performance of the conversion process and to be as reliable as possible. These considerations ensure evolved circuitry within newer, high power, grid connected wind turbines (WT) [1]. At the same time, the electric generators, reach their performance peak with permanent magnet synchronous generator (PMSG). These electrical machines are used in direct driven wind turbines such as Siemens D3 platform. Figure 1 depicts an example of a simplified structure of a modern grid connected WT using PMSG [2, 3, 4].
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Both PECs, the rectifier and the inverter, are fully controlled and accomplished with specialized high power electronic switches. This allows to load the electric generator close to ideal performance curve all the time that the WT operates and therefore converts the kinetic energy of the wind most efficient. However this microcontroller operated converters can be damaged during storm or just fail due to weakness in some electronic component or internal supply. Another thing to be considered is the cost of the PECs compared to a classic three phase uncontrolled full wave rectifier.

So, in a long term use and/or at a distant installation site the reliability of the system is a significant advantage. The passive converter circuits, proposed by patent PTC/EP2010/055637, improve this parameter [5]. It is an AC/DC converter (its position is marked with dashed line on figure 1), which improves power output characteristics over classic three phase uncontrolled full wave rectifier. Specific to this circuit is bridge rectification of every phase of the generator and externally connected inductors to form external star point gives cost-efficiency and robustness to the design of this PEC. There is also an advantage that paralleling converters with diodes is more reliable than paralleling transistor based converters in a wind park. In a number of previous articles a performance analysis and comparison of basic passive and fully controlled PEC for wind turbines is published, [6, 7].

To assess and compare the theoretical power output of the WT with the following equation (1) is given:

\[ P = \frac{1}{2} \rho A C_p V^3 \]  

(1)

where \( P \) - output power in [W], \( \rho \) – density of the air in [kg/m\(^3\)], \( A \) – swept area of the blades in [m\(^2\)], \( C_p \) – power coefficient, \( V \) - wind speed in [m/s].

Although the basic passive converter circuit offers comparable performance to the fully controlled PECs at nominal wind speed, the middle section of the power output curve still can be improved.
II. PASSIVE CONVERTER CIRCUITS AND PROPOSED METHODOLOGY FOR ADJUSTMENT OF THE COMPONENTS

A. Circuit basics

In order to assess and compare the improvement on power output at different wind speed, two passive converter circuits are examined in this article.

The basic schematic includes components marked with blue color on figure 3. Simulation model consists of three main parts – electric generator, rectifiers and external inductors. The electrical machine is represented by three voltage sources (AC 1, AC 2 and AC 3) and three inductors (L1, L2 and L3). Two three-phase uncontrolled rectifiers are connected at both ends of every generator winding. Then all windings are externally connected in star point through external inductors (L4, L5 and L6).

The second investigated circuit includes all the components in blue and red color on figure 3. In addition to the basic structure, inductors (L7, L8 and L9) are added and coupled to form an autotransformer. The turns ratio of the transformer is determined by their values. Other external inductors (L10, L11 and L12) are added in series to the secondary windings of the autotransformer.

All simulation models aim at $P_{nom}=110\text{kW}$ power output at nominal wind speed (converted to the specific multipole PMSG it is at $f_{nom}=40\text{Hz}$) and a power/frequency curve that follows as close as possible the ideal cubic dependence from equation (1). The DC bus is set at 1000V. The study uses a parametric analysis in OrCAD Capture to obtain at least twenty points from the power output curve at the range of 0÷100Hz [8]. Frequency is set as global parameter and an electromotive force coefficient of 40V/Hz is chosen, thus the voltage of the three AC sources operate correctly.

B. Reactive Components Adjustment methodology

Adjustment of reactive components values is done with direct optimization method - line search with variable and backtracking step size. The method uses only one limit “$a$” of the variable “$x$” (which is the value of the reactive components in mH), at this case “$a \leq x$”. Our value of the lower limit “$a$” is set to one mH. The search step size initial value $\Delta^0$ is set at eight mH. When first scan is finished, next step size it is determined by equation 2 until the function $Q(x)$ (which represents optimum power output) reaches the extremum and satisfies the search.

$$\Delta^{(k+1)} = \frac{\Delta^k}{4}$$

, where $k$ is the iteration number with range of $[0\sim2]$ and $\Delta^k$ is the step size. Graphical interpretation of the method is depicted on figure 2. One of the advantages is its simplicity of implementation in algorithm capable of solving the problem automatically [9].

The values of inductors L1, L2 and L3 determine the maximum power output of the wind turbine generator. Lower values give higher power output. The external inductors L4, L5 and L6 adjust the power output in the low frequency range. Final values for a basic converter design are 38mH for the generator inductors and 120mH for the externally connected inductors.

The inception point of the curve is set by DC bus voltage $U_{dc}$, which determines when diodes start to conduct set at 1000V and the electromotive force coefficient $Kemf$ set at 40V/Hz. This is the “cut in” wind speed or frequency of the generator.

![Figure 2. Optimization method with variable step size is used to adjust values of inductors in the simulation](image)

![Figure 3. Passive converter circuits: basic – components are marked with blue color, improved – includes blue and red components](image)
It can be expressed with the following equation:

\[ f_{cut\_in} = \frac{U_{dc}}{2K_{emf}} = \frac{500}{40} = 12.5Hz \] (3)

Figure 4 shows waveforms of instantaneous current and voltage of a phase and the three phase instantaneous power of the passive converter circuit at 30Hz. Colors of different phases correspond to each other. It is an example of extraction of only one point of the power/frequency curve and the data is stored in seventh row of table 1. Those waveforms correspond to the second improved circuit simulations, where \( P_{autotr} \) reaches around 51kW.

Table 1 gives all the necessary data from the performed simulations. Last two columns specifically inform about the difference in percent between ideal cubic dependence curve \( P_{ideal} \) and both passive converter circuits power output curves - \( P_{basic} \) and \( P_{autotr} \). It is clear that at 30Hz there is around 50% increase with the use of more complex circuit and at 35Hz the power output is 20% greater. These numbers have to be as an improvement to get a smaller deviation closer to the ideal torque speed curve. In fact, the power changes much less than the deviation, certainly if pitch control is used.

The three power output curves are shown on figure 5. First the optimal (ideal) power output \( P_{ideal} \) is represented by black dashed curve. Next the power output curve of the basic passive converter circuit \( P_{basic} \) is shown with blue color and square markers. The third curve \( P_{autotr} \) which represents the improved design power output is with red color and circle markers.

![Figure 4. Waveforms of phase instantaneous current and voltage and three phase instantaneous power of the improved passive converter circuit](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( f ) [Hz]</th>
<th>( P_{ideal} ) [kW]</th>
<th>( P_{basic} ) [kW]</th>
<th>( P_{autotr} ) [kW]</th>
<th>( P_{diff_basic} ) [%]</th>
<th>( P_{diff_autotr} ) [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>130.9</td>
<td>100.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>89.4</td>
<td>86.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>26.9</td>
<td>51.1</td>
<td>56.0</td>
<td>110.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>46.4</td>
<td>72.2</td>
<td>78.7</td>
<td>98.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>73.7</td>
<td>105.0</td>
<td>108.9</td>
<td>95.5</td>
<td>99.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>110.0</td>
<td>152.0</td>
<td>151.7</td>
<td>97.0</td>
<td>96.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>156.6</td>
<td>190.0</td>
<td>187.8</td>
<td>88.4</td>
<td>87.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>214.8</td>
<td>217.0</td>
<td>216.7</td>
<td>75.9</td>
<td>75.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>286.0</td>
<td>237.0</td>
<td>237.5</td>
<td>63.8</td>
<td>64.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>371.3</td>
<td>252.0</td>
<td>253.3</td>
<td>53.4</td>
<td>53.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>472.0</td>
<td>281.0</td>
<td>283.3</td>
<td>31.9</td>
<td>32.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>589.5</td>
<td>300.0</td>
<td>299.5</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>20.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>725.1</td>
<td>303.3</td>
<td>303.3</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>17.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>880.0</td>
<td>300.0</td>
<td>303.3</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>17.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>1055.5</td>
<td>300.0</td>
<td>303.3</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>17.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>1253.0</td>
<td>300.0</td>
<td>303.3</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>17.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>1473.6</td>
<td>300.0</td>
<td>303.3</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>17.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>1718.8</td>
<td>300.0</td>
<td>303.3</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>17.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Data analysis of figure 5 and table 1 allow to conclude that \( P_{\text{basic}} \) at low and nominal frequency range there is sufficient power output to compete with fully controlled power electronic converter. However at the mid work range of 25÷35Hz, there is a significant power drop, which on annual basis reduces energy production compared to the ideal power output. The proposed basic circuit is cost effective solution and by the lower number of included components and lack of control unit, improves the reliability.

Since efficiency of the wind turbine depends significantly from variable speed operation, an improvement on the passive converter circuit is considered. The second circuit includes an autotransformer and other inductors L10, L11 and L12 connected to its secondary winding. Values of the coupled inductors which form the autotransformer determine the turns ratio, which is close to 2.5:1.

Those added components affect positively the middle area of the frequency range of the red curve \( P_{\text{autotr}} \). Estimated values of all reactive components differ from basic circuit and are as follows:

- Generator inductances L1, L2 and L3 – 36mH,
- Primary winding L4, L5 and L6 – 153mH,
- Secondary winding L7, L8 and L9 – 60mH,
- External inductor to the secondary winding L10, L11 and L12 – 115mH.

The graphical comparison shows clearly that the improved passive converter circuit follows the ideal power curve at all frequency range with insignificant deviations. Even if this passive converter circuit is more complex to design there is still the advantage of improved reliability.

Values of \( P_{\text{ideal}} \) for the comparison table and graphic are calculated with equation (4):

\[
P_{\text{ideal}} = P_{\text{nom}} \left( \frac{f}{f_{\text{nom}}} \right)^3
\]

, where \( P_{\text{nom}} \) - is the output power at nominal frequency; \( f \) – is the current frequency; \( f_{\text{nom}} \) - is the nominal frequency.

III. INDUCTOR DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

While designing the inductors the following conditions are to be considered:

- the sum of VA rating of the inductors are only a fraction of the total transmitted power;
- the inductor current is a function of the speed and frequency.
- in low frequency operation the whole current goes through the inductors. At high frequency operation the voltage is limited and only a fraction of the current flows through the inductors. Even that current could be omitted by disconnecting the inductors in figure 3.

A comparison of inductor design could start with settling an EI core type as a reference case. Thus, a set of reference parameters can be defined [10].

A few possible core sets are considered:

- CIC type set that uses a cut ring core and I-legs;
- OI type of set core based on punched O rings and an I core with rounded tips;
- OIO set based on two rings and an I core. It has the advantage that the ring cores have not to be cut;
- 4*I core set, the 4*I skewed type set performs better, the 6*I set has a quite good use of the material;
- O cores seem very performing but there drawbacks related to difficulties of providing an air gap.

The main results of the comparison are summarized in Table II. It is better not to correct the power curve (figure 5) to the very low speeds, as then the turbine might stop due to friction torque and start more difficulty due to cogging.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Core set type</th>
<th>Heat transfer copper-ambient</th>
<th>Grain oriented steel</th>
<th>Copper filling factor</th>
<th>Manufacturing simplicity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EI</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OI</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OIO</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4*I skewed</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6*I skewed</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O cores</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5. Passive converter circuits: basic – components are marked with blue color, improved – includes blue and red components

The detailed considerations of the comparison between different cores based on a reference EI-inductor, presented in [10], are applicable in the discussed passive control. For instance, for the same filling factor and peak induction, only small differences are found in respect weight. The best solutions are with ring cores and hexagonal types. The CIC type inductor shows good performance parameters and uses grain oriented steel more efficient than in EI-cores. Disadvantage of CIC type inductor compared to EI-shapes is no worse heat transfer. The hexagonal core inductor combines a high peak induction, a high filling factor and a good heat transfer, thus total reduction of weight and losses could be obtained [10]. Further design aspects of power inductors are presented in [11] and [12].

IV. CONCLUSION

A comparison of the power output between passive converter circuits is made and expressed in percent in table. An adjustment methodology for the included inductors is proposed. The data from the simulations is presented in graphically.

The following conclusions are derived based on the carried out comparative study:

- An improved design of passive converter circuit competes with active controlled PECs and it can be preferred in cases when the quantity of generated energy is the dominant factor;
- All significant advantages of basic passive control circuit apply to the improved one – cost efficient solution, better reliability and comparable performance;
- In the following research it could be considered to switch the inductors off at full load. It is probably a third knee in the power-speed curve. This could be realized by thyristors used as on/off in the star point of the inductors;
- The proposed system is suitable for paralleling wind turbines in wind parks. Diode bridges are more reliable than transistors. If one turbine fails the other could continue to provide energy flow and to be controlled by the diode bridge;
- Cores based on grain oriented steel are preferably recommended design for large inductors. The hexagonal core inductor is further recommended because of good heat transfer provided and total reduction of weight and losses [10].
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Abstract— In this paper we compare two realisations of fourth-order band-pass filter sections: first is realized as a coupled structure, having negative feedback around two Biquadratic sections in cascade (CO), second is a common design of two Biquadratic sections in cascade (CA). Dynamic range optimization by equating opamp output voltage levels using signal-flow graph is presented for a single second-order GP-Biquad and for a fourth-order coupled Biquads. The reduction of sensitivity and noise is already well-known for the case of CO BP filter, with identical Biquads, when compared to the CA design. In this paper, it is shown that equating opamp output voltage levels reduces output noise even more. In that way, dynamic range is improved substantially. Because we use a general-purpose (GP) Biquad using two integrators, we can use its simple tuning features and simple design; design equations are given. Sensitivity and output thermal noise are simulated using circuit analysis program Pspice.

Keywords: Cascade of Biquadratic sections, Biquartic section, Butterworth approximation, band-pass filters, general-purpose section, sensitivity, output thermal noise, dynamic range.

I. INTRODUCTION

The frequency response of a filter varies from the nominal due to tolerances of passive and active elements, aging, temperature, etc. To maintain the filter’s characteristics inside given specifications, the main problem to be solved is to design filters with reduced sensitivity to changes (tolerances) of passive element values.

In this paper, we realize an example of fourth-order Butterworth band-pass (BP) filters as two structures: (i) two Biquads in cascade usually designated as ‘Cascaded Biquads’ (CA); and (ii) two cascaded Biquads inside negative feedback, designated as ‘Coupled Biquads’ (CO). In [1] there was used two-integrators general-purpose-1 (GP-1) Biquad, whereas in this paper we use general-purpose-2 (GP-2) Biquad, in accordance with the designation in [2].

In the GP-2 Biquad (also known as direct-form-II realization) we can take out the signal from LP, and BP outputs, and with one additional amplifier, from high-pass (HP), band-rejection (BR), as well as, all-pass (AP) outputs. To build low sensitivities, and low noise filters, we use such two-integrators Biquads as building blocks for coupled filter because of their considerably lower sensitivities comparing to single-amplifier structures, at the expense of the increased power consumption. Besides, this Biquad is practical because of its common-mode operation, having positive inputs of all opamps grounded. In that way, this circuit has a possibility of realization balanced-to-ground symmetrical filter circuits. It also possesses orthogonal tuning features and simple design.

It is long-time well-known that the coupled Biquads (CO) filter in the case of the BP transfer function has significantly reduced sensitivities, particularly within the pass band, in comparison to the commonly used cascade design (CA) [3][4]. They also possess reduced thermal output noise when compared to the cascade, as shown in [1].

In this paper, it is for the first time demonstrated how the optimization of dynamic range by equating opamp output voltage levels reduces BP filter output noise when coupling is applied. For the simple case of cascaded filter circuits, reduction of output noise due to equating opamp output voltage levels is not so effective.

Using PSpice program for circuit analysis we simulate frequency characteristic of the realized filter, and check the correctness of the design. Then we compare the sensitivity to the passive components of the two filters by Monte Carlo runs. We also compare thermal noise at their outputs.

The filters are presented in the form of voltage-mode signal processing using opamps, and the obtained results can be efficiently applied to the case of current-mode CCII filters, that can be readily realized in the IC form.

II. FOURTH-ORDER BP FILTER DESIGN

In this Section, we briefly summarize the most useful design equations for the realization of BP filters of both CA and CO type in the form of a cookbook. They can be efficiently used by design engineers.

A. Cascaded Biquads (CA)

To design fourth-order geometrically symmetrical BP filter we start from a second-order LP prototype filter with the transfer function given by
where $\alpha_P$ and $q_{lP}$ are parameters of the complex-conjugate pole pair, and the $k_{lP}$ is pass-band gain. Using common LP–BP transformation

$$S = \frac{s^2 + \omega_0^2}{B_s},$$

(2)

where $\omega_0$ is the desired center frequency, and $B$ is the desired pass-band width of the BP filter, we realize a fourth-order BP transfer function. Substituting (2) into (1) we obtain $T_{BP}(s)=N(s)/D(s)$ in the form

$$T_{BP}(s)=\frac{k_{lP} \cdot B^2 \omega_0^2 \cdot s^2}{s^4 + 2B \omega_0 \omega_0^2 \cdot s^3 + \left(2\omega_0^2 + B \omega_0^2 \right) s^2 + B^2 \omega_0^4 \cdot s + \omega_0^4}.$$  

(3)

Transfer function of the fourth-order BP filter realized as a cascade in Fig. 1(a) has the form

$$T_{CA}(s) = \sum_{i=1}^{2} T_{ca}(s),$$

(4)

where $T_{ca}(s)$ and $T_{co}(s)$ are the second-order Biquadratic sections with BP voltage transfer functions given by

$$T_{ca}(s) = \frac{k_{ca} \cdot \left(\omega_{ca} / q_{ca}\right) \cdot s}{s^2 + \left(\omega_{ca} / q_{ca}\right) s + \omega_{ca}^2}, \quad i = 1, 2.$$  

(5)

By equating (4) to (3) we arrive to the parameters of Biquads in (5) realizing a cascaded version of fourth-order BP transfer function given by (4), and the corresponding cascaded realization is shown in Fig. 1(a). Parameters $q_{ca}$, $\omega_{ca}$, and $\omega_{co}$ of the cascade realization (Geffe equations) [5] are given by:

$$q_{ca} = \frac{q_{lP} \cdot \omega_0}{B_{lP}}, \quad X = 2 \omega_0 / \left(B_{lP} \omega_0 + B_{lP}/(2 \omega_0)\right),$$

(6)

$$\frac{\omega_{co}^2}{\omega_0} = \frac{B_{lP} \cdot q_{ca} + \sqrt{B_{lP}^2 \cdot q_{ca}^2 + 4 \omega_0^2 \cdot q_{ca}}}{2 q_{lP}} \left(1 - \frac{1}{4 q_{ca}^2}\right).$$

(7)

If we equate numerators in (4) and (3) we obtain

$$k_{ca} \cdot k_{co}^2 = k_{lP} \cdot \frac{q_{co}^2}{\omega_0^2} \cdot B^2 \omega_0^2.$$  

(8)

B. Coupled Biquads (CO)

Coupled Biquads or 'Biquart, which realizes fourth-order BP transfer function will be realized by cascading two BP Biquads (of second-order) and applying a negative feedback, as shown in Fig. 1(b) (see [3][4]). Gain $\beta$ represents the feedback coefficient ($\beta>0$), and $T_{co}(s)$, $T_{co2}(s)$, are the second-order BP Biquadric sections with voltage transfer functions given by

$$T_{co}(s) = \frac{k_{co} \cdot \left(\omega_{co} / q_{co}\right) \cdot s}{s^2 + \left(\omega_{co} / q_{co}\right) s + \omega_{co}^2}, \quad i = 1, 2.$$  

(9)

Voltage transfer function of the Biquartic section in Fig. 1(b) is given by

$$T_{CO}(s) = \frac{V_{out}(s)}{V_{in}(s)} = \frac{T_{co}(s)T_{co2}(s)}{1 + \beta T_{co}(s)T_{co2}(s)} = \frac{N_{BO}(s)}{D_{BO}(s)}.$$  

(10)

Since the positions of the poles of $T_{CA}(s)$ is determined by the product $\beta k_{co} k_{co2}$, i.e. not only by $\beta$, we can use the designation $\beta'$ ($\beta'=\beta k_{co} k_{co2}$) to simplify the expression. It is evident that for $\beta'=0$ ($\beta=0$, $k_{co}$, $k_{co2} \neq 0$) the CO becomes the two Biquads in cascade (CA).

Consider the commonly used cascade realization and compare it with the Biquartic section (both of fourth order). If we equate the coefficients multiplying the potenets of complex variable “s” in (10) to (4), we arrive to the parameters of the two Biquads $T_{co1}$ and $T_{co2}$ defined by (9) inside coupling. We readily note that one of the unknowns can be freely chosen (therefore we have one degree of freedom). Thus, we choose both the sections $T_{co1}$ and $T_{co2}$ to be identical [6], and we have:

$$q_{co1} = q_{co2} = q_{ca} = \frac{\sqrt{\omega_{co1} \cdot \omega_{co2}}}{\omega_{ca}},$$

(11)

$$\omega_{co1} = \omega_{co2} = \omega_0 = \sqrt{\omega_{ca} \cdot \omega_{ca2}}.$$  

(12)

Feedback factor $\beta$ takes the value defined by

$$\beta = \frac{q_{ca}^2}{k_{ca} \cdot k_{co2} \left(\omega_{co2} - \omega_{ca}\right)^2 \left(1 - \frac{1}{4 q_{ca}^2}\right)},$$

(13)

and the pass-band gains are defined by

$$k_{co1} \cdot k_{co2} = \frac{q_{co}}{q_{ca}}.$$  

(14)

III. Example

In this Section, we realize one simple example of the active-RC BP filter: Butterworth with central frequency $f_s=1$kHz and bandwidth $B=500$Hz. (or normalized $\omega_0=1$ and $B=0.5$). Corresponding design parameters that follow from above two sections for the cases of CA and CO filters are given in Table I. They are readily calculated using expressions in Section II. The basic building block is GP-2 Biquad and is presented in Fig. 2.
TABLE I. NORMALIZED PARAMETERS OF THE FOURTH-ORDER BP BUTTERWORTH EXAMPLE WITH $B=0.5$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Param.</th>
<th>CA</th>
<th>CO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$a_{01}$</td>
<td>1.19550</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_{02}$</td>
<td>0.83647</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q_{11}$</td>
<td>2.82843</td>
<td>2.82843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q_{12}$</td>
<td>2.82843</td>
<td>2.82843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_1$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_5$</td>
<td>2.06445</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We choose $k_1=1$ to obtain maximum dynamic range.

A. Equating maximum opamp output voltage levels and its influence on the output noise reduction and dynamic range optimization [7]

Note that the frequency responses at "point 1" and at "point 2", within the circuit of Fig. 5 (CO), are approx. 1.1185 times higher and 0.6373 times lower than that at the output node [see Fig. 7(a)], respectively. A 1V output signal level will therefore cause serious overdrive and distortion within the circuit (e.g. at nodes "point 1" and "point 2"), and consequently at the output. One criterion that is useful to guarantee maximum dynamic range is therefore to specify that the maximum signal level at any node within the circuit should at no time exceed the signal level at the input or output. Thus, for a maximum zero-dB gain the signal within the circuit should nowhere exceed 1V (or zero dB). For our circuit in Fig. 5, this means that the signal level at the output of amplifier $O_1$ and of $O_2$ has to be reduced by a factor $\lambda_1=1/1.1185=0.8941$ and increased by a factor $\lambda_2=1/0.6373=1.5698$, respectively (see frequency response in Fig. 7(b)).

Magnitude levels at the outputs of opamps $O_2$, $O_3$, and $O_4$ are also optimized to have maximums of 1V, by factors $\lambda_3=0.8080$ and $\lambda_4=0.90662$, respectively.

A simple way of signal level scaling within a circuit is to consider the equivalent signal-flow graph (sfg). The sfg for the circuit of Fig. 2, is shown in Fig. 3. The so-called critical voltage nodes are at the outputs of each voltage source and are indicated in Figs. 2 and 3 by numbers.

Now, to change (i.e. increase or decrease by an amount $\lambda$) the voltage level at any node in an sfg, we must multiply every incoming branch by the factor $\lambda$ and divide every outgoing branch by the same amount. Obviously, $\lambda$ will be around unity. Thus, if the signal level at node 2 is to be increased by a factor $\lambda_A$, all incoming signal paths to node 2 have been multiplied by $\lambda_A$, while all outgoing paths from node 2 have been divided by $\lambda_A$. Increasing the signal level at node 3 (and 4) by another factor $\lambda_B$, we have the additional modification to the sfg as also shown in Fig. 3. To modify the path by some factor $\lambda$ we must multiply or divide one multiplicative component in the corresponding transmission quantity. We do this by multiplying $R_1$ and dividing $R_4$ by $\lambda_A$, and multiplying $R_2$ by $\lambda_B\lambda_A$, and $R_3$ by $\lambda_A/\lambda_B$. The factors $\lambda_A$, and $\lambda_B$ are designated in Figs. 2 and 3.

In Fig. 4 it is shown sfg of two coupled Biquads the realization of them is in Fig. 5. To scale the signal levels to be of equal maximums in sfg in Fig. 4, we perform the same optimization technique. The corresponding voltages at the outputs are shown in Fig. 6(b) and 7(b). The optimized element values are given in Table II, too. Optimized elements are marked as bold. Parameters $\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$ are used to optimize Biquads gains inside coupling and are the most influential.

![Figure 4. Optimization of CO section in Fig. 5 using sfg.](image)
Figure 5. Realization of Biquartic section with two general purpose active-RC Biquadratic sections and feedback.

TABLE II. ELEMENT VALUES OF THE CIRCUIT IN FIG. 5 FOR THE FOURTH-ORDER BP BUTTERWORTH EXAMPLE DENORMALIZED TO 1KHz.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elements</th>
<th>CA Non-optimized</th>
<th>CA Optimized</th>
<th>CO Non-optimized</th>
<th>CO Optimized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$R_{11}$</td>
<td>38.256$\Omega$</td>
<td>38.256$\Omega$</td>
<td>45.016$\Omega$</td>
<td>25.637$\Omega$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{12}$</td>
<td>13.31$\Omega$</td>
<td>13.057$\Omega$</td>
<td>15.915$\Omega$</td>
<td>12.860$\Omega$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{13}$</td>
<td>38.256$\Omega$</td>
<td>38.256$\Omega$</td>
<td>45.016$\Omega$</td>
<td>45.016$\Omega$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{14}$</td>
<td>13.31$\Omega$</td>
<td>13.573$\Omega$</td>
<td>15.915$\Omega$</td>
<td>19.697$\Omega$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{15}$</td>
<td>10k$\Omega$</td>
<td>10k$\Omega$</td>
<td>10k$\Omega$</td>
<td>10k$\Omega$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{16}$</td>
<td>10k$\Omega$</td>
<td>10k$\Omega$</td>
<td>10k$\Omega$</td>
<td>10k$\Omega$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{17}$</td>
<td>10nF</td>
<td>10nF</td>
<td>10nF</td>
<td>10nF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{11}$</td>
<td>10nF</td>
<td>10nF</td>
<td>10nF</td>
<td>10nF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{12}$</td>
<td>10nF</td>
<td>10nF</td>
<td>10nF</td>
<td>10nF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{18}$</td>
<td>19.027k$\Omega$</td>
<td>19.027k$\Omega$</td>
<td>15.915k$\Omega$</td>
<td>19.697k$\Omega$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{19}$</td>
<td>20.625k$\Omega$</td>
<td>20.625k$\Omega$</td>
<td>22.500k$\Omega$</td>
<td>35.334k$\Omega$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{20}$</td>
<td>17.552k$\Omega$</td>
<td>17.552k$\Omega$</td>
<td>15.915k$\Omega$</td>
<td>17.555k$\Omega$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{21}$</td>
<td>54.677k$\Omega$</td>
<td>54.677k$\Omega$</td>
<td>45.016k$\Omega$</td>
<td>45.016k$\Omega$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{22}$</td>
<td>19.027k$\Omega$</td>
<td>19.027k$\Omega$</td>
<td>15.915k$\Omega$</td>
<td>19.697k$\Omega$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{23}$</td>
<td>10k$\Omega$</td>
<td>10k$\Omega$</td>
<td>10k$\Omega$</td>
<td>10k$\Omega$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{24}$</td>
<td>10k$\Omega$</td>
<td>10k$\Omega$</td>
<td>10k$\Omega$</td>
<td>10k$\Omega$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{21}$</td>
<td>10nF</td>
<td>10nF</td>
<td>10nF</td>
<td>10nF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{22}$</td>
<td>10nF</td>
<td>10nF</td>
<td>10nF</td>
<td>10nF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{25}$</td>
<td>$\infty$</td>
<td>$\infty$</td>
<td>10k$\Omega$</td>
<td>11.185k$\Omega$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{26}$</td>
<td>$\infty$</td>
<td>$\infty$</td>
<td>20k$\Omega$</td>
<td>22.37k$\Omega$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6. Amplitude-frequency characteristics of fourth-order BP filter CA in Fig 5 (opamp O7 does not exist). (a) Non-optimized. (b) Optimized.

Figure 7. Amplitude-frequency characteristics of fourth-order BP filter with coupling (CO) in Fig 5. (a) Non-optimized. (b) Optimized.
Dynamic range is defined by \[8\]
\[
D_R = 20 \log \left( \frac{\text{\(V_{\text{out rms max}}\)}}{\text{\(E_{\text{no}}\)}} \right) \text{ [dB]},
\]
where \(V_{\text{out rms max}}\) in [V] is the numerator representing the maximum undistorted rms voltage at the output. The denominator \(E_{\text{no}}\) in [\(\mu\)V] is the noise floor defined by the noise power at the output, obtained by integration of the noise spectral density as in Fig. 9 from zero to infinity. The lower the curve of the output noise spectral density the smaller the rms output noise voltage. On the other hand, \(V_{\text{out rms max}}\) is determined by the opamp slew rate, power supply voltage and the corresponding THD factor of the filter. Keeping the THD factor fixed, for the optimized filter, having opamp outputs as in Fig. 7(b), the value of \(V_{\text{out rms max}}\) is close to the supply voltages of opamps, Using presented optimization, we increase \(D_R\) by increasing numerator and decreasing denominator in (18), at the same time.

IV. RESULTS OF SIMULATION

Comparing the sensitivities of two filters examples in Table II with Monte Carlo runs using PSpice, while assuming a zero-mean uniform distribution and 5% standard deviation for all components, we obtain the ensemble of responses shown in Fig. 8. The spread of the ensemble of responses for each filter is an indication of its sensitivity to component tolerances, the lower the spread, the better the filter, because possessing low sensitivity property. We can conclude that the sensitivity in the passband is higher for the cascade (Fig. 8a), than for the coupled case with identical sections (Fig. 8b) [6].

Using the PSpice program output thermal noise spectral density of filter examples in Table II was generated and shown in Fig. 9. In the simulation, a model of TL081/TI (Texas Instruments) FET input opamp, is used [8]. From Fig. 9 one can conclude that the lowest noise possesses 'optimized' CO filters. Namely, since the dynamic range is limited from the upper border with the maximum undistorted signal level, and from the lower border by noise floor, by optimization as in Section III.A, the dynamic range has improved significantly, when BP filter is designed as coupled Biquads.

V. CONCLUSION

We conclude that low-sensitivity and -noise BP filters can be designed using CO filters with equal building blocks. It is shown that the optimization of the dynamic range plays a very important role when using three-amplifier Biquads as building blocks. Optimization does not affect sensitivity. Namely, both sensitivity and noise are reduced using coupling, whereas the output noise can be further reduced by optimization of the opamp signal levels and by that the dynamic range even more improved.
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Abstract - Growing Photovoltaic (PV) panel waste causes a new environmental challenge, but on the other hand opportunities to create value and new economic paths. The main vision of the European project CABRISS „Implementation of a circular economy based on recycling, reused and recovered indium, silicon and silver materials for photovoltaic and other applications“ is to develop a circular economy mainly for the photovoltaic, but also for electronic and glass industry. CABRISS bundles the efforts of 16 European companies and research institutions. The project consists in the development of: (i) recycling technologies to recover In, Ag and Si for the sustainable PV technology and other applications; (ii) a solar cell processing roadmap, which will use Si waste for the high throughput, cost-effective manufacturing of hybrid Si based solar cells and will demonstrate the possibility for the re-usability and recyclability at the end of life of key PV materials. From the begin the CABRISS consortium decided to have all results in accordance with valid European standards to ease access to market.

I. INTRODUCTION

Photovoltaics, also called solar cells, are electronic devices that convert sunlight directly into electricity. A PV system consists of PV cells that are connected to form a PV module, and the additional components, including the inverter, controls, etc. A wide range of PV cell technologies is on the market today including wafer-based crystalline silicon (c-Si) technology: 85% of the global PV market and 90% of PV waste

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Generation</th>
<th>% of Market, % of Waste</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First-generation PV systems</td>
<td>fully commercial – use the wafer-based crystalline silicon (c-Si) technology: 85% of the global PV market and 90% of PV waste</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second-generation PV systems</td>
<td>early market deployment, are based on thin-film PV technologies: 15% of global PV market and 10% of PV waste</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third-generation PV systems</td>
<td>include technologies which are still under demonstration or have not yet been widely commercialized (e.g. concentrating PV (CPV), organic PV cells, novel concepts under development)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

II. THE EUROPEAN WASTE DIRECTIVE WEEE

The European legislation proactively pushes forward the development of a green solution that is expected to master the issue of Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment WEEE including PV waste. WEEE comprises a wide pallet of materials and components that, if not properly treated, can cause major environmental problems. Additionally, the production of modern electronics uses rare and expensive materials (eg worldwide around 10% of total gold is used for electrical and electronic components). To improve the environmental handling of WEEE and to foster a circular economy the complete chain of collection, treatment, reuse and recycling of end-of-life electronics is essential for the world’s transition to a sustainable energy future [1]. Since 13 August 2012, the recasted Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE) Directive 2012/19/EU provides a legislative framework for extended producer responsibility of PV modules at European scale. As from 14 February 2014, the collection, transport and treatment of photovoltaic panels are regulated in every single European Union (EU) country. The large majority of collected PV modules that have been collected come from on-site pick-up for large quantities.

The recasted WEEE directive states that when supplying a new product, distributors are responsible for ensuring that such waste can be returned to the distributor at least
free of charge on a one-to-one basis under the condition that the equipment is of equivalent type and of same function as the supplied equipment. Thus PV modules distributors will have an increasing role in the PV collection network. Nowadays, the recycling of crystalline modules is still limited by economic barriers; the economically realistic separation and recovery of silicon remains a challenge.

TABLE II. RESPONSIBILITIES OF PV PRODUCERS ACCORDING TO WEEE [5]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Responsibilities according to WEEE</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Yearly report of the PV modules put on the national market: WEEE register.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Organizing and financing the take-back and waste management of the photovoltaic modules.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Ensuring a financial guarantee of the disposal operations when photovoltaic modules are considered as household WEEE.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Achieve mandatory collection and recycling targets.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Mark all products with a crossed-out wheelie-bin.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Informing treatment facilities of the product’s composition, including the potential use of hazardous materials.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Informing end customers on how to dispose their end-of-life PV modules.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Being responsible of the PV waste take-back can be costly since solutions to decommission and recycle such waste are not technically mature now. Therefore, the manufacturer pays the decommissioning and the cost to run a waste disposal plant. This cost is one additional factor that reduces their margin and makes their businesses less profitable. On the long run, CABRISS aims at preparing the technologies for recycling even large quantities of PV waste thus allowing a reduction of the operating expenses (OPEX). The liability brought by the legislation cited above gives the basis for a valuable asset of the European PV manufacturers. PV end-of-life management also offers opportunities relating to each of the ‘three Rs’ of sustainable waste management:

TABLE III. THE ‘THREE RS’ OF SUSTAINABLE WASTE MANAGEMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category of “R”</th>
<th>Waste Management</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reduce</td>
<td>Research and development (R&amp;D) together with technological advances and a maturing industry allow design and manufacturing of panels which require less raw material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reuse</td>
<td>Rapid global PV growth is expected to give the basis for a vital secondary market for panel components and materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recycle</td>
<td>Current PV installations reach the final decommissioning stage, recycling and material recovery will be preferable to panel disposal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In a circular economy the value of products and materials is maintained for as long as possible. Waste and resource use are minimized, and when a product reaches the end of its life, it is used again to create further value. This can bring major economic benefits, contributing to innovation, growth and job creation [9]. Raw materials are crucial to Europe’s economy. Securing reliable and unhindered access to certain raw materials is a growing concern. To identify the most prominent challenges, the European Commission issued a list of Critical Raw Materials (CRMs). CRMs combine a high economic importance to the EU with a high risk associated with their supply [10]. Indium, a prominent resource of thin-film PV is one example of those CRMs. In June 2016 the International Energy Agency Photovoltaic Power Systems Program (IEA-PVPS) [7] in collaboration with the International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA) [8] published the report: “End-Of-Life Management: Solar Photovoltaic Panels” [1]. This report can be seen as the first global projection for future PV panel waste volumes to 2050. It underlines that recycled PV represents an opportunity to create and pursue new economy. This study analyzes national approaches to PV waste management and on the other hand predicts volumes of decommissioned PV panels, opportunities for the „3 Rs“ (Reduce, Reuse, Recycle), as well as costs and requirements for an expanded waste management infrastructure.

Figure 2. Overview of global PV panel waste projections 2016-2050 [1]

Analyzing the documents IEA-PVS and IRENA issues regularly helps to predict and to estimate the future legal and technological challenges. CABRISS aims at pioneering a circular economy dedicated to handle the critical situation of recycling the significant volume of photovoltaic waste. By these means the project aims at benefitting also to electronics, metallurgy and glass industries.

CABRISS’ five main objectives:

- Developing industrial symbiosis by providing raw materials such as glass or silver as feedstock for other industries (e.g. glass, electronics or metallurgy).
- Fostering collecting up to 90% of the PV waste throughout Europe compared to the 40% rate in 2013
- Retrieving up to 90% of the high value raw materials from the PV cells and panels: silicon, indium and silver
- Manufacturing PV cells and panels from the recycled raw materials achieving lower cost (25%
less) and at least the same performances (i.e. cells efficiency yield) as the conventional processes thanks to the implementation of a solar cell processing roadmap, which uses Si waste for the high throughput, cost-effective manufacturing of hybrid Si based solar cell.

- Involving the EU citizens and industry into such a sustainable and financially viable new economy. Industrial symbiosis needs proactive coordination between a variety of stakeholders, such as industry, research institutions, civil society organizations, public authorities and policy makers, and an increased awareness of producer responsibility for waste production. The project will rise the awareness of producers on the reduction of the material waste and the potential for recovery of Si, Ag, In. In addition, the project will involve the existing European PV clusters as multiplicators and platforms for exchange of experience made and best-practice.

The European Commission’s action plan [2] stressed that the transition to a more circular economy requires action throughout a product’s life-cycle: from production to the creation of markets for waste-derived raw materials. Waste management is one of the main areas where further improvements are needed and within reach: increasing waste prevention, reuse and recycling are key objectives both of the action plan and of the legislative package on waste.

The developed Si solar cells aim at having a low environmental impact by the implementation of low carbon footprint technologies resulting in low energy pay back (about 1 year). Energy Pay Back Time EPBT is used as an indicator for the environmental impact caused by PV power systems.

\[ \text{EPBT} = \frac{E_{\text{input}}}{E_{\text{saved}}} \]  

\( E_{\text{input}} \) represents the total of energy input during the module lifetime including the energy requirement for manufacturing, installation, energy use during operation, and energy needed for decommissioning whereas \( E_{\text{saved}} \) stands for the annual energy savings due to electricity generated by the module.

The originality of CABRISS relates to the cross-sectorial approach associating together different sectors like the powder metallurgy (fabrication of Si powder based low cost substrate), the PV industry (innovative PV cells based on secondary materials) and the industry of recycling (hydrometallurgy and pyrometallurgy) with a common aim: making use of recycled waste materials (Si, In and Ag). CABRISS focuses mainly on a photovoltaic production value chain, thus demonstrating the cross-sectorial industrial symbiosis with closed-loop processes.

### III. CABRISS TECHNOLOGICAL APPROACH

The technology development in CABRISS is organized in five workpackages WPs [15].

**WP1: PV Waste collection and dismantling, materials extraction** – The overall objective of WP1 is to develop innovative cost-effective methods for the extraction of silicon, indium, and silver from the different sources of PV waste in order to constitute materials feedstock. From the begin the consortium decided to proactively cooperate with standardization institutions on national and European level.

**WP2** Purification of silicon recovered in PV wastes – The main goal of WP2 is to develop methods for the purification of Si feedstock from Si recovered from solar wafers, cells resp. panels. At this stage of the project, the CABRISS partner SINTEF (Norway) is focusing on the growth of multi-Si and single-crystalline Si ingots. In general, Si scrap can consist of: broken wafers, broken solar cell structures or solar cells that are extracted from end-of-life solar modules. In all cases, all non-Si solar cell-base related layers (metallization, antireflection coating, emitter, back surface field) have to be etched away before used for the growth of ingots. An image of a single-crystalline Si ingot of about 20 kg is shown below. Properties of all materials obtained from the extraction and purification processes are ongoingly be analyzed by various analytical methods available within the CABRISS consortium.
WP3 Fabrication of silicon wafers using recycled materials – standard and cost-effective processing Si based substrates from the recycled Si feedstock will be developed.

WP4 Fabrication of silicon solar cells using recycled materials – Overall objective of this work package is to develop skills, know-how and processes to produce high efficiency cells from Si wafers obtained from a recycling process and by using recycled metals.

WP5 Transformation of recycled materials into usable products – A main objective of this workpackage is to develop processes for using of Ag and In based recycled materials. The demonstration of the recycled materials' quality for making new PV modules will be shown through indoor and outdoor measurements in comparison with standard PV modules.

An additional WP addresses a comprehensive assessment of environmental, sustainability and economic criteria which are essential for the long term economic success of the innovative processes, materials and technologies investigated in CABRISS project. Life Cycle Assessment (LCA), performed according to ISO 14040/14044, the internationally most recognized evaluation method to compare the environmental impacts of different production processes and technologies [11]. This comprises systematic compiling and examining of all inputs and outputs of materials and energy and the associated environmental impacts directly attributable to the function of a product “from cradle to grave” [12], [13]. Results are presented in environmental impact categories, e.g. Global Warming Potential (relating to emission of greenhouse gases), Eutrophication potential (related to the pollution of water by phosphates and nitrates), etc. Life Cycle Costs (LCC) are calculated on the basis of empirical cost micro-data [14]. The LCA and LCC results of the CABRISS project will be compared with results for conventional PV products documented in literature.

IV. WASTES FROM SILICON PV MANUFACTURING AND THEIR ECONOMIC VALUE

Customers more and more favour products that are esteemed to do the least damage of the environment. By this interest manufacturers are encouraged to mark their products to convince consumers that their products have less impact on the environment [4]. Easing market access through environmental labelling makes sense, particularly where companies already have invested in environmental improvement. CABRISS focuses on a thorough market and competitive analysis, parts of it are presented below [6].

A number of wastes are generated during the PV cell production process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Processing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>off-cuts</td>
<td>Off-cuts created when cutting either the cast multi-crystalline silicon or the mono-crystalline ingot can be recycled within ingot manufacturing (closed-loop recycling at this point).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shurry recycling</td>
<td>The wafering step leads to a 45% loss, and this volume is either in the form of dry powder (diamond saw), or in the case of steel wire cutting in the form of silicon powder mixed with silicon-carbide.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>“other” comes from cell and module manufacture, including final installation. Three main stages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● If the wafer is broken early or before processing: re-melting and reintroduction into the process of ingot manufacture.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● In the case that cell processing has begun, but before metallization: the cell can be processed through a series of chemical cleaning and lapping stages and again can be returned for ingot manufacture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● after metallization: cell is much more difficult to recycle, but falls into the scope of CABRISS, in the sense that the silicon and the silver can in principal be recovered and used either inside or outside of PV applications.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One of the goals of CABRISS’ partner RHP is to develop an industrial process which allows a fast transformation of recycled Silicon powders into ingots by pressure assisted sintering which allows densification of >95%. This requires temperatures which are close to the melting point of silicon. An additional advantage of the used powder metallurgical process is the possibility to tune the electrical conductivity by using doping of the silicon with elements such as boron. First ingots could be processed with a size of 156 mm x 156 mm.

V. STANDARDS

The European Commission requested the European standardization organisations to develop European standards for the treatment, recovery, recycling and preparing for re-use, of WEEE including separation and
removal of key components, such as frames, glass, polymers, metals and cables. Those standards have to reflect the state of the art laying down minimum quality standards [5]. Companies and research institutions can profit from participation in a Technical Committee (TC), which enables them to benefit from the ability to internalize the external information resources and thus to increase innovation skills [20]. Integrating research with standardization is characterized by several advantages for researchers, economy, and for society [19]. Standards can give the foundations for further developments, new research and ultimately new knowledge. The objectives of standardization [16] are to:

- meet the requirements of the global market efficiently;
- ensure world-wide use of PV standards;
- improve the quality of products and services;
- establish the conditions for the interoperability of complex systems;
- increase the efficiency of industrial processes;
- contribute to the improvement of human health and safety and the protection of the environment.

Standardization within CABRISS aims at providing a bridge that connects research to industry. This is of importance as investors in new technologies have to overcome the critical phase between demonstration and commercialization. To cross this well-known “valley of death”, a good awareness and understanding of all pre-requirements for accessing the market is crucial. Two technology steps are addressed in CABRISS: (i) collection of end-of-life modules, cells and PV waste and (ii) dismantling, extraction and recovery.

CABRISS has deepened collaboration with CENELEC’s CLC/TC 111X „Environment“ which deals with collection, logistics and treatment requirements for WEEE- part 2-4: „Specific requirements for the treatment of photovoltaic panels“ and for WEEE 3-5: „Technical specification for de-pollution – photovoltaic panels“.

In the context of circular economy the SEMI „International Technology Roadmap for Photovoltaic (ITRPV)“ [3] can be seen as one of those forward-looking strategic documents which inform suppliers and customers about anticipated technology trends in the field of crystalline silicon (c-Si) photovoltaics and which help to stimulate discussion on required improvements and lacks of standardization. The objective of the roadmap is not to recommend detailed technical solutions for identified areas in need of improvement, but instead to emphasize to the PV community the need for improvement and to encourage the development of comprehensive solutions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE V. CABRISS CONSORTIUM: 16 INSTITUTIONS FROM 9 COUNTRIES COMPRISING 6 SMES, 5 INDUSTRIES AND 5 RTOS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Commissions At Energy ATOMIQUE ET AUX ENERGIES ALTERNATIVES</strong>, France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STIFTELSEN SINTEF</strong>, Norway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INTERUNIVERSITAIR MICRO-ELECTRONICACENTRUM IMEC VZW</strong>, Belgium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LOSER CHEMIE GMBH</strong>, Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FERROATLANTICA I &amp; D SL.</strong>, Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UAB SOLI TEK R&amp;D</strong>, Lithuania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PYROGENESIS SA</strong>, Greece</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RHP TECHNOLOGY GMBH</strong>, Austria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RESITEC AS</strong>, Norway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TECHNISCHE UNIVERSITAET WIEN</strong>, Austria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SUNPLUGGED - SOLARE ENERGIESYSTEME GMBH</strong>, Austria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FRAUNHOFER GESELLSCHAFT ZUR FORDERUNG DER ANGEWANDTEN FORSCHUNG EV.</strong>, Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PROJEKTKOMPETENZ EU - GESELLSCHAFT FUR PROJEKTENTWICKLUNG UND -MANAGEMENT MBH</strong>, Austria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PV CYCLE FRANCE</strong>, France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INKRON OY</strong>, Finland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ECM GREENTECH</strong>, France</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The consortium of CABRISS covers the whole value chain from the collection of end of life PV modules to the transformation into new modules following a dedicated process of extraction and recycling. All the partners of the CABRISS project were selected according to their complementary skills. PVCYCLE will be leading the
collection of end-of-life PV modules and cells, and PV waste while LOSER and RESITEC will be in charge of dismantling and extracting materials from these collected modules.

VI. CONCLUSION

Growing Photovoltaic (PV) panel waste causes a new environmental challenge, but on the other hand unprecedented opportunities to create value and to open new economic paths. The European project CABRISS aims at implementing a circular economy based on recycling, reused and recovered Indium, Silicon and Silver materials for photovoltaic and other applications. This approach is inline with the European legislation fostering the development of a green solution to master the issue of Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment WEEE including PV waste. Collection, de-pollution and treatment technologies for end-of-life PV as prerequisite for recovery and recycling are in the focus of CABRISS. Proactive involvement of European standardization guarantees validity of results for the market.
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Abstract—Smart sensing and computing have become important concepts in the last few years, creating opportunities in the new sector of smart agriculture. A few commercial smart agriculture systems have been introduced to this end, and albeit closed for experimentation, are paving the way for high-tech innovations for crop and livestock agriculture. In this paper, we focus on open and low-cost concepts for smart farm (edge) computing systems to create a smart farm animal welfare monitoring system. We develop an open source system that enables networking and computing of edge devices but also processing of data in a server – all being a connected system that we refer to as smart farm computing system. We propose to use Raspberry Pis as edge devices to monitor the animals and the farm environment, and we let the edge devices communicate with a local farm controller. The proposed farm computing system conceptually creates a fog computing layer and is further connected with cloud computing systems and a mobile application. We demonstrate that a low-cost and open computing and sensing system can effectively monitor multiple parameters related to animal welfare.

I. INTRODUCTION

Smart computing and sensing are becoming common terms for technologies used in our everyday’s life to collect, analyse and share data over interconnected communication networks. One of the important areas that could highly benefit from using sensing technologies includes the broad area of human-animal interaction and co-habitation, and within that area of smart farming, often also referred to as Precision Livestock Farming (PLF). Currently, smart farming addresses basic needs of farmers, such as helping farmers to automate farming, for example, with feeding control systems [1]. In this sector, animal welfare is currently addressed through animal health care monitoring. At the same time, there is a wide consensus that biomedical and environmental parameters and factors can be easily measured with modern technologies indicating that animals are healthy, pain-free, and live in an environment which is species appropriate and allows them to be active and positively stimulated, broadening the scope from animal health to animal welfare.

As a consequence of the rapid smart livestock farming evolution, multiple specialized Internet- and cloud-enabled technology products are emerging on the market, albeit in form of commercial and proprietary products. The economic factors in agriculture severely affect not only the technology and the farmers, but also the entire society and citizens in form of food prices, – further contributing to the lack of open experimentation, and lack of emphasis on animal welfare factors in today’s systems. If technology from other sectors is of any indication, we envision that animal welfare in livestock agriculture can prosper with help of low-cost and open smart systems and technologies on the principles of openness, programmability, interoperability, vendor-neutrality, and data sharing, which are all features that have greatly benefited the evolution of computing and sensing in general. As we are witnessing an ever increasing communication and computing capacity in all domains, we can expect the same evolution in the area of livestock agriculture, for which new thinking and system design is required.

In this paper, we focus on the design of open, programmable and low-cost smart farming systems for animal welfare by leveraging two most recent advances in computing: edge computing (also referred to as fog computing) and low-cost edge devices [4]. In fog computing, all required control, computing and networking capabilities are implemented closer to the edge devices, be it sensors and actuators or smartphones [3]. In our system, we use the popular low-cost Raspberry Pi single-board computers as stationary and mobile edge devices to monitor the animals as well as the stables, and we let the devices communicate with a local work station managed by the farmer. The paper presents an open-source architecture and a prototype of a farm animal welfare framework, ready to be installed in an experimental farm environment for cattle. Among multiple features, we demonstrate in more detail two basic parameters relevant to animal welfare, i.e., the stable temperature and animal movements, and discuss results obtained, as well as the lessons learned in building an open system.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses the related work. Section III presents the system architecture, including the individual func-
tions. The communication system is explained in Section IV. Section V concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Our main contribution here is in attempting the build and open-source system, with an open architecture that can enable experimentation and data sharing, further enabling an effective fog and cloud computing integration [4]. In addition, we take an interdisciplinary approach, by considering the real-life needs of one of the species suitable for this system. Even though our system is designed to be applicable to various animal species, our focus is on cattle. This is because current systems may not always comply with regulations and practices for various species, where for instance, due to the exploring behavior of pigs, sensor fixation is extremely difficult and accidental intake of sensors or other material should be avoided. By studying these salient features, our goal is to take a truly interdisciplinary approach in the design. We herewith omit any commercial products as related work, as they are typically closed for experimentation.

Animal farming is becoming an important research focus in engineering and computer science. A general overview about smart farming in livestock agriculture can be found in [7]. The paper divides the issue in three main aspects: robotic milking, automated feeding, and the subject of quality, whereas the latter refers to both, the quality of animal products and quality-of-life for the animals (i.e. animal welfare). In [1], the authors developed a smart farm system that supports the farmer in multiple daily work tasks. The system provides food and water for the animals and can additionally detect fire in the stable. Another issue was camera surveillance of the farm, one of the features we also implement in our system. An environmental monitoring system based on the Raspberry Pi is presented in [5]. The measured data in this approach is uploaded directly to the cloud. However, the work does not focus on smart farming as such, but rather on low-cost environmental monitoring systems in general. Given a myriad of similar projects based on the Raspberry Pi, we do not further review this body of work outside the area of livestock farming. In [6], a health monitoring system for cattle using a Raspberry Pi is presented. The rumination activity, body temperature, and humidity are measured to monitor the health status of the cattle. In contrast to our work, the authors use the Raspberry Pi as a webserver and the sensors are implemented as (PIC) microcontrollers. The implementation of neither a cloud nor mobile application is foreseen in the project, which we consider as critical features for long-term data analysis.

While many papers refer to one or more parameters related to animal welfare, the papers focusing on animal welfare as such have been few and far between [2]. In [8], an ad-hoc wireless sensor network is used to measure the body temperature of several pigs with the help of implanted sensors. Additionally, the base station measures the temperature of the environment and collects the measured data. The paper discusses the relation between the body and the environmental temperature, and that it's possible to improve the pigs' health with monitoring and controlling the environmental temperature. Another work considering animal welfare aspects is [9]. Here, the authors use sensors to monitor the changes in behavior, like feeding, drinking, and social behavior. The paper furthermore describes the process towards automating monitoring and detection of behavioral changes. In this way, the animal welfare aspects of commercial, housed piggyries should be improved. The authors of [10] discuss the term animal welfare and define a more universal concept of it, without considering specific technologies.

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we present the system architecture of our animal welfare smart farming system, which is depicted in Figure 1. We distinguish between two basic subsystems: the animal-centric subsystem (wearable or non-wearable) and the environmental subsystem. Both are an integral part of the overall system and send their measured data to a common farm controller, which is the central entity of the system (which could be implemented nonetheless in a distributed fashion). This architectural separation is in line with a broader consensus in the animal welfare research community, which identifies two main types of measures to assess animal welfare: the environment and the individual animals, see e.g. in [10]. The farm controller synchronizes the data with a cloud application. The cloud provides the connection with the farmer's mobile device. In our implementation, we implemented the environment and health monitoring subsystems on Raspberry Pis, which are credit-card sized microcomputers with a Linux operating system called Raspbian. The Raspberry Pi offers a less complex and more affordable solution for initial experiments with wireless monitoring. The advantages of the Raspberry Pi are particularly the low-end pricing and the low power consumption. One Raspberry Pi – denoted as Environment R-Pi – is used for environmental monitoring and control, which is placed in the stable. In addition, there are multiple other Raspberry Pis – denoted as Wearable R-Pis – for animal health monitoring, which are placed directly on the animals, e.g. using collars. The farm controller is implemented as a Java application, which is executed on the farm work station. At the current state of our experiments, an off-the-shelf office PC is sufficient for all work station purposes and is assumed to be located
on the farm. The cloud implementation is currently run on an external server, but can likewise be operated using e.g. Amazon Web Services. Our mobile application is implemented as a light-weight Android app.

### A. Environment R-Pi

The Environment R-Pi is used to monitor and control the environmental parameters. In our implementation, this is realized with a single Raspberry Pi. Please note that our proposed architecture supports multiple Environment R-Pis (which can be connected to the same farm controller), in order to support large farms that may require more than one environmental monitor. Our Environment R-Pi is extended with the so-called *SenseHAT* module, which is an add-on board containing different sensors, including temperature, humidity, accelerometer, gyroscope, magnetometer and barometric pressure. It additionally provides an 8x8 LED matrix and a five-button joystick. We furthermore connected a camera module to the Raspberry Pi, namely the v2 Camera Module. For the environmental monitoring so far, we deployed a temperature and a humidity sensor, and the camera enables live feeds from the stable. However, due to the widespread use of Raspberry Pis, there is a large number of compatible sensors available, which allows the extension of the Environment R-Pi for the measurement of all kinds of additional parameters. The program that sends all measured data to the farm controller is written in Python, and the Raspberry Pi is connected to the network via Ethernet. The measured data is exchanged using a TCP connection. In addition to the sensors and the networking, the Environment R-Pi is also able to control the environment with actuators: heating, ventilation (or air condition), opening and closing of doors, windows, food dispensers, etc. An overview of the sensors and actuators of the Environment R-Pi is given in Figure 2. The dots indicate that the system can be extended. It should be noted that Environment R-Pi may not be reliable enough for production scenarios, as ours is only a proof of concept.

### B. Wearable R-Pi

We measure health-related data with the wearable R-Pis, comparable to other animal health monitoring systems that are typically based on wearables. Our current implementation measures the animal’s body temperature and movements using an accelerometer and a temperature sensor. An overview on the sensors and actuators of the Wearable R-Pi is given in Figure 3. Also here, the dots mean that the system is extendible with additional sensors. The LEDs could be used to indicate device- or animal-related information, such as low battery status.

We note that the connection to the work station requires some sort of wireless communication channel (e.g., WiFi or Bluetooth), and that the power supply relies on a battery to keep the Wearable R-Pi mobile. For the wireless communication, either a specific version of the Raspberry Pi is required (i.e. model B, version 3), or a compatible WiFi interface can be attached via USB. The power supply is an open challenge for a real-world deployment, as the battery either lasts only for relatively short time periods (e.g., the farmer would have to recharge the Wearable R-Pi every day) or it is too heavy to be worn on a collar. In terms of energy consumption, we plan to evaluate the suitability of other computing platforms, ranging from alternative low-cost system-on-chips (e.g. the popular Arduino boards) to FPGA boards with extremely low-power requirements (e.g. the Xilinx UltraScale+ SoCs).

**Accelerometer:** The used R-Pi accelerometer returns 3D acceleration values (including the acceleration of gravity), which are not useful to track permanently. We assume that the duration and type of body movement are significant indicators to assess
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Fig. 1: The system architecture.

Fig. 2: Environment Raspberry Pi.
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the animal’s wellbeing. As the Wearable R-Pi may twist/shift relatively to the animal (depending on how it is attached), the absolute orientation of the device requires frequent calibration, so that the movement can be computed correctly. Therefore we designed a calibration method for the accelerometer, which allows to delete the acceleration of gravity from the measurements independently from the device’s current orientation. The method is based on the length \( \ell \) of the 3D acceleration vector \( \vec{a} = (x, y, z) \), which is computed as

\[
\ell = |\vec{a}| = \sqrt{x^2 + y^2 + z^2}
\]

The value of \( \ell \) is 1, when there is no acceleration except the acceleration of gravity and the sum of all acceleration values caused by the animal’s body movements between two standstills is zero. Our method to calibrate the accelerometer therefore works as follows: We start a calibration cycle when the device is not moving \((\ell = 1)\), and then measure and add up all acceleration values until the device is not moving again. The resulting mean acceleration from this calibration cycle is exactly the vector of the gravitational force, assuming that the device’s orientation didn’t change during this cycle. Assuming that the Wearable R-Pi will twist/shift only slowly, we take the estimated vector of the acceleration of gravity to calibrate the device’s orientation for the following measurements, and simultaneously compute a new gravity vector. By subtracting the acceleration of gravity from the measured acceleration vector, we get the movement of the animal. Our method has shown to provide a sufficient accuracy for the purpose of measuring an animal’s duration and type of body movement during extensively tests.

The Wearable R-Pi samples the animal’s body movements with a rate of 30 Hz and transmits it to the farm work station. The further processing and classification of this data is performed in the Farm Controller (and explained explicitly in Section III-E) to avoid a processing overload on the Raspberry Pi’s small CPU.

C. Farm Controller

The Farm Controller is the central part of the overall system architecture, which is also the physical location at which the smart farm application is operated. The system can run on an off-the-shelf office PC, and the smart farm application is implemented in Java. The farm controller is designed as a logical entity that represents the fog computing layer, which allows the farmer to access the system locally, for example for configuration purposes, to add/remove wearable devices from the system, to check the environmental parameters, or to manually control actuators (like open or close windows, doors and gates). For the whole system, the controller plays an important part, as it is in fact the connection layer between the cloud and the edge devices (i.e., the Raspberry Pis). The controller evaluates the measured sensor data locally and/or transmits it to the cloud for further processing, which is the salient feature of our proposed architecture.

D. Cloud and the mobile app

The current version of the cloud and the mobile app is to be regarded as work in progress. So far, we emulate the cloud simply with a web-based database, which saves all measured sensor data and enables the communication between the mobile application and the work station. We are currently implementing further cloud-related functions and features. The processed data includes room temperature, humidity, body temperature values, and body movement of individual animals. It is envisioned that these statistics can be used in a long-term analysis to compare the stable with others rooms, or to compare temperature or other values in different seasons or years. The camera feeds are not saved in the current implementation, as they are only intended to be used as live feeds. We see no significant benefit from saving such a large amount
of data additionally, event though we plan to start the live camera transmission in case of some health related or emergency triggers, which may require an off-line data evaluation.

The mobile application is based on the Android Studio framework (version 2.2.2) for Java. The main window allows the farmer to choose the parameters to check from the menu, like room temperature, humidity or a camera live feed. Then, a new window is opened, showing the requested information in more detail. The mobile application’s design is illustrated in Figure 4. The left part of the Figure shows the main menu and the right part an individual info screen for the farmer.

E. Data Management

The information is currently stored in a MySQL-Database, which can be accessed via SQL queries by the work station, by the mobile application, and directly by the user, e.g., with a data base management tool. However, due to the modularity of our framework, the data base can be exchanged easily. We defined one table per type of sensor for simplicity. For practical purposes, we currently use the Ethernet MAC address of the Raspberry Pis as data base identifiers. It is an important design decision which values to store and at which frequency to monitor and store the data. It is for example not useful to store the room temperature or the animal’s body temperature once per second, as these values typically do not alter quickly. It is furthermore unnecessary to save the raw data of an animal’s body acceleration.

![Fig. 5: Classification of motion patterns from the accelerometer.](image)

We use the data measured by the accelerometer of the Wearable R-Pi to classify the type of animal movement. This data, if constantly monitored along with other measurable health information like body temperature, can be useful to evaluate the health status of farm animals and could indicate early symptoms in the course of specific diseases or behavioral changes. We expect that especially the correlation with this type of data with the results of veterinarian examinations can pave the way for new methods in the area of farm animal health care and animal welfare. Figure 5 shows the results of one test run with our Wearable R-Pi, with the acceleration values transformed into the frequency domain. To this end, we used the calibrated acceleration values (transmitted by the Wearable R-Pi) in a Fast Fourier transform and filtered out statistical noise from the sensor and the animal’s movements. We repeated the test a few times with several simulated acceleration values and the results show that the amplitude average of the region between 0.5 Hz and 2 Hz (depicted as the transparent bars of each of the four plots) provides a clear differentiation of different animal movement classes (e.g., a cow that either sleeps, stands, walks, or runs). Compared to the large amount of raw accelerometer data, the animal movement can be tracked storage-economically per class (e.g. x hours sleeping, y hours walking, etc.). Monitoring the animals’ movements for all cows in the same stable can provide new insights to the animals’ social behavior, which has been widely recognized as important for animal welfare [9]. Therefore, we decided to save the movement class of an animal in the database every time the class changes.

We expect that this and similar data, monitored on a daily basis along with other body- or environment-related parameters, may become a significant health and welfare status indicator for farm animals. It should be noted that the proposed system is the first step towards early detection of animal welfare issues, and is expected to lead to more sophisticated systems like automated actuation of environmental changes to improve the animals’ welfare. For instance, a lack of social interaction, a lack of exploration drive, low illumination in a stable, or all the factors combined, may indicate that visual barriers and walls need to be moved to allow the animals to interact and have more space, while light illumination may need to increase or windows may have to be opened. While smart farms will further rely on human activities to some extend (e.g. for veterinary medicine), the automation of many procedures could lead to a much desired cost reduction in farming, while improving animal and human health at the same time.

IV. COMMUNICATION AND SYSTEM FUNCTIONALITY

The communication architecture is illustrated in Figure 6. The communication between the Environment R-Pi, the Wearable R-Pis, and the work station is currently realized as TCP connections, which has security issues and should be replaced with an encrypted communication layer (e.g., Transport Layer Security)
In this paper, we proposed open and low-cost concepts for fog (edge) computing systems to create a smart farm animal welfare monitoring system. The proposed farm computing system conceptually creates a fog computing layer with Raspberry Pis as edge devices, and is further connected with the cloud. We demonstrated that a low-cost and open computing and sensing system can effectively monitor multiple parameters related to animal welfare. While animal welfare remains a broad concept, this paper shows that many parameters relevant to various stakeholders can be measured, collected, evaluated and shared, opening up new possibilities to improve animal welfare and foster high-tech innovations in this sector.
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Abstract - Energy harvesting systems are becoming an exciting alternative for powering low-power electronics. For applications where real time response is not mandatory, energy harvesting systems can also be used with electronic devices whose power demand exceeds available power. Hence, it operates in two phases: charging and discharging phase. For switching between these two operating phases a power management circuit is used. This paper proposes power management circuit with zero power consumption during charging phase. The proposed design of a power management circuit is evaluated through measurements on a developed prototype. Compared to other power management circuit designs, switching time of the proposed design is up to 30 times faster, debounce-like behavior during switching is eliminated, it supports wider range of output currents and has a lower level-of-complexity.

I. INTRODUCTION

With limited power available from energy harvester, a well-balanced power management is essential to ensure the best possible performance. In applications where power demand exceeds power available from energy harvester, a charge/discharge scenario is used. Fig. 1. a) shows the block diagram of energy harvesting system which uses power management circuit to switch between charging and discharging operating phase. Energy from energy harvester is stored on a storage capacitor, and when sufficient energy is collected, the energy is transferred to the powered device. Power management circuit (PMC) is depicted as a switch on Fig. 1. a). Powered device operate in short active intervals (during discharge phase) followed by longer inactive intervals (charging phase), Fig. 1. b). The frequency of occurrence of active intervals is determined by the power ratio between energy harvester and powered device, but also by the features of the power management circuit. To achieve higher frequency of active intervals, the power consumption of the power management circuit must be as low as possible and the switching times between charging and discharging phase must be as short as possible. Power consumption of the PMC is only critical for charging phase. With very low power available from energy harvester, any additional power consumption from PMC, decreases power transfer rate from energy harvester to the storage capacitor, Fig. 1. c), which leads to increased duration of the charging phase.

The additional requirement on the power management circuit design is that is must operate without stable DC power supply. The only power supply available for the power management circuit is the voltage across storage
capacitor, which changes with the amount of collected energy. Fig. 1. b). With assumption that the energy harvester will have time intervals with no output power, the minimal voltage across storage capacitor is 0 V. Maximal voltage depends on the operating voltage of the powered device, which is commonly between 3.3 V and 5.5 V. Therefore, the power management circuit has to ensure accurate switching between charging and discharging phase, with its power supply voltage changing from 0 V to over 5.5 V.

Fig. 1. b) shows voltage across storage capacitor and powered device for different durations of the charging phase. Energy harvesters are devices that extract small amount of usable energy for the environment (solar, RF, heat [1]-[4]), and as such, the amount of available power varies with the changes in the environment; difference in insolation for solar energy harvester, variations in wind, changes in vibration intensity, increase/decrease of RF radiation, temperature fluctuations, etc. Therefore, the duration of charging phase is greatly influenced by the amount of available power from energy harvester [5]-[7]. The duration of the charging phase decreases with increased energy harvester output power, and vice versa. Such stochastic behavior prevents power management circuit to use predefined time intervals for switching between charging and discharging phase. Fig. 1. b) assumes constant power consumption of the powered device, which can be seen as same duration of all discharging phases. In real life, the power consumption of the powered device can also vary, resulting in different durations of discharging phase as well.

In section II the operating mode of the proposed power management circuit is described. Section III gives the measurement results on the prototype of the proposed design and comparison with previous designs. At the end of the paper, the conclusion and references are given.

II. POWER MANAGEMENT CIRCUIT WITH ZERO-POWER CHARGING PHASE

Proposed power management circuit, Fig. 2, consists of two capacitive dividers (\(C_1/C_2\) and \(C_3/C_4\)), latching circuit \((P_1, P_2, N_1, N_2)\) and PMOS switch \(P_3\). Capacitive dividers \((C_1/C_2\) and \(C_3/C_4)\) define threshold voltages for turning the powered device “on” and “off”, respectively. Latching circuit uses two resistors (pull-up resistor \(R_{PU}\) and pull-down resistor \(R_{PD}\)) to hold \(P_1\) and \(N_1\) turned “off” (during charging phase).

Fig. 3 shows the voltage waveforms of the PMC: voltage across the storage capacitor \(V_C\), gate-source voltage of \(N_2, P_2, N_1, P_1, P_3\), and voltage across powered device \(V_{PD}\). The storage capacitor starts its first charging phase at \(T_0\) with all MOSFETs turned off. As the voltage across storage capacitor \(V_C\) increases so do the gate-source voltages of \(N_2\) and \(P_2\). The turns on and, during discharging phase, at this threshold the \(P_2\) will turn off, which will turn off the entire latching circuit). The voltage across storage capacitor increases until channel resistance of \(N_2\) decreases (with respect to pull up resistor \(R_{PU}\)) at \(T_3\). This raises gate-source voltage of \(P_3\) which starts conducting at \(T_4\) pulling \(N_1\) in conductions as well. At this point, the \(P_3\) turns on the powered device and discharging phase begins.

The turn-on threshold voltage determined by capacitive divider \(C_1/C_2\) has no effect during discharging phase, because \(P_1\) and \(N_1\) (together with resistors \(R_{PD}\) and \(R_{PU}\)) are sustaining each other in conduction. During discharging phase the current drain from storage capacitor is higher than the charging current from energy harvester and the voltage across storage capacitor (and both capacitive dividers) decreases until gate-source voltage of \(P_2\) drops below its threshold voltage at \(T_5\). After that, the channel resistance of \(P_2\) increases, (with respect to resistor \(R_{PU}\)) lowering gate-source voltage of \(P_2\) and \(N_1\). At \(T_6\), the \(P_1\) turns off, what also turns \(N_1\) off. Switch \(P_3\) turns off the powered device and PMC goes back to the charging phase. During continuous operation, the beginning of each

---

**Figure 2.** Power management circuit with zero-power charging phase
consecutive charging phase corresponds to $T_1$ in the first charging phase.

Such working principle of the power management circuit ensures that during charging phase only capacitors are connected to the storage capacitor. If subthreshold conduction of MOSFETs is neglected, this results with zero-power consumption during charging phase, since the charge stored in capacitive dividers contributes to current drawn by powered device during discharging phase.

III. MEASUREMENTS

A measurement setup consists of a discrete realization of PMC given by Fig. 2. For MOSFETs, two CMOS TC4007UBP ICs are used. Laboratory DC voltage source with series resistor is used to mimic the energy harvester. A main problem with two previous designs [8], [9] of the power management circuit is the switch “off” mechanism. The proposed power management circuit is compared to previous designs by comparing following two parameters: switch “off” response time and impact of output current on transient behavior of switch “off” mechanism. Switch “off” response time is measured as the fall time of the voltage across powered device. Additional analysis of the proposed circuit covers the impact of pull-up and pull-down resistors on switch response time, threshold voltage levels and acceptable input current.

Measured values for switch “off” response time are given in Table I. Evaluated power management circuit designs are named by the year of their publication. The proposed design has the fastest switching time, by almost two orders of magnitude. The impact of output current on transient behavior of the switch “off” mechanism is measured for 2014 and 2017 PMC design. Low output currents degrade the transient behavior. Therefore, the transients are measured for two values of resistive load (10 kΩ and 100 kΩ) of powered device (resistor $R$ in Fig. 2.). Results are given in Fig. 4. Proposed design does not have debounce-like behavior during switch “off” which is prominent in previous design, especially at lower output currents.

Switch “off” time of the proposed design is dependent on pull-up and pull-down resistor values, $R_{PU}$ and $R_{PD}$ in Fig. 2, and it can be further reduced. Fig. 5, a) shows the impact of the $R_{PU}$ and $R_{PD}$ resistor values on rise and fall time for the voltage across powered device. Values of pull-up and pull-down resistors have significant impact on

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I. PMC SWITCH “OFF” TIME COMPARISON</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PMC version</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013 [8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014 [9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017 [this paper]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Voltage waveforms of the power management circuit

Figure 4. Transient behavior of switch “off” mechanism for a) 2014 and b) 2017 PMC design with 10 kΩ and 100 kΩ output load

Figure 5. Impact of pull-up $R_{PU}$ and pull-down $R_{PD}$ resistor values on a) switching time and b) threshold voltages
the fall time (switch “off” time), ranging from 1 µs to 100 µs for \(R_{PU}\) and \(R_{PD}\) resistor values from 100 kΩ to 10 MΩ. The change in resistor values impacts the “on” and “off” threshold voltages as well, Fig. 5. b). Changes in threshold voltage levels can be adjusted by changing the ratios in capacitive dividers \((C_1/C_2\) and \(C_3/C_4\)).

There is a negative side effect in the reduction of the pull-up and pull-down resistor values. Fig. 6. shows voltage waveforms across storage capacitor (upper trace) and powered device (lower trace) for power management circuit with 100 kΩ pull-up and pull-down resistors. Waveforms are given for three values of input current (current from energy harvester that charges the storage capacitor during charging phase).

With decrease of the input current the power management circuit enters an intermediate state between charging and discharging phase, Fig. 6. b). With further decrease of the input current, the intermediate state prolongs until the power management circuit reaches stalemate point, Fig. 6. c). For the pull-up and pull-down resistor values of 100 kΩ, 1 MΩ and 10 MΩ, the minimal input current values needed for device functionality are 33 µA, 3 µA and 200 nA, respectively.

IV. Conclusion

Power management circuit with zero-power consumption during charging phase is presented. The performance of the proposed circuit is compared with previously reported power management circuits. Measurements show that proposed circuit it has faster switch “off” time by two orders of magnitude with improved transient behavior. The impact of pull-up and pull-down resistors in latching circuit on switching time, voltage threshold levels and minimal input current is evaluated. The value of pull-up and pull-down resistors represents a trade-off in proposed design. Lower values ensure faster switching but require higher input current for device functionality. Both switching time and minimal input current have fairly linear dependence on the pull-up and pull-down resistor value. To ensure \(N\) times faster switching the energy harvester must be able to provide \(N\) times larger current to the power management circuit. The future work will focus on removing this trade-off from the power management circuit design.
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Abstract—In this paper a system is described that measures the indoor relative humidity and temperature of a room, outdoors relative humidity and temperature and the temperature of the interior wall in the coldest part of the wall. Moisture and temperature sensors will be used for measurements, and for measurement system and processing the Programmable Wireless Stamp (PWS) employed. The data will be viewed through an LCD display. Out of the measured data, the following information will be calculated: indoor and outdoor dew point temperature and their difference, indoor and outdoor humidity and their ratio and the difference between the wall temperature and indoor dew point. This data will also offer corresponding warnings, advice and instructions. The system will consist out of a central inner unit with a display which will measure the indoor humidity and room and wall temperature, and out of an outdoor weatherproof unit which will measure the outside humidity and temperature. The system will be used for early detection and prevention of condensation on walls and its consequences.

Index Terms—micro-controller, temperature, humidity, data acquisition, dew point

I. INTRODUCTION

In residential buildings, indoor humidity represents a constant problem [1]. Even in buildings with quality isolation, moisture produced by occupants can lead to a condition of excessive indoor humidity. Since humidity represents how much water vapor there is in the air, high humidity means there is a high condensation probability. This condensation problem can appear in any season but winter is the most dangerous. Residents keep their rooms warm but badly ventilated, while outside is very dry and cold and these are perfect conditions for condensation to happen. Old buildings and buildings with bad isolation are highly affected by the problem of condensation and wall deterioration. The wall condensation leads to serious wall damage and moisture leads to development of bacteria hazardous for human health. Since relative humidity is the ratio of how much moisture the air is holding to how much moisture it could hold at a given temperature [2], by controlling humidity conditions in housing we can prevent indoor condensation. For example, in winter the absolute humidity level outdoors is low, since low temperature air can hold small quantities of moisture, so if its exact value is known, we can determine how long an indoor space needs to be ventilated in order to lower the dew point temperature to a non risk value. The same result can also be accomplished by raising the indoor temperature, but raising the temperature means that air can hold more moisture, which in turn means that when condensation begins to happen, more moisture will condensate on the wall and create more damage. And also, the temperature in the room can only be raised to a certain point not to lower quality of life. Fig. 1 represents RH/T diagram showing the comfort zone according to ISO7730 [3]. Therefore in this paper a system will be described which is used for measuring relative humidity and temperature from which the dew point temperature will be calculated and a solution will be offered to prevent condensation using ventilation of indoor rooms.

II. DEW POINT TEMPERATURE

The dew point temperature is the temperature on which the air becomes saturated with water vapor. Further cooling the air down will condensate the vapor to form liquid dew [4]. On the surface that has a lower temperature than the dew point temperature, water vapor will begin to condensate. One way of determining the dew point temperature is by pyschrometric chart [5] represented with Fig. 2. The pyschometric chart graphically represents relations between the relative humidity, temperature and dew point temperature and is used to directly acquire dew point temperature. When pyschometric chart is not available dew point can be acquire from tables or by equations giving the approximate results compared to pyschometric chart. This system uses equation (1) for determining dew point temperature.
\[ T_d = \frac{B_1}{A_1} \left[ \ln \left( \frac{RH}{100} \right) + \frac{A_1 T}{B_1 + T} \right] - \frac{A_1 T}{B_1 + T} \]  

\( T_d \) represents calculated dew point temperature given the room temperature \( T \) and relative humidity in percentage RH. With constants \( A_1 = 17.625 \) and \( B_1 = 243.04 \, ^\circ \text{C} \) highly accurate results are obtained [2]. By measuring the relative humidity at a given room temperature we can determine the dew point temperature furthermore by comparing the dew point temperature to wall temperature we can determine if there is a risk of water condensation on indoor wall. If indoor wall temperature is higher than the dew point temperature in the room, condensation is avoided, on the contrary, if indoor wall temperature is lower than dew point temperature in the room, condensation on indoor wall is occurring. In addition, by measuring the outdoors temperature and relative humidity levels we can determine how long to ventilate the room to exchange indoor air to balance temperature and relative humidity levels therefore lowering the dew point temperature of the room. Also, the system can the provide early warning by continuously measuring outside and inner humidity and temperature, for example if the inner wall temperature is approaching the dew point temperature the action an be taken before the actual condensation occurs.

III. OVERVIEW OF THE MEASURING SYSTEM

The measuring system consists of indoor and outdoor sensors and an LCD display. Data communication is carried out through a wireless network established through a central processing unit with an outdoor unit connected to the network used for data transmission. Furthermore, users can connect to the same network so that warnings and data are directly viewed from remote locations, for example a mobile phone. For fulfilling these tasks Programmable Wireless Stamp (PWS) [6] is deployed. PWS is a micro-controller based on ESP-WROOM-02 [7] that integrates an ESP8266EX [8] chip, which is also a low-power micro-controller that can be powered form a battery, making it suitable for outdoor use. This configuration is well-suited for sensor network, data acquisition, processing and publishing data.

A. SENSOR PLACEMENT AND DATA ACQUISITION

Indoor sensors include temperature and relative humidity sensors and a wall temperature sensor, all of which are connected directly to the central processing unit. The sensors are placed in an isolated area to reduce direct influence of any heat or moisture source. The wall temperature sensor is placed to measure the temperature of the inner side of the exterior wall, since the risk of condensation there is the highest. Fig 3 shows a thermal picture of the wall from which we can determine coldest point on the wall and place a sensor to measure that point on the wall.

Outdoor sensors include temperature and relative humidity sensors which are connected to an outdoor unit in charge of acquiring and publishing data for the central unit. The outdoor sensors are placed in an area close to the exterior wall where they are the least affected by weather conditions. In addition, the sensors are weatherproof so that measurement is not affected by temporary outside conditions and gives accurate values. The best placement is in the shade with rain and wind protection. The data acquisition interval is dynamically set for the indoor central unit with minimum interval being 15 seconds and maximum 3 minutes. Since humidity and temperature cannot change rapidly and stability of conditions is determined, this interval is increased, preserving energy. On the contrary, if conditions begin to rapidly change, especially while the danger of condensation is high, the interval is shortened to be more responsive to changes, giving more accurate and up to date results. On the other hand, the outdoor...
unit’s interval is constant since weather conditions do not change so often and therefore better energy usage is achieved.

B. Central processing unit

Fig. 4. represents a simple block diagram for the central unit. The central unit reads data directly from the indoor sensors and receives data from the outdoor unit. The central unit calculates the indoors and outdoors dew point temperature in Celsius given the equation (1) and their difference, indoor and outdoor ratio of moisture, difference between wall temperature and the indoor dew point temperature. From all these results it determines the potential threat of condensation and offers corresponding warnings, advice or instructions. In addition to handling all the data, the central unit establishes a wireless network for data transmission and dynamically manages the data acquisition and message publishing interval which directly depends on the current status and indoor conditions.

C. Data display

Fig. 5 shows an example of an LCD display. The display shows the inside and outside temperature in Celsius and relative humidity in percent, wall temperature in Celsius and the inside dew point temperature in Celsius. Additionally it displays status and action messages. Table I represents possible status messages and Table II possible action messages, where first column contains messages and second column a short description of a message. Additionally, Table I contains the conditions when will a certain status message be displayed, where $T$ is difference between the wall temperature and indoor dew point temperature.

### IV. Preliminary Results

The system measured the relative humidity in a room for 24 hours where intervals of measurements where set to 1 minute. Fig. 6 represents relative humidity over time in percentage,
Fig. 7 represents temperature over time in Celsius and Fig. 8 represents the calculated dew point for the room using equation (1) over time. System was left in a room where there was no ventilation and 2 residents were sleeping for the first 12 hours. For the next 6 hours system was left alone in the room, which is seen in relative humidity levels drop. In last 6 hours window was open and room was ventilated to drop the temperature and relative humidity levels. From this charts we can see how the dew point depends on humidity and temperature. When temperature is almost constant, the dew point temperature follows a humidity curve and we can approximate that if humidity changes positively for 1 percent, dew point will positively change for 0.5 Celsius, while if temperature changes approximately 5 Celsius dew point will change for 2 Celsius if humidity stays constant. Therefore humidity has a bigger influence on dew point than temperature. Since humidity is also easier to control than temperature, the system for condensation prevention is focused on ventilation for decreasing the dew point temperature.

V. CONCLUSION

This system is developed to help control humidity level of desired rooms and prevent wall damage as a result of condensation. Residential buildings have indoor relative humidity levels form 20% to 50% since most people agree that in these boundaries they feel most comfortable [9] and temperature levels are mostly kept above 20 degrees Celsius, but living is a dynamic activity and conditions indoor change often, especially in badly ventilated areas, condensation can happen even if we do not know it. The system is used to warn us of sudden changes in our environment and offer quick solutions to avoid serious damage.
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Abstract - A voltage instrument transformer (VIT) or a voltage divider is needed if a National Instruments PXI 4461 Dynamic Signal Analyzer is used in a digital sampling wattmeter application. They assure that the input voltage is lowered to the allowed level of the acquisition card, and VIT also gives the galvanic isolation. This paper discusses possible types of sectionalized windings of a VIT with primary and secondary interleave, which result in lower leakage inductances. On the basis of a detailed finite element method (FEM) analysis, a prototype VIT is designed and produced. The ratio error and the phase angle error are measured on the prototype using a digital calibrator, digital multimeter (DMM) and a phase-angle meter. As well, the performance of the transformer over the wider frequency bandwidth and under the harmonically rich excitation is experimentally investigated.

I. INTRODUCTION

The main goal of the analysis presented in this paper was the design and production of a voltage instrument transformer (VIT) for the digital sampling wattmeter application. Since the digital sampling wattmeter is based on the National Instruments PXI 4461 Dynamic Signal Analyzer cards, where the peak input voltage is constrained to 42.4 V maximum, the mains voltage (i.e. 230 V) has to be lowered using an instrument transformer or a voltage divider. The VIT gives additional benefit of the galvanic isolation, and they generally can be manufactured as more compact and lighter devices, comparing with the inductive voltage dividers (IVD). If a VIT is produced using a standard transformer ferromagnetic core, it further decreases its cost and dimensions, which is paid by a greater ratio and phase-angle errors, especially compared to the IVDs designed using toroidal cores with high permeability.

The target goals in the design of here described VIT can be summarized as follows:
- Small and compact dimensions, small mass
- Easy manipulation
- Use of standard transformer ferromagnetic cut cores
- Easy assembling of the windings using a standard winding machine
- Small burden due to a high input impedance of the acquisition card
- Nominal primary voltage 230 V (RMS) at 50 Hz
- Class 1 according to IEC 61869-3 [1]

The additional requirement was that the peak value of the secondary voltage at 250 V is approximately equal to 12 V, which is the full scale voltage of the digital multimeter (DMM) Agilent (Keysight) 3458 A at the corresponding DC range. At this range Agilent 3458A has the best accuracy, and true RMS value of an AC voltage can be measured using a GPIB communication and PC processing of the sampled voltages based on Swerlein’s algorithm very precisely. This gives the additional possibility to use the VIT in conjunction with the 3458A DMM.

The additional requirement defines the turn ratio, which has to be approximately 29.56. The actual number of turns is defined by the cross section of the core and the magnetic flux density at the nominal primary voltage. The targeted maximum flux density at the primary voltage of 250 V (RMS) was set to 0.6 T, which ensures that the magnetic flux density is far below the saturation knee even at the primary voltage equal to 120% of its nominal value. Furthermore it decreases core losses and harmonic distortion of the primary current, at the expense of the higher dimensions and greater mass of the core. Since the chosen transformer core was an older item of standard CM core CM85 (CM85b, older label SM85) core produced by Iskra Sistemi d.d., the targeted number of turns in the primary winding was $N_p=1336$ and $N_s=45$ in the secondary winding. The CM cores consist of four core halves, with the coil former on the middle leg. The sectionalized windings with the different kinds of interleave of the primary and secondary can decrease leakage inductances and distributed capacitances [3-6]. Since the operating bandwidth of the transformer is relatively low (the mains frequency and its harmonics up to 40th), the analysis of the sectionalized winding in the subsequent sections is restricted to the calculation of leakage inductances.

II. SECTIONALIZED WINDINGS

The substantial reduction of leakage inductances in the layer-wound coils can be obtained by interleaving the primary and secondary windings [3]. This technique was introduced in audio-frequency transformers as early as in 1920-ties [4]. Several configurations of sectionalized windings can be found in references such as [3-6].
configurations of transformer windings that were analyzed regarding their applicability for VIT are depicted in Figs. 1-5. Fig. 1 shows a conventional configuration of the audio transformer windings.

III. CORE CHARACTERIZATION

For the accurate FEM modeling of the transformer core, the $B$-$H$ curve was experimentally determined. The actual $C$-core can be efficiently used for the determination of the $B$-$H$ curve and core losses, because they have reasonably uniform flux density [7]. For this purpose, two windings with the same number of turns $N=28$ and with the wire diameter 1.7 mm were temporarily wound on the core former. The measurement method and measurement set-up was based on the IEEE standard procedures for magnetic cores [8], and it was consisted of a shunt of 0.2 $\Omega$ in series with the primary, a regulated transformer, a variable transformer and a RC integrator connected on the secondary (search) coil. The peak values of the magnetizing current and induced flux were measured using a digital storage oscilloscope Agilent DSO 3062A. The operating frequency was 50 Hz. On the basis of the measured values, a $7^{th}$ order polynomial approximation was determined in the least-squares sense using the computer environment MATLAB. Using this polynomial regression the small variations in the measured curve due to the measuring errors were smoothed. The polynomial representation with odd-order polynomials is a common representation of ferromagnetic cores [9]. The obtained polynomial model was applied in the creation of a custom material in the Infolytica MagNet FEM software. Fig. 5 shows the polynomial model of the $B$-$H$ curve.

IV. FEM ANALYSIS

Using the actual dimensions of the cores and the windings, four 3D FEM models of the transformer for the winding combinations represented by Figs. 1-4 were created in Infolytica MagNet FEM computer package. The material of the core was custom created using the measured data from Section III. Fig. 6 presents FEM mesh of the transformer. The inductances of the windings were extracted from the FEM analysis, while the leakage inductances were calculated using the following equations [10]:

$$L_{p0} = L_p - \frac{N_p}{N_s} \cdot M$$

This work was fully supported by Croatian science foundation under the project 1118 Numerical modeling of complex electromagnetic phenomena in transformers.
\[ L_{\text{sec}} = L_s - \frac{N_s}{N_p} \cdot M \]  

(2)

where \( L_{\text{sec}} \) denotes leakage inductance of the secondary coil, \( L_s \) denotes leakage inductance of the secondary coil, \( L_p \) and \( L_s \) are inductances of the primary and secondary, while \( M \) is mutual inductance between primary and secondary.

The results of the FEM simulation for four different sectionalized windings are presented Tables I-IV.

The leakage inductances in the case of the sectionalized primary were tending to show very small negative values. This tendency was decreasing with the mesh refinement. Nevertheless, due to the very large number of elements and very long computation times needed for the full 3D model, it was impossible to decrease the element size and increase the computational accuracy to achieve physically realistic positive values. All sectionalized models showed a significant decrease of the leakage inductance of the primary, and the decrease was smallest with the sectionalized primary (Table III). It is reasonable to choose the wire diameter in the secondary big enough to allow the secondary winding to be wound in a complete layer. Due to the high turn ratio, it was possible only with relatively big wire diameters, and the wire diameter of the secondary was chosen to be 1.2 mm. The value of the leakage inductance of the secondary is not so influential as the leakage inductance of the primary, because of the very small burden and secondary currents. Because of all of these reasons, our final choice was a transformer with the simple interleave – sectionalized primary. For the analysis of the configuration with the sectionalized primary, FEM mesh consisted of 7551313 tetrahedra with linear elements and the global maximum element size of 1 mm. The number of the nodes was 1339161. The maximum usage of computer RAM during the solving process was 3.372 GB on a Dell Precision T5500 workstation running at 2.67 GHz with 48 GB RAM installed. The number of elements and the memory requirements were similar in all other presented configurations. A very small burden and a big inductance of the primary coil are constraining the primary currents bellow 20 mA even at 120% of the rated primary voltage. On the other side, very small diameters of the wire increase the difficulties in the assembling and increase risk of breaking the wire during the assembling. As a compromise, the wire diameter of the primary was chosen as 0.22 mm. In this way, each of two sections of the primary is consisting of 4 complete layers. All layers were mutually isolated using the cellulose paper to allow easier assembling. The final number of turn was slightly different of the targeted, because all layers were wound completely to the edge of the former. Fig. 7 shows the assembled unit with open housing.
Therefore, the rated transformation ratio was determined by the measurement at 6.25% of the rated burden, e.g. with the secondary terminated by a 1 kΩ resistor. Therefore, the rated transformation ratio was 6.90 · 10^{-3}. Due to a very small burden of the manufacturers usually set the minimum ratio error at 75% of the lowest standard value for the burden range I. Most of the manufacturers chose to be 1 VA at power factor 1, which is the one year specification of ±0.07% (for the ambient temperature of the laboratory), and recalculating the uncertainty were derived from the bigger error between the one year specification of 0.163% of measured values in all cases and frequencies that were applied. The phase angle error was measured using a reference phase from the cage-type AC resistor shunt with the nominal resistance 714 mΩ and with the nominal current 1A that was produced in our laboratory as the part of a set of precise resistor shunts. The upper bound of the phase angle error introduced by the shunt can be estimated from the impedance measurement of the shunt. The impedance of the shunt was measured in slow-mode with the LCR bridge Hameg 8118, applying the averaging and 4-wire connection, a custom-made test fixture and the open-short calibration. The measured phase angle of the shunt was 0.0056° at 1 kHz, while the basic accuracy of the phase angle is ±0.005° at 1 kHz as the secondary value, declared by the LCR bridge manufacturer. The phase angle of the current was set in the calibrator to 0 relatively the voltage, while the accuracy of the phase of the calibrator is 0.05°. Consequently, the uncertainty of the phase angle error measurement as declared by the manufacturer of the phase-angle meter is ±1 digit, i.e. 0.1°. The phase angle meter was calibrated using Calmet 300 before and after the measurement campaign for the range ±1° in steps of 0.1°, and the repeatability was always 1 digit declared by Krohn-Hite. The repeatability of the phase angle measurement as declared by the manufacturer of the phase-angle meter is ±0.005° at 1 kHz, while the basic accuracy of the phase angle was ±0.1606°. The measurement set-up is depicted in Fig. 8. The results of the measurements are summarized in Table V.

### Table IV

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inductance of the primary coil $L_p$</td>
<td>44.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inductance of the secondary coil $L_s$</td>
<td>50.42 · 10^{-3}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leakage inductance of the primary coil $L_{pe}$</td>
<td>4.25 · 10^{-3}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leakage inductance of the secondary coil $L_{se}$</td>
<td>6.90 · 10^{-4}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutual inductance $M$</td>
<td>1.497</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table V

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Burden</th>
<th>Primary voltage</th>
<th>Ratio error (%)</th>
<th>Phase angle error (°)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nominal</td>
<td>184 V (80% $U_{nom}$)</td>
<td>-0.58</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominal</td>
<td>230 V (100% $U_{nom}$)</td>
<td>-0.57</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominal</td>
<td>276 V (120% $U_{nom}$)</td>
<td>-0.59</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 %</td>
<td>184 V (80% $U_{nom}$)</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 %</td>
<td>230 V (100% $U_{nom}$)</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 %</td>
<td>276 V (120% $U_{nom}$)</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It can be concluded that the transformer fully satisfies the limits of a class 1,0 transformer, which are ±1.0% for the ratio error and ±40 minutes for the phase displacement.

#### B. Wider frequency bandwidth

To investigate the errors for the primary voltage containing several higher harmonics of 50 Hz, the additional measurements were performed. The burden was nominal. The results are summarized in Table VI. It can be seen that the errors are within limits defined at nominal frequency even in wider frequency bandwidth.
### TABLE VI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency (Hz)</th>
<th>Ratio error (%)</th>
<th>Phase angle error (°)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>-0.55</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>-0.54</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>-0.53</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>-0.52</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>-0.52</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### C. Harmonically rich excitation

Finally, the primary voltage was enriched with the higher harmonics. The RMS value of the composite voltage was 230 V (nominal) in all cases. The RMS value of the secondary voltage was measured with the true-volt DMM Keysight 34465A, and the ratio error was determined based its value. The percentages of the higher harmonic components were measured as well in the secondary using the power analyzer Chauvin-Arnoux CA8220. The burden was nominal. The results are summarized in Table VII. The transformer is very accurate even for the harmonically rich excitation.

### TABLE VII

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2nd harm. (primary)</th>
<th>3rd harm. (primary)</th>
<th>2nd harm. (secondary)</th>
<th>3rd harm. (secondary)</th>
<th>Ratio error (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>39.9%</td>
<td>-0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>40.4%</td>
<td>40.1%</td>
<td>0.045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>99.1%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>40.4%</td>
<td>40.1%</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### VI. CONCLUSIONS

It is shown that the sectionalized configuration of windings, typically applied in audio transformers for vacuum-tube amplifiers are a good choice for the voltage instrument transformers, because of many similar design demands: relatively high turn ratio, low leakage inductances and wider frequency bandwidth in operation. The FEM analysis has shown that the interleaved configuration of the windings with the sectionalized primary is the best choice for the voltage instrument transformer with the given ferromagnetic core and turn ratio. The analyzed transformer is manufactured, and the measurement has shown that the design demands are fully satisfied and that the transformer shows satisfying results even in wider frequency bandwidth, and with harmonically rich primary voltage.
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Abstract - Random numbers have a wide range of usage area such as simulation, games of chance, sampling and computer science (cryptography, game programming, data transmission). In order to use random numbers in computer science, they must have three basic requirements. First, the numbers generated must be unpredictable. Second, the numbers generated should have good statistical properties. Finally, the generated number streams must not be reproduced. Random number generators (RNGs) have been developed to obtain random numbers with these properties. These random number generators are classified into true random number generators (TRNG) and pseudo random number generators (PRNG). One of the PRNGs used for generate random numbers is Stream Encryption algorithms. In this paper, random number generation of LFSR based stream encryption algorithms and their hardware implementations are presented. LFSR based stream encryption algorithms have been implemented on Altera’s FPGA based 60-nm EP4CE115F29C7 development boards by using VHDL language. The obtained random numbers passed the NIST statistical tests, accepted as standard for cryptographic applications.

I. INTRODUCTION

Randomness means that changes do not follow a certain rule and that the samples occur with the same probability. Random numbers are defined as a series of numbers that are completely independent of each other in a given range with the same probability. Random numbers have a wide range of usage area such as simulation, games of chance, sampling and computer science (cryptography, game programming, data transmission). In particular, random numbers are needed in cryptography. The security of cryptographic systems depends on the actual randomness of the numbers used. Random number generators used for this purpose must have some security requirements. These requirements are listed in Table I.

Various random number generators (RNGs) have been developed in order to obtain random numbers. These random number generators are classified as True Random Number Generators (TRNG) and Pseudo Random Number Generators (PRNG) [1,2]. True random number generators are generated random numbers by means of physical noise sources. PRNGs generate numbers using a deterministic algorithm. The algorithm generates a random number sequence using a random selected seed value. The advantage of PRNG is that it is cheap, easy to implement, fast and does not require equipment. However, numbers generated with PRNGs can be estimated when seed value is detected or when the functions used in the algorithm are not complex enough [1,2]. PRNGs provide R1, R2 and R3 from the requirements specified in Table I[3,4]. But, since R4 is not provided, the use of PRNGs in cryptographic systems is not appropriate.

TABLE I. Security requirements for random number generators[3,4]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>Random numbers should not have statistical weakness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>Knowing the subsequences of random numbers should not allow calculation or estimation of the previous and subsequent random numbers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>It shall not be practically feasible to compute preceding random numbers from the internal state or to guess them with nonnegligibly larger probability than without knowledge of the internal state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
<td>It shall not be practically feasible to compute future random numbers from the internal state or to guess them with nonnegligibly larger probability than without knowledge of the internal state</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Random number generators known in the literature are Blum Blum Shub, Linear Congruential, ANSI X9.17 generator and LFSR. LFSRs are easy to implement and produce random numbers with large periods and good statistical properties[5,6]. However, the numbers generated are easy to estimate. LFSRs consist of XOR and flip flop circuits. The LFSR should have an seed value in number generation with the LFSR. If the seed value is known, it is easy to determine the numbers generate. Therefore, It is possible to generate random numbers with good statistical properties using multiple LFSRs.

One of such random number generation methods is a stream encryption algorithm. There are 5 design strategies for streaming encryption. These are Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR), nonlinear feedback Shift Register, block cipher-based, mixing-based and hash function-based, respectively.

In this paper, random number generation is presented by LFSR based stream ciphering. Section 3
presents stream cipher algorithm based on the structure, characteristics and implementation of the LFSR. Section 4 gives NIST test results and evaluates the random numbers generated. Finally, Section 5 presents our conclusions.

II. LFSR AND STREAM CIPHER
LFSRs are often used in key generation. The reason for this is that the hardware implementations are easy, they can generate numbers in large periods, they have good statistical properties and they can be easily analyzed because of their structure. The L-length linear feedback shift register (LFSR) consists of L flip-flops numbered 0, 1, ..., L - 1, each of which can store one bit and have one input and one output. Fig. 1 shows a simple LFSR structure and the characteristic polynomial for L = 4. The LFSR is denoted by \(<L,C(D)>\). Where, \(C(D) = 1 + c_1D + c_2D^2 + \ldots + c_LD^L\) is characteristic polynomial and \(D\) is L. The seed value of the LFSR is \([s_0, s_1, ..., s_{L-1}]\) with \(0 \leq i \leq L - 1, s_i \in \{0, 1\}\). If the seed value of the LFSR is \([s_0, s_1, ..., s_L]\) then the output sequence or generated random number will be \(s = s_0, s_1, s_2, ...\) according to the equation. In this case the period of the LFSR is \(2^L - 1\).

\[
s_j = (c_1s_{j-1} + c_2s_{j-2} + \ldots + c_Ls_{j-L}) \mod 2, \; j \geq L \tag{1}
\]

Stream cipher is an important class of encryption algorithms. Stream ciphers generate as long a periodic and random key sequences as possible with a key (K) and an initial vector (IV - Initialization Vector). The key obtained also inserts a function (usually XOR operation) to obtain the encrypted text. Fig. 2 shows the stream cipher's stages of generating cipher text.

III. LFSR BASED STREAM CIPHER METHODS AND RANDOM NUMBER GENERATION
A. Nonlinear Combination Generators

One technique for destroying the linearity inherent in LFSRs is to use several LFSRs in parallel. The structure of the nonlinear combining generator with good statistical properties and long periods is as shown in Fig. 3. The LFSRs are combined with a nonlinear logical function so that the nonlinear combining generator can be robust against the cryptographic attack. This function is known as the merge function. The simplest f function is XOR.

![Figure 3. Nonlinear combination generators](image)

The choice of the LFSR structure and function f is important to generate random numbers with the nonlinear combining generator. The function f should be high covariance, nonlinearity, and good correlation. A function \(f\) with these properties is given in Eq.2. The f functions are given in Eq.2. The lengths of the LFSRs used are 67, 71, 73, 79, 83, respectively, and the LFSR polynomials are as in Equation 3.

\[
f(x_1,x_2,x_3,x_4) = \bigoplus x_3(x_1 \bigoplus x_2(x_3 \bigoplus x_4)) \tag{2}
\]

\[
P_1(x) = x^6 + x^3 + x^2 + x + 1
\]

\[
P_2(x) = x^9 + x^8 + x^7 + x^2 + 1
\]

\[
P_3(x) = x^8 + x^7 + x^6 + x^5 + 1
\]

Figure 4 shows the implementation of a nonlinear combination generator in the FPGA. The numbers generated are stored in a memory unit in order to perform statistical tests of the numbers. The memory unit has 16 bit address and 1 bit data inputs. In the system is used 50MHz clock. A number is generated for each clock. A counter is used to store the generated numbers to corresponding address in the memory unit. The counter frequency is 50 MHz and synchronous with the number generation. The LFSR and f functions were implemented using VHDL, and in the design was used schematic representations.

![Figure 4. Implementation of nonlinear combination generator in FPGA](image)
B. Geffe Generator

Another stream cipher algorithm based on LFSR is the Geffe generator. As shown in Fig. 5, it consists of 3 LFSRs and one logical function. The Geffe generator, which is relatively weak against the cryptographic attack, LFSR2 controls LFSR1 and LFSR3. If the number generated by the LFSR2 is $x_2 = 1$, the output determines the by LFSR1. Otherwise output determines by the LFSR3. The logical output function for Geffe is as in Equation 4. The degree of LFSR polynomials is $L_1$, $L_2$, and $L_3$. The complexity and period of the Geffe generator are $(2^{L_1} - 1)(2^{L_2} - 1)(2^{L_3} - 1)$, $L_1L_2 + L_2L_3 + L_3$ respectively.
\[ f(x_1, x_2, x_3) = x_1 x_2 (1 + x_2) x_3 \]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

Figure 6 shows the implementation of the Geffe generator in the FPGA. The polynomials used for LFSR1, LFSR2 and LFSR3 are \( P_1(x) \), \( P_2(x) \) and \( P_3(x) \) in Equation 3. In order to perform the statistical tests of the produced numbers, in the system memory circuit is used and the system frequency is 50 Mhz. The LFSR and \( f \) functions were implemented using VHDL. Fig. 6 shows that the Geffe generator is implemented on Altera’s Cyclone IV EP4CE115F29C7 core.

C. Summation Generator

The combining function in the Summation Generator is based on integer addition. The output in the generator is the least significant bit of the sum. One of the inputs of the \( f \) function is carry bit. \( a \) and \( b \) are two integers where

\[
\begin{align*}
a &= a_{n-1} 2^{n-1} + \ldots + a_1 2 + a_0 \\
b &= b_{n-1} 2^{n-1} + \ldots + b_1 2 + b_0.
\end{align*}
\]

So the total function is a nonlinear function. The total function consists of the sum of the numbers and the carry bit.

\[
\begin{align*}
z_j &= a_j + b_j + c_{j-1} \\
c_j &= a_j b_j + (a_j + b_j) c_{j-1}
\end{align*}
\]

Period of random numbers obtained by using 2 LFSRs is \((2^{L1} - 1)(2^{L2} - 1)\). Fig. 7 shows the structure of the total generator with \( n \) LFSRs. Fig. 8 shows the implementation of the total generator with FPGAs using four LFSRs. The LFSR polynomials used are \( P_1(x) \), \( P_2(x) \), \( P_3(x) \) and \( P_4(x) \) in Equation 3.
IV. NIST TEST SUITE

Quartus software allows the numbers saved in RAM structures to be uploaded in a text file. 1,048,560 numbers were saved in a text file by generating numbers 16 times totally. Numbers generated by number generators should show good statistical properties. The numbers generated for this should be subject to randomness tests. Diehard, FIPS 140-2, Scale Index, NIST tests are used to determine the randomness of the numbers. A total of 15 tests were performed for the NIST test suite and the tests were given [7]. One of the most important parameters used in tests is the \( \alpha \) value. The importance level is used to determine the randomness of random numbers. Another parameter used in the tests is the P-value. P-value is the measure of randomness. If the P-value is equal to 1, the numbers are said to have perfect randomness. If the P-value for each test is greater than or equal to \( \alpha \), the random numbers are said to be successful in the test. Otherwise, the random numbers are unsuccessful from the test and the numbers generated are not random. In the literature, the importance level is selected in the range \([0.001, 0.01]\). The test results according to the NIST 800.22 test suite are given in Table II.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Name</th>
<th>Geffe</th>
<th>Nonlinear</th>
<th>Summation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency Test</td>
<td>0.520</td>
<td>0.209</td>
<td>0.807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency Test within a Block Test</td>
<td>0.581</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Runs Test</td>
<td>0.531</td>
<td>0.788</td>
<td>0.736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test for the Longest Run of Ones in a Block Test</td>
<td>0.604</td>
<td>0.917</td>
<td>0.993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binary Matrix Rank Test</td>
<td>0.260</td>
<td>0.937</td>
<td>0.867</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discrete Fourier Transform</td>
<td>0.614</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>0.407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-overlapping Template Matching Test</td>
<td>0.404</td>
<td>0.815</td>
<td>0.364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overlapping Template Matching Test</td>
<td>0.325</td>
<td>0.447</td>
<td>0.543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maurer's Universal Statistical Test</td>
<td>0.955</td>
<td>0.429</td>
<td>0.501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear Complexity Test</td>
<td>0.495</td>
<td>0.292</td>
<td>0.184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serial Test</td>
<td>0.441</td>
<td>0.240</td>
<td>0.190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>0.649</td>
<td>0.151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approximate Entropy Test</td>
<td>0.898</td>
<td>0.086</td>
<td>0.810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cumulative Sums Test</td>
<td>0.886</td>
<td>0.222</td>
<td>0.713</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. CONCLUSION

Random numbers have a wide range of usage area such as simulation, games of chance, sampling cryptography, game programming and data transmission. In this paper, Stream cipher-based methods are used for random number generation. Each method is implemented in FPGA hardware. NIST 800.22 test suite was applied to the obtained numbers. The statistical properties of the generated numbers should be good so that the generated numbers can be used in the field of cryptography. According to test results, random numbers have good statistical properties. Only, the Nonlinear Combination generator method failed within Frequency Block Test. Geffe and Summation generators are success from all tests.
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Abstract - Data sorting and frequent item computation are important tasks in data processing. The paper suggests an architecture for parallel data sorting with simultaneous counting of every item frequency. The architecture is designed for streaming data and incorporates data sorting in hardware, merging of preliminary sorted blocks with compressing of repeated items with calculating of repetitions in hardware, and merging large subsets received from the hardware in general-purpose software. Hardware merge components of this architecture count and compress repeated items in sorted subsets in order to reduce merging time and prepare the data for frequent item computation. The results of experiments clearly demonstrate advantages of the proposed architectures.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Sorting is a procedure that is needed in numerous computing systems. Parallel algorithms for data sorting have been studied in computer science for decades. There are many different parallel sorting algorithms. The most notable of them are Parallel QuickSort, Parallel Radix Sort, Sample Sort, Histogram Sort [1] and a family of algorithmic methods known as sorting networks [2]. To better satisfy performance requirements, fast hardware accelerators have been researched in depth. The sorting networks presents a great interest for hardware acceleration because of their massive parallelism. A sorting network is a set of vertical lines composed of comparators that can swap data to change their positions in the input multi-item vector. The data propagate through the lines from left to right to produce the sorted multi-item vector on the outputs of the rightmost vertical line. Sorting is a very resource expensive and time consuming operation. There are different approaches to overcome the resource limitation. Utilizing iterative networks with reusable comparators permits to process significantly larger data sets, but still to some extent. The combination of iterative network-based sorters with subsequent merging permits to process larger data sets than the sorting network allows. The merge operation can be implemented completely in software or partially in hardware for relatively small sorted data subsets. The merging can be implemented as tree-like structure of merge units. This approach allows us to reduce sorting time even further by detecting the repeated elements with subsequent recording of how many times the data was repeated and deleting the repeated entries in the sorted list. This approach allows us to reduce sorting time for data sets with repeated elements and prepare the data for frequent item computation.

Data sorting and frequent item computation is required in searching, statistical data manipulation and data mining (e.g. [3, 4]). To describe one of the problems from data mining informally let us consider an example [3] with analogy to a shopping card. A basket is the set of items purchased at one time. A frequent item is an item that often occurs in a database. A frequent set of items often occur together in the same basket. A researcher can request a particular support value and find the items which occur together in a basket either a maximum or a minimum number of times within the database [3]. Similar problems appear to determine frequent inquiries at the Internet, customer transactions, credit card purchases, etc. requiring processing very large volumes of data in the span of a day [3]. Fast extracting the most frequent or the less frequent items from large sets permits data mining algorithms to be simplified and accelerated.

The paper suggests a method and high-performance hardware implementation of data sorting algorithm based on parallel sorting network with subsequent merge. The functionality of the merge units is expanded by adding the operation of compressing the data by counting of the repeated data. The system is designed for working over streaming data. It utilizes Advanced eXtensible Interface (AXI) interfaces and is suggested as a PCI express (PCIe) peripheral.

The remainder of the paper contains 6 sections. Section II analyzes the related work. Section III describes highly parallel networks for sorting and explores hardware co-design. Section IV presents proposed system for data merge and item counting. Section V describes experimental setup and hardware accelerator architecture. Section VI presents the results of experiments and comparisons. The conclusion is given in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

Different approaches of hardware sorting units were studied by Marcelino et al. in [5]. They implemented a hardware/software hybrid sorter with a sorting unit based on insertion sorting algorithm and unbalanced merging
Hardware acceleration of frequent item computation was explored by Teubner et al. in [7]. They suggested to use FPGAs and proposed three different methods. The first method is a straightforward implementation of Space-Saving algorithm with min-heap data structure in Block Random-Access Memory (BRAM) for data storage. For the second method instead of BRAMs with min-heap structure they used two search trees implemented in lookup tables in order to get rid of min-heap sorting. The pipelined circuit of their third solution choses the best performance in terms of performance and scalability. They achieved throughput four times higher than the best published result.

In our previous works we also explored different approaches of hardware/software systems for high-performance data processing and sorting [8-12]. In [9] we proposed a sorting-network-based hardware sorters with subsequent merge in software as well as different approaches of partial sorting for minimal and maximal subsets extraction which is used in frequent item computation. The latter problem also was explored in [10, 11]. In [12] we proposed a multi-level architecture for minimal/maximal subset extraction which utilizes a general purpose processor of a host PC and the programmable logic and processing system of Zynq device.

III. PIPELINED ITERATIVE PERIODIC SORTING NETWORK

As a basis for our sorting circuit we use a periodic pipelined Odd-Even Transition Sorting Network (also known as Odd-Even Transposition Sorting Network or OETS). A periodic network is a type of network which consists of identical sequences of comparators. Traditional implementation of OETS is less efficient than Batchte's networks, but it is more reliable and its implementation is simpler. Salloum and Wang proved that OETS has good fault-tolerant properties [13].

Like in our previous works, we use pipelined approach with reusable comparators presented in [14]. K M-bit data items that have to be sorted are loaded (from block RAM) to the feedback register. Sorting is executed in a segment of even-odd transition network composed of two linked lines with even and odd comparators. Sorting is completed in K/2 iterations (clock cycles) at most. Note, that almost always the number of iterations is less than K/2 because of the technique [14] according to which if there are no swaps of data on the right-most line of comparators then sorting is completed. Note that the network [14] possesses significantly smaller combinational delays than networks from [2]. Besides, in the proposed architecture iterations are done at the same time as subsequent data are being received from the inputs. Such parallelism enables delays to be optimally adjusted allowing the total performance to be improved.

The sorter used in the proposed architecture is depicted in Fig. 1. It is based on the iterative sorting network described above and designed as an AXI bus peripheral to receive data from PCI express bus. The AXI slave control unit writes the data to the input register and initiates the sorting operation when the register is full. At the same time it starts writing the next data subset to the input register while the sorting network performs data sorting. After the completion of the sorting the system moves the data to the output register and the merging system copies it into its embedded RAM blocks. All three operations (receiving the data, sorting, copying from the output register) work in parallel in order to achieve maximal possible performance.

IV. PIPELINED MERGING AND ITEM COUNTING

The merging part of the circuit is based on embedded block-RAM. Xilinx Virtex 7 FPGA provide RAM blocks with 36kbit of memory [15], where the data word size can be adjusted for the needs of the system. Every word in RAM blocks of our system contain a pair of data item and its count. The sizes of both the item and the count are also adjustable and should be chosen considering the nature of the input data.
Fig. 2. depicts the elements of the merging system and interactions between them. The “merge and count” block of level L receives the input data from two embedded block-RAMs of the previous level(L-1). The circuit compares all the items in two sorted subsets of N data items and merges them into one sorted subset. The maximal size of the final data set is 2×N items. This worst case scenario can occur if no repeated items were found in both input subsets. Every merging element of the system contain two address counters for selecting the data from block RAMs of the previous level and one counter for writing the merged and counted data to the output RAM block.

Although the maximal number of clock cycles for merging N-item blocks is 2×N, our system with compression and item counting require less clock cycles for the data sets with repeated items. Every subsequent level of merging require less clock cycles than the previous one, because the compression and counting was partially done in the previous level.

Merge fragment from Fig. 2. is depicted on Fig. 3(a). The compression and the counting of the items is done in “compare and add” block shown in Fig. 3(b). The system stores the data item which was written after the previous comparison and compares it with both inputs. If the item part of the item/count pair previously written to the RAM block is not equal to both of them, then the merger writes the item/count pair with larger item value to the output RAM block and increments both write address counter and read address counter for the input with the largest value. Otherwise, the merger does not increment the write address of the block and writes the new count number to the count part of the item/count pair. The new count number is the sum of the count parts of the previously written data item and the count of one of the inputs, which has an item part equal to the previously written one. During the first level of merging every pair have ‘1’ as its count value. All zeros in the count part mean that the total number of repetitions exceeded the capabilities of the RAM block.

The RAM blocks of every item of the merging system are capable of storing all data from the inputs, but if the sorted set supplied to the merger contains repeated items, the system does not fill the RAM blocks completely. The merger reads the value from the write address register of the mergers from the previous level. It informs the merger about how many item pairs were actually written during the previous merge operation.

The proposed architecture is designed to be constructed with any number of merging/counting layers and the size of the initial sorter, but the final implementation always depends on the target device.

![Fig. 3. “Merge and count” architecture: A) General architecture of the merger B) Compare and add operation](image_url)

![Fig. 4. Merging system](image_url)
Fig. 4. depicts the merging system implemented for Virtex-7 FPGA device with 8 level of merging/counting. It has one initial level of RAM blocks which contain data subsets sorted with the sorting network described in section III. The sorter in this implementation receives 32-bit items grouped by 4 and writes sorted subsets of 512 elements into the initial level of RAM blocks. The writing to the first RAM blocks of the merging system is also implemented in groups of 4 items in order to keep up with the bus speed. The merging operation is not performed during this step.

The first element of the first level of the merge operation activates when the first two sorted subsets become available on the initial BRAM level. Every merging and counting element of every level starts its operation immediately when two mergers/counters connected to it from the previous level finish merging and counting.

Although the number of merging/counting levels and therefore the size of the final data set is limited by the resource availability of the target device, the architecture was designed to process streaming any volumes of data. The merging levels can be disabled if not all of them are required for the data processing. It can be done by supplying item count value (see Fig. 4). The final level is responsible for the preparation of the data from the last enabled level for the bus transaction and merges the subsets from the previous level if all levels are enabled. The merging/counting system also can merge several data sets in a pipeline for subsequent processing in GPC. When the merge level finishes its operations, the previous level becomes available to process new item pairs since the next level has acquired all necessary data.

V. HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The system was designed as a hardware accelerator for a host PC which communicates through PCI-express interface in Direct Memory Access (DMA) mode. Fig. 5. depicts this architecture.

Software in the host PC runs the 32-bit Linux operating system (kernel 3.16) and executes programs (written in C language) that take results from PCI-express (from the FPGA) for further processing. We assume that the data collected in the FPGA are preprocessed in the programmable logic by applying various highly parallel networks (see Section III), and the results are transferred to the host PC through the PCI-express bus. To support data exchange through PCI-express, a dedicated driver was developed. The programmable logic uses the Intellectual Property (IP) core of the central direct memory access (Xilinx CDMA) [16] module to copy data through AXI PCI express bridge (Xilinx AXI-PCIIE) [17]. Data transfer in the host PC is organized through direct memory access (DMA). To work with different devices, a driver (kernel module) was developed. The driver creates in the directory /dev a character device file that can be accessed through read and write functions, for example write(file, data array, data size). The PC BIOS assigns a number (an address) to the selected base address register (BAR) and a corresponding interrupt number that will be later used to indicate the completion of a data transfer. As soon as the driver is loaded, a special operation (probe) is activated and the availability of the device with the given identification number (ID) is verified (the ID is chosen during the customization of the AXI-PCIIE). Then a sequence of additional steps is performed (see [18 pp. 302-326] for necessary details). A number of file operations are executed in addition to the probe function. In our particular case, access to the file is done through read/write operations.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND COMPARISON

The system for data transfers between a host PC and an FPGA has been designed, implemented, and tested. Experiments were done in the VC707 prototyping board [19] that contains Virtex-7 XC7VX485T FPGA from the Xilinx 7th series with PCI express endpoint connectivity “Gen1 8-lane (x8)”. All circuits were synthesized from the specification in VHDL and implemented in the Xilinx Vivado 2016.2 design suite. Software programs in the host PC run under Linux operating system and they were developed in C language. Data were transferred from the host PC to the VC707 and back through PCI express. The host PC is based on Intel core i7 3820 3.60 GHz.

For the experiments two sorting and merging systems were built. The first system is capable of sorting 32-bit data items and does not perform sorting compression and data counting. The second system is based on the first system, but includes compressing and merging functionality. The second system is adjustable for different data item sizes. Both systems are capable of sorting 2^{16} of 32-bit data items (256KB) maximum and require identical number of RAM blocks.
We conducted the experiments for sorting and merging without any item counting only for of $2^{32}$-bit, since the merge operation is the most time consuming part of the system and it depends only on the number of the inputs and not the size of the item. Merging with item counting was performed for $2^{16}$ of 32-, 16- and 8-bit items. The 36-bit size of the word for 32-bit items in the BRAM was chosen. It means that the item count part of the word is 4-bit and capable of counting up to 15 repetitions, which is enough for experiments with randomly generated data. The system was configured to work with 32-bit words with 16-bit size of both the item and the count parts for counting and merging of 16- and 8-bit data.

The experiments were conducted with randomly generated numbers. The merging with counting 32-bit items didn’t show any noticeable speedup over simple merging, since $2^{16}$ of randomly generated numbers do not have significant number of repetitions. The merging with counting of the same number of 16-bit data items is 1.45 times faster than the simple merge and merge of 8-bit items is 27.28 times faster.

We experimented with different volumes of 8-, 16- and 32-bit data items and compared them with software sorting. The host PC was used for merging the data sets larger than volume of data that can be processed with the FPGA. In addition to data sorting and merging, PCI express throughput and operating system overhead were also taken into account.

Fig. 6. shows the experimental results of sorting different volumes of randomly generated 32-bit data items in the proposed system compared to the software sorting implemented with C language `qsort` function. The results clearly demonstrate that the proposed solution is faster. Our experiments did not show any noticeable difference in sorting sets with different size of data items in software with `qsort` and therefore the results only for 32-bit data items are presented.

Fig. 7. depicts comparison of sorting data sets in the proposed system with 8-, 16-, and 32-bit item sizes.

The experiments show that the sorting throughput for the proposed systems is significantly better than in the host PC. Also it is clearly seen that merge operation with compression of repeated items is faster for data sets with high item repetition. Also the proposed system performs not only data sorting, but provides the number of repetitions of every data item in the set along with completely sorted data. This information can be used for extracting the most frequently encountered items and other subsequent data processing. The subset extraction of the most frequent numbers can be done in hardware by inserting after the last level of merging partial sorters for subset extraction presented in [10].

VII. CONCLUSION

The paper suggests hardware-based methods of data sorting with simultaneous counting the repetition of all data items. The merging system performs counting and compression of the sorted subsets, which speeds up sorting of data sets with large number of repeated items and provides the number of repetitions for all items along with completely sorted data set. The proposed solutions are highly parallel permitting capabilities of programmable logic to be used very efficiently. All the proposed methods were implemented in commercial microchips, tested, evaluated, and compared. The results of experiments have shown significant advantages of the proposed architecture.
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Abstract—Finding Kochen-Specker contextual sets proves to be essential for quantum information and quantum computation in particular. It is therefore essential to find algorithms and programs which can generate arbitrary Kochen-Specker sets in a nearly-exhaustive manner. In this paper we present such generations for two new classes of Kochen-Specker sets. All sets from one of the classes are completely invisible to standard algorithms and programs from the literature as well as the upper part of sets from the second class. We also describe the methods and programs we used to obtain the sets on supercomputing clusters.

I. INTRODUCTION

Kochen-Specker (KS) sets are sets of $n$-tuples of mutually orthogonal vectors from $n$-dim Hilbert space to which it is impossible to assign 1s and 0s in such a way that (i) No two orthogonal vectors are both assigned the value 1; (ii) In any group of $n$ mutually orthogonal vectors, not all of the vectors are assigned the value 0.

KS sets not properly containing smaller KS subsets are called critical KS sets. If any orthogonal basis of a critical KS set is removed, it will no longer be a KS set. Only critical KS sets are relevant for experimental implementations.

KS sets can be represented as hypergraphs in which each vertex represents a vector and each edge an orthogonal basis.

In addition to presenting new results, this paper describes the methods and programs that we used. The collection of programs that helped us find these results are open source with hypergraphs generally, not just hypergraphs representing KS sets. The programs are normally run in a Unix or Linux command-line shell. Most of them perform a specific operation or test on a hypergraph. Because they all read and write a common language for hypergraphs, they can be chained (piped) to each other, and standard Unix utilities such as grep can be placed in the chain to filter desired results for the next stage. For very large problems such as finding the KS results described here, we can easily create scripts that can distribute the work over many CPUs in a supercomputing cluster.

For our computer representation, we encode hypergraphs using alphanumeric and other printable ASCII characters. We call these character strings "MMP hypergraphs." Each vertex (vector) is represented by one of the following characters: 1 2 \ ...9 A B ...Z a b ...z ! " # $ % & ' ( ) * - / : ; < = > ? @ [ \ ] ^ _ ` \ { | } ~ and then again all these characters prefixed by ‘+’, then prefixed by ‘++’, etc. Skipping of characters in this sequence is allowed.

Hypergraph edges (orthogonal bases) are encoded as a string of concatenated vertices, each edge containing as many vertices as there are dimensions, and edges are separated with commas. The complete hypergraph is terminated with a full stop (period) and is contained on a single line of text regardless of length. The order of the edges is irrelevant as is the order of vertices within each edge. The numbers of vertices and edges are unlimited. We often present MMP hypergraphs starting with edges forming the largest loop to facilitate their possible drawing.

A simple example of a hypergraph expressed with MMP notation is 123,3ab,a##++a, which has 3 edges with 3 vertices per edge and 7 different vertices named 1, 2, 3, a, b, #, and ++a. (This example is for illustration and does not represent a KS set.)

II. RESULTS

Waegell and Aravind recently constructed a KS set from the Witting polytope [1]. The set has 148 vertices and 265 edges—we denote it as 148-265—and it served us to generate over 300 types of smaller KS critical sets, where a type means a KS set with a particular number of vertices and edges. All KS sets that can be generated from this set build a class of KS sets which we shall call the 148-265 class. The 148-265 set itself we call the master set.

For the generation of KS critical sets from the 148-265, our approach turns out to be indispensable, since a standard approach in the literature, [2]–[8] using what are called parity proofs, turns out to be inapplicable.

A KS set is said to have a parity proof if its hypergraph has an odd number of edges and each vertex is common to an even number of edges. Any hypergraph satisfying this condition corresponds to a KS set, because it is impossible to assign an even number of 1s to an odd number of edges if we require exactly one 1 per edge. The converse fails, though; there are KS sets whose hypergraphs don’t satisfy this condition.

We obtained over 300 types of KS, and none of them has a parity proof. Thus all the KS sets we found from the 148-265 class are completely invisible to a standard approach using parity proofs. In Fig. 1 we show a graphical representation of the statistics for the obtained KS from the 148-265 class together with two chosen hypergraphs.
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In Fig. 2 we show that, first, there are 250 large KS criticals, from 211-127 to 283-188. Since none of these has a parity proof, Waegell and Aravind did not find them using the parity proof method. We also found the following small types: 26-13, 30-15, 32-17, 33-17, and 34-17, which are all smaller than 38-19. The reason they did not see them is that they are generated directly from large subsets of the master set that do not have parity proofs and are invisible in the parity proof approach. So, our approach is indispensable for generating all possible KS sets, large as well as small.

In particular, we not only revealed the aforementioned huge KS criticals but also showed that the 300-675 class partially overlaps the 60-75 class we generated in [9] (all 26-13, ... 44-26 we obtained from the 300-675 master set can also be deduced from the master set 60-75 which defines the 60-75 class). (Their 38-19 is not from the 60-75 class.)

In order to prove that a set has the KS property, we must show that it does not admit an assignment of 0s and 1s such that exactly one vertex on each edge has a 1 assigned to it. Rather than rely on indirect parity proofs, our approach tests this condition directly. Our program states01 (see Sec. IV-A) does this with a backtracking algorithm that either finds such a state (showing the set is not KS) or exhausts all possibilities (showing the set is KS). In the latter case, it means that at least one edge will be left over without it being possible to assign a 1 to any of its vertices, regardless of how the other edges have their 1 assigned. When a KS set is represented graphically as, e.g., 26-13 in Fig. 2, the KS property instances may be visualised (dashed magenta ellipse indicating such an edge). The parity proofs used by the standard programs in the literature are implicitly contained in our general proofs. However, states01 can also reproduce the literature results with an additional option that checks whether a KS set also has a parity proof.

### III. Algorithms and Programs

#### A. Overall philosophy

Our programs have a more or less uniform way of specifying the options to control functionality, and learning to use them is straightforward. Most options available for a program perform a single task that is well documented, and the programs can be easily chained via pipes to perform complex functions. All programs written by us have a built-in --help option, e.g., states01 --help, that provides full documentation of the program’s options and features as well as providing examples of the program’s use. We have been careful to ensure the help documentation accurately describes the program behaviour, so that in principle the programs can be used by other workers without assistance from us.

A great deal of work has been put into making the programs’ runtimes as small as practical, often with good results. Not only does this let us obtain results faster, it reduces the expense of the computation resources needed. A common situation with the types of problems that some of our programs work with is that their run times inherently grow exponentially with MMP hypergraph size in the worst case, which as far as we know is theoretically unavoidable. To overcome this
limitation in a practical sense, a number of heuristic techniques were developed to suppress the exponential behaviour.

For example, the program states01 iterates through the edges; at each edge, it either makes a trial 0/1 assignment to the unassigned vertices on the edge or backtracks to try another path when an assignment is not possible. A very successful heuristic, which we call the “clustering algorithm,” starts with edges that have the most connections (i.e. shares the most vertices) with other edges. This greatly increases the probability of an early assignment conflict, so that backtracking will exhaust all possible assignment paths more quickly when proving that an MMP hypergraph is a KS set.

Since it seems impossible to avoid exponential behaviour completely, all programs having such behaviour incorporate user-settable timeouts. MMP hypergraphs which timed out are flagged in the output and can be put aside to study later, whether it is running them longer or using them to study and improve the algorithms further.

There are occasional situations where the exponential behaviour manifests itself and becomes problematic, i.e. the program gets “stuck,” when the hypergraph traversal coincidentally encounters an unlucky pattern. Typically these arise as a long sequence of edges or vertices of length \( k \) that do not have early conflicts, and the program will “count” through \( 2^k \) possibilities for each later path it backtracks from when a conflict is eventually found. We don’t have a good method for identifying these situations in advance; instead, we put them aside to deal with later when they time out. Empirically, we have found that randomising the edge order with our program mmpshuffle will often break the unlucky pattern. This has been quite successful in allowing our programs to run to completion for problematic hypergraphs, although it may require some manual trial and error.

In some cases the number of possible MMP hypergraphs that need to explored are astronomical and even with a supercomputer cluster may be unfeasible to explore. For this reason, some programs such as mmpstrip have the ability to take random samples of the search space so that we can statistically characterise the properties of the whole search space. We have put care into the randomisation process in two ways. First, for the seed we combine different sources of entropy such as the time of day and the process ID so that it will be unlikely that parallel runs on a supercomputer cluster will use the same random number sequence. Second, we want our results to be reproducible: all programs using random numbers will print out the seed that resulted from the entropy, and the user can specify that seed to replicate the program exactly run if desired.

### B. Standard input and output formats

In order to allow the programs to present their outputs in a standard way and communicate to other programs (as well as to humans interpreting the outputs), additional information is sometimes prefixed and suffixed to the MMP hypergraph. An optional MMP prefix is any sequence of printable characters (that may include spaces) that ends with a space. An optional MMP suffix is a vector assignment enclosed in braces \{...\}; it is described below but in particular does not contain any spaces. An MMP hypergraph with a prefix and/or suffix is called an "MMP line." An example of an MMP line with both a prefix and suffix is "#2 (1/7=2%) fail: 1234,1567.{{1=\{0,0,0,1\}}}, where "1234,1567." is the MMP hypergraph proper. If an MMP line has a space, that means it has a prefix which ends at the last space on the line. If an MMP has characters after the full stop ending the MMP hypergraph, those characters are assumed to be an MMP suffix. In all cases, the MMP line ends with a new line character in the computer file containing it (i.e. there must be exactly one MMP hypergraph on each line).

The prefix information depends on what information the program needs to present to the user, and also to allow the program output to be filtered with programs such as grep or sed, matching for example the string "fail: ", as part of a Unix pipe. The format of each program’s MMP prefix, if it has one, is documented by the program’s --help command.

Some programs preserve the MMP prefix or suffix while others rewrite them with the program’s results or strip them off. The unrestricted format of the prefix (other than its trailing space) gives complete flexibility for a program to present its output information in whatever form is convenient as well as to add future information as a program’s capabilities are enhanced.

The optional MMP suffix is a list of partial or complete vector assignments to vertices. Each vector assignment consists of a vertex name followed by \( = \) followed by a comma-separated list of complex number expressions in braces, with a complex number for each dimension. The assignments are comma-separated, with the entire list surrounded by braces. An example is \{a={0,1,0,0},++B={0,0,1,i*sqrt(2)}\}. The syntax for the complex number expressions is documented by the --help option of the vecfind program. Programs that renumber MMP hypergraph vertices or extract subsets of the MMP hypergraph will also modify any vector assignment suffix to keep it consistent.

Overall, the ability to chain programs via pipes and filters, sharing a standard hypergraph “language,” allows sophisticated processing to be performed in a relatively simple and robust way. The starting input set can consist of millions or billions of MMP hypergraphs, providing an ideal problem for a supercomputer cluster.

### C. Finding KS sets

In order for an MMP hypergraph to correspond to a KS set, there must exist an assignment of vectors to the vertices such that the orthogonality conditions specified by the edges are satisfied. Second, there must not exist an assignment (sometimes called a “colouring”) of 0/1 (non-dispersive or classical) probability states to the vertices such that each edge has exactly one vertex assigned to 1 and its others assigned to 0.

For a given MMP hypergraph, we use two programs as filters for these two conditions. The program vecfind attempts to find an assignment of vectors to vertices. The program states01 determines whether or not a 0/1 colouring is possible that meets the above requirement. We will describe their algorithms below.
One basic method in our approach—carried out by means of the program mmpstrip—has been to generate successive subsets from a master KS set with many redundancies i.e. that is far from being critical. There are several of these that have been identified in the literature. The goal is to find smaller critical subsets that may be of use in future experiments.

IV. SUMMARY OF PROGRAMS

In this section we summarise the functionality of the programs used in our KS work. In all cases, a program’s --help option can be consulted for more detail. The input to most programs is a list of MMP hypergraphs (in a file or from the standard input), and the output is zero or more MMP hypergraphs for each input MMP hypergraph. The programs can be chained with Unix pipes to perform more complex filtering and processing of MMP hypergraphs (which we will also call just MMPs in this section for brevity).

Most of our programs are written in the C language for efficiency and designed to operate primarily in Unix environments at the command-line or shell-scripting level. They are written in strict ANSI C so that they will work with different operating systems and compilers. We have been careful to keep the help documentation updated to accurately describe the available options so that they can be used by workers outside of our group. Typically the help includes simple examples that can be reproduced while learning to use the program.

A. Program states01

This program determines whether or not there exists an assignment of 0/1 (non-dispersive or classical) probability states to the vertices of an MMP hypergraph such that each edge has exactly one vertex assigned to 1 and its others assigned to 0. If not, then the MMP is a candidate for a KS set.

By default, an exhaustive search, using a backtracking algorithm, is done to determine whether an assignment is possible. Optionally, a faster search can be done using the parity proof method (–p option). While MMPs with parity proofs are definitely KS sets, MMPs that don’t have parity proofs may or may not be KS sets. One purpose of the –p option is to be able to reproduce work done by others that is based on parity proofs.

Since the backtracking algorithm is exponentially slow in the worst case, the –t option allows a timeout to be specified. We have found that for typical MMPs of interest, timeouts occur relatively infrequently.

The –c option tests whether or not a KS candidate is a critical KS. It does this by first checking that the MMP is a KS set, then checking that it ceases to be a KS set when any edge is removed.

For non-critical KSs, the –x option will randomly discard edges until a critical KS is obtained. For highly redundant starting KSs, different critical KSs will be produced each run (unless a fixed random number seed is specified to reproduce a previous run).

B. Program vecfind

In order to determine whether a given KS candidate (i.e. one admitting no 0/1 states) is a true KS set, we must show that a non-conflicting assignment of mutually orthogonal vectors to each edge is possible. In general, this is a difficult problem. In some cases, symmetry of a master starting MMP allows assignment from a small collection of possible vectors; for example, the 60-60 MMP of [5] can be assigned with vectors with components from the set {0, 1, \(\frac{1 + \sqrt{5}}{2}, \frac{1}{\sqrt{5}}\)} and their negatives.

The vecfind program will search for an assignment from a set of vector components, or a set of vectors, provided by the user. It will show an assignment if one is possible, or tell the user that it is impossible. If a set of vector components is provided, internally vecfind will compute all possible non-proportional vectors constructed from them and use that set for the search.

The algorithm assigns vectors from the given or computed list of vectors to the vertices. If a further assignment from the list is not possible (meaning it can’t achieve a mutually orthogonal assignment of vectors from the list to an edge containing the vertex), it will backtrack and continue with the next vector in the list at the backtrack point.

Unlike the states01 backtracking algorithm, there may be thousands of vectors to try at each vertex rather than just the two states 0 and 1. Both programs have exponential behaviour worst case, but clearly it is much more severe with vecfind since the number of assignments to reject grows as \(v^n\) where \(v\) is the number of vectors to try and \(n\) is the number of vertices. Because of this, we have invested a large effort into heuristics that experimentally have speeded up the search significantly, sometimes orders of magnitude, for typical MMPs and vector sets. For example, we use a “dynamic” version of the clustering algorithm of states01, in which the next vertex to try is the one with the largest number of potential conflicts based on the vector assignments so far, the idea being to encourage earlier backtracking. These efforts have proved moderately successful in that we can find vector assignments already known to the literature (such as the 60-60 mentioned above) almost instantly. However, some large MMPs still cause the program to be excessively slow, particularly when no assignment is possible, and therefore vecfind also has a –t timeout option.

The output of vecfind is the input MMP with a prefix indicating whether the assignment was successful and other information, along with a suffix containing a vector assignment to the vertices. If the assignment was successful, all vertices will be in this list, otherwise the best partial assignment it could find is used for the list. An MMP with a partial vector assignment suffix can be used as the input of a second run of vecfind with a different set of vectors to try on the unassigned vertices, and the assignments made by the suffix will remain the same.

The vector components are complex numbers that may be specified directly as in “4+5*i” or they may be specified with expressions involving arithmetic operations and common functions and constants such as sqrt, e, and pi, as in
“e^((2*pi*i)/3)”. The syntax and available functions are documented in the --help output. A built-in calculator, invoked with the option –calc, allows the user to check that a given expression evaluates to the expected complex number.

C. Program mmpstrip

Much of our work has involved starting with a very large starting or master KS set, such as the 60-60 (non-critical) KS set mentioned above, and exploring and characterising the smaller critical KS sets that are embedded. This has been a very fruitful effort, allowing us to find millions of non-isomorphic critical KS subsets in this case. This was an unexpected find and means that there is no key critical KS that characterises the 60-60, but instead it provides a rich source of critical KSs that can be used for physical experiments.

To assist studying such master KS sets, the program mmpstrip provides a flexible means of selecting subsets from the master. After subsets are selected with mmpstrip, they are filtered for ones that are KS sets (have no colouring) using states01, then filtered again to eliminate isomorphic ones using the program shortd.

From an input MMP hypergraph with \( n \) edges, mmpstrip will strip \( k \) edges so as to produce all \( \binom{n}{k} \) subsets with a simple combinatorial algorithm. Partial output sets can be generated by means of start and end parameters. An increment parameter specified by option \(-i\) can be applied to skip all but every \( it \)th output line for partial sampling of the output subsets if the full output is too large. With the option \(-c1\), the program will calculate in advance how many output hypergraphs will result, in order to help the user choose optimal parameter settings.

Alternatively, the option \(-r\) will choose random samples from the master set in order to lessen the chance of a biased selection in case there is a subtle pattern that repeats every \( it \)th hypergraph. As with our other programs offering random sampling, the random number seed is displayed and may be used to reproduce the run exactly if desired.

The option \(-u\) will discard unconnected MMP hypergraphs (i.e. those consisting of two or more disconnected parts). By default, the vertices in output MMPs are relabelled so as to avoid gaps in the vertex naming, although this behaviour may be suppressed with the \(-n\) option.

The above options are the ones most commonly used and are described in more detail the mmpstrip --help output. There are several other options also described in the help documentation.

D. Program shortd

Two MMP hypergraphs are isomorphic if one can be transformed into the other via reordering edges, reordering vertices within an edge, and renaming the vertices.

The program shortd, written by Brendan McKay, renumbers an input MMP hypergraph into a canonical form, so that two isomorphic MMPs will have the same canonical form and can be easily identified. The program is extremely fast and is based on McKay’s extensive theoretical work on graphs and hypergraphs.

We routinely use shortd to eliminate isomorphic MMPs from a list, for example after producing a collection of MMP subsets with mmpstrip.

E. Program subgraph

This program, described in Ref. [10], will check whether an MMP is isomorphic to a subset of a larger MMP. It uses an algorithm suggested by Brendan McKay. If the two MMPs are the same size, it will tell us whether the two MMPs are isomorphic. While shortd will do the same thing much faster, subgraph will show the actual isomorphism in case there is one, rather than providing just a yes/no answer.

F. Program loop

Two edges are connected if they share a vertex. A loop is a set of connected edges in which each shared vertex is shared with exactly two edges in the set, in other words a chain of connected edges where the last edge connects to the first.

The program loop by default will list all possible loops in an MMP hypergraph. The list of loops can assist drawing the MMP; in particular, a large loop can be selected as the main circle for the drawing, with other edges drawn with lines to complete the MMP.

loop has a number of options that can be seen in its --help listing. In particular, the program can list only the \( b \) largest loops that were found (\(-b\) option), it can stop searching after \( m \) loops are found (\(-m\) option), and a timeout can be set to give up and continue from the next edge.

G. Program mmpshuffle

This program is primarily used to randomly scramble order of the edges of an MMP hypergraph and the order of the vertices in each edge, producing an isomorphic MMP with components in a different order. This can be useful to help break exponential behaviour of certain programs caused by unlucky patterns in the MMP. For example, if states01 times out with ./states01 -t100000 < in.mmp > out.mmp, we can try ./mmpshuffle -r < in.mmp | states01 -t100000 > out.mmp to see if a different edge order is more successful. There are also options in mmpshuffle to rename the vertices, eliminating gaps in naming, and to reverse the order of edges and vertices.

When the MMP has a vector assignment suffix, mmpshuffle will also rename the vertices specified in the assignment accordingly.

H. Program mmptag

This is a small utility program with several functions. It can strip off MMP prefixes and suffixes, it can add prefixes and suffixes with exactly two edges in the set, in other words a chain of connected edges where the last edge connects to the first.

The program mmptag provides a flexible means of selecting subsets from the master. After subsets are selected with mmpstrip, they are filtered for ones that are KS sets (have no colouring) using states01, then filtered again to eliminate isomorphic ones using the program shortd.

I. Program mmpxlate

This program can translate from and to several other hypergraph formats found in the literature. We are open to adding more formats to meet the needs of other groups.
V. RUNNING PROGRAMS ON CLUSTERS

We have empirically found that for most tasks it is much more efficient to distribute sequential tasks through, for instance, HTCondor grid scheduling, to nodes in the grid, than to parallelize jobs. An example of our procedures is the following one. HTCondor software allows for two input-output parameters, say i and j. In the first step, we might strip edges from a master set, say 148-265, and filter them with sed, states01, again sed, and shortd, so as to generate non-isomorphic KS sets in, say 148-j, j = 165,...,264, i.e., 100 output files, each cut to a chosen number of lines, say 1 million; each line contains a KS set i-j where i depends on j in a rather involved manner depending of how many vertices, if any, were stripped together with stripped edges. We then grep KS sets into i-j files each of which contains only i-j KS sets. In the next step, we use these files as input files to generate non-isomorphic critical KS sets i-j-c-k, k = 1,...,20, via states01 and shortd. Each line in these output files contains an l-m final critical KS set, where l and m are not related to i and j except for the inequalities l ≤ i and m ≤ j. Some KS sets are so intricate that they ask for parallelizing tasks, and that takes us to the next section.

VI. FUTURE WORK

Most of our work up to now has been with MMP hypergraphs that are small enough so that thousands or millions can be characterised on each CPU in a supercomputer cluster in a few days (so in the end we could end up with billions of non-isomorphic KS sets). However, some recent very large hypergraphs, such as the 300-675 mentioned above, stress the limits of some of our programs in that they may take days or weeks to test just one MMP hypergraph. We are planning to give these programs the ability to partition the run for a single MMP hypergraph into different sections that can be run in parallel on different CPUs in a supercomputer cluster. In particular, we are currently working on states01 and vecfind to add this feature.

We are encouraged towards this goal by our success in earlier work with Hilbert lattice equations, where we were able to verify that a huge equation failed in a very large lattice counterexample (the 7oa equation and the Peres lattice of Ref. [11]) with a run that would have taken years if done on a single CPU. By carefully modifying our program latticex described there, we able to partition the run into small pieces that were distributed among many CPUs in a supercomputer cluster, leading to the answer in a few days. This established the independence of this new Hilbert lattice equation from earlier members 3oa through 6oa in the OA (orthoarguesian) family. Incidentally, that work used an MMP hypergraph in the completely different role of representing a Greechie diagram (a kind of orthomodular lattice), showing the flexibility of applications for the MMP notation.

VII. DISCUSSION

An important point to take away from this article is the power of a standard, compact, and precisely specified format for representing hypergraphs, which in our case is the MMP hypergraph notation. It provides the common language that allows all of our hypergraph processing programs to communicate with each other. The code needed to parse MMP hypergraphs into internal arrays, and conversely to generate them from internal arrays, is relatively simple and very fast; it can easily be incorporated into other programs whether written by us or someone else.

The ability to pass MMP hypergraphs from one program to another via Unix pipes, along with Unix filters (grep, sed, etc.) in between, has allowed us to automate processing of massive hypergraph collections and divide the work among supercomputer CPUs in an efficient way.

As mentioned in Section VI, MMP hypergraphs can be used for other applications involving hypergraphs. The mmpxlate program can translate from and to several other hypergraph notations, and we are always looking to add more. As the mmpxlate collection grows, we anticipate it will become a generally useful translation tool between hypergraph notations via MMP hypergraphs.

We note that all of the MMP hypergraph processing programs described above, other than states01 and vecfind, can be used for general hypergraph work and are not specialised for the study of KS sets. Most of the programs have been used for many years with a wide variety of MMP hypergraphs, and all are free from known bugs. With the aid of their built-in --help option, they are usually no harder to learn to use than a new Unix command.
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Abstract - The paper presents a new method for determining the complexity of using in new hyper-hybrid AD HOC cloud computing. A large body of research has been devoted to identifying the complexity of structures in networks. The study of complex networks is a young and active area of scientific research inspired largely by the empirical study of real-world networks such as computer networks and social networks. Networks are a ubiquitous way to represent complex systems, including those in the social and economic sciences. Understanding complexity and broad systems-level frameworks in the life, physical and social sciences has turned, in recent decades, to issues of network dynamics. It has been shown that many real complex networks share distinctive characteristic properties that differ in many ways from the random and regular networks. We present some challenges problem of AD HOC network. In this paper we introduce a new method for quantifying the complexity of a new hyper-hybrid AD HOC cloud network based on presenting the nodes of the network in Cartesian coordinates, converting to polar coordinates, and calculating the fractal dimension. Our results suggest that this approach can be used to determine the complexity for any type of network.

Key words: complexity, cloud computing, AD HOC network,

I. INTRODUCTION

In computer networking, an AD HOC network [1-4] refers to a network connection established for a single session and does not require a router or a wireless base station. Many ad hoc networks are local area networks where computers or other devices are enabled to send data directly to one another rather than going through a centralized access point. A wireless network that transmits from computer to computer. Instead of using a central base station (access point) to which all computers must communicate, this peer-to-peer mode of operation can greatly extend the distance of the wireless network. To gain access to the Internet, one of the computers can be connected via wire or wireless to an ISP. Basically, an ad hoc network is a temporary network created for a specific purpose, such as transferring data from one computer to another. Networks are a ubiquitous way to represent complex systems, including those in the social and economic sciences. Understanding complexity and broad systems-level frameworks in the life, physical and social sciences has turned, in recent decades, to issues of network dynamics. The growth of the World Wide Web, staggering advances in computing power and diminishing computational complexity of network algorithms, and demonstrations of the robustness and ubiquity of networks fitting small-world models helped spark much of the recent cross-disciplinary explosion in network analysis and modeling.

Fig. 1. The internet, the global communication network

A. Open problems and Challenges

In today’s world of information science, some of the most popular, fascinating and useful structures are AD HOC networks. However, these have also given rise to many open problems. I would like to present some of these challenging problems:

Problem 1. The characteristics of large AD HOC networks vary if we examine them at different magnifications. Questions are: Can we find a relationship between the magnification of big networks and their topological properties? How does the presence of a small network, inside a big network impact on it? And can we gain insights into the properties of networks by researching small networks inside big networks?
Problem 2. An AD HOC network of spacecraft around and in transit between the Earth and Mars. Direct communication between Earth and Mars can be strongly disturbed and even blocked by the Sun for weeks at a time, cutting off any future human mission to the Red Planet. Questions is: How to ensure reliable radio communication even when Mars and Earth line up at opposite sides of the Sun, which then blocks any signal between mission controllers on Earth and astronauts on the red surface.

Problem 3. Security is a critical issue of AD HOC networks that is still a largely unexplored area. Traditional methods of protecting the data with cryptographic methods face a challenging task of key distribution and refresh. The main objectives of the proposed research are to develop secure authentication and key management protocols specific to the needs of ad hoc networks and to design highly efficient hardware architectures of the proposed protocols.

Therefore, the proposed studies for all open problems would involve novel approaches to AD HOC network modeling and could contribute to predicting the behavior of AD HOC network in the future. All these problem we can solve with mathematical tool; graph theory. Representing a problem as a graph can make a problem much simple. A graph is a way of specifying relationships among a collection of items. In mathematics and computer science, graph theory is the study of graphs, which are mathematical structures used to model pair wise relations between objects. A graph consists of a set of objects, called nodes, with certain pairs of these objects connected by links called edges. Nodes represent computing hosts, and there is an edge joining two nodes in this picture if there is a direct communication link between them. Graphs are useful because they serve as mathematical models of network structures. Graph theory is a suitable playground for the exploration of proof techniques in discrete mathematics, and its results have applications in many areas such as computing, social, and natural sciences. Network analysis has been developing and flourishing for several decades. Network analysis is popular in every type of academic social science, AD DOV network, applied social science (such as marketing), studies of nonhuman social life, branches of mathematics, computer science, and even physics.

II. METHOD

In this paper we introduce a new method for quantifying the complexity of network based on presenting the nodes of the network in Cartesian coordinates, converting to polar coordinates, and calculating the fractal dimension.

First of all, all nodes of the network are presented in the Cartesian coordinate system. Also, determinate coordinates \((x,y)\) of every nodes of network (step 1).
In the second step, we transform nodes of the graph into a polar coordinate system (step 2). This means that all nodes have two coordinates \((r, \Phi)\). So to convert from Cartesian coordinates \((x, y)\) to Polar coordinates \((r, \Phi)\):

\[
\begin{align*}
    r &= \sqrt{x^2 + y^2} \\
    \tan \Phi &= \frac{y}{x} \\
    \Phi &= \arctan(\frac{y}{x})
\end{align*}
\]

Also, we can describe the transformation of the nodes \((x, y)\) into \((r, \Phi)\):

\[
P(r, \Phi) = P(\sqrt{x^2 + y^2}, \arctan(\frac{y}{x}))
\]

A random process is statistically evaluated using the Hurst parameter \(H\) [5] or by determining the distribution function. Hurst parameter \(H\) as self-similarity criteria cannot be accurately calculated, but it can be only estimated. There are several different methods [6] to produce estimates of the parameter \(H\), which together more or less deviate. In doing so, we have no criteria to determine which method gives us the best result.

We use R/S method for estimating Hurst exponent \(H\). R/S method Adjusted rescaled range method or adjusted scale is also a graphic method based on the properties Hurst phenomenon. Adjusted scale of the partial summation area time series deviation from the mean. For graph \(I(r, n)\), we estimate the Hurst exponent \(H\) (step 3).

The Rescaled Range is calculated for a time series or space component,

\[X = x_1, x_2, ..., x_n\]

as follows:

Calculate the \(m\) by equation (1), calculate the cumulative deviate series \(Z\) by equation (2), create a range series \(R(n)\) by equation (3), create a standard deviation series \(S\) by equation (4), and calculate the rescaled range series \((R/S)\) by equation (5).
After this we can calculate the fractal dimension with equation $D=2-H$ (step 4). The Hurst exponent $H \in (0,1)$, thus the fractal dimension of complex networks are $D \in (1,2)$.

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

We present randomly only one network with 111 nodes. This network is very complex and has fractal characteristics.

Complexity of this randomly network with 111 nodes we calculate with $R/S$ method for estimator of Hurst exponent $H$. Hurst exponent $H$ for presented network is 0.15, thus fractal dimension of network is 1.85. Also complexity of random network with 111 nodes is 1.85. Fig. 16. Present linear graph $I(r, n)$ of randomly network with 111 nodes. Also, for each $r$, we determinate number $n$ of nodes.

In this article, we introduce a new method for quantifying the complexity of a new hyper hybrid AD HOC cloud network based on presenting the nodes of the network in Cartesian coordinates, converting to polar coordinates, and calculating the fractal dimension.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this work we present new method for determination complexity of network apply in cloud computing and AD HOC network. Finally, we present ten challenges problem on cloud and AD HOC network. One of these problem we can solve with new presented method of complexity of network. The main findings can be summarized as follows:

1) We present ten challenges problem of AD HOC network.
2) We present new method for determination complexity of network.
3) Our results suggest that this approach can be used to determine the complexity for any type of network.
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Neneta: Heterogeneous Computing
Complex-Valued Neural Network Framework
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Abstract—Due to increased demand for computational efficiency for the training, validation and testing of artificial neural networks, many open source software frameworks have emerged. Almost exclusively GPU programming model of choice in such software frameworks is CUDA. Symptomatic is also lack of the support for complex-valued neural networks. With our research going exactly in that direction, we developed and made publicly available yet another software framework, completely based on C++ and OpenCL standards with which we try to solve problems we identified with already existing solutions.

I. INTRODUCTION

Attention that complex machine learning algorithms are receiving in the recent years is tremendous. Research laboratories are competing in making their sets of training data publicly available [1],[2], along with software frameworks [3],[4],[5], tutorials and courses to use this data. On the other side, scientists, industry professionals and enthusiasts are competing in tuning the available models, and tweaking the algorithm performance. Of course, this is perfectly valid approach, but what somehow stays hidden in this machine learning hype, is that everyone is building machine learning models with the same sets of training data on more or less the same hardware.

The neural network framework "neneta" that will be introduced in this paper is a product of a research we are conducting on complex-valued neural networks [6],[7]. Our goal was never to compete with the state-of-the-art frameworks already available, but to build the tool that will support us efficiently through our research. On the other hand, we believe that presented tool has a potential to attract attention of the broader community. Not only by offering ability to efficiently design and train neural networks on a broader range of GPUs, but also by offering to do that in a more general way by using complex-valued neural networks.

II. DESIGN DECISIONS

Choice of a programming languages and APIs when starting work on a project like this is everything but an easy task. Idea was also to allow software to run on most popular operating systems. Decisions to enable all these goals are as follows.

A. C++11

For all programming tasks related to the network and GPU configuration, input data preprocessing and result presentation we use C++ [8]. There are two main reasons behind this decision. First, we already had enough knowledge of the language to make significant progress fast. Second, although preprocessing tasks in deep neural networks are relatively simple compared to the network model itself, they are not insignificant, and they can definitely impact the overall performance of the framework. Therefore, we needed programming language with minimum overhead possible, but still with object oriented programming support. C++ was an ideal candidate.

B. OpenCL

We wanted to be able to run our software on wide range of available devices, and of course on the ones yet to come. By this we do not only consider the GPUs having available OpenCL [9],[10] support, but also FPGAs and DSPs utilizing this standard [11].

C. Testing

Due to significant complexity of the software, unit testing and component testing [12] was necessary and done for most of the components.

D. Operating systems support

We use gcc compiler for development with CMake build system. Basically, all operating systems having this compiler and build system support and appropriate OpenCL drivers can run neneta. Until now, software has been successfully tested on Microsoft Windows and Linux operating systems.

III. SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE

Component diagram of neneta is shown on Fig. 1. Components are compiled to static libraries and at the end of the linking process linked together to a single executable. As it can be seen, only requirement for the operating system is support for OpenCL. Number of GPUs is not limited and it is completely abstracted away from the neural network component through interfaces provided by the gpgpu, which is the only component interfacing directly to the GPU.

In the following subsections is given short description of the framework components.

A. confighandler

This component is responsible for parsing the XML configuration files. There are three types of configuration files:

- configuration.xml - Holds general configuration information for the logging (log level, log rotation, log
format etc.), plotting, input data sources, persistence, OpenCL kernel sources and GPU.

- **kernels.xml** - Holds profiling configuration for all the OpenCL kernels used by the framework. On startup, all configured OpenCL kernel sources are compiled by the OpenCL driver. This also means that kernels can be added, removed or modified without recompiling any of the framework libraries.

- **network_params_<id>.xml** - Holds configuration for the neuralnetwork component. As an example configuration, one of the complex-valued neural network layers is shown of Fig. 2. Configuration of the layers is parsed automatically. Based on the layer type, appropriate objects are instantiated and enqueued for the execution on the GPU. At the moment following types of the layers are supported:
  - Input layer
  - Convolution layer
  - Fully connected layer
  - FFT layer
  - IFFT layer
  - Projection Layer
  - Softmax Layer
  - Spectral-pooling layer
  - Error calculation layer

```xml
...<layer type="conv" id="conv1">
  <input>input1</input>
  <channels>1</channels>
  <kernels>10</kernels>
  <kernelsize>5</kernelsize>
  <stride>1</stride>
  <inputdim>2</inputdim>
  <inputsize>28</inputsize>
  <actfunc>complextanh</actfunc>
  <weightsdev>1</weightsdev>
  <weightsmean>0</weightsmean>
  <weighttype>complex</weighttype>
  <biasre>0.0001</biasre>
  <biasim>0</biasim>
</layer>
...
```

Fig. 2. Example of complex-valued neural network layer configuration.

**B. plotting**

Task of the plotting component is to abstract the data presentation tools for the neuralnetwork component. Normally, for data presentation tools some kind of plotting library is used (for example gnuplot [13], but not limited to it).

**C. imageprocessing**

Input data comes in various formats. Task of the imageprocessing components is to convert, adapt, merge or filter input data based on the neuralnetwork component needs. This component runs only on host CPU and it is not desirable that these operations have high complexity. In case input data preprocessing step consumes significant processing time (eg. FFT [14]), additional layer type should be introduced to the neuralnetwork component.

**D. neuralnetwork**

This is the core component of the neneta framework. Basically, entire neural network processing is done within this component. Main features of this component are:

- It is consisted of various types of layers, available within the framework.
- It is straightforward to define and implement a new layer. Framework it self will enqueue it for execution on GPU.
- Performance critical functionality of the layers is transferred to the OpenCL kernels. Changing the functionality within kernel source files doesn’t require recompilation, but only application restart.

Fig. 3 shows simplified class diagram of *ConvLayer* layer. In this example, *ConvLayer* implements *IPersistedLayer* interface. Functions *store()* and *restore()* are called for this layer after each training epoch. Other two classes that *ConvLayer* inherits are clearly indicating the relation of the layer to OpenCL execution plan. Being also *IOpenCLChainableExecutionPlan*, allows layer to be linked with other layers. Functions *setInputBuffer(BufferIO)/setBkpInputBuffer(BufferIO)* are called from the left/right layer during forward/back propagation configuration. Forward and back-propagation are configured once during startup, but executed many times during training. Input parameter *BufferIO* is the block in GPU’s global memory. Role of this memory block is to pass needed information between layers - what directly means that size of neural network model is directly proportional to the size of the available GPU global memory.

**E. imagehandler**

Any set of training data can be used to train the modeled neural network. Task of the imagehandler component is to abstract away the training set from the neuralnetwork component. At the moment support for MNIST [2] and IMAGENET [1] is available.

**F. logging**

During the long training periods some sort of logging system (for example boost logging library [15]) is desirable. This component provides logging capabilities to
the entire framework. Logging file path, rotation size, logging level and logging format can be configured in configuration.xml configuration file.

G. persistence
Role of the persistence component is to ensure that network training execution can be interrupted and continued at will. Persistence interface store() can be called at the end of each batch execution or at the end of each training epoch. On the other hand restore() is called only once during initialization phase. Persistence data are stored as binary blob on hard disk.

H. gpgpu
Although OpenCL offers C++ interface wrappers [16], we introduced even higher level of abstraction in order to incorporate the GPU execution plan into the model. Component gpgpu offers interfaces to plan kernel execution in predefined order, at the same time giving ability to profile kernel execution if desired.

IV. CONFIGURATION EXAMPLE
As an example we performed training of the network consisted of a single Soft-Max layer on MNIST data-set [2]. Data-set is consisted of 60,000 training images of hand written Arabic numerals and of 10,000 test images. In configuration, we have split training data-set in 50,000 training and 10,000 validation images, as shown on Fig. 4.

An example of such network configuration is show on Fig. 5. Input layer allocates a continuous block of global memory on GPU. Although not relevant for this example, this memory is always split equally to hold real and imaginary data, using parameters rpipesize and ipipesize. Other parameters in input layer are determined by the input data size (for MNIST these are 28x28 pixel gray-level images).

Layer of type softmax is real-valued layer. Parameters of the layer are descriptive, as show on Fig. 5, and require no further explanation.

For loss calculation we used cross-entropy function, simply defined through errorcalc layer.
Training progress was monitored using the plotting interface for gnuplot [13], as shown on Fig. 6. More detailed training results are obtained from the log file and here are presented in Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.568672</td>
<td>86.36</td>
<td>0.365522</td>
<td>90.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.374496</td>
<td>89.7</td>
<td>0.325954</td>
<td>91.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.343442</td>
<td>90.468</td>
<td>0.309137</td>
<td>91.51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. PERFORMANCE COMPARISION

We compared the performance of the CPU and GPU running the same example configuration described in previous section. Properties of the OpenCL devices used to run simulations are given in Table II.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>GPU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Phenom II X4 965</td>
<td>Radeon HD 5770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor</td>
<td>AMD</td>
<td>AMD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. proc. elements</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. clock freq. [MHz]</td>
<td>3400</td>
<td>850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. gl. mem. size [B]</td>
<td>8371974144</td>
<td>536870912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. lo. mem. size [B]</td>
<td>32768</td>
<td>32768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. work group size</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. work items sizes</td>
<td>1024, 1024, 1024</td>
<td>256, 256, 256</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Measured execution time for forward and backpropagation for both devices is shown on Fig. 7. Measurement is taken on one entire training epoch (50,000 images). It is obvious that for most of the training epoch, algorithm execution is approximately 10 times faster on the GPU than it is on the CPU. In this simulation, both CPU and GPU were not dedicated computing devices (OS and graphics are running on them). This could explain some of the peaks in the graph.

It is interesting to analyze shortly the parameters of the devices and how they relate to the algorithm performance.

CPU clock speed is four times of the GPU clock speed, but number of processing elements on the GPU is 200 times higher (AMD Radeon HD 5770 Juniper graphics card has 10 computing elements, each computing element has 16 stream cores and each stream core has 5 processing elements). Based on this, one could expect even higher performance gain when executing the algorithm on GPU. To explain the obtained result, it must be taken into account that GPU has a SIMD (Single Instruction Multiple Data) processor architecture. That means that all processing elements within the given work group are always executing the same instruction. If particular care is not taken during kernel development to avoid problems that can arise due to limitations of such architecture (for example branching divergence) full performance gain of GPU cannot be achieved. Another point to consider (and maybe more relevant for this example) is the well known memory transfer bottleneck that occurs during data transfer between host (CPU) memory and GPU memory. To cope with this problem it is desirable to transfer as much as possible data at a time to the GPU global memory (entire mini batches) and let GPU work on multiple passes through the network on this data.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Although initially intended to serve as a platform for research of complex-valued neural network, due to its simplicity and extensibility neneta can be used for training of real-valued neural networks as well. Platform already offers a number of different types of neural network layers, and moreover, with opening the code to the public we hope to attract more researchers contributing to it.

We are aware that some of already implemented OpenCL kernels are far from optimal from execution time point of view. Our goal for the future is to further improve the code base in that sense, and to improve the design and quality aspects of it as well.
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Abstract - The development of optimization algorithms for combinatorial problems is a complicated process, both guided and validated by the computational experiments over the different scenarios. Since the number of experiments can be very large and each experiment can take substantial execution time, distributing the load over the cloud speeds up the whole process significantly. In this paper we present the system used for experimental validation and comparison of stochastic combinatorial optimization algorithms, applied in the specific case of project scheduling problems.

I. INTRODUCTION

Combinatorial optimization (CO) is a subfield of mathematical optimization, that relates to the situations where the best option must be selected from a discrete feasible set. Applications are widespread, such as in scheduling, vehicle routing and auctions, to name a few. Most often, exhaustive search for combinatorial optimization problems is infeasible. Even worse, for some problems it is assumed that computationally efficient algorithms for finding optimal solutions do not exist. Instead, metaheuristics are used to get sufficiently good solutions in a reasonable amount of computational time. However, designing such algorithms as well as proving their ranking in comparison to the other algorithms on the same type of problems is guided empirically, by the experimental results. Experiment consists of experiment runs, moving as close as possible to the ideal of running identical experimenting environments for our parallel runs, moving as close as possible to the ideal of running all the units in single environment in a short amount of time.

There are existing tools that help the design and comparison of optimization algorithms. COmparing Continuous Optimisers (COCO) [7] is a platform for continuous optimization. The comparisons are done on standard benchmark problems. Experiment can use Shared Memory Parallelism (SMP), but grid computing is not utilized. ParadisEO [8] is a white-box C++ framework for reusable design of parallel and distributed metaheuristics. It supports many features and components necessary for composing new algorithms. The focus of this framework is enabling the design of topologies that encompass single running system. But, it does not specify how to do so efficiently in the case of distributed running of experiment. Our proposed system could in principle be assembled and implemented in ParadisEO. Similar option to ParadisEO is Java Evolutionary Computation Toolkit [9]. Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithm (MOEA) Java-based Framework [10] is focused on multi-objective optimization and it combines the features of aforementioned tools. As stated, COCO is focused on continuous optimizers, while the rest of the tools enable easier and faster design of algorithms through reusability of common mechanisms when the optimization problem situations where the problem is of such complexity that computer cluster must be employed in order to make algorithm practical. Such was the case for fleet operations optimization in [3].

Distributed computation is unavoidable in high-performance computing (HPC). Usually, in-house grids are used, but cloud computing offers flexible and cheap alternative. Studies have been conducted on the matter of using the cloud for high performance computing. It was found in [4] and [5] that coupled applications have potential up to some limit of used computational nodes. Beyond that, the overheads become overwhelming performance detractors. The similar was confirmed in [6] where virtualization, latency and system noise in comparison to the dedicated supercomputers are singled out as the biggest issues. They conclude that research groups with limited access to supercomputer resources and varying demand over time might find cloud computing to offer beneficial choice. It enables flexible renting of practically as many as necessary identical instances. That is is desirable since we would like to have identical experimenting environments for our parallel runs.
has favorable features. The guidelines for extensive experimentation that could, due to significant runtime, utilize distributed computing power in the cloud, are left unspecified.

In this paper we present our architecture of a system for running extensive computational experiments in the cloud. This system could be implemented in some of the mentioned frameworks, if the satisfactory amount of reuse can be achieved. We explain the distributed design of data storage for experimental results that also reduces communication overhead. Storing the results is necessary for further analysis, as well as the mean of efficient scientific scrutiny. Finally, we show application of the proposed architecture on a specific problem of developing and validating algorithms for a complex project scheduling problem.

The paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we present the general architecture of our system for distributed experimental runs. Section 3 details the distributed storage choices. In section 4 we describe the application of the architecture to the real research problem. Section 5 offers concluding remarks and future research ideas.

II. ARCHITECTURE

Our intended use-case has inherently parallelizable task, with low communication requirements between the computational nodes. In such case latency is not an issue, since we only need occasional communication; for sending initial experiment chunk instructions and migrating the final partial results. In both cases, the bandwidth plays the main role and should not present a problem for the distributed experimentation. Aforementioned features make our problem suitable for cloud deployment. We propose using distributed database instances in order to further reduce networking while logging all the necessary details of each experiment unit run. The results, raw or processed, can be pooled periodically or upon the finalization of assigned experiment chunk.

Figure 1 depicts the used pipeline architecture for distributed running of computationally expensive experiments in the domain of combinatorial optimization. In the rest of this section we explain architecture elements sequentially, in order of and according to the numeration in the Figure 1.

1. At this, optional, step we can use standard test set as a source for experimental problem instances. For many established CO problems, such sets are shared within the community of the researchers to boost the consistency of algorithm ranking. In the case of a new CO problem types, a test set for related standard family can be used as template for creation of new types of problem instances.

2. The creation of the actually used test set takes place at this point. If based on step 1, problem selection with required adaptations can be used. “Seed” database is created and populated with all the shared data needed for successful distributed execution and result logging, as detailed in the following section. Part of the shared data may be in the form of the files, if it is more appropriate, but such files are linked from a DB. Each computational node will have its independent version of the database, initialized from the singular “seed” database. The further database distribution over the nodes is achieved through the horizontal fragmentation of writeable relations.

3. VM image used for computational nodes is set up. It is populated with a copy of the “seed” database as well as all the necessary code for running an experiment chunk. The tuning to the intended VM hardware is done.

4. VM image is migrated to the cloud service, where it is ready to be deployed on created computational instances.

5. The experiments are started with sampled pilot runs on single system to estimate the total experiment CPU run time. Based on that estimate and the input criteria, monetary and/or temporal (desired due date), the number of computational instances N, is inferred.

6. Experimental chunk is a set of experiment units that are to be executed on a single node. Experiment spawner is a script that, based on the N and the total workload, calculates the partition of experiment into disjoint experimental chunks. Each chunk constitutes a load for one of the computational instances which is to be created and fed with it.

7. Experiment spawner creates N, cloud nodes and sends them over the network the parameters that define their workload chunks, accordingly labeling each node. Depending on the chunk runner, additional instances can be created to form a mini-grid using Message Passing Interface (MPI). Such situation would occur if some of the algorithms require said execution by the design. SMP can be switched on through the runner’s parameters. Each node has appointed performance supervisor operating the utilization alarm triggers. The purpose of the triggers is automation of experiment run wrap-up which results in renting costs reduction.

8. Upon finishing the assigned chunk, node migrates the results, processed or raw, to a permanent cloud storage and triggers the supervisor’s alarm which terminates the node. Storing the data on cloud leaves options for the analysis in the cloud, should the nature of data require it.

9. Supervisor alarm notifies the user of finalized chunk. Local procedure that listens for such events reacts to the notifications.

10. The local procedure downloads the results from the cloud storage.

11. Analysis is done iteratively over the partial data. After the complete data from all the nodes become available, the concluding results are output.
The main objective for our system is producing detailed experiment documentation in as short as possible period of time. As the amount of data can be overwhelming, we store everything into the database. The rationale is that it is expensive to run experiments in need of distributed computation, in monetary and/or temporal terms. Because of this, as much data as possible should be stored for future analyses to avoid experiment re-runs.
Practicing scrutiny in computer science can be done by replication studies that simply repeat small sampled set of experiment units, reusing stored settings for pseudo-random number generators (PRNG), algorithms and problem instances. The replication results should match the stored performance values.

In order to reduce the communication overhead between cloud instances, we propose using independent database instances, based on the single “seed” instance. “Seed” database holds the metadata and identification/replication data. The latter are the basic necessary data, such as the sufficient shared information on all the CO problem instances, used optimization algorithms, PRNG types and uncertainty scenarios (in the case of stochastic or robust CO).

Each node is created with a separate database copy, initialized from the “seed” database. The further database distribution over the nodes is achieved through the horizontal fragmentation of writeable relations, each node only writing to its copy the data associated to its disjoint chunk. During chunk execution, each node saves the identification/replication and performance data. The former consists of the settings and parameters for used optimization algorithms, PRNGs and other components for an experiment unit. The performance data track important decisions and performance components, the bread and butter of the experimental runs, upon which final conclusions are made. They quantitatively make up the majority of the data. The distributed data uses the identification scheme based on shared identification/replication information originated from the “seed” database, supplemented with the same type of node-specific information. Such scheme enables unambiguous data aggregation from all the chunks.

IV. APPLICATION

Our primary motivation for developing the aforementioned system was to enable faster experimentation with the algorithms in the new, complex type of project scheduling problem, Cost-based Flexible Stochastic Resource Constrained Project Scheduling Problem (CBF-SRCPSP), defined in [11]. As CBF-SRCPSP is a non-standard CO problem, we had to create our own test set. However, we decided to do so based on the PSPLIB set of instances for deterministic resource constrained project scheduling problems. We used cluster sampling to select a set of J30, J60 and J120 template instances. These templates were expanded to fit CBF-SRCPSP model which resulted in 300, 300 and 200 instances respectively. For each instance, we generated 1000 activity duration scenarios, since activity durations were the only source of uncertainty. All the data was fed into a “seed” database.

We have developed several search algorithms, but some were computationally expensive. Our estimations, based on sampled pilot experiment run were rather grim, predicting three and half months of computational labor on the available hardware. Such timeline was unacceptable due to the research deadline. After some consideration, weighing up the options and taking into account the computational nature of the task, we have decided to use the computation distributed over the cloud.

The selected service provider was Amazon Web Services (AWS) [12]. We used Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) for computations, always employing c3.large instances with 2 dedicated physical cores of Intel Xeon E5-2680 v2 (Ivy Bridge) processors and 3.75 GiB of RAM. Simple Storage Service (S3) was a storage for experimental results and CloudWatch (CW) and Simple Notification Service (SNS) for supervision and utilization notifications.

The used database was sqlite3 as it fit our needs. Its shortcomings in comparison to the more elaborate database management systems traded off well with the simplicity. Three main algorithms were used for the study as well as several auxiliary, keeping the track of all the relevant in the database. Two PRNGs were used: Mersenne twister with careful parameterization [13] and Threefry [14].

The image used on nodes used Linux with gcc and necessary libraries. New algorithms were developed upon the C++ simulation library presented in [15], meaning that the bulk of experimentation and database logging was coded in C++ for speed. We did not use mini-grids as our algorithms utilized only shared memory parallelization using OpenMP to speed up the search. Though, the option of using MPI is opened for future developments.

Experiment spawner was coded in python, using the boto API for accessing AWS and paramiko module for manipulating SSH2 connections. The experiment chunking was done on the basis of problem instances. The sizes of chunks were determined by the necessary number of computational instances estimated from pilot runs’ performance. The chunk experiment runner has call parameters that describe the chunk boundaries. At the end of chunk execution, the database with the results was migrated to S3 to await further analysis.

The raw results were downloaded from S3 using python script. We used statistical language R for result analysis. RSQLite was used to query the databases for the relevant data and gather them together from all the sources in order to make conclusions with the complete overview.

We have used up to 26 cloud instances per experiment in order to reduce the total duration to 6 days, meeting the imposed deadlines and having the wealth of experimental data for future analysis. The data was used for definitive statistical conclusions on rankings of new algorithms in comparison to the selected benchmark algorithm. Performance effectiveness was examined in several dimensions, outlining possible future research directions.

V. CONCLUSION

The system for cloud-distributed computational experimentation for combinatorial optimization has been presented. The cloud computing is not a clear-cut choice for high performance computing, due to issues explained in [6]: communication overhead, virtualization and system noise.

The described use case, doing expensive computational experiments in order to validate and guide the design of CO algorithms is a specific problem
inasmuch that it can be parallelized with a low coupling between the simultaneous tasks.

The communication between the nodes is kept to minimum by using distributed database with horizontal fragmentation. Each node populates only the data pertinent to its assigned disjoint experimental chunk, hence preserving unambiguity of the data across the whole system without additional effort. Even in the case of using mini-grids for each experimental chunk, mini-grid size is expected to be within the limits established by the studies such as [6] in order to reap the best performance benefits. Additional tuning and advances in cloud computing technology might increase the limits found by the studies.

We described the successful application of our proposed system for the experimentation over the newly developed algorithms for complex stochastic combinatorial optimization problem, CBF-SRCPSP. The utilization of such system cut the experiment duration from estimated several months to several days, helping us meet the deadline. The flexibility of using on-demand cloud instances helped the development of our system with frequent pilot runs during the system implementation, as well as algorithm development.

Possible future research ideas include improvement to the robustness of the total workload estimator. It might take into account the sampling distributions of pilot performance statistics. The creation of component based framework for general experimenting which would increase the reuse of existing components together with code generator for repetitive parts is interesting venue if these types of applications become common. Monetary cloud costs could be reduced by more careful node tracking and possibly using the cheaper spot instances for non-critical computations, such as during algorithm design and prototyping. Further investigation into the performance penalty for the case of using such instances should be done.
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Abstract - The paper aims to establish a solution methodology for the optimal design of digital infinite impulse response filter by integrating the features of particle swarm optimization, is a method that optimizes a problem by iteratively trying to improve a candidate solution with regard to a given measure of quality to mathematical formula over the particle’s position and velocity. The applied method explores the search space locally as well as globally and uses them in the mathematical formulas. The optimal design of filter is realized with the result obtained with PSO.

Keywords: Filter Design, IIR filter, particle swarm optimization.

I. INTRODUCTION

The electronic filter is a circuit that pass and suppresses some of the signals with different frequencies. Filtering has an important role in eliminating undesired signals such as noise in the signal, or only part of the signal is obtained at the output by filtering.

Filters can be separated into two parts, analog and digital filters, which are quite different from each other in terms of their physical structure and working principle. A digital filter is a method or algorithm that operates on digitized analog signals and converts the input signal to the desired output signal. In an analog filter, analog electronic circuit elements consisting of elements such as resistance, capacitance and operational amplifier are used. Analog filter circuits can be used in many different areas, such as noise filtering and video signal recovery.

Digital filters are not affected by the variation of external factors as compared to analog filters, their functions can easily be changed, easily applied and tested, etc. This is why digital filters have been the subject of many researches in recent years. At the same time, digital filters have many applications in the engineering field. Digital filters can be examined in two main categories as Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filters and Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) filters. FIR filters have the following advantages:

- It has a linear phase.
- Design methods are usually linear.
- Efficient hardware implementation is possible.

The disadvantage of FIR filters is that they usually achieve the desired level of performance with a very high filter degree compared to IIR filters, and the delay of these filters is very high compared to the equivalent IIR filter. In the IIR filters, the output data is feedback to the input data to provide a continuous dynamic flow. So the final response of the system is determined by the previous outputs as well as the inputs. As a result, IIR filters are much more useful than FIR filters in terms of application area and performance.

In literature, different methods have been proposed for the digital filter design [1-6]. The IIR filter design, which is the subject of this study, is provided by an optimization method and it is aimed to realize an alternative filter design to the existing filter. The selected optimization method, Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), is an optimization technique inspired by swarm intelligence and is designed to deliver the best solution to the system. It has been determined that PSO produces better solutions in terms of convergence speed and performance than Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Differential Evolution Algorithm (DEA).

The content of the paper is as follows: Section 2 explains design of IIR filters and Section 3 describes PSO algorithm. In Section 4, the results of the PSO-based IIR filter design are available and in the last section, some information has been given about future work.

A. IIR FILTER DESIGN

Although digital filters are structures that operate in time form, they are implemented in frequency form. In the frequency domain transformations, Laplace and z-transform techniques are used and the design is performed in s-plane and z-plane. In this section of the paper, the design of IIR filters, one of the digital filters, is explained[7].

The difference equation for a digital filter, denoted by the input expression x(n), the output expression y(n), is expressed as:

\[ a_0 y(n) = b_0 x(n) + b_1 x(n-1) + \cdots + b_M x(n-M) - a_1 y(n-1) - \cdots - a_N y(n-N) \] (1)
As this equation becomes more generalized,

$$y(n) = \frac{1}{a_0} \left( \sum_{k=0}^{M} b_k x(n-k) - \sum_{k=1}^{N} a_k y(n-k) \right)$$ (2)

When rearranged,

$$\left( \sum_{k=0}^{N} a_k y(n-k) = \sum_{k=0}^{M} b_k x(n-k) \right)$$ (3)

To find the transfer function of the filter, we first take the Z-transform of each side of the above equation [8].

$$\left( \sum_{k=0}^{N} a_k z^{-k} Y(z) = \sum_{k=0}^{M} b_k z^{-k} X(z) \right)$$ (4)

Transfer function of the filter:

$$H(z) = \frac{Y(z)}{X(z)} = \frac{\sum_{k=0}^{M} b_k z^{-k}}{\sum_{k=1}^{N} a_k z^{-k}}$$ (5)

Assuming the coefficient $a_0 = 1$, the transfer function of the IIR filter becomes:

$$= \frac{\sum_{k=0}^{M} b_k z^{-k}}{1 + \sum_{k=1}^{N} a_k z^{-k}}$$ (6)

or,

$$H(z) = \frac{Y(z)}{X(z)} = \frac{b_0 + b_1 z^{-1} + b_2 z^{-2} + \ldots + b_M z^{-M}}{1 + a_1 z^{-1} + a_2 z^{-2} + \ldots + a_N z^{-N}}$$ (7)

The frequency response of a digital filter is found using the conversion between the Laplace transform and the $z$-transform ($z = e^{sT}$ ($T$: sampling period)). As is known, a system involving the axis $j\omega$ of the convergence region can be found by writing the frequency responses $= j\omega$.

$$H(z) = H(e^{sT}) = H(e^{j\omega T}) = H(e^{i\Omega})$$ (8)

According to this expression $H(z)$ is regulated:

$$H(e^{i\Omega}) = \frac{b_0 + b_1 e^{-i\Omega} + b_2 e^{-2i\Omega} + \ldots + b_M e^{-Mi\Omega}}{1 + a_1 e^{-i\Omega} + a_2 e^{-2i\Omega} + \ldots + a_N e^{-Ni\Omega}}$$ (9)

It is sufficient to obtain $H(z)$ for the values of $\Omega$ between 0 and $\pi$ in (9) because it is periodic and a period between 0 and $\pi$. The frequency response of the filter obtained in radians can be converted to Hz by $\frac{\Omega}{2\pi f_s}$ conversion.

B. PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION

It is a population-based heuristic optimization technique developed by Dr. Eberhart and Dr. Kennedy in 1995[9]. The behaviors of individuals interacting with each other and with their environment have been examined and improved. This concept is also called particle intelligence. PSO, function optimization, scheduling, training of artificial neural networks, fuzzy logic systems, image processing, etc. are widely used in many areas.

C. ALGORITHM OF PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION

In PSO, each particle represents a bird, and each particle presents a solution. All particles have got fitness values found with the fitness function. Particles have got information similar to speed information that guides birds’ flights. The PSO is initiated with a certain number of randomly generated solutions (particles). Potential solutions called particles navigates the problem area by following the best available solutions. The particles are updated to find the optimal solution value [10-11].

Fig. 1 shows the data flow diagram of the PSO.
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Figure 1. Data Flow Diagram of the Particle Swarm Optimization
D. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

In this section are the results of the analysis of the magnitude response of the band-pass digital IIR filter. MATLAB simulation is used to design the IIR filter. The order of the filtration is 4. The PSO algorithm is used to obtain the best filter coefficients. Below are the graphs of the results obtained using the PSO algorithm.

Figure 2. Iteration value of found logarithmic global best fitness values

Figure 3. Magnitude response of band-pass digital IIR filter

Figure 4. Amplitudes difference of signals

II. CONCLUSION

This paper presents design of digital IIR filter using particle swarm optimization algorithm. Particle swarm optimization is a successful method for designing digital filters and has enabled many research to achieve effective results. The best result obtained by the PSO method is obtained in the shortest time due to the high convergence speed. Thanks to this feature of the PSO method, it is more advantageous than other optimization methods. With this application, It is possible to create an alternative to the filter taken as reference with the results obtained and to perform the same filtering with different coefficients.
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Abstract - Many problems in power distribution systems affecting today's technological equipment are often generated locally within a facility from any number of situations, such as local construction, heavy loads, faulty distribution components, and even typical background electrical noise. Penetration of advanced sensor systems such as advanced metering infrastructure (AMI), high-frequency overhead and underground current and voltage sensors have been increasing significantly in power distribution systems over the past few years. To manage the massive amounts of data generated from smart meters and other components of the grid, utility companies need a solution models such as e.g. Apache Hadoop ecosystem that operates in a distributed manner rather than using the centralized computing model. The paper aims to discuss a solution for easily discovering of problems with power quality that have local origin which collects data from AMI and implements distributed computing across clusters of computers using simple programming models.

I. INTRODUCTION

Our technological world has become deeply dependent upon the continuous availability of electrical power. Sophisticated technology of smart devices has reached deeply into our homes and careers and a minute of downtime due to power interruption can create problems for software recovery operations that may take weeks to resolve. Many power problems originate in the commercial power grid, which, with its thousands of miles of transmission lines, is subject to weather conditions such as hurricanes, lightning storms, snow, ice, and flooding along with equipment failure, traffic accidents and major switching operations [1, 8].

Also, power problems affecting today's technological equipment are often generated locally within a facility from any number of situations, such as local construction, heavy startup loads, faulty distribution components, and even typical background electrical noise. The study of power quality, and ways to control it, is a concern for electric utilities, large industrial companies, businesses, and even home users. The study has intensified as equipment has become increasingly sensitive to even minute changes in the power supply voltage, current, and frequency [1, 8].

A. Smart sensors

Penetration of advanced sensor systems have been increasing significantly in power distribution systems over the past few years. It is estimated that the electricity usage data collected through AMI would double every two years to reach 20 Zettabytes (ZB) by 2020. To unleash full value of these complex data sets, innovative big data algorithms need to be used to show how we can improve in terms of efficiency in the way we discover and avoid power supply problems. One thing is quite certain that even if the hardware technology is getting better and storage is becoming cheaper everyday, there will always be place for reducing the cost of data storage and data processing.

IP Based Networks Internet Protocol based networks are used for data communication involving the smart grid. This allows data transmission over both private (dedicated) and public network (also by local wireless networks). Smart sensors for voltage, current, true power, temperature, humidity & other data transmitted to Internet via Ethernet or Wi-Fi. An advanced sensor system almost always generates output data organized in some semi-structured data formats like CSV, JSON or XML. This data formats are easy to store on HDFS and there are also a big number of tools in the Hadoop’s ecosystem for query processing against the data.

![Figure 1. Smart sensor nodes](image-url)

To manage the massive amounts of data generated from smart meters and other components of the grid, utility companies need a solution that operates in a distributed manner. In this paper, we describe such an approach and as possible solution running on the Apache Hadoop framework. Services that are provided by cloud enterprises and infrastructures for smart grid users including providing a storage space and analytic tools may get use of our study and conclusions. However latency time and security of cloud computing might be the reasons for utility companies not to adopt cloud systems and implement their own instead.
Collecting of smart meter data is of course very useful for the power distribution companies. Useful analytical information could be fetched from the data to serve planning purposes [2, 8]. Sensor IDs and geographical components of the data log provide relation with any external data, which may be an opportunity for acquiring knowledge, that is difficult to predict in advance. When we have a certain task, algorithms for filtering information from sensors at different levels can be implemented, so as to allow a solution of the problem on a centralized system - operated by Relational Database. Demand for analytical information in large companies is dynamic and different issues appear daily. In many cases, the discovery of various dependencies in seemingly unrelated data may provide answers to some important questions. This gives high value to the data obtained in time and companies are looking for solutions for data storage and opportunities for further processing.

There is a good reason for customers to install such electricity monitoring tools in their homes – it is the ability to analyze and have control over the energy consumption, early discover and take measures (e.g. using UPS devices) to avoid potential losses from power disturbances. A web page that shows a simple consumption data trend line can help them relate power consumption to household activity. Also forecasts which are predictions of future events or values using historical data. For instance, a forecast of power consumption for a new residential subdivision can be created using historical data from similar buildings [1, 2, 8].

B. Apache Hadoop – data storage and processing

In this paper we discuss Apache Hadoop for the management of the massive amounts of data generated from smart meters and other components of the grid.

Apache Hadoop has become a standard for managing Big Data. It provides its own distributed file system and runs MapReduce jobs on servers near the data stored on the file system. In very simple terms, Hadoop is a framework of of programs (open source software) which allows storing huge amount of data, and processing it in a much efficient and faster manner (via distributed processing). So essentially, the core part of Apache Hadoop comprises of two things: a storage part (Hadoop Distributed File System or HDFS) and a processing part (MapReduce algorithm) [9].

C. MapReduce

One of the attractive qualities about the MapReduce programming model is its simplicity. The MapReduce program consists only of two functions, called Map and Reduce, that are written by a user to process key-value data pairs. The input data set is stored in a distributed file system deployed on each node in the cluster. The program is then executed on a distributed processing framework. In general, the Map function reads a set of records from an input file, does any filtering and then outputs a set of intermediate records in the form of new key-value pairs. There are multiple instances of the Map function running on different nodes of a compute cluster. In the second phase N instances of the Reduce function are executed, where N is typically the number of nodes. Each Reduce combines the records assigned to it and then writes records to an output file in the distributed file system, which forms the computation’s final output [11].

D. Apache Hive as a query processing tool

The Apache Hive data warehouse software facilitates querying and managing large data sets residing in distributed storage. Built on top of Apache Hadoop, it provides access to files stored either directly in Apache HDFS and interface for query execution via MapReduce.

Hive is often used as the interface to an Apache Hadoop based data warehouse because of its SQL like query language. Hive is considered friendlier and more familiar to users who are used to using SQL for querying data. However tasks on sensor's data in most cases do not involve complex queries. So most of the MapReduce jobs on such a data could be easily programmed [5, 10].

Some authors [12] also suggest the Hadoop (HDFS and MapReduce) framework as a solution for smart meter data storage and management on Cloud computing resources that could scale easily. Other [13] propose different open source software products that run on Linux like OpenPDC acting as intermediate gateway for data collection from sensors and Cloudera flume agent as a GUI for management of services like Hive. In our study we analyze deeper the volume of typical data extracted from grid by which the usage of centralized computing model is still working better.

II. TEST-BED PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS

A. Experimental setup

For the experimental evaluation we collect data from sensors working in the "Virtual Laboratory for Distributed Systems and Networking" at Technical University of Sofia, Plovdiv branch. The sensors and embedded devices are either “cloud-ready” or communicating via cloud adapter software or are connected to an intermediate node called gateway. They provide data from the physical sensors as a service using XML or JSON format. The data is extracted from devices (or gateways) every few minutes as XML using REST web service that makes the data transformation and storage on distributed file system. The new data is actually stored on HDFS as log files in CSV format [6, 7].

In the presented implementation the electrical parameters are measured using energy sensor as a binary device and its communication with the web service application goes through intermediate gateway (which provides a cloud service). The power meter measures current values of – voltage, current, frequency, active power, reactive power, power factor, active and reactive energy in three-phase electric system. Other sensors for measurement of brightness and temperature are connected either via the gateway or directly by REST web services [6, 7].

The model of the experimental system for remote data collection and storage is shown on Fig. 2.
The raw measurements are available through REST interface on the following URLs:

- http://dsnet.tu-plovdiv.bg/website/pst04.jsp

The JSON (and XML) results are stored as CSV log files with lines like the following:

```
'B. Results and discussion
We have executed measurements on how Hadoop performs and scales with the size of the data set of different number of meters over 4 nodes experimental Hadoop cluster set up: OS – Open Suse 24.2.1-x86_64, file system EXT4, java version 1.7.0, Hadoop-2.6.4, HDFS block size 64MB, Apache Hive 2.0.0, CSV files.

We store uncompressed data on HDFS. Then we execute different queries via Hive calls against the data aiming to determine very high or very low peak values compared to the average value of each single parameter [3]. We compare the results with the performance of relational database on a single machine that is running MySQL Server version 5.5.33 on OS Open Suse 24.2.1-x86_64, file system EXT4 and 16GB of RAM.

Under-voltage and over-voltage caused by load changes or utility faults are the most common types of power disturbances [1]. The number of such disturbances in certain time period is a good subject of analysis. Dependencies between number of disturbances and power consumption fluctuations or temperature levels could be searched.

For the test bed experiments we produce report that counts number of records in one day showing values 5% below/over the average value for longer period. It is expected that with the increase in the volume of the data, we can just increase the number of nodes in the Hadoop cluster and keep the time for reports almost constant [2, 4]. However MySQL performs far faster with the same task on our experimental data set. It seems that as long as we do not reach the hard disc capacity of on single server, MySQL will perform better. On the other hand Hadoop offers scalable processing and storage which means that we can keep the performance at same level by adding more nodes into the cluster.

We could easily make the conclusion that centralized model works better as long as our data does not exceed the limits of the modern hard disks. The use of distributed model is not reasonable at one billion records of this type. At just several million records daily, we still may consider a centralized model as a better solution. However sensors in one million homes could produce similar data of several terabytes in just few days. Some authors [11] say that according conservative estimating, the number of smart meter will be about 170 million only in China.

Given this interest in Hadoop (data storage on HDFS, MapReduce processing), it is natural to ask “Why not use parallel SQL database management systems (DBMS) instead?” When it comes to performance, it is stated that at 100 nodes the two parallel DBMSs range from a factor of 3.1 to 6.5 faster than MapReduce on a variety of analytic tasks [11]. However the benefit is still questionable when it comes to data collected by sensors in a single table where we can not benefit much from data relations. Such performance advantage depends much on the proper DBMS configuration for each specific task. All DBMSs require that data conform to a well-defined schema, whereas MapReduce permits data to be in any arbitrary format on HDFS.

Besides the simplicity of implementation and capability for installation on low-end hardware, Hadoop offers flexibility to easily export or transform data or change the schema by adding more information from meters. Internally for intermediate storage, we may consider different data serialization binary file formats like Apache Avro and RCFile (Record Columnar File), ORC (Optimized Row Columnar) formats in order to
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Given this interest in Hadoop (data storage on HDFS, MapReduce processing), it is natural to ask “Why not use parallel SQL database management systems (DBMS) instead?” When it comes to performance, it is stated that at 100 nodes the two parallel DBMSs range from a factor of 3.1 to 6.5 faster than MapReduce on a variety of analytic tasks [11]. However the benefit is still questionable when it comes to data collected by sensors in a single table where we can not benefit much from data relations. Such performance advantage depends much on the proper DBMS configuration for each specific task. All DBMSs require that data conform to a well-defined schema, whereas MapReduce permits data to be in any arbitrary format on HDFS.

Besides the simplicity of implementation and capability for installation on low-end hardware, Hadoop offers flexibility to easily export or transform data or change the schema by adding more information from meters. Internally for intermediate storage, we may consider different data serialization binary file formats like Apache Avro and RCFile (Record Columnar File), ORC (Optimized Row Columnar) formats in order to
provide indexing or compression optimizations that would improve the performance [5].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time to run required reports and storage space</th>
<th>Hadoop cluster</th>
<th>Relational database</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 million meters count records filtered by one indexed column</td>
<td>20sec to 1 min 112MB</td>
<td>0.48sec 323MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 million meters count records filtered by one indexed column</td>
<td>20sec to 1 min 560MB</td>
<td>1.18sec 808MB for data 1.7GB (for indexes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 million meters count records filtered by two indexed columns</td>
<td>20sec to 1 min 560MB</td>
<td>1.43sec 808MB for data 1.7GB (for indexes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 million meters count records filtered by two columns</td>
<td>1min to 2 min on 4 nodes 2min to 5 min on 2 nodes</td>
<td>28.00sec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All possible requests against big number of similar records that involve aggregates (like COUNT, MAX, SUM or AVG) may benefit much of parallel computing via MapReduce.

III. CONCLUSION

There is a variety of smart sensor tools on the market at affordable price that transmit data in standard formats over Internet. Enterprises and home consumers would benefit of information services based on data collected from power distribution smart meter.

The benefit of using the model of distributed storage and processing of data collected from advanced metering infrastructure compared to centralized computing model is the scalability that allows storage of really huge amounts of data records. Since with lowering the costs of smart meter devices, their number will increase dramatically in the near future, this will produce huge amounts of data logs that could not be served by centralized computing systems.

With the variety of tools of Apache Hadoop and with its modular concept, the suggested experimental model has the potential to be a technical solution for distributed data storage and processing in smart power grid. Hadoop seems to be a competitor of DBMSs because of its simplicity of implementation, capability for changing the data schema and tools developed in the framework for optimization in the computing resource usage.

Some readers may feel that experiments conducted using 4 nodes nodes are not relevant to a real world systems but our point is to show that the distributed system is scalable and we can keep the performance at certain acceptable level by adding more nodes to the installation when our data grows up.
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Abstract - Despite the various hardware and software improvements in Cloud architecture, there still exists the huge performance gap between the commodity supercomputers and Cloud when running HPC communication intensive applications. In order to find what is preventing them to better scale on Cloud, we evaluated HPL and NAMD benchmarks on HPE Openstack testbed, and NAMD benchmarks on supercomputer located at Rijeka University Supercomputing Center. Our results revealed two major bottlenecks: the throughput of the interconnect, and Cloud orchestration layer, among other responsible for the management of the communication between Cloud instances. We investigated the influence of jittering, but did not find the significant influence on performance. Our conclusion is that by solely increasing the interconnect throughput, one will not improve the scalability of HPC communication intensive HPC applications in Cloud. This is also backed up with NAMD performed at HP Labs, and with HPL benchmark performed at San Diego Supercomputing Center. We propose two possible scenarios of scalability improvements. One with distributed model of Cloud Orchestration layer; another with bare metal containers. Efficient load balancing remains the must if we want to see HPC applications scaling over many million Cloud cores. For this, we propose novel SLEM based load balancing strategy.

I. INTRODUCTION

Despite the expectations that Cloud will adopt High Performance Computing applications quickly, there is still a huge gap between the performance of applications running on bare metal supercomputers and those on Cloud. Several reasons prevent HPC community to move more quickly towards Cloud, like the investment already done in their datacenters and the non-deterministic nature of the most Cloud environments preventing someone to more accurately estimate the cost of running HPC application in the Cloud. However, the major preventing factor is the limited performance of the virtualized Cloud resources. Although the major players in the Cloud arena offer dedicated resources like the bare metal servers and fast interconnect just for HPC users, the majority of the scientific community sees no advantage to migrate their applications towards Cloud if they cannot exploit the full benefit of the virtualization. Major virtualization benefits are higher availability and possibility of dynamic resource re-allocation, both backed up by VM live migration possibility. Besides scalability issues stated in a survey [1], there are other open questions, like the collaboration between physical and virtual resources and support of the standard HPC tools for virtualized environments, mentioned in [2]. The numerous researchers performed the tremendous work in order to evaluate the performance of HPC applications in Cloud. Due to its popularity, EC2 from Amazon is by far the most evaluated platform. One of the earliest reports on the performance of HPC applications in Amazon EC2 Cloud appeared in [3]. Authors analyzed the performance of the Amazon EC2 platform using micro-benchmarks, kernels, and e-Science workloads. They concluded virtualization might induce significant performance penalties for demanding scientific computing workloads. Following, the conclusion of the group of authors in [4] was that overall results indicate EC2 is six times slower than a typical mid-range Linux cluster, and twenty times slower than a modern HPC system. Another conclusion was that interconnect on EC2 cloud platform severely limits performance and causes significant variability. However, in the same work they stated Amazon Cluster Compute Instance performs significantly better. The similar findings were carried out in [5], and according to the authors, results indicate that the current Clouds need an order of magnitude in performance improvement to be useful to the scientific community. Further examination of I/O overhead in [6] revealed that I/O performance does not keep the pace with the level of CPU efficiency for low latency and high throughput.
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applications, such as MPI or large-scale data processing in para-virtualized and fully virtualized virtual machines. In addition, as noted in [7], because the virtualized environments have the significant influence network overhead, this hampers the adoption of GPGPU communication-intensive applications. Last but not the least, the authors of [8] noticed a big noise in all experiments, the phenomena, which deserves further investigation. That means, they found the big overhead induced by the virtualization layer, however they were not able to find an exact source of it. Besides Amazon EC2, Azure and Nimbus environment were also under investigation, however with the similar conclusion that a huge source of noise in the virtualization layer exist, preventing HPC I/O demanding applications to scale as expected. In [9], researches landed with a similar conclusion that the major impact factor preventing HPC applications to scale is a virtualization layer. To underline the complexity of this topic, we will mention the paper were authors believe the virtualization is not a big problem at all, but the slow interconnect [10]. Another researchers evaluated various hypervisors in a hope to find one with a relative little or no overhead [11]. However, the prevalent statement of most researchers is that virtualization layer more specifically intensive I/O induces noise and prevents HPC applications to scale even nearly so good as on bare metal platforms [12]. Moreover, the problem of the performance evaluation of HPC applications in the Cloud is much more difficult than on commodity supercomputers, as derived results vary from one experiment to another, even with the equal initial conditions. For example, in [13] and through a case study using the Linpack benchmark, authors show that cache utilization becomes highly unpredictable and similarly affects computation time. Concepts like average, expected performance and execution time, expected cost to completion, and variance, measures traditionally ignored in HPC context, now should complement or even substitute the standard definitions of efficiency. The similar view that virtualization exacerbates the common problems of accurate performance measurement and benchmarking is given in [14].

II. TOWARDS THE CLOUD OPTIMIZATION FOR HPC APPLICATIONS

In addition to the work elaborated in the previous session, which is related to the performance evaluation of HPC applications on the Cloud, various researchers proposed and evaluated the methods for improving the Cloud performance for HPC. There are several approaches how to make Cloud more appealing for HPC. One approach is to modify Cloud job scheduler in a way to make workload balancing more efficient regarding the computation and the communication. That means to distribute load on Cloud compute instances in a way which maximizes computational efficiency, while at the same time minimizes the communication between them. One possibility to reach these optimization goals is to minimize the Second Largest Eigenvalue in Magnitude (SLEM) of the matrix representing the data flow in a certain parallel processing system. This approach was tested in a practice on supercomputer system running HPL benchmark [15], and HPL efficiency increased dramatically. In the same paper, authors expressed their vision to apply this optimization on hybrid Cloud structures. One of the first proposals to modify Cloud in order to support dynamic load balancing of virtual machines across available Cloud resources was [16]. Another group of authors undertook an interesting optimization approach, where they succeed to decrease the cost of the Cloud infrastructure by sixty percent, while at the same lowering performance by only ten to fifteen percent [17]. They also found that the execution overhead in Cloud could be minimized to a negligible level using thin hypervisors or OS-level containers. In [18] the same group of authors stated that network virtualization has multiple negative effects on HPC application performance by increasing the network latency, decreasing the network bandwidth, and by decreasing the application performance by interfering with the application processes. Besides, they found CPU affinity might improve performance. Different static scheduling strategy with topology and homogeneity aware scheduler built on the top of Openstack scheduler is considered in [19], while mixed static and dynamic load balancing strategy for tightly coupled HPC applications is presented in [20]. This strategy infers the static hardware heterogeneity in virtualized environments, and also adapts to the dynamic heterogeneity caused by the interference arising due to multi-tenancy. Through continuous live monitoring, instrumentation, and periodic refinement of task distribution to virtual instances, load balancer adapts to the dynamic variations in Cloud resources. Through experimental evaluation on a private Cloud with 64 virtual instances using benchmarks and a real science application, performance benefits up to 45% were demonstrated. Another interesting scheduling strategy, in contrary to the de-facto overutilization approach in [17], include underutilization of the Cloud resources [21]. The authors found that for the some cluster configurations, the solution is reached almost an order of magnitude earlier on average when the available resources are underutilized. The performance benefits for single node computations are even more impressive: Underutilization improves the expected execution time by two orders of magnitude. Finally, in contrast to unshared clusters, extending underutilized clusters by adding more nodes often improves the execution time due to an increased parallelism even with a slow interconnect. Their findings reinforces the common opinion that the virtualization noise is the main source for the performance degradation of HPC applications in the Cloud. And while container based deployment of HPC applications in the Cloud is the promising technology when it goes around the performance, it still lacks some important security features. An excellent research on containerized HPC applications in the Cloud is provided in [22]. The researchers found that container-based virtualization, aka OS level virtualization, promises more than hypervisor based virtualization regarding the performance. Their
benchmarks showed near bare metal performance. However, they also found that poor isolation and the security still exists, thus preventing this technology to become the mainstream in HPC Cloud arena. Last but not the least, and in order to make Cloud more feasible for HPC applications, there are ongoing projects to make necessary modifications both in code and in hardware, for example one described in [23].

III. WHAT AND WHY CLOUD CONTROLLER

By careful examination of the previous work mentioned in the preceding section, we understand that the noise generated from the virtualization layer prevents HPC tightly coupled applications to scale on Cloud even nearly as good as on bare metal infrastructure. This effect prevents them to scale properly even with the most sophisticated schedulers built atop of Cloud orchestration layer. The container technology is not mature enough to fulfill important security requirements; changing hardware is not feasible, as it is not likely that hardware providers will bring Cloud optimized hardware in the near future; improving interconnect bandwidth does not help to bridge the performance gap between Cloud and bare metal infrastructure. This last statement is the most challenging one, however strongly backed up by the work of the researchers from San Diego Supercomputing Center [24], who managed to scale HPL over 32 bare metal compute nodes with 100Mbit/s Ethernet interconnect. And in order to verify the frequent statement that the faster interconnect will speed up HPC applications on Cloud, we decided to run HPL on HPE Openstack testbed with 1GB Ethernet interconnect. Our decision to use HPL is based on the fact that in the last decade HPL became a common way of measuring the ability of HPC clusters to execute applications with heavy demand for computational and communication power. In addition, although HPL puts a certain computing system to its limits like no other application, it is a fair estimation of how this system will perform ordinary HPC applications. Therefore, and in order to estimate the ability of Cloud to run HPC applications, we run first a series of HPL benchmarks on Openstack based Cloud. We performed HPL benchmarking in three steps. First we run benchmarking on 1, 2, 4 and 8 (1 vCPU and 1GB RAM) compute instances respectively. Instances were defined and activated first in the same, than in the different availability zones. We tried the number of HPL input parameters, and found that among others, N=8832 and NB=192 parameters deliver the best Rmax. However, despite our efforts, HPL scaled up to two instances only:

As the next step, we run HPL with the same parameters, but this time with each instance defined in another availability zone. This time, HPL scaled again up to two instances, and then dropped when we add more instances. Lastly, we started HPL benchmarking on bigger (2 vCPUs and 2GB RAM) instance. Already on one instance, HPL result was considerably higher than before. However, when adding second instance, result dramatically dropped down, showing that with bigger instances HPL scaling get worse. We also investigated if the difference in the performance, i.e. jittering of virtual instances is the source of these poor HPL performance results, so we measured it by running HPL on each instance:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instance number</th>
<th>HPL Rmax [Gflops]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.771</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.678</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.778</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Cloud virtual instances jittering. The mean value is 1.753 GFLOPS, and the maximal deviation from the mean is 0.126 GFLOPS, i.e. ~ 7.2%.

At the time of HPL benchmarking, 1Gbit links between compute instances were available. However, another group of authors [24] scaled HPL on bare metal cluster successfully over much slower 100 Mbit Ethernet. Because of that, we believe the main bottleneck preventing HPL to scale is not the network, but Cloud orchestration layer; calls from this layer to network Cloud controllers do not keep the pace with HPL inter-process messaging, i.e.
with exchanging of matrix columns and rows. Nevertheless, we explored several other possibilities for improving HPL scalability: By balancing load more efficiently as in [15], and by using Jumbo Ethernet frames as proposed in [26]. Our both approaches failed: We did not even deployed more efficient load balancing, as jittering between the instances was only 7.2% from average, thus scaling improvement would be negligible. In addition, when trying to run HPL over Jumbo packets (9000 MTUs), OpenMPI processes died for unknown reasons. For this reason, we revert back to standard 1500 MTUs packets. Varying HPL input parameters in HPL.dat file also did not improved scalability significantly. For all the reasons mentioned, our conclusion is that for the better scaling of HPL and other communication intensive HPC applications on Cloud, Cloud orchestration layer must be more efficient. Either with the code optimized for the faster handling of inter-process communication, or it should be distributed across more nodes, thus allowing to perform its work more efficiently. However, we propose another approach, which will be discussed in the rest of this paper.

We continued to benchmark Cloud with NAMD, a highly scalable code for complex biomolecular simulations [27]. In order to check NAMD scalability on bare metal, we run NAMD ApoA1, ATPase and STMV benchmarks on HPC cluster Bura with 6912 Intel Xeon E5-2690 v3 processor cores, located at the University of Rijeka. The benchmarking results are expressed as We investigated NAMD scalability up to 1536 cores:

Fig 2: A schematic view of the main Openstack processes, orchestrated by the Cloud orchestration layer, i.e. Cloud controller. The whole communication between other parts of Cloud goes through Cloud controller. If there are many compute instances and HPC application is communication intensive, Cloud controller becomes a bottleneck.

For some reasons still under investigation, we were not able to scale NAMD benchmarks across multiple Openstack based Cloud virtual instances. However, another group of authors [28] successfully performed ApoA1 NAMD benchmarks on Eucalyptus Cloud with 1Gbit interconnect, Open Cirrus with 10 Gbit interconnect, and Scientific Linux based Taub Cloud with QDR Infiniband. On Taub, NAMD scaled nearly linearly up to 256 cores, on Open Cirrus scaling was also up to 256 cores but far from being linear, while on Eucalyptus scaling...
stopped already after 64 cores. Another author [29] also investigated NAMD scaling on Openstack with 1Gbit Ethernet. Benchmarks performed were ApoA1, ATPase and STMV. Elapsed times for these benchmarks on 4 VCPUs and 16GB RAM were 246, 719 and 2483 seconds respectively, thus showing that NAMD scales nearly linear within one virtual instance. These two NAMD related research papers, together with our own experience, reinforced our opinion that NAMD is scaling well on Cloud with Infiniband interconnect across multiple instances and within one virtual Cloud instance, but has a performance bottleneck in interconnect if Cloud platform is using 1GB or 10GB Ethernet interconnect.

Fig. 5: Output of Cloud console while running STMV standard NAMD benchmark.

IV. CONCLUSION AND THE FUTURE WORK

According to the work performed by a numerous researchers, the prevalent position is that Cloud, despite the numerous advances in hardware and software, still does not keep the performance race with bare metal supercomputers when running communication intensive HPC applications. To find out what is preventing these kind of applications for better scaling, we performed several HPL and NAMD benchmarks on HPE Openstack testbed and supercomputer located at the Rijeka University, and compare these results with the research from other authors. We were able to identify several bottlenecks: the Cloud interconnect, the Cloud orchestration layer and the jittering of virtual instances. Our results while running HPL across multiple Cloud virtual instances over 1 Gbit interconnect, as well as the results from [25], confirmed HPL does not scale over more than two virtual Cloud instances. However, in the experiment described in [24], researchers were able to scale HPL on bare metal supercomputer on over 32 nodes and with an order of magnitude slower 100 Mbit interconnect. This is an excellent proof Cloud orchestration layer is the major bottleneck preserving HPL and other highly communication intensive HPC applications to scale better. For the moderately communication intensive HPC applications like NAMD, Cloud orchestration layer is not the most important bottleneck; According to the findings in [28], the major performance limiting factor here is the throughput of Cloud interconnect. Lastly, we investigated the influence of instances jittering on applications scaling. We found jittering is to small to cause the considerable performance degradation, at least in Clouds with uniform compute nodes. The code optimization of the Cloud orchestration layer can provide some performance improvement, but for the highly communication intensive HP applications like HPL the distributed version of the Cloud orchestration layer would be the solution able to deliver more performance. Another way to overcome this bottleneck is to avoid the Cloud orchestration layer at all, by implementing the bare metal containers. Eventually, the load distribution on containers can be performed with the intelligent load balancing strategy like SLEM, first envisioned in [30] and later proved to be very successful in heterogeneous cluster environment [15]. We expect SLEM will improve the performance and scalability by minimizing the communication between containers, especially in hybrid Cloud environments. Our future work will be oriented towards the several goals: to establish the model of the interplay between the number of virtual Cloud instances, amount of the interprocess communication and the scalability of HPC applications in Cloud; to efficiently implement bare metal containers in massive parallel environments; to add SLEM load balancing strategy to the containers. We hope our research will help Cloud to become standard platform for running communication intensive HPC applications.
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Abstract - Cloud-based computing holds promise for businesses that no longer need to own and maintain costly fixed-hardware assets. Seeing the benefits of lower costs and scale-as-needed capability, businesses are pursuing the cloud in ever increasing numbers. Database-as-a-Service (DBaaS) offerings are increasingly attractive to IT professionals. Many DBaaS offerings are relational database management systems requiring the use of SQL, but some are based on alternative technologies like NoSQL databases.

In this paper, we look at both. In particular, we select DBaaS offerings from Amazon and Microsoft (viz., Amazon RDS, Amazon DynamoDB, Azure SQL Database and Azure DocumentDB) and parse out similarities and differences in their features.

I. INTRODUCTION

A Database-as-a-Service (DBaaS) [1] is a cloud service model to provide the database functionality from the cloud. This service aims to relieve users from the burden of setting up and managing databases (either relational or NoSQL) so that the users can focus on their core business. Additional benefits of a DBaaS are rapid provisioning, potentially endless resources, dynamic scaling and a pay-per-usage pricing model, making the service well-suited for applications that often idle, can grow rapidly, can encounter unpredictable peaks or need fast deployment.

The requirements for a DBaaS primarily emerge from the two main areas: cloud computing and database management systems (DBMSs). Cloud services generally have to meet requirements like on-demand configurability, fast provisioning, sharing resources and high availability. On the other hand, DBMSs require that DBaaS products should offer the database functionality like a persistent storage, functions to structure data and operations to create, read, update and delete those data.

II. CANDIDATES

For our evaluation, we selected two popular DBaaS providers (viz., Amazon and Microsoft), which offer both relational and NoSQL databases. Amazon is the undisputed market place leader in cloud computing coming with Amazon RDS [2] as a relational database and Amazon DynamoDB [3] as a NoSQL database. We compared this provider with Microsoft, in particular, with its relational database Azure SQL Database [4] and NoSQL database Azure DocumentDB [5]. Microsoft is a long-term competitor of Amazon and with its recent slogan “cloud first” it will become an even more formidable competitor that starts to enter the market of DBaaS products.

III. EVALUATION

A. User Interface

Amazon RDS: Using the graphical user interface (GUI), the users can create a new database instance (or if an instance already exists, different views of the instance). However, when creating a new database instance and after selecting the preferred type of database, the tenant need to choose between different resource configurations (CPU, RAM and storage), deployment types (either single- or multi-deployment to have a standby instance in case of a failure or maintenance), deployment zones, database software versions and maintenance settings. Hints and tooltips try to guide throughout the creation process, but due to the fact that Amazon offers a complete DBMS in a virtual machine, the users are faced with a lot of configurable options, which can be quite confusing for the beginners. Especially for the users who want to use only the free-tier model, it is very unclear during the navigation which of the options are eligible or which of them can easily lead to unwanted costs. After a new database instance has been created, the users can select only actions like shutdown, restart, modify the resources and monitor, but no online query interface is provided.

Azure SQL Database: Creating a new database instance is very easy and requires only a few clicks in the GUI. The users can choose whether the database shall be created on an existing server at Azure or a new server instance. Here the users can select a server name, admin login name, password, the location and the software version of Azure SQL Database. Additionally, the users can select the data source for the database. It can be either blank, or a sample database or a backup of another Azure SQL Database. After that, the users select the pricing tier ranging from shared infrastructure models, the standard models with already a lot of functionalities and features, to premium packages for enterprise databases. The database can be associated to a resource group, which is a container for managing a collection of Azure resources.

The GUI generally provides a brief but complete overview of an already running database. The users can see the current workload, size and alerts. It is also possible to review the initial settings, but without changing them except for the pricing tier. The GUI extends itself to the right and enables the users to see the information on the previous options. Everything is accessible within a few
clicks as it is reasonable and the effects of actions are briefly outlined.

**Amazon DynamoDB:** The GUI is very clear and simple. The users can either create a new table as a starting action or choose between different helping actions like an introduction video or different “Learn More” sections, which will forward the users to the corresponding documentation. During the creation process, guidance, hints and tooltips help the users throughout the whole process. If a table has already been created, the users can select a few clear actions, e.g., explore or delete the table, modify the desired throughput capacity, change the access control or create an index. The explore view is an online query interface, which also provides capabilities to edit, delete or export documents. Furthermore, comprehensive monitoring and alarm definition opportunities can be used.

**Azure DocumentDB:** Using the GUI, the users can select the location and the resource group. Currently, Azure DocumentDB supports only one pricing tier, which cannot be altered via the GUI. This is everything that has to be done to create a database instance; in about 10 minutes, the instance is up and running. The GUI for running database instances is similar to Azure SQL Database. The configurable options are as scarce as the steps to create a database instance. There are options for the consistency, roles, users and tags for manageability. But in contrast to Azure SQL Database, Azure DocumentDB offers a Query Explorer for direct querying via SQL. In regard to administrating the documents and collections of a database, the GUI lacks clear navigation in our opinion. In particular, it took us an unnecessarily long time to create a collection via the GUI and set up a database.

B. Backup and Recovery Capabilities

**Amazon RDS:** Since Amazon RDS provides each tenant as a separate DBMS in a virtual machine, Amazon provides the snapshot capabilities of their underlying infrastructure. Tenants can choose between automatic backup snapshots during the selected maintenance window or can manually create snapshots. For recovery, Amazon RDS offers a clear overview of all snapshots with the possibility to create a virtual machine instance from the snapshot, restore or delete that instance. During our experimentation with the DBaaS, we noticed another bad characteristic of the automatic snapshot mechanism that is by default active for free-tier users. The backups are accounted if they exceed the 20 GB free backup limit, which can happen relatively fast if a Microsoft SQL Server instance together with the default value of seven-day retention is used.

**Azure SQL Database:** Since Azure SQL Databases are also provided as virtual machines, backup is based on snapshots. However, in contrast to Amazon RDS, Azure SQL Database keeps the mechanism under its own control and abstracts this functionality. The recovery capability of Azure SQL Database allows the users to select a restore point to a specific minute within a time range defined by the service tier. Copies and exports as more traditional ways of backups are also an option within Azure SQL Database. Here the users can select or create a new Azure SQL Server when copying a database or select an Azure storage or container for exports.

**Amazon DynamoDB:** Compared to other DBaaS products, which are provided as virtual machine instances, hence using their snapshot capabilities, Amazon DynamoDB offers no possibility to create or restore backups. However, Amazon assures that their underlying Simple Storage Service (S3) network provides a high level of redundancy and fault tolerance so that a data loss cannot occur. Additionally, it is possible to export and import the data via a defined data-pipeline into or from an S3 bucket where it can also be downloaded [6].

**Azure DocumentDB:** Just like Azure DynamoDB, Azure DocumentDB does not offer any possibility to create or restore backups. It is only possible to export the data via a client application and later import this database state either via the same application or via the GUI [7].

C. Scalability, Replication and Availability

**Amazon RDS:** During the creation of a database instance, the users can choose whether they want to have a single- or multi-deployment instance. If they choose a multi-deployed instance, a standby instance will be created in another availability zone, which increases the durability and availability in case of failures. To keep the data up-to-date with the primary instance, MySQL, Oracle and PostgreSQL engines utilize synchronous physical replication, whereas Microsoft SQL Server engine uses synchronous logical replication to achieve the same result by employing Microsoft SQL Server-native mirroring technology. In addition to the multi-deployment, Amazon RDS utilizes the integrated replica functions of MySQL and PostgreSQL to create read replicas (slaves). Creating constellations, which would allow multiple write instances to improve the write throughput, is currently not available. This means that Amazon RDS offers only a scale-up solution (increasing the assigned virtual machine resources) when it comes to higher writing demands. Furthermore, creating read replica instances requires several minutes and cannot be automated to dynamically react on higher demands [8].

**Azure SQL Database:** Azure SQL Database uses a partitioned database model over a large scale, shared nothing infrastructure. Each database partition is replicated across a set of loosely coupled and dynamically assigned hosts using a custom primary-secondary replication scheme [9]. Rather than relying solely on scale-up, Azure SQL Database strives to provide scale-out and to retain the relational model and support ACID (Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, Durability) properties of transactions within a consistency domain. To achieve this, Azure SQL Database uses an architecture of different layers, which handles clusters and the roles of each node within that cluster and replications. Azure SQL Database maintains n-safe durability by replicating each transaction across a set of replicas. At any point in time there is a single master replica and a configurable number of secondary partition replicas [9]. The use of replicas enables high availability, since a replica node can replace another node in the case of a failure. Azure SQL Database
further enables geo-replicas in various locations all over the world and gives recommendations in the GUI where replicas may be best placed.

**Amazon DynamoDB:** As with the backup, Amazon DynamoDB abstracts things like virtual machine instances so that scaling, replication and availability options are not available to the users. Nevertheless, as the size of data grows, Amazon DynamoDB will automatically spread the data over sufficient number of virtual machines and a synchronous replication, whereas the datacenters will guarantee high availability and durability. The only thing that can be configured is the desired throughput for a table, which is measured in read/write capacity units. To dynamically adjust the throughput to changing demands, Amazon DynamoDB provides application programming interface (API) functions to increase or decrease the throughput with the restriction that the throughput can only be decreased twice a day but increased at any time [10].

**Azure DocumentDB:** Azure DocumentDB can practically scale to an unlimited amount of documents partitioned by collections, the containers for JSON documents. This means that the documents within a collection are not shared across multiple nodes but rather kept together on one database node. Collections also provide the query execution and transaction scope for all the documents contained within a collection and can get assigned a reserved amount of throughput, which is the only available configuration option regarding scaling, partitioning or availability for the users. Unlike some other document-oriented databases, which encourage the users to store all documents in the same collection (or table), Azure DocumentDB will achieve a greater scale and performance with multiple collections when dealing with huge amounts of data [11].

Azure DocumentDB enables only a maximum of 2500 request units per second, per collection. For example, if an insert costs 20 request units, the users would be able to do 100 inserts per second. This means that the users can quickly run into RequestRateTooLarge-Exception. Besides the exception name, the response header has a retry-after field, which tells the users how long they have to wait before the users can retry the operation. Even when developers know the anticipated user behavior, they have to build every database action with a reaction to this specific error and the retry treatment. Otherwise, there is a risk of developing an error-prone client application.

**D. Security**

**Amazon RDS:** The capability to create different users depends on the selected database instance. To restrict the general access to the instance, Amazon RDS offers a lot of capabilities to assign virtual private cloud environments, security groups and security Access Control Lists (ACLs) to create particular inbound and outbound access rules by Internet Protocol (IP) address and port number. Another offered security feature of Amazon RDS is encryption, which is available for all databases but only with more expensive and faster instance classes. If this feature is selected during the creation, Amazon RDS will encrypt all corresponding data like logs and backups with a generated or customer-managed key [12].

**Azure SQL Database:** Azure SQL Database offers firewall rules where the tenant can configure an ACL per DBaaS. Another feature is the option to manage users and roles to enable more fine-grained access control. Furthermore, Azure SQL Database allows transparent data encryption for database instances of higher price categories. Azure SQL Database encrypts the storage of an entire database and the log files using a symmetric key called the database encryption key. That key is protected by a built-in server certificate, which is unique for each Microsoft SQL Server [13]. Additionally, Azure SQL Database allows dynamic data masking where the tenant can configure which fields may be partially obscured by the DBaaS when returned as a query result. For instance, a field containing the credit card number may be queried. In that process, the DBaaS may return a lot of X and the last four digits remain as the original ones. In most cases, the last four digits are sufficient for the users to identify their credit cards but are almost worthless for potential attackers.

**Amazon DynamoDB:** Amazon Web Services (AWS) Identity and Access Management (IAM) enables the tenant to grant and manage access to Amazon DynamoDB. By defining IAM policies, granting access for different users, groups and even foreign accounts from Amazon, Google and Facebook is possible. In a policy, it is also possible to define API action restrictions for the users to, e.g., enable only reading data but not editing them. Besides API restrictions, allowing certain attributes to hide sensitive information like passwords is a powerful option.

**Azure DocumentDB:** Azure DocumentDB enables the configuration of users and roles as well, whereas firewall settings to set up ACLs are missing. Instead, Azure DocumentDB uses keys and read-only keys to enable restricted access. Apart from that, there are no further security features available.

**E. Database Language Richness**

**Amazon RDS:** Amazon RDS provides all the native capabilities of the utilized DBMS for the tenants, since each tenant gets their sole database. For instance, if tenants selected a MySQL database instance, they could use all native capabilities like indices, trigger, stored procedures or access management of the underlying DBMS. To access the DBaaS, all native APIs as well as management access are possible, e.g., MySQL Workbench for MySQL or Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio if Microsoft SQL Server was deployed.

**Azure SQL Database:** Azure SQL Database exposes most of the functionality of Microsoft SQL Server with some restrictions. The restricted features generally fall into several classes:

- Features, which would be inherently unsafe in a shared cluster environment, such as extended stored procedures.
• Features, which may lead to excessive resource consumption within a single database that would impact other users on the same node. (Azure SQL Database contains several resource governors to mitigate this problem but it is an area for further investment.)

• Features, which are associated with the server instance rather than a specific database. These items include server level performance and resource monitoring queries as well as access to the server error log. Azure SQL Database virtualizes many of these resources and views to provide database specific versions [7].

Amazon DynamoDB: As usual for NoSQL databases, Amazon DynamoDB provides a low-level REST API, which makes it accessible from almost every programming language or platform. Besides this API, Amazon DynamoDB provides comprehensive SDKs for Java, .NET and PHP to offer convenient and sophisticated functions to, e.g., create data out of a JSON document or to register a callback to get noticed after the action is completed. From our experience with the Java SDK, it is generally easy to use and it provides a modern and fluent syntax via method chaining.

To retrieve data, the users can either perform a scan or a query on the data. A scan conducts a full table scan and filters can be added to compare attributes with strings, numbers or binary whether they are equal, begin with, are greater, are less than or contain something. Performing a query takes advantage of available indices and the same compare operations of attributes can be applied. The restriction of queries is that only indexed attributes can be queried. Furthermore, both retrieving operations can get an additional parameter to specify whether an eventual or strong consistent read should be conducted.

For specifying indices, Amazon DynamoDB provides different types. A primary key has to be defined during the creation of the table. The users can choose between a hash and a combination of hash and range primary key. If the hash-range combination is used, queries for a range attribute must also have a value for the hash attribute. In addition to the primary keys, the users can also define secondary indices, which can be differentiated as global or local. A local secondary index can be defined as an index that has the same hash key as the table, but a different range key. A local secondary index is “local” in the sense that every partition of a local secondary index is scoped to a table partition that has the same hash key. Moreover, a global secondary index is an index with a hash and range key that can be different from those on the table. A global secondary index is considered “global” because queries on the index can span all of the data in a table, across all partitions [14].

Although transactions are very unusual in NoSQL databases, an extension library for Java SDK offers this feature. The users can configure different isolation levels and perform multiple atomic writes within one transaction. Business logic capabilities like triggers or stored procedures are not available so that additional logic has to be implemented in applications.

Azure DocumentDB: The core of all provided APIs is the REST API offered by Microsoft. Besides that, other APIs for a variety of programming languages such as Java, .NET, Ruby and Node.js are available. Whereas inserts can be implemented as expected through an API call like createDocument, queries have to be performed as an SQL statement. Although this might be convenient for users who are new to the DBaaS but have experience in SQL, things like querying for the database or collection to check if one exists seems a bit peculiar when otherwise an API is provided. Moreover, instead of using the collection in the FROM clause, a root has to be entered as a kind of wildcard and the collection has to be passed as an object reference in addition to the SQL statement to the function call.

Instead of providing traditional index functionality, Azure DocumentDB offers an automatic index feature with the choice of a lazy or consistent indexing mode. Although most NoSQL databases lack transactions and business logic, Azure DocumentDB supports both with the restriction that transactions are only possible on the server side. Azure DocumentDB supports cross-document transactions expressed as JavaScript stored procedures and triggers. Transactions are scoped to a single collection and executed with ACID semantics as all or nothing isolated from other concurrently executing code and user requests [15].

F. Pricing

Amazon RDS: The users can choose between twelve instance classes, which differ in provided number of CPU, memory, EBS (Elastic Block Store) optimized for improved input/output and network performance, while each class has different costs for different databases. The users can choose during the creation between different storages and deployment options, which have varying prices. Additional costs can arise for scaling and availability features like reserved instances or read replicas as well as backup storage and network traffic. In other words, the price model of Amazon RDS offers only a light abstraction of the resources and can be quite complex and costly for demanding database architecture.

Azure SQL Database: To abstract hardware components Microsoft introduced the measurement of Data Throughput Units (DTU). DTUs are based on a blended measure of CPU, memory, reads and writes. As DTUs increase, the power offered by the performance level increases. For example, a performance level with five DTUs has five times more power than a performance level with one DTU [16]. To determine the right number of DTUs for an application, Microsoft offers a benchmark. The levels therein differ in the DTUs they provide, the database size, point in time restore and, of course, the price. For example, the basic tier with five DTUs, 2 GB database size and 7 days of point in time restore costs $0.0067 per hour, whereas the S1 tier with twenty DTUs, 250 GB database size and 14 days of point in time restore costs $0.0403 per hour. These prices are for single databases. In a preview mode, Microsoft also provides an elastic database model where the provided resources scale with the workload of the database. On an hourly basis, the
needed tier to meet the workload requirements will be billed [17].

**Amazon DynamoDB**: In the free-tier model, the users can configure up to 25 capacity units for read and write throughput, and gets 25 GB free store. One unit of read capacity allows the users to perform one strongly consistent read or two eventually consistent reads per second for an item up to 4 KB size. Similarly, one unit of write capacity allows one write per second for items of up to 1 KB in size. If performance or storage of the free tier is not enough, Amazon offers different prices per datacenter. For instance, in the datacenter region Germany (Frankfurt) every 50 units of read capacity costs $0.00793 per hour and every 10 units of write capacity costs $0.00793. If more storage is needed, Amazon demands $0.306 for each additional GB in Germany. In conclusion, this pricing model offers a very good abstraction so that even demanding database architecture can be calculated easily if the arising throughput is known.

**Azure DocumentDB**: It is billed based on the number of collections contained in a database account. Each account can have one or more databases and each database can have a virtually unlimited number of collections, although there is an initial default quota of 100 [18]. There are three price categories for collections ranging from S1 to S3. All of them offer Solid State Drives (SSD) storage of 10 GB per collection, a 99.95% attainment of their Service Level Agreements (SLAs) and the already mentioned scale out limit of 100 collections. They differ in request units they can handle and, of course, in the price. For 250 request units per second in S1, the tenant has to pay $0.034 per hour. For 1000 request units per second in S2, it costs $0.067 per hour and S3 offers 2500 request units per second for $0.134 per hour. The tenant may choose to switch dynamically between the service tiers but has to remember that they are billed hourly, even if a higher tier was needed for only a few minutes [18].

**G. Maintenance**

**Amazon RDS**: Serving each tenant with a separate database instance also means that each database has to be updated separately. Amazon RDS offers an automatic minor update installation during the specified maintenance window. For major update, which could break the compatibility with interacting systems (e.g., due to API changes), Amazon RDS offers the possibility to install an automatic update manually so that creating a new instance with the newer major version and migrating the data to it are not necessary. All updates will result in downtime of the database if no multi-deployment is enabled. Regardless of whether an update requires an instance restart, Amazon RDS will restart the instance even though it can cause a potential additional downtime.

**Azure SQL Database**: Its server cluster system is aware of the layout and topology of all nodes, partitions, racks, and physical network routes. This allows the system to coordinate software upgrades in a way that allows for high data availability during the upgrade [9]. This means that Azure SQL Database handles the update the same way as Amazon RDS in a multi-deployment mode. It updates every replica one after the other and another replica will replace the currently updated one. This results in very high availability of the stored data.

**Amazon DynamoDB**: Downtime or other consequences due to maintenance are nearly non-existent with Amazon DynamoDB. In fact, the users do not have to worry about maintenance because it is applied in secret. With its peer-to-peer architecture and the replication of the data across multiple nodes, Amazon DynamoDB can reach an availability and request success rate of 99.9995% over a twelve-month period [19].

**Azure DocumentDB**: Unfortunately, we did not find any information about how Microsoft manages updates of the DBaaS. But it is very likely that Azure DocumentDB also uses replicas and a similar architecture as Azure SQL Database, which would enable a seamless update just like in Azure SQL Database.

### IV. Conclusion

A DBaaS offering is the delivery of a database as a service in much the same way that an Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) and a Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) provide infrastructure and a development platform, respectively, as a service in the cloud. Indeed, DBaaS offerings are made available to customers on demand and are paid for on an as-used basis, usually a monthly or annual fee. The providers are responsible for managing databases and the users have no requirement to maintain, upgrade or administer databases by their own.

In this paper, we evaluated DBaaS offerings. The GUI is what we came in contact with first. Whereas the GUI of Amazon RDS is rather convoluted, that of Azure SQL Database is clear and comprehensible. As to the GUIs of the NoSQL databases (i.e., Amazon DynamoDB and Azure DocumentDB), they are similarly structured and offer a query interface, which is missing in the relational databases. All the GUIs provide options to configure the services and show appropriate monitoring.

Afterwards, we analyzed the backup and restore functionalities of the selected DBaaS products. The relational databases are based on separate database architectures and offer snapshot capabilities to backup and restore the databases to a state in a given point in time. The NoSQL databases automate and abstract this functionality. The only way to backup and restore interactively is to export the data and import them later.

However, probably the most interesting criterion was the implementation of replication, scaling and measures to provide high availability. Amazon RDS uses the built-in replication mechanisms of the utilized DBMS to set up a distributed database with read replicas though a tenant has to create read replicas via a one-click action through the GUI. However, this service does not offer write replicas. On the contrary, Azure SQL Database abstracts the replication per datacenter and automatically scales within the boundaries of the selected service tier. The tenant can select a geo-replication to another datacenter via the GUI to lower latency in other regions of the world and thus, enable higher availability. Amazon DynamoDB abstracts replication, scaling and availability options. It guarantees to provide a sufficient number of virtual machines,
synchronous replication and high availability. Azure DocumentDB can practically scale to an unlimited number of documents partitioned by collections. Currently, the limitations are 10 GB per collection and 100 collections per database. In our experiments, we encountered availability problems due to the limited number of requests that Azure DocumentDB can handle. Although we were able to resolve this matter, the official solution to this limitation produces a bloated and error-prone code.

Despite their obvious advantages over DBMSs, security concerns still hinder the success of DBaaS the most. That is why we looked into features that would provide a safe environment for the tenant data. Amazon RDS depends on its cloud security measures to secure access to the DBaaS. The database itself, however, has to be protected by means of the utilized DBMS. For all offered DBMSs, Amazon also provides encryption for the stored data but only within more expensive instance models. Azure SQL Database can be secured via configurable ACLs as well as via a preset of roles with varying capabilities where users can be associated to one or more roles. Additionally, sensible data can be obfuscated on querying to reduce deductions for a potential attacker from query results. Furthermore, Azure SQL Database offers transparent data encryption for database instances of higher price categories. In contrast to Amazon RDS, Amazon DynamoDB takes full advantage of the cloud security measures of Amazon. It allows tenants to create users and groups, even from Google and Facebook, to restrict access and API functionalities through policies. But it is worth noticing that encryption is not available yet. Regarding security features, Azure DocumentDB lacks in various aspects. The only feature available is the access restriction via read-only keys. There are no groups, roles, ACLs or encryption.

To replace DBMSs and to present a viable option, DBaaS products have to provide the same database functionality. Therefore, we also analyzed the capabilities of all competitors in that regard. While Amazon RDS provides all native functionalities of the utilized DBMS, Azure SQL Database abstracts the database and therefore allows only a subset of the SQL capabilities due to restrictions that have to be kept in shared environments. The NoSQL databases provide a REST API and additional SDKs for major programming languages, though they differ in their query capabilities. Whereas Amazon DynamoDB uses the API to query or scan for documents, Azure DocumentDB uses SQL for its queries. Additionally, Amazon DocumentDB creates indices automatically, whereas Azure DynamoDB enables to set them manually as required by application.

As already mentioned, Amazon RDS offers only a light abstraction of the resources, which reflects in the pricing. It gets as complex as the architecture that it represents. All the pricing of the other services is based on a blended measurement of hardware resources or a mix of properties of the DBaaS. The providers try to abstract the hardware requirements to meet the demanded database performance. This facilitates an easier calculation of costs for tenants.

In the long run, it was also interesting to know about the maintenance features of the DBaaS products. Whereas Amazon RDS requires the tenant to set a maintenance window in which the instance will be cut off to install updates and take backups, Azure SQL Database abstracts the maintenance and handles it secretly without the tenant taking notice of this. Amazon DynamoDB and Azure DocumentDB follow the abstraction of Azure SQL Database and therefore, also enable seamless updates and backups.
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Mathematical modeling is an important approach for creating a parallel database management system that could efficiently use capabilities, provided by modern heterogeneous computational clusters, equipped with manycore coprocessors or GPUs. To this day, several models of heterogeneous computational systems were proposed, but none of them is suited for modeling database processing.

In this paper, we address this problem by proposing the Heterogeneous Database Multiprocessor Model. Proposed model consists of several submodels, which describe different aspects of database processing on heterogeneous computational systems. This paper describes hardware platform submodel, which describes the hardware of modeled computational cluster and execution submodel that describes the rules of cooperation between hardware submodel components.

I. INTRODUCTION

Computational clusters, equipped with manycore coprocessors and GPUs play a key role in modern high-performance computations [1]. Scientific community is interested in using capabilities, provided by such systems not only for computational tasks. Database systems is an important example of possible applications for heterogeneous clusters because information technologies development is creating extremely large amounts of data that needs to be processed. One of the reasons that make the usage of heterogeneous computational systems in Database Management Systems (DBMS) difficult is that heterogeneous systems have a number of characteristics that make them different from traditional CPU-only systems [2]. Those characteristics are needed to be taken into account when developing software for those platforms. Very often, differences between traditional and heterogeneous systems require review of existing approaches for database processing and creating the new approaches. Mathematical modeling can ease the process of creating those approaches and their evaluation, but, to the best of our knowledge, there is no existing model that could be used for this purpose.

To address this problem we propose to develop the Database Heterogeneous Multiprocessor Model (DHM). This paper describes an ongoing research on creating this model. We describe to submodels of DHM — the hardware platform submodel and execution submodel. We review the existing mathematical models for heterogeneous systems. Then we describe the DHM model itself and hardware platform and execution submodels.

II. PRIOR WORK

In the last few years, a number of mathematical models of heterogeneous computational systems was created.

The Roofline model [3] is designed for performance and efficiency evaluation of low-level optimizations and is intended to be used for computers with multicore CPUs. Under certain conditions, it also may be used for heterogeneous computers. Its ability to model parallel database processing is limited for a number of reasons: it cannot be applied for distributed computational systems; it does not allow modeling of input/output operations; it uses floating-point performance as one of key metrics.

Paper [4] describes a model for performance and power consumption evaluation of computing clusters, equipped with Intel Xeon Phi coprocessors, working in offload mode or GPUs. In this model, it is assumed that database processing is divided into several subtasks. Each subtask is iteratively processed and each iteration consists of two phases: computation and data exchange, which cannot be done at the same time. One limitation of this model is that modeled workload is not typical for database processing. Other limitations is inability to model I/O operations.

The PerDome model [5] is designed for low-level optimizations performance and efficiency evaluation for heterogeneous computational systems. PerDome model is an extension of Roofline model for heterogeneous systems and has the same limitations for database processing.

The Database Multiprocessor Model (DMM) [6] allows to model parallel database processing on computational cluster. The main limitation of DMM model is its inability to model database processing on heterogeneous systems.
III. DHM MODEL

In this work, we propose to develop the Database Hybrid Multiprocessor model – DHM. As the DMM model, DHM is composed of a number of submodels. Each submodel describes some aspect of database processing on a heterogeneous computational cluster. There are three submodels in DHM model:

1. Hardware platform submodel – describes hardware of modeled computational system
2. Execution submodel – describes the rules of interaction of hardware submodel components and their algorithms
3. Transaction submodel – will describe the rules of parallel transaction execution

This paper describes hardware platform and execution submodels which are described later in this section.

A. Hardware platform submodel

The hardware platform submodel describes the computational system as a DHM-graph. DHM-graph is a connected graph. Vertices of DHM graph represent hardware components of computational system and called modules. There are three types of modules: computational modules, communicational modules and data storage modules. DHM module must have at least one module of each type. Edges of DHM graph represent communication lines between hardware components.

Computational module \( P \in \mathfrak{P} \) is a computational device that is used for database processing. In a real system it can represent a node of a computational cluster, equipped only with CPUs, a node equipped with CPUs and GPUs, Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor in native mode, etc. In general case, any device that is used to process database queries and is able to initiate data exchange with external devices can be treated as a computational module. In DHM graph, computational module can be connected only with one communicational module.

Data storage module \( M \in \mathfrak{M} \) is a device that is used to store database objects. In can be connected only with one communicational module. In a real system, data storage module can represent a hard drive, SSD, network storage device, etc.

Communicational modules \( N \in \mathfrak{R} \) are used for data exchange within a computational system. Computational modules and data storage modules can be connected only with communicational modules. In real systems, communicational module can represent network switch or internal bus.

Fig. 1 shows an example of a DHM-graph for a computational cluster that consist of \( n \) nodes. Each node is equipped with a central processor, which is modeled by a computational module \( P^i_j \), manycore coprocessors in a native mode, which are modeled by computational modules \( P^k_j \). Computational modules are connected to a PCI-E bus, represented by a communicational module \( N^i_k \).

![Figure 1. Example of DHM graph](image)

Communicational modules \( N^2_m \) represent nodes system buses and their network adapters. Each node is equipped with a hard drive, which is modeled by a data storage module \( M_o \). Cluster nodes are connected with each other with a network switch, modeled by communicational module \( N \).

B. Execution submodel

In DHM model, packet is the smallest atomic unit of data processing. All packets have same size. Each packet has a header, which includes the address of packet’s sender and receiver. In a real DBMS packet can represent one or more tuples, relation column or its fragment, etc. Data exchange operations are initiated by computational modules, which exchange data with data storage modules. Computational module can initiate new data exchange operation without need to wait for a completion of previous data exchange operation. Computational module cannot have more than \( s_r \) unfinished read operations and more than \( s_w \) unfinished write operations.

In DHM model, database processing is modeled as a loop performing a sequence of steps, called ticks. All ticks have the same duration and does not change during modeling. To each module \( m \in \mathfrak{P} \cup \mathfrak{R} \cup \mathfrak{M} \), a performance coefficient \( h_m \in \mathbb{N}, 1 \leq +\infty \) is assigned. It determines how many packets module can process within one tick. Every module has packet queue \( Q \), where waiting for processing packets are placed. The size of \( Q \) is denoted as size \( (Q) \).

**Computational module**

On each DHM tick, each computational module \( P \in \mathfrak{P} \) processes packets from its queue \( Q \) and initiates operations of packet processing and reading. The number of packet read and write operations is determined by modeled algorithm.

Fig. 2. Illustrates the pseudo-code of packet reading operation.

```pseudo
if r(P) < s_r then
    Put packet E with P as receiver address to queue of module M
    r(P)++
else
    Wait
```

Figure 2. Pseudo-code of packet reading operation
Suppose that a computational module $P$ needs to read packet $E$ from data storage module $M \in \mathbb{P}$. If computational module already initiated $s_r$ read operations that were not completed yet, it is placed in a wait state. Otherwise, packet $E$ with $P$ as receiver address and $M$ as sender address is placed to the packet queue of module $M$. Module $P$ also assigns $E$ a cost coefficient $j$. This coefficient determines the amount of work, needed by module $P$ to process packet $E$.

Suppose that a computational module $P$ needs to write packet $E$ to data storage module $M$. If computational module already initiated $s_w$ write operations that were not completed yet, it is placed in a wait state. Otherwise, packet $E$ with $M$ as receiver address and $P$ as sender address is placed to the packet queue of module $N$, where $N$ is a communicational module that is connected to computational module $P$. Pseudo-code of write operation is illustrated on fig. 3, where $r(P)$ is number of unfinished packet read operations of module $P$.

To process packets, computational module $P$ uses algorithm, illustrated by pseudo-code on fig. 4. Packets are extracted from packet queue $Q$ of module $P$ while this queue is not empty and sum of extracted packet’s cost coefficients is less than or equal to computational module’s performance coefficient.

**Communicational module**

On each tick, communicational module $N$ extracts packets from its queue and passes them to other modules. For each extracted packet, $N$ chooses the most optimal delivery path and puts it to packet queue of next module in chosen path. The maximum number of packets that can be processed by communicational module within one tick is determined by module’s performance coefficient $f$.

Suppose that $X$ is module-receiver of packet $E$. If $X$ is adjacent to $N$ then $N$ places packet to packet queue of $X$. Otherwise, suppose that modules $(N, N'_1, N'_2, \ldots, N'_{k}, X)$ form the shortest path from module $N$ to module $X$, $N'_{i} \in \mathbb{N}$, $i = 1, 2, \ldots, k$, $N'_1$ is adjacent to $N$, $N'_k$ is adjacent to $X$. In this case, packet $E$ is placed to packet queue of module $N'_1$. Fig. 5 shows the pseudo-code of communication module’s algorithm.

**Data storage module**

On each tick, data storage module $M \in \mathbb{M}$ executes packet read and write operations, initiated by computational modules. Pseudo-code of data storage module is shown in fig. 6, where $N_m$ is a communicational

for $i=0$; $i<h_n$ and not Empty(Q); ++i do
E = Front(Q)
if $X$ adjacent to $N$ then
Put E to queue of module $X$
else
Put E to queue of module $N'$
Figure 5. Pseudo-code of communication module algorithm

module that is adjacent to $M, \beta(E)$ is sender of packet $E$ and $w(\beta(E))$ is number of sender’s unfinished packet write operations.

**IV. CONCLUSION**

In this paper, we proposed the Database Heterogeneous Multiprocessor Model (DHM). DHM will allow to model database processing on hybrid computational clusters. This model consists of three submodels that describe different aspects of database processing. At this moment, two submodels are described: the hardware platform submodel that describe hardware components of modeled computational system, and execution submodel, which define the rules of interaction between the components of hardware platform submodel. Next steps of our research include:

- development of transaction submodel
- software implementation of model in the form of database emulator
- Conduct experiments using real hardware and developed emulator to validate DHM model.
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Abstract—The paper describes the author’s experience in identification of computer arithmetic’s implementation principles that allow extending mathematical properties of a number on its computer representation. The range of the representable numbers, bitwise identity of the result on the different computer architectures and in parallel computation are very important in the current cloud and parallel computing era. Implementation issues are shown on the example of rational number representation but implementation procedure may be used for any other number representation.

I. INTRODUCTION

The IEEE754 [1] is de facto standard for implementation of real numbers in a computer. Each format has representations [2] for NaNs (Not-a-Number), ±∞ (Infinity), and its own set of finite real numbers, all of the simple form

\[ 2^{k+1-N} n \]

with two integers \( n \) (signed Significand) and \( k \) (unbiased signed Exponent) that run throughout two intervals determined from the format thus: \((K+1)\) Exponent bits: \(1-2^K < k < 2^K\). N Significant bits: \(-2^N < n < 2^N\).

Obviously, that most of the real numbers can not be represented in such format, e.g. decimal 0.1 cannot be represented in binary exactly. So it is only approximated.

Rounding rules also lead to different results, e.g. fraction \( \frac{1}{3} \) is \( \frac{1}{3} \approx 0.10101010101 \) in single precision format, but in double precision \( \frac{1}{3} \approx 0.1001100110011 \). We can see, that single precision rounds \( \frac{1}{3} \) up, when double precision round it down. More commonly there are no basic arithmetic laws such as commutativity and associativity in discrete set of IEEE754 real numbers.

This critics of IEEE754 are known for a long time. The author’s opinion, that IEEE754 critics are not so widespread because of its not-constructiveness. Critics usually provide (if provides at all) weak alternatives to current IEEE754 hegemony. This paper is devoted to alternatives of IEEE754 standard and requirements to these alternatives.

II. PROPERTIES OF CORRECT COMPUTER CUMBER

When someone looking for the theory about numerical method of solving certain tasks there are some amount of numerical method with appropriate mathematical properties, e.g. whether the method is exact or approximate/iterative. Exact numerical method needs finite number of steps to reach exact solution of the task, e.g., Gauss-Jordan method of solving linear equation system. On other side approximative/iterative method applies a sequence of steps to specify current result, e.g., NewtonRaphson method for finding successively better approximations to the roots (or zeroes) of a real-valued function. But this properties are make sense only up to implementation on the computer.

On the implementation level under IEEE754 [3] restrictions there are no exact or approximate methods, all methods are additionally exposed to round and representation errors. There are no any guaranties of the theoretical precision, no any guaranties of reproducibility of program run results on different computers, in different environments or different number of parallel processes (in general) [4].

So what are the requirements to computer numbers that allow numerical methods being exact, effective and parallel computation world ready? Let’s try to describe some common properties that computer number representation must provide to a computer user for the purpose of real world scientific computing.

- Provide range/set of the numbers sufficient for appropriate task and solving method. With overflow and underflow control.
- Provide the portability of the program across architectures in modern heterogeneous computing era.
- Provide the bitwise repeatability of the result on the different computing devices regardless of device architecture and used system software.
- Provide the bitwise repeatability of the result in modern parallel computing era. Different parallel algorithms for same task, different number of nodes in parallel execution must give the same bitwise final results.
- Be as effective as possible in different aspects (memory, energy).

List of requirements above contains no any specification of number representation. Different number representations satisfy to these requirements. One of them but, of course, not only, is rational number field with integer numerator and denominator. The numerator and denominator may be, e.g., represented as an integer number in position number notation. This number representation was implemented by the author see [5]–[8] the further thesis will be illustrated with the examples and the results of this representation.
An absolutely other approach to number representation is given in the John L. Gustafson book named "The end of the error. Enum Computing" [9]. Enum representation has properties listed above and even more, it uses the structure consisting of sign, exponent, fraction, u-bit and exponent and fraction sizes fields.

The two mentioned approaches has some common features, in spite of their difference, e.g., both are open-ended, i.e. representation is capable to extend to save bigger or more precise number, all number bits contain meaningful data, etc.

III. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE DECLARED REQUIREMENTS

From the implementation point of view number representation is based on:

1) bits of memory of the number notation,
2) arithmetic algorithms that operate with the bits of the number,
3) input, output and conversion procedures.

Let's consider some implementation aspects. Memory subsystem must provide: 1) access to bits of the number notation, copying of the notation bits, 2) buffer for the result of the arithmetic operation. Implementation of the memory subsystem may vary a lot, it may be bit string, linear array of the bytes, C programming language structure, C++ programming language structure/class, but it is basic prerequisite of any number representation realization. Own implementation of operating with memory leads to successful error control, overflow/underflow control.

After the basic memory subsystem fulfilled prerequisite requirements then any arithmetic algorithms may be implemented. There are usually few alternatives, each preferred for certain device architectures. Arithmetic algorithm layer should be independent from underlayer memory layer.

Input, output operations are exactly conversion between different number notations, so its implementation fully based on conversion algorithms i.e. arithmetic operations.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION EXAMPLE

Consider one example of number representation. Let’s check whether implementation is suitable as the "good" computer number described above. Ideas below received approval during workflow on Exact Computation 2.0 library [8].

Number representation. Consider rational number as couple of sign and fraction with unsigned integer numerator and denominator. Rational arithmetic fully based on integer arithmetic so our arithmetic operations will be operations with unsigned integer numbers of arbitrary length. Assume that integer will be presented in radix notation. Note that radix notation is not unique integer number representation and multilayer library implementation provides also other not digit oriented number representation such as system of residual classes and others.

Implementation for Radix Notation Firstly choose the device to carry computation on, e.g., x_86/x_64 CPU. CPU uses binary notation and 32-bit/64-register words respectively, so optimal radix is power of 2: 2^{16}, 2^{32} or 2^{64}.

Now we need to store our number's bits in the memory. It may be linear array of memory cells with cell size equal to amount of bits in the radix. So an access to given position is simply an access to a corresponding array cell, copying of the number notation is straight copying of array. Memory allocation and reallocation is performed through malloc and free C-function or new and delete C++ calls.

Next step is arithmetic operation realization. One of the simplest way is to implement columnar addition, subtraction, multiplication division with remainder in radix system [10]. It may be implemented on low level programming that is important for cryptography purposes.

As mentioned above the pair of memory subsystem and arithmetic operations allows implementing number representation on particular device. Consider other device – nVidia GPU, nowadays GPUs are capable for general purpose computation (GPGPU) [11] and its massive parallel architectures are very compute capable for a certain sort of tasks. CUDA is C-language extension commonly known in science computation world.

For example, memory subsystem may be implemented through cudamalloc CUDA-function calls. Most encouraging is using massive parallel GPU chip to perform basic arithmetic operations simultaneously on each position of radix notated number, more about this algorithms the reader can find in [6]. Other encouraging moment is energy saving of GPU chip, at rather distant 2010-th relevant generations of CPU need about 4.2 nJ ("nJ" is nanojoules) to read 8-byte portion of the data from the DRAM [9] and GPU need about 83 nJ to read 128-byte data block that is approximately 5.2 nJ per 8-byte. The successive Kepler, Maxwell and Pascal nVidia GPU architectures are much more energy efficiency architectures so not only parallel algorithms but also hardware advantages are possible. Energy saving aspects of computation will be subject of the further particular paper.

After memory operations on the given device and the effective arithmetic algorithms are implemented, the next step is to increase usability. The wrapper such as C++ class allows scientific users to use implementation without any additional coding overhead.

Tables I and II show an example of architecture dependent arithmetic algorithms development. Table I shows time measurement of comparison of two equal numbers of given length on different architectures, CPU Intel Core i7–950 [3.06 Ghz, 6 Gb DRAM] and nVidia Fermi nVidia GTX460 [700 Mhz, 1 GDDR5]) and Kepler GTX660 Ti [980 Mhz, 2 GDDR5]). Table II shows the addition time on the same devices. Time of the sequential algorithms marked as (Seq), parallel algorithms marked are (Par).

V. RATIONAL AS MATHEMATICALLY CORRECT COMPUTER NUMBER

As mentioned above the computer number named as correct should be a number in mathematical sense and meet the
TABLE I. COMPARISON OF THE INTEGER ON DIFFERENT ARCHITECTURES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L</th>
<th>Time in milliseconds</th>
<th>Speedup</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CPU(S)</td>
<td>Fer(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.0200</td>
<td>2.260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.1900</td>
<td>21.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.9000</td>
<td>218.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>19.0000</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>198.10</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II. ADDITION OF THE INTEGER ON DIFFERENT ARCHITECTURES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L</th>
<th>Time in milliseconds</th>
<th>Speedup</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CPU(S)</td>
<td>Fer(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.0200</td>
<td>3.910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.5000</td>
<td>37.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6.0100</td>
<td>369.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>60.0000</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>602.10</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

following requirements: provide sufficient range, portability of the program codes between architectures, provide the bitwise identity of the results on different architectures, provide the bitwise identity of the results in parallel computations, be effective.

Sufficient range. As allocation operations are device dependent, the range of the rational number is also device dependent, so minimum non zero rational number written in radix notation with radix $2^{32}$ depends on maximum memory pitch. For example NVIDIA Tesla M40 GPU maximum memory pitch is equal to $2^{14}7483647 = 2^{31} - 1$ bytes [12], so minimum non zero number representable as rational on M40 GPU is $1/(2^{8}(2^{31} - 1) + 1) - 1$. Current CPUs allow addressing even more bytes. A range is feasible to numbers stored at current moment. Underflow, overflow are memory allocation errors so they are monitored with hardware indicators and memory subsystem.

This paragraph is impracticable for all fixed size number representation, of course, for IEEE754 too.

Portability between architectures. Implementation of the rational numbers requires only basic memory allocation operations and assembler add, mul and div operation with integer numbers which are basic on all compute capable architectures. After arithmetic is implemented user program may use it capabilities in corpore.

Bitwise identity of results on different architectures. In modern heterogeneous era, cloud computing era, when a user knows nothing about specification of the device where program runs it is very important to be sure that if the program finished correctly its results are bitwise the same as on its own machine. If the computer successfully finished program running then all allocation operations and assembler arithmetic operation were successful, therefore result is always bitwise the same.

Bitwise identity of results in parallel computation. This requirement is close to previous but has its own specifics. Now algorithms assert equivalent accurate within rounding errors only. Scalable parallel program runs in thousand of cores of supercomputers and there is no opportunity to assure repeatability of the run. Each run on the supercomputer costs tangible amount of money and time, requires huge amount of cores in privileged usage, so repeated verificatory runs may be even impossible.

Three paragraphs above ensure that computer representation of the number is the same that mathematical model one.

Effectiveness. Effectiveness (as operations per second) of the IEEE754 floating point numbers based on its fixed size and good hardware support, but effectiveness (as time for solving certain computation task) should be computed precisely. Especially for iterative methods when round errors may be the cause of the method divergence.

C/C++ languages provides extensional effectiveness in right hands, there is no garbage collection during execution so all memory operation are effective as much as coder can do them. Rational numbers have no any wast data during computations, only exact bits of numbers are stored.

Issues of improvement of the rational number representation are partially worked in [6] but question is not closed.

An example of successful usage of rational in scientific computations, is that it allows solving hard computation tasks as linear equation system with Hilbert matrix, Vandermonde matrix etc., rationals are also an instrument for linear regularization approach [7], [13] implementation. Interval regularization helps to solve ill-conditioned linear equation systems, e.g. in chemistry [13].

VI. FUTURE WORK

The further work will be concentrated on two main directions. The first big part is implementation of the constructor of "good" number representations. It will be an useful for implementing any number representation that can be implemented on the computer without loss of the mathematical features. It leads to more calculation methods using "good" number representations and additional research in number theory area.

Other big area is low level realization of rational arithmetic to provide it on operation system core level for the cryptography purposes with focus on efficiency but with full portability between computer architectures.

VII. CONCLUSION

The requirements to computer numbers that allow numerical methods to be exact, effective and parallel computation world ready have been analyzed, e.g. sufficient range/set, portability across architectures, bitwise repeatability of the result on the different computing devices, bitwise repeatability of the result in parallel computations, efficiency. Common
properties that computer number representation implementation must provide to a computer user for the purpose of real world scientific computing have been listed, these are: memory allocation/deallocation layer, arithmetic algorithms layer, input/output and user code layer. Listed properties and implementation have been demonstrated on rational number representation. Efficiency issues have been demonstrated on massive parallel GPU devices. The next step is realization of multilayer library model for non radix mathematical number representation which are capable of errorless computations.
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Abstract - The paper proposes a mathematic model allowing exploration of effectiveness of different hardware cluster computing configurations based on multi-core coprocessors while processing databases using approach of distributed columnar indices.

I. INTRODUCTION

A volume of human-generated data is growing continuously. Meanwhile, solutions to a great number of problems require online processing of cumulative super large databases [3]. Their processing needs in new methods and hybrid hardware architectures containing multi-core coprocessors and graphical accelerators [1], [2].

The paper [3] suggested approach to run super large database queries based on distributed columnar indices and domain-interval fragmentation using multi-core coprocessors. It allows significant raising of the request processing efficiency in parallel DBMS.

Actually, there already exist the models of the parallel computing such as PRAM [6] and BSP [8]. However, they do not consider specificity of the parallel database systems. There also exist the models considering the specificity, for example, DMM [5], but they do not support distributed columnar indices.

Consequently, a current problem is a simulation of the databases that operate on cluster systems equipped with multi-core coprocessors and using distributed columnar indices.

II. MODEL OF COLUMN COPROCESSOR

A model of column coprocessor includes three submodels such as a model of hardware platform, a model of operating environment, and cost estimation model.

2.1. Model of hardware platform

A set of multiprocessor system modules is divided into three disjoint subsets:

\[ M = \mathcal{C} \cup \mathcal{N} \cup \mathcal{E}, \mathcal{C} \cap \mathcal{N} = \emptyset, \mathcal{N} \cap \mathcal{E} = \emptyset, \mathcal{C} \cap \mathcal{E} = \emptyset, \]

where \( \mathcal{C} \) is a set of coprocessor modules, \( \mathcal{N} \) is a set of network switch modules, and \( \mathcal{E} \) is a set of communications between two devices. Let us denote a module of coprocessor-coordinator as \( C_1 \in \mathcal{C} \) while the rest of coprocessor modules \( C_n \in \mathcal{C}, \) where \( n = \{2, 3, \ldots\} \), will be specified as coprocessor executive modules.

PCI-Express bus data transfer between coprocessors is a bottleneck stage [4], which significantly slows down data processing. That is why it is reasonable to store and process the distributed columnar indices [7] directly on the coprocessor modules. Consequently, the modules of the drive devices and RAM memory are not simulated.

Figure 1. DCH-tree example

We use the term DCH-tree (Database Coprocessor’s Hardware Tree) to refer to the weighted tree consisting of a set of multiprocessor system modules where there is a selected vertex \( N \in \mathcal{N} \) called root network hub. The structure of DCH-tree has the following constraints.

- Only a network switch module can be a root of DCH-tree.
- Each \( i \)th module of the network switch has a weight \( w_i \).
- Only the coprocessor modules each of which has a coefficient of efficiency \( p_i \) can be the leaves of DCH-tree.
- Coprocessor modules can not have child nodes.
- An interconnecting channel being a tree edge with a weight of \( w_j \) where \( j \) is a number of a module connects any two modules.

An example of DCH-tree is given in Fig. 1. The example corresponds to a computer cluster with \( k \) computation nodes which of each is equipped with \( n \) coprocessors.

2.2. Model of operating environment

Let us consider a tuple of precomputation table (PCT) to be a minimal unit of data in the proposed model [3].

Time of data processing on the coprocessor module is calculated by a formula
where $f_{\text{sort comp.}}$ is sort complexity function for sorting applied for generating the columnar indices, $N$ is the number of PCT attributes, and $p^i$ is a performance of the $i$th coprocessor module (a number of operations that can be processed by a coprocessor module in a unit time).

Let us assume that the fragments of columnar indices were previously distributed to coprocessors as it was suggested in [3].

A packet is a compressed part of a precomputation table for a single coprocessor module.

Operation time of a model is divided into the cycles. A cycle means a sequence of actions consisting of the following steps:

- processing the $i$th connection of indices;
- dividing PCT into the parts required for passing to each coprocessor;
- transferring PCT prepared in p.2 to the corresponding coprocessors;
- generating the columnar indices from the received parts of PCT.

The number of cycles is determined by the number of relational join operations (p. 2.1) required for a query execution and is equal $n - 1$ where $n$ is the number of relations involved in relational join operations. In the final cycle, PCT is not divided into parts but transferred to the coprocessor module-coordinator.

Time of generating the columnar indices from PCT is calculated as follows

$$t_{\text{ind.gen.}} = \frac{f_{\text{sort comp.}}(|\text{PCT}|)}{p^i} N,$$

where $f_{\text{sort comp.}}$ is sort complexity function for a particular operation with the fragments of distributed columnar indices $l_j^1, l_j^2$ disposed on the $i$th coprocessor module and $p^i$ is a performance of the $i$th coprocessor module (a number of operations that can be processed by a coprocessor module in a unit time).

The number of cycles is determined by the number of operations that can be processed by a coprocessor module in a unit time). The number of tuples received on the $i$th coprocessor module "is a sum of time of the model cycles"

$$m = \frac{|\text{PCT}|}{N},$$

where $\text{PCT}_i$ is a part of PCT got on the $i$th coprocessor executive module and $N$ is the number of coprocessor executive modules.

Time of the third step of every cycle is calculated by an algorithm given in Figure 2.

```
function GetTransferTime():
    totalSendTime = 0
    while there are packets on one of modules:
        for each module:
            module SendForward()
            totalSendTime = totalSendTime + 1
    return totalSendTime
```

Figure 2. Algorithm of packet transfer

The SendForward() method in case of packet presence on the module makes the following transfers:

- for an interconnecting channel, the packets in amounts of $\frac{w_j}{q}$ are sent to parent and child modules;
- for a network switch module, the packets in amounts of $\frac{w_j}{q}$ are sent to parent and child modules;
- for a coprocessor executive module, all the packets are sent to a parent communication line;

where $w_j$ is a weight factor of DCH-tree module from which the send takes place and $q$ is the number of attributes of PCT received in the previous step.

2.3 Cost estimation model

Operation time of the modelled database system is equal to a sum of time of the model cycles

$$t_{\text{total.}} = \sum_t t_i,$$

where $t_i$ is time of cycles and $n$ is the number of cycles.

Time of a cycle consists of a query execution time on the number of fragments of columnar indices, transferring the parts of PCT to every coprocessor module, and generating the distributed columnar indices from the received PCT on every coprocessor module.

2.4 Modelled query

Let the following relations be given:

$\mathbf{R}_1$, consisting of the attributes $A_1^1, A_2^1, ..., A_k^1$. Let us denote $\{A_1^1, A_2^1, ..., A_k^1\}$ as $A^1$;

$\mathbf{R}_2$, consisting of the attributes $A_1^2, A_2^2, ..., A_k^2$. Let us denote $\{A_1^2, A_2^2, ..., A_k^2\}$ as $A^2$;

$\mathbf{R}_n$, consisting of the attributes $A_1^n, A_2^n, ..., A_k^n$. Let us denote $\{A_1^n, A_2^n, ..., A_k^n\}$ as $A^n$.

Let $\mathbf{A}$ denote a set of all attributes for all relations: $A^1 \cup A^2 \cup ... \cup A^n = \mathbf{A}$.

It is necessary to execute a relational query $P$:
where $\mathcal{B} \subset \mathcal{A}$ is a set of attributes composing the resulting relational expression, $f: \mathcal{C} \rightarrow \{0,1\}$ is Boolean function specifying the conditions of a sampling, and $\mathcal{C} \subset \mathcal{A}$ is a set of attributes involved in the condition of a sampling.

3. Simulation experiments

Two series of simulation experiments were performed. In the first one, a model setting was done by assigning the weight factors. In the second one, the model verification was executed.

To perform the emulator setting, the experiments were conducted on the «SUSU Tornado» supercomputer [4] which main characteristics are presented in Table 1.

During the second series of the simulation experiments, a join of two relations $R$ and $S$ was carried out. A size of the relation $R$ was 630,000 tuples while a size of the relation $S$ was 63,000,000 tuples. The join was done using the distributed columnar indices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of computational nodes/processors/coprocessors</td>
<td>480/960/384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of processor</td>
<td>Intel Xeon X5680 (Gulftown, 6 cores 3.33 GHz each)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of coprocessor</td>
<td>Intel Xeon Phi SE10X (61 cores 1.1 GHz each)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAM</td>
<td>16.9 TB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of system area network</td>
<td>InfiniBand QDR (40 Gbit/s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating system</td>
<td>Linux CentOS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of the experiments in performing the natural join of relations of $R$ and $S$ on the «SUSU Tornado» supercomputer are given in Fig. 3.

![Figure 3. Query execution on the «SUSU Tornado» supercomputer](image)

The experiments were executed by means of the column coprocessor. The research was carried out with the different numbers of nodes equipped with Intel Xeon Phi coprocessors. The numbers were 60, 90, 120, 150, 180, and 210 nodes.

After that, the developed emulator on DCH-tree describing the architecture of the «SUSU Tornado» supercomputer simulated the join. The results of the experiment are presented in Fig. 4.

![Figure 4. Query execution on the emulator](image)

Comparison of the graphs on Figures 3 and 4 shows that the emulator simulates the query execution adequately. This proves the DCH model validity.

III. CONCLUSION

The paper considered the problem of simulation of the database column coprocessor architecture. A model of the database column coprocessor was developed. The model was implemented as a software emulator. The developed emulator was applied for simulation experiments to check the model adequacy by comparison with the column coprocessor prototype.

In our future research we are going to deal with the model extension in order to support compression simulation during database processing by using the distributed columnar indices.
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Abstract—Many data sharing initiatives emerged in the recent time. There are various driving factors behind this phenomena subsumed under the terms Open Data and Open Research. The most prominent one is the fact that more and more funding agencies request publishing of all project results including data. Publishing and sharing data enables the verification of obtained results by facilitating repeatability and reproducibility. Also economical aspects are important: Data reuse can reduce the research costs, and redoing of the same experimental work can be avoided (provided sufficient visibility of earlier results). Publishing or Open Data is also contributing to researcher’s visibility and reputation. The implementation of data sharing is, however, quite challenging. It demands both storage technologies and services that can deal with the increasing amounts of data in an efficient and cost-effective way while remaining user-friendly and future-proof. We describe the architecture of a data management solution that is able to provide a scalable, extensible, yet cost-effective storage engine with several replication mechanisms. For the sake of user-friendliness and high data visibility, the solution has a mechanism to create flexible namespaces for an efficient organization, searching, and retrieving of the data. Such namespaces can be tailored to the researchers’ needs, potential facilitating data reuse across community borders. The presented architecture embodies our experiences gathered in the EU-funded project EUDAT2020.

Keywords—Data Management, Object Stores, Data Replication, Namespaces

I. INTRODUCTION

The requirement to share research data is becoming commonplace for many reasons. Those are verification of obtained results by facilitating repeatability, reproducibility, and the reduction of research costs, to name only a few. Data sharing itself is driven by efficient data management solutions. They demand both storage resources and services that can deal with the increasing amounts of data. A very promising technology for storing different kinds of data are object stores. They offer scalability, cost-effectiveness, maintainability, and extensibility. In short, data objects are stored in a distributed system of interdependent storage elements. Objects placement on available resources is randomized by means of hashing. Therefore, workload is spread evenly across the elements of the system and “hot spots” are avoided. The far-reaching autonomy of the storage elements increases fault-tolerance and throughput. Transfers to and from different storages are independent from each other. Although object stores are widely used, there is an aspect of their operation which is not yet properly addressed in many implementations and commercial services. It is the object replication across different administrative domains, which is quite popular for scientific data. Many times community data centers require additional replicas of their data in generic data centers for data safety reasons. At the same time, they want to keep the local copies to maintain control over their data. We would like to present solutions to this problem which we implemented as prototypes within the EUDAT2020 project [1].

Object stores have many advantages, however, they come at the cost of some limitations. Objects are stored in a “flat” namespace which is not searchable and has only limited metadata capabilities. Namespaces, and more generally metadata, are crucial for efficient data management. They introduce structure into a collection of data and embody knowledge about the domain the data stem from. Such structures are also essential for localizing relevant data. In our solution we address this issue by enabling flexible namespaces for research data. These namespaces are independent from the way the data are stored. We are convinced that it is vital to account for all kinds of storages, especially those which provide only limited namespace functionalities.

One way of creating flexible namespaces is to use graph databases. Graphs are very powerful abstractions often used in computer science. They can represent different domain models i.e., views on the data. Graphs can also be used for efficient search. Currently, the most popular approaches to search through research data are based on indexing of metadata. This is similar to the very beginning of the Internet search engines, where also keyword-based indexes were used. The revolution of the Internet search started by Google was propelled by graph algorithms [2]. Graph-based heuristics are used to identify the most popular web pages containing a phrase searched for. The popularity metrics works very well with web pages but might not be the best option for research data. Researchers could, for instance, be more interested in the least popular data which were not analyzed very often and where they have a larger potential to generate new findings.

This paper is structured as follows. In Section II we will review some exemplary approaches to data management and examine the technologies used for both storing the data and managing the namespaces. The detailed architecture of our system is presented and discussed in Section III, followed by an introduction to a first implementation. An assessment of the performance of the proposed solutions is presented in
Section IV. We conclude our paper with a summary and an outlook on future work.

II. BACKGROUND

Two very influential trends shaping modern science are that it is based on collaboration and that it is increasingly data driven. That makes researchers use commercial services like Dropbox [3] for storing and sharing their data. Such services excel in ad-hoc sharing, they are, however, not sufficient for storing large amounts of data on a long-term. They don’t offer either metadata functionality or citability, making it less suitable for Open Data. To this end, during the recent years several different research infrastructures like EUDAT emerged. Their aim is to provide services to support researchers in management of Open Data, implementing the vision of making (research) data freely and easily accessible to everybody who is interested.

A. EUDAT B2SAFE

EUDAT is a federation of research institutions forming a distributed research infrastructure. EUDAT B2SAFE is a service for data replication and long-term data management. It constitutes a trustworthy, generic storage service for research communities. B2SAFE is based on iRODS (integrated Rule Oriented Data System [4]). iRODS uses rules to imperatively define data management policies. With iRODS it is possible to build and maintain a virtual namespace unifying the view of data objects replicated across several different storage resources within a data center. B2SAFE uses synchronization between B2SAFE instances running at different service providers for data replication. To this end, iRODS provides tools to transfer objects between administrative domains. However, it does not offer a virtual namespace spanning across them. The same data object stored in different domains will have different names. To establish a common namespace that will keep track of replicas, EUDAT is using a PID (Persistent Identifier) system [5].

Listing 1. An excerpt of a PID using JSON representation

```
GET 11097/88319713-8e7e-4001-a893-4dd81b539b86 |
| "idx": 1, |
| "type": "URL", |
| "parsed_data": "http://www.mipro.hr/", |
| "data": "aHR0cDovL3d3dy5taXByby5oci8=", |
| "timestamp": "2017-02-02T12:43:08Z", |
| "ttl": 86400, |
| "refs": [], |
| "privs": "rwr-" |
|
| "idx": 2, |
| "type": "CHECKSUM", |
| "parsed_data": "d989ccce7c7d09c7ed6b8bbfaac07cccb39", |
| "data": "ZDk4OWNjYzdjNzA5YzdkNmQ4OGJmYmFhYzA3Y2NiMzk", |
| "timestamp": "2017-02-02T12:43:08Z", |
| "ttl": 86400, |
| "refs": [], |
| "privs": "rwr-" |
```

A PID system constitutes an indirection layer which maps a persistent, static URL to a (changeable) URL [6]. An example of such a PID structure is shown on Listing 1. One can store additional metadata in a PID record using for example the EPIC HTTP API [7]. The PIDs are essential for the citability of data. They can be included in publications and will remain valid (i.e. they will point to the intended data) even if the data will be migrated to other locations. PIDs are also used by communities to verify the implementation of the data management policies. They are agreed between users and resource providers and define e.g., the number of replicas that should be available for a digital object.

B. Object Stores

Suitable research infrastructures like EUDAT have to keep scouting for new technologies, evaluate their applicability, and integrate them in the infrastructure to provide a highest-level of service. Also technologies offering alternatives to the iRODS were evaluated. One promising technology are object stores like OpenStack Swift [8] or Ceph [9]. Those are Open Source implementations, competing with proprietary software like EMC ECS [10] or DDN WOS [11] and a commercial public cloud service from Amazon Inc., called Amazon S3 (Simple Storage Service) [12].

Replication is an inherent part of Swift and Ceph. For Swift, a typical storage clusters consist of a large number of servers that hold at least three copies of the data. In opposite to iRODS, the replication policies are defined declaratively and don’t have to be manually implemented as rules. This makes cluster management much easier. It is possible to add new resources, scaling the cluster using additional disks or servers, and the software will reallocate the data to make the most of the available space so that the policy constrains remain fulfilled. The distribution of data across available resources is achieved with the help of consistent hashing, resulting in even load distribution between storage elements. Object stores provide a “flat” namespace, only supporting accounts (per user), containers (several per account) and objects (several per container). Account and container information are stored using sqlite databases which are also replicated. Metadata are typically supported in a very simplistic way, it is possible to store key/value pairs at container and object level. Metadata and additional object information are stored using extended file attributes on filesystem level.

In the course of technology evaluation in EUDAT, it was tested how replication of object stores across administrative domains could be implemented. This was, at least for OpenStack Swift, possible using a feature called container synchronization, which we will describe later in this paper. For the sake of data citability, support for PIDs was added to Swift [13]. Similarly to the B2SAFE service based on iRODS, PIDs could form an additional namespace that spans across replicated data objects. OpenStack Swift with container synchronization and PIDs is offering the same functionality as B2SAFE, in Section III we will show improvements going beyond the emulation of the existing service.
C. Graph Databases

In its effort to scout out for new technologies, EUDAT also evaluated approaches to enable flexible, searchable namespaces spanning across all its resources and services [14]. The current approach of building a namespace with the help of a PID system has clear limitations. First, they are not searchable. They only support point queries. For a given PID they can produce a record of fields, including basic metadata and a URL to the data object (see Listing 1). It is also not easily possible to create links between objects or other more complex structures.

Graph databases, on the other hand, can be used for building different views on the same set of data. Instead of a flat namespace, they provide a way to express different aspects of the stored data. It is possible to interlink objects, or make collections of objects based on attributes that are definable in a flexible way. Furthermore, it would be possible for each user to make its own view on the data.

III. Prototype

The goal of our work was to provide a flexible data management solution. While object stores offer a scalable technology to hold large amounts of data, graph databases can be used to create complex, user-tailored namespaces. To this end, we propose a layered architecture as depicted in Fig. 1. The namespaces will also store the up-to-date URL of the digital objects, location, etc.

To enable exchange of information between the layers, we use a distributed transaction log. One could directly move information from the storage layer to a graph database, but this would limit the flexibility of the final solution. The loose coupling of components allows to run more than one namespace and dynamically add or remove namespaces. The transaction log records all the events happening in the system. An example of such an event would be an upload of a data object to the storage layer. Information about the event would then be published to the transaction log, together with some meta information like name and size of the digital object, its location, etc.

A number of entities can subscribe to the transaction log, receive the information, and put it into a namespace. The transaction log stores events ordered, thus it is possible to add namespaces and “replay” all the events to arrive at a final consistent state.

The parts that are exposed to the end users of the systems are: namespaces and storage API. The later is more relevant for the uploading of digital objects. The user has to understand the features of this API to take full advantage of the system. In case of download, we expect the users to interact with one of the namespaces to identify relevant data objects. The namespaces will also store the up-to-date URL of the locations. In our approach we rely on the Swift REST API, which is well-documented [15] and pretty intuitive.

A. Implementation

Our prototype implementation is based on three major technologies: OpenStack Swift used as the storage layer, Kafka [16], for holding the transaction log, and the graph database system neo4j [17], for creating namespaces.

To facilitate the integration of the components we use a particular feature of Swift. Incoming requests have to go through a Request Processing Pipeline. The pipeline is based on the Python framework Paste [18] and comprises of a set of middlewares, chained together. Several middlewares e.g., for authentication and caching, are already available. It is possible to implement additional middlewares and add them to the request processing pipeline.

To publish events from the storage layer to the Kafka-based transaction log, we implemented a Paste middleware called Emitter. It is incorporated into the request processing pipeline as it can be seen in Fig. 1.

We have chosen Kafka as a transaction log because of its key features, namely the possibility of a distributed, horizontally scalable deployment and the guaranteed correct ordering of messages for a given topic. Due to the ordering we are able to make sure that our namespaces reflects the correct order of actions that happened on the storage layer. The availability of this kind of information helps to keep track of the historical changes in data placement and can be used to implement data provenance functionality.

A counterpart of the Emitter is a Consumer that subscribes to the transaction log and builds a namespace according to the published events. As mentioned in Section II-C, graph
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The final part of our prototype was the replication. As already explained, Swift automatically replicates data objects within one cluster. The replication across administrative domains was done using the aforementioned container synchronization feature [19]. When using this way of replication to a remote cluster, a additional server daemon has to be installed on the local cluster. This daemon then regularly checks the metadata entries for all containers and, in case of a enabled container synchronization, asynchronously copies all objects belonging to the container to the remote cluster that was selected. The actual data transmission between Swift clusters is conducted via HTTP and all the metadata of a local cluster are also passing through the request pipeline of the remote cluster, where the copy is created. This allowed us to easily publish the information about the remote replicas into the transaction log, by using exact the same Emitter that was described above. Since the replication events are available in the transaction log, namespace Consumers can take advantage of them and present them to the users.

The source code of our prototype implementation with a deployment specification defined using the docker-compose format is available at [20].

At this point it is worth mentioning that we strive to make as little assumptions about the concrete technologies as possible. In fact it would be possible to even use a different technology for the storage layer, it must only be possible to publish the local event information to the transaction log. Also dynamical addition (and removal) of new namespaces should be easily
possible, by just subscribing to (or unsubscribing from) the transaction log. A good candidate for a namespace would be Elasticsearch [21], a system that enables fast and efficient keyword-based full-text search.

IV. EVALUATION

In this section we present a preliminary evaluation of our prototype. The tests ran on a system with 16 CPU Cores, 32 GB RAM, and a 1GE network link running CentOS (7.2.1511). We wanted to compare the performance of a plain Swift interface, an interface integrated with the transaction log, and the third comparison was made with a Swift that has a middleware directly communicating with the EPIC PID system. The last system mimics an EUDAT B2SAFE system with iRODS substituted by Swift. We simulated the upload of 50 objects per Swift instance, repeat those uploads ten times, and visualize the average value in Fig. 3a. The uploaded files used here have a size of 512 bytes.

The average request times show that both Swift extensions increase the request processing time. It is caused by a longer run time of the extended Paste pipelines, additional actions take place when a request is processed. Integration with a remote PID system is more costly than integration with the distributed transaction log Kafka. This is caused by the higher latency of the remote system. Furthermore the PID API is only supporting synchronous calls, while the Kafka Emitter can use asynchronous calls. Overall the overhead is acceptable, especially given the fact that in most of the real world scenarios the request times would be dominated by the transfer times of the data objects. In our evaluation with small files we focused on the overhead of the request processing pipeline. A comparison for the upload of different file sizes is given in Fig. 3b, the values shown there are averaging 500 uploads per file size per Swift instance. For a 100 MB large file, the overhead caused by integration with the transaction log amounts to 0.16s which is about 9% of the measured request completion time.

The Swift and Kafka deployments for the performance evaluation where done utilizing docker-compose and with this Docker (1.13) to ensure a clean, encapsulated environment and to make our evaluations reproducible. We want to state out that the Swift with PID integration had to connect to an external API while the communication for the transaction log enabled Swift was locally using direct links between Docker containers.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we have described the architecture and implementation of a prototype for a system that is able to provide a safe harbor for research data and at the same time give the ability to build complex, searchable namespaces using different search engines. While the system was built to guarantee access, safety, and searchability of scientific data, it could also be used to enhance operational aspects of data services that data centers offer e.g., by analyzing access patterns.
Figure 3. Middleware overhead evaluation.

The evaluation of our first prototype was encouraging. In the future we plan to extend the system with additional namespaces by using different technologies and to provide the users with interfaces for searching through the data even without issuing CYPHER queries. Also operational experiences may influence the design of the system in the future.
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Abstract - Creation of industry clusters is a request of modern economy to reshape itself for permanently changing external and internal conditions. By using industry clusters transition countries, like Serbia, are in a position to act in foreign markets with united offer of products in order to reach critical mass. Governmental support to clustering processes is inevitable and it starts to be important when the mapping of market begins and when clustering territories start to appear. Government of Vojvodina has recognized the importance of clusters and started to give financial aid and political support to first clusters in Vojvodina in 2007. After 9 years of activities, there are still problems and some necessary changes and improvements should be made. There is a need to analyze clustering processes with spatial components. The authors of this paper present visualization of clusters’ activities and acquire the results and impacts of governmental support on clustering success. This is performed by using “QGIS” visualization tool. The authors have found very big differences between clusters, big changes during clusters’ life cycles, and dependence of these factors on sectors of work. They discuss clustering process, recognize various stages of clusters development, and suggest some visualization tools which should be used to follow a clustering process.

I. INTRODUCTION

GIS technology allows the collecting, organization, manipulation, analysis, and visualization of spatial data. It enables finding and uncovering relationships between entities, their patterns, changes, and time trends. GIS is a useful tool for urban planning [1, 2]. It uncovers many problems in ecology [3], helps in analyzing transportation problems [4] and public health patterns [5]. Demographics are a spatial issue and GIS enables a lot of visualized discoveries [6]. GIS added new value to law enforcement reviews [7] and resource management [8]. It is useful in many other industries. Traditional GIS analysis techniques include spatial queries, map overlay, buffer analysis, interpolation, and proximity calculations [9].

GIS, as a software tool, includes many geostatistical techniques [10] for spatial analysis [11], which have been extended over the years [12]. It, also, offers raster analysis. GIS is enabling analytical methods for business [13]. Its 3D analysis [14] is very often used in network analytics [15], space-time dynamics [16] and techniques specific to a variety of industries [17].

The general goal of the authors in this paper is to research development process of clusters in Serbia. The specific goal is to research effects of the state aid given to clusters, which clusters are the most important, and what errors and problems are preventing intensive clustering and better results of their use.

The authors are using open source software, QGIS, for the visualized presentation of the clustering process in Serbia, with special focus on the autonomous province of Vojvodina. Clusters are geographic concentrations of interconnected companies and institutions in a particular field. Clusters encompass an array of linked industries and other entities important to competition. They include, for example, suppliers of specialized inputs such as components, machinery, and services, and providers of specialized infrastructure. Clusters also often extend downstream to channels and customers and laterally to manufacturers of complementary products and to companies in industries related by skills, technologies, or common inputs. Finally, many clusters include governmental and other institutions - such as universities, standards-setting agencies, think tanks, vocational training providers, and trade associations - that provide specialized training, education, information, research, and technical support [18].

The concept of clusters has not been defined clearly enough in transition countries, including Serbia. The businessmen in Serbia are keener to join different forms of associations, and there is a degree of skepticism among private entrepreneurs about the role of clusters.

Clusters include companies from one industry or technology area, but also from vertically related areas e.g. producers of complementary products. For example, a cluster in the textile branch might include producers of raw materials, manufacturers of ready-made garments, scientific and educational institutions, and governmental and non-governmental organizations. The goals of clustering are:

- Increasing the competitiveness of domestic producers on domestic and foreign markets,
- Providing conditions for market expansion (especially increase in exports),
- Better and more efficient utilization of domestic resources (nature, production, and personnel),
- Initiate and support cooperation between companies, and between companies and educational and development institutions,
Better funding of innovative projects,
Training and education.

Key benefits of clustering are:
- Creation of a wider framework for cooperation,
- Stimulation of economies of scale,
- Development of a higher level of competitiveness,
- Reduction of influence of fears of competition (building trust and cooperation),
- Easier development of innovative products and services,
- Better networking with foreign clusters.

Clusters, by definition, should closely cooperate with the Government, thus giving enterprises possibility to influence development of the legislative and institutional framework for businesses. In this way they can more easily eliminate administrative and other barriers, and subsequently, improve the competitiveness of the entire economy. Cluster, as an idea, which involves making pools of economic, scientific and support organizations together with individual experts, implies defined quality, determines the quantity and continuity of production in order to meet market demand, and define the customers. Therefore, a cluster is strategically oriented and develops within a particular industry sector.

Clusters can become "generators" of new ways of strategic thinking in the national economy. Cluster members should be assured that, when entering into this kind of organization, they retain their independence, individuality, their production, and their market. The concept of clustering relies on the idea of healthy competition and on the assumption that it will be better to develop the competitiveness of the cluster than inside the same number of companies within the whole national economy.

We can hardly expect that the government takes part in forming or organizing a new cluster. However, when the cluster is in the phase of establishment, or has already been created, the state, with its policy and backing, can create an adequate environment (schools, training centers, databases, specialized infrastructure).

How can the state help successful development of clusters? It can make impact on financing conditions by giving focused financial support for clusters development.

As a result of cooperation with the Faculty of technical sciences, The University of Novi Sad, Government of Vojvodina has activated Development program of clusters in Vojvodina. As a start, the Government has established the Center for the Development of Clusters. During 2008 the Government of Vojvodina was a partner in the cross border project APLE.NET between Croatia and Serbia and realized some activities with the goal called “Through networking to economic development”. During the following years the Government assisted on setting up and promoting of few new clusters. During 2011 Provincial secretary for economy, for the first time, financially supported 16 clusters with about 60.000 Euros.

In 2014, 15 clusters received financial support of about 60.000 Euros, and in 2015 19 clusters received in total about 130.000 Euros.

The question is how efficiently the state funds have been used and do we have indicators to measure that?

In this paper the authors present the process of starting development of clusters in Vojvodina, what kind of support they were given, which clusters are the most important, what mistakes have been made and what problems have been encountered in trying to have more intensive clustering with better results.

II. ANALYSIS OF THE CLUSTERING PROCESS IN SERBIA

The authors used QGIS to visualize locations of clusters in Serbia which were given governmental support. There are 133 such clusters and some of them have received state aid more than once [19, 20]. Fig. 1 presents towns where the clusters are registered.

![Figure 1 Locations of clusters in Serbia](image1)

Fig. 2 presents all clusters that have been set up in Serbia since year 2000. Clusters marked with stars do not exist anymore. Overlapping of layers shows that only clusters that received financial support from government, especially in the first phase of their life cycles, are still functioning. That means that state aid in this phase is of significant importance. It also proves that financial assistance should be harmonized with the phases of clusters’ life cycles.

![Figure 2 Closed and functioning clusters](image2)

Fig. 3 depicts locations of clusters. Sizes of circles and their colors reflect number of clusters on a certain location (bigger diameter and darker color mean more clusters at
the location). Belgrade has the most clusters - 30, Novi Sad 19, and Niš 12.

The second option to present clusters’ numbers is given in Fig. 3 by using NUTS level 2 regions. NUTS - The Nomenclature of Territorial Units for Statistics or Nomenclature of Units for Territorial Statistics (NUTS; French: Nomenclature des unités territoriales statistiques) is a geocode standard for referencing the subdivisions of countries for statistical purposes [21]. The Government of Serbia specified a nomenclature of statistic territorial units in the country and attempt to synchronize the existing statistical division of the country with the Nomenclature of Territorial Units for Statistics of the European Union. In this Act, an additional top level of grouping was introduced, with the territory of Serbia divided into two NUTS 1 regions:

- **Serbia-North**, comprising
  - Vojvodina
  - Belgrade, and
- **Serbia-South**, comprising
  - Šumadija and Western Serbia
  - Southern and Eastern Serbia
  - Kosovo and Metohija

The five statistical regions would therefore become NUTS level 2: NUTS 2 regions [22].

NUTS regions are separately created. The sizes of circles around towns present number of clusters in them.

Fig. 5 presents the age of clusters by year of their establishment. It is shown by the size and color of a circle around each town. The first clusters were set up in Vojvodina, in Zrenjanin, Subotica and Kanjiža. The Government of Vojvodina was the first that gave financial support to clusters. National level clusters started a few years later.

Fig. 6 is an example of presenting the age of clusters in different NUTS 2 regions with colors that reflect their GDP. The sizes of the circles around towns present average age of clusters in them.

Fig. 7 has in the background four NUTS regions of Serbia: Vojvodina, Šumadija and Western Serbia, Southern and Eastern Serbia, and Belgrade. The darkest color shows the region with the most clusters. The brighter colors depict smaller number of clusters. It can be seen that the most clusters are in Vojvodina and the least in Eastern Serbia. The QGIS diagrams are used to give information about number (upper part) and age (bottom part) of clusters at a particular location.
Fig. 8 presents NUTS level 2 in Serbia. Intensity of color shows the value of GDP. The size of circles presents number of clusters in each NUTS level 2I. It can be seen that the number of clusters is synchronized with the value of GDP.

Fig. 9 has the same content as Fig. 6 presented in a different way. It shows cross cutting of number of clusters per each NUTS region and GDP per each. The small circles present GDP by color intensity. The big circles show value of GDP by their size and color. This figure presents an attractive type to put titles on QGIS map.

Fig. 11 is a map of Vojvodina with marked clusters by sectors. Sectors that exist are:
- Agriculture
- Tourism
- ICT
- Metal industry
- Fashion
- Creative industry
- Crafts
- Construction
- Bio
- Plastic
- Transport
- Ecology

III. ANALYSIS OF CLUSTERING PROCESS IN VOJVODINA

This part consists of a few examples of possible uses of QGIS for analysis elaborated by authors for the region of Vojvodina. The analysis is made on the OpenStreetMap map what is one of many, practically endless possible ground maps in QGIS.

Fig. 11 is a map of Vojvodina with marked clusters by sectors. Sectors that exist are:
Fig. 12 is a result of a “query” function, a useful selection tool in QGIS. It presents only clusters of the agriculture sector in Vojvodina.

![Figure 12 Selected clusters in Vojvodina, sector: Agriculture, on OpenStreetMap](image1)

Fig. 13 is a result of a “query” function. It presents only clusters of the tourism sector in Vojvodina.

![Figure 13 Selected clusters in Vojvodina, sector: Tourism, on OpenStreetMap](image2)

Sectors shown in figures 12 and 13 are in focus of Smart specialization in research and innovation strategy in Vojvodina.

Fig. 14 presents spatial locations of members of Vojvodina metal cluster, one of the biggest clusters created in Vojvodina. It has 119 members in all NUTS 2 regions of Serbia, except Eastern Serbia [22].

![Figure 14 Spatial distributions of members of Vojvodina metal cluster](image3)

IV. CONCLUSION

Spatial visualization made by QGIS tool brought many conclusions related to state policies toward the development of clusters. This problem is not only local problem of Serbia, it is a general one. Many countries are looking for the tools that will allow them to observe the results of clusters, to motivate them, to organize evaluation of their activities and to support them. European policy is stressing transnational role of clusters, actually networking of clusters. Analysis of results within such structure will be even more challenging.

After 9 years of activities of clusters in Serbia, there are still problems and plenty room for changes and improvements. Spatial analysis show that clusters are mostly located in 3 biggest towns of Serbia, in Belgrade, Novi Sad and Niš. The explanation could be that these are centers of universities whose role is to support clusters activities. The Government of Vojvodina was the first who supported clusters establishment. Thanks to that, Vojvodina has the most of the functioning clusters today. Clusters that were not supported financially by government in the first phase of their existences do not function today. The best working clusters in Vojvodina are from sectors of; agriculture, ICT, and tourism what coincides with smart specialization focus of Vojvodina on these particular sectors.
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Abstract - Implementation of natural interactive online 3D visualization is difficult process. To keep people interested in virtual heritage the new ways of immersive interaction must be developed. This paper presents a solution for natural interaction with 3D objects in virtual environments using Android device over WiFi. It describes the principles and concepts of functioning of individual components as well as the principles of operation after the integration of all components into a single software solution.

I. INTRODUCTION

Smart devices largely determine and shape the way we live and communicate. In recent years, people are increasingly using smart devices for various purposes. One of the areas where smartphones find their usage is the cultural and historical heritage. Digital technologies are an efficient tool for visualization and presentation of the virtual objects. Accordingly, the combination of smart Android devices and communication (Wi-Fi) technologies, as well as 3D modeling and visualization of virtual objects are a good combination for the presentation of cultural and historical heritage.

Implementing 3D visualization is difficult process. There are different ways of interaction that use new technologies. In this work, interaction with a 3D object using Android device will be presented. Here will be presented the way of interaction with virtual objects where a user can chose in a web page which scene he wants to see. Thus, using their smartphones a user can see the details of the virtual excavation and details of virtual reconstruction of the same excavation.

In section II background and related work is listed. In section III overview of interactions is given. Section IV presents case study and implementation details. Section V gives results of evaluation. And conclusion is given in section VI.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

In papers [1] and [2] two ways of interaction with 3D objects are presented. Both interactions use Leap Motion sensor to control 3D objects’ rotation and position. Leap Motion sensor is used to detect hand position and 3D object orientation is set using Leap Motion JavaScript library. This interactions were interesting for user to use but they have problems with precision and can be tiresome for use.

In paper [3] authors show how accelerometer and magnetometer can be used to emulate gyroscope in virtual reality application. They show methods how to calculate angles of inclination using measurements from accelerometer and magnetometer.

In paper [4] authors show methods for calculating head positions and movements using accelerometer and gyroscope to visualise 3D objects on head mounted displays.

III. WAYS OF INTERACTION

The main goal of the application is to provide immersive and interesting ways of interaction. The application is web page which consists of two 3D scenes, and user has control which scene she/he wants to interact with. One scene has historical artifact in it, and another has its reconstruction. When a user chooses a scene she/he can rotate and view an object in the scene from different angles. This application gives user opportunity to see and move object which if she/he was in a museum she/he could not touch or move.

In the first version of the application a user controlled a scene with mouse using click and move actions. When mouse was dragged over the scene object was rotating in the direction of the mouse movement. This type of interaction is sufficient but not immersive enough. Idea was to use Android device to break mental barrier between reality and virtual scene. It is easy to use Android device as proxy for object orientation in real world because most Android devices already have gyroscope sensors to determine device’s position in the space. A user rotating and moving the device rotates virtual object on a computer screen. This way of interaction replicates user movements in virtual scene making users to feel like they are directly controlling virtual scene.

IV. CASE STUDY

A. The White Bastion project

Interactions implemented in this work are trying to save cultural heritage from oblivion. The White Bastion project is collection of digitized material from medieval fortress found on the hills of Sarajevo [5]. The project consists of multiple 3D scenes of the fortress from different periods, 3D objects of artifacts, linked video stories and web presentation. In the application created in this work only digitized 3D models of artifacts, their
reconstructions and short textual stories are used. Each artifact has its reconstruction and both reconstruction and artifact are 3D objects shown in web browser. User can view objects from different angles. The 3D object orientation can be changed using computer mouse or Android device.

B. Interaction implementation

Implementation of the idea consists of web back-end in Node.js, web front-end in HTML, CSS and Three.js [6] and Android mobile application. Web back-end listens for requests from Android application which sends device’s orientation data and sends them to front-end. Front-end updates orientation of the selected 3D object using data from back-end.

This implementation requires: a desktop PC, a wireless router and an Android device. Back-end and front-end are installed on the PC. Android application is installed on the Android device. PC and the Android device are connected to the same network. Android device is connected through Wi-Fi and PC is connected through Ethernet cable.

Communication between Android app - back-end - front-end is made using Socket.io framework. Socket.io enables real-time bidirectional event based communication [7]. Data from Android app is collected through socket in JSON\textsuperscript{1} format and using socket emitted to front-end in the same format. On the front-end using JavaScript socket is instantiated and event listener is set to get the data emitted from back-end. When data is emitted event listener gets the event, collects data through event’s callback function and sets 3D object’s rotation using collected data. In the event listener callback two events must be considered, one if user chooses to control left scene, and another if user chose right scene.

Android application has two functions:
- it gives user interface which user uses to connect to the back-end and to choose object to control
- it collects position sensors’ data and emits it to the back-end

In the Android application magnetic field and accelerometer sensor are used. When sensor detects a change in position it emits event, event listener in Android application gets the event and in the callback function orientation of the device is calculated using rotation matrix. Rotation matrix uses data from both accelerometer and magnetic field sensor. Orientation data is then encoded in JSON format. When data is ready to be send connection to the web server is established through socket using ip address which user entered in application’s interface.

Android application interface is shown in Figure 1. In the interface user can enable/disable control, can choose left or right scene with two buttons and has text field where he can enter PC’s ip address. User has feedback from the application in the status text where he can see if control is enabled and which scene he is controlling.

Web front-end is shown in Figure 2. User can see two 3D models side by side, and short text about them. Objects are displayed in web browser using Three.js 3D library. Each object has its own Three.js scene and can be controlled separately.

V. EVALUATION

Interaction is evaluated using qualitative user evaluation. In the evaluation group of five people was given Android device and computer mouse. They had to view all sides of 3D object and answer questions about their experience.

In the evaluation two hypotheses were evaluated:
1. Android device has enough precision for users to control and view 3D object from all sides
2. Android device has comparable ease of use as the computer mouse

Most of the participants of the evaluation had no or had little experience with virtual 3D scenes. All of them recognized importance of preserving cultural heritage and they see this type of projects as good way of doing that.

\textsuperscript{1} JSON - JavaScript Object Notation
Some of the participants noted that they have more control over object rotation when they are using Android device than mouse. They didn’t notice significant problem with precision and they felt control was more enjoyable and easier to use than computer mouse.

After user evaluation hypotheses weren’t denied and it showed promising results for this type of interaction. For more relevant results larger user group is needed.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper interaction with 3D virtual objects using Android device was presented. The interaction doesn’t need expensive equipment and can be used in any museum or institution which preserves cultural heritage. Required equipment is standard desktop PC and wireless router and museum visitors’ Android mobile phone. Users don’t need prior training or preparation which is shown in user evaluation. The Android application presented in this work could be improved with better looking user interface and IP address configuration could be automatized.
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Abstract—Artists who create 3D models usually rely on the traditional method of direct mesh manipulation using basic operations such as translation, rotation, scaling, and extrusion. In some cases, creating a model in this manner requires performing many repetitive and precise actions, which makes a fully manual approach suboptimal. This paper explores an alternative concept of 3D modeling using scripts, which aims to automate parts of the modeling process.

Existing procedural algorithms use scripts to generate objects based on mathematical models (e.g., generating realistic terrains using fractals), or to build complex structures using simple template models (model synthesis). Unlike those methods, which rely on stochastic behavior to generate pseudo-randomized shapes, the goal of this method is to write scripts that generate parametric objects which would be either difficult or time-consuming to model by hand. The example described in this paper is a script that generates animated strings for musical instruments. Although the basic shape of a string is quite simple, animating string vibrations and bending can be quite a tedious task, especially because of the various shapes and sizes of string instruments.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the advancements in computer graphics, 3D modeling has become a major part of many industries. Artists who create 3D models most commonly use dedicated software solutions that include a 3D viewport, which allows them to directly modify the mesh data using basic operations such as translation, rotation, scaling, and extrusion. While this traditional method can be used to produce very good results, those results are often difficult to achieve due to large amounts of manual work required. This is especially true for large-scale environments such as terrains or entire cities used in movie and video game industries, which are practically impossible to generate manually in a reasonable time frame. However, many tasks involved in this process can be entirely or at least partially automated, allowing for a faster and less repetitive workflow.

Automating a task can be as simple as creating a custom tool that performs some commonly used or repetitive actions. This allows users to focus on the creative aspect of modeling instead of being hindered by the lack of software features. On the other hand, scripts can be used to generate complex objects based on a set of parameters and constraints, which can be given by the user or determined by the choice of the algorithm being used. Obviously, these scripts must be tailored to each specific problem, which brings into question whether the gains of using a script justify the time spent on development. However, if a task can be generalized or parametrized, writing a script to perform that task can greatly reduce time spent working on different areas of the model. Furthermore, variations of algorithms developed for such generic tasks can be used for solving various modeling problems in different domains.

This paper describes a method for automatically generating and animating 3D models of musical strings, which will be used for creating interactive virtual string instruments. Existing procedural modeling techniques, briefly covered in Section II, mostly rely on some form of stochastic behavior in order to achieve the final shape of the generated model. We present a more deterministic approach, in a sense that running the algorithm repeatedly with the same set of parameters will always result in the same model. The primary gain of this method is not in the model creation, since the actual mesh is quite simple, but rather in automatically adding complex behavior to the model through morphing and animations. Another significant advantage over a manual process is the ability to easily generate arrays of objects using various parameters. This is quite important for rapid prototyping, where the user iteratively creates variations of the model until they are satisfied with the result. Further discussion about the motivation for this method can be found in Section III.

The string generation process, described in detail in Section IV, includes: creating the string mesh based on a set of input parameters, adding vertex animations to the mesh in order to simulate string bending, adding and attaching an armature to the mesh, and animating the string vibrations. The results are presented in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

The following subsections present several valuable methods for automatically generating 3D content: procedural modeling, template-based methods and interactive simulations.

A. Procedural modeling

Procedural techniques are algorithms that are used to determine the characteristics of an object or effect [3]. An algorithm is implemented as a procedure which contains an abstract representation of the desired features for the output model. Executing the procedure calculates the features based on input parameters and constraints set by the user and generates a finished model which satisfies those constraints. This allows a high level of control and flexibility. The procedures often incorporate a form of stochastic behavior in order to introduce a level of randomization into the output models. This is useful when modeling objects which are represented in nature, so that the finished product appears more organic and realistic.

Procedural modeling techniques have been used in computer graphics since the early beginnings of the field. At first, procedures were used to generate images and textures resembling materials found in nature, as it was found that many natural shapes follow distinct patterns which could be described by mathematical models. A prominent example of such textures are fractals, introduced by Mandelbrot in 1982 [7]. Fractals can be used to create very natural looking objects and structures...
because of their self-similarity property, which is why they are widely used in computer graphics.

A different approach to procedural modeling uses formal languages and grammars to describe the output model. One such model was introduced by Lindenmayer who used his L-systems [6] to formally describe the growth of plants. The system consists of an alphabet of symbols and set of production rules, which are used to generate strings of symbols that define a plant. This technique is often used in computer graphics because of its high versatility, and because it can be easily extended with additional functionality [8], [13], [14].

Procedural techniques are also commonly used to create and animate natural volumetric phenomena that cannot realistically be modeled with mesh geometry, such as gasses, clouds or fire [3], [5]. Attributes like color and transparency can be controlled using procedures that simulate air turbulence and noise in the space occupied by the model volume. Similar techniques can also be applied to particle systems which are also guided algorithmically and can be affected by some external influence.

B. Model synthesis and template-based modeling

Certain objects cannot entirely be described using mathematical models. This applies to most man-made structures such as buildings or machines that are often found in 3D environments. For example, when creating a large virtual city, it is important to include enough diversity so that the city does not seem artificial, but at the same time most buildings should have similar features so that they visually fit together. One of the solutions would be template-based modeling, a set of techniques that take simple objects as input and use the objects’ distinct features to generate various other objects that incorporate those features.

One such algorithm named model synthesis is presented by Merell and Manocha [10]. Their algorithm takes an object and uses it as a template to create complex structures. For a given point in space for the model being generated, their algorithm looks at the surrounding area of the point and calculates the possible geometry samples which can be generated at that point. Their algorithm also takes into account various constraints: predetermined dimensions of an object, ratios between dimensions, connectivity constraints, and the general macroscopic shape and scale of the output model. Furthermore, this algorithm can take multiple objects as input, which results in output models with a high degree of variety.

A template-based approach has also been used by Zhou et al. for generating terrain using their terrain synthesis algorithm [18]. As input for their algorithm, they used height maps of real-world terrains and mountain ranges, combined with user-made sketches. The algorithm would identify important features from the terrain height map and the sketch. It would use the sketch to determine the general shape for the output model and would apply the extracted terrain features from the height map to that general shape. The result, as shown in Fig. 1, would be a terrain that resembles the real terrain used for the height map, but has the shape of the user-made sketch.

C. Interactive simulations

Simulating how virtual objects would behave in the physical world is a common task. Typical examples include cloth simulations [1], [17], simulating collisions between objects, simulating fluids [12] and force fields, determining how objects interact with natural forces like wind, etc. These types of simulations are often used for animating objects in video games and other virtual environments. Simulations used for animating the objects typically have many parameters and obey certain laws of physics which require performing complex calculations. These calculations can either be done in real-time, which often sacrifices accuracy for computation performance, or they can be precomputed, in which case the calculated simulation will not be able to adapt to the surrounding objects in the virtual environment during execution.

III. MOTIVATION

Throughout history, music has been a prevalent source of entertainment in our society. Professional musicians have always been praised for their high technical abilities which they had developed over years of dedication and daily practice. Some of those musicians were also engineers, so they started using their expertise in both areas to create robotic instruments like self-playing pianos, guitars, and other instruments [2], [15], [16]. In the modern era of technology, with continuous advancements in the field of computer graphics, it is natural to explore the possibilities of placing musical instruments into virtual environments.

In order to create a self-playing virtual instrument, the 3D model of the instrument must first be created and animated. In the case of a string instrument like a guitar, this includes modeling the body of the instrument, creating and animating the strings, and adding fretting and picking mechanisms which will be used to press the strings onto the fretboard and to pick the strings as notes are played.

The most challenging part of this process is modeling and animating the strings. This task can be approached in several ways. The animations could be done manually, but that would require an immense amount of work so it is better to find an automated alternative. Because the strings obey certain laws of physics while vibrating, their behavior can be simulated at runtime. This approach offers most flexibility and most realistic behavior, but it can be computationally demanding, which might decrease runtime performance. A good compromise would be to precompute a set of animations and store them, so that they can be played back as required. This preserves the realism gained by the simulation without
sacrificing performance. The main idea is to write a script that will generate the mesh of the string, attach an armature to the mesh and automatically compute the animation keyframes and morphing data that will be used in the final animations.

Reusability and the drastic reduction of time required for modeling are the primary advantages of using scripts as part of the modeling process. The main aspect of reusability is the use of input parameters in order to define the characteristics of the generated model. In the case of a guitar string, parameters are used to define string length, diameter, mesh complexity (number of vertices), and the number of frets.

IV. GENERATING MUSICAL STRINGS

This section describes the StringGenerator script. The script was developed as a Blender add-on using Blender’s Python scripting API.

A. Blender scripting API

Blender is a popular open-source 3D software suite that provides tools for the entire 3D model creation pipeline – modeling, texturing, animation, rendering, compositing and sequence editing. Due to its open-source nature and powerful Python scripting API [19], it is continually being improved by members of the community, both by revising features of the core system and by developing add-ons which add new functionality.

Blender has an integrated Python console that allows users to write and execute scripts directly in the viewport. This is useful for testing and debugging, but also for writing short commands that can easily accelerate the workflow. The API provides references to all objects in the scene, as well as functions for performing operations on those objects. This can be used to perform the same operation on multiple objects in the scene at once, instead of repeating the operation manually for each object. Python scripting in Blender can also be used for generating and modifying meshes, adding textures and animations, implementing new tools and operations, as well as automating tasks involved in other steps of the model creation pipeline, such as rendering or compositing.

Add-ons in Blender are packaged pieces of Python code that can be loaded into Blender in order to seamlessly include additional functionality. Of course, while users can achieve the same functionality by executing the script directly from the integrated console, add-ons provide the convenience of having the functions easily accessible from the UI menus, which greatly increases usability. Also, they can easily be distributed and shared among users, which facilitates collaboration.

B. Planning and design decisions

The model guitar strings should be animated, which refers to animating string vibrations when a string is plucked, and bending the string towards a fret depending on where it is pressed. It is immediately clear how difficult it would be to create these animations by hand because of the complexity of realistic string vibration and the number of frets on the guitar, so the only viable alternative would be to automate these tasks. This will be done by implementing a script which (1) generates a string based on given parameters such as length and diameter, (2) creates shape keys\(^1\) which are used for bending the string, and (3) animates the string vibration by calculating vertex positions for each keyframe. The script will be packaged as a Blender add-on.

The fretboard for the guitar can also be generated using a script because exact fret positions depend on string length and are determined using a mathematical formula. The same formula is already used for calculating the string bending shape keys, so a part of the code can be reused.

C. Generating the string mesh

The StringGenerator add-on provides a new tool for generating models of strings for musical instruments. Each generated string consists of two components: the string mesh that defines the visible geometry of the string, and the armature which is used for animating string vibration.

As shown in Fig. 2, the tool allows users to modify several properties of the generated string: length, gauge, fret count, vertex count and segment count. String length and gauge are both given in inches, and fret count is used for generating the shape keys required for bending the string. If the fret count is set to zero, only string vibration is animated and no shape keys are created. Vertex count determines the number of vertices in the cross-section of the string and segment count determines the number of segments along the length of the string. These two properties are used to control the complexity of the model. Higher values give better quality and smoother animation which is suited for high-detail offline rendering, but cause slower rendering times due to the increased polygon count. On the other hand, lower values give fast rendering times required for real-time execution, at the expense of reduced quality. However, the reduction in mesh quality is not very noticeable, even when the model is being viewed from close distance, because the string shape itself is very simple and proper shading can provide the necessary detail required for a more realistic appearance.

The mesh for the string is generated in three phases. The first phase creates string segments based on the given parameters. Each segment is a closed loop of vertices connected to the neighboring segments by 4-sided faces, forming a cylinder. The segment count and string length properties are used to determine the distance between neighboring segments. The second phase is used to create vertex groups for each of the segments. Vertex groups are simple collections of vertex indices that will be used to easily map vertices to their corresponding bones in the armature.

---

\(^1\)Shape keys are used to deform the mesh into a new shape without the need for an armature. A shape key saves vertex positions for a deformed mesh and allows interpolation between the initial vertex positions and the deformation.
The third phase of mesh creation is creating the shape keys. The goal is to have a robust system for animating string bending on each fret. In order to achieve this goal, shape keys are used to reposition the segments based on the fret at which the string is bent. The idea is illustrated in Fig. 3. Segments $s_i$ and $s_e$ indicate the fixed endpoints of the string and will not be affected by the shape keys. The other segments will be used for animating the string bending and vibration and therefore need to be repositioned for each fret. A shape key for each fret translates the segments along the length of the string so that the initial segment $s_0$ lines up with the corresponding fret. All other segments are equally distributed between $s_0$ and $s_e$. Bending the string towards a fret is controlled by one additional shape key which can be used in combination with any of the other shape keys. It bends the string by placing $s_0$ directly on top of the fret and distributing the other segments to form a straight line from $s_0$ to $s_e$.

**D. Determining fret positions**

A guitar string produces a note of a certain frequency depending on the length of the string and the string tension. Tension is used to set the root note of a string, which is the note produced by playing an open string without pressing down on any fret. This means that the only way to play a different note on the same string is to shorten the string. The chromatic scale consists of 12 notes, so the string pressed down on the 12th fret translates the segments along the length of the string so that the initial segment $s_0$ lines up with the corresponding fret. All other segments are equally distributed between $s_0$ and $s_e$. Bending the string towards a fret is controlled by one additional shape key which can be used in combination with any of the other shape keys. It bends the string by placing $s_0$ directly on top of the fret and distributing the other segments to form a straight line from $s_0$ to $s_e$.

**E. Animating the string**

The second component created by the add-on is the armature used for animating the string. The armature consists of a set of bones, each of which is used for controlling a group of vertices. A bone is created for each segment of the mesh, and the vertex group containing the vertices of each segment is attached to the corresponding bone.

String vibration is caused by a stationary wave traversing the string, which produces a sound based on the frequency of the wave. In order to simulate a realistic vibration, the wave needs to be broken down into its base components, which are called harmonics. Each harmonic of the wave can be represented by

$$y = A \sin (\omega x)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $A$ is the amplitude of the wave, $\omega$ is the radial frequency and $x$ is a longitudinal position on the string. String vibration for a single harmonic can be simulated by varying the amplitude over time, using a sine function to control the oscillation

$$y(t) = A \sin (k \pi t) \sin (\omega x)$$ \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $k$ determines the oscillation frequency. The harmonics can then be summed up to get a more realistic result. Lastly, dampening needs to be added so that the vibration fades over time. This is done using the $\delta$ factor. The resulting equation is given by

$$Y(t) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} y_i(t) = A \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sin (k_i \pi t) \sin (\omega_i x)$$ \hspace{1cm} (4)

$$Y_d(t) = Y(t)e^{-t/\delta}$$ \hspace{1cm} (5)

Frame rate is set to 60 frames per second to allow a more detailed simulation. Two harmonics are used to calculate the positions for each bone over 5 seconds (300 frames). Higher degree harmonics are not used for this simulation because the frame rate would need to be much higher for them to make a significant impact on the result. Also, for simplicity, string vibration is only animated along a single axis, which produces very good results despite not being entirely realistic\(^2\). The finish position of each bone at the time $t$ is given by

$$y(x, t) = A(\sin \frac{\pi t}{4} \sin \frac{x}{2} + \frac{1}{4} \sin \frac{\pi t}{2} \sin x)e^{-t/\delta}$$ \hspace{1cm} (6)

\(^2\) A musician who plays the guitar would never pick the string perfectly vertically, so the string would also receive a horizontal vibration component.
The second harmonic was multiplied by the factor 1/4 in order to reduce its maximum amplitude, resulting in a more believable animation.

Two animations are created, one for the downstroke and one for the upstroke when picking the string, and both are added as animation sequences to the armature. One animation is given directly by the equation (6) and the other contains the opposite movement, so the equation result is merely negated. These animations can be used in combination with the shape keys to simulate vibration when the string is pressed to a fret. This is enabled by the fact that bones only control the vertical movement of segments and shape keys translate the segments along the length of the string.

F. Texturing the strings

Each of the strings was UV-unwrapped and assigned a simple striped texture in order to mimic the look of wound\(^3\) strings. While the texture contributes to the realistic appearance of the string, an issue arises when using the shape keys to simulate bending of the textured string. Because the base mesh of the string was UV-unwrapped, each vertex was assigned a fixed \((u,v)\) coordinate of the texture. When the mesh is deformed using the shape keys, the vertices move in 3D space, but not in texture space. This causes stretching in the texture, which is of course unrealistic.

This issue can be solved by splitting the mesh material into three slots and assigning the same texture to each of these slots. One slot would contain all static vertices which form the string endings that were added manually. The second slot would contain the cylinder made by the first two segments of the string \((s_u, s_v)\) in Fig. 3), and the final slot would contain all faces of the vibrating section of the string \((s_0\) to \(s_e\) in Fig. 3). Splitting the material in this manner allows the texture to be scaled individually for each of those sections, in turn enabling the use of a texture even when the string mesh is deformed by shape keys. When a shape key is used to press a fret, the texture of the second material would be scaled down to increase the level of detail, while the third material would have its texture scaled up. This would preserve the overall textured appearance of the string mesh and eliminate undesirable stretching.

V. Results

Fig. 5 shows the finished model of a 5-string bass guitar. The strings were generated using the StringGenerator add-on, and the frets were placed using the script described in the previous section. The remaining components of the model were mostly created manually in Blender.

The parameter values used for generating the strings were based on actual values for common bass strings. For this model, the string diameters were set to values ranging from .040 to .130 inches, and the string length was set to 34 inches. Since the script only generates the vibrating portion of the string, the missing geometry on both ends – the start of the string at the bridge of the guitar, and the string ending which wraps around the tuning post – were modeled manually for each string and appended to the generated models. This had no effect on the animation data because the generated geometry had not been modified.

The fretboard was generated using a manually modeled fret template, which was duplicated and placed using the previously described script. The string length was used to determine the exact fret positions, and each fret was scaled vertically to match the neck width at the calculated position.

VI. Future Work

As stated in Section III, the main motivation behind making this model was building self-playing virtual musical instruments. The idea is to create a 3D model of an instrument, add specific mechanisms that would be used to visualize playing the instrument, such as picking and fretting fingers for string instruments, and finally implement the required functionality for playing a given set of notes.

The process described in this paper can easily be used to create various models of string instruments, but in order for those instruments to become ‘self-playing’, they need to be programmed. This task can be accomplished using one of the powerful tools such as Unreal Engine [21] or Unity [20]. These powerful tools are primarily designed for creating 3D and 2D games, but they can also be used for developing quite complex, realistic, and interactive visualizations.

As a way to feed note data into the self-playing instrument visualization, one could define a custom data stream that would be interpreted and used to play the required animations corresponding to each given note. This method would allow fast playback and high flexibility for defining the exact way each note should be played. However, building an entire song in that manner would be quite time-consuming, mainly because one would have to manually define how to play each note. For a string instrument, this would mean defining which left-hand finger presses which string on which fret, and which right-hand finger picks the string. An alternative method would be to use a common data source like a MIDI file to provide the note data, and then perform an optimization task over the entire song in order to determine the optimal fingering and picking sequences to be used during playback.

Fig. 6 shows the bass model imported into Unreal Engine. The right-hand picking mechanism consists of five mechanical fingers whose behavior has been programmed using a state machine. The current state of each finger is used to determine which finger will be used to pick the next note in the sequence, with the aim to reduce the cumulative movement of all fingers. The left-hand fretting mechanism could have been modeled as a human hand [4], but the note positioning optimization

---

Footnote: Wound strings consist of a round wire wrapped in a tight spiral around either a round or hexagonal core. This type of construction allows the string to produce a much lower pitch than regular plain strings, which allows them to be much thinner and easier to play.
algorithm would have to be more complex and require many more constraints related to physical limitations of a human hand. That is why the left hand was implemented as four sliding fingers, each of which has five moving pins – one for each string. The fingers slide across the fretboard and their pins are used to press the strings, bending them at the fret where the finger is currently positioned.

VII. CONCLUSION

The introduction of this paper mentioned several interesting techniques that make use of scripts to generate virtual objects. It was shown how procedural techniques can be good for generating complex, organic and natural-looking geometry, which is not easy to achieve by manual modeling. These techniques served as inspiration for using scripts to generate parametrized 3D models of guitar strings. A generated string includes shape keys used for deforming the mesh when bending the string, as well as an armature with vibration animations. Using a script for this task provides a fast and repeatable method which can be used for modeling various musical string instruments.

It was shown how this method can be used to easily create strings for a 3D model of a bass guitar, and an idea has been presented on how that model can be used to implement a self-playing instrument visualization. These types of visualizations can be quite useful for educational purposes, especially if the fretting and picking mechanisms can be modeled as actual human hands performing the movements. This would open doors for further investigation regarding visualization of optimized fretting sequences, and automatic creation of human-playable tablature from music sheets or structured audio formats such as MIDI files.
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Abstract—Particle-based models are widely spread in the field of Computer Graphics, and mainly used for real-time simulations of soft deformable bodies. However, simulations including high-resolution models have a great computational cost and, when adding the need for real-time rendering and interaction, they fall way outside the range of applications that traditional computing architectures can accommodate. Graphics clusters can offer the raw computing power needed for such simulations but, due to their physical design and operating mode, introduce a series of challenges that must be overcome, such as efficient distributed rendering and remote visualization and interaction with the simulated scenes. This paper presents a solution to interactive visual particle-based simulations on graphics clusters using an optimized in-situ distributed rendering approach which, coupled with state-of-the-art remote visualization and interaction techniques and tools, provide efficient means for highly scalable interactive simulations.

I. INTRODUCTION

Modeling and simulating three-dimensional dynamic surfaces represents one of the main research areas of Computer Graphics. The most prominent techniques for such simulations are physically-based methods like particle-based modeling, where surfaces are approximated through sets of discrete points having various physical properties such as mass, volume, speed, acceleration, and the behavior of such surfaces along with their interaction with the environment is governed by the laws of physics, more specifically by the forces that act upon particles. Particle-based modeling is a natural choice since, in the real world, interactions concerning deformable surfaces occur at a molecular level and, in theory, given a sufficient number of particles, any such surface can be accurately modeled.

High performance computing (HPC) architectures such as graphics clusters can offer the raw power required for this task but, in the context of interactive visual simulations, new and innovative techniques are required to allow such applications to run on multicore distributed systems. Due to physical design and operating mode, both shared memory and distributed memory paradigms apply when designing simulations that will run on GPU clusters, thus introducing challenges mainly at application development level. Adding the real-time attribute that such simulations usually require, along with the need to transform raw processed data into a form visually meaningful to the users, we end up with probably one of the most complex class of applications attempted to be implemented on such architectures.

This paper addresses two main challenges when dealing with parallel, distributed simulations, namely distributed rendering and remote visualization and interaction. To obtain performant centralized visualization, we propose an optimized in-situ parallel rendering technique. Based on a sort-last approach to parallel rendering and coupled with a Region-of-Interest algorithm, this technique greatly improves simulation performances when visualization of the entire scene and model is required on a single display device. Remote visualization and interaction is ensured by using a solution based on the VNC protocol that offers great performances for running interactive remote graphics applications even when lacking physical display devices as is the case of most GPU clusters. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II highlights important related work. Section III illustrates the proposed distributed rendering and remote interaction solutions in the context of previously developed parallelization techniques for particle-based simulations on graphics clusters. We report on performance measurements in section IV.

II. RELATED WORKS

Molnar et al. [1] identified three broad classes of parallel rendering methods, based on where the sort from object-space to screen space occurs. Sort-first methods aim to distribute primitives early in the rendering pipeline, during geometry processing, to individual graphics processors which will do the remaining rendering calculations. In sort-middle, primitives are redistributed in the middle of the rendering pipeline, between geometry processing and rasterization. Sort-last defers sorting until the end of the rendering pipeline, after primitives have been rasterized into pixels, samples, or pixel fragments.

A great number of general purpose parallel rendering concepts and optimizations have been introduced in existing research literature, such as parallel rendering architectures, parallel compositing, load balancing, data distribution, or scalability. However, only a few generic APIs and parallel rendering systems exist [2].

VR Juggler [3] is a virtual platform for the creation and execution of immersive applications that provides a virtual reality system-independent operating environment. It allows a user to run an application on almost any VR system.
Juggler is scalable from simple desktop systems like PCs to complex multi-screen systems running on high-end work stations and super computers. Chromium [4] is a system for interactive rendering on clusters of workstations. It is a completely extensible architecture, so that parallel rendering algorithms can be implemented on clusters with ease. It intercepts the OpenGL calls and processes them, typically to send them to multiple rendering units driving a display wall. Equalizer [5] is an open source rendering framework and resource management system for multipipe applications. Equalizer provides an API to write parallel, scalable visualization applications which are configured at run-time by a resource server. OpenSG [6] is an open source scene graph system that provides parallel rendering capabilities, especially on clusters. It hides the complexity of parallel multi-threaded and clustered applications and supports sort-first as well as sort-last rendering.

All the generic APIs enumerated above offer robust and efficient parallel rendering capabilities. However, no parallel rendering APIs offer integration with GPGPU programming through high-level languages such as CUDA or OpenCL, though the Equalizer project has this as one of its main research directions. The same API is overall preferred by Eilemann et al. [2] following their analysis of the asynchronous parallelization of the rendering stages due to its scalability and configuration flexibility.

III. PARTICLE-BASED SIMULATIONS ON GRAPHICS CLUSTERS

A. Parallel, Distributed Simulation of Particle-based Models

Some of our previous papers discuss in detail the parallel techniques developed for accelerating particle-based simulations on graphics clusters. They cover the most important issues for parallel particle-based simulations such as model decomposition and distribution at GPU level and at graphics cluster level, hybrid CPU/GPU parallelism and parallel numerical integration. For model partitioning we decided on a static domain decomposition method that ensures minimal length frontiers and thus minimizes network traffic required for synchronization [7]. We also proposed a technique that ensures minimal modification to the kernels used for the single machine approach by keeping an extended model on each processing node. CPU/GPU parallelism was employed in order to minimize idle times for the CPU while waiting for GPU tasks to complete [8]. By employing a technique which decouples several steps of the simulation process, we were able to run the simulation in an out-of-phase manner and carry out CPU-based synchronization tasks while the GPU executed the complex computation tasks. Parallel explicit numerical integration is achieved using a two-pass data parallel approach, while, for implicit integration, we rely on a parallel version of the Conjugate Gradient algorithm. To further accelerate computation and reduce memory requirements, we developed an efficient technique to update the large sparse matrices involved in implicit integration directly into the Compressed Sparse Row storage format, by exploiting their regular structure [9].

B. Distributed Rendering

1) Parallel Particle-based Simulation as a Distributed Rendering Problem: Even though parallel particle-based simulation on graphics clusters is not entirely a parallel rendering problem, it greatly resembles one if we consider the analogy between the great volumes of data involved in typical parallel rendering and the high demanding real-time computation involved in simulations. Moreover, the rendering process strictly falls into the category of problems aforementioned, thus the concepts of sort-first and sort-last also apply in our case, although the type of primitive sorting that can be employed strictly depends on data locality for the computation process. The challenge is to apply these distributed rendering concepts to our problem, which combines traditional rendering with GPGPU computation.

In terms of parallel rendering strategies applied to the problem of parallel particle-based simulations, a pure sort-first approach would imply the decomposition of the visualization task into several sub-tasks, each responsible for a subset of pixels of the final image. Particles would have to be sorted based on their position on screen and redistributed, such that each rendering processor receives all particles that fall in their respective portion of the final image. Each processor would then perform the remaining transformation and rasterization steps for all its particles and send the finished pixels to be displayed at a central visualization station.

However, due to the GPGPU/GPU rendering duality and the interactivity and dynamics of such simulations, pure sort-first approaches are highly inefficient due to the necessity of resorting and redistributing the particles between processing nodes each time particles cross the borders of different pixel areas. Moreover, efficient load balancing would be very difficult to achieve for both the computing step and the rendering step, since balancing one would imply a loss of balance in the other. For rendering, the screen has to be split differently every frame as the model evolves in order to keep the number of primitives (particles) in each screen portion equal. This would totally unbalance the computation step, for which particles would have to be redistributed as to ensure equally weighted tasks between nodes, most probably leading to a deviation from minimal-border model original model partitioning. Moreover, this kind of balancing would generate a huge amount of supplementary network traffic, further slowing the simulation. Thus we turn our attention towards the sort-last technique.

A sort-last approach would imply the decomposition of the input data into a collection of smaller components, each being processed by a different rendering node. Since our domain decomposition data parallel approach for particle-based simulation splits the computation into equally weighted parts between processing nodes, such an approach seems to offer the best agreement between simulation and rendering components with regard to load balancing. Moreover, a sort-last approach largely benefits from the rendering capabilities of processing nodes since each one implements a full rendering pipeline for their subset of primitives, the central node being
responsible for final image composition, based on z coordinate information. The network traffic generated by this pure sort-last approach does not directly depend on the resolution used for the cloth model, but it does depend on the resolution of the final raster image, since pixel information must be communicated through the network.

2) An Optimized Sort-last Approach to Parallel Rendering for Particle-based Simulation: The intrinsic properties of parallel particle-based simulation allow us a certain degree of optimization when considering the parallel rendering process. Distributed rendering only becomes an issue when the number of primitives to be rendered is overwhelming for a single GPU. Usually, when simulating particle-based models, the complexity of the rendered scene is concentrated in the model itself, other objects composing the final photorealistic representation of reality posing less difficulty to a single graphics processor. This allows us to propose optimizations focused on the particularities of the particle model and not on the entire scene.

The domain partitioning scheme for particle models that was described in [7] exhibits several interesting particularities that influence the rendering process. For once, in order to minimize the number of ghost points, model partitions are chosen as to represent continuous disjoint parts of the whole model. This continuity ensures that, after being rendered, each partition can be enclosed in a single rectangular two-dimensional bounding box. Thus, without loss of consistency, we can apply a region-of-interest (ROI) approach to the sort-last rendering algorithm, since, each new locally rendered frame will generate relevant pixel data only for the small area enclosed by the bounding box. The ROI algorithm tailored for parallel particle-based simulation splits each local frame buffer into parts with potentially active pixels and excludes blank areas, with maximum benefit obtained, since we have already stated that each node renders to a compact region in the frame buffer. It is called after local rendering has been finalized, right before pixel read-back by the central visualization server.

ROI Identification: While sort-last does not communicate primitive data between processing nodes and visualization server after the initial primitive distribution and does not depend on model size, ROI identification does. Therefore, in order for such an approach to be efficient, the computational cost for determining the ROI must be smaller than the communication cost to send full pixel data through the interconnecting network.

To determine the coordinates, we must pass the points representing the position of each particle through all geometric transformations along the graphics pipeline, namely the model, view, projection and viewport transformations. Since this approach actually depends on model resolution, it combines concepts from both sort-first and sort-last rendering, thus it is expected that experimental performance evaluation will depend on both the number of particles and the number of nodes used. A method for determining the optimal number of nodes for a certain model size may also be derived from empirical data, providing that there are a sufficient number of nodes available in the graphics cluster used for testing.

Algorithm III-B.1 shows the steps required to identify the region-of-interest for a processing node rendering to its frame buffer. Since a particle model is fully enclosed by particles at the extremities, than it is safe to assume that no part of the model will be rendered outside the area delimited by these particles. Unfortunately, due to the fact that particles usually approximate soft, deformable surfaces and rendering depends on viewing parameters, it nearly impossible to estimate what particles will be placed at extremities without iterating through the entire set. Therefore, for regions-of-interest close in size to the whole window, this process will introduce significant overhead when comparing with just sending the entire frame buffer and thus should be avoided. The decision to use or to turn off ROI can be taken dynamically following successive ROI selections comparable to the size of the rendering window. ROI can be reattempted following a predefined delay. The maximum size for which the ROI algorithm offers performance improvement depends on several factors such as network transmission speed and can be determined either through trial and error or empirically. An example of two locally rendered frames and their composition, along with each ROI can be seen in figure 1.

Depth sorting: Sort-last sorting first renders frames locally on each individual rendering node and collects local frames on a central visualization server for final frame composition. Frame composition is achieved on the visualization server following a depth sorting process. As can be seen in figure 1, this algorithm ensures that polygons that should be hidden will not be rendered in front of visible polygons, exactly like the hidden faces removal algorithm would work if rendering would be done on a single node.

Further increase in performance can be obtained when considering the particularities of numerical integration techniques applied to particle-based models. Explicit integration such as the popular Verlet [10] technique is conditionally stable, which implies that the differential system of equation diverges for large time steps. Similarly, even with the unconditional stability attribute, very large time steps used in implicit nu-
meric integration can result in unwanted visual artifacts when the modeled system exhibits a very high level of dynamism (e.g. very frequent collisions with other objects). This in turn allows us to assume that a dynamic particle-based model which is simulated in real-time (universally accepted as 30 FPS or more) will change its state relatively little between two consecutive frames, thus making it possible to skip the communication of pixel data every two frames when the central visualization server is also a processing node. This assertion is based on the assumption that, at 30+ FPS, the small change in positions on the central node can visually account for the change on other processing nodes without altering the perception of animation fluidity for the entire model. One may take this optimization technique even further and skip pixel synchronization more often when the frame rate permits it.

C. Remote Visualization and Interaction

Remote visualization is one key aspect of designing powerful graphic cluster based applications. Efficient transportation of rendered data or of visual images has been long researched in order to allow users to visualize and interact with a remote scene. The basic idea behind remote visualization is the same one regardless of its implementation: data must be sent over the network from the GPU on the server to the client GPU and finally to the display device of the user.

Different task require different types of remote visualization. Lietsch et al. [11] propose a classification based on three classes for grouping the most common existing systems. Based on the type of remote visualization required for a specific task, this classification identifies the client-side rendering class, containing systems where applications run on the server side but graphic objects are decomposed into primitives (polygons meshes, textures, volumes) and sent to the client to be rendered, the server-side rendering for 2D and administration class containing systems mainly used for server administration and remote control and the server side rendering for 3D applications class containing systems dedicated to displaying visual results and ensuring interactivity with remotely executed 3D applications (e.g. OpenGL applications).

Particle-based simulations are highly-interactive three-dimensional applications, thus in order to ensure visualization remotely we must aim towards server side rendering. One of the most popular open source programs that redirects 3D rendering commands from Unix and Linux OpenGL applications to 3D accelerator hardware in a dedicated server and displays the rendered output interactively to a thin client located elsewhere on the network is VirtualGL [12]. It was designed to overcome the main problems that graphical desktop sharing system such as the VNC poses, namely that they either do not support running OpenGL applications at all or force the OpenGL applications to be rendered without the benefit of OpenGL hardware acceleration. VirtualGL uses TurboVNC [12] as an XProxy for image transport that transmits the keyboard and mouse events from one computer to another, relaying the graphical screen updates back in the other direction, over a network.

VirtualGL and TurboVNC are most commonly used both running on a single machine. While it is possible to run them on different machines, this would move us away from our goal to minimize network transfer. However, applying this visualization solution to a GPU cluster can prove a little more difficult than applying it to a single machine, due to the distributed nature of the rendering process and the lack of physical displays in general purpose GPU clusters. While it may seem natural to have a single VirtualGL server, running on the central visualization node, the sort-last approach to distributed rendering, that has been identified as the best solution for our method for parallel particle-based simulation, assumes that each processing node renders locally its partition of the model. Thus the local rendering process requires a display in order to be able to negotiate a window with the underlying operating system. This is where VirtualGL/TurboVNC solution works to our advantage. By providing an XProxy that renders in a virtual framebuffer, each node can request and obtain a virtual window from VirtualGL, thus bypassing the presence...
of a physical display dependency that a true X11 server must satisfy.

In order to be able to render locally to virtual windows, a VirtualGL server must be running on each processing node, not just on the visualization server. The mapping of such a remote visualization and interaction solution on a GPU cluster can be seen in figure 2. Each processing node runs a VirtualGL/TurboVNC server and renders locally to a virtual window. The visualization server (dedicated server or one of the processing nodes) composes the final scene using pixel information received from the other nodes and relays the visual information directly to the VNC client through SSH port forwarding of VNC ports. Forwarding the VNC port also allows direct communication of user input to the visualization server, which encodes it and transmits it to all other nodes.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

The experiments were carried out on a graphics cluster consisting of four nodes with either NVIDIA GeForce GTS 250 or NVIDIA GeForce 8800 GTS GPUs and Intel Core 2 Duo E8400 CPUs running on Debian 6.0.5 Squeeze, interconnected by a Gigabit network. The scenarios devised were aimed at evaluating the performance of the proposed solution taking into account factors such as the resolution of the model (i.e. number of particles) and the number of nodes used for the simulation. They try to evaluate the increase in performance obtained by using the sort-last rendering approach, with partial instead of full frame merging (i.e. the performance improvement obtained with applying a Region-of-interest algorithm).

Figure 3 shows the measured frame rates for both the original and the optimized method, with regard to model resolution (i.e. number of particles). The results prove that it is more efficient to obtain centralized visualization by using only those areas of each processing node’s frame buffer which hold pixel data belonging to its own cloth patch than to have full frame buffer merging, despite the considerable computational overhead introduced by the need to continually recompute the coordinates of all those rectangular regions (i.e. ROI identification). Experiments have also shown that, for explicit numeric integration, which allows for small simulation steps, it is possible to skip this recomputing process for up to four frames without noticeable visual consequences.

Figure 4 shows the computed speedup for the optimized ROI method when comparing to full frame composition. As can be seen, the performance improvement is at its peak with smaller models and continually decreases with the model size. This is, however, to be expected, since, the ROI algorithm depends on model size. Providing that sufficient nodes are available for testing, a method for specifying model sizes...
the visual data on a single display device is a considerable one, since the computational effort to centralize is implemented, the speedups top 1.5 and 2.7 on two and four nodes respectively. After centralized rendering central display device, the speedups obtained top 1.7 and 3.4 on two and four physical or virtual, without visual composing it on a single, renders its own piece of the model on its display device, either beyond which the ROI algorithm performs poorer than the full-frame composition method may be derived empirically. In order to further evaluate the performance of the proposed solution, we compared results with previously conducted experiments [7], which use no centralized rendering of the entire model, as to observe the impact that this operation has on the overall simulation.

Figure 5 illustrates the speedups obtained for a cloth draping scenario with different model resolutions when using no centralized rendering, while figure 6 illustrates the speedups obtained for the same draping scenario (cloth colliding with four spheres) with centralized rendering. When each node renders its own piece of the model on its display device, either physical or virtual, without visual composing it on a single, central display device, the speedups obtained top 1.7 and 3.4 on two and four nodes respectively. After centralized rendering is implemented, the speedups top 1.5 and 2.7 on two and four nodes respectively. Since the computational effort to centralize the visual data on a single display device is a considerable one, the relatively small difference in values for speedups and the consistency of the speedup curve (for four nodes) proves that the proposed solution is scalable and robust.

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented a solution to interactive visual particle-based simulations on graphics clusters using an optimized in-situ distributed rendering approach which, coupled with a Region-of-interest algorithm for final frame composition provides a scalable rendering technique for distributed visual simulations. We also integrated state-of-the-art remote visualization and interaction techniques and tools in order to be able to visualize and interact remotely with the simulated scenarios, thus fully utilizing both the computing and the rendering capabilities of the remote HPC architecture.
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Abstract - the paper presents our web-based 3D medical data visualization framework with emphasis on user collaboration. The framework supports visualization of volumetric data and 3D meshes in web browsers. The paper focuses on integration of user-shareable 3D view-aligned hand drawn or written annotations into the visualization framework. Annotations are created on separate transparent canvases which are aligned with selected views. View parameters are part of annotations and can be shared with other users over the network. Our implementation allows for real-time sharing of annotations during creation. Annotations from the same or different users can be overlaid within the same view. Annotations were implemented through adaptation of the framework’s rendering pipeline, which allows for combining multiple visualization layers into a unified final render. View aligned annotations were added in addition to text annotations pinned to 3D locations on the displayed model. In the framework, users can list through all annotations, whereby upon selection of a 3D view-aligned annotation the camera is positioned according to the stored parameters and the annotation is displayed.

I. INTRODUCTION

Visualization of 3D data is an already well established way of supporting work in many different fields, including medicine. In the paper we are focusing on visualization of volumetric data, which can be obtained with techniques such as: Computed Tomography - CT [1, 2], Magnetic Resonance Imaging - MRI [3], Ultrasound [4] and Positron Emission Tomography - PET [5]. Different techniques are suitable for capturing details of different tissues. The common property of all volumetric data is that the data is presented as three dimensional scalar or vector field containing property values for individual blocks of the scanned volume.

Such data can be visualized with indirect or direct rendering techniques. In first case the data is first converted to 3D mesh models [6, 7, 8] and then rendered [9], while with direct rendering, different volumetric rendering techniques can be used [10, 11, 12].

Most of 3D medical visualization systems were developed as standalone applications and require high-performance hardware for real-time display of data. In the past, we have developed a web-based volumetric medical visualization framework - Med3D [13], which allows users to visualize volumetric data in a web browser. The framework exploits the use of local and remote processing power for processing as well as rendering purposes. It’s user interface is presented in Figure 1.

II. RENDER PASSES AND RENDER QUEUE

To be able to easily extend the visualisation framework and achieve good performance, it is of crucial importance that the underlying rendering pipeline is well designed and implemented efficiently.

In Med3D framework we extended the basic rendering with multiple render pass design. This design emphasises the deferred rendering approach and allows us to easily define the input data (uniforms, buffers and textures), the output (textures, screen) and the shader for each render pass. Data binding and shader selection is performed in the prepossessing function that executes prior to the rendering. This step also allows us to reflect the input data on the user input, the output data of previous render passes and the global state of the framework. Render passes can be grouped together in the render queue as shown in Figure 2.
Formed render queues allow us to execute the render passes in the desired order. Each render pass also has access to the queue’s global intermediate render data which allows the data such as textures and other variables to be forwarded to the subsequent render passes. The last render pass can either output the texture to the screen or return it as a queue execution result along the global render data.

Figure 2: Figure presents the structure of the rendering queue implemented in the Med3D framework.

Our rendering pipeline design allows us to easily add new and expand the existing visualisation functionalities of the Med3D framework. Example of such functionality is the overlay multi-layer drawing which we integrated in the framework.

III. VIEW-ALIGNED HAND-DRAWN USER ANNOTATIONS

The Med3D framework allows users to add annotations on the displayed 3D data. Originally we implemented the textual annotations, which can be pinned on to desired spot on 3D data, making annotation connected with specific part of the visualized data. We have already presented such annotations implementation in [14] and an example of such annotations is presented in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Figure shows annotations pinned to the selected locations on the model of data.

When we interviewed end users (doctors) about the initial implementation of annotations in the Med3D framework, they suggested that the implemented annotations are good, but that we should add the possibility of hand-drawn sketches on top of the visualized data.

We therefore expanded the Med3D framework with a drawing functionality where the user can either use a mouse, drawing tablet or touch screen to sketch the annotations. To start the sketching, the user first needs to create a new drawn annotation in the annotation sidebar shown left in the Figure 4. This sidebar contains a list of all the annotations that can be shown, as well as the brush tools such as color, thickness and hardness selector. To create a new drawn annotation user first needs to align the view to capture the point of interest and then create a new annotation. Upon creating the annotation the view is fixated on the current position and camera parameters (position and rotation) are stored so that the view can later be realigned. If the user wishes to view any of the previously created annotations, they can select them from the sidebar. Upon selecting the annotation the view is animated to the right orientation by interpolating the camera parameters (position, rotation) from the current to target values. After the camera is correctly positioned and oriented, the drawn annotation starts rendering on top of the data. This gives a smooth user experience when reviewing previously drawn annotations.

Each annotation can hold up to 20 drawing layers. Each layer holds a texture on which the data is rendered. When rendering the final render to the screen these textures are overlaid based on the order (bottom to top) in which layers are listed in the sidebar. The user can reorder this list using the arrows that appear next to the listed layer while hovering over it with the cursor, consequently changing the overlaying order. Layers can be added, deleted, renamed and hidden/shown using the provided user interface. To begin sketching, the user needs to select the target layer by pressing the “pen button” present on all the layers that are not hidden.

Figure 4: Figure shows several hand-drawn annotations sketched on different layers and on the left the drawn annotations side bar. On the top of the sidebar is a list of annotations and a list of layers for the selected annotation. On the bottom are brush tools that are used to configure brush color, thickness and hardness.

The user can draw by dragging the mouse or pen across the canvas. While dragging, a line segment is drawn between each pair of points representing the current and previous cursor position. To draw a line segment, we need to transform the points to the texture coordinate system and pass them to a shader which renders the line segment to a texture with the selected color, thickness (determines line width) and hardness (determines the distance from the line
after which it starts to fade off). Color is selected from a color picker located in the bottom part of the annotation sidebar (brush settings) which also holds two sliders that are used to configure thickness (ranging from 1 to 32 pixels) and hardness (ranging from 0 to 1 where 0 represents the maximal fade off).

Because we might need to redraw the lines (in case of window resizing, undoing and annotation sharing) we store the points in a line structure. This line structure represents the combined line segments from cursor press to cursor release and their color, thickness and hardness. Each layer may contain multiple lines. We also need to normalise the stored points with the current aspect ratio as the aspect ratio might not be the same after resizing or on a device of a different user with whom we shared the annotation. We only need to normalise the x coordinate as the view projection is set so that it scales the height to fit the whole canvas whereas the width must always be equal to the height to represent all of the coordinates in a normalised space. Normalised x position can be obtained as \( x_n = (x - 0.5) \times w/h \) where \( x \) represents the position in a texture coordinate system and \( w \) and \( h \) represent the current width and height of the canvas. When we need to redraw the point, the normalised position \( x_n \) is transformed back to the texture position as \( x = x_n \times h/h' + 0.5 \) where \( h' \) and \( w' \) represent the new canvas dimensions. Using this process we can store the line segments that are invariant to the screen aspect ratio.

Any layer can be redrawn at any time using the stored information. We do the redrawing using multiple render passes where in each pass up to 251 line segments are drawn. This limitation comes due to the fact that we can only pass up to 1024 float uniforms into the shader to support all of the devices that are compatible with WebGL 2.0\(^1\). But even with this limitation the redrawing process is still very fast and the redrawing itself does not need to occur very often so it does not affect users on slower devices.

Our implementation of the drawn annotations allows users to easily manipulate their sketches. It is designed so that it is intuitive and easy for the user to add or delete the annotations or the layers. This results in good user experience and can be easily extended to allow for sharing of annotations between users.

IV. ANNOTATION SHARING

The Med3D framework already has many user collaboration functionalities such as the sharing of visualization data, views and text annotations. Sharing of hand drawn annotations is implemented as an extension of the latter functionality. It allows users to present their opinion in an intuitive way and share it with others.

Similar to other Med3D collaboration functionalities, sharing of hand-drawn annotations is done over a remote server on which all of the shared data is stored for easy and fast access. To start sharing the annotations, users must first create or join an existing session. This is already supported by the Med3D framework. Creating a session allows multiple users to view and interact with the same data in real time.

When the user creates a new session, all of the already existing annotations are uploaded to the server. The data consists of a list of annotations where each annotation contains a title, camera parameters (position and rotation) and the list of all layers. Each layer also contains a title, a list of lines where each line consists of color, thickness, hardness and points. Because the drawn annotation data is composed of only Javascript objects and primitives, we can easily send the data to the server using Websockets\(^2\). Because of the simplicity we’re using the Socket.io\(^3\) framework, which handles the transmission of binary data in an efficient manner. After all the data are uploaded, other users may join the session. When a new user joins, the session data (visualization data and annotations) are downloaded from the server. The downloaded annotations and layers are stored and equipped with an additional field that holds the username of the owner. By default the shared annotations are not shown right after they are downloaded. The user first needs to select them for display. At this point the layers are rendered to a new texture that binds to each shared layer and is used for all of the subsequent drawing. Because the line points are aspect ratio normalised, we can easily transform the positions to match the window aspect ratio.

After the user is synchronised with a server, he may add new annotations or layers to his own or to the shared annotations. All the changes that are made are being recorded and sent to the server in a dynamic time interval based on connection quality. After the server receives the changes it applies them to its copy of the data and broadcasts them to all of other session users. This reduces the work of the clients as they only need to send the data to the server and allows for new users to get the data directly from the session without requesting them from the session host. The whole communication process is presented in the figure 5.

---

\(^1\)https://www.khronos.org/registry/webgl/specs/latest/2.0/

\(^2\)https://www.websocket.org/

\(^3\)http://socket.io/
Our implementation of communication used for remote collaboration allows users to share their data and annotation changes in real time. This provides good user experience and efficient collaboration between multiple users with very little delay mostly dependent on the quality of the network connection.

V. Collaborative annotation

The most important aspect of hand-drawn annotations is that the users can make short notes and markings on the visualization, as well as interact with other users in real-time. This is also emphasised by allowing multiple users that are participating in the same collaboration session to overlay their layers and combine their sketches. Layers of current and all other users are listed together below the corresponding annotation. Each user can discern layers of other users by the user button that replaces the delete button. Hovering over this button displays the username of the layer owner in a tooltip as shown in image 6. Each user can, independently of other users, select the layers that he wants to see by clicking on the sidebar layer item. Users can also order the layers of each annotation using the arrow keys that appear while hovering over the layer to produce the desired overlay order. This allows for comparison of the data present on multiple annotation layers. Users can also use different colors, thickness and hardness allowing them to more easily emphasise the importance of different parts of the annotation as well as to distinguish between different parts of annotation.

Because the layers are updated with short delay, users can see the changes being made in real-time. They can thus interact with each other while sketching with either concurrent drawing on different parts of the visualization or chatting via the text chat provided by the framework. In the future we also intend to add a voice chat that will in combination with hand-drawn annotations further improve the usefulness of the framework.

VI. Conclusion

In this work we presented an implementation of view-aligned hand drawn annotations into our Med3D visualization framework. The sharing of such annotations greatly improves the usability of remote collaboration and is an intuitive way for the end users (doctors) to express their views.

The next step in our work will be to evaluate the annotation interface with the doctors and implement improvements based on their feedback. We also aim to add a voice chat to further enhance the collaboration options.
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Abstract - aside its principal purpose in the field of biomedical applications, ECG can also serve as a biometric trait due to its unique identity properties, including user-specific deviations in ECG morphology and heart rate variability. In this paper, we exploit the possibility to use long-term ECG data acquired by unobtrusive chest-worn ECG body sensor during daily living for accurate user authentication and identification. Therefore, we propose a novel framework for wearable ECG-based user recognition. The core of the framework is based on the approach that employs higher-order statistics on cyclostationary data, already efficiently applied for inertial-sensor-based gait recognition. Perimetal data was collected by four subjects during their regular daily activities with more than hours of ECG data per sub ect and then applied to the proposed framework. Preliminary results equal error rate from 13% to 1%, depending on the experimental parameters indicate that such authentication is feasible and reveal clear guidelines towards future work.

I. INTRODUCTION

We are living in an emerging era of Internet of Things (IoT) paradigm. Therefore, smart devices and wearable sensors and their potential applications are not only widely investigated within corresponding research communities, but are also becoming more and more indispensable in daily living. Low power consumption, connectivity due to low-cost and omnipresence of mobile data enable continuous data collection, transfer and processing (i.e. in a cloud) from sensor nodes of different modalities. Thus, there are many challenges open in this field of research, namely achieving efficient and loose-coupled integration into existing information systems and platforms, intercommunication between wearable nodes and systems, processing of continuous data streams and knowledge extraction. Consequently, security and privacy are two aspects that cannot be overlooked in this context. For example, in the domain of medicine, the wearables can produce sensitive data that could be abused either from the perspective of privacy or even worse – if data directly influences on the user’s health (i.e. information on the detected heart anomalies to medical staff). In this case, a malicious man-in-the-middle attacker could take advantage on this information which could result in hazardous impact on end-user’s health. Thus, much effort is given into the exploitation of the possibilities to circumvent such scenarios and, consequently, novel biometric approaches have emerged in the context of wearable sensing. Such approaches, applied on different underlying biometric traits (i.e. speech, gait, etc.), have many advantages over classical biometric trait-based approaches (i.e. fingerprint and iris recognition) since they are in the context of continuous wearable sensing ever-present and do not require any special actions or attention from the end-users. Besides that, with continuous data processing and collection, such biometric approaches could also adapt to long-term variations in particular biometric trait, thus ensuring its permanence. One of such biometric traits is also electrocardiogram (ECG), which represents a golden standard for assessing myocardial activity and anomalies. Since ECG measurement devices are possible to be implemented as wearables, the exploitation of its potential to be used for the biometric purposes presents a logical subsequent step. We originate from several assumptions and advantages that ECG has among over biometric traits and could represent a basis for efficient user recognition (authentication and identification) if properly exploited. First one is ECG morphology that is specific for an individual user. Besides that, heart rate variability (HRV) is another property that characterizes an individual user. Finally, heart anomalies (i.e. ECG responses to arrhythmias) can also reveal an individual.

The significance of wearable biometrics and latest crucial findings in this field of research have been presented in [1], exposing ECG-based recognition besides other biometric traits that are being investigated in the last period (i.e. gait recognition using wearable sensors [2]) as one of the most prominent for the future applications. First investigations on that problem that had significant impact on the community have been performed few years ago [3]. The authors have proposed several methodological approaches, first evaluated on datasets acquired in regular way [4]. By raising popularity of wearable sensors and body area networks, first attempts on ECG-based authentication and crypography have been investigated [5]. It is important to point out that many significant works on ECG-based recognition have been published just recently. In particular, there has been a lot of research effort focused on the problem of ECG authentication on mobile devices [6], body sensor networks [7], as well as in smart environments [8]. Some investigations have been made on addressing authentication problem on noisy ECG data [9], [10] or using special methodology that does not rely on the
Extraction of fiducial points from ECG signals [11]. The work, that addresses inter-subject variability and intra-subject reproducibility of ECG recognition metrics on 12-lead ECG is also significant since indicates that ECG authentication on a long-term basis is meaningful [12]. The problem of continuous authentication using ECG was also addressed in [13].

After considering the most recent state-of-the-art, there are still many research challenges open that still need to be properly addressed to make ECG-based user recognition by employing wearable sensors applicable in daily life and widely accessible. In this paper, we present a feasibility study by employing our framework for wearable ECG-based user recognition that tackles with some of crucial challenges in this field of research. As we employ chest-worn ECG device sensor that enables continuous and completely unobtrusive measurements of ECG data, we focus on longer, continuous measurements that are collected during daily living and are thus exposed to many aggravating factors, including motion artefacts and noise, as well as varying heart rate related to user’s physical activity (work, rest, etc.). Furthermore, we also implicitly consider the influence of heart anomalies on the recognition accuracy. This is important since such events (i.e. arrhythmic beats) are quite common and do not have constant distribution in the uniform time intervals. Finally, we also need to mention the influence of the on-body sensor placement as the shape of measured ECG signal is directly related to the exact body position where the sensor is attached and reattaching sensor to the very same position is very unlikely. However, the issue of sensor placement is out of the scope of this paper and is left as one of the principal activities during our future investigations.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section II, we present the proposed framework for wearable ECG-based user recognition. In Section III, the details on experimental work and results are given while in Section IV we discuss our findings and conclude the paper.

II. FRAMEWORK FOR WEARABLE ECG-BASED USER RECOGNITION

The entire pipeline of the proposed framework is depicted in Figure 1. It is based on our developed framework for analysis of stochastic time series based on higher-order statistics which is already proven and sufficiently applied to the problem of gait recognition using inertial sensors [14]. The framework proposed in this paper consists of the following phases: a) ECG data acquisition by chest-worn ECG sensor; b) data processing module which processes incoming ECG data and extracts discriminative patterns from ECG sequences suitable for the recognition procedure; c) data storage used for storing the enrolled patterns; d) recognition module which performs either user authentication or identification on incoming patterns extracted from ECG sequences and e) evaluation module, used to assess the performance of the recognition procedure. All components of the proposed framework are in detail described in the following.

A. C Body sensor

The ECG measurements have been obtained with medical graded ECG body sensor Savvy [15], marketed by
traction of ECG sequences

Continuous incoming ECG data stream is split into smaller units – ECG sequences. These are signal segments with either specific length or content that undergo further processing steps. We have designed an extraction procedure that is able to deliver different types of sequences. These can be divided into two main categories: sequences with fixed length and sequences containing specific number of successive heartbeats. While the extraction procedure of the first type is straightforward, the extraction of successive heartbeats relies on special algorithms that are able to accurately determine fiducial points in ECG signal (PQRS complexes), i.e. Pan-Tompkins algorithm as one of the most popular [16]. For this purpose, we have employed a custom QRS detector that is based on the analysis of ECG first derivative that automatically removes the base line wandering and reflects fast changes of amplitudes in QRS complexes. A dynamic amplitude threshold is then applied on the obtained derivative for optimal distinction between muscular activity signal and QRS signals. Finally, a quadratic interpolation is applied around the detected peak, to improve the temporal resolution of the detector. At this point it should be mentioned that single extracted heartbeat can also be considered as a single ECG sequence. Furthermore, our implementation of ECG sequence extraction procedure can also perform alignment of ECG sequences to equal length either by linear interpolation or dynamic time warping (DTW), which allows for experimenting with different types of extracted ECG sequences, i.e. suppressing the influence of HRV and thus focusing on the signal shape only.

Transformation to feature space

The main part of the recognition procedure transformation of the input ECG sequences into discriminative patterns. We relied on the transformation procedure based on the higher-order statistics (HOS) proposed in [14]. Such approach is very powerful when dealing with random cyclostationary signals with high degree of non-linearity and non-Gaussianity. Since ECG signals convey these properties, the application of the proposed procedure for ECG-based authentication is reasonable. One of the principal advantages is that the proposed approach extracts the features in implicit form and does not require any information about fiducial points in ECG signals. Furthermore, it can operate directly on signal sequences with arbitrary length. The only thing that this procedure requires is a-priori knowledge of frequency content of the observed phenomena and statistical measures to consider (i.e. chosen cumulants). The proposed transformation procedure produces output feature vectors having high level of discriminability and providing alternative insight into recognition problem. In order to obtain more details on the proposed transformation procedure, the interested reader is referred to [14].

Dimensionality reduction

Since the significant amount of redundancy can appear in transformed feature vectors, applying one of the dimensionality reduction techniques is reasonable. We employ the transformation of feature vectors (patterns) into their approximated versions by employing singular value decomposition (SVD). These are obtained by projecting feature vectors onto the top of e obtained eigenfeatures. We implicitly define reduced dimension e by proportion of variance covered by top e eigenfeatures. The details on that are also given in [14].

C. Recognition module

Depending on the applicability, user recognition can be performed either as authentication or identification. By authentication, user presents his identity and biometric pattern and recognition module determines whether he is genuine user or imposters. However, by user identification, the recognition module receives user’s biometric pattern without any information on his identity. Based on that, recognition module reveals the identity of the user. In both cases, recognition module relies on stored feature vectors enrolled by users accompanied with user’s label. Thus, enrolled feature vectors serve as a basis for recognition (i.e. they serve as the comparing patterns in case of user authentication or as the training set for classification algorithms in case of user identification).

Authentication

User authentication is performed in terms of comparing incoming probe patterns with all previously enrolled patterns. In its simplest form, authentication is performed by estimating dissimilarity score between incoming probe pattern and enrolled user. In this case, dissimilarity score d between any probe pattern p and enrolled owner i is determined by applying the following minimum rule:

\[ d(E_i, p) = \min_{j=1}^{e} \phi(g_{i,j}, p) \]

where i stands for all enrolled patterns of i-th owner. If dissimilarity score d does not exceed predefined global acceptance threshold, p is with correspondence to g; accepted as owner i and rejected otherwise. Dissimilarity score is computed using suitable distance function \( \phi \).

Identification

By identification procedure, recognition module employs on classification or machine learning approaches. In this case, enrolled patterns serve as a training set, each of them being labelled by the corresponding class (pattern owner). Followed by the learning procedure, classification process assigns one of the labels defined within the training set to each of the input probe pattern. For the preliminary investigations presented in this paper, we relied on 1-nearest neighbor (1-NN) classifier in order to assess the performance of the proposed framework when applied on one of the simplest classification methods.

III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. Experimental setup and parameters

Four volunteering subjects (2 healthy subjects with sinus rhythm and 2 subjects with occasional irregular heartbeat in terms of premature supraventricular beats), with average age of 62 years, average height of 179 cm and average weight of 73 kg participated in the experiment. We have collected 6 hours of continuous ECG data by a wireless chest-worn sensor presented in Section II.A. The
measurements cover regular daily activities, e.g., sitting, walking and resting, and sleep.

Collected ECG data was the subject to investigation by proposed framework for ECG-based user recognition. In order to get a proper insight into the problem of the proposed and to properly address our research baselines described in section I, we experimented with the three main types of parameters: a) portion of ECG sequences extracted from the incoming 6-hours-long data stream that has been employed for user enrollment; b) ECG sequence type and c) length of chosen ECG sequence type. All information on these experimental parameters are gathered up in TABLE I.

In order to investigate the influence of the amount of enrolled data on the recognition performance, we have split set of extracted ECG sequences for each subject into two disjoint, chronologically ordered sets: first one applied to enrollment and second one for the probe patterns. We considered four different splitting points: 5 min-355 min (1.4% - 98.6%), 20 min-340 min (5.6%-94.4%), 1 h-5 h (16.7%-83.3%) and 3 h-3 h (50%-50%). By varying this parameter, we aimed to find out the minimum amount of enrolled patterns that would sufficiently cover pattern discriminability in terms of morphology and heart rate variability. Secondly, concerning ECG sequence type, we experimented with three different types. Sequences with fixed lengths were considered in order to determine how the proposed approach reacts to the unaltered input data, implicitly containing the information on HRV. In the same manner, we considered ECG sequences with equal number of consecutive heartbeats. Unlike previous type, here the sequences are of different lengths depending on HRV. Following that, we also considered ECG sequences with equal number of consecutive heartbeats where the lengths of each heartbeat was unified by linear interpolation to 125 samples (1 second). In such way, we focused on heartbeat morphology only thus excluding the influence of HRV. Finally, for each chosen ECG sequence type, we considered different lengths (units in seconds or numbers of heartbeats, regarding to chosen type). Short sequences are more appropriate for the recognition trials on demand since the data collection step does not take much time. However, short sequences can result in reduced discriminability and decreased recognition performance. In the contrast, by continuous user verification, we can afford longer ECG sequences for the recognition. Thus, it is reasonable to evaluate the performance of the proposed approach by different sequence length. We experimented with the values of 3, 6, 12, 24, 48 and 96 (seconds or the number of consecutive heartbeats, depending on particular chosen ECG sequence type).

For the evaluation purposes, we performed both authentication and identification in different evaluation scenarios – each combination of these tree parameters represented one evaluation scenarios. Thus, we considered 72 (4·3·6) different evaluation scenarios. Concerning the parameters for HOS-based core algorithm we considered first four orders of cumulants while a-priori knowledge on the lower bound of the frequency content was set to 2/3 Hz, corresponding to the heart rate of 40 bps. Dimensionality of patterns was reduced by selecting parameter e such that represents the number of top eigenfeatures that cover 96% of variance in data. Finally, correlation distance was used as a distance function \( \phi \) for dissimilarity score \( d \) since it yielded in best performance, as revealed in [14].

### B. Valuation metrics and results

The performance of user authentication by proposed framework was determined by ROC curve. It represents the trade-off between false acceptance rate (FAR) and false rejection rate (FRR) by varying global threshold. Based on that, equal error rate (EER) represents a quantitative performance measure determined as a rate at which FAR and FRR in the corresponding ROC curve are equal. Concerning the performance of user identification by employing the proposed approach, we use identification accuracy as a quantitative metric that is determined by ratio of correctly classified probe patterns and all classified probe patterns.

The results of authentication performance on the collected experimental by the proposed framework are shown in Figure 2, where ROC curves for particular experimental parameter combination are depicted. Plots by rows represent three different ECG sequences while columns determine four different splits of enrolled and probed patterns. For each plot that combines these two parameters, ROC curves for all six lengths of ECG sequences are shown. Furthermore, authentication performance is also revealed by overall EER’s for each combination of experimental parameters. These are shown in Figure 3.

The results of identification, performed by the proposed framework supported by 1-NN classifier on our experimental dataset, are shown in Figure 4. Overall identification accuracies are visualized for each combination of experimental parameters in the same way as by overall EER’s.

| TABLE I. Experimental parameters used for the presented feasibility study. |
|-------------------------------|-------------------------------|
| **portion of data enrolled as history** | **C sequence types** | **Considered lengths of C sequence types** |
| **C sequences from -hour-long measurements** | **C sequence types** | **seconds no. of heartbeats** |
| 5 min (1.4%) | Sequences with fixed lengths | 3 |
| 20 min (5.6%) | Consecutive heartbeats | 6 |
| 1 h (16.7%) | Consecutive beats with unified heartbeat lengths | 12 |
| 3 h (50%) | | 24 |

In the contrast, by longer ECG sequences, performance is also revealed by overall EER’s for each combination of experimental parameters. These are shown in Figure 3.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Overall results of the have revealed high recognition performance regardless to the aggravated factors that were induced within the processed data and were not addressed implicitly: motion artefacts and mishits of algorithm for detection of R-waves which led to improper segmentation. Nevertheless, if we consider overall performance of user authentication, we can see that the values of EER are decreasing hand in hand with the amount of enrolled historical sequences. This is expected since in such way we can cover more distinguishable patterns and subject-specific HRV and heart anomalies. It also seems that the ECG sequences with fixed lengths result in decreased performance as the sequences with consecutive heart beats. However, it should be mentioned that the same values of length parameter should not be compared directly since the number of heartbeats included in sequences with fixed lengths is directly related to instantaneous heart rate. Furthermore, it is interesting that the best performance resulted when considering ECG sequences with consecutive heartbeats that were aligned to equal lengths. In such case, the influence of HRV and heart anomalies is covered solely by the shape of heartbeats (i.e. arrhythmias are the most obvious example). However, this matter will be investigated during our future work. To sum up, by increasing ECG sequence lengths and the amount of enrolled data we can observe that overall EER’s converge towards 5% while in demanding circumstances, EER’s revolve around 13%. It is interesting that similar conclusions can be made for the identification performance, just in terms of identification accuracies instead of EER's.
The obtained results are clearly indicating the potential of user recognition during long-term monitoring by using chest-worn ECG sensor and the proposed framework. Based on findings presented in this paper, several further steps towards the development of accurate and robust methodology will be made. That includes the examination of influences of HRV and heart anomalies on recognition performance in explicit way. Furthermore, the influence of sensor position variability by reattaching will be also investigated. Finally, to properly address all open questions, extensive experimental measurements will be performed. Obtained experimental dataset will contain experimental data collected by large number of subjects containing both regular and irregular heartbeats during long-term monitoring over wide time frame (in terms of months).
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Abstract – Monitoring of ECG signal is used in medicine for multiple purposes. Measurements can be taken at any stage of patient’s medical care, either as a preventative, diagnostic or recovery monitoring. Current wearable technology enables users and doctors to produce so far unprecedented amount of information. Processing of such measurements is usually a laborious and time consuming manual task. Automatic processing of such measurements is neither well defined nor thoroughly tested. In this work we focused on the needs of both, health care professionals, and IT engineers developing software for processing of long term multi-sensor measurements. Taking into account future expandability of multi-sensor gadgets, we propose a new framework, which is able to show the data measured by wearable ECG monitor, process it, and compare algorithms for automatic processing. We determined possible signal sources along with their values, units and time continuity. We propose suitable file formats for storage of such measurements, keeping in mind future expandability, size demands and usage of the formats. Suggested framework can therefore be used to display, automatically process and store discrete and continuous biomedical signals beside ECG, producing additional value to gathered measurements.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent advancements in the field of personal and mobile health monitoring brought numerous improvements in collecting and processing of body measurements. This advancements could in the future lower medical costs and shorten diagnostic and recovery time. People with chronic diseases or hard to detect repeating anomalies in body function will benefit most from personal constant monitoring [1].

Amount of gathered data opens multiple new data sources for researchers and health workers, since long term measurements of patient’s state can now include data spanning multiple months, and can be performed on a large population. Personal gadgets that enable long term medical and non-medical measurement collection are being introduced to the market [2]. During the development of such novel wearable ECG sensor at Jožef Stefan Institute (JSI), a need for a better software support to measurement processing has been detected. The burden of processing long measurements should be lifted from the health care workers by designing an automatic process, that can quickly and reliably process large amount of data. Research personnel who assist the medical staff also noted the lack of proper tools to develop, test and compare automatized algorithms for signal processing. Both user groups raised some common issues, triggering the design of a framework that would offer desired functionality.

This paper will outline current state of technology, the identified requirements for developing framework and possible solutions. As a continuation of previous work, current experiences and know-how will be included. Focusing primarily on the ECG signal, a comparison of existing software solutions for displaying, processing and storing the measurements will be performed. In the future new kinds of continuous or discrete signals might be included in the framework. Such signals will be discussed and their specifics determined.

First section of the paper describes the state of technology, divided into subsections containing information about wearables, user groups and state of the art available solutions. Next section will present our proposal and reasoning behind its design. Last section explains expected improvements, added value of framework and future development goals.

II. CURRENT STATE

To determine functionality and design of the new framework, we looked over the type of input measurements that will be processed, user expectations and currently available solutions.

A. Wearables

Development and miniaturization of hardware in the last couple of years caused an increase in the amount of data to be processed. New devices enable capture of medically certified measurements, that can give attending physician more information about patient’s state over a longer period of time. While Holter monitors [3,4] are a de facto standard for long term ECG monitoring, there are gadgets available that offer similar functionality. They are, in comparison to Holter monitors, usually cheaper, less obtrusive to the user and offer longer continuous measurements [5]. On the other hand, these devices usually do not provide multi-channel data, offer lower resolution and sampling frequency and inferior software support. While mobile monitoring devices represent significant progress, most are not medically certified, delaying their integration into the medical and other health care institutions.

An example of such device is developed at JSI, now known under the market name Savvy. This device already offers long term measurement of ECG signal, but is planned to be upgraded with additional sensors, providing additional information about the patient state at any given moment during measurement. This additional information could help better understand long term measurements and better understand various events seen on the ECG. Planned sensoric upgrades include detection of patient’s and ambient temperatures, and patient’s activity. Currently the smartphone application that connects to Savvy uses a proprietary
file format, that is able to hold streaming ECG measurement and corresponding meta data. Processing and storage of Savvy additional sensoric data are defined in proprietary protocol, but not yet implemented.

B. File storage

Standardized storage and processing of ECG with additional sensoric data is not yet available. Manufacturers of new gadgets therefore invent new proprietary file formats and protocols, fragmenting and limiting measurement usage scope. New hardware and usage patterns also bring new problems to measurement format specification. Different devices contain different hardware sensors, meaning that the general file format should be completely adaptable to accept any kind of data, e.g., different sampling rates and resolutions. Devices can store data locally, stream them to the Internet, or store them on a connected external device, introducing a possibility of data lost in transmission, transmission errors, or sampling errors during the measurement capture. Most currently used file formats do not account for such issues.

One of the problems of existing file formats is also their non-streaming nature. They are either in an XML format or have strictly coded headers and footers. This is not desirable, given the nature of wearable measurements, where data can be corrupted at any time (e.g.: device runs out of battery, user forgets that the measurement is active...). Embedded system are also limited in available memory capacity and computational capabilities. They must optimize battery usage and bridge performance deficit in comparison to modern computer. File format should therefore provide option to compress, or at least minimize, overhead of saving and transferring files, while still remain simple enough to be produced and saved on embedded systems.

C. Health care practitioners

Health care practitioners do not use standardized software for viewing and processing of captured files. Most physicians review short segments of in-hospital measured ECGs printed on paper, or use proprietary software solutions supplied by the ECG equipment manufacturer. Such software is usually limited in functionality, locked for use in combination with the given measuring equipment, expensive to procure and does not evolve through time. Transfer of data is also limited to sending measurement copies or other documents via CDs or other media, provided that receiving party has compatible software. Health care professionals wish for an automatized system, that offers quick and condensed overview of patient’s health during long periods of time. Some health care professionals require only a global state of patients health, which can be enlightened through a long term ECG measurement, while others might dwell into the details of the same ECG measurement for irregularities of heart beats. They also desire for results to be easily and safely transferable to their colleagues or patient.

Future goal of proposed design is to become a basis for a useful tool in medical application. To achieve it, we need to develop stable, verifiable software that is capable of quick and unsupervised signal processing. Ease of use and powerful automation are desirable to minimize manual labour and filter out useful information from the long term measurements efficiently. Automated tasks must be properly verified and tested to ensure the same result as manual processing. Since software is to be used in medical settings, not only automated tasks, but all implementations of the software must pass necessary tests, ensure privacy and safety of data and be verifiable. Furthermore, software should also have tracking of source code changes and pass security audit, if data transfer will be included.

D. Algorithm developers

Framework should facilitate additional testing and development demands for ECG research teams and algorithm developers. Algorithm developers are able to design efficient and novel ways to tackle issue of beat detection and classification. After the verification of successfulness of algorithm, great percentage of the algorithms stay as proof of concept, and are not practically implemented. Reasons for this vary, but mostly algorithms are developed in laboratory setting, not meant for production environment. Main reason is their incompleteness and lack of robustness when used on measurements captured in real life. Medical certification is also a hurdle that is sometimes hard to pass. Many algorithms, however, could be adapted or used together with currently used processing technologies to aid processing of captured data. Bringing together production and developer environment could improve amount and speed of knowledge exchange between developers and also medical practitioners.

Currently most widely tool used by developers is PhysioNet toolkit [6]. It provides a variety of tools used for communication with public ECG databases, beat detection algorithms and comparison tools. These tools enable standardized testing environment and are themselves thoroughly tested. Tools can be used in conjunction with multiple programming languages and platforms. Using PhysioNet toolkit, the developers test and confirm their implementations on existing publicly accessible databases. Widespread usage of this toolkit ensures that developers can compare themselves to current state of the art. For developers, integration of PhysioNet toolkit’s functionality is a must.

E. State-of-the-art algorithms

Despite being in use for decades [7], QRS detection algorithms are still actively being developed. Most known and well researched algorithms produce very good detection rates (more than 99%) on test databases. Signals taken with wearable devices are presenting new challenges. Sampling frequency is usually lower, as is the signal resolution, while the noise level is higher. Existing algorithms still work on such signals, however, their detection rate is lower and more false beats are detected. Newly developed algorithms reduce this effects on quality of detection, via filtering and new approaches to detection [8–10]

Approach to development of detection algorithm is dependent on a type of ECG signal and the goal of detection. Development of an algorithm that has very high detection rate can differ from an algorithm that aims to produce very exact RRI (R-R interval), where detection rate is less important than the signal quality. In such cases developers are interested in different calculated statistic results. Developers have limited selection of tools to analyse such differ-
ences. There are existing programs (e.g. PhysioNet’s tool bXb [6]), that produce statistical differences between algorithms when comparing with predefined annotation files. They give user ability to create detailed reports, however, they are limited to usage of PhysioNet databases, with their detailed annotation files.

A useful feature to have during algorithm development is a visual representation of the algorithm faults. PhysioNet [6] toolkit does provide such features, however, the developers are limited to comparing only two algorithms or algorithm and manual annotation at a time. To compare multiple algorithms, or different parameters, users have to manually distribute comparison into multiple comparisons between two algorithms at a time, unless they create their own extensions of tools.

F. Available solutions

Standardized testing databases are used by the developers to ensure that their test data is annotated correctly so that different algorithms can be tested on it repeatedly and produce consistent and statistically relevant results. Most known and used are the PhysioBank databases [6,11]. These databases contain measurements in WFDB (Waveform Database interface library) toolkit compatible format, as well as manual annotations and additional meta information about the measurement. Each database provides measurements of different lengths, noise levels and frequency of irregular events in the signal. This gives developers good comparison between use cases and an algorithm evaluation tool.

Using PhysioNet’s toolkits and databases is now widespread practice in research and development of automatic analysis. Documentation of most tools is adequate and provides ample usage options (via Matlab or Octave plugins, standalone command line tools, programming libraries, code snippets...). However, some use cases are not documented well, and usage of tools is not always novice friendly. Tools, while supporting multiple file formats, are not expandable with new additional signal types, limiting compatibility with user-made measurements.

There are multiple solutions for viewing of ECG files. Medical institutions however, are mostly limited to their existing equipment and protocols. Software is therefore dictated by proprietary file formats that are produced by the medical recording devices. As such, software is usually expensive and thoroughly tested; medical institutions are thus not likely to switch immediately. If a common tool would enable users to view wide array of file types and process them, such software could bridge the gap between users using different file formats and equipment.

1) VisECG

VisEcg [12] is an open source program, that was build at JSI primarily for research purposes. It was originally designed to view and process short measurements, up to 30 minutes long, and consisting of multiple ECG channels. Through its lifespan, additional functionalities were added to the program. In its current form, it is capable of capturing measurements from specialized devices, and can load data from a variety of open source, and some proprietary ECG file formats. The program has been upgraded and developed further in recent time, and is now being used as the main program for processing measurements made with the Savvy wireless ECG monitor. It is able to automatically process gathered measurements and produce short reports of them. Example of such report is shown in Figure 1. Reports are exported to PDF format in full signal resolution. As shown in Figure 2, printed out or viewed on screen, report gives physician all relevant information in a layout similar to a standard Holter output.

![Figure 1: Example of condensed report overview output of VisEcg program.](image1)

![Figure 2: A sample of ECG as seen on the report.](image2)
quickly judge, by the length of measurements and statistic shown, whether a measurement should be looked through thoroughly.

Figure 3: Overview of multiple processed files in the VisEcg program.

While reading multiple open source file formats is supported, VisEcg is able to store measurements only in its own file format. This is enforced because the program is able to generate additional signals and data through analysis, which can not be saved to existing file formats.

User interface and functionality were determined by feedback from researchers and medical experts. Newest additions to the program is an option to show an overview of long term measurements, where medical personnel can quickly assess broader state of patient. In addition automatic processing of multiple measurements can be done. It can process raw data from Savvy device, determine heart beats and produce statistic of each file. This reduces the amount of work physician must do, to obtain an overview of recorded measurements.

VisEcg is being ported to newer version of programming standard, however, the application is not scalable and can be adapted to new demands only with difficulties. Using the knowledge gathered from the development of VisEcg and problems that were experienced during that time, new and improved program should be developed.

III. PROPOSED SOLUTION

We propose an open source extendible framework that is able to adapt to multiple use cases. Simplified proposed structure can is shown in Figure 4. The core functionality is composed of well defined and tested program core. It provides basic structures used throughout all the applications and ensures data verification.

API layer is exposed to the application developers for communication with lower layers. Developers can access the provided basic functionality and parameters and use them to enhance functionality (e.g. chain API commands to simplify repetitive tasks), or create standalone functionality (e.g. add additional file format support).

The last layer of the framework represents the user interface. This layer is able to use all, or just a subset of available API functionality, to provide user with access to the information from the measurements. It also uses API to send the commands issued by user to lower layers.

We can draw parallels of the proposed solution with the Model-View-Controller (MVC) software design pattern. The core functionality of framework corresponds with the MVC model, user interface uses API layer as MVC controller, and results are seen as output of API layer and the user interface changes (MVC View). This enables developers to separate the back end from the front end of the application, making it easier to verify, add or remove functionality. Such separation also greatly eases potential migration to additional platforms. Added benefit is also easier code review and testing since the components are independent. This can greatly ease verification and safety audit of software.

A. Core functionality

Core of the framework must be verifiable, thoroughly tested and quick. Its main function is to provide the developers with standardized functionality and data structures for the application. It can serve also as a library, providing expected basic behaviour for third party applications. Packed as such, it should be available to use in multiple programming environments and hardware architectures. It provides main structure definitions for:

- Patient
  - relevant medical history
  - birth date
  - current prescriptions
- Recording device information
- Recorded data
  - multiple signals (discrete and continuous types)
  - signal processing functionality
  - human added annotations
  - extendable signal descriptions
The implementation of core layer should also include already existing open source solutions where possible. In addition to the implementation of functionality for working with measurements produced by Savvy, the core layer should implement also complete functionality of PhysioNet toolkit. With ability to read, write and process WFDB file formats, the usefulness of core layer will be increased greatly for the developers.

B. API layer

Implementation of API calls enables the usage of core application functionality and the options to extend it. It exposes the core of application to different programming languages and environments. Multiple API layers can therefore be implemented to fully or only partially support core functionality, e.g. create only interface for reading files, or build upon it to expand it (e.g. integration into other software solutions). It can expand core functionality with additional processing, support for file formats or platform specific demands.

C. User interface

User interface can be implemented using multiple technologies. Communication with the core of framework is done through the API layer. This separation enables that application functionality remains the same, while the user can interact with data on different devices. With advances in web browser performance and supported technologies, web based applications are becoming mainstream. Implementation of user interface on a web platform also solves problems of communication with colleagues and processing speed. ECG processing can be offloaded to the server side, so user hardware is not being tasked.

Application running on a local machine can communicate with the core of framework directly. This provides good performance and very little overhead. However, when bypassing the API layer, the application developers have greater difficulty in ensuring the correctness of implementation. Future enhancement could also bring the functionality of running application locally, while another person is simultaneously connected and interacts with same instance over remote protocol. This layer could also bring functionality of new technology into ECG viewers.

Popularity of virtual reality platforms is growing. Virtual reality is already being used in medicine as a training and interaction tool. In the future, a novel interaction with ECG measurements using such technology could be implemented.

D. File format

For storage of ECG signal and complementary data, there are numerous file formats available. In case of measurements from Savvy, these are stored on the mobile device in binary form appropriate for streaming. When converting measurement files on the personal computer, a new file is created, which supports modified measurements and inclusion of metadata. This file contains a mixture of text and binary stored data. Ideally, this conversion would not be necessary, and one file format would be sufficient.

For usage in our framework open sourced specification file format are preferred. This ensures that future changes to the format can be transparently implemented. When comparing multiple ECG storage formats [13], the biggest difference is observed between text and binary based files. Text based (including XML) file formats usually take significantly more storage space than corresponding binary based file formats [13,14]. Framework is primarily focused on very long measurements, and file formats that are not optimized for such files are not ideal. Some of the existing standards limit the number of allowed values in the supported fields. As such, some text based file formats limit the measurement length (e.g., HL7 format limits the length to 35656 ECG samples), or impose restrictions on type of value that can be saved (e.g. saving annotations or discrete events).

Binary files, however, are inferior to text files in some other properties. Main issue is inability of a person to read plain text of such files. This is not only important for humans, but also negatively affects computer indexing of files. Readability of text files can also be used to overview, or manually fix corrupted file, when errors occur. Second, to ensure the correct parsing of binary file, its structure must be strict. This limits future expandability and ease of software maintenance. Binary file formats usually do not impose the size limitations, and are generally faster to write directly to memory and require less processing. Binary files can also more easily support streaming, in comparison to text based XML, adding an important fail-safe in case something happens during capture. They can be unfinished, meaning that the data streams can end abruptly without compromising the file readability before the event. Small gadgets can often run out of battery or experience force majeure that abruptly ends the capture. Using stream files enables the user to recover captured measurement with minimal data loss.

To ensure the best user experience, the proposed framework will need to support multiple file types. Framework will implement readers and writers for some open source formats. Where applicable existing test implementations will be used (WFDB toolkit). For the environment built around the Savvy device, both proprietary standards will remain and will be developed further. The binary streaming file will be used where space is premium and some information might be harder to interpret. The file format implemented in VisECG will be further used where the additional post processing is done and size optimization is not as important. Such solution enables best combination of performance, future expansion and safety of information.

IV. RESULTS AND FUTURE WORK

When implementing a large framework, multiple goals must be considered. Our design is aimed at two main user groups, further expanding demands the framework has to fulfill. We believe that the proposed framework design is able to support all of the functionality.

So far we have implemented reading, writing and con-
version of files from the device created binary format to the final format and basic signal processing functions. Next step is to include complete PhysioNet toolkit functionality and provide compatibility between PhysioNet formats, designed framework and output files. Following that, the work will be verified and tested before continuing with the API implementation. At this stage, an evaluation of the usability in comparison to existing solutions should be concluded, to verify that the developers find the framework easy to use. When implemented in full, the framework will be opened to public.

Our decision to continue using two file formats from the workflow of Savvy devices in the new version of program is based on the advantages of each format. On the mobile devices, we will continue using the streamable binary file, reducing changes to existing implementations. This enables an efficient use of space and fast transmissions of files, as well as backward compatibility. When captured data is transferred to the personal computer, file sizes are not as important. Using file format that is partially text based and partially binary produces best results in our use case. It enables manual indexing and fixing of corrupted files, while ensuring that long measurements are still smaller by a large factor compared to using text only files.
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Abstract - Digital image methodologies related with Melanoma has become in the past years a major support for differential diagnosis in skin cancer. Computer Aided Diagnosis (CAD) systems, encompassing image acquisition, artifact removal, detection and selection of features, highlight Machine Learning algorithms as a novel strategy towards a digital assisted diagnosis in Dermatology.

Although the central role played by color in dermoscopic image assessment, Machine Learning algorithms mainly use texture and shape features, derived from gray level images, obtained from the true color images of the skin. Since the acquisition conditions are key for the color characterization and thus, central for the quantification of different colors in a dermoscopic image, this work presents a strategy for color normalization, joint with its use in the calculation of the number of colors of a dermoscopic image.

This methodology will contribute to the uniformity in the use of color features extracted from different datasets in CAD systems (acquired by distinct dermoscopes) possibly presenting distinct illumination characteristics. This normalization proposal can also be applied as an image preprocessing step, aimed to achieve higher scores in the standard metrics in ML algorithms.

I. INTRODUCTION

Dermoscopy is a non-invasive imaging technique used to obtain digital images of the skin surface to assess pigmented structures or vessels, (i.e. clues in the epidermis and superficial dermis), constituting a valued source of signs in skin cancer differential diagnosis [1-5]. The use of dermoscopy has proven to be successful in terms of increasing diagnostic sensitivity and specificity when compared with human eye assessment [6].

Automatic classification systems mostly use texture and shape features to characterize images and to train the classifiers. Still, color information is a source of valuable evidence regarding image classification (with special relevance in the classification of melanocytic lesions whose differential diagnosis encompasses melanoma in the diagnostic list), in particular, by the identification of the number of distinct colors in a given image.

The use of color features in Machine Learning (ML) algorithms, although being a source of relevant information, can be tailored by a color normalization strategy, and be used in non-uniform illumination conditions, enabling by this way the use of datasets obtained by different dermoscopes.

This work presents a color normalization approach used to define a color signature in dermoscopy, followed by its application using in real examples to identify the number of colors in a given dermoscopic image. Besides the proposed normalization procedure (allowing uniformity in the input data to be used in ML) the proposed methodology establishes a quantification strategy to define the number of colors (whose information is determinant to the classification algorithms).

II. COLOR SIGNATURE PROPOSAL

When working in dermatology diagnosis, often one needs to compare images obtained at different times (in the context of the follow-up in suspicious melanocytic skin lesions). These images can be acquired using different illumination conditions, but also using different dermoscopes. Thus, on assessing to color information of the lesions, some values on the RGB space may present variations due to the illumination and possibly to other technical issues. Moreover, the RGB color space is characterized by its lack of linearity in the perceptually definition of colors (sRGB), making the color identification as a challenging task. In order to avoid these issues, it is key implement a normalization strategy.

A. Methodology

The proposed method is based on the principle that linear illumination, reflecting a specific color, can change individual values of RGB space, however the algebraic difference (RG=R-G, RB=R-B, GB=G-B) between channels stays roughly constant. Hence, the histogram of the newly defined channels can be used to create a color signature based on unimodal histograms.

The values of the channels difference may vary among -255 and 255 (in this work), achieving a total range of 511 different values. In order to improve the computational time, while preserving the discriminative feature between several colors, this range is grouped into 30 different sets of color classes. By applying this procedure, every image is now represented by a color signature curve defined by a 30 class array that contains the frequency of each class, as can be observed in observed in Figure 1.

When using real images it is common a multimodal signature (typically, one lesion has at least two colors) due to some overlapping between colors in one or more channels.
In order to avoid this overlapping issue, a practical solution is proposed and described in the following. Every image is divided into 300 sub-images, decreasing by this way the probability of analyzing areas with high variation of colors and increasing the probability of computing unimodal color areas. It is worth emphasizing that a given color is fully defined by the concordant combination of the three channels.

To implement the proposed methodology, for each different image data set, one image is selected and manually elected one region having unimodal color signature for each of the common six colors in dermoscopy (B-black, Bl-blue, Br-brown, Db-dark brown, R-red and W-white). Next, each image to be analyzed is subdivided (as explained above) and compared with the predefined signatures for the six colors.

B. Results and Conclusion

Using the approach presented in this work, it is possible to apply the methodology in each sub-image and then produce a histogram to establish the number of distinct colors in the whole image (in the example presented in Figure 2, the light-brown color was identified). In order to illustrate the performance of this approach, in the following some examples will be shown.

In Figure 3 is possible to find a typical melanocytic image, in which is possible to found two brown tones and a blue like area. In fact, as is possible to observe, this color identification is achieved by the method.

In Figure 4 a heterogeneous image presenting tones for vascularization but also deep melanin deposition is submitted to analysis. In this case, as is shown in the bar plot, 5 different colors were detected.

As is possible to observe by the two examples in Figure 3 and Figure 4, the definition of the initial color signature is determinant to the succeeded output of the number of colors presented in the image (especially in images with blurred color zones). To address this issue, besides the initial color signature, a ±5% and also a ±10% range was added to the code, to give some flexibility to the algorithm.

Marilyne Machado, Jorge Pereira and Miguel Silva were with Instituto de Telecomunicações, in DERMCALSS project, cofounded by MaisCentro under the EU Program CENTRO-07-ST24-FEDER-002022.
In this case reported at Figure 5, all five tested options for initial cluster color variations conduct to the same number of colors, resulting in two (B-brown and Db-dark brown).

The number of colors in a dermoscopic image is an important clue to establish a set of discriminative features to the early detection of melanoma. This methodology establishes a color normalization strategy and can be used to increase the number of features in an automatic classification algorithm.

As a future work, this normalization will be conducted as a pre-processing step and tested against other methods to assess its contribution in the performance of Machine Learning algorithms used in dermoscopy.
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A Textured Scale-based Approach to Melanocytic Skin Lesions in Dermoscopy

Rui Fonseca-Pinto & Marlene Machado

Abstract - Melanoma is the most dangerous and lethal form of human skin cancer and the early detection is a fundamental key for its successful management. In recent years the use of automatic classification algorithms in the context of Computer Aided Diagnosis (CAD) systems have been an important tool, by improving quantification metrics and also assisting in the decision regarding lesion management. This paper presents a novel and robust textured-based approach to detect melanomas among melanocytic images obtained by dermoscopy, using Local Binary Pattern Variance (LBPV) histograms after the Bidimensional Empirical Mode Decomposition (BEMD) scale-based decomposition methodology.

The results show that it is possible to develop a robust CAD system for the classification of dermoscopy images obtained from different databases and acquired in diverse conditions. After the initial texture-scale based classification a post-processing refinement is proposed using reticular pattern and color achieving to 97.83, 94.44 and 96.00 for Sensitivity, Specificity and Accuracy.

I. INTRODUCTION

A particular challenge for dermatologists is the detection of melanomas at an early stage, before the beginning of the tumor cells dissemination through the body, whose manifestation is the metastatic process. Despite being a very aggressive form of cancer, the melanoma is also associated with high survival rates when early detected. The prognosis is directly related to the early detection of lesions, which should be excised as soon as possible when the signs of malignancy are present [1].

The imaging technique used to screen for melanocytic lesions is a non-invasive imaging procedure applying an external light source and a magnifying lens, known as dermoscopy. Dermoscopy enables the detection of surface skin structures, which are not possible to identify with the naked eye, by identifying clues to evaluate skin lesions assessed by diagnostic algorithms and scores (e.g. ABCD rule [2], Menzies method [3], and the seven-point checklist [4]).

Due to the limitations of the human eye perception, and to the variability of the intra- and inter-observer diagnostics, the use of computational algorithms constitutes a major help in the identification of differential structures with clinical correlation. In fact, the textured pattern holds characteristics that have been successfully used in recent research studies.

These Computer Aided Diagnosis (CAD) systems are an important tool to assist dermatologists in clinical diagnosis, especially in the stratified analysis using step algorithms. Its use allows for a criterior lesion segmentation, to artifact removal, to lesion borders detection and its associated metrics (e.g. regularity, symmetry, axis, eccentricity,…) whose quantification is vital to the lesion scoring.

Recently several CAD approaches to recognize melanoma in dermoscopy images were proposed [5-8]. These approaches use single features (e.g. color, shape or texture) or combined features (e.g. color and texture or shape and texture) to characterize the lesion, reporting suitable results in terms of accuracy. However, the comparison between different approaches is not trivial, as these works either uses datasets with distinct technical characteristics, or the used assessment metrics are not uniform.

This paper presents an approach for the automatic classification of images from melanocytic skin lesions, obtained from three different databases, whose preprocessing avoids lesion segmentation. The proposed methodology starts by decomposing the image in a set of empirically derived components using a scale-dependent method, the Bidimensional Empirical Mode Decomposition (BEMD). Next, the Local Binary Pattern Variance (LBPV) technique is applied to extract, from BEMD components, a histogram of texture features used to train a classifier, and to perform a binary classification: melanoma or benign lesion. After this initial classification, a post-processing step using color and differential structures was applied to refine the obtained results in the automatic classification. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 BEMD and LBPV algorithms are presented; in Section 3 the method used to evaluate the performance of the melanoma classification based on texture is described. The experimental results are shown in Section 4 and finally in Section 5 this work ends with a conclusion section.

II. TEXTURE ANALYSIS METHODOLOGIES

A textured image possesses visual patterns formed from features such as brightness, color, shape and scale. The most commonly used multi-scale methods to extract
texture features in dermoscopic images are Gabor filters [9]. Wavelets [10] and Curvelets [11] transforms. In the past decades, some authors have explored the multi-scale BEMD approach and LBP statistics for image texture analysis, as reported in [10-13]. Here an adaptation to the methodology is applied in dermoscopy.

A. Bidimensional Empirical Model Decomposition

The Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) is a multi-scale analysis methodology proposed by Huang et al. [14] for non-linear and non-stationary time series. The main idea is to obtain a decomposition of the signal into a set of signal derived basis functions, known as Intrinsic Mode Functions (IMFs) or empirical modes. The IMFs are obtained at each scale from fine (first IMF) to coarse (last IMF), by an iterative procedure called sifting process. The use of EMD has been applied successfully to solve (last IMF), by an iterative procedure called sifting process. The use of EMD has been applied successfully to solve the assumption of stationarity and linearity properties in classical signal processing. This property has encouraged the use of EMD in many practical applications in several research areas, and leads to the extension of the idea to image processing. The first use in image processing was presented in [15] in the context of dermoscopic artifact image processing. The methodology was extended to the 2D case and was formally established by Bidimensional Empirical Mode Decomposition (BEMD) [12].

For a given image \( I(x, y) \), the BEMD algorithm could be computed as an extension of de 1D signal, once the original image can be reconstructed as presented in (1), where \( d_k \) is the \( k^{th} \) 2D IMF(mode) and \( r_k \) is the residual of \( d_k \).

\[
I(x,y) = \sum_{k=0}^{K} d_k(x,y) + r_k(x,y) \quad (1).
\]

Details regarding the decomposition and the sifting process can be found in [12].

B. Feature descriptor: Local Binary Pattern Variance

Local Binary Patterns (LBP) were originally presented to describe local structures in grey level texture images. The LBP's descriptors are computed by comparing each image pixel with its circular neighborhood, being defined by (2), with \( s \) as unit step function.

\[
LBP_{P,R} = \sum_{p=0}^{P-1} s(g_p - g_r) 2^p \quad (2)
\]

In (2), \( P \) and \( R \) are the number of involved neighbors and the radius of neighborhood respectively; \( g_p \) and \( g_r \) are the value of the central pixel and the value of its neighbors. The LBP pattern of each pixel \((i, j)\) of an image with \( M\times N \) resolution is used to identify the image texture represented by the histogram of LBP defined in (3) with here \( K \) is the maximal LBP pattern value.

\[
H(K) = \sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{j=1}^{N} f(LBP_{P,R}(i,j),K) \quad (3)
\]

Contrast and spatial structure can also be used to represent texture. The characteristics to define the spatial structure and the contrast can be, respectively, LBP and the variance (VAR) of local image texture. Local Binary Pattern Variance (LBPV), a combined LBP and contrast distribution method, does not intervene in the LBP histogram calculation (3). Indeed, the variance \( VAR_{p,k} \) is used as an adaptive weight to adjust the contribution of the LBP code at the histogram calculation, as defined in (4), (5).

\[
LBPV_{P,R}(k) = \sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{j=1}^{N} w(LBP_{P,R}(i,j),k) \quad (4)
\]

\[
w(LBP_{P,R}(i,j),k) = \begin{cases} VAR_{p,k}(i,j), & LBP_{P,R}(i,j) = k \\ 0, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \quad (5)
\]

III. METHODOLOGY: LBPV HISTOGRAMS OF 2D IMFS

The BEMD approach, due to its data driven property, has the potential to produce further representative results than classical Fourier based methods, or even, when using Wavelet and other decomposition algorithms to extract intrinsic components of texture [12]. In this paper an efficient usage of BEMD combined with LBPV for feature classification of melanomas in dermoscopy images is presented.

A. Image Preprocessing

Different from other methodologies used in dermoscopic machine learning algorithms, the process of detecting and removing artifacts, and the previous segmentation, it was not followed in this approach. As a preprocessing step the image conversion from RGB into a grey-level image was performed by selecting the highest entropy channel in accordance to the suggestion presented in [7]. Next, a cropping operation to the image is applied to reduce the background interference. Accordingly, all images in this work present a fixed resolution of 512×512.

B. Feature extraction and image classification

The set of features extracted from an image, settled in a vector form, constitutes a representation of the image itself. Among the class of features described in the literature (color, texture and shape), the texture form was primary elected in this work. Local features using LBPV descriptor was used to identify structures from the output of the image decomposition in modes in the form of 2D IMFs. The process is described in the following steps: (i) firstly, the image is decomposed into three 2D IMFs. (ii) Secondly, a new 2D IMF image is created through the sum of the second and third 2D IMFs. The first 2D IMF contains the finest details of image, such as noise and artifacts, so it is discarded in this study. In the second 2D IMF remains the detail of the image, and the third 2D IMF represent information in large scale. (iii) Thirdly, the LBPV histogram of the new 2D IMF image is obtained and the feature vector is extracted. (iv) Finally, an automatic classifier is applied to the feature vector to obtain the training model.

The AdaBoost algorithm was chosen for this purpose as it simultaneously selects the most appropriate features and trains the classifier. From the initial set of features, the AdaBoost algorithm selects a small subset, the weak
classifier, to building a final strong and well-performing classifier.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Dataset and Evaluation Metrics

For the construction of the training model, images from the Derm101 [16] and PCDS databases [17] were used. Three training models, with different number of images were used to ascertain the influence of the training set size and the effectiveness of using only texture-based features in the classification of melanoma lesions.

To test and evaluate the discrimination power of the proposed approach, extensive experiments were implemented using images from three databases: Derm101 [16], Hosei Dataset [18] and PCDS Database [17]. From these online databases, two quite heterogeneous sets were used: one with 200 RGB images for test and other with 240 RGB images for validation. The images were converted into a gray-level image, cropped and resized for $512 \times 512$.

In order to demonstrate the robustness of the approach, a stratified 10-fold cross validation procedure was applied, dividing the dataset (240 images) into ten subsets, each one with approximately the same number of melanomas and benign lesions. Nine folds were used for training the classifier and one is used for testing.

For training and validation purposes each image was labeled as melanoma or benign (ground truth label). These images were obtained by dermatologists during clinical exams and stored in JPEG format. To evaluate the performance of the present approach, three metrics were computed: Sensitivity (SE), Specificity (SP) and Accuracy (ACC).

B. Experimental Results

According to the definition in (2), there are several possible values of P and R to extract the LBPV histogram from the IMF image. Among all possibilities, the combination of P and R values used in the work were (8,1), (16,3), and (24,5) being the last one the combination achieving better results. The influence of the training set size was estimated by means of three experiments. In the Experiment 1, the initial set was formed by 70 images (32 melanomas and 38 benign lesions) for training the classifier. In the Experiment 2 and the Experiment 3, 70% (10 melanomas and 38 benign lesions) and 50% (10 melanomas and 25 benign lesions) images of the initial set were respectively used. From these experiments (see Table 1) it was possible to verify that: (i) increasing the number of melamomas in the training set decreases SP; (ii) only 2.5% of benign images are necessary to obtain a performance of 88% in ACC; and (iii) the best result was obtained in the Experiment 2 with SE = 92.39% and SP = 87.96%. The results of this experimental procedure show a dependence on the choice of the images that are selected for training, highlighting the importance of the training set composition.

The robustness of this approach was reinforced by performing a cross validation process (10-fold cross validation repeated 100 times), conducting to promising results. The lower obtained value of ACC was 75%, the higher was 84% and the greatest classification results in terms of SE-SP relationship was SE = 87.25%, SP = 80.43% and ACC = 83.33 (see Table 2).

To achieve the real performance of this methodology in dermoscopic images, a comparison with other texture-based methods described in the literature for melanoma classification is central. A qualitative assessment of such results is difficult as the databases and the number of images used for validation are different, as is possible to observe in [5], [7], [9-11]. An empirical comparison can be performed by observing Table 2. Regarding the evaluation using cross validation, in the presented work, improved results were obtained when comparing this study with Situ et al. [9] in terms of accuracy, and those of Barata et al. [7] in terms of specificity. The results from Garnavi et al. [10] report stronger accuracy. Regarding the evaluation in a single test set, this approach shows better results than Mahmound et al. [11] and similar results when compared to Sheha et al. [5]. Furthermore, the results reported here were obtained using images from quite heterogeneous databases, no preprocessing artifact removal were implemented, and using a large (when compared with others) number of images in the test set.

B1. Performance improvement

Although the classification results above presented were promising, these findings can be improved with a post-processing step, following a clinical guided hallmark for the lesion classification: number of colors and the presence of differential structures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>#Tested Images</th>
<th>SE (%)</th>
<th>SP (%)</th>
<th>ACC (%)</th>
<th>Cross Validation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Situ et al.</td>
<td>~23</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>8-fold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheha et al.</td>
<td>~26</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barata et al.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Leave-one-out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garnavi et al.</td>
<td>~10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>10-fold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahmound et al.</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>92.39</td>
<td>87.96</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>87.25</td>
<td>80.43</td>
<td>83.33</td>
<td>10-fold</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In order to increase the performance of the approach presented here, an analysis of the wrongly classified lesions in terms of the number of colors and presence of the differential structures (reticular pattern) was performed.

The number of used colors was based on six colors of ABCD rule algorithm (light brown, black, blue, red, dark brown and white). Regarding the lesions incorrectly classified as melanomas (false positives) it was applied the texture approach based on Curvelet transform to the detection of reticular pattern, as we presented in [19]. To the malign lesions classified as benign (false negative) an approach to counting the number of colors of the lesion was applied. The final results after this post-processing classification are presented in Table 3.

### Table 3: Post-processing results. M-Melanoma, NM – Non Melanoma

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exp</th>
<th># Training images</th>
<th># Tested images</th>
<th>SE (%)</th>
<th>SP (%)</th>
<th>ACC (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>97.83</td>
<td>86.11</td>
<td>91.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>97.83</td>
<td>94.44</td>
<td>96.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>97.83</td>
<td>88.89</td>
<td>93.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. Conclusion

The use of automatic classification in dermoscopy is a strong tool to access dermatologists in clinical diagnosis and in the early detection of skin cancer. In this work, a novel approach is introduced for melanoma classification using LBPV histograms of a 2dIMF derived image. This approach achieves encouraging results with SE = 87.25%, SP = 80.93% and ACC = 83.33% when a single test set and the cross validation process is used for evaluation. After a post-processing procedure using the number of colors and the presence of reticular pattern the classifier performance achieved 97.83, 94.44 and 96.00 respectively for SE, SP and ACC. These results were obtained using images from three quite heterogeneous databases using the original image (without previous preprocessing and segmentation) achieving robustness against the presence of distortive artifacts.
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Abstract - In contemporary health science sophisticated apparatus delivers a lot of data on vital processes in patients. All of them are processed as a bulk of numbers not suitable directly for diagnosing or research purposes. Moreover, which is common in biomedical sciences, measured data are intrinsically inaccurate, i.e., fuzzy. In order to overcome these deficiencies a set of visualization methods has been developed as well as dedicated file formats. In the paper authors discuss selected formats and imaging techniques useful for cardiologists. Problems of medical data processing is outlined. Strengthens and weaknesses of raw STL file format are analyzed. Visualization styles of data fuzziness using experimental package ScPovPlot3D based on POVRay are proposed and discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

A wide application of ICT solutions in medicine is related to advanced data retrieving, processing and data visualization. In particular, in cardiology reliable data visualization and related calculations results in a possibility of making an accurate diagnosis thus successful treatment. Despite a number of advanced hardware and software solutions, one may indicate an impediment with data synchronization issues got from heterogeneous sources. Additionally, in many cases, apart from skills of technical stuff, applied algorithms and an expert experience, the real problem is ability of processing not only sharp shapes (as an effect of calculations typically encumbered with errors, but also an image obscured with a noise. Thus, the goal is to seek new ways of advanced visualization of fuzzy data. Note, that algorithms designed for data visualization are, in fact, able to provide data useful for further purpose, such as an automated classification of stenoses.

Today one can observe a persistent quest for novel methods of visualization in order to get insight into complex phenomena in different scientific domains including cardiology. While numerous research teams achieved excellent results, still there are some issues connected with imaging of fuzzy data thus visualization of uncertainty. In following the experimental visualization toolkit ScPovPlot3D is proposed as both simple data (pre)processing tool and sophisticated generator of input file required by POVRay [23].

Main research aim of presented work was to search for most effective manner of displaying fuzziness of data gathered by means of variety cardiac vessels imaging tools.

II. VISUALIZATION OF SURFACES

A. ScPovPlot3D as a tool for visualization of surfaces

In recent years a set of templates for POVRay, named ScPovPlot3D (Scientific POVRay Plots in 3D) has been developed [30]. Beginning with simple histogram chart some years ago it can now help to prepare a range of 3D charts including raw or smoothed 3D surfaces, wireframe “surfaces” and surfaces based on irregularly dispersed data [11],[12],[13],[14] (employing simple kriging method [6]) available in the stable branch. Experimental modules include procedures for i.a. fuzzy numbers (IntervalPoints.inc), hybrid charts (Histogram.inc, Potential.inc), vector field and advanced potential visualization (modules Vector.inc and Potential.inc [10],[32]). Moreover helper modules deliver easy to use items like smart cameras (Cameras.inc library), coordinate systems (CoordsSys.inc) as well as text with enhanced formatting (TextExt.inc). In the following chapters three prototyped visualization styles of fuzzy surfaces using the ScPovPlot3D templates are discussed.

A problem of the fuzzy surfaces visualization has been originally addressed in the paper [14]. In the range of problems uncertainty is distributed over surface $z = f(x, y)$, or more generally $f(x,y,z)=0$, usually defined over rectangular domain. The geology is one of sciences widely employing surface visualization to presentation of distribution of mineral resources. Such a distribution may be sampled using wide range of exploratory geophysical techniques. Unfortunately, usually such mapping could not be done over rectangular grid required by common visualization software thus measurement points are irregularly distributed over survey field, not necessarily rectangular. By applying algorithm widely known as kriging ([6], [14] and fig. 1) a regular grid may be evaluated but values computed in every node are subject to uncertainty resulting from uncertainty of measured values, round-off errors and fuzziness imprinted into kriging algorithm. Such uncertainty may be expressed differently, including standard deviation measure as well as fuzzy number paradigm [16]. Possible solution is to draw “thick surface” in contrast to “infinitely thin surface” commonly used. Package ScPovPlot3D cannot explicitly implements “thick” or “fat” surfaces but can simulate this quality utilizing two features of POVRay: prism object
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and media statement (note, media is a specific to POVRay implementation of particles). Additionally in search for the balance between efficiency and quality variant of “media” statement is proposed, i.e. “pseudoparticles design”.

Three examples of application of fuzzy surfaces are presented in the work. The first one shows surface defined by fuzzy relationship $z = z(x, y)$ where $z$ denotes fuzzy number. The second one shows lesion deteriorating blood flow deposited in a segment of cardiac vessel and third illustrates pseudoparticles concept.

The common practice in 3D computer graphics is splitting objects into meshes composed of tiny triangles, named facets. Specially crafted functions (shaders) are responsible for computation of smooth tonal transitions as well as simulation of “smooth” look of the surface. By replacing every facet by prism with base accordingly aligned one can obtain “thick” surface elements comprising whole thick surface object. Obviously, an information on a thickness of every element ought to be delivered for every facet separately. Some variants of thick facets are shown in the figure 2. Unfortunately due to surface curvature adjacent prisms may not fit to each other. Thus, in order to avoid visible cracks in generated surface heights of prisms have to be kept within reasonable limit, see Fig. 3.

Media statement introduces smoke like interior of an object with controlled density. Thick facets may be rendered with or without media statement, and accordingly with opaque or transparent surface, so there is a lot of different combinations. Some of them helps overcome cracked surface problem described above.

B. Visualization of fuzziness of cardiac vessels

In treatment of arteriosclerotic vascular disease, assessment of cardiac arteries plays a crucial role. Typically, after implementation of imaging procedure data gathered is presented to an expert, and a decision concerning further treatment is worked out. Many methods has been developed in order to make

![Figure 1](image1.png)  
**Figure 1.** A surface computed by kriging based on measurement points (larger spheres). Rectangular grid (smaller spheres) has been computed using simple kriging algorithm. Source: [14], own by ScPovPlot3D.

![Figure 2](image2.png)  
**Figure 2.** Examples of fuzzy surface facets. Different settings has been applied to the same geometry, a) texture only and central triangle, b) media only and central triangle, c) media and texture without central triangle, d) mix of all components. Uncertainty range is represented by distance between triangular bases of the prism. Source [16], produced using ScPovPlot3D package.
Coronary angiography may also be enhanced by dedicated computer algorithm (QCA, Quantitative Coronary Angiography) which allows increasing the reliability of assessment of state of vessel wall and evaluation of profile of vessel's cross section [2]. Another improvement method is use of Computed Tomographic Angiography (CTA) [18]. Among disadvantages of above methods usually uncertainty in interpretation of imaging is mentioned, in particular in case of presence of extensive stenoses where possible contours of cross section may exhibit severe eccentricity as well as heavy reduction of the lumen of the vessel examined.

By using methods of visualization of coronary arteries briefly described above only approximated path and cross section of the vessel, involving some level of fuzziness of resulting diagnosis can be shown. Thus dedicated visualization techniques and tools should be developed in order to enable cardiologists to evaluate and visualize possible deviations from computed vessel surface, thickness of artery wall and atheromatous plaques. Similarly, they may be also used for uncertainty estimation (upper and lower boundary) of FFR (Fractional Flow Reserve [18]) measurement which is one of essential indicators for stent placement.

III. VISUALIZATION BASED ON MEDICAL IMAGING STANDARDS

Ability of processing data received from medical devices depend on digital representation of images. To store information on a recorded object, dedicated file formats are used. They allow an interoperability between applications and systems as well as enable or facilitate data interpretation and visualization also for telemedicine, i.a. cardiac, stomatologic, orthopedic consultations.

The DICOM standard (Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine) [19] has a wide applicability in many branches of health. It ensures high quality visualization of medical data both static and dynamic [17]. Moreover, supplementary data are recorded in relevant attributes what enables extensive postprocessing and unique identification of the patient. These remarks are also valid for integration of information produced by dedicated applications, delivering data for processing in heterogeneous systems for storage and processing of medical data (EHR systems, Electronic Health Record). DICOM is helpful, in particular, during transferring of patient’s data between various medical centers equipped with imaging systems delivered by diverse manufacturers, and, what is connected, diverse applications for processing and data archiving but it can supply redundant or useless data. At the same time definitions of graphical objects may remain incomplete due to filling improper fields or supplying non relevant or erroneous data or even omitting crucial fields. Problems also arise from data processing by apparatus calibrated with different sets of parameters what may deteriorate quality of images, for example by affecting contrast or gamma profiles [9].

Note, many popular applications able to deal with DICOM files convert input data into specific, temporary file format. It may results in difficulties during analysis.
including loss of information or quality. For example, GIMP graphics editor [24] is able to import images from DICOM files but at the same time drops crucial data on their geometry and topology.

DICOM files store spatial information mainly in a raster format. They comprise several, and often numerous, 2-dimensional grayscale raster images (layers, slices) produced by a variety of imaging systems, like MRI, CT, CAT, CTA, CAG and supplementary information on their mutual layout. These layers are assumed parallel and laid one over the other separated by constant distance resulting from scanning resolution (fig. 4). This is why raw DICOM files may be treated as useless for automated, computer analysis of spatial relations, especially for assessment of state of coronary artery.

The STL format (STereoLithography) [20], [21] is widely used i.a. for cardiology diagnostics purposes. It can be classified as 3D vector graphics format. The surface of the object is defined in 3D space as raw set of triangles. STL definition comprises both a textual (ASCII) variant as well as a binary one [4]. The surface is composed from flat, usually triangular, facets encoded separately (thus coding is redundant). Note that in computer graphics all surfaces, even very complex, are built from myriads of triangle facets in order to minimize rendering times.

Definition of every single facet includes vector normal to the surface of the triangle, directed “outside” of the object, and three additional vectors defining vertices of the triangle in counterclockwise order when watching in the direction opposite to the normal vector. Thus, every triangle has right-hand orientation.

Applications enabling conversion from DICOM into STL format are available including both free and commercial licenses [25], [26]. There is also Python module - STLTools [31] designed for handling STL files.

Specification of ASCII-STL file is presented in Listing 1. A binary counterpart is defined accordingly, but using machine level float point number representation. Keywords like „facet” have to be written with small letters (see: Listing 1). The very first item in STL file is keyword „solid” followed by name of choice of elaborated object. This name may but does not have to be used later. The last item in the file is keyword „endsolid”. All characters following symbol “#” are treated as comment and silently ignored.

Next keyword - “facet” - begins declaration of the first triangle which is finished by the keyword “endfacet”. Number of facets in the STL file may easily exceed hundreds of thousands. The “facet” keyword is followed by components of the normal vector. Then there is a definition of three vertices in the section beginning with words “outer loop” and terminated by words “endloop”. Declaration of components of every given vertex is opened by a keyword “vertex” and then three floats and End Of Line character are expected (EOL is represented on Windows™ systems by two ASCII characters: ‘CR’, carriage return (ASCII ‘13’) and ‘LF’, line feed (ASCII ‘10’); on Unix systems there is one character - ‘CR’).

Figure 4. Subsequent layers of scan of a human head (Source: Wikipedia Commons [22]).
While original definition of the standard forbids the use of negative values of vertices component, it is not always complied. It is worth to say, that this restriction is artificial and is not derived from programming principles.

```
solid ascii
  facet normal 0.940 -0.039 0.337
  outer loop
    vertex -38.000 -18.549 -8.320
    vertex -37.970 -18.496 -8.399
    vertex -37.990 -18.367 -8.326
  endloop
endfacet
```

Listing 1. Example of ASCII-STL file. Developed by authors based on [20].

In the “outer loop” section at least three vertices have to be present. Though the STL format specification allows for more, in practice only three (ie. triangles) are used due to computing efficiency. Subsequent numbers (floats) are separated by spaces (at least one space, ASCII code '32') - keywords are put without quotations around. There is no scale definition in the file and all units are relative. A computer program performing tessellation (ie. generating facets) has to obey the rule that vertices of one facet cannot be on the edge of another. So, if two triangles are adjacent they should have exactly one common vertex or one whole edge. However, due to round up errors a couple of vertices belonging to the neighboring triangles usually do not coincide exactly. Thus, a tiny cracks may be spotted in the tessellated surface. Furthermore, STL format does not allow for sophisticated processing of geometry, for example evaluation of cross sections profiles or Fluid Dynamics computation [18] because it is unstructured. This may be overcome only using more robust, indexed data structure [12],[13].

STL file structure resembles the XML file structure, however tags in STL file are not enclosed in acute parentheses. It should be noted, that the STL standard had been elaborated before the XML draft.

Relatively ascetic STL format defines object geometry only. It contains three paired tags (opening and closing) and one odd tag (opening only). Note, that simplicity of the definition is an advantage of the STL format as this format is suitable for fast processing on contemporary, graphics cards, designed for rendering hundreds of thousands of triangles per second. After an adjustment it can be supplied as input data file for thick surface procedures. Example of resulting image of cut-out of coronary vessel is given in the fig. 5.

A. Thick surface and media design

Despite mentioned above STL format deficiencies, it is satisfactory as a base for visualization of 3D fuzzy surface. However, coronary vessel can be visualized only in tiny slices in order to avoid screening of one part by another. Whole vessel may be then presented using animation created in a standalone or interactive manner. The latter requires additional presentation software which is beyond of the scope of this paper.

B. Pseudoparticles design

Rendering of a media enhanced object usually takes a long time. To make computations faster (reduce computation time down to reasonable limit), density of media “particles” may be reduced or, instead media statement may be simulated using pseudoparticles defined as tiny spheres or ovals distributed randomly due to carefully selected probability density function. Even large number of such objects may be rendered hundreds times faster than “true” media. In the figure 6, an example of a surface visualized that way is presented. This design may be easily applied to hybrid designs, as color, eccentricity and size of pseudoparticles may represent space dependent properties, for example gradient or value of the scalar field under consideration [10], ex. blood speed, pressure or temperature.

Figure 5. A piece of cardiac vessel rendered using “thick facets”. On the internal surface visible is a pattern created by individual prisms. Externally surface is patterned using marble like texture for better perception and by no means reflects real look of blood arteries. Source: own, produced with STL.inc module from ScPovPlot3D package.

Figure 6. Thick surface rendered using pseudoparticles design. Uncertainty range is simulated using tiny spheres stochastically distributed within min-max limit. This method is significantly faster than media or particles. White stripes were added to enhance 3D look of the surface. Source: own, produced with STL.inc module from ScPovPlot3D package.
Although problem with screening of parts of the surface persists it can be overcome using static slices or some sort of animation. Using more efficient renderers, for example GPU based FurryBall [27],[28] or OpenGL enabled VTK+ [29] may also allow for interactive operation.

IV. CONCLUSION

Efficient interpretation of cardiac data needs an application of novel algorithms aimed at valuable 3D-visualisation, thus increasing the accuracy of a diagnosis made by an expert. Moreover, it's important to gain a possibility of automated digital conversion of information aimed at advanced data processing, in particular - reliable classification of stenoses. One approach is to utilize an alternative graphical tools and lossless data transformation.

ScPovPlot3D package may be used not only for an exploratory analysis of the STL file structure, but also accurate rendering of the surfaces contained within, including "thick surface" design.

The STL file format is relatively simple and well designed for fast rendering and 3D printing but not well suited for computer analysis of coronary vessels including FFR due to the lack of indexation of vertices and facets.

A method of a conversion from the DICOM to the STL format as well as the STL file structure should be revised and improved.
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Abstract - Abdominal ECG is a non-invasive method for monitoring the cardiac activity of a fetus. A complementary method is the detection of the fetal heart rate with an ultrasound. In this paper, we present and analyze abdominal ECG measurements obtained with a differential ECG body sensor. Abdominal ECG was measured in different months of pregnancy within two subjects: one caring a single fetus and another caring twins. The fetal ECG signal measured on the abdomen during pregnancy is superimposed to the mother’s AECG and has a very small amplitude, which is smaller than the amplitude of the mother’s ECG in that part of her body. The interference from the power grid is not present in the signal, which is crucial for further analysis. The recordings demonstrate the remarkable potential of the sensor for abdominal ECG measurements.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays fetal heart is observed predominantly by Doppler ultrasound. However, this technique exposes the fetus to ultrasound irradiation and it has not been proven to be completely safe. The risk may increase with unnecessary prolonged exposure to ultrasound energy, or when untrained personnel operate the device [1]. There are two other noninvasive monitoring techniques of fetal cardiogram. One technique is fetal magnetocardiography, where faint magnetic fields, resulting from the current sources in the fetus heart, are measured outside the maternal abdomen by super sensitive magnetometers (SQUID – Superconducting Quantum Interference Devices) in magnetically shielded rooms [2, 3, 4]. The other noninvasive technique is the measurement of abdominal ECG (AECG) with electrodes placed on the maternal abdomen.

The last mentioned technique was the first one used more than a century ago. However, despite the significant advances in adult electrocardiography, its practical application is still pending because of several technical difficulties [5, 6, 7]. First of all, the heart of the fetus is very small and it produces low voltage on the skin of the maternal abdomen, so the signal-to-noise ratio is low. The second difficulty is the maternal ECG measured at the abdomen, which has nearly the same frequency range, but larger amplitude as the fetal ECG. The third difficulty is the vernix caseosa – a thin layer on the skin of the fetus that forms around the 28th-32nd week of pregnancy and that electrically isolates the fetus from the surrounding. This further reduces the amplitude of the fetal ECG on the maternal abdomen, although the fetal heart during those weeks is becoming larger. Another issue is the placement of the electrodes. If there are several of them, they can be placed on fixed locations on the abdomen. However, if there is only one channel, the position should be carefully selected and the best placement should be searched. A study with multiple electrodes is presented in Verdurmen et al. [8].

Recently, many small ECG body sensors have emerged on the market. In our study, an advanced ECG body sensor was used by pregnant subjects in their home environments with the goal to obtain measurements with visible fetal ECG in the second half of the pregnancy. In this paper, we present the measurement equipment, the recommendations for effective measurements given to the expecting parents, the results of their efforts and the conclusions for further work in the field of abdominal ECG.

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS

A. Differential ECG Sensor

The AECG was measured with a Savvy sensor [9] with additional signal amplification. The sensor is the core of a system for personal cardiac monitoring. It is a small (dimensions: 130 x 35 x 14 mm) and light (weight: 21 g) body gadget fixed to the skin of the user by two standard self-adhesive electrodes. The sensor has a long autonomy (7 days) and a low power wireless connection (Bluetooth 4) to a Smartphone or other personal device. Part of the system are also a mobile application (MobECG) for visualization and interpretation of measurements, and a standalone software for visualization and basic analysis of the measured ECG (VisECG) on a

Figure 1. Savvy sensor.
The Savvy sensor measures a single lead ECG, differentially between the two electrodes at the distance of 8.5 cm. The sensor is covered with a waterproof and biocompatible plastic housing. The ECG is recorded with a moderate resolution of 125 samples per second. The Savvy sensor is presented in Fig. 1.

The Savvy sensor is the commercial version of a previous differential ECG body sensor prototype intended for personal cardiac monitoring [10]. The device can support solutions to every-day problems of the medical personal in hospitals, health clinics, homes for the elderly and health resorts. Its exceptionally lightweight design allows for unobtrusive use also during sports activities or during exhaustive physical work. The ECG measurements obtained with the sensor are already proven to be suitable for medical use, e.g., monitoring after cardiac surgery [11] and reconstruction of the standard 12-channel ECG [12-14]. Even though the ECG is obtained only form one differential lead, it has been demonstrated that the quality of the signal is sufficient for basic ECG analysis, like heart beat detection [15] and detection of heart rate variability [16], or more advanced ECG analysis, like clustering of heart beats [17]. Moreover, the sensor has been used also in veterinary medicine for successful monitoring of the cardiac activity in dogs [18, 19].

B. AECG measurement procedure

For performing AECG measurements, the expecting parents were equipped with a Savvy sensor with additional appropriate signal amplification. Namely, the gain of the input amplifier was further increased for a factor of 4.7 or 12.1. The sensor was placed on the abdomen of the mother, in a position appropriate for acquiring AECG with sufficient amplitude of the fetal ECG. For effective measurement, it was recommended that the sensor is shield to avoid electrical interference from the surrounding. The advised method was covering the sensor with both hands while performing measurements.

C. Subjects

AECG was measured in the second half of the pregnancy within two subjects: one caring a single fetus and another caring twins. The mother with a single fetus started with the measurement trials earlier in the second half of the pregnancy, after the fifth month, while the mother with twins started with the measurement trials in later pregnancy, after the seventh month.

III. RESULTS

The mother of a single fetus started to measure earlier in the second half of the pregnancy (from the fifth month on). Fig. 2 shows the AECG recorded in the fifth month of pregnancy with a single fetus. The sensor was positioned in the center of the abdomen, 5 cm below the umbilicus. The gain of the input amplifier was further increased for a factor of 4.7. The raw signal is sampled at a frequency of 125 Hz and a resolution of 1.264\( \mu V \). The fetal ECG with the heart rate of 74 BPM is superimposed to the mother’s AECG with the heart rate of 120 BPM. The AECG peak-to-peak QRS amplitude of the mother is approximately 40 \( \mu V \), while the QRS amplitude of the fetal ECG is about 9 \( \mu V \).

The subject carrying twins did not manage to acquire proper fetal ECG in the beginning of the measurement trials (after the seventh month of pregnancy). The fetal ECG was not clearly visible, most probably due to the vernix caseosa forming in that period. Nevertheless, a quality AECG was successfully acquired in the eighth month of pregnancy (Fig. 4). The gain of the input amplifier was further increased by 12.1. The raw signal is sampled again at a frequency of 125 Hz, but with a resolution of 0.491 \( \mu V \). The fetal ECG with the heart rate of 120 BPM is superimposed to the mother’s AECG with the heart rate of 74 BPM. The AECG peak-to-peak QRS amplitude of the mother is approximately 40 \( \mu V \), while the QRS amplitude of the fetal ECG is about 9 \( \mu V \).

The gain of the input amplifier was further increased for a larger factor then the previous measurement, i.e. 12.1. The result is most probably due to the vernix caseosa starting to form in that period. The AECG peak-to-peak QRS amplitude of the mother is approximately 60 \( \mu V \), while the QRS amplitude of the fetal ECG is significantly smaller, about 6-7 \( \mu V \). Nevertheless, it was still possible to approximate the fetal hearth rate (app. 153 BPM) and the mother’s heart rate (app. 66 BPM).

The subject carrying twins did not manage to acquire proper fetal ECG in the beginning of the measurement trials (after the seventh month of pregnancy). The fetal ECG was not clearly visible, most probably due to the vernix caseosa forming in that period. Nevertheless, a quality AECG was successfully acquired in the eighth month of pregnancy (Fig. 4). The gain of the input amplifier was further increased by 12.1. The raw signal is sampled again at a frequency of 125 Hz, but with a resolution of 0.491 \( \mu V \). The fetal ECG with the heart rate of 120 BPM is superimposed to the mother’s AECG with the heart rate of 74 BPM. The AECG peak-to-peak QRS amplitude of the mother is approximately 40 \( \mu V \), while the QRS amplitude of the fetal ECG is about 9 \( \mu V \).
Figure 4. Abdominal ECG (red signal) recorded in the eighth month of pregnancy with twins. The heart rate of the fetus (blue markers) is approximately 120 BPM, while the heart rate of the mother (red markers) is approximately 74 BPM.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated that a small ECG device could be efficiently used in the intimacy of a home environment to see the fetal heart beats by expecting parents without the presence of a medical staff. They obtained valuable recordings of fetal ECG without power line interference and with low interference from other sources, even when the fetal QRS signal was well below 10 µV peak-to-peak, which is crucial for further analysis. The recordings demonstrate the remarkable potential of the ECG sensor for abdominal ECG measurements. In future, the procedure for finding the best position of the sensor should be prepared in advance.
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Abstract – Wireless devices for ambulatory ECG monitoring are becoming increasingly popular. One of the challenges that wireless monitoring has to deal with is clock synchronization between the wireless sensor device and the controller device. The monitoring device is usually kept as simple as possible to maximize its autonomy, and is thus limited in its clock accuracy. In this article, we describe a method of off-line synchronization of data from a completely asynchronous sensor device. The sensor device sampling frequency is allowed to deviate from its declared value by more than 100 ppm, while the controlling device time is assumed to be absolutely accurate. Data synchronization is based on using two sources of timestamps for the data – the sensor device oscillator and the controller device local time. In our case the controlling device is an Android mobile phone, and the wireless technology used is Bluetooth LE. The challenges are: limited precision of time reported by the sensor device, clustering of messages on Android, and lost messages due to lossy transmission mode. The presented synchronization technique is able to achieve several orders of magnitude improvement in estimation of sample time.

I. INTRODUCTION

Electrocardiogram (ECG) is a recording of electrical activity of the heart by means of measuring the potential differences with electrodes placed on the skin. From the beginning of the 20th century, the field of ECG measurement and analysis has matured into today's standard 12-lead ECG (which uses 10 electrodes placed on the skin), multichannel ECG body surface mapping systems [1], Holter monitors [2] (most common ambulatory recorder), and the wireless implantable loop recorder (device is inserted under the skin) [3].

Long-term ECG monitoring with a Holter monitor has been used in medicine since the 60s of the last century. The advancement of electronics has enabled the ambulatory monitoring devices to become ever smaller and to record high-quality ECG signals gathered by a small number of electrodes. Currently, the measurements are made available for detailed analysis after one or more days of recording, when the ambulatory monitor is detached from the subject and attached to the computer. The advances in telecommunications, however, already enable the wireless data transmission [4] from miniature sensor devices to nearby personal terminals (smartphone, tablet) with access to the Internet. This in turn enables the provision of a wide range of mobile health services, from patient monitoring in hospitals [5], remote patient monitoring [6, 7], and remote medical support, to sports, recreation, and entertainment. Current research efforts are focused on the development of devices and instruments which are small, simple to use, reliable, and offer medical-grade measurements.

The mobile health (mHealth), which enables telemonitoring, telecare, and other distant services, is a new way of extending the established health care to cover a larger part of patients. Mobile communications and the Internet are accessible almost everywhere, and are further promoted by the rapid expansion of the smart personal devices, which are becoming necessities in everyday life.

The backbone of any mHealth platform is the ICT technology, which is already mature enough and readily available on the market. Wearable devices with sensors, which are the other key element, on the other hand, are still under rigorous development. Among these is a multifunctional wearable sensor device, which is being developed at Jožef Stefan Institute as a part of the PCARD mHealth platform [8].

A. Wearable sensor device for ECG monitoring

The sensor device used in PCARD mHealth platform is a small and lightweight device, comprising an ECG analog sensing circuitry, micro-controller, and Bluetooth LE radio transmitter. Its intended use is to be put on the body, usually on the torso in the vicinity of the heart, where it measures ECG and transmits it wirelessly to a smartphone. The sensor device has no own human interface, no storage capacity and very low processing capabilities, and therefore cannot operate in isolation, that is, without a wireless connection to the smartphone. Its design uses a trade-off between the long-term usage – it is possible to perform measurements for more than a week on a single charge, and data integrity – measurements are allowed to contain missing data. Such a trade-off was selected because the focus of the platform is on long-term measurement and in this context it is perfectly acceptable to experience several seconds, minutes, or sometimes even hours of missing data within a weekly measurement.

A methodology has been developed to synthesize 12-lead ECG measurement from 3 concurrent differential ECG measurements [9]. Such measurements can theoretically be produced by three sensor devices connected to the same smartphone. This ability of the wearable ECG sensor has a great applicability in extending the procedure for measuring 12-channel ECG from health care institutions that have the required equipment available, to anywhere, provided a smartphone and three sensor devices. The goal of this paper is to analyze options for supporting the 12-lead ECG synthesis via accurate synchronization of multiple ECG measurements.
II. THE PROBLEM

Keeping accurate time, which is required for synchronizing events measured on different devices, is not trivial. While the smartphone is a fairly complex platform with plenty of processing power and an Internet connection, it can maintain quite an accurate time representation. The wearable on the other hand is much simpler and its internal representation of time depends purely on the quartz oscillator, which is estimated to be accurate to under 100 ppm [10], and the communication with the smartphone. The unaltered quartz accuracy allows for several seconds of time drift to accumulate during a single week of measurement. While this time drift is perfectly acceptable from the long-term measurement point of view, it is not acceptable for making multiple concurrent measurements that have to be synchronized in time. The synchronous measurements form the basis for 12-channel ECG synthesis, which further imposes a very strict synchronization demand, for the timing error to be below a single sampling period length. Therefore, time accuracy must be improved with the help of the smartphone to satisfy the requirements. If the concurrent measurements are not all performed on the same smartphone, then the synchronization should be extended among the multiple smartphones as well, but we consider this option out of scope for now.

Since the ECG body sensor and the smartphone could be considered as a simple distributed system, one possible solution to time synchronization could be to translate it to clock synchronization and then use one of the many clock synchronization techniques for distributed systems [11]. To keep the software on the sensor device simple and power efficient, though, time keeping is simplified to the point that such techniques cannot be implemented. Time is not kept at all, the signal from the on-board oscillator is used as a clock and to trigger signal sampling.

Therefore the problem is re-defined as follows: The smartphone time is considered as a reference that is absolutely correct, and synchronization is applied on the recorded measurement only, keeping the internal representation of time on the sensor device intact. The recorded measurement is time synchronized by deducing the reference time of each sample on the smartphone, using the data gathered so far. The data consists of the 10-bit counters recorded by the system, it has to be done in those callbacks. Since the time of receiving each packet is not recorded by the system, it has to be done in those callbacks. This, however, can be problematic, since the communication layer does not seem to trigger callback for received message straight away when the message is received. Callbacks seem to be called in a periodic fashion which indicates that the operating system is most likely periodically polling Bluetooth hardware and does not communicate with it in real time. An example is shown in Figure 1, where the points represent delays between two subsequent calls to a callback, which are clearly quantized. Such behavior makes it hard to estimate the time a packet was received.

![Figure 1: Example of how the Bluetooth callback calls are quantized on a typical Android device.](image)

The procedure for data transmission starts with the digital data sampling on the sensor device. Current time is kept as the number of sampling periods that passed since the measurement was started. Therefore, current time on the sensor device will hereafter be termed counter, to avoid mixup with the time kept on the smartphone. The sampling procedure is triggered in a periodic manner by a quartz oscillator on the sensor device. Each 10-bit sample is then stored in one of three buffers. Once that a buffer is full, i.e. it contains 14 samples, it is stamped with current time (mod $2^{10}$), marked for transmission and another buffer is selected for caching further samples. Data packet marked for transmission is transmitted to the smartphone in the next communication interval defined by the Bluetooth radio, and the delay between marking a packet and the completion of transmission can be considered a random variable.

The problem is further complicated by the following three factors. First, application on the smartphone has to receive the packets and record when they were received (assign them a reference timestamp). Android, which is the most proliferated smartphone operating system, does not give the application direct access to Bluetooth hardware but rather only access to the communication layer via callbacks. Since the time of receiving each packet is not recorded by the system, it has to be done in those callbacks. This, however, can be problematic, since the communication layer does not seem to trigger callback for received message.

Second, handling unreliable connection has its own set of problems attached. These can be classified in lost packages and disconnection events. In both cases one or more packets of data is lost in transmission, which has to be handled on the Android side. If the Bluetooth connection drops, which can happen if the Android device and sensor device get too far from each other for too long, e.g. 30 seconds, then the sensor device goes to low power mode and does not continue time keeping. Thus, after a reconnect, the counter values received will not indicate all the missing data correctly.

Third, smartphones were in several occasions found to severely delay the forwarding of received packets to the application, thus making the receive timestamps severely

---

The problem is further complicated by the following three factors. First, application on the smartphone has to receive the packets and record when they were received (assign them a reference timestamp). Android, which is the most proliferated smartphone operating system, does not give the application direct access to Bluetooth hardware but rather only access to the communication layer via callbacks. Since the time of receiving each packet is not recorded by the system, it has to be done in those callbacks. This, however, can be problematic, since the communication layer does not seem to trigger callback for received message straight away when the message is received. Callbacks seem to be called in a periodic fashion which indicates that the operating system is most likely periodically polling Bluetooth hardware and does not communicate with it in real time. An example is shown in Figure 1, where the points represent delays between two subsequent calls to a callback, which are clearly quantized. Such behavior makes it hard to estimate the time a packet was received.

A custom protocol on top of the Bluetooth LE is used for wireless data transmission. Data transmission is performed by enumerated packets of 19 Bytes each, with no retransmission on error. This means that some packets will get lost in the transmission, but the order of the received packets is not affected and identification of missing data is possible. The contents of a single packet are 14 10-bit samples, a 10-bit time stamp that also serves as the packet identifier, and a 2-bit operation mode identifier.

The procedure for data transmission starts with the digital data sampling on the sensor device. Current time is kept as the number of sampling periods that passed since the measurement was started. Therefore, current time on the sensor device will hereafter be termed counter, to avoid mixup with the time kept on the smartphone. The sampling procedure is triggered in a periodic manner by a quartz oscillator on the sensor device. Each 10-bit sample is then stored in one of three buffers. Once that a buffer is full, i.e. it contains 14 samples, it is stamped with current time (mod $2^{10}$), marked for transmission and another buffer is selected for caching further samples. Data packet marked for transmission is transmitted to the smartphone in the next communication interval defined by the Bluetooth radio, and the delay between marking a packet and the completion of transmission can be considered a random variable.

The problem is further complicated by the following three factors. First, application on the smartphone has to receive the packets and record when they were received (assign them a reference timestamp). Android, which is the most proliferated smartphone operating system, does not give the application direct access to Bluetooth hardware but rather only access to the communication layer via callbacks. Since the time of receiving each packet is not recorded by the system, it has to be done in those callbacks. This, however, can be problematic, since the communication layer does not seem to trigger callback for received message straight away when the message is received. Callbacks seem to be called in a periodic fashion which indicates that the operating system is most likely periodically polling Bluetooth hardware and does not communicate with it in real time. An example is shown in Figure 1, where the points represent delays between two subsequent calls to a callback, which are clearly quantized. Such behavior makes it hard to estimate the time a packet was received.
unreliable. These are the occasions when the smartphone application receives packages from the Bluetooth communication layer of the Android operating system in a large cluster, instead of in regular intervals as they are received by the hardware. An example of data where the receive timestamps are distorted in such a way is given in Figure 2. Although the relation between the sensor device and reference times should be linear, several steps are visible on the graph, where the reference time changes very little while the time on the wearable changes as expected.

The time on the wearable changes as expected. Encircled times should be linear, several steps. Although the relation between the sensor device and reference time on the wearable sensor device. The procedure is as follows. The intervals between consecutive reference timestamps are checked and when a pause is detected, the measurement is split. A so called continuous block of measurement is created as the part of the measurement from measurement start to the start of the pause. Each continuous block is guaranteed to contain measurement with no disconnection events and with manageable amount of missing data. The second part of the measurement that starts as the pause ends and lasts to the end of the measurement is then input into the next iteration of the detection of pauses. This way the pause is eliminated from further processing with no ill effects. When the detection of pauses is done, another continuous block of measurement is created as the last part of the measurement.

Pauses are detected using the following criterion. The resolution of the counters is 10 bit, which results in $2^{10}$ possible counter values. A safe difference between consecutive packets $\Delta r_s$ is then defined as one half of the time interval in which the counter values start repeating itself, which is caused by the overflow in counter value. Counter values start repeating in $2^{10}$ packets, therefore the safe difference can be expressed in counter units as:

$$\Delta r_s = \frac{1}{2} 2^{10} = 2^9,$$

and safe difference in reference time can then be derived from the expected sampling frequency $f_s$ as:

$$\Delta r_s = \frac{\Delta c_s}{f_s}$$

Therefore, the pause is declared when a disconnect occurs, or the two received packets reference timestamps differ by more than $\Delta r_s$, or the two received packet counters differ by more than $\Delta c_s$.

### B. Processing of individual block

This part of the method is applied on each continuous block of measurement separately. The relation between the counters and the time stamps is estimated from the data of the block. The relation is composed of frequency and offset (or the slope and the intercept). Frequency estimate from each block will later be used to estimate the mean frequency across the measurement, while the offset will be used for deriving the sample frequency of this block only.

In the first step, the unreliable data are filtered out. Individual differences between consecutive packets are examined for the ratio between the counter $c$ and reference timestamp $r$: $f_i = \frac{c_{i+1} - c_i}{r_{i+1} - r_i}$, where $c_i$ and $r_i$ are the counter and reference timestamp of the $i$-th packet. This ratio should be close to the sampling frequency for all samples but will not be accurate because of the timestamp quantization errors. On the other hand, the error should not be very large either. Therefore a threshold filter is applied that marks packages $i$ and $i + 1$ to be ignored in further processing if $f_i$ appears either too small or too large. The threshold for declaring $f_i$ either too small or large was in our case set to 2, which means that packages $i$ and $i + 1$ are removed, if the condition $\frac{1}{2} \geq f_i \geq 2 f_s$ is not satisfied. The method is not very sensitive to the selection of threshold since it is designed mostly to weed out packets that were received in clusters. The timestamps of clustered packets are very close to each other and usually several orders of magnitude closer together that the timestamps of correctly received packets.

Linear regression is then used to determine the relation between the counters and timestamps of the remaining packets. Regression coefficient is taken as the estimated sampling frequency $f_s$ of this block.
Counters are also extended into 32-bit form at this time. Since the blocks contain data that is guaranteed not to have pauses longer than \( r_1 \) and counter differences larger than \( c_s \), the procedure is quite simple:

\[
\text{offs} = 0 \\
\text{for each } i: \\
\quad \text{if } (c_i < c_{i-1}) \text{ then offs}=\text{offs}+2^{10} \\
\quad c_i = c_i + \text{offs}
\]

The result of this part is that the counter overflows are accounted for, and the sampling frequency is estimated on this block.

### C. Averaging the sampling frequency

Individual sampling frequencies of blocks \( f_b \) are gathered, weighted by the sample size on which they were made, and averaged to produce the final sampling frequency estimate for the whole measurement \( f_s \). The effects of disconnection events are completely eliminated from \( f_s \), and the weighted averaging should also produce best possible estimate based on the given data. In future, more aggressive weighting or even thresholding might be necessary, since benefit of including very short blocks into the averaging is questionable.

#### D. Estimating sampling times

In the final step, the estimated sampling frequency is used to derive sampling time for each received packet. A two-step algorithm is used, with initial estimate of sampling time \( t_i \) and the final sampling time estimate \( t_i^* \).

In first step, an estimate of the sampling times is made, which uses the estimated sampling frequency:

\[
\hat{t}_i = r_0 + i \times (c_i - c_0) \times f_s.
\]

The second step builds upon the property of timestamp errors \( e \), that they can only be positive, which can be written formally as:

\[
r_1 - t_i > 0.
\]

Therefore, estimated timestamps are uniformly shifted back in time so that \( t_i \leq r_i \) for \( \forall i \) within each measurement block:

\[
t_i = \hat{t}_i - \max(t_i - r_i).
\]

Blocks are again kept separate at the final estimate, since the sampling frequency is the only parameter that is constant throughout the whole measurement.

### IV. Experiments and Results

An example of an extremely difficult measurement to handle is given and the proposed algorithm is applied on it. The measurement is 34 hours and 52 minutes long but contains only 3 hours of data. First part of the algorithm distributes this data into 2045 short blocks, the longest of which is only 7.5 minutes long. Such a measurement is unfortunately useless for monitoring or diagnostic purposes. It does, however, represent an excellent testing facility for the proposed algorithm.

The results of the second algorithm part, where sampling frequency is estimated for individual blocks, are plotted in Figure 3. There is a marker on the figure for each block, with its \( x \) position representing the number of data points used to estimate frequency and \( y \) position representing the error in frequency estimate. It is clear that the frequency estimates that are made from small number of data points contain large errors. These are the result of timestamp quantization that was mentioned before. The errors are reduced quite quickly, though, with larger number of data points.

![Figure 3: Relation between the number of samples taken for the calculation of frequency (linear regression) and the absolute error in frequency.](image)

Another observation based on Figure 3 can be made regarding the measurement itself. It can be seen that the majority of frequency estimates are made on very low number of data points. Analysis shows that more than 76% frequency estimates are made on 10 data points or less, and 67% of frequency estimates are made on 5 data points or less. Over the whole measurement, 69% of data points are discarded by the method and not used at all. A closer look into the measurement shows that the majority of data is really not useful at all, since packets were received in large clusters, as shown before in Figure 2.

The third step of the method averages the frequency to 125.0645, which is close to the real sampling frequency of 125.0687. On the largest block of the measurement, which is 7.5 minutes long, the error in frequency leads to 0.015 s of error in sampling time. Considering the quality of input data, for which the quantization error alone is 0.05 s, and error from packet clustering is several seconds, this is a large improvement. It is insufficient though for measurement synthesis, since it is about twice the length of a single sampling period, which equals \( \frac{1}{125} = 0.008 \) s.

The last step of the algorithm, which estimates the sampling times is not tested here, since this particular measurement was made in isolation and the data for comparison does not exist.

### V. Conclusion

An example of how the modern wearable technologies push the available hardware and software to its limits has been presented. When combining multiple concurrent measurements for a measurement synthesis, an important first problem to solve is assuring the participating devices have their clock synchronized. This problem was transformed into a simpler one – to the off-line mapping of a single mea-
surement to a reference time. Thus the synchronization of multiple device clocks was avoided, which enables the sensor devices to have simpler hardware and greater autonomy.

A solution for measurement synchronization was proposed, which manages to handle some difficult measurements. Nevertheless, the remaining error is still too great in the most demanding measurement and improvements will have to be made.

In future work, the last step of the algorithm will be tested by performing special experiments in which the measured signal will be controlled. Also more experiments will be made on all kind of measurements to gather some statistically significant results.
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Abstract - A case study is presented, based on long-term ECG measurements of a patient with diagnosed persistent atrial fibrillation (PeAF) that underwent the classical diagnostic procedures. The long-term measurements have been performed with an ECG body sensor. Based on the European Heart Rhythm Association (EHRA) guidelines for treatment of atrial fibrillation the left atrial catheter cryo-ablation with an endpoint of pulmonary vein isolation was performed. After the cryo-ablation PeAF still persists, therefore an additional catheter radiofrequency ablation was performed. After the second procedure and in combination with antiarrhythmic drugs the atrial fibrillation (AF) was controlled on the level of relatively rare and short documented AF episodes. A detailed analysis of a long-term measurement has enabled detection of a large spectrum of arrhythmias, which have been documented over a ten-week period of measurements. Those include atrial extrabeats and nonsustained atrial tachycardias that might be the initial triggers for AF. The initial study motivates new hypotheses about the long-term impact of ablation procedures and antiarrhythmic drugs on the outcome of medical therapies, which deserves to be further elucidated with a larger and more systematic study.

I. INTRODUCTION

The atrial fibrillation (AF) is a cardiac arrhythmia with various symptoms, e.g. fatigue, palpitations, syncope, heart failure, etc. but can also exist with no symptoms [1]. It affects more than 4 millions of people in the European Union and about 100 millions worldwide. The AF is associated with more frequent hospitalizations because of stroke, transient ischemias and heart failure [2, 3] therefore it is maintained with some success with antiarrhythmic drugs or with atrial catheter ablation [4]. The AF can be classified by frequency and duration of its episodes as: paroxysmal, persistent, or long-standing persistent. It has been demonstrated that the consequences of AF have been correlated with episodes’ duration and with the total amount of AF time, which is termed often as AF burden [5]. The AF burden is therefore one of the most important clinical indicator for the selection and outcome of therapeutic approaches.

Diagnosis of AF is usually based on patients’ clinical history, physical examination, and is confirmed by ECG. However, it has been shown in several studies that the diagnosis, based on symptoms, is not always effective for confirmation and medical management of AF [6, 7], because the yield of ambulatory 12-lead ECG monitoring is limited. The correctly detected amount of AF burden using the prolonged rhythm monitoring is proportional to the duration of the continuous rhythm monitoring. As a consequence, in cases with asymptomatic, undetected events of AF, patients are exposed to increased risk of ischemic stroke or thromboembolic complications [8].

Long-term electrocardiographic (ECG) recordings are recommended from the European Society of Cardiology (ESC) and European Heart Rhythm Association (EHRA) [9] for detection and maintenance of AF and other threatening arrhythmias that could influence the heart rhythm. External cardiac monitors, such as (i) non-invasive but obtrusive Holter monitors, (ii) implantable cardiac monitors (ICM) or loop recorders [10], and currently, (iii) wireless ECG body sensors [11, 12], incorporated into a system of mobile cardiac patients monitoring [13], are among the most common approaches. While the first two options are already matured with known advantages and limitations, the body sensors could be a complementary future approach for efficient long-term assessment of the AF burden.

By the first option, a Holter monitor with a reduced number of electrodes that are connected with wires to a small portable recorder, acquires continuous ECG measurement that can last from 24 hours to maximum a week. Usually one to three wired leads are utilized for automatic ECG reporting, including heart rhythm analysis and detection of myocardial ischemia, which is an advantage in comparison with the remaining options.

The second option, implantable loop recorders, are invasive and heart rhythm can only be analyzed on-line, because of their limited storage capacity. Additionally, a limited storage of energy prevents to record a high resolution ECG that is paramount in the case of AF detection. Next, a complicated equipment for data transfer from an ICM to external device for analysis of results, requires frequent visits of specialist ambulance and expensive manipulation of expert personnel.

Finally, the long-term unobtrusive ECG recordings are possible with an ECG body sensor that is wirelessly connected with a smart phone or other personal device that is in constant use by the patient. Such a sensor measures a potential difference between two proximal electrodes on the skin, which enables monitoring of several vital functions, e.g., heart activity and respiration [14].

In this paper, a case study is presented, based on long-term ECG measurements in a patient with diagnosed
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persistent atrial fibrillation (PeAF) that has undergone classical diagnostic and therapeutic procedures. Long-term measurements have been performed with a single ECG body sensor, placed in the vicinity of heart atria. The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II the methodology of long-term measurements is described with a short description of the novel wireless body ECG sensor. In Section III results are presented and discussed, and finally, in Section IV the paper is concluded.

II. METHOD

A. Monitoring Period

The patient, monitored in this case, had a persistent atrial fibrillation (PeAF) diagnosed on December 2014. Based on the European Heart Rhythm Association (EHRA) guidelines for treatment of atrial fibrillation (AF) the left atrial cryo-balloon catheter ablation with an endpoint of pulmonary vein isolation was performed at the end of March 2015. After the cryo-ablation the PeAF was interrupted and the heart rhythm improved, but the paroxysmal atrial fibrillation (PAF) still persisted. Therefore, an additional catheter radiofrequency ablation was performed at the end of October 2015. After the second procedure the PAF episodes were shorter and less frequent. However, the PeAF returned at the end of 2015. In January 2016 the electric conversion of the irregular rhythm was performed followed by application of antiarrhythmic drugs. Since then the AF was controlled at the level of relatively rare and short documented AF episodes. The heart rhythm was monitored by the ECG body sensor during the whole period of rehabilitation, from December 2014 to March 2017, in order to obtain evidence-based insight into heart rate patterns.

A detailed analysis of rhythm monitoring was performed during a ten-week period from the end of December 2016 to the beginning of March 2017. Five weeks before the end of analyzed period, on 2017-02-03, the antiarrhythmic drug has been reduced by 100% in order to assess eventual heart rhythm changes. We have expected that based on the obtained results from these measurements, an optimal dose of antiarrhythmic drugs will be determined to minimize their negative effects, and improved diagnostic procedures and medical treatment strategies will be planned.

B. ECG Data Acquisition

The measured ECG data has been obtained from the medical graded ECG body sensor Savvy [15] (see Figure 1), marketed by Savvy d.o.o., Ljubljana, Slovenia. The sensor is unobtrusive for users because of its small dimensions, flexible design, more than seven-day autonomy and simple use, and therefore appropriate for continuous measurements during normal daily activities. Users can mark specific events that describe their activity, comfort, sensor position and similar. The body ECG sensor can also support solutions in every-day monitoring in hospitals, in health clinics, in homes for elderlies and in health resorts. Its exceptionally lightweight design allows for unobtrusive use also during sports activities or during exhaustive physical work.

The placement of sensor electrodes on the chest can be easily fine-tuned to maximize the quality of the ECG recording [16, 17]. A moderate sampling rate of 125 Hz with 10 bit analogue/digital converter, that is a compromise between medical value and amount of generated data, suffices for accurate rhythm monitoring. User can easily master the mobile application on a smart phone that coordinates the data transfer from the sensor to the phone storage using sensor’s low power wireless connection (BT4). The application provides on-line visualization of the measured ECG with a robust real-time beat detector for the calculation of minute beat rate (BPM) [18].

ECG measurements run continuously in the background and do not interfere with the usual mobile phone functions. However, short interruptions in measurement can always be present, for example, due to lost radio connection. Besides, user can either interrupt the current measurement, in the case of other activities, e.g., showering, or simply stop the measurement, in the case that one does not wish to be measured. Long-term measurements with skin electrodes are often a reason for skin irritation, which can be overcome by applying new electrodes for appropriate shift of the sensor position.

C. ECG Analysis

The measured ECG data, that are continuously stored in the mobile phone memory, can at any time be transferred to a personal computer, also while the current measurement is still running. The further analysis is currently possible with an open source program VisECG [19] (available on http://www.savvy.si) that was devised from its research prototype version. VisECG comprises the following basic functions:

(i) conversion of binary ECG files to VisECG native format,
(ii) time-overview of measured data files, marked with basic statistical properties, e.g., amount of lost data, mean values, etc.,
(iii) signal preprocessing and adaptive beat detection,
(iv) visualization of ECG measurements in their full resolution, and with corresponding events, e.g., QRS time with R-R intervals, and
(v) generation of different ECG reports in the form of pdf files.

Figure 1. Wireless ECG sensor fixed on the chest above heart atria.
There are some additional advanced functions that enable, for example, study of heart rate variability, ECG derived respiration, frequency domain analysis, customized filtering and similar.

The VisECG program is not a replacement for standard Holter analysis programs that are able to perform a complete ECG analysis and present the results in the means of a few characteristic numbers that can be used for fast diagnosis. On the contrary, the VisECG approach provides a simple graphical presentation of BPM curve and assume an active engagement of medical expert that can devise a fast diagnosis from the long-term measurements by visual inspection. For example, a sinus rhythm can be identified by a smooth BPM curve, which indicates that no sudden change in consecutive R-R intervals is present. Alternatively, a visible change in BPM on the beat-to-beat basis could indicate a premature beat, or a bolded BPM curve could indicate an AF sequence because of unstructured significant changes in consecutive R-R times. Other ECG phenomena, e.g., start of multifocal atrial depolarizations that is reflected either in momentary change in BPM and in variations in P-wave morphology, cannot be accurately detected by computer program. On the other hand, such jumps in BPM will be easily noticed and reported by an expert supervisor.

Figure 2. A typical one-week overview of ECG of measurements from week 6 (2017-02-03 to 2017-02-09).

Figure 3. Two one-hour BPM segments from ECG report of measurement 12 (2017-02-07_21.45.29_part_2) from week 6.
III. RESULTS

A. ECG Measurements Overview

The analyzed ECG measurements have been grouped in folders by weeks and analyzed correspondingly. A typical week-overview of 16 ECG measurements in week 6, from 2017-02-03 to 2017-02-09, is shown in Figure 2. Beside the demographic data, colored rectangles graphically represent particular measurements. If a measurement is longer than 12 hours, it is divided in 12-hour segments, denoted in its filename by a suffix _part_i, where i is the corresponding 12-hour segment. This enables faster visualization and easier manipulation. The color of a rectangle and its edge color indicate mean BPM and the standard deviation (SD) of measurement, respectively. Marked events that have been inserted by user or by examiner are marked with letters. Note that there are also periods with no measurements, which could have a minor impact on the overall results. However, usually the amount of time of missing measurements is significantly shorter than the total measuring time.

B. Arrhythmias Identification

The complete ECG measurements with segmented heart beats have been examined by a trained person on the basis of automatically generated BMP visualization arranged in one-hour intervals in each line. An example of 3rd and 5th hours in part 2 of ECG measurement 12 from Figure 2, which starts at 2017-02-07 21:45:29, is shown in Figure 3. Dots represent a beat-to-beat BPM and the green graph represents a 10 seconds window average of BPM.

In Figure 3. a) two activity cycles are present, with a period of 25 minutes and maximum BPM greater than 100, while in Figure 3. b) an ECG at rest is shown. During most of the measurement time a sinus rhythm is present with an average of 50 BPM. On the 3rd hour segment, at 33th minute, a sudden small change of rhythm appears (possibly an alternate ectopic rhythm). On the 5th hour segment b) at 27th minute a seven-minute period of unstructured beats is present (possibly paroxysmal AF), at 48th minute an unexpectedly high BPM of 200 can be noticed (possibly an artefact), while throughout the whole ECG measurement occasional single beats reflect significantly increased BPMs (possibly atrial or ventricular extra beats).

By examining line-by-line of BPM a long-term tabular summary report was generated in the form shown in Table I. Gray lines represents five weeks after the reduction of antiarhythmic drugs. We see that the total amount of analyzed time was 67.8% and the number of all detected beats was about 3.5 million. The AF burden was 132 minutes in 10 episodes, 118 sequences of severe arrhythmias in total duration of 1735 minutes have been identified. Severe arrhythmias are defined as continuous sequences, longer than 30 second, with the number of premature atrial beats (PAB) in the same range as the number of sinus beats. Such arrhythmias have often preceded AF sequences and could therefore be a trigger for the AF. A small increase in arrhythmias, before and after the reduction of the antiarhythmic drugs can be noticed, however, a longer monitoring period would be needed for a reliable determination of statistical significance of this result.

<p>| TABLE I. ECG SUMMARY REPORT, FROM WEEK 1: 2016-12-30_01-05 TO WEEK 10: 2017-03-03_03-09 |
|-----------------------------------------------|-----------------------------------------------|-----------------------------------------------|-----------------------------------------------|</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week number</th>
<th>Week dates</th>
<th>Analyzed time [min]</th>
<th>Analyzed time [%]</th>
<th>No. of detected beats</th>
<th>Mean BPM</th>
<th>Standard deviation of BPM [SD]</th>
<th>Maximum smoothed BPM [SAB]</th>
<th>No. of PAB/hour</th>
<th>No. of arrhythmia episodes</th>
<th>Mean of arrhythmia episodes [min]</th>
<th>Duration of arrhythmia episodes [min]</th>
<th>No. of PAF episodes</th>
<th>Duration of PAF episodes [min]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2016-12-30_01-05</td>
<td>5390</td>
<td>53.5</td>
<td>279100</td>
<td>51.8</td>
<td>30.2</td>
<td>61.8</td>
<td>43.5</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2017-01-06_01-12</td>
<td>4409</td>
<td>43.7</td>
<td>229823</td>
<td>52.1</td>
<td>24.1</td>
<td>63.4</td>
<td>42.6</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2017-01-13_01-19</td>
<td>6784</td>
<td>67.3</td>
<td>338883</td>
<td>56.6</td>
<td>29.0</td>
<td>73.9</td>
<td>44.6</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2017-01-20_01-26</td>
<td>6686</td>
<td>66.3</td>
<td>325975</td>
<td>52.8</td>
<td>26.6</td>
<td>62.1</td>
<td>45.9</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2017-01-27_02-02</td>
<td>6555</td>
<td>65.0</td>
<td>333970</td>
<td>50.9</td>
<td>25.9</td>
<td>74.0</td>
<td>40.8</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2017-02-03_02-09</td>
<td>6121</td>
<td>60.7</td>
<td>304603</td>
<td>49.8</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>82.4</td>
<td>43.1</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2017-02-10_02-16</td>
<td>9077</td>
<td>90.0</td>
<td>437219</td>
<td>48.2</td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>59.0</td>
<td>41.8</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2017-02-17_02-23</td>
<td>7263</td>
<td>72.1</td>
<td>379952</td>
<td>52.3</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>67.6</td>
<td>41.4</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>705</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>2017-02-24_03-02</td>
<td>9363</td>
<td>92.9</td>
<td>466108</td>
<td>49.8</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>56.8</td>
<td>42.2</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2017-03-03_03-09</td>
<td>6689</td>
<td>66.4</td>
<td>344757</td>
<td>51.5</td>
<td>23.2</td>
<td>70.6</td>
<td>42.4</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td></td>
<td>68337</td>
<td>67.8</td>
<td>3512373</td>
<td>51.6</td>
<td>25.2</td>
<td>82.4</td>
<td>40.8</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>1735</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Types of Arrhythmic Events

During the analysis of ECG measurements for ECG summary report some typical cardiac events are identified and often also several unexpected behaviors in the BPM graph. The examiner can always check the original ECG signal in its full resolution to resolve the noticed phenomena for correct interpretation. For example, four before mentioned phenomena from the analyzed measurement shown in Figure 3 will be presented in more detail. After a click on the rectangle that corresponds to measurement 12, the ECG signal is zoomed around the noticed time in hour 3 and 5. The results are shown in Figure 4 by strips of ECG from VisECG report. Time scale is in seconds after the measurement start.

In Figure 4. a) a ten-second strip of ECG from 3rd hour segment is shown around a PAB that results in a sudden change of P-wave morphology and BPM, from 54 to 65, at 9197 s after the start of measurement. We confirmed by visual examination that the mean frequency of such events is 20 times/day. With further detailed inspection a short paroxysmal AF sequence was confirmed on panel b) of Figure 4. On panel c) the sudden change of BPM is due to
an artefact from movement or muscular activity. Finally, on panel d), a PAB is confirmed with no change in P-wave morphology and with no change in BPM.

Two other rarely detected phenomena, from other measurements of the analyzed period, are shown in Figure 5. On panel a) a 15-second of ECG is shown, from measurement 2017-02-20 23:14:03 at 21041 s, that confirms a ventricular extrasystolic rhythm. On panel b) an ECG strip from measurement 2016-12-21 01:00:00 at 35265 s, documents a smooth transition from a nodal to a sinus rhythm.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a case of PeAF that was constantly monitored for two and half year, which is to our knowledge first long-term report with complete data set of ECG measurements. A detailed long-term analysis was done for a ten-week period in order to determine the AF burden and the rhythm status after two catheter ablations. Further, an optimal dose of anti-arrhythmic drugs can be determined and plans for eventual further actions can be established based on evidences from the ECG measurements. The results show that we were able to precisely identify all AF periods and consequently the AF burden. However, these methods should be accounted only
as assistance for the medical professional and should not be trusted blindly. The acquired ECG measurements enable also more complex methods [20] for the assessment of heart rhythm.

In further work, we plan to improve the interpretation and analysis software that must be tailored to big-data sets because the current version of the ECG body sensor produces about 15 MB of data per day. Measures for the improving accuracy of the interpretation, based on the concurrent measurement of acceleration, i.e., user’s activity, should be implemented. Segmentation of ECG measurements can be supported by the accelerometer data [21]. Various clustering methods will be tested, which will form the base for automatic annotation of the ECG towards the final task of automatic ECG beats classification.
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Abstract – Wireless electrocardiographic (ECG) sensor attached to the skin and connected to a smart device via low power Bluetooth technology has been used to record more than 500 hours of ECG data in a German shepherd dog with dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM). Wireless ECG monitoring has been used for a period of 6 months. With the wireless body electrodes, the ECG data were obtained while the dog was resting, walking, playing and eating. Atrial fibrillation, ventricular premature complexes, occasional ventricular tachycardia and multifrorm ventricular beats were observed. Numerous standard 6-lead ECG recordings have been compared to the recordings obtained with wireless body electrodes. Instantaneous and average heart rates and standard duration measurements evaluated with the two devices were identical in all cases. The extended ECG monitoring time with the wireless device increased the diagnostic yield of arrhythmias.

The dog was treated with diuretics, positive inotropes, ACE inhibitor and antiarrhythmics for 2 years. Influence of various drugs, dog’s activities, and environmental factors on ECG data was investigated. During the 6 months period dog’s condition was changing substantially and long term ECG monitoring excluded arrhythmias as the cause for dog’s weakness.

The wireless device, which proved to be reliable and simple to use, enables an excellent option of long-term monitoring of canine cardiac rhythm in real-world environment.

I. INTRODUCTION

Canine dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM) is a primary myocardial disease characterized by chamber dilation and a decrease in myocardial contractility. Beside the predominant systolic dysfunction of one or both ventricles, diastolic dysfunction is also present. DCM is the most common form of canine cardiomyopathy. It is an inherent disease of large and medium sized dogs [1 - 6]. In dogs with DCM arrhythmias occur commonly. Due to their intermittent nature a long-term electrocardiographic (ECG) monitoring in real-world environment is most suitable for the diagnostics [7 - 9]. Arrhythmias frequently require treatment. Treatment success and possible adjustment of dosages is best evaluated with follow-up long-term electrocardiographic monitoring.

In this case report we present a German shepherd dog with DCM and various arrhythmias, which were recorded with a wireless ECG sensor. This wireless device was described and used previously [7, 8, 10, 11].

II. PRESENTATION

A. Materials and Methods

A 10-year old male German shepherd dog with 40 kg (Fig. 1) presented with exercise intolerance. The dog has been previously diagnosed with degenerative joint disease. Tachyarrhythmia, increased respiratory rate, weak pulse and distended abdomen were noticed with clinical examination. Abdominocentesis revealed modified transudate. With thoracic radiography enlarged round cardiac silhouette and pulmonary edema were documented. Abdominal ultrasound revealed free intra-abdominal fluid, increased size of liver and spleen, and cystic hyperplasia of prostate. Urinalysis was unremarkable. Hematology and biochemistry of serum were normal except for mildly increased values of liver enzyme alanine aminotransferase. Atrial fibrillation with frequency 230 beats per minute and severely prolonged QRS (88 ms) were diagnosed with standard ECG. Echocardiography revealed severely enlarged left atrium, moderate mitral valve regurgitation, severely enlarged end-diastolic and end-systolic diameter of left ventricle (severely decreased myocardial contractility). Taurine and thyroxine serum concentrations were normal.

Diagnosis of dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM) was made and treatment with furosemide, spironolactone, ramipiril, pimobendan and digoxin was initiated.

Fig. 1: A 10-year old German Shepherd Srečko

The frequency of atrial fibrillation lowered to 180 beats per minute. To further lower heart rate diltiazem (30
mg/8h) was added to therapy. Heart rate reduced to 130-150 beats per minute.

Dog’s condition appeared stable, but ECG measurements revealed occasional slow solitary ventricular premature contractions (VPCs). Later, also VPC couplets and triplets were observed with standard ECG. Atenolol and sotalol were administered, but were not tolerated. Half a year into DCM diagnosis, surgery had to be performed due to gastric torsion.

In following months frequent weakness, depression and anorexia have been observed and long-term electrocardiographic monitoring of cardiac rhythm was advised to exclude arrhythmia like ventricular tachycardia as a possible cause. Long term ECG monitoring was unavailable for another year, when a possibility of wireless ECG monitoring was introduced. Wireless ECG sensor described previously [7, 8, 10, 11] consists of an electronic module with battery and two self-adhesive electrodes with a distance of 9 cm (Fig. 2).

The ECG sensor records one bipolar lead. Wireless communication with the sensor via low power Bluetooth technology allows the display of the ECG signal on a smart device (tablet or smart phone), which records real-time data from the electrodes. Evaluation of the ECG recordings was performed with VisECG software (Jožef Stefan Institute, Ljubljana). The software can also extract the respiration rate based on the amplitude changes of QRS complexes [12].

The device was used to record more than 500 hours of ECG data over a period of 6 months. To prevent detachment, the ECG sensor was occasionally bandaged (Fig. 3). With the wireless body electrodes, the ECG data were obtained while the dog was resting, walking, playing and eating. Numerous standard ECG recordings were compared to the recordings obtained with wireless body electrodes.

Influence of various drugs, dog’s activities, and environmental factors on ECG data was investigated. During the 6 months period dog’s condition was changing substantially and the purpose of long term ECG monitoring was to exclude arrhythmias as the cause of debilitating condition.

**B. Results**

Heart rate and rhythm from the wireless ECG data were compared with the data from the standard ECG. Instantaneous and average heart rates measured with both devices were identical in all cases. Whenever compared standard duration measurements (P wave width, QRS width, PR interval and QT interval) were congruent. All arrhythmias documented with standard ECG were observed with wireless sensor. The extended ECG monitoring time of the wireless device increased the diagnostic yield of arrhythmias. Atrial fibrillation (Figs. 4 – 9), fusion beats, VPCs (Figs. 5 – 8), and ventricular tachycardia (Fig. 9) were observed. VPCs were solitary (Fig. 5), couplets (Fig. 8), bigemini (Fig. 7), and multiform (Fig. 6).

Atrial QRS complexes were usually notched, which represents an indication of an asynchronous depolarization of ventricles. The notches are clearly visible in Fig. 4.

It was estimated that approximately 10% of the recordings were composed of artifacts (motion artifacts or loss of signal). During strenuous physical activity...
Due to frequent bouts of non-sustained ventricular tachycardia, other antiarrhythmics for ventricular arrhythmia have been recommended (carvedilol, amiodarone or mexilletine), but were declined by the owner due to possible side effects.

Immediate influence of administering various drugs was not documented with wireless ECG. It was, however, noted that increasing the dose of diltiazem to 60 mg/8h during treatment decreased the heart rate to 120-130 beats per minute.

Influence of dog’s activities on frequency of arrhythmias was not observed with wireless ECG.

Meteoropathy and other changes in dog’s condition were observed frequently, but association of dog’s status with arrhythmias was not. Even in bouts of non-sustained ventricular tachycardia, dog’s condition did not seem to worsen. However, an interesting observation was made with wireless ECG sensor: in first two months of measurements all ventricular arrhythmias were very frequent, while in the last months of dog’s life heart rhythm appeared more steady and slower, and only solitary VPCs were documented.

Due to cardiac cachexia and kidney failure the owner opted for dog’s euthanasia 2 years after diagnosis of DCM (6 months after initiation of wireless ECG monitoring).

C. Discussion

Diagnosis of DCM is based on the identification of myocardial dysfunction and myocardial eccentric hypertrophy with the exclusion of other congenital or acquired cardiac disease [2 - 4]. Patients with DCM frequently present with decreased exercise tolerance, as was the case in this dog. Other frequent clinical manifestations are poor appetite, lethargy, generalized weakness, cough and syncope [1, 2, 5, 6]. The primary morphologic change in DCM is ventricular eccentric hypertrophy. This occurs in response to a functional systolic contractile failure. Histopathological findings in canine DCM include fatty infiltration with degeneration and/or attenuated wavy fibers [2]. Atrial fibrillation is a common arrhythmia in patients with DCM and was noted at the presentation of this case. The dog presented with congestive heart failure (CHF). CHF most commonly develops at a certain stage of the disease and is mostly present at the time of diagnosis [1, 2]. The pathophysiology of CHF is no longer considered a mere haemodynamic consequence of a pump dysfunction, but a complex clinical syndrome with release of many neurohormones, which are believed to have impact on the progression of the disease [3]. The diagnosis of overt DCM is usually straightforward [4]. Therapy of the dogs with DCM and heart failure consists of inotropic support (pimobendan, digoxin), ACE inhibitors, diuretics, and antiarrhythmics, if indicated [4]. In this case the frequency of atrial fibrillation was initially decreased with digoxin, but diltiazem had to be added. Therapy for ventricular arrhythmias was either not tolerated (sotalol, atenolol) or was declined by the owner (carvedilol, amiodarone or mexilletine) due to possible side effects.

Prognosis of DCM is likely to be dependent on the underlying cause. In one study, the median survival time in the dogs was 19 weeks, with the survival rate at one year 28% and at two years 14% [1]. In another study survival time ranged from 2 to 1108 days with median survival time 671 days [6]. Certain negative predictors of survival time were proposed including age, breed, pleural effusion, pulmonary edema, ascites, arrhythmias, severely increased end-systolic volume and ejection fraction, a restrictive pattern of transmirtial flow, increased duration of QRS, etc. [5, 6, 13]. In our case, pulmonary edema, ascites, severely enlarged heart with poor contractility, various arrhythmias, and prolonged QRS (88 ms, reference < 60 ms) were identified. However, the dog was living a quality life for two years after diagnosing DCM, which is a favorable outcome.
considering the negative prognostic factors. Long-term ECG monitoring can prolong survival of the patients with cardiac diseases, because it can exclude or diagnose arrhythmias as the cause for debilitating condition. Although the condition of this dog was worsening over the last few months of his life, wireless sensor showed that heart rhythm was more steady and slower with less arrhythmias compared to the first months of wireless ECG measurements. This enabled more confident approach to treatment and support. Wireless ECG devices have been used in animals previously [7, 8, 14 - 18]. In this case the results of wireless ECG monitoring were compared with numerous standard ECG recordings and a conformation was made that the device is accurate and highly reliable. All arrhythmias documented with standard ECG were also documented with wireless sensor. Instantaneous and average heart rates, and standard duration measurements, determined with the two devices, were identical in all cases. This has been reported for the device previously [7, 8, 10]. Furthermore, the accuracy of this device has been confirmed with the synthesis of a 12-lead ECG [19 - 22]. Other devices to monitor ECG wirelessly have also proved to be accurate and reliable [23 – 32]. A higher diagnostic yield of arrhythmias was documented with wireless sensor due to prolonged monitoring. This has been reported previously in veterinary medicine for standard Holter and Event monitors [9, 33, 34], and also for the used wireless device [7, 8]. In human medicine the wireless devices were compared to 24-hour Holter monitoring and these reports are emphasizing the advantage of wireless devices to diagnose arrhythmias due to possibility of extended monitoring [23 - 25]. Longer monitoring is enabled with wireless devices due to their wearing comfort (they are waterproof, suitably small, and there are no wires attached to the body). Low power consumption of these devices contributes not only to prolonged lifetime, but also to system miniaturization, because the size of the battery occupies most of the system volume [31, 32, 35]. It is reasonable to expect that further development of electronics will enable even more monitoring of vital functions in clinical and home settings [36, 37] and that the wireless devices will become an important tool in human and veterinary medicine. Beside the heart rate, duration measurements and arrhythmia recognition, the wireless device was also able to identify details like notched QRS complexes and predominant frequency of atrial fibrillation. This is another indicator of device’s precision and it suggests that wireless sensor might have additional diagnostic value and might not be used as a mere heart rate and rhythm monitor. Atrial fibrillation (AF), which was the prevailing heart rhythm of the dog in our case, most commonly occurs secondary to serious underlying cardiac disease. The onset of AF usually coincides with deterioration in clinical status and AF is associated with a high mortality rate [38, 39]. Different mechanisms of AF have been proposed, including a single focus firing rapidly and causing fibrillatory conduction, and multiple re-entrant wavelets with random propagation over the atria [40]. In persistent AF, the prevailing theory regarding its mechanism involves coexistence of multiple random wavelets of activation, which create a chaotic cardiac rhythm [41]. Dominant frequency analysis of atrial electrograms has been used to understand the pathophysiology of AF and it has been shown that the dominant frequency of AF is an effective tool in estimating activation rate during AF condition. In our case the dominant frequency of approximately 650 fibrillations/min was observed with the wireless sensor. It is noteworthy that dominant frequency of AF is different at various localized atrial sites, which has been shown with spectral analysis and dominant frequency mapping of AF [41 – 43].

### III. CONCLUSIONS

Wireless long term ECG monitoring was beneficial in diagnostics and treatment of the dog in our case, because arrhythmias were excluded as the cause of dog’s debilitating condition. This enabled more confident approach to treatment. The wireless device used in this case report is now readily available [44]. With additional validation, software development, and experts offering readings and interpretation, the wireless devices might replace conventional Holter and Event monitors in human and veterinary medicine in due course.
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Abstract—The advances in embedded systems and sensor technology have only recently unlocked the potential of wearable ECG monitoring expert systems. So far, the ECG monitoring software solutions that deal with the processing of harnessed ECG data essentially consist of straight-forward desktop applications. Although there are a number of proposed telecardiology concepts, very few of them are capable of replacing the extensive capabilities of Holter monitoring services in the form of a SaaS application. The SaaS functional infrastructure presented is a fully operational commercial service intended to replace the standard desktop setup in a scenario where the ECG sensor is capable of transmitting the data to the cloud.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There are very good reasons behind the tendency of substituting the standard desktop applications for the cloud hosted SaaS systems: paying exclusively for the services required, information and functionalities that are accessible from anywhere and anytime, as well as platform independent client side. This comes at the cost of the overhead for provisioning security, reliability, compliance and integration; requisitions which the industry has managed to tackle with success[1]. The challenge lies within the following: will the SaaS application surpass the consumer standards so that the consumer is swayed to leave the commodity of the desktop application?

In addition to the standard benefits the SaaS solution offers, there are unique assets that come from telemedicine, which is the the conjunction of cloud computing and bioinformatics[2]. By combining these two scientific fields, the standard of living can be significantly increased, since what telemedicine offers is a real-time tracking of the individual’s health condition and immediate intervention. Notably, ischaemic heart disease and stroke are the world’s biggest killers, accounting for a combined 15 million deaths in 2015, which makes up 26.6% of the world’s mortality quota[3]. Technological progress in cloud computing capabilities and wearable sensors is the reason why telemedicine has gained in popularity in recent years, i.e. strives to serve the living standards’ improvement by bringing a new lease of life where possible.

The paper is organized as follows. The background of the proposed SaaS solution for ECG monitoring is provided in Section II. Section III gives an overview of related work in the field of SaaS architectures that deal with telecardiology. Description of the SaaS infrastructure is given in Section IV. Section V discusses the challenges faced during the application development, the pitfalls and how they were overcome. The conclusion and future work is presented in Section VI.

II. BACKGROUND

ECGalert is an expert system being developed by the R&D team of Innovation DOOEL[4], in Microsoft ASP.NET Framework. The system aims to provide continuous computer assisted diagnosis for ECG recordings harnessed by wearable ECG sensors, connected to the cloud through an intermediary Bluetooth connection with a smartphone. The data is processed in the cloud, with the extracted findings available to suitable extent to both the patient and medical experts. Although the range of the analysis, i.e. the number of anomalies the expert system will be able to detect, is by a great deal still being explored, the goal is to provide pervasive monitoring service available in the form of a SaaS application. The scope of the service offered is intended to fully replace the standard desktop software used by the non-invasive cardiologists in the process of analyzing long-term ECG recordings.

The patient is also given access to the findings of the monitoring services, and is offered the capability to make comments on a particular and flexible time frame regarding his personal perceptions that concern the cardiac condition for the corresponding time frame, which has proven to be of great importance to the medical professionals in the process of interpreting the findings.

Two important advantages over the standard monitoring solutions, besides the already mentioned SaaS convenience in comparison to desktop applications are:

• not making a compromise between the extensiveness of the analysis and the real-time delivery of the findings
• capabilities of large-scale data mining

The proficiency in computer assisted ECG analysis is a challenge on it own. Several research papers have been published that deal with the subject regarding ECGalert[5][6][7]. However, the subject of interest of the presented research lies within the functional SaaS infrastructure that incorporates the computer assisted diagnosis and the monitoring interfaces.

III. RELATED WORK

The benefits of telecardiology have been present for some time in the medical community. However, few telecardiology concepts have been put into practice. Such is the example of the usability discussion of S. Spinsante et al.[8]. A general architecture of SaaS application is presented in the work of G. Fortino et al.[9]; this work deals with general concepts of
Body Sensor Networks (BSNs) whose data stream is processed in the cloud and does not cover in detail the specific scenario incorporated by the ECGalert monitoring service.

A 12-lead ECG telemedicine service has been devised by J. Hsieh et al.[10]. Although this service has been carried out into action, its nature is very different from the ECGalert monitoring service, since the services of ECGalert are intended to provide continuous monitoring in contrast to the emergency ad-hoc monitoring, as well as computer assisted diagnosis that is afterwards revised by a medical expert, in contrast to the alert monitoring present at the referent system.

A related SaaS software solution, regarding the nature of the problem, has been published by B. E. Reddy et al.[11], R. G. Lee et al.[12] and M.A. Al-Zoube et al.[13]. Although there is much similarity in the approach, especially in the workflow of computational steps, the nature of the problems and goals differs significantly. A similar SaaS products have been proposed for mobile monitoring [14][15], which are closely related to ECG Cloud Digital Cardiology Service[16]. The functionalities of the latter, along with SPIYDER[17], are very close to ECGalert. However, very little information can be found, solely on the Internet, on what these products are offering, and even less on their SaaS functional design.

The diagnostic capabilities of the SaaS solution proposed offer more advanced capabilities than the related work, and offer state-of-the-art visual interfaces for data presentation, designed for professional use. The goal is to compete with affirmed expert software such as CardioScan[18] and ZYMED[19].

IV. SaaS INFRASTRUCTURE

A. The ECG Analysis Routine

The ECGalert expert system is designed to offer interoperability regarding the type of sensor used for the ECG recording. Therefore, each sensor type has its own data stream format. The data stream is sent via Bluetooth to a smart phone, and from there it is rerouted towards a designated Streaming Unit (SU) via the Internet. In order to avoid continuous streaming between the smart phone and the SU, the ECG data is packed into a ECG record of fixed duration. The SU reroutes the ECG record to a Data Processing Unit (DPU), where the data is re-consolidated into a DB record.

Before writing the ECG record into the DPU DB, the signal is processed and is given a diagnosis, hence, the capability of real-time assessment of the existence of potential anomalies in the hearts physiology. In case such anomalies are detected, the suitable alert/notification mechanisms will be triggered. For the purpose of security and information preservation, the user personal data is sored in a different server, the Main Unit (MU). This concludes the general SaaS architecture scheme, as shown in Figure 1, and has been designed so that it meets with big data requirements.

However, this processing workflow provides no means of rendering the necessary standard output the professional medic would need in order to have a comprehensive understanding of the patient’s overall condition, nor the analysis is detailed enough for detection of anomalies that require thorough reasoning.

Non-invasive cardiologists are accustomed with a typical form of ECG data representation that comprises of ECG history of at least several days. That is so because to accurately set the diagnosis for a number of cardiac conditions it is necessary to look retrospectively into the patients’ ECG history. Not only a parametrized set of findings are imperative for the cause, but it is also required to have the ECG history visualized in a pragmatic and efficient format, organized into segments, each with a duration of 24h. These interfaces are further referred to as monitoring interfaces. Therefore, the functional SaaS architecture has been designed to meet these requirements, thus, enabling the full capacity of a professional desktop ECG monitoring application. When visualizing the ECG signal on a medium sized display, it is somewhat optimal to display a signal with a duration of 30s.

However, it is practically impossible to expect that the sensor would transmit all the 2880 signal segments of 30s within a day. Some of these segments are missing due to lost Bluetooth connections between the ECG sensor and the smart phone, and lost Internet connection between the smart phone and the SU. In addition, the sensor user might willingly choose to terminate the recording for an indefinite amount of time, or the sensor might run out of battery. Whatever the reason, for the most of the time the SU ends up admitting less than 2880 ECG signal segments within 24h. Besides these random periods of missing ECG signal stream, it is rarely the case that the signal will start at 0s or 30s relative to a minute start.

Despite these circumstances, it is necessary to format the ECG records on the DPU in a structured manner. That is why the unstandardized collection of 30s ECG signal segments is re-factored into a continuous 24h ECG signal, by paying attention to the timestamps the 30s ECG signal segments have. To indicate which section is valid and which one is not, the signal values are accompanied by a validation mask.

Then, this 24h ECG signal is partitioned into segments that are conclusive, meaning that these segment have continuous valid ECG sensor readings. They consequently undergo analysis, i.e. the diagnostic routine is performed. The advantage of analysis of continuous signal segments over the analysis of 30s segments lies within the benefit of the dynamic algorithm
used for the feature extraction routine. Namely, the results of the analysis when run on a record of greater duration are more accurate because of the nature of the dynamic feature extraction algorithms, such as the Pan-Tompkins algorithm used for the detection of the R waves of the ECG signal [20].

Another advantage are the computational resources saved for metadata initialization and maintenance. Since the findings of the thorough analysis are not that time-sensitive, the diagnostic routine can go through the patient history and look for potential anomalies whose nature does not require immediate intervention to the patient, but if found might raise suspicion of a potential troubling deviations. To speed up the process of processing the patient history of detected anomalies, there is a metadata structure for the weekly, monthly and overall findings.

Although there are already records in the DPU database of the findings of the initial real-time analysis, which occurred when the sensor data was delivered from the SU to the DPU, the findings are now re-entered. In advance to data re-entry, the conclusive ECG signal fragments are again split into segments of 30s. Before the thorough analysis, there were only DB records exclusively for the periods of time when the sensor was streaming data. After the thorough analysis, the DPU DB holds record for each 30s segment starting 0s or 30s relative to the beginning of each minute of the day.

This kind of thorough analysis that re-structures the metadata into suitable format for further the specific visualization of the daily recorded data will trigger automatically at the end of the day. Before it is triggered, the information derived from the real-time analysis will not be by default available for the particular kind of visualization needed. However, the real-time findings are available to the doctor and the user, but in a different presentation format. Yet, this kind of thorough analysis can be invoked on user request before it is automatically triggered, and it takes several moments before the procedure is finished and the current day findings are available for visualization in the specific monitoring interfaces.

The monitoring interfaces have incorporated several other embedded visualization functionalities, besides drawing the ECG signal representation for a period of 24h. These embedded functionalities include the visualization of the Beats Per Minute - BPM graph, which itself comprises average, minimum and maximum graph series for the BPM findings. The metadata for the BPM graph is referred to as the Heart Rate Record. Also, the monitoring interfaces have distinctive color representation for some of the detected anomalies. The metadata that stores the information for the detected anomalies is referred to as the Afflicted Areas Record. The Heart Rate Record and the Afflicted Areas Record are written into the DPU DB and have expire policy that matches the expire policy of the corresponding ECG signal itself.

Besides the sensor data which consists of the ECG signal stream, the mobile application running on the smart phone allows the user to enter anamnesis information, i.e. the way the user felt at a particular time while wearing the sensor, which might be relevant to the medical expert when setting a diagnosis in addition to the diagnosis findings from the ECGalert expert system. The anamnesis information, just as the Heart Rate Record and the Afflicted Areas Record, is written into the DPU DB with the same expire policy. This concludes the ECG analysis routine. Its steps are shown in Figure 2.

### B. Rendering the Monitoring Interfaces

The monitoring interfaces of the ECGalert expert system are designed to intuitively respond to the inquiry of the medical professionals in the process of determining the final diagnosis. Although the results from the ECG analysis routine are very likely legitimate, it is still necessary for a cardiologist to confirm the findings for the more complex cardiovascular diseases and pathological conditions. Hence, the cardiologist, by going through the findings of the computer assisted diagnosis and by assessing their accuracy, is by a great deal assisted in the diagnosis assessment. In order to be as useful as possible, the monitoring interface design must not differ by a great deal from the existing standards in design, be fast and responsive, have clean and coherent layout and make great use of the interfaces’ space.

In spite of the principles of the web application design, the ECG monitoring interfaces follow the design principles of desktop applications and make use of the whole browser.
The first section gives information on the name of the patient and the date of the 24h record that is currently visualized. A drop-down list offers fast switching between the daily records. In case the ECG sensor of the patient is currently active and is streaming data, on user request that data can be analyzed and processed so that can be displayed within the monitoring interfaces within moments, as explained in Section IV-A.

The next section of the ECG Monitoring interfaces is the hour selector section, which enables selection of the hour relevant to the current daily data. The hour selector in its default and initial form provides information on the BPM of the patient. The x axis represents the time with a tick on each 30s, while the y axis represents the BPM count. With two distinctive colors three series are drawn: the average BPM, the maximum BPM and the minimum BPM values. This chart representation gives the user information of the heart pace, and can easily be determined in which time of the day the patient has had drastic changes in the pace or has been tachycardic or bradycardic.

Alternative visual representations of the hour selector section include histogram of one of three of the most prominent physiological anomalies: Premature Atrial Contractions (PACs), Premature Ventricular Contractions (PVC) and Sinus Arrests (SAs).

The next section is the half minute selector section, which enables selection of the half minute relevant to the begging of the currently selected hour. In case particular half minute has anomalies present in it, it is colored in accordance with the anomaly present.

The next section is the list of half minute charts, each with duration of 30s. The visualized charts belong to the currently selected hour and have timestamps for better temporal orientation. The currently selected half minute from the list of half minute charts is marked with red indicator rectangle on both the half minute selector and the list of half minute charts.

The focus chart section displays the currently selected half minute in greater detail, as it offers 3 levels of magnification. In case of maximum magnification behind the chart, the standard ECG chart grid is drawn; in case the level of magnification is other than X1, the focus chart is draggable and its position is indicated by a semi-transparent rectangle on the corresponding chart from the list of half minute charts. Because the focus chart is most likely to be used for examination, its beginning is 2s prior to the half minute segment start, and its end is 2s after the half minute end, so that it provides maximum transparency of the signal morphology.

The final section is the diagnosis section and it contains information on the diagnosis and the patient anamnesis. In this section the doctor can alter the diagnosis, enter notes, write down the treatment and read the anamnesis.

The design of the monitoring interfaces is fully responsive in terms of web responsiveness[21]. All the design components will scale up with the size of the browser window. The design components themselves contain very little standard html elements. Most of the design elements are in fact Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG)[22]. The SVG graphic has been chosen for the purpose since it is highly reusable, it is highly cross-browser compatible and its user interaction can be easily obtained by using JavaScript, since the SVG is XML structured. The responsive design is backed up with collapsible 'div' content for the focus chart section and the diagnosis section, to maximize the transparency in the interface design.

What makes this functional SaaS solution unique is the way the monitoring interfaces are generated. The SaaS application is Model-View-Controller (MVC) based and every time the Controller for the monitoring interfaces is accessed, not only it generates the Model, but it also somewhat generates the View as well. The SVG contents are generated within the Controller and are passed to the View through the ViewBag entity. The View itself consists of a structural html frame of 'div' elements whose content is then filled with the suitable SVG content collected from the ViewBag.

In order to generate the monitoring interfaces, several sets of data need to be read from the DPU DB. These include the standardized 30s ECG signal fragments, the Afflicted Areas Record, the Heart Rate Record, the diagnosis findings, the patient’s anamnesis and the doctor’s diagnosis and treatment. Since the focus chart section displays ECG signals whose duration is 34s instead of the standard 30s, the set of 2880 30s records needs to be reformatted into set of 2880 34s fragments. Then, the Controller can begin generating the SVG graphics for the monitoring interfaces. The half minute selector only needs the Afflicted Areas Record for its content, while the hour selector only needs the Heart Rate Record for its content. The list of half minute charts needs both the list of 34s ECG signal fragments and the Afflicted Areas Record and the focus chart needs the list of 34s ECG signal fragments, the Afflicted Areas Record and the diagnosis findings for its content.

The content of the hour selector, the half minute selector, the list of half minute charts and the focus chart is then added to the ViewBag entity. One other thing that is also inserted into the ViewBag entity is the Afflicted Areas Record, because its content will need to be accessed in case the user requests change of hour or changes the magnifying level of the hour selector. The patient’s anamnesis and the doctor’s diagnosis and treatment need be passed through the Model, since their content might need be altered and sent back to the Controller.

A technique that has been used to improve the Controller performance is controller caching. The content of everything that was inserted into the ViewBag can be cached on the side of the controller, so that the SVG content rendering in near future access can be avoided. Surprisingly, the time needed to generate the SVG content is almost insignificant and does not affect the overall SaaS response time. However, what matters to the performance factor is the formatting of the 34s ECG signal fragments. Hence, caching the 34s ECG signal fragments is the main reason the controller caching technique has been used, while all the other cached content is almost
unnecessary considering the small computing resources and cache storage space it requires. The user cache data is managed according to user cache plan policies. The workflow diagram of the generation of the monitoring interfaces content is shown in Figure 4.

Note that for the rendering of the contents of the focus chart only one 34s ECG signal segment is needed and for the rendering of the contents of the list of half minute charts only the first 120 34s ECG signal segments are needed. That is why the contents of the monitoring interface weight approximately 700KB. If all the necessary content for the interfaces was generated in advance, the monitoring interfaces would have weighted approximately 120MB, which is unacceptable network traffic load.

Instead of overloading the network, the monitoring interfaces are using two services for obtaining the contents of the list of half minute charts on change of the hour, and for obtaining the content of the focus chart on change of magnifying level. These services access the cache of 34s ECG signal fragments and generate the graphics on the server side before sending it to the client. In addition, the client side has incorporated caching system on its own so no duplicate service requests are ever made, hence minimizing the network traffic.

V. DISCUSSION AND LESSONS LEARNED

A significant challenge when designing such a SaaS solution for ECG monitoring expert system is finding the approach that will keep the network traffic at minimum. Several other approaches have been implemented before the current solution, one of which was transferring all the ECG data on the client side and rendering the needed SVG graphics via JavaScript. While the SVG rendering did not affect the performance on the client side, the network traffic of 70MB for the 24h recording was unacceptable.

Another option that was also considered was to render all possible SVG graphic on the server side and then send it to the client. While the rendering of the SVG graphics was not a computational overhead, the network traffic of 120MB. Thus, the current solution with implemented on user request service calls to the server gives an optimal performance regarding the network traffic and the server cache size. The current functional SaaS approach is a product of the optimal computational strategy.

However, there are a number of other SaaS design challenges, but principles as well, that need be taken into consideration. A number of them have been discussed by J. Hsieh et al.[23], in a more general sense. Also, it is inevitable to neglect the fundamental principles of quality of service a telemedicine application should incorporate[24].

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The bottlenecks of the current solution are made up from delays in the current DB and File System (FS). Some possible issues regarding this bottleneck have been localized and optimization is planned for near feature. A flowable algorithm design for the initial ECG processing would greatly reduce the workload by excluding a thorough analysis afterwards: a change that notably wold affect the functional infrastructure. Another approach which would benefit the performance factor is to decrease the file size by resampling the ECG signal to a lower sampling frequency by factor that does not impact the diagnosis.
An important thing to have in mind is that although the diagnostic capabilities of the expert system itself have advanced diagnostic features, they should not be the absolute authority. The computer-assisted diagnostic is indeed state-of-the-art technology, but when it comes to serious matters such as medicine, the artificial intelligence is still not ready to make the final verdict.
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Abstract - LabVIEW is a graphical programming language that uses a dataflow model instead of sequential lines of text code. LabVIEW allows multiple operations to work in parallel. So, designers spend less time than a text based programming language. Application areas such as signal processing, image processing and data analysis are available. In this paper, wavelet analysis is used for the elimination of undesired frequency noise. In the obtained noise-free signal, the accurate heart rate was determined with help of the program developed in the LabVIEW environment. The performance of the system was tested with different wavelet types and satisfactory results were obtained.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Electrocardiography (ECG) is the process of recording the electrical activity of the heart using electrodes placed on the skin surface [1]. The ECG provides a significant opportunity for the diagnosis of some diseases such as cardiac arrhythmias, myocardial disease, myocarditis and heart attack. Early diagnosis is important in the diagnosis of heart diseases as it is in many diseases. ECG is non-invasive, also an effective method that keeps vital signs.

A normal ECG has electrical activity, rhythmic regulation, and a ventricular rate of 60-100 bpm. Each cycle in the ECG consists of a P wave, a regular narrow QRS wave and followed by T waves. In addition to these waves, PR, ST, QT and RR segments also provide information about diseases [2].

As with other bioelectrical signals, various signal processing methods can be used to analyze and interpret the ECG signal [3]. As a matter of fact, studies on this subject are available in the literature. In [4], for different arrhythmia discrete wavelet transform was used to extract feature. In [5], a robust single-lead electrocardiogram (ECG) delineation system based on the wavelet transform was developed. In [6], QRS detection and P, T using a complex wavelet function was done. In [7], two wavelet was used for both QRS detection and P, T detection. In [8], wavelet based new system developed for online processing ECG. In [9] with multiresolution, peak detection was done. In [10] ECG signal analyze was done both MATLAB and LabVIEW. In present work, wavelet-based ECG signal analysis was performed with LabVIEW, which is the graphical programming language. The heart rate of the signals is obtained by the signal analysis. By looking at the numerical values obtained, it is possible to distinguish between normal and tachycardia signals.

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS

A. Wavelet Transform

Wavelet is a mathematical function that divides data into different frequency components. So, each component is evaluated a frequency range.

The wavelet analysis is a time-frequency analysis method of signal, with the characteristics of multi-resolution analysis. Its principles are similar to Fourier analysis, but have advantages in case of sharp rise and discontinuity [11,12]. This method is used to extract ECG signal features and to detect heart rate in this work. Heart rate gives whether a signal is normal or not.

It is extremely important to choose the wave that will represent the signal appropriately. For this, choosing the most similar wave to the original signal is effective for analysis. In this paper, Daubechies (db06) was chosen because of its similarity to the ECG signal. Also, different wavelet types, such as biorthogonal, morlet, coiflets, were tried, but satisfactory results was obtained by Daubechies (db06). Another important issue in wavelet transform is to determine the level of decomposition. The sampling rate of the data we use is 512 Hz, the decomposition level is 9 selected.

\[
\text{Decomposition Level} = \log_2 N = \log_2 512 \quad (1)
\]

So, decomposition level was chosen 9.

B. a

LabVIEW is a graphical programming language that uses a dataflow model instead of sequential lines of text code. LabVIEW allows multiple operations to work in parallel [13,14]. It provides that acquires of bioelectrical signal, preprocesses and analyzes them.

LabVIEW is a software based graphical programming language that consists of front panel and block diagram. The place where the user interface is prepared and the code is written correspond to front panel and block diagram, respectively. LabVIEW is also referred to as Virtual Instrument (VI) because of its similarity to the physical instruments used in laboratories. Whereas traditional instruments such as oscilloscopes and
waveform generators are expensive and performs some specific tasks and cannot be customized, virtual instruments is PC-based, portability and can access to the internet. Also the greatest advantage of VI is that it can be made to the desired design [15].

The biomedical workbench toolkit in LabVIEW allows applications such as recording, by sensor with DAQ hardware, and viewing bioelectrical signal, heart rate variability (HRV) analysis, image processing. By file format converter, the files are converted into different types of file formats for the various applications. For instance, it supports .hea, .tdms, .mat, .rec extensions file [16].

III. ECG SIGNAL ANALYZE

For ECG signal analysis, LabVIEW's own database is used. One of the signals used is a signal of a normal ECG signal, and the other is a patient of a tachycardia, which means an increase in heart rate. The data used is sampled at 512 Hz. The heart rate of a person with tachycardia is above 100 bpm while the heart rate is normally considered to be between 60-100 bpm. The fact that heart rate is normally lower or higher is important as many other heart conditions. Much of it can lead to serious problems like heart attacks in the future.

At a normal ECG, each cycle consists of a P wave, a regular narrow QRS wave followed by a T wave (Fig. 1). For this purpose, we first use wavelet transform to remove undesired signals (such as respiration, some artifacts) from the ECG signal in order to detect heart rate more accurately in this study.

Since the similarity of signal shape of the selected filter is important, the db06 wave from the Daubechies family was selected for wavelet transform in this study. The next step after the coefficient decomposition is to apply the appropriate threshold values. Energy is spread over a limited number of coefficients [18]. Therefore, after wavelet decomposition, the wavelet transform coefficients become larger than the noise wavelet coefficients and the signal and noise are successfully separated from each other [19]. In the study, soft thresholding was used that is one of the most popular denoising method [20]. Also, there are lots of methods to determine the threshold. In this paper, SUER was used as a threshold selection rule.

These methods are performed with LabVIEW. The block diagram shown in Figure 2. Firstly, the .tdms extended ECG signal is read, the wavelet transform is applied to the read signal, and finally the heart rate is obtained from the extracted signal. Table 1, which is first column defines general situations, second column defines this study results, shows the normal, tachycardia and bradycardia heart rate values. Figure 3 shows normal raw ECG, figure 4 shows extracted feature raw ECG, figure 5 shows tachycardia raw ECG, figure 6 shows extracted feature tachycardia ECG.

![Figure 1. ECG Wave](image1)

![Figure 2. LabVIEW Block](image2)

**TABLE I. ECG HEART RATE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>ECG Heart Rate (bpm)</th>
<th>General</th>
<th>In this work</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>60-100</td>
<td>77,8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tachycardia</td>
<td>&gt; 100</td>
<td>114,2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bradycardia</td>
<td>&lt; 60</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. ECG Wave [17]

Figure 2. LabVIEW Block [16]
IV. CONCLUSION

In the current study, heart rate rates of different ECG data were determined using a LabVIEW based program without using text-based programs. The raw signal used in this study was first filtered out of undesired components by wavelet transform, then the heart rate was investigated to determine the impairment of rhythm. These obtained numerical values are compared with general values and it is determined which data is included in which class. Thus, it is considered that when unknown data is entered, it helps to determine whether there is a negative condition for health or not. For a
complete diagnosis, it may be useful to examine PR, QT and ST segments along with heart rate together with QRS time and heart rate.
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Abstract—The advances in electronics and ICT industry for biomedical use have initiated a lot of new possibilities. However, these IoT solutions face the big data challenge where data comes with a certain velocity and huge quantities. In this paper, we analyze a situation where wearable ECG sensors stream continuous data to the servers. A server needs to receive these streams from a lot of sensors and needs to store various digital signal processing techniques initiating huge processing demands. Our focus in this paper is on optimizing the sequential Wavelet Transform filter. Due to the highly dependent structure of the transformation procedure we propose several optimization techniques for efficient parallelization. We set a hypothesis that optimizing the DWT initialization and processing part can yield a faster code. In this paper, we have provided several experiments to test the validity of this hypothesis by using OpenMP for parallelization. Our analysis shows that proposed techniques can optimize the sequential version of the code.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Advances in the Electronics and ICT industry have initiated lots of possibilities for IoT industry. One such innovation is the real time processing of the Electric Health Records (EHRs). Nowadays, it is scientifically proven that several arrhythmia can be efficiently detected [1], [2]. Any ECG processing algorithm requires three phases, i.e data preprocessing, feature space reduction and feature extraction. Optimization is inevitable due to the big data challenge.

In our previous research [3], we focussed on parallelizing Digital Signal Processing (DSP) filters by considering the tremendous power of dataflow cores. Our analysis showed speedup values linearly proportional to the kernel size of the filter. We have also considered using GPU cores for optimizing the DSP filters [4], where the GPU code achieved linear speedup values, much more efficient than the classical single processor sequential processing. Our next research [5] has contributed to the CUDA GPU optimization strategies for the noise elimination on ECG heart signals.

Wavelet Transformation is being used in many signal processing applications. It has been successful in the area of signal compression, data compression and detection of ECG characteristics. It mainly generates time-scale representation of an ECG signal, thus making it possible to accurately extract features from a non-stationary ECG signal [6], [7].

Wavelet Transformation is basically a linear operation, which decomposes a signal into various scales according to their frequency components. Each of these scales is further analyzed with a predefined resolution [8].

Wavelet Transform of a continuous signal is by definition a sum of the signal multiplied by scaled and shifted versions of the wavelet function, used to divide a continuous-time function into wavelets with the ability to construct a time-frequency representation of the signal. In many practical applications, though, Discrete Wavelet Transformation (DWT) is sufficient, as it provides only the vital information of the signal in a significantly faster manner.

This paper aims at optimizing the sequential Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) used for DSP filtering and feature extraction. DWT is a highly dependent structure with numerous dependencies between data. We set a hypothesis that optimizing the DWT initialization and processing parts can yield a faster code. Our analysis shows that proposed optimization techniques provide faster code.

In this paper, we use OpenMP as a parallel computing model for shared memory multiprocessors, which uses a set of compiler directives to support shared memory parallelism. The main aim behind this choice is primarily to minimize the complexity by adding parallel structures. Additionally, it supports incremental parallelism with the ability to parallelize bottlenecks of the application part by part [9]. Moreover, since all threads share a common address space, we expect a decrease in the overhead required by the introduced parallelism.

The paper is organized as follows: DWT Algorithm is analyzed in Section II. Section III describes the dependency analysis of the DWT and the parallel algorithm implementation. The experimental methodology is described in Section IV. The evaluation of results and discussion are presented in Section V. Related work and comparison is given in Section VI. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section VII with directions for future work.

II. DWT ALGORITHM ANALYSIS

The DWT algorithm contains two phases determined as initialization and processing phases, as presented in Fig. 1. Table I presents the variables used in the algorithm.

The initialization phase creates the base context for the processing part of the DWT. It is formed of 4 stages, which can be listed as Variable Initializations, Reading Wavelet Coefficients, Output Delay Calculation and Step Array Calculation.
Variables are declared and initialized in the first stage, whereas wavelet coefficients are read on the second. In wavelet transformation algorithms, there is a delay for the first output. This is calculated in stage 3. Finally, a vital step matrix for the wavelet computation is calculated.

On the other hand, the processing phase is responsible for the transformation itself. For each input element, the Wavelet Compute and Update (WCU) module realizes the decomposition of the ECG signal into signal approximation and detailed information.

The Inverse Wavelet Compute and Update (IWCU) removes the low-frequency components and regenerates the signal. The output of IWCU is pushed to a circular buffer of length $D$. The first baseline drift eliminated signal is actually produced after $D$ steps [10].

Let $L$ be the number of wavelet levels to compute. Assuming an input ECG signal using a 500 Hz sampling frequency, the highest frequency component that exists in the signal is 250 Hz (each DWT level processing divides the band in two parts). Since the ECG baseline drift removal needs a high pass filter of 0.5 Hz then the DWT algorithm requires $L = 9$ wavelet levels.

Our research is concentrated on the parallelization of DWT algorithm. Analysis shows that DWT has highly dependent structure. This in turn makes direct parallelization inconvenient. In this section, we provide the dependency analysis and propose an efficient solution for parallelizing DWT algorithm.

Profiling the code showed that execution time is mostly spent in two segments of the code. These are the Step Array Calculation stage and the Processing phase.

### Algorithm 1 Step Initialization and Calculation Algorithm

1: $P, K \leftarrow 0$
2: while $P < L$ do $\triangleright$ Initialization
3: \hspace{1em} while $K < 2^L$ do
4: \hspace{2em} $Step[P][K] \leftarrow 0$
5: \hspace{1em} $P \leftarrow 0$
6: while $P < L$ do $\triangleright$ Calculation
7: \hspace{1em} $M, K \leftarrow 0$
8: \hspace{2em} while $K < P$ do $\triangleright$ Calculate $M$
9: \hspace{2em} $M \leftarrow M \times 2$
10: \hspace{2em} while $K < 2^L$ do
11: \hspace{3em} $Step[P][K] \leftarrow 0$
12: \hspace{3em} if $K \mod M == 0$ then
13: \hspace{4em} $Step[P][K] \leftarrow Step[P][K] + 1$
14: \hspace{3em} if $K \mod (M \times 2) == 0$ then
15: \hspace{4em} $Step[P][K] \leftarrow Step[P][K] + 1$

Algorithm [1] shows the operations executed for the Step Array Calculation stage. At a glance, it is seen that the complexity of this stage is $O(L \times 2^L)$. Especially on high Wavelet levels, this part becomes a serious bottleneck.

The operations start with initializing the two-dimensional step array, of length $L$ and $2^L$. A 2-level loop is used, though the second level executes $2^L$ iterations. Once initialized, the calculations are performed on the second loop, requiring $2^L$ iterations for each input.

In the Processing phase, a loop iterates $N + D$ times. Calculation of the delay $D$ is presented in Algorithm [2]. We can conclude that $D$ is proportional to $C_L \times 2^L$, where $C_L$ is a constant number depending on level $L$. As the number of levels increases significantly, the constant $C_L$ and $N$ can be neglected resulting in an algorithmic complexity of $O(L \times 2^L)$.

### Algorithm 2 Delay Calculation

1: $D, P \leftarrow 0$
2: while $P < L$ do
3: \hspace{1em} $D \leftarrow 2 \times D + (F - 1)$

From the high-level algorithm presented in Fig. [1] we observe that in each iteration WCU and IWCU iterate $L$
times. Algorithm 3 presents the inner structure of the WCU. Operations start from the first level and repeatedly execute until the last level. The input to this module is the data value computed as result of the previous WCU. WCU actively performs operations with the values of the dynamic wavelet filter stored in the filter buffer.

Algorithm 3 Wavelet Compute and Update operations  
1: $Circular[Tail] \leftarrow Previous$  
2: $Tail \leftarrow Tail - 1$  
3: $Next, P \leftarrow 0$  
4: while $P < L$ do  
5: $Next \leftarrow Circular[P] \times Coefficients[P]$

Fig. 2. A high-level view of Wavelet Compute and Update.

Each WCU operation starts with pushing the previously calculated value by a preceding WCU to the circular buffer. The next step is to rearrange the tail pointer of the circular buffer. Finally, the coefficients are convolved with the buffer. The output of this operation is used as input to the next WCU.

WCU is performed in a sequence for all wavelet levels $L$. IWCU practically contains same operations except that it uses Step array as an indicator whether the operations will be performed or bypassed in the current iteration. If Step array is 1, then the previously computed value by a preceding IWCU is updated to 0.

From the profiled code we observed that WCU part is the most important bottleneck having a highly dependent nature.

III. DEPENDENCY ANALYSIS AND PARALLELIZATION

The previous section presented algorithmic details, especially for the main bottlenecks which are Step Array Calculation stage and the Processing phase. This section discusses the data dependence between loop iterations.

Starting from the Step Array Calculation stage, it is observed that iterations are independent, which is important for efficient parallelism. On the other hand, when we analyze the Processing phase, we see that it has a highly dependent structure, especially due to the fact that current input to the WCU or IWCU, depends on the output of preceding WCU or ICWU computation.

To realize a visual presentation of the data dependence we will use that $A \rightarrow B$ means $B$ depends on $A$. Fig. 3 shows the data dependency of the Processing phase implementation and gives an initial idea about the sequence of computations that need to be processed. It also gives an idea how to arrange computations in a parallel environment exploiting concurrent computations.

Each of the nodes presented in Fig. 3 stands for both WCU and IWCU operations. The result of WCU computing the input $N$ and level $L$ is basically the detailed approximation of the signal at $L$’th decomposition level. This information is then transferred to the next $L + 1$’th level of the $N$’th input signal for further processing.

The computations in each node realize a WCU operation, that is composed of several steps. The first step inserts previously computed data sample. The second step is to increment the tail of the circular buffer and lastly convolve coefficients with the buffer, where the output of the convolution is passed as input to the next WCU.

For a single input element, the detailed approximation for decomposition level $L$ starts by computing the approximation at first level. Detailed approximation at any level is computed by performing a convolution with an orthonormal wavelet basis. This information is then transferred to the next node, which is the right node in Fig. 3. In this manner, by repeatedly computing and passing the detailed approximation to the right node, next level detailed approximation can be computed.

Once the level $L$ is reached, the same procedure is applied to the next input element which is at the bottom of the starting node. In this manner, the algorithm flows from right to left when going at higher decomposition levels, and top to bottom when computing the next input elements. One can observe that the algorithm has highly dependent nature.

On the first sight, it is observable that dependency prevents direct parallelization. However, several methods can rearrange the presented structure and parallelize the execution. One possible way rearranges the nodes, such that the calculation of values for a certain node assumes that previous (left and upper) nodes are already calculated. We use the Pipeline-Parallel-Processing methodology for parallelizing DWT.

Fig. 4 shows the organization and flow of computations in the existing data flow arrangement of the nodes. One can observe that computation waves can flow with 45 degrees to the axes. Each wave contains independent computations and can be executed simultaneously at a given time stamp. This ensures that previous nodes (found on the left) are already calculated. Due to this pipelined structure, the first output will be ready after $L$ iterations, which is 9 in this case.

When iteration size is relatively bigger, the overhead due to the opening and closing phases of the pipeline can be neglected. Next section will outline the implementation strategies.
of the following algorithm to different platforms.

In this paper, we use OpenMP library to implement the parallel algorithm. The Step Array Calculation stage does not have dependencies between loops, thus iterations are directly parallelized by OpenMP loop directives.

On the other hand, for the Processing phase, each node in Fig. 3 computes the WCU, by performing a set of complex operations. The idea behind is to allocate a separate thread to each of the nodes. The main consideration would be to order the execution of threads in the right manner, with the aim to produce a correct output.

The nodes (representing computations) found on the wavefront can be processed independently when the previous nodes (on the left) are calculated and results are transmitted to the neighbor. These threads are synchronized once they finish their execution, and continued to the next iteration.

Our analysis is based on using cores more than the maximum number of algorithm nodes that can be simultaneously executed. This is critical in order to eliminate delays. Let’s consider a reverse case of having less cores than needed, such as 4 cores and decomposition level 9. Fig. 4 shows the numbered WCU nodes. In the first time step $t = 1$, only one thread will execute the node number 1 and other threads will be idle. The next time step $t = 2$ addresses execution of 2 threads (nodes 2 and 10). This is followed by $t = 3$, where three cores will execute the code (nodes 3, 11, 19) and only one core will be idle. Starting with the fourth time step ($t = 4$) the cores will fully execute the algorithm without idle moments. However, in the next timestamp ($t = 5$) 5 nodes should be executed simultaneously and there are however there are only 4 available cores. Thus, this will require 2 cycles in order to complete, such that nodes 5, 13, 21, 29 will be executed in one cycle simultaneously, and, only the node 37 will execute in the latter cycle, while the other cores will be idle. This will increase the delay, and decrease the performance of the application seriously. The best performance for decomposition level of $L$ is to use at least $L$ cores.

By parallelizing the both bottlenecks, theoretically, the algorithm can achieve a speedup of $L$ on $L$ cores. The next sections present experimental research of the proposed optimizations.

### IV. Testing Methodology

Denote the response time required to process the sequential algorithm be denoted by $T_s$, and the response time required to process the parallel algorithm with $p$ cores, be denoted by $T_p$. Then, the speedup is defined as the ratio of the execution times by (1).

$$S_p = \frac{T_s}{T_p}$$

The sequential and parallel code are tested on an Amazon C3 c3.8xlarge instance. It consists of a high-frequency Intel Xeon E5-2680 v2 (Ivy Bridge) Processor with 32 cores, 60GB of memory. The performance of the code is tested for various wavelet levels.
OpenMP library is used for shared memory parallelism without prebuilt optimizations from the OpenMP library. The static scheduling method is used to evaluate the sequential results.

Three optimization approaches are tested:

**O1**: Parallelization of Step Array Calculation

**O2**: Parallelization of Processing

**O3**: Complete Parallelization

The experiments were defined by testing the each previously described optimization approaches in a combination with the other approaches. Each experiment had several test runs for various sizes of the input data stream that consist of 2,000, 8,000 and 32,000 samples of an ECG signal. The tested wavelet levels consists of 3 up to 24, with incremental steps of 1 level. Daubechies filters with length are used in the experiment.

Although being theoretically possible, it is difficult to calculate behind 24 wavelet levels practically, due to memory and architectural constraints.

Each test run for the experiments was tested at least five times and an average value of measured times was calculated and used for further processing. Moreover, functional verification was conducted to verify the functional characteristics of the sequential and optimization parallel algorithm executions obtain identical results.

**V. Evaluation and Discussion**

Fig. 5 presents the execution times on a logarithmic scale with base 10 since the algorithm complexity is \(O(L \times 2^L)\). Additionally, Fig. 6 presents the speedup values for the proposed optimization approaches. Input sizes are selected as 2000, 8000 and 32000 samples of ECG activity. Wavelet levels vary from 3 to 24, with incremental steps of 1. The increase of wavelet levels demands more cores.

It can be observed that **O1** optimization approach tends to give positive results. The performance of the code is increased by roughly 20% for increased number of wavelet levels and cores.

The results with the **O2** and **O3** optimization approaches are not efficient. This is due to the barrier synchronization,
used to synchronize the nodes.

This can be neglected only when the number of nodes (that can simultaneously execute wavelet levels) is relatively high.

Speedup values presented in Fig. 6 show that the optimization approach O1 gives up to 20% faster code. This was the expected case since the Step Array Calculation phase does not contain any data dependencies between loop iterations. Considering that an input ECG signal is using a 500Hz sampling frequency, then eliminating the baseline drift will require 9 or 10 wavelet levels. In this case, the proposed optimization approach will yield 10 − 15% faster code.

Moving forward to the optimization approach O2, it is clearly seen that this approach is not attractive for significantly low number of wavelet levels. As wavelet levels increase, the performance of the algorithm increases. The main reason not to obtain a higher speedup is the overhead of using barrier synchronization for synchronizing nodes.

Since using higher wavelet levels is practically not possible we conclude that this strategy is not attractive. Same arguments can be made for the optimization approach O3, except that it is yielding a bit faster code compared to the optimization approach O2.

We tried using explicit synchronization strategies, without any success. Such strategies are only efficient on a high level of iterations.

Based on the results presented, we can conclude that the hypothesis set in this paper is partially confirmed. Even though the proposed parallel algorithm for the processing part was not efficient on small wavelet levels, parallelization of the initialization part resulted with a faster code.

VI. RELATED WORK

We use the circular buffer solution proposed by Milchevski and Gusev [11], where the authors have reported an average speedup of 15 over the conventional buffer, which is using data shifting in each DWT level.

Sava et al. [12] have developed two parallel solutions for generic Wavelet Transform for signal processing, without addressing specifically the concept of baseline drift of the signal. Their algorithm is based on pipeline processing farming. They conclude that the performance of algorithm increases as filter length and data length increase. However, authors have not provided any information about the impact of core numbers, parallelization platform, and the scalability.

Rajmic and Vlach [13] have proposed a real-time algorithm via segmented wavelet transform analysis, presenting only the principle without practical implementations.

Stojanović et al. [14] have proposed optimized algorithms for biomedical signal processing. Their results are 2-4 times faster than the sequential implementation, though being incomparable with our work.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

This work contributes OpenMP parallelization for the baseline drift elimination of ECG heart signals. Three optimization strategies were provided.

Results obtained showed that parallelizing the initialization part gives a speedup of nearly 1.2. On the other hand, the parallelization approach for processing part was based on transforming loop iterations, in a manner that they become independent. Pipelined parallel algorithms were developed, and tested.

Our observation is that, on low wavelet levels, the parallel algorithm for the processing part is not efficient. This is primarily due to barrier synchronization between iterations.

We also tested the effect of input sizes. Unless the delay is bigger, input size plays a huge role in the speedup. The higher the input size is, the higher the speedup.

In both cases, it can be noted that the provided algorithm is scalable. Theoretically, if we run the algorithms on higher orders of magnitude, the achieved speedup will be higher.

We conclude that hypothesis we set is confirmed only for the initialization part, and this does not hold for the processing part when the number of wavelet levels is small. As a future work, we plan to find a more appropriate solution, taking advantage of GPU and Dataflow cores.
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Abstract—Paroxysmal tachycardia (supraventricular and ventricular) is an episodic condition with an abrupt onset and termination followed by a rapid heart rate, usually between 140 and 250 beats per minute. Paroxysmal tachycardia can be discovered by detecting a QRS complex in ECG signals. Supraventricular tachycardia is characterized by a narrow QRS complex, and on the other side, ventricular tachycardia is characterized by a broad QRS complex. Detecting paroxysmal tachycardia can prevent pathogenesis of a heart disease. Implementation of an algorithm for QRS detection based on properties of the Hilbert transform is proposed in this paper. The results of the algorithm were compared with the Pan-Tompkins algorithm and the detection efficiency of the implemented algorithm on the used signals was 97.5%. Both algorithms were tested using the recordings from the MIT-BIH Arrhythmia database.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Paroxysmal tachycardia is an episodic condition with an abrupt onset and termination [7]. The heartbeat frequency is usually between 140-250 beats per minute, but often it can be higher or lower than that. Paroxysmal tachycardia can be divided into two main groups. The first group, supraventricular tachycardia (PSVT), are characterized by a narrow QRS complex. They are generally benign. PSVT can occur during vigorous physical exercises or activity. The most common type of PSVT is nodal reentrant supraventricular tachycardia, and it makes about 90% of all PSVT. It occurs often in otherwise healthy patients. On the other side, the ventricular tachycardia (VT) is characterized by the broad QRS complex. Most commonly, they are the result of significant heart disorder. Episodes of VT (or PVT) that last more than a few seconds can be very dangerous and escalate into (fatal) ventricular fibrillation [6].

In this research, an algorithm for paroxysmal tachycardia (PT) detection was implemented. The first step for detecting PT is the detection of the QRS complex in ECG signals.

Detection of the QRS complex is one way of monitoring the heart functionality. Detection of the QRS complex has been the subject of many studies in recent decades, but there is still no algorithm that can detect 100% of the QRS complex. Also, many algorithms are unsuitable for hardware implementation.

As QRS shows the electrical activity of the heart, the time of its appearance as well as its shape provides us with a lot of information about a heart condition. Software QRS detection provides all the important information about the patient’s condition and provides diagnoses for many diseases.

The Hilbert transform based QRS detection algorithm is proposed in this paper. Most of the algorithm steps are taken from the article [2]. The results of the proposed algorithm are compared with the Pan-Tompkins algorithm [5].

II. ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION

The first step of the algorithm is filtering using the bandpass filter [5]. The reason for selecting the filtering as the first step is the noise in the input signal. The noise is caused by the poor contact between electrodes and the skin, muscle and skin resistance, supply voltage and many other disorders. To emphasize the slope of the QRS complex and remove the baseline due to the artifacts, the first derivation of the filtered signal is used [2]. After derivation, the signal is divided into segments of 1000 samples [2]. The Hilbert transform and the detection of the R peak are implemented above each fragment [2]. After derivation and the Hilbert transform, a detector with adaptive thresholds is used to find the R peak [2,4]. The rule that two R peaks cannot be detected within 200 ms (72 samples) is implemented. If it is detected, it means that only one of them is the right one. This condition prevents false detection of the QRS complex. Figure 1 shows the algorithm block diagram. The presence of PT is detected based on the heart rate and frequency of used ECG signals and annotations in the database. The recordings with supraventricular/ventricular tachycardia were extracted from three databases that were used in the algorithm.

A. QRS Detection

The input signal is filtered by a band-pass filter in the frequency range from 5 to 15 Hz for the recordings from MIT-BIH Arrhythmia database, and range 5-50 Hz for the recordings from MIT-BIH Malignant Ventricular Arrhythmia and Creighton University Ventricular Tachyarrhythmia database. The filter is realized with the cascade of the low-pass and high-pass digital biquad filters.
Its transfer function is defined as follows in equation (4):

\[ H(z) = \frac{b_0 + b_1z^{-1} + b_2z^{-2}}{a_0 + a_1z^{-1} + a_2z^{-2}} \]  

(4)

The coefficients of low-pass and high-pass biquad filter were calculated using equations given in [1].

Filtering is followed by derivative. The first derivative of the filtered ECG signal equation is given in article [2].

Derivative signals are divided into 1000 samples. This part of the algorithm is a function `hilbertDetectQRS()`, that is implemented in MATLAB. If this is not the end of the signal, then the starting position moves for 1000 samples. If there is an end of the signal, then it is moved to the end [2,4]. Next, the `hilbertECG()` function is called, and it returns the output signal after the Hilbert transform [2,4].

Hilbert transform of the real function \( x(t) \) is defined as [2,3]:

\[ H\{x(t)\} = \frac{1}{\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \frac{x(\tau)}{t-\tau} \, d\tau \]  

(5)

The main properties of the Hilbert transform [3]:

- A signal \( x(t) \) and \( H\{x(t)\} \) are mutually orthogonal

\[ \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} x(t)H\{x(t)\} \, dt = 0 \]  

(6)

- Linearity:

\[ [k_1f_1(t) + k_2f_2(t)]^\wedge = k_1f_1^\wedge(t)+k_2f_2^\wedge(t) \]  

(7)

Where: \( k_1, k_2 \) – arbitrary scalars and \( f_1(t), f_2(t) \) – signals

- Time-shifting and time-dilation:

If HT of \( f(t) \) is \( \hat{f}(t) \), then HT of \( f(t - t_0) \) is \( \hat{f}(t - t_0) \).

HT of \( f(at) \) is \( sgn(a)\hat{f}(at) \) (where \( a \neq 0 \))

- Time derivation:

\[ H\left[ \frac{d}{dt}f(t) \right] = \frac{d}{dt}[H\{f(t)\}] \]  

(8)

- Hilbert transform is an odd function.

The Hilbert transform can distinguish between dominant peaks among other peaks in the signal, thereby improving R peak detection. The Hilbert transform is implemented over each signal’s section which was previously differentiated [2].

The implementation of this step is conducted in MATLAB in function `hilbertECG()`. How it appears after the Hilbert transform is shown in Figure 2.

![Figure 1. The algorithm block diagram](image1)

![Figure 2. ECG signal after the Hilbert transform](image2)
threshold = \begin{cases} 
0.39 \max(i), & RMS(i) \geq 0.18 \max(i) \\
0.39 \max(i - 1), & \max(i) < 2 \max(i - 1) \\
1.6 \max(i), & RMS < 0.18 \max(i)
\end{cases} (9)

Next, the thresholdCalculation() function is used. This function returns all the peaks that were greater than the previously calculated thresholds. Once we find the highest value of each segment, we need to remove the false QRS complex, due to the conditions that we mentioned above (two QRS complexes cannot be detected within 200 ms – refractory period). In the last step, the indexes of the QRS complexes that are marked in the database MIT-BIH were compared with the QRS complexes obtained in the algorithm.

B. Paroxysmal Tachycardia Detection

When the QRS complex is narrow (QRS < 120 ms) there are no differential diagnostic difficulties in distinguishing supraventricular from ventricular tachycardia because VPT with the narrow QRS complex is a rarity. The problem occurs with the broad QRS complex (QRS > 120 ms). Broad complexes may be ventricular (the most often) or supraventricular due to aberrant conduction of supraventricular complexes [6].

Supraventricular tachycardia typical characteristics [6]:
- Abnormal P wave (or negative/or either no P wave)
- 150-220 beats per minute
- QRS <0.12 s

Ventricular tachycardia typical characteristics [6]:
- Normal P wave
- 140-200 beats per minute
- QRS >0.12 s
- If the amplitude of the R peak in tachycardia is lower than in normal sinus rhythm it is considered to be ventricular tachycardia.
- Three or more episodes of a rapid heart rate (tachycardia) that come from the ventricles it is considered to be ventricular tachycardia.

Referring to the characteristic above after the QRS detection, PT is detected in ECG recordings from the MIT-BIH databases specified in Chapter III.

For monitoring beats rhythm, the heart rate variability is calculated on every ECG signal segment.

\[ HRV = \frac{60 \times f_s \times \text{beats}}{\text{diff}(R \text{ index})} \text{ beats per minute} \] (10)

where \( f_s \) is sampling frequency.

Figure 3 shows the heart rate variability in record 205 of the MIT-BIH Arrhythmia database.

Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the VT episodes and sinus rhythm in ECG signal, respectively.
C. Application

A MATLAB GUI application (Fig. 6) is implemented. The application shows the results of certain phases of the algorithm and demonstrates the success of the algorithm.

It consists of a panel with buttons, which represent certain stages of the algorithm, and of the panel with input settings and a time domain signal plot.

![MATLAB GUI application](image)

Figure 6. MATLAB GUI application; **right**: panel with options buttons; **left**: time domain signal plot (depends on the selected stage of the algorithm) **down left**: Input settings.

III. DATABASES

A. The MIT-BIH Arrhythmia Database

The MIT-BIH Arrhythmia database (Massachusetts Institute of Technology-Beth Israel Hospital Arrhythmia Laboratory) contains forty-eight 30 minutes ECG recordings. The recordings were sampled at 360 Hz with 11-bit rate resolution and ± 5 mV range [8].

Table 1 presents the signals that were used in this paper.

ECG recordings with tachycardia where the heart rate was higher than 140 beats per minute were used in this paper. The database is available on the Physionet webpage [8].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MIT-BIH Arrhythmia Database</th>
<th>Record</th>
<th>Points of Interest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>203</strong> Ventricular tachycardia</td>
<td>- Rate: 124-189 &lt;br&gt;- Episodes: 21 &lt;br&gt;- Duration: 0.33 &lt;br&gt;- Points of interest: &lt;br&gt;- 5:00 Ventricular tachycardia, 4 beats and 9 beats &lt;br&gt;- 26:39 Ventricular tachycardia, 7 beats &lt;br&gt;- 27:15 Ventricular tachycardia, 3 beats</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **205** Ventricular tachycardia | - Rate: 79-216 <br>- Episodes: 6 <br>- Duration: 0.23 <br>- Points of interest: <br>- 4:57 Ventricular tachycardia, 8 beats and 10 beats <br>- 15:22 Ventricular tachycardia, 3 beats <br>- 24:18 Ventricular tachycardia 12 beats, start of VR, 13 beats <br>- 24:30 End of VR, 3-beat VT (continued from the previous strip) |

B. The MIT-BIH Malignant Ventricular Arrhythmia Database

This database includes 22 half-hour ECG recordings. The recordings were sampled at 250 Hz. The database is available on the Physionet webpage [8].

Recordings provided in Table 2 were used in this paper.

Table 2. The MIT-BIH Malignant Ventricular Arrhythmia recordings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Record</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Aux.</th>
<th>Points of Interest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>420</strong> Ventricular tachycardia</td>
<td>23:50.152</td>
<td>337538</td>
<td>VT</td>
<td>26:34.692</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>210 Ventricular tachycardia</td>
<td>- Rate: 103-161 &lt;br&gt;- Episodes: 2 &lt;br&gt;- Duration: 0:06 &lt;br&gt;- Points of interest: &lt;br&gt;- 6:56 Ventricular tachycardia, 6 beats &lt;br&gt;- 17:57 Ventricular tachycardia, 6 beats</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>421</strong> Ventricular tachycardia</td>
<td>- Rate: 174-177 &lt;br&gt;- Episodes: 2 &lt;br&gt;- Duration: 0:2</td>
<td>VT</td>
<td>22:15.844</td>
<td>333961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>422</strong> Ventricular tachycardia</td>
<td>- Points of interest: &lt;br&gt;- 2:55 Ventricular tachycardia, 3 beats &lt;br&gt;- 20:25 Ventricular tachycardia, 3 beats</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>426</strong> Ventricular tachycardia</td>
<td>- Points of interest: &lt;br&gt;- 4:57 Ventricular tachycardia, 8 beats and 10 beats &lt;br&gt;- 15:22 Ventricular tachycardia, 3 beats &lt;br&gt;- 24:18 Ventricular tachycardia 12 beats, start of VR, 13 beats &lt;br&gt;- 24:30 End of VR, 3-beat VT (continued from the previous strip)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>607</strong> Ventricular tachycardia</td>
<td>- Rate: 79-216 &lt;br&gt;- Episodes: 6 &lt;br&gt;- Duration: 0.23 &lt;br&gt;- Points of interest: &lt;br&gt;- 4:57 Ventricular tachycardia, 8 beats and 10 beats &lt;br&gt;- 15:22 Ventricular tachycardia, 3 beats &lt;br&gt;- 24:18 Ventricular tachycardia 12 beats, start of VR, 13 beats &lt;br&gt;- 24:30 End of VR, 3-beat VT (continued from the previous strip)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1. MIT-BIH Arrhythmia recordings description**

**Table 2. The MIT-BIH Malignant Ventricular Arrhythmia recordings**

**Record** | **Time** | **Sample** | **Aux.** | **Points of Interest**
---|---|---|---|---
420 | 23:50.152 | 337538 | VT | 26:34.692 | 39867 | VT | 26:58.612 | 404653 | VT |
421 | 14:54.152 | 223538 | VT |
422 | 22:12.844 | 333211 | VT | 22:15.768 | 333942 | VT |
426 | 27:47.844 | 416961 | VT | 29:00.844 | 435211 | VT | 29:30.152 | 442538 | VT | 29:37.076 | 444269 | VT | 29:32.460 | 448115 | VT | 30:34.088 | 458522 | VT | 30:39.164 | 459791 | VT |
C. Creighton University Ventricular Tachyarrhythmia Database (CUDB)

This database includes 35 eight-minute ECG recordings. The recordings were sampled at 250 Hz with 12-bit rate resolution and ± 5 mV range. The database is available on the Physionet webpage [8]. The record provided in Table 3 was used in this paper.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Aux.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.00152</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>(SVTA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.56228</td>
<td>299057</td>
<td>(VT)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Creighton University Ventricular Tachyarrhythmia Database

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Aux.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5.26844</td>
<td>81711</td>
<td>(VT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33.33536</td>
<td>503384</td>
<td>(VT)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. RESULTS

Results obtained by detecting the QRS complex based on the Hilbert transform were compared with the Pan-Tompkins algorithm in this chapter.

The characteristics that evaluate the performance of an algorithm are sensitivity (Se), positive prediction (+P) and detection error rate (DER) [5]. They are calculated according to the equations below:

\[ Se = \frac{TP}{TP + FN} \]  
\[ +P = \frac{TP}{TP + FP} \]  
\[ DER(\%) = \frac{100}{Total\ number\ of\ QRS\ complexes} \cdot \frac{TP + FN}{FP} \]

Where:
- TP (true positive) = total number of QRS complexes that are correctly located by the algorithm
- Number of FN (false negative) and FP (false positive) QRS complexes.

The sensitivity, positive prediction, and detection error rate were calculated using the recordings (that were used in this paper) from the MIT-BIH Arrhythmia database and Creighton University Ventricular Tachyarrhythmia Database. They were not calculated for the MIT-BIH Malignant Ventricular Arrhythmia database because the reference annotation (.atr) files contain only rhythm labels (no beat labels) [8].

Table 4 shows the results of QRS complex detection based on the Hilbert transform implemented in MATLAB.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Record</th>
<th>Se[%]</th>
<th>+P[%]</th>
<th>DER[%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>203</td>
<td>96.453</td>
<td>98.713</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>205</td>
<td>99.625</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>210</td>
<td>97.833</td>
<td>99.923</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>215</td>
<td>98.495</td>
<td>99.970</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total:</td>
<td>97.7818</td>
<td>99.763</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5 shows the results of the Pan-Tompkins algorithm for the same recordings.

The Pan-Tompkins algorithm works better than implemented algorithm by 0.74%.

Table 6. Results of algorithms on the Creighton University Ventricular Tachyarrhythmia Database for 120 seconds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Record</th>
<th>Se[%]</th>
<th>+P[%]</th>
<th>DER[%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The algorithm based on Hilbert transform</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cu02</td>
<td>94.742</td>
<td>99.675</td>
<td>5.567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Pan-Tompkins algorithm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cu02</td>
<td>94.95</td>
<td>99.35</td>
<td>5.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After QRS detection, the PT detector was applied on signals. In the vector variable were saved the indexes where is annotated appearance of VT and SVT in databases. Next, the indexes from the annotation variable were compared with the obtained results. The output of the resulting PT detector are indexes of the beginning of VT and SVT. The detector is applied to over 12 signals from the three databases (MIT-BIH Arrhythmia Database, MIT-BIH Malignant Ventricular Arrhythmia Database, Creighton University Ventricular Tachyarrhythmia Database).

The Q and S peaks are easily located by finding slope reversals on either side of R-peak [4]. Every 10 seconds were calculated heart rate and QRS duration. It is sufficient time to capture most of the necessary information of the currently cardiac condition.
Table 7 shows the results of the implemented algorithm. The record 203 from MIT-BIH Arrhythmia database and record 421 from the MIT-BIH Malignant Ventricular Arrhythmia database have the worst result because there is the presence of considerable noise, including muscle artifact and baseline shifts. In the recordings from the MIT-BIH Malignant Ventricular Arrhythmia database, there is a constantly signal droop. The MIT-BIH Malignant Ventricular Arrhythmia does not have a beat annotation and because of that, we cannot calculate episodes of VT.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Record</th>
<th>Annotation</th>
<th>Detect</th>
<th>FP</th>
<th>FN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cu02</td>
<td>VT = 2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>420</td>
<td>VT = 2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>421</td>
<td>VT = 12</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>426</td>
<td>VT = 4</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>607</td>
<td>VT = 4</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>611</td>
<td>VT = 1</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>615</td>
<td>VT = 1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>203</td>
<td>VT = 18</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>205</td>
<td>VT = 1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>210</td>
<td>VT = 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>215</td>
<td>VT = 2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. CONCLUSION

The paroxysmal tachycardia detection algorithm based on the Hilbert transform was implemented in this paper. The proposed algorithm was applied to ECG signals from the three MIT-BIH databases. The QRS detection efficiency is 97.5%. The PT detect algorithm shows a worse result because of a large presence of noise and constantly signal droop in most of the recordings.
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Abstract - In this paper, we review the current state of implementation of the MULTISAB platform, a web platform whose main goal is to provide a user with detailed analysis capabilities for heterogeneous biomedical time series. These time series are often encumbered by noise that prohibits accurate calculation of clinically significant features. The goal of preprocessing is either to completely remove the noise or at least to ameliorate the quality of the recorded series. The focus of this paper is on the description of an expert feature recommendation system for electrocardiogram analysis. We demonstrate the process through which one arrives at a point where significant expert features are proposed to a platform user, based on time series at hand, analysis goal, and available length of the time series. We also provide the description of implemented preprocessing techniques and feature extraction procedure within the platform.

I. INTRODUCTION

The need for web-based biomedical software is continuously growing in the healthcare community [1,2]. Although, according to [1], web based solutions could, among many other things, reduce the cost of healthcare expenditure and facilitate access to a better healthcare, these solutions are not without problems and their limited use is often due to the lack of appropriate tools and platforms. The development of a platform allows access and enables biomedical data upload to the server, where efficient analysis is performed. Also, a web platform enables easier maintenance and a larger user base.

BTS data analysis process, described in detail in [3], is divided into 8 steps, some of which may be skipped, depending on the user: 1) analysis type selection, 2) scenario selection, 3) input data selection, 4) records inspection, 5) records preprocessing, 6) feature extraction, 7) model construction, and 8) reporting.

The aim of this paper is to review the current state of the MULTISAB platform implementation with the focus on the description of an expert feature recommendation system for ECG analysis and its initial implementation through predefined analysis scenarios. We also present the implemented preprocessing techniques and feature extraction procedure within the platform.

With the reported progress on the MULTISAB platform implementation, we have achieved the functionality of the first six analysis process steps (finishing with feature extraction). However, it should be noted that the current implementation is still in the test phase and that the user interface (UI) is in Croatian language. Nevertheless, we expect that in a few months a fully operational version will be available in Croatian and in English. The functionality will be limited to the first six steps, ending with the possibility of download of calculated features to a local file, thus enabling further independent data mining and reporting.

1 This work has been fully supported by the Croatian Science Foundation under the project number UIP-2014-09-6889.
II. PREDEFINED ANALYSIS SCENARIOS WITH EXPERT FEATURES

Scenario selection UI, shown in Fig. 2, enables the user to select a predefined scenario ("Odbir spremljenih scenarija") and the construction of a completely new scenario through full customization ("Specifikacija novog scenarija"). A current list of predefined analysis scenarios includes: detection of acute myocardial ischemia ("Detekcija akutne miokardijalne ishemije"), detection of congestive heart failure ("Detekcija kongestivnog zatajenja srca"), and detection of atrial fibrillation ("Detekcija fibrilacije atrija") from ECG signals. The user can confirm a scenario with a button ("Dalje"). In later steps of the analysis, it is possible to change some of scenarios' aspects, such as preprocessing methods, feature extraction methods, or model construction methods. The predefined scenarios contain necessary preprocessing steps and expert features that are to be extracted from signals, which are selected by the medical expert system specifically designed for this purpose.

Implementation of the medical expert system is a continuously evolving process that gradually introduces new predefined scenarios. New scenarios are based on currently valid medical guidelines, standards, consultations with medical specialists, and relevant medical and biomedical engineering literature.

The current initial version of the MULTISAB expert system, implemented in cooperation with cardiologists, includes the recommended features for detection of acute myocardial ischemia (AMI), atrial fibrillation (AF) and congestive heart failure (CHF) from ECG signals.

In the following subsections, we demonstrate the process of designing the predefined analysis scenarios with expert features for detection of specified disorders. To facilitate readers' understanding of the underlying terminology, we provide an image of characteristic ECG points and waves, with a particular focus on ST elevation, in Fig. 3 (courtesy of Rob Kruger and ECGpedia.org).

A. Acute Myocardial Ischemia

According to the medical guidelines [5], criteria for diagnosis of AMI (in absence of left ventricular hypertrophy and left bundle branch block) are:

1. ST elevation: New ST elevation at the J point in two contiguous leads with the cut-points: ≥0.1 mV in all leads other than leads V2–V3,
where the following cut points apply: ≥0.2 mV in men ≥40 years; ≥0.25 mV in men <40 years, or ≥0.15 mV in women.

2. ST depression and T wave changes: New horizontal or down-sloping ST depression ≥0.05 mV in two contiguous leads and/or T inversion ≥0.1 mV in two contiguous leads with prominent R wave or R/S ratio >1.

From criteria for diagnosis of AMI, we can easily define expert morphological ECG features:

**Morphological ECG features**: ECG signal value (in regard to the baseline) at the J point, R/S ratio, T wave amplitude, and ST segment slope (for all leads).

According to guidelines [5], dynamic changes in the ECG waveforms during AMI episodes often require acquisition of multiple ECGs, particularly when the ECG at the initial presentation is non-diagnostic. Serial recordings in symptomatic patients with an initial non-diagnostic ECG should be performed at 15 - 30 min intervals or, if available, continuous computer-assisted 12-lead ECG recording.

MULTISAB platform currently supports only continuous signals, so dynamic changes in the ECG can only be monitored if a segment of ECG signal of at least 15 min exists. According to [5,6], ECG manifestation of AMI includes dynamical ST segment. For quantification of the ST segment dynamics, we can use some measure of dispersion, such as standard deviation, which was recommended by cardiologists.

**Dynamical ECG features**: standard deviation of ECG signal value at the J points (for all leads).

In the case of a continuous recording, we can also analyze heart rate variability (HRV) and QT Interval Variability (QTV). These time series could be of great importance, because, according to the guidelines [5], further ECG signs associated with AMI include: cardiac arrhythmias, intraventricular and atrioventricular (AV) conduction delays, and loss of precordial R wave amplitude. According to [7], comparison of a normality zone against the ischaemic episode in the same record has showed increases in power spectral density for low frequency (LF) and high frequency (HF) bands.

**HRV features**: LF, HF.

There are also indications that QTV can have clinical meaning [8]. In [9], normalized QT (QTVnorm) and QT variability index (QTVI) were greater during ischemic episodes than during nonischemic episodes.

**QTV features**: QTVnorm, QTVI.

For AMI detection, metadata which would include age and sex and additional information, like, e.g. body mass index (BMI) would also be useful, but MULTISAB currently does not support import of anamnesis and metadata. We plan to add this feature in the future.

Additional expert features, which demand expanding the current frameworks with new operations, could include calculation of energy and entropy measures in wavelet domain [10] or additional information in the ST segments, such as shape, width, height, curvature, etc. In [11], a five-order polynomial fitting is applied to extract additional features from ST segments.

### 2. Atrial Fibrillation

According to the medical guidelines [12], and with up to date medical research [13], AF is associated with the following changes in ECG:

1. Lack of discrete P waves.
2. Fibrillatory or f waves are present at a rate that is generally between 350 and 600 beats/minute.
3. Ventricular response follows no repetitive pattern; the variability in the intervals between QRS complexes is often termed “irregularly irregular.”
4. The ventricular rate, especially in the absence of AV nodal blocking agents or intrinsic conduction disease, usually ranges between 90 and 170 beats/min.
5. The QRS complexes are narrow, unless AV conduction through the His Purkinje system is abnormal due to functional (rate-related) aberration, pre-existing bundle branch or fascicular block, or ventricular preexcitation with conduction down the accessory pathway.

From ECG manifestation, we can define the following expert morphological ECG features:

- P wave absence - to detect a lack of discrete P waves
- Fibrillatory rate - must be between 350 and 600 beats/minute
- QRS complexes duration - to detect narrow QRS complexes

**Morphological ECG features**: P wave absence, fibrillatory rate, QRS complexes duration.

In the case of continuous recording, we can also analyze HRV, because one of AF manifestations is that ventricular response follows no repetitive pattern. Many researchers [14-16] have studied HRV features for AF detection and also gave their pathophysiological meaning. For expert features, we have chosen those with best discriminatory capability and those with the most important objective according to [14].

It should also be noted that the choice of HRV features depends on the length of the analyzed segment. The features are usually categorized into short-term HRV features, which can be calculated from segments duration of several minutes (normally 5 minutes), and long-term HRV features, which are calculated from 24 hours of recordings [17].

**Short-term HRV features**: Heart rate, standard deviation of all NN (normal beat to normal beat R-R) intervals (SDNN), the square root of the mean of the sum of the squares of differences between adjacent NN
intervals (RMSSD), percentage of the number of pairs of adjacent NN intervals differing by more than 50 ms (pNN50), LF, HF, LF/HF ratio, approximate entropy (ApEn), sample entropy (SampEn).

**Long-term HRV features**: total power spectral density (TP), very low frequency band power spectral density (VLF), I/f power-law exponent α.

Additional expert features, which demand expanding the current frameworks with new operations, could include calculation of wavelet energy (WE) [18] or relative wavelet energy (RWE) [19], which are based on the wavelet transformation of the TQ interval. Both features can perform successfully even under heart rates with no variability. For example, in [19], AF was detected in less than 7 beats, with an accuracy higher than 90%.

C. Congestive Heart Failure

ECG manifestations of CHF are unspecific. In the guidelines for the diagnosis and treatment of acute and chronic heart failure [20], there is only a statement that an abnormal ECG increases the likelihood of the diagnosis of CHF.

The medical diagnosis of CHF is based on presenting signs and symptoms, patient’s prior clinical history, physical examination and resting ECG. If all the elements are normal, CHF is highly unlikely. If at least one element is abnormal, plasma natriuretic peptides (NPs) should be measured, to identify those who need echocardiography, because echocardiography is the most useful and widely available test in patients with suspected CHF used to establish the diagnosis.

For CHF detection from ECG signals, expert morphological ECG features were selected based on ECG manifestations of various heart diseases described in [21] and [22].

**Morphological ECG features**: Q wave amplitude, PR interval duration, P peak amplitude, R peak amplitude, QRS complex duration, ratio of QT segment and heart rate corrected QT segment (QT/QTc), S wave duration in leads I, V3, V6, V1 and V2, R wave duration in leads V5 and V6.

For expert HRV features, we have chosen those with the best predictive values according to [23-26] and from recommendations by cardiologists.

**Short-term HRV features**: Heart rate (or 1/RRmean), short term detrended fluctuation analysis coefficient α1 (DFA α1), symbolic dynamics one variation pattern (1VP), LF, SDNN.

**Long-term HRV features**: VLF, I/f power-law exponent α.

Although some features of heart rate turbulence (HRT), such as turbulence slope (TS), have significant predictive value [26], they are not used in the expert system because they cannot be calculated from all ECG recordings.

III. PREPROCESSING

Records preprocessing assumes various procedures for signal filtering, characteristic waveform detection, and data transformations as we can see in the Preprocessing ("Predobrada signala") UI, Fig. 4, where the user can select various methods for signal filtering, characteristic ECG waveform detection and data transformation.

Biomedical time series are often encumbered by noise that prohibits accurate calculation of clinically significant features. The goal of preprocessing is either to completely remove the noise or at least to ameliorate the quality of the recorded series. Signal filtering includes noise filtering (e.g. PLI notch filters for 50 / 60 Hz), baseline wandering corrections (e.g. for ECG because of breathing, body movements or electrodes impedance changes), and records segmentation into windows of certain width prior to applying preprocessing method [18]. Window width may be chosen explicitly by the user or it may be implicit, determined by the selected method preprocessing method.

The user can also select which characteristic waveforms are needed to be detected in an ECG and the corresponding detection methods, because locating waveforms is sometimes necessary for domain specific feature calculation. For example, if R peak annotations are not uploaded together with the ECG data signals, it is necessary to detect R peaks in ECG signals for HRV domain specific feature calculation (e.g. with Pan-Thompkins or Elgendi methods [27]).

Data transformations are performed after the detection of characteristic waveforms. The user can select various time (e.g. principal component analysis - PCA), frequency (e.g. fast Fourier transform, AR Burg method, Lomb-Scargle periodogram), time-frequency (e.g. wavelet transform, Hilbert Huang transform) and other types of data transformations.

The goal of data transformations is to obtain the data in a form from which it is easier to calculate precise domain or general features for describing specific subjects’ states. For example, it is possible to transform ECG signal into wavelet domain and then apply some of the common signal extractors (see the list in [4]) in order to calculate features from the transformed signal.

IV. FEATURE EXTRACTION

Feature extraction is the central step in the analysis of biomedical time-series. In the Feature ("Značajke") tab of Feature extraction ("Izlučivanje značajki") UI, Fig. 5, the user will already be provided with a list of (expert) features selected (during construction of a completely new scenario) or predefined (for predefined analysis scenarios) in the scenario selection phase.

Fig. 5 shows how Feature extraction UI looks like for AF detection analysis scenario. Regardless of the scenario, the user can select additional features ("Dodatne značajke") in the feature extraction phase. User can also specify parameters for calculation of a particular feature. For parameters specification, the user must click on the feature to open a dialog box where it is possible to specify parameters for those features that are parametric. Before starting feature extraction, the user must specify signal segmentation parameters ("Prozor primijene").
Figure 4. Preprocessing user interface; the user interface is currently implemented in Croatian language

Figure 5. Feature extraction user interface; the user interface is currently implemented in Croatian language
In the Analysis ("Analiza") tab, the user can specify the type of calculation parallelization that will be performed. After feature extraction, one can save the extracted feature vectors in a file for future analysis, if one wants to have the intermediate results recorded.

V. CONCLUSION

In the paper, we have described an expert feature recommendation system for ECG analysis through predefined analysis scenarios. Initial version of the MULTISAB expert system is implemented in cooperation with cardiologists and includes the detection of AMI, AF, and CHF from ECG signals.

We have also reported the progress on the MULTISAB platform implementation. Currently, we have achieved the functionality of the first six analysis process steps, ending with the possibility of calculated features download. However, it should be noted that the current implementation is still in the test phase, which we will strive to complete in a few months.
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Abstract - photoplethysmography is a non-invasive optical technique for measurement of blood volume changes inside an organ or body part. In presented study, a chronic venous insufficiency of individuals’ legs was measured using prototype instruments. The results of evaluation were compared to results of Doppler ultrasound, which is the gold standard for diagnosis of CVI. The sensitivity and specificity of prototype instrument in amount of 82% and 81%, respectively was calculated.

INTRODUCTION

Plethysmography is the term given to the recording of changes in limb size due to tissue fluid or pooled blood within the veins. This measurement can be undertaken in a variety of ways, fluid displacement, electrical impedance, electronic strain gauge, gravimetric methods and PPG [1]. Historically, the diagnosis of venous insufficiency was performed by invasive ambulatory venous pressure measurements (AVP), which has been described as the ideal diagnostic standard [2,3] or as the ‘gold standard’[4]. Early investigations using infra-red radiation to identify fluctuations in dermal blood flow resulted in the introduction of PPG. Hertzman [5] described the method of measuring circulation through the skin using photoelectric plethysmography by relating the blood content of the skin to the amount of light reflected. AVP is a comparatively invasive technique, as it involves cannulation of the dorsal foot vein. It has been described as painful and cumbersome [6], associated with complications such as bleeding or haematoma formation [7] and unsuitable for repeated use on the same patient or for screening purposes [8]. In contrast, PPG is described as easy to undertake, without risk and user-friendly [9]. PPG has increased in popularity due to the ease and speed of the investigation; this method depends on the absorption of light by haemoglobin in the red cells. Increasingly this was developed to investigate the venous haemodynamics of the lower limb and was renamed light reflection rheography (LRR). A light emitting diode is placed 5-10 cm above the medial malleolus to measure the speed at, which the capillary bed becomes filled with blood following calf muscle exercise. In the normal subject refill time may take between 20 and 45 seconds and a reduction in this refill time identifies degrees of venous insufficiency. Ineffective venous return from the lower legs leads to a condition of venous hypertension in the superficial venous system [10,11,12], which frequently results in ulceration[11]. It has been reported that 1% of the adult population suffer from leg ulcers [10], which has placed a large financial burden on the health service [13].

METHOD

Thirty-eight legs in 25 patients with evidence of CVI were studied prospectively by physical examination, PPG and duplex ultrasound scanning in Vascular...
laboratory of General Hospital Novo mesto during a 12-month period from October 2015 to September 2016. Data were recorded after a single examination. The patients were currently seeking care by a vascular surgeon for worsening of CVI symptoms. They were examined by one senior vascular surgeon.

PPG was performed with our prototype instrument. After an area of skin 5 cm superior to the medial malleolus was cleaned, a small piece of tape was used to secure the transducer to this site. Patients wore loose-fitting clothing to prevent impedance of outflow from the leg, and all patients were barefoot. The leg to be examined was placed in a dependent position over the side of the examination table for a few minutes to allow lower extremity blood volume to stabilize. The patient was then instructed to forcefully dorsiflex the foot ten times in rapid succession and then to relax the foot (Fig. 1). The time taken from the beginning of relaxation until reestablishment of the baseline was documented as the venous refilling time (VRT). A refill time of greater than 20 seconds was used as the normal value.

A PPG prototype instrument for CVI was designed, fabricated and characterized together with customized readout electronics. Readout electronics provides photovoltaic operating mode of silicon photodiode, transforms photocurrent to measured voltage and serves as constant current source for LED. After laboratory characterization of each component, fabricated PPG prototype was clinically tested on 53 patients. Details of PPG prototype fabrication and characterisation are published elsewhere [14].

Duplex scanning with Doppler colour flow imaging of the leg was performed with a GE scanner equipped. Duplex scanning is considered as “gold standard” for detecting CVI. Patients were placed in a 30-degree reverse Trendelenberg position with the limb externally rotated. Scanning was performed with a linear array transducer equipped with a 5 MHz pulsed-wave Doppler scanning. The saphenofemoral junction and the saphenous vein were insonated and evaluated for the presence of superficial venous reflux (SVR) with the Valsalva maneuver. SVR was defined as pathologic finding for CVI.

The results of PPG refill times were evaluated and compared with the duplex ultrasonography results and were evaluated for sensitivity, specificity and efficiency.

RESULTS

In period between October 2015 and September 2016 38 limbs of 25 patients were prospectively evaluated with PPG and duplex ultrasonography. The group consisted of 16 women and 9 men with age range from 34 to 85 years (a mean of 61.4 years). Clinical examination was performed at initial presentation with the standard criteria. The analysis results of PPG show the CVI in 18 limbs and missed the disease in 4 limbs. In addition, PPG results show 13 normal limbs, but missed 3 limbs.

The calculated sensitivity and specificity of the PPG was 82 % and 81 % respectively (1). The efficiency

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{sensitivity} & \text{ or true positive rate (TPR)} \\
& = \frac{TP}{TP + FN}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{specificity} & \text{ (SPC) or true negative rate} \\
& = \frac{TN}{TN + FP}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
TP & \text{ - true positive, } TN \text{ - true negative} \\
FP & \text{ - false positive, } FN \text{ - false negative}
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 1: Measurement setup during clinical test
of the PPG method was calculated in amount of 82%.

DISCUSSION

Venous function of the lower limb has proved to be a difficult concept to quantify. Many tests were developed in an attempt to separate normal from abnormal function, including ambulatory venous pressures, foot volumetry, photoplethysmography, and air plethysmography. The presence of complications of venous disease provides a means for a crude classification of venous disease and is the "best" "gold standard," on the assumption that the presence and severity of clinical disease reflects venous function. In particular, the accepted gold standard of ambulatory venous pressure demonstrates a large overlap in the values taken. The VRT as measured by photoplethysmography not only reflects reflux but also efficiency of calf pump function because inadequately emptied veins will need a shorter period of time to refill [4]. In clinical practice, however, we found a large degree of overlap of the results with subsequent poor separation of normal from clinically abnormal limbs thus reducing the test's usefulness. We therefore undertook to improve the PPG trace in an attempt to enable a more accurate analysis. The goal of our study was to evaluate the new PPG prototype instrument for detecting chronic venous insufficiency.

Bays [15] showed low specificity (60%) of PPG refill times and low κ statistic for correlation between SVR and VRT. It was only 0.47. Darvall [16] showed the correlation between abnormal VRT correlated and presence of SVR on duplex (sensitivity 75%). Laiqari [17] showed that PPG provides a sensitivity of approximately 75%, with specificity near 90%. In our study the abnormal VRT correlated well with the presence of SVR on duplex (sensitivity 72%, specificity 81%).

CONCLUSION

Although PPG can provide an assessment of the overall physiologic function of the venous system, it is most useful as a relatively simple and non-invasive measurement to detect the presence of venous reflux. Duplex ultrasonography provides detailed information on segmental reflux, and PPG provides an estimate of the global effect of reflux on the limb. Because of its inability to reliably grade the severity of CVI, PPG has limited utility for assessing the results of corrective venous surgical procedures. Therefore, PPG is a reasonable measure of the presence or absence of CVI that is best used when no further information concerning the venous hemodynamic situation is desired. If information on the severity of CVI or evaluation of improvement after venous surgery is required, a quantitative test will be more useful [18].
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Abstract – Signal processing is of central importance in biomedical systems, in which pre-processing steps are unavoidable in order to reduce noise, remove unwanted artefacts, segment time series into smaller epochs, or extract statistical and other descriptive features that can be used in consecutive classification stages. The high sampling rates and electrode counts used e.g. in advanced EEG or body-surface potential mapping ECG systems, result in very large data sets, which require considerable time to process. While long computation times can be tolerated in research settings, in many application areas, e.g. brain computer interfaces, online feature detection (e.g. in epilepsy or heart monitoring) or clinical diagnostics, fast – often real-time – execution speed is required. This paper examines whether and how GPUs can be used efficiently to implement parallel signal processing algorithms. The performance critical factors of GPU programs used for real-time processing are identified then we show that high performance is achievable only if great attention is given to the hardware execution characteristics of the GPU. Overlapped data transfer and computation, optimized use of the GPU memory hierarchy, using enough threads to hide memory transactions are used to obtain better results than sequential CPU implementations.

I. INTRODUCTION

Bioelectrical signal processing focusing on signals heavily contaminated by noise and other artefacts is a computationally intensive task. This is particularly true for modern multi-channel EEG and ECG systems that can use hundreds of electrodes and sample rates above 1 kHz. The processing of these signals requires several steps; after a pre-processing stage (noise filtering, artefact removal), various signal features are extracted and fed into the classification or recognition module. Many software packages and libraries assist users and developers to carry out these tasks with minimum effort. While these packages save precious developer time, the computational performance is typically sub-optimal. This is due to the fact that most of these packages still rely on sequential algorithms.

While long computation times can be tolerated in research settings, in many application areas, e.g. brain computer interfaces, online feature detection (e.g. in epilepsy or heart monitoring) or clinical diagnostics, fast – often real-time – execution speed is required. Traditional, multi-core CPUs provide only a partial solution to this problem as the small number of cores severely limits the achievable speedup and scalability of our algorithms. GPUs, on the other hand, have tremendous “horse power” with several teraflops of raw computational power and thousands of processing cores per card, even in embedded variants. It seems natural to use these devices for the demanding EEG and ECG signal processing tasks.

In this paper, a set of representative algorithms (time and frequency domain FIR filters, correlation, power spectrum, wavelet transformation, statistical features) is implemented in parallel and executed in a pipeline fashion first on a multi-core CPU to provide baseline performance figures. Then the performance of GPU version of the algorithms is examined in terms of the above optimization techniques and compared with the CPU results. It is shown that with in-depth profiling and performance analysis, using an incremental development strategy, very efficient single processing algorithm implementations can be created.

The contribution of the paper is the analysis of performance critical factors and a demonstration of their effect on the performance of the algorithms. While the emphasis is on EEG and ECG algorithms, the techniques and results shown can be of benefit for other signal processing application areas as well. The structure of our paper is as follows. Section II describes the traditional implementation of sequential signal processing systems. Section III provides a brief summary of the GPU hardware and computing model. Section IV explores the parallel implementation strategies for signal processing algorithms, investigates the performance limiting factors and shows how these can be overcome to create efficient GPU programs. Section V discusses our results to date. The paper ends with the conclusions.

II. BIOELECTRICAL SIGNAL PROCESSING

A typical biomedical signal processing process may use several pre-processing stages, such as various filters (low, high or band pass), artefact removal, baseline correction, sub-sampling, Fourier or Wavelet transformations [1]–[6]. Often, we use high sampling frequencies (up to 2-4 kHz) and many input channels (128-256). There are two distinct classes of the processing strategies: (i) the offline method processes signals after the measurement is finished, the input is the data stored in files, (ii) the online method, however, processes data during the measurement; continuously arriving data packets are processed until the measurement is finished. Fast processing speed is equally important in both cases but it becomes crucial in online processing if the system cannot keep up with the incoming data arrival rate. Due to this reason, we are focusing on online, stream data processing in this article.
A. Traditional CPU implementation

A typical signal processing pipeline is shown in Fig. 1. The CPU executes pre-processing, feature extraction and classification steps in a succession. The structure of a program implementing this pipeline is shown in the code section below.

Figure 1. Typical sequential signal processing pipeline including pre-processing, feature extraction and classification stages.

The stages of the pipeline are executed by successive function calls. The body of the loop fetches the next sample and passes it to a series of operations.

```cpp
while (has samples)
{
    double s = readNextSample();
    double data = filter_A(s);
    data = filter_B(data);
    data = filter_C(data);
    ...
    extract signal feature;
    classify signal;
}
```

The sequential implementation running on modern CPUs delivers acceptable performance up to a limited number of pre-processing steps at medium sampling rate and channel count. As shown in Table I, computationally more demanding filters and their combinations can easily lead to execution times that exceed online/real-time processing deadlines.

### Table I. CPU filtering time of 128 channel x 1 second (sampled at 2048 Hz) input data (Intel Core i7-3820QM 2.7GHz)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pipeline configuration</th>
<th>Execution time (msec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sequential C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 FIR filter (tap=101)</td>
<td>18.343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 FIR filters (tap=101)</td>
<td>71.433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 FIR filter (tap=1001)</td>
<td>145.680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 FIR filters (tap=1001)</td>
<td>577.304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 FIR filters (tap=1001)</td>
<td>1151.971</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are several parallelization strategies for the above signal processing algorithm [7]. One option is to execute each task (processing stage) in a separate step (Fig. 2.A). This is the well-known parallel pipeline structure in which the pipeline stages execute the original sequential steps in an overlapped fashion. The next level is to extend the pipeline with parallel stage implementations (Fig. 2.B). This strategy uses data-parallelism to execute filters for individual channels or channel groups in parallel. The advantage of both methods is that the internal processing algorithms (filters, feature extraction, classifier) remain sequential, consequently, existing code and libraries can be used with limited programming effort to create the parallel implementation. Since the number of cores is typically less than 8 in current desktop or mobile systems, the favoured implementation strategy on CPUs for online processing is the parallel pipeline.

Regardless the chosen parallelisation strategy, the achievable speedup is limited by the number of cores, hence a four- or eight-fold performance is the maximum in CPU-based systems. We do not consider supercomputers having a large number of CPU cores among the potential platforms, since due to their access and usage restrictions, they cannot be used for real-time processing applications.

As a more promising alternative, potentially providing orders of magnitude larger performance, in the remainder of this paper we explore how graphical processing units (GPUs) can be used for signal processing.

III. GPU COMPUTING OVERVIEW

Graphical processors were once dedicated solely to performing graphics tasks. Today, they are high-performance general-purpose processors used in diverse application fields, such as scientific computing, artificial intelligence, automotive industry, health care, to name a few. GPUs contain a large number of simple processing cores and operate in a SIMT (Single Instruction Multiple Threads) fashion.

NVIDIA GPUs comprise of multiple Streaming Processors (SPs) each having 192/128/64 cores (Kepler/Maxwell/Pascal architecture, respectively). At the time of this writing, the top NVIDIA Titan X card has 3584 cores giving a staggering 10 teraflops compute performance. The SPs execute instructions in groups of 32 cores (warps). Thread schedulers select the warps that are ready for execution. Context switching is hardware assisted and can be performed at no cost.

The CUDA programming model executes threads in parallel. Due to the warp execution granularity, 32 threads are executed synchronously in one step. The data-parallel threads are launched by special CUDA functions, called kernels. The number of threads is controlled by the developer. Due to the potentially large number of threads, threads are organised into a hierarchy. At the lowest level, threads are grouped into one-, two- or three-dimensional blocks. At the next level, blocks can be organised into one-, two- or three-dimensional grids. The dimensionality and the hierarchy should reflect the underlying data structures and/or the level of parallelisation.

The CUDA program launching the kernels runs on the CPU. Before the kernel can execute, the main program should also copy the input data to the GPU device memory.
over PCI-e bus, and upon completion, copy the result back from the device to the host memory. On the device side, the GPU has a hierarchical memory system comprising the off-chip global memory, the on-chip shared and texture memory as well as the internal registers. Since global memory access is an expensive operation (taking several hundreds of cycles), the number of threads should well exceed the number of cores in order to hide the memory latency by executing instructions from other threads.

IV. GPU IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES

This section investigates various strategies for implementing signal processing algorithms on GPUs. The focus of the treatment is on the degree of parallelism in the implementation, on identifying and analysing performance critical factors and iteratively fine-tuning performance with the goal of comparing CPU and GPU execution times and efficiency. Interestingly, the number of published papers on GPU signal processing algorithms is quite small. Most of the papers are covering individual algorithms in the audio and acoustics field [8], [9], [10], [11]. Bioelectrical applications appear in [12].

For simplicity, we will use a 101-tap time-domain FIR filter implementation as a case study for the online filtering of a 128-channel EEG data stream sampled at 2048 Hz. Using a simple back-of-the-envelope calculation, the number of multiply-add instructions required for filtering 1 sec of data is \( C = 128 \times 2048 \times 101 = 26,476,544 \). The theoretical performance of the GPU is given as \( \text{perf}_{\text{GPU}} = \text{cores} \times f_{\text{clock}} \times 2 \). From these, we can estimate the theoretical peak execution time for various GPUs. Table II lists the peak performance of three NVIDIA GPU cards used in our tests, as well as the predicted 1 second filtering time, \( t = C \times 10^{-6} / \text{perf}_{\text{GPU}} \) (msec), and the per sample (128 channel) filtering time (\( \mu \text{sec} \)). When compared to the CPU results in Table I, the performance advantage of the GPU is evident. The rest of the paper examines whether this can be achieved in reality.

### TABLE II. GPU PERFORMANCE AND PREDICTED EXECUTION TIME

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Quadro K2000M</th>
<th>GTX 980</th>
<th>Tesla K40</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>performance (GFlops)</td>
<td>572</td>
<td>4612</td>
<td>4291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>predicted 1 sec filter time (msec)</td>
<td>0.0463</td>
<td>0.0057</td>
<td>0.0062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>per sample time (( \mu \text{sec} ))</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The sampling interval at 2048 Hz is 488.28 \( \mu \text{sec} \), this is the hard real-time deadline for performing all the signal processing steps for each sample.

A. CUDA program structure

The signal processing program follows the pattern of a generic CUDA kernel loop. The host data, \( h_\text{input} \), is copied to the device memory, \( d_\text{input} \), then the kernel is executed using \( \text{grid} \times \text{blocks} \) threads, and finally the result, \( d_\text{output} \), is copied back to the host variable, \( output \). The loop continues while there are samples to process.

```c
while (1) {
    cudaMemcp(y(d_input, h_input, input_size);
    kernel<<<grid, block>>>(d_input, d_output);
    cudaMemcp(y(output, d_output, output_size);
}
```

In our tests, 128 float values (128 channels, 1 sample per channel) are copied to and from the device in each sample cycle.

B. Naive parallel implementation

The simplest approach to run the processing steps in parallel is to use a channel-based data-parallel approach. Assuming \( N \) input channels, we execute \( N \) threads on the GPU. Each thread works on one channel and performs a complete time-domain FIR filter computation step (which can easily be replaced by a moving-average, correlation, feature extraction, FFT, etc. routine). The kernel code for the kernel implementing a sequential convolution is as follows (samples are stored in \( buffer \), \( output \) is stored in \( result \)):

```c
__global__ void FIRfilter(float* result, const float* coeffs, float* buffer, int position) {
    int idx = blockIdx.x * blockDim.y + threadIdx.y;
    float output = 0.0f;
    for (int j = 0; j < coeff_size; j++) {
        output += coeffs[j] * buffer[idx + j*128 + index];
        index--;
        if (index < 0) {
            index = 128;
        }
    }
    result[i] = output;
}
```

The results, as shown in Table III, are disappointing. Kernel execution is several thousand times slower than the predicted time. The execution time also varies with the thread grid configuration. Having multiple blocks results in better performance, since multiple blocks gives more freedom to the thread scheduler.

Executing this kernel 2048 times for the entire 1 second sample window results in 342.643 \( \mu \text{sec} \) which is much slower than the original sequential algorithm. The main source of the kernel inefficiency is the limited parallelism. Only 128 threads are launched while the GPUs have 384, 2048 and 2880 cores (K2000M, GTX 980, K40). As Fig. 4 illustrates, low performance is due to the inefficient kernel but also to the data transfer time between the host and the device.

### TABLE III. NAIVE FIR FILTER EXECUTION TIME

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kernel configuration blocks × threads</th>
<th>Kernel execution time (( \mu \text{sec} ))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>128 × 1</td>
<td>70.726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 × 128</td>
<td>105.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.277</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Host-device data transfer

Before exploring ways to increase parallelism at the kernel level, let us examine how to reduce data transfer
time. Using asynchronous host-device transfer and multiple streams (concurrent kernel execution ‘threads’), one can overlap data transfer and kernel execution as shown in the following code skeleton.

```c
int stream = 0;
while (1) {
    cudaMemcpyAsync(d_input, h_input, input_size, stream % 2);
    kernel<<<grid, block, 0, stream % 2>>>(
        d_input, d_output);
    cudaMemcpyAsync(output, d_output, output_size, stream % 2);
    stream++;
}
```

Asynchronous transfer reduces the overall elapsed time to **171.466 msec**. Fig. 5 illustrates the timeline of the overlapped data transfer and kernel execution.

### D. Parallel filter kernel

As the next step in the performance optimisation process, the level of parallelism is increased in the FIR filter. The convolution is computed by 101 (filter length) threads in parallel. To avoid shifting data in device memory, a circular buffer is used in order to execute the convolution in-place. In addition, the filter coefficients, the circular buffer content and the temporary output values are stored in fast shared memory. The final summation is performed by the CUDA `atomicAdd()` function in the shared memory, and finally the first thread in each block writes the output value into the result area.

```c
__global__ void filter_2(float* result, const float* coeffs, float* buffer, int position) {
    int i = blockIdx.x; // channel index
    int j = threadIdx.x; // sample index
    if (j >= 101)
        return;

    __shared__ float coefficients[128];
    __shared__ float output[128];
    __shared__ float buf[128];
    coefficients[j] = coeffs[j];
    output[i] = 0.0f;
    buf[j] = buffer[i*128 + j];
    __syncthreads();
    int index = position - j;
    if (index < 0)
        index += 101;
    float value = coefficients[index] * buf[j];
    atomicAdd(&output[i], value);
    __syncthreads();
    if (j==0)
        result[i] = output[i];
}
```

Another possibility for performing the final summation is to use a reduction operation on the partial results. The kernel is modified at the `atomicAdd()` line to first call a warp-level reduce function, than add the per-warp sub-totals using an `atomicAdd()` operation. The performance of the two kernel versions are shown in Table IV. The more efficient reduction-based kernel results in further time reduction; the elapsed 1 second sample processing time is **56.245 msec** on the K2000M GPU.

#### Warp reduce version

```c
__inline__ __device__
float warpReduceSum(float val) {
    for (int offset = warpSize/2; offset > 0;
        offset /= 2)
        val += __shfl_down(val, offset);
    return val;
}

__global__ void filter_2_reduction(float* result, const float* coeffs, float* buffer, int position) {
    ... // same as before
    float value = coefficients[index] * buf[j];
    float sum = warpReduceSum(value);
    if (j % 32 == 0)
        atomicAdd(&result[i], sum);
}
```

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kernel configuration</th>
<th>Kernel execution time (μsec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>blocks × threads</td>
<td>K2000M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128 × 128 (atomic add)</td>
<td>75.601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128 × 128 (warp reduction)</td>
<td>9.921</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Execution on the K2000M and GTX 980 GPUs show large variance in execution time. This is the result of the GPU multi-tasking between the display and compute tasks. Consequently, these cards can introduce unwanted delays in the online processing task (see Fig. 6). If hard real-time deadlines must be met, compute-only GPU cards have to be used. Execution on the Tesla K40 GPU verifies this behaviour; filter execution is time deterministic (Fig. 7).
The overall performance of the filter operation is still worse than that of the CPU, which is the consequence of a number of factors: under-utilised GPU, synchronisation delays, low compute/data transfer ratio. The performance of small filters cannot be increased further but there are ways to increase the entire system performance by increasing the work to be performed. There are several options for doing this:

- Executing multiple filters within the same kernel
- Executing more intensive kernels (e.g. longer filters)
- Executing several kernels in a sequential order
- Executing several kernels in a pipelined fashion using overlapped streams.

The first option is based on the fact that up to 1024 threads can be used in a block. So far only 1D blocks have been used; 1 FIR filter per block. By using 2D blocks, we can perform multiple filter operations at the same time. The kernel will execute the same convolution, but we can pass different filter coefficient arrays to each row of the 2D thread block. Using 128 threads per filter, up to 8 filters can be specified in the y block direction.

For space considerations, the last three options are described and analysed in combination. Executing several complex kernels (1001 tap FIR filter) in sequence using multiple streams is presented. Fig. 7 illustrates the execution details. Results of the two examples are in Table V and VI.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kernel execution time (µsec)</th>
<th>Elapsed time (msec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K2000M Tesla K40</td>
<td>K2000M Tesla K40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86.082</td>
<td>15.686</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table VI. Execution Time of 4x1001-Tap FIR Filters in Sequence Using 8 Concurrent Multiple Streams

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pipeline configuration</th>
<th>Sequential C</th>
<th>Parallel Tesla K40</th>
<th>Speedup</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 FIR (tap=101)</td>
<td>18.343</td>
<td>40.672</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 FIR (tap=101)</td>
<td>71.433</td>
<td>39.62</td>
<td>1.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 FIR (tap=1001)</td>
<td>577.304</td>
<td>59.658</td>
<td>9.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 FIR (tap=1001)</td>
<td>1151.971</td>
<td>208.933</td>
<td>5.51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Results

The results of the various parallelisation options are summarised in Table VII. The sequential C filter execution time is compared to the K40 GPU parallel implementations. As shown, the execution of a single short filter (101 taps) is slower than the sequential version. As discussed above, this is the result of the host-device data transfer overhead and the sub-optimal utilisation of the GPU. As we increase the complexity or size of the operations (longer or more filters) the GPU implementations perform better than the sequential ones. In addition, even in the worst case (8x1001-tap filters), the per-sample GPU processing time is 103 µsec, which is well below the 488.28 µsec hard real-time deadline. Consequently, a set of complex pre-processing operations can be executed on the GPU while leaving time for feature extraction and potentially classification steps too.

### Table VII. Execution Time of 4x1001-Tap FIR Filters in Sequence Using 8 Concurrent Multiple Streams

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pipeline configuration</th>
<th>Sequential C</th>
<th>Parallel Tesla K40</th>
<th>Speedup</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 FIR (tap=101)</td>
<td>18.343</td>
<td>40.672</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 FIR (tap=101)</td>
<td>71.433</td>
<td>39.62</td>
<td>1.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 FIR (tap=1001)</td>
<td>577.304</td>
<td>59.658</td>
<td>9.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 FIR (tap=1001)</td>
<td>1151.971</td>
<td>208.933</td>
<td>5.51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper examined the use of GPUs for bioelectrical signal processing tasks in the context of online, ideally real-time, stream processing of EEG or ECG signals. High-resolution EEG and ECG coupled with high sampling rates present processing difficulties for traditional sequential or multi-core CPU implementations. Using a FIR filter as example, we have examined various algorithm parallelisation strategies and investigated what hardware and software factors might limit the achievable performance. While the raw performance of today’s state-of-the-art GPU chips are several orders of magnitude higher than that of CPUs, we have shown that achieving peak performance is difficult in streaming applications.

Various overheads, such as host-device data transfer, insufficient parallelism and/or low utilisation of the GPU resources, frequent memory operations can all degrade device performance. This paper demonstrated, however, that groups of operations can be executed efficiently and performed within hard real-time deadlines.

The results are promising and suggest that a complete signal processing pipeline (from pre-processing to classification) can be execute real-time on GPUs which opens up possibilities for real-time monitoring and diagnostics applications, such as advanced BCI systems, focal epilepsy diagnosis, high-resolution brain mapping and body surface potential mapping cardiac diagnostics.

The next development steps in this project is a complete implementation of one end-to-end processing pipeline from the above areas and its evaluation in clinical settings.
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Embedded Computing Technology for Advanced Mobile Cyber-physical Systems

Lech Jóźwiak
Eindhoven University of Technology, The Netherlands
l.jozwiak@tue.nl

Abstract

The recent spectacular progress in the microelectronic, information, communication, material and sensor technologies created a big stimulus towards development of smart communicating cyberphysical systems (CPS) and Internet of Things (IoT). CPS and IoT are undergoing an explosive growth to a large degree related to advanced mobile systems like smart automotive and avionic systems, mobile robots and wearable devices. The huge and rapidly developing markets of sophisticated mobile cyber-physical systems represent great opportunities, but these opportunities come with a price of unusual system complexity, as well as, stringent and difficult to satisfy requirements of many modern applications. Specifically, smart cars and various wearable systems, exploiting mobile vision, imaging, and virtual or augmented reality, to a growing degree involve big instant data from multiple complex sensors (e.g. camera, radar, lidar, ultrasonic, EEG, sensor network tissues, etc.) or from other systems, and are required to provide continuous autonomous service in a long time. In consequence, they demand a guaranteed (ultra-)high performance and/or (ultra-)low energy consumption, while requiring a high reliability, safety and security. To adequately address these demands, sophisticated embedded computing and embedded design technologies are needed. After an introduction to modern mobile and wearable systems, this presentation discusses the huge heterogeneous area of these systems, covering many different fields and kinds of applications (from smart automotive and transportation, through smart surveillance and security, mobile personal computing and communications, to wireless health, personal assistance, well-being and sport applications), with each application or part of a complex application having its different specific requirements. Subsequently, it considers serious issues and challenges in the design of the advanced mobile systems, and demonstrates that a heterogeneous massively-parallel embedded computing technology is needed to adequately address the issues and overcome the challenges in order to satisfy the stringent requirements of the modern mobile and wearable systems. The presentation thoroughly discusses the heterogeneous massively-parallel embedded computing technology, when using as examples several complex heterogeneous massively-parallel multi-processor systems on a chip (MPSoCs) for different mobile applications, and among others, the VLIW ASIP based MPSoCs in relation to which my research team recently collaborated with Intel and Movidius. Finally, the presentation discusses the design technology for embedded systems based on heterogeneous massively-parallel MPSoCs, when focusing on the methods and automated tools for parallel programming and sequential code parallelization for such platforms, as well as, coherent HW/SW architecture co-development.
PAPERS
The Dawn of Dew

Dew Computing for Advanced Living Environment

Zorislav Sojat, Karolj Skala
Ruder Bošković Institute, Zagreb, Croatia
Zorislav.sojat@irb.hr, skala@irb.hr

Abstract – Our present technological civilisation always aims towards new and new goals, and has a strong urge to integrate all that is available in a huge interrelated and as much as possible autonomous system. Thousands and thousands of people try to imagine a problem and get a solution to it, hoping that in our common effort some of their work will show to be beneficial. Entering the Age of Information after a, historically, extremely long period of materialism (not only the last few centuries), and the many ages of not understanding the meaning, or even the existence, of information itself, we are, naturally, inspired, intrigued, confused, elated and stunned by the vast area of possibilities, the enormous applicability and a vision of a future world which would be perfect for a human. Or would it? In this work we will primarily explore the application of Dew-Computing paradigm in integrating the lowest level, physical-edge human environment-controlling devices into higher level behavioural systems. An optimistic vision of the future is given in a form of a short “science-future” story.

INTRODUCTION

In this everyday effort to think out something we would like to have, and integrate the new and new application ideas into the explosively expanding amount of tiny specks of dotted silicon, which just a few decennia ago we realised can be organised in such a way that our wildest dreams of what a machine can do never before could even faintly imagine, we need to give Names to what we do. Our need to create has found a very new and a very unexplored way of realisation in its own world somewhere between the imagination and the material reality. And we try, somehow similar to what Adam did, to give each of the new ideas, things, paradigms, principles, algorithms individuality, by whose name we could recognise about what we are talking. So it is natural that, as we see more and more opportunities, by gaining more knowledge, and sometimes even insight, new and new approaches, and therefore new names emerge. Presently, in the area of Computer Science, we envision a new world of little machines all over the planet, in every home, car, street, road, pocket, on hands and as pendulums. As monitors, assistants, caretakers... (don't we trust ourselves a little too much that we would really succeed to make all that for the betterment of human life?). A lot of different terms are mixed up, and often yet we did not have enough time to settle down what we actually mean when we say some of the information-processing related words.

We explore the application of Dew-Computing paradigm in integrating the lowest level, physical-edge human environment-controlling devices into higher level behavioural systems. However, attention of the reader is driven to the scientific responsibility we all have, as not only the How, but very much also the Why is here also an essential question, although often we answer this question in an almost derogatory way. Are we certain Where we will End up as free human beings?

Unfortunately we are all aware of the undeniable fact that even the most beneficiary inventions often get used for "squeezing" the individuals into unwanted/un warranted lower or even lower quality living conditions of any kind. Technologies often rush, and the society lags behind, this discrepancy frequently leading to the misuse of technology. As scientists aiming towards promoting the quality of the human life-experience and the personal and social freedoms essential for the health (mental and physical) of each and every Human being, we are aware of the fact that sometimes it is important to imagine a future world as a living environment, trying to "empathise" with the vision, and than, in a kind of "retrograde" analysis, try to find at least some important elements which shall or shall not be part of an emerging new Technological Paradigm, as the Dew-Computing is [1], [7]. Specifically the Dew-Computing Paradigm grabs deep into the immediate physical environment of humans, and could be consequently dangerous if misused. Therefore already at the level of Architectural design it is essential to analyse what precautions have to be made, and that way many stray paths may be escaped. Many pessimistic artistic visions of the same type of technologies (global hierarchical integrated information and environment supervision/control systems) can be found in much written and visual artwork and in widespread popular fears. To counterbalance the negative, one possible optimistic artistic vision of the future using the same type of technologies is presented here. It is said that often a "Picture is worth more than thousands of Words", here we offer the interested reader exactly the inverse: "Thousands of Words are worth more than a Picture" - a fictional Science-Future Story\(^1\) to present a Vision of the Future towards which the present developments aim, and also to generally picture a Vision of what the Dew-Computing Paradigm may mean in everyday human life. Therefore here we will first use Artistic and not Scientific means of expression. So, we hope, an 'arty' "story from the future" can picture the Larger Vision of the technological Aims much better than heaps of 'scienty' diagrams explaining present and future technologies. Or: let the 'story written by somebody in the

\(^1\) Though the introductory text "A Blog Post From the (Near) Future" is completely unscientific Fiction (at least until we invent a Time-Machine).
future' talk about What-Could-Be, and the 'technological explanations' talk about How-To-Attain it. On the other hand, the following story can also be viewed as a statement of a humanist/artist on the 'hows and whys' of his possible feeling well in the future living environment of our emerging fully globalised civilisation, and poetically also as a statement of warning not to forget the basic human needs - freedom, knowledge, art, decision making, science, reading, enjoying company, starring at stars...

**A Vision of Future**

**A Blog Post From the (Near) Future**

Recently found on Internet while browsing through the not so far future, the here presented short story is an unedited copy of the post which will be published by the Known Web-Site, specially popular for regularly publishing best excerpts from the Known Artist's blog "My Life"; if that will ever happen.

"On a Cold Winter Day", from the blog "My Life" by a Known Artist

(please note: the views expressed are author's own, not necessarily also the publisher's)

The winter is really cold. The clouds are low and the fog penetrates everywhere. In the morning mist even the dew comes in the form of frost. The wind gusts from time to time rattling around the solar panels on the frozen roof. Keeping the rhythm of the icy blasts nearby windmills are at moment frantically trembling and flapping their propeller-shaped hands, and at moment standing as still as high metal beams of their construction generally should. On the Home-monitor I saw that not much of the power generation is done by solar and wind sources nearby, and our own solar panels hardly see any light. Though, my Home did add a short statement that the wave-power generators are working full capacity on the other side of Europe. So, with no interesting news, I left the Home-Environment system to care about energy on its own.

I've just finished a synesthetic conversation with a friend of mine living on another continent. He is a renown cooking artist and allowed me to smell some of the ingredients he prepared for the "Taste of Art" cake printing competition tomorrow at the Baking Art Exhibition in my Town. He promised later to share some of his own renowned BOP ("baking-oven printer", for those unfamiliar with cooking terminology) recipes, designs and knowledge with my wife and our oven (I, however, personally had never interest in cooking, and we do not own a food printer, so the form artistry will be only my wife's). Anyway, I did not see him for some time, and promised to pick him up at arrival to the airport, and to have a meal with him before his exhibition. I am quite certain there will be no traffic problems tomorrow for us, as my Home already informed the Traffic system of our intended destinations and time schedules. And, naturally, informed our Car to collect the necessary electric energy, if possible.

In the morning we were woken up by tender music and waking light, and my Coffee-machine had the coffee ready just as we came down to the living room, as it was informed by our Home that we will wake up at the time just fine for me and my wife to be ready in time. For years my wife used to cook the coffee for me, but that is a real sacrifice. So now my coffee-machine does that for her.

Our Home informed me that during the night the outside temperature was extremely low, and that our Car asked for additional heating in the garage, as to best preserve the battery power and enable easy morning start-up. Though, when I came into the garage, it was exactly the same temperature as any time I plan to use the car. I long ago asked the Home to preheat or precool the garage when I plan to use it.

As many know, I am quite keen on the science-of-the-whole, the ecology, and I like to follow all kinds of short and long term processes around me and in the Global Environment. Knowing this, our Home presented me with the Area Environment News statement on the power-distribution situation. It said that although most of the local power production is down to meagre outputs, the general system has enough power, and the sudden lowering of night temperatures, leading consequently to a much higher demand on emergents, did not cause any disturbing consumption peak, due to the self-organisation and consumption-time-spreading of the individual consumption elements in our Town and our Homes. I attentively (or perhaps meditatively?) looked at the different presentation diagrams, and played a little with the information by processing and cross-referencing it, while my wife took a bath.

As I supposed, most of the traffic lights on the route to the airport and back were open to our Car. Though, I must admit, the traffic was quite congested, as we had to wait two times on a semaphore coming back from the airport to the town centre. But, then, it was not over-congested; otherwise the Route we took would suggest another instead of itself. Approaching the town our Car informed me about several free parking slots in the mesh of little streets around the restaurant we wanted to go to. I love that restaurant (I did not say I do not like food, I do not like cooking myself!), because it did not change in atmosphere from when I was a child. So we went there, turned off all of our mobile communicators, sat at a nice and cosy table and ordered food prepared by hand and cooked on real fire. In friendly communication the hours quickly passed. I paid with cash, as I always do. We, in our Homeland, call it "Solar" payment or "take the Cash out into the Sunlight!" payment. The best way for everyday financial transactions, you always know how much you have :). And surprisingly, the food in that restaurant is quite cheap, not much more expensive than good ingredients for an oven printed meal would be (well, at least if the food design is not by some known cook, they charge sometimes exorbitantly for their food printer forms and even more if you order their ingredients! - but, as I mentioned, we actually do own/need/like? the food printer). Anyway, after the marvelous meal we parted ways with my friend...

Though I was looking, as so often, to see the long-necked guy with the strange and funny hat somewhere in the town, as many of you, lovers of Queneau's Exercises in Style do, I have to inform "all interested parties" that I still never saw him, and have no idea what happened to the button. I will continue waiting on him, although he may be Godot. (If you have no clue what I am talking about, just forget what I just wrote about the overcoat button!)

Well, in the evening my wife and I participated in a multi-locational Parallel Art Performance (the ever more popular PAPs)! - and there was even a projection of Beckett walking through Berlin. As the performance started I felt a jolt of remembrance, as I forgot to turn on my Communicator. But I am obviously old-fashioned (I will not admit old), as it, naturally, turned itself on as soon as the time of the performance was nearing! :)

The PAP was very successful. There was quite a huge amount of public from all around the world, and many of
them actively enhanced the artistic value of the common experience.

Late at night, returning home, the Town was empty. The street lights and semaphores were turned off, except on our Route and in the few rare side Streets was somebody was walking. I adore this time of night in the town, when nobody is around, and I will be granted the wish to turn the street lights off. Suddenly you see all the beauty of the stars above.

When I was young a town-dweller would never see more than sometimes a glimpse of the moon or the few close planets. Believe it or not, in that time the whole town would be lighted as if somebody was walking on every street, and driving on every avenue!

Well, this was such a starry night, it was freezing but the skies were clear, and the stars must have shined intensely. So we decided to stop in a park-forest, and informed our favourite park-Bench to preheat itself as we were approaching. In the park we asked the Lights go off, and as nobody else was there, they did. Oh, the view of the endlessness of the Universe above...

Lost in the depths of Space, suddenly we were "woken" by the path lights going on. We saw a young couple hurrying on the path, trembling and cuddling in the freezing cold. The sky-magic broken, we went Home.

From the clear sky a few of the first snowflakes came down. And what a beautiful surprise when we came Home! On the Replicator (or, if you prefer, our multi-material 3D-plottter/printer) we found a beautiful sculpture hand made and hand-scanned by our dear friend from afar (he still prefers hand scanning!). He sent it to our Home as his gift for my wife's and my round Meeting-Aniversary (No, I will not admit the count. Period.). For that occasion our Home, with the expert help of our far away friend, made a special lighting and sound arrangement of his sculpture which emerged from the Replicator... No smell though. He is still an old style sculptor, although he was among the very first to use bright and abstract colours on sculptures times ago.

And while the late night fire in the fireplace made delicate wood-burning sounds, the fire shadows played a lively dance and the smoky smell evoked the atmosphere of mountain dwellings, the windows slowly, slowly got embossed with tiny exquisite crystals making intricate weaving, never same, never repeating, never ending...

Life is Beautiful, however strongly we try not to see it! And just finally, I sincerely wish that all the dreams and wishes of each and everyone of you, my dear Readers, come true, but do, please, always be very careful and mindful of what you really wish and want, because not all dreams and wishes result in greater good to some or even all of us.

**THE CLOUDS AND THE FOG**

Naming new scientific ideas often evokes associative thinking, and recently we got several new, quite romantic, terms. Firstly, how did we get Clouds in computing? Well, it has been shown that both from the aspect of computer science and economy the idea that for an individual or collective user it is actually completely irrelevant where their processing is done and where their data is actually kept, as long as they can access their “virtual machine” or their data as if they were locally – is very viable, enabling individual and collective work, collaboration, communication and entertainment independent of the location of the users and the machines. Many companies, scientific and other institutions and individuals very quickly accepted this approach. So we got a lot of Clouds.

It was not hard to imagine that the Cloud will soon have to lower itself into the Fog. The Clouds are, obviously, very far away from the Edge. Through the massive increase in processing and storage capacities, as well as human interface developments of the edge data gatherers, processors and communicators, diverse “intelligent” devices like telephones, tablets, palmtops, laptops, and, naturally, desktops, integrated homes, individual health-monitoring equipment, “infotainment” cars, including those cars which slowly start to learn how to self-drive, i.e. those devices which allow “Edge computing”, the user needs and wishes for the usage of Clouds increased drastically. However, here new problems emerged. We got an “exponentially” growing amount of data in all forms and of all derivations and provenances which we would like to be communicated, processed, collected, shown, safely stored, indexed, modeled, the myriad of information we would like to learn, understand and not forget, and then also a plentiful of social, scientific, health-related, security-concerned, artistic, entertainment-oriented, gambling-fascinated, financial and other intentions, applications and wishes which have to be satisfied.

In this “mess” of all kinds of interconnections and data-flows it becomes obvious that the Cloud is too far away from the user-edge, so we have problems of latency and time-lag, of connectivity persistence and availability, Quality of Service (QoS), data amounts, compatibility and enormous heterogeneity of individual devices. Heterogeneity from the level of the processor type, memory and storage size, processing and communication abilities, complexity of the input/output system, human interfaces (and “Augmented reality” is strongly going into mainstream already), up to the different operating systems and programming languages. It was really not hard to imagine that the Cloud soon lowered itself and touched the Edge by Fog. The ”lowering” of Cloud into Fog is a serious theoretical and practical problem, and a lot of computer scientists are tackling it from different aspects, as to find out the principles on which such a hierarchical connection can be seamlessly attained. The mentioned vast spread and heterogeneity of different Edge devices, including the big data quantities which they may generate could enormously change the human environment in a large area of possible applications. However, the transfer of big data quantities into scattered centralised processing centers, which are the foundation of present-day Cloud-computing, will not be sustainable in the (near) future, due to bandwidth, latency etc. The programming models which presuppose that the “intelligence” and “processing/storage capacity” necessary for data processing lays in the processing center of some Cloud will not be adapted to the new necessities of emerging applications. The Fog-Computing paradigm has to solve these problems by introduction of scalability, elasticity, quality of service control, services migration, understanding the Value of Information, extended security and privacy etc., as well as by a different paradigmatic approach to programming, programming models and application development. By decomposing higher level processing functions (up to the level of wide applications), into “micro-services”, and by their allocation/reallocation and selective engagement based on elasticity and
The Dawn of Dew

The Computer-science notion of Dew emerged as it became obvious that there is an extreme amount of very important apparatus and devices which functionally necessitate self-sufficiency, but which could globally be even more effective if they would cooperate. This is the reason why in Dew-Computing there are two basic notions, which do not exist in the rest of the hierarchy, in the Fog and in the Cloud: self-sufficiency and cooperation.

The biggest amount of tiny processing elements, microcontrollers, is employed on this lowest level, in direct contact with the human physical environment, controlling a multitude of elementary or just slightly complicated environmental processes. These are the microcontrollers in gas boilers, air-conditioning and heating equipment, in traffic lights, home entertainment systems, car motors, light and lighting controllers, solar power controllers etc. These are devices for which it is completely obvious that they must possess self-sufficiency and that they may not receive any kind of “order” from anybody/anything, except from the rightful human owner (as with private “things”) or responsible person (as with public services). Due to their boundedness by human perception of their proper functioning, these devices may accept only “suggestions” from their neighbors or higher hierarchical levels, but even those “suggestions”, as we have seen in the “science-future” story told, can enable, by cooperation with devices of the same or higher level, fascinating possibilities of energy saving, transport and energy load balancing, traffic congestion and pollution reduction, faster and more effective emergency service reaction, health-monitoring, artistic expression and romantic outings. Further, by higher-level processing many scientific investigations and predictive model developments will be possible, specifically in cooperation with the modern-day developments in the areas of “Artificial intelligence” and “Cognitive computing”.

This will be established through horizontal self-organising coordination of individual Dew-droplets (i.e. the dew devices with communication / self-organisation possibilities) and vertical Fog/Cloud integration based on the newest developments of the Fog-Computing paradigm. The collaboration of Dew-droplets shall primarily be established on the level of their information exchange and self-organising coordination by (intra-) networking them, using proper ontologies/protocols and security/privacy and QoS based channels. Such self-coordinating and collaborating systems of individual Dew devices will then, as microservices, be seamlessly integrated higher up into the computing hierarchy through Internet gateways into the Fog and Cloud, enabling the coordination of the physical edge control through common strategies and multi-level intelligent behaviour, including adaptive-learning, predicting and other aspects of cognitive computing, with multi-modal user interfaces to facilitate appropriate Human/Computing interaction.

The basic Dew-Computing element (“molecule”) is the Dew-droplet, which consists of a self-organising co-operative communication layer, an ontological “interpreter” and individual physical Dew-devices, which contain all necessary sensors, effectors and needed algorithms to be able to independently perform their job, as well as a physical communication layer. This does not mean that the Dew-devices must be able to execute the “software” of a Dew-droplet. In other words, individual physical microcontrollers may or may not produce information (i.e. ontologically contextfull messages), but minimally have to have the ability to receive “suggestions” and transmit data. It is naturally obvious that during next several years, while the networking of “things” is slowly approaching these devices, there will be no industrial production of standardised, or at least easily obtainable, microcontrollers which will be easy to directly incorporate into such collaborative structures, and that specific application solutions will have to be developed to physically and informationally (through the use of specific programmable interfaces, additional “piggy-back” microcontrollers) connect Dew-devices through Dew-droplets in the Dew-Computing Ecosystem.

By these approaches the Dew-Computing paradigm will, by including the physical-edge self-sufficient and independent devices into a collaborative structure, lead towards the full development of a Distributed Information-Services Ecosystem.

The Rainbow

As already mentioned, names and term in sciences can sometimes be quite romantic. And so it is quite logical that when integrating the Dew, the Fog and the Cloud we have to get a Rainbow. Though in this article the existing, well established and very much used Cluster and Grid technologies were not specifically discussed, we shall not forget that the whole of the present and (at least near) future processing environment will in many areas of human endeavor be heavily dependent on those.

As we could see from the above text, in each of the hierarchical areas from Clouds down to Dew we have specific problems still to solve. Though the Cloud is presently well the most developed in technological sense and most penetrating in the social sense, by introduction of the Fog Computing elasticity, scalability and
heterogeneity and Dew Computing independence and cooperation, it will be unavoidable to introduce an “all-penetrating” paradigm/architecture to seamlessly integrate the vast spectrum of prerequisites, functional principles, programming models... of the full computer-driven and human-controlled processing “haystack”.

Such an all-penetrating “force” through Dew, Fog and Clouds will give a Rainbow. The basic problems Rainbow-Computing will have to solve are the unification of all those approaches into a consistent whole, based on new principles of both human and computer understandable communication (which can be attained by a standardised common ontology, which must be adapted both to human and computer understandability), based on new multimedial and intermedial approaches towards user interfaces, and also on significant ergonomical changes. It is obvious that many present-day and future Cloud, Fog and/or Dew applications will perform their duties without the inclusion into the Rainbow. However, the needs and wishes of the development of a Global Information-Processing Environment will significantly enhance the usability of those applications and slowly introduce them as selfstanding micro- or macro-services by introducing an interface layer. One of the most important conceptual (or better to say paradigmatic) changes which we will have to do to enable further development is (re-)introducing the notion of information and devaluating the notion of data.

Though the words like Informatics, Systemics, Cybernetics in all kinds of contexts and derivatives get associated to Computer Science, the word Information is much more used in news-language than in Computeristics. Naturally the media uses this word, as their main objective is actually the transfer of Information to the population, humans, and the term “information” we can, folk-like, reasonably well define as “something new”, as otherwise it would be either redundant (when it is “nothing new”), or it would be not recognised/understood, therefore not being inside the word-meaning of “information”. What does it mean? It means that information has to be in full sense a sign, i.e. it has to have both the “expression” and “content”, or to say it in deSaussure’s words, the “significator” and the “significant”. For an information to be received, be it redundant or not, it is necessary that it can be “incorporated” into its appropriate subsystem of the understanding system, that is that it “comes” from the same context which is recognisable and known to the receiver. The internal structure of the sequence of individual expression-fractions (e.g. impulses, codemes, phonemes, morphemes, words...) must follow rules recognisable by the receiver, and individual “contents” (i.e. ontological links in the structure of the context entirety) must in a great part be identical to the ontological links in the appropriate sub-structure which the receiver recognises as the reception-context. “Information” is actually the difference of its full structural position inside a context of transmission in relation to the context inside which it is received / perceived. In other words, information is the non-isomorphism of two sub-structures which contextually conord with the same supra-structure.

It is obvious that without Context there is no Understanding. But the notion of context itself is in computer sciences so much neglected that even almost all “programming languages” strictly adhere to the rules of context-less grammar, and then sometimes some contextness is “glued on”, according to needs and the capabilities of some language, in a myriad of ways, without a general system or common rules. Programming languages which remember the context of individual strings of expressions are almost non-existing. Those few which allow contextfull programming/processing, so important for the future relationship of the human and the machine and the productivity of this relationship, can be put into the category of “High Productivity Computing”, and will be essential in further development of Rainbow-Computing.

Therefore it is not strange in present day that there is talk only about data, data-flows, data-throughput, data-storage, data-processing... But we shall be deeply conscious of the fact that a “datum” by itself really has no meaning at all, as it is only the “expression”, only the “significator”, without any content, anything which would be actually “expressed”. We become painfully aware of that when the data on the data on our disk get intermixed. Not only there are no file names any more, but, worse, due to disk fragmentation almost all operating systems do, we do not know even which recorded segment comes after which one, or is it a segment of music, video, picture or text. No wonder restoration of data is so very expensive – there is no context whatsoever about individual data segments.

Almost as an excuse the so-called meta-data, data on data, are used. But the meta-data are coming from a completely separated and from the data which they “describe” independent context – the context in which we thought them out to help us or the machines in their classification, categorisation and searching. Meta-data are not the “content”, the “significant”!

By the introduction of an enormous quantity of all kinds of equipment, what we like to call “things”, and by introducing those devices which only Dew-Computing can “absorb”, the notion of Information will necessarily have to take its merited place in the notion-hierarchy of the science which would like to make the “Internet of Things” and the “Internet of Everything”. The only way to convert data and meta-data into information is by progressive introduction of a consistent and scalable, expandable ontology of the Global Information-Processing Environment. Ontology, the science of the nature of being, becoming, the existence, in the context of Information sciences develops a model, a structure which represents / makes notions inside some area through interrelationships of those notions, defining by that a contextual supra-system and for the Signs all necessary sub-systems of “contents”, or “significants”. This way it enables the use of information and not data, in the sense explained earlier. Thus such ontology enables comprehension inside a given area, in fact defining what is existing in that information system.

Another important area of future development is the algorithmics. The prevailing frame-of-mind in programming, a heritage of the very first days of calculating and computing, is the serial processing approach to algorithmic expression, and therefore also to our programming methods and languages. As much as we
try for a long time, this frame-of-mind – to regard the world we model as a series of individual “dots” which we then process one after the other – is still the prevailing one. Only recently the penetration of graphical processors into mainstream computing did shift this mental frame somewhat towards the mindset of parallel algorithms.

The Rainbow will have to, both as an architecture and as an integrated system-approach, systematically solve the problem of the necessity of a new approach towards parallel, multi-computer, multi-device, multi-micro-/macro-service programming through the development of a novel paradigmatic approach towards “programming” languages, by transforming them towards active computer linguistic systems, which are contextfull and process information and not data (therefore knowing what can be done with them and where and in which form they exist). Only this will allow seamless and sustainable inclusion of multiprocessor and multiprocessor Clusters and Grids, huge Clouds, the Fog and the Dew to form an unified “programmable” and “controllable” Global Information-Processing System, hopefully for the betterment and not detriment of our life.

Do We Know Where We Go?

Our age is full of buzzwords. And unfortunately even many of those words which in their naming intention have very important scientific insights and relevance often fall, by overuse and frequent not-know-really-use, into the realm of buzzwords. Is it not true that the “Cloud” became recently one of them? “Internet” certainly has (with much popular misunderstanding of the term). So has “Web”. So, as many other fields, the field we are writing about also contains a vast amount of Names which do describe it from different perspectives, but too often, unfortunately, from the marketing aspect, or just because they sound trendy and fashionable. Phrases like “Internet of Things”, “Web of Things”, “Cyber physical Systems”, “Virtual Machines”, “Containers”, than “Platform as a Service”, “Infrastructure as a Service”, “Software as a Service”, then different “storages”, “servers”, “applications”, “interfaces”, not to mention the acronyms (IoT, WoT, VM, PaaS, IaaS, SaaS, API, SOE, QoS, AES...), even up to the now popular “Internet of Everything” (IoE), actually do, by their over-usage and buzzwordiness, often obscure their real meaning and relevance even to the scientists themselves. And they certainly easily obscure their actual denotational or associative meaning. However, as Confucius would say: “If words do not mean what they really mean, nothing can be established.” We have to be aware of what words really mean, or what the connotations or associations they awaken want to say, as opposed to what we think they mean or they ought to mean. Much confusion in terming comes out of terms (names) which in their name have an over-wide object of naming. As an example, just think for a moment of the basic denotation of some of those Names. What are really Cyberphysical systems? I am. You are. The World is! What Things make the “Internet of Things” and what is the Everything we want to include into the “Internet of Everything”? The glass? A coffee-bean? The Moon? Thoughts? An oak? Intentions? Each and every strawberry? Our emotions? Like in a (hopefully never future) remark: “How come you still did not connect your feelings with the Internet of Everything? You must do that, you know it’s the Law!”.

So then, please, let us not forget the “Three laws of responsible robotics” by Isaac Asimov, and a vast area of ethic, moral, philosophical, anthropological, sociological and other questions which the coming introduction of “Cognitive computing” through the recent high rate of development in the field of so called “Artificial intelligence” and the “Ubiquitous computing tendency” have to raise. It is on us, the scientists and artists, to always deeply reflect and carefully step on this dangerous path, so our road would be paved with right decisions and empathetic visions, and not with good intentions and nice wishes! It is on us, the artists and scientists, to always and again perceive the world around us with soberness and emotion, and to give to the society and the science a multi-faceted, but therefore also a truthful, mirror. As there are many faces to the truth, it is essential to look at them as individual facets, as different standpoints, as carefully as possible. To learn from errors others did, even if those others were literary or cinematographic characters, is much cheaper and safer than learning from our own errors. We can not proud ourselves that in this our consumeristic and hyperproductivistic civilisation we did not make too many unnecessary errors, and very often got stuck due to them, and we constantly grind against quite serious problems. If we entangle ourselves too much, in vain will we wait for some Godot to come and, like the “deus ex machina” of Roman theatres, pull us out of our own world which we are creating.
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Abstract. Currently, there is an intensive development and complication of controlled dynamic systems. Despite the large amount of existing methods, the problem of analysis and synthesis of various classes of such systems remains relevant. In particular, binary dynamic systems (Boolean network) represent a large interest to study for the theory and practice. The necessary requirements for controlled systems are the demands of their stability. We suggest a service-oriented application PSF (Parametric Synthesis Feedback) for the parametric synthesis of stabilizing controller for controlled continuous and binary dynamic objects. This application was implemented with High Performance Computing Service Oriented Multiagent System (HPCSOMAS) Framework developed by authors. This tool provides the functionality for automated creation and multiagent control of execution of service-oriented applications. PSF integrates the functionality represented by services that implement new methods for the synthesis of linear static (or dynamic) state- (or output-) feedback. These proposed methods allow a natural data parallelism and scalability with increasing the dimension of the problem. Based on integration of problem-oriented services PSF interacts with distributed computational environment through the system services of HPCSOMAS Framework. We demonstrate some examples of the parametric synthesis of stabilizing controller for different classes of linear dynamic control objects.

1. INTRODUCTION

Currently, scientific computational experiments require the use of high-performance calculation in heterogeneous distributed computing systems (HDCS). The complexity of modern HDCS prevents the wide use of their capabilities by field experts and facilitates the development of technologies for integrating heterogeneous resources into a single HDCS, and specialized approaches to the development of distributed applications that allow an end user to abstract from the specifics of their technical implementation and execution on computational resources. This tendency actualizes the development of technologies of the service-oriented access to the resources environment and scientific applications. The researches connected with designing of platforms for creating and performing the service-oriented scientific application [1-3] are actively developing. During recent decades, such scalable distributed computing paradigms as Cloud Computing, Fog Computing and Dew Computing have been developed [4-7].

The great resources potential of such computing infrastructure as Grids and Clouds provided the development more complicated scientific applications. Many of these applications are designed as workflow (WF). By this reason, the tendency of Workflow Management System (WMS) creation is observed [8]. Despite the variety of tools of this kind (for example, known WMSs [8-12]), a number of problems is still a challenging issue. This problems concerned with the integration of decentralized management which are more preferable in distributed environments for providing scalability, of the access methods to the application components, of the tools of subject area specification, and of the tools of description logic computing schemes not by program but declarative way, of the treatment of static as well as dynamic WF structure.

We describe the use of High Performance Computing Service Oriented Multi-agent System (HPCSOMAS) Framework [13] for creating and using of service-oriented applications in HDCS, which integrate availabilities enumerated above. We presented an example of application designing for solving the task of parametric synthesis stabilizing feedback for controlled dynamic objects.

Currently controlled dynamic systems are actively developing and improving. Despite the large number of existing methods, the task of analyzing and synthesizing different classes of such systems is still a challenging issue. Particularly, binary dynamic systems (Boolean networks) are of great interest in theory and practice. The class of linear binary dynamic system (BDS) as the object of scientific research having great practical significance was developed owing to works [14, 15] in the last quarter of the past century. The great number of that time publications as well as modern ones are devoted to problems of analysis of linear BDS. The issues of linear static (or dynamic) state- (or output-) feedback synthesis were given less attention. In earlier works, the linear BDS models in the form of Control flow graph [16] and of transfer functions [17] were used to solve the problems of synthesis. In past two decades, the approach connected with using of algebraic space state models is prevalent [18]. This work offers new logical synthesis method of linear feedback [19], developed by authors, when in the general case the state equation is used to describe linear object dynamics and linear regulator, and specification of
required dynamic characteristic of closed-loop system (in these case it is stability feature) sets by the language of formal logic. In this circumstance, the problem of synthesis is reduced to examination of quantified Boolean formulas validity (task TQBF [20]) with the following searching of feedback matrix (task SAT [20]). The offered method provides natural data parallelism and high scalability with increasing the problem dimension in the process of problem running in HDCS.

Program tools for solving tasks of controlling complicated dynamic systems have been developing for a long time [21]. The system MATLAB [22] is very well known, but, as indicated in [23] this system doesn’t provide an expert with a necessary level of automation of computation work and is designed mostly for conducting large-scale tests of various algorithms and methods rather than effective solution of complex engineering problems of controller design. Therefore program tools automated solution of tasks at hand, oriented on different categories of users, and providing ready-for-use applications for typical project solutions as well as tools for creating new applications, are being developed along with this system, as an example [24]. However, the issues, connected with using high-capacity resources for solving resource-intensive problems in the considered subject area and organization of control of their parallel solution in HDCE, still have not been solved.

In the review [25] some classes of tasks of linear control theory, the non-convexity and NP-complexity of which make getting a simple solution impossible were described. Thus, in the work [26] NP-complexity of the task of State Output Feedback (SOF) was showed.

A large number of topical tasks in contemporary control theory, which require high-capacity resources, are connected with the problem of parametric synthesis of linear regulator for controlled dynamic objects. In the work [27] the method of controlled search for considered problems solving in high-performance environment, designed by authors, is described. This method provides natural parallelism during solution searching into space of regulator parameters, varied at defined intervals. The application Parametric Synthesis Feedback (PSF), created on HPCSOMAS Framework (hpcsomas application) ensure automated solving of considered problems based on the logical method and method of controlled search designed by authors, afford the tools of task formulation on the content level to an end user.

II. THE DESIGN OF HPCSOMAS APPLICATION

The application created on HPCSOMAS Framework consists of two main parts – system part, independent from the solving problem class, and subject-oriented. The system application part consists of set of components, which are the agents of hierarchical role-based multiagent system (MAS). The user agent is on the top level, hpcsomas agent – on the middle level, system reactive agents – on the lower level: an authentication agent, file management agent, executive agent. The basic system agent – is hpcsomas agent, acts as: the agent-manager, which coordinates resource distribution and as the local agent, which provides the resource. The hpcsomas agent gets the function of the agent-manager to which the user inquires. The self-organization of agents is realized on the request analysis into virtual community (VC). It includes the agent-manager and local agents, which offer necessary hardware and software resources for task solving. The VC of agents performs decentralized management of distributive performing of user’s request in HDPE, decomposition of request to subtasks, distribution of resources and monitoring of subtasks execution, informing the user about the process of request execution. If the calculating resource of the agent-manager fails, one of the local agents takes its duties.

Subject-oriented part of the application is implemented on the set of application user programs and transforms into calculating agents. Computational model of subject area is a bipartite graph \(<P, O, E>\), part \(P\) contains set of parameters, part \(O\) – set of operations of application program package, and part \(E\) contains directed connections between parameters and operations.

Application agents are implemented in the form of services. The services can be atomic and composite. The operations are transformed into atomic services, which subsequently are constructed into composite services computational schemes for task solving (WF). The performance of composite services is interpreted under control of VC agents. The atomic services are able to function autonomously, similar to micro-services, the using of which is represented as an advantage of Dew Computing in the work [7]. The application development scheme with using of automation subsystem ABCSW is shown on Fig. 1.

III. THE APPLICATION DEPLOYMENT TO COMPUTATION RESOURCES

Scalable application can be deployed on server side providing an access to components with the help of web-interface, on client side providing local access to components (fig. 2).

Figure 1. The scheme of development of hpcsomas-application
Additionally the connection between components installed on calculating nodes with frontend access and nodes of local network call only. To provide safety, the components’ interaction is realized by using access keys assigned in the configuration settings. Planning of complex components’ use is realized on the base of calculating subject area model, rather execution of designed workflow is performed by decentralized multi-agent manedgement. The distribution of this workflow tasks on HDCS resources on user application level is performed cooperatively by hpcsomas agents installed on calculating resources.

IV. AN EXAMPLE OF PSF APPLICATION DEVELOPING

Developed hpcsomas application consolidates objects of the subject domain, which are correspondent to the family of research methods, similar in terms of parameters and operations. In the PSF application, the following services are grouped:

- Parametric synthesis of the static/dynamic output controller for a linear continuous dynamic system.
- Parametric synthesis of a static controller for a linear discrete dynamical system.
- Parametric synthesis of a static controller for a BDS.
- Constructing a region of stability in the controller parameters space (if the number of parameters exceeds three, then a number of parameters are fixed).

A. The service of parametric synthesis dynamic output feedback for linear continues dynamic system

The example of developing of the PSF application composite service for parametric synthesis dynamic output feedback for linear continues dynamic system (PS DOF LCDS) is described below. This service intended for the following problem: for system

\[ \dot{x} = Ax + Bu, \quad y = Cx, \]  

where \( x \in R^n \) – the state vector of dynamic object, \( u \in R^m \) – the control vector, \( y \in R^p \) – measure output, \( n_x \) and \( n_y \) – dimensions of \( x \), \( u \), and \( y \) vectors, find out whether it is possible to stabilize it with the help of the following feedback type:

\[ \dot{x} = Ax + Bu, \quad y = Cx, \]

where \( x \in R^n \) - the state of dynamic regulator, interval limitations are imposed on \( A_r, B_r, C_r, D_r \) matrixes. With \( k \neq 0 \) the equation of the closed-loop system is the following: \( \dot{x} = A_c x \), where \( x = \text{col}(x, x_r) \).

In the process of the PS DOF LCDS service design on the base of applied programs and knowledgebase, at first, atomic subject-oriented services of the closed-loop system \( A_c \) matrix, and the specter calculation of the closed-loop system \( A_c \), matrix, were designed. The web-interface of the PS DOF LCDS service was generated. Afterwards the agent-manager, user agent and the agents for system functions performing were developed, the agents’ configuration under specific computing resources was made as well. The user enters input task data (dimension of vectors, matrices of coefficients, interval limits) and requests to execution. The agent-manager initiates the generation of VC agents. The VS of agents forms taking into account the available agents, the availability of the required resources and the size of the task.

For this task solving the following steps based on the method of directed search need to be performed:

1. Decomposition of grid space to \( 2^{n_l} \) segments, where \( l \) is a number of regulator parameters;
2. Calculation into center of every segment of \( A_c \) matrix and segment priority;
3. Determination of stability of closed-loop system with \( A_c \) matrix;
4. If the closed-loop system with \( A_c \) matrix is stable, extinction of the calculation and issuing the response;
5. Ordering of segments in the ascending order of their priorities;
6. Circular parallel processing of segments (step 2-4 repetition), from the first segment to the last segment within the interval limits with decreasing of the step for every regulator parameter.

The workflow of this task has a complicated structure. Multivariate calculations (depending on the result of calculations) are followed by a cycle in which multivariate calculations are performed again (for other dynamic parameter values). Subtasks of multivariate calculations require the processing of a condition, the execution of which leads to the removal of the entire computational layer of subtasks.

Consider an illustrative example; the matrices of system (1) have the form [29]:

\[ \dot{x} = Ax + Bu, \quad y = Cx, \]
\[
A = \begin{pmatrix} 0 & 1 \\ 1 & 0 \end{pmatrix}, B = \begin{pmatrix} 0 \\ 1 \end{pmatrix}, C' = \begin{pmatrix} 1 \\ 0 \end{pmatrix}.
\]

Interval limitations are following:
\[-2 \leq A \leq 2; -2 \leq B \leq 2; -2 \leq C \leq 2; -2 \leq D \leq 2.\]

The parameter number of the regulator of first order is \(n_p = 4\). The set of parameters regulator is:
\[
p = \{ p_1 = A, p_2 = B, p_3 = C, p_4 = D \}.
\]

On the Figure 3 the page of HPCSOMAS Framework site is observed, where the structure of experimental HDCS is represented used at the moment for solving the task of parametric synthesis with the help of directed search controlled by this system. On this page, you can also see the list of denominations of calculating resources and installed HPCSOMAS-agents on these resources. In HDCS the clusters (matrosov, blackford), the dedicated cloud Server (1stvds), virtual machines (VM) (teslav and 4 VM for imitative modeling), workstations (angarsk01, angarsk02) are combined together. The agent matrosov has no external access. The connection with it is performed by tesla-agent. The agent Imitation Modeling is not needed for considered task solving, what is why there is no access point (by color highlighting) and agents’ status information for it. The agents angarsk01 and angarsk02 are engaged for other purposes, that is why they are inaccessible for considered task solving as well.

The access to hpcsomas-agents is also available through web-browser. Only registered at the appropriate computing resource and in HPCSOMAS Framework the user is able to connect to the agents. After the registration process, the user needs to get rights on using a group of applications from system administrator. The users of different application groups observe information according to their rights stated in profile. There is a guest input for non-authorized users for familiarization with HPCSOMAS Framework and observation of demonstrative examples.

As a result of the service, the desired regulator is described by equations:
\[
\dot{x} = -1.5x - 1.45y, \quad u = -0.4x - 1.5y.
\]

The matrix of a closed system with such feedback has the following eigenvalues:
\[
\lambda_1, 2 = -0.1492 \pm j0.3453, \quad \lambda_3 = -1.2016.
\]

B. The service of stability region construction

These services intended for constructing two-dimensional and three-dimensional stability region in the space of the controller of a closed-loop control system within the given ranges. By varying the selected parameters (two or three correspondently), a numerical grid is constructed. Multivariate calculations are used to determine the stability of the matrix of a closed-loop system in each point of this grid.

The result of these services represents tabular data and the graphic image of the stability region. These tabular data allow selecting the stable point, corresponding to the given parameters of the control quality. Setting the task by the user for all services of the PSF application only requires the input of initial data.

Fig. 4 shows the result of the service of constructing the stability region in the neighborhood of the solution found above. First regulator parameter \((A_r)\) is fixed. Other three parameters vary in the interval \([-1.5; 0.5]\) with step 0.05. Values of parameters \(B_r, C_r, D_r\) are on the x, y, z axes correspondently.

C. The service of parametric synthesis of a static controller for a BDS

Service PS SC BDS for parametric synthesis of static controller for a binary dynamic system (PS SC BDS) is designed to solve the following problem. We consider a linear BDS, where the vector-matrix equation is as follows:
\[
x' = Ax^{-1} \oplus Bu^{-1}, \quad (2)
\]

As a result of the service, the desired controller is described by equations:
\[
x' = -1.5x, -1.45y, \quad u = -0.4x, -1.5y.
\]

The matrix of a closed system with such feedback has the following eigenvalues:
\[
\lambda_1, 2 = -0.1492 \pm j0.3453, \quad \lambda_3 = -1.2016.
\]
where \( x, u \) – vector of state and control vector, respectively, \((n, n_c) \in \mathbb{B}^n \times \mathbb{B}^n_c, B \in \{0, 1\}\), \(t \in T = \{1, 2, ..., k\} \) – discrete time (measure number), \(A \) – \((n \times n)\) binary matrix of state, \(B \) – \((n \times m)\) binary input matrix, operations of addition and multiplication are performed by \(\text{mod}2\). The problem of static controller synthesis for (2) is in the choice of the control law from the class of inverse linear connections by state as follows

\[
u^{i-1} =Px^{i-1},
\]

where \(P \) – binary matrix of controller parameters of the corresponding order, which provides consistent balance \(x = 0\) of the closed-loop system

\[
x^t = A x^{t-1} = (A \oplus BP)x^{t-1}.
\]

Balance position \(x = 0\) of autonomous system (3) is considered stable, if for each \(x^0 \in \mathbb{B}^n\) there is such a moment of time \(t \in T\), that trajectory \(x(t, x^0)\) for \(t\) time steps reaches zero state: \(x(t, x^0) = 0\). It is evident, that \(x(t, x^0) = 0\) for all following moments of time \(t > k\).

This service provides automated recording of the stability parameter in the language of formal logic in the form of a quantified Boolean formula (QBF). The synthesis problem concludes in checking the trueness of QBF (task TQBF) with the following search of feedback matrix (task SAT). A parallel solver, which includes tools of automated creation of the original task model in TQBF and SAT formats as well as methods of establishing solvability of the controller synthesis problem and the search of feedback matrix using these models, has been developed. The mathematical derivation of reducing to TQBF, and SAT problems is given in [19]. In this work the following illustrative example is considered. Let the non-linear binary dynamic object have the following form:

\[
x^{t} = F(x^{t-1}) \oplus Bu^{t-1}, u^{t-1} = P x^{t-1}, n = 3, m = 1, T = \{1,2,3\},
\]

\[
B = col(1,0,0), P = (p_1, p_2, p_3),
\]

\[
F(x_1, x_2, x_3) = col(x_1x_2, x_2x_3, x_1x_2x_3).
\]

As a result of the service, we obtain the feedback matrix \(P = (1, 0, 0)\). Thus, the dynamics of a closed system will be determined by the following system of equations

\[
x_i^t = x_i^{t-1}\cdot x_i^{t-1}, x_i^t = x_i^{t-1} \cdot x_i^{t-1} \cdot x_i^{t-1}.\]

The state diagrams for this example are shown in Fig. 3.

The created logical method is applicable for solving the problem of static output regulator and also of dynamic output or state regulator. Moreover, the logical method is applicable for nonlinear BDS with additive input of linear controlling actions. The following development of the logical method is connected with its usage for synthesis problem solving of stabilizing feedback for monomial BDSs, which are of great importance in the search of gene regulatory networks [15], and correspondingly for qualitative analysis of the other dynamic features, which are typical for a closed-loop control system.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.8\textwidth]{state_diagram.png}
\caption{The state diagram of an open-loop (A) and closed-loop (B) system}
\end{figure}

The task formulation for all PSF application services needs to enter input data only. The means of logic description of service performance of HPC SOMAS environment are embedded on creation phase and provide an ability to use cycles, logical conditions, multi-variant calculations. In the process of stability area creation the experimental data is stored. It allows, at a later time, to choose a stable point according to predefined criteria of qualitative characteristics. If extensible set of offered by the system services and experimental data are stored on the cloud agent, the problem of offline Internet access appears. Nowadays a new trend is developed, cloud computing [4]. Such advantages of this paradigm as scalability and memory caching seem perspective for the further developing of the considered HPC SOMAS Framework in the direction of ensuring an effective and stable user researches.

V. CONCLUSION

We examined the use of tools of automation service creation and organization of high-capacity problem-oriented computations with the help of decentralized multiagent management in HDCS. The experimental results demonstrate high level of scalability and effectiveness of calculations using scientific services, performed on the base of new methods of parametric synthesis of stabilizing feedback for dynamic controlled objects.
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Abstract - The concept of the augmented coaching ecosystem for non-obtrusive adaptive personalized elderly care is proposed on the basis of the integration of new and available ICT approaches. They include multimodal user interface (MMUI), augmented reality (AR), machine learning (ML), Internet of Things (IoT), and machine-to-machine (M2M) interactions. The ecosystem is based on the Cloud-Fog-Dew computing paradigm services, providing a full symbiosis by integrating the whole range from low level sensors up to high level services using integration efficiency inherent in synergistic use of applied technologies. Inside of this ecosystem, all of them are encapsulated in the following network layers: Dew, Fog, and Cloud computing layer. Instead of the "spaghetti connections", "mosaic of buttons", "puzzles of output data", etc., the proposed ecosystem provides the strict division in the following dataflow channels: consumer interaction channel, machine interaction channel, and caregiver interaction channel. This concept allows to decrease the physical, cognitive, and mental load on elderly care stakeholders by decreasing the secondary human-to-human (H2H), human-to-machine (H2M), and machine-to-human (M2H) interactions in favor of M2M interactions and distributed Dew Computing services environment. It allows to apply this non-obtrusive augmented reality ecosystem for effective personalized elderly care to preserve their physical, cognitive, mental and social well-being.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Background

The advances in medicine and living standards in the last century have resulted in a significant increase in the number of elderly people in Europe and most other developed countries in the world. Over the next decades, the worldwide number of older people will further increase dramatically. In Europe, this development is even more pronounced: for example, in Portugal, Spain, Croatia and other European countries, the old age dependency ratio, which gives the quotient of people 65+ will reach ~30-36% with pan-European average value up to 29.6% in 2050 [1]. These demographic changes have drastic structural, societal and economic implications, and challenge elderly care stakeholders like policymakers, families, businesses and healthcare providers alike. The ever increasing percentage of old people in the most advanced Western and Eastern countries is posing a great challenge in social healthcare systems. The effort required by formal caregivers for supporting older people can be enormous, and this requires an increase in the efficiency and effectiveness of today care. One way for achieving such a goal is the use of information and communication technologies (ICTs) for supporting and assisting people in their own homes.

Older generations need to be included as active and integral pillars of our society instead of being isolated in the special elderly care facilities. They should remain active members of the work force as long as possible, since the traditional assumption that retirement equals the worker’s final exit from the labor force does not hold true any longer. The required transition of society can only be successful if huge efforts are made on various levels to foster independence of this age group, from more flexible employment arrangements, remote services in care giving (telecare), support of independent living (ambient assisted living - AAL), access to information, access to transportation (accessibility), to specific communication services and devices as well as entrepreneur approaches in educational offers like life-long learning (LLL).

ICT is believed to play a key role in all these fields. However, ICT can successfully contribute to their individual well being, and help to meet the challenges of an aging society in general, if ICT could be non-obtrusively adapted to the older adults’ knowledge, needs, and abilities. Furthermore, the whole of our society can
gain enormous benefits by integrating the knowledge and skills and high degree of experience the elderly can provide to the coming generations, in all aspects of living, from technological expertise in any field, to everyday living experiences. Current ICTs range from systems for reminding appointments and activities [2], for medical assistance and tele-healthcare [3], to human-computer interfaces for older persons or people with special needs [2]. Usually, these ICTs incorporate application dependent sensors, such as sensors, cameras or microphones. Many studies [4] have demonstrated that people prefer non-invasive sensors, such as microphones, over cameras and wearable sensors, and this drove the scientific community to develop systems and technologies based on non-invasive approaches only.

ICTs have become an integral component of everyone’s life, including older adults, to continue education, obtain health information, communicate and exchange experiences, as well as online banking/shopping etc. Though recent research has shown that older adults are receptive to using ICTs, a commonly held belief is still prevalent that supports the idea that older adults are unwilling to use ICTs due to bodily and cognitive decline in working memory, attention, and spatial abilities [5,6].

The main problem is that despite the current progress of elderly care facilities the vast majority of EU older people wish to live independently at home as long as possible; meeting their needs can be a major challenge [7]. The different providers often work under conditions of poor coordination among ICT experts, elderly caregivers, patients, and their families [8-9].

B. State of the Art (Similar Works)

ICTs are promising for the long-term care of elderly people. As all European member states are facing an increasing complexity of health and social care, good practices in ICTs should be identified and evaluated. Recently, several projects funded by DG CNECT were related to Active and Healthy Ageing (AHA). They provided: independent living and integrated services — BeyondSilos (http://beyondsilos.eu), integrated care coordination, patient empowerment and home support — CareWell (www.carewell-project.eu), set of standard functional specifications for an ICT platform enabling the delivery of integrated care to older patients — SmartCare (http://pilotsmartcare.eu/). Some successful initiatives were initiated in Europe and supported by EU, for example, European Rosetta project [11], research network for design of environments for ageing (GAL) [10], assisted living environment for independent care and health monitoring of the elderly (ENRICHME), responsive engagement of the elderly promoting activity and customized healthcare (REACH), digital environment for cognitive inclusion (DECI), integrated intelligent home environment for the provision of health, nutrition and mobility services to the elderly (MOBISERV), unobtrusive smart environments for independent living (USEFIL), open architecture for accessible services integration and standardization (OASIS) and others.

C. Unresolved Problems

These innovations can improve health outcomes, quality of life and efficiency of care processes, while supporting independent living. However, in the face of new challenges some disruptive innovations should be proposed and implemented, and the new challenges/problems should be addressed. The potential radically new solution should take into account the following additional set of aspects/problems related to quite different (1) targeted communities; (2) level of functional (technical/computer/digital) literacy of the targeted communities; (3) realistic time of massive implementation of the proposed technologies for these communities with people of various functional literacy; (4) differences in national and geographical mentality as to elderly care in Europe.

Targeted communities in the context of elderly care consist of:

- individuals — self-directed elderly care, where elders control both the objectives and means of elderly care;
- families, i.e. individuals inside family and/or supported by family — informal elderly care, where elders control the means/tools, but not the objectives of elderly care;
- assisted elderly care — non-formal elderly care, where elders control the objectives but not the means/tools of elderly care;
- specialized elderly care facilities — formal elderly care, where elders have no or little control over the objectives or means/tools of elderly care.

Level of functional/computer/digital literacy of the targeted communities (in the order from the lowest to highest): absolute computer illiteracy, digital phobic, basic computer literacy, digital immigrants [12], intermediate computer literacy, digital visitors [13], proficient computer literacy, digital residents [13], digitally native [12].

The proposed time of massive implementation of the proposed technologies/environments depends on the maturity of the available solutions and the functional/computer/digital literacy level of the targeted community: now (the current mature technologies can be applied immediately), in the nearest future (the perspective technologies can be mature in the nearest 2-3 years), in the much later future (the perspective technologies can be mature at unknown time).

Differences in national and geographical mentality as to elderly care in Europe were observed and reported elsewhere [14,15]:

- informal care is more common in South than in North Europe;
- informal care is more common in the "new" member states in the "East" than in the "old" member states in the "West";
- informal care provision to someone outside the household is comparatively rare in the Mediterranean countries, elderly care to someone in the home is more common in these countries than in the EU-states on average;
• the low proportion of people providing care within households is explained by the rarity of multigenerational households in Nordic Europe.

The proposed Augmented Coaching Ecosystem for Non-obtrusive Adaptive Personalized Elderly Care (AGE-Care) is focused on the provision of the virtual care, support, and coaching to elderly people in the various targeted communities and with different functional/computer/digital literacy of the targeted communities. It will be achieved by enhancement of available ICT-enabled elderly care services, development of new ones, and their application with the tight coordination, monitoring, self-management and caregivers involvement inside the proposed AGE-Care ecosystem.

II. CONCEPT, MAIN AIMS, AND BASIC PRINCIPLES

A. General concept

The proposed AGE-Care ecosystem is assumed to be based on the integration of the several new ICT approaches and available ones, which should be enhanced by the radically new ICT based technologies concepts (shown in Figure 1) in favor of the elderly care stakeholders. They include multimodal user interface (MMUI), augmented reality (AR), machine learning (ML), Internet of Things (IoT), Internet of Everything (IoT), machine-to-machine (M2M) interactions, based on the Cloud-Fog-Dew computing paradigm services, providing a full symbiosis by integrating the whole range from low level sensors up to high level services using integration efficiency inherent in synergistic use of applied technologies.

The AGE-Care ecosystem is assumed to penetrate any organizational, national, mental, gender, and cultural division lines, boundaries, and limits. It will use the most appropriate available resources and elderly care, healthcare, and social care services. The AGE-Care ecosystem will be based on open standards, multi-vendor interoperability, collaboration with ICT suppliers and ICT-related service providers.

B. Main aims

The main aims of AGE-Care ecosystem are as follows:

• to develop, test, and validate radically new ICT based concept of non-obtrusive augmented reality learning and coaching ecosystem for effective personalized elderly care to improve and maintain their independence, functional capacity, health status as well as preserving their physical, cognitive, mental and social well-being,

• to develop and implement the synergetic user-centered design of intuitive human-to-machine (H2M) and machine-to-human (M2H) interactions on the basis of information and communication technologies (ICTs) including internet of things (IoT), multimodal augmented reality (AR), and predictive machine learning (ML) approaches,

• to decrease the physical, cognitive, and mental load on elderly care stakeholders by decreasing the secondary human-to-human (H2H), human-to-machine (H2M), and machine-to-human (M2H) interactions in favor of machine-to-machine (M2M) interactions and distributed Dew Computing services environment,

• to overcome cognitive, mental, institutional, regional, and national barriers enabling delivery of integrated elderly care on the European scale by joining efforts across governmental, non-governmental, and volunteer elderly care organizations and individuals.

The following radically new ICT based main concepts and approaches are planned to be used to reach these aims (Figure 1):

• multimodal user interface (MMUI) — for the more accessible and effective intuitive H2M/M2H interaction on the basis combination of creative "artistic" approaches;

• augmented reality (AR) — for non-obtrusive H2M/M2H interactions,

• machine learning (ML) — for virtual decision making and virtual guidance of users,

• Internet of Things (IoT) + Internet of Everything (IoT) + machine-to-machine (M2M) interactions encapsulated inside Dew computing layer — to hide "behind the curtains" the mental and cognitive overloads, and shift them from H2H to M2M interaction zone.

C. Basic Principles

The proposed open AGE-Care ecosystem is based on the several basic principles:

• dominance of machine-to-machine (M2M) interaction over human-to-human (H2H);

• multimodal instead of single-modal interactions;
non-obtrusive augmented reality feedback instead of obtrusive direct communication with numerous high-tech sensors, actuators, devices, and gadgets;

- virtual decision making and coaching by machine learning instead of real human-related services,

- short adaptive learning curve by selection of specific and context-related virtual coaching methods based on LLL principles instead of the obsolete and awkward "user guide" and "context help" approaches;

- highly distributed service oriented local and distance communication and service facilities.

III. STRUCTURE, WORKFLOWS, AND SOME EXAMPLES

A. Hierarchical Structure

This basic hierarchical structure of the AGE-Care ecosystem is virtualized at different levels and visually presented in Figure 2. In contrast to the current concept of elderly care (Fig. 2a), the proposed concept (Fig. 2b) will allow stakeholders:

- to decrease significantly (and avoid in the most situations) the level of H2H interactions — by emphasis on the M2M interactions for the basic technological scenarios;

- to avoid technological H2H interactions, but emphasize emotional H2H interactions in favor of emotional positive feedback from elderly people due to involvement of augmented multimedia channels like observed and even performed art, music, dance, etc.;

- to increase efficiency of H2M/M2H interactions — by introduction of multimodal communication channels like audio, visual, tactile, odor, etc., so-called Augmented Reality Human-to-IoT (ARH2IoT) interactions;

- to increase the acceptance level of the available ICT technologies for elderly care — by providing their functional abilities through non-obtrusive augmented reality pathways;

- to eliminate the gap between the newest available ICT technologies for elderly care and computer literacy of the targeted communities — by context-related, problem-based, and personalized virtual AR-related coaching;

- to decrease the market entry threshold for the future ICT technologies for elderly care — by providing the related open platform specifications based on the best practices and lessons learned during the project;

- to provide more security and privacy — by the localization of the personal consumer data at the lower scales of the AGE-Care ecosystem.

B. Workflows and Network Layers

Inside of AGE-Care ecosystem all workflows are encapsulated in the following network layers:

- Dew computing layer: the raw sensor data and basic multimodal actuator actions are concentrated, pre-processed, and resumed in the smallest scale local network (Dew) at the level of the IoT-controllers (individuals) and shared with the upper Fog computing layer;

- Fog computing layer: the resumed IoT-controller data and advanced actuator actions are located in the medium scale regional network unit (Fog) at the level of the IoT-gateway (family/room/office) and shared with the lower Dew computing layer and upper Cloud computing layer;

- Cloud computing layer: the accumulated IoT-
gateway data are thoroughly analyzed by ML methods to provide virtual decisions and coaching advices in the highest scale global network (Cloud) at the level of the global computing centers (hospitals, healthcare authorities, associations, corporations, etc.) and delivered to the lower Fog and Dew Computing layer.

C. Communication Flows and Interactions

The typical communication flows inside the AGE-Care ecosystem are schematically shown in Fig. 2b by arrows, where the higher emphases (in contrast to the current concept of elderly care) are placed on:

- ARH2IoT interactions — under Dew computing layer: green arrows depict the main dataflows from/to consumers by the familiar communication channels and devices, but with context-sensitive information provided by the multimodal augmented reality;
- M2M interactions — mainly inside Dew computing layer: light blue circle depicts the undercover dataflows among sensors and actuators, which are laid in the base of the multimodal augmented reality in ARH2IoT interactions;
- Cloud-Fog interactions — between Cloud and Fog computing layers: red arrows denote the familiar dataflows between the global computing centers and the medium scale network unit (Fog) at the level of the IoT-gateway (family/room/office);
- Cloud-Dew interactions — between Cloud and Dew computing layers: blue arrow denotes the dataflows between the global computing centers and the IoT-controllers.

It will allow to decrease cognitive overload on the stakeholders, because in the current concept of elderly care (Fig. 2a) the stakeholders are overwhelmed by the everyday increasing variety of the newest ICT technologies, the related devices and unusual practices. In the current paradigm of eHealth and elderly care, the stakeholders have to go by the long, complicated, and non-familiar learning curve to leverage the new ICT technologies. In contrast to it, the AGE-Care ecosystem proposes them to use the familiar information pathways (devices like television and radio broadcasting, landline phone communication), that seem to be the same old things, but actually enhanced by newest AR and AI technologies under the hood.

Instead of the "spaghetti connections" to the numerous sensors, actuators, devices, and gadgets with sporadic dataflows, "mosaic of buttons", and "puzzles of output data" for each device/technology, etc. (Fig. 2a), the AGE-Care ecosystem will provide the strict division in the following dataflow channels (Fig. 2b):

- consumer interaction channel — by allowing feedback data from all applied eHealth and elderly care ICT technologies through augmented reality pathway only at ARH2IoT layer;
- machine interaction channel — by integration of all sensor/actuator technologies and isolation of their raw data at Dew computing layer;
- caregiver interaction channel — by integration of Dew, Fog, and Cloud computing layers.

In general, the AGE-Care ecosystem will decrease the high cognitive load on customers, increase the efficiency of caregivers, and provide a unified way for incorporation of any future ICTs by division of dataflows into the above mentioned consumer, machine, and caregiver channels. This work will include the necessary formalization procedures: standardization, definitions of customer and stakeholder interfaces, identification of data models and data processing tools, and privacy and security policies and recommendations.

The necessary conditions for incorporation of the available and future ICTs to the AGE-Care ecosystem are mostly related with adaptation to the paradigms of:

- multimodal augmented reality (AR) data output for consumers;
- Dew computing (and available M2M standards inside it) for basic and automatic decision making;
- multilayer interaction between Cloud, Fog, and Dew computing for advanced (mostly automatic and limited manual) decision making.

D. Some Implemented Combinations of Components

Several combinations of the new ICTs (which are actually the components of the AGE-Care ecosystem) are already implemented by authors and their detailed explanation and related background can be found elsewhere in the related publications, for example:

- Frameworks for Integration of Workflows and Distributed Computing Resources: gateway approaches in science and education [16-18];
- Dew (+ Fog + Cloud) computing + IoT + IoE: the conceptual approach for organization of the vertical hierarchical links between the scalable distributed computing paradigms: Cloud Computing, Fog Computing and Dew Computing, which decrease the cost and improve the performance, particularly for IoT and IoE [19];
- AR + visual + tactile interaction modes: to provide tactile metaphors in education to help students in memorizing the learning terms by the sense of touch in addition to the AR tools [20,21];
- ML + visual + tactile interaction mode: to produce the tactile map for people with visual impairment and recognize text within the image by advanced image processing and ML [22];
- IoT for eHealth (wearable electronics) + ML + AR + brain-computing interface + visual interaction mode: to monitor, analyze, and estimate the accumulated fatigue by various gadgets and visualize the output data by AR means [23-25].
IV. CONCLUSIONS

The proposed integrated ecosystem provides the basis for effective personalized elderly care by introduction of multimodal personalized communication channels. It allows end users to get cumulative effect from mixture of ICTs like IoT/LoE, multimodal AR, and predictive ML approaches. As a result, it could exclude obtrusive H2M/M2H technological interactions by delivering them to M2M interactions encapsulated in Dew Computing layer, and enhancing the pleasant multimedia H2M/M2H intuitive interactions. It hides "behind the curtains" the mental and cognitive overloads by: shifting the most portion of ICT-related interactions from H2H to M2M zone; using AR pathways for delivering status information and advices for elderly end users; increasing AR-readiness of the available ICTs for AR-output of data for non-obtrusive H2M/M2H interactions, and improving everyday communication and service needs. It could be the integral platform and paradigm for overcoming cognitive, cultural, mental, gender/ethnic, institutional, regional, and national barriers and enabling the targeted delivery of integrated elderly care on European and worldwide scale by joining efforts across governmental, non-governmental, and volunteer elderly care organizations and individuals. In this way elimination of any kinds of "borders" between people at European (and worldwide) scale by targeted efforts can strengthen the relationships between the different age categories of people and various elderly communities despite their intrinsic or imposed differences.
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Abstract—In this paper we show how the technologies associated with the evolution of Cloud computing to Dew computing can contribute to the advancing scientific computational productivity through automation. In the current big data paradigm developments, there is growing trend towards automation of data mining and other analytical processes involved in data science to increase productivity of associated applications. There are already several efforts to create automated data science platforms. However, these platforms are prevalently oriented towards business and engineering application domains. This paper addresses the automatic data analysis enabled by Cloud-Dew computing in the context of the life-science sector, in particular, in two application domains: breath gas analysis and brain damage restoration.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud-Dew architecture is a fundamental computing architecture that concerns the distribution of workloads between Cloud services and on-premise computers [1]. Cloud-Dew Architecture and its applications also lead to the creation of a completely new area: Dew Computing. We believe that the technologies associated with the evolution of Cloud computing to Dew computing could significantly contribute, among others, to the advancing scientific computational productivity through automation.

In the current big data paradigm developments, there is growing trend towards automation of data mining and other analytical processes involved in data science to increase productivity of associated applications. There are already several efforts to create automated data science platforms. A dedicated web site http://www.kdnuggets.com/software/automated-data-science.html brings up-to-date information about this development that, however, takes mostly in business and engineering application domains.

This paper addresses the automated data mining issues in the context of the life-science sector, in particular two application domains:

• Breath gas analysis. It tries to detect lung and oesophageal cancers in a non-invasive manner. Other related research areas, e.g., testing breath gas reactions to different swallowed chemical substances, are addressed as well [2].
• Brain damage restoration. Brain disorders occur when our brain is damaged or negatively influenced by injury, surgery, disease, or health conditions. Close cooperation of diverse medical, therapy, IT, and other specialists is needed to find methods that improve and support healing processes as well as to discover underlying principles [3].

Before starting the design of our automatic analysis framework (AAF), we conducted an exhaustive analysis of existing automatic analysis systems, categorized them, identified potential gaps in them, and proposed an original taxonomy that can be also helpful for other potential developers of such frameworks. This effort is presented in Section II. Based on this taxonomy/systematic start, we developed a hybrid Cloud-based AAF and applied it to the data repositories captured in the breath gas analysis domain; Section III addresses this effort. Section IV visionary proposes reengineering of the Cloud-based AAF to a platform based on Dew Computing; some design decisions profit from the taxonomy elaborated in Section II. Finally, we briefly conclude in Section V.

II. AUTOMATIC DATA ANALYSIS TAXONOMY

Our taxonomy characterizes and classifies approaches of all well-known automatic analysis systems (Figure 1). It is based on six elements that describe an automatic analysis system: (a) automation mode, (b) start process, (c) input data, (d) workflow construction, (e) algorithms used, and (f) algorithms selection. The following subsections describe each element and its taxonomy.

A. Start Process

The Start Process determines how an automatic analysis system can be triggered.

Manually: A user starts the process by hand. For example, the research group leader can start the process using all available input data.
Automatically: There exist several different possibilities to start an automatic analysis system automatically. Triggering events can be divided into (a) input data changes (e.g., multiple database updates/inserts), (b) a specific time interval (e.g., once a week), (c) a context change (e.g., accident with chemicals, stock marked crash), or a concept drift or shifts are detected; this phenomenon is typically associated with modeling data streams [4].

B. Input Data

The element Input Data characterizes the behavior of the input data in the scientific analysis with regard to changes. Static: If an automatic analysis system uses the same specific input dataset (reload) in each workflow execution, the input data is called static.

Dynamic: If the input data (deep pull) is changing (e.g., new data, update data) after an execution, the automatic analysis system generates new results, which can be differing from the previous execution. The system prepares the input data automatically. This procedure is called dynamic.

C. Workflow Construction

In [5] the workflow construction is divided into passive and active.

Passive: This approach is based on the assumption that the workflow composer is able to compose a reasoning-based complete workflow description involving all possible scenarios of the workflow engine behavior and reflecting the status of the involved Grid/Cloud resources and task parameters provided by the user at the workflow composition time. The composition of the running workflow will not be adapted and therefore a passive system does not reflect the ‘state of the world’.

Active: This approach assumes a kind of intelligent behavior by the workflow engine supported by an inference engine and the supporting knowledge base. Workflow composition is done in the same way as in the passive approach, but its usability is more efficient because it reflects a state of the world (e.g., changes of the involved infrastructure resources).

D. Algorithms Used

Algorithms Used determines the application area of the mathematical method.

Standard: Common data mining algorithms can be used in almost all applications, such as linear methods, neural network, principal component analysis, etc. Automatic analysis systems, which are using common data mining algorithms, are generally applicable (e.g., the Weka system1).

User-defined: In some research areas, standard algorithms don’t achieve the desired quality or don’t work at all. In such a case, the researchers must develop their own algorithms (user-defined) and the automatic analysis system must be able to deal with these algorithms.

E. Algorithms Selection

An automatic analysis system provides different algorithms, which can be used in the execution process. The selection of the algorithms can be static or dynamic.

Static: If the user of the system must choose the provided algorithms by hand (manual), it is called static.

Dynamic: If the system chooses the suitable algorithms automatically, it is called dynamic.

F. Automation Mode

The automation mode is the cross selection of all involved automatic components in such a system. These components are located at (a) the start process \( p_S \), (b) the input data \( p_I \), (c) the workflow construction \( p_W \), and (d) the algorithms selection \( p_A \). Each component can be either manual or automatic. The different combinations of these processes \( P = \{ p_S, p_I, p_W, p_A \} \) can result in (a) automatic, (b) manual, or (c) semi-automatic mode.

Manual: The automation mode is manual if all decisions must be done manually. The researcher must (a) start the process by hand, (b) select the input data, (c) choose the workflow and the corresponding machine, and (d) select the provided algorithms.

\[
\forall p \in P \mid p = \text{manual} \implies \text{mode} = \text{manual}
\]

Automatic: In comparison to manual, the automation mode is automatic, if all processes work completely stand alone, which means, without any further user interaction.

\[
\forall p \in P \mid p = \text{automatic} \implies \text{mode} = \text{automatic}
\]

Semi-automatic: A combination between at least one manual and one automatic process is called semi-automatic.

\[
\forall (p_1, p_2) \mid p_1 \in P, p_2 \in P,\quad p_1 = \text{manual} \land p_2 = \text{automatic} \implies \text{mode} = \text{semi-automatic}
\]

1http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/~ml/weka/
III. AUTOMATIC ANALYSIS FRAMEWORK

In this section, we explain the design and application of the AAF having different levels of automatization. On level one, a researcher manually starts the analysis process, which automatically uses different data mining algorithms and multiple parameter sets (AAF-1). This analysis can be used to (a) evaluate the quality of the data or (b) to analyze this data with well-known common data mining algorithms (e.g., standard classification algorithms, such as linear regression). On the second level, the Automatic Analysis Framework (AAF-2) is executed automatically, using the newest available input data. This trigger automatically fires, for example, (a) once a week, (b) through database changes (e.g., ten new datasets), or (c) through context changes (e.g., accident with chemicals, stock marked crash, etc.). The AAF-2 can be useful for several different approaches. For example a research institute collects new patient data with corresponding sensor values (e.g., breath samples) on a daily basis. It is possible that new research areas will be detected. For example, if the newly added data consists of e.g., lung cancer proband data, it is possible that common data mining algorithms are able to separate (classify) patients with lung cancer from healthy test persons automatically. On the third level of the Automatic Analysis Framework (AAF-3) existing domain knowledge is reused during the whole analysis process, to achieve better results than with common data mining algorithms (AAF-2, which uses no domain knowledge). Design principles of all AAF-levels are described in details in [6].

A. General Workflow

The AAF uses a specific process to generate new knowledge automatically. We designed and developed the workflow of the AAF, which contains (a) data preparation, (b) data analysis, and (c) result presentation (Figure 2). For example, in the data preparation step the researcher selects the dependent and independent variables, if the classification technique should be applied. The data analysis step contains all supported analytical methods (e.g., common data mining algorithms such as neural network, linear methods, principal component analysis or already stored domain dependent algorithms, etc.), which can be deactivated by the researcher if a method is not promising. All algorithms used will be evaluated (e.g., percentage of correctly classified samples, over-fitting) and its output ranks the corresponding model in the result presentation step. In many cases the output of the result presentation step is a simple HTML-report, a decision tree, a neural network, etc. The researcher uses this report for further investigations.

B. System Overview and Implementation

The whole AAF executes a lot of independent data mining algorithms (e.g., generate a model to classify smoker and none-smoker with multiple different independent variables). All algorithms are executed in the Cloud using our Code Execution Framework, which can execute code of different problem solving environments, such as MATLAB, R and Octave, in parallel [7], [8]. Most problem solving environments are implemented as single threaded programs; because of this constraint, the execution cannot use the power of current computers with multiple cores. The framework supports different Cloud infrastructures, such as Amazon EC2 and Eucalyptus. Therefore it is possible to use hybrid Cloud infrastructures, e.g. a private Cloud based on Eucalyptus for general base-level computations using the available local resources and additionally a public Amazon EC2 for peak-load and time-critical calculations. The approach is to provide a secure platform that supports multiple problem solving environments, execute code in parallel with different parameter sets using multiple cores or machines in a Cloud environment, and support researchers in executing code, even if the required problem solving environment is not installed locally.

Figure 2 displays all sub systems involved. The Code Execution Controller (CEC) is the entry point of the Code Execution Framework (CEF). The controller provides several different Web services to add new calculations or monitor running calculations. The CEC is further responsible for (a) generating all sub-calculations (e.g., one calculation for each parameter-set), (b) start/stop/monitor virtual machines, (c) start queued sub-calculations on idle virtual machines, and (d) monitor running sub-calculations. The advantage of using our Cloud-based CEF is that the resources (Virtual Machines) can be added on the fly, depending on the required CPUs, required memory, or number of waiting calculations.

![Figure 2. System diagram of AAF and workflow](image)

We use Taverna, an open source and domain-independent Workflow Management System [9]. Taverna provides several different activities for data analysis (e.g. classification, prediction, clustering). The common activities use the local or remote machines for calculations. We provide several new activities. Our statistical algorithm activities use the CEF for
the calculations and therefore a Cloud based infrastructure is used. With Taverna the AAF-workflow can be adopted and used for many different purposes.

C. Continuous Automatic Analysis (AAF-2) in action

This section describes how the Automatic Analysis Framework (second level) can be used (a) to gain new insights into current research areas or (b) to detect new topics of interest. The AAF-2 is similar to the AAF-1. The workflow and the Taverna activities can be used one-by-one. The difference to the AAF-1 is (a) that the execution will be started automatically (e.g., once a week, after a certain number of database updates/inserts, etc.) and (b) that all possible useful dependent variables and independent variables are selected via the activity Data Preparation.

The AAF-2 workflow (Figure 2) is executed continuously to preprocess and analyze all newly collected data. To execute the workflow continuously we use the Taverna Command Line Tool in combination with a standard Unix cronjob. The Load Data part is responsible to request all data from the database and converts this data into a valid format for further automatic analysis. The activity Data Selection contains different configuration possibilities compared to the activity used in AAF-1. In general, the AAF-2 tries to describe each data column with all other columns (independent variables), all different combinations and available analytical methods. In many cases, the huge amount of all different combinations must be reduced to save computation time. This can be done by user input or automatically by learning algorithms. The following list outlines five possibilities to address this problem: 1) The researcher is able to define which data column should not be classified (exclude list). For example, the input data of the breath community contains (a) personal related data and (b) breath data (substances with their concentration). The community tries to classify personal related data (e.g., smoker, lung cancer) with the breath data. Here, it makes no sense to try to classify substances/compounds; 2) The researcher is able to define a maximum number of independent variables to shrink the total number of calculations and reduce the likelihood of overfitting; 3) The researcher can remove non-promising algorithms (e.g., linear regression) manually; 4) Depending on the type of the dependent variable, not all statistical algorithms can be used and therefore can be skipped; 5) The activity Data Selection automatically evaluates each column if it is a potential dependent variable. This will be done by (a) looking at the data type or (b) statistical analysis. For example, if the datasets contain only one smoker and all others are non-smokers, it is useless to try to separate smokers from non-smokers.

The activity Evaluate Reports is responsible for (a) comparing the new results with the previous results from, e.g., the last week, (b) detecting new topics of interest, and (c) informing the responsible person about the result by email. For example, if the AAF detects a significant difference between the actual result and the result from last week, an automatic email will be sent to the researcher. The researcher can then further investigate the new input data and possibly improve the existing model. A subsequent automatic email will be sent, if the AAF detects a new topic of interest that promises a good result.

To detect new topics of interest, the AAF-2 generates a ranked output of all calculated models. If a high number of correctly classified samples of a new research topic (e.g., distinguishing healthy persons from persons with cancer) can be achieved, the research leader will be notified by email. The administrator can configure the threshold of the minimum percentage of correctly classified samples. Furthermore, the ranked output can easily be displayed to the researchers to support further investigations.

The AAF is able to calculate the independent calculations (e.g., classifications) in parallel in the Cloud. If the researcher would like to try all different combinations of independent variables and algorithms, the number of different calculations is rapidly increasing. For example, if the input data consists of five possible dependent variables and ten possible independent variables and the researcher would like to try all combinations with ten different algorithms, the AAF must execute 51150 different independent calculations.

If the number of independent variables is 20, the AAF system must execute over 52 million calculations. The AAF evaluates each individual calculation separately and generates a ranking. The researcher can use these ranked results for further investigations. This automatic analysis reduces the required time for the involved researchers dramatically.

IV. Automatic Analysis Framework and Dew Computing

Dew computing is a computing paradigm that sets up on top of Cloud computing and overcomes some of its restrictions like the dependency on the Internet.

A. Principles of Dew Computing

There are different definitions of Dew computing [1] [10]. For the context of this elaboration, we follow Yingwei Wang’s definition of Dew computing: "Dew computing is an on-premises computer software-hardware organization paradigm in the Cloud computing environment where the on-premises computer provides functionality that is independent of Cloud services and is also collaborative with Cloud services. The goal of Dew computing is to fully realize the potentials of on-premises computers and Cloud services" [11]. This guarantees that the offered services are independent of the availability of a functioning Internet connection. The underlying principle for this is a tight collaboration between on-premise and off-premise services based on an automatic data exchange among the involved compute resources.
The Dew computing paradigm can also be used to improve the AAF. From the very beginning, its design has been based on services and the services of the CEC are implemented in form of micro-services that can be invoked from all its clients (Taverna, worker nodes). It has always been a central principle of the AAF to use internal and external compute resources. While Taverna and the CEC is typically installed on on-premise machines, the data analysis activities can be started on worker nodes deployed on on-premise or off-premise machines by using a common Cloud infrastructure. Still there is the problem of failures in the external part of our system over which we do not have immediate control. It would be an extreme benefit for the AAF if the analysis activities could continue even if the Internet connection to the Cloud breaks or if some of the worker nodes in the Cloud fail. In the case of a broken Internet connection, the current architecture of the AAF would require to restart all analysis activities running on external worker nodes, which for long running jobs could imply an unacceptable waste of time and money for the costly compute resources.

B. Intensified usage of on-premise resources

Our AAF can be extended corresponding to the principles of Dew computing. An idea for a stronger involvement of on-premise computers is to directly use these resources when running idle. While the computers in the private Cloud are reserved exclusively for the analysis activities of the AAF, many institutions have a certain number of (workstation) computers that are typically used only part-time. When the on-premise computers are not used for other tasks (if they run idle), the installed CEF-client notifies the CEC and signals that it is available for analysis activities. The CEC then integrates this on-premise computer into its set of worker nodes and provides it with analysis activities. If the on-premise computer is later on required for other tasks, CEC tasks are terminated and the results stored into the local data source.

C. Adapting AAF towards DBiD

In [11] Yingwei Wang suggests to provide redundancy among on-premise and off-premise computers along with synchronization of the data sets to cope with the problems of hardware and network failures. In our case it means that data sources (analyzed DB) have to be provided redundantly, one on-premise DB and an off-premise DB for each public Cloud region in which the AAF is currently active. The off-premise DBs will automatically synchronize their data with the local DB. We can use standard mechanisms for one-way synchronization of databases [12]. If the connection to the Cloud breaks or the Cloud data source fails, the CEC still can access the intermediate results of the analysis activities completed before the failure occurred and can restart the uncompleted analysis activities on on-premise computers or in another Cloud. Yingwei Wang [11] terms this automatic synchronization between databases on on-premise computers and databases on off-premise computers “Database in Dew” (DBiD).

D. Adapting AAF towards PiD

If the AAF should be extended so that the worker nodes in the Cloud can be enabled to complete their analysis activities with a broken Internet connection, then the CEC must also be provided redundantly with an additional CEC in the Cloud region of the corresponding worker nodes. The on-premise CEC then forwards the activities to the off-premise CEC which distributes them among its worker nodes. If the Internet connection between on-premise CEC and off-premise CEC breaks then the off-premise CEC can still continue to coordinate the execution of the activities. If there is also an off-premise copy of the CEC installed in the AAF-system, then all components are redundantly implemented on- and off-premise with all settings and application data being dynamically synchronized. According to Yingwei Wang [11] we could characterize this version of the AAF as ”Platform in Dew” (PiD).

To illustrate the complete suggested Dew computing extension of the AAF, Figure 3 shows an updated version of the original AAF system diagram from Figure 2.

By making the AAF compliant to Dew computing, we can improve the reliability of the system and by adding on-premise computers, the performance can be enhanced while the costs will be reduced.

E. Application in the Balance Disorder Rehabilitation

Balance disorders create a significant category of brain damage impairments. In the context of the innovative medicine research project, we develop a biofeedback-based balance disorder rehabilitation training [13]. The patient is standing on a measuring instrument called a force platform [15] that is wireless connected to a computing platform and following balance stimulation tasks presented on the display. Besides video/audio feedback he/she and a therapist are receiving, a set of body sensors is streaming physiological signals that are processed, integrated with other data and analyzed. Based on the knowledge extracted, the therapy
scenario is continuously adapted by either the therapist or automatically by intelligent software modules. Continuous analysis of the latest status of the available data sets (dataspace) provided by the AAF can be a significant contribution to the therapy efficiency. Another issue is the sustainability need of the improvement achieved. The traditional model assuming rehabilitation conducted in highly-specified rehabilitation centers (clinics) that involves therapy pauses due to the high costs doesn’t support this aim. Therefore, there are already efforts to provide therapy at homes equipped with appropriate technical resources, too. Our long-term goal is to create a network of cooperating nodes, where a node denotes a Cloud server associated with a rehabilitation center steering a set of home infrastructures. Each home system works autonomously, even if the Internet connection is not available at the moment, and in specific intervals exchanges collaborative information (analysis results, data mining models, etc. produced by the AAF) with the center involved in the Cloud. This Cloud-Dew concept is reflected in Figure 4. The Sensor Network Management steers the dataflow from sensors to the Home Dataspace managed by the Data Space Management System (DSMS) [7].

V. CONCLUSIONS

We provided the definition of the term automatic analysis and proposed the novel automatic analysis taxonomy based on six categorization elements we specified. The taxonomy steered the design of the three-level Automatic Analysis Framework (AAF-1,2,3). In the context of the AAF-2 and the Breath Gas Analysis domain, we introduced the features and application power of this framework that was realized on the basis of several (incl. Cloud) technologies. Next, migration to the framework realization within the ongoing Dew Computing development was discussed; the provided rationales were underpinned by a brief vision outline of the novel Dew-enabled balance disorder rehabilitation approach.
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Distributed Database System as a Base for Multilanguage Support for Legacy Software

Nenad Crnko
University of Zagreb, University Computing Centre – SRCE

Adding user interface with multi language support into legacy software not planned during the development phase for such type of using, can be very challenged process. In this paper is suggested innovative procedure for solving mentioned problem using a Distributed Database System as a part of the Dew Computing Paradigm. One of the key advantages of distributed database system in the building multi language extension of legacy software is related to performance.

I. INTRODUCTION

Today many companies are using some kind of legacy software. Legacy software remains useful for several practical purposes even though it is now far beyond what its original purpose was intended to be.

Higgins [7] described the main problems with legacy software:

a. "Information relating to implementation and features isn't complete, accurate, current, or in one place. Often it is missing altogether. Worse still, the documentation that does exist is often filled with information from previous versions of the application that is no longer relevant and therefore misleading.

b. A lot of intellectual property is "embedded" in the application and no place else.

c. There's incomplete or sometimes no documentation, and the accuracy and currency of the documentation that does exist is suspect.

d. The original designers are no longer around.

e. There have been many "surgeons" who've performed a variety of operations over the years, but none bothered to take notes on what these operations were.

f. There's incomplete or sometimes no documentation, and the accuracy and currency of the documentation that does exist is suspect.

g. The application is based on older technologies (languages, middleware, frameworks, interfaces, etc.)

h. Skill sets needed to work with the old technologies are no longer available."

Additional problem is when the legacy software should be used with user interface translated to another language. The solution is suitable for Windows COM (Component Object Model) based legacy software introduced by Microsoft in 1993 with available source code for rebuilding solution. Very important parts of the solution are the distributed databases organized on the principles adopted from the Dew Computing.

II. HOW TO TRANSLATE LEGACY SOFTWARE

Very common approach for solving the problems with legacy software (especially with a user interface) is developing "wrapper" around the legacy software.

An identical approach could be used in translating legacy user interface to another (one or more) languages.

If the legacy software is Microsoft Windows COM compatible software, and the source code of the legacy software is available, then all objects from the user interface can be exposed to the wrapper COM based component [6]. The wrapper component can change all displayed text values from the original language to the destination language.

In such software environment (COM based main software and COM based wrapper component for translation) with available source code for main software, it is relatively easy to call wrapper component for every part of the legacy user interface that requires translation. Also explained in [6].

In addition to the COM based wrapper component, second equally important part for the translation process of the legacy software is the translation depository in one or more languages. One of the supported database systems within the development tool for developing COM wrapper can serve as a depository.

The existence of the database with translations is necessary, but not enough prerequisite when using translation legacy software for translation of one language to another. Using a database in combination with COM wrapper component in an inadequate way could dramatically decrease the performance of the whole system. The result can be translated legacy system with very poor performance. The right place for using Dew Computing principles is within the database organization.
III. PROBLEMS WITHOUT DEW COMPUTING

It is very common that the COM based legacy software is developed using the client / server model. The client application via its own user interface (the goal of translation) sends request to server, and then shows the result in the same user interface.

If the database for translation is installed on the same server as the main database, every request for user data from the main database will at the same time trigger several requests for translation from the same server. However, it will slow down the whole system compared to the before the added translation, especially in the situations where many clients use the same server, and some clients are not part of the local area network (use internet for data access).

The second type of solution could be a local database with all translations on the same computer with the client as a part of the legacy application. In such configuration, wrapper component for translation will send and receive requests for translation within the same computer thus avoiding network traffic. Regardless of the potentially huge number of requests for the translation, the speed of the whole system stays at an acceptable level. But, this configuration can result in another problem - maintenance of huge number of local databases with updated version of translation, e.g. during the implementation of the new language to the user interface.

IV. DEW COMPUTING SOLUTION

Based on [9] - "Normally, the dew database is a partial replica of the central database. The central database contains data of all users, but the dew database can only contain data of the current user. Therefore, the dew database is a subset of the central database. In special cases, should the application require, it is possible for the dew database to contain data beyond the central database."

The organization of the whole translation system can be transformed to Dew Computing solution. There are two database types in regard to this solution: local database within the same computer as the legacy client and a central database on the server. That can be the same server used for the main database with user data, or some other server used just for the purpose of translation. Using the local database solves the problem of speed, and using the central database which allows data synchronization with several copies of the local databases, solves the problem of the maintenance.

Various database system can be used in both cases, but in this example SQLite is used as the local database and MySQL as the central database.

SQLite is chosen for the client due to its small size, speed and transaction support. "SQLite is a compact library. With all features enabled, the library size can be less than 500KiB, depending on the target platform and compiler optimization settings." [13] "SQLite generally runs faster the more memory you give it. Nevertheless, performance is usually quite good even in low-memory environments." [13] On the other side, as central database for translation, MySQL is chosen as it is " the most popular Open Source SQL database management system" [14], proven in huge number of different projects regardless of their size.

The structure of the whole system is shown on the second picture. The main components of the systems are a couple of the old components and four new components.

Old components:

a) Old legacy software - old software that should be translated in user interface part to one or more new languages. The source code of the legacy software should be available and the software should be Windows COM based.

b) Old database - database with the user data used in old legacy software. This part has no influence on the translation process.

New components:

a) Local database with translation for every client with the legacy software

b) Central database with translations on the server
c) Local component (wrapper) for translating user interface of the legacy software and integrated communication functions within central database.

d) Server component for processing requests from the local component and read/save data to the central database.

V. FUNCTIONING OF THE SYSTEM

There are many operations that should be performed correct and fast simultaneously while using the system that includes translation. That can be achieved by basing the whole system on the Dew Computing structure.

Typical operations displayed while showing one window from the user interface in legacy software are as follows:

a) Legacy software prepares a standard window in original language.

b) Before showing the window to the user, legacy software calls the new COM based wrapper for translation.

c) The COM wrapper can access all exposed objects and textual values in the original language. First, it tries to find a translation for values in local translation database.

d) If the translation exists there, it replaces the original value in user interface with the value from the local database. In that case, the process of translation is finished.

e) If the translation does not exist in the local database, local component sends the request for translation to the central database via software component on the server side.

f) Server component returns the translation via the local component of the legacy software as if the translation is located within the local database (of course much slower). At the same time, the system saves this translation in the local database for future quick access.

At the first request for translations, there is a possibility that all translations can be copied from the central to local databases (slow process), if the local databases were empty at the beginning. After that, every client with the legacy software can work fast and independently of the central database.

VI. ADDITIONAL POSSIBILITIES IN THE SYSTEM

There are several possible extensions of the described translation system:

a) Procedure for forced copy of the whole central database to local databases and overwrite existing translations can be implemented within the translation components. This is a very useful option for initial setup of the local databases, or synchronization of the translations after correction in translations is being made within the central database.

b) The special user interface for entering initial values for translation can be implemented via local or server component for translation. In the case of the local implementation, local component should contain the code for reverse copying of the translation - from local to central database.

c) In cases where translation cannot be found in local or central database, the component for translation on the server can implement additional procedure for searching translation via Google Cloud Translation service [12]. Every translation received with such request may not be ideal, but it will almost certainly be better than the value in the original language without translation. Value received from the Google Cloud Service can be saved into the central base for translation, and later, via the standard procedure for translating, copied to the local database.
VII. CONCLUSION

The described system based on Dew Computing implementation of the databases can be very effective when used in the translation of the user interface in the legacy software. The necessary premises for that are the Windows COM based legacy software and the existence of the source code of the system itself. The source code is needed for the integration with the wrapper COM component for translation without the need for deeper analysis of the legacy software functioning.

The same framework described in this paper can be used for creating other kind of Dew Computing software based on the distributed databases.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The line ampacity (LA) is the value of the line current which will cause the conductor temperature to reach the maximum allowable limit. [1] Before the appearance of DLRS electrical utilities determined the LA on monthly, seasonal, or even annual basis with no consideration of the actual weather parameters movements, and with the assumption of the worst-case parameters. [2] This resulted in conservative values of LA, especially in periods of favorable weather conditions. Nowadays, for a better contingency management, dispatch efficiency, deferral or elimination of capital investments in lines and use of higher daytime capability, DLRSs are being extensively researched and used in electrical utilities. Their basic scope is to calculate the LA according to the actual weather conditions on the line. This systems may also calculate LA forecasts in a typical time range, from few minutes to few months. [3] A good review of existing DLRSs is given in [4] and [5].

The sag/tension DLRS is a type of DLRS in which the real-time LA is obtained from the sag or tension, ambient temperature, solar radiation intensity and line current measurements. Apart from the LA these systems monitor the average conductor temperatures of tension sections in which the measurement equipment is installed. They may also calculate LA forecasts, sags and clearances above ground in spans of the monitored sections. The sag/tension DLRS basically consists of sensors for field measurements, power supply, communication devices and a server with a proprietary software.

II. MATHEMATICAL MODEL

From the mathematical point of view all DLRSs are somehow based on the overhead line conductor steady-state and transient-state heat equation.

In contemporary DLRSs the conductor steady-state heat balance equation is used for the LA calculation. This equation in a simplified form (neglecting the radial and axial conductor temperature distribution) is written as follows [1], [6]:

\[ I^2 \cdot R_{ac} + P_r = P_s + P_r \]  

(1)

In brief the elements in (1) could be explained:

- Joule heating \((I^2 \cdot R_{ac})\) represent the heating on the conductor resistance due to the passing alternating current (AC). The AC resistance is calculated by increasing the DC resistance at 20 °C in terms of the conductor temperature \(T_c\) and skin effect. For aluminum steel-reinforced conductors (ACSR) the transformer effect and core losses are also considered. [7]

- Solar heating \((P_s)\) represent the heating due to solar radiation on the conductor. In the majority of DLRSs (as assumed in this paper) this term is calculated from the data on the conductor diameter, global solar radiation intensity and conductor surface absorptivity coefficient. [1]

- Convective cooling \((P_c)\) is divided in natural (when wind speed is 0) and forced (which depends on wind speed) convention. This element is dependent on the wind speed and angle, line height above sea level, conductor and ambient temperature and on a set of fixed conductor parameters.

- Radiative cooling is the total radiative energy transmitted from its surface. [1] This element is dependent on the conductor and ambient temperature, emissivity of conductor surface and conductor diameter.
Equation (1) is dependent on the line current (I) four weather parameters (ambient temperature, solar radiation intensity, wind speed and angle) and on the conductor temperature. However, the LA is dependent only on the weather parameters because the conductor temperature is assumed to be equal to the maximum allowable conductor temperature (T_{max}). In DLRSs algorithms the various elements in (1) are commonly evaluated according to the standard methodologies given in Cigre Technical Brochure 601 [1] and/or IEEE 738-2012 [6]. Between this two methodologies small differences in elements calculations are present. [8]

When no balance between the conductor heat gained and lost is present the dynamical thermal state arises. From the steady-state every change in a weather parameter and/or line current will cause a change in the conductor temperature. Neglecting the axial and radial conductor temperature distribution this transient-state could be described by the following equation [1], [6]:

$$I^2 \cdot R_{ac} + P_c - P_F = m \cdot c \cdot \rho \frac{dT_c}{dt}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)$$

In (2) m·c·ρ represents the total heat capacity of a conductor, which is linearly dependent on the conductor temperature, whereas dTc/dt is the derivative of conductor temperature in time. Equation (2) represents a nonlinear differential equation which in terms of Tc could be solved using numerical methods such as Euler method [9], Runge-Kutta method [10] and others. In DLRSs (2) is used for conductor temperature monitoring, estimation of some elements on the left-hand side or LA forecasting.

Introducing the basic overhead line conductor thermal equations the mathematical model of a sag/tension DLRS could further explained as follows:

- Calculation of the conductor temperature from the sag or tension measurement.
- Estimation of the convective cooling.
- Calculation of LA.
- Other calculations.

A. Calculation of the conductor temperature

In a sag/tension DLRS Tc is calculated from the measured conductor sag or tension. This calculated temperature represents the average axial conductor temperature within a line section, and radially looking is equal to the average temperature of the conductor cross section, or in case of high temperature operation of steel-cored conductors, to the temperature of the core material. [2], [11] Two methods exists for the calculation of the conductor temperature in sag/tension DLRSs.

The first calculation method is based on the conductor state change equation (SCE) for a line tension section expressed as follows [12]:

$$\frac{\Delta \sigma}{\sigma_2} = \frac{(g \cdot L_{id})^2}{E \cdot 24 \cdot \sigma^2} + \alpha \cdot (T_c - T_1) + \Delta \varepsilon = \frac{\Delta \sigma}{E} = \frac{(g \cdot L_{id})^2}{E \cdot 24 \cdot \sigma^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)$$

In (3) the ruling span (L_{id}), linear expansion coefficient (α), Young modulus (E), weight of conductor per unit length (g), conductor temperature at state 1 (T_{1}), and equivalent stress at state 1 (\sigma_1), are parameters which are known or may be easily calculated for a certain line. The determination of creep (\Delta \varepsilon) may require practical measurements or estimations. Details on this topic are given in [12], [13].

The equivalent stress at state 2 (\sigma_2), is obtained from the tension or sag measurement. If tension (F) is measured at the suspension point, for a conductor with cross section A, than the stress at state 2 (\sigma_2) is calculated solving the quadratic function defined as follows [14]:

$$8 \cdot \sigma_2^2 \cdot A - 8 \cdot \sigma_2 \cdot F + g^2 \cdot L_{id}^2 \cdot A = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)$$

After obtaining \sigma_2 from (4) \sigma_1 is calculated from (5).

$$\sigma_2 = \frac{\sum a_i^3}{\sum a_i^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)$$

In (5) a_i, a_i represent the i-th span length and length between suspension points while n is the number of spans in the observed tension section.

If the conductor sag is measured in a certain span of a tension section and labelled as si, then \sigma_2 from this measurement is calculated as follows:

$$\sigma_2 = \frac{a_1 \cdot a_2 \cdot g}{8 \cdot f_s} \sum_{i=1}^{n} a_i^3$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)$$

After calculating \sigma_1 from the sag or tension measurement the conductor temperature (Tc) is calculated by solving (3) with a suitable mathematical method for solving nonlinear equations such as Newton-Raphson method, secant method and others.

The described first method for calculation of Tc has some limits in practical use. This limits arises from the fact that (3) for a tension section assumes equal tensioning, same loading per unit length and a constant conductor temperature along all the spans. [14], [15] Additionally, in (3) only the conductor weight is taken into account, whereas the effect of ice and wind speed are neglected. Moreover, in (3), (4), (5), (6) a parabolic approximation of the conductor catenary is made. Parabolic approximations are valid for spans approximately up to 300 m. [14] Equation (3) is accurate for tension sections with almost equal span lengths and with conductors operated at temperatures below 100 °C. [15] Thus, in all cases using this method is not recommended. [3]
The second method is based on setting up calibration functions which represent the relationship between the conductor temperature and sag or tension. For setting up calibration functions the practical measurements of conductor temperature (measured by another method) and sag or tension are needed. From the practical measurements the calibration functions are generally obtained applying curve fitting methods, and are of polynomial form as follows [3]:

\[
T_c = a + b \cdot F + c \cdot F^2 + d \cdot F^3 + e \cdot F^4 \quad (7)
\]

\[
T_c = a + b \cdot f_x + c \cdot f_x^2 + d \cdot f_x^3 + e \cdot f_x^4 \quad (8)
\]

In (7) and (8) \(a, b, c, d, e\) are the polynomial constants of calibration functions. At least five conductor temperature and sag or tension measurements are needed for setting up (7) and (8). Basic instructions and practical examples for setting up calibration functions are given in [3], [16], [17], and [18]. The calibration methods are different depending on the equipment used, and manufacturers of the monitoring equipment should provide instructions on calibration and recalibration procedures, their accuracy and resulting uncertainties. [2]

B. Estimation of the convective cooling

In a sag/tension DLRS the convective cooling is estimated from the calculated conductor temperature by the following equation:

\[
P_{conv} = F \cdot R_c(T_c) + P_c(S_c) - P(T_m(T_c), T_c - m \cdot c(T_c) \cdot (T_c - T_{max})) / \Delta t \quad (9)
\]

In (9) \(T_{cs}, T_{ax}, S_c\) represents the conductor temperature, ambient temperature and global solar radiation intensity of the tension section with the maximum calculated value of \(T_c\), while \(\Delta t\) is the time step between two conductor temperature measurements. As the derivative of (2) is replaced with a finite difference in (9) this method is more accurate for shorter time steps. However, the estimation given in (9) will not lead to the exact calculation of the line ampacity because the convective cooling is estimated at \(T_c\), while the line ampacity is calculated at \(T_{max}\). Thus, with a sag/tension DLRSs a better calculation of the line ampacity is obtained at higher conductor temperatures, which are near the maximum allowable (at heavy line currents and/or unfavorable weather parameters). Some other methods based on the calculation of the effective perpendicular wind speed form (1) are presented in [3], [19]. This methods are outside the scope of this paper.

C. Calculation of the real-time line ampacity

After all the presented calculations are done the LA \((I_B)\) is determined from Eq. (10).

\[
I_B = \sqrt{\frac{P_{conv} + P_c(T_{max}, T_{cs}) - P_c(S_c)}{R_w(T_{max})}} \quad (10)
\]

D. Other calculations

Other calculations may include LAs forecasting and calculation of sags and clearances in each span of the monitored tension sections.

LAs forecasting requires a prediction of the future weather parameters and estimated convective cooling movements. These predictions could be based on regression analysis, fuzzy logic, neural networks and some other statistical or probabilistic methods. [20], [21], [22], [23] After the predictions are made the LAs forecasts may be calculated by repetitively solving (2) with different increments or decrements of \(I\) until at the end of the desired time interval \(T_c\) is equal to \(T_{max}\). [20] Another method is to select the worst predicted parameters in the selected time interval and then calculate the LA forecast from (10). [23]

The calculation of sags and clearances in each span is described in [9], [24]. These calculations are easy to implement in every algorithm of a sag/tension DLRS.

III. ALGORITHM OF A SAG/TENSION DLRS

If assumed that one line is monitored with a sag/tension DLRS having measurements of sag or tension in line sections 1 to \(m\) than the block structure of a sag/tension DLRS algorithm is shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Block structure of the sag/tension DLRS algorithm](image)

At first from the measured sags or tensions the algorithm from the CSEs or calibration functions calculates the average conductor temperatures of each line sections 1 to \(m\), and determines their maximum value \((T_{cs})\). Then for this line section finds the previous value of conductor temperature \((T_{cs-1})\) and gets the data on the real-time values of ambient temperature \((T_{ax})\) and solar radiation intensity \((S_c)\). From these values and the value of line current the convective cooling is estimated according to (9). Finally, the LA of the entire line is obtained from (10). The additional parameters 1 are all the parameters needed for solving (3) or the calibration constants for each section. The additional parameters 2, 3 depend on the methodology used for LA calculation. These parameters include physical properties of the conductor and geographical information of the line. Additionally, from the measured tensions or sag the algorithm may implement the calculation of clearances and sags of each
span in tension sections 1 to m. If the algorithm is improved by weather and convective cooling predictions the LAs forecasts for different time intervals may be calculated. All the measured and calculated values are handled by the data processing module which is a crucial part of the algorithm.

IV. SAG/TENSION DLRS ARCHITECTURE

Sag/tension DLRS includes sensors located on or near lines, which monitor the real-time values of the measured parameters, and communications devices and software, which transmit field data, interpret the data, and quantify the calculated values (LA, conductor temperatures, LA forecasting, sags and clearances). Existing control systems, such as SCADA or EMS, transmit the data to the operators in the control center. The main components of the sag/tension DLRSs will be further explained in the following subsections.

A. Field sensors

The field sensors used in sag/tension DLRSs are:

1) Load cells:

Load cells are used for the measurement of the tension in a tension section. Load cells are mounted on selected dead-end structures along the line. When two load cells are used at a dead-end structure, the F and Tc of both line sections (in two directions) could be monitored. [3] Load cells work on the principle that due to tension the material inside the load cell stretches and causes a change in its resistance. In this manner, by measuring the material resistance, it is possible to measure the acting tension. The resistance is measured as a ratio of voltage and current. Therefore, these sensors require a certain power ensured from a battery or some other source. Load cells used for line applications should be design to provide protection against electrical and magnetic fields and transients. Their mass should be minimal for improving the measurement accuracy. [3]

2) Sag sensors:

For the conductor sag measurement a variety of devices could be used. In field the conductor sag could be measured with: video cameras [25], lasers [26], radars [27], and differential global positioning system technology (DGPS) [28]. Moreover, also some indirect sag measurement devices based on sensors measuring the conductor angle of inclination [24], clearance from the ground [29] and basic conductor frequency [18] are present. Independently of the method used for sag measurement the minimal measurement resolution should be equivalent to a sag change caused by 1 °C conductor temperature change. [2] In most commercial DLRSs the video camera is used. For measuring the sag, a label is attached to the line conductor and the camera is calibrated. The camera has an image of the target stored in memory which is than compared with the real-time image. The actual sag is determined by counting the difference in pixels of the current image and the one stored in memory. The advantage of this technology compared to load cells is that the camera is mounted on the pole and not on the conductor. However, if live work is not allowed, the placement of the target requires the line outage. A typical resolution of sag measurements is of 0,6 cm.

3) Temperature sensors:

The ambient temperature is measured by means of temperature sensors. The required accuracy of measurement is less than 1°C. As the ambient temperature changes with altitude, the temperature sensor should be fitted at an average conductor height within the observed line section. [2]

3) Solar radiation intensity sensor:

In most of DLRS pyranometers are used for measurement of global solar radiation intensity. According to some practical knowledge, it is not always recommended to measure the solar radiation intensity because a cloud may appear at the measurement spot and reduce the actual solar radiation intensity existing on other parts of the line. Direct calculation methods for solar radiation intensity calculation are presented in [1], [7].

4) Line current sensors:

For the line current measurement conventional current measurement transformers may be used. The measurement of at least current in one phase is required. If the line currents are obtained from the SCADA or EMS system these sensors don’t have to be installed in field.

Installing the described filed sensors in every tension section of the line is impractical and costly. Thus, the selection of critical sections which define the lowest LA is crucial. The basic criteria for critical line sections selection is based upon those sections being most sheltered by trees or terrain or sites where terrain forces the wind are parallel to the conductor. Moreover, critical line sections from the aspect of clearance violations in spans should be considered. [2], [3], [30]

B. Power supply system

The power supply system is used for the operation of the sensors and data loggers. This system includes a photovoltaic panel, a regulator and a battery. [30]

C. Communication infrastructure

The communication infrastructure of the sag/tension DLRS begins with data loggers. Data loggers acquire the data from the field sensors and transmit them to the base station. The data loggers are placed in control boxes mounted on the poles where the field sensors are installed. The communication with the field sensors could be established through many protocols like: Modbus, DNP3, TCP/IP, FTP, SMTP and others. All data inputs within the logger are stored with a time stamp and record number. Data loggers have limited data storage capabilities and an internal battery ensuring that the data, programs, and accurate time are maintained if the data logger is disconnected from the power supply system. [31] Between the data logger and base station the data is transferred via cellular, radio or fiber optics communications.

The base station is located in the nearby substation. From the SCADA/EMS aspect this station is seen as an addressable remote terminal unit (RTU). This station
serves as a protocol converter to the utility SCADA/EMS protocol. The connection is established with a modem connection. One base station can handle a limited number of data loggers.

The LA rating is calculated in the sag/tension DLRS server which communicates with the SCADA/EMS. The SCADA/EMS provides information on the line currents and field measurements. The server provides the data on the conductor temperatures, LA, LAs forecasts, sags and clearances of each span. The exchange of the data is commonly done through IEC 60870-6 protocol. [32]

The communication infrastructure is presented in Figure 2.

![Communication infrastructure of a sag/tension DLRS](image)

**Figure 2. Communication infrastructure of a sag/tension DLRS**

**D. Software**

The software used in sag/tension DLRS includes the software that calculates the LA (explained in section III.) and data logger software packages which support programming, communication, and data retrieval between data loggers and the server. [32]

**V. ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES**

Like every other DLRS the sag/tension DLRSs has its advantages and disadvantages, which may represent a limitation in practical applications.

The basic advantages of a sag tension DLRS are:

- Setting up calibration functions that accurately approximate all working conditions is complex, and recalibrations may be required.
- Various span lengths in a tension section, mass of attached field sensors, weather conditions, creep and movements of insulators and tower structures affect the accuracy of the LA calculation.
- The LA is more accurately calculated at higher conductor temperatures due to better estimation of the convective cooling.
- High purchase, maintenance and installation costs. However, this is affected by the number of field sensors used.

**VI. CONCLUSION**

The paper presented the sag/tension DLRS. From the mathematical point of view this system is based on the conductor SCE, and on the conductor steady-state and transient-state heat equation. If LAs forecast are a part of the algorithm used then more complex mathematical models are needed for the weather parameters and convective cooling predictions, as for the final estimation of the forecasts. Looking at the architecture, this system from the field sensors with the required auxiliary equipment, and using the communication infrastructure transfers the field sensors data to the SCADA/EMS. In the SCADA/EMS, the data is collected and transmitted to a server where the proprietary sag/tension DLRS software analyzes the field data and calculates the LA, LAs forecasts, conductor temperatures, clearances and sags of each span. These real-time information’s through the SCADA/EMS are then available to operators in the control center. Finally, the mentioned sag/tension DLRS advantages and disadvantages have an impact on the practical selection of these systems.
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Abstract—The Internet of things (IoT) has emerged in numerous domains for collecting and exchanging large datasets in order to ensure a continuous monitoring and real-time decision-making. IoT incorporates sensors for carrying out raw data acquisition, while data processing and analysis tasks are addressed by high performance computational facilities, such as cloud-based infrastructures (remote processing approach). However, in several scenarios, the data export incurred by a remote processing approach is not desired, due to privacy issues, bandwidth limitations, or the lack of a reliable communication channel, among others. This paper presents MODALITi, a framework we develop for facing these recurring technical and social issues. In this framework, sensors collaboratively carry out a prediction algorithm by processing locally collected data. Their resources limitations are taken into account by relying on a context-aware adaptation of their behavior, as well as an optimised data exchange and processing.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Internet of Things (IoT) designates the interconnection of a variety of everyday things or objects (e.g. smart home, smart car, wearable devices, . . . ), that are able to interact for collecting and exchanging data [2]. Today, the IoT plays a major role in the ubiquitous collection of large datasets in many domains including e-health, smart buildings, intelligent transportation, and smart cities. To fulfill their role, these objects incorporate a huge variety of sensors – such as physiological sensors (e.g. EEG, ECG), environmental sensors (e.g. temperature monitor), and location sensors (e.g. GPS) – that catch and transmit useful events or measurement information.

Over the past few years, the growing ubiquity of the IoT and the data deluge it produces causes increasing needs in terms of analysis capacity. These needs are typically met by cloud-based analytical tools designed to massively scale up when required. However, these so-called remote processing solutions are not appropriate for all scenarios involving IoT data processing. Internet access restrictions, privacy-sensitive data mining applications, limited bandwidth, and more generally technical, social, or managerial limitations may make massive remote processing an inappropriate choice [3], [19], [10]. To deal with these scenarios, IoT devices must be used not only for collecting data, but also for executing on-board data analysis algorithms (local processing). As a result, IoT devices must be adapted for supporting ubiquitous and offline data stream mining. Moreover, data analysis tasks can advantageously be distributed in a device network, in such a way the involved devices can carry out real-time data processing in a collaborative way. The approach of an on-board and collaborative data analysis over a network of devices can be used in many scenarios, including the continuous and automatic monitoring of epileptic patients. Despite its partially unpredictable nature, some risk factors can be considered as accurate warning signs of an epilepsy seizure [1]. Interconnected wearable devices (such as EEG, sleeping and stress trackers) can be used to continuously monitor the patients and to notify them of the risk of imminent seizure based on the detection of specific patterns in values collected by these devices. Therefore, the on-board and collaborative data analysis approach could improve the mobility and the safety of epileptics and favor a better life quality.

Despite the recent progress in IoT technology and ubiquitous computing, many issues must be addressed in order to implement efficient on-board data mining solutions, including resource limitations. Because they are intended to be deployed in various environments, including as wearable material, IoT devices have to adopt a small form factor, and are therefore limited in terms of computational power, energy consumption, storage and memory capacity and bandwidth. Another strong constraint IoT objects must deal with is the volatility of the environment in which they operate. Ubiquitous data stream mining solutions must adapt to changes in their operating context (for instance, an unexpected change in a patient’s behavior) and must be resilient to unpredictable device disconnections.

To deal with these issues, we propose a new framework called MODALITi (FraMework for EmbeDded & CollAborative data analYsis with HeTerogeneous DeVices), which is currently under development. MODALITi carries out a decision tree based prediction algorithm over a network of sensors in order to facilitate the development of pervasive and privacy-sensitive applications.

MODALITi deals with the resource limitations incurred by the IoT sensors by combining both remote and local processing approaches. The framework proposes a training phase for creating machine learning models based on remote processing facilities (such as cloud amenities), because this phase typically involves resource-consuming tasks. MODALITi offers a tool set for automatically training and deploying machine learning models into heterogeneous embedded devices. This tool set transforms models into configuration documents, which can be deployed into various devices. Additionally, MODALITi provides an inter-device communication protocol for efficiently and reliably running deployed machine learning models.
MODALITi copes with context changes in the sensor environment by taking into account contextual indications provided by specific sensors. These indications are combined with the rest of the collected data for predicting the properties of interest. The integration of contextual indications increases the prediction accuracy, and therefore reduce the number of irrelevant remote alerts. This minimizes the energy consumption associated to remote communications and enhances the protection of personal privacy.

MODALITi also takes into account the heterogeneity of the devices it manages. It deploys predictive models into devices and proposes a communication protocol in such a way that parts of models are only sent to devices that can process them, and devices only communicate with devices with capacity to run the model further.

The reminder of this paper is structured as follows. Section II introduces the concepts involved in MODALITi. Section III details how the framework trains predictive models and deploys them into a network of sensor devices. Section IV explains how devices communicate in order to run deployed models. An extension of the basic model approach is also detailed. Section V discusses a prospective use case for validating our framework. Finally, Section VI compares MODALITi with the existing related approaches, and Section VII concludes.

II. FRAMEWORK OVERVIEW

In order to be able to process incoming data in a generic way, we propose a framework consisting of a processing methodology accompanied by tools implementing the proposed approach. This framework, visually presented in Figure 1 supports all the aspects of value prediction based on a network of devices equipped with specialized sensors.

The framework is based on a set of sensors. Each sensor is able to produce, at any time, the value of a particular metric. While sensors can intuitively correspond to physical sensors, the framework operates at a higher level of abstraction, in such a way that a software system using a remote web service, or the aggregation of values produced by physical sensors, are also considered as a valid sensor. In order to harmonize data representation, and therefore to simplify data processing, we consider that all metric values are scalar numbers. Sensors are considered as resource-limited components in the framework. In particular, they are supposed to lack the necessary resources for storing and processing an amount of data large enough to carry out machine learning processes.

Devices manage one or many sensors and can ask them the current value of their metric. Consequently, each module can provide on demand a list of metrics they relate to.

Devices also have a component that enables inter-device communications. As discussed below, these communications require a moderated bandwidth since most information to exchange consists in values among a pre-agreed list of symbols and scalar numbers. Implementations of the communication components could therefore be based on lower-energy technologies, such as Z-Wave and ZigBee [11].

A device also has limited resources, and is not supposed to have the necessary resources for carrying out machine learning processes. However, its resources are considered as sufficient enough for supporting inter-device communications, for maintaining and querying associative tables, and for performing simple number comparisons.

Devices typically have a lightweight form factor, and can adopt various designs including wearable modules, embed- dable microchip board, etc. Depending on the particular situation in which they are deployed, some of them are therefore likely to spatially move over time.

By using their communication component, devices that are closed to one other can share information in a peer-to-peer fashion.

III. MODEL PREPARATION

In order to carry out predictions based on the observed values extracted by the sensors, the framework prepares a machine learning model with a two-phase process. This process requires the presence of a collector device on the device network. In comparison to ordinary devices, a collector device needs some extra resources for storing and processing the collected information.

A. Model Training

Collection. First, the framework collects feature values from an installed device network. During this phase, the devices regularly communicate the current values of their associated sensors to a central collector device. These observed values are completed with samples of the variable to predict, in such a way the resulting dataset can be used by any machine learning algorithm for training a model that predicts the value of the target variable. This phase is visually represented in Figure 1 by the dotted arrows marked as ①.

Model Training. At any time, the populated data frame can be exploited in order to create a predicting model. Because the model must be efficiently distributed in the device network, not all machine learning models can appropriately be trained with this framework. At this time, only models based on decision trees are taken into account by the framework.

The result of training is a decision tree in which each interior node corresponds to a predicate on the value of a particular metric. Depending on the value of the evaluated predicate, either the left or the right child of the node is considered as the next decision node to follow for predicting the target variable. The leaf nodes represent the predicted value of the target variable.

In Figure 1 model training is represented by ②. This approach is flexible enough to train classification and regression models, for instance by using the CART (Classification And Regression Tree) methodology.

Since the framework relies on state-of-the-art techniques for carrying out the collection and the model training phases, details that relate to the algorithms used for training machine learning models are beyond the scope of this paper.
B. Model Deployment

The result of the machine learning is typically a file representing the trained model, i.e., a decision tree. Our framework proposes a tool for automatically creating a representation of this model that can be understood and executed by resource-limited devices, and for deploying this representation on the device network. Dashed arrows marked as 3 in Figure 1 represent this deployment.

The framework deploys a machine learning model one node at a time. If a node $n$ belonging to decision tree $t$ is based on predicate $p$ which operates on metric $m$, the following operations are carried out.

First, the devices managing sensors that are able to produce values for $s$ are listed. For instance, in Figure 1, devices $d_1$ and $d_2$ are listed for the node $n_2$.

Secondly, the tuple $(t, n, p, m, \text{answer true}, \text{answer false})$ is communicated to each of the listed devices. Each device stores the received tuple in its node table that associates $n$ to the entire tuple.

Finally, if $n$ is an internal node, tuples containing the node and the metric identities of both left and right children of $n$ are also communicated to each of the listed devices. In that case, $\text{answer true}$ and $\text{answer false}$ represent the best result that can be retrieved at this point of the tree traversal, for each possible value of the current predicate. If, otherwise, $n$ is an leaf node, $\text{answer true}$ and $\text{answer false}$ represent the possible final result of the tree traversal for the possible values of the current predicate.

In order to avoid name collisions, any node, metric, device, and tree, must have a unique identifier. An approach based on UUID [15] might be used to ensure the universal unicity of any generated id.

IV. MODEL PROCESSING

Devices have to communicate in order to efficiently traverse the decision trees that are deployed on their network. We present a message-based approach for creating a network of collaborating nodes, and for traversing any deployed model and retrieving the values predicted by this model.

A. Device Announcement

When a device enters in a network, and periodically after that, it broadcasts a list of metrics for which it owns an appropriate sensor. Based on these announce messages, the other devices continuously keep track of devices that are able to evaluate any declared metric in a so-called metric table. Each device inserts its own identifier in this its metric table for the metrics it can evaluate.

B. Initiating a Model Evaluation

Decision trees can be exploited by submitting a tree traversal query to any device belonging to the network in which the considered tree has been deployed beforehand. Such a traversal query is parameterized by

- a unique query identifier;
- the identifier of the root node of the tree to be traversed;
- the identifier of the metric associated to this node;
- the identifier of the collecting device to which the final result must be transmitted. Depending on the considered use case, the devices that initiate the query and the collecting devices could be specialized in decision-making or alerting, for instance.
- a hop counter set to a positive value or zero.

C. Device Selection

When a device receives a traversal query, it determines which of its neighboring devices should be responsible for proceeding the evaluation of the predicate associated to the tree node mentioned in the query, as well as the continuation of the tree traversal. In a perpetually changing network topology, determining the best candidate, i.e., the device that minimizes the risk that the tree traversal does not reach one of the tree leaves while maximizing the traversal performances, is not a
As an approximation, we propose the following selection heuristic:

1) All devices associated to the considered metric in the metric table of the queried device are considered as candidates.

2) If the queried device belongs to the candidate list, it chooses itself, in such a way the predicate evaluation is certainly carried out without the need of communicating with any other device.

3) Otherwise, the candidate is selected on the basis of a quality value associated to each candidate device. Various strategies may apply for determining the quality value of a candidate device. For instance, the value can result from a communication quality metric, the time since the last receipt of an announce message from the candidate, etc.

4) If no candidate devices are available, and the hop counter of the query is strictly positive, a device belonging to any entry of the metric table is randomly selected. In that case, the query is modified by decreasing its hop counter by one. The hop counter helps to limit the message flooding over the device network, while allowing neighboring devices to act as relays when no direct neighbor of the processing device can process the submitted query.

In order to increase the likelihood of a complete tree traversal, multiple devices can be selected instead of a single one. This alternative could, however, lead to duplicate processing, and the receiving device(s) could receive multiple final results for the same traversal query. The multiplicity of the results can be easily managed, though, by keeping track of the identifiers of the terminated traversal queries.

Once a device is selected, the processing device forwards it the traversal query.

D. Node Processing

A device that decides to process a traversal query browses its node table in order to fetch the predicate associated to the node the query refers to. By exploiting the appropriate sensor, it produces the current value of the metric associated to the node specified in the query, and evaluates the predicate on that value.

If the considered node is a leaf of the traversed decision tree, the evaluation of the predicate determines the predicted value of the target variable, and the processing device communicates this result to the collecting device(s) specified in the query.

Otherwise, the node is internal and the next decision node to be traversed is determined by the value of the predicate. The processing device replaces the node parameter of the processed query by the identifier of the next decision node and selects a device for the modified query. This allows the device network to traverse the decision tree further.

E. Tree Removal

The ability to remove a previously deployed tree is not required for allowing the evolution of the exploited predictive models. Each deployed tree being associated to a unique identifier, updating a tree could simply consist in deploying a new tree and using it instead of the previous one. However, this approach has the disadvantage that information that relates to unused tree nodes unnecessarily remains in memory of devices involved in the traversal of obsolete trees.

The proposed framework supports tree removal by sending a remove order to all reachable devices. The unique parameter of this order is the identifier of the tree to be removed. When receiving such an order, a device reacts by removing all the tuples that refer to the considered tree from its node table.

In order to increase the probability that a tree for which a removal order has been submitted is actually removed from device memory, a message relay strategy similar to the one proposed for selecting the processing device of a traversal query could be implemented.

F. Incomplete Tree Traversal

The proposed device selection heuristic does not guaranty a complete decision tree traversal. In other words, a tree traversal could be in a situation for which no reachable devices are available for traversing further, and therefore no leaf nodes of the decision tree are reachable at that point.

Besides the already discussed possibility to multiply the number of candidates to which traversal queries are forwarded, the answer parameters associated to decision nodes and transmitted to the processing device during the model deployment could be used to provide a prediction value despite an incomplete traversal. Depending on the value of the last evaluated predicate, either answer\textsubscript{true} or answer\textsubscript{false} is selected as the final result and communicated to the collecting device(s). An advantage of this approach is the certainty that the submission of a traversal query will always result in (at least) one attempt to communicate a final result to a collecting device. Moreover, processing devices that take this approach when they are unable to traverse the tree further can provide results with minimal resource consumption.

Generally speaking, predicted values resulting from partial tree traversals are likely to be less accurate than values resulting from complete traversals. In order to help the collecting devices assess result accuracy, the fact that a traversal has not been completed could be transmitted to collecting devices with the final result. Furthermore, accuracy-related metrics, such as the node impurity, could be measured during model training and transmitted during deployment, in such a way a device can transmit these metrics along with the predicted value.

G. Extending Models to Ensembles

Decision trees are standard and popular predictive models that gave rise to derived machine learning approaches. In particular, ensemble methods, such as random forests [12], have been proposed for improving the quality of predictions provided by decision trees.

Because random forest models are essentially sets of decision trees, the results of which are aggregated to obtain final results, the framework discussed in this paper naturally extends to such predictive models.
In order to support random forest models, the proposed framework uses state-of-the-art machine learning tools for training multiple decision trees that are deployed on a device network as defined in Section III-B.

Minor amendments are required to the proposed communication protocol for offering support for random forest models. A traversal message must be submitted to the device network for each of the tree belonging to the model. Because any set of trees can be traversed simultaneously, our approach offers a highly parallelized and distributed approach for exploiting decision trees and random forest models. Similarly, the removal of a random forest model from a device network consists in submitting a removal message for each of the decision tree belonging to the model. Collecting devices must take into account the fact that results of multiple tree traversal have to be collected and aggregated in order to get the predicted value.

Ensemble techniques are abundantly described in the literature [5], [20], [24]. Compared to the evaluation of a single decision tree, an incomplete tree traversal has lower impact on the evaluation of a random forest model, because the final aggregation of evaluation results can be used to mitigate the accuracy loss due to missing results. Therefore, approaches that could be adopted in order to prevent incomplete tree traversal are less relevant in that case, and their benefits should be evaluated in light of the extra resource consumption they incur.

V. Use Case

To validate our proposed framework, we are considering epilepsy as a case study in particular, refractory epilepsy patients who do not respond to conventional treatment. Thirty percent of people with epilepsy have refractory epilepsy a very debilitating form of the disease since the seizures are random and not controllable with medication [14].

Our proposed framework can be used to continuously monitor refractory epilepsy patients and notify them of seizure risks. These notifications contribute to improve the safety and quality of life of individuals affected by refractory epilepsy. Furthermore, the framework can provide context-aware recommendations to reduce seizure risk by analysing the triggering factors (e.g., stress level), consequently helping to reduce seizure frequency. Finally, the collected data could be used by epilepsy specialists to better identify appropriate treatment.

To achieve this objective, the different steps of MODALITi approach will be implemented:

1) **Machine learning model preparation.** In this step, the early detection seizure patterns should be developed by tracking different data of epileptic patients using wearable devices (e.g., EEG, sleeping and stress trackers). We also plan to rely on the several works that have already done to develop such as patterns like [14], [19], [1] and European projects like FP7-EPILEPSIAE. The developed patterns will be deployed on a programmable wearable devices in order to enable to a continuously monitor.

2) **Machine learning model processing.** In this step, network of collaborating variables will realtime analyse an epileptic events or measurement in order to early diseases detection based on prediction models. The patient should receive a notification in a useful time if a seizure is predicted.

VI. Related Work

Collecting, processing and analyzing of the data generated by IoT and sensors is not a new challenge. Many approaches have been proposed to manage the huge volume, velocity and variety of data produced by these sensors.

Zomaya and Sakr [26] propose to centralize the storage, processing and analysis of sensor data in a high performance processing infrastructure like a cloud infrastructure (remote processing). This approach ensures a good scalability to store and process data. However, in this approach, many threats must be considered, including fault tolerance, efficient task distribution, usability and processing speed. For this reason, many works have been conducted to propose new data models (e.g. NoSQL models [7]), new storage file systems (such as HDFS [21]), new programming models (e.g. MapReduce [9]) and new data processing frameworks (including Hadoop [24] and Spark [18]). Even if a centralized approach seems to be the de facto solution to processing and analysing of the data generated by IoT, it suffers from some threats in terms of data privacy and connectivity as discussed above.

A second approach of the IoT data management suggests that a part or full of data processing operations is done locally on the device (local processing). Aggregations, including calculating maximum, minimum, and average values, can be carried out at device level [16], [13]. Embedding predefined and primitive aggregation operations on devices allows to optimize the volume of IoT data collected and therefore optimizes the bandwidth and the storage space consumption. However, only simple aggregation formulas are supported by such operations, that are not appropriate for carrying out complex machine learning models such as decision trees.

Alternative approaches have been proposed for implementing machine learning algorithms over sensor networks. A peer to peer topology is usually considered for this implementation due to its ability to deal with different distributed sources of voluminous data, and multiple computing nodes [23]. For example, Bhaduri [4] proposes a framework for local data distribution in large scale peer to peer systems. Gaber et al. [22] propose the Pocket Data Mining Framework that carries out data mining algorithms in mobile environment. Datta et al. [6] propose a decentralized implementation of the K-Means Clustering on large and dynamic networks, while Mehyar et al. [17] focus on the implementation of data mining algorithms over a asynchronous, distributed and dynamic network topology. However, contrary to the MODALITi framework, these works do not address how to prepare and deploy machine learning models over a device network in an optimized way. Indeed, as discussed above, the framework we propose deploys a machine learning model by taking into account the capacity and the specificities of the involved devices, in such a way these devices will only receive part of the models they can process.
VII. CONCLUSION

IoT applications may incur technical and social threats that prohibit the remote processing of the collected datasets or that make it inefficient. On the other hand, on-board solutions are energy efficient and facilitate the preservation of privacy, but are not adapted for resource-consuming tasks such as machine learning model training. This paper introduced MODALITi, an hybrid framework that supports predictive model training on a remote environment and that deploys and runs these models on a resilient network of low-energy devices.

So far MODALITi has no concrete implementation. In order to determine to which extent it can help to define and deploy a real-time on-board data mining process, we intend to carry out a simulation of the elements belonging to the framework. Among others, we will simulate model deployments and query submissions on various device networks in order to assess the impact of device selection strategies on the success rate of tree traversals, the number of simultaneous queries a given device network can execute simultaneously, and the number of queries a network can execute before energy shortages put it in a state that prevents it from carrying out subsequent queries.

We would also propose a research project, the purpose of which would be to create a concrete instance of MODALITi for predicting imminent seizures among epileptic patients.
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Abstract—Most people refer to modern mobile and wireless ubiquitous solutions as an IoT application. The advances of the technology and establishment of cloud-based systems emerge the idea of the connected world over Internet based on distributed processing sites. In this paper, we discuss the dew computing architectural approach for IoT solutions and give an organizational overview of the dew server and its connections with IoT devices in the overall cloud-based solutions. Dew servers act as another computing layer in the cloud-based architecture for IoT solutions, and we present its specific goals and requirements. This is compared to the fog computing and cloudlet solutions with an overview of the overall computing trends. The dew servers are analyzed from architectural and organizational aspect as devices that collect, process and offload streaming data from the IoT sensors and devices, besides the communication with higher-level servers in the cloud.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Streaming sensors are those that supply continuous data by sampling the signal on regular time periods. In order to clarify the difference between streaming data and static sensors we define that if the sampling frequency is higher than 100 samples per second then the sensor is streaming data [1]. Any IoT sensor that samples on lower frequencies than 1 Hz is defined to be static.

Streaming sensors can be implemented in industrial applications, such as power distribution; environmental and smart home applications, such as cameras; or mHealth applications, such as ECG, blood pressure, glucose level or other health related parameter. Advances in technology increase their production and applications.

Static sensors are most common conventional systems. They can sense some environmental measures that gracefully change their values in relatively longer time frames, such as temperature or pressure, or detection of OFF/ON or open/close status.

Streaming sensors supply high volumes of data with certain velocity that needs to be processed. Data values can change frequently defining also properties of variety, variability and veracity. This classifies the corresponding solution as a Big Data processing solution.

World of IoT is based on information exchange between different cloud servers. IoT devices usually transmit data to servers and they exchange to get a more comprehensive picture of the whole ecosystem.

This paper presents an architecture and organization of a dew computing solution for IoT devices, especially for streaming sensor. The solution consist of adding a new architecture level on the path between the IoT device and higher-level servers hosted in the cloud. The dew server can be standalone computing and communication box, such as smart home processing center or a mobile phone. It needs to communicate to the IoT device, to the high-level servers and enable human computer interface to the user.

The idea of ubiquitous computing [2] to enable computing everywhere and anytime is practically realized by the dew computing concept. Pervasive computing [3], [4] is another similar term that explains the growing trend of embedded processors in everyday objects and enable an environment to exchange the information. Actually, the IoT has largely evolved out of pervasive computing.

In this sense, the dew computing concept makes the things in the IoT definition become “smart” by bringing processing closer or embedding it. Instead of offloading the processing to the clouds, this concept brings the computing back to the sources of data.

Skala et al. [5] concludes that significant improvement can be achieved by applying the dew computing approach as bringing the processing and communication requirements to physical-edge devices.

The rest of the paper follows the next structure. Section II presents the related work about cloud, cloudlet, fog and dew computing architectural principles. The proposed architecture and organization of a dew computing solution for IoT streaming device is presented in Section III and the corresponding description of micro services in Section IV. Relevant discussion is given in Section V with elaboration of the need for the dew server. Section VI presents the conclusions and future work directions.

II. RELATED WORK

The merits of seamlessly integrating “dew” devices into the Cloud - Fog - Dew Computing hierarchy are enormous, for individuals, the public and industrial sectors, the scientific community and the commercial sector, by bettering the physical and communication, as well as the intellectual, immediate
Dew computing is referred as a complementary piece of cloud computing [6] and is related to definitions of cloudlets and fog/edge computing.

A. Cloudlet and fog computing

Cloudlet computing uses the same philosophy as dew computing by bringing the processing closer to the users in a typical cloud client-server organization. However, unlike dew computing, cloudlets are based on small and medium-sized servers, while the dew servers can be micro and very small servers, including tablets, smart mobile phones, various controllers, embedded processors and similar processing boxes.

The idea of cloudlets originates by Satyanarayanan et al. [7]. They define cloudlets as trusted, resource-rich computers, located near mobile users. In this sense, our definition of dew servers, actually present end users in the cloudlet architecture.

The motivation behind setting cloudlets, as smaller servers closer to the users is to distribute the processing and eliminate WAN latency in the provision of services. It is well known [7] that local area networks can be superior in latencies when compared to long latencies to the cloud, and up to certain degree, one can still benefit even if the response of the smaller cloudlet server is higher than the cloud.

Some researchers define the concept of cloudlets as a special type of mobile cloud computing [8]. Cloudlet is an intermediate level, where the server is less powerful, smaller and less expensive, and can be situated in common areas, such as coffee shops, or shopping centers. Initially, they solve high latency and bandwidth problems.

Several papers [9], [10] present several cloudlet challenges and overview cloudlet vs cloud architectures, including a summary of essential characteristics to offload computations, using fat and thin clients, etc.

We have discussed cloudlets as an architecture that sets a new layer in front of the cloud and closer to the users. This idea was also used by the mobile operators to build fog/edge computing solutions. The main approach is the same, but instead of hosting small or medium servers by independent Internet providers or users, the mobile network operators position their servers at the edge of a network (their base stations) [11].

Bonomi et. al [12] discuss the benefits of setting servers at the base stations to reduce the latencies and distribute the processing in a number of IoT applications and scenarios that include connected vehicles, smart grids and wireless sensor and actuator networks.

B. Dew computing

Several papers [13], [14], [6], [15], [16] define the dew computing as a new type of computer architecture and organization that extends the convenient cloud and classical client-server architecture. In this new architecture, a new dew device is positioned between the cloud and the end-user, with a goal to provide micro services. In this paper, we define the dew computing layer as an intermediate between the IoT device and high-level servers.

Wang [14] defines the cloud-dew architecture as an extension of the client-server architecture, and defines the dew servers as web servers that reside on users’ local computers and have a pluggable structure so that scripts and databases of websites can be installed easily.

Here, we extend this concept and apply it in the IoT, by defining a new dew computing layer, where the dew server is not necessarily a web server, but an intermediate server, with function to collect weak signals from nearby IoT devices, store, process and transmit data and results to high-level servers. Depending on the sampling frequency and data precision, the dew server may be a simple IO controller, independent processing unit, modern smart mobile phone/tablet, stand-alone personal computer, or small server.

Rindos and Wang [6] propose dew computers, as another abstraction of the same dew computing level.

Wang [13] defines independence and collaboration features of a dew application. Wang and LeBlanc [17] discuss Software as a Service (SaaS) and Software as a Product (SaaP) concepts in relation to the dew computing. They argue that the independent work of dew server is satisfied by SaaS and collaboration by SaaP, and offering both features, as done in dew computing will have a greater benefit. Our dew computing solution of a streaming IoT actually fits to this argument, enabling the dew server to act as a service, delivering data and results to the high-level servers, and as an independent software to act as an IoT device controller with extended services.

III. ARCHITECTURE AND ORGANIZATION

Fig. 1 presents an architecture of a dew computing solution for cloud-based IoT streaming data processing. It describes a high-level hardware organization of connecting the IoT sensor, dew server, intermediary devices (servers) and cloud-based server.

The IoT sensor is the device that converts the environmental signals to data, so one can process them and obtain relevant info about a specific physical, chemical, or biological measure. The IoT sensor not necessarily measures natural signals, but can also be used to sense an occurrence of a specific event, status or other digital information. The basic functions of the IoT sensor are:

- sensing,
- transforming the signal into digital data, and
- transmission of digital data.

The dew server is a device positioned on an intermediary architecture level between the IoT sensor and high-level servers. It communicates with the IoT sensor and high-level servers, and performs basic processing and controlling functions. The basic functions are categorized to be:

- IoT device communication management,
- Internet communication management,
- data collection,
- data storage.
data transmission,
data processing,
data visualization,
IoT device control, and
user interface.

The high-level servers are usual cloud servers that realize final data processing, by deploying web services and web applications to the intended users.

Introducing an intermediate dew computing level should not be mixed with the intermediate cloudlet and fog servers. In our model, cloudlets and fog servers are representing high-level servers situated in front of the clouds, while dew servers are found very close to the IoT sensors. A lot of scenarios in fog computing think of a smart mobile phone as a user, and in our model, this device is dew server to other IoT sensors found nearby the smart mobile phone (as in usual ubiquitous computing scenario).

Therefore, a more detailed cloud-based IoT architecture builds on both the dew computing and cloudlet/fog computing layers on the path between the IoT sensor and the cloud servers.

A. The need of an intermediary level

The intermediary layer is needed for several reasons. The IoT sensor can not use technologies for long-distance transmission if it is not connected by a cable. In reality, a lot of IoT sensors are moveable and, therefore, the Internet can be accessed by a WiFi connection. There are also IoT sensors, which need to be light and small, and their battery life needs to be preserved as long as possible, due to their size and position. Examples of these sensors are light wearable mHealth sensors that need to be attached to the human’s body, in this case, WiFi is not a preferred solution for these sensors, but Bluetooth or other low power energy radio communication. In all of these cases, an intermediary device needs to accept low power radio communication and then transmit WiFi signal or be attached to Internet by other media.

A lot of IoT sensors perform a controlling function, such as, activating some signals or triggering an event. These actuators connected to the IoT sensor also need a processing device and approves the existence of the intermediary layer device. The data processing may include small processing needs or act as a pipelined processing device capable of performing calculations on streaming data.

IoT devices are connected to the Internet and provide sufficient data to cloud servers. However, the previously discussed functions that require an intermediary level device, can be solved by smaller servers on the path between the IoT sensor and cloud-based servers. These solutions include

- **Servlets**, as smaller servers positioned in the local area network of the IoT sensor with the goal to collect data, perform initial processing and transmit data to the server,
- **fog computing servers**, as servers positioned on the edge of the mobile operator,
- **dew computing servers**, as smaller servers or devices, positioned even closer to the IoT sensor (in a very close distance).

These architectural concepts to implement a server between the sensors and the cloud-based server, actually follow an interesting pattern. More close to the IoT sensor they are, smaller they are. This means, that the mobile operator will host medium sized servers at the base stations (edge of the network), private companies even smaller sized servers at the premises of their LAN and dew computing servers will be even smaller devices, positioned close to the IoT servers.

Note that the small dew server can be present in all designs, even though another intermediate server is used, such as cloudlet or fog computing server. In some cases, the dew server may act as an IoT controller or actuator next to the IoT sensor, or even an embedded processor in the same box.

B. Interconnections and power supply

Energy supply and Internet connection are the most important resources to enable proper functioning of the IoT device. We can categorize the IoT device according to the power supply to:

- device with permanent power supply, or
- battery operated device

The connection to the dew server ensures establishing an Internet connection, usually by a local area network. It can be realized by a direct cable (including fiber) connection, or by a WiFi or other radio communication.
When analyzed with its geographic position, the IoT sensor can be moveable and, therefore, the connection needs to be mobile. A wireless connection is needed in most of the cases when wires can not be used.

A stationary IoT sensor usually has access to uninterruptible energy and Internet supply, while the IoT sensors that move dynamically in the environment are mostly battery operated and use WiFi or other radio communication technology. This makes a lot of difference since battery operated IoT sensors need very efficient pipelining algorithms to save the energy and usually use low power Bluetooth interconnection. On contrary, those IoT sensors that have proper power supply usually use WiFi or direct cable connection to establish an Internet connection.

The dew server is the device, which is found close to the IoT sensor and can perform initial data processing. Similar to the previous categorization, the dew server can also be moveable and use wireless networking, similar to the IoT sensor.

Although this paper analyzes a general dew computing solution of an IoT device, we give more details on streaming sensors, since they require a specific architecture capable of dealing with the Big Data related higher data volumes and streams.

IV. DESCRIPTION OF MICRO SERVICES

The dew server performs as a server that delivers micro services. It communicates to three instances:

- **IoT device** (sensor, actuator or combined device) via low power personal area network,
- **high-level servers** hosted on Internet via local area network,
- **human users**, that monitor and control the IoT device.

Fig. 2 describes a high-level abstraction of software modules and organization of micro services identified for a dew server connected to a streaming IoT sensor or any IoT device. Next, we give a detailed elaboration of these software modules:

- **Communication manager** that manages the communication of the IoT device with the dew server and high-level servers, including at least the following functions:
  - pairing,
  - connecting,
  - disconnecting, and
  - reconnecting.

Pairing is realized in the initialization process, and whenever the IoT device is relatively close to the dew server it starts the connection. When the IoT device is out of the reach of the radio coverage of the dew server, it disconnects and tries to reconnect and establish communication whenever it gets the signal from the paired device. The same principles apply for the connection to the higher level servers.

Practically, there are two instances of the communication manager, one for the low power radio communication with the IoT device, such as Bluetooth or other personal area network radio communication, and the other for the connection to the higher-level servers on Internet, such as WiFi, 3G/4G or other similar radio connection.

- **Device control** is needed by the dew server to monitor the IoT device status and control its functioning. The basic functions supported by this module is to:
  - get sensor status,
  - set a specific variable
  - trigger specific actions, and
  - reset the function.

The IoT device sends its status to the nearby dew server, so it gives a relevant information and the dew server can react upon received status. Since the dew server controls the IoT sensor, it can set up a specific variable to initiate a more accurately sensing and measurement of the appropriate signal. Sometimes, the dew server can reset the IoT device, and for example, start a new measurement of the IoT sensor or, in the case of an IoT actuator, it can trigger specific actions that control its performance.

- **Streaming data** sent by the IoT sensor needs further pipelined stream processing. The essential functions that target the received streaming data for the dew server are:
  - data collection,
  - data storing, and
  - data transmission to higher level servers.

Data collection is the most important action of the dew server. Usually, the IoT sensor streams data without checking if it is collected or not. Additionally, in the case of higher sampling frequencies, the IoT sensor can not store data, so these data may be lost forever. Actually, the dew server realizes the data storing function of the IoT sensor, especially in the case when it is battery operated and is a light moveable device, without any wires that can enable more secure connection, such as the wearable sensors are.

In some sense, the dew server, also performs the function of a digital repeater, since it buffers the received data stream on a low power radio connection, and generates a signal with a higher power to transmit it to higher level servers hosted on Internet.

- **Data processing**, which is complementary to the data collection and storage. Depending on the size of the dew server, data processing may include at least:
  - preprocessing,
  - analyzing,
  - classification (decision making), and
  - visualization.

The incoming data stream may contain a lot of noise, so usually, data preprocessing uses digital filters or similar techniques to preprocess data for further processing. Data analysis is the essential step for each received data sample to make a good estimation of the sensed signal and further conclusions.

Usually, conclusions are made based on a classification algorithm, with a goal to determine the class of the incoming data stream. Some dew servers enable user
interfaces, so a user can monitor the sensed data stream. For this purpose, data is processed to enable visualization.

- **User interface** of the dew server is found on most of devices, so one can monitor and initiate certain actions for the IoT device. This human computer interface realizes at least the following functions:
  - activating commands (via menu options and control buttons),
  - setting various parameters,
  - real-time visualization, and
  - navigation through recorded data.

Although the dew server may run specific algorithms and work autonomously, users can control the dew server. In addition, they have the advantage to monitor the visualized data and activate various parameters or actions on the IoT device.

V. DISCUSSION

Application of direct cloud connection, fog computing, and cloudlets is not possible without the dew computing layer inserted in the overall architecture of the solution.

Direct connections of IoT devices to the cloud need a stable power supply and Internet connection. This is only possible for non-moveable IoT sensors and devices, to cope with higher energy demands that direct connection requires.

Solutions that involve cloudlets or fog computing servers can solve partially the increased data throughput and processing demands, but still, the sensors need a good power supply to enable WiFi or 3G/4G connection.

In this paper, we analyze IoT devices that are battery operated and can be moveable and wearable. In order to communicate to the remote server, they will need more energy resources to be capable of transmitting data to the local area network. The proposed solution adds a dew server to realize the essential data collecting, storing, processing and further transmitting.

A typical streaming IoT device requires storage of at least 1KB per second, which sums up to more than 80 MB per day, 2.5 GB per month or 1TB per year. Memory is not the only problem when an IoT device is analyzed. Probably a higher problem is the energy consumption. In order to make the IoT device smaller, moveable and wearable, it requires a small battery and the designers have to compromise whether to use a larger battery or embed a smaller number of functionalities. Most of the producers conclude that due to these constraints the IoT device can not store or process data, it needs just to transmit to the nearby device, which can perform these functions instead.

Communication speed is at least 8Kbps for the analyzed data stream, which is satisfied by most of the today’s communication links, but it generates a connection bottleneck on the server side if hundreds or thousands similar sensors are connected to a particular server. This is also a problem when analyzing the processing requirements. If the server processes a huge number of data streams, then it needs more processing power. One can conclude that offloading data streams to remote high-level servers will require very powerful servers with high communication demands.

More details on performance evaluation of various architectural approaches are described in [18]. An example of a comprehensive analysis of the storage, communication and processing requirements along with the energy consumption for a wearable ECG sensor is given in [1].

The previous analysis actually concludes that in the case of streaming IoT devices, distributing the processing power closer to the data sources is a better solution.

Analyzing the “ubiquitous” idea of Mark Weiser [2] we realize that the tabs, pads, and boards (and now the smartphones) are actually a realization of a small dew server in the proposed architecture.

Analyzing the Wang’s definition of a dew server [14], we agree on all specifications (1.light-weight server, 2.data storing, 3.easy disappearance, 4.recreation from cloud data, and 5.local accessibility and independent work). In addition, instead of cloud-dew applications provided by a web server, we extend this to be micro services provided by the dew server. Our definition of a dew server, practically means the server can be a miniature controller, smart mobile phone, tablet or any stand alone processing device.

Wang [13] categorizes at least two essential characteristics for the dew device, that is to work independently and collaborate with the server. We have specified a set of basic functionalities for a dew server in the context of IoT.

Rindos and Wang [6] define the dew applications analyzing their independence and collaboration. Their model of IoT system with dew applications, belongs to the Web in Dew.
Our architectural model is rather different. It is, rather, based on a push principle and, although the dew server works independently, it tries to synchronize with the high-level servers. In this sense, we propose a new category IoTD with a simple dew server described in this paper with the key function to collect, store, process and transmit streaming data from an IoT device.

The main characteristics of dew computers, as defined by Rindos and Wang [6] are: 1. low energy cost 24/7 work, 2. OS supports dew computing, 3. collaboration support, 4. security databases, and 5. WiD applications support. Our IoT model do not use all these features, our definition of dew servers does not need to rely on databases, if the corresponding OS supports existence of a file system and supports the TCP/IP protocol.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have modeled a dew computing solution for a streaming IoT device and higher-level cloud-based servers. The proposed solution enables efficient streaming data collection, storing, processing and transmitting, even in the cases where the sensor needs to be a battery operated wearable device without any wired connection.

The dew computing layer is based on a realization of a corresponding dew server, that can be a mobile smartphone or standalone smart home processing and communication box. We have presented functions and micro services the dew server provides with elaboration why the corresponding solution is preferred, comparing it to the conventional direct cloud solutions, fog computing or cloudlet solutions.

The new defined specific dew server realizes a new IoTD category of the already existing dew computing categories.

The overall concept actually pushes back the processing closer to the devices to enable a more independent processing and organization.
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Abstract - In the field of indoor navigation, there is still a lack of a unified system which could be applied to different buildings. As far as existing indoor navigation solutions are concerned, there is a recognised need for developing an application which would allow users to navigate within large buildings, especially when educational institutions are in question. Thus, in our study, we designed, developed and evaluated a web-based application “Virtual FERI” which allows indoor navigation of the G3 building of the Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science (FERI) in Maribor, Slovenia. Following the 3D model of the building, it simplifies the process of seeking the specific classroom in the building which could help newcomer students and guest lecturers to navigate within the building. To evaluate the application, we conducted an experiment with 25 students from the University of Maribor who had not been in building G3 before. Usability and user experience of the application were assessed with a User Experience Questionnaire and System Usability Scale. Time was measured as well. The findings revealed that navigating within the buildings can be faster by using the “Virtual FERI” where usability was sufficient and user experience was satisfactory.

I. INTRODUCTION

In everyday life, people constantly seek for new places and, due to the fast pace of life, there is a need for time-efficient navigation, especially when large buildings are in question. Usually, signs and other graphic symbols are used for navigation, although the efficiency of these signs could be lower when people search for a specific place within large buildings.

In existing research, there have been many attempts to design, develop and evaluate the indoor navigation systems of particular buildings. Firstly, Ozdenizci developed the indoor navigation system based on the Near Field Communication (NFC) stickers positioned all around in the building, so that the users are able to navigate within the shopping centre. Secondly, another study presented the system with Wi-Fi indoor navigation by Dongsoo et al., while, thirdly, Chin Gee and Yunli developed another study presented the system with Wi-Fi indoor navigation while people search for a specific place within large buildings.

However, in previous studies, despite many advantages, there are disadvantages as well. NFC technology is simple and convenient to use, but is complicated for the end user [1]. The user has to search and scan NFC codes, which are often hard to find. There are mobile phones which do not support NFC as well. As far as the user is concerned, Wi-Fi can be more efficient [2]. The problem with actually getting the position of a user is in the size of the building itself. There's good practice in using augmented reality, which uses the phone's camera and other sensors for actually recognising the user's surroundings and to get the position of the user [3]. In our application, we have primarily concerned ourselves with user friendliness and simplicity.

Thus, we developed a user-friendly web-based application “Virtual FERI” which allows users to navigate through the particular 3D virtual model of the G3 building of the Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science. The aim of the web-based application is to help newcomer students, guest lecturers and other university staff to navigate within the building. Another aim was to take advantage of Dew Computing, where a large number of different interactive devices are joined in peer-to-peer virtual processing environments [4].

The 3D model was modelled with real measurements of the actual Faculty, which makes the whole experience more realistic. The added value of the application is its user friendliness, which adds to the whole user experience.

In this paper, we describe the “Virtual FERI” application, its features and the findings of the evaluation where user-experience and usability were tested. Afterwards, the findings are discussed in relation to the findings of the previous studies, while the paper concludes with a thorough description of the application’s limits and key advantages of the application.

II. APPLICATION “VIRTUAL FERI”

The “Virtual FERI” is a web-based application which allows users to navigate virtually through the Faculty's premises. The application was developed for students, especially newcomers, and other Faculty members who search for specific locations within the new building G3. A working internet connection and a modern web-browser which supports WebGL are required in order to be able to use the application. The model of the G3 building was modelled entirely in the Sketchup Pro, while the application was developed with the game engine Unity. Currently the web application is still under development, so the users can only navigate in one out of three floors.

The “Virtual FERI” application enables full movement in the 3D modelled space of the Faculty by using a mouse and a keyboard. The user can move across the 3D model easily from the first-person viewpoint. What helps the user to navigate from a certain point towards a specific classroom within the floor are the coloured lines on the ground. For each classroom, there is a different colour used, so that the lines do not confuse the user.
The aim of the application is to help students, guests and other Faculty members find a certain classroom before they actually visit the Faculty in person. We assume that our application will help users avoid the confusion of finding a certain classroom and, therefore, enable a more efficient way of knowing where a certain classroom is located. Since the 3D model of the Faculty was developed in such a way that it resembles the actual physical space as closely as possible, we expect that it will be easier to navigate through the Faculty's premises if you've seen the model beforehand.

The second solution is based on a Wi-Fi connection. Dongsoo et al. presented a system which is intended to be used in the COEX complex in Korea [2]. It is advantageous that the Wi-Fi connection is used since almost every person with a mobile device has Wi-Fi support. Wi-Fi network coverage was used and almost all possible sensors on mobile devices were utilised to achieve high accuracy of the user location. Some issues were found with recognising the user’s floor, which was solved by using the barometer on the mobile device. When compared with our solution, the user interface of our application was utilised to achieve high accuracy of the user location. Some issues were found with recognising the user’s floor, which was solved by using the barometer on the mobile device. When compared with our solution, the user interface of our application allows navigating inside and outside the building. The technology of augmented reality is used, where the users can be informed about the buildings by using the camera on their mobile devices. Accordingly, the system can recognise the object and can locate the user with other sensors. The advantage of this application is the simple user interface; however, it can be inconvenient for users a to jump around in public with their mobile devices always in their hands. In contrast, our application allows users to see the location of rooms before getting to the place, so that they can spend less time at the location by searching for the right location of a particular room. Moreover, our application is based on the web platform and it can be reached easily by users through any web browser without pre-installing any plug-in or app.

IV. METHODS

A. Experimental Design

In the experiment, two different groups were included – the experimental and the control group. The experimental group was planned to use the app Virtual FERI first, complete predefined tasks and then to find the particular room in the G3 building physically. On the contrary, the control group had to find the particular room in the G3 building without using the application.

We defined the following tasks for the experimental group: "You are a student who is not familiar with the G3 building of the Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science at the University of Maribor. You want to attend a lecture in the classrooms Shannon and Diplomska soba."

- Using your web browser, please open the web application “Virtual FERI”.
- When you have opened the web application, please read the instructions on how to use the application.
- Please find the classroom called Shannon, which is located on the 1st floor of the G3 building.
- Please find the classroom called Diplomska soba, which is located on the 1st floor of the G3 building.
- After finding both classrooms in the application, turn it off and go to your lecture which is being held in the classroom Shannon.”

Likewise, for the control group, the tasks was defined in a way that the participant is a student who is not familiar with the G3 building. Due to the lectures held in the classrooms Shannon and Diplomska soba, (s)he has to find both classrooms which are located on the first floor of the G3 building.

B. Participants

25 first-year students of Media Communications participated in the experiment. Out of these, 12 were female and 13 were male. On average, they were 20 years old. Participants were asked to self-assess their knowledge of Information Communication Technology (ICT) on a scale from 1 (very poor) to 5 (excellent). The average knowledge of Information Communication Technology was 3.9.

Participants were divided randomly into two different groups – the experimental and the control group. The experimental...
group included 15 students, while the others were classified in the control group.

C. Procedure

The experiment was held on 18th January, 2016, at the Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science at the University of Maribor. Before participating in the experiment, participants signed informed consent. Both the experimental and the control groups had to find the classroom in the G3 building by walking – the experimental group after using the application “Virtual FERI” and the control group without prior use of the application. We measured the performance of each participant by measuring the time when the task of finding the classroom Shannon was completed successfully. Both groups started their search on the ground floor of the G3 building, while the classrooms that they had to find were located on the first floor of the same building. Once the participant touched the door of the classroom Shannon, measuring time ended.

After completing all tasks, participants in both groups completed the demographic questionnaire and the questionnaire about their experience with finding the classrooms. The experimental group completed also the System Usability Scale (SUS) questionnaire and the User Experience Questionnaire (UEQ) to assess the application “Virtual FERI”.

Figure 2. Floor plan where the Shannon and Diplomska Soba classrooms are. The blue circle indicates the starting point of the search in the application “Virtual FERI”. The red circle indicates where the Shannon classroom is, and the yellow circle indicates where Diplomska Soba is.

D. Instruments

In the experiment, we used four different questionnaires. Firstly, we used a demographic questionnaire, where we asked participants about their gender and birth year. They were also asked to self-assess their knowledge of ICT (evaluated on the scale, ranging from 1 to 5).

Secondly, an SUS questionnaire was used to assess the usability of the application “Virtual FERI” [5]. It is a commonly used, freely distributed, and reliable questionnaire consisting of 10 items consisting of a Likert’s scale from 1 to 5 where 1 means “strongly disagree” and 5 “strongly agree”. The final SUS score could be between 0 and 100. The closer the score is to 100, the better the usability of the evaluated application is. Fig. 3 shows acceptability ranges for the application based on the SUS score.

The final SUS score is shown with three indicators. The first indicator is to establish user friendliness, the second indicator shows the user's grade of the application with letters (F, D, C, B, A, where F is the lowest possible value and A is the best) and the third indicator shows on a scale from 0 to 100 the categorization of usability where 0 - 25 is the worst imaginable, 25-39 is poor, 40-51 is ok, 52-72 is good, 53-85 is excellent and 86-100 is the best imaginable.

Thirdly, we used a UEQ to evaluate the user experience of the application “Virtual FERI” [10]. The questionnaire consists of 26 items showing six different user experience categories:

1. Attractiveness - the general feel of the product, because it is important to establish if the user likes the product or not.
2. Perspicuity - is easy to understand and to learn how to use.
3. Efficiency - the users can use the product with ease.
4. Dependability - the users feel that they have control while using the application.
5. Stimulation - the product is exciting to use.
6. Novelty - the product is innovative and attracts the user's interest.

Compared to other questionnaires, the advantage of the UEQ questionnaire is the focus on aesthetics and the more subjective viewpoint of the user interface. It also consists of objective viewpoints, such as efficiency and reliability. UEQ offers us a final grade of the application by each category. The grading is based on existing grades of other solutions. These solutions include data from 9,905 users, who have participated in 246 studies.

Fourthly, we used the questionnaire about participants’ experience with finding the classrooms. Two different versions were used – one for the experimental group and one for the control group. The version of the questionnaire which was intended to measure the experience with finding the classrooms in the experimental group comprised six Likert type question items where participants were asked to answer on the scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree) to what extent they agree with the question items. Three question items referred to the ease of using the application, while the other three items referred to searching for the classroom by walking in the G3 building. Item examples: “It was easy for me to find the
classroom Shannon in the Virtual FERI.” and “It was easy for me to find the classroom Shannon while walking in the G3 building.”

Besides questionnaires, we also used an instrument for measuring time performance while participants were searching the classroom in the G3 building by walking.

V. RESULTS

A. Time performance

Results of measuring time revealed that participants in the control group needed 24.22 seconds to reach classroom Shannon and 6.22 seconds on average more to walk from the Shannon classroom to the Diplomska soba classroom. Altogether, it took them 30.44 seconds to reach the classroom Diplomska soba.

The experimental group needed 20.08 seconds to find the Shannon classroom and 6.44 seconds on average more to walk from the Shannon classroom to the Diplomska soba classroom. Altogether, it took them 26.52 seconds to find the Diplomska soba classroom.

These results demonstrate that the experimental group, where students used the application for navigating within the building, was 17.09% faster than the group which did not utilise the application. Moreover, when the measured time for finding both classrooms is considered, the experimental group was 14.8% faster than the control group.

Fig. 4 shows comparisons of time across both groups. On average, the participants who were using the application “Virtual FERI” were faster in finding the Shannon classroom by 4.14 seconds and by 3.52 seconds finding the Diplomska soba classroom. Accordingly, participants who used the application “Virtual FERI” spent less time than users without prior use of the application.

B. SUS score

The results of the SUS method for assessing user friendliness have showed that the application “Virtual FERI” was successful in testing and is graded as usable. The average result of the third indicator was 80 points, which is right in the middle of very good and excellent. The grade of the second indicator was in between B and C, which shows positive motivation from participants to use the application “Virtual FERI”.

C. Results of UEQ Questionnaire

The results have shown that judging by attractiveness, efficiency, novelty and perspicuity, there are 10% of results which are better, and 75% which are worse. Only for the category of dependability and stimulation were there 25% of results which were better, and 50% which were worse. As one can see from Fig. 6, participants who used the “Virtual FERI” application assessed the application with the grade good in four out of six categories. In the other two categories, the application was graded with above average.

Participants perceived the “Virtual FERI” application as attractive, they understood it and could learn what it does easily. Moreover, they used it with relative ease and graded it with an above average for overall control and interaction. Stimulation was also graded with the grade of above average which shows that the application is exciting to use and that there is also room for improvements in order to achieve better results.
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Figure 6. The final grades of the application.

VI. DISCUSSION

The aim of this study was to design, develop and evaluate a functional application for 3D-based navigation within the building G3 of the Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science at the University of Maribor and using the Dew Computing approach.

The application used in the evaluation was a prototype which showed the first floor of the G3 section of the Faculty only. Since all floors of the G3 object are quite small, our study has shown that there have been only small, but still visible, time differences between both groups (group using the application and group without using the tools). The group which used the application has, overall, been faster by 17.09% and 14.8% at locating the right classroom. We have observed that the application would be impacted significantly if we will include all floors and applied the solution to larger objects.

Our study had some additional limitations. Firstly, the application in its current state can only be run by using the latest version of Firefox, because the application is based on WebGL, which is, unfortunately, not supported by all browsers.

Secondly, the size of the building was not large. As the building is only about 30 meters broad and the way from the starting measured point to the final measured point was quite short, there may be different results when the experiment takes place in a larger building. For the experimental groups, for example, the minimum measured time was 16 seconds and the maximum measured time was 26 seconds. On the contrary, in the control group, the minimum measured time was 15 seconds, while the maximum measured time was 1 minute and 20 seconds. These results demonstrate that the differences in measured time when the application “Virtual FERI” was used were smaller in the experimental group compared to the measured time in the control group where the span of differences in measured time were greater. It is possible that the effects we have observed may change significantly in favour of application use if navigation for the whole building was developed. This is clearly an area for further work.

According to the results, the SUS score of the application “Virtual FERI” was 80 out of 100, which demonstrates good conditions for usability of the system. The score may be higher when the indoor navigation for all other floors would be implemented as well and when the building would be larger.

Concerning the UEQ score for user experience rating, lower results were achieved in the stimulation category only, but even this category is still above average. Altogether, we have achieved satisfactory results, but there is still room for improvement. In particular, we could increase the number of displayed floors and the application could be optimised for other browsers and not only Firefox.

The findings of our study complement the findings of previous studies [1][2][3] where the authors found in their study that the indoor navigation with a smartphone application could improve user experience in a building significantly and could lower stress when searching for appropriate rooms.

The findings encouraged the authors of this study to start developing the indoor navigation further for the remaining floors of the building as well.

VII. CONCLUSION

The findings of our study revealed that indoor navigation could be faster when the application “Virtual FERI” is used, since the usability and user experience were satisfactory.

Specifically, the experimental group is more likely to use indoor navigation “Virtual FERI” compared to the group without the application. When the application was used, users demonstrated high interest in using the indoor navigation system, although it is still under development.

It is expected that new indoor navigation technologies will continue to emerge, especially in the field of Dew Computing, that will continue to make distributed computing more powerful and efficient.

Perhaps the most open question is still how to improve the user experience of the proposed application. Here we recommend, as an important step in this process, the need of real-time indoor navigation in conjunction with the various types of markers and sensors used in Dew Computing.
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Abstract—The Internet of Things is gaining traction due to the emergence of smart devices surrounding our daily lives. These cyber-physical systems (CPSs) are highly distributed, communicate over wi-fi or wireless and generate massive amounts of data. In addition, many of these systems require near real-time control (RTC). In this context, future IT platforms will have to adapt to the Big Data challenge by bringing intelligence to the edge of the network (dew computing) for low latency fast local decisions while keeping at the same time a centralized control based on well-established scalable and fault tolerant technologies brought to life by cloud computing.

In this paper we address this challenge by proposing a hybrid cross layer dew-fog-cloud architecture tailored for large scale data-driven CPSs. Our solution will help catalyze the next generation of computational platforms where mobile and dynamic IoT platforms with energy and computational constraints will be used on demand for storing and computing Big Data located nearby in near real-time for local decisions and extend to cloud systems for fast orchestrated centralized decisions. The proposed architecture aims to leverage the advantages of both cloud and dew systems to overcome the challenges and limitations of modern communication networks.

We also discuss two real-life life solutions from the field of smart grids and smart transportation systems.

1. Introduction

The Internet of Things (IoT) is growing at a fast pace especially with the increasing presence of networked interacting components present in everyday activities such as transportation, distributed robotics, medical monitoring, automatic pilot avionics, and the emerging smart city. In 2016, 6.4 billion connected devices were, according to Gartner [1], present around the world with forecasts predicting up to 30 billion by 2020. Many of these devices are part of autonomous cyber-physical systems (CPS), e.g., smart grids, self-driving cars, intelligent traffic management systems, and require near real-time control (RTC) for coordination and critical decision making. Thus, IoT is already impacting our society in ways that will revolutionize our lives and how we interact with each other and with the CPSs themselves from a cultural and socio-economic perspective. However, migrating towards a fully interconnected world poses both scientific and technological challenges which need to be met in the short term by novel solutions if the vision of an IoT world is to become reality. These systems will no longer be controllable through complex linear and nonlinear systems of equations but through data-driven machine learning algorithms. In particular, the Big Data problem together with the low energy requirements and computational resources of IoT devices need to be mitigated through novel platforms which enable the extension of these systems to large scale processing environments such as the clouds which already posses the necessary software stack for data analytics of heterogeneous data streams.

The large amount of high speed sensor data arriving in variable data rates poses serious design and cost challenges to existing on-edge cyber-infrastructures. The stress of having tens of thousands of devices communicating by using wi-fi or wireless over vast distances with centralized data centers placed in the cloud is already limiting the ability of existing smart grids to send real-time data (e.g., most smart grids can only send aggregated data every 8 hours or even daily which means that decisions at finer granularity are hard if not impossible to achieve). This greatly limits the ability to efficiently control these large distributed CPS in near RTC. The problem is that the cost of upgrading the data transmission medium (e.g., wi-fi, wireless, PLC, bluetooth) to handle city wide CPS infrastructures of millions of devices makes the current approaches which centralize data and control inefficient. Thus, cloud computing alone will not be able to address the issue of CPS generated Big Data.

One solution would be to move the processing towards the edge of the network closer to the data source. We identify here three layers of computation [2]: edge or dew (on device), fog (local area with partial view of the CPS), cloud (global view of the CPS). Combining these three layers in a single coherent scalable data-driven solution is the main challenge that IoT will have to overcome to truly become ubiquitous. While clouds offer the premise for on-demand scalable computing they need the data delivered to them before proceeding. Battery powered edge devices already have some processing power and storage capacity to preprocess local data before sending them up the hierar-
orchy for centralized control and optimizations. In this setup the network itself becomes the bottleneck. A hierarchical approach where intelligence is brought near the edge and combined with the advantages of using clouds is therefore required. In this context, the limitations of the network become a problem especially for near RTC based CPSs.

Fundamental research is warranted in several core areas ranging from hardware infrastructure, networking and communication to programming models, scalable and resilient distributed execution frameworks as well as domain specific software optimizations. This paper addresses the latter end of the spectrum. The objectives are twofold: 1) propose an architecture for generic near RTC based CPS to leverage fog and cloud computing, and 2) map the proposed architecture on two use cases with different requirements, demonstrating the wider applicability of our solution.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 details existing solutions, Sect. 3 describes the proposed cross layer architecture, Sect. 4 describes the software stack envisioned to be deployed on top of the architecture, Sect. 5 describes two possible use cases, and finally Sect. 6 outlines the key points of the paper.

2. Related Work

While much research has been conducted on designing secure and scalable CPSs [3], [4], [5], [6], [7] few focus on utilizing cloud infrastructure to enable scalability and RTC [8], [9], [10]. Most of the existing work is geared towards challenges in specific CPSs such as vehicular networks [8] or smart grids [11] and employ several domain specific strategies to achieve RTC.

A framework to integrate IoT and CPS is proposed in [12]. However, it does not consider the resources of clouds to enable fast coordinated control over large scale distributed CPSs.

We propose to abstract the features common across an array of CPSs and develop a generic hierarchical architecture and middleware with scalability, reliability, and adaptability as its fundamental principles.

Finally, studies [9], [13], [14] have been conducted on evaluating the feasibility of using clouds in the context of CPS and on identifying challenges, performance issues and bottlenecks. By building on these results we develop an architecture that will is beneficial not only in the context of CPSs but also in other domains where near RTC is crucial.

3. Proposed Architecture

We assume CPSs to comprise of low energy and memory distributed devices which need to share their information in order to globally optimize the entire CPS. Examples of such systems include smart grids where each smart meter and sensor needs to send its information to the utility which then decides on the critical areas of the power grid. However, clients can still optimize their consumption by taking decisions based on local information.

Orchestrating large scale CPSs is challenging due to the data deluge coming from their sensors which needs to be timely processed and analyzed for decision making, to avoid flooding the network with data several choices exist. First, the sampling interval can be decreased but this can lead to crucial loss of information which cannot be accurately reconstructed through interpolation techniques. Second, data could be preprocessed in situ before sending meta-information to the central controller for the heavy processing part of global decision making. The local processing could act as a local optimization where decisions requiring a local or partial view of the entire CPS are taken without involving the central controller.

Focusing on the second approach we argue that in order to make the process efficient the central controller could be employed only when localized control fails to keep the system within predefined parameters as given by the control model. The control model is a data-driven model used by machine learning algorithms to take local or global optimizations of the CPS. In a smart grid context this means that while certain users could optimize their consumption reducing the stress on the power grid in demanding days (i.e., hot days when A/C is responsible for a large portion of the total energy consumption) they do not sum up to form the critical mass required to reduce the demand below the utility generation capacity.

Figure 1 depicts the envisioned architecture for such a hybrid system. The entire system is event based where the execution of each component is triggered by the occurrence of one or more events. There are three key components we discuss next in relation with the events used for triggering them.

Big Data preprocessing and local control component which enables dew computing. Data is generated locally on the edge devices. Based on the recorded data data pruning takes place and historical data is stored within the limited device memory of each device. Then, data energy efficient and low memory footprint machine learning algorithms can be used to predict the future state of each device assuming no outside world interaction. This simple model can be extended by allowing nearby devices – in the fog – to share their information and feed their data-driven algorithms with fog data. Section 5 will further discuss the implications of this approach on two different use cases. This preprocessed data (either by each device or by a group of nearby devices) is sent to the RTC control component. By sending only partial data we can relieve some of the stress on the network and enable better horizontal scalability of the CPS. Depending on the CPS the preprocessed data could be sent only when a global deterioration of the overall system is noticed. This situation could be triggered by an event from a module monitoring the control accuracy in the RTC control component.

RTC component for fast cloud processing. To efficiently control large scale CPSs global information is required. This information can be exchanged through a P2P approach among edge devices or can be handled centrally. It is obvious that for near RTC this information can easily saturate,
in both cases, the network pushing the need for alternative methods which do not require constant near RTC data delivery. In our case we argue for a cloud based approach due to the elasticity, reliability, and support (i.e., software like Apache Storm, Spark, MapReduce) of such systems to process Big Data. This component is responsible for the management of the CPS and acts the central controller. Based on the control model and recent data from the edge devices it updates the global view of the CPS and takes decisions to globally optimize the system. Recent works [15] have also shown that it is possible to not rely on information from all edge devices but rather use causality to reduce the search space and still be able to take accurate decisions.

Knowledge update component. This component is responsible for updating the control model used by the RTC control component. The control model can refer to a pair <machine learning algorithm, data> where it has been shown [16] that the efficiency of a machine learning algorithm depends on the input data. Hence, based on the characteristics of the data arriving from the edge devices different algorithms could be used and changed online. The update in the control model could be triggered by the RTC component when significant changes in the data properties are noticed or when a control deterioration is observed despite using up to date data from all edge devices, the entire collection of control models is computed offline based on benchmarks on real-life CPS data.

4. Envisioned Software Stack

Based on the proposed architecture, a hybrid dew-fog-cloud control system for near RTC of CPSs would have to implement the following software stack comprising of on-edge algorithms, middleware, and elastic machine learning on clouds.

4.1. Low Energy and Memory On-Edge Algorithms

Most edge devices have limited memory and energy consumption limitations due to battery lifetime. As example, the current state of the art smart meters have a memory of only 92KB on which they store temporary data and perform minimal data preprocessing. The remaining memory, while extremely low could be used for data pruning and simple data-driven predictions. The predictions could be done either on the smart meter or at the data concentrator (gateway to a set of customers) in the fog. Alternatively, some of the data could be sent to customers mobile devices – if in the local area – for processing.

Performing simple machine learning on these edge devices will require analysis and redesign of existing algorithms to tailor them for memory and energy constrained environments without significantly impacting their accuracy. Furthermore, the algorithms will have to consider data scarcity and veracity.

4.2. Dew-Fog-Cloud Middleware

Bridging fog and clouds requires a middleware capable of leveraging the benefits of clouds to improve the control of edge devices. The three-tier middleware will enable:

- Dew level:
  - Local data preprocessing and control decisions by using on on-edge algorithms for low energy and low memory environments;

- Fog level:
  - Preprocessed data aggregation and processing to reduce network overhead when communicating updates to the cloud;

- Cloud level:
  - Periodic control model updates to train the machine learning analysis on incoming data;
  - Near RTC centralized decisions based on the current control model.

The middleware consists of three key pluggable components as depicted in Fig. 1, each acting as a plug-in for easy customization. Inter-component communication needs to be reliable and light to reduce chances for network congestion and to enable horizontal device scalability to support large scale distributed CPSs. Hence, some tasks will have to be migrated towards the edge either directly on the device (dew computing) or in a local area aggregator (fog computing).

Since two key components, the RTC and the Knowledge update, are deployed on clouds, several key aspects will have to be overcome. These include reliability, variability in cloud resource performance, data privacy, and timely delivery of the control decisions to meet the near RTC requirements. In [13] several cloud performance issues of a community seismic application running on virtual machines were identified. These include variable load and deadline misses for
processing requests. While the analysis was done on a non-elastic cloud environment running on Google AppEngine it does outline some key problems encountered by applications requiring near RTC which require the redesign of applications and algorithms to support elastic environments for fast processing. Building such an infrastructure requires taking into account the cost impact. The cost model will have to link virtual machine performance fluctuations, infrastructure reliability, network latency, and cloud elasticity with the time needed to perform knowledge training, behavior forecasting, and control decision and enactment. Cost will therefore measure the penalty for performance deterioration due to late decisions in soft and hard RTC CPSs. The performance model will also have to be tightly linked to the economics of clouds which allows significant cost reductions through their pay-per-use approach since it may be more affordable to deploy the middleware on public clouds rather than on private infrastructures.

4.3. Elastic Machine Learning on Clouds

An important part of the middleware is represented by the machine learning algorithms used by the central controller and selected based on the current control model. These algorithms will have to be adapted for elastic cloud infrastructures and suitable for deployment in streaming software such as Storm and Spark. While public providers such as Amazon and Azure already offer machine learning tools, some of the algorithms in use by CPSs may be newly designed for the specific use cases, improved versions, or ensemble models of several existing algorithms. In these cases, these algorithms which are not normally designed for elastic and environments will have to be re-engineered.

5. Use Cases

In this section we focus on describing two use cases in relation to our proposed architecture by detailing functional aspects and particularities in each of them. The objective is to demonstrate the generality of our proposed solution.

The first use case deals with smart grids which rely on homogeneous data transmitted periodically using limited network transmission environments for global consumption optimization. The second use case is a smart transportation system where the route of a car must be optimized by considering heterogeneous sources of information as well as the behavior of other drivers. Heterogeneity is not the only difference between the two. Smart grids are inherently static while vehicles are constantly moving. An generic cross layer architecture must therefore cope with both cases efficiently. In the smart transportation case processing data in the nearby fog could lead to data inconsistency and wrong decisions as a car which shared information might leave the fog after a decision is taken but before it is transmitted to the drivers.

5.1. Smart Grids

An increasing number of utilities migrate their traditional power grids to automated smart grids. These systems rely on smart meters to receive consumption data. As seen most of these meters have inbuilt limited memory allowing them to store historical data and to run simple algorithms. Information from smart grids can be used both locally by clients to reduce their consumption and globally by utilities to balance the supply-demand of energy during peak hours. In both cases there is a need for constant monitoring and adaptation based on latest data. The problem is challenging especially for the utility which needs to constantly monitor clients and select those that are most likely to respond to energy curtailment actions without impacting too much their comfort. Customer selection algorithms and machine learning algorithms for predicting the energy curtailment of each selected customer are needed and during peak hours they need to execute within the sampling period of the smart meters. Obviously to maximize efficiency the sampling rate must be as high as possible.

When mapping this use case on our architecture we have the smart meters acting as edge devices and the utility which relies on cloud computing to process the incoming data. As seen in Sect. 1 data networks currently limit the transmission rate of smart meters. Therefore, bringing some of the centralized decision toward the edge could greatly impact the efficiency of the smart grid for near RTC control. Such localized control (by the Big Data preprocessing and local control component running on the smart meter) could include optimization of individual customers’ consumption based on their own historical usage and behavior. Furthermore, these predictions for the consumption of each customer could be sent to the cloud for taking global control actions and to target customers most likely to take part in the energy curtailment event (i.e., demand response). Sending predictions to the RTC component instead of raw data based on which the RTC component would make its own predictions enables us to remove some of the stress in both the network and the component itself. In addition, each smart meter could be remotely programmed with a different prediction method tailored to each customer’s behavior. The RTC component would then use these predictions to select the most suited customers and to monitor the impact on the supply-demand balance. When an increasing negative impact (in terms of predicting the aggregated consumption in the next time frame for instance) would be noticed the component would adapt by changing both the customer selection and the consumption prediction algorithms by calling the knowledge update component.

5.2. Smart Transportation

Recent years have witnessed the installation of intelligent traffic lights and speed control systems in major cities. Combined with GPS information and smartphone applications which constantly monitor traffic and cars that exhibit increasingly intelligence when it comes to driving efficiency it becomes clear that integrating the three systems (traffic, car, and smartphone) can reduce CO2 emissions and traffic congestion. Such an integrated system would consider traffic speed, fuel consumption, traffic lights, and
driver preferences to pick the optimal route to a given point by leveraging information from other cars, drivers, and the traffic management system.

When mapping this use to our architecture we have the sensors on cars, the smartphones, and the sensors on the street as edge devices. This heterogeneous CPS will have to share data and coordinate to reduce CO2 emissions, improve traffic speed and reduce congestion. In this scenario, each car would take local decisions on how to adapt speed and path based on the preferences of the driver, nearby vehicles, and traffic speed and situation taken from Google Maps for instance. This decision could be taken in a car controller or by the smartphone application and then presented visually to the driver both playing the role of the by the Big Data preprocessing and local control component. Then, by relying on information from other cars it would further optimize its path by considering the direction (and possibly the destination) and speed of other drivers. In this way traffic jams and average speed can be improved by predicting where congestions are likely to happen. Given the limited processing and storage power of car sensors and controllers, the energy constraints of smart phones, and mobility of nearby vehicles this global optimization based on swarm intelligence can be taken centrally on a cloud system through the RTC component. Information from the CPS is then processed and analyzed and path optimization algorithms based on traffic and driver behavior can be applied to suggest the best routes. In this case the knowledge update component could pick from the control model between various algorithms for stream based route selection and prediction algorithms based on incoming data properties.

6. Conclusion

In this paper we have argued that due to the complexity of IoT systems cross layer dew-fog-cloud systems should be developed. However, since the data transmission network limits both the scalability and data rate of edge devices some of the processing usually done on clouds needs to be migrated towards the fog by leveraging the storage and processing capabilities of edge devices. Based on these we have proposed a hybrid cross layer architecture and a possible software stack consisting of low-energy low-memory on-edge machine learning algorithms, middleware, and elastic machine learning algorithms for clouds. Two use cases have been investigated with references to the proposed memory on-edge machine learning algorithms, middleware, and storage power of car sensors and controllers, the energy constraints of smart phones, and mobility of nearby vehicles this global optimization based on swarm intelligence can be taken centrally on a cloud system through the RTC component. Information from the CPS is then processed and analyzed and path optimization algorithms based on traffic and driver behavior can be applied to suggest the best routes. In this case the knowledge update component could pick from the control model between various algorithms for stream based route selection and prediction algorithms based on incoming data properties.
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Abstract— Modeling IoT systems behaviors and architectures requires new approaches to be elaborated for handling the challenging issues such as: large scale interaction and real-time reconfiguration. This can help both during the design and the operation steps for ensuring a correct design and for delivering a performant service. Different studies have been recently conducted and new initiatives, at the national, European and international levels, have been taken for the domain of IoT systems and for the more general domain of System of Systems. Different modelling approaches have been elaborated. Bridging the models can lead to powerful solutions for modelling the next generation systems of systems of the family of IoT complex systems. Cross-disciplines initiatives have to be taken to enable the emergence of new Multiscale Multi-objective modelling approaches and frameworks.
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I. INTRODUCTION

We tackle the complexity of architectural design for the Internet of Thing (IoT) complex systems and the future smart systems of systems built on top of IoT platforms. Internet of Thing platforms will connect billions of devices deployed on different geographic locations and manage different kinds of traffic generated by smart applications such as smart cities and connected vehicles. Design and modelling of such systems is a complex task that requires different levels of abstraction to be distinguished according to the properties to be validated. Recently, new architectural modelling techniques have been defined [4, 6]. These techniques handle the structural properties of communication architectures. The most used in IoT and distributed systems is the mediated communication pattern such as publish/subscribe brokers that decouple information producers and consumers, and load-balancers that distribute the load on different servers. Dynamic architecture modelling (e.g. graph-based dynamic structures), and analytic or quantitative approaches of behavioral performance modelling (e.g. Stochastic modelling, queueing theory) if integrated, can constitute a powerful modelling technique for a wide category of IoT systems. Such approaches address respectively, the problems of architectural reconfiguration strategies (service composition and deployment, network topology, etc.), and service provisioning policies (intelligent load balancing, resource allocation, etc.). The design of new integrated methods can be a promising objective that enables the elaboration of efficient multi-model solutions for self-configuring, self-healing, self-optimizing and self-protecting the IoT systems and the corresponding smart applications. Our objective, here, is to review the different studies and approaches in order to motivate the emergence of new modelling initiatives. We present the modeling challenges for Next Generation Systems in section II. We present the principles of multiscale modelling in section III. We consider the case of architectural models in section IV. We give a summary of our statements in section V.

II. MODELING CHALLENGES FOR NG SYSTEMS

Next Generation systems of systems such as IoT complex systems will be composed of a large number of interacting entities, possessing decision-making autonomy, and whose behavioral evolution is difficult to predict deterministically. A first cause may arise from the ignorance of certain parameters governing the evolution of the system or the random nature of their variation. These parameters may be intrinsic (internal variables), or context-dependent (external factors). Another cause may be the impossibility of performing, accurately or completely, within a reasonable time, the execution of the computation required to make it possible to determine the evolution of the state of the system. Communication networks (satellites, routers, gateways, protocol stacks), connected objects (sensors, actuators, devices, servers, appliances, machines, etc.) and intelligent services (discovery, security and protection, autonomy, etc.) as well as Smart Homes and Buildings, Smart Cities, Smart Power Grids, constitute an important part of the next generation complex systems that introduce important challenges for the design and operation steps.

The modeling of the next generation complex systems is faced with scalability problems, heterogeneity of models, in
particular structural and behavioral, and importance of both qualitative (correctness) and quantitative (performance or Time constraints). Elaborating the appropriate approaches can rely on modeling the evolution of a complex system by characterizing rather than enumerating or exploring all the configurations of the system architecture or its states space. To do this, models should be concerned with both the structural dimension and the behavioral (or functional) dimension of complex systems for analysis of correctness and performance properties.

Structural models have to be elaborated to describe a software architecture reconfigurable by dynamic integration of components or real-time composition of services. These models can also describe the topology of a network for which the graph represents the information propagation paths at various levels ranging from a representation of the neighborhood links in a sensor network to the relations of acquaintance in social networking or collaborative network platforms. The modeling can be based on conceptual graphs and graph grammars [2]. We can consider an initial graph and a set of transformation rules that characterize the set of the possible reachable configurations without their explicit enumeration. The transformation can operate by modifying the attributes associated with the nodes and the edges of the graph or by transforming its structure by adding or deleting nodes and arcs.

Behavioral models have to be elaborated to describe the functioning of the system. These models can describe the dissemination or the propagation of information according to an epidemic model, taking into account the influence of external factors of types interactions with users, and phenomenon of abandonment, etc. We can also proceed by a stochastic modeling of the system, the interactions between its components and its environment and we handle the scalability challenge through approximation models such as: fluid limits (e.g. for load balancing management) or the average field (e.g. for routing data in sensor networks). The challenge is to design systems where performance is associated for intelligence for the routing of information and its autonomous interpretation.

III. PRINCIPLES OF MULTISCALE MODELING

Multiscale modeling enables to look at a problem simultaneously from different scales and different levels of detail. It takes advantage of data available at distinct scales by modeling interaction between those scales, accordingly managing the complexity of behavior involved [3,7]. Practically this can be achieved by decomposing a problem into a set of single scale models that exchange information across the scales. In this context Borgdorff et al [1], gives a definition of a sub-model multiscale as a component model which describes only one scale of the system. He also considers a multiscale model as a composite model formed from two or more sub-models that describe different behaviors at different scales.

A. Multiscale modeling strategies

The key issue in multiscale modeling is the order in which the multiscale model is constructed. There are four strategies, discussed by [5], to establish such multiscale models:

- Bottom-up: Complex Systems can be understood on the higher scale by analyzing lower-scale mechanisms. A model is developed to describe the finest scale of interest, then models at increasing scales are constructed in turn; time or length scales may be used.

- Top-Down: A large scale model is constructed. It is refined by successively adding smaller scale models until detail and accuracy goals are reached.

- Middle-out: In some multiscale biological applications ‘middle-out’ modelling is favored. This refers to constructing a multiscale model by starting with the scales that are richest in data and best understood, and then working ‘outwards’ from there, to smaller and larger scales.

- Concurrent: All levels in the process hierarchy should be attacked simultaneously, from the microscopic level to the macroscopic level.

B. Multiscale modelling steps:

With the four strategies presented above, three steps are involved [5]:

- Step 1: identifying and selecting scales to include in the multiscale model

- Step 2: adopting or developing appropriate sub-models at each scale of interest

- Step 3: linking, or integrating, the sub-models into a coherent multiscale model. There are several broad ways of linking sub-models into a multiscale model.

An important part of multiscale modeling is how the scales of different behaviors relate to each other. Multiscale simulation enables coupling of behaviors at various scales from the quantum scale to the molecular, mesoscopic, device, and plant scale [5].

Two approaches for linking sub-models at different scales are considered: sequential multiscale modeling and concurrent multiscale modeling.

With sequential multiscale modeling, the smallest (finest) scale model is solved first, and its results are passed to the larger (coarser) scale. For instance, some details of the macroscopic model are precomputed using microscale models.

Concurrent multiscale modeling is preferred when the macroscopic model depends on many variables, and becomes difficult to extract by precomputing from microscale models. In addition, in some cases, the one-way coupling is inadequate, and fully coupled models across scales are needed, i.e., two-way information traffic exists. There are two types of multiscale models:

IV. MULTISCALE MODELING OF IOT SYSTEMS

Most problems in IoT are multiscale in nature. Things are made of sensors, actuators, gateways and servers at the atomic scale, and at the same time are characterized by their own architectural composition, geographic distribution as well as networking and processing capacities that have a larger order of magnitude.
A. Scale concepts

A scale is characterized by two major concepts: the grain and the extent. The grain is the finest spatial resolution; the resolution refers to the granularity used in the sub-system modelling. The extent refers to the structural or functional scope covered by the global system modelling. In the context of IoT systems modelling, the extent scale can refer to the abstract description considering a sub-system of the system architecture. Variation in extent can be used, for example, to describe a given description level or a given communication layer in the IoT infrastructure. It allows the architect to describe the necessary details to understand the system behavior and validate the associated functional and structural properties. Besides, the grain scale refers to the level of details and precision pertaining to the abstract description, providing more details of a given current description, such as composition and interactions in a given system description.

B. Top-down scale transformations

The top-down scale transformation process, much like regular refinement, begins with a high-level model of a system, which we describe as a whole. Then, scale changes are applied to obtain a more detailed description, by describing components that compose the subsystems and their connections. An iterative modeling allows to refine IoT systems descriptions: A vertical refinement can be applied to add the architecture composition details iteratively and to obtain a more detailed description by zooming on previously defined components. A horizontal refinement is needed to add details on the interconnections between components and their interfaces, and to establish the compatibility of interfaces by determining interfaces that can satisfy all possible sequences of required and provided relationships.

V. CONCLUSION

Multi-scale modelling of IoT systems architectures can be used to validate their behavioral properties both from the functional and non-functional points of views. We can consider static and dynamic structures with spatio-temporal properties. The abstraction or refinement related to grain and extent can address both components composition, routing or processing functions and exchanged data structure. The modelling strategies can be conducted in a bottom-up way allowing to characterize emerging properties in IoT systems viewed as systems of systems. We can also proceed by a top down modelling until we reach the necessary detail level for proving a given property such as information propagation in networked services.
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Abstract—Topological data analysis is interested in problems relating to nonlinear systems, large scale data and development of more accurate models, that contribute to a high level research. In the study of time-series data we can identify problems that focus aspects of that nature, with applications to digital disease detection, gene expression, viral evolution, etc. In particular, it describes the qualitative aspects of the data, focusing the topological features with longest lifetimes. To encode the latter, it uses novel mathematical methods that can provide diagrams which are a clear and practical tool that allow us the detection of outliers and to capture the dynamics of the system. In this paper we review this methodology and discuss several applications that can lead to new perspectives to modelling and simulation in system behaviour.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Encoding the shape of data

Today, there is an increasingly urgent need to efficiently manipulate Big Data. To predict an outbreak of the next epidemics taking profit of the information present in the social media we need to have a fundamental mathematical knowledge that permits us to do so. Today’s interest in Big Data analytics is a powerful source of motivation of mathematical flavor [18]. Computational topology can successfully retrieve information from large and complex data sets. In particular, topological data analysis (TDA) has applications from social media analysis to cancer research, providing a multi-scale framework to study the shape of data. Its essential tool – persistent homology (also known as persistence) - combines the mathematical methods of algebraic topology with techniques of computational geometry to identify a global structure of a given point cloud.

In the past years TDA has been a vibrant area of research due mainly to developments in applied and computational algebraic topology. Essentially, it applies the qualitative methods of topology to problems of machine learning, data mining and computer vision. In particular, persistent homology is an area of mathematics interested in (a) identifying the global structure of data by deducing high-dimensional structure from low-dimensional representations; and (b) studying properties of a continuous space by the analysis of a discrete sample of that space. When considering a certain metric (i.e., a notion of distance on the space), one gets a perspective of the space under different scales. In that, small features will eventually disappear and be considered noise. Persistence allows us to compute the homology at all scales, thereby giving us the ability to find ranges of scales where the structure of the space is stable [12]. Techniques of persistence can be used to infer topological structure in data sets. Moreover, certain variations of the method can be applied to study aspects of the shape of point clouds. By considering all possible scales, one can infer the correct scale at which to look at the point cloud simply by looking for scales where the persistent homology is stable. Multi-scale methods enable us to study the topology of point clouds as a route for approximating topological features of an unobservable geometric object. For these reasons, multi-scale signatures are of great importance to the application of this research towards the development of new techniques in data science. Such theory leads to topological data analysis particularly for large, high-dimensional data where topological methods allow us to transfer information from local to global structures. A good introduction to persistent homology can be found in [4] and [7], and to general algebraic topology with a computational flavor in [24].

Evolving complex software systems contribute to a rapidly growing range of applications, products and services supporting daily human activities in all economic sectors. Due to this central role, their reliable operation became one of the key quality attribute. Hence, these software systems are developed in a sequence of releases aiming to adapt to continuously changing environmental needs. These systems are often safety critical and their reliable operation becomes one of the key quality attribute. The existing mathematical models to model software reliability are numerous [17], [16], [19] and extensively used in industrial practice to predict effort and time needed to bring the system to required reliability state [13]. Though, the main problem still remains and is related to early determination of the best mathematical reliability growth model early enough during the development process [23], [1]. In this paper we present the potential of TDA as a new approach to this problem, thorough the related study of the behaviour of biological systems such as epidemics and genetic variety. These serve us as motivation to later explore the potential to extract the topological features of system failure time series, in the context of their influence on failure distributions and, consequently, on reliability.

B. Related Work

The analysis of data in a time line is present in many applications beyond mathematics. Time series are present in applications of a wide range from medicine to aquaculture, being a framework to develop novel capabilities. The persistence approach to time series data analysis was motivated by the study of new ways to find
periodicity and quasi-periodicity in signals in [20]. The studied method is based on sliding windows providing time-delay reconstructions useful in dynamical systems and engineering applications. It consists in the topological study of a point cloud in dimension $N$ extracted from a given discrete sample of a time series by considering windows (i.e. closed intervals) with $N$ elements each that cover all the time series by moving forward one time step at the time. In that, each window provides the coordinates of a point in the point cloud (the images of each time step in the given time series). The persistence pipeline is then applied to that pointcloud in order to extract topological features that are further encoded in a persistence barcode, or equivalently, in a persistence diagram (see Figure 1). Each feature of the pointcloud is thus tracked by this encoding where the size of the corresponding bar in the barcode (i.e. the lifetime of the feature) is recorded. In that, noise is typically noticed by topological features with short lifetime, and relevant features are characterized by its persistence consequent of a long lifetime. This study shows in [20] that maximum persistence occurs when the window size corresponds to the natural frequency of the signal. Moreover, the discovery of periodicity in gene expression time series data across different processes is a central computational problem that can be tackled using this methodology. The quantification of time series periodicity in [21] using direct measurements evaluates the circularity of a high-dimensional representation of the signal, typical for gene expression data. Furthermore, this method was used in preliminary studies of epidemiological data in [5] to analyze the incidence of the Influenza virus across Europe and compare flu seasons in different countries. That studies show the complementary information that topological data analysis can provide towards classical quantitative methods such as Fourier analysis or dynamic time warping.

Moreover, the scientific advances in the analysis of time series contributes to progress both inside and outside of mathematics. Time series data is present in diverse areas of science from biology and medicine to engineering. A deeper insight in the features that can be retrieved from such data will permit a better understanding of the data itself in those various fields. The pioneering nature of this approach is the introduction of state-of-the-art methods of persistence in the context of the sliding window method in order to be able to manipulate more general data structures in the considered applications. An example of this is to consider the simultaneous study of several time series and extract topological features permitting us to access global information provided by that data. This approach to the study of time series permits innovation in the analysis of time series data and will contribute to the advances on global dynamics, enabling diverse applications to social media data (detecting temporal patterns from historical time-dependent data and project the detected patterns) or epidemiological data (comparing the real-time data of the flu seasons in different countries). The contributions with open source R and Python libraries to a wider research community are available in [11] and [14].

II. TOPOLOGICAL DATA ANALYSIS OF TIME-SERIES

The analysis and forecasting of time series data has many valuable applications such as monitoring the evolution of an epidemics, monitoring an industrial process, or tracking corporate business metrics. By a time series we mean a sequence of data points indexed by a linear ordered set (usually representing a time stamp). Many successful time series analysis methods exist, aiming to extract quantitative characteristics of the data (e.g. Fourier analysis). Though, when we want to compare the behaviour of two time series under the same linear referential, the qualitative analysis of such data can provide a valuable source of complementary information.

In order to use TDA to proceed with time-series analysis, the data needs to be projected to higher dimensions where an appropriate study of it’s shape is made possible. The method of sliding window persistence (also known as SW1PerS) has been successful in the study of time series data (see [20] and [6]). Given a time series $g_0, g_1, \ldots, g_S$ measured at times $t_0, t_1, \ldots, t_S$, we consider the graph of $g$ restricted to the interval (i.e. the window) $[t_i, t_i+w]$, where $i = 0, \ldots, S-w$ and $w$ is the length of the window, and we consider the pointcloud $\{(g_{t_i}, \ldots, g_{t_{i+w}}) | i = 0, \ldots, S-w\}$. This method is illustrated in Figure 2.

The sliding window method can then provide a pointcloud of a corresponding input time series, by projecting that data to $w$ dimensions, being $w$ the size of the considered window. Let us now take balls centered in each point of the pointcloud (for an appropriate metric) together with a real function - named height function. Such function permits us to consider growing radii, independent of a fixed threshold. In that we are assuming a topological filtration for that pointcloud. The topological information of the filtration can be encoded in a set of closed intervals - named a barcode - where the birth (first time stamp)...
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Fig. 3. Encoding persistent topological features of a space (on the left) into a persistence barcode (in the center) and its equivalent representation as a persistence diagram (on the right) [7].

and death time (last time stamp) of every connected component of the sample of a given topological space is recorded. Each barcode can also be represented by a multiset of vertices in a plane, eventually some of them with multiplicity bigger than 1, constituting an equivalent representation to the latter barcode – named a persistence diagram – where the first coordinate corresponds to the appearance – birth time – and the second coordinate corresponds to the disappearance – death time – of a topological feature (see Figure 3).

The standard method to compare two persistence diagrams is based on a bijection between the points - named bottleneck distance - and is therefore always at least the Hausdorff distance between the two diagrams. For points \( p = (p_1, p_2) \) and \( q = (q_1, q_2) \) in \( \mathbb{R}^2 \), let \( \| p - q \|_\infty \) be the maximum of \( |p_1 - q_1| \) and \( |p_2 - q_2| \). Let \( X \) and \( Y \) be multisets of points. Every persistence diagram is such a multiset. The bottleneck distance between \( X \) and \( Y \) is defined as

\[
d_B(X, Y) = \inf \sup_{\eta \in \text{bij}(X \to Y)} \| x - \eta(x) \|_\infty,
\]

where the infimum is taken over all bijections \( \eta \) from \( X \) to \( Y \). Each point with multiplicity \( k \) in a multiset is interpreted as \( k \) individual points, and the bijection is interpreted between the resulting sets.

These persistence diagrams can be compared at several simultaneous levels using functional summaries for data known as persistence landscapes [2]. These techniques are easily combined with tools from statistics and machine learning due to their quantitative nature.

Persistence landscapes are techniques of TDA that permit us to measure the pairwise distance between persistence diagrams at several different levels [2]. It extends bottleneck distance to a wider concept, providing us with more granularity to enhance the comparison. This method is illustrated in Figure 5. Formally, the persistence landscape is a function \( \lambda : \mathbb{N} \times \mathbb{R} \to \mathbb{R} \), where \( \mathbb{N} \) is the set of positive integers and \( \mathbb{R} = [-\infty, +\infty] \) the extended real numbers. Alternatively, it may be thought of as a sequence of functions \( \lambda_k : \mathbb{R} \to \mathbb{R} \), where \( \lambda_k(t) = \lambda(k, t) \). Define:

\[
\lambda_k(t) = \sup \{ m \geq 0 | \beta^{t-m,t+m} \geq k \},
\]

with \( \lambda : \mathbb{R}^2 \to \mathbb{R} \) given by

\[
\lambda(m, h) = \begin{cases} 
\beta m - h, m + h & \text{if } h \geq 0 \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

where \( \beta^{a,b} = \text{dim}(\text{Im}(M(a \leq b))) \), for any persistence module \( M \). The persistence module \( M \) attached to persistent homology of a time series in degree \( i \), as in our study, consists of degree \( i \) homology spaces \( M_i = H_i(X_r) \) of the Vietoris–Rips simplicial complex at level \( r \in \mathbb{R} \) and the linear maps \( M(r \leq s) : H_r(X_r) \to H_s(X_s) \) induced by the inclusion of simplicial complexes \( X_r \hookrightarrow X_s \). Hence, the image \( \text{Im}(M(r \leq s)) \) is the persistence homology space, and \( \beta^{r,s} \) is its Betti number.

Efficient algorithms for calculating persistence landscapes and distances between their averages are provided in [3].

III. APPLICATIONS

In the following we shall present a few applications of topological data analysis to areas of research that can contribute to the study of system behaviour due to their nature.

A. Gene expression

Due to the recent advances on genetic sequencing and its huge socio-economic impact, the bioinformatics field of gene expression is of growing importance. Since the availability of Next-Generation Sequencing, the genetic decoding is much faster and cheaper than it ever was. It also provides new Big Data problems to handle due to the size and complexity of the data extracted. In that, topological data analysis can provide important insights to that data (such as signal periodicity or finer clustering).

Often the study of time-series can lead us to multiple unknown signal shapes. These can be systemic indicators of imperfections like noise, trending, or limited sampling density. A central problem of such nature in computational biology is to identify periodically expressed genes across different processes. The design biases of existing methods for detecting periodicity, can limit their applicability. The authors in [21] used the method of sliding window persistence tagged as SW1PerS - mentioned in Section II - to quantify periodicity in a biological time series. The measurement was performed directly, in a shape-agnostic

Fig. 4. The bottleneck distance comparing two persistence diagrams [8].

Fig. 5. The comparison between persistence diagrams, each one of them representing the topological features of the reliability behaviour during evolution of the considered software products [2].
manner (i.e., without presupposing a particular pattern) by evaluating the circularity of a high-dimensional representation of the genetic signal (see Figure 6). The authors concluded that in biological systems with low noise (i.e., with more frequent interestingly shaped periodic signals), SW1PerS can be used as a powerful tool in exploratory analyses. Moreover, the lists of top 10% genes ranked with SW1PerS recover up to 67% of those generated with other popular algorithms in computational biology.

The impact of the progress in the study of gene expression data in clinical applications is growing due to the also growing interest in personalised medicine. The author in [15] shows that topological data analysis can help us providing a finer single-linkage clustering of the gene expression data (represented in Figure 7) after measuring the distance between persistence diagrams rather than clustering the raw data [15]. In that, the author compares persistence diagrams representing the encoded input data for two patients. Then, all persistence diagrams corresponding to all the patients are clustered using hierarchical clustering considering the earlier mentioned bottleneck distance on persistence diagrams. In the raw data, each patient is represented by a vector of numbers extracted from gene expressions. When comparing the clustering of this raw data with Euclidean distance, and the clustering of the correspondent persistence diagrams with bottleneck distance, the latter provides better visible clusters. The results on the biological level are still to be explored.

B. Digital epidemiology

The system Influenzanet monitors online the activity of influenza-like-illness (ILI) with the aid of volunteers via the internet. It has been operational for more than 10 years, and at the EU level since 2008. Influenzanet obtains its data directly from the population, contrasting with the traditional system of sentinel networks of mainly primary care physicians. Influenzanet is a fast and flexible monitoring system whose uniformity allows for direct comparison of ILI rates between countries [9].

Our goal with this study in [5] was to analyze the Influenzanet data using persistence, identifying topological features relevant to the epidemiological study. To do so, we identified data noise, distinguished higher dimension features and looked at the overall structure of the disease as well as its evolution during the flu season in Portugal and Italy. In particular, this provides a way to test agreement at a global scale arising from standard local models.

We used multidimensional scaling to identify outliers within the flu seasons analyzed in this study. TDA provides a qualitative analysis of the time series of the incidence of influenza, looking in particular at the peaks and dramatic changes. In that perspective, the time series of Italy 2009/10 and 2012/13 plotted in Figure 8 describe very different flu seasons with very different peaks. On the other hand, the flu seasons of Portugal 2008/09 and 2009/10 are identified being very close with very similar peaks, although the behavior of the curve being different. The knowledge on secondary attack rates in the influenza season is of importance to access the severity of the seasonal epidemics of the virus, estimated recently with
information extracted from social media in [25]. Here lies a strong point of TDA where it can provide relevant contribution complementing other methods.

The persistence diagrams in Figure 8, correspondent to the identified flu seasons of Italy 2009/10 and Italy 2012/13, and Portugal 2008/09 and 2009/10. They encode the lifetimes of the topological features of the curves of the time series of those seasons. Persistence diagrams are a clear and practical tool that allows us the detection of outliers and to capture the qualitative features of the dynamics of the system. These ideas provide a new approach to the analysis of the seasons in the epidemiology of Influenza.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK

The recent research on sliding window persistence provides a wide field of open problems that bring many challenges. This is mainly due to the novel approach of TDA, to the advances in the sliding window persistence methodology, and the further understanding of multidimensional persistence. The mathematical study of time series itself and its generalizations can profit from the contributions proposed in this project for the sliding window persistence method. Moreover, the modeling and prediction for topological time series analysis is today an area of study that was not yet tackled to date and where much can be developed, in particular with the recent progress of topological data analysis by itself and in relation to other areas of science. Being an emerging area in mathematics, computational topology can also take profit of the results of this project opening up novel areas of study with problems motivated by time series analysis.

In that, we shall focus further work on the application of this scientific progress to the study of the evolution of complex software systems. In such context, we consider as input the time series data of software failures in the several releases of software products. In Figure 9 we show as proof of concept the time series and topological data analysis of two open source software products from Eclipse community (JDT and PDE) and several releases of an industrial system from telecommunication core network product provider (MSC). This approach allows us to extend the application of the underlying mathematical models to study the behaviour of complex software systems, comparing reliability properties and existing reliability models. That will permits us to explore the application of persistent homology on reliability behaviour of software system, and to identify similarities between topological features within complex systems. Moreover, topological data analysis can prove itself useful for characterising software system behaviour early enough, and for early determination of several properties of system reliability as in [22].

Furthermore, the proposed application to more general time-based sets and their persistence structures will provide a wider framework where other data structures can be considered, sharing that same lifetime analysis flavor. This is the case of system behaviour, where time-series structures can be considered in a wider framework. In further research we will contribute to the software library RedHom, built for efficient computation of the homology of sets. This library implements algorithms implemented in C++ with bindings for python, based on geometric and algebraic reduction methods (see [14]). We will also contribute to the R package TDA which includes functions providing topological information about a given space (see [11] and [10]).
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Abstract - In analysing the movement and interaction of pedestrians it is very important to take into account the social groups they form. In this paper we describe the work we have done on the modelling of the spatial formations of socially interacting groups of pedestrians. We than explain the application of the obtained statistical models to the automatic detection of pedestrians who are in a group. The results show that a high detection accuracy can be achieved.

I. INTRODUCTION

Knowing the behaviour and state of people in an environment is important for applications such as security, surveillance [1,2], providing services [3] or the use of socially interacting robots and other autonomously navigating vehicles, like wheelchairs or delivery carts [4,5]. A large part of pedestrians move in groups [6] and present a specific behavioural and dynamical pattern [7]. For most of these applications it would be very useful to recognise pedestrians that move as part of groups, both for robot navigation purposes (since groups move in a different way and thus robots have to take into account such characteristic behaviour) or service and surveillance tasks (since groups exhibit specific behaviour and interests that are different from those of individuals).

Automatic detection and tracking of pedestrians using cameras [8] or range sensors [9] has recently become possible, but the automatic recognition of groups is still an open problem. In recent years a few works performing group recognition based on analysis of similarity and proximity in motion [10-12] have been proposed. The shortcoming of this approach is that it does not allow for identifying pedestrians who are actually socially interacting (and not just moving together), which are in general the target of the surveillance, service, and, since interacting groups have a strong tendency to keep on moving together, navigation applications. Furthermore, human observers generally do not need to examine a full trajectory to recognise interacting groups, since they can hint their nature based on visual clues such as conversation and gazing [13-15].

Although such clues are usually not available to tracking systems, the work in [7] showed that interacting groups move with a specific spatial and velocity structure, and thus their identification is possible also through a common tracking system. The works by Yücel et al. [16-19] already investigated the possibility of using pedestrian pair relative positions and velocity to recognize interacting groups and distinguish them from unrelated pedestrians or human-object (e.g. carts) pairs. Nevertheless, their works 1) combined a set of observations to obtain a binary evaluation of the nature of the pair, 2) did not take advantage of the theoretical and empirical insights like the ones described in [7], and 3) operated recognition in a fixed square area.

In this work we will build on the results of [7] to obtain a system that, in an arbitrary pedestrian environment and possibly based on a single observation, may provide us with the probability that a pedestrian pair is part of a group or not. Having the probability instead of just a binary yes-no classification is useful because it allows for better dealing with ambiguous situations. The recognition will be based on pedestrian pairs because walking groups of size larger than 4 do not present long lasting interaction and usually split in groups of 2 or 3 [20]. Furthermore we will assume that the structure of 3-people groups may be inferred by pairwise interaction, as suggested in [7]. This assumption will be examined again in the results section.

II. PEDESTRIAN GROUPS DATASET

The pedestrian data that was used in this work was collected by tracking pedestrians during 2 days in two large straight corridors which connect the Diamor shopping centre in Osaka, Japan, with the railway station. The tracking was done using an automatic tracking system described in [21], which used multiple laser range finders distributed in the environment. The collected pedestrian data was then analysed by one coder, who manually labelled pedestrians that were part of a group.

The whole dataset with pedestrian trajectories and labelled groups is freely available and can be downloaded from http://www.irc.atr.jp/sets/groups/. (It also contains pedestrian data taken in a different environment, but that one was not used in this work.)

III. GROUP MODELLING

Analysis in [20] has shown that two pedestrians who are socially interacting in a walking group tend to have a stable abreast formation, i.e. they walk in such a way that the direction of movement is perpendicular to the direction towards the partner. In [7] a theoretical model for this formation was proposed, which considered the
necessity of members of interacting groups to keep both their walking goal and interaction partner in their field of view, and this was compared and validated against empirical observations of pedestrian groups. In the resulting model if the relative position of a pedestrian pair is studied using polar coordinates in the "centre of mass frame" (or better just the average position frame, since to each pedestrian is assigned a fictitious mass \( m=1 \)), the spatial structure of a 2-people interacting group assumes a simple form. Following Fig. 1, we define \( r \) to be the distance between pedestrians and \( \theta \in [-\pi, \pi] \) the angle between the line connecting the pedestrians and the group velocity vector \( \mathbf{V} \), equal to the mean of the velocities of the two pedestrians, i.e. \((v_1+v_2)/2 \). The probability distribution for the interacting pedestrian’s relative position can then be written as proportional to the following expression [7]:

\[
p_i(r, \theta) \propto r \exp(-R(r)) \exp(-\Theta(\theta)).
\]

(1)

(Note that this also shows that \( r \) and \( \theta \) are statistically independent variables.) The functions \( R \) and \( \Theta \) in (1) are given by:

\[
R(r) = A/r + r + r_0,
\]

\[
\Theta(\theta) = B(\theta - \text{sgn}(\theta) \pi/2)^2,
\]

(2)

The parameters \( A, B \) and \( r_0 \) depend on the environment and pedestrian density [22-24]. For example, when the density of pedestrians is higher, people in a group will tend to stand closer to each other, which would result in a different function \( R \). We therefore do not try to model the functions in (2) explicitly but rely on the empirical distributions computed as frequency histograms. In other words, for each environment we gather pedestrian data and for the interacting pedestrian pairs we calculate the observed probability distributions \( p_i(r) \) and \( p_i(\theta) \). The probability in (1) then becomes:

\[
p_i(r, \theta) = p_i(r) p_i(\theta).
\]

(3)

For non-interacting groups, assuming isotropy of the environment and taking in account the finite size of the human body, we may model the probability distribution as a uniform one for \( r > \delta \) (= 0.5 m), i.e. using the polar Jacobian:

\[
p_{\text{n}}(r, \theta) = \begin{cases} C r & \text{if } r > \delta \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}
\]

(4)

so that \( r \) and \( \theta \) are again independent. Although the isotropy condition is quite strong, it appears to work reasonably well also for a bidirectional corridor like the Diamor environment, and we decided to use it due to its simplicity (there is no need of calibration or learning from collected pedestrian data). Since \( p_i(r) \approx 0 \) when pedestrians are sufficiently far away from each other, we can assume pedestrians to be non-interacting if their distance is larger than a fixed value \( \delta_{\text{MAX}} (=3 \text{ m}) \), which can be used to speed up the calculations.

Paper [7] studied also absolute velocity distributions, which were indeed different between groups and individuals, but their difference did not result to be strong enough for a stable recognition. We thus decided to compute, for both interacting and non-interacting pedestrians, the probability distribution of the magnitude of velocity difference \( dv \) (Fig. 1), since this value turned out to be clearly different for the interacting and non-interacting pairs:

\[
dv = |v_1 - v_2|.
\]

(5)

Using this value can be compared to the approach of [16], which used the scalar product of velocities \((v_1 \cdot v_2)\). However the velocity difference allows us to recognise pedestrians moving in the same direction but at different velocities (such as one pedestrian overtaking the other one) even with a single observation. One may still wish to use the scalar product as a preliminary binary condition (i.e. if the scalar product of the pedestrian velocities is negative they are clearly non-interacting) for computational economy.

The variable \( dv \) is also assumed independent from both \( r \) and \( \theta \), so with the addition of the probability distribution \( p_d(dv) \) (which also needs to be calculated from observations of pedestrians), the total probability for interacting groups becomes:

\[
p_i(r, \theta, dv) = p_i(r) p_i(\theta) p_d(dv).
\]

(6)

Apart from non-interacting and interacting pairs (denoted below as ‘non-group’ and ‘group’ relationships), we considered also another type of pair – that of a person pushing a wheelchair, a baby buggy or pram, or a cart. Compared to the interacting pairs, this type is different in that the two people are moving one after the other. We name this a ‘cart’ relationship. (Although carts are not people we included them here because our tracking system did not distinguish between humans and non-humans.) The probability of belonging to a ‘cart’ type of group \( p_c(r, \theta, dv) \) is calculated in a similar way as for interacting groups in (6), where the corresponding probabilities are again estimated based on observed data.

Fig. 2 shows an example of the probability distributions of the observables \( \theta, r, dv \), for each of the three types of relationships we considered. They were obtained based on the collected data described in section II, except for the angle \( \theta \) and radius \( r \) in the ‘non-group’ which were based on the theoretical model (5). There is obviously a large difference in the distributions between the ‘non-group’ and the other two cases, which suggest that it should be easy to distinguish between them. On the other hand the ‘group’ and ‘cart’ relationships mainly differ in the angle \( \theta \), which reflects the fact that interacting group pairs walk abreast while the ‘cart’ pairs move one after the other.
IV. ESTIMATION OF GROUP MEMBERSHIP

We wish to estimate the group membership probabilities, or to be more precise, the conditional probabilities $p(x|z)$, where $x$ is one of ‘non-group’, ‘group’ or ‘cart’, and $z$ is used here to denote the “measurement”, i.e. $z = \{\theta, r, dv\}$. Making use of the Bayes’ formula the group membership probability can be estimated as:

$$p(x|z) \propto p(x)p(z|x).$$  \hfill (7)

Here $p(x)$ is the prior probability for the group membership and $p(z|x)$ is the conditional probability (likelihood) of obtaining specific values for the observables depending on the case $x$. (The proportionality in (7) means that the final probabilities need to be normalized so that their sum is 1.) Using the fact that $\theta$, $r$, and $dv$ are independent variables, as discussed in the previous section, we have that:

$$p(z|x) = p(\theta|x)p(r|x)p(dv|x).$$  \hfill (8)

The conditional probabilities on the right-hand side correspond to the ones plotted in Fig. 2. As described in the previous section they can be obtained by collecting pedestrian data and calculating the resulting probability distributions for $\theta$, $r$, and $dv$, separately for pedestrians not in a group, pedestrians in a group and cart-pedestrian groups. Concerning the prior probability $p(x)$, since it represents the probability of group membership without any external knowledge, a good value for it can be the observed relative frequency of non-groups, groups and carts, which can also be obtained from the collected and labelled pedestrian data.

At each instant, based on the observed values of $\theta$, $r$ and $dv$ for a specific person and people surrounding her, it is possible to use (7) and (8) to calculate the probabilities for group membership. This will be called the instantaneous estimate in the following text.

Another approach is to have a recursive Bayesian estimation, where instead of using the same fixed prior $p(x)$ at every instant one can make use of the estimated probability from the previous time step as a better representative of our prior knowledge about the probability at the current instant. In that case (7) becomes:

$$p(x_k|z_k) \propto p(x_k|z_k-1)p(z_k|x_k),$$  \hfill (9)

where the index $k$ stands for the time instant. The factor $p(x_k|z_{k-1})$ in this expression is the predicted probability at step $k$ based on the measurements up to the previous step $k-1$. For that we use the estimated group membership probability from the previous step. However, we reset it partially toward the default prior value $p(x)$, to reflect the fact that we are less certain when predicting the probabilities for one step ahead:

$$p(x_k|z_{k-1}) = (1-\alpha)p(x_{k-1}|z_{k-1}) + \alpha p(x).$$ \hfill (10)

Here $\alpha \in [0, 1]$ is a factor which defines how quickly the estimator “forgets” the previously estimated value. Larger values of $\alpha$ correspond to quicker forgetting, and for $\alpha = 1$ the recursive estimate is equivalent to the instantaneous estimate.
one. Combining (8), (9) and (10) the estimated probability can be recursively updated from step to step (recursive estimate).

Finally, in order to make a classification based on the group membership probabilities it is enough just to chose as classification result the one type of relationship for which the estimated probability is higher then the other two cases.

V. RESULTS

To evaluate the estimation of the probability of belonging to a group we first trained the model on 20% of the dataset. The conditional probabilities plotted in Fig. 2 were obtained like that. Based on the observed data the prior probability $p(x)$ was set to the relative frequencies of non-group, group and cart pairs, which were 0.61, 0.33 and 0.05, respectively.

Table I shows a summary of the classification results. The percentage of correct results was high for pedestrians not in a group, in 2-person groups, and for people with carts. Recursive estimation (with forgetting factor in (10) $\alpha = 0.05$) gave a better classification rate than single instantaneous estimates, even though the difference was not large.

The accuracy of classifying 3-person groups was lower. This was not completely unexpected, since they were not explicitly modelled but instead we used the model for 2-person groups also for them. As shown in [7], 3-person groups tend to walk in a V-shaped formation and the spatial relations between two adjacent pedestrians in a 3-person group are typically somewhat different than for 2-person groups. In particular, the angle $\theta$ is different and can often fall out of the range typical for 2-person groups, which is why the classification frequently failed (in almost all error cases the pedestrians were classified as not being in a group).

An example of a successful estimation of group membership is shown in Fig. 3. The trajectories of the two pedestrians that were walking along the corridor (from right to left) are shown in Fig. 3a, and the corresponding estimated probabilities of non-group and group membership using both the instantaneous and recursive method are shown in Figs. 3b and 3c, respectively (the probability for being a cart-group stayed almost 0 all the time so it was omitted to keep the figure simple). The probability for being in a group was high at almost all instances resulting in correct classification.

At the end of the analysed trajectory the pedestrians slightly changed the direction of movement which affected the spatial formation and temporarily lowered the probability of being a group. Since it went below 50% and became smaller than the probability for non-group, the pair was misclassified as non-group for a few steps. This did not happen when using the recursive Bayesian estimator, which kept the group membership probability above 50%. This shows how the memory of the previous probability makes the recursive estimate more resilient to this kind of transitional behaviours, which is the reason why it gave better classification results in total.

An example of a situation where the classification gave a result different from how the coder labelled a group is shown in Fig. 4. Here again we had a group of two pedestrians walking along the corridor (from left to right). However after a while they suddenly stopped and started moving in the perpendicular direction (up) towards a store. The results in Figs. 4b and 4c show that although they were classified as group at the beginning of the trajectory, after changing the direction of movement they were classified as no longer being a group. The reason is that, as can be seen in the figure, they did not walk in an abreast formation any more but one of them was following the other, resulting in a larger angle $\theta$. Arguably, because of that they should no longer be considered a socially interacting group, so the estimated probabilities were actually correctly updated. Since the coder only labelled whole trajectories, cases like this where pedestrians were part of the time in a group and part of the time not necessarily lead to discrepancies between the estimate and the label and is one reason why 100% classification rates cannot be obtained.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this work we presented the modelling of spatial formation of groups of pedestrians and a method for using this model for detecting pedestrians who are part of a group. The method allows us to estimate the probability that a pair of pedestrians form a group (or part of group) based on the observed spatial and dynamical relationship between them and to continuously update this estimate. The results show that the proposed method allows to accurately distinguish between group and non-group pedestrian pairs, as well as a person with a wheelchair or cart.

The results presented here are still preliminary and there are several areas of possible improvement. First, we did not attempt to deal with groups of 3 or more people in a straightforward manner, but only looked at the pairs of pedestrians inside the group. While this allowed us to obtain a fairly simple method, it ignored the fact that in 3-person groups the spatial relationships are somewhat different. As a result the classification did not work so well. This could be improved by either including the pairs inside larger groups in the learning of the model or by making a more complex model which directly uses the statistics for 3 pedestrians.

The method was tested on only one environment and it still needs to be tried in other environments as well. It would also be interesting to test if a single model can be found that works well across many environments. Moreover, one could apply the knowledge on the

### Table I. Result of Detection of Groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>Correct Classification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Instantaneous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-group</td>
<td>96.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Groups</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-person</td>
<td>90.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-person</td>
<td>69.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cart</td>
<td>92%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
dependence of conditions such as people density, which were studied e.g. in [22-24], to automatically adapt the model (i.e. the conditional probability densities like the ones in Fig. 2) to a specific environment and current conditions.
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Abstract - eC T enriched Concrete Syntax Tree is introduced as a fundament of Abstract Syntax Tree platform for consistent static analysis across the input languages. It is based on the concept of enrichment of the complete syntax tree representing the input program by universal nodes. Universal nodes are based on the idea of imaginary nodes in an abstract syntax tree, but unified, so that one single node is used for all languages where it is applicable. In this paper, we describe a translation of eCST back to source code. At this moment, this is only translation to the original language in which code is written. However, the translation of eCST to a code written in the original language can have a wide spectrum of applications such as in semi-automated code refactoring and transformations.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, when software is rapidly developing and changing and the time for its delivery is quite short, the quality of that product is seldom high. Therefore, it is necessary to have some automated approach that will focus on the flaws in the design, efficiency, usage of resources and other important software characteristics.

When software metrics are applied, it shows us characteristics of the analysed software in numeric values. It is a very important practice in the process of software development - if these values are not within certain boundaries, it is a sign that something needs to be changed. In many cases, source code needs to be refactored [1][2] due to lacks in its structure, such as bad design decisions, copy-paste actions (code clones), inappropriate level of coupling and cohesion, and similar.

Furthermore, software evolves continuously and in order to follow this trend properly, it is often necessary to make changes to it. Reengineering is a complex process which consists of reverse engineering, performing changes, and forward engineering [1]. It can be demanding, but in order to keep a project “alive”, it is an activity that usually needs to be performed from time to time. It enables us to fix all upcoming and possible errors in their early stages, while it is still not so costly.

Software projects are mostly not simple programming solutions, but rather very complex and they consist of a large number of programming languages and technologies. Maintenance of these projects requires an attention to their quality where abiding by the guidelines that were mentioned is crucial [3]. In this process, it is advisable to have a tool which will provide necessary analyses that are consistently applicable to all programming languages that were used [2][4][5].

In most cases, reengineering process is performed on internal representations of the source code, which means placing source code elements in some special structures such as trees, graphs, meta-models and similar [6][7][8]. The most commonly used structure is the tree, which can also vary on the level of abstraction, i.e. the amount of information extracted from the original source code. The idea behind using these internal representations is enabling automation or at least semi-automation in the reengineering process. That is why it is necessary to have a tool (or a set of tools) which will provide this kind of functionality for us [1][2].

SSQSA [9] is a platform which is created to integrate tools for software quality analysis. Its main goals are focused on consistency in source code analysis, reached by an innovative intermediate representation, enriched Concrete Syntax Tree (eCST) [9]. SSQSA is extending its functionalities to perform and monitor code changes, such as reengineering and code refactoring, not only to point out errors, but also to help the analysed software evolve. It is language independent and the main benefit of such approach is the ability to uniformly analyse and improve software systems upon flaw detection, regardless of how many languages their components are implemented in.

Prior to manipulating eCST or any other intermediate representation, it is necessary to generate it. A general recommendation in SSQSA is to use generated parsers with inbuilt mechanism to build uniform trees for all languages. Our first choice is ANTLR parser generator (AAnother Tool for Language Recognition) which provides very intuitive notation for modifications of the trees to be generated [10].

This paper describes the possibility of transforming eCST back to source code. It describes general guidelines to follow in order to have eCST with all characteristics required to achieve successful translation. This is important as an illustration and the first step to a more general reengineering and refactoring process: read the code, refactor it in eCST (which will be implemented only once for all supported languages), and put it back into source code.

Paper outline: In the next section we will introduce basics of ANTLR parser generator which importantly
facilitated our task. Afterwards, we introduce SSQSA platform and its internal representation, eCST and illustrate how translation will be used in the reengineering and refactoring process. Section 4 describes the basic principles to follow in order to achieve all characteristics of the eCST required for the successful translation and the translation itself. Section 5 briefly describes the related work. Finally, in the last section we conclude this research and describe plans for the future work. The eCST was not complete and the only thing that was missing were comments. They could be used, for example, to indicate existence of bad smells and it was necessary to include them into eCST.

II. ANTLR

ANTLR \(^1\) \(^2\) is a tool that automatizes generation of language processing tools, i.e. lexers and parsers. These tools recognize, analyse and transform input code, based on a grammar of the language that we have previously defined. ANTLR provides automation and flexibility in work with a variety of languages, their grammars and translation rules. All the necessary corrections regarding the structure and the content of the resulting tree are specified in the grammar [10].

Based on a language grammar, ANTLR generates corresponding language lexer (scanner) and parser. Lexers take a byte stream as an input and provide a stream of tokens, based on rules defined in the grammar. Aside from generating specified tokens, they are able to place some of them, such as whitespaces, in a separate channel that can be marked as hidden. Parsers later mostly use the main token stream, usually provided by lexers, to match phrases using the rules that are specified and performs some semantic actions for those phrases. At the end of these phases, it is common to generate syntax trees, which are useful for performing additional processing.

Notation used in rule expressions is very similar to EBNF (Extended Backus–Naur form) notation [11]. Basically, a grammar rule consists of three parts: rule name, parsing rule expression and tree rewriting rule expression. A rule notation is as follows.

\[
\text{ruleName: parsing rule expression} \rightarrow \text{tree rewriting expression}
\]

The third part of the rule is optional. If nothing is specified there, the resulting tree will be generated in the default structure, without adding new nodes or omitting any of the existing ones. However, some basic manipulations on the tree can be done even in the second part of the rule. For example, "!" is used to exclude some nodes from the tree, while "~" is used to define a parent-child order in the subtree. Still, some modifications of the tree, e.g. insertion of additional (imaginary) nodes, are possible only in the tree rewriting expression.

ANTLR parser generator is not the only available option for generating parsers that can create and walk parse trees. They could also be generated manually. This approach is recommended for integration of a new language in SSQSA framework to reduce the time and effort required to complete this process.

III. SSQSA CONCEPTS AND PRINCIPLES

Set of Software Quality Static Analyzers (SSQSA) is a platform for building a quality analysis framework. It is focused on consistency of static software analysis based on independency of the input language. The idea behind it is the following: the source code of one of the supported languages is translated into an enriched Concrete Syntax Tree (eCST). eCST is a universal intermediate representation created by using a predefined set of nodes, called universal nodes, to enrich a complete concrete syntax tree. Enriched Concrete Syntax Tree (eCST) is an intermediate structure to which all the source code is translated to. The whole concept of SSQSA universality and language independence is based on it.

A. Enriched Concrete Syntax Tree eCST

Syntax trees are frequently used for source code analysis. SSQSA defines its own special kind of trees, a combination of abstract syntax trees and concrete syntax trees, which differ on the abstraction level of the available data.

Enriched Concrete Syntax Tree (eCST) [9] is a syntax tree that contains all the concrete tokens. It is enriched by universal nodes. The universal nodes are imaginary nodes, which are added in the phase of generating abstract syntax trees. The idea behind using them is to denote the semantic of a concrete syntax in its subtree. These nodes are used to represent all the necessary source code elements. Set of these universal nodes is as minimal as possible and it is the same for all supported languages. For example, LOOP_STATEMENT node is used to represent all kinds of statements that imply repetition of execution, such as for, loop, while, do-while... The way this set of nodes was selected was by observing some characteristics that are in common for most of the programming languages.

eCST universal nodes are parents of the subtrees with the specific meaning. Information about this meaning is in the universal node. The subtree contains other subtrees and the concrete source code elements, which are usually the leaf nodes. That gives us the exact information that we need for the source code reconstruction, since universal nodes tend to generalize parts of code (i.e. otherwise we would not know if LOGICAL_OPERATOR node represents or any other kind of logical operators).

B. Q A Components

SSQSA components have different roles. The first kind of components is taking care of providing necessary structures for future analysis. The eCST Generator has a crucial role in this task, since it generates eCST from source code. Furthermore, there is a set of generators of derived internal representation, such as eGDN (enriched General Dependency Network) and eCFG (enriched Control Flow Graphs). These generators are only implemented in order to provide structures for easier
further analysis. They are also language independent, since they create internal representations by extracting necessary information already contained in eCST. The other type of components are analysers, the ones operating on these structures. They are calculating software metrics, detecting code clones, and performing many other calculations and measurements concerning software quality. Both kinds of these components are implemented only once, independently of input language. The way components communicate is by exchanging XML files.

C. Extendability and adaptability of SSQSA

The meaning of extendability in terms of SSQSA was easy support of new analyses by implementing a certain algorithm on one of the existing intermediate representations or adding another language [9].

The advantage of the approach that is used in creating and developing SSQSA is the possibility to develop components exactly once. Newly introduced analysers are applicable to all supported languages because they operate either directly on eCST or indirectly, on eCST-based representations, and not on the source code itself.

Apart from that, adaptability of SSQSA reflects the possibility to add a support for a new input language. If a new language is introduced to SSQSA, source code written in this language can easily be translated to eCST and analysed by the existing analysers.

The extension of SSQSA in the sense of adding a new analyser or introducing a new language always meant adding exactly one implementation for all analysers to support all languages or for all languages to be analysable by all analysers. That is because eCST serves as a mediator between them. Therefore, it is clear that eCST plays an important role in the concept of extendability and adaptability in SSQSA.

For the purpose of new implementations, one might find some pieces of information missing. In the case of writing eCST back to its original source code without omitting any information, it meant including elements missing in the eCST, e.g. comments.

D. Transformations

Additional transformations could be performed on eCST before returning it to the original source code. These transformations would be unique and the source code could be generated back from the transformed tree. Some of these transformations could be implemented for the purpose of refactoring. Generally, there are many formalisms used for refactoring, such as assertion, graph transformation [1][12][13] and software metrics [1]. In our approach, the following should be done to refactor the code:

1. generate eCST from source code
2. transform eCST using implemented, language independent transformations
3. generate source code from the transformed eCST

We can illustrate this process by a very simple example. Let us assume that we want to transform the following fragment of source code:

\[
a = b + x*y; // to be factored
\]

We want to split the complex expression at the right-hand side of the assignment operator to simple expression as follows:

\[
/* factored */
z = x*y;
a = b + z;
\]

To meet this goal automatically, we first generate the eCST (Fig. 1).

Afterwards we transform the tree according to our goal – simplifying the expression. This means creating an additional assignment statement, moving multiplication part to this subtree and replacing this part of the original subtree with the variable that gets the value of this multiplication. In some languages, it will be required to declare the new variable first, and this task will involve some learning algorithm. It is important to notice that this transformation does not require only moving the tree nodes, but also intervention on numbers of lines and columns in the concrete token nodes. Universal nodes have generic values for these attributes as they do not figure in the source code. Result of these transformations is given in Fig. 2.

Finally, we generate the code from the eCST. We can notice that, apart from transformed expressions, we also changed the comment. Now it is block comment, moved in front of the code fragment which is also done as a part of the eCST transformation.

The external tool eCSTAntiGenerator serves to generate source code from eCST. By inspection of the implementation it was established that the code generation works independently of the source code. It is based only on the information about position of the tokens in the source code. This means that the same tool can be used for all combinations of programming languages that are supported by the SSQSA environment. However, in order to enable eCSTAntiGenerator to successfully generate code from eCST, it was necessary to place all concrete code elements, including comments, in the tree.

![Figure 1. eCST which is generated from the original source code before the transformation](image)
IV. COMPLETENESS OF THE ECST

Most of intermediate language representations (including earlier version of eCST) contain only those data from the source code that are important for the purpose of the representation (e.g., compilation, measurements, transformations, etc...). Thus, most of the intermediate representations do not contain comments but also various kinds of concrete code elements such as separators, etc., depending on the purpose. For example, one of previous versions of eCST for the previously introduced example (the original version before transformation) would look as illustrated by the Fig. 3. In the previously implemented analyses we completely omitted all whitespaces including comments, but also separators. For purposes of Halstead metrics calculation, we included separators, while now, for code generation, we need all information contained in the source code to be represented by eCST. This is the main rule to be followed when generating the eCST. Additionally, we have a set of rules for enriching the tree by universal nodes, but these are irrelevant in this context.

In order to retain the completeness of the eCST we have to follow certain rules already while writing a language grammar (or parser if developed manually). There are two main rules to be followed:
(1) Keep all concrete tokens in the tree.
(2) Stay aware of whitespaces.

Practically, there are different approaches to follow them, and different aspects of the rules when a certain approach is chosen. We will focus on writing ANTLR grammar as it is the recommended choice.

A. Program syntax completeness

We have to consider two situations to keep all concrete tokens in the tree.

1. The rule does not contain the tree rewriting rule

In some trees, the separator “comma” in “expList” rule, would be omitted, but it is not in eCST. Furthermore, we did not do any restructuring if this subtree as all expressions should appear listed at the same level in the tree. In the “expression” rule we, again, do not omit anything but we build the subtree whose parent is a relation and children are simple expressions participating in this relation.

This is an ANTLR specific step and it means that the resulting tree will be automatically built with changes or interventions related to the content of the tree. In some other compiler generators, rules should be set in such a way to explicitly build the resulting tree (or any other intermediate representation).

The rule does contain the tree rewriting rule

The rewriting rules should only restructure (i.e., “pack”) the input language structure into an eCST and universal nodes should be built in it (following the certain rules). The following example illustrates one case, where the Modula-2 language construct for assignment statement is transformed into an appropriate universal eCST node.

Assignment :
qualidentWithTail ':=' expression
  =>
    ^(ASSIGNMENT_STATEMENT
      ^(ASSIGN_OPERATOR ':=')
        qualidentWithTail
        ^(VALUE expression)
    ) ;

B. Whitespaces awareness

Apart from the abovementioned rules to preserve all language elements, whitespaces are usually a separate problem. There is usually no need to represent whitespaces in the intermediate program representations, because they are typically of no value for any of possible analyses. On the other hand, the definition of whitespaces in the language grammar can be cumbersome and is usually done on the level of the scanner that will typically ignore them. To define whitespaces in ANTLR (and similar compiler generators) we are using ‘channels’. Figure 2. Illustration of the resulting eCST after having performed the transformation

Figure 3. The structure of earlier version of eCST before introducing comments and separators
Channel is the filter that defines which tokens will be directed to which specific parser. By default, all “important” tokens are sent to the main parser, while tokens that constitute whitespaces will be sent to other channels to be handled separately, usually ignored.

In our context, the only whitespaces of importance are comments. Other whitespaces (spaces, new lines, etc.) can be closely reconstructed from the positions of tokens around them, while comments should be processed separately. All comments can be divided in three main categories: block comment, line comment and documentation comment. Accordingly, we introduce three universal nodes to denote comments.

- **BLOCK_COMMENT**, representing comments that can take more than one line.
- **LINE_COMMENT**, representing one line comments
- **DOC_COMMENT**, representing comments that are used for documenting program.

Comments belonging to these three different types will be directed to three different channels: 11, 12, and 13, respectively. The following example shows definitions for block and line comments in Java, while documentation ones are very similar to block comments:

```java
/blockComment :
   blockCommentStart
   ( options {greedy=false} ; . )*
   blockCommentEnd
   { $channel = 11; };

/lineComment :
   lineCommentStart
   ~(\n|\r)\* '/r'? '\n'
   { $channel = 12; };
```

Directing comments to separate channels will enable their collecting, but they are still not included in the generated eCST. We still have to process them and to postprocess the tree in order to integrate corresponding subtrees to the eCST. This process is illustrated by Fig. 4.

**Processing the comments**

Once the comments are defined according to their types and sent to appropriate channels/parsers, they should be merged in eCST tree that contains the program code. To do so, one could intercept the communication between lexer (scanner) and parser. The usual relationship between lexer and parser (in ANTLR) is the following:

The lexer is initialized for the provided input. Then the common token stream is created based on it, and passed to initialize the parser based on it. The parser iterates the common token stream, using the iteration method implemented in the lexer, and processes tokens. To influence this usual flow of tokens between lexer and parser and to intercept tokens in between, one needs to implement an alternative token collector which will be able to process also the alternative streams. Effectively, when token given by the token iterator is the one whose channel belongs to the set of predefined set of channels (in our case 11, 12, 13), the token is saved in internal collection of the alternative token collector. Afterwards, collected tokens are packed in subtrees of corresponding universal nodes of eCST, depending on the channels from which they were collected. Now we have collected all the tokens, including comments but in a separate collection.

**Postprocessing eCST to integrate the comments**

The remaining problem is how to put collected comments to a proper place in the eCST tree. Architecturally it is the best to do so in a separate component in the form of postprocessor.

The proper place for the comment will be defined as a child of lowest common ancestor of two tokens, one of which is immediately before and the other one immediately after the comment. In other words, the position of the comment in a subtree of lowest common ancestor should be between ancestors of tokens that are around the comment in the source code. The outline of the algorithm is the following:

- Find the preceding token;
- Find the succeeding token;
- Find the lowest common ancestor;
- Find the proper position in a subtree with respect to above-mentioned principles;
- Insert the comment to the found proper position.

After this process, we have a complete eCST and we can perform translation.

**V. RELATED WORK**

The motivation for reengineering has not been present only in SSQSA. Research on a language-independent meta-model for modelling object-oriented software for the purposes of reengineering was described in [14], later used in platform. The advantage of SSQSA, in this case, is that it is not limited to a specific family of languages — it supports object-oriented, procedural and functional languages.  

**VI. CONCLUSION**

Reading the source code, transforming it to intermediate representation and then writing it back in the same or analogous form, proved to be important as a pre-requisite to source code transformations, refactoring, etc.,

---

3SSQSA architecture has components involved in manipulating eCST. One of them is eCST Adaptor, a specific eCST post-processor.
The flow and logic behind intercepting comments and including them into eCST is not so easy. For this task it is also important to preserve the comments. In this paper we showed how it can be done using eCST, ANTLR, Modula-2 and Java as case studies. We understand that results described in this paper are the first step that will lead to a more general tool which will perform already mentioned tasks. By using eCST as an intermediate representation, we will have the possibility to implement code transformations only once and then it will be applicable to all supported languages.

Also, it is possible to use this converter for the purpose of developing new features in SSQSA. They could involve some transformations, such as refactoring. This feature would be useful in everyday software development, but also in improving legacy code and optimizations. Since principles of refactoring are similar in most of the languages, a logical step is to try to integrate them in SSQSA by creating single implementations performed on eCST, rather than on each language separately.

Without tree transformations, it could also be possible to perform translation, i.e. to generate eCST from source code written in one language and later transform eCST to source code of another one, but it would have to involve much more research.
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Abstract - Devices and methods for interaction with a computer do not change very often. However, with technology advancements, solutions for new ways of human-computer interaction are possible. Specifically for physically disabled users, solutions for contactless interaction with a device promise new possibilities for independent computer use and management. In this study a solution for a contactless interaction with a computer was proposed based on a brain-computer interface (BCI) device Emotiv EPOC+. The device is able to detect brain signals, facial expressions or levels of engagement (e.g. frustration, mediation, etc.), eye movement and head position through the built-in gyroscope sensors. The contactless interaction solution proposed in this study was based on mapping facial expressions into user interface commands, head-movement detection for controlling the mouse cursor, and a virtual keyboard, which was developed to enable text input. The proposed solution was tested in a quasi-experimental setting, where non-disabled users had to complete several computer tasks. After completing the tasks, perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use of the proposed solution were assessed. At the end, limitations and future work are discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

It is estimated that there is over a billion of people that are living with disability [1]. Disability is a complex and multidimensional human condition that almost everyone is going to experience at some point in life. Disability is a general term for different types of impairments. It is expected that almost everyone will get temporary or permanently impaired and older people are going to experience increasing difficulties in functioning [1].

In this paper we are addressing people with motor disabilities especially. The Slovenian Paraplegic Association [2], founded in 1969, is a major national organization that represents and protects paraplegics and quadriplegics and enforces their rights and interests. The most common causes of disability traffic are accidents, falls from heights, jumping into water, spinal cord surgery, etc. In 2015 there were 1049 people registered in the organization, which is approximately 0.051% of population living in Slovenia. Of these, more than half were people diagnosed with paraplegia and a third with tetraplegia [3].

Person’s quality of life, especially in case of persons with motor impairments, can be affected by different factors such as physical health, psychological state, level of independence, social relationship, etc. [4]. Motor impaired users are mostly not able to use the standard computer interfaces (e.g. mouse, keyboard) due to their health condition preventing them to use one or both hands. By being able to use a computer, motor impaired users can gain in their quality of life through the access to different online services, such as communication, education, socialization, e-commerce, e-banking, etc. The ability to control computers and other devices needed for accessing such services has become a necessary part of our lives in order to be able to live modern life [5].

Latest advancements in different fields such as electronics, computers, wireless technologies, signal processing and classifications have enabled development of new non-invasive or user-friendly wireless devices, which can be used for implementing innovative solutions for human-computer interaction (HCI), providing capabilities for computer controlling through speech recognition, brain activity, eye-tracking, etc. Such accessories and solutions for assistive technology (AT) have enabled to design and implement new ways for controlling computers with hands-free solutions [5].

People with motor impairments are confined within a home environment, unable to use devices like TV, lights, computers, kitchen accessories, etc. This study is focused on designing an AT solution, which will enable motor impaired users to independently control and use computers based on a brain-computer interface (BCI) device. The BCI device provides users ability to control a computer by using brain activity only [6]. The BCI devices can be categorized based on their degree of recording invasiveness of the electroencephalography (EEG) method into one of the three categories [7]: invasive (scalp EEG recording), partially or medium invasive (electrocorticography), and highly invasive (intracortical recording).

The BCI is one of the most growing fields of interdisciplinary research, involving disciplines such as neuroscience, computer science, engineering and clinical rehabilitation [8]. In the past few years several commercial BCI headsets were launched, which accelerated the research and development of this technology for various home environment settings. Recent
advancements in the field of EEG technology and BCI have offered acceptable quality-to-cost ratio and easy-to-use, out-of-the-box equipment with commercial BCI headsets, which can be used for variety new applications [9].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In next section, existing research based on the Emotiv EPOC+ device is summarized. Section that follows, describes the Emotiv EPOC+ device and corresponding software packages that were used in this study for developing the solution for the contactless interaction with the computer. In section four, the proposed solution is presented. Results of a pilot study, which aimed to test the proposed solution, are discussed in section five. The last section concludes the paper together with directions and ideas for future research.

II. RELATED WORK

Results of several years of research are promising with solutions with BCI applications such as BCI systems for environmental control [10], speller systems [11,12], interfaces for robotic wheelchair steering [13–15], gaming [16–18], etc. In existing literature, several studies were published reporting results of evaluation of the Emotiv EPOC+ device and its application. For example, the EPOC+ device was used for designing and developing a BCI-based system for generation of synthesized speech, which works on eye-blinks detected from EEG signals [19].

The EPOC+ device was also used for improving a speech interaction system by integrating the BCI device for the purpose of associating the brain signals with commands for controlling wheelchair chairs for paralyzed people [20]. A study conducted by Vourvopoulos and Liarokapis demonstrated, that that commercial BCIs like EPOC+ can be used for effective and natural robot navigation both in the real and the virtual environments [8].

Motor imagery is also an interesting topic in BCI research, which examines brain activity when imagining motoric activities such as moving the left hand. EPOC+ device could be used for acquiring brainwaves, however a recently published study showed that the device is not recommended for implementing motor imagery application [21].

In the field video games, the EPOC+ device can be used for assessing user experience and cognitive processes caused by various stimulus modalities and gaming events while playing video games producing [22]. As demonstrated in [23], the EPOC+ device can also be used for analyzing how the frontal lobe of the brain (executive function) works in terms of prominent cognitive skills during games playing.

To the best of our knowledge, this study is a first attempt to develop and evaluate a solution for contactless interaction with a computer based on the EPOC+ device and it capabilities for providing information about facial expressions, head-movement and others.

III. EMOTIV EPOC+ DEVICE

Emotiv EPOC+ is a 14 channel wireless non-invasive EEG and electromyography (EMG) device, which was designed for contextualized research and advanced BCI applications [24]. Electrodes of the EPOC+ headset are located at AF3, AF4, F3, F4, F7, F8, FC5, FC6, P7, P8, T7, T8, O1, O2 with two additional sensors that serve as CMS/DRL reference channels (one for the left and the other for the right hemisphere of the head) [22].

The EPOC+ headset is able to detect brain signals and facial expressions or levels of engagement (e.g. frustration, mediation, etc.), eye movement and head position through the built-in gyroscope sensors. The 9-axis inertial motion sensor allows several motion/positional tracking and monitoring. The sampling rate of motion data is adjustable by the user (128Hz, 64Hz, 32Hz, or off). The device can be trained in order to recognize cognitive neuro-activities. Emotiv provides several software solutions for receiving and analyzing EEG data from the headset together with APIs and detection libraries:

- **Performance Metrics & Emotional States** suite provides capabilities for monitoring user’s emotional states in real time and enables an extra dimension in interaction by allowing the computer to respond to user’s emotions. Using this suite user’s state of mind can be monitored and analyzed and information used for different innovative solutions. For example, music and lighting can be adjusted according to the user’s experience in real time. Next, while in game, the difficulty level of the game can be tailored and adjusted according to the user’s gaming experience. This suite can be used in combination with eye tracking devices and other solutions which together provide rich information for real time evaluation of the user’s experience while using the computer or mobile device. Information provided by this suite can be used also for implementing adaptive user interfaces that can adjust according to user’s engagement, excitement, and other states.

- **Facial Expressions** enables interpretation of the signals measured by the EPOC+ headset into facial expressions in real time. This suite can be used for example for implementing avatars that react to user’s facial mimics in real time.

- **Mental Commands** is a suite that can read and interpret user’s conscious thoughts and intent. With this suite solutions for manipulation of virtual (e.g. an object in a computer game) or real objects (e.g. robotic arm) based on user’s thoughts detection can be implemented.
Emotiv TestBench (see Fig. 1) is a software package that is used for displaying data from the Emotiv EPOC+ headset, including EEG signals, contact quality, FFT, motion detection signals, wireless packet acquisition or loss display, marker events and headset battery level. The software is able to record and replay files in a binary EEGLAB format. The binary format can also be converted into a .csv format for analyzing using open source EEG data analysis software such as OpenViBE, BCI2000, Matlab libraries, etc.

In EEG systems it is difficult to separate the muscle signals from the brain signals, therefore most medical EEG systems require that patients don’t move and stay completely still while recording. Due to the sensitivity of these EEG recording systems the recordings can be biased through eye blinks and swallowing. However, Emotiv solutions are able to filter these noises and actually use these noise information as their advantage when compared with other EEG solutions. Eight of the fourteen EEG sensors of the EPOC+ device are placed in the frontal head lobe, which can read signals from the facial muscles and eyes. Most EEG systems treat these signals as noise and these are being filtered and eliminated from further analysis. Emotiv has adjusted the detection of brain signals and based on their classification algorithms they are able to detect which muscles have caused the noise. Facial expressions such as left eye wink, right eye wink, raising eyebrows, smile, etc. can be detected through the analysis of noises caused by different muscles. Detection of the eye movement is also possible because eye is electrically polarized and its movement causes electrical signals, which in turn can be detected.

All the above described features provided by the Emotiv EPOC+ devices can be used for implementing innovative human-computer interaction solutions that can replace standard computer devices such as the mouse and the keyboard completely.

IV. DESIGN OF THE SOLUTION FOR CONTACTLESS COMPUTER INTERACTION BASED ON EPOC+

For designing the solution for hands-free HCI, together with the Emotiv EPOC+ headset following software was required:

- Emotiv Xavier EmoKey (see Fig. 2) enables to specify the translation map between specific facial expressions and computer commands. It can be used for simulating the use of mouse buttons, keyboard buttons or combinations of keys.

- Emotiv Xavier ControlPanel (see Fig. 3), which is the basic software package for managing the EPOC+ device. This software is necessary when first placing the headset on the head and establishing the communication link between the device and the computer. It enables to check the quality and strength of the signals, the ability for facial expression detection, the cursor movement ability through the gyroscope sensors, etc. The ControlPanel software can also be used for training purposes in operating the computer through mental commands.

- Emotiv EPOC Brain Activity Map – is a solution that shows brain activity on individual sensors and provides additional graphical information about it.

Solutions for hands-free interaction with the computer usually also need virtual keyboard similar to the keyboards on mobile devices with touchscreens. There are several solutions for virtual keyboard available such as OptiKey. There are also solutions that enable writing based on the speech recognition. However, due to the compatibility issues with Emotiv software and because speech recognition didn’t work for the Slovenian language, we developed a custom virtual keyboard. The developed keyboard allowed inserting special characters
such as ‘š’, ‘č’, etc. Some extra buttons/functionalities were added as well such as “copy all”, “delete all”, “clear clipboard”, etc.

To be able to use the computer for tasks such as writing an e-mail, browsing on the web, watching videos, etc., the solution for hands-free computer use has to enable triggering actions equal to traditional input interfaces. The EmoKey software enables to emulate computer keys and mouse buttons, which are triggered based on the specified facial expression. In this study, several facial expressions were translated into computer commands using the EmoKey software (see Table I for definitions). With combination of the virtual keyboard, the proposed solution enables to opening applications, positioning the mouse cursor on the specific button or application area, etc.

V. EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSED SOLUTION: A PILOT STUDY

The proposed solution was evaluated at the faculty in a controlled lab environment. For testing purposes, six computer tasks were specified, which users had to complete using the proposed solution only. The specified tasks were: (1) writing a short “Hello”-type e-mail using a web browser and an Gmail account, (2) finding a photo in the photo gallery on the computer using the Windows explorer, (3) downloading an e-book (PDF) from a specific web address, opening the e-book and finding a specific chapter in the book, (4) making a short Skype call, (5) finding a YouTube video and viewing the video at a specific time frame, and (6) completing an online purchase in an online shop. Prior executing the tasks, users were logged in to online services and they didn’t have to register and/or login. During the execution of the tasks users were not allowed to use the mouse and the computer keyboard.

In the pilot study, which objective was to evaluate the proposed solution, ten non-disabled users participated. At the beginning of the testing session we explained them the purpose of the experiment and explained how the Emotiv EPOC+ device functions. Then, all sensors of the device were moistened and the headset was put on the head of the participants. After the quality of the signals was checked, the participants entered the training phase of the experiment (see Fig. 4). The training phase is important for users as well as for the Emotiv software and its machine learning algorithms. For training purposes the Emotiv Xavier Control Panel was used. After users felt comfortable with using the headset and the sensitivity of

![Figure 4. The evaluation of the solution](image-url)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facial expression</th>
<th>Computer command</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Left eye wink</td>
<td>Click of the left mouse button</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right eye wink</td>
<td>Click of the right mouse button</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raised eyebrows</td>
<td>Pressing the button “Enter”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clenching teeth</td>
<td>Pressing the combination of keys “Ctrl+V”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raised rgh corner of the mouth</td>
<td>Pressing the button “Backspace”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head movement</td>
<td>Moving the mouse cursor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II. THE TRANSLATION MAP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facial expression</th>
<th>Computer command</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Left eye wink</td>
<td>Click of the left mouse button</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right eye wink</td>
<td>Click of the right mouse button</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raised eyebrows</td>
<td>Pressing the button “Enter”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clenching teeth</td>
<td>Pressing the combination of keys “Ctrl+V”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raised rgh corner of the mouth</td>
<td>Pressing the button “Backspace”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head movement</td>
<td>Moving the mouse cursor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS OF PU AND PEOU

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>median</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PU1</td>
<td>1.5 5 3 1 0 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PU2</td>
<td>1 6 3 0 1 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PU3</td>
<td>1 6 2 1 1 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PU4</td>
<td>1 6 1 2 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PU5</td>
<td>1 6 3 0 1 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PU6</td>
<td>2 4 4 1 0 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEOU1</td>
<td>3.5 1 0 4 5 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEOU2</td>
<td>2.5 1 4 4 1 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEOU3</td>
<td>4 0 0 1 6 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEOU4</td>
<td>3.5 2 1 2 4 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEOU5</td>
<td>4 0 3 1 5 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEOU6</td>
<td>3 1 0 5 4 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the facial expressions detections were adjusted according to individuals’ facial expression capabilities, participants got instructions for completing the six tasks.

The main purpose of this study was to evaluate users’ perceptions about usefulness (PU) and ease of use (PEOU) of the proposed solution. Times needed for completing tasks were not measured. After users completed the tasks, they answered a questionnaire consisting of items that were adapted from the Technology Acceptance Model [25]. PU and PEOU items were measured using a 5-point Likert type scale with values from 1 (“Strongly Disagree”) to 5 (“Strongly Agree”). Descriptive statistics about the users’ perceptions about the usefulness and ease of use of the proposed solution are presented in Table II. It was expected that users won’t perceive the proposed solution very much useful and the scores for all PU items were very low. However, assessments of users’ perceptions in easiness of use of the proposed solution showed that with exception of PEOU2 users didn’t experience difficulties in learning and using the proposed solution. This outcome is promising, because the solution is intended for disabled users that are not able to use one or both hands. For such users, the proposed solution can be an alternative to their existing AT solution which they already use.

Next step in evaluating the proposed solution will be testing the solution using real disabled users and to measure their efficiency and perceptions in using the proposed solution. We expect that disabled users will have higher perceptions about the usefulness of the proposed solution.

VI. CONCLUSION

Motor impaired users based on their condition usually have difficulties in using standard computer interfaces and input devices such as the keyboard, mouse, etc. because of the lack of controlling hands. Therefore, different AT solutions were designed and developed that enable alternative interactions with a computer. Such AT require design and development of innovative hardware and software solutions. This paper reports results of a pilot study, in which a solution for contactless interaction with computer was designed and developed using the Emotiv EPOC+ device. The EPOC+ device is an affordable non-invasive EEG device that can be used for innovative solutions based on brain activity analysis and facial expressions detection. It also provides head motion sensors, which together can fully replace standard input devices such as the computer mouse and keyboard. Emotiv software for the EPOC+ device and custom software packages (e.g. virtual keyboard, speech recognition, etc.) represent a basis for developing new and innovative AT for users, who are not able to use standard computer devices and interfaces.

In addition to the development of different AT solutions it is very important to fully understand how such solutions impact real users and their experience in using computers. The main limitation of this study is that involved only non-disabled users. Next, only users’ perceptions about usefulness and ease of use of the solution were assessed. There are also other factors such as self-efficacy, compatibility, user experience quality, etc., which need to be considered and assessed. In order to fully understand the potential of the proposed solution, future research is needed that will include real disabled users. This way, we will be able to understand what are the positive and/or negative effects of the proposed solution and how can we improve it. Future research is also needed in order to understand whether the proposed solution is in some way better if compared to existing AT solutions that disabled users are using in their daily computer use activities. We also plan to compare the outcomes between the non-disabled and disabled users. We assume that disabled-users will perceive the solution more useful than non-disabled users, since they need such AT solutions more.
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Abstract - Mobile telephone sales are achieving a constant growth on the global level as well as locally in Slovenia, where stores have a record of approximately fourfold increase of mobile device sales in the last 6 years. Accordingly, the development of mobile applications and services has also escalated, however, not every mobile application received the anticipated acceptance rate. The reason for poor success of mobile applications can be low user experience. The paper focuses on the concept of a mobile user experience definition and enhancement, addressing the questions (1) what is mobile user experience, (2) how to measure the mobile user experience and (3) how to improve the mobile user experience based on mobile design patterns. Results of a case study are included, recording the behavioural characteristics of 27 users using a mobile application for checking receipts, evaluating its ease of use, usefulness and other user’s needs and requirements.

I. INTRODUCTION

Today, more than 780 million people use exclusively mobile devices [1] and less time on desktop computers. Indicators in recent years consistently show global growth in sales of mobile phones and similar trends are being recorded also in Slovenia. The Slovenian online store “Mimovrste.com” for example recorded a 381 percent [2] of increase in sales of mobile devices between 2010 and 2014. With mobile devices, the use of mobile applications increases as well [15].

In order to increase the use and promote mobile applications and services, developers of mobile software need to understand the needs of mobile users, focusing on providing a rich and satisfactory mobile communication experience to end-users [3]. Factors that contribute to good mobile user experience (mUX), include interaction with mobile devices and applications, which are natural, intuitive, easy to use, comfortable, easy to remember and flexible to the wishes and needs of individuals.

The ultimate goal from the perspective of the user is an effective and efficient interaction with the user interface. For this reason, it is important that the user interface is intuitive, requiring minimal learning time [16]. To enable a joyful application handling, it is necessary to implement its functionality in a manner, that users do not get tired due to the constant re-keying or repeating steps.

Because of listed suggestions it is important to examine the mUX within the development of mobile applications and user interfaces. Research focus is to identify mobile design patterns for improving user experience.

A mobile design pattern is a solution to a problem that may supports the developers when developing mobile applications [14]. It is a formalized best practice guide or proposal for designers, developers and managers of products to use at solving common problems while implementing mobile applications [21]. Different mobile design patterns are focused on the user interface development as well as on actions of users and hardware. Regardless of the pattern focus, the mobile design patterns allow mobile developers the opportunity to create the mUX through a variety of methods and techniques to meet the objectives of the user [4][5][6].

Quality assurance of mUX has many challenges, since it is a subjective, dynamic and complex phenomenon [15]. Various features of the product, its context, relations with other people, and others, have an impact on how the product is perceived [7]. mUX is regarded as an integrated approach that involves the use of the product [8], feelings [9], meaningfulness of the product [10], consumer attachment to the product [11] and how the product is practically applicable [12]. Research to understand the concepts of UX has been conducted, but in literature, the general theory is still missing, especially in the field of mobile UX.

The purpose of this paper is to review literature and identify common mobile design patterns and best practices for efficient development of mobile applications with quality mUX. In addition, one of the goals of this research is to answer the question "How to improve the planning and changing the mobile application, its entry page, navigation, architecture, design, menu items and other elements to make it more useful and logical to users, improving the mobile user experience?".

II. USER EXPERIENCE

In existing literature, several definitions for UX can be found, however they can significantly differ based on the industry domain. In the era of traditional desktop applications, companies generally did not invest a lot of effort and money in the analysis of user habits, and tended to reject the cost, which was not absolutely necessary for a good final product. Lee (1996) was the first to mention the UX term in the context of interactive products [13]: “UX covers all aspects of how people use interactive products: how they feel when they take the product in their hands, how well they understand how it works, how they feel when they use it, how well it serves its purpose, and how well it fits into the overall context in which they use it”. UX awareness increased in 2001 when iPod came out and in 2007 with the beginning of iPhone. Apple dominated the market and paved the way for other companies and the future of UX. Don Norman [14], while working in Apple...
in the 90’s, stated: “UX covers all aspects of interaction with the end-user companies and their services and products”. International Standardization Organization ISO (9241-210:2010) provides the following definition: “UX are perceptions and responses of individuals, arising from the use or expected use of the product, system or service”.

Recent advances in mobile, universal, social and computer technology have spread human-computer interaction (HCI) theory and concepts in practically all fields of human activities, creating new fields of user experience including the mobile user experience.

A. Mobile user experience

Go-Globe [15], an organization that provides statistics and trends on the use of mobile applications, claims that mobile applications are growing exponentially. Statistics show that people use 52% of total time on digital media using mobile applications and it is estimated that by 2017, global revenues from mobile applications will be doubled. Currently, mobile solution providers are interested in better understanding of consumer behaviour, their wishes and which mobile devices are used, in order to be able to develop a strategy for developing successful mobile applications providing quality user experience.

The average time spent on mobile applications grew by 21% compared to last year (2016); used on the following mobile applications [15]: games (43%), social networks (26%), entertainment (10%), aids (10%), news (10%), productivity (2%), health and fitness (1%), lifestyles (1%), and others (5%). Among them, music (79%), health and fitness (59%) and social networks (41%) are the three most growing categories. In addition, the percentage of mobile applications that are used only once, decreased by 2%, while the number of all applications used increased 11-times in the last year.

Mobile applications create a special domain to monitor, measure and improve user experience. There are significant differences between users (their skills), devices and the limitations of the technical infrastructure (screen size), as well as the specifics of the platform as well as guidelines and contexts of use. According to Kuusinen and Mikkonen [16], interaction for mobile devices should be designed in a way, so that the time span of the actions of users is shorter than with desktop computers. Moreover, the interaction must be done with ease, using a minimum number of pressing buttons or keys, because in real life, people often walk, drive or engage in other activities, while using mobile applications.

B. Elements of mobile user experience

In the paper »The Elements Of The Mobile User Experience [21] the authors present key elements of mUX (Figure 1). They argue that the creation of mobile UX that satisfies all users, forces to rethink the design of mobile application because it is quite different from a desktop user experience. When designing mUX, several restrictions related to mobile device must be considered, such as display sizes, significant differences in the features of the device, restrictions of the use and connectivity, as well as constant changing of mobile context.

Since the authors in [21] presented the key elements of mobile UX and argued that the creation of mobile UX forces developers to rethink the design of mobile applications, which is quite different from the desktop UX. Different elements are: functionality, information architecture, content, creation, user input, mobile context, usability, reliability, feedback information, assistance, social networking and marketing. In order to have a positive mobile UX for all users, developers of mobile applications should focus on each individual element. The meaning of each element will change, depending on the type of device as well as on the user interface.

The literature review also included papers focused on mobile UX improvement (22)[23][24][25][26]). Based on the findings, some guidelines for measuring mUX were provided:

- "Let’s meet our goals" is the first guideline, trying to understand the purpose of its application in terms of customer’s needs.
- "Identify users’ goals" includes the use of user characters, scenarios, current, mockups and others.
- “Measure feedback” where prototyping is used with the ultimate aim to get initial feedback from real users.
- "Design and development" includes iOS and Android guidelines, which have to be considered to accompany the existing mobile design patterns and anti-patterns, and occasionally verify the consistency of the application of formative research.
- "Measurement" of UX applications through summative research.

The guidelines are presented as a continuous iterative process, taking into account the "real data" obtained from real users. At the same time, we must realize that UX of applications can improve with time, when the user becomes more and more proficient.

UX measuring consists of five steps [5]:

- The first step depends on the life cycle of application development and includes the activity “realize the objectives of the research”. More precisely, we must first decide whether to
measure UX of new applications or do we want to improve UX existing applications. According to the decision, there are two options: formative or summative research.

- Second step includes "identify the goals of the users" and can measure two aspects of mobile UX: performance and satisfaction. It is important to emphasize that efficiency and satisfaction are not always a match, however the implications from [22] indicate we need to measure both.

- Depending on whether we are measuring performance or satisfaction, appropriate "metric selection" must be completed.

- After selecting the right metric, the next step "choice of research methods" follows. There is no best way to carry out the research, and the choice of research method depends largely on the nature of the research question.

- When research method (or combination of methods) is selected, we continue with the process' execution of research methods.

Similarly, as in the previous section, a measurement of mobile UX is presented as a continuous iterative process.

III. MOBILE DESIGN PATTERNS

Mobile UX design pattern is a formalized best practice guide, proposed by designers, developers and managers of products, that can be used to solve common problems while developing mobile applications [4][5][6]. In existing literature [26][27] several mobile design patterns were identified for different mobile platforms, only few of them are presented in this paper due to space limitations. The differences in mobile platforms (Android, iOS, Windows) and their mobile design patterns were examined. All listed mobile platforms adopted similar, minimalistic UX design patterns (bright colours, moving from left to the right side of the home screen). However, each mobile platform is substantially different and with different guidelines:

- Currently, iOS is the most profitable platform for developers [19]. Apple Store charges more for the transfer of applications compared to Google Play, and it is easier to develop iOS applications. For this reason, even the most innovative applications generally first appear on Apple devices. On the other hand, the biggest drawback of the Apple Store are their strict guidelines and their complex and time consuming process for approving new applications [17].

- Unlike iOS or Windows, Android mobile platform is completely open source, which means that any developer can have access to the code [18]. As a result, we get a number of different applications from the Google Play Store. However, the quality may not be so high. Furthermore, due to the lack of uniform standards in the creation of applications, it is possible when buying a new phone, some apps are not compatible.

- Windows is the youngest of the three systems and has the smallest customer base with less than 5% market share [19], as a result, they cannot attract such a large developer community, as there is for iOS and Android. Windows platform is still located in its early stages, compared with Apple and Android, which are highly advanced. They also have no guidelines for native mobile applications, only guidelines for applications to be carried out on several different platforms [20].

Since most developed applications are for the two platforms, the research was focused on Android and iOS mobile design patterns. Apple and Google have developed solutions for users to interact with applications in a particular way for many years, by encouraging application developers to follow their guidelines.

By conducting a literature review, we identified mobile design patterns with different impacts on the perception of mobile UX. Based on several authors ([4][5][6]) a categorization in five categories of “best practice patterns” was made: (1) basic patterns, (2) social networking, (3) image and media support, (4) support and feedback and (5) anti-patterns for counterproductive practices. A set of mobile design patterns was defined, including mobile design pattern, which affect minimally one or more of mobile UX elements (Figure 1.). Within the five categories, 13 mobile design patterns and 2 anti-patterns were included in this research. Simplified examples of each pattern are presented below.

A. Basic mobile design patterns

- Interacting - mobile user wants to know how to use the mobile app to perform tasks as simple as possible.

- Data entry - mobile user wants to quickly enter data that will be most successful in their work.

- Navigation - mobile user wishes to use various features of the application and find where they need to go in less time.

- Flat design - mobile user wishes a visually pleasing user interface.

- Personalization - Mobile user wishes customized content regarding their interests, needs and location in several interaction aspects.

- Gamification - Mobile user wants to feel happy and to satisfy his competitive nature.

- Content marketing - Mobile user wants to buy something at a discount in order to save money.

B. Social networking

- Social - Mobile user wants to monitor and be up to date with changes, as well as keep in touch with friends.

- Widgets - Mobile user wants quick access to information, needed to open an application.
C. Image and media support

- **Camera** - Mobile user wants to capture content anytime and anywhere and share it with their friends.
- **Streaming** - Mobile user wants to get an instant overview of recent activities of any content in the application as quickly as possible.

D. Support and feedback

- **Help** - Mobile user wants to learn how to use the app with minimum errors.
- **Constructive feedback** - Mobile user wants to know what is happening with the application, to decide what his next step will be.

E. Anti-patterns

- **Complexity** - Mobile user wants to do more in less time.
- **Horizontal segmentation** - Mobile user wants more different things to be satisfied.

Based on selected patterns, a preliminary case study was conducted, examining the use of listed patterns and user experience of the final product.

IV. THE CASE STUDY

The main objective of the case study was to examine the proposed patterns in case of an existing mobile application and investigate their impact on elements of UX. The following research questions were defined, focusing on the case study, presented in this research:

- How the use of mobile design patterns affects the attitude towards the use (ATU) of mobile applications?
- How the use of mobile design patterns affects the ease of use (PEOU) of mobile applications?
- How the use of mobile design patterns affects the usefulness (PU) of mobile applications?

We conducted a summative research on existing mobile application through a case study and statistics. The case study section is divided in 5 subsections: (1) application selection, (2) planning, (3) data collection, (4) analysis and (5) limitations.

A. Application selection

In order to encourage consumers to require and take the receipt in shops and stores, the Financial Administration of Slovenia launched a prize game, called "Check your receipt". It is open to all who collect at least ten receipts of different issuers and send them by using mobile application "Vklipi razum, zahtevaj račun". (Figure 2.) The application verifies data and sends it to the Financial Administration which further verifies its parameters. When a consumer collects ten receipts of various issuers, a package is automatically created and the consumer can participate in the prize game lottery.

The idea of the case study was not to participate in the competition, but to explore the ease of participation in it. Since “ease of use” largely depends on the input of receipts in the application and use of QR code scanning technology, the following mobile design patterns were addressed: Interacting, Data Entry, Navigation, Flat design, Camera, Assistance, Constructive feedback. All 7 mobile design patterns were measured with following metrics: task success, task execution time, errors, effectiveness, acceptance, awareness, subjective metrics in form of a survey. Table 1 presents the connection between metrics and mobile design patterns, presenting how each mobile design pattern was measured (metric details are not included in this paper).

![Figure 2. Screenshot of “Check your receipt” application](image)

![Figure 3. Theory model](image)

Based on identified mobile design patterns, a theory model was defined (Figure 3.). As basis, a modified TAM...
(technology acceptance model [28] model was used, including variables PEOU, PU and ATU and with mobile design patterns connected variables (without patterns assistance and interacting): PU of data entry, PU of camera, PU of navigation, PU of flat design and PU of constructive feedback.

A. The planning

The case study investigated the use of mobile application of 27 users. It included quantitative and qualitative data gathering and took place in a controlled environment at the Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science at the University of Maribor. Each participant had to perform two tasks (to scan and check receipt number 1 and receipt number 2). After finishing the tasks, each tester evaluated the application through a web questionnaire, not completely included in this paper due to space constraints, however presented in section D. Analysis.

B. Collecting data

After completing the tasks of mobile application “Check your receipt”, the users responded to an online questionnaire (simplified version is presented in TABLE II ). The basic results of dependent variables are presented in TABLE III.

TABLE II. ADAPTED QUESTIONNAIRE FOR DEPENDENT (PEOU, PU, ATU) AND INDEPENDENT VARIABLES (PU_1, PU_2, PU_3, PU_4, PU_5, PU_6)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PEOU1-4</th>
<th>I believe that the application is easy to use. I believe that the application of the includes insufficient number of steps required to achieve my final goal. I believe that I can easily become adept at using the application.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PU1-4</td>
<td>Application allows me a faster entry of receipts. Application allows me to simplify the entry of invoices. Using the increases the effectiveness of the verification of invoices. I believe that the use of the application is useful in checking receipts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATU1-4</td>
<td>Using the application is a good idea. Application makes checking receipts more interesting. Work with application is fun. I like to work with the app.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PU_1-4</td>
<td>Data entry is simple and useful. Data entry with one hand is simple. The application enables me fast receipt checking. The application optimizes the receipt checking.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PU_2-4</td>
<td>It is easy to use the camera. Camera simplifies receipt checking. Camera optimizes the receipt checking.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PU_3-4</td>
<td>It is easy to navigate in the application. I don’t always find it easy to navigate the application. A lot of steps are necessary to navigate. It is simple to complete the search task.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PU_4-4</td>
<td>User interface resembles other applications. The design of the graphic symbols is sufficient. The interface of this system is pleasant. Visual display does not distract me from completing the tasks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PU_5-4</td>
<td>The information provided within the application is clear. The information is effective. System feedback is good. The software documentation is very informative.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Analysis

Analysis of data was carried out in programs MS Excel and XLSTAT. In general, the typical user who participated in the case study was male, aged between 23 and 26 years, self-proclaimed as very experienced with the use of smart phones. In addition, the average tester had no experience with the use of applications "Check your receipt".

TABLE III. presents the descriptive values of dependent variables ATU, PU and PEOU. Due to lack of space, variables, measuring specific mobile design patterns, influencing PU and PEOU cannot be presented in detail in the paper and only partial analysis results are included.

TABLE III. FREQUENCY OF DEPENDENT VARIABLES PU, PEOU AND ATU

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Identifiers</th>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Neither</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Strongly agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PEOU</td>
<td>PEOU1</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PEOU2</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PEOU3</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PEOU4</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PU</td>
<td>PU1</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PU2</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PU3</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PU4</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATU</td>
<td>ATU1</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ATU2</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ATU3</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ATU4</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To investigate correlations between independent and dependent variables, Spearman correlation test was made. Values of the Spearman correlation coefficient r_s indicate, which identified mobile patterns in "Check your receipt" effected PU and PEOU variables (see TABLE IV ). Results are significant only for the PEOU, PU and ATU.

TABLE IV. ANALYSIS OF VARIABLE CORRELATIONS BASED ON SPEARMAN CORRELATION COEFFICIENT R_s (MODIFIED TABLE)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Correlations</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PEOU</td>
<td>ATU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEU</td>
<td>ATU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PU</td>
<td>ATU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PU</td>
<td>PU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PU</td>
<td>PEOU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PU</td>
<td>PU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PU</td>
<td>PU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PU</td>
<td>PEOU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PU</td>
<td>PU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PU</td>
<td>PU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PU</td>
<td>PEOU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PU</td>
<td>PEOU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PU</td>
<td>PEOU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PU</td>
<td>PEOU</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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D. Limitations

The research had some limitations. One of the main limitations was the use of only one mobile application, therefore the results cannot be generalized. The second main restriction is the sample of test users, which was not random, as well as the small number of users, included in the case study (27). In addition, we were limited to the use of 13 patterns and 2 anti-patterns (several other mobile design patterns are not included in this research). Lastly, only two mobile platforms were examined.

V. CONCLUSION

In this study, the primary objectives were to determine what mobile design patterns exist and how they affect mUX. Previous research has shown that the mobile UX is different from the desktop computer UX, and several mobile design patterns can improve mobile UX. Based on research results and statistic analysis we concluded that 5 identified mobile design patterns in "Check your receipt" had a positive effect on perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness of the applications, however a larger sample is needed for a higher significance of the results.

This research can serve as a basis for further studies in the field of mobile UX as well as mobile design patterns. Since the results are based on a single mobile application evaluation, future work will contain research of other mobile applications and include the following tasks: examination of more design patterns (such as welcome experience, search, map and location, the tray and others), determining how to measure mobile UX more complexly, how each pattern affects the mobile UX, and what are the challenges of measurement for each pattern.
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Abstract - The process of drawing is one of the main activities during childhood. The drawing dynamics, drawing techniques are on the focus of education science. It is known that the result of the drawing process depends on eye-hand coordination. Testing of the psycho-motoric reactions allows classifying motion and positioning problems. Psychomotor reaction data, compared with the characteristics of the drawing such as line thickness and plasticity, allows to clarify the stages of drawing process as well as to establish correlations between the arm motion, plasticity of the drawing and the eye characteristics. In order to perform such research, to make models of the Eye-hand Coordination special tool for drawing process data acquisition, recording and analysis is needed. In this paper one possible implementation of such tool is presented as well as the formal foundations and premises on which the tool is operating.

I. INTRODUCTION

Starting from middle of the XIX century child drawing is in the focus of the international researchers. First attempts have tried to answer such questions as: what the child is drawing? Why he/she is drawing? To whom is dedicated this drawing? The researchers still do not have unambiguous answers for these questions. In XX century the researchers [1, 3, 4, 6] have pointed out that the drawing appears and is changing because of the reason for motion, because of the evolution of eye-hand coordination. After analysis of the changes in children drawings the researchers made taxonomy of the children's drawings evolution [3]; made typology of scribbles (which includes 20 different types) [4]; revealed and explained the process of perception of visual forms (shapes) and the projection of 3D real-life objects to 2D paper sheet [1]; defined future trends for drawing analysis [6]. However the claims of researchers about the evolution of child drawings in relation to the beginning of early drawings and the perception of first lines and shapes are very different. For example [3, 4] states that first scribbles can be made by the 2 years (approximately) old child. In contrast to it [6] claims that even one year old child can begin to make some scribbles. Author of the taxonomy of scribbles [4] presents that first scribbles began from random points, then a child discovers horizontal line, a little bit later – vertical one, and finally he/she find a diagonals. Opposite opinion comes from [6], where is claimed that the drawing process began from free, natural pendulum-like motions from right to left and have diagonal direction.

So when and how child drawing begins? What is the sequence of the scribbles inside the drawing? When do the schematic drawings appear and how they evolve during different ages? The scientific community still has a lack for these answers.

It’s possible that scientists disagree not only on early drawings. It’s possible that the conclusions of children drawings research seems not reliable and strong enough [5] because of the mismatches between the conclusions and claims of different researchers. In other hand the authors [1,3,4,6] do not disclose all the details on the methodologies used in their approaches. As a result of this the doubts about the correctness of the sample size or about the reliability of the used methods can arise. On the basis of few details [6] it is possible to judge that e.g. D. Widlocher made the conclusions and insights on the basis of summary of the carefully selected and critically evolved works of other authors. The authors of [3] do not provide any information about their methodology. We do not know what the survey sample was or how the taxonomy of the children's drawings evolution was made. Only R. Kellogg discloses [4] that the typology of scribbles was made after analysis of 100 000 drawings. Impressive sample size could lead to the conclusion, that the findings are very reliable, however R. Kellogg does not comment on the discrepancies between the conclusions of different researchers, in the aspects of age and line direction precedence.

E. Do, M. D. Gross [2] has defined the following set of features of the drawing (as a child activity): overtracing, speed, pressure, erase, shape specification, shape generalization, symbols, hatching. These features of drawing, as an activity, are related to drawing perception and interpretation as well as with the original intended image, idea or plan for the drawing that the author usually has at first (except earliest child drawings).

The relation between drawing process, drawing perception and the drawing intention reveals the complexity of child drawing phenomena, when attempts to look to drawing from adult perspective or the attempts to help to evolve child’ abilities (on the aspect of intention of the drawing’ view) are made. This relation also exposes that the drawing is more important for adult than for child itself; the drawing perception, interpretation and pedagogic help for the child during drawing depends on the knowledge about drawing as a process.

In order to understand drawing process in other approaches scientists usually collected and analyzed the drawings, watched drawing children, tried to record this process using available means (e.g. notebooks, photo cameras, video camcorders). The video camcorder was invented and used by the end of the XIX century, however scientists had only little desire to use it, because of possible
side effects (distraction, extra anxiety, and possibility of non-natural behavioral during recording). Additional disadvantage or this method is that video recording or photography can be performed only in some angle, so important details can be not recorded because they will be hidden under other objects (e.g. arms, hairs, and clothes). Moreover, important indicators, such as the pressure, erasure or thickness of the line cannot be acquired at all even in analog form.

In order to get more objective and more reliable data about the drawing process, it is necessary to have drawing process recording tools and methods for the gathering of maximal number of drawing process details. The need for drawing process digital recording software is essential in this context.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 exposes the idea ant the implementation details of drawing process recording tool, Section 3 presents the testing methodology and the test results. Section 4 compares our approach to the state-of-art in the area. Finally conclusions are made and future steps of the eye-hand coordination modelling project are discussed.

II. THE TOOL
A. Prerequisites
As is mentioned before, different hardware can be used for the drawing process recording and acquisition. Our drawing recording tool is based on digitizer tablets. This type of device was chosen because it is more sensitive for pen operations [7] compared to other tablets, smartphones or personal digital assistants (PDA). Moreover not all models of smartphones are equipped with a pen (drawing can be performed only using fingers), so they cannot be used at all. Smart devices (smartphones and tablets) probably would be easy to use for drawing at home, the data could be sent to backend, where it can be shared and used by scientists. However it would be very complicated to do playback and analysis of such drawing. Moreover some models of digitizer tablet are integrated in monitors and gives to users the feel of “real drawing”.

Initially the term “tablet” had the same meaning as “digitizer tablet” – i.e. a computer peripheral pointing device enabling to acquire the movements of user’s hand of lower granularity, e.g. pen operations, handwriting. Later on when Apple introduce revolutionary product – iPad the term “tablet” started to use with such type of smart devices (autonomous and wireless).

In this paper we are using terms “digitizer tablet” and “tablet” interchangeably, because we reject using smart devices and always have in mind digitizer tablet.

B. The implementation
Technically there is no problem to get coordinates of the pen/mouse/finger and track its changes. However much harder task is to get pressure, pen angle etc. The tablet is necessary for the acquisition of such drawing aspects and conveniently, on the Windows operating systems tablets share a common API, simplifying data acquisition

During the years each manufacturer of tablets (Wacom and others) has provided special device driver. In addition computer assisted design (CAD) software was not device-independent. Each CAD tool was prepared to support closed list of devices. Each device was either supported (via included bridging tool) or not supported at all. This became not acceptable for the users of operating systems with standard GUI, so the industrial standard for tablets WinTab [9] was created.

The contexts are used for the data transfer from tablet to software WinTab API. There are two types of the contexts [9]: digitizing context and system context. While digitizing context provides acquired data directly, system context performs changes on pointer position (in fact tablet is performing the role of mouse). The contexts allow using simultaneously the tablet by different computer programs, to manage context-specific active zone.

When using tablet, WinTab collects packets of information about pen position in the queue. The sharing of the packets between different contexts is forbidden. The programs are working with the packets with strictly specified hierarchy as well. In the case of violation of software hierarchy, all programs within it can start to act unpredictably.

The configuration of tablets can be changed using WinTab API also. This eliminates the need for the operations in the lower device-driver layer. Any WinTab-based program can change configuration of the tabled easy, just by using API.

WinTab API is the library written using C++ programming language. In order to use it in C# program special wrappers are required. There are two options: either to use .NET InteropServices or WintabDN [10]. The latter is uses in our tool. Because of using WinTab API [9], WintabDN [10] library wrapper, C# and .NET Framework our tool is device-independent.

Current implementation of drawing process recording tool is able to perform the following functions:

- Simple drawing functions. The drawing user interface is not very rich in terms of the special effect because our target group is children. Richer user interface would distract them and the data about the drawing process would be not natural, as usually, most child drawings will be done on paper, without digital image editing tools;

- The drawing process recording and saving functions. The drawing (including the pressure, speed etc.) and color changing actions are recorded. The data is saved in binary format and can be used for different purposes, starting with statistical analysis ending with playback of the drawing process.

- Playback functions. The drawing process can be played/repeated many times, because main aspects of drawing dynamics are recorded. It is also possible to pick playback speed: line-by-line, frame-by-frame, original, increased speed, fast forward. Line-by-line mode redraws the drawing gradually. After each line the “Drawing player” waits for the user actions (button press, click or similar. Not new drawing actions.) and only then continues.
Although our tool records the drawing process by the actions, not the frames, it is possible to perform frame-by-frame playback. The frame is creating dynamically on the basis on drawing dynamics data. Increased speed mode allows watching drawing process in accelerated way. All the drawing actions are presented. In contrast to this mode, using fast forward mode, the playback is “silent”, the user only sees the result of drawing process at some intermediate (or final one) stage. None of the actions, which were required to produce this drawing, are shown. This mode can be used when the scientists would like to skip large parts of long drawing process and focus only on some particular part of the process.

- Export to still image (JPEG, BMP or PNG). It is possible not only to acquire dynamics of the drawing but to save drawing as still image for further comparison (with the drawings of other children, with earlier/further drawings of the same child etc.) or just as handout/prize for the encouragement reasons.

- The statistical data about the drawing process. After the drawing, in main window of the tool it is shown the following statistical data: the usage of the colors (how intensively each color is used comparing to other colors, this factor depends on the number of lines drawn using particular color), average length of the lines (in the period from pushing pen down till release), the average time for one line.

The drawing data is recorder in the special binary PHR file. The following data is saved to the header of the file: file format and version, size of the file in bytes, the dimensions (height and width) of the final image, the duration of drawing process, the data about the drawer (anonymized) and the comments of the researcher. The rest part of the file is dedicated to binary data of drawing process. Although the drawing data can be serialized using various formats (e.g. JSON, XML), the binary format is chosen for this tool, because of high ration of compression. The structure of the file is exposed in Figure 1 (each small rectangle means one byte), where

1. File format I ASCII coding;
2. Version of the format;
3. The size of metadata in bytes;
4. The size of data segment in bytes;
5. Metadata;
6. Scientists comments (in UTF-8 format);
7. Header end marker with the information about the size of remaining part (body);
8. (not shown in Figure 1) Body, including all persisted data about drawing process object.

The file format allows assuring backwards compatibility with previous versions of the tool.

The tool is tested on Huion and Wacom tablets and showed similar results and functionality. This once again proved our hypothesis that using WinTab interface can make the tools platform-independent.

C. Main issues

During the development and testing several issues demanded of attention. Most important of they are the following:

- **Render flickering.** WinForms framework is oriented to static applications, so it is not very suitable for frequent dynamic redrawing actions. Panel control element is redrawing few times per second, however human eye is sharp enough to see the changes, so we see the undesirable effect of flicker. The problem is solved using double buffer for Panel control element. Double buffer for entire application does not worked well in some operating systems (e.g. Windows 10).

- **Drawing process recording and playback.** The drawing process can be recorded either as the sequence of drawing actions or frame-by-frame view changes. The former way is changed in order to spare memory and have possibility to playback drawing process in high precision.

- **Drawing, pressure and transparency.** It is not enough just to having a set of coordinates of points, and the features of connecting lines. Computer and its devices are using discrete values, so the line drawn by hand (Figure 2, part 1) can be drawn in the screen with some spaces (Figure 2, part 3). We are using the filling points with the coordinates of the line connections (Figure 2, part 2) in order to solve the problem of undesired spaces between opaque lines. However this solution cannot be
applied on the tablets supporting different pen pressure levels and transparent lines. The attempts of use this method for transparent lines is giving not natural look and feel (Figure 3). One of possible solutions is to draw overall trace in separate layer as gradient line using the values of pressure in start and end points. However this solution can be applied in all the cases. For example child can press pen few times while drawing one trace.

All the issues, except the transparent lines are solved in current version of the tool.

III. TESTING

The precision of drawing process playback is measured comparing the “recreated” drawings to original ones. For each pair (recreated image and original) in the sets the following analysis actions using GIMP image processing tool have been done:

1. The images is imported as separate layers;
2. The blend feature is set to difference. As a result of point-to-point blending equal (by the color) dots are changed to black dots, opposite dots – to white dots;
3. The layers are merged;
4. When the Threshold feature is set to 0, and Antialiasing is turned on, the Select by Color tool of the GIMP enable user to select area with similar color.

If the images are exactly the same, all the image (actually it looks like black rectangle) is select. If some differences are observed and few white dots or lines exists, the tool show them explicitly. For most pairs of testing drawings we observed exactly much or partial mismatch (in terms of only few dots).

With the help of the program it is possible to record the drawing process from the first stroke to the last. Having objective data of the drawing process will allow a look into the drawing - not as the final result of a thought but as a dynamic and changing process. The recording can be viewed at different points in its timeline, showing how elements of the drawing (lines, overtracing, shapes, symbols) are created and change one another. This permits the accurate detection of the moment when a certain element of the drawing was made and its place in the order of the element creation. Recording these drawing features will allow deeper insight into the drawing author’s idea or concept for their drawing.

IV. RELATED WORK

H. S. M. Beigi [11] presents the algorithms of data preprocessing before handwriting text recognition. The set of possible forces for the pen is analyzed and used for handwriting result normalization. In our approach such precision isn’t necessary because our focus is drawing not text handwriting.

The paper [8] is probably closes to our approach. It presents major techniques, main functions and data structures of WinTab, for developing an e-pen-whiteboard application. Similar to our case they are using Wintab API, and the result is acquired (from whiteboard) and displayed (in the computer screen) drawing, handwriting elements etc. However the purpose of the tool presented in [8] is different. It is designed in order to facilitate education. In contrast to it we are focusing on the acquisition of primary data for future scientific analysis and eye-hand coordination modelling. Because of different purpose in the approach [8], the precision of its tool is tested in different way. The attempt to enhance the lectures using tablets are described in [12, 13] also. However in contrast to our tool, the approach of [12] is based on screen recording of lectures (in mathematics), without any possibility to perform analysis or redraw the dynamics of e.g. formulae writing.

Quite interesting document is Google standard for handwriting recording devices [14]. It describes the details how electronic device for touch recognition should act in order to record touch event most precisely. Similar like in [11] it is implicitly oriented to handwriting recognition. In our case we do not make any new device, instead of this we are using standard means – the digitizer tablet and the software.

V. CONCLUSION

Drawing Process Recording Tool presented in this article is device-independent because of the use of WinTab API.

The tool is able not only to record but to playback drawing process. The experiments have shown high precision of playback process. This is because of decision to record drawing process as the sequence of drawing actions instead of recording of view changes as a video movie. Video movie approach would be far more complex in analysis aspect.

Moreover our tool enables to collect data about drawing styles. Because the recorder is able to acquire such aspects of drawing as line thinness, pressure and coloring, this data can be used to identify drawing styles, perform other judgements. The results of this approach is first step in eye-hand coordination modelling project, so the future improvements of the tool are possible including different user interfaces for youngest drawers, for a little bit older children and for the researchers.
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Abstract - Reliability of the power system is an important component of electric power quality. Beside this, the reliability analyses are inevitable in planning development of power systems. For a more complete analysis of reliable operation of power systems, a comprehensive and detailed knowledge is needed of the way in which they operate, their performance criteria, the possible ways and consequences of cancellation, business policies, impact of the surrounding, etc. Therefore, for these very diverse and complex analyses, it is necessary to have a general mathematical model, which can be applied to a wide range of different studies related to the assessment of reliable operation of the observed systems. The possible ways of calculating the states of complex systems are presented in this paper, as well as some results of the obtained coefficients of complex power system reliability, which have been reached by applying the developed mathematical model and software program based on it. Calculations were performed on the power system of Montenegro.

Key words: mathematical model system reliability; complex (composite) power system; assessment

I. INTRODUCTION

The electric power system can be defined in various ways, depending on the purpose for which the definition is used. In any case, it represents a set of interconnected elements that perform conversion of other forms of energy into electric power, transmit this electric power to distant consumption centres, transforming it into a form suitable for delivery to consumers, after which it is distributed to end-consumers, where it is transformed into other non-electrical forms of useful energy [2]. According to its performances, it is a complex (or large – “large scale”) dynamic system, from which it is required to be safe, reliable, cost-effective, environmentally friendly and socially acceptable. For the purpose of analysis, electric power system (EPS) can be observed as four independent subsystems: production, transmission, distribution and consumption. These subsystems are connected, and the main link is direction of energy. In order to carry out a detailed analysis of the reliability of EPS parameters, it is necessary to know the basic ways of functioning, as well as a great number of parameters that define the operation of each subsystem. Reliability calculations of complex system are made for the purpose of planning development of power grid and for detailed assessment of the plan of source construction, as well as for assessment of characteristics of the system operating modes in the near future to rationally plan exchanges with neighbours and/or power plant overhaul plans [1]. Systems which have arbitrary, limited number of states will be discussed in this paper. Markovljev’s method also includes states with the non-exponential distribution, if these are replaced with combination of fictive states with exponential distribution. This paper presents the impact of changes of complex systems parameters (production/transmission) to certain values of system reliability indicators.

Detailed theoretical analysis has led to mathematical model and software package which are used to carry out various reliability analyzes of complex power systems.

II. BASIC RELIABILITY CONCEPTS

Basic concepts of system reliability are presented for non-renewable and renewable systems. Functions and indicators used to measure reliability are defined in the same way for elements and systems composed of various combinations of elements. Since the element can be regarded as a trivial system, only the term ‘system’ will be used in the future [1].

Non-renewable systems are those which are not renewable after the failure, so their lifespan lasts until the failure. For such systems, the reliability can be calculated according to basic definition of this term [1]:

\[ R(t) = P\{T>t\} \]

(1.1)

where \( T \) denotes the duration of proper operation of the system, and \( t \) is the time which until the moment of observation elapsed since the start of the system. Therefore, the reliability \( R(t) \) is the probability that the system will be accurate at the time of observation. \( R(t) \) is a dynamic indicator for the system since, in principle, it changes with time.

Unreliability of the system is the probability that the system will be in failure at the time of observation. It is assumed that the failure can happen at any time up to that point. Mathematical definition of unreliability is evident:

\[ Q(t) = P\{ T \leq t \} \]

(1.2)

Unreliability is also a dynamic indicator.

\[ R(t) + Q(t) = 1 \]

(1.3)
The density of probability distribution of the random variable \( T \) is equal, by definition to:

\[
\tau(t) = \frac{d\Phi(t)}{dt}
\]  

(1.4)

Characteristic value for reliability analysis is also the intensity of failure which is defined as:

\[
\lambda(t) = \lim_{A \to 0} \frac{\Phi(t + A) - \Phi(t)}{A}
\]  

(1.5)

but also, presentation of characteristic functions and reliability indicators is given.

\[
m = E[T] = \int_0^\infty [t \cdot f(t)] \cdot dt = -\int_0^\infty [t \cdot R(t)] \cdot dt
\]  

(1.6)

The first integral in (1.6) comes from general definition of mathematical expectation. The second integral in (1.6) was obtained from the first by replacing \( f(t) \) according to (1.7). By partial integration of the second integral, the following is obtained:

\[
m = -t \cdot R(t) + \int_0^{\infty} R(t) \cdot dt = \int_0^{\infty} R(t) \cdot dt
\]  

(1.7)

The first article in the first expression in (1.7) is equal to zero, because at great values of \( t \) reliability, \( R(t) \) tends to zero faster than the \( t \) grows. The parameter \( m \) is static because it does not depend on the current time. All of the above parameters can be defined and used with renewable systems, i.e. systems that after the failure are renewed by replacement of defective parts or repair. With such systems, the observed parameters are introduced to assess the reliability of the system from the commissioning until the first failure. Thereby, it is not only about the first commissioning of the system, but also about each commissioning after the renewal, whereby it is assumed that by renewing the system is brought into the same condition as when it was new. The failure, therefore, means the first failure that will occur after the commissioning (first or after renewal). Given the above expanded sense of the observed indicator, the parameter \( m \) is often in Anglo-American indicated as MTTF (Mean Time To Failure).

Based on the knowledge of the reliability indicators which have been previously defined, many important data about the behaviour of the system can be obtained.

The renewal means repair or replacement of defective parts, after which the system is brought into a state as if it was new. Therefore, it is assumed that the recovery time is a random value with a known function of probability distribution. This function can be obtained by monitoring the operation of many systems of the observed type and by the corresponding processing of data on duration of renewal in case of failure during the proper operation of the system. We will also assume that the system can be only in two states - in operation and in the state of renewal. The state of renewal is described by indicators that are analogous to those defined for the operating state of the system. Thus, the intensity of renewal can be taken into consideration, which is defined as:

\[
\mu(y) = \frac{f(y)}{1 - F(y)}
\]  

(1.8)

wherein \( F(y) \) an \( f(y) \) are the function of probability distribution \( Y \) and its density. The value \( \mu(y) \cdot dy \) represents probability that the renewal will end in time interval \((y, y + dy)\) if it was not completed by that time.

Mathematical expectation of renewal time is calculated as follows:

\[
r = E[Y] = \int_0^{\infty} P[y \cdot y] \cdot dy = \int_0^{\infty} [1 - F(y)] \cdot dy
\]  

(1.9)

Parameter \( r \) is in Anglo-American literature often indicated as MTTR (Mean Time To Repair).

The important reliability indicator of renewable systems is availability, \( A(t) \), which is defined as a probability that the system will be in proper state in the moment \( t \) of time. Probability that in the moment \( t \) the system will not be operating, indicated by \( U(t) \), is called unavailability of the system. It is obvious that the following relations apply:

\[
A(t) = p_1(t) = P[S]
\]  

(1.10)

\[
U(t) = p_2(t) = P[S]
\]  

(1.11)

\[
A(t) + B(t) = 1
\]  

(1.12)

In (1.10) and (1.11), probabilities that the system will be in the state \( k \) are indicated by \( pk(t) \), \( k=1,2 \).

III. CALCULATION OF RELIABILITY OF COMPLEX (PRODUCTION / TRANSMISSION) SYSTEMS

The role of quantitative assessment of EPS reliability has significantly increased in the last 40 years. Economic, social and political reasons in which EPS functions have significantly changed in the couple of last decades. The need for numerical determination of the functioning of individual EPS element in the past and probabilistic assessment of its functioning in the future have become very important. The problems which occurred in the past with probabilistic methods are today generally overcome with relevant data bases on reliability. Assessment techniques have greatly improved and most engineers have sufficient knowledge of probabilistic methods.

EPS can be functionally divided into three zones: production, transmission and distribution. These three zones can be combined in three hierarchical levels for determining reliability (Figure 1) [3, 4, 5].

![Figure 1. Hierarchical levels for determining reliability](image-url)
On the hierarchical level 1 (HL 1), it is determined whether the total availability of the production system can meet the needs of consumption. Transmission system and its limitations in transmission of generated electric power to the hubs of consumption are not observed at this level. Recently, the rapid growth of power grids and increased number of interconnections between individual EPSs, have led to the fact that transmission system plays a critical role in determining the overall reliability of the system [3]. On the hierarchical level 2 (HL 2), the system that was observed in the HL 1 is expanded for participation of the transmission system. Reliability analyses at this level are commonly referred to as the assessments of reliability of complex systems. By including the transmission system, the task of system reliability calculation becomes much more complex than when only the calculation of generating capacity was performed. Methods for determining the reliability of composite systems have not yet found a great application, due to their complexity in the majority of EPS, although, as noted above, there is the knowledge of their inclusion in the analysis of EPS.

Finally, hierarchical level 3 (HL 3) contains a joint analysis of three functional zones. However, due to the problem of complexity and size, distribution system is usually observed separately from the production and transmission system; therefore, only production and transmission without distribution will be observed in this paper.

Application of probabilistic methods in planning production and distribution systems is very advanced and widely used. However, these methods which are successfully applied to certain parts of EPS are still in the early stages of development when talking about complex EPSs (bulk systems), although the need for them is widely recognized and the interest in them is increasing rapidly, regardless of the still dominant use of deterministic methods.

There have occurred two basic probabilistic groups of methods for quantitative determination of EPS:

- “State enumerate” method (method of listing states) or “frequency / duration” method - method which by a simplified mathematical model [9] specifies the expected risk indicators using direct analytical comparisons between mathematical models of availability of system elements and demand for load;
- “Monte Carlo” method – method that simulates different states of the system, creating for each state of the system all the features of the system (load, weather conditions, availability of system elements, behavior of protection of certain elements...) through random samples from the associated probability distribution, determines network opportunities, i.e. possible solutions and determines risk indicators through averaging the results obtained in each simulated state.

The first group is developed, and it is still very often used in North America, whereas the other group is used in Europe, mostly in Italy and France, but lately also in Brazil. These two groups of methods have almost complementary features. Methods of state enumerate group achieves better results if you take into account small number of states, while Monte Carlo method achieves better results in a larger number of states. Monte Carlo method is more often used in composite models.

It is assumed that observed systems have several different states which ultimately differ, so the transition from state to state is noticeable - abrupt. It is considered that the duration of these states is random and distributed according to exponential law and that intensities of transitions between the states are constant in time. Changing of the system state is carried out continuously over time. The observed system, based on the above properties, can be described by Markovljev process with discrete states, which is continuous in time and homogeneous.

IV. DESCRIPTION OF THE COURSE OF SOFTWARE PROGRAMME AND VERIFICATION OF DEVELOPED MODEL

Analyses and calculations of reliability indicators given in this paper were performed using the developed mathematical model based on analytical approach [1,4,5] and on software package developed on its basis. Using the developed program, it is possible to perform a detailed analysis of composite system, as well as the significance of individual parameters of power grid. Also, it is possible to numerically present the impact of a large number of parameters to individual and overall system reliability indicators.

As input data for developed mathematical model, the following are used:

- Matrix of available capacity of generators, power lines and loads of consumers
- Vector of state probability (generators, power lines and loads)
- Maximum powers that can be pulled
- Maximum allowed voltage deviation for a given system
- Total time of system observation
- The software package is based on the Gauss-Seidel iterative procedure and it calculates the power flows in power lines and voltages in system nodes.

Various reliability parameters can be obtained by calculation for each node in the system and also for the system as a whole:

- Number of states in which the system can be found
- Cumulative probability of the correct system operation
- Power deficit per node
- Voltages in the nodes
- Current phasors per nodes
- The flow of power per power lines
- Ordinal number in the restricted plan for consumers that meet the given conditions
- Power of balancing node for that level of restriction
- The expected energy not supplied to consumers
- Energy index of reliability for individual nodes and for the overall system (EIR)
- The energy index of unreliability for individual nodes and for the overall system
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The energy to be delivered to system consumers in the observed period
- Loss of Load Probability (LOLP)
- Loss of Energy Probability (LOEP)
- The probability of reduction for EPS as a whole
- Availability of EPS

The above program for the analysis of complex system reliability (production/transmission) consists of three segments:

- User application which is used to enter the parameters describing the analyzed network;
- The second part was done in MATLAB. It is used to make a complete mathematical calculation, using a file that was created by entering data
- Output data are obtained in the Excel file

For the specific configuration of power supply network and parameters that define that network (generators, power lines, consumers and restriction plan for the analyzed network) with preparation of the required data, the input file is obtained which is used for further calculation process. Input data on the network are automatically launched in MATLAB where on the basis of Gauss-Seidel Iterative Method and known mathematical expressions output data are obtained in the Excel file. By using this model and a program developed on its basis, it is possible to assess the importance of certain parameters of power supply network and identify the impact of each of them to the reliability indicators of the complete power supply network.

In order to determine the effects of outage of certain elements to the operation of power energy system and supplying of consumers with power energy, it is necessary to establish power flows and voltage conditions for each accidental situation. Particular emphasis is given to active power as well as to keep the obtained voltage of each node within the limits of the given voltage. By defining power of balancing node i.e. by defining the allowed power that is possible to introduce into the given system from another source or other system, the power deficit is calculated for each node separately, as well the states from the table restriction which meets the given condition for specific energy power system. After the known final currents of the system, power flows per lines, as well as deficit by nodes, the calculation of reliability parameters is started for the nodes individually and for the system as a whole.

Verification of developed software package is performed on the test scheme RBTS (Roy Billinton Test System), and the obtained results were compared with results obtained using the software MECORE developed in the University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon - Canada.

V. APPLICATION OF CALCULATION BY OBTAINED MODEL

Based on the obtained mathematical model and on the program developed on its basis, analysis of the reliability parameters of the power system of Montenegro has been conducted. One of the many effects that can have impact on the reliability indicators of complex EPSs are changes of load. In Montenegro, there are two hydro power plants and one thermal power plant: HE Perucica which has seven generators, HE Piva which has three generators, while TE Pljevlja has one generator. Effects of modification of the load obtained by using methods and procedures explained in this paper, to the values of the reliability indicators of EPS are analyzed during the changes in the load value on each consumer busbar (node) of the base system for the same percentage. As an initial level (100%) for all consumer busbars, there have been assumed load values which they have at the moment of maximum annual load of the system. The analysis observed the changes of value of the load on the busbars, ranging from 80% to 126% of their loads of maximum annual load. Taking into account that the maximum annual load of the system is 667MW, this means that the total load of the system varies from 532MW to 837.9MW. The end value of the percentage load of 126% is taken into consideration; taking into account that the total installed capacity of generators in EPS of Montenegro, consisting of 4 different groups of generators, is 842MW; therefore this percentage gives the value of the load slightly below the maximum load of the system.

By using the developed software package, it is possible to get a great number of data about each node, and about the system as a whole. This paper presents a part of obtained data, which is presented in the following graphics:
Analysis of the obtained results shows that by increasing the load in nodal points of the system, the value of the expected energy not supplied (EENS) increases, and the system availability (A) and energy index of reliability (EIR) are reduced. From the analysis of the obtained results, it may also be concluded that by reducing energy index of reliability (EIR), the expected energy not supplied (EENS) increases.

It is obvious that with a decrease in the load percentage, there is an improvement of the reliability index of the observed system. This indicates a very high sensitivity of the reliability indicators to load changes, particularly in systems with insufficient manufacturing capacity.

VI. CONCLUSION

For a more complete analysis of reliable operation of the electric power system (EPS), it is necessary to have a comprehensive and detailed knowledge of the way in which it operates, its performance criteria, possible ways and consequences of failures, policies, environmental impact, etc. Therefore, for these very diverse and complex analyses, it is necessary to have a general mathematical model which can be applied in a wide range of different studies related to the assessment of reliable operation of observed systems.

The paper presents certain data which were obtained on the basis of a defined complex mathematical model and a software package based on it, which can include a large number of impacts of various factors that affect the operation of EPS.
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Abstract - This paper describes a model of three-phase variable shunt reactor (VSR) for simulation of switching transients in EMTP-RV software. Inrush currents caused by VSR energization and overvoltages caused by de-energization are analysed. For this purpose, a model of VSR, substation equipment and electric arc in SF₆ circuit breaker was developed in EMTP-RV software.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Shunt reactors are used in power transmission system for consuming an excessive reactive power generated by overhead lines under low-load conditions. These conditions can increase system voltages above the maximum operating voltage due to the Ferranti effect. By connecting shunt reactors to transmission system, voltages can be maintained within the prescribed limits, which is important for normal operation of high voltage equipment. Fixed shunt reactors are quite often switched on and off, following the load situation in the system. Instead of having two or more shunt reactors with fixed power ratings, a single variable shunt reactor (VSR) could be used for compensation of reactive power.

Energization and de-energization of VSR on frequent basis cases high mechanical and electrical strains for VSR and substation equipment [1]. Occasionally at maximum consumption in electric power system, it is necessary to do the VSR de-energization which causes overvoltage due the small inductive current chopping. Small inductive current chopping is a complex appearance which requires detail modelling of circuit breaker and electric arc.

Overvoltage caused by de-energization may cause an insulation breakdown of VSR. To be protected from this risk, surge arresters are used in VSR bay [2]. Unlike de-energization, VSR energization may cause inrush current with high magnitudes and long-time constants. If VSR has a solidly grounded neutral, this switching operation causes zero-sequence current flow which can activate zero-sequence current relays [2].

To avoid the appearance of high inrush current and overvoltage during VSR de-energization, it is required to perform controlled switching, a method which eliminates harmful transients via time controlled switching operation. Controlled switching reduces mechanical and dielectric stress of circuit breaker and VSR, and reduces the probability of restrike phenomena in circuit breaker [2], [3].

This paper describes model of a three-phase 400 kV VSR in 400/110 kV substation for simulation of switching transients in EMTP-RV software. Except VSR model, this paper contains model of circuit breaker with electric arc and other high voltage equipment in VSR bay. Also, in this paper inrush currents and overvoltages are calculated caused by VSR switching.

II. MODEL FOR SIMULATION OF VSR SWITCHING TRANSIENTS

VSR bay inside 400 kV substation was modelled in detail including model of VSR, circuit breaker and other high voltage equipment. Five limb core VSR was considered in this paper, with delta connected windings and solidly grounded neutral point. Technical data of VSR are given in Table 1 [4].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table I. Technical Data of VSR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rated voltage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reactive power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total losses (at 400 kV)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zero sequence impedance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacitance of winding to ground</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each phase of VSR was represented by winding inductance \( L \) connected in series with resistance representing copper losses \( R_{Cu} \). Resistance \( R_{Fe} \) representing iron losses was added in parallel with the winding branch as shown in Figure 1.

Copper and iron losses are calculated from total losses \( P_{Tot} \) using the following expressions [5]:

\[
\begin{align*}
P_{Cu} &= \frac{P_{Tot}}{R_{Cu}} \\
P_{Fe} &= \frac{P_{Tot}}{R_{Fe}} \\
\end{align*}
\]
\[ P_{Cu} = 0.75 \cdot P_{Tot}, \quad (1) \]
\[ P_{Fe} = 0.25 \cdot P_{Tot}. \quad (2) \]

Resistances representing copper and iron losses in the model are determined from the following expressions:

\[ R_{Cu} = \frac{P_{Cu}}{3 \cdot I_n^2}, \quad (3) \]
\[ R_{Fe} = \frac{U_n^2}{P_{Fe}}. \quad (4) \]

Zero sequence inductance \( L_0 \) of VSR is determined by using the following equation:

\[ L_0 = \frac{Z_0}{\omega} \quad (5) \]

The magnetic coupling between the star connected phases was represented by a zero-sequence inductance which provides a path for the zero-sequence current [6].

The calculation of inrush currents requires an adequate modelling of the nonlinear flux–current curve which describes the magnetizing characteristics of the VSR iron core. Recorded RMS voltage–current curves obtained from manufacturer were converted into instantaneous flux–current saturation curves (Figure 2 and Figure 3) which were used in the nonlinear inductance model in EMTP-RV [6] and approximated with two segments.

400 kV SF6 circuit breaker in VSR bay with two breaking chambers was modelled in EMTP-RV considering nonlinear behaviour of electric arc (Figure 4).

Grading capacitors (500 pF) are connected in parallel with breaking chambers.
Electric arc was mathematically described with Schwarz/Avdonin differential equation [8], [9], which was solved by using numerical integration in EMTP-RV [7].

Since switching of VSR produces high frequency transients, other substation equipment in VSR bay were represented by capacitance to ground (Table II) [10], [11]. Surge arresters were modelled by nonlinear U-I characteristic obtained from manufacturer data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II. CAPACITANCE TO GROUND OF HIGH VOLTAGE EQUIPMENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High voltage equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disconnector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circuit breaker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current transformer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacitive voltage transformer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bus support insulator</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. SIMULATION OF SWITCHING TRANSIENTS

Switching transients were simulated in case of 150 MVAR and 75 MVAR reactive power.

A. Uncontrolled energization of VSR

Current waveforms in case of uncontrolled energization of 150 MVAR reactive power at time instants $t_A=15$ ms, $t_B=14$ ms, $t_C=16$ ms are shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6 [4].

FIGURE 5. VSR current: $I_{A_{max}}=1362.0$ A, $I_{B_{max}}=-1059.0$ A, $I_{C_{max}}=-936.0$ A

FIGURE 6. VSR zero-sequence current, $I_{Z_{max}}=-614.0$ A

Uncontrolled energization produces inrush currents and zero sequence currents of high amplitudes with relatively long duration. This event may trigger unwanted operation of overcurrent protection relays. Figure 7 and Figure 8 show current waveforms in case of uncontrolled energization of 75 MVAR reactive power.

FIGURE 7. VSR currents: $I_{A_{max}}=408.4$ A, $I_{B_{max}}=-295.1$ A, $I_{C_{max}}=-279.1$ A

FIGURE 8. VSR zero-sequence current, $I_{Z_{max}}=-100.9$ A

Inrush current amplitudes are lower in case with 75 MVAR reactive power.

B. Controlled energization of VSR

Controlled switching at optimum time instant corresponding to voltage peak value in each phase reduces inrush currents significantly. Current waveforms during controlled switching for 150 MVAR reactive power are shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10, while for 75 MVAR reactive power are shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12.
Figure 9. VSR currents: $I_{A_{\text{max}}}$ = -381.0 A, $I_{B_{\text{max}}}$ = 344.4 A, $I_{C_{\text{max}}}$ = -322.6 A

Figure 10. VSR zero-sequence current, $I_{Z_{\text{max}}}$ = 315.5 A

Figure 11. VSR currents: $I_{A_{\text{max}}}$ = -193.2 A, $I_{B_{\text{max}}}$ = 176.9 A, $I_{C_{\text{max}}}$ = -165.3 A

Figure 12. VSR zero-sequence current, $I_{Z_{\text{max}}}$ = 162.3 A

C. Deenergization of VSR

Overvoltages across VSR were determined in case of maximum/minimum reactive power. Previously described circuit breaker model was used in simulations. Effect of surge arresters on overvoltage reduction is shown in Table III. Higher overvoltages appear in case when reactive power of VSR is at minimum value (75 MVAr).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reactive power (MVAr)</th>
<th>Surge arresters in VSR bay</th>
<th>VSR overvoltages (kV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>550.6 667.0 642.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>-501.1 471.3 516.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>834.8 880.2 978.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>-540.3 553.2 -542.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overvoltage amplitudes across the breaking chambers of circuit breaker during VSR deenergization are shown in Table IV. Surge arrester are not considered in this case.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REACTIVE POWER (MVAr)</th>
<th>Voltaages across breaking chambers (kV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Phase A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75*</td>
<td>568.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75**</td>
<td>620.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*with grading capacitors, ** without grading capacitors

Figure 13 and Figure 14 show voltage waveforms across breaking chambers in case with and without grading capacitors.

Figure 13. Voltages across breaking chambers (without grading capacitors)

Figure 14. Voltages across breaking chambers (with grading capacitors)

Simulation results show that grading capacitors equalize potential distribution across breaking chambers of circuit breaker. Overvoltage amplitudes across the breaking chambers are higher in case of 75 MVAr reactive power. In case without grading capacitors [12], nonlinear...
voltage distribution across breaking chambers increases the probability of restrike occurrence inside the circuit breaker which produces steep overvoltages.

Surge arresters reduce both overvoltages on VSR and overvoltages across breaking chambers. Overvoltages on VSR in case of 75 MVAr without surge arresters are shown in Figure 15 [4].

![Figure 15. VSR overvoltages: \(U_{\text{max}} = 834.8 \text{ kV}, U_{\text{max}} = 880.2 \text{ kV}, U_{\text{max}} = 978.9 \text{ kV}\)](image)

Harmonic analysis of VSR overvoltages show that 12th and 17th harmonic have highest amplitudes corresponding to dominant frequencies of voltage oscillations (Figure 16).

![Figure 16. Harmonic analysis of VSR overvoltages](image)

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper describes the model of 400 kV variable shunt reactor with reactive power 75-150 MVAr for analysis of switching transients. Apart from variable shunt reactor, SF6 circuit breaker with an electric arc was modelled in detail in EMTP-RV software.

Transients calculation was performed for controlled and uncontrolled VSR energization at its lowest and highest reactive power. Controlled energization significantly reduces both inrush currents and zero-sequence currents. Simulation shows that inrush currents in case of 75 MVAr are significantly lower compared to 150 MVAr.

Overvoltages on VSR and on circuit breaker were calculated during VSR de-energization. Overvoltages on VSR are significantly higher during de-energization in case of 75 MVAr. In all cases surge arresters reduce overvoltages on VSR and on breaking chambers.

Calculation shows that grading capacitors equalize potential distribution across the breaking chambers, which reduces the probability of restrike occurrence inside the circuit breaker.
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Abstract—FESTO Compact Workstation is a well known didactic tool in process control. This paper aims at providing an improved transfer function model of this system’s level and flow control loops. This higher order model is compared to existing first order system approximations of the level control loop in various input-output scenarios to verify its applicability and superiority. Results are obtained using MATLAB System Identification Toolbox after data acquisition in LabVIEW. MATLAB Simulink is used for cascade PI and single loop PI experiments to show the improvement cascade control on the new model brings. Together with the practical value the results have, the procedure conducted here can serve as a primer and a tutorial for system identification class using this or similar apparatus.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The challenge of system identification is often introduced in engineering curricula hand in hand with the challenges of control. In this context, modeling of didactic tools for control systems education is important so the students can use the models for preparation of their control strategies, understand the process of identification, linearity and nonlinearity of models.

The FESTO Compact Workstation [1] as a practical model for process control using four basic variables (level, flow, pressure and temperature) has been extensively used in teaching [2,3] and research [4-7] alike. Efforts have been made to provide models of the workstation, leading to first order systems [4, 5] and second order systems [6] for the level control loop, as well as models for the flow control loop [6,7]. These models served as a basis for control algorithm design for the Workstation.

This paper aims at providing a new model for the level control loop, based on combining the results from level and flow measurements, hence improving the model relevance. Using MATLAB’s System Identification Toolbox, several proposed models are compared and the results are discussed in order to explain the differences between the models fitting the real data collected from the Compact Workstation. It is demonstrated that this model can be used for cascade control as well, hence improving control features of the system as well.

Another important contribution of this work is its suitability for educational use, as control engineering students can use it as a tutorial in system identification and readily apply the process described in the paper to the same or similar plant and examine similarities and differences.

The paper is organized as follows. The next two sections give an overview of important modeling aspects in process control and introduce the FESTO compact workstation with the input and output signals collected from it to be used in system identification. Fourth section presents the process of system identification and its results through a comparison of fitting quality. Fifth section discusses the applicability of the model for control (cascade in particular, using PI controllers), while the last section discusses limitations of the study and possible future work.

II. OVERVIEW: MODELING IN PROCESS CONTROL

While modeling and control of processes were considered to be separate disciplines in process engineering, the two have merged long ago [8], with the advent of control algorithms heavily relying on good process models which have taken the leading role [9].

Proportional-integral-derivative control (PID) has been used for almost a century and represents a classical reference algorithm both in theory and practice. The use of plant models for PID tuning has been recognized long time ago [10] as it allows both use of mathematical methods and simulation for determination of optimal controller settings.

Model predictive control (MPC) has been introduced 40 years ago [11] and aims at utilizing reliable models to achieve superior control performance. Ever since its inception, it has been widely applied in the industry [12]. Another method using plant models is the internal model control [8]: both these methods have led to convergence of modeling and process control.

It is interesting to note that a recent survey among control professionals ranked PID, MPC and system identification as the top three control technologies in terms of industry impact, leaving modern control theoretical concepts such as nonlinear, adaptive, intelligent or robust control far behind [13]. This implies the necessity of good models for the industry and control theory research alike.
The difficulties in nonlinear [14] and linear [15] system identification are well-known: system order, type of nonlinearity and the everlasting problem of measurement noise.

Even though the water tank system is an inherently nonlinear model, previous research cited in the previous section suggests the possibility for the use of linear models (transfer functions).

The results presented in this paper aim at improving the models used for fluid tank plants by accounting for previously ignored flow dynamics. While it can be useful for experiments done on this particular setup [16], it can also be readily applied to other water tank processes, both with single [17] and multiple tanks [18].

An extension of this work would account for the nonlinearity and produce a model based on a nonlinear differential equation, but again taking into account the flow dynamics.

III. FESTO COMPACT WORKSTATION

A. The Workstation

FESTO Compact Workstation is manufactured by FESTO’s division FESTO Didactic as a helping tool in process control education, providing a small-scale, but complete system with possibility of measurement and control of four basic control variables: level, flow, pressure and temperature [1]. The Workstation is easily connected to various controllers and devices, including PC, as shown in Fig. 1. It is consisted of two water tanks, a pump and a set of valves. The pump is used to fill the upper tank with the water from the lower, buffer tank. Different valves in the system can be used to switch between different control loops and/or introduce disturbance in the system, as well as to control the system if the pump voltage is kept constant.

For the purpose of this study, we have focused on the level control loop, the piping and instrumentation diagram of which is shown in Fig. 2 with the addition of FIC (flow instrumentation, i.e. flow sensor) B102. In the experiments conducted, valves V102, V105 and V112 are fully closed, V101 fully open and the return valve V110 is roughly 50% open (i.e. at 45° angle). Data is collected from sensors B101 (level, LIC) and B102 (flow, FIC). At this point it is worth noting that models developed here depend on the state of V110 in a nonlinear fashion, so the exact numerical values shown here are valid just for the position used in the experiment. The overall conclusions about usability of 3rd order system, however, hold for all positions of the valve.

The system is operated through a LabVIEW application developed using a library for Compact Workstation, developed by ADIRO. The same application is easily used for various types of control. It is worth mentioning that FESTO provides standalone applications for control solutions based on LabVIEW, but development of customized control applications using ADIRO libraries is a straightforward task.

B. Signal Collection

The only system input is 0-10 V voltage which is amplified to the 0-24 V (in reality, 0-22 V [5]) input of the pump. The outputs are 0-10 V voltages corresponding to flow and level measurements. Throughout this paper, the sensor readings will be kept in volts, i.e. there will be no conversion to level or flow values.

In order to provide relevant data for system identification, various open loop scenarios were created and data was collected. Namely, the following data collection setups were used:

1. 50 sample hold without offset – for 50 samples at varying sampling rate (between 5 and 10 Hz) a constant random value of input voltage between 0 and 10 V was applied and level and flow sensor voltage was collected. This experiment ended once the buffer tank was left empty.

2. 50 sample hold with offset – once the first experiment was conducted, it was noticed that for low voltages, flow is non-existent. In order to provide realistic data,
another experiment was made under same conditions, but with the random input voltage ranging from 2 to 10 V.

3. 100 sample hold without offset – same as the first experiment, just with the hold time doubled.
4. 100 sample hold with offset – same as the second experiment, just with the hold time doubled.
5. 2V step, non-zero initial condition – the upper tank was more than half full when 2V input voltage was applied.
6. 4V step, zero initial condition – the upper tank was empty when 4V input voltage was applied.

Fig. 3 shows an example of the input/output signals collected (the first experiment).

IV. SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION

A. Physical considerations

From the work done by researchers before [4-7], it is possible to extract useful physical information about the system.

Namely, the system has an inherent nonlinearity caused by the output flow (valve V110) which is proportional to the square root of the level in the upper tank, where the coefficient of proportionality depends nonlinearly on the state of valve V110. This fact can be derived from the Bernoulli’s equation [6]. As suggested in [5], the system could be modeled in nonlinear fashion as a feedback with an integrator in the direct branch and the square root nonlinearity in the return branch.

In our study, we are observing the effect of linearization over the whole possible range of output values, not focusing on pointwise linearization. Rationale behind this approach is the aim to provide a model usable in the wide interval of level and flow conditions.

Let us observe a two stage model of the level control system in open loop shown in Fig. 4, which corresponds to what is seen in the P&ID model in Fig 2.

In [5-7], the part of the plant model whose input is flow and the output is level was determined to be a first order model following from its derivation from mass balance equation and approximating the square root linearly. However, in [5,6] the dynamics between voltage and flow is neglected (i.e. considered to be a constant gain), while in [7] this part of the model is considered to be a first order system (with a time constant of one second), leading to the entire system being a second-order block.

Our experience in flow control in the same loop suggests that the voltage-flow relationship is (at least) a second order system, due to its oscillatory behaviour and hence we are targeting a third order model for the entire system.

At this point it is worth mentioning that in [5], a nonlinearity in the amplifying stage before the pump is reported. Since the useful range of pump voltages is measured to be 0-22 V, it would be expected that the relationship between the input voltage and voltage applied to the pump is \( u_p = 2.2 \cdot u_i \).

However, it is shown that the characteristic becomes nonlinear at approximately 8.1 V:

\[
\begin{align*}
2.2 \cdot u_i & \text{ for } u_i < 8.1 \text{ V} \\
u_p &= 2.2 \cdot u_i + 5(u_i - 8.1 \text{ V}) \text{ for } 8.1 \text{ V} < u_i < 8.68 \text{ V} \\
&= 22 \text{ V} \text{ for } 8.68 \text{ V} < u_i < 10 \text{ V}
\end{align*}
\]

To make our model as linear as possible, the transfer functions in the identification stage were not level vs. input voltage, but level vs. voltage applied to the pump.

B. Identification in MATLAB

The first scenario (50 sample hold without offset) was used as the basis for model forming, because of its fast changes. After removing few initial samples because of transient disturbances, two models were found using MATLAB System Identification Toolbox [19], a first order and a third order system with a zero:

\[
G_1(s) = \frac{0.9262}{222.36 s + 1}
\]

\[
G_3(s) = \frac{0.84689/0.21248 s + 1}{[221.79 s + 1]/[0.017111 s + 1/10^{-6} s + 1]}
\]

As one may note, the third order system is actually the first order system with very small time constants corresponding to additional poles and zeros. As such, it does not reflect the model in Fig. 4. Hence, a new model was created by identifying one block from Fig. 4 at a time. The transfer functions obtained for the level output and the flow output, respectively were

\[
G_f = \frac{6.1541}{383.4671 s + 1}, \quad G_L = \frac{0.1414(779 s + 1)}{[323.0581 s + 1]/[1.4582 s + 1]}
\]

Fig. 3. Input and output voltages in first scenario
so the transfer function of the whole system is given by the expression

\[
G_{3F} = \frac{0.8702 \cdot 779s + 1}{383.4671s + 1} \cdot \frac{323.0581s + 1}{1.4582s + 1}
\]

Note that the level transfer function somewhat corresponds to findings in [7], if we observe only the fast-changing component and cancel the slow zero and pole. Analysis of flow signal shape suggests that an even more precise model of the dynamics would use a saturation block between the two blocks in Fig. 4, limiting flow to positive values.

To compare these models with those in [4-7], the first approximation can be simply multiplying the transfer functions with 2.2 (assuming the amplifier linearity).

C. Model comparison and discussion

After the three models were obtained, their performance was measured on the data sets collected from the Compact Workstation. The results are shown in Table 1 in terms of quality of fitting.

The experiment number five (falling step) results are anomalous because the fitting algorithm could not find proper initial conditions for the 1st and 3rd order models generated by MATLAB. On the other hand, generated 3rd order system’s good performance on the data it was generated on may easily be a consequence of overfitting.

As the step function test is a traditional way of assessing models in system identification [19], the last scenario is shown graphically as well in Fig. 5, demonstrating that the auto-generated models either have an undershoot or an overshoot in the open loop step response.

The results in Table 1 suggest that the proposed model (3rd order F, where F stands for flow as the intermediate variable) gives a good approximation of system behaviour in a wide range of situations and therefore approximates the nonlinearities of the system well without strict limitations to small changes around a working point. The results also show that the rich dynamics of the system cannot be entirely covered by a first order system.

V. CASCADE CONTROL APPLICATION

Once a model is found, a control algorithm can be made based on it. While a transfer function representation allows nonlinear and/or adaptive controllers to be built upon it [20], in this particular implementation we will keep the controller linear and use the PI (proportional integral) controller.

Since the model obtained through our identification is composed of two transfer function, this enables us to make a cascade control model, such as the one shown in Fig. 6.

This Simulink model contains additional saturation blocks to ensure the range of inputs and outputs is limited to 0-10 V, but otherwise it is just the two transfer functions identified in the previous section.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Fitting 1st order</th>
<th>3rd order F</th>
<th>3rd order F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50 sample hold without offset</td>
<td>76.42%</td>
<td>89.89%</td>
<td>87.72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 sample hold with offset</td>
<td>95.72%</td>
<td>84.67%</td>
<td>97.35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 sample hold without offset</td>
<td>82.43%</td>
<td>89.82%</td>
<td>93.09%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 sample hold with offset</td>
<td>82.57%</td>
<td>93.30%</td>
<td>92.72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2V step, non-zero initial condition</td>
<td>-49.72</td>
<td>-33.89</td>
<td>83.38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4V step, zero initial condition</td>
<td>89.85%</td>
<td>84.09%</td>
<td>96.30%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PI controllers in the outer and inner loop can be tuned using genetic algorithm. This was done by a slight modification of procedures demonstrated in [21], with the cost function aiming at reducing static error, rise time and the overshoot (cost function is equal to the mean square error if the overshoot is less than a predefined threshold, infinite otherwise). In case of first order system approximation, a single PI controller was used as there is no way to extract the flow information. This controller was also tuned and results are shown in Fig. 7.

The cascade control algorithm has obviously produced a fast transient without an overshoot, accelerating the system dynamics significantly, with respect to time constants which can be read from the transfer function. In case of the single loop control of first order system, the acceleration of the transient is not as significant, and an overshoot couldn’t be avoided, pursuing a relatively short rise time.

It is worth noting that it is very hard to tune controllers involved in cascade control on the actual plant. Hence, having a model of the system enables us to tune the controllers on the model and then simply enter the controller parameters on the software or hardware controllers used on the actual plant. A model also enables model reference adaptive control or model
predictive control to be applied, but these applications are out of scope of our present study.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have presented a novel higher order linear model of a well-known process and demonstrated its applicability. This model can be improved further: other identification methods can be used to fine tune the time constants and gains of the system, and potential additional sources of high order dynamics can be investigated. The model developed has been used for cascade control as well, once again emphasizing its applicability and usefulness.

Furthermore, the model can be used for design of different control algorithms for this particular plant, as already suggested. This is also an excellent exercise for both undergraduate and graduate students in their process control courses, as they have a chance to prepare control algorithms offline and test them on the real plant. The model can also be used for a graphical demonstration of the plant operation.

The model can also be extended with nonlinear components to closely match the real plant, and further work will be done to identify the effect of the return valve and approximate it linearly. In this particular study, that valve has been kept in the same state throughout the identification process. Additionally, we note that the model used is linear, and efforts will be made to make a new higher order nonlinear model as well.

The approach shown here can be extended and applied to other water tank (flow and level) processes, extending it to MIMO systems in multiple tank environment.
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Abstract - The procedural steps for the efficient modelling and simulation of material behavior of human cervical spine ligaments have been presented in the paper. They are based on the mechanical principles incorporated in the material model, suitable for the description of soft tissues behavior. The material parameters set which have to be identified for the presented model have been additionally expanded here to make possible better calibration of the model by the application of genetic algorithm. The genetic algorithm has been recognized in this investigation as an efficient tool to overlap the bridge among the non-linearity of material behavior and material parameters of the chosen model and thus make possible material behavior modelling which follows materials response as accurately as possible. The basic process steps have been developed here for the efficient optimization of soft tissues behavior modelling.

I. INTRODUCTION

Modelling the behavior of mechanical systems and simulation of their behavior in operating conditions has become an unavoidable process in optimization of their design. This refers to both mechanical components which are used in industrial processes to make possible their mutual interactions and the modelling and simulation of materials behavior out of which mechanical components are produced. Modelling of material behavior consists of description of phenomena which occur within material when subjected to the loading, usually by taking into account possible crystal defects and dislocations on the atomic level [1]. In order to take into account these phenomena, the appropriate constitutive material models should be used, which have incorporated appropriate physical principles and material parameters. Constitutive models are basically mathematical simplifications which take into account the specific dependencies among variables, which characterize the observed system [2]. These models are usually complex non-linear systems and their calibration should be based on the experimentally obtained results in order to make possible their validation [3], which means to approve the accuracy of the systems simulated by the calibrated model.

Today more and more attention is given to the usage of some innovative materials, such as biomaterials [4]. Besides their usually advantageous mechanical properties, which can be used in modelling of technical structures in different operating conditions, the possibility to model biomechanical systems and simulate their behavior in specific conditions on the basis of calibrated material models, became the point of interest of various investigations [5]–[7]. The specific direction in biomechanical systems investigations became the modelling of behavior of soft tissues [8], which have unique structure, and thus complex physical principles are expected to be applied for their modelling.

The procedure for calibration of material model for soft tissues behavior, in this case human cervical spine ligaments is the focus of this investigation. Although there are several material models developed for modeling material behavior of this biomaterial, the commonly used one [9] is based on the theory of hyperelasticity. The presented model can be furtherly expanded to take into account damage growth and failure. One of the prerequisites to accurately calibrate this material model is determination of procedures for the material parameter identification.

II. MATERIAL MODEL

The aim is to define material model suitable for modelling and simulation of behavior of the human cervical spine ligaments when human body is subjected to some specific movements. Ligaments are connective tissues that are bone to bone linkages with function of restriction of relative motion between connected bones. Human cervical spine ligaments are complex fiber-reinforced composite structures with a predominant natural fiber direction.

The mechanical behavior of soft tissues strongly depends on structural arrangement and concentration of major phases of mentioned material which are collagen fibers, elastin fibers, proteoglycans, cells and interstitial fluid phase [6]. Arrangement of these phases determines material properties of considered materials such as anisotropy, viscoelasticity and ability to undergo large deformations [10]. As mentioned, human cervical spine ligaments are fiber-reinforced and the fibers that give tensile strength to the tissue are collagen fibers.

As known, human cervical spine ligaments have non-linear stress-displacement response until failure when load increases uniformly, which is recorded during tensile tests. The characteristic stress-displacement curve for investigated material is shown in Figure 1, which is adopted from [6].

It consists of three characteristic regions called toe region until the point A, linear region between points A and B and damage (failure) region behind the point B, which corresponds to the traumatic phase.
Figure 1. Characteristic force - displacement material response, adopted from [6]

In a relaxed position (no load applied) the collagen fibers are crimped. During nonlinear toe region collagen fibers are uncramping and tend to line up with load direction. While uncramping collagen fibers stiffness is low. In linear region collagen fibers are straighter, mutually aligned and stiffer. When ultimate tensile stress is reached, the fibers start to break which refers to the existence of the damage region.

In this paper only toe region and linear region have been considered for the development of the procedure for the modelling of soft tissues behavior. In order to simulate material behavior as accurate as possible, the hyperelastic material model has been used. Hyperelastic model is suitable for numerical modeling of soft tissues because it allows anisotropy and large deformations.

Mathematical formulation of mentioned model [11] is given by the expressions (1) for toe region and (2) for linear region:

\[ \sigma_1 = C_1 (\lambda^2 - \frac{1}{\lambda}) + 2\lambda C'_1 \exp(C'_1 (\lambda^2 - 1)) - 1, \]

(1)

\[ \sigma_2 = C_1 (\lambda^2 - \frac{1}{\lambda}) + 2\lambda \left( \frac{C}{\lambda} + \frac{C}{\lambda^2} \right), \]

(2)

where stresses \( \sigma_i \) are derived from the force values, deformation is denoted by \( \lambda \), while \( C_i \) are material parameters, which calibration influence the numerical model accuracy.

Although the presented material model is suitable for modelling and simulation of investigated material behavior in two characteristic regions of materials life, the position of the point A is neglected in the mathematical formulation. Nevertheless, the importance of its position is significant, because it defines the applicability of given expressions on the chosen range of data points. Therefore, the proposed material model is upgraded by the additional characteristic value \( \Lambda \), which is introduced as the deformation point which mark off toe and linear region. The value \( \Lambda \) has to be determined on the basis of condition \( \sigma_1 = \sigma_2 \).

III. NUMERICAL PROCEDURES

In order to assess mechanical properties of the investigated material, tensile testing has to be implemented, together with the use of specifically developed numerical procedures. Data acquired by testing and the results obtained using a numerical methods are the basis for the conduction of the analysis, which is in turn, together with the previously defined material model, the basis for material parameter identification. Parameters identification can't be effectively completed (or at least feasible values can't be obtained) without the use of corresponding controls. The controls include both controls for the accuracy of testing and controls related to the use of numerical methods. The process of evaluation is shown schematically in Figure 2.

For the conduction of the numerical procedure, it is decided that an evolutionary algorithm shall be used for presented case it would be genetic algorithm. In order to define effective genetic algorithm for the parameter identification process, inverse analysis should be used. Inverse analysis itself represents a method of searching an unknown characteristic(s) of a sample by observing its response on a given stimulating signal.

Inverse analysis consists of three steps or phases (not counting the initial definition of a problem, which has been done before), all of which are shown in form of the flow diagram in Figure 3. The first step deals with the characterization of the system. That means the minimal set of model parameters must be defined, considering that the set must wholly characterize the system. After the characterization, the so-called „forward modelling“ (the second step) is used to foresee the test results, as well as the behaviour of the system. Forward modelling is founded upon mechanical principles of the behaviour of the chosen material. The third step consists of what is called „inverse (backward) modelling“. Inverse modelling is based on the materials response recorded through tests, in this case obtained by tensile testing, which are used to influence the values of the model parameters in order to define the system as closely as attainable [12], [13]. In order to do this, an objective function must be set, as evaluation of the parameters would be impossible without it.
In this case, the objective function is defined on the basis of:

\[
\sigma = \hat{\sigma}(\lambda; a_i), \quad (3)
\]

\[
a_i = [C_1, C_3, C_4, C_5, C_6, A], \quad (4)
\]

where \( \hat{\sigma} \) reflects to the mapping function which couples stress-displacement relationships of both the experimental and computed data points with the material parameters.

The objective function here may be chosen among different variants \([14]-[16] \), which are all expected to be compatible with the genetic algorithm procedure for the material parameter identification. Therefore, the application of simple objective function is expected to be valid in the form:

\[
f = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left[ \frac{\sigma_i^* - \hat{\sigma}(\lambda_i^*; a_i)}{\sigma_i^*} \right]^2, \quad (4)
\]

where \( n \) refers to the number of data points, while asterisk denotes the experimental values.

To achieve the solution, the genetic algorithm (flow diagram shown in Figure 4) is used, as was stated previously. The first step of the genetic algorithm is the generation of the initial population of solutions, which means generation of different sets of parameters. This must be done having in mind the point of interest (the problem for which the genetic algorithm is applied) and the capacity of the equipment (computer hardware and software) on which the algorithm is run. After the initial population is generated, the fitness evaluation must be done \([13] \). This is done using the previously mentioned objective function (or fitness function).
Once the fitness is evaluated, there rises a question of the termination criteria. In the best case, termination happens when the optimal solution is reached (in other words, that the solution satisfies the fitness function). However, several other criteria shall be set, to prevent endless run of the algorithm in case the solution is not found. Those criteria include termination after a certain number of evaluations, after a diversity level of the population is too low (below the chosen threshold that depend on the problem). As with the population size, the termination criteria are set with having in mind the equipment capacity.

If the initial population's fitness doesn't satisfy the criterion based on fitness, what is almost always the case, the genetic operators must be activated in order to create a new population (or new generation). The term „genetic operators” encompasses three different operators: selection, crossover and mutation. Selection is a process of choosing which of the members of the population will be chosen to participate in the creation of the next generation, either as „parents” of different „offsprings“, created by crossover or mutation, or by themselves (as clones – identical offsprings). Selection process needs to be connected with the fitness and several different approaches exist. Usually, scaling or ranking is required to conduct selection as planned. After the selection, if crossover and/or mutation criteria are satisfied and the respective operators activated, new members of the population are created. Same applies if there is a criteria for cloning (usually reserved for the best individuals) [17].

Crossover is a process of recombination of the previously selected parents. The easiest to understand its definition would be that it is a replacement of some of the first parent's alleles with the alleles of the second parent. For crossover to be valid, the alleles must be the alleles of the same gene. The third (and final) genetic operator is the mutation. The process of mutation is less complicated than the process of crossover and consists of the selection of a gene or a subset of them and the change of the value of the chosen gene's allele. It should be noted that mutation always produces a different string, but a crossover can create clones of their parents if the corresponding alleles are same in both parents, although chance for this reduces if more alleles are replaced [12].

Once all the genetic operators are applied, a new population is created and it is again evaluated in the same way as the initial population was evaluated before any of the operators were applied. If the new population satisfies the fitness condition(s), the process ends and the population at the end is named the final population. If it does not satisfy it, the process of applying the genetic operators is repeated until one of the previously mentioned termination criteria is satisfied.

IV. CONCLUSION

In order to make possible efficient calibration of material model suitable for the modelling and simulation of soft tissues behavior, the numerical procedure has been developed. Soft tissues, in this case human cervical spine ligaments, are expected to demonstrate highly non-linear behavior and undergo large deformations in the loading conditions. Therefore, material model which is suitable for material behavior description consists of several mathematical relations, which cover different characteristic behavioral regions of material life. Consequently, in addition to the material parameters of the chosen well-known material model, another material parameter has been introduced, which will make possible fast and reliable system characterization and its calibration.

The mechanical principles for the material behavior of the investigated material model have been chosen for the successful inverse analysis. This allowed the definition of the objective function for the given problem and thus possibility to apply an evolutionary method, such as
genetic algorithm for the optimization of identification of material parameters.

The procedural steps for the efficient genetic algorithm for the parameter identification have been detailed in this investigation. They are the basis for the development of the genetic operators which should be suitable for a given problem. They have to be developed in a way that experimental data from the tensile tests can be compared with the materials response calculated by the possible result sets gained through the genetic algorithm procedure. The deviation between simulated and experimental materials response should be minimized, which can be assured by the proper choice of objective function and evaluated through the developed procedure.

The validation of the developed procedural steps should follow by using datasets obtained through experimental procedures, which will allow to further develop suitable genetic operators.
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Abstract – The academic mobility is one of key factors that enable the globalization of research and education. In this paper we study the network of ERASMUS staff and student exchange agreements between academic institutions involved in FETCH – a big European project oriented towards future education and training in computer science. The structure of the network was investigated relying on standard metrics and techniques of social network analysis. Obtained results indicate that the network is in a mature phase of the development in which none of the institutions has a critical role to the overall connectedness of the network. Additionally, the network has a clear core-periphery structure with an active core and mostly inactive periphery.

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past years, we have witnessed a continuous trend of enlargement of number of exchanges for students and lecturers between European countries, under various exchange programs, and especially under the Erasmus programme. The main goal of the Erasmus programme is to promote and facilitate mobility in higher education. The programme was inaugurated in 1987, and today it is the largest programme for the academic mobility in Europe: it has enabled more than 2 million students to temporary study in another European country [5], [6]. Moreover, there are a large number of signed bilateral ERASMUS agreements between European Universities for exchange of both students and lecturers. These agreements, and therefore exchanges, help not only as a tool for personal development and introduction to other cultures, but also improve future chances for easier and better opportunities for employability, especially for students from central and eastern European countries [15]. In turn, this leads to improved chances for future social cohesion and economic development not only at local and regional, but also at the European level, promoting the further development of labor market.

In this paper we study a ERASMUS staff and student mobility network formed by academic institutions participating in the FETCH project (Future Education and Training in Computing: How to support learning at anytime anywhere) [4]. The project encompasses 67 universities and companies from 35 European countries. The principal objective of the project is to raise the quality of computing education with novel methodologies, didactical theories, learning models and innovative technologies. More specifically, the main goals of the project are the development of strategic and evaluation frameworks for modern computing education and training, preparation of recommendations for future digital curricula, and the development of theories and models for social media education. The project is divided into 9 working packages where one of them, Work Package 8 (WP8), is partially devoted to the creation of a European Erasmus network for student and lecturer exchange in the field of computing education. The main goal of this paper is to evaluate the current state of the ERASMUS mobility network among institutions participating in WP8.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. The second section gives the insight into related works performed on similar topics. The third section explains the data set used to extract the network. The methods used in the analysis of the network are presented in the subsequent, fourth section of the paper. The obtained results are presented and discussed in the fifth section. The last section concludes this article and outlines directions for possible future research work.

II. RELATED WORK

Analysis of topologies of real-world networks, and in particular Erasmus networks of student exchange has been performed in the past. For example, one of the interesting papers dealing with this subject is [3]. The authors constructed a directed and weighted graph of Erasmus collaboration among universities determined by Erasmus student mobility realized in 2003. Then they analyzed the structure of its non-directed and non-weighted (NDNW) projection. The results of the analysis showed that the NDNW projection of the network contains a giant connected component exhibiting the small-world property. The degree distribution analysis revealed that the NDNW projection of the network does not belong to the class of scale-free networks, but to the class of random graphs with exponential degree distributions. Finally, the authors showed that the configuration model of random networks can reproduce and explain empirically observed structural characteristics of the network.

Another important article giving valuable insight into student mobilities is [16]. This article tries to analyze interaction patterns of Erasmus students. Among other
things, authors conclude that “…our study shows that students' networks abroad are already formed before actual departure.” Also, authors claim that they “…provide empirical evidence that institutional as well as group practices encourage or impede interaction between exchange and local students.”

The fact and consequences of “…studying abroad can directly or indirectly influence students’ career paths and potentially offers additional job opportunities…” is investigated in [1]. Authors were using the similar method as the one used in this article, and claim that “…with the help of an advanced network analytic method – the island approach – we were actually able to determine the groups of institutions in the network which collaborate most extensively inside of Erasmus student exchange programme.”

A very interesting conclusion concerning the similar researched subject is given in [14]. Namely, the author discovered that “…although studying abroad led to increased socializing with other Europeans, contact with host country students remained limited.” Considering the so-called “European identity” and the influence of studying abroad on it, there are two conclusions given in a mentioned article:

- ERASMUS does not strengthen students’ European identity, on the contrary, it can have an adverse effect on it, and
- increased socializing with Europeans has a positive, though modest, impact on European identity.

As a continuation of this practical kind of research of mobilities induced by ERASMUS programmes, it is also important to mention article [11] that investigates “…the factors influencing these student flows.” As might be expected, “…country size, cost of living, distance, educational background, university quality, the host country language and climate are all found to be significant determinants.” Yet, the main finding that authors mention is that “…despite the financial support granted by the EU and other institutions, the cost of living differences and distance are still relevant when explaining European student mobility (ESM) flows.” Based on this finding, authors conclude that “…it is evident that more economic support could enhance ESM.”

Finally, research on the similar subject is often conducted within one country. An example of research of this kind can be found in [10]. The paper “…describes two projects based on the issue of virtual mobility…” where “… special attention is devoted to the efficiency of virtual mobility.” One of the interesting conclusions authors gave is that “…beside gained knowledge they enrich their students’ lives with worthy experience collected by their study in different cultural environment.”

Contrary to previously mentioned studies, in this paper we analyze an Erasmus mobility network encompassing institutions involved in a large, but specific project related to computer science education. The primary goal of the study is to examine whether the project itself imposed a stimulating environment for establishing and realizing Erasmus exchanges among participating institutions.

Therefore, we investigate the structure of the network using social network analysis methods in order to assess its cohesiveness, compactness and robustness. Additionally, we analyze the structure of active links in the network in order to identify key institutions in the actual realization of established Erasmus agreements.

III. DATA SET

This study is based on the data about ERASMUS staff and student exchange agreements reported from 37 institutions involved in the Work Package 8 (WP8) of the FETCH project. The members of the project involved in activities of WP8 were asked to deliver the following information for their institutions:

1. the list of institutions with whom they have settled ERASMUS exchange agreements in computer science domain (including both FETCH partners and institutions that do not participate in the FETCH project),
2. the number of student exchange agreements and the number of staff exchange agreements per each ERASMUS partner, and
3. the numbers of realized student and staff exchange agreements for the last three school years per each ERASMUS partner.

The FETCH institutions who responded to the survey are from the following European countries: Albania (1 institution), Austria (1), Bulgaria (8), Croatia (1), Cyprus (1), Czech Republic (1), Denmark (1), Estonia (1), Finland (1), Germany (1), Greece (1), Island (1), Italy (3), Liechtenstein (1), Lithuania (1), Luxembourg (1), FYR Macedonia (1), Portugal (1), Romania (1), Serbia (1), Slovakia (1), Spain (1), Sweden (1), Turkey (3) and UK (2).

IV. METHODS

From the collected data we reconstructed the FETCH network of ERASMUS bilateral agreements. The nodes of the network correspond to the institutions that responded to the data collection survey. Two institutions are connected in the network if they signed one or more student or staff ERASMUS exchange agreements. The nodes in the network are connected by undirected links since signed ERASMUS exchange agreements between the institutions participating in the FETCH project are bilateral. The link between A and B is considered active if there were student or staff exchanges between A and B in the last three school years. Consequently, an institution in the network is considered active if the corresponding node in the network is incident to at least one active link.

Standard techniques and metrics used in social network analysis are employed to analyze the FETCH network of ERASMUS bilateral agreements. The structure of the network is investigated using connected component analysis and k-core decomposition [8], [9], [13]. A node is reachable from some other node if there is a path connecting these two nodes. A connected component of a network is a maximal set of mutually reachable nodes. If a component encompasses a vast majority of nodes then we say that the network has a giant connected component [9]. Connected components can be identified using classical
The degree of a node in the network is the number of links incident to the node. In our case the degree of a node is also equal to the number of other nodes to which the node is directly connected since the network does not contain parallel links (different links connecting the same pair of nodes). A node is called isolated if its degree is equal to zero. Isolated nodes in the analyzed network actually represent FETCH institutions that have not established ERASMUS exchange agreements with other FETCH partners.

To quantify compactness of connected components and their connected sub-networks we rely on two network statistics: characteristic path length and diameter [8]. The distance between two nodes is defined as the length of the shortest path connecting them. The characteristic path length is the average distance of all pairs of nodes in the component, i.e.

\[ l = \frac{N(N-1)}{2} \sum_{i,j \in V, i \neq j} d(i,j), \]

where \( V \) denotes the set of nodes in component, \( N \) their number and \( d(i,j) \) is the distance between nodes \( i \) and \( j \). On the other hand, the diameter of the component is the maximal distance between nodes, i.e.

\[ D = \max_{i,j \in V} d(i,j). \]

The transitivity of links in the network is measured by the clustering coefficient [17]. The clustering coefficient is a probability that two neighbors of a randomly selected node are neighbors among themselves, or, equivalently the density of links among neighbors of a randomly selected node. More formally, the clustering coefficient of node \( i \) can be expressed as

\[ C(i) = \frac{2}{k_i(k_i-1)} \left| \{ e_{jk} : j, k \in N_i, e_{jk} \in E \} \right|, \]

where \( E \) denotes the set of links in the network, \( k_i \) is the degree of node \( i \) and \( N_i \) is the set of nodes connected to \( i \).

Node centrality metrics can be employed to identify the most important nodes in a network considering its structure. In our analysis we employ betweenness, closeness and eigenvector centrality measures [9] to rank and identify the most important institutions within the network. The betweenness centrality of a node \( z \), denoted by \( BET(z) \), is the extent to which \( z \) is located on the shortest paths connecting two arbitrary nodes different than \( z \), i.e.

\[ BET(z) = \sum_{x,y \in V} \sigma(x,y,z) \sum_{x \neq y} \sigma(x,y), \]

where \( \sigma(x, y) \) denotes the number of shortest paths connecting \( x \) and \( y \) and \( \sigma(x, y, z) \) is the number of shortest paths between \( x \) and \( y \) that pass through \( z \). The closeness centrality of \( z \), denoted by \( CLO(z) \) is inversely proportional to the cumulative distance between \( z \) and other nodes in the network, i.e.

\[ CLO(z) = \left( \sum_{x \in V, x \neq z} d(x,z) \right)^{-1}. \]

The intuition behind the eigenvector centrality measure is that a node can be considered important if it is surrounded by important nodes. This means that the eigenvector centrality of \( z \), denoted by \( EV(z) \), is proportional to the sum of eigenvector centralities of its neighbors, i.e.

\[ EV(z) = c \sum_{z \in N(z)} EV(z), \]

where \( c \) is a constant and \( N(z) \) is the set of neighbors of \( z \).

A \( k \)-core of a network is a maximal sub-network of the network such that each node in the sub-network has degree higher or equal to \( k \) [13]. A \( k \)-core therefore can be obtained by recursively deleting all nodes whose degree is less than \( k \) until all nodes in the remaining network have degree at least \( k \). A node has shell index \( k \) if it belong to some \( k \)-core of the network, but not to a \((k+1)\)-core. It is important to emphasize that the shell index is not the same as the degree of a node. For example, a node with a high degree connected to nodes of degree 1 has shell index equal to 1. The maximal core of a network encompasses nodes with the highest value of the shell index. If the maximal core is a relatively large, densely connected sub-network then we can conclude that the network possesses a core-periphery structure [11]. The existence of a core-periphery structure in the FETCH network of ERASMUS agreements implies that the network is organized around a subset of institutions that have the crucial role for the development and cohesiveness of the whole network.

To identify cohesive clusters in the network we use the Louvain method for community detection [1]. This method is based on a greedy multi-resolution approach to maximize the Girvan-Newman modularity measure [1], [9] starting from the partition in which all nodes are put in different communities. When the modularity is optimized locally the algorithm builds the network of communities and repeats the local optimization step until no increase of modularity is possible.

The network encompassing only active links can be studied as a directed graph according to the actual realization of Erasmus exchange agreements. In our analysis we use the HITS link analysis algorithm [7] to identify the most important hub and authority institutions in realized Erasmus agreements. In our case, important hubs correspond to institutions having a high out-going mobility to the most important authorities, while important authorities are institutions with a high incoming mobility from the most important hubs. The HITS algorithm assigns two mutually recursive scores, hub and authority scores, to each node in the network. The
authority score of a node $z$ is equal to the sum of hubs scores of nodes pointing to $z$, while the hub score of $z$ is the sum of authority scores of nodes referenced by $z$.

V. NETWORK ANALYSIS - RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Institutions involved in the FETCH project which reported data about ERASMUS exchange agreements established 2138 student and 930 staff exchange agreements in total (with both FETCH and NON-FETCH institutions). Approximately 18% of student exchange agreements and 28% of staff exchange agreements are agreements between FETCH partners. An average institution involved in the FETCH project established student/staff agreements with approximately 5 FETCH and 16 NON-FETCH partners. The average number of ERASMUS student exchange agreements among FETCH partners is equal to 10.65, while the average number of ERASMUS staff exchange agreements is slightly lower and it is equal to 7.08.

The FETCH network of ERASMUS bilateral agreements consists of 37 nodes (FETCH institutions) and 89 links (agreements between FETCH institutions). The connected component analysis revealed that the network contains 4 connected components: 3 isolated nodes and 1 giant connected component encompassing the rest of the nodes (see Figure 1 (a)). Isolated nodes represent FETCH institutions that have not established ERASMUS bilateral agreements with other FETCH partners. However, all 3 isolated nodes in the network represent institutions that have ERASMUS student and staff exchange agreements with NON-FETCH institutions. On the other hand, the existence of the giant connected component implies that the vast majority of institutions are either directly or indirectly connected in the network, further suggesting that the mobility network among FETCH institutions is in a mature stage of the development and that it transcends regional boundaries.

The diameter of the giant connected component is equal to 4, while the characteristic path length is equal to 2.12. This means that the network possesses the small-world property – the average distance between randomly selected nodes is significantly smaller than the number of nodes in the network. The network has a high clustering coefficient (probability that two neighbors of a randomly selected node are neighbors among themselves) equal to 0.439. The clustering coefficient of a comparable random graph is equal to $C_{rand} = 2L/N(N - 1) = 0.13$, where $N$ and $L$ denote the number of nodes and links in the network, respectively. Since empirically observed clustering coefficient is three times higher it can be concluded that the network exhibits the small-world phenomenon in the Watts-Strogatz sense [17].

The giant connected component of the network contains 5 articulation points – nodes whose removal from the network disintegrates the giant connected component into two or more connected components. The removal of each articulation point breaks the giant connected component into exactly two components: one isolated node and one non-trivial component containing the rest of the nodes. This means that the network still has a giant connected component after an articulation point is removed. Therefore, we can conclude that the giant connected component is highly robust: there are no FETCH institutions whose existence is critical to the overall connectedness of the network. In other words, the network is not built around a small number of institutions that keep a large number of other institutions connected.

The k-core decomposition of the giant connected component revealed that the maximal shell index of the nodes is equal to 4. The maximal core of the network (4-core) is shown in Figure 1 (b). It consists of 17 nodes (46% of the total number) and 53 links (60% of the total number). The diameter of the maximal core is equal to 2 which implies that each two nodes from the maximal core are either directly connected or indirectly connected via common neighbors that also belong to the maximal core. It can be observed that the maximal core is a densely connected sub-network. Therefore, we can conclude that the network has a core-periphery structure where highly connected nodes in the network form a compact, densely connected core, while loosely connected nodes from periphery are attached to nodes from the core.

![Figure 1. The giant connected component of the network (a) and the maximal core (4-core) of the giant connected component (b).](image)
(Czech Technical University in Prague), P38 (Vilnius University, Lithuania, and P53 (Linnaeus University, Sweden). Additionally, P33 (University of Pavia, Italy) and P45 (University of Coimbra, Portugal) are among the top 5 highest ranked institutions according to betweenness and eigenvector centrality, respectively.

We identified communities in the giant connected component using the Louvain method. The Girvan-Newman modularity of the obtained partition is equal to 0.256 which means that the network exhibits a moderately strong community structure. The partition of the network into communities is shown in Figure 2 and it can be seen that it consists of 2 large clusters each of them encompassing 12 institutions and 2 relatively small clusters (one of them consists of 6 and another of 4 nodes). The first large community is organized around P1 (University of Rousse, Bulgaria) and P38 (Vilnius University, Lithuania). The best connected nodes in the second large community are P18 (Czech Technical University in Prague) and P53 (Linnaeus University, Sweden). In other words, the two largest communities are organized around the most central nodes in the network (see Table 1). A common characteristic of two small clusters is that they do not contain two institutions from the same country: the first small cluster encompasses institutions from Bulgaria, Cyprus, Luxembourg, Lichenstein and Turkey, while institutions from Austria, Bulgaria, Italy and Portugal belong to the second small cluster.

Tables 2 and 3 show the summary statistics of realized student and staff exchange agreements, respectively, for the last three school years. A link in the network is considered active if there were students or staff exchanges between connected FETCH institutions during the aforementioned time period. Not all links in the network were active implying that there are unrealized Erasmus agreements among FETCH institutions. The number of active links is equal to 43 (48.31% of all links in the network) and they are shown in Figure 3.

The network of active links reflecting realized student and staff mobility among institutions participating in the FETCH project can be analyzed as a directed graph. We

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BET</th>
<th>CLO</th>
<th>EV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>220.26</td>
<td>P1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P18</td>
<td>96.55</td>
<td>P38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P38</td>
<td>84.31</td>
<td>P18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P53</td>
<td>34.14</td>
<td>P64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P33</td>
<td>33.33</td>
<td>P53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Year   | Total Between FETCH With non-FETCH institutions institutions |
|-------|----------------------|----------------------|
| 2013/12 | 377 103              | 274                  |
| 2014/15 | 875 63               | 812                  |
| 2015/16 | 447 48               | 399                  |
| Sum    | 1699 214 (12.6%)     | 1485 (87.4%)         |

| Year   | Total Between FETCH With non-FETCH institutions institutions |
|-------|----------------------|----------------------|
| 2013/12 | 166 29              | 137                  |
| 2014/15 | 181 36              | 145                  |
| 2015/16 | 125 22              | 103                  |
| Sum    | 472 87 (18.4%)      | 385 (81.6%)          |

Figure 2. Communities in the giant component

Figure 3. The network without inactive links.

The network of active links reflecting realized student and staff mobility among institutions participating in the FETCH project can be analyzed as a directed graph. We
applied HITS link analysis algorithm to this network in order to determine the most prominent hubs and authorities in mobility flows among FETCH partners. The results are summarized in Table 4. The institution with the largest hub score is actually the leading institution of the FETCH project (P1 – University of Rousse, Bulgaria). The institution exhibiting the largest authority score is P53 (Linnaeus University, Sweden). Also it is interesting to notice that the most important hubs are institutions from different countries (Bulgaria, Lithuania, Cyprus, Italy, and Luxembourg). The same holds for the most important authorities which are institution from Sweden, Portugal, Turkey, Cyprus and Spain. Therefore, we can conclude that the most important institutions in the Erasmus student and staff mobility flows among FETCH institutions are not regionally localized.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hubs</th>
<th>Authorities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P38</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P17</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P33</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P41</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P53</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P45</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P66</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P17</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P51</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we studied the ERASMUS mobility network formed by the institutions involved in the FETCH project. The network was reconstructed from the data about student and staff ERASMUS exchange agreements reported by 37 institutions from 25 European countries. Techniques commonly used in social network analysis were employed to investigate the structure of the network. The analysis of connected components in the network showed that the network is not in an early stage of the development and that it transcends regional boundaries. Moreover, the network is a compact, small-world in which none of the institutions has a critical role to the overall connectedness of the network. The k-core decomposition of the network revealed that the network has a core-periphery structure with compact, densely connected core composed of active institutions that realize established ERASMUS agreements with other FETCH partners. On the other hand, the periphery of the network is mostly inactive indicating that there is a huge space to improve current mobility flows among institutions involved in the FETCH project.

In this work we have shown that techniques used in social network analysis can be beneficial to the understanding of the structure of academic mobility flows. Therefore, in our future work we plan to investigate academic mobility at a larger scale that is not restricted to institutions involved in a particular scientific project. Also, we will model and analyze mobility networks as temporal, spatial, directed and weighted graphs in order to (1) investigate spatial and temporal patterns of academic mobility, (2) analyze the strength of academic mobility considering spatial and temporal aspect of the network, and (3) address issues related to the incoming and outgoing academic mobility.
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Abstract— Optical Wireless Communications, (OWC), also known as Free Space Optics (FSO) is presented in this contribution for future applications. OWC in combination (as hybrid transmission method) with other telecommunication technologies (including WLAN and satellite communications) is shown as innovative approach for alternative network scenarios. Modular communication systems are considered, which allows worldwide access to the Internet or other networks by combining satellite communications, FSO, Wireless LAN, Local Multipoint Distribution System (LMDS) and DVB-T (terrestrial digital video broadcast). Current and future applications of OWC, including deep space missions and autonomous driving systems (cars, ships, planes) combined with 5G networks are shown.

Keywords— Hybrid networks, Free Space Optics, Optical Wireless Communications, Satellite Communications, Wireless LAN, Microwave link, weather conditions, reliability and availability, LMDS, DVB-T, Civil-Military-Cooperation, 5G

I. INTRODUCTION

OWC and RF links in combination (as hybrid solutions) will offer high data rates for future and innovative applications. Wireless LAN offers connectivity to mobile users in a network cell and Free Space Optics allows quick installation of broadband fixed wireless links instead of cables. Additional traditional satellite communications provides a backbone between distant locations in the world. Also DVB-T as the current video broadcast standard (instead of former analogue TV) can be used for Internet-access (SEE TV-WEB). Different scenarios (and results) using modular wireless technologies are shown. Hybrid solutions are also used more and more for data communication on deep space missions and in applications for autonomous driving (in combination with 5G networks).

Because of the increasing need of high data rates in different applications, the Optical Wireless technology has become more and more important within the last years. High capacity transmission technologies all over the world are necessary to connect the user to high speed internet for various multimedia applications. Not only bad weather conditions will be counteracted by a combination of FSO as well as other wireless and RF-technologies, also natural disasters or wars can profit on combined networks, because such national and global incidents generate a lack of infrastructure (including the telecommunications facilities). In our current century the usual type of wars and also the catastrophes have changed their faces. Wars have become asymmetrical fights and battles (visible by terror attacks), causing different of reactions in the warfare. Connected to this change in our world very often the typical natural disaster has given way to human catastrophes after war and terror attacks. So nowadays the world population needs a combination of different network technologies to survive within the various threats.

II. OPTICAL WIRELESS COMMUNICATION AND RF

A brief introduction shows the advantages and disadvantages of optical wireless (also called Free Space Optics, FSO) compared to fibre and RF technologies. The first part of the invited talk is focused on increasing the interest on Free Space Optics. A rough overview to the physical/electrical description of the various components, notably emitters (light sources), receivers (light detectors) and the transmission medium and techniques are given. A look into the basics, describes the main influences on the reliability and availability of Free Space Optics units using this technology in the atmosphere. The effects like molecular absorption, scattering on small particles and atmospheric turbulences are discussed and the main limiting factors of FSO are demonstrated in this talk. As mentioned high data rate applications (for tele-medicine, disaster recovery, tele-teaching, sports, music, events etc.) require broadband access in our current ages.

To increase the reliability and availability of optical wireless links is achievable on the one hand with special coding techniques, auto-tracking methods and automatic gain control and on the other hand with combined hybrid networks (FSO and microwave systems). Microwave and FSO links have similar properties regarding offered data rates and flexibility of setup, but operate under different conditions, with their benefits and challenges [1, 6]. The benefit of a combination of communication systems operating at millimetre waves and optical waves is the complementary behaviour of each technology during different weather conditions. Rain is the dominant cause for temporary variable attenuation in the microwave link, whereas fog is the most important cause for attenuation in the optical wave link. For a stand-alone FSO system, fog can cause attenuations of 100 dB/km in the climate around Graz [3], while rain at a thunderstorm at a rain rate of 150 mm/h only can generate attenuations of 25 dB/km [5]. The same rain rate can cause up to 50 dB/km attenuation for a microwave link [4] (up to 35 dB/km for 40 GHz), while fog does not particularly matter, and increased humidity causes less than 5 dB/km. To achieve high availability, a high link margin is necessary for each single technology. Bad weather conditions are limiting Free Space Optics applications mainly within the last mile access area and are requiring high output power for a longer range microwave system. In the hybrid system, FSO only needs to overcome rain attenuation and the microwave system needs to overcome attenuation caused by increased humidity, fog and clouds. This allows operating the
hybrid link at lesser margins for both communications systems, or at extended distance.

In general in FSO systems any optical wavelength can be used, but because of the atmospheric conditions and the laser safety regulations the longer wavelengths (e.g. 1,550 nm) should be preferred. FSO links through the troposphere are mainly influenced by weather conditions [2]. As mentioned rain does not influence optical transmissions drastically (attenuation of 3 dB/km), because raindrops size is a few millimetres, much larger than the operating optical wavelengths (1,550 nm), thus causing minimal scattering of the laser energy. However, FSO links are affected dramatically [2, 3] by heavy fog (more than 30 dB/km) and clouds; because the fog and cloud droplets have comparable size, as the used wavelengths, causing much scattering of the laser energy as the fog and clouds become thicker. Another major influence on the FSO transmission is the scintillation, which is caused by small-scale fluctuations in the refractive index of the atmosphere, mainly influencing coherent transmission techniques in FSO. Within an ESA contract and former international EU COST action (IC0802 and IC1101) investigations on different FSO applications and on various weather effects were carried out.

A study under the ESA project (AO/1-5718/08/NL/US “Feasibility Assessment of Optical Technologies & Techniques for Reliable High Capacity Feeder Links”) [9] has evaluated different usable wavelengths for the FSO between earth and satellite. 850 nm is the oldest system (the 1st “optical different usable wavelengths for the FSO between earth and applications and on various weather effects were carried out. Within an ESA contract and former international EU COST action (IC0802 and IC1101) investigations on different FSO applications and on various weather effects were carried out. Within an ESA contract and former international EU COST action (IC0802 and IC1101) investigations on different FSO applications and on various weather effects were carried out.

A study under the ESA project (AO/1-5718/08/NL/US “Feasibility Assessment of Optical Technologies & Techniques for Reliable High Capacity Feeder Links”) [9] has evaluated different usable wavelengths for the FSO between earth and satellite. 850 nm is the oldest system (the 1st “optical window”) for optical fibres, so the cheapest and best evaluated components are available. Also the well-known 1,300 nm technology (the 2nd “optical window” for optical fibres) is cheaper than 1,550 nm technology (the 3rd “optical window”), but more expensive than 850 nm. For all the 3 mentioned wavelengths standard components for fibre based systems are available for use which is important for interfaces and connecting to other networks. However, first experiments show that the 10 µm technology is much better suited to overcome the bad weather conditions. But components for this wavelength are still in the research phase. The use of 10 µm in FSO would also lead to reduction of redundancy and network nodes for the same reliability, since the system itself is much better in counteracting the bad weather conditions. In literature [9] FSO data links at 10 µm are documented in details.

III. COMBINATION SCENARIOS AND APPLICATIONS

As mentioned nowadays the various applications and the increasing data rates for high speed internet need a combination of different network technologies. A few examples are shown, which have been evaluated in former experiments and activities or will be established successful in future applications.

A. FSO combined with LMDS (Microwave-System)

One of the oldest but very important experiments at TU Graz the combination of LMDS (Local Multipoint Distribution System) with FSO shows excellent results on the availability measurements of the combined system [1]. The very interesting analysis of the availability of a one year period shows the expected general behaviour of each technology and quite a good overall availability for the hybrid combination. In [1] it is documented that the overall hybrid availability for a 1 year period is 99.926%, whereas the availabilities of both single links are lower than around 96%.

Obviously the optical link is highly influenced by fog and snow fall, which can be seen in winter months, like in December 2002. In contrast the microwave link does not have excessive losses during this period. The hybrid system promises very high availability [1].

B. FSO combined with Satellite Communications

Applications in tele-medicine, disaster recovery, tele-teaching, sports, music, social events or exploration at unusual locations require broadband access to the rest of the world. In the absence of terrestrial infrastructure, connections based on geostationary satellite technology (GEO), cover the whole world with 3 satellites at minimum, except for the polar zones.

A few scenarios, as example, FSO and satellite applications at the civil-military exercise in Styria have been successfully demonstrated. In this CIMIC exercise a mobile satellite earth station (equipped with FSO and WLAN) was used for video-conferencing between military and civil organisations, see [1, 2]. The mobile satellite ground station was able to transmit the data from the station via FSO and / or WLAN into the conference room. Similar setups were used for tele-medicine for UN support and recovery missions in 2001 and 2002 [2, 7].

The emerging WLAN systems according to the IEEE 802.11 standards family offer wireless shared connectivity of up to 11 or 54 Mb/s overall data rate in the 2.4 and 5.6 GHz radio frequency bands. Other combination possibilities of FSO and WLAN are shown in subchapters D and E (with DVB-T).

C. Long range FSO combined with Satellite

In [9] it is documented that long distance FSO could be used as uplink to feed satellites with high data rates and big broadcast-data to distribute TV- and radio programmes via satellite. The proposed idea behind this combination is for double the usable capacity for the broadcasted programmes. If the uplink is done by the high capacity optical feeder link, the regular downlink plus the additional uplink RF-spectrum can be used for satellite TV and radio. By using the high capacity optical feeder link as uplink, the RF uplink can be spared and used for additional downlink capacity. Optical carrier frequencies in the order of 200 THz (1,550 nm) or 350 THz (850 nm) are free of any license requirements worldwide and cannot interfere with satellite or other RF equipment. To counteract the bad weather conditions (fog and clouds) for FSO systems, site diversity and longer wavelengths have to be used.

In a current ESA contract (ESTEC 4000115256/15/NL/FE) a System Study of Optical Communications with a Hybrised Optical/RF Payload Data Transmitter is carried out by a consortium, to investigate future combination possibilities of RF and FSO for Communication in Deep Space missions.

D. FSO combined with WLAN and GSM

Additional application scenarios of FSO can be realised and demonstrated with WLAN and Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM). On big events and also for natural
disasters this usage is an excellent possibility to have quick available networks with high transmission capacity. As we know the WLAN systems offer license-free wireless shared connectivity. This is a difference to FSO systems, where the full data rate is dedicated to one directed connection, and moreover there is also a change in the protocol and coding standard from Ethernet 802.3 to WLAN 802.11, see also [11].

As example in Austria one of our telecom providers offers mobile (nomadic) base stations, which can be used for big events or disasters to ensure the mobile telephony. Such a mobile base station was installed, when in June and July 2012 in the alpine region in Styria a very big flood occurred. FSO can be used for linking a base station to a neighboured one or to some access point to the relevant network (MAN, WAN).

E. FSO and WLAN combined with DVB-T system

DVB-T (Digital Video Broadcasting-Terrestrial) is the current technology for broadcasting of digital data services. It transmits a compressed video/audio stream using the OFDM modulation. The compression of the data is realised with MPEG-2 or MPEG-4 (H264/AVC) algorithms. DVB-T is typically used to broadcast digital TV channels in a frequency range between 470 and 862 MHz (UHF Bands IV and V). The technology for one channel is comparable to the technology used in satellite TV broadcasting (DVB-S) for one transponder.

In case the user has a direct line of sight connection to the corresponding WLAN or FSO unit, a WLAN access point/antenna or FSO unit and a DVB-T antenna have to be mounted onto the user’s residence to connect to the forward channel (downlink). The user’s PC or notebook has to be equipped with a device that is capable to receive DVB-T data (downlink) and a network interface card which is connected either to the WLAN access point or to the FSO unit (uplink). The WLAN access points simply can be exchanged with FSO units, if used for the uplink/backchannel.

An appropriate technology could be meshed networks to connect the uplink gateway with directed radio antennas up to 20 km or with an FSO system up to 2 km of distance [8]. Interesting work on using DVB-T for Internet access was done within the finalized special strategic EU project called “SEE TV-WEB”. The main objective of SEE TV-WEB was to tackle the Digital Divide by developing a joint, coordinated and viable initiative which will increase the accessibility and availability of information services offering at least minimal internet access to elderly or disabled persons and for regions with weak telecommunications infrastructure [11].

F. OWC, 5G and RF for Communication with Vehicles

Current and future applications of OWC and hybrid solutions with 5G and RF links are also under investigation for Vehicle to Vehicle (V2V) and Vehicle to Infrastructure (V2I) Communications (for cars, ships and planes). The combination of 5G and FSO is well suited for autonomous driving systems. In such application also other types of combinations of optics and RF are an important fact in sensor and measurements systems. As example radar (working on RF) can be combined with Lidar for safety reason. Both systems can “see” and detect different types of targets and obstacles.

OWC in combination with 5G will be the next innovative step in future Communications technology. Also Visible Light Communication (VLC) (well known for Data Broadcast within buildings) can be used for V2V (and cars). New possibilities for the back-channel for VLC will give new aspects in future network mobility.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Within this contribution different applications were proposed and demonstrated, which allows worldwide access to the Internet by combining FSO with other wireless technologies (like satellite communications, Wireless LAN, LMDS and DVB-T). Wireless LAN offers good connectivity to mobile users in a network cell and for backchannel solutions. Broadband mobile access with IP networking technologies was demonstrated without the use of terrestrial infrastructure. The combination of different wireless technologies, satellite communications, FSO and WLAN shows good performance and interoperability in the complete installation. The system concepts presented in this paper were realized and investigated by TU Graz and successfully demonstrated.

The contribution illustrated that different propagation behaviours and contrary weather effects lead to complementary advantages of microwave and FSO. The demonstration at various scenarios has shown that combined use of different wireless technologies can be used for reliable and quick installable communication links [11].
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Abstract - This paper is based on two main theses. The first one, according to a research of Gustav Fechner, people have sustainable preferences to forms with proportions, close to Golden ratio. The second these is that human perception and aesthetical criteria can be developed and trained. Having mind the fact, that in this moment the lifestyle and especially dynamic presentation and perception of the information (television, monitors, mobile devices) by people are absolutely different from the moment when the Fechner’s experiment is made (before more than 100 years). It is possible a change to be expected in the human’s preferences. In the context of the subject matter may be noted the fact, that in March 2011 the 16:9 resolution 1920×1080 became the most common used resolution among Steam’s users. In the present paper are shown the results from repeating of Fechner’s experiment, made between 65 persons at the age of 18-20. According to the data obtained, respondents indicated the most harmonious and preferred proportions are 1:1, 2:1 and 1.78:1 (which in practice is well known aspect ratio 16:9). Golden ratio takes the fourth position.

I. INTRODUCTION

It is assumed that the "Great theory of beauty" was founded by the ancient Greeks and it is based on the ratios of the whole and its parts. Based on this, they accept the order and proportions as wonderful. The golden ratio is one of the most significant and stable appearances of the harmony of nature. This conception keep during the centuries and finds its place in different fields of contemporary art and science.

In contemporary design conceptions, the proportions are one of the main parts of composition. It is assumed that “the man often has some stable preferences to proportions of its environment” [1]. The knowledge of these preferences and their adjustment in the process of projecting of different types of items or product would help the creation of more admired and preferred forms.

This stability of the preferences is proved by Gustav Fechner by means of a test with rectangles that have ratio of the sides from 1:1 to 1:2. The results he achieved are from the all ten shapes one is most preferred. It is with ratio of the sides 21:34 (0,617674), that in fact matches the Golden ratio (0,618). This is known as “Golden rectangle”.

Gustav Theodor Fechner lived in the beginning of XIX century (1801–1887). That means that from his experience has passed more than hundred years. During all this period the results he achieved are taken as absolute truth.

It is normal to evoke the question what would be the results at this moment in the beginning of XXI century? The reason for asking this is the higher level of dynamic with which the environment, fashion, the main tendencies and aesthetical criteria in the perception of contemporary people are changing. All these processes are strongly affected by the fast development of the technologies and means of communication which full a significant part of the environment of the contemporary society and even replace partly the „face to face“ communication.

The present paper has interdisciplinary character. It affects problems, connected with design, marketing, technologies, human perceptions and the means of information transfer (TV-s, monitors, mobile phones) that become „standards“ of aesthetics in visual communication.

The main aim of the present paper is to check (prove or reject) actuality of Fechner’s experiment and to establish the stability of people's preferences to certain proportions in the conditions of continually impact of modern communication means on the perceptual characteristics of humans.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents repetition of the Fehner’s experiment. Section 3 gives possible reasons for a change of perception of the golden ratio in the age of communications. Section 4 concludes the paper.

II. REPETITION OF FECHNER’S EXPERIMENT

To explore the contemporary preferences for certain proportions has developed a test that repeat the research done by Fechner.
To carry out the experiment are set up two groups of ten rectangles with proportions from 1:1 to 1:2. The difference between them is that for the first group the rectangles increase vertically, as the horizontal side is constant (Fig. 1), while for the second group the height of the rectangles is constant, but increase the horizontals (Fig. 2).

The separation of horizontally and vertically oriented forms is done to achieve a higher level of objectivity due to an important ability of human perception, according to which arises the difference in assessing the dimensions in both directions.

For example, the same line looks longer if it is positioned vertically, rather than if placed horizontally. Therefore, it is possible to expect divergence in answers to the most preferred form of group with horizontal direction and the group with vertical direction.

Objects with the same numbering in the two groups have the same aspect ratio, the difference between them is the direction

- Rectangle 1 has a ratio of 1:1
- Rectangle 2 has a ratio of 1:1.1
- Rectangle 3 has a ratio of 1:1.22
- Rectangle 4 has a ratio of 1:1.33
- Rectangle 5 has a ratio of 1:1.44
- Rectangle 6 has a ratio of 1:1.56
- Rectangle 7 has a ratio of 1:1.67
- Rectangle 8 has a ratio of 1:1.78
- Rectangle 9 has a ratio of 1:1.89
- Rectangle 10 has a ratio of 1:2

Respondents are placed with the following task: "From each group rectangles numbered 1 to 10, choose and highlight the number of the form with the most harmonious proportions (the most beautiful form)."

An experiment covers 65 (sixty five) people, most of them (55 people) are students aged between 18 and 23 years.

The results, initially are presented in two separate groups (Fig. 3 for vertically oriented rectangles and Fig. 4 for horizontal oriented rectangles). And then in Fig. 5 are presented the consolidated results.

In a vertically oriented group of rectangles (Fig. 1) most preferred form appears to be the number 1 with an aspect ratio of 1:1 - the square. It is listed as the most harmonious of 18 respondents. Second place with 8 votes share rectangle 3 aspect ratio 1:1.22, rectangle 8 with a ratio of 1:1.78 and rectangle 10 with an aspect ratio of 1:2. In third place with 6 votes were rectangle 7 aspect ratio 1:1.67, rectangle 6 with ratio of 1:1.56 and rectangle 7 with an aspect ratio of 1:1.67 (which is closer to the golden section 1:1.618).

The most disliked rectangles (3 votes) again (as in the previous group) is rectangle number 4 with an aspect ratio of 1:1.33.

In horizontally oriented set of rectangles (Fig. 4) results observed at first glance differ from those in vertically organized group, but at the same time are very close.

The most preferred rectangle turns out to be rectangle 2 aspect ratio 1:1.11 (in the first group was rectangle 1). It is listed as the most harmonious of 10 respondents. Second place with 8 votes share the rectangle 8 (as in the previous group) with an aspect ratio of 1:1.78, rectangle 9 aspect ratio 1:1.89 and rectangle 10 with an aspect ratio of 1:2. In third place with 6 votes were rectangle 1 aspect ratio 1:1, rectangle 6 with ratio of 1:1.56 and rectangle 7 with an aspect ratio of 1:1.67 (which is closer to the golden section 1:1.618).

The most disliked rectangles (3 votes) again (as in the previous group) is rectangle number 4 with an aspect ratio of 1:1.33.
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The earlier hypothesis that the difference arises in assessing the dimensions horizontally and vertically in practice received its confirmation by the made test. There is clearly pronounced divergence in preferences for the most harmonious rectangle, depending on whether it is vertically or horizontally oriented. While in the first case the amplitude among the most liked and most disliked rectangle is quite large - 16 votes, in the second case the difference is only 7 votes.

The sum of the results of the most preferred rectangles of the two groups is shown in Fig. 5.

What impresses is the following - the sum of preferences for the two rectangle closest to the golden section (Fig. 6 and Fig. 7) is less than the number of respondents that indicated rectangle 1 for most harmonious.

Special attention deserves the ranked second rectangles with number 8 and 10. They occupy second place in both groups.

At the third place are rectangles with numbers 3, 7 and 9 with the same number of votes.

The most disliked rectangle in all three rankings is number 4 with ratios of 1: 1.33. What could be the factors leading to these results?

It can be assumed that influenced from modern minimalist trends in art and fashion, the majority of respondents indicated square as the most harmonious shape. The same reasoning can be attributed to the rectangle number 10, who has actual proportions of the two squares adjacent to each other.

It is also probable hypothesis that the human brain seeks and prefers simple and elementary forms to be able to cope with our overwhelming avalanche of information.

Of interest is rectangle 8 which has a ratio of 1: 1.78 and is at the second place of preferences in the two groups, and the total score.

III. THE GOLDEN RATIO IN THE AGE OF COMMUNICATIONS

An interesting fact is that currently the most common means of information and communication - TVs and computer monitors and mobile phones are with displays with resolutions, with a ratio of 16: 9, which is in fact the same proportion 1:1.78. Reasonable question arises how their style and proportions influence preference for harmonic proportions.

In January 2017 resolution 1366 × 768 became the most common worldwide used desktop, tablet & console screen resolution according Statcounter (Fig. 6).[6]

So far these are the results (facts) of the experiment. To reach or at least approach the reasons for these results we will expose several fact relating to human perception or related to the topic:

- Over 90% of the information (according to some authors around 95%), reaching our brain is through the sight.
- According to information from the 2015, survey of TNS shows that consumers aged between 16 and 30 spend an average of 3.2 hours a day, using their smartphones. The same material indicates that we take an average day look at our smartphones - 150 times. [7]
- Online survey of Samsung Techonomic Index from 2015 of 18 000 respondents aged over 16 in 18 European countries shows that Europeans watch TV average of 3 hours and 7 min. per day [8]
- According data from the National Statistics Institute in Bulgaria 87.2% of those aged 18-24 and 82.5 percent of those aged 25-34 regularly use the Internet. [9]
- According to its own investigation of the report's authors conducted among 450 people in 2014, 84% responded that they use the Internet every day.

Given the facts of the time that person spends using modern communication devices cannot help but make the connection between them and the new aesthetic preferences and criteria that are formed.
Although various types of used modern devices have different screen sizes, they present us important information for us in proportions that appear common constant 1:1.78 (Fig. 7). Whether to perform work activity on a computer, watching television or communication over phone and tablet, always our information is presented in the same frame within the screen. Thus we begin to connect the important things for us with the format in which they are presented to us.

Surely the process of replacing or development of aesthetic criteria is a fact and at the same time depends on many factors. The use of modern means of communication is one of many factors, probably even the most important.

The aim of this study is not to reveal all of them rather to focus people's attention to subtle and slow processes that occur to us as a result of communication with the environment, which surround us.

In the end of 19 century Gottfried Semper says that "...science and technological advances provide artistic practice with such materials and methods for their treatment, which still are not utilized aesthetically. Time limits required for aesthetic assimilation of innovations in the process of historical development constantly cut ..."[3].

Obviously this problem, formulated by Semper is valid today.

IV. CONCLUSION

It is quite possible the sample of 65 people, among which is the study is not fully representative and provides insufficient objective information on the state of the problem, but the fact is that there is no proven by Fechner and cited by later sources uniformity of preferences in favor of the golden section.

However, based on the obtained results can be drawn the following conclusions and assumptions:

The fact is that human perception and aesthetic criteria are subject to change and training. From this perspective, it is very normal, under the influence of artificial habitat, the man to lose to some degree the preferences for proportions close to the golden section.

Based on this survey can be announced that under the constant influence of electronic means of information and communication is quite possible that a new aesthetic criteria that form the preferences and attitudes of modern consumers had formed.

The most logical direction of development of the study would be to continue to cover a wider group of people to be able to make considerably more accurate conclusions. Its results would be of great benefit to people involved in design, advertising, software developers and other professionals involved in the structuring and visualization of presenting electronic information.

Even now the Internet is full of lessons and recommendations on how to use the Golden Ratio in the creation of graphic compositions or entire websites in order for them to be harmonious and attractive to consumers.

It is reasonable to ask whether this really is.
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Figure 7. Devices with display aspect ratio a/b =1,78
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Abstract - Machine to machine communication in intelligent transportation is a technology that aims to interconnect various components such as sensors, vehicles, road infrastructures and wireless networks. The significance thereof is to solve problems such as road congestion, road accidents and high vehicle fuel consumption. This paper gives an overview of how Machine-to-machine (M2M) communication can be used in intelligent transportation systems (ITS) to improve road safety and efficiency, where Vehicular ad-hoc networks (VANETs) play a major role. These applications include traffic light control, fleet management and smart grid systems. Some of M2M architectures that have been devised are also discussed.

Index Terms -- Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS), Machine to machine (M2M), Traffic light control, Vehicular ad-hoc networks (VANETs), Smart Grid, Vehicle to Grid.

1. INTRODUCTION
Transportation related problems and road accidents have been increasing worldwide, due to an increase in the number of automobiles on roads [1]. Traffic congestion is one of the major problems in transportation that has been experienced in urban areas. This problem has caused a number of undesirable events such as increased road accidents, high vehicle fuel consumption and an increase in gas emissions from vehicles. Road intersections are more prone to accidents due the requirement for multiple vehicle drivers, pedestrians and infrastructure [2] to interact, when right of way is required. Between 30% and 60% of fatal road accidents have been reported to occur at road intersections [1].

Fixed time traffic light control is currently a common method used to regulate traffic at road intersections. This method is not efficient as it does not take dynamic and unpredictable road changes such as accidents and peak time traffic congestion into account. Intelligent transportation systems (ITS) have been studied and developed to improve transportation safety, reliability and efficiency [3]. Intelligent transportation integrates different technologies to establish an interconnected communication between vehicles, road infrastructures and pedestrians [4]. The integration of these technologies can thus change and improve the traditional way of interaction between vehicles, infrastructure and people significantly [5]. ITS can be realized, modeled and developed by incorporating Machine-to-machine communication (M2M). M2M is an automated communication between a central management system and multiple remote machines for the automation and monitoring of real-time processes [6]. M2M is based on the idea that a network of different entities, referred to as machines can be more useful than an isolated system and that the efficiency of automated systems can be improved if more machines are interconnected [7]. This phenomenon thus results in various applications of M2M which are not only limited to traffic control, but also include health, remote sensing, home security and other applications as shown in Fig1.

M2M can be viewed as a component of the Internet of Things (IoT) [8], which like the Internet of Vehicles (IoV) aims at the development of applications and systems that can allow for large scale interconnected networks between digital devices and physical things [8]. The IoV is an...
emerging technology and integrates the internet, mobile and wireless communication technologies to realize vehicular ad-hoc networks (VANETS) through Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V), Vehicle-to-Road (V2R), vehicle-to-human (V2H) and vehicle-to-sensor (V2S) interactions [9]. V2R is sometimes also referred to as Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I).

2. MACHINE-TO-MACHINE ARCHITECTURE

One of the challenges in the development of M2M communications is the need for an adoption of a standard architecture that can be employed. Some architectures of M2M such as oneM2M and standards based on the European Telecommunications Standards (ETS) have thus been developed. A high level or general M2M architecture with three domains, namely the M2M domain, Network domain and an Application domain was devised [10] and is shown in Fig.2. The M2M domain is a group of nodes or machines interconnected in a network and send data to a gateway. In intelligent transportation these M2M nodes would typically be vehicles, sensors and road infrastructure such as traffic lights. The gateway may be a wireless communication interface; it may form part of a wireless or wired network which sends data received from M2M nodes to a remote server for processing and analysis. The network domain can utilize short range communication protocols such as Wifi, ZigBee and Bluetooth. A table showing a comparison of the bitrates and communication range of wireless communication protocols that may be used in M2M communication for intelligent transportation is presented below.

Different projects and organizations such as 3GPP (Third Generation Project), European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) and Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), have worked on devising M2M standards.

A. 3GPP

3GPP is an organization that develops standards for mobile communication protocols [11] such as GSM, HSPA and LTE. The 3GPP architecture uses mobile networks for transmitting M2M data. These networks are ideal for use when relatively small data transmission rates are required due to the cost involved. GSM for instance uses Short Messaging (SMS), which can be expensive when incorporated in M2M transportation systems [11]. Mobile communication networks have an advantage of connection reliability and good network coverage which can allow for M2M devices to communicate over a wide distance range [12].

B. OneM2M

The architecture proposed by the oneM2M Global Initiative is based on the general M2M architecture shown in Fig.2. The oneM2M architecture is divided into an infrastructure domain and a field domain. Different components or devices which form part of the M2M system are then classified into four nodes, infrastructure node, middle node, application service node and application dedicated nodes. These nodes are then organized in a layered network with an application layer, common service layer and an underlying network layer [13].

3. INTELLIGENT TRANSPORTATION

Research and development of intelligent transportation systems has been done by incorporating machine-to-machine in the form of vehicular ad-hoc networks with V2V and V2I interactions. The problem of road intersections being prone to accidents can be mitigated by implementing intelligent traffic light control.

C. Traffic Light Control

An intelligent traffic light control algorithm that used scheduling was developed [14]. VANET was used to get real-time data of traffic flow at a road intersection. The algorithm was tested in a simulated environment and it was found that the overall throughput of vehicles at a road intersection increased and the queuing time decreased in comparison to a fixed time traffic light control method. The system was also designed to send a warning signal via a wireless network, to caution approaching vehicles to reduce speed when the traffic lights turned red.

GPS and speed information from on-board vehicular sensors was collected in a VANET based system to optimize waiting period of vehicles at road intersects [15]. Data was sent from a vehicle to an intelligent traffic light controller through wireless communication, where V2V and V2I communications were established. Traffic congestion was modeled as Oldest Job First scheduling problem. The scheduling algorithm resulted in reduction of the waiting time of vehicles by more than two times compared to a fixed time traffic light scheduling algorithm.

A traffic light control system was designed using V2V communication [16]. The system calculated the estimated vehicle density and the total number of vehicles queuing at a traffic light. This information was used in an algorithm developed to reduce the waiting time and...
queue length of vehicles. A simulation tool was used and it was found that the average queuing time of vehicles was reduced from the fixed time traffic light approach. A control algorithm to dynamically change and optimize the minimum and maximum green light time for actuated traffic light control was developed [17]. The queue length of vehicles was to be obtained from detector sensors which acted as actuators. The queue length was used in a statistical approach to compute optimum minimum green time. The maximum green time was optimized by using the queue length and a stochastic model that used a Poisson distribution to model the arrival time behavior of vehicles at a road intersection. An improvement and efficiency in traffic flow was achieved.

Machine-to-machine communication was employed in the form of V2V and V2I to solve the problem of traffic congestion and improve traffic flow [18]. Traffic congestion was reduced by developing a system that reduces the average stopping time of vehicle at traffic lights thereby reducing the total fuel consumption. A simulation environment demonstrating that the fuel consumption of a vehicle may be reduced by avoiding unnecessary stopping was developed. This required an optimal speed advisory algorithm which was developed to advice a driver of a suitable speed when approaching an intersection. The real life implementation of this system could be done by obtaining the current speed from on-board sensors and then send this information wirelessly to a controller interfaced with a traffic light using a technology such as 802.11. The traffic light can then send back a recommended travelling speed to the vehicle which will mitigate unnecessary stops. A disadvantage of this approach is that a driver may be distracted if a lot of information is constantly communicated.

RFID was used for an Intelligent Traffic Light Control system. This system was designed to solve the problem of traffic congestion, emergency vehicle clearance and detection of stolen vehicles [19]. Vehicles were equipped with RFID tags which were detected by an RFID reader placed at a certain distance from the traffic light. The congestion volume of vehicles approaching the intersection could then be calculated and used to determine the total green light time. Emergency vehicles were equipped with a Zigbee transmitter which communicated with a Zigbee receiver located at the intersection. When communication was established, the traffic light was changed from red to green to give the emergency vehicles right of way. Stolen vehicles were tracked by checking the read RFID against a recorded list of stolen RFIDs. If a stolen vehicle was detected a signal was sent to turn the traffic light red and an alert message was sent to the police. This system automates the process of traffic control by a human and is thus more efficient.

D. Intersection safety

INTERSAFE-2 is a project aimed at improving the safety at road intersections, by using a camera and image processing to obtain information about the state of the road at an intersection [20]. An algorithm which ensured that warning alerts were sent to approaching vehicles in the event of accidents or dangerous situations was developed. Data from on-board sensors was sent wirelessly to a control unit interfaced with a traffic light. An effective mechanism to resolve the issue of road safety during unpredictable circumstances was achieved through interconnectivity.

E. Virtual traffic light

A self-organizing traffic control system was proposed in [21], where an ad-hoc communication between vehicles approaching an intersection was established, without interaction or communication with any infrastructure. This method was based on the concept of a virtual traffic light (VTL). Short range communication technology incorporated in vehicles and VANET were considered. The system was designed to improve the manner in which traffic flow was directed in the event of accidents, so as to allow for emergency vehicles to reach the accident scene as fast and as safe as possible.

The proposed algorithm was based on the assumption that vehicles sent hello packets with information about their current position and speed. A local map of the current state of the road would then be calculated by each vehicle to detect possible conflicts between vehicles approaching an intersection from different directions. If a conflict was detected, leading vehicles from all sides of the intersection were identified. The vehicle closest to the intersection was then elected as a VTL. The VTL sent a red message to an approaching vehicle in its direction and a green message to a vehicle orthogonal to it. A handover process then finally happened after a certain time period, where the orthogonal vehicle was selected as the VTL. Simulation results of the proposed system showed a 60 percent increase in traffic flow from the use of traditional traffic lights [21]. Fig.3. shows a graph of the results of the average travel time obtained. A comparison between the performance of physical traffic lights and VTL was made.

Artificial intelligence has also been used in research relating to traffic light control. Fuzzy logic was used in [22] to control a traffic light at a road intersection which reduced the average waiting time of vehicles.

F. Fleet Management

M2M communication also has some advantages in intelligent transportation other than traffic light control. Different M2M use cases were reported in [23] which included fleet management and logistics. M2M has been
used to send various vehicle parameters such as speed, distance travel and fuel consumption to road infrastructures and remote data management systems. Vehicle tracking systems are also an application of M2M where a GPS device for instance can communicate to various satellites and the device in turn sends data to a remote module wirelessly.

G. Smart Grid and Electric Vehicles

Energy efficiency, energy conservation and reduction of the environmental carbon foot print are some of the challenges faced in the Utility industry due to the electricity grid that is currently employed [24]. Smart grid power technology is thus evolving and mainly employs renewable energy sources such as water, wind and solar. These energy sources are very intermittent so mechanisms to conserve energy are thus necessary [25]. Electric vehicles (EV) have been discovered to be capable of storing energy through charging and can thus be used for energy storage, where after this stored energy can be supplied back to the smart grid by discharging when it is needed [26].

M2M communication was used in an architecture demonstrating the interaction of smart grid and EVs [27]. The architecture had three parties involved, which were the power grid integrated with smart grid, Smart Communities (SCs) and the EVs. The function of the power grid was to generate energy consumed by SCs as and EVs through charging. The EVs not only consumed energy but also supplied energy to the grid. Different forms of M2M communication were used to realise the interaction of the different parties of the architecture and these were, vehicle-to-grid (V2G/G2V), vehicle-to-community (V2C/C2V), vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V), and community-to-grid (C2G/G2C) [27] as shown in Fig.4.

A study showing the use of different artificial intelligence (AI) approaches for V2G systems was done [26]. It was shown that artificial intelligence could be used for charging or discharging EVs and to solve the problem of network congestion. A solution to the problem of charging and discharging Plug-in Hybrid vehicles (PHEVs) was proposed in [28]. It was based on allowing PHEVs and PHEV parking bays to interact via V2V [28-33] and V2G communications [34,35]. A hierarchical architecture of this interaction was to be devised so as to maintain scalability of the size of the network or interaction.

4. CONCLUSION

Safety, efficiency and traffic control are currently a major concern in transportation. Research and projects have been done on Intelligent Transportation systems with the aim of improving the current state of road safety and transportation. This paper presented how machine-to-machine communication can be used in ITS. This mainly entailed integrating different technologies such as sensors and wireless communication with intelligent algorithms in order to establish an interconnected network between vehicles, humans and road infrastructure. A challenge with developing M2M, IoV and IoT systems is that a standard architecture has not yet been devised, so the development of such systems requires a broad and an open ended evaluation of already existing knowledge. Testing and qualification of ITS is also a challenge due to a possible danger that might be imposed on motorists and pedestrians. Despite these challenges, ongoing research and development of intelligent transportation systems, machine type or M2M communications, is proof that transportation safety and efficiency can indeed be improved.
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Abstract - Device-to-device communications integrated into cellular networks is a means to take advantage of the proximity of devices and thereby to increase the user bitrates and system capacity. Interference management from D2D communication to the spectrum- and energy-efficiency. Device-to-device communication has the potential of increasing the system capacity, energy efficiency and achievable peak rates while reducing the end-to-end latency. To realize these gains, are proposed resource allocation and power control schemes that show near optimal performance in terms of spectral or energy efficiency.

I. INTRODUCTION

Increased number of mobile devices and systems that need wireless communications are leading to congestion of radio spectrum in cellular networks. For that reason, effective use of spectrum has become more significant and new technologies are required for this purpose. Device-to-device communication (D2D) has been announced as a key technology to LTE-Advance networks [1]. In D2D, users with short distance and high signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) ratio may directly communicate with each other without sending the information through base station (BS), BS only sends the control signals to these users. These users can either use license excused bands or licensed frequency bands. In [2] authors have investigated different resource allocation approaches for D2D, where D2D connection can use dedicated resource or using resources of one or more than one users. Interference management from D2D communication to mobile users and from cellular communication network to D2D link is the key challenge.

One of the main technology component of D2D is mode selection (MS), which selects the cellular or direct communication mode for a D2D pair based on issues such as the current resource condition, traffic load, and level of the interference signals [2].

Device-to-device (D2D) communication in cellular spectrum supported by a cellular network allows direct communication between pieces of user equipment (UE). The advantages of D2D communication over traditional cellular transmission include not only the proximity gain in terms of improved link budget, but also the so called reuse and hop gains [3]. In order to use efficiently D2D, are proposed efficient algorithms for scheduling, resource allocation and power control, that help realize the gains of near communications. These algorithms protect at the same time the cellular layer from interference caused by local traffic. The 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) has recently specified the technology components of incorporating D2D communications in long term evolution advanced (LTE-A) networks [4, 5].

With use of D2D communications can be met the growing requirements of fifth generation mobile network (5G). Due to the limited spectrum resources and the requirement on providing broadband services must be ensured both spectral and energy efficiency requirements.

The main goal for communication technologies have always been to enable people to talk to each other more flexible and convenient. Now that this goal seems to be achieved and the foundation is set (product acceptance and convenient service coverage for mobile devices) new goals have been set for the next generation 5G.

To this end, we structure the paper as follows. The next section discusses the defined 5G network requirements and D2D resource usage. Next, in Section III we present the power control options based on LTE mechanisms and the proposed mode selection and random resource allocation algorithm. Section IV concludes the paper.

II. FIFTH GENERATION NETWORK (5G)

The Next Generation Mobile Networks (NGMN) Alliance is a mobile telecommunications association of mobile operators, vendors, manufacturers and research institutes.

NGMN Alliance defined 5G network requirements as:

- Data rates of several tens of Mb/s should be supported for tens of thousands of users.
- 1 Gb/s to be offered, simultaneously to tens of workers on the same office floor.
- Up to Several 100,000's simultaneous connections to be supported for massive sensor deployments.
- Spectral efficiency should be significantly enhanced compared to 4G.
- Coverage should be improved.
- Signaling efficiency enhanced.
Although these requirements seem quite vague they are targeting three foreseen problems for year 2020, which is the aimed time frame for succeeding the development:

- Avalanche of traffic:
- Explosion of the number of connected devices. From 5 billion (2010) to 50 billion (2020).
- Large diversity of use cases and requirements:
- Guaranteed service level, reliability, latency, device capabilities, Device-to-Device Communications Car-to-Car Comm.

A. Device-to-Device Communication

Device-to-device communication is introduced as a key technology to LTE-A. In D2D, UEs with short distance and high SINR ratio can directly communicate with each other. Base station (BS) sends only the control signals to these users.

Device-to-device communications in cellular spectrum supported by a cellular infrastructure has the potential of increasing spectrum and energy efficiency as well as allowing new peer-to-peer services by taking advantage of the so called proximity and reuse gains. [6] In fact, D2D communications in cellular spectrum is currently studied by the 3GPP to facilitate proximity aware internetworking services [7], national security and public safety applications [3] and machine type communications [8].

Obviously, D2D communications utilizing cellular spectrum poses new challenges, because relative to cellular communication scenarios, the system needs to cope with new interference situations. For example, in an orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) system in which user equipments (UE) are allowed to use D2D (LTE direct mode) communication, D2D communication links may reuse some of the OFDM time-frequency physical resource blocks (RB). Due to the reuse, intracell orthogonality is lost and intracell interference can become severe due to the random positions of the D2D transmitters and receivers as well as of the cellular UEs communicating with their respective serving base stations [6, 9].

B. Smart Mobility Management for D2D Communications

We assume that the D2D resource usage and coordination are under the network’s control. This is due to the fact that in-band D2D operation, as an underlay for cellular communications, requires the network’s control on D2D radio resources in order to provide optimized resource utilization, minimized interference among D2D links and from D2D links to cellular link, as well as more robust mobility.

Enabling very low latency data communications between end-users is one of the distinctive advantages expected from Device-to-Device communications. However, when several base stations (BSs), which are connected to each other via a non-ideal backhaul, are involved in the D2D radio resource control, the quality of service requirement in terms of latency may not be satisfied due to large backhaul delay. Furthermore, the additional control overhead is expected due to the exchange of necessary information between controlling nodes as depicted in Fig. 1. Therefore, we propose two smart mobility management solutions that can be used to minimize the negative impacts (e.g., larger latency and additional signaling overhead) of multi-site radio resource control on D2D communications by controlling the D2D control handover and cell selection during the mobility of D2D UEs (DUEs):

- D2D-aware handover solution,
- D2D-triggered handover solution.

Here, it should be noted that D2D control handover and regular cellular handover could be executed separately, such as in dual connectivity [9].

D2D-aware handover solution

D2D-aware handover solution is introduced to minimize the End-to-End (E2E) latency in D2D communications and reduce the network signaling overhead in case of DUE mobility.

D2D-triggered handover solution

With D2D-triggered handover solution, we propose to cluster the members of a D2D group within a minimum number of cells or BSs in order to reduce the network signaling overhead caused by the inter-BS information exchange, such as related to D2D radio resource usage. The solution targets the scenarios where D2D groups are dynamically formed by more than two DUEs (Fig. 2). The solution can be applied when DUEs taking part in a D2D group are varying in time, for instance, due to the mobility. [10]
III. POWER CONTROL OPTIONS BASED ON LTE MECHANISMS

It is natural to base a power control (PC) strategy for D2D communications underlying [11] an LTE network on the LTE standard uplink PC mechanisms. Building on the already standardized and widely deployed schemes facilitate not only a smooth introduction of D2D enabled user equipment, but would also help to develop interoperable solutions between different devices and network equipment.

The LTE PC scheme can be seen as a ‘toolkit’ from which different PC strategies can be selected depending on the deployment scenario and operator preference [12]. It employs a combination of open-loop (OL) and closed-loop (CL) control to set the UE transmit power (up to a maximum level of $P_{\text{MAX}} = 24$ dBm) as follows:

$$P^{\text{OL}} = P_0 - \alpha G + \Delta_{TPC} + f(\Delta_{TPC}) + 10 \log_{10} M,$$

where $P_{\text{OL}}-\alpha G$ is OL operating point, which allows for path loss (PL) compensation and the dynamic offset $(\Delta_{TPC}+f(\Delta_{TPC}))$ can further adjust the transmit power taking into account the current modulation and coding scheme (MCS) and explicit transmit power control (TPC) commands from the network. The bandwidth factor $(10 \log_{10} M)$ takes into account the number of scheduled RBs ($M$). For the OL operating point, $P_0$ is a base power level used to control the SNR target and it is calculated as [13]:

$$P = \min \left\{ P_{\text{MAX}}^0, P_0 + 10 \log_{10} M + \alpha L + \Delta \right\}$$

where $\Delta$ represents a tuning step, which can be either fixed or dynamic.

A. Utility-Maximization Power Control

Utility-maximization power control is able to maximize the total utility of the system and minimize the total transmit power at the same time. The utility itself is logarithmically proportional to the transmission rate of link-I defined as $u(x)=\ln(x)$, $P_I$. The objective of the utility maximizing power control scheme is expressed by:

$$\sum \frac{u(s_j)}{s_j} > \omega \sum P_j,$$

where $p$ and $s$ represent UE transmit powers and transmission rates respectively and $\omega$ is a design parameter that can tune the spectral versus power efficiency tradeoff-lower $\omega$ promotes higher spectral efficiency in exchange of higher transmit power. This problem is solved by an iterative approach using nested loops [12], such that the so called inner loops calculate the optimum transmit power for a given SINR target while the outer loops update the SINR targets based on local measurements by the receivers.

B. Mode Selection and Resource Allocation

Mode selection and resource allocation are intertwined, because the availability of all resources has an impact on what communication modes (cellular or D2D mode) can be chosen for D2D candidates. This is because of the fundamental requirement of maintaining orthogonality among cellular UEs while allowing for resource reuse between the cellular and D2D layers [14].

Resource mode selection and allocation scheme is proposed, that relaxes the need for full gain matrix knowledge at the BS at the expense of potential performance degradation (Fig. 3). This algorithm requires the availability of Channel state information (CSI) between the D2D candidates and between the BS and all (cellular and D2D) transmitters.
Orthogonal resources?
D2D candidate transmits
D2D candidate transmits
Allocate resources for cellular UEs
Orthogonal resources?
Pick resource \( j \) randomly
Yes: use orthogonal resource \( j \)
Yes: D2D link is stronger
No: cellular link is stronger
D2D candidate transmits resource \( l \) in D2D mode
D2D candidate transmits resource \( l \) in cellular mode

Figure 3. Mode selection and random resource allocation

This set of CSI reports is already maintained by cellular BSs to support mobility (handover) decision. This information is required for the MS decision, whereas resources are allocated by selecting randomly out of the available resource blocks. The rationale for this RA for the D2D layer is that RA to D2D pairs by the BS in practice is expected to operate on a much coarser time scale (e.g. 500 ms) than what is used for physical resource block scheduling in LTE systems [9].

IV. CONCLUSION

Technology components for interference management, resource allocation, mobility management and other system level techniques enable the efficient D2D operation. A power control scheme is proposed, in which the cellular UEs continue to use the legacy LTE PC scheme, while the D2D UEs are allowed to use either LTE PC scheme or a utility-optimal PC scheme [14, 15] with additional practical constraints: a power-limiting threshold and/or reduced iterations.

The vast amount research, that had to be done to comply with the desired results are not finished yet, but some detail about the Power Control Schemes for Device-to-Device Communications can already be presented. Future work may consider different mobility scenarios in cellular radio networks, for example, vehicular communications.
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Abstract – This paper describes a communication system, designed to help people with disabilities to communicate with others. In this case, it is built on Event Related Potentials (ERP) which occur as a response to stimuli. The stimuli are auditory answers to the asked questions, where one of the stimulus is the correct answer. The stimulus which is the possible correct answer is the target stimulus and other stimuli are considered as non-targets. The only reliable information available is the onset of the stimuli, based on this information the spatio-temporal pattern for the target and non-targets is expected to be uncorrelated to the ongoing brain activity and with each other. This allows us to train the spatial filter coefficients for the know targets, so that it can use this trained dataset to correctly classify targets. Results are obtained by optimizing the spatial filter parameters prior to classification, and the classification results are analyzed for several healthy participants.

I. INTRODUCTION

Brain computer interface (BCI) communicator is a system which uses signals produced in the brain to interact with computer or devices. Such communication device could allow people with disabilities to communicate with their caregivers for their everyday needs. The described BCI communicator is built on Event Related Potentials (ERP) which occur as a response to stimuli.

Robustness of the algorithm to detect response to stimuli is one of the primary concerns, when it comes to classifying ERPs of the data recorded from people in locked-in state (LIS). In such a state person although is aware of his surroundings, there is no reliable mode of communication to respond to his caregiver. Although these cases are rare, the people in LIS state with partial or complete blindness have poor quality of life. It is obvious that the caregiver cannot attend to the correct needs of the LIS patient due to the communication barrier.

The BCI communicator will therefore serve to bridge the communication barrier between people in LIS state and their caregivers. To build such a communicator, experiments to test the devised algorithm is crucial to deduce its reliability. At this stage of experiment, only healthy people participated in the experiment. The auditory stimuli however do not expect the participant or subject to have ability to see. The audio played by the system are a combination of target and non-target stimuli which are possible responses to the question that is been asked by the caregiver. The target stimulus is among one of these stimuli to which the subject responds during the EEG recording. The change in EEG activity around 300 ms post target stimuli is called P300. The effects of response to stimuli is generally visible on the electrodes at the parieto-occipital region [1]. The signal immediately after the onset of the stimulus or event until 600 ms is considered for distinguishing the target from non-targets.

The BCI communicator described in this paper uses xDAWN algorithm which aims at maximizing signal to signal plus noise ratio by estimating the temporal signature and spatial distribution of the ERPs. This unsupervised method enhances the P300 evoked potential by estimating P300 subspace from the raw EEG data. Asymptotically optimal results are obtained for this method as the prior knowledge of the onset of the stimuli is the only reliable information for training the spatial filter [2].

II. EXPERIMENTAL FRAMEWORK

The auditory BCI communicator experiment was built in such a way that all the stimuli are played in the form of segments, while making sure that none of the stimuli is repeated immediately.

The EEG signals are obtained with Emotiv’s EEG headset. Using this device does not just give the advantage of being cost effective and mobile but also eases the electrodes placement, meanwhile maintaining the 10-20 international standards of electrode placement. The data recorded from this headset is arguably of good EEG

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I.</th>
<th>xDAWN ALGORITHM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Steps</td>
<td>Algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Compute ( \hat{\Sigma}_1 ) and ( \hat{\Sigma}_2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Compute GEVD of ( (\hat{\Sigma}_1, \hat{\Sigma}_2) ) ( \Rightarrow (\Lambda, \Theta) ) where, ( \Lambda ) is eigen values and ( \Theta ) is eigen vectors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Select the ( \lambda ) components associated with the ( \lambda ) largest generalized eigen values ( \Lambda )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Finally ( \hat{U}<em>\lambda = \Theta ) where, ( \hat{U}</em>\lambda ) are the eigen vectors for the ( \lambda ) largest eigen values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Estimate enhanced signals ( \hat{X} = X \hat{U}_\lambda )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
quality according to the results of previous experiments [3].

The OpenVIBE’s Acquisition Server is used to obtain raw EEG data, where the dataset from first trial was used for training and the following datasets were considered for testing. The algorithm for EEG data processing was built using the OpenVIBE Designer [4]. The explanation on use of signal processing methods and parameters in the algorithm is been detailed as follows.

The EEG recorded was composed of ocular and muscular artifacts, and other ongoing brain activity in addition to spatio-temporal pattern due to each stimulus. The signal recorded was pre-filtered with a lower cutoff of 1 Hz and a higher cutoff of 20 Hz, using a 4th order Butterworth band-pass filter with a pass band ripple of 0.5 dB. The interval of the signal considered for analysis or epochs were therefore limited in frequency range between 1 to 20 Hz. The spatio-temporal pattern for target and non-targets are expected to be uncorrelated to the ongoing brain activity and with each other.

xDAWN algorithm from Table I [5], aims at estimating the spatial filter using the epochs created for training in such a way, that the signal-to-signal-plus-noise ratio (SSNR) of the target epochs from the test dataset is maximized. This algorithm is based on the assumption that the temporal differences exist among the same class of ERP’s and also among different classes of ERP’s.

The model of the recorded signal $X$ consists of common temporal pattern (index $(c)$) and random temporal pattern (index $(r)$) and can be written as in (1), with temporal distribution over sensors $i$ and noise taken into consideration

$$X = \sum_{i=1}^{n} (D_i^{(c)} A_i^{(c)} + D_i^{(r)} A_i^{(r)})^T + N$$

(1)

where $A_i^{(c)}$ is common temporal pattern and $A_i^{(r)}$, $D_i^{(c)}$, $D_i^{(r)}$ are matrices of white centered Gaussian random variables. After stochastic estimation of the spatial covariance matrix of $i$-th ERPs $\hat{\Sigma}_i$ and spatial covariance matrix of measured signal $\hat{\Sigma}_o$, the generalized eigenvalue decomposition (GEVD) gives eigenvalues $\Lambda_i^{(e)}$ and corresponding eigenvectors $\Theta_i^{(e)}$ which are used as spatial filter coefficients $\hat{U}_i$ [6]. These spatial filter coefficients are used with the training dataset to train the Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) classifier [7] which computes a discriminant vector that separates the target and non-target classes. The data obtained for classification in the scenario consists of 20% of targets and 80% of non-targets. Since using balanced classes for training classifier might give over optimistic results, the classifier thus trained does not use balanced classes.

The output of the classifier was analyzed by changing the spatial filter dimension for the same datasets.

III. MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENT

A. participants

10 participants 8 males and 2 females aged between 22 and 29 where chosen, none of them suffer any past neurological or psychiatric disorder. The cognitive session comprises of subject actively responding to the stimulus of his choice by counting the number of times the stimulus was played.

B. Device specifications

The EEG headset consists of 14 gold plated contact sensors which make direct contact with the detachable electrode tips. These electrode tips have foam which is soaked in saline solution and sits on the scalp adapting to the scalp topology. The saline solution acts as a good conductive medium for small voltage fluctuations, thus giving an efficient contact area. The electrodes are pre-attached to the headset with fixed arms to point at the locations: AF3, F3, F7, FC5, T7, P7, O1, O2, P8, T8, FC6, F8, F4, AF4, Common Mode Sense (CMS) at the left mastoid M1 and Driven Right Leg (DRL) at right mastoid M2. The electrodes when marked with green circles, which in this case represent good signal quality as in Fig. 1. The headset has onboard amplifier, analog to digital converter and filters due to which the signals from electrodes were high pass filtered at 0.16 Hz, pre-amplified and low pass filtered at 43 Hz cut-offs giving the effective bandwidth of 0.16-43 Hz. The analogue signals were digitized at 2048 Hz which is the fundamental sampling frequency of the device. The digitized signal is filtered using a 5th order sinc notch filter (50-60 Hz) and low pass filter and finally down sampled.

C. Auditory stimuli

The auditory stimuli used were Croatian words “Da”, “Ne”, “Ja”, “Ti” and “Mi”, and together they form one segment. “Da” and “Ne” (Yes or No) are possible targets, while other words are “dummy” words, inserted in order to reduce the number of occurrences of targeted response. These stimuli were chosen with an intention to keep the duration of the stimuli short and similar. During the experiment the stimuli were played at a moderate sound

![Figure 1. Scalp locations of the electrodes placed using Emotiv’s research EEG headset[3]](image)
level, with an inter stimulus interval of 1 second, and the stimuli were randomly shuffled in a segment. Each time the target stimuli appeared the subject had to respond to it by mentally counting it and thus incrementing the count whenever he heard the target stimulus.

D. Experimental procedure

The subject was briefed about the experiment and was asked to keep the movements minimum to avoid artifacts. They were seated in a faraday cage and were asked to focus at a fixed point, to make sure that there are minimum eye movement artifacts. The experiment has a training phase and an online phase

- During the training phase, the subject is asked a question to which answer was known a priori, and that dataset is used to train spatial filter and classifier. This training phase was conducted only once in the beginning of the session.
- During the online phase where the EEG dataset was classified in real time, the subject was just asked question and the classifier would classify the data based on the subject’s selection. At the end of each trial subject is asked to verify the answer.
- A series of 5 sessions were conducted with the same subject on different days, and each session comprised of 5 questions. Once a question was asked the answers were played by the system in the form of 30 random segments, in such a way that the last stimuli of the previous segment was never the same as the first stimuli of the next segment. This and shuffling of stimuli in the segment ensured that the subject was not able to predict the played stimuli.
- As there were 30 audio events for each kind of stimuli, there were a total of 150 stimuli per question which means 150 epochs were considered for classification.

Data acquisition and analysis

The data was obtained and saved in the global data format (GDF) for training phase. Data from all the channels was selected for training, which were pre-filtered to reduce signal bandwidth between 1 and 20 Hz. The signal decimation is done at a decimation factor of 4 to reduce the sampling frequency of the data from 128 samples to 32 samples per second. The epoch of 600 ms is considered. The spatial filter thus trained has been tested with different filter dimensions among which the filter dimension 3 and 4 had better results. The original number of electrodes being 14, the filter dimension 3 and 4 roughly corresponds to reduction by factor 4 and 3. Thereby comparing the results of these two spatial filter dimensions provided interesting results.

During the online phase, real time results of the ongoing trial were obtained. The Table II and Table III, show the effect of change in dimension of the spatial filter on the data. Where “S” is the session and “T” is the trials in the session. This clarifies that the best results obtained were when dimension of the spatial filter was 4 times less than the total number of electrodes.

The value “1” in tabular result indicates the intended target and the selected target were same, whereas “0” indicates the intended target and selected target were different. The “N” indicates that although the intended target was selected correctly the non-target also had a similar count as the target giving a neutral result.

IV. Conclusion

The developed BCI communicator proves to be robust and reliable in classifying between targets and non-targets. Tuning the spatial filter to find the suitable dimension, which is 4 times less than the total number of EEG channels gave better classification results. It was also deduced that training of the classifier at the beginning of every session gave more promising results. It would be interesting to evaluate classification results using methods like independent component analysis (ICA), in order find P300 ERP components in classified target epochs. Efforts will be towards further improving algorithm and testing it to make it more robust. The research and development goals also involve measurements with people in LIS state, to compare the data and thus results.
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Upostava jedinstvene informacijske točke o fizičkoj infrastrukturi
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Sažetak - Direktiva 2014/61/EU o mjerama za smanjenje troškova postavljanja elektroničkih komunikacijskih mreža velikih brzina prenesena je krajem 2016. godine u nacionalno zakonodavstvo Republika Hrvatska. Jedan od ključnih zahtjeva Direktive je uspostava jedinstvene informacijske točke o fizičkoj infrastrukturi te o tekućem i planiranim građevinskim radovima vezanim za infrastrukturu. Svrha je ovoga rada ukazati na pravni okvir za uspostavu jedinstvene informacijske točke i omogućenje pristupa podacima o infrastrukturi i građevinskim radovima te na moguće zaprake u uspostavi cjelovitog, transparentnog i učinkovitog sustava pristupa navedenim podacima.

I. UVOD

Prijehvaćanjem Digitalne agende za Europu države članice Europske unije (EU) preuzele su obvezu omogućiti osnovni širokopojasni pristup svim Europoljancima do 2013. te osigurati da svi Europoljani do 2020. imaju pristup internetskim brzinama većim od 30 Mbit/s i da najmanje 50 % kućanstava u državama članicama EU-a bude preplaćeno na internetske veze brzine iznad 100 Mbit/s. Navedeno je moguće ostvariti samo razvojem elektroničkih komunikacijskih mrež velikih brzina (dalje u tekstu: EKM) i gradnjom potrebne električne komunikacijske infrastrukture (dalje u tekstu: EKI), odnosno zajedničkom korištenju drugih vrsta linijskih infrastrukturnih građevina (dalje u tekstu: LIG) kao ključnih faktora za razvoj globalnog znanja i ekonomije temeljene na informacijama i znanju te pokretača sveukupnog ekonomskog rasta, zaposlenosti i konkurentnosti, a čime se stvaraju uvjeti za napredak države, lokalnih zajednica, drugih pravnih i fizičkih osoba. Radi ostvarenja ciljeva Digitalne agende, EU nastoji ubrati i povećati investicije u širokopojasne mreže i gradnju EKI-a te potaknuti njihovo zajedničko korištenje od strane više operatora, odnosno zajedničko korištenje i ostalih vrsta linijske infrastrukture u koju se mogu postaviti kabeli potrebni za razvoj EKM-a. U EU fondovima osigurana su ogromna financijska sredstva za ulaganja u razvoj EKM-a, EKI-a i drugih vrsta LIG-a i države članice ih mogu povući kroz odgovarajuće projekte.

Direktiva 2014/61/EU o mjerama za smanjenje troškova postavljanja elektroničkih komunikacijskih mreža velikih brzina (dalje u tekstu: Direktiva 2014/61/EU) zahtjeva od država članica zajedničko korištenje EKI-a te drugih vrsta LIG-a elektroenergetske, vodnogospodarske, plinovodne, naftovodne, odvodne (kanalizacijske) i toplovodne infrastrukture, koje se u toj Direktivi zajednički naziva „fizička infrastruktura”.

Cilj je Direktive 2014/61/EU olakšati i potaknuti uvođenje EKM-a promičući zajedničko korištenje postojeće fizičke infrastrukture i omogućavajući učinkovitije postavljanje nove fizičke infrastrukture uz što niži trošak. Direktiva polazi od toga da bi smanjenje troškova postavljanja EKM-a doprinijelo ostvarivanju digitalizacije javnog sektora šireću učinak digitalne financijske poluge na sve sektore gospodarstva uz smanjenje troškova za javnu upravu i pružanje učinkovitijih usluga građanima.

Republika Hrvatska donijela je krajem 2016. godine zakone kojima se u nacionalno zakonodavstvo prenosi Direktiva 2014/61/EU i to: Zakon o mjerama za smanjenje troškova postavljanja elektroničkih komunikacijskih mreža velikih brzina (dalje u tekstu: ZMSTEKM) i Zakon o izmjenama i dopunama Zakona o državnoj izmjeri i katastru nekretnina (dalje u tekstu: ZID ZDIKN), čime kasni godinu dana u odnosu na rokove postavljene tom Direktivom.

Sukladno ZMSTEKM-u i ZID ZDIKN-u svim zainteresiranim subjektima mora biti omogućen pristup informacijskim točkama i podacima o infrastrukturi i građevinskim radovima kako bi se, gdje god je to tehnički i prostorno moguće, ostvarilo zajedničko korištenje postojeće fizičke infrastrukture i gradnja integrirane infrastrukture. Da bi se u razvoju mreža velikih brzina doista i ostvarila funkcija navedenih jedinstvenih informacijskih točaka, potrebno je pravno urediti koji subjekti, na koji način i u kojem opsegu moraju informacijskih točaka i podacima o infrastrukturi i gradnji koristiti učestvo subjekti, na koji način i u kojem opsegu moraju dostavljati određene podatke. Također je potrebno detaljno urediti odnos informacijskih točaka prema postojećim katastarima vodova i pogonskim katastarima koje vode upravljeti, odnosno vlasnici vodova te način prijenosa iz tih katastara ranije prikupljenih podataka. Moguća rješenja treba tražiti u dobroj praksi postojećih katastara vodova osnovanih na razini jedinica lokalne samouprave te pozitivnim iskustvima europskih država. Bez uređenja navedenih pravnih, ali i operativnih pitanja uspostavljanja funkcija jedinstvenih informacijskih točaka, neće se ostvariti temeljni zahtjevi Digitalne agende za Europu i Direktive 2014/61/EU, a iz EU fondova neće se moći povući sredstva osigurana za razvoj EKM-a. Na navedeno je upozorenio i na skupu MIPRO-a 2011. i 2014. na okruglim stolovima kojima je cilj bio
II. PRENOŠENJE DIREKTIVE 2014/61/EU U HRVATSKI PRAVNI SUSTAV

Radi smanjenja troškova postavljanja širokopojasnih mreža na cijelom području EU-a, države članice trebaju stvoriti nacionalni pravni okvir koji će omogućiti sljedeće:

- Dijeljenje fizičke infrastrukture, odnosno zajedničko korištenje (cijevi, cjevovoda, zdenaca, ormarica, stupova, antenskih instalacija, tornjeva i drugih potpornih konstrukcija) bez negativnog utjecaja na zaštitu, sigurnost i neometano funkcioniranje postojeće javne infrastrukture. Osobiti naglasak treba stavljati na korištenje postojeće fizičke infrastrukture, uključujući onu iz sektora komunalnih i других javnih usluga i to posebno u područjima gdje ne postoji odgovarajuća infrastruktura ili gdje ne bi bilo ekonomski opravdano graditi novu fizičku infrastrukturu.

- Pristup fizičkoj infrastrukturi za pružatelje usluga javnih EKM-a, neovisno o njezinoj lokaciji, pod pravičnim i razumnim uvjetima, koji su u skladu s uobičajenim ostvarivanjem vlasničkih prava. Obveza davanja pristupa fizičkoj infrastrukturi ne bi trebala dovesti u pitanje prava vlasnika zemljišta ili zgrade u kojoj se infrastruktura nalazi.

- Učinkovito planiranje i koordiniranje aktivnosti gradnje fizičke infrastrukture te smanjenje administrativnih tereta jer prema dosadašnjim zakonima postoji manji dio ulaganja u EKM (oko 80%) čine građevinski radovi i opsežni upravni postupci ishodišta dozvola. Stoga, naglasak treba staviti na gradnju integrirane infrastrukture jer se time u najvećoj mjeri smanjuju troškovi građevinskih radova i postupaka ishodišta suglasnosti i dozvola za gradnju.

- Koordinaciju i transparentnost u vezi s tekućim i planiranim građevinskim radovima putem jedinstvene informacijske točke, tj. sinergiju među sektorima radi smanjenja potrebe za građevinskim radovima za postavljanje EKM-a kao i s time povezane društvene i okolišne troškove poput zagađenja, smetnji i prometnih zagušenja. Navedeno zahtijeva primjenu Direktive na pružatelje usluga javnih EKM-a, ali i na sve vlasnike ili upravitelje fizičke infrastrukture pogodne za smještanje elemenata EKM-a, kao što su fizičke infrastrukture za opskrbu strujom, plinom, vodom (osim za pitku vodu) te kanalizacijski sustavi i sustavi odvodnje, usluge grijanja i prijevoza.

- Transparentnost i ubrzanje postupaka izdavanja dozvola potrebnih za postavljanje EKM-a te objedinjavanje putem jedinstvene informacijske točke svih značajnih informacija o postupku izdavanja dozvola za građevinske radove u svrhu postavljanja sastavnica EKM-a.

- Mapiranje sve fizičke infrastrukture radi omogućavanja pristupa osnovnim informacijama o dostupnoj fizičkoj infrastrukturi na području postavljanja svim poduzetnicima koji daju na korištenje ili koji su ovlašteni za davanje na korištenje javnih EKM-a. Cilj mapiranja je: putem jedinstvene informacijske točke učiniti dostupne informacije o infrastrukturi pogodnoj za učinkovito postavljanje EKM-a i time omogućiti lakše i brže planiranje i postavljanje EKM-a, uz najmanje troškova.

- Pristup fizičkoj infrastrukturi unutar zgrada i opremljenost novih zgrada pristupnom točkom i fizičkom infrastrukturom prilagođenom EKM-u.

Direktiva 2014/61/EU zahtijeva od država članica da svaki poduzetnik koji daje na korištenje ili je ovlašten za davanje na korištenje javne EKM ima, na temelju zahtjeva, pravu pristup osnovnim informacijama u vezi s postojećom fizičkom infrastrukturom bilo kojeg mrežnog operatora za EKI, struju, plin, vodu, toplu vodu, odvodnju, naftu i to:

(a) lokacija i točka mrežnog operatora za EKI, struju, plin, vodu, toplu vodu, odvodnju, naftu i to;
(b) vrsta i sastav javne EKM a;
(c) pravno osnovno tijelo javne EKM a;
(d) pravno osnovno tijelo javne EKM a, odnosno upravitelj javne EKM a.

Pristup osnovnim informacijama o infrastrukturi mora se u nacionalnom zakonodavstvu osigurati putem jedinstvene informacijske točke i transparentnosti unutar mreže pristupa osnovnim informacijama u vezi s postavljanjem fizičke infrastrukture kojeg se u Direktivi naziva „mrežni operator“. 

Putem jedinstvene informacijske točke mora se omogućiti pristup osnovnim informacijama od osnovnih informacija o dostupnoj fizičkoj infrastrukturi sačuvanima za državu članica uz određena ograničenja kako bi se osigurala sigurnost i cjelovitost mreže, posebno mreže unutar kritične infrastrukture, ili kako bi se zaštitile legitimne o pravima vlasnika, odnosno upravitelja fizičke infrastrukture kojeg se u Direktivi naziva „mrežni operator“. 

Osim osnovnih informacija o postojećoj fizičkoj infrastrukturi, putem jedinstvene informacijske točke mora se osigurati dostupnost svim informacijama o postupcima, općim uvjetima i dozvolama primjenjivima na građevinske radove te tekućim i planiranim
građevinskim radovima. Organizacija jedinstvene informacijske točke obveza je države članice koja može imenovati jedno ili više nadležnih tijela na nacionalnoj, regionalnoj ili lokalnoj razini za obavljanje funkcije jedinstvene informacijske točke.

Pristup osnovnim informacijama o fizičkoj infrastrukturi izravno od vlasnika, odnosno upravitelja infrastruktura (merežnog operatora) mora se omogućiti:

- ako informacije nisu dostupne putem jedinstvene informacijske točke,
- ako informacije dostupne javnom sektoru ne osiguraju prikladna saznanja o postojećoj fizičkoj infrastrukturi te planiranju i koordiniranju građevinskih radova. Direktiva zahtijeva od država članica da osiguraju da svaki mrežni operator putem jedinstvene informacijske točke stavlja na raspolaganje osnovne informacije.

Države članice mora su do 1. siječnja 2016. donijeti i objaviti zakone i druge propise potrebne za usklađivanje s tim Direktivom te ih početi primjenjivati od 1. srpnja 2016. i objaviti zakone i druge propise potrebne za usklađivanje s tim Direktivom te ih početi primjenjivati od 1. srpnja 2016. i dvanaknuti zakone i druge propise potrebne za usklađivanje s tim Direktivom te ih početi primjenjivati od 1. srpnja 2016. i objaviti zakone i druge propise potrebne za usklađivanje s tim Direktivom te ih početi primjenjivati od 1. srpnja 2016. i objaviti zakone i druge propise potrebne za usklađivanje s tim Direktivom te ih početi primjenjivati od 1. srpnja 2016. i objaviti zakone i druge propise potrebne za usklađivanje.

Međutim, RH nije do 2016. godine donijela propis kojim bi se implementirala Direktiva, ali startala je nova nacionalna politika u RH u području infrastruktura. Navedenom zakonom u hrvatski pravni sustav povezali su se s direktnim Zakonom o elektroničkim komunikacijama regulatorna agencija HAKOM nadležna za korištenje javne infrastrukture u zgradama, a što uključuje i korištenje fizičke infrastrukture u zgradama.

U ZMSTEK-u i ZD ZDIKN-u postoji terminološka neuskladjenost za koju se ne može naći opravdani niz. U prenošenju Direktive, a niti u drugim propisima – ZMSTEK koristi pojam iz Direktive „fizička infrastruktura“, a s njime povezan ZID ZDIKN koristi pojam „infrastruktura“ za sve što je do tada bilo obuhvaćeno pojmom „vodovi“ koji je u hrvatskom pravnom sustavu uvriježen više od sto godina. Također, u tim zakonima postoji značajna neuskladjenost u propisivanju visine prekršajnih kazni za prekršaje koji se odnose na nedostavljanje podataka u jedinstvenu informacijsku točku (primjerice za nedostavljanje podataka o građevinskih radovima propisana je novčana kazna za pravnu osobu 100.000,00 kn do 1.000.000,00 kn; za nedostavljanje podataka o infrastrukturi propisana je novčana kazna za pravnu osobu 20.000,00 kn do 100.000,00 kn).

Budući da je tek krajem 2016. donesen ZD ZDIKN kojim se uređuje ustrojavanje katastra infrastrukture (vodova) na razini jedinica lokalne samouprave te je uvršteno jedinstvene informacijske točke o infrastrukturi, tekućim i planiranim građevinskim radovima u Državnoj geodetskoj upravi (dalje u tekstu: DGU), do 1. siječnja 2017. nije se uspjelo uspostaviti sustav pristupa informacijama o fizičkoj infrastrukturi putem jedinstvene informacijske točke te pristup obavijestima o tekućim i planiranim građevinskim radovima koji se odnose na sastavnine EKM-a, a što je RH prema Direktivi bila dužna učiniti do tog roka.


III. USPOSTAVA JEDINSTVENE INFORMACIJSKE TOČKE KAO PREDUVJET ZA POVLJAČENJE SREDSTAVA IZ EU FONDOVA

Iako je RH u svoj pravni sustav trenutno Direktivu 2014/61/EU, za povlačenje sredstava iz EU fondova preduvjet je ugradnja ažuriranja i vođenja jedinstvene informacijske točke o fizičkoj infrastrukturi (vodovima) te o tekućim i planiranim građevinskim radovima koji se odnose na infrastrukturu.

Vlada RH donijela je u srpnju 2016. dva dokumenata ključna za razvoj širokopojasnog pristupa internetu u RH, koji su ujedno i preduvjet za korištenje sredstava iz EU fondova i to: Strategiju razvoja širokopojasnog pristupa u RH u razdoblju od 2016. do 2020. godine i Okvirni nacionalni program za razvoj infrastrukture
širokopojasnog pristupa u područjima u kojima ne postoji dostatan komercijalni interes za ulaganja. U navedenim dokumentima naglašava se potreba uspostavljanja sustava pristupa informacijama o infrastrukturi putem jedinstvene informacijske točke te osnivanje i vođenje jedinstvene baze podataka o vodovima u DGU-u, kao središnjem repozitoriju katastra vodova. Dakle, povoljno je uspostaviti informacijski sustav za vođenje podataka o fizičkoj infrastrukturi, u elektroničkom obliku na državnoj razini, uz inicijalni unos podataka o postojećoj fizičkoj infrastrukturi. Pored toga ukazuje se i na potrebu nadogradnje jedinstvene baze podataka o vodovima modulom Geografskog informacijskog sustava EKI-a (GIS EKI), odnosno jedinstvene baze GIS EKI koja treba osigurati pristup podacima o izgrađenoj EKI i slobodnim elektroničkim komunikacijskim kapacitetima u RH.

Planirana je aktivnost izrade jedinstvenog registra, tj. jedinstvene točke za razmjenu podataka o planiranim javnim (komunalnim) radovima koji uključuju EKI-i, a čime bi se trebalo dodatno smanjiti troškove i olakšati gradnju EKI-a. Također je planirano pojednostavljenje procedura koja prethodno izdavanju dozvole za građenje EKI-a s naglaskom na prikupljanje potrebnih suglasnosti i rješavanje imovinskih i pravnih odnosa, a sve radi poticanja investicija u razvoj EKI-a i druge fizičke infrastruktura pogodne za razvoj javnih EKM-a.

Posebno valja naglasiti da se donošenjem Strategije RH i Okvirnog nacionalnog programa o razvoju širokopojasnog pristupa ispunjavaju preduvjeti za korišćenje sredstava iz europskih strukturnih i investicijskih fondova u financijskom razdoblju od 2014. do 2020. godine, u skladu s Operativnim programom "Konkurentnost i kohezija" 2014.-2020. Strategija predviđa ukupna ulaganja u širokopojasni pristup internetu (EKM-i i EKI) u iznosu od 5,7 milijardi kuna, od čega 1,5 milijarde kuna iz Europskog fonda za regionalni razvoj, još 1,5 milijardi kuna iz hrvatskog proračuna, a ostalo iz ostalih izvora, sredstava privatnog sektora, kreditima i sl. Iz Strategije proizlazi i Okvirni nacionalni program, koji je ujedno i program državnih potpora koji je odobrila Europska komisija. Odlukom kojom je ovaj program odobren, Europska komisija odredila je da ukupna procijenjena financijska sredstva za ovu namjenu iznose najviše 252 milijuna euра, od čega će se 117,2 milijuna euра financirati iz Europskog fonda za regionalni razvoj, a preostalih 134,8 milijuna euра zajmom EIB-a. Očekuje se da će privatno financiranje iznositi najviše 120 milijuna euра.

RH, jedinice lokalne samouprave i drugi subjekti neće moći povući iz EU fondova gore navedena sredstva za razvoj EKM-a i EKI-a ako se hitno ne počne voditi jedinstvena informacijska točka na državnoj razini tako da se unesu podaci o postojećoj fizičkoj infrastrukturi (vodovima) koji su dostupni u katastrima vodova na lokalnoj razini te u pogonskim katastrima vlasnika, odnosno upravitelja vodova [1].

IV. UNOS PODATAKA U JEDINSTVENU INFORMACIJSKU TOČKУ

ZMSTEKI određuje da je DGU, kao jedinstvena informacijska točka, dužan osigurati transparentnost u vezi s fizičkom infrastrukturoom te planiranim i tekucim građevinskim radovima. Pod fizičkom infrastrukturom podrazumijeva se bilo koji sastavni dio mreže namijenjen za smještanje drugih sastavnica mreže, pri čemu sam ne postaje aktivna sastavnica mreže, kao što su cijevi, stupovi, vodovi, nadzorne sobe, zdenci, ormarići, zgrade ili ulazi u zgrade, antenske instalacije, antenski tornjevi, stupovi i prihvati. Fizičkom infrastrukturom ne smatra se kabele te svjetlovodne niti koje se ne koriste, a ni sastavnice mreže koje se koriste za opskrbu vodom namijenjenom za ljudsku potrošnju.

Minimal podataka o fizičkoj infrastrukturi koji moraju biti u elektroničkom obliku uneseni u bazu podataka jedinstvene informacijske točke, odnose se na: a) lokacije točkastih objekata te na trase linijne infrastruktura; b) vrstu i trenutačno korištenje infrastrukture i c) kontaktne podatke mrežnog operatora (vlasnika, odnosno upravitelja infrastrukture). Mrežni operatori obvezni su bez naknade, u elektroničkom obliku dostavljati u jedinstvenu informacijsku točku podatke o infrastrukturi u svome vlasništvu, odnosno kojom upravljaju te o promjenama na infrastrukturi i to u roku od 60 dana (iznimno 90 dana) od uspostave evidencije za pojedinu vrstu infrastrukture, odnosno od nastanka promjene na infrastrukturi. Način dostavljanja, vrstu i strukturu podataka pravilnikom određuje ravnatelj DGU-a.

Procjenjuje se da u RH postoji preko 350.000 km raznih vrsta vodova, o kojima podaci postoje u različitim oblicima i različitog stupnja točnosti. Stoga inicijalno preuzimanje podataka od vlasnika, odnosno upravitelja, katastara vodova jedinica lokalnih samouprava i područnih katastara DGU-a mora biti planski provedeno, koordinirano i prema zadanim parametrima, a što se posebno odnosi na propisan razmjenski format. Svakako je u tom procesu nužna suradnja DGU-a sa svim subjektima koji imaju informacije o fizičkoj infrastrukturi. U protivnom, jedinstvena informacijska točka neće ostvariti svrhu zbog koje je ustrojena.

A. Podaci o vrsti i trasama fizičke infrastrukture

Prema podacima prikupljenim u okviru „Studije uspostave nacionalnog integriranog geoinformacijskog sustava infrastruktura vodova“, a iznesenim na seminaru o katastru vodova koji su 26. studenoga 2015. organizirali Vijeće europskih geodeta i DGU, od ukupno 556 jedinica lokalne samouprave samo ih je 8 uspostavilo katastara vodova. U ostalih 548 jedinica lokalne samouprave geodetske elaborate o vodovima u analognom obliku zaprimalju područni uredi za katastar DGU-a te ih bez ikakve daljnje obrade odluža u arhivu [2].

Studija je pokazala da manji dio upravitelja i vlasnika vodova za svoje potrebe vode pogonske katastare u elektroničkom obliku; dio ima tehničku dokumentaciju u analognom obliku i samo djelomično u elektroničkom obliku; za neke trase vodova uopće ne postoji tehnička dokumentacija. Ima dosta slučajeva da upravitelji i vlasnici vodova nikada nisu ustrojili svoje geoinformacijske sustave i pogonske katastrare tako da podaci o trasama i tehničkim karakteristikama njihovih vodova uopće ne postoje. Kada vlasnik ili upravitelj voda posjeduje stariju tehničku dokumentaciju i starije...
geodetske elaborate, vrlo su česti problemi kod evidentiranja takve infrastruktura u katastru vodova. Naime, zbog zastarjelosti geodetskih podloža, manje točnosti i pouzdanosti ranijih metoda geodetske izmjere nije moguće prevođenje geodetskih elaborata u vektorski oblik. U takvim slučajevima, upravitelji, odnosno vlasnici odlučuju se na nova geodetska snimanja vodova jer tako dobivaju točne podatke o položaju trasa vodova za svoj pogonski katastar vodova. Međutim, kod geodetskog snimanja podzemnih i podvodnih vodova nije uvijek moguće precizno utvrditi gdje se u prostoru vod doista nalazi, pa se koriste iskustveni podaci zajedno s metodama i uređajima kojima se u praksi postižu najbolji rezultati. Novo geodetsko snimanje vodova posebno je u posljednje četiri godine učestalo u području elektroničkih komunikacija. Zbog provođenja zakonskih odredaba o zajedničkom korištenju EKI-a HAKOM, kao regulator u području elektroničkih komunikacija, zahtijeva od telekom operatora, kao infrastrukturnih operatora, točne geodetske podatke o njihovoj infrastrukturi i slobodnom prostoru koji se može dati drugim operatorima na korištenje.

Iako su nakon prezentacije gore navedene Studije vlasnici, odnosno upravitelji vodova poduzimali samoinicijativno ili po zahtjevu regulatorne agencije i nikada nisu postigli točnu i sveobuhvatnu kvalitetu koja je prema Direktivi 2014/61/EU očekuje za unos u jedinstvenu informacijsku točku o infrastrukturi. Trenutno u RH najčešćim podacima o fizičkoj infrastrukturi u elektroničkom obliku raspoloža pojedini mrežni operatori koji imaju u vlasništvu ili upravljaju vodovima državnog značaja kao što su primjerice operateri vodovima, naftovoda i plinovoda državnog značaja, infrastrukture u autocestama ili državnim cestama, međunarodnih i magistralnih elekroenergetskih i elektroničkih komunikacijskih objekata. Distribucijski dio infrastruktura, posebno u području EKI-a, vodovoda, toplovođa, odvodnje, niskonaponskih elekroenergetskih vodova i javne rasvjetne u značajnoj mjeri nije adekvatno geodetski izmjerena. (korištena su stare geodetske podloge, pa su time i podaci značajno mjereno i, a tehnika dokumentacija u pravilu nije u digitalnom obliku. Međutim, Hrvatski Telekom d.d. (HT), kao najveći infrastrukturni operator, morao je prema zahtijevima i posebnim godišnjim planovima HAKOM-a, geodetski snimiti svoju infrastrukturu na području cijele RH, podatke unijeti u svoju bazu pogonskoga katastra i dostaviti nadležnim katastrima vodova na lokalnoj razini. Iako je HT izvršio navedene zadaće, zbog nefunkcioniranja katastara vodova na lokalnoj razini to podaci nisu dostupni u elektroničkom obliku subjektima zainteresiranim za postavljanje kabela EKM-a. Polazeći od činjenice da neki mrežni operatori u svojim pogonskim katastrima vodova imaju podatke o svojoj infrastrukturi u elektroničkom obliku, vrlo je vjerovatno da će se u elektroničku bazu podataka DGU-a, kao jedinstvene informacijske točke, prvo preuzeti postojeći podaci o vodovima od tih mrežnih operatora. Nadalje, velika je vjerojatnost da će se u početnoj fazi inicijalnog unosa podataka u jedinstvenu informacijsku točku u elektroničkom obliku preuzeti podaci o vodovima iz 8 katastara vodova koji su u funkciji (Zagreb, Bjelovar, Koprivnica, Osijek, Hvar, Velika Gorica, Split i Vinkovci). U drugoj fazi inicijalnog unosa podataka trebalo bi od mrežnih operatora zatražiti dostavljanje podataka s elektroničkom oblikom za sve vodove o kojima podaci nisu uneseni u prvoj fazi inicijalnog unosa, a što znači da će mrežni operatori morati podatke o svojim vodovima prenijeti iz analognog u digitalni oblik. Pri tome bi bilo uputno da se u svim slučajevima u kojima su geodetski elaborati zastarjeli, izvrši novo geodetsko snimanje i potom ti podaci dostave u jedinstvenu informacijsku točku. Vodove za koje ne postoje geodetski podaci upravitelji, odnosno vlasnici trebali bi geodetski snimiti u skladu sa zahtjevima koje će postaviti DGU.

Podaci o geodetskom elaboratu vodova odnose se na vrstu voda te položaj trase linijske infrastrukture u prostoru, odnosno na lokaciju objekta točkaste infrastruktura. Ti podaci, u pravilu, nisu podložni čestim promjenama jer trasa voda relativno trajno zadržava svoje mjesto u prostoru. Ako se u gradu geografskog radovi na vodu kojim je mijenja njegov položaj u prostoru ili se zbog nekih zahvata u prostoru cijeli dio voda mora premjestiti, tada je potrebno geodetski snimiti novu trasu, i tome, u skladu s hrvatskim propisima o gradnji, prethodno ishodje potrebnih dozvola za gradnju. Stoga se nakon inicijalnog unosa podataka o postojećim vrstama i trasama infrastrukture ne očekuje značajnije promjene tih podataka.

B. Podaci o korištenju fizičke infrastrukture

U geodetske elaborate nisu uneseni podaci o korištenju pojedinih dijelova voda (fizičke infrastrukture) kao što su: zauzete površine cijevi kabela, rezervni servisni prostor, slobodni prostor u uličnim kabinetima i drugo. Takvi podaci dio su tehničke dokumentacije koju bi trebao imati mrežni operator a bi bi trebali biti za njegovo poslovanje i zajedničko korištenje infrastrukture u skladu s Direktivom 2014/61/EU, ZMSTEKM-om i Zakonom o elektroničkim komunikacijama. Podaci o trenutačnom korištenju voda (infrastrukture) relativno su promjenjivi i ovisi o poslovanju upravitelja, odnosno vlasnika te o realiziranim zahtijevima trećih za korištenje te infrastrukture. Nadalje, zbog sigurnosnih, tehničkih i drugih razloga neke vodove sigurno se neće moći koristiti za postavljanje kabela EKM-a. Stoga bi trebalo posebno propisati koji su to vodovi, primjenjive postupke i opseg podataka koji se unose u jedinstvenu informacijsku točku o infrastrukturi.

C. Podaci o novoizgrađenoj fizičkoj infrastrukturi

Unos podataka o novoizgrađenoj fizičkoj infrastrukturi (vodovima) u jedinstvenu informacijsku točku ureden je ZID ZDKIN-om tako da vlasnik, odnosno upravitelj infrastrukture mora podatke o svojoj infrastrukturi dostaviti: a) katastru infrastrukture (vodova) kao evidentacije na razini jedinice lokalne samouprave i b) jedinstvenoj informacijskoj točci u DGU-u.
Probabilnost nastaje zbog teritorijalne nadležnosti katastra infrastrukture, tj. katatar je nadležan samo na području jednine lokalne samouprave koja ga je ustrojila i u njega se unose podaci o vodovima samo s tog područja. Dakle, u katastru infrastrukture nije moguće unijeti podatke o cjelokupnom vodu kao tehničko-tehniološkoj, odnosno funkcionalnoj cjelini koja se nalazi na području više jedinica lokalne samouprave i za koji je investitor dobio jednu građevinsku dozvolu. Zakonodavac je propustio urediti ustrojavanje na državnoj razini katastra infrastrukture (vodova) kao javnog upisnika vodova (a ne evidentije kako je to sada na lokalnoj razini), u kojem bi bili podaci o svim vodovima i njihovim vlasnicima, odnosno upraviteljima [3].
Jedinstvena informacijska točka nema funkciju katastara infrastrukture iako se u nju moraju dostaviti identični podaci kao i u katastar infrastrukture.

Nadalje, propustilo se propisati vođenje katastra infrastrukture (vodova) na lokalnoj razini u elektroničkom obliku i prelazak na digitalni oblik geodetskih elaborata vodova. U ovoj fazi razvoja tehnike koja je omogućila prikupljanje geodetskih podataka putem sofisticiranih instrumenta te razmjenu i pohranu podataka u elektroničkom obliku, zakonodavac je trebao napraviti iskorak i napustiti izradu analognog oblika i prelazak na digitalni oblik geodetskih elaborata u analognom obliku. Na taj način ostvarile bi se značajne uštede materijalnih sredstava te uštede u vremenu unosa podataka u katastar i jedinstvenu informacijsku bazu.

D. Podaci o građevinskim radovima

U jedinstvenu informacijsku točku mrežni operatori trebaju kontinuirano u elektroničkom obliku unositi obavijesti o tekućim i planiranim građevinskim radovima koji se odnose na infrastrukturu. Nepoštivanje zakonskih odredaba koje se odnose na davanje obavijesti o tekućim i planiranim građevinskim radovima putem jedinstvene informacijske točke te na internetskim stranicama mrežnog operatora, sankcionirano je izuzetno visokim prekršajnim kaznama (od 100.000,00 kr do 1.000.000,00 kr) za mrežnog operatora, sankcionirano je izuzetno visokim prekršajnim kaznama (od 100.000,00 kr do 1.000.000,00 kr) za pravnu osobu.

Obavijest o građevinskih radovima mora sadržavati osnovne informacije o: lokaciji i vrsti radova; sastavnicama mreže obuhvaćenih radovima; procjenjenoj godišnjoj koeficijenzi i završetku radova; kontrolnim podacima mrežnog operatora; trajanju radova. Krajnjem roku za napustanje ovih podataka u razvoj EKM upravljaju države, a to se u svakom slučaju pruža na sjajnoj stranici u internetu.
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Abstract - The origin-destination (O-D) matrix is a known indicator of individual and group mobility in transport science, an invaluable input for socio-economic activity assessment of the community, and a tool for strategic planning and policy developments. The abundance of mobility-related data allows for expansion of the ODM towards the description of the over-all socio-economic activity, of which the transport is just a component, thus rendering policy development and strategic planning more efficient. Determination of the sources (origins) and targets (destinations) of the socio-economic activities remains an unresolved point in the ODM estimation process. Here we present a novel method for activity spot (origins and destinations) identification from the anonymised records of telecommunications activity, and publicly available data on telecommunication network access points. Using the spatial tessellation algorithm, the origins and destinations can be effectively identified as the focal points of socio-economic activity, thus establishing the foundation for more efficient urban policy development and strategic planning.

I. INTRODUCTION

The position-location duality in separated (physical and contextual) domains, introduced by one of us in [6], has gained the attraction among the researchers aiming to explore the integration of spatial and Information and Communication Technology (ICT) data for generation of completely new groups of systems and services.

Here we present a novel approach in advanced utilisation of telecommunications activity data (context) matched with spatial data (physical world) in advanced determination of areas of attractions (origins and destinations) for Origin – Destination (O-D) matrices estimation.

The manuscript is organised as follows. Section II outlines the problem of determination of origins and destinations of an O-D matrix, and depicts the traditional approach to solve it. Section III describes the process of the O-D matrix estimation using telecommunications activity records. Section IV presents a novel approach in determination of origins and destinations using telecommunications activity records and a mathematical method called Voronoi tessellation. Section V presents results of the concept validation with the actual telecommunications activity record, and discusses advantages and shortcomings of the proposed approach. The manuscript concludes with the summary of research results and proposal for future research in Section VI.

II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

The origin-destination (O-D) matrix is a known indicator of individual and group mobility in transport science [10, 13], an invaluable input for socio-economic activity assessment of the community [11, 7, 5], and a tool for strategic planning and policy developments [7, 9]. An O-D matrix represents the socio-economic-driven intensity of local migration between the previously estimated areas of socio-economic attraction (residential areas, office areas, manufacturing areas, shopping malls, sport centres, concert halls etc.) [12, 5].

An O-D matrix is a scale-dependent tool. Its design begins with a proper determination of areas of attraction (origins and destinations) of local migrations [10]. The scale-dependency nature of an O-D matrix introduces constraints in definition of areas of attractions (origins and destinations). In traditional O-D matrix determination process, the origins and destinations are defined based on naïve estimations, interviews and examinations of
cadastral data. Such an approach inevitably introduces uncertainty and noise, thus rendering the estimated O-D matrix less accurate and less fitted to the purpose.

Furthermore, a proper scaling of areas of interest requires skills and experience. Otherwise, it can produce a misleading evidence by either rendering areas of attraction too large (thus merging several actual areas of attraction into one), or too small (thus converting an O-D matrix into matrix of individual- or group-migration and loosing the original substance of an O-D matrix).

Therefore, a systematic and methodical approach in determination of origins and destinations of an O-D matrix, that will efficiently integrate the contextual knowledge with a proper scaling, is required.

III. O-D MATRIX DETERMINATION FROM TELECOMMUNICATIONS ACTIVITY DATA

The methodology of O-D matrix estimation comprises the following tasks: data preparation, determination of areas of activity (origins and destinations), migration identification (paring origins with destinations), O-D matrix estimation and graphical presentation [10, 5].

Let assume that we have \( n \) pre-defined disjoint areas, where \( n \) is a natural number. Let them count \( 1, 2, ..., n \). An O-D matrix is a square real matrix with non-negative elements. An \((i, j)\)-element of an O-D matrix represents the number of migrations from \( i \)-th to \( j \)-th areas of attraction (origin-to-destination) in the observed time-span. Matrix rows represent origins, while columns represent destinations. It should be noted that, \((i, j)\) element represents the number of migrations from the origin \( i \) to destination \( j \), and \((j, i)\) from origin \( j \) to destination \( i \), with the two elements not necessarily equal (i.e. the O-D matrix is generally not symmetrical).

An origin and a destination (comprising one migration O-D pair) are defined as the first and the last stop of the one migration event. In order to estimate the O-D matrix, the areas of observation and the number of migrations (migration connection) in predefined time-window between two areas from earlier defined set of areas of migration observations should be determined.

In a recently introduced approach [9], an O-D matrix can be estimated using the data sets describing telecommunications activity: voice calls, short-messages exchange, and data traffic over mobile internet. Summed up in internal Charging Data Records (CDRs) utilised by telecommunication network operators to charge the users for telecom services usage, those data sets can be used for distillation of the information necessary for the O-D matrices estimation procedure.

Charging Data Record (CDR) is a collection of information about a chargeable telecommunication events (performed phone call, internet usage from mobile devices/units and Short Messaging Services (SMS), and ID of the base station involved in telecommunication activity) which are used by telecommunication network operators for user charging purposes. In a crucial development, a base station ID has been matched with the base station position in physical world, thus allowing for definition of transformation between physical and contextual (information) domain [9, 5, 4]. An O-D matrix based on telecommunications activity record provides more detailed and accurate insight into socio-economic-driven urban migrations that the classical O-D matrices based on road traffic data.

Based on the CDR data set as the only source of information on migration of local population, we created the rules for determination of the areas of observation and mutual migration connection number [5].

The traditional approach in origins and destinations determination for telecom-based O-D matrix calls for the spatial partition founded on the estimation of the base station coverage. The base station radio coverage areas are not strictly separated in practice, allowing for a frequent overlapping of adjacent areas, thus creating a considerable ambiguity in origins and destination determination.

IV. DETERMINATION OF ORIGINS AND DESTINATIONS FROM CDR USING VORONOI DIAGRAM

A CDR is a massive data set generated during usage of a telecommunication network by a user. The set comprises numerous data that does not necessarily contribute to the ODM development. Additionally, the original CDR contains data from which the user’s ID can be derived easily, pointing to his or her record of movement, among the other features. In due course, for the purpose of the ODM estimation the original CDR must be firstly anonymised in order to preserve the telecom users’ privacy, followed by the data set reduction in the sense of extraction the ODM-relevant data only.

The research presented here were conducted using the anonymised and ODM-related extract of the original CDR data set, a sub-set referred to as the CDR data in the remaining part of the manuscript. The CDR data sub-set comprised the following ODM-related data: (anonymised) user ID, timestamp of telecom service initiation, user position approximated by position of the base station. A publicly available CDR data sub-set was used in this research [14].

A Voronoi diagram of a set \( S \) of \( n \) uniquely described points, called seeds or sites, in \( d \) is a partition of space into Voronoi cells, in a manner
that each cell consists of all the points closer to a particular seed than to any other. [1]. A Voronoi cell corresponding the seed with co-ordinates \((x, y)\) (if the 2-dimensional Euclidean space is considered, or more generally; \((x_1, x_2, ..., x_n)\) for \(n\)-dimensional Euclidean space) bounds the area around \((x, y)\) that is closest to the \((x, y)\) relative to the other seeds of the same Voronoi diagram. The Euclidian metrics for distance determination is the most common one used, while the other metrics (such as: Manhattan and Mahalanobis distance metrics) may be used for particular case scenarios) [2, 8].

The Euclidian metrics, utilised in this research, determines the distance between the points \(A (x_A, y_A)\) and \(B (x_B, y_B)\) using the model depicted in (1).

\[
d(A, B) = \sqrt{(xB - xA)^2 + (yB - yA)^2}
\]

Each Voronoi cell is uniquely represented by its seed (the base station coordinates, in the case of telecommunication activity record utilisation) and the distance determination metrics (it determines the shape of a Voronoi cell). A procedure for the space partition using Voronoi diagram is often referred to as Voronoi tessellation.

Data preparation process comprises the extraction (identification) of all the base stations involved in telecommunication activity. Indirectly, the partition of the observed area (defined by CDR data set itself by observing the area around the base stations that CDR set comprises) onto Voronoi cells determines the areas of socio-economic activities exploiting the direct relationship between the position of base stations and the concentration of the mobile communication network users.

Each Voronoi cell corresponds to only one base station, or its seed. Following the change of base stations ID in the ordered set of CDRs which belongs to one user, a user migration can be determined. By determination of all migrations of all users referred to CDR remembering the first and the last stop of each migration, the number of migrations between specific areas can be determined. The spatial separation according to Voronoi cells represents the data arrangement in spatial domain.

Furthermore, the data preparation includes the extraction of information about the neighbouring Voronoi cells for each Voronoi cell in observation (set as an origin, for instance). A neighbouring cell of cell C is a cell which seed is from the C no more than \(D = 1\) km away. This way we define all neighbouring cells of cell C as all cells that can, theoretically, take over the voice call/Short Messaging Service (SMS)/data transfer from base station seed C due to its overload. The D value was set to 1 km in order to accept the common practice in telecom networks to disperse the base stations (in third-generation (3G) mobile communication networks) at 1 km – 3 km separations. [5]. The CDR set utilised in this project originates from urban area.

V. A CONCEPT VALIDATION AND DISCUSSION

The concept of determination of origins and destinations using telecommunication activity records and Voronoi tessellation was validated using openly available data set comprising anonymised CDR data sub-set collected in a 3G mobile network in Shenzhen, China [15]. The Voronoi tessellation algorithm based on Euclidian metrics was developed and implemented in the R programming environment for statistical computing [12, 3]. Spatial data provided through Google Maps API was used for identification of spatial objects and graphical presentation. The results of the Voronoi tessellation for the case presented are depicted in Fig 2.

A provisional visual inspection of a digital map presentation revealed a good spatial separation of areas of socio-economic attraction by exploitation of the nature of radio network planning, that favours the situation of telecommunication network base station in centres of clusters of objects that attract the socio-economic activity. Still a more formal methodology for measurement of such a spatial fit remains to be developed in order to
provide an objective indicator for the quality of spatial partition based on socio-economic activity.

In comparison with the previous research accomplishments [7-10,12,13], we have identified the contextual value in matching the base station-centred Voronoi tessellation with the spatial data on socio-economic activities. This finding is to be explored further through the assessment of the other concepts in Voronoi tessellation and the advanced algorithms for identification of regions of attraction through spatial analytics of contextual data.

Additionally, the utilisation of the 3G-network base stations as the Voronoi cell seeds assures the proper scaling, while rendering a set of Voronoi-determined origins and destinations a proper foundation for an accurate determination of the O-D matrix. The proposed concept may be improved further with consideration of positions of the objects of interest (concert halls, shops, restaurants etc.) and tailoring the origins and destinations algorithm determination in order to evaluate the influence of small-sized attraction spatial objects.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH

A novel approach in determination of origins and destinations for an O-D matrix, based on the utilisation of telecommunications activity records and the Voronoi spatial tessellation is presented in this manuscript. Validated with the real 3G telecommunications activity record data using the R-based software developed by our team, the proposed concept delivered improved quality of origins and destinations determination (in a sense of ability to identify the areas of socio-economic activity) over the traditional approach.

Future research will focus on the proposed concept improvement through exploration of the additional contextual and spatial relations between the Voronoi cell seeds (locations of base stations) and points of socio-economic activity (contextual data on shops, concert halls, residential areas etc.).
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Abstract - Web real-time communication (WebRTC) based services introduce the new way of communication and collaboration. These types of services allow real-time communication with voice, video, messaging, and data sharing via browser. Their success and adoption depend on a number of different factors that influence user's experience and its quality. As WebRTC based services are growing, it is important to identify these influence factors (IFs) and investigate their impact on quality of experience (QoE). In this paper, the focus is on users' experience with WebRTC video calling. The objective is to determine the most and least influential factors in general according to examined users' opinions in the context of WebRTC video calling, and all for the successful management of QoE. With this in focus, this paper may serve as a basis for further research in the field in order to increase the utilization and adoption of WebRTC technology.

1. Introduction

Services allowing the real-time communications have acquired the great popularity over the last years. Some of the well-known services today supporting voice/video calls, messaging, and data sharing are Viber, Skype, Facebook Messenger’s video calling feature, and FaceTime [1]. In order to access these services, the plug-ins, log-in, or particular device is required. In contrast, the Web real-time communication (WebRTC) based services require no installation and are in-browser applications easily accessed from a broad range of devices (e.g., smartphone, tablet, and laptop). These devices have to utilize a web browser supporting WebRTC (e.g. Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, or Microsoft Edge), so that users can conduct voice/video calls, messaging, and data sharing without having to purchase or download extra software [2]. This may attract both experienced and non-experienced individuals to access these services much easier.

The greatest difference between WebRTC and other web technologies is the user experience [3]. The success and adoption of WebRTC based services is strongly affected by a number of different factors that influence user’s experience and its quality. There exist a number of attempts to define the quality of experience (QoE) both in standards and literature [4]. Recent definition given by [5] describes QoE as “the degree of delight or annoyance of the user of an application or service. It results from the fulfillment of his or her expectations with respect to the utility and/or enjoyment of the application or service in the light of the user’s personality and current state.”

In order to provide the best possible QoE, there is a need for deep understanding of various influence factors (IFs) which are according to [5] defined as “any characteristic of a user, system, service, application, or context of use”. In the context of communication services, QoE may be affected by numerous IFs [6] which are categorized into three major groups, i.e., human, context, and system IFs, where all three together need to be considered for the QoE evaluation. In this paper, the focus is on the most relevant factors that influence QoE in the context of WebRTC video calling. The objective is to identify the most and least influential factors according to examined users’ opinions and investigate their impact on QoE in this context. This gives the contribution in the process of creating prerequisites for successful adoption of WebRTC solutions for video calling.

The behavior of WebRTC is not enough documented in terms of factors that influence the user’s experience and overall quality, especially for video calls. This is important research topic because it offers useful insight for service providers of any type how users experience the quality in order to provide the highest possible success and acceptance of WebRTC based services. The implementation of these services brings also the benefits for service providers which can be grouped into five categories [7]: (1) ease of use, (2) cost reduction, (3) security, (4) fast time to market, and (5) simplified device integration. Moreover, it leads to a new phase in the competition between over the top (OTT) players and operators in the core communication business, i.e. voice/video calls, data sharing, and messaging. With WebRTC, operators gain the opportunities to effectively compete with OTT players and redesign the user’s experience of real-time communication services which are outside the traditional fixed and mobile device context [7].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the influence factors affecting the QoE and provides the review of related studies which consider their impact on user’s experience and its quality during WebRTC video calling. For the sake of quantitatively identifying the most and least influential factors that affect QoE according to users’ opinion in the context of WebRTC video calling, an end user survey has been conducted in form of an online questionnaire. Section III
describes the research methodology and results, which are focused on exploring the users’ satisfaction, opinions, habits, and expectations related to WebRTC video calling via a wide range of smart devices. Section IV gives the concluding remarks.

II. QUALITY OF EXPERIENCE INFLUENCE FACTORS

As stated in previous section, factors influencing the QoE can be classified into three categories, i.e. human, context, and system IFs. Therefore, in this section, we provide a brief description of IFs categories and related research studies considering their impact on QoE. Note that this overview should not be considered exhaustive.

A. Human Influence Factors

The human influence factors (HIFs) are defined like any predictable or unpredictable property or human characteristic and could be divided in two subgroups, i.e. the low level influence factors (e.g., age, gender, personality, and mood) and high level influence factors (e.g., socio-economic conditions, educational background, needs, previous experience) [8].

HIFs are very unpredictable factors and until now they are taken into the account in a very limited fashion for QoE estimation. They are poorly understood due to their complexity and interrelation. Some research studies showed that HIF should not be avoided in a process of QoE estimation because 24.5% of total QoE could be predicted by the human factors [9].

Until now, the QoE requirements are considered equally for every user, no matter on their age, gender, facial attractiveness, emotions or cultural behavior. But nowadays, due to high market competition, it is important to provide personalized and adjusted multimedia services considering aforementioned differences. The results of research studies show slightly different trends in perception and behavior between male and female participants [10].

When it comes to the occurrences in synchronization’s errors, it is shown that younger females are the most sensitive for such skews while on the other hand older male are the least sensitive [11]. Other research study shows that older adults are more critical than younger users and the elderly people may have higher requirements for QoE [12]. It has also been found that facial appearance has more important influence when communication is realized based on web-video services than on a traditional way of communication. Moreover, it is shown that nonverbal cues, the attractiveness or opposite gender, for conducted research in sales, resulted in higher evaluations of customer satisfactions in daily business tasks [13].

Therefore, HIFs should be more investigated in order to provide better QoE. Besides the aforementioned factors, human’s personality, interests and even a cultural background could have the huge impact. Hence western cultures are usually more inclined and focused on the salient objects independently from the context, whereas Asian cultures more likely search for the relationship between the objects and the context [14]. The personality influence can be shown as an IF at least on the user performance part on QoE. Neurotic people are less able to switch the viewed program or change the volume on their first attempt compared to agreeable people and/or people with technical competence or enthusiasm [15].

QoE is triggered by the user’s personal interest in video content. Users tend to value a video with the higher QoE when they are more interested in the content of the video [16]. Since HIFs are complex for the investigation, their evaluation is usually not possible just by conducting objective predictions. Therefore, the impact of these factors is usually perceived and verified through subjective tests [17], such as emotion-perception-emotion user model that could enable higher user satisfaction [18].

B. Context Influence Factors

The context influence factors (CIFs) describe user’s environment picturing physical, temporal, social, economic, and technical dimension. Their classification includes six sub-groups: (1) physical factors, (2) time factors, (3) social factors, (4) economic factors, (5) factors associated with assignments, and (6) technical factors [8].

CIFs do not represent an easier task when it comes to predicting their impact on QoE. Research studies showed how these factors could gain even higher or more significant influence on QoE regardless of other influential determinants. It is shown that the ease of interaction with other people, ease of using new systems by allowing participants to speak interactively no matter of their current environment, time of the day, and their social environmental factors (normative beliefs, subjective norms, intention) could drastically increase or decrease QoE and users expectation [19].

The user’s physical environment can drastically affect the QoE through the number of different factors (e.g., the seating position of the user, lighting conditions, viewing distance or disturbance that could occur in a user’s environment – incoming calls, social-network notifications, etc.). The shorter viewing distance makes user more involved in the context which he/she is watching and provide the better visibility. The economic context has as well significant influence on QoE. If the user’s expectations are not fulfilled, they usually lose their interest in repeating their experience. Users’ social context (e.g., family, friends, strangers, etc.) also affects the QoE. It is demonstrated that user’s satisfaction with the watched context can be increased if he/she is surrounded with friends or family, or if he/she is able to communicate, record, and share his/her favorite programs with friends even when they are not physically co-located [20].

The physical location is also important consideration factor. Even nowadays when humans have the chance to be constantly reachable by smart devices and view the content of interest anytime and everywhere, there are certain locations which are more or less suitable for such purposes (in the waiting halls, home, park, school, office, in a train, during breaks for lunch, etc.). Time factors should be investigated more as well when it comes to QoE evaluation. Typical viewing time is couple of minutes (10-15) up to maximum 40 minutes. Also, the prime time should be taken into the consideration, i.e., early morning (while driving to school, university, job), midday (during the lunch break, or
While standing in a line for bills payment), and evening (before dinner time, after or before sleeping) [21].

Moreover, the user’s usage must include as well the transitions between the context and within the context (e.g., personal or shared use, temporarily, between waiting or hurrying, from walking to standing, sitting, or between multi- and uni-tasking) [22]. All of this is pointing us on hard dynamic nature of user’s context and its significant impact on QoE which should be more investigated and reported during the system’s QoE evaluation.

C. **System Influence Factors**

The system influence factors (SIFs) define the properties and characteristics which determine the technical quality of applications or services. These factors could be divided into four basic sub-categories: (1) content factors, (2) medium factors, (3) network factors, and (4) device factors [8].

In order to ensure the optimal usage of the network resources and to increase the video flow quality, many different factors should be taken into account. The video flow quality depends on the network indicators, such as delay, jitter, loss or bandwidth. It is shown that it is better to delay the audio flows in order to ensure the synchronization with video flows because the tolerance towards the delay is higher [23]. This is one of the possible ways of dealing with the delay issues but only if the overall delay is below 600 ms. In a case that delay is greater than 800 ms, quality is considered as unacceptable [1].

However, to provide the high level of QoE, it is necessary to take care about other system factors that are not network oriented. Here, it is possible to speak about the features of devices as well as content of the media which is transferred via the networks. The traditional approaches usually allocate the bandwidth as a measure of application’s quality. But this does not apply and longer, since different multimedia applications require not only capacity but also other guarantees (e.g., delay, jitter, loss) which are considered as QoE killers since result in “video freezing” and the quality insurance in a stable mode [24]. Therefore, they are worthy of further and in depth investigation.

Video calls are generally observed as delay sensitive service. The traditional transmission control protocol (TCP) is not suitable to deliver the traffic which is generated by the real-time applications. On the other hand, user datagram protocol (UDP) leaves the congestion control to the application layer. The results of different research studies showed up that developing and using appropriate algorithms, like the one developed by Google, i.e., Google Congestion Control (GCC), can provide the congestion detection and adapt the sending rate in order to track the link capacity [25].

A high level of QoE depends not only on the issues which need to be addressed by the software/network, but hardware as well. The QoE for video calls depends on device factors, such as central processor unit (CPU) speed, display resolution/size, memory, type of operating system (OS)/browser, etc. The research study investigating the impact of the terminals’ technical specification on QoE based on their collected subjective scores declares that minimum hardware requirements for multimedia services/videoconferencing are 2GB random access memory (RAM) and quad-core 2.5 GHz processor [26].

Better video resolution can contribute to the better video quality based on the results obtained in the subjective studies [27-28]. It is shown that higher video resolution demands higher processing requirements on the system. All these demands lead to the higher congestion under certain bandwidth limitations. Obtained results showed a small difference in the perceived QoE between 480x320 and 640x480 resolutions, but that insight into bandwidth requirements for such services can provide a better input for the network resource allocation mechanism [27]. The final results show that terminals need to meet high CPU requirements for videoconferencing services. Additionally, the overall QoE could be improved by implementing other users’ functionalities like possibility of recording conversation, sharing data, or texting [26].

III. **END-USER SENSITIVITY TO QoE INFLUENCE FACTORS**

All influence factors discussed in previous section play the role in the process of QoE creation and evaluation. Therefore, it is interesting to determine which of them is less or more important when it comes to QoE evaluation. However, these complex IFs are interrelated. That is why they should never be investigated like isolated factors. Accordingly, this paper provides thoroughly identification and joint investigation of factors influencing user’s experience in the context of WebRTC video calling. In general, there are two common way of describing user’s experience, i.e. objective (rational) which is based on property generalization, and perceptual (individual) which is based on human’s evaluation of some service/application [29]. This paper is focused on the perceptual way of describing user’s experience for the WebRTC video call service.

A. **Research Methodology**

There are very few systematic studies related to QoE of WebRTC video calling [30]. Therefore, the end user survey has been conducted with the aim of identifying of the most and least influential factors that affect QoE for WebRTC based video calling service according to the users’ opinion. A wide range of factors belonging to all three aforementioned groups (i.e., HIF, CIF, and SIF) were selected based on the overview of existing literature [9-28] and considered through the case study questionnaire. Many IFs, such as audio quality, image quality or quality of service were considered as composite factors given that they depend on multiple sub-factors, which will be in focus of our future studies. The intention was to test and verify relevant qualitative findings and quantitatively determine the degree to which the subject factors affect the QoE in a specified context. The survey contains sets of questions that intend to identify users’ habits and opinions regarding the WebRTC based video services via different smart devices.

The online questionnaire has been prepared in Bosnian and English by Google platform for online surveys. It contains 22 questions including Yes-No questions, questions with one or multiple possible answers, and short answer questions. The investigation form was distributed by the
social networks (e.g., Facebook) and via e-mail. It was completed by 140 users in a 10-day period. The users have been selected randomly in order to achieve representatives of the sample.

Collected demographic data related to the age, gender, educational level, and origin country of the examinees, as well as smart device usage describes the group that approached the questioning:

- 68% of examinees fit into the category of age 21 to 30, 14% fit into the category age 31 to 40, 10% fit into the category of age below 20, and 8% fit into the category of age above 41;
- 53% of examinees were male and 47% of them were female;
- 20% of examinees reported as having a high-school diploma, 29% reported as being students, 30% as having faculty degree, 20% of them as having a Master of Science degree, and 1% of examinees as holding a Doctor of Philosophy degree;
- 87.57% of examinees are from Bosnia and Herzegovina (50%) and Austria (33.57%);
- 35% of examinees use smart phones, 30% of them use laptops, 15% of them use personal computers (PCs), 9% of them use tablets, whereas 11% of them use all of these devices on a daily basis for communication purposes.

B. Results and Discussion

The influence of each factor has been rated on a 5-point scale where 1 means "does not affect", 2 "weakly affects", 3 "moderately affects", 4 "affects", and 5 "strongly affects". In order to identify the most and the least important IFs according to users, statistical analysis of obtained results has been conducted by using percentages and descriptive statistics, i.e., measures of central tendency and variability (Table I).

In order to determine which factors have the strongest effect on users’ satisfaction in the context of WebRTC based video call service (based on participant opinions), the ones with means higher than 3.6 and coefficient of variance under 36% have been considered. Namely, a mean of 3.6 means that 4s and 5s are the most frequent rates of participants in terms of the impact of the factor, while the second condition means that the average distance from the mean of all rates for each factor is less than 36%, i.e., the values do not vary more than 36%. According to this, the first seven influence factors from Table I have been found to be the most influential: audio quality, image quality, quality of service, price of accessing the service, loss of video frames, ease of use, and procedure of accessing web environment, going from more to less influential.

Further on, in order to supplement the results, the frequencies of each rate, i.e., the mode has been considered as well. Namely, the factors that 67% of questioned users have rated with 4s and 5s have been considered as most influential. According to participants’ ratings, those factors are: audio quality, image quality and quality of service, as well going from more to less effective.

However, what differentiates this paper in comparison to the literature is that we have provided a list of IFs that were ordered by user perception of the strength of their impact on user’s QoE. This may serve as a useful input, in terms of what to focus on and what to enhance for stakeholders dealing with WebRTC based video calls (network providers, service providers, content providers, device manufacturers, etc.) when trying to improve their performance. Most of these IFs fall into category of system IFs, thereby confirming existing literature’s qualitative conclusions that the most influential factors in terms of QoE in this context comes from this class. However, having service price on a fourth place in the list, together with location, noise or movement in the first half of the IFs list, launches context IFs, as a group, shoulder to shoulder with system IFs, and should additionally motivate research community and stakeholders to investigate these factors and enhance their positive and suppress the negative effects.

In addition, in the subject questionnaire, we gave the opportunity to participants to give their opinion on the most influential factor and to suggest additional factors that may affect their satisfaction with the service. Gathered answers indicate that the list of examined factors is comprehensive and that factors identified as the most influential by the statistical analysis have been identified as most influential by the participants as well.

In the same way, we have determined that the least influential IFs are the ones that can be classified in human IF group: difficulties in using modern technologies, emotional state, time of the day, hand injuries, and speech difficulties, going from less to more influential. This justifies the lack of research which addresses this category of IFs (in comparison to system and context IFs) in context of user experience and QoE.

IV. Conclusion and Future Work

The advent of WebRTC enables the service providers of all types to rapidly and efficiently differentiate their business and service offerings. As this promising technology continues to proliferate, it becomes important to gain an in-depth understanding of the numerous influence factors which affect the user’s experience and its quality in the context of WebRTC video communication. To prevent users from getting unsatisfied with WebRTC video calling, we have identified the most and least influential factors according to examined users’ opinions. The list of influence factors that affect the QoE in the context of WebRTC video calling has been created and sorted by the impact strength. The list shows the dominance of SIFs, but launches CIFs on the same level, while confirming the relapsing importance of HIFs. This may be useful for stakeholders dealing with WebRTC based services to acquire knowledge that is necessary for improving the service performance. All this up-to-date information should motivate research community and stakeholders to consider these factors in more detail.

Therefore, the further investigation of key influence factors for different WebRTC based services, as well as understanding how they mutually correlate is planned for the future work due its importance for satisfying end user needs and expectations. Moreover, since the most influential factors have been considered as composite factors (e.g., audio quality, image quality, quality of service), it is desirable to decompose them into components, and examine
their impact on QoE (e.g., image quality may be decomposed into encoding, resolution, sampling rate, etc.). The knowledge of the effects of each component (sub-factor) can provide a deeper understanding which can be further utilized by interested stakeholders in order to improve user’s QoE.

Since today’s users are still not familiar with WebRTC based services, there is a reason to engage more effort in research activities to discover and remove existing disadvantages of this technology according to end user needs and expectations. Such research activities give the contribution in the process of adopting the WebRTC based services and successfully managing QoE in this context including all its components, i.e. modelling, monitoring, and optimization.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Influence factor</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Variance</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
<th>Coefficient of variation (%)</th>
<th>Freq. of 1</th>
<th>Freq. of 2</th>
<th>Freq. of 3</th>
<th>Freq. of 4</th>
<th>Freq. of 5</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Audio quality</td>
<td>4.05</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>30.99</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>72.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Image quality</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>31.62</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>70.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Quality of service</td>
<td>3.95</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>32.57</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>67.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Service price</td>
<td>3.76</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>36.59</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>64.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Loss of video frames</td>
<td>3.73</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>33.27</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>58.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Ease of use</td>
<td>3.65</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>36.08</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>58.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Procedure of accessing web environment</td>
<td>3.60</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>35.18</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>58.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Video frame delay</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>37.93</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>56.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Battery consumption</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>37.38</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>55.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Web environment object load time</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>32.63</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>53.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Screen resolution</td>
<td>3.49</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>35.84</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>51.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>Processor speed</td>
<td>3.48</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>33.53</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>50.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>Video frame shift speed</td>
<td>3.48</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>36.68</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>53.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>Video call purpose</td>
<td>3.47</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>37.77</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>52.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>3.42</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>35.63</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>53.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>Noise</td>
<td>3.39</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>35.29</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>51.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>Screen size</td>
<td>3.32</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>40.82</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>47.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>Screen lightness</td>
<td>3.22</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>37.29</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>42.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td>Web environment object loading order</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>40.32</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>44.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td>Web environment object visual organization</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>38.41</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>38.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.</td>
<td>Prior experience</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>41.49</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>40.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.</td>
<td>Service accessibility</td>
<td>3.06</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>38.63</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>57.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.</td>
<td>Web environment object size</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>44.51</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>38.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.</td>
<td>Used browser</td>
<td>3.03</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>42.12</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>37.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26.</td>
<td>Visual impression</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>38.68</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>33.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.</td>
<td>Visual difficulties</td>
<td>2.94</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>46.11</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>36.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.</td>
<td>Personal relations with the interlocutor</td>
<td>2.87</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>50.08</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>34.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.</td>
<td>Weather</td>
<td>2.81</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>44.12</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>26.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.</td>
<td>Keyboard type</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>46.37</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>25.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.</td>
<td>Lighting</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>43.55</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>26.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32.</td>
<td>Background and text colour</td>
<td>2.64</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>47.6</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>23.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33.</td>
<td>Speech difficulties</td>
<td>2.64</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>50.57</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>28.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34.</td>
<td>Hand difficulties</td>
<td>2.63</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>47.91</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>25.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35.</td>
<td>Time of the day</td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>54.24</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>24.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36.</td>
<td>Emotional state</td>
<td>2.54</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>51.42</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37.</td>
<td>Difficulties with using modern technologies</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>53.88</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>24.82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Abstract - The increasing popularity of real-time communication services has driven a rising interest in understanding the factors influencing the quality of experience (QoE). Many research activities aiming to accomplish this goal have addressed different influence factors (IFs), which may be classified into three categories, i.e., human IFs, context IFs, and system IFs. Although the importance of human IFs (HIFs) has been already emphasized, these factors have been considered to a limited extent, and due to lack of empirical evidence, they still remain not well understood. Therefore, this research has been motivated by the challenge to provide a deeper understanding of HIF’s impact on QoE in the context of the real-time communication services. In order to accomplish this and verify the conclusions derived from related work, we have conducted two experimental studies which consider voice over internet protocol (VoIP) and unified communication (UC) services. Experimental results show no existence of impacts of selected HIFs on the user’s overall QoE while using either VoIP or UC services. However, this highlights the need for further research on this topic due its importance for satisfying end user needs and expectations in the context of real-time communication services.

I. INTRODUCTION

The telecom industry is under a significant transformation. The real-time communication services are under a pressure as telecom market demands richer, higher value services available on any device, across any network, and with satisfactory performance. Hitherto, performance in the telecom industry has been typically addressed in terms of quality of service (QoS). However, the recent research in the field of quality of experience (QoE) [1]-[3] has shown that the traditional QoS mechanisms are not sufficient to satisfy end users, prevent their churn, and attract new customers or incline them to adopt new complex services and thereby support further technology development. Therefore, in order to improve users’ satisfaction and offer maximized quality while at the same time minimizing the costs, a deep understanding of the influence factors (IFs) that affect QoE is needed.

A QoE IF has been defined as “any characteristic of a user, system, service, application, or context whose actual state or setting may have influence on the quality of experience for the user” [4]. Although there are several approaches to the categorization of QoE IFs [1], [5], [6] we consider the classification proposed by EU Qualinet community which groups them into following three categories [4]: (1) human IFs; (2) system IFs; and (3) context IFs. In this paper, the focus is on the human IFs (HIFs) which present “any variant or invariant property or characteristic of a human user. The characteristic can describe...” [4]. These factors are divided into two sub-categories [7]: (1) low-level processing influence factors related to the physical, emotional, and mental constitution (e.g. gender, age, lower-order emotions, user’s mood, personality traits, motivation, attention level, etc.), and (2) higher-level cognitive processing influence factors (e.g. socio-economic situation, educational background, attitudes and values, expectations, needs, knowledge, previous experiences, etc.).

The low-level processing influence factors, especially those that are related to human perception of exterior stimulus, have the highest impact on QoE [7]. However, the previous research activities on HIFs were limited to the relatively easy to understand factors, such as gender, age, visual acuity, etc. These factors were not considered either as the main research focus or as independent variables whose influence on QoE is in detail investigated [8]. Therefore, this research has been motivated by the challenge to provide a deeper understanding of the selected HIFs, i.e. gender, age, prior experience, and emotional state, and their impact on QoE in context of real-time communication services. In order to accomplish this goal and verify the conclusions made by the authors addressed in the related work [9]-[35], we have conducted two experimental studies which consider voice over internet protocol (VoIP) and unified communication (UC) services.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II provides a state-of-the-art literature review in the field of HIFs and their impact on QoE. Section III describes the design of the experimental studies performed in order to examine the impact of selected HIFs on QoE in the context of the VoIP and UC services. It contains two subsections which give hypotheses, describe the experimental environment and provide result analysis. Finally, Section IV summarizes the conclusions and presents open issues for further research.
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II. A SURVEY OF HUMAN INFLUENCE FACTORS

Human influence factors may be defined as the “overall assessment of human needs, feelings, performance, and intentions” and thereby may be classified as subjective and objective factors on the basis of psychological and physiological factors [2]. The subjective factors are associated with both quantitative and qualitative aspects of human needs and requirements (e.g., ease of use, joy of use, usefulness, etc.). By their nature, they are psychological factors that take into account human perceptions, intentions and needs. In order to understand these factors, different psychological models (e.g., technology acceptance model (TAM), theory of planned behavior (TPB), etc.) may be used according to the nature of the service and environment [37]. On the other side, the objective factors are based on physiological (e.g., brain waves, heart rate, blood pressure, etc.) and cognitive aspects (e.g., memory, attention, human activity, human task performance, language, etc.). Since these factors are quantitative in nature, different physiological tools (e.g., body sensors, galvanic skin response (GSN), etc.) and human performance models (e.g., goals, operators, methods, selection rules (GOMS) model) may be used for their capturing.

On the basis of the foregoing, it is clear that human influence factors are highly complex because of their subjectivity and relation to internal states and processes. In addition, they are strongly interrelated and may also deeply interplay with other groups of IFs. Therefore, the more recent research activities on HIFs have gained the popularity resulting in the growth of literature and number of studies dealing with the influence of human factors on QoE. Nevertheless, the understanding of more complex HIFs and their impact on QoE is still relatively limited due to the fact that the wide range of these factors was marginalized by the research community for a long period of time [8].

The importance of HIFs’ influence on user satisfaction, experience, and its quality has been emphasized by several research studies [9]-[35]. Table I surveys a number of references concerning HIFs in order to obtain a “broader picture” on this topic and provide the brief analysis of several commonly considered HIFs. Although this survey should not be considered exhaustive, it aims to identify and select HIFs which are relevant for our further consideration. Based on the state-of-the-art literature review, the following HIFs are identified as commonly analyzed in research studies: cultural background [10]-[13], [26], [29] age [13], [15], [19], [26], [28], [33], [35], gender [13]-[22], [28], [32], [35], sensation [9], [23], perception [9], [11], [23], emotional state [20], [21], [23], [27], [31], [34], personality [10], [24], [25], [27] and prior experience [30]. However, these factors have been considered to the limited extent, and still remain not well comprehended.

Therefore, we have selected four HIFs, i.e., age, gender, prior experience, and emotional state, to be our main research focus and the independent variables whose influence on QoE will be investigated in the context of VoIP and UC services. The HIFs are selected on the basis that, according to Table I, age, gender, and emotional state are the most commonly analysed HIFs, whereas the prior experience is the rarest considered HIFs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors of the reference [Number of the reference]</th>
<th>Human Influence Factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E. B. Goldstein [9]</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. A. Scott, S. C. Gunstaku, H. Yang, G. Ghinea [10]</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. D. Setioek, P. A. Quinones, S. R. Fussel [12]</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z. Zhu, I. Heynderickx, I. A. Redi [13]</td>
<td>× × ×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. Hyder, K. R. Laghari, N. Crespi, C. Hoen [14]</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K. R. Laghari [15]</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I.C. Zuendorf, H.O. Karnath, J. Lewalad [16]</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. Sax [17]</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. Kimura [18]</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. C. Tossell, et al. [20]</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. Wolf [21]</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Lee [22]</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. Periera [23]</td>
<td>× × ×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. A. Redi, Y. Zhu, H. de Ridder, I. Heynderickx [24]</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. B. Naumann, I. Wechsung, J. Hurtienne [26]</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. Chandra, M. Scott, W. Lin, G. Ghinea [27]</td>
<td>× × ×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y. C. Yen, C. Y. Chu, S. L. Yeh, H. H. Chu, P. Huang [28]</td>
<td>× × ×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T. Daengsi, N. Khitnho, P. Wuttidittachotti [29]</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. Ickin, K. Wac, M. Fiedler, L. Janowski, J. Hong, A. Dey [30]</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. Gupta, K. Laghari, H. Banville, I. H. Falk [31]</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. McColl and Y. Truong [32]</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K. M. Wolters, et al. [33]</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I. Tjostheim, et al. [34]</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Weiss, S. Moller, M. Schulz [35]</td>
<td>× ×</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Giving the fact that a distinction can be made between factors that are stable and factors that have more dynamic nature [8], our research considers two stable factors, i.e., age and gender, and two more dynamic factors, i.e., prior experience and emotional state. As will be described in Section III, these factors are acquired at the beginning of each experimental study, since our research examines their impact on QoE in the context of VoIP and UC service (e.g., one research question is how emotional state affects the QoE, and not how VoIP or UC service usage affects the emotional state).

A comparative research studies on various real-time communication services show that there exist both age and gender differences in forming QoE. For example, as far as age is concerned, older individuals are more critical than younger ones, which may suggest that elderly people have higher requirements to QoE [15], [33]. However, the opposite results illustrate that older individuals tend to rate the quality more positively than younger ones [26], [35]. On the other hand, the research activities considering gender show that better performances of females are indicated in hearing sensitivity [17], memory localization facilities [18], or synchronization’s errors sensitivity [19], whereas the research results are in favour of males for localizing target sounds in a multi-source sound environment [16]. Nevertheless, it is shown that age and gender differences are insignificant in terms of QoE [28].

As indicated above, examples of HIFs that have more dynamic nature are emotional state and prior experience. The human emotional state may have a great impact on QoE and thereby it has recently gained importance which is demonstrated, for example, by incorporating it into speech QoE models [31] or investigating it through play gym games [34]. Despite its strong relevance for QoE [30], the impact of prior experience and the way in which it interlace with or depend on other IFs is still insufficiently understood. Giving the fact that prior experience, as well as other selected HIFs may interplay with other groups of IFs, their influence may be increased or decreased in accordance with the appearance of specific other IFs. Therefore, the motivation for this research lies in measuring the selected HIFs, in disentangling them, and understanding their influence on QoE.

III. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

To examine the impact of HIFs on QoE and verify the conclusions made by the authors addressed in the related work we have conducted two studies which included the testing of VoIP and UC services. The following two subsections provide more detailed discussion on the experimental studies and their results.

A. The impact of HIFs on VoIP

a. Introduction and Hypothesis

Based on the related work and reviewed literature, we derived the following four hypotheses. The hypotheses try to illuminate the existence of impacts of selected HIFs, i.e., age, gender, prior experience, and emotional state on user's overall QoE while he or she is using the VoIP service. We expect to find no impact of these factors on QoE, meaning that QoE will not change if these factors change.

H1.1: There is no impact of age on user's QoE when using VoIP service.

H1.2: There is no impact of gender on user's QoE when using VoIP service.

H1.3: There is no impact of prior experience on user's QoE when using VoIP service.

H1.4: There is no impact of emotional state on user's QoE when using VoIP service.

b. Description of the testing environment

The total of 30 participants has participated in the study (Fig. 1). Mostly those were the family members, friends, and colleagues and they have participated in the experiment on a good will basis, in their free time and for free. Experiments were conducted at authors’ homes (in Sarajevo, Tuzla, and Zenica).

All participants were given a task of registering, establishing, and terminating one VoIP call by using JITSI (https://jitsi.org/) after which they were asked to express their opinion regarding their QoE while using the VoIP service. The subjective evaluation of the test VoIP calls was performed by using the electronic evaluation questionnaire, which contained the part that was completed at the beginning of the experiment and it included the questions that covered the information related to the participant’s personal data, previous experience with VoIP service usage, and emotional state of the participant (considered HIFs), and the part that deals with the participant’s rating of the statement related to overall QoE when using VoIP service. The latter statement was a simple mean opinion score (MOS) scale used as the de facto standard in QoE Studies and specified in ITU-T Recommendation P.800.1. It must be noted that subjective QoE evaluation are to-date most commonly reported in terms of a single MOS value [36].

The experiment procedure lasted about 15-20 minutes and has included the three steps [36]: (i) introduction and clarification of the experiment tasks that need to be performed by the participants (8 minutes), (ii) participant training (5 minutes), and (iii) testing and rating of the experimental VoIP calls (5 minutes). All participants were asked not to think about their feelings during evaluation, but to be intuitive. As it could be concluded, the considered HIFs were differed in several groups. Namely, the factors of age and prior experience were considered in five abovementioned groups, while gender and emotional state in two.

c. Results analysis

In order to address the hypotheses (H1.1-H1.4) stating that differences in the age, gender, prior experience, and emotional state do not impact user’s QoE while using the VoIP service, we refer to the results of four one-way ANOVAs given in Table II. Independent variables (IVs) used for conducting this statistical examination are our selected HIFs, while the dependent variable (DV) is user's QoE. As previously mentioned, IVs are manipulated as follows: age and prior experience in five levels (groups), while gender and emotional state in two (Fig. 1). Based on the obtained results, one may conclude that there does not exist a strong and statistically significant impact (p>0.001) of user’s age, gender, prior experience, and emotional state on QoE when he or she is using the VoIP service. This implies that the hypotheses H1.1–H1.4 are supported.
TABLE II. ANOVA RESULTS INDICATING NO IMPACT OF CONSIDERED HIFs ON QoE FOR VOIP SERVICE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Mean (SD) 1st group/female/ good mood</th>
<th>Mean (SD) 2nd group/male/ bad mood</th>
<th>Mean (SD) 3rd group</th>
<th>Mean (SD) 4th group</th>
<th>Mean (SD) 5th group</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>3.17 (1.765)</td>
<td>3.09 (1.719)</td>
<td>3.38 (1.642)</td>
<td>2.99 (1.714)</td>
<td>2.94 (1.753)</td>
<td>0.502</td>
<td>0.734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>3.10 (1.707)</td>
<td>3.08 (1.723)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior experience</td>
<td>3.11 (1.764)</td>
<td>3.11 (1.707)</td>
<td>3.13 (1.738)</td>
<td>3.25 (1.685)</td>
<td>2.86 (1.730)</td>
<td>0.498</td>
<td>0.737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional state</td>
<td>3.13 (1.656)</td>
<td>3.10 (1.701)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.565</td>
<td>0.652</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. The impact of HIFs on UC

a. Introduction and Hypothesis

Based on the related work and reviewed literature, we derived four hypotheses as well. The set tries to illuminate the existence of impacts of selected HIFs, i.e., age, gender, prior experience, and emotional state on user's overall QoE while he or she is using the UC service. We expect to find no impact of these factors on QoE, meaning that QoE will not change if these factors change.

H2.1: There is no impact of age on user's QoE when using UC service.

H2.2: There is no impact of gender on user's QoE when using UC service.

H2.3: There is no impact of prior experience on user's QoE when using UC service.

H2.4: There is no impact of emotional state on user's QoE when using UC service.

b. Description of the testing environment

The total of 96 participants has participated in the study (Fig. 2). As in the study described in previous subsection, mostly participants were the family members, friends, and colleagues and they have participated in the experiment on a good will basis, in their free time and for free. Experiments were conducted at authors’ homes (in Sarajevo, Tuzla, and Zenica).

All participants were given a task to register for using the UC service – Linphone application (https://www.linphone.org/), after which they had to: (i) change their presence status, (ii) send the message “How are you?” and receive the answer, (iii) establish an audio call lasting 30 seconds, and (iv) establish a video call lasting 30 seconds. Then, they were asked to express their opinion regarding their QoE while using the UC service. The subjective evaluation of the test UC service was performed by using the electronic evaluation questionnaire, which contained the part that was completed at the beginning of the experiment and it included the questions that covered the information related to the participant’s personal data, previous experience with UC service usage, and emotional state of the participant (considered HIFs), and the part that deals with the participant’s rating of the statement related to overall QoE when using UC service. As in previous study, the latter statement was the MOS scale.

The experiment procedure lasted about 15-20 minutes and has included the three following steps [36]: (i) introduction and clarification of the experiment tasks that need to be performed by the participants (10 minutes), (ii) participant training (5 minutes), and (iii) testing and rating of the experimental UC calls (2 minutes). All participants were asked not to think about their feelings during evaluation, but to be intuitive.

As it could be concluded, the considered HIFs were differed in several groups. Namely, the factors of age, emotional state, and prior experience were considered in three and five abovementioned groups, while gender in two.

c. Results analysis

In order to address this set of hypotheses (H2.1-H2.4) stating that differences in the age, gender, prior experience, and emotional state do not impact user’s QoE while using the UC service, as well as in previous subsection, we refer to the results of four one-way ANOVAs given in Table II.
using the cases of VoIP and UC service. The statistical analysis of data collected within emotional state, on user's QoE when using VoIP and UC selected HIFs, i.e. age, gender, prior experience, and conducted to obtain data for analysing the influence of existence of impact of HIFs on user's overall QoE by prepared. Further on, two experimental studies have been of-the-art literature in the field of the HIFs has been existence of impact of HIFs on user's overall QoE by supported. This implies that the hypotheses H2.1–H2.4 are emotional state on QoE when he or she is using the UC experience in five levels (groups) (Fig. 2). Based on the obtained results, one may conclude that there does not exist a strong and statistically significant impact (p>0.001) of user’s age, gender, prior experience, and emotional state on QoE when he or she is using the UC service. This implies that the hypotheses H2.1–H2.4 are supported.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

An enhanced understanding of human influence factors is a clear prerequisite for the successful management and optimization of end user experience. This means that there is a need to understand user’s QoE in this attractive and contemporary context, in order to maintain a satisfied customer base, prevent customer churn, and respond to upcoming challenges relevant to real-time communication services. Therefore, here lies the motivation for this paper which tries to provide a deeper understanding of the influence of human factors on QoE. The aim has been to experimentally investigate the existence of impact of HIFs on user's overall QoE by using the cases of VoIP and UC service.

In order to accomplish this, a brief survey of the state-of-the-art literature in the field of the HIFs has been prepared. Further on, two experimental studies have been conducted to obtain data for analysing the influence of selected HIFs, i.e. age, gender, prior experience, and emotional state, on user’s QoE when using VoIP and UC services. The statistical analysis of data collected within these experiments imply that there does not exist strong and statistically significant impact of user’s age, gender, prior experience, and emotional state on QoE either he or she is using VoIP or UC service.

However, the conducted experimental studies have certain limitations that may be overcome in the future work. Giving the fact that the impact of HIFs selected for our research study was found to be statistically insignificant, it is necessary to additionally investigate their impact when larger number of participants is included in the study in order to draw non-misleading conclusions. In addition, broader range of different HIFs may be taken into the consideration, as well as the relations between them in order to draw conclusions which may be helpful in a practical sense.
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Abstract - Currently used routing protocols in mobile ad-hoc networks, such as those based on the ZigBee protocol, usually do not incorporate any notion of link-quality while searching for routes. While extensions to the AODV routing protocol with this in mind have been proposed, they usually use a single measure, such as SNR or RSSI to approximate the link-quality. Also, it is common that the process for determining the route between two nodes doesn’t make future route searches easier or quicker. In this work an extension to the standard AODV routing protocol is proposed, one that works with any well-defined link-to-link-quality assignment function and defines a route quality approximation approach that enables the maintenance of correct local measures needed for future route searches.

I. INTRODUCTION

We live in a world of never-ending scientific breakthroughs and advancements where bleeding-edge technology has seeped into ordinary lives, becoming the standard. Devices and accessories are so intricately interwoven with every-day activities that one can easily go about without being aware by the sheer amount of computer and electronic devices that surround us. It’s what makes it so easy to assume that radical, paradigm changing trends are all but depleted, done and behind us but is seems this is far from the truth. With recent advancements in miniaturization technologies that bodes well for the amount of computing power one can fit in a small volume of space, we are witnessing ordinary devices becoming “smart”, connected and interactive – a concept that can profoundly change the way we live.

For the moment, these devices do not speak the same language, which makes their integration difficult and reduces their scope of usability. A solution to this problem has been proposed by the IEEE in late 2004, a communication protocol named ZigBee, designed specifically for the use in wireless personal area networks (WPAN), that has since been refined multiple times to align itself with current technological trends. Such networks usually consist of a number of small devices running simple applications that collect or produce data and send it to a central point in charge of making the data readily available for the end client, usually uploading it to the Internet. The devices in question can vary from simple sensors that measure the temperature or humidity used either for personal or professional data aggregation, to home and industrial appliances. Usually, a ZigBee device can fall into one of three categories: ZigBee Coordinator (ZC), ZigBee Router (ZR) or ZigBee End Device (ZED).

The ZC devices are the most capable; they form the root of the WPAN, orchestrating the creation and mitigation of the network structure, but may also serve as a bridge to other networks. Along with the ZC devices, ZR devices fit the category of so called full function devices (FFD), devices that can run applications as well as participate in data transfer mechanism of the ZigBee protocol, while ZEDs fall into the category of reduced-function devices (RFD), meaning they can only run applications that produce or consume data, but play no further part in the node-to-node communication process.

A part of this communication process is the routing of packets from a device generating them to some other device in the network, usually the ZC device. ZigBee enabled devices are most commonly characterized as devices of low-power consumption – this makes them ideal for distributed data gathering since that can rely on a limited energy source for an extended period of time. However, the price to pay to attain such energy-efficient execution comes at a cost in the form of limited transmission and reception range, usually found to be somewhere in the interval between 10 and 20 meters, as well as limited bandwidth that peaks at a maximum speed value of 250 kbit/s.

To overcome these shortcomings, sending a packet of information using standard routing protocol defined by the ZigBee specification, the ad-hoc on-demand distance vector routing protocol (AODV) [1], usually implies making several “hops” between multiple ZR devices, where the probability of data loss increases with each such hop. Choosing the right route through which the packet is to be sent then becomes imperative for attaining a sufficiently high quality of service (QoS) level [2][3][4][5]. In an effort to resolve this, AODV is designed to choose routes with fewer such hops in a hope to minimize data loss, but does not always succeed. One might argue that the reason behind this is that not all hops can be treated equal and it is this notion, the notion of “hop quality” that is the basis of research described in this
work, and has already been incorporated into AODV from the start, as we well show in this article.

II. AODV AND ITS PROPOSED EXTENSIONS

When searching for a route between two nodes in a mesh topology network, in an effort to make the source node able to send information to the destination node, the source node starts by broadcasting a route request (RREQ), initiating the first phase of the AODV algorithm. This broadcasted request contains information about the source node, the identifier of the destination node and the identifier of the last node that forwarded the request. When a node receives a RREQ, it modifies it by replacing the identifier representing the last node that forwarded it with its own, before forwarding it further. This process continues up until the destination node receives the request. At that point, it sends a route reply (RREP), marking the second phase of the AODV protocol, but unlike the source node broadcasting the request, it sends it directly to the node it received the RREQ from. This node, in turn, sends it to the node it received the RREQ from and so on, until the source node is reached. In each of these steps, before sending the reply further, nodes store the routing information on how to reach the destination node - by specifying that, in order to do so, each must forward any future packages to the node it received the RREP in question.

To make the AODV protocol faster and more robust, additional actions occur in the first phase of the protocol. Each node that receives a RREQ, stores a reverse route to the source node. This makes it easier for future packages to be sent in the opposite direction, to the source node, and is mandatory for sending back a reply. Also, a node may choose not to broadcast a received request if it already has a valid route to the destination node, in which case it sends a RREP to the source node. For a route to be added into the node’s routing table, one of the conditions that must be fulfilled is that the number of hops it takes to reach the route destination via the new route must be smaller than that via a possibly preexisting route already in the routing table. Along with this, a number of conditions must also apply, but these conditions are all of the technical nature mandatory for the proper functioning of the routing algorithm itself leaving the before mentioned condition the only one that chooses a “better” route over another. This is to say that a form of route-quality dependent choice already inherently exists in the AODV algorithm, and we are simply building upon it. As such, problems concerning routing table instabilities that are common in network communications with any dynamic route adaptation scheme, like route flapping or route oscillations, should not arise with greater frequency than with the usage of the original AODV algorithm.

A number of protocols that incorporate a notion of link-quality into AODV have already been proposed [6][7][8][9][10], but we have found most of them make certain assumptions that do not necessarily hold in the general case, most notably the assumption that $q(a \rightarrow b) = q(b \rightarrow a)$, where $a \rightarrow b$ denotes the link from the node $a$ to node $b$, $b \rightarrow a$ denotes the reverse link, from node $b$ to node $a$, and $q(\cdot)$ denotes the link quality function. This assumption certainly makes the routing algorithm easier to implement, but does away with subtler concepts like load-balancing that can be otherwise achieved.

A few of the proposed protocols define the route quality as the minimum quality of all the links that constitute the route in question [11], or

$$Q(n_1 \rightarrow \cdots \rightarrow n_N) = \min_{i \in [1, N-1]} q(n_i \rightarrow n_{i+1}).$$

This definition is problematic because it prefers longer routes over short ones if only a single link in the shorter route is of low quality. Without going into which of these should be chosen, we propose a routing algorithm that makes such choices malleable.

III. NON-INVERTIBLE LINK QUALITIES

The assumption that a link between nodes $a$ and $b$ has the same quality, regardless of its direction, is a sound one, but only if the assumption of equal transmission and reception possibilities of both nodes is accepted as well. This would imply that all the nodes in a network are of the same type, able to transmit and receive packets with equal power consumption in all directions throughout the communication process. Since this is rarely the case, we can immediately see that this assumption sets ground for an unrealistic case.

Furthermore, making this assumption deprives us of implementing other behaviors that may improve overall communication quality. For example, one could implement a simple load balancing scheme by defining the link quality function to be inversely proportional to the average number of packets in the receiving node’s queue. Using such a link quality function would remove the load strain from heavily targeted nodes, and spread out the load, if possible, according to the network’s connectivity structure. Another example would be a link quality function that is proportional to the receiving node’s remaining energy level. Such a link quality function would decrease the number of packets that are sent through nodes with a low remaining energy level and redirect them to nodes with a high remaining energy level, thus prolonging the network’s current connectivity life span. Alongside these two local indicators, many more such indicators, like the average number of packets dropped by the transmitting node or the fact if a node is mobile of not, could be used to increase the overall QoS of a wireless network by making the link quality function dependent of them.

IV. AGGREGATED LINK-QUALITY

To give a proper definition of the bijective link-quality aggregation AODV (BLQA-AODV) protocol, we will reiterate the ideas of route and link notation, as well as quality function. A link $l_{a,b} \equiv a \rightarrow b$ can be seen an ordered pair of nodes $a$ and $b$ taken from the set of all nodes $\chi$. This forms a set of all links $\Lambda = \{a \rightarrow b: a, b \in \chi\}$. This set also contains the empty links $a \rightarrow a \equiv \emptyset, \forall a \in \chi$. A route can then be seen as an ordered sequence of nodes from $\chi$, or $r = n_1 \rightarrow n_{N}, i.e [1, N], n_i \in \chi$. For brevity, we denote “any combination
of nodes from $\chi^*$ as $\mapsto$, previously denoted as $\rightarrow \cdots \rightarrow$. Each link $a \rightarrow b$ is also a single hop route. Such routes can be added together by following certain rules. It holds that

$$n_1 \mapsto n_i \mapsto n_N = n_1 \mapsto n_i + n_i \mapsto n_N.$$  
(2)

Using this, we define route subtraction as

$$n_1 \mapsto n_i \mapsto n_N - n_1 \mapsto n_i = n_i \mapsto n_N,$$  
(3)

or equivalently

$$n_1 \mapsto n_i \mapsto n_N - n_1 \mapsto n_i = n_1 \mapsto n_i.$$  
(4)

So, using this notation, a route can be seen as a sum of links, or

$$n_1 \mapsto n_i \mapsto n_N = \sum_{j=1}^{N-1} n_j \rightarrow n_{j+1}..$$  
(5)

By using this notation, one can define a route quality function $Q(\cdot)$ that maps a route to a decimal value. Then, we can say that the BLQA-AODV protocol searches the route $\hat{r}$ such that

$$\hat{r}(a, b) = \arg \max_{r \in a \rightarrow b} Q(r).$$  
(6)

To calculate $Q(\cdot)$, one can define various criteria, but within the BLQA-AODV protocol, it is defined via the link quality function $q(\cdot)$ which maps any link $l_{a,b} \in \Lambda$ to a decimal value. To do so, first one must define a commutative associative operator $\otimes$, the aggregation operator, for which there exists an inverse operator $\oslash$ such that

$$Q(a \rightarrow b) \otimes Q(b \rightarrow c) = Q(a \rightarrow b \rightarrow c)$$  
(7)

and

$$Q(a \rightarrow b \rightarrow c) \oslash Q(a \rightarrow b) = Q(b \rightarrow c).$$  
(8)

Using the previous definition of a route as a sum of links, we can deduce that

$$Q(n_1 \rightarrow n_i \rightarrow n_N) = \bigotimes_{i=1}^{N-1} Q(n_i \rightarrow n_{i+1}).$$  
(9)

Finally, we will approximate the route quality function $Q(a \rightarrow b)$ as the link quality function $q(a \rightarrow b)$, by which we define the route quality approximation as the aggregated link-quality using the operator $\otimes$, or

$$Q(n_1 \mapsto n_i \mapsto n_N) = \bigotimes_{i=1}^{N-1} q(n_i \rightarrow n_{i+1}).$$  
(10)

The main advantage of this definition is that it allows us to calculate partial route quality, or:

$$Q(n_1 \mapsto n_N) = Q(n_1 \mapsto n_i \mapsto n_N) \oslash Q(n_1 \mapsto n_i).$$  
(11)

To make the approximated route quality definition useful, one must define how the link-quality function assigns values to links. The link quality function must be chosen so that the aggregated route quality is decreasing, that is, the inequality

$$Q(a \mapsto b) \otimes q(b \rightarrow c) \leq Q(a \mapsto b)$$  
(12)

must hold. We propose that the link-quality values are approximated by local values available at the destination node, such as values derived from packet reception process, like RSSI, SNR or bit-error, the number of packets in the destination nodes queue, current node battery level or any other such indicator.

V. APPLYING THE ROUTE QUALITY APPROXIMATION

All RREQ packets in BLQA-AODV have the addition of a current aggregated link quality. This means that the RREQ packet that emanated from node $n_0$ being broadcasted from node $n_{i-1}$ to node $n_i$ will contain the approximated route quality $Q(n_i \mapsto n_{i-1})$. After receiving the packet, node $n_i$ approximates the route quality $Q(n_{i-1} \mapsto n_i) \approx q(n_{i-1} \mapsto n_i)$ and calculates the new current aggregated route quality (ARQ)

$$Q(n_1 \mapsto n_{i-1} \mapsto n_i) = Q(n_1 \mapsto n_{i-1}) \otimes Q(n_{i-1} \mapsto n_i) \approx Q(n_1 \mapsto n_{i-1}) \otimes q(n_{i-1} \mapsto n_i).$$  
(13)

Then, it broadcasts the RREQ packet with the updated current aggregated route quality. Before doing so, the node $n_i$ stores the information about the broadcast, the same as in AODV, but adds to it the calculated current route quality for future reference.

Analogously to the AODV protocol, the rebroadcasting and the saving of the broadcasting information does not take place in certain conditions. For AODV, those include the new number of hops being smaller than any older, but in BLQA-AODV the current route quality must be greater than any previously encountered. Since the inequality condition (12) is being conserved, we are certain that the rebroadcasting will eventually stop because no cyclic routes will ever be attained since

$$Q(a \mapsto b \mapsto c \mapsto b) \leq Q(a \mapsto b).$$  
(14)

When the route request destination node receives the request, it sends the RREP to the source node containing the total route quality $Q(n_1 \mapsto n_N)$ via the node it received the broadcasted RREQ from. If it receives any additional RREQ packets, it will reply to them only if they contain a total route quality larger than the one it received earlier.

Upon receiving the RREP, each node $n_i$ calculates the quality of the route from that node to node $n_N$ using the identity

$$Q(n_1 \mapsto n_N) = Q(n_1 \mapsto n_1 \mapsto n_N) \oslash Q(n_1 \mapsto n_1).$$  
(15)

Then it can add the information of the route $n_1 \mapsto n_N$ to its routing table, together with the calculated route quality. Should later on such a node $n_1$ receive a RREQ packet for the same destination node $n_N$ from node $n_1$, that is, the request for route $m_1 \mapsto n_N$, it wouldn’t have to broadcast it further, but could send a reply to node $m_1$ with a route quality attained by the expression
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\[ Q(m_1 \rightarrow n_i \rightarrow n_N) = Q(m_1 \rightarrow n_i) \otimes Q(n_i \rightarrow n_N). \] (16)

The following pseudocode defines the described processes in a concise form.

```
calculate link quality \( q(n_{i-1} \rightarrow n_i) \)
calculate ARQ as \( Q(n_i \rightarrow n_{i-1}) \otimes q(n_{i-1} \rightarrow n_i) \)
IF already received RREQ for this broadcast THEN
  IF it has lower or equal current ARQ THEN
    return
  END IF
ELSE
  save broadcast info
END IF
IF current node is the destination THEN
  send reply
ELSE IF current node has valid route to destination THEN
  calculate total ARQ for route \( n_1 \rightarrow n_N \)
  send reply
ELSE
  broadcast request with updated ARQ
END IF
```

Pseudocode 1 – RREP packet receive function

- IF current node doesn't have route to destination THEN
  add it
ELSE IF existing route has lower or equal ARQ THEN
  update it
ELSE
  return
END IF
IF current node is not the source THEN
  IF current node has original broadcast info THEN
    forward reply
  END IF
END IF
END IF

Pseudocode 2 – RREQ packet receive function

VI. EXAMPLES

As we have seen in the previous chapter, by defining the operator \( \otimes \) and link quality function \( q(\cdot) \), the BLQA-AODV algorithm changes its definition of route quality and therefore its behavior.

By defining the link quality function as \( q(\cdot) = -1 \) and the aggregation operator \( \otimes \) as addition, we get the aggregated route quality definition as

\[ Q(n_1 \rightarrow n_N) = \sum_{i=1}^{N-1} -1 = 1 - N. \] (17)

This makes the route quality equivalent to the one defined in the unmodified AODV protocol, that is, the hop count.

Alternatively, we can define the aggregation operator as multiplication and the link quality function as the probability that the packet will be successfully sent between two nodes. Then the aggregated quality can be seen as the total probability a packet will be sent over a route, that is

\[ Q(n_1 \rightarrow n_N) = \prod_{i=1}^{N-1} P(n_i \rightarrow n_{i+1}) \] (18)

where \( P(n_i \rightarrow n_{i+1}) \) defines the probability of a successful packet transmission using the link \( n_i \rightarrow n_{i+1} \).

Additionally, we can define the link quality function in such a way that it is proportional to the inverse of the average number of packets a node has in its queue. Regardless of the aggregation operator, this will serve as a form of load balancing because routes that are not usually heavy on traffic will be chosen. In the same manner, the link quality function can be defined to be proportional to the nodes current energy level so routes containing nodes with higher energy levels would be preferred.

VII. FUTURE WORK

The current extension of the BLQA-AODV algorithm is based upon the assumption that the link quality function can assign different values to the same link depending on the link direction, that is

\[ q(a \rightarrow b) \neq q(b \rightarrow a). \] (19)

Should we make the assumption that the opposite holds, then the prospect of adding inverse routes as part of the route search process would be possible. Currently, it is not because the only way a node can know the quality of the link from it to a neighboring node is by sending a packet to the neighboring node and having it return the assigned quality. Should we make the mentioned assumption, it could get the link quality by simply receiving a packet from the neighboring node. This could make the algorithm have less packet overhead and as such is a notable path to consider, although it does reduce the possible scope of functionalities because the described behaviors like load balancing would not be possible.

VIII. CONCLUSION

The proposed extension to the AODV algorithm makes a solid foundation for future research. It gives an extendable framework for defining the behavior of the routing protocol in various networks where different conditions and assumptions may apply. Using specific knowhow of the network’s needs, one can define the routing protocol to be finely tuned to those needs, such as bandwidth maximization or energy consumption minimization. One can even use a link quality definition that is a combination of different indicators and combine it with a number of machine learning algorithms in an effort to optimize certain overall measures of a network.
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Abstract — The transition from voice to data services has led to new trends in telecommunication business, and therefore the need to adjust legacy metrics and KPIs (Key Performance Indicators) that aims to point out the effects of these changes. In this paper, we give the review of development trends of new KPIs that provide greater insight into the use of data based services, as well as estimating the share of revenue that is obtained from these services. The importance of customer segmentation and correlation with KBOs (Key Business Objectives) is discussed. Special attention was paid to the situation of the market in Bosnia and Herzegovina and the need for trends monitoring in this area.

I. INTRODUCTION

Telecommunications companies are faced with the key changes in the market such as the explosive growth of data, a constant increase in the number of smart mobile devices and new applications, as well as changes in customers’ behavior and expectations. Although changes in the telecommunications industry brought increased demands for the transfer of data, there has been a decreasing in income and stagnation in the number of mobile users. Operators’ revenues are under the pressure because of the increasing rise in sophisticated demands of users and regulators and due to increasing competition of OTT (Over-The-Top) providers. As the market becomes saturated, a new investment business model cannot be based on the penetration and the number of new users. The legacy services such as voice and SMS are only applications in the world of data transfer. Thus the legacy metrics (per-user), such as: average revenue per user ARPU (Average Revenue per User), Churn rate, and Net Additions, do not give a real picture of the network. These metrics are relevant when voice was the main service and when each customer has owned a single mobile device. However, as customers have multiple types of mobile devices and use a variety of services, the company do not provide that existing metrics to obtain a complete picture of how subscribers use their devices and services. Operators will need to track success with the right KPIs that can shape their strategy for the long period.

The necessity of adapting existing KPIs to dynamic changes in the market has prompted many authors to deal with this problem. This paper presents the development trends of new KPIs in telecommunications companies. The second section summarizes the characteristics of the modern telecommunications market. In the third chapter is given an overview of KPIs evolution from the period when voice was dominant service to the period of maturity of data services. After that the importance of customer segmentation is discussed. At the end is given a use case with the example of new metrics selection in the specific market, as well as the benefits and challenges of multi-dimensional metrics selection.

II. MARKET TRENDS

Modern telecommunications market is characterized by the following features:

● The use of data based services is becoming the dominant mobile service. Monthly global mobile data traffic will be 30.6 EB (Exabyte EB=1 billion GB) by 2020, [1].

● The increase of the amount of data transferred does not mean an increase in revenues from data based services, Fig. 1.

● The total number of smartphones will be nearly 50% of global devices and connections by 2020. Because of increased usage on smartphones, smart traffic will cross four-fifths of mobile data traffic by 2020, Fig. 2.

● 4G technology is becoming the dominant technology on global market with 40.5% of connections and 72% of total traffic, Fig.3.
The number of M2M (Machine-to-Machine) connections increases rapidly as the number of multi-SIM service users. The impact of OTT applications and providers is becoming increasingly serious. The improving of the user experience is becoming more and more important.

The evolution of the telecommunications market has led to an environment with the saturation of voice and the rapid growth of data, which has imposed the need to define new business models and development strategies. The growing use of services such as the exchange of multimedia content, social networking, games, shopping over the Internet, and meteoric growth of OTT applications and rapid penetration of smartphones drove out services such as voice, text and data for less demanding applications. Telecommunications companies have large investments in infrastructure and technology, but they do not have the expected profit. Most of the operators are based their business strategy on reducing churn, and they offer flat-rate tariff models, fixed broadband, various service packages etc., which led to great use services based on high-speed data for a very small fee. This has led to decreasing ARPU in all world markets. With the loss of revenue from voice service as the growing use of VoIP, operators found that urgently need to develop strategies that help to monetize the increasing use of data based services. One way is better understanding of customer behavior and more efficiently CEM (Customer Experience Management).

As it is shown in [2] analysis of customer behavior and manage customer experience have become priorities for telecommunications companies, and investments are focused on improving the user experience higher than ever. The operators are changing their business models from a network-oriented to customer-oriented models [3]. This situation resulted in the redefinition of metrics that were indicators of quality of service, and performance indicators of the company.

III. THE EVOLUTION OF METRICS AND KPIs

A. Limitations of legacy KPIs

The evolution of the market is followed by evolution of existing KPIs and metrics in the new metrics that provide greater insight into the use of data based services, as well as estimating the share of revenue that is obtained from these services. The increasing use of data based services does not mean higher revenue from these services.

According to [4], the limitations of existing KPIs are as follows:

- Network Coverage, the legacy metric, which is losing its relevance due to the high penetration of smartphones and high-tech innovation solutions in developed markets, which are already saturated.
- Minute of use services (MoU), the legacy metric, which losing its relevance due to the growing popularity of VoIP traffic, flat-rate tariff models and various service packages.
- ARPU (Average Revenue per User) is a KPI that represents the average revenue per user, which is not the appropriate metric for multi-SIM users.
- Net Mobile Connection Additions is the number of new users reduced by the number of users who have left the network. It is a legacy metric, which losing its relevance due to the decreasing number of new subscribers. New business users in VPN groups, multi-SIM users and M2M connections do not mean an increase in this KPI by its definition.
- Market Penetration was initially defined as a KPI that measures and presents growth of core services (voice and SMS) on the market, in order to access to the market potential for the introduction of new services. But, this legacy metric does not successfully represent the full potential of the market for new services.
- Because of market development and the transition to data services, users can not be viewed in the same way as earlier because of new trends in the growth of M2M connections and the use of multiple devices per person.

B. Development of new KPIs

The legacy metrics and KPIs in the telecommunications industry are subject to significant changes due to external factors, but also because of the internal strategy of the company. The external factors include: new technologies, competition of OTT providers, market regulation, price reduction, increasing number of service providers and MVNO (Mobile Virtual Network Operator), changing in customers’ requirements. Internal strategies include new data-centric business models and new data services.

To overcome the limitations of existing KPIs that does not give a true picture of the emerging markets, in [4] and [5] are proposed the following KPIs:

- Data share of revenue indicates revenue share of data traffic in relation to the total revenue, which is very important since the service data represent a major part of the mobile operators offer.
- RGU (Revenue Generation Unit) metric scales revenue based on the number of services used by users (Multi-Service per User). This is very important from the point of analysis increase cross-selling and up-selling service offer.
- Since the MoU is losing its relevance, data usage per user becomes a metric that provides an insight on the amount of transferred traffic per user. This metric is particularly interesting from the point of billing.
• Machine to Machine Average Revenue per SIM - M2M ARP-SIM is an important metric to monitor the arrival of a growing share of M2M connections for that is expected a rapid growth in the future.
• As business metrics, instead of the ARPU, which has become irrelevant because of multiple devices per customer account, some operators as a measure of profitability of its offer measure the revenue with a new metric ARPA (Average Revenue per Account).

As an illustration, in Table 1 is presented the evolution of KPIs for wireless services in three phases: from the period in which voice was the dominant service to the period in which voice and data are equally presented, to the third phase of the evolution when data services are dominant with voice as an application. Acquisitions of customers, service delivery and business results are considered. For the first phase with voice as a primary service, as well as for the second stage of evolution when data services are getting more important, measuring the quality of service is still remained at the network level than at the application level. Only at the third stage of development services, new metrics are gaining in importance in the assessment of all aspects of the business, from the acquisition of customers to daily operations, [6].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: The evolution of metrics and KPIs.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Customer acquisition</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Voice only</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User penetration %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Additions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Voice &amp; Data</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAC/SRC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Subscriber acquisition/reten tion cost)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smartphone penetration %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data traffic per user</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data only</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Voice as an application)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smartphone/tablet penetration %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of M2M connections</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Operators should consider a holistic approach to measuring service performance, because the end-to-end service quality not only relies on the performance of the network, but also other factors such as device and application performance. In a multi-dimensional approach, metrics and KPIs about network performance as well as segmentation of customer data (IMSI, time of the day, geo-location, age group, type of device, type of application, usage, habits, price sensitivity) etc. are necessary to enable operators to effectively assure services.

C. Customer segmentation

In [6] is proposed that operators have to access the segmentation of their customer base, and to control and analyze user behavior and expectations. When one user has multiple mobile devices and access to more services, operators must provide consistent user experience. Information about the type of content can be obtained from measurements such as the contents of the device (Content per Device) and the number of M2M connections per user (M2M Connections per User). Traditionally, customers were segmented on postpaid and prepaid customers. Another type of segmentation is per tariff models to business customers and individuals what allowed the operators a better understanding of the expected quality. The third type of segmentation is based on factors that are specific to the use of the service (per usage). To define a user-experience score, factors to consider include the user’s location, age group, price sensitivity, and frequently used applications. Network operators can construct a well-planned strategy to optimize their networks based on the regional user-experience score, while giving customers the best experience. These factors are as follows:

• Location: The types of applications and the level of service quality expected vary vastly between locations. The location can be seen as an urban, suburban or rural, or as indoor or outdoor. Data transmission has a different meaning in relation to the situation when the voice was the dominant service. That is because data has a visual aspect and the probability of accessing data services is greater in an indoor than an outdoor setting. For example, the probability of a request for transfer of data and the expected quality is the highest in indoor urban locations.

• Age group: Subscribers can be segmented by generations into seniors (birth year before 1946), baby boomers (birth year 1946-mid 1960s), Gen X (birth year mid 1960s-early1980s), Gen Y or millennials (birth year 1980s-2000s) and Gen Z (birth year after 2000s). This segmentation can give to operator good insights into the quality of service the network must deliver to the most important age group in that region, Figure 4.

• Price sensitivity: According to the consumption subscribers are divided into VIP customers and others who are viewed through consumption and habits, which correlates with the expected quality. For
example, for a group of business users in a specific region the operator must provide the highest quality services and the most reliable secure connection.

- Usage pattern: According to the use of the service users are divided into: users who predominantly use voice as a service and minimally data. Light users are checking e-mails and browsing the Internet. Medium users actively use social networks and often access the network. Heavy users extensively use video streaming and OTT applications.

Operators also can benefit from network analytics using customer micro-segmentation. With rapidly changing customer behavior and expectations, and increasing demand for personalization, operators need a better way to segment the market. One way is micro-segmentation. Micro-segments gather considerably smaller numbers of customers into groups based on application usage, device usage and geo-location. Operators can be better served their customers in various areas of their interest such as handling complaints, troubleshooting QoE issues, or providing micro-services tailored to their exact needs, [7]. Customer micro-segmentation technology empowers marketers to achieve deeper customer understanding and more effective customer marketing. Based on above given factors and using appropriate metrics and KPIs including user-experience score, the operator can get the insights for optimizing and tuning the network in accordance with the requirements of the users and identify services to target user groups, [8].

IV. CASE STUDY - SELECTION OF NEW METRICS

The selection of new metrics is affected by numerous factors which are determined by the specifics of the local and regional markets, technological developments and the competitive environment. In accordance with that appropriate KPIs are selected. The market in Bosnia and Herzegovina is very specific, [9]. It is characterized by the following factors: the three dominant national operators, the only telecommunications market in the region that is not implemented 4G/LTE technology, weak economic development and low ARPU in relation to the average ARPU in EU. At the end of 2015 the level of penetration of fixed telephony amounted to 20.45% and in the mobile telephony 89.63% with the dominant share of pre-paid users. There has been growth in the number of Internet users and at the end of 2015, penetration was 72.41%. Broadband services are increasing, so the number of broadband subscribers reached 99.72% of the total number of Internet subscribers. The most subscribers have access speeds of 2-10 Mbit/s. Data traffic is growing continuously, and the number of smartphones and OTT providers and applications are increasingly common in the market. Taking into account the above factors, it can be concluded that there is potential for further growth of the market. In that context, as the indicators for this specific emerging market can be taken the KPIs that are given in Table 2. They were chosen with a view to control customers and networks from the perspective of efficiency, the use of service and business results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 2: THE EXAMPLE OF NEW KPI SELECTION FOR B&amp;H OPERATORS.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Key Business Objective - KBO</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business processes improvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of service improvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales increase (growth)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revenue growth</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each of KPIs from Table 2 has to be correlated to the strategic objectives of the company described with Key Business Objectives (KBO): improving business processes, improving service quality and customer experience, increasing sales and operating income, strengthening the brand etc. Previously listed key performance indicators are the detailed indicators measured in real time that are measurable and support directly the KBO via Key Performance Objectives KPO, [10]. The example of that KPI-KBO mapping is given in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 3: KBO-KPO-KPI MAPPING.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Key Business Objective - KBO</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business processes improvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of service improvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales increase (growth)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revenue growth</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Some of these metrics are already measured using tools for monitoring signaling and network control. The examples of service based metrics are given in the Figure 5. They are related to QoS per application and were obtained in real network environment using MasterClaw monitoring tool.

Figure 5. The examples of service based metrics, QoS per application.

V. BENEFITS AND CHALLENGES OF MULTI-DIMENSIONAL METRICS SELECTION

A multi-dimensional approach to monitoring, metrics selection and assuring the end user’s service quality can be the differentiator on competitive telecommunication market. Advanced analytics capabilities can support better capacity planning and traffic management as well as more effective service assurance to deliver a customer experience that retains subscribers and increases revenue. This approach should consider the following aspects: end-to-end network performance, including the end device, access, core network, the application servers, geo-location, age profile, the applications or services accessed by the customer, the customer’s identity, the device being used and the time period of usage. Since operators have large amounts of data about their customers, they can model the behavior of their users based of this data. In this area there are numerous challenges, because the data are collected and aggregated from various systems and processes. To take advantage of the enormous potential of this information, the operator must have a significant investment in the areas of data mining, warehousing and Big Data solutions.

Specificities of the market that affect the selection of appropriate KPIs are also barriers to compare the performance of telecommunications companies across the different markets. To avoid this disadvantage it is necessary to adopt a consensus on the choice of KPIs that are consistently able to follow on a global level. In this sense, it is not expected only from regulatory authorities to impose new metrics and methods of their measurements, but also the initiative of the operators, investors and market analysts to support the move toward greater consistency.

VI. CONCLUSION

In accordance with changes in the market, operators must select the appropriate metrics and KPIs that will follow new trends in the telecommunications industry to achieve long-term strategic goals and targets of the company. The selection of suitable KPIs depends on the operator’s ability to actually measure the indicators. KPIs that take into account the specificities of the market and customer requirements for quality of service are crucial in differentiating a company in a competitive environment. In very specific B&H telecommunication market it is very important continually monitoring the trends in this area and investing in appropriate tools that can support the implementation of new metrics and KPIs. Only a multi-dimensional approach in network analytics across multiple capabilities ensures a true end-to-end view of the service, enabling operators to improve service quality and overall customer experience. Modelling of new business processes and improving of KPI-KBO correlation are the challenges in our future work with the intention to realize greater business value.
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Abstract - Smart grid networks are becoming more and more commonly deployed due to their undisputed benefits. On the other hand, there is a high demand for reliability and functionality of these networks. This paper is analysing usage of the IP SLA for monitoring network state and collecting important information for potential problem detection and solving. The practical part of the paper presents implementation of the IP SLA into the smart grid network environment and its testing. The results from several simulated scenarios with different QoS classes, used within the smart grid networks, are discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

Securing performance parameters and monitoring of network functionalities are two of the most important tasks of intelligent networks, in order to ensure their effective usage. Most of the backbone and local smart grid networks are using MPLS L3 VPN [1-5] due to its reliability and security. Implementation and testing of this technology in smart grid networks is the main point of this paper. Presented measurement can be used for confirming the SLA and for proactive problem solving of potential issues. The goal of the paper is to prove, if the Cisco proprietary solution for measuring performance parameters is a suitable technology in the industrial environment of smart grid networks built on Cisco devices [6,7]. Two types of measurements were conducted. In the first case, the priority class with g.729a codec, simulating communication of Intelligent Electronic Devices (IEDs); and in the second case, default class simulating standard communication of the same devices.

The paper is further organized as follows: the second section describes the implementation details of the Cisco IP SLA. This implementation is then thoroughly tested in the third section. The paper is concluded in the last section.

II. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CISCO IP SLA

Cisco Internet Protocol Service Level Agreement (IP SLA) is a proprietary technology introduced by Cisco for effective monitoring of network traffic. It can be used for measuring network performance and performance critical parameters like packet loss, delay, and jitter. IP SLA can therefore detect and prevent problems, which can influence network functionality and performance [8,9]. This is one of the most important tasks in the environment of intelligent energetical networks. Effective monitoring and measurement of the complete network can be done using Cisco RTTMON with management information base (MIB) together with SNMP and IP SLA statistics. IP SLA can also be used for policy-based routing. This type of routing can adjust the direction of packet flows based on actual statistics, and therefore better utilize each link and ensure availability of critical parts of the network.

In order to conduct a measurement, the topology has to contain one Cisco router for packet generation (monitor) and one host, acting as a responder. The responder can be any IED with IP address [10], able to reply to requests (ICMP echo, or HTTP GET). These devices are common in smart grid networks. In the case that the responder is also a Cisco router (in the energetical networks typically a gateway between different areas), IP SLA can be better utilized because a larger number of critical parameters can be measured. The following data collection and presentation is realized with Network Management System (NMS). After successful configuration, the router is collecting results of each operation and save the results in a form of IOS RTTMON statistics. The router is then using SNMP NMS to collect proper information from MIB. From the technology perspective, IP SLA is using a concept displayed in Figure 1. Every operation is defining a type of packet generated by the router, source and destination address, and other values. The configuration also contains time, when each operation should be executed.

A. IP SLA Monitor (Generator)

Tests are defined on the IP SLA monitor. Based on the configured parameters of each test, the IP SLA is generating specific traffic, analysing the results and saving them for a future analysis over CLI or SNMP. The IP SLA monitor can be every Cisco router having IOS with a proper set of functions, depending on the chosen type of test. Processor load on the IP SLA monitor is a critical part for measuring different metrics, especially for recording timestamps. For this reason, a proper methodology has to be used in order not to exceed 30% of the router’s CPU utilization. It is therefore recommended to use a dedicated router just for the measurement, so the data traffic would not be influenced and the measurement will get more precise results.

B. IP SLA Responder

IP SLA responder is reacting on tests generated by the IP SLA monitor. The responder creates timestamps with packet received and packet send time and then includes them in the payload. These timestamps will allow the elimination of processing time on the responder from the
final measurement time as shown in Figure 2. As in the case of the monitor, the CPU utilization of the responder should not exceed 30%, so it is important to carefully choose the testing methodology.

$$RTT = T4 - T1 - \Delta$$

(1)

where: $RTT = \text{Round trip time}$

$T1 = \text{Timestamp 1}$

$T4 = \text{Timestamp 4}$

C. Multioperations Scheduler of IP SLA

Cisco IP SLA allows the use of a multioperations scheduler, which can monitor complex networks containing large number of probes, and is ideal for smart grid networks (containing tens to hundreds of IEDs). This scheduler can be turned on with the “ip sla group” IOS command. The scheduler allows the planning of a sets of IP SLA operations, which allows the monitoring of traffic in a uniformly distributed timeframe. The realization requires the specification of a range (ID) of each probe and the function can then being run at once. This feature helps minimize the CPU utilization and therefore to increase the network scalability. The function is using the following configuration parameters:

- Operation ID numbers – the list of all IP SLA probes and their IDs within a particular group.
- Group operation number – configuration parameter, containing the number of a particular group.
- Schedule period – the amount of time, for which the group of IP SLA operations is planned.
- Ageout – specify for how long the operations actively collecting information are held in a memory.
- Life – the amount of time for operation to actively collect information.
- Frequency – time after which every IP SLA is repeated.
- Start time – a time when the operation will start to collect information.

Figure 2. The system timestamps

### III. THE TESTING

#### A. The Methodology of Testing

The tests were based on ICMP and UDP implemented in IOS IP SLA. Because most of the smart grid networks are based on MPLS, the UDP jitter operation was selected for testing. This operation is primarily used for diagnosis of real-time application availability, which is essential for smart grid networks. This type of test is also the only one, able to measure with micro-seconds precision, which is important for critical infrastructure. The UDP jitter test is generating sequential information and timestamps for both the sending and the receiving sides. We have chosen two variants of UDP jitter for measuring performance metrics in MPLS L3 VPN infrastructure. These two tests can relevantly simulate proper data flows in smart grid networks. This includes link congestion when collecting data from IED devices and high priority control commands. These tests are:

- UDP jitter with g.729a codec, which is used for measuring in a priority class in a priority traffic (SLA-Voice).
- UDP jitter without a codec, used for measuring in non-prioritized classes (SLA-Normal).

In the case of SLA-Voice variant, data traffic can be separated from control traffic, making the measurement more relevant. In the case of SLA-Normal variant, direct behaviour in the class using a class-default queue can be observed. This corresponds with the process of IED data collection.

Table 1 shows that in the SLA-Voice variant, packets with 32B size will be generated for a 55 seconds with 100 ms intervals between packets and 5 seconds space between each test. This means, that the measurement is taking more than 90% from the complete measurement time length of 60 seconds. This test is not influenced by data flows between end devices like IEDs, but only by the link state. The test will be used only for measurement between substations due to its complexity.

In the SLA-Normal variant, packets with 32B length will be generated for 50 s with 500 ms intervals between

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>SLA-Voice settings</th>
<th>SLA-Normal settings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>codec</td>
<td>g.729a</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>packet size</td>
<td>32B</td>
<td>20B+12B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the number of packets</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interval</td>
<td>100 ms</td>
<td>500 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>frequency</td>
<td>60 s default</td>
<td>60 s default</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>timeout</td>
<td>5000 ms default</td>
<td>5000 ms default</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>threshold</td>
<td>5000 ms default</td>
<td>5000 ms default</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>type of service</td>
<td>184(EF)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
each packet and 10 seconds break between each test. This will ensure, that the measurement will run in more than 80% of the total timeframe of 60 seconds. This test is used for simulation of consumer traffic and parameters in the class-default (with DSCP CS0). This test will be applied in all experiments.

B. Design and Parameters

The measurement was realized on the testing topology depicted in the Figure 3.

Measurement type Provider Edge (PE) - Customer Edge (CE) measured SLA metrics between end stations, CE routers and core PE routers. For this type of measurement, hub and spokes design was chosen. The hub was represented by the IP SLA router (PE router) and spokes were represented by the substation end routers (CE routers). The goal of this measurement was to detect problems with communication technology, which can be rented from an external provider of network connectivity. This measurement can be therefore used for solving connectivity problems (like QoS transparency or packet loss) with the external connectivity provider. In the PE-CE type of measurement, only the SLA-Normal variant was chosen due to the possibility of high CPU utilization on the SLA monitor. This would result in a large increase of identical measurements. Classification of the IPv4 traffic will be conducted based on a DSCP parameter located in the IP header. QoS configuration was done using the same process level. Instead, the dedicated MPLS VPN was created, so tests in each core QoS classes could be conducted. Since each PE router was connected to all the other PE routers. From the MPLS point of view, the measurement was not realized on the global routing infrastructure. QoS in the core mesh, where every PE router was connected to all the other PE routers. From the MPLS point of view, the measurement was not realized on the global routing process level. Instead, the dedicated MPLS VPN was created, so tests in each core QoS classes could be defined. This test was aimed at detecting and solving problems within the core infrastructure. QoS in the core infrastructure was similar to PE-CE. The OUT-MPLS policy-map was created and applied on the output interfaces between PE routers. This policy-map contained three classes displayed in the Table 3.

Measurement type Customer Edge (CE) - Customer Edge (CE) was used for measurement of SLA metrics between end points and IEDs. The whole link was therefore monitored – from a single substation, via the whole infrastructure of the provider, to the next substation. This test can be used for the specification of maximum latency, jitter, or packet loss between the central system and a substation. In our case, the router CE1 was used as the monitor and CE2 as the responder. CE1 generated both types of measurements (SLA-Voice and SLA-Normal).

C. Results

Every scenario for diagnosis of Cisco IP SLA behaviour in the environment of smart grid networks on a simulated topology of energetical company, was tested after the configuration. A reference values were collected during the standard traffic. Tables 4 and 5 show parameters gathered from IP SLA probes. Measured data also shows times when the operation was conducted, the number of successful and unsuccessful operations, and the lifetime of the operation. Lastly, the one-way statistics are also available, allowing to analyse information for solving connectivity problems of the transport network.

---

### Table II. Class Service for Customers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>DSCP</th>
<th>CoS/EXP</th>
<th>Note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SLA-Voice</td>
<td>CS3, EF</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Priority class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical</td>
<td>CS6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Critical traffic, packet loss sensitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>class-default</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Other traffic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### Table III. Classes of Operations for Backbone Traffic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>DSCP</th>
<th>CoS/EXP</th>
<th>Guaranteed bandwidth / exceed action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SLA-Voice</td>
<td>CS3, EF</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>50% (of the total BW) / Packet drop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical</td>
<td>CS6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Remaining 60% / Can exceed if the capacity is available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>class-default</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Remaining 40% / Can exceed if the capacity is available</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### Table IV. Summary Table for Measuring SLA-Voice Variant of Normal Data Traffic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SLA Voice</th>
<th>Measurement PE1-PE2</th>
<th>Measurement PE1-CE1-CE2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RTT (avg)</td>
<td>25 ms</td>
<td>35 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latency S⇒D</td>
<td>7 ms</td>
<td>19 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latency D⇒S</td>
<td>28 ms</td>
<td>16 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jitter S⇒D</td>
<td>14 ms</td>
<td>8 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jitter D⇒S</td>
<td>7 ms</td>
<td>6 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet loss</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Opinion Score</td>
<td>4,06</td>
<td>4,06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPCIF</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: IPCIF = Calculated Planning Impairment Factor
Results for the scenario: Utilization data lines

The next scenario tested data link usage by an IED. In the high utilization, latency will increase, jitter will fluctuate more, and there can be some packet loss, influencing functionality and effectivity of data centers. QoS policy with the 5Mbit bandwidth between PE1-CE1 and PE2-CE2 was used for sufficient trustworthiness of the measurement. Data traffic was simulated using pings with the size of 1500 bytes and 0 time limit for the reply. This ensured a link congestion resulting in packet drops in a direction between CE1 and PE1.

Table 6 shows, that in a default class, there is packet loss due to the high traffic load. Unlike in original values, latency and jitter also increased. A direction in which packets are lost can be also detected – in our case it is from CE1 to CE2. Priority class SLA-Voice shows almost no change, proving good conditions of the link without any packet drops in a core or transit infrastructure.

Results for the scenario: Utilization of voice lines

The next tested scenario is focusing on lowering quality of the priority line – the voice in our case. This situation can happen if the communication between IEDs is using more bandwidth than what is assigned to the prioritized traffic. Bandwidth in the test was set to 100Kbit. A typical data flow with G729a codec is using approximately 32Kbit/s. That means, that three parallel transmissions can be realized at once and be fully functional. Simulation was again conducted with a ping tool and packets marked with DSCP EF. Collected data shows, that the priority class became saturated and packets from this class were dropped. The default class transferred practically no traffic, so there were no packets dropped there. The Voice class had a priority over the class-default, resulting in a possibility of delayed packets in the class-default. Despite the possible delay, no packets were dropped in this class.

The results of PE1-PE2 measurement in the SLA-Voice class are present in Table 7 and show increased latency. This however presents only a simulated situation, in the real environment, such traffic should not influence core infrastructure.

The measurement of SLA-Voice between CE1 and CE2 (Table 8.) shows decreased performance parameters for voice technologies and consequent packet loss. Latency rapidly increased to an average of 146 ms, 14 packets were lost, and MOS decreased while IPCIF increased.

On the other hand, SLA-Normal measurement between CE1 and CE2 clearly shows no packet loss. But as already mentioned, the situation where latency in the SLA-Voice priority class will increase, can happen as it happened in our case – to the average of 147 ms.

In both cases it is clear, that the voice traffic was generated from the consumer CE1, because the data drops and latency increased in the direction from the source (CE1) to the destination. This measurement evaluated each state, which can happen on a link. We can then detect in which traffic class is a potential problem and therefore to proactively react.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>SLA Normal</th>
<th>SLA Voice</th>
<th>SLA Normal</th>
<th>SLA Voice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RTT (avg)</td>
<td>17 ms</td>
<td>41 ms</td>
<td>17 ms</td>
<td>41 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latency S-&gt;D</td>
<td>10 ms</td>
<td>29 ms</td>
<td>10 ms</td>
<td>29 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latency D-&gt;S</td>
<td>10 ms</td>
<td>12 ms</td>
<td>10 ms</td>
<td>12 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jitter S-&gt;D</td>
<td>12 ms</td>
<td>7 ms</td>
<td>12 ms</td>
<td>7 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jitter D-&gt;S</td>
<td>7 ms</td>
<td>7 ms</td>
<td>7 ms</td>
<td>7 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet loss</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE VI. A COMPARISON OF NORMAL AND LOADED STATE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SLA Normal</th>
<th>Measurement PE1-CE1</th>
<th>Measurement CE1-CE2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RTT (avg)</td>
<td>17 ms</td>
<td>41 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latency S-&gt;D</td>
<td>10 ms</td>
<td>29 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latency D-&gt;S</td>
<td>10 ms</td>
<td>12 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jitter S-&gt;D</td>
<td>12 ms</td>
<td>7 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jitter D-&gt;S</td>
<td>7 ms</td>
<td>7 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet loss</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE VII. PE1-PE2 COMMUNICATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>SLA Voice</th>
<th>SLA Voice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RTT (avg)</td>
<td>25 ms</td>
<td>60 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latency S-&gt;D</td>
<td>7 ms</td>
<td>28 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latency D-&gt;S</td>
<td>28 ms</td>
<td>32 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jitter S-&gt;D</td>
<td>14 ms</td>
<td>5 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jitter D-&gt;S</td>
<td>7 ms</td>
<td>5 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet loss</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet loss S-&gt;D</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet loss D-&gt;S</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOS</td>
<td>4,06</td>
<td>4,06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPCIF</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE VIII. CE1-CE2 COMMUNICATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>SLA Normal</th>
<th>SLA Normal</th>
<th>SLA Voice</th>
<th>SLA Voice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RTT (avg)</td>
<td>41 ms</td>
<td>157 ms</td>
<td>146 ms</td>
<td>146 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latency S-&gt;D</td>
<td>29 ms</td>
<td>19 ms</td>
<td>19 ms</td>
<td>19 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latency D-&gt;S</td>
<td>12 ms</td>
<td>16 ms</td>
<td>16 ms</td>
<td>16 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jitter S-&gt;D</td>
<td>7 ms</td>
<td>8 ms</td>
<td>7 ms</td>
<td>8 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jitter D-&gt;S</td>
<td>7 ms</td>
<td>9 ms</td>
<td>7 ms</td>
<td>9 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet loss</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet loss S-&gt;D</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet loss D-&gt;S</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOS</td>
<td>4,06</td>
<td>4,03</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPCIF</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The goal of the paper was to show suitability of Cisco IP SLA implementation in the intelligent environment of smart grid networks. These networks, built on MPLS technology are realizing access into each sub-areas of the smart grid and also providing core data traffic forwarding. Measuring performance characteristics with the IP SLA is important for solution of problems, which can happen in these networks. The conducted measurement scenarios and their results clearly shows, that the IP SLA is a very effective technology for problem solving, while at the same time is providing detailed information about different communication parameters for various data types. This effect was tested during parameter measurement in specific traffic types. It was proven, that the IP SLA is a very complex tool for network monitoring. It allows us to supervise large number of services and traffic commonly used within intelligent networks like smart grid.
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Abstract - Fault management function mostly rely on SNMP protocol and SNMP agent capabilities, where SNMP agents are implemented over different network elements. Structure of management information is described in Management Information Base (MIB) for every single SNMP agent class. Hence, integrated management systems needs to implement different SNMP managers capable to communicate with number of different SNMP agents, obtaining management information from real telecommunication network. Those managers are often called access modules.

In order to decrease delivery time for SNMP management solutions, number of generic fault management MIBs are designed (e.g. Alarm Management Information Base). Theoretically, if different SNMP agents rely on the same management information base, only one SNMP manager (access module) is enough to manage different network elements. It is a logical way of thinking, if we consider that in real life different network elements share the same management information structure. For instance, alarm message from many different network elements consists of start time, probable cause, additional information, affected network element, etc. However, state of the art is not so idyllic, from the integrator’s point of view. Number of MIBs exist in real telecommunications network. In this paper we will make short research on MIBs implemented on different network elements, in order to detect real integrator position in network management solution’s development. At the end, solution is proposed for SNMP agent software development.

I. INTRODUCTION

“Fault management is one of the most relevant functional areas when we are talking about customer experience of service quality. When problem appears, network operator’s reaction time depends on many factors. One of the most important is to recognize problem root cause, based on unsolicited events coming from network” [1].

Two crucial terms within network management functional area are Manager and Agent. Their interaction is rather simple: manager controls number of managed objects via agent located close to those managed objects. That is how how management of network resources is achieved [2]. Manager-agent interaction is shown on figure 1.

Manager is software application serving as interface between the real world (e.g. network personnel dedicated for network management) and management information that agent will understood. Network management applications include some kind of graphical user interface usually. Management information is generally standardized and available to any network manager, respecting security issues (e.g. passwords). Agent acts as an interface between management information and real telecommunications network.

![Figure 1. Manager-agent concept](image-url)
they are called event reports. Unsolicited messages sending implicates agent’s built-in intelligence.

Manager is sometimes called managing system, while agent is called managed system [3].

For consistent manager-agent communication, following conditions must be fulfilled:

- there is communication infrastructure between manager and agent,
- communication protocol is defined,
- management information format is precisely defined and it is known to both manager and agent.

A. Simple Network Management Protocol

SNMP (Simple Network Management Protocol) is de facto standard in network management domain. It allows very simple set of network management operations [4]. First version, SNMPv1, was developed in 1988th by IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force). Next version, SNMPv2, is improved, but with a security issue unsolved completely. Finally, third version, SNMPv3, coped with that security issue.

Every node within MIB structure has its own number; specific node’s position can be unique defined as a “list” of all node’s numbers leading from the root to the specific node. Numbers within list are separated by sign “.”. That list of node numbers separated by full stop sign is called OID (Object Identifier). One example is: 1.3.6.1.4.1.14103.2.4.3.

Every company or organization is able to “reserve” its own branch within MIB root. Within own branch organization has full autonomy regarding sub-branches creation, deletion, naming and organization. MIB branch assignment is managed by international organization IANA (Internet Assigned Numbers Authority). Centralization of MIB branch assignment ensures uniformity of MIB branches on world level.

Message sequence in SNMP protocol is very simple and intuitive. SNMP manager sends management commands to SNMP agent (SET-REQUEST) or retrieve some management information from SNMP agent (GET-REQUEST). Those requests are followed by RESPONSE message from SNMP agent. On the other hand, when SNMP agent wants to send unsolicited message, it uses SNMP TRAP message to do it.

II. SNMP AND FAULT MANAGEMENT

A. Fault management

“Fault management primarily covers the detection, isolation and correction of unusual operational behaviors of telecommunication network and its environment” [7]. On network problem’s appearance, network generates large number of unsolicited notifications carrying information about malfunction; these notifications are also called events; in the fault management functional area these notifications are called alarms. For instance, in the case of transmission link failure, nodes from both sides of
transmission link will generate alarm (e.g. “Loss of signal”) [8]. All notifications are potential entries in a network management system.

B. Fault management notifications

ITU-T recommendation X.733 [9] provide the detail for the general parameters of the event reporting service, which is used to report events (“alarms” actually). The most important parameters are:

- event type;
- event information;

Event type categories the alarm. Five basic categories of alarm are specified. These are: communications alarm, quality of service alarm, processing error alarm, equipment alarm, and environmental alarm.

Event information carry notification specific information, processed later by network management system. The most important are:

- Probable cause
- Specific problems
- Perceived severity
- Additional text/information
- Notification identifier

Event type and event information, in addition to general event reporting parameters, such as managed object class, managed object instance and event time, are used to notify network management system about network alarm.

Consider the generic content of alarm message mentioned above, it is reasonable to expect that management information structure on different network element types may be the same. Implementation of any specific management agent may vary, but general alarm information structure is common.

C. Related work

There are number of papers that are focused on integrated fault management [1], [3], [8]. However, main idea in integrated management is to ensure appropriate “proxy” modules that will handle with different management information formats performing mediation function. Further, in [3] integrated management is considered as hierarchical system where system intelligence is spread among different management planes. However, we have not found relevant work handling with different MIB type comparison.

Hence, we’ve decided to convey small survey on different SNMP Management Information Base, for different network element types, and to compare it.

III. MIB COMPARISON

A. INC-MIB-AL

INC-MIB-AL is implemented on Nokia Siemens Network @vantage Commander v11.0 [10], which is part of core network. System alarms are forwarded in form of trap messages, while alarms are stored in alarm table. Alarm table entry has following format:

```
AlarmTableEntry ::= SEQUENCE {
    tiAlarmDateTime DISPLAY STRING,
    tiAlarmReportingObject OBJECT IDENTIFIER,
    tiAlarmFaultyObject OBJECT IDENTIFIER,
    tiAlarmEventTypeId INTEGER,
    tiAlarmSeverity INTEGER,
    tiAlarmErrorID INTEGER,
    tiAlarmEndKey INTEGER,
    tiAlarmDescription OCTET STRING,
    tiAlarmSequenceNumber INTEGER,
    tiAlarmSourceName DISPLAY STRING,
    tiAlarmSymbNEname DISPLAY STRING,
    tiAlarmNEtype DISPLAY STRING,
    tiAlarmNotificationID INTEGER,
    tiAlarmTransferID INTEGER,
    tiAlarmRepairText OCTET STRING,
    tiAlarmLongText OCTET STRING
}
```

Current alarm resynchronization on SNMP manager startup or reconnection is implemented. In that case, retransmission of the active alarms should be requested from SNMP agent (using SNMP SET-REQUEST).

B. X733GROUP-MIB

Siemens fixed telephony exchange EWSD is managed by Net Manager system [11]. SNMP agent implements X733GROUP-MIB [12]. As for @vantage commander, system alarms are forwarded in form of trap messages, while alarms are stored in alarm table. Alarm table entry has following format:

```
snmpAlarm NOTIFICATION-TYPE OBJECTS {
    neName,
    notificationId,
    severity,
    eventType,
    eventTime,
    probableCause,
    specificProblems,
    managedObjectClass,
    managedObjectInstance,
    ipAddress,
    trapName,
    originalAlarm
}
```

Current alarm resynchronization on SNMP manager startup or reconnection is implemented. In that case, retransmission of the active alarms should be requested from SNMP agent (using SNMP SET-REQUEST).
Further, it is allowed to request alarm with specific notification Id. It ensures unbroken alarm sequence on SNMP manager side. Finally, this SNMP agent sends alarm summary periodically to SNMP manager, or upon specific request.

C. OPENMIND-MOS-MIB

This MIB is implemented at SNMP agent on one implementation of SMS center module.

There is no active alarm table [13]. Hence, alarm resynchronization on SNMP manager startup or reconnection is not implemented. In the case of trap loss, there is no mechanism to recover missing alarm information.

System alarms are forwarded in form of trap messages. There is no unique format of alarm; every specific alarm type has its own parameters encapsulated within SNMP trap message.

D. TNMS-MIB

TNMS-MIB is used on Telecommunication Network Management System (TNMS), product by Siemens covering, among other, management of SDH multiplexers in transmission network.

System alarms are forwarded in form of trap messages, while alarms are stored in alarm table. Alarm table entry has following format (specific variable types are described in MIB document [14]):

```plaintext
EnmsAlarmEntry ::= SEQUENCE{
  enmsAlAlarmNumber Integer32,
  enmsAlSeverity PerceivedSeverity,
  enmsAlProbableCause ProbableCause,
  enmsAlClass AlarmClass,
  enmsAlServiceAffect Boolean,
  enmsAlState AlarmState,
  enmsAlTimeStampFromNE Boolean,
  enmsAlTimeamp EnmsTimeStamp,
  enmsAlEntityString DisplayString,
  enmsAlEntityType EntityType,
  enmsAlNEId NEId,
  enmsAlPortId PortId,
  enmsAlTPIdH TPId,
  enmsAlTPIdL TPId,
  enmsAlTPName DisplayString,
  enmsAlModuleId ModuleId,
  enmsAlProbableCauseString DisplayString,
  enmsAlNELocation DisplayString
}
```

Current alarm resynchronization on SNMP manager startup or reconnection is implemented. In that case, SNMP manager should make "walk" through MIB alarm table using SNMP-GET-NEXT command.

E. MIB comparison

Every of these four MIBs follows general alarm message structure, as described in section “Fault management notifications”: All alarms described above contain probable cause, perceived severity, affected managed object info, event time, additional information about alarm etc.

However, agents that implement management function are different applications, developed by different vendors. In parallel with SNMP agent development, MIB structure is defined also. Hence, for different network element types, there are four different MIB structures, regardless of fact that information content is almost the same.

Some SNMP agents ensure reliable message transmission, with resynchronization function implemented, some of they don’t. Short summary is shown in table 1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>INC-MIB-AL</th>
<th>X733GROUP-MIB</th>
<th>OPENMIND-MOS-MIB</th>
<th>TNMS-MIB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alarm table</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resync function</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probable cause</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific problems</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived severity</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional info</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managed object</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. PROBLEM SOLUTION PROPOSAL

SNMP agents are pieces of software handling several functions. We will try to detect these functions in domain of fault management. First, it is necessary to handle all information from network element’s hardware and software. For instance, SNMP agent should recognize high CPU temperature, link synchronization problem or crash of software component. It must communicate with hardware. Further, based on information from network element, any unusual operational behavior should be recognized. SNMP agent should know when to trigger network element alarm and when to cancel alarming condition. Third, alarms should be stored in alarm database. It can be implemented as relational database (e.g. SQLite), or simple as a file. Finally, communication between SNMP manager and SNMP agent in both directions must be supported. SNMP manager request
management information from SNMP agent (SNMP-GET, SNMP-GET-NEXT), sets some management information (SNMP-SET) or receives unsolicited messages from SNMP agent (SNMP-TRAP).

Our proposal is to implement API (Application Programming Interface) that will be able to cope with SNMP support and alarm handling functions (figure 4). API will take care of alarm forwarding to SNMP manager, alarm database handling and processing of SNMP sets and requests from SNMP manager. For fault management function, API will use predefined and unique MIB. However, if SNMP agent handles any other data such as configuration, all of these data can remain in additional, specific MIB.

API should be integrated into existing SNMP agent software. All SNMP agent’s parts that are specific for monitored network element (e.g. communication with hardware and software as well as alarm condition detection) can remain unchanged (interrupted line on figure 4). However, after alarm start or end is recognized, appropriate API functions are called (programming interface I1 on figure 4).

Central part of API should be unified alarm structure. For instance, it can be realized as C++ class or data structure containing all alarm information. These information are mostly common for all MIBs analyzed in this paper, as we mentioned.

Since all SNMP agent’s parts that are specific for agent implementation may remain the same, minimum of changes in any SNMP agent software is needed to use proposed API structure. It means that cost of API implementation within existing agents is minimal.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have made comparison between four different SNMP MIBs as well as SNMP agent functionalities implementation. Although all SNMP agents handle almost the same alarm information structure, all of MIBs analyzed have different format.

It requires different SNMP manager application for every single network element type. Consequence is increased delivery time for network management systems. It has influence on service delivery time plan which is related to telecom operator business results.

As recommendation for network elements’ and SNMP agents’ vendors, conclusion of this paper can be that unique Management Information Base could and should be used for fault management functional area. Thinking in that way, we have proposed API structure that can ensure unique SNMP support as well as management information format in fault management functional area, with minimum implementation cost.

Further work should be focused on API component development in order to prove that concept.
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Abstract - We propose an architecture for distributed threat removal in software-defined networks. This is a novel design of a large network, in which security analysis must be performed. In the classic paradigm, the security analyzer is an entry device, connected serially with the rest of the topology. Obviously, this device may suffer from a high processing load. Therefore, it may create a bottleneck, when the arriving traffic is waiting for the security verification, before being forwarded to next devices in the network. In the proposed architecture, traffic is immediately forwarded towards all destinations, while the security analysis is carried out in parallel, resulting in offloading the entry security device. We show that the proposed solution reduces the bottleneck in the topology and increases the rate of the carried traffic, while ensuring the same, as in the classic approach, security level.

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern computer networks require several security solutions. Analyzers, qualifiers, classic firewalls and web-application firewalls, intrusion prevention systems and others, are used to ensure high level of security. They must be located on the route of the traffic (in-line deployment), what introduces delays in the delivery of packets, if they need to be in-depth analyzed for security purposes.

In general, the security of end users can be achieved using various mechanisms. For instance, the monitoring tools can be used to detect events before they cause safety hazards, the control mechanisms can help to delete hazardous components before they reach their destinations, the limiting mechanisms can facilitate cleaning up the topology and locating the threat. Companies must decide, which of the above mechanisms should be implemented in order to achieve the needed level of security.

At the same time, safety has to be carefully balanced in the network core. In particular, the impact of security mechanisms implemented in the network devices on the network performance has to be taken into account. As it was shown in [1], these mechanisms may induce non-negligible delays in data transmissions, mainly due to their serial location in relation to transfer path.

In [2], the dogma of the firewall was challenged, especially as a security mechanism for corporations. Obviously, the complete withdrawal of firewalls was not recommended, but some dubious situations were pointed, in which the safety mechanism create a bottleneck, or worse, a single point of failure of the entire network.

Web services, exposed to the outside of our network, are most vulnerable to security attacks (e.g., the denial of service). At the same time, these applications have a unique requirement for access to anyone, even unauthorized users. When the network service does not have the access control, it raises the question of how to implement the firewall. The firewall has not ceased to fulfill its role in the network architecture, but has become a heavy burden on the infrastructure performance. In modern networks, it is important to ensure security while preserving the performance and avoiding drastic delays.

Yet another issue is the fact, that modern networks are constantly moving the boundaries of their capabilities. It has not been that long since 1Gbps Ethernet was introduced. In the recent years however, technologies such as SaaS, IaaS, and PaaS have become popular, causing the extension of Gigabit Ethernet to the speed of 10Gigabit and 100Gigabit per second. There are also many factors driving the spike in performance requirements of network devices - from the Internet of Things, to the increasing demands for services of the *aaS type. However, as it turns out quite often, organizations undertake the infrastructure improvements and increase the throughput of the intermediate devices, only to find out that their security systems are not able to maintain transmission of data with the required speed.

We address this problem, by presenting a novel, parallel solution, in which the traffic is simultaneously being forwarded towards destinations, while the security analysis of packets is being carried out. Such parallel forwarding and analyzing of the data results in offloading the single device at the entry point, while ensuring the same, as in the classic approach, security. In our solution the entry device, instead of waiting for analysis to be finished, performs the forwarding immediately. If the threat is malicious, it will be dropped before the final delivery in one of the intermediate or edge switches, after they have received the appropriate control data with analysis results.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the related work. In Section 3, the novel architecture is presented and compared with traditional architectures. In Section 4, an OMNeT++ based simulator of the proposed threat removal mechanism is described in detail and the motivation behind the topology used in the tests is presented. In Section 5, we present and discuss the simulation results. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.
and presents our plans of future work related to the subject.

II. RELATED WORK

The combined topics of security and software-defined networking aspects have been studied in the following papers.

In [3,4], possible solutions to the problem of the lack of authentication, access control and creation of secure channel network architecture in programmable networks, were discussed. Namely, the applicability of three different protocols: Transport Layer Security, Secure Shell Tunnel and Host-to-Host IPSec, as the secure channel medium in software-defined networks with the OpenFlow protocol, was studied. The articles show that the implementation of one of the proposed solution would increase safety and reduce risks of attacks on an SDN topology. This is especially important when using the software-define network paradigm in wide-area networks.

Safe architectures of programmable network topologies, based on the OpenFlow protocol, were studied in [5,6].

FlowVisor [5] works as a transparent proxy between controllers and switches, in order to limit the rules created by the applications running on the controllers. The FlowVisor mechanism creates virtual topology divisions (slices), as combinations of switch ports, MAC addresses, IP addresses, Layer 4 ports or message types (ICMP), and then delegates control of these fragments to the various controllers. The role of FlowVisor in SDN topology is insulation the impact sent rules to specific part of the network. This means, that a rule created for one part cannot affect the traffic in the next division.

A similar concept is FortNOX [6]. This is a software extension, developed on the NOX controller, for checking (in real time) the flow of contradictory rules. It uses authentication, based on the roles of applications, using the OpenFlow protocol. (It concerns applications that want to modify the traffic in the network using the OpenFlow protocol, e.g. firewalls, intrusion prevention systems, etc.).

The difference between FortNOX and FlowVisor is that FortNOX is a single application controller, which operates in parallel, while FlowVisor operates independently of the controller (usually as a separate device in the network). Both of these solutions limit the possibility of introducing a security risk by untrusted controllers and applications. However, they are both based on the usage of the OpenFlow protocol and the assumption, that its communication channels are secure, which is not provided by default. This could be accomplished, however, by implementing the solutions proposed in [3,4].

The subject how to ensure the security of networks using the methodology of software-defined networks and the OpenFlow protocol was researched in [7,8].

NICE [7] is a system of protection against distributed attacks on the limitation of service. The tool for the detection of attacks is based on the graphic analytical models, capable of reconfiguring topologies in an emergency situation.

Moving Target Defense [8] is based on the fact that in the OpenFlow environment we can change frequently IP addresses of the internal devices, to prevent attacks and to reduce the reconnaissance carried out from external networks.

It must be stressed that to the best of the authors’ knowledge, there are no published results on analyzers in software-defined networks. Especially, we are not aware of works on the utilization of the SDN paradigm for enhancing the performance and functionality of classic analyzers and on the reduction of the bottleneck effects they generate now.

Moreover, there are no articles on the security-related behavior of software-defined networks in the wide area.

Figure 1. Classic network architecture and data flow through security device.
III. ARCHITECTURE

Traditional network architectures are not very well suited to meet the requirements of modern corporations, service providers and end users.

The classic data flow (Fig. 1) is as follows. The traffic entering the network (from the right) goes to the first switch and then to the analyzer, in which the first packet from every flow is analyzed (security check), while the rest of the flow is waiting in a queue. If the positive decision is made, the whole flow is forwarded and delivered to the destination. Otherwise, the whole flow is dropped.

In the proposed architecture (Fig. 2), we use the SDN paradigm, that decouples the network control and forwarding functions. Namely, the traffic entering the network (on the right) passes through the first switch, but a copy of the first packet from every new flow is forwarded to the analyzer. While the analysis is being performed, the whole flow is being forwarded towards the destination, without waiting for the analyzer’s decision. As soon as the analyzer reaches the decision about the new flow (drop or deliver), this decision is spread over the control plane, to all the programmable switches in the network. Therefore, a malicious flow can be dropped in every intermediate switch in the network. In the worst case, it is dropped in the last switch, before delivery to the end user - it is not allowed to deliver a flow to the end user without analyzer’s decision.

In this way, different flows may be queued in several different locations in the network, instead of one (entry point), while waiting for the analyzer decisions. These decisions are forwarded in control packets, carrying information whether a flow can be delivered, or must be dropped.

Comparing the new solution with the classic architecture, we may observe a few important differences, which are:

- volume of data that passes through the analyzer (only a copy of the first packet of a flow goes to the analyzer, instead of all data);
- type of packets forwarded (data + control data with the security decision sent once per flow, instead of pure data in the classic approach);
- physical connections (additional link between the first network switch and the rest of the network in the proposed solution, as presented in Fig. 2);
- queueing behavior of switches (every queue has three possible actions for each data flow: “deliver”, “drop” and “block”). The default action for a new flow is “forward” in all intermediate switches and “block” in the last-before-destination switches. After the analysis of the new flow is finished, every switch receives the control packet with the final decision on the flow, which is “deliver” or “drop”;
- switches, where the packets are queued waiting for the analyzer decision (multiple network switches instead of a single, entry device).

The main advantage of the proposed architecture is that the network is not idle (it is forwarding data) while waiting for the analyzer to finish its work. This reduces significantly the possibility of the bottleneck in the network entry point.

The cost we have to pay for this is the need for the programmable switches and the SDN controller.

IV. SIMULATION DESIGN

To simulate the proposed solution, the OMNeT ++ discrete event simulation framework was used (see https://omnetpp.org).

In fact, two separate simulators were implemented – one for the classic solution (Fig. 3) and one for the SDN-based solution (Fig. 4). For fair comparison, both simulators have common topology and network parameters (propagation times, link throughputs, buffer sizes etc.).

The topology used in the simulators was created to mimic the new laboratory of wide area network, named...
PL-LAB2020 [9-11]. PL-LAB2020 is an experimental network connecting six geographically dispersed, Polish research centers, namely:

- National Institute of Telecommunication;
- Warsaw University of Technology;
- Poznan Supercomputing and Networking Center;
- Silesian University of Technology;
- Gdansk University of Technology;
- Wroclaw University of Technology.

In the simulators, these research centers are denoted using their Polish acronyms, namely il, pw, pcss, psl, pg and pwr, respectively (see Figs. 3 and 4).

The network core consists of six Juniper ACX switches (acx_il, acx_pw, acx_pcss, acx_psl, acx_pg and acx_pwr in Figs. 3 and 4). These switches are connected via dedicated 10Gbit/s links, according to the schemes in Figs. 3 and 4. All the remaining, local links (e.g. acx_pw-sdn_pw) are of 1Gb/s throughput.

To simulate the geographical distribution of the PL-LAB2020 centers, the following core link propagation times were assumed: psl-pw: 25ms, pw-il: 19ms, pw-pcss: 21ms, il-pg: 29ms, pg-pcss: 29ms, pcss-pwr: 24ms, pwr-psl: 25ms. All the local links (e.g. acx_pw-sdn_pw) were assumed to have zero propagation time.

The entry point, as well as the analyzer and the SDN controller, are located in psl location, while four other locations are used as flow destinations: il, pw, pcss, and pwr.

In every destination, there is a programmable switch (in the classic architecture, it can be a standard switch) and a sink, for simulating an end user. The pg node is used only for forwarding the traffic.

Therefore, the final simulators, as shown in Figs. 3 and 4, consist of the following elements:

- **generator**, which generates multiple flows of packets, with predefined packet interarrival time distribution, flow size distribution, packet sizes and percentage of malicious flows;
- **sdn2_* devices** – programmable network switches, needed in the new architecture, with modified queuing capabilities and predefined buffer sizes;
- **sdn1_* devices, acx_*– standard network switches with predefined buffer sizes**;
- **analyzer**, which performs the security verification of packets. Namely, the first packet in every new flow is analyzed. When the decision based on the first packet is made, the whole flow is forwarded or dropped. In the proposed architecture, only a copy of the first packet of each flow is transmitted to the analyzer, while the original, complete flow is forwarded immediately. When the decision is made, the control packet is created and sent to all the switches, changing the default action for this flow to either “deliver” or “drop”;
- **sink_* - simulates an end user**.

Before the simulation results are presented, it is worth mentioning that we have considered also evaluating the performance of the proposed architecture using analytical methods. In particular, the potential method, [13-16], for finding characteristics of queues of packets in the system, was considered. Unfortunately, due to multiple queueing and control mechanisms involved, the mathematical analysis of the system is extremely hard – it seems to be beyond the current capabilities of the queueing theory. Therefore, we performed the analysis of the performance of the system using the simulations only.

In the future however, we are planning to implement and test the proposed solution in the PL-LAB2020 laboratory.

Figure 3. Classic architecture simulated in OMNeT ++.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS

The main purpose of all simulations was to find the maximum rate (in Mb/s) of the traffic arriving to the network, that does not cause losses of safe packets, due to buffer overflows. Naturally, both the classic and the new architecture were tested.

It is quite obvious, that the maximum allowed arrival rate depends strongly on the average time of analysis. Moreover, it depends on the average length of the flow, as only the first packet in each flow is analyzed. Therefore, three values of the average flow length were used (100, 200 and 1000), and two different average analysis times (0.003 and 0.0001s).

On the other hand, the maximum allowed arrival rate depends very little on the percentage of malicious flows. This is due to the fact, that the analysis time statistically does not depend on whether the packet is safe, or not.

In detail, the following parameters were used in simulations:

- packet interarrival time distribution: exponential;
- total arrival rate: varied from 0 to 1Gb/s;
- flow size distribution: exponential;
- average flow length (pkts): 100, 200 or 1000;
- packet size (bytes): 1500 or 9000 (Jumbo);
- control packet size (bytes): 64;
- buffer size at every switch (pkts): 10000;
- distribution of the security analysis time: exponential;
- average analysis time (s): 0.003 or 0.0001;

As the typical average value of the analysis time 0.003s was used. This value was chosen according to the speed of security devices common in contemporary enterprise networks.

The buffer size of 10000 packets was chosen following the bandwidth-delay product rule, which is well-known in buffer sizing. Assuming the packet size of 1500 bytes and a 10Gb/s link, this size allows for 120 ms of traffic buffering.

The total arrival intensity was manipulated by changing the average interarrival time between consecutive packets. The destinations of the arriving flows were assigned randomly, with equal probabilities for all available destinations.

Table I shows the maximum possible rate, for which we do not lose safe packets, in the case of 1500-bytes-long packets, the average analysis time of 0.003 second and three average flow lengths: 100, 200 and 1000 packets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>mean flow size</th>
<th>classic solution</th>
<th>proposed solution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100 packets</td>
<td>282 Mb/s</td>
<td>359 Mb/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200 packets</td>
<td>440 Mb/s</td>
<td>664 Mb/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000 packets</td>
<td>793 Mb/s</td>
<td>Line speed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table demonstrates clearly, that the proposed solution provides significantly higher maximum rate for both short and long flows, assuming typical packet sizes and typical analysis times. Moreover, as can be can be noticed, where the classic architecture meets its limits for long flows (1000 packets), the proposed solution can still run with full line speed.

Having checked the typical case, we tested also the architectures in the case of very large packets.

Table II presents the maximum possible arrival rate, for which we do not lose safe packets, in the case of large frames, the average analysis time of 0.003 second and three average flow lengths: 100, 200 and 1000 packets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>mean flow size</th>
<th>classic solution</th>
<th>proposed solution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100 packets</td>
<td>707 Mb/s</td>
<td>Line speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200 packets</td>
<td>806 Mb/s</td>
<td>Line speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000 packets</td>
<td>953 Mb/s</td>
<td>Line speed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As we can see, the new solution outperforms the classic one in this case as well.

We also conducted some tests to find out, if our solution can be useful in use-cases other than security, e.g. in situations, where the average time of the analysis is very short. As a real-life example, the classification and/or marking of flows may serve - such operation can take about 0,0001s on average. Results of comparison of the maximum rate in such case are presented in Table III.

### TABLE III. Comparison of the maximum generator rate between the classic and the proposed solution for fast operations. Packet size 1500bytes, analysis/operation time 0,0001s.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>mean flow size</th>
<th>classic solution</th>
<th>proposed solution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100 packets</td>
<td>927 Mb/s</td>
<td>Line speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200 packets</td>
<td>958 Mb/s</td>
<td>Line speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000 packets</td>
<td>990 Mb/s</td>
<td>Line speed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Similarly, the new architecture outperforms the classic architecture, though not that much as in the previous setups.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Nowadays, network security mechanisms are becoming more important than ever. Moreover, the security devices must meet the rapidly increasing demands for serving large volumes of traffic. Inappropriate design of security mechanisms, devices or architecture may cause a huge decline in overall network performance, no matter how fast the network switching and transmitting mechanisms are.

We presented a possible solution for the bottleneck problem occurring in classic network topologies, caused by the security device.

Simulations proved that in distributed, SDN-based topologies, the proposed solution performs better than the classic solution. In all the tests, the level of security was the same in the classic and proposed architecture, but the maximum carried traffic was higher in the new design.

The benefit depends on the flow size distribution – the shorter the flows are, the more we gain. It also depends on the packet sizes in the same manner. Finally, it can be deduced that the benefit varies also with the number of destinations. Generally, the higher number of destinations is, the bigger the difference between the classic network and our solution is, in favor of the SDN.

As for the future work, the authors are planning to implement and test the proposed solution in a wide area networking laboratory.
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Abstract - Virtual Private Networks (VPN) are an established technology that provides users a way to achieve secure communication over an insecure communication channel, such as the public Internet. It has been widely accepted due to its flexibility and availability on many platforms. It is often used as an alternative to expensive leased lines. In traditional setups, VPN endpoints are set up in hardware appliances, such as firewalls or routers. In modern networks, which utilize Network Functions Virtualization (NFV), VPN endpoints can be virtualized on common servers. Because data encryption and decryption are CPU intensive operations, it is important to investigate limits of such setups so that feasibility of endpoint virtualization can be evaluated. In this paper, we analyze performance of two industry standard VPN implementations - IPSec and OpenVPN. We examine TCP throughput in relation to encryption algorithm used and packet size. Our experiments suggest that moving VPN endpoints from a specialized hardware appliance to a virtualized environment can be a viable and simple solution if traffic throughput requirements are not too demanding. However, it is still difficult to replace high-end appliances with large throughput capabilities.

I. INTRODUCTION

VPN has been an important technology since its creation in the mid-1990s. Point-to-Point Tunneling Protocol (PPTP) marked a starting point in the ability to connect remote computers to a common network. Since then, there have been many breakthroughs and innovations in the field, which resulted in competing technologies. As the technologies mature, it is important to focus on their comparison and evaluation of their viabilities in new networking use cases and paradigms. One such paradigm is Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) [1]. The NFV assumes moving network functions, such as a firewall, VPN endpoint, load balancer, etc. from specialized appliances to commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) servers. Often times the raw processing capabilities present a barrier to successful network function virtualization [2], [3].

Currently, there are two prevailing technologies used in the enterprise environments: IPSec and SSL/TLS based OpenVPN. Although IPSec is a de facto standard in VPN access, OpenVPN has been steadily gaining traction and is the only mature and widely used alternative to IPSec. The web proxy SSL/TLS based VPN access is not a network layer VPN tunnel and will not be discussed here.

Both, OpenVPN and especially IPSec, have been researched extensively, however, not much work has been done in comparing performance of the two in virtualized environments and on multi-core processors. For instance, Jaha and Libya in [4] evaluated relative performance of several VPN protocols on two operating systems, over wireless networks. Along with raw performance, they also investigated some QoS metrics. The authors findings were inconclusive as the results varied widely. Depending on the operating system in use, IPSec was from 8% slower than OpenVPN to up to 25% faster. This could suggest problems in their testbed or software and operating system implementation or configuration. Kotuliak et al. in [5] investigated differences between IPSec and OpenVPN, for different encryption algorithms. They showed that when using the 3DES encryption, IPSec was approximately 25% slower than OpenVPN. In case of Blowfish encryption, they were basically on par, but in case of AES, IPSec was 45% faster. The 45% difference is of greatest significance since AES is the new encryption standard and is replacing the aging 3DES and Blowfish. Instead of measuring raw network throughput, Voznak in [6] compared difference in bandwidth requirements for voice calls over OpenVPN and IPSec tunnels using AES encryption. He showed that packet payload size greatly influenced tunnel efficiency. Depending on voice codec used, payload size varied significantly and for very small payloads, IPSec required considerably less bandwidth than OpenVPN. In [7], Raumer et al. researched similar topics as this paper, but they limited their experiments to IPSec. They showed that, expectedly, network throughput is heavily dependent on packet size and that Intel’s AES-NI instruction set [8] brings huge throughput gains – in case of maximum size Ethernet frames, almost threefold.

In this paper, we will analyze and compare raw network throughput of IPSec and OpenVPN on COTS hardware to assess the viability of VPN endpoint virtualization. We will study several encryption algorithms and analyze the influence of packet size and hardware acceleration on the throughput.

This work has been supported in part by the University of Rijeka under the project number 16.09.2.2.05.
II. TECHNOLOGY OVERVIEW

There are two types of network layer VPN connections: remote access and site-to-site. Remote access VPNs are generally used to connect teleworkers or set up temporary tunnels, while site-to-site VPNs are used to set up permanent secure network layer tunnels between distant networks. A special case of VPN access are web based SSL/TLS VPNs [9]. They are based on establishing a secure SSL/TLS session between any web browser a user might have and a VPN gateway. Upon session establishment, the gateway offers client a list of available web applications from internal network for which a user has access privileges. The gateway establishes session to the selected web application and relays traffic between application server and the client. Although widely used and useful, the approach does not set up a secure network layer tunnel between two networks and is therefore not examined further. Instead, two most commonly used approaches are discussed and compared, namely, IPSec and OpenVPN.

A. IPSec

Internet Protocol Security (IPSec) is a collection of security protocols [10] designed by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), with the aim of providing secure communication channels that spans, possibly, public or otherwise insecure Internet Protocol (IP) based networks. IPSec works by authenticating and encrypting each IP packet of a session. It provides data integrity and basic authentication and encryption services, which protect data from modification or unauthorized viewing. It operates on layer three (network layer) of the Open Systems Interconnection model (OSI) model and uses TCP protocol on the transport layer.

IPSec has become a de facto standard for setting up VPNs. Vendor acceptance has been wide and fast and it is currently available on mostly all hardware appliances with VPN capabilities. It offers high performance and its modular architecture allows for seamless integration of new algorithms. Since it is an open standard there are no vendor lock-in problems.

There are three primary components of IPSec:
- **Authentication Header (AH)**
- **Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP)**
- **Internet Key Exchange (IKE)**

AH is responsible for authentication and data integrity check, while ESP provides data confidentiality and encryption services. IKE serves as a protocol for negotiating algorithms, keys, and protocols and establishing security associations. Selection of algorithms for each of the components is up to a user to configure (Fig. 1).

Over the years, there were many software implementations of IPSec, most notable of which are FreeS/WAN and its forks Openswan and strongSwan, as well as Libreswan which is a fork of Openswan. In this paper, we will use strongSwan [11] as it is currently the most mature and actively developed IPSec implementation. It is an open source software, originally designed for Linux operating system, but also ported to Windows, Android, Mac OS X and other platforms. StrongSwan has full support for both IKEv1 and IKEv2 protocols.

B. OpenVPN

OpenVPN [12], [13] is an open source implementation of VPNs, which is, like IPSec, capable of setting up network layer tunnels in both site-to-site and remote access configurations. It appeared later than IPSec and, without the backing of large vendors, its development and acceptance has been slow, but in time it evolved and matured. Lack of support on network appliances has for long been a large disadvantage and limited its acceptance, nevertheless, it has still been steadily gaining traction. In light of the NFV paradigm, hardware support becomes less relevant and OpenVPN can now more easily compete with IPSec.

Unlike IPSec, OpenVPN can setup tunnels using both UDP and TCP protocols. This is an important consideration, as sending traffic over UDP tunnel can result in better latency when compared to a TCP tunnel [14]. Using UDP tunnels can also alleviate problems induced by IPSec on high delay and error prone links, such as satellite links [15]. Another advantage of OpenVPN is the ease of setup. Where IPSec is known for its complexity and steep learning curve, OpenVPN can be setup very quickly. It is easier to handle dynamic addresses and traverse firewalls and network address translation (NAT). The use of common networking protocols (TCP and UDP) for traffic tunneling makes it a desirable alternative to IPSec in situations where an ISP might intentionally block IPSec protocol.

Another difference to IPSec is that OpenVPN SSL/TLS tunnels operate at the transport and session layers of the OSI model. OpenVPN uses a custom protocol based on SSL/TLS for key exchange. It delegates services of both encryption and authentication to the OpenSSL library. This allows OpenVPN to use all the ciphers available in the OpenSSL package.

OpenVPN supports any operating system with an OpenVPN compatible VPN client, which nowadays is almost every OS, including Android.

![FIGURE 1: IPSec Framework](image)
C. AES-NI

Encryption is generally computationally very demanding. Current preferred standard for symmetrical key encryption is the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES). Traditional high throughput network appliances use special processors to offload AES encryption. The same approach was needed in COTS hardware if high performance were to be reached. For that purpose, Intel introduced AES-NI instruction set. Using AES-NI instructions can result in multiple fold increase in encryption performance. The instruction set is supported on all AMD x86 and x64 architecture processors since AMD Bulldozer Family 15h, and many Intel x86 and x64 processors. The full list of supported Intel processors can be found in [16]. Since both strongSwan and OpenVPN utilize AES encryption, we will analyze performance benefits of AES-NI on both technologies.

III. TEST SETUP

Testing was conducted on two HP ProLiant servers. Network connection was established by back-to-back connection using 10Gbps ethernet network interface cards (NIC). One machine was configured as a VPN server, while the other was used as a VPN client. Hardware and software specifications of the machines are shown in Table 1, while Fig. 2 shows the test setup.

To test performances in a virtualized environment, virtual machines were created to host tunnel endpoints. Since both physical servers ran on Linux operating system, KVM/QEMU [17] has been chosen as a virtualization solution. It is a full virtualization solution for Linux on x86 hardware. For operation, it requires a virtualization solution. It is a full virtualization solution system, KVM/QEMU [17] has been chosen as a virtualization solution. For operation, it requires a virtualization solution. It is a full virtualization solution system, KVM/QEMU [17] has been chosen as a virtualization solution. For operation, it requires a virtualization solution. It is a full virtualization solution system, KVM/QEMU [17] has been chosen as a virtualization solution. For operation, it requires a virtualization solution. It is a full virtualization solution system, KVM/QEMU [17] has been chosen as a virtualization solution. For operation, it requires a virtualization solution. It is a full virtualization solution system, KVM/QEMU [17] has been chosen as a virtualization solution. For operation, it requires a virtualization solution. It is a full virtualization solution system, KVM/QEMU [17] has been chosen as a virtualization solution. For operation, it requires a virtualization solution.

Virtual machines (VM) hosting VPN endpoints were identical (Table 1). Virtual NICs were connected to a 10Gbps physical port using Linux bridge. Each VM has been allowed to use two CPU cores. One core was assigned to a traffic generator, while the other was assigned to a VPN tunnel. As a traffic generator, the iperf3 tool was used.

Testing was performed on commonly used ciphers: AES, Blowfish, Camellia, and 3-DES. All test ciphers were in Cypher Block Chaining mode of operation (CBC). Testing procedure consisted of establishing a VPN tunnel between the server and client virtual machines, starting iperf3 server on the VPN server machine and sending TCP traffic over the encrypted tunnel from the client machine. Traffic generation was set to last for 60 seconds. Network throughput was measured for packet sizes in the range of 100 to 1500 bytes (the largest frame that can be sent over ethernet channel without getting fragmented).

The first set of tests was performed with AES-NI hardware acceleration disabled. In order to evaluate performance benefits of AES-NI, another set of tests was performed, but with AES-NI enabled.

Lastly, we tested how well do IPSec and OpenVPN scale on multi-core processors. To eliminate any influence of virtualization on test results and evaluate scaling efficiency of the software, the tests were performed by establishing VPN tunnels between physical machines, instead of virtual machines.

In all the tests, throughputs have been low enough such that a network card virtualization did not affect performance. As memory usage for VPN tunnels is low, maximum throughput is mostly constrained by a virtual CPU performance.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. IPSec with AES-NI disabled

Figure 3 shows results for IPSec with AES-NI disabled. Depending on packet size, best performing ciphers were AES and Blowfish. At packet size of 1500 bytes, AES 128, AES 192, AES 256 and Blowfish achieved 415 Mbps, 387 Mbps, 370 Mbps and 338 Mbps, respectively. Camellia 256 was slower, with 303 Mbps, while 3-DES could only manage 116 Mbps. In 3-DES, to achieve reasonable security, DES algorithm is applied three times for each packet (encrypt-decrypt-encrypt). This procedure introduces processing overhead that results in a significant drop of network throughput.

As in all later tests, it can be seen that network throughput for small packets is significantly smaller than for large packets. For such types of traffic patterns, much larger number of packets needs to be sent to achieve the...
same throughput and, consequently, processing overhead grows exponentially.

B. **OpenVPN with AES-NI disabled**

In Fig 4., network throughputs achieved by OpenVPN with AES-NI disabled are shown. Again, AES is the fastest, while 3-DES is the slowest cipher. AES 128 and AES 192 are similar in performance and peak at 266 Mbps, but AES 256 is about 5% to 10% slower, depending on packet size. Blowfish and Camellia ciphers performed similarly and at 186 Mbps are about 30% slower than AES ciphers, while 3-DES could only manage 85 Mbps. It can be seen that OpenVPN is about 30% to 50% slower than IPSec, depending on the cipher used.

C. **IPSec with AES-NI enabled**

IPSec throughput with AES-NI hardware acceleration enabled is shown in Figure 5. AES ciphers most benefited from the hardware acceleration. For packet size of 1500 bytes, AES 128, AES 192 and AES 256 ciphers achieved 607 Mbps, 605 Mbps and 600 Mbps, respectively. An increase of between 40% and 64% in performance. What is also important to see is that previously noticeable difference in performance between AES 128 and AES 256 is significantly reduced. Camelia improved by 24% to 376 Mbps, while Blowfish showed little improvement and 3-DES showed no improvement at all from AES-NI.

D. **OpenVPN with AES-NI enabled**

Test results for OpenVPN with AES-NI enabled are shown in Figure 6. Camellia, Blowfish and 3-DES did not improve as a result of AES-NI being enabled. Throughput with AES ciphers is improved but not as much as in the case of IPSec. Overall, there is little difference in performance for different key lengths. For small packets, the difference is up to 10%, between AES-128 and AES-256. For packet size of 1500 bytes, AES 128, AES 192 and AES 256 ciphers resulted in 303 Mbps, 308 Mbps and 309 Mbps, respectively. The improvements over test case with AES-NI disabled are about 16%. Such a small improvement suggests that in the case of OpenVPN encryption is not the most limiting factor and that the bottleneck is somewhere else in a data path. StrongSwan’s IPSec implementation achieved almost double the throughput of OpenVPN.

E. **Software Scaling**

To test how well strongSwan’s IPSec implementation and OpenVPN scale, we modified the test setup such that traffic generation was taken off the servers. **Iperf3** was run on separate machines, which were connected over 10 Gbps network switch. For strongSwan, three tests were run. In the first run, a single CPU core was made available to the VPN tunnel. In the second run, all 4 cores were made available to the tunnel, and only a single tunnel (a single client) was used for all traffic. In the last run, 4 IPSec clients connected to a single IPSec server, which had all 4 cores available. Figure 7 shows achieved network...
throughputs. It can be seen that there is little difference in performance if a single tunnel or multiple tunnels/clients are used. Scaling with multiple clients is easier to solve, as each client can get a separate thread, but the results show that the strongSwan software efficiently scales even in a more difficult case of a single tunnel communication. Although all 4 CPU cores get utilized equally, the throughput is not proportional to the number of cores used and peaks at 1.4Gbps.

OpenVPN is not as good at scaling. It uses a single process and a single thread for all VPN tunnels of the same OpenVPN server instance. It means that it can only utilize a single CPU core. Although discussed by both developers and community, no multithreaded implementation has yet been released. Scalability can only be achieved by setting up one OpenVPN server instance per each available CPU core. The setup introduces configuration complexity and also requires careful distribution of VPN clients to server instances, such that traffic load on the instances is well balanced, which often makes the solution impractical. If only a single high throughput VPN connection is necessary, OpenVPN is not a viable option. Figure 8 shows achieved throughput in case of 4 OpenVPN server instances to which 4 clients are connected. Maximum throughput is about 27% less than is the case for strongSwan IPSec.

![Figure 7: IPSec achieved network throughputs](image1)

**FIGURE 7: IPSec achieved network throughputs**

![Figure 8: OpenVPN achieved network throughputs](image2)

**FIGURE 8: OpenVPN achieved network throughputs**

F. Results Summary

The test results showed that, in terms of raw network throughput, strongSwan IPSec implementation is clearly more capable than OpenVPN. As summarily showed in Figure 9, in the analyzed case of virtual VPN endpoints, it achieved higher throughput for each tested cipher, both when AES-NI enabled and AES-NI disabled. Of the tested ciphers, AES yielded the best throughput in all test scenarios. We showed that using processors with AES-NI instruction set can improve network throughput by 62% in case of strongSwan’s IPSec implementation and 16% when using OpenVPN.

On multi-core systems, strongSwan scales much better than OpenVPN. It can utilize all available CPU cores, regardless if only a single tunnel is used or traffic load is distributed between separate VPN tunnels. However, network throughput is not proportional to the number of CPU cores available. OpenVPN is single threaded so it does not scale, however, if applicable, it is possible to set up independent OpenVPN server instances, which run in separate processes and can, therefore, execute on different CPU cores.

V. Conclusion and Future Work

VPN endpoints are traditionally deployed on specialized network appliances, such as routers or firewalls/security devices. In this paper, we explored the viability of the endpoints virtualization on COTS hardware, with benefits in line with the NFV paradigm.

We find that VPN functionality of entry level appliances (up to about 1Gbps) can be easily virtualized even on low end servers. In most cases, both IPSec and OpenVPN will suffice. Although IPSec generally provides better throughput, OpenVPN has an advantage of setting up tunnels over UDP, which can lower latency and in special cases, such as satellite links, improve overall throughput.

On mid-range appliances, we expect throughputs of up to about 25Gbps. OpenVPN does not scale on multi-core systems so it is not suitable for such high requirements. StrongSwan’s IPSec implementation does scale and it can be used in the lower range of throughput requirements. Depending on a specific use case, and with proper
configuration and optimization, it, possibly, might also be used in the upper range.

When it comes to high-end security appliances, we currently cannot see any benefits of virtualization of their functionality on COTS hardware and we find it not to be a viable option.

In a future work, this study should be expanded to cover jitter and latency tests, as well as investigate network throughputs when UDP traffic is tunneled.
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Abstract – Big Data has become a major competitive advantage for many organizations. The analytical capabilities made possible by Big Data analytics platforms are a key stepping stone for advancing the business of every organization. This paper illustrates the development of a big data analytics system for mobile telecommunication systems. The authors developed a solution for analyzing data produced by mobile network nodes which contain data relevant for predictive maintenance and troubleshooting purposes. The solution is built around the problem of working with small files in the Hadoop environment. The logs collected from mobile network nodes are small binary files between 5 and 15 MB in size. These binary log files need to be decoded to a readable format, and then analyzed to extract useful information. In this paper, the authors provide a benchmark of various scenarios for collecting and decoding the binary log files in a Hadoop cluster. As a result, the scenario with the highest performance has been used in the implementation of our solution. The developed solution has been built and tested on a live Hadoop cluster using real-world data obtained from several telecom operators around the world.

I. INTRODUCTION

The telecommunications industry is one of the largest and fastest growing industries in the world. Over the past few decades we have witnessed the change from 2G, 3G, 4G and now 5G in the near future [1]. With the rising demand for constant connectivity, the availability of telecommunication systems and their various components has never been more important. This trend is particularly apparent in the case of mobile networks. As shown in [2], during 2016 there were 7.5 billion mobile subscriptions in the world. The report in [2] estimates that in 2022 there will be 8.9 billion mobile subscriptions, 8 billion mobile broadband subscriptions and 6.1 billion unique mobile subscribers in the world. Mobile networks allow a subscriber to consume various telecommunication services via mobile phone from any place of coverage. Thus, they have become one of the most important resources today. This paper proposes a solution for analyzing data produced by mobile network nodes which contain information relevant for predictive maintenance and troubleshooting purposes.

As telecommunication systems are becoming larger and more advanced, it is necessary to constantly monitor and measure the performance of their various subsystems. However, larger networks and higher Internet access speeds carry with them the need to analyze larger amounts of data in a short period of time, in order to prevent network outages as soon as possible. Such requirements can be addressed by leveraging the analytical capabilities made possible by Big Data analytics platforms [3]. Apart from improved performance, Big Data can enable deeper analytics by providing access to historical data. For example, by storing network performance data it becomes possible to compare the current results with those obtained in past measurements. By storing the insight obtained through troubleshooting, it becomes possible to predict and prevent the same failures from happening again, or at least to shorten the response time when the same or similar failures present themselves again [4].

In this paper, the authors developed a Big Data solution for analyzing data produced by mobile network nodes, which contain important information used for troubleshooting purposes. The solution ingests large amounts of logs which contain network event information. The logs are gathered through an event-based monitoring (EBM) system, which is an embedded recording tool in the Ericsson EPG, SGSN and MME nodes [5].

This paper is organized as follows. Section II provides an overview of existing research on small files in the Hadoop environment, as well as the research on the applicability of Big Data solutions in the telecommunications industry. Section III shows the architecture of the developed solution and how the small files problem in Hadoop impacts it. Section IV shows the benchmark results for the scenarios laid out in Section III.

II. RELATED WORK

This section provides an overview of the results of existing research in the field of applying Big Data in the telecommunications industry, as well as previous work done on the analysis of small files in Hadoop.

A. Big Data Analytics Platforms in the Telecommunications Industry

Big Data solutions have become an important part of today’s industry for all types of businesses, such as finance [6], law enforcement [7], education [8] and others. To show the applicability of Big Data solutions in the telecommunications industry, we briefly summarized some existing use cases and their impact on the industry.

Telecom operators have access to large amounts of valuable data that can be used for various analytical use cases. The research in [9] shows a way to leverage Big
Data analytics for classifying subscribers based on their movement. Reusing existing data for new use cases such as this is the first step in data monetization, which is expected to become a major source of income for all types of businesses in the near future [10]. The work in [11] is able to predict customer churn for telecom operators, which has a direct impact on the operator’s profitability. Similarly, the work in [12] predicts customer experience when using over-the-top (OTT) applications such as WhatsApp or Viber.

As the Internet of Things (IoT) is evolving, it is expected to have an impact in the way telecommunications providers analyze the large amounts of sensor data such systems bring with them [13]. We would also like to note that the move to Big Data has a big impact on network infrastructure evolution, as such systems require higher link speeds to transfer the data form one node to another [14].

The solution developed in this paper is focused on mobile network performance troubleshooting. Thus, it is used to calculate various key performance indicators (KPIs) relevant for this domain. KPI measurement is frequently used by mobile operators and mobile network infrastructure vendors as a means to systematically search and identify network bottlenecks and anomalies [15].

B. Analyzing small files in the ad hoc environment

Hadoop is an open-source software framework used for distributed storage and processing of very large data sets [16]. The Hadoop distributed file system (HDFS) has been widely adopted as the standard for storing data in Hadoop based clusters [17]. In the Hadoop ecosystem, access to stored data is handled by a system called Namenode, which manages the file system namespace and regulates client access. First the client asks the Namenode for instructions on where to find the files it needs to read, as well as the location of a free block it can write to [18]. Figure 1 illustrates this process. DataNodes provide block storage and serve I/O requests from clients.

- correlations between small files are not considered for data placement;
- no optimization mechanism, such as prefetching, is provided to improve I/O performance

We would like to note that when small files are stored on HDFS, disk utilization is not a bottleneck. The research in [20] shows that a small file stored on HDFS does not take up any more disk space than is required to store its contents. More precisely, a 6 MB file stored with an HDFS block size of 128 MB uses 6 MB of disk space, not 128 MB.

HDFS is designed to read/write large files, and provides no optimization for handling small files. In cases where large amounts of small files are accessed directly in HDFS, a mismatch of accessing patterns will emerge [21]. HDFS will ignore the optimization offered by the native storage resource, which will lead to local disk access becoming a bottleneck [22]. Additionally, in such a scenario data prefetching is not employed to improve access performance for HDFS [22].

The research in [21] considers all files smaller than 16MB as small files, although no justification or proof were provided as to why this size was chosen as the cut-off point between large and small files in the context of HDFS. The research in [19] has quantified this cut-off point through experimentation. The study indicates that access efficiency starts to drop significantly with files smaller than 4.35 MB.

The small file processing problem in Hadoop has seen many different solutions with various levels of success, depending on the nature of the data. One of these is the merging of multiple small files into a single bigger file, which has shown some significant performance improvements [21], [23]. This paper explores different scenarios in which this solution can be applied to mobile network data. The scenarios are explained in more detail in the following sections.

III. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

This section provides an overview of the developed Big Data solution for mobile network performance troubleshooting.

A. Data Collection

Event data has been used for various troubleshooting purposes [5]. The event data is collected from EPG, SGSN and MME nodes within the core network. The environment is based on the Evolved Packet Core (EPC) [24], as shown on Figure 2. This study uses only event data generated by these nodes. The authors used an event-based monitoring (EBM) system, which is an embedded recording tool in the Ericsson EPG, SGSN and MME. We collected events on 2G, 3G and 4G networks.

The event data is collected in small log files which are between 5 and 15 MB in size, depending on the configuration. The overall size and and velocity of the logs depends on the size of the network (e.g. number of base stations/eNodeB, number of EPG, SGSN and MME.

![Figure 1. HDFS system overview](image-url)
nodes, overall network throughput). An average operator will generate around 200 GB of logs per day.

The log files are stored in a binary format which needs to be decoded to text (usually CSV) in order to be processed. After the decoding process, the files are up to 10 times larger than in their binary format. EBM logs contain information that documents successful and unsuccessful events for completed mobility and session management procedures.

As shown in the following section, the developed solution was tested on several small and large networks around the world.

*Figure 2 - Evolved Packet Core (EPC) schema*

**B. Architecture**

Figure 3 shows the architecture of the developed solution. Apache Flume is used to transfer the data from a network location to HDFS. Flume was chosen because it is a widely used distributed, reliable and available service for efficiently collecting, aggregating and moving large amounts of streaming event data [25]. The binary logs are usually dumped to a server, which is usually somewhere in the operator’s network. Using Flume, the binary logs are transferred to the cluster that hosts the proposed solution. Although the proposed solution can be deployed within the operator’s network, we argue that a centralized off-site deployment is more appropriate. A centralized approach enables data aggregation from various networks into a single cluster, and thus enriches the data with variety that comes from different network configurations and environments.

HDFS is used to store the raw binary log files until they are decoded. A MapReduce job is used to decode the binary files into CSV. The decoding process is explained in more detail in the following section.

The decoded CSV files are imported into an Apache Hive database [26]. Hive offers an SQL-like query language which enables data access. The developed solution has a number of Hive queries that calculate various KPI’s, which provide insight about mobile network bottlenecks. This is a quick method of finding out which parts of the network are worth looking into during troubleshooting. The results, or KPI’s calculated from such queries, are stored in a separate relation database, which is based on PostgreSQL. External applications can also connect to the Hive database and query the data to calculate KPI’s relevant for mobile network troubleshooting. One of the goals for this solution is to enable data mining. Mobile network experts can connect to the Hive database either through the Hive shell or by using a visualization tool like Tableau. Using the original measurement data stored in Hive, mobile network experts can extract new insight and get to the root cause of a problem. This is often not possible with aggregated KPI data because it hides much of the information it is derived from.

Hive provides several mechanisms for optimizing the storage of the data and query performance. The developed solution makes use of partitioning and bucketing functionalities offered by Hive. Partitioning in Hive is the process of horizontally dividing the data into a number of smaller and more manageable slices. Every partition is stored as a directory within a data warehouse table in Hive. The developed solution partitions the decoded CSV data based on the event identifier (or event name) attribute.

*Figure 3 – Architecture of the developed solution*

Bucketing is another technique of decomposing data into more manageable parts. This optimization method distributes the data evenly across multiple files. It is used to distribute and organize the table or partition data into multiple files so that similar records are present in the same file. The value of this column will be hashed into buckets by a user-defined number. Bucketing has many performance benefits, most notably faster Map side joins, more efficient grouping using “Group By” statements and more efficient sampling. As the developed solution is used by mobile network experts, such statements are used very often when accessing the Hive database directly.
The developed solution implements a MapReduce job to decode the binary files into the CSV format. The MapReduce job first reads the binary files in memory and then decodes them in parallel. The number of parallel decoding jobs is defined by the number of input splits in Hadoop. This is where the small files problem influences the developed solution. If each raw log file is decoded separately, it will have a negative performance impact. In the developed solution, we tried to influence the number of input splits by combining multiple raw log files into one larger file. More precisely, we tested the performance impact of using small files with the following scenarios:

- Scenario 1: the raw logs are stored as small files in HDFS and they are directly used as input splits in the MapReduce job. A custom Hadoop input reader is used to read the binary log files, which is based on the native RecordReader class in Hadoop (org.apache.hadoop.mapreduce. ecord reader)
- Scenario 2: the raw logs are combined into larger files, stored in HDFS and then decoded using MapReduce jobs. Each line in the combined file is a hexadecimal representation of the binary log file. In this scenario, Flume is used to combine the raw log files. Thus, a native Hadoop input reader is used (located in org.apache.hadoop.mapreduce. li .input.Te t input format)
- Scenario 3: the raw logs are combined into larger files, stored in HDFS and decoded using MapReduce jobs with only mappers and no reducers. Like in Scenario 2, each line in the input file contains a single file, and Flume is used to combine the raw log files

IV. RESULTS

For the purposes of this study, a Hadoop-based cluster was used to evaluate the developed solution. The cluster is based on the Hortonworks Data Platform (HDP) [27] and is composed of 10 servers (2 masters and 8 slaves). The master nodes have 2 model E5-2630 CPU-s, 128GB of RAM and 6 hard disk drives (HDD), each with 3TB of space. The slave nodes have 1 model E5-2623v3 CPU, 64GB of RAM, and 8 HDDs, each with 2TB of space. Each node runs on top of CentOS v7, which is installed on a separate SSD disk which is not part of the HDFS.

The input data was collected from several small and large networks around the world, including operators from Europe, North and South America, and Southeast Asia.

A. small files Decoding Benchmark

The combined files in Scenario 2 and 3 were grouped into larger files. Several performance tests were carried out on batches of 2, 9 and 33 GB of raw log files.

Table 1 shows how the decoder performs in Scenario 1, when the small log files are used directly. It can be seen that the MapReduce decoder is having difficulties processing even the smaller batches of 2 and 9 GB of raw logs. As stated in previous sections, the reason for this is the large number of small files that is imposing a heavy burden on NameNode memory. In contrast, Scenario 2 (Table 2) shows a significant performance improvement of the MapReduce decoder. Also, we used 18 reducers in Scenario 2, one for each event type available through the logging system.

Undoubtedly, the best performance was achieved in Scenario 3 by combining the input files into larger files and using map-only jobs (Table 3). The reason for such an improvement is that both the shuffle-sort and the reduce phases of the MapReduce job are skipped, thus drastically reducing the amount of processing power and memory needed to decode a large input file. For the largest batch of 33 GB, we can see that there is a 37% improvement compared to Scenario 2. We would like to note that this improvement increases with batch size (Figure 4). Figure 5 shows the performance gain for each scenario. The performance improvements rise with the batch size, which is traditionally not the case for solutions that are not based on Big Data.

The drawback of using the approach in Scenario 3 is that the output of the decoder is split into several smaller files which need to be imported into Hive. This is due to the way MapReduce jobs work. The intermediate results of the mappers are shuffled and sorted before being delivered to the reducers. By having only map jobs in our decoder, the unsorted intermediate results become the output. In contrast, when the reducers are used we can influence the number of files that will be generated. For example, each event type could be stored into a separate file. However, the files can easily be merged within Hive, as the output is textual (CSV). Also, the partitioning and bucketing in Hive restructures the physical layout of the data, so that the output of the map-only decoder does not influence the performance of the Hive queries.

Table 1. Decoder benchmark for Scenario 1 – using small log files as input

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Raw log size (GB)</th>
<th>Seconds</th>
<th>Minutes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>843</td>
<td>14.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.00</td>
<td>3206.00</td>
<td>53.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33.00</td>
<td>13740</td>
<td>229.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Decoder benchmark for Scenario 2 – using 18 reducers and several larger combined input files

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Raw log size (GB)</th>
<th>Seconds</th>
<th>Minutes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>428.00</td>
<td>7.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.00</td>
<td>1405.00</td>
<td>23.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33.00</td>
<td>7282.00</td>
<td>121.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Decoder benchmark for Scenario 3 – using only mappers and several larger combined input files

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Raw log size (GB)</th>
<th>Seconds</th>
<th>Minutes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>348.00</td>
<td>5.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.00</td>
<td>883.00</td>
<td>14.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33.00</td>
<td>3194.00</td>
<td>53.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
B. Comparison with existing solutions

In order to clearly show the performance benefits when using big data solutions and technologies in this scenario, the study also shows the benchmark for decoding EBM logs without the proposed solution. Table 4 shows the performance benchmark on a single server, with the same hardware as the master node in the HDP cluster.

As shown in Table 4, the proposed solution is up to 6 times faster than existing solutions. The largest set of logs was unable to be measured since it was not possible with the existing solutions.

We note that the performance gains represent only one benefit of the proposed solution. The main advantage of the proposed solution is the ability to process a much larger set of logs than was possible with legacy solutions. Also, the proposed solution provides a way to continuously gather and store logs for deeper analytics, which was no the case with legacy solutions.

Table 4: Existing Solutions Benchmark

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Raw log size (GB)</th>
<th>Seconds</th>
<th>Minutes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>1264.00</td>
<td>21.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.00</td>
<td>5538.00</td>
<td>92.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33.00</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. Conclusion

Big Data analytics can provide insight into the data available within the telecommunications industry. This paper demonstrates one use case in which analytics can be leveraged to improve the efficiency and value of troubleshooting in mobile networks. The main advantage of the developed solution is its ability to adapt to any new analytical requests, as well as the ability to adapt to changing input file sizes. More precisely, the results of this study show that the developed solution is capable of processing small files in an efficient manner within the Hadoop environment, which was not built for processing large amounts of small files. Additionally, the study shows that by skipping the reduce phase we can decrease the execution time of the MapReduce job used for decoding. This was shown to be the most time-consuming process. The developed solution was tested using log data collected in various small and large networks from around the world, which demonstrates its applicability for mobile network troubleshooting. The developed solution has proven that Big Data platforms are suitable for processing large batches of mobile network data, and that they bring significant performance and scalability improvements compared to traditional solutions. Future research may include the use of other Big Data tools that run on the Hadoop platform. Most notably, the use of Apache Cassandra instead of the Hive, and the use of Apache Spark as a replacement to the MapReduce decoder job.
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Abstract—Images are commonly analysed by the discrete cosine transform (DCT) on a number of blocks of smaller size. The blocks are then combined back to the original size image. Since the DCT of blocks have a few nonzero coefficients, the images can be considered as sparse in this transformation domain. The theory of compressive sensing states that some corrupted pixels within blocks can be reconstructed by minimising the blocks sparsity in the DCT domain. Block edges can affect the quality of the reconstruction. In some blocks, a few pixels from an object which mostly belongs to the neighboring blocks may appear at the edges. Compressive sensing reconstruction algorithm can recognise these pixels as disturbance and perform their false reconstruction in order to minimise the sparsity of the considered block. To overcome this problem, a method with overlapping blocks is proposed. Images are analysed with partially overlapping blocks and then reconstructed using their non-overlapped parts. We have demonstrated the improvements of overlapping blocks on images corrupted with combined noise. A comparison between the reconstructions with non-overlapping and overlapping blocks is presented using the structural similarity index.
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I. INTRODUCTION

An image is said to be sparse if it consists of only few nonzero coefficients in a transformation domain. A sparse image can be reconstructed with a reduced set of pixels. The processing and reconstruction of such images are examined within the theory of compressive sensing (CS) [1]–[9]. The theory of CS is widely used in various applications in the area of digital signal processing, since many real signals are sparse in a certain transformation domain. Numerous reconstruction algorithms for different kinds of signals have been developed within this field. They can be divided in several groups. The algorithm considered in this paper is from the group of algorithms based on the minimisation of the sparsity measure by using the gradient of the $L_1$-norm [10]. In this algorithm, the image is reconstructed in the spatial (pixels) domain. The corrupted pixels are detected, declared as unavailable (missing) and considered as the minimisation variables. This property makes the algorithm suitable for denoising of corrupted pixels in a noisy environment.

Common images have a small number of nonzero coefficients in the two-dimensional discrete cosine transform (2D-DCT) space. A reduced set of pixels can be used to reconstruct sparse images. Different reasons can cause that only a reduced set of pixels is available. One reason can be in heavy pixels corruption. Corrupted pixels may be declared as unavailable. Then the image is reconstructed using the CS methods. The impulsive noise is example of such a disturbance. It can appear due to analog to digital conversion errors, communication errors, dead pixels in image acquisition equipment, etc. Here we will consider a form of impulsive noise known as the salt and pepper noise with an addition of noise whose values are within the range of the original image pixels.

The paper is organised as follows. In Section II, theoretical background of sparse signal processing is presented. In Section III, the reconstruction algorithm is introduced. Section IV explains the idea of adding the overlapping block step. In Section V, the results and comparison using the structural similarity index is shown. In Section VI, conclusions are presented.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Let us consider a grayscale image $I(m,n)$ of size $N \times N$. Based on the JPEG standard, we will split the image into blocks of size $B \times B$. We will assume that a image block starting at pixel $(m_0,n_0)$ is defined as

$$x(m,n) = I(m_0+m,n_0+n), \quad m, n = 0, 1, \ldots, B-1.$$  \hfill (1)

Its 2D-DCT representation is denoted by $X(k,l)$. The vector notations of the image blocks and their 2D-DCT are

$$x = \Psi X \quad \text{and} \quad X = \Phi x$$  \hfill (2)

where $\Psi$ and $\Phi$ are the transform and inverse transform matrices with rearranged elements of the 2D-DCT. Vectors $x$ and $X$ are obtained by stacking columns of the corresponding block pixels and 2D DCT transform.

The sparsity of one image block is $K < (B \times B)$. From the compressive sensing theory we know that, if an image is of a sparsity $K$, it can be reconstructed from less than $B \times B$ pixels/measurements. The measurements are denoted by $y$

$$y = [x(m_1,n_1), x(m_2,n_2), \ldots, x(m_M,n_M)]$$  \hfill (3)
where $M$ is the number of pixels_measurements used in a block. The relation between the values is $K < M < B \times B$. Our goal, in the sparse signal processing sense, is to reconstruct an image using the available pixels_measurements by minimising the sparsity, i.e.

$$\min \| X \|_1 \quad \text{subject to} \quad y = Ax$$

(4)

where $A$ is an $M \times N$ measurement matrix obtained from matrix $\Psi$ by selecting rows that correspond to the available pixels. The measurements are the available (uncorrupted) pixels in the image

$$y(i) = x(m_i, n_i).$$

(5)

Positions of the available pixels_measurements are $(m_i, n_i) \in \mathbb{M} = \{(m_1, n_1), (m_2, n_2), ..., (m_M, n_M)\}$. If we have an 8-bit $B \times B$ image block, corrupted with salt and pepper noise, the block can be then written as

$$x_a^{(m,n)}(m,n) = \begin{cases} 
  x(m,n), & \text{for } (m,n) \in \mathbb{M} \\
  0 \text{ (or 255)}, & \text{elsewhere}
\end{cases}$$

(6)

where 0 and 255 are salt and pepper noise. If an uniform noise is used then the values are between 0 and 255. In the next section we will present an algorithm used for the recovery of the noisy pixels.

III. RECONSTRUCTION ALGORITHM

The algorithm was introduced in [10], [11]. It is based on the minimisation of the gradient of corrupted pixels. Consider a corrupted image block as presented in equation (6). In the initial stage, we add an arbitrary value $\pm \Delta$ to the corrupted pixels

$$x_a^+(m,n) = x^{(p)}(m,n) + \Delta \delta(m-m_i, n-n_i)$$

$$x_a^-(m,n) = x^{(p)}(m,n) - \Delta \delta(m-m_i, n-n_i)$$

(7)

where $p$ is the iteration index. In the initial stage $p = 0$.

The arbitrary value $\Delta$ is usually the maximal uncorrupted pixel value, i.e. $\Delta = \max_{m,n}(y)$. For the corrupted pixels at positions $(m_i, n_i) \notin \mathbb{M}$ the gradient value is estimated as

$$g(m_i, n_i) = \frac{1}{2\Delta} \left( \| X_a^+ \|_1 - \| X_a^- \|_1 \right)$$

(8)

where $X_a^\pm$ are the 2D-DCT domain values of the signals in (7). Note that the gradient value for the uncorrupted pixels will be zero. Based on the gradient value, the corrupted pixel $x(m_i, n_i)$ is updated. Each corrupted pixel value is changed in the direction opposite of the gradient for a step $\mu$

$$x_a^{(p)}(m_i, n_i) = x_a^{(p-1)}(m_i, n_i) - \mu g(m_i, n_i).$$

(9)

Because of the shape of the gradient and norm-one sparsity measure, when the values are close to the true signal values, they will oscillate around the solution. The oscillations are proportional to the step size. When the oscillation is detected, the step sizes $\Delta$ and $\mu$ are reduced. These new parameters continue approach to the true signal values until a new precision is reached. The procedure is repeated until the desired reconstruction accuracy is achieved. One of the stopping criterion for the algorithm can be if the change in two successive iteration is smaller than some desired accuracy.

Note that only corrupted pixels (which are changed during reconstruction steps) contribute to this change. This is the basic reconstruction algorithm when the positions of the corrupted pixels are known (if, for example, the pixels are distinguishably corrupted).

If other noise types are used, then an additional step is proposed in [12], [13]. Since the positions of the corrupted pixels are unknown, we repeat Eq. (7) and (8) for all pixels (corrupted and uncorrupted). Each time we take the pixel with the largest gradient, reconstruct it and eliminate it from the array of possible values. This will be repeated until the error of two successful iterations is below an acceptable level.

IV. OVERLAPPING BLOCKS

Let us consider an image of size $N \times N$ and that we split the image in number of blocks of size $B \times B$. Each block has $M$ available/uncorrupted pixels. Within blocks we have corrupted pixels with salt and pepper noise and a uniform noise, whose values are similar to the uncorrupted pixels.

Assume that there are a few uncorrupted pixels at the edges which are not of the same or similar value as the other pixels in the block. These pixels mainly belong to the object of a neighbouring block. The compressive sensing theory looks for the sparsest possible solution as the reconstruction result. The sparsest solution of the considered block would be obtained by taking the uncorrupted pixels (which are part of the neighbouring object) as the corrupted ones, since these pixels significantly differ from the majority of the other uncorrupted pixels in that block. In this sense, a method will be falsely reconstruct these pixels as the pixels of similar values to the other pixels within the block.

To overcome this problem, we introduce the overlapping blocks. The idea is to take a bigger block to analyse the objects in surrounding blocks. Then we reconstruct the block and use only a smaller central part of the analysed block in the final image reconstruction. The method of overlapping blocks is suitable as an addition to the algorithms which are based on the detection and reconstruction of the noisy pixels itself, not the transformation domain coefficients.

As an illustration, let say that the block for analysis is of size $B \times B = 32 \times 32$. The size $B_o \times B_o$ will denote the size of the part which will be used in the final reconstruction. Obviously it must hold that $B_o < B$. We assume that we will use the central block of size $B_o \times B_o = 16 \times 16$. Illustration of this kind of blocks is presented in Fig. 1. Bigger blocks represent the blocks for analysis, which are of size $B \times B$, and smaller blocks are the blocks for final reconstruction. They are of size $B_o \times B_o$. Note that for the blocks which are at the edges of the whole image, we use the reconstruction from the edge analysis blocks.

V. RESULTS

In this section we will present reconstruction results using the method presented in the previous sections. Note that
idea of overlapping blocks can be considered as an improvement to the reconstruction algorithms for the edges of objects in images. The algorithm was tested using overlapping and non-overlapping blocks. It was tested on a grayscale $512 \times 512$ image “Lena” with $50\%$ of salt and pepper noise and $12.5\%$ of random noise. It is considered that $10\%$ of components in each block are nonzero in the 2D-DCT domain. The original image and the noisy image are presented in Fig. 2. The reconstruction without using overlapping blocks is shown in Fig. 3 (top). In the overlapping case the blocks for analysis are of size $32 \times 32$ and the part used for the final reconstruction is the central part of size $16 \times 16$. The result is shown Fig. 3 (bottom). The images zoomed in to the upper right corner are shown in Fig. 4.

A. Comparison

The comparison between the reconstructions using non-overlapping and overlapping blocks is presented using the localized structural similarity (SSIM) index. The SSIM index is a comparison parameter between two images. It is defined in [14] as

$$SSIM(x_o, x_r) = \frac{(2\mu_{x_o}\mu_{x_r} + c_1)(2\sigma_{x_o,x_r} + c_2)}{\mu^2_{x_o} + \mu^2_{x_r} + \sigma^2_{x_o} + \sigma^2_{x_r} + c_1} \quad (10)$$

where $x_o, x_r$ are the original and the reconstructed image, respectively. The values $\mu_{x_o}, \mu_{x_r}$ are the mean values of the images, $\sigma_{x_o,x_r}$ is the covariance between the two considered images, and $\sigma^2_{x_o}, \sigma^2_{x_r}$ are the variances of the two images. The values $c_1, c_2$ are used as stabilisation variables. If SSIM index is close to 1 the images are similar, if it is close to 0 they are not similar. The SSIM index of the zoomed images from Fig. 4 are shown in Fig. 5.

VI. Conclusions

A method for improving the reconstruction of noisy images using overlapping blocks is proposed. It is an improvement of the methods for reconstruction algorithms which are based on the detection of the corrupted pixels in spatial domain. The reconstruction of the images using non-overlapping and overlapping blocks is shown. The use of overlapping blocks improved results in the denoising of images.
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Reconstructed with non–overlapping blocks

Reconstructed with overlapping blocks

Fig. 3. Reconstructed images: with $32 \times 32$ non-overlapping blocks (top); with overlapping blocks (bottom)

Reconstruction with non–overlapping blocks

Reconstruction with overlapping blocks

Fig. 4. Zoomed reconstructed images: with $32 \times 32$ non-overlapping blocks (top); with overlapping blocks (bottom)

Fig. 5. SSIM index of the zoomed reconstructed images: with $32 \times 32$ non-overlapping blocks (top); with overlapping blocks (bottom)
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Abstract—A method for reconstruction of sparse signals is presented in this paper. It is an improved version of the direct-search method for finding the set of non-zero coefficients representing the solution in sparsity domain. The proposed random search procedure is performed assuming the largest possible number of non-zero coefficients still satisfying the available measurements system. In the sparse signal processing and compressive sensing theory, this number should be smaller than or equal to the number of measurements. For each possible arrangement of the examined non-zero coefficients, the reconstruction is done by solving the system of equations in the least square sense, until the solution is found. Benefits of the proposed method are discussed. The calculation complexity improvement of the presented theory is confirmed with numerical examples.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A signal with a small number of nonzero coefficients (sparse signal) can be reconstructed from a reduced set of available samples/measurements [1]–[11]. The reduced number of measurements can be a consequence of various circumstances. It can occur as the result of a sampling strategy developed with the aim to reduce the storage requirements for the data. Measurements can be unavailable due to physical constraints or their intentional omitting due to a high noise corruption [11]. The analysis and reconstruction of sparse signals was the topic of many research papers [1]–[15]. Numerous reconstruction theorems and algorithms were developed [1], [2], [4]–[8].

Many signals in real applications can be considered as sparse in a certain transformation domain, meaning that the idea of sparse signal reconstruction can be exploited in different areas of signal processing. For example, digital images can be considered as sparse in the domain of discrete cosine transform (DCT), whereas radar ISAR data are sparse in the domain of two-dimensional Fourier transform [16].

One of the challenging topics in the compressive sensing is the optimal sampling strategy that will allow to reconstruct the signal with smallest possible number of available samples [12]. Various approaches are used to this aim, like those that minimize the coherence index of the isometry constant for a given signal transform. The direct search method provides exact reconstruction results if the unique reconstruction is theoretically possible. However, this method is computationally complex. For a large dimension of the reconstruction problem, number of available samples and sparsities, it is NP-hard and therefore not computationally feasible.

In this paper, we introduce an improvement in the computation of signal reconstruction by modifying the direct search strategy. It is known that for an observed sparsity level, compressive sensing algorithms, for instance \( \ell_1 \)-norm based or iterative, greedy, and other proposed algorithms [5], require a larger number of available measurements than the one required in \( \ell_0 \)-norm minimization. The aim is to overcome this issue by exploiting the possibility to reduce the number of trials in the direct search reconstruction procedure.

The paper is organized as follows. Basic compressive sensing definitions are presented in Section II. In Section III the direct search reconstruction algorithm is presented. The proposed, random search method, is introduced in section Section IV. Results and comparison are shown in Section V whereas the paper ends with concluding remarks.

II. BASIC DEFINITIONS

Let us consider a complex-valued discrete signal \( x(n) \) of length \( N \) and its corresponding transformation domain \( X(k) \)

\[
x(n) = \sum_{k=0}^{N-1} X(k) \psi_k(n), \quad X(k) = \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} x(n) \varphi_n(k),
\]

or in vector form \( x = \Psi X \) and \( X = \Phi x \). The inverse and the direct transform matrices are denoted as \( \Psi \) and \( \Phi \), respectively. We say that a signal is \( K \)-sparse in the transformation domain if the number of nonzero coefficients \( K \) is much smaller than the total length of signal \( N \), i.e., \( K \ll N \). Then a sparse signal can be reconstructed with \( M < N \) measurements. The signal with \( M \) samples/measurements available is denoted as \( y(m) \)

\[
y(m) = \sum_{k=0}^{N-1} X(k) \psi_k(m).
\]

Previous definition can be written in a vector form as

\[
y = AX
\]
where $A$ is the measurement matrix of size $M \times N$. It is formed based on the matrix $\Psi$, containing rows that correspond to the positions of the available measurements/observations, whereas the rows corresponding to the missing samples are omitted.

The sparse signal reconstruction can be defined as the solution of the optimization problem

$$\min ||X||_0 \text{ subject to } y = AX. \quad (4)$$

Having an undetermined system of linear equations defining the available measurements, the solution of the signal reconstruction problem is the one satisfying this system of equations, and being the sparsest possible. That is, the aim is to minimize the sparsity of $X$ using the available measurements $y$. This is achieved by exploiting a sparsity measure. A natural choice for this measure is the so-called $\ell_0$-norm which counts the number of nonzero coefficients in $X$, although not satisfying norm properties in a strict mathematical sense. However, this function is not convex and its minimization could be done only through a combinatorial search. Moreover, it can be easily shown that a direct combinatorial search is not computationally feasible for a reasonable length of the considered signal, its sparsity and number of available samples. This pseudo-norm is also very sensitive to the noise influence and quantization errors. This is the reason why, in practice and theory, more robust norms are exploited as sparsity measures.

The $\ell_1$-norm is the most frequent used norm since it is closest convex function to the $\ell_0$-norm. It is equal to the sum of absolute values of $X$. However, all norm-one reconstruction methods, as well as other standard algorithms developed within the fields of sparse signal recovery and compressed sensing, require more samples/measurements than the minimal possible number that can provide a unique signal reconstruction in theory. Motivated by this fact, we try to reduce the computational cost of the combinatorial approach, with the aim to obtain the results similar to the direct search in sense of the minimal required number of measurements needed for a successful unique reconstruction.

III. DIRECT SEARCH RECONSTRUCTION

Any problem described with (4) can be solved by a direct search over the whole set of possible values of nonzero coefficients positions. This procedure is defined as the direct search minimisation of the $\ell_0$-norm. Assume a vector $X$ with sparsity $K$. We try to detect indices of the nonzero values $k \in \{k_1, k_2, ..., k_K\}$ out of the set of all possible indices between 1 and $N$

$$k \in K \subset N \quad (5)$$

where $K = \{k_1, k_2, ..., k_K\}$, $N = \{1, 2, ..., N\}$. The vector $X_K$ contains assumed $K$ nonzero elements of $X$ at the positions from set $K$. The system

$$y = A_K X_K \quad (6)$$

with $M > K$ equations is solved by minimising the least square error

$$e^2 = (y - A_K X_K)^H (y - A_K X_K) = ||y||^2 - 2X^H K A^H K y + X^H K A^H K A_K X_K. \quad (7)$$

The minimum of the error is found from

$$\frac{\partial e^2}{\partial X_K^H} = -2A^H K y + 2A^H K A_K X_K = 0. \quad (8)$$

The solution is calculated as

$$A^H K A_K X_K = A^H K y \quad X_K = (A^H K A_K)^{-1} A^H K y. \quad (9)$$

For all solutions we check the error $y - A_K X_K$. The reconstruction of the signal $X$ is exact when the mean square error is equal to zero. The reconstruction is not unique if there is more than one solution.

IV. RANDOM SEARCH RECONSTRUCTION

In the direct search procedure we should check all combinations of $K$ nonzero out of $N$ coefficients in total. To find all possible combinations of $\{k_1, k_2, ..., k_K\} \subset N$, the total number of combinations is equal to

$$\binom{N}{K} \quad (10)$$

and it could be very large. The expected number of checked combinations is

$$T_d = \frac{1}{2} \binom{N}{K}. \quad (11)$$

Even though the direct search is an accurate method, it is computationally not feasible to get a solution for a large signal. For the random search procedure, we will consider a system with $M$ unknowns. Taking $M - 1 > K$ equations in a combination, less trials will be needed to find the solution. Let us consider a random combination of $M - 1$ nonzero positions. The new system is then

$$y = A_{sel} X_{sel} \quad (12)$$

with $M$ equations. If the considered combination includes all $K$ nonzero positions from $X$, then the system (12) of $M$ equations with $M - 1$ unknowns have the unique solution. Note that only $K$ coefficients in the solution are nonzero and remaining $M - 1 - K$ coefficients are zero valued.

Considering the new system (12), the probability that we find the solution is

$$P_s = \frac{\binom{N - K}{M - 1 - K}}{\binom{N}{M - 1}}. \quad (13)$$

The expected number of trials can be estimated as

$$T_r = \frac{1}{P_s} = \frac{\binom{N}{M - 1}}{\binom{N - K}{M - 1 - K}}. \quad (14)$$
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The improvement in speed of the proposed random search procedure compared to the direct-search is

$$S = \frac{T_d}{T_r} = \frac{1}{2} \binom{N}{K} \frac{(N-K)}{(M-K)} \binom{M}{K}. \tag{15}$$

The amount of the speed improvement will be illustrated by several examples in the next section.

V. EXAMPLES

**Example 1:** Let us consider a signal of length $N = 128$, having $M = 15$ available samples and sparsity $K = 7$. The total number of direct-search combinations for this case is

$$\binom{N}{K} \approx 10^{10}.$$ 

Probability that we guess solution by proposed method is

$$P_s \approx 3.6 \times 10^{-8}$$

whereas the expected number of trials equals

$$T_r \approx 2.75 \times 10^7.$$

The proposed method is $S \approx 1700$ times faster than direct-search (in average).

Let us now observe a signal having the same length $N = 128$, and $M = 31$ available samples with sparsity $K = 15$. Following the previous analysis, the calculation speed-up is

$$S \approx 7.7 \times 10^7.$$

The expected number of trials in the random search procedure applied in this case is

$$T_r \approx 8.5 \times 10^{10}.$$

**Example 2:** For signal of length $N = 128$ we vary sparsity $K$ from 7 to 60 and assume that the number of available samples is $M = 2K + 1$ for each observed sparsity. The speed improvement of the proposed method over the direct search, calculated according to (15) is shown in Fig. 1. The expected trials number is also calculated for both procedures, according to (11) and (14). The results are shown in Fig. 2.

**Example 3:** The main motivation to introduce an improved version of the direct search lies in the fact that standard sparse reconstruction algorithms, including those based on $\ell_1$-norm require a larger number of available samples for the recovery of missing samples than the reconstruction based on the corresponding direct search aiming to minimize the $\ell_0$-norm. In order to illustrate this issue, we observe a $N = 20$ length signal $K$-sparse in the discrete Fourier transform domain. The signal has the following form

$$x(n) = \sum_{i=1}^{K} A_i e^{i2\pi k_i}, \tag{16}$$

with amplitudes and frequencies having random values with uniform distribution, satisfying $0 \leq A_i \leq 2$ and $0 \leq k_i \leq N - 1$. Number of available samples was varied from $M = 1$ to $M = 19$ whereas for each number of available samples sparsity was varied from $K = 1$ to $K = 19$. Note that in cases when $K > M$ the reconstruction is not possible.

The proposed random search is compared with Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP), a representative algorithm from the compressive sensing framework introduced in [5]. The random search procedure terminates when the solution is found, or the number of trials exceeds $\binom{N}{M-K}$. The experiment was conducted based on 100 independent realizations of signals with random missing samples positions and the probability of successful reconstruction is calculated.

The results are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Comparing these results, it can be seen that the OMP-based reconstruction requires a larger number of available samples $M$ (for a given sparsity $K$) than the corresponding random search procedure. For example, in the OMP case with $K = 2$ accurate reconstruction in 100% of trials requires exactly $M = 9$ available samples.
In this paper we propose a method for sparse signal reconstruction based on the random search for \( K \) nonzero coefficient positions in the sparsity domain. Since we have \( M \) available measurements, in each trial \( M - 1 \) randomly selected positions are considered. If the considered combination includes all the nonzero coefficients, then the reconstruction is done successfully. Transform coefficients with wrongly assumed nonzero values are automatically set to zero using the partial sensing matrix pseudo-inversion involved in the signal reconstruction.

Taking more positions in one trial will converge to the solution faster than the direct-search procedure. The random search method is compared with the direct-search, showing noticeable improvement in the calculation cost. The basic motivation for this research is that standard algorithms from the compressed sensing framework require a larger number of available samples for the successful reconstruction than it is required by the direct search based reconstruction. This issue is illustrated in comparison with OMP algorithm. The obtained results confirm that the calculation improvements in the direct search based signal recovery represent important and open topics for further research.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we propose a method for sparse signal reconstruction based on the random search for \( K \) nonzero coefficient positions in the sparsity domain. Since we have \( M \) available measurements, in each trial \( M - 1 \) randomly selected positions are considered. If the considered combination includes all the nonzero coefficients, then the reconstruction is done successfully. Transform coefficients with wrongly assumed nonzero values are automatically set to zero using the partial sensing matrix pseudo-inversion involved in the signal reconstruction.

Fig. 3. The probability of successful reconstruction using OMP as an example of standard sparse signal recovery algorithms. The results, shown for various \( K \) and \( M \) are obtained based on 100 independent realizations of signals with random missing samples positions, amplitudes and frequency positions. The signal length is \( N = 20 \).

Fig. 4. The probability of successful reconstruction using the proposed random search procedure. The results, shown for various \( K \) and \( M \) are obtained based on 100 independent realizations of signals with random missing samples positions, amplitudes and frequency positions. The signal length is \( N = 20 \).
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Abstract - This paper proposes a fast algorithm for additive white Gaussian noise level estimation from still digital images. The proposed algorithm uses a Laplacian operator to suppress the underlying image signal. In addition, the algorithm performs a non-overlapping block segmentation of images in conjunction with the local averaging to obtain the local noise level estimates. These local noise level estimates facilitate a variable block size image tessellation and adaptive estimation of homogenous image patches. Thus, the proposed algorithm can be described as a hybrid method as it adopts some principal characteristics of both filter-based and block-based methods. The performance of the proposed noise estimation algorithm is evaluated on a dataset of natural images. The results show that the proposed algorithm is able to provide a consistent performance across different image types and noise levels. In addition, it has been demonstrated that the adaptive nature of homogenous block estimation improves the computational efficiency of the algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION

Numerous image processing and computer vision algorithms require some means of accurate and computationally efficient estimation of noise variance from still images. Some of the applications of noise level estimation algorithms include image denoising [1-3], feature extraction [4] and edge detection [5]. In this paper, it is assumed that digital images are corrupted by additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). Although, digital images can be corrupted by a range of different types of noise, such as the shot noise, the salt-and-pepper noise and the Poison noise, the estimation of AWGN variance from images remains the problem where much of the research effort is focused on.

Typically, the additive white Gaussian noise occurs as a result of image transmission, but it can also arise from image acquisition, storage and during some image processing operations. This type of noise is particularly challenging to estimate as it affects the entire image. In practice it is very difficult to discern to which degree the observed local variations can be attributed to the underlying image signal and to which degree they are associated with the corrupting noise signal. Due to the importance and the challenging nature of this research problem, over the years, various approaches for noise variance estimation have been developed. The most prominent approaches in spatial domain include block-based [6] and filtering-based noise estimation methods [7]. Block-based methods tessellate an image into a number of non-overlapping blocks. Commonly, they attempt to establish the homogenous image patches with little or no visual activity from which the local noise level estimates are obtained. Subsequent statistical analysis of these local noise level estimates leads to the final noise level estimation value. Conversely, the filter-based methods use some type of image filtering to suppress the underlying image signal and in doing so facilitate a more accurate noise level estimation. On the other hand, transform domain methods use a decorrelating transform to attain spectral decomposition of images and enable noise level estimation [8]. Here, the energy compactness of the decorrelating transform constitutes an important issue.

This paper presents a novel block-based algorithm for a fast and accurate noise estimation across a range of noise levels. The proposed algorithm is essentially a hybrid algorithm that relies on filtering as well as on block segmentation of images. Specifically, the proposed algorithm uses a zero mean Laplacian operator to suppress the underlying image signal from the noise corrupted image. Subsequently, a non-overlapping block segmentation is employed to estimate homogenous image regions. Here, the estimation process is adaptive in nature and is implemented in two distinct stages whereby the size of tessellation blocks is related to the initial noise level estimate. In this paper, the optimal relation between the size of the tessellation blocks and the observed noise signal is ascertained. The performance of the proposed method is evaluated on a dataset of natural images [9] and it is compared to the fast noise estimation of method, presented in [10], and the block-based noise estimation in singular value decomposition (SVD) domain [11].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section II, a brief overview of the fast noise estimation method [10] is presented. An overview of the block-based noise estimation in SVD domain [11] is presented in section III. Section IV presents the proposed noise estimation algorithm. Section V presents and discusses simulation results. Section VI concludes the paper.
The fast noise estimation algorithm [10] is a simple algorithm that entails only two steps. In the first step, a zero mean Laplacian operator is used to suppress the underlying image signal and to estimate the noise signal. The noise estimation operator is described by a following 3x3 mask:

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
1 & -2 & 1 \\ -2 & 4 & -2 \\ 1 & -2 & 1
\end{pmatrix}
\]

In the second step, the estimate of the standard deviation of Gaussian noise is obtained using the following relation [10]:

\[
\hat{\sigma} = \sqrt{\frac{\pi}{2}} \frac{1}{\alpha(W-2)(H-2)} \sum_{i,j} f(x,y) * h
\]

Clearly, this algorithm is designed with fast execution in mind. The simplicity of estimation comes at the cost of lower accuracy and estimation reliability.

III. NOISE ESTIMATION IN SVD DOMAIN

Singular value decomposition (SVD) is particularly applicable to the problem of noise estimation from images as the underlying image signal and additive noise can be well dissociated in the SVD domain.

A block diagram of the block-based noise estimation in SVD domain [11] is presented in Fig. 1 a). This method entails image segmentation via rectangular non-overlapping r x r blocks. Subsequently, a fixed number of randomly selected blocks is used to obtain a set of local noise level estimates. The procedure for obtaining local noise level estimates is essentially the same as the one described in [12], except that small rectangular image patches are used instead of the entire image.

The procedure is also illustrated in Fig. 1 b). Here, singular value decomposition is performed on an image block \(A\). An average of \(M\) trailing singular values \(s_j(i), 1 \leq i \leq r\) is evaluated to obtain a parameter \(P_A(M)\), where \(M\) constitutes a user defined parameter in a range \(1 \leq M \leq r\). Subsequently, the noisy image block is further corrupted by AWGN with \(\sigma^2 = 50\) to produce a block \(B\). The previously described procedure is repeated on the block \(B\) to yield \(P_B(M)\). Finally, the block-level estimate is evaluated according to:

\[
\hat{\sigma}_A = \frac{\alpha \hat{\sigma}^2}{2(P_B(M) - P_A(M))} - \frac{P_B(M) - P_A(M)}{2a}
\]

Here, the parameter \(\alpha\) describes the slope of linear relationship between \(P_A(M)\) and a noise level \(\sigma\). Parameter \(\alpha\) is required to be defined experimentally.

The implementation of this block-based noise estimation method in SVD domain requires a number of options and parameter values to be defined by a user. In this paper, these values are defined according to the recommendations made in [11] and [12]. For each image a total of 25 blocks are used to obtain local noise level estimates [11]. Here, each tessellation block is of fixed size 64x64 [11]. In addition, the number of considered singular values that are used in the process of producing a local noise estimates is set to \(M=3r=48\) [11], [12]. Finally, the parameter \(\alpha\) is defined as 4.86 [11].

IV. PROPOSED NOISE ESTIMATION ALGORITHM

A diagram of the proposed noise level estimation algorithm is presented in Fig. 2. The proposed method adopts features that are usually associated with both block-based and filtering-based approaches. Specifically, the proposed method implements the Laplacian convolution based on the operator \(h\) that is defined in (1), to suppress the underlying image signal. This feature is clearly associated with the filtering-based methods. On the other hand, the proposed method also employs rectangular block-based image tessellation to evaluate the homogenous image patches. However, the proposed algorithm evaluates the homogenous image patches in two distinct steps. In that sense it is different than the traditional block-based methods. It is inherently adaptive to the perceived noise level.

In the first step, the result of Laplacian convolution is tessellated into 64x64 non-overlapping image patches. From each image patch, the averaging procedure described in (2) is used to produce a local noise level estimate. The only difference is that the averaging is performed over a 64x64 image patch, instead of the entire image. The main results of the first stage in the noise estimation process are the initial noise level estimate \(\hat{\sigma}^{(1)}\) and the initial estimate of homogenous image regions \(B^{(1)}\). The initial set of homogenous image patches \(B^{(1)}\) corresponds to image blocks that exhibit the smallest local noise level estimates.
Figure 2. Block diagram of the proposed noise estimation algorithm with two distinct stages: 1) Laplacian convolution and initial noise estimation; 2) Adaptive homogenous area estimation and noise estimation.

Each local noise level estimate is associated with a particular homogenous image patch. Here, the number of homogenous image blocks is selected so that the total homogenous area corresponds to roughly (rounding) 15% of the total image area. On the other hand, the initial noise level estimate $\hat{\sigma}_n(1)$ is ascertained as the minimum value among the entire set of local noise level estimates.

In the second stage of the noise estimation process, the proposed method uses the initial noise level estimate $\hat{\sigma}_n(1)$ as the basis to perform further segmentation of homogenous image patches $B(1)$. Each rectangular block is segmented into even smaller image patches. The size of the new image segments, $r(2) \times r(2)$, is directly related to the initial noise level estimate $\hat{\sigma}_n(1)$ obtained in the first stage of the noise estimation process. Specifically, the relationship is of the form $r(2) = k \times \hat{\sigma}_n(1)$, where the optimal value of proportionality constant $k$ is experimentally evaluated. In order to have meaningful image segmentation the $r(2)$ values are also constrained to $3 \leq r(2) < r(1)$. The adaptive image segmentation ensures that when smaller amount of noise is observed, the image is tessellated into smaller blocks. Conversely, the higher the value of the initial noise level estimate, the bigger the size of segmentation blocks. Following the adaptive block segmentation, a set of local noise level estimates is obtained. In the similar manner as in the first stage of the estimation process, a new set homogenous of image blocks $B(2)$ is identified. The only difference is that the final number of homogenous blocks is set to denote 85% of all blocks that are derived over the area corresponding to the set of blocks $B(1)$. The averaging over the set of local noise level estimates associated with image patches $B(2)$ produces the final noise level estimate.

The proposed algorithm enables a very efficient two-stage estimation of homogenous image patches. Initially, a course segmentation based on the large 64x64 blocks is performed. A fraction of these blocks is identified as initial homogenous image patches. In the second stage, these homogenous image patches are further segmented based on the initial noise level estimates. This second stage image segmentation is performed over a fraction of the total image area as only the initial estimates of homogenous image patches are involved. The presented hierarchical two-stage image segmentation is expected to reduce the overall computational complexity of the proposed algorithm. In the following section, we will demonstrate that variable block size also improves the accuracy of noise estimation.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this paper, experiments are conducted on a subset of 40 images from the database of natural images [9]. Prior to any experiments, these RGB images are converted to grayscale. In addition, some experiments are performed on four standard test-images, presented in Fig. 3.

A. Proportionality Constant

The objective of the first experiment is to establish an optimal relation between the initial noise level estimate, as evaluated during the course image segmentation, and the size of the image blocks that are to be used in the second stage of image segmentation. It is assumed that this relation is linear, where $r(2) = k \times \hat{\sigma}_n(1)$, and it is only the value of the proportionality constant that need be ascertained.

The optimal value of the constant $k$ is evaluate in the following manner. The value of $k$ is varied between $k=1$ and $k=4$ in increments of 0.1 and the performance of the proposed algorithm is measured objectively, using the mean square error across the dataset of 40 images and the considered range of noised levels as the principal quality measure.
Here, MSE is defined as:

\[
MSE_k = \frac{1}{L \times N} \sum_{i=1}^{L} \sum_{n=1}^{N} (\hat{\sigma}_{i,n} - \sigma_n)^2
\]

where \(L=40\) denotes the size of the image data set and \(N\) describes the number of considered noise levels. Subscripts \(i\) and \(n\) denote the image index and noise index, respectively. Here, noise between \(\sigma_1 = 1\) and \(\sigma_{12} = 23\) in increments of 1. The results of the experiment showing MSE vs \(k\) curve is shown in Fig. 4. Clearly, the optimal value of the proportionality constant is \(k=1.9\) for which the MSE curve attains a global minimum value. Since, \(r^{(2)}(k) = 1.9 \times \hat{\sigma}_{n}^{(1)}\), we can ascertain the optimal linear relationship between area of the segmentation blocks and the initial noise variance value: \(r^{(2)}(k) \times r^{(2)} = 3.61 \times (\hat{\sigma}_{n}^{(1)})^2\). The proportionality constant value \(k=1.9\) is employed in all subsequent experiments and on all images to define the relationship between the initial noise level estimates and the size of the segmentation blocks used during the second stage of the noise estimation algorithm.

B. Estimation of Homogenous Image Regions

The homogenous image region estimation and the adaptive nature of image segmentation process is illustrated in Fig. 5. The presented results are based on the optimal proportionality constant value \(k=1.9\) and AWGN at \(\sigma=3\).

Here, the framed blocks denote the results of the initial homogenous region estimation via a course image segmentation, whereas the filled image patches denote the homogenous regions as estimated during the second stage of the noise estimation procedure. Note that, in each case, the initial homogenous region corresponds to the 15 % of total image region, whereas the final homogenous patches denote 85 % of the initial estimates. Visual inspection of the images, presented Fig. 5 and the corresponding results of Laplacian convolution indicate that the relative ranking among the local noise level estimates is to large extent correlated with the perceived level of visual activity. Hence, the estimated homogenous image patches are perceived as flat image regions, where most of the intensity variations can be attributed to the noise signal.

C. Performance Comparison

In the next set of experiments, the performance of the proposed noise level estimation algorithm is compared to the fast noise level estimation algorithm, presented in section II and the SVD domain based noise estimation algorithm, presented in section III. From here on, these two algorithms will be denoted as FAST and SVD, respectively. On the other hand, the proposed algorithm will be denoted as PR. The comparative analysis between the different noise level estimation algorithms involves a broad range of noise levels. Specifically, in each of the following experiments, the standard deviation of the additive white Gaussian noise is varied from \(\sigma = 1\) to \(\sigma = 23\) in increments of two.

Table I and Table II report the average estimation error results attained for each of the four test images. Here, for each image and considered noise level, the reported results denote the average estimation error obtained over 30 independent simulation runs. The bolded values indicate the best performing method for a particular noise level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Peppers</th>
<th>Pirate</th>
<th>Peppers</th>
<th>Pirate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SVD</td>
<td>FAST</td>
<td>PR</td>
<td>SVD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>4.32</td>
<td>1.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>3.02</td>
<td>1.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>-0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>-0.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The results reported Tables I and II demonstrate that the proposed method outperforms the other two methods. In each case, these improvements are mostly evident when the proposed method is evaluated. The SVD algorithm offers the best performance for ‘Peppers’ image. On the other hand, the proposed algorithm constitutes the best option for all other images. In the case of test images with the highest degree of texture and underlying visual activity (‘House’ and ‘Baboon’), the proposed algorithm offers the best performance over the entire range of the considered noise levels.

Since these types of images are traditionally challenging for the types of algorithms that employ block-based noise estimation, the accuracy of noise level estimation can be attributed to the adaptive nature of image segmentation as well as to image filtering and suppression of the underlying image signal.

A more systematic evaluation of the considered noise level estimation algorithms is presented in the following experiment. Here, the noise level estimation algorithms are evaluated on a subset of 40 images from the dataset of natural images [9]. Prior to experiment, these RGB images are converted to grayscale. Again, the standard deviation of additive white Gaussian noise is varied from 1 to 23 in increments of two.

The performance of each method is evaluated in terms of the mean square estimation error (MSE) and the standard deviation of estimation error. The MSE is used to quantify the accuracy of the considered algorithms, while the standard deviation of estimation error is used to objectively evaluate the reliability of the considered algorithms. The results are reported in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. The results clearly demonstrate that the proposed method, in comparison to the other considered algorithms’ exhibits higher levels of both accuracy and reliability. When considering the attained MSE values, it is clear that the proposed algorithm offers significant improvements in the accuracy of noise level estimation at nose levels. This property has been is also observed as part of our analysis of four test images. In addition, for most of the considered noise levels, the proposed algorithm attains the lowest standard deviation in estimation error values. This results indicates high levels of reliability of the proposed algorithm and its ability to provide a consistent performance across different image types and noise levels.

In the final experiment, the execution time of the proposed method is evaluated. The proposed method and the SVD method both employ image tessellation and use local noise estimates to ascertain the overall noise image estimate. In general, these methods are associated with a higher degree complexity compared to the FAST method. Here, FAST method entails only simple filtering and averaging operations, only. Consequently, they offer a much more accurate and consistent noise level estimation across images.

The execution times of the noise level estimation algorithms are evaluated on a dataset of ten 512x512 images. Here, images are corrupted by AWGN with $\sigma = 10$ and the total time required for each algorithm to perform noise estimation over the entire set is recorded. The result of the FAST method is used as the performance benchmark as it is expected to require the least amount of time to complete the task. The ratio of execution time of the SVD domain method compared to the FAST method is 3.31:1. On the other hand, the attained execution time ration of the proposed method in relation to the FAST method is 1.84:1. Clearly, the proposed algorithm is nearly twice as fast as

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SVD</th>
<th>FAST</th>
<th>PR</th>
<th>SVD</th>
<th>FAST</th>
<th>PR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>House</td>
<td>5.52</td>
<td>5.92</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>9.81</td>
<td>9.59</td>
<td>2.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baboon</td>
<td>4.19</td>
<td>4.47</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>8.16</td>
<td>7.96</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>3.48</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>7.06</td>
<td>6.66</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>2.79</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>6.05</td>
<td>5.65</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>2.24</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>5.43</td>
<td>4.87</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>4.94</td>
<td>4.23</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>4.44</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>4.24</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>4.24</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>3.95</td>
<td>2.73</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>3.78</td>
<td>2.49</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>3.54</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>-0.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6. Mean square error evaluated across images for different noise levels.

Figure 7. Standard deviation of estimation error evaluated across images for different noise levels.
the block-based noise level estimation in SVD domain. The computational efficiency can be attributed to the efficient estimation of homogenous image patches. In comparison to the FAST estimation, the proposed algorithm, offers significantly higher levels of accuracy and reliability at the cost somewhat slower performance.

Thus, the proposed algorithm offers a high quality performance that is better or in certain cases at least comparable to the SVD domain method, while offering a faster execution time.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a novel block-based algorithm for a fast and accurate noise level estimation. The proposed algorithm is in fact a hybrid algorithm that exhibits features that can be associated with both filter-based methods and block-based methods. The proposed method employs a zero mean Laplacian operator to suppress the underlying image signal from the noise corrupted image. In addition, it uses a non-overlapping block tessellation and adaptive image segmentation to ascertain homogenous image patches. These homogenous patches are used to obtain the local noise level estimates from which the final noise level estimate is produced.

The experimental results demonstrate that proposed algorithm offers high levels of accuracy and reliability across different images and noise levels. The ability to adaptively very the size of the image segmentation blocks is of particular benefit when the images are corrupted by a small amount of noise, where the traditional block-based methods tend to overestimate the noise levels in such instances.
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Abstract - Software Defined Networks (SDN) and Network Function Virtualization (NFV) could be taken as a different expression of the overall transformation trend toward network softwarization which is deeply impacting and bringing Telecom and ICT Industry. These changes will have a broader impact on society, including aspects of regulation, policy, social impacts and new business model. A number of new stakeholders are involved in the realization of SDN/NFV driven architecture. Telecom companies are often regulated more than Internet players and this asymmetry represents a problem in terms of competitiveness and capability to deliver innovative services. In this article we have provided short overview of the most relevant stakeholder roles in future ICT industry. Afterwards, we have presented importance of regulation in future ICT environment which place huge impact on foster innovation and service delivery.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Fourth Industrial Revolution – digitization and internetization are already underway and is far cleverer than the previous because it is connect emerging technologies. This is blurring boundaries between physical, digital as well as transforming production, management and governance system in nearly every industry in every country. Digital transformation (DT) is a major driver for economic growth and has the potential to catalyze a country’s innovation, growth and development. Governments can accelerate or break this transformation and guide new digital mindset in this fast-changing area using ongoing digital transformation experiences.

All companies and governments will have to think about how to deal with this digital transformation and what their role in the newly growing digital ecosystems might be. Digital transformation takes beyond managing internal Information Technology (IT) applications. They need forecasting and business insight; they need to fully understand what transformation really means; and they need to understand the technology and how it will change their business value. Digital transformation is all about data, but its full value can only be delivered when adequate IT and technology form the infrastructure that seamlessly connects that data and enables its exchange – anytime and anywhere. This growing demand for connectivity will require companies to have broadband access and a high-speed infrastructure, which would result in a rise in spending for ubiquitous broadband (BB) access. A key foundation in digital society will be powerful Information and Communications Technology (ICT) infrastructure that support service delivery and foster innovation.

BB infrastructure puts telco sector in the heart of transformation process, but telcos are having a hard time because growth and profitability across the industry are in a downward spiral. First, consumers think that data services are too expensive and the experience is inadequate. Their needs for connectivity, bandwidth, reliability, and security are still not being met. Second, Internet service providers use telecom networks to serve their customers, but they think they are paying too much for bandwidth and data traffic throughput. Third, the governments are trying to cut the prices of telecom services. The EU is in the process of cancellation mobile roaming fees within Europe. Other governments around the world are trying to find ways to lower prices. The telecom industry can only become healthy when telcos themselves are healthy. In the same way, the industry can only complete its digital transformation once telcos have successfully gone digital. Telco companies and systems are connection-centric. Barriers have built up between their marketing, network management, and IT functions, and their front-end and back-end systems aren’t integrated. Contrarily, Internet companies keep their focus on their users, and have updated their organizations to quickly respond to user demands. As a result, a service that takes Internet companies a few months to develop and launch might take some telco companies one or two years. With such a long time-to-market, telcos can hardly stay ahead of the competition in the Internet era, where everyone is fighting for rapid iteration and innovation. DT will not only help telcos sharpen their competitive edge in new markets such as Internet of Things (IoT), video, and cloud, it will also support the cloudification of networks and operations systems to make telcos more agile. Telcos need the support of external enablers, and policy makers need to define issues of transitional and long-term period. Dynamic rules for capturing the full potential of future ICT networks can require redisinging or building new institutions, transformation of regulatory practice and governance, new skills and competencies, and significant changes to mindset and culture (legacy systems, institutions and processes).
From a technology point of view, we are going to see virtualized autonomous networks that are obviously moving into 4G, 5G, and it will be data centric and security-centric. The telcos of course are in danger of being pushed down into a dumb pipe because it is the Internet players that are developing increasingly strong customer relationships. Telecom companies are often regulated more than Internet players and this asymmetry represent a problem in terms of competitiveness and capability to deliver innovative services. Software Defined Networks (SDN) and Network Function Virtualization (NFV) could be taken as a different expression of the overall transformation trend toward network softwarization which is deeply impacting and bringing Telecom and ICT Industry. These changes will have a broader impact on society, including aspects of regulation, policy, social impacts and new business model. Detailed following of technological changes and trends, with understanding consequences it has on society as a whole, is the first step towards creation of advanced regulatory frameworks that can answer to modern trends in ICT sector.

II. FORECAST TOWARD ICT NETWORKS

A. Technology vision of future ICT networks

With the increase in traffic, content and applications, connectivity has become part of our work and life. From technology perspective competing standards requires much more complex networks scenario. The future network infrastructure have to support complete redesign of services and service capabilities, architectures, functions, access as well as connection security. The important challenges that must be addressed by 5G networks is higher capacity, lower E2E latency, massive device connectivity, reduced capital and operation cost and consistent Quality of experience (QoE) provisioning, [1]. New 5G architecture consisting of three generic services: extreme mobile broadband, massive of machine type communication and a spectrum toolbox, [2].

Moreover, the technological advances proposed for beyond 4G and 5G mobile networks still mostly focus on capacity increase, which is fundamentally constrained by the limited radio spectrum resources as well as the investment efficiency, and therefore will always lag behind the growth rate of mobile traffic. Unlike the communication resource, which is fundamentally limited by the bandwidth and power, the computing and caching (i.e., memory) resources are abundant, economical, and sustainable. Various attempts have been made to accommodate expanding mobile services through the use of sustainable non-communication resources. For example, to deliver multimedia contents (which constitute most of mobile traffic), proactive pushing through data caching has been proposed at both base stations and mobile terminals. In addition to use caching to provide “individualized” services to mobile users, savings in communication resources can also achieved through computing, in which contents intended for different mobile users are logically processed through coded multicasting or similar techniques, [3]. The three types of resources must be treated as equally essential and intrinsic in order for mobile systems to be scalable and sustainable. Instead of only the communication dimension, the capabilities of future mobile systems should be visualized by a native mobile 3C cube in which different services are supported by the 3C core functionalities. In order to analytically characterize the mobile 3C cube, first their metrics and mode of operations so that the impact of 3C can be quantified must be defined. In the native 3C form, the capability of the mobile network is determined by three vectors: Communication, Cache, and Computing.

The “communication vector” of the mobile system pertains to its ability to deliver information streams over an imperfect channel with given bandwidth and power. Its capability is measured by the data rate R (unit: bit per second per Hertz), with a relation with the system bandwidth and the signal power to noise ratio is well understood by Shannon’s capacity formula. Note that communication operations (e.g., modulations and channel coding) only protect but do not alter the information stream upon delivery. The “caching vector” of the mobile system pertains to its ability to buffer or store a certain amount of information (i.e., bitstreams) at nodes within mobile networks. Its capability is typically measured by the memory size (unit: byte). While neither protecting nor altering the information streams, caching operations introduce non-causality or time-reversal into the system, in turn increasing the system’s ability to deliver information over longer periods of time. The “computing vector” of the mobile system pertains to its ability to perform logic or algebraic operations across information streams. Unlike communication or caching operations, computing operations alter the information bits such that additional logic operations must be performed at the destination in order to recover the original information streams. By formulating “caching” as a form of non-causal operations and “computing” as a form of logic operations across information streams, the three native and complementary operations for mobile 3C systems has been established.

B. Stakeholders analyses

Softwarization will be a radical change of paradigm. Current telecommunications infrastructures have been exploited with purpose-built equipment designed for specific functions. In the future, network functions and services will be virtualized software processes executed on distributed horizontal platforms mainly made of standard hardware resources. Cost savings alone will not be enough to assure the future sustainability of the telecommunications industry (it is key to enable innovative service paradigms). Standards development organizations (SDOs), exist to assure the development of consensus-based, quality standards. These formal standards are needed in the telecommunications market to achieve functional interoperability. The standardization process takes years, and then a vendor still needs to implement the resulting standard in a product. This prevents service providers (SPs) who are willing to venture into new domains from doing so at a fast pace. With the development SDN and NFV, open source
technology is emerging as a new option in the telecommunications market. In contrast to SDOs, open-source software (OSS) communities create a product that may implicitly define a de-facto standard based on market consensus. Therefore, SPs are drawn to OSS, but they face technical, procedural, legal, and cultural challenges due to their lack of experience with open software development. The question therefore arises, how the interaction between OSS communities, SDOs and Industry Fora (IF) can be organized to tackle these challenges. A number of stakeholders are involved in the realization of this SDN/NFV-driven architecture, [4].

Most actors will perform more than one role at the same time. For example, traditional ISPs fulfill the role of infrastructure provider, virtual service infrastructure provider, and service provider. Users: Users, i.e. end/enterprise users, retail, or over-the-top (OTT) providers, request, and consume a diverse range of services. In general, users have no strong opinion about how the service is delivered as long as their quality of experience expectations is satisfied.

Service Providers (SPs) accommodate the service demand from users by offering one or multiple services, including over-the-top service and X-play services (e.g. triple play). The service provider realizes the offered services on a (virtualized) infrastructure via the deployment of virtualized network functions (VNFs). Virtual Service Infrastructure Providers (VSIPs) deliver virtual service infrastructure to SPs, meeting particular service level requirements by combining physical network and cloud resources into service infrastructure meeting particular SLA requirements implemented through NFV-enabled network applications. These network applications might involve resources (or network functions) that are either implemented in traditional network hardware, or as virtualized network functions, (NF). These are the result of an orchestration system that interacts with the network control system as well as the cloud control system. Infrastructure Providers (InPs) own and maintain the physical infrastructure and run the virtualization environments. By virtualizing the infrastructure, they open up their resources to remote parties for deploying virtual NFs. The reusable physical resources comprise all possible resource options (computing, storage, and networking), and they span the entire service delivery chain from the end-user gateway and set-top-box over the access, aggregation, and core network up to the cloud. Hardware Vendors provide the physical devices that are deployed by the infrastructure providers. The shift away from specialized equipment toward reusable, industry- standard high-volume servers, switches, and storage devices can reduce the total costs of InPs (furthermore, they cost less than manufacturer-designed hardware and increase flexibility). The hardware must provide an interface toward the controller systems. Software Vendors, including OSS developers, deliver the implementation of the logic that is used to optimally deploy the services on the physical infrastructure. Today a patchwork of specialized software products exists to realize that functionality. The most relevant software for the SDN/NFV architecture is those that focus on the following, as given in Figure 1, [4].

![Figure 1. Future software oriented SDN/NFV architecture](image)

For each of these, OSS communities have developed or are developing viable alternatives to proprietary software. SDOs and IF: The networking industry today is very much standards-driven to make a product or service safe (safety standards) and interoperable (interface standards), while making the industry as a whole more efficient.

C. Content delivery networks

How to effectively utilize these existing resources for massive content distribution is a fundamental question current and future networks must address. It is proposed that the leveraging of ubiquitous caching and computing at the wireless network edge will radically change future mobile network architecture, and can potentially solve the current bottleneck for massive content delivery. The recent trend toward network softwarization is transforming the networking industry into an open ecosystem, with three main stakeholders: users, operators and content providers, Figure 2, [5].

The business of wireless caching involves three key stakeholders that together form a complex ecosystem. The users of telecommunication services are primarily the customers and consumers of the content, but in the case of wireless caching they are also active stakeholders. Users might be requested to help in the form of contributing with their own resource (e.g., in the case of coded caching it will be memory and processing, or in device-to-device (D2D), caching it will also be relaying transmissions, and they will end up spending energy for the benefit of better performance. On the other hand, one could envision users employing D2D technology to enable caching without the participation of other stakeholders. Due to the complexities mentioned above, however, efficient wireless caching will require heavy coordination and extensive monitoring/processing. Hence, D2D approaches will be limited to restricted environments. The operators of telecommunication services
networks are well placed for wireless caching. Due to the particularities of coded caching and multi-access caching, operators are in a unique position to implement new protocols in base stations, affect the standards for new mobile devices, and develop big data processing infrastructure that can realize wireless caching. Nevertheless, for reasons related to encryption, privacy, and global popularity estimation, operators might not be able to install these technologies without the cooperation of the other two stakeholders.

Figure 2. Stakeholder’s analysis

The providers of Internet content are champions of trust from the user community. Apart from the security keys, they also hold extensive expertise in implementing caching techniques in core networks. From this advantageous position, they can positively affect the progressive evolution of caching in wireless networks. It promises to qualify network owners and providers, to increase the pace of innovation, diversify the supply chain for networking hardware and software, and drive the transformation of mobile networks into a highly capable platform in supporting emerging IoT and data science applications, among others. Mobile transport networks will play a vital role in future 5G and beyond networks. In particular, access transport networks connecting radio access with core networks are of critical importance. They will be required to support massive connectivity, super high data rates, and real-time services in a ubiquitous environment. To attain these targets, transport networks should be constructed on the basis of a variety of technologies and methods, depending on application scenarios, geographic areas, and deployment models.

D. Net Neutrality

5G is not just the next evolution of 4G technology; it is a paradigm shift. 5G is not only evolutionary (providing higher bandwidth and lower latency than current-generation technology); more importantly, 5G is revolutionary, in that it is expected to enable fundamentally new applications with much more stringent requirements in latency (e.g., real time) and bandwidth (e.g., streaming). 5G should help solve the last-mile/last-kilometer problem and provide broadband access at much lower cost because of its use of new spectrum and its improvements in spectral efficiency. Flexibility, ease of use, the dynamic nature of the network, Quality-of-Service, and anytime/anywhere availability, are some of the benefits for end users in this move to 5G. 5G is an enabler of exciting use cases that will transform the way people live, work, and engage with their environment. In the short term, 5G can support exciting use cases such as the IoT, smart transportation, eHealth, smart cities, entertainment services, etc. [6]. Net neutrality is “the principle that Internet service providers should enable access to all content and applications equally, regardless of the source, without favoring or blocking particular online services or websites” (Oxford Dictionary), [7]. Net neutrality is a highly politicized topic. Net neutrality debate should be extended to all the actors involved in the Internet delivery chain. Content delivery networks play a key role by storing content closer to users, thereby reducing transit costs and improving performance for that content; for device builders may introduce biases through the features of their products (possibly colluding with some other actors); and search engines (seen as service providers) directly affect the accessibility (visibility) of content. Regulatory Agencies therefore face the delicate task of defending fairness and universality principles in this complex ICT ecosystem, where ever changing technical and business conditions prevent (or considerably complicate) analysis and comparison.

III. ADVANCED REGULATION APPROACH

Digital transformation is accompanied by profound social and institutional changes. As a result, realizing the full potential of future ICT networks can therefore require redesigning of regulatory framework and even radical changes in adoption of innovation. The role of policymakers is to lead regulatory framework change, empower innovations and support effective adoption of new technologies. Ensuring affordable and competitive BB access (fixed and mobile) is essential. Managing of risks in DT is part of regulation framework: impact on job market, education, Public Safety, Green Energy, Privacy and Security, as given in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Regulation framework

Understanding future technology, policymakers must identify the key stakeholders/actors in creating ICT society. Policymakers must be aware of the critical role in recognizing limitations in current regulatory model and to support fast growing ICT industry. Reforms are essential to capture the ongoing technology changes and ensure their integration in society as a whole to achieve max
transformation impact. With the explosive growth of mobile devices, collecting user mobility information will generate huge amounts of data. Thus, big data analytics to extract the required mobility information is another challenge in mobility-aware caching. In order to take advantage of the user mobility pattern, some personal information (e.g., home locations and work place locations) may be divulged in the collected mobility information. This will certainly cause some concerns on privacy issues. Thus, how to extract useful user mobility information without touching individual privacy is important, [8]. Spectrum sharing is area where max efficiency is needed. 5G services will require novel and more complex ways of interaction and collaboration among operators. Spectrum sharing is one example of increased cooperation among operators, [2]. The use of exclusively licensed spectrum build the basis for mobile network operators to deliver good quality of service to their users. This type of spectrum usage should be prioritized, especially for applications requiring high reliability of data transmissions. However, as we are facing an exponential increase in the volume of wireless data traffic, we need to be prepared for supplementary solutions to serve the mobile users demand in space and time. The spectrum sharing enables include, for example, spectrum opportunities detection and dynamic frequency selection/dynamic channel selection, and use of a geo-location database. The energy efficiency can be considered at a device side or a network side, though the distinction will be blurred by the dual role of the mobile wireless devices in 5G. As networks densification continues to meet the capacity demands, it becomes increasingly important to implement new lean signaling procedures, to be able to activate and deactivate network nodes depending on the traffic load, or to switch off some of the node functionality in low load modes. The move to IP-based telecommunications expands the functions and features those telecommunications applications and services can provide. Nowadays, citizens are getting used to new ways of agile communications supporting media-enriched and context-aware information. However, the adoption of these evolved technologies in emergency communications between citizens and public authorities faces a series of barriers, including the lack of harmonized and interoperable solutions. Different initiatives worldwide are addressing the need for specifying a stable IP-based next generation emergency communications framework, [9].

A. Case study – regulation in Bosnia and Herzegovina

Telecommunications companies in Bosnia and Herzegovina are in quite unique position, since delivery of content and application services is possible only in 3G networks. Increasing user demands and competitive market creates a need to improve offered services as well as the degree of utilization of existing resources. In Bosnia and Herzegovina OTT providers are threats to three leading telecom operators. Decoupling of the service from the network have arisen and raised questions over the regulation framework that could answer to all future challenges. Innovative OTT services are cheaper than traditional but with low quality. The first regulatory issue refers to defining activities of OTT providers and to define online service such as voice telephony, SMS and television that can be regarded as potentially substituting for traditional telecommunications services such as voice, SMS and television. Specially designed regulatory legal act must protect users, considering that current acts in Bosnia and Herzegovina do not apply to the activities of OTT providers. Furthermore, detailed informing can contribute to user security.

IV. CONCLUSION

The role of a regulating agency is to recommend policies that guarantee widely accepted principles. The regulatory framework needs to evolve along with industry it regulates. It is up to the national policymakers to provide successful creation of ICT future that has a potential to transform society as a whole. This paper highlights the need for dynamic rules for capturing the full potential of future ICT networks, and can require redesigning or building of a better regulatory framework of fairness and the guarantee of fair competition among actors and the preservation of the motivation for investment toward satisfying end users better. Regulatory Agencies therefore face the delicate task of defending fairness and universality principles in this complex ICT ecosystem, where ever changing technical and business conditions prevent (or considerably complicate) analysis and comparison.
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Abstract - In the fast growth of mobile data services, rich services deliver a brand new experience to end users, and also bring about new opportunities for operators. Some applications, such as vehicular and industrial applications, demand a level of reliability that wireless communication systems typically are not able to guarantee. This paper provides a framework that enables these applications to make use of wireless connectivity only if the transmission conditions are favorable enough. In this paper, we will partially compare the fourth and future fifth generations of mobile networks and their applicability and were carried out measurements of data traffic amount and quality characteristics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Few past years, there was been a tremendous surge in the demand for mobile and wireless connectivity, which is forecasted to grow exponentially within the near future. However, the Fifth-Generation (5G) mobile communication system [1] that is currently under discussion will not only have to cope with an increasing demand of traffic volume, but also provide a wider range of applications with new requirements in terms of reliability, availability and efficiency. Instead of integrating new radio access concepts such as Device-to-Device (D2D), Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) communications, Massive Machine Type Communications (MMC), or Moving Networks (MN), the support of Ultra-Reliable Communication (URC) is seen as a key enabler for 5G communication systems [2].

Link reliability is the ability of a radio link to transmit and receive a certain amount of information successfully within a predefined deadline. System reliability is the ability of a system to accurately indicate the absence of link reliability to the application, and at the same time, to ensure the presence of link reliability as often as possible when required by the application [3, 4]. URC services such as road safety applications require very high rates within low deadlines circa 100 ms. Due to the sensitive nature of these applications, it is from very high importance to warn the application about the lack of link reliability according to the specific requirements of each application. Wireless communication systems are not designed to provide reliability at all times and in every reception scenario, as this would result in an overdesigned system with a very ineffective air interface in terms of data rate and power consumption. With this approach may harm the acceptance of URC services and restrict their usage. In this paper we define the URC concept in a general manner, i.e., without relying on details of any air interface requirement or radio transmission scheme. This method is motivated by the fact, that definition from the application point of view is required in order to allow URC services to be deployed in a wide variety of scenarios. From this point of view, the implementation details related to the wireless communication system are not included in the suggested URC concept.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief overview and theoretical representation of the system concept for Ultra-Reliable Communication. Section 3 presents the conducted experimental measurements of data traffic amount and quality characteristics of two Bulgarian mobile operators. Section 4 concludes the paper.

II. KEY ENABLERS FOR 5G COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

Despite the fact that it is practically impossible to ensure error-free wireless communication - it is feasible to derive boundary conditions for the transmission success. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the system concept for URC is based on a “Reliable Transmission Link” (RTL) that is set to transmit packets successfully and within a predefined deadline, and an “Availability Estimation and Indication” (AEI) mechanism that is able to reliably calculate the availability of the RTL under the corresponding conditions. Availability Indicator (AI) signals the outcome of the AEI to the application. An application requests an RTL by sending an Availability Request (AR) to the AEI. Depending on the implementation characteristics, the AR contains information such as the packet size, the maximum acceptable delay until successful reception or the maximum allowable error probability.

For the availability estimation, the AEI needs to monitor the channel conditions, e.g., by evaluating the Signal-to-Noise and Interference Ratio (SINR) and/or the ACK/NACK statistics of the retransmission protocols used at link level.
Typically, the AI is a binary value, i.e., either RTL available (AI=1) or unavailable (AI=0). After indicating the RTL availability, the application will be able to use it by transmitting data packets over the RTL (it is not shown in Fig. 1).

### A. Mathematical representation

In this section we formulate mathematically the URC concept by adopting a simple time-slotted model, in which each time slot (τ) corresponds to the time interval [t, t + \(D_{dt}\)], where \(D_{dt}\) is the maximum delay tolerated by the application. According to this definition is defined:

\[
RTL(τ) = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{transmission is successful} \\
0, & \text{transmission not successful}
\end{cases}
\]  

(1)

For the availability indication is used a simple binary signaling format per time slot:

\[
AI(τ) = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{AI}=1 \\
0, & \text{AI}=0
\end{cases}
\]  

(2)

where AI refers to availability of RTL for time slot τ (AI=1) and the non-availability of RTL for time slot τ (AI=0).

On Fig. 2 is shown the URC state transition probabilities divided into two stages. The principle of the URC concept is that an application should rely on the wireless communication only in those situation in which the link reliability is guaranteed with a certain probability. The AI indicates the availability of a RTL for time slot τ to the application, the probability of successful transmission for the time slot τ must be over a certain value, \(P_{UR}\), according to the application requirements. This criteria is refer as the ultra-reliable requirement, which can be expressed by (3):

\[
P_{\|\|} = Pr\{RTL(τ) = 1|AI(τ) = 1\},
\]  

(3)

where \(P_{\|\|} \geq P_{UR}\). The idea of the URC system design is to maximize the availability of the RTL under the predefined requirement:

\[
\max P_{I} = Pr\{AI(τ) = 1\}
\]  

s.t. \(P_{\|\|} \geq P_{I\|}\),

(4)

It can be concluded that there are two possibilities in order to improve the URC concept:

- improving the transmission model (\(Pr(RTL(τ) = 1)\));
- improving the estimation of the AI (\(Pr(AI(τ) = 1|RTL(τ) = 1)\)).

The first possibility can be achieved by more effective modulation and forward error correction (FEC) schemes, whereas the second possibility can be accomplished through more precise channel estimation and prediction methods.

It is interesting to note that the two probabilities \(P_{01}\) and \(P_{10}\) in Fig. 2 correspond to the Type I and Type II errors [5] in statistical probability analysis:

\[
P_{01} = Pr\{RTL(τ) = 0|AI(τ) = 1\}
\]  

(6)

\[
P_{10} = Pr\{RTL(τ) = 1|AI(τ) = 0\}
\]  

(7)

### B. URC system concept

In this section we will explain the URC concept by using a simple example based on the predicted SINR. We assume that the SINR for time slot τ is \(Γ(τ)\) and define that the transmission is successful for time slot τ if the corresponding SINR is larger than or equal to a given threshold \(Γ_1\) (\(Γ(τ) \geq Γ_1\)), which is given by the used modulation and FEC scheme including the use of retransmissions. The AEI signals to the application AI=1 if the predicted SINR for time slot τ, \(Γ_p(τ)\), is larger than or equal to the threshold \(Γ_1\) (\(Γ_p(τ) \geq Γ_1\)). We can formulate the optimization problem of the URC system model as:

\[
\max P_{I} = Pr\{Γ(τ) \geq Γ_1\}
\]  

s.t. \(P_{\|\|} = Pr\{Γ(τ) \geq Γ_1|Γ_p(τ) \geq Γ_1\}\),

(8)

where the Type I and Type II error can be expressed as:
\[ P_{qi} = \Pr \{ \Gamma_2(t) < \Gamma_1 | \Gamma_i(t) \geq \Gamma_i \} \quad (9) \]

\[ P_{qi} = \Pr \{ \Gamma_1(t) \geq \Gamma_1 | \Gamma_i(t) < \Gamma_i \}. \quad (10) \]

In this model, it would be possible to improve the URC concept by decreasing \( \Gamma_i \) by means of more robust modulation and FEC schemes, or by optimize the computation of \( \Gamma_i(t) \) in order to predict more accurately the availability of the RTL.

III. DATA USAGE AND TRAFFIC ANALYSIS

In this section we will compare two Bulgarian Mobile operators and their data traffic amount and quality characteristics, will describe the benefits of developing and implementing next generation mobile network standards and what are the key point which eventually needs improvement. To highlight the differences, the research was done in two different locations as follows:

- **Service Provider – Mid-size City** with approximately 76,000 citizens
- **Service Provider – Capital City**

Used for the study Base Stations (BS), from both Service Providers (SP) are from one and the same manufacturer. This approach, to compare two base stations from two different cities has selected to highlight the traffic usage, throughput and TBF Drop Rates in 2G/3G and LTE standards used in the selected BSs.

So far for Service Providers, the ultimate goal of network optimization is the improvement of user experience and enhance user satisfaction. Nonetheless, network optimization does not perfectly matches Quality of Service (QoS) improvement. Traditional network Key Performance Indicator (KPI) optimization largely deals with signaling, such as the Temporary Block Flow (TBF) establishment success rate and attach success rate. Although operators have been paying attention to them, these indexes cannot accurately reflect QoS. QoS indicators like “slow page loading”, “slow download rate” and “failure to open page” are indexes on the data service layer. As mentioned above, the TBF drop is KPI which is related to 2G data called GPRS/EDGE in GSM Network. TBF drop indicate how often the services is disconnected when GPRS or EDGE data Services are used [6].

A. 3G/UMTS

On September 1995, officially first GSM network in Bulgaria took place. It has been started working with six base stations covering a few central parts of the Capital City. The total number of active 3G/UMTS base stations, twenty years later in this country is nearly 5000. The 3G coverage reaches 96% of the areas in the country and 99% of its population.

The diagrams of current TBF drop rates in downlink and respectively uplink direction are shown on Fig.3 and Fig.4.
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*Figure 3. Measured TBF Drop Rates in Downlink direction for a month*

As mentioned above, the statistics are from BSs, physically located in two different geographical locations.

As shown in Fig.3, the second Service Provider’s BS is either not optimally utilized or very precisely planned and implemented in the selected region, because of the low volume of TBF Drop Rate in downlink direction. Another parameter, which is from major importance for consumers and in which Service Providers are working to improve, is throughput. Large number of different throughput values for 3G/UMTS standard are known.

However, on Fig.4 and Fig.5 are depicted diagrams of currently measured throughput in Mbps.

The metrics are measured in uplink and downlink direction for a period of one month. In both figures, Service Provider 2 notably have wider throughput. In downlink, SP2 has peak value of 164 Mbps, where SP1 has just 20,5 Mbps and in uplink, SP2 has maximum value of 73,7 Mbps where SP1 has almost constant 12 Mbps with peak from only 14 Mbps.
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*Figure 4. Throughput, measured in Megabits/s in Downlink direction for a month*

*Figure 5. Throughput, measured in Megabits/s in Uplink direction on monthly basis*
Last, but not least, Fig.6 represent graphical results of studied and analyzed Data Traffic from the two Service Provider’s Base Stations. Measured data traffic volume is for period of one month in Megabytes.

### B. Long Term Evolution

Since the summer of 2014 the fourth generation mobile internet (4G) started to be offered in Bulgaria. As of September 2015, Bulgarian customers using Long Term Evolution (LTE), which is Fourth Generation (4G) wireless broadband technology, are 0.3% of all Internet using mobile users. According to offered plans, the high-speed internet access can provide download speeds of up to 75 Mbps and upload speeds of up to 25 Mbps. The bandwidths used by the fourth generation mobile networks are 900, 1800, and 2100 MHz. In 2015, the 900 MHz band is divided among the largest three operators in the country and in early September 2015 the Commission for Regulation of Communications (CRC) announced that it will hold a tender for permits for using the 2,50-2,69 GHz band.

With high data speed, the LTE can provides downlink peak rates of 300 Mbps. Some of the advantages of LTE over 3G/UMTS are High Speed, High Capacity, better Spectral Efficiency and others [7, 8]. To compare the two standards and to present the advantages of using the LTE, we analyze the data from one Base Station running LTE and represent it graphically (Fig.7 and Fig.8).

### IV. CONCLUSION

Comparing the future fifth-generation mobile networks with current and the previous generations of mobile services were not so extremely sensitive in manners like delay. Expected characteristics for 5G networks are data rates of tens of megabits per second for tens of thousands of users; data rates of 100 megabits per second for metropolitan areas and significantly enhanced spectral efficiency, compared to 4G. To meet these specific requirements contemporary mobile networks should be improved in signaling efficiency, better coverage and to offer lower latency.

The expectations of fifth generation mobile networks are the mobile subscribers to grow even more, including D2D, V2V communication and Internet of Things (IoT), which demands a lot of improvements.
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**Figures:**

1. **Figure 6.** Data Traffic amount measured in Megabytes for one month

2. **Figure 7.** Throughput, measured in Megabits/s in Uplink and Downlink direction for one month

3. **Figure 8.** Data Traffic amount measured in Uplink and Downlink direction for one month
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Abstract - In this paper, a comparison of Internet of Things protocols used for data transfer in Internet of Things constrained networks is presented. Setting up such a network with a large number of physical interconnected devices can be a challenge. In the IoT world, one of the main challenges is to efficiently support communication in constrained networks. This can be achieved using TT message queuing Telemetry Transport and CoAP Constrained Application Protocol protocols. Choosing the appropriate protocol can be difficult while developing IoT application. There are several conditions that need to be considered while determining which protocol should be used. In this paper, we will evaluate performance and compare these protocols through different scenarios.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Everyday growing number of objects connected to the Internet Worldwide has promoted the Internet of Things technologies and protocols as one of the most commonly used in the modern systems. IoT refers to the networked interconnection of everyday objects which are often equipped with electronic circuits and sensors [1]. In the IoT sense, these objects can refer to a wide variety of small devices embedded with electronics, software, sensors and network connectivity often integrated into larger systems, for example, transportation systems, smart cities, telecommunication networks, healthcare industry and many others. According to [2] Gartner says that 8.4 billion connected things will be used worldwide in 2017, up 31 percent from 2016. A total number of connected objects will reach 20.4 billion by 2020. Implementation of the IoT technologies extends system's ability to gather, analyze and distribute data and thus improve efficiency. Furthermore, IoT has made Internet sensory (temperature, pressure, vibration, light, moisture, stress) [3] thereby achieving improved monitoring, analyzing and tracking systems. During the implementation of the IoT technology, several things must be considered of which the most important are a hardware platform, network protocol and data protocol. Hardware requirements can be broken up into five main components: a power source and power management, processor and memory storage, ability to gather data from sensors and implemented modules for wireless communication. On the side of the connectivity between IoT devices, there are a variety of communication standards and protocols used, of which most widespread are IEEE 802.15.4, Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6) and IPv6 over Low-Power Wireless Personal Area Network (6LoWPAN) [4]. Regardless the specific communication protocol used to deploy IoT network, all the IoT objects should make their data available to the other side, which can be another IoT object, application or the Internet. This can be achieved by sending the data to a web server or by employing the cloud through the use of Application Programming Interfaces with built-in functions for end-users [5]. This paper focuses on the data protocols that handle the communication and data transfer between the objects or applications. These protocols are application layer protocols that are used to send latest data or commands to servers which are responsible for forwarding or processing information. Choosing the appropriate protocol can be difficult while developing IoT application. There are several conditions that needs to be considered while determining which protocol should be used of which most important are the amount of data to send, the frequency of data transfer and hardware platform. Also, most of the IoT devices are installed in an isolated area where connection to the Internet is limited because it is realized over slow DSL connection or cellular network. In such environment, unreliability which reflects high packet loss rate is one of the main disadvantages [6].

II. IOT PROTOCOL STACK

There are several protocols proposed for M2M/IoT communication with a focus on mentioned constrained environments. Most frequently adopted protocols are MQTT (Message Queue Telemetry Transport) and CoAP (Constrained Application Protocol), XMPP (Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol), RESTFUL Services (Representational State Transfer) and AMQP (Advanced Message Queuing Protocol). IoT applications can be simplified in the way of the error handling which can be done using these protocols [6].

Our main task is to test the performance of data protocols and compare them in different scenarios. Results can be helpful in determining which protocol should be used. After a brief description of MQTT and CoAP protocol, testing results are presented.
A. Message Queue Telemetry Transport (MQTT)

MQTT is a machine-to-machine (M2M)/Internet of Things connectivity protocol for use on top of the TCP/IP protocol stack which was designed as an extremely lightweight broker-based publish/subscribe messaging protocol for small code footprints (e.g., 8-bit, 256KB RAM controllers), low bandwidth and power, high-cost connections and latency, variable availability, and negotiated delivery guarantees [7]. In the hub and spoke model of Message-Oriented Middleware messaging server forwards messages from sensor devices to monitor devices [8]. In such architecture, a device whose main task is to continuously produce and send data to the server is defined as publisher. The central server, an MQTT broker, collects messages from publishers and examines to whom the message needs to be sent. On the other side, every device which had previously registered its interests with a server will keep receiving messages until the subscription is canceled (Fig. 2).

Using this architecture, publishers and subscribers do not need to know for each other which is one of the major advantages of this protocol. Devices that send data need not to know who are the clients that are subscribed for receiving data and conversely [9]. Further to this, the publishers and subscribers do not need to participate in the communication at the same time and do not need to be familiar with each other [10]. It is intended for devices with limited power and memory capabilities, where the network is expensive, has low bandwidth or is unreliable. One of the key requirements of an Internet of Things concept is low network bandwidth used to send data and minimal device resource requirements. While attempting to ensure reliability and delivery, MQTT has met these requirements [11]. This protocol has been applied in a variety of embedded systems. For example, hospitals use this protocol to communicate with pacemakers, oil and gas companies use it to monitor oil pipeline thousands of miles away. Facebook uses this protocol for messaging applications [12].

B. Constrained Application protocol (CoAP)

Usage of RESTful (Representational state transfer) Web services on the Internet has become an essential part of building applications. The work on Constrained RESTful Environments (CoRE) targets the realization of the REST architecture in a convenient form for the most constrained nodes (e.g., 8-bit microcontrollers with limited RAM and/or ROM) and networks (e.g., 6LoWPAN), Constrained networks (e.g., 6LoWPAN) supports the IPv6 packets fragmentation into small link layer frames, but this causes major reduction in probability of packet delivery. This effect solves Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP). CoAP aims to keep message overhead small, thus limiting the need of fragmentation.

Main goals of CoAP is to design a generic web protocol for the special requirements of this constrained environment, focusing on energy, building automation, and other machine-to-machine (M2M) applications. The goal of CoAP is to but realize a subset of REST common with HTTP, optimized for M2M applications. Although CoAP could be used for remodeling simple HTTP interfaces into a compact protocol, and more importantly it offers features for M2M such as multicast support, built-in discovery and asynchronous message exchanges.

CoAP has the following main features:
- Web protocol fulfilling M2M requirements in constrained environments
- UDP binding with optional reliability supporting unicast and multicast requests.
- Asynchronous message exchanges
- Low header overhead and parsing complexity.
- URI and Content-type support.
- Simple proxy and caching capabilities.
- A stateless HTTP mapping, allowing proxies to be built providing access to CoAP resources via HTTP in a uniform way or for HTTP simple interfaces to be realized alternatively over CoAP
- Security binding to Datagram Transport Layer Security (DTLS)
III. NETWORK ARCHITECTURES

A. MQTT client

Any IoT object can be MQTT client that sends or receives telemetry data. This could be any device from a microcontroller up to a server. The type of the MQTT client (subscriber or publisher) depends on its role in the system. It can produce or collect telemetry data. In both cases, MQTT client should first connect to a messaging server using a particular type of message explained in the following chapter. After the connection is successfully established, a client must declare himself whether he is a subscriber or publisher. To distinguish data sent by the publisher, a topic string is used. For example, a client can publish temperature and humidity values using a different string for each value (e.g. temp/25 or hum/40). On the other side, if an MQTT client wants to receive the data, he must subscribe to the specific topic. To make an MQTT client from a device, an MQTT library must be installed and connection to an MQTT broker must be established over any kind of network. For example, MQTT client can be a small computer (Arduino or Raspberry Pi) connected to a wireless network with a library strapped to the minimum or a typical computer running a graphical program. The client implementation of the MQTT protocol is simplified and very straightforward [13]. Client libraries can simplify the process of writing MQTT client applications. MQTT libraries are available for different types of programming languages and platforms, for example, JavaScript, PHP, C, C++, Android, iOS etc. For the initial implementation, Python library will be used.

B. MQTT server

An MQTT broker is a central device in mentioned hub and spoke model. The main responsibilities of an MQTT broker are handling communication between MQTT clients and distributing messages between them [6]. A broker can handle up to thousands connected MQTT client at the same time. When the message is received, the broker must find all the clients that have a subscription to the received topic [13]. It is responsible for receiving messages from the sensors connected to the device with implemented MQTT client library and forwarding it to the designated remote device. There are plenty other tasks and responsibilities that are handled by the broker. First of all, there is authentication and authorization of the clients for the security purposes. A client can send username and password within connect message that will be checked by the broker. On the broker side topic permission is implemented to restrict the client to publish or subscribe. Furthermore, for encrypted communication between the broker and the clients, TLS (Transport Layer Security) and SSL (Secure Sockets Layer) encryption are used, the same security protocol that can be used by the HTTP protocol [5]. It is also possible to implement custom authentication or authorization logic into the system [13]. There are several message brokers that implement MQTT protocol like Mosquito - open source MQTT v3.1/v3.1.1, Broker [14] and HiveMQ – an enterprise MQTT broker [13].

C. MQTT over protocols

Using MQTT over WebSockets every browser can be MQTT device. Due the publish/subscribe pattern of MQTT a real-time communication between end device (e.g. temperature sensor) and monitor device (e.g. a web application) is achieved. Using QoS 1/2 message will arrive on the client or broker at least once/exactly once. The broker will queue all messages which client misses when it is not connected. Messages which are retained on the server are delivered when a client subscribes to one of the topics instantly. Paho.js [15] implements this behavior and will be used in initial testing.

D. CoAP cloud system

Transport layer protocol which is used by CoAP is UDP (User Datagram Protocol) so each CoAP message occupies the data section of one UDP datagram. CoAP messages are exchanged asynchronously between CoAP end points. Packets order and retransmission depends on software stack. As already mentioned CoAP was designed according to the REST architecture and because of that it is similar to HTTP protocol so CoAP makes use of GET, PUT, POST, and DELETE methods in a similar manner like HTTP. Reliable message transmission is provided by marking a message as confirmable (CON). Recipient sends acknowledgment message (ACK), shown in figure 2.

A message that does not require reliable transmission (for example single measurement of sensor data) can be sent as a non-confirmable message (NON). CoAP also supports the use of multicast IP destination addresses, enabling multicast requests [16]. CoAP was usually designed to connect low power electronic devices (e.g. wireless sensors) with Internet based systems. In many cases data is collected for subsequent processing. A CoAP device is connected to a cloud-based system via an HTTP proxy using a standard CoAP-HTTP mapping, figure 3. Using a proxy/bridge adds an additional communication overhead and increases message latency.

![Figure 2. Reliable and non-reliable transmission with CoAP](image-url)
In CoAP, a sensor node is typically a server, not a client or it can be both. The sensor provides resources which can be accessed by clients to read or alter the state of the sensor. As CoAP sensors are servers, they must be able to receive inbound packets. To function properly behind NAT, a device may first send a request out to the server, as is done in LWM2M, allowing the router to associate the two. Although CoAP does not require IPv6, it is easiest used in IP environments where devices are directly routable.

IV. COMPARISON

Fig. 4 shows the frames sent in MQTT for one exchange. To establish a connection, TCP uses a three-way handshake (SYN, SYN-ACK, ACK). After TCP connection is established, MQTT protocol uses different messages for communication. There are 14 message types specified in 3.1 version of MQTT protocol. CONNECT (client request to connect to server), PUBLISH (publish message), PUBLISH (publish acknowledgment), SUBSCRIBE (client subscribe request) are some of the message types.

![MQTT data exchange](image)

One of the main differences between MQTT and CoAP can be found in the transport layer of the OSI model. MQTT runs on top of the Transmission Control Protocol while CoAP runs on top of the User Datagram Protocol. Although UDP is not reliable, CoAP provides its own reliability mechanism using „confirmable messages” and „nonconfirmable messages”. Former require an acknowledgment while latter do not need an acknowledgment [17].

MQTT is a many-to-many communication protocol for exchanging messages between multiple clients through a central broker. MQTT decouples clients by letting publishers to send messages and having the broker to decide to which subscriber the message will be sent. On the other side, CoAP network is primarily a one-to-one protocol for transferring state information between client and server. However, it supports one-to-many or many-to-many multi-cast requirements. This is inherent in CoAP because it’s built on top of IPv6, which enables multicast addressing for devices in addition to their normal IPv6 addresses [18].

For the purpose of the security, a username and a password can be sent inside of an MQTT packet. This can help simplify the authentication of individual clients in a network by reducing the number of keys that need to be distributed and managed in comparison to an exclusively key based system. Exchanged data can be encrypted using SSL or TLS, independently from the MQTT protocol [19]. Since CoAP is built on top of UDP, it cannot rely on SSL/TLS to provide security capabilities. To achieve security, CoAP uses Datagram Transport Layer Security (DTLS) which provides the same assurances as TCP.

In a simple point-to-point configuration between objects, MQTT and CoAP have similar performance characteristics, although broker-based routing requires an additional overhead when compared to a broker-less infrastructure such as HTTP or CoAP request. Additional overhead can be found in a request to a CoAP resource from HTTP client because it has to be forwarded via a

---

**TABLE 1. ANALYSIS OF MQTT DATA EXCHANGE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Bytes</th>
<th>Time [ms]</th>
<th>Remark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Δt1</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>TCP Connection Establishment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δt2</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>MQTT Connection Establishment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δt3</td>
<td>2729</td>
<td>517</td>
<td>MQTT Payload</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δt4</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>MQTT Connection Termination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δt5</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>TCP Connection Termination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum</td>
<td>3195</td>
<td>1312</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The bytes sent and the time needed for each section of the data transfer are shown in Table I.

**TABLE 2 ANALYSIS OF COAP DATA EXCHANGE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Bytes</th>
<th>Time [ms]</th>
<th>Remark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Δt1</td>
<td>1137</td>
<td>623</td>
<td>CoAP Payload 1/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δt2</td>
<td>1137</td>
<td>616</td>
<td>CoAP Payload 2/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δt3</td>
<td>565</td>
<td>534</td>
<td>CoAP Payload 3/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum</td>
<td>2839</td>
<td>1775</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5 shows the frames sent in CoAP for one exchange. The bytes sent and the time needed for each section of the data transfer are shown in Table II.

---

**Figure 3. CoA cloud axed system**

**Figure 4. MQTT data exchange**

**Figure 5. CoA data exchange**
CoAP/HTTP proxy. It is recommended to use CoAP in systems where real-time performance and low latency are not a requirement. The single CoAP client can send the same request to multiple CoAP servers concurrently, which gives multicast characteristic to CoAP protocol. At the side of the hardware, Raspberry Pi model 3 is used. Main differences between RPi model 3 and prior versions are integrated wireless module (802.11n), integrated Bluetooth module (Bluetooth 4.1) and 1.2GHz 64-bit quad-core ARMv8 CPU. Using this type of RPi there is no need for additional modules for connecting end device to the network. For communication between clients and broker, Python language with Paho Python MQTT library is used. The library implements a client class that can be used to add MQTT support to RPi. For the purpose of CoAP testing, WebIoPi framework is used.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a comparison of Internet of Things data protocols is given. IoT architecture is presented by describing the parts where application layer protocols are needed to handle communication. We have presented the most widespread application layer protocols in the IoT through the comparison among each other. Choosing the best appropriate protocol depends on several facts of which most important are: environmental conditions, network characteristics, the amount of data to be transferred, security levels, quality of service requests. CoAP network is primarily a one-to-one protocol for transferring state information between client and server while MQTT is a many-to-many communication protocol for exchanging messages between multiple clients. CoAP runs over UDP which means that communication overhead is significantly reduced. If constrained communication and battery consumption is not an issue, RESTful services can be easily implemented and interact with the Internet using the worldwide HTTP [5]. On the battery-run devices MQTT is more suitable. Additionally, if the targeted final applications require massive updates of the same value, MQTT protocol is more suitable. In a simple point-to-point configuration between objects, MQTT and CoAP have similar performance characteristics. Future work will be aimed at implementing MQTT and CoAP protocols in a lab environment and obtain an experimental comparison among them.
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Abstract - Digital forensics analysis was done by taking a view of Firewall on the Firewall used in the hospitals, and the data that could create a criminal element were determined. As is known, all network traffic on the networks is over the firewall. For this reason, the traffic on the entire network is recorded on the firewall. When these records need to be analyzed in terms of forensic information and criminal elements should be detected, the records on the firewall should be analyzed without deterioration. For this purpose, the image of the firewall needs to be taken. However, in order to obtain images, it is necessary to calculate MD5 and SHA-1 HASH values with international validity, which confirm the integrity of the image. For this purpose, the Juniper SSG 550 firewall device used in Firat University Hospital will be analyzed. For analysis, FTK Imager program which is developed by AccessData firm and offered for free use will be used. This image will be analyzed with forensic tools such as forensics explorer.

II. DIGITAL FORENSIC AND ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY

A. Cyber-crime in Healthcare

With the digitization of the health sector, the health sector is increasing with cyber-crime [4]. In the last five years there have been a lot of cyber-attacks in the healthcare sector, and these cyber-attacks cost only US $ 6 billion [4]. People's personal information, address, credit card, health information about the patient is very important information. This information is different from other health information. The credit card information of the patient can be changed by canceling the credit card of the stolen patient. However, medical information about the patient cannot be changed at all. This makes medical data more important.

In the healthcare industry, hospitals or healthcare organizations have begun to use information technology more quickly to perform transactions. The systems followed by patients in intensive care have become accessible via the internet on many medical devices such as patient monitors, respiratory devices, temperature monitors.

However, these institutions are a clear target for cyber-attacks because their areas of expertise are health. The wired and wireless use of devices that store patient information, provide remote access, and the lack of specialist expertise or the management of non-expert systems leave health systems vulnerable. For this reason, it is also a very important issue to determine the criminal elements that control the data of health systems.

In this study, an example of how digital forensics analysis of firewalls, which are connection points of the hospitals to the outside world, is done.

B. Firewall

Firewall is a hardware based network security system that controls outgoing packet traffic on a network based
on a rule set. It is a device that keeps Internet traffic under control, with many different filtering features, including incoming and outgoing packets of computer and network. All incoming and outgoing packets pass through the firewall. For this reason, packets must be passed through the firewall during all attacks from outside the network. In this study, Juniper SSG 550 (Fig.2.1) firewall used in Firat University Hospital was used.

Juniper SSG550 line of secure services gateways consists of high-performance security platforms for regional branch office and medium-sized, standalone businesses that want to stop internal and external attacks, prevent unauthorized access and achieve regulatory compliance. A firewall performance and 500 Mbps of IPsec VPN performance, while the Juniper Networks SSG550M Secure Services Gateway provides 650 Mbps of state full firewall performance and 300 Mbps of IPsec VPN performance[6].

C. FTK Imager

It is a continuously developed digital data analysis and analysis program written by FTK ACCESSDATA. This program, which is very successful in transforming evidence analysis and evidence into concrete reports, is being used extensively all over the world, especially by security forces. The program is considered to be highly productive and functional, as well as evidence of the reports and data submitted to the court by all courts through this program.

FTK Imager Hash value found in terms of information, image date etc. Information. With the FTK Imager software, copies can be made in raw (dd), E01 (Expert Witness, Encase) and AFF formats. These images can then be analyzed in terms of forensic science and support filing formats such as FAT, NTFS, ext2, ext3 [7].

In this study, the image of Firewall was taken with FTK Imager. For this purpose, a write-locked UltraBlock USB3.0 Forensic Card Reader, shown in Figure 1, used in Forensic Computing Engineering Laboratories of Firat University [8].

D. Forensic Explorer

Forensic Explorer is a tool for the analysis of electronic evidence. Primary users of this software are law enforcement, corporate investigations agencies and law firms. Forensic Explorer has the features you expect from the very latest in forensic software. Inclusive with Mount Image Pro, Forensic Explorer will quickly become an important part of your forensic software toolkit [9]. Forensic Explorer combines a flexible graphic user interface (GUI) with advanced sorting, filtering, keyword searching, previewing and scripting technology. It enables investigators to: Manage the analysis of large volumes of information from multiple sources in a case file structure, Access and examine all available data, including hidden and system files, deleted files, file and disk slack and unallocated clusters, Automate complex investigation tasks, Produce detailed reports and Provide non forensic investigators a platform to easily review evidence[9].

E. Analysis Methodology

In this study, the file structure of the operating system used by the Juniper firewall device and the data analyzed by the firewall were analyzed. For this purpose, the storage unit of the active Juniper SSG 550 firewall device (Fig.2.3) Firewall uses 512 MB Compact Flash as the disk unit.
Images were taken with the FTK Imager program developed by ACCESSDATA. To do this, the Compact Flash disk on the Firewall is first removed and the UltraBlock USB3.0 Forensic Card Reader with write lock is inserted so that the evidence can not be changed. FTK Imager program The disk image operation has been started with the Create Disk Image menu. Later, source selection was made for the image to be taken in the program. At this stage, the physical source on which the software belonging to Juniper on the computer connected CF Reader is selected. After this process, CF Flash memory is selected from the list of physical drives in the computer. The CF image is taken in RAW (dd) format recognized by Forensic Explorer (Fig 2.4).

As shown in Figure 3.3, the file structure of the Firewall has been obtained in detail. The contents of these files can be viewed as HEX. When these files are examined, "golerd.rec" file contains log information to the firewall [11]. The firewall user information is stored in the "node_secret.ace" file [13]. The file "crushdump.dmp" is a file that records the data during execution for examining events occurring in the firewall. The "syscert.cfg" file contains system certificates. The "prngseed.bin" file and "license.key" file contains the license information for the Firewall [14]. The "envar.rec"
file contains the licenses received with the system when the system is being installed [11]. The "ns_sys_config" file contains all the settings that the users have defined on the firewall [12]. In the "dnstb.rec" file, all DNS information registered by the firewall can be accessed (Figure 3.4).

![Figure 3.4. dnstb.rec file detail](image)

IV. CONCLUSION

Forensic Computing has become an important element in recent years. For this reason, this has increased in studies. However, the high number of devices in the IT sector makes it difficult to analyze the products, which are a wide variety of manufacturers. For this reason, a forensic analysis of the firewall has been done in the literature.

As a result, the safety of the data is very important in hospitals where patient records are kept. Every year attacks are carried out in these data. When working on these data, it is necessary to perform forensic examinations in order that the data or configurations in the devices are correct and that the necessary work on the existing system can be done more easily and more accurately when a criminal element occurs. In this frame, the forensic examination of the Juniper Firewall SSG550M device within the Fırat University Hospital was made. As a result of this review, the Juniper Firewall file structure was accessed the device and analyzed without any changes to the data. All data of the Firewall has been accessed to the configuration that is active in the device, and to the data of users entirety. The file structure of the Firewall has been detected.
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Abstract— The goal of the paper is to assess the impact of node placement on its performance and throughput capacity. Furthermore, it explores optimal network node placements for wireless sensor networks (WSNs) with and without obstacles in a Wireless Sensor Network of a Home Sensing Environment. Influence of nodes' spatial distributions on the network performance is explored and the optimal nodes distribution on given conditions is given for three typical network spatial scenarios (no obstacles, minor obstacles and major obstacles). Then, the network performance is analyzed for each case and the results are compared.

Keywords— WSN; energy efficiency; network node placement; routing; network performance

I. INTRODUCTION

Network node placement is one of fundamental issues in wireless sensor networks (WSNs). Sensor nodes collaborate in a distributed and autonomous manner to dispatch the data they sense to specified data collection locations (data sinks), usually in an environment with no infrastructure [1]. In practice, it is common for the sensor nodes not to be placed evenly throughout the area, which has a great impact on the properties and performance of the network. Placing a large number of nodes into a limited region can result with considerable interference and deteriorate the networks' performance. If the nodes, on the other hand, are placed too sparsely, communication among them might prove to be challenging due to some nodes being out of range. Wireless sensor networks are often deployed in remote environments, and there are often many obstacles distributed in these areas. We define obstacles as areas where sensor nodes cannot be placed and through which the nodes cannot communicate directly. Thus, generally, obstacles have a negative impact on the network's performance since they constrain the distribution of sensor nodes and the transmission of packets. For example, in the case of a Wireless Sensor Network monitoring conditions in a closed space (e.g. Home Sensing Environment), electromagnetic wave signal can be attenuated significantly when passing through furniture, walls or floors, which could have a great impact on network performance [2]. Hence, there's a need to design the network node placement in such a way to minimize the impact of obstacles onto the network's performance. For example, in Home Sensing Environments, the capacity can be improved if fewer nodes are placed in areas shadowed by the obstacles [2]. The paper has following sections; in section II motivation for research and related work is given; in section III three different node placements are presented (with no obstacles, minor obstacles and major obstacles); in section IV results of simulations on each of the models are given and explained; in section V conclusions are drawn and further work is suggested.

II. MOTIVATION AND RELATED WORK

As the number of smart homes is rising exponentially, performance and quality of service (QoS) of wireless sensor networks comes into question, especially in the context of energy efficiency [3]. An example of modelling of WSN for Home Sensing Environments is given in [4]. Coverage-based node placement optimization [5] covers networks with linear topology while the topology control in energy-harvesting wireless sensor networks is given in [6]. Lastly, TRAST [7] presents trust-based distributed topology management for wireless multimedia sensor networks. The goal of this paper is to complement the works mentioned by assessing the impact of network node placement on its performance and throughput capacity by exploring optimal network node placement for wireless sensor networks (WSNs) with and without obstacles in a specific scenario - Wireless Sensor Network of a Home Sensing Environment, and to develop a better understanding of energy-related issues, performance and QoS in wireless sensor networks, and to help find novel approaches to networking in the future.
III. NODE PLACEMENT MODELS

Following scenarios (models) are considered: (1) no obstacles in the area; (2) area with minor obstacles (e.g. furniture); (3) major obstacles (e.g. walls). Area, the number of nodes and degree of the nodes are constant throughout all of the simulations; number of nodes \( N \) being one hundred, area being 30 x 50 meters and nodes’ degree being 8. When a node is not connected to every other node, messages have to go through intervening nodes to reach their final destination. The network topology can be described by the number of nodes and the interconnections among them. The degree of a node in a network is the number of connections it has to other nodes and the degree distribution is the probability distribution of these degrees over the whole network. Therefore, the degree is very important structural parameter of network topology. Following networks are not scale-free (where degree distribution asymptotically follows a power law and where a small number of nodes function as “hubs”). Instead, to distribute the traffic more evenly, all nodes have the same degree. Upon testing several topologies with different node degrees, the minimal number of links for achieving acceptable performance and number of hops in a network consisting of one hundred nodes proved to be eight. Furthermore, the simplest form of topology control, where all the nodes are assumed to have the same transmitting range \( r \), is the characterization of the critical transmitting range (CTR) [8]. In this case, the interest is in finding the minimum value of \( r \) for which the requirements of energy and consumption and network capacity are satisfied. This assumes there are no obstacles in the area where the nodes are deployed (1).

Second node placement assumes there are minor obstacles distributed in the area which correlates with, for example, furniture inside a room. Although the nodes cannot communicate directly through, minor obstacles can be bypassed from either side. This scenario is pictured above in Figure 2.

Third case assumes there are major obstacles distributed in the area. This can be explained as, for example, a wall between rooms inside a Home Sensing Environment. The nodes cannot communicate directly through, and the obstacle can be bypassed from one side only. The example of this kind of node placement is pictured above in Figure 3. Scenarios have all been generated and simulations performed in MATLAB and Simulink.

IV. SIMULATION AND RESULTS

The following simulations show nodes sending various types of data collected by sensors of a Wireless Sensor Network in a Home Sensing Environment, such as temperature, humidity or air quality. The longest routes, i.e. nodes furthest away from the sink are highlighted in
following examples. Nodes’ communication examples in each of the scenarios are given below in Figures 4 to 6, in each case the area monitored is 5 by 3 meters.

Figure 4 Longest path in WSN simulation in area without obstacles

Figure 4 pictures communication in WSN where there are no obstacles in area. The maximum number of hops needed (longest path) was, in this case, 5, while the average number of hops was 3.61.

Figure 5 Longest path in WSN simulation in area with minor obstacles

Figure 5 shows longest path in simulation for a WSN where there are some minor obstacles in the area. The longest path was 8. Average path length is, however, substantially lower (4.65).

Figure 6 Longest path in WSN simulation in area with major obstacles

In Figure 6, longest path in simulation of WSN with major obstacles in the area. The longest path was 6, and the average path was 4.87, making it the highest average among the three scenarios. The results of the simulation are summarized in the continuation of the article in Table 1, along with the network traffic for each case. Furthermore, it also affects the throughput of singular nodes, as shown on the following graphs. Figure 7 shows the number of messages for each of the nodes in area without obstacles. While the number of messages varies, the distribution is fairly even, the average number of messages per node being ~11, and maximum being 63.

Figure 7 Number of messages per node in area without obstacles

On the other hand, Figure 8 shows the number of messages for each node in the network in area with minor obstacles. It is apparent that the results are substantially different since several nodes have much higher number of messages exchanged. These nodes, as it was to be expected, are mainly in the central area, through which the majority of messages go through. In this case, the average number of messages per node is ~19, and the maximum equals 74. This
shows that changes in node placement due to minor obstacles can increase the number of messages exchanged among the nodes in the network up to approximately two thirds of the original traffic, in a network where there’s no obstacles in the area.

![Figure 8 Number of messages per node in area with minor obstacles](image)

Lastly, Figure 9 shows the number of messages for each node in the network in area with major obstacles. The results differ from the previous two cases, as only three out of one hundred nodes have exchanged significantly greater number of messages. The average number of messages per node is ~21, while only three nodes have exceeding values of 54, 87, and 99, respectively. All three nodes are located in the bridge area between the two parts separated by the obstacle and have up to four times more messages exchanged. This leads to a bottleneck situation and increases the total traffic significantly, up to 1.727 times in an area with minor obstacles and up to 1.91 times in an area with major obstacles. Another important issue is the possibility of overloading the nodes in critical areas in the last scenario where a small portion of nodes has exchanged up to four times more messages than average.

![Figure 9 Number of messages per node in area with major obstacles](image)

The results in Table 1 (below) clearly show even minor obstacles cannot be ignored while defining a node placement of a wireless sensor network with the average time necessary for a message to be exchanged being 1.288 times more in areas with minor obstacles and 1.349 times more in areas with major obstacles (in comparison to an area where there are no obstacles present). Furthermore, the total traffic also increases, up to 1.727 times in an area with minor obstacles and up to 1.91 times in an area with major obstacles. Another important issue is the possibility of overloading the nodes in critical areas in the last scenario where a small portion of nodes has exchanged up to four times more messages than average.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WSN without obstacles</th>
<th>Longest path / average path (number of hops)</th>
<th>Time comparison for message exchange</th>
<th>Average number of messages per node / increase in total traffic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WSN with minor obstacles</td>
<td>5 / 3.61</td>
<td>1x</td>
<td>~11 / 1x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSN with major obstacles</td>
<td>8 / 4.65</td>
<td>1.288x</td>
<td>~19 / 1.727x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSN with major obstacles</td>
<td>6 / 4.87</td>
<td>1.349x</td>
<td>~21 / 1.91x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following table shows traffic distribution among the nodes in the networks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WSN without obstacles</th>
<th>Maximum number of messages in a single node</th>
<th>Number of nodes having 2x the average traffic</th>
<th>Number of nodes having 4x the average traffic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WSN with minor obstacles</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSN with major obstacles</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSN with major obstacles</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The traffic is distributed much more evenly in the case where there are no obstacles in comparison with the third case. This would further suggest there’s a need to resolve the bottleneck issue that occurs by increasing the number of
nodes placed in this particular area as this would increase energy efficiency. Further analyses are needed to verify and continue the work of network optimization.

V. CONCLUSION

The optimal nodes’ spatial distribution should be studied for specific obstacles distributions in the area. Then, these optimal solutions for different nodes’ distributions provide energy efficient wireless sensor network. Results from this work indicate even minor obstacles cannot be ignored while defining node placement of a wireless sensor network in a Home Sensing Environment. Minor and major obstacles impact the network’s performances significantly, in terms of throughput, total traffic and time necessary for the message to be delivered. Another issue is a possibility of overloading the nodes in critical bridge areas that a large part of the messages needs to go through. These results provide us a foundation for further work of network optimization and protocol design. Further in-depth analyses for network areas with different nodes' distributions are needed.
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Abstract: The activity of mining always had an element of risk associated with it. Miners often had to encounter challenging underground environment which sometimes result in injuries and fatalities. Some portion of them can be attributed to error caused by human carelessness. More often the cause of these accidents can be attributed to the ambient conditions. In this paper, we design a mine safety system using wireless sensor networks with measurement of parameters such as temperature, air-flow, humidity, noise, dust, and gas concentration. These six ambient characteristics have been identified as hazardous to the health and safety of the mine worker. From the experimental results obtained, an accurate mine safety system is achieved by design of various sensors. The temperature sensors, humidity sensor, airflow sensor, and noise sensor achieved an accuracy of 94.45%, 98.55%, 85.4%, 99.14% alternatively. Besides, the dust sensor has a resolution of 0.003mg/m³ and the gas sensor show a resolution of 0.9ppm which is close to the required resolution of 1 ppm.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The concept of mining has been around since the beginning of civilization; our ancestors used stones, ceramics and later metals found close to earth’s surface to make tools and weapons. The activity of mining always had an element of risk associated with it. Miners often had to encounter challenging underground environment which sometimes result in injuries and fatalities. Some portion of them can be attributed to error caused by human carelessness. More often the cause of these accidents can be attributed to the ambient conditions underground.

The ambient conditions underground are extremely difficult to monitor without placing someone’s life at risk [1]. This type of first hand monitoring endangers the life of the observer which is not ideal. The International Organization of Standard proposes the ISO 45001 standard which benefits both miners and the economy [2].

Wireless sensor technology if implemented in mines can improve the safety of mines considerably by eliminating the need for human testers inside the mines. A wireless sensor network consist of a number of sensor nodes [3] [4] distributed around various locations in the mine communicating with each other [5] [6]; they form a non-invasive mine safety system. Moreover, wireless sensors provide a considerable reduction in wiring [7] which can be damaged during mine blasting; sensors also provide real-time measure of the mining environment [8].

Due to the dangerous and potentially unsafe mining practices there exists a relationship between hazard, latent danger and accident [9].

The wireless sensor network discussed in this research work considers star and mesh network topologies. The ambient characteristics measured in our research work include temperature, air-flow, humidity, noise, dust, and gas concentration. These six ambient characteristics have been identified as hazardous to the health and safety of the mine worker. In other words, each of these characteristics can be solely or collectively responsible for incurring a risk to a mine worker. The idea of our system is not to mitigate an accident but rather to detect a hazard early and provide a control output to alleviate latent danger. This output could be a decision by the active mine manager to call all miners out of the mine for a temporary period, or a visual alarm system that can provide a timely warning when conditions become unstable.

Our research work takes advantage of available wireless technologies, which will not only monitor the conditions inside the mine but also be used to provide a noise mapping feature which will output a noise protection scheme for the workers, and provide ventilation switching to regulate air in the mine. Current related works in place do not consider noise or humidity as a parameter for measurement as in [10] [11]. It also provides an enhanced snapshot of the condition inside the mine at any given time.

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM

Our proposed system consists of Measurement nodes and a Data collections station. The measurement node consists of different sensors which detects the values of temperature, humidity, gas concentration, air-flow and noise levels. These measured values are transferred to the data collection center using a wireless network. Each of these sensors has their own respective signal processing circuits. The input from the sensor is sampled by the micro controller, which forms the central processing Unit (CPU) of the measurement module. The microcontroller also has a timer which determines the delay between two sensor sample readings. A wireless communication module is also integrated into the microcontroller for transmitting data to the data collection station. The
The proposed system uses ZigBee 802.15.4 wireless protocol for wireless communication.

The data collection station has also a wireless communication module and a microcontroller. The data collection center has the necessary hardware and software capabilities to process, display and store these data values. Data collection stations display the measured sensor values in the GUI of the laptop. The data collection station’s tasks also include developing safety schemes for the mine workers using the sensor data collected.

The three control outputs that will be created by this proposed system are:

- Visual Indicator on Central Computer
- Noise Protection Scheme
- Ventilation Switching

Controlling a hazardous situation involves using the results of monitoring and performing some control output driven by these results to avoid latent danger.

The first two outputs will assist the mining supervisor or equivalent to employ existing safety policies by showing the output of the collected data at the data collection center at the central computer.

The noise protection scheme will be implemented purely in software. This scheme will take a predefined visual map of the mine and combine it with the noise values measured in each different segment of the mine. This scheme will then subsequently provide the miners with a guide of which areas in the mine are noisy. The switching module will use the data from the system namely the outputs from the gas and air-flow sensors to provide a switching mechanism to switch on a ventilation unit (a fan). This module will take a control signal from the microcontroller and a domestic AC input and provide an AC power point where the ventilation unit can be powered from. The temperature, air flow and humidity sensors are created using the first principles. The dust and gas sensors used in our work are off the shelf components.

III. SYSTEM DESIGN

A. Temperature Sensor

This sensor is used to measure ambient air temperature. There are a variety of different methods which can be used to design temperature sensor from first principles, the two alternatives which were considered are the use of a thermistor and the use of a thermocouple. After evaluating these two alternatives in the context of this project it was decided that a thermistor based temperature sensor will be designed.

Thermistor we used has a resistance of 2000 ohms at 25°C. We measured the resistance of the thermistor at three different temperatures. In order to find the correct load to provide the best range of measurement a range of different values were simulated for the load. It was found that a 1000 ohm resistor was best. This is shown in Figure 1.

B. Humidity Sensor

Humidity sensor is used to measure the ambient humidity in its surroundings. There are different methods which can be used to design humidity sensor from first principles, the two different methods we considered are resistive and capacitive type humidity sensors. Since resistive type sensors have a higher dependence upon exposed temperature and are more vulnerable to damage from dust and pollution a capacitive type approach has been chosen for the humidity sensor.

The sensor used in our work is the Honeywell HIH-4000 series humidity component. This sensor has a typical current draw of 200 µA [12]. The voltage across the sensor will vary depending on the water vapour it is exposed to. The microcontroller used in our work can have an operating voltage of 5V, so we improved on the off the shelf humidity sensor with voltage range (0.8V – 3.8V) by designing an operational amplifier. This increased the resolution of the measured humidity. The figure given below, Figure 2, shows the amplifier circuit current drain simulation circuit.

C. Air Flow Sensor

Air flow sensor is used to measure the ambient air flow in its surroundings. Different techniques can be used to design air-flow sensor from first principles. The rotation based approach has been chosen for our work.

The air flow sensor is built from the first principle by using a three cup anemometer and slotted optical switch.
The air flow sensor can be divided into two parts the electronic component and the mechanical component consisting of the cup anemometer. The slotted optical switch used in our work is OPB804.

![Figure 3. Theoretical relationship between linear wind speed and RPM](image)

The optical switch consists of a phototransistor and an LED. The near IR light emitted by the LED is detected by the phototransistor which causes a voltage change from low to high. The mechanical part has a small metal piece mounted on the bearing of the anemometer. When the arm rotates, the metal crosses the slot of the optical switch, each time this happens one revolution is observed. The timer in the microcontroller is used to calculate the corresponding rotations per minute (RPM). Theoretical relationship between linear wind speed and RPM is given in Figure 3. The airflow sensor calibration setup is shown in Figure 4.

![Figure 4. Airflow Sensor Calibration Setup](image)

D. Noise Sensor

A noise sensor is used to determine the ambient sound levels in its surroundings. It is designed and implemented using the first principle.

In our system in order to convert noise (sound) into a usable metric for the system, a microphone is used to capture the analog variances with sound changes. The output of the microphone is fed into the filter and amplification circuit which gives a constant voltage which can be measured by the controller. The measured sound levels are considered noise because they negatively affect the employees of the mine.

E. Gas Sensor

Gas sensor is used to measure the concentration of ambient gas in its surroundings. In a mine we measure the concentration of methane gas. We implement gas sensor using an off the shelf component called Figaro TGS2611-C00.

The heater (RH) voltage is applied to the heater element in order to maintain the sensing element at a specific temperature which is optimal for sensing. The circuit voltage is applied to allow for a voltage to be measured across the load resistor. Figure 5, shows Gas Sensor Resistance to Gas Concentration. The measured voltage is converted into gas concentrations using mathematical modeling.

![Figure 5. Gas Sensor Resistance](image)

F. Dust Sensor

Dust sensor is used to measure the concentration of dust in its surroundings. We use an off the shelf optical type dust sensor Sharp GP2Y1010AU0F. This sensor measures the dust concentration in the air by assessing the intensity of light.

The sensor requires a square wave input, to achieve this we use the PWM output of the microcontroller. Figure 6, shows the simulation on OrCAD to find the current draw of the peak detector. Figure 7 shows, Dust Sensor Driving Signal and Output.

![Figure 6. Dust Sensor Peak Detector Current Drain Simulation](image)

G. Design of the System

The final design [15] is implemented using a set of PCBs. The sensor nodes needs to be mobile so they are battery operated. The collection node is static so they are...
powered by a suitable power supply. Each node utilises a
dsPIC30F4011 microcontroller [16, 17] which has the
required hardware and software functionalities. XBee
Series 1 Pro acts as the ZigBee wireless interface [18,19,
20] for data transmission. The graphical user interface
provides the visual output of the parameters measured by
our system.

IV. RESULTS, OBSERVATION AND DISCUSSION
We subjected our system to various tests which
focuses on a specific subsystem. Different tests on
various sections are discussed in the subsections below.

A. Testing the Temperature Sensor
The parameters that are considered for this test
include the reference temperature measured by the digital
thermometer and the temperature measured by the
prototype system [21, 22]. The reference value measured
is compared against the prototype’s measured value. We
exposed our test setup to different environments. These
environments provided different ambient conditions. The
ambient values are sampled from the prototype system
and compared against the reference value measured on
the digital thermometer. The results obtained from the
experiment for testing the accuracy of the measured
temperature are shown in Table 2 and Table 3 below.

The first observation made is regarding the error
obtained on each temperature measurement made, when
compared to the reference temperature. The error
percentage of the measurement made will be calculated
using the equation for relative error given below.

\[
\text{Relative Error} = \left( \frac{\text{measured value} - \text{reference value}}{\text{reference value}} \right) \times 100
\]

Figure 7. Dust Sensor Driving Signal and Output

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Current Consumption</th>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Current Consumption</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temperature Sensor</td>
<td>2.857mA</td>
<td>Noise Sensor</td>
<td>21mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humidity Sensor</td>
<td>4mA</td>
<td>Microcontroller</td>
<td>20mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airflow Sensor</td>
<td>5mA</td>
<td>XBee idle/receive</td>
<td>55mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dust Sensor</td>
<td>10.5mA</td>
<td>XBee transmit</td>
<td>150mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas Sensor</td>
<td>56mA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II. TEMPERATURE SENSOR ACCURACY TEST RESULTS WITH REF. TEMP 22.3°C

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Environment</th>
<th>Measured Temp. (°C)</th>
<th>Error (°C)</th>
<th>Relative Error Percentage (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sample 1</td>
<td>24.42</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>9.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 2</td>
<td>23.98</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>7.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 3</td>
<td>24.42</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>9.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 4</td>
<td>24.75</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>10.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Using Sample 1 in the equation we get a relative error
of 9.51%, if the same calculation is done for sample
number 6 the result is 5.55%. This shows that the
temperature measurement from the prototype system has
a worst case accuracy of 89.01% and a best case accuracy
of 94.45%.

This resolution obtained from the result is 0.105°C. The
obtained resolution of the temperature exceeds the
specification of 0.5°C. The range of the temperature obtained (2-45°C) also exceeds the specification of the
range of 20-35°C. This range is determined while the
accuracy is being tested.

B. Testing the Humidity Sensor
The parameters that are considered for this test
include the reference humidity measured by the digital
hygrometer and the humidity measured by the prototype
system. For resolution test the ambient humidity is varied
in small increments. The ambient values are sampled
in the prototype system and compared against the reference value measured on the digital hygrometer. The
result of the humidity sensor accuracy test is shown in
Table 4 and Table 5. The results show that, the humidity
sensor measures humidity in the required range with a
worse case accuracy of 98.55% accuracy which is in line
with the required specifications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Environment</th>
<th>Measured Humidity (%RH)</th>
<th>Error (%RH)</th>
<th>Relative Error Percentage (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sample 1</td>
<td>41.18</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 2</td>
<td>40.82</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>1.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 3</td>
<td>40.7</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 4</td>
<td>40.7</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III. TEMPERATURE SENSOR ACCURACY TEST RESULTS WITH REF. TEMP 26.5°C

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Environment</th>
<th>Measured Temp. (°C)</th>
<th>Error (°C)</th>
<th>Relative Error Percentage (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sample 5</td>
<td>28.18</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>6.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 6</td>
<td>27.97</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>5.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 7</td>
<td>28.49</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>7.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 8</td>
<td>28.39</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>7.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
C. Testing the Air Flow Sensor

The parameters that are considered for this test include the reference airflow measured by the digital anemometer and the airflow measured by the prototype system. The airflow is varied in small increments. The results show that the airflow sensor measures the magnitude of airflow in the range of (0 - 15m/s). The magnitude of the error increases with the increase in the wind speed. For 5m/s the worst case error percentage is 2.4% (average = 1.45%). For 10m/s the worst case error percentage is 11.5% (average = 10%). For 15m/s the worst case error percentage is 14.6% (average = 12.5%). This resulted in a worst case accuracy of 85.4% (average = 90.5%). This worst case accuracy will only be applicable for airflow magnitudes near the 15m/s magnitude with lower magnitudes showing better accuracy. Therefore this sensor does meet the specification for range of measurement. The airflow resolution test is completed using 3 trials of 2 measurements. The results across the trials gave the similar airflow resolution output. So the test-retest reliability of the airflow resolution is high for this system. The result shows that an average resolution of 0.045m/s which exceeds the expectation of 0.5m/s.

D. Testing the Noise Sensor

The parameters that are considered for this test include the reference noise measured by the digital sound level meter and the noise measured by the prototype system.

During testing different sounds are made to elevate the sound level. This level is different for a set of measurements to measures different values. The reference sound is noted and compared to the sound level measured from the prototype system. The results show that sound level measurement from the prototype system has a worst case accuracy of 89.53% and a best case accuracy of 99.14%.

The fluctuation in the observed sensitivity of the noise measurement system shows that only 80% of the tests conducted produced a relative error percentage lower than 5%. This shows a promising trend for the sensor. There are however the remaining 20% of the results which are greater than 5%. The lowest value that can be measured is 50 dB SPL, below this value, the sound level is almost silent. This noise sensor is able to measure to 95 dB SPL, this meets the required specification. The noise sensor resolution test is completed using 3 trials of 2 measurements. The result of the resolution test is given in Table 7. The result shows a resolution of 0.23 dB SPL which exceeds the specification of 5 dB SPL.

![Figure 8. Gas Sensor Range Test Results](image-url)
result of the gas sensor’s resolution test is given in Table 8. The result shows a resolution of 0.9ppm which is close to the required resolution of 1 ppm.

F. Testing the Dust Sensor

The parameter that is considered for this test is the measured dust concentration. The measured value is obtained from the electronic circuitry and software implemented. The results obtained from the experiment for testing the accuracy of a measured dust concentration is shown in Figure 9. This figure shows the functioning of the dust sensor as well as the maximum value that could be measured using this experiment. The result of the resolution test for the dust sensor is given in Table 9. The results show a resolution of 0.003mg/m³ which is higher than the required expectation of 0.5 mg/m³. The result is still good as the threshold value for the dust concentration/crystalline silica is limited to 0.1 mg/m³[13][14].

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we designed wireless sensor networks consisting of temperature, air-flow, humidity, noise, dust, and gas sensors to improve the safety of mines considerably by eliminating the need for human testers inside the mines. Each of these characteristics can be solely or collectively responsible for incurring a risk to a mine worker. The wireless sensor network discussed in this research work considers star and mesh network topologies. We also takes advantage of available wireless technologies, which will not only monitor the conditions inside the mine but also be used to provide a noise mapping feature which will output a noise protection scheme for the workers, and provide ventilation switching to regulate air in the mine. From the experimental results obtained, an accurate mine safety system is achieved by design of various sensors. The temperature sensors achieved an accuracy of 94.45%, humidity sensor achieved an accuracy of 98.55%. The airflow sensor measures accuracy of 85.4%, the noise sensor has a worst case accuracy of 89.53% and a best case accuracy of 99.14%. The dust sensor has a resolution of 0.003mg/m³ which is higher than the required expectation of 0.5 mg/m. The result of the gas sensor shows a resolution of 0.9ppm which is close to the required resolution of 1 ppm.
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Abstract—Network Function Virtualization (NFV) is enabling the softwareization of traditional network services, commonly deployed in dedicated hardware, into generic hardware in form of Virtual Network Functions (VNFs), which can be located flexibly in the network. However, network load balancing can be critical for an ordered sequence of VNFs, also known as Service Function Chains (SFCs), a common cloud and network service approach today. The placement of these chained functions increases the ping-pong traffic between VNFs, directly affecting to the efficiency of bandwidth utilization. The optimization of the placement of these VNFs is a challenge as also other factors need to be considered, such as the resource utilization. To address this issue, we study the problem of VNF placement with replications, and especially the potential of VNFs replications to help load balance the network, while the server utilization is minimized. In this paper we present a Linear Programming (LP) model for the optimum placement of functions finding a trade-off between the minimization of two objectives: the link utilization and CPU resource usage. The results show how the model load balance the utilization of all links in the network using minimum resources.

I. INTRODUCTION

Network Function Virtualization (NFV) is a new paradigm that virtualizes the traditional network functions and places them into generic hardware and clouds, as opposed to the designated hardware. The placement of the virtual network functions (VNFs) can happen either in remote data centers (DC) or by deploying single servers or clusters of servers. Placing VNFs in remote data center can lower the cost of deployment, but is known to typically increasing the delay and create churns of network load, due to the fix and often remote location. Installing new mini data centers inside the network can mitigate the distance-to-data center problem. At the same time, the deployment of new servers forming small data centers in regular nodes requires new investment costs, which requires a gradual upgrade of the network. Therefore, the optimal placement of these servers in the network is a must for network operators to reduce the operational costs.

While most of the current work concentrates on the optimal placement of VNFs under some specific objective minimizing the network costs under some specific resources constraints, e.g. costs of power consumption or the number of physical servers, less effort has been on addressing the network load balancing problem with VNF placement. In this paper, we address, jointly, the network load balancing and resource cost problem with VNF placement, where the concept of VNF replications is used to find a trade-off between network load balancing and network costs. The Fig. 1 illustrates the idea, whereby we assume a service chain, which is composed of non-replicable VNFs and a variable number of replicas, may be split to one or more parallel sets of an ordered sequence of VNFs towards the service end-point. The major advantage is to split the traffic flows in a controlled way such that network traffic load balancing can be optimized when the service is running. As commonly in network services, the service chain starts with a non-replicable VNF, e.g. a load balancer or gateway, and is allocated in a dedicated data center which generates service requests, while the rest of the functions are allocated on small servers, maintaining the sequence order. To find the optimum placement of servers required for the deployment of VNFs, we formulate the problem as an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) model.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents related work. Section III describes the reference architecture. In Section IV, the related optimization models are described. Section V analyzes the performance and Section VI concludes the paper and discusses future research.

II. RELATED WORK

Early work in [1] studies the optimal VNFs placement in hybrid scenarios, where some network functions are provided by dedicated physical hardware and some are virtualized, depending on demand. They propose an ILP model model with the objective to minimize the number of physical nodes used, which limits the network size that can be studied due to complexity of the ILP model. In [2], a context-free language is proposed for the specification of VNFs and a Mixed Integer Quadratically Constrained Program (MIQCP) for the chaining and placement of VNFs in the network. The paper finds that the VNF placement depends on the objective, such as latency, number of allocated nodes, and link utilizations. In mobile core networks, [3] discusses the virtualization of mobile gateways, i.e., Serving Gateways (S-GWs) and Packet Data Network Gateways (P-GWs) hosted in data centers. They analyze the optimum placements by taking into consideration the delay and network load. In [4], the authors also propose the instantiation and placement of PDN-GWs in form of VNFs.

Unlike previous work, we solve the VNF placement problem by considering VNF replications which is the novel idea that we already proposed in [5]. In this work, we extend [5] to solve the optimum placement of VNFs by minimizing the network cost while maximizing load balancing with constraints on the available resources in mobile core networks. Therefore,
we propose a more realistic approach to enable an scalable growth of the mobile data traffic over years. This paper also includes a new traffic model of end-user traffic generated in the Radio Access Network, which previous paper did not consider. We also consider multiple VNFs placement per node with replications, which is a novel idea.

III. REFERENCE ARCHITECTURE

The NFV architecture is basically described by three components: Services, NFV Infrastructure (NFVI) and NFV Management and Orchestration (NFV-MANO). A service is the composition of VNFs that can be implemented in virtual machines running on operating systems or on the hardware directly. The hardware and software resources are provided by the NFVI that includes connectivity, computing, storage, etc. Finally, NFV-MANO is composed of the orchestrator, VNF managers and Virtualized Infrastructure Managers responsible for the management tasks applied to VNFs.

In NFV-MANO, the orchestrator performs the resource allocation based on the conditions to perform the assignment of VNFs chains on the physical resources. The sub-task running in the orchestrator, known as VNF Forwarding Graph Embedding (VNF-FGE) or VNF placement problem, tries to find the optimum place to allocate VNFs with regard to some specific objective, such as minimization of computation resources or power consumption, network load balancing, etc.

A. Gateway Virtualization: The EPC Use-Case

In the focus area of VNF placement problem, we propose to study a concrete scenario from legacy mobile systems, namely the Evolved Packet Core (EPC) networks, where we believe that the VNF placement in Service Function Chaining can bring most benefits. The proposed case study is shown in Fig. 1. The Serving Gateway (S-GW) and PDN Gateway (P-GW) are connected to e-NodeB and send the end-user traffic towards Internet. This traffic usually requires various additional services, currently deployed using traditionally embedded network functions, such as load balancers (LB), TCP optimizers (TCP_opt), firewalls (FW) and NATs. Considering the virtualization of the S-GW and P-GW on small data centers, as proposed in [3], both the data-plane and control-plane functions of the current legacy gateways are moved to an operator’s datacenter. At the places of the legacy gateways, an off-the-shelf network element (NE) is used to redirect the traffic from the origin access point of the Radio Access Network (formely done by the S-GW) to the DC and from the DC to the external backbone interface, which is, in the most cases, the former place of the P-GW. Typical VNFs related to control-plane functionalities of the S-GW and P-GW can not be further distributed on the network. In contrast, due to the large traffic volumes handled by the data-plane, parallel transmission paths can be used in the transport network, and thus, VNFs related to data-plane functions with high intensives tasks, e.g. TCP optimizers or Performance Enhancement Proxies (PEP), may also be replicated and be used in parallel at different network locations, as proposed in [6]. Thus, we study the chaining and virtualization of the additional functions related to the data-plane on different physical locations in the mobile core network. The number of required replicas will be in relation with the network traffic demands. Therefore, by knowing how many replicas are necessary we can place them to maintain an optimum network load balancing. On the other hand, the usage of additional network locations increases the number of required DCs, increasing the network costs. To this end, we define the problem as finding the optimum placement for these functions subject to the network costs while at the same time load balancing the network.

B. Network Traffic Model

In a real network, not all services will be virtualized at once. Thus in this paper, we assume two kinds of network traffic, defined as the background traffic and data center traffic. This is illustrated in Fig 2. The background traffic is related to the legacy not virtualized services and the traffic is generated from each core node to the rest of nodes and routed by a traditional network core protocol, e.g. IP routing. The virtualized services are responsible for the data center traffic. This traffic is generated at the S-NEs (former S-GW places) and has to be transported towards the Internet gateways (P-NE’s at former P-GW locations), as shown in Fig. 1. Since the
latter category of traffic, usually TCP connections, is generated by end users, it has to traverse a set of network functions to match the required service before accessing to Internet.

In our approach, we assume that the background traffic can be generated randomly and forwarded following the rules of a specific Traffic Engineering (TE) model defined by the traditional single path destination oriented IP routing. The TE model written in form of ILP formulation (detailed in the next section) minimizes the link utilization of all links in the network using a linear cost functions approach. Once the background traffic is load balanced, it will not be affected by the control of the data center traffic, but it has to be considered as a fixed input parameter for the next model called Resource Allocation (RA). This model is used to allocate optimally VNFs in the network trying to minimize the cost associated to the used resources, maximizing the network load balancing. The optimum placement of VNFs and replicas can provide the optimum locations for the data centers, which will be responsible for the instantiation of VNFs in the network.

IV. OPTIMIZATION MODELS

This section formulates the Link Capacity Dimensioning, TE and RA models as optimization problems subject to a set of constraints, as described next. The notation of all parameters and variables is summarized in Table I.

A. Link Capacity Dimensioning Model

This model allows the initial link dimensioning with the aim to minimize the required capacities for a given topology and a given traffic matrix. The set of available capacities are defined as an input parameter, such as, 10, 40 and 100 Gbps:

\[
\text{Minimize: } \sum_{\lambda} \sum_{t \in L} C_{\lambda}^{t} \quad (1)
\]

The constraint (2) assures that for the given link traffic (left side) the capacity of each link is dimensioned according to an over-provisioning factor \( \vartheta \), commonly used for fault tolerant operation or demand forecast. So, \( \forall \lambda \in L \):

\[
\sum_{\lambda} \sum_{t \in L} \lambda \cdot R_{\beta_t} \cdot t_{\lambda}^{l} \leq \vartheta \cdot \sum_{t \in L} C_{\lambda}^{t} \cdot t
\]

(2)

Each link can only take exactly one of the available capacities:

\[
\forall \lambda \in L : \sum_{t} C_{\lambda}^{t} = 1
\]

(3)

Finally, the next constraint assures that every traffic demand exactly uses one admissible path:

\[
\forall \lambda \in L_{\beta} : \sum_{p \in P_{\lambda}} R_{\beta_t}^{l} = 1
\]

(4)

B. Traffic Engineering Model

The TE model minimizes the utilization cost of all links in the network given as

\[\text{Minimize : } \sum_{\lambda} \sum_{t \in L} K_{\lambda} \quad (5)\]

where the cost of every link is related to its link utilization \( U_{\lambda}^{TE} \) and defined by the resulting value from all linear cost functions \( y_{\lambda}(U_{\lambda}^{TE}) = a_{\lambda} \cdot U_{\lambda}^{TE} - b_{\lambda} \) as follows:

\[
\forall \lambda \in L, \forall y \in Y : K_{\lambda} = y\left(U_{\lambda}^{TE}\right)
\]

(6)

where constants \( a_{\lambda} \) and \( b_{\lambda} \) are chosen in a way that the slope of the incremental cost values \( y_{\lambda} \) approximately follows an exponential function [7]. The link utilization is given by

\[
U_{\lambda}^{TE} = \sum_{\lambda} \sum_{p \in P_{\lambda}} \frac{\lambda \cdot R_{\beta_t}^{l} \cdot t_{\lambda}^{l}}{c_{\lambda}}
\]

(7)

The summation takes into account each traffic demand \( \lambda \) out of the set of all background demands \( \lambda_{\beta} \) whose specific path \( p \in P_{\lambda} \) is traversing link \( l \), divided by the link capacity. The only routing constraint for this model assures that every traffic demand exactly uses one admissible path:

\[
\forall \lambda \in L_{\beta} : \sum_{p \in P_{\lambda}} R_{\beta_t}^{l} = 1
\]

(8)

TABLE I: Notation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \mathcal{N} )</td>
<td>set of all nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mathcal{L} )</td>
<td>set of all links</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mathcal{P} )</td>
<td>set of all paths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mathcal{F} )</td>
<td>set of available capacities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mathcal{Y} )</td>
<td>set of linear cost functions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mathcal{S} )</td>
<td>set of service chains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mathcal{V}_{s} )</td>
<td>set of VNFs in service chain ( s )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \lambda_{\beta} )</td>
<td>set of all traffic demands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \lambda_{s} )</td>
<td>subset of background traffic demands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \lambda_{p} )</td>
<td>subset of demands of service chain ( s )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mathcal{P}_{\lambda} )</td>
<td>subset of paths for a specific ( \lambda )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mathcal{P}_{s} )</td>
<td>subset of paths for service chain ( s )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_{\lambda}^{l} )</td>
<td>1 if path ( p ) traverses link ( l )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( r_{\lambda}^{s} )</td>
<td>1 if function ( v ) can be replicated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( r_{max} )</td>
<td>max. number of replicas per chain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( w_{max} )</td>
<td>maximum number of VNFs per DC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( c_{l} )</td>
<td>maximum capacity of link ( l )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \vartheta )</td>
<td>over-provisioning capacity ratio</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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C. Resource Allocation Model

The second optimization model, called RA model, uses a similar objective function as the previous model, but adding a new term using the binary variable \( F_n \) (1 means the node is used by at min 1 VNF, 0 no VNF is assigned) which minimizes the number of nodes that are allocating VNFs subject to the constraints explained below:

\[
\text{Minimize} : \alpha \left( \sum_{l \in L} K_l \right) + \beta \left( \sum_{n \in N} F_n \right)
\]

Both terms are weighted by \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) parameters to enable the desired tradeoff between load balancing and network costs. In this paper we restrict to use them as selection parameter for one of the objective functions. Although, we only consider these two variables to reduce computing complexity, additional parameters such as network delay or power consumption, already considered for future extensions of this work, could be added to the model.

Differently to the TE model, in this model, for each service chain \( s \in \mathcal{S} \) a total number of \( \| \Lambda^s \| \) traffic demands \( \lambda \in \Lambda^s \) are defined, where each of them could not split and has to be forwarded over one specific path \( p \in \mathcal{P}^s \), which is taken into account by binary variable \( R_{p}^{\lambda,s} \) (is only 1 if path \( p \) is used by demand \( \lambda \)). Furthermore, the number of paths \( \| \mathcal{P}^s \| \) may be different than the number of demands. Thus, without the usage of VNF replicas all demands of a service chain must use the same path. As a result, the link utilization due to the RA model is given by:

\[
U_{l}^{RA} = \sum_{s \in \mathcal{S}} \sum_{\lambda \in \Lambda^s} \sum_{p \in \mathcal{P}^s} \lambda \cdot R_{p}^{\lambda,s} \cdot \frac{t_{l}}{c_l}
\]

In the RA model, the linear utilization cost functions take into account the superposition of the fix given background TE traffic with the RA traffic specified as:

\[
\forall l \in L, \forall y \in \mathcal{Y} : K_1 \geq y \left( U_{l}^{TE} + U_{l}^{RA} \right)
\]

Because each demand has to be assigned to a path, the routing constraint is given by

\[
\forall s \in \mathcal{S} : \sum_{\lambda \in \Lambda^s} \sum_{p \in \mathcal{P}^s} R_{p}^{\lambda,s} = \| \Lambda^s \|
\]

Then, to know if a specific node is being used or not, the binary variable \( F_n \) will only be 1 if \( \geq 1 \) VNFs are assigned to a node \( n \), which is assured by the constraint:

\[
\forall n \in \mathcal{N} : \sum_{s \in \mathcal{S}} \sum_{v \in \mathcal{V}} F_{n}^{v,s} \frac{W}{V} \leq F_n \leq \sum_{s \in \mathcal{S}} \sum_{v \in \mathcal{V}} F_{n}^{v,s}
\]

where the binary variable \( F_{n}^{v,s} \) indicates, if VNF \( v \) from service chain \( s \) is allocated to node \( n \). \( W \) is a large constant to assure, that the left side of the equation is always less than 1. The next constraint (14) assures that a certain traffic demand \( \lambda \) can only use a path \( p \) if the requested service chain

\[
\forall s \in \mathcal{S}, \forall p \in \mathcal{P}^s, \forall \lambda \in \Lambda^s : R_{p}^{\lambda,s} \leq R_{p}^s
\]

Furthermore, the number of admissible paths for each service chain \( s \) is constrained by the number of replicas. Then, for \([0, 1, 2, ..., r_{max}] \) replicas, each service chain can use at maximum \( [1, 2, 3, ..., (r_{max} + 1)] \) paths to forward traffic, i.e.,

\[
\forall s \in \mathcal{S} : 1 \leq \sum_{p \in \mathcal{P}^s} R_{p}^s \leq r_{max} + 1
\]

Therefore, with no replicas, a certain service chain can only use one path, while increasing number of replicas, the number of admissible paths proportionally increases. Then, for each activated path in service chain \( s \) defined by \( R_{p}^s \), the next constraint allocates all VNFs of the service chain:

\[
\forall s \in \mathcal{S}, \forall p \in \mathcal{P}^s, \forall v \in \mathcal{V} : R_{p}^s \leq \sum_{n \in \mathcal{N}} F_{n}^{v,s}
\]

On the other hand, the sequence order of VNFs in the service chain has to be maintained. Then, for a certain path \( p \), the function \( v \) can not be allocated in the node \( n \), if the previous function \( v - 1 \) is not already allocated in any of the previous nodes of the same path. So, \( \forall v \in \mathcal{V}, \forall p \in \mathcal{P}^s, \forall n \in \mathcal{P} \):

\[
\left( \sum_{m=0}^{n} F_{m}^{(v-1),s} \right) - F_{n}^{v,s} \geq R_{p}^n - 1 \quad when \quad v > 0
\]

The next two constraints limit the maximum number of VNFs that can be allocated in the network. First, the maximum number of VNFs allocated in some specific node \( n \) is constrained by the parameter \( w_{max} \):

\[
\forall n \in \mathcal{N} : \sum_{s \in \mathcal{S}, v \in \mathcal{V}_s} F_{n}^{v,s} \leq w_{max}
\]

Second, if a certain function \( v \) can be replicated \( r_v \), then, the maximum number of replicas is constrained by the maximum number of active paths \( R_{p}^s \). If the function can not be replicated, then can only be placed once. So, \( \forall s \in \mathcal{S}, \forall v \in \mathcal{V} : \)

\[
\sum_{n \in \mathcal{N}} F_{n}^{v,s} \leq r_v \sum_{p \in \mathcal{P}^s} R_{p}^s + 1 - r_v
\]
To improve the load balancing feature using replicated VNFs, we introduce an additional constraint. In the proposed replication model, we exclude the case where two selected paths $p_1$ and $p_2$ from the service chain $s$ are choosing the same shared node $n$ to place the same function (original and replica). So, following the example shown in Fig. 3, $v_2$ and $v_{2,rep}$ can never be allocated in the same node $n$. Then, for $\forall v \in V_s$, $\forall p_1 \in P_s$, $\forall p_2 \in P_s$, $\forall n_1 \in p_1$, $\forall n_2 \in p_2$:

$$R^a_{p_1} + R^a_{p_2} + 2F^{v,s}_{n} \cdot r_v \leq 3 \quad \{ \begin{array}{l} n_1 = n_2 = n \\
 v \neq 0 \neq V_s - 1 \end{array} \} \quad (21)$$

This constraint is added for all pairs of admissible paths of each service chain. To reduce the computing complexity, only link dis-joint paths are taken into account.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we show the results of four different scenarios: 1) network load balancing (minLB), 2) minimization of network costs (minNC) given by the number of required data centers (DCs), 3) minimization of network costs with limited number of VNFs per DC (minNC_constr) and 4) network load balancing with limited number of DCs to place VNFs and limited number of VNFs per DC (minLB_constr). The LP models are implemented using the Gurobi Optimizer [8] and the topology (26 nodes and 84 links) is chosen from SNDLib website [9] and shown in Fig. 4.

The background traffic is randomly generated for each source-destination node pair within the interval [1, 4] Gbps. Since the allocation of VNFs is known to be NP-hard, we restrict to 9 eNBs and 3 internet gateways placed in the network, which are responsible for the data-center traffic (see Fig.4). Unlike other proposals, where the traffic can not be split, each eNB generates 10 traffic demands of 4.4 Gbps to its associated gateway, which can be routed along different paths. For the link dimensioning, the background and data-center traffic is optimally load balanced by solving the TE model, where the GWs are not virtualized and placed at the original locations. Based on the traffic flows, we assume an overprovisioning factor of 1.2, which are chosen from different granularities (2.5, 10, 40, 100 and 200 Gbps).

For the RA model the background traffic is routed over the single path derived above, which yields the partial link utilization $U^{TE}_l$. Only the DC traffic is now optimally routed, possibly using parallel paths. All traffic demands between NEs are handled by one service chain. The service chain analyzed is shown in Fig. 2, which is composed of VNFs (i.e. S-GW, P-GW, LB), which can not be replicated, VNFs (i.e. TCP-optimizer) and VNFs (i.e. Cache PEP), which can be replicated, and finally, VNFs (i.e. LB, FW, NAT), which again can not be replicated. Depending of the optimization objective, all VNFs may be placed in the same or in different DCs. We assume the location of the DCs and the assignment of the VNFs to DCs are the variables to optimize.

A. Network Load Balancing vs Minimum Network Node Costs

We study optimization results obtained for the exclusive minimization of the load balancing (minLB, $\alpha = 1, \beta = 0$) and exclusive minimization of the network costs (minNC, $\alpha = 0, \beta = 1$). In the Fig. 5, we show the comparison of the average link utilization, maximum link utilization, number of used DCs and maximum number of VNFs per DC with no replication, with one and two replicas, respectively. Due to Eq.(16) the number of replications are restricted to the maximum value $r_{max}$, later shown in the figures as replicas.

For the minNC scenario we observe expected results. Due to the cost optimization, all VNFs are placed in 3 DCs traversed by the same single path between NEs. Thus the average and maximum link utilization is maintained constant for any case. The maximum number of VNFs per DC for the NC scenario changes if one VNF replication can be used (see Fig. 5c), although the optimized value of the objective function remains the same. This comes from the fact that the solution is only unique with respect to the number of used DCs and not to the number of assigned VNFs per DC, which is an important behavior and for further studies.

On the other hand, in the minLB scenario, the average link utilization increases with replication (Fig. 5a) because of the optimization model tries to decrease number of overloaded links using longer paths with underutilized links, as can be seen from the reduction of the maximum link utilization (Fig. 5b). In more detail Fig. 6 shows a histogram of the link utilization, which verifies, that an increment of the available parallel paths to forward traffic decreases the number of overloaded links due to replication. The improvement between one and two replicas is not significant, but it is totally dependent on the chosen topology. The effect of the objective function (9) is quite important, as can be seen from the chart embedded in Fig. 6. On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 5c, the number of used DCs increases, due to for longer paths more DCs are required to allocate replicas.

B. Network Optimization under DC and VNF Constraints

In the minNC case, the objective is to minimize the number of used DCs without restricting the number of VNF per DC. However, in a realistic case the number of VNFs allocated to a virtual machine (VM) will be restricted by the available computation resources, e.g. the service processing time. Furthermore, the number of VMs per DC will be constrained as well. However, due to our small scale example we will
deal with this problem by constraining the maximum number of VNFs per DC to 8 VNFs. The solution of the constraint optimization problem minNC_constr results into 6 DCs, which doubles the network costs compared to the previous case (Fig. 5c). Due to the increased number of DCs, the use of VNF replications offers some advantages, as shown in Table II. The constraint reduces the average number of VNFs (avg-vnf) per node and further, the usage of replicas allows to use some alternative paths in parallel, reducing the average path length (in hops). Consequently, the total network traffic decreases as well as the average link utilization.

Finally we want to optimize the load balancing under constraints given by the maximum number of usable DCs as well as the maximum number of VNFs per DC, where the constraints are taken from the optimal results given by the minNC_constr problem. In Fig. 7, we show the results for the histogram of the link utilization. Here, we can see that one replica is still able to improve the load balancing, but due to the small example with less effect.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Since VNFs can only be placed onto servers located in data centers, the traffic directed to these DCs has not only significant impact on the network costs but also on the load balancing. To enable a cost efficient DC placement jointly with network load balancing, we introduce the VNF placement with replications in this paper, and especially how the replications of VNFs can help to load balance the network. For future work, we will extend this model to allow more variables to optimize and work with more scenarios.
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Abstract – This paper presents results of an analysis of the impact of the human resources changes in Scrum teams. Four Scrum teams were tracked (two developments and two quality assurance) along with their productivity and performance. Analysis showed that human resources changes have a significant impact on the entire team and its behavior. Their effort increased by adding overtime hours. In the same time, their performance and effective work decreased, which is reflected on the quantity of work that can be billed to the client. The analysis shows that it takes, in average, three sprints (each lasting fourteen days) for new team members to fully adjust to the team development process and acquire a business knowledge needed for maximum productivity. Teams whose members have been working together longer period and who have more senior members can adjust to team shifts more quickly. The analysis also showed a correlation between quality assurance and development team – when development team had extra utilization due to overtime, quality assurance team had an increase in overtime hours almost proportionately.

I. INTRODUCTION

In 2001, 17 software development leaders created the "Manifesto for Agile Software Development" [1]. One of the principles behind the Agile manifesto is that the best architectures, requirements, and designs emerge from self-organizing teams[2]. Manifesto addresses many points in software development but the main point is that teams require autonomy to achieve excellence. However, the Agile Manifesto does not prescribe steps on achieving the goals [1][3]. Instead, it is necessary for an organization to use a more specific framework like extreme programming, Scum, Kanban, etc. Scrum is the most popular one[4][5].

Scrum is designed in an attempt to not only increase productivity of the team and the quality of the end product but to increase the job satisfaction as well by creating a comfortable workplace. The goal of Scrum is to shift focus to the team itself in an attempt to address team members concerns which, in turn, should bring higher quality product [2].

The six core Scrum principles are [3]: empirical process control, self-organization, collaboration, value-based prioritization, time-boxing and iterative development. Scrum principles are non-negotiable and must be applied [3]. It is obvious that all Scrum principles are easier to follow with a strong and coherent team, which has been working together for longer period. Job related skills are crucial but soft skills and ability of the team to create a friendly work environment is just as important for Scrum team.

A key strength of Scrum lies in its use of cross-functional, self-organized, and empowered teams [4]. To fully utilize those strengths, it is crucial to enhance and later preserve the productivity and efficiency of the team. During the relatively short history of Scrum, many collaboration tools have been developed in an attempt to track and evaluate the team performance. They help the team and management in organization, planning, tracking the project progress and detecting bottlenecks. However, there are variables in Scrum that are not that easy to track, measure and react to. In general, control of some aspects of agile software development is based on experience from practice, like stable velocity [6] or predicting change requests [7], etc. Human resource (HR) issues is an example of those be a challenging factor for every Scrum project[8][9].

Preserving a stable and well organized Scrum team for longer period on dynamic job market (especially in IT sector) is becoming increasingly difficult. Scrum teams, at some point, are facing changes in human resources. This study is focused on analyzing their ability to react on these changes. New team member can disrupt agile principles. It is difficult for a team member to prioritize work on the bases of business value without proper business knowledge. Team can have problems with self – organization, as they are unaware of the knowledge and capacity of new members. Collaboration can suffer as new members may lack soft skills etc. [10][11]. Coherent and stable team will ultimately deliver higher quality products.

The Scrum aims for a quick delivery of viable product – team must be able to quickly respond to any changes in business process and implement the support for the business flow inside the application they are building. This concept can result in an absence of detailed documentation [12]. Newcomers most overcome this obstacle before becoming a useful team member. The absence of documentation means that the team members are the sole owners of business logic [13]. Changes in human resources inside the team could result in a cascade effect of productivity loss on team level as team members might be forced to dedicate additional time to compensate during the knowledge transfer phase [13]. On top of that, the quality of the product can drop since an increase in number of bugs can happen due to the lack of business logic knowledge.

Considering all the above, an argument can be made that human resources changes have a negative impact on productivity of Scrum team.
the team. This case study attempts to determine how exactly this affects the team by using credible metrics to measure the team performance during this period.

II. CASE STUDY

To determine how the HR changes are affecting Scrum teams we have conducted an analysis where we tracked four teams during the course of 19 sprints. Two of the teams were development (DEV) teams while two were Quality Assurance (QA) teams. All teams worked on the same project for the same client. Team changes were tracked along with their productivity and their billable utilization (percentage of work which can be actually billed to client).

The focus of the analysis was on the development teams. QA teams were tracked to show the correlation between the two. Reasoning for HR changes was not considered - analysis focuses only on parameters that could be precisely measured.

A. Team organization and Scrum in case study

Sprint lasts for 14 days for all teams analyzed. They are synchronized so all teams begin and end their sprint at the same time. First day of the sprint includes sprint retrospective where team evaluates previous sprint and establishes points of improvement. New members are most often presented on the first day of the sprint. Sprint planning occurs day before the end of the sprint or on the last day. Sprint demo, where new features developed are presented to client, occurs at the end of each sprint. Team members from all teams (both DEV and QA) are present. After the product demo, development team implements feedback from client, if any. After that the product will be deployed to QA environment for testing. Once the quality assurance is completed, all significant notes from the QA teams implemented the process continues on UAT (staging) environment. In this environment, all items are tested again and regression testing takes place. This is the phase where client can conduct their own tests. Any item can be returned to development team for additional work from any of these stages.

Production release occurs every month and includes development work from two sprints. The code is thoroughly tested and ready to be shipped to the end users. Figure 1 shows the release cycle and responsibilities of each team during the process. Some of the involvement is amended for clarity (for example, client is involved in development and QA phase if required by the team).

B. Metrics used

In this analysis, we measured three key parameters: resource utilization (referred simply as utilization), billable utilization and quality for the development teams.

- Resource utilization – a percentage of planned work vs. actual work done on team level. Planned utilization takes into account all planned activities and absence of team members (holidays and unpaid and annual leaves). It does not, however, include any unplanned activity such as sick leaves or unplanned personal leaves. Ideal utilization would be 100% but it is often difficult to achieve, especially in teams with more team members. For teams analyzed in this study, fluctuations in utilization percentage are not a cause for concern for management as long as it does not affect the billable utilization. However, if the team utilization raises above 100% this means that overtime work hours were needed and should be addressed to determine the cause.

- Billable utilization – utilization streamed toward fulfilling client requirements for the software. All activities from which client does not gain short term benefit are considered as non – billable. These may include company administration activities, in – company meetings, internal and external trainings (unless explicitly requested by client to comply with the immediate needs) etc. It is important to note that Scrum activities count as billable utilization (daily Scrum meetings, sprint retrospective, sprint demos etc.). Ideal billable utilization is 100% which is the maximum. Non – billable utilization does not represent the time “wasted”. It only means that this time cannot be invoiced to client.

- Quality – is calculated for the development team as a measure of backlog items (BI) completed in a sprint without QA or end user finding any issues in implementation. The formula for calculating quality is: \[100 \times (BI\ done / BI\ Failed)\]. For the QA team, it is calculated with the same formula but using the number of bugs found by QA team and those found by client (usually on UAT environment and in production). QA team quality was not considered in this analysis.

![Figure 1. Release cycle for the Scrum teams in case study](image-url)
There are several important points to note on Table I. All teams had HR changes during the time analyzed. All teams, except QA 1 had team members leaving the team. DEV 1 team not only had most changes in team but the team size doubled during the time analyzed (from three to six). There was a total of 13 HR changes in this team, one more than all other teams combined. DEV 2 and QA2 had smaller team changes and kept the original number of team members. QA1 team had an increase of team members by 50% - two new team members joined and none left.

Also, we had two occurrences of multiple team member changes in a single sprint. In sprint 5 DEV 1 experienced major changes with two team members leaving and three joining in. QA2 team had similar situation in sprints 12 and 13 with two members leaving and two joining the team.

Table II shows all measured parameters per team and sprint, along with the HR changes count for comparison. It can be seen that with every team members change there is a notable change in parameters measured.
Figure 2 shows utilization, billable utilization and quality for DEV 1 during the 19 sprints which were analyzed. DEV 1 is especially interesting as it had the most HR changes, as stated previously. It can be seen that each change was followed by decline of billable utilization. Also, for each outgoing member (four occurrences) we have an increase of utilization when compared to previous sprint, which indicates overtime work. Billable utilization is decreased with each new incoming HR in average by 16%, while utilization increased by 4% in average.

When it comes to team members leaving the team, there were no significant changes in billable utilization (negative trend of -0.4%). It also had an effect on utilization which was increased by 12%. Quality dropped by 6% in average when new team members joined, while it dropped by 1.5% when team members left the team.

The most significant is sprint 5 when team experienced a major HR changes, followed by another two in following two sprints. Major fall of billable utilization, increase of utilization and a notable drop in quality can be seen. Parameters were slowly stabilizing until the sprint 13 when new changes were made.

DEV team 2 had less HR changes which can be observed on Figure 3. As a result, the team had significantly less oscillations in parameters measured. However, even though this team consists of more experienced members when compared to DEV 1, it also had troubles adjusting to HR changes.

In average, billable utilization dropped by 5.5% when new team members joined while utilization increased by 1.5%. When team members left the team, billable utilization dropped by 2%, in average, while utilization was increased by 1.5%. Meanwhile, quality actually increased by 1% in both cases, meaning that team leveraged the seniority of both incoming and existing team members.

However, although the HR changes affected the DEV2 team, it can be observed that the team adapted faster when compared to less experienced DEV1, even managing to increase quality, while DEV1 had significant drop.
QA teams showed similar trends to DEV teams. QA1 team had an average drop in billable utilization by 24% when new members joined, which can be observed on Figure 4. Utilization increased by 1% at the same time. In average, three sprints were needed for new members to reach billable utilization of the team members already in place. No team members left the team during the period analyzed.

QA2 team had the most HR changes after DEV1 team, with three members joining and three leaving the team. As expected, billable utilization dropped by 11.1% in average with new team members but it increased by 1.5% when they had team members leaving. Utilization was reduced by 5.5% and increased by 3% for team for incoming and outgoing team members respectively.

III. DISCUSSION

Team with more experienced members handles the HR changes better and manages to “recover” faster. Their utilization does not increase significantly while less experienced team has more issues and suffer from increased utilization during the sprints following the HR changes.

Utilization, measured as a percentage of planned work and work done, is an important parameter to observe. Fluctuation in any direction is not desirable, especially when monitoring the HR changes. Rise in utilization means that team members spent more time introducing the new members to business processes and as a consequence, they worked overtime to compensate so that the sprint goals can be achieved. Lower utilization, in most cases, means that sprint goals were not achieved.

Although utilization above 100% may not look like a serious indicator, a simple calculation proves otherwise. For example, in a team consisting of four members, assuming that the sprint has 10 work days with 8 work hours each, it brings us to a total of 320 work hours per sprint which represents the ideal utilization of 100%. If the utilization is increased by 10% that means each team member has additional work day on top of 10 existing.

Figure 4. Trend of measured parameters in comparison with HR changes per sprint for QA 1 team

Figure 5. Trend of measured parameters in comparison with HR changes per sprint for QA 2 team
Impacts that this might have is a motivation for future research.

It is also important to observe a correlation between the development team’s utilization and the one of the quality assurance, which is to be expected. This can be clearly seen during the last three sprints – whenever the development teams were over – utilized, quality assurance were over – utilized almost proportionately.

Apart from the impacts which are measurable and presented above, HR changes, especially unexpected and unplanned, happening during the sprint had a negative effect in fulfilling the sprint goals and commitment made to the client. In all cases analyzed this lead to the sprint re-planning and, in some cases, adjusting the scheduled release dates. This can reduce the client satisfaction since their own plans for the end product might be affected as a result.

IV. CONCLUSION

Conclusions of the case study are presented in bullets below:

- Changes in human resources have significant negative effect on the team as a whole.
- Team utilization change after HR changes goes both ways, depending on whether the team choses to work overtime to compensate. In three out of four team’s utilization was increased when compared to previous sprints.
- Billable utilization (work actually billed to client) drops by 14% in average in the sprint when new team members are introduced but tends not to significantly change when team members leave.
- Quality for the development teams drops by 5.5% in average in sprint when new team members are introduced, while it drops by 1.5% when team members leave.
- A correlation between QA and DEV team’s utilization has been established - when DEV team was significantly over utilized, QA was over - utilized almost proportionately.
- It takes, in average, three to four sprints for the team to consolidate and return to previous values measured, provided that no new HR changes take place.
- To maintain product quality, high billable utilization and reduce the risk of over-utilization it is crucial to maintain the stable and coherent Scrum team for as long as possible.

V. FUTURE RESEARCH

This analysis did not account for in-sprint re-planning nor does it include any mid – sprint requirements which might affect all the parameters analyzed above. Motivation for future research is to track all related variables to provide more insights into performance fluctuations of scrum teams. As previously noted, effects of over – utilization on product quality and ultimately, job satisfaction should be analyzed.

Also, the reasoning between the human resources changes was not considered. The study can be improved by comparing the impacts of team members leaving the team voluntary (team/project change, pursuing job opportunities in other companies etc.) in comparison to leaving because they failed to meet company quality standards.
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Sažetak - U radu su predloženi model i instrumenti mjerenja pojedinih elemenata/komponenti društveno odgovornog poslovanja kao i stupa društveno odgovornog poslovanja i stupnja razvijenosti konkretno-odgovornih sposobnosti poduzeća. Na temelju toga dan je model povezanosti stupnja razvijenosti društveno odgovornog poslovanja i stupnja razvijenosti konkurske sposobnosti poduzeća. Uz pomoć modela analiziralo se utjecaj na utjecaj ekonomske, društvene i ekološke komponente na razvijenost ključnih kompetencija (opipljivi resursi, neopipljivi resursi i organizacijske sposobnosti) koji su izvor konkurske prednost, donosni sposobnosti poduzeća. Istraživanjem se želi povećati razumijevanje važnosti društveno odgovornog poslovanja i opseg znanja o njemu u kontekstu povećanja konkurskog poslovanja poduzeća. Empirijska istraživanja provedena su formuliranim anketnim upitnikom na uzorku od 76 velikih hrvatskih poduzeća u 2011. godini. Rezultati istraživanja su ukazali na pozitivnu međuovisnost ovih dvaju pokazatelja.

I. UVOD

Društvena odgovornost pomaže poduzeću u izgradnji ugleda, osigurava motiviranost i zadovoljstvo zaposlenika kao i širu društvenu prihvaćenost, jača konkurentske sposobnosti i dugoročno omogućava brži poslovni razvoj poduzeća. U tom smislu uvijek poduzeća uz financijsku, moraju imati i vjerojatno imaju i održivi razvoj.

II. MODEL STUPNJA RAZVJENOSTI DRUŠTVENO ODGOVORNOG POSLOVANJA

Klasifikacija DOP-a je predstavljena u obliku matrice pokazatelja inicijalnih ciljeva koji se mogu iskoristiti kao polazna točka za razvoj pokazatelja održivosti i metoda procjene zadovoljenosti ciljeva i načela DOP-a. Osnovna klasifikacija područja DOP-a koja odražavaju ciljeve i načela DOP-a je dana u SFA1A dokumentu " An introduction to CSR": Ekologija; Društvo (ljudska prava i prava radnika, zdravstvo, društvena pitanja) te Ekonomija (etičko poslovanje, upravljanje). Navedena područja DOP-a predstavljena su od strane eminencitnih udrugstv koje se bave razvojem DOP-a kao što su "Business in the Community", "CSR Europe", "Business Leader Forum" itd. te su postali dio raznih nacionalnih i regionalnih programa. DOP više predstavlja univerzalni skup regulativa i potrebnih znanja vezanih za svako poduzeće pojedinačno. Potrebno je definirati taj skup osnovnih pokazatelja za svako područje DOP-a.

Osnovna matrica DOP-a se sastoji od ekonomske, društvene i ekološke matrice. Svaka matrica definira osnovne tematike DOP-a koje predstavljaju najbolja iskustva koja vežemo uz odgovarajuće pokazatelje DOP.

A. Ekonomska matrica DOP-a

Ekonomska matrica u prvom redu podrazumijeva etičko poslovanje, transparentno upravljanje i sudjelovanje u globalnom partnerstvu.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zadatak</th>
<th>Akcije</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sigurnost proizvoda</td>
<td>• Integracija proizvodnje i distribucije</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Sigurnost proizvoda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Sigurnost ambalaže</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Minimizacija negativnih utjecaja proizvoda i usluga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Uvažavanje posebnih zahtjeva kupaca</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitanja vezana uz kupce</td>
<td>• Omjer cijena/vrijednost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Kvaliteta proizvoda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Informiranje i iskreno označavanje proizvoda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Istinito oglašavanje</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Odgovoran marketing i prodaja, osobito kada su u pitanju djeca</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Aktivnosti vezane za zadržavanje kupca</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odgovoran odnos prema dobavljačima</td>
<td>• Jednaške mogućnosti i dostupnost kupcima</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Promicanje raznovrsnosti dobavljača</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Suradnja sa ugovornim stranama, agentima i dobavljačima u svrhu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Impanicija i promicanje raznovrsnosti dobavljača</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zaštita osobnih podataka</td>
<td>• Politika zaštite privatnosti dobavljača i kupaca</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Etički standardi</td>
<td>• Poslovna etika i nadgledanje kretanja cijena, pranja, utaje i atest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upravljanje kompanijom</td>
<td>• Transparentnost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Kompenzacije i kontrola izvršnih tijela</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Podmirenje potraživanja</td>
<td>• Transfer tehnologije i znanja</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Transfer tehnologije i znanja</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Transfer tehnologije i znanja</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Transfer tehnologije i znanja</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Društvena matrica DOP-a

Društvena matrica u prvom redu podrazumijeva ljudska prava i radne norme, zaštitu zdravlja i društvena pitanja.
C. Ekošća matrica DOP-a

U današnje vrijeme od poduzeća se očekuje integracija odgovornosti za okoliš na svim razinama poslovanja: iznalaženjem održivih rješenja u iskorišćavanju prirodnih resursa; smanjenjem otpada, zagađenja i štetnih emisija; poboljšanjem učinkovitosti i produktivnosti na svim poljima, pogotovo na području upravljanja vodom, energijom i sirovinama.

III. MODEL STUPNIJA RAZVIJENOSTI KONKURENTSKE SPOSOBNOSTI PODUZEĆA


Resursni pristup strategiji

Slika 1. Resursni pristup strategiji [3]
Operacijska djelotvornost poduzeća je potrebna jer u suvremenim uvjetima poslovanja predstavlja standard tržišnog natjecanja. Međutim, ona nije činitelj razlikovanja među suparnicima. Strategija je ta koja stvara pretpostavke dugoročnog opstanka poduzeća sa obzirom da se temelji na identificiranju izvora razlikovne odnosno konkurentske prednosti te na izgradnji i održavanju konkurentske prednosti.

Uz pretpostavku da je kreiranje komp socijske strategije odziv na opaženu ekonomsku prijetnju (Zadek, 2006) [4], u ovom poglavlju može se prikazati teorijski model koji omogućava poimanje društvene odgovornosti kao strateškog kreatora konkurentske prednosti. Osnovni elementi modela društvene strategije: tržišne prilike, unutrašnji resursi i kompetencije, organizacijske vrijednosti, industrijska struktura i dionici, moraju biti povezani sa temeljnim poslovanjem kompanije (Burke i Logsdon, 1996; Husted 2003; Zadek 2005). Djelovanje kompanije mora biti usmjereno i na društvena pitanja, odnosno na stvaranje strategije fokusirane na društvenu dimenziju konkurentsnosti, društveni utjecaj lanca vrijednosti i generička društvena pitanja (Porter i Kramer, 2006) [5]. Nakon formuliranja društvene strategije, možemo preći na formuliranje konkurentske prednosti koju je kreirala ova strategija, što je pokazano na slici 2.

Slika 2. Teorijski model- izvori konkurentske prednosti (izradili autori)

Uzimajući u obzir vezu između resursne teorije konkurentske prednosti (Barney, 1991) [6] i teorijskih i empirijskih dokaza određenih poslovnih prednosti, povezanost društvene odgovornosti i konkurentske prednosti manifestira se kroz izravni utjecaj među njihovim odgovarajućim elementima, što rezultira jačanjem reputacije i imidža kompanije, motivacijom zaposlenika, zadržavanjem izuzetnih pojedinaca, stvaranjem vrijednosti i boljih ekonomskih performansi usklađivanjem društvene odgovornosti i kompanijske strategije kroz inovativne i učinkovite društvene projekte, bolje socijalne performanse, bolje ekološke performanse te jačanjem kompanijskog upravljanja. Ovi elementi su nematerijalni resursi kompanije te kao takvi ključni čimbenici za stvaranje konkurentske prednosti ukoliko imaju sljedeće karakteristike: vrijednost, rijetkost, nepotpuna imitabilnost, nedostatak strateških ekvivalenta (Barney, 1991; Grant, 1991) [6] i [7].

Također je važno naglasiti da legitimnost ovim elementima daje i društvo i da bi se to dogodilo, djelovanje DOP-a mora biti u skladu sa društvenim očekivanjima. Formulirajući društvenu strategiju poduzeća, organizacija može ostvariti konkurentska prednost ukoliko u obzir uzima i društvenu odgovornost.

Dakle, ovim gore navedenim teorijskim modelom možemo između ostalog postići integraciju strateškog menadžmenta društvene odgovornosti u temeljno poslovanje i strategiju kompanije.

Pod pojmom „resursa“ mogu se obuhvatiti različiti oblici imovine kojima poduzeće raspolaže, te ih koristi za postizanje poslovnih ciljeva, odnosno implementaciju planova. S aspekta postizanja konkurentske prednosti na temelju resursa trebalo bi spomenuti kako se pod resursima podrazumijevaju fiksni proizvodni faktori specifični za pojedino poduzeće, a ne varijabilni faktori koje je lako nabaviti na tržištu (popis standardiziranih sirovina, nestručne radne snage itd.). Grant (1991) [7] ima stajalište o tome kako konkurentska prednost poduzeća ovisi o dvjema temeljnim čimbenicima: trajnosti (održivosti) resursa i sposobnosti poduzeća za stvaranje profita (ekonomske rente) na temelju posjedovanja dotičnih resursa.

**TABLICA IV.** RESURSI I SPOSOBNOSTI PODUZEĆA [8]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OPIJLIJNI RESURSI</th>
<th>Financijski</th>
<th>Fizički</th>
<th>Tehnološki</th>
<th>Organizacijski</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cash pozicija poduzeća plus novčani ekvivalenti</td>
<td>Suvremene tvornice i postrojenja</td>
<td>Trgovinske tajne</td>
<td>Efektivni procesi strateškog planiranja sa budžetiranja</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sposobnosti poduzeća za povećanje eutiqija</td>
<td>Dobre lokacije tvornica i/ili poslovnih i prodajnih objekata</td>
<td>Inovativni proizvodni procesi</td>
<td>Izvršni sustavi evaluacije i kontrole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sposobnosti poduzeća za zaduživanje</td>
<td>„State of the art“ oprema i pogoni</td>
<td>Patenti, prava i zaštićene marke</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NEOPPIJLIJNI RESURSI</th>
<th>Ljudski</th>
<th>Inovacije i kreativnost</th>
<th>Reputacija</th>
<th>ORGANIZACIJSKE SPOSOBNOSTI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Iskustvo i sposobnosti zaposlenika</td>
<td>Tehnička i znanstvena umijeća</td>
<td>Brandovi</td>
<td>Kompetencije poduzeća ili umijeće poduzeća u transformaciji inputa u outpute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Povjerenje</td>
<td>Inovacijske sposobnosti</td>
<td>Reputacija za kvalitetu i pouzdanost- prema kupcima</td>
<td>Sposobnost kombiniranja opipljivih i neopipljivih resursa uporabom organizacijskih procesa kako bi se ostvario željeni ishod</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Menadžerska umijeća</td>
<td>Reputacija za pošten pristup i „non-zero-sum” odnos s dobavljačima</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poduzeću specifična praksa i procedure</td>
<td>Reputacija za pošten pristup i „non-zero-sum” odnos s dobavljačima</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

|                     | Inovacijski sposobnosti |
|                     | Patenti, prava i zaštićene marke |

U Collinsovom članku (1994, str. 145) navodi se da se (strateška) *spособност* može prosuditi kao atribut (snaga) poduzeća za učinkovitije obavljanje određene aktivnosti,
odnosno efikasnije korištenje raspoloživih resursa, iz čega, pod uvjetom raspolaganja usporedivim resursnom bazom, poduzeća u posjedu (strateških) sposobnosti stječu konkurentska prednost. U tom kontekstu se može prihvatiti i „generička definicija“ (strateških) sposobnosti poput „svojstava organizacije kao kompleksnih rutina društvenog karaktera koje određuju razinu efikasnosti s kojom poduzeće transformira inpute u outpute“ (Collis, op. cit.). To bi značilo da sposobnost nastaje kao rezultat kompleksnih interakcija između i unutar opipljivih i neopipljivih resursa. Sposobnost je kapacitet kompanije elektronskim putem posredovati poduzeću omogućiti servisu, odgovornosti te svemu drugom što nekom vrhunskoj kvaliteti, inovacijama, organizaciji poslovanja, konkurentnoj prednosti u trenutku tri do četiri k Godina. Co. preporučuju da kompanija posjeduje u svakom kompaniji konkurentske prednosti umjesto krajske prednosti. Slika 3. Model (matrica) povezanosti stupnja razvijenosti društveno odgovornog poslovanja i konkurentske sposobnosti poduzeća

Istražit ćemo kako društveno odgovorno poslovanje, s obzirom na svoju razvijenost u poduzeću, utječe na konkurentske sposobnosti samog poduzeća. Do govora na ovo pitanje dolazi se međusobnim križanjem elemenata razvijenosti društveno odgovornog poslovanja sa pojedinim elementima konkurentske sposobnosti poduzeća (sa njihovim podelementima). Rezultat međusobnog križanja navedenih komponenti/elemenata i podele poduzeća je 3x8 matrica koju su sami izradili autori.

V. REZULTATI EMPRIJSKOG RAZMATRANJA


možemo zaključiti da je društveno odgovorno poslovanje u istraživanim poduzećima znatno razvijeno. To smatramo dobrim rezultatom za poduzeća u Republici Hrvatskoj koja na kraju rezultatski gledano ulažu u razvoj društveno odgovornog poslovanja u zadovoljavajućoj (znatnoj) mjeri.

Također je donijet finalni zaključak je li i koliki je stupanj razvijenosti konkurentske sposobnosti u istraživanim poduzećima. U slijedećoj tablici rezimirani su svi sumarni rezultati razvijenosti konkurentske sposobnosti po pojedinim podelementima u istraživanim poduzećima.

**TABLICA VI. UKUPNA RAZVJENOST KONKURENTSKE SPOSOBNOSTI**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kategorija Sposobnosti</th>
<th>Val. Mean</th>
<th>Std. Error Std. Dev.</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>25%</th>
<th>50%</th>
<th>75%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Razvoj opipljivih resursa</td>
<td>72 4</td>
<td>3,60 0,863</td>
<td>3,5 3,5 0,531</td>
<td>3,33 3,5 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Razvoj nepipipljivih resursa</td>
<td>74 2</td>
<td>3,70 0,101</td>
<td>4,17 0,866</td>
<td>3,33 4,33</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Razvoj organizacijskih sposobnosti</td>
<td>74 2</td>
<td>3,44 0,090</td>
<td>3,38 0,778</td>
<td>3 3,38</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLICA V. UKUPNA RAZVJENOST DRUŠTVENO ODGOVORNOG POSLOVANJA U ISTRAŽIVANIM PODUZEĆIMA [11]**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kategorija Sposobnosti</th>
<th>Val. Mean</th>
<th>Std. Error Std. Dev.</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>25%</th>
<th>50%</th>
<th>75%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ekonomski komponent društveno odgovornog poslovanja</td>
<td>69 7</td>
<td>3,63 0,599</td>
<td>3,60 4,8 0,824</td>
<td>3,12 3,66</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>društveno odgovorne sposobnosti</td>
<td>69 7</td>
<td>3,63 0,599</td>
<td>3,60 4,8 0,824</td>
<td>3,12 3,66</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Slika 5. Ukupna razvijenost konkurentske sposobnosti [11]**

Iz tablice VI vidljivo je da se od spomenutih triju podelementa, s obzirom na srednje vrijednosti, nešto malo više od ostalih, ističe razvoj neopipljivih resursa po svojoj aritmetičkoj sredini. Medijan i mod svih triju podelementa su približno isti. Za razvoj neopipljivih resursa se može zaključiti, uzimajući u obzir srednje vrijednosti i rezultate obrađene u prethodnom tekstu, da je ipak bliži razvijenosti opipljivih resursa u znatnoj mjeri dok se za preostali podelement- razvoj organizacijskih sposobnosti može zaključiti da ipak više nagnje djelomičnoj (donekle) razvijenosti.

Za ukupnu razvijenost konkurentske sposobnosti u istraživanim poduzećima, može se zaključiti da je ona na visokoj razini. U prilog ovakvom zaključku svjedoči aritmetička sredina sa vrijednošću 3,6, te medijan koji iznosi 3,56. Osim toga, slika 5, koja pokazuje distribuciju istraživanih poduzeća s obzirom na ukupnu razvijenost konkurentske sposobnosti, također ukazuje na spomenuti zaključak. Možemo uočiti da skoro 60% istraživanih poduzeća ima ukupnu konkurentska sposobnost koja je razvijena u znatnoj mjeri ili u potpunosti u odnosu na 40% istraživanih poduzeća koja imaju osrednju (donekle) ili neznatnu razvijenost. Slika 5 vidljivo je da je sama distribucija istraživanih poduzeća pomaknuta prema

**Slika 4. Ukupna razvijenost društveno odgovornog poslovanja [11]**

Sveukupno gledajući razvijenost društveno odgovornog poslovanja u istraživanim poduzećima, njena aritmetička sredina iznosi 3,63. Medijan, druga srednja vrijednost 3,66, tj. prosječno gledano društveno odgovorno poslovanje je između donekle do razvijeno u znatnoj mjeri, s tim da ova srednja vrijednost je ipak puno bliže razvijenosti u znatnoj mjeri. Treća srednja vrijednost, tj. mod ima vrijednost 4,8, odnosno 4, ako gledamo ovu varijablu kao grupiranu varijablu, što bi značilo da najveći broj istraživanih poduzeća u uzorku ima znatnu razvijenost društveno odgovornog poslovanja.

Slika koja prikazuje distribuciju istraživanih poduzeća, s obzirom na sveukupnu razvijenost društveno odgovornog poslovanja ukazuje na distribuciju koja je ipak blago pomaknuta prema desno, odnosno prema vrijednosti 4 (razvijenosti u znatnoj mjeri). Pokazano je da oko 43% istraživanih poduzeća ima razvijen DOP u znatnoj mjeri. Naime, skoro 60% istraživanih poduzeća je razvilo DOP u znatnoj mjeri do u potpunosti, u odnosu na oko 40% istraživanih poduzeća koji su razvili DOP neznatno do donekle. Imajući u vidu upravo iznesen

Možemo zaključiti da je društveno odgovorno poslovanje u istraživanim poduzećima znatno razvijeno. To smatramo dobrim rezultatom za poduzeća u Republici Hrvatskoj koja na kraju rezultatski gledano ulažu u razvoj društveno odgovornog poslovanja u zadovoljavajućoj (znatnoj) mjeri.

Također je donijet finalni zaključak je li i koliki je stupanj razvijenosti konkurentske sposobnosti u istraživanim poduzećima. U slijedećoj tablici rezimirani su svi sumarni rezultati razvijenosti konkurentske sposobnosti po pojedinim podelementima u istraživanim poduzećima.

**TABLICA VI. UKUPNA RAZVJENOST KONKURENTSKE SPOSOBNOSTI**


Iz tablice VI vidljivo je da se od spomenutih triju podelementa, s obzirom na srednje vrijednosti, nešto malo više od ostalih, ističe razvoj neopipljivih resursa po svojoj aritmetičkoj sredini. Medijan i mod svih triju podelementa su približno isti. Za razvoj neopipljivih resursa se može zaključiti, uzimajući u obzir srednje vrijednosti i rezultate obrađene u prethodnom tekstu, da je ipak bliži razvijenosti opipljivih resursa u znatnoj mjeri dok se za preostali podelement- razvoj organizacijskih sposobnosti može zaključiti da ipak više nagnje djelomičnoj (donekle) razvijenosti.

Za ukupnu razvijenost konkurentske sposobnosti u istraživanim poduzećima, može se zaključiti da je ona na visokoj razini. U prilog ovakvom zaključku svjedoči aritmetička sredina sa vrijednošću 3,6, te medijan koji iznosi 3,56. Osim toga, slika 5, koja pokazuje distribuciju istraživanih poduzeća s obzirom na ukupnu razvijenost konkurentske sposobnosti, također ukazuje na spomenuti zaključak. Možemo uočiti da skoro 60% istraživanih poduzeća ima ukupnu konkurentska sposobnost koja je razvijena u znatnoj mjeri ili u potpunosti u odnosu na 40% istraživanih poduzeća koja imaju osrednju (donekle) ili neznatnu razvijenost. Slika 5 vidljivo je da je sama distribucija istraživanih poduzeća pomaknuta prema
desno, tj. prema razvijenosti konkurentске sposobnosti u znatnoj mjeri (vrijednost 4).

Slijedeća analiza prikazat će rezultate temeljene na korelacijskim testovima. Korelacija oznakačava vezu između dvaju obilježja (varijabli) kod koje je past/pad jednog obilježja popraćen u većoj ili manjoj mjeri rastom/padom drugog obilježja, ovisno o predznaku i veličini koeficijenta korelacije [12]. Korelacijski testovi, osim što daju odgovor da li postoji korelacija i koliki je koeficijent korelacije, također odgovaraju na pitanje da li je ta korelacija statistički značajna [12]. S obzirom na činjenicu da je analiza obuhvaćala parove redoslijednih i numeričkih obilježja, korišten je Spearmanov koeficijent korelacije, primjereniji za parove obilježja ovakvog tipa [12]. Ukoliko je $\alpha \geq 0.05$ to znači da ne postoji statistički značajna korelacija između dviju varijabli, dok ukoliko je $\alpha < 0.05$ to znači da postoji statistički značajna korelacija između dviju varijabli. U ekonomiji koeficijenti korelacije (r) govore o: $0 < r < 0.5$ => slobodna korelacija; $0.5 < r < 0.8$ => srednje jakom korelaciji; $0.8 < r < 1$ => jaka korelacija.

**TABLICA VII. POVEZANOST RAZVJENOSTI DRUŠTVENO ODGOVORNOG POSLOVANJA I RAZVJENOSTI KONKUREN茨KE SPOSOBNOSTI U ISTRAŽIVANOM PODUZEĆIMA [11]**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Komponenta razvijenosti društveno odgovornog poslovanja</th>
<th>Spearmanov koeficijent korelacije</th>
<th>Sig. (2-tailed)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ekološka komponenta društveno odgovornog poslovanja</td>
<td>0.512**</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Društvena komponenta društveno odgovornog poslovanja</td>
<td>0.628**</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ekološka komponenta društveno odgovornog poslovanja</td>
<td>0.563**</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Društvena komponenta društveno odgovornog poslovanja</td>
<td>0.655**</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ukupna razvijenost društveno odgovornog poslovanja</td>
<td>0.581**</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

*Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Komponenta razvijenosti društveno odgovornog poslovanja</th>
<th>Spearmanov koeficijent korelacije</th>
<th>Sig. (2-tailed)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ekološka komponenta društveno odgovornog poslovanja</td>
<td>0.499**</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Društvena komponenta društveno odgovornog poslovanja</td>
<td>0.387**</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ukupna razvijenost društveno odgovornog poslovanja</td>
<td>0.657**</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).*

*Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).*

Što se tiče međuovisnosti sveukupne razvijenosti društveno odgovornog poslovanja i razvijenosti podelemlena razvoja konkurentске sposobnosti, poduzeća može se primijetiti da ona ima najveće utjecaj na razvoj neopipljivih resursa ($r = 0.699$) gdje govore o srednji jako korelaciji. Njena međuovisnost sa ostalim podelementima razvoja konkurentске sposobnosti također govori o srednje jako korelaciji. Značajno je utvrditi da se postoji pozitivna korelacija (koeficijent korelacije $\alpha \approx 0.000$) na razini povjerenja od 99%. Što se tiče međuovisnosti sveukupne razvijenosti društveno odgovornog poslovanja i sveukupne razvijenosti konkurentске sposobnosti poduzeća može se vidjeti da se opet radi o gotovo savršenoj korelaciji što se tiče statistički značajnosti ($\alpha \approx 0.000$) na razini povjerenja od 99%. Koeficijent korelacije $r = 0.657$ ukazuje na srednje jako korelaciju. Drugim riječima, ukoliko raste ukupna razvijenost društveno odgovornog poslovanja u poduzećima, taj rast će u srednje jako meriji pratiti i rast ukupne razvijenosti konkurentске sposobnosti tih poduzeća.

VI. ZAKLJUČAK

Sveukupno gledajući rezultate teorijskog i empirijskog istraživanja razvijenosti društveno odgovornog poslovanja i konkurentске sposobnosti poduzeća pokazano je da razvijenost društveno odgovornog poslovanja u poduzećima, sa svojim pojedinih dimenzijama (i podelementima) pozitivno utječe na stupanj razvijenosti konkurentске sposobnosti tih poduzeća i obrnuto.

Rezultat ovog istraživanja (uz ograničenja s obzirom na veličinu uzorka, vrijeme provedbe istraživanja, nedostatke metode anketnog upitnika, nedostatka definiranja sveobuhvatne literature o društveno odgovornom poslovanju) će, nadamo se, biti od koristi svima koji se bave problematikom implementiranja društveno odgovornog poslovanja, s obzirom da je napravljeno vrlo malo istraživanja u praksi koja bi mogla potvrditi traženja povezanost sa poslovnim performansama. Lako je u Hrvatskoj prepoznata važnost društveno odgovornog poslovanja malo je onih koji ga pravilno integriraju u poslovne prozore. U vremenu kada je sve više dokazana kako društveno odgovorno poslovanje nije uzažaladan trošak nego direktna investicija u konkurentnost, kada on prestaje postojati samo na dobrovoljnoj bazi, poduzeća sve više prepoznaju da nešto moraju učiniti, ali ne znaju i što. Zbog toga se nadamo da će naš rad biti korak u smjeru prema prepoznavanju nužnosti implementacije društveno odgovornog poslovanja, ali i upozorenje svima nama da i sami možemo sudjelovati u stvaranju klime koja će pogodovati svim dionicima društva.
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I. UVOD


Dobro dizajnirani procesi osniva se na uspješnu implementaciju poslovnih procesa u složenoj okolini sustava za podršku. Značaj modeliranih i dokumentiranih poslovnih procesa vrlo je velik i u slučaju zamjene postojeće poslovne podrške. Bez dobro modeliranih poslovnih procesa nije moguća efikasna analiza postojećih poslovnih procesa te definiranje optimalnih poslovnih procesa koji će se podržavati kroz nove sustave za podršku.


II. ZNAČAJ I MODELIRANJE POSLOVNIH PROCESA

Definirani, dizajnirani i dokumentirani poslovni procesi od vitalnog su značenja za svakog telekom operatora. Ovo se odnosi kako na poslovne procese definirane u sklopu određenog poslovnog područja, na primjer poslovnii procesi za OSS sustave podrške (Operations Support System), tako i na E2E (s kraja na kraj) poslovne procese. Ukoliko postoje dobro dizajnirani i dokumentirani poslovni procesi koji opisuju i definiraju operativne poslovne procese, kao što su procesi provisioninga (uključenje, promjene i isključenje telekomunikacijskih usluga) i procesi uklanjanja grešaka, postoje i preduvjeti za efikasne sustave podrške. Takvi sustavi omogućuju implementaciju novih procesa ili promjene u postojećim procesima u kratkom vremenskom roku te učinkovitije upravljanje troškovima kompanije i ljudskim resursima.

Telekomunikacijski poslovni procesi trebaju osigurati sve potrebne akcije u cilju realizacije i aktivacije telekomunikacijskih usluga. Automatskom aktivacijom svih potrebnih mrežnih resursa postiže se vrlo brza i efikasna realizacija telekomunikacijskih usluga. Da bi se postigli potrebni preduvjeti za uspješnu primjenu ovakvih definiranih telekomunikacijskih poslovnih procesa potrebno je, kao preduvjet za dobro dizajnirane poslovne procese, imati dokumentirane poslovne procese uz primjenu nekih od jezika koji se uspješno koriste za njihovo modeliranje, kao što su BPMN, UML i EPC. Optimalni model poslovnog procesa za realizaciju telekomunikacijske usluge treba osigurati stručnjacima iz poslovne domene dobro razumijevanje poslovnih procesa i uspješnu analizu u cilju pronalazačenja poboljšanja u njihovom odvijanju, a isto tako i stručnjacima iz IT domene da se na temelju takvog modela mogu uspješno izrađivati tehničke specifikacije na temelju kojih se izvode promjene u sustavima za podršku.

Modeliranje poslovnih procesa te njihovo dokumentiranje dobiva na značaju kao cijelo u slučaju zamjene postojeće poslovne podrške. Dobro modelirani i dokumentirani poslovni procesi omogućavaju efikasnu analizu postojećih poslovnih procesa, otkrivanje uskih grla u njihovom odvijanju te definiranje optimalnog tijeka aktivnosti u cilju realizacije telekomunikacijske usluge što je vrlo značajno u postupku razvoja novih sustava za podršku. Time se i osiguravaju pozicije za donošenje odluka kod optimizacije poslovanja tvrtke. Dobro opisani procesi nužni su za bilo koju statičku ili dinamičku promjenu u sustavima za podršku.
(simulacija) analizu procesa koji se odvijaju u pojedinim organizacijskim jedinicama kompanije.

Prilikom modeliranja poslovnih procesa u sklopu projekta kojim se uvodi nova ili optimizira postojeća sistemska podrška treba težiti primjeni postojećih standarda za modeliranje telekomunikacijskih poslovnih procesa kao što je eTOM (Enhanced Telecom Operations Map) definiran od strane TM Forum (Tele Management Forum). Time se, uz prilagodbu uvjetima odvijanja poslovnih procesa svakog pojedinog telekomunikacijskog operatora, koriste iskustva drugih telekomunikacijskih operatora, telekomunikacijskih standardizacijskih tijela i proizvođača telekomunikacijske opreme.

III. POSLOVNI PROCESI ZA REALIZACIJU TELEKOMUNIKACIJSKIH USLUGA

S aspekta realizacije telekomunikacijske usluge kroz aktivacije elemenata telekomunikacijske mreže i uz pomoć OSS sustava kojima se upravlja odvijanjem poslovnog procesa mogu se razmatrati četiri osnovne kategorije poslovnih procesa:

A. Uključenje telekomunikacijske usluge
B. Promjene na telekomunikacijskim uslugama
C. Otklanjanje smetnje na telekomunikacijskoj usluzi
D. Isključenje telekomunikacijske usluge

Ovi se procesi pokreću na temelju zahtjeva korisnika kreiranjem naloga u CRM (Customer Relationship Management) sustavu. Potrebne informacije se putem definiranog sučelja između CRM i OSS sustava šalju u OSS sustav u sklopu kojih se kroz definirani proces osigurava potrebni slijed akcija za realizaciju telekomunikacijskih usluga. Uz potreban slijed akcija potrebno je osigurati odgovarajuće podatke za realizaciju akcija bilo da se akcije izvršavaju automatski kroz definirana sučelja, bilo da ih izvršavaju akteri poslovnog procesa.

Telekomunikacijske usluge kao što su govorna usluga, usluga pristupa Internet mreži i IPTV (IP Television) spadaju u usluge širokog tržišta i karakteristika procesa za realizaciju tih usluga su velik broj pokrenutih procesa, predefinirani slijed akcija, potreba za visokom razinom automatizacije kod aktivacije mrežnih elemenata i potreba za brzom realizacijom usluga. Primjeri takvih procesa su uključenje govorne usluge, promjena brzine na usluzi za brzom realizacijom usluga. Primjer takvih procesa su uključenje govorne usluge, promjena brzine na usluzi za brzom realizacijom usluga.

IV. MODELIRANJE POSLOVNIH PROCESA KROZ ETOM STANDARD

eTOM je inicijativa TMF-a kojom se donosi model ili okvir za poslovne procese korištene od strane davatelja usluga ili ostalih sudionika u telekomunikacijskoj industriji [1]. eTOM opisuje sve poslovne procese davatelja usluga i analizira ih na različitim razinama detalja o visokom značaju i prioritetu za poslovanje. eTOM okvir može se koristiti kao alat za analizu postojećih ili razvoj novih procesa. eTOM okvir za poslovne procese je referentni okvir za kategorizaciju svih poslovnih aktivnosti davatelja usluga [1]. Najčešće se kategoriziraju poslovnice elemente koji sadrže poslovne aktivnosti tako da se elementi mogu kombinirati na različite načine u cilju implementacije E2E (s kraja na kraju) poslovnih procesa.

Na slici 1 procesi telekom operatora podijeljeni su na horizontalne i vertikalne grupacije [1]. Horizontalne grupacije međusobno odjeljuju operativne i ostale funkcionalne procese. Na primjer, odjeljuju operativne prodajne poslove vezane uz upravljanje korisničkim podacima i nalozima (Cutomer Relationship Management) od operativnih poslova vezanih uz upravljanje i aktivaciju usluga (Service Management & Operations).

Vertikalne grupacije predstavljaju E2E procese potrebne za podršku korisniku i upravljanje poslovanjem. eTOM je prvenstveno fokusiran na osnovne korisničke operativne procese provizioniranja, otklanjanja smetnji i naplate (Fulfillment, Assurance and Billing - FAB). Ostali operativni procesi (Operations Support & Readiness) odjeljeni su od FAB real-time (u stvarnom vremenu) procesa. Procesi koji nisu namijenjeni za direktnu podršku korisnika (Strategy, Infrastructure and Product) odjeljeni su od operativnih procesa.

U [2] je identificirano sedam korisnički orijentiranih procesa i ti procesi počinju na temelju kontakt a korisnikom i završavaju s ispunjenjem njihovog zahtjeva:

A. Request to Answer (zahtjev za informacijom)
B. Order to Payment (zahtjev za novom uslugom)
C. Request to Change (zahtjev za promjenom na usluzi)
D. Usage to Payment (korištenje i naplata usluge)
E. Termination to Confirmation (zahtjev za isključenjem usluge)
F. Problem to Solution (zahtjev za otklanjanje greške)
G. Complaint to solution (prigovor na pružanje usluge)

U radu je dan primjer modeliranja procesa koji spada u kategoriju Order-to-payment procesa. Ovaj proces bavi se svim aktivnostima koje pretvaraju zahtjev kupca ili prihvaćenom ponudom u proizvod s povećanjem korištenja. Otvoren je pravac komunikacije korisničkog nalog, pokretanje odgovarajućeg usluznog procesa i prelazak naloga na uslužni sloj. Nakon uspješne realizacije usluga korisnički nalog se zatvara i provjerava se korisničko zadovoljstvo. U ovom scenariju je relevantan za usluzni sloj bogat modeliranj poslovnih procesa. Ovaj proces bavi se svim aktivnostima koje pretvaraju zahtjev kupca ili prihvaćenom ponudom u proizvod s povećanjem korištenja.
1 i 2 dano je mapiranje procesa na eTOM razinu 2 i tijek procesa na razini 3 [2].

V. PRIMJER MODELIRANJA POSLOVNOG PROCESA U SKLPOPJU ZAMJENE OPERATIVNE PODRŠKE

Na slici 3 prikazan je primjer modela poslovnog procesa za uključenje telekomunikacijskih usluga preko tehnologije digitalne pretplatničke linije (ADSL). U modeliranju se kao alat za modeliranje koristi struktura i elementi UML dijagrama aktivnosti. Ovakav način modeliranja baziran je na scenarijima i modulima [3], [4] i uspješno se koristi u modeliranju postojećih poslovnih procesa proz OSS sustave za podršku u HT-u. Scenarij je jedan od poslovnih procesa koji se odvija kroz OSS sustave za podršku i sastoji se od modula predstavljenih podprocesima kao što je na slici 4. Scenarij se sastoji od modula koji se mogu dalje delomponirati na podprocese, a i mogu sadržavati akcije i poslovna pravila potrebne za pravilno odvijanje procesa. Na taj se način postiglo fleksibilno i jasno dizajniranje procesa za realizaciju telekomunikacijskih usluga [3]. No, ovaj model dizajnira poslovne procese koji se odvijaju kroz OSS sustave poslovnog područja i nije sastavni dio modela E2E poslovnog procesa za realizaciju telekomunikacijske usluge, a time i nisu jasno definirane odredine koje se protežu kroz BSS sustave za podršku. Da bi se uspješno implementirali novi sustavovi koji upravljaju poslovnim procesima kroz sve poslovne domene potrebno je definirati model kojim se uspješno modeliraju procesi kroz te sustave za podršku (BSS, OSS, Billing).

Prema eTOM standardu, proces realizacije usluga preko tehnologije digitalne pretplatničke linije, prikazan na slici 2, u uslužnoj je domeni podijeljen na više funckjskih blokova. To su „Issue Service Order“ (izdavanje servisnog naloga), „Track & Manage Service provisioning“ (praćenje i upravljanje realizacijom usluge), „Allocate Specific Service Parameters to services“ (aloaciranje specifičnih usluznih parametara usluzi), „Implement, Configure & Activate service“ (implementacija, konfiguracija i aktivacija usluge), „Test Service End-to-End“ (testiranje usluge s kraja-na-kraj) i „Close Service Order“ (zatvaranje uslužnog naloga). Ti funckjski blokovi pripadaju 3. razini eTOM procesnog modela (slika 2) i kroz njega je proces jasno podijeljen na osnovne cjeline u sklopu E2E poslovnog modela. Na slici 5 je, zbog jasnote prikaza, prikazan dio podprocesa modeliran u alatu Arts [5] korištenjem EPC jezika za modeliranje. Struktura modela je, iako se koriste različiti elementi i princip izmjenjivanja događaja i akcija, slična strukturi modela prikazanog na slici 4. No, ono osnovno što ih razlikuje je to što je ovaj model dio E2E modela poslovnog procesa koji se proteže kroz sve poslovne domene koje sudjeluju u realizaciji telekomunikacijske usluge. Ovač model je obogaćen i dodatnim elementima kao što su ulazni i izlazni podaci potrebni za akciju, akteri koji izvršavaju akciju, sustavi koji su potrebni za izvršavanje akcije, …

Dobiveni model poslovnog procesa kroz modeliranje uz pomoć eTOM standarda omogućava jasno sagledavanje E2E procesa počevši od same interjekcije s korisnikom, preko aktivacije potrebnih mrežnih resursa, pa do naplate realiziranih usluga. Kroz modeliranje procesa preko funkcionalnih blokova dobiva se podloga za definiranje akcija koje se mogu na fleksibilni način koristiti u više različitih poslovnih procesa te za definiranje točaka u procesu gdje je potrebno definirati sučelje između različitih sustava za podršku koji pripadaju istim ili različitim poslovnim domenama. Primjer za to je definiranje informacija koje je potrebno razmijeniti između BSS i OSS sustava u sklopu kreiranja naloga za aktivaciju mrežnih elemenata u cilju realizacije uključenja telekomunikacijske usluge. Uz pomoć ovakvog načina modeliranja te uz odgovarajuća način implementacije poslovne podrške kojom se upravlja procesom, može se dobiti fleksibilno rješenje u kojem promjena u pojedinim procesima ili implementacija novih procesa ima što je moguće manji utjecaj na preostale poslovne procese.

VI. ZAKLJUČAK

Značaj dobro modeliranog poslovnog procesa na području realizacije telekomunikacijske usluge je vrlo velik. U radu je, kao prijedlog jednog od načina modeliranja poslovnog procesa, dan primjer modeliranja procesa za realizaciju usluga preko tehnologije digitalne pretplatničke linije (ADSL). Model realiziran korištenjem UML dijagrama aktivnosti nastao je na temelju dogodovišnog iskustva autora na području modeliranja i dizajna poslovnih procesa. No, postojeći model, iako predstavlja dobru osnovu za implementaciju poslovnih procesa u postojeće sustave za podršku, ne omogućava detaljniju analizu i definiranje uslužnih elemenata u procesu što je vrlo bitno u projektima kao što je IT transformacija koja se trenutačno provodi u HT-u. Ovim se radom želi, kroz primjer IT transformacije, ukazati na potrebu korištenja provjerenih standarda i alata u modeliranju poslovnih procesa kako u postojeće, tako i u nove sustave za podršku. Daljnji tijek projekta pokazat će uspješnost primjene i definiranje smjera u kojem je potrebno ći i svakom modeliranim poslovnim procesima.
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Sažetak - U današnje vrijeme razvoj ekonomije je najčešće diktiran uslugama koje se traže i isporučuju korisnicima. Organizacije sve više uživaju od direktnih isporučioca usluga, ali i trećih strana za različite usluge u informacionim tehnologijama. Međutim, organizacije često nisu zadovoljne uslugama koje dobijaju. Ponekad su zavisne od trećih strana čija budućnost je neizvjesna, posebno u ovom periodu koji karakterišu velike ekonomske promjene. U ovom radu biće prikazano kako organizacije mogu parirati takvom problemu koristeći Sporazume o razini usluga – Service level agreements SLAs i Upravljanje razinom usluga – Service level management SLM, uz podršku mehanizma CobiT (Control Objectives for Information and related Technology).

I. UVOD

Prema Fondacijama za sporazum o razini usluga – Foundations of Service Level Agreement, upravljanje razinom usluga je „disciplinarna, proaktivna metodologija i procedure koje se koriste kako bi se osiguralo da se isporuče adekvatne razine usluge prema svim IT korisnicima, poštujući poslovne prioritetе i prihvatljivu cijenu“ [1] [2]. Service-level agreement (SLA) ili Sporazum o razini usluga je dogovor između dvije ili više strana o razini, kvalitetu i odgovornosti prilikom pružanja usluga. Pri tome je potrebno definisati uslugu koja se pruža, način mjerenja kvalitete, način upravljanja uslugom, garancije i slično [3].

Da bi se provelo upravljanje razinom usluga – SLM (Service level management) prvo mora da bude uveden SLA. SLA je dio ugovora između davaoca usluga i korisnika usluge. Svrha SLA je da ustanovi mjerljive razine uspješnosti sa ciljem da se postigne obostrano razumijevanje vrste i razine usluge koja se zahtijeva [4].

II. DEFINICIJA SLA I SLM

Uopšteno govoreći, postoje 3 glavna tipa SLA: in-house, ekstermi i interni. Razlike između ovih tipova se odnose na strane koje su uključene u definisanje SLA. Prvi i najčešći tip SLA je in-house SLA. U nastavku teksta, in-house podrazumijeva sve što je vezano za,

dolazi iz ili se dešava unutar organizacije To je sporazum postignut između in-house davaoca usluge, kao što je IT sektor i in-house klijenta ili sektora, kao što je marketing, finansije i sl. Sljedeći najčešći SLA je eksterni SLA. To je SLA između eksternog davaoca usluge (treće strane) i organizacije. Na kraju, interni SLA se koristi od strane davaoca usluge za mjerenje uspješnosti grupa unutar iste organizacije [5]. Bez obzira koji tip SLA je izabran, pregovaranje o sporazumu treba da obavi multidisciplinarni tim sa iskustvom s jednakom zastupljenošću obje strane, korisnika i davaoca usluga. Mnogi pregovarači sa strane korisnika pregovaraju o najboljem usluzu po minimalnoj cijeni, dok pregovorači sa strane davaoca usluga nastoje da postignu dogovor, najčešće po cijeni kojoj je usluga debe, kako bi učestvovali u dijeljenju troškova sa minimalnim naporom i uz maksimalnu zaradu. Traženje balansa između ove dvije pozicije je bitno, ali veoma komplikovan posao kako bi se postigao zadovoljavajući SLA i SLM [6].

SLA postaje neophodan dokument između davaoca usluga i korisnika jer usluga može biti označena kao „loša“ ili „dobra“ samo ako je usluga tačno definisana i određena. Dalje, kroz SLA se formalizuju potrebe i očekivanja organizacije i usluga kao vrsta garancija za obje strane. U tom smislu, potencijalna neslaganja su smanjena i dat je tačan pregled prioriteta usluge i njihove isporuke [7].

Sam SLA je u suštini dokument formiran oko određenog broja ključnih ili suštinskih komponenta (Tabela 1), koji su diskutovane i složene u organizacije, kao korisnici usluge i davaoci usluge. Rokovi/trajanje i obim/predmet kroz SLA se definisaju kao period koji će SLA pokriti i vrsta usluge koja je predmet sporazuma. Važno je, dakle, identifikovati šta nije predmet SLA (elementi koji su isključeni ili nisu predmet sporazuma) [8].

Ciljevi razine usluge opisuju razine obaveza koje se odnose na različite usluge oko kojih su se složile korisničke grupe i davaoci usluga, kao što su raspoloživost, izvođenje (brzina, spremnost na odgovor, tačnost), razine opterećenja, sigurnost, održavanje i kvalitet. Da bi se omogućilo da korisničke grupe i
davaoci usluga razumiju ciljeve razina usluga, ključno je napraviti razliku između tehničkih razina usluge i poslovnih razina usluge. Dok poslovne razine usluge predstavljaju zahtjevavanu uslugu u poslovnom smislu, tehničke razine usluge je prevode u tehničke zahtjeve.

**TABELA 1. SUŠTINSKE KOMPONENTE SLA**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Suštinske komponente SLA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Strane u sporazumu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Definicije korištene terminologije</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Vrijeme/trajanje</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Opseg/predmet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Ograničenja</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Ciljevi razine usluge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Pokazatelji razine usluge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Šta ne utiče na usluge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Održavanje</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Mehanizam naplate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Bilj i način plaćanja</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Procedure za sigurnost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Procedure za reviziju</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Uloge i odgovornosti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Opocrine usluge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Izvještavanje</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. Administriranje</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. Pregled/azuriranje</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. Imovina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. Pravo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21. Odobrenja</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Indikatori razine usluge specifičiraju metrike i statistike kojima razine usluge mogu biti mjerene [9].

Dalje, treba da se definishe ko će tačno izvršiti ključna mjerenja i kako će ona biti provedena. Kada su metrike definisane, bitno je uzeti u obzir objektivne metrike (brojeve), kao i subjektivne metrike (kao što je perception korisničke grupe). U mnogim SLA, opisuju se i validiraju samo objektivan kriterijum i metrike, što ponekad vodi do bumih i beskrajnih diskusija između organizacija i davaoca usluga. Dalje, klauzule za neizvršenje usluga definisu šta se dešava kada davaoc usluga ne postigne ciljni SLA kao što je definisano (upozorenje, korektivne akcije, finansijski penali, procedure za eskalaciju). Opcione usluge (dodatne usluge koje nisu obezbijedene u trenutku definisanja sporazuma) takođe mogu biti uključene, kao i izvještavanje i administrativne procedure koje treba da budu definisane (npr. uloge, odgovornosti, komunikacione procedure i učestanost sastanaka). Treba da budu uključeni pregled/azuriranje procedura i procesa da bi se omogućila identifikacija i odgovarajuća implementacija svake zahtijevane izmjene (npr. drugi indikatori, novi tehnološki razvoj, novi organizacioni ili servisni zahtjevi i promjene u organizacionoj strategiji). Redovna revizija SLA je ključni faktor za uspjeh, budući da su organizacije i njihove usluge po svojoj prirodi dinamični. Konačno, i formalna saglasnost treba da bude uključena u SLA [10].


**III. SLA I SLM KROZ COBIT**

CobiT je mehanizam koji pomaže u definisanju i upravljanju razine usluga koristeći SLA i SLM [12]. CobiT je okvir za vođenje i upravljanje IT preduzeća, razvijen od strane instituta za upravljanje IT sektorom. To je proizvod rada razvojnog tima neprofitnog, nezavisnog udrženja ICASA (Information Systems Audit and Control Association). Verzija CobiT5 uključuje najnovija razmišljanja u tehnikama vođenja i upravljanja IT produženja, te pruža globalno prihvaćen načela, prakse, analysičke alate i modele kako bi se povećao značaj i povjerenje u IT. Okvir verzije CobiT5 definisne trideset četiri IT procesa, koji obuhvataju četiri IT domena – planiranje i organizaciju, akviziciju i implementaciju, isporuku i podršku i nadgledanje.

U nastavku su navedena četiri IT domena i procesi identifikovani u CobiT-u, a koji su bitni za provođenje SLA i SLM.

**Planiranje i organizacija:**

- Definisati strateški plan
- Definisati informacionu arhitekturu
- Odrediti tehnološke smjernice
- Definisati IT organizaciju i međusobne veze
- Upravljati IT investicijama
- Usaglasiti ciljeve menadžmenta i smjernice
- Upravljati ljudskim resursima
- Osigurati usaglašenost sa eksternim zahtjevima
- Procjena rizika
- Upravljanje projektima
- Upravljanje kvalitetom

**Akvizicija i implementacija:**

- Identifikovanje automatizovanih rješenja
- Sagledavanje i održavanje softvera
- Sagledavanje i održavanje tehnološke infrastrukture
- Razvijanje i održavanje procedure
- Instalacija i akreditacija sistema
- Upravljanje promjenama

**Isporuka i podrška:**

- Definisati i upravljanje razinama usluga
- Upravljanje uslugama trećih lica
- Upravljanje učinkom i kapacitetom
- Obvezbjeđenje kontinuirane usluge
- Obvezbjeđenje sigurnosti sistema
- Identifikovanje i dodjeljivanje troškova
- Edukacija i treningi za korisnike
- Pomoć i savjetovanje kupaca
- Upravljanje konfiguracijom
* Upravljanje problemima i incidentima
* Upravljanje podacima
* Upravljanje opremom
* Upravljanje operacijama

**Nadgledanje:**

* Nadgledanje procesa
* Procjena adekvatnosti interne kontrole
* Pribavljanje nezavisne verifikacije
* Osigurati nezavisnu reviziju

CobiT definiše jedan cilj visoke razine za svaki proces, a 3 do 30 detaljnih kontrolnih ciljeva. Ovi kontrolni ciljevi sadrže izjave o željenim rezultatima ili svrhe koje treba da budu postignute implementacijom specifičnih kontrolnih procedura unutar IT aktivnosti i omogućuje jasnu politiku za IT kontrolu.

Jedan od IT procesa identifikovan unutar okvira je definisanje i upravljanje razina usluga (domen isporuke i podrške). Zbir kontrolnih ciljeva za ovaj IT proces je naveden u nastavku teksta. Ovi kontrolni ciljevi naglašavaju značaj SLA okvira i potrebu za usaglašavanjem komponenta SLA. Trebaju se uzeti u obzir procedure za izvršavanje, nadgledanje i izvještavanje. Ugovori se trebaju redovito revidirati. Konačno CobiT kontrolni ciljevi naglašavaju potrebu za programom kontinuiranog poboljšanja SLA.

**IV. KONTROLNI CILJEVI**

A. **Kontrolni cilj visoke razine**

Potrebno je vršiti kontrole definisanja i upravljanja razinama usluga, preko IT procesa, koje zadovoljavaju poslovne zahtjeve, kako bi se postigao zajednički stav o zahtjevanoj razini usluge. To se omogućuje kroz uspostavu sporazuma o razini usluge kojima je usaglašavan programa za izvršavanje, nadgledanje i izvještavanje. Ugovori se trebaju redovito revidirati. Konačno CobiT kontrolni ciljevi naglašavaju potrebu za programom kontinuiranog poboljšanja SLA.

**B. Detaljni kontrolni cilj 1: SLA okvir**

Uprava treba definisati okvir za promociju formalnih SLA i definisati minimalne sadržaje kao što su dostupnost, pouzdanost, uspješnost, kapacitet za rast i razine podrške koje se pružaju korisnicima. Korisnici i IT funkcija moraju imati pisani sporazum koji opisuje razinu usluge u kvalitativnom i kvantitativnom smislu i definiše odgovornosti obje strane.

C. **Detaljni kontrolni cilj 2: SLA aspekti**

Treba da se postignu eksplicitni aspekti koje SLA treba da pokrije (npr. raspoloživost, pouzdanost, uspješnost).

D. **Detaljni kontrolni cilj 3: Procedure izvršenja**

Uprava treba provesti procedure kako bi se osiguralo da su način i odgovornost za definisanje i uredavanje odnosa (npr. čuvanje sporazuma) između svih uključenih strana utvrđeni, koordinirani, održavani i komunicirani sa svim odjelima kojih se tiču.

E. **Detaljni kontrolni cilj 4: Nadgledanje i izvještavanje**

Treba biti imenovan menadžer razine usluga, koji je odgovoran za praćenje i izvještavanje o ostvarenju navedenih kriterija uspješnosti usluga i svih problema koji se javljaju prilikom rada.

F. **Detaljni kontrolni cilj 5: Pregled – revizije SLA i ugovori**

Treba biti provedeni redovni postupci pregleda SLA i temelja ugovora s davaocima usluga treće strane.

G. **Detaljni kontrolni cilj 6: Naplative stavke**

Uprava treba uključiti odredbe za stavke koje se naplaćuju u SLA, čineći moguće uštede na razini usluga u odnosu na cijenu.

H. **Detaljni kontrolni cilj 7: Program za poboljšanje usluge**

Proces kojim bi se osiguralo da se korisnici i menadžeri razina usluga redovito slažu oko programa za poboljšanje usluge, odnosno razine usluga, a koje je troškovno opravdano.

V. **MODEL ZA MJERENJE ZRELOSTI PROCESA**

Da bi se odgovorilo na potrebe menadžmenta za kontrolu i mjernost IT procesa, CobiT obezbeđuje vodič za nadgledanje koji sadrži alat za pristup i mjerenje IT okruženja u organizaciji, kroz trideset četiri IT procesa. Vodič za nadgledanje uključuje modele zrelosti (MM - maturity models), koji su temeljeni na modelima CMM/CMMI (Capability Maturity Model/Capability Maturity Model  Integration). Vodič za nadgledanje uključuje još i faktore koji su kritični za uspjeh (CSFs – critical success factors), ključne indikatore cilja (KGI – key goal indicators) i ključne indikatore učinka (KPIs - key performance indicators) za svaki proces [13].

Model zrelosti je način bodovanja koji omogućuje organizaciji da postigne svoju zrelost za određen proces nepostojeći (0) do optimizovan (5). Alat nudi razumljiv i jednostavan način da se odredi stvarna i željena (u skladu sa strategijom preduzeća) pozicija, i
omogućuje organizacijama da pozicionira sebe imajući u vidu najbolji način rada i standardne smjernice. U tom smislu, može se identifikovati razlika između željenog i stvarnog stanja, te definirati konkretnе aktivnosti kako bi se primakli željenoj poziciji. Kada je urađena procjena zrelosti, bitno je složiti se sa osnovnim principima mjerenja zrelosti. Moguće je pomjeranje na viši stupanj zrelosti samo kad su ispunjena sva stanja opisana u određenom stupnju zrelosti. Model zrelosti za definisanje i upravljanje razinama usluga, koji su srbirno dati u tabeli 2, određuju da je organizacija na stupnju zrelosti 1 za taj proces kad postoji svijest o potrebi za upravljanjem razinama usluga, ali je proces neformalan. Organizacija dostiже stupanj zrelosti 5 kada su sve razine usluga u kontinuitetu ponovo procjenjivane tako da osiguravaju poduđaranje IT i poslovnih ciljeva.

**TABELA 2. MODEL ZRELOSTI ZA DEFINISANJE I UPRAVLJANJE RAZINAMA USLUGE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stupanj zrelost</th>
<th>Opis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Nepostojeci</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Inicijalni/&quot;ad hoc&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Ponovljiv i intuitivan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Definisan proces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Upravljiv i mjerljiv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Optimizovan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rezultati istraživanja koje je provela ISACA u 2002. godini otkrivaju da je stupanj zrelosti za definisanje i upravljanje razinama usluga za većinu organizacija pozicioniran od 2 do 2.5. Propuštanje kroz filter po veličini, geografiji i industriji otkriva da velike kompanije, kompanije koje rade na globalnom principu, organizacije u finansijskom sektoru i IT davaoci usluga dostiže prosječno viši stupanj zrelosti (između 2.5 i 3) u definisanju i upravljanju razinama usluga [14]. Ovi podaci mogu biti veoma koristan reper ili ocjena ili oznaka kvaliteta za organizacije kada procjenjuju da su razine usluga usklađene s strateška poslovna jedinica i IT, ali oni su neformalni i nisu revidovani. Izvještavanje o razini usluge je nepotpuno. Kada je urađena procjena stvarnog stanja, te definisati konkretne aktivnosti kako bi se ostvario željeni cilj usluga koja se pruža korisniku. Razine usluga su kontinuirano ponovo procjenjivane tako da osiguravaju kontinuitetu ponovo procjenjivane tako da osiguravaju dostigla stupanj zrelosti 5 kada su sve razine usluga u odnosu na najbolji način rada čiji samit potrošača je pokriven i snažan it proces u kojem se dosta svjedake pružaju. Ključni faktori učinka su procesno upravljani, pri čemu se veliki naglasak stavlja na isku stva, a pokazuju koliko dobro IT proces omogućuje da se dostigne željeni cilj [15].

A. **Ključni indikatori zrelosti**

Faktori koji se mogu smatrati da su kritični za uspjeh IT procesa, su:
- razine usluga su izražene u poslovnim terminima krajnjeg korisnika, kad god je to moguće;
- analiza korijena uzroka je provedena kada dođe do povrede razine usluge;
- vještine i alati su dostupni da pruže korisne i pravovremene informacije o razi; uslugu;
- oslanjanje kritičnih poslovnih procesa na IT je definitano i pokriveno u SLA;
- odgovornosti za upravljanje IT procesima je povezano s razinama usluga;
- IT organizacija može identifikovati izvore odstupanja troškova;
- dostavljena su detaljna i dosljedna objašnjenja odstupanja troškova;
- na raspolaganju je sistem za praćenje i provođenje individualnih izmjena.

B. **Ključni indikatori cilja**

Ciljevi koji treba da se ostvare su:
- strateška poslovna jedinica objavljuje da su razine usluga usklađene s ključnim poslovnim ciljevima;
- prisutno je zadovoljstvo kupca da je razine usluge u skladu sa očekivanjima;
- stvarni/budžetirani odnos troškova je u skladu s razinama usluga;
- postotak svih kritičnih poslovnih procesa koji se oslanjaju na IT je pokriven sa SLA;
- postotak ponovo pregledanih SLA je u dogovorenom intervallu ili nakon značajnih promjena;
- odjava partnera koji su omogućavali financiranje za pravljenje razine usluge;
- postotak IT usluga koje zadovoljavaju SLA. Ovo su ujedno i ključni indikatori cilja.

C. **Ključni indikatori učinka**

Ključni indikatori učinka za IT procese su:
- rezolucija kašnjenja zahtjeva za promjenu u razini usluge;
- frekvencija istraživanja zadovoljstva korisnika;
- kašnjenje u rješavanju problema razine usluge;
- koliko puta su u traženom roku izvršene analize uzroka odstupanja procedura za razine usluge;
značaj iznosa potrebnih dodatnih sredstava da bi se isporučila definisana razina usluge.

Važan je uzročno-posljedični odnos između ključnih indikatora učinka i ključnih indikatora ciljeva. Ako ključni indikatori ciljeva, kao što su zadovoljstvo kupaca da je razina usluge distigli očekivanja, i ključni indikatori učinka, kao što je vremenski pomak od rješavanja zahtjeva promjene u razini usluge, nisu usaglašeni, teško će se dostići željeni rezultati. Analiza ključnih indikatora učinka, bez ključnih indikatora ciljeva može dovesti do značajnih ulaganja bez odgovarajućeg mjerenja koja pokazuju da li je odabrana efektivna SLM strategija. Neki ključni indikatori učinka će, naravno, imati veći utjecaj na određene ključne indikatore ciljeva u usporedbi s drugima. Važno je identifikovati najvažnije ključne indikatore cilja za određena okruženja i pažljivo pratiti ključne indikatore učinka koji najviše doprinose tome.

VII. ANALIZA SLA KORIŠTENJEM OKVIRA COBIT U UGOVORIMA O ISPORUCI IT USLUGA U BIH

U nastavku teksta, izvršena je analiza i samoprocjena (self-assessment) SLA i SLM u ugovorima za IT usluge, korištenjem CobiT mehanizma.

Ugovorom o korištenju usluga servisnog centra 24x7 IT operatera i jedne banke u Bosni i Hercegovini, definisane su sve suštinske komponente SLA, navedene u drugom poglavlju ovog rada, osim: procedura za sigurnost, procedura za reviziju, administriranje, pregled/azuriranje i imovine. Jasno je definiran kontrolni cilj u smislu održavanja i tehničke podrške softverskog rješenja 24x7 za elektronsko bankarstvo koje se sastoji od aplikativnih rješenja i modula. Od 7 detaljnih kontrolnih ciljeva koji treba da budu definisani po preporuci CobiT, navedeno je 5 (nisu navedeni pregled – revizije SLA kao i program za poboljšanje usluge). U ovaj IT proces ima četvrti stupanj zrelosti za definisanje i upravljanje razina usluga, tj. po CobiT preporukama je upravljiv i mjerljiv. Identifikovani su kritični faktori uspjeha, ključni indikator ciljeva je ujedno i kontrolni cilj. Ključni indikatori učinka se ne mogu potpuno otkriti iz SLA. Davaoc usluge je dostavio tražene informacije na upit. Ključni indikatori učinka za određena okruženja i pažljivo pratiti ključne indikatore učinka koji najviše doprinose tome.

SLA i SLM su efektivni mehanizmi za organizaciju kojima se ublažavaju problemi nepostizanja odgovarajućih razina traženih usluga. Uvodenjem SLM procesa u organizaciji izbjegavaju se problemi da se ne dobije usluga koja se zahtijeva i da razine usluga budu isporučene u skladu sa uslovima poslovanja. Uspostavljanje efektivnog i djelotvornog SLM procesa je složen i težak zadatak, koji zahtijeva iskusne i multidisciplinarne resurse. CobiT je koristan i podržavajući mehanizam za definisanje i implementaciju zrelog SLM procesa, identifikujući kontrolne ciljeve, modele zrelosti, ključne indikatore cilja, ključne indikatore učinka i kritične faktore uspjeha, kako bi se omogućilo što efikasnije postizanje poslovnih ciljeva. Ovaj rad ima za cilj da pojasni predloženi model koji ima potencijal da vremenom bude dominantan mehanizam za definisanje i implementaciju SLM procesa, u skladu sa novim naučnim sadašnjostima iz ove oblasti, kao i zahtijevima tržišta.
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Abstract - Information and communication technology, services and corporate security shape modern working places creating new added values. The development of technology markets and new innovations impose phrase how to lead IT and thereby be successful. The article describes and develops pragmatism and interdisciplinary of information systems of companies with the help of ITIL methodology. The construction of the help users system can improve business, but it is not easy to provide safety and legal economic regulator. Social and political system defines a new user and its function and role and the challenge is to balance customer needs and IT engineering support in a globalized world where is the thin dividing line between work and private.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years office management is made easier with the help of information and communication technology. The synergy of different professions is wanted to act efficiently and cost – effectively in a working environment that is created and developed. The challenge for computer scientists and managers is how to design, develop and maintain working place in a manner that allows safe and proper relationship with colleagues, tasks and used tools. The computer with paper and stationery has become irreplaceable in many corporations today and it may be said that the workers are aware of the significance and importance of provided information communication services. Computer scientists are thinking about the methods that create new added value for the company so they invented ITIL[1] methodology that is not standard, but the framework by which it can create and maintain a knowledge base of different IT solutions across the different processes that are implemented in the company. (IT – Information Technology – generally refers to management of information systems with the help of technological solutions, ITIL – Information Technology Infrastructure Library - a set of knowledge and business experience for IT Service Management (ITSM) that performs IT services in accordance with business needs)

II. SERVICES AND ITIL

II. 1. Service

Services are from immemorial time a term that describes the effort. It is not measurable, but it is inevitable in the sense that the time is used for well-being and sometimes to negative. In the last twenty years information and communication technology was respected bond and guiding community in the work, that the computer, cell phone and Internet services change the paradigm of behaviour of staff members and customers. ITIL methodology is not the standard, but quality demystifies services of client and computer information system.

II. 2. Service strategy [2]

Strategic analysis of the industry, public and state-owned enterprises, banks and other companies can’t ignore the fact that the information and communication technology is the future business and therefore the investment in the development of local computer networks contributes to a successful corporate social responsibility. The system of the company can be created, developed and built with the help of ITIL methodology. The production strategy is basis where services are designed to provide the support to financial management and demand management process where the experts analyse the market and form a flexible portfolio of services.
II. 3. Service design [3]

Architects and moderators devote most attention to the design of specific service that works on the foundations of operational work through service level management process to the relations with suppliers when it comes to interaction with the external environment and availability and capacity management processes where the internal control is established criteria for the same pragmatism. A quality of the methodology is established for the business continuity and information security management as high as possible. The specific phase is spreading knowledge about a specific service and its possible range in the business information system of the company through the service catalogue management process. Synergy of existing design processes develops services and benefits for the system by reducing the negative impact on the enterprise work.


It is necessary to provide the logistics and security of the communication channel between the working premises of computer experts and end users where they aren’t be deprived of pleasant and comfortable work after returning to their workplace. An important link between design and service operation is transfer of technical and business knowledge for solving the specific situations in the company. Change management process in coherence with release and deployment management manages time and allows to IT experts space for the smooth and save processing tasks for each individual case. Database of client equipment staff builds information systems in the company and creates intellectual capital of organizational units, while an IT worker with help of the service validation and testing process has the opportunity to test life cycle of IT service.

II. 5. Service Operation [5]

IT operations personnel can control their services a number of ways. The first and basic process of control is event management which creates services of certain value in the portfolio companies. Related processes are request fulfillment and access management where user’s aspirations are being modelled in accordance with the system policies in the establishment of a functional work environment and in synergy with key enterprise business processes. But we should not neglect the incident and problem management process that reveals the unwanted situations of hardware and software topics in the company.

II. 6. Continual service improvement [6]

Phase continual service improvement is working on cooperation and development of all phases of the ITIL methodology. Management on the one hand through various reports can measure the usefulness of each process and can estimate value of investment returns whereas computer scientists improve process by use of different methodologies (e.g. PDCA – Plan Do Check Act management method for the control and quality improvement of processes and products[7], CMMI – Capability Maturity Model Integration – a model of maturity and quality of application support[8]).

III. THE CONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT OF A HELP USER SYSTEM

Happy user is a satisfied customer and each working position for which is provided the use of information and communication technology requires careful consideration and analysis. Service Desk can be a function of the organizational unit that relieves the work of certain teams and integrates catalogue of IT services. Based on the specific services defined in the IT strategy and in accordance with business requirements it is desirable to define the specific working teams who are willing to help in telecommunications systems, system support system, in technical assistance to end users and in the development program activities.

The responsibilities of individual levels of support can be analysed in organized and structured manner in the establishment of a modern and information conscious companies. Service Desk team can be a logical organization who establishes new services or improves existing ones. One level of responsibility provides insight into the events that are introduces into the system of enterprises (for example – procurement and configuration of computer, phone or cell phone). The purpose of that level is management of authentication process, respectively the preparation and training of workers for the next level of IT support. On the different level technically trained staff allows authorized end-user work in a safe and proper way acting normally on the user’s location. The next level support is ultimate invisible for the user, but not unimportant as it allows system and application support and the inclusion of equipment in the safe and correct way in local area network. The synergy of the levels support enables full control of the working process with the help of information and communication technology that establishes the definition and evaluation of standard procedures for a more comfortable work as computer scientists and so end users.

Each help user system in their own way systematize mutual relations, powers and the principle of action and it
is not possible to standardize the methodology. The following shows the possible organization of IT business support in the company:

a. Computer technical support works on processes and activities:
- Training of workers for the first work with computer equipment
- Replacement of worn-out computer equipment with new where workers create new added value for the company
- Hardware and software upgrade in the client system of the company
- The disposal of used equipment and preparing the same for the process of repeated allocation, expenses or donations

b. Telecommunications technical support works on processes and activities:
- Training of workers for the first work with telecommunication equipment
- Replacement of worn-out telecommunications equipment with new where workers create new added value for the company
- Hardware and software upgrade in the client system of the company
- The disposal of used equipment and preparing the same for the process of repeated allocation, expenses or donations

c. System support works on processes and activities:
- Inclusion of user authorization in the computer system of the company
- Control mechanisms for safe and proper end-user work on the client equipment
- Hardware and software upgrade in the computer system of the company
- Exclusion of user authorization in the computer system of the company

d. Application support works on processes and activities:
- Inclusion of user authorization in the specialized applications of the company
- Control mechanisms for safe and proper end-user work on the specialized applications
- Software upgrades of applications
- Exclusion of user authorization in the specialized applications of the company

The challenge of any IT-conscious company is work on the definition of boundary parameters of authority and responsibility for the different IT teams. Continuous work on yourself and on your team allows better interpersonal relationships and creates the framework of normal communication with members of other teams. Only then it can be formed the basis of quality help that is a precondition for the correct IT support.

IV. THE USER IN THE CLIENT INFORMATION SYSTEM

The technology of the present is changing the way of thinking and business approach. Innovative models of new and existing enterprises are created in relation to the finances of the owner and the mission and vision of the company. We distinguish large business information systems that are geographically dispersed and that build infrastructure of computer system in an organized and disciplined way and smaller companies where it is all centralized in one place. But, one thing never changes and that is the system user or employee.

Client information system is simply for planning and maintenance, but it requires the continuous development of communication skills of informatics experts for comfortable direct relationship with the customer during the establishment of certain service. The next time flow chart demystifies specific development phases of user desires and possible scenarios of the life cycle of equipment (Picture 1).

a) End user will get specific equipment for use with the help of standardized communication channels – entrance, exit, requirements management
b) During the handover of equipment employee in theory by his signature on the assignments document guarantees and warrants that he will use the equipment for work in a safe and correct manner – booking of equipment in the books of companies, amortization
c) In the initial phase of establishing a new service it is possible that computer scientists (application and system support) are working on concrete settings for authorized work on the system and with specialized applications – the establishment of a functional work environment and user workplace
d) In the next phase the user (lawyer, economist, sociologist, psychologist..) on a stand-alone mode uses the default privileges for continued work in the computer network – the maintenance of equipment
e) The user during work may be faced with unpleasant situations where it is desirable that the user solves the incident and at the very least looks for help in the
case of endangering the business continuity process – the setting up of business continuity
f) While working user can specifically improve their business – hardware or software upgrade
g) In the final stage of using the particular equipment the user will be discharged with same – the disposal of the equipment

![ITIL processes diagram](image)

- Unprofessional and unknown work with information and communication technology
- (not)ethical working staff
- Lack of experience in time management and crisis situations

Opportunities
- Security and control in the management of business processes
- Better organization
- Pragmatism at work

Threats
- The physical alienation of equipment
- Unauthorized work in the Wide Area Network
- Trading with confidential information

The possible range of analyzes of user rights and personal desires leads to the rational conclusion that user don't need to be afraid of stories about good and bad sides of using technology, already he should be continuously directed on the good. With own professional approach and the control of the working process end user will contribute to the quality in business at mutual pleasure of his superiors and computer experts.

V. THE SYNERGY OF ITIL, IT AND BUSINESS

The principles of efficiency, economy and security of information systems[10] raise the quality level of complete business system. The legal view of the development of technical and functional processing activities of information and communication technology enhances the reputation and honour of the system and the same is better prepared for the work and activities in the corporate environment. At some point the end user has a need for computer equipment, but he doesn’t have the sense and knowledge of the effort that is invested in the strategy, design, preparation and transition of the same. The legal aspect of informatics experts with information and communication technology is reflected in the handover of equal or higher quality than the existing one. ITIL provides guidance to information officer for work, but it takes work on a continuous adjustment of the ITIL processes with key business processes of the company. Work on IT principles contributes to the creation of the better and more efficient decision support systems and business will be easier to control with the help of a sophisticated information and communication technology (picture 2).
The business information systems (human resources) are built in a way which each company has its own story and system activity. ITIL processes can help in the integration of products. The article describes the ITIL methodology that describes the processes of creating, maintaining and abolition of IT services. The service architecture presented in the paper is designed to build highly important trust and loyalty between computer experts and end users. The possibility for the development of client responsibilities (in cooperation with interdisciplinary professional development of informatics experts) is envisaged.

The future is in the innovative services and the question is how they can be incorporated into daily operations without diminishing the effort and the will of information and engineering staff for pragmatic management of the same.

The challenge is to develop the business potential of the marginal utility of information and communication technologies with legal – economic regulation use of the same.
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Sažetak - Za multipleksiranje i prijenos digitalnih signala u transportnoj mreži HŽ Infrastruktura koristi se tehnologija sinkrone digitalne hijerarhije (SDH, Synchronous Digital Hierarchy). SDH kao transparentna i krajnje pouzdana komunikacijska infrastruktura nadograđivala se usporedo s razvojem optičke okosnice telekomunikacijske mreže HŽ Infrastruktura. Sinkronizacija SDH mreže HŽ Infrastrukture također je imala svoj razvojni ciklus: od početne faze praktički bez sinkronizacije, preko sinkronizacije E1 signalom iz SDH mreže mađarskih željeznica pa do sadašnjeg stanja gdje sinkronizaciju osiguravaju tri SSU jedinice za distribuciju sinkronizacijskog signala (SSU, Synchronisation Supply Unit) s prijamnicima signala sustava globalnog pozicioniranja (GPS, Global Positioning System). Višegodišnjim praćenjem rada SDH mreže HŽ Infrastrukture uočavaju se promjene postavki sinkronizacije, koje su već implemenirane u ovom radu. Prikazat će se promjene postavki sinkronizacije mreže o kojima će se detaljno govoriti u ovom radu.


U početku svoje eksploatacije SDH mreža je služila samo za međusobno povezivanje telefonskih centrala i udaljenih korisnika putem E1 signala. Kako su se unutar SDH mreže E1 signala prenosili isključivo govorni kanali koji su relativno robusni po pitanju nesinkroniziranosti, a djelomično i zbog tadašnje organizacije HŽ Infrastrukture, nisu primjećivani problemi u sinkroniziranosti SDH mreže. Promjenom organizacije tako da je unutar HŽ Infrastrukture formirana jedna služba za područje cijele Hrvatske koja se brine, između ostalog, i o SDH mreži te je primijećivana problemi u sinkroniziranosti SDH mreže. Na osnovu uočenih nedostataka pristupilo se analizi tadašnje konfiguracije mreže te nedostaci u sinkronizacijskoj infrastrukturi i njene sinkronizaciji.

I. UVOD

Topologija SDH mreže (Slika 1.) HŽ Infrastruktura slijedi topologiju mreža željeznickih pruga. S obzirom na to da se SDH mrežom povezuje relativno mali broj međusobno udaljenih korisnika, u odnosu na javne telekomunikacijske mreže, za izgradnju SDH mreže bi trebalo potrebno uložiti znatna sredstva. Takva topologija mreže ima za posljedicu i složenu sinkronizaciju iste.

II. ANALIZA

Prilikom analize postavki sinkronizacije SDH mreže u HŽ Infrastrukture posebno pažnja dana je restauraciji sinkronizacijskog signala u slučaju prekida pojedinih veza (tokova sinkronizacijskog signala) i mogućoj pojam sinkronizacijskih petlji u tim slučajevima kao i broju koraka u kojem svaki pojedini SDH multipleskor dobiva referentni sinkronizacijski signal kako u normalnom radu, tako i prilikom prekida pojedinih veza.

Ukoliko bi prilikom simuliranja prekida pojedinih veza došlo do pojave sinkronizacijskih petlji u nekom dijelu SDH mreže to bi značilo da postavke sinkronizacije u tom dijelu mreže nisu dobro konfigurirane.

Slika 1. Topologija SDH mreže HŽ Infrastruktura
Prekid pojedinih tokova sinkronizacijskog signala simuliran je na dva načina:

- brisanjem reference iz tablice upravljanja sinkronizacijom pojedinog SDH multipleksora,
- promjenom kvalitete reference u tablici upravljanja sinkronizacijom pojedinog SDH multipleksora.

Analiza broja koraka rađena je na temelju teorije grafova, pomoću matrice susjedstva i njezinih potencija. Čvorovi grafova predstavljaju elemente SDH mreže, SDH multipleksore i izvore sinkronizacijskog signala (PRC ili SSU). Veze između čvorova grafa predstavljaju sinkronizacijske veze. Kako većina SDH multipleksora može primati referentni sinkronizacijski signal iz više smjerova, prilikom kreiranja matrice susjedstva uzimane su u obzir samo one sinkronizacijske veze koje imaju najveću kvalitetu i naižiš prioritet. Sinkronizacijske veze između pojedinih elemenata SDH mreže s manjom kvalitetom i/ili nižim prioritetom uzimane se u obzir samo u slučaju kada je simuliran prekid veze s većom kvalitetom i višim prioritetom ili je ta veza označena da ne koristi. što je broj kojim se označava kvaliteta i/ili prioritet veći ta sinkronizacijska veza ima manju kvalitetu i/ili niži prioritet.

Analizom je izračunat broj koraka u kojem svaki pojedini SDH multipleksor prima sinkronizacijski signal od SSU-a. Također je naznačeno od kojeg SSU-a dolazi signalizacijski signal. Aplikacija za izračun broja koraka napisana je u Microsoft Access-u te su matrice susjedstva prikazane kao tablice u bazi podataka. Matrica susjedstva, tj. tabla, ima N redova i stupaca, pri čemu N predstavlja broj SDH multipleksora čiji je ID jednak 8 i 9 (Slika 5.).

Prekid pojedinih tokova sinkronizacijskog signala simuliran na dva načina:

- matematičkim modelom i
- izravnim algoritmom kreira matricu susjedstva


A. Izračun koraka sinkronizacije

Množenjem matrice susjedstva i njezine treće potencije dobivamo četvrti korak sinkronizacije. Kod četvrte potencije matrice susjedstva (Slika 6.) vidimo da su sva polja u prvom retku jednaka nuli, što znači da više ni jedan mrežni element ne prima referentni sinkronizacijski signal. Izračunavanje potencijal matrice susjedstva vrši se do one potencije kod koje više ne postoji ni jedan mrežni element koji prima sinkronizacijski signal. To znači da su svi mrežni elementi primili sinkronizacijski signal ili da jedan ili više njih nije sinkroniziran.

**B. Analiza početnih postavki sinkronizacije**

Analiza početnih postavki sinkronizacije u SDH mreži pokazala je da svi SDH multipleksori sinkronizacijski signal PRC kvalitete dobivaju iz SSU Zagreb bez regeneracije istoga u SSU Knin. Unosom podataka u aplikaciju i izračunom broja koraka sinkronizacije dobiveni su sljedeće vrijednosti koje karakteriziraju početnu konfiguraciju:

\[ A_{\text{max}} = 11, \quad \sum A = 365, \quad N = 61, \quad \bar{\alpha} = 5.98 \]

Iz dobivenih vrijednosti za početne postavke vidi se da maksimalni broj koraka sinkronizacije iznosi jedanaest, što je u granicama propisanim ITU-T preporukom G.803 [3]. Iako je maksimalni broj koraka sinkronizacije u propisanim granicama, zbog krivih postavki sinkronizacije na SDH multipleksoru Knin sinkronizacija SDH mreže nije se odvijala kako je bilo zamišljeno. Tok referentnog sinkronizacijskog signala početnih postavki prikazan je Slikom 7.


**SSU Zagreb**

\[ A_{\text{max}} = 10, \quad \sum A = 242, \quad N = 48, \quad \bar{\alpha} = 5.04 \]

**SSU Knin**

\[ A_{\text{max}} = 5, \quad \sum A = 45, \quad N = 13, \quad \bar{\alpha} = 3.46 \]

Podatkovni prsten između Vrhovina i Gospića poslužit će za grafički prikaz toka referentnog signala u normalnom radu i nakon restauracije sinkronizacijskog signala prilikom simuliranja gubitka referentnog sinkronizacijskog signala. Na slici 8. vidi se tok referentnog sinkronizacijskog signala u oba smjera. Isti slučaj bio je na svim podatkovnim prstenima na relaciji Zagreb – Knin i na ostalim dijelovima SDH mreže gdje imamo dva linka kapaciteta STM-16 kao vezu između dva SDH multipleksora.
Sporedni linkovi su kapaciteta STM-4 i na njima je obostrani tok sinkronizacijskog signala dozvoljen samo na jednom kraju podatkovnog prstena.

Simuliranjem gubitka referentnog sinkronizacijskog signala uspostavio se je novi tok sinkronizacijskog signala koji je prikazan Slikom 9. iz koje se vidi da je SDH multipleksor Vrhovine kako novi izvor referentnog sinkronizacijskog signala odabrao sinkronizacijsku referencu s prioritetom 11 te da je došlo do pojave sinkronizacijske petlje Gospić → Vrhovine → Gospić.

Slika 9. Završetak restauracije toka sinkronizacijskog signala – početna konfiguracija

Osim ovih problema uočeni su još neki manji nedostaci u konfiguraciji pojedinih SDH multipleksora koji su se uglavnom svodili na nepostojanje zaštitnog puta sinkronizacijskog signala, tj. sinkronizacijski signal mogao se je primati samo iz jednog smjera.

III. OTKLJANJE UOČENIH NEDOSTATAKA

Analizom je utvrđeno postojanje dva velika nedostatka početnih postavki sinkronizacije SDH mreže u HŽ Infrastrukturi. Prvi je pojava sinkronizacijskih petlji unutar svih podatkovnih prstenova koji se nalaze između SDH multipleksora Zagreb GK i Knin. Drugi je nedostatak logična posljedica prvog, a to je da SSU Knin u slučaju kvara SSU Zagreb ne preuzme na sebe sinkronizaciju SDH mreže, osim u slučaju prekida optičkog kabela između SDH multipleksora Padene i Knin. Oba nedostatka proizlaze iz krivo konfiguriranih postavki sinkronizacije pojedinih SDH multipleksora. Neki se nedostaci mogu otkloniti na jednostavan način dok je za rješavanje drugih, poput pojava sinkronizacijskih petlji i nemogućnost sinkroniziranja cijele SDH mreže iz SSU Knin, potrebno poštivati određena pravila.

Model prstenaste mreže [1], [2] na Slici 10. prikazuje kako se pomoću pravilne konfiguracije tokova sinkronizacijskog signala i SSM [2] (SSM, Synchronization Status Message) poruka može izbjeći pojava sinkronizacijskih petlji. Na Slici 10 postoje dva kružna tokova referentnog sinkronizacijskog signala, primarni i sekundarni. Pojava sinkronizacijskih petlji sprečavanje se tako da svaki tok bude prekinut na onom SDH multipleksoru iz kojeg je krenuo. U normalnom radu tok referentnog sinkronizacijskog signala je SDH 1 → SDH 2 → SDH 3 → SDH 4 → SDH 5 → SDH 6 i prekida se na ulazu SDH 1. U slučaju gubitaka ulaza s prioritetima 1 i 2 na SDH 1 uspostavlja se sekundarni tok referentnog sinkronizacijskog signala SDH 4 → SDH 3 → SDH 2 → SDH 1 i SDH 4 → SDH 5 → SDH 6.

Poštivajući pravila prikazana Slikom 10. pristupilo se rekonfiguriranju sinkronizacije cjelokupne SDH mreže, a posebna pažnja dana je tokovima referentnog sinkronizacijskog signala u podatkovnim prstenovima između Zagreba i Knina. Sinkronizacija mreže je konfigurirana tako da dio mreže sinkronizacijsku dobiva iz SSU Zagreb, a dio iz SSU Knin. U slučaju kvara jednog od njih ili gubitka GPS signala mreža bi prešla u master-slave mod rada i onaj SSU koji bi radio ispravno sinkronizirao bi cijelu mrežu.


Slika 10. Model prstenaste mreže s protekcijom petlje – dva ulaza
Nakon završetka restauracije uspostavljena su dva smjera referentnog sinkronizacijskog signala: Vrhovine → Gospić → Perušić i Vrhovine → Ličko Lešće.

Izračun proveden aplikacijom za novu konfiguraciju sinkronizacije SDH mreže dao je sljedeće vrijednosti:

SSU Zagreb
\[ A_{\text{max}} = 9, \sum A = 168, N = 37, \bar{A} = 4,54 \]

SSU Knin
\[ A_{\text{max}} = 5, \sum A = 84, N = 24, \bar{A} = 3,50 \]

Može se primijetiti da je srednji broj koraka sinkronizacije manji nego prije početka analize i donekle uravnotežen. Zbog topologije SDH mreže (Slika 1.) teško se može postići da srednji broj koraka bude jednak na oba SSU-a.

U slučaju kvara SSU Zagreb sinkronizaciju cijele SDH mreže preuzeo bi SSU Knin te su pomoću aplikacije dobivene sljedeće vrijednosti:

\[ A_{\text{max}} = 15, \sum A = 429, N = 61, \bar{A} = 7,03 \]

U slučaju kvara SSU Knin sinkronizaciju cijele SDH mreže preuzeo bi SSU Zagreb te su pomoću aplikacije dobivene sljedeće vrijednosti:

\[ A_{\text{max}} = 11, \sum A = 369, N = 61, \bar{A} = 6,05 \]

Novu konfiguraciju sinkronizacije u normalnom radu ima manji maksimalni i srednji broj koraka, što je bilo i za očekivati jer je sada sinkronizacija SDH mreže raspoředena na dva SSU uređaja. Kvar SSU Zagreb, u novoj konfiguraciji sinkronizacije, bi imao za posljedicu porast maksimalnog i srednjeg broja koraka sinkronizacije u odnosu na stanje prije analize. Iako bi prilikom kvara SSU Zagreb maksimalni broj koraka zadovoljavao ITU-T, preporuku G.803, on bi bio na samoj granici preporučene vrijednosti. Ovo je posljedica promijenjenih tokova sinkronizacijskog signala na nekim SDH multipleksorima između SSU Zagreb i SSU Knin. I u ovom slučaju je malena vjerojatnost kvara SSU Knin, već je vjerojatnije da bi zbog gubitka GSP signala radio kao SSU, a to bi značilo da bi tada broj koraka sinkronizacije od SSU Knin ponovo kretao od jedan.

IV. UGRADNJA SSU VINKOVCI

Porastom IP servisa koji se prenose SDH mrežom, a koji imaju ishodište u SDH multipleksoru Vinkovci ukazala se potreba za ugradnju još jedne SSU jedinice. Problem nije predstavljao broj koraka sinkronizacijskog signala već nepostojanje drugog optičkog kabela. Prekid optičkog kabela bilo gdje na relaciji između Dugog Sela i Vinkovaca imao bi za posljedicu da SDH mreža prema Vinkovcima ostane bez referentnog sinkronizacijskog signala. Kako se cjelokupno upravljanje stabilnim postrojenjima električne vuče iz centra daljinskog upravljanja u Vinkovcima obavlja IP servisima preko SDH mreže, teža nesinkroniziranost u toj mreži imala bi za posljedicu opadanje kvalitete servisa. Kako se ne mogu postići srednji broj koraka radija kao SSU, a to bi značilo da bi tada broj broja koraka sinkronizacije od SSU Knin ponovo kretalo od jedan.

Od provedene analize sinkronizacije SDH mreže pa do trenutka kada se krenulo u nabavu novog SSU-a za Vinkovce mreža je nadograđena s novim SDH multipleksorima i u određenoj mjeri je prekonfigurirana njena topologija kako bi se izbjeglo ulančavanje podatkovnih prstenova. Ugradnja SSU Vinkovci odmah je uključila i osam SDH multipleksora za koje se znalo da će se ugraditi nakon ugradnje SSU Vinkovci. Tok referentnog sinkronizacijskog signala buduće konfiguracije SDH mreže prikazana je Slikom 13.
Simulacija provedena aplikacijom dala je sljedeće vrijednosti:

SSU Zagreb
\[ A_{\text{max}} = 6, \Sigma A = 139, N = 39, \bar{A} = 3,56 \]

SSU Knin
\[ A_{\text{max}} = 5, \Sigma A = 89, N = 25, \bar{A} = 3,56 \]

SSU Vinkovci
\[ A_{\text{max}} = 5, \Sigma A = 42, N = 15, \bar{A} = 2,8 \]

Iz dobivenih rezultata može se vidjeti da predložena konfiguracija sinkronizacije nakon nadogradnje SDH mreže i ugradnje SSU Vinkovci ima manji maksimalni broj koraka sinkronizacije. Vidi se i da je srednji broj koraka sinkronizacije donekle ujednačen za svaki SSU. Iz dobivenih rezultata može se zaključiti da je predložena konfiguracija nakon nadogradnje SDH mreže ispravna.

V. ZAKLJUČAK

Izračun broja koraka sinkronizacije pomoću matrice susjedstva, prije analize sinkronizacije SDH mreže i nakon njenog rekonfiguriranja, omogućio nam je uvid u postignuta poboljšanja po pitanju maksimalnog broja koraka sinkronizacije i srednjeg broja koraka sinkronizacije. Pomoću ovog algoritma možemo prije svakog većeg rekonfiguriranja SDH mreže testirati predviđene postavke sinkronizacije. U trenutku pisanja algoritma za izračun broja koraka sinkronizacije nismo znali koje uvjeti treba postaviti kako bi algoritam mogao vršiti i provjeriti da li dolazi do pojave sinkronizacijskih petlji te u tom trenutku to nije bilo moguće ustanoviti pomoću aplikacije.

Iz provedenih analiza, kako početnog stanja tako i predloženih rješenja, može se zaključiti da je neophodno sljedeće:

- pravilno određivanje prioriteta sinkronizacijskih referenci,
- poštivanje pravila za protekciju sinkronizacijskih petlji i
- poželjno je da svi elementi SDH mreže podržavaju SSM poruke.

Ispunjavanje navedenih uvjeta osigurat će pouzdanu sinkronizaciju SDH mreže. Osim toga važno je da djelatnici koji rade na konfiguriranju i održavanju SDH mreže budu upoznati s problemima sinkronizacije kako bi što učinkovitije otklonili moguće nedostatke. Poželjno je i da svaki SDH multipleksor referentni sinkronizacijski signal može primati barem iz dva smjera (izvora) koji su jednake kvalitete.

Rastom SDH mreže analiza sinkronizacije mreže i predviđanje kritičnih situacija postaje sve složenija. Koliko god se trudili postavkama i uređajima osigurat sinkroniziranost cije mreže, u stvarnosti se teško može postići njezina sinkroniziranost u svim uvjetima. Osim nepredviđenih situacija za neke situacije ni ekonomski isplativo osigurati sinkroniziranost. Cilj je sinkronizacije postići što pouzdaniju sinkroniziranost mreže u svim situacijama, a u skladu s tehničkim i ekonomskim mogućnostima. One situacije koje nisu pokrivene postavkama sinkronizacije, mogu se riješiti kvalitetno obučenim djelatnicima koji održavaju SDH mrežu, koji će u što kraćem roku ispravno intervenirati i gubitak prometa kroz mrežu zbog sinkronizacije svesti na najmanju moguću mjeru.
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Abstract - Optical fiber technologies gradually expanded into areas, which enabled creation of new hybrid applications. These applications show special features, which precede the success. Special category of optical interferometric systems with possibilities of many applications in these areas. Combination of gyroscope with optical fiber interferometer based on principle of Sagnac interferometer is able to create optical fiber gyroscope system. The basic criterion for this activity is creation of Sagnac effect in optical fiber. This phenomenon is needed for detection of direction and speed of rotation. The point of this article is design and testing optical fiber gyroscope system in program environment OptSim.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Devices which were based on well-known different types of systems are very popular nowadays. One of these devices is optical fiber gyroscope. Interferometers were developed for monitoring and examination of different parameters of devices. Every type of examined device is based on different physical principle. Therefore, it was necessary to develop different type of interferometers, which would be able to examine these physical parameters. Nowadays four types of interferometers are well known. They are Michelson, Mach-Zehnder, Fabry-Perot and Sagnac. Principles of these interferometers were described many years ago, however they potential is fully exploited just today. Combination of new type of devices based on new technologies and state-of-art materials brings new possibilities for analysis.

Expansion of optical fiber technology opened many possibilities for transmission of optical beams through glass or plastic medium. Optical fiber gyroscope system based on Sagnac interferometer is combination of glass transmission medium and well-known system. Sagnac interferometer was based on transmission of optical beam between optical mirrors. The use of optical mirrors prevented usage in small applications. Combination of interferometers and some devices lead to new possibilities for exploration of properties. Optical fiber gyroscope allows examination of non-optical properties such as location, rotation and other properties of optical fiber gyroscope module. We designed optical fiber gyroscope in OptSim program to be able to confirm and show creation and impact of Sagnac effect in optical fiber. This optical fiber is the basic part of optical fiber gyroscope system. Optical fiber gyroscope can be classified as optical sensors. Construction of this optical sensor is fully optical, because all of the components which are used sensor are optical and opto-electronic [1-2].

II. OPTICAL FIBER GYROSCOPE

The design of optical fiber gyroscope must reflect conditions for optical transmissions. This module can be created from single mode optical fiber, optical laser with adequate value of emitted optical power and APD (Avalanche Photodiode) or LD (Laser Photodiode) photodiode as detector [1-2].

The principle of this optical sensor is exploration and comparison of phase shift of optical signal spread in optical fiber. Module created in the program OptSim is represented by real optical gyroscope module. This model describes the differential phase shift which is caused by Sagnac effect. It occurs between two optical signals. First modulated optical signal is spread in the clockwise direction (CW) and second signal is spread in counter-clockwise direction (CCW) in optical fiber wound into a coil shape. Sagnac effect is a phenomenon in the interferometer, which in this case occurs at circular rotations of the optical fiber. The optical signal in form of light beam is split into two light beams that propagate in opposite directions in the area and interference are caused by recombination of individual light beams. The entire process takes place in an optical fiber, which is used both as a transmission medium, but also as a component in which operates Sagnac effect [1-4].

The phase difference depends on the constant representing the Sagnac effect \( \varphi_S \), which is proportional to the scalar product of the vector rotation speed \( \Omega \) and vector space \( A \) through bounded route:

\[
\varphi_S = \frac{4\pi}{\lambda} \varphi_S \Omega, \quad (1)
\]

but now the actual area A is N-fold the area of a single loop. It is represented by equations (2,3):

\[
\varphi_S = \frac{8\pi NA}{\lambda c} \Omega, \quad (2)
\]
\[ \varphi_s = \frac{2\pi LD}{\lambda c} \Omega, \quad (3) \]

where \( \lambda \) is wavelength, \( D \) is the diameter of coil, \( L=\pi ND \) is the fiber coil length, \( A=\pi D^2/4 \) is the area of the single fiber loop, and \( N \) is the number of loops \([1-4]\).

Range of phase measurement of \( \pm \pi \) rad around zero corresponds to an unambiguous operating range of \( \pm \Omega \pi \).

Fig. 1 shows rotation rate for this case.

Sensitivity and efficiency of optical fiber gyroscope depends on length of optical fiber and diameter of optical coil \([1]\). These parameters affect phase of rotation, which is given by equation (4):

\[ \Omega_s = \frac{\lambda c}{2L \cdot D}, \quad (4) \]

where \( L \) is length of optical fiber, \( D \) is diameter of coil, \( \lambda \) is wavelength of light, \( c \) represents speed of light in vacuum. Considering values of these parameters enable division of optical fiber gyroscope by the sensitivity \([5-7]\).

A very high sensitive optical fiber gyroscope has values of parameters given by Table I \([1]\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length of optical fiber (L)</td>
<td>10 000m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coil diameter (D)</td>
<td>0.3m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area of coverage (N*A)</td>
<td>750m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wavelength</td>
<td>1550 x 10⁷ m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Relation for phase difference of a micro-radian corresponds to rate of \( \Omega_\mu \) from equation (5):

\[ \Omega_\mu = \frac{\Omega}{\pi 10^6}, \quad (5) \]

Phase differences of rotation for configuration described in Table I. reaches values given by equations (4) and (5) are shown in Table II.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phase difference ( \Omega_L )</td>
<td>0.00775 rad/s = 4.4deg/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase difference of an micro-radian ( \Omega_\mu )</td>
<td>0.005deg/h</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A high sensitivity optical fiber gyroscope with high sensitivity has values of parameters given by Table III \([1]\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length of optical fiber (L)</td>
<td>1 000m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coil diameter (D)</td>
<td>0.1m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area of coverage (N*A)</td>
<td>25m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wavelength</td>
<td>1550 x 10⁷ m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Phase differences of rotation for configuration described in Table III. reaches values given by equations (4) and (5) are shown in Table IV.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phase difference ( \Omega_L )</td>
<td>130deg/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase difference of an micro-radian ( \Omega_\mu )</td>
<td>0.15deg/h</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For medium sensitivity of optical fiber gyroscope have values of parameters given by Table V \([1]\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length of optical fiber (L)</td>
<td>100m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coil diameter (D)</td>
<td>0.03m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area of coverage (N*A)</td>
<td>0.75m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wavelength</td>
<td>850 x 10⁷ m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Phase differences of rotation for configuration described in Table V. reaches values given by equations (4) and (5) are shown in Table VI.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phase difference ( \Omega_L )</td>
<td>2400deg/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase difference of an micro-radian ( \Omega_\mu )</td>
<td>2.8deg/h</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Efficiency and sensitivity depends on type of chosen configuration. Every configuration offers different properties. In the next part we create model of optical fiber gyroscope in program OptSim \([8-9]\).

III. DESIGN OF OPTICAL FIBER GYROSCOPE IN OPTSIM

OptSim program was chosen for purposes of simulation. Usage of blocks present in OptSim is enables describe of physical model of optical fiber gyroscope system. Model created in OptSim is exact copy of real experimental model. Each block is based on parameters and variables. The most important of them are type of used light source, length of optical fiber, diameter of optical coil and other important properties.

Design schema of optical fiber gyroscope contains following three parts:

- laser source,
- I-FOG optical fiber loop,
- signal detection.
A. Analysis of each parts

1) Blocks of part optical source
Basic construction blocks of this part:
- BB Source (Broad Band Source),
- Optical Attenuator,
- Polarization Transformer,
- Optical Monitor – optical monitor of interim results,
- Property map – monitoring power of laser,
- Multiplot – it allows viewing of the individual signals on the beam.

Optical signal propagates from optical source towards optical attenuator. Block of optical attenuator is connected with block of polarization transformer. These signals could be examined and analyzed in the block named as “Property map”, which purpose is monitoring power of laser and changes of optical power in time. The second block which allows examining amplitudes of outputting signals is named as “Multiplot”. Each variable was configured in regard to construction of real physical optical fiber gyroscope system. Parts of optical source are displayed on Fig. 2. The example of configuration of optical source blocks is shown in Table VII.

![Figure 2 Part optical source.](image)

**TABLE VII Configuration of block BB – Source and block CW – Laser**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Block</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BB – Source (Broad Band – Source)</td>
<td>Radiated Power 20mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CW – Laser (Continuous Wave – Laser)</td>
<td>Used wavelength 1531nm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The next applied blocks are optical filter, increase of optical noise, normalization of optical power, optical attenuator, and transformation of polarization.

2) I-FOG Optical fiber loop
Optical fiber loop is basic part of optical fiber gyroscope system. Primary function of this part is simulation of creating of Sagnac effect in optical fiber. Due to this phenomenon it is possible to examine parameters of optical signal, which is spread in optical fiber wound into a coil shape. As the primary block of optical gyroscopic system was used optical fiber loop containing 16 blocks. Three of these blocks are named as SigPlt2, 4, 8 (Signal Plot) and represent analyse of signal. Four blocks named as ExtMod1-4 (External Modulator) are used as modulators of optical signals. Two blocks ElecGen2 (Electrical Generator) generate electrical signal on base of PRBS (Pseudorandom Binary Sequence). Blocks of OptSplit (Optical Splitter) and OptCombiner (Optical Combiner) creates splitting or merging of optical beams. Two blocks named as PM_Fiber_CW (Polarization Maintaining Optical Fiber in Clockwise) and PM_Fiber_CCW (Polarization Maintaining Optical Fiber in Counterclockwise) represent type of single mode optical fiber with polarization maintaining. Type of considered optical fiber is SMF28, which satisfies conditions for usage in our case. Sagnac effect is ensured using block named as Sagnac Effect and block named as Phase_Shift ensure phase shifting of signals in one branch. Design this part is shown in Fig. 3.

![Figure 3 FOG optical fiber loop.](image)

**Table VIII. shows example configuration of signal generator [10-11].**

**TABLE VIII Example configuration for block signal generator**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Impulse generator</th>
<th>Voltage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type of signal</td>
<td>Voltage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type Modulation</td>
<td>NRZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Used points/bit</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V_max</td>
<td>22.5V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V_min</td>
<td>-22.5V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3) Signal detection
The part of signal detection is designed to process signals obtained from I-FOG. This configuration can be seen on Fig. 4. Processing and analysis of signals takes place here. The basic block for which this configuration is designed is
created by detector, filter (ElecFilt – Electrical Filter), monitoring block (OptMon – Optical Monitor), blocks of multiplot (MultiPlot) and signal analyzers (SigPlt – Signal Plot). As the detector is considered APD (Avalanche Photodiode) photodiode.

In Table IX, configuration of photodetector block is shown.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Photo detector</th>
<th>APD-Multiplication</th>
<th>Ionization coefficient</th>
<th>Method of quant. efficiency</th>
<th>Quantization efficiency</th>
<th>Coefficient of absorption</th>
<th>Width layer</th>
<th>Reflection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Manual</td>
<td>0,8</td>
<td>680000/m</td>
<td>50μm</td>
<td>0,04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With usage of photodetector it is possible to monitor and examine signal waveforms obtained from designed circuit. Fig. 5 illustrates the output power versus rotation at different phase bias points.

![Signal waveform](image)

Figure 5 Signal waveforms obtained from photodetector in receiver area.

IV. CONCLUSION

The design of interferometric optical fiber gyroscope in program environment “OptSim” is based on parameters of real components, which are available in laboratory of optoelectronic systems at Department of electronics and communications of University of Technology Košice. The created configuration consists of three parts, and each of them contains more configuration blocks. The configuration of each block it is made as it could be seen in tables. Once configured, compiled and tested signal waveforms were obtained, as it could be seen on Fig. 5. This figure shows phase changes of signal and impact of Sagnac effect in optical loop. When examining changes of key parameters of gyroscope module as length of used optical fiber, speed of rotation lower and higher signal phase changes could be observed.

This phenomenon happened in each case. The objective of the experiment was creation of interferometric optical fiber gyroscope system in which phase changes created by Sagnac effect are demonstrated.
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Abstract - Enterprises are increasingly being exposed to a number of changes stemming from the overall business environment and their collaborative network of users and partners. Current techniques and models created by using standard frameworks such as Enterprise Architecture are not able to cover relevant design aspects required for service interactions, thus new design elements and aspects stemming from new concepts such as Ecosystem Architectures are being introduced.

This paper focuses on introduction of innovative method and models for service design and selection in complex ecosystem environments by focusing on value oriented aspects used in service composition.

I. INTRODUCTION

The term business architecture is usually associated with intra-enterprise definition of elements required to link the enterprise business strategy and its operational aspects. By definition, business architecture is “a blueprint of the enterprise that provides a common understanding of the organization and is used to align strategic objectives and tactical demands”. The business architecture is one of the key aspects of many Enterprise Architecture (EA) frameworks, such as Zachman and TOGAF, to name a few. By using EA frameworks, one can specify certain business related elements, architectural building blocks (ABBs), to depict the enterprise business capabilities in a form of business ABB elements and relations among them.

The market environment and its changes bring various constraints and challenges for a successful functioning of an enterprise and EA alone, while providing a great starting point, is not sufficient to provide a framework and a method to devise a complex environment and interactions beyond the enterprise boundaries, hence we introduce the concept of an enterprise ecosystem.

An ecosystem is a complex web of interdependent enterprises and relationships aimed to create and allocate business value [1]. Ecosystems are broad by nature, potentially spanning multiple geographies and industries, including public and private institutions and consumers.

Ecosystems are structurally complex environments comprising participants and their interactions. They have unique rules of engagement and share significant market characteristics. Ecosystem participants/partners can create value through innovating products, services, or experiences and they must collaborate to create and deliver something of mutually beneficial value. In effect, value creation and value capture reflect a networked, dynamic, everyone-to-everyone process of exchange and the main difference to standard value chains is that ecosystems produce more value as a whole, than the sum of the individual participants acting independently.

In a nutshell, ecosystem enablers are mandating efficient means of product creation, collaboration, data exchange, and interconnection of systems. Thus, APIs become the main technology and conceptual building blocks to create new ecosystem operational platforms and environments.

In this paper, we are introducing an innovative method and models for service design and selection in complex ecosystem environments by focusing on value oriented aspects used in service composition. Value orientation is based on a concept of value network [2] and define it as a value creating system in which all involved stakeholders in the ecosystem “co-create value”. Since “value co-creation” is the ultimate objective of services, the method should firstly focus on high-level service value models, i.e. the identification of service participants (ecosystem participants), their value expectations and value exchange relations.

The starting point of the proposed method is the high-level business ecosystem architecture definition and service value model, which is described by service value network in a form of associated service attributes.

Value model is defined as an UML profile with defined stereotypes and is further transformed into a property graph representing the attributed service design model and one of the potential execution transformations is defined as an RDF model, capable of being queried as well as serving as a foundation for service execution models.

Majority of recently published papers dealing with the problem of service design and composition are mostly focusing on the technical issues such as interface matching, semantic service description and semantic service discovery. Several of web services discovery approaches use the tagging concepts to annotate the service descriptions [7] and utilize tags to analyze the service similarity and provide the best service match [8], but these approaches focus primarily on the technical service attribute aspects and augmentation of the discovery and selection approach based on user service tagging. In this
paper, we use tagging technique as a means to transfer business ecosystem defined goals and value attributes into service descriptions to enhance the service clustering process and streamline the final service selection based on service skyline approach.

The proposed approach is aiming on the creation of the value oriented method for the definition of flexible, business aligned services to enhance the cumbersome process of API composition and assembly.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II gives a description of Service design and the role of Enterprise architecture in decisioning process. Section III introduces the model and a method for value based service design. Section IV presents the process of service selection based on the value elements. Section V is a case study. The conclusion and future work are presented in section VI.

II. ENTERPRISE ARCHITECTURE AND SERVICE DESIGN

In the context of this paper, an “enterprise” is defined as a collection of organizations having the same set of goals and/or the same common denominator. In this sense, an enterprise could be a government agency, government apparatus as a whole, a corporation, a corporate sector or just a department [11].

Definition of the “enterprise” in the context of Enterprise Architecture can depict the whole enterprise, including all of its information systems, and/or a specific domain within the enterprise. In both cases, architecture comprises several information systems and several functional areas within the enterprise.

ANSI/IEEE Std 1471-2000 defines architecture as the “fundamental organization of a system, embodied in its components, their relationships to each other and the environment, and the principles governing its design and evolution” [10].

According to the aforementioned definitions, Enterprise Architecture (EA) is understood as (1) the fundamental organization of a government agency or a corporation, as a whole or in part as a division or department; and (2) the principles governing its design and evolution. EA models represent either As-Is or To-Be architectures of an actual government agency or corporation. EA frameworks provide the following:

- meta-models for EA description,
- methods for EA design and evolution,
- a common vocabulary for EA,
- optionally, reference models as templates or blueprints for EA design and evolution

EA approach is hierarchical and it usually means that „IT follows the business”, starting with strategic business positioning, then defining appropriate organizational processes and structures, and finally specifying the information system that is appropriately supporting business requirements.

Most EA frameworks differentiate the following layers [11]:

- Business Architecture – represents the fundamental organization of the enterprise from the business strategy point of view. Typical artifacts in this layer are organizational structures, business goals, business functions, business processes and business services.
- Information Architecture – represents the set of main informational entities and their relationships within the problem domain on which the EA focuses on. It is comprised of a business data model, logical data model, requirements for the interoperability from the data point of view, etc.
- Application Architecture – describes the main application system types required for data processing and business process support. The term application is not depicting a computer based system, it is formulated as a logical functional group managing the data elements defined in the Information Architecture and providing support for the business functions defined in the Business Architecture.
- Technological Architecture – provides a technological view of the entire system. It is comprised of the definition of technological elements, called architectural building blocks (ABBs) and their allocation to different technological architectural layers, depending on the desired approach for the definition of information system's technological infrastructure. ABBs are not representing the technological solution itself, they are technology independent and are defining the main technological characteristics and properties for a particular physical implementation.

A very important concept introduced in the definition of Business architecture is the notion of Component Business Architecture (CBA) [4]. The decomposition of the entire enterprise into well defined and discrete components enables a clear separation of concerns, and the definition of business services offered within the enterprise or to the ecosystem. The concept is based on the Component Business Modeling (CBM) method [12]. CBM as a methodology is more comprehensive in terms of facilitating the transformation of the enterprise, while the new concept of CBA is more focusing on alignment of business services, business processes, and the service oriented information systems. One of the purposes of creating the business components is also the need to break complex business processes into manageable parts that have clearly defined boundaries (component boundaries) and interfaces (component services).

CBA differentiates the ecosystem wide, inter-component and intra-component processes. Inter-component processes are describing how the enterprise-wide processes are being choreographed using the business services provided and/or required by the business components. It also defines the value creation and value capture requirements as a set of constraints, i.e. circumstances in which the enterprise is willing to be a part of the ecosystem. Value capture and
value creation flows are proposed to be modeled in a form of a value network.

Intra-component processes, on the other hand, are describing how the business service’s logic, within the component that offers it, is defined in a form of processes and sub-processes (usually depicting the service that needs to be exposed from Systems of Record).

III. THE MODEL FOR VALUE BASED SERVICE DESIGN

In order to define the elements (attributes) required to associate business and user value characteristics to particular services, a new model for service design are being introduced in this paper.

The model comprises two main layers, business and service layer. The business layer is built upon the CBA model of business and application architecture and introduces the Value Offering concept. The Value Offering is key element in the translation of ecosystem business strategy and intent and is containing definitions for each value attribute proposed by the business component. Value itself can be created and captured by using the service that “realizes” the Value Offer.

![Figure 1 - Value Based Service Model](image)

The Value Offering’s attributes are directly linked and typed based on the Business Area and Business Component category types, ensuring that model can introduce specific industry/domain standards for value elements definition.

The Service Layer is focusing on detailed service design and each Service entity is defined by Service Capability and Service Quality elements. Service Capability is defining functional aspects and provision of specific functionality by service execution, while Service Quality is focusing on non-functional service descriptions.

By having Service Capabilities and Service Qualities linked to Value Offering, the model is ensuring that Service Capabilities are defined based on the ecosystem business architecture components and convey the strategic intent of the ecosystem participant to lower, “execution” layers.

Each Service Capability will be realized in a form of a service “tag”, that will enable easier classification and service discovery and matching algorithms. Tags are, in essence, an annotation mechanism to enrich the service description and to provide enough information for the service selection and composition based on definition of business value provided by the service.

Service Quality elements will provide additional dimension for service description and by focusing on non-functional service qualities, provide additional selection and composition criteria.

By using both, Service Capabilities and Service Qualities, each ecosystem participant will be able to discover and select appropriate services and provide a composition pattern to co-create and capture the value provided by the interaction with the service of an ecosystem service provider.

IV. SERVICE SELECTION

The proposed method uses the analysis of service capabilities as in a form of service tag, for which the String representation is used and we can apply content analysis of various service capabilities and compare the ecosystem service user request with existing ecosystem service descriptions. Service capabilities in a form of service tags have a direct traceability back to the originating business ecosystem value offerings and thus create a link to business value strategy defined for the entire ecosystem.

In some related research [5], services are selected depending on a predefined objective function. In this case, a weighting mechanism is leveraged where service users express preferences over different characteristics (parameters) as numeric weights. The composite service gaining the highest value is selected and returned to the user.

As it proved to be very challenging to transform user preferences into numeric weights, some researchers have tried solving the problem using the dominance relationship between services [6] (also called skyline). With dominance relationship between services, for a task, only skyline services are selected for further composition, reducing the number of candidate services.

This paper proposes a method where initial service selection is based on service clustering by utilizing service tags (service capability) comparison and the next stage is to find the skyline service within the service clusters to finalize the service selection process.

A. Service Clustering

For each service capability, a service tag or a set of tags is defined and we can mark a service \( s_1 \) with a tag set
\[
T_1 = \{t_1, t_2, \ldots, t_n\},
\]
and a service \( s_2 \) with a tag set
\[
T_2 = \{t_1, t_2, \ldots, t_n\}.
\]

We can define the service similarity based on the service capabilities tags as:
\[
sim(s_1, s_2) = \frac{|T_1 \cap T_2|}{|T_1 \cup T_2|}
\]
Service capabilities and tag similarities are not necessarily a single value for all service capabilities, and we can define several tag sets for multiple service capabilities. Service tag is a String representation of a capability, where capability can be a single Name-Value pair or a complex map of N-V pairs. Each service similarity based on a tag set can be further used as a single value preference for service skyline and finding Top-k services.

### B. Service Dominance Definition

Given a set of d-dimensional points, a point $p$ is said to dominate another point $q$ if it is better than or equal to $q$ in all dimensions and better than $q$ in at least one, denoted as $p < q$. The skyline points are the subset of points that are not dominated by other points [3]. In a scenario of improving composition and assembly of services with proposed skyline technique, given a predefined value network schema, top-k skyline services are selected for each required value flow between ecosystem participants and composed into a composite service flow.

**Definition 1. Service Dominance**

A service $ws_i$ is defined as a dominate another service $ws_j$ on $Q$ if and only if $\forall q_j \in Q, ws_i.q_j \geq ws_j.q_j$ and $\exists q_i \in Q, ws_i.q_i > ws_j.q_i$.

**Definition 2. Service Skyline**

A service $ws_i$ is a skyline service if and only if there does not exist a service $ws_j \neq ws_i$ dominating $ws_i$. Service skyline could also be called full skyline or free skyline.

**Definition 3. Value Preference Service Dominance**

Given a value preference space $P$, a service $ws_i$ is said to dominate another service $ws_j$ on $P$ if and only if $\forall p_i \in P, ws_i.p_i \geq ws_j.p_i$ and $\exists p_i \in P, ws_i.p_i > ws_j.p_i$.

**Definition 4. Value Preference Service Skyline (VPS)**

A service $ws_i$ is a skyline service on $P$ if and only if there does not exist a service $ws_j \neq ws_i$ dominating $ws_i$ on $P$. We use $s\text{-VPS}(WS,P)$ to denote the set of skyline services in $WS$ on $P$, where $s$ represents the number of attributes in $P$. $s\text{-VPS}(WS,P)$ can be abbreviated as $s\text{-VPS}$ or $VPS$.

The first two definitions describe skyline services over full service characteristics dimension, and Definition 3, 4 show what a value preference skyline service is. Given an $l$-dimensional value preference space $vi$ and $d$-dimensional service characteristic space $Q$, when $l = d$, the value preference service dominance is equivalent to the original dominance in full skyline.

**C. Finding top valued services**

Using VPS, top-k candidate services for each task are selected for the further composition. In order to rank services in a same candidate service class, a score is computed for each service under a user preference space $P$, denoted as $score(ws)$ for the service $ws$. The score is computed as follows: $score(ws) = \sum_{j=1}^{d} ws.q_j$, where $q_j \in P$, $0 \leq ws.q_j \leq 1$ and $ws.q_j$ is the parameter value after normalization.

For selecting top-k services, a dominant number is defined for service ranking. For the service $ws$, its dominant number is equivalent to the number of services dominated by $ws$ in VPS.

V. Case Study

The new model and approach can be applied in any complex organization going through the digital transformation of their current information system landscape and moving towards the ecosystem collaboration platform. The government/public sector of a particular state or city is one such organization, and is taken under consideration for this case study. The government sector is usually comprised of a large number of government agencies, ministries, and public institutions. Each of those government organizations are continuously going through IT transformations in order to comply with new regulations, new laws that has been passed, etc. The problem with this continuous adaptation of Information systems is that the interoperability between those organizations is becoming very difficult. In addition, multiple new service consumers and service providers are emerging, such as small startup companies eager to harness the power and value of the open data that governments provide and using this insight to create new services for government entities and citizens. This is effectively becoming a new ecosystem where all participants, government entities, citizens and commercial entities are providing and consuming services simultaneously.

This problem is being addressed by the new combination of EA elements and service value design approach, where the business decomposition starts from the overall government, dividing the business responsibilities for each agency and ministry, defining them as business components interacting in the government business ecosystem. Definition of government CBA is important step in defining Value Offerings being offered by business components and services.

Services describe the actual conversation between government organizations (components), and the establishment of the overall Information architecture gives a common vocabulary for this conversation. Government business model is defining all entities within the government business horizon and is one of the main drivers for better interoperability between government agencies. Each government organization is comprised of a large number of internal components that comprise its CBA.

After defining the CBA for the entire ecosystem, government-wide and for each organization, and defining value offerings and services, the mechanism for the service selection and composition is ready to be used by the new ecosystem participants.

Our case study is focused on a creation of a new business ecosystem where the City and local government would have a lead ecosystem role, with a goal to attract various startups as potential ecosystem participants to focus on a value creation and value capturing in the smart/connected cities domain, specifically on improving current services for citizens.

Based on the Smart/Connected City CBA, that would decompose the domain into business components with
associated key activities, processes, business entities and KPIs, utilizing ITU-T Smart Sustainable Cities elements.

The new business goals (e.g. “Improve the city Net Promoter Score for 5%”) for the new model would be associated with dedicated business component. This business goal would be further derived into new Value Offering (e.g. “Successful service execution rate”, “Positive feedback rate increase” or “Location based POI recommendation success rate”). Each Value Offering would further define specific service capabilities (full model is beyond the scope of this paper) that the ecosystem would need to provide and create an environment where ecosystem participants can state their own goals and intents and be able to discover and compose new services to satisfy ecosystem goals and intents.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a novel model for linking ecosystem business architecture and value capture with service design and representation of service capability parameters as tags, required for improvement of service composability and assembly, is given. As majority of the related work in this field is focusing on semantic matching and service discovery based on attribute names from the pure technical service description or manual user tagging of service capabilities, with extremely inconsistent quality of business value offerings and capability descriptions across a number of services, we believe that the model we introduce is providing the necessary structure and mechanisms for efficient service discovery and service composition in a relatively open ecosystem environment.

Benefits of the new approach were presented in the form of a new method for deriving the ecosystem participant’s strategic intent into value co-creation and finding the relevant services exposed and offered by the same ecosystem to use the service for value capture and realization. Value oriented elements are defined in a form of a Value Offering and subsequently Service Capabilities. The proposed method used tag similarity and clustering techniques combining with finding Top-k services in the service skyline.

This approach will be further realized using the UML stereotype pattern analysis that will enhance the translation from business to service model and enhance the matching of services in the ecosystem.
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Abstract - Recent theoretical studies of communication systems show much interest on high-level modulation, such as M-ary quadrature amplitude modulation (M-QAM), and most related works are based on the simulations. In this paper, a simulation model to study various M-ary QAM modulation techniques is proposed. The simulation model is implemented in Matlab/Simulink environment and BERTool in conjunction with the model is also used. Simulation for 64-QAM and 256-QAM modulation techniques is done. The effect of the phase noise on the constellation diagram for both M-QAMs is examined. The impact of changing the power of the input signal, phase noise and frequency offset on Bit Error Rate (BER) performance of 64-QAM and 256-QAM is also studied. The simulation results in terms of the constellation diagram and the BER curve under various conditions are presented and analyzed.

Index Terms—Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN), Bit Error Rate (BER), BERTool, M-ARY Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM), Matlab, phase noise, Simulink.

I. INTRODUCTION

As the digital communication industry continues to grow and evolve, the applications of modulation techniques continue to grow as well. This growth, in turn, spawns an increasing need to seek automated methods of analyzing the performance of digital modulation types using the latest mathematical softwares. The Amplitude Shift Keying (ASK), Frequency Shift Keying (FSK) Phase Shift Keying (PSK), and Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM) are the basic forms of the digital modulation techniques [1]-[3]. With the fast development of modern communication techniques, the demand for reliable high data rate transmission is increased significantly, which stimulate much interest in modulation techniques. The requirements for spectral and power efficiency in many real world applications of the modulation lead to the necessity of using the modulation techniques other than binary modulation. Modern modulation techniques exploit the fact that the digital baseband data may be sent by varying both envelope and phase/frequency of a carrier wave. Because the envelope and phase offer two degrees of freedom, such modulation techniques map baseband data into four or more possible carrier signals. Such modulation techniques are known as M-ary modulation [4], [5], since they can represent more signals than if just the amplitude or phase were varied alone. In an M-ary signaling scheme, two or more bits are grouped together to form symbols and one possible signal is transmitted during each symbol period. Usually, the number of possible signals is \( M = 2^m \) where \( m \) is an integer. Depending on whether the amplitude, phase or frequency is varied, the modulation technique is M-ary ASK, M-ary PSK, or M-ary FSK [4]-[6]. The modulation that alters both, amplitude and phase is M-ary QAM [4], [7], [8], [11]. Different bandwidth efficiency at the expense of power efficiency can be achieved using M-ary modulation techniques. M-ary modulation schemes are one of most efficient digital data transmission systems as it achieves better bandwidth efficiency than other modulation techniques and give higher data rate. In order to improve the performance of M-ary modulation techniques, always a need of studying and analyzing the unwanted effects caused by different factors on their characteristics exists.

In this paper, two variants of M-ary QAM, namely 64-QAM and 256-QAM, are studied in Matlab/Simulink environment. The studies are done in terms of effects caused by such factors as input signal power, Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN), phase noise and frequency offset on behavior of these modulations. Constellation diagrams and Bit Error Rate (BER) curves for mentioned variants of M-QAM are obtained and analyzed.

II. M-ARY QAM

QAM is the encoding of the information into a carrier wave by variation of the amplitude of both the carrier wave and a „quadrature” carrier that is 90° out of phase with the main carrier in accordance with two input signals. That is, the amplitude and the phase of the carrier wave are simultaneously changed according to the information needed to transmit. It is such a class of non-constant envelope schemes that can achieve higher bandwidth efficiency than M-PSK with the same average signal power [4].

Mathematically, M-ary QAM can be written as shown in [9]

\[
s_{kl}(t) = A_k \cos(2\pi f_c t + \theta_l), \quad k = 1, 2, \ldots M_1, \quad l = 1, 2, \ldots M_2,
\]

where \( A_k \) is the signal amplitude, \( \theta_l \) is the signal...
phase, $M_1$ is the number of possible amplitudes of the carrier, $M_2$ is the number of possible phases of the carrier, and $f_c$ is the carrier frequency.

The combined amplitude and phase modulation, results in the simultaneous transmission of $\log_2(M_1M_2)$ bits per symbol.

M-ary QAM is one of the widely used modulation techniques because of its efficiency in power and bandwidth [4], [6]. A variety of forms of QAM are available and some of the more common forms include 16-QAM, 32-QAM, 64-QAM, 128-QAM, and 256-QAM. QAM is in many radio communications and data delivery applications [6], [7]. Some variants of QAM are also used for many wireless [5], [12] and television and cable modem applications. Variants of QAM and 256-QAM are often used in digital cable domestic broadcast applications [10] for example, 64-QAM is used in some specific applications and standards [4]. For delivery applications [6], [7]. Some variants of QAM are available and some of the more common forms include 16-QAM, 32-QAM, 64-QAM, 128-QAM, and 256-QAM. QAM is in many radio communications and data delivery applications [6], [7]. Some variants of QAM are also used for many wireless [5], [12] and cellular [5], [13] technology applications.

Because of the widely use in modern communication systems, M-QAM modulation technique needs to be continuously studied, especially in terms of factors that affect its performance.

III. M-QAM PERFORMANCE MEASURES

A. Constellation Diagram

The constellation diagram provides a graphical representation of the complex envelope of each possible symbol state, and also is an important visual tool in evaluating a performance of M-QAM modulations. The x-axis of the constellation diagram represents the In-phase component of the complex envelope and the y-axis represents the Quadrature component of the complex envelope. For

$$I \times J \quad \left( M = I \times J, \quad I = 2^{(m-1)/2}, \text{ and } J = 2^{(m+1)/2} \right)$$

rectangular QAM constellation, each message point can be represented as

$$x = x_I + jx_Q$$

(2)

where $x_I$ is the In-phase component and $x_Q$ is the Quadrature component of the point $x$.

The components, $x_I$ and $x_Q$ are given by

$$x_I \in \{ \pm d, \pm 3d, \ldots \pm (I - 1)d \}$$

(3)

$$x_Q \in \{ \pm d, \pm 3d, \ldots \pm (J - 1)d \}$$

(4)

If 2$d$ is the Euclidean distance between two adjacent signal points and $E_b$ is the bit energy, $d$ can be expressed in terms of $E_b$, $I$ and $J$ as [9]

$$d = \sqrt{\frac{3E_b \log_2(I \times J)}{I^2 + J^2 - 2}}$$

(5)

For the case of M-ary square QAM (5) becomes

$$d = \sqrt{\frac{3E_b \log_2(M)}{2(M-1)}}$$

(6)

The distance between the signals on the constellation diagram relates to how different the modulation waveform are, and how well a receiver can differentiate between all possible symbols when random noise is present.

B. Bit Error Rate Probability

BER is a performance measurement that specifies the number of bit corrupted or destroyed as they are transmitted from its source to its destination. Several factors that affect BER include bandwidth, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), transmission speed and transmission medium. The definition of bit error rate can be translated into a simple formula:

$$BER = \frac{\text{Number of bit errors}}{\text{Total number of bits sent}}$$

(7)

BER can also be defined in terms of the probability of error (POE) [13] and expressed as

$$POE = \frac{1}{2} \left[ 1 - \text{erf} \left( \frac{E_b}{\sqrt{2}N_0} \right) \right]$$

(8)

where erf is the error function, $E_b$ is the energy in one bit and $N_0$ is the noise power spectral density. At that, the error function erf is different for the each of the various modulation methods. This is because each type of modulation performs differently in the presence of noise [14]. It is important to note that POE is proportional to $E_b/N_0$, which is a normalized form of SNR.

The performance of each modulation is measured by calculating its BER or POE with assumption that systems are operating with additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). Knowledge of the BER enables other parameters of the communication systems, such as power, bandwidth, etc to be tailored to enable the required performance to be obtained.

C. Noise

The term noise refers to unwanted electrical signals that are always present in electrical systems. Particularly, in terms of communication systems, noise can be defined as any unwanted energy tending to interfere with the proper reception and reproduction of transmitted signals.

In digital communication systems, noise may produce unwanted pulses or perhaps cancel out the desired ones.
Noise may introduce serious mathematical errors in signal analysis and limit the range of systems for a given transmitted power. It can also affect the sensitivity of receivers by placing restrictions on the weakest signals to be amplified. All these are some of the effects of noise on signals and communication systems at large [15].

1. Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN)

   In communication systems, the most common type of noise added over the channel is the Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN). AWGN is the effect of thermal noise generated by thermal motion of electron in all dissipative electrical components i.e. resistors, wires and so on [16]. Mathematically, AWGN is modeled as a zero-mean Gaussian random process where the random signal “z” is the summation of the random noise variable “n” and a direct current signal “a” that is

\[ z = a + n. \]  

(9)

The probability distribution function for this Gaussian noise can be represented as follows

\[ p(z) = \frac{1}{\sigma \sqrt{2\pi}} \exp \left[ -\frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{z-a}{\sigma} \right)^2 \right]. \]  

(10)

where \( \sigma^2 \) is the variance of \( n \).

The higher the variance of the noise, the more is the deviation of the received symbols with respect to the constellation set and, thus, the higher is the probability to demodulate a wrong symbol and make errors.

The model of this noise assumes that its power spectral density \( G_n(f) \) is flat for all the frequencies and is denoted as

\[ G_n(f) = N_0/2. \]  

(11)

The factor 1/2 in (11) is included to indicate that the power spectral density is a two-sided power spectral density and indicates that half the power is associated with positive frequencies and half with negative frequencies.

This type of noise is present in all communication systems and is the major noise source for most systems with characteristics of additive, white and Gaussian. It is mostly used to model noise in communication systems which are simulated to determine their performance. This noise is normally used to model digital communication systems which can be replaced with other interference schemes.

2. Phase Noise

   Phase noise is a type of noise that affects the phase of carrier signals. Here, the noise (whose phase is random) causes the phase of the carrier signal to be random. When phase noise is introduced into a carrier signal, it causes angular displacement of the carrier signal. Phase noise is associated with oscillators. In M-QAM modulations, phase noise is usually generated when the constellation points oscillate.

Phase noise like other noises can only be described statistically, because of its random nature and is typically expressed in units of dBc/Hz at various offsets from the carrier frequency. This is usually referred to as Phase Noise Level Density (PNLD) [17] and it can be expressed mathematically as

\[ \text{PNLD} = -10\log(I/I_0) \]  

(12)

where \( I \) = noise intensity level in dB and \( I_0 = 10^{-12} \) is a reference noise intensity level.

IV. M-ARY QAM SIMULATION MODEL

Simulink [18], developed by Math Works, is an environment for multi-domain simulation and model-based design for dynamic and embedded systems. It provides an interactive graphical environment and a customizable set of block libraries that enable to design, simulate, implement, and test a variety of time-varying systems, including communications, controls, signal processing, image processing. Simulink is integrated with Matlab [19], providing immediate access to an extensive range of tools for algorithm development, data visualization, data analysis, and numerical computation.

In this paper, a baseband simulation model of M-ary QAM is implemented in Matlab/Simulink environment. The model is shown in Fig. 1. The Simulink model is a graphical representation of a mathematical model of a communication system that generates a random signal, converts it into a binary representation, modulates it using QAM, adds noise (AWGN and phase noise) to simulate a channel, demodulates the signal and finally converts it into an integer representation. The model also contains blocks for calculating and displaying the BER and SER and the scatter plot of the modulated signal. In addition, the BERTool in conjunction with the Simulink model is used to evaluate the performance of each QAM technique through plotting the BER versus the Eb/No. BERTool is an interactive Graphical User Interface (GUI) that invokes the simulation for Eb/No specified range, collects the BER data from the simulation, and creates a plot. In BERTool, three ways of simulations are possible, that are: theoretical, semi-analytical and Monte Carlo. To invoke the BERTool, the command "BERTool" needs to be entered in main command window of Matlab.

The blocks and the lines in the model describe mathematical relationships among signals and states.

The simulation model allows studying the effects of input signal power, phase noise and frequency offset on performance of various M-QAM modulation techniques in terms of their constellation diagram and BER curve.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The model, shown in Fig. 1 is extracted into BERTool and tested in Monte Carlo for 64-QAM, as well for 256-QAM.
To take into account the presence of phase noise, in addition of AWGN, phase noise is also added as a source noise, assuming that PNLD = -60 dBc/Hz. Furthermore, the input signal power is set to 1 W and the frequency offset is set to 200 Hz, respectively. The only exceptions are cases, where the studies are done with more than one value of these parameters.

Before running the simulation to study the effect of phase noise on constellation diagram for each of two modulations, the value of signal-to-noise ratio (Eb/No) in the AWGN channel is set to 100 dB, such that the channel itself will not have any effect on the modulated signal.

A. Results for 64-QAM

The first Scatter Plot Scope1 displays the constellation diagram shown in Fig. 2. Because of high value of Eb/No (Eb/No=100 dB) in the channel, this constellation diagram is almost the same as the original constellation diagram which is presented in [3].

The effect of phase noise on the modulated signal is illustrated by the result of the second Scatter Plot Scope2. The constellation diagram for PNLD = [-60 -70] dBc/Hz is presented in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, respectively.

The constellation diagram in Fig. 3 shows a significant angular displacement/distortion of the modulated signal for PNLD of -60 dBc/Hz. The reduction of the phase noise level density with 10 dBc/Hz (from -60 dBc/Hz to -70 dBc/Hz) results in the reduction in the angular displacement, i.e., to a higher quality of the constellation diagram, which is obvious in Fig. 4.

To study the impact of changing the power of the input signal on the noise variance and therefore on the bit error rate, BER as a function of Eb/No is simulated. The simulation is performed for values of the input signal power [0.5 1.0 2.0 4.0] W in the presence of phase noise (PNLD=-60 dBc/Hz). For each value of the input signal power a result in the form of BER graph, as shown in Fig. 5, is obtained. The simulation result illustrates that as the power of the input signal increases, the error rate also
increases. This is due to the proportional relation between the signal power and the noise variance [14] which relation is implemented in the AWGN Channel block (see Fig. 1).

Figure 3. Constellation diagram of 64-QAM for Eb/No=100 dB and PNLD=-60 dBc/Hz.

The effect of phase noise on BER performance of 64-QAM is studied, as the values of the PNLD are varied from -50 dBc/Hz to -70 dBc/Hz, in step of -10 dBc/Hz. For each value of PNLD, as well, for case without phase noise (in the presence of AWGN only), a BER curve versus Eb/No is obtained. The result is represented in Fig. 6.

As can see in Fig. 6, the higher the phase noise level density, the higher the BER simulated value at a fixed Eb/No value. For example, at Eb/No=18 dB, the value of BER obtained for PNLD of -50 dBc/Hz is 6.3476E-2 while if the noise level density is reduced to -70 dBc/Hz, there is a significant reduction of the BER value (the value obtained equals 1.5873E-5). Moreover, it is observed from the simulated curves, that the BER curve for PNLD of -70 dBc/Hz gets close to the curve without phase noise (in the presence of AWGN only).

Figure 4. Constellation diagram of 64-QAM for Eb/No=100 dB and PNLD=-70 dBc/Hz.

BER as a function of the Eb/No ratio, at various offsets from the carrier frequency is simulated, too. The values of the frequency offset are varied from 100 Hz to 300 Hz, in step of 100 Hz. The simulation is performed with PNLD equal to -60 dBc/Hz. For each value of the frequency offset a BER as a function of Eb/No is obtained. The result, in the form of graphs, is displayed in Fig. 7. How is seen in Fig. 7, at low SNRs (Eb/No under of 8 dB), the three BER curves almost coincide. For values of a Eb/No ratio over 10 dB, the obtained BER curves more and more get away from each other with increasing Eb/No. As is expected, it is observed in Fig. 7, that an increase of the frequency offset increases the BER value at a fixed Eb/No ratio. In other words, the BER curve for a frequency offset of 100 Hz outperforms the BER curve for a frequency offset of 200 Hz and 300 Hz.

Figure 5. BER vs. Eb/No for 64-QAM at different phase noise level densities and without the presence of phase noise.

Figure 6. BER vs. Eb/No for 64-QAM at different phase noise level densities and with the presence of phase noise.
respectively. For example, the change of the frequency offset from 100 Hz to 300 Hz at Eb/No=18 dB and PNLD=-60 dBc/Hz, causes the BER value increase from 5.5531E-4 to 7.1251E-3.

Figure 7. BER vs. Eb/No for 64-QAM for different values of the frequency offset.

B. Results for 256-QAM

Constellation diagrams and BER curves for 256-QAM, are simulated under the same conditions as for 64-QAM using Simulink model in Fig. 1.

The constellation diagram displayed by the first Scatter Plot Scope1 in Fig. 8 is almost the same as the original constellation diagram that is shown in [1]. The similarity is due to the high value of the Eb/No ratio in the channel (Eb/No=100 dB).

Figure 8. Constellation diagram of 256-QAM for Eb/No=100 dB and without the presence of phase noise.

The Scatter Plot Scope2 placed after the Phase Noise block gives different result for each PNLD value. Resulting constellation diagrams for PNLD=-60 dBc/Hz and PNLD=-70 dBc/Hz are displayed in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, respectively. It is obvious from Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 that the reduction of the phase noise level density from -60 dBc/Hz to -70 dBc/Hz, results in a significant reduction in the angular displacement.

The dependence of the BER on Eb/No ratio for different values of the input signal power is also examined. The value of the input signal power is varied from 0.5 W to 4 W. With each variation, the model is simulated. The set of the simulated BER curves for values [0.5 1 2 4] W of the input signal power is presented in Fig. 11. It can be seen in Fig. 11 that with increasing the input signal power, the BER also increases. This is due to the proportional relation between the signal power and the noise variance [14] which is equivalent to proportionality between the signal power and BER ratio. The numerical results, obtained with Eb/No=18 dB and PNLD = -60 dBc/Hz, show that the increase of the input signal power from 0.5 W to 4 W, results in an increase of the BER value from 1.3095E-4 to 5.8251E-2.

Figure 9. Constellation diagram of 256-QAM for Eb/No=100 dB and PNLD=-60 dBc/Hz.

Figure 10. Constellation diagram of 256-QAM for Eb/No=100 dB and PNLD=-70 dBc/Hz.
To study the effect of phase noise on BER performance of 256-QAM modulation technique, the phase noise level density is varied in the same way as for 64-QAM modulation technique. Simulation of BER curve for each of values [-50 -60 -70] dBc/Hz of a PNLD is performed and the result is shown in Fig. 12.

As can be seen, the BER curve is moved upward with increasing of the frequency offset. That means the increase of the frequency offset affects negatively the BER curve. It is also evident, that the three BER curves are nearly identical up to Eb/No=10 dB. For values of Eb/No, which are over 12 dB the curves are gradually moving away one from another.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

A simulation model to study 64-QAM and 256-QAM modulation techniques is built using the Simulink tool that is integrated in the Matlab environment. Also, the BERTool under Matlab is used to evaluate the performance of both modulation techniques through plotting the BER versus Eb/No. The model can not only be used for 64-QAM and 256-QAM modulation techniques, it can also be used for the other QAM order (for example, for M = [4 8 16 32 128 512, etc.], as well for a platform to simulate other modulation techniques, such as M-PSK, DPSK, etc.

The simulation results show that the phase noise affects constellation diagram. The effect of phase noise on constellation diagram, results in an angular displacement of the modulated signal. It can be seen from Figs. 3, 4, 9 and 10 that the points do not lie exactly on the constellations because of the added noise. The radial pattern of points is due to the addition of phase noise, which alters the angle of the modulated signal. Moreover, the effect of phase noise on constellation diagram increases with an increase of phase noise level density, as well with an increase of the modulation order.

The simulations show that the BER for both type (64-QAM and 256-QAM) modulations decreases with increasing value of Eb/No. The higher the Eb/No value, the better the BER based on data generated by the computer simulation model.

According to the results of the simulations it is possible to conclude that as the QAM order increases, the simulated BER values also increase. In case of 256-QAM the BER is greater than in case of 64-QAM as constellation points come closer.

It follows from the simulation results, that all the
specified factors (AWGN noise, input signal power, phase noise, and frequency offset) affect the BER performance of M-QAM (M=64 and 256) modulation techniques. At that, increasing each one of them results in a BER increase. In fact, how it can be seen in Fig. 6 and Fig. 12, for a PNLD value greater than -60 dBc/Hz there is no a significant change in the BER value with increasing the Eb/No.

Finally, it can be concluded that 64-QAM has better BER and phase noise performance than 256-QAM.
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U ovom radu opisana je metodologija razvoja Okvira za digitalnu zrelost škola (ODŽŠ) u Hrvatskoj, pripadajući mjerni instrument, te je dan pregled rezultata procjene razine zrelosti škola. Okvir zajedno s pripadajućim instrumentom i on-line aplikativnim programskom potporom predstavlja jedinstveno i sveobuhvatno rješenje za procjenu digitalne zrelosti škola i davanje smjernica za podizanje digitalne zrelosti. Okvir je organiziran u 5 osnovnih područja podijeljenih na 38 elemenata od kojih je svaki opisan s 5 razina zrelosti u obliku rubrike. Prvo testiranje mjernog instrumenta digitalne zrelosti izvršeno je na 151 školi u Hrvatskoj.

I. UVOD

Koncept digitalne zrelosti škola postaje sve više značajan zbog vrlo brzog razvoja i sve veće važnosti informacijsko-komunikacijskih tehnologija (IKT) u obrazovanju. Europska komisija je također poznala važnost digitalne zrelosti, te kroz niz programa podržava razvoj digitalne zrelosti škola (npr. [10] i [13]). Digitalno zrelošć škole za potrebe ovog istraživanja definiramo kao škole s visokom razinom integracije IKT-a, istezatamaño pristupu koji mora biti planiran i upravljanju školom i u obrazovnim procesima. Korištenje sistematiziranim pristupom korištenja IKT-a u škole s visokom razinom integracije IKT-a, digitalno zrele škola za potrebe ovog razloga je potrebno identificirati područja i elemente koji doprinose digitalnoj zrelosti škola, kako bi se mogao planirati napredak u integraciji, a korištenju digitalnih tehnologija (vidjeti npr. [1]).

Problem je prepoznat i u Republici Hrvatskoj te se kroz projekt "E-Škole: Uspostava sustava razvoja digitalno zrelih škola u RH (pilot projekt)" financiranog sredstvima europskih fondova (voditelj CARNet) nastoji primijeniti cjeloviti pristup informatizaciji školskog sustava u svrhu stvaranja digitalno zrelih škola za 21. stoljeće (vidjeti [5]). Za informatizaciju školskog sustava i održivost projekta neophodna je usklađenost implementacije infrastrukturnih i uslužno-obrazovnih dijelova projekta. Kako bi se ostvarila usklađenost potrebano je jedinstveni koncept koji bi sve navedeno obuhvatio, a to je koncept okvira digitalne zrelosti škole.

Trenutno postoji nekoliko okvira koji opisuju digitalnu zrelost obrazovnih institucija (npr. [6], [7], [9], [10], [11]). No, provedena kvalitativna analiza u okviru projekta je pokazala da nijedan od njih nije prikladan za prikaz i opis digitalne zrelosti škola (vidjeti [4]). Isto tako ne postoji sveobuhvatni koncept koji obuhvaća okvir, instrument za procjenu i programsku potporu procesa procjene digitalne zrelosti škola.

Temeljem analize postojećih okvira, te niza drugih metoda razvoja okvira te uzimajući u obzir zahtjeve projekta e-Škole, razvijen je Okvir za digitalno zrele škole (ODŽŠ), instrument za samoprocjenu i vanjsku (ekspertnu) procjenu, te pripadajuća on-line programskoga podrška. ODŽŠ se sastoji od pet glavnih područja, te 38 elemenata od kojih je svaki opisan s pet razina zrelosti. Samoprocjena i vanjska procjena su provedeni na 151 školi u Hrvatskoj koristeći mjerni instrument i on-line programsku potporu kako bi se utvrdila trenutna razina digitalne zrelosti škola u pilot projektu, te kako bi se ispitalo razlike između samoprocjene škola i vanjske procjene uz pomoć vanjskog tima za procjenu sastavljenog od eksperta u e-obrazovanju. Nakon provedenog istraživanja, svaka škola je dobila uvid u rezultate te individualne preporuke za poboljšanje kroz on-line aplikativnu potporu.

II. OKVIR ZA DIGITALNU ZRELOST ŠKOLA

Okvir za digitalnu zrelost škola namijenjen je osnovnim i srednjim školama u RH s ciljem ispitivanja mogućeg napretka u integraciji i efikasnom korištenju digitalnih tehnologija te prepoznavanja područja za poboljšanja u kontekstu okvira digitalne zrelosti škola. Okvir je razvijen u okviru projekta e-Škole od strane CARNeta i Fakulteta organizacije i informatike i detaljno je opisan u [3] i [4].

A. Razvoj Okvira

Razvoj okvira za digitalnu zrelost škola ovdijao se od listopada 2015. do lipnja 2016., a imao je za cilj identificiranje područja i elemenata digitalne zrelosti škola te prepoznavanje područja i elemenata ključnih za podizanje razine digitalne zrelosti škola. U razvoju okvira primijenjena je složena metodologija, koja je prvenstveno bila kvalitativna, a obuhvaćala je niz metoda i instrumenta poput kvalitativne analize postojećih okvira i strateških dokumenata, anketa, polustrukturnih istraživačkih intervjuja, metode sortiranja karata, fokus grupe i dr.

U prvom fazi razvoja provedena je kvalitativna analiza postojećih 15 okvira za procjenu digitalne zrelosti s ciljem odabira onih okvira koji ispunjavaju uvjete...
potrebne za razvoj ovkira za procjenu digitalne zrelosti osnovnih i srednjih škola u Hrvatskoj. Temeljem te analize odabrana su dva okvira koja su činila osnovicu za stvaranje Okvira za digitalnu zrelost škola primjenjivog u hrvatskom obrazovnom sustavu: a) DigCompOrg [10], europski priznati okvir za digitalnu zrelost obrazovnih institucija i b) eLearning Roadmap [6], alat koji se vrlo uspješno koristi u Irskoj u svrhu certificiranja digitalno zrelih škola. DigCompOrg je prije sve generički i vrlo općenit model koji propisuje područja i indikatore digitalno kompetentnih obrazovnih institucija, no autori sugeriraju prilagodbu ciljnoj domeni i kontekstu [10]. Zbog toga je u analizu uključen eLearningRoadmap, alat koji najvećim dijelom implicira samo e-obrazovanje i tehnologije vezane uz takav oblik učenja, omogućuje školama testiranje trenutne razine u smislu e-obrazovanja, te im daje smjernice za unapređenje. Na slici 1. prikazana je usporedba osnovnih područja razvijenog ODŽS-a sa DigCompOrg-om-i eLearningRoadmapom.

Slika 1. Usporedba Okvira za digitalnu zrelost – glavna područja

U drugoj fazi razvijena je prvina inačica okvira temeljen na kvalitativne analize dva identificiranina ranije spomenuta europska modela, ekspertnog znanja te fokus grupa na kojem su sudjelovali predstavnici osnovnog i srednješkolskog obrazovanja.

U trećoj fazi došlo je do prilagodavanja okvira hrvatskom obrazovnom kontekstu, a pri tome se koristilo više različitih metoda kao što je metoda sortiranja karata i rada u fokus grupi te polustrukturni intervju s ravnateljima i drugim predstavnicima hrvatskog školskog sustava. Rezultat ove faze je detaljni opis temeljnih područja i pripadajućih indikatora digitalne zrelosti škola u RH. Definirano je i pet razina digitalne zrelosti škola po uzoru na [12] i [2].

U četvrtoj fazi razvijena je rubrika za određivanje razine zrelosti za svaki od identifikatora po uzoru na [8], te je napravljeno matematičko modeliranje kako bi se razvila metrika za izračun ukupne razine zrelosti škola. U ovoj fazi aktivno se je provodilo revidiranje elemenata po svim razinama zrelosti na temelju strukturirane diskusije s predstavnicima CARNet-a i ravnateljima nekoliko škola u RH.

U petoj fazi razvijena je završna inačica Okvira i prijedlog mjernog instrumenta za procjenu digitalne zrelosti škola, točnije upitnik za samoprocjenu digitalne zrelosti i upitnik za vanjsku procjenu te sustav za unos i prikaz rezultata. Upitnik je primijenjen za mjerenje digitalne zrelosti škola prema krajnjem korisniku i mapiranje u rubiku.

B. Područja i elementi okvira

Jezgra Okvira za digitalno zaleće školje je strukturirana u pet područja karakterističnih za obrazovni sustav u domeni osnovnih i srednjih škola pri čemu se svako od tih područja odnosi na različite aspekte integracije i korištenja digitalnih tehnologija. Temeljna područja su (vidi sliku 1): 1. Planiranje, upravljanje i vodstvo (sedam elemenata), 2. IKT u učenju i poučavanju (sedam elemenata), 3. Razvoj digitalnih kompetencija (sedam elemenata), 4. IKT kultura (sedam elemenata) te 5. IKT infrastruktura (10 elemenata).

Područja, kao i elementi unutar područja nisu međusobno isključiv i disjunktivni. Oni su komplementarni i međusobno povezani, te na taj način tvore cjelinu. U nastavku sažeto prikazujemo glavna područja Okvira te pripadajuće elemente:

1. Planiranje, upravljanje i vodstvo: Ovo se područje Okvira digitalne zrelosti škola temelji na postojanju vizije i/ili strateških smjernica integracije IKT-a na razini cijele škole, ali i šire koje su izražene u školskim dokumentima kao što su npr. Godišnji plan i program rada škole i Školski kurikulum. Kroz strateško pozicioniranje određuje se stupanj integriranosti IKT-a u učenju i poučavanju, ali i u poslovanju, odnosno upravljanju školom što pridonosi većoj transparentnosti poslovanja i opće dostupnosti i primjenjivosti obrađenih podataka. Elementi su: Vizija, strateške smjernice i ciljevi integracije IKT-a, Plan i program razvoja škole s aspekta IKT-a, Upravljanje integracijom IKT-a u učenju i poučavanju, Upravljanje integracijom IKT-a u poslovanju škole, Upravljanje podacima prikupljenima putem informacijskih sustava, Regulirani pristup IKT resursima i Primjena IKT-a u poučavanju učenika s posebnim odgojno-obrazovnim potrebama.

2. IKT u učenju i poučavanju: Razina i kvaliteta primijene IKT-a u učenju i poučavanju je važan segment digitalno zrelih škola koji obuhvaća digitalnu zrelost odgojno-obrazovnih djelatnika i učenika. Kroz svijest o svim koristima i razinama primijene IKT-a u učenju i poučavanju, potrebno je i pomno isplanirati tu primjenu gdje tehnologija mora biti u službi pedagoške i odgojno-obrazovnih ciljeva. Područje opisuje potrebnu razinu i kvalitetu primjene IKT-a u učenju i poučavanju kao važan segment digitalno zrelih škola koji obuhvaća digitalnu zrelost odgojno-obrazovnih djelatnika i učenika. Elementi su: Osvještenost, Planiranje, Primjena, Digitalni sadržaji, Vrednovanje učenika, Iskustvo učenika, te Posebne odgojno-obrazovne potrebe.

3. Razvoj digitalnih kompetencija: Kako bi se što produktivnije primjenjivao IKT u učenju i poučavanju, kao i u segmentima koji se tiču poslovanja škole, odgojno-obrazovni djelatnici i ostali djelatnici trebaju unaprjeđivati svoje digitalne kompetencije. Isпитuje stanje i razvoj digitalnih kompetencija kako bi se što kvalitetnije primjenjivao IKT u učenju i poučavanju, kao i u segmentima koji se tiču poslovanja škole. Elementi su: Osvještenost i sudjelovanje, Planiranje, Svrha stručnog
usavršavanja, Samopouzdanje u primjeni IKT-a, Digitalne kompetencije učenika, Posebne odgojno-obrazovne potrebe i Informalno učenje.


5. IKT infrastruktura: Ovo se područje Okvira digitalne zrelosti škola temelji na opisu infrastruktura kao temeljnog čimbenika odgovornog za odvijanje i posredovanje u novoj digitalnoj praksi, te proširene granica prostora za učenje (iz fizičkog u virtualni). Elementi su: Planiranje i nabava, Mrežna infrastruktura, IKT oprema u školi, IKT oprema za odgojno-obrazovne djelatnike, Programski alati u školi, Tehnička potpora, Održavanje opreme, Centralno mjesto pohrane digitalnih dokumenata i obrazovnih sadržaja, Sustav informacijske sigurnosti i Kontrola licenciranja.

C. Razine digitalne zrelosti

Za svaki element Okvira za digitalnu zrelost uspostavljene su razine zrelosti od 1 do 5 za utvrđivanje digitalne zrelosti škola. U Okviru za digitalno zrelo škole utvrđene razine zrelosti su sljedeće:

- Razina 1: Digitalno neovisna
- Razina 2: Digitalno početna
- Razina 3: Digitalno osposobljena
- Razina 4: Digitalno napredna
- Razina 5: Digitalno zrela.

Uz svaku od razina dati su opisi razine zrelosti koji služe kao generalni opisnici i pokazatelji općenitih karakteristika pojedinih razina zrelosti za svaki od elemenata unutar pojedinog područja. U nastavku donosimo kratki opis svake od razina.

Razina 1: Digitalno neovisna

U školi ne postoji svijest o mogućnostima primjene IKT-a u učenju, poučavanju i poslovanju škole i odgovornostima za primjenu IKT-a u učenju i poučavanju. Vrijednosti i dugoročni ciljevi primijene IKT-a u učenju i poučavanju i poslovanju škole nisu uopće ili su samo manjim dijelom uključeni u strateško planiranje, upravljanje i vršenje škole. Postoji svijest o potrebi razvoja digitalnih kompetencija odgojno-obrazovnih djelatnika i učenika, no praksa kontinuiranog usavršavanja digitalnih kompetencija još uvijek ne postoji. Odgojno-obrazovni djelatnici i učenici imaju na raspolaganju IKT resurse samo u određenim prostorijama škole, ukljucujem od okviru nastave. IKT infrastruktura (mreža, računala i dr.) nije na zadovoljavajućoj razini funkcionalnosti u školi.

Razina 2: Digitalno početna

U školi postoji svijest o mogućnostima primjene IKT-a u učenju, poučavanju i poslovanju škole, ali samo određeni broj odgojno-obrazovnih djelatnika primjenjuje IKT u učenju i poučavanju. Vrijednosti i dugoročni ciljevi primijene IKT-a u učenju i poučavanju i poslovanju škole nisu uopće ili su samo manjim dijelom uključeni u strateško planiranje, upravljanje i vršenje škole. Postoji svijest o potrebi razvoja digitalnih kompetencija odgojno-obrazovnih djelatnika i učenika, no praksa kontinuiranog usavršavanja digitalnih kompetencija još uvijek ne postoji. Odgojno-obrazovni djelatnici i učenici imaju na raspolaganju IKT resurse samo u određenim prostorijama škole, ukljucujem od okviru nastave. IKT infrastruktura (mreža, računala i dr.) nije na zadovoljavajućoj razini funkcionalnosti u školi.

Razina 3: Digitalno osposobljena

U školi postoji svijest o mogućnostima korištenja IKT-a u učenju, poučavanju i poslovanju škole te se u tom smjeru razvijaju strateški dokumenti koji se provode i u praksi. Odgojno-obrazovni djelatnici razvijaju svoje digitalne kompetencije, izrađuju digitalne sadržaje te uvode inovativne načine poučavanja. Pristup različitim IKT resursima je moguć u većini prostorij, a odgojno-obrazovni djelatnici imaju na raspolaganju i periferne uređaje koje mogu koristiti i izvan učionica. Financijska sredstva za održavanje opreme i tehničku podršku su u pravilu osigurana. Odgojno-obrazovni djelatnici škole aktivni su u online komunikaciji i prezentaciji sadržaja, te imaju iskustva u projektima orijentiranih na IKT.

Razina 4: Digitalno napredna

U školi se vrlo jasno prepoznaju prednosti IKT-a u svim aspektima djelovanja te djelatnici škole integriraju viziju i dugoročne ciljeve primjene IKT-a u sve svoje strateške dokumente i planove koji se provode i u praksi. Odgojno-obrazovni djelatnici koriste IKT za naprednije načine poučavanja i vrednovanja znanja te štite autorskim pravom vlastite sadržaje. Postoji i zajednički repozitorij sadržaja koji mogu koristiti odgojno-obrazovni djelatnici i učenici. Planira se i izravna kontinuirana usavršavanje odgojno-obrazovnih djelatnika za stjecanje digitalnih kompetencija te se doprinosi razvoju istih kompetencija i kod učenika. Pristup različitim IKT resursima je moguć u većini prostorij škole, a nabavka te održavanje IKT resursa je planirana. Odgojno-obrazovni djelatnici škole su aktivni u IKT projektima te su vrlo aktivni u online komunikaciji i prezentaciji digitalnih sadržaja. Provodi se kontrola licenciranja programskih potpore i vodi se računa o sigurnosnim aspektima korištenja IKT resursa.

Razina 5: Digitalno zrela

U školi se vrlo jasno prepoznaju važnost primjene IKT-a u učenju, poučavanju i poslovanju škole. Djelatnici škole provode integraciju vizije i dugoročnih ciljeva primijene IKT-a u sve svoje strateške dokumente, kao u i u sve aspekte svog djelovanja. Praksa upravljanja se oslanja...
na integraciju i dobivanje podataka iz svih informacijskih sustava koje škola posjeduje. Razvoju digitalnih kompetencija odgojno-obrazovnih djelatnika i učenika se pristupa sustavno kroz kontinuirane programe usavršavanja za odgojno-obrazovne djelatnike te dodatne nastavne aktivnosti za učenike. Odgojno-obrazovni djelatnici koriste IKT za napredne načine poučavanja, razvijanje novih nastavnih sadržaja i vrednovanja znanja te davanje povratnih informacija učenicima. Odgojno-obrazovni djelatnici i učenici redovito štite autorskim pravom svoje digitalne sadržaje, a mogu koristiti i zajednički repozitorij sadržaja. Pristup IKT resursima koje škola samostalno planira i nabavlja je osiguran u svim prostorijama škole. U cijeloj školi je razvijena mrežna infrastruktura, sustav informacijske sigurnosti te se sustavno provodi kontrola i planira licenciranje digitalnih sadržaja, a mogu koristiti i sustava škole.

III. INSTRUMENT ZA PROCJENU DIGITALNE ZRELOSTI

Mjerni instrument korišten za procjenu digitalne zrelosti škola jest rubrika koja ima 38 redova koji odgovaraju elementima Okvira digitalne zrelosti te pet stupaca koji označavaju razine zrelosti: digitalno neosposobljeno, digitalno početnica, digitalno osposobljeno, digitalno napredno i digitalno zrelo. Za svaki od tih redaka (elementa) bilo je potrebno identificirati jednu od pet razina zrelosti (stupaca) na kojoj se škola nalazi po pitanju postojećeg stanja vezano uz taj element zrelosti. Metrika koja je odabrana za izračun razine digitalne zrelosti škola je tzv. taxicab metrika koja se uobičajeno koristi kada je odabrani mjerni instrument rubrika. Kako su opisnici svih elemenata prema razinama zrelosti dosta kompleksni, pa je i sama rubrika dosta kompleksna, odlučeno je da se mjerni instrument pojednostavi. Iz tog razloga je razvijen upitnik čiji odgovori su definirani na način da jasno pozicioniraju školu na određenu razinu digitalne zrelosti pojedinog elementa rubrike. Dakle, kombinacijom nekoliko jednostavnijih pitanja i odgovora iz upitnika dobila se pozicija na razini zrelosti svakog elementa rubrike. Samim time je rubrika za krajnjeg korisnika postala "nevidljiva", a jedini mjerni instrument koji je bio prikazan krajnjem korisniku je upitnik. No, svaka daljnja analiza zrelosti škole je rađena temeljem stanja rubrike u koju su preslikani svi korisnički odgovori iz upitnika.

IV. REZULTATI PROCJENE DIGITALNE ZRELOSTI

Na temelju Okvira za digitalnu zrelost škola i primjenom razvijenog instrumenta za procjenu digitalne zrelosti škola, provedena je samoprocjena i vanjska procjena 151 osnovne i srednje škole u Hrvatskoj.

Cilj provođenja samoprocjene i vanjske procjene bio je identificirati prostore za poboljšanja odnosno dobiti informaciju kako i gdje projekt eŠkole i slični projekti kao i kompletni sustav moraju pomoći u podizanju razine zrelosti škola u Hrvatskoj.

A. Samoprocjena

Samoprocjena škola je provedena u 6. i 7. mjesecu 2016. primjenom razvijenog sustava, a procjenitelji su bili unutarnji: ravnatelji i profesori. Instrument koji se koristio u samoprocjeni i u vanjskoj procjeni je upitnik čiji su se rezultati automatski preslikali u rubriku, s time da se samoprocjena od vanjske procjene razlikovala u procesnjiteljima, načinu pripreme i samoj provedbi. Za uspješnu samoprocjenu uvijek je važna dobra priprema ispitanika o načinu provedbe samoprocjene te cilju provedbe samoprocjene kako bi procjenitelji, u ovom slučaju ravnatelji škola, odgovarajući na pitanja anketnog upitnika dali stvarnu procjenu stanja digitalne zrelosti njihove škole. Nažalost, rezultati samoprocjene pokazali su da razina svijesti o provedbi i ciljevima samoprocjene u Hrvatskoj još nije zadovoljavajuća te da nisu dobiveni rezultati koji su odraz postojećeg stanja. Neka od ograničenja samoprocjene koja su uočena u samoprocjeni odabranih škola jesu nedostatak objektivnosti, samokritičnosti, osjećaj da se škole evaluira (ocjenjuje) i žele biti što bolje, nejasno pojašnjenje naime, ono na pitanja anketnog upitnika koji se uobičajeno koristi kada je odabrani mjerni instrument rubrika. Kako su opisnici svih elemenata prema razinama zrelosti dosta kompleksni, pa je i sama rubrika dosta kompleksna, odlučeno je da se mjerni instrument pojednostavi. Iz tog razloga je razvijen upitnik čiji odgovori su definirani na način da jasno pozicioniraju školu na određenu razinu digitalne zrelosti pojedinog elementa rubrike. Dakle, kombinacijom nekoliko jednostavnijih pitanja i odgovora iz upitnika dobila se pozicija na razini zrelosti svakog elementa rubrike. Samim time je rubrika za krajnjeg korisnika postala "nevidljiva", a jedini mjerni instrument koji je bio prikazan krajnjem korisniku je upitnik. No, svaka daljnja analiza zrelosti škole je rađena temeljem stanja rubrike u koju su preslikani svi korisnički odgovori iz upitnika.

B. Vanjska procjena

Vanjska procjena je provedena u 151 školi u 10. mjesecu 2016. od strane vanjskih procjenitelja, a vanjski
procjenitelji bili su stručnjaci FOI-ja i CARNeta. Rezultati vanjske procjene uzeti su kao mjerodavni i objektivni u okviru projekta e-Škole. Naime, vanjska procjena je bila potrebna zbog kompleksnosti samog instrumenta, ali i objektivnog pristupa te provedbe procjene od strane procjenitelja na temelju dokaza i realne procjene „na terenu“, te je kao takva dala objektivne rezultate procjene digitalne zrelosti škola.

U nastavku su prikazani rezultati vanjske procjene provedene na uzorku od 151 škole u Hrvatskoj definiranom u okviru projekta e-Škole.

Rezultati vanjske procjene (N=151) pokazuju da vanjski procjenitelji nisu niti jednu školu procijenili digitalno naprednom ili digitalno zrelom (razina 4 i 5), 27 škola procijenjeno je digitalno osposobljenima (razina 3), 124 škole procijenjene su kao digitalne početnice i niti jedna škola digitalno neosviještenom (Slika 3.).

Rezultati vanjske procjene razina digitalne zrelosti u području Planiranje, upravljanje i vodstvo pokazuju da je najveći broj škola ukupno 103 škole na razini digitalnih početnica (razina 2), 33 škole su na razini 1 - digitalno neosviještene škole, a 15 škola je na razini 3 – digitalno osposobljene škole. Nema škola koja su u ovom području procijenjene digitalno naprednim ili digitalno zrelim. Najveći broj škola (70 škola) je na razini digitalno osposobljenih škola (razina 3), čak 38 škola na razini 4 – digitalno napredne, a sedam škola je na visokoj razini 5 – digitalno zrele škole. Na razini 2 digitalnih početnica je samo 36 škola. Nema digitalno neosviještenih škola.

Rezultati vanjske procjene razina digitalne zrelosti u području IKT infrastruktura pokazuju da je 114 škola na razini digitalnih početnica (razina 2), 34 škole su na razini 3 - digitalno osposobljene, a samo tri škole su na razini 4 – digitalno napredne škole. Nema škola procijenjena kao digitalno neosviještenih, niti kao digitalno zrelih. Razine digitalne zrelosti po područjima prikazane su na Slici 5.

Rezultati vanjske procjene razina digitalne zrelosti u području IKT kultura pokazuju da je 118 škola na razini digitalnih početnica (razina 2), 27 škole su na razini 3 - digitalno osposobljene škole, a samo šest škola je na razini 1 – digitalno neosviještene škole. Također ni u ovom području nema škola koje su procijenjene digitalno naprednim ili digitalno zrelima.

Rezultati vanjske procjene razina digitalne zrelosti u području Razvoj digitalnih kompetencija pokazuju da je 118 škola na razini digitalnih početnica (razina 2), 27 škola na razini 3 - digitalno osposobljene škole, a samo šest škola je na razini 1 – digitalno neosviještene škole. Također ni u ovom području nema škola koje su procijenjene digitalno naprednim ili digitalno zrelima.

Kada se promatraju odstupanja u procesu samoprocjene i vanjske procjene prema promatranim područjima uočljivo je da je do većih odstupanja došlo u području Planiranje, upravljanje i vodstvo. Rezultati vanjske procjene razina digitalne zrelosti u području Planiranje, upravljanje, vodstvo pokazuju da je najveći broj škola ukupno 103 škole na razini digitalnih početnica (razina 2), 33 škole su na razini 1 - digitalno neosviještene škole, a 15 škola je na razini 3 – digitalno osposobljene škole. Nema škola koje su u ovom području procijenjene digitalno naprednim ili digitalno zrelima. Upravo kroz prilagodbu svojih strateških dokumenata, te nadogradnju postojećih dokumenata sa IKT strategijom, škole uveliko mogu djelovati na razinu postojeće zrelosti.

Rezultati vanjske procjene razina digitalne zrelosti u području IKT kulture što je bilo i za očekivati s obzirom da djelatnici škola kroz svoju organizacijsku kulturu podržavaju komunikaciju i suradnju. Rezultati vanjske procjene razina digitalne zrelosti u području IKT kultura su najbolji uspostavljajući razine u svim područjima. Najveći broj škola (70 škola) je na razini digitalno osposobljenih škola (razina 3), čak 38 škola na razini 4 – digitalno napredne, a sedam škola je na visokoj razini 5 – digitalno zrele škole. Na razini 2 digitalnih početnica je samo 36 škola. Nema digitalno neosviještenih škola.

Rezultati vanjske procjene razina digitalne zrelosti u području IKT infrastruktura pokazuju da je 114 škola na razini digitalnih početnica (razina 2), 34 škole su na razini 3 - digitalno osposobljene škole, a samo tri škole su na razini 4 – digitalno napredne škole. Nema škola procijenjena kao digitalno neosviještenih, niti kao digitalno zrelih. Razine digitalne zrelosti po područjima prikazane su na Slici 5.

Rezultati samoprocjene i vanjske procjene za sve škole dostupni su ravnateljima e-škola i voditeljima školskih timova u okviru sustava koji je razvijen za provedbu procjene te prikaza i analize rezultata (https://digitalna-zrelost.carnet.hr/). Mogućnosti prikaza i analize rezultata u sustavu prikazane su na slikama 6 i 7.
V. ZAKLJUČAK

Okvir digitalne zrelosti i instrument za procjenu digitalne zrelosti škola razvijeni u okviru projekta e-Škole predstavljaju prvi takav cjelovit koncept u čijem razvoju je korišćena znanstvena metodologija koja je obuhvatila niz metoda primijenjenih u pojedinim fazama razvoja. Iako su razvijeni za potrebe hrvatskog sustava obrazovanja, razvijeni okvir i instrument se zahvaljuju svojim generičkim karakteristikama mogu uz manje prilagodbe primijeniti i u drugim zemljama.

Okvir služi identificiranju područja i elemenata koji doprinose digitalnoj zrelosti škola te definiranju i planiranju mogućeg napretka u integraciji i efikasnom korišćenju digitalnih tehnologija, dok instrument služi za procjenu razine digitalne zrelosti škola, te za prepoznavanje područja za poboljšanja u kontekstu okvira digitalne zrelosti škola i podizanja razine zrelosti po područjima i elementima digitalne zrelosti.

Okvir i instrument su validirani su u postupku samoprocjene i vanjske procjene na uzorku od 151 škole. Rezultati koje su mjerodavni pokazuju stvarno stanje digitalne zrelosti školja, te su prepoznavanje područja za poboljšanja u kontekstu okvira digitalne zrelosti škola i podizanja razine zrelosti po područjima i elementima digitalne zrelosti.

Rezultati pokazuju da je od ukupno 151 škole koje su sudjelovale u procjeni čak 124 škola na razini digitalnih početnica. Iz tog razloga je u Hrvatskoj nužno podići razinu zrelosti škola provedbom niza mjera i aktivnosti koje su trebaju initiroti unutar sustava.

Prvu skupinu mjera provodi CARNet, a globalno su usmjerene podizanju svijesti o važnosti i mogućnostima upotrebe IKT-a u učenju i poučavanju prvenstveno kod menadžmenta škole i nastavnika, upravljanju IKT-om u školama i školskim procesima, podizanju razine digitalnih kompetencija nastavnika, te osvremenjavanju i jačanju postojeće IKT infrastrukture. Tako su osigurane brojne edukacije i podrška nastavnicima kako bi se podigla razina digitalnih kompetencija nastavnika, predlošci dokumenata za strateško planiranje uvođenja i korišćenja IKT-a kao podrška menadžmentu škole, uvodi se adekvatna IKT infrastruktura u škole, planirane su brojne e-usluge za nastavne procese, izrađuju se digitalni obrazovni sadržaji, scenariji poučavanja, analitika učenja itd.

Druga skupina mjera provedena je kroz samu online programsku potporu i dio je povratne informacije koju dobiva svaka škola. Naime, uz detaljni uvid u stanje svakog od 38 elemenata na razini digitalne zrelosti, škola dobiva i smjernice za poboljšanje. Na taj način se preko online sustava školi ukazuje na elemente koje je potrebno poboljšati kako bi škola planirala svoj put prema digitalno zreloj školji. Od svih ponuđenih elemenata za poboljšanje, škola može odabrati minimalni broj elemenata izračunate od strane sustava koje će poboljšati kako bi podigla svoju razinu zrelosti.
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In modern education, the automatic generation of test items out of texts becomes increasingly important. We have recently presented an enhanced automatic question creator (EAQC) that is able to extract the most relevant concepts out of a text and to create test items based on these concepts. Furthermore, from eye-movement research it is known that learners fixate potentially relevant information longer and more often. In the present study, we investigated whether the measurement of (individual) relevance of EAQC-concepts is related to the frequency and duration of fixations from learners when they read a text, learn it or manually extract concepts out of it. Overall, results showed a non-significant tendency that participants needed more fixations when learning the text as compared to when reading it or extracting concepts. Saccade lengths were reliably longer when participants extracted concepts than when they read them; no other differences were found. How long and how often a concept was fixated did not vary with the subjective relevance of the concept according to participant’s ratings. Future research is therefore necessary to investigate a possible relationship between eye movement behavior and automated concept extraction.

I. INTRODUCTION

According to [1], personal computers as well as the internet have led to substantial changes in our community, whereas educational methods have changed little. Moreover, in [1] it is also argued that e-learning will change all sorts of learning and education in the 21st century and those who are seriously seeking to improve learning and teaching cannot ignore it.

One increasingly important part of modern education is the usage of automated question creation: There is a bunch of research on how question items can be created automatically from a given learning content, bringing together experts from technology, (cognitive) psychology, education and linguistics. For example, [2] used automatically generated questions to assess vocabulary. They reported that the vocabulary skills assessed with automatically created questions correlated significantly with vocabulary skills tested with human-written questions and standardized vocabulary tests. Furthermore, in [3] it was pointed out that automatic question generation can also support people with other mother tongues than English because non-native speakers often lack grammatical knowledge and foreign language vocabulary in order to prepare efficient questions.

We have recently developed an enhanced automatic question creator (EAQC) [4, 5, 6] that aims to generate individualized test items easily with small effort. It extracts concepts (i.e., the most relevant information such as key words and key phrases) out of a given text, by combining part-of-speech tagging, word statistics and semantic analysis. With these concepts, four types of questions can be created, namely open-ended items, completion exercises, true or false items, and multiple-choice items. The validity of the created items was already assessed in previous evaluation studies, demonstrating that the quality of the automatically extracted concepts and created questions is comparable to those generated by humans [4, 7]. Interestingly, and important for the current study, this was not only true for test items that were generated fully automatically (i.e., concepts and test items were created by the EAQC) but also for test items that were created semi-automatically (i.e., the EAQC generated questions based on concepts extracted manually from a text, e.g. by learners, [8]).

Creating test items semi-automatically ensures that the resulting test items address the needs of the learners, because the concepts extracted by the EAQC might not always be of high relevance for the learners. For instance, although a comparison of the concepts extracted manually by participants with the concepts automatically extracted by the EAQC showed a large overlap of concepts, there were also manually created concepts that had not been considered by the EAQC and vice versa [8]. This suggests that the individual relevance of a concept for a learner might not always correspond to the “generalized” relevance of a concept as computed by a tool such as the EAQC (not to mention that there are also individual differences between learners with regard to the
perceived relevance of a concept and contextual background).

To sum up, the (individual) relevance of the underlying concepts for a learner seems to be one crucial factor for successful automated question generation and should be emphasized in future research. As a starting point, we investigated in the current study whether the measured individual relevance of a concept is reflected in the eye movement behavior of a learner. More precisely, one might assume that the more relevant a concept is, the more often and longer it will be fixated while a learner studies a text. If there is such a relationship, analyzing the eye movements during reading and/or learning a text would allow us to determine which concepts are individually relevant for a learner (and which not). In turn, these concepts might then be used to feed the EAQC for the generation of questions that are consequently even more adjusted to the learner’s need.

The aim of the present study was therefore to investigate, in a first step, whether the relevance of a concept might be reflected in how long and often a concept is fixated by a learner. In other words, we were interested in whether eye tracking measurements provide a valid indicator for the relevance of key concepts.

One important variable when measuring eye movement behavior using eye tracking is the fixation duration. How long a word is fixated depends on several factors: For instance, it is well known that we fixate a word for about 225-250 ms [9, 10] during the reading process, i.e. our eyes keep on fixating a word for this period of time in order to process the information it provides. Such fixation durations can increase to about 260-330 ms when we view a scene and decrease to about 180-275 ms when we search for something in the environment. Within reading, previous research has also shown that infrequent words are fixated longer than frequent words (word-frequency effect; e.g., [11]) and that fixation durations also vary with the difficulty of the text (e.g., longer fixation durations were reported for Biology texts or Physics texts than for newspapers; [12]).

Another variable that is typically analyzed when eye movements are measured is the saccade length (i.e., the angular distance the eye gaze travels during the movement from one to another fixation). Saccade lengths do not only vary with the task (e.g. about 4° visual angle for scene viewing, 3° for visual search and 2° for reading [13]), but again also with text difficulty (e.g. shorter saccade lengths were observed when reading Biology texts or Physics texts and longer when reading newspapers; [12]). Crucial for our current research question is that there are some experiments showing that also syntactic language categories can be predicted from reading behavior. For example, we know that not all words are fixated when reading a text: While content words are fixated 85 % of the time, function words are only fixated about 35 % of the time [9, see also 14].

So far, we have shown that eye movement measurements (i.e. fixation duration and saccade lengths) vary with the task and correlate with the meanings of a text and the types of words in the text. Based on this, we were interested in whether some of these measurements might also be useful when defining the relevance of a concept. To our best knowledge, this has not been investigated yet. In the present study we therefore had participants read a text first and then learn it in preparation for a knowledge test. Furthermore, they were required to extract the main concepts (key words) out of the text. During all of these activities we recorded their eye movements. This allowed us not only to investigate whether the fixation durations and saccade lengths differ with the task but also how long and often they fixated each word/concept (as provided by the EAQC) during the various tasks. Using this information, we were able to investigate whether there is a relationship between these eye movement variables and the relevance of EAQC-extracted concepts (rated by the participants). In particular, we expected longer fixation durations and a higher number of fixations for those concepts extracted by the EAQC that are evaluated as more relevant by the learner.

II. METHODS

A. Design

In the current study participants were required to perform several tasks on a given text. These tasks required reading the text (Phase 1), learning it in preparation for a knowledge test (Phase 2) and extracting the main concepts out of it (Phase 3). Furthermore, participants were required to rank the self-extracted concepts with regard to their importance (Phase 4) as well as to assess the relevance of concepts which were extracted by the EAQC out of the same text (Phase 5). Additionally, in Phase 5 participants answered a short knowledge test about the learned text and some general questions about the experiment. Note that for the purpose of the present paper, only Phases 1-3 and the relevance assessment of Phase 5 are taken into consideration although we will present some overall findings also for Phase 4. In the first three phases the eye movements of the participants were recorded in order to analyze how long and how often each EAQC-based concept was fixated. These measures were then correlated with the ratings of the concepts extracted by the EAQC.

B. Participants

Nine female participants (students of Psychology) took part in the study (mean age: 22.6 years). They had normal or corrected-to-normal (contact lenses) vision and German was their native language. However all of them had English as a second language.
C. Stimuli and Procedure

The text we used for the tasks was a selection of an English research article about eye tracking, written by [15]. The selected parts contained four different aspects of eye tracking: general introduction about eye tracking (1), coarse overview on eye tracking’s physiological background (2), most important methods of analysis (3) and the usage of eye tracking for usability research (4). We slightly simplified some of the sentences to make them better understandable for the (German-speaking) readers. During the first three phases (i.e., reading, learning, concept extraction) participants were seated in a dimmed and soundproof booth while their eye movements were monitored with an Eyelink 1000 eye tracker (SR Research, Canada). Data were collected from the dominant eye with a sampling rate of 1000 Hz.

The text was presented on four successive slides using Experiment Builder (SR Research, Canada). Each slide consisted of 149.5 words on average. The text was written in black Arial font (22 px) on white background, the line spacing was 1.5.

At the beginning of a trial participants were asked to read the text (i.e. all four slides) carefully (Phase 1). Each of the four slides were then presented for maximally two minutes, but participants were able to proceed to the next slide once they had finished reading the slide by pressing a button. After this reading phase, participants were told that they should learn the text for an upcoming knowledge test (Phase 2). During this learning phase each slide was presented again consecutively for maximally two minutes. When participants completed the learning of all slides they had the opportunity to go through all slides for one more time in order to allow better learning. During the learning phase the participants were informed regularly by the experimenter about how much time was left until the next slide was presented.

After the learning phase, participants were given a break of several minutes. Then, they were asked to extract the, in their opinion, 1 to 5 most important concepts separately for each slide while their eye movements were tracked (Phase 3). To this end, the four slides were presented again consecutively (2 minutes per slide). Participants were required to speak out the concepts loudly, without moving their head, while the experimenter took them down separately on a lab sheet.

After the extraction phase, the participants were seated into another quiet room (as eye tracking was no longer required for the following tasks) and asked to rank the previously extracted concepts regarding their relevance (Phase 4). Finally, in Phase 5 participants were asked to fill in a questionnaire created with LimeSurvey (www.limesurvey.org). This questionnaire consisted of two parts: Part 1 included knowledge questions on the text (16 questions; 8 questions created by the EAQC, 8 questions created by the experimenter), as well as an assessment of participant’s general attitude and experiences during the task. Part 2 consisted of a rating of relevance (1 [not relevant] – 5 [very relevant]) for the 11 concepts which had been extracted by the EAQC before the experiment started. These 11 concepts were web pages, thinking aloud, the natural situation, gaze plot, eye tracking, computer monitor, fixations and saccades, area of interest analysis, hot spot, information, and mental model of system (for an overview of the procedure of this experiment, see Figure 1).

III. RESULTS

For the first three phases (reading, learning, concept extraction), eye movement data was analyzed separately for each of the four slides from the start of each slide until the button press (or time-out). As described above, during the learning phase, participants had the possibility to go through the slides once again; seven out of nine participants took this opportunity. However, for a better comparability across the participants we only analyzed the first run of the learning phase.

A. General eye-movement measures (Phases 1-3)

We first analyzed the eye movement data of the first three phases with regard to “traditional” measurements in order to be able to integrate the findings in the general literature. Pooled across all four slides, participants made on average 728.3 fixations ($SD = 77.4$) during the reading phase, $1,316.6$ fixations ($SD = 467.2$) during the first learning phase and $973.7$ fixations ($SD = 214.6$) during the extraction phase.

Per each slide, participants made $182.1$ fixations ($SD = 19.9$) during the reading phase, $329.1$ fixations ($SD = 158.2$) during the first learning phase and $243.4$ fixations ($SD = 65.5$) during the extraction phase. A one-way repeated ANOVA calculated over the number of fixations made per slide did not reveal a significant difference between the three phases, $F (1.13, 9.01) = 3.63, p = .09$. There was, however, a tendency ($p = .09$) showing that more fixations were made during the learning phase than during the reading or the extraction phase, whereas no difference was observed between the latter two ($p > .05$).

![Figure 1. Procedure of the experiment (Phases 1-5).](image-url)
Mean saccade lengths were 4.03 (SD = .39) for the reading phase, 4.46 (SD = .61) for the learning phase and 5.05 (SD = .55) for the extraction phase. A one-way repeated-measures ANOVA showed a significant effect of task, $F(2, 16) = 12.81, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .62$. Posttests (with Bonferroni-corrected alphas) revealed that saccadic lengths were reliably longer when participants extracted concepts than when reading or learning the concepts. No difference was found between the other tasks ($p > .05$).

**B. Participant’s concept extraction**

Participants extracted 65 concepts in total and 1.8 concepts (SD = 0.5) per slide on average. The most popular concepts regarding the number of extractions were “thinking aloud” (8 times), “hot spot (maps/visualizations)” (7 times), “fixations and saccades” (4 times) and “scan path” (4 times). The concepts extracted by the participants were consistent with some of the concepts extracted by the EAQC (see above), but there were also other manually extracted concepts that were not extracted by the EAQC, which is consistent with prior literature [8].

**C. Concept evaluation of EAQC concepts (Phase 5)**

Participants had to rate the relevance of concepts extracted by the EAQC using a 5-point Likert scale (1 = not relevant, 5 = very relevant). One participant’s data had to be excluded due to a computer error, so finally the data of eight participants were taken into account.

The results showed that the concepts “eye tracking” ($M = 4.8, SD = 0.4$), “fixations and saccades” ($M = 4.1, SD = 0.8$) and “hot spot” ($M = 3.9, SD = 0.8$) received the highest ratings. The lowest ratings were addressed to the concepts “web pages” ($M = 2.4, SD = 0.9$) and “information” ($M = 2.6, SD = 1.1$). All other concepts were rated from 3.0 to 3.6, not differing substantially from each other.

**D. Correlations between EAQC concepts and eye tracking measures**

In order to investigate a possible relationship between the relevance of the EAQC concepts and participants eye movements we correlated the participants’ rating for each of the 11 EAQC-extracted concepts in Phase 5 with two cognitive measures from the eye tracking data. These two measures were (1) how long the participants fixated a concept on average when they fixated it for the first time (average duration of first fixation, ADOFF) and (2) how often they fixated the concept during each phase (average fixation count, AFC).

Figure 2 provides the main findings of this analysis. In the reading phase, both the correlation between the concept ratings and ADOFF and between the concept ratings and the AFC were not significant (all $p$s > .05). This suggests that there is no relationship between the relevance of a concept and how long it was fixated. However, not depicted in Figure 2, the correlation between ADOFF and AFC was at the threshold to statistical significance ($r = .601, p = .05$). This would suggest that the longer a concept is fixated when looking at it for the first time during the reading phase, the more often it is fixated during the same phase.

Furthermore, for the learning phase and the concept extraction phase, the correlations between ADOFF and concept rating, as well as between AFC and concept rating did not reach statistical significance (all $p$s > .05; see Figure 2). However, in both the learning phase and the extracting phase, we found again a significant correlation between ADOFF and the AFC (learning phase: $r = .630, p = .038$; concept extraction phase: $r = .783, p = .004$), revealing that the longer a concept is fixated when looking at it for the first time, the more often it is fixated.

**IV. CONCLUSION**

In the current study we wanted to investigate whether eye movement measures might be useful in determining the perceived relevance of concepts out of a given text. To this end, participants read a text, learned it in preparation for a knowledge test and finally extracted concepts out of it while we were recording their eye movements.
Overall, the experiment showed that, as expected, different tasks lead to different eye movement’s behavior on the same text [12]: A tendency of a higher number of fixations arose during the learning phase as compared to the reading and extraction phase, while saccade lengths were the longest during the extraction phase as compared to the other two phases. However, with regard to our main research question, the correlation of eye tracking measurements with the participants’ ratings did not provide a clear picture, urging for future research. The correlations between the average fixation duration of a concept and the individual ratings for the EAQC-extracted concepts were not significant, neither were the correlations between the average number of fixations on a concept and its rating. These findings suggest that there is no reliable connection between the participants’ eye movements towards certain concepts and the subjective importance of these concepts. Only the correlation between the average fixation duration and the average number of fixations on a concept showed the expected significance.

There are a number of reasons that might have led to the current results and might be in this way also a starting point for future research. First, our sample size was rather small. Although such small sample sizes are very common within standard eye tracking research (given the large number of eye tracking data from each participant), future research on the validation of automated question creators with physiological eye measurements should include a larger sample size in order to receive distinct results.

Second, the text used in this experiment was a scientific text about eye tracking. Probably, a more general topic would result in a broader and more concise image of eye movements during the different exercises. Moreover, the text we used was written in English, whereas the mother tongue of all participants in our experiment was German (although all participants reported a sound knowledge of English). It would be nevertheless interesting in future research to investigate whether results differ for mother-tongue texts.

Finally, prior experiments as well as our experiment showed that participants’ perception towards what is relevant and what is not, is very widespread. This fact has to be further investigated as well in future research, perhaps by trying to find a relationship between the eye-movement measures and those concepts that were extracted by the participants themselves. This analysis was however out of the scope of the current study.

In sum, our experiment opened a door to link the modern and upcoming field of automated question creation with the field of classical research on cognitive processes using eye tracking measurements, aiming to illuminate and allow a validation and enhancement of automated question creation. A broad body of future research is needed to further investigate this connection, whereas this experiment provides first steps and important lessons learned for future research.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The performance effect of where students sit during university lectures has received some limited research attention [1]. Conventional teaching experience and most of the research in the area has suggested those students that regularly sit at the front of the lecture theatre tend to achieve higher grades than those that sit elsewhere ([2]; [3]; [4]). These studies have tended to conclude that higher grades are achieved by the regular front row students because the academically best able students tend to voluntarily position themselves there. Giles [5] found a direct relationship between test scores and seating distance from the front of class: students in the front, middle, and back rows of class scored 80.0%, 71.6%, and 68.1% respectively on course exams.

Decision to sit at front – attitudes and abilities

Other studies have sought to further identify why there appears to be a relationship between grades and seating distance from the lecturer. Some studies have sought to establish the causation factors in the decision making of students with regard to the decision of where to sit. These studies have included an analysis of the attitudes of the students including attendance [6], attention [7] and motivation [8]. Generally they suggest that those that sit at the front are indeed the best attenders, most attentive and motivated. Becker [9] even suggests that those students that opt to sit at the front have a more positive regard for the lecturer. These studies conclude that the best and most engaged students are to be found at the front.

However, the convention that the best students are found at the front and this group will achieve the highest grades was challenged by Perkins [10]. In their seating experiment they randomly allocated seats to the students thereby preventing any potential natural clustering of the academically better able and engaged students at the front of the lecture theatre. Nevertheless, the study concurs with the majority of other studies. The same pattern of degradation of final grade occurs the further back the students sat. While the authors failed to identify why sitting in the front led to better grades, their results would suggest that there are other factors affecting performance and seating than simply student ability or positive attitudes.

Better learning experience

Regardless of ability or engagement, perhaps the students that sit at the front may simply have a better learning experience and consequently end up with better grades. Part of this better experience may involve better note taking. Traditional lecturing involves the presenter speaking almost continuously for an extended period of time while the students’ job is to listen and take notes [11]. The importance of accurate notes is not lost on students with [12] and [13] reporting that the majority of test questions on college exams come from the lectures and that students who take better class notes get better course grades. This in turn places demands on students’ ability to listen carefully and take notes that are accurate and complete. Conventional wisdom would also suggest the note taking is better done at the front rather than the back of the lecture theatre due to better sight lines and being easier to hear the lecturer.

Participation

Marx [14] links active participation of students in a lecture with a more positive learning experience and resulting in a strong positive influence on attention and long-term memory storage. Students that sit up front are generally less inhibited in asking questions and are able to make better eye contact with the lecturer and are regularly the most participative [15]. The ability to interact [16] and participate [17] in the lecture are important factors influencing the learning experience during the lecture. Traditional lecturing would tend to offer better participation opportunities at the front. It would follow then that if active participation opportunities are extended beyond the traditional front rows of the lecture hall by using active learning approaches then this would negate the perceived advantage to
sitting up front. An analysis of these active teaching styles and seating effect was conducted by Perkins [18]. Nonetheless, the results displayed the same degradation of grade the further the students sat from the front. This would suggest that even with active learning styles there are still performance gains to be made by sitting at the front.

There are some other obvious logistical reasons a student may opt to sit at the front. These include where their friends are sitting or if the student were late to class and the front happens to be all that is available [19] or better visibility and improved ability to hear at the front [20].

Issues and gaps in the research

While most studies report a correlation between seating position and performance, a small number of studies including [21] and [22] suggest that seating position has no effect on student attainment. There are some areas that have received little or no research attention. The methodology employed in most of the seating studies involved students either self-selecting their seats or being allocated seats at the beginning of the course. The students were then restricted to the same seat for the remaining number of lectures. This is not the natural or the usual occurrence on university courses. It is arguable that this control restriction improperly influences the research outcomes. It also follows that any temporal factors that may influence a student to change seats could not be assessed or reported on in these studies. For instance if a student that normally sits towards the back receives a low in-term grade does this influence them to start sitting at the front? Other unanswerable questions from these restricted movement studies include analysis of natural migrations over time, for example do those that sit at the front at the start of the course remain there throughout? What would cause a student to move? Do students tend to move towards the front as exam or submission dates approach in the hope to glean exam hints from the lecturer? Additionally while almost all studies have concentrated on the effects of front versus back seating few have considered the possible effects of seating to the left or right of the lecturer.

II. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

This research study was designed to use an unrestricted and accurate lecture theatre seat tracking system to enable an investigation and identification of possible patterns relating to academic performance of students in a university Java programming course.

The key research questions are:

1. Do the most academically able students regularly sit at the front of lecture theatres?
2. Do the most engaged students regularly sit at the front of lecture theatres?
3. Do students with prior programming experience regularly sit at the front of lecture theatres?
4. Is there a relationship between student performance and seating position?
5. Do the best assessment results come from the front row students?

The answers to these questions will gain insights in the effects of seating on student academic performance. This has possible consequences for teaching delivery styles, class sizes, lecture venues and the architectural design of lecture theatres.

III. METHODOLOGY

The study was conducted with a cohort of 91 postgraduate students taking a compulsory module in Java programming in semester one of a one year Masters course in Software Development. The demographics of the cohort are shown in Table 1. The mode of allocating seats for the vast majority of previous studies in this area was in the initial lecture to either allow the students to sit where they wish or allocate seating at random. The students were then compelled to sit in the same seat for the remaining weeks’ lectures. Other variants on this included reversing seating positions of the students at some module during the module or simply asking students, in a post course questionnaire, where they sat. In this research the students were allowed to sit wherever they wished and were free to move seats throughout the twelve week module. In order to record each session seating arrangements a mobile application (PinPoint) was developed by the researchers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Subcategories and frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Male (78), Female (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous degree classification</td>
<td>1st (17), 2.1 (48), 2.2 (26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous experience programming</td>
<td>None (50), Some (41)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 – Demographics of students in the study

Student seating tracking – PinPoint

The students were encouraged to use PinPoint (Figure 1), a mobile and web app to register their selected seating zone at the start of each lecture. To ensure authenticity each student’s profile was initially registered and authenticated with the PinPoint system. Subsequently each student simply selected the zone they were sitting in during each lecture. It was not possible for the student to select a zone outside of the lecture time, nor was it possible to submit more than once per lecture. The zones were front, middle and back further subdivided into left, centre and right. The lecture rooms all had excellent Wi-Fi facilities and the mobile data strength in most reached 4G levels.
Other data collection areas

The assessment of other factors that may affect seating position was grouped into several thematic areas, namely; student performance, course engagement, academic ability and relevant programming experience. There were two summative assessment periods at the end of weeks six and twelve. A survey was completed by each student at the beginning of the course to capture individual data such as previous programming experience. In addition a weekly non-assessed quiz relating to the previous week’s taught content was made available for each student. The score from the quiz for each student and the date submitted was recorded. All course materials were placed online via the course VLE and the individual student access statistics were collected. A questionnaire with various questions relating to seating position choice was given to the students at the end of the course.

Table 2 - Thematic areas of investigation with data types and data source.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Data type</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student performance</td>
<td>Assessment results</td>
<td>Summative assessments at weeks 6 and 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course Engagement</td>
<td>Attendance at lectures</td>
<td>PinPoint App</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Engagement with weekly tests</td>
<td>VLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Engagement with online module resources</td>
<td>VLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic ability</td>
<td>Previous degree classification</td>
<td>University records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant programming experience</td>
<td>Subject knowledge</td>
<td>Student demographic information survey(week 1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The use of PinPoint was on a voluntary basis and all the 91 students actively participated in its use throughout the course. While PinPoint exactly recorded the seating positions in nine zones the results presented here are accurately aggregated into front, middle and back rows. In addition to enable comparisons with other studies, in instances where previous research attention has been focused on front row versus other seating locations the results were further aggregated in front row and other rows (middle and back).

1. Do the most academically able students regularly sit at the front of lecture theatres?

The students on the course with previous First Class Honours (n=17) degrees were for the purposes of the research considered to be the most academically able. While the researchers acknowledged that the previous degree may not have been directly related to programming themes or even STEM (Science, technology, engineering, and mathematics) based, the previous degree standard was considered a mark achieved through a rigorous independent academic process and likely a better measure of academic performance than a pre-course assessment.

The tracking of seating positions, as illustrated in Figure 2, shows that of the First Class degree students (35.3%) regularly sat in the front rows. The remaining 47.1% sat in the middle rows with 17.6% regularly sitting on the back row seats. While significantly more of these students sat in the front than the back, the majority actually sat in the middle.

Contrasting the First Class honours degree students with the other degree classifications (Figure 3) shows that proportionally more students with a First Class degree regularly sat at the front. The majority of students within each classification sat in the middle rows. The students with Upper Second Class degrees (2.1) were proportionally evenly distributed with the majority in the middle and comparable numbers in the front and back. The Lower Second Class degree (2.2) students also mostly sat in the middle but tended to aggregated more at the back than the front.

Recalling that there are disproportionate numbers of previous degree classifications within the cohort (1st (17), 2.1 (48), 2.2 (26)) it is of interest to review the actual numeric breakdown by seating areas and degree classifications (Table 3).

Table 3 -Percentage and actual numbers within each degree classification and aggregated seating position during the 12 week course.
The percentage breakdown by classification would therefore suggest that if the intake of the course had even numbers in each classification then the makeup of the front row would generally consist of the higher performing students. In reality for most similar courses this is unlikely to be the case. Indeed it is worth noting that in this occasion from total students in the front row (n=22) the majority (n=16) held the lower degree classification. This is in contrast with much of the previous research that has suggested that the best final results will come from the front rows based on the assertion that the best students are there. In this case the majority of the top end academic performers (64.7%) were not located in the front rows.

2. Do the most engaged students regularly sit at the front of lecture theatres?

The measure of engagement (engagement factor) was based on a mapping scale of: 1) access hits for online course materials, 2) attendance and 3) voluntary engagement with the weekly formative tests. Scaling was from 5 (high engagement) to 0 (no engagement). Historically the course attracts students that are considered to be highly motivated with high attendance levels, high attainment and observed high engagement with course materials. As such it was not surprising that the engagement mappings placed the majority of students within the range 3 to 5. The breakdown of engagement factor showed that the front row on average contained the most engaged students (3.50) followed by the middle (3.35) row and then the back rows (2.98).

The trend line in Figure 4 suggests that engagement declines from front to back rows. It should be noted that there were a large number of highly engaged students (an engagement factor greater than 4.0) clustered in the middle rows but also a large number of low engaged (an engagement factor less than 2.5) which affects the overall average engagement for this zone. The back row contains none of the most engaged students and proportionally the highest number of the least engaged. Based on the averages achieved per zone it can therefore be concluded that the most engaged students voluntarily clustered at the front throughout the course.

![Course engagement ranging from 5 (high engagement) to 0 (no engagement) plotted against seating zone.](image)

**Figure 4 – Course engagement ranging from 5 (high engagement) to 0 (no engagement) plotted against seating zone. Each point represents a student in respect to their calculated engagement in the course and their average seating position throughout the course.**

3. Do students with prior programming experience regularly sit at the front of lecture theatres?

Historically the course attracts a number of students that have some programming experience but a larger proportion that have none. This is also a current and comparable theme experienced in first year undergraduate Computer Science courses worldwide. Whereas in the past the majority of students entering first year computing degree courses would have had little or no programming knowledge, more recently and largely due to the recent uptake of computing qualifications in Secondary Level education, universities have seen an increase in the prior programming experience of students.

In this study and perhaps not surprisingly, the average assessment scores of the students that had some prior programming experience (72%) was higher than achieved by those without any programming experience (68%).

Considering the mixture of previous programming experience (n=41) and none (n=50), it is of relevance to report on the seating positions of these groups and also the breakdown per seating zone to judge if the most experienced and best academic performers sat in the front rows.

![Table 4 - previous programming and no programming experience groups as shown by actual numbers per seating zone and percentage breakdown per group within each zone.](image)

### Table 4 - previous programming and no programming experience groups as shown by actual numbers per seating zone and percentage breakdown per group within each zone.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Front</th>
<th>Middle</th>
<th>Back</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Some programming</td>
<td>22.0%</td>
<td>48.8%</td>
<td>29.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>experience (n=41)</td>
<td>(9)</td>
<td>(20)</td>
<td>(12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No programming</td>
<td>26.0%</td>
<td>58.0%</td>
<td>16.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>experience (n=50)</td>
<td>(13)</td>
<td>(29)</td>
<td>(8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Is there a relationship between student performance and seating position? & 5. Do the best assessment results come from the front row students?

There were two equally weighted assessment points in the course which made up the final assessment score. Both were closed book assessments taken under exam conditions consisting of theory and application of the taught course content. The distribution of the overall assessment percentage scores shows normal distribution (p=0.193, Kolmogorov-Smirnov Z=1.081). Table 6 illustrates that the front row students returned the higher assessment scores in comparison to the students sitting elsewhere in the lecture theatre.

![Table 5 – Assessment scores per seating zones.](image)

### Table 5 – Assessment scores per seating zones.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Overall assessment score</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Front rows</td>
<td>75.11%</td>
<td>19.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other rows (middle and back)</td>
<td>68.18%</td>
<td>21.63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To test the statistical significance of the assessment scores from the students in the two seating zones groups (front and other) an analysis using an Independent-Samples T Test was conducted. It revealed that despite the small sample sizes involved that the difference between scores achieved by the front row students and the other students was approaching statistical significance (p=0.059, t=1.900, df=180).

A more detailed view is presented in Figure 5 illustrating each student’s overall assessment score and their average seating position during the course. It demonstrates that there was a general trend where the assessment score degraded the further a
student sat from the front. The majority of top grades come from those at the front but not exclusively, there were two students that sat at the back and scored over 90%. The numbers of students that sat at the front and back zones are comparable. Yet, examining the assessment scores highlights just one failing student at the front but four failing students at the back.

Figure 5 – Overall student assessment scores and average seating position and trend line illustrating degradation in assessment score from front to back.

It can therefore be concluded that in this case there is a relationship between the seating position and assessment performance, with a general degradation in scores from the front to the back rows. Furthermore the best assessment results were achieved by the front row students.

V. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

General conclusions

The results of this research confirm the findings of much of the previous study in the area that indeed the best assessment results did come from the students that regularly sat in the front rows. Additionally the assessment results tended to degrade from the front to the back of the lecture theatre. Conversely, unlike other studies it finds that the assessment score patterns in relation to seating are not necessarily due to the best academics or those with prior experience in programming sitting at the front. The study did however identify that the most engaged students repeatedly sat in the front rows.

This suggests that there is a benefit to sitting at the front regardless of academic ability or prior subject knowledge. It points to engagement being a potentially significant factor determining assessment outcome. It may also indicate that other untested factors may be at work in positively influencing the front row performances.

One such factor is the influence of the physical environment of the lecture theatre. All the lecture theatres used in the study utilised addition screens to aid vision of the projected screen for those at the back. All the theatres had excellent audio capabilities; the quality of the audio at the back was as good as the front. However responses from the seating choice questionnaire highlighted that a number of students stated the ability to see and hear better at the front as a determinant of sitting position. The influence of the entrance / exit points in a lecture theatre may also be a factor affecting seating decisions. There may well be a considerable difference in seating effect when contrasting a lecture theatre that has the entrances at the front compared to one with the entrances at the back. In the former a student turning up late may well be happy to avoid attention and sit at the lower assessment performing back rows whereas in the latter the student may be forced to sit up front with the top performers.

The influence of the lecturer is also a relatively untested factor in previous research in relation to seating position. The style of teaching came up as an influence in seating choice in the student survey, with some responding that they actively avoided the front rows to actively avoiding having to answer questions. The majority of the lectures in this study involved individual and student programming activities. Over 95% of the students brought and used their own laptops for these activities during the lecture. In that sense the learning experience should have been reasonably homogenised irrespective of seating position. Yet, the results point to a better performance at the front.

It is perhaps that sitting at the front promotes a better learning experience. The cognitive activity of those at the front may be higher than those sitting elsewhere. As acknowledged by many of the seating survey responses, being at the front appears to promote more potential cognitive activity, be that with peers or the lecturer. There is certainly more chance of eye contact with the lecturer, or opportunity to ask or be asked questions by sitting at the front.

Get more students to the front?

It would appear that having more students regularly sitting at the front may be of benefit to their assessment score. There are a number of lecture theatre architectures aimed at facilitating greater numbers of students at the front or closer to the position of lectern. While these structures are perhaps of reasonable consideration for new lecture theatres the adaption of existing shaped theatres to these designs is likely cost and logistically prohibitive.

A reduction in class size would enable more students to sit at the front. Decreasing class sizes would effectively increase the ability of the front rows to potentially seat more students. However a reduction in class sizes for university programming classes is unlikely to happen any time soon. The demand for graduate computing professionals has steadily increased over the past numbers of years with the IT sector regularly requiring 140,000 entrants each year in the UK [23]. However, according to the Higher Education Statistics Agency [24] there are only 16,000 computing graduates per annum, leaving a shortfall of 120,000. Consequently UK universities have responded by increasing their intake in computing degrees. While the demand remains it is reasonable to expect that class sizes will remain high.

Perhaps it may be as simple as the lecturer encouraging the students to sit at the front or if the benefits of sitting at the front were explained then they may choose to sit there. Although in this research it should be noted that even with the lecture theatre at half capacity the front row regularly had some empty seats. It would appear that given the option some students will still likely chose to sit elsewhere. In that regard the decision of where to sit is personal and generally consciously made. The student questionnaire on seating positions found that most of the front row students sat there because of better vision, being less distracted at the front and the perception of being forced to pay more attention if closer to the lecturer. Those that sat at the back did so mostly because they wished to listen and not have to be involved in the class activities, importantly there was evidence to indicate that this was a particularly strong influence for students with diagnosed anxiety issues. Some others at the back explained that arriving late meant they could get to a seat at the back with least disruption to others. Many students responded that they tended to sit wherever their friends sat.
Limitations and future work

As with many predominantly quantitative based studies the understanding of the responses would be further enhanced with a more comprehensive qualitative study. The ability to interview students, individually or in focus groups, or getting them to record their seating choice decision for each lecture using the PinPoint app would provide a greater understanding of the findings. Replication of the study using the same methodology would of course test the repeatability of the results. It would be of interest to re-examine this issue with a more traditional less interactive style lecture.

It would also be of interest to analyse the intra group assessment performance. Does the performance of students with similar standard academic ability, engagement and prior subject knowledge remain consistent regardless of seating position?

As is common in many programming modules in universities there were a limited number of females in the cohort. This inhibits the study of any potential gender influences other than to report in this instance that there was normal distribution of the females throughout the lecture theatre.

While the study concentrated on highlighting differences between front, middle and back rows there would be merit in a further analysis of the zonal areas to include the left, middle and right areas of the lecture theatre.

The cohort in this study were generally regarded to be highly motivated, it would be if interest to extend the study to a less motivated group.

Although there were some occurrences of movement between seating zones over the twelve weeks it would be of interest analyse if there were any significant changes in seating due to an occasion, such as an exam revision lecture.

While this study was with a cohort of programming students the authors feel that the accuracy of the data collection methods used could easily be transferrable to other subjects areas.
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Abstract - The paper puts forward a critical view on knowledge and education in the present techno-economic culture. This culture stresses the importance of knowledge and education, but it promotes only the instrumental knowledge that the present techno-economy directly needs. Such practice displaces other dimensions of the human knowledge and cognitive abilities, which are needed for the progress of people and humanity. Business forces are raising the means to the level of the end, and shape education in the way that serves business aim, rather than the promotion of knowledge. Information technology has brought many excellent means and services to education, but it should not be used in the way that reduces people to automatons that perform prescribed procedures, without understanding or asking anything beyond that.

I. INTRODUCTION

Let us describe some of the concepts that we use in the paper. Contemporary economic activities strongly depend on technology, and the development of new technological systems is powered by economic aims. The concept of techno-economy points to the connection of technology and economy and to their mutual dependence. The way people work and live is determined by the socio-economic system, more than by technology itself. This system shapes the technology we use and the environment in which we live: it shapes the physical and mental space of our existence, and our understanding of existence [1].

In computer terminology, a precisely defined finite process is called algorithm. A computer program implements an algorithm; when active, the program performs the process defined by that algorithm. Knowledge and activities of contemporary people are getting more and more algorithmic or procedural. Knowledge is reduced to the ability of performing precise procedures, and human cognitive activity is reduced to a constant learning and performing of such procedures. We are surrounded with screens and buttons, and to do anything, from buying bananas to flying an airliner, we must perform appropriate procedures with those screens and buttons. People have always wished to possess the power to control and steer the world; technology brought them plenty of such power. However, the means that give people power, shape their cognitive abilities and their mental space. Technology creates immense opportunities, but it compels people to think and behave in ways that it requires and imposes.

The concept of instrumental reason refers to that dimension (capacity) of human cognitive system, which allows people to perform specific procedures with the aim to produce specific effects. In other words, instrumental reason is the human reason used as a means (instrument) for carrying out a specific task. People have always used reason in this way in their endeavours to satisfy their needs and achieve their ends. The intense use of technology in all spaces of human activity has led to the complete domination of instrumental thinking. Technological means compel people to constantly think and act in instrumental way: in this way, those means gradually reduce human cognitive abilities to the instrumental dimension. For the procedural (instrumental) people, to know means to know how: they learn and think with the aim to do something, not with the aim to enjoy the understanding. They acts in the framework of the paradigm with which they are steered, without questioning its values, aims and effects.

We can speak about four kinds of human reasoning or about four dimensions of human cognitive abilities: creative, instrumental, critical and integrative. Creative reason explores the space of values, aims and visions of the human life and activities. Instrumental reason deals with the means and methods of the realization of the chosen aims and visions. Critical reason examines and evaluates the wider effects of the activities of the former two dimensions. Finally, integrative reason aims to keep the previous three components in balance, because only their harmonious coexistence can allow people to achieve their best possibilities. Education as well as public discourse should promote all four dimensions of human cognitive abilities. The present-day education promotes only instrumental reasoning and abilities, and public discourse, reduced to stupefying infotainment, promotes none. This reduces people to servants of the techno-economic system, who do not think about its aims and effects in a critical way.

We assume that emotions are the moving force behind all human reasoning and activities, creative and destructive ones. Reason by itself has no ends: reason chooses and evaluates ends on the basis of emotions. We must not blame instrumental reason when our emotions and passions make it serve destructive aims. Instrumental reason serves all aims: the problem is that human feelings and passions can lead to the adoption of destructive aims.
II. THE QUESTION OF KNOWLEDGE

Techno-economic society calls itself the knowledge society, because knowledge is essential for production and consumption. However, this society promotes only instrumental knowledge and procedural (algorithmic) thinking, which are needed for the performance of technological processes and business activities, so that this society does not deserve to be called the knowledge society. A more modest name, such as the skill society, would be more appropriate for this society. A descriptive name, such as the society of specific skills and general ignorance would describe the present society even better [2]. For the development of complex technological systems, as well as for their control and use, an huge amount of instrumental knowledge is needed, but all this knowledge belongs to only one dimension of human mental abilities.

It is important to make difference between knowledge and skills. A culture that mistakes skills for wisdom, and measures its progress in terms of production and consumption instead of in terms of cooperation and compassion, is doomed to failure: such culture "condemns itself to death", says Chris Hedges [3] (p. 103). Such claims may seem too strong, but life in such a culture is one-dimensional and it seems empty. Knowledge is something more comprehensive and less operative than algorithmic thinking and instrumental skills are. To make the world better, it is necessary to promote understanding, not only instrumental thinking, and solidarity, not only competition and struggle. General ignorance is dangerous, because it lowers the level of public discourse and makes manipulation easier. This usually leads toward radical views and aggressive behaviour.

Ignorance is present in techno-economically leading countries more than we are aware of. Let me mention an example. Craig Venter, a famous geneticist, delivered a lecture on the role of science and the challenges of the present world, which was broadcast by BBC television. In that lecture, Venter put forward many interesting data, some of which regarded the education and ignorance in the present-day world. Among other things, he said that 25 percent of American citizens do not know that the earth revolves around the sun. This means one out of four citizens. Hedges [3] says that "nearly a third" of the American population is "illiterate or barely literate" (p. 44). Let me add to this that "in the secular United States", 66 percent of people "believe in the Devil" [4] (p. 77). I am not sure what this believing actually means, but it does not seem encouraging in terms of knowledge and education.

Mark Bauerlein [5] puts forward data which show that general knowledge and literacy have been in decline among young people. Bauerlein mentions various reasons for such a bad situation, but he blames primarily the young because they do not read books enough, and teachers because they do not do their job well enough. He criticizes "the custodians of culture, the people who serve as stewards of civilization and mentors to the next generation"; those custodians and mentors are primarily "teachers, professors, writers, journalists, intellectuals, editors, librarians, and curators", as well as the institutions for which they work (p. 161). Bauerlein concludes that "they have let down the society that entrusts them to sustain intelligence and wisdom and beauty" (p. 161). We argue that Bauerlein's criticism misses the source of the problem. In ruthless capitalism, teachers and journalists are pawns that are compelled to behave according to the rules set by the system. Bauerlein blames the young and teachers, but he says nothing about the socio-economic system that shapes their reality. Our education and our ignorance are shaped by the socio-economic system; teachers and similar "stewards of civilization" do not have the power to change this system.

Bauerlein says that the young read less and less, especially when it comes to more demanding books. The consequence of this is a decline in the knowledge of history, culture, art, and science. The knowledge about current events, at the local and global level, is also in decline. This is bad, but it is wrong to blame the young and the "stewards of civilization" for such a situation. The young read less and less books because the industry produced new means and methods of efficient recording and distribution of all kinds of information contents. The reason for the decline in general knowledge is not in the fact that the young do not read books, but in the fact that the means and contents that have displaced and replaced books are used in the ways that are not good from the educational point of view. The information industry makes everything fast, exciting and shallow. Anyway, the behaviour of the young is the product of the society in which they have been raised; hence, the causes of the weaknesses in their behaviour must be sought in the weaknesses of the society, which Bauerlein does not do.

Socio-economic system sets the values and determines the structure of power in society. With this, the socio-economic system shapes the behaviour of people, especially of the young. It makes no sense to blame the young for the fact that they behave in the way they do, because they behave in the way that the world created by the older encourages and requires them to behave. It makes no sense to blame teachers and journalists, because business values and principles shape the rules according to which we all must behave. Teachers, journalists, librarians and similar creatures do not have the power to change the rules and values that have been set by the ruling paradigm (ruthless capitalism and consumerism) and by power-holders who shape the structure of power and the relationships in society and in the world. Bauerlein blames pawns, but he neglects the rules of the game, as well as the masters who play the game.

Images have displaced written contents, and Homo online has displaced the old, conceptually oriented, Homo sapiens. These are very relevant changes, but the socio-economic system has a much larger impact on the life of people and society than the means by themselves have. The decline in general knowledge is a product of the socio-economic system that shapes education and public discourse. Every economic system shapes people and society in its own image, and so does the present techno-economic system. I studied and graduated computer science because I wished to learn how these machines work under the surface. My students are not curious about
such things; they are interested in what they can do and achieve with those machines. Procedural people know virtually nothing about the internal structure of the systems they use, and even less about the theoretical principles on the basis of which these systems have been constructed and work. And they do not show much curiosity about that. Procedural people are masters of procedures, and ignoramuses about nearly everything else.

Finally, people spend more and more time on the learning of how to use the means; frequent upgrading makes the situation even more difficult. Devices and systems are getting more and more complex; new versions are overloaded with "capacities" and "intelligence" that most people do not need, but they make the process of learning the system and its functions more demanding. Frequent upgrading of tools compels us to spend more and more time and energy on the learning of how to use new tools for doing the same things we were doing with the previous versions of those tools. New and better things are developed with time, so that it is normal that new and upgraded versions of tools are produced and released. However, upgrading and changes are often made primarily for business reasons: to compel people to buy new things and to make them more and more dependent on the industry and its knowledge of how to use those things. Upgrading is unavoidable and welcome to a certain extent, but it often produces a huge waste of time and energy, and do not bring much good.

III. THE ROLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION

The intense development of industry in the nineteenth and twentieth century created a need for specialized knowledge and research. Higher education was required to satisfy those needs, so that the main task of higher education became to supply society with the labour force that possesses the instrumental knowledge that techno-economy needed. The demands about the autonomy of higher education and about critical analysis and discourse were displaced by economic reasons, and they have fallen into oblivion. The present higher education produces instrumental knowledge that techno-economy and corporate business ask it to produce. It shapes its teaching programs and research activities in accordance with business principles and the demands of the market. The industry of higher education is large and growing; however, the education is not moved by the authentic human desire to know, but by business principles and market value of the instrumental knowledge it produces [6].

Corporate business and the ruling socio-economic system have compelled universities to behave like business companies. Instrumental knowledge has been in demand, and universities have been compelled to produce this kind of knowledge. Corporate business shapes education in the way that serves its needs and promotes its aims. Knowledge gets value on the market, and this value is determined by the market. Higher education has become an industry that produces instrumental knowledge that the techno-economy needs and for which there is a demand on the labour market. Such education is reduced to the training for a job, and it does not promote a critical thinking about the ruling paradigm, its values and practice.

Leaders of the best known universities warn that the material dependence of universities on corporate business may have negative effects on their research and teaching activities. A former president of Harvard university said that the "commercialization of universities" is the most severe threat that the contemporary higher education faces. The growing material dependence of the university activities on corporate money can seriously compromise those activities. Teaching contents and research results can become partial and biased in favour of those who pay for them [7] (p. 263-64).

Higher education has always served the socio-economic system, rather than questioned and criticized it; it has taught students how to find a comfortable place in the system, rather than how to change it. Universities have seldom been sites of intense social criticism, because they existentially depend on the ruling system and power-holders. If they criticize the system and power-holders (economic, political, cultural) they may be punished for that. Universities have sometimes been places of intellectual resistance to the ruling narrative, but they have usually been socially conservative and politically passive. They did nor participate much in large social movements and changes that took place in modern history. The struggle for the abolition of slavery, the workers' struggle for better working conditions, and the struggle for the liberation of colonies were not influenced much by academic institutions and activities [6] (p. 2). The academic world has followed historical changes, more than it created them.

At the present time, the social impact of the university seems even lower than in the past. Instead of being a space of free and critical enquiry about all socially relevant issues, universities have become corporations and servants of corporate business that they financially depend on. Universities have adopted values and practice of the corporations they serve [3] (p, 110). They have become part of the world shaped by the corporate mind, values and aims. Their aim has become the efficient production of marketable instrumental knowledge, not the promotion of a wide and deep understanding [8]. Students are given a narrow specialized knowledge, without the insight into social values, ethical principles, and common good. Such students are only capable of serving the existing practice and structure of power. Universities produce formally educated people who should be considered illiterate by traditional standards, says Hedges [3] (p. 96). Young people have not been taught about the structure of social power; they know very little about their own civilization, and they do not seem to be able to maintain and advance it.

In the present techno-economic society, knowledge about history, culture, art, and social issues is in decline. The complete domination of instrumental education diminishes the abilities and readiness of new generations to assess their socio-economic system and its practice in a critical way and to make them better. Society needs professional training, but education should promote
analytical and critical thinking about all narratives and systems, values and aims, because such thinking is necessary for the progress of people and humanity. Education must produce the instrumental knowledge that society needs, but it should not be reduced to this task: it should teach more than instrumental knowledge and operative skills. It should teach the rational and objective way of thinking; it should present major traditional and contemporary narratives and historical events that shape our reality, in an impartial way. Higher education and scientific institutions must promote the understanding and critical discourse about every narrative and power that shape our lives, society and the world, or has the ambition to do so. Science and education cannot assume political leadership in a society, but they must enquire and evaluate every power, politics and behaviour. In this way, science and education can contribute essentially to the development of a more reasonable and more just world, and of new visions of the peaceful progress of humanity. On the other hand, limited to the production of instrumental knowledge, science and education only serve the preservation of the existing paradigm and structure of power, with all their drawbacks and weaknesses.

Education has always shaped new generations according to the values and needs of the dominant narrative and practice. Enthusiasts say that education must free young people from the tyranny of the truths and values of their time. But education has always aimed to subdue new generations to the tyranny of the truths and values of their times, and it has taught them how to best serve that tyranny. The basic aim of education must be to reduce ignorance, superstition, and suffering, says Neil Postman [9]; the aim of the present-day education is to mould new generations in accordance with the needs of the techno-economic system (p. 70). Education must teach young people about the human creative aspirations and destructive inclinations, and promote understanding, goodness, and beauty. Education must promote universal values and principles, openness, social justice, and human dignity. In this way, education promotes constructive and cooperative behaviour of people and communities, and creates a sense of coherence of human endeavours. Such education would make a great contribution to the solution of many problems and to the creation of better people and a better world. All ages needed such an education, but they did not have it; the present age is not an exception in this regard.

IV. THE MEANS AND THE CONTENTS

Information technology gives students the access to an immense amount of information contents from which they can learn. But the quantity of textbooks and learning materials has not been the problem in recent decades, even before the appearance of the internet and its services. On the other hand, the quality has been the problem, and the proliferation of information technology has made this problem worse. A huge increase of the quantity of information contents of all kinds has been accompanied with the fall in the average quality of those contents. Books used to be written by those who really knew the subject they were writing about, and who had a passion for explaining things in a clear and inspiring way. The present-day learning materials aim to be "fun", but I seldom find a real understanding and good explanations in those materials. As a former passionate computer programmer and the author of a book on programming, I can say that the level of teaching and of student's knowledge of computer programming is notably lower today than it was forty years ago. Programming is a demanding activity that requires knowledge and cognitive effort. Various video materials (films and cartoons) do not help in a serious teaching of computer programming. The same probably holds for many other subjects of education.

The learning and understanding of demanding things, such as formal theories and complex systems, requires a high level of concentration and a serious mental effort. Screens do not help concentration nor do they encourage students to make a serious mental effort. I have been working with screens for decades, but the reading from screen, especially of larger and demanding texts, has remained different for me than the reading of printed matter. On screen, everything looks superficial and ephemeral. Printed matter makes contents more physically present and lasting than screens do. The medium is not the message, but the medium matters. Learning from the web seems even more problematic. Web stimulates superficiality rather than concentration and cognitive effort. Links lure students to press them and seek knowledge somewhere else.

The world is inundated with information contents and messages of all kinds, but the sense of quality has been lost. The internet offers students a huge amount of contents of dubious quality, and stimulates surfing instead of concentrated and engaged reading and thinking. The internet contains countless useful data and information, but the learning from the internet is superficial and it shapes students in its own image. Information technology facilitated the production and distribution of an immense amount of information contents; to survive in this noisy jungle, we must constantly select. But with the increase of the quantity of information contents an efficient selecting is getting more and more difficult.

Computers must be used in teaching those things that are done by means of computers. All sorts of computations and designs are done by means of computers and software tools: it is normal to teach students how to do such things by means of computers and software tools. However, we hold that technology does not help in learning the principles and laws on which computations and designs are based. A bridge can be designed by means of computer and a software tool. But for such a tool to exist, somebody must produce it. To produce such a tool, it is necessary to know the laws and principles on the basis of which bridges are constructed. To be able to produce tools, we must know more than how to use them: we must know laws and principles that are implemented by those tools. Finally, we the ones who must constantly evaluate the aims of our individual and collective endeavours. Information technology is the means (tool) that increases the efficiency of doing, but it may obstruct the process of learning and understanding the basic principles and aims. If education is reduced to
the art of handling the means, people will become ignorant about laws and principles, and unable to choose and evaluate their aims.

V. THE ART OF TEACHING

Techno-economy aims to eliminate direct (live) lectures held by professors, and to replace them by learning systems based on information technology. I consider this idea bad for several reasons. I admit that at least half of the professors I have known as a student or later, have not seemed good to me. But some professors are good, and that is what matters here. Direct encounters with such people who know, and who know how to present knowledge, leave a lasting impression on the young people who want to learn and understand, not only to get a degree. A good professor presents a relevant content in a clear way, and shows a way of thinking about the topic he or she speaks about. If such people are eliminated because of business reasons, new generations will lose the possibility to encounter such people and to learn essential things from them. A physical encounter and a direct discourse with a person are quite different from the encounter over the screen. It has been said that "the excellence in teaching remains an art that cannot be simulated by machines" [10] (p. 221). This is probably true, but even if this art can be replicated by machines to a notable extent, why should this be done? If young people will be educated only by machines, they will become like machines. They will not be able to explore the possibilities of human progress; they will think only about the advance of technology. To hand over education to machines may be good for business, but it is bad for people.

Automated education will transform people into machines that learn from machines how to handle machines, and who understand and ask nothing beyond that. This will bring about a complete domination of instrumental reasoning over creative and critical reasoning, which is bad, because this will narrow the space of human abilities and experience. The automation of education is based on the bad assumption that money is the supreme value and that every activity must be evaluated exclusively according to the economic criteria. Virtual universities, without professors and campuses, may cost less, but such systems of higher education will lack the best that traditional universities offer: direct encounters and interactions between people.

Universities are peculiar physical places because of their specific atmosphere, which cannot be replicated by means of the internet. In spite of all communication technology, physical encounters are important and they will remain important, as long as we are physical beings. If professors and lecturing are eliminated, the understanding of life and the attitudes of new generations will be shaped only by celebrities and politicians, which is not good. Finally, being a professor is not so bad, although it is not as good as it may seem. Being a classical student is the best job I have ever known. Why should these jobs be eliminated? With the aim to lower the costs and increase profitability, ruthless capitalism has been replacing good jobs with machines, so that only bad jobs remain for people. This is not something I consider a progress of people and humanity.

VI. CONCLUSION

It is necessary to be "contemporary" to a certain extent to be able to live, but those who uncritically accept the ruling narrative of their time often act in suboptimal way. We must constantly examine the world in which we live, its values, means and aims. Information technology facilitates many excellent things and offers many good services in the space of education. But we must not raise the means to the level of the end, and shape the education in the way that serves corporate business, but does not promote a wider knowledge and understanding.

By thinking and living only at the instrumental level, people diminish their experience of existence, and with this they diminish themselves. We do not advocate a spirituality here, but a reflective and poetical attitude towards the world in which we live and toward existence. Instrumental reason has achieved great things at the operative level, but those whose mind has been reduced to the instrumental dimension do usually not see other things, without which the efficient functioning at the operative level do not bring much good.

Education cannot solve all problems of this world, especially not if people and communities do not behave in the way that promotes cooperation, mutual respect and solidarity. However, if education cannot solve all the problems, ignorance makes them much more dangerous and harmful. It is difficult to change dominant paradigm and practice, but we must preserve the awareness that things can be different; otherwise, we will create and accept a totalitarian world, in spite of many nice slogans that we constantly produce.
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Abstract - In the educational context, understanding the future is important for two reasons. First, we are educating people for future tasks, which need skills that are useful in the future. Secondly, educators have to be able to select the most promising tools and technologies to apply in their work. The problem is that there is no clear way to weigh the importance of the alternatives – what the real importance of a certain technology will be in the near future and especially in the long term. In our paper, we focus on analyzing selected technologies. Our approach applies the framework developed by the authors. The promising technologies are reviewed by a systematic literature study, focusing on and restricted to the information and communication technology (ICT) sector. The findings are classified according to their importance and the time span of their effectiveness. The question we answer is “What should every educator know about changes in technology?”

I. INTRODUCTION

Technological changes and progress in technology are enablers and accelerators for wider changes in our society and economy. Ultimately, the consequences are seen not only in products, but also in processes, business models, and common behavioral patterns. It is justified to say that now one of the biggest change factors is information and communication technology (ICT). We do not wish to underrate other fields of technology, but in everyday life, the changes made possible by ICT in particular can be perceived the clearest. Forecasting is the highest level of being prepared for the future – especially if the prognoses are accurate. Having forecasts provides us with the means to be proactive – prepared in advance for situations that happen, or also preactive – having the means to affect in advance the alternatives that may happen.

For educators, understanding the future is important because they are educating people for future tasks (the “product” we are producing), and because they have to be able to select the most promising tools and technologies to be applied in their work (the optimal process and environment to “produce our product”). Both of these aspects are changing just as fast as the surrounding society.

The aim of the paper is to build a synthesis – not complete (which is actually not possible at all) but a list of a variety of technological changes that are worth recognizing now. The research question handled by our paper is “What should every educator know about changes in technology?” Our approach applies the principles of the Technology Change Analysis and Categorization (TCAC) framework introduced by Jaakkola et al. in [1]. The material used in the analysis covers the publicly available technological forecasting sources that are the best-known and most referred to. In spite of the fact that the material covers a limited scope of sources, we consider the picture it gives to be relatively reliable.

We have approached this study topic with two papers (Figure 1). The principles of the analysis method are introduced in Paper I [1]. The aim of the present paper (Paper II in Fig. 1) is to apply the method in ICT-related technologies and to give a synthesis – a list of the technological changes that are worth recognizing now (ICT Change Analysis and Categorization – ICAC).

Figure 1. Structure of the problem solving – two interconnected papers.

The research question handled by our paper is “What should every educator know about changes in technology?” The time span of our analysis covers mainly the next five years, but related aspects with a longer time span are also discussed. We selected this split approach to separate method development and its application from each other and provide the means for a deeper discussion than only one paper allows. We urge the reader to study both of these papers.

Figure 2 introduces the principles of the TCAC framework. It also reflects the structure of our paper. The method is based on Paper I [1]; the details can be found there.
Figure 2. TCAC framework – summary of the components of the analysis.

The starting point is data collected on the study context (in our case ICT-related changes) – Step 1. Two methods are used to analyze the data: hype cycle based analysis of pre-embryonic technologies to understand the delay of their commercial appearance, and life cycle model based analysis to understand the life cycle and renewal power of the technology analyzed – Step 2. There is also an arrow between the hype cycle curve and life cycle curve. Since the hype cycle represents the pre-embryonic phases of the phenomena analyzed, it ultimately feeds the embryonic phase of the life cycle analysis; pre-embryonic becomes embryonic provided that the exit (not valid for mass and commercial use) has not been realized before it. Finally, the changes are classified according to their importance in four categories – Step 3. This phase also includes “fine-tuning” the interpretations of the importance and effectiveness classes, i.e., to give them exact semantics. The result is the classification of the selected technologies (Publishing – Step 4).

The paper is structured in the following way. Section 2 covers the first step of the analysis method – collecting the material for further analysis and classification according to the principles of the systematic literature review. The findings are organized in table format, having topic areas and publishers as the dimensions. Every topic area is handled in detail in Section 3, which is divided into subsections according to the topics. Section 4 covers a summary of the classification of the findings. The results are published and visualized in mind map format. This section also validates our analysis method in a practical situation. Section 5 reflects the findings in terms of the education sector and gives answer(s) to our original research question. Section 6 concludes the paper.

II. WHAT WILL OUR NEAR FUTURE BE LIKE?

The main purpose of writing this paper is to make a review of the ICT-related technological changes that are relevant today. We specified the research problem to be discussed as “What should every educator know about changes in technology?” Especially in higher education, we must be prepared for the assignments of the future. Every educator should be an innovator in the adopter categories, or at least an early adopter (see [1]; Paper I).

We have approached the answer to the research question following the steps of the framework introduced in Fig. 2.

1. Data Collection: We collected the “raw data” for our analysis from fourteen analyst sources (Business Insider, Frogdesign, CSC, Fjord, PWC, Quantumrun, Howstuffworks, WEF, Wired, Forbes, Gartner, Deloitte, Forrester, IDC) and sixteen reports. It is augmented by two additional analyses (Cisco Trends and Analysis [5; 6]; Gartner Emerging Technologies 2016 [15]). The reports were selected according to the principles of systematic literature search. The search was restricted to publicly available material, also accepting indirect (from reliable sources) analysis material (due to the difficult availability and high prices of the original reports). The relevance and the reliability of the sources were analyzed by the researchers (authors) based on their long-term experience in the study field (expert opinion). Additional material was also reviewed without any remarkable new findings (penetration rule of the systematic literature study was achieved).

2. Trend Analysis: The findings were organized in seven main groups covering 22 primary topics to merge the overlapping findings of the original sources for trend analysis. Table 1 summarizes our findings from the reports.

3. Importance analysis: Classification of the importance and effectiveness of the reported technology is based on the discussion in Section 3.

4. Publishing: The final result - ICT Change Analysis and Categorization (ICAC) - is published in Fig. 4.

The reports used in the analysis are listed in the references of this paper. To avoid complexity, we have not used positioned source references in the text; these can be found indirectly from the Table 1 column headings.

Most of the studies analyzed were focused on the current time: what are the leading technologies for 2017; long-term studies covered the period ten years ahead from now. When examining these, it is, of course, good to keep in mind that changes are usually slow. Today’s technology provides the basis for the following ten years. In principle, everything that will be new in ten years’ time is already known today; ultimately, even long-term predictions do not provide anything dramatically new. The only thing worth recognizing is the uncertainty built into the trends, especially the ability to separate the hype effect from the reality. In the following review, we satisfy ourselves with a superficial examination; details are available in the original material.
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III. HELPFUL HINTS

A. General findings

A common finding in all the reports analyzed is the rising importance of artificial intelligence (AI) – either as it is but mainly embedded in a wide variety of products and processes (robotics, intelligent analysis, intelligent sensors, networks, etc.). Embedded intelligence is seen no longer as a support, but as an alternative for human work. AI beats human intelligence because of its ability to manage masses of information and repeat the same routines carefully time after time. AI also has an unlimited memory capacity that can be retrieved quickly in decision making, as well as the capability to store large masses of information either directly or by remote access.

B. Artificial Intelligence and its Applications

Cognitive computing provides the means for “human kind of thinking” and machine learning (deep learning) for “human kind of learning” and adaption in new situations. Virtual assistants (software based chatbots; conversational systems) are used in the role of service robots and advisors (Apple (Siri), Google (Now), Amazon (Alexa) and Microsoft (Cortana) are examples of such tools). The real electromechanical robots help or replace people in a variety (of simple) human tasks. Voice activated speakers (also called Smart Speaker Hubs, Voice Activated Speakers) are Internet connected virtual assistants that use conversational systems as a user interface to activate demanded services. Such speakers are available e.g. from Amazon (Echo), Google (Now), LG, Harman Kardon, Lenovo and Sonos. When the opportunity to use more versatile communication than before provided by the new user interfaces (speech, haptic control, augmented reality (AR)) is connected here, a robot (soft or hard) becomes a part of ordinary processes, both in business and in private life. In robotics, such sub-areas as wearable intelligence (intelligent materials), wearable robots (e.g., to support the disabled in their daily life), the use of avatars and surrogates to replace humans (digital twins; physical-digital integration) in certain situations, are recognized in the reviewed analysis. One of the special areas in robotics, which has a promising future, is microrobotics. This is based on nano particles (zero size intelligence) that are small in size and possible to use, e.g., in medical care, to provide (non-destructive) access to such parts of the human body that are unreachable in traditional human hand touch-based medicine. Appearance of artificial heart is also reported related to the field of medicine.

C. Data and Analysis

One key technology area of today is big data. Quantumrun reports on a study by IBM: Every single day human beings create 2.5 quintillion (10**18) bytes of data. Individual human-related data is produced in a variety of ways: cellphone signals, social media, on-line shopping, credit card usage, web usage, service usage, health wearables are all examples. The data may be open (providing open access) or closed (access restricted and controlled). Individual-related data has in principle a closed characteristic, but in increasing amounts is kept open by the agreements defined by the “data owners” (e.g., most of the social media services). Big data technologies are used to manage and handle large amounts of data, centralized and distributed, closed and open. An increasing amount of data is signal data (audio, video, mixed format) that provide an important source for data analytics – to an increasing extent in real time.

Several analysts have pointed out the importance of big data technologies to support medical care – a good example of this is the Watson medical diagnostics system. Their reports are also worried about data usage ethics and ownership of data. The terms digital ethics, digital cannibalism, digital feudalism, security attacks are found in the reports analyzed. All of these focus on questions of privacy and data security and the use of data (access permitted or not permitted). Adaptive security architectures (based on intelligent, scalable architectures or platforms) are seen as a solution. One specific area of data analysis was handled in the report of IEEE [18] – face recognition. This technology provides enormous opportunities for recognizing peoples face from raw data, both in live stream and especially in stored data. In turn it further increases privacy related problems; technology itself starts to be reasonable mature for mass use.

D. Work Landscape

“Robots and AI will take our jobs.” It is estimated that between 35 and 50 percent of jobs that exist today are at risk of being lost to automation. Repetitive, blue-collar type jobs might be first, but even professionals — including paralegals, diagnosticians, and customer service representatives — will be at risk. The problem is that the jobs that will remain will require high levels of education and creativity, and there will be fewer of them to go around. We need to start thinking about what kinds of jobs the rest of the population will be doing – those that are no longer employable in their traditional jobs. Life-long learning and transfer to new jobs is not an answer to this societal problem.

E. User Interfaces

One sector widely referred to in the reports relates to new user interfaces. Virtual Reality (VR), Augmented Reality (AR), and Mixed Reality (MR) are seen to be at the breakthrough point for the mass market and applications. Promising use of these is seen in entertainment, therapy, usage as a digital interface, integrated in a variety of daily life and business applications, teaching and training. Glassless AR – 3D imagery, based on the Magic Leap AR technology (https://www.magicleap.com/) is also reported to be close to the embryonic phase. The use of audio-based interaction and natural language are a rising trend. This covers audio control, conversational systems, and real-time speech-to-speech language translation. Fold-up flexible screens start to be available for display purposes. Gesture-based and open-air haptic interfaces are mentioned as new interfacing technologies, as well as the rising importance of digital streaming as a replacement for traditional media distribution. The term “neurohacking” describes the technologies that are used to pay attention to the technologies that are used to identify the “inner signals” of the object – e.g., the signals from a human brain; the signals are retrieved from the brain connected sensors or...
remotely by retrieving the electromagnetic signals produced by human body. It can be seen as a first step towards the computer – brain interface that can be found in the “innovation trigger” phase of the Gartner hype cycle (see details below in this paper).

F. Device Innovations

In the category of device innovations, the reports mention that autonomous interacting vehicles are close to being ready for mass use; these cover autonomous cars, robotaxis, and also fly robotics. Most of the reports also recognize the fast growth of electricity as the power source of cars. It is also expected that in ten years autonomous buses managing 3D driving will be reality – at least in restricted usage. 3D printing is seen as an ordinary, but fast improving application. Transfer towards application areas that are more versatile than at present is going on: printing of complete systems, bioprinting (printable bio materials), and printing of transforming objects (4D printing based on materials adapting in time and situation). The IoT (Internet of Things) is in its emerging phase and mature for early stage applications. Intelligent home and adapting space are based on improved (Wifi) networked sensors (as an application area of IoT) and the analytics of the data produced by them. However, it is seen to suffer from the lack of seamless solutions (standardized interfaces and commonly accepted development platforms). Drones (UAVs – Unmanned Aerial Vehicles) show a lot of promise. A wide variety of application areas cover assistance of human work, surveillance tasks, supervision tasks, distribution tasks, and a variety of commercial tasks. A new sector of flight traffic control is also needed to control and guide the drone traffic.

G. Key Technologies

The reports list several key technologies. The fast growth of the Internet – both its use and its transmission capacity – is maybe the most important of these. The trend towards mobilization (mobilization of the 4th billion of the world population) and wide coverage (Internet everywhere) relate to this issue. Fast transfer towards cloud architectures will continue; cloud-based ICT infrastructure is becoming mainstream in companies. Simplifying (standardized) cloud platforms are awaited. In the data management area, the transfer toward NoSQL (non-structured) data handling provides opportunities for new data-oriented applications, as well as block chain technology. In addition to digital currency, application areas related to the latter cover wide opportunities in distributed trust creation (smart contracts, distributed ledgers).

H. Process and Business Landscape

The benefit of technology innovation is ultimately achieved only if it is adopted in daily actions and in business processes. Many of the reports point out the important role of the user and consumer: Customer satisfaction, customer experience, fast time to market, on-demand based services, customization, digital services, and combining virtual and physical experience are the factors mentioned in the reports. People live in a hyperconnected world, in which social presence and experience sharing play an important role. The transition from face-to-face communication to the use of virtual communication channels is accelerating. New phenomena appear (AR-based games like Pokemon Go), new jobs are created (bloggers for example), and massive messaging - an increasing amount based on video - are an essential part of the current lifestyle. Everything can be shared almost in real time; nothing remains a secret (if so desired, sometimes even when that is not the case). Characteristics of business are changed by the opportunities provided by technology. New businesses are born and some exiting ones disappear. The IoT is seen as changing business processes. Future companies are a part of an intelligent digital mesh, which implements the idea of Connected Intelligence Everywhere. It applies data science technologies and allows the creation of intelligent physical and software-based systems that collaborate as a member of the digital mesh (a term introduced by Gartner). The use of AI in operations and big data in management increases productivity. The concept of product is changing: digitally enhanced products and services provide new experiences for customers, increasing their satisfaction and diversifying their experience.

I. Managing System Complexity

As business is to an increasing extent based on networking, even the systems used to support business implement the same idea. Instead of large monolithic information systems, the future is for solutions that provide open interfaces, modular structure, and versatile interoperability support; these can be called complex systems of systems. The role of widely accepted and applied frameworks – development platforms – is growing. These are used to structure and layer the complexity following generally accepted principles. They also guide development experts to use the right architectural components in system implementation. The practical implementation of system components partially remains the responsibility of end-users (casual programmers). Expert work focuses more on conceptualization and structuring (new skill profile).

J. Mobile Data and Internet Traffic

The future of the telecommunication landscape can be envisaged based on two reports by Cisco [5; 6]. These reports provide a wide detailed view of the progress during the next five years. In this paper we provide a very general synthesis and encourage the reader to study the reference reports in detail. There will be a rapid transfer from traditional (wired) Internet traffic to mobile.

Global mobile data traffic in 2015 reached 3.7 exabytes \((10^{15})\) per month; in 2020 it is expected to be 30.6 exabytes. The traffic has grown 4,000-fold over the past 10 years and almost 400-million-fold over the past 15 years. More than half a billion mobile devices were added in 2015; Smartphones accounted for most of that growth. The total number of smartphones will be nearly 50 percent of global mobile devices and connections by 2020 and will transmit four-fifths of mobile data traffic. Global mobile devices and connections in 2015 grew to 7.9 billion and are projected to grow to 11.6 billion by 2020 (exceeding the world’s projected population for that time of 7.8 billion). By 2020, aggregate smartphone traffic will be 8.8 times greater than
it is today, with a CAGR (Compound Annual Growth Rate) of 54 percent. Annual global IP traffic (wired and wireless) will surpass the 1 ZB (zetta, 10**21) threshold in 2016, and reach 2.3 ZB by 2020. Its CAGR is calculated to be 22 percent from 2015 to 2020. Smartphone traffic will exceed PC traffic by 2020. Smartphones will account for 30 percent of total IP traffic in 2020, up from 8 percent in 2015. In general, traffic from wireless and mobile devices will account for two-thirds of total IP traffic by 2020, wired devices 34 percent. There will be 3.4 networked devices per capita by 2020. Globally, IP video traffic will be 82 percent of all consumer Internet traffic by 2020. Virtual reality traffic in 2015 was 17.9 PB (10**15) per month; it will increase 61-fold between 2015 and 2020, a CAGR of 127 percent. The recent issue of IEEE Spectrum [18] reports a study of a daily usage profile of selected applications in one day period (July 11th, 2016): 33.4% Pokemon Go (AR), 22.1% Facebook, 18.1% Snapchat, 17.9% Twitter an average Iphone user spent; this confirms the fast growth of AR traffic also in real life.

Summarizing the numbers above indicates exponential growth both in total IP traffic and especially in mobile traffic. The transfer toward more intelligent and mobile devices is clear (mobilization), and the exponentially growing amount of users and increasing complexity of the data format (video, AR) is also clear. Network operators are responding to this by providing faster transmission technologies. The figures also confirm the findings discussed above in the forecast analysis part of this paper.

K. The Appearance and Speed of Changes

Gartner publishes an annual technology forecast in the form of “The Hype Cycle of Emerging Technologies.” It provides a good overview of the expected changes in the time span from two to over 10 years; innovations are classified in five categories according to the delay in reaching the “Plateau of Productivity.” The Hype Cycle 2016 is given in Fig. 3 [15].

Figure 3. Gartner Hype Cycle of Emerging Technologies 2016 [15].

The Hype Cycle distills insights from more than 2,000 technologies into a succinct set of must-know emerging technologies and trends that will have the single greatest impact on strategic planning. These technologies show promise in delivering a high degree of competitive advantage to organizations over the next five to 10 years. The technologies included in the hype cycle also summarize (partially) the earlier analysis given in this paper, and put some of the findings in the right position in the time span. Since the same analysis is published annually, comparisons between years also provide valuable information for the reader about the progress and changes identified. One good example of radical changes in the analysis relates to “big data,” which was located on the 2014 cycle in the “Trough of Disillusionment” with a time span of 5-10 years. In the 2015 Cycle, it had disappeared with the comment “Big Data is out, Machine Learning is in.” Instead of total disappearance, the phrase indicates the importance of AI as part of analytics, rather than the data itself, which is seen as an ordinary part of a variety of technologies.

The 2016 report indicates that technology will continue to become more human-centric. It will introduce transparency between people, businesses, and things. The evolution of technology is becoming more adaptive, contextual, and fluid within the workplace, at home, and interacting with businesses and other people. Critical technologies include 4D Printing, Brain-Computer Interface, Human Augmentation, Volumetric Displays, Affective Computing, Connected Home, Nanotube Electronics, Augmented Reality, Virtual Reality, and Gesture Control Devices. Smart machine technologies will be the most disruptive class of technologies over the next 10 years. Enablers for this progress are the radical growth of computational power, near-endless amounts of data, and unprecedented advances in deep neural networks. Smart machine technologies harness data in order to adapt to new situations and solve problems that no one has encountered previously. The following technologies are seen to play key roles: Smart Dust, Machine Learning, Virtual Personal Assistants, Cognitive Expert Advisors, Smart Data Discovery, Smart Workspace, Conversational User Interfaces, Smart Robots, Commercial UAVs (Drones), Autonomous Vehicles, Natural-Language Question Answering, Personal Analytics, Enterprise Taxonomy and Ontology Management, Data Broker PaaS (dbrPaaS), and Context Brokering. The shift from technical infrastructure to ecosystem-enabling platforms is laying the foundations for entirely new business models, which are forming the bridge between humans and technology. Organizations must proactively understand and redefine their strategy to create platform-based business models. The key platform-enabling technologies include Neuromorphic Hardware, Quantum Computing, Blockchain, IoT Platform, Software-Defined Security, and Software-Defined Anything (SDX).

The paragraph above explaining some details related to Fig. 3 is quoted from the original source with minor changes and modifications.

IV. SUMMARY OF CHANGES IN ICT

The purpose of TCAC framework Step 3 is to classify the changes analyzed in four categories: Incremental changes, Radical changes, Changes in technological systems, and Changes in paradigms (explained in Paper I; Jaakkola et al. 2017) to enable the publishing of the results (Step 4). Figure 4 summarizes the technology analysis discussion of this paper in the form of the ICT Change Analysis and Categorization (ICAC) framework.
The classification may cause criticism—we accept that. The approach is partially subjective. However, it reflects our experience-based findings. Our aim is first to provide an expert opinion for those that are interested in the topic. Secondly, we want to provide a tool for applied use for those who are ready to do this kind of.

How to benefit from the analysis? This is the subject discussed in the following section.

V. HOW DOES IT AFFECT THE EDUCATION SECTOR?

At the beginning of our paper we promised to answer the question “What should every educator know about changes in technology?” The answer can be divided into two parts—effects on the education process itself, and effects on the goals of education from the content point of view.

The education process part is the easier sub-question to answer. Every educator should recognize the current situation and be prepared to use tools and technologies that support the study goals in the best way and suit the selected pedagogical approach. An additional aspect that must be taken into account is the audience, i.e., students. Education must motivate them and take into consideration their built-in behavioral patterns. At the moment,

- students in higher education start to be members of generation Z (birth years that range from the mid-1990s to the early 2010s; coming of age today); for the details of the generation classification see e.g. [3; 2]. Note: in different sources the year limits are varying a bit.
- the majority to generation X (birth from the middle 1960s to the late 1970s; coming of age late 1980s to late 1990s) and
- the oldest to the generation known as baby boomers (birth from the late 1940s to the late 1960s).

Recognizing the age profiles is important. Every generation has its own attitudes and values, technical skills, attitude to work, goals in life, interests and basic (professional) skills inherited from their education and adopted through their life experience. The educational methods should follow the needs of generation Z, which can be characterized by the term “digital native.” They are used to the Internet, computers, mobile devices, network-based communication, etc. They are nomads (used to working independently of time and place) and the concept of time differs from that of the older generations. The ICT skills of non-generation Z are not native but learned and variance seems to be wide. Consequently, every educator—either digitally native or learned—should be aware of the opportunities that technology provides for education both now and in the future. Therefore, understanding technological changes is necessary. New media supported learning methods based on distance participation, the blended learning approach (mixture of videos, face-to-face classes, self learning), time independence, and the use of modern technology is worthy of consideration. Answers to the question “What and how to use?” can be supported by the findings of our analysis.

The content of education is a slightly more complicated aspect. The perspective in education is partially on today and partially on the future. The time span from studies to work varies between education levels. In vocational education the time span is close to today; the objective is to provide skills and readiness for immediate utilization. In contrast, in higher education, the utilization span is longer but forgetting the ability for short-term applicability is not
The problem with technological forecasting is that finally, when we have found a good solution for everything, something unexpected happens: everything is sensitive to radical changes in our environment – the climate, political situation, etc., belong to factors outside our sphere of influence. Forecasting the future is no easy task; there is also a saying that neither is the forecasting of the past (what would have happened if we had selected an alternative path from the past to today; what would be our today then). One thing at least is sure: computerization in all its forms is continuing rapidly. A lot of tasks are done better and faster by computers: mathematical tasks, data management, combining information chunks to form knowledge, management of detailed data, understanding foreign languages, etc. It has been predicted that the computer-brain interface will become reality in around 10 years (still in the hype phase, however). We already have trials to transfer brain signal data for analysis by computers and interpretation as human feelings. This would be the first step.

What will the kernel of human skills be in the future? Detail management and fast calculations are no longer so important. The world and systems are becoming more and more complex. We have to be able to manage the whole - modularization and interfacing the pieces to collaborate. It is good to finish the paper with the saying of Larry Page (CEO of Google): “The main reason why companies fail is that they missed the future”. So – be very worried!
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Abstract - This article describes a project realized in laboratory seminars. The aim was to practically show students utilization of information technologies in a non-technical discipline. The project involved observing and monitoring breathing of chosen plants. Recorded data were subsequently analysed into several conclusions. The goal was to design and practically build a solution which would enable to record the collected data from the sensors. The designed system contained wireless module and sensors for measuring temperature, humidity and CO₂ concentration. The collected data were transferred to the web server ThingSpeak. Data values could be studied through an internet browser and also downloaded for further analysis. The major founding is that interdisciplinary skills led to successful creation of financially undemanding functional unit, which enabled automation of the data collection. The students were given the opportunity to design an IT platform, to implement and to analyse collected data. Individual components of the project required combination of the skills from informatics, physics, biology and mathematics.

I. INTRODUCTION

Generally, education programs and concepts of all schools should preparing students for the “real life”, for different tasks in different companies and organisations. Logically, the primary target of every school is to provide students the best education and knowledge of the studied disciplines. This is not an easy task, especially in such dynamic discipline like information technologies. Students have to learn many things, the education programs are focused on programming languages, networking, data security, hardware… The IT world is changing very fast, technologies, which were new when students started are often obsolete when they graduate. This is also very demanding for teachers, who should follow this rapid development and create and continuously update content of their lessons. Although teachers have to focus on the content of the study and how to overhand the knowledge to students, they shouldn’t forget that it is also very important to guide students, how they can practically use their knowledge and interconnect it with other, totally different disciplines, what tasks they will face after leaving the school. And, last but not least, an interesting project and its’ successful finishing can create some sort of “positive feedback loop”- motivate students for self-study of the given topic and thus deepen their knowledge.

As mentioned in the previous text, a part of the education program of any school with IT as a subject of the study should be a project, where students can prove their ability to practically use what they have learned. Students should be able:

- Understand and analyse the given problem.
- Design a solution (with possible variants) on a theoretical level.
- Choose the best variant with regard to the feasibility, delivery time and given budget.
- Practically realize the chosen variant.
- Evaluate the result, conclude what they have learned.

II. THE PROJECT

General description

The described project has been realized with students of the High school of electrical engineering (author is also teaching in this school). The aim was to show students an example, how the IT can be used in a real application for measuring and collecting non-electrical values. To demonstrate their ability to fulfill such task, students had to design a measuring system to ascertain and document development of plants in closed system of breathing gasses (oxygen and carbon dioxide) in natural light conditions with different leaf surfaces and in different stages of their development. An important part of the tasks’ definition was to work with very limited financial budget to motivate students to carefully consider the price / performance ratio as it is usually required in the commercial environment.

Further processing and evaluation of the collected data was not a part of this project. However, the collected data were used in another students’ project (students from another school).

- Monitoring CO₂ concentration, temperature and humidity in a closed environment with experimental plants (there were 4 plants to be observed).
- Storing the collected data for later analysis and evaluation (the evaluation of the collected data was not a part of the project for students of the electro technical school).
- Keeping the costs of the designed system as low as possible.

Analysis of the project task

At the beginning of the project, it was necessary to analyse the task and determine the particular steps. Initially, the following questions had to be answered:
• How will be the desired quantities measured?
• How long will be the interval between particular measurements?
• How will be the measured data transferred to the data storage?
• Where will be the collected data stored?
• How will be the technical layout designed?

Solution for the particular steps

Once the particular steps were defined, students could start with their realisation.

Measuring the desired quantities

Selecting the most suitable sensors was a crucial part of success of the project. Students had to consider several parameters – accuracy of the measurement, digital or analog output, separate or integrated sensors and obviously the price. As there wasn’t an absolute accuracy required (more important was to monitor temperature changes during day), there were sensors DHT11 and DHT22 chosen for their excellent performance vs price ratio. These sensors provide acceptable accuracy; integrate temperature and humidity measurement in one unit at low price. There were both types selected to get the opportunity to compare them in a real environment. The situation with CO₂ sensors was different: available sensors are mainly dedicated for industrial applications; their price was therefore too high for a student’s project. The only sensor acceptable for the project budget was the MQ135, although this sensor has some drawbacks that students had to overcome.

Determining the intervals of measurement

Students have to find the balance between the amount of collected data and reliability of the measurement. As compromise there was an interval of 10 minutes chosen: it doesn’t generate too large data but still provides enough data to compensate failures (caused by interferences, voltage drops etc.).

Data transfer to the data storage

There were two options considered, how to connect the sensors: wired and wireless. Students had to consider pros and cons of both solutions. Wired connection offers higher reliability, but there would be a dedicated computer (with additional interface) needed for connecting the sensors. For wireless connection, there were just Wi-Fi modules required. Potentially lower reliability of the connection could be easily compensated by certain redundancy of measured data and calculating the average. As the most suitable Wi-Fi module and interface for the sensors there was the ESP8266 chosen. Students considered also using Arduino or Raspberry, but they wouldn’t offer any advantage in this application compare to the ESP8266.

Storing the collected data

Also for this particular task, students had two options: storing the collected data on a local server or using one of the publicly available cloud services. Using a local server would require certain skills for programming web accessible database and require an additional HW.

Generally, it wouldn’t bring any advantage comparing to a public cloud, especially because the Thingspeak cloud provides services, which were specifically designed for collecting data using IoT. Using Thingspeak automatically solved tasks like programming a database and backup the collected data. The limits of the free of charge version of this service (which is available for non-commercial projects) weren’t affecting this project.

III. TECHNICAL LAYOUT

On the basis of the previously described analysis, technical documentation was created. The following table shows the required numbers and types of particular components.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nr.</th>
<th>Name of the component</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Qty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Experimental plants</td>
<td>Experimental plants – cress, pea</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ESP8266</td>
<td>Wi-Fi module, interface for sensors</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>PSU</td>
<td>Power supply for ESP8266 (phone charger)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>MQ135</td>
<td>Gas concentration sensor</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>DHT11</td>
<td>Temperature and humidity sensor</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>DHT22</td>
<td>Temperature and humidity sensor</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I. TECHNICAL DOCUMENTATION

Wiring diagram is shown on the next picture.

Figure 1. Schematic wiring diagram

The experimental plants were planted into pots and covered with 0,7 litre clear glasses. Along with the plants,
sensors MQ135 [2] for measurement of CO₂ concentration and sensors DHT11 [3], DHT22 [4] for measurement of temperature and humidity were situated under the glasses. The sensors were connected to the module ESP8266 with short cables. The module provided reading of the entries from the sensors in 10 minute intervals. Relatively short interval of 10 minutes was chosen to enable elimination of drop-outs caused by random interference. The sensor MQ135 does not provide data of measured temperature but voltage equal to the temperature, therefore the module ESP8266 also performed the conversion. Analog input of the module ESP8266 was used to connect the sensor MQ135. Dependence of the module MQ135 on the temperature is not neutral, therefore correction constant for each of the sensors was established by measuring the voltage at 0°C and 20°C. The constant was afterwards used during the conversion. The module ESP8266 also dispatched the collected data about CO₂ concentration, temperature and humidity via local Wi-Fi network to server Thingspeak.com where the data were saved (including dates and times). After the experiment, the collected, saved data were downloaded from the server in csv format and subsequently evaluated in program MS Excel.

I. THE ESP8266 MODULE DESCRIPTION

![The ESP8266 module](image)

The module ESP8266 is an affordable module with control microprocessor, programmable GPIO, HSPI/UART/PWM/12C/12S interfaces and integrated Wi-Fi unit. The module exists in multiple variations which differ with number and type of inputs / outputs and with RAM. The variation ESP8266 ESP-12E Development Board with integrated USB interface and 4MB RAM was used in this experiment. The integrated USB interface facilitates programming of the module and it can be also used for power supply of the module. The firm Espressif Systems is the producer of the module. Detailed data and technical parameters about the module are accessible at the producer’s webpage [https://espressif.com](http://espressif.com).

Many programme libraries and even actual firmware for the module ESP8266 are accessible. Its programmes can be written in multiple programming languages. In this experiment, firmware NodeMCU 1.5.4.1 was uploaded to the module, and scripting language Lua was used for programming. Programmes in the language Lua can be written in any text editor. In this project, a specialized editor LuaEdit was used (free-downloadable e.g. at [http://luaedit.sourceforge.net](http://luaedit.sourceforge.net)) which provides expanded options for editing and tuning of programmes written in the Lua language [5]. The firmware and the actual service programme for communication with the sensors, the temperature calculation and the data dispatch were uploaded to the module via interface ESPIplorer (see [http://esp8266.ru](http://esp8266.ru)) which is also freely available, and is specially designed for the ESP8266 modules [6].

II. THE MQ135 MODULE DESCRIPTION

The module MQ135 is sensor-based module designed for measurement of gas concentration. The gas sensor, operative repeater LN393 for output amplification, analogue voltage output and digital output with TTL level are attached to the module. The voltage on the analogue output is directly proportional to the gas concentration. The conversional characteristics between the gas concentration / voltage and additional parameters are stated in the producer’s datasheet.

![The module MQ135](image)

The DHT11 and DHT22 modules description

The DHT11 and DHT22 modules are designed for temperature and humidity measurement. There is one data output accessible for the connection to the control microprocessor. Also, two power supply pins are present. The difference between the DHT11 and DHT22 types occurs in the range of measurement and the sensitivity. The DHT11 type measures temperature in the range 0 – 50 degrees Celsius with accuracy ±1 °C and humidity in the range 20 – 90 % with accuracy ±4 %. The advanced module DHT22 enables to measure the temperature in the range -40 to +80 degrees Celsius with accuracy ±0,5 °C and the air humidity in the range 0-100 % with accuracy ±2 %. Parameters of the modules are stated in the producer’s datasheet.

![The DHT11 and DHT22 modules for temperature and humidity measurement](image)

III. THE THINGSPEAK SERVER

In this project, the Thing speak.com server was used as the data storage. This server does not offer only the storage and basic data visualisation but also an analysis via MATLAB programme, warning dispatch, Twitter messages dispatch and other functions. Some of the functions are available only in the paid version,
nevertheless the server is for non-commercial use (with limited number of entries 3 million / year) free of charge.

To use the server, it is necessary to create a user account. After logging in to the account, it is possible to create so called channels where the data are saved. The channels or more precisely the saved data can be tagged and their development can be observed via charts. Data from 8 devices is the maximum which is possible to store in one channel. The saved data are downloadable in csv format at any time. It is also possible to upload data to the server (again in the csv format). The channels can be established as private, thereafter it is necessary to log in for the access to them. The second option is to establish the channel as public, thereafter the view of the channel is freely accessible. When creating a channel, a unique 16 digit alphanumeric chain, so called API-Key, is generated. This chain serves for identification of the channel and it is necessary to enter it when programming the log in procedure of the device connected to the Thingspeak.com server.

Extensive documentation, tutorials, examples of the programming code (including links to extern servers like GitHub or Instructables) and community forum, where it is possible to ask other users and search for solutions, are at disposal at the server.

Following pictures show the data, which were stored on the Thingspeak server.

![Figure 5. Output voltage](image)

![Figure 6. Calculated CO₂ concentration](image)

![Figure 7. Measured temperature](image)

![Figure 8. Measured humidity](image)

IV. CONCLUSION

The goal of the project was fulfilled. The students designed and tested solution, which enabled collecting data from the sensors. Students have learned how to analyse the given task, split it into particular steps and consider possible variants of the solution for each particular step. They have learned that the solution should be the best compromise between the technically ideal solution and the practically available resources.

The students were acquainted with settings of hardware, software installation and data storage at the Thingspeak server. During the project, the students learned how to connect the real word with the digital one. They tried the measuring of physical quantities via sensors in practise. The mutual cooperation between the students during solving the project leads to the cognition that interconnection between different disciplines is very important.
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Abstract - This study presents a two-course sequence of graduate instructional design courses that were developed and implemented using a flipped classroom model for both online and face-to-face contexts. This model is an instructional strategy that reverses what is traditionally done at home and what is done at school, such as watching video lectures at home and working authentic problems in class. The presentation will 1) demonstrate how the two courses were designed and developed, 2) share findings from student responses on surveys regarding perceptions and satisfaction with the new model, and 3) discuss the successes and challenges of implementing these courses.

I. INTRODUCTION & PROBLEM

Computers in education have reached a new level of capability. With connectivity so widespread, teachers have new opportunities to utilize them in more creative ways. One way to use them strategically is through “flipping the classroom”. The idea behind flipped classrooms is that work traditionally completed as homework, such as problem solving, writing, and group work is better undertaken in class with the support and guidance of classmates and the instructor [1]. In contrast, activities such as listening to a lecture or watching videos are better accomplished at home [2]. Thus, a truly flipped classroom uses in-class time for active learning and problem solving on the part of students.

While the benefits and drawbacks of flipped classrooms have been explored elsewhere [1, 3, 4], Bishop and Verleger [5] explain that the flipped classroom model “represents a unique combination of learning theories once thought to be incompatible—active, problem-based learning activities founded upon a constructivist ideology and instructional lectures derived from direct instruction methods founded upon behaviorist principles” (para.1). Drawing on this powerful idea, the authors designed and developed a two-course sequence of instructional design courses in a graduate program in Hawaii.

Instructional design (ID) is a “construct that refers to the principles and procedures by which instructional materials, lessons, and whole systems can be developed in a consistent and reliable fashion” [6, p. 574]. It is the practice of creating “instructional experiences which make the acquisition of knowledge and skill more efficient, effective, and appealing.” [7, p. 2] Teaching students about the principles and procedures of ID requires an emphasis on both theory and practice.

Accordingly, many ID courses rely on project-based learning models, ones that organize learning around design and technology projects [8]. Although effective in many contexts [9,10], it can be difficult for students, particularly those starting a Master’s program in ID, to start working on a project in the beginning of their program, as they often have little to no background. This reality can be a challenge for instructors teaching introductory ID courses at the graduate level.

For example, how can an ID course be designed to balance theory, research, and practice? How can an ID course cover enough breath of content versus providing enough depth? How can an ID course provide authentic experiences while being able to use well thought out academic cases? Essentially, how can more content be included in already full courses?

With these challenges in mind, the authors, faculty members in a graduate program that emphasizes instructional design, developed two courses using a flipped classroom instructional model. What the instructors hoped to do was to create a studio course where students could work on ID projects while the instructor was available to assist. This purpose of this paper is to discuss how the courses were developed, and investigate how they changed over a two-year period.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Benefits of Flipped Classrooms

Flipping the classroom involves providing instructional resources for students to use outside of class so that class time is freed up for other instructional activities [11]. Literature shows that there are many benefits to flipped classrooms. For example, it encourages active and independent learning thereby increasing student engagement, strengthening team-based skills, personalizing student guidance, and focusing classroom discussion [1,12].

Flipped classrooms may also provide for better interaction and communication since it may allow teachers greater insight into students’ grasp of information and learning as a result of increased student to teacher interaction. When a flipped classroom is designed well, it can increase flexibility and provide nearly unlimited access to learning materials [4].

Flipped classroom pedagogy can also address situations in which students miss lectures due to illness or...
who are engaged in university-supported activities such as athletics. It allows students to move at their own pace, access instruction at any time, and obtain expertise from multiple people [4,13].

B. Concerns About Flipped Classrooms

Though, there are some concerns about flipped classrooms. First, teachers must ensure that students have connectivity and access to the materials being provided online [14]. And with a growing movement towards no homework, can teachers justify the increased time requirements outside of class without improved pedagogy in class?

Use of lectures to provide instruction may disregard individual student learning styles unless ample materials are used to overcome this deficit. Students experienced with the out-of-class instruction may not be as interactive as a lecturer who is able to directly answer students’ questions and engage them in discussions. The online prerecorded lectures don’t have the same ability to monitor comprehension and provide just-in-time information when needed [15].

Flipped classrooms do not work just by moving everything to home tasks. The lack of adapting the classroom environment to reflect the flipped classroom’s ability to support student-centered learning can hinder the methods effectiveness. This paired with the lack of accountability for students to complete the out-of-class instruction, can limit the desire of some teachers to try this new strategy. [16].

III. METHODOLOGY

A. Development

Winter [17] proposed that “Flipped learning is composed of two integral but inherently different learning spaces (p. 68)” . The “individual space” is now the place where students receive direct instruction, such as recorded lectures, web-based materials, and readings. The students themselves generally manage how they approach these materials.

The “group space” is in the classroom, which can provide a rich source of interaction and communications. Here they may work on assignments, engage in activities, and dialog with the teacher and other students. The instructors used this idea, and both behaviorist and constructivist theories and models in developing both group learning spaces and individual learning spaces for this project [17].

The first year was a heavy development period that progressed week by week, as the individual learning space was developed. The platform for the course was a university-based version of Sakai, a learning management system (LMS). Within this system, weekly modules were created that contained all of the materials.

Over the first year, online lectures of narrated slidshows were produced that were carefully recorded and edited to increase the production value and decrease the length of the videos. A YouTube channel was created for open access to these for other instructors of ID at

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCPqBgPU11GL-xdN9Qhpuc0g.

Research literature, web resources, professional examples, and past exemplary student projects were found and posted. To ensure accountability for students were accessing and using the required materials, a discussion group was set up for students to post their weekly reflections on the material they had watched and read. Each student was required to post one reflection with a relevant question at the end and respond to two other students’ reflections and questions.

The group learning space was during the scheduled class time. The instructors made short presentations to follow-up on the week’s topic, answer questions, note interesting comments or questions from students’ reflections, and clarify the assignments for the next week. Then, activities were used to engage the students in active learning of the topic. Students were given time to work in their teams on their course projects, and then present progress on their projects and have it critiqued. Peer review sessions in both courses encouraged students to learn from each other and learn designer roles used in the workplace. They also made end of project presentations.

B. Setting

The courses chosen for redevelopment in this project were the first two ID courses that students take in the masters program for Learning Design and Technology. Both are core courses that prepare ID professionals. One is taken in the first semester, and the second in the next semester.

LTEC 600 - Theory and Practice in Educational Technology covers foundational processes, methods, theories, and strategies, and discusses how these are put into practice in the field. It uses academic case studies and teamwork. The products and outcomes of the course are: a front-end analysis developed using student’s new knowledge of systems theory, need assessment, change theory, task analysis; and a technology project using the new models and methods they have learned. They also develop their professional skills including teamwork, grant writing, and presentation skills.

LTEC 613 - Instructional Design and Development covers the complete process of ID and uses authentic projects and teamwork. The products and outcomes of the course are a technology-based individualized instructional module developed using the students’ practical application of design methods, processes, and strategies. They also develop test and survey instruments, apply visual design principles, and engage in a practical experience with formative evaluation. They continue to develop their team and presentation skills.

C. Participants

Participants were in LTEC 600 and 613, the two sequential courses for first year Master’s students. There was one section taught on campus and the other taught online. A full professor taught campus section and an assistant professor taught the online section. There was one teaching assistant shared with both sections each semester who made up the team. This team met once a
week for two years to develop the course and conduct the research.

Because of slightly different schedules in the first year, the online section could be mostly flipped one semester earlier than the campus section. Even now it is almost impossible to make the two sections exactly identical. Class activities due to the class time difference and the limited face-to-face interaction for online students are often modified.

These courses were for graduate students, and relied solely on a flipped classroom model for both online and face-to-face sections. Two sections of each course were offered in two different platforms over a two-year period. There were 25 students in the first year and 22 in the second year.

IV. PROCEDURES

This paper evaluates student perceptions regarding the design and use of the flipped classroom model particularly investigating differences between students in the first year of development and that of the second year.

A. Research Instrument

A questionnaire was distributed at the end of the 2nd year. There were 10 sections including instructions and demographics. In six of the sections, there were 48 Likert type questions with the “not” side equal to 1 and the “very” side equal to 5. In all cases except the section on “challenges” “not” signified negative and “very” signified positive.

There were 14 open-ended questions, typically one at the end of each section for additional comments on the topic and 4 in the final section for opinions, comments, and suggestions.

The response rate was very high at 77%. Of the 47 students in the courses, 36 responded. The sample consisted of 65% females and 35% males. Because this was a master’s degree and professional program, there were a relatively high percentage of older students.

B. Independent variables

There were two independent variables: year of the trial and delivery method. (Please note, data regarding comparisons of online versus campus will be reported in another paper. This paper compares only within group data.)

There were a total of 36 students in the sample. They were fairly evenly distributed. (See Table 1.)

C. Dependent variables

Dependent variables were drawn from the various sections of the questionnaire. Each had Likert style questions and an open-ended question. These were:
- Engagement – 8 questions,
- Effectiveness (compared to a traditional class) – 7 questions,
- Benefits – 8 questions,
- Individual space – 11 questions,
- Group space – 8 questions.

The individual space and group space questions targeted specific strategies that were used in the design of these particular courses.

V. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

To examine if there were any differences between Year 1 and Year 2 in terms of how students perceived the flipped classroom model, the survey data was analyzed using independent samples t-tests. Results of this study are reported using a 2-tailed significance at the (p<.05) level.

A. Engagement & Effectiveness

There were no significant differences with engagement between the first and second year students with regard to engagement, though Year 2 was marginally higher. There were however, three significant findings with regard to engagement within campus students. Second year campus students reported significantly higher enjoyment, t(18)=2.22, p=.040, efficiency, t(18)=2.12, p=.045, and engagement, t(18)=2.821, p=.011, than the first year campus students. (See Table 2.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Enjoyment</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3.44</td>
<td>.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4.18*</td>
<td>.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3.22</td>
<td>.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4.09*</td>
<td>.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engagement</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4.18*</td>
<td>.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Engagement</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4.04</td>
<td>.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Significant at p<.05

When comparing the effectiveness of flipped classrooms to traditional ones, all Year 2 students perceived engagement compared to traditional classes was only marginally higher than all Year 1 students. Though within campus students, those in Year 2 reported the flipped classroom significantly higher, t(18)=2.30, p=.033 overall, especially with regard to it being more engaging, t(9.88)=2.712, p=.022 and efficient, t(18)=2.72, p=.014 and marginally more effective than a traditional class, t(11.18)=2.11, p=.058. (See Table 3.)
This quote shows the typical sentiment of some students.

At first I was quite resistant to the idea and it forced me to change my way of thinking and learning, but now that I can read backwards so to say it makes a lot of sense. Highly efficient and effective. For someone who has a full time job and going to school at night with limited amounts of energy, this method was a LOT more effective and conducive. Year 2, Campus Student

TABLE 3. EFFECTIVENESS OF FLIPPED CLASSROOM COMPARED TO TRADITIONAL CLASSROOM - YEAR COMPARISON CAMPUS DELIVERY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Engagement Compared to Traditional Classrooms</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3.11</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency Compared to Traditional Classrooms</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2.89</td>
<td>1.364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4.27</td>
<td>.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effectiveness Compared to Traditional Classrooms</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>1.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4.09</td>
<td>.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Engagement Compared to Traditional Classrooms</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2.96</td>
<td>1.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3.96</td>
<td>.77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Significant at p<.05

B. Benefits

There were no significant differences in benefits overall between Year 1 and Year 2, however there were differences within delivery methods for years in both the campus delivery and the online delivery. There were significant differences between the first and second year campus group with two questions regarding: having the ability to rewind and repeat the videos, \(t(9.72)=2.35, p=.041\), and not having to listen and follow the lecture in class \(t(18)=-2.76, p=.037\). (See Table 4.) There were also significant differences \(t(18)=-2.26, p=.036\) with higher average benefits for Year 2. Year 2 also showed marginally higher differences regarding: having materials in various formats and having more class time to work in groups.

TABLE 4. BENEFITS - YEAR COMPARISON CAMPUS DELIVERY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Materials in various formats</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4.11</td>
<td>.782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4.64</td>
<td>.505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to rewind and repeat</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4.22</td>
<td>.833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4.91*</td>
<td>.302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not have to listen and follow</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4.11</td>
<td>.782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4.73</td>
<td>.647</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Benefit</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>.866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4.45*</td>
<td>.934</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Significant at p<.05

Interestingly the opposite occurred in online sections. Students in Year 1 (\(M=5.00, SD=0.00\)) strongly agreed that having more class time to work in groups was beneficial, which was significantly higher, \(t(14)=2.53, p=.035\) than the responses from Year 2 students (\(M=4.56, SD=.53\)). Overall, students in Year 1 (\(M=4.80, SD=.307\)) valued benefits of flipped classroom higher than Year 2 students (\(M=4.41, SD=.315\)), and the difference was statistically significant, \(t(14)=2.44, p=.029\).

This student quote is an example of challenges compared to benefits.

The workload was a bit much especially in a flipped classroom setting, as it feels like there’s a lot more to stay on top of compared to a traditional classroom. Flipped classroom discussions are great in a sense that students will be able to provide better ideas after taking some time to come up with their own thoughts. Year 2, Campus Student

C. Challenges

Overall between the two years, students in different years found different things challenging. Sixteen student sin Year 1 (\(M=3.38, SD=957\)) reported significantly higher levels of challenge with recorded lectures that are less detailed, \(t(34)=2.170, p=.037\) than 20 students in Year 2 (\(M=2.60, SD=1.42\)). Though the students in Year 2 (\(M=3.40, SD=883\)) found the schedule significantly more challenging, \(t(34)=-2.14, p=.039\) than the Year 1 group. (\(M=2.75, SD=9.31\)).

Within the campus group, Year 1 students were significantly more challenged than the Year 2 group with regard to two survey items and the overall average challenge. The survey items were: Recorded lectures are less detailed than in class lectures, \(t(15.06)=2.84, p=.013\), and working in class in groups with the instructor watching, \(t(18)=2.88, p=.010\). The average of all survey items on challenge was also significant, \(t(18)=2.25, p=.037\). (See Table 5.)

TABLE 5. CHALLENGES YEAR COMPARISON CAMPUS DELIVERY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recorded lectures less detailed</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3.78*</td>
<td>.667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>1.368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working with instructor watching</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2.78*</td>
<td>1.202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>.688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Challenge</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3.29*</td>
<td>.426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2.69</td>
<td>.694</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Significant at p<.05

Within the online group, Year 2 also reported marginally higher levels of challenge with the schedule. To highlight the results regarding challenges, here are three student quotes.

Recorded lectures allow you to work at your own pace, but allow you to ask questions in the next face-to-face meeting, this might work for some but might not for others. Year 1, Campus Student
Sometimes the schedule was confusing since not all classes are flipped and knowing what was due for what class was sometimes hard. Year 2, Campus Student

D. Individual Learning Space

With regard to strategies used in the individual learning space, there was one significant result at the p<.05 level. First-year trial students reported higher, t(34)=2.07, p=.046 usefulness for reflections discussions (M=3.81, SD=1.109) than second year students (M=3.00, SD=1.21). In the online group there were marginally higher scores for students in the first year with regard to reflections. Overall the students seemed happy with the individual learning space. Here are some typical quotes.

Recorded lectures are great since you can pause and rewatch as many times as needed, and do some research at the same time. I’ve learned a lot more watching recorded lectures than traditional lectures since it is hard to keep up with traditional lectures and is easier to lose focus. We can always ask questions by emailing or talking to the instructor in person in class, so that was never an issue. Year 2, Campus Student

I feel as though I might not have had access to so many resources and information had the class not been flipped. Year 1, Online Student

E. Group Learning Space

With regard to the group learning space there were no significant differences between Year 1 and 2, only marginal differences. First year students felt more strongly about the ability to share their work and have it critiqued, and second year students about the short instructor presentations to review content and preview the next week.

Within delivery methods there were three topics that were significantly different at the p<.05 level: in class group time, the ability to share and critique projects, and peer reviews.

First-year online students reported significantly higher usefulness for in-class group time to work on projects, t(8.00)=2.530, p=.035, group presentations to share and critique work, t(8.00)=3.162, p=.013 and peer reviews of projects, t(8.00)=2.350, p=.053, than second year students. Second year campus students reported significantly higher usefulness for in-class group time to work on projects than first year campus students, t(8.00)=3.50, p=.008. These students also marginally preferred the short instructor presentations, t(18)=1.743, p=.098. (See Table 6.)

Here are some thoughts from students.

Excellent vehicle to accommodate varying paces and skill level students. Makes more efficient use of class time assuming that all students have exposed themselves to the course content before it is talked about in class. Online Year 1

I think spending time in class actually working on group work and applying the information learned through videos and readings is a more efficient use of time than being lectured to. Year 2, Campus Student

VI. DISCUSSION

Some of the not so surprising differences occurred between the first and second year groups. There are particularly more significant differences between the campus students’ Year 1 and Year 2 particularly with regard to engagement, benefits, and challenges. Obviously there were some things that needed to be worked on, most especially expectations and understanding of how flipped classrooms work. Online students are generally expecting a lot of work online outside the classroom. Campus students don’t seem to have this expectation. Since online courses are already closer to the flipped model, it is not surprising that the campus students had a greater appreciation of its effectiveness compared to a traditional class once it was fully implemented. They appeared to see better engagement, more benefits and have fewer challenges the second year.

In an effort to improve issues of engagement and effectiveness, an orientation to flipped classrooms was added in the second year to create a better understanding of the process and to help set more positive expectations. In the future we will also use the results of this study to discuss the benefits and some of the challenges they will face in the flipped classroom.

In the study there appeared to be a clear lack of understanding of the course schedule using the flipped classroom model. In addition to being one of the challenges, this came up in the comments and in class in Year 2. As a result, the schedule has been reworked and more effort put into clarifying it in the short presentation each week at the beginning of each class. This seems to be working. The third year students will also be surveyed for continual improvement.

Within the campus group, the second year students perceived greater benefit from the ability to watch and rewind the videos than the first year students, most likely because they given the full lecture and then the video during much of the first semester. In the department’s
online courses, video recordings of the class proceeding are generally posted after class, so these students are more accustomed to having videos of lectures available.

Though it was not as clear from the data, the video lectures had a number of appreciative comments. This was gratifying as a lot of effort were put into making them as professional as possible. Producing the lecture videos is very time consuming, but is well worth the trouble. Student reflections often commented on their usefulness, as do others who view them through the YouTube.

Although the group space had higher significance in some areas in the first year online group, overall the group space means are high, particularly time to work on projects with teammates engaged in discussions and critiques and peer reviews has a positive response. Since online students are not physically together, and sometimes not even on the same island, it is understandable that having time for group interaction is essential. To provide even more group time, the presentation at the beginning of the group time is worth working together. A team approach is definitely worthwhile.

The biggest change that has occurred over time has been increasing the amount of student work time in class and providing instructor facilitation. It is really hard to give up the mindset and control one has in a traditional classroom. It is a little like trying to drive on the other side of the road. You have always prepared for class in a particular way and now your role is completely different. It took time evolve these courses into truly flipped classrooms. Although it does take substantial time and effort to develop everything needed, the model does appear to have considerable benefits as well as a few challenges.
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Abstract – In this study is explored the changing path of e-Learning discipline since its appearance to nowadays. E-Learning has evolved in different ways in different sectors therefore it might have different implications in certain periods of time in certain sector. A small number of things have changed in the last half century as much as the way we learn. Consequently, a significant research is going on throughout these periods in identifying cases of success in the application of e-learning. In this context, the study presented in this paper is about the analysis of the evolution on research papers related to e-learning and any form of computer assisted education published in the last five decades. We show the methodology for gathering these papers from the DBLP database, including their authors and conferences where they are published. We present the results from this study showing how published work regarding e-Learning is distributed through years, which are the conferences where these papers show up mostly and what is the collaboration community in this framework.

I. INTRODUCTION

Defining e-Learning is a challenge having in view the fact that the common definitions are so extremely wide-ranging that almost any kind of learning that involves electronics seems to fit the definition. Although initially used in the business sectors for computer-based or online training, the term ‘e-Learning’ has increasingly been taken up within education. E-Learning generally refers to learning that is prepared, delivered, or managed using a variety of technologies which can be set out either locally or globally.

However, it is essential to note that e-Learning has evolved in different ways in different sectors therefore it might have different meanings in certain periods of time in certain sector. According to Paul Nicholson in his article about the History of e-Learning “The History of e-Learning across all sectors is best summed up as: ‘Opportunities multiply as they are seized.’ as for the past 40 years, educators and trainers at all levels of Education, Business, Training and the Military made use of computers in different ways to support and enhance teaching and learning” [12]. As a result, the contemporary use of the term ‘e-Learning’ has different meanings in different contexts and different periods of time. In other words, although the prefix ‘e’ in e-Learning gives us information that the course is digitized and can be stored in electronic form, it was the rise of Internet that brought the prefix ‘e’ into popular usage. To be more specific, almost in the same time with the increased usage of Internet we noticed the dawn of new disciplines such as e-commerce, e-business and e-government, what makes even more clear that it is the Internet that is really the defining technology in e-Learning. Actually, it is the online aspect that makes e-Learning different and if an institution is dealing with the essential concerns that e-Learning raises for education, it needs primarily to focus on the particular characteristics of the Internet. Learning from CD-ROMs has been in use for quite a long period but because the offline mode of delivery they carry out the same functionality as books and they do not tackle the issues that the Internet raises.

Hence, a more appropriate characterization presenting the current use of e-Learning would be as learning experience that utilizes Internet-related technologies to some degree. This definition highlights the Internet as the primary medium with regards to e-Learning but does not leave out combination with other media and approaches.

Teachers are using more and more technology and technological tools to improve their teaching practice aiming to enhance the learning process for their students. There are a lot of research papers which illustrate various aspects that describe tools and methodologies for improving the learning process, together with the obtained results after applying these approaches. On the other hand, although new century frameworks are thought to advocate new types of knowledge, little has changed and significant changes related to how technologies change all three types of knowledge - foundational, meta, and humanistic need to be conveyed [8]. For example, it has been investigated how digital games would benefit from a systematic program of experimental work, examining in detail which game features are most effective in promoting engagement and supporting learning [9]. It has been shown also that playground (hole-in-the-wall) computer kiosk, made freely available to children, without supervision, indicate uniform improvement in the computing skills of the children who used these kiosks [11]. Many projects explore a wide choice of innovative instructional strategies, such as integrating technology into teaching and differentiating learning for students with special needs [5]. Researchers in [6] discuss the characteristics of Web 2.0 that differentiate it from the Web of the 1990s, describe the contextual conditions in which students use the Web today, and examine how Web 2.0’s unique capabilities and youth’s proclivities in using it influence learning and teaching. e-Learning can also support the learning principles of problem-based learning, in groups working either face-to-face or online [10].

In this article, we will describe the methodology used to extract papers that have content related to the e-Learning, using a specific list of keywords. This database
of gained articles, has information about paper titles, authors, years of publication and conference/journal where they appear. A quantitative analysis of this database is made based on the different used keywords. Despite this it has been examined how the e-learning research is distributed through years, conferences, and authors, showing when the first e-learning articles started to show up, when their number started to increase rapidly, which are the main e-learning conferences and who are the authors with the largest numbers of papers and collaborators in the e-Learning community.

II. EXTRACTING DBLP DATA

For the purposes of this research we have used DBLP Computer Science Bibliography, downloading the entire DBLP dataset and then converting this dataset, which is in XML format, to a relational schema, which has the following three main relations:

- authors, with information about name and paper(id), for example:
  Chris Rizos (name), conf/3dgis/ArsanaRS06 (paper id)

- papers, with information about paper id, title, year of publication, conference, for example:
  conf/aaai/MichalowskiBN11 (paper id), Bayesian Learning of Generalized Board Positions for Improved Move Prediction in Computer Go (title), 2011 (year), AAAI (conference name)

- conferences, with information about name and description, for example:
  AAAI (conference name), Proceedings of the Twenty-Fifth AAAI Conference on Artificial Intelligence, AAAI 2011, San Francisco, California, USA (description)

III. EXTRACTING DATA OF INTEREST

The power of e-Learning is too vast and enthusiastic to be used only locally, thus currently we are facing a strong and successful intersection with a variety of other areas as well. One could draw a Venn diagram with e-Learning overlying with other topics in education, such as lifelong learning, education in developing countries, assessment approaches, learning institutions’ role, intellectual property, flexibility in education, etc.

However, since we were interested only on the papers that concern computer assisted learning, we extracted these data using keywords, which are the most intuitive to our perception about computer assisted learning.

All our keywords contain two or just one word. Keywords that we used are shown in Table 1, together with the number of paper titles that contain these keywords.

As it can be seen, the most used keyword is e-learning (2895 titles), followed by the keyword computer learning (1068 titles).

For the keyword google classroom we have only 2 papers (one in 2014, and the other one in 2015).

Similar is the situation with flipping classroom and e-books learning, which is not surprising since all of them are concepts and methodologies that started to show up recently.

In this way in total we extracted 8786 papers. These new dataset is used for further analysis on the papers regarding tendencies in the era of e-learning.

From these relations, we have created views on researchers that are authors of our extracted papers, associating to each of them an ‘id’ that will be used later for easier processing. Also, we have created a list of authors and papers, which is a subset of the authors relation. This list is much easier for further processing compare to the initial authors relation, which has even 5303478 entities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>USED KEYWORD</th>
<th>NUMBER OF GAINED PAPERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>e-learning</td>
<td>2895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>computer learning</td>
<td>1068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>distance learning</td>
<td>868</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>technology education</td>
<td>766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>software education</td>
<td>685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>computer teaching</td>
<td>473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>technology education</td>
<td>398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>learning management system</td>
<td>392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>elearning</td>
<td>322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>technologies learning</td>
<td>317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>technologies education</td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m-learning</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>virtual classroom</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mobile learning education</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>technological learning</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>technological education</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mlearning</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flipping classroom</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e-books learning</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>google classroom</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 This number is not equal to the sum of papers gained for different keywords, since more keywords can appear in a same paper.
IV. ANALYSING RESULTS

As part of the research we have done different investigations on different aspects that concern computer assisted learning. The first matter of interest understandably is about the timing – when did computers started to assist in learning and how the research regarding this issue distributed through years. Fig. 1 shows this distribution for almost a half century:

A paper entitled “Analog & hybrid computers in education: a panel session” was published in early 1967, marking so the beginning of a new era where machines will be used to assist in teaching math concepts: “Since the analog computer is ideally suited to solving differential equations, its use in teaching that subject is well established. With the advent of inexpensive, reliable, and accurate function generators and multipliers the analog computer can also be effectively used to teach other topics in mathematics” [1].

Following five papers in the next year, none of which is gained as false positive (containing provided keywords, but not linked to the concepts of e-Learning). Until the early 90’s, there are continual publications in each year, but there is no substantial increase in terms of total published papers.

Exception is the year 1974, when even 14 papers regarding computer-based learning were published. In the late 90’s the number of published papers started to increase considerably, having the peak in 2008, when 688 papers were published.

Another aspect that is of interest is related to the conferences that hosted this type of papers. The top conference is IACL'T conference (IEEE International Conference on Advanced Learning Technologies) which hosted 599 papers, followed by SIGCSE (283 papers), ITiCSE (191) and WebNet (171 papers).

Seven conferences hosted over 100 papers, other fifteen hosted over than 50 papers, twenty conferences hosted more than 30 papers, 113 conference hosted more than 10 papers and the other 1430 conferences hosted less than 10 papers in total.

V. COAUTHORSHIP NETWORK IN E-LEARNING CONTEXT

The main idea behind specialized networks created for specific category of experts and researchers is to group them around a topic which could be of help to each other. In such a network, professionals can communicate with each other and share their achievements [7]. They can follow different experts in their field of interest and subfields in that area, can upload papers or make/answer questions. This is all about knowledge sharing.

A lot of work has been done at analyzing scientific collaboration networks. From the time of the pioneering article of Price [13] and Beaver & Rosen [2][3][4], a considerable amount of research articles has put emphasis on different ways and functions of scientific collaboration in particular scientific areas.
In the context of our research, we analyzed the coauthorship network of authors engaged in e-learning research. The extracted data from the DBLP database, regarding has no direct information for the coauthorship network, but we have the list of papers (identified by their paper key) and a list of authors, each of them having information about published papers. The second list is the total list of all DBLP authors. In this way, from these two lists we extracted only authors that published papers from the list gained with the keywords explained in Table 1.

In this way, we have identified 18196 authors, which form in total 34154 one-to-one coauthorship relationships. From these relationships, 27445 are unique, which means that these authors have only one common paper. The “strongest” relationship have Ivan Ganchev and Mairtin O‘Droma, which have 51 common papers.

The highest number of coauthors has Kinshuk, who in total has 63 coauthors in context of this research. Fig. 2 shows a subgraph of the overall graph of the coauthorship network, where this researcher is denoted with red color. The subgraph is only for authors with more than 30 coauthors, that is way not all the authors are shown in this figure. The same researcher has the largest number of paper which is 25. He is followed by Toshio Okamoto, who has 24 papers and 29 different coauthors in our (extracted) paper titles.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Although e-Learning is present for pretty long period and is making significant progress, even if we take these results into account, more study, research and application work is compulsory in order to produce more cases of success and to generalize e-Learning in training and education.

In this paper is presented the investigation that was made through the evolution of e-Learning research community, bringing here the main actors of this community such as conferences and authors.

We plan to further extend this research with exploration of paper content. Using different natural language processing algorithms, we can observe how concepts and topics have evolved through past decades in this community.
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Abstract - We live in a world of accelerating changes, where technology plays an important role as an enabler. Looking ahead means being prepared for these changes. Preparedness may be reactive – reacting to the situation at the moment something happens; proactive – being prepared in advance for a situation that may happen; or preactive – being able in advance to affect something that may happen in the future and how it happens. Forecasting the future helps us to be prepared for new situations. It is based on making predictions that are derived from understanding past and present data. Known data is organized in the form of trends and further extrapolated to cover the future. From the technical point of view, there are a variety of approaches for forecasting: algorithmic, simulation, statistical analysis etc. The methods used may be quantitative (future data is seen as a function of past data) or qualitative (subjective, based on the opinion or judgment of the target group used in the analysis).

Technology is an essential part of education, both in supporting effective learning and as a content of teaching itself. As a result, every educator needs skills to analyze the future of relevant technologies. In this paper, we introduce a framework that can be used in analysis of the importance of technological changes in education and as a part of curricula. The approach is based on trend analysis and classification of the relevant technologies to take into account the time span of their effects in society. The question we answer in this paper is “How can an educator analyze the consequences of technological changes in their work?”. The educators’ telescope to the future of technology

I. INTRODUCTION

Technological forecasting deals with the characteristics of technology. It is also used to survive in the future, in the long term and from the strategic point of view (being preactive, or at least proactive; to recognize the opportunities and risks; to recognize the weaknesses and to be able to benefit from the strengths). The forecasts provide insight into future opportunities and the processes applying them. The methods of technological forecasting are commonly known and available for all that are interested in them. The approaches may be quantitative (exact) or qualitative (heuristic); the methods cover a wide variety of alternatives representing algorithmic, simulation based, statistical analysis based techniques, or systematic ways to collect data to represent the opinion or judgment of the target group. Making one’s own (usually focused) forecasts is done in a closed manner (by companies, organizations, individuals) but a lot of such knowledge is publicly available from open sources. The latter are in most cases freely available and applicable for different purposes.

Although technological changes seem to be problematic, there is a lot of regularity built into the changes. In the short term, changes base on the innovations known today. Even in the middle to long term, the changes base on the expected evolution of the currently known innovations. Forecasts rarely reach further than 15-20 years ahead.

The study methods used in technological forecasting are usually based on known trends of the past and their continuum to the future. The aim of this paper is to provide a framework that helps educators to analyze the technological changes surrounding them and to help them to be prepared in the future changes, in their course contents, curricula structure and relevance, learning methods and the tools used. The framework is based on commonly known models that are integrated to provide several viewpoints to the phenomena related to changes in the technology landscape. The key elements of our framework cover the principles of the innovation process and technology adoption, the concept of technology life cycles, and the importance of the technologies in the society, including the expected adoption delay of them.

![Figure 1. Structure of the problem solving – two interconnected papers](image)

We approach this study topic with two papers (Figure 1). We selected this split approach to separate method development and its application from each other. This
approach provides a means for a slightly deeper discussion on the study method than only one paper allows, and more space to the discussion on the technological changes and their importance. In spite of this “paired characteristic”, both are also self-standing research papers.

The research question handled in this paper (Paper 1 in Fig. 1) is “How can an educator analyze the consequences of technological changes in their work?” To answer this question we will introduce our analysis framework. In Paper II (Fig. 1; [10]), the framework is applied for analyzing the changes caused by Information and Communication Technology (ICT) related innovations.

This paper is structured in the following way. Section 2 links the paper to the theoretical foundations of it and in our earlier studies. In Section 3 we discuss the analysis tools on a general level. Sections 4-6 cover the components of our model: importance and effectiveness classification (4), life cycle model (5), and hype cycle (6). Section 7 integrates the model components in the form of the Technology Change Analysis and Categorization (TCAC) Framework and its application process. Section 8 summarizes the paper.

II. BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY AND RELATED STUDIES

In this paper we will focus on the life cycle of an innovation. In technology research, there is an analogy between life cycle models and the diffusion models that describe the adoption of a new technology. [11; 12; 4] Whereas a life cycle model focuses on the maturity of a technology, the diffusion approach is focused on its adoption among potential users. In both cases the distribution curve follows the same S-shaped figure.

The life cycle model analysis presented in this paper has its roots in the early 1990s in [4]. The concept of the “Heuristic Diffusion Model” as a technology analysis method approaches the problems of technological changes from the aspect of phenomena understanding rather than exact mathematical modeling. Since that, the authors have published several research papers having different focus in this topic. The recent years, studies have focused on the analysis of technology driven changes in society and the business environment, the papers related to this work are the basis of the current pair of papers. The first step in this “foundation building” is the paper [5] which introduced the main principles of trend based analysis and interpretation of the trends. The paper ends with a discussion covering a wide variety of trend analyses (based on public data sources), without any synthesis.

The focus of the paper [6] was on the use of Open Data and the role of open ecosystems in the current society. It also handled open ecosystem related trends, culminating in the first (very preliminary) version of the Technological TCAC Framework; we call it the “ICT Change Analysis and Categorization (ICAC)” framework; Paper II [10]. It applies the theory of Freeman & Perez [1] to the findings of ICT related change factors. The same theme was continued in papers [6; 7] focusing on open data related changes in society, and further in the paper [8] focusing on data driven ecosystems, the role of social networking, security related problems, and scalable business models (hyperscalability). Both of these papers cover new improved versions of the ICAC.

One more version, still based on minor iterative and incremental changes to the earlier version, was published in a conference presentation [9]; the topic was related to the value of data and its privacy / ownership. An interesting observation arose when preparing the talk – the trend discontinuity of some major trends, i.e. the fact that the importance level of some phenomena may change fast, something that seems to be an important driver of future changes suddenly takes on the role of embedded and indirect technology driver. The crystallized analysis method used in the analysis, TCAC, is introduced in this paper, and its application in ICT related changes, the final ICAC version, is presented in Paper II [10].

Technological forecasting is a topic of long term and wide research interest. It covers both innovation related topic areas and modelling of diffusion. One of the “bibles” related to forecasting methods is the book of J.P. Martino [13]. His work in advances in technological forecasting is available in his paper [14]. In the area of diffusion models and innovation adoption remarkable work is done by Rogers (adoption) and Majahan (adoption of innovations, innovation life cycles) [11; 12]. Because our aim is to introduce our analysis framework, we have excluded wider systematic review of earlier studies. However, most relevant references are listed in the following sections of this paper embedded in each topic context. The topics cover classification of the importance of innovations [1], trends, diffusion and adoption [11; 12; 4; 5] and Gartners Hype Cycle of embryonic technologies [2].

III. COMPONENTS OF THE ANALYSIS FRAMEWORK

Forecasting helps us to be prepared in the future. In most cases, predictions are based on analyzing past and present data and extrapolating the existing trend to the future. However, there is a problem and a paradox: in spite of understanding the past, the future does not follow the trend. The time span is also important. It is not so difficult to see into the near future, but seeing far ahead is no easy task. As a result, published analyses usually cover “important trends of the next year” as near future analysis. These are usually based on the reviews of expert opinions more than on the use of systematic fact-based analysis approaches. Consequently, the results are not uniform, and look at the same phenomenon from different viewpoints. The fact is, however, that when one makes technology prognoses, nothing radical can happen in the next ten years if the analysis environment remains stable, especially in the technology context. All we apply in ten years from now has more or less already been invented.

Why then make these predictions? The answer is: most of us can neither see the near future, nor recognize the importance of the technologies already in our use. Something that we feel important (from our subjective point of view) may be of very little importance on the global scale, and vice versa. The technology analysis makes us focus our thinking on the right things – it answers the question “What kind of progress should we take into account?”
An additional question is “What is the importance of each technology?” There is no clear way to weigh the real importance and effectiveness of a certain technology neither in the near future and especially not in the long term. Our TCAC framework gives at least a partial answer to this question. The following sections contain some “tools” – ways to analyze future changes, to help the reader in the analysis. It covers the following viewpoints: (1) classification of the innovation importance (Section 4), (2) trend and life cycle model principles – the S-shape (Section 5), and (3) the hype cycle of pre-embryonic technologies (Section 6). The final framework (Section 7) is built of these components.

IV. CLASSIFICATION OF INNOVATIONS

The classification of innovations answers the question “What is the importance of each technology?” Our work applies the idea presented by Freeman & Perez [1]. According to them,

- Incremental changes appear continuously in existing products and services (continuing the existing trend);
- Radical changes appear when new research findings are applied in products to transfer their properties or performance to a new step or cycle (movement to a new trend);
- Changes in technological systems are caused by combinations of several incremental and radical innovations in societal and organizational systems;
- Changes in paradigms are revolutionary and lead to pervasive effects throughout the target system under discussion (in our case the information society).

The external importance and effectiveness of technologies grows from top to bottom.

![Figure 2. Technology category analysis illustrated](image)

Classifying the importance of technologies according to this classification is not easy. We follow the principles introduced by Freeman and Perez in [1] and in more detailed by Jaakkola in [4]:

- Incremental changes accelerate the existing change on the existing trend;
- In the case of radical changes the trend continues, but at a certain moment there is an upward shift (break in the trend) caused by the innovation.
- Changes in technological systems are combinations of several technological innovations providing means for changes in societal systems, daily ways of operating and business models; the key aspect is increasing competitiveness and fast growth of productivity for early adopters.

- Changes in paradigms indicate permanent changes in societal systems, daily ways of operating and business models replacing the old ones.

There are several ways to illustrate the categorization. In our framework we have selected a mind map (Fig. 2) to illustrate the categorization and to group the topic areas belonging to each category. The arrows between the categories indicate the transfer of technologies from categories of lower importance to ones of higher importance.

V. TRENDS, LIFE CYCLE ANALYSIS AND DIFFUSION

A trend shows the changes in the target phenomenon as a function of time. In technology analysis the trend represents the life cycle of an innovation from embryonic phase towards maturation. It follows the S-shape curve, illustrating simultaneously both the maturity and the adoption of the technology. Fig. 3 represents the generalized life cycle / diffusion model.

The analogy between life cycles and the adoption process can be explained by the human decision-making process. According to Rogers [12], the adoption (diffusion) of a product (technology) among potential adopters can be divided into four classes: innovators (2.5%), early adopters (13.5%), early majority (34%), late majority (34%), and laggards (16%); see lower text box in Fig. 3. The cumulative adoption curve follows logistic distribution, most commonly analyzed by the mathematical model developed by Bass (Bass’s diffusion model, see e.g. the paper [11]). The adoption decision is based on the uncertainty related to the technology: the more mature it is, the more experience-based information is available of it; this accelerates the (imitation based) adoption of it towards the full penetration (full user potential reached). Because of that the use of technology indicates its maturity (depth of the use, importance to the users; only a mature technology is widely spread among the potential users).

![Figure 3. Technology life cycle / diffusion model](image)

When we look at the same phenomenon from the technology maturity (life cycle) point of view, its stability increases along the life cycle. The life cycle can be divided into four phases (upper text box in Fig. 3): Embryonic (not stabilized), (accelerated) growing, mature (slowing
growth), and aging (old technology). Finally, it is followed by the decline phase, in which the technology is replaced by a new one or by a new generation of the existing one. Analysts can use the life cycle model to support their decision making with two questions: What is the right time to adopt it? What is the right time to replace it? The embryonic phase is usually a period of uncertainty—we do not yet exactly know its future and the technology is not yet fully stabilized; several competing alternatives exist. This part is described usually by a hype cycle (discussed below), providing the means for more detailed analysis covering the transfer from the pre-embryonic (hype) to embryonic phase.

In life cycle analysis, the curve can also be interpreted as a consumption curve of the innovation power of a technology. The innovation potential is consumed along the life cycle and fully used at the end of the aging phase. It also describes the existence of competitive edge and productivity benefits to its users: the innovation power (ability to provide competitive edge to its users) will be big at the beginning of the lifespan, but also the uncertainty level and the risk of the failure are high.

VI. HYPER CYCLE

The hype cycle (also called hype slope) is an illustration of technology promises. It was introduced by Gartner Group, which is one of the best-known long-term actors in the area of technology studies and analysis. It illustrates the very first part of the life cycle of a technology (pre-embryonic phase in Figure 3) and answers the questions: When do new technologies make bold promises? How do you discern the hype from what's commercially viable? When will such claims pay off, if at all? Gartner annually publishes a variety of hype cycles in different technology sectors. These provide an insight into managing the decision to deploy selected technologies to meet specific business goals.

Gartner introduces the hype cycle as a research methodology for pre-embryonic technologies [2]. The structure is illustrated in Figure 4.

![Figure 4. The hype cycle – interpreting technology hype](image)

Each Hype Cycle drills down into the five key phases of a technology's life cycle (following the definitions of Gartner [2]):

- **Technology Trigger:** A potential technology breakthrough kicks things off. Early proof-of-concept stories and media interest trigger significant publicity. Often no usable products exist and commercial viability is unproven.
- **Peak of Inflated Expectations:** Early publicity produces a number of success stories—often accompanied by scores of failures. Some companies take action; many do not.
- **Trough of Disillusionment:** Interest wanes as experiments and implementations fail to deliver. Producers of the technology shake out or fail. Investments continue only if the surviving providers improve their products to the satisfaction of early adopters.
- **Slope of Enlightenment:** More instances of how the technology can benefit the enterprise start to crystallize and become more widely understood. Second- and third-generation products appear from technology providers. More enterprises fund pilots; conservative companies remain cautious.
- **Plateau of Productivity:** Mainstream adoption starts to take off. Criteria for assessing provider viability are more clearly defined. The technology's broad market applicability and relevance are clearly paying off.
- **Exit** (added to the original source by the authors) occurs if ultimately the technology has not been able to prove its validity for commercial and mass use—to be ready to transfer towards the embryonic phase of the life cycle.

The Gartner Hype Cycle illustrates the maturity and adoption of technologies and applications in graphical form. It also shows how they are potentially relevant to solving real business problems and exploiting new opportunities. For decision makers, it is an analysis tool about the promise of an emerging technology; for risk takers, it opens the door to the frontier of new technologies, and for the decision-maker who appreciates safety, it will lead to a decision not to use the possibilities of the technology at this stage. It also supports preparedness for the appearance of new technology—being proactive and preparing the organization for future changes (being preemptive).

VII. FROM COMPONENTS TO THE MODEL

Figure 5 summarizes the components of our approach and provides a process model to produce the TCAC. The final result of the analysis process introduced in Fig. 5 is the classification structure of the relevant factors of the analysis context. In our pair of papers, the context is ICT-related technological changes (ICAC). The analysis steps are the following:

1. The starting point is data collected on the study context (in our case ICT-related technological changes; Paper II). Everything is based on the data collected from valid and relevant sources; these depend on the study topic. In validating the data sources, our recommendation is to apply the principles of systematic literature review to guarantee that all
important sources are found and that new ones no longer provide the kind of new information that should be taken into account.

2. Two methods are used to analyze the data. Hype cycle based embryonic analysis (Section 6) is used to find pre-embryonic technologies to understand the delay of their commercial appearance. Life cycle model based analysis (Section 5) is used to understand the life cycle and renewal power of the technology analyzed. There is also an arrow between the hype cycle curve and life cycle analysis; pre-embryonic becomes embryonic, unless the exit (not valid for mass and commercial use) is realized before it.

3. The changes are classified according to their importance by using the four categories of Perez and Freeman (Section 4).

4. The last part of the analysis is publishing. Based on the analyst’s best knowledge as an expert in the topic area, the result phenomena (in our case ICT related technologies) are published in visually informative form. We have selected a mind map.

![Systematic Data Collection](image)

**Figure 5. Technological Change Analysis and Categorization (TCAC) Framework – summary of the components of the analysis**

As part of the publishing – because in any case the analysis remains the subjective opinion of the analyst (group) – it is good to implicitly define the interpretations of the four importance classes.

VIII. CONCLUSION

The paper introduces a framework that provides a systematic approach for analyzing real world phenomena from their life cycle point of view. It is the pair of another paper published in the same forum as this one (Paper II; [10]), in which we have applied the TCAC framework to analyze ICT-related technological changes. However – the model is context-free, and it can be used for a variety of analysis contexts and topic areas. The paper introduces the background of the work, its components, and its use – without real application in this paper.

As the model represents an artifact, the method used to develop the model follows the principles of design science. Hevner et al. [3] state that in design science research the novel knowledge and understanding come from the design process of an artifact. Hevner et al. give very clear guidelines for the design science research process, defining seven steps. The steps both provide a design path for the researcher and provide the means to validate the work. We have included both aspects in the following list of design science guidelines:

1. **Design as an artifact.** The artifact is a model.
2. **Problem relevance:** The model handles a relevant problem in a society, e.g. in the education sector.
3. **Design evaluation:** The design is evaluated by several earlier pilot models. The final model is an iteration of these, taking into account the weaknesses and strengths of the earlier versions, and finally synthesized into the process introduced in this paper.
4. **Research contributions:** The model provides a practical tool for analysts in different (life cycle) analysis tasks.
5. **Research rigor:** The model is rigorously validated by the developers.
6. **Design as a search process:** During the research process the authors have, in addition to a lot of fun in collaboration, increased their understanding both of the innovation diffusion process and the phenomenon analyzed.
7. **Communication of research:** The earlier versions of the work are communicated in several earlier publications in order to get feedback. The feedback and the developers’ own critical findings are taken into account in the result model.

Finally, our model will be validated in a practical case in Paper II in a real analysis environment. This proves its usefulness and also its use in creating new knowledge related to the ICT-related technological changes in the education environment.
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Abstract – Around the World and particularly in the Europe the conservation of the habitats becomes more important. For that reason, the project of connecting nature and people in Europe promotes the European Green Belt that stretch across 12,000 km. A part of ICT rich environments is also the three state nature park (Goričko-Raab-Őrség) spanning Slovenia, Austria and Hungary.

Inhabitants the Goričko nature park are important factor for the park’s the long time survival and preservation. But living in the park also presents multiple limitations and young people see them as hampering constraints of their life. Therefore, the activities for constant promotion and value of the park needs to become the daily routine. The old fashion promotional activities are not effective for the youngsters, which are accustomed to the fast life style and daily use of ICT. The study was made how to incorporate ICT into the promotion and daily life of the nature park and empower the activities to create visitors own footprint in the park and park's cyber space. The promotional activities, educational activities and competition between youngsters are covered in the article. The ICT is the backbone for the teamwork; individual's curiosity; and professionals.

I. INTRODUCTION

ICT gadgets have become a part of our daily life. If the older generations see them as necessary evil, the young see them as extension/upgrade of their bodies. The use of cell phones, tablets and computers have changed the perspective on time, motivation, and learning. Traditional methods of studying; though effective; are seem boring to the young generations of students and regretfully they make them less inquisitive about their surroundings. "Going out" and playing in the backyards, forests, meadows, climbing trees, seems very odd to them. The term digital natives denotes generations born into the ICT reach environment, and should be distinguished from digital immigrants – generations born before ICT rich environments [1]. It is generally accepted that digital natives possess knowledge and skills to safely navigate in digital worlds, but there are signs that this assumption is only wishful thinking [2]. We want to teach digital natives to respect and protect the nature and all its biodiversity.

Sadly, people often seems to care less for things that seems granted to them. Therefore, the inhabitants of the nature parks see them more as the limitations than the wonders of the nature that needs to be protected for the posterity. Nature parks "health" depends on their inhabitants and these were sufficient reasons to do the research and uncover the coupling between the nature park Goričko (the Park), schools, and professionals employed for nature park conservation. In the year 2016, the research about the Educational potential of landscape park Goričko (see Figure 1) was prepared and presented to the public [1].

The research used online survey among teachers in the area of the park and the results are presented in this article. The objectives of our study were to show multiple aspects of cooperation and complementarity between educational institutions and park administration [1].

![Figure 1: Tree-stare part Goričko-Őrség-Raab](image)

II. EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND

The Slovenian educational system have defined quality of education; educational processes; and educational goals in the White paper on education in Republic of Slovenia [2]. Slovenian view is in-line with descriptors of the quality of knowledge defined by different authors [3] [4] [5]. However, in practice the quality of knowledge could be the mash between educational strategies with non-cognitive, emotionally motivational and value components [6].

Outdoor education in natural and landscape parks often combines teaching of the schoolteachers and professionals from the park. While teachers are trained for teaching contents according to the curricular goals, this is not always true for employees of the park, who are not always trained educators. For them teaching in the real environment is always only a part of their regular work. Because of their limited pedagogical content knowledge [9] their teaching is usually confined to lower cognitive levels, which they consider as high quality. But for the retention of the knowledge, real world education should consider also
higher cognitive processes, as they are described in the revised Bloom taxonomy (Figure 2). Learning by doing [7] is still considered as one of the most effective principle for learning of skills in the combination with the factual knowledge. The highest levels achievements occurs in the context of goals and objectives that are relevant, meaningful, and attract the students. The motivation is the essential ingredient that allow full utilization of the real world experiences. The motivation of the students have changed in the course of the years and what was once motivational today is considered boring for the “touch screen” generations. Traditional ICT skills are in decline [8] and we need to find another paradigm to activate the students.

The educational activities in the Park are summoned in the educational worksheets where different questions and educational assignments guide students in the park. Analysis of the worksheets, using revised Bloom taxonomy (Figure 2) [9], shows that in most cases the questions and the assignments are on the lower order thinking skills. Rarely the assignment require higher order thinking (cognitive processes) and metacognitive knowledge dimensions. It is somehow understandable that this is the case because park’s administration do not have a clear understanding of students' previous knowledge and higher order of thinking cannot be achieved without the solid ground understanding. Therefore, for better quality work assignment the cooperation between schools and the Park's professionals is almost mandatory. But it is not that bad as it may have seen because it is possible to upgrade the current worksheets into new form with fairly simple procedures known from the past [10].

Objective of the research were:

- Acquire the current state of the cooperation between the Park's professionals and the teachers of local schools.
- Discover the ways to enhance the cooperation between the Park's professionals and the teachers of local schools.
- Provide blueprint principles to activate the digital natives to participate in the nature protection.

Some questions were optional and connected with answers from previous questions [1]. The survey questions covers four main topic of the research and the gathered data provide us valuable feedback [1]:

- about the knowledge of teachers about educational activities of the park officials;
- motivation of the teachers to cooperate with the park officials in the design and in the production of learning topics;
- obstacles to visit the Nature park Goričko; and
- teachers' position to the educational activities in the park.

In the course of the research, the semi-structured interview was used on three members of the Park professionals who were assigned for the cooperation with the schools. The details of the interviews are not part of this article but can be find the other article [14].

We have received the responses from 11 schools but six (6) responses about the teachers' affiliation were missing, therefore it is possible that we have answers from all schools in the area of the Park. Total number of responses was 59. Most of the teachers were familiar with the activities (73.7 %) that were prepared for the education by the park administration. Half of the remaining teachers (~13 % of all responses) were unaware that the park has its own web page with all relevant data available. Acquired responses also shows that the most effective way to disseminate the educational activities are web site and recommendations of colleagues (55.6 %).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Where have I found the information</th>
<th>f</th>
<th>f (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Park's web page</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>29.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>recommendations of colleagues</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>26.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>professional associations</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>16.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e-mail</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leaflet</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radio or tv</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>poster</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Information acquisition

If we add to the score the scheduled professional associations and e-mail we cover the 83.9 % of the interested teachers population. Traditional dissemination channels (radio, TV, press) are waste of time and resources. Because the Ministry of Education use the electronic communication only for a decade now, we expected such results. The only not entirely expected result was the proportion of teachers that would like to have regular monthly e-mail update (81.4 %). We thought that this proportion would be even higher because school usually cannot react quickly to unscheduled activities.

Most of the teachers (96.4 %) would like to cooperate with the park administration in their educational activities. Only around a third (34.6 %) would like to cooperate in the preparation of learning materials. The rest, 61.8 % have not thought about this possibility.

Despite good intentions of the teachers, the reality is somehow different. Professionals from the Park expressed, in the interviews, that their effort in the preparation of

III. SURVEY

In the course of 2014 the teachers of natural sciences from primary schools in the area of the Nature Park Goričko were surveyed [1]. The invitation to participate in online survey was send to the addresses of twelve (12) primary schools situated in the area of the Park. The survey had 24 questions. Most of them were closed type questions; some were also five (5) level Likert type questions; and some were open type questions.
educational activities is not always recognized by schools and much more educational activities could be scheduled in the park [1]. However, teachers and park's professionals agree that the biggest obstacle is the low budget of the educational institutions. Optimal educational activities are between 1 and 2 hours long for elementary education (6 to 10 year) and 2 and 4 hours for primary schools education (11 to 14 year) [1].

The factors of the highest importance for the educational activities in the Park would be [1]:

- Real examples from domestic environment.
- Direct contact with the real world.
- The development of a responsible attitude towards the environment.
- Increased motivation for learning.

In general, teachers have good experiences with the Park's professionals. Amazingly, 91.9 % of those who have already been in the Park, with their students, grade the learning activities as good or very good and no negative grade was issued by any teacher [1].

IV. MOTIVATING ACTIVITIES

For the design of the contemporary education, the key competences [11] and the generic competences [10] need to be considered. Learning activities should cover all competence spectrum. The generic competences in our case are [1][10]:

- the ability to collect information,
- the ability of analysis and organization of information,
- the ability to interpret,
- the ability to synthesize conclusions,
- the ability to learn and solve problems,
- transfer theory into practice,
- application of mathematical ideas and techniques,
- adaptation to the new realities,
- quality awareness,
- the ability to work independently and participate in the teamwork,
- organizing and planning work,
- verbal and written communication,
- interpersonal interaction, and
- safety at work.

Therefore, the revised Bloom taxonomy and the competences provide the suitable framework for tailoring the content of learning. However, we need to find the motivation for the students inside the same framework. The ability to motivate is like an art of applied psychology because it differentiates substantially between individuals and between cultures [12] [13]. What motivates the students in one country generally does not apply to the students in the others [14].

The students in questions are primary school kids living in the Park. They having access to or possess all contemporary home ICT equipment. Like most modern world youngster, they often consider old educational principles obsolete because it provides information too slow and often in strictly predefined schedule [15] [16]. They do not consider learning by heart as the mean to train their brain and expand their brains capacities and capabilities; but as unnecessary, old school, obsolete, nonsense, stupid, time-consuming activity because everything is available on Google in just a few seconds.

A. Application of ICT in the work assignment

There are numerous occasions where ICT can be used in the education. Lately many educational specialists strive to use it just where it is most appropriate. The appropriateness of the use of ICT does not depend only on teachers' skills and feeling but also the students. Contemporary students have different demands for the learning materials and the educational principles. Even the best topics that are appropriate for their age and attracts them become boring if they are not presented properly. The previous knowledge of the students is also important in the educational processes. The right assignment for the right students is much more motivating and challenging [6].

Traditionally the assignments are delivered in the paper formats (worksheets). Such worksheets have many benefits and also some limitations. The paper never run out of electricity and can be used for extended duration of the learning in the park. Paper can be copied and distributed to all participants and even if some papers fall to the ground, into the mud or water, no harm is done. Obvious benefits of the paper is overwhelming and it is wise to use it. Despite papers' benefits there are also some drawbacks of the paper. Paper is passive and cannot provide the feedback. However, the questions (quiz type) on the paper can be easily transformed to the digital form and their use on the portable electronic devices (phone, tablet or laptop) could provide instant feedback. The quiz's results are immediately stored and no additional effort is needed to achieve them. The paper can present text and images but not the sound and video. For the identification of the natural wildlife in the park sometimes even the optimal printed image is not enough for unexperienced users. However, the video with the sound (e.g. bird's song) or even interactive 3D model of the specimens would enables young students to achieve much better results.

The important part of learning is also preparing the sketches of the wildlife. Today's children and even older students perceive such assignments are total waste of time because they could use their phone to make a photo almost in an instance. Even the sensors on the portable devices could be used for measurements (temperature, atmospheric pressure, humidity, altitude, light intensity ...). Why don't we use the phones and tablets if they are so great? The problems arose with their diversity. For the educational purposes, each student should have adequate (standard) user experience. The screen resolution, processing power, storage capacity, sensory array, operating system ... makes the effective use of students' devices a logistic nightmare. The effective use of ICT depends not only on technology but also on communication infrastructure. The sufficient cheap and reliable bandwidth is mandatory.

BYOD (Bring your own device) [17] works only occasionally therefore a combination of both, paper and portable devices, are still a wise decision.
B. The digital library

The Park is important biodiversity environment. The cataloguing processes of all wildlife and plants could take years. It would be wise to encourage visitors to participate in this enterprise. Especially this could be motivating for the students who live in the Park and could provide images and videos all year round. A geotagging of the data could be used for different analysis and distribution of the acquired data to the individual visitors who want to explore the Park. For the ease of use of portable devices with cameras, the QR codes could be used since they were already tested in the education [18] [19] [20] [21]. Throughout the park, a weather resisting QR code could be posted (see Figure 4). Visitors and students could read them with their devices with the camera and get the online data. Since the Park is located in the three states (see Figure 1) the information could be translated into different languages further improving the experience of the students and enhance their key competence – communication in the foreign language.

![QR code sample](image3.png)

Figure 3: QR code sample

Throughout the park, a weather resisting QR code could be posted (see Figure 4). Visitors and students could read them with their devices with the camera and get the online data. Since the Park is located in the three states (see Figure 1) the information could be translated into different languages further improving the experience of the students and enhance their key competence – communication in the foreign language.

![A place where QR codes could be used.](image4.png)

Figure 4: A place where QR codes could be used.

Most mobile devices have web browsers and are able to display text and images. The interactive elements processed on the devices (using script languages) are not so reliable and other multimedia elements can be even more problematic. If design require multimedia element to be displayed in the context of the web page but the device play multimedia stream in full screen the intended user experience is lost [22]. Despite obvious observed shortcoming this is just temporary fault that will fade out with the new devices.

![The digital content available to the visitors](image5.png)

Figure 5: The digital content available to the visitors

C. The multimedia library

A subsection of a digital library is a multimedia library. In general, it all seems the same but the technical characteristics are different. Images takes much less disk space and even moderate web server could serve hundreds of users. However, the multimedia library with audio and video materials is much more storage demanding and requires huge bandwidth for pleasant user experience. Video can be stored in various bitrates or on the fly transcoded to the user's specific bandwidth or devices' capabilities. Both principles are possible and both require a reliable funding for the system operation.

The multimedia library could be used everywhere and particularly in the classroom education. Multimedia can act as a learning material or promotion. Logistics for students that wants to visit the Park becomes more complex with the distance therefore better motivation is needed for the decision "to go". Multimedia can provide the overview of the Park's educational activities and influence teachers and headmasters to schedule the educational activities there. However, the use of multimedia in the park on the portable devices a necessary ICT infrastructure must be constructed and maintained. Internet access and powering stations should be available upon major routes and points of interest.
D. Competitions

One of the motivation factors for the students to visit the Park and learn there could be the competitions between their peers. The value system to encourage the learning should be established and the best should be promoted on different levels.

There are different possibilities for the competitions:
- individuals knowledge,
- schools competition (teamwork),
- scoring the products (picture, video, presentation, …).

Good cooperation between countries could culminate even in the financial support for the international competition. Governments of three countries could apply their professionals to prepare the EU funded project even lowering their costs.

E. Proposed improvements

The research gives us the better understanding of the present situation of the educational activities in the Park. Based on the analysis in this topic we can summarize the proposed improvements and we suggest:
- Cooperation of the Parks professionals and teachers should become operational.
- Use of revised Bloom's taxonomy and competences framework for the design of the work assignments.
- Design of the learning materials for dual purpose (paper and electronic).
- Prepare activities where students would actively participate and their results would be available online using Web 2.0 paradigm.
- Build the infrastructure and user interface for the digital/multimedia library.

The assignments for students could be modified to encourage their active cooperation and stimulate their creativity and innovation. The findings can be applied in different situations of outdoor educational activities and seemingly embed the ICT into the existing and future information infrastructure of the (nature) parks, educational trails or other similar installations.

V. Conclusion

The nature protected environments and especially Nature Park Gorčko live and flourish with its inhabitants. The awareness of the importance of biodiversity should start with the kids and continue through their life. Therefore, this never-ending project requires dedicated professionals, motivated teachers, and their cooperation. The legislative representatives should provide sufficient funding and benefits to the park’s inhabitants who should not consider living in the park as constraints.

The Park's professionals spent considerable effort to enhance educational activities in the Park and cooperate with the public educational institutions. Our analysis have shown that ICT could be used to promote the Park even more.

The modern educational paradigm demands students’ active participation in the learning processes. This could be achieved with establishment of digital library that works as public domain. Additional financial investment could be recovered in a short time. More visitors and students could boost the local economy and further provide the benefits to the conservation of the nature. There are also additional benefits of use of social media for promotion and education, but this requires additional human resources because social media are much more vibrant and requires quick responses and regular updates not to be considered “dead”.
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Abstract – Educational recommender systems have the potential to support e-learning by personalizing learning process to the individual characteristics of students. To achieve this, such systems can recommend e-courses, learning materials, learning paths, collaborators and similar. This paper describes experiences in using educational recommender system ELARS for the e-course “Hypermedia Supported Education”. The system provides personalization in the context of e-learning activities (e-tivities) by recommending optional e-tivities, possible collaborators, Web 2.0 tools and by offering advice. Analysis of students’ academic achievements and results of conducted questionnaire are presented together with teacher’s observations and guidelines for further development of the ELARS system.

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the trends in web personalization is to provide a tailored user experience using recommender systems [1], [2], [3]. Web personalization presumes the presentation of a content to match a specific user's preferences. The use of recommender systems expands the possibilities for web personalization by providing navigation support in order to help users to find appropriate items (e.g. web pages, books, restaurants, music videos, etc.) [4]. Personalization, as key element of recommender systems, can be applied to support education process as well [5].

The recommendation process is based on data regarding target users (to whom is recommended), data regarding items (what is recommended), and recommendation techniques (how is recommended). The following techniques are in use: content-based recommendations, collaborative filtering, and knowledge-based recommendations. In most cases, these techniques are combined and hybrid recommenders are developed [6]. Personalization techniques and items that are recommended vary depending on whether e-learning is moderated or non-moderated. Moderated e-learning refers to e-learning through a set of structured course activities defined by a teacher, usually performed with the help of learning management systems – LMSs. On the other hand, non-moderated e-learning is self-regulated so the students decide where, how and when they want to learn [7].

The development of learning environments that support e-learning is influenced by so-called Web 2.0 and e-learning 2.0 [8] and e-learning 2.0 [9]. E-learning 2.0 promotes interaction between students that can be accomplished during collaborative e-learning activities, called e-tivities [10]. E-tivities are usually performed with the help of Web 2.0 tools (e.g. collaborative writing in Wikispaces, blogging in Blogger, mental mapping in MindMeister). The changes driven by the development of Web 2.0 bring new possibilities for personalization that will ensure the achievement of learning outcomes in so-called “2.0” environments [11]. All the above mentioned motivated the development of the educational recommender system ELARS (E-Learning Activities Recommender System) [12]. ELARS was developed during the research project “E-Learning Recommender System” in order to enable personalization of e-tivities in “2.0” learning environment. During the project, didactical models for different types of moderated e-courses were developed [13]. All developed models promote acquiring knowledge in line with the constructivist theory of learning and advantages of Web 2.0 technologies for e-learning.

This paper presents experiences from several years of using educational recommender system ELARS for the e-course “Hypermedia Supported Education”. Results of analysis of students’ academic achievements and conducted questionnaire are presented as well as teacher's observations and guidelines for further development of the system. The paper is organized as follows: Section II presents review of the related work. Section III presents means of personalization in the ELARS recommender system. Section IV describes experiences from the e-course “Hypermedia Supported Education” and the results of course evaluation while section V brings conclusions.

II. STATE OF THE ART

Among existing educational recommender systems, systems that recommend learning objects (e.g. additional teaching materials) prevail. Recommended learning objects can be published on the Web or available in a learning management system [14], [15]. Similarly, the recommendations can support access to appropriate learning materials within learning objects repositories, as is the case with the system DELPHOS [16] and the MERLOT repository [17]. Recommending learning objects may also include determining personalized learning paths [18], [19] and recommendations of university courses. Examples are CourseRank system, used at the Stanford University [20], and smart e-course recommender [21]. Instead of recommending learning objects, fewer systems recommend activities that accompany the process of e-learning [5], for example, during learning of programming. For example, the system WeHelp warns on the most common mistakes Part of available types of recommendations covered by the domain independent approach, TORMES methodology, are intended to support e-tivities (e.g. it is recommended which blog posts target student should comment) [23].
Development of systems that are not restricted to recommending learning objects is especially important in the context of e-learning 2.0 where the emphasis is not on the reproduction of the learning content. Students should create their own versions of subject matter through collaboration with colleagues, which can be achieved by organizing collaborative e-tivities. Additionally, for supporting collaborative learning, it is necessary to develop approaches to recommend collaborators of peers for learning activities. Example is the approach presented in [24] which proposes a model for recommendation of peers to communicate and/or collaborate with based on students’ preferences about some important features of the learning process. Authors in [25] describe a model for recommending collaborators to work in pairs. Collaborators are recommended to target student in respect with information that include knowledge, social and technical aspect of potential collaborator. When used in the context of non-modernized or self-directed e-learning, recommendation techniques have the potential to support creation of personal learning environments (PLE) or mash-up applications that combine several data sources in one Web service. For example, in the system ReMashed [26] users can combine content from different Web 2.0 services based on the received recommendations.

Existing educational recommender systems take into account that recommendations in the educational domain cannot be determined solely based on interests and preferences. Therefore, together with these characteristics [27], data regarding student’s knowledge [1], communication skills [23], and learning styles [1], [15] are used in the recommendation process. Regarding the used techniques, the most of the systems rely on hybrid techniques so, for example, combine content-based recommendations with collaborative filtering. An exception are systems for self-directed learning within social networks where usually only collaborative filtering is used [5].

III. PERSONALIZATION IN THE ELARS SYSTEM

To foster personalization within moderated e-learning scenarios in ELARS system, educational recommendation strategy was implemented [28]. It takes into account that e-learning is an active process which includes interaction not only between a student and prepared learning content, but also between students themselves. The strategy relies on learning design specification which describes the sequence of e-course activities and on data representing characteristics of target users and items.

A. Learning design

Learning design represent a workflow of course activities that are classified into six categories (Table I) and grouped into learning modules. The most important categories for the recommendation process are e-tivity using Web 2.0 tool and decision activity. E-tivities can be optional (i.e. teachers can plan several e-tivities among which student will choose one). Recommendations are presented to students within decision activities. For that reason, this type includes recommendation criterion that should be set in the process of defining learning design (i.e. select user’s characteristics that will be used in the recommendation process) [13]. For example, optional e-tivities can be recommended depending on the activity level reached for preceding e-tivity and/or preferences of tools offered for its realization.

B. Target users

In order to achieve personalization and enable recommendations of various items, four groups of characteristics are used to represent students and groups: preferences of learning styles according to VARK model (visual, read/write, aural, kinesthetic) [29], preferences of Web 2.0 tools, knowledge levels, and activity levels. All characteristics (Fig. 1) are represented as continuous variables with values ranging from -1 to 1 and used in the recommendation system. Data regarding students’ preferences towards Web 2.0 tools are identified using questionnaire available in the ELARS system. To collect data regarding VARK learning styles preferences, students are asked to solve online questionnaire [30] and enter the results in the ELARS system. Knowledge and activity level are automatically determined based on student's results for testing activities and e-tivities. Activity level represents quantitative aspects of students’ engagement in e-tivities. Calculation of activity level is based on automatically collected activity data from Web 2.0 tools using APIs [31]. Collected data is analyzed in order to determine quantity and continuity of contributions. Activity level is calculated for each formed group, as well. Other characteristics are not determined for the group as a whole. If needed for the recommendation process, data representing group members are aggregated.

C. Items

ELARS enables four types of recommendations to personalize collaborative learning: optional e-tivities, Web 2.0 tools, collaborators, and advice [31].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbr.</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>Learning content activity</td>
<td>Foster students’ interaction with learning materials (are associated with learning resources).</td>
<td>Studying the lesson &quot;Moderating collaborative e-tivities&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FA</td>
<td>F2activity</td>
<td>Involves face-to-face (F2) instruction.</td>
<td>Attending the lecture &quot;Web 2.0&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eLA</td>
<td>E-tivity using Web 2.0 tool</td>
<td>Interaction of a student with the learning environment and with other participants as a response to a specific task, oriented towards intended learning outcomes.</td>
<td>Collecting and tagging additional resources regarding topic &quot;Distance learning&quot; using Diigo or Google+.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DA</td>
<td>Decision activity</td>
<td>Used for presenting recommended items.</td>
<td>Selecting optional e-tivity for revision.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA</td>
<td>Support activities</td>
<td>Support the realization of e-tivities (not oriented towards learning outcomes).</td>
<td>Reading the instructions for writing a seminar paper.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
E-tivities are recommended if they are optional. List of characteristics that represent an e-tivity includes Web 2.0 tool(s) that is/are offered for its realization, learning styles for which its task is appropriate for, teacher’s expectations regarding quantitative aspects of participation in terms of expected quantity of contributions. Web 2.0 tools are recommended if more than one tool is offered for carrying out an e-tivity. Characteristics included in the representation include possible categories of contributions (updates, comments, tagging, sharing), appropriateness for VARK learning styles and similar. Collaborators are recommended in case an e-tivity is defined as group-based. Potential collaborators are those students who participate in the e-tivity and not have been grouped yet. Potential collaborators are at the same time the users (students) and are represented with a set of characteristics specified in the previous subsection. Advice is used to encourage students and groups regarding four different aspects of active participation. Each piece of the advice is accompanied with the appropriate symbol indicating whether the recommendation is based on (un)satisfactory activity level or it recommends encouraging participation of collaborators. The text includes explanation that contains variable parts (e.g. due dates, names of active collaborators) and recommended action (Table II). Besides, students can see their activity level and activity levels for their collaborators and other groups.

D. Recommendation techniques

Recommendation techniques used are adapted to the educational domain and to the chosen set of items. Based on the data about items and/or target users, offered e-tivities, Web 2.0 tools and collaborators are ranked and appropriate advice is displayed [28].

Optional e-tivities and collaborators recommendations are determined using content-based (attribute-based) recommendations during which student’s characteristics and matching characteristics of e-tivity or potential collaborator are compared (Fig. 2) and similarity measure is calculated. So for example, an optional e-tivity that has characteristics the most similar the target student's characteristics will be at the top of the list of recommended e-tivities. Web 2.0 tools recommendations are determined using hybrid approach that combines content-based (attribute-based) recommendations and collaborative filtering. For providing advice, knowledge-based (constraint-based) recommendation technique with "if...then..." rules is used.

IV. EXPERIENCES IN USING ELARS FOR E-COURSE “HYPERMEDIA IN EDUCATION”

ELARS was developed to foster achievement of learning outcomes and increase the level of user's motivation and participation during moderated e-courses. On completion of each course, evaluation is carried out to determine the extent to which students are satisfied with the course and with the ELARS system. Students’ feedback and teachers’ experiences are used to improve the course and the system. The course “Hypermedia in Education” was one of the first e-courses enhanced by the ELARS system. It is a blended learning course designed for students in the graduate program in Computer Science major at the Department of Informatics, University of Rijeka, Croatia.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Participation with contributions</td>
<td>![Checkmark]</td>
<td>You did not contribute to the e-tivity [e-tivity name]. Participation in e-tivities is necessary for the achievement of learning outcomes and is therefore recommended that you try to be more active in the following e-tivities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuous participation</td>
<td>![Checkmark]</td>
<td>The activity level of your group is greater than for the previous interval. Keep it up with the continuous participation in order to achieve a successful result in this e-tivity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation with various categories of contributions</td>
<td>![Exclamation mark]</td>
<td>By now you've contributed with all expected categories: [categories]. If you continue in this way your results will be even better!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encouraging collaborators to participate</td>
<td>![Basket]</td>
<td>There are members of yours group whose final activity level is not satisfactory. These are: [not_active_collaborators]. In order to achieve is better result as a group, it is recommended that in the following e-tivities your try to encourage your collaborators to engage in a greater extent.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A. E-learning environment

The course “Hypermedia in Education” is managed by two teachers. Besides ELARS, teachers and students use MudRi LMS and a set of Web 2.0 tools that are not integrated in the LMS, but available online [31]: Blogger, Diigo, Google Drive, MindMeister, SlideShare, Wikispaces, and YouTube. Using the LMS, teachers prepare learning materials, conduct online assessments and communicate with students. They also perform preparatory tasks in Web 2.0 tools. In the ELARS, teachers define course activities and their workflow, customize recommendation rules, and monitor students’ activity levels after a certain e-ivity starts. Students, on the other hand, study learning content, read instructions, solve online tests, and communicate with teachers in the LMS. Students carry out planned e-tivities using Web 2.0 tools. They use ELARS before e-tivities to select among recommended items and during e-tivities to read advice.

B. Course content and learning design

The overall course objective is that students acquire fundamental theoretical knowledge about e-learning and the usage of hypermedia learning materials. The students are trained to implement information and communications technologies (ICT) in traditional (f2f) education as well as to use contemporary e-learning approaches. The course is organized in the following modules: ICT and hypermedia in education, E-learning and distance learning, Web 2.0 and collaborative e-tivities, and Final test. To enable students to achieve learning outcomes of the course, the first three aforementioned learning modules contain learning materials, self-assessment tests, and e-tivities. During the module Final test, one testing activity in the classroom is planned. Students are supposed to solve an online test with multiple-choice questions in the LMS. Initially, the course learning design included the following personalized (collaborative) e-tivities [31]:

1. Seminar 1 – students are expected to write analysis of potential use of ICT in Education (individually)
2. Mind mapping – students are expected to draw mind map which shows the key concepts of the assigned topic (groups with 4 or 5 members)
3. Wiki – students are expected to create wiki document with analysis of selected distance learning courses (groups with 4 or 5 members)
4. Optional e-ivity 1 – students are expected to summarize subject matter in the middle of the course (groups with 4 or 5 members)
5. Seminar 2 – students are expected to write a seminar with description of assigned Web 2.0 tool and identify its potential use in education and create and publish presentation (in pairs)
6. Optional e-ivity 2 – students are expected to summarize subject matter at the end of the course (individually)

After the first year of the execution of the course, learning design was slightly changed. Based on teachers’ observations and feedback received from students, e-tivities Mind mapping and Optional e-ivity 1 were left out in order to reduce the total number of e-tivities. In addition, students suggested that user interface of the ELARS system should be changed since they were not able to browse through recommendations on different hand-held devices like tablets and smartphones, but just on laptops and desktop computers. Therefore, user interface was redesigned using Bootstrap framework for developing responsive Web applications.

C. Evaluation method and participants

The purpose of presented research was to determine is there any significant difference in students’ course results and attitudes after the changes in the course learning design. In addition, the aim was to gather additional experiences and comments from the students that will encourage further improvements of the course or the ELARS system. The first group of participants consisted of students who participated in the course during the academic year 2013/2014 (N=21). Those students participated in six e-tivities. The second group consisted of students who participated in the course after the changes in the learning design, during the academic years 2014/2015 and 2016/2017 (N=26). Those students participated in four e-tivities and were expected to engage to a greater extent and during longer period of time than students from the first group.

A comparison of the course results for students from the first and the second group was carried out. Points from final test were compared using the t-test for parametric independent samples. Final course points were compared using the Mann-Whitney U test for nonparametric
independent samples. In both cases, D'Agostino-Pearson test was used prior comparison to accept or reject normality of data. Furthermore, students’ attitudes towards applied learning model and the use of Web 2.0 tools and the ELARS system for e-tivities were tested using a questionnaire. Students expressed their attitudes towards statements shown in Table III using the Likert scale (1 – Strongly Disagree, 5 – Strongly Agree). A couple of open-ended questions for students’ comments and suggestions regarding the course and the ELARS system were also included in the questionnaire.

D. Results and discussion

Comparison of students’ academic achievements (points) showed that there is no statistically significant differences in the results on final test ($p=0.12$) nor in the final course results ($p=0.91$). In the first group, average result on final test was 84% and final course result was 82% while in the second group, average result on final test was 85% and final course result was 86%. These numbers indicate that students from both groups achieved course learning outcomes (regardless the changes in the learning design) and that they were motivated to acquire knowledge through planned e-tivities.

Table III shows average results with standard deviations for the most important statements from the questionnaire. Values are approximately the same, which suggests that performed changes in the course learning design did not affect students’ attitudes. Students from both groups have a positive attitude towards the implemented learning model. They consider it effective for their learning, especially regarding freedom to choose optional e-tivities, collaborators and tools for e-tivities. These results were expected since different students have different needs and preferences, which imply the necessity for flexibility in the learning design.

Students’ attitudes about the usefulness of Web 2.0 tools were positive, which is important, considering that all e-tivities were performed using Web 2.0 tools. In general, students did not have problems with using tools, but it should be noted that students who are not studying computer science could have difficulties and require additional instructions. Students also expressed affirmative attitude regarding usefulness of the ELARS system for e-tivities. The most of them believe that the system positively influenced on their motivation and engagement level. It was observed that some students are well aware of the benefits of personalization while others are not. In their comments, some students stated that they would prefer to receive more recommendations of optional e-tivities, which indicates that they perceive the advantages of personalization. Recommendations of optional e-tivities include a high level of personalization because the task of each offered e-tivity is tailored to a particular learning style. For example, student can revise subject matter at the end of the course by drawing a mind map (visual LS) or writing a summary (read/write LS).

When asked about the criterion for generating recommendations, the most of the students were neutral regarding the fact that items are recommended based on criterion defined by the teacher. It is not surprising that students would like to receive recommendations based only on their preferences. This is especially the case with collaborators recommendation when most of the students know each other well and have no doubt about who they want to collaborate with. In the future, implementation of new recommendation rules that will include student’s preferences towards their colleagues should be considered. Additionally, is necessary to improve the presentation of recommendations, to make the used recommendation criterion more clear. Some students stated that it would be more convenient if the system would be integrated within the LMS. This suggestion will be also considered during the further development of the system.

V. Conclusions

Implementation of educational recommender system in the e-learning should presume ongoing evaluation regarding system’s effectiveness, in term of determining the influence of the system on students’ academic achievements, as well as students’ satisfaction with the system and received recommendations. Evaluation results for the course “Hypermedia in Education” showed that e-tivities included in the learning design enable students to gain knowledge through collaboration with their colleagues. Despite minor changes, the students from both groups achieved high results and expressed positive attitudes regarding the e-course and the ELARS system.

Several years of experience on this e-course showed that, although the ELARS support moderated e-learning, to some extent non-moderated or self-directed e-learning is supported as well. By reading recommendations, students received potentially useful information, applicable outside the context of e-tivities included in this

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Questionnaire statements</th>
<th>1st group (N=18)</th>
<th>2nd group (N=21)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AVG</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>You are satisfied with realized e-tivities and communication within the e-course.</td>
<td>4,30</td>
<td>0,49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>You find positive the freedom to choose collaborators and tools for e-tivities within the course.</td>
<td>4,70</td>
<td>0,47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>You consider Web 2.0 tools useful for realization of e-tivities.</td>
<td>4,60</td>
<td>0,49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>You consider ELARS recommender system useful for e-tivities.</td>
<td>3,76</td>
<td>0,93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>You are satisfied with recommendations received in ELARS system.</td>
<td>3,61</td>
<td>0,95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>You believe that the use of ELARS recommender system positively affected the level of your motivation and engagement during e-tivities.</td>
<td>3,44</td>
<td>0,86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
e-course. This refers to colleagues they would like to collaborate with in the future and on Web 2.0 tools or e-tivities and they found useful (for example, for revision of subject matter).

Students’ comments indicate that the future work should focus on improvements of collaborators recommendations. These recommendations are perceived as least useful, so implementation of new algorithms that will be used for dividing students to groups based on their characteristics and the criteria defined by the teacher is planned. Thus, the possibilities for personalization of e-tivities in the ELARS systems will be extended by offering recommendations to teachers. After receiving the recommendation, the teacher will have the opportunity to accept formed groups or to revise the grouping criterion and restart the process. Further ELARS development will also include changes in the user interface in order to enable new functionalities and support teachers while forming groups with the help of the system.
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Abstract - Regular discussion in the LLI. (Life Long Learning) courses for the teachers in primary and secondary education gives us insight into their opinion. We discovered that teachers of primary and secondary education in our country believe that the highest retention of knowledge and understanding of mechanics can be achieved in the real world environment (in lab and outdoor) observing the natural physics phenomena and repeating the experiments that led to the physics laws. We know that this is just partially true. It is our belief that simulations using as supplement to real laboratory experiments increase students' understanding of mechanics. Physical processes are often beyond the capability of humans to observe them in schools. Teaching students we have seen that adequate understanding using lab experiments is difficult even in the simplest mechanic phenomena (ball rolling on the slope). Students were unable to comprehend the full concept of the physics phenomena from the experiment unless we teach them theory first. In this article, we explain how we used simulations that allow students to adjust the experiments to their comprehension abilities. We compared the accuracy of three different freeware simulations to the highly accurate proprietary one. We have also analyzed the observed simulation software to be customized to the accurate transformation of 3D world experiment to the 2D simulated presentation (e.g. the sphere and the cylinder cross-section look equal in 2D screen but the physics background is different).

1. INTRODUCTION

The use of computers in physics has brought many new opportunities for demonstration of physical phenomena. Computers are able to present static objects and dynamic phenomena in different ways depending on the required complexity. Presentation can be from simple 2D images on the transparencies (PPT), to the videos or simulations of 3D interactive models. Computers can control the experiments and/or acquire measurements. When the experiment of specific physical phenomena can not be done in the lab or we wish to enhance its clarity we can use computer's simulations. Simulations allow us to change parameters and observe their interactive physics response. On the internet, there are numerous simulations, which are ready for use in the classroom [1]. Each of them is ready to treat specific physical phenomena, or their part. However, the described simulations can not be used to treat all physical phenomena [2][3]. In the teaching of physics the observation of the real physical phenomena is of great importance, but in some cases this is not possible (it’s time consuming, not repeatable etc.). In such situations the physics teacher prepare school experiments, where he or she demonstrate the physics phenomena to the students in order to analyze the influences of specific factors on the experiment dynamic. The experiment should not be substituted but supplemented with ICT tools, e.g. simulations [4]. In frame of Didactics of Physics we teach the university students that by following the strategy of introducing the simulation into the teaching of physics they need first to execute the real experiment and secondly they have to show the same physics experiment in the simulation environment and compare the results. The students can perhaps observe the differences which arising therfrom measurement errors or inaccuracy of simulations. If the difference is too great, the trust of students in simulation can not be achieved. If the results match, the trust in simulation is present and we can use the simulation in new physics situations that we can not access with real experiment. The accuracy of the simulation is obviously crucial.

In this paper we have limit ourselves to the free accessible simulation software: Algodoo [5], Step [6] and Physon [7]. They all allow a virtual space where we are free to move and insert arbitrary objects. Movement and interaction(s) between objects obey the physical laws. Such software is called Physics sandbox. Physical engine of the simulations assure accurate objects’ interactions based on mathematical modeled of physical laws. The virtual space where the objects are inserted is named the interactive simulation environment. A common feature of all simulation environments is a transformation between 3D space into the 2D projection (on screen). Simulation environments are build by inserting objects (blocks, circuits, any polygonal wire, springs, and other building blocks), which can be combined to the complex structures, such as a trolley with the engine.

The software simulations can be used in teaching physics on different occasions and educational topics, both in elementary school (primary school), [8] and high school (secondary school). [9] The potential user can use our experience of the three public available software simulation and use them in the classroom.
A. Application of the computer in the physics education

The experimental observation of the phenomenon can not be replaced by any other method, because it enables the control of conditions for the observation of the physical phenomenon [4] [10] [11]. Various reasons lead to the fact that the experimental observations in practice are not always possible. Some of the reasons are listed below [2] [12]:

- Research subject is too big or too small,
- The observed process is too fast for human,
- Financial expenses are too high,
- Experiments are dangerous,
- The school experimental environment is typically limited to specific place or area properties, (we cannot test the experiment on other planets/moons with different gravitational constant).

B. Strategy of the simulation

Three main factors occurred in the treatment of the concept of strategy of the simulation: real system, model, and simulation. The real system or part of the real world is what we want to present in a graphic way. The model is a theoretical description of the real system, which must be precise enough to explain the crucial behavior of the real system. The model can be used to test the theory too. Modeling is the process of adequate describing the relationship between the model and the real system. Simulation can be defined as an abstract model, which is implemented as a computer program. Simulation is a demonstrational computer model in which the phenomena dynamics is calculated and presented in time steps (the certain time increments) [10].

One of the main advantages of using simulations in teaching of physics is that students can freely change the parameters of the simulation. Setting the value of the simulation's parameters the entire course of the simulation changes and that enables verification of the various hypotheses. The simulation strategy in education is particularly suitable for analysing the functional interaction(s) between the parts of the complex system. In the physics teaching the experiment is indispensable, but is does not allow us to control all the environmental or inter-object influences. Therefore, it is wise to add the simulations to the experiment for better students' understanding of underlaying concepts of physics phenomena. Simulations in the education allows the teacher can overcome some real world constraints and explain the behaviour of physics phenomena in the artificially changed environments. The simulation is not suitable for everything therefore should be logically included to the educational processes. The teacher should be trained in the use of simulation strategy and should encourage the discussion during the use of simulation. The students could use the simulations for understanding the background of the physics phenomena and understand why some differences between simulation and real world phenomena can occur [2] [10].

C. Possibilities of the application of simulation in the education

We estimated that the teaching methods where simulation environments can be used are as following [4] [10]:

- Demonstration,
- Method of written and graphic work,
- Practical work – laboratory work.

Simulation can be used in all phases of education, from introductory demonstrations, to introducing the new concepts at new content teaching, and to verify acquired knowledge.

D. Execution of the experiment is followed by the preparation of the simulation

We chose to show a simple experiment: the calibration of the spring [13]. Accessories that are needed in the experiment: a spring, a ruler, and a variety of weights. Students hung a ruler next spring (for measuring the distance). With the addition of the weights (10 g) to the spring, they record the extension of the spring. Acquired data are later used to draw a graph and the graph can be used to see the relationship between weight (or even better, the force) and elongation for any given weight (Figure 1). Expected is linear dependency, if we not exceed the limit elastic values. The result of the calibration is the determination of the spring constant in N/m.

Figure 1: Simple test for calibration of the spring in Step.

II. OVERVIEW OF INTERACTIVE SIMULATION ENVIRONMENTS

In this section, we present the details of the specific simulation software and Simulation environment. We also introduce the basic characteristics of the physical engine.

A. Algodoo

Simulation environment allows adding the basic objects to the simulated world: blocks, rings, ropes, and springs. From individual basic objects, we built complex (composite) structures, e.g. a trolley with the engine. Various physical properties can be modified for any individual building part; we also can change the properties
of the environment. When the simulation is ready to run, we can observe a static or dynamic behavior of each object, influenced by other objects in its vicinity and surrounding.

Algodoo simulate mechanical systems defined by Newton's equations. This does not begin with a form of Newton's laws, from which to get associated differential equations that could be used for discreet method of calculation. The equations are written in the Lagrange formulation of mechanics. Lagrange's formulation uses a discrete time and position format. Lagrange's formulae enables us to use the differences in intervals to walk through the system of equations. This approach has been used to describe particles' system, a system of rigid bodies with the extremities and motors, collisions, contacts, dry friction, viscous incompressible fluids, and elastic-plastic materials. To stabilize the extreme edge, control, and physical engine, the calculations used framework SPOOK [14]. At each timeframe, simulation environment calculates a large system of equations, which is comparable in size to the number of extreme edge and contacts of bodies.

The constraints of the software simulation are the following:

- The simulation runs at the time interval of 1/60 sec (60 Hz). It is not possible to model the events that are happening in a shorter time interval. It is therefore not advisable to generate simulations for the bodies that are less than a centimeter wide.

- When the simulation is running, it calculates a large system of equations using a numerical method. In order to ensure smooth interactive simulation events the fast approximations are used. Unfortunately, this can lead to the differences between simulated results and the physics theory.

- We must be aware that the simulation software is complex and may contain bugs or faults in the program.

- Algodoo authors' claim that they are trying to make the simulation software to conduct physical simulations at a high level, but legally there is no assurance for this.

B. Step

Simulation software is available under GNU GPLv2 open access license [15]. The design of the simulations was done in the following steps: we add the body and the force of gravity to the simulated model. By pressing the button "Simulate" the simulation started and bodies started to move according to the calculated physical laws. Bodies and forces attributes can be changed even during the simulation and they are immediately used in the calculations.

Simulation software Step uses software library StepCore for physical engine. This engine is used inside the simulation environment for all simulation calculations (even the complex one) but can also be used in our own software for which necessary programming skills are required. The design of the library, which can be disseminated and adjusted, has enabled us to implement precise simulations. Capabilities of the physical engine and the simulation environment are:

- Particles, spring damping, various forces, gravitational force, gravitational and Coulomb force can be added to the simulated model.
- Rigid bodies can be added.
- Collision of the bodies can be detected.
- Soft bodies, which can deform and consist of particles - connected with springs, can be created.
- Molecular dynamics is based on the Lennard-Jones potential. This allows simulations of gas and liquid, condensation and evaporation, and the calculation of macroscopic liquids.
- Measurement errors (i.e. 1.2 ± 0.3) for any property can be specified. Calculations of all values are done using statistical formulas.
- There are many differential solvers which user can choose. Solver component in the simulation environment allows stepwise calculation. Most of them are based on GSL-library [16].
- Errors of calculation component solver are added to those made by the user.

C. Physion

An online community maintains the project. Therefore, a number of examples, tutorials and videos can be found in the forum or in the YouTube. Physionet offers the possibility of inserting program code in JavaScript.

Physionet uses many open-source technologies and is based on a physical engine Box2D library [17]. Physical engines that are designed primarily for use in computer games are focus on fast and fluid calculations. That means heavy use of fast approximations that can generate significant differences between physics theory and real world. Our hypotesis is that these approximations will not significantly influence the results for the school's educational use. Based on the capabilities of the library physical engine we discovered that we can simulate in Physion similar simulation as in the previous two simulation environments.

III. COMPARISON OF THE SIMULATIONS

We know that the tests we have performed (more our tests are available in [18]) are not suitable for a general review but we are trying to make at least elementary impartial review, presented in the following table (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accurate modeling of the objects</th>
<th>Editing and modifying of the objects (size, position, rotation, . . . )</th>
<th>Composition of the complex objects</th>
<th>Size of history of undo.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>grid</td>
<td>with the use of software tools</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>flawless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attributes of the objects</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>some actions are not recorded in the history</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grid and attributes of the objects</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td></td>
<td>flawless</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Conclusion and comparison of experiences in the modeling and simulations' use.
For all force oscillations of the spring (Figure 2), the oscillation is damped with a force $F_d = -bv$, where $b$ is the damping coefficient and the $v$ is the velocity of movement of the block. The block was operated by a force of the spring $F_{sx} = -kx$ (the $x$ denotes the extension of the spring) and the force of gravity $F_g$. We omit the influence of the $F_g$ on the movement because it had no effect on the oscillations (only define the stable-equilibrium position).

For all forces acting on the block, we wrote:

$$ma = -bv - kx. \tag{1}$$

We rewrite the (1) by replacing the velocity $v$ with $dx/dt$ and acceleration $a$ with $d^2x/dt^2$ and get

$$m \frac{d^2x}{dt^2} = -b \frac{dx}{dt} - kx. \tag{2}$$

The solution of the equation is the following

$$x(t) = x_m e^{-bt/2m} \cos(\omega' t + \varphi), \tag{3}$$

where $x_m$ is the starting amplitude and $\omega'$ angular frequency of damped oscillation. The angular frequency is defined with the following equation:

$$\omega' = \sqrt{\frac{k}{m} - \frac{b^2}{4m^2}}. \tag{4}$$

Equation (3) implies that because of the dampening coefficient $b$ the amplitude $x_m$ exponentially decrease with time $t$. The angular frequency $\omega'$ also decrease because of (4). The physical unit for the $b$ is [Ns/m] or [kg/s].

### C. Preparation of the simulations

We can compare the data if we create the similar conditions for all three models and simulations. All three simulations work on the numeric step-by-step calculations. For comparison, we set the time step 0.02 (or 50 Hz or 50 calculations per second) to calculate the value for the numeric step calculations. For comparison, we set the time step 0.02 (or 50 Hz or 50 calculations per second) to calculate the values. With this setup, we obtained the same number of data from each simulations. In the design of the model we use the block with the mass $m = 1$ kg, the spring coefficient $k = 35$ N/m and springs own damping coefficient $b = 0.5$ kg/s. We tried to standardize the maximum amplitude $x_m$ as much as possible. The duration of the simulation was 10 seconds.

### D. Preparation of the simulations – Algodoo

We prepared the simulation in Algodoo as seen in the Figure 3. We delete the lower surface and added a new one to forms a ceiling. We secure the spring to the block and on the ceiling. The block size was set on 0.4 m on all sides, and its weight to 0.5 kg. Block was placed (hanged) at a distance of 1 m from the ceiling. The spring constant was set on 35 N/m. In Algodoo we had some problems by defining the $b$ directly, so we defined the damping ratio $\zeta$, which we calculated for given data $b=0.5$ Ns/m, $m=0.5$ kg and $k=35$ N/m with [19]:

$$\zeta = \frac{b}{2\sqrt{mk}}. \tag{5}$$

### A. Testing the quantitative credibility of the simulation environments

In high school physics, a significant increase of the need for quantitative use of simulations emerges. It is therefore important that the measured results from the experiments and calculated results from the simulations are comparable. For the quantitative credibility test of simulation environments, we prepared the same simulation in all three simulation environments and compared the results with the model that we have created with the reference software Berkeley Madonna.

For each simulation environment, we prepare the equal model and start the simulation with the same parameters. We have used a damped oscillation model for the test. In the simulations, we allow the plotting of graphs (position / time). Calculated data from each simulation were compared with the data we have obtained by use of the reference software Berkeley Madonna.

### B. Physics background of damped oscillation

The oscillation is damped, when another body (e.g. surrounding media), which inhibits dampening (presence of the frictional force, proportional to the velocity), influences the body that is swinging [19]. The block with mass $m$ were fixed with a spring coefficient $k$ and the own damping coefficient $b$ (Figure 2). We observe the damped oscillations due to springs own damping coefficient. Potential energy (consequently the kinetic energy) of the spring oscillation transmutes to the internal energy of the spring.

Figure 2: The model used for the damped oscillation.
We set simulation to run for 10 seconds. Data were displayed on the graph and there are built-in function to export the data in CSV (comma separated value) text file.

E. Preparation of the simulations – Step

The modeling in the Step started with the position of the block 1 m from the center of the coordinate system – origin (which represent the ceiling) (Figure 4). We set the coordinates for the block (0, 1) m (first number present x and second y coordinate). We secure the block on both ends to the simulation background with the object Pin. In the coordinate center (0, 0) m we set the block with size (0.4, 0.4) m and set its weight to the 0.5 kg. We attached the spring to both blocks (the upper one was fixed, the lower one can oscillate). In the attributes of the spring we set localPosition1/2 on both ends to ensure that spring is connected to the center axes of the blocks. With the object WeightForce we add the force of gravity.

Again, we set the simulation to run for 10 seconds, before we save the calculated data.

F. Preparation of the simulations – Physion

When we opened the software Physion there were a initial new environment with three blocks that have been deleted. First, we create a ceiling (Figure 5), which was made up of the block size (10.0, 0.2) m at a height of 1 m from the coordinate center (0, 0) m. We added the block size (0.5, 0.5) m (the size 0.4 was changed to 0.5 because we could define the mass of the block only by changing the blocks density). We add the mass of the block by setting its density to 2 (which equals to 0.5 kg). We connect both blocks with the spring for which we set k and b (equal to models in other simulations). We need to set gravitational force to 9.81 m/s² and frequency of the calculation to 50 Hz.

Table 2. Data used for modeling in Berkeley Madonna.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initial values</th>
<th>Model – damped oscillation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>m = 0,5 kg; k = 35 N/m</td>
<td>b = 0,05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

G. Preparation of the simulations – Berkeley Madonna

Berkeley Madonna is a software package for mathematical modeling [20] developed by the University of California at Berkeley. With this software, it is possible to numerically solve the differential equation [20]. The software is used in many fields of science for research and learning. Calculations were performed with Runge-Kutta 4th order (RK4). In frame of measurement errors, the Berkeley Madonna simulation results perfectly match with experimental results. Consequently, we used this software as the reference.

To create a mathematical model, we need an equation in differential form. We transformed (1) for dampening oscillation by setting instead of a the dv/dt, and thus we get

$$\frac{dv}{dt} = \frac{-b v}{m} - \frac{k x}{m}$$  (6)

Equation (6) was therefore in a form ready for use in the software. In (6) are two variables v and x, therefore, we have yet to define v = dx/dt. Into the program we inserted the settings; the equations; and the initial value (see Table 2). For the initial values, we used the same values as were used in the other three simulations. In the simulation we used the calculation method RK4.
After running the simulation for 10 s we get the graph (Figure 6) of displacement (position) and velocity of the oscillating block as function of time. We have saved the data to the CSV file. We used the data for the analysis of the position of the block in time.

Figure 6: Graphs from Berkeley Madonna: position (black), velocity (red).

IV. COMPARISON OF THE RESULTS OF THE SIMULATIONS

We tested the accuracy of three free accessible simulation environments with the reference simulation. The data of the damped oscillation collected from each simulation environment and in addition the Berkeley Madonna data as reference, were combined in a single graph (Figure 7). From the graph, we conclude that all the simulation environments successfully passed our accuracy test. Simulated results form the damped oscillations models in Algodoo, Step, and Physion and mathematical model in Berkeley Madonna were comparable, since the peaks of the individual cycles were well matched. The matching of results is satisfactory for displacement axis (small differences only for results of Step), but even more for the time axis (excellent matching). All three simulation environments (Algodoo, Step and Physion) prove to be quantitatively credible and consequently adequate for use in classroom. We are aware that this is just one example, but it was planned carefully as possible. This took into account some specific physics and computer knowledge and skills. The results of our credibility test were positive and confirms the appropriateness of the simulation environments.

Figure 7: Cumulative graph from all simulations: Algodoo (blue), Step (green), Physion (black), and Berkeley Madonna (red). The overlapping of curves is excellent.

V. CONCLUSION

In support of operating systems, we found that most of desktop operating systems supports Algodoo, because it could be installed on Windows operating systems, Mac OS X and GNU / Linux using Wine program. Step can be installed only by users of GNU / Linux operating system. For Physion, it was possible to install it on Windows and GNU / Linux using Wine software. As we can see the users of GNU / Linux could install all three simulation environments which is very favourable for the free software.

Physical content coverage analysis showed that the three reviewed simulation environments mostly overlap. It is possible to create models to simulate numerous physical phenomena in mechanics. In addition, the Algodoo enables simulations in content of light, buoyancy and swimming. The Step enables simulations in content relating to electrical charge. Physion and Algodoo are the most comparable, but in modeling of simulations using Algodoo we can add also the effect of air resistance.

In our analysis, we find out that the three reviewed public available simulation environments (Algodoo, Step, Physion) provide the necessary software supplement to the experimental work at physics teaching. The quantitative testing of the credibility of the simulation environments, based on the analyzing the almost perfectly overlapping of the time dependency of the displacement of the dumped oscillators, proves the adequacy of them. They cover most of the typical content in primary and secondary schools; they may be also adequate for university level education of physics. In the future, we can expect the development of even more advanced simulation software for teaching physics and for other disciplines in school. The accuracy of the analyzed simulation environments is appropriate, consequently all three simulation environments are adequate for using them in the teaching of physics in elementary and high schools.
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Abstract - The paper is devoted to a competence-oriented model of representation of educational content. The model is based on the requirements to results of educational programs in higher education and illustrates the approach to developing e-learning courses as structured sets of didactical units containing evaluation funds. Didactical units of training material are the content elements of e-learning encyclopedias. Evaluation funds of didactical units allow determining the level of graduates’ competence. The multivariant presentation of the training material helps to build individual learning trajectories for persons with disabilities, for students with different backgrounds and with different individual characteristics of personal and cognitive spheres.

II. REQUIREMENTS OF FEDERAL STATE EDUCATIONAL STANDARD OF HIGHER EDUCATION TO THE LEVEL OF LEARNING OUTCOMES OF GRADUATES

The founding document of the higher education in the Russian Federation is a federal state educational standard of higher education (FSES HE). The Ministry of Education and Science of Russian Federation defines the enlarged groups of specialties, each of them contains the definite sub-fields. The Ministry calls such sub-fields “directions”. The examples of the enlarged groups of specialties are “Mathematics and Mechanics”, “Computer and Information Sciences”, “Physics and Astronomy”, etc. The examples of directions within the enlarged group “Computer and Information Sciences” are “Fundamental Informatics and Computer Sciences”, “Mathematics and Computer Sciences”, “Mathematical Software and Administration of Information Systems”, etc. For each direction, the Ministry approves a separate FSES HE. This standard contains requirements for the learning outcomes of the graduates.

These requirements are a list of competencies that each graduate must achieve. The standard defines three types of competencies: the general cultural, the general professional and the professional competencies. There are several groups of the professional competencies according to the activities, towards which the educational program is oriented: research activities, design and production activities, management activities, methodical activities, and others. The university choose all or several activities for each educational program and provide only those competences, which belong to the chosen activities. It leads to a significant variety of bachelor and master’s programs depending on the profile of the university. For example, the educational program in the pedagogical university differs significantly from the program in the same direction in a classical or a technical university.

Thus, the bachelor educational direction “Computer Science” in South Ural State University (National Research University) [5] presents two bachelor programs: “Calculative Machines, Complexes, Systems and Networks” and “Information and Analytical Support of Management in Social and Economic Systems”. The master educational direction “Fundamental Informatics and Information Technologies” includes two programs: “Technology of high load systems” and “Database Technologies”.

For each educational program, the university develops the model of a graduate meeting the requirements of FSES, the needs of the regional labor market and its own
scientific and educational interests. The model specifies definite competences for each subject in a curriculum.

The teacher decides which learning materials he will use to achieve the given set of the competences for his subject. Therefore, the learning materials of the same subject can vary greatly among teachers. These learning materials form the educational content of the whole educational program.

Thus, the university has the actual problem of verification of compliance of the learning materials developed by a teacher with the model of a graduate.

III. VERIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE OF EDUCATIONAL CONTENT WITH THE REQUIREMENTS OF FSES HE

Traditionally teachers divide the learning materials into several sections and sub-sections (topics). A didactical unit is a minimum indivisible unit of the learning material, e.g., a definition, an example, an exercise. We understand a topic as a nonempty relatively independent set of didactical units combined by semantic logical relations.

For each didactical unit the teacher can prepare the evaluation fund of its achievement. An evaluation fund is a set of questions, assignments, exercises and other tasks for student, which allow checking his knowledge. It can include different types of control tools: quiz questions, practical tasks for independent or group implementation, case studies, essay topics, reports, etc. One control tool can check the achievement of several didactical units; several control tools can check one didactical unit.

According to the interpretations of the concept of a competence [6], any competence can be implemented at various levels: knowledge, understanding, and skills. To determine the minimum required level of achievement of the competence the university needs first to establish the compliance of the evaluation fund of all subjects with the competences. The teacher must specify such compliance for all didactical units within his course.

If you have a general bank of didactical units, which can overlap or reenter in different courses, the incomplete comprehension by the student of all didactical units will not constitute the incomplete or insufficient mastery of the competencies defined in the model of the graduate. A graduate can master all competencies, even missing some material. Indeed, not all students master all the learning material at the highest level.

The aim of the university is to find the decision of two problems:

1) Define a minimum required level of mastering the competencies by a graduate;

2) Prepare the curriculum that would achieve and exceed this minimum level.

It is impossible to formalize the process of solution of both problems. However, there are the opportunities for the partial automation, at least at the stage of compliance of the existing curriculum with the requirements of FSES HE. We can compare FSES requirements with the entire set of evaluation funds of all courses of the curriculum.

IV. ELEMENTS OF EDUCATION CONTENT REPRESENTATION

In terms of the compliance of the curriculum with the requirements of FSES, we operate the specific concepts: the module of the education content and the component of this module.

The module of the education content is a set of logically interconnected concepts that form a holistic unit of information. The closest concept to the module in terms of a course is a topic.

Each module contains a set of related components. A didactical unit is the closest term to a component. A component represents an item of the module too, but, in contrast to the didactical unit, it may contain a set of elements, equivalent by content but different by the form of representation. For example, a definition may be given in the form of a text, a diagram, an audio or a video file. Different forms of representation of information will allow each student choosing the most convenient method of obtaining the learning material according to his leading psychological type of perception (auditory, visual, kinesthetic), which will undoubtedly have a beneficial effect on the learning outcomes [7].

The frequently used component types are:

- theory – a detailed theoretical description of the concept;
- summary – a brief theoretical description of the concept, the definition or the formula;
- example – an example to illustrate the concept;
- solution – an example of the typical task solution;
- exercise – an practical assignment for the theoretical material;
- bibliography – a bibliography on a given topic.

For each component, the teacher prepares the evaluation fund containing the tasks for checking the competencies.

The most frequently used types of tasks in the evaluation fund are:

- questions – a list of open-type questions;
- test – a list of closed-type questions;
- assignment – a task to check the practical skills and abilities.

It seems appropriate to combine modules into a thematic set according to their content. We call it an e-learning encyclopedia (ELE). A teacher can use the e-learning encyclopedias to develop a new course.

V. MODEL OF REPRESENTATION OF EDUCATIONAL CONTENT

To develop a new course, a teacher needs to specify both a list of modules, and their chronological sequence. An e-learning course (ELC) is a directed graph, whose nodes are modules, and arcs specify the sequence of the study of two connected modules. A teacher chooses
modules which he wants to include into his course. It provides a variability of the course content created by different teachers.

Fig. 1 shows a fragment of the ELC “Basics of Programming”. Each node in the graph corresponds to a module chosen by a teacher from the e-learning encyclopedia.

The traditional representation of the sequence of learning materials in the form of a tree graph has many disadvantages [9], the main of which, in our opinion, is the inability to build an individual learning path for a student. If a teacher wants his students to study several algorithms of the internal sorting, it is no matter which algorithm they will study first, as well as the order of all other algorithms. Therefore, the e-learning course should provide various trajectories for the module.

Fig. 2 presents a fragment of the graph illustrating the different trajectories of achievement the module C: A – B – C; A – D – C; A – B – E – C. Here modules in a double border mean the mandatory modules required from a student. Modules A and C are mandatory in this figure. A background shows modules, which the student did not pass yet. In fig. 2 they are modules E, C and D.

The comparison of the paths B – C and B – E – C is interesting. Indeed, after the study of module B, a student may transfer directly to the module C, but may first meet the modules B, which will not be mandatory to achieve the module C.

A basic trajectory for his course is for those students who are ready to pass only the minimum amount of topics. Those who want to study the course deep can pass the additional modules. The students will have the ability to choose that trajectory which seems to him the most appropriate. The reasons to miss some modules may be different: the student already knows some of the modules, he is not interested in all of them, the modules are too difficult for him, or he does not have time for the full course.

When forming the graph a teacher can specify the property of necessity of each module. An attribute “Necessity” of a module means that this module is required for the successful completion of the course. Since each module has evaluation tasks, we get the whole evaluation fund for the course.

Additionally, a system can control the property “Available” for each module. It will change the status for the modules after the student passed the income module.

The general scheme of the competence-oriented model of educational content is presented in fig. 3. “M” means “module”, “CMN” means “component” and “CMT” means “competence” here. According to the model, the curriculum consists of e-learning courses. An e-learning course is associated with a number of modules. One module can be included in many ELC. The modules can

---

**Figure 1.** Fragment of ELC “Basics of programming”

**Figure 2.** A fragment of the graph with different trajectories of module C achievement

**Figure 3.** Competence-oriented model of representation of educational content
be grouped into an e-learning encyclopedia (ELE). One module can belong to several ELEs. Each module is a nonempty set of components associated with the set of evaluation tasks. All evaluation tasks together create a total evaluation fund of the curriculum. FSSEH and the university provide a list of competencies, which graduates must achieve. Now the verification of the competencies achievement is possible through the evaluation fund of all courses.

The presented model is a basis for specifying requirements to the software for verification of the compliance of the curriculum with the requirements of FSSEH.

VI. DEFINITION OF REQUIREMENTS FOR A SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTING A COMPETENCE-ORIENTED MODEL OF REPRESENTATION OF EDUCATIONAL CONTENT

Let us describe the requirements to the software implementing a competence-oriented model of representation of educational content.

The basic software functionality is the following:
1) To create and modify an e-learning course;
2) To create an e-learning course based on an existing one;
3) To create and modify an e-learning encyclopedia;
4) To create a new type of a module component;
5) To create a new module component;
6) To create a new module;
7) To build the trajectories of the e-learning course;
8) To search components by keywords.

Interesting features of the designed software are the following.
1) Automatic generation of documentation by selection of types of components included in the ELC. For example, the system will form a guide for performing the practical assignments (by selecting the components of the type solution), or a glossary (by selecting the components of the type summary), etc.

2) Verification of compliance of the curriculum to the requirements of FSSEH.
3) Verification of learning outcomes of graduates to the competencies.
4) Construction of the individual study trajectory.

We see the possible ways for the further development of the model by introducing the following functions into the system:
1) Development of the algorithm of analysis of the competencies in FSSEH.
2) Development of a fuzzy algorithm of the complexity evaluation of the course by its information content, hierarchal structure, and heterogeneity [10, 11].

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The proposed model of representation of educational content shows the possibility of verifying the students’ learning outcomes to the requirements for graduates of a definite educational direction. This verification is possible due to a logical connection of the competencies, which a graduate must achieve, and the content of learning materials.

All e-learning courses in our model consist of the modules. Modules, in turn, consist of the components of the learning material each of which has a set of evaluation tasks. The connection between the content of learning materials and the competencies through the evaluation fund provides a variation of possible courses in a curriculum. Thus, the presented model could become a means to check whether the content of the e-learning courses meets the requirements to a graduate of the university.
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Abstract - The software platform CODESYS, is an application for the industrial automatic control engineering, which becomes more and more a competition product, to the similar systems currently used in Europe. For this reason it is increasingly utilized in the school and university lessons as an education tool. In this article, with the help of a practical example, it is shown how the called platform can be used for the programming according IEC 61131-3, as well as, for the visualization purposes in industrial automatic control engineering. The example in this paper is presented, by using of freely available version of the software platform, which is accessible to all students and lecturers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There are numerous software platforms for the programming according to IEC 61131-3 standard [1]. While the last years the platforms of manufacturers like Siemens or Schneider Electric in Europe or Allen-Bradley as Rockwell Automation from the USA have been used at universities and schools, in the meantime, there are many alternatives. Some have market-technically positioned themselves very well and become a true contention to the “big manufacturers”. One of such alternatives is the company 3S-Smart-Smart Software Solutions GmbH, which have developed the software platform CODESYS. CODESYS (early known as “CoDeSys”) is a developing environment for Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC) which is working according to the IEC 61131-3 standard for the application development in the industrial automation. The base of the platform, is the programming tool „CODESYS Development System“. It offers comprehensive integrated solutions for the comfortable project engineering of automation applications to users – with the objective to support them practically by the realization of its tasks [2].

II. WHY TO USE CODESYS IN EDUCATIONAL PRACTICE?

One, for the education practice an important criterion is, that the software can be used for free, and possibly without any special functional restrictions. CODESYS is after registration on the web page of the manufacturer with all functions, including visualization option, a free tool. With CODESYS, users create successfully easy and demanding automation applications for industrial controls aimed for the application in factories, mobile machines, energy and building automation systems and many other ranges. Many aspects and properties of the system help them in it. In one single Human Machine Interface (HMI), various functions of the system are available. It concerns an entire program system according to the IEC 61131-3 – from the classical PLC programming up to the object-oriented control programming. The platform offers comprehensive properties to the comfortable project engineering and introduction of automation applications, as for example data monitoring, search of application errors (debugging), update of application in the company (online change) [3]. Optional additional modules for the methodical application development are also available as e.g. UML, version administration, static code analysis, profiling and test automation as well as configuration and introduction of the most important industrial field bus systems and I/O systems. Following figure shows the working environment of the tool:

Figure 1. CODESYS Integrated add-on components [4, p.2]

The system also offers seamless integration of optional additional components for the project engineering like visualization, inflexion control / CNC / robotics, safety
modules and this above only by one face working environment [4]. Therefore it has positive impact on the minimization of the engineering expenditure means [5].

III. A PRACTICAL EXAMPLE OF CODESYS-APPLICATION AT UNIVERSITY

In form of project example [6] in this part is introduced, how like CODESYS can be practically used at universities. It concerns a programming and simulation of a system existing in reality at the Rheinischen Fachhochschule, University of Applied Sciences in Cologne, Germany. The automation system exists of two robots (KUKA and Manutec robots), a conveyer belt with a video camera and reed sensors as well as a turntable. On this system a work piece is transported, taken up and placed again by robot. The whole system communicates over a head computer, a control PLC, which exchanges sensor signals. The whole system is presented in the following figure.

![Figure 2. Automation arrangement in Robotics Lab of the RFH University](image)

From the interpretation of the conceptual formulation following basic conditions have been fixed:

1. In the whole attachment only one work piece exists, therefore, it is renounced a query of the work piece sensors before startup procedure.
2. In the first parallel implementation, the roundtable for work piece is to be aligned and at the same time the conveyer is to be brought in the position BT_1, if the carriage is loaded.
3. The second parallel implementation lets the roundtable with the work piece rotate to the place BDTKU and provides return for a carriage.

Interpretation of the conceptual procedure is necessary for programmers in order to define the conditions for programming. The programming has been carried out by the automatic sequence control method. Therefore it is necessary to subdivide the whole task in a subtasks, which, step by step, after fulfilling the so called transition condition, can be set in function, resetting in the meantime the step before. The detailed program procedure can be taken from the Grafcet in the following figure:

![Figure 3. Grafcet sequential presentation of the program](image)

In the step 0 the system should be initialized. If the sensor BT_5 is active, or in addition still KUKA_A1 is on (X6), the initialization step goes parallel in the steps 11 and 21.

In step 11 the turntable is switched on so long, until the position BDT_MU is reached and afterwards in step 12 it is switched off. Parallel in addition the transport carriage engine is activated in step 21 and it is driven in the legal run up to the sensor BT_1. Step 22 serves as a waiting step for the detection of turntable finished position.

The whole procedure continues according to the described principle.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION WITH CODESYS

Within the scope of the project, three different programming languages: Sequential Function Chart (SFC), Instruction List (IS) and Function Block Diagram (FBD) are introduced. The procedure of programming in CODESYS and the programming in detail, is to be taken from the following paragraphs. In the following text, because of the realization of the problem is in German
language, therefore the German terms for programming languages are used. These are AS for Sequential Function Chart, AWL for Instruction List and FUP for Function Block Diagram.

A. Input of the global variables

The input of the so-called global variable list can occur through two different possibilities, as a source program input or by the system available table. An extract is presented in the following figure:

![Figure 4: Source program input](image)

Besides, the variables are entered directly as a source code according to the schema:

- Variable name: Data type;
- Example: BT_1: BOOL;

Nevertheless, this input is laborious and takes up a relatively lot of time. Alternatively the possibility of the tabular input, which exists, can be used. This is an extract presented in the following figure:

![Figure 5: Source program input](image)

On this occasion, merely the name and the data types must be entered by hand. It is much easier in the practical sense, concerning the working load.

B. Representation of the program code as an SFC object

After the SFC object has been created, a start element is initialized by the programme CODESYS automatically. This is also characterized as “Init step” and serves for the case that the program should be transmitted on a PLC hardware, to check by starting procedure of the PLC whether all other steps of the SFC are put on zero (in logical low state). If this is not the case, a message would be displayed and the attachment launched anew.

As an example of the SFC programming, the steps 42, 52 and 6 of the program are used as presented in the figure below. If the program has arrived in the steps 42 and 52, the crossing in Step6 is only possible, if both conditions for steps are fulfilled on top and the transition KU with them. If this is the case, then the exit signal KUKA_E1 would be set on logical TRUE state. One can recognize that the principle is the same in the whole program.

![Figure 6: Example of the SFC object](image)

C. Representation of the program code as an IL object

The instruction list (IL) is a programming language similar to assembler and exists of a sequence of instructions. Also it is described under the IEC norm 61131-3. Every instruction is based primarily on the loading of values in the battery (LD instruction). This is presented in following as an extract of the IL program code:

![Figure 7: Example of the IL object](image)

In the so called execution part of the IL object in the figure above, LD and AND load the operand data from the battery and check by means of a one AND logic gate whether the step X6, the variable BT_5 and KUKA_A1...
are logically in TRUE state. If this is the case, the actual step X6 must be unset. Because here no step query is necessary, it can be directly begun with the steps X11 and X21 anew.

D. Representation of the program code as an FBD object

The FBD representation is presented by activation of the Manutec robot in the program. After the work piece with the conveyor belt was driven to the final position and the roundtable has aligned itself, the control unit is activated. It allows that Manutec robot lays the work piece on roundtable. This is presented in following figure as an extract of the FBD program code:

![Figure 8. Example of the FBD object](image)

E. Visualization

The Codesys platform also permits visualization of the implementations. With the help of the following figure, the graphics were copied for the visualization. Therefore all invisible objects graphics are switched on to visible in the course of the online procedure or they can be, according to necessity, switched off. According to this procedure, the visualization with CODESYS is actually the alternating change of the picture colors. It is quite simple model of visualization and by best perception of the author, it can be only used for very simple visualization tasks. This kind of visualization is only in 2D available and does not allow measurement of the true time speeded for one simulation process. Nevertheless it is sufficient for most of the control tasks which needs to be solved in the daily educational business. For any other visualization purposes we refer to explanations in [7].

![Figure 9. Graphics for visualization](image)

Consequently the visualization of the different steps can be released. With the help of the figure for color declaration for BT_4, it is briefly explained how like the sensor BT_4 for a color envelope is set.

![Figure 10. Setting the colors for visualization of BT_4](image)
Under the window properties for the selected rectangle the desired color is selected in the subitem “colors” for the normal state and state of alert, which then, by the state of the color variable (here signal: BT_4) changes between normal state and state of alert.

V. CONCLUSION

The objective of the present work was to briefly present the software platform CODESYS and to show how a simulation of the PLC program as well as a visualization for educational purposes can be created with the platform. For those purposes, the different PLC programming languages were used including the different way of the task solution. Extract of the realized program codes have been presented. It can be stated that, compared with the programming task according to IEC 61131-3, the realization of the visualization is considerable and complex one, and expects more additional program capacity. At this stage can be argued that the software platform is very recommendable for the use in the educational practice, but that the visualization part should be improved by software developers.
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Abstract Browsers have become the most common communication channel. We spend hours using them to get news and communicate with friends, far more time than communicating face-to-face. WWW-based communication and content-creation for www will be the most common job in future work life for students specializing in software engineering.

We expect our screens to be colorful and animated, thus students should understand technologies, which are used for e.g. for painting jumping Mario to screen. But massive flow of new software engineering ideas, technologies and frameworks which appear in all-increasing temp tend to make students passive receivers of descriptions of new menus and commands without giving them any possibility to investigate and understand, what is behind these menus and commands, killing their natural curiosity. There should be time to experiment, compare formats, technologies and investigate their relations. In the presentation are described experiments used for investigating, how different formats for describing animation in HTML5 document influence animation rendering speed.

I. INTRODUCTION

Curiosity, active interest, desire to know more about something is a precondition for brain for learning [1]. Curiosity makes us consider, ponder different aspects of new and this is needed to understand it. But constant, all the time accelerating flow of new information, new tools and technologies what we are supposed to introduce to our students is effectively making the whole teaching process a mechanical dumping of new facts, procedures, technologies without leaving students time for investigation, discovering the real nature of new technologies or tools.

Especially rapid is the flow of updates, new technologies, new tools in the field of Software Engineering (SE). This creates constant pressure for SE students, who are in danger to drown in constant flow of new menus and commands without time to investigate, what is behind these new menus. And half of this what they learn now becomes in two-three years already obsolete [2].

More important than just teaching menus and commands of new frameworks is developing analytical, inquiring attitudes, ability to seek to understand how new technologies work, what is in them really new and what – just a marketing noise, how different technologies are intervened, support each other (or not) and why they so quickly replace old ones.

Especially intense is this problem in SE new fields: mobile, web and cloud programming. Here a programmer is working with minimal resources for understanding inner workings, debugging, but at the same the code should not only work, but should be memory-efficient and work quickly. Even small delays in page loading does seriously reduce website’s user experience and can mean turning customers away [3].

Current SE students should understand the technical side of this media, this will essential part of their future work.

II. DIGITAL COMMUNICATION

Communication, the base of the advancement of mankind, is rapidly moving online. Online communication is visual, colorful and animated, e.g. Microsoft replaced in Windows 8 and Windows 10 the old start menu with start screen with animated live tiles. Games, game news and game discussion are a permanent section in all social media channels, but also in many old 'solid' news channels.

The major mechanism for presenting common digital content on screen is browser. Only very specialized programs (Photoshop, Excel) or big games still use their own windowing systems but even those have already many browser-based analogues. Browser is the first program what we usually open when we start computer and browsers are already considered as the basis of a whole Operating System (OS) [4].

A browser-based interactive media is essentially an frame-based video. Processor calculates next frame content and accompanying sounds, from these bits is then rendered text/images on screen and played sounds/music. For best results developers want maximal color depth (bpp – Bits Per Pixel, determines color quality) and framerate (fps – Frames Per Second), which determines animation smoothness and game responsiveness. But both these features increase processor load, memory use and decrease speed, thus may make animation jumpy or sound disrupted.

Development of browser content is based on use of the HTML language. With HTML are strongly tied several other languages – JavaScript, CSS (current version – CSS3), SVG (Scalable Vector Graphics, a graphics vector language), Flash, WebGL (for 3D graphics). Due to history and current situation with of development of these technologies their interplay is not transparent, it is often
difficult to select one of several possible development strategies.

III. BROWSERS, HTML5, CSS3

Human society and culture is based on communication. For long time all communication was based on natural languages. But in the second half of the last century appeared programming languages as means to communicate with 'tools for intelligence' – computers and other devices. With development of techno- and info-sphere communication is more and more moving into Internet and the widely used method is browser-based communication using the HTML language, which allows to use all traditional communication modes – text, images, sound, video, but has added a new feature – it is interactive, messages receiver can actively participate in forming received content.

HTML was not designed as a programming language – the original 18 tags permitted only most-basic text layout options for distributing research reports of scientists working in the Nuclear Research Center in Cern. But it contained one important new tag - the hyperlink; this was the revolutionary concept that created the current-day Internet. And when Netscape invented new programming language JavaScript, which transformed until then passive www-pages into dynamic, interactive media, the web development and use exploded. JavaScript is used by 94.4% of all the websites [5] and is the programming language with highest ranking [6].

Modern web browsers have become a complicated multichannel translators. They accept input from several channels – HTML/XML/SVG text with links to other sources, images, video, sound tags, keyboard and mouse or/and touch input; input may be provided from several files – the HTML-document itself and data from linked external sources, e.g. external CSS (Cascading Style Sheets) and JavaScript files, images, sound/video files (see Figure 1). With these different types of inputs browsers compile complex output for computer/mobile screen, create voice and play sound and video.

![Image](57x213 to 289x314)

Figure 1. Inputs-outputs of common web browser.

Thus in principle browser works like a programming language's translator – it transforms information presented in format/syntax of input channels into format/syntax required by output channels/devices. But its task is essentially more complex – the information presented in inputs is interlinked, depends on each other, e.g. 3D-placement on screen of a paragraph of text depends on size/placement of text/pictures before this paragraph (the CSS box model) and all CSS-formatting rules, which could be introduced in several different places - the 'cascading' feature of CSS.

New features are added to browsers and its input languages in frantic temp. All major browsers – Google Chrome, Microsoft Internet Explorer (IE), Mozilla’s Firefox (FF), Opera - publish several major updates per year, minor updates appear in every 6-8 weeks [7] and most of them are already ‘evergreen’ - they automatically update themselves. In recent years have appeared also several new browsers: Microsoft Edge (for Windows 10 only) [8], Vivaldi [9], Brave [10], Yandex browser [11], Maxton cloud browser [12].

With such a frantic temp of development it is difficult to maintain overall balance and consonance of all parts of HTML-documents - DOM (Domain Object Model [13], all elements of a HTML document) tree, JavaScript, CSS, add-on's) and new features, which are developed by different parties.

Quite illustrative is development of Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) language. This was simple and natural format to describe styling of web pages, when it was introduced 20 years ago. But innovators found, that "CSS is primitive and incomplete" [14] if we could not have borders with rounded corners, thus should be improved and so appeared frameworks - layers of code re-organizing use of CSS features. First was introduced an extension of CSS - Sass (Syntactically Awesome Style Sheets [15]), where are introduced variables, nested rules, inline imports and other features and which has two syntax options. However, to use it you should first know CSS quite well and also have the programming language Ruby compiler installed in your computer, since the extension is a Ruby program. Then Sass was extended with simple scripting language SassScript. But for some people Sass still is not good enough so we get open-source CSS authoring framework Compass [16]. Now writing style rules - something what could be done with any text editor, Notepad or (for highly technical persons) Notepad++ and which few would call programming requires two interdependent frameworks, compiler for the Ruby language and several Ruby Gems to output CSS. And to see the result this should be uploaded to server.

CSS frameworks may be useful for professional developers of big web sites, but even there their use is questionable [17]. For students they are an overkill.

CSS3 introduced several methods for animating elements of HTML document. For instance, CSS property transform manipulates the size, shape, and position of a CSS box and its contents through rotating, skewing, scaling and translating. CSS3 animations allows animation of most HTML elements without using JavaScript or Flash [18], but this is a rather restricted type of animation – CSS3 does not allow variables, thus everything should be fixed before, animation cannot be changed on run-time. CSS3 is introducing also several other very advanced features, e.g. media queries, which allow to apply CSS rules depending on properties of device (e.g. screen width) which is used to present the content. Most of these features already work in many browsers; however, currently (Jan 2017) CSS3 is not yet implemented in
Microsoft browsers IE 11 and Edge, these browsers 'know' only CSS2.

IV. TOO MUCH IS CONFUSING

Animation, movement is the major way to make WWW documents more attractive, thus most of developers want to use this feature. For a long time the only technologies allowing to show movement in WWW were video and Flash. Video is a non-interactive media, thus the main technology for developing interactive, dynamic web content, games and portals was Flash. When Steve Jobs declared in 2010 Flash a 'persona-non-grata' on Apple devices, its popularity decreased also on other platforms. But because of its (very) good performance it is still widely used, so rumors about its death seem to be strongly over-accelerated [19]. Microsoft even included Flash player in its new browser Microsoft Edge - and dropped its own inventions, the ActiveX components and Silverlight. Thus ActiveX and Silverlight become another dying-out stars in quickly changing landscape of web technologies.

The major technology platform for developing interactive web content - games, communication and business portals is currently latest version of HTML – the HTML5. HTML5 introduced a new element – canvas – an area in HTML-document where JavaScript commands can draw and thus create animations.

HTML5 allows to implement animations using several formats and technologies:

- showing animated .gif images either as a part of HTML-document (i.e. with HTML-code) or drawing with JavaScript on canvas; this old image format contains series of frames for storing short animations, is restricted to 8 bpp (bits per pixel) color resolution (i.e. image can have max 256 colors) and animation speed cannot be controlled by browser, it has to be pre-set when creating the .gif animation file, but animation (image) is easy to scale (make smaller, making it bigger destroys quality);

- animation on HTML5 canvas with JavaScript: showing/moving images, possibly clipping them to some figure;

- procedural texture – merging texture images changing their opacity [32]; here this was used to produce Sun's lava texture from only one image;

- CSS3 allows to create frame-based spritesheet animation without using JavaScript [20];

- SVG; SVG elements can be manipulated like HTML elements using transform functions, but many commands and attributes do not work the same way on SVG elements as they do on HTML elements, JavaScript feature detection fails, the local coordinate system of an element works differently for HTML elements and SVG elements, the CSS properties of SVG elements have different names, e.g. instead of background-color should be used fill etc.

When HTML5, CSS and JavaScript arrived, several browsers, especially Microsoft Internet Explorer (IE) browser versions 6..10 did not follow standards, thus web content developers had insert into their code special checks for browser version, e.g. in HTML:

```html
<defs>
  <linearGradient id="SunGradient" x1="0" y1="0" x2="100%" y2="100%">
    <stop offset="0%" stop-color="#feeeb1"/>
    <stop offset="100%" stop-color="#0099ff"/>
  </linearGradient>
</defs>
```

In order to unify development and eliminate browsers incompatibilities was in 2006 introduced a cross-browser JavaScript library jQuery, which provided a consistent interface that works across different browsers, i.e. also in Microsoft's browsers. With time jQuery has included many properties, e.g. fade ins and fade outs (a 'visual sugar') and animations by manipulating CSS properties. Since JavaScript libraries are a non-transparent layer of code (it is very difficult to check what went wrong is an error occurs in a used library – they act like a compiled module), libraries should be introduced only after students have acquired solid JavaScript skills. But since jQuery is currently very popular, we considered also animation created with jQuery.

V. WHAT TO USE?

Browser input consists of several parts – the HTML-document (HTML code), CSS stylesheets, JavaScript file(s) (there may be several), image, sound, video files. These are handled by different browser's sub-programs – the browser's layout engine with CSS interpreter and the JavaScript engine. All major browsers use their own, independently developed engines:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Browser</th>
<th>Layout Engine</th>
<th>JavaScript interpreter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Firefox</td>
<td>Gecko</td>
<td>SpiderMonkey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chrome</td>
<td>Blink</td>
<td>V8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet Explorer</td>
<td>Trident</td>
<td>Chakra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft Edge</td>
<td>EdgeHTML</td>
<td>Chakra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opera</td>
<td>WebKit</td>
<td>V8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safari</td>
<td>WebKit</td>
<td>JavaScriptCore</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

They all interpret HTML+CSS+JavaScript code a bit differently and the 'inner working' even of major browser engines are mystery, explanations cover only one particular browser [21], [22], [23] and are presented in rather general terms. There is not yet 'browser theory', which were comparable to IT subject 'Translator theory' [24], developed for classical programming languages. This creates many questions. Performance of some components - JavaScript engines, CSS layout calculation, screen renders etc. may be rather different [25]. How this influences the overall performance, in which order are applied CSS rules, if determining DOM tree element attributes is better from HTML-text or from JavaScript, levelling browser's build-in defaults (e.g. different default margins) – these practical issues are unexplained.

For instance, when developing a Christmas game "Santa in Wild Forest" we wanted to introduce a light effect – torch/moonlight moving together with Santa, see Figure 1. It turned out, that the effect can be implemented using different technologies/formats, but they all had some problems (image on mobile screen look a bit dirty) and some solutions worked in different browsers differently.
Thus instead of following intense flow of marketing shouts: "Use jQuery!" [26], "Use Angular!" [27], "Use TypeScript!" [28], "Use Facebook's React Native!" [29], "Use Intel SDK!" [30] we decided first to test with a practical application the real value, first of all – speed – of different animation technologies. Implementing test applications and performing tests give students much better understanding of value of different technologies then just implementing something in one (usually rather randomly selected) format.

VI. THE TEST APPLICATIONS

For comparing different animation formats we implemented a scheme of Lunar Eclipse (actually happened during the course on 20.03.2015), which contained several animated and/or half-opaque elements, see Figure 3.

To investigate influence of different animation formats and opacity change technologies on animation speed and memory requirements we prepared tests T1..T9 [31], which all are versions of this animation.

![Figure 2. A screenshot from mobile game "Santa in Wild Forest", developed as a part of the course, captured from mobile phone screen in original mobile screen resolution – 768x1220px; - Santa Clause has to collect all parcels, which Krampus throw into dark forest; we investigated possibilities to add torch/moonlight effect, i.e. create a half-transparent circle covering Santa and moving together with Santa.](image)

![Figure 3. The test application (captured from mobile browser) and its animated objects: Sun (upper left corner with animated lava texture), Earth (lower right corner, rotating), Moon (small grey circle close to Earth), Moon shadow (larger half-transparent grey circle on Earth surface), Earth atmosphere (light half-transparent halo surrounding Earth).](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test file</th>
<th>Animation description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1: eclipse1.htm</td>
<td>The whole screen is covered with canvas with contents as the CSS-defined background image; Earth is animated with JavaScript (texture is constantly moved behind a clipping circle, drawn on canvas by JavaScript); all other objects are images in HTML document placed using CSS attribute z-order over the canvas; the canvas: Sun is animated .gif image (32 frames) with transparent background, Moon, Moon shadow, Earth atmosphere – images, transparency is 'built-in' to images with Photoshop (is not adjusted in the HTML-document); placement of images is defined with CSS using position attribute value 'fixed'.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2: eclipse2.htm</td>
<td>The whole screen is covered with canvas with contents as the CSS-defined background image; Earth is animated with JavaScript (texture is constantly moved left-to-right behind a clipping circle, drawn using JavaScript using the 2D-graphics context of canvas); all other objects are images in HTML document placed using CSS attribute z-order over the canvas; Sun is animated .gif image (32 frames) with transparent background, Moon, Moon shadow and Earth atmosphere images is defined with CSS rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3: eclipse3.htm</td>
<td>The whole screen is a DIV with cosmos as the CSS-defined background image; Sun is animated .gif image, minimal canvas is used only behind Earth, which is animated with JavaScript (texture is constantly moved behind a clipping circle drawn by JavaScript using the 2D-graphics context of canvas); all other objects are images in HTML document placed using CSS attribute z-order over the canvas, 50% transparency of Moon shadow and Earth atmosphere images is defined in Photoshop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4: eclipse4.htm</td>
<td>As previous, but 50% transparency of Moon shadow and Earth atmosphere images is defined with CSS rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T5: eclipse5.htm</td>
<td>The whole screen is a series of DIV-s (no canvas); the main DIV with cosmos as the CSS-defined background image covers the whole screen, smaller DIV-s for Earth, Moon, Moon shadow and Earth atmosphere images are placed over it using the CSS position, width/height and z-order attributes; Sun is animated with CSS3 rules (the 32 frames of the sprite sheet were obtained from the animated .gif image), Earth is also animated with CSS (texture is constantly moved behind a CSS clipping circle); transparency of Moon shadow and Earth atmosphere images is defined in Photoshop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T6: eclipse6.htm</td>
<td>The whole screen is a series of DIV-s (no canvas); the main DIV with cosmos as the CSS-defined background image covers the whole screen, smaller DIV-s for Earth, Moon, Moon shadow and Earth atmosphere images are placed over it using the CSS position, width/height and z-order attributes; Sun is video in WebM format, the video is clipped by CSS clipping circle (works correctly only in Firefox; Chrome has its own proprietary format for alpha transparency in WebM-video); Earth is animated with CSS (texture is constantly moved behind a CSS clipping circle); transparency of Moon shadow and Earth atmosphere images is created in Photoshop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T7: eclipse7.htm</td>
<td>Sun texture is procedurally generated by JavaScript and jQuery on minimal canvas using two additional canvases (the idea from [32]); all other elements are as in previous example</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T8: eclipse8.htm</td>
<td>As in previous but jQuery library (253 kb) was removed and replaced with JavaScript</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T9: eclipse9.htm</td>
<td>Texture of Sun is procedurally generated (without jQuery), Earth is JavaScript animation on a separate canvas, thus together there are 4 canvases</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
VII. RESULTS

All test animations eclipse1.htm..eclipse9.htm were HTML5-documents looking similar on screen, but since implemented using different technologies/formats they also produced different results: time needed for constant number of animations (10 rotations of Earth) and RAM memory used by browser. They all had a small JavaScript script, which measured the time was used to run 10 rotations of the Earth; the results were shown on screen in a separate small DIV and stored using the HTML5 local storage feature. For memory performance there is not yet a separate small DIV and stored using the HTML5 local storage feature. For memory performance there is not yet general standards; in Chrome is available a proprietary method performance.memory [33], but this can be used only if Chrome is started with specific switch and in our tests Chrome reported always the same values. IE allows to see some memory statistics with the UI Responsiveness tool [34]:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Memory</th>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>Frame rate (FPS)</th>
<th>Paint time (ms)</th>
<th>Time FPS</th>
<th>No clipping</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T5</td>
<td>2001ms 29%</td>
<td>CSS clipping with circle does not work</td>
<td>58.7%</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T6</td>
<td>2002ms 29%</td>
<td>IE 11 does not play WebM video, CSS clipping does not work</td>
<td>19837% 29%</td>
<td>19993ms 29%</td>
<td>CSS clipping does not work</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T7</td>
<td>20010ms 29%</td>
<td>CSS clipping does not work</td>
<td>19999ms 29%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20006ms 29%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T8</td>
<td>20010ms 29%</td>
<td>CSS clipping does not work</td>
<td>19999ms 29%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20004ms 29%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T9</td>
<td>66721ms 99%</td>
<td>CSS clipping does not work</td>
<td>67070ms 99%</td>
<td>59626ms 98%</td>
<td>60101ms 99%</td>
<td>64057ms 97%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We performed similar tests also with a mobile phone browsers in an android mobile (LG E975a, Android 4.4.2 'KitKat'); here were used the phone OS built-in browser, Chrome and UC cloud browser (made in China), which currently is a ‘rising star’ in the landscape of mobile browsers [36]. In the following table are presented the raw results (test times in milliseconds) and results after normalizing using Chrome as the etalon.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Browser</th>
<th>Edge</th>
<th>Opera</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>66972ms 100%</td>
<td>65097ms 98%</td>
<td>65046ms 97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>66882ms 100%</td>
<td>65097ms 98%</td>
<td>65046ms 97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>66973ms 100%</td>
<td>65097ms 98%</td>
<td>65046ms 97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>67508ms 100%</td>
<td>65097ms 98%</td>
<td>65046ms 97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T5</td>
<td>19894ms 30%</td>
<td>65097ms 98%</td>
<td>65046ms 97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T6</td>
<td>19835ms 30%</td>
<td>65097ms 98%</td>
<td>65046ms 97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T7</td>
<td>19838ms 30%</td>
<td>65097ms 98%</td>
<td>65046ms 97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T8</td>
<td>19993ms 30%</td>
<td>65097ms 98%</td>
<td>65046ms 97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T9</td>
<td>68086ms 100%</td>
<td>65097ms 98%</td>
<td>65046ms 97%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although mobile browsers show more differences both between browsers and between tests, the general tendencies were rather similar.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS FROM TESTS

These results allowed students to draw several conclusions:

- there are no essential differences in speed between major browsers, but Microsoft browsers do not (yet) implement CSS3 (only CSS2)
- HTML5 canvas+JavaScript allows to create complicated animations, but reduces animation speed ca three times (tests T5, T6, T7 did not use canvas). This result was for students surprising, since canvas is commonly considered the main element in all graphics-intense web applications (games, portals etc.) but it becomes understandable if one thinks what actually is loaded as the
canvas 2D context – this is an interpreter 2D graphics commands, which builds its own name table etc.

- using several canvases does not make application slower (test T9);
- changing opacity of bitmaps with JavaScript does not make application slower and allows better to control result (tests T2, T4)
- CSS3 animations and CSS3 clipping (with circle) are quick, but quite difficult to scale (changing size of frame-based CSS animation is very error prone) and did not work in Microsoft browsers
- video in webM format with transparent background (test T6) can be achieved (using CSS3 clipping) only in Firefox (Chrome has for this a proprietary extension [37]);
- results of tests T7, T8, T9 indicate, that jQuery was officious – big, especially for mobile applications (current version 3.1.1 – 261 kB) and did not have any advantages. The jQuery library was introduced to make Microsoft browsers IE6..IE10 to understand standards, but currently Microsoft has also started to follow them, so jQuery is (mostly) not needed. But jQuery introduces rather difficult to understand cryptic syntax (what has to be learned) and is changing custom semantics, e.g. cryptic jQuery command to get canvas object:-

```
var $canvas = $('\#canvas');
```

returns array (#canvas suggests, that there are several canvas objects having the same id?!); equivalent to this, but more understandable plain JavaScript command

```
var $canvas = document.getElementById('canvas');
```

returns 'flat' variable, thus all uses of these variables also require different syntax. Use of jQuery also increased memory requirements (as measured in IE 11). It was relatively easy to remove all dependencies of jQuery - we actually had to change only 8 lines to convert the script into 'clean' JavaScript, where jQuery was not used.

Students discovered even more, e.g. the speed of canvas animation depends essentially on size of animated objects – scaling page down decreased rendering time.

IX. CONCLUSIONS FROM THE PROJECT

The main benefit of the project was not discovery of dubious properties of use of canvas or other technical results – this may change with the next updates of browsers. The main benefit of the project for students was in making them think and explore, showing exploratory attitude for use of software technologies instead of following blindly the next marketing hype and learning dumby commands of some commercial framework (e.g. Intel XDK – 643 MB, 35800 files, development for Android phones requires also Android SDK – 27.2 GB, 154999 files). Browsers are the most important communication channel of future and students should understand well the browser technology and for this they should experiment and investigate.
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Abstract - The paper gives an insight into the development of informetrics from its beginnings. Informetrics is a part of information sciences dedicated to measuring of information phenomenon. Informetrics can be defined as the discipline which studies quantitative aspects of information in any form not only within scientific community but also within any other social community. The term informetrics is an umbrella term for several similar but different disciplines such as bibliometrics, scientometrics, webometrics, altmetrics etc. Therefor the paper firstly explains the terminological issues related to different metric disciplines. Also, the paper aims to explore global and local conditions of informetrics and its position across other disciplines. According to the obtained research results the possible directions for the development of informetrics in Croatia are suggested.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays a great attention is given to different kinds of metrics such as journal level metrics, article level metrics, author level metrics, university level metrics etc. in purpose to rank and evaluate those entities. Today many players exist at the market regarding measuring different metrics indicators and there is a quite terminological chaos dealing similar but different terms of metrics such as informetrics, bibliometrics, scientometrics, webometrics, altmetrics etc. The oldest terms were bibliometrics and scientometrics. The historical development of those two disciplines was almost synchronous. The first equivalent of term bibliometrics so called bibliometrie was firstly mentioned by Otlet in his work Traite de documentacion in 1934 year. In 1969 year Pritchard has introduced the English term bibliometrics defined as application of mathematical and statistical methods to books and other communication media [5]. In the same year two Russians Nalinov and Mulchenko have firstly coined the term naukometrya which was equivalent for scientometrics [4]. The term scientometrics became very popular from 1978 year when Tibor Braun in Hungary established the journal called Scientometrics. According to Wilson scientometrics studies quantitative aspects of science about science, scientific communication and science policy [2]. The newest term introduced by Björneborn and Ingwersen is webometrics which main purpose is to analyze WWW with bibliometrics and informetrics approaches [8]. Altmetrics is the latest metrics term and encompasses different kinds of alternative ways of article level metrics such as views, downloads, tweets, likes etc. In 1979 year almost at the same time Nacke [3] and Blackert & Siegel [1] introduced the German term informetrie as equivalent of the term informetrics. The term informetrics is the widest term and tends to encompass all other metrics. According to Tague-Sutcliffe the informetrics studies quantitative aspects of information in any kind and within any social community not only scientific community [7]. The literature review conducted within this paper also starts from this very point of view. This paper aims to explore global and local conditions of informetrics and its position across other disciplines thus the research questions raised in this paper are the following:

(1) How much informetric disciplines correlate to other traditional disciplines?
(2) In which geographical regions and universities are informetric disciplines mostly employed?
(3) Which are the most authoritative authors and journals within informetric disciplines?

After the second section which deals with explanation of the method used in this paper, the paper is structured in a way that each of the following sections are in fact answers to the raised research questions. Namely, the third section explains correlation of informetrics to other traditional disciplines, the fourth section describes informetrics across geographical regions and the fifth section highlights the most authoritative authors and journals within informetric disciplines. Concluding remarks are summarized at the end of the paper.

II. METHOD

Scopus is bibliographic and citation database which indexes journals, book series and conference proceedings from all scientific areas. Scopus includes sources from all scientific areas and within Scopus database more than 130 Croatian journals are indexed. Citation data within Scopus database are available from 1996 year till today. Scopus contains more than 40 million records and even 70 percent of them have an abstract. Scopus is a product of Elsevier corporation. The method used in this paper is bibliometric analysis of literature within Scopus database according to following search strategy:

TITLE-ABS-KEY (informetrics ) OR TITLE-ABS-KEY ( bibliometrics ) OR TITLE-ABS-KEY ( webometrics ) OR TITLE-ABS-KEY ( altmetrics ) OR TITLE-ABS-KEY ( scientometrics ) AND ( EXCLUDE ( PUBYEAR,
Total of 11,051 documents according to this search strategy were found in time period from 1974 year till 2016 year (without 2017 year) and analyzed for the purpose of answering to the research questions.

III. INFORMETRICS ACROSS DISCIPLINES

According to data available through the Scopus database informetrics correlates mostly with Medicine (49.2%), Social sciences (26.5%) and Computer science (22.1%). Some of the other disciplines which correlate with informetrics in smaller extent are Biochemistry, Genetics and Molecular biology (5.3%), Decision sciences (4.9%), Mathematics (4.1%), Engineering (3.7%) etc. Fig. 1. shows intensive raise of informetrics in scientific communication from the year 2000 till today. It can be seen at the Fig. 1. that the peak in number of published units dealing with informetric disciplines mostly in methodological sense was in the year 2014.

IV. INFORMETRICS ACROSS REGIONS

Distribution of documents regarding informetric disciplines across different countries at Fig. 2. shows that the most documents were published in United States (2342), United Kingdom (972), Spain (846), China (775), Brazil (526), Germany (526), Canada (507), Australia (376), Netherlands (374) and India (357).
Fig. 3. shows the most productive universities in the world regarding informetric disciplines. At the first place is Universidade de Sao Paulo (114), Indiana University (98), KU Leuven (98), Universidad de Granada (93), Universitat de Valencia (89), University of Wolverhampton (84), Administrative Headquarters of the Max Planck Society (83), Wuhan University (83), Universiteit Antwerpen (80) and University of Toronto (79).

![Figure 3. Distribution of documents regarding different informetric disciplines by author affiliation [6]](image)

V. AUTHORITIES IN INFORMETRICS

Fig. 4. shows the most prestigious journals in the world which publish content regarding different informetric disciplines. The most prestigious journals are Scientometrics (808), Nature (216), Journal of Informetrics (182), Journal of the Association for Information Science and Technology (117) and Plos One (113).

![Figure 4. The most prestigious journals regarding different informetric disciplines [6]](image)
Scientometrics is an international journal for all quantitative aspects of the science of science, communication in science and science policy produced by Springer. The journal Scientometrics is concerned with the quantitative features and characteristics of science and scientific research. The scope of the journal Scientometrics encompasses investigations about the development and mechanism of science studied by statistical mathematical methods. Nature is the weekly, international and interdisciplinary journal of science. Nature is a weekly international journal publishing the peer-reviewed research in all fields of science and technology on the basis of its originality, importance, interdisciplinary interest, timeliness, accessibility, elegance and surprising conclusions. The journal Nature provides rapid and authoritative news and interpretation of trends affecting science and scientists. Journal of Informetrics is produced by Elsevier. Journal of Informetrics publishes high-quality research on quantitative aspects of information science. The scope of the journal encompasses topics in bibliometrics, scientometrics, webometrics, and altmetrics as well as contributions studying informetric problems using methods from other quantitative fields, such as mathematics, statistics, computer science, economics and econometrics, operations research, and network science. Journal of the Association for Information Science and Technology (JASIST) is a fully refereed scholarly and technical periodical and has been published continuously since 1950. JASIST publishes reports of research and development in a wide range of subjects and applications in information science and technology. Plos One is the world’s first multidisciplinary Open Access journal. Plos One provides a platform to publish primary research, including interdisciplinary and replication studies. Plos One facilitates the discovery of connections between research whether within or between disciplines.

Fig. 5. shows the most influential authors which publish content regarding different informetric disciplines. The most influential authors are Bornmann, L. (92), Thelwall, M. (78), Abramo, G. (76), D’Angelo, C. A. (75), Aleixandre-Benavent, R. (61), Glänzel, W. (57), Egghe, L. (52), Leydesdorff, L. (52), Ho, Y. S. (46) and Rousseau, R. (45). The great authorities who should be accentuated within this field are certainly authors such as Glänzel, Thelwall, Leidesdorff and Bornmann. Wolfgang Glänzel is full professor based at KU Leuven, Belgium where he is Director of the Centre for R&D Monitoring, one of the leading research centres in bibliometrics. Professor Glänzel is amongst the most prolific and highly cited researchers in his area. He was awarded the Derek de Solla Price Medal in recognition of his contributions. Among many other roles, Professor Glänzel serves as editor-in-chief of Scientometrics. He is also affiliated with the Institute for Research Organisation of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences and holds doctorates in both mathematics and social science. Michael Thelwall is professor of Information Science and leader of the Statistical Cybermetrics Research Group at the University of Wolverhampton, which he joined in 1989. He is also Docent at the Department of Information Studies at Åbo Akademi University, and a research associate at the Oxford Internet Institute. His PhD was in Pure Mathematics from the University of Lancaster. His current research field includes identifying and analysing web phenomena using quantitative-led research methods, including altmetrics and sentiment analysis, and has pioneered an information science approach to link analysis. He is an associate editor of the Journal of the Association for Information Science and Technology. Loet Leidesdorff holds Ph.D. in Sociology, M.A. in Philosophy and M.Sc. in Biochemistry. He is professor in the Dynamics of Scientific Communication and Technological Innovation at the Amsterdam School of Communications Research of the University of Amsterdam.
Leydesdorff has published extensively in systems theory, social network analysis and scientometrics. He received the Derek de Solla Price Award for Scientometrics and Informetrics in 2003. Bornmann Lutz works as a sociologist of science at the Division for Science and Innovation Studies in the Administrative Headquarters of the Max Planck Society in Munich, Germany. His current research interests include research evaluation, bibliometrics and altmetrics. He is a member of the editorial board of *Journal of Informetrics* (Elsevier), *PLOS ONE*, *Scientometrics* (Springer), and *Journal of the American Society for Information Science and Technology* (Wiley).

VI. CONCLUSION

Informetrics is very young discipline but lately became very popular and employed in scientific communication. The main purpose of informetric disciplines is to inform other traditional and well established disciplines such as Medicine, disciplines within Social sciences such as library and information sciences, sociology of science and history of science mostly with scientometric and bibliometric approaches, disciplines within Computer science mostly with webometric and altmetric approaches. Although informetric disciplines are popular at the global scene the position of Croatia at that scene is almost invisible. This paper highlights the importance of positioning Croatian authors and Croatian journals at the local and global scene regarding informetrics trends.

For example first step toward better visibility of Croatian authors in terms of informetrics indicators could be integration of bibliometric and altmetric indicators such as h-index of authors, altmetric score and other article level metric indicators within CROSBI-Croatian Scientific Bibliography. Researches supported by different informetric disciplines could have great benefits for decision makers and creators of science policy and national educational policy in general.
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Abstract - Problem structuring is one of the most critical phases of decision making process. A well-posed problem has direct impact on effective decision making, especially when we use the multi-criteria decision making methods. There are different decision making methods that have been used for decision making on e-learning issues in higher education, but the most suitable method for this kind of problems is the Analytic Network Process (ANP). ANP meets all the theoretical requirements of decision making in higher education, but policy makers use it very rarely in practice because of its implementation weaknesses. One of the weaknesses is a lack of support in structuring problem in the form of a network. This paper brings an overview of several problem structuring methods and approaches, such as simple top-down and bottom-up approaches, the PrOACT approach, ISM (Interpretative Structural Modelling), DEMATEL (Decision Making Trial and Evaluation Laboratory) and the PAPRIKA structuring method. It also brings analysis of how those structuring methods and approaches help overcome some of the ANP weaknesses. Finally, we provide some recommendations of how to design a new problem structuring method that fits the ANP needs.

I. INTRODUCTION

The following quote “A good solution to a well-posed problem is almost always a smarter choice than an excellent solution to a poorly posed one.” [1] is a very popular quote in decision making field. It highlights the importance of good decision making problem analysis before making any strategic decision. When we make decisions on different strategic e-learning issues and challenges, a real problem analysis before decision making is also requested in the e-learning field.

There are different approaches that we can use for decision making problem structuring. Depending on characteristics of the field in which we make decisions, different problem structuring method(s) are appropriate. E-learning belongs to the field of education in general, but here it will be related to the higher education (HE) field. To identify the most suitable method for decision making on e-learning issues, we follow the next steps:

1. Firstly, we analyse characteristics of decision making in e-learning and HE,
2. secondly, we analyse the characteristics of decision making methods to be applicable in e-learning and HE field, and
3. finally, we analyse decision making methods that shall apply in HE and e-learning field to identify their demands regarding structuring of decision making problem.

Some of those steps are already partly investigated. In [2] author identified characteristics of decision making in e-learning and HE. In [3], [4] authors identified characteristics of decision making methods which would be applicable in the area of HE and e-learning. These features are: problem structuring when multiple perspectives and levels of decision making have to be involved, modelling influences between decision making elements, supporting both – qualitative and quantitative scales (criteria), supporting group decision making, enabling sensitivity analysis including risk, opportunities, benefits and costs. The only method that fits all the demands and characteristics is the Analytic Network Process (ANP) [3], [5].

ANP is a multi-criteria decision making method introduced by Saaty [6] as a generalisation of the Analytic Hierarchical Process (AHP). AHP method is one of the most widely exploited multi criteria decision-making methods in cases when the decision (the selection of given alternatives and their prioritising) is based on several tangible and intangible criteria (sub-criteria). The process of complex decision problem solving is based on the problem decomposition into a hierarchy structure which consists of the goal, the criteria, the sub-criteria and the alternatives. In ANP, decision making problems are structured in the form of a network. The basic structure of ANP is an influence network of clusters and nodes (criteria) contained within the clusters [7]. A network has clusters of elements, with the elements in one cluster being connected to elements in the other cluster (outer dependence) or the same cluster (inner dependence). In outer influence one compares the influence of elements in a cluster on elements in the other cluster with respect to a control criterion; and in inner influence one compares the influence of elements in a group on each other.

Priorities in a network are established in the same way as in AHP using pairwise comparisons and judgments based on the Fundamental Scale (1 to 9 scale of absolute numbers) [6] and deriving priorities as the eigenvector of the judgment matrices. The outline of the ANP steps can be found in [7].

II. KEY FEATURES OF PROBLEM STRUCTURING METHODS TO FIT THE ANP NEEDS

Even though in the ANP general directions are given of how to structure decision making problem, in practice
policy makers often experience some issues related to problem structuring as well as applying other ANP steps. According to the literature and authors’ experience in the ANP implementation, some of those issues are:

- Structuring decision making problem into optimal number of clusters and elements in clusters is a challenge,
- Problem structuring procedures in the ANP do not include identifying the weights of influences between criteria which makes criteria pairwise comparisons difficult, sometimes not even understandable for decision makers,
- Similarly, on cluster level, the cluster pairwise comparisons are also difficult, especially in the situations when policy makers have to pairwise compare same clusters with respect to several different clusters [8], [9],
- Problem structuring can result with clusters which are strongly inter-connected (many influences between criteria of various clusters), but weakly intra-connected (small number of influences between criteria in the same cluster). That makes cluster comparison more confusable (see Figure 1: pairwise comparison of clusters 1-2-3-4-5 and A-B-C is more confusable in the second example than in the first),
- Decision making problem structuring can result with clusters which contain criteria that belong to different fields of expertise. Policy makers cannot make accurate pairwise comparisons and judgements if they are not experts in all needed fields of expertise, e.g. it is difficult to compare ICT and accounting criteria for expert in the ICT field. So, we would like for clusters to contain same-profession criteria, like in the paper [10],
- Finally, decision making problem structure has a direct influence on the number of pairwise comparisons [11].

To conclude, we identified several key features of problem structuring features to fit the ANP needs. These features are:

1. Identifying criteria (nodes in clusters);
2. Modelling influences between criteria (causality);
3. Identifying weights of influences between criteria;
4. Forming network structure;
5. Forming clusters;
6. Forming clusters with strong inter-connection and weak intra-connection; and
7. Forming same-profession clusters.

Some of the examples of the ANP problem structures can be found in [12] (case: strategic planning and decision making on e-learning implementation on the institutional level), [13] (case: evaluating e-Learning platform) and [14] (case: ODL system selection). The above mentioned decision making problem structures are created based on the literature analysis and brainstorming. Details about that approaches will be given in III.-A.

In next section of the paper, we will present several structuring methods and approaches, describe how to use them and analyse them regarding the ANP needs. In section 4 we will summarise results of analyses from section 3 in table form. Finally, in section 5 we will give some recommendations of possible structuring method which will combine advantages of the existing structuring methods.

III. ANALYSIS OF DIFFERENT PROBLEM STRUCTURING APPROACHES AND METHODS

Problem structuring methods that we will analyse in this paper are (1) general top-down and bottom-up approach, (2) the PrOACT approach, (3) the Interpretive structural modelling (ISM), (4) the Decision making trial and evaluation laboratory (DEMATEL) and (5) the PAPRIKA structuring method.

A. General top-down and bottom-up approaches

Top-down and bottom-up are basic and the simplest approaches of decision making problem structuring:

- By using a top-down approach, first, we identify the decision making goal. Then, we choose networks that will be analysed. Decision making problems can be analysed from a position of four merits: benefits (B), opportunities (O), costs (C) and risks (R); and depending on the problem we can analyse one or more networks. Then we identify control criteria for each merit (and sub-criteria, if applicable), clusters for each control (sub-) criterion and finally identify criteria for each cluster [7].
• Opposite approach, bottom-up approach means doing all steps like in top-down approach, but in reverse order, starting from criteria, through clusters, control (sub-)criteria and merits to goal.

Decision makers often combine those two approaches and structure problem in both directions simultaneously. Structuring procedure finishes when results from applying both approaches “meet each other”. Depending on e-learning problem complexity, some levels of problem structure will or will not be present. More complex problems might have all mentioned levels, but less complex problems might not contain e.g. control criteria (or sub-criteria).

When we analyse BOCR aspects of decision making problem, some of those aspects can be modelled as networks and some as hierarchies. For example, benefits (B) can be modelled as a network, and costs can be modelled as a hierarchy, like in [15]. Of course, the ANP method will be applied to network models and the AHP to hierarchy models.

Regarding fitting the ANP needs, we can conclude that top-down, bottom-up or combined approaches fit some of the ANP needs. Firstly, we can identify decision making criteria, but we cannot be sure that we covered all the important criteria. Secondly, we can model influences between criteria, but not determine the weights of those influences. Criteria are formed into clusters by the decision maker. There are no procedures that will ensure an appropriate number of criteria per cluster, consider influences between criteria when forming clusters or group same-profession criteria in the same cluster. All of this depends on the decision maker and his/her e-learning problem knowledge, analytics capabilities and how much knowledge (s)he has on the ANP method.

B. The PrOACT approach

The PrOACT approach (also known as a proactive approach) represents decomposition of decision making problem on several main elements [1]:

1. Pr (Problem). Problem is an entity which poses a barrier for a particular group of people in certain time and place;
2. O (Objectives). Objectives are goals that we want to achieve by solving the problem. Objectives can be created by using top-down or bottom-up approaches. Also, a method called problem tree can be used in a way that for the defined problem (Pr) we identify problem-sources and problem-consequences. When we get the whole list of problems, then we can define objectives which we will respond to problems. Finally, after objectives are defined, the criteria such as measures of objectives and their scales are determined.
3. A (Alternatives). Alternatives are possible decisions, choices and between them, we want to choose the best one. Some decision making problems have clear alternatives, and in some cases, we must analyse the problem and goal deeply to make the right definition. Methods that can be helpful in the phase of creating alternatives are: brainstorming/brainwriting, case studies, focus groups, nominal group technique, DELPHI, morphological analysis, Theory of Solving Inventive Problems (Russian: Theoria Resheneyva Isobretatelskehuh Zadach, TRIZ).
4. C (Consequences). Consequences are values that alternatives achieve per each criterion. Usually, multi-criteria decision making problem structures are described in a table form (decision making matrix or table of values).
5. T (Trade-offs). Trade-offs mean expressing the values of a certain criterion in terms of another criterion. Trade-offs are mainly used in Even Swaps method [1].

The PrOACT approach has been introduced by authors of Even Swaps method, and it has been designed for purposes of Even Swaps method [1]. However, this approach can be used with other methods which require decision making table as their input. For example, Electre, Topsis, Promethee and some other methods can benefit from applying PrOACT in the problem structuring phase. Still, most of them would also need some additional data that is not already provided in the table of values that was formed as a result of applying the PrOACT approach.

The PrOACT approach can be used for identifying criteria, and similarly to top-down, bottom-up and combined approaches. However, we cannot be sure that we covered all the criteria. Regarding fitting of the ANP needs, the PrOACT approach is not very useful, especially not for complex decision making problems such as strategic e-learning decision making problems. Namely, the PrOACT approach is a one-level approach: there are no procedures that will guide us to define merits, control criteria, clusters, and criteria. Also, the PrOACT approach does not model influences between criteria which means that the resulted model is not the network. All generated criteria form one cluster.

C. Interpretative Structural Modelling (ISM)

The ISM method is almost always combined with Delphi method. Therefore, Delphi can be considered as the first step in the ISM process. The role of Delphi in the ISM process is to ensure a complete list of criteria that describe strategic e-learning decision making problem [16]. Conducting the ISM includes active involvement of decision making problem experts and literature review.

The ISM is useful for analyzing the complex socioeconomic systems. It also helps to impose order and direction on the complexity of relationships among elements of a system. The ISM has two components [16]:

1. Building the hierarchical relationship – modelling influences between elements by using basics of graph theory.
2. Analysis using the MICMAC matrix (fra. Matriced’ Impacts Croise’s Multiplication Appliqué a UN Classement) which consists of ties between elements (criteria). It is used to analyse the driving power and dependence power.
of elements (criteria). It further helps to find the key criteria that are driving the whole process. MICMAC provides valuable insights about the relative importance and interdependencies among the criteria.

Steps of ISM (shortened according to [16], [17], [18]):
1. Identification of decision making elements – conducting Delphi method with experts and literature review to get a full list of criteria.
2. The creation of Reachability Matrix - this is a quadrate matrix of criteria with influences between them. In the matrix, on the address (x, y) can be 0 or 1. If there is 1, it means that criterion x has an influence on criterion y, and if there is 0, it means that x has no influence on x. Also, the concept of transitivity is applied.
3. Partitioning the Reachability Matrix - Reachability Matrix is partitioning into levels (clusters) to get a hierarchy of relationships between criteria.
4. MICMAC analysis: for each criterion, we should calculate driving power (summing rows) and dependence power (summing columns in Reachability Matrix).
5. Building ISM model – a hierarchy of relationships in decision making problem is built.

The main advantages of the ISM are [19]: systematic procedure; efficiency (when the ISM is software-supported); the ISM results and the model are understandable to users; it focuses users to think about only one aspect of the problem at the time. Disadvantages are: in the case of a vast number of elements, the process can be very tiring; experts from decision making problem domain are mandatory.

ISM becomes very desirable regarding fitting the ANP needs, but does it fit all the needs? Surely, it identifies the criteria, and here users are advised to conduct Delphi and literature review to be sure that they covered all decision making problem aspects (criteria). Also, systematically we can identify influences between criteria, but the weights of those influences are still missing. On the other hand, the ISM model is not a network structure with a cluster that is required in the ANP. However, the partitioning procedure can be interesting regarding creating clusters with strong inter-connection and weak intra-connection. However, to achieve that, a further adaption of the method is needed. Finally, the process of partitioning of Reachability Matrix does not consider the field of expertise (profession) of criteria when levels are created; so, it is not ensured that levels contain same-profession criteria.

D. The Decision Making Trial and Evaluation Laboratory (DEMATEL)

There are some similarities between ISM and DEMATEL [20]. The main goals of DEMATEL method are similar to the purpose of ISM. There are two main results of DEMATEL:
1. Casual diagram (also known as impact-relation map, [21]) - diagram of only significant influences between elements (criteria in decision making problem), which shows only influences that are over threshold value [22].
2. Relation Matrix – describes influences between criteria. Weights of influences are included now. In most often cases, five-scale 0-4 is used: 0, 1, 2, and 3 represent ‘No influence’, ‘Low influence’, ‘High influence’, and ‘Very high influence’ respectively [23].

Like ISM, DEMATEL has also been already applied in combination with ANP. DEMATEL and ISM provide a systematic, logical reasoning process to determine causality. They clearly delineate the relationships of the complex elements at the system level, direction and impact [20]. DEMATEL can propose the most important criteria which affect other criteria. DEMATEL can reduce the number of criteria [24].

Regarding fitting the ANP needs, by applying DEMATEL, we can model influences between criteria, as well as calculate weights of influences between criteria. Like in top-down, bottom-up and combined approaches, as well as in the PrOACT, we cannot be sure if we covered all the relevant criteria. The result of DEMATEL, impact-relational map (IRM), has a network structure, but this structure is not usable for ANP. However, network structure that would come as a result of drawing relation matrix would be very interesting regarding ANP. On the other hand, the procedure of how input data for IRM are calculated might be helpful in creating a cluster with strong inter-connection and weak intra-connection relationships because in IRM we draw only the strongest relationships. Other procedures for forming cluster are not available, and neither are procedures for creating same-profession clusters.

E. The PAPRIKA method

1000Minds applies patented PAPRIKA method – an acronym for Potentially All Pairwise RanKings of all possible Alternatives [25]. This method requires special decision making problem structure, so we will explain it here and later analyse in related to ANP. 1000Minds is an online suite of tools and processes to help individuals and groups make decisions, and also to understand other people’s choices. 1000Minds has tools for decision-making, prioritisation and discovering stakeholders’ preferences via conjoint analysis [25]. Depending on the application, 1000Minds can also help the user to think about the value for money of alternatives and allocate budgets or other scarce resources.

To be able to apply PAPRIKA method, structuring of a decision making problem consists of several steps:
1. identifying all criteria for decision making,
2. identifying all values that some alternative can achieve per certain criterion,
3. making pairwise comparisons of all possible pair combinations of possible alternatives’ values (e.g. what do you prefer: a hypothetical alternative with values x on criterion 1 and y on criterion 2 OR a hypothetical alternative with
values $z$ on criterion 1 and $v$ on criterion 2) to get criteria weights and alternative priorities.

This decision making problem structuring reminds on modelling in Dex method. DEX is a qualitative multi-criteria method, in which all criteria are represented by qualitative (symbolic, verbal) attributes. The attributes are structured into a hierarchy, and the evaluation of alternatives is governed by decision rules [26].

This problem structuring method has many weaknesses regarding fitting the ANP needs. First of all, just like the PrOACT method, criteria are identified in one-level approach. Then, there are no hierarchical or network levels. Finally, this method does not fit most of the ANP demands, and the features of the method do not contribute to the ANP needs.

IV. RESULTS: HOW DIFFERENT PROBLEM STRUCTURING METHODS FIT THE ANP NEEDS

In Table II we have summarised how different problem structuring methods and approaches fit the ANP needs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ANP demands</th>
<th>Top-down, bottom-up</th>
<th>PrOACT</th>
<th>ISM</th>
<th>DEMATEL</th>
<th>1000 Minds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Identify criteria</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modelling influences between criteria</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weights of influences</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network structure</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hierarchy of criteria sets</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forming clusters</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong inter- and weak intra-connection</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Same-profession clusters</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster size</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If we simply count number of fits, we can say that the method that best fits the ANP needs is DEMATEL. Also, if the top-down or bottom-up approach is implemented by experts in both, decision making problem field and ANP method, the results might be even better than in DEMATEL - if experts pay attention to (1) profession of criteria (create same-profession clusters) and (2) connections between criteria when forming clusters (strong inter- and weak intra-connection). On the other hand, there is room for improvement of the structuring method.

V. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR UPGRADED PROBLEM STRUCTURING METHOD

In this section, we give some recommendations for upgraded problem structuring method which will combine good sides of the presented model structuring approaches and upgrade them with some additional features:

1. The starting point of the upgraded method is Delphi and literature review. Those methods ensure a list of all criteria that are relevant for certain e-learning problem.
2. All identified criteria will be grouped by experts or Q-sorting into several groups that are related according to four merits: B, O, C and R, and further analysis goes separately for each merit.
3. To all identified criteria, we join a profession (field of expertise). A profession will be considered in step 5 as a factor for creating same-profession clusters.
4. Now, in each merit, we identify influences between criteria and calculate their weights (as in DEMATEL).
5. This step requires the development of clustering procedure that will separate weighted network of criteria into clusters. Those clusters will consist of same-profession criteria (as a feature with the highest priority) and will have weak inter- and strong intra- connection between criteria. Cluster size should be between 5 to 9 (number of criteria in the cluster) in most of the clusters. To develop that procedure, algorithms that resulted in ISM model and IRM model can be analysed and possibly reused, as well as different cluster algorithms, such as algorithms in the Pajek [27], an algorithm for affinity analysis [28] and others.

After developing the method, it should be evaluated by using qualitative and quantitative analysis, including software implementation which will simplify new structuring method applications. The proposed method will fit the best into ANP needs, but it requires considerable resources in expertize (use of experts), time and professional guidance.

VI. CONCLUSION

Dealing with different e-learning challenges systematically requires making the proper strategic decisions related to those challenges. Prerequisite for making a right decision requires a good structure of decision making problem. The method that meets the most characteristics of decision making in HE is the ANP method.

In this paper, we presented several problems structuring approaches and described how they fit the ANP needs. We conclude that the most suitable structuring method regarding the ANP needs is the DEMATEL. However, the DEMATEL still has weaknesses, so we gave some recommendations for upgraded problem structuring method that will be based on the DEMATEL.
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Abstract - Research on educational e-courses that contain only a series of motivating elements of computer games but do not include playing computer games has intensified since 2010 [1][6]. This field of research is called gamification and represents the use of game elements (mechanics, dynamics and aesthetics) in a field (education, marketing etc.) that is not a computer game. A review of literature related to the field of teaching with online courses in information technology (e.g. programming, software engineering) shows that the topic of gamification has so far been inadequately explored, with the lack of theoretical and empirical research that would involve gamification methodology. Previous studies have shown that gamification can have a positive impact on the pedagogical and psychological aspects of e-learning. In this paper empirical research is presented regarding the use of gamification in online teaching of programming. A gamified e-course was designed for the lectures in programming, and a possible positive effect was examined on the usage of learning materials in an experimental group of students who will use a gamified e-course (online system).

I. INTRODUCTION

The idea of using an e-learning system with the attributes of a computer game, but without game playing, has been a rapidly growing trend since 2010 [2][5][6]. Recent research on a similar topic of serious games confirms a positive attitude of subjects (learners) who used interactive dynamic systems (with an emphasis on learning) like computer simulations (economic, political, military etc.) where a student plays according to a predefined scenario and monitors the outcomes of his/her decisions on goal realization and learning outcomes. For this purpose commercial games can be used, as well as specialized educational games designed for specific fields of study.

The term "gamification" represents the use of elements (mechanics, dynamics and aesthetics) of computer games in the field that is not a computer game [2][5][6]. Gamification as a rising trend has been recognized by many researchers and institutions like Gartner Research [8][14][19][24][25].

In 2013 gamification was positioned as a technological innovation whose development should be followed with the exceptional importance (see: [4][9][15]). Previous studies have focused on proving that this approach gives positive results in various fields like business, marketing and education [12][17][20]. A simple search using the scientific literature search engine Google Scholar (http://scholar.google.com; February 2017) reveals that in the documents related to the year 2010 the term “gamification” appears only 173 times, while in those for the year 2013 and 2016 it appears 3,780 times and 8,410 times, respectively.

About a decade ago it was demonstrated that the use of elements of computer games can have a positive impact on the psychological characteristics of students and learning behavior (for instance, see: [22]). A review of literature related to the field of teaching information technology (e.g. programming, software engineering) revealed that, until recently, there have been very few empirical studies related to gamification of respective online courses. Also, it has not been clearly defined what all the elements of computer games are that should be specifically taken into account when designing online courses, as well as how they can be effectively implemented in the (re)design of existing online learning systems.

In our study experimental research methodology will be used. A traditional (for the control group) and gamified (for the experimental group) online course will be designed to investigate the influence of the use of elements of computer games on learning outcomes in an online environment.

When creating a gamified online course, according to Iosup and Epema [11], teachers, designers and/or administrators of gamified online courses are expected to ensure at least one week for the consideration of the computer game elements which are included in the e-course, and at least one day for creating educational content. Furthermore, Iosup and Epema [11] state that it is necessary to set aside at least two hours to analyze questions for each teaching unit as well as two days for entering the results of each knowledge assessment. Finally, it is important to ensure one week for analysis of the transition to gamification.

II. RESEARCH BACKGROUND

With today’s pervasive use of technology in everyday life, there is a growing need for technological advancement in the use of online education that would be based on pedagogical and psychological processes which positively influence the student's perception of the teaching content and their motivation for active participation, research and cooperation [1][6][7]. An earlier example is the use of 3D virtual worlds in online learning where Second Life was the most commonly used product.

Second Life enables online connectivity and teaching/training in 3D virtual space with the use of
ed
educational methods/metaphors that can be used in many other technological forms in the future.

A turning point for the use of gamification was the “GSummit 2014” conference held in San Francisco with numerous speakers, investors and members of the world’s leading companies presenting and seeking gamified solutions for their products and systems [7]. Another conference entitled “Gamification World Conference 2016” was held in Madrid, Spain, with the presence of the most famous researchers of gamification methodology and technology in the world, such as [3], [13], [16], [26], [29].

According to Souza-Concilio and Pacheco [23], the implementation of elements of computer games is getting more visible in various fields including education, health and fitness, task management, environmental sustainability, science, user generated content and others. About 40 years ago Malone et al. [15] emphasized the need to make learning more interesting. As a confirmation of their claim, it must be noted the value of gamification market had risen to 513 million dollars by 2013, with its value increasing to 980 million dollars in 2014, amounting to as much as 2.8 billion dollars in 2016 [19][27][28].

The importance of gamification can also be illustrated by the recent EU project call in the Horizon 2020 funding scheme (ICT-21-2014) for research of gamification technologies with funding opportunity of eight million euros in total. A more recent call was launched in 2016 for proposals that could be funded with up to one million euros (ICT-24-2016) [10].

The previously presented market value and research funding opportunities indicate the relevance of gamification research. In this paper the authors will focus on the context of online education, especially in the field of informatics and software engineering. Therefore related theoretical and empirical analyses are presented as well as a proposal for standardization of elements of computer games that might come into consideration for implementation with the learning management system (LMS) Moodle.

According to Nielson [18] and Schonfeld [21], the following 24 types of gamification mechanisms that are currently recognized and accepted in practice have been most frequently cited in the literature (see Table 1).

### TABLE 1. MECHANICS AND AESTHETICS IN A GAMIFICATION SYSTEM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Achievements</th>
<th>Bonuses</th>
<th>Countown</th>
<th>Endless duration of the game</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Duties/Challenges</td>
<td>Introduction with the information</td>
<td>Uncertainty/Detection</td>
<td>Levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavioural momentum</td>
<td>&quot;Combo&quot; effect x3</td>
<td>Epic meaning</td>
<td>Loss of aversion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Productivity</td>
<td>Joint collaboration</td>
<td>Surprise</td>
<td>Conscious risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ownership</td>
<td>Regular rewarding</td>
<td>Advancement</td>
<td>Optimism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Points</td>
<td>Status</td>
<td>Tasks and challenges</td>
<td>&quot;Addiction&quot;/Commitment to the game</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each element in Table 1 can be categorized according to three attributes: (1) the mechanics of a game, (2) benefits and (3) personality. Mechanics of the game can be divided into behaviour, feedback and promotion. According to the categorization by Bartle [3], personality can be divided into winner, wordsmith, collector and researcher subtypes, all of which represent basic types of users or players in a game. The components of computer games (i.e. mechanics) shown in Table 1 are not new. It is the use of information and communication technology to support a more effective and visually attractive creation/application of a game that represents today’s novel modality for gamification. In that respect, it should be noted that not all of the elements of computer games are appropriate for all types of players. However, most of those elements can find some application in business or education systems.

### III. RESEARCH HYPOTHESIS

For this research paper only one directional hypothesis is defined:

- **H1:** An online course which is pedagogically designed with the application of the elements of computer games (i.e. gamified) will have a greater effect on the amount of use of online teaching materials in comparison with a course with the same educational content, but without the presence of elements of computer games.

To confirm the hypothesis H1, first a research of literature was conducted focusing on the topic of motivation of the participants in gamified online courses and other related positive effects. The focus was also placed on online courses related to information and communication technologies in higher education institutions. In the empirical phase of our research an investigation was performed of the influence of gamification on the use of e-learning materials. In the analysis of empirical data the log report of participants’ activities in the Moodle LMS was used for both the experimental and the control group of subjects.

### IV. CURRENT STATE OF THE USE OF ELEMENTS OF COMPUTER GAMES IN E-LEARNING

The research that is presented in this paper began by collecting the views of teachers in two higher education institutions (HEI) from two Central European universities. A total of 43 correctly completed survey forms were collected from the HEI teachers. All of the subjects/respondents used the Moodle LMS in their academic teaching. Their courses were mostly delivered in the second or third year of an undergraduate study.

It must be noted that our survey respondents were not using the customization functionality of the Moodle LMS and their answer to the question “Do you use a special custom graphics template?” was “No” or "We have no choice". Also, most of the respondents (53%) were not familiar with the learning systems of Khan Academy, Duolingo or similar learning systems. This was not a positive indicator of how broad their knowledge of e-learning was since the aforementioned systems had received prestigious awards as well as introduced some innovative approaches to knowledge transfer via e-learning. Furthermore, in their response to the survey question regarding the use of external links (plugins/functionality)
that can be added into the Moodle LMS system (Facebook, Twitter, Yahoo, YouTube, Gmail, G-search, Wiki) as many as 58% of respondents chose the response "none of the above".

Other questions in our survey among academic teachers were related to the mode of presentation of learning materials in an online course. Our survey revealed that the majority of respondents preferred traditional (offline) teaching materials, but in their online course material they also frequently used static text that is accompanied with a PowerPoint presentation or a PDF document/article. In the Moodle LMS system the most widely used functionalities by our respondents were the following:

1. Forum (86%)
2. Achieved current points (67%)
3. Questionnaires (65%)
4. Multimedia (58%)
5. Bonus teaching materials (49%)
6. Editing of profile & avatar (28%)

According to the surveyed teachers, the most frequent activities that their students performed in the LMS environment were:

1. Use of quizzes and assignments (53%)
2. Feedback from students to the professor (53%)
3. Student cooperation on problem solving tasks (26%)
4. Individual voluntary casual tasks (26%)
5. Personalization of user interface (14%)

Most of the teachers agreed that story and motivational elements visible in computer games can have a positive impact on the interest of students regarding the teaching subject. Also, a considerable percent of respondents (49%) stated that they were not familiar with the flow theory, which is important in interpretation of gamification of e-learning, while only 37% of them replied that they were partially informed about flow theory.

Our survey of teachers at two academic institutions in Croatia revealed that the variety of their implementation of pedagogical elements related to computer games in their e-learning courses was, on average, rather low. As it is previously listed, the most widely used pedagogical features were discussion forums, questionnaires, quizzes, assignments, multimedia, bonus teaching materials, as well as feedback from the instructor to students, and vice versa. The surveyed teachers were not familiar with e-learning systems and products for e-learning like Khan Academy or Duolingo. It would be of great value to the teachers to be included into an online course covering the possibilities of e-learning and digital networking tools which are more game-oriented.

In the continuation of this paper the authors will try to demonstrate that the use of elements of computer games (i.e. gamification) can positively affect the use of teaching and non-teaching material that is available to students within an e-learning system like Moodle.

V. PROCEDURE AND SUBJECTS

For the purpose of our study a new installation of Moodle 2.7. LMS was used with additional gamification components. The gamification elements were added in form of plugins because they were not available in the initial version of Moodle 2.7 system. A conceptual model with potentially useful gamification elements was created on the basis of a survey of academic teachers who used e-learning, available plugins for Moodle 2.7 system, and Octalysis Gamification Framework [http://yukaichou.com/gamification-examples/octalysis-complete-gamification-framework/]. For the experimental group of students a gamified e-learning course for teaching computer programming (on the topic “Batch and Stack”) was designed in Moodle with the use of selected elements of computer games. Conversely, for the control group of students, a traditional non-gamified online course was developed in parallel and with equal content in the Moodle system that was located on a separate physical server. The traditional non-gamified course had only three elements that were set besides the educational materials: profile and avatar area, use of forums, and nonlinear access to educational materials.

To complete the development of both e-learning courses (gamified and traditional), the teaching content and teaching materials of all the basic teaching material that was adapted for this research was standardized (made equal) for both e-learning courses and reduced to HTML text accompanied by pictures or videos. In other words, identical basic educational content and materials were placed in both e-learning systems. Also, the teaching materials and topics that were used online in both e-learning courses were not used for lecturing in traditional classroom face-to-face environments, including exercises in computer laboratories. Students were instructed to use online teaching materials in the gamified and non-gamified course completely alone, without any intervention from the teacher in the physical environment. In this manner, the subjective influence of teachers on students in both the experimental and the control group was considerably reduced, increasing the credibility and reliability of the experimental procedure. It must especially be noted that the teaching materials used in the course did not differ in its content or in the order in which they were listed the Moodle system. After the two weeks during which the students were involved with the online course materials their log entries were analysed to draw conclusion regarding hypothesis H1.

The subjects in this study were students of an informatics college in the Republic of Croatia. All of the students attended the course "Programming 2" at the undergraduate level of study of informatics in the winter semester of the academic year 2015/2016. The total number of subjects who were voluntary participants in the study was 201. The subjects were divided into two groups: the experimental group and the control group. Of the total number of subjects, 44 (or 21.9%) were female and 157 (or 87.1%) were of male gender. Their average age was 20 years. Information on our convenience sample of subjects is presented in more detail in Figure 1. The permission for students’ participation in the study was requested and obtained by the relevant higher education institution authorities.

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The analysis of the initial written test of prior knowledge (pre-test) in Table 2 provides insight into the distribution of the subjects/respondents in the control and experimental group. The data presented in Table 2 indicate that there was
no statistically significant difference between the experimental (G_ex) and the control (G_con) group regarding the results of prior knowledge testing (pretest). The value of the t-test was 0.57, with p>0.56. Also, there was only a slight difference between the mean results of the two groups (about 5% of the standard deviation). It can be concluded that the two groups were suitable for performing the subsequent experimental research procedure.

In the continuation of this paper a report is presented on student activities that was generated based on the log entries from the Moodle system. This represents the final part of our data analysis which will enable the confirmation or rejection of our research hypothesis H1.

Table 3 provides a list of activities that were accessed by students within the gamified and non-gamified online course. For the experimental group of students, the average number of 9.07 access attempts was registered in log entries for all of the activities listed in Table 3, while for the students in the control group the average number of registered instances of access was only 1.03. The results in Table 3 indicate a significant difference in favor of the experimental group. It can be concluded that the experimental group showed a much greater average interest in the available activities in the online course such as "Forum" (5.6 times greater), “Learning outcomes” (9.7 times greater) and "List of terms" (43.3 times greater).

Table 4 shows the access frequency / number of instances of access to course materials by respondents in the experimental and the control group with regard to core learning content and bonus materials. The experimental group of respondents used both the basic teaching materials and bonus materials which were added to the course to motivate students for additional learning and to access content more frequently. It can be seen in Table 4 that the experimental group of respondents accessed the teaching and bonus materials on 34.92 occasions on average, while the same kind of materials were accessed by the control group only on 9.46 occasions on average. Therefore, it can be calculated that regarding the data in Table 4 the summative indicators of frequency of access to all of the listed learning activities and bonus materials

![Figure 1. Status of the course respondents](image-url)

**TABLE 1. STATUS OF THE COURSE RESPONDENTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G_ex</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>15.57</td>
<td>4.17</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.5658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G_con</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>15.25</td>
<td>3.72</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 2. TESTING OF THE STATISTICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCE IN PRIOR KNOWLEDGE (PRETEST RESULTS) BETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL (G_ex; N=99) AND CONTROL (G_con; N=102) GROUP**

**TABLE 3. REPORT ON THE NUMBER OF REGISTERED ACTIVITY INSTANCES (LOG ENTRIES) IN THE MOODLE SYSTEM FOR EXPERIMENTAL (N=88) AND CONTROL (N=102) GROUP OF STUDENTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity name</th>
<th>Sum</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Activity of the experimental group</th>
<th>Activity of the control group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Learning outcomes</td>
<td>342</td>
<td>3.89</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>List of terms</td>
<td>838</td>
<td>9.52</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning outcomes</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>List of terms</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Mean is calculated as Sum/N

**TABLE 4. COMPARISON OF THE FREQUENCY OF ONLINE ACCESS TO BASIC EDUCATIONAL AND BONUS MATERIALS REGARDING THE LEARNING MATERIAL OF THE GENERAL E-COURSE TOPIC “BATCH AND STACK”**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity name (learning content and bonus materials)</th>
<th>Experimental group</th>
<th>Control group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sum</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching section 1a: Batch</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>4.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching section 2a: Charging and implementation of piles using fields</td>
<td>391</td>
<td>4.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching section 3a: Deleting a root and implementation of piles using integer fields</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>4.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching section 4a: Charging stacks</td>
<td>359</td>
<td>4.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching section 5a: Sequential deletion root piles (Heap Sort)</td>
<td>354</td>
<td>4.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonus teaching content: Old and new names of standard C++ library</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>3.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching section 1b: Stack</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>2.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching section 2b: Adding (PUSH), reading and deleting the top of the stack (POP)</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>2.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching section 3b: Print whole and therefore deallocation</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>2.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonus teaching content: The relationship between C and C ++</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>1.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total sum for all activities</td>
<td>7073</td>
<td>74.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the central empirical part of our study it was confirmed that the e-learning course which is designed by applying elements of computer games (i.e. gamified) can have a positive effect resulting in greater frequency of use of teaching materials compared to the course with the same educational content, but without the presence of elements of computer games.

In the central empirical part of our study it was confirmed that the e-learning course which is designed by applying elements of computer games (i.e. gamified) can have a positive effect resulting in greater frequency of use of teaching materials compared to the course with the same educational content, but without the presence of elements of computer games. Therefore, the hypotheses H1 was confirmed. This is clearly evident in the graphical analysis of objective indicators of online activity of experimental and control group of subjects regarding their frequency of access...
to learning materials placed in the Moodle system (see Figure 2).

The main contribution of this paper is related to the verification of the hypothesis that gamification can lead to greater usage of the gamified e-course educational materials measured by objective indicators that are present within the Moodle system in terms of participants’ activity logs.

LIMITATIONS

The main limitations of our study are related to the following:

• **Students’ obligations.** Our research was conducted during regular classes at the higher education institution. In addition to having to use the experimental e-learning system, students had obligations in other courses. It is important to emphasize that participation was voluntary. Conducting the experiment was planned at a time when students did not have a mid-term or final exam. Individual tasks and obligations at the level of the study program could not be included in the analysis of each student workload, but it is highly possible that students had other obligations related to other courses during the use of the experimental system.

• **Time period of the use of online courses.** Research activities for each course were planned with particular regard to the academic syllabus and other educational assignments. It was decided that the measurement should be carried out in a short time-period during the two to three weeks after the students had gained access to learning materials in the online courses that were designed for the experiment.
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Abstract – When employed in educational settings, cloud computing applications enable users to create, store, organize, and share divergent artefacts with their peers. As an outcome, they have a large number of users worldwide which makes them vulnerable to a variety of security and privacy related threats. With an aim to examine the extent of the perceived security and privacy in the context of cloud computing applications that are most commonly used for educational purposes, an empirical study was carried out. Participants in the study were students from two Croatian higher education institutions. Data was gathered by means of the post-use questionnaire. Study findings uncovered pros and cons of examined cloud computing applications with respect to the manner they are addressing security and privacy concerns of their users.

I. INTRODUCTION

The introduction of Cloud Computing technologies in higher education institutions improves the efficiency of existing resources usage, as well as the reliability and scalability of software tools and applications, enabling users to create, store, organize, and share divergent artefacts with their peers.

According to the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) definition, “the cloud computing is a model for enabling convenient, resource pooling, ubiquitous, on-demand access which can be easily delivered with different types of service provider interaction” [1]. The cloud computing follows simple “pay as you go” (PAYG) model, where you pay for the services you’ve used [2].

Cloud computing is an emerging new computing environment for delivering computing services which can be categorized regarding its basic components, deployment models and service delivery models. An overview of Cloud computing components is presented in Figure 1. [3].

The demand for cloud computing applications in educational ecosystem builds on the promises of free to low-cost alternatives to expensive tools. Cloud computing applications are especially suitable for educational institutions lacking technical expertise [4] to support their own IT infrastructure. According to [5] and [6], students and higher education institutions benefited from the advantages and effectiveness that cloud computing applications provided them.

While cloud computing applications present a great opportunity for educational institutions, its usage raises concern about a variety of security and privacy threats, by placing a very large amount of student, teacher and institution data into the hands of a third-party service providers [7].

The objective of this paper is to examine the degree of perceived security and perceived privacy of cloud computing applications commonly used in educational settings.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Brief theoretical foundation of our study is provided in next section. Findings of an empirical study are presented and discussed in third section. Concluding remarks, study limitations, and future work plans are offered in last section.

II. BACKGROUND TO THE RESEARCH

Most cloud computing applications used in the educational ecosystem today are SaaS cloud services that operate in the “public” cloud. These applications include productivity suites like Microsoft Office 365 and Google Apps along with data storage services such as Microsoft OneDrive and Google Drive.

One of the most significant barriers to cloud computing adoption are security and privacy [8], that relate to risk areas such as external data storage, dependency on the “public” internet, lack of control, multi-tenancy and integration with internal security.
Among the main privacy challenges for cloud computing are complexity of risk assessment in a cloud environment, emergence of new business models and their implications for consumer privacy and achieving regulatory compliance.

The concept of trust is elaborated by [11], with numerous trust objects and measures that can operationalize the impact of trust on the adoption of technological innovations. They identified the following items as appropriate for the operationalization of the security & trust factor in the context of cloud computing: data security, trustfulness of the cloud service provider, contractual agreements and geographical location where data is stored and processed. According to [11], security is viewed as a composite notion, namely “the combination of confidentiality, the prevention of the unauthorized disclosure of information, integrity, the prevention of the unauthorized amendment or deletion of information, and availability, the prevention of the unauthorized withholding of information”.

A mapping of cloud service and security requirements was carried out by [12], while [13] composed a list and description of cloud computing threats, compromised attributes and related studies.

Topic areas in information privacy research include among others, information privacy concerns, information privacy attitudes, trust and information privacy and information privacy practices [13].

Examining the individuals’ security and privacy concerns with their intention to use mobile applications, [14] developed a research model from the principal tenets of the theory of planned behaviour (TPB) and protection motivation theory (PMT). The study by [15] has provided early empirical support for a model that explains the formation of privacy concerns from the CPM theory perspective. The authors state that the globalization of economies and information technology and the ubiquitous distributed storage and sharing of data puts the issue of privacy on the forefront of social policies and practices. Drawing on the CPM theory, [15] developed a model suggesting that privacy concerns form because of an individual’s disposition to value privacy, or situational cues that enable one person to assess the consequences of information disclosure.

III. EMPIRICAL STUDY

A. Procedure

The study was conducted during the winter semester of the academic year 2016/17. in controlled lab conditions and was composed of two main parts: (1) scenario-based interaction with two cloud computing application for managing artefacts and (2) evaluation of their perceived security and privacy by means of the post-use questionnaire. Upon arriving to the lab, the participants were welcomed and briefly acquainted with the study. At the beginning of the scenario performance session, each participant received the form containing a list of 12 representative steps of interaction. Participants were asked to carry out all scenario steps twice – first with Google Drive and thereafter by means of Microsoft OneDrive (both shown in Figure 2). Upon finishing all the scenario steps with both cloud based applications, the participants were asked to complete the post-use questionnaire. At the end of the study, respondents were debriefed, and thanked for their participation. The duration of the study was 40 minutes.

B. Apparatus

The post-use questionnaire was administrated online by means of the KwikSurveys questionnaire builder. The questionnaire comprised 16 items related to participants’ demography and 35 items meant for measuring facets of perceived security and privacy. Items on perceived security and perceived privacy were adopted from Cheung and Lee [16], Flavián and Guinalíu [17], Janda et al. [18], O’Cass and Fenech [19], and Ranganathan and Ganapathy [20]. Responses to the post-use questionnaire items were modulated on a five point Likert scale (1 - strongly agree, 5 – strongly disagree). The psychometric features of the
measuring instrument were examined with respect to the construct validity and reliability [21]. Convergent and discriminant validity, as indicators of construct validity, were explored by means of a principal component analysis (PCA) with equamax rotation and Keiser normalization. With an aim to verify that the requirements for factor extraction were met, the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin test of sampling adequacy and Bartlett's test of sphericity were evaluated. As a criterion for identifying the number of factors, an eigenvalue greater than one was employed. Only items with loadings above .40 and cross-loadings below .40 were retained [22]. Reliability in terms of the internal consistency of extracted factors was measured with Cronbach's Alpha coefficient.

C. Participants

A total of 318 subjects took part in the study. They ranged in age from 18 to 48 years (M = 21.03, SD = 4.197). The sample was composed of 67.30% male and 32.70% female students. At the time study took place, majority of them (50.31%) were students at Juraj Dobrila University of Pula, Department of Information and Communication Technologies while remaining 49.69% studied at Polytechnic of Rijeka. Most of the study participants (80.50%) were full-time students. When the computer literacy is considered, respondents are proficient users of both computers and the Internet. More specifically, they have between 2 and 29 years (M = 11.82, SD = 3.559) of experience in employing computers and between 2 and 20 years (M = 9.76, SD = 3.092) of experience in using the Internet. In addition, 74.21% and 82.08% of participants believe that their computer skills and Internet skills, respectively, are at least very good. When the frequency of using the Internet for different purposes is taken into account, 69.50% of respondents is employing it for communication at least 11 hours per week, 60.06% of students is using the Internet for educational purposes between 4 and 20 hours per week, 71.07% of participants is using the Internet for fun more than 11 hours per week, and 41.82% of students is using the Internet for business purposes at least one hour per week. Study participants had also been loyal users of popular social Web applications. Namely, 65.55% respondents have been socializing on Facebook for more than 6 years, 52.86% of them have been podcasting on YouTube for more than 7 years, whereas 67.96% of students have been sharing their moments with a community for less than 2 years. Regarding the length of using Google Drive and Microsoft OneDrive, 49.16% of participants have been using them for more than one year, while 12.04% have not used aforementioned cloud computing applications prior to this study.

D. Findings

The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy (KMO = .936, KMO = .944) and Bartlett’s test of sphericity (χ2 = 7638.851, p = .000; χ2 = 8026.838, p = .000) confirmed that the data in the case of both Google Drive and Microsoft OneDrive, respectively, have met the requirements for conducting the principal component analysis (PCA). During the purification procedure, eight items (SCR6, SCR7, SCR8, SCR11, SCR14, SCR15, PRV10, and PRV11) were dropped. As presented in Table 1 and Table 2 (see Appendix), the final iteration of PCA uncovered two dimensions of perceived security and four dimensions of perceived privacy, respectively. They accounted for 69.137% and 66.021% of the sample variance in the case of Google Drive and Microsoft OneDrive, respectively. Values of the Cronbach's Alpha coefficient were in range from .787 (in the case of measuring the Confidentiality of Google Drive) to .934 (in the context of evaluating Integrity of Microsoft OneDrive) thus indicating that reliability of scales was deemed adequate. Items marked with asterisk are reverse coded.

Results of data analysis indicate that 66.67% and 57.55% of study subjects believe that Google Drive and Microsoft OneDrive, respectively, have built-in high-quality mechanisms that protect users’ artefacts from unauthorized use (SCR1). It was also found that 63.84% and 58.49% of students reported that Google Drive and Microsoft OneDrive, respectively, have integrated good security measures that protect their personal information (SCR2). In addition, 61.64% and 53.77% of study participants stated that Google Drive and Microsoft OneDrive, respectively, protect the security of all activities carried out by their employment (SCR3). The collected data also imply that 61.01% and 53.14% of students perceive that Google Drive and Microsoft OneDrive, respectively, have good protection mechanisms that prevent the theft of their identity by a third party (SCR4). Moreover, it was discovered that only 38.99% and 34.91% of respondents believe that Google Drive and Microsoft OneDrive, respectively, are protected to the extent that no third party cannot falsely introduce oneself to their users (SCR5).

Results of data analysis also indicate that 69.50% and 62.58% of subjects believe that Google Drive and Microsoft OneDrive, respectively, have built-in mechanisms that prevent unauthorized changes to information about the user (SCR9). Furthermore, 68.24% and 61.95% of students agree that Google Drive and Microsoft OneDrive, respectively, have built-in mechanisms that prevent unauthorized modification of stored documents (SCR10). Similarly, 75.47% and 71.70% of subjects is convinced that Google Drive and Microsoft OneDrive, respectively, verify user's identity before granting access to personal data and documents (SCR12).

The data gathered from study participants revealed that 76.73% and 71.07% of them believe that Google Drive and Microsoft OneDrive, respectively, is taking care of the protection of personal data and documents that are stored on it (SCR13). In addition, results of data analysis imply that 69.81% and 60.38% of students think that Google Drive and Microsoft OneDrive, respectively, are secure cloud computing applications (SCR16). Finally, according to data presented in Table 1, 63.52% and 57.23% of study subjects believe that Google Drive and Microsoft OneDrive, respectively, have implemented all the required security mechanisms (SCR17).

Data displayed in Table 2 imply that 32.30% and 33.65% of study participants is concerned that Google Drive and Microsoft OneDrive, respectively, will use their personal data for other purposes without their permission (PRV1). Furthermore, the findings of the pilot study imply that 39.94% and 36.48% of respondents think that Google Drive and Microsoft OneDrive, respectively, collect too...
much information about their users (PRV2). It was also discovered that 31.45% and 32.70% of study subjects is concerned about the privacy of their personal information when using Google Drive and Microsoft OneDrive, respectively (PRV3). In addition, 32.08% and 31.45% of students is concerned that Google Drive and Microsoft OneDrive, respectively, will give their personal information to third parties without their permission (PRV4). The collected data also indicate that 65.09% and 58.18% of study participants think that Google Drive and Microsoft OneDrive, respectively, will take care of the privacy of their users (PRV5). Moreover, it was found that 52.52% and 46.86% of respondents feel that their privacy is protected when storing their personal information and documents on the Google Drive and Microsoft OneDrive, respectively (PRV6).

According to the results of data analysis, 70.13% and 65.72% of study subjects think that Google Drive and Microsoft OneDrive, respectively, comply with the laws and regulations on the protection of users’ personal data (PRV7). In addition, 48.43% and 47.80% of students agree that Google Drive and Microsoft OneDrive, respectively, collect only the information about users that is necessary for their use (PRV8). Data gathered from students revealed that 63.84% and 61.01% of them think that while collecting data about users, Google Drive and Microsoft OneDrive, respectively, respect their rights (PRV9). Students responses are also implying that 38.68% and 37.74% of them is afraid to provide Google Drive and Microsoft OneDrive, respectively, with their personal information because they do not know what these cloud computing applications could do with them (PRV12).

Considering the results of data analysis, 43.40% and 41.51% of students think is risky to provide Google Drive and Microsoft OneDrive, respectively, with their personal information (PRV13). It was also discovered that equal number of students (25.47%) believe that if they provide Google Drive or Microsoft OneDrive with their personal information, they could be faced with unexpected problems (PRV14). Moreover, 25.47% and 23.59% of respondents think that Google Drive and Microsoft OneDrive, respectively, could use their personal information in an inappropriate fashion (PRV15). Results of the data analysis also indicate that 34.59% and 35.54% of study participants think there is a very strong correlation between the potential loss of privacy and disclosure of personal information to Google Drive and Microsoft OneDrive, respectively (PRV16). Moreover, 43.71% and 39.31% of students believe that they have control over who has the access to their personal data collected by Google Drive and Microsoft OneDrive, respectively (PRV17), Finally, as can be observed from students’ responses, 40.25% and 36.48% of them think they have control over how Google Drive and Microsoft OneDrive, respectively, are using their personal information (PRV18).

IV. CONCLUSION

The aim of this paper was to examine the perceived security and perceived privacy of cloud computing applications. For that purpose, an empirical study was carried out. Based on the data collected from study participants, psychometric features of measuring instrument were evaluated. Construct validity was tested with the use of a principal component analysis whereas Cronbach's Alpha coefficient was employed for assessing the construct reliability. As an outcome, data analysis uncovered two dimensions of perceived security (Integrity and Confidentiality) and four facets of perceived privacy (Privacy Concerns, Privacy Protection, Privacy Risks, and Privacy Control).

As with all empirical studies, some limitations which require further examination have to be acknowledged. The first one deals with the homogeneity of participants. Although students in our study are a representative sample of cloud-based applications users, perceived security and perceived privacy might vary if it would be evaluated by more heterogeneous group of users. The second limitation is that the findings cannot be generalized to all types of cloud computing applications except to the ones involved in the study. Keeping the set forth limitations in mind, study outcomes should be interpreted with caution.

Takin into account that this study is a part of an ongoing work, our future work efforts will be focused on exploring the extent to which identified aspects of perceived security and perceived privacy contribute to users’ behavioural intentions regarding the employment of cloud computing applications.
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TABLE I. RESPONSES OF STUDY PARTICIPANTS TO QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS RELATED TO THE PERCEIVED SECURITY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perceived Security Items</th>
<th>Google Drive</th>
<th>Microsoft OneDrive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Integrity</strong> (Cronbach’s α = .919 and .934 in the case of Google Drive and Microsoft OneDrive, respectively)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCR1. I believe this application has integrated high-quality mechanisms that protect my documents from unauthorized use.</td>
<td>2.26</td>
<td>.951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCR2. The application has implemented good security measures that protect my personal information.</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>1.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCR3. I think this application protects the security of all activities carried out by its use.</td>
<td>2.36</td>
<td>.982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCR4. I think this application has good protection mechanisms that prevent the theft of its identity by a third party (other organizations or individuals).</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>.964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCR5. I think this application is protected to the extent that no third party (individual or organization) cannot falsely introduce oneself to its users.</td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td>1.173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCR6. I think this application is secure.</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>.939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCR7. I believe that the application has implemented all the required security mechanisms.</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>.954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Confidentiality</strong> (Cronbach’s α = .787 and .792 in the context of Google Drive and Microsoft OneDrive, respectively)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCR9. The application has built-in mechanisms that prevent unauthorized changes to information about the user.</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>.853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCR10. The application has built-in mechanisms that prevent unauthorized modification of stored documents.</td>
<td>2.20</td>
<td>.846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCR12. Before granting access to personal data and documents, the application verifies user's identity.</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>1.054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCR13. The application is taking care of the protection of personal data and documents that are stored on it.</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>.870</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II. RESPONSES OF STUDY PARTICIPANTS TO QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS RELATED TO THE PERCEIVED PRIVACY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perceived Privacy Items</th>
<th>Google Drive</th>
<th>Microsoft OneDrive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Privacy Concerns</strong> (Cronbach’s α = .858 and .864 in the case of Google Drive and Microsoft OneDrive, respectively)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRV1. I am concerned that the application will use my personal data for other purposes without my permission. *</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>1.167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRV2. I think the application collects too much information about its users. *</td>
<td>2.78</td>
<td>1.109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRV3. When using the application, I am concerned about the privacy of my personal information. *</td>
<td>3.14</td>
<td>1.126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRV4. I am concerned that the application will give my personal information to third parties (organizations or individuals) without my permission. *</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>1.216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Privacy Protection</strong> (Cronbach’s α = .963 and .901 in the context of Google Drive and Microsoft OneDrive, respectively)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRV5. I think that the application takes care of the privacy of its users.</td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td>.926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRV6. When storing personal information and documents on the application, I feel that my privacy is protected.</td>
<td>2.54</td>
<td>.977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRV7. I think that the application complies with the laws and regulations on the protection of users' personal data.</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>.897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRV8. I think the application collects only the information about users that is necessary for its use.</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>1.106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRV9. I think that while collecting data about users, the application respects their rights.</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>.961</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* reverse coded items
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perceived Privacy Items</th>
<th>Google Drive</th>
<th>Microsoft OneDrive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Privacy Risks</strong> (Cronbach’s α = .863 and .862 in the case of Google Drive and Microsoft OneDrive, respectively)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRV12. I am afraid to provide the application with all my personal information because I do not know what it could do with them. *</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>1.168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRV13. I think is risky to provide the application with my personal information. *</td>
<td>2.84</td>
<td>1.154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRV14. If I provide the application with my personal information, I could be faced with unexpected problems. *</td>
<td>3.14</td>
<td>1.051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRV15. I think the application could use my personal information in an inappropriate fashion. *</td>
<td>3.22</td>
<td>1.067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRV16. I think there is a very strong correlation between the potential loss of privacy and disclosure of personal information to the application. *</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>1.076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Privacy Control</strong> (Cronbach’s α = .880 and .861 in the context of Google Drive and Microsoft OneDrive, respectively)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRV17. I believe that I have control over who has the access to my personal data collected by the application.</td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td>1.067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRV18. I think that I have control over how the application is using my personal information.</td>
<td>2.91</td>
<td>1.108</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* reverse coded items
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I. INTRODUCTION

The goal of higher education institutions is to provide a quality education process to all enrolled students. One way to achieve this goal is by discovering knowledge about students’ performance and students’ characteristics. This knowledge can in many cases be extracted from different data sets by using various data mining techniques. In this paper a research that includes evaluation of cluster analysis, a data mining approach, for the purpose of IT student’s performance description is presented and elaborated. Thus, in this paper specific educational setting is used – 217 university undergraduates in computer science. Presented research is focused on the students’ socio-demographic characteristics and high school grades. Although some authors argue that high school grades are unreliable variable for prediction because there are no common grading standards across schools or across courses in the same school [1], others have proven that previous grades are the most important factor of academic performance [2]. Furthermore, Petersen, Louw and Dumont indicated transition period from high school and adjustment to the university environment as an important factor in predicting university outcomes [3]. Hillman found differences in academic performance among students from different types of high schools [4]. The aim of this paper is to understand the profile of IT students in order to build students learning strategies and to enhance institutional policy making.

II. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Based on the results of the previous studies, the research presented in this paper is constructed around main hypothesis which states: “Type of high school and higher grades in high school are associated with higher university grades”.

This chapter describes in detail methodology applied in order to test the hypothesis and gives an overview of the data collection.

A. Cluster analysis

Data mining is one of the fastest growing fields in ICT sector. Educational data mining, as a subfield of data mining, is an emerging interdisciplinary research area that develops methods for data exploration in educational domain [5]. Its main objective is to analyze educational data sets in order to resolve educational research issues [6]. There are two main tasks of educational data mining: descriptive and predictive modelling. Whereas predictive modelling methods seek to predict or classify data according to the target variable, descriptive modelling methods are not dependent on any driving objective function and their aim is to explain and describe data. Cluster analysis is the most common technique used for descriptive modelling [7]. It is applicable in the wide range of domains, including social science, like: education [8; 9; 10; 11; 12; 13], strategic management and economics [14; 15; 16], natural sciences like medicine [17], and genetics [18], or technical science in the domain of environment protection [19].

Clustering performs grouping of cases into classes of similar objects. As a result, clusters are obtained. Cluster refers to a collection of records that are similar to one another and dissimilar to records in other clusters [20]. Clustering algorithms are classified into one of two groups: hierarchical or nonhierarchical clustering. Hereinafter, nonhierarchical algorithm, k-means clustering, is applied, since it is more frequently used in analytics industry [21].

B. Data description

The data were collected via a questionnaire among first, second and third year students of the undergraduate study programme Information and Business Systems at the Faculty of Organization and Informatics, University of Zagreb. Questionnaire comprised of 11 attributes (see Table 2). Questionnaire was paper-based and 217 questionnaires were collected from a stratified proportional data sample. Data sample was representative considering the total number of students enrolled in each year of the study programme as shown in Table I. The attribute upon which the population is stratified (Year of
the study) is statistically significantly correlated with the dependent attribute, grade point average (GPA). This relationship justifies selection of the attribute for stratification.

### Table I. Representative Data Sample Details

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1st year</th>
<th>2nd year</th>
<th>3rd year</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sample</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample</td>
<td>41,01%</td>
<td>35,94%</td>
<td>23,04%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population</td>
<td>39,61%</td>
<td>32,67%</td>
<td>27,72%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Most of the respondents were male, more than 80%. This distribution is in line with Faculty of Organization and Informatics distribution. Almost half of respondents came from gymnasiums (either general or mathematical programme). One third of respondents came from technical or electrotechnical high schools (see Table II).

### Table II. Distributions of Answers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Distribution of answers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Female = 18,89%, Male = 81,11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year of study</td>
<td>First year = 41,01%, Second year = 35,94%, Third year = 23,04%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school</td>
<td>General gymnasium = 40,09%, Mathematical gymnasium = 17,51%, Technical high school = 29,03%, Economic high school = 7,84%, Electrotechnical high school = 5,53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math high school grade</td>
<td>2 = 12,90%, 3 = 29,63%, 4 = 31,34%, 5 = 26,73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informatics high school grade</td>
<td>3 = 10,10%, 4 = 23,50%, 5 = 66,40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English high school grade</td>
<td>2 = 3,23%, 3 = 11,06%, 4 = 32,26%, 5 = 53,45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math 1 faculty grade</td>
<td>No grade = 6,91%, 2 = 45,62%, 3 = 33,64%, 4 = 11,52%, 5 = 2,31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informatics 1 faculty grade</td>
<td>No grade = 11,52%, 2 = 39,63%, 3 = 41,01%, 4 = 5,99%, 5 = 1,85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programming 1 faculty grade</td>
<td>No grade = 18,43%, 2 = 42,86%, 3 = 32,72%, 4 = 5,07%, 5 = 0,92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English 1 faculty grade</td>
<td>2 = 21,66%, 3 = 35,48%, 4 = 32,72%, 5 = 10,14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPA</td>
<td>Mean = 3,1; St. Dev. = 0,6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The lowest high school grades were from the Math course (less than a third of respondents had 5), whereas the highest high school grades were from the Informatics course (85% of the students had grades 4 or 5). Some of the first year students still did not pass Informatics 1 course (11,52%), Mathematics 1 (6,91%) or Programming 1 (18,43%). The highest faculty grades that students have achieved were the grades from English 1 course.

### III. Research Results

In order to test the stated hypothesis, first clustering was performed based on the following attributes: Gender, Year of study, High school, Mathematics high school grade, Informatics high school grade and English high school grade. Different number of clusters was varied and finally number 8 was selected as the optimal number of clusters. Number of students in each cluster is represented in Table III.

### Table III. Number of Instances in Clusters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>Number of instances</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Clusters 5 and 2 are the largest, whereas clusters 6 and 7 are the smallest. In addition, the characteristics of students in each cluster have been examined and relationships of clusters with performance of the students have been investigated.

Since “grades are often seen as the gold standard measure of success in education, and determining the factors that affect academic achievement has been a common endeavor by educational researchers” [21], attributes regarding high school grades are in the center of this research.

### Table IV. Cluster One Characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Year of study</th>
<th>High school</th>
<th>Mathematics HSG</th>
<th>Informatics HSG</th>
<th>English HSG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Second</td>
<td>Technical</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cluster 1 consists of second year male students which achieved excellent grades from all courses at the high school, as shown in Table IV.
Cluster 2 consists of the students whose faculties GPA is the lowest. Their characteristics are shown in Table V.

Cluster 6 includes first year male students from technical high schools (see Table IX).

Students from the cluster 7 come from the economic high schools and their characteristic is lower English and Mathematics grade and high Informatics grade (Table X).

Cluster 8 (see Table XI) consists of male students from general gymnasiums with low Mathematics background.

The clustering procedure serves as a good starting point for students’ performance observation. The presented findings identify subgroups of students with different academic success. GPA has been used as a measure of success of IT students (students with GPA 4 and above were considered as successful). Finally, to test hypothesis regression analysis was performed. Results indicated statistically significant relationship between type of high school and high school grades with faculties GPA. The magnitude of the prediction was found to be higher than the one with socio-demographic characteristics. When the relationship between academic success and characteristic of specific subgroups was examined, high
school programme was found to be a significant predictor of academic success. The magnitude of the prediction was found to be higher than the one with socio-demographic characteristics. The greater predictive ability of type of the programme for university achievement may be the result of more diversity in curriculum in the high school sample. Such results are compatible with the results of the McKenzie and Schweitzer who have identified that previous academic performance is the most significant predictor of the university performance [2]. In this paper, significant relationship between high school programme and academic performance has been identified: general gymnasium provides a good starting point for IT students.

This research tackles another significant issue: gender based performance differences in information and communication technologies. Research results refute hypothesis that “Hi-tech = guy-tech” [23]. Exactly the opposite, cluster with the highest GPA consists of female students. These results are in line with previous research results that have confirmed woman success in the STEM field [24; 25; 26]. Results of this study did not confirm the pattern observed in the literature [27] which states that women underperform on difficult (Mathematics and Informatics) courses.

IV. CONCLUSION

The research presented in this paper deals with developed student clusters, based on students’ previous education, which provide a basis for IT students’ success prediction. Interpretation and employment of the obtained results can be very useful for instructors to predict the performance of new students and to make decisions about helping students. Findings of this research consist of the following:

- Research results have practical implications for advising students and support in institutional strategy definition,
- “One size fits all” model cannot be effectively applied to all students and the solution is to segment students and perform different approach for each group.

Presented study has several limitations, mostly concerning the nature of the sample and the attributes included in the questionnaire. The research tackles only one, very specific type of students, IT students. Guidelines for further research are to perform comprehensive researches on bigger data set, several years in duration, with different students of different study programmes.
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Abstract — Serious educational games are specially designed computer games which are used in an educational setting, in other words, they are interactive competitive lessons with defined learning outcomes which allow students to have fun during learning. The importance of serious games in contemporary educational practice is increasing. Applying serious games in teaching, students facilitate the learning process, adopt new skills and abilities, show more interest in learning, are more focused and more active in a class, and better understand and apply lessons learned. The complexity of serious games requires large efforts for their development. For the development of serious games teachers mostly use commercial game engines. One of the important parts of game development is a selection of appropriate development tool. Due to the range of available tools the choice of platforms for serious games is a challenge, whose selection often has considerably different goals and technical requirements depending on context and usage. The aim of this paper is to propose criteria which should be considered before selecting a game engine for serious games and shows results of a comparison of evaluated most popular game engines. Some recommendations for teachers about choosing the most suitable game engines for serious games development are also presented.

Keywords: serious games, game engine, developing serious games

I. INTRODUCTION

The 21st century is marked by the use of information technology like Internet, computers, laptops, tablets, and other smart devices to almost all areas of human activity. We are surrounded by technology from all sides, from the jobs, government and public administration, schools, universities, hospitals, banks, through to our homes. Since the computer has become an indispensable part of our everyday life, its use in education is increasing and more important. Evaluation and monitoring of the impact of computer-assisted learning have shown that the combination of learning the traditional way and learning using computers is good and useful and provides a better understanding and memorized material. As a consequence, the need arose for developing new skills to prepare students for new jobs and technologies [1]. According to Prensky technology is important to live, survive and thrive in the 21st century. He points out that youth today communicate, search information and socialize differently than their predecessors [2]. Kids of the digital age are generations of students who are familiar with digital technology and using digital devices from an early age. Information and communication technology (ICT) has almost become a native language to them or a language with which they communicate, express themselves, understand, and perceive the world around them.

Today is necessary to have a new set of skills to succeed in learning, working and living. Those competencies are beyond ICT literacy and include communication, collaboration, social and cultural skills, creativity, critical thinking, problem-solving, productivity, flexibility, risk-taking, conflict management, and a sense of initiative. They should be developed by everyone, from primary school to lifelong students. For the acquisition of those skills, the effectiveness of adopting active learning methodologies is widely acknowledged; they involve activities that accentuate the development of learner skills. Active learning enhances students engagement in learning tasks and enables them to deal with new challenges, solve problems, and adapt to changes in technology and knowledge [3].

Serious games are becoming more and more popular form of active learning. Serious games are specially designed computer games which are used in an educational setting. They enable the learner to have some control of the game activity and engage in interaction [4]. The complexity of serious games requires large efforts for their development and needs a lot of planning. One of the important parts of game development is a selection of appropriate development tool or game engine. Teachers mostly use a commercial engine for serious games design and it should be chosen to provide developing the game with all necessary education goals set for students.

This paper proposes criteria which should be considered before selecting a game engine for serious games. The second part introduces the serious games, while the third part is about game engine. The fourth part describes criteria and provides comparison results of evaluated game engines. In the last, fifth part we draw the conclusion.

II. SERIOUS GAMES

Serious games in teaching and education encourage students to participate in the learning process. It is important that these games are stimulating and motivating and that they develop students’ creativity [4]. The game in education can be used in all stages of the teaching process, from the introductory part as a motivation for students to the evaluation and formative or summative assessment of students. Serious games allow students to complete tasks, acquire knowledge and reasoning of certain principles while having fun. They represent a simulation that includes the challenge of solving a particular task important for students [5]. Important elements that contribute to the educational values of the game are stimuli, fantasy, challenge, and curiosity.

Games in general can be classified into seven
categories: adventure, role-playing games, shooting games, simulation, puzzles, strategy and sports games [3]. Games in education are: quiz games, word games, puzzle games with branching scenarios, various simulations with the tasks, simulation environments, simulations that require personal answers toy and game playing role [5].

Serious Games are primarily used for learning and adopting the learning content in a fun way aiming to increase student interest and motivation. During the development of the game, it is necessary to pay attention that all the learning outcomes are fulfilled. Every serious game has to have well-defined learning objectives and promote the development of important skills in order to increase cognitive and intellectual abilities of students.

The process of serious games creation is based on the methodology SADDIE which include Specification of the game, Analysis, Design, Development, Implementation, and Evaluation [3]. Creating a didactic computer game requires choosing an appropriate tool or game engine during the analysis phase. There are a number of different types of programming tools and several different alternative systems for creating computer games, such as programming languages, multimedia development environments, environments designed specifically for game development, development tools for e-learning software and the modding environment (some gaming environments come with an additional creation engine that allows the development of extensions to the game such as new storylines known as "modding") [6].

III. GAME ENGINES

Today there are many types of software tools for developing computer games, so it is a challenging task to choose the appropriate game engine for educational games. There are many dilemmas which tool to choose because they all have strengths as well as problems. Some of them are fast for development, some may have performance issues, some require a programming skills, and some come with a developer-friendly interface [7].

For the purposes of this study, we evaluated five different game engines, these are respectively: Adventure Game Studio, Construct 2, e-Adventure, GameMaker: Studio, Phaser Editor. Each of these tools is downloadable, installed on the computer and used for game development in order to choose those engines in which 2D adventure game can be realized. Below is an overview of the examined tools for creating computer games with general information and a brief description of each of them.

A. Adventure Game Studio

Adventure Game Studio (AGS) engine is a Windows-based integrated development environment (IDE 2) which allows users to create 2D "point and click" adventure games. It primary target group is not educators, although can potentially be used to create educational games. Among the biggest disadvantages to the development of educational games using this engine are: his games cannot easily be integrated with Learning Management Systems (LMS) or inserted in a SCORM package and does not have educational features to allow assessment of student performance [8] [9]. On the other hand, Adventure Game Studio supports high-resolution graphics, has a fully integrated audio and video. Games created with it can be run on multiple operating systems, supports the use of thousands of sprite's (sprite is a two-dimensional bitmap graphic that is integrated into a larger scene, it can either be a static image or an animated graphic that plays a specific role), creating hundreds of rooms, an unlimited number of characters, dialogue, GUI and other interface elements [10].

B. Construct 2

Programming tool Construct 2 is HTML5 tool designed specifically for 2D games and provides game development without coding to all users regardless of previous knowledge of programming. Currently is available installation on a Windows platform only but games created with it can run on a very large number of different platforms which is a big advantage of this tool. It offers a simple Drag-and-Drop (DnD) interface, is easy and intuitive to use, and it is intended primarily for people who have no prior experience with programming [11].

C. e-Adventure

The e-Adventure engine has emerged within the research project at the University of Madrid (Universidad Complutense de Madrid) in Spain with an aim to facilitating the integration of educational and simulation games in the educational [12]. The tool is specially designed to create a Point & Click adventure type of educational games [13]. The three main objectives of development e-Adventure tool are: reducing the development cost for serious games, the inclusion of educational specific features in a game engine and games integration with existing educational materials in virtual learning environments.

The platform is composed of two applications - a game authoring editor (for creating the educational games) and a game engine (for execution of the games). The editor is completely instructor oriented, it does not require any technical background or programming skills to be used [14]. Through a simple and intuitive graphical interface tool, it enables the creation of games by creating scenes, objects, characters, dialogue and conditions that define the logic of the action in the game. The e-Adventure supports the creation of two different types of adventure games: third-person and first-person games [13].

Using this engine, teachers can create their own educational video games or adapt some existing popular games to add educational value. According to that, e-Adventure provides educational features that other popular game engines usually don't. The two most important educational features of this tool are the assessment reports and the integration with popular LMS (e.g. Moodle) [15].

As an example of an application in education, the e-Adventure platform is using for making educational computer games at the Faculty of Education, University of Ljubljana [3] and at the Department of Informatics, University of Rijeka.

D. GameMaker: Studio

GameMaker: Studio is a development tool for creating a 2D video game. It is also possible to develop 3D video games, but the documentation notifies about the possibility of having several problems with depths, views and other attributes [16]. This engine is used by teachers in several schools to create digital games that suit their curriculum or to improve pupils' programming skills. This engine enables development of games without programming skills. It offers an intuitive and easy Drag-and-Drop (DnD) interface action icon that provides a very quick start development of its own games. Actions are used to define...
how, when and where we want to something happened during the game. It is possible to load and create images, sounds and other graphical elements, and to add them to the objects in the scene. While creating actions, GameMaker: Studio in the background creates code of those actions which this tools make appropriate for users with and without programming experience [17]. GameMaker: Studio allows to create games for various platforms, including Windows, MAC OS, Web, Android and iOS [18]. The feature of this engine includes a sprite editor, timelines, paths, room editor, a custom programming language GameMaker Language (GML) and connection with external databases [19].

E. Phaser editor

Phaser Editor is an integrated development environment for creating HTML5 2D games. For a development of games in this tool, it is necessary to know programming. It offers a lot of examples, different Physics libraries and some plugins [20]. Programming is not required only for adding objects to the scene since it is done using a simple drag-and-drop option. However, everything else must be programmed by a user therefore knowledge of JavaScript programming language is required. [21].

The compared data of selected engines, the least system is required for installation and some properties related to hardware. Examination shows that most of the benchmarked engines, only e-Adventure programming tool has multi-language support and, support for SCROM 1.2 (Sharable Content Object Reference Model – a collection of standards and specifications for web-based e-learning) reference model and the possibility of integration with the LMS systems. Also, is the only tool among compared that is tailored to work with people with special needs.

According to the criterion of interoperability, all compared engines support the ASCII character set, while UTF-8 character set only Adventure Game Studio does not support. Regarding the criterion of usability, e-Adventure, GameMaker: Studio and Construct 2 enable creating games without programming. GameMaker: Studio has an advanced option that enabled programming in a way that allows users can create more game options. Adventure Game Studio requires programming scripts that define certain actions in the game.

C. Engine system requirements and installation

Engine system requirements include which operating system is required for installation and some properties related to hardware. Examination shows that most of the comparison tool requires minimum Windows XP, Windows Vista or newer operating system. Considering the compared data of selected engines, the least system requirements for installation has Adventure Game Studio. Installation criterion describes how easy engine installation is, and testing has shown that all engines are simple to install and have appropriate installation instructions.
D. Functionality and the ability to export

Functionality analysis the features that are specific for game development, while ability to export lists possible ways of exporting games for different platforms. The comparison of selected engines based on the functionality criteria are given in Table 3.3 After the comparison according to the criteria of functionality, we found out that all tools support the development of 2D computer games quite good. eAdventure allows making first-person games where the main character is not present, and third-person where the game is playing with the main character (avatar), Adventure Game Studio allows creating games in the third person, while other engines do not have limited modes for games creation. In the Adventure Game Studio and eAdventure navigation through the game is with the mouse pointer, and in other tools keyboard controls can also be used. Construct 2 and GameMaker: Studio have built-in Box2D Simulator Editor by which elements like friction and gravity are define. Adventure Game Studio and eAdventure engines have built-in dialogue editors, while GameMaker: Studio has a separate external editor that saves dialogues which are implemented in the project in .txt files. In the eAdventure dialogue can be displayed normally, as a whisper or as a thought, and dialogue text can be converted to speech. It provides the ability to change the main character, NPC (a non-player character/non-person character/non-playable character is any character that is not controlled by a player) or items appearance in scenes. These changes are flags conditioned. It has a built-in book subject that facilitates the information entry or giving instructions to a player. Built-in item inventory has Adventure Game Studio and eAdventure, while in others are necessary to program the inventory. In Adventure Game Studio and eAdventure are necessary to set up the main character to every scene, regardless of whether it is needed there or not. Out of all tools, only eAdventure offers game statistics view. Assessment and evaluation through a various question can be made in eAdventure offers game statistics view. Assessment and whether it is needed there or not. Out of all tools, only

Ranging the ability to export the game the most options for exporting offers Construct 2, and at least Phaser Editor engine, but we should consider that it's created in 2015 and is still in development phase. All engines can export games for Windows and Linux platforms. eAdventure and Phaser Editor can't export for Android, iOS nor consoles’ platforms and Phaser can't export for Mac OS X. Only eAdventure offers the ability to export g games as learning object where the project is saved as educational content.

E. Multimedia support and working environment

Criterion multimedia support is related to which multimedia elements engine supports, while engines working environment analyzes if an engine is user-friendly. After the comparison according to multimedia criterion, it seems that all compared engines allow the inclusion of multimedia elements like images, sound, video and animation. Compared engines mainly support common formats for image, sound, video and animation, while GameMaker: Studio supports vector graphics. The e-Adventure can create animations of the main characters and NPC only for standing, talking, walking and the use of objects, while other tools can create animations on request. Considering the category of engine working environment all compared engines have an intuitive graphical interface with Drag-and-Drop options that can be adjusted if necessary. Also, all of them allow testing of the project as well as the detection of errors that occur when creating games.

F. Review of work with selected software tools for comparison

The research involved five engines for creating computer games which are primarily designed for making 2D games. For this study, we have developed our criteria and according to them compared all selected engines. In every engine, we made a basic version of the game, while in GameMaker: Studio a full version of the game was developed. For each compared tool we've created a new project in order to examine the functionality and features of the engine. We adapted designed game scenario to the possibilities of particular engine while some elements could not be realized in each of them. Further, in GameMaker: Studio, Construct 2 and Phaser Editor free engine versions was not possible to use.
TABLE 3.2 COMPARISON BASED ON THE FLEXIBILITY AND SUPPORT CRITERIA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CRITERIA</th>
<th>CATEGORY</th>
<th>Adventure Game Studio</th>
<th>Construct 2</th>
<th>e-Adventure</th>
<th>GameMaker: Studio</th>
<th>Phaser Editor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SUPPORT</td>
<td>Customer support</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Complete documentation</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Community</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Forum/Blog</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes/No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Facebook/Twitter</td>
<td>Yes/No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLEXIBILITY</td>
<td>Adapted to work with people with special needs</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accessible to the wider community</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Integration with LMS systems</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SCORM 1.2</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Multilingual engine</td>
<td>No; English only</td>
<td>No; English only</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No; English only</td>
<td>No; English only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Multiplayer</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

all the features and functionalities. After the comparison, GameMaker: Studio was chosen for the development of the full game "Explore the solar system", since it met all the required criteria. We decided to use it because it's a free engine for developing 2D adventures games for PCs. It has an intuitive graphical interface and complete engine, and it's relatively easy to create game with this engine. It has very good user community, offers various examples, tutorials, manuals, forums, developers personal experience.

The serious game "Explore the solar system" is intended for 5th grade students and is associated with teaching unit Earth in space in Geography course. The game can be used at the beginning of the lesson as an introduction in order to provide students' motivation for learning. Also, it can provide the repetition about the Solar system in a funnier and more interesting way for students. The game type that we developed is a 2D point and click adventure.

V. CONCLUSION

One aspect of using ICT in the education is game-based learning and using serious computer games. Implementing games encourage students to participate and develop their creativity. They are primarily used for successful material completion in a more interesting and fun way. Serious games represent an opportunity for enhancing education from primary school through to lifelong learning.

The creation of a serious game is a complex project, and one of the most challenging task is to choose the appropriate game engine. Within this study, we examined five tools for game development. The comparison showed that each tool has certain advantages and disadvantages. Customers choose development platform based on engine characteristics, the experience they have in game development and their needs. This paper proposed criteria that will allow the developer to select the engine based on these characteristics.

For game development, we chose GameMaker: Studio since it met all the criteria set. It's a very affordable engine with intuitive graphical interface and simple mode which facilitate game development.

GameMaker: Studio is suitable for beginners in game development, or for those who do not have much programming experience because in a very short period they can make a simple game.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CATEGORY</th>
<th>Adventure Game Studio</th>
<th>Construct 2</th>
<th>eAdventure</th>
<th>GameMaker: Studio</th>
<th>Phaser Editor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Game types</td>
<td>Point &amp; Click adventures</td>
<td>Different HTML5 2D games</td>
<td>Point &amp; Click adventures</td>
<td>Different 2D games</td>
<td>Different HTML5 2D games</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creating a game in a certain mode</td>
<td>Yes, in the third person</td>
<td>Not limited</td>
<td>Yes, in the first or third person</td>
<td>Not limited</td>
<td>Not limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Including finished scripts in tools</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigation through the game</td>
<td>Mouse pointer</td>
<td>Mouse pointer or keyboard</td>
<td>Mouse pointer</td>
<td>Mouse pointer or keyboard</td>
<td>Mouse pointer or keyboard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programming code editor</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2D Simulator Editor</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Game logic</td>
<td>Scripts defined</td>
<td>Defined with certain events and actions</td>
<td>Defined with flags and variables</td>
<td>Programming</td>
<td>Programming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavior of the characters and games objects</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dialogue editor</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>External editor</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Embedded options for defining the movement of the main character and the NPC</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turning another elements look (the main character, NPCs, items)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input the instructions</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creating icon object for games inventory</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Embedded options to save, load and exit the game</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timer option</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The random appearance of objects</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The game statistics view option</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creating multiple-choice questions</td>
<td>Possible to make</td>
<td>Possible, but not the best optimization</td>
<td>Well optimized</td>
<td>Possible to make</td>
<td>Possible, but not the best optimization</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Abstract: The rapid development of digital technology and the constantly increasing number of online information sources have meant that students’ skills related to information seeking are crucial for academic success. This Paper presents the selected findings of a case study with an emphasis on identifying differences and similarities between international and Croatian students’ information seeking skills in an online environment. Internet search engines, E-books, online databases and research networks are the online resources which were analysed in this study in order to discover information on the literacy of two groups of students. Quantitative research was conducted in March of 2015 via an online survey and the sample consisted of 70 international and 69 Croatian students. The following research fields were identified in line with the literature review and the expected research outcomes: (1) discover similarities and differences in usage of online information for academic purposes between international and Croatian students, (2) compare the frequency of usage of different online sources between international and Croatian students, and (3) describe the most common online sources of information used by the two groups of students. The results of the study could be used to raise awareness of the need to develop students’ online information skills and to improve courses within the Croatian higher education system by harmonizing them with those from European Union.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Rapid technology development, the Internet era and ever-increasing amounts of available information in the on-line environment within and academic context require that students develop skills connected to information literacy. Generally, information literacy is defined by the American Library Association as the abilities that enable people to ‘recognize when information is needed and have the ability to locate, evaluate and effectively use information’[1]. Information literacy skills are closely connected to technological innovations and the Internet so student competencies should be oriented on the successful navigation through on-line resources, knowledge production and collaboration with colleagues [2].

Nowadays students often tend to accept information without checking its accuracy[3], and therefore it is important to develop their research skills. In an on-line environment, on-line search engines are a primary step in seeking information, and when resources such as E-books, on-line library databases and research networks for scientists are used, time and skills are demanded in an academic context. Even students who feel confident searching for information on-line have an overdependence on trivial information sources from search engines, and this can be problematic in information diffusion in an on-line context. The results of research that focused on identifying E-resources such as E-books, journals, databases, articles, search engines and websites show that students often cannot identify resources correctly or at least not on a level that is academically acceptable [4]. In order that student on-line information search processes for academic purposes could be better understood, the SCOOP research tool was developed to identify crucial information related to students on-line search behaviour and the problems they came across while searching for information on-line [5]. Students not only just consume on-line information, they also generate information through their academic work, and the use of on-line sources that are suitable within an academic context is crucial for developing a learning society on an international level.

Research in Croatia was conducted which connected the use and perceptions of on-line academic databases among university teachers and researchers. These results show that use of this on-line source of information is not satisfactory, especially in cases of younger academic staff, such as teaching assistants at university, who need instructions and trainings how to use on-line databases to retrieve information adequately [6]. These results also show that even those working in academic society who teach students have insufficient information literacy skills, so it can be assumed that students’ skills for on-line information
sources are not sufficiently developed. The manner in which students search for and use information is a part of their academic skillset and research competences. Different student strategies for using information resources have different benefits for student academic achievement and they depend on the actual needs of the user’s understanding. Improving access methods can produce better information query efficacy and help students to gather information and attain academically in general [7]. The nonlinear model of information-seeking behaviour among academics includes three core processes (which are linked to opening, orientation and consolidation) and three levels of contextual interaction. Contextual interactions within the nonlinear model are linked to external and internal context and depends on a cognitive approach. Information seeking processes within the nonlinear model are similar to the processes on an artist’s palette, which means that their preparation and starting and finishing points are not fixed. All information-seeking processes are nonlinear, dynamic, holistic, and flowing [8]. The elements of this model are connected to the development of information literacy curricula.

Research results [9] show that seeking scientific information is a complex process for which only few students have sufficient knowledge. The search process includes library competences. Researchers [9] divided respondents into three groups, according to their different levels of competences for scientific information searches: novice, intermediate and expert users. According to the results for all three groups, collaboration between faculty and librarians is necessary in order to help students to gather information for their learning outcomes. Research conducted among postgraduate engineering students shows that there is a linear relationship between a user’s cognitive style and information seeking. Different user profiles depend on the differences in a user’s information seeking skills [10]. Database experts and students that attend the college information management course, in which they gather trend transition skills, have better learning performances in comparison with users of other databases. A comparison of students who use conventional search engines with database experts shows that the latter can easier target the issue [11]. International students and students from different cultures, such as Chinese students, mostly use two search engines: Baidu and Google. Baidu is more popular because students are familiar with their interface and the Chinese resources. Google is used more often for global information seeking and information provided in English language, whereas BAIrDU is used for everyday communication and networking [12].

II. METHODOLOGY

Research was conducted amongst international and Croatian students in March of 2015 via an on-line survey. Students were asked to answer anonymously and on a voluntary basis.

A. Respondents

The Research’s core sample (N=139) consisted of two independent samples: 69 international students and 70 Croatian students. Details on the distribution of respondents according to gender, age and type of study is shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1. DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS ACCORDING TO GENDER, AGE AND TYPE OF STUDY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>International (N=69)</th>
<th>Croatian (N=70)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Percentage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>24.46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>25.18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-20</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6.47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21-23</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>15.11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-26</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>11.51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 or more</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>16.55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of Study</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>28.06%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>14.39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-graduate</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7.19%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some meaningful differences between the two student groups will be mentioned in following paragraph. From data shown in Table 1, it can be stated that most of the international respondents were from the following countries: the United Kingdom, Netherlands, Germany, Norway, Switzerland, Portugal, Greece, France, Spain, Romania, Latvia, Italy, Ukraine, Austria, Macedonia and Poland. 16.55% were 27 years or older and 28.06% were undergraduate students. In case of Croatian students, 30.22% of respondents belonged to age group from 21 to 23 and 30.94% of them were graduates.

B. Questionnaire

The questionnaire was created in English and Croatian and contained 31 items. Results of both questionnaires were summarised and one data set was used for answer analysis.

The first part of the questionnaire consisted of questions about the respondent’S socio-demographic characteristics: gender, age, type of study and home country (for European students) or university (for Croatian respondents). The second part included 27 items about on-line information resources and student attitudes about their use for academic purposes. A 5 point Likert scale was used to measure student attitudes or opinions by level of agreement or disagreement with a particular item. The Cronbach alpha coefficient was
The Main limitations of this study relate to its sample size (N=139), and a larger and differently structured sample size would ensure a more representative distribution of the population. For example, respondents in the Croatian student sample were mostly from the University of Zagreb’s Faculty of Organization and Informatics, and students from other universities were not included. One limitation of this study’s result is also the effect of pseudorandom sample (N=139) that it is not representative for whole faculty population. Still, the selected sample includes students from all levels of study (undergraduate, graduate and postgraduate levels) and amounts to approximately 5% of the core sample which includes 3,000 students from the Faculty. In the case of international students, respondents were from different countries and universities (19 various home countries were listed in the responses). A better approach would have been to compare student attitudes to on-line information searches from just from one foreign country. Furthermore, the data was collected in 2015, so student opinions could have changed in the interim. To find further differences in usage of different on-line scientific resources for academic purposes, more detailed questions should have been included in the questionnaire.

III. RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION

Three research questions were determined to identify similarities and differences between international and Croatian students’ information seeking skills within an on-line environment.

A. Similarities and Differences between International and Croatian Students Regarding On-line Information Usage

In order to compare whether there are differences in on-line information usage habits between international and Croatian students for academic purposes, two types of analyses were performed for the following types of on-line information sources: a) Internet search engines (Google, Yahoo and Bing), b) On-line scientific databases (EBSCO, Science Direct, ProQuest and Wiley On-line Library), c) E-books (Google books, Scribd, Intechopen) and d) social networking sites for scientists and researchers (ResearchGate, Academia.edu).

Levene’s Test for Equality of Variances was first used to determine if the two groups had about the same or different variability between scores. The results are shown in Figure 1. Since the Sig. value in the four analysed resources in Levene’s Test is > 0.05, it can be concluded that variability in two observed groups of students is not significantly different.

An independent samples t-test was used to compare the means determine the differences in habits of on-line information source usage between two unrelated groups of students (Croatian and international students) for academic purposes. The results of t-test show that there is a statistically significant difference between international and Croatian students regarding usage habits of on-line scientific databases (t=2.39, df=137, p<0.05). It can be concluded that international students use databases more than Croatian students for academic purposes (Mint=3.36, sdint = 1.18, mix=2.89, sdx= 1.17).

The t-test for results of another three analysed sources of on-line information shows that there is not a statistically significant difference between international and Croatian students regarding Internet search engine usage habits (t=0.17, df=137, p=0.05), E-books (t=0.547, df=137, p>0.05) and social networking sites for scientists and researchers (t=0.11, df=137, p>0.05). When comparing the means for each on-line source, it can be concluded that Croatian students are slightly more likely to use Internet search engines (MCR=4.76, sdcro= 0.711, MINT=4.74, SDINT = 0.50) and E-books (MCR=3.10, sdcro= 1.14, MINT=2.84, sdx= 1.08) than international students, but the differences are not statistically significant. On the other side, international students have a habit to use research social networks for researchers and scientists slightly more that Croatian students, but the differences are not statistically different (MINT=2.51, sdx= 1.12, MCR=2.23, sdx= 1.29).

The results show there is need to improving the skills required to use scientific databases among Croatian students because currently they have a habit of using simple, non-scientific sources of on-line

| Table: HABITS OF USAGE THE ON-LINE INFORMATION AMONG INTERNATIONAL AND CROATIAN STUDENTS |
|------------------------------------------|-----|-----|-----|-----|
| On-line database                        |     |    |    |    |
| CRO                                      | 70  | 2.89| 1.17| 0.14|
| INT                                      | 69  | 3.36| 1.18| 0.14|
| Internet search engines                  |     |    |    |    |
| RH                                       | 70  | 4.76| .71 | 0.09|
| EU                                       | 69  | 4.74| .50 | 0.06|
| E-books                                  |     |    |    |    |
| RH                                       | 70  | 3.10| 1.14| 0.14|
| EU                                       | 69  | 2.84| 1.08| 0.13|
| Research networks                        |     |    |    |    |
| RH                                       | 70  | 2.23| 1.29| 0.15|
| EU                                       | 69  | 2.51| 1.12| 0.14|

Legend: CRO = Croatian Students, INT = International Students
information rather than those which are more complex and better suited for academic purposes. The reasons for such results could be following: Croatian students are not familiar enough with this kind of information and their importance in producing higher quality student papers and researchers as they consider them more skill and time intensive, and another issue could be that there is no access to relevant scientific databases for academics at a national level or that the prices for specific articles is relatively high.

Other results in general show no differences in habits of Internet search engine, E-books and social networking sites usage for scientists and researchers. The main reasons for such on-line seeking behaviour could be that these are sources students use in everyday life, they consider them appropriate enough for academic purposes, they are intuitive to use and do not demand special information literacy skills and they are also free and easy to access.

B. Comparative Frequency of Usage of Different On-line Sources by International and Croatian Students

In order to determine comparative frequency of usage of different on-line sources by international and Croatian students, two types of analyses were performed for the following types of on-line information sources: a) Internet search engines (Google, Yahoo and Bing), b) On-line scientific databases (EBSCO, Science Direct, ProQuest and Wiley On-line Library), c) E-books (Google books, Scribd, Intechopen) and d) social networking sites for scientists and researchers (ResearchGate, Academia.edu). A 5 scale Likert scale was used to determine the frequency of usage of these four on-line resources and the possible answers were: 1 – Never used, 2 – Used once 2, 3 – Using 2 or 3 times a month, 4 - Using every week, 5 – Using every day.

| TABLE 3. FREQUENCY OF USAGE DIFFERENT ON-LINE SOURCES FOR INTERNATIONAL AND CROATIAN STUDENTS |
| Legend: CRO = Croatian Students, INT = International Students |
| Interna
tional / Croatian Students | N | Mean | Std. Deviation | Std. Error |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>On-line Database</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRO</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>3.17</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INT</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>3.88</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet Search Engines</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RH</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>4.10</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>4.03</td>
<td>.84</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-books</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RH</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>3.26</td>
<td>.98</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Networks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RH</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>2.97</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>3.09</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Likewise for the first research question, Levene’s Test for Equality of Variances was used to determine if the two groups had about the same or different amounts of variability between scores. Since the Sig. value in the four analysed resources in Levene’s test is > 0.05, it can be concluded that variability in two observed groups of students is not significantly different.

The t-test results of another three analysed sources of on-line information show that there is not a statistically significant difference between international and Croatian students regarding to frequency of use of Internet search engines (t=0.53, df=137, p>0.05), E-books (t=0.73, df=137, p>0.05) and social networking sites for scientists and researchers (t=0.53, df=137, p>0.05). When comparing the means for each on-line source, it can be concluded that Croatian students use Internet search engines (MCRO=4.10, sdCRO= 0.09, MINT=4.03, sdINT = 0.10) and E-books (MCRO=3.33 sdCRO= 1.00, MINT=3.26, sdINT = 0.98) more often than international students. International students more often find information for their academic purposes on research networks than Croatian students (MINT=3.09, sdINT = 0.10 M CRO=2.97, sdCRO= 1.15). An independent sample t-test was used to compare the means and find differences in frequency of usage of on-line information sources between international and Croatian students. The results of this t-test show that there is a statistically significant difference between international and Croatian students regarding to frequency of use of on-line scientific databases (t=3.50, df=137, p<0.05). It can be concluded that international students use databases more frequently than Croatian students for academic purposes (MINT=3.88, sdINT = 1.13, MCRO=3.17, sdCRO= 1.26). The t-test results of another three analysed sources of on-line information show that there is no statistically significant difference between international and Croatian students regarding frequency of Internet search engine usage (t=0.53, df=137, p>0.05), E-books (t=0.73, df=137, p>0.05) and social networking sites for scientists and researchers (t=0.53, df=137, p>0.05).

When comparing the means for each on-line source, it can be concluded that Croatian students use Internet search engines (MCRO=4.10, sdCRO= 0.09, MINT=4.03, sdINT = 0.10) and E-books (MCRO=3.33 sdCRO= 1.00, MINT=3.26, sdINT = 0.98) more often than international students. International students find information for their academic purposes slightly more often than Croatian students on research networks, but there is not a statistical difference (MINT=3.09, sdINT = 0.10 M CRO=2.97, sdCRO= 1.15).

The results of second research question are similar to the first and show that international students have a preference for using scientific resources (on-line scientific databases and on-line networks for researchers) for information more often than Croatian students do. The key reason for such a difference could be that European counties have more developed practices at a national or institutional level than Croatia, and these measures improve awareness of the
importance of using scientific on-line sources and developing need skills in an academic context.

C. On-line Sources of Information Used by International and Croatian Students – Knowledge and Skills

A third research question was used to determine how students evaluate their knowledge and skills in usage of the most common on-line sources of information. Possible answers ranged from 1, which indicated a low level of knowledge and skills, and 5, which indicated a very high level of usage of some information source for academic purposes. Results are shown in Figure 2.

![Figure 1](image.png)

**FIGURE 1: KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS LINKED TO THE ON-LINE SOURCES OF INFORMATION BETWEEN INTERNATIONAL AND CROATIA STUDENTS**

Legend: Access x: Type of On-line Sources; Access y: Answers on the Likert Scale (1-5)

From the data represented on this graph, Croatian students from this sample evaluated their skills and knowledge more positively in cases of Internet search engines, and E-books and international students consider themselves more skillful in using on-line scientific databases and on-line networks for researchers and scientists. It can be concluded that both group of students have highly developed skills for Internet search engine usage, but there is room for improvement regarding other on-line sources, especially in case of the Croatian group of students who have lower scores than international students.

IV. CONCLUSION

The results of this study show that students from Croatia and international students use similar sources to gather information for academic purposes. Those sources are mostly linked to Internet search engines, E-books (such as Google books, Scribd, Intechopen…), on-line scientific databases (such as EBSCO, Science Direct, ProQuest, Wiley On-line Library…) and on-line networks (such as Research Gate, Academia.edu…).

There is the slightly more frequent usage of databases by international students in comparison with Croatian students. Reasons for this could include possible access to data bases and different research skills. Further education in the field of attaining academic skills and the development of information seeking behaviour could be improved with specific courses and training. Closer collaboration between librarians, staff and students is a necessary prerequisite for using academic sources of information for research purposes. In general, higher education should include information literacy in curricula and focus more on developing requisite research skills so that student can use appropriate on-line information sources for academic tasks. Further research could include more students from other universities so that this core sample could be more relevant.
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Summary – Learning programming is difficult. This refers to primary and secondary school students, but to university student beginners at programming too. These particular reasons stand as a challenge to teachers, as well. Most of the authors agree that recursion presents one of the most difficult concepts at programming, whereas some authors think it is the most difficult concept in programming. On the other hand, it is no longer only an important mathematical concept, but a programming technique, a way of algorithm thinking, and a tool to problem solving. There have been many attempts how to teach recursions. Hereinafter, one can find certain approaches for which authors claim to bring a better understanding of this important concept.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recursion is a technique within which a program function, a procedure or a method calls itself; and a recursive algorithm is the one self-referencing [1] If a function continuously calls itself, the process would never stop, therefore a recursive function should meet three of the following conditions [2]:

- recursive calling termination condition,
- recursive relation,
- consecutive recursive calling should be converged according to the recursive calling termination condition.

The basic example of a recursive function is the function for product of first \( n \) positive integers, known as the factorials. In the Python programming language function is as follows:

```python
def fact(n):
    if n == 1: #1
        return 1
    else:
        return n * fact(n - 1) #2
```

Command (#1) has a defined recursion termination condition. The issue here is a basic case with a trivial problem solution. In the upper example, a basic case is the one in which one should multiply the first 1 positive integer and that product is 1. Should the basic case not be the situation here, the function performance is done recursively (#2). Namely, the product of the first \( n \) positive integers can be attained in the manner that the product of the first \( n-1 \) positive integers is multiplied by \( n \). This statement is evident, for example, at multiplication of the first 5 positive integers:

\[
fact(5) = 1 \cdot 2 \cdot 3 \cdot 4 \cdot 5 = \frac{1 \cdot 2 \cdot 3 \cdot 4 \cdot 5}{fact(4)} = fact(4) \cdot 5
\]

Command (#2) has, therefore, defined the recursive relation. Since the value, used to call the function, constantly decreases, it stands clearly that recursive calling converges to the basic case, i.e. \( n = 1 \).

Recursion is a special case of the Divide-Conquer-Glue technique [3], where the problem addressed is divided into smaller problems, which later are solved independently, and, finally, by „gluing“ the solutions we come to the initial problem solution. Recursion here is specific in the way that smaller problems solved here are the same as the initial problem, only they differ in „size“, which we also call the instance, i.e. dimension. For example, \( fact(5) \) and \( fact(4) \) are two instances of the problem of multiplication of the first \( n \) positive integers, wherein \( fact(5) \) instance represents the product of the first 5 positive integers, whereas \( fact(4) \) instance represents the product of the first 4 positive integers.

At the same time, we can observe recursion as a loop generalization [4]. A loop consists of a set of commands that repeat. The most common loops used in programming languages are the for and while loops. Commonly, the loop has one of the following two shapes:

```python
command-1
command-2
... command-n  (decision on repeated performance)
```

or

```python
command (decision on one-time execution)
command-1
command-2
... command-n (decision on repeated execution)
```

One can easily notice that decision on executing of a block shall be made at the end or at the beginning of the block of commands. Recursion can be observed as a case where a decision on repeated execution of a block of commands can be made at any point within the block:

```python
block-1
command
... Jump to block-1 (condition satisfied)
... command
end of the block
```

During executing of the block-1, the execution comes to a stop and the commands of the same block are called again. This repeated call may cause another call, etc. After the commands of one block have been executed fully, we return to the following command of the block that has called the block execution, wherein the executed block's results may be used in the future for executing of the block.
that called the block executed. It is important to mention that while calling the new block, the status of the block that called it should be filed, and then later on loaded, and continue to execute. It is realized by runtime stack [5]. Each time a recursive subprogram has been called, variables, parameters, return address and other required data are stored on the stack. At the moment when a subprogram is returning the control over to the subprogram which called it, the related data are popped from the stack.

A large number of programs, that are usually solved recursively, are possible to be solved by using loops, as well. For example, such is the program for multiplication of the first $n$ positive integers. Its non-recursive solution in the Python has the following form:

```python
def fact(n):
    t=1
    for i in range(2, n + 1):
        t *= i
    return t
```

There are recursive problems which cannot be solved by loops or the loop-based solution is much more complex, and this may serve as motivation for recursions [6]. Sometimes, instead of the recursive, one can implement a problem solution which, using the stack, simulates recursion, e.g. for Fibonacci number computation. Similar to the loops, usage of the stack may be upgraded in the way that recursive solution of the $n$th Fibonacci number is the sum of the two preceding:

```python
def b_z(n):
    if n < 3:
        return 1
    else:
        return b_z(n-1) + b_z(n-2)
```

![Picture 1: Recursive computing of the 5th Fibonacci number](image)

As one can see, certain recursive calls, e.g. $b_z(2)$, occur on several occasions, which shall result in slower function performance than the following non-recursive solution:

```python
def b_z(n):
    a = b = 1
    for i in range(3, n + 1):
        a, b = b, a + b
    return b
```

One should mention that recursive solution of the $n$th Fibonacci number computation may be upgraded in the way that the already calculated problem solutions be stored in the data structure, therefore avoiding the multiple computing types:

The appropriate recursive solution in the Python would be:

```python
def b_z(n):
    if n < 3:
        return 1
    else:
        return b_z(n-1) + b_z(n-2)
```

```
+---------------------
| b_z(5)              |
+---------------------
|                   +
| b_z(4)             |
|                   +
| b_z(3)             |
|                   +
| b_z(2)             |
|                   +
| b_z(1)             |
```

There is another division of the recursive programs defined by [16]. He addresses three types of recursions:

- **structural** – at recursive call, the arguments, by which the recursion is called, are either unchanged or closer to the basic case. If the parameter of the recursive function be, for example, data structure, the recursive call will happen over the real subgroup of that structure. That way, when binary tree traverse, one recursive call traverses only one tree branch,

- **generative** – the arguments used to call the recursive function are computed each time over again and there is no guarantee that a change of parameters leads to the basic case. Examples to such recursions is the Collatz Problem$^3$ and Euclidean algorithm for $\gcd(m, n)

$$ A(m, n) = \begin{cases} 
  n + 1 & m = 0 \\
  A(m - 1, n) & m > 0 ; n = 0 \\
  A(m - 1, A(m, n - 1)) & m > 0 ; n > 0 
\end{cases} $$

$^3$ The first and second Fibonacci number are 1, and each number is the sum of the two preceding.

II. CLASSIFICATION OF RECURSIONS

Recursive algorithms can be classified on multiple grounds. One of such categorizations has been stated by [15]:

- **linear** – has only one recursive call. A typical example of such a recursion is computing factorials. A special type of linear recursion is tail recursion. This recursion has recursive call as the last command within the function.

- **Multiple or exponential** – doesn't have only one recursive call, but it can have more of them. An example of such a recursion is generating all permutations of the set from $n$ various elements.

- **nested** – recursive call is one of its arguments. Ackermann’s function$^2$ is an example of such a recursion,

- **mutual** – this one doesn't call only itself, but another function, which then calls the first function again. We can have more than two functions. An example of such a recursion is a slightly different point of view on computing the $n$th element of the Fibonacci sequence [15]

- **linear** – has only one recursive call. A typical example of such a recursion is computing factorials. A special type of linear recursion is tail recursion. This recursion has recursive call as the last command within the function.

- **Multiple or exponential** – doesn't have only one recursive call, but it can have more of them. An example of such a recursion is generating all permutations of the set from $n$ various elements.

There is another division of the recursive programs defined by [16]. He addresses three types of recursions:

- **structural** – at recursive call, the arguments, by which the recursion is called, are either unchanged or closer to the basic case. If the parameter of the recursive function be, for example, data structure, the recursive call will happen over the real subgroup of that structure. That way, when binary tree traverse, one recursive call traverses only one tree branch,
calculating the largest common divisor of two positive integers,

- accumulative – in these recursions, among the parameters of recursions, there is one more or several additional parameters containing partial solutions of problems.

III. ARE RECURSIONS TRULY THAT DIFFICULT?

Almost every author writing about recursions, already in their introductions claims that it is one of the most difficult concepts for programming beginners. Even [17] and [18] agree with the fact that it is the most difficult concept. According to the research described in [18], including 559 students and 34 teachers at 6 European universities, the most difficult concepts for the students were: recursions, pointers, abstract data types, etc.

Having finished learning the recursions, students will be using them seldom for any other further problem solution, except if it has been explicitly demanded from them to do so [19], and even in situations when they have an offered solution to the same problem by the loop, i.d. by recursion, they will get a better understanding of the solution implemented by the loop [20].

Recursion problem is linked to constructivism [1], is argued by the fact that making references to the already existing knowledge is really important for gaining new knowledge, whereas recursions have nothing to refer to on account of them being so specific.

IV. CONCEPTUAL MODELS FOR TEACHING RECURSIONS

Many an author has made an attempt to make the recursions more appealing to beginner programmers. Some authors think that suitable preparatory actions, such as playing specially designed games, can help in later understanding of recursions. Whereas, others are of the opinion that analogies to problems that students are familiar with are of much importance; and there are some who think that visualization of the recursion flow is essential, while there are those whose opinion is that following the flow is not necessarily connected to development of recursive thinking, but they regulate a line of steps how to develop a recursive way of thinking.

Mental model defines a certain way of understanding abstract concepts or certain real systems [21]. It determines our way of thinking and acting, as well. Conceptual model stands for a manner of presenting new contents by an individual. Understanding of the content can be described as possessing a mental model on the content. Conceptual model represents an important tool for understanding of and teaching new contents. One of the teacher's tasks is to build a conceptual model enabling students develop a suitable mental model. According to the Structural Mapping Theory an important factor in adopting new content are analogies. Analogies represent a connection between a known (base) and unknown (target) domain. The conceptual model, within that context, would represent the base we take the analogies from for the unknown domain (target). Considering the area which we take the analogies from, we can talk about

- abstract conceptual model – its base is abstract, for example the mathematical model,
- concrete conceptual model – its base is concrete, for example a concrete object.

There is a set of models for teaching recursions, [21] bring 5 models:

- Russian Dolls – the Russian doll can contain a smaller doll within itself, which contains a smaller one, etc. (recursion),
- Process Tracing – tracing recursive calls. It describes the functioning of recursion,
- Stack Simulation – recursion mechanism is simulated from the computer perspective, where each recursive call creates a new record on the runtime stack,
- Mathematical Induction – recursions from the formal, mathematical aspect,
- Structure Template – explains recursions based on the example of recursive programs, describing therefore the basic case and recursive relation. The template for solving recursive problem comes down to: searching for recursive relation and defining the basic case.

In their work, the authors refer to learning styles, making reference to the Kolb's definition of learning styles, according to which a manner of information processing is one of the basic factors having influence on mental model design. Combination of manners, in which we perceive information and in which we process them, defines our learning style. Speaking of Kolb’s learning styles we can observe them through two dimensions:

1. way of adopting knowledge: concrete experience and abstract conceptualization
2. way of experience transformation: reflexive observation and active experimenting

School students and university students with different learning styles will have a different reaction to various teaching methods, therefore teaching methods should be suitable to students' learning style. The authors have performed a research showing that students with abstract learning style are more successful at learning recursions than students with concrete learning style. No research has shown that the abstract type has a better understanding of recursions if they have been explained by abstract model, nor that the concrete type has a better understanding of recursions if they have been explained by a concrete model. Two mental models for teaching recursion describe [7]:

- The Little People model – there is a large number of little people in the computer, each of them being an expert for a specific task (function) performance. When there is a certain problem, it is to be divided into smaller pieces and the little people hired to solve these smaller pieces. An example of such a model from perspective of a manager and a worker has been described even in [3].
- „Top-Down Frames” model – enables tracing recursive calls on paper. A new window is created for each recursive call that is within the window which has called it. Within the window there is recursive function program code with concrete parameters values, whereas at the bottom of the window there is a value that the appropriate recursive call returns.

\textsuperscript{3} For the positive integer \( n \) we define transformations in the following manner: if the number is even, it becomes \( \frac{n}{2} \), otherwise it becomes \( 3 \times n + 1 \). The question is how many of transformations, such as this one, over the \( n \) is to be performed in order to reach number 1.
The author [5] addresses the following recursion teaching models in his work:

- **Induction** – recursion is explained as a function that calls itself. The Fibonacci numbers are set as an example. It is an important approach, however it lacks a deeper understanding of how recursions function.

- **Runtime stack** – a simulation runtime stack is created in computer, which stack is an occurrence in recursive calls. The shortfall of this manner of tracing occurrences in the runtime stack is it being done on paper.

- **Function performance tracing** – each time there is a recursive call, a line is written with the name of the subprogram being called, and with suitable parameters. The same thing happens at returning from the recursive call. At output, one has to take care of the indents in order to visualize recursive calling. Tracing can be realized on paper, as well, and it makes a runtime stack simplification. Presenting recursive functions that call themselves iteratively may not be the perfect solution, e.g. functions for computing the Fibonacci numbers, i.e. Ackermann's function.

- **Recursion tree** – tree whose nodes represent the momentary surrounding, encompassing the parameters and local variables. At that point, the nodes are identified with recursive calls, and a node's children are recursive calls occurring in a suitable surrounding. Some of the shortfalls of the recursive tree are: (1) it does not contain the value returned by the recursive call; (2) it is not easy to draw a tree in case when we have more than two recursive calls within a function.

- **Activation tree** – a combination of the runtime stack and recursive tree. Each node contains, besides the name of the function and parameters, the function's return value. The author is of the opinion that this manner has no shortfalls.

### Table 1: Activation Tree Node

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of the function</th>
<th>parametre 1</th>
<th>return value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>parametre 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Picture 2: Activation Tree Node**

**A. Preliminary work that improves recursion learning**

One of the ways that contributes to a better understanding of recursions later on, is playing a well thought computer game that will develop the recursive way of thinking. Authors [22] and [2] describe one of these games, called Cargo-Bot, showing that it helps in recursion learning.

**B. Concrete Teaching Model Examples**

The largest number of authors has been studying some of the learning models.

[23] provides 3 examples that can serve as introductory examples, of which each may have its drama version:

- **Opening of presents** (closed brackets problem) – a friend has given you a watch, however, in order to keep the suspense going, the watch had been placed inside a box, inside another box, etc. The objective is to describe the gift opening algorithm in one's own words.

- **Chain design** (factorials) – there are \( N \) links with springs defined, which are to make a chain together. The idea of recursive solutions is to give one’s friend to make a chain of \( N-1 \) length, and then add one more link at the end of the chain.

- **Eating chocolate** (searching for elements on the list) – at our disposal we have a bar of hazelnut chocolate. We are to eat only those squares containing the hazelnuts.

The authors of the [24] have an interesting way to describe how to adopt the recursion concept. It is their opinion that in times of object-oriented programming one should change their approach to teaching recursion, as well. They, also, think that recursion learning should be implemented over data structures. This is illustrated by an abstract data structure list OurList in the Python, whose every instance had two properties: head – preserves the element value, and rest – all the remaining list elements. The authors have been able to explain this kind of a structure to the students, and, through role playing, the students were to come up with certain basic operations over the lists: counting how many time does a certain element appear on the list, verifying whether or not the defined element exists on the list, adding an element at the end of the list, and so on. Each student represents an instance of the list and the teacher has established which student represents the whole list. Only the students sitting next to each other are allowed to speak to each other.

The authors [25] provide an example to recursion teaching of children at the age of 11 to 14. Recursions are described on examples not directly connected to programming. The following problems are stated as examples:

- **Genome sorting** – the students were handed envelopes containing integers (from 1 to 14) and were to line up the numbers without opening the envelopes. They were using only one student, comparator. He was the only one able to open the envelopes and say which envelope contains the larger number. The comparator's service costs one monetary unit for each comparison. The objective is to sort the envelopes the way to spend as little money as possible.

- **Visual recursion** – a picture containing the same picture in one of its parts, etc. Students were given several pictures and they were to determine which of these pictures contained recursions, and to provide their opinions through discussion.

- **Sierpinski Carpet** – one of the students is drawing, and the other one is describing. The one describing was given the picture of the Sierpinski Carpet and is to describe, to the one who is drawing, how to draw the picture.

- **Line Up** – students are lined up, as in a queue, and their eyes have been blind-folded. They are to determine how many students are there in front of them in the queue, without ever leaving the line.

Parallel car parking principle, along the road can also be a good introductory example to illustrate recursions [26]. For example, there is a street 10 units long and we would like to know how many cars can fit into these 10 units. After a car has been parked in a random space, it occupies a single unit and it „divides“ the street into two parts. The total number of cars parked is going to be: the number of cars that can be parked in front of the parked car, the number of cars that can be parked behind the car parked, increased by one parked car.
The author [27] describes an interesting example of introducing the recursion through examples from the computer world. Recursions have been described on the example of:

- Computer system of files and folders - going through the tree like structure of files and folders by using the Python os module.
- Web searching – using urllib.parse module, by which we can reach each all the URLs on a single page and then recursively visit all those URLs.

Recursions are not natural in imperative languages [28], [29] whereas functional languages are stated to be the alternative.

Numerous works ([13], [30], [31]) deal with models of stack simulation, i.e. with visualisation of recursion tracing. To be able to understand recursions it is key to understand the principal of a subprogram execution termination, and transfer of the execution flow onto another subprogram [13]. In this context it is the moments that are important when a subprogram calls another subprogram, i.e. itself in a case of recursion. The author calls this moment active transfer of the execution flow. The moment the called subprogram has been executed till the end, the execution control returns to the subprogram that called it – execution flow passive transfer. These, but many other procedures have been visualised in the EROSI system (Explicit Representor Of Subprogram Invocations). These authors’ work demonstrates that usage of this program improves understanding, and writing of recursive programs, as well.

Besides a computer, recursion mechanism visualisation is possible on paper, too. [31] speaks of the recursion graph notation – RGraph. The idea for this kind of an approach has come to life as a reaction to the recursive tree, which, according to its author, doesn’t have an accentuated passive transfer and value return at the end of the recursive call; which is solved in RGraph. Square nodes in the graph represent recursion call, while oval nodes represent preliminary actions for recursion call, i.e. actions after recursion call. Moreover, there are two types of edges: dashed line and full line. The dashed ones are those that go from the higher level onto the lower level, whereas the full lines represent the edges among the nods on the same level.

C. Abstract Model Examples

Concrete model of recursion teaching is not enough for a deeper understanding of recursions [10], [32], [33]. Recursion execution tracing is the basic mechanism that is going to help the recursions-inexperienced students to be successful at computing the recursive function value, however that does not mean that they will be able to understand the recursion fully, and especially the passive transfer of execution control that is happening at the moment of our exiting the function’s recursive call.

Programming represents a specific way of thinking and addresses problem solving [10], where the focus is placed on figuring out algorithms, and not on the programming language syntax.

Algorithm to approach the recursive problem solving has been described by [10] and [11]. According to [10], the basic steps are:

1. **Finding the basic case** – the smallest instance of the problem with a basic solution,
2. **Rules simplification** – manner to reduce the size of a problem,
3. **Natural recursion** – link between a simplified and an actual solution to the problem,
4. **Finish** – merging of the previous steps into a single recursive function.

V. LOOPS BEFORE RECURSIONS OR VICE VERSA?

There is also a debate on when to teach recursions. Several authors think that they should be taught after loops, while another group thinks that it is better to show the recursions before the loops.

The research according to which it is better to learn loops first, and then recursions, has been presented in [34]. On the other hand, [35] and [36] propose learning recursions before iterations. The authors [35] state several arguments to their hypothesis: recursion makes a special case of Divide-Conquer-Glue method; to understand recursions, it is enough to know functions and branching, whereas, to understand loops, one needs to understand a brand new context; the basic reason for not understanding recursions arises due to the created mental model of the loop.

VI. CONCLUSION

Most researchers will agree with the statement that, on one hand, recursions make an extremely important concept in computing, and an exceptionally complex one for beginners, on the other hand. There are various methodologies for teaching recursions, which can generally be divided into concrete and abstract. One group of researchers point out that concrete methods are better, whereas another group states that one should use abstract methodology in order to understand recursions fully. The truth is, surely, somewhere in the middle. One should use various concrete methods, their visualisations, etc., to be able to understand the recursion mechanisms. However, this is not the way the students will develop a recursive manner of thinking. They will develop it only if they have a deep knowledge of recursions, if they will be using them in various situations during their education, if the teacher has the habit of leading them into thinking could the problem on the table be solved recursively, and so on.

**Picture 3: Visualisation of Execution of the 4th Element of the Fibonacci Sequence Recursive Computing by the RGraph**

Hybrid visualisation model is the one trying to unify more conceptual teaching models. One of such has been described by [12]. Their idea was to unify the conceptual model of stack simulation and structure templates. The result of it is creation of a system for helping students learning recursions, called ChiQua-Tutor. Stack simulation model is based on the graphic variant of the RGraph. The system offers a few standard problems that enable studying of recursions (factorials, palindrome, etc.), and provides recursions tracing, complementing of recursive algorithms, creating the RGraph for a set recursive code, animating of recursion execution, etc. After using this tool, a significant leverage in solving recursive problems has been observed.
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Abstract - Learning management systems such as Schoology and Edmodo promote a learning environment that leads to achieving the expected learning outcomes through encouraging student participation. Although most teachers use learning management systems as a part of implementing the Flipped Classroom, these tools can also be used as a platform for student-teacher communication and provide an online environment for engaging in interactive classroom activities and sharing various learning materials. This paper will explore the advantages and disadvantages of Schoology and Edmodo platforms.

I. INTRODUCTION

A learning management system is a software application for the administration, documentation, tracking, reporting and delivery of electronic educational technology (also called e-learning) courses or training programs.[1] Learning management systems promote a learning environment that leads to achieving the expected learning outcomes through encouraging student participation.

There are many learning management systems available on the market; platforms offer a wide range of features for diverse users. The most popular LMS services among teachers are Edmodo, Moodle and Schoology.

Although most teachers use learning management systems as a part of implementing the Flipped Classroom, these tools can also be used as a platform for student-teacher communication and provide an online environment for engaging in interactive classroom activities and sharing various learning materials. Moreover, such platforms can help teachers to easily collaborate with other educators in the community.

Currently, we are using Edmodo and Schoology for class discussions, placing and viewing students’ assignments, sharing digital learning materials, creating e-learning course materials and tracking progress for ninety-three students from 13 to 18 years of age.

This paper will explore the advantages and disadvantages of Schoology and Edmodo platforms.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. EDMODO

Edmodo[2] is an easy-to-use learning management system similar to Facebook, designed for teachers, students and parents. Through Edmodo teachers can share content, educational applications and important information. Students can connect to the classroom, access homework, learning materials and submit assignments even after the school day is over. Edmodo’s collaboration features enable teachers to easily communicate with other teachers in the country.

In order to observe their child’s progress or to discuss with his/her teachers, parents can access the Edmodo website either under their child’s username or they may create their own account. Parents can also receive alerts from teachers about school events, missed assignments and other important messages.

After creating an Edmodo account, classes for students can be created. Also, when using Edmodo, the teacher is able to create smaller student groups within a class (Schoology lacks this particular feature).

We are using the Edmodo portal for the following activities:

Edmodo is very suitable for sharing various course materials such as different files and links. This platform is extremely useful in subjects that teach students different programming languages such as SQL and Java by using specific software such as MySQL and NetBeans, because the teacher has an option to upload videos that explain how to install a program, software features, as well as explanations for certain assignments.

As teachers, when creating quizzes and tests, we prefer the Schoology portal because we can customize a wide array of settings for each test/quiz. The following settings
can be adjusted: Instructions, Submissions (e.g. Enable until, Enable from…Until), Time Limit, Attempt Limit (e.g. Attempt Limit: 3 times, Grade by: Highest Score), Randomize the Order of the Questions, Resumable, Paging, Question Review, View Submissions, Hide Point Value, and other features[4].

B. Schoology

Schoology[5] is a learning management system (LMS) that provides a number of various collaboration tools and enables teachers to share e-learning courses, administrate classes, keep gradebooks and communicate with other teachers and students.

We are using the Schoology portal for the following activities:

Because we are using Schoology to create quizzes/tests, we are also using this portal for tracking student progress via Gradebook[6].

Schoology offers the possibility to create course media albums in order to organize photos, videos and/or audio files for different courses. Teachers can allow comments on each item within an album. Students can have an option to upload and tag media[7].

By using Schoology teachers can create an interactive discussion for students. Students can respond to any post by another student. The students’ comments can be moderated, which requires a teacher to approve each post before it is published [8].

III. Pilot Study

Edmodo and Schoology have several common features, such as a familiar interface (similar to Facebook interface), comprehensive products such as discussion panels, announcements, schedules and grading; both platforms are generally available free of charge.

A short overview of Edmodo and Schoology features is shown in Table I.

Our research was conducted on Edmodo and Schoology learning managements systems on ninety-three students from 13 to 18 years of age for specific subjects from vocational education such as Java programming, Embedded Systems, Databases and Server operating systems.

IV. Findings

The majority of students stated that shared course materials can be easily accessed using both Edmodo and Schoology as shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1](Image)

**Figure 1.** Question for students: “Do you find that both Edmodo and Schoology provide easy access to course materials?”

Our research has shown that the majority of students have noticed the difference between quizzes and tests made in Edmodo and Schoology as shown in Figure 2.

![Figure 2](Image)

**Figure 2.** Question for students: “Have you noticed the difference between quizzes/tests created in Edmodo and Schoology?”

They immediately noticed the following features: Attempt limit (specifies a limit to the number of times a student can take a test/quiz) and Resumable (option that allows students to resume an incomplete submission).

Once a student starts a quiz/test in Edmodo, it cannot be paused; when the allotted time runs out, the quiz/test will no longer be accessible to the student. The teacher can allow students to retake a quiz/test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Edmodo</th>
<th>Schoology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mobile application</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher collaboration tools</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Docs syncing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student self-enrollment</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No messenger for students</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gradebook</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automated quizzes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online assignment / submission / collection</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Granular group segmentation</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The main advantages and disadvantages of the Edmodo Learning Management System are shown in Table II.

Schoology offers elaborate reports and statistics on students’ improvement via Gradebook. As shown in Figure 3, students are using the Gradebook option available in both Edmodo and Schoology. Teachers can grade assignments, quizzes/tests and discussions directly in the Gradebook, and students can easily view these grades under their Grades tab. Moreover, the students’ progress can be evaluated against specific instructor-defined objectives.

The majority of students didn’t like using Media Albums from Schoology portal for different course topics as shown in Figure 4. When asked why, they said that viewing different media content was interesting, but they didn’t want to participate in creating course content. First reason was that they needed to explore course materials and the Internet to create content. There were students who thought that their grade will depend on the quality of created content because all students didn’t have equal technical and/or creative skills for creating course content.

Nearly the same result was shown for using the Discussion option in Schoology as shown in Figure 5.

Most of the students didn’t like to participate in discussions.

The main advantages and disadvantages of the Schoology Learning Management System are shown in Table III.

Our research has shown that students preferred using Schoology when doing quizzes and tests because they could resume an incomplete submission. Both Edmodo and Schoology allow students to easily access course materials. As the research has shown, students in general didn’t like using Media albums and Discussions, a feature that can only be accessed via the Schoology portal.

As shown in Figure 6, there was a slight difference in opinion regarding a question: “Do you prefer using Edmodo or Schoology?”.

### Table II: Edmodo - Advantages and Disadvantages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• User-friendly interface</td>
<td>• The iPad application has been criticized as confusing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Various possibilities for sharing assignments and course materials</td>
<td>• Students have to enroll themselves in the system in order to start receiving assignments and checking up on their own performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Assignments with a due date</td>
<td>• No messenger for students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Online distribution and submission of assignments</td>
<td>• News, announcements and postings can only be displayed in chronological order, the dashboard looks cluttered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Notifications by email</td>
<td>• The iPad application has been criticized as confusing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Interactive quizzes with various types of questions</td>
<td>• Students have to enroll themselves in the system in order to start receiving assignments and checking up on their own performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Web-based gradebook</td>
<td>• No messenger for students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• No messaging between learners</td>
<td>• News, announcements and postings can only be displayed in chronological order, the dashboard looks cluttered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Easy monitoring of student progress</td>
<td>• The iPad application has been criticized as confusing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Synchronized with Google Docs</td>
<td>• Students have to enroll themselves in the system in order to start receiving assignments and checking up on their own performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Mobile application</td>
<td>• News, announcements and postings can only be displayed in chronological order, the dashboard looks cluttered</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Question for students: “Are you using the Gradebook option from Edmodo or Schoology for checking your grades and progress?”

Figure 4. Question for students: “Do you like using Media Albums in Schoology?”

Figure 5. Question for students: “Do you like using Discussion in Schoology?”
V. CONCLUSION

Although we are currently using both Edmodo and Schoology learning management systems for ninety-three students from 13 to 18 years of age, depending on the needs of a specific subject, in the future we plan to completely switch to the Schoology portal because it is more organized. When creating quizzes/tests, Schoology LMS offers more features. Although most of the students didn’t want to use Media albums and Discussions, these Schoology features allow teachers to create an interesting course content.
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TABLE III. Schoology - ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Schoology</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>User-friendly interface</td>
<td>Students have to enroll themselves in the system in order to start receiving assignments and checking up on their own performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No messaging between learners</td>
<td>No messenger for students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Advanced configuration for assessment and quizzes (such as time limitation, retakes, etc.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cloud-based functionality for sharing assignments (similar to Dropbox)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notifications by email</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Synchronized with Google Docs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Online distribution and submission of assignments</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Web-based gradebook and attendance monitoring</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paper grading and annotation feature</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Large database of guidelines, instructions and best practices from teachers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mobile application</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6. Question for students: “Do you prefer using Edmodo or Schoology?”
Abstract - Nowadays, in the period of the digitalization and knowledge economy development, majority of activities result in the increase of data that should be captured. In each area of business, there is an increasing urge to extract the knowledge from data in a timely manner in order to be able to make shifts that ensure a competitive advantage. Thus, the knowledge of methods and techniques of big data processing is currently a tool of a modern economist. Courses oriented to how to use machine learning tools in the economic practice should become a part of a study plan at universities of economics and business. In our paper, we propose the concept of teaching of machine learning techniques using software Weka as a possible solution to integrate this issue into the study plan based on the example of problem-based learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

Digitalization of the surrounding reality has become a matter of course of the current information society. Modeling of real situations and events in the modern economy allows faster and more effective dealing with rapidly-increasing requirements regarding their fast processing. Properly designed model of real events allows predicting the future values. This feature is among fundamental assumptions of decision support systems which have taken their place in almost every aspect of life. Nowadays, information represents the most valuable commodity and this is why knowledge and the ability of its extraction from the amount of collected data is not only useful but in the today’s competitive environment it could be marked as must-have, or existential.

Processing of huge amount of data and information extraction from given data set is a scope of research of Business Intelligence. Business Intelligence includes processing of Big Data, methods and techniques of Data mining, design of prediction models and decision support systems. In order to master the techniques of data processing, it is necessary to link mathematical skills, statistical knowledge and computing skills. This knowledge and ability to use abovementioned methods should be in the skillset of the modern economist and thus teaching of these fields as a part of educational process of universities of economics seems to be the natural trend. 81% of companies with appropriate analytical talent claimed that business analytics creates a competitive advantage [1]. However, report of Universities UK [2] adverts that there is a shortage of graduates with the right combination of analytical skills in terms of transforming data into meaningful insights that has a business value for the employer. Moreover, study by Manyika et al. [3] projects the shortage of talent, particularly of people with deep expertise in statistics and machine learning, and the managers and analysts who know how to operate companies by using insights from big data. In 2018, the demand of deep analytical skills in the US is projected to be 50-60% higher than supply. This equals to 140,000-190,000 professionals. In Canada, there is a talent gap estimate between 10,500 and 19,000 with these skills for the roles like Chief Data Officer, Data Scientist, and Data Solutions Architect. Moreover, there is a gap for professionals with solid data literacy at 150,000 (for the roles Business Analyst or Business Manager) [4]. Based on these predictions, it is obvious that students with particular skills in machine learning can gain a significant competitive advantage on the labour market.

II. THE CHOICE OF MACHINE LEARNING TECHNIQUES AND DATA SETS

Machine learning is a multidisciplinary area involving artificial intelligence (AI), probability, statistics, information theory, philosophy, psychology and neurobiology. The goal of machine learning is to solve real-world problems with the use of model that provides a good data approximation [5]. Currently, there are plenty of machine learning methods that could be integrated into the study plan of universities of economics. In their paper [5], Dhage – Raina presented an overview of basic machine learning techniques. In terms of our university course, we decided to include the methods that (1) we think are understandable and manageable by students; (2) are supported by proper software available free of charge; (3) are useful for common economic practice; (4) are described in the case studies which ease both the teaching and learning process.

When it came to selection of the right techniques, mathematical and statistical background were another criteria we took into account. As our students previously took part of courses Mathematics I., Mathematics II., Probability and Statistics and Statistical Methods in Economic Science, we assumed they have enough knowledge to start with methods proposed by us without necessity to learn fundamentals. From the wide range of methods, for the purpose of course, we decided to choose the following:
a. Linear regression  
b. Logistic regression  
c. Factor analysis  
d. Cluster analysis (hierarchical and non-hierarchical)  
e. Naïve Bayes algorithm  
f. k-nearest Bayes algorithm  
g. Market basket analysis using apriori association rules

As the abovementioned methods are commonly known and widely used, the details regarding these methods could be found in fundamental machine learning books and studies.

In order to successful acquirement of proposed techniques by students, we assume that it is important to motivate them by stressing the information/value/insight they can gain from conducted analysis. We also assume the option to compare the results with the results of the example problem is important in order to have a reference about steps taken during the analysis. The selection of problem sets was important in order to arouse the interest and curiosity of students. Although the course is intended for students of faculty of economics, the problem sets and selected data sets were not selected with the emphasis on economic problems. On the contrary, their character is more or less sociological while describing general events which might seem more attractive for the students of the 2nd grade.

Based on the abovementioned arguments, we decided to embrace well-known and verified data sets that have been analysed broadly and there are many information and additional comments regarding their usage. To name a few, we decided to choose data sets Titanic, Affairs and data set from website Kaggle (www.kaggle.com), such as European Soccer Database, IMDB 5000Movie Dataset, 2016 US Election, World University Ranking, as much as well-known data set Iris Species.

III. THE CHOICE OF SOFTWARE TOOLS

There are many suitable software tools to teach machine learning techniques, such as SaS, The R Project, Rapidminer, Weka etc. In order to select the right software tool, we evaluated several criteria that are critical in case of software implementation in the academic environment. As students meet with the machine learning techniques for the first time, simplicity and user friendly user interface are basic criteria that have to be included. Availability and ease of installation were among evaluated factors, too. In order to assemble the course that is perceived to be useful, it is necessary that user base is large enough and technical support of software developers is available reasonably. The existence of large amount of study materials, tutorials, demo problem sets and examples is among the most significant factors we evaluated. This kind of accessibility is important in terms of further development of downstream courses or personal development of students themselves. In case they will consider the course to be valuable for their further career, they can extend their knowledge in the field. Regarding the software and platform independence, we selected software that can be installed and executed on the operation system Windows. The last but not least, the price was the last criterion we took into the account. In case the software license would have to be paid, we assume that students would be less motivated to install the software at home (out of the scope of the course). Moreover, the free solution could help them in their career life, as to prove their knowledge, it will be easier to get management buy-in.

After careful considerations, we decided to choose the solution The Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA). It is well-known and broadly used software developed by University of Waikato in New Zealand. Dhage – Raina [5] consider Weka to be a platform that embodies best practices for process, configuration and implementation of machine learning algorithms and in addition, it meets all abovementioned criteria.

Weka is a comprehensive software solution containing many state-of-the-art machine learning and data mining algorithms included in the Java class libraries. Weka could be downloaded from the Internet free of charge. Moreover, accompanying book explaining the included algorithms has been published [6]. Weka can be installed and run on any computer that supports Web browsing regardless of the computer platform. As the software is written in Java, the choice of computer platform is up to the user’s preferences.

Classification algorithms, decision trees, association rules and data clustering algorithms are among primary methods included in the software. The core package contains classes that are accessed from almost every other class in Weka. The most important classes are Attribute, Instance, and Instances. An object of class Attribute represents an attribute - it contains the attribute’s name, type, and in case of a nominal attribute, all possible values.

Ability to select relevant functions to be included in the model induction is an essential component of applied machine learning system. The Weka software provides three feature selection systems: a locally produced correlation based technique [7], the wrapper method and Relief [8].

Weka contains an implementation of the Apriori learner for generating association rules, a commonly used technique in market basket analysis [9].

The objective of clustering methods available in The Weka is not to predict the particular classes. Instead they try to divide the data into homogenous groups called clusters. The Weka contains implementations that could be used for variety of tasks, e. g. EM algorithm (commonly used for unsupervised learning) or Naïve Bayes (for more information refer to [10]).

IV. EDUCATIONAL PROCESS

There are several previous studies describing the machine learning teaching process:

• students of Artificial Intelligence, Computer Science and Information Science [11];
• students of design [12];
• diverse audience [13].

However, we weren’t able to find any paper describing the teaching process in terms of the students of economics or business administration.

Machine learning techniques are part of the process of the knowledge extraction from databases (data sets). These techniques are fundamental for the Data mining process. Data mining is considered to be one of the six steps regarding the knowledge discovery in databases [14]. The process of knowledge discovery in databases could be considered as a part of Business Intelligence which is crucial for leveraging the intellectual assets of companies by creating, storing and sharing obtained knowledge for effective decision making. It is a process of obtaining the knowledge from the databases that are valid in the statistical meaning, currently unknown, and potentially useful for specific purposes. [15], [16], [17].

Process of KDD may consist of different number of steps and their specification vary based on the author [18], [19], [20], [21] and [22]. Paralič [14] defines KDD as a process of the following 6 steps:

1. Definition and analysis of the task
2. Gathering of relevant data and its understanding
3. Data pre-processing
4. Data mining
5. Evaluation of examined patterns and identification of knowledge
6. Application of knowledge obtained and evaluation of its use

In the educational process of machine learning techniques we focus on the 3rd and 4th step of KDD. However, for the complex understanding of the problem and for motivation, it is necessary to address each step of KDD.

The first phase of the educational process is connected to the determination of the problem or research task by lecturer. Afterwards, the relevant dataset is made available. Students will use the dataset to complete their research tasks.

The second phase of the educational process is analysis of the research task in order to fully understand it. As a part of this phase, decomposition of the research task and analysis of the dataset should be done. The main focus of this phase is to choose a proper machine learning technique/techniques that will be used for the data analysis and the consultation about the method selection with the lecturer.

The third phase of the educational process is pre-processing of the available dataset. In this phase, students are going to use software program MS Excel. This phase will result in cleansed dataset in the format suitable for processing in Weka. We chose MS Excel for the variety of reasons for this phase. MS Excel is broadly used tool and students are familiar with its basic functions. Moreover, by pre-processing the dataset in MS Excel, we can improve the knowledge in terms of its use by students.

The fourth phase is the application of machine learning techniques on pre-processed dataset with the use of Weka software. The outcome of this phase should be results of analysis.

The last phase of the educational process is the evaluation of obtained results and their comparison based on the use of particular machine learning methods.

The course is intended to be a part of the educational process of the students of the 2nd grade of the study major Finance, Banking and Investment at Technical university of Košice, Faculty of Economics. Currently, there are several courses of statistics and econometrics available at Faculty of Economics. However, we have chosen to propose the new course based on the following:

• statistical courses in the 1st grade cover only basic methods and lack touch with business reality;
• statistical courses in the 2nd and 3rd grade miss machine learning methods and are taught using software that is not freely available. The same applies for courses in the higher grades;
• econometrics course in 4th grade is taught (in our opinion) too late. Moreover, in order to perform analysis, R is used. It involves programming and causes troubles for students in this very first step.

The course is an elective subject. In the pilot run, there will be 12 students involved in this course. Based on the number of students in the course, we selected educational methods that allow individual approach towards students. We consider this approach to be the most suitable regarding the character of the course. This method has been marked as expository-problem method and research method [23]. Expository-problem method will be used in the first half of the course in which we will outline the problem situation and research task. The expository part will be focused on the introduction of the fundamentals of knowledge extraction from databases with the theoretical framework oriented toward machine learning techniques. Students will learn how to work with the dataset during the pre-processing phase (with the use of MS Excel and Weka). In the second half, we decided to apply the method of research. Students will select the research task that will be specified by the particular dataset. The emphasis will be put in knowledge extraction with the use of selected machine learning techniques. When research task is handled properly, students will present the method they chosen, the procedure and results obtained by analysis.

V. EVALUATION OF EDUCATION PROCESS

The success of this pilot course and its sequel strongly depends on the course and methods rating of students themselves. Questionnaires and feedback polls are inevitable in order to improve the course or make changes that will lead to the better overall perception of the course by students. We decided to put the “startup approach” in place. The primary aim of the pilot project is to set some
sort of the MVP (most viable product) - the university course that will be iteratively improved based on the feedback of the customers – the students. Due to the small sample of course participants, we decided to use semi-structured interview in order to determine student’s expectations regarding the course. At the end of the course, we will distribute the questionnaires among students that will try to map the following areas connected to the educational process:

- the suitability of selected problem sets (datasets and techniques);
- the suitability of selected teaching methods;
- the difficulty of the course content;
- the practical applicability of the course;
- the suitability of chosen software tools and their difficulties;
- the evaluation of the student’s results by lecturer;
- what was the degree of satisfaction with the course in terms of meeting the students’ expectations.

Results obtained from questionnaire survey will be compared to the results of the interviews conducted in the beginning of the course. The survey will not be anonymous as we would like to follow up with the students that can provide us with additional insights regarding the course quality improvement. It is a vital step not to expect students to be the only ones working with the data. It is also our duty to practice what we teach and responsibility for the proper intellectual development of the future generations of economists.

VI. CONCLUSION

As was presented in the beginning of our paper, there is a shortage of people with data mining skills. The use of machine learning methods is currently necessary in all fields, including economics and business. Based on the abovementioned state on the labour market, we assume the machine learning skills to be a competitive advantage of students when applying for the job. In our paper, we propose the design of the course with the focus on machine learning techniques. The course is designed for the students of Faculty of Economics. The course consists of several steps necessary in order to execute proper data analysis. We also suggest a particular range of methods that would be taught and executed in software Weka. Weka is a significant step in the transfer of machine learning technology into the workplace. We selected the software based on the criteria that was set prior the course. In order to improve the satisfaction of students and utility of the course, we would like to apply selected methods for obtaining valuable feedback that will help us adapt the course.
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Abstract - In today’s world virtual online educational platforms emerge literally on daily bases and many offer MOOC-based courses. With the appearance of MOOC, educational platforms have gained an additional boost, a new aspect in their evolutionary process, which has opened a new field of research thanking to the extraction of logging information within the frames of data mining. It has become clear that educators will be able to tailor their courses by merging the two previously mentioned fields and by carrying out MOOC-based data mining, targeting pedagogical aspects. This field of research seems promising and important, thus a faculty at the University of Szeged has created its own MOOC educational platform which has been set to facilitate data mining by implementing a wide range of logging algorithms. The data would be processed through a complex Artificial Intelligence program, which, in the short term, could reveal new and exciting pedagogical findings, while in the long run, the supervisors could put together a platform that would help and notify educators about relevant information. It would become possible to create adaptive educational materials, as well. This work aims at clarifying how such platforms function and what the steps of data collection and evaluation are.

I. INTRODUCTION

In today’s world virtual online educational platforms emerge literally on daily bases and many offer MOOC-based courses. Mushrooming as a scalable lifelong learning paradigm, Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) have enjoyed significant limelight in recent years, both in industry and academia [10]. With the appearance of MOOC, educational platforms have gained an additional boost, a new aspect in their evolutionary process, which has opened a new field of research thanks to the extraction of logging information within the frames of data mining. Plenty of research at various institutions in the last 8 years seem more than promising with a significant breakthrough. Its origin dates back to the Educational Data Mining conference in 2008, where the idea of educational data mining of MOOC courses first emerged. All the findings since then have been published in the form of research papers and scientific journals underpinning that it is worth digging even deeper.

It might be asked what the reasons are that brought this interdisciplinary field of sciences to life. The main reason is that MOOCs are open education platforms, in which the participants are self-motivated to complete courses [24]. However, learning outside the framework of an educational institution and the supervision of a teacher may bring about certain obstacles. Learning in a MOOC requires that students apply self-regulation [23]. Among the most debatable issues are the high drop-out rates, this has been proven by dozens of researches. [3][7][9][11][13][23][25]. From this standpoint, one could easily question the existence of MOOC courses; nevertheless, there is pressure in higher educational institutions to provide up-to-date information to achieve institutional effectiveness [20]. Online platforms are among the most important tools to gain insight into how online education functions.

Ironically, the problem can be solved through the online platform itself because its structure allows all around logging of student activities, which may lead us to some so far unknown tools of pedagogical research. This idea has been grounded in the investigation of Romero & Ventura who think that learning management systems accumulate a great deal of log data about students’ activities [20]. The system can automatically record whatever student activities are involved, such as reading, writing, taking tests, performing various tasks, and even communicating with peers [26]. In short, MOOC big data is a gold mine for analytics [18]. On the other hand, data mining technology has been proved effective in CMS pedagogical research as well [13].

Science that deals with verifying such data is called EDM (Educational Data Mining), with many prominent names of the field and outstanding research achievements. Berland et. al suggest that EDM may have the potential to support research that is meaningful and useful both to researchers working actively in the constructionist tradition but also to wider communities [16]. Data collected from learning systems can be aggregated over large numbers of students and can contain many variables that data mining algorithms and techniques can explore for model building. [22] Working from student data can help educators both track academic progress and understand which instructional practices are effective [5].

Educational data mining (EDM) is a research area which utilizes data mining techniques and research approaches for understanding how students learn [22]. In recent years, there has been an increasing interest in the use of data mining to investigate scientific questions within educational research, an area of inquiry termed educational data mining [2]. The scope of educational data mining includes areas that directly impact students [19]. An emerging field of educational data mining (EDM) examines the unique ways of applying data mining methods to solve educationally related problems [19].

It must be stated that the primary goal of research is not just to obtain information but to keep as many students
as possible signed up to our courses. Through his investigation into the relevant papers, Huebner reveals works that suggest how learners can be kept in the learning environment, efficient educational techniques, and better course books in the future which may help reducing the drop-out rate in a predictive way [19]. Along this line of thought, researchers at Bowie State University have assigned risk factor points to each learner which demonstrated who would have difficulties [6].

The authors’ research takes this route to test e-learning platforms by putting together two MOOC courses (Conscious and Safe Internet Usage - TÉBIA, Database Management) a logging platform to register online activities. This paper has been written to investigate EDM opportunities and to develop the authors’ own logging system dealing with how the steps of data recording, cleaning, and pre-processing are done.

II. WHAT IS EDM AND WHY IS IT IMPORTANT?

While thousands of students have been attracted to large online classes, keeping them motivated has become a challenging endeavor [13]. Thus, it is of paramount importance to understand student motivation or why it is lost. A tool to gain access to such answers in Data Mining. In order to find out what this notion is one may quote Baker who states that Data mining, also called Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD), is the field of discovering novel and potentially useful information from large amounts of data [2]. Knowing that EDM has existed for only a decade, it is advisable to take a close look at it to reveal what it really means. Its meaning depends on how it is defined, however a common meeting point has been established, which seems to be digital education. Educational data mining is a research area which utilizes data mining techniques and research approaches for understanding how students learn [22]. EDM is an emerging tool and technique used to comprehend and represent educationally related data [19]. Furthermore, data mining is a series of tools and techniques for uncovering hidden patterns and relationships among data [27]. Data mining is a multidisciplinary area in which several computing paradigms converge: decision tree construction, rule induction, artificial neural networks, instance-based learning, Bayesian learning, logic programming, statistical algorithms, etc. And some of the most useful data mining tasks and methods are: statistics, visualization, clustering, classification, association rule mining, sequential pattern mining, text mining, etc. [21]. Educational data mining is an emerging discipline that focuses on applying data mining tools and techniques to educationally related data [1]. A large number of researchers within EDM focus directly on course management systems and how they can be improved to support student learning outcomes and student success [19]. Data mining is the process of efficient discovery of non-obvious valuable patterns from a large collection of data [12].

Interactive e-learning methods and tools have opened up opportunities to collect and scrutinize student data, to ascertain patterns and trends in those data, and to formulate new discoveries and test assumptions about how students learn [22]. Researchers have found that they can apply data mining to rich educational data sets that come from course management systems such as Angel, Blackboard, WebCT, and Moodle. Numerous studies have shown that data mining can be used to discover at-risk students and help institutions become much more proactive in identifying and responding to those students [14]. Educational data mining is defined as the area of scientific inquiry centered around the development of methods for making discoveries within the unique kinds of data that come from educational settings, and using those methods to better understand students and the settings which they learn in [2]. Online learning systems log student data that can be mined to detect student behaviors that correlate with learning [22].

Four main axes can be identified along which EDM methods may be helpful for constructionist research:

- EDM methods do not require constructionists to abandon deep qualitative analysis for simplistic summative or confirmatory quantitative analysis;
- EDM methods can generate different and complementary new analyses to support qualitative research;
- By enabling precise formative assessments of complex constructs, EDM methods can support an increase in methodological rigor and replicability;
- EDM can be used to present comprehensible and actionable data to learners and teachers in situ.

In order to investigate those axes, the first step is to describe one’s perspective on compatibilities and incompatibilities between constructionism and EDM [16].

The strengths of EDM systems can be traced back to their tools, primarily logging methods that provide information to researchers, who would in turn reveal so far unknown pedagogical conclusions. Baker sums up (Table I.) what is known about those tools and result [2].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category of Method</th>
<th>Goal of Method</th>
<th>Key applications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prediction</td>
<td>Develop a model which can infer a single aspect of the data (predicted variable) from some combination of other aspects of the data (predictor variables)</td>
<td>Detecting student behaviors (e.g. gaming the system, off-task behavior, slipping); Developing domain models; Predicting and understanding student educational outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clustering</td>
<td>Find data points that naturally group together, splitting the full data set into a set of categories</td>
<td>Discovery of new student behavior patterns; Investigating similarities and differences between schools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationship Mining</td>
<td>Discover relationships between variables</td>
<td>Discovery of curricular associations in course sequences; Discovering which pedagogical strategies lead to more effective/robust learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discovery</td>
<td>A model of</td>
<td>Discovery of relationships</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I. The Primary Categories of Educational Data Mining
The system presented in this paper was built on the basis of Moodle which is an open-source, free, well supported, popular e-learning platform. It has a long history, given that the first version came out in 2002. The platform is known for its robustness, though its user interface is little less modern than it is expected in these days. This is the underlying reason for completely replacing its font-end and develop a new one, which calls the Moodle’s back-end. One module of its front-end is responsible for logging, which is the focus of this article.

This logger front-end collects and process events, and calls its back-end part via HTTP to store them. This back-end part – which is completely independent from the back-end of the Moodle - is developed in NodeJS and uses MongoDB to store events (Figure 1.).

Every log entry is an event. Each of the events classified the system into different types, and depending on the type, they store different parameters for it. For example, a "textinput" event has a parameter, which stores the typed text, called text:

```
{
    type: "textinput",
    data: {
        target: "search-target",
        text: "database"
    },
    time: "2017.01.23. 16:01:28.242",
    page: "https://...",
    userid: 1876
}
```

There are some parameters, which are stored for all events:

- **userid**: the ID of the user, who has executed the operation, or 0, if there was an anonymous user
- **time**: the date of the event
- **page**: the URL of the page, where the event was happened
- **type**: the type of the event (see below)

The type of the events, and their parameters can be the following ones:

- **load**, **unload**, **focus**, **blur**: they are generated in the case of loading or unloading of the page, and getting and losing the focus.
- **resize**: it means resizing the browser window. It has two parameters: x, y (the new size of the windows).
- **click**: it represents a mouse click. Its parameters are x and y.
- **testClick**: it signifies a mouse click to an answer of a quiz. It is a preprocessed event: this javascript event handler automatically recognizes if the mouse click happened over an answer, and generates a testClick event, not a simple click event. Its parameters are: question, answer, correct, choiceCleared.
- **download**: it is generated in the case of downloading a file. Parameter: filename.
- **textinput**: this event represents a change of a text input field. Parameters: target (id of the text element), text (actual value of the text element).
- **textinput focus**, **textinput blur**: they are generated when a text input gains or loses the focus. Parameters: target (id of the text element), text (actual value of the text element).
- **passwordinput**, **passwordinput focus**, **passwordinput blur**: similar to the previous ones, but because of security consideration, the value of the password text input is not stored. Parameters: target (id of the text element), and length (of the text element).
- **mousemove**: mouse moving event. Parameters: x, y, xDistance, yDistance, realDistance. The system stores only two mouse events in a second.
- **scroll**: means scrolling the page. Parameter: top. The system stores only two mouse events in a second.

There are video events, as well. The system supports two kinds of video: html5 video element and embedded YouTube video. Events:

- **videoSeek**: means seeking in the html5 video element. Parameters: seekTime, videoId, totalTime, src.
videoPlay, videoPause, fullscreenOn, fullscreenOff: html5 video playing events. Parameters: actualTime, videoId, totalTime, src


youtubePlay, youtubeEnd, youtubePause, youtubeBuffering: youtube video playing events. Parameters: actualTime, videoId, totalTime, src.

youtubeQuality: changing youtube video quality settings. Parameters actualTime, videoId, totalTime, src, quality

youtubeRate: parameters: actualTime, videoId, totalTime, src, rate

IV. DATA

Two courses have been created in order to test the logging platform. In the first part of the research, a pilot study was conducted between the dates of March 1 and May 30, 2016, while the second study was recorded in the interval of October 1 to December 10, 2016. Altogether 163 students took part in the pilot study and 347 student signed up for the two courses in the Autumn semester. The details about the course are presented in Table II below. The learning material for both courses comprised a three week study period. One of the courses, which ran under the name ‘TEBIA,’ included 4 + 1 (embedded) videos, while the other course, with the name ‘Databases’ had 7 (embedded/Youtube links) videos with attached embedded texts, or external links.

The primary point of interest for the researchers lay not in the drop-out rate, instead the aim was to discern how the platform functioned and how the learners would behave. It can thus be concluded that 99.8% of the learners who had signed up for the course, had also completed it.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parts of the Learning Material</th>
<th>Course name</th>
<th>Content</th>
<th>Time frame</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>TÉBIA</td>
<td>Basics of Conscious and Safe Internet Usage</td>
<td>3 weeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>Databases</td>
<td>Basics of Databases</td>
<td>3 weeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>Introduction:</td>
<td>Video (3.37 min., Embed);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>Digital footprint:</td>
<td>Video (14.04 min, Embed); HTML embedded text;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>Conscious and Safe Internet Usage:</td>
<td>Video (13.07 min, Embed); HTML embedded text; External link;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>Online bullying:</td>
<td>Video( 13.31 min, Embed); HTML embedded text.; Extra video (11.55 min, Embed);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>Basics of handling databases:</td>
<td>Video (3.24 min, Embed); Video (3.24 min, Youtube link); HTML embedded text;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>Database models:</td>
<td>Video (2.51 min, Embed); Video (2.51 min, Youtube link); Video (4.11 min, Embed); Video (4.11 min, Youtube link); HTML embedded text;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>Relational database models:</td>
<td>Video (3.17 min, Embed); Video (3.17 min, Youtube link); HTML embedded text;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The logging system during the two courses registered 4,663,120 logs, out of which 26 variables were generated and assigned to the users. These were the following:

Data, Page, Pid, Time, Type, User, Data.realDistance, Data.x, Data.xDistance, Data.y, Data.yDistance,


V. PRE-PROCESSING

The e-learning platform of the University of Szeged is a website which provides a wide variety of services, including video lessons to every courses, however it does not have a complex platform such as Coursera or edX. This is the reason why is was not possible to close the e-learning portal after the pilot study and the two courses. Thus, as a consequence, the platform used for this research could not only be accessed by those students who had signed up, but it was accessible to but external users, as well. This led to the recording of 1,443,817 (404 Mb) logs, while during the second time the system had 3,219,303 (936 MB) recorded logs. The portal recorded...
1229 students and lecturers, out of which only 513 were relevant. The contaminated raw data had to be put to serious data cleaning procedures. The file was cleaned and sorted out by examining students’ IDs, user behavior, and sign-in tendencies. Table III demonstrates a simple but effective algorithm that filters relevant and usable data:

**TABLE III. USER BEHAVIOUR, AND SIGN-IN TRENDS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Lectures</th>
<th>Lecture Videos</th>
<th>Video Length (min)</th>
<th>Quizzes</th>
<th>Users</th>
<th>Clickstream Events</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pilot</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>65.74</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>1,443,817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autumn</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>65.74</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>347</td>
<td>3,219,303</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A deeper study of this JSON file revealed further important information. This includes the user activities showing that 54% of the logs were generated by 10% of the users. The comprehensive diagram of user activities shows the distribution of active and passive participants (Figure 2).

**Figure 2. Number of clicks by user**

This fact is not surprising since one of the side effects of a MOOC course is the uneven distribution of active and passive students. Anderson et al. created 5 categories [28]:

- Viewers, in the left mode of the plot, primarily watch lectures, handing in few if any assignments.
- Solvers, in the right mode, primarily hand in assignments for a grade, viewing few if any lectures.
- All-rounders, in the middle mode, balance the watching of lectures with the handing in of assignments.
- Collectors, also in the left mode of the plot, primarily download lectures, handing in few assignments, if any. Unlike the Viewers, they may or may not be actually watching the lectures.
- Bystanders registered for the course but their total activity is below a very low threshold.

If the student activities and other data are converted to percentages, one would gain deeper knowledge in this topic. Figure 3 shows these findings. In order to complete a test, an average user generates approximately 400-2000 log files, which demonstrates that 58% of the learners do not aim at having a thorough understanding of the material but want to complete to course as soon as possible, while only 10% can be categorized as superusers according to Zhu et al.[24].

**Percent**

![Figure 3. Student activities/ logging data](image)

VI. CONCLUSION

At this stage of the studies, the authors were able to add a functioning logging system to a Moodle platform with weak tools of analyses, which would serve well for similar portals to live up to current measuring requirements. The data obtained and analyzed from students’ logging could reveal some unexpected pedagogical aspects thus helping educators and learners in the process of course planning and learning. The analysis of the pile of data amounting to millions of logs recorded during the pilot studies and the autumn courses could help the authors design an artificial intelligence (machine learning) that would automatically process input data without human intervention and which could intervene if extreme values emerge.

The aim of the redesigned and modified website is to enhance student motivation, learning achievements, and output results. After examining the relevant literature, the authors were able to sort out errors and potential opportunities that were unknown to them, like predictive analysis through clickstream [4], [7], [8], [15], [17] or feedback buttons by Chang et al. [11] which improved student concentration in the long run. A total of 1.2 GB of data was collected, enabling the authors to make the next step of designing a suitable mathematical model to their MOOC system. This would help to provide a full-scale predictive background support to educators who would upload their learning materials, and would help learners who sign up to a course. It is expected that the spring semester of 2017 will bring more users to this platform, which would double the amount of collected data. After quantitative and qualitative data analysis the new findings will also be published in a research paper.
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Abstract - The degree of including information, knowledge and technologies into all human activities is very high. New skills for new society are not only classical literacy (reading, writing, counting), but also information competencies and digital/computer literacy. According to ACM Europe Working Group in our “digital world”, information is available anywhere at any time, computer power is ubiquitous, communication of vast amounts of information is almost instantaneous, and storage capacities seem infinite. But these powerful possibilities only benefit those who have learned to use them effectively. That is why all students need to be educated in both: fluency with computer tools and the Internet and the science behind information technology, to use ICT and its devices intelligently. Educational system should be able to react appropriately to the development and trends. However, the required state and the reality do not meet. This article summarizes the results of the research of information and digital competence/literacy of secondary school graduates who entered the first grade at the Faculty of Economics, Technical University in Košice. Our research problems are as follows: What are the information competencies and students' knowledge gained during their school informatics education? How can they use this knowledge and their competencies?

I. INTRODUCTION

The Information and Communication Technology (ICT) sector plays an important role in a country’s economy and welfare. The ICT sector relies on highly performing technical infrastructures but also needs skilled people who are able to understand its complexities and are fully capable of making the best use of its potential [1].

The role of ICT on productivity and standards of living seems to be critical, because e-skills shortages, gaps and mismatches as well as a persistent digital divide will affect negatively productivity growth, competitiveness, innovation, employment and social cohesion in Europe [5].

As we can read in [6] and [7], Europe is facing a growing lack of e-skills and it is predicted that there will be an overall shortage of supply of about 800 000 ICT professionals in the EU by the year 2020. The European Commission confirms a growing demand for ICT professional skills.

New skills for new knowledge society are not only classical literacy - reading, writing, counting, but also computer and digital literacy and good creative, logical and critical thinking.

Computing enables and empowers new methods of data and information processing that have led to monumental changes across disciplines, from art to business to science [19].

The educational system should be able to react appropriately to the development and trends. The most recent National reform program in the Slovak Republic, adopted in 2014, presents actions to fulfill targets contained in the Europe 2020 strategy [16]. Another government document released in 2013 is Digipedia - a concept of informatization of the educational resort with an outlook until 2020. The concept presents digitization as one of the most effective tools for Slovak teachers and scientists how to achieve better results in education and research [13].

The most important targets and priorities of society development should be imported into the basic curricular documents as well as into the Educational framework which adjusts lessons allocation so that the declared efforts could be transformed into educational process. However, if we take a look at the, for example, Educational framework for secondary schools [14], the real situation does not testify to the proclaimed interests and efforts.

II. PROBLEMS OF RESEARCH AND DATA COLLECTION METHODS

In our research we focus on the real ICT skills and informatics knowledge – computer and digital literacy of secondary school graduates at the age of 18/19 years. Our research problems are as the follows: What are the information competencies/digital literacy and students knowledge gained during their school informatics education? How can they use these knowledge and competencies? What is the level of computer/digital literacy of secondary school graduates?

As a research tool we use a questionnaire administrated on the first seminars of Informatics I Course. We search for both the extent and content of compulsory education in the field of informatics/computer science and ICT at secondary schools. We have created
the questionnaire entries based on legislation, pedagogical documentation, and standards [14], [15], [3]. Our questionnaire is divided into several parts. Within the first part of the questionnaire our students are asked the following questions: What type of secondary school did you attend? How many obligatory informatics lessons did you take per week at your secondary school in particular school years?

In the second part of the questionnaire there are the following questions: Did you meet these terms in the informatics lessons at the secondary school? (Possible answer yes/no.) We focus on students’ knowledge in the field of basic terms of informatics, hardware architecture, operation systems, text editors etc. In the third part we want students to describe their experience with information systems.

Our aim is to compare results, developments and improvements in a longer time period. For this reason we did not modify the questionnaire entries during the research and we provided some formal modifications in a minimum possible way.

The sample of our research consists of all secondary school graduates who entered their first year at Faculty of Economics Technical University of Košice in 2003 - 2015. Students in the studied sample are from the Eastern Slovakian Region in more than 95 % of cases. Numbers of respondents in the research period, and type of graduates’ secondary schools are presented in Tab. 1 in detail. Letter “G” stands for Grammar School, “B” for Business School, and “O” for Other/Vocational School (low number of these graduates in our sample is due to the practical focus of these schools).

### Table 1. Number of Respondents and Types of Secondary Schools

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Total Number</th>
<th>Type of School</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Within the first part of the questionnaire our students were asked the question: How many obligatory informatics lessons (lesson = 45 minutes) per week did you get at secondary school in particular school years? As we can see in Fig. 1, despite the increasing importance of Informatics and ICT competencies, the number of lessons devoted to this subject at secondary schools is still very low.

The conceptual framework which has been used to analyze further data follows [1], [2], [12]:

- Computer literacy means skills that are fundamentally necessary for the effective use and application of common ICT systems, devices and software tools in support of our own work and personal interests. Broadly speaking, these cover the term “ICT user skills”, which refers to the confident and reflected use of ICT for work, leisure, learning and communication.

- Information competencies/digital literacy represent skills that are necessary for researching, designing, developing, planning strategically, managing, producing, consulting, marketing, selling, integrating, installing, administering, maintaining, supporting and servicing ICT systems. These also refer to the abilities needed to exploit strategic opportunities by using ICT technology (especially the Internet), to assure stronger performance of organizations and to research capabilities for new ways of improving or implementing business, administrative and organizational processes.

### III. Evaluation of Students’ Computer Literacy

Standard of European Computer Driving License (ECDL, [4]) version 5.0 and basic pedagogical documents mentioned above were the base for designing the next part of the questionnaire concerned on finding out the level of
students’ computer literacy. In this part we focused on working with basic applications and programs: operation systems, text processing, spread sheet programs, presentation and graphic programs, web browsing and network communication via internet services. Questions in this part of the questionnaire were formulated as follows: Did you deal or work with these programs and applications?

Within Fig. 2 we present achieved percentage of students who had some experience in the mentioned programs and applications. We show an evaluation of the students’ answers expressed as a percentage number of response, "yes".

As we can see in Fig. 2, in the last years of our research gradually almost all secondary school students worked with text editors and spreadsheets, used the internet services (email, www), and the application for web browsing. Fig. 2 also shows an increase in the ratio of students who worked with software designed to make presentation. The proportion of students who work with graphic programs is basically the same in the research period – only about 40 %. Surprisingly, working with the operation systems in recent years, has not been indicated by 100 % of the students.

The graph shown above illustratively presents shifts which occurred or did not occur during estimated time periods in particular fields. Based on our findings and consistent with other surveys (e.g. [23]), we can say that in our sample the proportion of students working with basic applications and programs falling under the computer literacy is increasing. On this basis, we can assume that the basic level of computer literacy is growing.

IV. ASSESSMENT OF STUDENTS’ INFORMATION COMPETENCE/DIGITAL LITERACY

In this section we focus on working with applications requiring higher level of the cognitive demands and complexity of the tasks. At the same time, the range and nature of the tools and applications that the students are required to use to come to a solution are more complex. We examined whether the students had dealt with basic concepts of informatics (data, information, knowledge), with Von Neumann computer architecture, topology and typology of computer networks, the functioning of the Internet (internet protocols), coding and encryption, as we can see in Fig. 3. Our research shows that a higher level of ICT competency/digital literacy achieved significantly
lower proportion of high school graduates, as in the case of computer literacy.

In the area of coding, knowledge of the computer/hardware architecture, topology and typology of computer networks as well as the functioning of the Internet, the situation has not been improved. Slight improvement occurs in the ratio of students familiar with the basic concepts of Informatics.

Working with program languages - programming, algorithm creation, web sites creation and work within the database system represented the highest level in our investigations. The difficult tasks in these parts tended to involve transferring information from one application to another, knowledge application and requiring the student to follow a relatively complex sequence of actions. The results of our findings are presented in Fig. 4. As we can see, the situation observed for relatively long period is not improved dramatically in any of the monitored areas.

In the next part of the questionnaire the students had to indicate whether they had worked with any information system (IS), and if they had met with the definition or typology of IS. On average only about 20 % of the students had already encountered with the term information system and about 10 % with information systems typology. Despite the fact that nowadays most secondary schools use electronic classroom books, electronic pupils’ books, electronic library systems, and IS is widely used in everyday life (e-shops, transport, search for information, entertainment etc.), 80 % of the students, on average, had failed to give an example of a particular IS.

In general, development and output of our educational system in the field of Informatics and using ICT at national level can be seen for example in [21]. Slovakia can be compared with other countries via results of international surveys, for example OECD PIAAC Survey of Adult Skills - Problem solving in technology rich environments [17].

Our research shows that a higher level of information competencies/digital literacy achieves significantly lower proportion of secondary school graduates as in the case of computer literacy.

V. DISCUSSION

Information society starts to transform into a different, more organized form, so called knowledge society. From the development so far we can expect, that this form will be characterized by an urge in making the information more and more available for public, by using not only information but also knowledge stored and processed by information technology according to users’ requirements. Computer technology will obviously dominate even in discoveries, formulation and gaining of new knowledge [11].

Nowadays informatics education is essential for all of us - citizens of information and upcoming knowledge society. That is why Informatics, not only computer literacy is essential for all students of all types and all levels of schools.

Although computer science has been a regular subject at school for a relatively long time, there is still more and more discussion on how to teach computer science and what to teach: Should computer science education be oriented more towards its applications or more towards its fundamentals or more towards its social effects [20]?

Many authors make a distinction between information technology - deals with the use of the computer and its applications and Computer Science/Informatics - deals with the design of informatics products or more theoretical objects. This is often related to difference between users and designers with underlying idea that designers are „those who know“ and users are „those who don’t need to know“. We agree with the author of [9] that it is necessary to go beyond this dichotomy, which is undesirable from the education point of view. According to [9] „Informatics education for all“ means informatics education also for students who will not necessarily become computer science experts.

“Computational thinking could be added to the traditional three Rs: reading, writing and arithmetic as an additional basic skill needed especially by university students – they will be better prepared to choose a future career not only as a computer specialist but also as a specialist in other disciplines, who professionally, according the needs of her/his profession, can use computing methods and tools professionally.” [21]

If we consider changes in the ICT use and the Internet communication - network security issues, and the issue...
e.g. concerning of promotion ideas of extremism etc. - the development of critical thinking via increasing the level of digital literacy is considered crucial. Critical thinking is a complex process of deliberation which involves a wide range of skills and attitudes. It includes, according to [3], identifying other people’s positions, arguments and conclusions; evaluating the evidence for alternative points of view; weighing up opposing arguments and evidence fairly; being able to read between the lines, seeing behind surfaces, and identifying false or unfair assumptions; recognizing techniques used to make certain positions more appealing than others, such as false logic and persuasive devices; reflecting on issues in a structured way, bringing logic and insight to bear; drawing conclusions about whether arguments are valid and justifiable, based on good evidence and sensible assumptions; synthesizing information: drawing together your judgments of the evidence, synthesizing these to form your own new position; presenting a point of view in a structured, clear, well-reasoned way that convinces others.

The expansion of the digital literacy can stimulate the development of creativity, which can be understood as a multidimensional phenomenon that manifests itself in many fields and contexts, from arts and crafts to design, science, research and entrepreneurship. It is regarded as a cognitive ability, but it is not the same as intelligence. It involves the ability to synthesize and combine data and information, but also requires confidence to take risks. In general, we can say, that creativity is the process of having original ideas that have value [8].

The benefits of better ICT skilled users and employees for companies and organizations can be noticed for example in the following areas:

- Higher productivity and performance of the company/organization.
- Possibility of implementation new organizational forms, e.g. development of business nets, participation in supply chains.
- Increased added value of the product or services.
- Entry to new markets. Utilization of new business channels.
- New products or services, changing business processes.
- Responding to new business activities of competitors [18], [22].

In recent years, several advanced countries have declared the intention to transform their ICT school subject into a new Computer Science, Informatics, or Computing education, with the emphasis on developing computational thinking, programming, designing computational systems and other basic concepts of Informatics. In Slovakia the theoretical conception of the school Informatics at the primary and secondary stages can be approximately characterized by the following principles:

- It is not the ICT in education, but Informatics. Both components are necessary in modern education: integration of ICT into learning processes, and also a separate subject focused on the concepts of Informatics/Computing.

- Informatics is a general (opposed to vocational) subject, for every student, without regard to his or her future professional profile and the degree of achieved education.

- Programming is considered an inseparable and core constituent of the school Informatics [10].

It is necessary to transform these ideas into the real informatics education.

All of these suggestions imply that the learners, teachers and educators, employers and policy makers feel jointly responsible for improving the quality of existing training and developing new initiatives in the field of increasing computer and digital literacy level [1].

VI. CONCLUSION

From the questionnaire evaluation we derived that the education of Informatics at secondary schools is focused on handling different packages of applications’ programs. There is a lack of understanding the basic terms, working with data on higher levels and understanding the informatics principles through the creation of programs and algorithms. Algorithmic approach, using of knowledge for creating “something new” and interdisciplinary relations are often missing.

Students are not able to identify that they are working with IS regardless the fact, that they work with it in some form “every day” in school and in the common life.

Especially in the field of higher degree - digital literacy, the situation does not change, improvements are negligible, according to our findings. We can see that the real situation does not testify to the proclaimed interests and efforts. The subject Informatics has the second lowest lessons allocation which is only 3 lessons in the 1st up to the 4th year in the higher secondary educational stage. Insufficient is the ICT integration into the tuition of other subjects, acute is also lack of competent qualified teachers in the field of informatics and ICT use.

Our students will probably face several paradigm changes in their future careers and life. Their acquired school knowledge and skills might become obsolete within a short time. That is why they must be robust enough to meet the challenges of the latest fashion, and also enable the students to cope with changes [20].

We hope that our work has helped to raise public awareness and to put the higher levels of digital literacy topic on the agenda of education policy makers, academics and teachers.
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Abstract - In the European Union development strategy formulated in the Europe 2020 document (European Commission, 2015) it was indicated, that the smart growth of the EU as a whole should be reached through the realization of three priorities: the increase in employment, the increase of productiveness and the social cohesion and specialized agendas: Digital Agenda, Education and Learning, E-skills and Employment. The main documents identify main weaknesses and risk areas. One of the most significant was described as the early school leaving of Roma minority members. Roma constitute Europe’s largest transnational ethnic minority with an estimate of ten million people. Learning outcomes of this minority are significantly lower than outcomes of the majority. As one of the reasons for early school leaving of Roma, insufficient understanding of learning materials is identified. The result is that most of the Roma community members drop out of education before attending a secondary school and continue their lives as unemployed or enter the labor market as unskilled workers. Within the paper will be presented the CloudLearning project that represents an alternative and innovative educational method: the way of the SOLE method implemented in their education. This paper will include partial results from the pilot tests realized these days.

I. INTRODUCTION

The European Commission (EC) has identified three key drivers for EU growth: smart growth, sustainable growth and inclusive growth within the Europe 2020 document [14]. One of the headline targets that is hoped to be achieved is pushing the rate of the early school leavers below 10%, because educational skills acquired during the higher stages of education (vocational and upper secondary), improve employability and reduce poverty [12]. Also for this reason, educational systems should be able to react appropriately to the developments and trends in the today’s knowledge society in close connection to the targets contained in the Europe 2020 strategy [16].

The ability to work with information and its transformation into knowledge can massively affect the further development of everyone [17]. In this regard, ICT plays the role of a mediator in education – it is helpful for cognitive development, enhancing the acquisition of generic cognitive competencies as essentials for life in our knowledge society. Students using ICTs for learning purposes are more involved in the process of learning and more and more students use computers as information sources and cognitive tools [6].

Roma people represent Europe’s largest ethnic minority (with an estimate of 10 – 12 million people). Despite of different strategies and action plans signed in and after 2010 and concerns with improving their fundamental rights and advancement their social integration (for example “European Commission communication on social and economic inclusion of Roma” [11], “EU Framework for National Roma Integration Strategies up to 2020” [9], [8]) and further progress evaluation documented in [15], [11], [13], many Roma still face severe poverty, profound social exclusion, barriers to exercising their fundamental rights and discrimination. These problems affect their access to quality education, which, in turn, undermines their employment and income prospects, housing conditions and health status, curbing their overall ability to fully exploit their potential. [15] In particular, areas with high proportions of Roma in the population show high rates of early school leaving, and it is estimated that 89 % of Roma leave school early [15]. Based on results of PISA tests [18] it can be concluded, that about 80 – 95% of Romani-speaking students have not acquired basic cognitive skills and competencies and have thus limited possibilities to find qualified employment and cope with the complex demands of today’s societies [20], [10].

Early school leaving of Roma is therefore a critical issue with direct social and economic impact. There are a number of reasons for early school leaving like e.g. cultural or cognitive differences. These lead to insufficient understanding of learning materials because of unacquaintedness with linear text, inappropriate ways of presenting knowledge by teachers to this group, and lack of interest, energy and motivation of teachers to use innovative teaching methods. Based on [15], the socio-economic reasons (e.g. poor infrastructure and shortages of equipment, geographical distance to schools and the lack of available public transport), individual reasons (language and communication problems, low confidence in schools, early marriage and childbirth or the necessity
of contributing to household income) of early drop-out of education are often aggravated by teaching styles or curricula that do not resonate with the real-life experiences of Roma children.

Improving the educational situation of Roma is a critical test of the EU’s ability to achieve progress in the inclusion of all extremely marginalized and socially excluded groups.

II. PROJECT CLOUDLEARNING

The mentioned challenges of the target group in education were the motivation of the consortium of the project “Head in the Clouds: Digital Learning to overcome school failure” (short “CloudLearning”; https://brainsintheclouds.eu) to design a program, which would use an alternative educational approach to research its potential of improving the above numbers in school failure. If successful, the approach implemented should prevent students from leaving school and increase their basic and transversal skills. It should enhance digital education in the work with the target group, mainly members of the Roma minority group. In the long run this project therefore wishes to support a breaking of the vicious circle created when educational disadvantages and exclusion are later manifested in an exclusion from society in general and specifically from the labor market.

The project (an Erasmus+ strategic partnership in the field of school education) was initiated and is coordinated by the Vienna University of Technology, which implements it together with the Verein Offenes Lernen (Austria), Technical University of Kosice (Slovakia), GAIA (Kosovo), Fundatia Crestina Diakonia Filiala Sfântu Gheorghe (Romania), Sukromna zakladna skola (Slovakia) and www.scio.cz SRO (Czech Republic). It is being implemented in three locations in Kosovo, Romania and Slovakia by three of the partners who were already before the project directly working with the target group and therefore were familiar with their educational challenges and needs [1].

A. Educational Approach

To reach the above described aims the program is based in the education method of Self-Organised Learning Environments (SOLE) [1], which was developed by Sugata Mitra initially with a “hole in the wall” experiment starting in 1999. In walls in villages and urban Indian slums Mitra incorporated computers with big screens at a height that made it easy for 8 to 13 years old children to use them. Next to these computers he placed signs telling children that they could use them freely. Over a time period of 5 years Mitra observed how the children learned by themselves how to use the computers, downloaded media, played games and researched information online. Collaborating in groups the children showed educational achievements while working in this unsupervised environment. What can be described as interactions in a chaotic manner therefore turned out to be what Mitra named “self-organizing systems” [7].

The reason for the CloudLearning team to choose this approach is the desire to engage students in their own learning process [1], because a learning process driven by students themselves is curious, collaborative, engaged, self-organized and facilitated by adult encouragement. In the case of SOLE this means that students, encouraged by the educators, use the internet to find answers to what Mitra calls “big questions”. He refers to questions without an easy way to answer them. They have to be tricky and open, and many times they connect two subjects. The objective is not finding a clear answer, but to capture the children’s attention and encourage them to discuss a topic deeply, from which they learn working collaboratively and thinking critically [21]. In this context the learning objectives of an activity are not predefined [19], but SOLE among other things aims at enhancing computer literacy. It also aims at improving skills in presenting and interpersonal skills [21], which belong among the transversal and basic skills the CloudLearning project wishes to improve [5].

In a SOLE per four students there should be one computer, of which all have to have a connection to the internet. Since there is not one computer per person the students will automatically have to work together [7]. To create an environment for free exploration of a topic it is furthermore important that the process is characterized by self-discovery, spontaneity, sharing [21], openness and flexibility [19]. There are only 5 rules: 1. the children receive a big question, or are encouraged to come up with their own big question; 2. the groups in which students work are chosen by them and throughout the activity they are free to change groups at any time; 3. they are free to move, interact and exchange ideas with each other; 4. the students can explore the topic in whichever direction they choose, as there is not only one correct answer; 5. and in the end of the activity the groups have to present their learning points [21]. They also have to hand in a report of one-page length summarizing their findings. In case the educator wishes to add to these learning points he or she can do so at another moment [7].

The SOLE experiments have come to the conclusion that learning in a group helps memory recall [21]. Crawley and Mitra, e.g., in a study show the tendency of students to retain the knowledge that they have gained even three months after the SOLE activity. They mostly test higher on the subjects three months after, which Crawley and Mitra referred to as an “anomalous expansion of understanding”. The reason for this is that students, after the lesson, kept discussing the subject with others in their class as well as their mother and father, and did further research in their free time [7]. By implementing a SOLE activity, students should get motivated to study a variety of ideas and subjects [21], and the mentioned data seems to confirm that. Research has also shown that learning in unsupervised groups can make up for inadequate teaching in school [22] and a study in England showed that many students react to
SOLE positively and they view it as different from what they perceive as a normal lesson [19].

The authors of [19] observe that SOLE can be perceived as an educational innovation in two aspects:

1. Technological: The educator is not on the central stage anymore and needs to incorporate technology into his/her teaching practices; and
2. Autonomy: The students are expected to be more autonomous because the approach is based on enquiry.

The teacher therefore has more the role of a mediator than an instructor in the learning process of his/her students. SOLEs are considered to make it more possible to have a curriculum closer related to the experiences, interests and questions of the students [19].

The SOLE experiments indicate that children often have the capability to understand more than the adults would have thought. Working with the internet and the right encouragement children are able to answer almost any question [21]. It has been experimented with in for example in Argentina, England, Italy, Australia, Chile, Brazil, India, Uruguay, China and the USA. In all these places the children seemed to be able to work on big questions that were on a level usually considered a couple of years above their age, as long as they had internet and could work in unsupervised groups [7]. After many years of research Sugata Mitra was the first to receive the TED Prize [21] 2013, because he has inspired educators around the world with his ideas [19], just like he inspired the CloudLearning team.

B. Needs Assessment

The first phase of the CloudLearning project was fully devoted to the needs assessment of the participating partners and students. The implementing partners gathered information about the students, their families and living circumstances, knowledge of computers, IT in general as well as language skills. Another aim of the needs assessment phase was to learn about the partners’ expectations from the outcome of the CloudLearning project. This information played a vital role in developing the content of the SOLE-boxes in order to assess the local context and provide material that addresses the shortcomings of the students’ current education standard.

1) Romania

In the case of the Romanian partners, students and their families were asked to fill out a questionnaire in order to gain insights into the students’ living circumstances and educational background. None of the students from Romania have access to computers or IT at their schools, while one student out of five has access to a computer at home. The students speak in the Hungarian and Romanian languages. Their knowledge in the Roma and English languages are very minimal. Among the expectations from the Romanian Project partners they hope to achieve at the end of the program one can find capabilities such as developing computer skills and familiarity with technology for both students and teachers, increasing students’ level of creativity, advancement in English, and the implementation of new learning and teaching methods [2].

2) Slovakia

The Slovak Partners’ needs assessment showed that the students’ native language is Roma and the school curriculum is also taught in the Roma language. The students struggle with the Slovak language and do not speak or understand English. The participating school is very eager to start the program in order to: increase students’ computer literacy, incorporate new technologies in the learning process, and receive new PCs—current PCs are depreciated and often not compatible with software. The Slovak Partners expect the project to focus on computer science, geography, English, music, and the Roma language. The school would like the children to learn how to search for information online and develop long-term thinking habits with an emphasis on thinking about the future, not just living in the moment. Many families migrate to England or Belgium for employment and better living circumstances. Therefore, linguistic skills in English are very beneficial for the students [2].

3) Kosovo

The needs assessment from the project partners from Kosovo showed a strong desire to incorporate music into the SOLE-boxes. With regards to expectations they would like their students to develop music skills and connect with other children in the project in addition to society at large. Moreover, they would like their students to enhance their creativity, self-expression, and video making skills. This will strengthen the voice of the children and youth. The project partners from Kosovo want their students to explore the world through the CloudLearning project as the students suffer from isolation and they have no resources for travelling. Moreover, it is important for the participating organization that the students learn about renewable energy. They hope the outcome will reduce the gap between ethnic groups and promote the inclusion of children from majority ethnic groups into minority groups; promoting a different approach [2].

4) Overall Outcomes

The needs assessment process clearly indicated that there are five common expectations that need to be implemented in the CloudLearning project. First, the development of computer skills and learning how to obtain information online. Second, learning English, the country’s official language, and their native language. Third, teaching students more about real life topics such as basic hygiene, steps necessary to get a passport, environmental protection etc. Fourth, enhancing their creativity and stimulate their thought process. Fifth, encouraging the students to work together and develop social skills.

C. Project Progress

Based on the needs assessment, the SOLE approach and additional research the team discussed how best to structure and to implement the educational program for the target groups [5]. It was decided to divide the program in eight topics (educational “boxes”), each of them lasting two months [4]: two boxes deal with video
making and editing, one with the English language, one with the environment and one with “real life challenges” like getting a passport, health etc. While all these boxes automatically increase digital literacy because of the use of technology and internet, three of the boxes are specifically aimed at digital literacy and approach for example the topic of programming [5].

To ensure a smooth implementation of the project and establish the direct contact and exchange between the educators directly working with the target group, the developers of the educational boxes and the team evaluating and documenting the outcomes, a training for teachers and youth workers took place in Romania a month before the start of the work with children and youth. During the training the team also had the chance to meet with the local group of children that would later participate in the project and visit the location [3].

In October 2016 the implementation was kicked off with the first box being brought to the students. Since then in all location between 3 and 6 hours a week are dedicated to this project in the after school hours or on weekends. In Slovakia 12 children attend the sessions regularly, in Kosovo 37 and in Romania 30. Both in Romania and Kosovo the children are of different ages between 8 and 13, in Kosovo also some of them above, the eldest being 17 years. In Slovakia the groups consist of children attending the 6th or the 7th grade [5].

1) Tracking the Progress

In his trials of SOLE, Mitra usually performs tests with the students before they participate in a SOLE activity and then does tests with them after [19]. The same is being done with our target group. The project partner SCIO has developed a detailed and specifically for this project designed evaluation plan. It consists of

- a demographics questionnaire,
- two creative activities to learn the hobbies of participants (beginning and end),
- a tool to support teachers and youth workers in observing developments in the learner autonomy of each student,
- one evaluation of the free time of the students,
- an accomplishment questionnaire and a personality questionnaire to be filled after each educational box
- as well as structured interviews with the educators every two months.

Additionally, to observing the achievements of the students and therefore evaluating the success of the approach tested, the team uses a hand-in application designed and implemented by the partner Verein Offenes Lernen in which the students regularly upload their answers to questions, whether these are in picture form, written or documented as a video. The uploads make it possible for the team to document the learning activities, showing not only what are the results of the students’ research, but also giving the information of who did what activity when and with whom. Each task is also connected to a set of competences that the student develops in the set task. The competences are based on standards such as the ATC 21st century skills and the CEFR English competences. The data is furthermore connected to a system of learning analytics which makes it easy to observe all this information and draw conclusions from them [5]. SOLEs should empower students in taking ownership of their own learning experience [21], which is a central goal of the project. This ownership is supported through the ability of the students to access the documentation of their work and see the progress they have made [5].

2) Case: Videobox in Košice

As mentioned above, developed SOLE boxes need to be tested in real educational settings. One of the pilot testers is the project partner Súkromná Základná Škola, placed in Košice, Slovakia [23]. The school is focused on the education of Roma pupils. The school has 206 students, aged from 6 to 17 years, who study in 11 classes from grade zero until the 9th grade.

The pilot testing of SOLE boxes started by testing the first box, dealing with video making. (The first experiences of Roma students with ICT and SOLE boxes was recorded and is available at [4].)

In the pilot testing 12 students and 2 teachers were involved. During 8 lessons the box covered a series of topics, e.g.:

- The “Getting Started” tasks to encounter and understand QR codes, mobile devices, taking and editing pictures or movies using mobile devices.
- Do you want to be a YouTuber? – tasks for registering a Google account and YouTube channel, downloading the YouTube application, recording and publishing video.
- Why are some videos good, and others are not? - tasks about making scene plans, creation of scenarios, planning and recording the video, discussion on how to improve it.
- Be a professional movie editor! - movie editing with other videos, sounds, subtitles and pictures tasks.
- Finally, they will give a feedback to other classmates like a professional movie reviewer and at same time they also receive the feedback from others.
The tasks were, as previously mentioned, created in a way that children could be able to work on them independently without the intervention of a teacher. The teacher in this case acts only as a mentor, especially in cases where children can’t cope with the task alone, i.e. do not understand the text of the task and respectively they can’t find appropriate information to solve the task on the Internet.

After finishing the pilot testing an interview with the teachers was done in order to learn about their experiences and impressions from the first SOLE box implementation. The most essential findings from the Slovakian partner are the following:

- “The pilot testing started slowly, because there was a problem with internet access. This problem is in process of resolving. But that was the reason why we needed more time for the particular tasks. The teachers had to stay after the lessons at school and upload the files instead of children to the portal.”

- Using the SOLE box was smooth, tasks were written clearly and were very interesting for the children. They tried to solve them individually (within their skills and abilities).

- Some children have problems with reading comprehension and therefore help was needed.

- It was best to create small groups of children, preferably pairs.

- The most interesting task was picture editing – creating of picture collage.

3) Observations made

As the project is currently only in the fourth month no quantitative conclusions can be drawn yet, but some qualitative observations in all three implementing groups have been done. Also it should be considered that, as Mitra himself observed, it can take students some time to adapt to the new way of learning [21]. The CloudLearning team has been working with the children and youth for almost four months now, and while it is continuously learning to adapt the tools to the needs of the participants, most of them very much enjoy the approach already [5].

Four main challenges have been identified so far:

1. In his SOLE toolkit Mitra mentions the improvement of students in the fields behavior, abilities to solve problems, language, creativity and reading comprehension [21]. Our target groups are specifically challenged in reading comprehension and language [5]. Mitra also foresaw this problem happening in some places and suggested to encourage students to consult with groups that have a higher reading level and to look for alternative solutions of finding answers on the internet. By doing this he hopes that children will not see a lack of reading capabilities as such a big barrier in the future which can reduce their presentation anxiety [21]. In fact, e.g. in the Kosovarian group the phenomenon of supporting each other is very present. The children with higher reading levels help the others and the others also look for their support.

2. Initial internet problems because of remote locations and because of weak routers are being solved or have already been solved.

3. On a similar level challenging in the beginning was the wrong expectations as to how many smartphones the students would have. E.g. in the Slovakian group the educators had expected that half of the group would have smartphones and as it turned out almost none of them actually did. Steps to solve this problem have been taken.

4. The fourth problem is an intercultural challenge, as some of the tasks given were not understood because of concepts that were included in the tasks like “famous person”, “person on TV” or “role model”. Also this is being discussed in the team designing the boxes together with the implementing partners. Each newly written task is evaluated based not just whether the language is simple enough but also whether the concepts behind the questions will be understood by the students.

Generally, it can be said that the students are excited about the new, different and surprising way of learning. Some of the tasks posed to them so far they loved, some they did with less enthusiasm and some they were not interested in. The team is evaluating the common points of the favorite tasks to learn from these best practices for the next boxes, and for the moment it seems students like those tasks the most where there is a concrete outcome. This refers to tasks where in addition to understanding something new the students also produce something, like a video, a drawing etc. This current assumption will have to be confirmed or proven wrong in the future.

Very positively we can also mention the observations of educators of how much children have already learned, e.g. in the field of digital literacy just by needing to learn what a QR code is and how it works to be able to use the hand in application. The teachers and youth workers also report that after an initial encouragement and some explanations or hints where needed the students are mainly able to do tasks working independently without further guidance from the educators [5].
III. CONCLUSION

Based on the experience of other educators of SOLE and its effects the team considers the approach to be the right fit in creating a learning environment and support for students who like Roma are statistically more likely to leave school. In creating an environment that encourages a different, more active and self-organized learning and encouraging learning through new methods the project hopes to spark an interest in learning and to fulfill learning needs that the children and youth might not feel answered in the school lessons. The project develops the transversal and basic skills of participants and aims at sparking interest for learning. By doing this it hopes to lower school drop-outs and improve employability of a disadvantaged group of European society. The results will show the possibilities and impact of this approach.

The CloudLearning team believes that through methods of computational thinking, programing skills, group activities, board games, and the utilization of stand of the art technology such as robots, the educational boxes can represent a curriculum that would address the concerns mentioned above in addition to introducing long-term innovative tools and methods to their learning process. The team believes in a playful and exploratory approach to education throughout the project.
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Abstract – This paper describes experience and lessons learned from teaching introductory Digital Signal Processing course as a part of Computer Engineering curricula using C based laboratory exercises. Matlab based laboratory exercises are substituted with a series of hands-on experiments which include implementation of signal processing algorithms using programming language C and DSP development boards, and the analyses of implemented systems. The theoretical content of the course and the topics covered by the laboratory exercises have remained unchanged. Main goal of a new set of exercises was to enhance student performance, motivation, as well as their understanding of theory. Results are measured by comparing student final grades on this course with grades of students who enrolled in Matlab based course. After finishing the course both student groups were given a survey on experience and satisfaction with the course. Survey results indicated that students who enrolled in C based laboratory course rated the course better and were more interested in Digital Signal Processing topics.

I. INTRODUCTION

Computer engineering (CE) is a field which covers design, construction, and implementation of both hardware and software components of computer-based systems. It is traditionally regarded as a combination of Computer science and Electrical engineering, which managed to evolve as a separate discipline. To solve problems covered by computer engineering area, one needs a wide knowledge on hardware, software and the way those two interact. That is why designing a CE curriculum represents a challenging task. A joint task group formed by ACM and IEEE created curriculum guidelines for undergraduate degree programs in CE. First version [1] was released in 2004 and the second, updated version [2] in 2016. Both [1] and [2] introduce DSP (Digital Signal Processing) as one of the core disciplines incorporated in CE curriculum.

One of the main tasks of modern engineering education is providing students with essential knowledge and skills, and enabling them to meet industry demands. Rapid technology changes are particularly present in the field of computer engineering and computer science.

Alongside with the constant development of new learning processes and improvements of the existing ones, it creates a necessity for frequent revision, changes and upgrades of academic courses. Documenting experience and results of different teaching approaches in different universities is essential for further research in the field of CE education.

In this paper experience and lessons learned from teaching introductory Digital Signal Processing course as a part of computer engineering curricula at the Faculty of Technical Sciences, University of Novi Sad are described. Results are obtained with the students which participated in the course in years 2014/2015 and 2015/2016. In between these two school years a major change in teaching process was made. The change includes using programming language C instead of Matlab for implementation of digital signal processing algorithms as a part of laboratory exercises. Matlab based simulations were replaced by execution of implemented algorithms using real hardware. The results of the above mentioned changes were obtained by comparing students’ grades in two successive years, and by using a survey on experience and satisfaction with the course.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 gives the motivation for introducing C based laboratory exercises into existing course and choosing DSP hardware. Section 3 shows a short overview of an introductory DSP course. Section 4 gives detailed description of laboratory exercises. Section 5 contains description of evaluation method and obtained results. Finally, section 6 gives some concluding remarks.

II. MOTIVATION

Digital Signal Processing is a mature field. There is a range of textbooks which cover DSP fundamentals. Next to the theories and algorithms, a significant knowledge for any computer engineer is DSP implementation and its application in practice. In order to meet industry demands students need to learn how to implement, optimize and apply different signal processing algorithms. That is why a number of authors expanded their books with a set of projects and simulations for demonstrational purposes, as in [3-5].
In [6] different approaches to teaching signal processing are analyzed. It reports on lessons learned from observations made by Texas Instruments over the past 25 years. It highlights providing practical experience with both algorithmic and real-time signal processing concepts as one of the key components in learning process. One method of providing practical experience is using mathematical software packages like Matlab or Mathematica. Such is demonstrated in [7]. Similar approach was used in Digital Signal Processing course in Faculty of Technical Sciences in the years 2011-2016.

The main motive for reorganizing the course laboratory experience was to increase students’ motivation for participating in the course. A study by Huettel [8] shows how introducing hands-on experience with DSP hardware in laboratory increased student’s level of interest in the field of signal processing for 80% of students. Although there is a short learning curve required to become familiar with hardware, it allows students to become aware of many real-time concepts at an early stage. Using hardware also shortens the time of simulation in comparison to software simulation.

An approach Huettel used was using development environment which enables compiling Matlab code to binary files which are downloadable to hardware. Students who represent a test subject, take introductory Digital Signal Processing course as part of the fifth semester. At this point CE students have a basic knowledge of Matlab and a very good knowledge of programming language C. Also, students which passed the Matlab based laboratory course tended to struggle with implementation of the same algorithms in C with real-time constraints as a part of the following courses. In order to resolve this problem and to eliminate the learning curve needed to get familiar with Matlab, a set of new laboratory exercises using programming language C for algorithm implementation was designed, which uses programming language C for algorithm implementation.

In order to choose a hardware platform to be used, several already existing approaches were considered. Features taken in consideration, apart from hardware capabilities, were price and development tools availability. There is a recent work [9] showing the usage of ARM-based development boards in combination with CMSIS-DSP library to create a low-cost hardware laboratory setup for teaching DSP. A number of universities, as shown in [7], are using TI-based discovery kits as a central hardware component. Experience with using different TI signal processors for teaching Digital Signal Processing is shown in [10-12].

In order to deliver hands-on experience described in this paper, the authors have used TMS320C5535 [13] fixed-point DSP processor hosted on a Spectrum Digital eZ-DSP evaluation board (shown in Fig. 1). This DSP architecture achieves high performance while being suitable for low power applications. Development board is equipped with TI TLV320AIC3204 stereo codec which supports two channels AD/DA with sampling rate up to 48 kHz. It also contains buttons, switches and LCD display which enable interaction with student during code runtime. Connection between processor and a host computer for the purpose of downloading or debugging application is achieved using XDS100 USB connector which is mounted on the board. The board is supported with an integrated development environment and a set of runtime libraries for controlling processor peripherals.

III. COURSE OVERVIEW

As already mentioned, introductory Digital Signal Processing course is positioned within fifth semester. The course covers the fundamental topics in Digital Signal Processing. The course outline is given below:

- Introduction, Continuous signals and systems, spectral analysis of continuous time systems and signals
- Sampling, aliasing and reconstruction
- Discrete-time signal representation, quantization
- Discrete Fourier Transform, spectral analysis of discrete-time signals
- Fast Fourier Transform
- Z – transform
- Discrete-time linear systems, discrete convolution, frequency response of discrete-time linear systems
- Filter theory, Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filters
- Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) filters
- Adaptive filters and application

The course consists of traditional lecture and laboratory experience. Laboratory exercises are designed in such way that they require students to be actively involved. Students
have the possibility to collect 40% of total exam points in laboratory. The rest of the points are collected through tests and final exam. The grading system is presented in Table I.

### TABLE I. POINT DISTRIBUTION IN THE COURSE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Exam</th>
<th>Points</th>
<th>Minimum to pass</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Laboratory exercise</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Test 1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Test 2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Final exam</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### IV. LABORATORY EXERCISES

This section describes the new set of laboratory exercises developed for the course. A set of exercises consists of a tutorial on using environment followed by 8 different exercises each containing demonstrational part (which is given) and a set of tasks which are implemented by students on their own. After completing these 8 exercises student is given a final project which needs to be realized during 4 weeks.

Single laboratory station is equipped with a PC, TMS320C5535 eZ-DSP evaluation board, headphones, microphone and a 2 x 3.5 mm audio cable. In addition, audio spectrum analyzer is used for debugging purposes. Main software package used in this course is Code Composer Studio (CCS) integrated development environment (available at [14]). It is a proprietary software package developed by Texas Instruments. It includes support for C code development, an integrated toolchain for TMS320C5535 processor and a set of tools for code debugging and signal visualization (frequency and time domain). Additional software package which is used is Audacity (available at [15]), an open source application which enables audio playback, recording, signal generation and analysis.

As mentioned, first exercise represents an introduction to laboratory, where students are being introduced to development environment and evaluation board. The rest of the exercises are described as follows.

#### A. Basic discrete-time signals

The goal of this exercise is for students to see how elementary signals are presented in discrete-time domain and how they can be generated using programming language C. Signals which students generate and analyze are: sine wave signal, square signal, Dirac impulse, multitone signal and a frequency sweep signal (linear and logarithmic). Generated signals are sent to DA convertor so students can hear those using headphones, or record and analyze using PC. This exercise helps students get familiar with circular buffering concept and signal generation using look-up table.

#### B. Sampling and aliasing

In this exercise a sampling theory is introduced to students. Signals generated in the previous exercise are given as an input, and are sampled using different sampling rates. Students analyze the signal in time and spectral domain. Aliasing effect and the impact of sampling rate to spectral resolution are demonstrated.

#### C. Quantization and signal format

This exercise demonstrates the impact of signal quantization on signal quality. Students are introduced to different signal presentation formats. Different signals are being quantized using different number of bits and using linear and non-linear quantization. Students calculate quantization noise and signal to noise ratio (SNR), and compare the values with memory needed to store uncompressed signal. Finally SNR values are compared to hearing experience.

#### D. Discrete Fourier Transform

In this exercise students are introduced to a DFT implementation in C. They learn how to use DFT for spectral analysis in real-time. The impact of using different window functions is shown. An example of FFT implementation (Radix-2 with decimation in time) is also given. Students compare computational requirements of the two algorithms. The last part of exercise is reconstruction of signal from spectral coefficients using the overlap-add method.

#### E. Discrete-time systems

Goal of this exercise is getting to know basic discrete-time linear time-invariant systems, and how they can be implemented using programming language C. Given examples are audio effects based on delay: echo and reverberation. Discrete convolution is introduced with convolutional reverberation effect. Students are taught how to analyze given systems by calculating impulse response, magnitude and phase response.

#### F. FIR filters

During this exercise students are introduced to practical use of signal filtering. Different order low-pass, high-pass and band-pass filters are applied to input signals, and students can analyze the output. Students are given a task to create their own Nth order FIR filter implementation using programming language C. Finally, students are shown how an array of filters can be used to split signal into frequency sub-bands (simple filter bank).

#### G. IIR filters

In this exercise IIR filters are introduced. Students get to know first and second direct form implementation of second order IIR filter. After that a cascade realization of higher order filter using second order sections is shown. Magnitude and phase response, so as computational requirements are compared to FIR filters. All-pass filters are introduced. A way of using all-pass filters to create simple half-band structure is demonstrated.
It uses voice-frequency between telephone equipment and other communication (dual tone multiple frequency) generator and receiver. DTMF represents a method used for communication (DA/AD), filtering and signal analysis.

One example of given project assignment is DTMF signal detection unit based using Matlab. It consists of two sine generators and one addition unit. Create DTMF signal detection unit based using FFT. Add noise generators to transmitter. Design filter to remove generated noise. Apply filtering at the receiver side, before executing DTMF signal detection algorithm.

Examining the success rate of DTMF tone detection depending on the value of SNR.

After successfully finishing a project assignment, a student is awarded maximum of 30 points, which is 75% of all the points achievable through laboratory exercises.

### Adaptive filters

In this exercise a concept of adaptive filtering is demonstrated. An implementation of LMS and NLMS algorithms is shown. One task for students is to use adaptive filter for simple echo cancellation. The second one is to use adaptive filter to approximate response of unknown system watched as a black box.

### Project assignment

After finishing previously described laboratory exercises students are given a project assignment. Each student needs to complete his assignment in 4 weeks. Idea behind the project is to make student use the knowledge obtained during previous weeks to create a software implementation for a given signal processing algorithm. Projects are designed in such way that they include signal generation, signal transport between two DSPs (using DA/AD), filtering and signal analysis.

One example of given project assignment is DTMF (dual tone multiple frequency) generator and receiver. DTMF represents a method used for communication between telephone equipment and other communication devices and switching centers. It uses voice-frequency band. Student assignment consists of the following tasks:

- Create DTMF signal generator. It consists of two sine generators and one addition unit.
- Create DTMF signal detection unit based using FFT.
- Add noise generators to transmitter.
- Design filter to remove generated noise. Apply filtering at the receiver side, before executing DTMF signal detection algorithm.
- Examine the success rate of DTMF tone detection depending on the value of SNR.

## TABLE II – SURVEY FOR EVALUATION OF LABORATORY EXPERIENCE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>On scale 1-5 rate the quality of laboratory exercises:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>On scale 1-5 rate how interesting you consider laboratory exercises:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3</td>
<td>On scale 1-5 rate the quality of project assignment:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4</td>
<td>On scale 1-5 rate how interesting you consider project assignment:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5</td>
<td>Laboratory experience with Matlab simulations provided me with a better understanding of DSP concepts:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q6</td>
<td>Using Matlab introduced additional difficulties in learning process:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*SA = Strongly agree; A = Agree; N = Neutral; D = Disagree; ND = Strongly Disagree

### Table III. Survey results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>A2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q6</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The survey is shown in Table II. It was explained to students that the term “quality” refers to the quality of accompanying materials, environments to perform exercises and the presentation by the lecturer. Group of students who attended the course in 2014-2015 and took the survey counted 14 students, while the group of students who attended the course in 2015-2016 and took the survey counted 27 students. Table III contains survey results. Q1-Q6 stands for the question (as in Table II). A1-A5 stands for each of the 5 offered options for the given
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<td>0</td>
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<td>Q5</td>
<td>0</td>
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The survey is shown in Table II. It was explained to students that the term “quality” refers to the quality of accompanying materials, environments to perform exercises and the presentation by the lecturer. Group of students who attended the course in 2014-2015 and took the survey counted 14 students, while the group of students who attended the course in 2015-2016 and took the survey counted 27 students. Table III contains survey results. Q1-Q6 stands for the question (as in Table II). A1-A5 stands for each of the 5 offered options for the given
question. A value in each cell \([Q, A]\) shows percentage of students who have selected answer \(A\) for a question \(Q\).

Students who were part of 2015-2016 group rated the laboratory exercises quality with average grade of 4.0, while other group of students gave average grade of 3.86. When it comes to the second question, C based laboratory achieved average grade of 4.11, while Matlab based laboratory was given average grade of 3.71. A conclusion that can be drawn based on these results is that although both sets of exercises were prepared with similar quality from students’ point of view, C based laboratory exercises which included real hardware were more interesting to CE students. When it comes to project assignment students from the 2015-2016 group gave an average grade of 4.0 for quality and 4.22 on how interesting it was. Group which took the Matlab based laboratory gave an average grade of 4.14 on quality and 3.79 on how interesting it was. So although the quality of Matlab simulation project was considered to be higher than the C based project, it proved to be less interesting to students.

When asked if laboratory experience provided better understanding of DSP concepts, both groups gave similar answers. In Matlab group 72% agreed (29% SA and 43% A), 21% was neutral while the rest 7% disagreed (0% SD). 67% of those students who participated in the C based laboratory agreed to previous statement (37% SA and 30% A) while 22% were neutral. 11% of students disagreed (7% D and 4% SD). But when the overhead introduced by chosen technology was in question C based laboratory achieved more positive result with 63% who strongly disagree, 19% who disagree and 11% who were neutral. Only 7% agreed. Students from the other group answered 36% for SD, 14% disagreed, 21% were neutral, while 30% agreed (21% SA and 7% A).

Finally, grades of students who passed the course were compared. Final grades of students who have passed the course, but haven’t participated in the survey were also taken in consideration. Total number of students whose grades were taken in calculation is 18 in 2014-2015 and 33 in 2015-2016. Students who participated in the course during 2014-2015 achieved an average grade of 7.94, while the students who participated in course during 2015-2016 achieved an average grade of 7.74. It is important to notice that an additional factor that influenced final grades of the students is that in 2015-2016 there weren’t lower boundary for number of points in the final exam, while in 2014-2015 it was 50% percent (or 15 points). The result was that in 2015-2016 39% of students had a minimal final grade (6), while in the 2014-2015 that percent was 17%. As far as the number of students who achieved the highest grade (10) is concerned, in 2015-2016 that number reached 30% of the total number of students, while in 2014-2015 it was 17%.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper described a new set of laboratory exercises developed with the purpose to provide hands on experience in teaching DSP concepts to computer engineering students. Having C based laboratory exercises which included real hardware was positively accepted by students. Evaluation showed that students considered this approach more interesting than the laboratory exercises based on Matlab simulation. More students were motivated to achieve the highest grade. Finally, evaluation results showed that using programming language C instead of Matlab shortens the learning curve, and reduces overhead in learning process for CE students. In order to get more reliable conclusions, continuous evaluation of described laboratory exercises should be performed over the following years.
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Abstract - Nowadays, in our fast-paced world there are countless MOOC courses in the Internet with various topics that have been designed to broaden our knowledge. One of the most powerful tools for effective learning are online videos. Many case studies have been carried out in order to specify the qualities of a good educational video. Philip J. Guo, Juho Kim and Rob Rubin published an article (How Video Production Affects Student Engagement - An Empirical Study of MOOC Videos) on their experience during edX courses. They analyzed the optimal length of a video and determined which videos were preferred by the students. Our research group from the University of Szeged has developed a logging system which records student activities in online courses to analyze learning styles and behaviour when watching a video. In our research, we did a literature review about on-line videos and introduced the system to log student activities, focusing on video views.
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I. INTRODUCTION
E-learning (Electronic Learning), in our times, is perceived as a new technology in the field of education, which makes possible sharing and reaching learning content, practicing and measuring acquired knowledge, and finally communicating between members of courses. Education in case of E-learning is computer supported which allows individual learning pace cancelling traditional school timetables for the benefit of the most convenient time to acquire knowledge. In order to develop E-learning, not only the promotion of LLL (lifelong learning) was crucial, but it was necessary to promote quality education, to advocate international education; though the most important factor was the accelerated progress of information technologies [1].

Another notion has also gained ground that advocates learning through mobile devices, the so called M-learning. It emphasizes that knowledge is not only dependent on time but can be acquired regardless of location [2]. Such technological advancements could simplify the achievement of lifelong learning, since advanced studies will become accessible side by side with full- or part-time jobs. An increasing number of universities launch online courses, which have penetrated even to secondary and primary schools where teachers incorporate experimental online courses in their curriculum.

We may differentiate between virtual and mixed methods. Sharing learning materials and communication with this virtual method comes off in the virtual learning environment (VLE) with the help of sharing messages and participating in forum discussions. Thus, learners do not meet with their tutors or with each other, which is not a problem in adult education, but is not convenient for the K-12 age-group that cannot neglect supervision and meeting peers for mutual learning. In this latter case a mixed method, Blended learning, would be more beneficial, since it would imply classical school lessons within an accepted curriculum, however some elements still can be allowed to be acquired through online methods and individual time-tables regardless of location. Blended learning makes it possible for learners to deepen their knowledge that can be measured by testing and seems to be more durable [3]

II. AUDIO-VISUAL CONTENTS IN ONLINE COURSES
Audio-visual contents target listening and visual capacities in order to trigger information acquisition. Such tools and learning materials appeared after the I. World War as object lessons, though in those times slide-projectors were already in use accompanied by a recorded
audio tape. The mass popularization of the television in the 60s and 70s peaked just in those times on the Hype cycle representing increased expectations. Most of the studies conducted in the United States tried to prove that education through watching television is more efficient than traditional methods, but it was quickly revealed that a single most effective system does not exist [4]. Later, as personal computers appeared in households and Internet coverage spread out covering the entire globe, new opportunities came to life in the 90s, when viewing and sharing video materials helped establishing the first online courses.

First generation digital learning materials were nothing else than scanned traditional school books and digitalized educational videos, while second generation tools were put together exclusively using digital media and content optimized for computer use. Criteria for the third generation digital educational materials were the following: interactivity, inclusion of a wide range of motion pictures and audio recordings, the use of links for enhanced navigation, methodological guidance, all of which created an independent learning material. The fourth generation puts emphasis on interactivity and collaboration whose products did not originate from a single author, but could be derived from various multicultural communities [5]. Real breakthrough in this field was noticeable after the launch of online video sharing sites, like YouTube, since thereafter educational videos were easily accessible. For instance, video shares by Khan Academy were visited 663 million times on YouTube since 2006. The expression MOOC (Massive Open Online Course) became widely known around this period which comprises web-based courses with unlimited participation and accessibility for free.

We can differentiate between four types of educational videos:

- classroom lessons, which are basically records of school lessons or university lectures
- "think talk" type recorded videos during which tutors give lectures from their office teaching a pre-established learning material
- digital table file format, popular at Khan Academy with animated digital tables for teaching
- traditional PowerPoint presentations [6]

The studies of Guo, Kim, and Rubin [6] provide an insight into the following important findings:

- Shorter videos are more appealing to students. The optimal length of videos have been established at 6 minutes (3 and 9 minute are still acceptable). Longer videos lower the amount of time spent on them proportionally with their length.
- Learners, surprisingly, found those videos more interesting that visualize not only presentations but also tutors. It is purposeful to record the tutor as well as the presentation by turns to break monotony.
- The target audience prefers homemade videos that seem more personal than professional studio recordings
- An environment that resembles to digital tables of the Khan Academy is more popular than simplistic presentations.
- Recordings from school lessons that were not intended for a MOOC course are not popular at all.
- Also more support is given to recordings in which lecturers are skilled orators and can catch the attention of the audience.
- There is also a qualitative difference between lecture like videos and presentations, so called tutorial videos, since lectures are usually watched only once, while presentations are consulted several times.

It has been established that visual and audio information strengthen each other, still videos have a quality of showing operations in a chronological order simulating how a user would see them on their own device. This approach creates a so called easy-to-follow model [7]. Van der Meij and Van der Meij [7] carried out a study measuring fifth and sixth grade learners (average age: 11.8 years), altogether 111 children (56 boys and 56 girls). Four groups were established of whom two groups worked following a mixed method (videos and paper-based), while the other two groups respectively used videos or paper-based activities exclusively for learning, after which they were given a test. Those students who were learning with the help of paper-based materials achieved a test score of 65.4%, while those who were learning by consulting videos, on average, scored 89.7%. The latter group seems to have acquired deeper and long lasting knowledge also shown by a post-test (76.8% to 55.6%).

In general, the appearance of the communication media did not alter how people use learning platforms, since they are similar to already existing ones, for instance, digital materials in the beginning of television broadcasting were nothing more than filmed radio programs, while digital books were scanned books. This traditional approach was maintained when the first tutoring videos appeared being recorded lectures. They were later refined adding more creativity in order to get the most out of this wide-spread media [6]. According to Don McIntosh, videos may enhance the effectiveness of the learning momentum, however the price/benefit ratio must be thoroughly examined [8].

So far, we have dealt with so called on-demand videos stored locally and available from the Internet, however it is necessary to mention video conferences as a category of real-time audio-visual contents, which are also suitable in an educational environment. Though, a webcam can only forward visual information, devices at video conferences are equipped with broader interactive possibilities connecting participants more successfully.
Studies carried out by Athabanca University in 2002 revealed some weak points of this system, namely software support and bandwidth; furthermore they noticed a considerable amount of functional errors in forwarding video and audio content due to a slow internet connection when they tested free services and products. We shouldn't neglect the fact that similar errors occurred with some payable pieces of software, too [9]. Nowadays, most of the users have access to a broadband Internet connection, and software in general has undergone a huge development penetrating into the field of education.

III. TECHNICAL BACKGROUND OF THE VIDEO LOGGER MODULE

Our research group and the team of the Software Engineering Department at the University of Szeged prepared a Moodle based system which is capable of creating a log file of learner activities to be later saved for further study and evaluation. The system uses a JavaScript solution that records individual user activities (click, download, mouse move, video views, etc.) with the help of a userId, the type of action initiated, the exact web location and time of the activity. A study carried out by Esztelecki Peter (2016) may provide some further information related to this topic. A paper on Big Data in Education are published in the same research [10]. We used Moodle as a e-learning framework extended with own modules. One of these modules is responsible for logging and is composed of two parts: a client-side part and a server-side part. Both of them are implemented in JavaScript: in the first case we used jQuery, in the second NodeJS with Express.

![Image of the video logger module diagram]

The client part of the code handles all JavaScript events, processing and storing them in a buffer (event buffer). If the buffer is full, or the user closes the page, or it is passive for 5 minutes, it sends the content of the buffer to the server-side part via an HTTP request. The server-side part is very simple: it just stores the given events into a MongoDB database for further processing.

Our system supports two kinds of videos: html5 video elements and embedded Youtube videos:

```html
<video id="video1" controls>
  <source src="movie.mp4" type="video/mp4">
</video>
<iframe id="video2" data-videoid="62rWxTfjcKc" src="https://www.youtube.com/embed/62rWxTfjcKc">
</iframe>
```

The system is able to log both of them by catching JavaScript events, processing and storing them in a JSON format. For example here is a videoPlay event:

```json
{
  type: "videoPlay",
  data: {
    actualTime: 95.458972,
    videoId: "video1",
    totalTime: 956.48,
    src: "/elearningdata/oktatok/sd/13.mp4"
  },
  time: "2016.07.18. 09:04:57.884",
  page: "https://...",
  userid: 942
}
```

The event has a type parameter, and the following parameters:

- **userId**: the ID of the user who has executed the operation, or 0, if there was an anonymous user
- **time**: the date of the event
- **page**: the URL of the page where the event occurred
- **type**: the type of the event (see below)
- **data**: optional parameters, depending on the type of the event.

In the case of an html5 video element, the system catches the following JavaScript events for processing:

- **play**: in this case a videoPlay event is generated, with the following parameters: actualTime, totalTime, videoSrc and videoId, as in the above example.
- **seeked**: the system generates a videoSeek event, with the following parameters: seekTime, totalTime, videoSrc, videoId.
- **pause**: a videoPause event is generated. Parameters: actualTime, totalTime, videoSrc, videoId.
- **webkitfullscreenchange, mozfullscreenchange, fullscreenchange**: it would mean a fullscreenOn or a fullscreenOff event. Parameters: actualTime, totalTime, videoId.
- **volumechange**: it generates a volumeChange event, with the same parameters as above having a newVolume parameter, as well.

In the case of embedded Youtube videos using the JavaScript API of the Youtube, the system catches the following events and generates events with the following parameters: actualTime, videoId, totalTime and src:
As an example, we are providing the structure of the YT.PlayerState.PLAYING code:

```javascript
function onPlayerStateChange(event) {
  if (event.data == YT.PlayerState.PLAYING) {
    pushEvent({
      type: 'youtubePlay',
      data: {
        actualTime: event['target'].getCurrentTime(),
        videoId: event['target']['a']['id'],
        totalTime: event['target'].getDuration(),
        src: event['target'].getVideoUrl()
      }
    });
  }
}
```

These events are stored in the “event buffer” (using the pushEvent method), and later submitted to the server to be written into the database.

IV. PILOT COURSES AND LOGGED DATA

Our team comprised pilot courses for students at the University of Szeged touching upon two topics: Conscious and Safe Internet Use and Databases. We did the best to fix any errors that might have occurred during the pilot research in order to build a stable and reliable logging system. Even at the test phase, we were able to accumulate a log file with a volume of 1.2 GB recording more than 4.5 million lines of raw data. It has to be noted that beside collecting data from the two pilot studies other logs were also saved that were coming from Moodle courses announced and executed by the University.

During the evaluation of the JSON file, our team revealed a system error which was related to the process of filling in the tests and playing the videos, namely these events were not recorded. Later, this error was fixed allowing us to save such data to a log file during a live course session in the future.

Soon we found out that raw data had to be cleaned and changed appropriately despite the fact that they were not analyzed using Data Mining algorithms. Esztelecki Péter, for this reason, developed a PHP based program that converts a json file into a csv (comma separated values) file, which is a format that database management and data mining tools can both easily handle. The program allows users to choose which courses or course data should be converted to a csv file; furthermore it is also possible to decide which events are to be put into the output file. The conversion process generated a stats file that indicates how much data was processed from an event and how much time it would consume to convert data, etc. To convert a file of 1.2 GB that contains the information of all the courses and their events on an Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-2630QM with 2.00GHz processor and 6.00 GB RAM took us 6 minutes. This time volume could be further reduced if an SSD system replaced the current 5400 RPM SATA II harddisk composition since most of the consumed time was spent on harddrive processes (writing and retrieving data).

The method of data mining will be used to process raw data and to acquire new pieces of information in order to map learners’ behavior and achievement more precisely.

We would furthermore classify and put participants into clusters to create groups where students would be taught in a more personalized environment and later to establish a platform for adaptive learning.

Using regressive calculations, it is possible to envisage the outcome results of a participant with high precision based on learner routines. The same process can be done using statistical matching which assigns a learner or learners from the database to the appropriate subject.

Our future plan is to move our research courses to secondary schools in Southern Hungary and Vojvodina in Serbia to enlarge the pool of participants to a couple of thousand making it possible to analyze a larger volume of data.

V. CONCLUSION

Broadcasting media offer a wide range of learning opportunities in public education; however it must be stated that the appearance of the audio-visual content meant a giant leap in the field of distance learning. Another great achievement was the spread of the Internet that brought about tools provided by Web 2.0. Finally, the founding and popularization of video sharing websites have to be also mentioned. Guo, Kim and Rubin [6] used different methods to record their educational videos, and later came to the conclusion that shorter videos are more appealing to learners; furthermore they prefer lectures where tutors and presentations follow each other. Nevertheless, much depends on the communicative skills and dynamics of the tutors how they deliver their lectures. The authors also realised that studio recordings were less popular than homemade recordings; moreover learners did not cherish classroom recordings that were clearly not intend for a MOOC platform.

The logging system created by our team makes it possible to entirely reconstruct learner activities in the Virtual Learning Environment opening the field to data mining tools to analyze learners’ behaviour and their learning styles.

We share the expectations of Mark Van Rijmenam according to which Big Data analysis will revolutionize the way students learn and teachers teach [10][11].
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Abstract - Information and communication technologies revolutionized the ways of providing financial services. Modern technologies instigated the rise of electronic banking and electronic finance and their development continues to bring new forms financial services provision. Students of finance, banking and investment fields of study should keep in touch with newest forms of electronic finance to stimulate their interests in the area of the newest technologies in banking and finance. In the process of education in electronic finance, the use of information and communication technologies is undoubtedly required. The aim of this paper is to present how modern electronic financial services are introduced to students in educational process at our faculty in a novel way. A course named Electronic Services in Banking is provided to students, during which students gain theoretical knowledge and practical skills in the area of electronic finance and banking. The course uses multiple eLearning methods such as using learning management system, virtual bank, training videos, online demos etc. The course is provided for several years already and is continuously updated and adjusted as new technologies emerge. Students have the opportunity to come into contact with various forms of electronic services in finance. During the course is emphasis laid on the security of electronic finance usage, including the principles of digital signature and biometrics. Before and after the completion of the course, a survey is conducted to detect students' awareness of electronic finance services and their advances in knowledge of the subject. The evaluation and a comparison of the survey results in recent years is the main output of this paper. Furthermore, the results serve as a feedback, which provides important suggestions for changes in the educational process.

I. INTRODUCTION

Information and communication technologies (ICT) revolutionized the ways of providing financial and banking services. Modern technologies instigated the rise of electronic banking and electronic finance and their development continues to bring new forms financial services provision.

The main characteristic feature and the biggest advantage of modern electronic financial and banking services is a continuous all-time access for all clients. It gives the opportunity to carry out fast and safe payments, get loans regardless of whether the client is home, in work or on holiday, virtually from anywhere in the world. These services are independent of opening hours of institutions providing them and allow convenient and rapid communication between provider and client or user [1]. Electronic finance represents providing and using financial products or services by electronic means including electronic payments, electronic money, deposits, lending, financial advisory and many other. Modern financial services sometimes even erase difference between users and providers of financial services, for example when using peer-to-peer lending services [2].

When speaking of electronic financial services, the communication between financial service provider and its user is conducted by electronic communication media like a mobile network, a public data network or the Internet. Electronic financial services are generally more cost- and time-effective for both involved sides. Financial services’ providers might charge lower fees or interests for all the operations carried out electronically than the fees for traditional branch operations [1].

Important preconditions of electronic financial services are the technologies allowing their provision. Modern electronic financial services require hardware (computer, smart device etc.) and software equipment (e.g. application compatible with operating system of users’ device). Use of electronic financial services in Slovakia is lagging behind EU average, for example in the case of using internet banking, the EU average is 49% while usage Slovakia is at level of 46% [3]. Many other electronic financial services are often even less penetrated in Slovak population [4].

Fast changes in the field of electronic financial services must be reflected in education of students of finance, banking and investment. At our faculty, the course of Electronic Services in banking are taught for several years already [1]. Emergence of new electronic financial services in recent years invoked changes in educational process of this course also. The use of ICT brings many opportunities to innovate educational process. New technologies such as contactless payments, p2p lending and payments or cryptocurrencies are now included in curricula of the course.

In general, ICT is intensively used in educational process at our faculty. Information and communication technologies support process of education not only in informatics, but also in multiple other subjects of study.
provided to the students at our faculty [5]. Information technologies facilitated creation of e-learning courses that are used in our distant learning form courses [6]. Similarly ICT certainly supports daily based face-to-face education at our institution to help future professionals in the field of finance, banking and investment to develop their skills in all necessary areas of their expectant professions.

In this paper, the new form of the Electronic Services in Banking (ESIB) course is presented to provide education in the field of electronic financial services to future professionals in areas of finance, banking and investment at our faculty. It aims to inspire innovative ways of e-learning in area of banking.

II. THE ELECTRONIC SERVICES IN BANKING COURSE

The course of Electronic Services in Banking (ESIB) is provided at our faculty to students in the specialization of Finance, Banking and Investment for several years already. Turbulent changes in the field of electronic financial services must be expressed in education process of students of the area, too. New ways of providing banking and financial services developed during recent years invoked continuous changes in content of ESIB course. Initially, various forms of electronic banking were in the scope of the educational process in this course. It included getting practical experience with e-banking forms like SMS banking, Homebanking, WAP and GSM banking that were current at the time. These topics were novel at the time and the course provided first touch with these technologies for the students. However during following years a lot of content became outdated and was amended. However, the name of the course was not changed yet.

Now, the course of Electronic Services in Banking provides combination of skills’ acquisition in e-learning environment with theoretical seminars on topics related with electronic financial services and partially in public administration. Any additional topics of students’ interests are discussed in forms of essays as integral parts of this course. These essays reflect students’ real-life experience with chosen topic related to electronic financial services. Students still get to know various forms of electronic finance in both theoretically and practically. Great importance is attributed to the security of electronic services’ usage, as it is significant factor of trust-building process [7]. Safe setting-up and usage of electronic financial services is an integral part of their security [8] and therefore is emphasized in the course. Various forms of authorization elements are introduced to students regarding all forms of electronic financial services. An accent is further laid on the use of a digital signature as a very secure form of authentication and authorization.

Multiple studies (e.g. [7], [9]) indicate that perceived usefulness and awareness of given technology positively influence acceptance of electronic banking or similar technologies. Furthermore amount of information available on e-services significantly affects their adoption [10]. Furthermore security and safety of various electronic services supports their adoption by potential users [11], [12]. All these aspects are therefore discussed and analyzed during our course to support the adoption of e-services in finance and banking by the course attendees.

Moodle learning management system is used to allow e-learning support of this course (see [13]). Moodle is used as a standard e-learning platform at our faculty and other courses use it in the same or lesser extent with long-term positive experience not only for the educational purposes [14]. For a provision of certificates for digital signing, the faculty’s certification authority based on EJBCA open source authority is used. It provides the possibility of digital signature certificates issuance and their management and strongly supports part of the course dedicated to digital signatures and electronic communication with financial institutions [15]. Furthermore, virtual bank is used for e-learning purposes of ESIB course, which supports several electronic banking forms. Similarly, virtual bank supports digital signature authorization. However, the banking software of the virtual bank is outdated and therefore virtual bank serves only to show some of its features comparable with current technologies (internet banking, digital signature authorization). Its old features like homebanking, WAP banking or SMS banking are only briefly demonstrated. The ESIB course further involves usage of open source software GPG4win for digital signature certificate management. Several other software applications are used to support or demonstrate various forms of electronic financial services.

Then, the main themes of the Electronic Services in Banking course are following:

A. Security of electronic financial services,
B. Internet banking,
C. Smart banking (Mobile banking),
D. Modern electronic financial services.

A. Security of electronic financial services

Main emphasis within the course is given to the security of electronic financial services. Both theoretical knowledge and practical skills in the field of security are possible to gain by students during our course. Secure communication during provision of a financial service between service provider and its user is the very important precondition of e-finance services provision and usage [16]. Students acquaint in this part of the course with topics of authentication and authorization processes, symmetric and asymmetric encryption (RSA), digital and electronic signature, Public Key Infrastructure (PKI), its legislation and software applications.

Following forms of authentication and authorization elements used in e-finance and e-banking are theoretically introduced practically used during the course:

- Static passwords and codes
- One-time passwords and dynamically generated codes (both software or hardware generated)
- Biometric elements (fingerprints, voice biometrics, biometric signature etc.)
• Digital signature

Their combination with provider’s predefined limits of e-services usage creates the level of security of given forms of electronic financial services [8]. Usage of these authorization elements is discussed from the security and amenity points of view.

Multiple options of digital signature usage are theoretically introduced and further discussed. Signing, signature verification as long as encryption and decryption are practically demonstrated and checked out by students. Email encryption/decryption and signing/verification is demonstrated with use of Mozilla Thunderbird. Same processes with electronic files are exhibited and then tested by students using GPG4win freeware. The process of acquisition of certificate for digital signature is showed using faculty’s certification authority. The course’s students apply for a certificate and get it from the certification authority to test its usage practically. All study materials regarding this topic in course are available to students in electronic form in Moodle LMS and at certification authority webpage.

Further students get information on detection of valid e-banking websites and applications and prevention of credential thefts when using electronic financial and payment services. Several applications for secure communications on mobile devices (e.g. OpenKeychain, Decrypto etc.) are checked out by students during the course.

B. Internet banking

Internet banking makes banking services accessible from anywhere in the world when using with an internet connection. In this topic, the safe usage of internet banking is discussed. Principles of user’s safe behavior when using it are explained in this part of the course. Students experience several authentication forms used in internet banking, such as GRID card, SMS code, OTP token or digital signature stored on a safe device. Authorization is traditionally secured by user name (login) and password assigned after registration in the virtual bank. Students then practically examine all aspects of usage of internet banking available in faculty’s virtual bank (including delayed payments, permanent payments), collections, electronic statements etc.). Besides the payment services, also financial services available in real-life internet banking (such as e-investment, e-deposits, e-loans etc.) are presented. Obligatory practical task in this part of the course is to accomplish a pair of opposite transactions (payment and collection) over student’s account authorized by a digital signature via internet banking within our virtual bank to prove gained practical skills. All theoretical information on internet banking is provided via LMS Moodle in form of text or instructional videos.

Some of ESIB course students come to touch with internet banking for the first time, because of their young age and their lack of experience with any bank or financial services before. Many of the students already have some real life experience with internet banking, when they take in the ESIB course, but still they indicate to gain new and valuable knowledge and skills from this part in feedback gathered at the end of the course.

C. Smart banking (Mobile banking)

Smartphones and smart devices became common object of a daily use in recent years. Besides the changes in communication they found broad application in e-commerce and e-banking [17]. Group of the electronic services commonly indicated as mobile banking undergone rapid development since its first introduction. This fact is related with fast changes in technologies available in area of mobile devices. In this part of Electronic Services in Banking course students get in touch with the most modern form of mobile banking called in Slovakia the Smart banking. This represents the form of electronic banking services provided on smart devices (smartphones, tablets etc.) via dedicated application using online data transfers over the internet. This form of e-banking became the most popular in recent years in Slovakia overcoming the usage of internet banking in a number of log-ins over period of time [8]. Smart banking is not supported by faculty’s virtual bank therefore it is practically tested on demo application. Students are encouraged to use a real life smart banking application to fulfill voluntary task for extra points. Safety and security precautions for using e-banking are accentuated in this part of the course. The usage of a biometric authentication in smart banking is demonstrated to the students.

Besides these two major forms of e-banking other forms are mentioned and briefly demonstrated to show fast progress in this area of banking and finance. Specifically Homebanking, WAP banking, SMS banking and GSM banking are briefly introduced to students allowing them to remark rapid development in the field. Various demos, emulators and simulators of these forms are further used in these parts of the course.

D. Modern electronic financial services

Furthermore, modern electronic financial services are outlined during the ESIB course. Particularly peer-to-peer (p2p) lending or p2p payment services are mentioned. Definition and usage of cryptocurrencies is shortly noted. Another important area mentioned are contactless payments both card or smartphone based. Pros and cons of these modern electronic financial and banking services’ usage are discussed. Further students prepare a semestral essay on the topic of modern electronic financial service usage which is then presented by author to other students in the study group. This essay should not be only of a theoretical character, but it should contain the real experience of a student with given topic expressing his own opinion regarding the theme. Furthermore, all semestral essays are available through LMS Moodle to all other students to allow experience sharing between them. Students’ essays are a source of many reflections of electronic services from basic user’s point of view and provide feedback on the course contents in this area.

It is understandable that it is not possible to provide practical real-life experience with all modern e-services in finance and banking to the course attendees with limited sources of a public educational institution. However, the
course creators try to provide any free demos, video tutorials, free software applications or any suitable materials on given topics to students.

III. THE ESIB COURSE FEEDBACK

During each year of the ESIB course provision, feedback on the course is gathered. This feedback contains a survey committed before the beginning of ESIB course and after its completion investigating students’ experience and knowledge in the field of electronic financial services. Questions in the survey are about attendees’ knowledge about electronic services, their experience and opinion on their usage. The willingness to use and actual usage of electronic financial services is investigated before and after the course completion. Component part of the survey is getting reactions from students on the ESIB course. Relevant suggestions from respondents’ feedback are implemented into educational process in following years after the course completion.

In 2016 following results of survey were gathered. The survey was conducted in electronic form using Google Docs questionnaire. Respondents of the survey were students attending the ESIB course in both distance learning and face-to-face learning forms of the ESIB course. They were addressed with the questionnaire through LMS Moodle. The usable answered questionnaires were gathered from 217 respondents what represents over 98 percent of students in the given year of the ESIB course. Therefore, the results of the survey very high informative value.

Firstly the demographic data of respondents were gathered and are presented in following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I. DEMOGRAPHIC DATA OF SURVEY RESPONDENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 - 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 - 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36 and over</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large-sized city (over 100 000 citizens)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium-sized city (40 000 to 100 000 citizens)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small town (5 000 to 40 000 citizens)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Village (under 5 000 citizens)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own survey

Almost 56 percent of survey respondents were women. The gender composition of the course attendees reflects the trend of slightly prevailing female students at the faculty. Both internal and external study form students were included in the survey, what caused a bigger variety of respondents’ ages, since students of distant or external form of study are often of higher age in comparison with internal students. However, over 86 percent of respondents were students below 25 years of age, thus high school graduates, who immediately continue to study at the university. The residence of students in Slovakia might affect availability of broadband internet services to them. Almost 30 percent of respondents are from smaller towns under 40 000 citizens, where the availability of broadband internet is not perfect in Slovak conditions. This fact might affect their attendance in the course in distant form as long as their usage of electronic financial services.

Since the survey was conducted before the course completion and after it, the pre-course results will be presented firstly and then compared with the results after the completion of the ESIB course. General usage of electronic services in finance and banking were investigated at first group of questions. Almost 80 percent of the course attendees adduced using of some form of electronic financial service. The most of them, 74 percent of all respondents, used internet banking at least once before the course, mostly for basic services as payments or checking the account balance. Over 17 percent indicated usage of smart banking application in some of their smart devices.

The respondents that did not use any e-services, where asked for the causes. Above 5 percent of all respondents admitted that they do not use financial and banking services at all yet. All of them were in the age group from 16 to 25 years of age. It suggest that these students did not have any non-cash income yet before. Almost 9 percent adduced mistrust to e-services expressing their concerns about security and safety. Over six percent of respondents admitted preference of usage of financial and banking services in person and not via electronic communication channels. The frequency of e-services in finance usage was further investigated. Around 49 percent of respondents use electronic services at least once per a week and almost 22 percent at least once per month. The rest of respondents use it less frequently. Over 72 percent of respondents prefer electronic (card or mobile) payment forms before cash payment. Over 45 percent of respondents are willing to use e-deposit services, over 31 percent credit e-services and 27 percent investment services via electronic media. Approximately 57 percent of the ESIB course attendees adduced that e-services are important for their decision about financial services provider.

Another part of the questionnaire was aimed at the area of electronic services security. The preference of quick and user-friendly authorization solutions was detected. Over 61 percent of students admitted usage of static codes preference, followed by dynamic passwords (in any form of delivery) with 24 percent, 12 percent for biometric authorization and only 3 percent by digital signature technology.

Survey respondents mostly failed in identifying the level of security of each element used for authorization and authentication. Over 29 percent of respondents stated as the most secure and at the same time simple way of securing of e-services the static codes or passwords, 38 percent would prefer dynamically generated codes, 21
Respondents’ concerns with using electronic financial services were investigated in addition. The most of them (72 percent of respondents) fears of abuse by a third party, 31 percent has anxiety of technical imperfections of IT solutions of e-services and 18 percent fears of abuse by employees of financial institution. Almost 95 percent considers protection against computer viruses and other harmful software as important for e-services safety. On the other hand, over 55 percent of respondents admits their own failure to adhere or even to know the safety rules when using e-services.

The usage of digital signature for electronic communication by respondents was also investigated. Over 60 percent of respondents considers digital signature as suitable for e-government applications, but only 47 percent expect its usage in various electronic financial services provision. Further stated results were acquired from survey after the ESIB course completion. These results are further compared with above stated results of the survey gathered before the course. Demographic data remained the same, while for comparison were used only the surveys from students who answered it both before and after the course (above 98 percent of attendees).

After the attending the ESIB course the percentage of users of electronic financial services between attendees of our course rose to 86 percent. Several forms of electronic financial services were used by more respondents after the course completion than before its start. Over 80 percent of respondents added internet banking usage. Now more than 30 percent of respondents uses smart banking increased from 17 percent before the course. Almost 10 percent of users indicated shifting to more secure forms of authorization in any financial e-service used like dynamically generated codes or biometrics. Mistrust of electronic provision of financial services was indicated only by less than 3 percent of respondents, what is significantly lower than above 9 percent before the course completion. There was detected increase in frequency of financial e-services usage to 58 percent of users on weekly basis.

Almost 9 percent of respondents indicated usage of a digital signature in electronic communication or for e-services authorization. Respondents’ concerns with using electronic financial services decreased in all observed cases. Fear of abuse by a third party decreased among the respondents from 72 percent to approximately 58 percent, 25 percent has still anxiety of technical imperfections of IT solutions of e-services in comparison to pre-course 31 percent and only 8 percent fears of abuse by employees of financial institution, what represents decrease of 10 percent from pre-course level of 18 percent. All respondents indicated protection against harmful software as important for e-services safety (increase from 95 percent). After the course completion, less than 42 percent of respondents admitted their failure in adherence of the safety rules for financial e-services usage presented and discussed during the ESIB course. These results suggest positive shifts in students’ knowledge, skills and behavior thanks to the course attendance. However the results might be biased by students’ remembrance of the questions in the questionnaire from the first pre-course responding in the survey.

FIG. 2. Frequency of usage of financial e-services before and after the ESIB course completion.

Further feedback gained from students on the ESIB course attendees was acquired within the survey after the course completion. Students mainly suggested to abandon any remarks of outdated forms of e-services. However even in this area were contradictory opinions gathered. Many respondents would welcome practical demonstrations of mobile contactless payments using NFC supporting devices, this however is beyond technical possibilities of hardware equipment available at our faculty. They are however encouraged to adapt this technology in praxis during the course. Similar situation happened in the areas of p2p lending e-services and e-payments. Any applicable suggestions will the source of improvement of the ESIB course in following years. The respondents indicated being satisfied with the ESIB course in 82 percent. Such feedback is very valuable for improvements in the course.

Besides this survey, there was also the theoretical and practical knowledge tested before and after course completion to measure students’ improvement. The test consisted of 20 questions with one or multiple correct answers. This test is used since the year of 2009 with continuously updated composition of questions. Fig. 2 illustrates success rate of students in this test before and after the course during the years of the ESIB course provision.

FIG. 2. Test success rates of the ESIB course students.
The average success rate in the year of 2016 rose from less than 50 percent before course to level slightly above 65 percent after it. In all years of testing the increase of knowledge was detected in the area of electronic banking and electronic finance among the ESIB course attendees. These results suggest that our course improves the knowledge and skills of its attendees in the field of electronic financial services and further increases their adoption of these services.

IV. CONCLUSION

Students of our faculty find their job placements mainly in the area of banking and finance after the graduation. They often lack practical experience in particular area, in this case the experience with electronic financial and banking services [6]. Innovated course of Electronic Services in Banking provided at our faculty aims at education of future professionals in areas of finance and banking and provides them knowledge and practical skills development in the field of electronic financial services with a support of e-learning methods. Changes in the course during the years of its provision were invoked by rapid changes in ICT usage in area of e-services in finance. The course attendees get the opportunity to test multiple electronic services in finance and banking using virtual bank, certification authority, several demos, simulation software and video materials. Furthermore, the course is built in the way that students in both forms of study (face-to-face and distant learning) get virtually the same learning experience. This paper aimed to share the experience from ESIB course and to present results achieved by this novel form of the course provided by our faculty.

In 2016 was the questionnaire survey conducted within the course to reveal students’ knowledge and skills development in two time moments: before the course and after its completion. Its results show several positive improvements in students’ knowledge and suggest practical skills acquisition. The course further increases the awareness of electronic services in finance and banking among the students and their consequential adoption. The survey was a source of important feedback including suggestions for changes in the educational process of the course in following years. The testing of students and their average results over the recent years again show progress in knowledge of the area in each year.

The course combines multiple information and communication technologies to provide education in the area of banking and e-finance in a novel way. Contribution of the course consists in a combination of usage of virtual bank, private certification authority and real-life e-finance applications. Emphasis laid on security of electronic services appreciate course attendees even in their private usage of given services.
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Abstract - Nowadays, huge amounts of data are produced within shortest time. Especially modern production and measurement systems daily generate a big volume of data, which is growing exponentially. In many cases the challenge is not just obtaining the data, but an appropriate analysis, which is necessary to extract the significant information for enterprises and institutions. The added value of information is zero, if the employees of a company are not able to effectively evaluate the collected data.

In this paper a didactic concept is presented, how master students become familiar with methods of modern data analysis. A complete and systematic approach starting with data acquisition, database management, extraction, up to evaluation and interpretation is shown. For better understanding the used complex and theoretical multivariate algorithms are applied to illustrative examples. This gives the students the opportunity to establish a relationship with these methods and the ability to transfer them to practical industrial problems.

I. INTRODUCTION

Many publications and teaching methods at higher schools and universities are merely theoretical introductions to the subject of statistics and often require a high degree of abstraction from the student. However, the application of statistical methods is becoming more and more important due to the increasing amount of data and performance of today's computers. To a large extent, especially multivariate evaluation procedures can only be executed effectively by the enormous calculating power of current technologies.

The present article proposes a different, practice-oriented approach to selected industry relevant topics of data analysis, which should help to overcome the reservations and prejudices towards statistics being a “secret science”.

The basic idea of the educational concept is to prepare the groups for statistical thinking by describing a real problem and motivate them to solve it initially without external help. This creates a close relationship to the respective subject and improves the attention for the solution significantly.

Based on numerous examples, the groups interactively learn different mathematical techniques and the corresponding field of application. Therefore an education in mathematics and computer science with bachelor level is a necessary prerequisite for the course. Occasionally, group members are surprised by the information hidden in special datasets. The goal is to enable the master students to uncover the maximum of information concealed in the sample data.

II. CONCEPT IMPLEMENTATION

An essential pillar of the didactic concept is to explain the entire data management chain occurring in industry. Fig. 1 gives an overview of all important parts.

![Figure 1. Overview of data management chain occurring in industry.](image-url)
• Especially a full working data management system including a server operation can be set up straightforward.

In the first session, the students have to prepare the Raspberry Pi for the tasks to be solved. In detail, the following topics were addressed [1]-[5]:

• Installation of Raspbian OS
• Basics of Linux and Python
• Apache2 Webserver
• PHP plugin
• SQLite
• PhpLite Admin DBM

The next step was the implementation of an ultrasonic distance sensor including the corresponding Python code. This experimental setup was taken from [6] and adapted to our purposes.

The objective of this experiment was to check, if the measured ultrasonic sensor data could be immediately and automatically stored in a previously defined SQLite-data base, which was also realized with the Raspberry Pi. In addition to this data, real (anonymized) production datasets were considered as well. After setting up a client–server architecture, the students were able to extract any dataset out of the database by applying a specific SQL (Structured Query Language) command, sent by a remote computer. The necessary SQL skills were also trained in the class. SQL is a widespread industry standard.

At this point, a challenging exercise must be tackled: the connection from the database to MATLAB, our evaluation software. Although MATLAB offers a SQL modul in the database toolbox, this tricky problem could not be solved satisfactorily until now and was outsourced to a different project. Instead, a workaround was found.

Now, a new section of the course was started: the statistical evaluation of different types of datasets with MATLAB. The primary job was the preparation of data. This is a typical situation in industry. The extracted dataset is often not directly suitable for the evaluation due to missing values, incorrect entries or outliers. Sometimes datasets from other sources must be merged with entries of the database. Furthermore, in certain cases computed columns must be appended. All these preparatory activities could be summarized under the heading “basic data manipulation”. This also includes z-standardizing of matrix, ranking, grouping, eliminating missings and winsorizing, just to name a few examples. MATLAB provides a lot of options for this task.

Now, the actual evaluation was performed. Starting with univariate statistics, basic calculations like central tendency and dispersion as well as the corresponding graphical representations, such as histogram, stem and leaf plot, boxplot, cumulative frequency and probability plot, were carried out [7].

The investigation of bivariate datasets led the students to the fundamental concepts of variance and covariance. The terms “(linear) statistical dependence” and “independence” were defined and could be demonstrated by the basic properties of variance. Especially the discussion on the variance of the sum of correlated variables results in interesting opinions of the participants. An appropriate simulation with MATLAB clarified the question.

The presentation of an industry related example at the end of the section deepened the understanding of covariance and correlation matrix. The student’s task was to automatically find a predetermined pattern within a group of samples. Such an issue occurs in the quality control of surfaces, where scratches must be detected and the product concerned must be scrapped.

Fig. 3 shows the scratch pattern scenario. The first subplot defines the search pattern. Blue areas are marked as “not relevant” and must be suppressed by the automatic analysis. The green part of the search pattern labels the non-affected area, whereas the red points represent the scratch. Subplots 2-6 show five different measured (fictitious) surfaces. The algorithm, presented in the lecture and worked out by the students, is able to assign surface 3 (subplot 4) to the predetermined pattern with a correlation coefficient of 1.
Now, the next typical work in daily business of companies was treated: several machines of a production line, which perform a particular process step, should lead to the same process result. A suitable method to attack this problem is the ANOVA (analysis of variance). A fundamental requirement for understanding this statistical technique is the knowledge of distribution functions. The theory of distribution functions is mathematically demanding and not really helpful for solving the specific issue. Instead, a MATLAB simulation based on simple considerations was started and compared with the exact mathematical solutions. The advantage of this procedure is an intuitive access to statistical distribution functions. Fig. 4 gives an impression of the comparison between the simulation and the exact solution, using the example of the F-function.

Moreover, other distribution functions like the Student-t- and the Chi²-distribution were explained in a descriptive manner and subsequently simulated. After this preparatory work, the initial ANOVA-task could be solved. Fig. 5 displays a boxplot of a characteristic measurement value grouped by the equipment used.

The question arises, whether there are significant differences between the machines or not. The appropriate statistical method is the F-test, whereby the test value is calculated as the ratio between variance of the treatments and variance within the treatments. The participants of the class immediately grasped the mathematical approach, because they already completely understood the F-distribution. For didactic reasons, a manually performed analysis was done and compared with the results of the “ANOVA”-function of MATLAB. This assures that the students could interpret the results of the software package.

In the last section of the course, the outstanding importance of multivariate statistics was discussed based on complex datasets. A typical task in this context is the question, which and how strong variables are correlated with other variables. Often engineers are interested in the (very complex) influence of many predictors on the yield of a product. The method of choice is the so-called “multiple regression”. However, a major challenge for the application of multiple regression is to overcome the problem of multicollinearity, which means, that two or more predictors are highly correlated [8].

In the lecture, this was shown by an easy example: it was assumed that two variables $x_1$ and $x_2$ linearly depend on each other with a correlation coefficient of $r=1$, e.g. $x_1=x_2$ for simplicity. Now the response variable $y$, e.g. yield, was also assumed to be directly correlated with $x_1$, e.g. $y=x_1$. Consequently, $x_2$ is directly correlated with $y$ as well. Obviously, any linear combination $y=ax_1+bx_2$ with $a+b=1$ represents the response variable $y$. It is immediately clear that the problem cannot be solved uniquely.

A solution approach is based on the idea of finding new predictor variables $w_1$, $w_2$, …, $w_p$ as linear combinations of the original predictors variables $x_1$, $x_2$, …, $x_p$ with the property that $w_1$, $w_2$, …, $w_p$ are pairwise uncorrelated. This task can be managed by the mathematical formalism of a suitable orthogonal transformation.

A two-dimensional example was presented in the course. The original dataset is shown in Fig. 6.

Figure 4. Comparison of simulated and theoretical curve of F-distribution, displayed for two degrees of freedom, df=2, df=5.

Figure 5. Graphical MATLAB-output of One-Way-ANOVA: different machine behaviour is clearly visible. The significance is estimated by the F-value.

Figure 6. Original two-dimensional dataset, $x_1$ and $x_2$ are highly correlated.
After the application of an orthogonal transformation, which is a 45° rotation in this case, the variables $w_1$ and $w_2$ are uncorrelated, see Fig. 7.

In high dimensional spaces, it implies the solution of an eigenvalue problem. The underlying mathematical formalism is called “Principal Component Analysis”, abbreviated PCA, and the transformed coordinates $w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_p$ are called principal components $PC_1, PC_2, \ldots, PC_p$ [9].

This algorithm can be used to reduce the dimension of the data space. Directions with a low level of information, in Fig. 7 the $w_2$ coordinate or $PC_2$, can be neglected for the benefit of a lower memory consumption without losing essential information. Especially in image processing, the principal component analysis is also called “Karhunen-Loève transformation”. The higher the involved principle component, the smaller the loss of information.

In the class, the PCA-algorithm was programmed in MATLAB by the participants with support of the lecturer and applied to an image of TRUDI, our rescue robot, see Fig. 8.

The result of the PCA is shown in Fig. 9 for a different number of principal components. The effect of data reduction and the improvement of significant information with increasing PC can be clearly seen from the images.

At the end of the course the principal component algorithm was applied to an audio file as well. The acoustic result was impressing for the students and demonstrated the wide field of application of principal component analysis.

### III. SUMMARY

In this article, the basic ideas of our new data analysis course including the practical implementation were presented. The concept of the course was and will also be in future strictly based on industry-related issues. At the beginning, the installation and configuration of a database were performed. A Raspberry Pi served as the hardware platform with the advantage of being a cost-effective solution. In addition to its task as a database server, the Raspberry Pi was used to generate datasets in combination with an ultrasonic distance sensor. The complete system including data storage and extraction was successfully tested. A data connection to MATLAB could be established.

The second part of the course dealt with the evaluation and interpretation of the data. Knowledge of univariate, bivariate and multivariate techniques was imparted to the participants. A lot of practical exercises performed with MATLAB enabled the students to independently select the correct method adapted to the problem and apply the mathematical concepts.

### IV. FEEDBACK

Finally a few statements of the students on the course are cited:

“This is an interesting course from the practical aspect...”

“Good entry in the world of big data and data science...”

“The data science course is done in a practical manner close to real applications...”
“Also the use of state-of-the-art software is important to stay in touch with current technologies that are used in industry...”

“...I think the MATLAB as well as the Raspberry Pi part were really good prepared...”

V. FUTURE ASPECTS

A concept for measuring the learning outcomes will be developed in cooperation with industry partners. Also pedagogical improvements are planned for future courses, especially a time slot for more interactive, workshop-like collaboration with the participants is intended.

VI. CONCLUSION

We are convinced that the practical mastery of statistical evaluation procedures is an increasingly necessary skill in engineering education due to the information content of mass data. Therefore, it is of tremendous importance for companies, to extract significant information at an early stage in order to obtain advantages over competitors.
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Abstract - Learning to program is a challenging task. Novices need to have an accurate understanding of the program execution at the conceptual level provided by the programming language. This level of execution is often referred to as the notional machine, which is often easier to understand through program visualizations.

Currently one of the most popular programming paradigms is object-oriented programming, which introduces a number of advanced concepts. In addition, in order to increase student engagement, teachers have started to introduce graphical user interface (GUI) applications into programming courses. This brings its own set of challenges, mostly related to a significantly larger number of application states, which are more difficult to keep track of. However, most existing programming visualizations do not cover all necessary concepts for teaching object-oriented programming, nor have they considered visualizing complex GUI applications. For this reason, we present our own concept of a visualization system that addresses these shortcomings.

In this paper, we have: i) extended an existing notation for a notional machine to support learning of advanced object-oriented concepts inheritance and polymorphism; ii) presented our own concept of a visualization system that introduces the source code into the notional machine, thereby making the relationship between source code and the visual representation more concrete; and iii) proposed solutions for reducing the cognitive overload introduced by GUI applications.

I. INTRODUCTION

Learning to program is difficult [1, 2]. It requires novices to learn logical and computational techniques, the syntax of a new programming language, as well as developing the understanding of how a concrete program is actually executed by the machine [3]. During the acquisition of these techniques, novices often develop incomplete or incorrect understanding of programming concepts, called misconceptions.

Currently, one of the most popular programming paradigms in the software industry is object-oriented (OO) programming, with Java as one of the most popular programming languages taught at universities. At some universities OO programming is taught as a part of introductory programming [4]. However, for novices this increases the cognitive load, as OO brings about its own concepts such as classes, objects, encapsulation, inheritance, and polymorphism. A study on misconceptions related to inheritance and polymorphism reveals that even teachers with years of experience in procedural programming have difficulties in understanding those concepts [5].

A common technique to increase the motivation and student engagement is the introduction of Game-based learning [2, 6, 7]. Game-based learning facilitates the acquisition of programming concepts through developing and playing games rather than solving often tedious and repetitive tasks. Although text-based games exist, they are not as popular and have a lower motivation potential than those based on a graphical user interface (GUI). Therefore, students often learn to program GUI applications before moving on to games. This alone might increase student motivation as they might have a greater sense of achievement by building programs similar to those they interact with every day. However, GUI applications, and particularly games, often have a significantly larger number of states which may cause cognitive overload for novices.

To achieve programming proficiency, novices need to understand how the program is executed on the level of abstraction provided by the programming language [3]. This abstraction provides a sufficiently detailed understanding of program execution and is often referred to as the notional machine [8]. It is a construct formed from concepts provided by the programming language [3], which allows programmers to understand and explain the execution of a program in terms of those concepts. When discussing imperative and procedural programming, Du Boulay recognized the notional machine as a source of most programming misconceptions (e.g. related to assignment, variables, and arrays) [9]. Therefore, it is important that novices construct a valid mental model. This becomes increasingly important when learning OO programming.

When addressing learning OO programming, Sorva [8] discusses the need for two notional machines. The first notional machine should be an extended version of the notional machine used in imperative or procedural
programming languages, and should feature variable assignment, expression evaluation, call stack, object reference, etc. The second notional machine should abstract out these details and focus on object interactions during program execution.

In general, the majority of difficulties faced by novices can be attributed to the lack of understanding of how programs are executed [8, 10]. One way of facilitating the understanding of the dynamic process of program execution is through program visualizations. Program visualizations are often software tools that graphically represent the execution of a program. Most existing program visualizations for programming education have focused on helping students in introductory programming courses, which teach only a limited set of OO concepts, such as classes and objects.

In this paper, we present a concept of a visualization system with the goals of: i) helping students comprehend important OO concepts, such as classes, objects, inheritance, and polymorphism; ii) making the relationship between the source code and the visual representation more concrete; iii) facilitating the understanding of GUI aspects, both classic as well as game development. In order to fulfill these goals, we have: i) expanded the notation for the notional machine introduced in [11] with notations for inheritance and polymorphism, ii) designed a visualization system that overlays the source code with the notional machine, and iii) discussed and proposed solutions for visualizing applications that have a large number of objects and executions, such as GUI and especially game applications.

This paper is structured as follows: in section 2 we introduce existing program visualizations, and section 3 discusses inheritance and polymorphism along with related misconceptions. In section 4 we present our prototype visualization of a notional machine for OO concepts. Finally, section 5 concludes the paper and presents possible future work.

II. RELATED WORK

As expressed in [3], software visualization refers to the use of graphical elements in order to provide assistance with the construction of mental representations of software. According to their purpose, software visualizations can be classified as either algorithm, code, or program visualizations. Algorithm visualizations are used to visualize programs at a high level of abstraction with the goal of explaining how the algorithm works. Code visualizations are used to visualize source code and its features. Finally, program visualizations are graphical representations of the notional machine. They are our primary focus in this paper.

The literature review conducted by Sorva [12] identified forty-six different program visualizations since 1979 to 2013, out of which only fifteen were reported as active at the time and only nine supported OO programming concepts to a certain degree. This was expanded with a recent literature review [3] that identified seven new program visualizations that appeared in the period between 2013-2016. We focus on a few that we have found particularly interesting: UUhistle [10], Online Python Tutor [13], Jeliot 3 [14], JaguarCode (formerly JavelinaCode) [15], JIVE [16], and Novis [17].

UUhistle [10] is a visualization system that provides two operating modes. In the first one, the system visualizes the execution of a Python program. The user can step back and forth through the visualization and observe program changes at a low level. In the second mode, the system allows the user to take on the role of the machine and manipulate the graphics in order to execute a given program. Sorva refers to this exercise as visual program simulation.

Another very popular visualization tool is the Online Python Tutor [13]. Currently, it supports the visualization of both versions of Python, and six other programming languages. The system itself is web-based and can be embedded into other web pages. Furthermore, Online Python Tutor allows users to visualize their code line by line or an entire program automatically via a live programming mode.

Jeliot 3 [14] is a visualization tool for Java programs aimed to help students learn procedural and OO programming. Program execution is visualized line by line. One of the newest visualization systems is JaguarCode [15] which is a web-based visualization system for Java programs. The system visualizes the class diagram and the execution of source code by line, similar to Online Python Tutor and Jeliot 3. JIVE [16] is a popular Eclipse plugin used to generate Unified Modeling Language (UML) diagrams from code. However, JIVE is targeted primarily at professional programmers and is not adapted for novices.

Novis [17] is a visualization tool that has been integrated into BlueJ, an integrated development environment (IDE) designed for educational use. The tool visualizes a class diagram and notional machine of a Java program. The visualized notional machine consists of objects and their fields and values assigned to them. In case a field’s value is a reference to another object, the field and referenced object are connected by an arrow. Novis also supports viewing the notional machine at different levels of detail, where at the lower level only objects of complex types are displayed. As opposed to the previously mentioned visualizations, the minimum step granularity in Novis is that of a method call. The system visualizes only the methods that are part of the currently active call stack.

Although the aforementioned visualization systems support the use of inheritance and polymorphism in the program code, they do not explicitly visualize them. This makes them inappropriate for providing conceptual models for these concepts.

Furthermore, none of the visualization systems mentioned above have taken into consideration the possibility of visualizing GUIs. Because GUIs tend to consist of a large number of objects, the visualizations provided by these systems would become increasingly cluttered, which would make them difficult to comprehend.

We present our ideas on how to tackle these shortcomings in section 4. However, before we describe our proposed extensions to the notional machine, in the next section we discuss advanced OO concepts: inheritance
and polymorphism, as well as misconceptions related to them.

III. INHERITANCE AND POLYMORPHISM

Inheritance and polymorphism are considered advanced OO programming concepts [5]. Inheritance is a mechanism which allows the definition of a certain relationship between classes, through which one class, called the derived class, reuses the behaviors of another, called the base class [18]. Through these relationships a class hierarchy is constructed [19]. In statically typed programming languages, this allows a variable to refer to an instance of its subtype, which is called subtype polymorphism.

Although inheritance allows the reuse of behavior, there are situations when a reused method needs to be re-implemented. This is done through overriding. Hence, it is up to the runtime to decide which method implementation in the class hierarchy should be called. This is another form of polymorphism called dynamic dispatch.

Liberman et al. [5] studied the difficulties related to inheritance and polymorphism. They categorized the identified misconceptions into four clusters. We briefly summarize their findings.

The first cluster contained misconceptions related to “simplistic alternative programming models”, which were probably caused by the participant’s prior knowledge of procedural programming [5]. Within this cluster, four alternative models related to overriding and variable types were identified. In one alternative models the variable type determines which method will be dispatched. However, this model ignores the effect of overriding on dynamic dispatch. Another model caused participants to view variable types as irrelevant, and believed that method invocation depends only on the class from which the object was instantiated. Other models included beliefs that overriding is redundant, and that overriding eliminates the method that was overridden.

In the second cluster, the authors placed misconceptions related to using analogies. These included analogies to everyday life and to procedural programming [5]. Related to the latter, some participants believed that an array can store references of any type, unrestricted by the class hierarchy. This is probably due to an assumption that all references are of the same type.

The third cluster contains misconceptions related to inheritance [5]. Some participants thought that inheritance is used to change the values of fields, rather than for creating relationships between classes and reusing behaviors. A misunderstanding of this relationship caused participants to mistake class composition for inheritance.

In the final cluster, the authors placed misconceptions caused by misunderstandings of previous OO concepts [5]. These may be related to overloading, object creation, etc. Some misconceptions may be caused by certain teaching methods, e.g. using a single example to explain a concept and its uses.

We believe that some of these misconceptions could be resolved by visualizations that facilitate the acquisitions of valid mental models related to inheritance and polymorphism. In the remainder of this paper, we extend the notional machine notation proposed in [11]. Our extensions have been designed with the aforementioned misconceptions in mind.

IV. EXTENDING THE NOTIONAL MACHINE

In this section, we outline our extensions to the notional machine notation in order to support novices learning of polymorphism and inheritance. We further present a visualization system which introduces source code into the visual representation of the notional machine as needed. This should provide a tighter integration of source code and the notional machine visualization. We end this section with a discussion on how GUI applications may be visualized.

A. Extending the notional machine notation

An existing notation for a notional machine [11] provides a convenient and compact view of various instantiated objects, their states and call chain. However, it lacks some details required to visualize advanced OO concepts. For example, the existing notation isn’t sufficient to visualize the execution that includes inheritance and polymorphism. We extend the notation by including details such as property types, inheritance and dynamic dispatch, in order to tackle the misconceptions discussed in the previous section.

Our first extension to the proposed notation of the notional machine is concerned with the visualization of inheritance. Although the basic notation visualizes the state of an instantiated object, it doesn’t differentiate the ownerships of the inherited fields and methods. We tackle this by visually separating the fields and methods that originate from different classes. An example, along with the corresponding code, is depicted in Fig. 1. The example is taken from an assignment that students needed to complete in their OO programming course. The code in Fig. 1 is abbreviated for clarity. It can be seen that the object was instantiated from the class Cat which inherits the property Age from its base class called Animal. Methods are, as in Novis, shown only when they are a part of the currently active call stack [11, 17].

![Figure 1](image-url) An example implementation of a class (left) along with its visualization (right)

Unlike inheritance, object composition is depicted as an instance of one class referencing an instance of another via
some field. An example is given in Fig 2. The difference in notation should help novices distinguish between inheritance and class composition. It can be seen that an instance of Form1 holds a reference to an instance of a Cat, and Cat inherits from Animal. Note that object composition by itself is visualized the same way as in Novis [17].

The figure shows the call of a method with multiple implementations. The currently executing expression (cat.Talk()) is emphasized; the details about the callee object (cat) are shown (Cat in Fig 3.), as well as the dispatched implementation of the method Talk(). Both methods are visible in order to emphasize the fact that overriding doesn’t eliminate the overridden method.

Integrating the source code into the visualization of the currently active method should reduce the gap between the code itself and the program state. Furthermore, this should reduce cognitive load as it allows the programmer to focus only on the part of the code that is currently being executed.

C. Visualizing applications with a graphical interface

Due to their simplicity and low overhead, console applications are often used by novices when learning the basics of programming and program execution. In turn, based on our experience most existing program visualizations for education are designed to visualize relatively simple console applications. Recently, educators have started to include GUI applications into their curricula, with the goal of increasing student engagement and motivation. However, GUI applications often have a much larger number of objects, program states, and executions. This means that existing program visualizations are often not particularly adapted to visualizing GUI applications, and they can overburden the novice with too many, often irrelevant information.

When tackling the complexity of visualizing GUI applications, we need to decide i) which subset of program executions we wish to visualize; and ii) which objects and fields are relevant for a particular execution.

Our visualization consists of two views. The first view shows the whole program execution as a series of events, where each event transforms the internal state of the program. Showing each change of the program state during event execution would cause cognitive overload in students due to a large number of changes. Because of this, the view shows only the transformations made by the event handler, that is for each object modified by the event handler we show the initial and final states of that object. This shows how the event-handler has transformed the program state.

In certain cases, we may wish to know how a series of events transforms the program state without looking at each individual event. Hence, a sequence of events may be grouped to show how the whole sequence transforms the program state. This view is depicted in Fig. 4.

The second view provides the students with the opportunity to view each step of the execution of a single event. This corresponds to standard visualizations of the notional machine. However, objects that are influenced by a single event may have a large number of fields, which is why our visualization displays only those that participate in the event handler execution.

The use of two views corresponds to Sorva’s discussion [8] related to the use of two notional machines for OO programming. Because GUI applications are driven by the user’s actions, the first view can be considered a higher-level notional machine for event-driven applications,
whereas the second is a more detailed notional machine of the execution of a particular event.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have discussed the importance of visualizations in facilitating the understanding of the notional machine as a conceptual representation of how programs are executed. We have reviewed state-of-the-art visualization tools and have highlighted some of their shortcomings for advanced OO concepts, as well as applications with a large number of states, such as event-driven GUI applications. In order to tackle these shortcomings we have presented our own concept of a visualization system that: i) introduces notation for inheritance and polymorphism into the notional machine, where each object visualizes the ownership of inherited fields and methods, and each variable and field show their current type to emphasize the difference between reference type and instance type; ii) integrates the source code into the currently active method; and iii) includes two views on program execution to reduce cognitive load. The first presents a high-level view of program execution by visualizing the transformations carried out by a group of events on a set of objects. The second gives a detailed view of the execution of a particular event by visualizing the method call stack along with the objects and fields that are relevant to the execution.

For future work, we plan to make a pilot study with students in order to determine the influence of our proposed notional machine extensions on their understanding of event-driven, object-oriented programs. We expect to further re-evaluate and develop the visualization in accordance with the prototyping approach in software development [20].

We will follow that with the development of a tool that would automatically visualize the notional machine in the context of arbitrary event-driven object-oriented programs. Finally, we will evaluate the effects of the visualizations provided by the tool in an educational setting.

We also plan to investigate the use of the high-level view as a notional machine for visualizing other programming paradigms.
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Abstract - Visual programming languages (VPLs) are becoming more popular and making the transition from the informal to conventional educational settings. One of the important features of VPL is that novices are not required to remember a list of commands or complex syntax since everything they need is just there in the environment. The objective of introductory computer programming courses at the university is to teach students how to develop solutions in high-level computer programming languages such as C#. However, they also need to acquire problem-solving skills. Since computer programming and problem-solving are both challenging, schools and universities often make use of VPLs combined with game-based programming. Students will eventually need to transfer programming concepts learnt from VPL into a high-level programming language. A transition from VPL to the text-based high-level programming language is not seamless and additional tools and efforts are required. This paper presents prototypes we have developed for undergraduate university students to enable mediated transfer from VPL to high-level programming language by using the idea of mini-languages.

I. INTRODUCTION

Visual programming languages are gaining popularity as the possible solution for novice programmer’s difficulties. The purpose of this paper is to provide a better understanding of the advantages and limitations of using visual programming languages in formal educational context and to suggest a potential model for teaching programming at the University undergraduate programming courses. The model is using a visual programming language, and it is based on the established didactical strategies such as didactic reduction and transfer of learning [1, 2].

Teaching programming at the university, specifically teaching introductory programming courses does not promote novices to expert programmers, and while researchers argue that such process may even take ten years [3, 4], the more concerning problem is students’ poor performance after completing the first course [5]. Teachers may not expect such poor performance, but it is not uncommon. Sometimes the problem lies in the belief that all students should be able to program, or that weaker students cannot learn to program, so teachers eventually let them pass the course. Although some authors claim that some students will never learn programming, others, in the context of computer literacy, argue that most of them should be able to acquire fundamental programming skills and knowledge without expecting them to become experts [6].

The next section contains related work and didactical strategies that motivated us in designing the prototypes described in this paper. The pilot testing described here is the follow-up research to the three years study on the influence of visual programming languages and game-based learning on the students’ achievement in programming courses. The study was conducted at the Faculty of Science, the University of Split from 2010 to 2013 [7]. Researchers expected that transfer of learning is going to happen spontaneously, but the influence of game development in visual programming languages on programming courses taught in professional text-based programming languages was weak. As suggested by the previously mentioned research, we have developed prototypes and conducted pilot testing with the students majoring in computer science (CS) who will become teachers of CS upon graduation. Because teachers learn from other teachers, this is also the opportunity to transfer the experience [8].

II. RELATED WORK

Case studies in computer science education are often small-scale studies within one course, and many studies are reported in “Marco Polo” style while arguing for one approach over the other [9]. Long-term studies dealing with the implications across different courses and long-term effects are not that common [7]. To better understand the whole process of learning and teaching programming it is important to put things into perspective, or a model. The conventional model for teaching programming is represented by “didactical triangle”. The didactical triangle consists of (i) student (who to teach), (ii) teacher (how to teach) and (iii) content (what to teach) [9, 10]. The whole triangle also belongs to the context [10].

For example, if a teacher chooses the strategy of problem-based learning for teaching programming, selected problems should be based on real world situations whenever possible. Otherwise, besides abstract nature of programming concepts and language constructs, students also have to deal with the task of analyzing and understanding some unknown abstract problem. Game-based learning (GBL) or gamification is often used as motivation [7]. Playing educational games and game development are two different types of GBL. Most of the students consider games as fun.

However, while thinking of using game design in the course of object-oriented programming, we have realized that even simple game development in general-purpose languages like C# or Python is very complex for novices. It
usually requires using extensive additional libraries, so besides basic language constructs and programming concepts they struggle with, novices are burdened with other subject matter. The focus of the next section is the first part of the triangle related with our educational settings, that is undergraduate university students.

A. Teaching undergraduate students programming

The student in the triangle represents learning process, student’s previous knowledge, skills and experience and other characteristics that influence learning. Teaching children and adults is different. Learning programming at the university is concerned about adult students who require a different approach, more student-centered, active learning and problem-based learning which shifts teacher’s role into facilitator or guide [11].

Besides learning some programming language, the important goal of introductory programming courses is to develop problem-solving skills [12]. Computer programming used for problem-solving skills is the part of computer literacy [13].

Most of the first year undergraduate students at the Faculty of Science (FOS) at the University of Split are novices without any previous experience. Novices often acquire superficial knowledge, they approach programming “line by line”, have trouble planning and understanding programming concepts focusing on the specific programming language syntax. That is somewhat understandable since introductory programming textbooks are often structured according to the programming language constructs [14]. However, students born after the 1980s belong to the new millennial or net generation that is often more trained in media and computer literacy [15]. Even if teachers were successful in learning programming using console applications, that doesn’t mean that students will share the same enthusiasm.

B. Teaching strategies for programming

Teacher in the didactic triangle represents overall teaching process, choosing strategies, decisions about content selection and presentation while considering both the content and the student. Novice programmers must learn various new and abstract concepts in programming which is difficult [16, 17]. Teaching object-oriented programming is considered difficult, and some of the identified problems are teachers’ lack of experience, unfamiliarity with the paradigm, lack of textbooks, unsuited software tools or environments, focus shift from algorithms to software engineering point of view [18].

One of the instructional strategies we have considered applicable for our settings is known as didactic reduction, and it represents the teaching approach where some aspects of learning are simplified [1, 19]. The strategy is applied when learning a complex subject and implies that additional details are discovered subsequently step by step. Computer programming is complex, and we believe this strategy might help students to avoid cognitive overload [20]. The idea of using didactic reduction comes in handy with the transfer of learning strategies or teaching for transfer.

1) Transfer of learning

Transfer of learning is the ability to apply knowledge and skills acquired in one context to new contexts. It occurs when learner recognizes common features, links information in memory and sees the value of using familiar concepts from one learning situation to another [2]. Positive transfer occurs when one context improves performance in the other. Negative transfer is the opposite, but it happens in early stages of learning and learners usually correct it through the experience. Two strategies help with the transfer of learning: hugging and bridging. Hugging exploits low road transfer when conditions in both contexts are similar, and bridging exploits high road transfer when learner must create abstractions and consciously search for connections between contexts. Bridging is the more complicated process, and instead of waiting for students to achieve it spontaneously, teacher interferes and mediates the transfer. In this paper, we believe that mediated transfer should include hugging as well since the combination of the both strategies is expected to produce a better effect.

One of the approaches in the attempt to explain teaching programming is called semiotic ladder which emphasizes tools (programming or modelling language) with learning stages [21]: (i) syntax, (ii) semantics and (iii) pragmatics. Semiotics studies the signs and symbols in linguistics and communication. The syntax is about combining symbols into programming language instructions, semantics about instructions’ meaning or functionalities, and pragmatics is about the application. Each step of the ladder is based on the previous. Although very simple, this approach is mostly about a programming language. It is not the critical issue since all parts of the triangle are important, but studies have demonstrated that students struggle with syntax far more than we expect which leads them to focus on writing code without understanding its functionality [22]. Tools which students use for programming (language and the environment) may have a significant influence on their thinking [13]. The first encounter with the programming is sometimes the crucial moment when teachers win or lose students’ interest in the programming, so there is significant responsibility for teachers in choosing the appropriate language for introductory programming courses.

C. First programming language

The content in the triangle represents the learning objectives, evaluation of the achievement and actual content which in programming consists of basic concepts such as variables, conditions, loops, decisions, etc. including programming language specifics. Sometimes the content is identified with a programming language. For example, if we ask students or teachers what they learn or teach in the programming course, the answer is often just the name of programming language. The choice of the first programming language is important for motivation [23]. Tightly coupled with the language choice is also the programming paradigm which affects the way student analyzes the problem and creates the solution [24]. Students should learn programming concepts independent of programming language or the environment [24].

The standard approach for teaching programming using professional programming environment and language.
results in low effectiveness because of the following difficulties [25]:

- language complexity – large amount of language concepts and its specifics,
- inappropriate feedback for novices – the process of program execution is hidden which makes understanding semantics difficult for novices (some sort of visual feedback would be preferable),
- inappropriate feedback for novices – the process of program execution is hidden which makes understanding semantics difficult for novices (some visual feedback would be preferable),
- problem types – language orientation on number or symbol processing makes developing interesting “real-world” applications difficult because it requires learning a substantial amount of language concepts, mastering programming environment and writing complex programs.

Many general-purpose programming language constructs are too abstract for novices. Papert developed Logo programming language with the purpose of simplifying learning programming for beginners [26]. Such smaller languages are called mini-languages [25]. Designers of mini-languages are not limited by the syntax or semantics of any complex language. Mini-languages resolve all three difficulties: they are small with simple syntax and semantics, and preferably with visual feedback. Visual feedback is usually represented by a visual actor (e.g. Logo turtle) that exposes semantics while performing visible actions. Logo and turtle graphics influenced many other mini-programming languages that are being used for teaching programming to different age groups ranging from elementary to university students. Successors of Logo are visual programming languages (VPLs) such as Scratch, Snap! [27], Blockly [28], Alice, Greenfoot etc. VPLs can be entirely visual where commands are represented by blocks and are referred to as block-based languages or hybrid with text-based commands. Greenfoot has a visual run-time environment (with visual actors), but coding is performed in Java programming language.

Scratch [29] is developed at the MIT Media Lab and launched in 2007 [30]. Scratch 2.0 can be used directly from a web browser, and no installation is required although the offline version is available. Scratch environment consists of sprite list, block palette, script area and stage. Blocks in the palette are grouped by their purpose into different colored categories like motion, looks, sound, etc. Each sprite has its script area which may contain multiple scripts. Users design scripts by dragging blocks from palettes and assembling them like puzzles in the script area. Shape enforces the syntax.

Potential weaknesses are simple data structures and functions, but it is not an oversight, language designers are following the idea of Logo to keep it simple and more intuitive for children. Scratch supports advanced CS concepts in the simple two-dimensional environment, while Alice three-dimensional world is more complex [31].

Since universities are interested in drawing more students into programming, one form of motivation is lowering the first barrier by avoiding complex syntax. Courses using Scratch have been taught at Harvard University [32] and the College of New Jersey. The extension for Scratch was developed at the University of California, Berkely called BYOB (Build Your Own Blocks) with the advanced handling of functions. BYOB was intended for university students with the support for first-class data and more explicit support for object-oriented programming. The successor of BYOB is ”Snap!” which was redesigned in JavaScript. In Scratch 2.0 users can create custom blocks that represent functions in conventional programming languages. However, custom blocks in ”Snap!” are far more customizable. ”Snap!” lists and functions are both first-class data elements and both can be assigned to variables, passed as arguments to other functions, and also returned from functions as a result.

Since VPLs are getting more popular, it is important to understand how to effectively include them into conventional classrooms [33, 34]. The goal of introductory programming courses at the universities is to introduce students to programming quickly. University teachers aim to teach students some of the professional text-based programming languages, and they are interested in the transfer of learning from block-based to text-based languages. Although some VPLs had success motivating these transitions, it is not clear that any of these languages are the best means to support it [22] [12]. An important advantage for VPLs is low barrier. Students without any prior experience in programming can quickly start programming in VPL [35].

Lack of syntax is a key feature that makes VPLs more appropriate for young novice programmers by focusing on the problem solving, but some research shows that it merely delays syntax problems or even makes students believe that syntax errors are not that important causing them to submit assignments that could not be compiled [36].

Google Blockly can be translated into different programming languages from block representation such as JavaScript and Python. Some researchers suggested that transfer in both directions is better [37] because students with lower self-evaluation of their programming skills choose block-based editor more often if given the opportunity, but most students gradually migrate to text-based programming language [12]. However, introducing text-based interface and free typed text in these environments would re-introduce syntax errors. Scratch supports over 60 languages, so the transition to text would complicate translation [38].

The research in [13] was focused on high school students where researchers have conducted the experiment with “Snap!” using programming in JavaScript. Students later transferred to Java programming language. A majority of students perceived block-based programming easier than text-based. Students emphasized some features as advantages, e.g. there is no need to memorize commands and the text on the blocks was in natural language. Students had difficulties with designing more complex programs.

There is a difference in motivation between younger students in elementary school and older students in high school and university. Older students are concerned that block-based programming languages are not “real” [37],
although they use a variety of programming structures and concepts [22]. On the other side, a group of students perceived this environment as friendly and playful causing them to feel more relaxed and thus become more productive. Design space which blends text and block-based features should be more explored since students’ transition to text-based programming environment is not straightforward [13]. "Drag and drop" was found to be time-consuming since users had to look for the appropriate block in the particular palette [39]. Some of the users avoided using global variables and message broadcasting to trigger some code parts and duplicated code snippets. Such solutions created problems in editing multiple copies of the code.

Graphical blocks used in VPLs take more space than text. That is preferable if blocks are intended to be used by young children using touch screens, but is not so practice for adults [38]. It is harder to navigate and often impossible to search for a particular statement in the code. The palettes with blocks help novices to discover all available commands, but more experienced programmers complain that after learning that rather small set of commands, dragging blocks out of palette takes more time than typing. Searching for the desired block in visual languages involves visual scanning of the palette, and the process may interfere with student’s thinking about a problem.

Although Scratch is used as the motivational tool for engaging novice students in programming, it is clearly not suitable for professional development, and some researchers report difficulties even with the transfer from Scratch to pseudo code and flowcharts [40]. Students were confused and their test results were much lower than in Scratch.

Snap! is more complicated for young students in elementary school but offers more advanced features. A simple improvement is searching for blocks to avoid visual scanning of the palette and hiding of the useless blocks thus supporting the idea of didactical reduction. Researchers in [35] exploited some of the advanced features in the effort to introduce concepts of parallel programming, and some of those features are also available in Netsblox [41]. Advanced handling of custom blocks (equivalent for functions) with the lists and functions as first-class data provided the opportunity to design a custom environment for students. Using "Snap!" experimental codification support that enables block mapping into text-based programming language [27] we have developed custom blocks that generate text snippets of code that can be copied into targeted environment which is described in the next section.

III. PROTOTYPE FOR MEDIATED TRANSFER

Students at the Faculty of Science (FOS), University of Split, as novice programmers have similar problems as any other adult novices. They differ based on their study majors: mathematics (M), Physics (P), Technical science (T), Informatics (I), and also combinations such as: MI or IT. All first-year student with majors mentioned above learn Python and procedural programming during course Programming I (P1), and in the second semester during course Programming II (P2) they are introduced to object-oriented programming paradigm and C# programming language. Since both the language and switch to the object-oriented paradigm are complex, the course P2 is also considered introductory. Students with major in informatics have additional course IT Project I (IP1) in the first semester and learn VPLs and simple game development using languages from Scratch 1.4, BYOB, Scratch 2.0 to “Snap!”. First version of Scratch was simpler and lacked some of the functionalities. BYOB introduced custom blocks, recursions and clones (run-time sprite instances) and was more appropriate for university students.

In the third semester, students enroll the course Object-oriented programming (OOP) with the project-based teaching based on GBL. Using additional game development frameworks such as Unity proved to be too complex, so we have developed our own two-dimensional (2D) game development framework in C#.

Although some students learn VPL and design 2D games during the first semester, OOP course is in the third semester, so the time frame of the whole semester is too long to expect any significant transfer. Hence, in this paper, we present prototypes of the environment designed to support the transfer of learning from visual language to a text-based professional language, namely Python and C#. "Snap!" programming environment has a built-in feature for code mapping, but it is necessary to design each command while respecting the syntax rules. The Fig. 1. a) depicts for-loop blocks developed in "Snap!" environment and an example of mapping those blocks into Python and Fig. 1. b) represents a snapshot of custom designed blocks and the result of the block "C#". Green blocks named “C#” and “method BearFollow” are parts of the implementation. However, mapping feature was not enough to obtain desired features for C# translation, so some additional effort was required. JavaScript language was used with the block “JavaScript function” for running JavaScript code. In Fig. 2 there is a screenshot of developed framework running in the Microsoft Visual Studio (MVS) professional environment using Python tools and Pygame module. Fig. 3 represents C# game development framework.

The goal is to keep students in familiar environments, both “Snap!” and professional environment of the MVS without creating additional applications and students have access to the source code. The result windows represented in the Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 are windows that look a lot like Scratch or Snap! stage. Both frameworks run in MVS environment, and classes and methods mirror "Snap!" programming constructs. For example, students can use methods like bear.Move() or bear.GotoMousePoint() in

![Figure 1. Translation of Snap! blocks to a) Python and b) C#](image-url)
both frameworks and blocks with same functionalities are available in Snap! too. However, MVS does not support a visual designer for forms and controls in Python and students are not able to “drag and drop” controls on the stage like they are used to in VPLs and sprites are visible only during runtime (like in Fig. 2). C# sprites are windows controls and students can position those controls and resize them in MVS designer.

The C# framework was presented to the 29 first year students in the last three weeks of the course IP1 after 12 weeks of experience in Scratch and no experience in C#. Students were first introduced to "Snap!" and the transition from Scratch was almost seamless. Students only asked where to download their solution because the menu was different. They were introduced to advanced features of custom blocks in "Snap!" and had a task of designing for-next loop which does not exist in Scratch or "Snap!". This was a very complex task since students were required to pass scripts as arguments, save the script into variable and use run block to run. Naming the variable as “action” was helpful because they understood that the block would “run actions”, and they had to put those actions into C-shaped block.

During the second week, C# game framework was presented to the students including "Snap!” assignment with the limited set of custom blocks that were translatable into C#. The Snap! project contained only custom blocks and a subset of the standard block set necessary for the solution. The task was to create a simple game consisting of two sprites, one bear and red apples. The red apple was called “good” because bear gets points for catching it, and if he misses three apples, the game is over. Students were required to solve the known problem in this limited environment and use special blocks to generate C# code and copy into MVS environment. They were familiar with this type of game because they solved few similar assignments in Scratch. However, students had different ideas about a solution than teacher predicted and they were missing some standard blocks such as the block labelled “stop-all” to stop all activity when the game finishes, and some of them were frustrated while searching through changed block palette and not finding what they expected.

In the final week, students were provided with the same environment, similar assignment, and prepared blocks for “Snap!” solution in the script area, so students did not have to browse the palette, just to reassemble the script and make it work. The game had one more sprite, brown apple which was named “bad” because bear loses points for catching it, but he was allowed to drop it. The other part of the assignment was again to transfer the solution into the C# environment. The students submitted 15 correct solutions in “Snap!” and 10 in C#. One of the students added some code to make all sprites in the C# solution stop when the game was over event it was not the part of the assignment. Students did not know C# syntax, and the reason for this testing was to examine the performance of the prototype in real circumstances with students designing possibly unpredicted solutions. The Python prototype was not tested at the time since it required an installation of new libraries and different Python version 2.7 that would possibly interfere with their current knowledge especially since students used Python 3.5 in a procedural way without learning object-oriented programming concepts.

Although the sample was small, a short anonymous online questionnaire was conducted to examine students’ attitudes towards their VPLs experience. One of the interesting questions was: Which programming languages you would choose for the IP1 course? A total of 25 answers was collected, and 56% of students chose Scratch, while the next choice was "Snap!" with C# transfer with 16%. The next question was to select the reason for their choice and most of the students selected: Simple for learning and using. Teacher expected student would prefer “Snap!” with C#” for the benefits in next programming course, but they picked an easier path for the current course.

IV. CONCLUSION

Game development frameworks were developed as a follow-up research to exploit the effect of the mediated transfer and the theory of didactic reduction. The developed prototypes translate "Snap!" blocks into C# and Python. Python was selected since it is widely used in Croatian schools (elementary and high school) as the introductory programming language, and C# is also popular in the industry. Python is an interpreter, and C# compiler language, but both can run in the MVS environment. The suggested model for transfer is expandable for other languages. The important advantage of this model as opposed to the example of Google Blockly is that the generated code can run in the professional environment with the same visual actors (sprites).

However, since block-based and text-based environments are not isomorphic and targeted languages are more complex, after discovering more complex details in the background students will need to include abstract thinking and develop connections.
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Abstract - Storyline visualization, as a process of illustrating data that has a course of events via a visual medium, has been used in the area of film making for a very long time. Not so long ago, it has moved from the paper version to the digital word allowing for a wider usage. In this paper we propose its usage as a teaching tool in the area of literature reading for the Croatian class (primary language). We have conducted a preliminary research in five Croatian high schools of a different profile to see how storyline visualization, and visualization of school materials in general, affects students understanding of the material being studied. Each school participated with two groups of students where one group was exposed to the storyline visualization of a novel Prokleta avlija by Ivo Andrić [N=103 in total] during the reading period, and the other one was reading without the visualization [N=93 in total]. We will present our results taking into account students' gender and type of a school.

I. INTRODUCTION

Many researchers agree that an eye is an important information receiver and that our brain does a good job in finding patterns in visual presentations of data [10], [2], [5], [3]. Thus, it is by no surprise that, in this information era that we live in, we are trying to find alternative ways to present information in a visually more understandable (comprehensive) way in order to absorb more information in a much faster manner. In the recent age, as we are surrounded with more and more data, and presence of Big Data is becoming overwhelming, this obsession of visual presentation of data has become more common, and surely even expected in business domain.

But, what about the arena of education? How can we help our students to better understand and better incorporate all the information that we are feeding them with in schools? Can we use visualization as a helping tool? Obviously, the answer is ‘yes’. Visualization is not a novel thing to education and different types of visualizations have been used for different lessons trying to convey the relevant information [5]. Some of the most widely used ones are geographical maps, periodical table of elements, Venn diagram, cyclic graphs, mind maps, UML diagrams, pie charts, bar charts, tree maps etc. and their usage depends mostly on the topic being taught.

And what about storyline visualization? Is it helpful in mastering the school curriculum? In what subjects can it help? Is it for everyone? These are just few of the questions that motivated us in this project. The main characteristic of this type of visualization is that it helps to demonstrate when and where did certain characters meet during the course of the story. So far, it has mainly been used to show movie character interactions. The professional illustrators would draw a board with characters moving through time and space to get an insight into the story flow. These lines where usually drawn by hand, but recently several software tools have been introduced that are able to draw the story line automatically after parameters like characters, places and time are provided as an input [17], [18].

In order to test our hypothesis that storyline visualization can be used in classrooms and can help in better understanding of a story, we have conducted a small scale research on 196 high school students. In the following sections, we will first provide some information on visualization giving a special attention to storyline visualization and its usage throughout history. Second, we will describe in more details how we designed a storyline visualization for a novel Prokleta avlija by Ivo Andrić and how we conducted our research. Before we conclude, we will present and discuss our results.

II. STORYLINE VISUALIZATION

A. Short History

Storytelling through visualization is not a novel approach to telling a story. It can be traced all the way back at the very beginnings of humanity. We can talk about visualizations when we talk about drawings in the old caves like Altamira or Lascaux, and later in the old Egyptian pyramids, and up to the more modern times in children story-books. Some of the most known visualizations are Galileo’s sun spot map, Descarte’s coordinates system, New Chart of History by J. Priestly, John Snow’s map of cholera appearances in London, or Florence Nightingale’s diagram of cause of death of soldiers fighting in Crimean war.

In spite the fact that most visualizations are understandable to different language groups, and that visualization can be regarded as a universal language, it is surprising that its usage was not always as popular or as widely spread as today. Although since 15th century it has been mostly on a raise, since the end of the 19th and up to the middle of the 20th century it had its modern dark age period when it showed a sudden decline, probably caused...
by two Wars [8]. Speedy raise in science and technology, and production of immense quantities of data since the 2nd half of the 20th century made a fertile ground for the raise of visualizations as well.

This brings us to the modern age of computers which are almost unthinkable without different graphical presentations, from disc free/occupied space and disc defragmentation process, or schema of folders and documents to visualization of different social network happenings and phenomena. All of these examples use very large numbers of information and our brain is much better in finding patterns and making sense of those information if presented visually than via text or pure numbers [10], [13]. The main intention behind these visualizations lies thus in accentuating data’s features, finding “patterns, and simultaneously showing features that exist across multiple dimensions” [2]. It is about informing in a fun manner in order to motivate an action.

B. From Visualization to Storyline Visualization

A new approach to storytelling through visualization is a method called storyline visualization. Although it shares a common ‘DNA’ with other visualizations [5], it differs in the number of details it can show, but also in the type of information we can learn from it. Its main task is to give us an overview of a number of events and/or people over a period of time. Tanahashi and Kwan-Liu [18] define it as “a technique that portrays the temporal dynamics of social interactions by projecting the timeline of the interaction onto an axis”. Almost like a specialized timeline in which lines presenting characters converge where characters interact.

The storyline visualization strives to show the main structure of a story flow with the accent on interactions between characters without giving any sentiment or interpretation of a story. During the design process, it is important to refine the data and select only events and characters that are important for the story. Then follow the selection of a software for visualization, choice of colors, positions, sizes and intuitive symbols that will be used, and finally a legend where appropriate.

The most obvious application of a storyline visualization can be in the movie-making industry, where film directors, actors and script adapters can benefit from it [14]. However, that is not the only area that may find it informative. Visualization of linguistic shift [15], genealogical data [11], presentation of dynamic relationships of politicians over time or visual summary of events in informative context in data-driven journalism have also been proposed. One of the most famous storyline visualizations is associated with the war related data, particularly Napoleon’s troops marching toward Russia by Charles J. Minard and it dates back to 1862. A very thorough description of this visualization is provided by Sandberg [9] and with six different types of data it provides, it is well suited for both history and geography classes. But, as we are proposing in this paper, these two subjects are not the only ones where storyline visualization can find its place. Display of a historical or a fictitious story through storyline visualization should be the same since we have the same type of parameters needed for this type of visualization. Thus, it is our strong belief that storyline visualization can find its place in portraying a story flow of a novel as well as in showing how different genres appeared throughout the time of literature, or how different theories in biology, chemistry and other sciences appeared with their main influencers interactions.

III. BUILDING A STORYLINE VISUALIZATION FOR A NOVEL

The use of technology in class does not necessarily mean that students and teachers have to use computers or tablets during lectures. It can also include preparation for class such as making materials which will help students to understand the school subject in an easier way and later to help students review the subject matter before exams.

Until recently, it was only possible to draw storyline visualization either by hand or by using a simple drawing software like Paint or some other similar program. In recent years, several authors have either proposed software built specifically for the purposes of storyline visualizations [7] or have proposed some modifications towards improving the layout of a visualization [4], [16], [18]. Since the readability of a storyline visualization is of an extreme importance, it is not surprising that much thought needs to be put into ordering the characters among themselves and on the visual presentation as a whole.

We have tried to incorporate all the best practices in our visualization of a novel Prokleta avlija (Figure 1) in order to best show the flow of the main story and two additional stories that happen in the middle. In this, we have tried to follow the three main principles for constructing storyline visualization proposed in [18].

![Figure 1. - Storyline visualization of a novel Prokleta avlija](image-url)
A large amount of information can be obtained from just looking at the visualization and analyzing it, without even reading the book. So, for example, one can see how many plots exist in the book since every plot is positioned in its own rectangle in a different color, who are the characters and which of them meet, and finally where and when they meet in the book. The legend provided at the bottom of the visualization contains explanations of the symbols used in the visualization such as deaths, marriages and births of characters where this information is given through the novel.

IV. PREPARATIONS AND SURVEY IMPLEMENTATION

Our research was conducted through five distinct phases. The first phase included a search for high schools that would be willing to participate. We asked each school that was willing to participate in the research to send us a list of readings they planned to do in the 1st half of the 2nd term in order to find the one book they had in common. Since it was important for us to have different profile of high schools, and that there are at least two classes in each school, we included those parameters as well while selecting our final five schools (one Natural Sciences High school, two Technical High schools and two Gymnasiums). One class from each school would receive the visualization with instructions on how to use it - test group, while the second class was to read the book without the visualization and would receive the visualization after they take the test – control group (in order to answer some questions from the questionnaire).

During the second phase we had to reread the novel and draw the visualization by hand trying to define all the character relations that we believed to be important for the story. The book that turned out to be in common for our schools was Prokleta avlija, a historical novel written by Ivo Andrić. This novel is also one of the mandatory books on the matura exam that Croatian students need to take in order to get their high school diploma. This was an additional bonus for choosing this particular book since we believed that students would be more willing to read it and participate in the research.

The third phase included the process of transferring the visualization from the paper version to its digital format using graphic design software CorelDraw X7. After the visualization was finalized we prepared two sets of test questions and two sets of questionnaires together with the visualizations for each student. Both tests consisted of 16 questions, 8 of which were linked to the visualization and would receive the visualization after they take the test – control group (in order to answer some questions from the questionnaire).

In the fourth phase, 103 students who were reading with the visualization have been given the printed copies of the storyline visualization together with the instructions on how to use it. The other group of students (93) did not receive any information on the visualization or the research being conducted. Originally, 217 students were to participate in the research, but 21 student was absent from the school at the test day, so their tests were returned empty. On the test day, both groups of students were first given the tests. The test group received the questionnaires immediately after finishing the test. The control group was first given the visualization after finishing the test and then the questionnaires.

In the final phase, after tests and questionnaires were returned to us, we transferred the answers to our database and prepared them for further data analysis. Our findings with a short discussion are presented in the following section.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The main purpose behind this pilot research was to find out if storyline visualization can help students better understand and memorize the timeline of the story and movement of its characters throughout the novel than the conventional way of just reading a book and then analyzing its content in class. We also wanted to see if students of different gender and type of the high school would perform differently on the test. Additionally we were interested to learn how young people today react to an unconventional visual data representation, or in this case, to a storyline visualization of a novel and if they see some other subjects where its usage would be rewarding.

Our main hypothesis was that the students who had the visualization while reading the novel would have better understanding of the story and its characters and would thus have better test results than the students who were reading without visualization. Also, we expected male students to perform better since research shows that they are better in visual-spatial thinking as well as the students of technical profile high schools who are more accustomed to visual presentations due to the nature of their studies.

A. Test results

There were 16 test questions, eight of which have been shown through the visualization. We will discuss only them. Five of these questions were multiple choice (MC) questions, two were true/false (TF), and one required a short answer (SA).

The results for the first MC question (Which Pope was in the historic part of the novel?) were better for the students from the test group (pink sections = left sections). Also, male (M) students (54.14%) performed better on this question than female (F) colleagues (45.86%) (Figure
In the visualization, we have used a special symbol showing a change of the pope to mark this occurrence.

The second MC question (How many times did Camil's mother got married and how many children did she have) gave similar results: test group performed better and male students performed better (Figure 3). A special symbol was also used to show a wedding of a character.

The third MC question was about Cem Sultan, the son of Sultan Mehmed II. His fate was a tragic one and at one point in his life he had been sold to the enemies of the Ottoman Empire. The final three MC questions are about his first owner (Who is the first owner of Cem Sultan), the number of people who wanted to buy him (How many people want to buy Cem Sultan) and what happened to him in the story (What happens to Cem Sultan). The graphs (Figure 4, Figure 5 and Figure 6) show the results for these three questions in the same order as aforementioned.

There are two TF type of questions. The first one was used to find out if there are characters in the story whose fate was not revealed to us (a special symbol was used to show this in the storyline visualization) (Figure 7).

In the 2nd TF question, a set of five statements was given that needed to be marked as true or false. These five statements, marked 11.a through 11.e, tested if two characters met in the story or not, and if they have met after a specified event. Results are shown in Figure 8.

In the SA category of questions there was only one question where students were asked to write how many stories there were inside the main story. In this historical novel there is one main story inside which three other stories occur. Each story in the visualization was marked with another color. We used white background for the main story, yellow for the jail story inside which two more stories occurred (orange was used for story about Camil and dark pink for Cem Sultan’s story). Although a high percentage of students without visualization performed well on this question, still there were more students with the visualization with the correct answer and among them, more male students (Figure 9).

Our results show that we have been right to assume that students with visualization would perform better on the test and also that male students would perform better.
than female ones. However, overall test scores show that technical school students did not perform better on the test, as we have expected them to.

B. Questionnaire results

We prepared two sets of questionnaires: one for the test group and the other for the control group. The main goal was the same – to find out how students feel about presenting data from a novel through storyline visualization and what other subject areas they feel it could be useful for. The test group questionnaire also had questions about the visualization (if it was presented in a clear manner, if they find it helpful for preparing for the test, during the reading of a novel and for better understanding of relations between characters). Since the control group was given storyline visualization only after they took the test, their distinctive questions were whether they think it would have helped them during the reading and in better understanding of relations between characters. First, we will present our findings from the selection of questions common to both groups, and then the questions present only in the test group followed by the questions distinctive of the control group.

It is important to say that 82.49% of all tested students believe to be visual types, or to be more precise 94.52% of gymnasium students, 80.39% natural science students and 75.82% of technical students. If we take a look at their overall test grades per school type (Figure 10), than gymnasium and natural sciences students performed accordingly. However, there is a discrepancy between the declaration of technical students and their test scores since the students from the control group performed better than their colleagues from the test group. This came as a surprise to us since 75.82% of these students declared to be visual type and 64.83% believe that visualizations could help better understand other subjects as well.

![Figure 10. – Distribution of average scores per school type and their declaration about being visual types](image)

If we take gender into account, than more male (45.16%) then female students (37.33%) declare themselves as visual types. This is in contradiction with their test results since overall grade for male students (15.45) is lower than for female students (15.69). However, both male and female students from the test groups had outperformed their colleagues from the control groups.

![Figure 11. - Distribution of average scores per gender and their declaration about being visual types](image)

When asked if a storyline visualization would help them when reviewing for a test, 78.03% students answered affirmative, and 7.94% of them are students who originally declared themselves not to be visual types. There are also 13.08% of visual type students who do not find such a visualization as a good tool for test reviews.

There are 86.92% of students (10.28% of nonvisual type) who believe that storyline visualization would be helpful in better understanding even the more complex novels and 73.96% of students (6.98% of nonvisual type) who believe that it would help them in some other subjects as well. When asked in which subjects they could find such a visualization as a helping tool to better understanding of the material being studied 50 listed history, 23 listed biology, 18 listed chemistry, 15 listed physics, 15 listed mathematics and 36 of them stated that it could be useful in all subjects. There were up to 9 students that also listed one or at least one of the following subjects: sociology, geography, technical subjects, psychology, logics, art of music, visual arts and philosophy.

A larger portion (81%) of test group students found the storyline visualization to be presented in a clear manner. Among them, there are more male (60%) than female students and more students from technical schools (41%) than other types of school.

When asked about the down sides of the visualization their answers ranged from ‘too little of the context was given’ and ‘exact years and locations would be useful’ to ‘did not like the symbols and/or colors used’ and ‘more details about characters’. But, as mentioned earlier, storyline visualization, just like other types of visualizations, can be used to present only some types of data – not all.

If we cross reference test students’ answers, we find some discrepancies. For example, there are students who find the visualization to be presented clearly, to have helped them better understand the relations between characters and was helpful to have during the reading time. However, they did not find it helpful for answering the test questions. This may have something to do with their test scores. Unfortunately, since the questionnaire was anonymous, we do not have means to test this assumption. All the other combinations of their results are presented in Figure 12.

![Figure 12. Distribution of Test group results](image)

After control group was introduced to the storyline visualization 71.55% of them responded that it would have helped them during the reading time. More male students (53.01%) than female students (46.99%) were in
favor of this belief as well as the most gymnasium students. Their distribution regarding the school type and gender is given in Figure 13.

Even more control group students (80.17%) believe that the storyline visualization would have helped them with understanding of relations between characters. Again, more male (56.99%) than female students (43.01%), but more technical school students than others. Their distribution regarding the school type and gender is given in Figure 14.

The main purpose of this paper is to test if storyline visualization can be introduced as a legitimate educational tool for presenting information that includes a type of narration where the characters and their interaction over a period of time is important to convey. Our preliminary research results show that students would benefit from such presentation and would use it during the study period but also as a revision too. Since the majority of people rely greatly on eyes as an information receiver, storyline visualization comes as a perfect tool that can be used not only for research and business, but in teaching and learning as well. The research has shown that students from Gymnasium and Natural Sciences Highschools that used the storyline visualization while reading the novel scored better on the exam than the students without visualization. Also, opposite to our expectations, students from Technical Highschools without visualization performed better on the test than their colleagues with visualization during the reading time. Considering only gender, our female participants using visualization while reading achieved better results than male participants with the visualization. This was also in contradiction with the stereotype and our questionnaire results where more male students declared themselves to be visual learning types that female ones. The one-tailed Fisher’s exact test value (P=0.0172) show statistical significance between gender and helpfulness of storyline visualization in understanding while χ² test value (P=0.0006) for the association between school type and helpfulness of storyline visualization show high statistical significance.
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At the outset authors of this article investigate the influence of ICT on archival practice. All archival processes are affected by latest developments in ICT. DMS and eSignature requirements and legislation (like MoReq and eIDAS) influenced record management practice. PAIS, OAIS and storage solutions have their impact on archival management. Special audio and video format solutions influenced specialised archives. Graph databases as a more agile tool for organising information and the upcoming Records in Contexts (RiC) standard are influencing archival description. New preservation methods have emerged - Chain of Preservation model (COP) and the upcoming Preservation-as-a-Service for Trust (PaasT) model. PaasT is the result of growing cloud services. Semantic web influenced retrieval and usage of materials in all heritage institutions. The authors proceed to discuss how the elaborated changes should reflect the archival science academic curricula. They investigate what are new archival science core competences that should be taught to students and archival professionals by university teachers today, how should universities prepare their students of archival science for contemporary (digital) labour market etc. The authors offer a clear position what archival competencies, arising from the influence of ICT and cloud environment, should be built upon in the contemporary archival science curricula.

1. INTRODUCTION
ICT has had an indisputable impact on the reality of organisations and the reality of people’s lives for decades. The significant transformation of these realities from the 2000s onwards brought about a change in archival science curricula. The authors of this article investigate the extent of this influence and the magnitude of educational adjustments. Have archival professionals incorporated enough contemporary ICT knowledge into their curricula (and their daily operations) yet? Comparable impact on archival profession happened with the appearance of new storage materials and the development of new physicochemical methods in the 20th century. Those materials and methods had a substantial influence on archival storage facilities and procedures of preservation, conservation and restoration. But, what is happening now is of far more consequence to the future of the archival profession. ICT, led by fresh approaches, trends, values and practices, has moved not just those parts of archival work that were oriented towards the management of digital records, but also parts of more traditional archival practice, like archival description1, because of new possibilities of computer generation and system-to-system communication of archival finding aids2.

Digital signature and other authentication and integrity associated technologies altered management of digital records. New digital audio and video formats appeared. Electronic recordkeeping technologies related to Records Management Systems (RMS) / Enterprise Content Management Systems (ECM, ECMS) influenced organisations and supported their abilities to preserve digital records. Storage became portable, designed for massive scalability, and with archival qualities – like SDS (Software-Defined Storage), SSA (Solid State Arrays), scale-out NAS (Network-Attached Storage), and object storage. Cloud services and cloud storage have been developing for the last decade [1]. These services are today fully accepted by individuals for their personal archives and more or less accepted by corporate bodies. Concepts and standards like OAIS (Open Archival Information System), PAIS (Producer-Archive Interface Specification), PAIMAS (Producer-Archive Interface – Methodology Abstract Standard) and XFDU (XML Formatted Data Unit) are shaping the process of transfer of digital content among environments [2-6]. Semantic web and graph databases also occurred in the realm of today’s records and archive management. These fresh ICT concepts and their effect on archival science are described in the second chapter of this article. The authors consider that ICT influenced archival science considerably and that archival curricula responded to these developments to a great extent. But, do these curricular changes respond enough to the progress in ICT field(s)?

The aftermath of ICT impact is visible in the courses offered to university students on the global and European

1 Archival description refers to “the process of capturing, analyzing, organizing, and recording information that serves to identify, manage, locate, and explain the holdings of archives and manuscript repositories and the contexts and records systems which produced them” and “the products of the above process.”. International Council on Archives, “Dictionary of Archival Terminology” (Draft Third Edition/DAT III, 1999) and Multilingual Archival Terminology, http://www2.archivists.org/glossary/terms/f/finding-aid (accessed March 2017)

level (analysed in 2003 and 2016). Nevertheless, it is important to constantly monitor changes in ICT and to make timely recommendations for continuing adjustment of archival science curricula.

Next, we will firstly discuss the influence of ICT on the archival science and practice. Then we will show the effects of the development of ICT on university and professional curricula by analysing the changes that were introduced between the two research activities – the first in 2003 and the second in 2016. Finally, we will conduct a SWAT analysis, draw conclusions and offer recommendations.

II. INFLUENCE OF ICT ON ARCHIVAL SCIENCE AND PRACTICE

In relation to the processes of transfer and storage, a numerous media types were developed by the ICT industry [7-8]: glass disks, PIQL film, new types of network storage etc. Some recognised media technologies got better over time (e.g. Data Tresor Disks) while the ICT industry has abandoned some of the media types in recent years, e.g. Ultra Density Optical (UDO) disks, High-Density DVD, Holographic Versatile Disks (HVD) etc.

Record Management Systems (RMS) and Enterprise Content Management Systems (ECM, ECMS) have entered the organisations and changed their record management practices and workflows. ECMS and RMS systems are practically comparable, from the pure record management perspective, but then again ECMS systems are conceptually and functionally broader than RMS. From the archival perspective, this broadness of functions is relevant because it shapes creator’s business activities and affects archival funds. Adoption of ECMS and change in workflows can result in business process reengineering activity and change in the business (business activities, business roles etc.). For this reason, ECM systems are not just automation tools; implementations of ECMS systems in organisations are not just trivial modifications. Archivists should be well-aware of this. Recently, the ECMS solutions have been implemented in many organisations. Examples of the most spread out technologies [9-11] are IBM FileNet, Dell EMC Documentum, Alfresco One, OpenText, Hyland OnBase etc. For illustration, the FileNet ECMS implementation in the Croatian Agency of Medicinal Products and Medical Devices (HALMED) in 2013 and 2014 led to changes in recordkeeping, archival management, IT landscape, and business processes. FileNet ECMS in HALMED has been linked with XINO scanner and DPU Scan application, case management application and archival management application.

Outcomes of these integrations and interfaces are a) ability to use digitised records as a replacement for paper originals in the workflows, b) linked paper originals and digitised copies, and c) ability to archive new digitally-born records and cases. A threefold usage of various HALMED’s ECMS content happens at this time. There are users in HALMED that use ECMS and its content through its own FileNet Navigator interface, users that prefer to use their previously developed business applications (ECMS handles the content in the background), and groups of users that work with new applications developed on the FileNet platform. Rearrangement of business tasks was necessary because new applications had required different workflows (e.g. Quality Management application). Outcomes of these new workflows were new groups of records, and thus the change in archival funds.

Storage and its diversification became very complex; therefore archivists should learn more and absorb more facts about the world of storage. There are several notions about the storage archivists should be able to consider. They have to consider storage memory feature (primary, secondary, tertiary, online, offline, near-line, volatile, non-volatile); the way storage utilises equipment (SAN, NAS, virtualisation); storage hardware dependency (SDS); the question what storage really addresses (content, location, file-addressable); the question what storage actually manages and on which level (file hierarchies, objects, blocks, and entry level, business level, enterprise level). There are numerous subtypes of storage solutions [12]. Today, for archivists it is necessary to understand the software characteristics behind the typology, characteristics like scalability (of solid state arrays, NAS, object storage), hardware-independency (of SDS) etc. Archivists should also know what to do once active storage environment is set up – to apply business continuity and disaster recovery policies as well as to develop long-term digital preservation policies together with IT colleagues and to archive what has to be archived. Therefore, archivists should be acquainted with backup procedures (traditional, snapshots, cloud), replication (replication of content after its creation, host-based, array-, network-, snapshot-based), mirroring etc.

Semantic web brought requirements to semantically enrich descriptions of existing materials in order to


4 ECMS consists of document and records management, image management, collaboration tools, web content management, business process workflows, and vendor-specific components. It is also linked with business applications of organisations. Gartner report from 2016 predicts shifting major ECM solutions to cloud-based platforms.

5 Gartner MQ ECM 2014-2016.

6 Part of the IPA 2009 TAIB project preparations for eCTD and Implementation of Digital Archival Information System (in cooperation with Ericsson Nikola Tesla d.d. and AAM Management Information Consulting Ltd.).

7 Imaging subsystem was developed by EMES d.o.o., and case management and archival management applications by Omega Software d.o.o.
disseminate them in a more efficient manner. Many institutions from the museums/libraries/archives (MLA) community had started with the implementation of the semantic web a long time ago and have enabled better connectivity of descriptions of their objects of interests for different communities. The emerging archival standard Records in Contexts (RiC) represents one step toward this [13-14].

Records in Contexts standard is using graph databases [15]. Graph databases appeared as more flexible and reactive technology for processing entities and their relationships than the technology of relational databases.\(^8\) Creation of graph database (model) implies the creation of nodes (entities) with labels (entity types), relationships, and nodes’ and relationships’ properties. It is still too early to tell whether RiC will become a new description standard or just another schema in archival description. Nevertheless, it is important to understand the principle behind RiC and to be aware of these changes in the world of databases.

Archivists are often interpreters – they translate from the business language connected with a function to the ICT language that supports the function and vice versa. Some standards that are close to the archival domain, and records & archival management domain-specific languages [16], already possess this translated logic. OAIS standard represents a mixed language of such a sort. ICT professionals can build an OAIS compliant system. A person with a task to transfer records between two systems can conduct a structured PAIS project. But usually archivists have to familiarise ICT professionals with these standards. Also, archivists translate records management parts of business functions to ICT workflows and functionalities. Records contain business transactions metadata and remaining logic while business is driven by records to an appreciable degree.

An OAIS-based system has several functions – ingest of records being the starting one. Archive receives a submission from internal or external, human or computer producer. It has to be validated and transformed into the form suitable for long-term preservation. These standards can be applied [2-6]; PAIMAS to define producer-archive relationships in different phases\(^9\) and conditions of their cooperation; PAIS to formally define digital objects and specify submission models\(^10\) required for transfers into archives; XFDU to support these transfers as the precise packaging standard. Finally, there is an ISO 16363 standard [6] for evaluating the trustworthiness of repositories (i.e. digital archives). It brings to maturity OAIS, PAIMAS and PAIS standards. ISO 16363 covers ingest function, organisational infrastructure related issues and maintenance of producer-archive relationships.

Shifting the focus from the RMS systems to the digital records they are holding, it should be noted that archivists are increasingly dealing with the records having some kind of cryptographic mechanisms applied to them. Namely, the records are being signed by (advance) digital signatures which rely on (qualified) digital certificates; the digital timestamps are being added as well as digital seals. Recently implemented EU-level regulation eIDAS states that “an electronic signature shall not be denied legal effect and admissibility as evidence in legal proceedings solely on the grounds that it is in an electronic form” [21]. This means that the archivists need to know how to preserve digitally signed records in the long-term while addressing the fact that digital signatures rely on digital certificates which are valid only 2-5 years. While considering re-certification and while applying standard long-term preservation technical procedures like file format conversion, media migration, application emulation or system virtualisation they should constantly have in mind standard archival requirements for preservation of authenticity, integrity, reliability, usability and non-repudiation of digital records being preserved. All this illustrates just a fraction of ICT-connected tasks that the archivists need to proactively and successfully accomplish.

Besides the impact of ICT by itself, the authors also recognise the influence of recent professional endeavours like an education and training component of the InterPARES 3 – global, archival science research project (2007-2012) and other similar impacts on professional curricula. Projects like InterPARES laid emphasis on the need to incorporate state-of-the-art technologies into students’ and trainees’ programmes.

III. EFFECTS ON UNIVERSITY AND PROFESSIONAL PROGRAMMES

The effects of the development of ICT on university and professional programmes were analysed by comparing the two studies. The first one was conducted in 2003\(^11\) and the second one in the last quarter of 2016.

The first study aimed to analyse 23 programmes of archival science globally. They were from Australia (2), Canada (2), Finland (1), Ghana (1), Israel (1), USA (14), and United Kingdom (2). Descriptions of the total of 370 courses were manually identified, collected from the official web pages and analysed. The analysis was focused on identifying if the courses found in the archival science programmes could be relevant for the library science study or museum science/heritage study (the MLA group) or social-humanistic informatics or a combination of them. Also, the level of influence of IT was determined. The results show that:

- 62% of courses are relevant for the study of library science,
- 58% of courses are relevant for the study of museum science,

\(^8\) “Because of their emphasis on global queries, graph compute engines are normally optimized for scanning and processing large amounts of information in batches...” Robinson, I.; Webber, J.; Eifrem, E. “Graph Databases”. O’Reilly Media Inc., 2015, p. 7.

\(^9\) Preliminary phase, formal definition phase or PAIS phase, transfer phase, validation phase.

\(^10\) PAIS define types of submissions and submission containers. Actual submission implementation should be done by applying XFDU standard.

\(^11\) As part of the project HERITAGE Live (Operative programme IPA – Cross-border Cooperation Slovenia-Croatia 2007-2013).
The fact that the graduate level programmes were analysed may be the main reason why the courses are mainly based on theory – the students need to learn the basics of archival science. History is not significantly present. Instead, there are courses which are more practice-oriented and which prepare students to work at the MLA institutions (usually in the second year of the study).

The courses that are IT-focussed use the technology existing in the archives of their countries, therefore giving students the opportunity to learn how to use the technology before graduating. The analysis showed that 17% of courses have information technology aspect explicitly mentioned in the course name. Although the first and the second research did not analyse the same sample so the results could not be directly correlated the increase in number of IT-focused courses may be noticed.

To enrol in the graduate program, students have to finish an undergraduate study. Most of the analysed courses (56%) are in the programme during the first year of graduate archival science studies (Figure 1). Those courses mainly serve to introduce students to the archival science. Broadening the view of the influence of ICT we have identified 27% of courses in the second year of graduate studies that involved work with information technology used in archival practice but not fully focussed on it. This shows that IT has significantly influenced the archival studies.

In fact, when we look at the distribution of the courses per semester, 30 courses are in programme during the seventh semester, or first semester of the graduate study (Figure 2).

While the first semester of graduate study is aimed at studying the theory of archival science, the courses which involve information technology used in practice are in the programme of the ninth semester. The tenth semester is the semester when the students have their internship in the archives, so it makes sense that they should be prepared to use the technology.
Archival science courses in the analysed programmes of the second research study focus more on theory than practice, but it is clear that they follow the development of ICT. As it was detected in the first research study, here the archival science courses also do not prepare the students to work only in the archives, but in all MLA institutions as well. The analysed archival science programmes in Europe does not perceive archival science as a science that deals only with the preservation of documents, but as a science that deals with information systems, digital preservation and other activities normally conducted by other information institutions too. The analysed programmes last between one and two years, but the trend is to put less focus on courses directly linked to the current archival practices and current technology, and more focus on practical work.

**TABLE I. ANALYSIS OF STRENGTHS, WEAKNESSES, OPPORTUNITIES AND TREATS OF FOR ARCHIVISTS WITH THE MISSION RELATED TO PRESERVATION IN THE DIGITAL ENVIRONMENT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STRENGTHS (KNOWLEDGE)</th>
<th>WEAKNESSES (LACK OF KNOWLEDGE)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Classification; arrangement; organisation; document types; document forms; intrinsic and extrinsic characteristics; provenance and the quality of source analysis</td>
<td>Digital formats and standards; formatting standards; system or repository architecture and functioning; storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New types of databases; semantic web; machine learning software; computational archival science; new types of accumulations; personal digital archiving; possible usage of new interactive technologies</td>
<td>Holding tenaciously to workflows and procedures created for handling paper records. Choosing to keep working in closed professional ecosystems.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**IV. CONCLUSION**

Table 1 uses a SWOT analysis template and links strengths and opportunities with knowledge and positive aptitude of archival professionals. The proposed SWOT analysis derivative outlines today’s archival corpus of knowledge related to professional ability to contribute to digital archival management and archivists’ ability to absorb IT-related knowledge. Archival professionals are strong in using classifications, so their knowledge can be used in the system design phase. For a good reason the DIRKS recordkeeping methodology [17] had assigned the same role for archivists. Although their new role in the organisational environment is being recognised, the role of the archival professional in open digital social environment has not been defined yet. Archivists’ ability to evaluate provenance and the quality of sources could be helpful in this new environment. That ability is also related to ICT and participation of archivists in training phases in pattern analysis and machine learning projects.

Weaknesses are related to archivists’ lack of knowledge of particular technologies. Threats are related to archivists’ and records managers’ way of thinking allied with the paper administration and its functioning. This refers to applying records schedule in some later stage of digital document’s lifecycle, sticking to workflows created for paper records, insisting on perfect custodial conditions in a dynamic digital environment etc. If we neglect the threats, they will turn into professional weaknesses.

Therefore, archivalists should be abreast of the rapid ICT developments. It is important to recognise and address the needs for further improvements. Opportunity for growth lies in making archival outputs more interoperable, dynamic and usable than before, by embracing semantic web concepts, graph databases concepts, machine learning tools concepts etc. Another opportunity for archivists in the complex contemporary

---

12 Archival arrangement – “1. The process of organizing materials with respect to their provenance and original order, to protect their context and to achieve physical or intellectual control […] 2. The organization and sequence of items …”, Pearce-Moses, R. A Glossary of Archival and Records Terminology (accessed March 2017)

13 “Documentary form is both physical and intellectual. The term physical form refers to the external make-up of the document, while the term intellectual form refers to its internal articulation. Therefore, the elements of the former are defined by diplomatists as external or extrinsic, while the elements of the latter are defined as internal or intrinsic.” Duranti, L. “Diplomatics: New Uses for an Old Science - Part V.” // Archivaria 32 (Summer 1991)

14 Provenance – “Archivists base their work on the idea that the origin of archival documents and records, or their provenance, must be known if the purposes of the archives to be achieved [...] The application of the principle of provenance results in division of archival holdings into particular groups of records linked to their creator. ‘The principle of provenance’” // Duranti, L.; Franks, P. C. (ed.) “Encyclopedia of Archival Science”, 2015, p. 284.


world appeared when they accepted personal digital archiving (PDA) conception and harnessed their theoretical knowledge to address PDA challenges. PDA represents a new type of archival fonds or accumulation because it differs from paper personal fonds.

How much knowledge we collect through the never-ending learning and practice makes us competent scientists and good professionals. If archivists will adopt these ICT-related opportunities, they will turn them to their strengths. That is why they have to be recognised and used for fine-tuning of curricula. The analysis of the archival science programmes and their courses in the two presented research studies showed the positive developments. In our opinion, the contemporary archival science programmes should continue adjusting to technological reality. Faculties and archival schools should embrace the new technologies and educate future archivists about them. Consequently, the archivists would be able to bring the needed changes to the archival practice, users’ preservation capabilities and the digital meta-literacy related to the preservation in general.
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Abstract - The goal of this research was to explore and compare personal information Facebook publishing behaviour of male and female pupils and university students. One important finding is that very small percentage of all examinees publish items in most sensitive data types regarding the privacy: religious and political views, mobile phone, email, address. Additionally, it was established that a similar percentage of male and female pupils publish information in almost all data types. The exception is a Books data type where female pupils publish about two times more than male pupils. Also, on average, female pupils publish about 7.5 times more often information in Books data type than male pupils. Male pupils, on average, publish information in Sports data type about 4.5 times more often than female pupils. Considerably higher percentage of male students publish information in data types: High School, Apps and Games, Music, Friends, TV Shows, Movies. On average, male students publish about 8 times more often information in Sports data type than female students. Female students, on average, publish information considerably more frequently in Check-Ins data type: about 3.5 times more often than male students.

I. INTRODUCTION

Many young people use Facebook every day publishing various information about their interests, opinions, friends and other topics. The goal of this study is to provide insights about the Facebook publishing behaviour of young people with regard to their gender. These insights could help educators to better understand similarities and differences between the interests of female and male pupils and students. This could help them to create educational programs which are more closely connected with the young people’s interests and with regard to their gender.

Also, these insights could be helpful for educators to create programs for the improvement of privacy protection behaviour. Privacy is a fundamental human right. It is „the claim of individuals, groups, or institutions to determine for themselves when, how, and to what extent information about them is communicated to others“ [1, p.154]. Today, when information technology has a strong presence in our lives, privacy on the Internet is something everyone should be paying attention to. With the fast development of information technology and the creation of new devices and forms of media, such as smartphones and social networking sites (SNS), privacy of individuals becomes an issue that needs to be addressed and protected against those who want to harm it.

Gross and Acquisti said that “privacy implications associated with social networking sites depend on the level of identifiability of the information provided, its possible recipients, and its possible uses.” [2, p.73]. They stated that even if some SNS do not expose their users' identities, they still may provide information that identifies the profile’s owners [2].

On social media sites, such as Facebook, people can voluntarily disclose their personal information: their names, comments, likes, posts and photos or videos can be visible to their friends as well as friends of their friends and anyone else with Facebook account. These publicly available personal traces can be seen by many unknown persons and organizations, including advertisers [1]. Personal information can be taken from social media and used without the knowledge of users who are facing risks like identity theft, physical or online stalking and even blackmailing [2].

In the next section we will present insights from the studies about young Facebook users. In the third section we will present the research methodology used to explore the Facebook publishing behaviour of young people. In the fourth section all findings will be presented in detail. In the fifth section we will emphasize the most important findings, suggest some possibilities for using these findings and suggest several ways for additional research that could be made as an extension of this research.

II. YOUNG FACEBOOK USERS

With the rise of Facebook and other social media, online privacy of children and young people becomes an especially important issue, as they are less likely to understand the possible effects of disclosing personal information which may affect their lives [3]. In a study conducted by the Pew Research Center it was confirmed that teens share a wide range of information about themselves on SNSs, as the sites are designed to encourage the sharing of private details with others [4]. Feng and Xie [1, p.156] claim that it seems hard to stop teens from disclosing personal information on SNSs. Boyd [5] points out that the notion that teens do not care about privacy is very entrenched in the public discourse. However, the truth is that teens often do care about privacy although this can be ignored by the public and the
media [5]. Herring and Kapidzic [6] emphasized that there are concerns about the lack of parental control over teenage use of the Internet, but there are indications that more and more parents are trying to protect their child's online privacy. While older users may perceive privacy as protecting personal data from outside intrusion such as advertisers and the government, younger users perceive privacy as control over their personal space and social situations, as they are more worried about parents and teachers than advertisers and other third parties [7].

Today there are many types of social networks, but as Lenhart [8] pointed out, Facebook remains the most used social media site among American teens. Herring and Kapidzic cite the claim that “girls on average spend more time on social network sites and use them more actively than boys do” [6]. In several studies it was found that teenagers, from 15 to 17 years old, post more pictures and other personal information on their Facebook profiles [9]. Girls post more romantic pictures and the boys create more self-promotional pictures and comments with sexual content or alcohol references [6]. In a study of young adults’ perceptions of appropriate content, it was established that they expressed “little concern about sharing posts and pictures on social network sites such as Facebook. Female participants expressed more concern about future employers seeing some of their pictures and comments” [6, p.4]. It seems that young adults predominantly utilize social media to build and strengthen relationships with their peers. They are not concerned with their more formal, professional image on social media [6].

### III. RESEARCH

#### A. Research goal and methods

The research goal of this study was to explore and compare the extent to which personal information about male and female pupils and university students is publicly available on Facebook. The content analysis method was used to determine the extent to which male and female pupils' and university students' personal information of the various data types is publicly available on their Facebook profiles [10]. We determined the extent of publicly available items for various data types by counting the number of all items that were publicly published on Facebook profiles of examinees.

The method of comparative analysis was used to compare the extent to which various types of personal information about examinees are publicly available on their Facebook profiles [11]. We compared the percentage of examinees of different gender that published at least one item in a specific data type of personal information. We also compared the average number of items in a specific data type that were published by examinees of different gender.

#### B. Study participants

400 Facebook profiles were selected: 100 profiles of male university students and 100 profiles of female university students were randomly chosen from among Facebook community „Sveučilište u Zadru“ which gathers students from the University of Zadar in Croatia [12]. Also, 100 profiles of female pupils were randomly chosen from among the pupils’ Facebook community „OK je OK!“ [13]; additionally, 100 profiles of male pupils were randomly chosen from among the Facebook friends of the members of „OK je OK!“ Facebook community.

The pupils were about 10 to 13 years old and the university students were about 18 to 24 years old. The data were collected in March and April 2016. This study is a continuation of research about the Facebook publishing behaviour of young people which was presented in the year 2016 at European Conference on Information Literacy. In that presentation the same sample of Facebook profiles was used, but the data were analysed regardless of Facebook profile owners’ gender [14].

### IV. FINDINGS

In this section various findings from the research are presented in detail. Findings are presented according to following themes: items published by female examinees; items published by male examinees; comparison of all examinees with regard to gender; comparison between female and male pupils; comparison between female and male students.

#### A. Items published by female examinees

In Table 1 we can see to what extent female pupils and university students publish items in 15 most populated data types. In Part 1 of Table 1 we see that data types in which at least one item was published publicly by more than a half of female examinees are: Photos, Posts, Gender, Groups. A considerable percentage of them have published at least one item in data types about their interests: Movies, TV Shows, Apps & Games. Many of them have published about Current City (38.5%), Friends (37%) and Hometown (35%). Also, about one third of them published about their interests (Music, TV Shows, Movies, Books, Apps & Games), wrote reviews and marked their location with mobile devices (Check-Ins). It is important to note that very small number of them published at least one item in these data types: Religious Views (4%), Mobile Phone (0.5%), Email (0.5%), Political Views (0.5%), Address (0%). These most private data types of personal information are mostly unavailable on their Facebook profiles.

In Part 2 of Table 1 we see that on average a female pupil or university student has 123.1 friends, 51.4 published photos and 5.8 posts. On average, they published the largest amount of items in data types about their interests and especially about their music interests: 32 items. Other interests that have a high average of items are: Music, TV Shows and Movies. In comparison to these interests, female examinees published considerably less information about Sports, Apps & Games and Books. The following data types are also less present on their profiles: Groups, Check-Ins, Events.
B. Items published by male examinees

In Table 2 we can see to what extent male pupils and university students publish items in 15 most populated data types. In Part 1 of Table 2 we see data types in which at least one item was published publicly by more than a half of male examinees: Photos, Gender, Posts, Groups, Music, Friends.

TABLE II. TO WHAT EXTENT MALE PUPILS AND UNIVERSITY STUDENTS PUBLISH ITEMS IN 15 MOST POPULATED DATA TYPES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Type</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Data Type</th>
<th>av. it.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Photos</td>
<td>95.5%</td>
<td>Friends</td>
<td>290.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>84.5%</td>
<td>Posts</td>
<td>39.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posts</td>
<td>81.5%</td>
<td>Apps &amp; G.</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apps &amp; Games</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>Music</td>
<td>81.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>54.5%</td>
<td>Books</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Books</td>
<td>47.5%</td>
<td>Check-Ins</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check-Ins</td>
<td>43.5%</td>
<td>Posts</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current City</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>Apps &amp; Games</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV Shows</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>Friends</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friends</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>Apps &amp; Games</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV Shows</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>Music</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>Photos</td>
<td>12.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posts</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>Check-Ins</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check-Ins</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>Posts</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current City</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>Apps &amp; Games</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Almost half of them have published at least one item in data types about following interests: Sports, TV Shows, Movies, Apps & Games. Only 27% of male examinees published at least one book item as well as information about their locations (Check-Ins). While almost half of them published the names of the city in which they live and their hometown, nobody or very few of them published at least one item in most private data types: Religious Views (4.5%), Political Views (2.5%), Address (1%), Mobile Phone (0%), Email (0%).

C. Comparison of all examinees with regard to gender

Table 3 presents the comparison of the percentage of female and male pupils and students for data types in which at least one item was published by more than 30 percent of pupils or students. In relation to male examinees, a higher percentage of female examinees published at least one item in three data types. In Part 1 of Table 3 we see that among these data types, Check-Ins is a data type in which disparity between items published by female and male examinees is greatest. 1.13 times more female examinees than male examinees published at least one item in this data type.

In Part 2 of Table 3 we see nine data types in which male examinees published more often than female. Music, as well as Apps & Games are two data types in which disparity between items published by female and male examinees is greatest. 1.47 times more male examinees published at least one item in these data types. They also published more frequently at least one item in following data types: Friends (proportion: p:1.39), Movies (p:1.26), Hometown (p:1.24), TV Shows (p:1.23), Sports (p:1.23), Current City (p:1.14).

TABLE III. COMPARISON OF THE PERCENTAGE OF FEMALE PUPILS AND UNIVERSITY STUDENTS WITH MALE PUPILS AND UNI STUDENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Type</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Proportion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Check-Ins</td>
<td>30.5%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>1.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posts</td>
<td>86.5%</td>
<td>81.5%</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photos</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>95.5%</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Type</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Proportion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>54.5%</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>1.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apps &amp; G.</td>
<td>40.5%</td>
<td>27.5%</td>
<td>1.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friends</td>
<td>51.5%</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Movies</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>1.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hometown</td>
<td>43.5%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>1.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV Shows</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>36.5%</td>
<td>1.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports</td>
<td>47.5%</td>
<td>38.5%</td>
<td>1.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curr. City</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>38.5%</td>
<td>1.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>84.5%</td>
<td>81.5%</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 presents comparison of the average of items that were published by female and male pupils and students for data types in which at least one item was published by more than 30 percent of pupils or students. A
higher percentage of female examinees published, on average, more items in six data types. In Part 1 of Table 4 we see that among these data types, the disparity between items published by female and male examinees is greatest for TV shows (proportion: 2.52) and Check-Ins data types (p:2.49). Also, about 1.75 times more female examinees than male examinees published, on average, more items in Movies and Music data types.

In Part 2 of Table 4 we see four data types in which male pupils and university students published more items on average than female. Sports is a data type in which there is by far the largest disparity: 4.85 times more male examinees published more frequently items in Sports data type. They also published more frequently in following data types: Friends (proportion: 2.36) and Apps & Games (p:1.77).

TABLE IV. COMPARISON OF THE AVERAGE OF ITEMS PUBLISHED BY FEMALE PUPILS AND UNI. STUDENTS WITH MALE PUPILS AND UNIVERSITY STUDENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Type</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Proportion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TV Shows</td>
<td>14.42</td>
<td>5.73</td>
<td>2.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check-Ins</td>
<td>4.85</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>2.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Movies</td>
<td>13.42</td>
<td>7.65</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>31.83</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>1.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posts</td>
<td>5.79</td>
<td>4.23</td>
<td>1.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photos</td>
<td>51.44</td>
<td>39.66</td>
<td>1.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Type</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Proportion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sports</td>
<td>24.07</td>
<td>4.96</td>
<td>4.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friends</td>
<td>290.65</td>
<td>123.1</td>
<td>2.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apps &amp; G.</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>1.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Groups</td>
<td>6.36</td>
<td>6.21</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D. Comparison between female and male pupils

Table 5 presents the comparison of the percentage of items that were published by female and male pupils for data types in which at least one item was published by more than 30 percent of female or male pupils.

In relation to male pupils, a higher percentage of female pupils published, on average, more items in six data types that are presented in Part 1 of Table 5. Among these data types, disparity between female and male pupils is by far the largest for Books (proportion: 7.57). Large disparity is also found in data types TV Shows (p:4.23), Music (3.51), Movies (2.7).

In Part 2 of Table 5 there are four data types in which male pupils published more items on average. The disparity between female and male pupils is by far the greatest for Sports (p: 4.58). Large disparity is also found in data types Friends (p:1.78) and Apps & Games (1.34).

Table 6 presents the comparison of the average of items that were published by female and male pupils for data types in which at least one item was published by more than 30 percent of female or male pupils. In relation to male pupils, a higher percentage of female pupils published more items on average in six data types that are presented in Part 1 of Table 5. Among these data types, disparity between female and male pupils is by far the greatest for Books (proportion: 7.57). Large disparity is also found in data types TV Shows (p:4.23), Music (3.51), Movies (2.7).

In Part 2 of Table 6 there are four data types in which male pupils published more items on average. The disparity between female and male pupils is by far the greatest for Sports (p: 4.58). Large disparity is also found in data types Friends (p:1.78) and Apps & Games (1.34).

TABLE V. COMPARISON OF THE PERCENTAGE OF ITEMS THAT WERE PUBLISHED BY FEMALE AND MALE PUPILS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part 1: Data types in which more items were published by female pupils</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Books</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV Shows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Movies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curr. City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photos</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part 2: Data types in which more items were published by male pupils</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apps &amp; G.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE VI. COMPARISON OF THE AVERAGE OF ITEMS THAT WERE PUBLISHED BY FEMALE AND MALE PUPILS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part 1: Data types in which more items were published by female pupils</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Books</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV Shows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Movies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part 2: Data types in which more items were published by male pupils</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apps &amp; G.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Groups</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
E. Comparison between female and male students

Table 7 presents the comparison of the percentage of items that were published by female and male university students for data types in which at least one item was published by more than 30 percent of female or male pupils. In relation to male students, a higher percentage of female students published more frequently at least one item in four data types that are presented in Part 1 of Table 7. Among these data types, disparity between female and male students is greatest for Reviews (proportion: 1.5). The much smaller disparity is found in other three data types Check-Ins (p:1.15), Photos (p:1.04), Groups (p:1.04).

In Part 2 of Table 7 there are 13 data types in which male students published more frequently at least one item. The disparity between female and male students is largest for following data types High School (p: 2.83), Apps & Games (p:2.71), Music (p:2.48), Friends (p:2.41), TV Shows (p:2.27), Movies (p:2.1). Significant disparity is also found in data types College (p:1.85), Sports (p:1.73), Books (p:1.68), Hometown (p:1.53), Current City (p:1.35).

### Table VII. Comparison of the percentage of items that were published by female and male university students

| Part 1: Data types in which more items were published by female university students |
|---------------------------------|--------|--------|------|
| Data Type                      | Female | Male   | Proportion |
| Reviews                        | 33%    | 22%    | 1.5   |
| Check-Ins                      | 39%    | 34%    | 1.15  |
| Photos                         | 96%    | 92%    | 1.04  |
| Groups                         | 73%    | 70%    | 1.04  |

| Part 2: Data types in which more items were published by male university students |
|---------------------------------|--------|--------|------|
| Data Type                      | Male   | Female | Proportion |
| Hi. School                     | 34%    | 12%    | 2.83  |
| Apps & G.                      | 38%    | 14%    | 2.71  |
| Music                          | 57%    | 23%    | 2.48  |
| Friends                        | 53%    | 22%    | 2.41  |
| TV Shows                       | 50%    | 22%    | 2.27  |
| Movies                         | 42%    | 20%    | 2.1   |
| College                        | 48%    | 26%    | 1.85  |
| Sports                         | 45%    | 26%    | 1.73  |
| Books                          | 37%    | 22%    | 1.68  |
| Hometown                       | 49%    | 32%    | 1.53  |
| Curr. City                     | 50%    | 37%    | 1.35  |
| Gender                         | 72%    | 64%    | 1.13  |
| Posts                          | 96%    | 95%    | 1.01  |

Table 8 presents the comparison of the average of items that were published by female and male university students for data types in which at least one item was published by more than 30 percent of female or male university students. In relation to male students, a higher percentage of female students published more items on average in four data types that are presented in Part 1 of Table 8. Among these data types, disparity between female and male students is by far the greatest for Check-Ins (proportion: 3.43). Considerably smaller disparity is found in Posts data type (p:1.2).

In Part 2 of Table 8 there are eight data types in which male students published more items on average. The disparity between female and male students is by far the greatest for Sports (p:7.86), Apps & Games (p:5.9) and Friends (p:3.86). Large disparity is also found in data types Movies (p:1.91), Music (p:1.69), Books (p:1.67). In two data types: TV Shows (p: 1.1) and Photos (p:1.08), there is very small difference between two sexes.

### Table VIII. Comparison of the average of items that were published by female and male university students

| Part 1: Data types in which more items on average were published by female university students |
|---------------------------------|--------|--------|------|
| Data Type                      | Female | Male   | Proportion |
| Check-Ins                      | 8.23   | 2.4    | 3.43  |
| Posts                          | 4.25   | 3.53   | 1.2   |
| Reviews                        | 0.78   | 0.74   | 1.05  |
| Groups                         | 7.43   | 7.15   | 1.04  |

| Part 2: Data types in which more items on average were published by male university students |
|---------------------------------|--------|--------|------|
| Data type                      | Male   | Female | Proportion |
| Sports                         | 6.52   | 0.83   | 7.86  |
| Apps & G.                      | 2.36   | 0.4    | 5.9   |
| Friends                        | 265.8  | 68.89  | 3.86  |
| Movies                         | 6.64   | 3.47   | 1.91  |
| Music                          | 23.41  | 13.82  | 1.69  |
| Books                          | 1.77   | 1.06   | 1.67  |
| TV Shows                       | 5.92   | 5.39   | 1.1   |
| Photos                         | 31.83  | 29.45  | 1.08  |

V. Conclusion

A. Main insights from the research

Through this research, we acquired three types of insights about publishing behaviour of young Facebook users:

a) **Comparison of pupils’ and university students’ publishing data.** Very small percentage of examinees of both sexes publish items in most sensitive data types regarding the privacy: Religious Views, Mobile Phone, Email, Political Views, Address. In relation to male examinees, there is no data type in which female examinees publish information in somewhat (1.2<proportion<2) or considerably higher percentage (p>2). On average, female examinees publish information considerably more frequently (p>2) in following data types: TV Shows and Check-Ins. They also publish information somewhat more frequently (1.2<proportion<2) in data types Movies, Music, Posts, Photos. Male examinees on average publish information considerably more frequently in data types: Sports and Friends. They also publish information somewhat more frequently in Apps & Games data type. Regarding the most sensitive data types, both male and female examinees publish on average similar amount of information except in data type Political Views for which male examinees publish five times more often.

b) **Comparison of pupils’ publishing data.** A similar percentage of both male and female pupils publish information in almost all data types (proportion<1.2). The
only exceptions are Books data type where female pupils publish about two times more than male pupils and TV Shows data type where they publish about 1.3 times more than male pupils. On average, female pupils publish information considerably more frequently in following data types: Books, TV Shows, Music, Movies. Books data type is by far the most popular type for publishing information because female pupils publish about 7.5 times more often information in that type than male pupils. They also publish somewhat more frequently photos and posts. On average, male pupils publish information considerably more frequently in Sports data type - about 4.5 times more often than female pupils. They also publish information somewhat more frequently in data types: Friends and Apps & Games.

c) **Comparison of university students' publishing data.** In relation to male university students, somewhat higher percentage of female university students publish information in Reviews data type. Somewhat higher percentage of male students publish information in data types: College, Sports, Books, Hometown, Current City. Considerably higher percentage of male students publish information in data types: High School, Apps and Games, Music, Friends, TV Shows, Movies. On average, female students publish information considerably more frequently in Check-Ins data type where they publish about 3.5 times more often than male students. They also publish somewhat more frequently in Posts data type. On average, male students publish information considerably more frequently in data types: Sports, Apps & Games, Friends. Sports data type is by far the most popular type for publishing of information because male students publish about 8 times more often information in that type than female students. They also publish somewhat more frequently in data types: Movies, Music, Books.

B. **Some possibilities for using these findings and further research**

This study provided many insights about the characteristics of Facebook publishing behaviour of young people with regard to their gender. These insights could be helpful to create better educational programs for the improvement of privacy protection behaviour to alleviate risky information disclosure behaviour. For example, the focus of these programs could be on Facebook data types in which majority of male or female pupils and students are publishing much information (photos, posts, memberships in Facebook groups, interests: movies, music, books...). Based on insights from this study, young people educational programs could be made that are more adjusted to their gender. Various institutions (schools, universities, libraries, museums...), could use the findings to create more interesting and relevant programs with regard to their users’ gender. Promotion of various educational and other types of programs could also be improved when interests of young people of different gender (presented through their Facebook publishing behaviour) are more thoroughly known. Also, this study and its findings could be informative and inspirational for further research on the related topics. Facebook profiles of the same pupils and students explored in this study could be explored a few years from now to determine the extent of changes in their publishing behaviour. Additionally, Facebook data types that were explored in this study could be analysed by using the method of the qualitative content analysis. The research about adults’ publishing behaviour on Facebook could be compared with the behaviour of the young people of different genders. The comparisons of educational and cultural differences regarding the Facebook publishing behaviour are another way to broaden the findings related to this area.
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Abstract - In this paper, we have explored the extent to which faculty use different web sources of scientific papers, as well as their practices and attitudes related to availability and use of scientific papers. The questionnaire was sent to employees of the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences and the Faculty of Science at University of Zagreb. It was found out that majority of respondents use scientific papers on the web, several times a week. Google Scholar is the most used web portal for finding papers. Also, very popular are Croatian web portals. Pirate web portals (shadow libraries) are the least used, although almost half of respondents use them for various reasons: access to papers is expensive and not available; easy and fast access, etc. Only a small minority of respondents completely or partly agree that they are content with offer of international scientific journals and papers which are available in Croatia through subscription by scientific institutions. Through log analysis method, we also explored which scientific papers are requested in the Sci-Hub pirate web portal by users located in Croatia. Papers from Natural Sciences domain were most requested, while papers from Social Sciences and Humanities domains are not so often requested.

I. INTRODUCTION

Through the subscription of Ministry of Science and Education, Croatian faculty has an access to various databases of scientific journals. However, there is a problem with financing of this subscription. Therefore, the access to journals is limited. Availability of scientific journals is also problematic because higher education institutions don't have a lot of financial resources for subscribing to printed or electronic journals [1]. For example, Krajina and Markulin have established that the majority of libraries at the University of Zagreb doesn’t have an adequate budget for literature procurement. For many years Ministry of Science and Education has co-financed their procurement, but because of the reduction of those financial subventions, libraries had to reduce the number of their journal subscriptions [2]. The additional problem is that between various university libraries there is no coordinated purchase of journals and other literature, there is no agreement about the „library fond development (...), planning and rational budget spending, more comprehensive and faster addressing of user needs, avoiding of unnecessary duplication of information sources“ [2, 35]. Martek believes that the golden year of subscription to international scientific journals and databases was 2005 when many information sources were available to the academic community. Since then, the budget cuts have had considerable negative impact on the availability of international journals [3]. However, availability of Croatian scientific journals is very good, although it was not always like that. According to a study from the year 2002, among 223 analysed Croatian scientific journals, 120 journals or 54% had a web presence. Among these 120 journals only 21 or 18% were providing full text of papers [4]. According to study from the year 2009, a study conducted on the same sample of 223 journals, 174 journals or 78% had a web presence. Among these 174 journals 61 or 36% were providing full text of papers. An important factor is that 54 of those 61 journals were providing open access to papers [5]. The considerable improvement in Croatian scientific journal availability was made when the Hrčak web portal was launched in 2006. Hrčak is online journals platform which provided to publishers a simple tool for creating online open access versions of their journals. It included 170 open access (OA) journals and had an average of about 10000 unique visits per day in 2009. Approximately 50% of visitors were from Croatia [6]. On 29 January 2017 Hrčak included 430 journals with 165141 papers. From these papers 96.7% were in open access [7]. With Hrčak platform, which is supported by governmental funds, open access movement got a stronghold in Croatia. In the same period when Hrčak was launched, many government scientific agencies in the world have accepted or started to prepare the open access policy (UK, Germany, Austria, China, Canada, France, Sweden, USA...). Many OA archives began their work, as well as important online catalogs of OA archives: Directory of Open Access Repositories; ScientificCommons; OpenArchives.eu. In these catalogs, including the ROAR and OAISintr catalogs, the number of registered OA archives increased [8]. An important reason for the rise of OA movement was the unfavorable situation in academic publishing in which an oligopoly of large publishers was formed. For example, five big academic publishers have published more than half of all scientific papers in 2013. The largest academic publishers, such as Elsevier, Springer, Taylor & Francis, Wiley-Blackwell, Wolters, use their large market shares and influence to significantly increase subscription rates for scientific journals and databases. Academic libraries
and government agencies, especially those in financially lagging countries, don’t have budgets to pay subscriptions for many of these journals and databases [9]. Even universities in wealthy countries have financial problems to provide journal access for their faculty. Therefore, the scientific community began to protest against this situation as well as trying to find new ways to acquire access to scientific papers. For example, Harvard University faculty advisory council proclaimed that major scientific publishers had made scholarly communication fiscally unsustainable and academically restrictive. Therefore, the university wants its scientists to publish in open access journals [10]. One of the most recent initiatives of protest against excessive subscription prices is canceling of journal subscription of the Elsevier publisher by 60 major German research institutions. This cancellation was made at the end of 2016 and it will be continued until the acceptable subscription price is agreed [11]. Interesting idea is proposed in the analysis made within Max Planck Society in Germany. The authors of this analysis think that whole commercial, academic publishing could be replaced by open access publishing. They have calculated that if the libraries worldwide use entire budgets that they have yearly at their disposal to pay for scientific journal subscriptions, this would be sufficient financial resources to fund the work of OA journals in which all yearly production of scientific papers could be published [12].

Besides legal ways to access scientific papers, there is another way for faculty to access scientific papers. It is through pirate web portals which are called shadow libraries: „piratical text collections which have now amassed electronic copies of millions of copyrighted works and provide access to them usually free of charge to anyone around the globe“ [13, 75]. One of the largest shadow libraries is the Sci-Hub, which contains more than 50 million papers. Bohannon wrote that Sci-Hub was created in 2011 by Alexandra Elbakyan, who was then 22-year-old graduate student of neuroscience in Kazakhstan. According to the server log analysis of 28 million documents which were requested from the Sci-Hub in the period from September 2015 to March 2016, it was established that this shadow library has users in the whole world, that it has users from developing and most developed countries. At the end of February 2016, Sci-Hub received 200000 paper requests per day! Also, Bohannon found out that a quarter of the Sci-Hub paper requests were made by users from 34 wealthy countries that are members of the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development [14]. Users from wealthy countries probably have solid legal access to the same papers but their motivation for using a Sci-Hub may be speed and convenience in accessing papers as well as the comprehensiveness of its database. An online survey of attitudes toward the Sci-Hub was made by Science journal. Based on nearly 11000 responses, here are some of the interesting insights: Nearly 60% of respondents used Sci-Hub; 88% think that it is not wrong to download pirated papers. This opinion is held even by respondents who have never used Sci-Hub or those who are older than 51; For more than 50% of respondents primary reason for using a Sci-Hub is lack of access to journals, for about 17% it is a simple convenience and for 23% respondents the primary reason for using a Sci-Hub is dissatisfaction with the large profits of publishers [15]. In one paper Sci-Hub usage data for Latin America was analysed. It was established that in Argentina Sci-Hub downloads represent 13.3% of downloaded papers in relation to the legal downloads made through scientific databases subscribed by scientific institutions of that country. The Sci-Hub use is considerably lower in Mexico – only 2.3% of downloaded papers in relation to the legal downloads [16]. Bodó emphasized that users from Central and Eastern European countries are among the biggest per capita users of shadow libraries. According to this author, shadow libraries are a crucial resource in the modernization of these countries [17].

II. RESEARCH

The research goal of this study was to explore the extent to which faculty use different web sources of scientific papers, as well as their practices and attitudes related to availability and use of scientific papers. In order to reach these insights, online survey was used. The information about this survey was sent in December 2016 to employees with teaching responsibilities at the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences [18], as well as at the Faculty of Science at University of Zagreb [19]. The survey was completed by 147 respondents who work in different domains of knowledge, primarily in Natural Sciences, Social Sciences and Humanities. Additionally, we used the log analysis method to explore which scientific papers are used in the Sci-Hub by users located in Croatia. Insights from this part of the research were compared with insights from the aforementioned survey of faculty practices and attitudes. The Sci-Hub is one of the largest shadow or pirate libraries found on the Internet. Data about the use of this library from 1 September 2015 to 29 February 2016, is publicly available on web in Sci-Hub server logs [20]. To protect the privacy of Sci-Hub users, no identifying internet protocol (IP) of users was published. Regarding the user location, only countries and approximate places of residents were published (nearest city or village) [14]. We analysed which papers from Sci-Hub were used in February 2016 by users located in Croatia. Two variables were used in the analysis: paper scientific domain and date of publishing.

III. FINDINGS

A. Survey of Croatian faculty practices and attitudes

The majority of respondents are female (60.5%). Also, the majority of respondents are 30 to 39 years old (39.5%), although there are more than 20% of respondents who are 40 to 49 years old, as well as those who are 50 to 59 years old. This means that the survey was filled up by faculty of various ages. The survey was filled up by approximately similar number of respondents from both higher education institutions. Most of survey respondents are working in domains of Natural Sciences (41.5%), Social Sciences (24.5%) and Humanities (23.8%). There is a small number of respondents from the domains of Technical Sciences (2%) and Interdisciplinary Sciences (5.4%).
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In Table I we see that majority of respondents download and read scientific papers on the web, several times a week (42.2%). When we add to this group the respondents who daily use scientific papers on the web, it is evident that there is a huge share of respondents who are very active in using web for finding and reading scientific papers. Respondents who use scientific papers on the web, several times a month are also not infrequent users (25.2%).

### Table I. Frequency of downloading and reading scientific papers on the web

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>25.9</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not daily, but several times a week</td>
<td>42.2</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not every week, but several times a month</td>
<td>25.2</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not every month, but several times a year</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table II we see that there is about 25 to 30% of respondents who never ask anyone to send them scientific papers from international journals (grade 1). About 30% of respondents almost never ask anyone to send them these papers (grade 2). Also, there are about 10% of respondents who very often ask paper authors or non-authors to send them these papers (grade 5). About 10% of respondents often ask for papers (grade 4). Respondents who are working in Natural Sciences will more often ask other people to send them papers and respondents who are working in Social Sciences are least prone to ask for papers. Also, there is a notable difference between male and female respondents with regard to asking for papers. In relation to male respondents, female respondents are about twice more often asking for papers (grades 5 and 4).

### Table II. Asking somebody for scientific papers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Senders</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>n. r.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paper authors</td>
<td>27.2</td>
<td>29.9</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>4.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persons in Croatia</td>
<td>29.3</td>
<td>29.9</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>6.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persons abroad</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>27.9</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>5.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table III we see that most popular web portal for accessing scientific papers is Google Scholar. There are about 30% of respondents who very often use Google Scholar (grade 5) and about 10% of respondents who often use that portal (grade 4). Interesting fact is that female respondents are considerably more frequent users – about 40% of them very often use Google Scholar and about 20% of male respondents very often use that portal (grade 5). Also, popular web portals are at the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences (FHSS cat. / FHSS DB.). Its library catalog and database list are used very often for accessing scientific papers by about 25% of respondents and often by about 8% of respondents. Other web portals are less used, although there are about 15% of respondents who very often or often use DOAJ (Directory of open access journals) and NUL portal (National and university library portal). We also asked respondents to write the names of other web portals that they use. Following portals were mentioned most frequently: Research Gate (22 respondents), Science Direct (14 respondents), Hrčak (13), Academia.edu (12), Web of Science (12), Scopus (8), PubMed (7), arXiv.org (6), EBSCO (4), Google (4).

### Table III. Accessing scientific papers through web portals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Web portal</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>n. r.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Google Scholar</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>17.7%</td>
<td>15.7%</td>
<td>11.6%</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>6.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOAJ</td>
<td>44.9%</td>
<td>18.4%</td>
<td>10.2%</td>
<td>8.2%</td>
<td>6.8%</td>
<td>11.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenAIRE</td>
<td>68.7%</td>
<td>12.2%</td>
<td>3.4%</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
<td>13.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NUL Portal</td>
<td>48.3%</td>
<td>12.2%</td>
<td>15.7%</td>
<td>6.8%</td>
<td>9.5%</td>
<td>7.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERO</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
<td>11.6%</td>
<td>4.1%</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FHSS cat.</td>
<td>48.3%</td>
<td>3.4%</td>
<td>8.2%</td>
<td>8.2%</td>
<td>25.9%</td>
<td>7.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FHSS DB</td>
<td>46.3%</td>
<td>4.8%</td>
<td>4.8%</td>
<td>8.1%</td>
<td>27.2%</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table IV we see how often respondents access papers by using two large shadow libraries or pirate web portals. The Sci-Hub is used very often by about 18% of respondents (grade 5) and it is used often by about 7% of respondents (grade 4). Library Genesis is used very often by about 12% of respondents and it is used often by about 5% of respondents. About 50% of respondents have never used Sci-Hub and about 65% of respondents have never used Library Genesis. It seems that these portals are predominantly used pirate web portals. Namely, we asked respondents to write the names of the other pirate web portals they use and only four respondents indicated other portals: Bookza, booksc.org, U2-translations, Bookfi.

### Table IV. Accessing papers using pirate web portals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Web portal</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>n. r.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sci-Hub</td>
<td>49%</td>
<td>10.2%</td>
<td>6.1%</td>
<td>6.8%</td>
<td>17.7%</td>
<td>10.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libr. Genesis</td>
<td>65.3%</td>
<td>8.2%</td>
<td>6.1%</td>
<td>5.4%</td>
<td>11.6%</td>
<td>3.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table V we see that there are almost half of respondents who download and read scientific papers using the pirate web portals (46.3%). There are about 10% of respondents who daily or several times a week use these portals. About 15% of respondents use pirate web portals several times a month and about 18% of respondents use these portals several times a year. With regard to gender, there are about 15% of male respondents who use daily or several times a week these portals. About 40% of male respondents never use them. There are only about 10% of female respondents who use daily or several times a week these portals. About 50% of female respondents never use them. Respondents were also asked about reasons for using pirate portals. Following reasons were mentioned most frequently: papers are not available in any other way (28 respondents); legal papers are expensive (14); easy access (10); papers are available so
why not to use them (8); fast access (8); Ministry or scientific institution doesn't pay subscription (7); it's a matter of principle: science should be available to all (5); relevancy and huge quantity of papers (5). Additionally, we asked respondents who don’t use pirate web portals, about their reasons. Following reasons were mentioned most frequently: non-awareness about the existence of pirate web portals (11 respondents); availability of papers through legal web portals (11); it's an illegal activity / respect for the legal rights of authors (8); there is no need to use pirate web portals (7); colleagues are sending me papers (4).

In Table VI we see frequency of web portals usage. It was established that legal international web portals are mostly used: about 60% of respondents use these portals very often or often (grades 5 and 4). They are followed by Croatian web portals which are very often and often used by about 35% of respondents. Pirate web portals are the least used with about 25% of respondents who very often and often use these portals. It is interesting that respondents from Humanities domain are most often using pirate web portals – about 40% of them said that they are using them very often or often. About 20% of respondents from Natural Sciences and Social Sciences domains said that they are using pirate web portals very often or often.

In Table VII are statements for which we wanted to get opinions from respondents, regardless if they use pirate portals.

Regarding the Statement 1 we found out that about 45% of respondents completely or partly agree that it's OK that scientists read and download scientific papers using pirate web portals if they don't have access to these papers in no other way (grades 5 and 4). This interesting finding indicates that despite the fact that it is not legal, almost half of respondents have a positive attitude to using pirate web portals in case there is no other way to access literature. Regarding the Statement 2 we found out that about 37% of respondents completely and partly agree that papers which they read and download using pirate web portals are usually not available in any other way. Regarding the Statement 3 we found out that about 20% of respondents completely or partly agree that they use pirate web portals because it's a fast and simple way to access scientific papers.

**TABLE V. FREQUENCY OF DOWNLOADING AND READING SCIENCE PAPERS USING THE PIRATE WEB PORTALS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not daily, but several times a week</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not every week, but several times a month</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not ever month, but several times a year</td>
<td>18.4</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never</td>
<td>46.3</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No response</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE VI. FREQUENCY OF WEB PORTALS USAGE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Web portals</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>n. r.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Croatian</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>20.4%</td>
<td>9.5%</td>
<td>10.2%</td>
<td>23.8%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International</td>
<td>10.9%</td>
<td>12.2%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>12.9%</td>
<td>46.3%</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pirate</td>
<td>46.9%</td>
<td>15.7%</td>
<td>5.4%</td>
<td>9.5%</td>
<td>14.3%</td>
<td>8.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table VII we see frequency of web portals use. It was established that legal international web portals are mostly used: about 60% of respondents use these portals very often or often (grades 5 and 4). They are followed by Croatian web portals which are very often and often used by about 35% of respondents. Pirate web portals are the least used with about 25% of respondents who very often and often use these portals. It is interesting that respondents from Humanities domain are most often using pirate web portals – about 40% of them said that they are using them very often or often. About 20% of respondents from Natural Sciences and Social Sciences domains said that they are using pirate web portals very often or often.

**TABLE VII. EXTENT OF AGREEMENT WITH STATEMENTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statements</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>n. r.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Statement 1</td>
<td>It's OK that scientists read and download scientific papers using pirate web portals if they don't have access to these papers in no other way</td>
<td>6.1%</td>
<td>4.1%</td>
<td>7.9%</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
<td>37.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statement 2</td>
<td>Scientific papers which I read and download using pirate web portals are usually not available in any other way</td>
<td>6.1%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>9.5%</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
<td>27.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statement 3</td>
<td>I use pirate web portals because it's a fast and simple way to access scientific papers, in relation to legal, non-pirate web portals</td>
<td>19.1%</td>
<td>9.5%</td>
<td>6.8%</td>
<td>4.1%</td>
<td>15.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table VIII are statements for which we wanted to get opinions from respondents, regardless if they use pirate portals.

**TABLE VIII. EXTENT OF AGREEMENT WITH STATEMENTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statements</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>n. r.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Statement 1</td>
<td>I know very well how to use computers and internet</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
<td>11.6%</td>
<td>23.8%</td>
<td>61.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statement 2</td>
<td>It's OK to use the internet to share for free the scientific papers of which you are author</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
<td>6.8%</td>
<td>11.6%</td>
<td>74.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statement 3</td>
<td>It's OK to use the internet to share for free the scientific papers of which you are not an author</td>
<td>23.8%</td>
<td>15.7%</td>
<td>19.7%</td>
<td>8.2%</td>
<td>25.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statement 4</td>
<td>I'm content with offer of international scientific journals and papers which are available in Croatia through subscription by scientific institutions</td>
<td>29.3%</td>
<td>29.9%</td>
<td>23.8%</td>
<td>9.5%</td>
<td>4.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statement 5</td>
<td>Teaching and research in Croatia could be significantly improved if availability of international scientific papers is increased through subscription of the Ministry and other institutions</td>
<td>5.4%</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
<td>10.9%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>63.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statement 6</td>
<td>Subscriptions for databases with international scientific journals are too expensive</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
<td>16.3%</td>
<td>12.9%</td>
<td>59.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statement 7</td>
<td>All scientific papers should be freely available to all who are interested, without subscription payment to publishers of scientific journals</td>
<td>4.1%</td>
<td>3.4%</td>
<td>17.7%</td>
<td>14.3%</td>
<td>57.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
authors (grades 5 and 4). However, only about 35% of respondents completely or partly agree that it's OK to use the internet to share for free the scientific papers of which they are not authors (statement 3). Interesting fact is that female respondents are considerably less approving of this activity – about 25% of them completely or partly agree with this statement, in relation to 40% of male respondents. Regarding the Statement 4, we found out that only about 15% of respondents completely or partly agree that they are satisfied with offer of international scientific journals and papers which are available in Croatia through subscription by scientific institutions. Most of them think that teaching and research in Croatia could be significantly improved if availability of international scientific papers is increased through this subscription. About 80% of respondents gave grades 5 and 4 regarding statement 5. About 73% of respondents completely or partly agree that subscriptions for databases with international scientific journals are too expensive (statement 6). There is also very large percentage of respondents who think that all scientific papers should be freely available to all who are interested, without subscription payment to publishers of scientific journals – about 70% of respondents gave grades 5 and 4 regarding statement 7.

B. Scientific domains and publication dates of Sci-Hub papers which are requested by users located in Croatia

We used log analysis method to explore which scientific papers are used in the Sci-Hub, one of the largest shadow libraries, by users located in Croatia. We analysed 886 papers regarding their scientific domains. That is a sample of about 25% of papers requested in February 2016 by users located in Croatia. It was found out that the papers from Natural Sciences domain were most requested (41.8%). Papers from Biomedicine and Healthcare domain are at the second place with 23% of requests, followed by requests for papers in the Biotechnical Sciences domain (12.2%). It is interesting that papers from the Social Sciences domain are not so often requested (10%) and that the papers in Humanities domain are requested in only 2% of cases. Also among less requested papers are those in Technical Sciences (8.7%) and Interdisciplinary Sciences (2.7%). We compared these insights about use of SciHub, with insights from the survey. Analysis of Sci-Hub server log shows considerable differences in frequency of use of papers from different scientific domains. For example, papers from the Natural Sciences domain are by far the most frequently requested papers. In contrast to these findings, survey results indicate that the majority of respondents from domains of Social Sciences, Humanities and Natural Sciences claim that they approximately equally often use the Sci-Hub portal: about 60% of these respondents are not using this portal and about 20% of respondents are very often using it. These survey results are in contrast with findings from server log analysis of Sci-Hub portal where it was found out that the papers from Humanities were requested by only 2% of users, papers from Social Sciences were requested by about 10% of users and papers from Natural Sciences were requested by about 40% of users.

We also analysed 1697 papers regarding their date of publishing. That is a sample of about 50% of papers requested in February 2016 by users located in Croatia. We found out that most recent papers are considerably more often requested. The largest percentage of requested papers is published in the most recent period from 2010 to 2016 (54.9%). After that, the most requested papers are published from 2000 to 2009 (24%) and from 1990 to 1999 (13.2%). There are only 4.7% of requested papers published from 1980 to 1989. There is very small percentage of requested papers published before the year 1979 (3.2%).

IV. Conclusion

In this study, we acquired various insights about availability and use of web sources of scientific papers by teaching and research employees of the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences and Faculty of Science at University of Zagreb. Additionally, we explored which scientific papers are requested in the Sci-Hub, one of the largest shadow libraries, by users located in Croatia. Here are some of the main insights from the research.

Respondents are very active in using web for finding and reading scientific papers. The majority of them download and read scientific papers on web, several times a week. About two third of respondents never ask or almost never anyone to send them scientific papers. Respondents who are working in Natural Sciences will more often ask other people to send them papers and respondents who are working in Social sciences are least prone to ask for papers. In relation to male respondents, female respondents are about two times more often asking for papers. Web portals which are used most frequently by respondents for finding papers are legal international web portals such as Google Scholar (indicated by respondents as most used international legal portal). They are followed by Croatian web portals. Shadow libraries or pirate web portals are the least used. Almost half of respondents download and read scientific papers using the pirate web portals, mainly for following reasons: papers are not available in any other way; legal papers are expensive; easy access; papers are available so why not to use them; fast access; Ministry and scientific institutions don't pay database and journal subscriptions; it's a matter of principle – science should be available to all. Pirate web portal Sci-Hub is used very often and often by about one quarter of respondents. The Library Genesis is used slightly less. These portals are the most used pirate web portals among respondents. Almost half of respondents have a positive attitude to using pirate web portals in case there is no other way to access literature. About one third of respondents completely or partly agree that it's OK to use the internet to share for free the scientific papers of which they are not authors. Female respondents are considerably less approving of this activity. A small minority of respondents completely or
partly agree that they are content with offer of international scientific journals and papers which are available in Croatia through subscription by scientific institutions. The vast majority of respondents think that teaching and research in Croatia could be significantly improved if availability of international scientific papers is increased through subscription.

Through log analysis method we explored which scientific papers are requested in the pirate web portal Sci-Hub by users located in Croatia. Papers from Natural Sciences domain were most requested – about 40% of all requests. Papers from Social Sciences domain are not so often requested (10%) and papers in Humanities domain are requested in only 2% of cases. These insights are in contrast with findings from the survey where respondents from all those scientific domains said that they use Sci-Hub with approximately equal frequency.

Findings from this study indicate that many respondents are very active users of legal and pirate web sources of scientific papers. Findings also indicate that there is a major problem with availability of papers from subscription journals and web portals. Although the vast majority of respondents think that the Ministry of Science and Education as well as scientific institutions don’t pay enough for these subscriptions, it is evident from the findings that there are other important issues beside payment problems. The majority of respondents thinks that all scientific papers should be freely available to all who are interested, without subscription payment to publishers of scientific journals. Open access journals could help to expand the availability of scientific literature. Croatian web portal Hrčak is a great resource of open access papers and proof that it is possible to provide scientific papers without involvement of profit oriented publishers. Also, university faculty has various approaches for acquiring papers which are unavailable through open access and commercial databases. Many of them are exchanging papers and visiting pirate web portals. We also found out that many are using legal web portal Research Gate to access papers. It enables authors to upload and give access to their papers even if they have published these papers in journals closed behind subscription paywalls. Use of Research Gate and similar participative, scientific web portals by Croatian faculty is an important activity which should be further explored. Other findings from this study should also be further explored to better understand ways of accessing the scientific literature by Croatian faculty. For example, the impact of the differences in gender regarding the use of scientific web sources, could be more thoroughly examined. Also, other scientific institutions could be included in future surveys to compare the activities and attitudes of faculty from various scientific institutions and domains. We hope that findings from this study will enable better understanding of various issues related to practices and attitudes of Croatian faculty toward web sources of literature.
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Abstract - Mobile learning is growing in popularity as use of mobile devices by students worldwide increases. At the same time the number of digital information resources such as digital collections in libraries available online has also increased. Digital collections in libraries are valuable and proven resource of information in education. As students use mobile devices more frequently it is expected that use of digital information resources including digital collections in education will also increase. To achieve this goal user interfaces of digital collections must be developed in such a manner to be easily used, especially on mobile devices. This paper presents results of the research of elements of user interfaces of digital collections in libraries in Croatia available on the Web to establish the level of their mobile usability and accessibility as a prerequisite for their potential use in the learning process. To fulfill that potential, digital collections have to support different screen sizes on mobile devices and be accessible on new and old mobile devices, offer assortment of common functions to user etc. The results of this research will help librarians in planning further development of digital collections and educators in planning use of digital collections in their curricula.

I. INTRODUCTION

Mobile learning is growing more popular as value of the learning industry (especially in e-learning) is increasing [1] and as the number of advanced mobile devices owned by students with potential for use in the learning process in higher education institutions is also increasing. Mobile technology has a great influence on students: it changes “how they communicate, gather information, allocate time and attention, and potentially how they learn. The mobile platform’s unique capabilities — including connectivity, cameras, sensors, and GPS — have great potential to enrich the academic experience” [2]. The success of mobile learning depends on several factors like better and cheaper devices capable of accessing the internet; improved global network speeds; changing customer expectations; social media; the ability of learners to connect to the internet; and on content available online, usually on the Web either separately as a standalone Web site or as a part of an information institution holdings such as digital collections in libraries. Digital collections in libraries are highly organized information resources with user interfaces which are somewhat different from the interfaces of other Web sites so it may not be easy for users to access and use easily content in digital collections unless the user interfaces are carefully adjusted to user needs. Sandnes [3] suggested that content of digital libraries should be presented similarly (in all collections) as to create a holistic unified experience for users. In order to find out the current level of development of user interfaces of digital collections to the user needs, this paper will present results from the research study in mobile usability and accessibility of digital collections in libraries in Croatia accessible on the internet for the purpose of their potential use in education.

II. MOBILE LEARNING

Mobile learning presents a step forward in development of education during which educational institutions worldwide transform into true e-learning institutions. Mobile learning “is a type of learning whose learner is determined previously, is not in a specific location, or benefits the opportunities offered by mobile technologies” [5]. Behera [4] explained that “mobile learning is sometimes considered merely an extension of e-learning, but quality m-learning can only be delivered with an awareness of the special limitations and benefits of mobile devices” (mobile learning combines e-learning and mobile computing). By using mobile technologies (and the internet), mobile learning presents a learning model which allows learners to obtain learning materials anywhere and anytime [6].

Mobile learning includes “the exploitation of ubiquitous handheld hardware, wireless networking and mobile telephony to facilitate, support enhance and extend the reach of teaching and learning” [7]. By definition, this type of learning involves the use of different mobile technologies and communication technology (ICT) thus enabling earning anytime and anywhere (Mobile learning). Mobile learning implies use of mobile devices such as “laptops, netbooks, e-readers, tablets, mobile phones, smart phone MP3/ MP4 players and internet capable handheld devices” [9]. According to Choy [10], to be referred to as mobile devices, devices should have the following characteristics: telecommunication functions such as voice, email, data services (SMS); high speed access to internet; screen for viewing and interacting with multimedia content; able to run third-party software, with PC-like functionality; GPS functions and be highly portable, i.e. without being an extra burden when a person is moving about (not applicable to laptops and large e-
book readers). Mobile devices have become relevant in daily activities including the learning process because they are convenient to use and are highly portable; they are ubiquitous because almost anyone owns a mobile phone; mobile technology is a fast-changing as it develops all the time and becomes more sophisticated and user and eventually everyone will have a smart phone; they are multi-function computing machine [10]. Fast-changing technologies [11] could impose problems on teachers and learners because they cannot all obtain new devices fast enough, there are no pedagogical guidelines and experiences derived from research about use of new technologies and there is no adequate content prepared for use by new technologies at the moment they appear on the market.

Seppälä and H. Alamäki [12] analyzed mobile learning in educational activities and pointed out important features of mobile learning: teaching and learning outside classroom, moving to another location while communicating via information networks; it enables learners to enter an information network at the precise moment when necessary by using a portable learning device and a wireless network. Same authors also suggested that “mobile environment integrates studies that take place on campus, at home or outside university facilities into one shared, flexible learning environment” [12]. Ozdamli and Cavus [6] suggested the following core characteristics of mobile learning: ubiquitous, portable size of mobile tools, blended, private, interactive, collaborative, and instant information. Anilkumar [13] enumerated a number of advantages of mobile learning: convenience and flexibility, relevance, learner control, good use of “dead time”, fits many different learning styles, improves social, easy evidence collection, encourages reflection, supported decision making, speedier remediation, easily digestible learning, heightened engagement, direct interaction with learning, context sensitive learning etc. The learning process itself can unfold in a variety of ways under the influence of mobile technology: people can use mobile devices to access educational resources, connect with others, or create content, both inside and outside classrooms. Furthermore, mobile learning has become common and is gradually becoming ubiquitous because it does not “separate the learner from their normal activities or routines; learning can be delivered in a manner that either enhances such activities or allows them to occur in tandem with that process” [14]. Learners can learn using mobile devices anytime and anywhere and be not restricted to a particular locations or a time schedule; they can be more engaged and self-directed in learning because he/she can self-tailor his/her pace [10].

Finally, mobile learning cannot be effectively carried out without content. Content is one of basic elements of effective mobile learning which (in addition to content) also include learner, teacher, environment and assessment [6]. Quality learning material needed in education can be found in digital collections in libraries. The purpose of development of digital collections in libraries is to make their content available for use in different contexts. One such context is mobile learning.

### III. Digital Collections

During the last two decades, libraries have changed significantly, from centuries old information delivery through printed materials to delivery through computers to the desktop of the user and, most recently, directly to the users’ mobile device thus freeing the information consumer from his desktop and fixed location [10]. As the number of mobile devices in the general population increases, so increases the demand for digital content adapted for use on these devices. In libraries tablets and smart phones are used for browsing online content, downloading, streaming and lending digital content from libraries as well as searching a database, downloading articles, seeking catalogs, access documents, including e-books, audio-visual objects and Websites [9]. Saxena and Yadav [15] investigated library services accessible on mobile devices and found out pros and cons of such use of library resources and services. The pros were: user-friendly aid; personalized service; ability to access information; time saving; user participation; location awareness; limitless access; access to print-disabled users. The cons were: compared to wired internet service, mobile services have relatively slow transmission speed; limited computational power; inconvenient input and output interface; insufficient contents and high price.

As much as digital content could be found anywhere on the Web, in this paper special attention is paid to digital collections in libraries as a measure of the content quality because everything that is included in digital collections goes through the process of a careful selection done by library professionals. The content is then used in libraries, at universities, at home and elsewhere. Availability of access to digital collections is particularly important for distance learners interested in library collections [16]. That is the reason why libraries are very important stakeholder in the learning process because they “could provide access to resources tailored to mobile devices and services to guide users in their self-directed learning effort” [10].

To become more accessible to students (i.e. to be reachable online) on all levels of education, the access to the digital content in library collections should be also adapted for use on mobile devices. Since digital collections in libraries are accessible mostly on the Web (and some are accessible only locally in libraries on dedicated desktop computers), their use has become part of the Web content use paradigm. Therefore, the rest of the paper will focus on usability. Aldrich [17] offered some key thoughts about the relation between the Web and mobile devices by pointing out the mobile Web characteristics and ubiquity because of which the mobile Web has become an integral part of the devices used to access it “to the point that the mobile Web refers to any Web-based content or function configured for access through mobile devices” [3]. One of the biggest problems in use of the Web is it inconsistency in content organization and use. Use of digital content on mobile devices on the Web depends heavily on Web page design.
which must present consistency in domains of appearance, controls, and functions [18]. Furthermore, user “(...) want to control graphical quality, typography, window size, location of information within a window, and everything that is important in good design” [18].

IV. USABILITY

Use of Web based content is closely related to the concept of usability. Usability is “generally regarded as ensuring that interactive products are easy to learn, effective to use, and enjoyable from the user's perspective” [19]. The goals of usability are usually the following: effectiveness, efficiency, safety, utility, learnability and memorability [19]. The most common method for achieving usability is user-centered design which includes “user-oriented methods such as task analysis, focus groups, and user testing to understand user needs and refine designs based on user feedback” [20].

The user centered design consists of the following phases or stages: 1) specify the context of use: identify the people who will use the product, what they will use it for, and under what conditions they will use it 2) specify requirements: Identify any business requirements or user goals that must be met for the product to be successful 3. create design solutions: this part of the process may be done in stages, building from a rough concept to a complete design 4) evaluate designs: evaluation - ideally through usability testing with actual users - is as integral as quality testing is to good software development” [21]. A special attention should be given to user preferences when accessing digital content in libraries on mobile devices of users because different mobile devices have different screen sizes, orientation (portrait or landscape), users use them to access the content with different network speed, software and context of use [22] thus having different user experience. User experience “refers to the overall experience users have when using a service. User experience is a very wide ranging concept but it is often associated with aspects of usability in relation to Web based services” [23]. To improve the user experience of use of a digital collection, one needs to consider the needs of your users, how they find and navigate your collections, and the tasks they go on to complete as a result [23].

McCray and Gallagher [24] recommended that every digital library (which contains digital collections) development should follow ten principles: 1.) expect change, 2.) know your content, 3.) involve the right people, 4.) design usable systems, 5.) ensure open access 6.) be(a)ware of data rights, 7.) automate whenever possible, 8.) adopt and adhere to standards, 9.) ensure quality, 10.) be concerned about persistence. As we can see, design of a usable system is one of the key points in digital library development.

V. MOBILE USABILITY RESEARCH STUDY

The goal of this part of the paper is to present results of the mobile usability test of user interfaces of digital collections in Croatian libraries accessible online.

The main idea for this research was taken from the article “Mobile Usability in Educational Contexts: What have we learnt?” written by Kukulska-Hulme [26] who suggested that mobile usability is not researched frequently and that its goal is to improve usability of the user interface or content which must adaptable to, or by, the user of the mobile device. The research hypothesis is that the user interfaces of digital collections in the Croatian libraries are not ready for use on mobile devices. The goal of this research was to detect problems in access to digital collections by use of mobile devices and to help librarians (digital collection developers) and their IT colleagues to develop digital collections highly usable by mobile devices.

During the initial phases of development of digital collections in libraries, mobile devices used today didn’t exist at all. It wasn’t until recently that library users started to access digital collections content more frequently by mobile devices. This triggered researches with focus on different but complementary issues in access to digital content for the purpose of learning. Wagner [26] analyzed implementation of mobile learning and selected a group of attributes related to the rich mobile internet experience in access to digital content. Since digital collections in libraries are accessible on the internet, most if not all suggested attributes are applicable to library digital collections and could be included in mobile usability testing to a degree: ubiquity, access, richness, efficiency, flexibility, security, reliability and interactivity. Authors like Saxena and Yadav [15] analyzed library services accessible via mobile technology and offered the following list of what such library services should offer: SMS notification services, formal education, distance learning and e-learning, database browsing, my library, e-resources with mobile interfaces, library guide, mobile document supply, text reference service, library virtual/ audio tours, QR codes on mobiles.

These examples served as a foundation for the mobile usability research study in the following part of the paper which aims to answer the following questions: 1.) are Web pages of digital collections developed for use on mobile devices? 3.) which additional Web page options or functions are available for easier viewing of the content of digital collections that can also contribute to the better functionality of digital collections? Seventeen digital collections accessible online in the Croatian libraries were selected for this research. The list of digital collections for this research was created from information about all available digital collections at the portal of Public libraries in Croatia at http://knjiznica.hr [45]. Additional digital collections in libraries in Croatia were found by help of the Google search engine. Due to space restrictions, names of digital collection in tables were replaced by numbers from the following list: Digital library SveVid (1), Digitized Rijeka newspapers (2), ViZZ – Virtual local collection (3), Istrian newspapers online (4), Digitized Šibenik library material (5), „DELMATA“ digital collection (6), Digitized local collection Spalatina (7), Split university library digital collections (8), Dubrovnik library (9), City library Poreč...
digital collections (10), DIKAZ – Digital library Zadar (11), Digital collection HAZU (12), Digital Zagreb heritage (13), Faculty of Humanities and Social Science Zagreb – repository (14), Exam literature digital collection at the Faculty of Humanities and Social Science Zagreb (15), National and university library Zagreb – digital collections (16), City library Vinkovci – digitized library material (17) [28-44].

Criteria for the analysis and comparison of the digital collections user interface elements were formed on the basis of previous use of digital collections by authors of this paper. Without the elements listed in tables 1 and 3, digital collections would lose some if not most of their functionality and usability. The research results in tables 1-3 show whether or not this is true for 17 digital collections. They were accessed, analyzed and compared by use of an actual mobile phone or a mobile phone emulator. JavaScript and HTML5 were tested by use the Website http://builtwith.com on a mobile phone.

Table 1 presents results from digital collections user interface elements basic functionality test. The results indicate that one of the main functions - download of the digital collection content - is supported by 10 out of 17 (58,8%) digital collections which is very favorable for digital collections users. Web technologies such as HTML5 and Javascript were represented differently in the researched digital collections. HTML5 was not used in any of 17 digital collections while JavaScript was used in 13 out of 17 digital collections (76,5%). Search of the content was possible in 14 out of 17 (82,4%) digital collections and advanced search was fully supported in 7 (41,2%) digital collections, not supported in 9 (52,9%) and partially supported in 1 (5,8%) digital collection. Indexing as „a process of establishing access points to facilitate retrieval of records and/or information“ [27] was present in 14 (82,4%) digital collections while metadata were included in 11 (64,7%) digital collections. Metadata search was possible in 10 (58,8%) and not possible in 6 (35,3%), and partially possible in 1 (5,8%) digital collection. The researched digital collections also supported categorization of the content: books, magazines, picture categories were found in 11 (64,7%) digital collections.

Table 2 represents the results of the research of adaptability of the user interfaces of the selected digital collections for use on mobile devices of different screen sizes. In addition to use of actual mobile phone for research, Google Chrome extension called Mobile/Responsive Web Design Tester was also used to emulate mobile devices with three most commonly used mobile device screen sizes: iPhone 6S (4,7’’), Sony Xperia M4 Aqua (5,0’’) and LG G3 (5,5’’). Research showed that only 2 out of 17 (11,76%) pages were prepared for use on smaller screen sizes though the same content was not displayed identically or even similarly on screens with dimensions of 4,7’’, 5’’ and 5,5’’. Ten out of 17 (58,8%) digital collections were not prepared for use on mobile devices so actual use of these digital collections was possible but required additional vertical and horizontal scrolling as if there were used on a desktop PC. Another method was use of the zooming option in the Web browser to scale the Web page for normal use. Such Web page use was difficult because with every click on the Web page of a digital collection it was mandatory to use the zoom option again. In case of 5 out of 17 (29,41%) digital collections, Web pages were extremely difficult to use because parts of their content were not displayed on mobile device screen correctly or Web page parts overlapped.

Table 1. DIGITAL COLLECTION USER INTERFACE ELEMENTS BASIC FUNCTIONALITY TEST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NUMBER</th>
<th>DOWNLOAD</th>
<th>JS SUPPORT</th>
<th>HTML5 SUPPORT</th>
<th>SEARCH</th>
<th>ADVANCED SEARCH</th>
<th>INDEXING</th>
<th>METADATA</th>
<th>SEARCHABLE METADATA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>partially</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. ADAPTABILITY OF USER INTERFACES OF DIGITAL COLLECTIONS TO USE ON MOBILE DEVICES WITH DIFFERENT SCREEN SIZES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>4’’</th>
<th>5’’</th>
<th>5,5’’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The following functions were observed: turning pages, jumping to particular page(s), zooming, rotating the digital object, objects filtering, printing, pure text viewing and reduced view of objects parts. Larger number of the researched digital collections provided the possibility of turning the pages function (most commonly represented in form of icons of left and right arrows). In one digital collection the function of turning the pages was enabled in form of paging of individual pictures which was not common but pages could still be turned, while in 4 other collections digital objects were available in pdf format where turning pages is accomplished by scrolling pages. In most digital collections jumping pages was not possible which made use of these digital collections harder (if an user needed to jump on page 345 of some book in 9 out of 17 (52,94%) digital collections this would require turning page by page until the desired page appeared). The zooming function has a big importance and impact in use of digital collections because letters on the Web page can be small and hardly legible or pictures can contain details which are impossible to see on a small screen. Three out of 17 (17,64%) collections did not offer the zooming function. Similar result was found when digital collections were searched for the rotating function. Five digital collections (29,41%) did not provide this function. Six out of 17 (35,29%) digital collections provided the function of getting the editable clear text out of digital objects which is useful. Only one digital collection (5,88%) showed clear text as a default option. Eight digital collections (47,05%) offered the printing function. The scaling function for pictures of digital objects were provided in 14 out of 17 (82,35%) observed digital collections. The worst situation by far appeared during the attempt to filter the digital collection content. This option was provided only in 1 out of 17 (5,88%) observed digital collections.

VI. CONCLUSION

As mobile learning gains more popularity, many scientists and educators put a number question about its implementation in different learning environments, scenarios and contexts. Ozdamli and Cavus [7] summed up their vision of achieving efficient results and the maximum performance from students using mobile learning in education in the following inspirational statement: “each of the elements of mobile learning should be prepared carefully, and the mobile learning characteristics should be planned and prepared with a knowledge of the teaching medium, learning environment and the learning activities. Otherwise, positive results cannot be expected from the mobile application”. By having these thoughts in mind as well as the results of the mobile usability research study, we can conclude that the most of researched digital collections are not developed for use on mobile devices and that some elements of user interfaces in the observed digital collections are still underdeveloped and important options and functions are
still unavailable to users which confirms the research hypothesis. Consequently, the potential of digital collections for use in education is still underused. Time waits for no-one, and libraries should increase their active involvement in education and understand their important role in providing support to mobile learning.
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Abstract – All aspects of society are constantly developing while adapting to the challenges of the modern world. Education is also included in this continuous process of transformation with the emphasis on the fast information retrieval and acquisition of knowledge from multiple resources. Young people live in a digital environment where they are constantly available on some digital device. This paper presents research on the use of information and communication technology (ICT) in education. Attitudes towards the use of technology in the English language classroom were tested among elementary students. Several surveys were conducted to compare the attitudes of students who use tablets in classrooms on the daily basis with those of students who have only experienced one lesson using tablets. The results suggest that the use of ICT in education is perceived more positively among those students who use technology in their classrooms on the daily basis.

I. INTRODUCTION

The development of the Information and Communication Technology (ICT) has affected many different aspects of the society. In the last two decades, the use of ICT has completely transformed almost all forms of social and business endeavours [1], including education. Moreover, learning and teaching has been enhanced with its dynamic and interactive contents [2]. It fosters students' skills and motivation, places them in the centre of that process, forming autonomous and ambitious students. Furthermore, by using technology in the classroom students learn how to relate to the working practices [3], and lifelong education. This all indicates a crucial need to integrate ICT in modern educational system, and numerous educational institutions have already been equipped with computers and digital devices.

Today's students mostly belong to the generation of digital natives - those who own a digital device and spend hours using it every day [4]. As digital natives, students have already developed skills they need to handle such devices. Implementation of technology in classrooms simply enhances those skills. Numerous studies were conducted exploring the impact of the use of ICT on students' motivation [6] and achievement [5], [7], and testing the attitudes of teachers and students [8] towards its application in classrooms. One of the possibilities for ICT implementation are tablet computers.

This paper presents a research on application of the ICT on foreign language teaching. It aims to increase the awareness on the importance of the use of technology in second language learning and teaching in primary schools. Since the use of tablets for learning and teaching has just recently begun in Croatia, this paper proposes a possible way of using these devices to enhance the language teaching. A lesson using exclusively ICT had been prepared for English language learning and conducted in one of the Croatian primary schools.

Moreover, the purpose of the described research was also to test elementary students' attitudes towards the use of technology in classrooms and to explore possibilities of developing more positive attitudes towards the integration of ICT in classrooms.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II gives background information focusing on the ICT implementation in Croatian schools while Section III describes the research methodology. Section IV presents and discusses results of the three surveys that had been conducted to test students' attitudes towards the benefits of ICT application in English language classroom. Section V concludes the paper.

II. BACKGROUND

There are several ongoing projects with the aim of ICT implementation in Croatian schools. The Croatian Academic and Research Network (CARNet) has initiated e-Schools: a comprehensive informatization of school operation processes and teaching processes, with the aim to create digitally mature schools for the 21st century. The e-Schools programme is carried out through several projects aimed at introducing ICT into the school system in the 2015-2022 period. The e-Schools project is part of a wider e-Schools programme. The full name of the project is "e-Schools: Establishing a System for Developing Digitally Mature Schools (pilot project)". The abbreviated name of the project is the 'e-Schools pilot project'. The specific objective of the e-Schools pilot project is to pilot organizational, technological and educational concepts of introducing ICT in the educational and operational processes in selected schools during two school years and to develop, based on the experience of the pilot project, a strategy for the implementation of a system of digitally mature schools in the entire primary and secondary education system in Croatia [9].

There are 150 elementary and high schools participating in this project. The process of equipping schools include the development of a local network, the
equipping of classrooms with ICT equipment and the equipping of the teachers and administration staff with hybrid computers, laptops and tablets. Schools within the pilot project will also be equipped with two different types of classrooms, a presentation one (equipped with a PC computer, a touch screen monitor and loudspeakers) and an interactive one (equipped with 30 tablets and the presentation equipment) [10]. Also, there are educational activities and organised support for teachers and learning materials for students.

Another programme was initiated in cooperation with Apple. Since 2012 elementary school Vežica has been the part of Apple Lighthouse Schools. In this programme, the school was equipped with Apple technology (iPad tablets, etc.). Thus, Vežica became the first public elementary school in Croatia, and second public school in Europe to integrate iPads in classrooms [11]. Lessons from each subject are assisted with interactive learning contents, multimedia and Internet. Learning materials and assignments are sent to students’ e-mail addresses, and tests and readings are accessed online. Moreover, students acquire digital competences they need for the future [12]. Apple is included in similar projects, equipping and transforming education in USA.

E-Schools presents a global challenge, accepted by many different countries. Through its 2008 e-Solstvo project, the Republic of Slovenia prepared comprehensive digital content for the curricula of primary and secondary schools, which it offered to the entire educational system, and wider – as open educational resources under the Creative Commons licence. On the other hand, in 2012 the Polish Council of Ministers approved the national programme "Digital Schools" aimed at developing digital competences of students and teachers in the application of ICT with four component (e-teacher, e-student, e-textbook and e-school) [13].

### III. METHODOLOGY

#### A. Participants

This research encompassed two groups of participants; all eight graders from the elementary school Vežica in Rijeka, Croatia. The research was conducted in 2016. Participants in the first part of the research were students attending traditional classes. They use textbooks and notebooks. They don’t use technology in classroom, except for the occasional use of computers and projector. These students filled in the survey, testing their attitudes towards the use of ICT in education, immediately before the English language lesson in which they have for the first time used only ICT in language classroom. At the end of the lesson, the same group of students has again filled in the survey (henceforth: first group). There were 16 students who filled in the first survey. At the lesson were present 14 students (8 boys and 6 girls), who immediately after the lesson filled in the second survey.

Participants in the second part of the research were students who for longer time period (few years) use tablets in classroom (henceforth: second group). These students have also filled in the survey testing their attitudes towards the use of ICT in education. There were 10 students (8 boys and 2 girls) who filled in the last survey.

#### B. ICT enhanced lesson

English language lesson was held in June 2016 in elementary school Vežica in Rijeka, Croatia. During the lesson, iPads, PC and projector were used in school’s computers classroom. The content of the lesson was completely adjusted to the use of ICT in classroom. These students used tablets during the English language lesson for the first time.

The unit In sync with your parents, listed in course syllabus, was covered in this lesson. Using Articulate Storyline 2, lesson materials were prepared and presented on iPads. Before the class, the browser Articulate Mobile Player was installed on all tablets. This browser enabled teacher and students to view materials prepared using software Articulate Storyline 2. After the installation, materials needed for the lesson were downloaded and opened. The lesson material was prepared in digital format. Each click opened new content (including images that resemble phrases, additional descriptions, or audio and video clips). Moreover, new types of exercises, available only on digital devices were added (including pick many, drag and drop, and hotspot). This way the lesson was made more interesting and familiar to students.

At the beginning of the lesson, students were given iPads. Application Articulate Mobile Player and the material needed for the lesson were already lunched. The lesson started with a short revision. Students were given three different sentences with the same bolded phrase and different images describing it. After short class discussion, they came up with the meaning of the phrase, and then solved multiple choice exercises. The same pattern followed revision of all phrases covered in the previous lesson. In order to test students in their understanding of the specific words or phrases, the revision ended with two extra tasks. In the pick many task, students were asked to pick all the images that presented people who were in sync with others. In the hotspot task, students marked the picture that best described given words. They were only allowed to continue to the next slide, once they had solved the task correctly.

The main part started with the class discussion. Slide with question and central image opened up. Students were instructed to click on the image and then additional images appeared providing more ideas for the discussion (Fig. 1). Furthermore, images were followed by the list of adjectives describing characteristics of parents and children. Click on each adjective opened its definition (Fig. 2). After discussing all the adjectives, students were asked to sort them in two categories (positive and negative) in the drag and drop task (Fig. 3). Listening was accompanied with the two types of tasks: sorting and matching. In the first, students listened and sorted sentences in the correct order, and in the second they matched the expressions in the two columns. Before the video, students were presented with a family photo. Click on each member of the family opened different slide with their perspective on the family.

The lesson ended with a short video in which teenagers, native speakers, described their families. The video was accompanied with pick many and drag and drop exercises.
C. Surveys

Three surveys were conducted in order to test students’ attitudes towards the integration of ICT in classrooms. Participants who have for the first time experienced the lesson using exclusively ICT filled in the first two surveys. Second group of participants, those who attend such lessons every day, filled in the third survey in order to compare their attitudes with those of the first group. The first survey was divided in two parts. The first part questioned students’ acquaintance with the technology, whether they had a digital device, how much time they used it every day, and for what purposes. In the second part of the survey, using Likert scale, students expressed their attitudes towards given statements in order to test their general attitudes towards the use of ICT in classrooms. All 9 statements are shown in Table 1. In the second survey, students were asked express their attitudes towards the conducted lesson and ICT used in the classroom. All 13 statements are shown in Table 2. The last part of the survey offered the comment section where students were asked to write additional comments on the conducted lesson.

The third survey was also divided in two parts. The first part questioned students’ spare time and classroom technology habits. The second part offered 23 statements on the use of ICT in language classroom. All statements are shown in Table 3.

In all three surveys, students expressed their attitudes on given statements using the 5-point Likert scale (1 – Strongly Disagree, 5 – Strongly Agree).

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

According to the results of the first survey, which was filled in by the students who attend traditional classes without the use of ICT, all respondents own a digital device (PC, smartphone or tablet). At their own estimation, most of those students (37.5%) spend 1-2 hours each day using some of the digital devices. Moreover, none of the respondents spend less than 30 minutes using technology each day. At home, only 25% of respondents use digital devices for learning, while the remaining 75% use technology for entertainment (watching movies, social networks, etc.). At school, students who attend traditional classes only use computers in IT classes. On the other hand, students from the second group, besides using computers in IT classes, also use tablets in all other classes. On the other hand, general attitudes testing of the first group of students towards the use of ICT in classrooms offered divided results. Students mostly agree with the general advantages of the use of ICT in classrooms. However, they still prefer traditional classes. This can be seen from the results presented in the Table 1. Percentages for scale elements (1-5) are shown together with average result and standard deviation.

After the students had for the first time experienced English language class with the use of tablets, they filled in the second survey. Results of the survey are shown in the Table 2. In comment section of the survey, 78.57% of respondents had positive comments on the conducted lesson. Most of them mentioned the use of iPads, interesting exercises and easier acquisition of lesson as positive aspects of the lesson. On the other hand, students who did not enjoy the lesson, mentioned that they prefer classes without the use of iPads.

When expressing their general attitude towards the integration of ICT in classrooms, first group mostly agrees with the statements that technology makes learning easier and the information retrieval simpler. However, they express more positive attitudes towards traditional classes. Even though the students mostly agree with the statement that the technology facilitates learning, they claim that they learn better using textbooks than technology.
Most respondents from the first group agree with the statement that the technology interferes with learning and lead to frivolous education. Most of them prefer traditional classes because they know exactly what they are expected to do and how they need to learn. Therefore, before preparing the lesson, teachers should analyse their classes and students, and adapt the lesson materials to their needs. At the beginning of the lesson, students should be notified on the content and expected outcomes. Also, it is important to explain evaluation and assessment criteria clearly and in detail. Students pay more attention to the different options technology offers than the very content they should learn. Therefore, teachers must ensure that computers and tablets are not used in a way that distracts students from the learning process.

After the lesson was conducted in the first group of respondents, most students expressed that they enjoy watching videos on tablet. They find it more interesting to do exercises on tablets. Many students prefer traditional classes because they know exactly what they need to learn. At the beginning of the lesson, students need to be educated in the use of technology before its integration in classrooms. But it is important to say that students quickly grasped the principle, and once they had correctly grasped the principle, they could easily solve the exercises, most of them assuming that they would solve them again.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table I</th>
<th>First Survey Results (N=16)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>Statement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Technology facilitates learning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Technology makes information retrieval simpler.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>The use of technology in classroom is advantageous.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>I learn better using technology than textbooks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>I have learned more while surfing the Internet than in traditional classes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>In my opinion, technology interferes with learning and lead to frivolous education.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>The use of technology interferes with the learning of the new lessons.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Students pay more attention to the different options technology offers than the very content they should learn.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>I prefer traditional classes because I know exactly what I am expected to do and how I need to learn.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table II</th>
<th>Second Survey Results (N=14)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>Statement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>I find clicking more enjoyable than writing in notebook.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>The lesson is more interesting when we use tablets in classroom.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>I am used to textbooks and I learn easier using them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Using textbooks is simpler than using technology.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>I find it hard to simultaneously follow instructions where I need to click on tablet and to acquire new lesson.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>It is easier to remember new words accompanied with many images.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>I find it more interesting to do exercises on tablet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>I enjoy watching videos on tablet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>I prefer tasks accompanying video over tasks accompanying audio clips.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>I learn better when while watching and listening to the speaker at the same time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>I would easily solve the tasks again.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>I have learned more at this lesson.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>I would like to use tablets in all English language classes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Taking into account that students find new types of exercises and watching videos more interesting than traditional lesson materials, it might be that the integration of more innovative lesson materials and new activities would lead to more positive attitudes towards the use of ICT in English language classroom. Some of those activities in language classroom include digital storytelling, vocabulary games (e.g. memory game), recording and listening to different speakers, and watching documentaries. Even though most students found it hard to click and follow the lesson simultaneously, the whole lesson was held in English language and there was no need for additional instructions in Croatian language. Moreover, students had easily realized the principle how the materials were designed and by the end of the lesson they were able to do the tasks individually.

The results of the first two surveys conducted in the first group of respondents, show that positive experience in using technology in classroom influences the change of attitudes of students. Most of students who expressed positive comments on conducted lesson, also expressed more positive attitudes towards the use of tablets generally in education. In order to test if the positive attitude is related to the habit and experience in using technology in classrooms, another survey was conducted in second group of respondents. This group is comprised of eight grade students who use tablets in classroom since their fifth grade. All second group respondents confirmed that they use tablets in each English language lesson. They named several applications they use in their lessons, including iTranslate, Edmodo, Quizlet, iMovie, Keynote, e-udžbenik, and Sketch.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>1 (%)</th>
<th>2 (%)</th>
<th>3 (%)</th>
<th>4 (%)</th>
<th>5 (%)</th>
<th>AV</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Technology facilitates learning.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3,60</td>
<td>0,97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Technology makes information retrieval simpler.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>4,50</td>
<td>0,71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>The use of technology in classroom is advantageous.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3,60</td>
<td>1,17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>I learn better using technology than textbooks.</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2,60</td>
<td>1,58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>I have learned more while surfing the Internet than in traditional classes.</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2,60</td>
<td>1,17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>In my opinion, technology interferes with learning and lead to frivolous education.</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2,40</td>
<td>0,97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>The use of technology interferes with the learning of the new lessons.</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2,80</td>
<td>1,14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>I prefer traditional classes because I know exactly what I am expected to do and how I need to learn.</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3,80</td>
<td>1,23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Students pay more attention to the different options technology offers than the very content they should learn.</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3,40</td>
<td>1,17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>I find clicking more enjoyable than writing in notebook and using textbooks.</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>3,80</td>
<td>1,40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>The lesson is more interesting when we use tablets in classroom.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3,30</td>
<td>0,95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>I find it easier to lean using textbooks.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>4,30</td>
<td>0,82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>I find it simpler to use notebooks and textbooks.</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>2,60</td>
<td>2,17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>I find it hard to simultaneously follow instructions where I need to click on tablet and to acquire new lesson.</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1,90</td>
<td>0,74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>I enjoy using tablets in English language classroom.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3,80</td>
<td>0,63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>During English language lesson, I lean more using tablets than traditional textbooks.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3,00</td>
<td>1,25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>It is easier to remember new English vocabulary, when words are accompanied with many images.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3,40</td>
<td>1,26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>I find solving English language exercises more interesting when I solve them on tablet instead of textbooks.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3,70</td>
<td>1,16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>I enjoy watching videos on tablet.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4,20</td>
<td>0,63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>I learn better when while watching and listening to the speaker at the same time.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3,70</td>
<td>0,67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Exercises that I solve during the English language lesson, I can easily solve again.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>3,60</td>
<td>1,35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Tablet offer more possibilities for language learning than traditional textbooks.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3,90</td>
<td>0,74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>I think that all schools should use tablets in language classrooms.</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3,20</td>
<td>1,40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
According to the survey results (Table 3), students who actively use ICT in classrooom on daily basis have more positive attitudes towards the use of technology in education than the first group. Most of them agree that technology makes information retrieval simpler; they find clicking more enjoyable than writing in notebooks and reading textbooks. Moreover, unlike the first group, clicking does not hinder them in following the lesson. Most of them find the use of tablets in English language classroom more enjoyable, and they claim that tablets offer more possibilities than the traditional textbooks for the foreign language learning. Yet, they think that they learn better using textbooks. On the other hand, while the first group expresses completely divided attitudes, majority of the second group expresses positive attitudes towards the use of tablets in English language classroom and they mostly agree with the statement that all schools should use tablets in language classrooms. These results show the importance of experiencing such classes. Students need to become accustomed to the use of ICT in classrooms, students' relationship with technology in classrooms is developing, and the benefits of ICT implementation are recognized after longer period of time. Also, after just one positive experience, many students show approval of this ways of teaching. Therefore, ICT implementation in classroom should begin with useful and interesting activities at very beginning in order to assure the first positive experience that will motivate students for future uses of the technology in education.

Moreover, it is also important to mention that implementation of technology in classrooms imply more than just purchasing devices and equipping schools. Different ways of teaching require appropriate strategies, tools and resources. Therefore, teachers need additional education to acquire knowledge and skills needed for the successful implementation of ICT in classrooms. Moreover, there needs to be a detailed plan for the use of technology in education with respect to pedagogical and didactic principles. Although the final goal of using technology is to facilitate the process of learning and teaching, it is necessary to invest time in preparation so that the use of ICT would give successful results in classroom.

V. Conclusion

This paper presents the results of the research that investigated the difference in attitudes towards the use of ICT in classroom, of students with different prior experience in use of ICT in classroom.

This research showed that students who use tablets in classrooms on daily basis have more positive attitudes towards the use of technology in classroom than the students who attend traditional classes. However, attitudes of those students have become somewhat more positive after their first English language lesson that was held exclusively using ICT within this research. With the implementation of these devices in classrooms, students would be presented with new and advantageous ways of using technology. Although students mostly own and use those devices every day for entertainment, they lack the experience of the use of technology in classrooms.

Since this research was conducted with the small sample, future research will include bigger sample. Furthermore, it is questionable whether the prior experience of using ICT in classroom has effects on students' achievement. In that sense, future research would investigate the achievement of students learning the same content in four groups: with/without ICT for students who attend traditional classes, and with/without ICT for students who use ICT in classroom. Moreover, the investigation should include the impact of the use of other aspects of ICT (besides tablets) on students' attitudes towards the use of ICT in classrooms. Additionally, future research will also investigate students' motivation for active interaction in the classroom, with ICT as motivating factor.
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Abstract - Plagiarism is unethical behaviour that can have negative consequences on the development of science and society. It also ruins the reputation of individuals and institutions. Plagiarism can be intended or unintended. The paper will focus on unintended plagiarism that is a result of absence of that topic in the education curricula. Teaching about plagiarism is part of so-called ethical literacy that is a subcategory of information literacy. A survey was conducted with the aim of finding out about the degree of knowledge about plagiarism among the students of Library and Information Science at the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, University of Zagreb. The analysis is based on an anonymous web questionnaire with 20 questions. The presumption is that the students do not know enough about plagiarism, they have not had any experiences with plagiarism during their education and they do not know what self-plagiarism is. Another presumption is that the students get detailed instructions about how to cite sources, but do not know enough about the concept of authorship. The conclusion will be made about the inclusion of this segment of information literacy in education curricula. New surveys will be proposed (on local and national level).

I. INTRODUCTION

In the networked environment, students have access to enormous amount of information. That can be a good thing if they understand what research integrity is, so they can act ethically. However, there are many challenges in the electronic environment (easy copy-paste solution being one of them). In this paper, we will not focus on intended unethical practices, but on the unintended ones. Unintended practices in the field of research integrity are based on the lack of education about ethical issues. The aim of this research is to give a short overview of literature about students’ understanding of plagiarism and authorship, to present the results of a survey of graduate students of Library and Information Science; and to conclude about their understanding of some ethical issues in academia.

Olson and Show [1] show that children at the age of 5 or 6 are capable of understanding the originality of ideas – they consider characters that copied other characters’ words as “bad”. Based on the study, Bailey [2] concludes that the best time to start plagiarism education is in the third grade (age 8). The education has to be well planned. Bailey also poses a question about the generation gap – how is it possible that young children understand the value of originality and students lose the understanding (as many studies and practices show)?

II. LITERATURE OVERVIEW

McCabe [3] conducted several longitudinal researches about academic dishonesty and cheating among students. A part of one of his researches was about North American undergraduate and graduate college students and their practices in written assignments. 36% of undergraduate students and 24% of graduate students have, at least once, copied or paraphrased Internet sources without giving credits to authors (i.e. without citing the sources). At the same time, 58% of undergraduate and 62% of graduate students think that such a behaviour is not appropriate. Risquez et al. [4] found out that 75% of students had high ethical awareness that copying text without citation was wrong. Armstrong and Delbridge [5] found out that 30-55% of students from the field of Information Science admitted minor plagiarism activity (e.g. copying a small part of another student’s paper or inclusion of a quote without in-text citation). Major plagiarism activity is reported by 9-20% of students (e.g. buying an essay from a writing service or unacknowledged summarizing of a large amount of published work). According to the survey, the first reason why students commit plagiarism is easy access to online material and the second is that they do not know what plagiarism is. They plagiarize mostly because of pressure to complete their assignments and because of poor time management skills.

Analysing the reasons for cheating and plagiarism, Dorman et al. [6] conclude that the main reasons are misunderstanding of the assignment and running out of time. Some other reasons could be lack of research skills, problems with evaluating sources, confusions about terminology, confusions between plagiarism and paraphrasing, careless notetaking, confusions about how to cite sources etc. [7]. There are four main forms of plagiarism among students [8]:
1. intra-corporeal (students cheat by copying from their colleagues in the same class);
2. collusion (student presents the paper as his own, but in fact it is the result of cooperation with another person who is not stated as a co-author)
3. extra-corporeal (students cheat by copying from external source, e.g. book, journal or a web site)
4. self-plagiarism (or auto-plagiarism – students use their own works previously submitted for another assignment without acknowledgment).
Kokemuller [9] writes how plagiarism affects students. They can fail an assignment, fail a class or even be suspended. Besides destroying student’s reputation, there can also be legal and monetary repercussions. Sometimes, if the students are involved in medical researches, plagiarism can cause the loss of human lives [10].

When students’ papers are published, authorship should be properly assigned. There are four main authorship criteria according to ICMJE: substantial contributions to the conception or design of the work; drafting the work or revising it critically; giving final approval of the version to be published; agreement to be accountable for all aspects of the work [11]. American Psychological Association (APA) published guidelines on determining authorship credit and authorship order for students [12]. The guidelines are based on the APA code of ethics. The most important is an open discussion on authorship issues among all the students and/or researchers involved in a project. In addition, student should be listed as principal author on an article based on the students’ thesis. It is possible to use authorship agreements to outline the types of contributions (responsibilities, roles, efforts etc.). Wager [13] thinks that listing contributions can make easier for editors to detect ghost authors. Ghost authors are those authors who made substantial contributions to the paper (they meet all the authorship criteria) but are not listed as authors [14]. Other forms of unacceptable authorship are honorary or guest authorship (authorship is granted out of respect) and gift authorship (offered from a sense of obligation to a person who has not contributed to the work).

Oberlander and Spencer [15] discuss how students are a special group within research community when it comes to authorship. They are in relationships with their mentors where there is a possibility of exploitation [16], because of students’ inexperience and their lack of knowledge. Oberlander and Spencer think that the best solution to discourage inappropriate authorship is education of students (as possible future scientist). They also give some recommendations for students as co-authors and for their mentors. Some of them are:
1. authorship guidelines from professional organizations and journals should be consulted
2. authorship should be discussed in an early phase of the research/work.
3. roles should be clarified
4. authorship should be based on relative contribution
5. acknowledgment section should be used appropriately
6. mentors should give some time to students to be innovative [15].

Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE) gives some advice about inappropriate authorship on students’ papers [17]. They give examples of some anonymized cases (e.g. editor of a journal gives an example of a submitted manuscript that is work of students, but supervisor is listed as the first author).

One of the author’s moral rights is the right to be stated as an author of his/her work. Moral rights are part of author’s rights, and author’s rights are basic human rights, as stated in Universal Declaration on Human rights: “Everyone has the right to the protection of the moral and material interests resulting from any scientific, literary or artistic production of which he is the author” (article 27) [18]. Besides, violating moral rights is against the law: “Author has the right to be acknowledged and specified as the author of his/her work…author has the right to oppose to the use of his/hers work that is against his/her reputation…” (Articles 15 and 16 of Croatian Copyright Act) [19].

### III. Research

#### A. Aim and scope

The purpose of the research was to find out about the degree of knowledge about plagiarism and authorship issues among the Library and Information Science (LIS) students. The hypothesis were:

H1: Students know that plagiarism is unethical behaviour, but are not sure what exactly plagiarism is.

H2: There are students that commit plagiarism, but they are a minority.

H3: Students are not sure about the authorship criteria – they sometimes think that any involvement in the research and/or paper is enough for a person to be listed as an author.

H4: Students learn about ethical issues on higher education level.

The results were supposed to be a starting point for deeper study (on national and international level) that should involve students from other departments, from other faculties and universities. The findings should be the basis for planning education on plagiarism and authorship.

#### B. Methods

An anonymous online questionnaire was sent to 75 graduate students of Library and Information Science at the Department of Information and Communication Sciences, Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, University of Zagreb. The questionnaire was sent in December 2016. Response rate was 76% - there was 57 responses.

There were 20 questions in the questionnaire. The first two questions were about gender and year of study (1st or 2nd graduate year). Another 18 questions were: multiple choice questions (6); one-choice questions (3) and yes/no questions (9).

#### IV. Findings

**Question 1. Gender**

There were 52 female and 5 male students in the sample. The percentage of male students is too small to make gender-related conclusions.

**Question 2. Year of graduate study**

In the sample are 36 (63%) 1st year students and 21 (37%) 2nd year students.
Question 3. Have you learned about plagiarism at any degree of your education?
The question was multiple-choice type and the answers were: in elementary school; in secondary school; during undergraduate study; during graduate study; in some other informal form of education; no, never. Majority of the students have learned about plagiarism at undergraduate level, but seven students have never learned about plagiarism (Figure 1).

![Figure 1. Degree of education when students learned about plagiarism](image)

Question 4. If yes, what did you learn?
The question was multiple-choice type and the answers were: definition of plagiarism; ways of avoiding plagiarism; plagiarism detection; procedures in cases of detected plagiarism; definitions of authorship; authorship types; something else. Forty students (70%) have learnt about the definition of plagiarism, 36 (63%) have learnt about the definition of authorship, 28 (49%) have learnt about authorship types, 26 (46%) have learnt about avoiding plagiarism, 19 (33%) have learnt about plagiarism detection and 9 (16%) about procedures in cases of detected plagiarism. Three students (5.3%) have learnt about all the topics.

Question 5. Have you ever presented other people’s words, thoughts or ideas as your own, while preparing an assignment?
Eleven answers (19%) were affirmative and 46 (81%) were negative.

Question 6. Do you consider presentation of other people’s words, thoughts or ideas as your own, ethically correct?
Forty-seven students (82%) answered negative, and the other 10 (18%) answered that it depended on the situation.

Question 7. Have you ever, before preparing an assignment, been taught about proper citing practice?
Twelve students (21%) have never been taught about proper citing of sources, 22 (38%) have been partly taught, and 23 (41%) have been taught at least once about proper citing.

Question 8. Have you ever, before preparing an assignment, been taught how to make quotations?
Forty-nine answers (86%) were affirmative and eight (14%) were negative.

Question 9. Has any of your assignments ever been rejected because of wrong citation and/or quotation practice?
Nine answers (16%) were affirmative and 48 (84%) were negative.

Question 10. Have you ever been reported to an ethics committee for plagiarism?
There are no students in the sample that have been reported to an ethics committee for plagiarism.

Question 11. Have you ever been listed as author on a paper that you have not authored?
There were four affirmative answers (7%) and 53 negative answers (93%).

Question 12. Have you ever been omitted from the list of authors on a paper that you authored?
There were three affirmative answers (5%) and 54 negative answers (95%).

Question 13. Do you know about the case of wrong authorship assignment among your colleagues?
There were 21 affirmative answers (37%) and 36 negative answers (63%).

Question 14. Do you know about the case of plagiarism among your colleagues?
There were 24 affirmative answers (42%) and 33 negative answers (58%).

Question 15. Have you ever addressed an ethical committee or similar body to notify it about suspected plagiarism?
All the answers to the question were negative.

Question 16. Do you believe that self-plagiarism is possible?
8 students (14%) think that self-plagiarism is impossible, 18 students (32%) thing that it is possible, and 31 students (54%) is not sure if self-plagiarism is possible.

Question 17. Indicate what plagiarism means to you.
The question was multiple-choice type and the answers were: quoting without citing sources; quoting with proper citation of sources; paraphrasing without proper citation; not implementing the rules of proper citing; compilation of texts with proper citation of sources; not assigning authorship to someone who authored the paper; something else. Fifty-six students (98%) say that plagiarism is quotation without citing sources; 42 students (72%) say that plagiarism is paraphrasing without proper citation of the sources; 41 students (72%) think that plagiarism is when authorship is not properly assigned; 41 think (72%) that plagiarism is when the rules of proper citing are not implemented; one student (2%) thinks that quoting is plagiarism even if proper citing is
applied and one (2%) thinks that compiling texts is plagiarism even if proper citing is applied. Results are in Figure 2.

Table: What is plagiarism?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>quoting + not citing</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paraphrasing + not citing</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>not assigning auth.</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no rules of proper citing</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quoting + citing</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>compilation + proper citing</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. What is plagiarism?

Question 18. Mark all the criteria that are, in your opinion, criteria for authorship?

The question was multiple-choice type and the answers were: contribution to the concept of the work; writing the first version; financing of the research; collecting data; statistical analysis; giving final approval; technical support; something else.

Table: Authorship criteria

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>data collection</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>concept</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>first version</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>statistic analysis</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>final version</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>technical support</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>financing</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Authorship criteria

Fifty-two students (91%) think that collecting data is authorship criteria; 51 (89%) think that contribution to the research is authorship criteria; 43 (75%) think that writing the first version is authorship criteria; 38 (67%) think that doing statistical analysis is authorship criteria; 16 (28%) think that approving final version is authorship criteria; 9 think that giving technical support is authorship criteria and 7 (16%) think that financing is authorship criteria. Results are in Figure 3.

Question 19. Mark the applications you have heard about:
Plagiarisma.net; iThenticate; Text Compare; Copy Leaks; Plagiarism Checker; MyText; Google Checker; nothing.

Thirty-nine students (68%) have not heard about any of the applications; four (7%) have heard of PlagiarismaChecker; three (5%) have heard of GoogleChecker (the software does not exist!); two (4%) have heard of Plagiarisma.net and one (2%) has heard of iThenticate.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Students mostly do learn about plagiarism during higher education. Only two students have learned about it in elementary school. That is the basic problem – children should be taught about ethics and plagiarism in elementary school, as it is showed in the Bailey’s research [1]. Lack of early education about ethical issues seems to be problem in the later stages of education. When they learn about plagiarism, they are mostly taught about basic definition (of plagiarism and authorship) but not enough about detecting plagiarism and about procedures in the cases of suspected or detected plagiarism.

The lack of education is the most probable reason why:
- 19% of students have at least once presented other people’s words, thoughts or ideas as their own, while preparing an assignment;
- 8% of students think that sometimes (depending on situation) presenting other people’s words, thoughts or ideas as their own can be ethically correct;
- 16% of students have at least once experienced rejection of their assignments because of wrong citation and/or quotation practice;
- 42% of students know at least about one case of plagiarism among their colleagues, but have never declared plagiarism;
- 37% know about at least one case of wrong authorship assignment among their colleagues, but have never declared it;
- 5% have at least once been omitted from the list of authors on papers that you authored, but have never declared it;
- 7% have at least once been listed as authors on papers they have not authored, but have never declared it;
- 86% do not know what self-plagiarism is;
- 93% do not use plagiarism detection software.

The limitation of the survey is that definition of plagiarism and/or authorship can be differently interpreted, since 30% of the students have never learnt about academic misconduct. However, 70% of the students claim that they have learned about the definition of plagiarism and high percentage of students can detect different forms of plagiarism (quoting without proper citation, paraphrasing without proper citation etc.). Sixty-three percent of the students state that they have learnt about the definition of authorship, but in fact, they are not sure what the authorship criteria are (e.g. 91% think that collecting data is important for assigning authorship and
67% think that doing statistical analysis is important for authorship). Another possible limitation of the survey is the use of self-report methodology. It is the most commonly used methodology in similar surveys [20] – students are mostly asked to answer anonymous questionnaires and to express their attitudes and experiences. Therefore, biased opinions are possible. Despite small sample of the survey, results can be compared to some other studies. In 2011 Schrisher et al. [21] published results of a plagiarism survey from one US university. They concluded that academic misconduct is on the rise for many reasons, and the most important reason is that students think information on the Internet is public knowledge that is no one’s intellectual property. However, most of them understand it is unacceptable to submit a paper written by someone else.

In Fish and Hura [22] 2013 survey, percentage of students that have used another author’s phrases or ideas without citing the source is higher (60% of students have at least once done that) than in our survey (about 20% of students). Fish and Hura found that college students consider some types of plagiarism as more serious than other types. Frequency of plagiarism is overestimated by students and therefore students are more likely to plagiarise. It is important for students to have accurate information about the frequency of plagiarism in their classes and institutions because such information could reduce the number of plagiarism incidents.

A study made by ReIME service in 2016 [23] among almost 5000 US students shows that more than 50% of students have lost points for incorrect references (e.g. using the wrong style or not submitting full reference list). The survey has similar result to our survey where students were asked about lack of information on referencing (14% of Croatian and about 20% of American students report lack of the information). There is a difference in the students’ usage of plagiarism detection software – 88% of Croatian students do not use it while 54% of the US students do not use the software.

Bretag [20] describes various surveys noting that the rate of plagiarism among the students vary widely (from 18% to 81%). International students and students for whom English is not their native language are more likely to commit plagiarism. Important conclusion of our survey is that ethical issues are not part of education curricula. That is the reason of low awareness about ethical issues, namely plagiarism. Students should learn about authorship criteria and they should use plagiarism detection software more often. This survey was focused on unintended plagiarism, i.e. cases when students plagiarise without knowing they are doing something unethical or even illegal. Unintended plagiarism is undoubtedly result of lack of education.

The situation is similar in some other countries. Bretag [20] shows that 20% of postgraduate Australian students have never heard of academic integrity and 40% do not know whether their university has an academic integrity policy. As Adam et al. [24] assert – it is difficult to define plagiarism and there are no many researches that show the differences between institutional and student understanding of plagiarism.

Future researches of plagiarism in higher education should concentrate on:
- students’ understanding of plagiarism;
- finding out how, where and when students learn about academic misconduct;
- finding out which teaching methods and techniques are (and should be) used for teaching about plagiarism;
- analysing ethics policy documents in academic institutions;
- investigating and analysing higher education curricula;
- finding out what tutors/teachers/professors know about plagiarism and what they do (or do not do) to avoid it in their work.

As mentioned earlier, the most commonly used methodology is self-report methodology (mostly questionnaires [22] and interviews [24]). Other methods should also be used, e.g. content analysis ([24] and [25]) where university policy documents are analysed; or experiments [26] that could help to investigate students’ practices.

This research has a small sample and several upper mentioned limitations, but it can be used as a pilot study of students’ plagiarism awareness in Croatia. New researches should be done with different samples – among students of other studies at the Faculty but also among students of other faculties and universities in Croatia. Comparative analysis should be conducted and it should be a basis for some changes in educational curricula.

In conclusion, ethics literacy is one important part of information literacy – it is not enough to know how to find and evaluate information without knowing how to use it in a proper way, i.e. without violating anyone’s basic rights. Therefore, action should be undertaken by educators, policy makers and funders of higher education institutions in order to raise knowledge and awareness of unethical nature of plagiarism and to deploy students’ skills of avoiding plagiarism.
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Abstract - Although ICT supported tools and e-learning material are widely available in schools to support teaching and learning, there is still a lack of specific tools and material designated for children with impairments. The costs of adapting and preparing such material is often economically not justifiable due to a small number of such children, and commonly, for the best learning outcome the material has to be adapted for each individual child and their deficits and level of impairments. Our solution to this problem is a web platform for delivering customized exercises intended for visually impaired children. There are two sorts of exercises already prepared: a tutorial for learning and practicing Braille and ten-finger typing, and various exercises for practicing vision, memory, and motor skills. For each individual impaired learner, the teacher can select appropriate type of exercise and customize it by adjusting visual aspects of the exercise, setting the specific content (e.g., words for typing, or items to sort), or selecting the level of difficulty (e.g., set timing, complexity levels, or number of shown images). A set of such customized exercises is given to a learner for practicing and their progress is constantly monitored and saved for later inspection.

I. INTRODUCTION

Various ICT supported tools and e-learning material for assisting teaching and learning are becoming commonly available in schools and are a new standard in the teaching process. Although their availability to teachers and students is nowadays indisputable, there are still groups of potential users that cannot take a full advantage of such teaching and learning approaches.

Inclusive education and access to e-learning tools and material is also an important strategic issue. "Promoting equity, social cohesion and active citizenship" is one of the strategic objectives of the EU Strategic framework for Education & Training 2020 [1]. For more than ten years, the European Agency for Special Needs and Inclusive Education has been helping member states to improve inclusive policies and practices in the field of education. Even though the EU and local governments are promoting equity and inclusion of impaired learners, there is a gap between the state legislation, strategies and policies, and the classroom practice.

Beside accessibility, the main challenge with educational tools and material is the level of their adaptability. This issue is important not only to suit the individual needs of the impaired students, but also to keep the content up to date and in line with the educational process in class. Most educational materials include fixed content, which is not modifiable by the user. Such content may soon become obsolete and consequently its usefulness in the educational setting degrades.

In this paper, we introduce a novel web platform for inclusive and accessible educational games intended mostly for visually impaired children. The platform offers a variety of games for vision and memory training, learning braille, and extending the typing skills. All games are flexible and allow for modification of the content, which permits teachers to use the game in several teaching domains, and update and adapt the game to the current needs in the class. Besides, the platform and the games provide accessibility support for the blind and visually impaired. Each game can be further customized by adjusting its visual aspects, the level of difficulty, or employing the individual user preferences.

A. Related Work

Bocconi et al. [2] discuss the issue of accessibility and usability of educational tools by visually impaired students. After examining different educational products, they claim that the issue of usability is poorly addressed and needs more attention. Not only the interface features but also the product’s basic functionalities have to improve their usability. Moreover, they argue that different types of visual impairments lead to different needs and therefore ask for different solutions.

Several initiatives are actively promoting braille literacy. American Foundation for the Blind has launched the Braille Bug®, an interactive web site for teaching braille concepts through activities and games. Milne et al. [3, 4] present some examples of learning games for blind and visually impaired children on mobile devices. However, all these approaches focus only on accessibility and usability for visually impaired, yet lack the option of altering the content of the educational games.

A key skill for digital literacy is also the ability to use a standard keyboard. Typing is an important psychomotor skill, required not only for smoother inclusion of visually impaired children, but also for all digital literates as one of the basic practical skills. Ratatype typing tutor is one of the many web-based educational environments that

1 https://www.european-agency.org/

2 http://braillebug.afb.org/

3 http://www.ratatype.com/
encourage users to learn touch-typing through various educational game settings. Nevertheless, they all use a predefined content not customizable by the teacher.

Another interesting initiative is All Abilities ePlaygrounds, an online space offering games for children of all abilities. Although the example web-based games are all accessible, the customization and personalization opportunities are still limited.

We can see that the existing approaches focus more on the accessibility issues, but less on the usability. They do not provide sufficient support for the content customization, especially for teachers that are not IT experts.

II. PERCIEVECONCIEVE PLATFORM

In the PercieveConceive project, we cooperated with the Institute for Blind and Partially Sighted Children Ljubljana, the main institution in Slovenia in the field of education of children and young people with visual impairment. The PercieveConceive platform was designed to meet the needs of the teachers and visually impaired children and is used directly in the Institute’s adapted education programs.

The main goal of our platform is to provide a variety of modifiable educational games, which include concepts that can be applied to a number of learning domains [5]. The platform provides a special interface for teachers, which enables preparing specific instances of the game suited to a particular student and their specific needs. A teacher can take a game template and define the parameters of the game, like the learning domain, shown items, or visual look. Besides, the game instance is also personalized based on the individual student preferences, adjusting colors, text fonts, text size etc. Several predefined styles have been prepared: default, blind, inverted colors, high contrast, protanopia, tritanopia, and achromatopsia. The user can select any of them in the profile settings. Moreover, the user can also define their preferred language in the settings, as the platform supports multiple languages via the use of language files.

The platform supports three different user roles: administrator, teacher and student. The administrator’s view of the platform is presented in Fig. 1. Administrators manage users (e.g., adding new users, changing roles, enrolling to classes) and classes (e.g., create new classes, assigning teachers to classes), and upload new game templates and media files (e.g., images, sounds). Each class has at least one assigned teacher, who can edit the class information and create new game instances from the available templates. Students are regular users that enroll in the class and participate in the activities the class offers (i.e., the activities the teacher prepares for them).

All games communicate with the server via application programming interface (API) [5]. The API is opened and available to any developer who wishes to create new games and offer them through the platform.

This allows for further expanding the set of game templates by the contributing community.

Although the developer of the game template has full control over the adaptability of their game and how the predefined user styles are processed in the game, the use of the entire available range of customization potentials offered by the platform, through game attributes and user preferences, is highly important for inclusion of users with different impairments.

III. PREPARED GAME TEMPLATES

In the first stage, we have prepared several game templates: a tutorial for learning and practicing Braille, a tutorial for practicing ten-finger typing, and a series of repetitive games for practicing vision, memory and fine motor skills. More games templates will be developed and added according to the wishes and demands of the teachers.

A guiding light in all games is our game character in a form of a yellow personified star, which was introduced in order to encourage students throughout the playtime. The character, shown in Fig. 2, proved to provide positive stimuli on student performance and achievements.

A. Braille Tutorial

This tutorial is intended for children and their parents that want to learn reading and writing braille. Currently, the tutorial focuses on basic characters of the Slovenian braille, but it can be extended and adjusted to the specifics

Figure 2. A star character, which encourages players throughout the game. Players also collect stars as rewards for correct answers (shown in the column on the right)

---

2. http://zaznajspoznaj.si
of any language. The tutorial includes a description and explanation of this tactile writing system, including a short history, and additionally offers three types of exercises: Mirror, Hidden Character (or word), and Braille Machine for letters and words.

All exercises can be performed using the keyboard (a braille writer is not required), where the keys f, d, s and j, k, l on the keyboard (or number keys 1 to 6, consequently) are used to mark the raised dots of a braille symbol.

In the Mirror activity, the user can experiment with braille symbols. This basic interactive activity introduces braille to the user via various letter conversions. The conversion form black print to braille shows a corresponding braille symbol (an image with six dots where the raised dots are emphasized) when the user enters a letter in black print. An inverse transformation is also possible: for a given combination of raised dots (entered either using keys f, d, s, j, k, l, or number keys 1 to 6) a corresponding letter mirrors in black print. Fig. 3 shows the exercise where the user presses the key numbers 1 and 5, thus raising dots 1 and 5. Consequently, the left field displays the selected braille symbol while the right field displays the corresponding letter e in black print.

Hidden Character/Word is an activity for practicing braille by recognizing the displayed braille symbols or, in case of higher difficulty level, entire words. A user has to find corresponding letter(s) for the displayed braille symbol(s) and enter the answer within the limited time. An audio pronouncing the places of the raised dots in the braille symbol helps visually impaired users, but can be turned off any time during the exercise.

The third activity for practicing braille is Braille Machine, which is the hardest of all exercises. The user practices braille by selecting the right combination of raised dots in the symbol. A letter in black print is presented to the user together with its audio recording (which can also be turned off) and the user has to enter a braille symbol via keys f, d, s, j, k, l. If the user fails to provide the correct input in the available time, the answer is displayed to provide an immediate feedback to the user. A more challenging version of Braille Machine deals with the whole words instead of individual letters.

In all braille exercises, the teacher can select the available time for answering as well as the letters and words for practicing, thus allowing the exercise modification to meet each individual user needs and difficulty level.

B. Ten-finger Typing Tutorial

This tutorial explains the basic concepts of two-handed touch-typing and encourages practicing through a series of customized exercises.

Each exercise uses a predefined sequence of letters or words (either default or customized and prepared by the teacher) that is displayed on the screen and provided via audio dictation. The user has to type the sequence while the time is also being measured. Immediate visual and audio feedback is given on the user performance.

One such exercise is shown in Fig. 4, where the two basic letters f and j have to be typed interchangeably using left and right index finger. The progress of the user is visually marked in yellow and the mistyped letters in red. The help below the letter sequence shows the position of the next letter on the keyboard and the finger that has to be used for typing this letter. This help can be turned off for higher difficulty levels.

Each exercise can be customized in different ways. The most obvious is the content (i.e., the sequence of letters and words) that the user uses for practicing typing. Besides, the teacher can select different ways of displaying the content to the user (e.g., all at once, line by line, word by word, or letter by letter), adjust the maximum number of characters in one line, set the colors schemes for the content (e.g., foreground and background colors, the color for marking progress and mistakes), or shuffle the displayed content by enabling randomly generated subsets of the content.

C. Vision, Memory, and Precise Movement Games

An important part of the platform are various games in the form of memory games, puzzles, matching, sorting, pair identification, image understanding and description, and object navigation, controlled with fingers or keys. These exercises support practicing vision (e.g., pattern matching, standard puzzles), memory (e.g., standard memory games, finding the correct subset of the shown items, finding exact sequences, finding reverted subsets) and precise movement (e.g., object navigation, following the path through the labyrinth), and are useful directly as a

![Figure 3. The Mirror exercise for practicing braille. Selecting the combination 1 to 6 for raised dots displays (mirrors) the corresponding letter in black print](image)

![Figure 4. The Ten-finger Typing exercise for practicing touch-typing. Displayed is the sequence of letters that the user has to type, progress is visually displayed (mistyped letters are marked in red), and help (the keyboard with the marked key in question and the finger to use for pressing the marked key) is provided or hidden on demand](image)
teaching aid for visually impaired children. Fig. 5 presents a subset of available games.

Fig. 6 shows an example of a game Sequence intended for training visual memory. The player looks at the sequence of objects on one page and, when ready, continues to the next page, where the perceived sequence has to be reconstructed from the available images. The game starts with the sequence of two images, while an additional image is added to the sequence on each next difficulty level. The player collects stars as rewards for correct answers (displayed in the bar on the right). After obtaining the third star, the player can progress to the next level.

All games are adaptable by setting various attributes, from the available topics (e.g. tools, fruit, animals, sports) and images (e.g. the selection of images can vary from color to black-and-white and line drawings) to difficulty levels (e.g. number of levels, number of images on the first level, number of additional images on the next level) and the speed of progress between levels (i.e. how many stars have to be collected before going to the next level). Therefore, the games can be adapted to each individual player, their level of difficulty, and specific deficit. This individual adaptation can be set on two levels. One level are the individual settings for the game that are prepared by the teacher, taking into account the student’s impairment, performance ability, level of background knowledge, age and social background. Another level of adaptability are the student’s individual settings that include pre-prepared styles according to the student deficit (e.g. changing the color scheme or contrast) and language settings, both affecting the interface presented to the user.

IV. EVALUATION

The PercieveConceive platform is still under development, thus only one preliminary evaluation on end users has been conducted so far. We evaluated user experience, while testing the platform’s games for vision, memory, and precise movement. The focus was on the games for visual perception.

Three visually impaired children, two boys and one girl, participated in the evaluation. Their average age was 10 years and all had severe low vision on both eyes. One teacher, who was an expert for teaching visually impaired children, participated in the evaluation as the leader of the testing and support for participating subjects. A solution designer had a role of an independent observer in the evaluation. The tested subjects were video recorded, observed while playing the games, and interviewed. The teacher prepared observations and notes on tested subject’s performance and completed one evaluation questionnaire for each tested subject.

Evaluation tests were prepared for usability testing according to the specifics of working with and teaching the tested population. We combined three types of metrics in the tests: performance metrics (e.g. efficiency in playing the game, error frequency while playing the game, efficiency of interactions, ease of learning), issue-based metrics (e.g. why the user did not finish the task, level of satisfaction and level of frustration) and self-reported metrics (e.g. did the user like the game and wished to play again). Consequently, the evaluation questionnaire had four parts: game usability and efficiency (e.g. percentage of tasks completed, number of errors, success with performing the tasks), game effectiveness (e.g. number of help requests, number of tries before giving-up), student satisfaction (e.g. want to play more), and student dissatisfaction (e.g. student frustrations and uneasiness). The time needed to perform a task was not measured in these tests as it is not a relevant success criterion for the focus group of visually impaired children.

The main objective of the evaluation was to overcome the standard guidelines and to develop a user interface as well as to design graphic solutions that enable a visually impaired child such a user experience that is comparable to the one that children without impairments experience when interacting with didactic games.

As the tested subjects were observed while playing a specific game and performing given tasks, we could determine problematic navigational, functional, and content related elements in the application. We encountered several problems (e.g. some content elements
were not visible or not understood, some user activities did not lead to the correct solutions, problems with magnification, problematic counting of images) and identified a number of suggestions on how to improve the games. Therefore, the results of this evaluation impacted directly the development decisions and the application was improved accordingly.

The analysis of the user experience from the viewpoint of success and difficulties in interaction with the application showed that the platform and the games were adequately designed. Main disturbing factors that in some aspects restricted tested subjects from accomplishing the tasks and caused major problems were essentially related to cognitive-behavioral characteristics of our target group (e.g. age, visual impairment, social background) rather than to the game design solution.

The evaluation results [5] show that all three children were excited to play the game and the game character (shown in Fig. 2) proved a valuable visual motivation. Nevertheless, the children still needed additional verbal support during the game, especially when playing the games for the first time. Particularly, the games for visual perception are in general more difficult for the first-time players, thus an expert teacher has to be present for additional help and guidance. Later the player is more autonomous and help is needed only occasionally.

We intend to perform a more comprehensive evaluation after the winter school break. The evaluation is planned on two levels: first with the teachers that use the platform in the educational setting, and later with the impaired children that use the customized games for exercising.

The first study will focus on the teachers and will measure user acceptance and usability of the platform. We plan to gather the data for this evaluation via a questionnaire, using a set of questions from two validated questionnaires: the technology acceptance model (TAM) questionnaire [6] and USE (Usefulness, Satisfaction and Ease) questionnaire [7].

The TAM model is valuable for explaining usage behavior, as it measures the perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use, which are two fundamental determinants of user acceptance [6]. On the other hand, the USE questionnaire will help us measure usefulness, ease of use, ease of learning, and user satisfaction with the platform [7].

The second study will focus on visually impaired children and their use of the customized games for exercising. We intend to measure accessibility of the games, student engagement, and effectiveness of the games as a teaching tool.

V. CONCLUSION

PerceiveConcieve is an open-source platform for accessible and inclusive educational games. The platform is designed to support accessibility, adaptability, and customization of the games by the use of game templates. This way, even the less IT skilled teachers are able to freely adjust the games and modify their content, thus customizing the games according to the educational setting and the needs and preferences of their visually impaired students. The use of the PerceiveConcieve platform enables teachers to include motivating and accessible elements of game-based learning into inclusive learning scenarios, and consequently enrich and diversify the learning process.

The preliminary evaluation of the platform on target groups has shown positive acceptance by teachers and visually impaired children. The platform proved to be well designed, with appropriate graphic design as well as prepared content. We are preparing the next stage of evaluations, a more comprehensive study that will focus on user acceptance and usability of the platform.
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Abstract - This paper presents the web application for time telling and results of its usage in the second grade of primary school in Croatia. The paper analyses the usage of the web application for time telling in classroom described with both qualitative and quantitative data. The research was done in order to gain a detailed perception on how the application and other parameters influence the children's test results and studying habits, as well as an insight on what are the convenient forms of technology-enhanced learning for children of certain age.

I. INTRODUCTION

From the very first grades of elementary education, teachers apply various teaching methods to foster learning. In modern days, technology-enhanced learning is introduced mostly as an additional method to the traditional ones, but it is slowly approaching more school subjects. In order to successfully develop a useful application for educational purposes, a developer must know which subjects are in need for such teaching approach, which user interface designs and manipulation methods are suitable for specific users and what goals have to be achieved with the use of the application. As for any other application, it is recommended to collect data about the user experience for future updates and new development ideas. Ultimately, technology-enhanced methods of learning might not result in a significant increase in learning outcome, but can bring diversity and fun to traditional classroom lectures.

II. WEB APPLICATION FOR TIME TELLING

A. Description and purpose

The web application for time telling was developed by Ana Ćobić using web technologies: HTML [2] for structure, CSS [3] for style and JavaScript [4], in combination with GreenSock GSAP and Draggable libraries [5], for interactivity and dynamic effects. The application's purpose is to facilitate learning of time telling. In the Republic of Croatia, students learn to recognize and determine time using analog clocks in second grade. Therefore, the application was developed for the second grade elementary school children, aged between seven and nine. By that age, they have gained enough mathematical knowledge to be able to understand the time telling lesson.

Taking into account the student's age, no detailed textual user instructions are provided in the application. Because of that, the user interface (see Figure 1) is simple and designed to ensure fast and unambiguous understanding of activity flow. Also, the application is launched through a web browser, keeping the technical requirements on a minimum. It can be used equally on desktop and mobile devices. The goal behind the development was to achieve greater quality and speed in the process of learning a specific lesson and also to ensure learning flexibility depending on the student's needs.

Figure 1: User Interface

The application can be compared to traditional methods of time telling teaching and learning such as drawing, multiple choice tasks and practicing through paper or cardboard imitations of analog clocks. In all three cases, supervision is necessary in order to check the student's answers and provide them adequate feedback, which can be time-consuming especially in larger classes. The developed application contains two main features which enable the students to learn independently, without supervision. The first feature is the result check which verifies the input and provides the user with a simple feedback regarding the given answer. The second feature is the possibility to display the correct answer. This feature can be used every time a false input has been entered. By using the drawing method the student needs more time to present his solution than he would need to come up with it. That way the focus is being shifted more onto drawing and less on time telling. By using the application the solution is being entered synchronously with the thinking process. Ultimately, the application provides an unlimited number of random tasks and enables the students to adapt the learning time to their needs. Further testing of the application's features was done by questioning the students and analyzing their behavior. The methodology, results and conclusions are presented in the following sections.

B. Usage flow

The application's user interface, contains a digital and analog clock, initial guideline message (see Figure 2), solution check messages and buttons for starting a new game, checking the entered solution, trying again and requiring the solution reveal (see Figure 3 and Figure 4). Currently, the application is available only in Croatian. Therefore, its usage is limited to Croatian students only.
As depicted by the usage flow diagram (see Chart 1), it is visible that the application has no formal end, but the solution verification will eventually lead to the start, i.e. new task.

![Image](image1.png)

**Figure 2: Guideline message**
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**Figure 3: Incorrect solution form**

![Image](image3.png)

**Figure 4: Correct solution form**

When the application is launched or a new game begins, a short message is displayed, instructing the user to adjust the analog clock hands. The user is than supposed to position the clock hands by rotating them in both directions according to the randomly set numerical time on the digital clock. When the user is confident with the given answer, the solution is being verified if clicking on the check button, which is also the only one available at that stage. Depending on the verification outcome a message, displaying a short feedback stating if the answer is correct or not, shows up. In the case of a correct answer, the only option is to start a new game by clicking the new game button, after which the page is being reloaded and a new task is assigned. If the case of an incorrect answer, the user can choose between the option to display the correct solution or try again. If the display of the correct answer is selected, the clock hands rotate to the position equivalent to the set numerical value and the only remaining option is to start a new game. In the case of another trial, the application counts how many times the user used this option on the same task and by the fifth time, the display of the correct solution is being imposed. Otherwise, the user can continue where he/she left off.

**Chart 1: Usage Flow**

III. Testing

A. Testing methods

In order to contribute further development of similar applications, this application has been introduced to targeted users and tested. The testing has been conducted in two second grades of primary school Škola Trnjanska in Croatia, during regular learning time in the classroom, on a sample of 26 students. Chronologically, following methods of data collection have been performed:

1) pre-test,
2) introduction,
3) competition,
4) post-test,
been noticed in keeping the student’s interest to solve tasks. Nevertheless, a deficiency has been observed when the application clock, needed less time to repeat the time telling lesson. The students expressed excitement and anticipation to use the application, which was also visible during the competition phase. The students competed in two teams by solving a task individually on the smart board. The knowledge test, which followed few days after the previous introduction, has been composed by the teachers and is part of the regular assessment program. The test has also been compared to the pre-test as well as analyzed in comparison to the data collected from the second questionnaire. Two questionnaires regarding the students have been handed out. The first one contained three descriptive questions concerning their opinion on the application and learning preferences. The second one contained five multiple choice questions relating their preparation for the test and the application usage at home. An additional questionnaire has been handed out to the teachers to get an insight into their opinion on the application’s usage and technology-enhanced learning in general.

B. Behavioral analysis

The introduction and competition have been used to gain a direct impression of the application’s acceptance and ease of use. By solving examples on the smart board, the teachers explained the usage steps and the application’s features. During the introduction, it has been noticed that the smart board, because of its size, serves as a useful teaching tool and that the teachers, by using the application clock, needed less time to repeat the time telling lesson. The students expressed excitement and anticipation to use the application, which was also visible during the competition phase. The students competed in two teams by solving a task individually on the smart board. They showed rather an interest in going to the board to use the application than fear of failure in front of the classroom. Even though the overall result (40% correct answers given) is considered low, the students kept the same interest to solve tasks. Nevertheless, a deficiency has been noticed in keeping the students’ attention while not being the one solving the task on the board. Approximately a half of the students lack in concentration, which might be an indication that the application should be more dynamic and contain more versatile elements. A minority of the students also had problems with the touch manipulation of the clock hands for which they have to continuously hold the clock hand and drag it. To solve this problem, a more convenient method could be to choose a clock hand and then its desired placement by clicking, i.e. touching, each time once.

C. Test results

Pre and post-test results were compared to analyze the impact of learning with the application. On the Chart 2, a comparison is displayed showing differences in results. It was observed that exactly six students got higher scores in the post-test, and four students a lower score. Furthermore, the absolute score was 2% higher in the post-test.

D. Questionnaire analysis

Two questionnaires have been handed out to students in order to collect data regarding their learning routine for this particular lesson, their opinion on the application and preferred learning methods. The first questionnaire was composed out of three questions and given to students after the testing. In the first question, they were asked to evaluate the application. Their answers confirmed the positive reaction noticed during the introduction and first use on the smart board. With the following two questions, they were asked to give descriptive answers about their preferred way of learning and desired subject to learn by using similar methods as the one introduced for time telling. It was not expected to acquire concrete and...
accurate answers, but to analyze their thought flow right after the use of the application. On both questions, the students gave a variety of different answers. For the desired subject to study with technology-enhanced methods, a repeated answer was Croatian and Mathematics. These two are considered main school subjects which take up more time in the school program and require more effort and learning [1]. This may be an indication that they seek a more convenient and interesting way of learning Croatian and Mathematics, as well as that there is room for adjustments in teaching these two subjects. By the given answers and many of them being drawings instead of declarative sentences, it was obvious for the student's preferred way of learning to be through games.

In the second questionnaire was given to students to fill out after the final exam. The students were asked to answer five questions by picking one option. The questions referred to the way they studied for the exam, time they spent learning, learning location precedence, device on which they used the application and application assessment. The questionnaire answers were combined and analyzed with the knowledge test grades to detect possible frequencies. Based on that, following regularities were noticed:

- 11 out of 26 students used the application as a primary source for studying at home and achieved an average grade of 4.36. The next method was practicing with a real clock. It was used by seven of students who achieved an average grade 3.57. Drawing on paper used two students and one did not learn at all. Five students used an undefined method and achieved an average grade 4.4.
- 58% of students studied less than one hour for the exam. The same percentage corresponds to the students who claim to have gained most knowledge at school. In both cases, their average grade is greater than the one of the students who have studied more than an hour and claim to have gained most of the knowledge at home.
- 73% of students have used the application for time telling at home as a primary or secondary source of studying. Their average grade is 4.11, while the students who have not used the application at all gained 3.71.
- Counting only the students who have used the application at home, 53% used it on a computer, 37% on a mobile phone and 10% on a tablet. Also, 63% of students consider the application easy to use, but 32% had problems with the manipulation of the clock handles. One student reported difficulties to solve the tasks correctly. Analysis of his/her knowledge test resulted in a low-grade and meaning that the student’s answers were neither accurate on paper. Because of that the problem was not considered to be too strict accuracy requirements for clock handle positioning, but his acquired level of knowledge. The students who had issues with clock handle movement used the application on mobile phones as well as on computers. Because of the range of device sizes used, the problem may rather be the previously described continuous dragging method of the clock handles, than the device size.

The questionnaire answers were also compared to the recorded fluctuation of test results per each student. Due to the variation of emerged patterns on a relatively small sample, no other proof of the application being the cause to positive or negative result outcome was found.

As a source of knowledge about the student's behavior and development requirements, two teachers were also given a questionnaire to describe their opinion regarding the application and technology-enhanced learning in general. They consider the application appropriate and easy to use. For future generations, they would include it in the whole process of learning the lesson. Advantages are seen mostly in the size when used on a smart board because it enables all students to clearly see the clock, and quick setup since the drawing and erasing on a regular board requires time, which now can be used more efficiently. Regarding technology-enhanced learning, they support it as long as it is lesson appropriate. They pointed out it should be time restricted to enable the students to develop all their skills.

IV. CONCLUSION

Based on the test and analysis results it is concluded that the application has advantages compared to traditional teaching methods. It enables better time management in the classroom, as well as adjusted learning time and speed. In addition, it was observed that students show interest when faced with new learning methods, which differ from the regular routine. Because of that, they were motivated to actively participate in front of the board. The lack of detailed instructions on the user interface did not present a problem to the students since the teachers gave a short application introduction. For further development, it is planned to implement a single-touch manipulation of interface elements since continuous movement might add difficulty to the usage for students. Considering the test results and the fact that students, in general, take more effort in preparing themselves for the test that is being graded, it is not proven that the positive outcome is due to the use of the application. However, the experiment results indicate the students who showed interest and had the possibility to use the application at home achieved better results.
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Abstract

Science and technology are progressing with the speed which seems to be unfamiliar to us. What seems to be science-fiction some 30 years ago is now becoming our everyday reality. 3-D printing, O-led technology, modern communication, smart materials, mind recognition etc. How to follow the progress and all novelties and what is more, how to integrate them into the educational systems of high schools and colleges, is practically an art.

Article addresses the mind recognition system, EMOTIV Epoc technology, and its integration in the educational process.

Mind recognition device EMOTIV Epoc, (https://www.emotiv.com/the-science/) works in way to recognize brain activities in specific brain parts and sends this information to the computer. The computer processes the information and produces appropriate exit signals, whereas by strengthening the latter machines and devices can be controlled. Next to mind recognition, the device also has integrated the gyroscope and system for facial movement recognition.

In ten years such technology could thoroughly change the life of disabled people and the operational working processes in industries, as by controlling the mind, human would be able to control more machines than today by using hands.

Main obstacle for quicker integration in the practical use is the reliability – repeatability. For successful use in industry the rate must be at least 99.5 %, whereas it currently reaches only roughly 70 %.

Key words:
Mind recognition, EMOTIVE Epoc technology, brain activities, future technologies.

I. INTRODUCTION

A constant challenge professors and teacher in school are constantly facing is, how to present new technologies being developed to students, since the main teaching method, frontal method, is no longer effective. Currently prevailing methods are based on practical experiences, where students have the opportunity not only to gain theoretical knowledge, but also to test their own practical skills. We are talking about case studies, team work, and project management approach, whereas the addressed topic needs to be interesting and current.

II. INTEGRATION OF FUTURE TECHNOLOGIES TO HIGH SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES

At School Center Kranj we have thus decided to join the two concepts: we searched for a technology of future (i.e. Mind recognition device EMOTIV Epoc) and integrate it to curriculum by using modern teaching methods (i.e. project and team work), which is also what I wish to address in my article.

A. Mind Recognition Device EMOTIVE Epoc

The brain is a very complex system. The frontal cortex is the part where most of our conscious thoughts and decisions are made and it conducts much less than a tenth of the total activity in the brain.

Planning, modelling of your surroundings, interpretation of sensory inputs up to and including your perception of reality, memory processing and storage and the basic drivers of your moods and emotions all occur in many functional regions distributed around the brain, including the visual cortex at the rear, temporal cortex at the sides, parietal cortex behind the crown of your head and the limbic system deep inside the brain. The limbic system controls your basic moods and emotions, your fight/flight response and deeper long-term memory encoding as well as control of basic bodily functions such as breathing and heartbeat.

Most of these deeper functions interact intimately with different parts of the cortex, the outer layer of which is accessible to EEG measurements, however the interaction is quite complexly distributed. In order to map the true activity of the brain it is very important to measure signals from many different cortical structures located all around the brain surface. It is not possible to map these signals purely from the frontal and temporal regions. Determination of the user’s complete mental state is very poorly approximated unless signals from the rear of the brain are also considered.

With proper coverage and electrode configuration, however, it is possible to reconstruct a source model of all important brain regions and to see their interplay [1].
EMOTIV Epoc is a new approach to the design and development of mobile EEG systems. It consists of hardware, which collects data, and software, which analysis the data.

B. Hardware:

The award winning EMOTIV Epoc+ is a 14 channel wireless EEG, designed for contextualized research and advanced brain computer interface (BCI) applications. The EMOTIVE EPOC+ provides access to dense array, high quality, raw EEG data using our subscription based software, Pure EEG (Picture 1).

C. Software: Detection algorithms

EMOTIVE EPOC+ offers different kinds of detection algorithms, all of them built on extensive scientific studies aimed to develop accurate machine learning algorithms to classify and grade the intensity of different conditions.

Facial Expressions – muscle artefact, which commonly get rejected in laboratory EEG studies, are diverted and classified to map the activation in different muscle groups and eye movement events. Our universal detections can be fine-tuned for each individual to indicate 12 different facial expressions or events. Individuals with partial paralysis or unusual musculature can custom-train the activations. These events can be used to animate an avatar, detect specific responses and they may be tasked to execute commands.

Performance Metrics – EMOTIV EPOC+ currently measures 6 different emotional and sub-conscious dimensions in real time – Excitement (Arousal), Interest (Valence), Stress (Frustration), Engagement/Boredom, Attention (Focus) and Meditation (Relaxation). Performance Metrics algorithms are being continuously improved and upgraded.

These detections were developed based on rigorous experimental studies involving at least 20-30 volunteers for each state, where subjects were taken through experiences to elicit different levels of the desired state. They were wired up with many additional biometric measures (heart rate, respiration, blood pressure, blood volume flow, skin impedance and eye tracking), observed and recorded by a trained psychologist and also self-reported. EMOTIV Performance Metrics have been validated in many independent peer-reviewed studies [1].

Mental Commands – based on unique and highly efficient methods, EMOTIV has developed a system for users to train direct mental commands where the user trains the system to recognize thought patterns related to different desired outcomes, such as moving objects or making them disappear. The system can be trained to recognize a single command in less than 20 seconds.

EmoKey – the custom software allows untrained users to be able to link their mental commands and emotional reactions directly to keystrokes, mouse operations or gestures within the host machine, allowing non-programmers to incorporate mental commands and mental state detections directly into existing applications.

Combined with the on-board motion sensor it can provide a hands-free brain-controlled mouse, adjust music volume or track skip depending in mood, and many other options.

D. Integration of the future technologies into learning process (curriculum)

Mechatronics is a new science combining engineering, electrical engineering and computer science. We wished to include the technology of the future EMOTIVE Epoc as cross-curricular connector during Mechatronics classes. Since this is a rather complex process, we integrated it through project work.

Project work, however, requires exact definition of goals, activities, sources and timeline [2]. We approached to realize our goals through the following phases:

- Task definition,
- Allocation of groups,
- Timeline,
- Conceptual design,
- Plan creation together with description of working, materials etc.
- Device making,
- Device testing,

Task definition:

Aim of the task was to create a mobile robot (car), which will be mind-controlled:

- Mobile robot (car),
- Size: length cca. 70 cm,
- Carbon made,
- Functions: forward, backward, left, right
- Additional functions: facial expressions recognition (with LED we show 😊, 😞), steering with gyroscope,
- Autonomous functioning (battery charged),
- Wireless connection with a computer,
- 4 wheels.

Allocation of groups:

We divided the project to four lots, whereas each lot is being led by one of the professors – mentors.
• 1st Lot: Computer science (Mentor Andrej Arh),
• 2nd Lot: Electrical engineering (Mentor Jožef Polak),
• 3rd Lot: Mechanics (Mentor Aljaž Rogelj),
• 4th Lot: Project Management (Primož Kurent).

Timeline
Well prepared timeline of the corresponding activities, responsibility allocation and costs management is main foundation of successful execution of a project.

Conceptual design
As aforementioned the EMOTIV Epoc senses the brain activities and only transfers to the computer the signals which require further analysis. Such program was written by students. With the help of one of the soft wares, the computer can be taught which impulse (brain activity) means which order (e.g. forward, backward etc.). Using wireless, the computer then sends the order to the vehicle. The vehicle holds a recipient, which strengthens the signal and sends it to electro engine, causing the vehicle to move. (see Picture 2: Scheme of components connection).

1st Lot: Computer science (Mentor Andrej Arh)
The computer science group studied the functioning of the mind recognition device EMOTIVE Epoc, with installed gyroscope and facial movement recognition system. The signals, which EMOTIVE Epoc transmits, were changed by a software program designed by students, to the extent that they can be transmitted to the computer holding the wireless data transfer system. This system was developed by the electrical engineering group.

2nd Lot: Electrical engineering (Mentor Jožef Polak)
The electrical engineering group developed a system for wireless data transfer. (Picture 3: Device for wireless data transfer.) [3]. The system has four different speeds, based on the number of signals. In practice this means, if we think “forward”, this represents speed 1, if we think “backward”, this is speed 2, etc. The same logic applies for the gyroscope: when we move head forward, this is Speed 1, if we move it forward again this is again another speed etc., whereas if we move our head backward, this reduced the speed level.

3rd Lot: Mechanics (Mentor Aljaž Rogelj)
The mechanics group had to develop a physical model of the vehicle. The vehicle is made out of carbon fibres, representing another challenge on its own Student Luka Kondič is well skilled in vehicles design and he drew a roadster sketch (Picture 4: sketch of the vehicle), after which a 3D model was designed with the help of a computer. To produce the vehicle we first needed to make a model out of Styrofoam in the scale 1:1. This model was made with the help of the School Center Celje. Later on, we applied carbon and resin to the model which gave us the vehicle model as seen on Picture 5: Vehicle made out of carbon. The physical model was made by a student with the help of company Fanell, d.o.o..

III. CONCLUSION
In the article I presented a new, innovative approach of integration of future technologies in high schools and colleges. We developed a mechatronic device steered with by human mind.

Picture 2: Scheme of components connection.

Picture 3: Device for wireless data transfer.

Picture 4: sketch of the vehicle.

Picture 5: Vehicle made out of carbon.
The system entails a device which is being put to a person’s head and recognizes the electrical impulses from brain when we think of a certain thing/object/feeling. These impulses can be transmitted to a computer and processed accordingly. We can form exits which manage different actuators. This gives us endless possibilities to develop new and interesting devices which are mind controlled. The device also holds a gyroscope and has the possibilities of facial activities recognition.

Knowledge and experiences which we gained with this project brought us to a level, where we practically have endless possibilities for various applications in the future; from medicine to mechanical and entertainment industries.

All involved participants learned something new in this project. Talented students, full of interests, gained new skills and insights into industry, whereas mentors gained new pedagogical and professional skills. It was a great pleasure to work with students full of enthusiasm, which also brings quality and promotion to the school.

I believe that such projects are necessary in the future and this is why we will proceed with such successful practice also in the upcoming years.
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Abstract - In recent years, most developed societies have realized that it is very important for students to acquire the skill of algorithmic thinking and the basic knowledge of computer programming. Nowadays we have numerous ways that allow us to teach programming with appropriate first steps. The paper will present one of the possibilities which we have to introduce basic programming concepts to younger children – with lego robots and a topic Who lives in a meadow?

I. INTRODUCTION

In order for children to become active creators in computer science and informatics, it is necessary to learn the algorithmic way of thinking. Knowing the basic steps of programming is one of the best ways to do it. The purpose of this paper is to present a project we did in a kindergarten with Lego WeDo, which is a great tool to start introducing the world of programming to kids [1], and is practically suitable for all age groups. Most of the activities are based on a game and co-working. Lego robots allow us to do many cross-curricular links, including topics related to life, physical science, Earth science and space technology.

II. COOPERATION WITH PRESCHOOL CHILDREN

A. Lego WeDo 2.0

Lego® Education WeDo 2.0 [2] basic set (Fig.1) is designed primarily for elementary school students, but we can also use it for working with preschool kids and high school students with no prior experience. The kit allows us to create and programme simple Lego® models. The set contains more than 280 items, including WeDo 2.0 Smarthub, one motor, a motion sensor that can detect objects at a distance of 15 cm and a tilt sensor that can detect six different positions.

Smarthub is the electronic system, which is part of the product Lego® Power Functions (LPF) 2.0, a new technology platform for the program Lego® Education.

It has a built-in low-energy bluetooth technology that connects smarthub with software. Energy can be obtained via two AA batteries or rechargeable batteries. There are two I/O outputs, through which you can connect external motors, sensors or any of the other LPF 2.0 components. Built-in RGB light area can display 10 different colors, which can be controlled by software.

It is an excellent tool for introducing the basics of robotics and enables interdisciplinary cooperation. It has the option of documenting and sharing. Programming is based on the principle of drag and drop.

B. Starting the activity

We start with an exciting polygon, where children try to lead a live robot. First, we choose a volunteer and blindfold him. Then we place a dynamic polygon made of tables and chairs in the classroom, which enables them to securely lead "a live blindfolded robot" (Fig.2). At first glance it may not be immediately apparent, but there are some programming concepts already hiding in the game.

The aim of the game is that the children learn from the experience what are the good and sufficient detailed instructions that enable successful and fast crossing of the polygon. Sometimes we can prepare a polygon in such a way that children can use the instructions in the loop or a conditional statement....

Children can see through this activity that some instructions are understood completely clear by some of them, while others may be misinterpreted and that there are also several procedures for the solution of polygons ...

Figure 1: Lego WeDo 2.0

Figure 2: Polygon
We further discuss how we perceive space when we are blindfolded and what is the role our senses. Children usually figure out what is the connection between the robot and our game. An interesting topic is also to talk about the differences between robots and humans.

C. Robots in everyday life

We continue with a conversation about robots in everyday life. Children often say that they have not yet met a robot, but after some consideration they soon think of a robotic vacuum cleaner. They have already heard about or seen a robotic lawn mower or industrial robots... Then we talk about how we command the robots. The most thorough analysis of the robot’s function can be carried out on a robotic vacuum cleaner that children know best. They know that robotic vacuum cleaner has a sensor for not falling which prevents falling down the stairs. Children can describe its moving really precisely. They know the cleaner uses a profiled rubber bumper to detect obstacles. They even know that it is necessary to lodge a border wire in areas where we do not want the robotic lawn mower to mow.

D. Creating our own robots

Our robots, which we will build, will also require sensors for better orientation in space. We introduce two sensors in the kit, a tilt sensor and a motion sensor (Fig.3).

It is time to build a robot and equip it with sensors. The focus is firstly on commands which will tell the robot how to move. We use printed command blocks on a bigger format. Children try to conclude what each command means just by observing the image (Fig.4). Most children are very good at observing. They identify a motor which rotates in the clockwise direction or in the opposite direction. They connect the engine with the hourglass and with the length of time that the motor will spin. They explain that the command block which determines the engine power shows the engine and power meter pointer.

We proceed with the assembly of lego bricks. Following the instructions first robots are made and programmed to move, and then equipped with a motion sensor and a tilt sensor.

III. Creativity of preschool children

We had quite a few meetings with preschool children (Fig.5), where we build different robots: a frog, a mantis, a spider, a caterpillar, a bee... Members of Ćuranački were teaching children how to build correctly and follow the instructions and we did some basic programming.

First we started with the topic: Who lives in a meadow? We divided the children into six groups, each group picked one animal – bee, spider, snake, caterpillar, mantis, and firefly. There were four children in each group. Two groups worked on a robot, while the other two groups worked on modelling an animal’s environment, a meadow with a pond (Fig.6). The last two groups learned about a chosen animal, explored how they live: how bees take an active role in plant reproduction, they researched different stages in the life circle of a frog, butterfly, ... Groups rotated on each session.

Before visiting the kindergarten, we elected all needed bricks for creating a specific robot, so the children didn’t spend too much time searching, and they did not lose interest in searching among too many bricks. Group members that were constructing and building robots had different tasks: they had to find the right bricks, one had to put the next page of instructions on the tablet, and another had to check if pieces were joined correctly. The children did all of the tasks alternately, except the search for needed parts, which was everybody’s job. They built alternately; some children had more experience following instructions and better spatial performance. They helped children with more difficulties and they were «supervisors».

Once we constructed the robot, we wrote simple programs, where animals were moving forward and backward, they were making different sounds and the RGB light surface on Smart Hub changed colors. The children then tried to modify programs.

Because of a major interest and enthusiasm among the children, we added two more topics: jungle, and working machines and heavy-equipment vehicle (Fig. 7).

We experienced major progress in following building instructions, better spatial performance, and better motoric skills when putting bricks together. The children were excited and they happily presented their work to other kindergarten groups and their parents.

The reactions to the project we did together were extremely positive. Children were satisfied, because they really assembled their own robot, wrote a program and
created an environment for the robot-animal in the meadow. Meanwhile they visited some interesting experts. They visited a beekeeper and they molded their own wax candles. Children learned a lot about animals in the meadow. They were able to use their imagination and creativity. Children enjoyed in the implementation of their own ideas and comparing their products. After completing the project, the children were excited and eager for new meetings.

IV. CONCLUSION

Panellists on computer literacy in primary schools this year agreed that the school system is in urgent need of change in the field of computer skills, because without these skills, students will not be competitive in almost any field of expertise. There is almost no activity associated with digitization, so computer skills are vital.

We introduce children to the world of programming and algorithmic thinking through attractive robotics by programming small robots. In this way there is a connection between the mind maps and the physical world. Learning about computer concepts and developing procedural way of thinking help students acquire knowledge and skills that are much more durable than the rapidly evolving technology.
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Abstract: The improvement of communication and the exchange of teaching resources between teachers and students has developed a model of web services based on cloud computing technology. Today's models and systems (in the application approach) are used according to the user's needs, while the rest of the time computing resources remain not used. Such services are characterized by extremely high level of security and synchronization of files that are continuously exchanged. The infrastructure that is based on cloud technology provides uninterrupted simultaneous work of great number of different virtual machines on which are installed different systems and application software. For the purposes of the experiment, teaching resources are offered in the form of a virtual machine. Experiment included approximately 500 respondents in the territory of the Republic of Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina. The experiment results show that the system for e-learning (online education) developed in cloud environment is more scalable and shows better performance from the currently used classical server oriented system.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development of information technology we see a strong ongoing need to improve the current state of information systems in education. Cloud computing or cloud technology is the answer that fulfill the above mentioned need in order to increase the capacity and provide new features on the existing infrastructure without investing in new infrastructure and personnel. This technology has enabled customers to use additional computing resources using only a web browser (e.g. Internet Explorer, Chrome or Firefox) thereby using the existing computing resources. Cloud technology is a kind of technology mainly oriented to end users and is implemented through a number of services like providing additional disk space, memory and network capacity as well as providing quality free software applications.

One of the biggest benefits of cloud technologies are new opportunities in business, economics and education. A simple exchange of information and collaborative work on documents (teaching materials) has increased flexibility and has enabled faster execution of tasks. Therefore, there is no longer need to invest in expensive IT and logistics infrastructure, we can use cloud services only when needed, which greatly reduces costs.

Based on several research papers conducted by well-known analysts, manufacturers and IT users of cloud computing and according to the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) [1], this modern cloud computing technology can be said to represent:

The shape of this cloud technology over the existing internet browsers delivers a multitude of applications to end users. Using this model, users do not have to invest in new server and network resources and licensed programs. Cost of service providers are in fact lower than in the traditional service of data storage on a separate server.

II. THE LOGICAL ARCHITECTURE OF THE SYSTEM - WEB SERVICES

Applications must manage all resources of Cloud Computing infrastructure in order to ensure quality services to end users (students). Applications are to be developed for various platforms: Android mobile platforms, Linux, windows and other. The applications would depend on existing Cloud Computing infrastructure, and would be integrated with the root computer of end users (LDAP) which contains accounts for access and relies on web services, what allows future development of other applications that have similar purposes and capabilities [2]. Through the comparable method, a similar application would be developed as well as the web applications with the same purpose.

The application would primarily benefit students chosen to conduct the research experiment, which would allow them to schedule and run predefined virtual machines with all the installed operating systems and necessary software that is required for the particular course.

The software application would use the service-oriented architecture, which allows comparative development of web and mobile applications. The mentioned approach to software development would lead to the creation desktop applications and integration with more some existing system.
Web service has the primary role in business logic and system integration. It integrates the following components: OpenLDAP user directory, Moodle LMS, and MySQL databases [3]. System architecture for execution of the application is shown below (Figure 1)

![System architecture](image)

The end user (student) can access the system using two channels, web applications and mobile applications. In the future, it would be possible to increase the number of channels access to the system.

The complete administration of the system would be conducted through web applications [4] [5]. One thing that would be needed is to ensure that the end user is assigned rights of system administration. Administrators would be able to define the exact DVD image of the operating system stored on Cloud Computing infrastructure and the ultimate users would be able to reserve and initiate the OS image through the application. Since the system would be integrated with Moodle LMS, Virtual machines can be grouped according to the available Moodle courses.

In order to ensure greater scalability of the system and the introduction of opportunities of new services for customers (students) the ultimate Cloud Computing infrastructure would be presented [6]. The complete software for the management of this infrastructure is package Eucalyptus. The complete software code is labeled as open source software and that is a strong advantage of the entire project as it significantly reduces the economic costs of the implementation of this software solution.

For the purposes of evaluation of the developed model of IT infrastructure for education we have conducted an experiment. The experiment covered high school students of third and fourth years as they have been divided into experimental and the control group. Students have voluntarily consented to participate in the experiment. The experiment will be carried out in the municipalities of Stitar, Zupanja and Vinkovci (Croatia) and Samac, Orasje and Odzak (Bosnia and Herzegovina) in the academic year 2015/16. The experiment will include about 470 teachers and students.

The main goal of the experiment is eliciting answers to the following questions:

- In what measure does this online e-learning system stored in the cloud affect the results which students achieve on their final exams (main hypothesis);
- Are the teachers satisfied with the implemented infrastructure for e-education in privately developed Cloud (secondary hypothesis);
- Do we see the expected performance of the implemented system of e-education in the privately developed Cloud (secondary hypothesis).

In order to determine the degree and properly assess the performance of the infrastructure for e-education in privately developed cloud and its effects on the recently achieved results of the students, we shall compare the students’ results which are grained in the environment of the privately developed cloud where the students could have used all the available educational services to those students’ results gained through the system for e-education developed on classical infrastructure, in which new services had not been available (Table 1). Students of the experimental groups had the possibility of using educational resources which are offered through virtual machines. For the control group, the selected students are those who have attended the same courses as the previous generation. The students belonging to the control group have only used the classical system Moodle LMS without accessing the resources and services that our developed platform offers in the privately developed cloud.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course title</th>
<th>Experimental group</th>
<th>Controlled group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N Average</td>
<td>N Average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Databases</td>
<td>461 8.01</td>
<td>470 7.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet Technologies</td>
<td>256 8.07</td>
<td>228 8.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programming Languages</td>
<td>176 8.11</td>
<td>171 8.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Statistical summary medium rating experimental and control group students

In order to estimate the performance of the implemented system of e-education in privately developed clouds we have used a sophisticated software tool - Ganglia. This tools (Ganglia) is for gathering and representation of performances of the server resources. This particular software tool
allows for deeper analysis of all the performance attributes such as the stability of the system, availability, speed and the analysis of performance of its processors (Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>The period of maximum load</th>
<th>The period of normal load</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The maximum number of simultaneous accesses</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stability (The number of interruptions in the system)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessibility (Expressed in percentage)</td>
<td>98.75 %</td>
<td>100 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed (System response in milliseconds)</td>
<td>15 ms</td>
<td>7 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance of CPU (Average load: CPU u %)</td>
<td>65 %</td>
<td>22 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Indicator of performances and the system stability

The research survey for researching the selected teachers' attitudes on electronic education system in this private cloud has been developed to contain five questions total. The questionnaire is confirmed using the well-known Cronbach alpha coefficient, which is 0.814, in this particular case. All the survey questions are formed so as to elicit answers in the following areas: teachers' productivity during the preparation phase of the course, teacher productivity during the course realization phase, feedback on technical support satisfaction, feedback on customer experiences of the e-learning system and the general opinions of the developed infrastructure for e-education. All research questions are formed with the well-known Likert five-scale (Table 3).

The experiment or the test covered all the students of the controlled and experimental groups. The testing approach has been used in order to present the statistical significant difference between the results results of the controlled and experimental group. The tests are made for each observed course (Databases, Internet technology, Programming languages). Cronbach alpha coefficients are 0910, 0875 and 0890, respectively. The same tests had been used during the previous five years for the observed courses. Pupils had been enabled to use the provided services in this context of the given environments of private clouds: portal service, e-mail, file management system, service for database management, services for communication and cooperation. These services provide the educational resources, and provide students with:

- Easy access to a variety of useful information and educational services;
- Open interaction between users;
- Information sharing of all the common activities;
- Learning Management system integration

The Strategy of Creation of Educational Resources is defined for needs of each course in context of the electronic education. For each course (Databases, Internet technology, programming languages) we have defined expensive virtual machines with specific hardware and software requirements. Those setup virtual machines contain the names, descriptions, roles and types of virtual machines for each of the three discussed courses.

With the development and realization of the above mentioned IT model of infrastructure for e-education, we have effectively provided contemporary services from the IT sphere and from the sphere of communication technology in order to improve the main educational work. To all the registered tutors, teaching staff and administrators we have provided and made possible a unique, fast and easy access to all the teaching resources and network services and thereby increasing the overall efficiency, safety and quality of the education process.
The procedure of integration services in electronic education in the cloud environment and conducting the electron learning:

Educational courses are created by all the teachers through Home LMS system. After that, for each course we prepare the instructional materials, activities and tasks. Also, we prepare the most specific software tools needed for each course. All the pupils’ accounts are created in the Home LMS and integrated with LDAP directory linked to the educational institutions. After that, we prepare the virtual machines with the main operating system, application software and tools necessary for each individual course. Following up, we prepare virtual machines stores as DVD images deposited in the private cloud. Students use the familiar and user-friendly web interface or mobile application interface to book some courses from the predefined virtual machines. Finally, teachers and administrators of the system can see and analyze the final results of the students performance in the system and only store the results in the private clouds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course title</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Databases</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental group</td>
<td>461</td>
<td>7.98</td>
<td>0.961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controlled group</td>
<td>470</td>
<td>7.72</td>
<td>0.949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Internet technologies</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental group</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>8.09</td>
<td>1.032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controlled group</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>7.88</td>
<td>1.262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Programming languages</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental group</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>8.22</td>
<td>1.059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controlled group</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>7.98</td>
<td>0.994</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Students’ results achieved after the testing phase

For testing the existence of the significance difference variable between the obtained results gathered from the students of the controlled and experimental groups we have used the variable of analysis. The final results show (Table 4) that there are significant statistical differences between the achieved results of the controlled group of our students and the experimental group of our students for all three observed courses:

- Database: $F(1,929) = 16.648$ (p <0.05)
- Internet technology: $F(1,482) = 4.130$ (p <0.05)
- Programming languages: $F(1,345) = 4.930$ (p <0.05)

III. CONCLUSION

In the process of analyzing all the collected information from the recently conducted surveys of teachers, we can conclude the following:

- Most teachers agrees that this infrastructure of private clouds enhances the productivity in preparing for the courses intended for e-education experience. However, several teachers have had contrary opinions. Those teachers are mainly the individuals who have had to invest more efforts in preparation of certain teaching themes like setting up specific virtual machines for the given teaching themes;
- When considering the application possibilities of this infrastructure stored in private clouds for realization of electronic education, most teachers agree that the implemented infrastructure enhances productivity when conducting electronic courses;
- The technical support used in the given infrastructure of the private clouds is at an adequate level for most of our teachers. However, several teachers have not been satisfied with the quality of the provided technical support;
- The reporting channel implemented in the system of electronic education is at an adequate level for most teachers. However, there has been a significant number of teachers who have had different opinions on reporting. Those are mainly the teachers who did not need to use the reporting services;
- not was teachers which think that realization infrastructure private clouds not suitable for e education. most teachers you agreed that is infrastructure very suitable for system e-education;
- Our teachers are satisfied with the quality of the system for identity management. Most teachers agree that in order to access all the necessary resources, one can easy access them over the integrated system for management of identities.
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Abstract - Academic plagiarism is a serious problem nowadays. Due to the existence of inexhaustible sources of digital information, today it is easier to plagiarize more than ever before. The good thing is that plagiarism detection techniques have improved and are powerful enough to detect attempts of plagiarism in education. We are now witnessing efficient plagiarism detection software in action, such as Turnitin, iThenticate or SafeAssign. In the introduction we explore software that is used within the Croatian academic community for plagiarism detection in universities and/or in scientific journals. The question is - is this enough? Currently software has proven to be successful, however the problem of identifying paraphrasing or obfuscation plagiarism remains unresolved. In this paper we present a report of how semantic similarity measures can be used in the plagiarism detection task.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Academic plagiarism is nowadays one of the most pressing problems of the academic community. Many successful plagiarism detection tools and software products have been developed. However, the detection of paraphrasing or obfuscation plagiarism remains a challenge because most of the existing tools are only able to detect copy-paste cases of plagiarism. Plagiarism is not just the direct copying of one's text. It can be far more complicated if it is a case of paraphrasing or obfuscation. According to [1] high-obfuscation plagiarism can be realised by modifying original text by reduction, combination, paraphrasing, summarizing, restructuring, concept specification and concept generalization.

Due to this, there are serious drawbacks of systems such as Turnitin or SafeAssign. More precisely, these tools cannot deal with the vocabulary problems such as synonymy, homonymy, hyperonymy and hyponymy. There are many various approaches in the area of natural language processing (NLP) that may offer a solution for this task.

However, there is still lot of room for improvement. This is why we are focused on paraphrasing and obfuscation plagiarism detection. We analyse various approaches that may identify paraphrasing and obfuscation by means of semantic similarity measures. Some are based on external knowledge resources such as WordNet or ontologies, and others are based on statistical NLP techniques.

The goal of this paper is to analyse the possibilities of existing semantic similarity measures and somehow classify existing approaches. This is just a preliminary study of this wide domain with the further goal of providing an extensive overview and classification of all semantic similarity measures of text and possible approaches in paraphrasing identification. In addition to this, we give a short review of the situation with academic plagiarism in Croatia. This is important because the struggle against academic plagiarism nowadays is on-going and there are frequent clashes.

In the first part of the paper we describe the problems of academic plagiarism. Furthermore, we give a brief review of academic anti-plagiarism efforts in Croatia. In the second part of the paper we are focused on various approaches for plagiarism detection based on semantic measures. After this we give an overview of other papers which try to resolve plagiarism detection problems with NLP techniques and semantic similarity. Finally, the sixth section contains a conclusion and possible directions for future research.

II. ACADEMIC PLAGIARISM

Academic plagiarism in other words the plagiarism of digital text is most often the target of plagiarism during education and in academic papers. Academic plagiarism is a syntagma which indicates the plagiarism of a complete or part of documents of the following kinds: of programs in the source programming code, seminars, critical reviews, professional or scientific papers and non-literary books. The first tagmeme of syntagma - academicaly, points out that this kind of plagiarism most often appears in the academic community. At the same time it means that in the academic context plagiarism is a particularly worrying phenomenon which attracts the attention of all academic structures.

Below we provide a list of the methods of academic plagiarism and after that comment upon the anti-plagiarism efforts in the Croatian academic community.
A. Methods of Academic Plagiarism

The most famous plagiarism software manufacturer Turnitin [2], distinguishes academic plagiarism methods and research paper plagiarism methods. As academic plagiarism methods it lists:

- the submission of someone else’s work as one’s own, in order to fulfil a specified teaching obligation,
- the copying of words or ideas without giving credit to the original author,
- copying the majority of the words or ideas that compromises the work,
- submitting an already submitted work (e.g. from another colleague),
- not using quotation marks when quoting,
- giving incorrect data about sources,
- the use of someone else’s sentences by using substitute words,
- using someone else’s ideas without referencing.

Turnitin also lists the research plagiarism methods [2, Pt. 1, p. 5]:

- “Claiming authorship on a paper or research that is not one’s own.
- Citing sources that were not actually referenced or used.
- Reusing previous research or papers without proper attribution.
- Paraphrasing another’s work and presenting it as one’s own.
- Repeating data or text from a similar study with similar methodology without proper attribution.
- Submitting a research paper to multiple publications.
- Failing to cite or acknowledge the collaborative nature of a paper or study”.

B. Software solutions used in Academics

In order that the academic community could effectively fight the modern plague in science and education – plagiarism, it is necessary [3, p. 123] (1) “to form warnings and measures in the education of students and scientists” … “at all levels of education” [4, p. 108] and (2) to develop or use existing software systems for plagiarism detection. According to [3], [4], the most widely used software products in the world are: iThenticate, SafeAssign and CrossCheck. All the papers checked by Turnitin are stored in a database for further comparison. SafeAssign is optional in this regard. CrossCheck uses a large database of papers which have been handed over for the use of scholarly publishers affiliated to their CrossRef organisation. In return they can use the plagiarism detection system free of charge. Individuals do not generally have some cheap or free of charge choice. One of the possibilities is the Viper desktop application, which only works in the Windows environment.

It is known that with the software detection of plagiarism there still exists the insufficient detection of so-called intelligent plagiarism cases [3]: the plagiarism of ideas, complex paraphrasing, and plagiarism between multiple languages. This is trying to be resolved in existing commercial software systems with the adding of translation modules, however the solution is in a qualitative upturn: the detection of semantic similarities between documents.

C. Academic Anti Plagiarism Efforts in Croatia

In the EU and around the world, plagiarism is a very worrying phenomenon against which educational, preventative and restrictive methods are used. In 2015 The Council of Europe supported this effort by establishing the Pan-European Platform on Ethics, Transparency and Integrity in Education (ETINED), the aims of which priority activities are, amongst others, [5]: “Ethical behaviour of all actors in education” and “Academic integrity and plagiarism”. In this context the European Commission led a project (2010-2013) in which Croatia did not participate: The Impact of Policies for Plagiarism in Higher Education Across Europe (IPPHEAE) “whose aim was to explore policies and systems of assuring academic integrity and deterring plagiarism in a system of higher education” [6, p. 5].

However, in Croatia as a member of the same EU, it is possible that the secretary of a parliamentary party, a rector of a university or a member of the Constitutional Court use plagiarism, yet in doing so are not sanctioned, what’s more – they continue to perform their high office. And this is all despite the fact that in 2006 a Committee of Ethics in Science and Higher Education was established as a body of the highest legislative authority in Croatia (Parliament).

Turnitin has been used by the University of Rijeka since 2014 [3, p. 12] and immediately after by University of Osijek. The VERN Polytechnic and the Zagreb School of Management use Turnitin, too [6, p. 12], as well as by individual faculties of the University of Zagreb, where there is unfortunately no joint financing, although the Rector announces it. In the meantime, individual faculties autonomously negotiate plagiarism checking services at their own expense. For example, the Faculty of Teacher Education in Zagreb used Ephorus for several years, however due to its high price and it crossed over to the cheaper solution: desktop only and Windows only application Plagiarism-Detector Personal.

The University of Split planned to begin using some software from 2015, but since the beginning of 2017 they have still not done so, due to the high prices. On the level of collaboration between Croatian universities, the president of the Rector’s Assembly announced the collaboration of projects of mutual interest and a reduction of the burden of cost to each university.

Some unspecified plagiarism checking software is used by the School of Dental Medicine and the Faculty of Political Science [7, p. 2]. Furthermore, some scientific journals in Croatia use plagiarism detection software systems, e.g. Biochemia medica [8], the journal of the Croatian Society of Medical Biochemistry and
Laboratory Medicine which both use iThenticate since 2013.

Members of professional committees for (re)accreditation from abroad are participating in the processes of the (re)accreditation of Croatian higher education institutions. Usage of plagiarism detection tools is one of the parameters for measuring the quality of professional and scientific work in academic institutions. This has prompted many of them to start using some plagiarism checking software or to consider options of using it. Surely the best solution for all of them is to unite, as many educational institutions as possible, in a common approach to suppliers, i.e. service providers, because in this way individual institutional usage is the cheapest, and further on, the database of documents – the corpus, as the basis for software comparison, becomes more complete. The current practice is that individual universities or faculties sign contracts with the software dealers or manufacturers, usually in three years’ contracts, for a price that is of much greater than if they bought together and without less limitation of usage.

III. SEMANTIC SIMILARITY

The concept of semantic similarity is fundamental and widely understood in many domains of natural language processing [9]. It can be defined as the degree of taxonomic proximity between terms [10]. The terms that can be also used instead are semantic proximity or semantic distance as an opposite concept. According to Resnik [11], semantic similarity represents a special case of semantic relatedness. He gives an example that cars and gasoline seem more closely related than cars and bicycles, but the latter pair is more similar.

Semantic similarity can be measured in terms of numerical score that quantifies similarity/proximity. In existing research’s various semantic similarity measures (SSMs) have been defined and many semantic similarity computational models have been proposed. Semantic similarity measures have been widely used in many NLP and related fields such as text classification, information retrieval, information extraction, word sense disambiguation, machine translation, question answering, plagiarism detection, etc.

Semantic similarity can be calculated on different levels of granularity (between words, between paragraphs or between whole texts/documents).

In the case of plagiarism detection, semantic similarity should be expressed on the text level as the final result. The score of semantic similarity between suspected document and one or more other documents may indicate the existence of plagiarism. The whole procedure of plagiarism identification, semantic similarity can be calculated on the sentence and paragraph level.

IV. SEMANTIC SIMILARITY MEASURES

In this section we will give an overview of different measures and approaches in measuring the semantic similarity of texts. Semantic similarity measures are defined in the domain of NLP for various tasks. One of the first application of SSMs was obtained in 1970s seventies for the task of information retrieval [12].

There are various approaches in detecting semantic similarity. According to [13], there are two main approaches in measuring the semantic similarity of texts: corpora-based and knowledge-based. There is also a class of ontology-based semantic similarity measures extensively described in [10]. These measures also belong to the class of knowledge-based measures. Here we present another approach in which we classify measures it two categories: SSMs on the concept/word level and SSMs on the document/text level (Fig. 1).

![Figure 1. Simple classification of semantic similarity approaches](image)

A. Semantic similarity on the concept/word level

Semantic similarity on the concept or word level is based on the hierarchy between concepts or words. It is usually defined for the taxonomy such as WordNet or for some more extensive ontology [10]. These measures assume as input a pair of concepts or words, and return a numeric value indicating their semantic similarity. Based on word similarities it is possible to compute the similarities of texts according to variously defined equations [13].

If we have an ontology or “IS-A” taxonomy with a set of concepts C. The similarity between two concepts can be computed by taking into account the edges (edge-based measures) or by taking into account the nodes (node-based measures).

Edge-based measures estimate the similarity of two concepts according to how near these two concepts are. The simplest way to measure semantic similarity of two concepts c1 and c2 is to estimate the distance of two concepts as the shortest-path between them [14]. There are more sophisticated approaches that take into account the possible weights of edges between two concepts. In most cases, the semantic similarity of two concepts is
estimated as a function of the depth of the Least Common Ancestor (LCA) or Least Common Subsumer (LCS) [10]. An example of this approach is Wu and Palmer metrics [15] with a very simple similarity measure of two concepts:

\[ \text{sim}_{\text{WPM}}(c_1, c_2) = \frac{2 \text{depth}(\text{LCA}_{c_1, c_2})}{\text{depth}(c_1) \cdot \text{depth}(c_2)}. \]

Node based approaches can be divided into two categories: a feature-based and one based on information theory.

In a feature based approach a concept is described with a set of features \( F \). Thus, two concepts can be compared in terms of classical binary or distance measures. An example of this approach is the Concept-Match similarity measure defined by Maedche and Staab [16]:

\[ \text{sim}_{\text{CMatch}}(c_1, c_2) = \frac{|F(c_1) \cap F(c_2)|}{|F(c_1) \cup F(c_2)|}. \]

Approaches based on information theory are based on Shannon’s theory. The similarity of concepts is defined according to the amount of information they share. Resnik define a measure:

\[ \text{sim}_{\text{Resnik}}(c_1, c_2) = \max_{c \in S(c_1, c_2)} \left[ -\log p(c) \right], \]

where \( S(c_1, c_2) \) is the set of concepts that subsume both concepts \( c_1 \) and \( c_2 \).

Pointwise Mutual Information is proposed by Turney [17]. It is based on word co-occurrence using counts collected over very large corpora. For two words \( w_1 \) and \( w_2 \), their PMI-IR is measured as:

\[ \text{sim}_{\text{PMI}}(w_1, w_2) = \log_2 \frac{p(w_1, w_2)}{p(w_1) \cdot p(w_2)}. \]

There are many other concept level measures, named by their authors, amongst whom the important ones are: Leacock & Chodorow, Lesk, Wu and Palmer, Resnik, Lin, Jiang and Conrath, Zhong, Nguyen and Al-Mubaid, Caviedes and Cimino, etc.

B. Semantic similarity on the document/text level

Similarity measures on the document or text level are mainly based on the approaches developed in the NLP domain. Most of these approaches have their roots in machine learning. In this section we briefly describe the most used approaches for calculating the semantic similarity between two documents.

One of the first approaches in measuring semantic similarity between documents was vector space model (VSM) originally proposed by Salton et al. [18] for the task of information retrieval domain.

In the VSM each document is a point in an \( n \)-dimensional space. For a given set of \( k \) documents \( D = \{ D_1, D_2, ..., D_k \} \), a document \( D_i \) can be represented as a vector \( D_i = (w_{i1}, w_{i2}, ..., w_{in}) \). In the classical word-based VSM, each dimension corresponds to one term or word from the document set. Weights may be determined by using various weighting schemes; TF-IDF is usually used in the word-based VSM. The similarity between two documents \( D_i \) and \( D_j \) can be calculated as cosine similarity:

\[ \text{sim}_{\cos} = \frac{D_i \cdot D_j}{\|D_i\| \cdot \|D_j\|}. \]

The main drawbacks of this model are high dimensionality, sparseness and vocabulary problems. Therefore, there are various modifications and generalisations of this classical version of the VSM.

Another approach is Latent semantic analysis (LSA) proposed by Landauer (1998). It also exploits the vector space model, but in this approach it uses a dimension reduction technique known as Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of the initial matrix. In this way LSA overcomes the high dimensionality and sparseness of the standard SVM model. The similarity between two documents is again calculated as a cosine similarity as in equation or some other similarity measure.

One more recent approach is deep learning. Similarly with the previous methods, in deep learning documents or texts can be represented as vectors by the using document to vector technique (doc2vec). Moreover, words are also represented as vectors by using the word to vector strategy (word2vec). There are variations in learning word vector representation; one is the matrix decomposition method such as LSA; another is context-base methods such as skip-grams, a continuous bag of words. Furthermore, there is an unsupervised algorithm that learns representation for documents or smaller samples of texts (paragraphs, sentences). At the end, vectors can be compared using cosine similarity or some other similarity measure.

There are also other similar measures for text similarity such as Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA), Salient Semantic Analysis (SSA), Distributional Similarity, Hyperspace Analogues to Language, etc.

V. RELATED WORK

There are attempts to identify plagiarism by semantic similarity measures. Researchers have approached the problem of determining plagiarism through semantic similarity in a multitude of ways. Many have used ontologies, usually WordNet with some additions like fuzzy similarity measures, a combination of WordNet with morphological and syntactic analysis, machine learning from examples or with hashing, etc. Others have turned to intrinsic methods, citation-based plagiarism detection, graphical representation, natural language processing, deep learning and even multidimensional approach.

Shenoy et al. (2012) [21, p. 59] “proposes an automatic system for semantic plagiarism detection based on ontology mapping”. They invented an algorithm which is capable of learning ontology from documents using Web Ontology Language OWL and then applying it to ontology mapping to “detect correspondences between the various entities” [21, p. 60].

WordNet has been used by more than a few researchers. Al-Shamery and Gheni (2016) [22] consider that finding synonyms (over WordNet) on the same place in comparing documents is to be the proof of semantic plagiarism.

Alzahrani and Salim (2010) [23] presents “plagiarism detection method using a fuzzy semantic-based string similarity approach”. They pull potential source documents using shingling and Jaccard coefficient, then compare them to the sentence granularity, simultaneously computing fuzzy degree of similarity with the help of WordNet a (different words gets 0, WordNet synonyms gets 0.5, the same word gets 1 fuzzy degrees).

Marsi and Krahmer (2010) [24] suggested the semantic similarity method for analysing comparable text that relies on a combination of morphological and syntactic analysis, WordNets, and machine learning from examples. They analyse semantic similarity between sentences “by aligning their syntax trees, where each node is matched to the most similar node in the other tree (if any)” [24].

Czerski et al. (2015) [25] proposed using an algorithm based on sentence hashing but the approach was combined with replacing some word for some representative ones using synonyms and the WordNet, thesaurus and “IS A” ontology, so the number of sentences in the document is reduced and the remaining sentences consist only from lemmas.

Eissen and Stein (2006) [26, pp. 566–567] used the intrinsic method of semantic similarity discovering: stylometry analysis, using five categories of stylometric features: “(i) text statistics, which operate at the character level, (ii) syntactic features, which measure writing style at the sentence-level, (iii) part-of-speech features to quantify the use of word classes, (iv) closed-class word sets to count special words, and (v) structural features, which reflect text organization.” They also introduced a new stylometric measure: averaged word frequency class, as "the most powerful concept with respect to intrinsic plagiarism detection" [26, p. 567].

Gipp et al. (2013) [27, p. 1119] noticed that plagiarists “usually do not substitute or rearrange the citations copied from the source document”, so they developed several Citation-based Plagiarism Detection algorithms using citation patterns within scientific documents “as a unique, language-independent fingerprint to identify semantic similarity” with reasonable success in detecting disguised plagiarism.

Osman et al. (2010) designed a method of detecting plagiarism based on graph representation. For two documents their method [28, p. 36] “build the graph by grouping each sentence terms in one node, the resulted nodes are connected to each other based on order of sentence within the document, all nodes in graph are also connected to top level node” which is “formed by extracting the concepts of each sentence terms and grouping them in such node”.

Chong et al. (2010) [29] applied several NLP techniques on short paragraphs to analyse the structure of the text to automatically identify plagiarised texts. They proved that NLP techniques can improve the accuracy of detection tasks, although there remain challenges such as multilingual detection, synonymy generalisation (word sense disambiguation) and sentence structure generalisation.

Gharavi et al. (2016) [30, p. 1] proposed a “deep learning based method to detect plagiarism” in the Persian language. “In the proposed method, words are represented as multi-dimensional vectors, and simple aggregation methods are used to combine the word vectors for sentence representation. By comparing representations of source and suspicious sentences, pair sentences with the highest similarity are considered as the candidates for plagiarism. The decision on being plagiarism is performed using a two level evaluation method” [30, p. 1].

Mihalcea et al. (2006) presented a method that outperforms a vector-based similarity approach for measuring the semantic similarity of texts using two corpus-based and six knowledge-based measures of word similarity which they used “to derive a text-to-text similarity metric” [13, p. 775].

In [1] Kong et al. (2014) tried to detect high obfuscation plagiarism with a Logical Regression model. The proposed model integrated lexicon features, syntax features, semantics features and structure features which are extracted from suspicious documents and source documents.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this paper we want to describe our preliminary research on semantic similarity measures and their possible usage for paraphrasing detection in the task of plagiarism identification. We analyse some existing measures for quantifying the semantic similarity of texts. There is a plethora of measures and approaches proposed and we divided them into two basic categories with some subcategories. All these measures are defined for different purposes in NLP domain. However, according to the related work, it is obvious that some of these measures can be utilized in the task of plagiarism detection.
One possible approach is based on external knowledge represented in some formalism. External knowledge can be represented in ontology or simpler taxonomies such as WordNet. However, the formalism is not limited to these classical ontologies/taxonomies; it can be any kind of graph representation of lexical relations [31]. Another approach is to use statistical methods designed in the domain of NLP. In the section about related work we present all the approaches that have been used recently for plagiarism detection.

There may be one drawback of the approach based solely on the semantic similarity measures. We need to point out that, perhaps these semantic measures are not enough, and that they can be combined with classical approaches that may identify copy-paste plagiarism.

For further research we plan to experiment with the NOK method [32] or some other graph based formalism for lexical relation representation [33]. Additionally, we would like to experiment with the approach that we try with an ontology-based information retrieval in which the classical VSM is projected onto a smaller vector space [34].
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Abstract - The methodologist's cognitions achieved by experience in education resulted in the fact that the centre of education must be transferred from a teacher to a student. The result of such an approach is the development of personal environment for learning. Former generations of the learning system by which introduction of information technology is introduced into educational process points to the need for introduction of individual approach to learning by development of personal environment for learning. The results of the most important researches implemented at the European universities are presented. Current leading systems for the development of personal environment for learning and tools for creation of personal environment for learning are described. The directions of development of educational environment and guidelines for future researches are established.

I. INTRODUCTION

Transferring and acquisition of knowledge is an individual process for persons who transfer and those who acquire knowledge. It is expected that identical way of transferring the same material on the homogeneous group provides approximately the same results in learning and it is not a repeated case. Actually, individual differences among single individuals are the main reasons for that. The levels of acquisition of new knowledge are conditioned by differences in characteristics of personality, cognitive abilities, learning styles, previously acquired knowledge and skills as well as the level of motivation what is the base for further learning of new materials [1].

There are four types of learning within Croatian qualifying framework and those are:
- Lifelong Learning which denotes the all forms of learning during life and for the purpose of improving the knowledge and skills
- Formal Learning denotes an activity of authorized institution which is carried out according to the approved programs and for the purpose of improving the knowledge and skills and for which a public document is issued
- Non-formal Learning denotes the organized learning activities for the purpose of improving the knowledge and skills, but a public document isn’t issued
- Informal learning denotes the unorganized activities of acquisition of knowledge and skills, as well as an adequate self-reliance and responsibility resulting from everyday experiences and other influences and sources from an environment, for personal, social and professional needs [2].

Comparing researches on education in adult almost 70-80% of learning is acquired informally [1]. The importance of informal education regarding population is definite. Such way of acquiring knowledge, with regard to percentages isn’t irrelevant, but the leading way of knowledge acquisition.

We differ three generation of Learning Management System (LMS). The first generation was only the distribution of material. It had possibility of very remote or none communication and integration way communication among attendants and teachers were developed and is still being developed in period which is very similar for all attendants without taking into consideration individual differences. From the absences of the second generation arises the third generation which allows user to create an individualized contents and transfers centralization from the position of teacher upon attendant [3, 4].

LMS systems are included into institutional education. The use of that tool initiated consideration on defects and possibilities of improving. One of more important defects is the inflexibility of the contents [5]. Development of personal environment for learning contributes considerably in elimination of such defect. The reason for the development of PLE are enormous defects of LMS what is pointed out by Comacho and Guijana in their work considering that LMS reproduces teaching where a teacher is in the center of a closed model, so attendants are joined in standardized system [6]. Dabbagh and Kitsantas pointed out the defect of the system which doesn’t allow attendants to manage the education space. It is impossible to show your own works to others neither to go through other works [7].

Chapter 2 defines the term of the Personal Learning Environment (PLE) after which the approach of implementation is presented in chapter 3. Chapter 4 analyses the most important approaches to implementation of PLE. Chapter 5 contains guidelines for further work and future researches. The work is closed with chapter 6 by conclusion.
II. PERSONAL LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

PLE can be described as personal environment where somebody learns. That environment must be set and designed according to the user’s needs, that is according to his style, needs and contents [3, 8]. It isn’t a technological tool, but pedagogical approach which is based on technology [9]. Today, PLE has become more than an approach to how people learn. It is a system which helps a student to take control over his learning. It includes setting your own goals, control of learning, communication with other participants in the learning process. Its strategy to understand and promote formal, informal and self-regulated learning of students, is of great interest. It’s important to emphasize the relevance of social media in sharing learning achievements and making sense of them [7]. PLE can be compiled on one or more systems. As such it can be a desktop application or the set of systems placed on the Internet [10].

PLEM (Personal learning environment manager) is a personal learning environment that supports students in creating personalized spaces. In PLEM we distinguish four types of elements of learning: educational materials, educational services, educational experts and educational community [11].

In a personal environment a person can engage, organize, and manage formal, informal and by informal educational materials, tools and experiences.

PLE consists of a client and server parts. In the client part there are applications which communicate with web servers. Applications lead students according to increasing flexibility and effective environment. The server’s part is responsible for the data that is stored locally on the PLE web server.

A. Main Function of the PLE model

Fig.1 shows a model of the main functions of the PLE, and it consists of:

- Searching- it includes searching the Internet content archives and the organization of content
- Organizing- includes labelling, reference management, archiving, either on disk or cloud.
- Creating- includes all activities that are directly related to teaching, writing, producing releases, messages, posts, blogs.
- Communicating, collaborating- interaction, discussion, debates, comments, team work.
- Publishing and sharing- The publication on the Internet when the materials and work are finished
- Project management- defines the settings of learning, rate of learning and learning goals [8].

During the time of formal and informal education the student is a part of the community which allows him to communicate with all the elements of the educational process, but in informal education student learns independently, he manages the complete process of learning without anyone’s monitoring.

PLE is neither specified nor completed system and the best is to use it in order to get sooner and easier new insights. It’s the concept of using different technologies and applications in the process of independent learning, and a key determinant of the concept is that the user independently determines which applications will be used and for what purpose.

In PLE a student should use a simple set of tools, adapted to his needs and characteristics in his personal environment. The tools should enable the student to:

- Learn with other people by determining relationships with other people and other persons as well as the share of the relationship among the contacts that are not a part of his formal educational network,
- Control his resources for learning and allow them structuring, sharing, commenting on sources which were found by their side or by side of the age mates
- Manage with activities in which they participate, providing them with the opportunity to set up and join in activities such as studying groups or gathering of certain groups of people with appropriate resources,
- Integrating learning: allow them to combine learning with different institutions or allow the connection between the formal and informal education [12].

Finally, the environment has to be enough easy for use, maintenance and administration, but still has to enable the collection and linking of the resource that the user will use and store so that he could adapt the computing support to learning processes, with an emphasis on informal learning [13].

III. APPROACHES TO THE IMPLEMENTATION OF PLE

The learning process is unique to each individual. The student’s individuality is evident in creating learning plan and the selection of the environment in which he learns. If the student made the learning plan he needed the prior knowledge. Studies have shown that students most often primarily read mentor’s texts or the texts approved by the Organization, and only then resort to the individual tools. Such concept is the result of the use of classic LMS system and poor prior knowledge. Up to now, this
problem is resolved in a way that a master makes a plan and an environment for what he thinks will suit students.

Linda Castenada, Jordi Adell in their work did research in the way that they wanted to meet PLE from pedagogical approach. It is important to understand the learning process that is in the background of the educational system. The author investigated how students would integrate their education process in their own environment of PLE and build PLE setting tools in it. Their idea is to understand how is the PLE organized by the students, but not by technology but with the processes that take place at students. Students who participated in the study were the first year students.

The study included 30 students who were divided into 6 different groups. All school materials were involved in the LMS SAKAI. Course duration was limited to two weeks in which students participated three hours per week in classes in the classroom, and other obligations had to do on their own. The authors divided all processes into reading processes, creating and sharing and for each of them is made the cloud of the used technology. Examples of the clouds are shown in fig. 2, 3 and 4 [9].

It is difficult to made environment that would suit all students. The solution is shown through the individual monitoring of the student movement according to classic LMS. If we keep track of the activities of attendants, we could anticipate the habits of the attendants and thus ease him to make the learning environment from which he would be allowed to return to classic LMS view. Monitoring of students and proposing the material for which it is considered to be at ease and would have helped him to create a personal environment.

There are several approaches to increasing individualization of the learning environment. PLE is considered to be the educational concept that allows the student to choose methods and tools for his education.

Looking from that perspective PLE looks like a tool based on the pedagogical approach rather than a technological platform.

According to Volton’s attitude it is necessary to allow students to choose the learning methods and ways of learning. Looking from that attitude a personal environment is the informational-communicative technology. Thus Volton advocates PLE as a model, and not as a technological platform [14].

Castaneda and Soto consider that the personal environment should contain sources that the student uses in order to find information, relationships between information and relationships among the different sources. Their main focus is directed towards the mechanism and the tool that independently develop the environment for future learning [15].

Most authors define only-routing either as the ability necessary for the development of the personal environment or as an ability that is developed through the process of creating such environment.

Dabbagh and Kintsantes describe the correlation between self-directed learning and social networks. They develop a pedagogical framework for social networks. The aim of such a framework is to inform on the way how to make the PLE which supports self-directed learning. Their starting points were the students who were constantly viewing and sharing information using technology and thus become co-authors of the content [7].

Shaikh and Khaje consider that the process of building the PLE requires an equal participation of the students and teachers as well. Teachers don’t necessarily play out all the steps at managing the learning process but the focus needs to be on collaboration with students. Also it can’t be ignored competitions of teachers directed according to the nature and complexity of the tasks that students should understand [16].

Joao Paz in his research in which 20 students of the University Aberta, Portugal, took part, tried to integrate and to determine characteristics of LMS and PLE, advantages and disadvantages and ways of designing PLE by students. Total number of tools used by students was 29.

The most popular were: Skype, Youtube, Googlesearch, Side Share, Blogger. The tools that were used after its main function were used at percentage: 36% for communication, 20% for making the materials and projects, 19% for search, 11% for the Organization of the content and 9% for publishing and sharing their materials [8].

In the research that was carried out at University in Balears in Spain, students should have evaluated the use of Symbaloo EDU tools. The questions were divided in a way that it was supposed to evaluate the environment that students independently create and the environment given as a template by the University. Regarding questions on the usefulness of personal environment, about 60% of students agreed that the personal environment is useful and rated it with high grades 4 and 5. None of the respondents didn’t evaluate a personal environment with...
the lowest grade of 1, while 5% of respondents evaluated with grade of 2. The tool also got high marks as a manager of the personal education on the course and the University. 87% of students evaluated it with the mark 4 and 5. Simplicity of using tools is evaluated with high grades in 82% of the students in a situation where they had the template made by the University, but in situation where they had to make their own personal template that percentage drops to 62% [17].

In research carried out at the University of Southampton, students use social networks to divide information 30%, 29% work in network, communication 59%, putting questions 14% and replying to questions 10% [18].

Social networks analysis is a social analysis of the internet. It is a method which attempts to understand the formal and informal connection among social networks. In research attended by 41 professors from 12 countries the tools that were used to a greater extent were Facebook 78%, Twitter 76% and LinkedIn 68%. A tiny percentage of the used tools were Classroom 2.0, Tuenti and Google+. As the main advantage are pointed out two things:

- Sharing of the content what is useful for 63% of Facebook and 81% of Twitter users
- Learning new contents which is useful for 50% of Facebook users and 81% of Twitter.

Even 70% of teachers noted that Twitter could be used for the purpose of education while the same thing was recognized by 50% of Facebook users [18].

IV. ANALYSIS OF DIFFERENT APPROACHES TO PLE IMPLEMENTATION

Personal environment is possible to apply through a variety of tools. When using the tools it is necessary to take care of prior knowledge of the participant as well as popularity and capabilities of the tools. Setting up the PLE is a demanding job and requires a lot of planning. The teacher should be innovative and has to know to find material which will be able to use by trainees. Moreover, he should know why PLE is necessary, he should also know how is it possible to incorporate Web 2.0 tools into the plan and learning program in order to enable collaborative learning [19].

In an effort of implementation at high school students used the most familiar tools. So for homepage they usually chose Google, for making target folders they used Mind Meister. For making the presentations they used Prezi, while for exchanging documents they used GoogleDocs, and for exchanging videos they used Youtube. The conclusions are drawn from researches [19]:

- You don’t need to overestimate the digital skills of the students, they need to prepare themselves so that they could adapt web tools for their needs and learning activities
- You don’t need to overboard with the number of web tools in a short period of time

- Include students in design process allowing them to make decisions on learning activities and selection of web tools
- Explain the role of teachers and students in the process.

A. ROLE

Responsive Open Learning Environment (ROLE) is European collaborative project with 16 internationally recognized research groups from 6 EU countries and China.

The main objective of this project was to support teachers in development of personal learning environment for every student ROLE offers flexibility and personality in the content and of the overall learning environment and its functionality. It uses the open source approach, and any tool created by an individual is available for all those who learn by means of internet, regardless the subject they learn, learning environment, operating system and device they use.

ROLE covers five main objectives:

- Supports individual use of available educational services, tools and resources
- For research and development of psychopedagogical sound framework
- For the creation of new engineering methodology
- For development and maintenance of valuation methodologies
- For the exploitation and expanding of the result of the ROLE.

For students and teachers ROLE infrastructure allows the targeting the students to PLE and so reinforces the user’s journey towards lifelong learning across the institutions.

B. PLEF

Personal Learning Environment Framework (PLEF) system has been developed at the University in Achenu. The system enables the aggregation of data from multiple sources. It supports pupils in taking control over their own learning through management, tagging, commenting, and sharing their favorite materials in a personalized environment. PLEF is prominent among the following items:

- Uses Open ID
- Supports commenting and sharing all the PLE elements
- Access control is defined on each page separately
- Beside traditional approach PLEF offers a view of all the elements. Students can add tags to make the materials classified, categorized, searched and found again
- Supports lateral navigation bar where you can ‘drag and drop’ method drug the new element or modify the order.

Students can divide the complete content according to privacy policy and they have insight in all of their materials and those which are publicly available and which are created by other students.

C. ELGG

ELGG is free open source tool developed in New Zealand. It is based on open standards and open APIs allowing users to improve it with their own favorite tools. Courses and materials are directly displayed in ELGG. One of the major advantages is the possibility of maintenance ELGG account and when the students leave the institution. In that framework it is possible to build all kinds of social environment from the campus of the wider social networks for the university, school or college.

ELGG is free program that must be installed on your computer. It uses the GPL and MIT licenses which enable that content which is made independently by user could be sold but the client who buys that content can redistribute it.

D. Comparison of the tools

In table 1, the tools for creation of PLE are compared. The tools are compared by properties: client’s technology, identity verification, possibilities of multiple identity, commenting, user’s tags, learning plan, ways of communicating and the status of the tool on the basis of production.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ROLE</th>
<th>PLEF</th>
<th>ELGG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technology client</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Ajax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identity verification</td>
<td>project</td>
<td>OpenID, vlastita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple identities</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commenting</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Username</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning Plan</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synchronous communication</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Ne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asynchronous communication</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Status</td>
<td>Project</td>
<td>Under construction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. DIRECTIONS OF PLE DEVELOPMENT

Educational environments are becoming more flexible and more decentralized. In that development, all the processes are directed towards students and their interaction. A large number of the authors explore the tools and systems which are the most common in the student’s choice. If we understand the path of construction of student’s personal environment it is possible to understand his style of learning and adjust our methods to those styles.

We can conclude how the student’s learning process has the following phases:
- Students first read professors’ documents
- Engage in independent creation and solving the problems
- They have need to share their work with others.

Changing educational process can be motivating and prosperous process, but at the same time even very responsible process. The result of that educational process is hardly measurable size and it is showed through a certain period of time but not through one variable.

Pascoa wonders whether we understand how quickly and dramatically the world changes and do we understand that in ten years today technology will be out of date. Furthermore, he claims that the top ten most popular jobs in 2010. didn’t even exist in 2004. [20].

In consideration with the fact that education must be available 24 h a day continuously with social connections.

Downes (2010.) points out that teacher should change himself in the way to become more varied and that his action is spread in different functions. Teachers need to make the most of desirable technology and be aware of the importance of pedagogy so that it can effectively support the learning in the new context [21].

Lagarto (2012) believes that an educational strategy dramatically changes its paradigm and today offers broad opened options. He sees teachers as persons who will need to have also the good functions of the on line content manager and at the same time the environment that is most appropriate for his students [22].

Attwell (2012.) the future of e-education is seen not only in involving of that process in basic, secondary and high education (formal/informal) but as a part of the long life educational process [23].

In research of materials used by students at SAPO campus, it was shown that students chose materials and platforms which were supported by the institutions. They believe in the institutions and their selection and only when they have control over content engage in the independent selection of applications and other systems [24].

Two interesting results are shown in the CAPPLE, four-year research project. The majority of students use strategies related to work on paper much more than digital ones. Some changes are evident in the trends of use of online tools, among senior university students. One of the main changes relates to the preference for using personal instant messaging, rather than forums [19].

Guidelines for further work are directed towards the individual approach to learning and thus according to learning styles. The content that students review in classic LMS system or on the internet is necessary to divide into several groups. Division of materials is possible according to:
- Type – categorization of materials according to look: picture, video, text, animation….
- Importance – the ranking of materials by the institutions
- Successfulness – other student graded materials through which they passed.

The biggest disadvantage in the presented research, as the students evaluated, was the creation of the environment itself. If the system would follow the user and suggest him the further steps, look and materials, it would greatly assist the attendant. According to user’s opinion in that way would be ironed out the biggest former disadvantage. Such categorization of information is possible through evaluation of the materials by students who spend their time on it but also the success of process. The success of the material is difficult measurable for reason that we can never be sure which material was that one which most helped the attendant to come to the finish line. However, the classification according to parameters, time he spends on certain materials, or his subjective grading information as well as the grade of authorized institutions, if you bring that into relationships, certainly has some weight.

From such a system would be possible even analyses of LMS, PLE and other tools in pedagogical researches from which it would be possible to run the methods and the ways of work of the pupils and attendants.

VI. Conclusion

Today, students have the possibility and opportunity to participate in education that is no longer controlled by the institutions. In that way students build and then upgrade their own identity.

PLE includes technological and methodological processes. PLE isn’t a technological tool but a pedagogical approach that is based on technological approach. That means that it is necessary to develop a system that will track movements and a student’s knowledge that is taking place in the monitoring of the materials by tutors, of renowned institutions and other relevant sources. Such knowledge would be of great benefit primarily the student who would structure their knowledge all in one place with further links and connections. Beside students, the system would be of great benefit to educators who could track the habits and movements of students from which could be developed concrete theories about acquiring new knowledge and upgrading the existing ones.

The system should be completely individualized but should enable to suggest some trusted paths. The attendants would be self-rated contents according to relevance and the system would suggest them the content after efficiency. Linking of learning materials with other students from different groups would set up a system without limits and restrictions.
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Abstract - Significant benefits, like an IT cost savings, security, customability, knowledge sharing, can be achieved through the introduction and use of Free/Libre and Open Source Software (FLOSS) in high schools. By using FLOSS, level of students’ innovation, computer literacy, knowledge and creativity could be increased. That benefit could be important for developing countries as a chance for strengthen local IT industry. This paper shows differences regarding FLOSS and proprietary source software treatment in a computer science classroom in high schools with curriculum in Croatian language in Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH). In this paper survey of computer course teachers’ interest and their knowledge regarding use of free and open source software was conducted by on-line questionnaire. The FLOSS presence regarding operating systems and office package at computer classrooms was also explored. An additional analysis of curriculum in secondary education in schools with curriculum in Croatian language in Bosnia and Herzegovina was performed.

I. INTRODUCTION

Free and open source software (FLOSS) gives the user the freedom to use, copy, distribute, examine, change and improve the software. These rights are stipulated in licenses like the General Public License (GPL) which is created to protect access to the source code and free use in contrast to copyright that protects the property rights of software. GPL represents a copyleft – protects the freedom of copying, distribution and modification of programs [1].

FLOSS has become very popular in public sector of EU countries in last fifteen years, but its usage in schools is almost nonexistent. EU tries to encourage the FLOSS usage in its administration.

The European Commission has its strategy for internal use of Open Source Software and plan to increase the role of this type of software internally. The Commission will ensure that open source solutions and proprietary solutions will be assessed on an equal basis, being both evaluated on total cost of ownership, including exit costs [6].

FLOSS has many advantages in comparison to commercial software. Significant financial savings and the reduced share of illegal commercial proprietary software can be achieved through the introduction and use of Free and Open Source Software. Also, by using FLOSS older computers can be re-used and newer will work faster and better. FLOSS expands the horizons of knowledge. By using FLOSS the latest information and communication technologies become available to everyone, regardless of their financial status [2].

FLOSS can provide a chance to develop a local IT industry and to develop young FLOSS specialist who can offer their services on EU job market. There is a significant growth potential for IT service providers and demand for SME use and develop FLOSS.

According to Ghosh, 54% of firms employing software developers have FLOSS in production. Worldwide, 71% of developers use FLOSS, and 68% of firms from IT-intensive sectors in Europe incorporate FLOSS in their own software-based products [4].

There is no research regarding FLOSS usage in secondary education in Bosnia and Herzegovina, but similar researches of FLOSS usage in primary education were done in Croatia.

According to Croatian results on primary education, there is no reason why pupils should not use non-commercial and even open source software for every task in their computer science courses. The problem lies in schools: each school (elementary, secondary) has a freedom to make their curricula the way they feel fit [3]. One of the main problems for ICT teachers is that syllabi are based entirely on the commercial proprietary software. In contrast to that, the primary education curriculum of the Republic of Croatia does not prescribe, order or decree any specific software for use in teaching [2].

Unfortunately, the vast majority of schools at Bosnia and Herzegovina do not have the financial possibility to invest in new ICT solutions. Having in mind FLOSS advantages for developing countries and a poor economic standard at BiH, and constant requirements for cost reduction in public sector, we wanted to analyze the usage of software in secondary education based on sample of three cantons in BiH. In addition, the paper provides an analysis of education curriculum in secondary schools in Croatian language in BiH regarding specific software for use in teaching. Moreover, the paper shows the analysis of survey on teachers’ attitude and knowledge regarding FLOSS adoption in schools. These experiences are valuable for stimulating teachers and school managers to increase usage of FLOSS at schools.

Hypothesis was that use of FLOSS in secondary education could increase students ICT knowledge and
reduce IT costs, which would help local economy. If schools do not have to pay for software then this money could be spent for IT innovation, student projects and IT services to local IT SMEs, which could push local economy.

II. Survey

A. Methodology

The data is collected through an on-line questionnaire on a representative sample on secondary school with curriculum in Croatian language (January 2017 – February 2017). The sample included secondary schools in three cantons in BiH: Herzegovina Neretva canton, West Herzegovina canton and Herceg-Bosnia canton (also known as Canton 10). Main reason for such sample selection is because in those cantons are majority of secondary schools with curriculum in Croatian language in BiH. These schools were the main target of this survey. There are 41 public secondary schools with curriculum in Croatian language in BiH, out of which 30 schools are located in aforementioned three cantons. The survey has been conducted on sample of 20 computer teachers who teach in 22 secondary schools which present a 53% of all secondary schools with curriculum in Croatian language in BiH. A 65% of respondents were from secondary schools located in Herzegovina Neretva canton, 20% were from West Herzegovina canton and 15% of respondents were from Herceg-Bosnia canton.

Online questionnaire was presented to computer course teachers with eight questions grouped in line with survey purpose: computer course teachers’ attitude regarding FLOSS, FLOSS treatment in secondary education curriculum, FLOSS usage vs commercial software at classroom related to office packages and operational system, obstacles for FLOSS adoption at schools.

Computer course teachers attitude regarding FLOSS were tested with four questions (1, 2, 3 and 4). For first question the Lickert scale was used and second to fourth were closed answer type (for two questions multiple selection were offered). FLOSS treatment in secondary education curriculum was tested by fifth question which was closed answer type (four answers were offered plus other answer as option). FLOSS usage at classroom was tested by sixth and seventh question. For each software type (office packages and operational system) teachers were presented with several names of programs with multiple answer option. The participants were asked to select software used for computer course at their schools. Obstacles for FLOSS possible increased FLOSS adoption at schools were tested by eight questions which were single selection answer type.

B. Result and discussion

The results were then collected and each answer counted, analyzed and displayed as a chart. The most of computer course teachers are interested in FLOSS (interested 85% and very interested 10%), but 5% of respondents have no information about FLOSS (Graph 1).

![Graph 1. Number of computer course teachers interested in FLOSS](image)

While being interested in FLOSS (95%), only 55% of computer course teachers use FLOSS in the classroom teaching (Graph 2).

![Graph 2. Computer course teachers using FLOSS at classroom](image)

The main reasons for using FLOSS (Table 1) are the following: it is free (37%), it is available (33,3%) and quality of FLOSS software (25,9%). Reasons like openness of its source code and security have no or low importance for respondents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Reason</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>It is free</td>
<td>37,0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Available</td>
<td>33,3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Quality</td>
<td>25,9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Better than commercial software</td>
<td>0,0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Security</td>
<td>3,7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Access to source code</td>
<td>0,0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>0,0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td></td>
<td>100,00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to responses, main reasons for not using FLOSS in teaching process (Table 2) are: teachers have obligation by curriculum to teach only commercial software (25%), teachers do not need FLOSS because they have existing quality commercially software (18,8%), lack of books and training regarding FLOSS (25%) and...
teachers do not have enough knowledge about FLOSS (12.5%). Other important reasons against using FLOSS are: a lack of customer support and IT specialist on local market (6.3%), incompatibility to commercial software formats (6.3%) and other reasons (8.3%). Other reasons are related to lack of quality hardware and computer course classes.

Table 2. Main reasons against using of FLOSS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Reason</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>we do not need FLOSS due to existing commercial software</td>
<td>18.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>we have obligation by curriculum to teach only commercial software</td>
<td>25.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>incompatibility to commercial software formats</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>not enough knowledge about FLOSS</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>not enough books and training regarding FLOSS</td>
<td>25.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>not enough customer support and IT specialist on local market</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>quality of FLOSS is lower than its commercial software</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>other</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>100.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 shows results related to FLOSS treatment in computer course curriculum. The respondents do not have clear opinion on this point. The majority of respondents said that FLOSS usage is not clearly defined by curriculum (40%) but the significant part of teachers consider that curriculum requires explicitly teaching on commercial software (35%). Also, 20% of respondents consider that curriculum equally treated FLOSS and commercial software and 7.1% of teachers said do not know.

Table 3. FLOSS treatment in computer course curriculum

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Reason</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>curriculum explicitly requires teaching on commercial software</td>
<td>35.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>curriculum equally treated FLOSS and commercial software</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>software and give the teacher for right to choose software</td>
<td>40.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>FLOSS usage is not clearly defined by curriculum</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>I do not know</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>100.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Education in BiH is decentralized and it is responsibility of regional authorities (cantsons, entities). On the state level there is Agency for pre-primary, primary and secondary education (APOSO) as an advisory body. APOSO is responsible for advising, monitoring, promoting and developing the common core curricula as minimum nucleus of all existing regional curricula, syllabus and teaching plans. The Common Core Curricula in Technics & IKT [7] advice and defines a minimum of topic which has to be introduced by computer course teaching plans and local syllabuses, but regional authorities make final decisions and create syllabus and curricula.

Considering that the scope of survey was FLOSS at secondary schools with curriculum in Croatian language, we examined the syllabi and curricula for computer course only in secondary schools with curriculum in Croatian language curriculum in BiH (based on sample of schools at Herzegovina Nerevta canton, West Herzegovina canton and Herceg-Bosnia canton).

Computer course syllabus exists only for gymnasium. Other secondary schools, except gymnasiums, do not have unique syllabus and every canton and each school have its own curricula for computer course.

Analysis showed that the Syllabus for Gymnasiums with curriculum in Croatian language in BiH explicitly prefers commercial software (regarding operation system and office packages). Mentioned commercial software is property of the one foreign company. Furthermore, the Syllabus does not allow a lot of possibility to teach using FLOSS.

Although other secondary schools do not have strict rules, they also prefer commercial software in the classroom, according to survey results in Tables 4 and 5. Computer teachers have the right to choose software for teaching and they mostly prefer a commercial software.

On the other side, there is no mention what type of software should be used in The Common Core Curricula in Technics & IT (http://www.aposo.gov.ba/en/2015/10/15/development-of-the-common-core-curricula-in-technics-ikt/). This document defines that computer science courses in secondary school should, among other things, result with a following learning outcomes: students have to be enable use the software for word processing, spreadsheets, presentations, and for modeling, making and using of databases. The Common Core Curricula in Technics & IT only says what kind of outcome should be reached, so there is no reason why students should not use FLOSS in their computer science courses.

Commercial software are widespread in operating systems area, based on the data in Graph 3 (commercial software are present on 91.4% desktop at classrooms and Linux is present on 8.6% of classroom as a dual boot operating system). Students are taught Linux only on extra computer course classes at two schools while in regular computer course classes they are taught proprietary operating system.
Almost identical result is on office packages on computers classroom in high schools (Graph 4). Commercial software is installed on 88,7% desktops and open source software packages (LibreOffice/OpenOffice) are present on 11,3% desktops (only present at two schools).

Although, a half of respondents use FLOSS at classroom its usage regarding operating systems and office package are a low.

Graph 4. Office packages on desktops at classrooms

Graph 5 shows that the most important precondition for an increased adoption of FLOSS software in teaching is an increased number of computer course classes (37%). Those answers are related to fact that the most of student attend computer class during one or two of four years of high school. Other important preconditions are related to increasing of customer support for FLOSS at local level (18,5%) and the increasing popularity of FLOSS among students (18,5%). Furthermore, 14,8% of respondents consider that a decision of the local ministry of education is important to increase FLOSS presence at schools, while 11,1% of them consider that "teachers need to learn FLOSS and have further training regarding FLOSS".

Graph 5. Precondition for an increased adoption of FLOSS software in teaching

III. CONCLUSION

Despite the fact that the computer course teachers are interested in FLOSS, its usage in classroom at secondary schools with curriculum in Croatian language in Bosnia and Herzegovina is scarce. Key obstacles for higher FLOSS usage at secondary schools are: insufficient number of computer course classes; gymnasium syllabus requires usage of commercial software; lack of knowledge and popularity of FLOSS and lack of activities by local ministries of education to introduce FLOSS in schools. As a result of obstacles mentioned above commercial software is preferred by most of teachers.

By unequal software treatment teachers and students are not given an opportunity to choose software to be used for their own learning, work and play. Consequently, a lower students’ computer literacy and their IT skills will be achieved. Teaching only using commercial software results with the increased IT cost in secondary education. Also, without right to choose students are taught only for software consuming instead to encourage software developing among students through access to source code.

Considering that the most of computer course teachers are interested in FLOSS, FLOSS software should be introduced into curriculum and classroom in secondary education. But before that, number of computer course classes should be increased. An increased number of classes and teaching using FLOSS provide opportunities for developing of students advanced IT skills (like coding or system administration). Secondary education mustn’t teach students to use only commercial software of only one multinational company. Today there are so many quality open source software that is used for educational purposes. These measures provide an opportunity to increase students’ knowledge, ICT literacy and also reduce IT costs at schools. Savings on an IT costs could be spent for IT innovation, student projects and IT services to local IT SMEs which could push local economy.

Teachers are mostly required to use commercial software in already constrained time reserved for ICT classes in the Curricula. FLOSS is left only to teachers’ enthusiasm in extra classes offered to pupils in some schools in Bosnia and Herzegovina.
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Abstract - This paper presents the introduction into theoretical founding of an e-learning system that uses principles of transactional analysis (TA), designed for e-learning of mathematics. TA is both theory of personality and a practical approach to managing numerous problems that are arising from inadequate communication patterns. We believe that the key problem of low mathematical performance found in Serbian learners is not in mathematics but in promoting and maintaining non-functional communication patterns. Internet and e-learning are seen as good arena in which a new battle for better math knowledge should be lead and won.

I. INTRODUCTION TO TRANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS

Transactional Analysis (TA) is both one of many psychological schools of thought and a practical therapeutic approach, as well as theory of personality and human communication established by Eric Berne in 1950s. Many aspects of human activities have been analyzed in terms of TA and there is vast body of knowledge on the application thereof.

TA has been grounded by declaring philosophical foundations that are usually stated as follows: i) everyone is OK; ii) everyone has ability to think and make decisions; iii) everyone decides about his own steps; iv) we can always revert decisions if found wrong. It is clear that TA philosophy comprises both individual responsibility and ability to change, what makes dynamic quality of TA approach, especially in educational realm of application [2].

The concept of “being OK” should be understood that no one should be discounted for what he or she is and should be accepted as a valuable human being, as such.

Human interactions are modeled as series of transactions. Transaction, on the other hand, is a basic TA concept, for purpose of this paper we will define transaction as one, atomic, elemental unit of communication. Transactions are also means of fulfilling one of basic human needs, a need for a stimulus. Berne [2] claims that hunger for stimulus is so deep and inherent to human nature that we have developed a mechanism for satisfying stimulus hunger, used both for bare survival as well as for higher social practices. This mechanism, used for satisfying our need for stimuli, is known as a stroke. Also, a stroke can be understood as a basic unit of social recognition, meaning that it is not required for a stroke to be verbal. In our daily activities we are giving and receiving strokes in many ways, ranging from just recognizing someone's presence to explicitly praising someone's attitude, result or behaviour. But, should we be deprived of real strokes, received by human beings in active and meaningful social interaction, we will reach for a rich pool of back-up strokes, usually by playing games, in TA sense. Strokes received by playing games are just surrogates, but our hunger for stimuli will rather accept any strokes than no strokes at all. Basically, every communications interaction can be decomposed into sequences of the basic communication pattern, consisting of transactions, which is: A commences communication by sending a transaction (stimulus), B reacts by sending a transaction (reaction to stimulus), and A reacts on the previous, by another transaction (reaction to reaction). It is interesting to investigate conditions required to have any communication: TA finds that by a bare fact of being close enough to communicate makes communication not only possible, but rather inevitable. It is only required that participants in any form of communication share common communication field, which can be formed by simply sharing the same space (a room, a waiting room, a dentist's office lobby), but also can be shaped as being online or being immersed into some form of virtual presence. Before we can begin sharing transactions, we need to define how are we going to communicate – note similarity with protocols in telecommunications – it is said that communications relationship is to be established. Finally, should we refuse to communicate, this also will be understood as a single transaction.

It is absolutely impossible to give meaningful input on any TA-related subjects without relating to the concept of ego-states. Ego-state, according to Berne [3], is state of mind and related behavioural patterns. Three ego-states are defined: Parent, Adult and Child. Adult is a functional ego-state, because it reacts to reality as it is and makes decisions here and now – it makes an individual functional into society and fosters autonomous, active participation into daily and more complex activities. Parent is what we have adopted from what we have heard and experienced from important others in our childhood. But, it is important to understand that Parent expresses itself as someone else's voice, not as our individual critical voice. Child is formed out of petrified misconceptions we have had as small children, for we have not being able to fully and accurately comprehend the words – neither we have had enough information nor our cognitive apparatus was completely developed. But, nevertheless, we are using all
of our ego states and if balanced properly and used adequately, Parent, Adult and Child are powerful ways to interact effectively.

![Diagram of Transaction exchanging between Parent (P), Adult (A) and Child (C) ego states](image)

**Figure 1.** Transaction exchanging between Parent (P), Adult (A) and Child (C) ego states

Fig. 1 depicts how ego-states for two persons exchanging transactions (P-parent, A-Adult, C-Child) are presented by a standard ego-state diagram. Transactions are modelled as arrows protruding from a corresponding ego-state that initiates communication (stimulus transaction) and ending into other party ego-state that receives a transaction. This example depicts transaction exchanging in the following sequence: 1) left sends a transaction from his Parent to right's Child, 2) right responds from his Child to left's Adult. We see that, in fact, ego-states are exchanging transactions, and not persons, and also that any ego state can respond to any ego-state's stimulus.

Not all Parents are the same: discrimination between Nurturing Parent and Critical Parent is usually made, depending on functional role of the active Parent. This role may be comforting and nurturing, what is sometimes naturally needed, and behaviour-shaping, what is usually perceived as criticizing. Both modes can be functional and positive, if used properly, ie functionally. We will usually reach for the Nurturing Parent when asking for unconditional recognition of ourselves as we are (everyone is OK), and Critical Parent will functionally implement useful modelling of behaviour, what is always a very important part of the learning process.

Transaction is always initiated by an ego-state and always responded by an ego state. This makes it possible to model different ineffective communication patterns and to understand ways to prevent further undesired course of interaction. Transactions are said to be simple if exactly two ego-states are involved into communicating (eg. Parent A sends a transaction to Parent B) or complex if more than two ego-states are involved. But, how more than two ego-states can be involved into one basic transactional pattern? Transaction can take place into one of two realms: social and psychological. If we say: “Well done!” to our daughter after she had presented results of Math test this could be said in at least two ways: if said sincerely with smile and calm voice, this really means congratulations, but some other father might have habit to say “Well done” even if the result is not commendable, then his voice will be altered, sarcastic, and his daughter will learn that what daddy really meant was “You failed again”, and that what he has said is irrelevant. “You failed again” is a psychological transaction and this is the one that is much more important than a social one. People respond and react to psychological transactions more sensitively and the character of communication is measured from the perspective of exchanged psychological transactions.

Communication will be smooth and can last practically endlessly as long as ego-states are flawlessly exchanging transactions. Fig. 1 can be used to analyze the exchange of non-smooth transactions. Left could say something like “I said that number 7 is written with crossed line” while Right could use his Adult: “Can you give me arguments for it”? Obviously, Right did not answer from his Child, but instead has called his Adult – this will typically be recognized as “rude” by Right. It is said that Right has crossed the transaction.

Humans have an inherent need to structure own time [3]. One of the most widely found time structuring patterns is playing a game. Of course, term game is precisely defined in this context and can be understood as a series of transactions with predictable outcome. Games are always destructive, to some extent, for reason of masking and substituting active, productive and meaningful life activities. It is required to have some form of an unresolved conflict we are trying to solve by playing the game, but it always fails. Games are played for a real, or fictitious, payoff, and always include a dramatic switch. What is also consistent with playing games is a “bitter feeling” afterward – games are reinforcing inadequate believes and making us even strongly entrenched in the determination that nothing can be changed, so the next iteration of the same game can be experienced as more dramatic and more painful. The circulus vitiosus in it's worst presentation.

The game we are going to use as a model of ineffective mathematics learning is Drama Triangle. Drama Triangle requires three participants, namely Victim, Persecutor and Rescuer. Typically, helpless Victim asks for a help, benevolent Rescuer helps her and mean Persecutor reveals as the one who is the reason for both Victim's misery and Rescuer's saving. It is very important to understand that Victim, Rescuer and Persecutor are not adequately named in real life, here and now, there is no real persecuting going on – this is a game in which participants are taking roles, and we will see that there will be no gain to anyone. What makes this specific game relevant to our approach is that it serves as a perfect model for perceived behavior of typical participants in math learning context, namely typically student asks for a help after have perceived mathematics as very difficult, his or her parents are helping by providing a private tutor while school teacher becomes a kind of enemy. It is not very difficult to see that roles of Victim (a student), Rescuer (a tutor) and Persecutor (a teacher) are clearly shared as in the model. Moreover, first problem in the student-tutor relation causes first switch of roles, Rescuer becomes Persecutor while Victim stays helpless. The most important conclusion is that as soon as we play games, no mathematics can be really learned.
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Serbia makes not so great job when it comes to learning mathematics. PISA testing 2012, for example, places Serbia below average achievement. Mathematics is not liked in schools, it is perceived as difficult, meaningless and impractical. This can be found in other cultures also [8]. What is problem here, is the fact that having low average mathematical abilities in general active population can have devastating effects on economy – we can take a look at completely different case of Finland, where economic boom coincided with the radical twist in educational system, which fostered much more meaningful and effective mathematical training [9].

Similar case can be analyzed in Singapore and 11 more countries [5]. Sierpinska [7] argues that models of Finland and Singapore are not to be simply copied and implemented into other societies because of different set of values required to foster either Finnish or Singapore model, and we can agree, but, on the other hand, if we accept that the basic problem is within the communication realm, what is discussed in this paper, cultural difference might be not so important.

What makes mathematics troublesome for learners? It the science itself would be the reason, than we would not expect so dramatic differences per counties or regions-it must be something related to how mathematics is taught in schools.

Analyzing the communication patterns that take place during a typical math-learning process [6], we can filter out three basic participants: Learner (child), Teacher (schoolteacher or tutor) and Carer (normally father or mother). In the most basic setup, child is helpless (Victim), mathematics is too difficult to be learnt (personified in a teacher, who is Persecutor), and asks for a help. Carer (eg. Mother) helps and puts herself into position of Rescuer. Drama triangle is formed and can start it's own toxic cycle. Positions of participants are non-effective and highly dependable on other positions: this makes them less realistic and more dramatic, Victim must be helpless, Rescuer will help at any cost and Persecutor is over demanding. Now, as real parent reaches for a tutor to provide practical help, we have new setup: child is even more helpless, even desperate, tutor (now Rescuer) “does all he can”, math teacher stays cold and demanding, while real parent become by-stander. Many twists and switches are now possible: parent may get angry with tutor and switch to Rescuer position, while tutor fails to Victim, now child (who got friendly with tutor along the way) now helps him and becomes Rescuer. Later on, unhappy tutor may start chasing parents for not “pressing this little devil a bit” (Persecutor), real parent is now Victim, and a child tries to reconcile them (Rescuer). Many more twists and role castings are possible. What makes it even worse is that younger child in the family, if present, will likely adopt this non-functional behaviour even faster [8].

Drama triangle is always analyzed as a dynamic structure of exchanging transactions. Archetypal roles of P-Persecutor, V-Victim and R-Rescuer are just taken by different persons depending on the phase of the game. But this casting is never functional.

What have we learnt from this example? It is evident that the real reason for gathering of this triad was never to learn mathematics. The real reason was to play the game, to spend some time exchanging transactions and, the most basic reason is to reinforce false believes about own abilities and attitudes. What is important – there is no mathematics here as a real actor, mathematics is just an excuse for playing a real thing – ineffective, futile, time-wasting game.

The real reason for ineffective learning of mathematics, for a negative attitude and consequently low performance is practice of implementing non-adequate time-structuring and playing TA games instead of active doing. Playing in Drama Triangle can be very time-consuming activity giving simulated effect of investing efforts and yielding no result, in fact non-yielding is the key argument against meaningfulness of he effort.

Possible Solution

What can be seen as a good starting point when discussing interventions, is considering communication environment that learners are familiar with. We strongly believe that Internet makes one. Today, Internet can be perceived as an universal IT platform, a tool having standardized and well defined interface and as a communication environment. This might mean that if we could design such a system, particularly e-learning system, that emulates selection of ego-states from which communication is commenced, or a received transaction responded, we would be able to model, to shape communication patterns for those involved into exchanging transactions.

Also, such a system would be able to foster person-to-person communication that minimizes non-functional transactions and therefore shifts communication process towards its declared goal, being learning mathematics effectively.

Many contributions in this filed have been made, ranging from purely theoretical work, to an operational software product [4].

OK matematika project was conceived, designed and implemented by paper's authors as both school of mathematics based on TA principles, and as e-learning service making it possible to learn mathematics in OK way using internet as communication environment. Selection of basic unit of delivering knowledge has lead us to the conclusion that video is the best match. Video has the richest content, comprising verbal and non-verbal communication channels, and can be filmed and edited in the way that fosters desired manner of communication. This system can be accessed at www.matematika.edu.rs

Videos are categorized in three main categories: serious video (communicates from Adult), nurturing video (communicates from Parent) and free video (communicates from Child). It is not enough to communicate from Parent, nurturing and encouragement is needed, as well as is fostering of free creativity, therefore all ego-states had to be implemented.

Special Learning Management System (LMS) had to be designed and implemented. Basic features of this LMS
should have fostered exchange of functional transactions between a learner and the LMS. And indeed what was achieved is that transaction exchange is systematically implemented in our solution.

The system is designed in such a manner that any modern user interface can be used, ranging from computers to smartphones. This enhances reach of the system to the intended audience. Series of focus group sessions have been held in order to select the best user interface selection and comfort of the user. Also, video lessons are regularly checked for quality, both in technical and user-perceived quality metrics. Small sample, pilot-level tests of system acceptance within audience have already been conducted, but we will not publish the results before proper statistical analysis is done.

LMS implements classical functions met with similar systems (Moodle, Blackboard and many in-house designed systems): user management and tracking, security, learning material stocking and management, lessons composition and distribution, progress tracking, reporting, and general administration. On top of this, our LMS has enabled, as features designed and implemented, video material metadata management, lessons sequencing, material reusability management, playlists creation, and many personalization services directed to learners.

Figure 2. LMS implementation screenshot

Fig. 2 is here to give impression of the implementation of LMS, depicting video material delivery module. Besides design and implementation of LMS, there is a team of professional mathematicians who are dedicated to authoring video material according to the aforementioned principles.

Since we wanted to eliminate possible differences in quality of service offered on-line compared to in-classroom classes, LMS had to implement also live-sessions of mathematical classes. Having system designed in such a manner, we believe that there is no reason for a significant difference in quality of service experienced on-line and off-line. There is also the challenge to test this hypothesis in practice.

IV. FURTHER RESEARCH

Further research will take place along with active life of the OK matematika system. Data collection along with statistical analysis will be logical next step in the research.

Main fields of further research are summarized as follows:

- contrasting and comparing service offered on-line and off-line
- learners' attitudes towards the system
- learners' achievements
- learners' time structuring improvement
- ability to recognize Drama Triangle and refusing to participate
- refusing to participate in Games
- quality of video learning material
- quality of supports
- general attitude towards mathematics

Main goal of this LMS development and usage is to foster more productive communication patterns, and to avoid falling into games while learning mathematics. We believe that e-learning of mathematics based on principles of TA can improve learning experience and be of help in reaching better results.

No user generated data has been gathered since for testing purposes. The main goal of our next step of research is data gathering and analysis.
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Abstract: Within this paper, we consider recent developments in methods of research and consider the context of how students are introduced to this compared with late 20th Century methodologies. We compare these strategies and consider why changes of approach have occurred and what this means for the quality of research. Finally, we suggest two further routes that will help in this analysis which are likely to provide yet more insight in to how to develop better research strategies.

1. INTRODUCTION

Work looking in to the development of research across the last few decades is an area of great interest to both students and teachers alike. From the student point of view, there is often a daunting step into their first steps of research – most often it is through a doctoral program (which we cover in predominantly in this paper). Examples of these of these kinds of trepidations might include the body of previous material to consider being excessive or there may be no simple conclusions that can be drawn in a relatively concise way which can be presented appropriately. To overcome these, universities throughout the world have developed their programmes to ensure a broader introduction. While the stereotype of academics dumping papers on a student’s desk and asking for a report in 6 months are clearly overblown (but the adage that there is no smoke without fire also runs true), there is clear evidence that this style of research is less productive than that which is continuously developing in today’s programmes. Hence there is a keen relationship to be fostered in a better structure to doctoral degrees between: universities, whose goal is to produce quality research; academics, whose own work can be enriched by being challenged to prepare students for the rigours of an academic career; and, students, who will gain a more fulsome education designed to get the best out of them. And so, the cycle can continue as those students go on to become the academics who supervise future students, and they are employed by the universities keen to develop a research portfolio which brings the rewards in various guises. Within this paper, we will reflect on recent developments in the approach to doctoral studies and suggest further improvements to the work being developed.

2. A TYPICAL PHD PROGRAM

In previous years, it was common to finish a master’s degree and then for those who wished to continue in their studies, the next four or five years would be spent working towards a doctoral degree. Those five years were spent learning new materials, teaching undergraduates, working as a lab assistant, and doing research for a dissertation. According to the science and communications blog Figure One [1], a decade ago it was very rare for a dissertation program to take longer than seven years. Today however, a person entering a doctoral program can expect to spend at least six or seven years earning that degree. In Humanities, as seen in [2], this can be extended to over 9 years, while for an Educational doctorate, the length of time can be just shy of 13 years. In the US, the NSF commission an annual report, in [3], which compares from 1957 to 2015 both the number of PhDs awarded and the length of time PhD completion takes. It is notable that in the 15 years of data from the year 2000, to see that while more PhDs, by mean, per institution, are being awarded, compared with the previous 43 years, that the length of time taken has gradually increased. There are 3 questions which suggest themselves to this: firstly, why are PhDs taking longer?; secondly, what conclusions can be drawn in terms of the types of graduates who complete their Bachelor’s or Master’s degree that continue to pursue a PhD?; and, finally, what can be done to improve the preparations for research being undertaken to ensure better quality research is produced in a quicker timeframe?. I will deal with the first of these questions last as it is important to consider overall educational changes as well as other factors once we have the answer to the other two questions.
3. **Changes to a PhD Program Since 2000**

For our purposes, the systems in the Europe and the USA (which make up the majority as a percentage of PhDs produced) are the obvious places to start. In [4], the authors look at, and provide tips on, PhD research and what will be involved in the process. Depending on the student, there are various ways to enable the study of a PhD. We will concentrate on those who have completed a related subject-specific undergraduate degree who then go on (either with or without a Master’s degree) to study for a PhD. There are, of course, different requirements across the spectrum of research areas: for example, most Mathematics programs require a 1st Class Bachelor’s Degree and a Master’s degree before consideration of a PhD program, while in some other subjects, they are less stringent with entry requirements. A broad sample of university entrance requirements booklets has given an average of an Upper Second Class Bachelor’s degree as a starting point. Within this paper, this is our standard starting point. We will assume the role of a student with a 2:1 degree and consider what a PhD program entails now compared with pre-2000. Finally, we have considered 12 Universities throughout Europe and the US. These are listed in [5].

Following the standard application procedures, all of the institutions listed in [5] mentioned that eligibility criteria will be considered on a case by case basis subject to funding. When pressed, this suggested that those with private funds, to pay for the teaching element and other usual research costs, may be able to secure a PhD place despite not meeting the published eligibility requirements in usual documentation such as prospectuses.

Many European PhDs in Science are funded by EPSRC [6]. Funding is awarded based on merit of the applicant with support from supervisors and institutions will often bid for a pot of money which they can distribute through the usual procedures. The level of PhD funding has not grown as much as the growth in terms of numbers of students studying for PhDs and the likely conclusion from this is that the private funding options for a PhD will have increased over the past 15 years.

After an undergraduate degree, many academics will admit that many students are not at a level to immediately start reading relevant literature. Some institutions in [5], labelled with a *, have added additional teaching or research programmes to the PhD as part of a way to assist and provide support for students who need to bridge the gap between their knowledge at the start of a PhD and where they will need to be in sufficient time to submit by the time funding runs out.

As an example, take Mathematics at The University of Liverpool. At the end of their undergraduate program, all PhD students are required to complete a course during the first 2 years of their PhD which relates to both higher level Mathematics in their area (often this can take the form of tutorial type lessons with the supervisor and others in the general research area e.g. Number Theory) and then there are research projects to be completed which provide credits which must be passed before the PhD degree can be conferred [7]. Going forward, more universities are beginning to appreciate that it is not possible, given changes to undergraduate programmes, to jump in as would have occurred over 15-20 years ago.

Given that undergraduate studies have been using first semesters of first years to provide a high school equivalency programme, this has led to funding from sources such as [6] to increase their minimum funding to, firstly 4 years in around 2005, and now 5 years since 2012.

4. **Critical Observations and Comparasion – Has Output Improved?**

One of the most difficult academic tasks is to determine the borderline between PhD pass and fail. Most PhDs will be very simple to deal with: in some subjects, it will involve providing research data and analysing it in a standard way, or providing the proof of some assertion either positively or negatively. Certainly, this deterministic PhDs are easily describable to a lay person in terms of why an award has been made. More difficult is those from [2], such as Humanities and Education, where the PhD will be dependent solely on subjective critical analysis. One conclusion might be that students are struggling to adapt to the rigours and demands of the PhD program in these areas. Others might suggest that it is simply more difficult to present new research in these areas. The conclusion that is proposed here is that developments of learning and research methodology are more designed and better interpreted by students and supervisors in deterministic PhD theses as opposed to those in Humanities and Educational Research.

There are 2 reasons for this conclusion. Firstly, by nature, it is certainly easier to contribute new analysis and data by running experiments or finding a counterexample to a proposition. These skills are developed through undergraduate learning in these subject and there are clear ways to compare with the current literature in the subject. Secondly, the processes for obtaining a PhD as outlined in section 2, are better developed to provide transferrable skills across disciplines which mimic the deterministic approach of those disciplines such as Economics, Mathematics, Physics and other Scientific subjects.

The timeframe to complete a PhD is not necessarily an indication as to the quality of research or the likelihood of a student to go on to complete a research career in the given subject. Many PhD students have completed within 3 years, been
awarded their doctorate, and left academia, while many other students have completed their PhD in a much longer time and gone on to have a glittering academic career and body of research. The costs associated, however, are prohibitive to those from lower socio-economic backgrounds. This is addressed in section 4 below.

Finally, we return to our example of the student with a 2:1. Pre-2000, there is no doubt that this student would have been in a similar state to someone today in terms of reading a research article from the last year. With a better support infrastructure in place of recent times, there has clearly been a better realisation of the demands on a student at the end of their undergraduate studies. Making further progress in this arena, will unquestionably improve the readiness of a student, and is likely to enhance yet more a student with higher aptitudes than our exemplar student.

5. FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS – THE LIVING DOCUMENTS OF RESEARCH

The socio-economic backgrounds of a student are one important area of research into how research developments will occur over the next 15-20 years. If the continued growth of numbers continues, funding will be stretched further in the ways that will require gaps to be filled by other sources. Many private companies, such as those in [8], offer PhD grants and studentships associated to their area of research. The standard academic route for students is no longer the only option and this is a positive. PhDs are no longer just for future professional academics and many secondary school teachers and many industry workers, even politicians, have PhD degrees. The emphasis has shifted and this is to be commended.

We must additionally consider whether there are options for offering more incentives for the private route to be cheaper which will open the door to older researchers entering the field to contribute the experience they have. Looking solely at the age of students is not a taxing demand, but there must be more analysis on where people have come from to decide to choose the PhD route at a later stage of their working/professional lives. Also, whether this is linked to potential future earnings and future employment possibilities, should lead to companies being further supplied with incentive to offer PhD student sponsorship as this has only been a development of the last 15 years as opposed to 30-40 years ago.

6. CONCLUSION

In summary, we must consider the relative success in approach to the development of attacks at research problems into those for deterministic subjects and non-deterministic subjects. There is evidence, as presented, that for deterministic subject’s, outcomes are easily determined. As an example, the finishing mark of the solution, by Wiles, and later in conjunction with Taylor, of the famous problem of Fermat, written in the margin of a book, made newspaper headlines around the work. Similarly, descriptions of the Higgs’ boson, have received widespread commentary from many a non-expert. It seems, for these subject, the fact that amateurs can feel connected to the problem, leads to a greater interaction through arenas such as the media. No inference can be drawn as to the quality of the research, when comparing very different and diverse subjects, just because it makes the newspapers, but it is possible to conclude that an easily defined problem will lead to an easily presentable solution which can excite non-experts.

Finally, we must consider the impact on the interconnected chain of universities, academics and students and see whether we can make commentary on whether these are improved by the evidence we have. There is clear motivation from the universities to provide these programs and this development should be applauded for the wide-ranging types of programs available. In many cases, the better supervised student will be more productive in the future, and with the support of the university communities, this productivity can be nurtured for the better. The only conclusion to make must be that remain, as in Chapter 4, “living documents”, persistently refined to provide a general outline with an individual tailoring to the students.

For research methodology, this nurturing of the triskelion of components is the most fundamental of change to delivery from universities in the past 50 years.
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Abstract - This paper attempts to give a survey of some free software tools for wireless sensor networks. It targets teachers and students who might have the need for education in this area. As a first stage in creating this survey, a process of software collection is presented. First collection step is search through the Shanghai list for the first 50 universities. From these universities, available information about used software for wsn-related courses is collected. Additionally, other wsn software surveys are considered. Then, only free, open source and available software are kept, because they are the easiest for students to get it. Then evaluation based on topics coverage and software features is done. Topics are selected from IEEE Curriculum guidelines, while features give emphasis on practical usage from user aspect. Selected topics are embedded systems, computer networks, operating system and system resource management. Features used in the evaluation are support for GUI and command line, programming language learning overhead, ease of installation, extensibility, and platform portability. As a result, following software tools are described: TinyOS, Prowler, Riot, Castalia, Avrora, Shawn, TRMSim-WSN, and Shox.

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless sensor network (wsn) is a network consisted of a large number of “motes”: tiny sensing and computing devices, often severely constrained with processing and communication possibilities and energy efficiency [1]. There are various sensor network applications: area monitoring, environmental sensing, industrial monitoring, and military surveillance. A number of nodes in the network can vary from few to several thousand. Node is typically built of the radio transceiver and the microcontroller with the sensors. Node is powered by batteries or it can harvest energy from the environment [2]. Wsn is not useful on its own. Its inevitable part is some system which collects and process information from the network. It can be a single computer system [1] or the cloud system [3]. From this stage, information is distributed to the users. Also, various data mining technologies can be used to process the collected information.

Wsn is a very attractive research area and a lot of students show interest in taking active role in it. So, there is a need for wsn courses in the university curricula. Wsns could be difficult for learning in practice, because of all issues related to sensors usage (e.g. need for specific hardware, price, low level programming). Therefore, wsn software tools are very good learning starting point.

This survey selects, describes, and evaluates software tools that could be used for educational purposes on courses related to wsn. However, it is up to an instructor to decide what topics from different knowledge areas related to wsn should be presented on the course, while this paper aims to elaborate in what degree a knowledge area could be covered by the selected tools. Wsn is not an easy-to-learn area, so it is expected from students to have some previous knowledge about programming and computer networks. In order to help students comprehend wsn challenges selected software tools should have reasonably small learning curve [4].

Because, there are plenty of wsn software tools (free and commercial, open and closed software), this survey will focus on free and open source software. Advantages of the free software are apparent: students and teachers can without any fee get the software and use it without limit. Some advantages of the open source software are large developer community, and available source code from which students can learn more than from bare usage of proprietary tools. One more criterion is that software tool should be wsn specific. Non-specific wsn software tools require an extra effort in order to get the software functional for usage in wsn area. For wsn related operating systems, one extra criterion is adopted: students must be able to run the software tools on a standard PC without using specific hardware with sensors. It means that a wsn operating system must support emulated hardware or that it can be compiled as a standalone application for PC. One practical limitation of software is support availability. If the software is not under active development, it can still be usable, if the available version is stable. But, for open source software, when the last version is old, it usually means that it is not compatible with new tools (compilers, linkers or other supporting software). If examined wsn software passes all criteria, but
can’t be used because of obsoleteness it will not be selected for further examination.

This paper is organized as follows: Chapter 2 contains a description of collecting process of the selected software and descriptions of the software themselves, together with usage examples. Then, chapter 3 contains software evaluation and chapter 4 concludes the paper.

II. SURVEY OF SELECTED WSN SOFTWARE TOOLS

This chapter describes characteristics of the selected software tools and gives the usage examples. First, it lists overall characteristics and then describes every software tool. Overall software information is summarized in Table I. It lists following information: An operating system on which the software can be used for development, a programming language used for their development, wsn support, and availability. Table I also includes software tools found in other surveys. Next step is to apply established criteria on the found software from the Table I. Available, free and open source software are kept for further analyzing. If selected software is an operating system, only operating systems with support for running without a real hardware are kept. Software which passed these filters will be described in following chapters. Selected software: TinyOS, Prowler, Contiki, Riot, Castalia, Avrora, Shawn, TRMSim-WSN, and Shox. As it can be seen from the Table I, there is a number of operating systems for wsn, but only TinyOS, Contiki, and Riot are now available at all. All other operating systems mentioned in Table I and [26] are too old and are not available anymore. SENSE simulator is not compatible with new gnu toolchain (the last version is from the year 2008) and WSNet can't be compiled, so they are excluded from further examination.

Analyzed software tools can be divided into two major groups: terminal-based and GUI-based. Terminal-based software tools are TinyOS, Riot, Castalia, Avrora and Shawn. GUI based software tools are Cooja simulator from Contiki, TRMSim-WSN, Prowler and Shox. GUI based simulators can be separated into two groups: With topology and status on GUI and without topology and status on GUI. Table II shows this division into groups.

Every selected GUI-based software tool has the different screen, but their screens can be generalized. Every screen has a part for simulation control and configuration, a part for simulation status and a part for topology, if present. Figure 1 and Figure 2 show two kinds of present GUI screens. Both figures have parts for software title and menu bar. Title and menu bar are software-specific. Configuration part of the screen contains various configuration fields, check boxes, etc. which enables concrete simulation configuration. Control part must contain simulation start and stop controls. Additionally, there can be other controls like a number of cycles. Status part often contains simulation logs. Additionally, there can be timing diagrams (like Cooja). Topology part contains current topology. Simulators can use this part for animating wsn nodes behavior or to display various information about concrete topology.

A. Software tools description

TinyOS is an operating system used in low-power wireless devices. Its main parts are task scheduler and driver collection. TinyOS is developed in NesC, the extension of C programming language. This is a component-based language with event-driven programming paradigm. TinyOS have simulator: Tossim, which simulates entire TinyOS applications. Simulation levels are very flexible: from radio communication level to component level. Tossim is a discrete event simulator and a library: a Python or C++ program for configuring and running simulation must be written.

Prowler [7] supports only Berkley Mica motes. It is event driven and has two working modes: the deterministic and the probabilistic. In the deterministic mode, it can reproduce simulation results. In the probabilistic mode, it simulates non-deterministic nature of radio communication. The simulator is developed in Matlab. Nominally, there is no limit on the number of the simulated motes.

Contiki [8] is an operating system which connects cheap low power embedded systems to the network. It completely supports IPv4, IPv6, and other low-power wireless standards. It also has a simulator, Cooja. Contiki is developed in C, and applications for Contiki are also written in C. Some characteristics of Contiki are high memory efficiency (it has own memory management,
besides memory management from C), complete IP stack, power consumption tracking, wireless protocols, dynamic linking and loading of modules, sleepy routers, efficient

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software</th>
<th>Operating system</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Needs hardware</th>
<th>Wsn support</th>
<th>Availability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TinyOS [6], [12]</td>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>NestC, Python, C++</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Open Source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Embar [13]</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SensorSim [14]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prowler [7], [15]</td>
<td>Linux, Windows</td>
<td>Matlab</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Open Source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contiki [8], [16]</td>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Open Source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mantis [19]</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rice [9], [17]</td>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>C/C++</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Open Source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nano-RK [18], [27]</td>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Open Source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LiteOS [28], [29]</td>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Open Source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GloMoSim [30]</td>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>Parsec</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ns2 [31]</td>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>C++, TCL</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Open Source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Castalia [32], [33]</td>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>C++, NED</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Open Source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SENSE [34]</td>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>CompC++</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Too old</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SenSim</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J-Sim [35]</td>
<td>Linux, Windows</td>
<td>Java, TCL</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Open Source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SENS [36]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>C++</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avrora [37], [38]</td>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>Java</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Open Source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawn [39], [40]</td>
<td>Linux, Windows</td>
<td>C++, Java</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Open Source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATEMU [41]</td>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRMSim-wsn [42], [43]</td>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>Java</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Open Source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSNnet [44], [45]</td>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Build error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shox [46], [47]</td>
<td>Linux Windows</td>
<td>Java</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Open Source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WNSSim</td>
<td>Windows</td>
<td>Java</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOS [48]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SenOS [49]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM* [50]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MagnetOS [51]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II. SOFTWARE TOOLS DIVISION INTO GROUPS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Terminal based</th>
<th>GUI based</th>
<th>With topology and status</th>
<th>Without topology and status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TinyOS</td>
<td>Contiki (Cojoa simulator)</td>
<td>Shox</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riot</td>
<td>TRMSim-WSN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Castalia</td>
<td>Prowler</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avrora</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawn</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

multithreading, file system dedicated to flash memory devices, command line shell and well developed build system.

Riot is a general purpose operating system for IoT area. It is extremely good for programmers: There is the standard set of development tools: C/C++, GCC, and GDB. An amount of hardware dependent code is minimized and particular support for POSIX are implemented. The unique characteristic is a possibility for native programming on Linux and Mac. In this usage, the whole Riot is running inside the Linux/Mac process, so development for Riot stops to be different from classic development under Linux/Mac. There is no need for virtual machines in the case of no hardware available. Riot is organized as a microkernel, maximizes energy efficiency, and supports real-time operation (extremely

Castalia is a wsn simulator based on Omnet++ platform. It can be used for testing distributed algorithms and protocols in realistic wireless channels and radio models, with realistic node behavior. Castalia is highly parametric and can be used to evaluate different platform characteristic for specific applications. Main features of Castalia are advanced channel model based on empirically measured data, advanced radio model based on real low power radios, extended sensing modeling, node clock drift and CPU power consumption and MAC and routing protocols support. Castalia takes modules and messages from Omnet++. Module’s parameters, name, structure, and interface are defined with Omnet++ NED language. Module behavior is coded in C++. Castalia cannot be used for sensor platform-specific applications. It cannot test code compiled for some specific platform, because it is designed for algorithm first-order validation, before platform-specific implementation.

Avrora is a set of simulation and analysis tools for avr microcontrollers, which are the part of Atmel and Mica2 sensor nodes. Avrora simulates and analyzes assembly programs. Main features are testing with cycle accurate execution time, monitoring, profiling and instrumenting without simulation disturbance, energy analyzer and stack checker. Avrora is a command line based simulator. It has good
documented and a rich set of options, so it is very easy to use and command outputs are simple and descriptive.

Shawn differs from other simulators with its algorithmic background instead of network stack simulation. Its main design goals are:

1) Simulate the effect caused by a phenomenon, not the phenomenon itself: For example, instead of simulating complete MAC layer, Shawn simulates only MAC layer effects on the application (packet loss, corruption, delay)

2) Scalability and support for extremely large networks: Shawn supports order of magnitudes higher number of nodes than any other available simulator.

TRMSim-WSN (Trust and Reputation Models Simulator for Wireless Sensor Networks) is a Java-based simulator aimed to test Trust and Reputation models for wsns. It allows researchers to test and compare their trust and reputation models against a wide range of wsns. They can decide whether they want static or dynamic networks, the percentage of fraudulent nodes, the percentage of nodes acting as clients or servers, etc. It has been designed to easily adapt and integrate a new model within the simulator.

Shox is a discrete-event ad hoc network simulator written in Java. It is geared towards mobile wireless networks with many nodes in both indoor and outdoor scenarios. As opposed to other general-purpose simulators, which all require a tremendous learning and training effort before first results can be obtained, Shox is very straightforward to use and makes common simulation scenarios in network design like hundreds of nodes with a specific mobility generating certain traffic patterns very easy to implement. Shox has strong GUI support and offers a collection of statistical data and automatic generation of graphical representations (graphs).

III. SOFTWARE EVALUATION

This section presents the evaluation of selected software tools. Evaluation criteria are the topics coverage and the software features [4]. Because wireless sensor network is only one knowledge unit in CE Computer Networks knowledge area, all knowledge areas from curricula guidelines for computer science [10] and computer engineering [11] are searched, in order to get a broader view of topic coverage. Topics coverage for every knowledge area is calculated with the following formula: number of related knowledge units/total number of knowledge units. Table III shows topics coverage through selected knowledge areas. Software tools relations to particular topics are not included in the paper for brevity.

TinyOS is complicated for installation and requires learning of NesC programming language. Prowler requires knowledge of Matlab. Students at the department of Computer Engineering and Information Theory at School of Electrical Engineering have poor coverage of Matlab in their courses, so they probably must additionally learn it. Castalia requires learning of NED language. TRMSim-WSN is only covered software without any command line support. All covered software can be executed on Linux and they all are extensible.

Someone can tell that there is very large number of wsns software tools to be covered with one survey. A large number of them are commercial and unavailable, so contributions of this survey are:

1) A collection of free and open source software.
2) Simulators and operating systems covered in one place.
3) The inclusion of Riot operating system, which, at the best of the author’s knowledge, does not exist in any other survey

IV. CONCLUSION

Wireless sensor networks are an emerging area in Computer Science and Computer engineering, so there is a need for students to be familiarized with it. The first step of education in this area probably will include usage of simulators and other software tools, so the aim of this survey is to help students with the selection of free
Software selection is done in two phases. First, websites of the first 50 universities from the Academic Ranking of World Universities (Shanghai list) [5] are searched. WSN related courses are searched and based on the available information, only four software tools, used at the found courses are selected. Second, other wsn software surveys [20-25] are examined and simulators and operating systems are included in this paper. The majority of them are unavailable or closed-source. At last, 3 operating systems and 6 simulators are selected for detailed description of selected software and at last evaluates them.

**TABLE III. TOPICS COVERAGE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE AREAS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Knowledge area/software</th>
<th>TinyOS</th>
<th>Contiki</th>
<th>Riot</th>
<th>Prowler</th>
<th>Castalia</th>
<th>Avrora</th>
<th>Shawn</th>
<th>TRMSim-WSN</th>
<th>Shox</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CE Embedded systems</td>
<td>46.15%</td>
<td>46.15%</td>
<td>46.15%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>23.08%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE Computer networks</td>
<td>55.56%</td>
<td>55.56%</td>
<td>55.56%</td>
<td>55.56%</td>
<td>11.11%</td>
<td>55.56%</td>
<td>55.56%</td>
<td>33.33%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE System resource management</td>
<td>28.57%</td>
<td>28.57%</td>
<td>42.86%</td>
<td>14.29%</td>
<td>14.29%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>14.29%</td>
<td>14.29%</td>
<td>14.29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS Operating systems</td>
<td>7.69%</td>
<td>15.38%</td>
<td>30.77%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>7.69%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE IV. SOFTWARE FEATURES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature/software</th>
<th>TinyOS</th>
<th>Contiki</th>
<th>Riot</th>
<th>Prowler</th>
<th>Castalia</th>
<th>Avrora</th>
<th>Shawn</th>
<th>TRMSim-WSN</th>
<th>Shox</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Software type</td>
<td>os</td>
<td>os</td>
<td>os</td>
<td>os</td>
<td>sim</td>
<td>sim</td>
<td>sim</td>
<td>sim</td>
<td>sim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gui and command line</td>
<td>CL</td>
<td>CL-GUI</td>
<td>CL</td>
<td>CL-GUI</td>
<td>CL</td>
<td>CL-GUI</td>
<td>GUI</td>
<td>CL-GUI</td>
<td>sim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programming language</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>probably</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>learning overhead</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of installation</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extendibility</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platform portability</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>LW</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>LW</td>
<td>LW</td>
<td>LW</td>
<td>LW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LEGEND:**

OS: SOFTWARE IS AN OPERATING SYSTEM.
SIM: SOFTWARE IS A SIMULATOR.
CL: SOFTWARE HAS A COMMAND LINE SHELL, GUI: SOFTWARE HAS GUI.
PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE OVERHEAD: YES – ALMOST ANY USER WILL HAVE TO LEARN A NEW LANGUAGE, NO – ALMOST NO ONE USER WILL HAVE TO LEARN A NEW LANGUAGE, PROBABLY: THERE IS A DECENT CHANCE THAT USER WILL HAVE TO LEARN THE NEW LANGUAGE.
EASE OF INSTALLATION: C – COMPLEX, M – MEDIUM, E – EASY
PORTABILITY: L – SOFTWARE CAN BE USED ON LINUX HOST, W – SOFTWARE CAN BE USED ON WINDOWS HOST.

Selected software has very different purposes and covered operating systems can serve any application planned to be executed on wsn platforms. TinyOS is the most complicated for use, while Riot seems to be the easiest. Also, TinyOS lacks a good documentation, which is the significant drawback. Command line based software proved to be more complicated for usage, but the lack of the GUI does not make it less powerful or less useful. Selected simulators are dedicated for various purposes. Castalia test first phase of algorithm development. Prowlers can quickly prototype radio communication. Shox can simulate large networks, while Avrora is dedicated for simulating and analyzing AVR assemblies for concrete platforms. Shawn is unique with its ability for vast simulation of extremely large networks. Therefore it could be concluded that there is no one software tool or operating system that could be used for covering all topics related to wsn.
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Abstract—In this paper we investigate factors that affect excessive use of Internet among elementary school students in Vojvodina. The quantitative analysis was performed using datasets from research carried out in 66 elementary schools across Autonomous Province of Vojvodina. Using a large data set on elementary school students, we have tried to describe the profile of students who excessively use Internet. Results reveal the significant impact of using Internet in non-study related purposes for differentiation between students who excessively use Internet and those who do not.

I INTRODUCTION

It cannot be overemphasized that the application of information technologies and multimedia in education is of great importance for educational system, and also for any individual in lifelong learning process. Contemporary education requires changes to traditional educational system, thus it is also essential to enable conditions for active learning and adequate improvement of teachers.

The main aim of the research presented in this article is establishing the frequency of pupil’s computer use, both at home and in school, and the main objective of that use. The second aim was to research into the rate of Internet use, and checking for possible differences in its’ frequency based on pupils gender, age, and place of residence.

This article uses results from a survey conducted among pupils of elementary schools in Vojvodina, in order to check what differences in use of computers and Internet exist among them. It is interesting to notice that schools usually do not allow Internet use during breaks, which has the largest effect on the differences of Internet use at home and in schools. As might be expected, the most often use of Internet is connected with social networks and game playing, easily pointing to lack of time for personal contact. Another straightforward conclusion is that excessive use of Internet and computers influences psychomotor and cognitive development of pupils [1]. More or less direct consequences of such a behavior by pupils are the lack of:

- capacity to find needed information,
- ability to quickly solve given problem,
- development of abstract and logical thinking,
- increase of knowledge and experience in synthesis of gathered data, and
- progress in reading and writing skills and understanding of read material,

which all certainly influence pupils motivation for learning. It is also noticeable that through Internet use, pupils acquire new knowledge in their own time, usually connected with their age and needs.

II RELATED WORK

Article [2] elaborates on the results of a survey in which 291 parents of an urban elementary school (K-6) participated. Parents reported on their computer equipment at home, the type and frequency of their children's educational software and Internet use, and shared their ideas how better connections between computer use at home and school might be created. The results indicate that most of students’ computer use was dedicated to game playing followed by various other software activities. Students reported more limited Internet activities. While home computer ownership is not necessarily contingent upon gender, some software and Internet use tended to be gender specific activities.

One of the common conclusions [3] is that girls tend to use computers less frequently than boys also, boys tend to represent the vast majority of video game players, as can be proved by observations of school behavior and research into video game playing at home, so the results presented are not unexpected. The results showed that the video games have a both positive and negative aspects. In order to maximize the good aspects of video games, parents should learn about and set rules and guidelines regarding the games their children play and how often they play them and also consider engaging in games with their children in order to better understand the games as well as promote the positive aspects of gaming. Video also games have the potential to be used as powerful teaching tools. On the negative side, use of violent video games is associated with increased aggressive behaviors. Additionally, time spent playing video games can crowd out time spent in more healthy activities, such as exercise, reading or school work.

Internet addiction and behavior concerning Internet among pupils was examined in [4]. It is recognized that the persons’ manners and activities on the Internet, closely reflect their conducts in a real, everyday social life. Mentioned paper deals with the use of Internet in
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performing mainly illegal activities, such as molestation and abuse of other Internet users, giving false statements on behalf of others, or illegal gambling. The paper also investigates the amount of time users spend on the Internet. Difficult consequences of Internet addiction were research topic in [5]. Within this research, it has been established that the students in the USA are spending more than 25 hours per week on the Internet, or more than 5 hours per day, either using the computers, tablets or mobile phones. The paper focuses on three facts distinguishing factors of Internet usage, Internet activities, and consequences of Internet use. Achieved results show that the Internet overuse comes from various reasons. Students are not using Internet only for studying purposes, but also a lot of time they spend within social networks, searching the data, or playing games.

In study presented in [6], conclusions can be found about children in Hong Kong schools. On the daily average, children spend their time with Internet and electronic screen devices as follows (numbers go over 100%, because multiple answers were allowed):

- 44.2% for the use of TV,
- 31.6% for the use Tablet PC, and
- 31.8% for the computer usage.

Considering the average amount of time a day spent on electronic screen devices and Internet, this research shows that 70.9 % spends less than 1 hour, 22.6% between 1-3 hours, additional 3.3 % spend more than 3 hours, while the data for the rest of 3.2% is not available. Article [7] shows analysis of the children from “European union Online”, a 25-country survey regarding excessive use of the Internet by children. Children were most likely to report that they spend their time surfing (about 42% of the children), or that they had gone “without eating or sleeping” because of the Internet (about 17% of them). Without Internet about 67% of the children are bored! This paper also shows that there were significant differences between boys and girls, between young people from different age groups, and between children from households where parents had mutually diverse education.

The trends considering Internet usage by students and pupils today were examined in [8]. Paper shows that there exists a large growth of use of Internet and digital media in general, including computers, mobile phones, tablets, and video-games. Article shows that children start using in an extremely early age, at the preschool institutions. Overuse of these digital media can have very negative effect on children at such an early age, but also later, and can influence psycho-physical development, unless it is aimed to train and educate children to a proper use of those media.

In [9] authors showed the results about students Facebook users. The results show that over 90 percent of pupils were already existing Facebook users. Approximately 58 percent of the respondents were below the age of 25 and used Internet for various reasons on a daily basis. A further 10 percentage used the Internet at least once per week. 65 percentage of the pupils have access to the Internet at home and a good news is that 75 percentage of pupils had a personal computer with Internet access.

Finally, we found a paper [10] that show that the most frequent activity was playing computer games (64% responses), then working on the internet (27% responses), writing (26% responses) and others. The results showed too that boys preferred playing games whereas girls preferred writing. The use of internet was similar between two sexes. Computers at homes were used mainly for computer games, while prevalent activities in schools were related with searching for information from the internet and using e-mail. This means that the use of PCs in the school was very consistent, but the use of e-mail and information from the internet at home was quite different than the use of PC for games or MS Word.

### III DATA AND METHODS

The dataset used in this paper was derived from a research carried out in 66 elementary schools across Autonomous Province of Vojvodina, Republic of Serbia. It included N=7007 elementary school students who filled in the questionnaires. The sample was formed from students attending higher grades (VII and VIII) of elementary school. The surveyed students attend monolingual, bilingual, or trilingual schools. The main aim of exploring and expanding the national community lies in the fact that Vojvodina is an intensely multiethnic community. This way, we were able to focus on general, overall state in the elementary schools in Vojvodina when it comes to ICT integration.

The survey consisted of questions regarding demographic characteristics, frequency of using computer and Internet at school and at home, purposes of using ICT, integration of ICT in the classrooms, as well as students perception of ICT integration for learning purposes.

Data were analyzed using descriptive statistics, nonparametric statistical methods, and binary logistic regression. Summary statistics are presented by percentages for categorical variables. Crosstab procedure and chi square test of independence were used to examine differences in characteristics between groups for nominal variables. Binary logistic regression was employed to model outcomes of dependent variable with only two categories. It was used to assess the factors influencing excessive Internet use among elementary school pupils. Pupils covered by the research were divided into two focus groups:

- students with excessive Internet use, and
- with non-excessive, “normal/usual” Internet use.

The student was considered to use Internet excessively of he/she spent more than 25 hours/week on the Internet. The dependent variable was coded according to this classification: students were assigned the value 1 if they use Internet excessively and the value 0 otherwise. Total of 8 predictors entered the model, and all variables were categorical. Performances of the model were tested using Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients. Model with all independent variables against a constant-only models was statistically significant (chi square= 626.389, p=.000).
This result indicated that the set of chosen variables makes reliable distinguishing between mentioned two groups of students. The regression results are presented as odds ratios. Odds ratios above 1 stand for positive associations between independent and dependent variables, while odds ratios below 1 and above 0 stand for negative associations. The level of significance in all conducted tests was 0.05.

### IV RESULTS

The survey sample offers a balance across the gender and the grade of the students. The results are given in Table 1.

#### TABLE I. BASIC CHARACTERISTICS OF STUDENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Var.</th>
<th>Cath.</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grade</td>
<td>7th</td>
<td>3619</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8th</td>
<td>3374</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>City</td>
<td>4341</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Countryside</td>
<td>2652</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>3562</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>3431</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 gives the distribution of students according to their use of internet. According to the results, exactly half of the students use internet more than 5 hours every day.

#### TABLE II. INTERNET USAGE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non Excessive use</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excessive use</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 presents results gained while researching the main purposes of student’s use of Internet. The results gained about “game playing” and “fun” are not unexpected, while the results considering “study purposes”, are a rather pleasant surprise.

#### TABLE III. PURPOSES OF INTERNET USAGE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study purposes</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>52</th>
<th>1%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fun</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>2362</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>4631</td>
<td>66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>3791</td>
<td>54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>3202</td>
<td>46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Games</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>1734</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>5259</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>3657</td>
<td>52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>3336</td>
<td>48%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Further, we have investigated whether there are any significant differences between mentioned purposes of Internet use, and gender and/or place of residence. The statistical analysis revealed that there is a statistical significant difference between gender and use of Internet for study purposes (chi square = 7.011, p=.008). According to the results we reached, male are using Internet more for study related activities than females (61%). There is also a statistically significant difference between place of residence and Internet use for study purposes (chi square = 21.844, p=.000). Students from cities are using Internet more for study purposes (63%). There were no statistical significant differences between gender and place of residence and Internet use for socializing and fun. Differences in a sense of Internet use for reading news were only significant considering the place of residence (chi square = 41.592, p=.000). Students from cities use Internet more for reading news (66%). There is a statistically significant difference between gender and Internet use for games (chi square = 14.154, p=.000). As expected, and proved in many research papers, males are using Internet more for playing games (61%). Females are using Internet primarily for communication with other students, more than males (53%), and that difference is significant (x2= 27.874, p=.000).

#### TABLE IV. COMPUTER AND INTERNET USAGE IN SCHOOLS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How many hours per day do you use computer at school?</th>
<th>0-2h</th>
<th>6889</th>
<th>99%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3-4h</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5+</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How many hours per day do you use Internet at school?</td>
<td>0-2h</td>
<td>6777</td>
<td>97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3-4h</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5+</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Regression results are given in Table 4. All variables, except grade, were significant.

The rest of the results in connection with the regressions, are given in Table 5.

#### TABLE V. REGRESSION RESULTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>EI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grade</td>
<td>1.026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>1.106 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place of residence</td>
<td>1.209 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet use for study purposes</td>
<td>0.553 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet use for socializing and fun</td>
<td>1.082 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet use for reading news</td>
<td>2.000 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet use for games</td>
<td>2.928 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet use for communication with other students</td>
<td>1.627 *</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*denotes significant variables
Older students have higher odds to be in the group of students who excessively use Internet, than younger students. The results also show that girls are more prone to use Internet excessively, than boys. Finally, students from smaller places of residence are more likely to use Internet excessively, compared to students living in bigger cities. Still, there is a negative association of Internet use for study purposes, and excessive use of Internet. On the other hand, there is positive association of excessive Internet use for socializing and fun, for reading news, for games and for communication with other students. The results confirmed our main hypothesis that students who use Internet for non-study related purposes are more likely to be Internet addicted.

V CONCLUSIONS

To give a verbal explanation and discussion of presented results, we can induce the following. Based on the presented results, we can conclude that the students of 7th and 8th grade of elementary schools in Vojvodina have a rather high rate of Internet use, sometimes very extensive. Comparison also shows that Internet is used more among students of the 7th grade, compared to the students of the 8th grade (70%).

In addition, surveyed data show that boys tend to use Internet more at home (54%) than in schools. This result can be expected since, as we already mentioned, Internet use in schools is usually forbidden during breaks. As both common sense and research show, game playing is one of the most popular ways of computer use. Our research confirm to that, showing that about 86% of surveyed students mention this activity as one of their main methods of computer use. Following this activity, on the list of the most popular methods of computer use are “gaining new information” for about 71% of students, “doing their homework” for 57% of pupils, and “expanding their existing knowledge” for about 31% of pupils. Significant and rather expected is the result showing that students living in bigger cities have better access, and use Internet more often (62.5%).
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I. E-learning and Learning Management System
The concept of E-learning can be defined in various ways. One of definitions can be E-learning is learning with the help of ICT technologies. For example, Zhang and others (2004.) defined e-learning as technology-based learning in which learning materials are delivered electronically to remote learners via computer network.

E-learning has following forms of teaching [3]:
- teaching in which the application of ICT technologies is exclusively as a supplement to traditional teaching (face-to-face, f2f),
- teaching in which you can combine traditional forms of teaching supported by ICT technology. This form of teaching is called Hybrid Learning i.e. learning mix mode. Hybrid learning uses the system for learning on distance (Learning Management System, LMS) and videoconference,
- exclusively online teaching without face to face contact.

However, the use of ICT technologies in the educational process requires some technical, and also pedagogical and organizational skills of the authors of the online content. The digital teaching content requires from author a special approach in understanding the design process of online content. In the process of creating and designing online content, it is important to follow certain pedagogical and didactic rules.

Due to development of e-learning technologies we can talk about three generations [4]:
- e-learning 1.0,
- e-learning 1.3,
- e-learning 2.0.

According to Kljakić (2007.), [5] the third generation of e-learning (e-learning 2.0) takes advantage of Web 2.0 technology in which the emphasis is on collaboration, knowledge creation, virtual communities, and for the first time students can participate in developing teaching materials. The advantage of e-learning 3.0 is in enabling to achieve 95% of success (as shown in Table 1).

Table 1. Achieving success in learning.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning techniques</th>
<th>Success</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Of what we read</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Of what we hear</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Of what we see</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Of what we see and hear</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Of what we discuss</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Of what we experience</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Of what we teach others</td>
<td>95%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The potentials of e-learning 2.0 are reflected in the following [6]:
- unlimited possibilities for creating, distributing, publishing, commenting of the content using Internet,
- easier use of e-learning solutions based on Web 2.0 technologies,
- focusing on students,
- the learning process becomes creation of a network.

Regardless of the generation of e-learning, all e-learning systems can complement each other, depending on the needs of the educational context and can be independently applied.
A. Learning Management System (LMS)

Development of systems for distance learning began in 1996 as a part of the www internet service. Using the LMS system is reflected in the technological advancement of the teaching, but maintaining the support of the classical model of learning (f2f). The advantages of using LMS are the grouping of students, starting learning at the same time, periodic distribution of new materials and expectations of the end of the learning at the same time. Today there are numerous LMS systems on the market that differ in the way how they save teaching materials and other information required in the process of learning and teaching. The main features of all LMS systems can be divided into two basic groups [7]:

- administrated group of functions,
- teaching group of functions.

Administrator functions enable the monitoring and adjustment of functions that are not related to the transfer of knowledge (of system functions). Systemic functions are related to the following processes (examples):

- creating user accounts,
- creating access permissions,
- creating user groups,
- various forms of reporting, analysis, process monitoring,
- support in the development of teaching materials,
- connectivity with other systems within the organization,
- adjustment of the system to the various program platforms,
- other system features.

Teaching functions are extremely important because the final result in learning and teaching process depends on them. If there is not enough functional support, that will be reflected in the final learning outcomes (quality) in the use of LMS by students, and teachers. Some of the most important teaching functions of the LMS system are: [8]

- the content of teaching (lessons, modules),
- navigation (management) through the elements of the system,
- self-evaluation of participants (students),
- communication between teacher and students,
- additional authoring tools for creating additional content (eg. tests, discussions, etc.).

II. Learning Management System Loomen at Polytechnic Nikola Tesla in Gospić

Loomen is a software tool used for the creation of online educational contents and teaching at distance. Loomen is an open source software, licenced as a free making it extremely popular in the implementation of the processes of education supported by ICT technologies. The Loomen system is based on Moodle [9] (Modular Object-Oriented Dynamic Learning Environment) within CARNet service designed for creating digital learning content. From the security and authentication point of view, system is enabled through an electronic identity in the AAI@EduHR system.

The Loomen system on Polytechnic Nikola Tesla in Gospić is used since 2012. In the initial period the most of the courses were introduced from all three studies (Professional Study of Road Transport, Professional Study of Economics of Entrepreneurship and Professional Administrative study) and a brief training of employees and students was carried out. The system is used primarily as a teacher repository system and for forwarding information to students in the current academic year. Over the coming years the system was updated, and became one of the primary sources of information and preparations of the exams. The next step in upgrading the Loomen system is the introduction of e-courses.

Loomen is the application for creating and maintaining online courses based on the GNU GPL2 (GPL - General Public License) license. Originally, Loomen is written in the PHP program language and supports multiple types of databases (eg. MySQL). Also, language interface has been translated into several languages, and many users of open-source software were involved in the creation of new functionality as well as those existing, and made a new modules and test existing one and provide a customer support. Table 2 shows the basic features of the Loomen LMS system.

| Table 2. Basic features of the Loomen LMS system. |

2 GPL licence preserves the freedom of users of softwares: the right for use, the right form making copies and the right to modify and redistribute of the modified program. GNU GPL is copyleft licence. Software that may arise as a modification of the existing software guarantees the same freedom (ie. to be distributed under the same licence).
### LMS Functions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Loomen LMS</th>
<th>Functions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Development of online courses and planning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managing users and groups</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work with existing educational content</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examination and evaluation of users, self-evaluation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring activities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaboration between users</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log records, backup, statistics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Help system</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: [http://www.ssmb.hr/libraries/0000/2796/e_learning_LMS.pdf](http://www.ssmb.hr/libraries/0000/2796/e_learning_LMS.pdf) (12.02.2017.)

### III. Theoretical background: about survey in Šibenik

Perišić, Goleš and Devčić (2012) conducted a research about e-learning system at the Polytechnic in Šibenik. In their study they used methods of descriptive and inferential statistics: graphical and numerical methods, estimations of the parameters and hypothesis testing procedures (χ² test). The level of use and students' satisfaction with e-learning system and other forms of online information and relation between using e-learning system and students’ success were analyzed. The study was conducted at the Polytechnic in Šibenik on three departments: the Department of Management (professional study of Management and specialist professional graduate study of Management), Department of Administration (professional study of Administration) and Department of Transport (professional study of Transport). Analysis was based on 304 respondents. The level of use of online information sources, and especially e-learning system and the quality of existing online information sources was examined. The analysis showed that students of the Polytechnic in Šibenik in a great extent use e-learning system. Authors showed that there is statistically significant difference in the use of e-learning system between students with different study success. Students with better study success used e-learning system in a greater extent than those with lower study success. Students are mainly satisfied with the coverage of the courses with e-learning system.

### IV. Sample and Questionnaire

The study was conducted on a sample of 71 students of professional studies Economics of Entrepreneurship (56% of respondents) and Road Transport (44% of respondents) at the Polytechnic of Nikola Tesla in Gospic. The average age of respondents was 20.4 years. Among the respondents was 42.3% of male and 57.7% of female respondents. 38% of respondents were the first, 18% the second, and 44% third year of the study. Mostly, full-time students were tested (90% of respondents), and only 10% of respondents were part-time students. 84% of respondents had average success E or D or C, and 16% of respondents had average success B or A. Data were collected using a questionnaire on a random sample of students of the Polytechnic. The survey was conducted in November 2016. The questionnaire contained six questions related to the demographic characteristics of respondents (age, gender, year of study, mode of study, average success and professional study) and 9 questions that gave information about forms of sources of information used, with an emphasis on the Loomen.

### V. Empirical Results

Students can look for information on different ways: standard (bulletin board, Registry of Polytechnic, consultations, phone calls) or online forms of getting information (website, Loomen, social networks). According to conducted research 4% of respondents used standard forms, 59% of respondents online forms of information, and 37% both. 45% of respondents believed that the standard forms of information were sufficient to obtain information on time, and 55% think that were not sufficient. 82% of respondents believed that online sources of information are sufficient to obtain information on time, and 18% think that they are not enough. Students used online forms of information: website (37%), Loomen (22%), social networks (7%) and all of the above (34%).

![Figure 3. Online forms of informing.](http://www.ssmb.hr/libraries/0000/2796/e_learning_LMS.pdf)
Students used Loomen never (4% of respondents), sometimes (72% of respondents), often (24% of respondents).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency of using Loomen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>never</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4. Frequency of using Loomen Source: authors' calculation.

The purpose in which students most commonly used Loomen is literature and teaching materials (28% of respondents), exam results (30% of respondents), professor’s notices (8% of respondents), examples of the old exams (9% of respondents), all of the above (25% of respondents).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The purpose of using Loomen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>literature and teaching materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5. The purpose of using Loomen Source: authors' calculation.

86% of respondents believed that Loomen help them while studying, and 14% think that it didn’t. 46% of respondents believed that there is room for improvement of Loomen, and 54% believed that there isn’t. Students gave some recommendations for improving the Loomen and the most common recommendations we can extract creating and implementing the application and implementing all courses on Loomen.

The obtained data showed that there is no statistically significant relationship between year of study and frequency of using Loomen ($\chi^2 = 6.294$, $p = 0.178$), nor between the year of study and online forms of informing that students use ($\chi^2 = 6.908$, $p = 0.329$), nor between the year of study and the purpose of which students most commonly used Loomen ($\chi^2 = 13.52$, $p = 0.095$). Furthermore, there is no statistically significant relationship between the modes of study and online forms of informing that students use ($\chi^2 = 1.609$, $p = 0.6573$), nor between modes of study and frequency of using Loomen ($\chi^2 = 0.291686$, $p = 0.8643$), nor between modes of study and the purpose of which students most commonly used Loomen ($\chi^2 = 0.2608$, $p = 0.992$).

The results indicated that there is a habit among students to use online sources of information, such as Loomen. Unfortunately, so far it has not been proved that the use of the Loomen can help students achieve better results. Management of the Polytechnic should have to make further efforts to facilities at Loomen do more help in preparing exams, which would then have a positive impact on the success of students.

In subsequent studies we should try to include more part-time students to give their answers in questionnaires.

VI. Conclusion

In today’s online environment, each higher education institution must take into account the availability of information, teaching materials, literature, professors’ notifications, exam results etc. via online forms of informing such as web pages, Loomen or other E-learning systems, social networks and more.

Loomen e-learning system is one of the ways how teaching materials and information can be available for students and without requiring physical presence at the university/college. In this paper, the study about frequency and purposes of using Loomen was conducted on the random sample of students of the Polytechnic Nikola Tesla in Gospic. Analysis of the results showed that the students of the Polytechnic have the habit of using online forms of information (mostly Polytechnic’s website and then Loomen), that students use Loomen sometimes (72% of students) and often (24% of students). The purpose in which students most commonly used Loomen is literature and teaching materials (28% of respondents), exam results (30% of respondents), professor’s notices (8% of respondents), examples of the old exams (9% of respondents), all of the above (25% of respondents).

There was no statistically significant relationship between the frequency and purpose of using Loomen system and characteristics of students (year of study, student status, success of studying). In the future Polytechnic should enrich the content of the Loomen in terms of introducing new courses on Loomen (which was the proposal for the
improvement of a number of students) and in the future should certainly consider the introduction of e-courses which would be an additional step in raising the quality of teaching and quality of entire contents that Polytechnic is offering to its students.

If we compare the obtained results with a similar survey about using e-learning system that was conducted in 2012 by Perišić, Goleš and Devčić we can notice certain similarities, and differences also. Thus, it was shown that, which is the case in Šibenik also, that students developed the habit of using online sources of information; 59% of students used only online sources of informing, and 37% of students used online and standard sources of informing (in Šibenik 45% of students used only online, and 47% of students both forms).

However, 24% of students used Loomen often, and 72% of students sometimes (in Šibenik 71% of students often, and 24% sometimes). In this study, as well as in Šibenik, the relationship between frequency of using Loomen and student’s status was statistically insignificant. Furthermore, the relationship between frequency of using Loomen and Department of the Polytechnic was statistically insignificant, while in Šibenik this relationship appeared to be statistically significant. Unlike the students in Gospić, the relationship between the frequency of using Loomen and average student’s success measured by average score in Šibenik showed statistically significant.
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Abstract - Today’s Learning Management Systems, in conjunction with knowledge and skill acquisition modules, offer the possibility for automated assessment of the aforementioned knowledge and skills. Their implementation in teaching offers a wide range of advantages: reducing teacher administrative work, reducing the possibility of errors concerning preparation, execution and evaluation of exams; elimination of teacher’s subjectivity during the evaluation phase; lessening of inappropriate student actions during exams etc. A majority of tests that are done through LMS have a time limit, which opens up a problem of determining the optimal time parameters for a specific exam. The paper includes a statistical data analysis that was collected during five years via LMS Moodle on the Personal Computer Applications (PCA) course in professional study of electrical engineering at the Zagreb University of Applied Sciences. Through analysis and modelling the results of the statistical data processing, guidelines for time criteria for future tests were made.

I. INTRODUCTION

The advantages of using a Learning Management Systems (LMS) are significant. For students: the ability to prepare themselves for classes, laboratory and construction exercises with the emphasis on the ease of access to all course material, computer applications and tasks for individual preparation and work.

LMS systems are also beneficial for lecturers. They help to reduce the time spent in preparation and execution of exams, as well as to minimise errors in their evaluation and grading, especially when quick grading is required. Additionally, they considerably reduce the administrative tasks (e.g. class attendance tracking system for obligatory laboratory exercises, benefits of centralized grade database). Also, the automated knowledge and skill tests eliminate the teacher’s subjectivity during the evaluation phase of the exam [1]. Another benefit is the possibility for the student to check the results of the exams in real time i.e. immediately after its end. [2]. By using the application Net Support School that is installed on all of the computers used for LMS, a reduction of inappropriate student actions during exams is achieved.

The results of automated knowledge and skills exams can be used to assess the existence of questions or tasks that are either too easy or too complex. Consequently, the questions or tasks can be then reformulated or replaced with new ones without altering the structure of the existing test. With all that in mind, setting of time criteria for assessment in LMS is challenge. The adjustment of time criteria is in direct correlation with the number and complexity of tasks in each individual exam. The basis for it are the log data that was collected during five years of usage LMS Moodle for the Personal Computer Applications (PCA) course in professional study of electrical engineering at the Zagreb University of Applied Sciences.

The paper examines possible directions of LMS time criteria determination and/or optimization. Primarily, the optimization is not focused on saving the time (i.e. overall test duration) but on the adequate number of tasks increase in existing time period framework. The increase in the number of tasks ensures better class material coverage, enables implementation of more specific tasks as well as improvements in cognitive linkage of knowledge and skills. Therefore, the leading idea is to examine how possible time reduction and/or number of tasks increase reflects on overall successful attempts as well as identification and differentiation of better and barely enough prepared students. In order to achieve proposed idea, analysis and modelling of the results of the statistical data processing and the procedures for time criteria determination were made. The results of the aforementioned analysis and modelling could be used for developing of time criteria guidelines, noting that each test must be adapted to the specific requirements of particular lesson.

In Section II., explanatory parameters describing test solving dynamics are defined. In Section III. explanatory parameters are applied on results of attempts separated according to achieved scores as well as possible effect of test duration reduction is investigated by analysis of test solving dynamics slope near the test completion time. Based on analogy of test solving dynamics with diffusion process, in Section IV. the new model, named Declining Bass Model (DBM) is introduced. Finally, in Section V. the new model is applied in improved form (doubled DBM) that shows differentiation of better and barely enough prepared students. In addition, it is shown that new model enables determining of intensity of test solving that clearly identifies above mentioned differentiation.

II. INPUT DATA AND ITS REPRESENTATION

Automated knowledge and skills exams are used to assess acquired skills in case of laboratory exercises and acquired knowledge in case of theoretical course parts (i.e. midterm exams and final exam). Initially, the duration of the exams was determined by having the teaching staff of
the course solving exams and obtained average measured time were tripled for students.

Automated knowledge and skills exams via LMS Moodle have been used for nine years. Data for the first four years are not analysed because the tests were in constant improvement: the question database was constantly expanded and altered to optimally adapt to the course needs (Single or Multiple Choice; Short Textual or Numerical Answer, Matching, etc.). In the last five years, when automated knowledge and skills exams are in enable phase, analyses and modelling of the gathered data is reasonable.

Analysis of test solving dynamics is obtained through tests’ logs processing. According to the graphical representation (see Fig. 1 – case of Image processing test, all attempts: passed and failed), the following explanatory parameters can be identified and defined:

- number of students solving test \( M \) [\#] (in presented case \( M = 755 \))
- defined level for characteristic duration of test \( v \) [%] (in presented case \( v \) is set to 90%)
- characteristic duration of test \( \Delta t \) [s] i.e. time needed for \( v \) [%] of students to finish test (in presented case for \( v = 90\% \), \( \Delta t \) is 1191 s: from \( t_e - \Delta t = 609 \text{ s} \) to \( t_e = 1800 \text{ s} \))
- overall test duration \( t_e \) [s], after the expiration of the time \( t_e \) the test is locked (in presented case \( t_e = 1800 \text{ s} \))

Fig. 1 Example of test solving dynamics (case: Image processing test), \( M \) – number of students solving test, \( v \) – defined level for characteristic duration of test, \( \Delta t \) – characteristic duration of test, \( t_e \) – overall test duration

The main idea is to get quantification of test completion slope. In the case of Image processing test, the slope is moderate: within the first 34% of available time 10% of students submitted exam, and during the remaining part of \( \Delta t / t_e = 66\% \) of total time 90% students submitted exam. Therefore, dimensionless parameter defined as:

\[
g = 1 - \frac{\Delta t}{t_e}
\]  

with predefined level for characteristic duration \( v \) can be used for quantification of test completion slope gradient or in other words for the level of rush at the end of test solving. Parameter \( g \) is in range \([0,1]\) so it can be represented as percentage, where higher percentage means higher slope gradient.

Values for abovementioned parameters for all encompassed tests (all attempts, passed and failed) are given in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Type</th>
<th>Number of students’ attempts ( M )</th>
<th>Characteristic duration of test ( \Delta t ) (for ( v = 90% ))</th>
<th>Overall test duration ( t_e )</th>
<th>Slope gradient ( g )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spreadsheet test</td>
<td>972</td>
<td>347 s</td>
<td>1200 s</td>
<td>71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text processing test</td>
<td>682</td>
<td>1028 s</td>
<td>3600 s</td>
<td>72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flowchart test</td>
<td>901</td>
<td>2564 s</td>
<td>3600 s</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDA test</td>
<td>928</td>
<td>681 s</td>
<td>1200 s</td>
<td>43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image processing test</td>
<td>755</td>
<td>1191 s</td>
<td>1800 s</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### III. ANALYSIS OF SUCCESSFUL ATTEMPTS

Previous example illustrates statistics for all student attempts: passed and failed scores together. For proper determination of time criteria for test duration, data should be separated according to achieved scores. Intervals of scores 0%-33%, 34%-67% and 68%-100% are used for representation on Fig. 2, noting that first interval means that a student failed the test.

Values of parameter \( g \) (test completion slope gradient) from Table 2 shows that the better prepared students that
achieved higher scores are under lower time pressure (lower parameter \( g \)).

Table 2. Number of students that finished exam within the first and the remaining interval divided according the final scores (case: Image processing test)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interval of scores</th>
<th>( \Delta t ) [s]</th>
<th>( g = \frac{1}{\Delta t / t_e} )</th>
<th>Time interval [s]</th>
<th># stud.</th>
<th>Time interval [s]</th>
<th># stud.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0%-33%</td>
<td>1379</td>
<td>76.6 %</td>
<td>(0, 421)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>(421, 1800)</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34%-67%</td>
<td>1184</td>
<td>65.8 %</td>
<td>(0, 616)</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>(616, 1800)</td>
<td>303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68%-100%</td>
<td>1139</td>
<td>63.3 %</td>
<td>(0, 661)</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>(661, 1800)</td>
<td>254</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* the first time interval is defined through level for characteristic duration of test \( v = 90% \)

Detailed analysis of the test solving dynamics slope near the test completion time can be obtained by its first derivative in the point \( (t_e, 0) \). Obtained gradient gives the ratio of decrease in the number of successful attempts depending on the reduction in the duration of the test. With that idea in mind, Fig. 3 shows the possible effect of overall test duration reduction on successful attempts, all percentage wise.

![Possible effect of test duration reduction on successful attempts](image)

Fig. 3 Gradient of test solving dynamics in point \((t_e,0)\) for cases: Image processing test and Spreadsheet test

With appropriate scaling of the abovementioned results, the actual amount of reduction in the number of successfully completed tests can be obtained, which is the goal of future authors' research. However, in this paper is an opportunity to show that for some tests this dependence is more strongly expressed. As it is shown on Fig 3, in case of Image processing test 10% reduction of overall test duration results in possible reduction of successful attempts of 11 %, and even 48% in case of Spreadsheet test.

![Declining Bass Model (DBM)](image)

Fig. 4 The Declining Bass model (DBM): dependence on the coefficient of imitation \( q \) and coefficient of innovation \( p \) 

\[ B(t; M, p, q, t_e) = M \frac{1 - e^{-(p+q)(t \geq t_e)}}{1 + \frac{q}{p}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

The model \( B(t) \) introduces the effect of innovators via coefficient of innovation \( p \) which corrected deficiency of simple logistic growth, i.e. considers a population of \( M \) adopters who are both innovators (with a constant propensity to adopt service) and imitators (whose propensity to adopt service is influenced by the amount of previous adoption). To emphasize model dependence of its parameters, it is convenient to indicate the model as \( B(t; M, p, q, t_e) \), \( t \geq t_e \).

The Bass model describes growth with positive gradient. On contrary, test solving dynamics has negative gradient i.e. it declines. Therefore, prior to use the Bass model needs to be modified in declining Bass model. Declining growth is accomplished by mirroring of time variable axis, \( t \rightarrow -t \) (Fig. 4).

The new model, named Declining Bass Model (DBM) has the following form:

\[ DB(t; M, p, q, t_e) = M \frac{1 - e^{-(p+q)(t \geq t_e)}}{1 + \frac{q}{p}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Similar to (2), the DBM (3) is defined by four parameters: \( M \) – starting amount of customers; \( p \) – coefficient of innovation, \( p > 0 \); \( q \) – coefficient of imitation, \( q \geq 0 \) and \( t_e \) – time when service decease, \( B(t \geq t_e) = 0 \). Higher coefficient of innovation \( p \), \( p > q \)

IV. INTRODUCTION OF THE DECLINING BASS MODEL (DBM)

By analysing the graphical representation of test solving dynamics on Fig. 1 it can be concluded that in the sense of time series methods resembles to a declining growth model [3]. More precisely, customers (students) are leaving service (test solving) and after overall test duration \( (t_e) \) there is no customers left on market (knowledge assessment).

The best known model for a full description of the genesis of the new service adoption is the Bass model [4]. The Bass diffusion model (2) is defined by four parameters: \( M \) – market capacity, \( M = B(t \rightarrow \infty) \); \( p \) – coefficient of innovation, \( p > 0 \); \( q \) – coefficient of imitation, \( q \geq 0 \) and \( t_e \) – time when service is introduced, \( B(t \leq t_e) = 0 \):

The model \( B(t) \) introduces the effect of innovators via coefficient of innovation \( p \) which corrected deficiency of simple logistic growth, i.e. considers a population of \( M \) adopters who are both innovators (with a constant propensity to adopt service) and imitators (whose propensity to adopt service is influenced by the amount of previous adoption). To emphasize model dependence of its parameters, it is convenient to indicate the model as \( B(t; M, p, q, t_e) \), \( t \geq t_e \).

The Bass model describes growth with positive gradient. On contrary, test solving dynamics has negative gradient i.e. it declines. Therefore, prior to use the Bass model needs to be modified in declining Bass model. Declining growth is accomplished by mirroring of time variable axis, \( t \rightarrow -t \) (Fig. 4).
contributes to a steep disappearance of the service from market, and higher coefficient of imitation \( q \), \( q > p \) smooth disappearance of the service from market.

Due to fact that \( M \) is the asymptote of DBM, i.e. model (3) obtains value \( M \) only for \( t \rightarrow \infty \), characteristic duration \( \Delta t \) should be defined through certain level smaller than \( M \). (see description of \( v \) [%] in Section II – explanatory parameters definitions).

V. TEST SOLVING DYNAMICS MODELLING

For better understanding dynamics of test solving for successful attempts, data is modelled with DBM as time series.

The first step was fitting with single DBM where \( M \) (number of students solving test) and \( t_e \) (overall test duration) were fixed, i.e. values for them are taken directly from sample. The remaining parameters \( p \) and \( q \) are obtained by ordinary least squared method.

For case Image processing test - successful attempts, results are as follows (Fig. 5):

\[
M = 619 \text{ students} \\
t_e = 1800 \text{ s} \\
p = 3.38 \text{E-04} \\
q = 3.48 \text{E-04}
\]

Achieved correlation coefficient is \( r = 0.9980 \), and root-mean-square error is \( \text{RMSE} = 11.511 \).

\[
DDB(t) = DB(M_1, p_1, q_1, t_1; t) = DB(M - M_1, p_2, q_2, t_2; t)
\]

\[
= M_1 \frac{1 - e^{-(q + p)M_1t}}{1 + \frac{M}{p_1} e^{-(q + p)M_1t}} + (M - M_1) \frac{1 - e^{-p_1t}}{1 + \frac{M}{p_1} e^{-p_1t}}
\]

The idea is to identify two groups of students – one better prepared that will successfully finish test in the first wave (parameters indexed with 1) and other one that will finish test in the second wave (parameters indexed with 2). According to that assumption, parameters of model (4) are prepared as follows:

\[
t_1 < t_e \\
M_1 < M \\
DDB(t \rightarrow \infty) = M \\
DB_1(t \geq t_1) = 0 \\
DB_2(t \geq t_2) = 0
\]

In the first step single DBM has 2 free parameters \( p \) and \( q \), and doubled DBM has 6 \( (M_1, p_1, q_1, t_1, p_2, q_2) \) which are obtained by ordinary least squared method, too.

For case Image processing test – successful attempts, result are as follows (Fig. 6):

\[
M_1 = 284 \text{ students} \\
t_1 = 1300 \text{ s} \\
p_1 = 9.20 \text{E-04} \\
q_1 = 4.05 \text{E-03} \\
M - M_1 = 335 \text{ students} \\
t_e = 1800 \text{ s} \\
p_2 = 9.55 \text{E-04} \\
q_2 = 2.93 \text{E-03}
\]

Achieved correlation coefficient is \( r = 0.9995 \), and root-mean-square error is \( \text{RMSE} = 5.797 \).

Following the abovementioned assumption, in the next step data is modelled with doubled DBM (4):

Students take the tests with different levels of preparation. Even when the analysis is done on the successful attempts only, the graph on Fig. 5 shows discontinuities in smoothness of experimental data. It can be assumed that this is result of inhomogeneous sample, i.e. a group of students is consisted of a better prepared ones and others. It is worth mentioning that unprepared students are not included (only successful attempts are analysed).

Now when model that identifies groups of students according to their knowledge/skills is founded and it provides good fitting results, it is possible to determine intensity of test solving \( l(t) \). The intensity of test solving is a rate of test solved with respect to the change of the time variable. It can be calculated as a negative derivative in time of doubled DBM’s components (5):
Intensity of test solving $I(t)$ for each separate group is graphically shown on Fig. 7 for case: Image processing test – successful attempts. Differentiation between groups are especially visible through different peak times of their intensity functions. Numerical results are as follows:

- Maximal intensity of solving for the first wave is achieved around $t_{m1} = 1005$ s, and for second wave around $t_{m2} = 1515$ s,
- Maximal values of $I(t)$ for both waves are almost equal $I_1(t_{m1}) \equiv I_2(t_{m2}) = 0.433$.

From Fig. 7, it is evident that success of better prepared students will not be affected with appropriate test time reduction and/or number of tasks increase as it will affect the other ones.

**VI. CONCLUSION**

On account of the nine-years usage of the LMS Moodle on courses in professional study of electrical engineering at the Zagreb University of Applied Sciences it has been possible to perform a detailed and reliable processing of the acquired statistical data.

The data was analysed as a time series and explanatory parameters that are extension of the simple overall test duration parameter are defined: characteristic test duration, test completion slope gradient and peak of test solving intensity. These parameters are determined and evaluated for different knowledge and skills exams and could be used as time criteria optimization guidelines for similar LMS provided tests.

Based on the similarities with diffusion models, a new model named Declining Bass Model, is developed. If new model is applied in improved form (doubled DBM), the differentiation of better and barely enough prepared students can be obtained.

Further research will be focused on the quantifying abovementioned indicators for their practical applications in support of LMS Moodle usage for other courses, too.
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Abstract – This paper discusses the possibilities of employing the process of the blended learning of professional English through the Moodle platform. It discusses different theoretical approaches to language learning implemented within the Moodle platform and the associated cognitive domains according to Bloom’s taxonomy. The paper focuses on examining the Moodle activities within the language learning framework along with the levels of each activity within the cognitive domain. These activities are implemented at the University North within a wide range of courses covering English for Professional Purposes aimed at the engineering education. The paper can serve as a framework for the possible applications of different Moodle elements in the teaching of English for Professional Purposes.

I. INTRODUCTION

Rapid advances in technology and computer-aided teaching have offered new opportunities and enforced the application of new tools, methodologies, approaches and frameworks to promote active foreign language teaching and learning. English, as a global language, is probably the most commonly spoken language in the world when combining the native and non-native speakers, and currently the language most often taught as a foreign language in the Croatian higher education.

Creating a successful language learning environment within the higher education environment is becoming ever more complex. Information behavior and information preferences of students are also constantly changing and should be regularly examined. Faced with the new Web 2.0 services that include both the technological side by introducing new technologies and the new patterns of information behavior geared towards a more participative and socially oriented environment, new approaches based on individualization or autonomy are constantly examined.

In order to fulfill its mission of educating competent professional personnel for the needs of the real economy, University North implemented Moodle, an open-source Learning Management System (LMS), one of the currently fastest growing successful e-learning systems in the higher education environment, used in 231 countries and with nearly 100 million users worldwide [1].

In that context, Moodle has been receiving more and more popularity in higher education in the recent years, especially in the learning-teaching process applied in the English courses, offering a wide range of courses covering English for Professional Purposes. Teaching foreign languages for professional purposes is considered to be a priority in the updating of engineering education, and the ability to communicate in other languages is becoming an integral part of the professional competence of any specialist.

II. MOODLE AND LANGUAGE LEARNING APPROACHES

From the perspective of language learning approaches, Moodle implements two main approaches: the blended learning approach and the communicative approach.

The term blended learning originated around the year 2000 in the business world in connection to corporate training, followed by higher education, and finally it appeared in the world of language teaching and learning [2]. Blended language learning (i.e. integrating the use of technology into the classroom-based learning and teaching) is still a relatively new concept, but recent research appears to indicate that when “appropriately” implemented, blended learning can significantly improve the learning experience [3].

The communicative approach to language learning allows language teachers to follow the goal of making “the student the center of the learning experience wherever possible.” Moodle supports the key features of Communicative Language Learning, some of which are learner autonomy, the social nature of learning, curricular integration, focus on meaning, diversity, alternative assessment, the role of teachers as co-learners, etc. [3].

While the blended learning approach provides the environmental setting within the Moodle platform, the communicative approach focuses on the roles of students and teachers. The connecting point between those two approaches, namely the learner and the environment, is the learning activity. For this reason, the design of blended learning needs to be centered on the activity design [4].
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Along with the two approaches discussed, it is important to indicate and categorize the activities based on their learning outcomes. One of the most widely applied taxonomies of learning outcomes is Bloom’s taxonomy that identifies six levels within the cognitive domain, from the simple recall or recognition of facts as the lowest level, through the increasingly more complex and abstract mental levels, to the highest order which is classified as evaluation [5]:

1. **Knowledge**: define, list, name, order, recognize, relate, recall, repeat,
2. **Comprehension**: classify, discuss, explain, identify, indicate, report, review, select,
3. **Application**: apply, choose, demonstrate, sketch, solve, use, write,
4. **Analysis**: analyze, calculate, compare, contrast, discriminate, examine, experiment,
5. **Synthesis**: assemble, construct, create, design, develop, formulate, prepare, propose, write,
6. **Evaluation**: assess, attach, choose, compare, predict, rate, select, evaluate.

In order to select the best approach in EPP teaching (using the most appropriate activities within the Moodle platform to develop targeted outcomes), it is necessary to examine the Moodle activities within the language learning framework along with the levels of each activity within the cognitive domain.

### III. MOODLE ACTIVITIES IN EPP TEACHING

In the last few years, while trying to improve the management of the English language course at the University North, Moodle has emerged as an invaluable asset of that process. Considering the fact that the course is aimed at teaching a foreign language for professional purposes, a certain level of autonomy is required from students, and that is seen as an additional means of developing the students’ skills needed in the professional environment. Students who participate in Moodle-based courses not only gain knowledge in the areas stipulated by the curriculum, but they also develop practical skills such as decision-making, applying critical evaluation, and problem solving [6]. As a learning platform that allows students to access the contents of the course 24/7, students are given a certain amount of autonomy in their learning process. They can access the lectures and assignments at any time and it is up to them to decide when and how fast they want to go through the course and cover the discussed topics [7]. In lieu of being pressured into learning in a traditional class environment only, they exercise individual control over the speed of their work by being given the option to learn and revise any material that they have missed or insufficiently acquired during the face-to-face lectures.

Moreover, Moodle offers a wide range of activities that can be used to improve the learning of a language. The activities and their advantages in EPP language teaching are presented and discussed in the next section.

**Chat** - Students can get together for a chat session which allows them to enter into dialogue with each other. By discussing a certain topic with each other and the teacher, they practice the use of the language and they draw each other’s attention to the possible errors they might have overlooked, or they give each other additional ideas for the solving of the given task. However, it is important for the teacher to offer guidance when needed and to steer the wheel if the students go off track [8]. Levels of activity within the cognitive domain: Comprehension; Application; Synthesis; Evaluation.

**Database** - With the help of the Database module, teachers can help students build vocabulary lists through which students master a specific professional matter introduced during the lecture. The database can function as a personal glossary which students can consult when they revise for the exam. Levels of activity within the cognitive domain: Knowledge, Application, Analysis, Synthesis, Evaluation.

**Forum** - Forum is an activity that allows a group of Moodle users to ask and answer questions [8]. Students can ask the teacher and each other for help by asking questions, and at the same time help others by answering their questions and giving their input on a certain matter. Moreover, students can subscribe to a certain forum and receive an e-mail when someone offers a new answer to the posed question. As with the Chat module, it is important to give students a certain level of autonomy, i.e. to make them feel as if they were in charge and thus give them the option to express their views and opinions more freely, without the sense that they are being “monitored”. Levels of activity within the cognitive domain: Comprehension, Analysis, Synthesis, Evaluation.

**Hot Potatoes** - This module is defined as a free, easy-to-use quiz-making program ideal for setting up quick quizzes to review or test students [8]. This module can cover the testing of basically all main elements of a

---

**TABLE I. MOODLE USAGE STATISTICS AT THE UNIVERSITY NORTH**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Moodle module</th>
<th>NO. OF COURSES (ACTIVE)</th>
<th>NO. OF ENROLLED STUDENTS</th>
<th>FORUM</th>
<th>LABEL</th>
<th>QUESTION</th>
<th>RESOURCE</th>
<th>TEST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>647 (300)</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>724</td>
<td>1557</td>
<td>465</td>
<td>12,937</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
language, from grammar and vocabulary to reading and listening. Cloze tests, crosswords, matching exercises and multiple-choice are the most common types of Hot Potatoes tests [3]. They are quite attractive for students because they require their full attention when eliminating the incorrect answers, but also because they are allowed to use the “back” button, which in a way allows them to “cheat” and improve their results. Levels of activity within the cognitive domain: Knowledge, Comprehension, Application, Analysis, Synthesis.

Journal - This module allows students to keep a diary where they can reflect on their learning process and discuss the matters that they did not manage to master during class and have thus been left unclear. There they can also write drafts of their writing assignments. Considering the fact that it is only the student and the teacher who have access to this module, they can ask the teacher questions about a certain lecture or matter that they do not feel comfortable enough to ask in the Forum. They can then correct their assignments in accordance with the teacher’s comments [7]. Levels of activity within the cognitive domain: Comprehension; Analysis.

Lesson/Lecture - The Lesson/Lecture module requires a lot of patience from teachers because it is quite complicated to set up, but at the same time it is very rewarding as it allows them to progress step by step through a lesson. For example, students are given a certain text to read, and then they are given a question accompanying that text. If they answer the question correctly, they move on to the next page where a new question or assignment awaits them. On the other hand, if they answer the question incorrectly, they can either take the question again or choose to go to an easier one. This module can be used for the presentation of cultural information, teaching grammar, reading professional texts, listening, etc. [7]. Levels of activity within the cognitive domain: Knowledge, Comprehension, Application, Analysis, Synthesis, Evaluation.

Questionnaire - The Questionnaire module is a customizable survey which can be very useful for getting feedbacks or opinions of various aspects of the course, or for getting students to write their own surveys and practice asking questions [8]. Moreover, by asking them questions about a certain text that they had to go through, the teacher can get a solid evaluation of the students’ preferences and on the basis of the results, work on the improvement of the materials. Levels of activity within the cognitive domain: Analysis, Synthesis.

Dictionary - This module serves a similar purpose as the Database module. Students make vocabulary lists to which they add definitions, and that can help them master a particular matter in a more concrete, substantial way. It also allows them to find in one place the vocabulary they need in order to pass the course and that potentially shortens the time they would usually need to prepare for the exam. Levels of activity within the cognitive domain: Analysis, Synthesis.

SCORM – The abbreviation stands for Shareable Content Object Reference Model. Teachers can save Hot Potatoes quizzes as a SCORM file, which bundles all the files in the activity and teachers can then import the SCORM file directly into the course home page [8]. SCORM files enable a more synoptic reading of the data due to the fact that what SCORM does for the programs is equal to what PDFs do for documents. [8] Levels of activity within the cognitive domain: Application.

Survey - A Survey is comprised of questions with slightly different answers, which then allows the teacher to collect the answers in the form of a percentage and thus get a better view of the students’ opinion on a certain topic. Teachers are yet again given the opportunity to get an insight into the students’ opinion of the course and on the basis of that they can implement certain changes and improve the course. Levels of activity within the cognitive domain: Analysis, Evaluation.

Test - This module allows teachers to conduct continuous assessment and/or final assessment via Moodle. Teachers can create a number of questions for the evaluation, limit the time the students have for solving the questions, and based on their performance, and decide on the final grade. Levels of activity within the cognitive domain: Knowledge, Comprehension, Application, Analysis, Synthesis, Evaluation.

Wiki - As the name discloses, this module functions as the Wikipedia webpage, meaning that its content can be edited by all users, i.e. course participants. This module is good for collaborative work such as joint writing projects and task planning [8]. This module enforces the sense of team work, while at the same time it allows the students to keep a certain level of autonomy. Levels of activity within the cognitive domain: Application, Analysis, Synthesis, Evaluation.

Assignment - The teacher gives out an Assignment and posts the instructions in the activity description. Students have to respect the deadline when they submit their Assignment as an attachment. The Assignment is then reviewed and assessed by the teacher, who is the only one who can see the submitted file. This module often goes hand in hand with the Test module in the sense that it plays a crucial role in the final assessment. Levels of activity within the cognitive domain: Comprehension, Application, Analysis, Synthesis, Evaluation.

Workshop - Workshop is similar to the Assignment module, the only difference being that as opposed to the Assignment module, it can be peer-reviewed before the file is submitted, meaning that it is not only accessible to the teacher, but also to other
students who can write their own comments and contribute to the final version. Levels of activity within the cognitive domain: Application, Analysis, Synthesis, Evaluation.

As we can see, Moodle offers a wide range of learning activities that can be implemented in the EPP teaching. The activities are imbued with a number of advantages, both for the students and the teachers. Firstly, the students are given a much higher level of autonomy not only on the basis of source availability, but also on the basis of modules such as Chat and Forum, where they can ask both the teacher and their colleagues questions that can help them in mastering the course. As it is often the case, some students might find it easier to ask a question via an online platform than during a face-to-face lecture where they feel more exposed to the reaction of their environment. Such modules increase the level of student activity and investment. Moreover, students of technical studies often shift their focus away from foreign language courses towards their main interest, the technical courses [4]. Under such circumstances, it is necessary to spark their interest by engaging them in cloze tests, multiple-choice exercises, crosswords, and matching exercises offered by the Hot Potatoes module. One additional advantage offered by Moodle through the Hot Potatoes module is the involvement of multimedia tools [7]. The Hot Potatoes module not only makes language learning more interesting to students by employing a variety of game-like teaching possibilities, but it also enhances their ability to focus on particular information and it develops their skills of information processing [9]. Moreover, what is one of the most important features of Moodle is the development of student autonomy, which stays with the individual far beyond the completion of the EPP course. Throughout the years, it has been observed at the University North that with the blended learning method that is implemented in the EPP course, students have become more active and interested in the lectures, and with each assignment, the number of students who fulfill all the requirements introduced at the beginning of the course is growing.

IV. THE TEACHER’S ROLE

As is the case with face-to-face lectures, the role of the teacher is indispensable in the blended learning method. Firstly, teachers should always be on the alert when it comes to their professional expertise due to the fact that the area of ICT advances rapidly and if they wish to offer their students the best possible working environment, they have to follow all the novelties that are constantly being introduced. Teachers have for a very long time been blending face-to-face lectures with various kinds of technology-assisted methods [8]. However, with the upsurge of Web 2.0, teachers have been given a very powerful tool which can help them with the advances in the foreign language teaching. Hence, it is crucial that they be methodologically careful when choosing the materials for their students and the means through which they will implement them. Back in 1999, Egbert and Hanson-Smith suggested eight “optimal” conditions for learning a foreign language, and one of them stresses the importance of learner autonomy [10]. Much of the learner autonomy lies in the hands of the teacher. It is on the teacher to encourage students to actively participate in the discussions, but yet again, they should not be too overwhelming in doing so [8]. One of the best modules that plays a significant role in the development of student autonomy is the Forum, which empowers and encourages class members to give answers to their classmates’ questions, which not only supports camaraderie, but also gives students the sense of “being in charge”, whereas the teacher is no longer seen as the only source of knowledge [8]. The students then not only feel autonomous, but they also become more motivated. However, autonomy aside, it is of extreme importance to set boundaries. Naturally, the whole point of the blended learning method is to allow students to decide by themselves when they want to study, but it is up to the teacher to ensure that they have indeed met all the requirements by the end of the course. Therefore, it is important to clearly state and explain the goals and objectives of the course and set the necessary deadlines when it comes to the enforcement of modules. Through the implementation of rules, certain managerial skills that they will need in their future professional life are developed.

Last but not least, feedback. When it comes to all types of learning, but especially language learning, it is very important for students to receive feedback as a confirmation that their learning style and strategies have been successful, or as an input on what should be modified or additionally worked on in order to reach the desired level.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The role of the blended learning method has in the last couple of years become increasingly popular, especially when it comes to the teaching of foreign languages. Moodle, an open-source learning management system, was introduced at the University North as a supplement to face-to-face lectures and it has proved to be of vital importance in the EPP teaching. Employing a variety of Moodle modules, the EPP course has progressively been working on the development of student autonomy and achieving the optimal conditions for learning a foreign language. Even though there is still room for improvement in the use of the modules, the blended learning method has been recognized as a tremendous asset in the EPP teaching, as it gives an exceptional opportunity to integrate the information advances with the advances of students both in their studies and their future professional life.

In this light, this paper can serve as a framework for the possible applications of different Moodle elements in the teaching of English for Professional Purposes. Future work in the field should be aimed at carrying out case studies of applying different Moodle activities based on
the proposed theoretical framework and measuring the student competence and satisfaction level within the blended learning approach.
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Abstract - Air traffic controllers are responsible for guiding aircraft through the airspace and for ensuring timely, safe and expeditious flow of air traffic. Throughout the whole education and later work, air traffic controllers undergo extensive training that is divided into three phases – initial training (basic and rating training), unit training (transitional, pre-on-the-job and on-the-job training) and continuation training (conversion and refresher training). In all three phases of the training, the focus is placed on practical training exercises performed on computer based simulation devices. This paper focuses on basic part of the initial training and gives an overview of practical training exercises performed on a particular computer based simulation device. It also provides an insight into challenges the candidates are faced with while mastering the techniques of performance based training.

I. INTRODUCTION

Air traffic controllers are responsible for safe and expeditious flow of air traffic. Their main task is to provide separation between aircraft. They perform a complex task of guiding aircraft through the airspace safely and efficiently. The goal of Air Traffic Control (ATC) is to minimize the risk of aircraft collisions while maximizing the number of aircraft that can fly safely in an airspace at the same time. To be able to perform all the mentioned duties, air traffic controller candidates have to undergo extensive training and skill acquisition process. During the training, air traffic controller candidates acquire knowledge on procedures, learn about characteristics of a certain airspace, master how to detect and solve potential conflicts between aircraft, learn how to use equipment on their working positions, etc. This paper focuses on basic part of the initial training and gives an overview of practical training exercises performed on computer based simulation devices. It is divided into five sections: 1. Introduction, 2. Air Traffic Controller's Training, 3. Air Traffic Controller's Basic Training, 4. The Simulator - BEST Simulation System, and 5. Conclusion.

II. AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLER’S TRAINING

Since air traffic control is a highly regulated sector, air traffic controller's (ATCO) training is defined by thorough regulations that prescribe minimum training requirements. In the EU ATCO training has to comply with and meet the requirements laid down in the Commission Regulation (EU) 2015/340 that enables overall standardization of training.

Standardization of training and required competences should also reduce fragmentation and differences in licensing process and enable mutual recognition of licenses among different countries [1].

The training is divided into three phases – initial training, unit training and continuation training that are shown on Figure 1.

Figure 1. Progression of ATCO training [2].

Initial training consists of basic training and rating training. Basic training is defined as theoretical and practical training designed to impart fundamental knowledge and practical skills related to basic operational procedures [2].

Basic Training provides theoretical knowledge and practical skills to enable an ab initio candidate to progress to more specialized Rating Training. The Rating Training provides knowledge and skills related to a job category and appropriate to the discipline to be pursued in the ATS environment [2]. It consists of theoretical subjects and practical exercises. After successful completion of initial training candidates are awarded Student ATCO License. This license is a prerequisite for starting the following phase of training.

The Unit Training leads to the issue of an Air Traffic Controller License that enables ATCOs to work with live traffic. It is subdivided into three parts: Transitional Training, Pre-On-the-Job Training and On-the-Job Training.

Transitional Training is designed primarily to impart knowledge and understanding of site-specific operational procedures and task-specific aspects. It ensures the
development of skills through the use of site-specific simulations and training [3].

Pre-On-the-Job Training (Pre-OJT) is locally based training during which extensive use of simulation using site-specific facilities will enhance the development of previously acquired routines and abilities to an exceptionally high level of achievement [2].

On-the-Job Training - OJT is the final phase of unit training during which previously acquired job-related routines and skills are integrated in practice under the supervision of a qualified on-the-job training instructor in a live traffic situation. [2].

Continuation Training is training for ATCOs with valid license that enables an upgrade or improvement of existing knowledge and skills and includes refresher and conversion training.

Refresher training is designed to review, reinforce or enhance the existing knowledge and skills of air traffic controllers to provide a safe, orderly and expeditious flow of air traffic. Conversion Training is designed to provide knowledge and skills appropriate to a change in the operational environment [2].

All the phases of training consist of theoretical and practical training. Practical training is performed on computer based simulation device, so called synthetic training device (STD). There are two different types of STDs - simulators and part-task trainers. Simulators are computer based devices that simulate important functions of the real situation of ATCO working positions, airspace, procedures, flight trajectories etc. Part-task trainers are computer based devices that enable simulation of partial ATCO functions. Both STDs are used to train candidates in gaining practical skills. Candidates take part in different practical exercises created for each segment of the training according to prescribed requirements. Each certified ATCO training organization defines the number of practical exercises to be performed for different phases of ATCO training in accordance with international standards.

III. AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLER’S BASIC TRAINING

As previously mentioned, Basic Training is a part of Initial Training. Basic training can be provided as separate course or integrated with rating training. Basic Training is designed in a way that candidates (ab initios) acquire fundamental knowledge and practical skills related to basic operational procedures. The goal of the course is to teach candidates basic theory needed for future work and for rating training. Basic Training is developed and provided by licensed ATCO training organizations and approved by the competent authority.

In Croatia there is only one training organization approved for provision of ATCO basic training and that is Croatian Air Traffic Control Training Centre (HUSK).

HUSK is a unit established at the Faculty of Transport and Traffic Sciences of the University of Zagreb that is certified to provide basic training. HUSK provides two different basic training plans and programs: integrated program of training provided through undergraduate study of aeronautics, air traffic control module, and a separate basic training course [4].

The training program integrated in the undergraduate study of Aeronautics lasts 6 semesters. After the completion of the program, candidates are awarded bachelor’s degree (bacc.ing.aeronaut.) and a Certificate on successful completion of Basic Air Traffic Controller Training [5]. The other training program is organized as a separate course lasting from 16 to 24 weeks depending on tender requirements. After the completion of the course, candidates are also awarded Certificate on successful completion of Basic Air Traffic Controller Training [6].

Both HUSK programs are compliant and harmonized with requirements of the EU REG 2015/340 and of EUROCONTROL’s Specifications on the ATCO Common Core Content Initial Training.

During the basic training candidates are obliged to take lessons and successfully fulfill courses’ requirements. Theoretical trainings are comprised of the following subjects as prescribed by EU REG 2015/340: Introduction to the Course, Aviation Law, Air Traffic Management, Meteorology, Navigation, Aircraft, Human Factors, Equipment and Systems and Professional Environment.

According to the EU REG 2015/340 practical training is provided within Air Traffic Management subject. During the provision of practical training on simulator, candidates develop skills of maintaining aircraft separation, monitoring aircraft movement through airspace and communicating with pilots. Candidates have to incorporate acquired theoretical knowledge into practical training skills for all three types of air traffic control (aerodrome, approach and area control).

IV. THE SIMULATOR - BEST SIMULATION SYSTEM

There are a few companies in the world involved in the development and production of ATC simulators that provide a realistic simulation of aircraft flight and human-in-the-loop real time simulation of air traffic controller’s work. All simulation systems used by ATCO training organizations should be certified and approved by competent authorities for the usage in practical training. A simulation system that is very often used by ATCO training organizations in Europe is called BEST (Beginning to End for Simulation and Training) Simulator produced by Micro Nav Ltd. According to HUSK internal survey and according to the research Comparison of Radar Simulator for Air Traffic Control [7], BEST simulator is rated as the best solution to be used in ATCO training.

BEST simulator covers all levels and types of training:
• basic (ab initio)
• rating
• validation
• on-job-training support
• conversion
• refresher
• competency checks
• handling emergencies and unusual situations
• approach control – radar and non-radar
• tower control
• ground and ramp control
• tower data assistant working
• civil and military [8].

BEST is constructed in such a way that it gives a very realistic simulation of the real traffic situations. The following section describes the system functionality and the minimum hardware requirements, software information and additional system and support information.

A. Hardware Requirements

BEST runs on commercial standard PCs, networking and peripherals. The minimum hardware specifications are Pentium 4 dual core processor 2.8GHz or equivalent, 2GB RAM, 40GB hard disk drive (workstation position) or 80GB hard disk drive (system manager position), CD-ROM drive (required at the system manager position only), 100Mbps/1Gbps network capability and operating system Windows 7 Professional (workstation position or stand-alone system) and Windows 2003 Server (networked System Manager) [8].

B. BEST Software Development Platform

The BEST software is written in C++ using the Borland C++ Builder development environment and it uses Windows operating systems and networking. BEST simulation system comprises of the following ATC radar simulation and training facilities:

• ATC radar controller/student facilities
• Supervisor facilities
• Pilot facilities
• Simulation facilities for driving real radar workstations
• System manager facilities
• Data preparation facilities
• Self-teach facilities
• Voice recognition & output facilities
• Simulated audio communications facilities
• Scripting facilities
• Networking facilities
• Data management facilities [8].

C. BEST simulation system at the Faculty of Transport and Traffic Sciences

As it was mentioned earlier, HUSK is an approved ATCO training organization that is certified for provision of basic training and is a part of the Faculty of Transport and Traffic Sciences. From 2013 the Faculty owns BEST Radar Simulator that is situated in The Laboratory for Control of Air Navigation at the Department of Aeronautics and used by HUSK. It has two ATCO working stations, one pseudo-pilot working station and one supervisor working station which is also used as a pseudo-pilot working station. The user interface is similar to the real ATC workstations. As it can be seen on Figure 2, the ATCO working station consists of a radar screen, an auxiliary screen, a voice communication interface screen, a keyboard, a mouse, two sets of headphones and some communication switches.

Standard operating system has recording and playback system, which allows a recorded exercise to be played back. A replay may be paused at any time and candidates may be faced with their performance.

Figure 2. The ATCO working stations of the BEST Radar Simulator at the Faculty of Transport and Traffic Sciences

Process of training and roles of all persons involved as well as their interactions can be seen on Figure 3.

Figure 3. Simulation process during ATCO practical training.

As it can be seen, there are constant MMI (Man–Machine Interface) interactions in three processes: ATC Simulator–ATCO candidate, ATC Simulator -pseudo-pilot and ATCO candidates and pseudo-pilots when using radio communication. Practical instructor supervises the work of ATCO candidate. Roles and functions of all participants are explained in further text.

D. The ATCO working station

The ATCO working station enables the ATCO candidate to monitor the air traffic situation on the radar screen and to pass instructions through a set of headphones to a pseudo-pilot. The candidate has to perform a complex task of monitoring all the aircraft through the delegated airspace.

At the same time the candidate has to take into consideration the simulated traffic situation, decide what instruction to issue to the pilot, inform the pilot through a
voice channel on the actions to be taken, observe if the pilot follows the instructions, record all the changes in the system, make an update of the current traffic situation and be familiar with the all equipment. The candidate continuously observes the simulated traffic situation on the radar screen that shows the current traffic situation. The standard radar screen display is shown on Figure 4. The position of an aircraft is marked with an * sign and accompanied with the label that mandatory contains aircraft’s call sign some additional information regarding aircraft type, speed and attitude.

Figure 4. The standard radar screen display.

The display controls are located on the toolbar at the top of the display. Different characteristics of the radar display can be altered by selection of an appropriate tool such as:

- display manipulation tools (zoom facility, centre, drag facility, map layer selection, display range, range rings, compass rose, and text size)
- target display options (history trail, predict vector, track label position, target filters route and trail length)
- information display (exercise time and status (active/frozen), QNH and ATIS identifier)
- target symbols: primary cover only, secondary cover only, combined cover, forced onto display, filtered by height or SSR code), etc. [8].

E. Pseudo-pilot working stations

The BEST pseudo-pilot working station facilities are user-friendly. The pseudo-pilot working station consists of a radar screen, an auxiliary screen, a voice communication interface screen, a keyboard, a mouse, a set of headphones and communication switches. The pseudo-pilot facilities allow the pilot to make changes in flight’s behavior as instructed by the controller or instructor. This is achieved via Pilot MMI that is shown on Figure 5.

Figure 5. The Pilot Man–Machine Interface [8].

The BEST pilot interface uses standard Windows input methods working with a keyboard or a mouse, or with a combination of both. This allows complex, chained commands to be entered easily. All the inputs are optimized for fast keyboard entry [8].

All aircraft under pilot’s control are listed in the Call sign List. The target aircraft can be selected with the keyboard or with the mouse by selecting from the radar display or the Call sign List.

Using Pilot MMI, the pseudo-pilot can enter a command for the currently selected aircraft or can select another aircraft and make necessary changes. When the keyboard is used to select an aircraft, pressing the letter key displayed in the first column of the Call sign List will display the Pilot MMI for the associated aircraft [8].

F. Practical Instructor role in simulation process

Practical instructor is instructor authorized to train candidates during practical exercises. Practical instructor sits next to the ATCO candidate. He/she instructs the candidate, provides advice and tuition, observes how a candidate interacts with the equipment, pays attention to candidate’s behavior and attitude, monitors if a candidate takes appropriate actions and issues correct clearances. After each exercise, the instructor fills in Daily performance lists for each of the candidates giving his/her opinion on the candidate’s performance.

Practical instructor can communicate with the ATCO candidate and with the pseudo-pilot (without the controller’s knowledge) via voice communication facilities. The voice communication facilities support simulated radio transmissions between the candidate and pseudo-pilot, communication between the instructor and the candidate and pseudo-pilot for teaching purposes, simulated intercom communications between positions and simulated telephone communications.

G. Supervisor working stations

Supervisor working station is the central part of the complete simulation system. A supervisor has the access to the pseudo-pilot working station facilities and to the majority of functions of student-controller facilities. The supervisor is in charge of managing an exercise – he/she starts the exercise, restarts the paused exercise, changes the traffic situation adding additional flights, removes flights, saves a text file of all script commands run during the course of the exercise and edits the script files associated with the airspace, exercise and/or weather set etc. When the simulator is ready to run, the Supervisor Controls dialog is presented on the screen at the supervisor position.

H. Provision of Basic Training at HUSK

As it was said earlier HUSK uses BEST Radar Simulator for the provision of practical exercises during basic training. When the program integrated through undergraduate study of aeronautics is used, candidates do seven exercises of Aerodrome Control, seven of Approach Control and seven of Area Control. Each candidate does altogether 21 exercises (seven for each type of control) and
spends 21 hours training on BEST radar simulator individually.

Exercises of each type of control differ in traffic, number of aircraft involved, number of conflicts, different traffic flows and in performance objectives that candidates need to fulfill. Before the beginning of practical training for each type of control, the candidates are introduced to the simulator equipment and its functionalities. Provision of every exercise is conducted in accordance to the activities given in Figure 6.

Every practical exercise on the simulator starts with group briefing. It is an introduction to the exercise where candidates are introduced with the performance objectives, particular characteristics of the exercise, separation methods and radio-telephony communication. It is provided in the classroom. Group briefing is followed by individual briefing when instructor leads candidate through an exercise, explains the goals of the exercise and emphasizes the important segments, shows flight plans. Individual briefing is as done one-on-one and provided at the BEST simulator.

The candidate does the exercise run on his/her own.

![Diagram](image-url)

**Figure 6. Activities in practical exercise provision**

Exercise run lasts approximately 45 min. During the exercise run, instructors train and monitor candidate’s work on BEST radar simulator. The instructor observes candidate’s performance and provides guidance, if necessary. They use Daily performance lists to track and evaluate candidate’s progress or do the final assessment of the candidate’s performance using Simulator Assessment List in the case of the last exercise.

After the completion of the exercise run, the instructor does the individual debriefing and evaluates the candidate’s work according to the set objectives of the exercise, points out candidate’s strengths and weaknesses and gives the recommendations for the subsequent exercises. Individual debriefing is provided while the candidate is still at the simulator.

As it is said, the instructor uses Simulator Assessment List to make final assessment and evaluation of the candidate’s knowledge, performance and attitude. A candidate needs to achieve at least 75% on the final assessment to pass.

For each of the exercises, each candidate is awarded the following performance indicators:

- Excellent (90-100%) - the candidate has reached the highest passable standard; the performance was excellent but with a few minor errors.
- Very good (85-89%) - the candidate has reached higher passable standard; the performance was very good but with more minor errors.
- Good (80-84%) - the candidate has reached passable standard; the performance was good but with errors.
- Sufficient (75-79%) - the candidate has reached the lowest passable standard; the performance was acceptable but with major errors.
- Insufficient (74 % and bellow) - the candidate has failed to reach a passable standard; the performance was less than acceptable and/or erratic [9].

The last segment of each exercise is group debriefing. When all candidates finish the same exercise, a group debriefing is held. It is review of the exercise run and discussion of the outcome of the exercise and candidates’ achievements and gives the recommendations for the subsequent exercises.

The instructors repeat the objectives of the exercise, summarize the key points, emphasize well-performed elements, discuss the most frequent mistakes and provide advice for the future.

After completion of the Basic Training simulation exercises on BEST radar simulator the candidate can perform the following performance objectives [3]:

- checking and using the working position equipment
- developing and maintaining situational awareness by
- monitoring traffic and identifying aircraft when applicable
- monitoring and updating flight data display(s)
- maintaining a continuous listening watch on the appropriate frequency
- issuing appropriate clearances, instructions and information to traffic
- using approved phraseology
- communicating effectively
- applying separation
- applying coordination as necessary
- applying the prescribed procedures for the simulated airspace
- detecting potential conflicts between aircraft
- appreciating priority of actions
- choosing appropriate separation methods.

I. Example of area control exercises at HUSK training organisation

To achieve smooth and performance based training process at HUSK, all candidates undergo through the set of exercises specifically designed for basic training. All exercises are designed with the assistance of certified
practical instructors and are carefully constructed to achieve candidate's continuous progression in skills and are in accordance with performance objectives. As it was said earlier candidates attend three types of simulator exercises, aerodrome, area and approach control exercises and are trained and supervised by certified practical instructors.

To show progress and differences in the exercises during basic training at HUSK, exercises for area control will be explained in more detail in the terms of ATCO workload, number of aircraft and traffic complexity.

Exercise number one is the first exercise for area control. Before the beginning of this exercise, instructors introduce and demonstrate the functionalities of the computer based training device – BEST simulator. All its segments needed for performance of area control exercises are explained in detail and shown to candidates. The objectives of exercise number one are familiarization with the equipment, introduction of generic airspace and basic scenario with low complexity traffic and low ATCO workload requiring heading change. The number of aircraft in the first exercise is four.

In the second exercise, candidates work in the same generic airspace, but are faced with slightly higher workload and traffic complexity in basic scenario. The number of aircraft is increased to ten.

Croatian upper control area is simulated in exercise number three. Candidates go through scenario with overflying traffic and intermediate complexity and ATCO workload requiring heading, level, speed and frequency changes. There are eight to nine aircraft in this exercise.

The fourth exercise is similar to the third exercise, but with slightly higher workload. The scenario includes converging traffic. The complexity is intermediate requiring again some heading, level, speed and frequency changes. The number of aircraft is nine.

Exercise number five is the same as the fourth exercise. Complexity and ATCO workload are the same as in the fourth exercise, only the number of aircraft is increased to ten. This exercise enables candidate’s consolidation in progress. Exercise number six is the last one before the final assessment exercise where candidates deal with the highest traffic load on crossing and opposite tracks resolving conflicts by level change or by vectoring. This is the most complex exercise with the highest ATCO workload. The number of aircraft in this exercise is twelve.

Exercise number seven is the last exercise and also the assessment exercise. The final assessment and evaluation are carried out during this exercise according to the criteria said in the part H of this paper. In the course of this exercise, the candidates should show what skills and competence they have gained during the practical training. After the completion of practical exercises a candidate shall reliably and consistently apply standard coordination, approved radiotelephony, vertical, longitudinal and radar separation and control techniques [10].

If we compare candidates’ behavior and attitude during the performance of exercises, it can be concluded that during the first two exercises candidates have difficulties with the adaptation to the computer based simulation device and familiarization with its functions. With the progression of exercises it is expected that candidates are adopted and familiarised with the system and that they are capable of coping with higher number of aircraft, higher ATCO workload and traffic complexity.

V. CONCLUSION

Air traffic control candidates undergo extensive training. Their training consists of three phases and incorporates theoretical and practical parts. Theoretical training includes all the subjects and topics needed to perform complex ATCO work. Practical training is provided on computer based simulation device where candidates gain practical skills in maintaining aircraft separation and guiding aircraft through airspace. HUSK, as well as every other air traffic control training organization, is obliged to use an adequate computer based simulation device in provision of practical training. BEST radar simulator used by HUSK training organization meets all the objectives and requirements prescribed for the provision of basic ATCO training.
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Abstract – The aim of this paper is to review digital libraries’ role in supporting e-learning. Digital libraries offer technology based information resources and services to enable learners to access relevant knowledge anywhere anytime. As such, digital libraries are inseparable from the learning process because they made e-learning possible. Though highly relevant for e-learning, digital libraries haven’t been used in education to their full capabilities due to their unequal development worldwide, legal and technical barriers and the fact that the industrial sector (commercial publishers) still manages access to digital content used in education on commercial basis (making it inaccessible to wide audience without paying a fee). The paper also present results from the research of digital libraries and their capabilities for inclusion in education.

I. INTRODUCTION

During centuries, libraries have been the guardians and distributors of “books, journals, maps and other materials that are used by students in the learning process” [1]. Today, they are concerned about their sometimes diminished role in society and this role relies increasingly on information and communication technology which gradually leaves behind traditional information institutions including libraries and printed resources for learning used so far. The response of libraries to the current challenges was development of new digital information resources supplemented by new content delivery services. Presently, libraries worldwide display successfully both their traditional and digital faces and efficiently serve different purposes and different audiences. One such purpose in which libraries participate successfully is e-learning. Libraries have already been introduced to the scene of computer-based learning in the mid-20th century and they are now connected in the unity of libraries and e-learning [2]. They “serve as specific media to implement the learning process” [3]. Libraries support e-learning by offering carefully selected information resources and a variety of ICT supported services to facilitate access to their holdings which include learning material as well [4]. These services include: online bibliographic instructions, computerized library catalogs, digital libraries, distance learning services, e-databases, instant messaging services, inter library loan and document services, ready references, virtual classrooms, virtual references etc. [5]. In the era of ubiquitous learning in which learners of all age use electronic devices on daily basis to access learning material on local computer network as well as on the internet, libraries are expected to make an extra effort to adapt and prepare content in their existing digital collections and their online library services supported by rapidly changing information and communication technologies. Research [2] confirmed existence of such a trend in which students of today have closely embraced modern technologies to enhance their learning, and libraries have become their partners in role of knowledge organizer offering various services that are ICT incorporated. Having this in mind, this paper will discuss the role and perspective of use of digital libraries in today’s evolving e-learning environment.

II. LIBRARIES IN THE DIGITAL ERA AND E-LEARNING

Libraries were among pioneering institutions which introduced computer technology in their daily operations in the middle of 20th century and they continued to introduce new technological successes throughout the rest of the century to improve access to and use of library holdings. Major step forward in library development happened in the beginning of the 1990s when digital libraries were introduced. The concept of digital libraries was a major success from its very start as “it came out of closed walls of library and reached users in their home, workplace and even while traveling, with the help of laptops” [6]. Digital libraries “have emerged as a leading edge technological solution to the persistent problem of enhancing access, process of archiving and expanding the dissemination of information” [7]. Digital libraries generally speaking “consist of digital contents (which are sometimes but not necessarily text-based), interconnections (which may be simple links or complex metadata or query-based relationships), and software (which may be simple pages in HTML or complex database management systems)” [8]. More specifically, digital libraries offer “online catalogue, databases, multimedia, online journals, digital repositories, electronic books, electronic archives and online / electronic services” [9]. Digital libraries have brought digital revolution which has affected almost every aspect of library services „from the automation of internal recordkeeping systems to the digitization of physical collections, and from the acquisition of new „born-digital” works of art or library publications, to the use of technology to present collections and engage audiences” [10]. The engagement of audiences of different types proved to be crucial for the
development of digital libraries because libraries have formed their services according to information needs and requests of different audiences including students and educators.

In spite of the engagement of different audiences including students [11] digital libraries didn’t have any substantial role to play in the learning sector because in some cases they were not included fully in the learning process in favor of the industrial sector (mostly commercial publishers) which controls digital information resources. They suggested that digital libraries had (and still have) a great potential in learning due to the nature of resources they bring together and that can be used “to illustrate a variety of educational topics in practically all areas of knowledge, or to support individual learning” [11]. Digital libraries are indispensable for education because the offer up to date material, immediate access to a wide range of sources which do not exist physically, provide resources via an internet connection each moment from each place and because of these advantages, in digital libraries learning is independent process [12]. The role of digital libraries is clear: they function as „digital schools that offer formal packaging for specific skills and topics as well as general browsing for creative discovery and self-guided, informal learning” [13]. Same authors [13] suggested that digital libraries serve at least three roles in learning: they serve a practical role in sharing expensive resources including physical and digital resources, equipment, human resources – librarians who serve to allow instructors and students to share expensive materials and expertise; they serve a cultural role in preserving and organizing artifacts and ideas as well as ensuring access to materials through indexes, catalogs, and other aids that allow learners to locate items appropriate to their needs; and finally, they serve social and intellectual roles by bringing together people and ideas with formal, informal, and professional learning missions. Libraries “both traditional and digital one have three roles in education: place for sharing reach information, maintaining ideas, and give awareness to bring together individual with learning aims” [12]. Tanner and Deegan [14] analyzed values and benefits of use of digitized resources in teaching and learning and concluded that “The increasing availability of digitized resources allows educational institutions to provide students with more varied, more accessible and richer teaching materials than ever before. This encourages a more exploratory, research based approach to teaching and learning. Entirely new kinds of topics and courses can be studied, new modes of assessment are possible, and students are given a richer educational experience”. Abbott and Cohen [15] investigated possibilities of use of large digital collections (in libraries) in education and found out that students (as library users) face a challenge when they try to find and access primary documents in digital libraries because documents (digital resources) can be found in any number of digital libraries on the internet and this presents a problem. The solution to this problem would be better integration of information about digital resources and networked systems on global level so they could be more easily located and used.

The relationship between digital libraries and e-learning is quite straightforward. Digital libraries as networked information systems are already part of the learning process [2]. The need for digital libraries in e-learning could be also found in the very definition of e-learning: „E-learning could be interpreted as electronic learning; the learning that involves the Internet; learning from a distance via the aid of the internet and, or other electronic gadgets“ [2]. E-learning includes „all forms of electronic supported learning and teaching, which are procedural in character and aim to effect the construction of knowledge with reference to individual experience, practice and knowledge of the learner“ [3]. E-learning is not possible without the learning material and that is where digital libraries as the aid come in convenient. The existing experiences, practices and knowledge of the student become more rich as they gain access to the quality information resources in digital libraries which have become an important stakeholder in the learning process in the last two decades. Pavani [1] analyzed whether digital libraries are suitable for inclusion in the learning process and found out the following reasons for doing so: documents in all formats are managed in a unified way: texts, animations, interactive exercises, audio files, video streams, e-books, e-journals and online tests can be stored, described and distributed through computers and networks; access control: contents can be assigned different types of access according to the classes of users that are entitled to them; content sharing: authors can make their contents available for other faculty to aggregate into their courseware; interactivity: contents stored in digital libraries can be interactive and based on multimedia; customization: some users may require special characteristics of the contents and the system; reuse: courseware can be developed with a granularity that makes it flexible to combine and support multiple syllabus; cross-institution cooperation: digital libraries are networked information resources and this allows that contents can be used from different cooperating institutions; any place and any time learning: students study in different hours of the day any day of the week. Wangila [16] shares similar thoughts: digital libraries were developed to enable higher education (and other educational) institutions provide library services to all its students and other stakeholders in and off campus to facilitate access to digital library resources from any location or work station making it easy to share digital information as well as available to everyone at any time. Huang [17] analyzed the concept of library 2.0 (best of libraries to date with community support and ICT support) and its relationship with e-learning. The author offered the following characteristics that would make stronger mutualism of libraries and e-learning: library is everywhere; no barriers (library is accessible and age-friendly and it provides access to the library’s resources); library is individualized (actively providing readers with diversified content according to their needs); library is inviting participation; library promotes flexibility and best-of-breed systems (support for the e-learning to make them customized and flexible according to the needs of different subjects). Finally, digital libraries also facilitate knowledge sharing between the stakeholders in the learning process and encourage them “to work together,
develop their skills, and form strong and trusting relationships” (Dhiman, 2010).

For students, digital libraries provide technology based information and services to enable them “to access relevant information and services anywhere anytime, as well as provide empowerment for innovative and life-long learning” [3]. A document “Digital libraries in education” [18] suggested existence of three chains of support for students in digital libraries. First, if a digital library provides users with profiles, they are able to form learning communities. Second, content supported by metadata enables the formation of customizable collections of educational objects and learning materials. Third, tools supported by common protocols or standards enable the development of varied application services that enhance the value of the library’s content for the learner.

Librarian’s job has also changed as it began to depend more intensively on information and communication technology. According to Sreenivasulu [19], the librarian’s role is now oriented towards “consultancy to the users and providing digital reference services, electronic information services, navigating, searching and retrieval of digitized information through web documents that pan the universal digital library or the global digital library”. For Ashikuzzaman [20], librarians must assert themselves as key players in the learning process, thereby changing their roles from the information providers to educators, they should become information gateways and advocates the librarian’s involvement in teaching communities so as to meet information needs of the students. For Hernosa and Anday [4] librarians transformed their jobs into virtual or digital environments, while customizing their services and resources for e-learners (they provide remote access to, and electronic delivery of, library resources, and are using communication technologies to deliver electronic reference services and instructional support).

III. DIGITAL LIBRARY SERVICES FOR E-LEARNING

Digital libraries are opened to the wide public and as such they offer many possibilities of inclusion of their content in formal and informal learning. Calhoun [21] investigated social roles of digital libraries which also include teaching, learning and the advancement of knowledge. For formal education, digital libraries can offer the following services: specialized educational digital libraries, portals for teachers or students, integration with learning management systems and access to primary sources [21].

For progress of knowledge digital libraries offer the following services: self-archiving, deposit incentives; mandatory deposit, open access journals. libraries as publishers, digital libraries of theses and dissertations, cross-repository services, object reuse and exchange services, workflow-based content creation and management, data curation and researcher profiling services [21], digital information resources usable on different electronic devices, library services for information discovery, course materials, exhibits, workshops etc. Wangila [16] pointed out that “the integration of the digital library technology with the educational enterprise has come at a similar time when the student requirements for access to library resources also heightened”. The same author suggests the need for policies, guidelines and standards to ensure professional efficiency and quality of information service delivery in digital library.

In spite of wealth of materials and services, all digital libraries are not equal. Their differences define their possible use. This part of the paper will present digital libraries which offer support for the learning process. The focus will be on the most famous world digital libraries as there is no one global register which would list all existing digital libraries offering educational resources. Since each digital library (and institution behind digital library) has its own approach to presenting learning and teaching materials, it is rather difficult to compare them against a fixed set of criteria.

The purpose of the research is to identify major digital libraries which offer educational information resources and services as part of their Web site. The research aims to provide answers to two questions: 1) do researched digital libraries have a section with educational content as an integral part of their Web sites that can be clearly and undoubtedly identified; 2) is such educational section of a digital library clearly structures as to offer learning material, teacher support, lesson plans, and other aid necessary for teaching and learning? The following section of the paper will present digital libraries which have educational section.

The British Library

The British library at http://www.bl.uk [22] offers online resources, visits and workshops and teaching resources in the “Learning” section of its Web site. The teaching section presents teaching resources divided into sections „By subject”, „By age”, „By resource”. Each of these sections is further divided into subsections „Language”, „Curriculum”, „Subject” and „Themes” with ready-made teaching material. The online resources section of the British Library Website offers items and expert commentary related to History, English and Citizenship with complete insight into topics in the enumerated categories.

Fig. The British Library teaching resources
The Library of Congress

The Library of Congress at https://www.loc.gov/education/ [23] offers classroom materials and professional development to help teachers use primary sources from the Library's vast digital collections* (Library of Congress). The Library of Congress Web site for education is divided into two big categories „For Students & Lifelong Learners” and „For Teachers”. The first category offers materials for advancement of reading, poems for high schools, American history for elementary and middle school students, fun science facts from the Library of Congress and highlights from the Library's online collections. In category for teachers, the Library of Congress offers blog with posts about use of primary sources and tools and techniques to use them, free resources to help teachers effectively use primary sources from the Library's digital collections in their teaching, teacher-created lesson plans using Library of Congress primary sources, sets of primary source on frequently taught topics and primary source-based, ready-to-use resources for teachers and facilitators. This Website offers one of the most thoroughly prepared content among the researched libraries.

Fig 2. The Library of Congress education resources

Europeana Space

Europeana Space at http://www.europeana-space.eu/education/ [24],is an EU funded project focused on the creative re-use of available digital cultural content* (Europeana Space: About). The Web site offers 5 examples of Educational Demonstrators, a MOOC (Massive Open Online Course), dissemination events and collection of resources and best practices as well as 6 thematic Pilots. Europeana Space targets users from primary school to universities and engaging them with digital cultural heritage.

Fig 3. Europeana Space

Historiana

Historiana at http://historiana.eu/ [25] The EUROCLIO programme is an „on-line educational multimedia tool that offers students multi-perspective, cross-border and comparative historical sources to supplement their national history textbooks” (Historiana). Historiana offers three categories that can be used in teaching and learning: „Historical thinking” which introduces and individual to historical interpretation of facts, analysis of historical sources etc.; „Teaching methods” with instructions on how to teach history and „Teaching challenges” that offer content on how to improve history teaching.

Fig 4. Historiana

National library of Australia

National library of Australila at http://www.nla.gov.au/using-the-library/learning [26] offers the learning section at its Website. The section is further divided into learning program and school and teacher program. The learning program includes learning sessions to help users use library collections for research, work and study and topics like getting started at the Library, using microform readers, academic eResources and Trove, online resources from Australian libraries. Additional topics include resources for family history research like searching passenger lists, finding
newspapers, findmypast.com and ancestry.com and Trove for family history. The schol and teacher program include library exhibitions, collections and reading rooms for students to find out more about Australian history and culture. They critically interpret texts and learn search methods to understand historical and contemporary events and issues.

In theory, digital libraries have great potential and predispositions for support to the learning process. In practice, digital libraries are usually part of national libraries which are more frequently oriented towards preservation of national heritage and less to support of schools and universities. While the first part of the paper straightforwardly explained reasons for better inclusion of digital libraries in education and the second part demonstrated lack of actual sections of digital libraries prepared for inclusion in the learning process by offering review of very few digital libraries equipped for participation in education. Answers to research question would be: 1.) there are few digital libraries that clearly offer a section with educational content as an integral part of their Web sites that can be clearly and undoubtedly identified; 2.) these sections a digital library frequently (but not generally) have structures as to offer learning material, teacher support, lesson plans, and other aid necessary for teaching and learning. One could argue that all library holdings are to be used in the learning process and that might be true to some extent. However, education is well defined activity which relies heavily on national educational standards and pedagogical frameworks and procedures and require clearly defined approach of use of any material in the learning process. As a result, national libraries must prepare the neccesary library material together with instructions for teachers and students to become fully recognized as educational aids by those for whom they are built.

FIG 5. NATIONAL LIBRARY OF AUSTRALIA

Gallica

Gallica at http://gallica.bnf.fr [27 ] is the digital library of Bibliotheque nationale de France which provides free online access to millions of documents of all types (books, magazines, images, videos, partitions, maps, manuscripts, etc.). At http://gallica.bnf.fr/blog/28112016/75-epub-gallica-selectionnes-par-le-ministere-de-education-nationale it offers selected books from the national literature history for use in education. Actually, all Gallica is intended for research and learning but it doesn't offer a specialized section of its Website with support to teachers and students. Bibliotheque nationale de France offers a number of services to students but does not single out special collections for education.

FIG 6. GALICA DIGITAL LIBRARY

IV. CONCLUSION

One could argue that those for whom they are built
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Abstract – The purpose of this article is to present the process of creating a future portal of digitized archival collections of council minutes (records from council meetings) of the High Technical School – Technical Faculty between 1919 and 1956, a project funded by the Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing of the University of Zagreb. The project aims at using metadata and available contemporary technology tools (scanning, Indigo, server space etc.) to enable to potential users the access to trustworthy data on historical facts about the development of STEM subjects within the University of Zagreb as well as in the rest of the country.

The Central Library of the Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing aims at promoting the idea of creating a virtual technical library based on digitized historic heritage.

I. INTRODUCTION

Royal High Technical School in Zagreb was established in 1918; its faculty members were appointed during the course of 1919 and the classes started on 1st October 1919, but a brief overview of its history shows that its creation started much sooner and that it was a slow process, hindered by many problems.¹

The School became a part of the University of Zagreb in 1926 under the name Technical Faculty [1]. Technical Faculty offered the first university study programme of technical studies in Croatian language in the region. It was active until 1956, when it divided into a number of technical faculties within the University of Zagreb, such as Faculty of Electrical Engineering (which changed the name in 1995 to Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing), Faculty of Architecture, Faculty of Civil Engineering and Faculty of Mechanical Engineering and Naval Architecture [2]. This information points to the significance of the Technical Faculty, not only in the history of the University of Zagreb, but also in the general development of technical sciences in Croatia. Technical Faculty Archival documentation is kept at the Faculty of Civil Engineering in Zagreb, and consists of Technical Faculty Council minutes. This documentation consists of more than 4000 bound pages of text, partly written by hand and partly written with typewriter. The records represent a valuable source of information on the formation of the Technical Faculty, as well as the records on the formation of individual laboratories, the decisions about the activities of the Faculty, decisions about curriculum, lists of scientific and teaching staff, records on the former Library of the Technical Faculty and the literature used etc. The documents also demonstrate the high level of activity and involvement that the Faculty had in the scientific and educational life of the University of Zagreb, but also in the wider community. This means that this archival documentation makes an essential starting point for any research on the development of technical sciences in the region.

Institutions in general digitize documents for several reasons: to preserve the original, to make the documents more accessible, to create a new service, to add new documents to the fund or on demand [3]. There are several reasons why The Central Library of the Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing decided to start the digitization process of the Technical Faculty Archives. Since these documents represent the only source of information for research of the development of scientific and educational activities in the field of technical sciences in the region, their content is of great historical importance for all the technical faculties which now operate as parts of the University of Zagreb, but

¹ The Society of Engineers and Architects of Croatia and Slavonia, at their Annual Assembly held on 21st February 1989, unanimously and enthusiastically accepted the proposal of its members, Mr. Lenucije Milan and Engr. Ursinije Mihaio, to establish in Zagreb High Technical School, i.e. Technical Faculty, but for the next ten years it all remained just an idea. The topic again became relevant in 1903, during the 25th Anniversary of The Society of Engineers and Architects of Croatia: Mr. Sanisavljević Julije, the author of the Commemorative Book, finished his historical overview of the Society with the following words: “There is no doubt that the High Technical School will be established in Zagreb in the near future, thus
also beyond, because the influence of the Faculty can also be seen in the neighboring countries. For our Library, the archives are additionally important because they mention the former Faculty Library, which was a predecessor to modern libraries which now work as integral parts of technical faculties. For these reasons, the first and most important goal was, as it usually is in the digitization projects, to make the content of the documents available to all interested users and researchers. The original documents are kept at the Faculty of Civil Engineering and in order to access them, it is necessary to make a formal request to the Faculty. Even then, they can only be used within the Faculty and only at the designated hours. In addition, there is no way to search the documents, since they have not been indexed. That makes any research difficult, given that the documents contain more than 4000 pages. It is a problem that our Library had in the past, when we often couldn’t give precise answers to user’s queries, since it was not possible to search several thousands of pages in a short time. Because of that, content analysis and metadata allocation to the individual documents, which will make them searchable and automatically more accessible, is an important goal of the project.

The second reason is the protection of the original documents. As was mentioned earlier, some of these documents are almost a hundred years old, which means that they are extremely sensitive and fragile. That makes handling them very difficult, and copying them causes damage which could lead to their permanent loss. Digitization will enable access to the information without the need to handle the originals, which contributes significantly to their protection, and provides some form of backup in the event of damage to the original.

The third goal was inspired by the desire to give our users new services and new possibilities, but also to contribute to the Croatian Cultural Heritage program, which collects and presents digital collections of Croatian cultural heritage on its Internet portal. We are convinced that this project will result in new research and academic papers, and we hope to use all the experiences and knowledge gained in this project, as well as user feedback, in the future. Our final goal is to make these documents just the first content on the portal and to continuously add new material in the future in order to create the Virtual Library of technical fields at the University of Zagreb. Here we see a great potential for cooperation with other technical faculties.

**SELECTION FOR DIGITIZING:**

**A Decision-Making Matrix**

```
| Does the material have sufficient intrinsic value to ensure interest in a digital product? | yes/no stop |
| Will digitization significantly enhance access? Incentive use by an identifiable constituency? | yes/no stop |
| What goals might be met by digitizing? |
| Preservation (creation of faithful reproductions to replace deteriorating materials or to reduce handling of fragile and/or valuable materials) |
| Improved intellectual control (e.g., creation of an electronic finding aid linked to digital images; creation of digitized tables of contents and indexes linked to bibliographic records) |
| Added functionality (e.g., ability to distribute widely, to search and manipulate text, to study disparate materials in context) |
| Cost savings (e.g., creation of virtual collections with costs and responsibilities shared by multiple institutions) |
| Does a product exist that meets identified needs? |
| Are rights and permissions for electronic distribution secured or secureable? | yes/no stop |
| Does current technology yield image quality adequate to meet stated goals (e.g., accurate OCR, creation of high quality copies)? |
| Does technology allow for adequate digital capture from a photo intermediate? | yes/no stop |
| Are the costs of scanning and post-scan processing supportable? Does the institution have the necessary expertise and resources to plan and implement the project? Is there sufficient organizational and technical infrastructure to curate, manage, and deliver digital products? |
| Can the project be redefined to narrow scope or recall objectives? Can infrastructure needs be addressed? | yes/no stop |

Proceed to plan, implement, and evaluate project
```

*Image 1. A Decision-Making Matrix [12]*
II. PROJECT

Every digitization project requires careful planning of every aspect of the procedure, in order to carry out each step of the process as effectively as possible – document selection, scanning, editing and quality control, protection, storage and transfer, presentation, usage and maintenance of digital material [4]. For that purpose, in this project we used the guidelines of the project Croatian Cultural Heritage [5], while libraries can also use IFLA Guidelines for Digitization Projects [6] and, as was the case in our project, IFLA Guidelines for Planning the Digitization of Rare Book and Manuscript Collections [7]. Once institutions decide on a material to digitize, it is necessary to plan costs, define technical demands and procedures (method of digitization according to the material, metadata allocation and creation and maintenance of the interface) and check the legal aspects. In the project, the library must also make a plan for staff management, especially if it possesses the necessary equipment for digitization and plans to do it alone.

Before the start of our digitization process, we requested and received permission from the holder of the document. Since the documents were bound in several volumes, it was necessary to scan them with a special scanner for bound material. Some documents were bounded in such a way that a few centimeters of text were covered; in those cases, the documents were unbound before scanning, and afterwards returned into the original state. In doing so, special attention had to be paid to the preservation of documents, which are in a very fragile state due to their age and storage conditions.

In every digitization project, an institution must decide whether to carry it out within or to hire an outside service provider, i.e. digitization studio. Both approaches have their advantages and disadvantages, and the decision on which one to take depends on several factors. Stančić states that the benefits of digitization within an institution are a higher degree of control over the process, variety of activities that can be done, effectiveness and efficiency. Preconditions for such digitization projects include qualified staff or resources to educate the staff for work on digitization, and the necessary equipment. On the other hand, according to Stančić, digitization outside of an institution has advantages from technical and financial point of view, which means that in this case a library is not required to provide the space for scanning, does not have to worry about the equipment (which is expensive and relatively rapidly becomes obsolete), does not have to manage staff and is not responsible for solving problems that may occur in such projects, such as system crashes, errors and delays [8].

Central Library of Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing at the moment does not possess the necessary equipment nor the adequate number of qualified staff to carry out this project alone. For this reason, the Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing, as the sponsor of the project, entrusted this job to the company named ArhivPRO as an external associate. ArhivPRO is a company specialized in digitization projects and for this purpose it developed a system called Indigo, by which academic institutions can build their repositories, and which is used by many institutions in Croatia. Part of Indigo which deals with search and morphology was developed in cooperation with Text Analysis and Knowledge Engineering Lab, based in the Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing.

Indigo is a software platform that gives the archives, libraries, museums, galleries and other institutions that have digitized material the ability to create and publish digital collections on the Internet in accordance with the standards (the system is compatible with the international standards and protocols such as OAIPMH, Z39.50, EDM, CIDOC-CRM, LIDO, UNIMARC and MARC21). The system can retrieve the data from the catalog by using the Z39.50 protocol, and it allows integration with any system that supports the standardized methods of data exchange. Every institution that has a license to use the system can independently store digitized data on the Internet, add metadata and search documents, and after the material had been edited and stored, it becomes visible to users. The system can store text, image, audio, video and 3D material. Stored and edited data can be searched by metadata or full text, and the system uses facets to make the screening of material easier, while users can also have semantically related items displayed to them. The system is built for usage in Internet cloud, and does not require installation on computer, just a web browser and Internet access.

File formats created after digitization and processing were image and text. Supplied image formats were master files in an uncompressed TIFF format and JPG image derivatives in decreased dimensions. Supplied text files were PDF-s consisting of a text used for search and indexing, with an image above it.

Digitization was followed by file editing. It entailed cropping images to the size and format which will be used in the browser and page alignment for pages that were slanted during binding. It should be noted that the result of scanning a textual document is a digital image of the document, and not an actual electronic text document which can later be edited on a computer. That means that it is impossible to search a scanned image of a text without additional editing. In order to automatically create a text document out of a scanned image (in contrast to simple manual transcription), it is necessary to use Optical Character Recognition (OCR) programs. OCR is defined as “a process by which a digital image, which contains characters, letters or numbers written by hand, typewriter or printed on paper, is converted into a digital format such as text files. OCR systems are analytical artificial intelligence systems that take into account individual characters, rather than whole words or phrases” [9]. In other words, OCR programs analyze images and try to determine which letters are in those images and, based on that, they create text files. The efficiency and accuracy of this process depends mostly on the quality of the source material and the quality of the scanned image (sharpness and resolution). Therefore, before the beginning of the scanning, it is necessary to determine the resolution, i.e. the number of dots-per-inch – dpi, and how much information will each dot
contain. Currently, there is no OCR program that works with 100% accuracy, even in ideal conditions; rather, their recognition accuracy is on average 99.95%, which is considered to be the lower limit of acceptability, since even with this level of accuracy it is still necessary to manually correct one to two errors per page. The problem with OCR is in the fact that increasing the accuracy from 99.95% to 99.99% doubles the cost of the process because of the need to increase scanning resolution, which also slows the whole process [8]. In order to increase recognition precision, texts intended for OCR analysis are usually not scanned in color, but rather as black and white documents. This helps to achieve the best contrast between lighter background and darker letters [8]. In our project, it was important to preserve and present the original look of the documents; therefore, they were scanned in color, and later transferred into a black and white (achromatic) images for the OCR analysis.

Indexing and metadata allocation are a part of the project which are the most time and energy consuming. Every scanned image has an OCR generated text in the background, but due to the nature of the original documents, especially older ones (archaic vocabulary, parts of the text were written by hand, and those written by typewriter are often not clear enough), it was impossible to get a satisfying accuracy. That means that, even though it is already possible to make full text search of those images, the accuracy of the search is low. To make the search as precise and relevant as possible, those generated texts that are of low quality are being manually transcribed into Indigo (for high quality OCR generated texts only small corrections are needed), and synonyms are being added for the archaic terms. The procedure demands great care and precision and is therefore slow and time consuming.

After this process is completed, every document will be allocated metadata according to the scheme which will be determined in the future, taking into account types of documents and user needs. In general, “metadata describes various attributes of information objects and provide information on their meaning, context and organization. Theory and practice of descriptive metadata is very familiar to librarians because its roots are in the cataloging of printed publications. In the digital environment, additional categories of metadata enable navigation and records management” [10]. For scanned documents, metadata generally consists of technical metadata automatically made by the digitization devices for each file (such as the date of digitization and the equipment used, its technical characteristics and settings used for digitization); metadata that refers to the content of the digital records and metadata added for the purpose of unambiguous identification of the individual records in a digital archive [8].

Stančić states that the problem of storage and transfer of digital data, i.e. the browsing mode and data usage should be considered together, since the aim of digitization in institutions is ensuring the availability of the material. That is why the issue of storage of digitized data is at the same time the issue of transfer of stored data, because storage determines the method and speed of access to the data. Browsing mode depends on whether the data will be accessed via Internet or locally and what options for usage will the users have. Criteria for the selection of quality systems for storage of digital resources in the longer term are the media longevity and durability, high capacity, low cost, wide acceptance and directness (on-line) or semi-directness (near-line).[8] Since our digitized materials are meant to be accessible on-line, it will have to have built-in links which will enable quick and simple navigation through the document, and this will be enabled by Indigo.

III. FUTURE PLANS – VIRTUAL LIBRARY

The digitization of Technical Faculty Archives is just a first step in creation of the Internet portal of The Central Library of the Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing, where the Library will offer access to its digitized data. The aim of the Library is to use modern technologies in order to enable its users the best possible service. We hope that the Portal will be used as a foundation for the creation of the Virtual Library of Technical Faculties, in which we plan to cooperate with other technical faculties and give our users a unified digital library. The benefits of virtual libraries, compared to the classic ones, are numerous (constant availability of material, access from anywhere in the world, unlimited number of copies….) and therefore we believe that the creation of such library would complement the work of currently existing conventional and hybrid academic libraries and provide users with a new service, along with the already existing ones. Computers have long been an integral part of library profession and the creation of the Virtual Library is a logical next step in the continuous development of services of the Central Library of the Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing.
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Abstract - Physics is an important subject and it is good that introductory physics courses are obligatory subjects in many, if not all, ICT colleges and universities in Croatia. However, these courses often cover too many different areas of physics and are presented in a traditional way – lectures / solving problems on paper / laboratories. We think that the introductory physics courses for ICT students should be more oriented towards computer programming and solving physics problems using computers. In this work we show how we plan to use SageMath, a free open-source mathematics software system licensed under the GPL, to boost students’ understanding of the electric potential and the electric field.

I. INTRODUCTION

Numerical computations followed by visualizations allow students to study and explore non-trivial physical models, develop and test their intuition and physical reasoning better than the standard paper-and-pencil approach [1, 2]. Hence, we at the College for Information Technology in Zagreb are currently in the process of restructuring our physics curriculum. The main goal of this process is to incorporate numerical computations to the current curriculum.

This structural change in the curriculum implies changes in the type and amount of educational materials that can be covered in one semester introductory physics course. Some materials in the current curriculum are more suitable to be included in the new curriculum and some must be left out because numerical computations occupy a substantial part of the course in the new curriculum [2].

In this article we present a part of our modified lesson plan on the subject of electric field and electric potential. Some of the goals of the lesson are the development of students’ understanding of superposition principle and integral calculus. All programs given in this article have been written in SageMath 7.4 [3].

II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND ALGORITHM

A. Physical Problem

A straight wire of length \( L = 1.0 \, \text{m} \) is uniformly charged and the total charge on the wire equals \( Q = 1.0 \, \text{nC} \) (Fig. 1). Find the electric potential and the electric field everywhere in space [4].

![Figure 1. Graphical representation of the problem.](image)

B. Coordinate System: Which one to choose?

Ideally, students have to decide what coordinate system best suits the problem and where to position the wire in the chosen coordinate system. We use the Cartesian coordinate system and position the wire in such a way that we can easily exploit the symmetry of the problem (Fig. 1). Because of one of the symmetries of the problem (the problem is invariant with respect to the rotation around the \( x \)-axis), it is enough to find the solution of the problem in the \( x-y \) plane.

C. Algorithm

The wire is divided into \( N \) segments of equal length: \( \Delta x = \frac{L}{N} \). Since the wire is uniformly charged, the electric charge of each segment equals \( \Delta Q = \frac{Q}{N} \). The electric potential and the electric field vector at the point \( \vec{r} = (x, y) \) is a sum of contributions of each segment:

\[
\varphi(x, y) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \Delta \varphi_i \approx \sum_{i=1}^{N} k \frac{\Delta Q}{|\vec{r} - \vec{r}_i|},
\]

(1)

\[
\vec{E}(x, y) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \Delta \vec{E}_i \approx \sum_{i=1}^{N} k \frac{\Delta Q}{|\vec{r} - \vec{r}_i|^2} \frac{\vec{r} - \vec{r}_i}{|\vec{r} - \vec{r}_i|},
\]

(2)

where \( k = 9.0 \cdot 10^9 \, \text{Nm}^2/\text{C}^2 \) and \( \vec{r}_i \) is a position vector of an arbitrary point within the \( i \)-th segment. In our realization of the algorithm, we will take the point in the middle of the segment.
III. WRITE THE PROGRAM AND TEST IT

It is straightforward to translate the electric potential function \( \psi(x, y) \) into Python function \( \text{potential}(x, y) \) in SageMath. Here we use SageMath function \( \text{vector} \) to create vector objects so we can employ methods associated with vector objects to write more readable code. In our case we use only vector subtraction and the \( \text{norm()} \) method to calculate the norm of a vector.

If possible, students should write their own program, but providing them with one is quite acceptable due to the fact that some students might have no previous programming experience. However, we think that it is very important to encourage students to extensively test the program on their own. In order to test the program, they should start thinking about the physics of the problem to determine which properties the solution of the problem must have:

1. As we move away from the wire, the shape and size of the wire become less and less important, and the approximation of the wire with the point charge becomes more and more acceptable. In terms of equipotential lines: the shape of the equipotential lines should be symmetric with respect to the axis:

   \[ \psi(x, y) = \psi(-x, y). \]  

2. Because of the symmetries of the problem, the electric potential function (the solution of the problem) is symmetric with respect to the \( x \)-axis and the \( y \)-axis:

   \[ \psi(x, y) = \psi(x, -y), \]

   \[ \psi(x, y) = \psi(-x, y). \]  

3. Sometimes, often because of the symmetries of the problem, it is not too difficult to calculate the analytical solution of the problem or to find the analytical solution on the Internet. Students should use the analytical solution to test the numerical solution. For example, in our problem the electric potential function on the \( y \)-axis is easy to calculate or find:

\[
\psi(0, y) = k \frac{Q}{L \ln \left( \frac{L}{2} + \sqrt{\left( \frac{L}{2} \right)^2 + y^2} \right)}
\]

Equipotential lines can be calculated and plotted in SageMath using the \( \text{contour_plot} \) function. You can evaluate \( \text{contour_cell?} \) in the SageMath cell to find out details about its parameters and usage. The number of parameters for this function is huge but some parameters are more important than the others: the most important is to provide the function we are examining, region where to search for equipotential lines and value of the electric potential for each equipotential line. We have calculated and plotted several equipotential lines (Fig.2). As expected, their shapes are more circular as we move away from the charge distribution. The straight line in Fig.2 represents the straight wire. Notice in our SageMath program how we combined two graphics objects \( \text{contour_plot} \) graphics and one of the SageMath graphics primitives, \( \text{line} \) with the use of the \( + \) operator. Axes labels are added to the combined graphics; labels are typesetted in LaTeX if given within two $ signs and LaTeX commands escaped with an extra slash.

The second property of the solution implies that equipotential lines should be symmetric with respect to the \( x \)-axis and \( y \)-axis and it seems that our solution has this property (Fig.2). Students should check this property by calling the function \( \text{potential} \) for several points in the \( x \) – \( y \) plane.
Student programming in the introductory physics courses can be placed at the angle where the electric field and students can test this claim by actually computing solutions and extensively test their programs.

By modifying the existing SageMath programs, analyze or sketch an algorithm and the problem and predict the solution of the problem, then write or sketch an algorithm and numerically solve the problem by modifying the existing SageMath programs, analyze solutions and extensively test their programs.

The electric field vector is normal to the equipotential line and students can test this claim by actually computing the electric field for a given charge distribution and plot it.

### IV. IT IS TIME FOR PRACTICE

There are many problems that students should now be able to analyze and solve. For example:

- A wire can be placed along the y-axis.
- A wire can be placed at the angle $\pi/4$ with respect to the x-axis.
- Two parallel wires with the same type of charge or with the opposite types of charges.
- Two short wires with the opposite charges placed along the x-axis.

Student should be encouraged first to analyze the problem and predict the solution of the problem, then write or sketch an algorithm and numerically solve the problem by modifying the existing SageMath programs, analyze solutions and extensively test their programs.

### V. CONCLUSION

SageMath is a great free and open-source alternative to Mathematica and Matlab. SageMath uses Python as its main language. Python is usually the first computer language that many students meet because teachers often use this language in their introductory computer programming courses. This opens an opportunity to modify our introductory physics courses for ICT students. We can now use physics to support programming courses and make physics more suitable and usable for this specific group of students. In this article, we have shown how one can use SageMath to work with students on their understanding of the electric potential and the electric field.
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Abstract - The coexistence of print and electronic format brings forth a great variety in the choice of most suitable literature for students. If the choice is electronic, it is important to distinguish between digitized materials and the ones that originated in digital format. The author attempts to advocate the creation and usage of born-digital materials by presenting a published electronic handbook created for an ESP course for ICT students at the College for Information Technologies in Croatia. In addition to presenting the software used for the creation of the electronic handbook, the methods of using the electronic handbook in the classroom are also given.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, we witness the existence of two literature formats which are interchangeably used in academic environment: print and electronic.

The introduction of the electronic format has triggered the undertaking of numerous studies about student format preferences. Recent studies have shown the general preference towards the print format [2], although the use of electronic literature has been signified for specific use as reference literature [3].

An ESP (English for Specific Purposes) course specially designed for ICT students at the College for Information Technologies uses a traditional coursebook as obligatory literature. The approach to learning in this course is blended, meaning that the lecturer integrates technology with traditional teaching methods.

Being that electronic literature is mostly used by students as reference literature; the lecturer of the ESP course has written and published an electronic handbook as supplementary literature for the students of this course. This article presents the contents, the software used for creation and the methods of using the handbook as a teaching and study tool.

II. ELECTRONIC LITERATURE

As the term itself suggests, electronic literature is a collection of writings which are read/displayed on an electronic device. Depending on the electronic format, the devices can be various: smartphones, tablets, PCs, notebooks, PDAs, etc.

When defining electronic literature, it is important to distinguish between digitized print literature and literature which originated in electronic form or born-digital literature.

Today, works are written and prepared for print with the use of ICT technology, but born-digital literature is a collection of writings which cannot exist without electronic devices [4].

One of the most important differences between the digitized and the born-digital, which is also the reason for the author’s advocacy of born-digital literature, is found in multimedia features. Digitized print literature most often takes the form of a PDF document which usually does not have any multimedia features like audio, video and interactivity.

Born-digital literature can offer much more than the printed word by combining multimedia with standard text and providing interaction with the reader. The type of multimedia and interaction used should depend on the purpose of the text written. The purpose of the electronic handbook, presented under the following heading, is educational and should be used as supplementary literature.

III. THE ELECTRONIC HANDBOOK

The electronic handbook “IT English – Language work (student’s handbook)” was created to be used as supplementary literature for the ESP course English for IT specialists. The handbook deals with specific language work which is covered by this course. The language work covered in the handbook comprises verb tenses, articles, adjectives, adverbs, the passive, modals, phrasal verbs, infinitive and participles, linking words and phrases, sentence clauses, and word building.

A. Contents

The language work is demonstrated through 47 sections, out of which 25 are chapters which present definitions, rules and examples while the other 22 are quizzes. The navigation between chapters and quizzes is user friendly allowing the user to jump from one to the other.

Chapters deal with specific language work which is presented in a simple form as if it were a summary of main rules written on a whiteboard (Fig 1). The simple form organized as guidelines guarantees that the students can easily use this handbook as supplementary literature.
The quizzes are mainly composed of cloze exercises with multiple choice answers or questions with multiple choice answers. After choosing their answers, the users are then given the possibility to check them (Fig 2).

B. Software

Depending on the desired functionalities of the electronic publication, the author can choose between numerous commercial and free applications. The author of the electronic handbook presented in this article has chosen to use Libar – an application of the Croatian Academic and Research Network - CARNet.

Libar was created for two purposes; as a web application and a mobile application [1]. The web application is intended for designing/creating electronic educational materials, while the mobile application is intended for the usage of these materials.

Libar was selected by the author for three reasons:

1. It is a free service for the members of the Croatian Academic and Research Society.
2. Libar is very simple to use and it doesn’t require any technical or programming knowledge. Functions are similar to word processing programs (Fig 3.).
3. The mobile application allows students to view and use the electronic handbook on their smartphones without any specific device.

The electronic materials created in Libar can be saved and published in the PDF or EPUB format. They can also be connected to an LMS system using SCORM. The author is allowed to choose the rights of access. The use of materials can be restricted or they can be published in the mobile application as OER (Open Educational Resources) using one of the Creative Commons licences.

The electronic handbook presented in this article has been published in PDF and EPUB format in the mobile application as an OER under the Creative Commons licence “Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs CC BY-NC-ND”. The PDF file allows the users to read the electronic handbook but they cannot interactively solve the quizzes. The EPUB file enables the users to solve the quizzes and to check the answers.

The mobile application does have a temporary restriction where the EPUB format is only supported for the Android and iOS smartphones, while the Windows phone only allows reading the PDF format.

C. The methods

The electronic handbook was designed to have two purposes. The first purpose is supplementary literature and the second is teaching material.

As supplementary literature, the students can use it as a revision tool for the main topics of language work for their ESP course. As a teaching material, both students and the teacher can use it, even in class.

The teacher can use the electronic handbook instead of Power Point presentations or writing on the whiteboard by displaying the selected chapter using a laptop and projector. The students can also simultaneously view the chapter on their laptops or smartphones. If the teacher needs an extra exercise to do in class, he/she can use the quizzes from the handbook.

The students of this ESP course use a laptop in class and have viewed the handbook during lessons. Some of them have also used their smartphones. During class, students have reported the handbook to be quite useful as they do not need to copy from the whiteboard and they have easy access to it from their smartphones.
IV. CONCLUSION

The presented electronic handbook has been used for the first time in the fall semester of the academic year 2016/2017. The author is prepared to collect experiences from students and on the basis of the findings expand the handbook with more theory, practice or multimedia in the new edition.

The handbook has shown to be of use to the students of the ESP course and they mainly used it for revising and practicing language work before exams. In addition to being supplementary literature, the electronic handbook has shown to have an additional value. The added value is that it can be used by the teacher as projected materials during lessons.

The biggest value of born-digital materials is the presence of multimedia and interactive features. The presented electronic handbook does not include many of these features; nevertheless, it can be seen as a prototype of an electronic textbook for the mentioned ESP course which is planned for publication in the near future.
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Abstract - The three ammeter method and the three voltmeter method are used for measurements of power. More specifically, they are used to calculate the power factor of a specific load. Both methods are used on the „Fundamentals of electrical engineering” course in professional study of electrical engineering at the Zagreb University of Applied Sciences as an introduction to measurements of power and phasor arithmetic. Both methods are susceptible to accuracy problems caused by small errors in measuring devices. These accuracy problems in specific scenarios that were used during the course presented an opportunity to educate students on the difference of theory and its practical application. This paper examines our solution to the perceived accuracy problems and discusses the changes that were made in course material and teaching methods to highlight the difference between theory and practice.

I. INTRODUCTION

As an integral part of the Fundamentals of electrical engineering, course students must attend and earn a passing grade in five laboratory exercises. The exercises are used as a tool to educate students on the process of conducting experiments, interpretation and discussion of results and applying theoretical knowledge from course classes. For many of the students, the laboratory exercises present the first real opportunity to handle instruments specific to electrical engineering.

Among the five laboratory exercises, one deals in measurements of power, specifically with the measuring and calculating the power factor (cos φ) of a specific load (Z_t) in a simple AC circuit. This is done by using two methods; three ammeter and the three voltmeter method.

II. THE METHODS

A. Three voltmeter method

The three voltmeter is used in an inductive circuit to measure the value of the power factor. As seen on Figure 1, one voltmeter is used to measure the voltage of the circuit (U_i), the second one measures the voltage on the non-inductive resistance (U_R) that is connected in the series with the load branch and the third voltmeter is used to measure the voltage of the load (U_t).

The power (P) consumed by the load can be determined as the product of the voltage and current of the load (U_tI_t) and the cosine of the phase angle between these two (the power factor).

\[ P = U_t I_t \cos \phi \] (1)

Using the law of cosines, the power factor (cos φ) can be calculated.

\[ \cos \phi = \frac{U_i^2 - U_R^2 - U_t^2}{2 U_R U_t} \] (2)

For optimal accuracy, the non-inductive resistance should be large enough so that the voltmeter (or multimeter) can measure it with satisfactory accuracy, but not too large, otherwise the voltage available to the load would be too small. Ideally, it should be close or equal to load impedance.

B. Three ammeter method

The three ammeter is also used in an inductive circuit to measure the value of the power factor, independent of source frequency and waveforms. In this method, as seen on Figure 2, across the inductive circuit load in which the power factor is to be determined, a non-inductive resistance is connected parallel with the load branch. One ammeter is used to measure total current of the circuit, the second one measures current going through the non-inductive resistance and the third ammeter measures the current of the load branch.

Current through the resistive branch (I_R) is in phase with source voltage while the current of the load (I_t) has
its own phase, which will affect the power factor (cos φ). Total current (I_i) is a vector sum of the other two currents. Using the law of cosines, the power factor can be calculated.

\[
\cos \phi = \frac{(I_i^2 - I_R^2 - I_t^2)}{(2 I_R I_t)}
\] (3)

For optimal accuracy, ideally, the non-inductive resistance should be close or equal to load impedance as it should be for the three voltmeter method.

III. METHOD IMPLEMENTATION

A. The actual configuration

In these experiments for measuring the power factor in both three ammeter and three voltmeter methods the AC source is set to 7.5 V RMS (Root-Mean-Square), with the frequency set at 50 Hz. The voltmeter that is connected in parallel to the source, as seen on Figures 1 and 2, is used to set its output voltage. For both methods, the same electrical circuit elements were used; a non-inductive resistance value of 680 Ω and a load phase that consisted of a variable resistor of 100 Ω and a capacitor of 10µF.

Three Digital Multimeters PeakTech 2010 were used to measure current or voltage, depending on the method. The used elements were connected as seen on Figures 1 and 2. For the three ammeter method a fourth Digital Multimeters PeakTech 2010 was used to set the voltage of the source.

B. Occurring problem

One of the problems that affected the results of both methods was the fact that in the original configuration the measurement devices that were used were all analog. This was mostly due to the fact that students were divided in six pairs that did the laboratory exercise simultaneously. This meant that at any given time during the class, at least eighteen instruments were needed. Since analog meters use a needle and scale to indicate values, the accuracy of the results is also affected by the operator’s ability to read the readout on the meter, as seen on Figure 3.

There is also the problem of the meter’s impedance. Digital voltmeters have significantly higher impedance than their analog counterparts do; they are more accurate when measuring voltage.

It is well documented [7][8][9] that for optimal accuracy the methods require that the non-inductive resistance should be close or equal to load impedance.

In the original configuration of the laboratory exercise, an adjustable resistor (rheostat to be specific) was used in the two-part load impedance. As a wire-wound resistor, a rheostat has a large inductance at higher frequencies, which affects the impedance of the load and its power factor, which would translate into further deviation from the theoretical one. Since the used frequency is 50 Hz, the effect is negligible.

There is also the matter of internal impedance of circular wires that for most low-frequency applications has no effect on the circuit or the results of the experiment and therefore can be ignored.

C. Presented opportunity

The noted problems presented an opportunity to further educate the students on the disparity between the practical and theoretical. To be more specific, to educate them about:

- risks of misreading analog instruments
- effects of measurement devices on the measurements themselves
IV. CHANGE IN TEACHING METHODS

In the process of tackling the occurring problems different angles had to be considered. In the end, changes were made in all stages of this specific laboratory exercise and even some other exercises.

A. Pre-experiment

As part of the preparation for the laboratory exercise, students are assigned problems to solve to better prepare themselves for the exercise itself. With effects of measurement devices on the measurements themselves in mind, a specific circuit, similar to the one in the experiments, was assigned. Students were instructed to calculate the deviation in measurement devices readouts between two cases; when the instruments were ideal (no internal impedance) and when they were real (internal impedance was given). The assignments were done for a specific frequency, but can be altered and expanded for calculation for a wide range of frequencies using Microsoft Excel or some other spreadsheet program (Open Office Calc comes to mind as an open source alternative). This approach requires some knowledge of using functions in a spreadsheet program, which makes it an ideal task for a different course called Personal Computer Applications that is also taught as a part of professional study of Electrical engineering at the Zagreb University of Applied Sciences.

B. During the experiment

For the laboratory experiment itself, few key elements were changed.

Since uncertainty of reading analog instruments or human error is not a part of the intended lesson, nor the curriculum of Fundamentals of electrical engineering, analog instruments were swapped with their digital counterparts. These subjects are a part of a different course; Electrical Measurements, and therefore, because of the change, teaching materials have been altered for a different laboratory exercise on that course to educate the students on accuracy problems related to reading of analog instruments.

The most important change is the change in load

Figure 4. The actual configuration of the experiment with the three ammeter method used as described

Figure 5. Updated experiment using the three ammeter method
impedance. Instead of the wire-wound resistor (rheostat), a typical carbon composition resistor was used. This lessened the effect of the rheostat’s large inductance on the impedance of the load and its power factor but more importantly, because of its small size, the swap enabled us to construct eight different load phase impedances that were placed in 3D printed black boxes. This was done to insure that all students will have different measurement results which among other things would reduce cheating. The changes are noted on Figures 5 and 6.

In addition, an oscilloscope was added to the experiment with one channel connected to the AC source and the other channel to the load phase. The oscilloscope is used for both methods but is crucial to the three voltmeter method where it is used to teach students about phase shifts. The students are instructed to compare the value calculated from the power factor and the value of the phase shift that can be read from the oscilloscope. By doing so, they can determine the nature of the load, more specifically whether it is inductive or capacitive in nature. With the usage of a digital oscilloscope, the readout can be stored for analysis on the computer at home.

C. Post-experiment

As a tool for further education of the students on all of the above-mentioned topics, an EDA (Electronic Design Automation) program is used post-experiment. The Proteus ISIS (Intelligent Schematic Input System) package is the EDA program of choice. Students can freely and legally download a demonstration version of the program. Among several other restrictions, the main restriction, in comparison to a full version, is that the project cannot be saved or stored digitally in any way, but the readouts can be manually noted in the post-experiment documentation. These can be used later for comparison with the results of the pre-experiment assignment and the experiment itself.

The Proteus ISIS package, as seen on Figure 7, enables further education post-experiment in a way that could not be realised during the laboratory exercise because of time constraints. With Proteus, the student can simulate the behaviour of the circuit and its elements on a wider frequency spectrum without the need for additional physical circuit elements. To execute that in a laboratory exercise environment, an addition of a signal generator would be needed and perhaps even a data acquisition module. This would further complicate the exercise itself for both the student and the educator.

Changing the values of electric circuit elements is an easy task in Proteus and that helps to evaluate both
methods in sub-optimal configurations, specifically, when the non-inductive resistance is not close or equal to load impedance. In addition, changing the load impedance in Proteus, as with any other element in the circuit, results in an instant change of instrument readouts. This is something that yet again, is not so easy to accomplish in the laboratory environment. Not only because of time constrictions, but because it is not practical to have so many circuit elements at student’s disposal. So, instead of having multiple sets of capacitors, inductors and resistors, physically available, to evaluate the behaviour of the method when the non-inductive resistance is not close or equal to load impedance, this can be achieved by simply adjusting the elements in Proteus with a few clicks of the mouse.

V. CONCLUSION

Although power factor meters exist, even today, the tree ammeter method and the three voltmeter method are commonly used for calculation of the power factor of a specific load, both in practice and as a teaching tool. Both methods have practical and theoretical downsides and limitations, those same downsides and limitations can be used as a part of the teaching process in educating students on the divergence of the practical from the theoretical.

The addition of an EDA program proved to be an invaluable asset and a teaching tool even for a „Fundamentals of electrical engineering” course in professional study of electrical engineering at the Zagreb University of Applied Sciences, where up until recently, the usage of computers, for this specific course, was a rarity. Given the methods susceptibility to accuracy problems outside specific conditions described in section II, and physical and time constraints of working with students in a laboratory setting, the addition of an EDA program after the exercise helped us immensely to further educate the students about the problems when the mentioned methods were applied in sub ideal conditions.

Given the satisfaction with the involvement of computer usage in the education process in the mention course, further developments and EDA program inclusions are planned.
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Abstract - Photography as a visual art is studied in subjects in Croatian primary schools, high schools and schools of applied arts and design.

In this article the preparation of a national competition in using photography and computers in Croatian schools at three levels mentioned above, will be presented, discussed and evaluated.

For evaluation of the photos a special and original computer program, called Photobox, was developed. It is actually a database in graphic format, where all photos can be stored, viewed and comments added.

For grading, scoring and ranking of the participants a main Excel spreadsheet with two additional Excel spreadsheets, which represent input databases, where also carefully elaborated.

I. INTRODUCTION

Under the auspices by the Ministry of Science and Education (Ministry), the Education and Teacher Training Agency (Agency) and one of the selected secondary or primary schools organize every school year, a competition - exhibition of pupils of primary and secondary schools in the field of visual arts and design called - LIK.

The competition includes three target groups: pupils from fifth to eighth grade of primary schools in the field of art, pupils from first to fourth grade in high schools, art schools in the field of visual arts, art history and theory of fine arts and pupils from first to fourth grade in secondary schools who are educated in the field of visual and applied art and design in a variety of programs and fields of fine art.

This competition - exhibition LIK has a 19 years tradition and represents the visual range of the pupils in the performance of artworks on a given topic and different art techniques (traditional and modern). Artworks by pupils selected at the three levels and assessed by a commission, at the school, county and national levels.

The artworks are selected and evaluated based on the criteria set up by the State Commission (Commission). This Commission is composed of professors from art academies, study of design and architecture, history, fine arts, and teachers of primary schools and secondary schools in the field of fine art.

The Commission prepares and creates the tasks for all three target groups of primary and secondary schools. Members of the Commission are appointed by the director of the Agency with the prior approval of the Ministry of Science and Education. From the members of the State Commission three committees in charge of the selection and evaluation of artworks (photographs) of the three above-mentioned groups of primary and secondary schools are appointed.

High-quality and objective evaluation of artworks and photos provided by the criteria for the assessment of individual elements that apply to all three levels of competition: school, county and national levels. All the artworks are coded and the results made public (e.g. the results of the national level will be published on the website of the Agency).

The most successful artworks of pupils at all three levels will be presented to the public at exhibitions.

The exhibitions are regularly well-attended at schools and in public cultural and art institutions, i.e. museums and galleries (e.g. at the national level in the Mestrović Gallery in Split, the Amphitheatre in Pula, etc.).

Details of the competition - exhibition LIK are integrated in the Guidelines published on the website of the Agency. There is the data related to the organization of all three levels of competition, time schedule, category, method of rewarding pupils, a list of members of the Commission as well as a list of tasks that it performs.

Together with the instructions of the competition - exhibition LIK three documents on the tasks of the above mentioned three target groups of pupils are published. Art tasks are made at the school level with the expert assistance of teachers or teachers who are mentors of pupils. At the county level artworks are selected, and the most successful are sent to a higher level, i.e. the state level, for a new selection.
II. THE ORGANIZATION OF THE COMPETITION - GENERAL VIEW

The competition-exhibition of pupils of primary and secondary schools in the field of visual arts and design - LIK 2017 (main technique: photography) organized by the Ministry and the Agency has the following time schedule and levels: [2]

School competition-exhibition:
30th January 2017 (Monday)

County / inter-county competition-exhibition:
27th February 2017 (Monday)
Submission of the artworks by 10th February 2017

National competition-exhibition:
26th to 28th April 2017 (Wednesday, Thursday and Friday)
Submission of (all) artworks to by 10th March 2017

Note: Pupils from first to fourth grade of secondary schools and schools of fine and applied arts and design have just the school and state level.

Main topic and categories of the Competition - Exhibition are:

**Topic - incentive of the competition:** Sound image

**Categories**

1. Pupils from 5th to 8th year of primary schools / ART CULTURE
   A - competition-exhibition of artworks on the theme - incentive
   B - competition-exhibition of artworks on the set theme and visual problem

2. Pupils from 1st to 4th year high school / FINE ART (subjects: fine art, history of art and theory of design)
   A - competition-exhibition on the theme - incentive realized artistic expression based on research work
   B - competition essay on a given topic - incentive

3. Pupils from 1st to 4th year schools of applied arts and design and schools implementing programs of fine art and design
   A - competition-exhibition of artworks on the theme - incentive
   B - competition-exhibition of artworks set on the theme and visual problem

**School competition**
The state commission prepares the Tasks for the school competitions. The school committee is appointed by the school director.

Primary schools - visual arts category 1A can send from the school to the county level no more than 10 artworks.
Secondary schools-character visual art (general education subject) in the category 2A can send from the school to the county / inter-county level maximum 2 artworks.
Secondary school of fine and applied arts and design and the schools that educate pupils in programs of fine and applied arts and design (verified learning programs by the Ministry of Science, and Education / Curricula and framework programs for secondary schools of fine arts and applied arts and design, 2001) in category 3A.

School committees (1A and 2A category) must prepare a list of selected pupils in Excel tables downloaded from the website of the Agency / Competitions and festivals and forward to the county level committees (except 3A category directly to the state level).

**After the school competition** has finished, the schools have to forward electronically to the upper levels (inter-county or the county commission in addition to 3A category directly to the State Commission, i.e. the secretary of the State commission. Tables must be sent by e-mail. The organizer of each level of competition is required to consolidate the pupils registered in one table (spreadsheet), what should be done by copy and paste technique. All artworks should be evaluated according to prescribed propositions and criteria.

**County competition**
County commissions are appointed by the county offices. County offices determine the place and the host school, which will organize and carry out the selection of the best artworks of the competition-exhibition. It is desirable to set up an exhibition in a museum or a gallery and to prepare a simple and adequate catalog.

**National competition**
The State Commission has a president, secretary and members. They are appointed by the director of the Agency with the prior approval of the Ministry of Science and Education. The Evaluation committee (selected among the members of the State Commission) is split up by categories. Each category is coordinated by one of the members. The artworks in each category are evaluated by three members. The members of the evaluation committees at the national level cannot be mentors to pupils who are participating in the competition.

The evaluation committees choose up to 13 artworks of pupils in category 1A, 2A and 3A, which will participate in the exhibition (up to 39 pupils). At the state level, pupils are also invited to compete in the category 1B, 2B and 3B.

Pupils who win the first three places in these competitions will receive a special recognition. To the competitions and festivals on the state level, pupils will be invited according to their results in competitions held on the county level, what has to be confirmed by the Commission.

***III. COMPETITION AT DIFFERENT LEVELS***

In this chapter details of the competitions at different levels will be elaborated.

A. **Primary schools competition**
The tasks for pupils at the primary school level are defined below:
The task for pupils from 5th to 8th grade of primary schools, 1A category - ART CULTURE
A - competition-exhibition of artworks on the theme - incentive

**Sub-theme-stimulus:** Rhythm of light, the rhythm of colors

**Teaching area:** Flatbed design / 2D
Artistic techniques: traditional photography, digital photo. (photos must be in color /C/)

Size: size of photography should be prepared for print 30x40 or 30x45 cm (depending on the extent of filmed) and 300 dpi resolution. The artworks at the school, county and national level are reviewed and evaluated in a digital format and in printed form size 13x18 cm

Key concepts: photo, color, light, rhythm, contrast, composition, framing

Goals: Pupils will observe, learn about and evaluate the role of color, light, rhythm, contrast, composition and framing to create images on the sub-theme-stimulus rhythm lights, the rhythm of colors. Pupils will explore, express and evaluate different kinds of rhythms in their own work.

Task: Pupils will:
- explore art / visual elements and key concepts for subtopic-stimulus rhythm lights, the rhythm of colors (separating bit of artwork pupils): photo, color, light rhythm, contrast, composition, framing
- express own idea in the medium of photography
- apply photographic procedures in making photographs (classical and digital, the ability of computer processing to the extent that does not distort and does not alter the basic meaning of the recording)
- evaluate role of color, light, rhythm, contrast, composition and framing

Evaluation:
Works will be evaluated according to the following criteria:
- divergent opinion
- art problem / key concepts: photo, color, light, rhythm, contrast, composition, framing
- understanding and creative application of art techniques and resources: the classic photography, digital photography
- connecting / interdisciplinary and correlated access

Primary schools:
Photo:
Pupils take photos by their camera or mobile phone (without limitation). Captured images can be processed in programs for photo editing to the extent that does not distort and does not alter the basic meaning of the recorded contents. Photographs must be in color /C/. Permitted file extension is JPG maximum size of 5 MB.

B. High schools competition

The tasks for pupils at the high school level are defined below:
The task for the pupils from first to fourth grade of high schools (subjects: Fine arts, art history and theory of design), 2A category - FINE ART
A - Competition - Exhibition of artworks on the theme incentive realized by artistic expression - based on research
Key concepts: photography, composition, rhythm, framing, light, contrast, composition - re-composition, definition - re-definition, recycling, texture, structure
Intersubject correlation: musical art, computer science, mathematics, Croatian language and literature and physics

Goals: The aim of the competition is to accomplish a picture using photography as a medium, taking into account its historical significance, technological capabilities, functions and aspects of photography. Selected access to traditional and contemporary photography pupils will be able to interpret the artistic manipulation of a photograph through the history of the connotation of the stylistic periods and artistic direction 20th century. Research activities will encourage the realization of artistic creations, develop creativity, the ability of divergent and convergent thinking and independence in planning and realizing the artistic task.

[6], [8]

Task:
Pupils will:
- Pupils prepare exclusively a collage of photos that are individually recorded. It can be done in digital or analog (classical) paper collage of printed photos. In the collage, with elements of photography, can use a collage of colored paper, can be used as a newspaper article, but not in terms of content, but in terms of its graphism.

Assignments:
Pupils will:
- apply photographic procedures in making photographs (classical and digital, the ability of computer processing to the extent that does not distort and does not alter the basic meaning of the recording)
- formulate a picture as a matrix for further consideration of the techniques of collage
- devise a collage as a redefinition, recomposition, confrontation and recycling questioning tone, rhythm, composition, structure, texture, schematisation, variation, modularity, multiplication and fragmentation
- realize their own idea as a piece of artwork in the medium of photography and in the technique of collage and photo collage
- evaluate the role of composition, rhythm, framing, light, contrast, texture, structure, chiaroscuro
- conclude intermediate, multimedia, interdisciplinary, correlation creating new compositions photography

Artistic techniques: traditional photography, digital photography (photos may be color /C/, Monochrome /M/ or black and white /BW/), a collage and photo collage

Format: Minimum dimensions of the artwork is 15x15 cm, and the maximum 50x50 cm and all possible formats between the smallest and the largest dimension are allowed (e.g. 15x50, 30 x 50, etc.)

Evaluation:
The artworks will be evaluated according to the following criteria:
- visibility and correlation interdisciplinary approach to research and artistic expression and study forms of communication in different areas of art
- creative self-expression and world view and appreciation of ethical and aesthetic values in the artistic creations
- creativity and expression in artistic expression

Each criterion can be evaluated with a maximum of twenty points and the total sum amounts to sixty points.
Fine art:
Photo collage:
Pupils create exclusively collage of photos that are individually recorded. They can do digital or analog (classical) collage of photos and print them. In the collage, beside photo elements, paper and newspaper articles can be used, not in content but in terms of its graphism. Permitted file extension is JPG maximum size of 5 MB.

C. Schools of applied arts and design competition
The tasks for pupils at the level of schools of applied art and design are defined below:
The task for the pupils from first to fourth year high school, 3A category - ART AND APPLIED ART AND DESIGN
A - competition-exhibition of artworks on the theme incentive
Topic-incentive: sound image / incentive: intermediality / Multimedia sound track

Intermediality - multimedia sound track:
- Intermediality defined as the process by which structures and materials are typical from one medium transferred to another; one of these media usually is artistic
- Multimedia is manifested in art as the expression of different art forms in one integrated medium.
A related concept is the transmediality - an area in which identity and subjectivity changes and transforms using other media.

Note to teachers:
Research and creativity of pupils through the medium of photography and multimedia has numerous possibilities, which can easily seduce the naive observer, therefore it is necessary to explain the basic concepts of the media to the pupils.

Task:
ARTICULATION DESIGN FEATURES - intermediality - multimedia sound track
Pupils need to formulate and define systems within the composition on the concept of intermediality - multimedia sound track and show the symbolism of cooperation each element.

Goals: The pupil will be able to observe, explore and make an artistic technique / technology of his choice (in accordance with the curriculum at the department and school) on the subject of incentive-Sound Image / intermediality / Multimedia intermediality - multimedia audio clip.
During the realization of tasks pupils will be introduced to photography as a medium of expression, historical and artistic development of the same, and the role and importance throughout the 20th century. [3]
They will investigate the possibilities of photography, the achievements of modern technical / technological capabilities and to traditional or contemporary processes reinterpret obtained record (procedures redefinition / recomposition create new visual facts). [5]

Evaluation:
The artworks will be evaluated according to following criteria:
- interdisciplinary and correlated approach to research and artistic expression
- unifying themes as incentives (research access to forms of communication) and skills development in the material / medium
- the relationship of form and ideas

Each criterion can be evaluated with a maximum of twenty points and the total sum amounts to sixty points.
Artworks that have less than fifty percent of the points (less than thirty points) cannot go to a higher level (state).

Schools of applied arts and design:
Pupils can realize their ideas as: photogram, chemo-gram, collage (analog and digital), photography, photomontage, photo story, photo albums, photo books, photo object, photos in textile design, jewelry, photo graphic design, photo design furniture (pupil artworks in 3D simulation), photos in interior design (pupil artworks in 3D simulation) and as a video clip, no longer than 3 minutes.
Two-dimensional artworks may have a minimum size of 10x10 cm and a maximum size of 70x70 cm and all derivative formats, both small and great.
Three-dimensional artworks may have minimum size dimensions of 15x15x15 cm and 50x50x50 cm as maximum, as well as all derivative formats, from small to the greatest format.

IV. PROGRAM PHOTOBOX AND EXCEL SPREADSHEETS
For evaluation of the photos at all three levels a special computer program called PhotoBox, actually a database in graphic format, was developed and programmed in Visual Basic for Windows. [1], [4], [7]
In this software all photos of the participants or pupils can be stored, viewed and notes could be made. Similar computer programs were already presented by the authors in articles at two earlier MIPRO Conferences. [9], [10]
The first screen of the program PhotoBox with the main menu, where photos can be loaded, saved, printed and pasted from the clipboard and to the clipboard, is shown in (Fig. 1) below.

![PhotoBox](image)

Figure 1. Program PhotoBox

For the scoring and ranking of the photos or pupils in the competition, a special Excel spreadsheet was developed, to get not only the results, but also a basic statistical analysis of the artworks submitted to this competition. (Fig. 2)
V. INSTALLATION OF PROGRAM PHOTOBBOX AND EXCEL SPREADSHEETS

The computer program PhotoBox consists only of two application files, i.e. the PhotoBox program file (photobox.exe) and the Visual Basic runtime module (vbrunxxx.dll). To install the program PhotoBox it is necessary to copy both files to a directory on the hard disk of a PC (for example C:\PhotoBox) and to start the program by clicking the program file or icon (photobox.exe) with a Microsoft compatible mouse.

Concerning the installation of the three Excel spreadsheets presented above, it is necessary to copy these files in the working directory of the PC where Microsoft Excel program can access them.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this article the preparation of the national competition of photography in Croatian primary schools, high schools and schools of applied arts and design was elaborated. A special computer program, PhotoBox, for viewing and sorting of the photos was developed, as well as a main Excel spreadsheet for grading, scoring and ranking of the participants and two additional Excel spreadsheets as input databases for the main spreadsheet were programmed.
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Abstract - For a quality SQL training we need many different exercises and many different tables. There are many databases along with the exercises in English. In Slovenian and other languages we have a lack of them. The idea was to create a random table from existing data. On the web we find a lot of data in our own language. When we assemble these data according to some random logic, we can obtain a large table, which is needed for practising SQL language.

We've compiled a table of people which includes the following information: name, sex, place of residence, birth date and time, the profession and a popular place. From the Web we obtained information about the most common first names by gender, family names, places in Slovenia and the professions. Birthdays were generated randomly, so that a person's age is between eighteen and eighty years. Popular places were also randomly generated as a geolocation in Slovenia.

We could easily use any other data to generate random tables.

Table was used in exercises of the module entitled "Advanced usage of databases" in the third year of secondary school program of Computer Technician.

I. INTRODUCTION

These instructions give you guidelines for creating your own large random test data table for SQL training.

All you need is find your own data, create your own tables and adjust SQL code to fit your data.

We compiled a table of people with basic information such as name, sex, place of residence, birth date and time, the profession and a popular place.

We could easily use any other data to generate random tables. This is the main advantage of this method, because it is not dependent on data we used. Disadvantage is that you need to know SQL to use this method. There is idea for web application, which would create table itself, when we choose CSV file for importing and this is the next step of development.

We used MySQL database management system (DBMS), but the code can be easily adjusted to any other DBMS such as SQL Server, Oracle, PostgreSQL etc.

II. GETTING DATA FROM THE WEB

A. First names and family names

From the web page of The Statistical Office of the Republic of Slovenia [1] we obtained data for first names and family names. Together we downloaded six csv files. One file for male first names, one for female first names and four files for family names. We adjusted files for importing in MySQL tables. We excluded the first names that appear less than five times, and so we get 3595 men and 3871 women's names. Similarly, we have done with family names and we get 28369 different family names.

B. Places of residence, settlements

We took data from another subpage of The Statistical Office of the Republic of Slovenia [2]. We downloaded one file. There are 6037 settlements from Slovenia together with number of households in individual settlements.

C. Professions

Webpage mojaizbira.si [3] contains a list of 496 professions and we used them for our database.

III. PREPARING DATABASE

After we retrieved data from web, we had to prepare out database for generating random data. We created several tables:

A. Table for first names

First we created a table named first_names with columns for name, number of names and gender. Here is the MySQL code for creating this table:

``` mysql
CREATE TABLE first_names ( 
  first_name VARCHAR(20), 
  number INT, 
  gender CHAR 
) DEFAULT CHARSET='utf8' 
ENGINE=MyISAM; 
```
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We used LOAD DATA INFILE sentence to import data from file to database table.

LOAD DATA INFILE 'first_names.csv'
INTO TABLE first_names
CHARACTER SET 'utf8'
FIELDS TERMINATED BY ';'
LINES TERMINATED BY '\r\n'
IGNORE 1 LINES;

We see some imported data in Table I.

B. Table for family names
Second table was named family_names with columns for family name and number of them. Here is the MySQL code for creating this table:

```sql
CREATE TABLE family_names (
    family_name VARCHAR(20),
    number INT
)
DEFAULT CHARSET='utf8'
ENGINE=MyISAM;
```

We used LOAD DATA INFILE sentence to import data from file to database table.

LOAD DATA INFILE 'family_names.csv'
INTO TABLE family_names
CHARACTER SET 'utf8'
FIELDS TERMINATED BY ';'
LINES TERMINATED BY '\r\n'
IGNORE 1 LINES;

We see some imported data in Table II.

C. Table for settlements
Settlements table contains code, name of settlement type (settlement or municipality) and the number of households. Here is the MySQL code for creating this table:

```sql
CREATE TABLE settlements (
    code varchar(6),
    name VARCHAR(35),
    type VARCHAR(10),
    households INT
)
DEFAULT CHARSET='utf8'
ENGINE=MyISAM;
```

We used LOAD DATA INFILE sentence to import data from file to database table.

LOAD DATA INFILE settlements.csv'
INTO TABLE settlements
CHARACTER SET 'utf8'
FIELDS TERMINATED BY ';'
LINES TERMINATED BY '\r\n'
IGNORE 1 LINES;

We see some imported data in Table III.

D. Table for professions
Next table was named professions with columns for id and name of profession. Here is the MySQL code for creating this table:

```sql
CREATE TABLE professions (
    ID INT,
    profession VARCHAR(120)
)
DEFAULT CHARSET='utf8'
ENGINE=MyISAM;
```
TABLE IV. SOME DATA FROM TABLE PROFESSIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>id</th>
<th>poklic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>administrator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>agronom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>agronom za sadjarstvo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>aktuar</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data from professions.csv file:

id;poklic
1;administrator
2;agronom
3;agronom za sadjarstvo
4;aktuar

We used LOAD DATA INFILE sentence to import data from file to database table.

LOAD DATA INFILE 'professions.csv'
INTO TABLE professions
CHARACTER SET 'utf8'
FIELDS TERMINATED BY ';'
LINES TERMINATED BY '\r\n'
IGNORE 1 LINES;

Table IV represents imported data for professions.

E. Table for random generated names

Last table was named persons with columns for first name, family name, settlement, profession, birthday and gender. Here is the MySQL code for creating this table:

CREATE TABLE persons (first_name VARCHAR(20), family_name VARCHAR(20), settlement VARCHAR(35), profession VARCHAR(120), birthday DATETIME, gender CHAR)
)
DEFAULT CHARSET='utf8'
ENGINE=MyISAM;

IV. GENERATING RANDOM DATA

We created following procedure to create random person from previously generated tables.

DELIMITER //
CREATE PROCEDURE generate_random_names (n INT, year1 INT, year2 INT)
BEGIN
DECLARE fi, fa, s, g VARCHAR(40)
CHARACTER SET utf8;
DECLARE id_p INT;
DECLARE b DATETIME;
WHILE n > 0 DO
SELECT first_name, gender
INTO fi, g
FROM names
ORDER BY -LOG(RAND())/number
LIMIT 1;
SELECT family_name
INTO fa
FROM family_names
ORDER BY RAND()
LIMIT 1;
SELECT id
INTO id_p
FROM professions
ORDER BY RAND()
LIMIT 1;
SELECT CURDATE() - INTERVAL (FLOOR(RAND()*(year2-year1+1)*365)+year1*365) DAY - INTERVAL (FLOOR(RAND()*24*60)) MINUTE
INTO b;
SET n = n - 1;
INSERT INTO persons(first_name, family_name, settlement, profession, birthday, gender)
VALUES (fi, fa, s, id_p, b, g);
END WHILE;
END//
DELIMITER ;

Finally we run the procedure:

CALL generate_random_names(10000, 18, 80);

The meaning of the last sentence is that we generate 10000 persons whose age is between 18 and 80 years.

V. APPLICATION IN TEACHING PROCESS

We will show you just three examples of question and answers during our classes.

- Question 1: Write a query to display the names (first_name, family_name) and birthday for all people who were born in Ljubljana.
- Answer:

  SELECT first_name, family_name, birthday
  FROM persons
  WHERE settlement = 'Ljubljana';

- Question 2: How many female persons were born in 60's?
- Question 3: Write a query to display the number of people living in Ljubljana.
Answer:
SELECT COUNT(*)
FROM persons
WHERE GENDER = 'Ž' AND
YEAR(birthday) BETWEEN 1960
AND 1969;

- Question 3: List all data for persons who were
  born on Friday the 13th in alphabetical order.

Answer:
SELECT *
FROM persons
WHERE DAYNAME(birthday)='Friday' AND
DAYOFMONTH(birthday)=13
ORDER BY family_name, first_name;

VI. CONCLUSION

Table was used in exercises of the module entitled
"Advanced usage of databases" in the third year of
secondary school program of Computer Technician. The
responses of students and other teacher were excellent.

We conducted a short survey at the end. Previously
our exercises were based on English tables so students
were very satisfied with data in their own language. They
would also like to have more exercises with data in their
own language.

I also introduced this method to two other database
teachers and they find it very useful and included method
in their own curriculum.
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Abstract - It is of great importance in the information age to equip children with the capacity to independently navigate in the flood of all available data and be responsible towards acquiring knowledge. We must provide a learning environment, where children can be enhanced to think creatively and develop innovative solutions. The article further presents the robotic part (a robot game with a technical interview) that is half of the multidisciplinary program First® Lego® League, which was brought to Slovenia by Super Glavce, the Institute for the Promotion of Knowledge. There is an overview of several months’ work and the preparation for the robotic part of the competition, where children have to build and programme an autonomous robot that can complete as many tasks on the competition mat as possible in a limited amount of time. During this process a technical portfolio is made, where children record the progress, the problems and describe ways of solving the problem, explain strategies and present innovative solutions. The technical portfolio is the basis for the technical interview. The ways of working with lego robots in preparation for the First® Lego® League competition can be successfully replicated in class with the topic of algorithmic ways of thinking and programming.

I. INTRODUCTION

In this article, we want to show that Lego robots are a very effective learning tool, which facilitates the development of logical thinking, creativity, and greatly increases children's interest in learning programming. Children's participation in the preparations for the robot game in the context of a multidisciplinary program First® LEGO® League (FLL) encourages the search for creative and innovative design and software solutions. The working methods of the FLL program, where the activity focuses on children, who learn through their own work and creation, can be replicated in class.

II. FLL PROGRAM

Since we live in an age of high technology and we are entering the era of robots, we started with robotic activities in classroom three years ago. Lego robots allow students to learn how robots work and how we can manage robots in a fun way. Likewise, we have in mind the finding [4] that on average Slovenian children do not want to learn science and technology topics, the same is true in developed countries [3].

Because children are highly motivated if they have their goals in mind, we joined the FLL program, because of the robot game and technical interview. Also, studies have shown that the FLL program increases children's interest in science and technology.

FLL is an international, multidisciplinary research program for children from 9 to 16 years old. Program promotes curiosity, creativity, collaborative learning, and teamwork. Because of a thoughtful, efficient and attractive concept young people learn about the concept of STE(A)M (science, technology, engineering, (art) and math) in a different way than what we are used to in regular classes. With the help of attractive robotics challenges, children get enthusiastic about science and technology, through the game they develop and strengthen their logical and technical way of thinking.

For the robotic part of FLL, teams plan, construct, programme and test an autonomous robot so that it can carry out a range of missions in the 2.5 minute long match on the FLL mat. Tasks on the mat represent the most typical problems of the current FLL challenge: the 2014 season was themed World’s Class, in the 2015 season it was themed Trash Trek, and in the 2016 season, Animal Allies (Fig. 1).

III. PREPARING FOR THE COMPETITION

Preparations for the regional, national competition and later international, are very intense. Only in the third season did we first encounter a child who has already had some experience with Lego robots. The vast majority of children have no experience with programming, only a few have some experience with programming in Scratch.

Work starts in early September when teams receive bricks to assemble models to FLL mat. Students must follow building instructions very carefully, as imprecisely built models can influence the choice of strategies and can impair the robot’s performance.

Figure 1: FLL mat from 2014, 2015 and 2016
When constructing models (Fig. 2) children can get a lot of knowledge and ideas associated with mechanical devices and mechanisms. The models include many basic mechanical principles that can be found in advanced mechanical devices, mechanisms, and structures of real life.

Students can explore the gear mechanisms when constructing models. When the FLL mat is ready, a detailed review of the missions must be done, including precise and repetitive reading instructions and watching videos with a description of the requirements. Students then determine a strategy and make a detailed plan route. (Fig. 3). It is important to indicate the points of assurance, sensors may also be used.

We can now start building the base (Fig. 4) of the robot from the Mindstorms EV3 robotic kit. When constructing the base, it is very important to pay attention to the size and weight, to select the most appropriate tires, to plan the use of sensors and their positions, to think where the robotic arm will be located, etc. A lot of attention must be paid to whether the robot is well balanced and whether the center of gravity is in the right place. Improper weight distribution may cause the robot to behave erratically, for instance undesirable turning, so the location of the brick is very important. We should also not ignore the weight of the attachments and connections, which can increase the uncertainty of the robot.

When choosing tires it is necessary to carry out several test runs. Larger wheels may be faster, but less precise, with smaller wheels, the robot is slower, but you can achieve greater accuracy. Harder rubber is less deformed and less likely to withdraw from the rim. The rear wheels or sliders should move in all directions and be of the same height as the front wheels.

We can use four large motors or three large and one middle motor. The base of the robot usually has two to three light sensors, a gyro sensor, possibly a touch sensor. We want to construct the most solid and compact base with straight sides. When driving along the wall you might find a small side wheels come in handy. Changing attachments on the robot has to be as sleek, fast, and efficient as possible, even with shaky hands during the competition. The base must allows free access to the battery charging input and USB port.

Parallel to the construction of the base we start learning how to programme. We find knowledge in books and on the internet, where there is a real treasure trove of ideas and tools for learning. We begin with a variety of challenges: driving straight is required, especially when you want to drive fast, maintain the direction of the gyro sensor, tracking lines (Fig. 5).

When we are satisfied with the base of the robot, which is agile, and how it moves around the mat with appropriate speed and power, we can start with the construction of attachments.

Older children who have already participated in the program can transfer their experience and knowledge: their younger colleagues can learn the basics from them and get information about the barriers and traps which can occur in the competition. With peer involvement in all phases and areas of work, a positive climate can be felt in the team. Children learn from each other through conversation, discovery, research, and debate. We're trying to create a learning environment that encourages students to be more active, with more effective learning, commitment to the quality knowledge and taking responsibility for it.

Initially fun and very comfortable work with robots brings children new challenges in mechanics and programming. Usually it turns out that some children are best constructors, others are better programmers, and few are very good at both. To effectively solve tasks and eliminate problems in the robotic table, good cooperation of both constructors and programmers is crucial. Both carefully observe what is happening with the robot, analyze its mission, try to determine the cause of unwanted behavior of the robot, and remove it. Slow-motion video of the robot can be very helpful. Each ride has to be tried out as often as possible, in different conditions, in different racing fields and this way we can gain as much experience as possible to foresee several possible mistakes. We want to ensure maximum accuracy in the performance of all tasks, so we try to prevent mistakes either with the design of the robot or with programming.

That children do not lose motivation, training matches are organized in early November. Training matches are usually a new momentum for a team, because new ideas are born and usually we realize there is still quite some
work to be done. The training is excellent preparation for the competition (Fig. 6).

While working on a robot, teams need to write a robot diary, where the process of construction and the programming process is well described and documented. A technical map is divided into three parts, three skill areas. One chapter is dedicated to mechanical design, where teams put evidence of structural integrity: durability, mechanical efficiency, and mechanical equipment of the robot. The robot must be able to withstand the rigors of competition. The second chapter is dedicated to programming (Fig. 7): the quality and efficiency of programming. To visualize the programming process and the steps in improving programs (use of loops, my blocks, math, and comments). The third chapter is devoted to strategy and innovation. Here we present a complete cycle of improvement, the process development and interpretation of improvements, modifications, advantages and disadvantages of our solutions, the possible errors ... Here teams should clearly define a strategy to tackle all tasks and specifically highlight innovation and the basic features of the robot, which add a lot of value.

Robotic diary serves as a basis for the preparation for a technical interview with judges where students have to present the process of building a robot, attachments and programming. During the interview there should be a demonstration of the drive of the robot we are most proud of, and to answer the judges' questions.

The main competencies that students acquire are the development of imagination and spatial performance, conquering mathematical and technological skills, learning programming, and learning a variety of computer technology while cooperating with each other and with experts. It is experiential learning, developing creativity and innovative problem solving. Creativity is creating new connections, which can happen only when the mind is enabled to do flexible and adaptive functioning. FLL allows and encourages all this.

IV. CONCLUSION

Participating in the FLL has had a great influence on author of this paper. As a teacher, the author has changed his way of teaching a lot. Children now have a much more active role in the learning process. As a teacher, the author of this paper is usually their supervisor, assistant, and sometimes even the mediator. Teacher directs students to reflect on the achievements, thereby increasing their involvement in monitoring their own learning process and, consequently, their responsibility for their own work and performance quality.

Children who had participated and still participate in the program obtain a wide range of skills. Computer logic allows them to understand and program the robot; their technical knowledge comes in handy when they are constructing machines, because working with motors, sensors, levers, and gears do not pose any major problems. They must also be able to cooperate with other members of their group and add their piece to the mosaic.

This type of work is quite different from everyday school life because it requires a different type of work from the students, which allows them to become more independent, and the quality of their knowledge in combination with experience is sharply increased.
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Abstract - The article provides results of a research study on safety of children on the Internet, and on use of the information-telecommunication technology (ICT) from the aspect of safety. The study was conducted on the elementary school children using paper or web-based questionnaires. It involved 1,232 students from grades one through eight of elementary school (approximately 400 students per survey), ages 7-15. The study was conducted over a period of eight years on three occasions (2008, 2011, and 2015) in elementary school Kastanjer, in Pula, Croatia. Based on the questions and answers, the findings are separated into groups: a) use of ICT among students; b) parents/teachers cooperation and provision of support to children/students in regard to cyber bullying; and c) students’ understanding of what constitutes cyber bullying and their response towards unwanted harassment. The results show poor informational literacy of students in terms of safety. Parents need to invest much more effort in recognition of predation and dangers of the ICT use in order to protect their children, and teachers should spend more time and more educational contents related to the elements of cyber bullying and their prevention in order to teach their students.

I. INTRODUCTION

Use of computers, smart phones, and other devices that can connect to the Internet is spreading fast, in business and education as well as in a family circle. In families, the most frequent users of the information-telecommunication technology (ICT) are children. Most children have access to technologies with the Internet access, and learn in fun ways how to use ICT. At the same time, development of technology, its interactivity and increasing possibilities of communication represent a risk for all users, particularly children.

Today, parents are often facing the fact that their children know more than they do, and that children are growing up in a virtual world that is significantly different from the world the parents know. Therefore, parental home-upbringing becomes more complex and presents ever increasing challenges in providing support and safety for their children. Parents’ worry is warranted because there are real dangers, and the worry is increased by parents’ lack of understanding of dangers brought in by the technology. On one hand, parents do not want to stop progress of their children since the ICT bring many benefits, while on the other hand they do not know enough, which represents potential danger.

Most youth and children, while playing online video games, watching videos clips, or socializing on social networks, develop their digital competences [1]. Through playing video games, whether online or not, a child develops, because video games stimulate thinking processes, associative thinking, support intuition and hypothetical thinking, improve coordination of movements, and represent unbiased teachers with unlimited patience [2]. A child releases emotions while playing video games, and video games can be useful tools in learning because they provide instantaneous reward.

European Parliament and the Council of the European Union in their recommendations on key competences for lifelong learning state that digital competency is a tool every person should have, in order to adapt to the fast-changing world [3]. The key elements of digital competency are the basic ICT skills: use of computers for exploration/browsing, assessment, storage, creation, presentation, and exchange of information, as well as creation of networks of cooperation through the Internet [4].

Children who had earlier exposure to the Internet and who grew up in that world show better knowledge and skill in computer use, mathematics, and reading, as well as in the general educational achievements. Research conducted in Australia, intended to establish the vocabulary development in children between four and eight years of age, on a sample of more than 9,000 children who had access to the Internet, has shown a developed vocabulary and well-developed verbal abilities. The exception observed by this research was in a negative relationship between use of game consoles and vocabulary development. Children-users that used only game consoles had lower linguistic abilities than other children [1]. It is important to understand the relevance of digital technology as an integrated tool for learning, which – when used reasonably – promotes linguistic, cognitive, and social development of youth and children.

The conclusion that arises is that children should be encouraged to use ICT, while it is exceptionally important to teach them how to use such devices in the correct and appropriate ways [5].
However, the fact remains that is not possible to control the contents other users will publish over the Internet, which brings into focus the other aspect of the ICT use, which is safety of children on the Internet and their exposure to disturbing contents. Children and youth are facing media challenges, primarily cyber bullying, as well as potential sexual harassment through social networks [6].

Results of the EU Kids Online survey conducted in 2010 in 25 EU countries indicates that it is necessary to continuously teach children and youth regarding safety standards and contents to ensure that all children have a minimal basic safety knowledge. Such an approach would prevent children from being digitally isolated and unqualified [7], [8], [9] and digitally illiterate. To be literate in a digital age involves more elements, one of which is the skill for responsible use of technology.

In the upbringing and education of children, from the point of the ICT use, teachers and parents have equal roles, teachers in school, and parents at home.

Review of the existing curriculum for elementary school [10] clearly shows that none of them require teachers to cover areas of safety of students on the Internet in any of the subjects. While use of computers, the Internet, and ICT is used in many subjects (with specific goals and tasks), from Croatian language, nature and social sciences, technical culture, music and arts, foreign language, extracurricular activities of the information-communication technology (which is a part of the teaching process only in a very small number of elementary schools outside of the regular curriculum – in Pula, for example, only in one of 10 schools) and the elective subject of informatics (taught only to those students who choose this subject), at the same time, there is only one mention of the acceptable use of e-mail (Theme 13. Acceptable behavior when using e-mail. Educational goals: communicating over the Internet in an acceptable mode). Since this educational content is mostly not presented in schools, most students have no chance to hear it, and it all depends on their teachers of Informatics science (for students who elected the subject) who may choose, but are not required to talk about safety of students on the Internet while working on some other subject. The same is true for other subjects, where the situation is even worse since teachers of other subjects have no obligation to mention the issue, and have poor understanding of ICT.

II. SAMPLES AND RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This article describes the findings of the survey conducted in the Elementary school “Kastanjer” in Pula, with participation of students from the first to the eighth grade. The survey was conducted on three occasions over the period of eight years (2008, 2011 and 2015). Elementary school students participated in the survey by manually filling in paper forms or, alternatively, by filling in web forms. Survey questions and findings are divided into three groups: a) Use of ICT among students, b) Parents/Teachers cooperation and provision of support to Children/Students in regard to cyber bullying, c) Students’ understanding of what constitutes cyber bullying and their response towards unwanted harassment.

The survey involved 1232 students with valid answers (403 students in 2008, 362 in 2011 and 467 students in 2015). Participants were students from the 1st to 8th grade of the elementary school, 7-15 years of age and gender-wise, with slightly higher participation of boys (645) than girls (587).

In the first survey, students from 2nd to 8th grade manually filled in the paper forms. The second survey applied the same method of data collection and students from the 2nd to 7th grade participated in the survey. In the third survey, students from the 1st to 4th grade manually completed paper questionnaires and from the 6th to 8th grade, students completed web questionnaires. Questionnaires were, on all three occasions, completed anonymously and teachers assisted younger students when they came across new words or phrases. First and second survey had the same questionnaire (21 questions, 19 of the closed type and 2 of the open type), while the third was more extensive (81 questions, all of them of the closed type) and was consistent with the questionnaire used in the survey “EU Kids Online”.

III. QUESTIONNAIRE, FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS

The questionnaire contained three groups of questions. The first group contained questions about ICT use among students, the second group dealt with cooperation of parents/teachers and provided support to children/students from the aspect of cyber bullying and the third group of questions was about students’ knowledge of the elements of cyber bullying and their response to the unwanted harassment. All answers were grouped by grades: 1st and 2nd, 3rd and 4th, 5th and 6th, and last, but not least, 7th and 8th. The reason for such combination is that there are minor differences in students’ age. Distinctions are also made in terms of the gender of participants and the year the surveys were conducted.

A) ICT use among students

Findings on the ICT use among students are shown in Table I (Findings of the posed questions). Questions are as follows: Q1 – How many times a day do you use the Internet?; What do you do most often on the Internet? Options provided were: Q2 – Play online games; Q3 – I am exploring data and school curriculum; Q4 – Use E-mail; Q5 – Watch movies and listen (and download) music; Q6 – Chat with friends; Q7 - Read news.

In the first question (Q1 – “How much time students spend on the Internet”), it is indicative that, as expected, older the students, the more time they spend on the Internet.
It was also expected to find that boys spend more time on the Internet than girls. In 2015 there is a significant increase of time spent on the Internet among all age groups. At average, boys spend 238 minutes per day on the Internet and girls, 175 minutes per day. This finding cause concern in light of the fact that many students answered that they spend approximately 6-10 hours per day on the Internet.

Q2-Q7 was focused on the answers of students’ activities on the Internet. Findings show that top four activities are Q2, Q3, Q5 and Q4: Playing online games, exploring educational contents, watching (and downloading) movies/listening (and downloading) music and reading news and entertaining contents. They spend less time using e-mail and chat services. Most of boys (2/3 in 2015) spend the majority of time playing online games (Q2) and exploring educational contents, while girls (also 2/3 of them) spent the majority of time playing online games. In 2008, the findings were different: 45% of boys used the Internet most often to explore educational contents and girls (50%) to play online games. Findings of the survey conducted in 2011 are quite consistent with the findings of the 2008’s survey.

Table I. Pupil’s use of ICT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade Year</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Q1 [min]</th>
<th>Q2</th>
<th>Q3</th>
<th>Q4</th>
<th>Q5</th>
<th>Q6</th>
<th>Q7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2015

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Q1 [min]</th>
<th>Q2</th>
<th>Q3</th>
<th>Q4</th>
<th>Q5</th>
<th>Q6</th>
<th>Q7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total=77</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>238</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>M=220</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F=183</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total=403</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>M=177</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F=185</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total=362</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>M=248</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F=219</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total=467</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>309</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is also expected to find that boys spend more time on the Internet than girls. In 2015 there is a significant increase of time spent on the Internet among all age groups. At average, boys spend 238 minutes per day on the Internet and girls, 175 minutes per day. This finding cause concern in light of the fact that many students answered that they spend approximately 6-10 hours per day on the Internet.

The second group identified four questions (Q1-Q4) that were posed in 2008 and 2011 and 10 questions (Q5-Q14) that were posed in 2015.

The questions were: Q1 – Do your parents check the Internet sites you visit?; Q2 – Have your parents talked to you about dangers on the Internet?; Q3 – Have you talked to your parents about the Internet content that bothers you?; Q4 – In the near future, the school will give a lecture for parents about the Dangers of the Internet. What do you think, are your parents going to attend it?; Q5 – Do your parents encourage you to explore the Internet and learn online on your own?; Q6 – Do you have some shared online activities with your parents?; Q7 – Have you ever talked to your teacher about your online activities?; Q8 – Have you ever received any help from your parents, teachers or friends when you couldn’t do or find something on the Internet?; Q9 – Have your parents, teachers or friends ever explained to you why some sites are good or bad?; Q10 – Have your parents, teachers or friends ever suggested how to safely use the Internet?; Q11 – Have your parents, teachers or friends helped you when something bothered you on the Internet?; Q12 – Have your teachers set rules of what you do or find something on the Internet?; Q13 – Have your parents, teachers or friends ever suggested how to safely use the Internet?; Q14 – Do your parents sometimes check what web sites you are visiting?; Q15 – Do your parents sometimes check a) what web sites you are visiting? (13a); b) software for parental control or other tracking tools of the visited web sites? (13b); c) program, service or contract that limits your time spent on the Internet? (13c); d) software that prevents spam or junk messages and viruses? (13d); Q14 – Do your parents sometimes check a) what web sites you are visiting? (14a); b) your e-mail messages or instant messages? (14b); c) your profile on social networks or online communities? (14c); d) friends or contacts you are adding to your social profile / instant messages account? (14d).

Although it is not shown in the Table II, almost all students started using ICT before they started going to school: Average age when boys started using ICT was 5.6 years and 6 years of age for girls.

Findings of the first four questions are shown in the Table II, and the others in the Table III.

Based on the answers to the first question (Q1) parents, in general, insufficiently control online activities of their children. Among younger students, it is at around 50% (which is not so bad), among older students, from the
Findings from the survey conducted in 2015 are quite satisfying (over 90%), in comparison to the earlier years when percentage of parents talking to their children about the dangers were at around 10%. This data primarily relates to the students from the 1st to the 4th grades.

The last question in this group was “In the near future, the school will give a lecture for parents about the Dangers of the Internet. What do you think, are your parents going to attend it?” Findings are diverse and they go from 30% to 90%. Lower percentage is in the lower grades and significantly higher, in the higher grades. This question was not posed in the survey conducted in 2015, therefore, comparative analysis could not be completed.

It is very important to encourage children to use the Internet (Q5), as it brings many comparative advantages. When the answer to the Q6 is positive (Do you have some shared online activities with your parents?), it means that children have parental support. Sadly, only 29%-59% of parents understand advantages of such support and encourage children to use the Internet or share activities with their children on the Internet. This will become a problem when children will have questions and won’t ask parents to help them, and would instead ask either a friend or, more often, try to find answers on the Internet. It is also very important that teachers show interest and concern (Q7) for students’ activities on the Internet. Findings show that at average 40% of students interacted with their teachers and got a positive response. In lower grades, the average responses were 17% and 25%, and in higher grades, the percentage was slightly higher. It is possible that teachers lack practical knowledge in this area, but it is always positive to show concern.

Answers to Q8 to Q11 are elaborating on the effort of parents, teachers and friends to ensure children’s safety. Results go from 63% to 73%. It is not bad, but it could be better.

Q12 deals with rules set by teachers, what can and cannot be done on the school’s Internet. The average findings are at 40%, and it is again lower in the lower grades (from 10% to 28%), and it indicates that primary school teachers lack knowledge of the safety on the Internet and need further education in order to be able to act responsibly.

Q13 offered four options and gives us information how much parents invest in the technical protection of their children from dangers of the Internet (protective software and/or filters). Average result is at the modest 38%. It is very low, especially in light of public campaigns to protect children from dangers in cyber space.

The last question Q14 answers how engaged parents are in the protection of their children. Findings in this segment are quite modest (21%-43%), reasons could be parents’ negligence or lack of knowledge. Outcome should be better, especially because it requires only time spent with children and not any financial investments.

### Table II. Parent/Teacher cooperation and provision of support to children/students in regard to cyber bullying (Q1-Q4)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Q1</th>
<th>Q2</th>
<th>Q3</th>
<th>Q4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fifth and sixth</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>M=27</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F=14</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total=41</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>M=38</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F=24</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total=62</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>M=76</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F=60</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total=136</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>87</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sixth and seventh</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>M=52</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F=34</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total=106</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>M=59</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F=58</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total=117</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>M=75</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F=69</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total=144</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>62</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seventh and eighth</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>M=65</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F=74</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total=139</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>M=54</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F=37</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total=91</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>M=26</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F=26</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total=52</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>M=33</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F=41</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total=74</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>M=68</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F=63</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total=131</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>M=70</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F=74</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>57</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total=144</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>91</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>M=220</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F=183</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total=403</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>M=177</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F=185</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total=362</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>M=248</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>134</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F=219</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>134</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total=467</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>313</td>
<td>268</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table III. Parent/Teacher cooperation and provision of support to children/students in regard to cyber bullying (Q5-Q14)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Q5</th>
<th>Q6</th>
<th>Q7</th>
<th>Q8</th>
<th>Q9</th>
<th>Q10</th>
<th>Q11</th>
<th>Q12</th>
<th>Q13</th>
<th>Q14</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First and second</td>
<td>M=76</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F=60</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third and fourth</td>
<td>M=75</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F=69</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fifth and sixth</td>
<td>M=26</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F=26</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seventh and eighth</td>
<td>M=70</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F=74</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>467</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>341</td>
<td>303</td>
<td>294</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total=136
F=69
M=75
Total=144
M=26
F=26
Total=52
M=70
F=74
Total=144
M=248
F=219
Total=467

C) Students’ understanding of the elements of cyber bullying and their response to the unwanted harassment

Third group of questions relates to the knowledge of cyber bullying. As in the second group of questions, questions that were posed in 2008 and in 2011 (Q1-Q5) are picked out as well as those posed in 2015 (Q7-Q15).

The questions were: Q1 – What bothers you the most on the Internet: a) Security – identity theft (a0); b) Advertisement – commercials (a1); c) Pornography (a2); Bad manners of the members of the Internet communities, such as insults, swearing etc (a3); Q2 – Have you ever felt bad for experiencing one the following things on the Internet a) seen photos of violence (a4); b) been insulted (a5); c) been threatened (a6); Q3 – Has anybody posted your photos or video clips with your images to someone without your permission? Q4 – Has anybody used your e-mail with your permission? Q5 – Has anybody used any part of your Internet identity without your permission?; Q5 – Has anybody posted your photo without your permission?: Q7 – Have you ever looked for new friends on the Internet? Q8 – Have you added a new friend to your friend’s list or on your contact list without meeting him in the real life?: Q9 – Have you ever sent your personal data to somebody you never met outside of the cyber space?: Q10 – Have you ever sent your photos or video clips with your images to someone you have never met outside of the cyber space?: Q11 – Have you ever contacted somebody online that you first met outside of the cyber space?: Q12 – Have you ever went to meet a person you met online?: Q13 – Sometime kids tell or do things that can bother you or the others, offend you, hurt you or make you or the others feel uncomfortable. Has anybody treated you that way on the Internet within the last 12 months?: Q14 – Harm, hurt, assault, anxiety or humiliation can be the outcome of the sexual images or messages of the other person on the Internet – Has anybody hurt you in that way within the last 12 months?

Findings are shown in Tables IV (Q1-Q5) and V (Q7-Q13)

First question (Q1) was testing students’ sensibility to disturbing contents that may be received via e-mail or could come across on the Internet. Findings show that students have low understanding of the potential dangers. While low percentage of students in the lower grades is reasonably expected (they are still little and don’t understand terminology), results for the group of students from the 5th through the 8th grade raise concern

Table IV. Students’ knowledge of the elements of cyber bullying and their response to unwanted harassment (Q1-Q5)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Q1</th>
<th>Q2</th>
<th>Q3</th>
<th>Q4</th>
<th>Q5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A0</td>
<td>A1</td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>A3</td>
<td>A4</td>
<td>A5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I and II</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>M=27</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F=14</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total=41</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>M=38</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F=24</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total=62</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III and IV</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>M=52</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F=56</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total=108</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>M=59</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F=58</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total=117</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V and VI</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>M=65</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F=74</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total=139</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>M=54</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F=37</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total=91</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII and VIII</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>M=33</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F=41</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total=74</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIII</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>M=68</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F=63</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total=131</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>M=220</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F=183</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total=403</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M=177</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F=185</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
|       |      | Total=362 | 159 | 96 | 106 | 103 | 60 | 1071
Individual percentages go up to 40%-50%, but that is comparatively low, knowing what kind of situations they may come across. Parents and teachers share the responsibility for the situation.

Next question (Q2) relates to the potentially harmful experiences students’ came across. There is low percentage of such experiences, up to 20%, but that is, never the less, raising concern. It is important to educate children – students. When teachers or parents don’t understand dangers that ICT users can face, let them learn about it by themselves, or help them take a course.

Following three questions (Q3-Q5) relate to identity theft or fake user’s profiles. Students need to be aware how to protect their e-identity. Again, percentages are not high, they go up to 30%, but that is more than enough to raise concern.

Following six questions (Q7-Q12) tested students’ behavior in terms of safety. Although activities can be well intended (to make friends), caution is always recommended, as activities are occurring in the electronic media environment. This is primarily parents/teachers domain, as they need to educate children/students how to safely use the ICT and avoid potential dangers. Risky behavior in some elements is alarming, as it goes up to 30%.

The last two questions (Q13 and Q14) deal with the exposure to cyber bullying. Questions pertained not to the potential dangers, but to the actual bullying that occurred (or students experienced them as such). Average of 16% is very high as it targets the most vulnerable children/students.

Due to the limited space, this research is presenting some 20% of the obtained data. The article aims to raise awareness among professionals and parents about dangers that anyone can face, and especially to educate children how to avoid unwanted harassment on the Internet.

More information about the research and findings in Croatia, can be obtained from the first author, and for the findings of the EU survey, on the official web site of the project [11].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Q7</th>
<th>Q8</th>
<th>Q9</th>
<th>Q10</th>
<th>Q11</th>
<th>Q12</th>
<th>Q13</th>
<th>Q14</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First and second</td>
<td>M=76</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F=60</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total=136</td>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third and fourth</td>
<td>M=75</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F=69</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total=144</td>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fifth and sixth</td>
<td>M=26</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F=26</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total=52</td>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seventh and eighth</td>
<td>M=70</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F=74</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total=144</td>
<td></td>
<td>74</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M=248</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F=219</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total=467</td>
<td></td>
<td>132</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. CONCLUSION

The study describes findings of the survey that was conducted over the period of eight years. The survey focused on children’s safety on Internet, use of the ICT and its trends. Students from the 1st to 8th grade of elementary school participated in the survey. Findings were summarized in three groups: a) ICT use among students, b) Parent/Teacher cooperation and provision of support to Children/Students in regard to cyber bullying, and c) Students’ understanding of what constitutes cyber bullying and their response to unwanted harassment. Obtained data were compared to the findings of a similar survey “EU Kids Online”, conducted in 25 EU countries.

Obtained data show that students start using ICT at younger age than before, they use it more frequently and for longer periods of time, while still having low informational literacy from the aspect of safety. Parents need to invest more effort in learning advantages and dangers of using ICT in order to support and encourage children to use ICT and, on the other hand, to protect them from cyber bullying. Teachers need to invest more time and effort in teaching children the elements of cyber bullying and its prevention, even when school curriculum does not require them to do it.
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Sažetak - U ovom radu predstavit će se pilot projekt „Implementacija Google Suite alata u nastavu stručnih predmeta iz područja računalstva“ Srednje škole za elektrotehniku i računalstvo Rijeka, problemi prilikom implementacije i načini na koje se ti problemi mogu izbjeći ili riješiti, prednosti i nedostatci korištenja G Suite za obrazovanje te rezultati istraživanja provedenog među učenicima i nastavnicima koji sudjeluju u projektu. Ovo istraživanje imalo je za svrhu istražiti stavove učenika i nastavnika o utjecaju G Suite alata za obrazovanje na kvalitetu nastave, rad na zadatcima, komunikaciju između učenika i nastavnika te mogućnost djeljenja nastavnih materijala u digitalnom obliku. Istraživanjem je obuhvaćen uzorak od 105 učenika upisanih u smjer tehničar za računalstvo – novi kurikulum i 8 nastavnika stručnih predmeta iz područja računalstva. Cilj rada je opisati proces implementacije G Suite alata u rad škole te prikazati prikupljene podatke istraživanja, a kao zaključak rada prikazane su prednosti i nedostatci uvođenja G Suite alata u nastavu.

I. UVOD
Nakon što je predstavljen u svibnju 2014. godine, projekt “Google aplikacije za obrazovanje” (današnji naziv “G Suite za obrazovanje”) uspješno je okončao pilot fazu. Ovaj online paket alata integrira Google Učionica, Disk, Dokumente i Gmail kako bi potaknuo učitelje da ih koriste za dodjeljivanje i prikupljanje zadaća online, kao i za poboljšanje komunikacije s učenicima. Google Učionica se besplatno nudi korisnicima paketa G Suite za obrazovanje. Dostupna je na 42 jezika, među kojima je i hrvatski (Google Učionica).

Rezultate istraživanja o utjecaju G Suite alata na obrazovanje, na uzorku od u 880 000 učenika, u 6 država, Google je objavio na ovoj adresi[1].

Prvi korisnici G Suite za obrazovanje u Srednjoj školi za elektrotehniku i računalstvo, učenici 3.d razreda, koji se obrazuju po novom strukovnom kurikulumu, smjer tehničar za računalstvo (25 učenika) i jedan nastavnik stručnih predmeta iz područja računalstva, počeli su koristiti G Suite s ciljem testiranja rada u nastavi s navedenim alatima. Danas je na školskoj domeni prijavljeno 45 nastavnika, 1 administrator, 2 testna korisnika i 201 učenik.

1. https://www.blog.google/topics/education/impact-portraits-success-stories-google-education/

II. IMPLEMENTACIJA ALATA U RAD ŠKOLE
A. Pilot projekt
Srednja škola za elektrotehniku i računalstvo u Rijeci je u školskoj godini 2016./2017. počela sa provedbom
projekta “Implementacija alata Google aplikacije za obrazovanje”. Pilot projekt je posljedica sve konfliktnijeg stanja između, s jedne strane kompetencija koje bi učenici trebali usvojiti i s druge strane klasičnog oblika nastavnih sredstava i pomagala te metoda poučavanja (udžbenici, ploča i kreda, projektor…). Konflikt je posebno izražen u sektorima strukovnog obrazovanja poput elektrotehnike i računalstva.

Pojednostavljeno rečeno, u odnosu suprotnosti stoji sadržaj koji se kontinuirano i sve brže mijenja i udžbenici koji po svojoj prirodi ne mogu pratiti te promjene, a u nekim slučajevima ih i nema.

Kao logično i provjereno rješenje nude se neki od IKT alata poput onih objedinjena u G Suite. Za primjer korisnici – učenici kao alat za vježbe ustreza je rješenje s kojim se komunicira s one strane suprotnosti novim” materijala i kodova za primjenu offline u digitalnom obliku. Nakon testiranja Moodle i Edmodo alata, na red je došao Google Disk kao alat za dijeljenje materijala i Gmail kao alat za komuniciranje s učenicima (većina učenika je imala privatni Google račun). Vrlo brzo se pojavilo problem s organizacijom dokumenata, objavljivanjem obavijesti putem e-pošte te pregledavanja nepregledne liste e-pošte s učeničkim odgovorima, upitima i predanim zadacima. Kao naručena, Google Učionica je u tom razdoblju postala dostupna za obrazovne institucije i u Hrvatskoj.

![Slika 2 – Pregled objavljenog zadatka u Učionici](image)

**TABLICA I. PLAN AKTIVNOSTI PILOT PROJEKTA**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Redni broj</th>
<th>Aktivnost</th>
<th>Operativni plan</th>
<th>Nositelj</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Stručno usavršavanje nastavnika stručnog vijeća (SV) računalstva.</td>
<td>kontinuirano</td>
<td>Lovro Sverko, prof.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**a) Dinamika**
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**a) Dinamika**


Budući da je korištenje G Suite kolekcije alata bilo dobro prihvaćeno od strane učenika, a uvelike je olakšavalo svakodnevan nastavnički rad, prvi nacrt pilot projekta predstavljen je na Stručnom vijetu nastavnika...

b) Sudionici

Prije no što učenici i nastavnici mogu započeti s korištenjem G Suite-a, administrator mora izraditi njihove školske Google račune. Školski Google račun izrađen je za sve nastavnike, učenike koji se obrazuju po novom strukovnom kurikulumu, smjer tehničar za računalstvo, koji aktivno koriste Učionicu te za sve učenike završnih razreda sa svrhom prijave završnih radova putem Google Obrazaca. U izradi školskog kurikuluma sudjelovali su svi nastavnici, a Učionicu koriste nastavnici stručnih predmeta iz područja računalstva te mali broj nastavnika iz ostalih predmeta (poput Fizike, Engleskog jezika, Vjeronauka i sl.).

B. Google Suite za obrazovanje

a) Google Učionica

Google Učionica je dostupna samo učenicima i nastavnicima sa školskim računom Google Suite-a za obrazovanje. Ovaj alat nastavnicima stići vrijeme, pojednostavljuje organiziranje predmeta i unaprijeđuje komunikaciju s učenicima i kolegama. Osmišljen je kao pomoć nastavnicima pri izradi i prikupljanju zadataka bez upotrebe papira, s mogućnosti automatske izrade zadatka i stvaranja kopije dokumenta za svakog učenika. Na Slici 1 prikazan je izgled početne stranice Učionice s prikazom izrađenih predmeta.

Mobilna aplikacija za Android učenicima i nastavnicima omogućuje prikaz predmeta i komuniciranje u stvarnom vremenu. Učenici mogu otvoriti svoje zadatake i raditi na njima izravno na mobitelu ili tabletu, a nastavnici mogu pratiti tko je predao rad i pregledati zadatak – u školi ili u pokretu.

b) Google Disk i Dokumenti

Google Disk (engl. Google Drive) je online servis za pohranu podataka „u oblaku“. Koristi se za izradu, sinkronizaciju, dijeljenje i izmjenu dokumenata između korisnika. Google Dokumenti omogućavaju izradu, dijeljenje i izmjenu tekstualnih dokumenata, tablica i prezentacije unutar preglednika. Na jednom dokumentu može raditi više korisnika istovremeno, a svaka promjena se automatski sprema.

c) Gmail

Gmail je sustav za e-poštu koji je intuitivan, ima odličnu antivirusnu zaštitu i zaštitu od neželjene pošte, integriranu pretragu i kalendar. Za korisnike paketa za obrazovanje ne sadrži oglase.

d) Kalendar

Google Kalendar je aplikacija za jednostavnu izradu, dijeljenje i organiziranje rasporeda koja je integrirana s ostalim aplikacijama poput Učionice, Diska, Kontakata i Gmaila.

e) Hangouts

Google Hangouts je jednostavna aplikacija za videokonferencije i razmjenu poruka.

f) Ostali alati i aplikacije

Postoje mnoge aplikacije koje su integrirane sa G Suite alatima. Neke od tih aplikacija su: GeoGebra (graafički kalkulator za funkcije, geometriju, algebru, analizu, statistiku i 3D geometriju), LucidCharts (alat za izradu dijagrama), LucidPress (alat za dizajn tiskanih i digitalnih publikacija), DuoLingo (platforma za učenje jezika), AutoDesk Project Ignite (platforma za dizajn 3D projekata), WeVideo (alat za obradu videa), i još mnoge druge.

C. Primjeri primjene G Suite u radu škole


b) Primjeri iz nastave

Jedna od prednosti korištenja Učionice u nastavi je jednostavna izrada zadatka. Umjesto klasične izrade radnih listova na papiru, dovoljno je izraditi željeni dokument u Google Dokumentima te ga u formi zadatka predati učenicima na Učionici. Svaki učenik može dobiti svoju kopiju radnog lista koji, nakon izvršenog zadatka, jednostavno predaje u zadatak na Učionici.

Slika 3 – Evidencija izrade zadataka u predmetu
Tako predani radni listovi se automatski spremaju u mapu s nazivom zadatka na Disku, a dostupni su za pregled i u izrađenom zadatku u Učionici (Slika 2). Nastavnici mogu pratiti predavanje zadataka u stvarnom vremenu ili podacima o vremenu predaje zadatka mogu pristupiti kasnije. Također, nastavnici se obavještavaju kada učenik predaje zadatak nakon zadanog roka.

Sljedeća prednost korištenja G Suite-a je mogućnost davanja povratnih informacija učenicima. Učenici mogu poslati svoj prijedlog ili pitanje kao javni ili privatni komentar u zadatku na Učionici. Javni komentar zadatka vide nastavnik i svi učenici na predmetu, dok privatni komentar vide samo nastavnik i učenik koji ga je postavio te su izvrstan način davanja povratne informacije samo jednom učeniku.

Učionica također automatski izrađuje evidenciju zadataka za svaki predmet (Slika 3). Podatci se sprema na pregled na Google Tablicu kojoj se već jednostavno pristupa iz Učionice, tako da je nastavnicima olakšano praćenje rada učenika kroz cijelu godinu.

Integracija Učionice s Kalendarom i Gmail-om omogućuje automatsko slanje obavijesti o nadolazećim rokovima, novim zadaćima, objavama i komentarima te mogućnost slanja tjednih izvješća o radu učenika roditeljima ili skrbnicima, ukoliko ih se pozove u Učionici. Roditelji ili skrbnici koji prihvataju poziv imaju pravo po Java aplikaciji Google-ovih dokumenata pomoću Google Obrascima. Radi donošenja kvalitetnijih zaključaka uspoređivali smo podatke po više kriterija:

- odgovore učenika i profesora na ista pitanja,
- podatke dobivene statistikom Google Suite-a i
- podatke dobivene anketama.

B. Statistički podaci Google Suite-a

a) Broj sudionika


b) Datoteko objavljene na Google Disku

Pregled broja datoteka pohranjenih na Disku izličen na Slici 5 pokazuje da je broj objavljenih datoteka na Disku višestruko porastao, ali je uočljeno da je istovremeno rastao broj Google-ovih dokumenata pomoću Google Obrascima. Naknadno smo ovu činjenicu povezali s nekim mišljenjima učenika i nastavnika.

Kao posebno važan podatak ističemo da su učenici viših razreda „računalstva“ u prosjeku objavili više od 57 datoteka po učeniku.

c) Aktivnosti na Google Učionici

U razdoblju od listopada 2016. godine do siječnja 2017. godine minimalan broj objava u dvotjednim razdobljima u svim razredima nije padao ispod 19, a maksimalan je bio 33. Broj objava ima rasti trend, a udio učeničkih objava trostruko je porastao.

d) Komunikacija putem e-pošte

Kao što je prikazano na Slici 6, u ovakvom načinu rada, komunikacija putem e-pošte pokazala se nepogodnom.

C. Ankete učenika i nastavnika

Anketirani su učenici razreda novih strukovnih kurikuluma (pet razreda) te kolege SV računalstva. Većina sudionika slaže se da je prihvatljiviji sadržaj u elektroničkom obliku (učenici 83%, nastavnici 75%), ali

a) Važnost različitih oblika digitalnih sadržaja i komunikacije

Učenici i nastavnici se dobrim dijelom slažu u pogledu značaja različitih usluga na Google Disk-u i Učionici. Grafikon na Slici 7 prikazuje prosječne ocjene koje su sudionici dali pojedinim oblicima sadržaja.

Učenici i nastavnici najkorisnijim smatraju objavljivanje digitalnih sadržaja u okviru Google Učionice (zadatci, dokumenti, prezentacije i ostali multimedijski dokumenti), a jedino veće odstupanje vidi se kod ocjenjivanja (što je, vjerojatno, većim dijelom sociološki problem).

U istom smjeru idu učenički odgovori na pitanje koji digitalni sadržaj im nedostaje, prikazani na Slici 8 (najtraženiji su zadatci i pitanja te multimedijalni sadržaj).

b) Mišljenja učenika i nastavnika

Za kraj smo ostavili nekoliko primjedbi nastavnika i učenika koje svakako treba uzeti u obzir.

Primjedbe nastavnika:

- „Vremenska zahtjevnost kod pripreme materijala koji se ne sastoji samo od slova i znamenki, nego ima grčka slova kao simbole, uključuje razlomke, ekspONENTE, potencije.“
- „Trebam cijelu koncepciju rada koju sam već napravila sada opet prepisivati u Google i to prilagođavati novom mediju, jednostavno dodatni posao ako već imaš sve razrađeno.“
- „Volio bih vidjeti bolji sustav za sprječavanje eventualnog prepisivanja.“

Neki odgovori učenika na pitanje „Ako bi se Google aplikacije prestale koristiti u nastavi, kako bi to utjecalo na tebe?“ bili su:

- „Donekle nam to spremi na redirect i učenje, ali ne zadovoljavaju ili miru učenje.“
- „Miss to Google aplikacije učenja, ali to je uskoro.“
- „Ako će se Google aplikacije prestale koristiti, armi će se sa svim ovim.“

Metodologija

Učenicima i učenici koriste pojedini oblici sadržaja?

Slika 6 – Dnevni prosjek poslane e-pošte

Slika 7 – Koliko učenicima koriste pojedini oblici sadržaja?

Valja uzeti u obzir i razvoj Google-ovih alata koji je bio osjetan i u kratkom periodu od tri mjeseca (čak i na naš prijedlog).

S druge strane, moramo imati na umu koliki posao stoji pred nastavnikom koji predaje četiri predmeta u sedam razreda te da je pisanje u bilježnicu i čitanje iz knjige u nekim slučajevima puno efektnije. Dakle, svjesni smo da se, bez obzira na sofisticiranost radi samo o alatu koji u nekim slučajevima ne može, niti smije zamijeniti “živu riječ predavača”.
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I. UVOD

Poučavanje programiranja zahtjevan je posao pogotovo kada ga treba prezentirati apsolutnim početnicima. Edukator mora imati puno umješnosti kako približiti, vizualizirati logiku upravljanja radom računala. Tada se najčešće kreće sa crtanjem dijagraama tijeka, posve isto kao u vrijeme kada se programiranje poučavalo i bez računala u učionici – na papiru. Iako postoji cijeli niz alata za crtanje dijagraama tijeka računalnog programa, postoji jedan koji je mnogo više od toga. Iza ikone izumrlog reptila i naziva RAPTOR (Rapid Algorithmic Prototyping Tool for Ordered Reasoning) skriva se razvojno okruženje za programiranje bazirano na dijagramu tijeka. Radi se o besplatnom softverskom razvijenom na US Air Force Academy, Department od Computer Science. Raptor doista može pomoći u počecima učenja programiranja kada pažnju učenika želimo usmjeriti prema analizi problema, razlučivanju zadatka na manje segmente, razvoju logike i ispravne semantike, a pri tome se što manje opterećivati sintaksom. Dijagram tijeka koji se crta olovkom oduvijek je bio na tom tragu, ali sada, zahvaljujući Raptoru, on može postati i pravo programersko razvojno okruženje. To je krucenje idealno i za samostalni rad učenika kod kuće, jer se u njemu svaka ideja vrlo jednostavno može „oživjeti“ i testirati.

II. MOGUĆNOSTI RAPTORA

Crtajući dijagram tijeka u Raptoru učenici „oživljavaju“ nacrtani algoritam, vide njegovo izvršavanje i kroz interpretaciju lako uočavaju vlastite pogreške. Alat je izuzetno jednostavan i njime se može ovladati vrlo brzo, jer nije potrebno poznavanje složene sintakse. Sadrži tek mali set dobro poznatih simbola za crtanje dijagraama tijeka: ulaz, izlaz, dodjela vrijednosti, odluka, petlja i poziv procedure (Slika 1.). Doista, u Raptoru program jednostavno razlučimo na manje cjeline, procedure, te ih onda pozivamo u glavni program (main), pritom njihovo pozivanje i izvršavanje. Svaka se procedura kreira u zasebnoj novoj kartici razvojnog okruženja. Svoj dijagram tijeka jednostavno slažemo povlačenjem simbola na odgovarajuće mjesto prema osmišljenome algoritmu. Za pokretanje programa i upravljanje njegovim izvršavanjem koristimo tipke Play, Stop, Pause, Step to Next Shape, a po želji podesimo i brzinu izvršavanja. U vrijeme izvršavanja, po lijevoj strani u realnom vremenu, imamo pregled vrijednosti svih varijabli, a po završetku izlaz nam se ispišu u glavnoj konzoli (Master Console). Na raspolaganju nam je upravljanje brojčanim i znakovnim vrijednostima koje možemo smještati i u polja.

Slika 1. Sučelje Raptora
U Raptor su ugrađene sve standardne matematičke operacije, trigonometrijske funkcije kao i funkcije zaokruživanja i slučajnih brojeva. Naravno, kako bismo ostvarili sve programske funkcionalnosti nužni su nam još i standardni relacijski i logički operatori koje Raptor također pozna. Raptor ima ugrađenu pomoć i uredno će prijavljivati sintaksne pogreške, a za svaki će simbol otvoriti prozor pomoći. Zaljubljujući se u pratnju, funkcionalnostima razvojnog okruženja učenik se minimalnom opterećuje sintaksom i najveći dio svoje pažnje može usmjeriti na logiku programiranja. U tome mu jednostavno kroz primjere možemo pomoći i komentiranjem – uz svaki simbol dijagrama jednostavno možemo postaviti „balon“ sa tekstom komentara. Kada dijagram želimo ispisati možemo ga podesiti skaliranjem i pogledati pregled prije ispisa. Važna je i funkcija Print to Clipboard koja nam osigurava jednostavan izvoz crteža u neku drugu aplikaciju za obradu teksta ili slike (Slika 2.).

III. PRIMJENJIVOST RAPTORA U NASTAVI

Raptor ima i svoje naprednije mogućnosti. Iz dijagrama tijeka moguće je generirati kod u nekom od programskih jezika (C#, C++, Java, …), ali tako generirani kod uvijek zahtijeva intervencije i ispravke. Druga napredna mogućnost je objektno-orijentirani način rada (object-oriented mode) u kojem možemo koristiti i UML. Međutim, prva primjenjivost Raptora u nastavi pronalazi se u njegovoj jednostavnosti i mogućnosti da već prvi školski sat programiranja učenici – programiraju i uvidjuju rezultate svake svoje osmišljene aktivnosti kroz interpretaciju dijagrama tijeka. Sa programiranjem se na neki način susreće velika većina učenika i Raptor može poslužiti da se za algoritamski način razmišljanja pobudi dalje veći interes. Mnogi učenici nikad neće postići visoku razinu vještina i znanja o pisanju učinkovitog koda u nekom programskom jeziku, ali će uporabom alata, kao što je Raptor, sigurno unaprijediti svoj analitički način razmišljanja. Sa druge strane, motivirani i za programiranje zainteresirani učenici nakon Raptora znatno brže napreduju u učenju programiranja u nekom od programskih jezika (Python, C++, …).

IV. ISKUSTVA PRIMJENE RAPTORA

Iskustva poučavanja programiranja u više od 20 godina rada sa učenicima jako su određena populacijom učenika, motiviranosti učenika i usmjerenjem. S obzirom da programiranje poučavam u različitim usmjerenjima, od gimnazijskih do trogodišnjih i četverogodišnjih strukovnih, različita su i iskustva. Pa i iskustva primjene Raptora u nastavi programiranja. Učenici tehničke gimnazije, iako motivirani i sa visokim očekivanjima u učenju programiranja, rado prihvaćaju Raptor kao uvod u programiranje u Pythonu. Rješavajući zadatke u Raptoru vizualiziraju tijek izvršavanja programa, grade dobre temelje razumijevanja osnovnih algoritamskih struktura (slijeda, grananja, ponavljanja), a i nekih složenijih kao što je petlja u petlji. Kada iste te zadatke krenu rješavati u Pythonu često se prisjećaju svojih dijagramskih rješenja u Raptoru i kao da im u mislima ostaje dio te vizualizacije. Gimnazijalci u nekoliko sati programiranja u Raptoru sposobni su kreirati već i složenije algoritme npr. sa primjenom polja. Na nastavu programiranja u srednjoj školi ne gledam kao na početak stvaranja budućih programera, iako je ugodno iskustvo kada neki od učenika vide sebe na tom putu. Većina učenika neće nikad postati programeri, a programiranje bi im ipak trebalo biti korisno u izgradnji analitičkog razmišljanja, logičkog zaključivanja i realizaciji cijelog niza drugih funkcionalnih i odgojnih ciljeva nastave. Poučavanje programiranja u strukovnim zanimanjima najčešće zahtijeva ulaganje puno truda u motiviranje učenika. Tako već sam početak učenja programiranja u C++ svojom strogom sintaksom odvlači pažnju učenicima i oni najčešće izuzetno malo razmišljaju, a rješenja pokušavaju pronaći „modifikacijama“ nekih prijašnjih rješenja.
Programiranjem u Raptoru učenici pred sobom vide svaki korak izvršavanja svojeg algoritamskog rješenja, tijek, vrijednosti svih varijabli, rezultate pa i vlastite pogreške. Tada su okrenuti razmišljanju i traženju rješenja, početak programiranja im je zanimljiviji što jako utječe i na motiviranost. I prelazak na programiranje u C++ učenicima izgleda kao nešto već videno te „poznatoj“ priči dodaju sintaksu novog programskog jezika. Ponekad je dobra praksa rješavanje problema najprije u Raptoru, a zatim pisanje koda u C++ ili Pythonu. Želimo li učenicima osigurati napredovanje u učenju programiranja moraju im do kraja biti jasne sve algoritamske strukture, elementarni tipovi podataka, funkcioniranje varijabli, … Već nakon nekoliko sati bavljenja Raptorom napredniji učenici su sposobni napraviti program u kojem se pogađa slučajno generirani broj, a stvarno učenje doživljavaju kao dobru zabavu.

V. ZAKLJUČAK

Raptor je izvrstan besplatni programski alat kojim se u nastavi programiranja kroz „živu“ interpretaciju dijagrama tijeka daleko učinkovitije mogu ostvariti ciljevi u počecima učenja programiranja, od razvijanja analitičkog načina razmišljanja do usvajanja konkretnih programerskih vještina. Raptor učenicima, zbog svoje jednostavnosti i transparentnosti, olakšava usvajanje temeljnih pojmova i postupaka nužnih za razumijevanje programiranja. Posebnu vrijednost Raptora vidim u tome što potiče na razmišljanje i traženje rješenja u vrijeme kad učenike kroz obrazovanje želimo što više usmjeravati prema razvoju kreativnosti, logike i stvaralaštva.

LITERATURA

Virtualno putovanje Europom – primjena informacijsko-komunikacijske tehnologije u nastavi

Nataša Boj*
*III. osnovna škola Čakovec, Čakovec, Republika Hrvatska
natasa.boj@skole.hr

Sažetak - Učenicima osmih razreda ponuđena je tema za razredni projekt „Virtualno putovanje Europom“. Formirani su razredni timovi osmislili putovanje u zamišljenome vremenu, gdje se posjetilo pet gradova po izboru u jednoj ili više europskih država. Zadatak je bio napraviti detaljan plan puta koji ubraja organizaciju prijevoza, pronalazak smještaja, prehranu, kupnju ulaznica za muzeje i galerije te posjećivanje odabranih povijesnih i kulturnih odredišta. Maksimalni mogući troškovi putovanja bili su unaprijed određeni. Po završetku rada učenici su svoje putovanje izložili pred razredom te se osvrnuli na radom stečene dojmove. U ovome su se projektu učenici iskazali znanjem i vještinama iz različitih predmeta: geografije, povijesti, likovne i glazbene kulture, stranog jezika, hrvatskog jezika, matematike i informatike. Informatička znanja i vještine odnosile su se na raznovrsna područja koja su učenici savladali tijekom dosadašnjeg obrazovanja: pretraživanje interneta, procjenu kvalitete web stranica, uporabu različitih web alata, korištenje programa za pisanje i uređivanje teksta, izradu tabličnih proračuna i prezentacija, dijeljenje dokumenata, korištenje obrazovne društvene mreže „Edmodo“, poznavanje autorskih prava. Nakon izlaganja rezultata ovoga virtualnoga projekta, doznaje se da su učenici zadatak ocijenili kao prilično zahtjevan, ali jednako zanimljiv te životno koristan i primjenjiv.

I. UVOD


Nastavni plan i program informatike za osme razrede, koji obuhvaća nastavnu cjelinu „Internet“, ostavlja prostora za planiranje teme „Školski internetski projekti“ u trajanju od osam sati. Osnovni cilj „Školskih internetskih projekata“ ponavljanje je i povezivanje sadržaja različitih školskih predmeta te učenje uz primjenu informacijsko-komunikacijske tehnologije i različitih internetskih alata i usluga. Ovakav način rada očituje primjenu stečenih znanja u problemskim situacijama iz svakodnevnoga života.

Učenje se ostvaruje radom na školskom projektu kojeg nastavnik detaljno planira, prati i ocjenjuje. U procesu planiranja definiraju se ključne...
točke i način vrednovanja individualnog učeničkog napretka i sudjelovanja u projektu. Mogućnost učeničkog samoocjenjivanja u ovome je slučaju uspješno iskorištena. Nastavnica je ocjene učenika, bazirane na osnovi prethodno definiranih kriterija, procijenila realističnima i pažljivo danima.

II. GLAVNI DIO

Ideja učeničkoga projekta „Virtualno putovanje Europom“ pokrenuta je na razini razreda. Formirani su razredni timovi od tri ili četiri učenika, što se smatra optimalnom veličinom, kako se veće skupine često teže organiziraju po pitanju učinkovitosti. Naime, svrha je stvorenih timova ujedno suradničko združivanje znanja i vještina pri rješavanju problema, kao i vježbanje vlastitog umijeća planiranja, pronalaska informacija te kreativnog razmišljanja. Timski je zadatak bio osmisliti putovanje Europom u određenome zamišljenom vremenu te u okviru toga posjetiti pet gradova po svome izboru u jednoj ili više zemalja. Cilj je suradnja u timovima u izradi detaljnog plana putovanja u Europu, pronalazačenje smještaja, načina prehrane, kupnje ili rezervacije ulaznica za muzeje i galerije te opskrbe ostalih potrepština. U skladu s tim, djece su formirane skupine od tri ili četiri člana, kojima je zadaća izraditi detaljan plan putovanja u Europu u određenom razdoblju.

Izvedba projektnog zadatka

Faze izvedbe:

1. Podjela učenika u timove (3-4 učenika)
2. Podjela zadataka (svaki tim dobiva iste zadatke)
3. Detaljno objašnjenje zadatka:
4. Planiranje virtualnog putovanja Europom u trajanju od najviše sedam dana
6. Posjetiti pet gradova u Europi, u istoj ili različitim državama
7. U svakome gradu posjetiti najmanje dva kulturno-povijesna i turistička odredišta
8. Vrsta prijevoza, smještaja i prehrane pod oznakom za želj
9. Dozvoljeni troškovi: 10.000, 00 kn po osobi
10. Udruga po izboru kojoj bi se donirao eventualni ostatak novca
11. Pretpostavka: osobe koje putuju punoljetne su i imaju status studenata (bitno zbog cijena određenih ulaznica jer studenti imaju popust)
12. Način određivanja novca: dozvoljeni troškovi
13. Pretpostavka: osobe koje putuju punoljetne su i imaju status studenata (bitno zbog cijena određenih ulaznica jer studenti imaju popust)
14. Napraviti sljedeće dokumente:
   1. Plan puta (Ms Word)
   2. Troškovi_putovanja (Ms Excel)
   3. Naše_virtualno_putovanje (Ms PowerPoint)

Dokument Plan puta (Ms Word) treba sadržavati sljedeće:

- Imena članova putujuće grupe
- Datum početka putovanja
- Datum završetka putovanja
- Polazno i završno odredište
- Rutu putovanja, tj. relacije gradova
- Naziv osiguravajuće kuće zbog osiguranja za vrijeme putovanja i iznos troškova osiguranja

Dokument Troškovi_putovanja (Ms Excel) treba sadržavati sljedeće:

- Učenstvo
- Datum
- Pretpostavke
- Naziv osiguravajuće kuće
- Smještaja, smještaja u hotelu, posjete i razgledavanja znamenitosti, ručak i/ili večera, odjava iz hotela i dr.)
- Naziv osiguravajuće kuće zbog osiguranja za vrijeme putovanja i iznos troškova osiguranja
- Sve poveznice do pronadenih informacija i podataka (prijevoz, smještaj, cijene)

Dokument Naše_virtualno_putovanje (Ms PowerPoint) treba sadržavati sljedeće:

1. Radni list 1 – Troškovi putovanja
2. Radni list 2 – Smještaja, smještaja u hotelu
3. Radni list 3 – Ukupni troškovi

Radni list 1 treba sadržavati sljedeće:

- Za putovanje automobilom:
- Sve poveznice do pronadenih informacija i podataka (prijevoz, smještaj, cijene)
Datum početka putovanja
Vrijeme putovanja (sati)
Prosječnu potrošnju goriva odabranog automobila
Broj prijeđenih kilometara automobilom
Cijenu goriva po litri
Novčani iznos potrošenog goriva za automobil
Novčani iznos potrošen za autocestu
Ukupni novčani iznos potrošen za put na jednoj relaciji

Za putovanje avionom, vlakom ili autobusom:
    Datum putovanja
    Relaciju putovanja
    Način prijevoza
    Vrijeme početka prijevoza
    Vrijeme završetka prijevoza
    Novčani iznosi putnih karata po osobi
    Ukupne troškove za sve osobe po jednoj i svim relacijama
    Ukupne troškove za sve osobe na svim relacijama

Radni list 2 treba sadržavati slijedeće:
    Vrijeme provedeno u gradu
    Naziv grada
    Kulturno-povijesne znamenitosti i turistička odredišta
    Cijenu ulaznice po osobi
    Cijenu ulaznica za sve osobe
    Vrstu smještaja i kontakt osobe koja nudi smještaj
    Ukupnu cijenu smještaja za sve osobe
    Približne troškove hrane u jednom gradu
    Približne troškove hrane za sve osobe u jednom gradu
    Ukupne dodatne troškove (autobus, podzemna željeznica, parking...) u jednome gradu
    Ukupne troškove smještaja, ulaznica, hrane i dodatnih troškova u svim gradovima

Radni list 3 treba sadržavati sveukupne troškove:
    prijevoza
    smještaja, ulaznica, hrane
    dodatnih troškova
    troškova osiguranja putovanja

Napomena: svi novčani iznosi izražavaju se u kunama i eurima (koristi se srednji tečaj HNB-a)
Dokument „Naše virtualno putovanje“ (Ms PowerPoint) treba sadržavati slijedeće:
    naslovni slajd
    sadržaj
    osnovne informacije o putovanju
    kartu s označenom rutom putovanja
    putovanje po danima: relacija, vrijeme
    polaska, vrsta prijevoza, cijene prijevoza
    zanimljivosti o posjećenim gradovima
    poveznicu na službenu web stranicu grada
    fotografije grada, muzeja, galerija i dr.
    tablicu sa sveukupnim troškovima putovanja
    zaključak i dojmove

4. Podjela zadataka u samome timu
5. Izvedba zadataka
6. Prezentacija rješenja
7. Pitanja i odgovori
8. Ocjenjivanje i samoocjenjivanje
9. Obrazlaganje ocjene za pojedini rad te
    uspoređivanje pozitivnih i negativnih dijelova
    izrađenog projektnog zadatka
10. Uspoređivanje različitih izvedbi istoga zadatka
11. Zaključak

B. Rezultati rada na projektu

Rezultati projektnoga rada očekivano su različiti,
ocjena pretežito dobar i vrlo dobar, a ističe se rad tima
koji je prema ocjeni nastavnice i učenika ocijenjen kao
izvrstan.
Slijede neki od primjera preuzetih iz dokumenata koji
su nastali kroz rad na projektu spomenutog najboljeg
ima (ojena: izvrstan, 100% bodova)

Ms Word dokument – Plan puta

Imena članica turističke grupe: Nola Barila, Laura
Levačić, Laura Vinković
Datum početka putovanja: 02.01.2017.
Polazno i završno odredište: Čakovec
Ruta putovanja:
    Čakovec–Zagreb
    Zagreb–Brussels
    Brussels–Rotterdam
    Rotterdam–Amsterdam
    Amsterdam–Dublin
    Dublin–Manchester
    Manchester–Zagreb
    Zagreb–Čakovec

Korišteni načini prijevoza: automobil, avion
Marka automobila: Ford Focus
Nazivi zrakoplovnih kompanija: Croatia Airlines, Bruxelles Airlines
Detaljan plan puta za 1. dan
Datum: 02.01.2017.
04:30 h – polazak iz Čakovca prema Zračnoj luci Zagreb osobnim automobilom
06:20 h – polazak iz Zagreba u Bruxelles zrakoplovom, cijena karata za tri osobe: 4.951,80 kn
08:45 h – dolazak u Bruxelles, razgledavanje grada: Manneken Pis, Atomium, Mini Europe, cijena ulaznica za tri osobe: 765,00 kn
16:00 h – Ručak u restoranu Chez Léon, cijena: 97,13 kn, šetnja i razgledavanje grada
19:00 h – dolazak u hotel Des Colonies, večera, noćenje, cijena noćenja i doručka za tri osobe: 554,00 kn

C. Evaluacija radova učenika
Od strane učiteljice definirani su slijedeći elementi ocjenjivanja i bodovi a koji su osnova za samoocjenjivanje od strane učenika.

Sadržaj prezentacije – 38 bodova
- Sadržaj - 1 bod
- Zaključak – 1 bod
- Karta (ruta puta) – 1 bod
- 5 gradova – 10 bodova
- Poveznice do službenih stranica posjećenih gradova – 2 posjeta po gradu – 10 bodova
- Zanimljivosti o gradovima i/ili posjećenim mjestima – 5 bodova
- Excel tablica s pojedinačnim i ukupnim troškovima – 5 bodova

Maksimalni broj bodova: 62

Elementi koji doprinose ostvarenju bodova vezanih za sadržaj prezentacije su:
- Sadržaj - 1 bod
- Zaključak – 1 bod
- Karta (ruta puta) – 1 bod
- 5 gradova – 10 bodova
- Poveznice do službenih stranica posjećenih gradova – 2 posjeta po gradu – 10 bodova
- Zanimljivosti o gradovima i/ili posjećenim mjestima – 5 bodova
- Excel tablica s pojedinačnim i ukupnim troškovima – 5 bodova

Elementi koji doprinose ostvarenju bodova vezanih za izgled prezentacije su:

Grad: Rotterdam
Dan: 03.01.2017.
Rotterdam Zoo: 60 € (40,00 kn)
Witte de With Center for Contemporary Art: 9 € (67,50 kn)
Nederlands Photo Museum + Multimedia tour: 67,50 € (506,25 kn)
- Naslovn slajd
- Pozdravni slajd
- Autori prezentacije
- Naziv škole
- Datum izrade prezentacije
- Dizajn – dobar odnos boja pozadine i teksta
- Dobar raspored sadržaja i slika
- Ispod slike piše što slika prikazuje
- Postojanje prijelaza između slajdova
- Postojanje animacija
Svaki element se boduje a 1 bodom što je ukupno 10 bodova.

Elementi koji doprinose ostvarenju bodova vezanih za izlaganje prezentacije su:
- Pozdrav – 1 bod
- Predstavljanje tima – 1 bod
- Najava što će se izlagati – 1 bod
- Kontakt s razredom (publikom) – 5 bodova
- Samo čitanje sa slajdova – 1 bod
- Uz postojeći tekst na slajdovima učenici dodaju neke novu činjenicu – 5 bodova
- Hvala na pažnji, imate li pitanja – 1 bod

Evaluaciju rade učenici na osnovu prije spomenutih elemenata ocjenjivanja, učiteljica radi analizu tih ocjena i po potrebi korekciju u suradnji s timom. Svaki tim ocjenjuje svoj rad. Realizirano je i ocjenjeno od strane učenika 12 projekata. 9 projekata ocijenjeno je ocjenom dobar (62% - 79%), 2 projekta ocjenom vrlo dobar (80% - 90%) i samo jedan projekt dobiva ocjenu odličan (sa maksimalnim brojem bodova). Učenici su realni u ocjenjivanju s obzirom da su elementi jasno definirani unaprijed.

III. ZAKLJUČAK
Način na koji učenici uče moguće da je i važniji od samoga čina učenja. Radeći na projektu učenici primjenjuju različita znanja i vještine stečene tijekom osnovnoškolskog obrazovanja. Povezuju se znanja iz slijedećih nastavnih predmeta: matematike, hrvatskog jezika, engleskog i njemačkog jezika, povijesti, geografije, likovne i glazbene kulture te informatike. Primijenjena informatička znanja jesu: pisanje i oblikovanje teksta, izrada proračunskih tablica, izrada prezentacija i izlaganje, napredno pretraživanje interneta, kritičko korištenje pronadjenih informacija na internetu, poznavanje autorskih prava tj. korištenje fotografija s dozvoljenih web stranica, korištenje različitih alata i servisa.

Uz primjenu informatičko-komunikacijske tehnologije, učenicima su omogućeni: timski rad, planiranje, istraživanje, kritičko razmišljanje te odlučivanje i po završetku zadatka i vježbanje javnog nastupa. Nadalje, učenici su se po prvi puta bavili smocjenjivanjem vlastitog rada i stekli uvid u složenost takvoga posla.
Može se zaključiti kako su učenici cjelokupni rad na projektu procijenili izuzetno zahtjevnim ali ujedno i izazovnim te vrlo koristan za svakodnevno snalaženje u životu.

Tablica 1. Prikaz izračuna troškova ulaznica - Rotterdam

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vrijeme provedeno u gradu</th>
<th>Grad</th>
<th>Što ćemo posjetiti</th>
<th>Cijena ulaznice po osobi</th>
<th>Ukupna cijena ulaznica (3 osobe)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3. siječnja 2017</td>
<td>Rotterdam</td>
<td>Rotterdam ZOO</td>
<td>20 €</td>
<td>60 €</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Witte de With</td>
<td>150 kn</td>
<td>450 kn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Center for Art</td>
<td>3,00 €</td>
<td>9,00 €</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nederlands Photo</td>
<td>22,50 €</td>
<td>67,50 €</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Museum + Multimedia</td>
<td>168,75 kn</td>
<td>506,25 kn</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Zahtjevnost se odnosi prije svega na opsežnost projekta ali i na organizaciju rada na projektu. Zato je trebalo napraviti dobru podjelu poslova među članovima tima. Veliki izazov je bio usklađenje sadržaja prezentacije s nastalim troškovima, poveznicama do stranicama s cijenama ulaznica, letova i dr. Većini timova to nije bilo usklađeno ili troškovi nisu bili ni prikazani. Najbolji tim je izrazio želju i nadu za stvarnom potrebom rješavanja takvog izazova u nadolazećem vremenu, možda tijekom srednjoškolskog obrazovanja. Nastavnica je zadovoljna postignutim učeničkim rezultatima, posebno tima koji se najbolje istaknuo kvalitetom rada, jednako kao i izlaganja.

IV. POPIS LITERATURE

Aktivnosti transnacionalne suradnje u jačanju digitalne kompetencije u obrazovanju i osposobljavanju

Marina Mirković
Tehnička škola, Požega, Republika Hrvatska
marina.mirkovic@po.t-com.hr

Sažetak

Posljednjih godina, koncept ključnih kompetencija postao je važan u europskim obrazovnim sustavima. Digitalna kompetencija je jedna od osam temeljnih kompetencija za cjeloživotno učenje. Uključuje samouvjereno, kritičko i kreativno korištenje digitalnih tehnologija na poslu, u slobodno vrijeme i komunikaciji. Aktivnosti transnacionalne suradnje (Transnational Cooperation Activities - TCA) uključuju niz aktivnosti poput radionica, treninga, seminara, aktivnosti jačanja partnerstva u okviru tema relevantnih za Erasmus+ program. Sudjelovanje u TCA-u znači stvaranje i širenje mreže kontakata i suradnju s organizacijama iz sličnog ili različitog područja djelovanja iz cijele Europe kao i stjecanje znanja i praktičnih vještina u temama relevantnim za program Erasmus+ te stjecanje podrške za projektne ideje.

Autorica rada sudjelovala je na dva TCA kontakna seminara – u Estoniji i Malti. Na seminarima je uspostavljena suradnja s europskim kolegama kroz komunikaciju i razmjenu ideja u stvaranju projektnih ideja. Slijedeći trendove novih tehnologija, nastavnici trebaju u skladu sa stvarnošću prilagoditi se promjenama kako bi stvorili učinkovite modele nastavnog procesa koji će poboljšati sudjelovanje učenika u aktivnostima nastave kao i procesu učenja. Putem TCA seminara edukatori u strukovnom obrazovanju i osposobljavanju uče kako osigurati učenicima dinamično i praktično iskustvo učenja u struci s naglaskom na praćenje razvoja tehnologije u danom polju.

I. UVOD

Digitalna kompetencija mora se razvijati u sustavu obrazovanja. Primjena informacijsko-komunikacijske tehnologije (IKT) u obrazovanju pomaže u promicanju kritičkog mišljenja, komunikacije, suradnji i kreativnosti. Učenici otkrivaju učinkovitu uporabu informacijsko-komunikacijske tehnologije u nastavi i učenju. Jedna od glavnih prepreka za znatan razvoj digitalne kompetencije kroz nastavu je nedovoljna obuka nastavnika. Oni moraju biti sustavno i strukturirano upoznati sa novim tehnologijama i metodama učenja. Ova kompetencija se odnosi na logično i kritičko razmišljanje, visoku razinu vještine upravljanja informacijama i dobro razvijene komunikacijske vještine.

II. DIGITALNA KOMPETENCIJA

Jaz u digitalnim vještinama i dalje je prisutan u trenutku kada je potrebno više nego prije stručnjaka u području informacijskih i komunikacijskih tehnologija. Računala, mobiteli i digitalne tehnologije su središnji dio našeg svakodnevnog života i mogu nam pomoći u rješavanju mnogih izazova s kojima se suočavamo, od sigurnosti na cestama i zdravog starenja do bolje javne usluge i održivog okoliša.

U posljednjih nekoliko godina, koncept ključnih kompetencija dobiva način da se na važnosti u europskim obrazovnim sustavima. Većina europskih zemalja postigla je značajan napredak u uključivanju ključnih kompetencija u nacionalne kurikulume i druge normativne dokumente. Digitalna kompetencija je jedna od osam temeljnih kompetencija za cjeloživotno učenje. Ona odbija samopouzdanje i kritičko korištenje elektronskih medija. Digitalne tehnologije su ključni pokretači inovacija, rasta i otvaranja novih radnih mjesta u globalnom svijetu.

Nažalost, nemaju svi znanja, vještine i stavove kako bi
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mogli koristiti digitalne tehnologije na kritičan, suradnički i kreativan način. Nedostatak digitalne kompetencije velikog dijela stanovništva EU-a ima dramaticne posljedice na njihovu perspektivu zapošljavanja. Ljudi bez osnovnih računalnih vještina su neaktivni na tržištu rada. Digitalna kompetencija postaje potrebna za zaposljivost i aktivno građanstvo, pogotovo jer se očekuje da će 90% radnih mjesta u skoroj budućnosti zahtijevati određene razine IKT vještina.

Digitalna kompetencija odnosi se na sposobnost uporabe digitalne tehnologije. Osnovne vještine uporabe IKT-a podrazumijevaju: pronalaženje, procjenu, pohranjivanje, stvaranje, prezentiranje i razmjenu informacija te komuniciranje i sudjelovanje u suradničkim mrežama putem interneta.


Portaal kroz pet online tečajeva osposobljava nastavnike da pouzdano i kritički koriste informacijsko-komunikacijske tehnologije u nastavi, surađuju i komuniciraju pomoću IKT-a, te koriste alate za stvaranje e-sadržaja. Uz procjenu znanja na kraju svakog tečaja, uveden je i sustav stručnog ocjenjivanja završnog rada sudionika tečaja (peer review).

III. TCA

Jedan od glavnih izazova u obrazovnom sektoru je pripremiti stanovništvo za kontinuirano ažuriranje digitalne kompetencije kako bi se lakše prilagodili tehnološki raznolikom okruženju. Transnacionalna suradnja i razmjena inovativnih ideja između europskih obrazovnih institucija kroz Erasmus+ program je prilika za rješavanje tih problema.

Aktivnosti transnacionalne suradnje (Transnational Cooperation Activities - TCA) nacionalnim agencijama (NA) za program Erasmus+ omogučuju poboljšanje kvalitete i učinka samog programa putem treninga i aktivnosti umrežavanja u području mladih, ali i u području obrazovanja – općeg, strukovnog, visokog te obrazovanja odraslih.

TCA obuhvaća niz događanja, seminara i radionica, koje omogućuju Erasmus+ nacionalne agencije kako bi surađivali i dijelili primjere najbolje prakse u cijeloj Europi. Opći je cilj aktivnosti poboljšanje kvalitete i utjecaja Erasmus+ programa na nivou sustava. Prilikom planiranja TCA, Nacionalne agencije usklađuju potrebe s ciljevima utvrđenim u strateškim dokumentima kao što su Europa 2020. i Strategije za mlade u Europskoj uniji.

TCA je uglavnom usmjeren na mlade te obrazovanje i osposobljavanje, uključujući:

- pojedine i organizacije koje djeluju u području mladih;
- strukovno obrazovanje i osposobljavanje (VET) i ustanove za obrazovanje odraslih;
- javna tijela na lokalnoj, regionalnoj ili nacionalnoj razini koja su odgovorna za obrazovanje i politiku za mlade.

TCA uključuje niz aktivnosti poput radionica, treninga, seminara, aktivnosti jačanja partnerstva u okviru tema relevantnih za Erasmus+ program uključujući:

- alate za unaprjeđenje kvalitete međunarodnog rada s mladima;
- socijalnu uključenost, kulturalnu raznolikost i interkulturalne kompetencije;
- aktivno europsko građanstvo;
- zaposljivost i socijalno poduzetništvo;
- osnovne vještine u obrazovanju odraslih i naukovanje.

Sudjelovanje u TCA-u znači:

- stvaranje i/ili širenje mreže kontakata i suradnja s organizacijama iz sličnog ili različitog područja djelovanja iz cijele Europe;
- stjecanje znanja i praktičnih vještina u temama relevantnima za program Erasmus+ te stjecanje podrške za projektnu ideje;
diseminacija projektnih rezultata na europskoj razini.

Agencija koja organizira aktivnosti transnacionalne suradnje objavljuje poziv za sudjelovanje u aktivnostima. Prijave (slika 1.) se uglavnom podnose online putem Agencije za mobilnost i programe Europske unije (AMPEU) [5] ili putem stranice Salto-youth.net. SALTO (Support, Advanced Learning and Training Opportunities) je mreža osam resursnih centara koji rade na europskim prioritetnim područjima unutar područja mladih putem platforme Salto-youth.net [6].

Agencija za mobilnost i programe Europske unije odabire kandidate iz Hrvatske na osnovi relevantnosti i kvalitete prijave, uzimajući u obzir sljedeće:

- ravnoteža među odabranim sudionicima po regijama iz kojih dolaze i spolu ako razlika u kvaliteti prijave nije presudna
- najviše jedna osoba po organizaciji može biti odabrana za određenu aktivnost, osim ako u pozivu nije naznačeno drukčije
- prednost pri odabiru imat će osobe i organizacije koje u tekućoj godini još nisu sudjelovale ni u jednoj aktivnosti u okviru aktivnosti transnacionalne suradnje, osim ako se aktivnost za koju se prijavljuju ne nastavlja na prethodnu ili mogu pokazati relevantnost svih aktivnosti za svoj svakodnevni rad s mladima.

Prijava se ocjenjuje prema sljedećim kriterijima:

- Prijavitelj je predstavnik organizacije koja je prihvatljiva za sudjelovanja u TCA-u i navedena je u prijavi
- Relevatnost i iskustvo prijavitelja i organizacije u odnosu na temu i ciljanu skupinu sudionika propisane pozivom;
- Način na koji prijavitelj planira iskorištiti i diseminirati novostečene vještine i rezultate aktivnosti u svom svakodnevnom radu, te planirane follow-up aktivnosti;
- Dobrobiti koje sudionik, njegova organizacija i ostali dionici dobijaju sudjelovanjem na aktivnosti;
- Dobrobiti sudjelovanja na aktivnosti u pogledu privatnog i profesionalnog razvoja;
- Planira li prijavitelj iskorištiti iskustvo i novostečena znanja za prijavu projekta u okviru Erasmus+ programa [7].

IV. TCA SEMINAR U ESTONJI


Svrha je ovog seminara da sudionici pronađu partnere sa sličnim interesima i razviju projektno ideje za nova KA2 strateška partnerstva na temu IKT-a i digitalnih vještina. Seminar je također pružio priliku za razmijenu iskustava, upoznavanje novih pristupa u tom području i mogućnost stvaranja novih međusektorskih i transverzalnih suradnji.

Ciljna skupina kontakt seminara bili su predstavnici škola i organizacija za obrazovanje odraslih, kao i ostalih organizacija relevantnih za područja školskog i obrazovanja odraslih, a koji su zainteresirani za temu seminara te namjeravaju razviti i prijaviti Erasmus+ KA2 strateško partnerstvo.

Iz Republike Hrvatske, uz profesoricu Mirković, na seminaru su sudjelovali Elvira Vučković (Osnovna škola „Petar Zoranić“, Nin) i Josip Sobin (Učilište Jantar, Split).

Na seminaru je sudjelovalo 70 sudionika iz 21 europske zemlje. Održana su predavanja i radionice o digitalnoj kompetenciji, te predstavljen Erasmus+ program. Posebno su bili korisni primjeri dobre prakse KA2 projekata. Sudionici su imali priliku aktivno participirati u svim sadržajima. Za istaknuti je pozitivne primjere direktnih i neposrednih suradnji na radionicama, a kako i sudionici surađivali te kroz komunikaciju i
Jedan od zadataka za polaznike bio je izraziti pojam/riječ karakterističan za primjenu IKT-a u obrazovanju u razdoblju sljedećih pet godina. Polaznici su predložili: izazov, eksplozija, sloboda, održivost, uzbudljivost, timski rad, mogućnosti, različitost, online obrazovanje, brzina, dostupnost, kreativnost, inovacija, raznolikost, interakcija čovjeka i računala, razvoj, otvoreni um, učinkovitost, digitalizacija, zabava, osnaživanje, zbrka, bezgraničnost, suradnja (slika 2.).

Sudionici su prema interesima u grupama (slika 3.) raspravljali o temama:

- Razvijanje digitalne kompetencije nastavnika - povećanje kontinuiranog profesionalnog razvoja nastavnika i programa stručnog usavršavanja
- Kreativna upotreba digitalne tehnologije - korištenje IKT metoda i alata za matematiku i prirodne znanosti
- Kreativna upotreba digitalne tehnologije - korištenje IKT metoda i alata u humanističkim i društvenim znanostima
- Rješavanje mogućih problema i rizika pri korištenju digitalne tehnologije - kao što su ovisnosti o računala, rizici od rizika računala, zastojivanja elektronskih alata, privlasti podataka, itd.
- Nastava programiranja i robotika u školama

Kroz promišljanja o mogućim projektnim idejama, polaznici su analizirali razne situacije i mogućnosti primjene IKT-a u aktivnostima međunarodne suradnje. Najizazovniji zadatak je izgraditi sustav obuke i razvoja IKT vještina u školi - sustavno uključiti sve nastavnike u svim stručnim područjima kako bi se razvijao i usavršavao. Time će se postići podsticanje za učenje i nastavu u kojoj učenici od pasivnog promatrača postaju aktivni sudionici u okruženju za učenje. Time će se postići podsticanje za učenje i nastavu u kojoj učenici od pasivnog promatrača postaju aktivni sudionici u okruženju za učenje. Time će se postići podsticanje za učenje i nastavu u kojoj učenici od pasivnog promatrača postaju aktivni sudionici u okruženju za učenje. Time će se postići podsticanje za učenje i nastavu u kojoj učenici od pasivnog promatrača postaju aktivni sudionici u okruženju za učenje.

Kroz promišljanja o mogućim projektnim idejama, polaznici su analizirali razne situacije i mogućnosti primjene IKT-a u aktivnostima međunarodne suradnje. Najizazovniji zadatak je izgraditi sustav obuke i razvoja IKT vještina u školi - sustavno uključiti sve nastavnike u svim stručnim područjima kako bi se postigli nastava u kojoj učenici od pasivnog promatrača postaju akt

Slika 3. Radionice nastavnika na TCA seminaru u Estoniji
edukacijama su volonteri i nastavnici koji rade s osobama s manje mogućnosti.

Ideje za pojedine projekte razrađene su i postavljene na online zid putem Padlet alata (slika 4.).

V. TCA SEMINAR NA MALTI

U razdoblju od 22. do 24. studenog 2016. godine u Rabatu (Malta) održan je TCA kontaktni seminar pod nazivom „Iskustvo iz prve ruke za nastavnike strukovnog obrazovanja i osposobljavanja“ u organizaciji Agencije za mobilnost i programe EU. Prema prihvaćenoj prijavi, na seminaru je kao predstavnica nastavnika Republike Hrvatske sudjelovala profesorica savjetnica računalstva Marina Mirković iz Tehničke škole u Požegi.

Svrha je ovoga kontaktnog seminara bila naučiti edukatore u strukovnom obrazovanju i osposobljavanju kako osigurati učenicima dinamično i praktično iskustvo učenja u struci s naglaskom na praćenje razvoja tehnologije u danom polju, bolje se upoznati s mogućnostima koje program Erasmus+ nudi edukatorima u strukovnom obrazovanju kako bi prethodno navedeno postigli, razvijati projektno ideje na temu seminara te olakšati sudionicima pronalazak potencijalnih partnera za provođenje osmišljenih projekata.

Na seminaru je sudjelovalo 32 sudionika iz 15 europskih zemalja. Održana su predavanja i radionice o uvođenju i primjeni e-ucenja u strukovnom obrazovanju i osposobljavanju.

Radionice (slika 5) u kojima su sudionici raspravljali o svojim promišljanjima o uvođenju e-ucenja u strukovnom obrazovanju imale su zadane teme/pitanja:

- Pogledi na kvalitetu i vrednovanje tečaja e-ucenja
- Koliko je važan izbor platforme (LMS) e-ucenja? Koe ključne značajke očekujete od nje?
- Koje podatke uspješnosti razmatrate kod izbora e-ucenja ili mješovitog e-ucenja?
- Da li su nastavnici običniji za efikasnu uporabu sustava e-ucenja? Što smatrate efikasnim programom obuke nastavnika za e-ucenje?
- Da li su nastavni planovi i programi, propisi, sustavi upravljanja školom pripremljeni za e-ucenje? Što je potrebno izmjeniti?

Slika 4. Prikaz dijela online zida s idejama međunarodnih projekata

E-ucenje potiče promicanje digitalne pismenosti, unapređenje alata i metodologija u aktivnostima digitalnog ucenja. Integracija informacijsko-komunikacijske tehnologije u obrazovanju je potuga za promjenu i priliku za povećanje kvaliteta, raznolikosti i učinkovitosti u europskim sustavima obrazovanja i osposobljavanja. Cilj je iskoristiti potencijal e-ucenja promicanjem inovacija u metodama poučavanja s ciljem poboljšanja kvaliteta procesa ucenja i njegovanja autonomije učenika, paralelno s razvojem socijalnih i komunikacijskih vještina učenika suradnjom i interakcijom učenika.

Važno je pokrenuti online tečajeve za profesionalne razvoj širokog raspona nastavnika u određenim područjima, kao što su matematika, znanost, tehnologija, obrazovanje u području ekologije, korištenje mobilnih uređaja u školskoj praksi. Povećanje svijesti nastavnika u izgradnji poticajnog okruženja za učenje pruža im dodatnu vrijednost i saznanje kako koristi IKT za podršku individualiziranom učenju, suradničkom učenju, učenju temeljenom na projektima, formativnom ocjenjivanju i kreativnoj primjeni digitalne tehnologije.

Uz predavanja o e-ucenju na seminaru je predstavljena tvrtka SGM iz Berlina kojoj je osnovna djelatnost pomoć u oblikovanju obrazovanja. Zalažu se za stvaranje novih načina učenja. Tvrtka se specijalizirala za nova i rastuća tržišta obrazovanja od školske razine preko stručnog osposobljavanja do sveučilišta.
Od individualnog učenja do korporativnih obuka za tvrtke, isporučuju kontinuirani profesionalni razvoj u različitim i uglednim tržištima sa svojim stručnjacima brojnih disciplina/područja koji prepoznaju izazove i zahtjeve scenarija učenja u različitim vrstama učenja i obrazovnim kontekstima.

Pomažu trenerima, sudcima i igračima svih uzrasta iz cijelog svijeta da razvaju bolje razumijevanje uloge i prirode njihovog sporta. SGM Sport omogućuje korisnicima da nauče sve, od osnovnih temelja do napredne taktike svog sporta kroz specijalizirani online trening. SGM Zdravstvena zaštitna specijalizirala se je u pružanju tečaja e-učenja za nastavak profesionalnog razvoja zdravstvenih djelatnika. SGM InZenjering stvara optimalne stručne ili akademske programe obuke pomoću referentnih standarda za procjenu u kombinaciji s ispitima poduzeća i industrije. Prilagođeni programi e-učenja izrađuju se po sadržaju i satima, ovisno o individualnim potrebama pojedine tvrtke [8].

Sudionici seminara posjetili su Institut za izučavanje turizma (ITS) i Koležd za umjetnost, znanost i tehnologiju (MCAST) na Malti.

VI. ZAKLJUČAK

U skladu s ključnim kompetencijama EU za cjeloživotno učenje nužno je povećanje digitalne pismenosti nastavnika, poboljšati vještine u primjeni IKT-a te ih potaknuti da koriste računalo kao pedagoški alat u nastavi. Time će se unaprijediti IKT vještine među učenicima uz integriranje u svim obrazovnim aktivnostima. Nastavnici će sve više koristiti digitalne medije, web sredstva i načine komunikacije koje obično koriste djeca i mladi, te primjenjivati razne korisne programe, alate i digitalne nastavne materijale. Dublji i širši utjecaj omogućit će suradnja nastavnika u međunarodnim projektima i oblici stručnog usavršavanja.

Aktivnosti transnacionalne suradnje kroz radionice, treninge i seminare omogućuju nastavnicima suradnju s europskim kolegama uz komunikaciju i razmjenu ideja u stvaranju projektnih ideja. Slijedeći trendove novih tehnologija, nastavnici trebaju u skladu sa stvarnošću prilagoditi se promjenama kako bi stvorili učinkovite usluge na projektima međunarodnog stručnog usavršavanja. Nastavnici će postati svjesni različitih novih i inovativnih alata za suradnju, komunikaciju i kulturno razumijevanje te razvijati globalnu svijest za potporu učenicima u tim područjima. Povezivanje europskih škola svim sudionicima projekta omogućuje bolje shvaćanje i poimanje europske vrijednosti i dimenzije. Neposredna suradnja daje osjećaj pripadnosti europskoj zajednici škole.

Kritička i etička uporaba IKT-a otvara nove oblike učenja i suradnje za potporu različitim stilovima učenja. Učenici će doživjeti radost, zadovoljstvo, uspjeh u njihovom obrazovanju i cjeloživotnom učenju. Omogućeno je aktivno sudjelovanje u učenju - unutar i izvan škole. Nastavnici korištenjem IKT-a omogućuju svojim učenicima da rade na rješavanju složenih problema iz stvarnog života u suradničkim aktivnostima učenja na projektima međunarodne suradnje. Povezuju se različita predmetna područja kroz suradnju više nastavnika škole.

Nastavnici su stalni promotori inovacija u školama. Diseminacija rezultata TCA seminara pružiti će ostalim nastavnicima saznanja o ovoj mogućnosti međunarodnog stručnog usavršavanja te potaknuti želju da se uključe u slijedeće prijave. Učinkovitost stručnog usavršavanja nastavnog osoblja će biti poboljšana. Brojni projekti vezani za strukovno obrazovanje omogućuju obuke nastavnika i jaču povezanost učenika sa svijetom rada.

Međunarodni projekti obogaćuju nastavni rad, rad škole, prepoznatljivost, donose razne koriste učenicima, učiteljima i zajednici. Na osobnoj razini pruža učenicima strogo i održavaju, uz integriranje u svim obrazovnim aktivnostima. Nastavnici će sve više koristiti IKT u aktivnosti. Time će se unaprijediti IKT vještine među učenicima uz integranje u svim obrazovnim aktivnostima. Nastavnici su stalni promotori inovacija u školama.

LITERATURA

Sažetak - Programski jezik Python već je neko vrijeme zastupljen u obrazovnim programima srednjih škola u Republici Hrvatskoj, a počeo se uvoditi i u osnovne škole, zasad u sklopu predmetne nastave informatike.

Pored nesumnjivih prednosti, programski jezik Python ima svojih nedostataka, posebice u segmentu jezička poteškoća koja po svojim nedostacima, posljedica je svojih pojava u svladavanju same po sebi zahtjevne vještine programiranja.

Kako bi se učenicima olakšalo svladavanje sintaktičkih pravila i omogućila veća umjerenost na primjeru programiranja u rješavanju problema, razvili smo programski paket Poskok. Sastoji se od osam metoda programiranja u rješavanju problema, razvili smo pravila i omogućavamo pravilnu interpretaciju koda.

Programski paket Poskok dostupan je mrežno (online), za njegovo izvršavanje nisu potrebni dodaci, a izvodi se u bilo kojem mrežnom pregledniku koji podržava standard HTML5.

Ključne riječi: programski jezik Python, programski paket Poskok, programiranje, metodika poučavanja programiranja.

I. UVOD

Unazad nekoliko godina u obrazovne programe naših srednjih škola počeo se uvoditi programski jezik Python. Budući da se često ističe kako se radi o programskom jeziku opće namjene, koji ima široku primjenu u praktici, ideja da ga se koristi u cjelokupnoj "obrazovnoj vertikali", od primarnog do terciarnog obrazovanja inicirala je njegova uvodenje i u nastavne programe osnovnih škola u sklopu predmetne nastave informatike (izborni predmet od 5. do 8. razređa).

Uvođenje Pythona u nastavne programe osnovnih škola (ponovo) otvara stare dileme:

- Treba li poučavati programiranje u osnovnim školama?
- Koji programski jezik je primjeren za početnike?
- Treba li poučavati programski kôd ili je važnije učenike naučiti rješavati probleme?

Ova otvorena pitanja aktualna su u stručnim krugovima ne samo u nas, nego i u svijetu. Ovdje ćemo se usredotočiti samo na pitanje odabira programskog jezika za početnike.

 Mnogi fakulteti već dulje vrijeme imaju Python u svojim nastavnim programima. Stoga ne čudi da je Python 2014. godine pretekao Javu i postao najpopularniji programski jezik u uvodnim silabusima programiranja na najprestižnijim sveučilištima u SAD [1].

Trend uvođenja Pythona u sekundarno obrazovanje također je zamjetan na svjetskoj razini. Kada govorimo o sekundarnom, a posebice primarnom obrazovanju, u promišljanju i/ili procjeni primjene programskog jezika u nastavni proces svakako moraju biti uključeni i pedagoški aspekti. Provedeno je mnogo usporednih analiza Pythona u odnosu na ostale programske jezike, ali je prema nama raspoloživim podacima i smerima istraživanja koja se bave pedagoškim aspektima njegova uvođenja u nastavne sadržaje primarnog obrazovanja.

Tijekom odabira programskog jezika za početnike potrebno je uzeti u obzir nekoliko čimbenika. Prvi programski jezik utječe na uspjeh učenika u korištenju i kreiranju algoritama te na rješavanje problema pomoću programiranja općenito [2]. Uspjeh nekog programskog jezika u profesionalnom okruženju nije ujedno prediktor uspjeha u učenju [3]. Također, neki autori upozoravaju da rezultati koje učenici postižu na predmetima programiranja ne koreliraju visoko s njihovim ostalim akademskim postignućima [4].

Nesumnjivo, programski jezik Python ima svojih prednosti. Primjerice, jednostavna i fleksibilna sintaksa, neposredna povratna interpretacija koda, jednostavna uporaba modula itd. Na osnovu toga neki istraživači zaključuju da Python olakšava kako poučavanje tako i učenje [5].

U tablici 1. naveden je jedan trivijalan poređenje primjeri jednostavnosti Pythonove sintakse u odnosu na programski jezik Java i C.
Tablica 1. Poredbeni primer sintakse u Pythonu, Javi i C-u

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Python</th>
<th>Java</th>
<th>C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| ```python
print('Hello World')
``` | ```java
class HelloWorld {
    public static void main(String[] args) {
        System.out.println("Hello World");
    }
}
``` | ```c
#include<stdio.h>
int main(int argc, char** argv) {
    printf("Hello World");
}
``` |

Unatoč nabojeanim prednostima, Python ima i svoje nedostatke. Ovdje se nećemo upuštati u njihovo šire opisivanje, nego ćemo spomenuti neke koje po našem mišljenju početnicima zadaju najviše poteskoća.

Input je inicijalno tekstnog tipa (string) što zahtijeva, želimo li u varijablu pohraniti broj, dodatno komplikiranje mišljenju po decimalnim brojem. Primjerice:

- Vjerojatno ni prihvatljiv, ishod nekih operacija s zasigurno spadaju me trivijalna i, vjerojatno, konkretni uzrok pogreške, iako je pogreška relativno Pythonov interpreter javit programerima, a kamo li po...

Programerima koji nisu upoznati s problemom poničevanja sintaktičkih pogrešaka Python ponekad vraća poruke koje su teže razumijevanje i iskusnim programerima, a kamo li početnicima u programiranju. Primjerice, upišimo li u IDLE naredbu:
- >>> a = input('upiši broj ')
- >>> a
- '5'

u varijablu a pohranili string '5', unatoč tomu što je unesena vrijednost po svojoj prirodi bila broj.

Tijekom detektiranja sintaktičkih pogrešaka Python ponekad vraća poruke koje su teže razumijevanje i iskusnim programerima, a kamo li početnicima u programiranju. Primjerice, upišimo li u IDLE naredbu:
- >>> print('zbroj je')

Pythonov interpreter javit će poruku:
- SyntaxError: EOL while scanning string literal

što nije nimalo intuitivno, u smislu da ne upućuje na konkretn uzrok pogreške, iako je pogreška relativno trivijalna i, vjerojatno, česta.

Programerima koji nisu upoznati s problemom pomičnog zaleđa u računalu, a učenici u osnovnoj školi zasigurno spadaju među njih, neće biti razumljiv, a vjerojatno ni prihvatljiv, ishod nekih operacija s decimalnim brojem. Primjerice:
- >>> a = 4.55 - 4
- >>> a
- 0.5499999999999998

Istraživanja autora koji su se bavili pitanjem odabira prvog programskog jezika za početnike ukazuju da programski jezik Python ima svojstva kojih su posebice problematična početnicima, čak i u srednjoj školi: uvlačenje programskog koda udesno (indent), asimetrični raspon (range), uporaba dvotočke, kompleksije s inputom, nužnost uporabe modula, odnosno biblioteka za tole složenije radnje, posebice u grafici [3]. Isti autori ističu problem da iako se Python proglasa programskim jezikom opće namjene koji se koristi u stvarnim, konkretnim primjerima, učenici malo od toga mogu vidjeti na razini početničke uporabe/primjene Pythona.

Osim toga, podsjetimo da učenici imaju teškoća u manipuliranju apstraktnim konceptima, čak i ako je sintaksa za njihovu provedbu jednostavna [5].

Suočeni s nabojeanim nedostacima programskog jezika Python i ponukani neizbježnim procesom njegovog uvodenja u nastavne programe naših osnovnih škola, odlučili smo se osmisliati aplikaciju koja će učiteljima i učenicima olakšati poučavanje i učenje Pythona. Budući da se (pred)znanje učenika mijenja tijekom učenja i da se kulminiranjem nastavnih sadržaja metodika poučavanja treba tome prilagodavati, došli smo do zaključka da će biti učinkovitije ako svladavanje osnovnog programskog jezika Pythona realiziramo kroz više jednostavnih, metodički postupnih aplikacija. Postupnost se ogleda u tome što u početnim aplikacijama učenik ne mora poznavati niti se mora obzirati na sintaktička pravila da bi nešto isprogramirao, tj. da bi riješio problem programiranjem. U kasnijim aplikacijama sve više dolazi do izražaja stečen jednostavnih i njegova primjena.

Nastali skup aplikacija nazvali smo paket Poskok i ovdje ga po prvi puta predstavljamo široj stručnoj javnosti.

II. OPIS PAKETA POSKOK

U uvodnom dijelu opisa predstavljene su neke od zajedničkih značajki aplikacija sadržanih u paketu.

Paket Poskok sastoji se od osam aplikacija kojima se učenik upoznaje s osnovnim mehanizmom programiranja – ulaz (formiranje varijabli i unos podataka), obrada podataka i izlaz (ispis rezultata obrade).

Osim izvođenja aritmetičkih operacija i pridruživanja vrijednosti varijablama, u obradi podataka postupno se uvodi koncept donošenja odluka, odnosno odlučivanja o daljnjem tijeku izvođenja programa (do složene naredbe if) te koncept ponavljanja naredbi (petlje for i while).

Tijekom usložnjavanja programskih sadržaja, naglasak je na metodičkoj postupnosti. U početnim aplikacijama od učenika se ne zahtijeva poznavanje sintakte programskog jezika Python jer je sučelje tako koncipirano da traži samo upis vrijednosti varijabli, odnosno tekstla ulazne i/ili izlazne poruke, a aplikacija sama generira programski kod. To učeniku omogućava fokusiranje na problemski sadržaj, a ne na sintaktička pravila. Kasnije se taj omjer postupno mijenja pa se od učenika sve više traži samostalno upisivanje i izvođenje naredaba.

Kako bi se učeniku olakšalo razumijevanje koncepta varijable i pridruživanje vrijednosti istoj, aplikacije sadrže okvir Varijable u kojem se prikazuju trenutačne vrijednosti formiranih varijabli. U svrhu veće zornosti, brojčane varijable (i njihove vrijednosti) ispisuju se crvenom bojom, dočim se tekstovne (string) varijable prikazuju plavom bojom.

Primjerice, sljedeći programski kod u Pythonovom IDE-u nema vidljivi izlaz:
Tijekom izvođenja ova tri programska retka učenik nema uvid što se događa s varijablama, odnosno sa sadržajem njihovih memorijačkih lokacija. Nasuprot tomu, u Poskoku učenik stalno ima pregled nad vrijednostima varijabli. Na slici 1. prikazano je stanje varijabli nakon izvođenja gore spomenutog koda.

Slika 1. U okviru Varijable prikazuju se trenutačne vrijednosti varijabli i vrsta podataka

Posebnu pozornost posvetili smo obradi i interpretaciji pogrešaka. Budući da se u početku od učenika ne zahtijeva poznavanje sintakse, Pythonovo interpretiranje pogrešaka morali smo zamijeniti vlastitim sustavom pomoći. To je zahtijevalo drugačiji način parsiranja Pythonovog programskog koda i detektiranja sintaktičkih pogrešaka. Tako smo dobili sustav interpretacije vlastitih pogrešaka. Tamo gdje je to bilo moguće, obuhvatili smo i (neke) pogreške u semantici. Vlastiti parser i interpreter omogućili su nam kreiranje preciznih povratnih informacija. Tako smo dobili sustav interpretacije pogrešaka koji ne samo što je na hrvatskom jeziku, nego ima i upotrebljivu didaktičku vrijednost.

Kao primjer, navest ćemo pogrešno napisan programski kôd (nedostaje jedna zatvorena zagrada):

```python
>>> a = int(input('zbroj je ')
```

Dok će u Pythonu interpreter javiti poruku:

```
SyntaxError: invalid syntax
```

u Poskoku učenik dobije znatno precizniju poruku, odnosno uputu:

```
Nedostaje zatvorena zagrada funkcije int
```

Tijekom razvoja povratnih poruka o učinjenim pogreškama zatipali smo se koliko sustav koji toliko pomaže, zapravo odmaže učeniku (u smislu umanjanja potrebe da sam istražuje uzroke svojih pogrešaka i tako empirijski stiže nova znanja). Budući da je to područje koje tek treba istražiti, u postavkama aplikacije ugradili smo mogućnost da korisnik sam odabere koju razinu informacija, odnosno pomoći želi. Primjerice, ako korisnik odabere malu razinu pomoći, u gore spomenutom primjeru pogrešno napisanog programskog kôda dobit će samo kratku poruku:

```
Pogreška!
```

Time smo omogućili učenicima koji to žele da sami analiziraju svoj kôd i pronalaze uzroke svojih pogreški.

Nakon zajedničkog predstavljanja, ukratko ćemo opisati namjenu i funkcionalnost pojedinih aplikacija iz paketa Poskok.

A. Poskok 1

Prva aplikacija po mnogočemu se razlikuje od ostalih aplikacija u paketu. Namijenjena je početnicima najmlađe dobi koji još nisu potpunosti svladali pisanje na računalu, a temelji se na kornjačini grafici ugrađenoj u Python. Zašto smo za početnike odabrali baš kornjačnu grafiku?

Prema Piagetu, djeca u dobi od 7 do 11 godina funkcioniraju na stupnju konkretnih operacija, pa apstraktno mišljenje još nije razvijeno [6]. Sukladno tomu, učenici u nižim razredima nisu na takvom stupnju kognitivnog razvoja da bi mogli uspješno (samostalno) upotrebljavati apstraktni programski jezik za rješavanje konkretnih problema. Seymour Papert, idejni začetnik programskog jezika Logo, pokazao je da se uporabom računala i robotske kornjače upravljane programskim jezikom Logo Piagetovi razvojni stupnjevi mogu djelomice nadvladati [7], tj. da se pomoću primjerenih računalne tehnologije može ubrzati razvoj razumijevanja apstraktnih pojmov.

Problem svladavanja formalnih sintaktičkih pravila programskog jezika u aplikaciji Poskok 1 sveden je na minimum na taj način što su umjesto standardnih programskih naredaba uvedene „programske akcije“. Time je izbjegnuto pisanje uobičajenog programskog kôda – učenik ne upisuje naredbe, nego se one zadaju klikanjem mišem na odgovarajuće gumb, tj. akciji naredbu, a ponegdje se traži i upisivanje argumenta naredbe (slika 2.).

Klikom na tipku pokreće se odgovarajuća akcija kornjače, a ujedno se genera i zapis naredbe (u okviru Naredbe), kao što se vidi na slici 3. Kako bismo početnicima omogućili intuitivno povezivanje guma s pravilima uporabili apstraktni programski jezik Logo, pokazali je da se uporabom kornjačkih naredbi uvrštenje guma u pravilo može ubrzati razvoj razumijevanja apstraktnih pojmov.

Slika 2. Naredbene, tj. akcijske tipke

Klikom na tipku pokreće se odgovarajuća akcija kornjače, a ujedno se genera i zapis naredbe (u okviru Naredbe), kao što se vidi na slici 3. Kako bismo početnicima omogućili intuitivno povezivanje guma s generiranom naredbom, vodili smo računa da, svugdje gdje je to moguće, naziv gumba i naziv naredbe bude identičan i na hrvatskom jeziku.

U svrhu poticanja učenja originalnih "kornjačinih" naredaba iz Pythonova modula Tkinter, editor naredbi sadrži tipku u obliku engleske zastave kojom se akcije naredbenih tipki prevode u originalne Pythonove naredbe.

Slika 3. Sučelje aplikacije Poskok 1
Osim što se u editoru naredbi ispisuju naredbe generirane nakon izvođenja akcijskih tipki, naredbe se mogu uređivati (dopisivati, brisati, mijenjati i sl.) i izvršavati. Takav dualni način upravljanja korjačom (pomoću naredbenih tipki i izvršavanjem naredaba u editoru naredbi) osmišljen je radi prilagodbe razvojnim sposobnostima i stupnju predznanja učenika.

Jedan od češćih uzroka pogrešaka i nedoumica tijekom programiranja u korjačnoj grafici jest status pera korjača. Primjerice, ako je pero podignuto, naredbe kretanja nemaju vidljiv učinak – korjača ne crta, tj. ne ostavlja trag. Kako bismo učenicima olakšali uvid u stanje korjačina pera, načinili smo panel Pero (slika 4.) s posebnim naredbenim tipkama koje sadrže grafički indikator statusa, tj. svojstva pera – pero spušteno ili dignuto, boja i širina pera.

Aplikacija Poskok 1 pokriva programski sadržaj od desetak osnovnih korjačnih naredaba do programskke petlje, što osigurava crtanje i nešto složenijih likova.

B. Poskok 2

Od ove aplikacije nadalje upotrebljavaju se standardne naredbe programskog jezika Python za ulaz, pridruživanje vrijednosti i izlaz. Posebnost aplikacije Poskok 2 i Poskok 3 jest u tome što učenik ne piše naredbe, nego iz glavnog izbornika bira što želi inicirati (input, pridruživanje ili print) pa popunjava unaprijed zadane kontrole vrijednostima ili željenim porukama.

U funkcionalnom smislu, Poskok 2 je simulacija Pythonovog IDLE-a, samo što je grafički drugačije struktuirana (slika 5.).

U okviru Naredbe, koje nije editabilno, ispisuju se naredbe odabrane u glavnom izborniku za naredbe (slika 5, gore lijevo). U središtu je već prije opisani okvir Varijable, a desno je žuti okvir Izvršavanje u kojem se izvode input i print naredbe.

Naredbe iz okvira Naredbe mogu se izvršiti odjednom (gumb Izvrši) ili postupno (gumb Postupno). Nakon klika na potonji gumb, prikažu se dva dodatna gumba: zelenim gumbom izvršava se naredba po naredbi, a crveni gumb služi za izlazak iz postupnog načina izvršavanja.

Posebnost aplikacije je automatsko iscrtavanje dijagrama toka. Dok se naredbe izvode u postupnom načinu, trenutačna naredba u okviru Naredbe ispisuje se na crvenoj podlozi, a u dijagramu toka trenutačni blok iscrtava se crvenom bojom i crvenim strelicama toka kako bi učenik lakše pratio slijed izvođenja naredaba.
D. Poskok 4

U četvrtoj po redu aplikaciji po prvi puta se uvodi upisivanje naredaba iz naredbenog retka (dakle, bez posredovanja izbornika za naredbe). Svi ostali elementi sučelja poznati su od prije, tako da se učenik osjeća u već poznatom okruženju (slika 8.).

Kao značajna novost, u okviru Naredbe dodana je mogućnost uređivanja naredaba. Poskok 4 je prva aplikacija u paketu koja od učenika zahtijeva poznavanje sintakse programskog jezika Python (za naredbe input, pridruživanje vrijednosti i print) i prva koja učeniku omogućava slobodno upisivanje i uređivanje naredaba pa predstavlja veliki skok u metodicičkom smislu. Zato je ovaj interpreter naredaba dodatno nadograđen kako bi učeniku ne samo prijavljivao pogreške, nego ga upućivao što treba ispraviti.

E. Poskok 5

Ova je aplikacija namijenjena obradi naredbe if. Zbog njene složenosti i zahtjevnih sintaktičkih pravila, ponovo je uveden izbornik za naredbe kako bi se učeniku olakšalo usvajanje primjene logičkih uvjeta koje naredba if sadrži (slika 9.).

Korištenjem izbornika za naredbe učenik ne mora razmišljati o pravilnom uvaženju naredbenog retka udesno niti o uporabi dvotočke jer se o tome brine aplikacija. To mu omogućava da se fokusira na pravilno kombiniranje, odnosno sastavljanje logičkih uvjeta kako bi riješio postavljen problem.

Ovdje nije omogućeno uređivanje naredaba jer pretpostavljamo da je učenicima potrebno određeno vrijeme dok usvoje zahtjevnu sintaksu naredbe if. Budući da sama aplikacija generira programski kód, time je učenicima ipak omogućeno da rješavaju probleme logičkog odlučivanja i grananja programa.

F. Poskok 6

U aplikacijama Poskok 6, Poskok 7 i Poskok 8 više se ne koristi forma izbornika za naredbe, nego učenik slobodno unosit će prikazivanje vrijednosti i print) i prva koja učeniku omogućava slobodno upisivanje i uređivanje naredaba pa predstavlja veliki skok u metodicičkom smislu. Zato je ovaj interpreter naredaba dodatno nadograđen kako bi učeniku ne samo prijavljivao pogreške, nego ga upućivao što treba ispraviti.

Kao značajna novost, u okviru Naredbe dodana je mogućnost uređivanja naredaba. Poskok 4 je prva aplikacija u paketu koja od učenika zahtijeva poznavanje sintakse programskog jezika Python (za naredbe input, pridruživanje vrijednosti i print) i prva koja učeniku omogućava slobodno upisivanje i uređivanje naredaba pa predstavlja veliki skok u metodicičkom smislu. Zato je ovaj interpreter naredaba dodatno nadograđen kako bi učeniku ne samo prijavljivao pogreške, nego ga upućivao što treba ispraviti.

Kao značajna novost, u okviru Naredbe dodana je mogućnost uređivanja naredaba. Poskok 4 je prva aplikacija u paketu koja od učenika zahtijeva poznavanje sintakse programskog jezika Python (za naredbe input, pridruživanje vrijednosti i print) i prva koja učeniku omogućava slobodno upisivanje i uređivanje naredaba pa predstavlja veliki skok u metodicičkom smislu. Zato je ovaj interpreter naredaba dodatno nadograđen kako bi učeniku ne samo prijavljivao pogreške, nego ga upućivao što treba ispraviti.

Zbog složenosti naredaba koje obradjuju (naredbe if, for i while), ove tri aplikacije imaju okvir Diagram toka u kojem se automatski iscrta dijagram toka. Mišljenje smo da vizualna prezentacija programskog koda pomaže učenicima u razumijevanju njegova izvođenja, što posebice dolazi do izražaja tijekom postupnog izvođenja složenih naredaba kao što su logički uvjeti i programske petlje.

Zbog složenosti naredaba koje obradjuju (naredbe if, for i while), ove tri aplikacije imaju okvir Diagram toka u kojem se automatski iscrta dijagram toka. Mišljenje smo da vizualna prezentacija programskog koda pomaže učenicima u razumijevanju njegova izvođenja, što posebice dolazi do izražaja tijekom postupnog izvođenja složenih naredaba kao što su logički uvjeti i programske petlje.

Slično kao netom opisana aplikacija Poskok 5, i aplikacija Poskok 6 sadržajno obrađuje naredbu if, ali na metodicički drugačiji način, odnosno kroz drugačije koncipirano korisničko sučelje (slika 11.). Učenik ovde više nema pomoć izbornika za naredbe koji bi generirao programski kód, nego ga mora sam upisati, što pretpostavlja da je već svladao sintaksu naredbe if.

Korištenjem izbornika za naredbe učenik ne mora razmišljati o pravilnom uvaženju naredbenog retka udesno niti o uporabi dvotočke jer se o tome brine aplikacija. To mu omogućava da se fokusira na pravilno kombiniranje, odnosno sastavljanje logičkih uvjeta kako bi riješio postavljen problem.

Pokazuimo na primjeru koliko korisna može biti uporaba dijagrama toka za razumijevanje programskog koda. Kód koji slijedi ispod (isti je i na slici 11.) sadrži uglaženu naredbu if, odnosno složenu strukturu if-else-else:

```python
if a > b:
    print('a > b')
else:
    if a < b:
        print('a < b')
    else:
```

Slika 8. Sučelje aplikacije Poskok 4

Slika 9. Sučelje aplikacije Poskok 5

Slika 10. Spremanje i učitavanje programskog koda

Slika 11. Sučelje aplikacije Poskok 6

Pokažimo na primjeru koliko korisna može biti uporaba dijagrama toka za razumijevanje programskog koda. Kód koji slijedi ispod (isti je i na slici 11.) sadrži uglaženu naredbu if, odnosno složenu strukturu if-else-else:
print('a = b')

Pripadajući dijagram toka prikazan je na slici 11. Ako gornji primjer transformiramo u if-elif-else strukturu:

```python
if a > b:
    print('a > b')
elif a < b:
    print('a < b')
else:
    print('a = b')
```
dobije se identičan dijagram toka. Na taj način učenicima se zorno pojasni što je else, logička struktura znakovita za programski jezik Python.

G. Poskok 7 i Poskok 8

Zadnje dvije aplikacije paketa Poskok obraduju programske petlje, pa ćemo ih opisati zajedno, budući da imaju slično korisničko sučelje i gotovo jednak programsku funkcionalnost.

Aplikacija Poskok 7 namijenjena je usvajanju programske petlje for (slika 12.) a aplikacija Poskok 8 obraduje programsku petlju while (slika 12.). Obje aplikacije sadrži iste elemente sučelja kao aplikacija Poskok 6.

Uvidem u dijagram toka na slici 12. primjetno je da svaka naredba ima svoj grafički blok. Naime, namjerno je izbjegnuto združivanje istovrsnih naredaba u jedan blok, što često možemo vidjeti u stručnog literaturi. Smatramo da je s metodičkog motrišta ovakvo združivanje u blokove pogrešno, a za početnike i vrlo zbunjujuće. Osim toga, združivanjem naredaba u jedan blok onemogućilo bi se pravilno izvođenje postupnog načina izvršavanja programskog koda.


Tijekom izvođenja programske petlje u postupnom načinu (tipka Postupno) do punog izražaja dolazi okvir Variable u kojem učenik prati promjene vrijednosti brojača petlje ili vrijednosti varijabli koje se izračunavaju u tijelu petlje. Na taj način učenik dobiva dubinski uvid u funkcioniranje petlje i može pratiti ispunjene logičkih uvjeta za izlazak iz petlje.

III. ZAKLJUČAK

Opisani paket aplikacija Poskok zamišljen je kao pomoć u poučavanju i učenju programskog jezika Python u sklopu nastave informatike u našim osnovnim školama. Paket je još u fazi razvoja i traženja optimalnih pedagoških i metodičkih rješenja, pa ga stoga još nismo sustavno evaluirati.

U izvedbenom smislu, realiziran je kao skup online aplikacija napisanih u JavaScriptu i jQueriju pa se može izvoditi u bilo kojem web- pregledniku koji podržava standard HTML5. Aplikacije su međusobno neovisne što osigurava da ih se koristi zasebno, bez unaprijed zadanog (predviđenog) redoslijeda, čime je omogućena fleksibilnost primjene u nastavi.

Budući da nismo raspolagali objektivnim i provjerениm smjernicama za uvođenje programskog jezika Python u nastavne sadržaje primarnog obrazovanja, u kreiranju paketa Poskok rukovodili smo se općim spoznajama o Pythonovim prednostima i nedostacima te vlastitim promišljanjem i iskustvom. To je ujedno i jedan od glavnih nedostataka ovog paketa pa njegovu uporabnu vrijednost u nastavi tek treba istražiti.

Trenutačno postoji niz otvorenih pitanja na koja ćemo pokušati pronaći odgovor u idućoj fazi razvoja i primjene Poskoka u nastavi. U svrhu daljnjeg razvoja, odnosno dorade paketa planiramo istražiti nekoliko problemskih segmenta:

- za koje dobne skupine učenika je pojedina aplikacija iz paketa (metodički) primjerena,
- da li programski strukturirana pomoć u svladavanju sintakske zapravo odmaže učeniku u stjecanju trajnih kompetencija,
- može li se učenje potaknuti/ubrzati ugradnjom sustava kontekstualnih uputa koje bi precizno, u odnosu na kontekst, upućivale na određene dijelove grada.
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Sažetak – Sve što postoji u stvarnom životu nastojimo digitalizirati. Možemo li obrnuti postupak, nečemu digitalnom dati fizički oblik?
Odgovor je DA. Upravo 3D printerom i njegovom tehnologijom možemo premostiti jaz između digitalne i fizičke stvarnosti. Uz eLearning podučavanja počinje i era eMaking stvaranja. Uvođenje 3D print tehnologije čini nastavu dinamičnijom, ohrabruje učenike da pronalaze kreativna rješenja, da opipom istraže i dožive stvarnost i da na kraju svoga obrazovanja uđu spremniji na tržište rada. Godine nisu ograničavajući faktor. Čak i djeca mogu početi s izradom popularnih likova iz omiljenih crtanih filmova. Učenici mogu izraditi objekte za potrebe nastave. 3D printom koriste se ljudi iz struke, inženjeri, znanstvenici, dizajneri, arhitekti, doktori, hobisti, robotičari pa čak i oni kojima to predstavlja čistu zabavu. Isprintani predmeti mogu služiti kao pomagala u radionicama ili domaćinstvima, predstavljati realizaciju nekog dizajnerskog modela ili prototipove. Iako ima različitih tipova printera, najzastupljeniji su printeri koji koriste FDM tehnologiju s PLA ili ABS plastičnim materijalima.

Razvoj 3D tehnologije napreduje brzo i širi se u svim segmentima ljudskog djelovanja. Ograničavajući faktori su brzina i prostor printanja. 3D print tehnologija ovisi o vrsti materijala (ABS, PLA, PVC, PUR, keramika čelik, aluminij) i tehnologiji slaganja. FDM tehnologija podrazumijeva polurastopljenog plastičnog materijala ili filamenta na podlogu (vidi sliku 1), sloj po sloj gradeći tako konturu nacrtanog modela prema naredbama generiranog G-koda (strojni jezik kojim su definirane kretnje, brzina i putanja pomičnog dijela stroja).

1. UVOD


III. FDM TEHNOLOGIJA

FDM tehnologija podrazumijeva polurastopljenog plastičnog materijala ili filamenta na podlogu (vidi sliku 1), sloj po sloj građenje tako konturu nacrtanog modela prema naredbama generiranog G-koda (strojni jezik kojim su definirane kretanje, brzina i putanja pomičnog dijela stroja).

Slika 1: Prikaz FDM tehnologije.

veličini. Nakon što je tijelo stavljeno u ispravni položaj i izabrana prava veličina, slijedi virtualno rezanje na slojeve, podešavanje temperature ekstrudera (dio glave printera kroz koji prolazi filament i istiskuje ga), priprema materijala za početak printanja (uvlačenje filamenta u ekstruder) i po potrebi biranje gustoće ispune ili brzine printanja, postavljanje potporne strukture ili načina priječavanja za podlogu.

Program (Slic3r ili CuraEngine) raste priprema slojeva, podešavanje temperature ekstrudera (dio glave printera kroz koji prolazi filament i istiskuje ga), pristup materialima za početak printanja (uvlačenje filamenta u ekstruder) i po potrebi biranje gustoće ispune ili brzine printanja, postavljanje potporne strukture ili načina priječavanja za podlogu.

Program (Slic3r ili CuraEngine) reže model u slojeve i pritom stvara G-kod, koji se može pokrenuti s računala. Postoje besplatni programi, i odgovaraju nažalost, no neki su zahtjevni za instalaciju. Najbolji izbor je Autodesk Fusion 360, koji se također koristi za dizajniranje rudera i mašina. OpenSCAD je jedan od odraslih korisnika, koji može experimentirati s dizajnom ili materijalom, tu su programi Blender i Meshmixer. Za one koji još nemaju vještine dizajniranja, mogu pronaći gotove modele na mrežnim stranicama kao što su Thingiverse, Pinshape ili Shapeways.

II. JESMO LI SPREMNI ZA 3D PRINT TEHNOLOGIJU U OBRAZOVANJU?

Ako pogledate danas učenike kako pristupaju tehnologiji, primijetiti ćete da je za njih razgovor telefonom ili čitanje e-maila nešto starijeg, teško je da se o njihovo raditi. Mladim ljudima pametni telefoni služe kako bi se beskonačno pisali poruke, tijekom čitanja informacija na internetu, fotografirali se u svakoj prilici ili snimali videozapise. Istovremeno mogu raditi više stvari odjednom: slušati glazbu, učiti geografiju i pisati poruke.

Od tehnologije posjeduju i služe se računalima, pametnim telefonom, tabletima, prate serije po sezonama na android televizorima, a vrijeme provedeno na tim uređajima mjeri se u satima. Tehnologija je sastavni dio života mladih ljudi, tehnologiji posjeduju i služe se računalima, pametnim telefonima, tabletima, televizorima, a vrijeme provedeno na tim uređajima mjeri se u satima. Tehnologija je sastavni dio života mladih ljudi, tehnologiji posjeduju i služe se računalima, pametnim telefonom, tabletima, prate serije po sezonama na android televizorima, a vrijeme provedeno na tim uređajima mjeri se u satima.

Konstrukcija, hobi ili dizajn kroz tečajeve oglašavane rashodim za vijekovima, koji žele svoje vrijeme iskoristiti za konstruiranje, hobi ili dizajn proti tečajeve oglašavane putem javnih glasila.

III. 3D MODELI


Pristupom 3D tehnologiji u drugim osnovnim i srednjim školama ili udrugama, pružiti satove iz osnova modeliranja onim korisnicima koji žele svoje vrijeme iskoristiti za konstruiranje, hobi ili dizajn proti tečajeve oglašavane putem javnih glasila.

III. 3D MODELI


printanje, a sama konstrukcija prepušta se 3D printeru.

Početak 3D printanja u razredu zahtijeva vremena i prostora. Razlikujemo 3 vrste aktivnosti koje je moguće ostvariti u razredu:

- rad pojedinca, učenik radi sam na projektu, razred nije uključen;
- timski rad, grupa učenika radi na svom projektu, rade samo oni zainteresirani;
- rad cijelog razreda, svi u razredu printaju, obično neki mali predmet.

Najčešći oblik aktivnosti je individualni rad na 3D printeru, npr. izrada završnog rada. Zatim slijedi rad u grupama, npr. kontinuirano okupljanje tijekom cijele godine kroz neku slobodnu aktivnost. Najrjeđe i najteže je uključiti cijeli razred, ali i to je ponekad moguće. Takav oblik aktivnosti proveli smo u svim prvim razredima naše škole kroz razredni predmet Računalstvo. Obradili smo nastavni sat pod nazivom Izlazne jedinice što je uključivalo prezentaciju rada 3D printera i sudjelovanje cijelog razreda te dva nastavnika.

Najčešći oblik aktivnosti je individualni rad na 3D printeru, npr. izrada završnog rada. Zatim slijedi rad u grupama, npr. kontinuirano okupljanje tijekom cijele godine kroz neku slobodnu aktivnost. Najrjeđe i najteže je uključiti cijeli razred, ali i to je ponekad moguće. Takav oblik aktivnosti proveli smo u svim prvim razredima naše škole kroz razredni predmet Računalstvo. Obradili smo nastavni sat pod nazivom Izlazne jedinice što je uključivalo prezentaciju rada 3D printera i sudjelovanje cijelog razreda te dva nastavnika.

**V. ZAKLJUČAK**

Primjena novih tehnologija pa tako i uporaba 3D print tehnologije u obrazovanju omogućuje lakše učenje, potiče kreativnost, znatiželju, unaprjeđuje znanje. Korisno je za cijelu školu i lokalnu zajednicu. Cijena printera nije više nedostupna. Zbog brojnih mogućnosti i funkcionalnosti 3D printera moguće je proizvesti sve što mašta može zamisliti. Tehnologija 3D printera razvija se svakodnevno i za očekivati je da će na tržištu doći noviji i moderniji modeli. 3D printeri ulaze u firme, škole, domove pa će tako uskoro postati normalni standard u kućanstvima.
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Nastavnici u ICT području o mogućnostima za svoje stručno usavršavanje
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Sažetak - Poboljšanje nastavnih prakse i obrazovnih postignuća učenika dokazano se ostvaruje kroz rast stručnih kompetencija (znanja i vještina) nastavnika. Zbog toga obrazovni sustav treba potporu u stručnom usavršavanju nastavnika koje je sustavno, kontinuirano i kvalitetno te usmjeren na važan sadržaj, ali i prilagođeno za daljnje kontinuirano cjeholjudstveno obrazovanje i rad. Nastavnici trebaju usvajati nova znanja u područjima koja predaju i nove načine poučavanja, trebaju razumjeti proces učenja i pedagogiju, odgovarati na potrebe učenika i na potrebe podrudnje, te moraju biti sposobni razviti jaku povezanost između očekivanja učenika i ciljeva kurikuluma. Ovaj tekst je pristupaj i sa kojim se škola istraženo je kako nastavnici podrazumijevaju koncept obrazovanja sa najvećim utjecajem na vještine obrazovanja. Upotrebom stručnog usavršavanja te identificira skup principa svih učenika. Uspješna karijera nastavnika objedinjuje njihove gledište vezano uz potporu učenja i pedagogiju, odgovarati na potrebe u područjima koje prenose i oblikuju okruženje za učenje. Njihovo znanje, vještine, stavovi i sklonosti imaju izravne i ozbiljne implikacije na uspjeh učenika i njihov profesionalni uspjeh učenika. U procesu obrazovanja od nastavnika se očekuje posjedovanje predmetnog i pedagoškog znanja, a njihova karijera treba pokazivati kako njihov profesionalni razvoj nije stao u trenutku stjecanja osnovne i kvalifikacija. Zato je njihovo profesionalno usavršavanje njihova obaveza s ciljem poboljšanja individualnog učenika i njihovog rada u učionici.

Nastavnici trebaju ovladati učinkovitim strategijama učenja kako bi učinkovito projekcijama učenja i učenje učenika koje su učenici osećali s ciljem poboljšanja individualnog učenika i njihovog rada u učionici.

I. UVOD

Iako dobro pripremljeni u disciplini ili predmetnom podrudju, nastavnici se, posebno u ovim godinama, zaštita, sučeljaju sa stvarnom složenosti rada u učionici: baza njihovog znanja u sadržajima koje predaju obično nije dovoljna kako bi učinkovito bilo usavršavanja te identificira skup principa njihove gledište vezano uz potporu učenja. Uspješna karijera nastavnika objedinjuje njihove gledište vezano uz potporu učenja i pedagogiju, odgovarati na potrebe u područjima koje prenose i oblikuju okruženje za učenje. Njihovo znanje, vještine, stavovi i sklonosti imaju izravne i ozbiljne implikacije na uspjeh učenika koje poučavaju i zato profesionalno usavršavanje nastavnika predstavlja ogromnu investiciju u razvoj profesionalnog kapitala usmjerenog u osiguravanje sva znanja i vještina i učinkovitosti učenja i poučavanja u našim školama [1]. Uvriježen je konsenzus kako je glavni element u procesu obrazovanja i učenja u našim školama [1].

U tom smislu, profesionalni razvoj nastavnika uključuje procesi kojima se obrazovanje učenika s ciljem da nastavnici omogućuju usavršavanje i produbljivanje njihovih znanja, vještina i predanosti s ciljem učinkovitog izvođenja njihovih radnih uloga (Schwille i Dembele, 2007).

II. PROFESIONALNI RAZVOJ NASTAVNIKA

Profesionalni razvoj nastavnika definira se kao promjena u izvedbi, znanju, stavovima i percepcijama nastavnika. To su te promjene značajnije, jače su izražene pozitivne promjene u rezultatima učenja učenika.

1. Konkretno i učioničko.
2. Unosi izvanškolsku vještine.
3. Uključuje nastavnike u izbor područja koje će razvijati i aktivnosti koje će poduzimati.
4. Omogućuje nastavnicima suradnički rad sa kolegama.
5. Osigurava mogućnosti za mentoriranje.
6. Kontinuirano je u vremenu.
7. Podržano je od strane učinkovitog školskog rukovodstva.

U tom smislu, profesionalni razvoj nastavnika uključuje procesi kojima se obrazovanje učenika s ciljem da nastavnici omogućuju usavršavanje i produbljivanje njihovih znanja, vještina i predanosti s ciljem učinkovitog izvođenja njihovih radnih uloga (Schwille i Dembele, 2007).
Precizno, ono što se očekuje od pojedinaca-nastavnika da znaju i budu sposobni raditi, treba biti definirano standardima koji stvaraju okvir za odlučivanja o certifikacijama, licenciranju, promoviranju i naknadama za rad. Također, standardi mogu definirati uvjete za provoditelje i programe usavršavanja nudići okvir i za odluke o njihovoj akreditaciji, dozvoli i prepoznavanju.

Uvidom u npr. standarde u SAD može se primijetiti da oni obuhvaćaju: znanje o predmetnim sadržajima, znanje razvoju i učenju djece, poznавањe različitih stilova učenja i nastavnih strategija, znanja o okolinama učenja, komunikaciji i i planiranju nastave, znanja o ocjenjivanju, znanja o profesionalnom razvoju, suradnji i odnosima. U Egiptu, primjerice, standardi za nastavnike obuhvaćaju između ostalog: znanje određivanja obrazovnih potreba učenika, planiranje globalnih ciljeva, oblikovanje odgovarajućih obrazovnih aktivnosti, korištenje strategija učenja odgovarajuće potrebama učenika, uključivanje učenika u rješavanje problema, kritičko i stvaralačko razmišljanje, osiguravanje okoline koja jamči pravnicu, učinkovito upravljanje vremenom za učenje i ograničavanje izgubljenog vremena. Nadalje, nastavnici bi trebali potpuno biti svjesni temelja i prirode predmeta koji predjaju, potpuno poznavati metode istraživanja u tom predmetu, biti sposobni taj predmet integrirati sa drugim predmetima te biti sposobni proizvoditi znanje. Osim toga moraju biti sposobljeni za samoevaluaciju, evaluaciju učenika i ostvarivanja povratne veze, te u konačnici ostvarivati profesionalnu etiku i profesionalni razvoj. U Pakistanu, npr. nastavnici trebaju imati znanje predmeta koji predjaju, znanja o humanom razvoju i rastu, poznавање islamskih vrijednosti, znanja o planiranju nastave i nastavnim strategijama, ocjenjivanju, okolinama učenja, komunikaciji, suradnji i partnerstvu, profesionalnom razvoju i posjedovati i ICT znanja [3]. Dodatno, standardi se mogu iskorištiti za definiranje, ocjenjivanje i pomoć u razvoju kvalitete profesionalnih razvojnih programa.

III. PROFESSIONALNO USAVRŠAVANJE NASTAVNIKA U NEKIM SPECIFIČNIM KONTEKSTIMA

A. Usavršavanje nastavnika u ICT podrucju

Povećanjem investicija u obrazovne tehnologije, ICT nastavnici dodatno igraju važnu ulogu u uspješnoj integraciji tehnologije u nastavne procese. U devedesetim godinama prošlog stoljeća, o računalima se pohvaćalo u okviru zasebnih nastavnih predmeta u mnogim europskim državama. U novije vrijeme, žarište integracije tehnologije pomiće se sa učenja o ICT na učenje sa (kroz) ICT (npr. kako koristiti Internet ili obrazovni softver za rješavanje različitih problema). U razvijenim državama (zapadna Europa ili Amerika) ICT kompetencije općenito se usavršavaju kroz sadržaje učenja i aktivnosti drugih predmeta, no ponegdje se (npr. Engleska, Grčka, Bugarska) ICT vještine i dalje poučavaju kao odvojeni predmet, pa nastavnici trebaju posjedovati i stručnost u predmetima koji pokrivaju sadržaje vezane uz programiranje računala, umrežavanje, razvoj softvera i druge. Ovo je posebno karakteristično za strukovne škole. Od ICT nastavnika zahtijeva se da u svom području uvijek imaju aktualizirana znanja, ali i da njihovo usavršavanje i profesionalni rast budu dovoljno učinkoviti kako bi ovladali odgovornošću da kod svojih učenika osiguraju razvoj vještina kritičkog razmišljanja.

B. Usavršavanje nastavnika u srednjoškolskom kontekstu

Niz je važnih razlika između osnovnih i srednjih škola sa potencijalnim utjecajem na vrste profesionalnog usavršavanja nastavnika koje bi imale pozitivan utjecaj na rezultate učenika. Srednje škole su često veće, učenici su stariji, kurikularni sadržaji su sofisticiraniji. Nastavnici su specijalizirani za predmete koje poučavaju, znanja su im više usmjerenja na specijalistička i sadržajna, manje na pedagoška. Kaže se kako 'Secondary school teachers teach subjects, but primary teachers teach students.’

Usprkos tim razlikama, obično nema značajnih razлиka u aktivnostima, procesu učenja, trajanju ili učestalosti stručnog usavršavanja, a niti o mjestu niti davanju usluge. Čak su i vrste podrucja učenja slične iako se pružaju različitim rastvorima.

IV. KAKO PROFESSIONALNO USAVRŠAVANJE NASTAVNIKA UČINITI UČINKOVITIM?

Istraživanja u SAD [5] pokazala su kako je bar pet ključnih značajki koje čine profesionalno usavršavanje učinkovitim u procesu poboljšanja učenja i poučavanja: (1) usredotočenost aktivnosti na sadržaj predmeta i na to kako učenici uče taj sadržaj; (2) aktivno učenje kod kojeg nastavnici promatraju, dobivaju povratne informacije, analiziraju rad učenika i prezentiraju; (3) usklađenost sadržaja, ciljeva i aktivnosti sa školskim kurikulumom i ciljevima, znanjem i uvjerenjima nastavnika, potrebama učenika, škole, područja, državnih reformi i politika; (4) kontinuirano trajanje tijekom školske godine najmanje 20 sati neposrednog kontaktta i (5) zajedničko sudjelovanje gруpe nastavnika istog razreda, predmeta ili škole koji sudjeluju u aktivnostima usavršavanja stvarajući interaktivnu zajednicu učenja. No, u obzir treba uzeti i specifičnosti kao što su: nastavnici se razlikuju u reakcijama na isto stručno usavršavanje, zatim stručno usavršavanje je uspješnije ako je eksplicitno vezano uz razvoj učenika. Srednje škole su često veće, učenici su stariji, kurikularni sadržaji su sofisticiraniji. Nastavnici su specijalizirani za predmete koje poučavaju, znanja su im više usmjerenja na specijalistička i sadržajna, manje na pedagoška.
samo profesionalni razvoj sa predonim utjecajem (potrebno je imati mogućnost ocjenjivanja aktivnosti profesionalnog usavršavanja).

U Italiji je u periodu od 1998-2000 odlučeno je da se u procesu reformi priznaju ograničenja dominantne paradigme i napusti tradicionalni model profesionalnog usavršavanja nastavnika. Novi pristup utemeljuje se, između ostalog, na:

a. Novoj viziji – stručno usavršavanje nastavnika znači da oni predviđaju i vode svoj proces usavršavanja, a ne da su njime vođeni:

• Svaki nastavnik ima svoju osobnu profesionalnu biografiju; svaki nastavnik treba imati vlastiti personalizirani razvojni plan.
• Tijekom svoje karijere nastavnici prolaze profesionalne cikluse i slijed iskustva učenja. Profesionalni učitelj nije samo kompetentan i stručan, nego i profesionalac kontinuirano naučenog znanja.
• Nastavnici su reflektivni profesionalci; razvoj implicira kontinuiranu refleksiju iskustva smišljanja novih obrazaca djelovanja, svjesnijih i učinkovitijih.
• Profesionalni razvoj nastavnika pomaže u poboljšanju učenja i postignuća učenika.

b. Novoj politici

• Razvoj koherentne politike za profesionalni razvoj nastavnika.

• Zahtjev za kvalitetom (definirani standardi za organizaciju i financiranje sustava, aktivnosti pružanja, plan povećanja vještina voditelja projekta).

• Svakom je nastavniku omogućeno da na aktivnostima usavršavanja sudjeluje 5 dana godišnje.

• Pojedinačno su školama dani resursi za njihove razvojne planove i profesionalno usavršavanje nastavnika.

• Financijski resursi dolaze iz drugih područja javnih aktivnosti (zdravstvenog, socijalnog...).

• Mnoge aktivnosti koje se izvode na školskoj razini imaju izravan utjecaj na profesionalni razvoj i pomažu smanjiti troškove treninga (kolegijalno obrazovanje, kooperativni projekti, razvojni projekti, grupe za samopomoć...).

• Novi pristupi (ICT, mješoviti sustavi financiranja projekata kroz javno i privatno investiranje).

• Oblikuje se lista akreditiranih davatelja usluga (institucija i agencija) treninga nastavnika čime se povećava kvaliteta i osigurava njihova pouzdanost. Poseban položaj prepoznat je za strukovna udruženja nastavnika i znanstvene zajednice otvorene nastavnicima.

• Novim modelima

• Nugoročni cilj predstavlja postepena izgradnja integriranih okolina učenja za profesionalni razvoj nastavnika: obećavajuće rješenje su sponzorirane i podržane mreže nastavnika koje rade na razvoju kurikuluma u kooperaciji sa školama, profesionalnim udruženjima i školskom administracijom.

• Na inovativne se načine ostvaruje partnerstvo sa sveučilištima.
• Razvijaju se i implementiraju pilot sheme za financiranje istraživačkih projekata nastavnika.
• Tečajevi se nude preko TV satelitskih kanala, ostvarena je pilot shema za video on demand (preko 2000 uglavnom 10minutnih programa) preko Interneta.
• U skupu profesionalnih usluga koje mogu aktivirati, nastavnici mogu koristiti i druge stručnjake i profesionalce (npr. profesionalna pomoć i mentoriranje za početnike).
• Motivaciju nastavnika može povećati, te osigurati novi uvid u specifična interesna područja, dotijac sa drugim organizacijskim okolinama: razvija se poseban program u kojem se nastavnicima nudi desetodnevna scena u različitim potencijalnim okolinama učenja (agencija za komunikaciju, moderna biblioteka...).

• Naglašava se lokalno bazirane mogućnosti profesionalnog razvoja: centri nastavnika i usluge nastavnicima na lokalnoj razini dio nacionalne politike. U zajedništvu sa lokalnim upravama, muzejima, umjetničkim galerijama, javnim knjižnicama nastavnicima se nude različiti skupovi inicijativa.

• Za interakciju između davatelja usluga i korisnika razvija se web site na kojem nastavnici mogu naći informacije o mogućnostima profesionalnog razvoja.

Poduzimaju se individualne mjere, naglašava se profesionalna autonomija nastavnika, škole trebaju podržavati planove individualnog stručnog usavršavanja nastavnika, financijska sredstva za istraživanje daju se individualnim nastavnicima. Nema nužnog podrazumijevanja uniformnog pristupa za sve. Holistički pristup profesionalnom usavršavanju nastavnika traži politiku diverzifikacije mogućnosti i personalizaciju profesionalnog rasta. Manje tečajeva, ali više kvalitete, fokusirane i specifične inicijative koje u obzir uzimaju potrebe, profesionalne i životne cikluse, trajanje karijere i konstruktivistički pristup. Nove strukture baziraju se na kooperativnim shemama, dijeljenoj viziji i zajedničkom radu na projektima. Visokokvalitetni sustav profesionalnog usavršavanja nastavnika traži jaku vezu sa istraživačkim zajednicom.

U Engleskoj raste broj škola koje imaju za kontinuirano profesionalno usavršavanje po dva sata svaka dva tjedna, uz pet standardnih dana za usavršavanje, što daje godišnje najmanje 63 sata profesionalnog razvoja. U tih 19 dvostrutih sesija godišnje, stručni aktivi mogu se fokusirati na svoje razvojne prioritete, a nastavnici mogu zajednički planirati lekcije i raditi na njihovom nastavnom radu. Kako bi se omogućilo više rada na profesionalnom razvoju, prilagođen je školski raspored, a rezultati su se, usmjeravanjem na suštinu, znacajno povećali.

Sesije se temelje na predmetnim područjima, uključuju zajednički sat, gledanje i debatiranje sa kolegama primjera (vlastite) prakse na videu o aspektima i poteškoćama i podržavaju mreže nastavnika koje rade na razvoju. Zajednički sat, gledanje i debatiranje sa kolegama primjera (vlastite) prakse na videu o aspektima i poteškoćama i podržavaju mreže nastavnika koje rade na razvoju. Tijekom svoje karijere nastavnici prolaze profesionalne cikluse i slijed iskustva učenja. Profesionalni učitelj nije samo kompetentan i stručan, nego i profesionalac kontinuirano naučenog znanja. Profesionalni razvoj nastavnika pomaže u poboljšanju učenja i postignuća učenika.
područja pri poučavanju. Tako se ostvaruje mogućnost poboljšavanja prakse na mikro-razini (pokreti, upiti, suputine tehnike upravljanja razredom) i pristup koji povezuje poučavanje sa rezultatima učenika. Identificiranjem i odabirom manjeg broja razvojnih prioriteta stručnih aktivta oigurava se visoka razina usklađenosti između upravljanja uspješnošću, razvoja predmeta, individualnog razvoja i cjelokupnog razvoja škole. [4].

Tablica u nastavku iznosi usporedbu sustava profesionalnog usavršavanja u različitim državama:

**TABLICA I. NEKE SPECIFIČNOSTI SUSTAVA STRUČNOG USAVRŠAVANJA U RAZLIČITIM DRŽAVAMA** [6]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Država</th>
<th>Opis usavršavanja</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Armenia</td>
<td>Tehčevi i seminari sa ispitima za obnavljanje licence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australija</td>
<td>8 do 10 dana stručnog usavršavanja godišnje</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kanada (neka podr.)</td>
<td>100 sati usavršavanja svakih 5 godina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kineski Taipei</td>
<td>Najmanje 90 sati usavršavanja svakih 5 godina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hrvatska</td>
<td>Na nacionalnoj razini najmanje jednom u dvije godine, u županiji 3 puta godišnje</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cipar</td>
<td>Niže razine 1,5 sati tjedno, srednje škole seminari dva puta godišnje</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Češka</td>
<td>Do 12 radnih dana godišnje, 82% sudjelovalo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finska</td>
<td>3 dana godišnje</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mađarska</td>
<td>Najmanje 120 sati usavršavanja svakih 7 godina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kazahstan</td>
<td>Bar jednom u svakih pet godina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Litva</td>
<td>5 dana godišnje za razvoj kompetencija</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malta</td>
<td>Najmanje jednom godišnje</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Srbija</td>
<td>120 sati svakih pet godina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapur</td>
<td>100 sati godišnje, eksperimentalno učenje u laboratorijima, u poslovnom sektoru i zajednici</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenija</td>
<td>5 dana godišnje, uz plaćanje</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Španjolska</td>
<td>Plaća se svakih 6 godina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAD</td>
<td>91% nastavnika osnovih i 78% srednjih sudjeluje</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. ISTRAŽIVANJE

**Svrha**

Nastavnici pokazuju više motivacije za usvajanje novih znanja i njihovu implementaciju u praksi ako profesionalno usavršavanje kojem pristupaju ispunjava njihova očekivanja, odnosno ako to usavršavanje nudi sadržaje relevantne njihovim stvarnim zadacima u učionicama i ako je vezano uz njihove specifične potrebe za učenjem.

Istraživanjem se željelo ispitati i dobiti odgovore na specifična pitanja vezano uz percepciju nastavnika o postojećem konceptu stručnog usavršavanja, o načinima njegovog ostvarivanja i o ograničenjima sa kojima se nastavnici suočavaju:

1. Opseg, mogućnosti i učestalost sudjelovanja nastavnika na različitim oblicima stručnog usavršavanja
2. Raznovrsnost i upotrebljivost stručnog usavršavanja u različitim područjima
3. Potrebe za usavršavanjem u različitim područjima iz okruženja svakodnevnog rada nastavnika

**Metodologija i instrumenti**


**Uzorak**

Sudjelovalo je, odnosno prikupljeni su odgovori ukupno 55 nastavnika osnovnih i srednjih škola, 21 muškog i 34 ženskog spola. Podaci su analizirani prema temama razvijenim u odnosu na specifična pitanja kojima je vodeno istraživanje. Upitnik su ispunjavaли sudionici međuzupanijskog stručnog skupa EU projekti u školama, održanom u siječnju 2017. godine. Na skupu su većinom sudjelovali nastavnici s područja Međimurske i Varaždinske županije. 25 nastavnika zaposleno je u srednjim školama, a 30 u osnovnim.

**Rezultati**

Slike 1. i 2. prikazuju demografske karakteristike ispitanika:

**Slika 1.** Demografske karakteristike ispitanika prema dobi

**Slika 2.** Demografske karakteristike prema radnom iskustvu ispitanih nastavnika
Slika 3. Postotak potvrđnih odgovora na pitanja postavljena u anketi (N=55)
Iz grafičkog prikaza (slika 3.) vidljivo je kako je najveći postotak nastavnika (preko 98%) potvrdno odgovorio na pitanje: „Da li biste bili zainteresirani za plaćeno višednevno stručno usavršavanje izvan uobičajenog radnog vremena?“, što navodi na isticanje značaja koje stručno usavršavanje ima za nastavnike.

Iz prikaza se, nadalje, s obzirom na visok postotak potvrdnih odgovora, očuva kako je velika većina nastavnika u proteklih godinu dana sudjelovala u organiziranim oblicima stručnog usavršavanja (radionice, seminarji, konferencije...) i kako nastavnici u gotovo 78% slučajeva nemaju poteškoća prilikom odlaska na stručno usavršavanje organizirano tijekom radnih dana, te da im škole u gotovo istom postotku osiguravaju zamjene.

Postotak potvrdnih odgovora smanjuje se prilikom odgovora na pitanja o upotrebljivosti mogućnosti za stručno usavršavanje u različitim područjima: od 47% do 58% nastavnika smatra da su organizirane mogućnosti nedovoljno upotrebljive.

Vrlo niski postotci potvrđenih odgovora uslijedili su na pitanja o količini ponuđenih mogućnosti za stručno usavršavanje u različitim područjima: tek 14,6% ispitanih nastavnika misli da je bilo dovoljno mogućnosti za usavršavanje o poučavanju učenika s posebnim potrebama, a u području discipline i upravljanja razredom tek 18,2% ispitanih nastavnika misli da je tih mogućnosti bilo dovoljno.

S obzirom na niz ometajućih, ali učenicima zanimljivih faktora za vrijeme nastave o ICT-u (igre, chat, pregled web-a i dr.), nastavnicima u području ICT tehnologija izazov je osigurati učinkovito upravljanje razredom i usmjeriti pažnju učenika na nastavu.
sposobnosti. Sustavi sa visokim postignućima (Singapur) snažno investiraju u učenje i profesionalni razvoj svojih nastavnika.

Mnogo nas je koji smo inspirirani i kojima je pomogao sjajan nastavnik. Žato ja važno da nastavnici imaju pogodnost profesionalnog učenja kojeg trebaju i zaslужuju. U školama je potrebno stvarati kulturu povjerenja (i izazova) koja će poticati razvoj profesionalnog učenja nastavnika. U najuspješnijim školama osigurava se usmjeravanje i podrška, povjerenje u nastavnike, ohrabruje kreativnost, inovativnost i određena količina uzimanja rizika.

Možda bi trebali poduzeti neke odlučne korake u cilju poboljšanja profesionalnog učenja za nastavnike – čak i smanjenjem vremena koje očekujemo da će provesti u učionici ‘‘teach less, and teach better’’, odnosno ‘‘Our greatest resource is our teachers and their most precious resource is their time; it is common sense, then, that we must give our greatest resource the time to learn to become even better teachers.’’ [4]

S obzirom na rapidan rast tehnologije i njezinu neophodnost u obrazovanju, nastavnicima u ICT području trebali bi biti osigurani redoviti i kontinuirani treninzi kako bi njihova znanja u svakom trenutku bila relevantna. To bi bilo moguće postići ponudom ažuriranih programa profesionalnog usavršavanja na godišnjoj bazi.
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U obrazovanju gotovo svakodnevno spominjemo projektne nastave kao oblik nastave pogodan za usvajanje novih znanja i vještina, razvoja stavova učenika, ostvarivanje različitih oblika suradnje i osobnog i profesionalnog rasta pojedinca kao pripremi za buduću zanimanja i razvoj kompetencija za cjeloživotno učenje. Ovakav oblik nastave omogućuje potpunu usmjerenost učitelja prema učeniku, razvija i osnažuje timski rad i suradnički odnos svih sudionika projekta, omogućuju razvoj istraživačkih, organizacijskih, komunikacijskih i kritičkih vještina učenika, te usvajanje metodologije znanstveno istraživačkog rada.Projektna je nastava važan način učenja u suvremenim obrazovnim sustavima, jer je primijenjivanja u svim vrstama nastave, osobito pri učenju interdisciplinarnih tema i sadržaja, u izvannastavnim aktivnostima, a neizostavna je u radu s nadarenim projektnim ciljevima. Informacijsko komunikacijska tehnologija u ovom kontekstu je alat koji doprinosi ostvarivanju motivacije svih sudionika u projektu.

I. UVOD

U današnje doba svaka organizacija nastoji ostvariti što bolju stratešku prednost kako bi postala prepoznatljiva i uspješnije funkcionirala. U obrazovnim ustanovama u nastavu se sve više uvodi projektni način rada njezinoj timski duh među učenicima i učiteljima te priprema učenika za budućnost tj. kako bi osvarili što veću konkurentnost na tržištu rada te se adekvatno pripremili za buduće karijere i vlastiti poslovni i osobni razvoj, razvili sposobnosti u četiri podložna razina motivacije svih sudionika u projektu.

II. ULOGA SUDIONIKA U PROJEKTNOJ NASTAVI

U svakom obrazovnom procesu najvažnija je uloga učitelja koji planira, motivira, provodi i vrednuje ishode obrazovnog procesa.

Projektna nastava traži veći angažman učitelja koji:
-postavlja ciljeve i zadatke odabrane teme,
-poštive učenike na stvaralačko istraživanje,
-pomaže učenicima u izradi projekta,
-vodi proces planiranja,
-predlaže suvremene i aktualne sadržaje i metode,
-poštive socijalizaciju učenika i zajedno s njima kritički vrednuje rezultate.

Uloga učenika u u projektnoj nastavi sastoji se u tome da učenici:
-daju inicijativu za rad sukladno njihovom interesu i sposobnostima,
-aktivno planiraju sve etape i tijek rada,
-traže rješenja problema,
-sudjeluju u samoocjenjivanju i vrednovanju rezultata rada.

Prednosti projektne nastave:
- veća je aktivnost učenika, veća sloboda komuniciranja među članovima skupine; učenici se međusobno nadopunjuju, podsjećaju na prijašnje gradivo i zajedno dolaze do rezultata.

- uspostavlja se kvalitetnija veza: učenik-član, učenik-nečlan, učenik-nastavnik

- primjenom projektne nastave učenici uče socijalizacijske vještine, razvijaju komunikaciju, toleranciju i smanjuju različite predarsude

- jačanje samopoštovanje i samopouzdanje učenika

- povećanje motivacije (ukidanje klasične provijere znanja) učenika za rad i učenje

- znanja i metode koje usvajaju su dugotrajne, a vještine i navike koje steknu primjenjive su u svakodnevnom životu.

III. PRIMJER PROVEDENIH PROJEKATA

Erasmus+ KA2 Keep Invest Donate Spend (KIDS) je međunarodni projekt financiran sredstvima Europske komisije. Provodio se dvije godine u pet partnerskih škola s područja EU. Cilj projekta je razvijati financijsku pismenost djece, roditelja i učitelja podizanjem svijesti o važnosti vlastitog ponašanja i raspolaženja dobrima, omogućuje djeci da stječu naviku štednje, osmisle, predlažu i provode kampanju podizanja svijesti u svojoj školi, susjedstvu i širokoj zajednici, koristeći crtež, plakate, računalne igre i obrazovne programe, video i druge sadržaje i aktivnosti kroz koje će prenijeti snažne poruke na temu financijske pismenosti. Ovaj program prate i obrazovni materijali prilagođeni za djecu i mlade prema dobim skupinama, obrazovni materijali za učitelje i roditelje.

Erasmus+ KA2 European Goodwill Cup je međunarodni projekat u kojem je sudjelovalo 8 škola širom Europe. Cilj ovog projekta je pokazati učenicima da živeći u ovom tehnološki napređenom društvu uz množstvo informacija i manjka slobodnog vremena ne izgube najvažnije ljudske i društvene vrijednosti poput senzibiliziranja za potrebe i probleme ljudi i životinja, a naročito onih nemoćnih, starih i najpotrebnijih ljubavi i brige. Cilj je i potaknuti ih na svakodnevnu čitanje knjiga, pravilnu i zdravu prehranu te pozitivan odnos prema školi. Cilj projekta je i međusobno povezati učenike te ih ohrabriti da čine društveno korisne stvari poput besplatnog volontiranja potrebitim i da o takvim i sličnim društveno korisnim aktivnostima obavještavaju jedni druge preko mrežne komunikacije (chat, Skype, video-konferencije...) i time građe prijateljstva s ostalim učenicima/sudionicima projekta diljem Europe. Želimo učenicima pokazati poveznice između škole i pravog života te da je korijenje engleskog jezika neophodno za medukulturalnu komunikaciju, ali i da je znanje stranog jezika jedna od najvažnijih kompetencija za zaposlenje.

Ovaj projekt stvorio je multinacionalnu vezu za desetke učitelja, stotine učenika i njihovih obitelji iz različitih dijelova Europe te nam proširio vidike, znanja, vrline i učinio nas boljim građanima ovog Europejskog društva.

Safety and mobility for all je međunarodni obrazovni program usmjeren na podizanje svijesti o sigurnosti u prometu među mladima. Program okuplja više od 15 milijuna učenika u 35 zemalja sa ciljem poticanja, razvijanja i jačanja podučavanja i učenja o sigurnosti na cesti i održive mobilnosti. Učenike usmjerava prema promatranju različitih situacija u prometu, razumijevanju svijeta oko sebe i razmišljaju o značenju i utjecaju njihovog kretanja. Podizanje svijesti na taj način omogućuje mladim ljudima da osmisle, predlažu i provode kampanju podizanja svijesti u svojoj školi, susjedstvu i širokoj zajednici, koristeći crtež, plakate, video i druge sadržaje i aktivnosti kroz koje će prenijeti snažne poruke na temu sigurnosti na cestama i održivu mobilnost za sve.

IV. ULOGA INFORMACIJSKO KOMUNIKacijsKE TEHNOLOGIJE U PROJEKTNOJ NASTAVI

Učenici su uz potporu učitelja, samostalno vodeći se vlastitim interesima i sklonostima osmisli i proveli niz aktivnosti za ostvarenje postavljenih ciljeva projekta.

IKT nastoji se smisleno i sa svrhom koristiti u svakoj projektnoj aktivnosti, razvijajući digitalne kompetencije i digitalnu inteligenciju učenika. Dok digitalne tehnologije postupno obuhvaćaju sve dijelove svakodnevnog života, 60% učenika nikada ne koriste digitalnu opremu u svom razredu. Puni potencijal za poboljšanje obrazovanja kroz IKT-a u Europi i dalje tek treba otkriti, a to je razlog zašto je Europska komisija razvija politiku i potporu istraživanja kako bi učenici odgovaraj za život u 21. stoljeću i rad [1].

Aktivnosti učenika:

- aktivno korištenje online platformi za komunikaciju i suradnju (eTwinning, Google docs),
- izrada i oblikovanje vlastitog loga programa,
- oblikovanje 3D modela i ispis na 3D pisanjima,
- izrada mrežnih stranica projekta koristeći CMS sustav Joomla,

Slika 2. Prikaz mrežnih stranica

- izrada obrazovnih računalnih igara koristeći alate Game Maker, Scratch, Alice, Blender i Construct, a koje se mogu koristiti na osobnim računalima, tabletima i pametnim telefonima na operacijskim sustavima Windows, Android i iOS,
- izrada kalkulatora sa osnovnim matematičkim operacijama u alatu Visual Basic 2015., a koji se može koristiti na osobnim računalima, tabletima i pametnim telefonima na operacijskim sustavima Windows, Android i iOS,

- izrada elektroničke knjige, videa, kvizova i drugih multimedijskih obrazovnih sadržaja.

Na taj način učenje postaje usmjereno prema učeniku, njegovim interesima i sposobnostima. Učenjem razvijamo kreativnost, inovativnost učenika, suradničko učenje, pozitivan odnos prema radu i učenju.

Posebna pažnja posvećena je programiranju kao pismenosti 21. stoljeća. Programiranje pojačava kreativnost, uči ljude da surađuju, da rade zajedno bez obzira na fizička ograničenja i zemljopisne granice, ono je univerzalni jezik koji nam omogućuje komunikaciju. Tehnologija je dio našeg života, a programiranje nas povezuje i zbližuje[3]!

Navedene aktivnosti provodile su se kao niz radionica na nastavi i u sklopu izvannastavnih aktivnosti te kao radionice u vrijeme odmora za učenike. U dijelu radionica...
sudjelovali su i članovi Društva distrofičara i cerebralne paralize iz Čakovca sa ciljem aktivnog sudjelovanja u projektnim aktivnostima svih članova lokalne zajednice, razvijanja empatije i suradnje kod učenika škole. Humanitarnom prodajom radova, prikupljena su sredstva koja su donirana socijalnoj samoposluzi u Vukovaru te kao pomoć za liječenje učenika naše škole koji boluju od teško izliječivih i rijetkih bolest.

V. ZAKLJUČAK

Međunarodni projekti obogaćuju cjelokupan nastavni proces te omogućuju razvoj obrazovnih sadržaja, razmjenu iskustava i primjera dobre prakse među partnerima. Odabirom projekta teme, ciljeva, sadržaja i aktivnosti, omogućuju upotpunjavanje školskih kurikulum, nastavnih planova i programa temama koje koje budućim generacijama doprinose cjelokupan razvoj u profesionalnom i privatnom smislu. Informacijsko komunikacijska tehnologija kod učenika dodatno razvija interes i motivaciju za rad, a omogućuje uvođenje inovativnosti u obrazovnom procesu.
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Do sada su naučili programirati robota tako da može svijetiti u različitim bojama, odsvirati različite animacije, interakcije i računalne igrice. Zalijepujući mBot robotu, po prvi puta ono što isprogramiraju mogu testirati uživo, točnije na robotu. Tako isti program na svakom robotu radi drugače, ovo je izvrstan način kako motivirati djecu za programiranje. Naime, točnost izvršavanja programa ovisi i o automatiji. Iako isti program na svakom robotu radi drugače, to uvjetuje neprestano testiranje i usavršavanje programa.

I. UVOD


II. SCRATCH


III. PRVE ROBOT „IGRAČKE“

Ovakva nastava izazvala je veliki interes učenika, te se već u idućoj školskoj godini (2016./2017.) za nju prijavilo 30 učenika, i to najviše učenika petih, šestih i sedmih razreda. Vrlo brzo uvidjela sam da je 5 robota premalo jer svako dijete želi imati svoj robot i suočiti se s novim alatom i elektronike koja nam je potrebna.

Slika 2. mBlock program za programiranje mBot robota

Iako isti program na svakom robotu radi drugače, to uvjetuje neprestano testiranje i usavršavanje programa. Dostupnost hardvera danas, potrebno je iskoristiti za rad na projektima koji postoji mobilna verzija zahvaljujući kojoj učenici mogu upravljati robotom putem tableta ili mobilnog telefona.

Slika 1. mBot robot

No kako bih „začinila“ nastavu na način da potaknem poduzetnost, istraživanje, timski rad i svakako kreativnost i inovativnost, zadala sam učenicima sljedeće: 1. podijelite se u grupe / timove, 2. pronađite robota kojeg želite složiti 3. istražite potrebne dijelove (naziv, cijenu te gdje ih potaknem djecu za programiranje. Vrlo brzo sam dobila povratnu informaciju kako može svijetiti u različitim bojama, odsvirati različite animacije, interakcije i računalne igrice. Zalijepujući mBot robotu, po prvi puta ono što isprogramiraju mogu testirati uživo, točnije na robotu. Tako isti program na svakom robotu radi drugače, ovo je izvrstan način kako motivirati djecu za programiranje. Naime, točnost izvršavanja programa ovisi i o automatiji. Iako isti program na svakom robotu radi drugače, to uvjetuje neprestano testiranje i usavršavanje programa.

Iako isti program na svakom robotu radi drugače, ovo je izvrstan način kako motivirati djecu za programiranje. Naime, točnost izvršavanja programa ovisi i o automatiji. Iako isti program na svakom robotu radi drugače, to uvjetuje neprestano testiranje i usavršavanje programa.

No kako bih „začinila“ nastavu na način da potaknem poduzetnost, istraživanje, timski rad i svakako kreativnost i inovativnost, zadala sam učenicima sljedeće: 1. podijelite se u grupe / timove, 2. pronađite robota kojeg želite složiti 3. istražite potrebne dijelove (naziv, cijenu te gdje ih možemo naručiti) i javite učiteljici što vam nedostaje. Obzirom da su na nastavi Robotike učenici od 5. do 8. razreda naša komunikacija odvijala se putem viber grupe. Vrlo brzo sam dobila povratnu informaciju što im sve treba i krenula u nabavku. Osim toga krenula sam u kupovinu dječjeg alata i elektronike koja nam je potrebna.

Ovakva nastava izazvala je veliki interes učenika, te se već u idućoj školskoj godini (2016./2017.) za nju prijavilo 30 učenika, i to najviše učenika petih, šestih i sedmih razreda. Vrlo brzo uvidjela sam da je 5 robota premalo jer svako dijete želi imati svoj robot i suočiti se s novim alatom i elektronike koja nam je potrebna.

Slika 1. mBot robot

No kako bih „začinila“ nastavu na način da potaknem poduzetnost, istraživanje, timski rad i svakako kreativnost i inovativnost, zadala sam učenicima sljedeće: 1. podijelite se u grupe / timove, 2. pronađite robota kojeg želite složiti 3. istražite potrebne dijelove (naziv, cijenu te gdje ih možemo naručiti) i javite učiteljici što vam nedostaje. Obzirom da su na nastavi Robotike učenici od 5. do 8. razreda naša komunikacija odvijala se putem viber grupe. Vrlo brzo sam dobila povratnu informaciju što im sve treba i krenula u nabavku. Osim toga krenula sam u kupovinu dječjeg alata i elektronike koja nam je potrebna.
Ukupan trošak za dječji alat bio je 500 kuna, a za elektroniku 700 kuna. Iako je u planiranju troškova potrebno voditi računa o dodatnim troškovima za koje trenutno tražimo donacije, a to su: dodatni namještaj kao na primjer: radne površine, ormari, police, plastični spremnici, zatim više kompleta dječjeg alata jer jedan nije dovoljan te svakako više kompleta elektronike kako bi sva djeca istovremeno mogla raditi na različitim projektima.

Za izradu naših prvih robot "igračaka" iskoristili smo elektronski otpad i dijelove starih dječjih igračaka.

A. Auto na daljinski
Naš prvi auto na daljinski sastoji se od dva motora od 3V, starog USB kabela, dvije baterije od 1,5V te dva prekidača.

Slika 3. Auto na daljinski, naša prva robot igračka

B. Mini buba
Mini buba sastoji se od dvije ledice, baterije, motora koji vibrira iz starog mobitela i prekidača koji pokreće simulaciju kretanja.

Slika 4. Mini buba, naša druga robot igračka

U izradi robot „igračaka“ naučili smo istraživati, surađivati, testirati, biti strpljivi kad nam ne ide, prepoznati svoje sposobnosti, podijeliti posao, zapravo naučili smo promišljati, razmišljati, analizirati i zaključivati, a sve kroz igru, zabavu i druženje bez straha od neuspjeha.

IV. ARDUINO PLOČICA
Ideja o slaganju robota te uopće robotikom nema smisla bez programa točnije programiranja istog. Iz tog razloga naš sljedeći korak bio je složiti robota kojem je osnova Arduino pločica zahvaljujući kojoj možemo povezati softver i hardver. To je ujedno izvrstan način kako motivirati djecu za učenje programiranja.

Naš prvi robot je preslika mBot robota s novim imenom dakako. A osim elektronike i programa koji njime upravlja, učenici su dijelove robota izradili uz pomoć 3D printera i na taj način proširili znanje u radu s novim tehnologijama.

Slika 5. Naš prvi robot, preslika mBota koji se bazira na Arduino pločici. Robot se samostalno kreće, prepoznaje prepreke te ih izbjegava

Arduino pločicu iskoristiti ćemo za nove projekte u kojima će učenici na zabavan način učiti programirati svijet oko sebe te biti kreativni i inovativni.

V. ZAKLJUČAK
Činjenicu da je hardver postao dostupan svima potrebno je iskoristiti za učenje i to već u najranijoj dobi učenika, usudila bih se reći već od 3. razreda osnovne škole. Inovativnost i kreativnost su ključne kompetencije učenika koje treba razvijati, a ovo je izvrstan način kako to ćiniti. Tehnologija je neizostavan dio budućih zanimanja i svijeta uopće. Ovakav način učenja razvija ključne kompetencije učenika za budućnost, priprema ga za cijeloživotno učenje i ono najvažnije osnažuje ga u realizaciji ideja kroz iskustveno učenje ili učenje stvaranjem.
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Sažetak - Upravljanje znanjem počelo je davno i nije suvremena inovacija informacijske tehnologije, ali s evolucijom ekonomije iz upravljanje prema poduzetničkoj ekonomiji, nazivanoj i ekonomija temeljena na znanju, upravljanje znanjem postaje jedan od temeljnih resursa na koji se temelji efikasnost i efektivnost modernoga poduzeća te čini okocinu njegovih sržnih kompetencija. Znanje postaje najvažniji izvor konkurentne prednosti na tržištu, te uz informaciju i informacijsku infrastrukturu postaje glavna pretpostavka koja intelektualni kapital stavlja u poziciju da stvara vrijednost. Znanja, vještine i kompetencije zaposlenika u organizaciji zapravo su kapital s obzirom da utječu na kompetitivnost te organizacije i ne stavlja u poziciju da stvara vrijednost. Novo znanje postaje glavna pretpostavka koja intelektualni kapital temelji efikasnost i efektivnost modernoga poduzeća, te uz informaciju i informacijsku infrastrukturu postaje glavna pretpostavka koja intelektualni kapital stavlja u poziciju da stvara vrijednost. Znanja, vještine i kompetencije zaposlenika u organizaciji zapravo su kapital s obzirom da utječu na kompetitivnost te organizacije i ne stavlja u poziciju da stvara vrijednost. Novo znanje postaje glavna pretpostavka koja intelektualni kapital temelji efikasnost i efektivnost modernoga poduzeća, te uz informaciju i informacijsku infrastrukturu postaje glavna pretpostavka koja intelektualni kapital stavlja u poziciju da stvara vrijednost. Znanja, vještine i kompetencije zaposlenika u organizaciji zapravo su kapital s obzirom da utječu na kompetitivnost te organizacije i ne stavlja u poziciju da stvara vrijednost. Novo znanje postaje glavna pretpostavka koja intelektualni kapital temelji efikasnost i efektivnost modernoga poduzeća, te uz informaciju i informacijsku infrastrukturu postaje glavna pretpostavka koja intelektualni kapital stavlja u poziciju da stvara vrijednost. Znanja, vještine i kompetencije zaposlenika u organizaciji zapravo su kapital s obzirom da utječu na kompetitivnost te organizacije i ne stavlja u poziciju da stvara vrijednost. Novo znanje postaje glavna pretpostavka koja intelektualni kapital temelji efikasnost i efektivnost modernoga poduzeća, te uz informaciju i informacijsku infrastrukturu postaje glavna pretpostavka koja intelektualni kapital stavlja u poziciju da stvara vrijednost. Znanja, vještine i kompetencije zaposlenika u organizaciji zapravo su kapital s obzirom da utječu na kompetitivnost te organizacije i ne stavlja u poziciju da stvara vrijednost. Novo znanje postaje glavna pretpostavka koja intelektualni kapital temelji efikasnost i efektivnost modernoga poduzeća, te uz informaciju i informacijsku infrastrukturu postaje glavna pretpostavka koja intelektualni kapital stavlja u poziciju da stvara vrijednost. Znanja, vještine i kompetencije zaposlenika u organizaciji zapravo su kapital s obzirom da utječu na kompetitivnost te organizacije i ne stavlja u poziciju da stvara vrijednost. Novo znanje postaje glavna pretpostavka koja intelektualni kapital temelji efikasnost i efektivnost modernoga poduzeća, te uz informaciju i informacijsku infrastrukturu postaje glavna pretpostavka koja intelektualni kapital stavlja u poziciju da stvara vrijednost. Znanja, vještine i kompetencije zaposlenika u organizaciji zapravo su kapital s obzirom da utječu na kompetitivnost te organizacije i ne stavlja u poziciju da stvara vrijednost. Novo znanje postaje glavna pretpostavka koja intelektualni kapital temelji efikasnost i efektivnost modernoga poduzeća, te uz informaciju i informacijsku infrastrukturu postaje glavna pretpostavka koja intelektualni kapital stavlja u poziciju da stvara vrijednost. Znanja, vještine i kompetencije zaposlenika u organizaciji zapravo su kapital s obzirom da utječu na kompetitivnost te organizacije i ne stavlja u poziciju da stvara vrijednost. Novo znanje postaje glavna pretpostavka koja intelektualni kapital temelji efikasnost i efektivnost modernoga poduzeća, te uz informaciju i informacijsku infrastrukturu postaje glavna pretpostavka koja intelektualni kapital stavlja u poziciju da stvara vrijednost. Znanja, vještine i kompetencije zaposlenika u organizaciji zapravo su kapital s obzirom da utječu na kompetitivnost te organizacije i ne stavlja u poziciju da stvara vrijednost. Novo znanje postaje glavna pretpostavka koja intelektualni kapital temelji efikasnost i efektivnost modernoga poduzeća, te uz informaciju i informacijsku infrastrukturu postaje glavna pretpostavka koja intelektualni kapital stavlja u poziciju da stvara vrijednost. Znanja, vještine i kompetencije zaposlenika u organizaciji zapravo su kapital s obzirom da utječu na kompetitivnost te organizacije i ne stavlja u poziciju da stvara vrijednost. Novo znanje postaje glavna pretpostavka koja intelektualni kapital temelji efikasnost i efektivnost modernoga poduzeća, te uz informaciju i informacijsku infrastrukturu postaje glavna pretpostavka koja intelektualni kapital stavlja u poziciju da stvara vrijednost. Znanja, vještine i kompetencije zaposlenika u organizaciji zapravo su kapital s obzirom da utječu na kompetitivnost te organizacije i ne stavlja u poziciju da stvara vrijednost. Novo znanje postaje glavna pretpostavka koja intelektualni kapital temelji efikasnost i efektivnost modernoga poduzeća, te uz informaciju i informacijsku infrastrukturu postaje glavna pretpostavka koja intelektualni kapital stavlja u poziciju da stvara vrijednost. Znanja, vještine i kompetencije zaposlenika u organizaciji zapravo su kapital s obzirom da utječu na kompetitivnost te organizacije i ne stavlja u poziciju da stvara vrijednost. Novo znanje postaje glavna pretpostavka koja intelektualni kapital temelji efikasnost i efektivnost modernoga poduzeća, te uz informaciju i informacijsku infrastrukturu postaje glavna pretpostavka koja intelektualni kapital stavlja u poziciju da stvara vrijednost. Znanja, vještine i kompetencije zaposlenika u organizaciji zapravo su kapital s obzirom da utječu na kompetitivnost te organizacije i ne stavlja u poziciju da stvara vrijednost. Novo znanje postaje glavna pretpostavka koja intelektualni kapital temelji efikasnost i efektivnost modernoga poduzeća, te uz informaciju i informacijsku infrastrukturu postaje glavna pretpostavka koja intelektualni kapital stavlja u poziciju da stvara vrijednost. Znanja, vještine i kompetencije zaposlenika u organizaciji zapravo su kapital s obzirom da utječu na kompetitivnost te organizacije i ne stavlja u poziciju da stvara vrijednost. Novo znanje postaje glavna pretpostavka koja intelektualni kapital temelji efikasnost i efektivnost modernoga poduzeća, te uz informaciju i informacijsku infrastrukturu postaje glavna pretpostavka koja intelektualni kapital stavlja u poziciju da stvara vrijednost. Znanja, vještine i kompetencije zaposlenika u organizaciji zapravo su kapital s obzirom da utječu na kompetitivnost te organizacije i ne stavlja u poziciju da stvara vrijednost. Novo znanje postaje glavna pretpostavka koja intelektualni kapital temelji efikasnost i efektivnost modernoga poduzeća, te uz informaciju i informacijsku infrastrukturu postaje glavna pretpostavka koja intelektualni kapital stavlja u poziciju da stvara vrijednost. Znanja, vještine i kompetencije zaposlenika u organizaciji zapravo su kapital s obzirom da utječu na kompetitivnost te organizacije i ne stavlja u poziciju da stvara vrijednost. Novo znanje postaje glavna pretpostavka koja intelektualni kapital temelji efikasnost i efektivnost modernoga poduzeća, te uz informaciju i informacijsku infrastrukturu postaje glava
Znanje, prema tome, postaje najvažniji izvor konkurentne prednosti na tržištu te je uz informaciju i informacijsku infrastrukturu, pretpostavka koja intelektualni kapital stavlja u poziciju da stvara vrijednost. Program upravljanja znanjem neke organizacije i/ili poduzeća, trebao bi uključivati sve 3 dimenzije: 

- ljude: stvaraju i koriste znanje kao temelj za donošenje ispravnih odluka;
- sadržaj: podaci, informacije i znanja važna za organizaciju, uključujući procese i procedure;
- tehnologije: tehnička infrastruktura i alati koji omogućuju zapisivanje, spremanje i isporuku sadržaja znanja onima koji ga trebaju, onda kada ga trebaju[9].

Tek kad su uključene sve tri dimenzije, organizacija može stvarati dodanu vrijednost i jačati konkurentnu prednost na tržištu, a mjerljivost stvaranja vrijednosti može stvarati dodanu vrijednost i jačati konkurentnu

B. Znanje kao kapital organizacije

Organizacije nastoje znanje pretvoriti u kapital transformiranjem iz apstraktnih kategorije u konkretnu, mjerljivu vrijednost, pri čemu se vrlo često okreću prema 24/7 poslovnom modelu, u kojem je glavna zadaća pretvoriti znanje u dinamički resurs koji se neprekidno koristi u takvom non-stop poslovnom okruženju. Razloga je mnogo: tržište postaje globalno, stopa inovacija raste, sve su složeniji proizvodi i usluge, rokovi za raspoloživost znanja su sve kraći, smanjenje broja zaposlenika postaje opći trend, dolazi do gubitka ljudi i rotacije radnih mjesta. Također, javlja se problem neraspoloživosti znanja kada su potrebna jer su često nedostupna, nekompletna i/ili razdijeljena po organizacijskim segmentima. Osnovni cilj organizacije stoga postaje pretvaranje osobnih znanja koja posjeduju pojedinci u organizacijski kodificirana znanja kao što su standardi, procedure i upute[10].

Dvije su vrste znanja: tacitno znanje koje je teško artikulirati i eksplicitno koje se može izraziti riječima i brojkama te se lako komunicira, procesi i alatima. Tacitno znanje je uvijek jezgara i sredstva za izravnu komunikaciju, dok je eksplicitno znanje objektivnije i lako komunicabilno. Tacitno znanje može biti složenije, a eksplicitno znanje može biti lako razumljivo i razumljivo.

Tek kad su uključene sve tri dimenzije, organizacija može stvarati dodanu vrijednost i jačati konkurentnu prednost na tržištu, a mjerljivost stvaranja vrijednosti može stvarati dodanu vrijednost i jačati konkurentnu

B. Znanje kao kapital organizacije

Organizacije nastoje znanje pretvoriti u kapital transformiranjem iz apstraktnih kategorije u konkretnu, mjerljivu vrijednost, pri čemu se vrlo često okreću prema 24/7 poslovnom modelu, u kojem je glavna zadaća pretvoriti znanje u dinamički resurs koji se neprekidno koristi u takvom non-stop poslovnom okruženju. Razloga je mnogo: tržište postaje globalno, stopa inovacija raste, sve su složeniji proizvodi i usluge, rokovi za raspoloživost znanja su sve kraći, smanjenje broja zaposlenika postaje opći trend, dolazi do gubitka ljudi i rotacije radnih mjesta. Također, javlja se problem neraspoloživosti znanja kada su potrebna jer su često nedostupna, nekompletna i/ili razdijeljena po organizacijskim segmentima. Osnovni cilj organizacije stoga postaje pretvaranje osobnih znanja koja posjeduju pojedinci u organizacijski kodificirana znanja kao što su standardi, procedure i upute[10].

Dvije su vrste znanja: tacitno znanje koje je teško artikulirati i eksplicitno koje se može izraziti riječima i brojkama te se lako komunicira, procesi i alatima. Tacitno znanje je uvijek jezgara i sredstva za izravnu komunikaciju, dok je eksplicitno znanje objektivnije i lako komunicabilno. Tacitno znanje može biti složenije, a eksplicitno znanje može biti lako razumljivo i razumljivo.
b) rotacije radnih mjesta i otkazi ne narušavaju poslovni proces jer pristup ekspertnim znanjima organizaciju čini manje ranjivom;

c) školovanje i vrijeme obuke postojećih i novih zaposlenika je kraće s obzirom na to da viša razina organizacijskog znanja i kulture znači ujedno i kraći te djelotvorniji ciklus edukacije kadrova;

d) viša je razina senzibiliteta zaposlenika na povratne informacije kupaca i drugih tržišnih signala zbog toga što educirani i sposobni zaposlenici bolje mogu prepoznati tržišne signale, kao i brže reagirati na njih;

e) rješavanje zahtjeva kupaca je brže i kvalitetnije, nastali problemi se bolje rješavaju, a rezultat je veće zadovoljstvo i viši stupanj lojalnosti kupaca;

f) zaposlenici koji kvalitetno i uspješno obavljaju svoj posao su motivirani, a pobjednik daju u organizaciji znatno poboljšavaju performance organizacije.

Predstavljanje alata za upravljanje znanjem tek je osnova za uspostavljanje sustava upravljanja znanjem, no svojšestnost tehnologije postiže se tek njezinim osnovama za uspostavljanje sustava upravljanja znanjem, no

D. Znanje kao kapital pojedinca

Promjene na tržištu rada danas su opće poznata stvar u cijelom svijetu, a nezaposlenost mladih problem je kojem se globalno rješenje ne nazire jer svaki dan donosi nove izazove. Iako je, u još ne tako davnoj prošlosti, više obrazovanje i diploma bila „garancija“ zaposlenja, danas se sve češće potvrđuje kao istina: „Ne mogu naći posao jer nemam iskustva, a nemam iskustva jer ne mogu naći posao“. U okolnostima koje se našezgled čine kao začarani krug, poslodavci mladim ljudima sve češće poručuju: „da je lijepo i dobro što znaju baratati vještinama na društvenim mrežama i tehnologijom, ali da je vrijeme da se vrate na 'stare vještine', a to je da znaju komunicirati bez patentnog telefona u ruci i napisati tekst bez pomoći Interneta“[16]. Portal Dnevnik.hr isto tako navodi izvor News.com.au koji prenoseći stavove poslodavaca kaže da 'Igeneracija', osim što je vješta s novim tehnologijama i tehnikama, treba znati uvjeriti poslodavce da su motivirani za rad, komunikaciju, da su pouzdanii i završavaju započeta, da su kao osobe pozitivni i entuzijastični, a odabirom odjeće trebali biti poručivati da su patenti i profesionalni[16].

Kao sve češći razlog koji mlade ljude usporava prilikom traženja posla jest činjenica da im nedostaju 'meke vještine' odnosno 'soft skills', navodi isti izvor tvrdnje analitičar austrijskog Odjela za zaščito i zaščito Ivana Nevila, kao što su primjerice razvijene komunikacijske vještine, rada u timu, viša poziranost u situacijama, prezentacijske vještine, pouzdanost i prilagodljivost na promjene, te da su poslodavci skloniji 'prostititi' nedostatak tehnoloških znanja nego što će primjerice progledati kroz prste kandidatu koji ne bi znao različitim ljudima"[18].

MIPRO 2017/CE
Neke od najčešće traženih "mekih vještina" su – visoka motiviranost, uspostavljanje i odražavanje kvalitetnih odnosa, učinkovitost i rad u timu, komunikacijske vještine, sposobnost rješavanja konflikata, prilagodljivost, poštivanje radne etike, analitičke vještine, vještina kritičkoga razmišljanja, sposobnost brzog učenja, organizacija, planiranje i drugo. Prema nekim autorima navedene se vještine mogu objediniti pod pojmom "emocionalna inteligencija"[19] pa tako Goleman, kao jedan od vodećih na tom području, navodi kako naša emocionalna inteligencija određuje potencijal za učenje djelatnog vještina koje se temelje na pet elemenata: samosvijest, motivacija, samokontrola, empatija i prilagodljivost u odnosima. Naša emocionalna kompetencija, pak, govori o tome koliko smo svoga potencijala preveli u djelatne"[20]. Bitno je napomenuti i kako se emocionalne kompetencije, prema Golemanu, mogu podijeliti na osobnu kompetenciju i društvenu kompetenciju.

Osobna kompetencija odražava sposobnost nošenja s vlastitim poteškoćama te uključuje:
- samosvijest – emocionalna svjesnost, točna samoprocjena i samopouzdanje;
- samosvladavanje – samokontrola, vjerojatnost, savjesnost, prilagodljivost, inovativnost;
- motiviranost – težnja za postignućem, predanost, inicijativa, optimizam;

Društvena kompetencija odražava sposobnost ophođenja u odnosima s okolinom te uključuje:
- empatiju – razumijevanje drugih, potpomaganje drugih, usmjerenost prema klijentu, oslonac na razmolkostima, politička svijest;
- društvena umijeća – utjecajnost, komunikativnost, razješavanje sukoba, vodstvo, poticanje promjena, stvaranje veza, suradnja, sposobnosti timskoga rada.

Navedene kompetencije odnosno vještine, one su koje čine razliku među kandidatima koji se pripjavljuju za isti posao te su često presudne za dobivanje posla naročito u tržištu kada tehnologija i znanja zastarijeva, a osobito u IT sektoru koji se neprestano razvija i širi, pa tehnologija zastarijeva, a sustav 'kako-je-nekad-bilo' ne funkcionira[27].

Udruga Osijek Software City u lipnju 2016. godine provedla je istraživanja o mišljenju poslodavaca iz IT sektora o znanjima i vještinama osječkih studenata, a kriteriji nisu uključivali samo bazna tehnička znanja i vještine (algoritmi i strukture podataka, objektno-orientirano programiranje, upravljanje softverskim projektima, internet tehnologije i razvoj web aplikacija, razvoj mobilnih aplikacija, rad s bazama podataka, testiranje i osiguravanje kvalitete), već i 'soft skills' (usvajanje novih znanja i vještina, samostalnost u radu i motiviranost) te opći dojam. Rezultati su pokazali da su osječki studenti uglavnom svjesni važnosti soft skills vještina, čime su poslodavci zadovoljni, te da najmanje znanja stječu u tehničkom aspektu, dok im je motivacija i želja za učenjem uglavnom na zadovoljavajućoj razini[28].

Ponukani navedenim spoznajama o sustavu upravljanja znanjem u organizaciji, utjecajem vlastitog angažmana pojedinca na 'samopromociju' i 'samoprodaju', te rezultatima istraživanja Udruga Osijek Software City, autori su proveli istraživanje na studentskoj populaciji Visokog učilišta Algebra kako bi iz rezultata bilo razvidno koliko su studenti upoznati s kretanjima na tržištu rada te koliko su svjesni presudne uloge vlastitog angažmana i društvenih vještina u pronašću posla i daljnjem napretku karijere.

E. Istraživanja

Istraživanje je provedeno kroz anketni upitnik na studentskoj populaciji Visokog učilišta Algebra. Anketni upitnik ispunilo je 70 studenata. (tablica I). Sami upitnik sastojao se od općih podataka i pitanja sa višestrukim izborom vezanih uz temu ovoga rada. Na svako pitanje moglo se odgovoriti odabirom jednog ili više odgovora. Sama obrada podataka rezultata ankete napravljena je kroz program Excel i program za analitičku obradu podataka Orange.
Osnovna hipoteza ovog istraživanja je da studenti ne preduj dovoljno veliku važnost motiviranju za rad, te mekim vještinama, već najviše vjeruju u tehničku znanja stećena na fakultetu.

Jedno od temeljnih pitanja ovog istraživanja bilo je pitanje što studenti smatraju bitnije ili što im je po prioritetu važno za budući pronalazak posla? Istraživanje je pokazalo da najveći prioritet imaju tehnička znanja i vještine, te „soft skills“. Zanimljivo je što je diploma fakulteta dosta nisko rangirana na listi prioriteta. Detaljan prikaz dobivenih rezultata prikazan je u tablici 2. Ako izdvojimo samo tehničku znanja i društvene vještine, odnosno proanaliziramo odgovore na pitanje „Smatrate li društvene/tehničke vještine bitnim u pronalasku posla?“ (slika 1) vidljivo je da je podjednaki broj studenata odgovorilo potvrdno za jednu i drugu vještinu. Tehnička vještine odgovor da 55%, a za društvene vještine 50% studenata je odgovorilo potvrdno.

Rezultati pokazuju da je ipak veliki broj studenata osvješten s činjenicom da osim bitnih tehničkih vještina (kao što su npr. algoritmi i strukture podataka, objektno orijentirano programiranje, upravljanje softverskim projektima, internet tehnologije i razvoj web aplikacija, razvoj mobilnih aplikacija, rad s bazama podataka, testiranje i osiguravanje kvalitete) su ipak bitne i društvene vještine (kao što su npr. vještine komuniciranja, e-komunikacije). Po pitanju kvalitete usvajanja znanja 49% studenta smatra da ima kvalitetno i sustavno usvajanje znanja, njih 18% djelomično, a samo njih 2% smatra da ne sustavno i ne kvalitetno usvaja nova znanja.

Ono što se ističe kao jako bitno u upravljanju znanjem, a samim time i pojedinca pokazuje se samopromocija. Rezultati anketiranja (Slika 2.) pokazuju da su studenti vrlo skloni samopromociji. Čak njih 20% nikada, 48% vrlo rijetko radi bilo kakav oblik samopromocije, a tek samo 3% se samopromovira.

Završni dio ispitivanja i analize posvećen je prioritetima za uspjeh na poslu. Rezultati prioritora prikazani su u tablici 3. Iz tablice je vidljivo da kao i kod prioriteta kod pronalaska posla, tako i za sam uspjeh na poslu studenti najbitnijim smatraju tehnička znanja i vještina (njih 13%). Drugi po listi prioritora je sposobnost komuniciranja (njih 10%) što u biti spada u „soft skills“.

Najmanji prioritet kod uspjeha na poslu studenti su dali utjecajnosti (njih 4%), te diplom i osobnosti (njih 5%).
III. Zaključak

Upravljanje znanjem postaje jedan od temeljnih resursa na kojima se temelji efikasnost i efektivnost modernog poduzeća. Osim tehničkih znanja i vještina, društvene vještine postaju ključne za upravljanje znanjem pojedinca, pa tako i poduzeća. Ključnim se pokazuje investicija u vještine koje podržavaju interakcije u poslovnim svrhom lancima. Osim tehničkih znanja i vještina, korisni su i srodni znanja, kao i samopromocija ili slično.

Provedeno istraživanje na studentskoj populaciji Visokog učilišta Algebra je pokazalo da studenti najvišeg prioriteta smatraju svoja tehnička znanja i vještine što se neposredno odnose na njihov uspjeh u poslovnom svijetu. Studenti su se većinom istaknuli vještine koje se odnose na profesionalnu učinkovitost.
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Sažetak - Razvoj informacijskih i komunikacijskih tehnologija snažno je utjecao na razvoj obrazovanja na svim razinama pa se uz tradicionalne oblike učenja pojavilo online učenje. Osnovne prednosti tradicionalne nastave kao konvencionalnog načina poučavanja i učenja liećem u liće sadržane su u socijalnom i interaktivnom elementu (face-to-face interakcije), dok je online učenje na daljinu, nazivano još i e-ucenje ili učenje temeljeno na webu, koncipirano kao nastava u kojoj su skupine studenata razdvojene, a poučavanje i učenje odvija se uz pomoć računala kao medija za komuniciranje. Online učenje često je asinkrono odnosno ne odvija se u stvarnom vremenu, ali može biti i sinkrono, pri čemu nastavnik i studenti imaju međusobnu interakciju uživo, u stvarnom vremenu, kao što je slučaj na Visokom učilištu Algebra na kojem studenti mogu predavanja pratiti putem videokonferencijskog sustava. Cilj rada bio je na primjeru studentske populacije Visokog učilišta Algebra istražiti koji oblik nastave, učenja i poučavanja studenti preferiraju: tradicionalnu (licem u lice) ili online nastavu, kao i koju vrstu interakcije studenti preferiraju prilikom svladavanja novih znanja i vještina: uživo ili na daljinu te postoji li povezanost između preferiranog oblika nastave, poučavanja i učenja u odnosu na to preferiraju li komunikaciju liećem u liće ili računalno posredovanu komunikaciju.

I. UVOD

Razvojem informacijskih i komunikacijskih tehnologija te njenim prodiranjem u sve segmente društva, stvorila se potreba za promjenom samog načina učenja i obrazovanja kao doniranog pokretača razvoja društva.

U nastavnom procesu najvažnija je komunikacija između predača i studenata. Shodno promjenama koje u obrazovanju unose konstireњe suvremenih tehnologija, posljednjih nekoliko desetljeća fokus s učitelja, kao i učenika čime učitelj postaje samo jedan od resursa u nastavnom procesu. Sukladno tome, online učenje može se jednostavno definirati kao „sustav u kojem su resursi za učenje, uključujući i samog nastavnika, učenicima dostupni putem interneta“ [1]. U stručnoj literaturi se kao prednosti online učenja, nasuprot klasičnom učenju liećem u liće u učionici, najčešće ističu vremenska i novčana fleksibilnost, smanjeni vremenski i novčani troškovi koji bi nastali u slučaju da se profesor i studenti moraju sastati u učionici. Također, u usporedbi s tradicionalnom nastavom u učionici, jedan od nedostataka online učenja jest sloboda koju studenti imaju u smislu da ih predača ne vidi pa pravo i ne moraju pratiti predavanja već mogu raditi što žele, ali i činjenica da prilikom e-učenja može doći do različitih tehničkih problema kao što su kvar mikroforma ili kamere u dvoranii ili učionici, problemi s internetskim vezom ili problemi koje studenti mogu imati na svojim računalima pomoću kojih sudjeluju nastaviti. Takvih problema u tradicionalnoj nastavi liećem u liće nema.

S obzirom na to da se profesor i studenti ne nalaze na istim lokacijama, stjecanje znanja online učenjem, kao i njihova međusobna interakcija, vrše se uz pomoć računala [3]. U stručnoj literaturi se primjeri online učenja nasuprot klasičnom učenju u učionici, najčešće ističu vremenska i novčana raznina pa se uz tradicionalne oblike učenja pojavilo online učenje. S obzirom na to da se profesor i studenti ne nalaze na istim lokacijama, stjecanje znanja online učenjem, kao i njihova međusobna interakcija, vrše se uz pomoć računala [3]. U stručnoj literaturi se učenja online učenje, kao i prilikom e-učenja može se jednostavno definirati kao „sustav u kojem su resursi za učenje, uključujući i samog nastavnika, učenicima dostupni putem interneta“ [1]. U stručnoj literaturi se kao prednosti online učenja, nasuprot klasičnom učenju liećem u liće u učionici, najčešće ističu vremenska i novčana fleksibilnost, smanjeni vremenski i novčani troškovi koji bi nastali u slučaju da se profesor i studenti moraju sastati u učionici. Također, u usporedbi s tradicionalnom nastavom u učionici, jedan od nedostataka online učenja jest sloboda koju studenti imaju u smislu da ih predača ne vidi pa pravo i ne moraju pratiti predavanja već mogu raditi što žele, ali i činjenica da prilikom e-učenja može doći do različitih tehničkih problema kao što su kvar mikroforma ili kamere u dvoranii ili učionici, problemi s internetskim vezom ili problemi koje studenti mogu imati na svojim računalima pomoću kojih sudjeluju nastaviti. Takvih problema u tradicionalnoj nastavi liećem u liće nema.
Sve više obrazovnih institucija u nastavi uvodi različite informacijske i komunikacijske tehnologije, a nasuprot klasičnoj nastavi licem u lice u učionici, različite informacijske i komunikacijske tehnologije, a nastava se izvodi bez kontakt-a nastavnika licem u lice [6].

Interakcija, kao aktivn o odnos očituje se u međusobnom djelovanju osoba koje obostrano određuju svoja ponašanja na temelju stavova koja jedna prema drugoj zauzimaju. Stoga komunikaciju možemo definirati kao proces stvaranja značenja između dvije ili više osoba [11]. Najveći dio interakcije ostvaruje se putem komunikacije. Interakcija prilikom nastave u kojoj predavač ne vidi svoje studente otežana je iz nekoliko razloga. Ukoliko tijekom predavanja ima pitanja, ta se pitanja postavljaju s odmakom od nekoliko sekundi i predavač se mora zaustaviti kako bi pročitao i odgovorio na pitanje. Situacija u kojoj predavač vidi pitanje i na njega odgovora, ali ne vidi istovremenu reakciju na svoj odgovor u smislu mimike lica, geste ili položaja tijela otežava samo shvaćanje predavača je li odgovor koji nudi dovoljno jasan [9].

Stoga, kao što je navodi CARNet, “komunikacija licem-u-lice mnogo je fleksibilnija i neposrednija te omogućava brzo i lako iznošenje uputa, dobivanje povratnih informacija, dogovaranje, podjelu zadataka i učenja”. Nakon što je začeo znanstveni prirodno-vještinski i socijalno-vještinski vještinski u toku velikom dana studenti uskoro se na istom mjestu susreću, a to je izuzetno važno za shvaćanje svog učenja i razvoj novih vještina. Ukoliko se studenti odluče za tradicionalan oblik nastave obvezni su dolaziti na predavanja u postotku koji je propisan pravilnikom Visokog učilišta. Ako se odluče za predavanja online, nastavu prate putem videokonferencijskog sustava. Upotrebom video-konferencijskih sustava moguće je stvoriti obrazovno okruženje koje se malo razlikuje od tradicionalne učionice, ali posjeduje sve vrijednosti obrazovanja na daljinu. „Video-konferencija još uvijek nisu najpopularniji alati za učenje na daljinu, ali nove tehnologije i novi programi potrebni za taj oblik komunikacije putem računara omogućavaju sve veću primjenu tih sustava” [10].

### A. Opis uzorka

Istraživanje je realizirano na Visokom učilištu Algebra tijekom siječnja 2017. godine odnosno u zimskom semestru akademske godine 2016./2017. na uzorku od 91 studenata 1. i 2. godine prediplomskih studija Primijenjenog računarstva, Multimedijalnih tehnologija i Digitalnog marketinga u školskoj godini 2016./2017. od ukupno aktivno upisanih 712 studenata na prediplomske i diplomske studije Visokog učilišta Algebra. Također, zbog malog udjela ispitanika ženskog spola, kao i izvanrednog statusa studenata, rezultati ovog istraživanja nisu prema tim varijablama predočeni u prikazu.

Tablica I. prikazana je struktura sudionika s obzirom na upisani studij, spol, status studija i upisanu studijsku godinu.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Studenti</th>
<th>Modeli</th>
<th>Ženski</th>
<th>Radni čas</th>
<th>Izvanredni</th>
<th>Prva godina</th>
<th>Druga godina</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### B. Ciljevi istraživanja

Svrha provedenog istraživanja bila je:

- Ispitati koji oblik izvođenja nastave studenti preferiraju: licem u lice ili online te identificirati značajke koje izdvajaju kao prednosti preferiranog oblika nastave.
- Utvrditi koju vrstu interakcije i komunikacije studenti preferiraju.
Uočiti postoji li korelacija preferiranog oblika izvođenja nastave u odnosu na preferirane vrste interakcije i komunikacije.

**C. Korišteni instrumenti u istraživanju**

Anketni upitnik sastojao se od ukupno 10 pitanja, koji je dijelom sadržavao unaprijed ponuđene odgovore zatvorenog tipa, te je 8 od 10 pitanja imalo ponuđenu opciju slobodnog unosa odgovora kao i mogućnost višestrukog izbora. 1 pitanje imalo je unaprijed ponuđene odgovore na skali od 5 stupnjeva Likertovog tipa (uvijek, često, povremeno, rijetko, nikad) te su imali mogućnost jednostrukog odabira odgovora na navedena 2 pitanja. Studentima je objašnjena svrha ispitivanja, te su zamoljeni da iskreno odgovore na pitanja.

**D. Rezultati istraživanja**

Većina podataka dobivenih u ovom istraživanju su kvalitativni, stoga, iako su odgovori ispitanika osim kvalitativnom obrađeni i kvantitativnom analizom, statističke mjere centralne tendencije i varijabilnosti nije bilo moguće prikazati.

**a) Preferirani oblik/oblici izvođenja nastave te njihove prednosti**

Studentima je postavljenje pitanje 1. Koji oblik izvođenja nastave preferirate? U upitniku su unaprijed ponuđene odgovore opcije: a) Online nastavu (putem videokonferencijskog sustava), b) Nastavu licem u lice i c) Drugo (što)? I sudionik nije odgovorio na pitanje, N=90. Kao što je prikazano na Slici 1., sudionici su mogli birati više odgovora, a ukupna frekvencija odgovora je 93. Čak 79% sudionika preferiraju rad sa licem u lice, a online nastavu (putem videokonferencijskog sustava) preferira 13%. Za treći ponuđeni odgovor sa slobodnim unosom odlučilo se 8% sudionika, od kojih je 4% navelo kombinaciju dvije vrste nastave, dok je 4% sudionika navelo sljedeće: individualne konzultacije, projekte s profesorima i video snimke kakve ima profesor (matematička na Visokom učilištu Algebra) Toni Milun.

**Slika 1. Preferirani oblik/oblici izvođenja nastave**

Drugo pitanje anketnog upitnika glasilo je: Koje biste značajke online nastave (putem videokonferencijskog sustava) izdvojili kao prednosti: a) Nastavu možete pratiti s bilo koje lokacije, b) Fleksibilnost u usklađivanju poslovnog i obiteljskog života, c) Umrežavanje nastavnika i studenata, d) Smanjenje troškova poput transporta, materijala za učenje i obroka, e) Učestalost vremena (za transport, pauze ili „rupe“ između predavanja), f) Mogućnost samostalnog rada, g) Komunikacija sa predavačima, brojem kolega/studenata (kad to želimo), h) Fleksibilnost u usklađivanju sustava za poslovno i obiteljsko živote. Dodatno, 40% njih smatra prednošću online nastave to što omogućava veću fleksibilnost u usklađivanju poslovnog i obiteljskog života, a 39% ispitanika kao prednost percipira smanjenje troškova poput transporta, materijala za učenje i obroka, 22% umrežavanje nastavnika i studenata, a 19% mogućnost samostalnoga rada. Komunikacija sa manjim brojem kolega/studenata, a 50% ispitanika smatra izravnu interakciju s drugim studentima glavnom prednošću nastave licem u lice (face to face) izdvojili kao prednosti: a) Izravna interakcija (kad to želimo), b) Fleksibilitet u usklađivanju nastave i pauziranja bez „rupe“, c) Mogućnost samostalnog rada, d) Smanjenje troškova poput transporta, materijala za učenje i obroka, e) Ušteda vremena (za transport, pauze ili „rupe“ između predavanja), f) Mogućnost samostalnog rada, g) Komunikacija sa predavačima, brojem kolega/studenata (kad to želimo), h) Fleksibilnost u usklađivanju sustava za poslovno i obiteljsko živote.

Treće pitanje bilo je: Tempus forum online lekcija u lice (face to face) izdvojili kao prednosti: a) Izravna interakcija sa nastavnicima, b) Izravna interakcija sa drugim studentima, c) Smanjenje troškova poput transporta, materijala za učenje i obroka, d) Smanjenje troškova poput transporta, materijala za učenje i obroka. dodatne prednosti: a) Izravna interakcija sa nastavnicima, b) Izravna interakcija sa drugim studentima, c) Komunikacija sa predavačima, brojem kolega/studenata (kad to želimo), d) Fleksibilnost u usklađivanju sustava za poslovno i obiteljsko živote, e) Učestalost vremena (za transport, pauze ili „rupe“ između predavanja), f) Mogućnost samostalnog rada, g) Komunikacija sa predavačima, brojem kolega/studenata (kad to želimo), h) Fleksibilnost u usklađivanju sustava za poslovno i obiteljsko živote. Dodatno, 74% sudionika smatra izravnu interakciju s drugim studentima, a 70% kao prednost online nastave, a 53% smatra izravnu interakciju s drugim studentima.
Četvrto pitanje glasilo je: Koliko često biste koristili mogućnost online nastave kada bi vam se ona brojila u dolaznost na nastavu? Studentima su ponuđene opcije odgovore na skali od 5 stupnjeva Likertovog tipa učestalosti (uvijek, često, povremeno, rijetko, nikad). Svi sudionici su odgovorili na pitanje, N=91. Studenti na Visokom učilištu Algebra nastavu mogu pratiti online putem videokonferencijskog sustava, ali samo predavanja, dok za vježbe tu opciju ne mogu koristiti.

Također, bitno je istaknuti kako im se praćenje nastave putem videokonferencijskog sustava ne broji u obveznu dolaznost, koju redoviti studenti, prema Pravilniku o studijima i studiranju trebaju ostvariti 50% iz predavanja i 70% iz vježbi, a izvanredni 40% iz predavanja i 60% iz vježbi. Navedeno pitanje imalo je za svrhu istražiti koliki postotak studenata bi tu opciju koristio češće kad bi im ta opcija povećala obveznu dolaznost koju trebaju ostvariti kako bi dobili potpis predmetnog nastavnika iz nekog kolegija odnosno kako bi mogli polagati kolegij.

Na šesto pitanje: Koju vrstu interakcije prilikom učenja (svladavanja novih znanja i vještina) preferirate? 52% sudionika je odgovorilo da najviše preferiraju kad im nove nastavne sadržaje izravno licem-u-lice prenosi nastavnik/mentor (učenje: mentor/nastavnik-student), a čak 47% kad sami svladavaju sadržaj predavanja (učenje: student-sadržaj), dok 25% ispitanika preferira kad nove nastavne sadržaje svladava s kolegama studentima (učenje: student-student), a 20% kad nove nastavne sadržaje svladava putem tehnoloških medija (učenje: student-online interaktivni informacijski i komunikacijski sustav). 3% ispitanika kao vlastite odgovore navelo je da preferiraju učenje s društvom, rad na projektima, rad na vežbama. 2 ispitanika nije odgovorilo na šesto pitanje, N=89, a odgovori su prikazani postotno u Tablici II.

Iz odgovora ispitanika vidljivo je da bi samo njih 40% tražili online nastavu u načinu izvođenja nastave. Četvrto pitanje glasilo je: Koliko često biste koristili mogućnost online nastave kada bi vam se ona brojila u dolaznost na nastavu? Studentima su ponuđene opcije odgovore na skali od 5 stupnjeva Likertovog tipa učestalosti (uvijek, često, povremeno, rijetko, nikad). Svi sudionici su odgovorili na pitanje, N=91. Studenti na Visokom učilištu Algebra nastavu mogu pratiti online putem videokonferencijskog sustava, ali samo predavanja, dok za vježbe tu opciju ne mogu koristiti.

Također, bitno je istaknuti kako im se praćenje nastave putem videokonferencijskog sustava ne broji u obveznu dolaznost, koju redoviti studenti, prema Pravilniku o studijima i studiranju trebaju ostvariti 50% iz predavanja i 70% iz vježbi, a izvanredni 40% iz predavanja i 60% iz vježbi. Navedeno pitanje imalo je za svrhu istražiti koliki postotak studenata bi tu opciju koristio češće kad bi im ta opcija povećala obveznu dolaznost koju trebaju ostvariti kako bi dobili potpis predmetnog nastavnika iz nekog kolegija odnosno kako bi mogli polagati kolegij.

Iz odgovora ispitanika vidljivo je da bi samo njih 10% tradičnu nastavu zamijenilo online nastavom. Četvrtina ispitanika (25%) bi mogućnost online nastave koristila vrlo često uz tradicionalni oblik održavanja nastave, a 37% povremeno. 8% sudionika izražavaju online nastavu ne bi preferirala ni u kom slučaju, a 20% tu opciju bi koristila u rijetkim slučajevima.

Odgovori na peto pitanje prikazani su postotno na Slici 2., a pitanje je glasilo: Biste li klasičnu nastavu zamijenili online nastavom kad bi postojala ta mogućnost na Visokom učilištu Algebra? Na pitanje su ponuđene sljedeće opcije odgovora: a) Da, zamijenio bih ju u potpunosti, b) Da, djelomično bih ju zamijenio, c) Ne bih ju uopće zamijenio, d) Nemam mišljenje. Na postavljeno pitanje nije odgovorio 1 ispitanik, N=90. Od ukupnog broja odgovora ispitanika, 50% studenta, 25% ispitanika, 15% ispitanika i 10% studenata odgovorila je "Da, zamijenio bih ju u potpunosti", a 40% ispitanika, 25% studenta, 15% ispitanika i 10% studenata odgovorila je "Da, djelomično bih ju zamijenio", a 20% studenta, 15% ispitanika i 10% ispitanika odgovorila je "Ne bih ju uopće zamijenio", a 5% ispitanika, 5% studenta i 5% studenta odgovorila je "Nemam mišljenje". 12% ispitanika, 12% studenta i 12% studenta odgovorili su "Drugo".

Iz odgovora na peto pitanje, N=90: Koju vrstu interakcije prilikom učenja (svladavanja novih znanja i vještina) preferirate? 52% sudionika je odgovorilo da najviše preferiraju kad im nove nastavne sadržaje izravno licem-u-lice prenosi nastavnik/mentor (učenje: mentor/nastavnik-student), a čak 47% kad sami svladavaju sadržaj predavanja (učenje: student-sadržaj), dok 25% ispitanika preferira kad nove nastavne sadržaje svladava s kolegama studentima (učenje: student-student), a 20% kad nove nastavne sadržaje svladava putem tehnoloških medija (učenje: student-online interaktivni informacijski i komunikacijski sustav). 3% ispitanika kao vlastite odgovore navelo je da preferiraju učenje s društvom, rad na projektima, rad na vežbama. 2 ispitanika nije odgovorilo na šesto pitanje, N=89, a odgovori su prikazani postotno u Tablici II.

Kao odgovor na sedmo pitanje: Koju vrstu interakcije prilikom neobaveznog druženja s kolegama studentima preferirate? 84% studenata navelo je da prilikom neobaveznog druženja preferiraju interakciju lice u lice, a samo 6% preferira izključivo online komunikaciju, dok 10% ispitanika oba oblika smatra jednako prihvatljivima. 2 ispitanika nije odgovorilo na navedeno pitanje, N=89.

Iz odgovora na osmoh pitanje, N=89: Koju vrstu komuniciranja s kolegama studentima preferirate?, prikazanim na slici 3., skristaliziralo se da se 71% ispitanika i s kolegama studentima preferira komunikaciju licem u licem, a online (e-mail, sm, chat...) samo 13%. 16% studenta podjednako preferira obje mogućnosti.
Odgovori na deveto pitanje, vidljivi na Slici 4., Koju vrstu komuniciranja s nastavnicima/mentorom preferirate? Pokazali su da čak 80% ispitanika i nastavnicima/mentorom preferira komunikaciju licem u licem, dok online komunikaciju (e-mail, sms, chat...) preferira 10%, kao i da 10% podjednako koristi obje mogućnosti, te to ovisi o temi ili im je svejedno. 2 studenata nije odgovorilo na pitanje, N=89.

Slika 4. Preferirana vrsta komunikacije studenata s nastavnicima/mentorom

Odgovori na posljednje, deseto pitanje, N=89: Koju vrstu komunikacije prilikom neobaveznog druženja preferirate? Pokazali su da najviše ispitanika, njih 81%, prilikom neobaveznog druženja preferira komunikiranje u malim grupama (licem u lice) ili komunikaciju jedan na jedan (licem u lice), njih 47%. Online komunikaciju (e-mail, sms, chat...) u malim grupama preferira 25% sudionika istraživanja, a komunikaciju s 1 osobom putem online komunikacije (e-mail, sms, chat...) preferira 21% studenata. U velikim grupama preferira komunicirati (licem u lice) samo 13% studenata, dok ih samo 7% u velikim grupama preferira komunicirati online (e-pošta, sms, chat...).

IV. ZAKLJUČAK

Iako online nastava kao i e-učenje zbog mnogih mogućnosti što pružaju moderne informacijske i komunikacijske tehnologije, postaju sve češći oblik izvođenja nastave, istraživanje na primjeru studenta Visokog učilišta Algebra pokazalo je da studenti u većem broju slučajeva preferiraju tradicionalne oblike nastave. S obzirom na nedostatak recentnih istraživanja preferencija studenata u načinu izvođenja nastave, istraživanje na primjeru studenta Visokog učilišta Algebra pokazalo je da studenti u većem broju slučajeva preferiraju tradicionalne oblike nastave. S obzirom na nedostatak recentnih istraživanja preferencija studenata u načinu izvođenja nastave, online nastavu prate online te mnogim prednostima od kojih se osobito ističu vremenska i financijska ušteda, studenti Visokog učilišta Algebra i dalje najiniju klasičnoj nastavi licem u lice.

Naime, pokazalo se da studenti, kako u neformalnoj interakciji i komunikaciji s kolegama, tako i u komunikaciji s nastavnicima, ipak preferiraju komunikaciju licem u lice te da ne bi u potpunosti klasičnu nastavu zamijenili online nastavom. S obzirom na postotak odgovora na korist komunikacije licem u lice u svim segmentima interakcije, na temelju dobivenih rezultata, unatoč ubrzanom razvoju informacijskih i komunikacijskih tehnologija i prednosti koje pruža, vidljivo je da studenti, kako u osobnom, tako i u studentijskoj interakciji preferiraju komunikaciju licem u lice.
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Sažetak - Pojava i korištenje interneta promijenili su cjelokupan život suvremenog čovjeka, a bez interneta komunikacija i u privatnom i u poslovnom svijetu postaje gotovo nezamisliva. Shodno tome, nije zanemariv niti utjecaj interneta na promjenu jezika odnosno na stvaranje tzv. mrežnog jezika ili netspeaka. Netspeak je usko povezan s engleskim kao globalnim jezikom, ali ima vlastita razlikovna obilježja u svojim pojavnostima. U ovom radu prikazana su osnovna obilježja netspeaka, kao posebnog jezika, kratica i izraza koje ljudi koriste u komunikacijskim putem interneta, te su prikazani rezultati istraživanja provedenog na studentskoj populaciji Visokog učilišta Algebra o utjecaju interneta na vokabular mladih i u kojoj mjeri studenti koriste „kodirani domaći jezik“ odnosno netspeak razini situacija u kojima će se i netspeak odatka dobivenih iz eng. speak odatka eng. speak znači odgovora studenata u provedenoj anketi pokazalo se da koristi netspeak dominira u neformalnoj online komunikaciji, ali da se u formalnoj online komunikaciji i dalje radije koriste riječi iz hrvatskog standardnog jezika.

I. UVOĐ

Pojava i korištenje interneta promijenili su cjelokupan život suvremenog čovjeka, a bez interneta komunikacija i u privatnom i u poslovnom svijetu postaje gotovo nezamisliva. Sve više pojedinaca upotrebljava internet u svrhu komuniciranja što donosi promjene na razini konkretno jezike rječki prakse koja se formira u e-komunikaciji. Računalno posredovana komunikacija (engl. CMC – computer-mediated communication) koncem prošloga stoljeća postala je važna komunikacijsko sredstvo pojedinaca te se njegova uporaba proširila na poslovno područje i edukaciju, a počela se također upotrebljavati i u „rekreacijskim“ svrhem [1].

II. UTJECAJ RAČUNALNO POSREDOVANE KOMUNIKACIJE NA JEZIK

Poznajemo više tipova računalno posredovane komunikacije odnosno mrežnih situacija u kojima će se i jezik znatno razlikovati, a što je elektronička pošta (e-mail) odnosno korištenje računalnih sustava za prijenos poruka između korisnika: pričaonice (chatgroups) koje podrazumijevaju rasprave o određenoj temi organizirane po „sobama“ (chatovima) na specijaliziranim internet stranicama; zatim virtualni svjetovi (Virtual worlds) tj. zamišljeni okruženja; te svjetska mreža (World Wide Web) koja označava skup povezanih internetom [2].

Računalno posredovana komunikacija svojstva korisnike s novom mogućnošću pisanja koja uključuje neke ključne značajke govora, pogotovo ako je riječ o sinkronnim tipovima računalne komunikacije (primjerice pričalice) gdje se komunikacija odvija „uživo“. Takvo komuniciranje, odnosno razgovor, postoji jedino kroz pisanje što je posebna novina [1]. U klasičnoj govornoj komunikaciji oslanjamo se na neverbalne elemente komunikacije te na kontekst u kojemu je poruka smještena. U računalno posredovanoj komunikaciji širi vidik kontekstova u velikom je broju slučajeva odsutan je i tako poštijetnik poruke uočen s manjkom nekih kontekstualnih elemenata zbog čega ne može kontrolirovati kako će primatelj poruke tu poruku interpretirati. Dakle, govoreći o značajkama računalno posredovane komunikacije nasuprot klasične govorne, susrećemo se s pojmovima sinkrono i asinkrono pri čemu je bitno naglasiti da je „govorni jezik sinkron upravo zbog toga što je vrijeme njegove produkcije jedini pravilno jednako vremenu njegove „potrošnje“ dok se pisani jezik smatra asinkronim jer postoji vremenska razlika između pisanja teksta i njegova čitanja“ [1]. Iako se načini uporabe mreže često preklapaju i međusobno ne isključuju, uspostavljen je pojam mrežnoga jezika koji se naziva netspeak [3].

A. Netspeak

Mrežni jezik (engl. netspeak) se kao oblik kombinacije oslanja na karakteristike koje obilježavaju, kako govornu, i pisano komunikaciju: „kratkocu, kovanje novih riječi, često pokazuju i međusobne ne isključuju, uspostavljen je pojam mrežnoga jezika koji se naziva netspeak [3].

Iako, dakle, njegovo ime sugerira da se netspeak koristi samo u govornu (eng. speak znači govoriti), on se jednako tako koristi i u pisanju. Danas se komunikacija između dvoje ili više sudionika najčešće odvija putem tekstualnih poruka i elektroničke pošte jer je postalo lakše...
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poslati jednu tekstualnu poruku većem broju ljudi odnosno lakše je napisati jednu elektroničku poštu i poslati je na više adresa nego svakom sudioniku pojedinačno.

Zanimljivo je također promotriti razlike između službene, poslovne pisane komunikacije i neslužbene, svakodnevne pisane komunikacije. U poslovne komunikacije na papiru ubrajamo poslovna pisma i memorandume, a u elektroničke pisane poslovne komunikacije ubrajamo elektroničku poštu, Web i čavrljanje (chat komunikacije). Što se tiče stila i jezika u poslovojnoj pisanoj komunikaciji sadržaj poruke treba biti precizan, jasan i stroži nego svakom sudioniku.

III. ENGLISH KAO GLOBALNI JEZIK


A. Studenti i upotreba engleskog jezika

Jedan od razloga tako široke rasprostranjenosti uporabe engleskog jezika je to što mu je većina stanovništva najviše izložena. U Hrvatskoj smo okruženi glazbom na engleskom jeziku, gledamo filmove koji nisu sinkronizirani, imamo pristup knjigama i časopisima na engleskom jeziku i koristimo ga za pretraživanje interneta. Mnogi u glavnom koriste internet za sve navedene radnje, a budući da je pristup internetu u našoj zemlji omogućen u gotovo svim privatnim i javnim prostorima, neprestano su izloženi engleskom jeziku.
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Internet World Stats na svojoj službenoj stranici navodi da je 30. lipnja, 2016. procijenjeno kako na svijetu ima 3,611,758,813 internet korisnika, a engleski jezik koristi 58% građana starijih od 15 godina, a svakodnevno korištenje njime najviše je zastupljeno kod najmlađih (15 do 17 godina – 94% te kod 18 do 24 godine – 90%) [13]. U istraživanju iz 2007. godine, Engleske jezice potrebe hrabrih studenata, Narančić Kovač i Cindrić dolaze do podataka u kojima "skoro svi ispitani studenti (99,2%) izjavljuju da je engleski jezik za njih nužan i nezaobilazan ne samo u profesionalnom (i obrazovnom) području nego, čak i znatno više, u njihovu privatnom životu. Najčešća situacija u kojoj studenti trebaju engleski jezik jest služenje internetom" [14].

B. Komunikacija mladih danas

Komunikacija je proces razmjene informacija preko dogovorenog sistema znakova, odnosno proces slanja informacija sebi ili bilo kojem drugom entitetu, najčešće putem jezika. Riječ komunikacija doslovno znači: podijeliti, učiniti nešto općim ili zajedničkim [15]. Prof.dr.sc. Anja Nikolić Hoyt u svom predavanju Simbolički aspekti uporabe suvremenoga engleskog jezika: konstruiranje prestižnih i poželjnih identiteta, kaže: "Kao dio društvene strukturiranosti mladi obrazuju se i stvaraju svoj svijet, koji je način na koji se može postiži sile vlastitih stvari, s ciljem onog nešto većeg koja se ne može postići samotom. Mladih ljudi obično koriste engleski jezik za njihovu komunikaciju i izražavanje svojih identiteta pripadnika mlade generacije [16]. Mladi u Hrvatskoj se koriste engleskim jezikom, ali isto tako mnoge engleske riječi riječ koriste i u svakodnevnoj komunikaciji na hrvatskom jeziku (npr. thanks, please, sorry, email, site, web itd.). Novi jezik koji ujedinjuje mlade svijeta mijenja se zbog utjecaja medija i moderne tehnologije. Korišćenjem zajedničkog jezika postajemo dio jednog, jednakog svijeta.

Netizens je kovanica engleskih riječi „Internet“ i „citizens“, a opisuje „grđane mreže“ tj. osobe koji aktivno sudjeluju u online komunikaciji [17]. Da bi postali „punoopravni“ netizens potrebno je poznavati netspeak uz poznavanje netiquettea. Netiquette je pojam koji se odnosi na smjernice ili pravila poželjnog ponašanja u Internet zajednici i komunikaciji [18], odnosno riječ je o internetskom bontonu koji služi kao putokaz na tim komunikacijskim putevima [19].

IV. ISTRAŽIVANJE – PRIMER STUDENATA VISOKOG UČILIŠTA ALGEBRA

A. Opis uzroka


S obzirom na mali udio ispitanika ženskog spola, kao i izvanrednog statusa studija, rezultati ovog istraživanja nisu predočeni prema tim varijablama u prikazu, a prosječna dob sudionika ovog istraživanja je između 18 i 20 godina. U Tablici I. prikazana je struktura sudionika s obzirom na upisani studij, spol, status studija i upisanu studijsku godinu.

C. Instrumenti korišteni u istraživanju

Anketni upitnik koji se sastoji od ukupno 11 pitanja sudionici su popunjavali anonimno pismenim putem. Podaci su prikupljeni ispitivanjem pomoću upitnika koji je na 10 pitanja sadržavao unaprijed ponuđene odgovore zatvorenog tipa, a na 1. pitanju postojala je mogućnost i slobodnog unosa odgovora. Unaprijed ponuđeni odgovori bili su izraženi frekvencijama (uvijek, često, praktično, rijetko, nikad). Sudionicima istraživanja objašnjena je svrha istraživanja te su zamoljeni da iskreno odgovore na pitanja iz anketnih upitnika.

V. REZULTATI ISTRAŽIVANJA

Odgovori ispitanika obrađeni su kvalitativnom i kvantitativnom metodom.

a) Korištenje angilzama ili izvornih engleskih riječi naspram hrvatskih riječi za izraze koji se tiču interneta

Na pitanje: Koristite li jezično sučelje za sustav Windows: a) Na engleskom jeziku, b) Na hrvatskom

B. Svrha istraživanja

Ciljevi provedenog istraživanja bili su saznati:

- Koriste li sudionici i koliko često angizlame ili izvorne engleske riječi naspram hrvatskih riječi za izraze koji se tiču interneta?
- Koriste li sudionici i koliko često angizlame ili izvorne engleske riječi i emotikone za izražavanje emocionalnih staca?
- Poštiju li sudionici ili barem nastoje poštovati pravopisna pravila hrvatskog standardnog jezika?

TABLICA I. STRUKTURA SUDIONICA ISTRAŽIVANJA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Upisani studijski status</th>
<th>Digitalni marketing</th>
<th>Multimedijsko računarstvo</th>
<th>Primijenjenim računarstvom</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Broj studenata (N)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spol</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muški</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ženski</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redoviti</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Izvanredni</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studijska godina</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prva godina</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Druga godina</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
jeziku ili c) Drugo (što)?, N=92, čak 79% sudionika odgovorilo je da koristi jezično sučelje za sustav Windows na engleskom jeziku, 18% na hrvatskom jeziku, a tek 3% sudionika unijelo je vlastiti odgovor: "kombinacija sučelja na engleskom i hrvatskom jeziku", "ruski jezik", "Mac na engleskom jeziku".

Sudionicima je bilo postavljenj pitanje: Koliko često koristite anglizme ili izvorne engleske riječi za izraze koji se tiču interneta (npr. mail, site, web) u neobaveznoj privatnoj online komunikaciji? Svi sudionici su odgovorili na pitanje, N=92, a čak 79% ispitanika uvijek ili često koristi anglizme ili izvorne engleske riječi za izraze koji se tiču interneta, kao što su npr. mail, site i web, njih 20% to čini povremeno, a samo 2% rijetko. Niti jedan sudionik ispitivanja nije naveo da te izraze ne koristi baš nikad.

Treće pitanje bilo je: Koliko često koristite anglizme ili izvorne engleske riječi za izraze koji se tiču interneta (npr. mail, site, web) u službenoj komunikaciji online (za potrebe studija) s nastavnim i nenastavnim osobljem Visokog učilišta Algebra? Iz odgovora sudionika, N=92, iskristaliziralo se da gotovo polovica ispitanika, njih ukupno 49% često ili uvijek koriste anglizme ili izvorne engleske riječi za izraze koji se tiču interneta, kao što su mail, site, web, i u službenoj online komunikaciji (za potrebe studija) s nastavnim i nenastavnim osobljem Visokog učilišta Algebra, iako je taj postotak manji nego u neobaveznoj privatnoj online komunikaciji u kojoj to čini više od ¼ ispitanika. Povremeno i rijetko to čini njih čak 49%, a samo 2% ispitanika to ne čini nikad.

Na pitanje: Koliko često radjete koristite hrvatske riječi za izraze koji se tiču interneta (npr. e-pošta, stranica, mreža) u neobaveznoj privatnoj online komunikaciji? odgovor ispitanika, N=92, pokazali su da 25% ispitanika nikada u neobaveznoj privatnoj online komunikaciji ne koriste hrvatske riječi za izraze koji se tiču interneta, kao što su npr. e-pošta, stranica i mreža, rijetko ih koristi gotovo polovica, njih 49%, povremeno 18%. Samo 7% studenata ispitanika to čini često, a uvijek samo 1%. Temperljem odgovora na pitanje: Koliko često radjete koristite hrvatske riječi za izraze koji se tiču interneta (npr. e-pošta, stranica, mreža) u službenoj komunikaciji online (za potrebe studija) s nastavnim i nenastavnim osobljem Visokog učilišta Algebra?, N=92, vidljivo je da je u službenoj online komunikaciji (za potrebe studija) s nastavnim i nenastavnim osobljem Visokog učilišta Algebra, nešto veći postotak studenata nastoji koristiti hrvatske riječi za izraze koji se tiču interneta, kao što su te e-pošta, stranica, mreža, pa tako njih 13% to čini često ili uvijek, 76% povremeno ili rijetko, a nikad 11%, što je više nego upola manje nego u privatnoj neobaveznoj komunikaciji.

a) Korištenje anglizama ili izvornih engleskih riječi i emotikona za izražavanje emocionalnih stanja

Šesto pitanje bilo je: Koliko često koristite anglizme ili izvorne engleske riječi za izražavanje emocionalnih stanja (kao što su npr. thanks ili thx) u neobaveznoj privatnoj online komunikaciji?, N=91. 17% sudionika uvijek koristi anglizme ili izvorne engleske riječi u neobaveznoj privatnoj online komunikaciji kako bi izrazili emocionalno stanje, a 35% ispitanika to čini često. 39% studenata to čini povremeno ili rijetko, a 8% ispitanika za izražavanje svojih emocionalnih stanja u neobaveznoj privatnoj online komunikaciji ne koristi anglizme ili izvorne engleske riječi.

Sedmo pitanje: Koliko često koristite emotikone ili izvorne engleske riječi za izražavanje emocionalnih stanja (kao što su npr. thanks ili thx) u službenoj komunikaciji online (za potrebe studija) s nastavnim i nenastavnim osobljem Visokog učilišta Algebra?, N=91, pokazalo je da je u službenoj komunikaciji online (za potrebe studija) s nastavnim i nenastavnim osobljem Visokog učilišta Algebra, studenti puno manje koriste anglizme ili izvorne engleske riječi za izražavanje emocionalnih stanja, pa tako uvijek to čini samo 2%, a često 8%. Povremeno ili rijetko to čini 40%, ali čak 49% nikad, odnosno gotovo polovica ispitanika.

Osmo pitanje anketnog upitnika bilo je: Koliko često koristite emotikone u službenoj komunikaciji online (za potrebe studija) s nastavnim i nenastavnim osobljem Visokog učilišta Algebra? Prema odgovorima sudionika, N=91, vidljivo je da je u službenoj online komunikaciji rjeđe koriste emotikone nego u privatnoj neobaveznoj komunikaciji, pa tako čak 64% studenata emotikone u službenoj komunikaciji uopće ne koristi, a 30% to čini rijetko ili povremeno. Samo 3% ispitanika emotikone koristi često u službenoj online komunikaciji s nastavnim i nenastavnim osobljem Visokog učilišta Algebra, dok se za odgovor uvijek nije odlučio niti jedan sudionik.

b) Poštivanje pravopisnih pravila hrvatskog standardnog jezika

Deseto pitanje postavljeno studentima bilo je: Koliko često nastojite poštovati pravopisna pravila hrvatskog standardnog jezika u neobaveznoj privatnoj online komunikaciji?, N=91. U neobaveznoj privatnoj online komunikaciji pravopisna pravila hrvatskog standardnog jezika 14% ispitanika nikad ne nastoji poštovati, a 38% ispitanika to čini povremeno ili rijetko. 29% studenata to nastoji činiti često, a 17% uvijek.

Jedanaestoj postavljanje pitanja glasio je: Koliko često nastojite poštovati pravopisna pravila hrvatskog standardnog jezika u službenoj komunikaciji online (za potrebe studija) s nastavnim i nenastavnim osobljem Visokog učilišta Algebra?, N=91. U službenoj online komunikaciji (za potrebe studija) s nastavnim i nenastavnim osobljem Visokog učilišta Algebra čak 63% studenata nastoji poštovati pravopisna pravila hrvatskog standardnog jezika, a 27% to nastoji činiti često. Povremeno ih to nastoji činiti tek 7%, a rijetko ili nikad ukupno samo 2% studenata sudionika ovog istraživanja.
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V. ZAKLJUČAK

Mrežni jezik (eng. netspeak) je termin skovan prije desetak godina kako bi opisao novi oblik komunikacije koji se oslanja na kratkocu, kovanje novih riječi, često uporabu žargonja, izostavljanje interpuncijalnih znakova i velikih slova, a koji je vrlo blisko povezan s engleskim kao globalnim jezikom.

Proučavanjem dostupne literature, uočen je nedostatak recentnih istraživanja širenja i utjecaja mrežnog jezika. Naime, većina značajnijih studija fokusira se na leksičke promjene u jeziku pod utjecajem interneta, odnosno leksičko-semantičku obrazu mrežnog jezika, nasuprot čemu je cilj ovoga rada bio, na studentskoj populaciji Visokog učilišta Algebra, istražiti učestalost korištenja netspeaka u formalnoj i neformalnoj komunikaciji.

Studenti Visokog učilišta Algebra spadaju u dobru skupinu koja internet koristi svakodnevno, što za slanje i primanje tekstualnih poruka i elektroničke pošte, što za proučavanje događaja na društvenim forumima, uočena je, a zatim i za razgovore uživo. Upravo zbog specifičnosti IT područja u kojem se studenti Visokog učilišta obrazuju, a u kojem je posebno neizostavno svakodnevno korištenje računala i interneta, dodatno je zanimljivo bilo istražiti u kojoj mjeri studenti transformiraju jezični praksu u službenoj i neslužbenoj online komunikaciji koristeći „kodirani domaći jezik” odnosno mješavinu engleskog i hrvatskog jezika.

Istraživanje je bilo fokusirano na elektroničku poštu (email) kao dominantan tip računalno posredovane komunikacije između studenata i nastavnog/nenastavnog osoblja na Visokom učilištu Algebra. Jezik elektroničkih poruka veoma je heterogen te varira od poruka koje su formalne do poslovnih poruka u kojima se uglavnom poštju norme hrvatskog standardnog jezika.

Svjesni činjenice da se mrežni jezik uvek u svoje segmente komunikacije, prvotna pretpostavka bila da studenti danas netspeak pojačano koriste, kako u formalnoj, tako i u neformalnoj komunikaciji. Samo istraživanje provedeno među studentima Visokog učilišta Algebra pokazalo je da je širenje netspeka i dalje ograničenog obujma, odnosno, na što ukazuju i sami rezultati ankete, da netspeak ipak dominira u neformalnoj online komunikaciji između studenata dok se u formalnoj online komunikaciji sa nastavnim i nenastavnim osobljem studenti i dalje radije koriste riječima iz hrvatskog standardnog jezika.
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Suvremene metode poučavanja u vojnom obrazovanju

Darko Možnik
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Hrvatsko vojno učilište „Dr. Franjo Tuđman“
Ilica 256B, Zagreb, Republika Hrvatska
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I. UVOD

U RH se za potrebe obrambenih i vojnih sustava u području vojnog obrazovanja na Hrvatskom vojnom učilištu „Dr. Franjo Tuđman“ organizira, priprema i provodi e-učenje. E-učenje i učenje na daljinu primijenjuju se u obrambenim i vojnim sustavima zemalja članica NATO saveza i EU. U obrambenim i vojnim sustavima zemalja članica NATO saveza e-učenje se koristi i primjenjuje pod nazivima: JADL (engl. Joint Advanced Distributed Learning) i ADL (engl. Advanced Distributed Learning).

Open source sustavi za upravljanje učenjem tj. LMS-ovi (engl. Learning Management Systems) MOODLE (engl. Modular Object-Oriented Dynamic Learning Environment) i MERLIN najviše koriste akademske zajednice, a u obrambenim i vojnim sustavima zemalja članica NATO saveza i EU koristi se, uz navedene sustave, i ILIAS (njem. Integriertes Lern Informations und Arbeitsko-operations System). U MORH-u i OS RH u sustavu vojnog obrazovanja za e-učenje se koriste LMS sustavi MOODLE, MERLIN i ILIAS kao platforme i skupovi alata.

Također, na HVU „Dr. Franjo Tuđman“ provodi se projekt “Uvođenje novih načina usvajanja i održavanja znanja” odnosno e-obrazovanje u OS RH i MORH-u.

Određeni pripadnici OS RH i djelatnici MORH-a, a poglavito nastavnici Hrvatskog vojnog učilišta „Dr. Franjo Tuđman“ osposobiljeni su vlastitim resursima, učinkovitim korištenjem LMS-ova MOODLE, MERLIN i ILIAS, razvijaju i primjenjuju online ADL tečajeve i module za obrambene i vojne potrebe.

Jedan od oblika usavršavanja nastavnika, na početku akademske godine, je provedba tečaja Suvremene metode poučavanja u vojnom obrazovanju.

Svrha je poboljšati kvalitetu provedbe nastave za polaznike vojnih škola usvajanjem suvremenih nastavnih tehnika i metoda od strane nastavnika

Provedbom tečaja unaprijedit će se nastavna umijeća vojnih nastavnika kroz siječnjačku područja: poticanje timskog rada između polaznika škola, osposobljavanje nastavnika za provedbu suvremenih metoda nastave korištenjem kreativnih modela nastave (kreativno čitanje, kritičko čitanje i drugo), uvođenje inovacija, problemsko-istraživački modeli, recepcijsko-estetički modeli, egzemplarno-paradigmatski modeli, multimedijsko-više izvorni modeli, vođenje razreda i fleksibilno rješavanje nastalih izazova u provedbi nastave.

II. VOJNO OBRAZOVANJE

HVU, kao buduća sveučilišna sastavnica ili samostalna sveučilište, kroz vojni vojnovi sustav treba osigurati proces stvaranja vojne profesije kao uvjet primjene znanosti i umijeća. Profesionalne vojne kompetencije uvjet za stjecanje odgojnih vrijednosti. U nastavi imamo odnos modela, od modela učenja do modela stvaralaštva. Za proces poučavanja najvažniji je odnos...
između nastavnika i učenja. Učenje poučavanjem se razlikuje od učenja stvaralaštvom. Za stvaralaštvo je važnije pitanje *kako*, nego što. Kod poučavanja je bitnije što (sadržaj) a ne kako (način, metoda). Ipak ne bi se moglo reći da su poučavanje i učenje stvaralaštvom radnje suprotne jedna drugoj. Podučavanje je umijeće i znanost.

**Poučavanje** (što) je za danas, a **učenje** (kako) je za sutra.Tradicionalna nastava transformira se u učenje putem stvaralaštva. Stvaralaštvo je najveća čovjekova ambicija. Trebamo naučiti učiti.

**Modeli kreativne nastave**


Na ovome svijetu nema toga što bi pročišćavalo bolje od mudrosti. „Mudrost koju temeljito naučimo nikada nećemo zaboraviti.“ (Pitagora)

**Nastavne strategije**

Pod *nastavim strategijama* podrazumijevamo ukupnost odnosa zasnovanih na pojedinačnoj i simultanoj primjeni oblika, metoda i sredstava nastavnog rada. Postoje tradicionalne i suvremene nastavne strategije. Također, postoje alternativni i kreativni modeli u nastavi.

**Suvremeni nastavni modeli** ili kreativni modeli nastave su:

1. kreativno-stvaralački modeli - na sistematičan način upućuje recipijente u sadržaje, metode i tehnike stvaralačkog rada. Krajnji cilj je razvijanje sposobnosti stvaralačkog mišljenja.
2. problemsko-otkrivajući/istraživački modeli - Sadržaj ovog modela čine istraživačka-misaoani postupci: formuliranje problema, dekomponiranje, formuliranje hipoteza, sastavljanje plana istraživanja, zaključivanje problema i sastavljanje liste problema.
3. recepcijsko-estetički modeli - zasnivaju se na postupku recepcije podataka. Učenik se javlja kao aktivna ličnost koja prima poruke, obavlja njihovu preradu i transformaciju.
4. ejejističko-sintetički modeli - pružaju mogućnost za spoznavanje u nastavi, ali i za biološko-psihološke, pedagoško-didaktičke i estetsko-etičke sadržaje kojima se djeluje, osim na kognitivno i na afektivno i konativno (voljno) podrucje učeničke ličnosti.
5. algoritamsko-matematički modeli. Ovaj model najveći doprinos u osposobljavanju za stvaralaštvo daje procesima samostalnog otkrivanja algoritama i razvršavanju procesa stvaralačkog mišljenja.
6. egzemplarno-analogni/paradigmatski modeli predstavljaju veliku mogućnost u osposobljavanju učenika za samoučenje, ali istodobno pruža mogućnost učenicima za istraživački rad. Nastavnik ne izlaze cjelokupno gradivo nego uzima ograničeno dio gradiva, egzemplar, uzorni sadržaj, i to izlaže učenicima.
7. multimedijsko-vidjezovni modeli oslobađaju ličnost učenika uniformnosti i monoističkih nastavnih postupaka.
8. compjutorsko-simulacijski modeli imaju veliki edukativni i konativni značaj za razvoj svakog pojedinca. Dvije kratke riječi koje imaju presudnu ulogu - počnite odmah.
9. književno-umjetnički modeli ili kreativno-umjetnički modeli na vrlo jednostavan i svakom pristupačan način uvode u procese stvaralaštva. To su konkretni mentalni procesi koji vode rješenjima, idejama, konceptualizaciji, umjetničkim formama, teorijama i proizvodima koji su jedinstveni i koji su novost i
10. strukturalno grafički omogućavaju na poseban način razvijanje stvaralačkih sposobnosti učenika. [1]

Svaki model sadrži se u sebi više podmodela koji nude alternativne i pluralističke mogućnosti stvaralaštva u nastavi.

Vrijednost primjene svakog modela ovisi od njegovog odnosa prema ostalim modelima.

Kreativni nastavnici su glavni pokretači i inspiratori stvaralačkih aktivnosti svojih učenika i studenata. Ovim modelima se tradicionalna nastava u školi/fakultetu može transformirati u učenje putem stvaralaštva. Modeli su otvoreni, što znači da se mogu mijenjati, dopunjavati, transformirati i kombinirati. Smisao modelskog pristupa je upravo u činjenici što su neovezujući i što ih svaki nastavnik može primijeniti prema svojim potrebama i mogućnostima.

Bitno je za kreativne metode nastave: znati - znanje, htjeti - volja i smjeti - hrabrost.

**Tehnike i metode učenja**

Tehnike učenja su umjetnost ili spretnost da se koriste tehnike stvaralačkog rada. Krajnji cilj je razvijanje stvaralačkih sposobnosti učenika.

**A. E-učenje**

E-učenje je vrsta komunikacijskog kanala, kanala kroz koji se odvija učenje.

Postoje dvije skupine definicija e-učenja i to: 1. skupina "tehničkih" definicija stavlja naglasak na tehnologiju (na "e" dio u imenu). Primjer jedne od "tehničkih" definicija glasi: "E-obrazovanje je bilo koji oblik učenja, poučavanja ili obrazovanja koji je potpomognut uporabom računalnih tehnologija, a posebno računalnih mreža temeljenih na..."
Internet tehnologijama.“ i 2. skupina "pedagoških" definicija ima naglasak na obrazovanju, tj. na učenju i poučavanju ("learning" dio u imenu). Jedna od takvih definicija je: "E-learning je interaktivna ili dvomjeran proces između nastavnika i učenika uz pomoć elektroničkih medija, pri čemu je naglasak na procesu učenja, dok su mediji samo pomoćno sredstvo koje upotpunjuje taj proces [3]." U skladu s navedenim e-ucenje je presjek dvaju svjetova, i to: svijeta „informacijskih i komunikacijskih tehnologija“ i svijeta „obrazovanja“. E-ucenje kao oblik obrazovanja postoji na više razina: kao po potpuno samostalan oblik, ali i kao sastavni dio ili nadopuna klasičnog obrazovanja. Proširena klasifikacija ili "vremenska crta" e-obrazovanja prikazuje obrazovanje kao kontinuum e-ucenja.

B. Učenje na daljinu

Učenje na daljinu (engl. distance learning, distance education) je obrazovanje ili obuka koja se nudi učeniciima na različitim mjestima odnosno fizički udaljenima od učitelja ili izvora informacija. U praksi je učenje na daljinu puno složenije od ove definicije jer uključuje korišćenje novih tehnologija i novih interaktivnih nastavnih metoda. Termin učenje na daljinu u novije vrijeme se zamijenio terminom online učenje, čime se naglašava da je riječ o posebnom obliku e-learninga ili e-obrazovanja.

Department of Defense (DoD) je uvidio da sa konstanim brzim i neplaniranim promjenama lokacija vojnih snaga ne može omogućiti konstantnu potrebu za edukacijom u novim tehnologijama. Pošto je vremenski interval razmještaja postrojbiji kao i vrijeme implementiranja novih tehnologija kraće sve više pojavljuje se potreba za edukacijom "right time, right place", gdje je vrijeme često sada, a mjesto bilo gdje na planeti. Dolazi se do zaključka da u informacijskom dobu vojska mora biti sprema odgovoriti na nove prijetnje odmah i sada sa najnovijim tehnologijama. Kao odgovor na takve izazove razvijalo se i dalje se razvija e-ucenje odnosno JADL i ADL čija je svrha postavljanje okvira koji će omogućiti DoD službenicima (od ratnika - do tajnika) pristup: a) kvalitetnoj edukaciji i treningu prema individualnoj potrebi, b) relativno mali troškovi i c) kada god i gdje god to bude potrebno. Kao jedna od najvećih prednosti učenja na daljinu smatra se to što omogućuje stalno učenje (engl. lifelong learning) i profesionalno usavršavanje.

E-ucenje omogućuje izbor mjesta, vremena i trajanja učenja. Također, omogućuje pristup udaljenim korisnicima kojima je preskupu putovati. Kvalitetno oblikovan sustav e-ucenja omogućuje prilagodbu korisniku uz praćenje dinamike i kvalitete prijeđenog sadržaja, a sam sadržaj, kako bi ostavio odgovarajući dojam i bio što jasniji, nije riječ o istim oblicima obrazovanja. E-ucenja omogućava: učenje prilagođeno individualnim potrebama studenta (bilo kada, bilo gdje), aktivno sudjelovanje studenata, aktualnije i ažurnije obrazovanje i aktivna uloga polaznika, a kvalitetna povratna informacija, izravno praćenje napretka u procesu učenja. Učenje na daljinu omogućuje: učenje na daljinu u novim tehnologijama, koje se učenje na daljinu omogućuje prilagodbu korisniku uz praćenje dinamike i kvalitete prijeđenog sadržaja, a sam sadržaj, kako bi ostavio odgovarajući dojam i bio što jasniji, nije riječ o istim oblicima obrazovanja.

V. KONCEPT, UPRAVLJANJE I TEHNIKE E-UCENJA

a) KONCEPT E-UCENJA

Danas je sveprisutna potreba ali i želja da se unaprijedi kvaliteta i dostupnost različitih obrazovnih programa. Pri tome je obrazovanje postalo cjeloživotnim procesom i potrebom, pa se briga o dostupnosti i kvaliteti odnosi na sveukupni ciklus cjeloživotnog obrazovanja. E-ucenje je proces obrazovanja (proces učenja i poučavanja) uz uporabu informacijske i komunikacijske tehnologije, koja pri tome doprinosi unaprijedjenju kvalitete toga procesa i kvalitete ishoda obrazovanja.

E-ucenje omogućava: učenje prilagođeno individualnim potrebama studenta (bilo kada, bilo gdje), aktivno sudjelovanje i aktivnu ulogu studenata, aktualnije i ažurnije obrazovne materijale, globalni pristup različitim obrazovnim sadržajima, smanjenje „pritiska“ na fizičke resurse (omo- gućavajući virtualne učionice, virtualne laboratorije), više...
komunikacije nastavnik-student i student-student, timski rad, projektni rad nastavnika i studenta, bolju iskoristenost vremena (za kvalitetnije sadržaje) pri kontaktima nastavnik-student, samostalnu provjeru znanja i kontinuirano mjerenje i praćenje napretka studenta [7].

To je učenje i poučavanje koje je usmjereno na studente.

b) UPRAVLJANJE PROCESIMA E-UČENJA


PLANIRANJE procesa e-učenja je iznimno bitan za cjelokupni uspjeh e-učenja, a najčešće obuhvaća aktivnosti od analize suvremenih trendova u obrazovanju i identificiranje karakteristika polaznika tečajeva za e-učenje; zatim osmišljavanje okoline za učenje koja odgovara vremenu sadržaja, ciljanoj publici i tehničkoj platformi te odabira odgovarajuće platforme za e-učenje; pa sve do formuliranja očekivanih ishoda e-učenja i izrade operativnog plana odnosno scenarija e-učenja. Cilj faze planiranja procesa e-učenja je osmišljavanje ishoda i scenarija e-učenja prema određenom kontekstu. Ishodi učenja predstavljaju instrumenat razvoja plana i programa, te provjere njegove konzistentnosti. Na razini programa preporučeno je definirati 15 do 30 ishoda učenja, na razini predmeta 5 do 10, a na razini nastavne cjeline 5 do 15 ishoda učenja [9].


PLANIRANJE procesa e-učenja je iznimno bitan za cjelokupni uspjeh e-učenja, a najčešće obuhvaća aktivnosti od analize suvremenih trendova u obrazovanju i identificiranje karakteristika polaznika tečajeva za e-učenje; zatim osmišljavanje okoline za učenje koja odgovara vremenu sadržaja, ciljanoj publici i tehničkoj platformi te odabira odgovarajuće platforme za e-učenje; pa sve do formuliranja očekivanih ishoda e-učenja i izrade operativnog plana odnosno scenarija e-učenja. Cilj faze planiranja procesa e-učenja je osmišljavanje ishoda i scenarija e-učenja prema određenom kontekstu. Ishodi učenja predstavljaju instrumenat razvoja plana i programa, te provjere njegove konzistentnosti. Na razini programa preporučeno je definirati 15 do 30 ishoda učenja, na razini predmeta 5 do 10, a na razini nastavne cjeline 5 do 15 ishoda učenja [9].

2. CBT (engl. Computer Based Training)

CBT je obrazovni ili obučni tečaj dostavljen direktno na studentsko računalo putem CD-ROM-a ili nekog drugog uređaja za pohranu. On se razlikuje od ADL-a po tome što se ne isporučuje preko weba ili putem sustava za upravljanje učenjem.

Slika 7. Oznaka ili logo za CBT

3. „URONJENO“ UČENJE (engl. Immersive learning)

„Uronjeno“ (engl. Immersive) učenje koristi računalno simulirano okruženje koje se događa u stvarnom životu ili hipotetsku situaciju u grafički bogatom i dinamičnom okruženju. Studenti su stavljeni u situaciju i uključeni su u proces učenja kroz interaktivne simulacije i igre temeljene na game-based aplikacijama. Immersive učenje podupire jednog učenika ili više malih timova da rade zajedno kako bi riješili problem, uvježbali tehnike ili poboljšali svoje vještine.

4. MOBILNO UČENJE (engl. M-learning)

Mobilno učenje (engl. M-learning) je uporaba prijenosnih računalnih uređaja, kao što su različiti iPad-i i drugi tableti, prijenosna računala, osobni digitalni pomoć-nici (PDA) i pametni telefoni povezani s bežičnim mrežama. To omogućuje da se podučavanje i učenje proširu na prostore izvan tradicionalne učionice te daje nastavnicima i polaznicima povećanu fleksibilnost i nove mogućnosti za interakcije koje su prikladne i dostupne virtualno s bilo kojeg mjesta.

5. SURADNIČKO ILI KOLABORATIVNO UČENJE

Suradničko ili kolaborativno učenje (engl. Collaborative learning) podupire nastavu kroz interaktivne metode ili online komunikacije koristeći društvene medijanske alate kao što su chat sobe, tribine i video alate kao što su webi-nari i web-emitiranja. Ovi alati se mogu implementirati u učionici i online okruženju kako bi podržali tijek nastave. Oni daju mogućnost velikom broju polaznika da rade zajedno s nastavnikom-instruktorem.

6. KOMBINIRANO ILI HIBRIDNO UČENJE

VI. LMS SUSTAVI

U zemljama članicama NATO saveza i EU koriste se LMS-ovi: ILIAS, MOODLE i MERLIN. LMS sustavi koji se koriste na HVU su: ILIAS i MOODLE (MERLIN).


Slika 8. Mobilno učenje (engl. M-learning)

Slika 10. Kombinirano ili hibridno učenje

Slika 9. Suradničko ili kolaborativno učenje

Slika 11. LMS sustav ILIAS
HVU „Dr. Franjo Tuđman“ je u procesu transformacije u visoko obrazovnu i znanstveno-istraživačku vojnu ustanovu odnosno instituciju tij. sastavnicu sveučilišne zajednice. Od 2014. godine provodi dva nova predдiplomska sveučilišna studijska programa za potrebe OS RH. Vizija je da se uvođenjem e-učenja želi u procesu obrazovanja ostvariti aktivan partnerski odnos nastavnika i polaznika, prilagođen osobinama i potrebama svakog polaznika, s jasno postavljenim obrazovnim ciljevima i jasno dodijeljenim odgovornostima za postizanje tih ciljeva. Uvođenjem i aktivnom primjenom e-učenja HVU „Dr. Franjo Tuđman“ namjerava ostvariti četiri strateška cilja: unaprijediti kvalitetu obrazovanja, omogućiti nastavnicima i studentima ostvarivanje novih uloga u obrazovnom procesu, povećati konkurentnost i dostupnost učilišta i učilišnih programa i osposobiti studente za uporabu tehniologija cjeloživotnog učenja.

I u europskom, kao i u hrvatskom, vojnom obrazovanju ponuđen je određeni broj tečajeva i zajedničkih modula u području e-učenja. Svaki od njih obuhvaća IDL i f2f fazu. Sadašnje sposobnosti su na zavidnoj razini, a njihovim daljnjim razvojem, koje su precizirane Smjernicama za daljnje unapređenje sustava e-učenja, osnažit će se novim sposobnostima, a polaznici će sistematički postojeca i usvojiti nova znanja, vještine i sposobnosti kojima će biti osposobljeni za još učinkovitije njihovo primjenu u svakodnevnim zadaćama.

VIII. ZAKLJUČAK

U informacijskom društvu i vremenu e-učenje dobiva sve više na značenju poglavito u europskom i hrvatskom vojnom obrazovanju. Prikazane su suvremene metode poučavanja i sustavi koji se koriste za njihovu primjenu na HVU „Dr. Franjo Tuđman“. I na taj način dostiže se postavljeni ciljevi poboljšanja i unapređenja kvalitete i nastavna umijeća tijekom provedbe nastave na HVU „Dr. Franjo Tuđman“. Prikazan je proces umrežavanja sa NATO i EU organizacijama koje provode vojno obrazovanje. Nastavnici (vojni i sa sastavnica Sveučilišta u Zagrebu) koji provode nastavu - obrazovanje pripadnika OS RH primjenjuju suvremene metode poučavanja koje su stekli na istoimenom tečaju „Suvremene metode poučavanja“ na kome su definirani ishodi učenja i detaljno je razrađen sadržaj tečaja. Načini praćenja kvalitete provedbe suvremenih metoda poučavanja osiguravaju stjecanje izlaznih kompetencija. „Znanjem u budućnost“ moto je sadašnjih naraštaja i ostat će moto i naraštajima koji će doći na vojno obrazovanje u škole Hrvatskog vojnog učilišta „Dr. Franjo Tuđman“ u Zagrebu.
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Sažetak - Nastavni predmet Informatika uveden je u hrvatski školski sustav prije nekoliko desetljeća kada je središnja tema bila izučavanje svojstava računalnih sustava. Međutim, danas se naglasak stavlja na računalne postupke i algoritme koje su primjenljive u svim granama ljudske djelatnosti uključujući sva područja znanosti i obrazovanja. Međutim, danas se naglasak stavlja na računalne postupke i središnja tema bila izučavanje svojstava računalnih sustava.

Strukovne udruge i visokoškolske ustanove koje djeluju u području informacijskih i komunikacijskih tehnologija i računarstva zadnjih nekoliko godina upozoravaju na važnost uvažavanja tih činjenica i s tim u vezi pripreme su niz preporuka za preobrazbu hrvatskog obrazovnog sustava. U ovom se radu podrobnije opisuju te aktivnosti kako bi se ukazalo da preporuke za preobrazbu nastave informatike nisu samo trenutna inspiracija pojedinaca ili manjih interesnih skupina već da one imaju široku potporu u svim gospodarskim i obrazovnim sredinama. Okrugli stolovi održani u zadnje tri godine okupili su učitelje i nastavnike osnovnih i srednjih škola, predstavnike akademske zajednice, gospodarstvenike i predstavnike prosvjetnih vlasti. Svi ti skupovi istaknuli su potrebu korijenite promjene nastave informatike u hrvatskom obrazovnom sustavu.

U ovom se prikazu predstavljaju osnovne postavke i preporuke četiriju većih okupljanja koji su održani tijekom 2014. i 2015. i to:

- okrugli stol pod naslovom Digitalna pismenost i računarstvo u predvisokoškolskom obrazovnom održan u okviru 37. međunarodnog skupa MIPRO 2014 u svibnju 2104. godine u Opatiji. Okrugli stol organizirale su četiri strukovne udruge: Hrvatska udruga za informacijsku i komunikacijsku tehnologiju, elektroniku i mikroelektroniku (MIPRO), Hrvatska sekcija IEEE, Hrvatska ACM sekcija i Hrvatsko društvo za promicanje informatičkog obrazovanja (HDPIO) [1].
- okrugli stol pod nazivom Informatika u novom Okviru nacionalnog kurikuluma i kompetitivnost Hrvatske održan u okviru godišnjeg skupa Računalo u školi u organizaciji Hrvatskog društva za promicanje informatičkog obrazovanja (HDPIO) u rujnu 2014. godine u Šibeniku [2].
- okrugli stol Nastava informatike u hrvatskom obrazovnom sustavu održan u travnju 2015. godine na Fakultetu elektrotehniike i računarstva Sveučilišta u Zagrebu. U pripremu okruglog stola uključile su se sljedeće visokoškolske institucije četiri hrvatskih sveučilišta: Elektrotehnički
fakultet i Odjel za matematiku Sveučilišta J. J. Strossmayera u Osijeku; Učiteljski fakultet Sveučilišta u Rijeci; Prirodoslovno-matematički fakultet i Fakultet elektrotehnike, strojarstva i brodogradnje Sveučilišta u Splitu; Fakultet elektrotehnike i računarstva, Fakultet organizacije i informatike, Filozofski fakultet, Prirodoslovno-matematički fakultet i Učiteljski fakultet Sveučilišta u Zagrebu [3].

okrugli stol Nastava informatike u hrvatskom obrazovnom sustavu održan u studenom 2015. godine na Prirodoslovno-matematičkom fakultetu Sveučilišta u Splitu [4].

Nakon održanih skupova pripremljeni su izvještaji u kojima su opisani motivi za održavanje skupova, osnovne postavke koje su pripremili njihovi uvedbenci i pojedini sudionici u raspravama te preporuke koje su pripremili redakcijske skupine pojedinih skupova. Dokumente su potpisi čelnici institucija odnosno udruga organizatora okruglih stolova te se iznesene preporuke mogu smatrati svojevrsnim službenim stavovima sveukupne stručne javnosti.

Iz tih se dokumenata u ovom radu prenose osnovne postavke s naglaskom na preobrazbu hrvatskog obrazovnog sustava, posebice nastave informatike.

II. OBRAZOVANJE I KONKURENTNOST DRUŠTVA

U dokumentu [2] ukazuje se na to da obrazovanje određuje kompetitivnost zemlje u globalnom okruženju. Utvrđuje se da se tržište rada globaliziralo na način da poslodavci sele svoje poslove u zemlji u kojima nalaze ljude s odgovarajućim kompetencijama. U zemlji s nižim razinama kompetencije sele se poslovi koji se obavljaju rutinski i koji se manje plaćaju. Pritom su konkurentnije one zemlje koje nude istu razinu kompetencija uz manji trošak rada.

Međutim, rutinski poslovi koje mogu obavljati slabije obrazovani ljudi se napretkom tehnologije sve više automatiziraju pa je takvih poslova sve manje jer je cijena automatizacije manja od cijene ljudskog rada. Bolje plaćeni visokostručni poslovi (engl. knowledge work) zahtijevaju višu razinu znanja i vještina. Prema tome, u svjetskoj konkurenciji zemlja može biti uspješna samo ako obrazuje ljude koji kreativnošću i inovativnošću stvaraju nove proizvode, sustave i usluge.

Takva gospodarska dinamika prisiljava države na uspostavu sustava obrazovanja koji će u uvjetima svjetske konkurencije omogućiti ljudima dostojan život. Svim svojim građanima država mora stoga osigurati obrazovanje koje će im omogućiti stjecanje kompetencija za složene poslove, za kreativno i inovativno djelovanje, za rješavanje složenih problema (edukacijska tehnologija, e-učenje). U prijedlogu kurikuluma za predmet Informatika za osnovne i srednje škole je pripremljen program, ispitivanje programa i uporaba rješavanja problema i programiranje.

Digitalnu pismenost (posebice primijenjenu na e-učenje) učenici bi trebali stjecati usputilo i u kontekstu njezine stvarne primjene u realnim okolnostima. To znači da elemente digitalne pismenosti treba stjecati i produbljivati u pojedinim predmetima u kojima se digitalne tehnologije rabe. Za uporabu tih tehnologija moraju se pripremiti i odgovarajuće međupredmetne teme. Osim savladavanja tehničkih vještina za uporabu različitih programskih pomagala, učenici moraju usvojiti i odgovarajuće društvene, komunikološke i etičke načela u uporabe tehnologije te načine njene sigurne i neškodljive primjene.

Sve mogućnosti uporabe educacijske tehnologije (e-učenja) prvenstveno moraju usvojiti, istraživati i poticati učitelji i nastavnici u svojim obrazovnim područjima. Nužno je i da sudjeluju u pripremi digitalnih sadržaja te stvaranju digitalnih repozitorija. Području rješavanja problema i programiranju treba posvetiti posebnu pažnju. Njime se potiče razvitak rješavanja problema i programiranje.

III. PREOBRAZBA NASTAVE INFORMATIKE


Pod nazivom Informatika uobičajeno se u hrvatskom obrazovnom sustavu podrazumijeva:

1) upoznavanje informacijske i komunikacijske tehnologije koja služi za uobičajavanje multidijalognih komunikacija, pretraživanje i prijenos na udaljena mjesta (informacijska tehnologija);

2) uporaba računala u obrazovnom procesu (eduakcijska tehnologija, e-učenje);

3) rješavanje problema računalom uporabom programskog jezika pri čemu su prepoznavljivi sljedeći koraci: specifikacija i računala problema, analiza problema i odabir postupaka za njegovo rješavanje, priprema i izrada programa, ispitivanje programa i uporaba programa (rješavanje problema, programiranje).

Djelomično pismenost (posebice primijenjenu na e-učenje) učenici bi trebali stjecati usputilo i u kontekstu njezine stvarne primjene u realnim okolnostima. To znači da elemente digitalne pismenosti treba stjecati i produbljivati u pojedinim predmetima u kojima se digitalne tehnologije rabe. Za uporabu tih tehnologija moraju se pripremiti i odgovarajuće međupredmetne teme. Osim savladavanja tehničkih vještina za uporabu različitih programskih pomagala, učenici moraju usvojiti i odgovarajuće društvene, komunikološke i etičke načela u uporabe tehnologije te načine njene sigurne i neškodljive primjene.

Sve mogućnosti uporabe educacijske tehnologije (e-učenja) prvenstveno moraju usvojiti, istraživati i poticati učitelji i nastavnici u svojim obrazovnim područjima. Nužno je i da sudjeluju u pripremi digitalnih sadržaja te stvaranju digitalnih repozitorija. Području rješavanja problema i programiranju treba posvetiti posebnu pažnju. Njime se potiče razvitak rješavanja problema i programiranje.
kurikularne reforme u Republici Hrvatskoj u dobroj su
mjeri uvaženi stavovi okruglih stolova te se u obrazovnim
ishodima pojavljuje cjelina računalnog razmišljanja i
rješavanja problema [5]. U daljnjem procesu razrade i
konačnog prihvaćanja tih kurikularnih dokumenata bit će
potrebno pažljivo razmotriti sve primjedbe i prijedloge za
konačno oblikovanje tih dokumenata. U daljnjoj razradi
kurikuluma trebat će uvažiti i sve dostupne izvore kao što
Informatics education: Europe cannot afford to miss the
boat [7], National curriculum in England: computing
programmes of study [8], Interim CSTA K-12 Computer
science standards (revised 2016) [9].
Području rješavanja problema i programiranju pridaje
se posebna pažnja i u europskom obrazovnom prostoru. U
dokumentu Developing Computational Thinking in
Compulsary Education, Implication for policy and
practice [10] ukazuje se na potrebne promjene u
obrazovnoj praksi i opisuje trenutno stanje u pojedinim
europskim zemljama. U tom pregledu sasvim su jasno
izraženi trendovi koje zagovaraju i naše spomenute
strukovne udruge i visokoškolske institucije u prethodno
spomenutim izvještajima s okruglih stolova.
IV. INOVIRANJE NASTAVE INFORMATIKE U
POSTOJEĆEM NASTAVNOM PLANU I PROGRAMU
ZA OSNOVNE ŠKOLE
U izvještajima sa sva četiri okrugla stola [1, 2, 3, 4 ]
provlači se zamisao o početnoj preobrazbi nastave
informatike u okviru postojećeg Nastavnog plana i
u tom je nastavnom planu izborni predmet. Nastavnim
planom predviđeno je sljedeće tjedno opterećenje
obveznim predmetima: u 5. razredu 22 sata, u 6. razredu
23 sata te u 7. i 8. razredu po 26 sati. Osim toga, od 5. do
8. razreda predviđeno je i ukupno 6 sati opterećenja
izbornom nastavom. To je opterećenje raspoređeno na
sljedeći način: 2 sata je predviđeno za predmet Vjeronauk,
2 sata za Strani jezik i 2 sata za ostale izborne predmete.
Međutim, u cijelom tom dokumentu nije opisan
sadržaj niti jednog drugog izbornog predmeta osim
predmeta Informatika. U nastavnom programu, sadržaj
izbornog predmeta Informatika od 5. do 8. razreda opisan
je na stranicama 526-538, a izvannastavne aktivnosti koje
se može provoditi od 1. do 4. razreda opisane su na
stranicama 538-544. Prema tome, u skladu s važećim
nastavnim planom potpuno je moguće nastojati da izborni
predmet Informatika upisuju svi učenici i to bez ikakve
smetnje za bilo koji drugi predmet. Na taj bi se način
omogućila nastava iz predmeta Informatika za sve učenike
bez obzira na to što je on izborni predmet. Time bi se
osigurao i kontinuitet u informatičkom obrazovanju
učenika koji će svoje školovanje nastaviti u srednjim
školama.
Sadržaj predmeta Informatika predviđen nastavnim
programom trebalo bi, međutim, osuvremeniti u skladu s
istim postavkama koje su prethodno opisane kao podloga
za pripremu novog Okvira nacionalnog kurikuluma. Na
taj bi se način stvorili uvjeti da predmet Informatika
kasnije bez većih poteškoća preraste u redoviti predmet u
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budućoj reformiranoj (osmogodišnjoj ili devetogodišnjoj)
osnovnoj školi.
V. OTKLANJANJE PREPREKA ZA UVOĐENJE
OSUVREMENJENE NASTAVE INFORMATIKE U
POSTOJEĆOJ OSNOVNOJ ŠKOLI
Kao što je u Strategiji obrazovanja, znanosti i
tehnologije [12] istaknuto, preobrazba obrazovnog sustava
pretpostavlja autonomiju odgojno-obrazovnih ustanova uz
naglasak na postizanje odgovarajuće razine ovlasti i
slobode odgojno-obrazovnih djelatnika i ustanova u
odlučivanju, ponajprije o kurikulumu, ali i o organizaciji
poučavanja i učenja i rada škole u cjelini. Ustanovljuje se
da je to moguće ostvariti sustavnim unapređivanjem
inicijalnog i kontinuiranog obrazovanja i usavršavanja te
osiguravanjem boljih uvjeta rada kako bi se u profesiji
zadržali najbolji pojedinci spremni na cjeloživotno učenje
i profesionalni razvoj. Dakle, ostvarenje preobrazbe
predtercijarnog obrazovanja bitno ovisi o ostvarenoj
autonomiji škola u kojima djeluju kompetentni učitelji.
U promišljanju promjena i u našem obrazovnom
sustavu mogu poslužiti ocjene američke znanstvenice
Linde Darling-Hammond sa Sveučilišta Stanford koja je
provela podrobnu analizu uspješnih obrazovnih sustava u
Finskoj, Koreji i Singapuru i predložila nužne zahvate u
američkom obrazovnim sustavu [13]. Sve tri spomenute
zemlje ostvarile su velika poboljšanja svojih obrazovnih
sustava u proteklih 30 godina. Njihovi su ih napori
smjestili u sam vrh međunarodnih usporedbenih ljestvica
učeničkih postignuća.
Iako se te tri zemlje međusobno kulturno i povijesno
znatno razlikuju, njihove strategije imaju mnogo toga
zajedničkog:


Sve su tri države izgradile svoj obrazovni sustav
na egalitarnom načelu, suzbijajući sve
potencijalne izvore neravnopravnosti. Dok je
finski sustav skoro u potpunosti javan, Koreja i
Singapur su postupno privele njihove privatne
škole (nastale tijekom kolonijalnih vremena) pod
javni kišobran, pokrivajući dio njihovih troškova
i podmirujući školarine za učenike.



Velika se pažnja posvećuje obrazovanju učitelja i
nastavnika. Programi obrazovanja su vrlo
razvijeni i studentima se plaćaju stipendije
tijekom obrazovanja. Plaće učitelja i nastavnika
su usporedive s plaćama inženjera i ostalih
ključnih profesija. Učitelji su poštovani,
omogućeni su im dobri uvjeti rada. Oni aktivno
sudjeluju u odlukama o kurikulumu, poučavanju,
ocjenjivanju i profesionalnom razvitku.



Nastavnici početnici dobivaju svoje mentore. Za
mentore je predviđeno 15 do 25 sati tjedno za
zajedničke aktivnosti analize procesa učenja,
pripremu nastave, istraživanje, uzajamno
praćenje nastave u razredima, što sve pridonosi
unapređivanju rada. U sve se tri zemlje očekuje
njihov angažman u tim aktivnostima i
sudjelovanje u suradnji sa sveučilištima i ostalim
školama.
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Aktivnosti na unapređivanju i ujednačavanju obrazovnog sustava su konzistentne i trajne. Provodi se promišljeno ulaganje u poboljšanje kompetencija djelatnika u školama kao osnovnog preduvjeta za uspješnost sustava. To je dobrim dijelom omogućeno čvrstom profesionalizacijom ministarstava obrazovanja koja su suštinski zaštićena od političkih utjecaja.

Linda Darling-Hammond, nadalje, ustanovljuje da se u sve tri države gore opisane mjere provode sustavno bez trošenja snaga na potporu improviziranim novacijama koje se mijenjaju svake godine.

Cjelokupni hrvatski obrazovni sustav trebao bi se zasnivati na sličnim postavkama. No, za ovakve je promjene potrebna korjenita promjena obrazovne politike koje se mijenjaju svaki pet godine.

Postavlja se pitanje kako ubrzati procese promjena u našem sustavu i kako u tom kontekstu u našim školama omogućiti provođenje bitno promijenjenog informatičkog kurikuluma. Danas je stanje vrlo šaroliko. Bolji i spretniji omogućiti provođenje bitno promijenjenog informatičkog kurikuluma koji su nezalaganje sustava koji nije u stanju osigurati znanja i provedbi kurikuluma. Učenici dobivaju zbrkanu nastavu nekorisnih rješenja.

Ovakve kontraproduktivne uvjete moglo bi se ublažiti. Provodi se promišljeno ulaganje u poboljšanje kompetencija djelatnika u školama kao osnovnog preduvjeta za uspješnost sustava. To je dobrim dijelom omogućeno čvrstom profesionalizacijom ministarstava obrazovanja koja su suštinski zaštićena od političkih utjecaja.

Linda Darling-Hammond, nadalje, ustanovljuje da se u sve tri države gore opisane mjere provode sustavno bez trošenja snaga na potporu improviziranim novacijama koje se mijenjaju svake godine.

Cjelokupni hrvatski obrazovni sustav trebao bi se zasnivati na sličnim postavkama. No, za ovakve je promjene potrebna korjenita promjena obrazovne politike koje se mijenjaju svaki pet godine.

Postavlja se pitanje kako ubrzati procese promjena u našem sustavu i kako u tom kontekstu u našim školama omogućiti provođenje bitno promijenjenog informatičkog kurikuluma. Danas je stanje vrlo šaroliko. Bolji i spretniji omogućiti provođenje bitno promijenjenog informatičkog kurikuluma koji su nezalaganje sustava koji nije u stanju osigurati znanja i provedbi kurikuluma. Učenici dobivaju zbrkanu nastavu nekorisnih rješenja.

Ovakve kontraproduktivne uvjete moglo bi se ublažiti. Provodi se promišljeno ulaganje u poboljšanje kompetencija djelatnika u školama kao osnovnog preduvjeta za uspješnost sustava. To je dobrim dijelom omogućeno čvrstom profesionalizacijom ministarstava obrazovanja koja su suštinski zaštićena od političkih utjecaja.
VII. ZAKLJUČAK

Okrugli stolovi održani na temu osuvremenjivanja nastave informatike u hrvatskom školstvu s naglaskom na računalno razmišljanje i programiranje u zadnje tri godine okupili su učitelje i nastavnike osnovnih i srednjih škola, predstavnike akademskih zajednica, gospodarstvenike i predstavnike prosvjetnih vlasti. Upozoreno je da u svjetskoj konkurenciji zemlja može biti uspešna samo ako obrazuje ljude koji kreativnošću i inovativnošću stvaraju nove proizvode, sustave i usluge. Posebnu važnost u tom obrazovnom procesu ima obrazovanje iz područja matematike, prirodoznanja i tehnike i, posebice, informatike.

Obrazovno područje informatike se pogrešno poistovjećuje s uporabom informacijske i komunikacijske tehnologije u obrazovnim i administrativnim processima te se zanemaruje složenost područja rješavanja problema i programiranja. Težište osuvremenjene nastave informatike stoga treba biti na razvijanju računalnog i algoritmskog načina razmišljanja te na rješavanju problema programiranjem.

Iako su u tijeku intenzivne aktivnosti u okviru cijelovite kurikularne reforme kojom su predviđene promjene i u načinu izvođenja predmeta Informatika, u ovom se radu izlagaju čelne područje preodvojila prijedlog provedbe osuvremenjene nastave informatike u okviru postojećeg nastavnog plana i programa koji će povećava opterećenje učenika niti remeti odnose s ostalim predmetima.. Međutim, kako je za izvođenje takva osuvremenjene nastave informatike potrebno pripremiti nastavne materijale i doškolovati učitelje i nastavnike, predlaže se usmjereno na rješavanje problema i programiranje.

Planirana dugoročna reforma

Važno je naglasiti da današnje stanje razvoja radnih okruženja omogućuje da se za sve razine obrazovanja (od predškolskog odgoja i obrazovanja pa do završnih razreda srednjih škola) praktična nastava može obaviti na razumnom skromnom opremi pri čemu čak i svaki učenik može takva okružena kriminale osnovne škole preoblikići u skladu s planiranim dugoročnom reformom.

Presume, vođenje nastave preodvojila

Prema tome, provođenje nastave preodvojila usmjereno na rješavanje problema i programiranje može se odmah provesti u svakoj školi koja ima samo skromnu opremu, izbor predmet Informatika i izvannastavne aktivnosti u srednjim školama) praktična nastava može obaviti na razumnom skromnom opremi pri čemu čak i svaki učenik može takva okružena kriminale imati i na svojoj vlastitoj opremi.

Važno je naglasiti da današnje stanje razvoja radnih okruženja omogućuje da se za sve razine obrazovanja (od predškolskog odgoja i obrazovanja pa do završnih razreda srednjih škola) praktična nastava može obaviti na razumnom skromnom opremi pri čemu čak i svaki učenik može takva okružena kriminale imati i na svojoj vlastitoj opremi.

Prema tome, provođenje nastave preodvojila usmjereno na rješavanje problema i programiranje može se odmah provesti u svakoj školi koja ima samo skromnu opremu, izbor predmet Informatika i izvannastavne aktivnosti u srednjim školama) praktična nastava može obaviti na razumnom skromnom opremi pri čemu čak i svaki učenik može takva okružena kriminale imati i na svojoj vlastitoj opremi.

Važno je naglasiti da današnje stanje razvoja radnih okruženja omogućuje da se za sve razine obrazovanja (od predškolskog odgoja i obrazovanja pa do završnih razreda srednjih škola) praktična nastava može obaviti na razumnom skromnom opremi pri čemu čak i svaki učenik može takva okružena kriminale imati i na svojoj vlastitoj opremi.

Prema tome, provođenje nastave preodvojila usmjereno na rješavanje problema i programiranje može se odmah provesti u svakoj školi koja ima samo skromnu opremu, izbor predmet Informatika i izvannastavne aktivnosti u srednjim školama) praktična nastava može obaviti na razumnom skromnom opremi pri čemu čak i svaki učenik može takva okružena kriminale imati i na svojoj vlastitoj opremi.

Važno je naglasiti da današnje stanje razvoja radnih okruženja omogućuje da se za sve razine obrazovanja (od predškolskog odgoja i obrazovanja pa do završnih razreda srednjih škola) praktična nastava može obaviti na razumnom skromnom opremi pri čemu čak i svaki učenik može takva okružena kriminale imati i na svojoj vlastitoj opremi.

Prema tome, provođenje nastave preodvojila usmjereno na rješavanje problema i programiranje može se odmah provesti u svakoj školi koja ima samo skromnu opremu, izbor predmet Informatika i izvannastavne aktivnosti u srednjim školama) praktična nastava može obaviti na razumnom skromnom opremi pri čemu čak i svaki učenik može takva okružena kriminale imati i na svojoj vlastitoj opremi.

Prema tome, provođenje nastave preodvojila usmjereno na rješavanje problema i programiranje može se odmah provesti u svakoj školi koja ima samo skromnu opremu, izbor predmet Informatika i izvannastavne aktivnosti u srednjim školama) praktična nastava može obaviti na razumnom skromnom opremi pri čemu čak i svaki učenik može takva okružena kriminale imati i na svojoj vlastitoj opremi.

Prema tome, provođenje nastave preodvojila usmjereno na rješavanje problema i programiranje može se odmah provesti u svakoj školi koja ima samo skromnu opremu, izbor predmet Informatika i izvannastavne aktivnosti u srednjim školama) praktična nastava može obaviti na razumnom skromnom opremi pri čemu čak i svaki učenik može takva okružena kriminale imati i na svojoj vlastitoj opremi.
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I. UVOD

Danas, u eri brzog razvoja informacijske i komunikacijske tehnologije, javila se potreba za ubrzanim razvojem kompetencija svakog pojedinca za primjenu iste u različitim poslovnim okruženjima, koja uključuje razumijevanje načina rada računala i na višoj razini. Stoga se u obrazovanju veća pažnja posvećuje računalnom razmišljanju (eng. computational thinking, CT) i srodnim pojmovima (npr. programiranje, kodiranje, algoritamski razmišljanje) koja temelji se na razvoju računalnog razmišljanja koja se može razvijati i povezane koncepate s STEM kolektivom. razvoj kompetencija u drugim okruženjima neovisno od područja. Rezultati provedenog istraživanja mogu doprinijeti praktičarima i znanstvenicima u daljnjem radu u razmatranom području.

Pod pojmom računalno razmišljanje podrazumijeva se „sposobnost korištenja informatičkih koncepata za točno i jasno izlaganje i rješavanje problema“ [4].


García-Peñalvo [5] ističe da je računalno razmišljanje temeljiti kognitivni proces rješavanja problema i kako tako pretpostavlja osnovu za razvoj programerskih vještina, no isto tako riješenja kod pojedinca sposobnost rješavanja bilo kojeg problema u drugim okruženjima neovisno od područja informaticke.

Danas na tržištu postoji veliki broj programskih jezika koji se mogu upotrebljiti za učenje programiranja kod male djece (npr. Logo, Kodu, Scratch, Alice i Greenfoot i drugi) te veliki broj primjera edukativnih računalnih igara sa istom svrhom (npr. Code Combat, Lightbot i drugi).

Međutim, prema Shelton [6], razvoj računalnog razmišljanja kod djece u osnovnoj školi ne zahtjeva nužno korištenje računala te u svom radu razmatra primjenu “unplugged” metode poučavanja računalnog razmišljanja bez računala, pri čemu ističe da “unplugged” aktivnost nije alternativa za korištenje računala već se može primijeniti kao pomoćna aktivnost u razumijevanju i rješavanju zadanih problema.

Na osnovu dosadašnjeg teorijskog istraživanja, kao i iz rezultata nastavnih praksi, može se zaključiti da postoji potreba za razvojem inovativnih metoda iz područja tzv. „CT
pedagogije“ za djecu predškolskog i ranog školskog uzrasta. U nastavku rada, u drugom poglavlju, dan je kratak opis metode ranog učenja programiranja pomoću igračke Mema, pri čemu je zasebno opisana njena primjena za djecu ranog školskog i predškolskog uzrasta. Treće poglavlje donosi opis metodologije istraživanja stavova studenata – budućih odgajatelja i učitelja prema korištenju Meme u odgojne i obrazovne svrhe. U četvrtom poglavlju prikazani su i opisani rezultati provedenog istraživanja u ovome radu te je na kraju rada dan kratak zaključak rada.

I. METODA KOJA KORISTI IGRAČKU MEMA ZA RANO UČENJE PROGRAMIRANJA

Prije 40-tak godina Marina Ćićin-Šain je razvila metodu za rano učenje programiranja pomoću igračke Mema, koju je sama izmislila i izradila, kako bi zorno predočila glavnu memoriju elektroničkog računala [7].

Igračka Mema je izvorno građena od devet praznih kutija za slike slijepljenih u tri reda i tri stupca tako da tvore jedan redoslijed naredbi, ulaz, izlaz, …) - Da

Važan je redoslijed naredbi. - Da

Pretinaci, a u svaki pretinac stane ograničena vrijednost varijable. - Da

Adresa. Adresa postoji i u realnom životu. Da Da

Kapacitet memorije. Memorija računara je devet boja (slika 1.) [7]. Zadaci koji se mogu izvoditi pomoću igračke Meme za školsku djecu svode se na sljedeće [8]: simulaciju ulaznih operacija (npr. „unos podataka preko tipkovnice koji se čuva u memoriji računala i kojemu se pristupa preko simbolične adrese.“), kompatibilnost (npr. sva djeca moraju imati iste boje na pretinima ako rješavaju isti zadatak), adresiranje (postiže se bojom na pretincu Meme), binarni brojevi pomoću kojih se može kodirati slova, brojke, slike i drugo (sadržaj pretinca igračke Meme je uvijek broj).

TABLICA I. OPĆI I INFORMATIČKI SADRŽAJI KOJI SE POTIČU METODOM MEMA [7]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sadržaji: djeca su poticana da prepoznaju, imenuju ili usvoje</th>
<th>Opći sadržaji</th>
<th>Informatički sadržaji</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boje</td>
<td>Da</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Likove</td>
<td>Da</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Količinske pojmove: manje, više, jednako, različito, …</td>
<td>Da</td>
<td>Da</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pojam broja i zbrajanje brojeva, polje u kome se nalazi rezultat</td>
<td>Da</td>
<td>Da</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neke vanjske dijelove hardvera (ekran, tipkovnica, tipka-znak na tipki, …)</td>
<td>Da</td>
<td>Da</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memorija računala u kojoj se nešto sprema, novi sadržaj zamjenjuje stari, itd.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Da</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kapacitet memorije. Mema ima devet pretinaca, a u svaki pretinac stane ograničen broj zrna.</td>
<td>Da</td>
<td>Da</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adresa. Adresa postoji i u realnom životu.</td>
<td>Da</td>
<td>Da</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nova vrijednost variabilne zamjenjuje staru.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Da</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neki informatički pojmovi (program, naredba, ulaz, izlaz, …)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Da</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Važan je redoslijed naredbi.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Da</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. Metoda Mema za djecu ranog školskog uzrasta

Budući da djeca u ranom školskom uzrastu već razlikuju boje, svaki pretinac igračke Meme može biti obojan u neku od boja (slika 1.) [7]. Zadaci koji se mogu izvoditi pomoću igračke Meme za školsku djecu svode se na sljedeće [8]: simulaciju ulaznih operacija (npr. „unos podataka preko tipkovnice koji se čuva u memoriji računala i kojemu se pristupa preko simbolične adrese.“), kompatibilnost (npr. sva djeca moraju imati iste boje na pretinima ako rješavaju isti zadatak), adresiranje (postiže se bojom na pretincu Meme), binarni brojevi pomoću kojih se može kodirati slova, brojke, slike i drugo (sadržaj pretinca igračke Meme je uvijek broj).

Slika 1. Igračka Mema za djecu ranog školskog uzrasta - svaki pretinac je obojan drugom bojom (po ideji izvorne autorice M.Ćićin-Šain)

U metodi koja koristi igračku Mema predviđeno je da nastavu izvodi učitelj ili učiteljica razredne nastave (vidjeti detaljne upute [9-11], [12]). Tijek rješavanja zadataka pomoću igračke Meme odnosno programi zapisuju se grafičkim pseudokodom (npr. program za zbrajanje dva broja je prikazan na slika 2.).

Slika 2. Program za zbrajanje dva grafičkih brojeva (po ideji M.Ćićin-Šain)

B. Metoda Mema za djecu predškolskog uzrasta

Danas vrlo mala djeca imaju mogućnost rada sa računalima te se smatra da se u tako ranoj dobi može započeti sa razvojem računalnog razmišljanja i programiranja na način prilagođen tako malom uzrastu djece [13]. Još prije 40-tak godina izvorna autorica Marina Ćićin-Šain je prilagođila spomenutu metodu za rad s predškolskom djecom na način da je za djecu koja ne poznaju boje dodala na pretince sličice raznih predmeta (sunce, kišobran, snjegovič druge) [8] (slika 3.).

Slika 3. Igračka Mema upotrijebljena sličicama predmeta (po ideji M.Ćićin-Šain)

Tijek rješavanja zadataka pomoću igračke Meme može se prikazati stripom [8]. Kao primjer na slici 4. prikazan je postupak kojim pomoću Meme djeca „mogu izračunati koliko u označeni pretinac treba staviti kuglica“ [8].

Slika 4. Program prikazan stripom (po ideji M.Ćićin-Šain)
II. METODOLOGIJA ISTRAŽIVANJA

U ovome radu cilj je bio ispitati stavove studenata – budućih odgajatelja i učiteljica prema uvođenju programiranja pomoću metode koja koristi igračku Mema za djecu u predškolskom i ranom školskom uzrastu.

A. Sudionici u istraživanju

Istraživanje je sudjelovalo 51 ispitanika studenata Učiteljskog fakulteta u Rijeci koji su svi bili ženskog spola te su imali između 18 i 24 godina. Sve sudionice u istraživanju su bile studentice preddiplomskog sveučilišnog obrazovanja (slika 5.) vrlo mali postotak njih, 23,3%. Usredotočavanje na studenatice iz obje skupine ispitanika nije procijenila svoje znanje vrlo dobrim i izvrsnim. Navedeni rezultati pokazuju da neki broj sudionica u ispitivanju programiranja te uvođenju programiranja pomoću igre Mema za djecu predškolskog i ranog školskog uzrasta. Nakon održanog predavanja uvođenja programiranja, sudionici su zamoljeni da popuni upitnik za dobrom razini, između 30 i 58,82% između njih je programiranih pomoću igre Mema za djecu predškolskog i ranog školskog uzrasta. Najveći broj sudionica je iz prvog dijela samoprocjenjene znanja iz programiranja i automatskog odgajatelja, a drugi po postotku sudionica je iz drugog dijela samoprocjenjene znanja iz programiranja, između njih je samo 8% između sudionica, a drugi je samo 2% između sudionica ne raspolaže sa znanjem iz područja programiranja pomoću igre Mema za djecu predškolskog i ranog školskog uzrasta. U istraživanju je sudjelovalo 51 ispitanika studenata Učiteljskog fakulteta u Rijeci koji su svi bili ženskog spola te su imali između 18 i 24 godina. Sve sudionice u istraživanju su bile studentice preddiplomskog sveučilišnog obrazovanja (slika 5.) vrlo mali postotak njih, 23,3%.

B. Procedura i korišteni instrumenti u istraživanju

Istraživanje je provedeno u siječnju 2017. godine na Učiteljskom fakultetu u Rijeci nakon održanog predavanja autorica ovog rada. Tijekom predavanja ispitanci su upoznati s opcijom pojma računala i programiranja, te postupkom uvođenja programiranja pomoću metode koja koristi igračku Mema za djecu predškolskog i ranog školskog uzrasta. Nakon održanog predavanja ispitanci su zamoljeni da popune anketni upitnik u papirnom obliku koji je bio anoniman i zasnovan na dobrom razini. Na posebno danom praznom papiru su ga prema osobnoj želji mogli i potpisati. U istraživanju su se koristila dva anketna upitnika od kojih se jedan koristio za prikupljanje podataka od studenata – budućih odgajatelja, a drugi za prikupljanje podataka od studenata – budućih učitelja koje su se razlikovale samo u dijelu 8. pitanja vezanih uz obrazovno okruženje u kojem se metoda može primjenjivati (vrtić ili osnovna škola). Oba upitnika su sastavljena od dva dijela. Prvi dio upitnika je sadržavao 5 pitanja vezanih uz opća demografska pitanja, zatim uz odnos broja pohijanja školskih sati nastave informatike i od toga sati učenja programiranja u osnovnoj i srednjoj školi te mišljenja sudionika – budućih odgajatelja i učitelja o uzrastu djeteta za koji je Mema najviše primjerena. Drugi dio upitnika je sadržavao 8 pitanja vezanih uz znanje iz programiranja, uvođenje programiranja pomoću igre Mema za djecu predškolskog i ranog školskog uzrasta. Odgovore su studenti mogli dati na Likertovoj ljestvici od 1=potpuno netočno do 5=potpuno točno.

III. REZULTATI ISTRAŽIVANJA

A. Samoprocjena znanja studenata iz programiranja

Sudionici su svoje znanje iz programiranja ocijenili u prosjeku slabom ocjenom (sudionici – budući učitelji: M=4,00; σ=0,69; sudionici – budući odgajatelji: M=4,19; σ=0,81) na skali od 1=izvrsno do 5=vrlo slabo. Među sudionicama (slika 5.) vrlo malo postotak njih, 23,3% sudionica – budućih učiteljica; 23,8% sudionica– budućih odgajateljica, iskazao da ima dobro znanje iz programiranja dok ni jedna ispitanica iz obje skupine ispitanika nije procijenila svoje znanje vrlo dobrim i izvrsnim. Navedeni rezultati pokazuju da najveći broj sudionica u ispitivanju programiranja te uvođenju programiranja pomoću igre Mema za djecu predškolskog i ranog školskog uzrasta, to potvrđuju rezultati u nastavu ovoga rada.

B. Pohiđanje nastave informatike te od toga slučajno sati programiranja u nižim razredima osnovnoškolskog obrazovanja

Najveći broj sudionica iskazao je da u nižim razredima OŠ nisu slušali niti jedan sat informatike te da je najveći postotak, njih 29,4%, pohiđao nastavu informatike u 4. razredu OŠ (slika 6.).
Slika 7. Postotak sudionika (N=51) raspoređen prema tome koliko su od broja šk. sati nastave informatike slušali sati programiranja u nižim razredima OŠ

C. Pohađanje nastave informatike te od toga slušanje sati programiranja u višim razredima osnovnoškolskog obrazovanja

Velika većina sudionika pohadala je 2 školska sata tjedno nastavu informatike u svim višim razredima osnovne škole (slika 8.). S druge strane, 23,5% sudionika je izjavilo da nisu slušali niti jedan sat informatike u višim razredima OŠ, što ukazuje na činjenicu da je informatika na različite načine zastupljena u različitim obrazovnim okruženjima, kao izborni i/ili redovni predmet.

Vrijedi istaknuti da je najveći postotak sudionika, njih 27,5%, slušalo 1 sat programiranja od ukupno 2. šk. sata tjedno informatike u 7. i 8. razredu.

D. Pohađanje nastave informatike te od toga slušanje sati programiranja u razredima srednješkolskog obrazovanja

Uzorak ispitanika (slika 10.) čini više od polovice budućih odgajatelja i učitelja koji u 3. razredu SŠ (njih 58,8%) i 4. razredu SŠ (njih 64,7%) nisu pohađali nastavni predmet Informatiku. Najveći postotak (83,6%) ispitanika je slušao informatičke nastavne predmete u 1. razredu SŠ, a najveći postotak (87,5%) na programiranju u razredima SŠ je slušao 1 sat programiranja od ukupno 2. šk. sata tjedno informatike.
E. Stavovi studenata - budućih odgajatelja prema ranom učenju programiranja pomoću metode Mema za djecu predškolskog uzrasta

Odgovore na tvrdnje odabrane za ovo istraživanje sudionici-budući učitelji (N=30) su mogli dati na Likertovoj skali od 1 do 5 na sljedeći način: 1=potpuno netočno, 2=uglavnom netočno, 3=niti netočno, ni točno; 4=uglavnom točno; 5=potpuno točno. Prema dobivenim aritmetičkim sredinama (tablica II.) vidljivo je kako studenti-budući učitelji uglavnom smatraju da je programirati teško (M=4,0). Zatim sudionici-budući učitelji u prosjeku uglavnom smatraju da je igračka Mema korisna kao pomoć u svladavanju brojeva (M=4,0) i motorike (M=4,0) te uglavnom smatraju da je igračka Mema korisna kao pomoć u savladavanju boja (M=4,0). Prema dobivenim aritmetičkim sredinama (tablica III.) vidljivo je kako sudionici u prosjeku (M=3,9) smatraju dugotrajnim svladavanje znanja o osnovnim algoritmima i naučila/naučio više. 0,0 0,0 19,0 47,6 33,3

F. Stavovi studenata - budućih odgajatelja prema ranom učenju programiranja pomoću metode Mema za djecu predškolskog uzrasta

U tablici III. dan je usporedni prikaz postotaka odgovora sudionica – budućih odgajatelja (N=21) na Likertovoj skali od 1 do 5 (kao i kod sudionica-budućih učitelja). Prema dobivenim aritmetičkim sredinama vidljivo je kako sudionici-budući odgajatelji uglavnom smatraju da je programirati teško (M=4,1). Zatim sudionici-budući odgajatelji u prosjeku uglavnom smatraju točnom svladavanju da je igračka Mema korisna kao pomoć u savladavanju brojeva (M=4,3) i motorike (M=4,3) te za učenje algoritama (M=4,1). Zatim sa tvrdnjom da je Mema korisna u svladavanju motorike slaže se 66,7% sudionika-budućih odgajatelja. Zanimljivo je da 38% sudionika-budućih odgajatelja smatra da nije lako naučiti koristiti igračku Memu te je njih 33,3% bilo neodlučno pri iskazu na ovu tvrdnju. Želju za budućom edukacijom o korištenju Meme iskazalo je 37% sudionika-budućih odgajatelja, dok se njih 33,3% bilo neodlučno.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tvrđnje</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>M (σ)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Općenito, smatram da je programiranje teško.</td>
<td>0,0</td>
<td>0,0</td>
<td>19,0</td>
<td>47,6</td>
<td>33,3</td>
<td>4,1 (0,7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Koristeći igračku Memu u čini mi se lako.</td>
<td>14,3</td>
<td>23,8</td>
<td>33,3</td>
<td>14,3</td>
<td>14,3</td>
<td>2,9 (1,3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Koristeći igračku Memu čini mi se zanimljivo.</td>
<td>14,3</td>
<td>9,5</td>
<td>9,5</td>
<td>33,3</td>
<td>33,3</td>
<td>3,6 (1,4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Igračka Mema korisna je kao pomoć u savladavanju brojeva.</td>
<td>4,8</td>
<td>0,0</td>
<td>9,5</td>
<td>33,3</td>
<td>52,4</td>
<td>4,3 (1,0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Igračka Mema korisna je kao pomoć u savladavanju boja.</td>
<td>4,8</td>
<td>0,0</td>
<td>9,5</td>
<td>38,1</td>
<td>47,6</td>
<td>4,3 (1,0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Igračka Mema korisna je kao pomoć u savladavanju motorike.</td>
<td>4,8</td>
<td>14,3</td>
<td>14,3</td>
<td>23,8</td>
<td>42,9</td>
<td>3,9 (1,3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Igračka Mema korisna je kao pomoć u osnovnim znanjima o algoritmima.</td>
<td>4,8</td>
<td>0,0</td>
<td>14,3</td>
<td>42,9</td>
<td>38,1</td>
<td>4,1 (1,0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Kad bi mi se za to pružila prilika, rado bih o Memi te o njoj primjeni u vrtiću, naučila/naučio više.</td>
<td>19,0</td>
<td>9,5</td>
<td>33,3</td>
<td>19,0</td>
<td>19,0</td>
<td>3,1 (1,4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
G. Stavovi sudionika prema primjerenosti uzrasta djece za uvođenje računalnog razmišljanja i programiranja pomoću metode koja koristi igračku Mema

Studenti – buđući odgajatelji (RPOO; N=30) i učitelji (US; N=21)) (slika 12.) mogli su na danoj skali procijeniti dob djece za koju je primjereno koristiti igračku Memu pri uvođenju računalnog razmišljanja i programiranja. Najveći udio ispitanika, njih 40%, smatra da je Mema najprimjerenija za djecu 5 godina starosti. Nadalje, kod skupine sudionika-budućih odgajatelja najviše ispitanika, njih 38,10%, smatra da je metoda najprimjerenija za djecu 6 godina starosti.

Slika 12. Postotak sudionika s obzirom na uvjerenje o primjerenom uzrastu djece za uvođenje programiranja pomoću Mema

IV. ZAKLJUČAK

Jedna od osnovnih kompetencija svakog pojedinca na tržištu rada postaje sposobnost računalnog razmišljanja, stoga navedeno postaje sastavni dio kurikuluma Informatike u okviru kojeg je predviđeno da se računalno promišljanje i programiranje započne razvijati već kod djece predškolskog i ranog školskog uzrasta. Računalno razmišljanje se može razvijati kroz informatičke i neinformatičke predmete za što su potrebne odgovarajuće metode poučavanja sa i/ili bez računala. Danas na tržištu postoji mnogo različitih metoda pomoću kojih mala djeca mogu naučiti osnovne koncepte programiranja (npr. programskih jezika, edukativnih računalnih igrica i sl.). U ovome radu dan je opis metode poučavanja programiranja pomoću igračke Meme čija je posebnost u tome što se njenom primjenom na jednostavan i zabavan način malo djeca može poučiti kaj ona je potrebna za uvođenje računalo razmišljanja i programiranja kod malih djece. Rezultati istraživanja ovom radu su pokazali da su sudionici-budući učitelji i odgajatelji iskazali slabo znanje iz programiranja te je velika većina njih izjavila da je programirati teško. Vrlo mali broj sudionika je slušao informatičke predmete u nižim razredima OŠ, zatim samo nešto više njih je pohadalo informatičke predmete u višim razredima OŠ, dok je u SŠ najviše njih pohadalo informatičke nastavne predmete jednu do dvije šk.god. Navedeni rezultati upućuju na nedovoljnu informatičku edukaciju prije upisa na studij. Nadalje, rezultati istraživanja stavova studenta prema upotrebi metode koja koristi igračku Memu pri uvođenju programiranja kod djece predškolskog i ranog školskog uzrasta pokazali su da velika većina sudionika smatra da spomenuta metoda omogućuje kod male djece usvajanje i razvoj informatičkih i općih sadržaja, zatim smatraju da je metoda zanimljiva, no ne i laka za naučiti koristiti. Najveći broj sudionika smatra da je metoda najprimjerenija uzrastu djece u rasponu od 5 do 8 godina (što je u skladu s ciljanom skupinom djece u izvornoj metodi Mema), a većina njih je izrazila želju za nastavkom edukacije o korištenju Mene. Ovo istraživanje ima i neka ograničenja koja se ogledaju u malom broju ispitanika. Rezultati ovoga rada mogu poslužiti svima koji žele uvoditi računalno razmišljanje i programiranje kod djece malog uzrasta.
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Abstract – The challenge of the new globalized market and the current steel market outlook characterized by plant underutilization, are the elements leading metal producers to seek for low Capex investments, aiming at improving the efficiency of the production facilities, the quality of the products, the health and safety of the workers as well as the environmental sustainability. In this scenario, DANIELI has created a new cross-functional business unit named DIGI&MET whose mission consists of developing and implementing new plant design concepts, based on digital innovation, and also new business models, based on servitization and outcome economy principles. DANIELI summarizes in this article its approach for both brown and green field plants.

I. INTRODUCTION

The global economy is adjusting to a slower level of Chinese growth – what is called the “new normal”. Between 2000 and 2014, global steel production doubled from approximately 800 million ton to 1.6 billion ton mainly driven by rising production capacity in China. During the same period, demand in China rose of approximately the same rate. Once the “construction” growth of China slowed down, the exceeding capacity was put on the foreign market causing a dumping of steel prices. As a result, the overall production faces a -3% in 2015 followed by a very limited growth in the following years. The steel market is then expected to enter in an inflection point with limited growth in the next years [1] [2].

There are other important trends, which are influencing the steel market: the research for newer materials with improved mechanical characteristics (high-strength steels), the greenhouse gas emissions reduction, the circular economy and the requirement for a safer working environment.

Metal producers have then to seek for low Capex investments, aiming at improving the efficiency of the production facilities, the quality of the products, the health and safety of the workers as well as the environmental sustainability.

During last decade, we have seen an incredible development and diffusion of ICT technologies: the availability and speed of mobile internet connections is increased. The possibilities of billions of people connected by mobile devices, with unprecedented calculation power is then boost by emerging technology such as artificial intelligence, robotics, autonomous vehicles and quantum computing. These changes are not only affecting our way of living but will affect the way we work and are the milestones of a new industrial revolution the fourth one where the new technologies are blurring the line between the physical and digital spheres.

In this scenario, DANIELI has created a new cross-functional business unit named DIGI&MET to provide customer digital innovation under new business models.

II. VISION, MISSION, OBJECTIVES & STRATEGY

The DIGI&MET vision can be summarized by the statement “From a Plant to a Smart Plant”. The Smart Plant is a safe, flexible, efficient and environmentally friendly concept of manufacturing founded on the extensive digitalization of processes, the deep integration of cyber and physical worlds and the strong interconnection of intelligent systems and humans. In a Smart Plant, systems and equipment autonomously execute complex tasks and support humans in complex decision-making or even provide decision-automation. The below figure 1 shows the DIGI&MET vision but also its mission, which represents the path to follow in order to achieve the objectives.

![Figure 1. DIGI&MET Vision & Mission](image)

The mission consists of:

- Increase data collection getting data also directly from the field (e.g. installing by default required sensors and instrumentation on the equipment), creating and using for this purpose a common and certified analytics platform.
- Aggregate and integrate data, transforming it into information.
- Analyze information in order to transform it into knowledge.

Part of DIGI&MET mission is also to get closer to customers, establishing a relationship based on trust,
loyalty and confidence, in order to be selected as partners in their business evolution path from the “running the business” to the “improving the business” approach. This process, which requires building a culture around filling customer needs and then engaging them every step of the way, will also transform DANIELI from a product supplier to a service/solution partner.

In light of the above, the DIGI&MET short-term objectives consist of implementing a customer-centric model that allows its customers to:

- Increase the overall plant efficiency in terms of higher productivity, higher yield, reduced lead times, increased plant availability and optimized usage of resources.
- Deliver quality products to its customers in order to establish stable and effective relationships, creating the so-called customer intimacy.
- Improve the workers’ health and safety by adopting solutions aiming at avoiding accidents or reducing their effects.
- Monitor and control the plant energy and utility consumption as well as to implement efficient recovery strategies, which is currently one of the most important objectives of the metals industry and represents a first step ahead towards the so-called “Green Metals” challenging target.

Which is the DIGI&MET strategy to accomplish its objectives? The strategy consists of applying the most innovative technologies in the field of Information & Communications Technology, Process Automation and Sensors in order to implement the following levels of integration [3]:

- Vertical Integration: The hierarchical automation pyramid and its organizational and technical barriers are going to be replaced by a flat structure of intelligent, flexible and autonomous units; these units are the so-called cyber-physical systems that, through their control, computational and communication capabilities, implement the decentralized intelligence concept.
- Horizontal Integration: Product traceability and real-time quality assessment require a strong supply-chain integration, including all the internal processes that are part of the production chain as well as the external ones involving raw material suppliers and customers.
- Transversal Integration: Taking into consideration economical, technical and environmental aspects at the same time is mandatory in order to get the best decision-making support.

### III. APPROACH

The process of pursuing the Smart Plant target, starting from plant digitalization, is justified by the large benefits expected in terms of overall plant efficiency, product quality, workers’ health and safety and environmental sustainability. In order to drive its customers in this business evolution path DIGI&MET has designed and developed a specific and effective approach. It consists of a first phase aiming at the delivery of a digital-enabled plant and then a second phase focusing on its transformation process towards the Smart Plant target.

The DIGI&MET approach is summarized in the following figure:

![Figure 2. DIGI&MET Approach](image)

A key step of this approach is represented by the Digital Maturity Assessment, which consists of understanding if a given plant is enabled for digitalization, eventually performing the gap analysis, assessing its current digitalization degree and addressing digitalization efforts and investments considering their impact on the above-mentioned major objectives. In fact, today every function can be supported by digital systems, however a huge amount of economic resources should be invested to explore the overall spectrum of possibilities or, looking from another perspective, the risk to invest in directions with lower return could be even very high; this analysis definitely aims to support the business in selecting the best opportunities.

The assessment is performed through the following tasks:

- Estimation of a Basic Digital Index, which indicates whether a plant is enabled for digitalization and it is based on the sum of contributions of a given set of enabling technologies grouped into the following categories:
  - Connectivity & Data Sharing: It represents the capability of collecting, storing and sharing data for its further transformation into information; this capability is measured considering the presence of sensors, instrumentation, data repositories and network infrastructure.
  - Data Processing: It represents the capability of manipulating data in order to produce valuable information through validation, aggregation and analysis steps.
  - Human in the Loop: Human-in-the-Loop (HTIL) is the concept based on systems and models that require human interaction inside the computation chain for accomplishing tasks. This concept includes applications where humans and machines cooperate for accomplishing tasks having the following characteristics: complexity, high cost to implement a fully automatic...
execution, need of human wisdom to speed up decision-making process.

- Modelling: It considers the availability of process control and optimization models, either of deterministic or statistic nature, and technological packages.
- Autonomous & Robotic Systems: Autonomous and robotic systems are foreseen to replace humans in highly repetitive and dangerous jobs, especially the ones performed in very harsh environments like steelmaking plants, in order to increase both efficiency and safety.

- Estimation of a Global Digital Index considering the implementation of a given set of smart plant enabling solutions (later on described in this article) as well as the contribution of an extended Manufacturing Execution System (or a subset of its modules).

The approach applies to both brown and green field plants with some obvious differences that are described here below.

A. Brown-Field Plant Approach

In this scenario, it is very important during the assessment phase to understand if the customer is already able to measure the performances of its business process or not. In the latter case, such monitoring solution can be designed and implemented, with the minimum impact for the plant operations, starting from the customer requirements and the DANIELI know-how and expertise in the metals industry, which has led to the creation of a large KPI library that covers supply-chain, technological and maintenance business processes.

B. Green-Field Plant Approach

The design of a green-field smart plant starts from the layout, which should at least take into consideration possible automated logistic, robotic and material identification solutions, and then from plant engineering, which means smart sensors, instrumentation, equipment-embedded condition monitoring and control modules as well as all the required infrastructures for data collecting and sharing.

IV. KEY-ENABLING FACTORS

The key-enabling factors that DIGI&MET applies to its innovative solutions are represented in figure 4 and include the following elements that are briefly described in the next paragraphs:

- Data-driven Approach, which represents the core of the digitalization process and the most disruptive innovation among the ones introduced by the Fourth Industrial Revolution.
- Digitalization Enabling Technologies, which represent the foundations of a digital-enabled plant.
- Smart-Plant Enabling Solutions.

A. Data-Driven Approach

It represents the most innovative and disruptive element among the ones introduced by the Fourth Industrial Revolution and aims at applying innovative digital technologies such as machine learning and artificial intelligence to extract knowledge from data for supply chain and technological process optimization.

In the metals industry this approach is not supposed to supersede the deterministic one but to integrate it, thanks to its capabilities of estimating process variables that are not observable, identifying process variables correlations and providing accurate results where process is too complex or chaotic.

An excerpt of DIGI&MET business cases based on data-driven approach is the following:

- Quality Compliance Prediction: It consists of predicting the mechanical properties of the final product starting from the process conditions. This can be done both online, for the certification of the product, but also offline, to study the effects of the changes of the process conditions. The goal is to reduce the costly laboratory tests (whenever the standards allow it) and reduce the occurrence of non-prime quality thanks to fast prediction time.

- EAF Process Fingerprint: A robust strategy for EAF automatic process control based on the fingerprint concept. It allows an adaptive control of the chemical package for a smart management of the oxygen injection, considering both the slow process modifications over time and the feedback from the field in real time.

B. Digitalization Enabling Technologies

This category includes the following disciplines:
Robotics & Cobotics

Robotic solutions can be employed to replace humans in several shopfloor tasks, which are executed in a hot, noisy and polluted environment, are regularly heavy and demanding on the body and often subjected to process-related hazards. At the same time robot-based automated solutions can also replace workers in executing regular and repetitive tasks, which, especially on long-term and when the work environment is not friendly, may become soul-destroying and even produce psychophysiological effects. The design of these solutions, aiming at improving both plant efficiency and safety, takes of course into consideration the safety constraint represented by the fact that, in some cases, operators and robots share the same spaces.

Some examples from the DIGI&MET robotic solutions portfolio [5] are the following:

- Q-Robot Sample: Robotic solution designed for automatic sampling of temperature and chemical composition of a steel bath in both Electric Arc Furnace and Ladle Furnace applications.
- Q-Robot Zinc: Robotic solution designed to skim, using a special tool, the surface of the zinc bath to remove dross, and place it in a dross container.
- Q-Robot Antimix: Robotic solution designed for automatic anti-mixing, color-marking and labelling of special steel bars.

The long-term challenging target of this approach, together with the automated logistic solutions that are described later on in this article, can be summarized by the sentence “No man on the shopfloor” which aims to a fully automatic plant with all the personnel sitting in control rooms and performing only supervision and control.

Advanced Human-Machine Interface

Pursuing efficiency and product quality often implies increasing complexity and increasing use of complex machines, processes or systems, which leads to an increase in operators’ mental workload. In this scenario, the human-machine interaction is of particular relevance in order to create a comfortable and safe work environment combined with ergonomic and friendly user interfaces.

In these regards, the DIGI&MET 3Q Digital Pulpit represents a revolutionary solution. One of the key points of the digital pulpit concept is the provision of a full “soft-desk”, totally based on computer screens, through which the operator can both monitor the plant and operate it; in most cases, there is no hard-wired indication facility, with the exception sometimes of an emergency shutdown system. Simply by substituting the software of its automation system, this revolutionary pulpit is then able to drive processes like Electric Arc Furnace, Continuous Caster or Rolling Mill.

The most important components of this desk are:

- The Operator Assistant (OA), a tool that offers a new approach to the control of the process, by reducing the number of commands that the operator previously had to operate with and by minimizing his intervention to a limited number of situations. There are three control modes to drive the plant: Auto Pilot, Assisted Manual and Maintenance Mode. Ergonomic and Cognitive Engineering are the key elements in the development of this system.
- The Area Performance Indicator (API), which provides a detailed view of a specific process, highlighting the main set points, the relevant KPIs (e.g. Production Rate[%], Production Yield [%] or Time Utilization [%]), the most significant trends and, where possible, the estimated time to end.
- The Plant Performance Indicator (PPI), an advanced monitoring system that allows the production manager to obtain an overall vision of the given process area and of the upstream/downstream ones. The goal of this function is to provide a graphic overview across most areas of the plant areas in order to simplify the synchronization of the production flow.

In this field, an important role is also played by the mobile technologies, which provide several advantages such as real-time access to all information independently from location and simplicity in collecting and sharing information. These technologies have been extensively applied by DANIELI over the last years for different purposes such as:

- Q3-Mobile Intelligence: Mobile access to reporting and analytics platform.
- Q3-Mobile Shopfloor: Equipment local control (smart local control boxes).
- Q3-Mobile Recognizer: Equipment information retrieval in combination with maintenance management system.
- Q3-Mobile Safety: Passive safety support through operators’ localization.

Today the new challenge consists of applying to the metals industry the latest innovative technologies.
like augmented reality, taking into consideration the most critical safety-related constraints which are the following:

- The selected devices must be either certified as personal protective equipment or compatible with the personal protective equipment in use in the plant.
- The operating procedures in terms of safety must be defined considering the usage of such devices in a dangerous environment (e.g. moving equipment, extreme environmental conditions).

- Simulation
  
  DANIELI entered this field of technology already some years ago with the development and the successful implementation of innovative solutions such as:
  
  - Kinematic Simulator (iStand), for personnel training as well as for virtual commissioning purposes.
  - Plant Logistic Simulator, having the purpose of simulating plant operations in order to verify overall productivity, machine workload, transportation equipment utilization and sizing, storage yard sizing, potential bottlenecks and to perform relevant “what-if” analysis by changing machine/equipment characteristics and/or plant layout. Moreover, this solution is also applied for the simulation and validation of the production schedules generated by MES Production Scheduling module.
  
  The new challenge in this field is to fully connect such virtual systems to the physical ones allowing the real plant and its digital twin to run and be maintained in parallel for off line multi-objective optimization strategy design, deployment and fast tuning. In these regards, DIGI&MET has already made a step ahead developing a process simulator called Q-Live, a tool that adopts real-time prediction technologies for simulating material, mechanics and their interactions.

- Smart Sensors & Instrumentation
  
  The plant digitalization process starts from a wide deployment of intelligent sensors giving access to data that was not accessible or monitored before; such sensors should not be considered only as suppliers of information but as intelligent units capable of direct evaluation and processing of measured values. This approach allows to significantly improve the efficiency, availability and utilization of the plants as well as to leverage high rationalization opportunities through the integration of new systems.
  
  In light of the above, the new DIGI&MET plant design concept includes the following:
  
  - Install instrumentation on the equipment by default.
  - Install smart sensors on the equipment.

- Embed in the equipment a smart and flexible automation module in order to perform critical real-time control tasks as well as condition monitoring.

  Continuous research, in electromagnetic fields, infrared detection, lasers and x-rays, are the key factors in the development of new sensors and new instrumentation for the metals industry.

- Identification & Localization
  
  The adoption of these technologies can provide a great contribution supporting automatic identification and localization of materials, assets and workers; therefore improving plant efficiency, product quality but also enhancing workers safety. Even if the work environment and the extreme operating conditions of the involved items often represent a restraint to their application in the metals industry, DANIELI has developed several solutions based on optical, radio frequency and barcode/QR code technologies.

C. Smart-Plant Enabling Solutions

The implemented solutions are the following:

- Manufacturing Execution & Optimization
  
  An extended Manufacturing Execution System is a solution in charge of supporting, at plant-level, manufacturing coordination, execution and optimization; it includes the functionalities of a MES system plus some features which are which are normally provided by ERP or APS systems, with the purpose of supporting the entire customer order lifecycle from its acquisition up to material dispatch, through planning and execution steps. For this reason, its contribution to plant digitalization is unique for an integrated plant.

- Predictive Maintenance
  
  The digitalization of plant maintenance processes is important in order to cut the relevant operating costs, which are normally very high. It is well known that large benefits in these regards can be gained with the implementation of predictive maintenance solutions that could be quite costly, despite its benefits.

  Taking as a reference a given number of steel plants, it has been estimated that almost the 70% of maintenance activities (and therefore costs) is normally carried out on the 20% of the plant equipment. Moreover, the experience suggests also to take into consideration the following basic assumptions:

  - Not all the equipment in a plant is of equal importance to either operations or safety.
  - Equipment design and operation differs and different equipment will have a higher probability to undergo failures from different degradation mechanisms than others.
  - A plant does not have unlimited financial and personnel resources.
In light of the above, the maintenance strategy pursued by DIGI&MET is the so-called “Reliability-Centered Maintenance” which represents a systematic approach to evaluate a facility’s equipment and resources to best mate the two and result in a high degree of facility reliability and cost-effectiveness. In a few words, this strategy suggests to perform a deep analysis of plant equipment in order to:

- Identify the most critical ones (for either operations or safety) and implement preventive maintenance only for such subset of plant equipment.
- Implement preventive maintenance for most of the remaining equipment by developing relevant job guidelines with life counter-based frequency (when possible) or time-based frequency.
- Perform reactive maintenance for all the equipment that is not mission-critical.

This maintenance strategy includes also the implementation of combined Condition and Process Monitoring using a common analysis platform; it allows, when it is not possible to monitor equipment health directly, to infer a possible equipment malfunctioning from the relevant process data (e.g. a roll wear early deterioration can be inferred from a material surface quality defect).

- Energy Monitoring & Control

The capability to monitor and control the plant energy and utility consumption as well as to implement efficient recovery strategies is currently one of the most important objectives of the metals industry and represents a first step ahead towards the so-called “Green Metals” challenging target. Energy and utility consumption and recovery are not only important for what concerns the environmental aspect but also represent an important factor for the overall steel manufacturing costs, considering that actual energy market is highly variable due to local and geopolitical factors.

In these regards, DIGI&MET has addressed its efforts to the implementation of an integrated Energy Management System, which allows energy control and optimization, intelligent access to power market on the basis of reliable forecast of energy demand associated with manufacturing planning and scheduling. In Europe, where the current trend is to focus on the increment of renewable sources, the most power-demanding operations are planned preferably during lower global power demand time windows such as during night shifts or weekends. This can be a regional opportunity to offer balancing services to the network in moments characterized by high level of power offered to the short-term free market, in particular for the electrical steelmaking but also for oxygen one. These opportunities ask for reliable power demand forecast and intelligent and flexible scheduling systems.

- Smart Logistics

The DIGI&MET strategy is also focused on automated logistic solutions, especially automatic yards with relevant automation and control systems that improve the plant overall efficiency through the following functionalities:

- Material Tracking & Inventory
- Yard Optimization
- Crane Movement Optimization
- Automatic Material Classification (for raw materials)
- Vehicle Identification & Tracking

Logistic operations in the metals industry are also critical in terms of safety due to the presence of heavy material items, vehicles and overhead cranes, which expose workers to several risks such as falls, being hit by falling objects and crushing injuries. Moreover, logistics often involve third-party personnel, which is not fully aware of plant specific risks and safety procedures. In these regards, automatic yard solutions can significantly improve safety conditions thanks to:

- Remote control rooms where the crane operator can comfortably and safely supervise the operations through cameras (eyes-on technology).
- Automatic execution of vehicle loading and unloading operations.
- Yard fencing and relevant automated entrance procedures designed to avoid personnel to enter the yard when cranes are in operation.

This approach applies for raw material, semi-finished and finished product handling.

- Product & Asset Traceability

Significant improvements have been achieved over recent years in terms of both product and asset tracking, thanks to a strong integration between automation and process control systems. The point of weakness of such solutions is represented by the manual identifications that are foreseen in the relevant processes and represent a source of possible mistakes.

Today the adoption of the above-mentioned innovative identification and localization technologies allows, even in harsh environments, to overcome these problems and provide product and asset visibility along the entire production chain.

This approach applies for raw materials, semi-finished and finished products as well as operational equipment with a common goal, which consists of having the right item in the right place at the right time.
V. CONCLUSION

The metals industry has historically been very conservative and generally skeptical and reluctant to embrace possible technology innovations. In this case, the large benefits of digitalization have been quickly understood but, at the same time, also some restraints have been already identified.

In these regards, a survey [4] involving more than 150 metals companies has been conducted and has produced some interesting key findings:

- Metals companies plan to invest 4% of annual revenue in digital operations solutions over the next five years. Nearly two-thirds (62%) expect to reach an advanced level of digitalization and integration within the next five years.

- The expected benefits of digitalization over the next five years are increased revenues (2.7% per annum) and cost savings (3.2% per annum).

- The two top challenges identified by metals companies are the unclear economic benefits of digital investments (49%) and the lack of a digital culture (49%). The third biggest challenge is the absence of a clear digital operations vision and leadership from top management (39%).

- Today only 11% of metals companies have advanced data analytics capabilities.

- The pace at which metals companies expect to accrue benefits from digitalization investments leads a majority (58%) to estimate a return on investment timescale of two years or less. Just over a third (37%) of companies anticipate a longer timescale of two to five years but relatively few (5%) think that it will take any longer than five years.

The above results are valuable and clearly have to be taken into consideration while approaching customers on digitalization topics.
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Abstract - The paper presents an implementation of IoT gateway for smart metering in electrical power systems. The gateway is based on Ubuntu Core operating system and connects power meters with external cloud services. Several software architecture design patterns are evaluated. Adaptation of them for the design of the software architecture of the gateway application is described in the paper. Based on the proposed software architecture an example IoT gateway implementation is suggested.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the development of sensor networks, wireless mobile communication, embedded system and cloud computing, the technologies of Internet of Things (IoT) have been widely used in areas such as smart meters, public security, smart homes and so on [1]. There are three essential components of IoT [2]: embedded devices consisting of both low cost/low power devices and high-end gateways; scalable connectivity – each embedded device should be connected; cloud-based mass device management – centralized management of distributed devices.

The support of legacy devices and devices without proper communication capabilities, will require the use of IoT gateways. These gateways could also be used for some local intelligence and value-added services [2]. Smart metering is an example of IoT application. It integrates communication capabilities with electrical power systems and delivery infrastructure to automate monitoring and control. Dynamically linking utility supply with demand could result in optimization of resource consumption [2].

The paper presents a software architecture and its implementation on an IoT gateway for smart metering in electrical power systems based on the scenario presented in [3].

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

The Internet of Things brings new challenges for software developers. One major aspect in connecting things is that there is little value by providing just the connection. The benefit from being connected always goes hand in hand with the provision of a specific service, which is generating the benefit from the connection [4].

IoT gateway for smart metering applications has many responsibilities: communication with smart meters; communication with cloud-based services; locally processing data; caching data and synchronization; configuring devices and sensors; providing user interface. All these requirements and their dependencies bring additional complexity to the implementation of IoT gateway system and appropriate software architecture is very important.

There have been various proposals for IoT gateway architecture in the research literature. In [5] the authors propose an architecture of IoT gateway consisting of a south interface for connecting to sensors and a north interface for connection to client applications. The integration of sensors is done through M2M proxies. Architecture of a semantic gateway as service (SGS) is presented in [6]. The authors suggest the use of multi-protocol proxy as a central part of the architecture, mediating between other functional blocks. The integration with higher-level services is achieved through gateway interface.

In a closely related research, the authors of [7] suggest an architecture for open smart metering. The proposed architecture deals with the heterogeneity of smart metering equipment by the use of advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) and a central meter data management (MDM) system. The authors also suggest an UML data model that defines the objects and their attributes, exchanged between the components of the system. Although all these architectures define the functional blocks of IoT gateway and their interfaces with external systems, they do not present insights into the architecture of the application software that will run on the gateway device and implements these functional blocks.

The software architecture of a program or computing system is a depiction of the system that aids in the understanding of how the system will behave. It serves as a blueprint for both the system and the project developing it. The architecture is the primary carrier of system qualities such as performance, modifiability, and security. It is an artifact for analysis to make sure that a design approach will yield an acceptable system. By building effective architecture, one can identify design risks and mitigate them early in the development process [8].

Supported by the National Science Fund of Bulgaria – contract E02/12.
Design patterns provide approved generic solution for recurring architecture design problems, created to achieve quality-attribute goals and requirements [8-12]. Following, an overview and discussion on some of the design patterns evaluated as candidates for IoT gateway is given.

A. Model-View-Controller

Model-view-controller (MVC) design pattern [13] divides the software application into three interconnected components to separate internal representations of information from the presentation to and interaction with the user (Fig. 1). The model component is responsible for the application data, the view component is responsible for presentation of model data to the user, and the controller component is responsible for updating view, handle user interactions and updating the model.

![Figure 1: Model-View-Controller](image1)

In MVC design pattern the three components are tightly coupled, which reduces their reusability and testability. Another shortcoming of MVC in the context of IoT gateway is that the controller component has to deal with too many responsibilities. This breaks the single responsibility principle and result in complex implementations [14, 15].

B. Model-View-Presenter

Model-View-Presenter (MVP) is a derivate of MVC first proposed in [16]. In MVP the view and model components are decoupled which increase their testability. The presenter retrieves data from the model and formats it for the view (Fig. 2).

![Figure 2: Model-View-Presenter](image2)

The presenter component is responsible for keeping the application synchronized [9, 11]. It improves testability of the model component in the price of doubling the amount of code compared to MVC [14].

C. Model-View-ViewModel

Model-View-ViewModel (MVVM) [17] is another derivate of MVC and MVP, where the controller/presenter component is replaced by view model. The view model is an abstraction of the view – independent representation of the View and its state – exposing public properties and commands [14]. The view and view model comprise the presentation logic of the application. The synchronization between them is mediated through software bindings (Fig. 3).

![Figure 3: Model-View-ViewModel](image3)

D. Clean Architecture

The clean architecture [18], as its author suggests is an attempt to integrate different architecture principles and practices into a single independent of technologies and frameworks idea (Fig. 4). Each circle represents a different areas of software. The outer circles are mechanisms and the inner circles are policies. The overriding rule beside this architecture model is the dependency rule - source code dependencies can only point inwards. Entities represent the business objects of the application. The use cases layer encapsulates and implements all of the use cases of the system. It orchestrates the flow of data to and from the entities. Next layer represents a set of adapters that convert data from the format most convenient for the use cases and entities - MVC, MVP, and MVVM belongs to that layer. The outermost layer is generally composed of frameworks and tools [18].

![Figure 4: Clean architecture [18]](image4)

E. Micro-services

A micro-service is a small application that can be independently deployed, scaled, and tested and with a single responsibility. The micro-service architecture is defined as developing an application as a set of small
independent services, where each of the services is running in its own independent process [19].

Three micro-services communication patterns are presented and discussed in [19]. By considering the asynchronous nature of IoT applications the authors suggest the use of service/message bus (Fig. 5). It is based on Publish/Subscribe model and allows addition of new components without changing the existing components of the system [19].

![Figure 5. Message bus [11]](image)

III. IoT GATEWAY SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE

In a previous work [3] the author presents an example solution for smart metering in electrical power systems. The solution is based on a power meter, an IoT gateway, cloud services and client applications. This paper continues the work in the part constituting the applications running on IoT gateway.

By following the common functional requirements for smart metering systems (2012/148/EU Recommendation) the main features of the smart metering application can be identified – these are the use cases in the context of clean architecture:

- provide frequent readings of the consumption data from sensors;
- store consumption data locally for a reasonable time;
- provide local and remote standardized interface which provides visualized individual consumption data to the consumer, any third party designated by the consumer, and operators;
- provide a local reasoning capabilities based on on-line and past consumption data and other sensors readings and notify user to stimulate energy-savings;
- provides two-way communication for remote maintenance and control;
- provides secure data communications and data privacy.

Some of the functionality, like remote access to sensor readings and remote management and control, can be extracted to the cloud service. This reduces IoT gateway application use cases to: providing local user interface; integration of power sensor(s); two-way connection to cloud service(s); local storage of power consumption data (Fig. 6).

![Figure 6: IoT gateway software architecture](image)
The local storage use case uses an entity gateway interface and its implementation to interact with a database for persistent storage. This is used to abstract the concrete database mechanism used. Entity gateway implementation converts entities data to/from a form convenient to the persistence framework being used. In case of a SQL database it will encapsulate all the SQL statements, in case of NoSQL – all query mechanisms.

The proposed IoT gateway software architecture is shown on Fig. 6. It follows the clean architecture dependency rule – inner layer knows nothing about the outer layers, and the interface segregation principle. The two-way interaction between layers is achieved through dependency inversion principle. Each component of the architecture also follows single responsibility principle.

Security is not a single component of the system, rather it is distributed in layers. There are application specific security policies that are addressed in the use case layer. There are also communication security that should be part of the adapters layer and external interfaces layer. Security policies should also be applied on the message bus securing the message bus for micro-service.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND TESTING

This section provides information about a concrete implementation of the proposed software architecture. The IoT gateway is based on an A20-Debian embedded hardware platform. On the hardware platform an Ubuntu Snappy Core [20] operating system is installed and running. Ubuntu snappy is a stripped down version of Ubuntu, designed to run securely on autonomous machines, embedded devices and other Internet-connected devices. IoT gateway application is implemented as a snap package that runs confined under a restrictive security sandbox.

The micro-services message bus is implemented on top of the standard Linux system bus – D-Bus. It is an inter-process communication mechanism that supports two modes of interchanging messages between parties – one-to-one request-response and publish/subscribe.

The electrical power meter used is PST04. It measures the values of the main parameters of the three phase electric power system – voltage, current, frequency, active power, reactive power, and power factor [21]. The power meter sensor is integrated through a Linux device driver that implements its serial protocol.

The integration with cloud services is based on a cloud adapter that implements the DeviceHive [22] RESTful API. DeviceHive is an open-source M2M framework that contains a set of services and components for establishing a two-way communication with the remote devices using cloud technologies as a middleware. The devices can be anything connected: sensor networks, smart meters, telemetry, smart home devices and etc [22].

The document-oriented NoSQL database MongoDB [23] is selected for realization of the local persistence storage. Map-reduce algorithm can be used for batch processing of data and aggregation operations. PyMongo database driver is used as an implementation of database API component.

The implementation of the rest of the system components uses Python programming language. For implementation of MVP a wxPython is used. wxPython is a wrapper for the cross-platform GUI API. The dependency inversion principle is implemented by passing dependency code as a parameters in constructors. Another possibility is to use broadcasters-broker implementation.

Currently, the following operations are implemented:

- configuration and management of sensors and remote service – currently only one sensor and one remote service are supported. Since the sensor does not accept any configurations those are implemented in device driver component and include naming the sensor, selecting communication interface and configuring readings period. The remote service configuration include service endpoint and credentials;
- fetching sensor readings periodically – these are stored in local persistent storage and synced with the remote storage if/when a remote connection is available;
- providing local user interface for user management and visualization of consumption data (charts, diagrams and reports).

Data collection can be initiated both locally and remotely – by default it is initiated locally. The IoT gateway implementation does not require a persistent network connection, although in current implementation it uses one. In case of no remote connection local persistent storage is used and the remote service also support queue for commands sent to the gateway.

Since the software architecture comply with the dependency rule it is intrinsically testable. Each of its components can be tested separately. The Python unit testing framework is used and a number of unittests – for each component of the system and mocks – for the user interface are written. Python unittests are also written for testing the D-Bus micro-services. These kind of testing allows the testing of each component independently. All prepared unittests pass successfully, however testing with unittests is as accurate as the percentage of coverage of all possible input/output data. Finally, the system operations are tested and verified as a whole through real life tests where each operation worked as expected.

V. CONCLUSION

The paper presents the design and implementation of IoT gateway for smart metering in electrical power systems. Several software architecture design patterns and principles are envisioned and discussed in the paper. These are later mapped to the functional requirements for smart metering systems and are used for the design of the IoT gateway application software architecture. The proposed software architecture follows the clean
architecture dependency rule, single responsibility and interface segregation principles for easy extendability and testability of the system.

Based on the proposed software architecture an example IoT gateway implementation is suggested. It uses an A20-Olinuxino embedded hardware platform running Ubuntu Snappy Core operating system. The system integrates a power meter, a smart energy application, local persistent storage and cloud connection. The use of cloud integration increase reliability and protection of collected data (it is stored and replicated in multiple secure, commercial-grade storage systems) and eases the software developers in management of remote devices – the actual devices are managed through web services and provided REST-based interfaces.

The future work includes continuing the process of implementing the IoT gateway application with more power meters and cloud services, developing of a local reasoning algorithms based on power consumption data and possibly other sensors readings for power-saving suggestion, and introduction of a complete security audit test suits.
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Ubiquitous computing systems are predominantly characterized by limited computing power, communication capabilities and energy sources. Yet novel usage scenarios shift their roles from basic data acquisition and forwarding to performing more sophisticated tasks such as data processing, local service provisioning and actuation. To meet their goals, horizontal or vertical collaboration and task distribution are often required; utilizing resources identified in the nearby communication environment or offered by remote, cloud- or edge-based services. However, different infrastructural and energy-related constraints can severely influence device’s communication capabilities thus dictating the level of provided functionality. In this paper, we focus on the class of ubiquitous systems without permanent communication links, utilizing only sporadic communication with global computing infrastructure. Such systems exploit the short-term presence of third-party communication and computational resources in their environment, adapting their service level to available resource properties. Several identified communication and computation scenarios are described for such a resource constrained and time-variable environment, along with the incentive model for using and provisioning of short-term resources. A general model of adaptive distributed applications exploiting such sporadic communication and computation environment is presented, relying on the cloud- and edge-computing paradigms and microservices as its building blocks.

I. INTRODUCTION

Ubiquitous computing [1] and succeeding Internet of Things [2,3] have brought a new perspective on computing and collaboration, where computing is dispersed in space over numerous computational nodes pervading the human environment. Such pervasive computational nodes, by their sheer number and diversity, require the change in interaction paradigm, emphasizing machine-to-machine communication and collaboration over direct human-to-machine interaction.

The advent of the cloud computing [4,5], on the other hand, addressed the need for efficient computing resource usage by centralizing the computing infrastructure into large data centers and allowing for their on-demand provisioning. In addition to centralized cloud resources in data centers, fog or edge computing introduced an additional layer of computational resources, bringing the computation to smaller centers closer to service users [6].

Collaboration between application components running on mobile devices and cloud computing has been studied extensively [7,8] where complex and resource demanding application sub-functionality is off-loaded from mobile devices to resource-rich and elastic cloud computing infrastructure. With the proliferation of edge computing, additional application layering is introduced, assigning application tasks between edge and cloud layers with the aim of enhancing user experience and optimizing overall resource usage [9].

The introduction of microservice architectural style [10,11], based on independently deployable services further added to the resource elasticity of edge- and cloud-computing, enabled the application components to be deployed and orchestrated in an efficient manner using different underlying infrastructural layers with additional support of containerization technology [12,13]. Proposals of microservice usage in the context of cloud and IoT are also starting to emerge [14,15].

Our proposed ubiquitous application model strives to provide a uniform, component-based model, spanning all computational layers of the ubiquitous system; embedded, mobile, edge and cloud. In this model, application components are hosted in different layers, on platforms with diverse computational, communication and power resources. The component and application design reflects the microservice architectural style, allowing for fast deployment of components on computational nodes and using specific layer properties to achieve application flexibility such as spatial and temporal component redundancy in embedded and mobile layers, and elasticity and containerization in edge and cloud layers.

The application adaptation mechanism is based on the chain of components’ Quality of Service (QoS) profiles and profile usage prices, where each component exposes a single service interface with QoS profiles and current usage price of each profile. QoS profile prices reflect the current resource state of the component’s hosting platform, communication channels and QoS profile prices of components the service providing component relies on in providing its service. The proposed adaptation mechanism allows for upstream (application-dictated) and downstream (resource level-dictated) dynamic adaptation of ubiquitous application, both in parametric space (QoS levels of used components) and in structural space (application graph; the set of used components and their deployment hosts in computational layers).

In the paper, we specifically describe the ability of the proposed model to provide the application adaptation in situations of sporadic communication availability among computational layers, in particular between the embedded
and the mobile layers. This application adaptation mechanism should enable preservation of application functionality, albeit with reduced QoS, efficiently utilizing computational resources within the communication range by agile adaptation of the application structure.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents our ubiquitous application model for component-based applications with application composition adaptable to changing component QoS parameters. Section III focuses on the usage of the model in ubiquitous applications with sporadic communication availability between computational layers. Section IV presents two example applications based on the model, forming a model testbed, and Section V concludes the paper.

II. UBQUITOUS APPLICATION MODEL

We divide our ubiquitous computational model into two basic sub-models: (i) computational model representing the diversity of computational resources found in ubiquitous computing and forming the highly heterogeneous execution environment for the (ii) application model, comprised of heterogeneous service components, dynamically composed in space and time to perform desired application-defined functions.

A. Computational Layer

In our model of ubiquitous computing, resources and their hosting devices forming the computational substrate for ubiquitous applications are conceptually divided into four layers, each having distinct properties (Table I.):

- Embedded layer – computational devices statically embedded into the environment.
- Mobile layer – computational devices can traverse spaces at different speeds, autonomously or as part of a larger system.
- Edge layer – computational resources are available at network edges - fixed communication infrastructure.
- Cloud layer – computational resources are elastic, available within a computational cloud.

We use a simplified model of computational devices, focusing on the ones present in the first and second computational layers, assuming almost unlimited resources availability for edge- and cloud-layer devices. Each device state is defined using the following tuple:

\[ D_x = \langle E, P, C \rangle \]  

where \( E \) denotes device’s energy-related, \( P \) denotes processing and \( C \) denotes communication properties, each property being a compound one.

Device energy-related property \( E \) consists of the (i) currently available energy in the power subsystem, (ii) maximal power the subsystem can deliver at any time and (iii) predicted inflow of energy from external sources or by energy harvesting. Derived parameters, constraints and predictions can be used in higher level decision making such as energy level flow, estimated battery life, estimated energy inflow, maximal power consumption in relation to current energy levels, etc. Device processing properties \( P \) are modeled with regards to the inbuilt (i) computing capabilities and related parameters (number of cores, core processing power, adjustable clock frequencies, power consumption) and (ii) available memory and memory types. Communication properties \( C \) portray all the available wireless and/or wired communication subsystems and their major properties (available modes of operation, throughput, latency, communication range and power consumption).

B. Component-based Application Layer

We model a distributed ubiquitous application as a directed acyclic graph (DAG)

\[ App = \langle C, L \rangle \]

where \( C \) is a set of vertices representing the required application’s software components and \( L \) is a set of directed edges representing data and control flows among application components.

A software component forms a basic building block of a ubiquitous distributed application, where each component implements a single and narrowly-scoped functionality, following the microservice architectural style approach. Each component defines one or more quality of service (QoS) profiles, consisting of an internal and external sub-profile. External sub-profile declares the QoS capabilities of the component to other components - potential consumers of component’s service. Internal sub-profile defines (i) the set of execution properties for the component (required power, computation and communication resources and their usage) as well as (ii) additional application components and their (external) QoS profiles required to implement the component’s service. Application initiator components originate application activities, partially implementing application logic and using services implemented by other application components down the application graph. Initiator components do not need to expose their service to other components.

Data and control flows, represented as edges, connect application components forming an application graph and allowing the execution of an application on a distributed, heterogeneous computational substrate. The type of directed edge in the application model represents either one-way flow (signal) between application components or a request-reply form of communication. Active QoS profile of a component can dictate different data and control flows, thus making the application topology a function of the set of active QoS profiles of all application’s components.

Components are hosted on computational devices in the computational substrate, as depicted in Fig. 1. In the lower two layers, embedded and mobile, it is expected that

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer</th>
<th>Computation</th>
<th>Communication</th>
<th>Energy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>embedded</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mobile</td>
<td>low-medium</td>
<td>low-medium</td>
<td>low-medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>edge</td>
<td>medium-high</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cloud</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>high</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
hosted components are of lower computational, communication and power requirements, and are deployed statically. In the upper two layers, deployment is dynamical and, considering available resources, scaled according to service demand. Multiple QoS profiles of the component can reflect different levels of the service provided by the component itself: (i) by mirroring the usage of resources of the hosting device depending on the service level, (ii) reflecting the current state of resources of the hosting device by offering all or reduced service levels, or (iii) by acting as a proxy towards the component implementations residing on hosts in resource-rich layers.

The model’s topology, defined by the underlying DAG, allows easier and power-efficient calculation of a component’s QoS profile price, dependent on the prices further down the application graph. However, it permits only partial ordering of component interactions in the application model and only a single appearance of a component instance in an application graph. The current model restricts the application state to be held only at the initiator components, and a tiny amount of data representing application state to be transferred to service-providing components down the application graph during (i) the component binding process and (ii) as part of the individual service invocations. Allowing robust mechanisms for the state to be preserved at each application component, even replicated in case of dynamic component re-binding, would allow for the model to be applicable to a wider class of applications, but would introduce a significant burden to component hosts’ resources, especially in the embedded and mobile layers.

To form a functional distributed application, according to the proposed model, it is necessary that the application graph is connected, i.e. that all the required application components are present (i) in the application neighborhood (spatial dimension), i.e. within the communication neighborhood of the devices hosting the components, (ii) in the same timeframe (temporal dimension) during which the application is declared operational and that (iii) all interacting components are bound, forming links among application’s graph nodes.

The application graph is formed and maintained using a dynamic process of local negotiations between application components. A component informs other components of its services either by broadcasting service announcements or by replying to a request for service queries. Service offer is based on the set of currently available QoS profiles for a service and associated prices. Components enter the process of negotiation resulting in a component binding (creating a link of an application graph) or abandoning the negotiation process. A derivative of ContractNet interaction protocol [16] has been adopted allowing the selection of one, or even more, components out of collected offers. A component can, due to changes in resource availability of the host or in changes of QoS of the used components, inform the client component of the QoS changes, where re-negotiation process can be triggered between them, possibly resulting in unbinding components and loss of application functionality.

The role of prices in local inter-component negotiations is two-fold: they reflect the required resource consumption of the service-offering component for an offered service QoS, and they act as a resource-preserving mechanism at the application level, directing the application to use the application’s QoS profile, and all the application components’ QoS profiles, with the best QoS/price ratio at a given time moment. Service prices for the components in the lower two layers are expected to be considerable and fluctuating, highly dependent on the host’s current resource availability. In contrast, components hosted on the edge and cloud layers are expected to have significantly lower service prices, dominated by costs of data transfer from two lower layers, encouraging their usage in the application graph.

III. SPORADICALLY CONNECTED APPLICATIONS

In the previously described distributed application model, for the application to be functional it is necessary for the application graph to be connected. However, in many ubiquitous application scenarios, such requirement is almost impossible to satisfy for prolonged periods of time.

Extending our previously described application model, we extend it with two probabilistic functions (Q – set of available QoS profiles for a specific application component, C – set of application components):

\[ App = \{C, L, \Pi_{QoS}, \Pi_{PRICE}\} \]

the function

\[ \Pi_{QoS}(q,c,t) \in [0,1], \]

where \( q \in Q, c \in C, t \in \mathbb{R}_{\geq0} \) models the probability of the component \( c \) supporting the QoS profile \( q \) at the time moment \( t \), and the function

\[ \Pi_{PRICE}(v, q, c, t) \in [0,1] \]

where \( v \in [0,1], q \in Q, c \in C, t \in \mathbb{R}_{\geq0} \) models the probability of normalized price \( v \) for a given QoS profile \( q \) at time \( t \) for the component \( c \), where the price value 0 indicates unavailability of the component under the given QoS profile.

The extended model allows for simulation and assessment of different application properties, for example (i) the availability of QoS profiles for different application...
components in time periods of interest, (ii) resource consumption of the application on different computational substrate nodes and in different application components and (iii) the availability of redundant application components residing in different computational layers.

We classify distributed applications with sporadic communication availability into two main usage scenarios:

- **Soft scenario** - applications whose functionality is preserved, but with a lowered QoS and/or increased price because of irregular communication availability; include applications employing one or more nodes from the embedded layer, with sporadic assistance of components from upper layers during (short periods of) communication availability.

- **Hard scenario** – applications whose functionality is available only during (short periods of) communication availability towards the upper layer devices.

Each application component can be realized as an implementation component – implementing component’s service and exposing supported QoS levels, optionally using other components – and proxy component – implementing the same interface as the implementation component, but only forwarding service requests to another component instance on a host possibly in another computational layer. Proxy components are predominantly used in the mobile layer, where a mobile node can host the implementation component and provide real services to the client nodes, as on Fig. 2, or act as a dynamic link between lower-layer clients and services residing on the upper layer hosts, as shown in Fig. 3.

In the hard scenario, the problem of application connectivity is augmented with the problem of connection duration, highly dependent on communication technology used, with minimal duration \( T_{\text{min}} \) defined as

\[
T_{\text{min}} = T_{\text{discovery}} + T_{\text{negotiation}} + T_{\text{service}} \tag{6}
\]

where \( T_{\text{discovery}} \) denotes the time required for the discovery of services offered by mobile node by embedded node, \( T_{\text{negotiation}} \) as the time required to finish the QoS level negotiation and \( T_{\text{service}} \) as the time to forward data to the component’s service, process the data and return the result to the client component. In the case of fast mobile nodes with relatively short time span within communication range with other application components, time available might not be long enough to complete the service usage transaction. Application components, with the assistance of their hosts and depending on the communication technology used, can assess the speed and available timespan using different techniques usually based on monitoring received signal strength indicators (RSSI). If supported by the proxy component and the implementation component, asynchronous proxy service transaction can be employed, with Fig. 4 providing an example of the service request and reply being two separate, decoupled transactions using different mobile nodes present in communication neighborhood at different times.

Other scenarios addressing the short available communication timespan might include:

- Assessing time span according to RSSI and selecting the component with the longest predicted availability and acceptable QoS/price ratio.

- Selecting multiple negotiation winners according to the best QoS/price ratio regardless of the predicted availability, thus increasing the cost of resources used, but increasing the success rate.

- Assessing time span according to RSSI and selecting between proxy (less resource spent) or asynchronous proxy (more resources spent) scenarios.

To perform an early evaluation of our application model in the context of soft and hard sporadic communication availability scenarios, we have conducted simulations of application behavior for a simple ubiquitous application.
The application is comprised of initiating application component C_I, residing on a single host in the embedded layer, and component C_S offering two QoS profiles for an exposed service, with instances hosted in multiple layers, on a single or multiple hosts at a time, and with a variable availability of those instances. All simulations have been conducted within an extended custom Java-based simulation framework, initially developed for simulating self-organizing distributed applications within the context of wireless sensor networks [17], including modeling of node mobility and stochastic communication links.

Fig. 5 presents the simulation results of the soft scenario by depicting the QoS profile price variability of C_S as perceived by the initiating component instance C_I (1), with C_S instances residing in embedded, mobile and cloud layers. In the timespan framed by points A and B, the C_S instance C_S (1,QoS-A) residing on the embedded layer host is used by the C_I (1), with price persistently rising due to host resource consumption. At the moment B, the C_S (1,QoS-B) QoS profile is selected by the C_I (1), lowering the usage price due to lower resource consumption of the selected profile. At the time moment C, the C_S (1,QoS-A) host resources are exhausted, and the price reaches 0 (service unavailability), re-linking shortly the application graph to redundant host and component instance C_S (2,QoS-A). At the time moment D, C_S (2,QoS-B) host resources are depleted and the application graph is incomplete due to C_S instance unavailability in the C_I (1) communication neighborhood until the time moment E when the component instance C_S (3,QoS-A) residing in the mobile layer becomes available. Implementation of C_S for the mobile layer hosts allows for service forwarding, and after negotiation with cloud-layer host and C_S instantiation, at the time moment F cloud-hosted C_S (4,QoS-A), with the lowest QoS/price ratio takes over the service provisioning.

Fig. 6 presents the simulation of price variability for the hard scenario and a single component C_S QoS profile A, where at time point A, the component instance C_S (1,QoS-A) becomes available for only a short period on a mobile node with low available resources and high QoS price. Point B marks the availability of instance C_S (2,QoS-A) on a mobile node with adequate local resources but only during a short period. At time point C there is a longer availability of instance C_S (3,QoS-A) in the cloud layer, with mobile layer instance C_S (3,QoS-A) acting as proxy. At time points D, there are two short periods of reachability of instance C_S (4,QoS-A) in the cloud layer, employing asynchronous proxy communication between it and C_I (1). Also depicted are different QoS prices reflecting resource levels of mobile nodes hosting component proxies C_S (5,QoS-A) and C_S (6,QoS-A).

IV. TESTBED APPLICATIONS

As a proof-of-concept, besides simulations, we are implementing two ubiquitous applications based on the proposed model, thus providing a testbed for developing more time- and power-efficient negotiation protocols over multiple communication channels and technologies.

The first example application uses a LoPy [18] multimodal wireless communication node with Bluetooth LE and LoRa [20] as communication channels. The application component A on the LoPy module performs periodic ambient measurements and tries to forward them to the central monitoring and storage component B using LoRa communication channel and one of the modes, depending on the channel availability. If LoRa-based channel persists to be unavailable for a prolonged period or the change rate of acquired data is high, the component seeks the assistance of nearby mobile phones equipped with Bluetooth LE and hosting the proxy component B to relay the data to the implementation monitoring and storage component B, as shown in Fig. 7. Each hardware device in this scenario hosts only one application component, where component A is the application’s initiator component.
The second example scenario, depicted in Fig. 8, includes clusters of low-resource wireless sensor nodes using ZigBee [21] communication protocol and TinyOS platform [22] for a power-efficient collection of ambient data over large areas. In this scenario, devices or execution environments, denoted by dashed rectangles, can host multiple application components. The statically deployed data collection system is augmented with mobile nodes in the form of wearables (Intel Edison [23]) wearable platform and Android-based smartphones, providing the environment with variable sensing, forwarding and processing demands reflected in variable component QoS. Data are forwarded to components in upper layers using both direct or proxy communication, subject to variable data link availability. While basic data processing is available at the cluster and mobile nodes, complex data processing and storage is reserved for application components in the edge and cloud layers utilizing OpenStack [24] as the IaaS platform and Docker [25] as the microservice container.

![Figure 8. Test application deployment – multimodal communication, forward- and backward-adjustable component QoS](image)

V. CONCLUSION

The ever-increasing complexity and adaptability of novel ubiquitous distributed systems present a challenge to the architects of ubiquitous applications, requiring composition and interplay of many adaptable application components spread among different computational layers; from tiny resource-constrained pervasive devices to large-volume data systems in clouds.

In this paper, we proposed a general model of adaptive ubiquitous applications based on components and application graphs defining current application configurations based on the available or required quality of service profiles. Particular attention was given to applications lacking permanent communication links towards application components in higher computational layers: edge and cloud. We proposed different interaction and computation scenarios exploiting sporadic resource availability in the mobile layer.

Our future work will, besides enhancements to the model itself and the accompanying modeling and simulation tools, include devising more time- and power-efficient negotiation protocols and communication strategies for scenarios with short periods of component availability due to high node dynamism in the mobile layer.
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Abstract - The use of traffic information in map applications designed for stand-alone navigation devices as well as in mobile devices has become a common trend. This information is often governed by the various service providers with little or non-existent feedback from the users. Using a wide user base it is possible to collect information on traffic conditions faster and more efficiently. Additionally, many of the events faced on the road can be challenging to detect by automatic means, but are easily noticed by the road users – animals on the road and broken or missing road signs are only a few examples.

To better facilitate the utilization of information gathered from road users, simple and easy-to-use software solutions are required. This paper presents a prototype mobile application, which the road users can take advantage of for both following the on-going traffic conditions while driving and for collectively reporting traffic events other users might be interested in. The high-level architecture, application and data utilized in the reports are presented in addition to the preliminary findings of the on-going research. This paper will also discuss the challenges identified while developing the application.

I. INTRODUCTION

There have been several studies on how to take advantage of automated means in the traffic environment. Topics such as the detection of pavement conditions [1], winter conditions [2], vehicles [3][4] and road signs [5] have been of constant interest for the past decade. There is little doubt that the use of automated means will increase in the future. Nevertheless, events such as animals on the road, broken road signs and poor visibility are easily recognized by humans, but can be challenging use cases for automatic methods. Thus, the potential wide user base offered by the people travelling on the roads should be more tightly integrated into the road condition reporting.

Most map applications provide “layers” that show basic details (for example, road works, traffic jams) concerning the current road conditions, but generally, no option is given to the user to give feedback on the accuracy of the information. In Finland, there is an official telephone number provided by the local road agency the road users can call to report bad road conditions, and several radio stations accept calls concerning events met on the road. Unfortunately, these services are very seldom connected to the devices and the services the people use in their everyday lives. In essence, the application (or service) presented in this paper could be seen as a more modern replacement for these telephone-based services currently available.

The initiative to develop the application presented in this paper came from one of the corporate partners (a logistics and transportation company) of our project. They had a need for a very simple and easy-to-use application that the professional drivers of the company could use to notify each other about various road incidents, events and road conditions that could affect the deliveries.

This paper presents the preliminary results of the APILTA (Avoin Plvipalvelukonsepti joukkoiostetu Liikennedatan TArpeisin, or “Open Cloud Platform for Crowdsourcing Based Services”, in English) project currently on-going in Tampere University of Technology, Pori Department. The primary purpose of the research within the context of this paper is to design an easy to use application (user interface) that would not distract the driver and the users would be willing to take advantage of while travelling. Keeping this goal in mind, the following section (Section II) discusses the related studies, Section III provides a high-level look on the architecture and the use case in general, Section IV will describe the application itself, Section V offers a discussion on the challenges and opportunities, and finally, Section VI summarizes this paper.

II. RELATED STUDIES

The use of traffic data in crowdsourcing applications is not a completely new idea. For example, in [6] the focus was on evaluation of anonymized data created by an electronic travel journal to be used as study material for mobility research. If the collected data was accurate enough, it could be used in design of the traffic network. There are efforts to estimate the traffic conditions with data that are gathered from different sources and by different methods (e.g. traffic monitoring by inductive loop detectors, satellite positioning, and mobile phone positioning) [7][8]. To reliably evaluate the traffic conditions a lot of traffic monitoring is required. This is where the crowdsourcing can become a feasible source of data.

Efforts for the concept of Smart City (SC) can be useful as transportation and traffic are typically studied together with this topic. Sensor networks, data collection and data management are key components in development of Smart City applications. Literature review [9] classifies a wide range of architectures and technologies used in the
field of SC. The newest trend seen was the introduction of IoT (Internet of Things) and in the future IoE (Internet of Everything) is expected to be the next important milestone. IoT enabled SC applications often employ Smart Objects (SOs) in the monitoring of traffic and environment. A large number of devices, software and services (e.g. mobile phones or even vehicles) can be categorized as a SO [10][11].

In the use case of Smart Transportation [10], the sensor data is seen to have a crucial role in managing the transport system. The trustworthiness, robustness, timeliness, and security of the communicated data together with maintaining the privacy of users is of major importance in a SC system [10]. The security and reliability of a cloud-based city management platform have also been studied [12].

There have been studies on using mobile phones as location location sensors in a Smart City service for car sharing to improve the traffic conditions in the City of Barcelona [11]. Furthermore, there has been research on utilizing event-based architecture to conduct Machine to Machine (M2M) communication in vehicular context [13], the Internet of Vehicles (IoV) and the Social Internet of Vehicle (SiIoV) [14], detecting road conditions using smartphone sensors [15], and analyzing video with a computer vision system to recognize overall road conditions and the status of traffic infrastructure [16].

There are several applications that are similar to our approach. Beat the Traffic [17] used to offer real-time traffic information partially provided by users in the United States and Canada. Waze [18] similarly offers its users to participate in gathering new traffic information. Inrix [19] provides a more complex service for traffic management including several mobile applications for tracking traffic conditions, but lesser options for user to manually create reports. In Finland, a new pilot (NordicWay Coop) was launched last year in co-operation with industry partners and the Finnish Transport Safety Agency with a goal of allowing people to report traffic conditions [20].

When it comes to reporting new alerts, each application has a slightly different approach: Beat the Traffic offered more complicated forms and a simpler “shake to report” feature; Waze uses speech recognition; and NordicWay Coop utilizes a more traditional menu-based approach. Based on the literature each controlling method (voice recognition [21][22][23], touch, tactile and gesture [24]) have their own advantages and disadvantages with perhaps no clear winner to be found amongst the options.

Similarly to Beat the Traffic, Inrix and NordicWay Coop, our application utilizes touch-based controls with the main difference being in the user interface design – the look’n feel of the application and the user interface “flow” when creating a new alert. In our case, the goal is on enabling an easy reporting of alerts where as many of the commercial applications are primarily focused on map-based features (e.g. navigation).

As mentioned before, the initiative for our application development came from a logistics and transportation company. An individual company might have the need to report alerts that are not by default included in the system, and the company might not be willing to share the reports outside the company, or the company might only trust the alerts received from a particular user group. User groups and customization would also allow regular users to team up with friends or colleagues for sharing alerts in a more social way. With the exception limited features offered by the Waze service there seems to be apparent lack of customization and user grouping options in the existing applications.

III. Architecture

The system architecture (seen in Fig. 1) is based on receiving alerts from different clients, and transmitting the alerts to clients who are or would be affected by them. The service is implemented by utilizing commonly used open source components such as Apache Tomcat, Apache Solr and Oracle MySQL.

In the first prototype of the client, the available alert types are predefined to contain just a few examples, but the architecture and alert syntax itself are extendable. Also, the system can accept photos attached to the alerts, but this feature is not used in the application presented in this paper. City road maintenance is one use case where the additional info could be useful.

The alerts on the client are updated by regularly polling the representational state transfer (REST) Application Programming Interface (API) to retrieve the newest alerts that affect the user. Thus, the clients do not need to subscribe to listen for new alerts. The client would need to continuously report its location to the service to receive up-to-date alerts in any case, but in our approach the service will immediately respond with alerts that are in range. This would also allow anonymous or unregistered users to use the API. In our case, because of the limited computing resources available, the service is open only for users accepted to participate in our piloting phase. In practice, there could also be real business cases (e.g. pay-to-use, providing user preferences across devices based on the user account) that require the users to be authenticated before using the service.

Each alert reported by the clients includes the geographical coordinate of the event and the search method provided by the API accepts a polygon based area filter and a heading based filter. This way the client device can construct more accurate search terms that cover more area in front of the device than behind. The client can also adapt to the increasing speed by retrieving the alerts more often, or by growing the search area bigger.

![Figure 1. High level architecture.](image-url)
In the first phase of the pilot tests, there are only a few alert types to be included (animals, broken street signs, slow traffic). The architecture is built to accept new, user created alert types for extending the usability of the system. Any authenticated user can create a new alert type, but by default the application presented in this paper will only utilize the built-in types. New types must be configured (chosen from a list of types known by the service) in the application settings – this is to prevent users from spamming the service with unnecessary global alerts, but the approach will still allow the utilization of custom tags with relative ease of use.

The API provides the data in Extensible Markup Language (XML) documents by default, and supports JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) format as well. The data format of the alert includes a timestamp, location (coordinate), alert type, alert description and information about how long the alert is valid. The validity period of the alert varies case by case, and at the moment there is no good approximation when or how a certain alert should become inactive. In accidents and similar events an official user such as the police or ambulance staff could be given the permission to remove the corresponding alert, but in the case of animal alerts the validity period can be challenging to predict. The default validity period for each alert can be defined when the alert type is created in the service. In our use cases, alerts will be automatically invalidated within a couple of hours. In principle, the validity period could also be set by the client though choosing the correct time value when posting a new alert would probably be just as difficult as choosing a correct pre-defined validity time.

IV. PROTOTYPE APPLICATION

As the main use case is driving a car, this poses certain requirements for the application. Most importantly, the application should not distract the driver. For this goal, the application has been designed to require as little interaction as possible with emphasis on automation both in the information gathering and in the flow of the user interface.

There are no technical limitations why the application could not be used, for example, when walking, and alternative means of transport could provide possibilities for features purposefully not implemented in the current version. Features such as alert rating (feedback) or reporting of incorrect alerts, or zooming and panning of the map view could be easily managed by the user when walking, but could be too distracting when driving a car.

The application has two basic functions (or features): reporting new alerts to the service; and showing alerts that are near to the user. The features are shown in Fig. 2 and in Fig. 3. Additionally, the application contains a settings view (not visible in the figures), which allows the user to change the common configuration parameters such as the credentials used to authenticate the user with the service. The settings view can also be used to select the alert types the user wishes to listen for new alerts and the option to select the types available for reporting new alerts.

The screenshots are taken from a Google Nexus 7 device running the Android 7 operating system. The application should work on any relatively recent (even low-end) Android phone or tablet with a touch screen and an Internet connection. As the transferred data consists of simple Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) GET and POST requests with small XML or JSON payloads (depending on the amount of alerts, generally from ten to 50 kilobytes) even a relatively low bandwidth network connection can be utilized.

A. Feature 1: Report a New Alert
Fig. 2 illustrates the user interface flow applied when the user reports a new alert. The first picture (left side, Fig. 2) shows the default (idle) view visible when no alerts are in range. In this example case the user has configured the application so that there are two alert types available for reporting new alerts: reports for animals on road (center, Fig. 2); and reports for slow moving traffic (right, Fig. 2).

To browse the available alert types the user only needs to touch anywhere on the screen. This will automatically show the next view: from the default view to the “animal on road” view; from the “animal on road” view to the “slow traffic” view; and from the “slow traffic” back to the default view – as seen in the Fig. 2. A move from one view to another is accompanied by a sound (the spoken name of the alert type). This allows the use of custom alert type names by utilizing text-to-speech features provided by the Android platform.

![Figure 2. User interface flow when user reports a new alert.](image-url)
If the user does not touch the screen within a predefined time and the active screen is one of the alert views, a new alert (with applicable details such as timestamp and user’s location) will be automatically sent to the service. The time left until the alert will be sent is indicated to the user by a countdown timer visible on-screen (as can be seen in Fig. 2 middle and right, below the icons).

The time until the alert is posted can be configured from the application and a longer time will naturally give the user more time to react. Touching anywhere on the screen while the counter is running will abort the operation and screen will change to show the next view. If the next view is an alert view a new counter will start, if the next view is the default view the application will return to the idle state.

The audio cues and the fact that the user can touch anywhere on the screen are designed to allow navigation without looking at the screen. On devices that do not have a touch screen the navigation could also be implemented by providing a single button to use for changing the views. The user interface is also meant to be simple enough to be usable on various screen sizes. Alternative approaches such as multiple buttons provided for navigation or a scrollable list of alerts could cause difficulties for the driver for using the application especially on devices with smaller screen sizes.

In principle, there could be any number of alert types to choose from, and if more alert types were used, new views would appear in the user interface cycle (for example, in Fig. 2, a view with a new traffic sign could be between the elk sign and the slow traffic sign). In practice the operator should use the application settings to configure only the alert types he/she is planning to use to be visible in the user interface to reduce the total amount of browsing needed.

Another option could be to allow the user to speak the name of the alert type when choosing the alert to be reported, but in a location with a potential ambient noise (e.g. in a car) it can be challenging to implement reliable speech recognition. Additionally, this would require the user to remember the actual names of the alerts or implementation should be smart enough to decipher the user’s meaning from alert names pronounced only partially correct. Furthermore, as the application is entirely separate from the in-car systems, the voice control could also interfere with the built-in speech recognition features of the car itself or the use of two separate systems could confuse or annoy the user.

B. Feature 2: Show Nearby Alerts to the User

The user interface flow for showing the nearby locations is can be seen in Fig. 3. As long as the visible view is the default (idle) view (Fig. 3, left) the application will automatically show the map when alerts are detected within a pre-configured range or the travel time to the alert is within a pre-defined threshold (for example, the location indicated by the alert is within 100 meters, or the location would be reached in 30 seconds). The change to the map view is also indicated by an audio cue. If the user is currently browsing for alert types and is not in the default view, only a sound cue is played and the application will wait for the user to return to the default view before showing the map view. After the alerts go out of range, the application will automatically switch back to the default view. The user can also change to the map view by tapping the “Map” option on the top right, and the user can return from the map view to the default view (and to reporting new alerts) by simply touching anywhere on the map screen or by touching the “Home” option on top right. The “Home” option can also be used to return to the main view from any other view, and can be used at any time to cancel a reporting of a new alert.

![User interface flow when an alert becomes range.](image)

In the current version of the application, the map will automatically zoom to and follow the user’s current location. Manual panning and zooming of the map often implemented by touch gestures are disabled. The primary purpose of this is to allow quick and easy navigation back from the map view.

The upcoming alerts are illustrated using the same icons as seen in Fig. 2. In our use case, the alerts are represented by road signs, which are easily recognized and associated by the driver to the events in question. Naturally, in many cases new icon designs are required as not all alert types can be illustrated by road signs alone. If the range of the event is known, it is illustrated by a transparent area around the icon. In Fig. 2, the “Animal on road” event contains range information, but the “Slow traffic” event does not. In the current service implementation, the area is visible only on alert types that have the range predefined (e.g. animal warning have a default range of 200 meters). The prototype application (user interface) does not support the creation of new alerts with range defined.

In the background the application will continuously poll the service for every couple of minutes requesting new alerts (i.e. alerts reported after the previous request) within a larger area (for example, within two kilometer radius) around the user’s location. The retrieved alerts are cached by the application. The cache is checked whenever the user’s actual location changes (within certain accuracy) and alerts that have moved too far from the user...
are automatically removed from the cache and alerts that are close enough are shown in the map view.

The new alerts could be requested from the service each time the user’s location changes as opposed to more relaxed background polling, but this would both increase the amount of requests on the server-side as well as use more power and network bandwidth on the device itself. The downside is that the alerts do not appear on the client devices in real time, but in practice, real-time updates are seldom needed.

V. DISCUSSION

In essence, there have been two main challenges in developing the application: to make the user interface as easy to use as possible; and to validate the achieved results in the larger context of crowdsourcing.

To further aid the use of the application, automation would provide assistance for the user, and there are several promising, emerging and already implemented technologies such as speech recognition, image analysis (for example, the detection of objects or events from frames captured from a video camera), and the utilization of various sensors embedded in road modern road vehicles. Unfortunately, the most in-car systems cannot be directly accessed or extended with new features either because of security reasons or closed nature of the systems. This also means that buttons located, for example, in the steering wheel cannot be easily used to control a smartphone application.

Similarly, extending commonly used navigator devices and map applications can be a challenging task. Several companies (e.g. Google, Microsoft) provide online APIs for navigation applications, but the utilization of these APIs often require redundant work for the implementation of basic navigation features already present in the mobile device itself. Due to the fact that the user would need to use multiple applications for two closely related tasks (for example, the application presented in this paper and a proper navigation application) may decrease the user’s willingness to use the provided, otherwise advantageous features. In an optimal situation, the functionalities presented in this paper would be integrated with an existing system or device, preferably in a navigation application.

As explained earlier, this paper presents only the preliminary results of an on-going study. The piloting phase utilizes people participating in the project either directly in the university or in the co-operating companies. The initial feedback on the idea has been positive, but because of the smaller user base, it is difficult to validate whether a larger audience would be willing to participate in reporting the alerts. A wider user base would be required for conclusive results, but unfortunately organizing a larger crowdsourcing effort can be challenging both for finding the applicable audience and because of the increased (computing) resources required for hosting the service online. In principle, it could also be possible to realize a working service even with a help of a smaller, but more motivated group enthusiasts.

Another issue, closely related to the widening of the target audience is the validation of the alert reports the users have submitted. Within a smaller and more controlled user base it is easier to protect the service against malicious use. By nature the reports are only “alerts” and, for example, spamming the service with incorrect alerts should not pose danger to the users (drivers), but it might render the service unusable, or at the very least, lower the users’ interest in the service. Possible solutions could be to allow “rating” of the alerts or to require a certain amount of alerts of the same type to be reported within an area before the alert is shown publicly.

In the first solution, the primary problem would be how to implement the feature in the application so that it does not distract the driver. On one hand, it is entirely possible that the feature would take the user’s attention away from driving causing more accidents than the application would prevent. On the other hand, if the feature would be implemented on a separate web portal, it is unknown how many of the users would bother to report the alerts after arriving at their destination.

The problem with the second approach is that if there are only a few users that report alerts using a road, the reported alert may never be published, or it might take a longer time before the reported alert becomes public causing potentially a larger number of road users to miss the alert. As the service does not allow anonymous access, rating alerts and users could (at least in theory) in time filter out users that post unnecessary or incorrect alerts. In the case of animals on the road, one way to verify a low number of reports could be done by making a cross-check with another database with details of animal density in that area to determine the chance for a such event to occur.

Information and guidelines for minimizing driver distraction have been released by [25][26]. Furthermore, there have been studies on user interface and system response design in the context of minimizing driver distraction [27]. However, the guidelines are only applicable to original equipment electronic devices, and do not cover aftermarket or portable devices. This means that because there is less control over mobile applications in official requirements, the applications can be organized in a more liberal way, possibly even in a distracting manner to the driver. Thus, it can be easy to overlook traffic safety aspects, especially if the recommendations would interfere with the designer’s vision for the look’n feel of the application.

In conclusion, it can be said that there remain several currently unresolved and challenging tasks. Regardless, the authors of this paper believe that more could be achieved for the goals of averting accidents and reporting road conditions through better integration of road users’ feedback potential into the overall road ecosystem.

VI. SUMMARY

Despite the progress in the development of automatic means to detecting road conditions, there are still cases where humans are more capable of detecting the events faced while travelling. Yet, the commonly used navigation devices and applications seldom offer any means for the
user to provide feedback on the accuracy of the road information.

To better realize the potential of the road users in reporting road conditions, easy to use applications that the users can take advantage are required. This paper presented an example of an application the road users can utilize to report events faced while travelling by car. The high-level architecture utilized in the overall service was briefly introduced in combination of the data used to describe the alerts. Additionally, this paper provided a discussion on the challenges and unresolved issues identified while designing the application.
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Abstract Sensor networks are a highly researched application area in the field of Internet of Things (IoT). A key cost and resource question in the development of IoT network sensor solutions is prototype implementation. In this study, the Raspberry Pi—a widely used single board computer—is investigated as it is one of the most commonly used prototyping devices available and is also widely used in scientific research. In this paper, we address which technologies, the usefulness and what kinds of issues arise when the prototyping of a sensor network solution is done with Raspberry Pi. The extant literature is studied by selecting papers with the systematic literature review method. Based on an extensive survey of the selected studies, we found several sensor-based implementations where Raspberry Pi has been used. In addition, this survey revealed subjects, such as e-health and education, which expanded the research topic in new ways. Further research opportunities have been identified in specifying the usefulness of various technologies with single board computers.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Internet of Things (IoT) is the expansion of Internet services, which connects everyday physical objects to a network. This connection between a network and physical objects makes it possible to access remote sensor data and to control the physical world from a distance. The first mention of the term ‘IoT’ is said to have come from Kevin Ashton in 1999. A survey of the areas of “Internet of Things” was made by Atzori, Iera and Morabito [1]. In this research, the focus has been redirected toward the Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) type of solution. The basic features of sensor networks were compiled in a survey conducted in 2002 [2].

‘Sensor networks’ refer to distributed autonomous sensors that are used to monitor the physical environment, e.g., temperature or pressure. Sensor networks are a widely-studied area. For example, the use of embedded Linux for sensor networks has been proposed [3] and a simple model of a sensor network has been introduced earlier [4]. There has also been research on long-range wireless sensor networks with geolocation tracking [5] and on a low energy algorithm for a sensor network [6]. Sensor networks have several development possibilities, such as the one introduced in Fog the gateway unpublished [7] study.

Single-board computers, such as Intel Galileo, BeagleBone and Raspberry Pi, are low-cost development devices for testing or educational purposes. These are fully customizable and programmable, and have the features required to implement small and low-cost IoT devices [8]. The Raspberry Pi is the most popular of these three in the field of research according to the keyword search. Single-board computers are an rising technology area in the development of prototypes. Often, developing a prototype is experienced as difficult and expensive due to the costs of hardware design, software design and developing as well as hardware manufacturing and building. However, by using single-board computers, these costs can be easily reduced. Ready-to-use hardware solutions already exist, such as Raspberry Pi, which have ready-to-use software with embedded Linux. Furthermore, there are many communities and user groups available online where a developer could ask for help and support.

Despite the potential value that single-board computers could provide, we are currently lacking a good overall picture of the studied and tested information on the real benefits and drawbacks brought about by the use of single-board computers. The objective of this study is to fill this research gap by mapping the current state of the art in the use of single-board computers in prototyping sensor networks. Thus, we seek answers to the following research questions:

RQ1: What do we know about the benefits and limitations of using the single-board computer Raspberry Pi in supporting prototyping work?

RQ2: How is the functionality in these single-board systems tested?

RQ3: Are there any specific test methods?

To answer these questions, we performed a literature study. We used the Systematic Literature Review approach (SLR) [9] to collect primary studies regarding this topic. The selected primary studies were then analyzed and categorized with the content analysis method.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section II, we introduce the research approach used in this literature study. In Section III, we present the analysis of the findings. Section IV includes a discussion and suggestions for future research on the topic and finally, the study is summarized in Section V.
II. RESEARCH APPROACH

As previously mentioned, to answer the presented research questions, we decided to perform a literature study in order to map the extant knowledge on this domain. We decided to use the SLR method for collecting relevant primary studies and followed the guidelines given by Kitchenham and Charters [9].

For the SLR, we decide to do an electronic search. The database used was IEEE Xplore Digital Library, the search engine of which was used in this study. The survey was started by selecting the following search terms: “Raspberry Pi” AND “Internet of Things” AND “Sensor Networks.” We decided to use these simple keywords in order to receive good coverage of potential primary studies.

The keywords were commonly used alone: “Raspberry Pi” returned over 500 hits, “Internet of Things” returned over 12,000 hits, and the most popular was the third keyword “Sensor Network,” returning over 110,000 hits. Together the keywords returned 11 (IEEE), and 1 (ACM) results. These were only the keyword search. The full text search gave too many hits, over 400, for this research. Nevertheless, this result combined with the search keyword “smart home” gave us 24 hits. The final searches were targeted to keywords and limited only to research papers.

In the first phase of the research, we selected studies based on abstracts. We used the following inclusion and exclusion criteria: Peer-reviewed studies conference and journal articles as well as book sections written in English focusing on all three aspects were included. We excluded studies written in languages other than English, posters, abstracts, and short papers, as well as studies only mentioning the keywords but not focusing on the issue.

In the second phase of the research, the selected studies were read through carefully. In this phase, we still excluded studies unless they focused on the development of sensor networks with Raspberry Pi. In the end, we selected 15 primary studies for inclusion in this study. The selected studies were read through and analyzed. We studied which technologies were used, what kinds of issues were faced, how the testing was reported, and whether there were any problems in testing or not. Finally, the notes were reviewed and the results were analyzed.

In the remaining sections of this paper, we will first present the selected key studies in the section III. This is followed by a discussion section where we answer the presented research questions.

III. RESULTS

In total, we selected 15 relevant primary studies for this paper. The primary studies found and selected were [10-24]. In the following, we will briefly summarize the key primary studies and their findings.

Baranwal, Nikita and Pateiya [10] presents a monitoring system for detecting and preventing rodents in grain stores. The system consists of a webcam, a repeller for undesirable rodents, and Raspberry Pi with a set of sensors, which were an Ultrasonic Range Detector (URD) and a Passive Infrared sensor (PIR). The algorithm for the software was introduced. The test cases consisted of functionality tests where the hardware and software were tested. The test results showed that the observation distance was small, seven centimeters. In addition, the reliability of the system was tested. This test shows that 85 percent of system notifications were real. The 15 percent of tests that were unsuccessful were due to the connectivity of the device, data transmission, notification, and other factors such as PIR sensors being configured to generate discrete values.

Two studies [11] and [12] introduced the developed IoT-based E-learning testbed developed on the basis of a combination of five Raspberry Pis and a microwave sensor. The testbed controlled several factors: Chair Vibrator Control, Light Control, Smell Control, Sound Control, and Remote Control Socket. The purpose was to improve and stimulate the e-learner’s motivation by using this testbed. The study introduced the usage of Optimized Link State Route protocol (OLSR) technology in the testbed software. The first study introduced the idea and the second study from the same authors handled the same issue more profoundly. In the second study, the testbed network communication was tested and the results were shown. The testbed usage for improving and stimulating e-learner’s motivation was not tested. Also, the functionality of the testbed was not tested apart from the communication protocol.

Mahmoud and Qendri [13] introduced a sensor shield, the Sensorian platform, for Raspberry Pi. The aim was to transform Raspberry Pi into an IoT platform. This study could be categorized as hardware development. The shield consists of sensors: light, accelerometer, temperature, pressure, touchpad. It also includes a TFT display, LEDs, a real clock, and memory for software development. This shield was developed by means of crowdfunding. However, the functionality tests were not presented. It was mentioned regarding software testing that the firmware had been tested with the Raspbian operating system, but no test cases or results were mentioned.

References [14] and [15] focused on education on their research. The first study introduced the challenges and experiences of introducing IoT as an open elective course. The second focused on teaching Python programming. In these courses, Raspberry Pis and a set of sensors were used for teaching purposes. Students on this course built prototypes using the hardware mentioned. These studies did not handle testing the built prototypes and the focus was more on education than the other pieces of research in our study. However, these studies were included because of the good requirement specifications of the systems.

Maksimovic, Vujovic and Perisic introduced IoT-based e-health systems. The research also highlighted the economic impacts of IoT applications and especially the economic growth of healthcare applications. This research compares different applications: one is the e-health sensor shield V2.0 for Raspberry Pi and the other is a custom-made body sensor measuring system. Both enable data gathering and sending to the server application. This research does not have any special
testing part but the research extensively points out the security issues of the gathered data.

The research by Hsiao, Liang and Sung [17] introduced a smart home system. This system uses infrared communication inside a room, Zigbee communication inside the house, and Wifi communication for data transfer to the cloud. The research focus was the combination of communication types in one system. The actual sensor or controller was not introduced. The features of these communication methods were also compared. A comparison of different means of communication was made at a general level, but no specific test cases were presented.

Hentschel, Jacob, Singer and Chalmers [18] introduced a smart campus system based on Raspberry Pis. This system uses hardware-software-service architecture, where the hardware consists of Raspberry Pis and sensors. This combination has software for collecting and sending data. The cloud has a service where the data are stored and served. This research presents sensor-to-sensor technology and delay-tolerant data transfer. This is for not-so-urgent data in the case of disrupted network connectivity. This research described several use cases of the system: Room temperature, free meeting room, room occupancy, custom event triggering, and robotic support infrastructure. These use cases are interesting but the physical test cases for them were not described. There were a few cases where the improvement of hardware design was introduced by changing the type of sensors.

As above, sensor network based systems were introduced in several studies [19-24]. These systems present the different ways to use master node - sensor node type solutions. Common to all these studies was the model of one master node and several sensor nodes. The sensor nodes collect the data and send it to the master node. The master node processes the data or sends it to the cloud service. These studies present systems from different angles or focus only one part of the system. In these studies, the test cases focused on functionality tests, communication test, or processing power tests. These tests usually support the main ideas of the studies and test cases which did not support them were dealt with.

IV. DISCUSSION

This study aims to resolve three research questions: What do we know about the benefits and limitations of using the single-board computer Raspberry Pi in supporting prototyping work (RQ1); how are the functionalities in these single-board systems tested (RQ2); and, finally, are there any specific test cases (RQ3)?

To answer the first research question, it can be said that there are a reasonable number of studies focusing on prototyping sensor networks with Raspberry Pi devices. However, most of the papers reported a single case study on the development of an interesting system. There is a clear lack of formalized approaches, methods, and tools.

The second research question dealt with the practices used in the testing of a prototyped Raspberry Pi sensor network solution. Again, only little has been reported on the testing practices utilized, problems faced, and approaches used in the development of a sensor network or a module for it. As the testing of interconnections between the nodes in IoT networks is of utmost importance for the reliability of the system, the lack of studies is a worrying finding.

The third research question focused on whether specific test methods were used. This research shows that formal software testing was used only in the minority of research. For example, often it was only mentioned that the test cases were passed. Of course, the software parts are small, especially in sensor nodes, but if the developed system has some algorithms to process the gathered data, the software may have several functionalities. These should be tested in some way. One good test is: Will the software perform its functions within acceptable time? Data validation tests were used in a minority of studies. Validation might be important when a system uses the gathered data or the results of processed data in some way.

The results of the RQs raised several new research topic ideas. One possible future research topic that this paper does not analyze in depth is embedded operation systems. There are several types of single board computers on the market and usually each device has its own operating system. These operation systems are mostly Linux-based. An interesting topic would be the variety or modifications of these Embedded Linux components when the target is the increase of processing power.

The second research topic focuses on reliability. The Raspberry Pi based prototypes are usually connected using an experiment board and soldering of connections is not common. This came up from the studies explored. During our previous studies [3], [4] and [5], connection faults were common and it was attempted to prevent them by soldering all possible connections. However, the articles explored in this study did not commonly handle these reliability issues. Only a few of them even mentioned these problems.

Another interesting topic is recovery from faults. When we have noticed that the reliability might be an issue, so we should think about how to recover from the fault and which kinds of faults we could recover. Power failure is one common fault. However, only a few of the studies have handled this situation and the recovery process from power failure. In particular, the Raspberry Pi and its generally used Linux-based operating system are vulnerable to this kind of fault.

These selected studies tested the developed systems in various ways. This research shows the lack of systematic testing procedures of the systems of this kind. If there are systematic ways of testing Raspberry Pi based systems, those were not used. This might be also an interesting future research topic.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This survey showed that the Raspberry Pi is a widely-used device in research implementations of different kinds. The Raspberry Pi is an inexpensive, fully customizable, and programmable credit card-sized single board computer, which supports a large number of
peripherals and network communication. Therefor the Raspberry Pi is suitable for small scale prototype testing. In this paper research on sensor network solutions were focused on using a literature review. This paper identified three research questions, which were answered using the systematic literature review approach. The answer of RQ1 showed a lack of formalized approaches, methods, and tools. RQ2 highlighted the minimal use of testing practices and methods, and the third RQ tried to find specific ways of using test methods. Some methods were found: software testing, software performance testing, and validation of data tests. Some further research topics were also identified. These include modifications to the embedded operating system for better performance, reliability, or fault recovery.
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Abstract - In this paper we evaluate the robustness of perceptual image hashing algorithms. The image hashing algorithms are often used for various objectives, such as images search and retrieval, finding similar images, finding duplicates and near-duplicates in a large collection of images, etc. In our research, we examine the image hashing algorithms for images identification on the Internet. Hence, our goal is to evaluate the most popular perceptual image hashing algorithms with the respect to ability to track and identify images on the Internet and popular social network sites. Our basic criteria for evaluation of hashing algorithms is robustness. We find a hashing algorithm robust if it can identify the original image upon visible modifications are performed, such as resizing, color and contrast change, text insertion, swirl etc. Also, we want a robust hashing algorithm to identify and track images once they get uploaded on popular social network sites such as Instagram, Facebook or Google+. To evaluate robustness of perceptual hashing algorithms, we prepared an image database and we performed various physical image modifications. To compare robustness of hashing algorithms, we computed Precision, Recall and F1 score for each competing algorithm. The obtained evaluation results strongly confirm that P-hash is the most robust perceptual hashing algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION

The image tracking has recently become an interesting problem since a significant number of images get uploaded on various social network sites instantly. For instance, the recent statistics show that Facebook handles over 350 million image uploads each day. Once the image gets uploaded on the social network, other users and influencers share the image, modify it and upload it as their own content. In case the image becomes very popular, it is very hard to distinguish who is the original author (source) without having an insight in social network private data.

In general, it is very hard to obtain such insider statistics since social networks have very strict policy about their data. A possible approach to track images online would be to utilize steganography [1]. However, this approach is very limited due to a fact that social network usually performs image compression prior to image upload which results in all hidden data being lost. The only promising solution to track images on various social networks from outside is to utilize image hashing algorithms.

The classic hashing algorithms used in cryptography such as MD5 and SHA1 are not suitable for this purpose since their aim is to hash entities with high dispersity. This means that similar entities are very likely to hash to quite different hashes. Even small changes in input will result in completely different hash value which is a good property of cryptographic hashing algorithm. On the other hand, we need a different family of hashing algorithms that will hash similar entities to similar hashes. Generally, the hashing algorithms having such property are called locality-sensitive hashing algorithms [2] [3]. More specifically, for image entities, perceptual image hashing algorithms are used, which possess the property of invariance for “perceptually similar” media objects x and x’ [4].

In this paper, we analyze robustness property of perceptual image hashing algorithms. We consider the following algorithms: A-hash, D-hash, W-hash and P-hash. We conducted experiments in which we evaluated robustness property of mentioned image hashing algorithms. In our experiments, we measured robustness of image hashing algorithms regarding visible image modifications (1), and with the respect to images upload to popular social network sites: Facebook, Instagram and Google+ (2). To compare robustness of competing algorithms, we used well established measures: Precision, Recall and F1 score. The evaluation results obtained from conducted experiments strongly suggest that P-hash algorithm is the most successful algorithm for image identification upon visible modification is applied or image is uploaded on social network.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the related work. The competing hashing algorithms are described in section III, while the evaluation is presented in section IV. Section V concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

The researchers have proposed a variety of image hashing algorithms that extract popular image features (i.e. HOG, DOG, SIFT, GIST etc.) as large high-dimensional vectors which are later reduced using some dimensionality reduction technique with the aim to detect near-duplicate images. For instance, in [5], the authors extract local features based on DOG for image representation, and then use locality sensitive hashing as the core indexing structure. In [6], spectral hashing is used by performing PCA to find the principal components of the data, and then the data is fit to a multidimensional rectangle. Similar as previous, the approach proposed in [7] finds the maximum variance direction using PCA, except that the original covariance matrix gets “adjusted” by another matrix
arising from the labeled data. Instead of representing an image using a single feature vector, the approach proposed in [8] independently indexes large number of local descriptors derived from PCA-SIFT which results in approach highly resistant to occlusions and cropping. In [9], the authors use bag-of-words techniques for text analysis for creation of bag-of-visual-words using vector quantized local feature descriptors (SIFT), and they propose Min-Hash algorithm for retrieval of similar images. In addition, geometric image hashing [10] is proposed to improve standard Min-Hash by considering the spatial dependency among visual words. Further improvement over geometric Min-Hash is a hashing scheme for partial duplicate image discovery [11] i.e. finding groups of images in a large dataset that contain the same object. An interesting novel graph-based approach which automatically discovers the neighborhood structure inherent in the data is introduced in [12]. Kernelized locality sensitive hashing for scalable image search is proposed in [13]. More recent works propose deep learning frameworks to generate binary hash codes for fast image retrieval [14] [15].

All mentioned approaches are quite complex and computationally challenging since they usually create high dimensional image representation which is later reduced. However, our goal is to focus on perceptual image hashing algorithms that can produce fast image fingerprint and still preserve image identity.

III. PERCEPTUAL IMAGE HASHING ALGORITHMS

In this section, we briefly describe the following perceptual image hashing algorithms: A-hash, D-hash, P-Hash and W-hash.

A. A-Hash

Average hash (A-hash) is a perceptual image hashing algorithm that creates compact 64-bit image hashes by focusing on properties of image structure. As image is decomposed into its underlying harmonics, the higher frequencies represent image details, while the lower frequencies represent image structure. To make the image fingerprint as small as possible, the higher frequencies are eliminated by reducing the image in its size. Specifically, prior to computing the hash, the image is scaled down to an 8x8 block and it thus contains a total of 64 pixels. Each pixel is then converted to greyscale. Note that all perceptual image hashing algorithms employ this step since the essential semantic information is preserved in the luminance component of an image. Next, an average color for all 64 pixels is computed. Subsequently, the hash is constructed so that each bit representing a single pixel is set based on whether the color value of that pixel is below or above the computed image average.

B. D-Hash

Difference hash (D-hash) is a perceptual hashing algorithm that leverages image structure, much like in the A-hash approach. The hashing principle focuses on the image structure and it achieves so by reducing the image size, i.e. by removing higher frequencies from the image spectrum. Unlike in the A-hash approach where the fingerprint was computed by averaging out the pixels, the D-hash approach tracks image gradient. Prior to hashing, each image is reduced to a 9x8 block and converted to gray scale, i.e. a total of 72 pixels. Then for each row, the difference between each two adjacent pixels is computed, a total of 8 differences per row. Thus, 64 differences are computed for each image and then subsequently used to construct the fingerprint. This is done by setting each bit based on the computed difference $d$. For instance, if $d < 0$, the hash bit is set to 0, and if $d \geq 0$, the bit is set to 1.

C. P-Hash

The P-hash algorithm [4] is based on discrete cosine transformation (DCT). The algorithm produces a 64-bit length binary sequence as an image hash. First, the image is converted to a greyscale representation using its luminance. Next, a mean filter (i.e. smoothing, averaging or box filter) is applied to the image. To apply the filter, a kernel with dimension $7 \times 7$ is used. The kernel is applied using a special convolution function [4].

Once the convolution is applied, the image is resized to 32x32 pixels. To extract the hash, 64 low frequency coefficients are used except the lowest frequency coefficients are omitted. The low frequency coefficients are used because they are mostly stable under various image modifications. Moreover, most of the signal information is preserved in low frequency components of the DCT. The reason the lowest frequency coefficients are omitted is they tend to be quite different from others and can significantly throw off the average.

To produce the hash, DCT coefficients from $(1, 1)$, which is the upper left corner of 64-size matrix, to DCT coefficient $(8, 8)$, representing the lower right corner of the same matrix, are concatenated to an array of length 64. Next, the median $m$ of coefficients array is computed. Finally, the hash is transformed into a binary form using the following procedure:

$$h_{i} = \begin{cases} 0 , & \text{if } C_{i} < m \\ 1 , & \text{if } C_{i} \geq m \end{cases}$$

where $C_{i}$ is the $i^{th}$ coefficient in the constructed array, and $h$ is the $i^{th}$ bit in a 64-bit length perceptual hash.

D. W-Hash

Wavelet hash (W-hash) algorithm is a perceptual image hashing algorithm that transforms the original problem into frequency domain. Similar as P-hash, W-hash utilizes frequency domain, but instead of discrete cosine transform, W-hash uses discrete wavelet transform (DWT). Wavelet transform represents a signal using wavelet functions with different locations and scales. Wavelets are particularly well suited for the representation of signals with the aggressive change in input signal, thus resulting in smaller amount of information in the frequency domain. DWT is often used to remove redundancy in a data with highly correlated neighboring values, such as pixels in images. DWT is successfully used for noise reduction [16], image compression [17], dimensionality reduction [18], EEG analysis [19] and audio signal analysis [20]. Basic W-hash algorithm used
during the experiments works by first scaling the image followed by transformation of an image to frequency domain using the Haar wavelet (optionally removing the lowest low level frequency). Provided implementation of the W-hash algorithm is using the wavelet transform software for the Python programming language.

Due to the nature of the wavelet transformation, it is expected that W-hash will perform better on images with smaller amount of intense changes i.e. high contrast spatial data. Also, it is reasonable to assume that P-hash will perform better for images with more restrained spatial changes.

IV. EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the robustness of perceptual image hashing algorithms. The implementation we use is https://pypi.python.org/pypi/ImageHash. To evaluate the robustness property, we define two different experiments. In the first experiment, we evaluate the algorithms robustness with respect to various visible modifications applied to images. In the second experiment, we evaluate algorithms robustness regarding the ability to track images on the Internet. To be more specific, we uploaded, and subsequently downloaded, images on various social network sites such as: Facebook, Instagram and Google+

A. Evaluating robustness on visible image modifications

In this experiment, our goal is to check which is the most robust algorithm when considering various visible image modifications. First, we collected an image dataset containing 1480 original images. We computed a local database containing hashes for each considered image hashing algorithm: A-hash, D-hash, W-hash and P-hash. Then, we performed various image modifications for all images in the dataset. More specifically, the following image modifications were applied: resizing, rotating, noise injecting, swirling, sharpening, adding border color, contrast-stretching, colorizing, thresholding and drawing. To introduce all mentioned modifications, we used a very popular open source tool ImageMagick [21] which exposes its functionalities using Python API. The modification parameters were chosen randomly under the appropriate constraints. All together, we created an amount of 8868 modified images. We introduced the appropriate naming convention for modified images so we can easily track which is the original image used to obtain each modified image. For instance, if the original name was “100201.jpg”, for modified image obtained by resizing the original image was named “100201_resized N.jpg”, where N is the index of modification created from the respected original image.

To evaluate the sole robustness of each image hashing algorithm, we used well established measures for this purpose: precision, recall and F1 score. Precision measurement is defined as:

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{TP}{TP + FP}
\]

where \(TP\) is the number of true positives and \(FP\) is the number of false positives. Recall measurement is defined as:

\[
\text{Recall} = \frac{TP}{TP + FN}
\]

where \(FN\) is the number of false negatives. Finally, the \(F_1\) score is defined as follows:

\[
F_1 = \frac{2 \times \text{Precision} \times \text{Recall}}{\text{Precision} + \text{Recall}}
\]

Once we have the number of true positives, false positives and false negatives, we can easily compute measures for each competing hashing algorithm. To compute number of true positives, false positives and false negatives in our experiment, we try to reconstruct which is the original image, for each modified image. Specifically, for each modified image, we compute its hash. Then, we search the original images hashes database to see if the computed hash matches any of hashes in the database. To determine if the two hashes \(A\) and \(B\) are considered equal, we examine hashes’ in binary representation and we compute their Hamming distance as follows:

\[
d(A, B) = \sum |A_i - B_i|.
\]

To consider two hashes \(A\) and \(B\) equal, we require:

\[
d(A, B) \leq N,
\]

where \(N\) is a system parameter which can be tuned for each environment and each algorithm. During the evaluation, we perform the procedure depicted in Figure 1.

Knowing the ground truth based on a modified image name, and having a Hamming distance for each modified image and each original images hashes pair, we can easily figure out if some hash pair (i.e. original image hash, and modified image hash) is a true positive, false positive, true negative or false negative. We repeat the depicted procedure for each algorithm, varying the parameter \(N\) in range from 0 to 30. It should be noted that the hash size for each algorithm is 64 bits.

The precision, recall and F1 score results for algorithms A-hash, D-hash, W-hash and P-hash are depicted in Figure 1, Figure 2, Figure 5, and Figure 66, respectively. As can be seen in the figures, the most successful algorithm is P-hash, which achieves F1 score value of 0.738 at Precision value of 0.856 and Recall value of 0.649 for a distance threshold \(N = 14\). The second most successful algorithm is D-hash, which reaches F1 score value of 0.641 at Precision value of 0.641.
0.745 and Recall value of 0.563 for a distance threshold $N = 10$. The third place is reserved for A-hash algorithm, which gains $F_1$ score value of 0.406 at Precision value of 0.431 and Recall value of 0.385 for a distance threshold $N = 1$. Finally, the worst performance is obtained by W-hash algorithm, which obtains $F_1$ score value of 0.271 at Precision value of 0.249 and Recall value of 0.297 for a distance threshold $N = 0$.

As already described in the beginning of this section, the modifications introduced in this experiment setup were quite aggressive. This means that it is relatively hard to associate the original and the modified image for some examples by sole human visual inspection. Figure presents an assembled collage of some randomly chosen examples of original images (marked with yellow border), and their modifications. The modifications whose original was successfully identified using P-hash algorithm at distance threshold $N = 14$ are marked with green border, while modified images whose original could not have been discovered are marked with red border.

One could also argue the effectiveness of various algorithms depends of what the goal function is. In case the aim is finding very similar images, P-hash algorithm may be considered too tolerant to aggressive image modifications, i.e. the results will contain some images which are not similar to the original image. In this case, more appropriate choice would be A-hash algorithm which is less tolerant to visible image modifications.

![Figure 2 Examples of original images and their modifications](image)

![Figure 3 A-hash algorithm performance on modified images](image)

![Figure 4 D-hash algorithm performance on modified images](image)

![Figure 5 W-hash algorithm performance on modified images](image)

![Figure 6 P-hash algorithm performance on modified images](image)
B. Evaluating robustness on images uploaded on social networks

In this experiment, our goal is to analyze robustness on less aggressively modified images — images uploaded on social network sites. More specifically, in our experiment we included the following social network sites: Facebook, Instagram and Google+. It is well known that all considered sites provide users the ability to upload and share images as part of their profiles and feeds. However, while being uploaded the images are resized to dimensions dominantly used on uploading site (1), and the images are processed by jpeg compression engine which removes any irrelevant information (2). The resizing operation is quite likely to change the aspect ratio and the quality of the original image. Hence, it is likely that the image will change after being uploaded. Our goal is to determine the robustness of hashing algorithms with the respect to upload on social network sites.

We selected an amount of 150 original images from the dataset used in the previous experiment (see IV.A). Then, each image was uploaded to all considered social networks. After the upload, the images were downloaded from social networks and included to modified images dataset containing overall 450 images. In the same manner, as in the first experiment we created a database of hashes for each original image and each competing hashing algorithm. To measure the robustness for each competing algorithm, we used the same evaluation measures as in the first experiment: Precision, Recall and F1 score. Furthermore, we used the same evaluation procedure described in pseudocode in shown Fig. 1.

The results for algorithms A-hash, D-hash, W-hash and P-hash are depicted in Figure 2, Figure 3, Figure 4, and Figure 5, respectively. Same as in the first experiment, the most successful algorithm is P-hash, which achieves F1 score value of 0.864 at Precision value of 0.926 and Recall value of 0.81 for a distance threshold N = 16. The second most successful algorithm is D-hash, which reaches F1 score value of 0.846 at Precision value of 0.952 and Recall value of 0.761 for a distance threshold N = 14. D-hash is followed by A-hash algorithm, which gains F1 score value of 0.804 at Precision value of 0.974 and Recall value of 0.685 for a distance threshold N = 1. Finally, the worst performance is obtained by W-hash algorithm, which obtains F1 score value of 0.781 at Precision value of 0.886 and Recall value of 0.698 for a distance threshold N = 1.

It is obvious that all algorithms perform significantly better on social network dataset when compared to the original image modification dataset. However, this behavior is expected since some of the introduced image modifications are quite intense, and it is hard for a human observer to associate modified image with its origin.
V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we studied robustness property of the following perceptual image hashing algorithms: A-hash, D-hash, W-hash and P-hash. To be precise, we analyze how robust image identification and tracking is with the respect to: visible physical image modifications (1), and image upload on social networks (2).

To assess robustness with the respect to visible image modifications, we created a dataset containing original images and their modifications. To evaluate robustness regarding upload on social network, we selected original images and uploaded them on the following social networks: Facebook, Instagram and Google+. To compare the performance of different algorithms, we used common measures: Precision, Recall and $F_1$ score.

The evaluation results, obtained on visible image modifications and both social networks uploaded dataset, strongly confirm that the most robust algorithm is P-hash which achieves $F_1$ score value of 0.738 on image modifications dataset, and $F_1$ score value of 0.864 on social networks uploaded dataset.

A detailed analysis of how a particular image hashing algorithm is robust with respect to a particular image modification is left for future work.
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Abstract – The paper presents an example Sensor-cloud architecture that integrates security as its native ingredient. It is based on the multi-layer client-server model with separation of physical and virtual instances of sensors, gateways, application servers and data storage. It proposes the application of virtualised sensor nodes as a prerequisite for increasing security, privacy, reliability and data protection. All main concerns in Sensor-Cloud security are addressed: from secure association, authentication and authorization to privacy and data integrity and protection. The main concept is that securing the virtual instances is easier to implement, manage and audit and the only bottleneck is the physical interaction between real sensor and its virtual reflection.

I. INTRODUCTION

The wide use of intelligent devices at home, industry, transportation, medicine and education lead to new challenges in technologies of data protection, security and privacy. Many researchers and businesses search for effective and reliable way for collection of data and statistics from internet-based objects, services, people, information without crossing the border of privacy and security of the people and society. Some of the new challenges in front of the intelligent connected object consists of: secure and reliable association of autonomous devices; secure and protected communication in uncontrolled environment; trust on services, people or devices; authentication of users and connecting them to their devices, data and services without compromising their privacy. There are some solutions on the market that can be applied as RFID (Radio Frequency Identification), NFC (Near Field Communication), SSO (Single Sing-On), OAuth (Open Authentication) but none of them is widely adopted or applicable in all areas of Sensor-Cloud application. The new model of Internet which encompasses of Internet of Thing (IoT), Internet of Data, Internet of Services and Internet of People (social networks) requires a security model that address all types of instances in the architecture, the producers of intelligent devices and providers of services for them are applying different technologies to protect and secure the information but often without success or with many trade-offs. The challenge is bigger when you need to protect personal data but making it available for research and statistics. This is crucial for electronic public services as e-Health, e-Government, Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS), Smart Home and Smart Cities.

Development and research of adaptive models for applying security and data protection could provide a base for systematic analyses and application of best practices and security techniques in variety of use cases. This could provide environment to look for general and standardized security decisions that suit the high demand of dynamic internet-based applications and smart objects.

II. RELATED WORK

A. IoT models and virtual devices

The models for development of IoT are a subject of research of many authors. Most of proposed models are based on a layered approach with varying number and varying functionality of layers. The most commonly used layers are [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]: Hardware, Middleware and Application layers.

Hardware layer (object/perception layer) – main tasks of this layer are identification of devices, interaction with environment (sensing and actuating) and data preparation. Some authors define this layer as wireless sensor network with heterogeneous devices – various interfaces and communication media and unstructured or semi-structured data [6]. Their main characteristics are limited processing and storage resources, energy constrains and autonomous living. Due to the restriction of the objects data processing on this layer is limited.

Middleware layer – the main task on this layer is reliable and secure transportation of the data from hardware layer to the data processing service or unit. It includes managing the data formats, filtering and adding context (data meaning, location, local conditions, precision, units of measurement, etc.). In common case this layer includes sub-layers – e.g. object-abstraction, service management [2] and service composition [5]. Object-abstraction sub-layer [7] could be used to announce and present the functions available on hardware layer to the upper services. In [8] and [9] such layer is called Virtualized Object (VO) and store data for current and previous states of a physical devices from the hardware layer. The main advantage of using VO as a virtual copy of a physical devices are: device and services lookup; development of mash-up measurements, integration of data sources for complex analyses, energy consumption optimization, abstracting the heterogeneity of interfaces and communication protocols, scalability [10].
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Application layer – the main task on this layer is to present and provide services and functionality to the end users. It may include some data processing, data mining, filtering, and in most cases primitives and services of data presentation and statistical analyses of the data. It should use the functions of the middle-ware to present structured and processed information to the end user based on the data from multiple sources to support decision making.

Other authors [11] discuss the benefits of using virtual sensor in sensor-cloud architecture to cope with communication heterogeneity, geographical distribution and simultaneous multi-user access. Virtual sensors provide data series as the physical ones but can easily change context and omit some physical properties (e.g. manufacturer, battery status, network address).

B. Main security issues

Most of the research on IoT security propose an application of common protection methods on common security problems focusing on communication security. This addresses important threats like: network access control, device authentication, data confidentiality and integrity, but is limited on RFID, Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) and 6LoWPAN [12], [13].

But addressing IoT and Cloud some specific threats should be taken in mind [14]:

- Secure hardware initialization, Secure boot and OS initialization;
- Secure update and reconfiguration;
- Authorized association to networks;
- Trust between peers;
- Access control;
- Secure communication;
- Internal Data protection;
- Denial of service and energy waste.
- Depersonalization of data but keeping the context.

In [11] it is suggested that the IoT to Cloud architectures should have three main pillars of protection: trust, security and privacy. The trust should be based on: lightweight Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) or decentralized self-configuring key management; metadata to control the quality of information; novel methods for assessing trust in users, devices and data; policies to control the usage of data; and methods to assure the trust in hardware and software platforms used. Security should be integrated in the data model used but need to be expanded to provide defense to IoT specific Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks and provide reliable security monitoring and audit. The device producers should provide security reconfiguration through all device lifecycle and even provide intelligent self-configuration. Privacy could rely on encryption but it is more appropriate to keep data minimized according to the specific use (e.g. removing user/device location if not used, removing, processing and filtering information as local as possible to reduce its leakage) and take advantage of the use of soft identities (user can use different soft identities for different applications and services) [11].

Some authors [15] suggest that IoT security should be network-based not host-based as the devices have limited resources. The proposition is to use Software defined networking (SDN) for dynamic adaptation of network security to match the application and context requirements. The reconfiguration could be managed by using hierarchical control structure with logical partitioning based on device interactions.

III. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE

Taking in mind the benefits of using virtual devices for scalability and flexibility and considering different security issues at a different step of transferring data from devices to the Cloud and vice-versa, we propose the following architecture for integration of IoT and Cloud - “Fig. 1”.

![Device-Cloud architecture with virtual devices](image)

The device-cloud architecture is complex and comprises of many interactions which leads to many points that should be secured – devices should be securely paired to local gateway (or cloud adapter); each physical device should be securely mapped to its virtualized entity; communication from device to gateway should be protected; communication from gateway to the cloud should be protected; data in the cloud should be kept in privacy; users should be authenticated in the cloud and their access rights should be defined. None of these elements can be underestimated as the whole system is as secure as its weakest element.

The first level of protection in such architecture is based on the separation between user-to-cloud and device-to-cloud data exchange. This will significantly reduce the low level DoS attacks on the devices which is considered as one of the main issues in battery base IoT objects. The second simple additions is the use of firewall at cloud adapter gateway and every entrance point of the cloud. The third thing is keeping the device network private and secure – authentication and encrypted messages should be
used. And the last pillar of secure architecture is the simplification of communication channels – physical devices will pair only with its virtual instances. Thus, it will be easier to monitor communication and provide trust.

Nevertheless, keeping the device protected can be achieved by minimizing the communication from Cloud to it. Device can periodically request configuration and/or command from its virtual entity. In such case physical devices will not need access control as they always will be clients in communication. With one way communication the use of asymmetric encryption is possible which will increase reliability.

One specific situation must be considered – the cloud security rely on the isolation between instances but in the case of virtual devices some grouping should be considered as virtual devices often work in groups (sensor networks). If virtual devices exchange data and messages between each other, it could be done using internal sharing in the cloud. This will increase the performance but reduce isolation.

Additionally, in complex applications in the Cloud and IoT domain many services and devices from different vendors and providers could be used. In such cases chain of trust and policies for data protection should provided that spread over the whole ecosystem and allow audit and certification of security.

A. Security technologies and protocols

Such complex implementation as IoT and Cloud cannot be secured with one general protocol. On every layer of the architecture different requirements should be fulfilled – secure pairing, authorization, confidentiality, integrity, reliability, low power consumption, low processing complexity, low delay and latency, transparency and ease of use. In Table 1 some of off-the-shelf protocols and technologies in IT security are shown and mapped to appropriate layer in proposed architecture.

Devices should encompass some method for secure pairing with the gateway which can be chosen from available methods on the market: Resurrecting Duckling, WPS (WiFi Protected Setup), WCN (Windows Connect Now), exchange of patterns as in Bluetooth or existing wireless security protocols can be used. But more important is to secure the mapping between the physical and virtual device. It could be done with pre-shared keys or certificates but should be reliable and error prone as it must be done once for the whole life-cycle of the device. Even emerging services at hardware layer could be applied for establishing trust – like Near Field Communication (NFC). The security can be increased with keeping the state of the device both on its physical and virtual instance – the huge difference in states could be used as an alarm for an attack. Moreover, the mirroring of configuration and data at both instances will allow faster recovery after attack. The main drawback of existing methods for secure pairing is that they are based on some user interaction and most of them work interactively (exchange of keys, entering pins, pressing buttons, preliminary setup in vicinity, etc.) The expansion and independence of IoT devices will call for finding more pervasive methods for pairing based on some internal seamless and secure identification – something that RFID lacks.

In industrial and automotive applications the communication channel are kept private and therefore secured more easily. In IoT there is always possibility to connect through public insecure network, so data integrity, confidentiality and identification of endpoints should be provided. The public communication channels could be secured by network-based protocols as IPSec, SSL/TLS or SSH transport protocol and if it is needed the messages could be secured separately on application layer. On hardware layer this could be expanded using wireless security (WPA, 802.1X) or point to point authorization (PAP/CHAP).

For proving the identity of endpoints and defining their access rights ticket based systems could be used (Kerberos, Radius). This will allow even providing temporally access to objects and will limit the possible brute force attacks. If the chosen middle-ware is based on web services, WS-Security could be used for proving the data origin and separation of public and private parts in the messages. If the data is encoded in JSON format the endpoints could be secured using JSON Web Token (JWT). Depending on the application level protocol PGP (Pretty Goog Privacy) or S/MIME (Secure/Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions) could be used for keeping integrity and confidentiality of messages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer</th>
<th>What to secure</th>
<th>Protocol/method</th>
<th>Confidentiality / Integrity / Authentication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HW&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt; device</td>
<td>Bluetooth security</td>
<td>yes / yes / device</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HW&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt; device</td>
<td>WPA/802.1X</td>
<td>yes / yes / device</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HW&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt; endpoints</td>
<td>PAP/CHAP</td>
<td>no / no / client</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HW&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt; endpoints</td>
<td>WPS</td>
<td>no / no / client</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HW&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt; endpoints</td>
<td>WCN</td>
<td>no / no / client</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HW&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt; endpoints</td>
<td>NFC</td>
<td>no / yes / client</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HW&lt;sup&gt;g&lt;/sup&gt; device/user</td>
<td>Kerberos</td>
<td>no / no / user</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HW&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt; device/user</td>
<td>Radius</td>
<td>no / no / user</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW&lt;sup&gt;i&lt;/sup&gt; link</td>
<td>IPSec</td>
<td>yes / yes / host</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt; link</td>
<td>SSL/TLS</td>
<td>yes / yes / server</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW&lt;sup&lt;k&lt;/sup&gt; link</td>
<td>SSH transport</td>
<td>yes / yes / server</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>App&lt;sup&gt;l&lt;/sup&gt; user</td>
<td>HTTP Digest</td>
<td>no / no / user</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>App&lt;sup&gt;m&lt;/sup&gt; message</td>
<td>SMTP/S/MIME</td>
<td>yes / yes / message</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>App&lt;sup&gt;n&lt;/sup&gt; message</td>
<td>PGP/GnuPG</td>
<td>yes / yes / message</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>App&lt;sup'o&lt;/sup&gt; data parts</td>
<td>WS-Security</td>
<td>yes / yes / data</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>App&lt;sup&gt;p&lt;/sup&gt; user</td>
<td>O-Auth</td>
<td>no / yes / user</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>App&lt;sup&gt;q&lt;/sup&gt; message</td>
<td>JWT</td>
<td>no / yes / user</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> Hardware layer  
<sup>b</sup> Middleware layer  
<sup>c</sup> Application layer
The general communication between a user and a device should be limited to the connection to the virtual instance using the appropriate protection for the purpose. If a strong encryption is needed it will be easier to implement on the virtual device in the cloud than on the low-resource physical device. Removing the shortcuts from user to physical devices will reduce significantly the security requirements for the architecture and will reduce the complexity. The use of VO could be in benefit of privacy protection as different VO could be assigned to one physical device that provide only the data that is appropriate for the application which will limit the chance of data leak and privilege stealing. Each user cloud have its personal view of the device services and parameters implementing Senor-as-a-service or Sensing-as-a-service paradigm.

No matter what security protocols and technologies are applied the best practices in complex security systems as IoT and Cloud are relying on regular monitoring and vulnerability checks [16]. The issue is that in such complex systems the monitoring of the security is a BigData task which is complex by itself.

IV. CONCLUSION

The integration of smart devices and data services to internet has lead to new security requirements that need new adaptive decisions. In such systems many aspects of security should be taken in mind from secure association via data protection and depersonalization to reliable authentication and authorization. The proposed architecture should provide application of security at each level will provide flexibility and scalability and will allow provision of security needs at design level.

The application of security at design level will fasten the integration of important new systems as intelligent transportation, public e-services, smart home, smart grid, e-health and so on.

The development of proposed model and architecture could lead to direct integration of security best practices in areas like:

- e-Health and m-Health and especially in Personal Health-care Systems and Clinical Information Systems and Ambient Assistance Living for elder people;
- Energy consumption monitoring and control in Smart Home and Smart Grid systems;
- Intelligent Transportation systems for smart railway, smart city and autonomous automobiles.

Some performance benchmarks could be made to evaluate the prefab security protocol for each practical implementation and test bed experiments could be carried out to compare performance
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Abstract - With the emergence of IoT (Internet of Things) smart cities have assumed a crucial role in providing intelligent services in real time to residents and visitors, by integrating services such as smart transportation, smart parking and smart people management. By introducing emergent properties as the system's new behaviors or new structures, the system gains another higher level of intelligence that cannot be derived from its underlying substructures individually. In this paper we propose a new model for introducing emergent properties by integrating existing smart city subsystems which are already in use in the city of Dubrovnik, Croatia. The article starts with an overview of the smart city technologies and emerging property methodology. The existing smart city subsystems are explained along with their integration within emergent properties model. The paper concludes with our findings and recommendations, open issues and future research possibilities.

I. INTRODUCTION

With rapid evolution of computing and technology, and increased communication using modern devices like smartphones, people started a new way of life through constant connectivity and ubiquitous computing. Aside from enabling people to use their smart devices anywhere and anytime, most important change happened in the universal, continuous and omnipresent connectivity. Evolution of pervasive technologies enabled ubiquitous computing-based connectivity such as connecting people to various systems and accompanying information gathered from numerous heterogeneous Internet of Things (IoT) devices as data sources.

This shift to constant connectivity provides even more data for an even better analysis. Ability to use such data in real-time analysis and prediction allowed to discover correlation within the data to control the system in real-time, and avoid undesirable conditions. As with all emerging technologies, these too have found their way to the place where people mostly live – cities.

Cities are becoming overpopulated, having a negative impact on the citizens' quality of life. To provide citizens with better services, a smart city, as a new way of managing city's assets and services, could prove to be quite useful for this type of urban environment. By integrating modern technologies such as IoT into an existing municipal infrastructure and services, improvements can be made towards expansion, sustainability and budget saving. Connecting various IoT devices to smart city background services and subsystems we can achieve a network-shaped smart city system that can later lead towards a fully integrated smart city.

In this paper we introduce emergent property methodology as the system's new behavior along with additional structures that help the system achieve a higher level of intelligence. This new approach enables the smart city an ease of integration with other services such as smart transportation, smart parking system and smart people management. Through predefined protocols, procedures and standards, data exchange across all integrated subsystems is being made possible. This architecture is flexible and allows for any future extension which may include integrating additional subsystems with new services and features.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces smart cities, and explains the driving force behind this concept. Section 3 describes what emergent property is and how it is applied to different software solutions, in particular to smart city subsystems. Section 4 presents an overview of existing smart city services and subsystems found in the city of Dubrovnik, Croatia, along with the technical specifications, concerns and possibilities for improvement. Section 5 discusses possible changes and adaptions of the existing smart city subsystems to introduce and apply the emergent property methodology. Section 6 concludes the paper with our findings, recommendations, open issues and future research possibilities.

II. SMART CITIES

With more than half of the world’s population living in cities and constant growth there is a need to find new ways of improving cities to become more efficient while providing citizens with better services in the areas of mobility, energy, building and home infrastructure, transparency, public services and others. The popular term "smart city" appeared almost two decades ago [1], however, its definition, meaning and understanding varies according to context, problem domains and used technologies. A more recent survey of smart city research and literature could be found in [2][3].

To make necessary changes to implement smart city concept older cities need to be redesigned starting with their infrastructure to allow easy integration of IoT and various sensors, as well as new information and communications technology (ICT) based services. Newer
cities need to be designed with smart city concept in mind from the start, which consequently allows easier integration of overall ICT infrastructure and IoT devices.

By making people conscious of this smart city implementation options and by introducing them to overall smart city concept there will be valuable feedback that will help in building and designing new services that will improve governance, transparency and efficiency. To achieve all of this investments need to be made in public city infrastructure, ICT services and their integration, as well as increasing public awareness about advantages and benefits of living in a smart city.

With the emergence of the new IoT market which has enabled smart cities to easily integrate new services using these production-ready platforms and associated IoT devices [4]. Smart cities can also aim towards building completely new smart city systems which will be based on selected IoT platforms, subsystems and technologies. To build smart city IoT system a city needs to invest into infrastructure and hardware, which is usually consisting of various sensors and other control smart devices integrated together with supported with backend servers or cloud, which will both collect data from the environment and consequently trigger appropriate actions. Since any such system will highly rely on connectivity, which is usually smart devices and sensors sending and receiving data over the cloud, second step should be implementation of standardized protocols and format for data transfer and storage. Final step is achieved through implementation of various software, which will analyze the data collected from the sensors and use internal decision making subsystem to instruct other smart devices to initiate actions based on decisions made. Software should be also responsible for providing monitoring dashboards and control interfaces with integrated statistics and analytics, where administrators will have access to real-time graphically presented data and easy to use management controls, while public might have access to client apps mostly used for information dissemination.

III. EMERGENT PROPERTIES

Concept of emergent properties occurs in many different areas; most prominent ones would be philosophy and biology but it can also be applied on software system designs. There are many definitions about what emergent properties are and more about it can be found in [5]. In a nutshell, emergent properties are properties that some complex system has but its individual components such as underlying modules and subsystems do not have. Emergent properties concept can be easily extended to software development [6] and implemented in software design and architecture. In this paper we are introducing emergent properties as new behaviors that add value to the existing smart city systems and overall whole smart city platform.

IV. SMART CITY SUBSYSTEMS

Smart city is composed of multiple services which are in fact specific subsystems. These subsystems provide services which can be directly consumed by citizens or used by city officials. These systems focus on domains such as public services, mobility, energy, buildings, etc. In this section we will present some of the smart city subsystems already implemented in the city of Dubrovnik.

A. Smart Parking System

Smart Parking System [7] (Fig. 1) is a complete smart city solution developed a year ago with the goal to be easily replicable and installable to any location that has GSM network coverage. Solution is cloud based which makes it fully scalable and it makes no difference if the system implementation happens on one parking lot in a small city or many parking lots in a metropolis. Hardware part of this solution is composed of battery-powered infrared wireless sensors that are designed to be easily placed on each parking spot. Their installation is simple and fast, which is an advantage compared to some other implemented solutions which require extensive construction work as well as power and communication lines. These sensors communicate and send data to the router using standard HTTP [8] and MQTT protocol [9]. They come with multiple useful features such as:

- Network reconfiguration in case of router failure
- Automatic registration and network configuration of newly added sensors
- Error states and malfunction reports are sent using same channel to simplify maintenance and diagnostics

Figure 1. Smart Parking System overview

Technological stack used in the system is PHP for server and Angular (Version 2) in TypeScript with Bootstrap 4 for web interface.
1) Sensor Node for Smart Parking System

Sensor node (Fig. 2) is a device which main task is car detection so that it can provide information whether the parking spot is vacant or not. Every single sensor contains the information about current status of the parking spot. The main goal of every sensor node is to send information to the router as fast as possible over HTTP using MQTT. HTTP usage is based on common REST API and MQTT is using standard publish/subscribe pattern which enables other clients to subscribe to publishers. All sensor nodes are wireless, which allows to easily install them onto parking spots, and battery-powered with battery life expectancy estimated to three or more years.

Figure 2. Sensor node for Smart Parking System

2) Routers and Server for Smart Parking System

Router (Fig. 3) uses two communication methods; one to get information about parking spot vacancy, which is retrieved from sensor nodes, and second method using wireless network to forward information to the server in the cloud.

Server gathers information from routers over wireless network for every single sensor node using its id, GPS location and other available information, and it is responsible for saving their current state in the database. All states are stored in the relational database so that we could use that data for statistics, analytics and overviews.

3) Software and User Interface

Solution comes with a publicly available web site that has an integrated interactive map which presents current state of a parking lots in terms of vacant and non-vacant spots. Mobile applications are implemented for both iOS and Android devices (Fig. 4) that show to end users the information about current state of the parking lot. Mobile applications are also used to gather usage data for analytics.

An administrator's web-based dashboard is used for monitoring the system and its components, and it provides important control functionalities such as remotely resetting or enabling and disabling sensor nodes.

Figure 3. Router for Smart Parking System

Figure 4. Smart Parking Mobile Application user interface

4) Possibilities for improvement

This system relies on network reliability to send and receive data so going towards edge and fog computing might be one of the largest improvements. More about fog and edge computing can be found in [10]. Other improvements can be made in the area of features towards end users and data collection. Suggested improvements include but are not limited to:

- Integrating fog and edge computing into the system.
- Providing a hotspot with internet connection to end users which would allow more information gathering about end users and application usage.
- Parking spot reservation which would allow users to block entrance to a parking spot using mobile application.
- Payment system that will be fully integrated with mobile applications.
B. People Counter System

People Counter System (Fig. 5) is a smart city solution that was motivated by the need of solving the problem of too many people visiting the Old City of Dubrovnik and the main street – Stradun. To fully resolve the problem this solution must be dependent on full integration with smart city platform and other smart city subsystems. Solution is composed of both hardware and software parts; hardware part of this solution are Hikvision cameras that are installed on five locations around the Old City of Dubrovnik area. All designated camera locations are on entrances to the Old City and the primary goal of this solution is being able to count the number of people (visitors) in that area in real-time. Technology stack used by the system is as follows; server is developed using ASP.NET Core in C# and web interface using Angular (Version 2) in TypeScript with Bootstrap 4. Solution is deployed on Windows Azure Web service using three slots: development, staging and production.

1) Cameras for People Counter System

Since all cameras used are network-based cameras, once they are installed they need constant and reliable network access used to transfer the data. Providing cameras with the network and power cables needs construction work upon the installation and can extend the development process. These cameras have already implemented people counting capabilities which are currently used to count how many people enter and exit the area of Old City. All cameras are located at all possible entrances to this area at the position and angle that allows them to give precise data about entrances and exits of visitors.

2) Server for People Counter System

Server gathers information from the cameras and stores it into a relational database. Information that is gathered provides an overview of real time situation in that area, as well as statistics and analytics for different time ranges.

3) Software and User Interface

Solution is initially integrated with public website that provides information about current status and number of visitors in the Old City of Dubrovnik. Public website also provides more detailed view for every single camera and statistics dating back to one week. Aside from public website, solution provides administrator dashboard which contains more information about current status in the Old City area, including single camera information and management with exact count of entrances and exits for that area (Fig. 6), "heat maps" showing current situation and which of the entrances is most commonly used to enter or to exit the Old City area (Fig. 7), and general statistics for overall readings.

4) Possibilities for improvement

Improvements that can be done in this subsystem focus on hardware and data gathering which would enable achieving better and more precise data, which can later be used in other subsystems of smart city. Some of the improvements include but are not limited to:
• Using wireless cameras so that maintenance is easier and with less construction work on the Old City walls when installing.
• More cameras on "hot spot" locations in the city which would help in tracking movements and finding movement patterns.
• Integration with other smart city subsystems to provide better pattern recognition and possible traffic and movements predictions.

V. ADOPTION OF EMERGENT PROPERTY METHODOLOGY

In the previous sections already implemented services and smart city subsystems were discussed and we propose how to adopt emergent property methodology through already existing subsystems and integrate it into new overall smart city system.

Emergent property methodology is derived from the concept of emergent properties and its integration in software design and architecture [6], [11]. This methodology enables better testability of subsystems as individual components of a larger system, exploration of new possibilities and features that can be achieved through the emergence.

To achieve this, we propose a smart city framework and platform that allows multi-subsystem integration. The smart city platform is a top-level system into which all other subsystems integrate and where we have emergent properties developed as new services, which weren’t possible to implement before. This smart city platform system implementation is in test in the city of Dubrovnik, using its already implemented smart city subsystems, as discussed in previous section. Those are used to explain integration in smart city framework and introduction of emergent properties.

Our smart city platform proposal is using as a cloud-based servers that have two ways of providing integration for subsystems via Deep linking or Superficial linking. Deep linking assumes that platform hosts the database, server and backend of a whole subsystem, while Superficial linking presumes that subsystems will be deployed externally.

Every smart city subsystem needs to be able to collect and store data, share that data with the platform and have control commands. Smart city framework defines generic standardized inputs and outputs needed for every subsystem integration, together with protocols and procedures that subsystems need to adhere to.

Smart city framework’s core components are:
• Schema that allows edge computing on devices and parsing libraries, and
• Support for various data interchange formats and transfer protocols.

Schema brings the logic down to the smart IoT devices and defines device’s sensors, readings and controls, which enables easy device-client configuration. Client apps are able to read schema and request data from the device, thus knowing which sensors and mapping for data is used. This enables flexibility and allows clients to connect and parse readings from any device that adheres to this standard without previously knowing device’s sensor and data mapping.

Data interchange formats that are supported by the framework are JSON and XML based; JSON is supported because it is widely used today and XML because of legacy systems that still use it and want to integrate with the platform. Transfer protocols supported are HTTP [8] and MQTT [9]; we use REST-enabled services for platform-subsystem communication and lightweight MQTT [12] to leverage almost instantaneous message publish and topic subscribe, which is crucial for IoT systems that have critical performance and need to be deployed on any kind of network.

First step in adopting smart city framework is having all devices use schema to map their controls, sensors and readings. The next step is using framework parsers on server or in client apps to read schema and data from devices. Once the subsystem is able to communicate with devices it needs to adopt REST service that will enable smart city platform connection and data transfer. Upon successful integration of subsystems smart city platform achieves emergent property methodology environment. Because of multiple integrations and different data sources smart city platform provides three data categories:
• Paid Data – data that can be used if paid
• Private Data – internal data, only accessible to administrator and city officials
• Open Data – data that is free to use for public

These data categories are crucial for achieving emerging properties, and depending on integrations within the platform we can develop different systems and services emerging from it.

A. Smart City use case example

Smart City use case example is based on previously implemented subsystems in city of Dubrovnik and we are presenting how each of this subsystems is able to adopt the smart city framework by adhering to its standards.

Smart parking subsystem implements schema to map different sensors and controls needed for smart devices to operate. This enables server to parse the schema and receive the data from devices. In the long run this will prove crucial if changes to the smart devices are made or additional IoT sensors are added, because by updating the schema server is able to parse new data from devices without any additional mediation needed. Smart devices implement MQTT to send data to the router, and router implements HTTP to forward the data to the server in the cloud. Server implements REST API needed for integration to the smart city platform and gives access to subsystem’s data.

People counter subsystem’s communication protocol for cameras is HTTP because performance is not critical. Subsystem integrates with the smart city platform through REST API and shares its data with it. However, this subsystem varies from some standards needed to fully adopt the smart city framework. Since this subsystem uses
commercial cameras unable to adopt dynamic schema mapping, subsystem implements static schema saved on the server. For example, if changes are made to just a couple of devices, server will still use local schema that will not be retrieved and updated for every individual device.

Both of these systems collect different kinds of data from accompanying applications. Smart parking subsystem data includes the location and time of the day, collected from users when they using the mobile application to find available parking spot. Additionally, parking spot related data includes timeframes when with most frequent changes in vacancy, which can be used to find patterns and predict traffic increase. Data collected by people counter subsystem includes current number of people in the Old City area, as well as which entrances are mostly used to enter and exit. Based on this information system can limit the number of people entering the Old City area and predict which locations will have big influx of people.

B. New emergent services

Before abovementioned integration to smart city system all of this data was confined within its own subsystem, therefore having limited use. Once the subsystems integration will be totally completed and data will be collected and analyzed, system will be able to create data categories from which we can easily create new emerging services. For example, emerging services that we can develop are People management subsystem and Traffic management subsystem.

People management system comes from data collected by cameras in People Counter System and mobile applications from Smart Parking System, which can be used to direct people to different streets, exits and entrances to avoid overcrowding and traffic jams.

Traffic management system includes public transportation such as buses and taxies and allows control over possible paths, i.e. when to enable passage for taxies and buses towards the Old City. This system will use parking spot data about vacancy of public transportation parking spots. It will be used to inform when there are vacant spots for taxies and buses to stop. It will be used in conjunction with data from People Counter System to know when there is a lot of people leaving the Old City so that number of buses and taxies can be increased without creating traffic jams.

VI. CONCLUSION

It is important to stress that this research and smart city platform and framework proposal would not be able without previous implementation of smart city subsystems in the city of Dubrovnik, Croatia. This research has proved to be successful based on results achieved through smart subsystems integration into the smart city platform. Authors believe that they have proved the achievability of Emergent Property Methodology in a smart city system using smart city platform and framework to easily integrate its subsystems. Future research will focus on how new technologies influence on already implemented architecture and possible improvements in areas of security and reliability in smart city subsystems.
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Abstract—This paper addresses a novel concept of digital chess board realized with an array of Hall-Effect sensors. Main task of digital chess board is autonomous detection of player’s moves. Therefore, players do not have to write down their own moves on a sheet of paper. Non-invasive piece moves detection is considered, with minimum required installations in a game room. The digital chess board presented in this paper has a Hall-Effect sensor placed under the middle of each field on the chess board, while each chess piece has a permanent magnet placed on its bottom. Sensors, total of 64, are organized as 8x8 array. Microcontroller reads sensor data and sends them to a remote PC for storage in a database and board visualization. Rows are multiplexed in time, i.e. one row is active in a certain time instance. States in the column of the currently active row are stored in a corresponding matrix column. Con to this approach is in its ability to detect piece presence on the field, without the information about the piece type. The proposed approach is low cost, non-invasive and requires only power and communication cable.

I. INTRODUCTION

Development of computer science and technology advances are followed by integration of new technologies into social games, and chess is one of them. First aspirations were focused on creating a computer system that can beat the chess Grandmaster. One of the most famous chess games, which marked a milestone in the pursuit of creating a superior chess computer system is a chess game between, at that time the world’s best chess player, Garry Kasparov and IBM supercomputer Deep Blue in 1997. Deep Blue defeated Kasparov and became the first computer which defeated world chess champion [1]. With further development of computer technology, there is a remaining tendency of creating new algorithms for chess playing and chess learning. On the other hand, there is a need for automation of chess game itself and developing possibilities of remote access and control. A novel approach is an implementation of Hall-effect sensors for detecting the presence of chess pieces and getting access to a current position on a chess board, cf. Fig. 1.

Figure 1. Digital chess board with: 64 Hall-effect sensors placed under each field, PC communication and power cables.

II. RELATED WORK

In recent years, many papers and projects are published about computers and chess. Chess playing combine elements of artificial intelligence for player’s move decision, computer vision and robotics for position detection and performing a movement of pieces. Considering developments in computer vision, numerous papers are published in the field of recognition and detection of chess pieces. Despite that, some of the papers are published with the aim to improve automation of the game. This allows playing against computer in real world, playing from remote location and improving playing possibilities for people with disabilities.

Usually, camera-based systems for visual inspection require adequate and constant level of light source without shadows from surrounding objects. Therefore, overhead camera is used in [2] with ambient lightning to detect player’s moves. Human and chess piece shadows caused difficulties in moves detection. Lighting source was adjusted so that each white piece does not have a black shadow. Specular reflection from pieces is removed with image filtering. Like a chess game, Janggi chess board detection under severe conditions in camera point of view is described in [3]. Using Hough transform, Harris corner detection and Canny edge detection, Janggi chess board and pieces are detected. Piece detection problem is relaxed in Janggi chess due to smaller piece heights and less lines hidden with pieces. Another camera-based approach is presented in [4] where authors created multimodal interface for making chess moves. Using a stereo camera and difference in image entropy, hand gestures are detected and translated to chess moves.
One approach in detection of chess position is detection based on player's hand movement (not piece's). Authors in [5] realized their project named "Hand-Motion Chess" using gloves with sensors and a microcontroller. Hand gestures are detected with sensors and are translated into chess move. This approach can be implemented in creating universal equipment (glove) which could detect chess moves regardless of variations in size and color of pieces and chess board.

Due to rapid development of commercial robotic arms, accessibility to this technology is increasing. Numerous projects were made with educational purposes on moving chess pieces around the chess board using robotic arm. Authors in [6] presents autonomous chess playing system based on robotic manipulator arm. Fully autonomous chess playing robot "MarineBlue" is presented in [7]. It combines elements of computer vision, chess engine and robot control. Authors in [8] implemented detection of chess pieces using Reed sensors that are triggered by the magnetic field from permanent magnet placed on the bottom of each piece. Computer Numerical Control (CNC) machine with 2D Cartesian coordinate system is used for moving chess pieces around the board. Interactive chess board is presented in [9]. It detects player's move based on 8x8 membrane keypad, and makes its own move using 2D CNC machine. The idea behind proposed approach is to enable players to play chess over the internet on a real chess board. Thus, when player makes a move on his board, chess piece moves on another board, keeping synchronized positions between boards.

A commercial product commonly used in FIDE chess tournaments is digital chess board named "DGT e-Board" [10]. The board is using passive LC-circuits with ferit core in pieces with active LC-circuit in each chess field [11]. Passive LC-circuits are induced with active LC-circuit and resonant frequency is measured. However, development of digital chess board using Hall-effect sensors is an approach for educational purposes because of relatively low price and simplicity of assembling.

III. DEVELOPMENT OF CHESS BOARD

This section describes the main components of the digital chess board proposed in this work. The board consists of embedded microcontroller system for detection of chess pieces, chess pieces with integrated permanent magnets and acrylic board with printed wooden chess board image. System for detection of chess pieces is connected to a PC with a USB cable.

A. Chess Board and Chess Pieces

Chess is a game that is usually played on wooden chess board with corresponding pieces. That is not an explicit rule, but more a part of tradition of a chess game. Chess is a two-player game, where each player has 16 chess pieces: 8 pawns, 2 rooks, 2 bishops, 2 knights, 1 queen and 1 king. The game is played on board with 8x8 (64) chess fields (32 black and 32 white) [12]. According to the World Chess Federation (FIDE) official width of each chess field is ranging from 5 to 6 cm [13]. To make a digital chess board applicable for real tournaments, a width of 5 cm is used in this work. The total dimensions of the digital chessboard are 52x52 cm, of which 40x40 cm goes for chess fields and 6 cm for borders. In the bottom part of each chess piece two permanent are placed. Magnets diameter is 10 mm, with height 2 mm. Experimental testing of 3 and 5 mm acrylic board thickness showed that both are good for detection of magnetic field. Due to better mechanical properties, 5 mm acrylic board is used.

B. Microcontroller System for Chess Position Detection

The system for detection of chess pieces is consisted with platform Arduino Nano platform, a set of 64 A3144 Hall-effect sensors and 5V power supply. Additional power supply is involved since the overall current consumption is 100 mA per pin, while the maximum is 40 mA. Connecting a single Hall-effect sensor A3144 requires one 10kΩ pull up resistor per pin, cf. Fig 3.

Figure 2. Dimensions of the board

Figure 3. Connecting Hall-effect sensor to row and column of an array.

Printed Circuit Board (PCB) is made for detection of chess position method proposed in this work. Electronic scheme of designed PCB is presented, cf. Fig 4, as well as the final look of the board, cf. Fig. 5.

Internal pull-up resistors, which ATmega328p microcontroller has, can't be used since 8 sensors in a row require more power per pin than available. P-channel MOSFET transistors are used to activate each row with
5V power supply. Total of 4 dual-transistor ICs APM4953 are used with 10kΩ pull up resistors, cf. Fig 4.

![Electronic scheme of proposed system for chess position detection.](image)

**Figure 4.** Electronic scheme of proposed system for chess position detection.

**C. Programming Microcontroller**

Serial communication (UART) is used as a communication protocol between a microcontroller and a PC. Communication is done in two directions, in a master (PC) and slave (microcontroller) fashion. Firstly, master is requesting data from slave by sending request character "R". Subsequently, slave collects data from sensors and responds with 8 bytes of data, where each bit corresponds to an occupied (1) or free (0) field, cf. Fig 6.

![Designed Printed Circuit Board (PCB): bottom layer (left); top layer (right).](image)

**Figure 5.** Designed Printed Circuit Board (PCB): bottom layer (left); top layer (right).

Microcontroller (slave) is programmed to receive states from 64 sensors and send data to a PC. Due to a limited number of input and output pins, an array of 64 sensors is multiplexed [14]. Multiplexing is done row-wise, meaning that at one time instance only one row is active. Columns are active all the time and states from entire row can be read. In this way, 8x8 binary matrix is reconstructed, where 1 (0) corresponds to an occupied (free) field.

![Flowchart of Arduino code](image)

**Figure 6.** Flowchart of Arduino code

**D. Player's Move Detection**

Algorithm for player's move detection is done on a PC. It is based on a difference between two subsequently received binary matrices. Proposed method compares the currently received and previously received matrix. Difference between the two is calculated with

\[
\Delta M(x, y) = M(x, y, n) - M(x, y, n - 1),
\]

where \(x\) and \(y\) are denoting chess field index, ranging from 1 to 8, respectively, \(n\) is the current time instance and \(n - 1\) is the previous time instance.

In the case when there are no changes on the chess board (no moves), 8x8 matrix \(\Delta M\) is a zero matrix, cf. eq. (1). On the other side, when a player starts a move, one must take a chess piece and lift it up and away from the chess board field. Moving the piece from the field will be detected at a corresponding \(x, y\) location, and a value -1 is assigned to \(\Delta M(x, y)\). The first occurrence of value -1 in \(\Delta M(x, y)\) denotes either a moving chess piece or taking chess piece. Distinction between the two is done by knowing the player's color. If a piece's color corresponds to player's color, it is a moving chess piece, otherwise it is a taken chess piece. Taken chess piece is removed from the board. Finally, when a value +1 appears in \(\Delta M(x, y)\) it denotes a destination location of a moving chess piece. Commonly used algebraic chess notation is used for tracking chess moves [12].

**E. Visualizing the Game of Chess**

Instead of using an open-source chess Graphical User Interface (GUI) (Winboard, Stoßkötch, GNU Chess, etc.), our own GUI is made for educational purpose and further
developed. Chess programs. GUI is done on a PC and is integrated with the logic described in Section III. D. When the chess board position is set, GUI requires an information about it. Therefore, a user can set-up an initial position by a button click, cf. Fig. 7. Chess positions, beside initial position, must be manually synchronized in a GUI to start from a desired position.

![Chess game Graphical User Interface (GUI).](image)

Figure 7. Chess game Graphical User Interface (GUI).

F. Performance analysis

Proposed approach is incrementally reconstructing a chess game by recognizing each move independently. In this paper, a chess move is recognized by detecting presence or absence of a chess piece. Limitations of proposed approach are in terms of inability to reconstruct starting chess position without a user interaction. Except starting position, the user interacts in pawn promotions. One can choose to automatically promote to queen, or to manually set each promotion. However, even if the chess board position could detect piece's type and color, it would still require the following inputs from the user: possibilities of the chess position: side to move, allowed castling moves, allowed en-passant move, piece move counter without taking (required for a 50-move rule) [12].

If the program fails to recognize one move, following moves will also be incorrect. Therefore, a user interaction is required to correct a false move detection. An experiment is done to objectively express. Total of 50 trials for every type of chess move is tested and illustrated in Table 1. Moves are made on an empty and occupied, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1. SUCCESSFULLY DETECTED CHESS MOVES.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of experiments N=50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Successful detection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Move a chess piece on an empty field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capture an opponent's chess piece</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Chess remains a popular domain for experimenting in the field of robotics, computer vision and artificial intelligence. This paper gives an overview of the design and implementation of an autonomous digital chess board. Proposed approach combines low-cost elements with an array of Hall-effect sensors controlled by a microcontroller. Con to proposed approach is in possibility to detect only piece presence and not its type and color. Also, false move detection requires a user interaction to correct misdetections.

In the future, we intend to improve robustness of proposed system by considering better wiring and improved noise resistance in hardware and software, respectively.
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Abstract—Mobile robots are becoming ubiquitous, with applications which usually include a degree of autonomy. However, due to uncertain and dynamic nature of operational environment, algorithms for autonomous operation might fail. In order to assist the robot, the human operator might need to take control over the robot from remote location. In order to efficiently and safely teleoperate the robot, the operator has to have high degree of situational awareness. This can be achieved with appropriate human-computer interface (HCI), so that the remote environment model constructed with sensor data is presented at appropriate time, and that robot commands can be issued intuitively and easily. In the research, influence of HCI elements on performance of teleoperated mobile robot was studied for several tasks and with several HCI setups. The user study was performed, in which accuracy and speed of completion of given tasks were measured on a real robot. Statistical analysis was performed in order to identify possible setup dependencies. It showed that, in majority of analysed cases and based on introduced metrics, there is no significant difference between the setups, and between the visual control and teleoperation. Finally, conclusions were drawn with emphasis on benefits of information technology in particular case.

I. INTRODUCTION

Mobile robots are becoming more popular for various applications in everyday life \cite{1, 2, 3}. The robots usually have a certain degree of autonomy while performing their tasks. However, occasionally it is necessary that the operator takes control over the robot, usually from remote location, either because robot’s algorithms for autonomous operation failed or in order to complete a task that robot cannot complete during autonomous operation.

For efficient teleoperation of the robot, the operator must be well aware of robot’s state and state of its environment. This is often referred to as situational awareness \cite{4}. Situational awareness is understanding of the conditions of dynamic environment and is defined as “\textit{The perception of the elements in the environment within a volume of time and space, the comprehension of their meaning, and the projection of their status in the near future.}” \cite{5}. When interacting with a robot, it is also required that the operator is aware of the consequences of the robot’s actions both for the robot and for the operational environment. Hence, high degree of situational awareness is of great importance because it is a prerequisite for the efficient and safe teleoperation. This in turn can be achieved with appropriate and efficient design of HCI which should present all necessary information about the robot, it’s state and the state of the environment. The interface should be designed in a way that it offloads some of the workload from the operator and makes robot control easy and intuitive.

For the purpose of this research, safe navigation is defined as one with minimal (preferably zero) collisions with objects from the robot’s operational environment. This is not always a trivial task due to dynamic and uncertain nature of the robot’s environment, which is made more difficult by implementation of teleoperation control. Given only live video information from a camera mounted on the robot, operator is usually not sufficiently aware of the state of the robot’s environment, especially robot’s distance to obstacles (lack of depth perception), and possible nearby obstacles (camera’s limited field-of-view). Therefore, some additional data must be provided to improve the operator’s awareness. This can be achieved by using different sensing modalities like infrared, ultrasound or laser-based proximity sensors, RGB-D cameras, panospheric cameras, or usage of multiple cameras mounted on the robot. Additional information that is often included in navigation tasks, which provides limited amount of data, is the environment map. It can be a helpful aid, since the operator may determine robot’s pose within environment at any time during navigation, as well as provide approximate information about proximity of (static) obstacles, and can be used as a reference.

The manner in which information from sensing devices is presented to the operator also affects performance of teleoperation \cite{6}. Graphical interfaces containing multiple information fused in one frame (a form of augmented reality) were shown to be more efficient than arrangement when they were presented in multiple frames, side-by-side. Additional element that can influence operator’s performance in teleoperation tasks is choice of HCI, which is considered as means for communication and interaction between the human and computer \cite{7}. Choosing efficient HCI is a challenging task and may not be unique for different operators, because it may depend on operators’ level of training \cite{8}. Studies showed that virtual reality (VR) approach to teleoperation of robots is possible as a way to enhance both display and situation awareness \cite{9}. Additional benefit of virtual reality is that safe training of operator in teleoperation can be achieved.

Another important variable that needs to be addressed is time (network) delay. It is well known that teleoperation is affected by latency, that may have a significant impact on
Teleoperation performance [10]. High time delay can make teleoperation impossible regardless of quality of HCI, while variable time delay (which is frequent in practical applications) can contribute further to degradation of performance in teleoperation. The sources of delay are various, and include both network delays and processing and sensing delays. The impact of time delay on teleoperation performance is not studied in this paper, but is only recorded and reported. This means that it changed freely, but due to dedicated network equipment used in the experiment is kept as low as possible.

Teleoperation of a mobile robots has been extensively studied topic and various and innovative approaches have been proposed recently. In [11], various aspects of newly proposed ecological 3D interfaces are compared to traditional 2D interfaces, while in [12] different control interfaces (including virtual reality based ones) are compared in order to assess impact on operator’s performance. In [13], a haptic interface is proposed for teleoperation of mobile robots. However, to our best knowledge, majority of research on teleoperation was done in simulations [6], [11], [10]. In the paper we present a study of teleoperation that was performed on a real mobile robot, and draw conclusions based on it.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 experimental design and setup are explained and used analysis tools are briefly presented. Section 3 presents obtained results as well as associated discussion, while in Section 4 conclusions are drawn and possible future research directions discussed.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Experimental Design

The experiment was designed as a between-subject user study where each participant had to complete set of four tasks using one of four setup designs. One variable was input method which had two levels: gamepad (joystick) and steering wheel. Second variable was graphical interface elements, again with two levels: with and without depth information. This resulted in 2x2 design setup. Besides depth information, both graphical interfaces included live video from robot-mounted camera and map of the location with robot model localized within it.

The user study was performed with 32 test subjects, 8 in each of four setups: gamepad + GUI (Graphical User Interface) without depth, gamepad + GUI with depth, steering wheel + GUI without depth and steering wheel + GUI with depth. Participants were all volunteers recruited from Faculty staff and students which gave informed consent for participation in the study. Summary of participants’ demographics are presented in Table I.

The experiments were performed using Turtlebot 2, differential drive mobile robot, depicted in Fig. 1. Developed software support was based on Robot Operating System (ROS) [14]. The robot was equipped with a laptop, running Ubuntu 14.04 with ROS Indigo (which was used as a ROS master), live camera and 3D Kinect sensor with 640 px × 480 px resolution and 30 fps for both camera and depth streams.

The communication between the robot and the PC on which experiment was conducted was based on dedicated IEEE 802.11n wireless network. On robot’s side, Asus RT-N12+ wireless router was used, while on PC side, running Ubuntu 16.04 and ROS Kinetic, TP-Link TP-WN722N USB wireless antenna was used. This setup ensured robot range of about 25 m radius (in non-ideal, out-of-line-of-sight conditions). The setup is depicted in Fig. 1. Robot’s base ROS node (used for robot control) and Kinect driver for capturing both live camera and depth data were running on robot’s laptop, while control interface driver, map (localization) and depth information interpreter (if used) were running on a PC.

The map of the environment (Fig. 2) in which the experiments were conducted was also provided to the test subjects, with robot’s location visible on it in the real time. The map itself was built prior to the experiments using LIDAR sensor mounted on another (in-house built) robot and ROS package gmapping, which is based on [15]. More advanced robot was used for mapping due to better odometry and depth sensors, which resulted in more precise environment map.

All test subjects were given 10 minutes before the experiments to get familiar with the system and to try controlling the robot (both visually and in teleoperation mode).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Setup</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>F/M</th>
<th>Age [years]</th>
<th>μ</th>
<th>σ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gamepad + GUI without depth</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5/3</td>
<td>30.63</td>
<td>5.04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamepad + GUI with depth</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2/6</td>
<td>31.63</td>
<td>6.23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheel + GUI without depth</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1/7</td>
<td>33.13</td>
<td>10.08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheel + GUI with depth</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4/4</td>
<td>32.38</td>
<td>6.28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OVERALL</strong></td>
<td>32</td>
<td>12/18</td>
<td>31.94</td>
<td>6.87</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Fig. 1. An overview of Turtlebot 2 robot used in the experiments |

**TABLE I**

Participants’ demographic data

(F)emale and (M)ale.
Fig. 2. Map of the entire experimental environment. Please note areas used for particular task. Tasks T1 and T2 were conducted in the green marked area, T3 in the red marked area, and T4 in the blue marked area.

Fig. 3. Control interfaces used in the experiment

(a) Gamepad
(b) Steering wheel

1) Control Interfaces: All control interfaces used in the experiment were programmed so that the operator could use holonomic or differential control mode and could easily switch between them (if needed). Also, all interfaces have keys for both smooth and emergency stop. Control interfaces that were used in the experiment were MS Industrial Console 6in1 wireless gamepad which communicates on 2.4 GHz frequency with 6 m range, and Trust GXT 570 gaming steering wheel (which was used without floor pedals).

Both control interfaces (gamepad and steering wheel) used the same command interpreter that generated robot’s velocity commands based on input commands given by the test subject. The maximum velocity of the robot was set to 0.45 m/s for linear motion and 1 rad/s for angular motion, with constraint that the velocity of each robot wheel cannot exceed 0.5 m/s in case of combined linear and angular motion. This configuration enabled cornering while driving at maximum allowed linear velocity.

2) Graphical User Interface: The intuitive and efficient GUI is one of the key factors for efficient and safe navigation of the robot from remote location. Our aim was to assess if performance of the operator improved when (s)he was presented with depth information as opposed to only being presented with camera (2D) information. Depth information from Kinect sensor was overlaid on top of the live image from camera, reducing number of windows which test subject had to observe. Depth information was provided in a form of three transparent green arrows: one pointing directly forward and two at 25 degree angles to the left and to the right from central arrow (see Fig. 4). The length of the arrows was proportional to the distance to the nearest obstacle in direction of the particular arrow. Additionally, over each arrow a number representing distance in meters was added so to provide full information with minimal effort of the operator. In cases when obstacle distance was out of the range of sensing device, the arrow turned red and in that case last good measurement distance was displayed. Please note that this type of interface can easily be upgraded with additional arrows covering wider field of view since Kinect 1.0 has 57° horizontal field of view and angular resolution of 0.09°.

3) Operator tasks: The operators, regardless of used design setup, had to complete four tasks. In the first two tasks, the operators had to guide the robot to a desired position and orientation as accurately and as fast as possible (without emphasising either), both visually, without any feedback from the robot (T1), and in teleoperation mode (T2). The starting point, as well as desired position and orientation were the same in both tasks, and were marked on the floor. Both locations were known to test subjects. While teleoperating the robot, the test subjects could not see or hear the robot due to physical barriers (cardboard screen) and the fact they wore earmuffs. Time of completion, distance between desired and actual position (in direction of x and y axes) and orientation (angle) were measured, and number of collisions was counted (if any). It should be noted that there were no obstacles in the direct path of the robot (from start to goal position) but there were obstacles outside it, and some of the subjects collided
Fig. 5. Example of comparison of motion trajectories obtained using visual and teleoperated conditions for two test subjects.

Fig. 6. Example of labels used for search and rescue task and their location on the map (marked in red and blue along with their locations on the map).

with them while trying to position the robot more accurately. Example of resulting robot motion trajectories can be seen in Fig. 5 for two test subjects for tasks T1 and T2.

Another, more challenging, steering task in teleoperation mode (T3) was also performed. The goal of this task was the same as previous one, i.e. to steer the robot to given position and orientation as accurately and as fast as possible, but this time the route the operator had to take was significantly longer than in previous tasks (please see Fig. 2). Time of completion, distance between desired and actual position (in direction of x and y axes), and orientation (angle) were measured, as well as number of collisions.

The final task was a simulation of a simple search and rescue mission (T4) where the goal was to find as many objects as possible in a dislocated environment in a limited time frame of five minutes. In the experiment ten white labels (examples shown in Fig. 6) with unique random three-digit codes were printed in different font sizes (from 20 pt to 200 pt) and were attached to objects of interest that the test subjects had to find. Test subjects had to identify the codes. The labels were positioned so that they were concealed and that they were visible only from some (relatively) small part of the environment. This in turn resulted in the requirement that the operator had to steer the robot around the environment to a specific position and orientation to be able to identify it (just like trying to find victims in urban search and rescue operation). The time of completion of the task was measured (in case test subject successfully found all the objects before time limit), number of collisions, as well as number of identified labels (and which ones).

Tasks T1, T2, T3, and T4 were given to each test subject in predefined random order, so to compensate for possible learning effects.

B. Statistics

1) Two-Sample Student’s t-test: This test was used to test the null hypothesis that means and variances of two population samples are equal.

2) Kruskal-Wallis test: This test is a non-parametric test which aims to determine if medians of multiple groups are different (similar to ANOVA but without underlying assumptions). In case of our experiments, these groups are experiment setups. The null hypothesis for Kruskal-Wallis test is that population medians are equal. Rejecting the null hypothesis provides the information that there is significant difference between the populations, but will not indicate which ones are different and thus post-hoc testing needs to be performed (Tukey Honestly Significant Difference test in our case).

All statistics calculations were done at $\alpha = 0.05$ significance level. For more details about statistical tests, please refer to [16].

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Comparison of visual and teleoperated steering

The analysis was performed on the results of steering tasks where test subjects had to steer the robot from initial to final position and orientation using both visual feedback and teleoperation. Summary of obtained results are presented in Fig. 7. They show that steering tasks were completed, on average, 20% slower in teleoperation, as well as that positioning error was almost doubled in teleoperation (per individual setup). However, both for T1 and T2, considering time of completion there is no statistically significant difference between the setups, according to Kruskal-Wallis test. This is a bit surprising, but might be due to relatively simple tasks which required short amount of time. Similar results were obtained for positioning error (Euclidean distance from the desired position to the measured position). The two-sample t-test was used to test if means of visual and teleoperation controls (for all three dependent variables) were different with
statistical significance. Tests for all the setups, after applying Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons, showed that samples do not differ, which might suggest that either tasks were relatively simple so differences did not emerge or that operators’ situational awareness was good in both cases. However, when considering positioning errors along x and y axes separately, the two-sample t-test significant difference was observed only for steering wheel with depth test setup and only along y axis ($p = 0.0343$ after applying Bonferroni correction), but not along x axis. We believe this might be due to test setup configuration (i.e. distances between start and goal point in x and y direction), but further testing is required.

Considering number of collisions, a very low number of such events occurred, a total of 6 in T1 and 9 in T2. In T1 number of collisions was almost equal for each of the setups, while in T2 8 out of 9 collisions occurred in setups with depth, which might suggest that users were distracted with additional information which was presented to them.

B. Assessment of teleoperation steering setup

In third task (teleoperation in more demanding conditions), there was also no statistically significant differences between the setups, in time of completion, deviation from desired final position and absolute deviation from desired final orientation. Results obtained in this task are presented in Table II, which demonstrates that, on average, subjects that used steering wheel completed their task faster than subjects using gamepad.

C. Search and rescue analysis

For search and rescue task, summarized results for all test setups are presented in Fig. 8. They demonstrate that for setup with steering wheel without depth information operators achieved less collisions (in total) than in other setups. However, no statistical significance was detected both for number of identified labels and for number of collisions (using Kruskal-Wallis test).

The maximum number of identified labels in this task was seven, while only one of the labels was not been found by any of the test subjects. The average number of identified labels per setup was 5.875 for gamepad, 5.25 for gamepad with depth, 4.875 for steering wheel and 4.5 for steering wheel with depth. The average number of identified labels across all setups was 5.125.

D. Time delay

The time delay was measured for live camera feed and for depth feed. The summary of delay data, which was recorded with a resolution of up to 1 ns, is shown in Table III. From the table it can be seen than latency was on average similar across all test conditions.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In the paper, the impact of user interface elements on teleoperation of mobile robot was studied with two control interfaces and two GUIs for a total of four setups. The experiment was designed as a between-subject user study in which a subject had to complete three steering tasks and a search and rescue task. Obtained results showed, as was expected, that all performance parameters were better for visual feedback control than for teleoperation mode (regardless of used setup). It was also observed that although various parameters degraded for teleoperation setups in most cases they did not have statistically significant difference, which was
TABLE II
RESULTS OF TELEOPERATION TASK IN T3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Setup</th>
<th>Time of compl.</th>
<th>Pos. error</th>
<th>Orient. error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>μ [s]</td>
<td>σ [s]</td>
<td>μ [mm]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamepad + GUI without depth</td>
<td>96.55</td>
<td>22.1</td>
<td>171.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamepad + GUI with depth</td>
<td>106.50</td>
<td>22.27</td>
<td>138.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheel + GUI without depth</td>
<td>92.10</td>
<td>30.02</td>
<td>138.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheel + GUI with depth</td>
<td>92.94</td>
<td>16.32</td>
<td>172.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL (mean)</td>
<td>97.02</td>
<td>22.8</td>
<td>155.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III
TIME DELAY (IN SECONDS)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Setup</th>
<th>Depth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>μ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamepad + GUI without depth</td>
<td>0.0440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamepad + GUI with depth</td>
<td>0.0432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheel + GUI without depth</td>
<td>0.0445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheel + GUI with depth</td>
<td>0.0455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL (mean)</td>
<td>0.0443</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Abstract – In this paper, we deal with some preliminaries concerning the problem of creating a reasonably accurate 2-D indoor map, using an autonomous mobile robot equipped with an ultrasonic sensor. For this purpose, we utilize the robotic frame DiddyBorg, coupled with the latest Raspberry Pi model. The accuracy of the used ultrasonic sensor is tested in a simulated and a real-world environment. Ultrasonic sensor flaws cause errors in the area mapping process, in the form of precision decline and unwanted ghost points, usually around the corners of an indoor environment. We present a method for filtering these unwanted occurrences. The method has been tested in a controlled test box environment and in the real-world indoor environment. We have used a square, a triangle, and a hexagon as shapes for the testing environment. As a basis for the mapping process, ordinary trigonometry was used, whereas cluster analysis was used for the removal of errors. Experimental results suggest that the proposed method is reasonably accurate in determining correct position and distance of measured points from single-point scans.

I. INTRODUCTION

One of highly important features of autonomous robots is their ability to move independently (i.e. without human intervention) in different environments. This feature can find its application in many different areas. For example, a robot capable of moving autonomously can be used in human rescue missions [1], as a means for daily transportation [2], for firefighting [3], or for security and military-related applications [4]. In order to move autonomously, i.e. to calculate a path from its source to its destination, a robot must be able to position itself with regard to its environment. The best way for a robot to obtain information about its current position is to have a genuine map of its current surroundings stored inside its memory. This problem is generally known as SLAM or Simultaneous localization and mapping [5]. To acquire a spatial model of its surroundings, a robot should have a sensor that helps it perceive its environment. Seeing that there exists a need for reducing the cost of building an autonomous robot [1], we opted for using a low-cost ultrasonic sensor instead of a significantly more expensive laser rangefinder. A short comparison of sensor prices is shown in Table I. Furthermore, the measuring accuracy of ultrasonic sensors is not affected by any changes in type, color or shade of the reflecting surface. However, ultrasonic sensors also have some drawbacks. In order to obtain the highest possible accuracy of an indoor map using limited hardware resources, we have primarily focused on improving the accuracy of the data obtained from the ultrasonic sensor. Seeing that our ultimate goal is to create an autonomous robot capable of mapping and navigating in an indoor environment entirely by itself, we have also described the robotic platform used to achieve that goal. However, the focus remains on the challenges concerning the ultrasonic sensor and their plausible solutions.

II. HARDWARE USED

In this section we describe the hardware necessary for assembling a robot which can be utilized for the purpose of indoor mapping.

A. Raspberry Pi 3 Model B

We decided to use the latest Raspberry Pi 3 model B as a control unit for our robot. Raspberry Pi is a COTS (Commercial-off-the-shelf) small-size computer that runs Linux Raspbian operating system. It is powered by Broadcom 1.2GHz 64-bit quad-core ARMv8 CPU, having 1GB RAM. Seeing that the Raspberry Pi 3 offers a relatively high computing power for a low price, and has rather small dimensions (85x56mm), we concluded that it should meet our needs. Furthermore, the chosen model has a built-in 802.11n Wireless LAN module, which

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensor</th>
<th>Store</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HC-SR04 Ultrasonic</td>
<td>robotshop.com</td>
<td>USD $2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range Finder</td>
<td>ebay.com</td>
<td>USD $1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parallax 15-122cm Laser</td>
<td>robotshop.com</td>
<td>USD $99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rangefinder</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIDAR-Lite v3</td>
<td>sparkfun.com</td>
<td>USD $150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This work has been supported in part by the University of Rijeka under the project number 16.09.2.2.05.
allowed us to access the robot remotely and, therefore, made parameter changing during our experimenting a lot easier.

B. Ultrasonic sensor HC-SR04

The ultrasonic sensor uses sonar to determine distance to an object. There are two main pins on HC-SR04, trig pin and echo pin. By connecting the high level signal for at least 10μs to the trig pin, the module transmits a 40kHz sound wave and we store the start time into a variable. As the sound wave reflects and returns to the module, Echo pin comes to a state of a logical 1. At this point, we store an end time. We get the measured distance dist using the following expression:

\[
\text{dist} = \frac{(\text{EndTime}-\text{StartTime})}{2} \times 340 \text{ m/s} \quad (1)
\]

As stated in the datasheet [6], the ultrasonic ranging module HC-SR04 provides 2cm-400cm non-contact measurement functionality with ranging accuracy up to 3mm. However, our tests show different results. Measuring short distances matches the data in the datasheet [6], whereas measuring long distances produces repeatable errors. While driving or rotating the robot, the CPU usage is usually around 25%. Seeing that the measuring is performed before any computationally intensive tasks, the percentage of the CPU usage does not affect measuring accuracy. Regardless of that fact, the repeatable errors are still present. This is an important factor because it means that we have to define the optimal distance range at which our sensor works well enough for creating an accurate map. Therefore, the plane surface had been placed at a distance of 2 cm in front of the robot and 10 measurements have been made. We compared each distance measurement acquired using the ultrasonic sensor against the real distance measured by a meter, and noted the number of accurate measurements and the number of inaccurate measurements. A measurement was considered inaccurate if it differed by more than 2cm from the one measured by a meter. After every 10th measuring, the distance was incremented by 2cm. At the end, the number of correct measurements was divided by the total number of measurements for each group of distances, expressing the accuracy as a percentage. The results of the measuring experiment are shown in Table II. The results suggest that the distance obtained using a sensor at a distance from anywhere between 2cm and 80cm has a high probability of matching the real distance. This means that our sensor has to be at most 80cm away from an obstacle to be certain how far the obstacle really is. If a sensor is more than 80cm away from the obstacle, the obstacle will not be represented on a map. The obstacle will be represented on a map as soon as the robot moves close enough to the obstacle. Also, the minimum distance is 2cm, meaning that the robot should never approach the obstacle in a way that puts an obstacle closer than 2cm to the sensor. Otherwise, the sensor could be damaged.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance in cm</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2-40</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-60</td>
<td>99.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60-80</td>
<td>99.33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;80</td>
<td>56.14%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. DiddyBorg frame

As a backbone for our robot, we decided to use DiddyBorg. Produced by Freeburn Robotics Limited, DiddyBorg is a COTS bundle of chassis, motors with motor controller, wheels, power converter and a battery holder. Chassis is laser-cut 3mm cast acrylic perspex of robust build quality, having 5kg maximum carrying load. Robot characteristics are shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2. The bundle includes six 1:71 (60rpm) 6V 220mA motors. Each motor has the output power of 1.3W and produces 0.35 kg cm of torque. For a power converter, we have used the BattBorg. The BattBorg is also produced by Freeburn Robotics Limited and is based on OKI78SR DCDC converter with maximum 1.5A output. It allowed us to power the Raspberry Pi using 1.2V 2500mAh Panasonic Eneloop batteries.

![Figure 1. Robot side measurements.](image1)

![Figure 2. Robot front measurements.](image2)

![Figure 3. General overview of the robot. Ultrasonic sensor is visible on the top of the robot.](image3)
III. GENERATING THE MAP

First attempts of creating a space (obstacle) map were executed in a controlled environment. We constructed three small wooden boxes and placed the robot in the center. For the shape of the box we chose a square, a triangle and a hexagon. Those shapes were chosen because we believe them to be representative for closed indoor environments. The polygons with the measurements are shown in Figures 4-6. By rotating the robot for 360° in the direction shown by the blue arrow on Figures 4-6, we scanned the entire environment. Clockwise direction of rotation is, otherwise, not important. To calculate the x, y coordinates of the points measured inside the boxes, the following expressions were used:

\[ x = \text{len} \times \cos(\alpha \times \pi/180) \]
\[ y = \text{len} \times \sin(\alpha \times \pi/180) \]

Len variable represents the measured length received from the sensor, whereas \( \alpha \) is the angle of rotation relative to the origin converted to radians. Every 5° or \( \pi/36 \) radians a new point was obtained. This angle was optimal for the type of surface under the robot because the robot changes the speed of the wheels to match the given angle of rotation. A wider angle requires a higher speed of rotation. A higher speed causes the robot to lose traction and finish the rotation after the point from which it started. An angle of rotation of 6° on the same surface would result in the robot not stopping at 360° but rather at 384°. The results of the mapping are shown in Figures 7-9.

Figure 4. Square test box. Dimensions: 400x400mm. Direction of rotation: right. Angle of rotation: 5°.

Figure 5. Triangle test box. Dimensions: 700x700mm. Direction of rotation: right. Angle of rotation: 5°.

Figure 6. Hexagon test box. Each edge is 310mm long. Direction of rotation: right. Angle of rotation: 5°.

IV. SONAR LIMITATIONS

Because of the limitations of the used ultrasonic sensor, raw maps are not accurate, primarily due to the phenomenon known as “ghost points” [7]. When the robot rotates 35° from the initial orientation, the emitted sound wave does not reflect directly back to the sensor. On its way back to the sensor, the wave reflects from other surfaces of the box as well, causing an unwanted time delay. This creates an illusion that the corners of the box are further away from the edges of the box, as shown in Figures 7-9. The ghost points are visible in the square and in the triangle, but not in the hexagon. This only seems so because of the angle between the edges of the hexagon, but the phenomenon is still present. Blue line in Figures 7-9 represents the real outline of the testing boxes used, whereas the red points represent the locations obtained using the ultrasonic sensor. The ghost points are in the corners far away from the outline of the boxes. When performing a real indoor environment mapping, this problem is also expected to appear. Therefore, in order to obtain an accurate map, it has to be solved. We discuss a possible solution next.

Figure 7. Raw map of the square test box. The blue line represents the real edges of the test box.

Figure 8. Raw map of the triangle test box. The blue line represents the real edges of the test box.
V. ELIMINATING MEASUREMENT ERRORS

For solving the problem of ghost points, we decided to use cluster analysis. Cluster analysis or clustering is a technique that groups individual measurements in a population together, based on their similarity. The idea is to group the nearest values obtained from the ultrasonic sensor into clusters. Once the clusters are formed, the robot has to decide which ones consist of ghost points and which ones are populated with accurate measurements. The overview of the proposed method is given in Figure 10.

A. Cluster analysis

In order to cluster points, K-means algorithm was used [8]. K-means is an iterative algorithm which operates in three steps. First, it randomly selects a predetermined number of points called centroids among the data points. Second, it assigns each data point to the closest centroid, thus forming a cluster. Finally, it calculates the average of all data points in a cluster, and moves the centroid to that average location. Cluster analysis was performed using the Python library scikit-learn.

K-means algorithm requires setting the number of clusters to work properly. Each of our controlled test-box environments required a different number of clusters. For example, the triangle required 3 clusters for the accurate measurements, and 3 for the ghost points. The square required 4 clusters for the accurate measurements, and 4 for the ghost points. Finally, the hexagon required 6 clusters for the accurate measurements, and 6 for the ghost points. To determine the optimal number of clusters for each individual setup, a function for estimating the efficiency-of-clustering [9] was used. This score, called silhouette score, is determined using the mean intra-cluster distance $x$ and the mean nearest-cluster distance $y$ for every cluster. The expression is given in (4).

silhouette score = $(y-x) / \max(x, y)$ \hspace{1cm} (4)

Silhouette score is calculated independently for different numbers of clusters, ranging from 2 to 10. The upper bound was chosen as such because the optimal number of clusters in our experimental environments has never surpassed 10. This, however, can be adapted to the complexity of an indoor environment under inspection. The number of clusters having the highest score will be set as the optimal number of clusters for that specific set of data points.

B. Discarding the ghost points

After the robot has successfully estimated the correct amount of clusters, it will start discarding the clusters populated with the ghost points. Since the ghost points clusters are always smaller than the clusters populated with the accurate measurements, our method will find the biggest cluster and discard all the clusters that are smaller than the size of the biggest cluster, minus the tolerance. The tolerance represents the permissible limit of variation in the size of the biggest clusters, i.e. the clusters populated with the accurate measurements. In our experimental environment, the tolerance of -3 points was sufficient. However, the tolerance should be adjusted depending on the angle of rotation because any change in the angle of rotation affects the overall number of data points on the graph. The clusters generated by the method for every test-box environment are shown in the Figures 11-13. The final elimination of ghost points is shown in the Figures 14-16. Figure 17 shows the polygon and the result of applying the method to the real-world environment.

Algorithm 1. Pseudocode for the proposed method of eliminating measurement errors.

VI. RESULTS

Experimental results are presented in this section. Figures 11-13 are depicting clusters found by the K-means algorithm. The accurate measurements that remain after filtering the ghost points are shown in Figures 14-16.

By observing the results, we can state that the method is highly efficient in the removal of ghost points. However there are also some imperfections of the method to be aware of. For example, it can be noticed that in Figure 12 and in Figure 13, the number of clusters does not match the number of clusters that we would intuitively assign to that set of data points. The 3 sets of ghost points in Figure 12 are divided into 4 clusters, but only 3 are necessary to distinguish the ghost points from the accurate data points. Furthermore, in Figure 13 it is possible to see that the number of clusters is 5, but we...
Figure 11. Cluster analysis of the square. Every color represents a different cluster. Centroids are in the middle of each cluster.

Figure 12. Cluster analysis of the triangle. Every color represents a different cluster. Centroids are in the middle of each cluster.

Figure 13. Cluster analysis of the hexagon. Every color represents a different cluster. Centroids are in the middle of each cluster.

Figure 14. Accurate measurements of the square after the removal of ghost points.

Figure 15. Accurate measurements of the triangle after the removal of ghost points.

Figure 16. Accurate measurements of the hexagon after the removal of ghost points.

Figure 17. The real-world environment with the office chair and the bottle next to the robot (left), cluster analysis with each cluster in different color (middle) and accurate measurements with the ghost points removed (right).
would expect the number of clusters to be 6 in a hexagon. This is an imperfection inherited from the K-means algorithm. The K-means algorithm assigns the clusters randomly, therefore causing minor deviations in the total number of clusters. This does not pose a great problem, since the method will usually assign more clusters than necessary, therefore reducing the size of each cluster. If cluster size is reduced, then there exists a higher probability that the cluster will be discarded, since we tend to keep only the biggest clusters. If a cluster is discarded, it only means that the area where that cluster would be is now empty. An empty area suggests that there is a part of an indoor environment that is yet to be discovered, and the robot should approach it and examine it more thoroughly.

Considering that the robot will ultimately operate in a real-world indoor environment we decided to test our method in one. We placed the robot between the walls in different sizes with the sensor facing the closed doors. An office chair and a bottle were added since we believe them to be the objects that the robot will often meet during the process of mapping. The raw map was then acquired by rotating the robot for 360° and measuring the distance every 5°.

Figure 17 shows the real-world indoor environment, the cluster analysis for the acquired set of data points and the final removal of ghost points. This experiment suggests that rejecting small clusters and keeping only the biggest ones also comes with a price. A small obstacle, bottle, visible in a real-world environment in Figure 17, represented with a gray cluster in cluster analysis, is not visible on the graph showing the accurate measurements. This happens because a bottle is represented by a small cluster and is therefore mistaken for a set of ghost points. This is an imperfection of the proposed method that has to be approached in a different way. One of the possible ways to detect such small objects would be to equip the robot with a tactile sensor that would additionally complement the accuracy of the map. However, this is a topic for our future work.

VII. CONCLUSION

The main focus of this paper was on solving the problem of ghost points caused by the imperfections of the ultrasonic sensor. We presented a method for elimination of ghost points, based on cluster analysis. An important task concerning the described method, was automatically determining an optimal number of clusters for any given environment. This was successfully solved using the silhouette scoring function. Another important task was the correct detection and removal of the ghost-point clusters. This is done with respect to the cluster sizes, i.e. smaller ones were discarded, whereas the larger ones were kept. It is important to note that the tolerance in the size of the clusters, not to be rejected, should be set with respect to the angle of rotation. The proposed method has shown some imperfections dependent on the K-means algorithm, but it has also successfully eliminated the ghost points from the test box environments as well as from the larger part of the used real-world indoor environment.

Our research can be viewed as an extension to the research performed by Ilias et al. [10]. In their paper, the authors have presented a method for eliminating ghost points from data collected using an ultrasonic sensor bank attached to a mobile robot. However, there are some considerable differences. The method presented in [10] uses a trigonometric approach to eliminating the ghost points, whereas our method uses cluster analysis based on the K-means algorithm. As it can be observed in Figure 6 in [10], the method proposed by the authors leaves some fragments in the corners of the scanned environment, whereas our method completely removes all the ghost points. Furthermore, the authors have used 16 ultrasonic sensors while we managed to reduce the number of sensors to only one. The contribution of our paper is expressed in the use of the K-means algorithm for the purpose of eliminating the ghost points.
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Abstract - Construction workers often suffer various kinds of musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs), which are injuries in the human musculoskeletal system. MSDs are often aroused due to sudden exertion such as lifting heavy equipment, or repeated and cumulative stressed motions. OWAS (Ovako Working posture Assessment System) may be used to evaluate the exposure of MSDs risk by sampling the snapshots of a worker’s postures and categorize the postures. However, tracking and categorizing postures of different body parts by human eyes are tedious work with limited accuracy and easy to make mistakes even with facilitation of video recording. This research develops an automatic tracking and categorizing system, named Posture Assessment System for MSD (PAS-MSD) for OWAS using Microsoft Kinect. The PAS-MSD captures human postures during his/her movement, recognizes human skeleton, and assesses the risk of MSD. An experiment with typical construction activities such as handling and moving of materials, hammering, and tiling was conducted. Except for the hammering activity where the subjects’ body parts were easily blocked by the target hammered box and could not be detected by Kinect, the posture identification accuracies for all other activities exceed 90% (i.e., 91.6%-93.9%). The OWAS categorization accuracies are also satisfactory, ranging from 85.4%-88.5%.

I. INTRODUCTION

Construction industry has been a major contributor to work injuries. Majority of the research and workplace guidelines has been focusing on mitigation of specific event-based or accidental injuries. Cumulative injuries caused due to prolonged adoption of stressful positions, occur in considerable measure and warrant an equal attention on development of solutions for helping in reduction of their occurrences. For this purpose, a tool has been developed that employs the body tracking abilities of Kinect to identify the adopted postures and evaluates them based on a predefined method specified in OWAS [1] to obtain an improved understanding of the long-term hazards of the common work postures of construction workers. OWAS was developed in the 1970s for identification of work postures that cause discomfort and are detrimental to workers’ health. The developed system can be used as an assisting tool for health professionals and occupational health experts for identifying poor working postures and diagnosing possible musculoskeletal injuries. It can also lead to improved work health regulations and reduced instances of occupational injuries in the future.

Musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs) refer to injuries and disorders that affect the human body movement or musculoskeletal system such as muscles and tendons. Since repetitive motion or stress is one major risk factor contributing the MSDs, many other similar terms such as repetitive motion injury, cumulative trauma disorder, and repetitive stress disorder were also used in the literature. According to NIOSH report [2] based on annual surveys from 1982 to 1996 conducted by Labor of Statistics of U.S Department of Labor, while the number of cases and the rates increased slightly for most of the illnesses over the time period, disorders associated with repeated trauma increased nearly 10-fold. In 1996, repeated-trauma disorders accounted for close to two-thirds of reported occupational illnesses. The proportion of occupational illnesses due to repeated trauma was nearly twice as high as in 1986. Later on the rate declined and was speculated to have occurred as a result of a better recognition of MSDs and the implementation of industrial health and safety programs [3].

The prevention of the development of MSD for workers requires the efforts on both company and each worker. Some researchers have worked on improving the work environment. For example, Hisao and Stanevich [4] investigated various tasks pertaining to scaffolding to identify the risks of overexertion injury and also develop an assistive device to help lifting scaffold end frames.

In a review of epidemiological studies on low-back, neck, shoulder, and upper extremity disorders, several physical load factors were identified as risk factors for the disorders. Many of these factors have been repeatedly identified, and for different types of outcomes of an anatomical area (e.g. pain, disc herniation, disc degeneration of the low-back or neck) [5].

Many postural observational methods, e.g., Joseph et al. [5] and Pehkonen et al. [6], have been developed to evaluate the posture exposed to the MSD risk. The OWAS (Ovako working posture analysis system) is also a postural observational method commonly used to identify poor postures at a worksite. OWAS has been widely used in several industries for postural analysis (e.g., [8], [9], [10], and [11]), and also in the construction industry (e.g., [12], [13], [14], [15], [16]). The OWAS evaluation is based on sampling from typical working postures of major body parts including back, forearms, and legs, and the information about the force exerted or load carried during work upon the observed subject. This research adopts OWAS as the postural evaluation method. Other related measurement methods that were not used in this research...
include the subjective Nordic Musculoskeletal Questionnaire developed by Nordic Council of Ministries [17], RULA (Rapid Upper Limb Assessment) [18], REBA (Rapid Entire Body Assessment, 2000) [19], and LUBA (Loading on the Upper Body Assessment) [20]. Both RULA and LUBA focused only on upper limbs, and RULA requires the measurement of muscular forces and frequency of muscular force exertions. REBA’s approach is also based on RULA.

OWAS uses a four-digit code to describe various postures and weight combinations. As shown in Fig. 1, the codes include four back postures, three forearm postures, seven leg postures, and three levels of exerted force. For example, three forearm postures are (1) both below elbow joint, (2) one above elbow joints, and (3) both above elbow joint. The OWAS then categorizes the total number of 252 possible combinations of the four digits into four levels of actions according to their risk of injuries.

Figure 1. OWAS postures [1]

AC1: postures are normal and natural with no particular harmful effect on the musculoskeletal system, no action is required;

AC 2: postures have some harmful effect on the musculoskeletal system, corrective actions are required in the near future;

AC3: postures have a distinctly harmful effect on the musculoskeletal system, corrective actions should be done as soon as possible;

AC4: postures have an extremely harmful effect on the musculoskeletal system, immediate corrective actions for improvement are required.

Although OWAS has broken down common human postures contributing to MSDs into precise categorization of postures of body parts, the utilization of OWAS still remains somehow subjectively and imprecise due to the inconvenience of statically measuring angles of body parts in a dynamic continuous motion. Motion capture has been widely used in a variety of industries such as cinema, entertainment, and computer games. Sharma et al. [21] reviewed several motion capture methodologies including marker-based motion capture (e.g., acoustical system, mechanical system, magnetic system, optical system) and marker-less motion capture such as Microsoft’s Kinect solution, which is low-cost and does not require any special equipment attached to the observed subject. This research used KINECT as a tool for tracking the movement of human skeleton to implement the proposed system for its low cost and availability of SDK (software development kit) [22].

II. SYSTEM DESIGN

This study develops an automated system, named Posture Assessment System for Construction Workers (PAS-CW) for MSDs for assessing postures of construction workers and identifying high-risk postures pertaining to MSDs. The following describes first the OWAS categorization, and how the system is used with the user interface, and then the design of the system so that the text is easier to follow.

Figure 1 shows the main control user interface of the system. Once the Kinect is setup and the observed subject is ready to perform his/her regular work activity, the ergonomics expert or physiotherapist starts the posture capture and evaluation according to the following steps (from top to bottom on the right hand side of Fig.2).

1. Click the appropriate weight carried by the subject. This is necessary because the OWAS evaluation requires the carried weight information which cannot be detected by the Kinect camera.
2. Adjust the angle of camera so that it covers the activity area.
3. Press the red recording button to start capturing and recording the subject’s skeleton motion.
4. The result window (shown in the bottom of Fig. 1) instantaneously displays the categorization of the postures and the subject’s body parts including back, forearm, leg, and the previously input carried weight, and also the injury risk level assessed based on the OWAS.

Figure 2. Main control user interface for PAS-CW
The system was developed using Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 in C# language, and Kinect for Windows SDK [22]. The system also uses SQLite Database, a popular public-domain database engine for local data storage, and EmguCV, a cross platform that allows Intel’s OpenCV’s image processing functions to be called from .NET compatible languages such as C# and Visual Basic.

The system includes several modules as shown in Figure 3. The Kinect video cameras record the observed subject. For each video image frame, the skeletal tracking module tracks the posture of the subject at a frame rate of 2 Hz, and transforms into skeleton with information of twenty joint positions. The posture categorization module categorizes the posture type for each body part (e.g., back, arm). Given the categorization of each body part, the general posture of the subject in the frame can be determined, and the corresponding OWAS's AC levels can be determined.

The user interface module controls the main display windows of the system, and includes the video display of the subject’s skeleton (window left), the input area (window top right), and the analysis result area (window bottom right). With the estimated exerted force input by the user, for each video frame, the analysis module receives the data of the skeleton and the joint positions and determines the postural categorization of back, forearms, and legs. The output of the analysis includes the categorization of each body part and the resulting AC levels according to OWAS. The database module stores the video images, and the data of the skeleton and joint positions with the determined AC levels. The display module displays the statistics of the data visually to provide the expert a holistic view of the subject posture in a continuous fashion instead of a single frame. Examples are bar chart graphics showing the AC level at intervals of 0.5 seconds, or the average or peak AC levels for the choice of intervals of 5, 10, 15, and 30 seconds.

![Figure 3. PAS-CW’s implementation modules](Image)

The Kinect cameras can provide the positions for 20 joint of a human skeleton (e.g., head, hand right, wrist right, elbow left, hip center, knee left, ankle left, and foot right) in a three-dimension coordinate system. With this information, the relative distances, positions of joints, angles of the associated limbs or other body parts can be derived. The individual posture of back, arms, and legs need to be categorized first in order to categorize the entire body posture of each sampled video frame based on the OWAS.

For example, the OWAS categorizes the back posture into 4 types, e.g., Straight-back, Bent-back, Twisted-back, and Bent&twisted-back. The back posture will be identified as Straight-back if the smaller angle between Vector1 passing through the spine and the shoulder center and Vector2 passing through left hip and right hip is greater than or equal to 75°. The back posture will be identified as Bent-back if the smaller angle between Vector1 passing through the spine and the shoulder center and Vector2 passing through left hip and right hip is smaller than 75°. The back posture will be identified as Twisted-back if the angle measured in the X-Z plane, between the vectors normal to Vector1 passing through left shoulder and right shoulder and Vector2 passing through left hip and right hip is smaller than 15°. The back posture will be identified as Bent&twisted-back if both Bent-back and Twisted-back conditions are met.

III. SYSTEM EVALUATION

The evaluation of the PAS-MSD focuses on two aspects: skeleton identification accuracy and OWAS categorization accuracy. The skeleton identification accuracy represents the rate of frames in which all necessary skeletons and joint positions required for the OWAS assessment are successfully identified. Skeleton identification may be incorrect or even fail in some frames due to obstructed view, extreme twisting or bending, or sudden movement. The OWAS categorization accuracy determines the rate of the correct assignment of AC level for each frame by the PAS-MSD system compared to the participating experts.

Fifteen graduate students with or without construction working experience were recruited to participate the experiment. The participants were asked to perform four tasks: (1) materials moving, (2) materials handling, (3) nail hammering, and (4) tiling.

Taking task-1 as an example, it required the participant to lift a bucket of materials (19 kg for male, and 9 kg for female), move the bucket, and place at the designated area. The task requires 4 repetitions. The MSD risk factors [23] included in the task are unnatural work posture, repetitive work, and exerted force. The task was designed to include common risk factors to MSDs but not actually result in MSDs to the participants.

All the tasks were performed on the same position except for Task-1, for which the subjects were required to walk 2 to 3 steps. During the tasks, the subjects were asked to perform the tasks naturally without any special constraints on body rotation or blocking camera view from body parts. Because the participants may turn around their bodies in all directions while performing the tasks,
we set up three Kinect cameras in the face angle and side angle horizontally, and another from a 45° birds eye angle.

Three experts participated in the evaluation of the experimental result, and include a rehabilitation medical physician, a professor in physiotherapy, and a professor in medical engineering.

Table 1 shows the identification accuracy and categorization accuracy results for each work task. Except for Task 3, all other tasks show similar results. First, the identification accuracies all exceed 90% (i.e., 91.6%-93.9%), and all categorization accuracies exceed 85% (i.e., 85.4%-88.5%). Such performances make the proposed PAS-CW feasible to be used to help analyze the posture of construction workers for MSDs. Note that the calculation of the identification and categorization accuracies was first prepared by the authors, and then examined by the participating professionals because the process was too time consuming due to the large amount of data involved.

Task 1 required subjects to lift heavy bucket, moved it, and placed it at the designated place. The motions involved large and slow movement, which result in the highest accuracy in terms of identification and categorization.

Task 2 required subjects to take materials from the bucket and put them in place piece by piece. The data showed that the PAS-CW successfully identified the skeleton of the upper body most of the time, but often failed in identifying the skeleton of the legs due to the squat posture and view blocked by the bucket. Nevertheless, since legs were successfully identified when subjects were standing and the legs seldom make large movement, the lack of updating on the leg part did not affect the accuracy significantly. Task 4 requires subjects to take tiles at squad position and place the magnetic tiles, which was customized designed for this experiment, on the wall. Even the PAS-CW’s camera was facing the subjects from behind, the detection accuracies were still satisfactory.

Task 3 is the one that resulted in poorer identification accuracies compared to all the other tasks. The subjects were required to hammer nails on the designated wood box (Fig. 4), which was specifically designed to protect the subjects from accidental injuries. As shown in Fig. 5, the wood box blocked the Kinect camera’s view of the subject’s legs most of the time during the task and resulted in the poor identification accuracies.

| Table 1. Identification and Categorization Accuracy Result |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Task 1 Identification accuracy | 93.9% | Task 2 Categorization accuracy | 88.5% | Task 3 Identification accuracy | 69.4% | Task 4 Categorization accuracy | 85.4% |
| Task 1 Categorization accuracy | 91.6% | Task 2 Identification accuracy | 92.2% | Task 3 Categorization accuracy | 48.4% | Task 4 Identification accuracy | 91.6% |

The experts took much longer time in evaluating the captured images without precise constant sampling frequency. After long hour of evaluation, the experts may also give inconsistent categorizations within themselves or among them. The inconsistency usually occurred when the subjects posed bending legs or waists, and turning backs. In conclusion, all participating experts agreed the accuracy rates of the machine identification and categorization are good enough to be helpful to their diagnosis.

IV. CONCLUSION

Construction workers often suffer various kinds of MSDs due to sudden exertion such as lifting heavy equipment, or repeated and cumulative stressed motions. This research uses Microsoft Kinect tool kit to develop an automatic tracking, named Posture Assessment System for MSD. The PAS-MSD captures a worker’s postures during his/her movement, recognizes human skeleton, and produce and assesses the risk of MSD based on OWAS.

An experiment of four types construction tasks was designed to evaluate the PAS-MSD. Except for the nailing task, in which the target box easily block Kinect’s view of subjects’ legs and which had poor identification performance, both the identification and OWAS categorization accuracies were satisfactory (i.e., from 85% to 93.9%). The experiment also provided the following lessons learned.

- The PAS-MSD has satisfactory identification and OWAS categorization as long as the cameras’ view of any worker’s body part is not blocked by surrounding environment, work object, self’s body, or other people.
- The PAS-MSD is able to provide an evaluation of much higher sampling rate of captured images and consistent categorization compared to human experts. This is particularly beneficial when longer observation time is required for determining the postural causes of MSDs.

- In addition to the one facing the observed worker, we set up additional two Kinect cameras in the side angle horizontally and from a 45° bird’s eye angle to capture the participants’ gestures in all directions especially when they turned their bodies around during the task. However, while the gestures were captured in video, the successful rates for identifying the skeletons were too low to be useful. This is because the current skeleton capturing algorithm provided by Microsoft work poorly for side view and top view. New sets of capturing algorithms need to be developed if additional cameras are really needed to avoid blocking the camera’s view. The categorization rules are also needed to develop to transform the side view or top view body postures into the normal view of the conventional OWAS.

Due to the limitation of the Kinect-based PAS-CW, we also learned that the system is not suitable to be directly used on a normal-daily-setting construction site to monitor the postures of construction workers. Other workers, temporary work, and equipment may easily affect the image capturing ability of Kinect and the setup and the clearance of the area between the cameras and the observed worker may also affect the normal construction operation. A temporary cleared and safe area such as a room inside the jobsite office needs to be setup to use the PAS-CW directly on a construction site. This research only tested four types of construction operations, but the experiment already indicates that some workers may not be applicable if the postures of the observed body part or potentially high-risk posture may be blocked by the working elements, temporary works, or self body parts.
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Abstract—In the paper, we present a software toolbox for rigorous analysis and design of nonlinear continuous and discrete-continuous (digital) control systems based on the reduction method and sublinear vector Lyapunov functions. For these systems, the toolbox provides solution of the following problems: verification of dynamic properties of dissipativity, asymptotic and practical stability; computation of estimates of basic direct indicators of dynamic quality (accuracy, domains of attraction and dissipativity, settling time and others); synthesis of parameters that ensure desirable or optimal quality of the system. In addition, we show how the toolbox could be applied to solve the path-following control problem for a single autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) as well as for multi-AUV formations. In our statements of the path-following control problem, we take into account together uncertainties of AUVs model, inaccuracy of measurements, and constraints on control actions.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays the classical and modern control theories provide a wide range of methods for analysis and design of control systems, most of which are efficiently implemented in software and used in practice. However, these techniques are mainly applicable to linear systems and do not give satisfactory results when dealing with complex and highly nonlinear models. Existing tools for analysis and design of nonlinear systems lack of constructiveness and therefor the development of new techniques that have the potential to be developed up to explicit computing algorithms as well as their efficient software implementation is a high-priority problem in control theory.

In this paper, we present a software toolbox VLF-REDUCTOR for rigorous analysis and design of nonlinear continuous and continuous-discrete (hybrid) control systems designed in MATLAB environment. The toolbox implements a numerical technology for analysis of nonlinear systems based on the reduction method [1], [2] and sublinear vector Lyapunov functions (VLF) [3], [4]. The main features of the technology are the possibility to formulate analysis and design problems in terms of system requirements, which are convenient for engineers, and its constructiveness, which implies that after reduction of an investigated model to some standard form, subsequent computations are performed, for the most part, automatically. The main aim of the paper is to demonstrate how the developed software can be applied to solve challenging control problems arising in practice. As an example, the path-following control problem is addressed.

Steering a vehicle to converge to and follow a desired spatial path is a traditional problem in robotics. With regard to autonomous underwater vehicles (AUV), the problem is studied in [5] where a nonlinear path-following control algorithm, which takes into account the AUV dynamics and exploits the idea of tracking the motion of a virtual target along the path by controlling explicitly its progression rate, is proposed. This approach is extended then to deal with uncertainties [6]. The path-following problem for AUV with actuator saturations is also considered in literature [7]. This paper concerns the path-following problem under parameter uncertainties, measurement errors, and saturations of control signals. We consider the case when the discrete (sampled-data) control of AUV is used. It proves to be reasonable for formation control of multi-AUV systems, as will be shown below.

The formation control problem for multi-AUV systems is being actively studied by researchers from all over the world due to a wide range of its applications: exploring and monitoring underwater environment, seafloor mapping, and search-and-rescue operations. To get an insight about advances in this area, we refer the reader to survey papers [8], [9].

Most of the known multi-AUV formation control algorithms are based on the leader-follower approach [10]–[12], according to which all the vehicles in the formation are connected in pairs by the leader-follower relation so that there is a vehicle, being not a follower for others and called the formation leader, that determines the motion of the group, whereas other vehicles as followers try to maintain a desired position with respect to their leaders.

Since only slow and unreliable acoustic communications are available under the water, the issue of delays and packet dropouts is also addressed [12], [13]. The path-following control scheme for multi-AUV systems is proposed in [14]. It assumes that all vehicles in formation have to follow their own predefined paths and communications are used to synchronize their speeds. In our study, we admit that only the formation leader is aware of the path to be followed. This condition arises when the path is constructed or reconstructed during the motion in order, for example, to avoid obstacles.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
gives a brief description of the designed software toolbox for analysis and design of nonlinear systems. Particularly, it introduces classes of control system models and formulations of analysis and design problems captured by the toolbox. Path-following digital controllers for a single AUV and multi-AUV systems are built with the use of the toolbox in Section III. Section IV provides simulation results for the designed controllers. Section V contains the conclusions and expiations of future work.

II. SOFTWARE TOOLBOX FOR ANALYSIS AND SYNTHESIS OF NONLINEAR SYSTEMS

A. Control System Models

The software toolbox is designed to deal with a wide range of continuous and continuous-discrete (digital) control systems. It assumes that a system under consideration is represented in some typical form. Such a representation for continuous systems has the form

\[
\begin{align*}
(J + \Delta J(t, x)) \dot{x} & = (A + \Delta A(t, x)) x + (B + \Delta B(t, x, u)) u + G F(t, x, u) + H \Phi(t, x, u), \\
\dot{u} & = \varphi(\cdot, \sigma), \\
\sigma & = C \psi(\cdot, \eta), \\
\eta & = D x, \\
x & = x(t),
\end{align*}
\]  

where \( x \in \mathbb{R}^n \) is the state vector of the system formed by stacking state variables of the plant as well as other elements of the system (state observers, dynamic filters and so on), \( u \in \mathbb{R}^m \) is the control input, \( \eta \in \mathbb{R}^l \) is the output vector; \( \Delta J(\cdot) \), \( \Delta A(\cdot), \Delta B(\cdot), F(\cdot), \Phi(\cdot) \) are functions that specify uncertainties and nonlinearities of the system, external disturbances and satisfy inequalities: \( |J^{-1} \Delta J(\cdot)| \leq \delta_0, |J(\cdot)| \leq A^0, |\Delta A(\cdot)| \leq B^0, |\Delta B(\cdot)| \leq B^0, |F(\cdot)| \leq U/\theta, \theta = \Theta x \in \mathbb{R}^q, |\Phi(\cdot)| \leq \Phi^0 \in \mathbb{R}^r \) (henceforward, inequalities between two matrices (vectors) and modulus of a vector are understood as the component-wise ones); \( A, B, C, D, G, H, J_0, A_0, B_0, U, \Theta \) are constant matrices and vectors of appropriate dimensions. Functions \( \varphi(\cdot, \cdot), \psi(\cdot, \cdot) \) describe various characteristics of actuators and sensors with their nonlinearities, noise and quantization errors, saturation of signals and belong to a special class of functions called \( SN \) [3, 4]. For a function \( \theta(\xi) \) of variable \( \xi \in \mathbb{R}^k \), we will write \( \theta(\xi) \in SN^{K_{\xi}}(K_{\xi, 0}, 0, \xi, 0, \xi) \) if

\[
\min \left[ K_{\xi} \left( \xi - \xi^0 \right) - K_{\xi} \left| \xi \right| ; K_{\xi} \right] \leq \theta(\cdot, \xi) \leq \max \left[ K_{\xi} \left( \xi + \xi^0 \right) + K_{\xi} \left| \xi \right| ; -K_{\xi} \right],
\]

where \( 0 \leq \xi^0 < \xi \leq \infty, \xi^0 \in \mathbb{R}^k_+, \xi \in \mathbb{R}^k_+, K_{\xi}, K_{\xi}^0 \) are diagonal matrices. Parameters \( K_{\xi}, K_{\xi}^0 \) specify the nominal values and admissible uncertainties of the gain coefficients, respectively; \( \xi^0 \) characterize noise and quantization errors, \( \xi^0 \) defines saturation levels of actuators or the operating ranges of sensors. Using the notation above, assume that \( \varphi(\cdot) \in SN^{K_{\xi}}(K_{\xi}, K_{\xi}^0, \xi^0, \sigma), \psi(\cdot) \in SN^{K_{\xi}}(K_{\xi}, 0, \eta^0, \eta) \).

In the case of continuous-discrete systems, the model also includes continuous part (1), but now control signal \( u(t) \) is generated by a zero-order hold function with a sequence of hold times \( t_k = t_0 + kh \); \( k = 0, 1, 2, \ldots \) as \( u(t) = u(t_k) \equiv u_k \), \( t \in T_k \equiv [t_k, t_{k+1}) \) and feedback control law, instead of (2), is defined as follows:

\[
u_k = \varphi(\cdot, \sigma_k), \quad \sigma_k = C \psi(\cdot, \eta_k) + C_2 z_k,
\]

where \( \eta_k = D x(t_k) \in \mathbb{R}^l \) is the output vector, \( z_k \in \mathbb{R}^m \) is the state of a discrete controller, \( C_2, C_2 \) are some constant matrices.

The discrete controller is described by difference equations

\[
\begin{align*}
z_{k+1} & = A_d z_k + B_d u_k + \sum_{i=1}^{\mu} C_{\psi}^i \psi_d(\cdot, \eta_k) + H_d \Phi_d(\cdot), \\
u_k & = \varphi_d(\cdot, \sigma_{dk}), \quad \sigma_{dk} = C_d \psi_d(\cdot, \eta_k) + C_d z_k, \\
\eta_{dk} & = D_d x(t_k), \quad \eta_k = D_d x(t_k), \quad k = 0, 1, 2, \ldots
\end{align*}
\]

where \( u \in \mathbb{R}^m \) is the control input of the controller, \( \eta_{dk} \in \mathbb{R}^l, \eta_k \in \mathbb{R}^l \) are output vectors sampled at time moments \( t_k \) and \( t_{k+1} = t_k + \tau, i = 1, \mu, \tau_i \leq \tau, \mu \geq 1 \) is the number of samples available on each control step (memory depth); \( \Phi(\cdot) \) is a vector function satisfying \( |\Phi(\cdot)| \leq \Phi^0 \in \mathbb{R}^l, \varphi(\cdot) \in SN^{K_{\xi}}(K_{\xi}, 0, \xi^0, \xi), \psi(\cdot) \in SN^{K_{\xi}}(K_{\xi}, 0, \eta^0, \eta) \), \( A_d, B_d, C_d, D_d, C_d, \) \( D_d, \Phi_d, \) are constant matrices and vectors of appropriate dimensions.

To specify a control system for further investigation using the software toolbox, one needs to assign values to all or a part of elements of the matrices included in the definition of the model. In case of partial specification, undefined parameters are assigned default values: \( J^0 = 0, \Theta = 0, G = 0, U = 0, H = 0, \Phi^0 = 0, H_d = 0, \) \( K_{\xi}^0 = 0, d \) is the number of matrices \( k \times l, E_k \) denotes the identity matrix of size \( k, k_0 \) is the all-zeroes column vector of size \( k, \) \( e_0 \) is a column vector of size \( k \) filled with infinite values.

Using the toolbox, the problems arising in practice can be solved for both continuous model (1), (2) and continuous-discrete model (3), (4)-(6): verification of dynamic properties of dissipativeness, asymptotic and practical stability; estimation of basic indicators of dynamic quality.

1. stabilization accuracy \( \gamma^0 \) (steady state error) with respect to the output vector \( \gamma = \Gamma^T [x \ z] \in \mathbb{R}^r \), that is, a vector \( \gamma^0 \) that satisfies the following inequality:

\[
\lim_{t \to \infty} |y(x(t), z(t))| \leq \gamma^0, \quad (7)
\]

2. domain of attraction (dissipativity)

\[
\Omega_0 = \{ (x_0, z_0) : |y_0(x_0, z_0)| \leq c \gamma_0 \}
\]

with respect to the vector \( \gamma_0 = \Gamma_0 [x_0 \ z_0] \in \mathbb{R}^m \) for the given direction \( \gamma_0 \in \mathbb{R}^m_+ \), \( c > 0 \);

3. maximum deviations \( \max |y(x(t), z(t))| \) with respect to the vector \( \gamma \) from a given set of initial states of the form \( |y_0(x_0, z_0)| \leq \gamma_0 \);

4. control time up to a desirable accuracy \( \gamma^0 \) from the given initial state \( |y_0(x_0, z_0)| \leq \gamma_0 \);

1For brevity, we list here only indicators for the continuous-discrete model.
the Lyapunov exponent (exponential decay rate).

Solution of the problems above is based on the construction of an auxiliary (comparison) monotonous system related to the initial one by sublinear VLF and subsequent analysis of the auxiliary system using a special theory of monotonous comparison systems. For details, we refer the reader to [3], [4], [15], [16].

One of the key features of the toolbox is the possibility to design control systems with desired or optimal dynamic quality. Typically, the design problem is formulated as follows: find unknown parameters of the system (e.g., controller feedback coefficients) that provide its dissipativeness for all admissible uncertainties and disturbances and minimize the steady-state error of the system.

More formally for the continuous-discrete system, it can be stated as follows. Let \( \beta \in \mathcal{B} \) be the vector of parameters to be determined and \( \mathcal{B} \) be the admissible domain for \( \beta \). Define the domain of dissipativity \( \Omega_0 \) as a set of initial states containing the neighborhood of the origin, for which the relation (7) holds.

The control design problem consists in finding \( \beta \in \mathcal{B} \) that minimize criteria \( J_f = \alpha^T \gamma^0 \) (\( \alpha \in \mathbb{R}^n \) is a given vector of weighting coefficients) provided that closed system (1), (3)-(6) is dissipative, i.e., \( \Omega_0 \neq \emptyset \) (domain of dissipativity is not empty).

The posed problem cannot be rigorously solved, since, in the general case, it is impossible neither to get the exact value of the criteria, nor to test the feasibility of the restrictions. To deal with it, we adopt an approach, in which, instead of exact values of performance indicators included in criteria and constraints, their estimates computed on the basis of sublinear VLF, are exploited. In the toolbox, the given optimization problem with computable criteria and constraints is efficiently solved by use of the penalty function method and non-gradient methods of optimization.

The advantages of the technology implemented in the toolbox are, on the one hand, the strictness of results obtained and guaranteed nature of the judgments and estimates, and, on the other hand, its constructiveness. It is for the accuracy of numerical results VLF method is advantageous over other known methods. It is important that analysis problems are formulated directly in terms of system requirements, which are convenient for engineers; the results are also obtained in this form. After reduction of an investigated model to some standard form, subsequent computations are performed, for the most part, automatically.

In the following section, we will demonstrate the application of the designed software to path-following problem for multi-AUV systems.

III. PATH-FOLLOWING CONTROL OF MULTI-AUV FORMATION

A. Dynamic Model of AUV

In this paper, we use the full dynamic model of the INFANTE AUV borrowed from [5]. The kinematic and dynamics equations of the vehicle can be defined using a global coordinate frame \( \{U\} \) and a body-fixed coordinate frame \( \{B\} \) (see Fig. (1)).

\[
\begin{aligned}
\dot{x} &= u \cos(\psi_B) - v \sin(\psi_B), \\
\dot{y} &= u \sin(\psi_B) + v \cos(\psi_B), \\
\psi_B &= r,
\end{aligned}
\]

where \( x, y \) are the coordinates of the center of mass of the vehicle, \( \psi_B \) denotes the yaw angle, \( u \) and \( v \) are respectively the surge and sway velocities expressed in \( \{B\} \) and \( r \) is the angular yaw rate.

Neglecting the equations in heave, roll and pitch, the equations for surge, sway and yaw can be presented as

\[
\begin{aligned}
\mathcal{F} &= m_u \dot{u} + d_u, \\
0 &= m_v \dot{v} + m_{ur} \dot{u}r + d_v, \\
\mathcal{G} &= m_r \dot{r},
\end{aligned}
\]

where

\[
\begin{aligned}
m_u &= m - X_u, & d_u &= -X_{uu} \dot{u}^2 - X_{uv} \dot{v}^2, \\
m_v &= m - Y_v, & d_v &= -Y_{uv} \dot{u} \dot{v} - Y_{vv} |\dot{v}|v, \\
m_r &= I_z - N_r, & d_r &= -N_i u \dot{v} - N_i |\dot{v}|, \\
m_{ur} &= m - Y_r.
\end{aligned}
\]

\( m \) is the mass of the AUV, \( I_z \) is the moment of inertia around AUV’s vertical axis, \( X_{i|j} \), \( Y_{i|j} \), \( N_{i|j} \) are classical hydrodynamic derivatives, and \( [\mathcal{F} \mathcal{G}]^T \) is the vector of force and torque applied to AUV.

B. Path-following Controller Design for Single AUV

The conception of the virtual target is used here to design path-following controller for a single AUV. Define a virtual target as a point \( P \) moving along the path to be followed by the AUV. Associated with \( P \), consider the corresponding Serret-
Frenet frame \( \{F\} \) (see Fig. 1). As shown in [5], the dynamics of the virtual target in \( \{F\} \) can be described by

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{s}_1 &= v_1 \cos \psi - \dot{s} + \dot{\psi}_F y_1, \\
\dot{y}_1 &= v_1 \sin \psi - \dot{\psi}_F s_1, \\
\dot{\psi} &= r + \beta - \dot{\psi}_F, \\
\end{align*}
\]  

(10)

where \( s_1, y_1 \) are the coordinates of the target in \( \{F\} \), \( s \) is the signed curvilinear abscissa of \( P \) along the path, \( \beta = \arctan(v_y/v_x) \) is the side-slip angle, \( v_1 = (v_x^2 + v_y^2)^{1/2} \) is the absolute value of the total vehicle velocity vector; \( \dot{s} \) is the path curvature, \( \dot{\psi} \equiv \dot{s}_B + \beta - \dot{\psi}_F \). In this study, we suppose that the virtual target move along the path with constant velocity \( \dot{s} = u_d \) and the path curvature is constrained \( |c_\psi| \leq \bar{c}_\psi \).

Now, the path-following control problem can be formulated as follows. Given the AUV model (8) and a path to be followed, derive feedback control laws for the force \( \mathcal{F} \) and torque \( \mathcal{G} \) that minimize the steady-state values of \( y_1, s_1, \) and \( \psi \).

To solve the problem, the following discrete control law is proposed:

\[
\mathcal{T}(t) = \mathcal{T}_c + \mathcal{T}_s, \quad \mathcal{G}(t) = \mathcal{G}_c + \mathcal{G}_s, \quad t \in T_k,
\]

\[
\mathcal{T}_c = \mathcal{d}_u(t_k), \quad \mathcal{G}_c = \mathcal{d}_l(t_k) + m_s(\dot{\psi}^*_k - \beta),
\]

\[
\mathcal{T}_s = \text{sat}(k_1 \dot{s}_1^k + k_2 \bar{\Delta} u^k, \mathcal{F}_s),
\]

\[
\mathcal{G}_s = \text{sat}(k_3 \dot{s}_1^k + k_4 \bar{\Delta} \psi^k + k_5 \bar{\Delta} \beta^k, \mathcal{G}_s),
\]  

(11)

where \( T_k \equiv [t_k, t_{k+1}] \), \( t_k = kh, k = 0, 1, 2, \ldots, h \) is the control step; \( \mathcal{T}_c, \mathcal{G}_c \) are feedforward control terms aimed to cancel terms \( d_u, d_l \) in equations (9) and terms \( \beta, \dot{\psi}_F \) in the equation for \( \Delta r \equiv r + \beta - \psi \); \( \dot{\psi}^k \) is an estimate of acceleration \( \beta \) at \( t_k \) obtained using the dynamic model of the AUV (see [5] for details), \( \dot{\psi}_F = \bar{c}_\psi s + c_\psi \bar{c}_s \); \( \mathcal{T}_s, \mathcal{G}_s \) are feedback control terms, \( \mathcal{F}_s, \mathcal{G}_s \) are the shares of control resources reserved for stabilization, \( \text{sat}(\sigma, \bar{\sigma}) = \text{sign}(\sigma) \min(|\sigma|, \bar{\sigma}) \) is the saturation function; \( \dot{s}_1^k, \psi^k, \Delta u^k, \Delta \psi^k \) are measurements of \( s_1, y_1, \psi, \Delta u = u - u_d, \Delta r \) at time moment \( t_k \) that contain some additive errors:

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{s}_1^k &= s_1(t_k) + \dot{s}_1(t_k), \quad |\dot{s}_1(t_k)| \leq \dot{s}_1^0, \\
\psi^k &= \psi(t_k) + \dot{\psi}_F(t_k), \quad |\dot{\psi}_F(t_k)| \leq \dot{\psi}_F^0, \\
\Delta u^k &= \Delta u(t_k) + \Delta \bar{u}(t_k), \quad |\Delta \bar{u}(t_k)| \leq \Delta u_0^0, \\
\Delta \psi^k &= \Delta \psi(t_k) + \Delta \bar{\psi}(t_k), \quad |\Delta \bar{\psi}(t_k)| \leq |\Delta \bar{\psi}|^0, \\
\end{align*}
\]

\( s_1^0, \psi_0^0, \Delta u^0, \Delta \psi^0 \) are positive constants; \( k_i \) are feedback coefficients to be determined \( i = 1, 5 \).

For synthesis of the feedback coefficients with the use of toolbox VLF-REDUCTOR, the dynamic model of the vehicle given by equations (9), (10) should be simplified. Using the Taylor expansion, neglecting the equation in sway and keeping in mind feedforward control terms, model (9), (10) can be rewritten as

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{s}_1 &= \Delta u + c_i u_d y_1, \\
\dot{y}_1 &= u_d \psi - c_i u_d s_1, \\
\dot{\psi} &= \Delta r, \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
m_u \Delta \bar{u} &= \mathcal{F}_s, \\
m_u \Delta \bar{\psi} &= \mathcal{G}_s,
\end{align*}
\]  

(12)

Model (12) combined with feedback control law (11) can be presented in terms of model (1), (3)-(6) of toolbox VLF-REDUCTOR:

\[
\begin{align*}
x &= \left[ \begin{array}{c} s_1 \ y_1 \ \psi \ \Delta u \ \Delta r \end{array} \right]^T, \\
u &= \left[ \begin{array}{c} \mathcal{F}_s \ \mathcal{G}_s \end{array} \right]^T, \\
J &= \left[ \begin{array}{cccccc} 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
\end{array} \right], \\
A &= \left[ \begin{array}{cccccc} 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
\end{array} \right], \\
B &= \left[ \begin{array}{c} 0 \\
0 \\
0 \\
0 \\
0 \\
0 \\
\end{array} \right], \\
G &= \left[ \begin{array}{c} 0 \\
0 \\
0 \\
0 \\
0 \\
0 \\
\end{array} \right], \\
\Theta &= \left[ \begin{array}{cccccc} 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\
\end{array} \right], \\
U &= \left[ \begin{array}{c} u_d \bar{c}_\psi \\
0 \\
0 \\
0 \\
0 \\
0 \\
\end{array} \right], \\
D &= E_s, \quad \bar{\sigma} = \left[ \begin{array}{c} \mathcal{F}_s \ \mathcal{G}_s \end{array} \right]^T, \quad \eta_0 = \left[ \begin{array}{c} s_1^0 \ y_1^0 \ \psi^0 \ \Delta u^0 \ \Delta \psi^0 \ \Delta r^0 \end{array} \right]^T.
\]

The other matrices and vectors in model (1), (3)-(6) are assigned default values. Now, specifying the criteria for synthesis as

\[
J_f = \omega_1 \limsup_{t \to \infty} |s_1(t')| + \omega_2 \limsup_{t \to \infty} |y_1(t') + \omega_3 \limsup_{t \to \infty} |\psi(t')|,
\]

(\( \omega_i \) are the weight coefficients), the toolbox can compute feedback parameters \( k_i \).

C. Path-following Controller Design for Multi-AUV Formation

As mentioned above, the formation control strategy considered in the paper is based on the leader-follower approach. Assume that each leader can accurately estimate the value of its state variables \( \{x, y, \psi, \cdots\} \) at time instant \( t_{k+1} \) on the basis of its dynamic model and measurements of the state vector obtained at \( t_k \) \((t_{k+1} = t_k + h)\). Let the leader sends these estimates at every time moment \( t_k \) and its followers reliably receive them at \( t_{k+1} \). Moreover, we assume that the AUVs have their clocks synchronized and update their control signals at the same time moment \( t_k, t_{k+1} = kh, k = 0, 1, 2, \ldots \). Under these assumptions, the problem of communication delays can be left out.

In what follows, focusing on a given leader-follower pair, denote the leader as \( l \) and the follower as \( f \). Considering the leader as a virtual target for its follower, one can derive a
kinematic model of the leader-follower pair in coordinates \((s_1, y_1)\) as

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{s}_1 &= v_{lf} \cos(\psi_{Wf} - \psi_W) - v_d + \dot{\psi}_W y_1, \\
\dot{y}_1 &= v_{lf} \sin(\psi_{Wf} - \psi_W) - \dot{\psi}_W s_1, \\
\psi_{Wf} &= r_f + \beta,
\end{align*}
\]

where \(\psi_W = \psi_a + \beta\).

Let a desired position of the follower with respect to the leader in coordinates \((s_1, y_1)\) be defined by vector \([s_1^*, y_1^*]^T\). The control law that provides stabilization of the desired position of the follower with respect to the leader can be defined as in (11) except for the feedback control terms given by

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathcal{F}_s &= \text{sat}(k_1 \Delta s^k_1 + k_2 \Delta \dot{s}^k_1, \overline{\mathcal{F}_s}), \\
\mathcal{G}_s &= \text{sat}(k_3 \Delta y^k_1 + k_4 \Delta \dot{y}^k_1 + k_5 \Delta \dot{\psi}^k_1, \overline{\mathcal{G}_s}),
\end{align*}
\]

where \(\Delta s^k_1, \Delta \dot{s}^k_1, \Delta y^k_1, \Delta \dot{y}^k_1, \Delta \dot{\psi}^k_1, \Delta r^k_f\) are estimates of \(\Delta s_1, \Delta \dot{s}_1, \Delta y_1, \Delta \dot{y}_1, \Delta \dot{\psi}_1, \Delta r_f\) at time moment \(t_k\) computed with some errors using measurements of the state vector of the follower and estimates of the state variables of the leader at \(t_k\), which are sent by the leader at \(t_{k-1}\) and received by the follower during time interval \(T_{k-1}\). As before, we need to design feedback coefficients \(k_i,i=1,5\).

Linearizing equations in (13) and (9) in the neighborhood of “unperturbed motion” \((s_1 = s_1^*, y_1 = y_1^*, \psi_{Wf} = \psi_{wf} = \psi_f, u_i = u_f = u_d, v_i = v_f = 0, r_f = \dot{\psi}_W = \dot{\psi}_L)\) and having in mind (14), one can derive the following error model for feedback control design:

\[
\begin{align*}
\Delta \dot{s}_1 &= \Delta u_{ff} + \dot{\psi}_f \Delta y_1 + y_1^* \dot{\psi}_t, \\
\Delta \dot{y}_1 &= u_d \Delta \psi_{lf} - \dot{\psi}_f \Delta s_1 - s_1^* \dot{\psi}_t, \\
\dot{\psi}_{lf} &= \Delta r_{lf}, \\
m_1 \Delta u_{ff} &= \mathcal{F}_s + m_1 \dot{r}_f, \\
m_2 \Delta \dot{r}_f &= \mathcal{G}_s + m_2 \ddot{r}_f.
\end{align*}
\]

There are two ways to synthesize the feedback control parameters for the follower AUV using toolbox VLF-REDUCTOR. The first way implies that the velocities of the leader \(\Delta v_f, \dot{\psi}_f\) and its accelerations \(\dot{u}_f, \ddot{r}_f\) are constrained and terms in equations (15) that contain these variables are regarded as bounded uncertainties, which can be accommodated in the toolbox model. In the second one, a full model of the multi-AUV system is built by aggregating error models (either (12) for the formation leader or (15) for the other AUVs) of all AUVs and then control design is performed for the full system. The first way gives more conservative results but it is less time-consuming compared to the second one. In practice, both approaches are used simultaneously.

IV. NUMERICAL COMPUTATION AND SIMULATION RESULTS

Numerical computations and simulations were conducted for a formation of four INFANTE underwater vehicles uniformly distributed around a circle of radius 5 m. We borrowed the AUV model parameters from [5], including \(m = 2234.5\) kg and \(I_z = 2000\) N m$^2$. The formation parameters are presented in Table I. The other parameters of the model used in control design and simulations are: \(v_d=0.6\) m s$^{-1}$, \(h=0.2\) s (control step), \(\mathcal{F}_s=200\) N and \(\mathcal{G}_s=100\) N m (constraints on the feedback control signals), \(\epsilon=0.12\) (constraints on the path curvature), \(\Delta s_{1}^0=y_{1}^0=0.1\) m, \(\psi_{0}^0=0.01\) rad, \(\Delta u_{0}^0=0.1\) m s$^{-1}$, \(\Delta \dot{\psi}_{0}^0=0.01\) rad s$^{-1}$ (estimation errors). Simulation results of the designed control system are depicted in Fig. 2-4.

Simulation results and analysis of model (15) show that the greater reference linear velocity \(u_f\) and the larger values \(s_1^*, y_1^*\) the more difficult for the follower to keep a desired position with respect to the leader. If these parameters are large enough, the proposed formation control algorithm does not
solve the path-following problem and other control schemes, for example, based on measurements of distance and bearing angles (see e.g. [17]) are preferable. However, the appearance of the follower’s trajectory generated by these algorithms may significantly differ from the appearance of the path to be followed, which is not acceptable in many applications.

It should be noted that the controller is designed for precise stabilization of the formation and works well only if the initial deviations from a desired configuration are small enough. However, for the case of large deviations, other formalizations of the desired formation behavior [18], [19] supported by VLF-REDUCTOR can be used.

V. Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a MATLAB-based software toolbox for analysis and synthesis of nonlinear control systems. Using the toolbox, a path-following digital controller for multi-AUV formations was designed taking account measurement errors, constraints on control actions, and the fact that only the formation leader holds information about the path to be followed. Simulation results illustrated the performance of the control system, which turns out to be acceptable for many cases, however, has the potential to be improved. The future work intention is in improving performance of the control system by including integral actions in the controller to reject constant disturbances and introducing extra controls for the virtual target to adjust its speed to the current errors of the followers.
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Abstract - This paper reviews ballast water treatment systems regarding functional and operational problems. Ballast water treatment systems (BWTS) could be in failure or under repair. New invented sensors based on flow measurement methodologies should report malfunctions utilizing satellites. This invention is the solution concerning the quality control of ship’s ballast water, and this is the system which would timely and with a higher degree of certainty establish the quality of ballast water treatment operations on ships. The system according to this invention is autonomous in relation to the ship’s crew and eliminates a possibility that the members of the ship’s crew influence the control of the ballast water, and it excludes the possibility of concealing a possible defect or irregular operation of the device for ballast water management.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The technical problem being addressed in this article is the efficiency of BWTS and the necessity of supervising the results. There are various systems for the purification or neutralization of unwanted ingredients contained in ship’s ballast water [1][2]. The purification of ballast water implies the harmonization with the international laws on the allowed quantity of certain ingredients contained in ballast water [3]. The existing technologies do not provide a certification that a ship having entered a port has clean ballast water [4]. This problem is still tended to be solved by means of laboratory analyses of the samples taken on board a ship after it has entered a port. The solution concerning the quality control of ship’s ballast water should be found, and the system which would timely and with a higher degree of certainty establish the quality of ballast water on board a ship should be created [5]. Then, it could be established with certainty that certain ship would not create potential problems in the port of arrival from the legal or time aspects. In that way, any additional control by the sampling and laboratory analyses of the ship’s ballast water would not be necessary. A technical problem to be solved by this innovation relates to the question how to carry out the quality control of ballast water, as regards the compliance with international standards, before the ship enters a port and present such evidence to the port authorities [6]. The overall problem is that the ability of modern ships to cover long distances in a short amount of time, provides a means for non-native marine species, including algae, invertebrates, and pathogens to arrive in ports via ballast water [7]. The International Convention for the Control and Management of Ships' Ballast Water & Sediments was adopted by consensus at a Diplomatic Conference at IMO in London on Friday 13 February 2004 [8].

The today’s potential control of ship’s ballast water is provided for by the International Maritime Organization Convention according to which the port authorities are given a possibility to carry out laboratory analysis of ballast water, where the inspector working in that port orders so [8]. The ballast water samples are taken on board a ship, after the ship enters the port, and they are submitted to a long-term analysis in a laboratory. If the analysis of the ballast water shows deviation from the values specified by the Convention, the ship shall leave the port without the cargo operations being performed, and the total analysis cost shall be paid by the shipping company. If the results of ballast water laboratory analysis show to be negative, the total amount of analysis cost shall be paid by the port authorities located in the port in which the laboratory analysis has been carried out and the ship shall be granted permission to load the cargo and to discharge ballast water [9]. Ballast water treatment systems could have clogged filters (UV ballast water management systems), burned UV bulbs, improper function of de-chlorination unit (chlorination ballast water management system) and many other possibilities [10]. The operational efficiency of a BWTS is questionable considering the long number of years that these systems have to operate once installed on a ship. There were more than 60 existing certified treatment systems listed in year 2014 [11] and more new systems have been invented at this year 2016. Different technologies were suggested for ballast water treatment [12][13], such as disinfection with chlorine [14], adding biocides to ballast water for harmful microorganisms neutralisation [15],...
sterilisation with ozone [16], filtration with ultraviolet light [17], sonication [18], hydrodynamic cavitation [19], and many other technologies such as electro-ionization [20] and treatment by heat [21]. Contribution of this study is in proposed monitoring system which helps to exclude the possibility of concealing a possible unreported defect or irregular operation of a ballast water treatment system.

II. FAILURES AND MAINTENANCE OF BWTS

There are many ships already equipped with ballast water treatment systems today. Not all of them have a good operation performance of their certified treatment systems. Unsuitable function of automated ballast water management systems on board the ships could cause invasion to domestic waters. The ship’s movement in the storms combined with the salt exposure brings up a very big risk of damages or improper functionality of any device or parts of the systems of ballast water treatment [22]. Certain scientists have tried to prove the effectiveness and efficiency of a particular BWTS. A scientific paper and study results have proved the efficiency of BWTS on a very large passenger ship [23]. Most of the attention on these very large ships has been on passengers having the most stable journey possible. Everything possible is done so that the impact of waves and winds on the ship is kept to a minimum. These almost ideal conditions cannot be completely accepted as a measure of the quality of the operations and state of certain technologies for the treatment of ballast water. The operation and results of the BWTS after these conditions could be very different to those on mid-sized tankers that travel in difficult weather conditions of very high waves, as well as devastating and life threatening winds [22]. These working conditions for the BWTS are, from spring until autumn for example, quite frequent in certain areas when choosing the shortest possible route. These areas include the North Sea, the western coast of Algeria, the Bay of Lyon, Biscayne, the coast of Greece, the Adriatic Sea, the Aegean Sea, as well many other areas that are very difficult to travel in. Ships that transport liquid cargo, and usually travel in these areas the most, have a total load of between 25,000 and 50,000 tons DWT. These ships are far smaller than many large passenger ships. Due to the difficult weather conditions that these boats have to go through and after which their BWTS has to function perfectly, it is inappropriate to take into relevant consideration solely the results of BWTS operations in the best possible conditions, such as is the case in the largest passenger ships or cargo ships that travel in ideal conditions. Other scientists make no mention in their experiments of how long the BWTS, which was already installed on the boat, was used before their research, whether the water taken for analysis was during winter or in difficult weather conditions, and whether the installed system had already been under the influence of extreme weather and sea conditions.

A scientist has conducted a study related to consistency of BWTS operation. In certain study, the total calculated reliability of a particular ballast water treatment system on board ships which consists of the two computing subsystems as part of units of which one is software redundant, was 0.916 or 91.6% [22]. This means that for 8.4% of the operational time, any of the mentioned systems could be in failure or under repair. This is a significant risk for the operation of ballast water treatment systems. In same study, survey of operational experiences from ships has proven that more time would be needed for the maintenance of ballast water management systems. It can be clearly concluded from that survey result of 7.3% from all participants and interviews that ship officers by-pass ballast water treatment systems due to lack of time for rectifying malfunctions, failures, maintenance or spare parts replacement in ballast water treatment systems. [22]. This implies an unclear future for port environment protection management. Malfunctions occur and the reactions of the crew members can be loyal towards the shipping company [24][25]. When viewed from the aspect of making a profit, completing cargo operations and ballasting and then sailing towards the next port is of the utmost importance to a shipping company [26]. Ballast water treatment systems are not always in optimal operational condition and ships’ crew members by-pass them, as often occurred with automatic oil discharge content monitors in the past [25] [27]. Also, sensors of a system would inhibit the operation of the ballast water treatment system due to the TRO value being too high. It can take from three to three and a half hours to replace a UV bulb in a BWTS with a UV generator. Bulbs burn out often [10].

III. METHODS AND TOOLS FOR EVALUATION AND MONITORING

Efficacy of BWTSs was evaluated during certification tests [28] [29]. Evaluation of the treatment efficacy is based on the determination of living organisms after the treatment. Different methodologies were suggested for monitoring content of treated ballast water. Some methods that have been proposed regarding the supervision of ballast water have been the use of PAM fluorometry [30], flow cytometry [31] [32] [33] [34], FDA and ATP content [35] [36], as well as classic laboratory methods [37] [38].

Those methodologies use their detection tools. Significant difference of detection tools is coming from the aspect of time needed for ships’ ballast water sample analyses [4]. All the detection methods regarding the quality of ship ballast water have been proposed with the purpose of analysing the samples upon neutralisation. As such, depending on the analysis results of the treated ballast water samples, questions are raised regarding responsibility should the analysis results of this ballast water be such that it is not acceptable for unloading [9]. If the BWTS was monitored and it is action was taken...
immediately when treatment problems occurred, it would be easier to designate who is responsible for the poor operation of the BWTS. The existing technologies do not provide a certification that a ship having entered a port has clean ballast water. This problem is still tended to be solved by means of laboratory analyses of the samples taken on board a ship after it has entered a port. The system which would timely and with a higher degree of certainty establish the quality of ballast water on board a ship should be created. Then, it could be established with certainty that the detected ship would not create potential problems in the port of arrival from the legal or time aspects. In that way, any additional control by the sampling and laboratory analyses of the ship’s ballast water would not be necessary [39] [40]. The conclusion that can be drawn upon completing one of the best ballast water projects ever, the NSBWO (North Sea Ballast Water Opportunity) project, is that there should be no doubts regarding the capabilities of BWTS that has received all necessary working permits. These conclusions have also been drawn by many scientists in their studies. Biological scientists do not contest the obligatory installation of BWTS on ships, but confirm the repeated growth of numerous microorganisms upon treatment. Certain samples analyses after suitable BWTS function, showed re-growth of phytoplankton which represents risk of aquatic invasion and contamination [41] [42]. Growth of viable organisms can be assumed to occur cases where at least one cell keeps its viability after the treatment, and then, it is exposed to favorable conditions [43]. Fraction of organisms is expected to keep their viability after the treatment application [44]. Effects of the combination of UV irradiation and dark storage in ship's ballast water tank provide a framework for studies and research [30] [45] [46] [47]. However, the comments are always that the introduction of BWTS is good as it reduces the risk of the invasion of microorganisms in new areas. These interpretations leave too much room for discrepancies regarding treated ballast water compared to the prescribed standards. Overall, not one suggestion for compliance monitoring has been considered, let alone accepted, despite the efforts and lobbying of scientists. Drawing an indirect conclusion whether the treated ballast water has reached the required standard, which allows a certain number of microorganisms to remain in the water after treatment, is a debatable method. This is why not one suggestion has been accepted at any level. Despite the lobbying efforts of scientists from renowned institutes and universities worldwide that their monitoring method be accepted, the fact remains that lawyers can bail out the incriminated ship and company should any analysis show unacceptable results. Up to the present, not one suggested method has been seriously considered for the indicative monitoring of the quality and contents of ballast water. It is needed to have an information immediately after some failure happen in a ballast water treatment system during the operation [5].

The invention, as a result of this study, excludes the possibility of concealing a possible unreported defect or irregular operation of the ballast water treatment system, because the follow-up system results indicate this on time to the authorities of the port which the ship leaves. Figure 1 shows a block scheme of the system of the automatic measurement of ship’s ballast water, via satellite communication, which includes the assembly A of the system that is located on land, and the assembly B of the system that is located on board a ship. The function of this innovation is explained in further text.

IV. THE INNOVATION

Solutions that are suggested in this article reveal irregularities in the operations of BWTS immediately after they occur. In this way, the need for sampling and analysing ballast water is avoided as this type of supervision is not approved by the IMO in any case, even though it was the subject of analysis of many scientists. In this monitoring system, shown in Figure 1, the on duty operator is located at the ship terminal where the ship unloads its cargo and loads ballast water. He has contact with the ship via an internet connection or a cable and has immediate insight into any BWTS malfunctions. The indication is the amount of water that has gone through the treatment system. It is monitored and compared with the total amount of ballast water after loading the ballast. The method used in this system is flow measurement. There are several types of products and technologies that can be used to measure flow. The options for measuring flow include the use of magnetic and ultrasonic flow meters, and pressure transmitters. Magnetic flow meters can be affected by air in the pipe and can give false readings of the pipe if it is not kept full. They can also be affected by stray. Ultrasonic flow devices can be affected by solids in the flow, and if the pipe is not maintained full, they will not be able to read and report the flow. There are level measurement options in technology, such as radar. In USA, radar level technology has been partially approved. Meters are classified into two basic types: positive displacement and velocity. Meters that feature both positive displacement and velocity are known as compound meters. The unit of measurement could be in cubic meters. Positive displacement meters operate by filling and emptying a small compartment with a known volume of liquid which moves with the flow of water. The flow rate is calculated based on the number of times these compartments are filled and emptied. The movement of a disc or a piston drives an arrangement of gears that registers and records the volume of liquid. Velocity meters operate on the principle that water passing through a known cross-sectional area with a measured velocity can be equated into a volume of flow. Velocity meters are good for high flow applications. In this invention, two different meters
could be used: one for main ballast water pipeline flow measurement and the second one for treated ballast water flow measurement. The effectiveness of the proposed method has been proved by certain scientists [48] [49] [50] [51]. The tool and computed program measures flow of ballast water through main ballast water pipeline and flow just before and after the treatment [52].

The performance control of ballast water treatment system using the automatic alarm reporting system responsive to stoppage of ballast water treatment operation, starts in the port in which cargo will be loaded. The electronic devices 17, from the office 1 in the assembly A of the system that is located on land, start follow-up computed program, remotely, via satellite communication 2, through electronic devices 17 in the assembly B of the system that is located on board a ship 3, through the lines 16, and both flow meters 12. The ballast water is driven from the sea, through the pipes 15, via the valve 4, and pressure gauge 13 into the ballast water treatment system TS. By the automatic flow measurement of ballast water, the results of operation are obtained.

![Block scheme of the invented system](image)

Fig. 1. Block scheme of the invented system

The data are collected automatically in the electronic device 17, and are, after the filtration and archiving, sent as messages, via electronic devices 17 on board a ship and satellite communication 2, to the assembly A of the system that is located on land. It can be utilized hybrid communications that combine satellite connectivity with links to terrestrial mobile networks. The procedure is completed when the staff from the assembly A of the system that is located on land gives its statement on the performance and quality of the ballast water treatment system operation of the ship under control. That statement includes exact amount of ballast water loaded on board a ship and exact amount of treated ballast water driven through a treatment unit TS and measured on flow meter 12. The statement will be sent by email, using internet protocol (IP). This statement given by the staff from the assembly A of the system that is located on land is manifested in the issue of the Certificate of the Quality and Performance of the Observed Ballast Water that is filed to the port authorities. It will contain a comment of proper or improper ballast water treatment on a ship according to statement data sent by terminal operator. On the basis of such Certificate the port authorities decide to grant or to refuse to grant the ship’s permission to enter the next port, where the observed results indicated irregular operation of the ship’s ballast water neutralization system. In this monitoring system, the on duty operator is located at the ship terminal where the ship unloads its cargo and loads ballast water. He has contact with the ship via an internet and has immediate insight into any BWTS malfunctions. The tool and computed program measures flow of ballast water through main ballast water pipeline and flow just before and after the treatment. Measured data is transmitted through router, utilizing satellites. If there is a difference in the amount that had been treated and the total amount, this would then indicate the need to analyse the samples of treated ballast water. Should an alarm go off on his monitor regarding malfunctions (lack of flow) in the treatment of ballast water, the on duty operator has to contact the ship from the terminal and the ship has to be inspected. Records and notes of the event have to be made on the ship and it has to be photographed. Ballasting must not continue until the ship’s BWTS malfunction is fixed and the system works properly. The method of determining proper operations using a flow meter is rapid, preventative and the cheapest method for shipping companies owners. Pressure in the ballast system pipes is compared with pressure at the opening of the BWTS. In this way, the possibility of bypassing the BWTS when loading the ballast water is avoided. In addition, crew members cannot solve this problem in inventive ways so that the ship can continue its journey with untreated ballast. On the basis of the ship terminal operator’s report, the ship is either given permission or not given permission to sail to the next planned port for cargo operations. If a failure in the operation of the BWTS occurs that is difficult to fix, the ship would need to terminate cargo operations and anchor in front of the port. The next planned ship enters and moors itself to the port terminal and undertakes loading or unloading cargo operations and water ballast. Responsibility and expenses are determined according to the current law that is related to these situations. The advantages of this system above others in the quality detection of ship ballast are that it is a timely, economical and simple procedure, accurate and the cost of the flow meter device is very low, as is its installation and maintenance. The essence of this invention is the system of automatic detection of ship’s ballast water operation stoppage. The system is
composed of the following assemblies: an assembly A of the system that is located on land and an assembly B of the system that is located on board a ship. The assembly A of the system that is located on land and the assembly B of the system that is located on board a ship mutually communicate remotely, via satellite communication. The aim of the invention is to establish the quality and purity of ship’s ballast water, via satellite communication, before the ship leaves the port, and to deliver a certificate containing the received information to the port authorities that grant the ship permission to enter the next port. In this way, an additional sampling of the ballast water after the ship enters the next port is avoided, at the same time avoiding the possibility of having to send the ship back from the local waters due to unwanted ingredients contained in the ballast water. The system is autonomous and does not depend on the ship’s crew influence. This invention also eliminates the possibility that the members of the ship’s crew influence, in any manner whatsoever, the ballast water control [53]. The invention excludes the possibility of concealing a possible unreported defect or irregular operation of the device for the purification and neutralization of ballast water, because the results indicate this on time to the authorities of the port which the ship leaves [54]. It can be implemented through maritime remote maintenance protocols [55]. The system which is presented by this innovation is proposed to be implemented in the world maritime legislation, since it provides for a frequent taking of observation of the ship’s ballast water management operation order that it could be asserted with high credibility whether the ballast water is acceptable for discharge in the port of arrival or not. The system presented by this invention may be applied in the control of the water used for washing cargo tanks after unloading chemical substances. The system according to this invention may be applied in the remote control and management of the water supply and sewage systems.

V. CONCLUSION

The suggested methods of monitoring the operations and functionality of a particular BWTS unify the analysis results of previous research and suggestions for monitoring and controlling the operations of BWTS. The methods suggested in previous research were based on controlling the contents of treated ballast water. Not one of these methods has been accepted at a worldwide level nor implemented in the shipping industry worldwide. The reasons for this are, among others, due to the interests and profits of large shipping companies who would not like their ship to be stopped in future due to malfunctions in the BWTS. As such, there is a large risk of the invasion of sea microorganisms. One could say that the 2004 Convention has not fulfilled it task. Automatic alarm reporting system responsive to stoppage of ballast water treatment operation on ships continues the fight to protect the marine environment and endemic species in local seas. The advantages of this system are that it is simple, economic, harmless technology and there is no need for additional training of the ship’s crew as would be the case in using other methods. In this system, the port terminal has immediate insight into the proper operation of the BWTS and should its monitoring and supervision program malfunction – an alarm is activated. In this way, should the flow of the ballast water (treated or untreated) not be shown on the sensors that are monitored at the port terminal, they have to personally go to the ship and record the reasons for this. The best characteristic of this system is its timeliness as the ship should not continue cargo operations until the ballast water can be unloaded as per the regulations of the 2004 Convention.
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Abstract — Circuit Breakers are one of the most important elements in the transmission and distribution of electrical energy, and assessing their condition is of the utmost importance regarding the health and safety of the transmission and distribution system. Numerous procedures and parameters exist that directly reflect the state of the circuit breaker, but this paper focuses on a relatively new procedure that measures and estimates the states of the arcing contacts of the circuit breaker. The state of the arcing contacts is in a direct correlation with the health of the circuit breaker and it is assessed by applying test called the Dynamic resistance measurement. The important parameters during this Dynamic Resistance test will be explained. The results obtained using developed algorithm are demonstrated in the field on a real circuit breaker, completing thus all necessary steps for the assessment of the arcing contacts.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The design of modern high-voltage SF6 gas circuit breakers (HVCB) is based on the switching of two parallel contact sets. The first ones are the low-resistance contacts – main contacts which are specifically designed to carry the load current without excessive temperature rise. The second set, arcing contacts with tungsten – copper tip operate (as standalone contacts in the circuit for a few milliseconds) at the breaker opening following the main contact part. The electrical arc starts after the separation of the arcing contacts. The tungsten-copper material is designed to carry the arc until it is cleared at the next current zero-crossing.

Measurement of the dynamic resistance of the contact system (DRM) was presented in 1993 [1][2] as a tool to diagnose the condition of the arcing contacts. The method consists of applying constant current through the circuit breaker contact system, measuring the voltage drop over the contacts and plotting the resistance waveform during open or close operation of the HVCB. Since arcing contacts have higher resistance than the main contacts, during opening operation increasing of the voltage drop will appear at the moment of the main contacts separation. Relevant information related to contact condition, wear and/or misalignment can be obtained by analyzing resistance waveform together with the waveform of the motion of the contact system.

Beside the waveform shape, there must be numerical values that are comparable and that determine the condition of the arcing contacts - if they are in a good or bad condition or fall into the “gray zone”. Arcing contacts degradation due to thermal stress can be determined using two parameters: - Arcing contact overlapping time - Arcing contact wipe (overlapping distance) length

Those two parameters might be calculated manually, or automatically extracted from the resistance and motion waveforms using an appropriate algorithm.

II. IMPORTANCE OF PARAMETERS FOR ARCING CONTACT CONDITION ASSESSMENT

The arcing contacts are the most important part of the high voltage circuit breaker. During the trip operation the main contacts open first and arcing contacts open after a few milliseconds. The electrical arc starts after the separation of the arcing contacts, and is cleared at the next current zero – crossing. During the closing operation the arcing contacts close first and main contacts close after a few milliseconds. The electric arc starts before arcing contacts are closed. Therefore, any electrical arc formed during breaker operation will appear on the arcing contacts.

During each opening and closing operation, a fraction of the arcing contact material burns away since temperature at the center of the arc is around 25,000° C [4]. This temperature is four times higher than the temperature of the surface of the Sun, there is no material which can withstand such a high temperature. The standard operation for circuit breakers requires a test in a high power laboratory under rated short circuit current condition and there are three opening operations O – t1 – CO – t2 – CO. The standard operation practically represents the life span of a circuit breaker and is directly connected to the shape of the arcing contact. The life span of a circuit breaker, and the life span of the arcing contacts, is represented graphically (Figure 1).
Figure 1 show the number of interruptions versus short-circuits current that the arcing contacts in a circuit breaker can withstand before they must be replaced.

Each circuit breaker type has its own permissible electrical wear curve. In most designs, a minimal number of circuit breaker operations under rated short circuit conditions are from 3 to 10 [4].

One of the consequences of material loss at the arcing contacts is the shortening of the arcing contacts and thus shortening time difference between the separation of the main contacts and the separation of arcing contacts. This time difference is called the contact overlapping time. In accordance with this, arcing contact wipe is shorter. Other characteristics of material loss is the change the arcing contact surface (Figure 2.), which will result in the changing of the dielectric strength of space between the arcing contacts.

The shape of the arcing contacts is probably their most important characteristic. At some point during an arc the alternating current which forms the arc will pass through zero; this is the instant at which current is zero. At that moment a transient voltage will be present across arcing contacts. According to circuit breaker design, the distance between the arcing contacts has to be sufficient to withstand the transient voltage to perform the opening operation successfully. If the voltage is greater, the arc will “re-strike” and alternating current begins to flow again.

Assuming a sufficient distance is reached at the zero crossing to withstand the transient voltage presumes the shape of the arcing contacts is unchanged, according to the design, the contacts are undamaged and the breaker separates the contacts at a given velocity. In the case where arcing contact shape has changed, through wear from previous arcs for example, dielectric strength has decreased and it is probable that this planned distance will not be sufficient to withstand transient voltages. Breaking time will increase as the contacts must now travel further at a finite velocity to reach next current zero-crossing. If the opening velocity of the contacts is not increased the breaker will not clear the current within the specified time; this leads to a longer arcing time and consequently more material wear. Clearly, the performance of the arcing contacts is critical to the performance of the breaker.

Change of the arcing contact shape will most likely affect the main parameter values used for arcing contact assessment (Contact overlapping time, arcing contact wipe).

III. MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLES

Dynamic resistance measurement is performed using a Circuit Breaker Analyzer and Timer instruments (CAT) and software solution for the acquisition and analysis of the obtained results [6]. The device has the ability to generate true DC ripple free current up to 500 A and it has the channel for recording motion of the contact system.

Measurement and calculation of the resistance of the current path is based on the 4 wire Kelvin method (Figure 3).

This principle of resistance calculation has been chosen since the cables have the resistance in the range of mΩ and the contact resistance is in the range of μΩ thus the measurement error using classical two wires method would be significant.
IV. MEASURED VALUES AND PRESENTATION

The result of the DRM consists of:
- Resistance waveform
- Motion waveform
- Voltage drop waveform
- Numerical results

Figure 4 DRM result presentation

The resistance change of CB main circuit during opening operation can be seen the best in the resistance waveform (blue plot). For the interpretation of the result, the most interesting part is the moment in time where the arcing contacts are engaged.

Prior to point A in the Figure 5 the contact system is still in idle state. At point A the contacts starts moving, at point B main contacts separates, at point C the arcing contacts separates and the HVCB changes its role from ideal conductor to ideal insulator. The time difference between points C and B on the time axis represents the arcing contacts overlapping time. Arcing contact overlapping length is extracted from the motion plot, correlating it with previously mentioned points on the time axis.

Figure 5 Period in time (B-C) of the arcing contacts engadement

V. ALGORITHM

Even if points B and C can be obtained manually using cursors, it is highly important to provide the test engineer with the fully automated measurement system and shorten the time of the testing and analysis.

Resistance waveform in an ideal case does not have any superposed noise and points B and C are clearly emphasized. However, depending on a large number of factors, the waveform of the real results contains noise. Also, depending on the state of the contact system, waveform shape in the arcing area varies for different HVCB. All those factors influence the algorithm for determining points B and C on the time scale.

The assumed premise is that in point B and C the waveform has its highest gradient. However, using only this premise to determine points B and C is not enough due to noise and waveform shape differences caused by contact system itself. Because of this, the resistance waveform is filtered.

Figure 6 shows the interesting section of a typical Dynamic Resistance operation and a comparison between the filtered and the raw signal. The purpose of the filter is to "smooth out", to a reasonable amount, the aggressive rate of change of the signal but still keep the qualitative form of the signal intact. This will result in a signal more suitable for certain numerical analysis procedures required to obtain the arcing contact overlapping time. For the smoothing of the signal it has been used classical moving average filter of the order 5.

Figure 6 - Comparison between the filtered (dashed red line) and the raw signal (blue line).

As previously explained, the arcing contact overlapping time from the signal point of view, can be defined as the time difference between the point in time where the signal shows its first "significant" change and the point where the signal displays a final jump. The former point signifies the initial opening of the main contacts and the latter signalizes the completion of the opening process (arcings contacts separation). In other words, we are actually interested in the rates of change of the signal, and by straight forward numerical differentiation of the filtered signal, the key points such as in Figure 7 are obtained:
Using the previously described algorithm, numerical results calculated are shown in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overlapping time</td>
<td>3 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overlapping length</td>
<td>2.52° ≈ 8.4 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To verify the validity of the algorithm, a manual calculation is performed using the waveforms and cursors, as shown in the Figure 9.

As can be seen in the Figure 9, the moment when main contacts separate is the moment when the resistance changes (significantly increases) for the first time (23.6 ms). The moment when the arcing contacts separate finally is the moment when the resistance goes (theoretically) to infinity (26.6 ms). The time difference (3 ms) between these two moments is the arcing contact overlapping time.

Based on these two moments and motion curve the arcing contact wipe is calculated (2.52°). Since motion is measured with rotary transducer, it is expressed in degrees. When this value is converted into contact motion (60° corresponds to 200 mm), it corresponds to 8.4 mm.

Arcing contacts overlapping distance should not be less than 12 mm for this circuit breaker, so calculated parameters indicate that arcing contacts are worn and should be considered to be investigated or replaced.

Validation of this method will be demonstrated on one more example. This time it is shown on GIS type of circuit breaker. Data about circuit breaker used for this example are given in the table 3.
Table 3. – HVCB data sheet

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>SFT 11 I K (GIS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturer</td>
<td>Energoinvest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of breaks per phase</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated voltage</td>
<td>123 kV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated short circuit current</td>
<td>31.5 kA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated short circuit duration</td>
<td>3 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating mechanism</td>
<td>Pneumatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control type</td>
<td>Three pole control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>SF6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As can be seen in the Figure 10, the moment when main contacts separate is 21.7 ms. The moment when the arcing contacts finally separate is 28.1 ms. The time difference (6.4 ms) between these two moments is the arcing contact overlapping time.

Based on these two moments and motion curve the arcing contact wipe is calculated (26.6 mm). Calculated parameters indicate that arcing contacts are in good conditions since minimum required overlapping distance (contact wipe) of the arcing contacts for this type of CB is 20 mm.

VII. CONCLUSION

Measuring dynamic resistance of the CB main circuit is highly important to assess the condition of the arcing contacts. Also, the automation of the testing procedures is crucial for saving test engineers valuable time. The important parameters of Dynamic Resistance testing have been explained in this paper, and the algorithms and procedures for the extraction of key information about the arcing time and distance have been demonstrated.
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Abstract—The distribution power networks are growing in complexity due to the increasing penetration of the distributed power generation such as from wind and solar plants, and distributed resources such as electric vehicles and batteries, which are making the operation of the system more and more challenging. The first step towards more efficient operational capabilities is to introduce an observability of the system. Power system is considered observable, when all its system variables are known, in other words, system variables are chosen in such a way that when known, they allow computation of all other physical quantities in the system. In this paper a State Estimation (SE) software that considers bus voltage magnitudes and phase angles as state variables is presented. To deduce the state of the system from measurements a non-linear relation between measurements and state variables is used. The system is also overdetermined, i.e. there are more measurements then state variables. A non-linear Weighted Least Square (WLS) approach is used to solve the problem at hand with the final goal to demonstrate how quality of measurements affects the quality of power system state awareness. The results are presented in terms of statistical information about the state variables estimated with presented state estimator using generated measurements with added zero-mean Gaussian noise. We show that noise propagation through the SE algorithm is greatly influenced by the selection and placement of measurement devices.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation

In recent decade it became apparent that global climate change is a man-caused phenomena and consequently a vast societal consensus for shift to low carbon energy sources and transportation appeared [1]. One aspect of this shift are increased investments into the solar and wind power plants, and increased adoption of electric vehicles. Since the nominal powers of these are typically less than 1 MVA, they are normally connected to distribution networks. The distribution networks are thus growing in complexity and their operation is more and more challenging [2], [3]]. It is expected that in less than 10 years the complexity of the system will overgrow current operational capabilities and therefore make safe and stable operation of the system impossible without a real-time regulation of assets in the system. The first step towards more efficient operational capabilities is to introduce the observability of the system, which can be achieved in various ways. The most economically feasible is a combination of special measurement devices (Phasor Measurement Units - PMUs) and real-time SE algorithms [2].

The SE tool has been used in transmission systems for decades, but it’s straightforward application to distribution systems is not possible due to some inherent differences between the two systems. This differences are:

- Load imbalance - distribution systems have many single phase loads and therefore all three phases of the system need to be modelled
- Low line X/R ratio - since the lines are smaller in diameter and shorter in length, their inductance is smaller, which in turn means that phase displacement is smaller and harder to measure.
- High number of nodes - this poses a demand for high number of measurements and increases computational burden.
- Network model uncertainty - network parameters such as series impedances or shunt admittances may be incorrect as a result of inaccurate measurement campaigns. Measurement devices can become inaccurate also due to ageing. All these errors impact the results of the SE.

In this work we present a WLS based SE and attempt to provide an answer about how the measurement errors propagate through state estimation algorithm into its results.

B. Literature review

The existing literature describes several different methods for evaluation of noise propagation. In [4] authors presented a method that compares the covariance matrices of the true state vector based on the error free model and a state vector that is based on a model with a known error. The drawback of this method is that the complete calculation has to be repeated for every measurement in the system. Comparison of two statistical measures namely bias and variance gives a good indication for evaluation of measurement errors. In [5] Macii et al. propose a similar technique that allows computation of noise propagation properties for the complete measurement set. In [6] a two-step method for noise propagation evaluation is proposed. In the first step a WLS estimate is calculated and
the lower and upper bounds are computed for the specified range of the measurement error using linear programming.
In the second step, the method specifies an uncertainty range within which we can be certain that the true value lies.

In [7] authors use the Monte Carlo (MC) method for the evaluation of noise propagation properties in a one phase model. This paper extends [7] with application on a novel unified three-phase branch model.

C. Paper organization

This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the underlying state-estimation problem and its WLS solution. Section III presents the three-phase branch model and relationships between SE variables and measurements. Section IV describes the simulation framework and demonstrates the results. Section V concludes the paper.

II. State estimator

Power system is considered observable, when all system variables are known, in other words, system variables are chosen in such a way that when known, they allow computation of all other physical quantities in the system. Bus voltage magnitudes and phase angles (commonly referred to as voltage phasors) or branch current magnitudes and phase angles, i.e. current phasors, are most commonly chosen as state variables.

State of the system can be deduced from sufficient number of measurements deployed in the system. Generally we divide measurements into two groups, namely real measurements, i.e. the measurements from the actual devices in the network, and pseudo measurements that are derived from other, typically less accurate, data about the system, e.g. customer load profiles. In order to deduce the state of the system from measurements, we need to establish a relation between the measurements and state variables. In general this relation is non-linear and can be written as

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
  f_1 \\
  f_2 \\
  \vdots \\
  f_m
\end{bmatrix} = 
\begin{bmatrix}
  h_1(x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n) \\
  h_2(x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n) \\
  \vdots \\
  h_m(x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n)
\end{bmatrix} +
\begin{bmatrix}
  w_1 \\
  w_2 \\
  \vdots \\
  w_m
\end{bmatrix}
\]

where \( f_k \) is a measurement of the system’s output, \( h_k(x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n) \) are the nonlinear functions relating measurement \( k \) to state variables, and \( w \sim \mathcal{N}(0, \mathbf{R}) \) is a Gaussian, zero mean, with covariance matrix \( \mathbf{R} = \text{diag}(\sigma_1^2, \sigma_2^2, \ldots, \sigma_m^2) \) noise contribution to measurement \( k \).

To construct a robust method that tolerates failure or inaccuracy of certain number of measurements, the system (1) needs to be overdetermined, i.e. \( m > n \) where \( n \) is the number of nodes in the system, and \( m \) is the number of real and pseudo measurements; typically \( m \approx 2n \) should hold.

There are various ways to solve such overdetermined systems, i.e. Weighted Least Squares (WLS) [8], variations of Kalman filter (KF) [9], and Bayesian Estimation (BLSE) [10]. Since the problem is overdetermined \((m > n)\), we define the residual function:

\[
 r_i = \frac{f_i - h_i(x)}{\sigma_i}
\]

and write the cost function as a minimization of the weighted least squares (WLS):

\[
 J(x) = \sum_{i=1}^{m} R_{ii}^{-1} r_i^2 = (f - h(x))^T \mathbf{R}^{-1} (f - h(x)).
\]

It can be shown that the WLS approach is a minimum-variance unbiased estimator (MVUE) if the stated noise assumptions hold true [11].

Since the problem has no direct solution, the Newton-Gauss method can be used to solve it iteratively. Starting with an initial guess \( x^{(0)} \), the method proceeds with:

\[
 x^{(k+1)} = x^{(k)} - (J^{(k)}J^{(k)})^{-1} J^{(k)} r^{(k)}
\]

where \( J^{(k)} \) is a Jacobian matrix with the elements:

\[
 J_{ij}^{(k)} = \frac{\partial R_{ii}^{-1}(f_i - h_i(x^{(k)}))}{\partial x_j}
\]

The method terminates when the difference between two successive approximations falls below a selected threshold:

\[
 |x^{(k+1)} - x^{(k)}| < \epsilon.
\]

The first partial derivatives of the measurement functions with respect to the state variables (Eqn. 6) required by the Gauss-Newton method can be found in [12].

III. Three-phase Branch Model

A three-Phase Branch Model [13], considered in this paper (Fig. 1), is symmetrical and establishes a relationship between the voltages and currents between the nodes \( k \) and \( m \). The node voltage phasors are denoted as:

\[
 E_m = |V_m|e^{j\phi_m},
\]

where \(|V_m|\) represents the phasor magnitude, and \( \phi_m \) represents a phase angle at the node \( m \) on phase \( a \). The self and mutual series impedances are denoted as \( z_{km}^s \), and \( Y_{km,sh} \) is the matrix of self and mutual shunt admittances. The elements \( T_{km} \) and \( T_{mk} \) are presented as matrices and are used for the modeling of voltage regulators or tap changers.
Line current equations that follow from the model are:

\[ I_{km} = \sum_{j \in \Omega_p} \sum_{n \in \Omega_p} \left( y_{km}^{j,n} + y_{km,sh}^{j,n} \right) I_{km}^j I_{km}^n \]
\[ I_{mk} = \sum_{j \in \Omega_p} \sum_{n \in \Omega_p} \left( y_{km}^{j,n} + y_{mk,sh}^{j,n} \right) I_{mk}^j I_{mk}^n \]
\[ T_{km} = \sum_{j \in \Omega_p} \sum_{n \in \Omega_p} \left[ (y_{km}^{j,n} + y_{km,sh}^{j,n}) I_{km}^j I_{km}^n E_m^j \right] \]
\[ T_{mk} = \sum_{j \in \Omega_p} \sum_{n \in \Omega_p} \left[ (y_{km}^{j,n} + y_{mk,sh}^{j,n}) I_{mk}^j I_{mk}^n E_m^j \right] \]

(9)

where \( \Omega_p = \{a, b, c\} \) denotes the phases. A matrix form of the equations can be obtained as shown in [13] which is more convenient for computer implementation.

Formulation of the state-estimation problem usually includes active and reactive line-power flow and active and reactive node power injection measurements, as well. Expressions for them are provided in Eqs. 11, Eqs. 12, Eqs. 13, and Eqs. 14 respectively, where \( y_{km}^{a,p} = g_{km}^{a,p} + j b_{km}^{a,p} \) is the branch series admittance, and \( G_{km}^{a,p} \) and \( B_{km}^{a,p} \) respectively, represent the real and imaginary components of the \((a, p)\) element of the \((k, m)\) system-admittance submatrix, and \( \kappa \) is the set of buses adjacent to bus \( k \), including bus \( k \).

IV. UNCERTAINTY PROPAGATION

The quality of estimated state variables is reflected from the noise in the measurement. We are interested in how the noise propagated through the SE algorithm into the state variables, i.e. we attempt to evaluate how the uncertainty of different types of measurements in different measurement configurations in the network is transmitted into the estimated state variables. This is done by means of MC simulations on several different measurement configurations. In each particular experiment noise is added to a single selected measurement, while other measurements are assumed to be perfectly accurate, without added noise. The measurements are generated from the load-flow results for the reference feeder loading provided by the IEEE [14], more precisely the methodology was tested on the 13-bus IEEE distribution test feeder [14] presented in Fig. 2 (labels on branches represent phasing sequence, labels near spot loads represent load type and connection). Measurement that has added noise is calculated as follows:

\[ X_{\text{meas}} = N(X_{\text{refVal}}, X_{\text{refVal}} X_{\text{acc}}/2). \]

(10)

For each experiment 500 MC runs were performed. The result sets were then processed to evaluate their statistical behaviour.

Uncertainty propagation was evaluated for several measurement configurations, namely:

1) All buses were equipped with injection active and reactive power measurements. No other measurements were installed.
2) All buses were equipped with voltage PMU measurements. No other measurements were installed.
3) All branches were equipped with active and reactive power flow measurements. No other measurements were installed.
4) All buses but the selected one were equipped with voltage PMU measurements. The selected bus was equipped with active and reactive power injection measurement.

Measurement device accuracies were selected as 2 sigma values for the Gaussian random generator, and the values for different devices were selected as follows:

- 10% of the reference value for active and reactive power flow measurements.
- 50% of the reference value for active and reactive power injection measurements.
- 1% of the reference value for the PMU magnitude.
- 0.005° for the PMU angle.

Fig. 2. The 13-bus IEEE test feeder

1) Measurement configuration 1: In this measurement configuration noise is added to the measurement on the first phase of active power measurement on bus 671. All other measurements have no noise added as shown in Fig. 3. The results of SE for buses 634 and 675 are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 respectively. It can be observed that the distribution of the results is also Gaussian, and that the noise spreads to other two phases. Bias and variance for all buses for both experiments are shown in Table I. It can be observed that added noise in single measurement spread across all buses in this measurement configuration.

2) Measurement configuration 2: In this measurement configuration, noise was added to the phase measurement on the bus 632 as shown in Fig. 6. Since the SE problem for this measurement configuration is linear (the configuration consists solely of PMU measurements), the noise does not spread across other buses in the SE results. The results for bus 632 are shown in Fig. 7, since there is no influence on the other buses the results for them are not presented.

3) Measurement configuration 3: In this measurement configuration, noise was added to the flow measurement between buses 671 and 684. Similarly to measurement configuration 1, the noise due to the non-linear formulation of state estimation problem spreads across all buses. Results for all buses are presented in Table II.

4) Measurement configuration 4: In this measurement configuration all the buses, except bus 671, were equipped with the voltage PMU measurements. Bus 671 was equipped with a real/reactive power injection measurement. Noise was added
\[ P^a_{km} = |V_k^a| \sum_{i \in \Omega_p} \sum_{j \in \Omega_p} \sum_{m \in \Omega_p} \left\{ \begin{array}{l} t^m_i t^j_k [V^i_j] \left[ (g^m_{km} + g^m_{km,sh}) \cos(\phi^a_k - \phi^i_k) + (b^m_{km} + b^m_{km,sh}) \sin(\phi^a_k - \phi^i_k) \right] \\ - t^m_i t^j_k [V^i_j] \left[ g^m_{km} \cos(\phi^a_k - \phi^i_k) + b^m_{km} \sin(\phi^a_k - \phi^i_k) \right] \end{array} \right\} \] (11)

\[ Q^a_{km} = |V_k^a| \sum_{i \in \Omega_p} \sum_{j \in \Omega_p} \sum_{m \in \Omega_p} \left\{ t^m_i t^j_k [V^i_j] \left[ (g^m_{km} + g^m_{km,sh}) \sin(\phi^a_k - \phi^i_k) - (b^m_{km} + b^m_{km,sh}) \cos(\phi^a_k - \phi^i_k) \right] \\ - t^m_i t^j_k [V^i_j] \left[ g^m_{km} \sin(\phi^a_k - \phi^i_k) - b^m_{km} \cos(\phi^a_k - \phi^i_k) \right] \right\} \] (12)

\[ P^a_k = |V_k^a| \sum_{m \in \Omega_p} \sum_{p \in \Omega_p} |V_p^m|^2 \left( G_{km}^{op} \cos(\phi^a_k - \phi^p_m) + B_{km}^{op} \sin(\phi^a_k - \phi^p_m) \right) \] (13)

\[ Q^a_k = |V_k^a| \sum_{m \in \Omega_p} \sum_{p \in \Omega_p} |V_p^m|^2 \left( G_{km}^{op} \sin(\phi^a_k - \phi^p_m) - B_{km}^{op} \cos(\phi^a_k - \phi^p_m) \right) \] (14)

Fig. 3. Noise distribution in active power injection measurement

Fig. 4. Noise distribution in SE results on bus 634

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper measurement noise propagation in distribution-system SE was evaluated through means of MC simulation. It has been shown that configuration of measurements has a large influence on noise spread in the SE variables. It has also been shown that in the configuration consisting solely of PMU measurements, the noise stays localized to a particular node, as a result of linear formulation of SE problem. However, using other measurement types with non-linear measurement functions, the noise of a particular measurement spreads into the adjacent phases and into other buses. This effect is most severe in the configuration with power injection measurements.

The main drawback of presented analysis is the computational inefficiency, which renders it useless for larger networks. The future work will be therefore focused on the formulation of more computational effective techniques for sensitivity analysis of SE algorithms.
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### TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bus</th>
<th>Ph.1</th>
<th>Ph.2</th>
<th>Ph.3</th>
<th>Ph.1</th>
<th>Ph.2</th>
<th>Ph.3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>643</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>644</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>645</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>646</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bus</th>
<th>Ph.1</th>
<th>Ph.2</th>
<th>Ph.3</th>
<th>Ph.1</th>
<th>Ph.2</th>
<th>Ph.3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>643</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>644</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>645</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>646</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Fig. 8. Noise distribution in SE results on bus 671
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Summary - Simultaneously with the development of modern industrial plants there are also increasing demands for more powerful industrial automation systems in terms of safer and more reliable process. Failure or malfunction of specific component of the system can result in fatalities or negative effects on the equipment and/or the environment. Apart from this, a downtime of a plant can cause big financial losses. However, the implementation of fail-safe (FS) technology and fail-safe programmable logic controllers (PLC) prevents above-mentioned harmful consequences. This paper focuses on the implementation of fail-safe technology in a gas pressure reducing station. It generally describes how fail-safe system of boiler room directly affects on the reliability of natural gas distribution.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, there has been a growing interest in fail-safe technology based on fail-safe PLC systems. With the development of fail-safe programming logic controllers, industrial automation has made a significant step forward with application of high-level safety and reliability. Fail-safe technology is present in industries such as oil and gas, manufacturing, chemical, automotive, food and beverage, health-care, and nuclear power industry, as well as in many other industries. In addition, it provides safety and reliability of highly sophisticated systems and machines like railway crossings systems, robotic surgery systems, demining machines, management and control of airport traffic and so on [1][2][3][4][5]. It is also important to note that in the given examples the smallest irregularity or malfunction can have harmful consequences. There are many advantages of integrated FS PLC safety: only one programming tool is necessary for the development of standard and safety automation; implementation of a fail-safe system is easier and faster due to the unique engineering techniques; only one cable is used for standard and safety communication; changes to the standard program do not have any consequences for the safety program; fault detection is much faster. All of the above ensures that this is a high quality solution in industrial safety, and it is more economical than standard fail-safe solutions [6][7].

In the recent years, many commercial projects and research studies have focused on the implementation of fail-safe technology in order to ensure more reliable and safer industrial systems. Although considerable projects have been aimed at high representation of fail-safe technology, less attention has been paid to implementation of fail-safe technology in secondary gas distribution systems. A typical example of a secondary system in which a high level of safety can be neglected is a gas boiler room, which is an integral part of the gas pressure-reduction station (Fig. 1). Considering that there is no permanent staff present at the gas pressure-reduction station, in the event of failure or malfunction, the FS integrated PLC system must automatically, safely and reliably ensure a safe state of the boiler plant. The purpose is to prevent major damage to special equipment or fatalities and to ensure that natural gas distribution and delivery is highly reliable.

The aim of this paper is to illustrate the application of FS PLC and other advanced technical solutions on the example of the gas pressure-reduction station system. The goal is to ensure a high level of safety of personnel, machinery and work equipment. The paper generally explains the role of the pressure-reduction station and the method of pre-heating natural gas at gas pressure reduction stations.

Figure 1. Pressure-reduction station, gas reduction lines.

II. INTEGRATED SAFETY FEATURES OF MODERN PLCS

For a better understanding of this paper, it is important to realize the difference between the two key terms: “Available System” and “Safe System”. Availability prevents process downtime. Ideal availability of 100% cannot be reached in practice. However, the purpose of high-availability (H) systems is to minimize the probability of unwanted breaks within the system. It means that the economic effectiveness directly depends on the availability of the system [8]. The
ideal safety of 100% also cannot be reached, but fail-safe, as a high-level safety feature, prevents accidents and damage caused by faults in machines or industrial systems with above the average effectiveness. In the event of failure it reacts in the way that can cause minimum harm to people, equipment or the environment [9].

Before the modern PLC devices with integrated characteristics of safety and availability came into existence, it was only possible to combine two or more standard PLCs to achieve high availability and/or fail-safety of industrial automation systems. Implementation of two or more standard PLC devices enables mutual supervision. At the moment of failure of one of these, in case of a system that requires high availability a backup PLC allows the execution of the system to function without any interruption. For systems that require fail-safety, a backup PLC brings the system into a safe state. The required aspects of availability and safety are achieved with certain features of standard PLCs, but the lower cost of implementation and maintenance, as well as a less complex system design that reduces the possibility of error are demands placed upon the new generation devices and systems. Because of the abovementioned, today we have modern PLCs with integrated features of safety and availability. We call it fail-safe PLCs and high availability PLCs. They ensure safety and availability just like complex redundant standard systems, but in comparison to them, they have many more advantages.

This paper focuses on PLC devices that provide a high overall level of safety. As mentioned before, standard PLC controllers used in safety applications are typically configured in pairs. The backup controller is used to support the safe controller and automatically shuts down the system if the primary controller fails (Fig. 2). The goal is to prevent major damage or fatalities. Safety systems and their applications that are designed by standard PLCs use additional inputs to supervise safety system output signals. Design of safety systems by use of standard PLCs requires additional engineering time, hardware, wiring, etc. [10].

To sum up, a fail-safe system based on FS PLC has to be designed in a way that it, in the event of failure of any FS function with a high level of reliability, detects the fault and responds with a predetermined action. Predetermined action for a result must have safe state of system or machine. Once a failure or a fault has been detected, FS PLC executes a prepared FS action. For example, it shuts down the plant and starts the alarm. Next, the operator has to acknowledge that FS detected a fault, repair this fault and then, the plant can finally be put into operation again.

Integrated programmable logic controllers safety has many technical specificities. All of the hardware is in one housing, and only one CPU is required to handle standard and safety automation. It is possible for the safety and standard automation application to exist in the system simultaneously. Standard and safety communication can be established through only one bus cable. Only one distributed input/output configuration is necessary. There is a unique procedure for standard and safety engineering which reduces implementation time. Safety logic is software-based and other specificities [11].

When designing and installing high-safety integrated PLC systems, additional attention should be paid to the selection of sensors and actuators. They have to meet the strict requirements of safety standards. The safety category level depends on the sensor and actuator quality, the probability of failures and the mean time between failures of used equipment should also be considered. The way of connecting the sensors and actuators to I/O modules also affects the level of safety. An actuator has to be able to tolerate fail-safe testing impulses etc. [7].

In general, fail-safe PLCs represent a unique system of integrated safety and standard automation features (Fig. 3). PLCs with safety-integrated features have many advantages as follows: safety functions can be programmed instead of wiring; only one software development tool is necessary for programming; shorter downtime thanks to a less complex design of the system; and due to a less complex design, the engineers have to devote less time and they need to provide less support to the operation of the system [9][11]. Moreover, all of the mentioned advantages drastically reduce the engineering time in designing, programming, implementation and operation of high-level safety systems. More specifically, PLCs with safety-integrated features are much more economical than other safety solutions.

Generally speaking, most of the modern manufacturers of fail-safe controllers certify their products in accordance with IEC 61508 Functional Safety and are suitable for use in safety-related applications according to IEC 62061 and ISO 13849 [12][13].

III. NATURAL GAS METERING AND REDUCTION STATION

A pressure-reduction station is one of the crucial parts of the natural gas pipeline transmission system. It connects the high-pressure gas transmission system to the lower-pressure gas distribution. The primary technological task of a pressure reduction station is to reduce pressure in accordance with the needs of distributors and users. Apart from this, a pressure-reduction station also carries out additional tasks: it filters natural gas in order to provide gas without impurities, it preheats gas, regulating the flow rate in accordance with its flow capacity and it perform various measurements, the role of which is to optimize and

---

**Figure 2. Safety and standard automation as divided systems [9].**

**Figure 3. FS PLC with integrated safety [9].**
supervise the pressure-reduction station (PRS) system. The boiler system ensures that natural gas is preheated, thereby ensuring the validity of the pressure regulation line’s special equipment, as well as the reliability of natural gas delivery.

For the Plinacro d.o.o. company, a natural gas transmission system operator in Croatia, a gas pressure reducing station is one of the integral parts of its transmission system. Currently, there are around 150 more or less complex pressure-reduction stations in Croatia [14][15].

In high-pressure pipelines, natural gas comes to the pressure-reduction station at the pressure-reduction line (Fig. 4). Having passed through the inlet valve, it goes through filtering and preheating processes. After these two steps, it goes into the pressure regulator, where pressure reduction is performed. The pressure reduction process has an unwanted side effect rapid cooling of the gas. If safe and reliable preheating of the reduction-line is not ensured, there is a high possibility of the gas freezing and damaging the equipment and the fittings. As a result, a disruption of gas delivery to distributors and their end users is very likely.

Natural gas pressure-reduction stations supply households, industrial plants and other important facilities. In certain cases, interruptions to the supply of industrial plants may cause production downtime and, as is to be expected, significant, sometimes multimillion financial losses.

Table 1. Characteristics of PRS stations in the Republic of Croatia.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flow capacity</td>
<td>1,000 m³/h to 100,000 m³/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inlet pressure</td>
<td>to 70 bars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outlet pressure</td>
<td>3 bars to 25 bars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inlet temperature</td>
<td>4 °C to 14 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output temperature</td>
<td>10 °C to 15 °C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the purpose of technical functionality of the system, prior to the pressure-reduction process, natural gas has to go through the process of preheating. This process is usually carried out with the help of hot water filter-exchangers, which have two roles: the role of filtering and the primary role of preheating. The boiler room, which is an integral part of PRS (Fig. 5), provides the necessary heating energy for the exchangers. Modern condensing boilers can achieve high efficiency, which is typically greater than 90%. Circulator pumps are responsible for heat transmission and circulation of the antifreeze fluid from the boilers at the boiler room to the heat exchangers in the reduction room (Fig. 6). There are also systems in which preheating is performed by heating cables. In such cases, the heating cables and their installation have to meet strict requirements of protection against explosions. The main role of the boiler room of the PRS is to maintain the output gas temperature above 0 °C. Considering that the temperature directly affects the gas volume and quality, usually the temperature setpoint is between 10 °C and 15 °C. Electromotor control valves regulate the amount of heated fluid, which maintains the desired output gas temperature (Fig. 6). For the purpose of automated control of electromotor valves, it is necessary to form a software-related PID (Proportional-Integral-Derivative, PID) controller block. Accordingly, when the gas output temperature rises (temperature after reduction), a power-operated valve actuator slowly closes hot fluid flow, and when it drops, it slowly opens and increases hot fluid flow. Depending on the temperature deviation control in comparison to the setpoint value, the pulses for opening or closing the valve can be longer or shorter.

A. The high overall level of safety in the boiler room of a gas pressure-reduction station

At the very beginning of industry development, safety aspects of industrial facilities were ignored, but industrial facilities gradually become not only more sophisticated, but also more dangerous for their personnel and the environment surrounding them. Therefore, the number of injuries and fatalities at the workplace gradually grew in industrial facilities. A result, more attention is given to the safety of the workplace and personnel now than ever before. As stated above, safety of personnel, machinery and the environment in modern industrial plants is a very important requirement, which all modern facilities have to satisfy.
Alongside the individual engineering solutions, which ensure high-level safety of complex industrial systems, significant progress has been made regarding the safety aspects of industrial automation. Now we have industrial PLC controllers with integrated high-level safety features. Such a PLC device is the heart of the automation system of a gas pressure-reduction station’s boiler room. A very important task when designing high-safety systems is to properly define the safety integrity level (SIL) which the system must to satisfy. Designing safety aspects of automated regulation and control of gas pressure-reduction station’s boiler room has to be performed in accordance with the valid industrial safety standards like IEC 62061, IEC 61508 and ISO 13849.

Through detailed analysis, it has been established that the safety aspects of the boiler room have to meet the safety category SIL 2. For this reason, safety in PRS boiler rooms is ensured in accordance with the specified requirements [16]. To assist in designing fail-safe systems, IEC standards recommend the requirements shown in Fig. 7, as well as Table 3 [6][17]. All elements of the designed and implemented safety systems, as well as the entire system with all of its integral parts and features must satisfy the requirements shown in Table 2 [17].

Typically in Croatia, the PRS boiler room in an electrical control panel has a built-in FS PLC controller with a central processor unit (CPU) and modules with integrated SIL safety features. Most commonly, Configuration of FS PLC at a PRS is based on the CPU type 315F-2DP with the appropriate modules of both standard and safety automation. It should be noted that the PLC architecture and programming interface of modern FS PLC devices integrated in boiler rooms of pressure-reduction stations meet the requirements of valid safety standard.
As mentioned, the analog FS input modules of the PRS’s boiler room are connected and implemented in compliance with SIL 2 category. At its input terminals, they accept analog process data regarding the boiler temperature (PT100 temperature-probes); exhaust smoke temperature (PT100 temperature-probes) and fluid pressure (4–20 mA, pressure-transmitter). These analog values, which are well-known for their role of supervision, ensure the function of the boiler room’s safety signals. They are implemented in the FS PLC software application and included into process shutdown (PSD) safety function. When PSD conditions are met, fail-safe PLC currently and automatically bring the boiler system into a safe state! To summarize, the following data is used as critical analog input values which fail-safe PLC use for activation of PSD actions: very high boiler temperature; very high boiler exhaust smoke temperature; and very high or very low value of pressure inside the pipes of the boiler room preheating system. In addition, a PSD alarm can be activated manually if the operator detects a threat in the system or in the event of failure of any integral part of the FS function. The alarm limits of the mentioned critical values are determined by many factors. For the most part, they depend on the technical characteristics of installed machinery and system design, but the location and construction of the facility can also affect the limits.

The FS modules of the FS PLC controller receive the aforementioned signals and include them into the PSD software application. FS PLC must also join execution elements in order to fully fulfill its role of integrated safety of the boiler room's machinery. Operating personnel is not present at most of the metering/pressure-reduction stations and other objects within gas transmission system in normal operation mode. Therefore, attention should be paid to the quality of installed equipment and machinery, and especially to the quality of installation of the safety equipment. FS digital output module executes important output actions. In the case of PSD state, use of digital FS output modules and certified safety relays, a high level of overall safety can be reached. When a PSD state has been detected, the PSD functionality immediately turns the gas burner off. The PSD system, which has a very high level of safety integrity, detects a fault or a failure in the boiler room and returns it to a safe state in the above mentioned way. In most cases, it prevents the destruction of an expensive, highly sophisticated installation, equipment and machinery. It is important to note that emergency shut down hand-activators, faults of process boilers (heaters), boiler’s maintenance mode, etc. also activate FS output signals. Their main role is reliable supervision; they have nothing to do with the PSD functioning. With regard to a higher level of safety, implementation of those signals in such a way so as to achieve a higher level of reliability should be taken into consideration. Activation of any ESD element activates an FS alarm that triggers the local executive signal elements: a signal horn and a signal light placed outside, at the entrance to the boiler room. At the same time, a general alarm signal is transmitted through a modern telemetry system to the monitor center of the main gas transmission system. All elements of the FS chain are constantly tested regarding their functionality. To conclude, in case a fault or a failure of any FS PSD component is detected, the PSD function returns the boiler system into a safe state. The FS PLC device represents the heart of the automated regulation and supervision of the heating system of the gas pressure-reduction station, showing the advantages of integrated standard and safety automation as a unified system.

As one can realize, setting the boiler room system in a safe state has a direct negative effect on the reliability of natural gas delivery. When the preheating process is terminated there is a possibility of a breakdown and/or malfunction of reduction line system. The current performance of the system and the supervision and maintenance procedures of the PRS facility pose a very low level of risk. But why the PSD safe state does not negatively affect delivery of natural gas? This is why the level of risk is low: immediately, when PSD alarm state detected; a modern telemetry system sends alarm information about downtime of the boiler system to the main control center. The control center continuously monitors all alarms and relevant process data of the pressure-reduction station 24/7. In order to meet the PRS system’s demands, experienced employees with extensive knowledge and wide experience are available 24/7, both in the monitoring room and out in the field. Considering the system’s inertia, changes in the output gas temperature are mostly gradual (in most cases it takes hours for the reduction machinery to freeze). Furthermore, experienced personnel have enough time to arrive at the facility, eliminate the minor fault and put the boiler system back into the operating mode again. Therefore, the implementation of a fail-safe programmable logic controller at the pressure-reduction station's boiler room provides a high level of overall safety. It prevents major damage to the pressure-reduction system and ensures the reliability of natural gas delivery [18].

B. Technical concepts of explosion protection inside the gas pressure-reduction station

The basic concept of preventing the occurrence of technological explosions is based on prevention of simultaneous occurrence of an explosive atmosphere and a source of ignition. Explosive atmospheres can be created by flammable gases, mists or vapors or by combustible dusts. Explosions can lead to fatalities or serious injuries as well as major damage to the machinery or the whole industrial plant. A source of ignition can, for example, be: an electric spark caused by a short circuit, mechanical spark, hot surfaces, flame, static electricity, electromagnetic radiation, lightning strike, leakage currents, etc. [19][20]. The temperature and pressure affect the lower and upper limit of explosion. High temperatures affect the reduction of lower explosion level (LEL) and increase of upper explosive level (UEL). High pressure results in both values increasing. Potential releases of natural gas outside the pipeline in the reduction room can result in a flammable atmosphere. Under normal atmospheric conditions, LEL is 5% while UEL is 13% [21].

Considering the area endangered by explosion, and the probability of occurrence of an explosive atmosphere, areas of the pressure-reduction facility are classified as Zone 1 IIA T1 (gas dischargers outside, on the roof of PRS) and Zone 2 IIA T1 (inside the reduction room). A detailed hazardous area classification is shown in hazardous area studies (Fig. 8). Installation, maintenance and repair of
explosion-proof equipment (Ex equipment) must be carried out in accordance with IEC 60079-14, IEC 60079-17 and IEC 60079-19 standards.

Temperature sensors (usually PT100 probes) are immersed in the low-pressure gas collectors after the heat exchanger and after pressure regulator. They are installed as intrinsically safe (Exi), and their associated Exi interfaces are installed outside the classified zone, at the main electrical control cabinet of the boiler room. Their function is very important, because it is used for precise regulation of the natural gas output temperature. Temperature values indirectly determine the required amount of heat necessary for the preheating process. It is important to note that the intrinsically safe circuits must be installed in accordance with the strict rules of explosion protection.

Table 4. Protection against explosion—explanation of used terms [20].

| Zone 0 | Explosive atmosphere present continuously or for long periods or frequently. |
| Zone 1 | Explosive atmosphere is likely present in normal operation. |
| Zone 2 | Explosive atmosphere is unlikely in normal operation and, if it occurs, will be present for only a short period. |
| IIA | A group of gases that can occur within the classified Ex zones (IIA-hydrocarbon, methane, etc.). |
| T1 | Represents equipment temperature limit which has to be < T, and the ignition temperature which has to be > T (for T1 category = 450 °C). |
| Intrinsic safety | Type of explosion protection, based on limiting the power of circuits below the minimum ignition energy of the observed explosive atmosphere. |

To summarize, modern technical solutions of explosion protection are contributing to the safety of the entire PRS facility. They significantly reduce the possibility of damage, fatalities, environmental pollution and downtime of natural gas distribution. It is very important to keep in mind that an explosion can cause complete destruction of the pressure-reduction facility. Modern PLC devices in contain modules that are manufactured to meet the special requirements of explosion protection (Ex) and the safety integrity level (SIL) conditions in their configuration. Ensuring an additional level of safety and reducing the cost of the system design and integration entails an unique combination of high standards of explosion protection and the high standards of the safety integrity level.

Figure 8. PRS facility - hazardous area classification.

IV. CONCLUSION

Implementation of fail-safe technology on a pressure-reduction station’s boiler room drastically reduces the possibility of damage to the machinery and ensures reliability of natural gas distribution. Integrated FS programmable logic controllers significantly simplify the design, implementation and maintenance of the system. Accordingly, modern pressure-reduction stations are more advanced and more economical than they used to be. Likewise, there is still room for improvement in the area of inspection and joint implementation of the safety integrity level and technologies aimed at explosion protection in order to obtain a contemporary system.
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Abstract - As a particular type of artificial neural networks, self-organizing maps (SOMs) are trained using an unsupervised, competitive learning to produce a low-dimensional, discretized representation of the input space of the training samples, called a feature map. Such a map retains principle features of the input data. Self-organizing maps are known for its clustering, visualization and classification capabilities. In this brief review paper basic tenets, including motivation, architecture, math description and applications are reviewed.

I. INTRODUCTION

Among numerous neural network architectures, particularly interesting architecture was introduced by Finish Professor Teuvo Kohonen in the 1980s, [1,2]. Self-organizing map (SOM), sometimes also called a Kohonen map use unsupervised, competitive learning to produce low dimensional, discretized representation of presented high dimensional data, while simultaneously preserving similarity relations between the presented data items. Such low dimensional representation is called a feature map, hence map in the name. This brief review paper attempts to introduce a reader to SOMs, covering in short basic tenets, underlying biological motivation, its architecture, math description and various applications, [3-10].

II. NEURAL NETWORKS

Human and animal brains are highly complex, nonlinear and parallel systems, consisting of billions of neurons integrated into numerous neural networks, [3]. A neural networks within a brain are massively parallel distributed processing system suitable for storing knowledge in forms of past experiences and making it available for future use. They are particularly suitable for the class of problems where it is difficult to propose an analytical solution convenient for algorithmic implementation.

A. Biological Motivation

After millions of years of evolution, brain in animals and humans has evolved into the massive parallel stack of computing power capable of dealing with the tremendous varieties of situations that it can run into. The biological neural networks are natural intelligent information processors. Artificial neural networks (ANN) constitute computing paradigm motivated by the neural structure of biological systems, [6]. ANNs employ a computational approach based on a large collection of artificial neurons that are much simplified representation of biological neurons. Synapses that ensure communication among biological neurons are replaced with neuron input weights. Adjustment of connection weights is performed by some of numerous learning algorithms. ANNs have very simple principles, but their behavior can be very complex. They have a capability to learn, generalize, associate data and are fault tolerant. The history of the ANNs begins in the 1940s, but the first significant step came in 1957 with the introduction of Rosenblatt’s perceptron. The evolution of the most popular ANN paradigms is shown in Fig. 1, [10].

B. Basic Architectures

An artificial neural network is an interconnected assembly of simple processing elements, called artificial neurons (also called units or nodes), whose functionality mimics that of a biological neuron, [4]. Individual neurons can be combined into layers, and there are single and multi-layer networks, with or without feedback. The most common types of ANNs are shown in Fig. 2, [11]. Among training algorithms the most popular is backpropagation and its variants. ANNs can be used for solving a wide variety of problems. Before the use they have to be trained. During the training, network adjusts its weights. In supervised training, input/output pairs are presented to the network by an external teacher and network tries to learn desired input/output mapping. Some neural architectures (like SOM) can learn without supervision (unsupervised) from the training data without specified input/output pairs.

Figure 1. Evolution of artificial neural network paradigms, based on [10]

Figure 2. Most common artificial neural networks, according to [11]
III. SELF-ORGANIZING MAPS

Self-organized map (SOM), as a particular neural network paradigm has found its inspiration in self-organizing and biological systems.

A. Self-Organized Systems

Self-organizing systems are types of systems that can change their internal structure and function in response to external circumstances and stimuli, [12-15]. Elements of such a system can influence or organize other elements within the same system, resulting in a greater stability of structure or function of the whole against external fluctuations, [12]. The main aspects of self-organizing systems are increase of complexity, emergence of new phenomena (the whole is more than the sum of its parts) and internal regulation by positive and negative feedback loops. In 1952 Turing published a paper regarding the mathematical theory of pattern formation in biology, and found that global order in a system can arise from local interactions, [13]. This often produces a system with new, emergent properties that differ qualitatively from those of components without interactions, [16]. Self-organizing systems exist in nature, including non-living as well as living world, they exist in man-made systems, but also in the world of abstract ideas, [12].

B. Self-Organizing Map

Neural networks of neurons with lateral communication of neurons topologically organized as self-organizing maps are common in neurobiology. Various neural functions are mapped onto identifiable regions of the brain, Fig. 3, [17]. In such topographic maps neighborhood relation is preserved. Brain mostly does not have desired input-output pairs available and has to learn in unsupervised mode.

A SOM is a single layer neural network with units set along an n-dimensional grid. Most applications use two-dimensional and rectangular grid, although many applications also use hexagonal grids, and some one, three, or more dimensional spaces. SOMs produce low-dimensional projection images of high-dimensional data distributions, in which the similarity relations between the data items are preserved, [18].

C. Principles of Self-Organization in SOMs

Following three processes are common to self-organization in SOMs, [7,19,20]:

1. Competitive Process
   For each input pattern vector presented to the map, all neurons calculate values of a discriminant function. The neuron that is most similar to the input pattern vector is the winner (best matching unit, BMU).

2. Cooperative Process
   The winner neuron (BMU) finds the spatial location of a topological neighborhood of excited neurons. Neurons from this neighborhood may then cooperate.

3. Synaptic Adaptation
   Provides that excited neurons can modify their values of the discriminant function related to the presented input pattern vector by the process of weight adjustments.

D. Common Topologies

SOM topologies can be in one, two (most common) or even three dimensions, [2-10]. Two most used two dimensional grids in SOMs are rectangular and hexagonal grid. Three dimensional topologies can be in form of a cylinder or toroid shapes. 1-D (linear) and 2-D grids are illustrated in Fig. 4, with corresponding SOMs in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, according to [19].

![Figure 4. Most common grids and neuron neighborhoods](image)

![Figure 5. 1-D SOM network, according to [19].](image)

![Figure 6. 2-D SOM network, according to [19].](image)

IV. LEARNING ALGORITHM


A. Measures of Distance and Similarity

To determined similarity between the input vector and neurons measures of distance are used. Some popular distances among input pattern and SOM units are, [21]:

- Euclidian
- Correlation
- Direction cosine
- Block distance

In a real application most often squared Euclidean distance is used, (1):

\[ d_j = \sum (v_i - w_i)^2 \]  

(1)
B. Neighborhood Functions

Neurons within a grid interact among themselves using a neighbor function. Neighborhood functions most often assume the form of the Mexican hat, (2), Fig. 7, that has biological motivation behind (rejects some neurons in the vicinity to the winning neuron) although other functions (Gaussian, cone and cylinder) are also possible, [22]. Ordering algorithm is robust to the choice of function type if the neighbor radius and learning rate decrease to zero. The popular choice is the exponential decay.

\[ h_r(w_i, w_m, r) = e^{-\frac{(r^2 - d^2)}{2}} \]  

(2)

Figure 7. Mexican hat function

C. Initialization of Self-Organizing Maps

Before training SOM, units (i.e. its weights) should be initialized. Common approaches are, [2,23]:
1. Use of random values, completely independent of the training data set
2. Use of random samples from the input training data
3. Initialization that tries to reflect the distribution of the data (Principal Components)

D. Training

Self-organizing maps use the most popular algorithm of the unsupervised learning category, [2]. The criterion \( D \), that is minimized, is the sum of distances between all input vectors \( \mathbf{x}_i \) and their respective winning neuron weights \( \mathbf{w} \) calculated at the end of each epoch, (3), [21]:

\[ D = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{m} (x_{ij} - w_{ij})^2 \]  

(3)

Training of self-organizing maps, [2,18], can be accomplished in two ways: as sequential or batch training.

1. Sequential training
   - single vector at a time is presented to the map
   - adjustment of neuron weights is made after a presentation of each vector
   - suitable for on-line learning
2. Batch training
   - whole dataset is before any adjustment to the neuron weights is made
   - suitable for off-line learning

Here are steps for the sequential training, [3,7,19,22]:
1. Initialization
   - Initialize the neuron weights (iteration step \( n=0 \))
2. Sampling
   - Randomly sample a vector \( \mathbf{x}(n) \) from the dataset
3. Similarity Matching
   - Find the best matching unit (BMU), \( c \), with weights \( \mathbf{w}_{m_{BMU}} \), \( \mathbf{w}_c \), (4):
   \[ c = \arg \min \| \mathbf{x}(n) - \mathbf{w}(n) \| \]  

(4)

4. Updating
   - Update each unit \( i \) with the following rule:
   \[ \mathbf{w}_i(n+1) = \mathbf{w}_i(n) + \alpha(n) h_r(w_{i}, w_{c}, r(n)) \| \mathbf{x}(n) - \mathbf{w}_i(n) \| \]  

(5)

5. Continuation
   - Increment \( n \). Repeat steps 2-4 until a stopping criterion is met (e.g. the fixed number of iterations or the map has reached a stable state).

For the convergence and stability to be guaranteed, the learning rate \( \alpha(n) \) and neighborhood radius \( r(n) \) are decreasing with each iteration towards the zero, [22].

SOM Sample Hits, Fig. 8, show the number of input vectors that each unit in SOM classifies, [24].

Figure 8. SOM Sample Hits, [24]

During the training process two phases may be distinguished, [7,18]:
1. Self-organizing (ordering) phase:
   - Topological ordering in the map takes place (roughly first 1000 iterations). The learning rate \( \alpha(n) \) and neighborhood radius \( r(n) \) are decreasing.
2. Convergence (fine tuning) phase:
   - This is fine tuning that provides an accurate statistical representation of the input space. It typically lasts at least (500 x number of neuron) iterations. The smaller learning rate \( \alpha(n) \) and neighborhood radius \( r(n) \) may be kept fixed (e.g. last values from the previous phase).

After the training of the SOM is completed, neurons may be labeled if labeled pattern vectors are available.

E. Classification

Find the best matching unit (BMU), \( c \), (5):
\[ c = \arg \min \| \mathbf{x} - \mathbf{w}(n) \| \]  

(5)

Test pattern \( \mathbf{x} \) belongs to the class represented by the best matching unit \( c \).

V. Properties of SOM

After the convergence of SOM algorithm, resulting feature map displays important statistical characteristics of the input space. They are also able to discover relevant patterns or features present in the input data.

A. Important Properties of SOMs

SOMs have four important properties, [3,7]:

1. Approximation of the Input Space
   - The resulting mapping provides a good approximation to the input space. SOM also performs dimensionality reduction by mapping multidimensional data on SOM grid.
2. Topological Ordering
   - Spatial locations of the neurons in the SOM lattice are topologically related to the features of the input space.
3. Density Matching
   - The density of the output neurons in the map approximates the statistical distribution of the input space. Regions of the input space that contain more training vectors are represented with more output neurons.
4. Feature Selection
   Map extracts the principal features of the input space. It is capable of selecting the best features for approximation of the underlying statistical distribution of the input space.

B. Representing the Input Space with SOMs of Various Topologies

1. 1-D
   2D input data points are uniformly distributed in a triangle, 1D SOM ordering process shown in Fig. 9.

   Figure 9. 2D to 1D mapping by a SOM (ordering process), [2]

2. 2-D
   2D input data points are uniformly distributed in a square, 2D SOM ordering process shown in Fig. 10.

   Figure 10. 2D to 2D mapping by a SOM (ordering process), [3]

3. Torus SOMs
   In conventional SOM, the size of neighborhood set is not always constant because the map has its edges. This problem can be mitigated by use of torus SOM that has no edges. [25]. However torus SOM, Fig. 11, is not easy to visualize as there are now missing edges.

   Figure 11. Torus SOM

4. Hierarchical SOMs
   Hierarchical SOMs should also be mentioned. Hierarchical neural networks are composed of multiple neural networks concreted in a form of an acyclic graph. The output of one SOM can be used as the input for another SOM, Fig. 12. [10]. Such input can be formed of several output vectors coming from Best Matching Units (BMU) of many SOMs.

   Figure 12. Hierarchical SOM. The topmost SOM takes input from the best matching units of the three lower level SOMs, [10]

VI. Applications

Despite its simplicity, SOMs are used for various applications, [2,26,27]. This in a broad sense includes visualizations, generation of feature maps, pattern recognition and classification. Kohonen in [2] came with the following categories of applications: machine vision and image analysis, optical character recognition and script reading, speech analysis and recognition, acoustic and musical studies, signal processing and radar measurements, telecommunications, industrial and other real world measurements, process control, robotics, chemistry, physics, design of electronic circuits, medical applications without image processing, data processing linguistic and AI problems, mathematical problems and neurophysiological research. With such an exhaustive list provided here, as space permits, it is possible only to mention some of them that are interesting and popular.

A. Speech Recognition
   The neural phonetic typewriter for Finnish and Japanese speech was developed by Kohonen in 1988, [28]. The signal from the microphone proceeds to acoustic preprocessing, shown in more detail in Fig. 13, forming 15-component pattern vector (values in 15 frequency bands taken every 10 ms), containing a short time spectral description of speech. These vectors are presented to a SOM with the hexagonal lattice of the size 8 x 12.

   Figure 13. Acoustic Preprocessing

   After training resulting phonotopic map is shown in Fig. 14. [7]. During speech recognition new pattern vectors are assigned category belonging to a closest prototype in the map.

   Figure 14. Phonotopic map, [7]

B. Text Clustering
   Text clustering is the technology of processing a large number of texts and gives their partition. Preparation of text for SOM analysis is shown in Fig. 15, [29], and

   Figure 15. Preparation of text for SOM analysis, according to [29]
C. Application in Chemistry

SOMs have found applications in chemistry. Illustration of the output layer of the SOM model using a hexagonal grid for the combinatorial design of cannabinoid compounds is shown in Fig. 18, [11].

D. Medical Imaging and Analysis

Recognition of diseases from medical images (ECG, CAT scans, ultrasonic scans, etc.) can be performed by SOMs, [21]. This includes image segmentation, Fig. 19, [31], to discover region of interest and help diagnostics.

E. Maritime Applications

SOMs have been widely for maritime applications, [22]. One example is analysis of passive sonar recordings. Also SOMs have been used for planning ship trajectories.

F. Robotics

Some applications of SOMs are control of robot arm, learning the motion map and solving traveling salesman problem (multi-goal path planning problem), Fig. 20, [32].

G. Classification of Satellite Images

SOMs can be used for interpreting satellite imagery like land cover classification. Dust sources can also be spotted in images using the SOM as shown in Fig. 21, [33].

H. Psycholinguistic Studies

One example is the categorization of words by their local context in three word sentences of the type subject-predicate-object or subject-predicate-predicative that were constructed artificially. The words become clustered by SOM according to their linguistic roles in an orderly fashion, Fig. 22, [18].

I. Exploring Music Collections

Similarity of music recordings may be determined by analyzing the lyrics, instrumentation, melody, rhythm, artists, or emotions they invoke, Fig. 23, [34].
J. Business Applications

Customer segmentation of the international tourist market is illustrated in Fig. 24, [35]. Another example is classifying world poverty (welfare map), [36]. Ordering of items with the respect to 39 features describing various quality-of-life factors, such as state of health, nutrition, and educational services is shown in Fig. 25. Countries with similar quality of life factors clustered together on a map.
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VII. CONCLUSION

Self-organizing maps (SOMs) are neural network architecture inspired by the biological structure of human and animal brains. They become one of most popular neural network architecture. SOMs learn without external teacher, i.e. employ unsupervised learning. Topologically SOMs most often use a two-dimensional grid, although one-dimensional, higher-dimensional and irregular grids are also possible. SOM maps higher dimensional input onto the lower dimensional grid while preserving topological ordering present in the input space. During competitive learning SOM use lateral interactions among the neurons to form a semantic map where similar patterns are mapped closer together than dissimilar ones. They can be used for broad type of applications like visualizations, generation of feature maps, pattern recognition and classification. Humans can’t visualize high-dimensional data, hence SOMs by mapping such data to two-dimensional grid are widely used for data visualization. SOMs are also suitable for generation of feature maps. Because they can detect clusters of similar patterns without supervision SOMs are a powerful tool for identification and classification of spatio-temporal patterns. SOMs can be used as an analytical tool, but also in myriad of real world applications including science, medicine, satellite imaging and industry.
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Abstract - Aircraft piston engine can be monitored using an advanced graphic engine monitor. Such engine monitor can supply a large amount of data containing evolution of engine parameters through the time. Analysis of a vast amount of multidimensional temporal data by a self-organizing map may aid in data visualization, but also in detection of engine parameter deviations from normality indicating potential problems in operation of aircraft piston engine. For determination of engine parameter space that corresponds to normal engine operation quantization error of the self-organizing map is used.

I. INTRODUCTION

Piston engine is a heat engine designed to convert energy into rotational mechanical motion. It uses reciprocating pistons to convert pressure into a rotating motion, [1]. The chances for an engine failure are pretty remote, but do happen. Piston engine reliability depends on the complexity of the engine (number of cylinders, turbocharging), use (private or club aircraft) and maintenance. Piston engine has a lot of moving parts and in comparison to a turbine engine its reliability is significantly lower (about seven times), yet low cost of such engines makes them a popular choice among most general aviation airplanes. An engine failure is a serious situation, both in single and twin engine aircrafts. Single engine aircraft can attempt to glide to a nearest airport (if altitude and winds permit) or perform an off airport landing (challenging situation if over inhospitable terrain, at night, low cloud ceiling and low visibility). Twin engine (particularly piston engine) aircrafts encounter an asymmetric thrust situation that pose increased risk during take-off, initial climb and possible go-around (that should be avoided altogether). Single engine climb rate is severely reduced and is only about 20% of climb rate available when operating on both engines (not 50% as one would expect). Failures further complicate the fact that it can be partial power loss instead of full power loss.

II. ENGINE MONITOR

Engine monitors (also called engine analyzers or engine management system) provide monitoring of vital engine parameters, [1]. These parameters are measured, by engine probes, recorded and presented on a graphic display with parameters usually shown as vertical bars. Cylinder head temperatures (CHTs), Exhaust gas Temperatures (EGTs) for each cylinder and Turbine inlet temperatures (TITs) are shown graphically as bars on the display of an engine monitor, [2,3], as shown in Fig. 1. Some additional engine parameters like engine rotational speed (RPM), calculated % of maximal horsepower (% HP), etc. are also shown. All parameters are logged and can later be analyzed on the ground. Such an advanced piston engine-monitoring instrument helps pilots to better manage engine operation and detect engine problems in real time (while the engine is running). It is also of great value to maintenance personnel. Logged data are available for post-flight analysis helping to detect impending problems and suggest appropriate preventive actions. Engine parameters that are most commonly monitored in engine monitors are listed in Table I, [2,3].

![Engine Monitor](image)

Figure 1. Engine monitor with separate bars for EGT and CHT (JPI EDM 830)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EGT</td>
<td>Exhaust Gas Temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHT</td>
<td>Cylinder Head temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OIL TEMP</td>
<td>Oil Temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OIL PRES</td>
<td>Oil Pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIT1</td>
<td>Turbine Inlet Temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIT2</td>
<td>Turbine Inlet Temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OAT</td>
<td>Outside Air Temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDT</td>
<td>Compressor Discharge Temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAT</td>
<td>Intercooler Air Temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRB</td>
<td>Carburetor Air Temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDT - IAT</td>
<td>Intercooler cooling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPM</td>
<td>Rotations Per Minute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAP</td>
<td>Manifold Pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%HP</td>
<td>% Horse Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLD</td>
<td>CHT cooling rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIF</td>
<td>EGT span</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FF</td>
<td>Fuel Flow</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*optional, †fastest cooling cylinder, ‡difference between the hottest and coolest EGT
An engine monitor typically has two modes: monitoring and lean operation mode (for accurate adjustment of fuel mixture). Various engine problems can be detected using an engine monitor by spotting characteristic EGT/CHT bar patterns, [4]. Such patterns are catalogued and included in a technical documentation accompanying an engine monitor, [2].

III. VISUALIZATION OF ENGINE PARAMETERS

Engine parameters recorded during each flight can later be visually presented using specialized plotting software, e.g. the EzTrends2, [5]. Graphical representation of engine parameters (multidimensional data) through the duration of the whole flight as presented by JPI EZTrends2 is shown in Fig. 2 (upper curves represent EGTs and lower CHTs, inverted colors and background).

![Figure 2. Engine parameters plot](image)

As can be seen from the figure, EGT and CHT curves from the engine with no faults present group together. Another, simpler, representation of engine operation that doesn’t include evolution of parameters during a time is use of flight summaries, Fig. 3. Temperature ranges and average temperatures are shown in summary table. Discrepancies from the symmetry between temperatures of various cylinders can also be easily spotted in accompanying graphical representation. Engine monitor data can also be analyzed statistically, one such analysis is given in [6].

Despite interesting graphical representations of engine parameters, both in real-time on engine monitor display during a flight and later on computer using specialized accompanying software, more subtle engine problems are not so easy to discern and process require trained maintenance personnel with the experience in engine diagnostics from available recorded engine parameters. Catalogued patterns of various engine problems are commonly supplied with the engine monitor documentation, [2].

IV. SELF-ORGANIZING MAPS

Self-Organizing Map (SOM) is a type of neural network architecture that is trained using unsupervised training and produces a low-dimensional (most common 2D) discretized representation of the input space of the presented training samples. It provides dimensionality reduction of available multidimensional training data. The map is used in two modes: training mode and mapping mode. During the training mode a two-dimensional discrete representation of input space is formed. In the mapping mode input sample is assigned to the closest member of a map, thus classifying newly presented input vector. The most common two dimensional SOM lattice with neuron neighborhood is shown in Fig. 4. SOM uses competitive learning with lateral inhibition function. The most often used neighborhood function is the Mexican hat. An engine monitor with its parameters can form an input vector that is simultaneously fed to all SOM neuronal units. The input vector is mapped to the winner node (node with highest activation). More on SOM and learning algorithm could be found in [7,8].

![Figure 4. Self-organizing map (SOM) with hexagonal lattice and the local neighborhood of the one particular neuron](image)

V. FAULT DETECTION USING SOM

SOMs could be used for the visualization of engine and equipment parameters, [9,10]. Sometimes further step is taken with the application of the SOM to fault detection and condition monitoring, [11,12]. Fault detection using SOM is based on the assumption that a SOM (or its parameters like quantization error or SOMs hits map) that belongs to the normal engine operation differs from one that belongs to a faulty engine. The main problem is that SOMs trained on similar data may not always give quite similar results (e.g. occurrence of data shift in a map), [13]. Resulting self-organization is influenced by the various initial conditions: SOM initial
weights, [14], the choice of the neighborhood function, data normalization, the learning rate and the order of presentation sequence of training vectors. One analysis of statistical measures to assess the stability of the results of SOM training is given in [15].

A. Methods for Fault Detection

Some ideas how to compare SOMs are listed below:

1) Comparison of SOM maps

Comparison of SOM maps (test and reference) is done by comparing weights belonging to SOM planes, Fig. 5. These maps can be compared visually, an analytical approach is, however, more difficult, [13,16].

\[ \epsilon_{MQE} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \min_{k \in K} ||z_i - w_k|| \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where \( N \) is the number of patterns in a dataset, and \( z \) is the \( i \)th pattern vector in a dataset. The accuracy of a SOM in representing its inputs can be validated using the mean quantization error (MQE). It quantifies how well a previously trained SOM approximates the presented data items. Low values for MQE show that the data set is well represented by the SOM.

B. Method Used in This Paper

Method with MQE is applied in this paper. MQE is a more robust measure than a comparison of SOMs as it is resistant to data shift in a map.

1) Training Phase

During the training phase SOM captures the statistical distribution of the input space, Fig. 7.

\[ \epsilon_{MQE} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \min_{k \in K} ||z_i - w_k|| \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

2) Monitoring Phase

During the monitoring phase input vectors are classified to the Best Matching Unit (BMU) and Mean Quantization Error (MQE) is determined, Fig. 8.

C. Off-Line and On-Line Detection

Method for fault detection can be performed as off-line detection (compares complete engine log with the SOM after the flight) and on-line detection (compares each new vector with the SOM).

1) Off-Line Detection

- Normal condition
  The new engine log is classified as normal if \( \epsilon_{MQE} \) (mean quantization error) is less than the threshold \( L \), (4):

\[ \epsilon_{MQE} < L \]  \hspace{1cm} (4)
• Suspicious condition
The new engine log is classified as suspicious if $e_{MQR}$ is greater than the threshold $L$, (5):

\[ e_{MQR} \geq L \]  

(5)

2) On-Line Detection
• Normal condition
The new vector is classified as normal if $e_{QE}$ (quantization error) is less than the threshold $L$, (6).

\[ e_{QE} < L \]  

(6)

• Suspicious condition
The new vector is classified as suspicious if $e_{QE}$ is greater than the threshold $L$, (7).

\[ e_{QE} \geq L \]  

(7)

In real applications additional filtering will be required (e.g. minimal number of threshold violations in a specific period of time).

VI. EXPERIMENT

The SOM was trained using engine parameters from available engine monitor logs.

A. Available Data

An experiment was performed using engine logs accompanying the EzTrends2 software, belonging to a six cylinder engine, with no known faults present, [5]. Available experimental data were flight logs Flt#192 (duration 1.49h) and Flt#193 (duration 1.23h). As these files belong to twin engine aircraft, only one (left) engine was selected for analysis. Engine parameters are logged every 6 seconds. Part of engine log Flt#192 is shown in Fig. 9, (left engine EG Ts: LE1-6 and CHTs: LC1-6).

B. Synthetic Faults

Because it is difficult to obtain data logs from faulty engines (as they are still quite reliable) and one has rarely access to large maintenance facility, testing datasets were created artificially by modifying existing engine data log (Flt#193) according to common descriptions of engine problems that include EGT and CHT temperature deviations. Examples of two patterns corresponding to problems in engine operation are shown in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11. Such patterns are often catalogued in documentation belonging to an engine monitor. Detailed description of fault indications as EGT/CHT bars on the engine monitor with temperature differences is given in [2]. This gives following datasets, as shown in Table II.

![Figure 10. Example of fault pattern, failure 1, EGT rise for one cylinder](image)

![Figure 11. Another example of fault pattern, failure 2, loss of EGT for one cylinder](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Frames</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Training Flt#192</td>
<td>1.49h</td>
<td>896</td>
<td>Training data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test (normal) Flt#193</td>
<td>1.23h</td>
<td>736</td>
<td>Test (normal) data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test (Failure 1)</td>
<td>1.23h</td>
<td>736</td>
<td>Fouling, faulty plug, wire or distributor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test (Failure 2)</td>
<td>1.23h</td>
<td>736</td>
<td>Stock valve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test (Failure 3)</td>
<td>1.23h</td>
<td>736</td>
<td>Faulty valve lifter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test (Failure 4)</td>
<td>1.23h</td>
<td>736</td>
<td>Dirty fuel injectors or fouled plugs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test (Failure 5)</td>
<td>1.23h</td>
<td>736</td>
<td>Burned exhaust valve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test (Failure 6)</td>
<td>1.23h</td>
<td>736</td>
<td>Detonation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test (Failure 7)</td>
<td>1.23h</td>
<td>736</td>
<td>Pre-ignition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test (Failure 8)</td>
<td>1.23h</td>
<td>736</td>
<td>Leaking exhaust gasket</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1Flt#193 modified according to the particular fault description

C. Selection of Input Parameters

Engine monitors are primarily designed to monitor engine temperatures EGTs and CHTs as they reflect a combustion process that is happening in engine cylinders. The other parameters were added to most monitors later as additional information about engine operation. Parameters, not directly related to a combustion process, are not considered in this experiment. Selected input parameters are:

• Exhaust Gas Temperatures (cylinders 1-6):
  - EGT1, EGT2, EGT3, EGT4, EGT5 and EGT6

• Cylinder Head Temperatures (cylinders 1-6):
  - CHT1, CHT2, CHT3, CHT4, CHT5 and CHT6

Input vector $z$ to SOM that consists of EGT and CHT temperatures is given in (8), (static, current state, neighborhood for time evolution analysis is not included):

\[ z = [ \text{Temp}_1, \text{Temp}_2, \text{Temp}_3, \ldots, \text{Temp}_6 ] \]  

(8)
Software used for analysis is the SOM Toolbox for MATLAB 5,[17]. Initialization was linear. Training was performed using a batch algorithm.

D. Sizing of SOM

The size of the SOM was determined according to (9), where $M$ denotes number of SOM units and $N$ is the number of samples,[12]:

$$M \approx 5\sqrt{N} \tag{9}$$

Most flights last about an hour. One hour flight consists of 600 frames. For 600 frames $M \approx 123$. In case of SOM lattice with equal number of rows and columns it is a 11x11 lattice.

E. Normalization of Parameters

Due to various ranges of values for EGT and CHT parameters should be normalized (as parameters are features it is also feature scaling) before applying to SOM. One interesting analysis of data normalization applied to SOMs is given in [18].

Two methods for feature scaling are popular:

- Rescaling (normalization): rescales the values into to a [0, 1] range. This is useful in cases where all parameters must belong to the same range. The disadvantage of this method is that the outliers from the data set are lost, (10):

$$x' = \frac{x - x_{\text{min}}}{x_{\text{max}} - x_{\text{min}}} \tag{10}$$

- Standardization (variance method): rescales data to have a zero mean ($\mu$) and standard deviation ($\sigma$) of 1 (unit variance), (11):

$$x' = \frac{x - \bar{x}}{\sigma} \tag{11}$$

Standardization method is recommended for most applications. It was also chosen for SOM visualizations, partially because it was already included in the SOM Toolbox.

Previous normalization methods are single-variable operations suitable for visualization of isolated parameter planes. However, for preserving multivariate anomalies and comparisons of MQEs of test datasets classified by a SOM produced by a normal dataset with the threshold for the purpose of fault detection, following normalization is applied to the CHT data instead, (12). Considering that the average EGT value is approximately 3.8 times greater than the average CHT value this puts normalized CHT values in the same range with EGT for each cylinder $i$:

$$T_{S,\text{CHT}_i} = 3.8T_{\text{CHT}_i}, \quad i = 1, \ldots, 6 \tag{12}$$

F. Data Visualization

Following are three examples of visualization of engine logs using SOMs. The training process is accomplished with normalized vectors, however legend corresponds to real temperatures. SOM corresponding to training data from a normally operating engine is shown in Fig. 12. In Fig. 13 there is another example of a normally operating engine, similar to one in Fig. 12, and in Fig. 14 is an example of faulty engine operation (see EGT4 plane).

- SOM Training data (normal engine operation, Flt#192)

![Figure 12. Visualization of training data in SOM (normal engine operation), planes EGT1-6 and CHT1-6 plus hit map](image1)

- SOM Test data (normal engine operation, Flt#193)

![Figure 13. Visualization of test data in SOM (normal engine operation), planes EGT1-6 and CHT1-6 plus hit map](image2)
SOM Test data (example of problematic engine operation, artificial data: Failure 3)

- SOM Test data (example of problematic engine operation, artificial data: Failure 3)

## G. Fault Detection of Failure Datasets

Artificial data and MQEs for abnormal engine operation (eight different failures) were also analyzed. Examples of eight different engine problems were included in eight test datasets. Example of visualization of abnormal engine operation for one failure (Failure 3) is shown in Fig. 14. MQEs ($e_{MQE}$) were calculated for different data sets and results are shown in Table III, including the original, non-normalized data and data normalized according to (12). These values could be used for determination of the threshold $L$ by multiplying with a constant $\alpha$ for the safety margin (e.g. $\alpha = 0.8$), (13). More failure examples are needed for more precise value of $L$.

### Table III. MQE for SOM and Various Datasets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>$e_{MQE}^1$</th>
<th>$e_{MQE}^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Training data (File192)</td>
<td>19.937</td>
<td>22.756</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal data (File193)</td>
<td>33.412</td>
<td>58.837</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failure 1</td>
<td>389.6016</td>
<td>605.1697</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failure 2</td>
<td>721.1847</td>
<td>747.0054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failure 3</td>
<td>360.6992</td>
<td>374.6447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failure 4</td>
<td>500.2829</td>
<td>694.2098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failure 5</td>
<td>342.6307</td>
<td>500.4933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failure 6</td>
<td>333.4395</td>
<td>419.8564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failure 7</td>
<td>466.7379</td>
<td>522.2226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failure 8</td>
<td>229.1554</td>
<td>825.1329</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*non-normalized data* normalized data according to (12)

$$L = \alpha \min(e_{MQE,k})$$  
$k = 1, 2, \ldots, 8$  
(13)

In previous experiment one SOM is used for all engine operating regimes. Better accuracy could be achieved if separate SOM is prepared for each particular operating regime. Methods for regime selections are given in [16].

## VII. Conclusion

Engine monitors for aircraft piston engines record large amount of data that may be difficult to visualize and analyze. SOMs with its unsupervised learning algorithm are able to produce the two-dimensional mapping of multivariate data. This provides dimensionality reduction while topologically preserving similarities in the input space. Such two-dimensional representation is suitable for visualization. Resulting SOM can be further analyzed and used for the fault detection. Use of SOM for monitoring of aircraft piston engine operation is proposed. By comparing MQE of engine logs from engines under the test with the threshold it is possible to detect suspicious engine operation. On-line detection is also possible by comparing input vector to best matching unit (BMU) and comparing quantization error with the predetermined threshold.
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Sažetak – U ovom radu je prikazano poboljšanje standardnog rješenja relejnog upravljačkog kruga hlađenja energetskog transformatora uvođenjem dodatnog sekundarnog računalnog upravljačkog kruga. Kod OFAF i OFWF načina hlađenja transformatora pomoću standardnog upravljačkog kruga, i u ručnom i u automatskom načinu rada prva grupa hlađenja je stalno uključena, dok se ostale grupe povremeno uključuju ili porastom temperature ulja ili namota. Posljedica takvog nejednolikog rada su češći kvarovi u prvoj grupi hlađenja te zatajanje ostalih grupa uslijed povremenog rada. Redundantni računalni sustav upravljanja temeljen na PLC uređaju bi u slučaju neprekidnog rada jedne grupe hlađenja određeno vrijeme ili njenog zatajanja rada, automatski isključio standardni relejni upravljački sklop i po vremenskom algoritmu izmjenjivao grupe hlađenja u radu. U slučaju kvara ili prestanka rada računalnog sustava, sustav bi se vratio na relejno upravljanje. Očekivana korist ovakvog kombiniranog rješenja je podjednako trošenje hladnjaka, povećana pouzdanost sustava hlađenja te smanjenje potrebe fizičke prisutnosti osoblja održavanja u transformatorskom postrojenju.

I. UVOD

Kod transformatora u radu, gubici u željezu zagrijavaju jezgru transformatora, a gubici u bakru zagrijavaju primarne i sekundarne namote. Kako bi se spriječilo pregrijavanje, toplina treba neprestano odvoditi. Kod energetskog transformatora se koristi ulje kao medij za odvođenje topline iz jezgre i namota. Do pregrijavanja transformatora može doći zbog preopterećenja, slabog hlađenja ili previsoke temperature okoline.


Tablica 1 Oznake vrste i načina strujanja rashladnog sredstva prema IEC-u

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vrsta rashladnog sredstva</th>
<th>Oznaka</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mineralno ulje</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voda</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Zrak

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Način strujanja rashladnog sredstva</th>
<th>Oznaka</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prirodno strujanje</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prisilno (usmjerenje u namotima)</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prisilno (usmjerenje u namotima)</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tablica 2 Redoslijed oznaka u označavanju rashladnog sredstva prema IEC-u

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1.slovo</th>
<th>2.slovo</th>
<th>3.slovo</th>
<th>4.slovo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rashladno sredstvo koje je u dodiru sa namotima</td>
<td>Rashladno sredstvo koje je u dodiru sa vanjskim hladnjacima</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vrsta sredstva</th>
<th>Način strujanja</th>
<th>Vrsta sredstva</th>
<th>Način strujanja</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

OFAF hlađenje je hlađenje prisilnim strujanjem ulja i zraka. Ova vrsta hlađenja uključuje pumpe (prisilno ili dirigirano strujanje ulja) i ventilatore (prisilno strujanje zraka). OFWF je hlađenje prisilnim usmjerjenim strujanjem ulja i prisilnim strujanjem vode. Pumpe služe za strujanje ulja u kotlu transformatora, a prisilno strujanje vode se koristi u sekundarnom rashladnom krugu.

Kod OFAF hlađenja uz pomoć OFAF hladnjaka, te kod OFWF uz pomoć vodenih hladnjaka, uobičajeno je da se sa uključenjem transformatora u ručnom i u automatskom načinu upravljanja uključuje jedan ili više hladnjaka. Porastom temperature namota ili ulja na određenu vrijednost uključuje se sljedeći stupanj hlađenja.

Uređaji kojima se motri temperatura namota i ulja su termoslika i kontaktni termometar. Najčešće su izvedbe 4 izmjernička kontakta, od kojih se prva dva koriste za upravljanje hlađenjem, a treći i četvrti kontakt za signal alarma i isključenja.
Prema tablici 3. se podešavaju temperature na kontaktima termoslike i kontaktognog termometra za OFAF hladenje.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stupanj hladenja</th>
<th>Termoslika</th>
<th>Kontaktni termometar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>60°C</td>
<td>50°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>70°C</td>
<td>60°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alarm</td>
<td>113°C</td>
<td>95°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trip</td>
<td>135°C</td>
<td>105°C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Kontakte termoslike i kontaktognog termometra je potrebno postaviti tako da ne dođe do interferencije u paralelnom radu dvaju sustava. Moguće je podešavanje zastavicama (kontakt zatvori kad kazaljka dotakne zastavicu) ili direktn odabir na okretnom brojčaniku.

Slika 1 Podešavanje temperature na kontaktnom termometru

II.RELEJNA SHEMA UPRAVLJANJA HLADENJEM

Kad je riječ o upravljanju hladenjem transformatora, prevladava korištenje relejnih sklopova. Postoje standardizirani tipovi hladenja transformatora i za svaki od njih tipizirane sheme upravljanja. Korisnici i proizvođači transformatora su navikli na takav pristup upravljanja i teško mijenjaju navike u upravljanju ili u održavanju sustava hladenja.

Slika 2 Primjer paralelnog rada kontaktognog termometra i termoslike

Kod većine krugova upravljanja princip je sličan, kad temperatura ulja ili temperatura namota dosegne zadano vrijednost, pobudi se elektromagnet sklopika koji potom preko pomoćnih kontakata uključuju ili isključuju grupe hladenja. Kod velikih transformatora, direktno sa uključenjem transformatora na mrežu uključuje se prva grupa hladenja. Na taj način se smanjuje zagrijavanje ulja koje nastaje već pri malim opterećenjima. Ostale grupe hladenja se uključuju prema granicama postavljenim na termoslici ili kontaktnom termometru.

Na slici 2. je prikazana shema izmjeničnih kontakata termoslike i kontaktognog termometra u paralelnom radu. Temperature se za svaki stupanj hladenja postavljaju prema tablici 3.

Izabran je primjer OFAF hladenja sa šest hladnjaka koji rade u 3 stupnji, pri čemu svaki stupanj uključuje 2 hladnjaka. Prvi stupanj hladenja se uključuje čim se uključi transformatorska glavna sklopka i tako pobudi relej K31. Kako su sa uključenjem transformatora u rad usla dva hladnjaka, kad proradi prvi kontakt termoslike ili kontaktognog termometra, uključit će se druga grupa hladenja. Ako temperatura nastavi rasti, te temperatura namota dosegne 70°C ili ulja 60°C, uključit će se treća grupa hladenja (preostala 2 hladnjaka).

Upravljanje se vrši uz pomoć grebenastih sklopki i to sklopkom S3 za izbor ručnog ili automatskog načina rada i sklopkom S4 koja određuje redoslijed uključivanja hladnjaka u automatskom načinu rada. Logika uključivanja je dana u dijagramu toka na slici 3.

Slika 3 Dijagram toka relejnog sustava upravljanja hladenjem

Ako je sklopkom S3 (slika 4) u položaju „ručno“, tada se uz pomoć grebenastih sklopki S5 do S10 određuje koji će hladnjak biti uključen.

Slika 4 Sklopk S3 za izbor automatski ili ručno
Sklopka S5 služi za ručno uključenje ili isključenje prvog hladnjaka koji se sastoji od jedne pumpe i jednog ventilatora (MZS Q1 i Q7).

U ručnom načinu upravljanja mogu biti uključeni pojedini hladnjaci prema izboru, od hladnjaka 1 do hladnjaka 6. Isto tako se može izabrati da svi hladnjaci rade ili da ne radi ni jedan. Posljednja opcija se koristi kod održavanja rashladnog sustava.

Ako je sklopka S3 u položaju „automatski“, tada se prema tablici 4. prorade sklopke S4 (slika 6) određuje koja grupa hlađenja proradi prva.

Ako je sklopka S4 u položaju 1, radni kontakti 13,14 i 23,24 releja K31 će prvo uključiti hladnjak 1 i hladnjak 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Položaj S4</th>
<th>Grupa hlađenja 1 K31 uključen</th>
<th>Grupa hlađenja 2 K32 uključen</th>
<th>Grupa hlađenja 3 K33 uključen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>H1+H2</td>
<td>H3+H4</td>
<td>H5+H6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>H2+H3</td>
<td>H4+H5</td>
<td>H6+H1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>H3+H4</td>
<td>H5+H6</td>
<td>H1+H2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>H4+H5</td>
<td>H6+H1</td>
<td>H2+H3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>H5+H6</td>
<td>H1+H2</td>
<td>H3+H4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>H6+H1</td>
<td>H2+H3</td>
<td>H4+H5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. PROBLEMI KOJI NASTAJU U RELEJNOM NAČINU UPRAVLJANJA

Nedostaci relejnog sklopa u upravljanju hlađenjem mogu se svesti na:

1. Pogreške u upravljačkoj logici i promjena funkcije upravljanja mogu se ispravit samo prepravkama u ožičenju.
2. Dodavanje uređaja ima za posljedicu naknadno ožičenje i promjenu shemu upravljanja.

Ovo su općeniti problemi koji bi se mogli preslikati na gotovo svaki upravljački krug. Konkretan slučaj koji se pojavljuje kod onih vrsta hlađenja u kojima se odmah sa uključenjem transformatora uključuje jedan ili više hladnjaka pokazuje mogući veliki nedostatak u relejnog načinu upravljanja. Grupa hlađenja koja ulazi u rad prva, radi će stalno dokle god se ručno ne prebaci položaj na sklopci S4. Ako transformer radi u hladnijoj klimi ili ako ne radi pod opterećenjem, sasvim je izvesno da grupa hlađenja koja ulazi u najvišem stupnju neće uopće ući u rad, ako netko ne okreće položaj na izbornoj sklopci S4. Iz tog je razloga moguć kvar ventilatora u drugoj ili trećoj grupi hlađenja uslijed korozije. Isto tako ventilator koji ulazi u prvoj grupi hlađenja radit će neprestano dok ne ispadne motorna zaštita sklopka ili ne nastupi neka druga vrsta kvara. Dakle, korištenjem samo relejnog sklopa, bilo kakva promjena stanja hladnjaka zahtjeva fizičku prisutnost osoblja u transformatorskom postrojenju, dolazak do upravljačkog ormarca, te ručno mijenjanje položaja izbornih sklopk i tipkala.

IV. IDEJA SPAJANJA PLC RAČUNALA NA RELEJNI SUSTAV

PLC računalo treba raditi paralelno sa relejinim skloptom, a da ničim ne ometa relejni logiku upravljanja. To se postiže pravilnim odabirom radnih i mirnih kontakata sklopnika i releja u upravljačkoj shemi. Šest grupa hladnjaka treba hlađiti prema standardnoj relejnij shemi. Paralelno njoj treba spojiti PLC računalo koje će isključiti relejnju logiku u slučaju da bilo koji hladnjak neprekidno radi duže od 48 sati. Relativno složen upravljački krug se može zasnimiti kao skup jednostavnih logičkih operacija gdje se svaka operacija može raščlaniti na jednu ili više ON/OFF funkcija ili stanja u procesu. Stanju ON odgovara logička 1, a stanju OFF logička 0. Sekvencionalno uključivanje grupa hlađenja u slučaju kada se zahtijeva OAF hlađenje sa 6 grupa hladnjaka, nije jednostavno niti pouzdano izvesti.
Rješenje sekvencionarnog uključenja pojedinih grupa hlađenja se jednostavno može izvesti pomoću PLC računala. Vremenski releji koji bi bili potrebni u relejncom sklopu, mogu se zamijeniti sa virtualnim relejima u PLC računalu uz programsku logiku.

PLC je moguće proširiti digitalnim i analognim signalnim modulima. Signalni moduli se odabiru prema broju ulaza i izlaza, te prema naponu. Služe za prilagodbu digitalnih i analognih procesnih signala. Modularnost je vrlo korisna osobina PLC računala, jer promjenom upravljačke logike ili dodavanjem novih uređaja u upravljački sustav, ne treba kupiti novi PLC. Dovoljno je dodati jedan ili više signalnih modula.

Signalni moduli se spajaju sa desne strane CPU pomoću ugrađenog konektora (komunikacijski moduli se spajaju sa njegove lijeve strane).

U najsloženijem primjeru upravljanja hlađenjem transformatora pomoću OFAF hladnjaka u kojem se ono izvodi sa 6 hladnjaka, potreban je PLC sa 21 digitalnim ulazom i 8 digitalnih izlaza. Napon napajanja je 24 V DC, stoga je izabrana samostalna upravljačka jedinica CPU S7-1200 1214C (6ES7 214-1AG40-0XB0) DC/DC/DC.

Kako je izabrana CPU sa 14DI i 10 DO, nedostaje 7DI za ostale ulazne signale. Izabran je digitalna ulazna kartica SIMATIC S7-1200, DIGITAL INPUT SM 1221 (slika 8), 16 DI, 24VDC, SINK/SOURCE INPUT, 6ES7221-1BH32-0XB0.

Razmatra se slučaj kada je sklopka S4 u položaju 1. Tada se uključenjem releja K31 uključuje prvi i drugi hladnjak – pobudi se sklopnik K1 koji pokreće pumpu 1 i ventilator 1, i sklopnik K2 koji pokreće pumpu 2 i ventilator 2.
Prema relejni shemi, hladnjak 1 i hladnjak 2 će raditi sve vrijeme dok netko na sklopci S4 ručno ne promjeni položaj 1 u neki drugi.

Sviti releja K105-K110 su spojeni na digitalne izlaze CPU 1214C DQa:0/0-DQa:0/5.

Kada K111 proradi (slika 13), sasvim je svejedno u kojem položaju je grebenastu sklopka S4. PLC će preuzeti automatiku upravljanja hlađenjem i u zadanom vremenskom ritmu uključivati slijedeći hladnjake jednog za drugim, kako bi svaki od njih radio jednako vrijeme. Ova logika se može primijeniti za bilo koji položaj sklopke S4, pa ju nije potrebno posebno objašnjavati za svaki položaj.

Čim PLC preuzme upravljanje, isključuje se logika ostvarena izbornom sklopkom S4. U slučaju da se želi vratiti stanje natrag na relejno upravljanje hlađenjem, dovoljno je grebenastu sklopku S3 prebaciti na ručno. Tada se sve vraća na početne uvjete.

Oprema potrebna u redundantnom sustavu je CPU 1214C, napajanje 24V DC i jedan signalni modul SM1221. Uz PLC je dodano 7 releja 3RH2122-1BB40. Analogni ulazni signali se ne koriste, jer su za proradu termoslike i kontaktog termometra iskorišteni rezervni radni kontakti releja K32 i K33. Isto tako, iskorišteni su slobodni kontakti postojećih sklopnika i releja za digitalne ulaze u PLC, te se tako uštedjelo na opremi i prostoru u upravljačkom ormaru.

V. ZAKLJUČAK

Redundantni sustav koji sadrži PLC računalo i relejni sklop ima smisla kod onih vrsta hlađenja kod kojih se s uključenjem transformatora u pogon direktno uključuje jedan ili više hladnjaka. Postoji vjerojatnost da će taj hladnjak stalno raditi, a hladnjak koji dolazi u nekom od viših stupnjeva hlađenja će vrlo rijetko ući u pogon. Na taj način se oni nejednoliko troše i velika je mogućnost kvara.

Način na koji je PLC spojen, dozvoljava mogućnost da ga se fizički potpuno ukloni, a da se ne promijeni logika upravljanja relejnog sklopa. Redundantni sklop sa PLC računalom je skuplji od relejnog sklopa, ali ako se uzme u obzir cijena hladnjaka i troškovi njihove zamjene, svakako je isplativ.

Poboljšanje procesa se ogleda u automatizaciji sekvenci koji se u standardnom načinu hlađenja obavljaju ručno, te u povećanoj sigurnosti cijelog sustava.
Redundantni sklop sa PLC računalom daje dodatne pogodnosti kao što su mogućnost spajanja na SCADA sustav, daljinsko uključenje/isključenje hladnjaka, te bržu izradu dokumentacije.

Svrha redundантnog upravljanja hlađenjem energetskog transformatora uz pomoć PLC računala je povećanje pouzdanosti sustava, te produžen radni vijek pumpi i ventilatora zbog cikličke zamjene grupa hlađenja.
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Sažetak - Primjenom mikroupravljačkih struktura u elektroničkim sklopovima moguće je ostvariti specifične funkcije pojedinih sklopova i projektirati ih kao zasebne uređaje te ih zatim povezati u funkcionalne cjeline čineći time modularno računalo. Gledajući standardna rješenja na tržištu koja se sastoje od Funkcijskih objekata, uočeno je da se pomoću takve objektne strategije izrade elektroničkog sklopovlja postiže veća fleksibilnost prilikom same izrade, a posebno daljnjeg proširenja uređaja. Temeljem te ideje, u ovom radu prikazan je projekt sklopovskog i programskog rješenja platforme za izradu korisnički specifičnih uređaja.

I. UVOD
Mikroupravljački sustavi postaju sve pogodniji za brz razvoj novih uređaja koji nalaze široku primjenu. Brz i učinkovit razvoj omogućuje povezivanje računalne aplikacije i mikroupravljačkog sustava u cjelinu koja je fleksibilna i laklo programirljiva te kao takva omogućava uključivanje sve većeg broja korisnika takvih uređaja.

Na tržištu se nalazi velik broj razvojnih platformi koje se programiraju, ali povezivanje računala i izgrad jednostavne računalne aplikacije ne koriste što smanjuje fleksibilnost sustava. Prednost u odnosu na ostale sustave na tržištu je jednostavno programiranje sklopovlja i računalne aplikacije.

Cilj rada je pokazati mogućnosti razvoja korisnički specifičnih upravljačkih platformi koje bi služile za obrazovne svrhe i robotiku, upravljanje pametnih kuća, automatiziranih linija, mobilnim sustavima za nadzor i upravljanje, upravljanje vozilima i strojevima i njihovo međusobno povezivanje u upravljačko nadzornu strukturu.

II. IDEJNO RJEŠENJE
Uređaj koji se modularno i jednostavno povezuje i programira, nadograđuje i proširuje pomoću novog sklopovlja ili aplikacija razvijen je i izrađen kao platforma sa funkcijama objektima (Slika 1.). Takav uređaj ima za cilj da se koristi kao razvojna platforma bez programske podrške, s programskom podrškom kao podatkovno distributivni upravljan pomoću vanjskog računala ili samostalni uređaj specifične namjene programiran od krajnjeg korisnika pomoću aplikacije za programiranje.

Specifični moduli, što su u ovom radu funkcijski objekti, čija funkcionalnost može biti različita (očitavanje senzora, obrada informacija, komunikacija, upravljanje aktuatorima i sl.), izrađeni su od kompatibilnih mikroupravljačkih struktura koje pomoću različitih programa obavljaju određenu funkciju. Objekti se međusobno povezuju pomoću zajedničke sabirnice, komunikacijski i energetski.

Odabir komunikacijski energetska sabirnica postiže se međusobno povezivanje funkcijalnih objekata uređaja, a programaška podrška pomaže jednostavno upravljanje i korištenje. Također programaška podrška ima nekoliko mogućnosti pristupa funkcijom objektu. Korištenjem fizičkog odabira opređenog funkcijalnog objekta kao i programske podrške postiže se mogućnost plivanja fizičkog funkcijalnog objekta koji nije nužno fizički vezan za određenu počitnicu u sabirnici. Također pomoću programske podrške moguće je multipliciranje istih funkcijalnih objekata, režim paralelnog rada funkcijalnih objekata.

III. SKLOPOVSKO RJEŠENJE
A. Komunikacijsko energetska sabirnica
Komunikacijsko energetska sabirnica služi za međusobno povezivanje funkcijalnih objekata. Na njoj se nalaze podatkovna sabirnica, adresna sabirnica i napajanje za sve funkcijalne objekte. Izvedena je tako da se na tiskanoj pločici nalazi 8 priključka u koje je moguće
spojiti funckijaške objekte. Prikljućci su međusobno paralelno povezani komunikacijskim, podatkovnim i energetskim linijama [1].

Na slici 2 je prikaz svih podatkovnih in energetskih linija koje postoje na komunikacijsko energetskoj sabirnici. U izrađenom uređaju se za komunikaciju između funkcijskih objekata koristi SPI (eng. Serial Peripheral Interface, SPI) sabirnica, za adresiranje „FIZIČKA ADRESA” a od napajanja se koriste 3V3, 5V i 12V. Svaki funkcijski objekt se automatski prijavljuje glavnom procesoru sa svojim identifikacijskim kodom (ID) te prema tom kodu glavni procesor zna koji je to funkcijski objekt (DI, DO, AI, AO, PS), koliko ulaza odnosno izlaza ima, koja su mu napajanja i ostale bitne informacije za upravljanje s tim objektom.

B. Napajanje

Da bi funkcijski objekti radili ispravno potrebno je osigurati adekvatne napone za napajanje preko komunikacijsko energetske sabirnice. Napajanje PS3512 je izrađeno isključivo za napajanje funkcijskih objekata, a ne za napajanje trošila, te je stoga potrebno za napajanje trošila i kao ulazni napon za PS3512 koristiti komercijalno dobavljačko napajanje.

C. Glavni procesor

Za izvršavanje korisničkog programa brine se funkcijski objekt Glavni procesor koji se sastoji od mikroupravljača Atmel AT32UC3A1128, radne memorije High speed SRAM 32 kB i servisne flash memorije (Slika 3).

Funkcijski objekt glavni procesor je spojen na komunikacijsko energetsku sabirnicu. Od komunikacije koristi dva SPI kanala (SPI0 i SPI1), a za napajanje koristi 5V sa funkcijskog objekta napajanje. SPI0 koristi za komunikaciju sa svim funkcijskim objektima osim s komunikacijskim procesorom. Prijenos podataka između glavnog procesora i komunikacijskog procesora odvija se na SPI1 kanalu. Brzina prijenosa podataka po SPI kanalu iznosi 200 kb/s. Rad uređaja (platforme) je podijeljen u radne cikluse koji obuhvaćaju slijedeće operacije: čitanje ulaza, izvršavanje korisničkog programa i postavljanje izlaza (Slika 4.).

D. Komunikacijski procesor

Komunikaciju s računalom obavlja funkcijski objekt komunikacijski procesor. Njegovi zadaci su pohranjivanje korisničkog programa na Micro SD karticu i prijenos korisničkog programa glavnom procesoru.

Komunikacija s glavnim procesorom se odvija preko komunikacijsko energetske sabirnice SPI1 kanalom. Za upravljanje memorijom kod prijenosa podataka brine se DMA upravljač koji bez opterećivanja komunikacijskog procesora razmjenjuje podatke sa glavnim procesorom (Slika 5.).

E. Digitalni ulazi

Da bi uređaj mogao primiti digitalne informacije iz procesa koji upravlja potreban mu je funkcijski objekt koji ima mogućnost očitati digitalni signal. Tome služi funkcijski objekt sa osam digitalnih ulaza. Na slici 6. vidljiv je blok prikaz funkcijskog objekta digitalni ulazi na kojem se nalazi unutarnja struktura objekta. Ulazi su izvedeni tako da imaju zaštitnu diodu protiv krivog spajanja (obnutog polariteta). Ujedno su i galvanski
odvojeni od mikroupravljača, a tako i od ostatka uređaja. Galvanska odvojenost služi, ukoliko dođe do povećanog napona na pojedinom ulazu, da zaštići ostatak tog funkcionalnog objekta od previsokog napona.

**F. Digitalni izlazi**

Da bi izrađeni uređaj mogao upravljati sa procesom potreban mu je funkcionalni objekt sa 8 digitalnih izlaza na koje je moguće spojiti induktivno i otporno trošilo. Svaki digitalni izlaz je galvanski odvojen (koristeći optoizolator) od mikroupravljača te od ostalih izlaza kako bi se funkcionalni objekt zaštitio od neželjenih napona i struja (Slika 7.). Maksimalna struja po izlazu iznosi 500 mA dok je maksimalna ukupna struja po svim izlazima 2,5A.

**G. Analogni ulazi**

Za očitavanje analognih vrijednosti brine se funkcionalni objekt analogni ulazi čija dva ulaza mogu prema potrebi biti naponski ili strujni (Slika 8.). Vrsta ulaza odabire se programski, koristeći aplikaciju za konfiguriranje uređaja.

Kada je odabrani naponski ulaz, raspon napona kojeg može mjeriti je od -10V do 10V. Uz klasične analogne senzore (naponski) na naponski ulaz moguće je spojiti K-tip i T-tip termopara. Prilikom odabira strujnog ulaza funkcionalni objekt mjeri struju od -20 do 20 mA. Vrijednost struje odnosno napona se mjeri pomoću 16 bitnog ADC (eng. Analog to Digital Converter).

pretvornika. Na taj način moguće je ostvariti digitalne vrijednosti napona od -32768 do 32767.

**H. Analogni izlazi**

Funkcionalni objekt analogni izlazi zamišljen je tako da ima dva izlaza koji se mogu neovisno odabrati da li će biti naponski ili strujni.

Na slici 9. vidljiv je blok prikaz unutarnje strukture funkcionalnog objekta analogni izlazi. Prikazan je samo jedan analogni izlaz, a funkcionalni objekt sadrži dva izlaza. Nije moguće istovremeno imati i naponski i strujni izlaz na jednom kanalu (VOUT1 i IOUT1 ili VOUT2 i IOUT2). Na naponski izlaz moguće je spojiti trošilo sa 2 žice (bez kompenzacije impedancije spojnih vodova) ili sa 4 žice (sa kompenzacijom impedancije spojnih vodova). Raspon napona odabire se (za svaki izlaz zasebno) koristeći aplikaciju za konfiguriranje u rasponima 0 do 5V, 0 do 10V, ±5V i ±10V s mogućnošću 20% nadišenja.

Na strujne izlaze trošila se spajaju samo na jedan način, a to je između stezaljki IOUT+ i IOUT-. Raspon izlazne struje odabire se koristeći aplikaciju za konfiguriranje u rasponima 0 do 20mA, 4 do 20mA, 0 do 24mA, ±20mA i ±24 mA s mogućnošću 2% nadišenja. Na strujne izlaze spajaju se otporna trošila otpora do 300Ω.
I. Procesor za proširenje

Na jednu komunikacijsku sabirnicu može se priključiti maksimalno osam funkcionalnih objekata, što je dovoljno za neki manje složeni proces. Iz toga razloga razvijeni su i dodatni funkcionalni objekti za proširenje sustava. Proširenje sustava zamišljeno je u dva smjera, proširenje sa dodatnom komunikacijskom energetskom sabirnicom i proširenje sa dodatnim funkcionalnim objektima.

Proširenje sa dodatnom komunikacijskom energetskom sabirnicom izvodi se na način da se u obje komunikacijsko energetske sabrinice priključi po jedan dodatni funkcionalni objekt za proširenje koji se meĎusobno povezuju kablom koristeći SPI komunikacijski kanal. Na taj način glavni procesor očita oba dodatna funkcionalna objekta za proširenje i automatski prepoznaje funkcionalne objekte priključene na dodatnoj komunikacijsko energetskoj sabirnici.

Proširenje sa dodatnim funkcionalnim objektima izvodi se na način da se u komunikacijsko energetsku sabirnicu priključi funkcionalni objekt za proširenje na kojega se kablom priključuju dodatni funkcionalni objekti koristeći SPI komunikacijski kanal.

Na slici 10. prikazana su gore opisani načini spajanja dodatnih funkcionalnih objekata. Uz tu dva načina moguća je i kombinacija spajanja, što znači da se istovremeno mogu spojiti dodatna komunikacijska energetska sabirnica i zasebni funkcionalni objekti. Naravno, potrebno je koristiti dodatno napajanje kod svakog gore navedenog načina spajanja.

Slika 10. Princip spajanja dodatnih funkcionalnih objekata

IV. PROGRAMSKA PODRŠKA

Programsku podršku čini šest nezavisnih aplikacija. To su aplikacija za konfiguriranje, uređivanje, preglednik, programiranje, prevođenje i testiranje. Na slici 11. je prikaz aplikacija i njihovo meĐusobno djelovanje.

B. Aplikacija za testiranje

Aplikacija za testiranje koristi se za ispitivanje priključene sklopovske opreme u svrhu podešavanja ulazni i izlaznih funkcionalnih objekata. Aplikacija koristi Windows sučelje i naziva se Corebus config v5.1.

Nakon spajanja, u statusnom prozoru postavlja se status Connected nakon čega se mogu očitati funkcionalni objekti uređaja pritiskom na tipku Scan. Po završetku očitavanja funkcionalnih objekata prikazuje se slika uređaja s funkcionalnim objektima. Vidljive se pozicije funkcionalnih objekata priključenih u komunikacijsku energetsku sabirnicu, programska adresa objekata i pozicija promjenljivog fizičkog priključka koji se postavlja u režimu paralelnog rada [2].

Slika 12. Prikaz konfiguriranog uređaja

Na slici 12. je prikazano u kojem se dijelu nalazi promjenljiva fizička adresa, a u kojem programska adresa. Iz slike je vidljivo da se na poziciji broj 4 (pozicije su od 0 do 7) nalazi objekt digitalni ulazi i dodijeljena mu je oznaka I kao Input na poziciji 4, a njegova programska adresa označena s ADRI kao Address Input i iznosi 0 (koristi se 8 bitni izbor, odnosno raspon od 0 do 255). Promjenljiva fizička adresa je označena s CS i iznosi 6 (mogućnosti su od 0 do 7). Jednako tako funkcionalni objekt digitalni izlazi s oznakom O kao Output na poziciji 5. Ukoliko je u konfiguraciji pronađen komunikacijski funkcionalni objekt s programskom memorijom (Micro SD memorija kartica) moguće je formatirati memoriju na format za uređaj. Takav format nije čitljiv u drugim sustavima. Formatiranje se obavlja pritiskom na tipku Format. Po završetku formatiranja pojavljuje se skočni prozor koji obavještava korisnika da je formatiranje obavljeno.

C. Aplikacija za uredivanje

Aplikacija za uredivanje koristi se za izradu korisničkog grafičkog sučelja preglednika. Aplikacija koristi Windows sučelje i naziva se Corebus edit v5.1. Objekti se postavljaju obdariom na alatnoj traci koja je prikazana na slici 13. i svaki sadrži određena svojstva. Objekti su linija, krug i kružni isječak, tipka, prekidač, indikator, analogni pokaznik, digitalni pokaznik, analogni...
davać, osciloskop, dnevnik za podatke, animacija, tekst, geometrijski oblik, gumb stranice, pozadina stranice, prazni element za izradu.

Slika 13. Alatna traka objekata

Svojstva jednog objekta prikazana su na slici 14. Svojstva objekta uključuju dimenziju, oblik, poziciju, negativnu logiku, početno stanje, boju naziva, boju vanjskog ruba, unutarnjeg dijela, pokazivača, pomoćnih linija, naziv za uključeno stanje, naziv za isključeno stanje, povezivanje, ispis greške, boju uključenog naziva, boju isključenog naziva, minimalna vrijednost, maksimalna vrijednost, broj podjela, stranica na kojoj se nalazi objekt, a neki od objekta sadrže veličinu slova, naziv datoteke prilikom pohranjen podataka, uzorkovanje i vremensku odgodu.

Slika 14. Svojstva objekta

Veza između objekta i podatka sa funkcijskog objekta, ostvarena je pod nazivom link, odnosno povezivanje, gdje je potrebno upisati fizičku adresu s oznakom, brojem pozicije i izvodom (npr. I4.5, O5.7, A10.1), programsku adresu (npr. ADR10.5, ADRO6.7, ADRA10.1) vidljivu iz aplikacije za konfiguriranje ili gotovu naredbu (FILEmoj_file, MEM4.9.5, PAGE1, NEXTPAGE, PREVPAGE, TIME, DATE, DAY).

Na slici 15. prikazan je početni izgled nekih od objekata kojima je moguće mijenjati gore opisana svojstva.

Slika 15. Početni izgled objekata

Ova aplikacija ima za cilj jednostavno i brzo izraditi upravljačku ploču za specifičnu korisničku namjenu.

D. Aplikacija za preglednik

Aplikacija se koristi za pregled, promjenu i pohranu podataka u realnom vremenu. Upotrebljava datoteku koja je predložak izradi objekata korisničke upravljačke ploče pripremljena u aplikaciji za uređivanje. Aplikacija koristi Windows sučelje i naziva je Corebus view v5_1.

Na slici 16. prikazan je izgled pokrenute aplikacije s izrađenom upravljačkom pločom. Promjenu stanja nekih objekata moguće je ostvariti pritiskom na isti ili povlačenjem određenog kliznog dijela objekta.

Slika 16. Aplikacija preglednika s izrađenom upravljačkom pločom

E. Aplikacija za programiranje

Aplikacija za programiranje koristi se za izradu programskog sadržaja. Korisnik postavlja operacije, funkcije i njihovu vezu sa funkcijskim objektima i memorijski koji se nalaze unutar funkcijskog objekta. U tablici I prikazane su naredbe koje se koriste.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Naredba</th>
<th>argument</th>
<th>broj stanja</th>
<th>izazov</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>if</td>
<td>n1, n2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0,1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>else</td>
<td>n1, n0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0,1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for</td>
<td>n1, n2, n3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0,1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>while</td>
<td>n1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0,1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dowhile</td>
<td>n1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0,1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>go to</td>
<td>x1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>label</td>
<td>x1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
U tablici II prikazane su gotove funkcije.

**TABLICA II.** **FUNKCIJE APLIKACIJE ZA PROGRAMIRANJE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Funkcija</th>
<th>argument</th>
<th>izlaz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SetOutput</td>
<td>n1</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResetOutput</td>
<td>n1</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GetInput</td>
<td>n1/n2</td>
<td>r1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SetSignal</td>
<td>n1</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SendTo</td>
<td>n1</td>
<td>r1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReceiveFrom</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

U tablici III prikazane su matematičke i logičke operacije.

**TABLICA III.** **FUNKCIJE APLIKACIJE ZA PROGRAMIRANJE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operator</th>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Naziv</th>
<th>Read슬jed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/, %</td>
<td>3, 4, 5</td>
<td>Množenje, dijelenje, ostatak (modulus)</td>
<td>Lijeto na desno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>=</td>
<td>12, 17, 32, 33</td>
<td>Logička negacija, negacija na bitu, unam plus, unam minus</td>
<td>Dvoseha na lijevo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;&lt;</td>
<td>18, 19</td>
<td>Pomak bivsa u lijevo, u desne</td>
<td>Lijeto na desno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laj i Rxx</td>
<td>7, 8, 11, 10</td>
<td>Male već, manje ili jednak, veće ili jednak</td>
<td>Lijeto na desno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>:=</td>
<td>10, 11</td>
<td>Isto računalo</td>
<td>Lijeto na desno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&amp;</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Operacija na tipu podataka bit i</td>
<td>Lijeto na desno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Operacija na bitu: (vključno) ili</td>
<td>Lijeto na desno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Operacija na tipu podataka bit ili</td>
<td>Lijeto na desno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&amp; &amp;</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Logičko i</td>
<td>Lijeto na desno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Logičko ili</td>
<td>Lijeto na desno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F(x)</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Funkcija</td>
<td>Lijeto na desno</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Napisani korisnički program pohranjuje se u programsku memoriju (Micro SD memorijska kartica) i koristi se za glavni procesor koji ima ugrađeni prevoditelj.

**F. Aplikacija za prevaljenje**

Aplikacija za prevaljenje pretvara napisani program u kod za funkcionski objekat glavni procesor koji ima u dijelu svoje memorije programski prevoditelj koji očitava i izvršava korisnički program. Pritisnom na tipku Compile aplikacija pretvara korisnički program u podatkovne pakete koji se izvode slijedno. Pritisnom na tipku Prog programska paket se učitava u memoriju uređaj, a na tipku Restore preuzima se korisnički program iz memorije uređaja.

**V. ZAKLJUČAK**

Platforma za izradu korisničkih specifičnih uređaja je uređaj kojim se učinkovito može nadzirati i upravljati odabranim procesom. Što je proces složeniji to je potrebno više ulazne i izlazne funkcionalne objekata. Izrađena platforma podržava do 256 funkcionih objekata što može zadovoljiti i veće korisničke procese.

Kod obrade korisničkog programa bitna je brzina procesora i količina radne memorije. Ovakva modularna struktura omogućava da se ne izakvanih modifikacija u korisničkom programu i ostalim funkcionih objektima priključi drugi funkcionni objekt glavni procesor koji ima brži procesor i više radne memorije. Isto vrijedi i za primjerice komunikacijski procesor. Ukoliko je potrebna komunikacija preko Etherneta ili GSM-a ili slično, jednostavno se priključiti potrebn funkcijni objekt i rad uređaja se nastavlja sa tom novom funkcijom.

Podatkovni paketi prilikom komunikacije između glavnog procesora i ostalih funkcionih objekata su standardizirani i univerzalni te omogućuju dodatna proširenja kao na primjer dodatni funkcijni objekt za upravljanje istosmjernim elektromotorima (H-most), upravljanje stop motorima, PWM izlaz funkcionih objekti, brojači i slično.

Programiranje funkcionih objekata je univerzalno i kao takvo se može primijeniti u budućnosti na bilo koji bolji procesor ili računalnu komunikaciju. Odabir odvojenih funkcionih objekata dovelo je do lakšeg razvoja aplikacija koje su se razvijale postepeno sa svakim objektom.

Moguće je ubrzati rad komunikacije, dohvata podataka i slanja podataka na strani računala i funkcionih objekata pomoću direktnog brzog adresiranja koje još nije do kraja razvijeno. Također dio aplikacije za prevaljenje i programiranje se nadagradje i poboljšava za uporabnu verziju.
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Abstract
Petri nets have been a kind of popular modeling tool, and have been widely studied and successfully applied in modeling of software engineering, database and artificial intelligence. In particular, Petri net Markup Language (PNML) has been a part of ISO/IEC Petri nets standard for representing and exchanging data on Petri nets. Currently, being a formal representation method of domain knowledge, ontology plays a particular important key role in the Semantic Web. How to construct ontologies has become a key technology in the Semantic Web, especially constructing ontologies from existing domain knowledge.

In the talk, we will investigate how to construct ontologies from PNML model of Petri nets for the Semantic Web. We will give a formal definition and the semantics of PNML models of Petri nets. On this basis, we will present a formal approach to transform Petri nets (including PNML model and PNML document of the Petri nets) into OWL (Web Ontology Language) ontologies at both structure and instance levels. We will discuss the correctness of the transformation also. A prototype construction tool has been developed to transform Petri nets models into OWL ontologies automatically.
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Abstract - In this paper, we analyze the accomplishment of a study for a low cost system, named PicoAgri, to monitor the status of agricultural fields. We here deal with the small detection system we are developing representing the first element to build the final PicoAgri concept: a system consisting of two elements, an array of small satellites coupled to drones. The array of CubeSat small satellites will provide data for an initial multispectral analysis with a resolution at ground of 30 m; when required a well localized area will be explored employing suitable drones capable of analyzing the territory with a resolution at least two orders of magnitude higher.

I. INTRODUCTION

Small satellites represent a new generation of satellite platforms that are opening their own market niche expanding extremely quickly. Particularly interesting is the Earth Observation and remote sensing field with practical applications for agriculture.

The “PicoAgri” concept will consist of two elements, an array of small satellites coupled to drones. The array of small satellites will be orbiting at a height of 400 km to provide data for an initial multispectral analysis with a resolution at ground of 30 m. When required a well-localized area will be explored employing suitable drones capable of analyzing the territory with a resolution at least two orders of magnitude higher.

In this context, the University of Trieste is developing a new low cost detector system dedicated to agriculture monitoring based on an array of CubeSats [1]. The PicoAgri system is mostly based on COTS (Commercial Off The Shelf) devices that are being adapted to the requirements of the full system aimed at monitoring the status of agricultural fields.

In this paper we briefly presents a feasibility study of the PicoAgri system and in particular we will focus the attention on the detection system, composed by the optical environment and by a suitable sensor.

II. SMALL SATELLITES

From the late 90s, with the construction of the first small satellites with very compact mass and size, space technology, prerogative of large companies specialised in the aerospace field, wants to become a technology available to small companies, facilities and research institutes, historically smaller and less rich. The design can be complex, given the environment in which such systems have to operate, but it is clear that the CubeSats small satellite systems [1], initially designed for educational purposes [2,3], are being brought to the daily technological and scientific use [4,5,6,7]. Over the last decade, more than one hundred CubeSats, modular small satellites whose basic element is an Aluminium cubic structure of 10 cm side, have been launched. This number will double very soon and in recent years interest for small satellites has grown considerably also for commercial applications further expanding the potential use of these systems.

Particularly interesting is the Earth Observation [8] and remote sensing field segment, that has large potential applications for safety issues or even more practical applications for agriculture. In this context the University of Trieste, with the two departments of Physics and Engineering and Architecture, in Collaboration with the Astronomical Observatory of Trieste, is developing the PicoAgri detection system dedicated to agriculture monitoring.

Figure 1. A picture of the CubeSat mechanical prototype produced by PicoSaTs

The University of Trieste started a CubeSat program that finally converged in the creation of a spin-off company, PicoSaTs S.R.L. [9], that is developing its own CubeSat satellite to be used as platform for this system. Figure 1 shows a picture of the mechanical prototype.
A. Remote Sensing and Earth observations

Remote sensing from Low Earth Orbit (LEO) satellites can significantly contribute to provide a timely and accurate picture of the agricultural sector [10,11], as it is suitable to gather information over large areas with high revisit frequency. The increase in agriculture production, required to cope with the foreseen increased worldwide population, must be achieved while minimizing the environmental impact of agriculture. Agriculture must cope with climate change and compete with land users not involved in food production (e.g., biofuel production, urban expansion). The necessary changes and transitions have to be monitored closely to provide decision makers with feedback on their policies and investments. In particular remote sensing studies of vegetation, adopting spectral radiance data from three bands has been proved to be suitable to gather properties related to pigment absorption, leaf density, and the canopy leaf water content[12,13,14] and eventually to the vegetation health.

The rapid wide coverage capability of satellite platforms allows monitoring of rapidly changing phenomena. Sensors on board satellites [15] can provide prompt information about global patterns on Earth (surface vegetation cover and its time and seasonal variations, surface morphologic structures, ocean surface temperature, near-surface wind), and in the atmosphere (dynamics of clouds).

B. The market view

There are a number of scientific satellites whose data are available to scientists but typically not suitable for commercial use. On Europe side, the European Space Agency (ESA) GMES (Global Monitoring for Environment and Security) Sentinel family and in particular Sentinel-2 [16], a multispectral high-resolution imaging mission for land monitoring to provide, for example, imagery of vegetation, soil and water cover, inland waterways and coastal areas, represents the status of the art of Earth Observation from space.

On business side, according to Euroconsult [17] more than 150 satellites (class larger than 50 kg) were launched providing ad hoc services for civil and Earth observation over 2006-2015. According to similar analysis by Pixyalytic Ltd [18], the fleet is even larger, almost 200 satellites overall, of which about 6% are commercial satellites. About 15% of the fleet belongs to Europe, demonstrating once more that Earth Observation is one of the most promising commercial space applications. A number of market and economic studies can be analysed [19,20,21], but it is clear that services varies according to the type of system and on board sensors. In this context we think that state of the art technology, as hyper-spectral imaging, is now ready for miniaturization. High resolution can be achieved also by small satellite systems, well below 50 kg, by using dedicated detection systems as the one proposed here, definitely at lower costs with respect to actual large space Earth Observation missions.

III. Vegetation Remote Sensing

Remote sensing studies of vegetation use specific wavelength bands that enhance leaf optical properties (scattering and absorption) providing spectral contrast with respect to background. Figure 2 gives the typical reflectance curve of green leaves, enhancing the dominant reflectance factors. Five primary regions are typically identified in the 0.4-2.5 μm band:

- **B1. 0.4-0.5 μm.** Strong spectral absorption by chlorophylls and carotenoids;
- **B2. 0.6-0.7 μm.** Strong chlorophyll absorption;
- **B3. 0.7-1.1 μm.** Minimum absorption, leaf scattering mechanisms resulting in high levels of spectral reflectance, especially for dense canopies;
- **B4. 1.1-1.3 μm.** Increase of water absorption coefficients;
- **B5. 1.3-2.5 μm.** Absorption by liquid water.

The amount of green biomass also affects the reflectance signature of biologic materials. As the vegetation grows, vegetation spectral signature becomes dominant; this signature can be observed in Figure 3. In principle, the biomass can be measured by comparing the reflectance in the 0.8-1.1 μm region to the reflectance near 0.4 μm.

IV. The PICOAgri System

A. The satellite system

Very simple considerations are given here for what regards satellite requirements since the full system...
concept is still preliminary; requirements are related on one side to the system size and on the other to the orbital characteristics. For what regards the attitude control system, it is assumed the satellite is controlled on three axes and the instrument will be pointing in the nadir direction.

For what regards the size, the system shall fit within a so-called 3U CubeSat, a parallelepiped satellite of 10 cm side and 30 cm length and maximum power consumption of the order of a few tens W. The optical system will be aligned with long side of the parallelepiped satellite whose size limits the optical system diameter to 10 cm and length to less than 30 cm if one consider that there should be enough room to host the PicoAgri detection system and all the other satellite systems.

Satellites will be in Sun-Synchronous1 (SS) orbits at 400 km altitude corresponding to an inclination of 97° (polar regressive orbits): the surface illumination angle will be nearly the same every time the satellite is overhead, being almost in constant sunlight, useful for imaging, and for Earth Observation in particular.

About the data acquired by the satellite, we have to consider that all the acquired data can be downloaded, of course, only when the satellite orbit passes near the ground station. Since the time during which the satellite and the ground station can communicate is very limited (few minutes) and moreover it depends by the available communication bandwidth, the information provided by satellite should thus be quite limited. However, it could be noted that even if the satellite will scan the entire earth surface, the data we are interested to acquire is typically limited to some predefined targets, where every target would have the dimension of one or more agricultural field. Thus, the strategy we suggest to adopt is the following: When the satellite is near to the target, the acquisition system will be turned on and all the data acquired will be stored inside a proper memory device, on the opposite if the target is outside the field of view, the satellite acquisition system remains in stand-by and no further acquisition is performed. A suitable on board control system will control both the acquisition system and the transmission procedure according to the data provided by the GPS system and to the current time. The acquired data will eventually be analyzed by the ground station which would provide several processing steps: Mapping, mosaicking, cloud and shadow detection, lens distortion correction, atmospheric correction, compositing procedure, etc. [26].

B. Mission Analysis

With the aid of the STK commercial software [24] we analysed possible CubeSaT constellations that use the SS orbit. Five test constellations were analysed:
1. One satellite;
2. Two satellites on the same orbit plane;
3. 12 satellites orbiting on two planes (six on each plane). The angle between the orbital planes is 90°;
4. 24 satellites orbiting on two planes (12 each orbit). The angle between the orbital planes is 90°;
5. 36 satellites orbiting in three planes (12 each orbit). The angle between the orbital planes is 45°.

The parameter that best ranks the different configurations is the revisit time, defined as the time elapsed between two consecutive observations of the same point on Earth. To calculate it, we used a grid of 33 target points placed at different latitudes (but with the same longitude) and run the simulation over three months. Figure 4 shows the result. One or two satellites do not provide a good revisit time, from 100 to 1000 hour to see the same point on Earth (according to their latitude). To improve this result the overall number of satellites should be increased, a constellation made of 12 satellites distributed into two planes can provide good coverage, with a worst case of about one week at the equator. The constellation performance grows almost linearly at the beginning as a function of the number of satellites in the constellation, but after about 30 satellites the performance reaches a plateau.

![Figure 4. Average Revisit Time simulated at different latitude](image1)

C. Communication Time

In a Low Earth Orbit (LEO), the time during which the satellite and the ground station can communicate is very
limited. With STK we analysed the satellite connections with a ground station placed in Trieste (Italy). On average two links per day are available, the mean duration is 236 seconds (minimum elevation angle of 15°), ranging from a minimum of 25 s to 302 s.

D. Detection System

The detection system is made of an optical system and a sensor, the processing unit used by now is an Arduino 1, that have been already demonstrated to work in flight [25] although we are analysing the possibility of using a more powerful unit.

For what regards both the optical and sensor systems, we analysed possible COTS optical and detection systems and linear CCD systems.

1) Working Principle

The acquisition of the satellite image is performed via a multispectral sensor that cover three spectral bands simultaneously:

1. Blue 459-479 nm
2. Red 620-670 nm
3. Near Infra-Red (NIR) 841-875 nm

The satellite acts as an along track scanner (push-broom scanner) (Fig.5) to obtain the spectroscopic image. A push-broom camera consists of an optical system projecting an image onto a linear array of sensors, typically a CCD array, arranged perpendicular to the flight direction of the spacecraft. At any time only those points are imaged that lie in the plane defined by the optical center and the line containing the sensor array. This plane is called the instantaneous view plane or simply view plane. The push-broom sensor is mounted on a moving platform, a satellite in our case, and as the platform moves, the view plane sweeps out a region of space. At regular intervals of time, 1-dimensional images of the view plane are captured. The ensemble of these 1-dimensional images constitutes a 2-dimensional image.

PicoAgri uses three different linear sensors, one for each spectral band, to reconstruct an approximate spectral image of the soil. The three sensors lay parallel on the focal plane perpendicular to the satellite flight direction so that they are scanning quasi simultaneously the view plane on Earth. In such a device the size of detectors (in our case the physical dimension of pixels) determines the size of each ground resolution cell. Another parameter that determines the instrument resolution is the acquisition time: the satellite is moving at a speed of approximately 8 km.s⁻¹ with respect to the ground, this has an impact on the image resolution along the satellite moving direction.

A desired resolution of 30 m corresponds to a maximum sampling time of 4 ms, a value easily achievable with Arduino or with any other acquisition systems. The main advantage of this type of sensors is the lack of mechanical components, preventing from malfunctions and extending satellite lifetime. The requirements of the detection system are summarized in Table I.

2) Feasibility Study

Requirements for optics and optoelectronics can be derived from analysis of mission requirements. In this section we want to determine the most important parameters for the optical system: the effective focal length F, the plate scale S, the diameter D or the F/D ratio. For what may concern the optoelectronic part of the device, relevant parameters are: the sampling frequency fₛ, the pixels size Pₛ and the detector number of pixels Nₛamp.

With the figures given in Table I, the angular resolution rₑ is:

\[ rₑ = r/h = 7.5 \cdot 10^{-5} \text{ rad} \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

The diameter of the lens has to be large enough to assure proper resolution for a diffraction limited system. Since the typical resolution rₒ is:

\[ rₒ = 1.22 \lambda / D \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

The constrain becomes:

\[ D > 1.22 \lambda / rₑ = 16 \text{ mm} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

The fov required to accommodate w is:

\[ \text{fov} = w/h > 6.2 \cdot 10^{-2} \text{ rad} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

This puts a limit for the F/D ratio:

\[ F/D < h/w < 16 \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

![Figure 6. Optical instruments constrains](image-url)
Figure 6 depicts the allowed $F$ and $D$ for the optical instrument. Suitable $F$ and $D$ combinations are those included in the white area. Tilted lines represent the geometric locus with a constant $F/D$. The $D$ is limited on the lower side by the Airy disk as reported by eq. (3) and on the upper side by the satellite dimensions.

For a single lens or mirror optics, the upper limit for $F$ would be the satellite size itself which is 300 mm, however more sophisticated optical configurations allows a compression of the telescope size till a factor of five, leading to a maximum $F$ of about $1.5 \times 10^{-4}$ mm. The $F/D$ ratio is limited on the right side by eq. (5) while on the left side there is not a real physical limit, but COTS objectives have typically $F/D > 2$.

The pixel size $P$, of the detector fixes the scale $S$ of the optics. If $O$ is the oversampling factor i.e. the number of pixels corresponding to a single element of image with an $r$ size on ground, the scale is:

$$S = r_{ang}(O \times P) = 1/F$$

(6)

In our simulation we assumed two possible pixel sizes: $7 \mu m$ and $63.5 \mu m$ as representative of typical commercial sensors, and we also assumed $O = 1$. We then obtain $S = 1.1 \times 10^{-2}$ rad/mm in the first case and $1.2 \times 10^{-2}$ rad/mm in the second case. These values correspond to a focal length $F$ respectively of 93 mm and 847 mm. While the first can be easily accommodated in the satellite, the second actually exceeds the satellite size, but it can be accommodated using a two lens objective, one for instance with an objective 180 mm lens, with a scale $5.5 \times 10^{-3}$ rad/mm and a 36 mm camera lens suitable to magnify a portion of the image of about a factor 5.

The minimum sampling rate for the sensor is determined by the scanning speed of the satellite to limit motion blurring. The fov scans the Earth surface at a linear rate given by:

$$rate_{scan} = 2 \pi R_{earth} / P_{sat}$$

(7)

with $R_{earth}$ the Earth radius and $P_{sat}$ the orbital period of the satellite (~90 min), the $rate_{scan}$ is ~ 7.4 km/s.

The crossing time for resolution element $r$ is

$$t_{res} = P_{sat} / 2 \pi R_{earth} \approx 4 \times 10^{-3}$$

(8)

Assuming we accept a motion blurring of at most 50% of an image element, the maximum integration time for the detector is:

$$t_{exp} < t_{res} / 2 = 8 \times 10^{-3} s$$

(9)

The $w$ is equivalent to $N_{samp} = w / r > 833$ samples the minimal sampling rate for a linear detector is then:

$$f_s > N_{samp} / t_{res} \approx 500 kHz$$

(10)

Commercially available linear detectors allows sampling rates larger than few MHz, with frame formats equivalent to 256, 512, 1024 pixels per line or even larger, and pixel sizes in the range 7–63.5 $\mu m$. In order to reduce the size of the camera, small pixel sizes should be preferred. However low cost linear detectors are more easily available with large pixel sizes. So we consider two basic figures schemes for the camera as summarized in Table II.

Scheme 1 has been the first developed since it is based on on-the-shelf optics available, as describe in the next section while Scheme 2 is under development since it could be a good solution for a more compact optical system, suitable to be installed on smaller satellite.

### V. HARDWARE DEVICES

#### A. Optical System

We acquired two telescopes for amateur astronomical observations, namely “Skywatcher Makinuto MC 90/1250 SkyMax OTA” and “OmegaMakutov MightyMak 60”. Their characteristics are summarized in Table III together with the minimal characteristics of the detection system to be placed on the focal plane. Both the telescopes have a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Maksutov MC 90/1250</th>
<th>MightyMak 60</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aperture</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focal length</td>
<td>1250</td>
<td>670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f$/d</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>11.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field of View</td>
<td>$\pm 2.1^\circ$</td>
<td>$\pm 2.4^\circ$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution power</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnification</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensor</td>
<td>960</td>
<td>1142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pixel size</td>
<td>93 $\mu m$</td>
<td>52 $\mu m$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Maksutov design, a catadioptric telescope design that combines a spherical mirror with a weakly negative lens placed at the entrance pupil of the telescope.

In figure 6 the parameters of the two telescopes under test are marked with a circle for the 60 mm and a square for the 90 mm. It can be noted in particular that vertical dashed lines represent the required focal lengths for a pixel size of 63.5 $\mu m$ to have a resolution at ground of respectively 20, 30 and 40 m.

It could be interesting to compare how the two proposed instruments copes with the required resolution at ground. Assuming a 63.5 $\mu m$ pixel size, the 90 mm focal length allows a resolution at ground of about 20 m. On the other side the 60 mm focal length allows a resolution at ground of about 37 m. While the first case represents a slight oversampling, the second represents a slight degradation of performance. A better match can be

---

**TABLE II. PROPOSED SCHEME**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Scheme 1</th>
<th>Scheme 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$P_s$</td>
<td>63.5 $\mu m$</td>
<td>7 $\mu m$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N$ pixels</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>1024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detector width</td>
<td>65 mm</td>
<td>7 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sampling Rate</td>
<td>500 kHz</td>
<td>500 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F$</td>
<td>900 mm</td>
<td>100 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D$</td>
<td>90 mm</td>
<td>60 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE III. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CHOSEN TELESCOPES**
obtained either using a sensor with different pixel sizes, or adding a camera lens to properly match the required scale.

B. Sensor

The first sensor that is being proposed is a linear CCD sensor, the TSL 1410R. The TSL 1410 linear sensor array consists of two sections of 640 photodiodes each and associated with achiaper amplifier circuitry, aligned to form a contiguous 1280×1 pixel array. The pixels measure 63.5 μm by 55.5 μm, with 63.5 μm center-to-center spacing and 8 μm spacing between pixels. This sensor reasonably fits on the two optical systems by coupling three sensors.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have proved the feasibility of a hyper-spectral system to be placed on board a small satellite, the first element of a low cost system, named PicoAgri, to monitor the status of agricultural fields at low costs.

At this level we verified the existence of COTS devices that are suitable for the system and acquired them, we designed and produced a box to contain a single detection sensor interfaced with an Arduino processing unit for the readout. The black box allows simulating the detection system since light comes from a slit and can be mounted on an optical bench that is used for all the measurements. We are calibrating the system by performing flat field, dark current and sensitivity of linear device exposures to properly characterize the system.

As a second step in the next future we are going to simulate and produce a prototype of the full scanning system, coupling the detection to the optical system, first as a monochromatic device, followed by a set of three linear cameras with ad hoc filters.
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Abstract - There has recently been a strong push by environmental protection and research institutions for increased efforts in ecology, especially in the domain of water quality. Ecologists monitor and gather samples from thousands of locations around Europe yearly, but information technology penetration in their field is shallow, especially in freshwater macroinvertebrate monitoring. We propose a system that improves some common sampling techniques by increasing the precision of the sampling location description, makes it easier to find and tag sampling microlocations, improves sample gathering by reducing disturbance of debris in the lake bottom and increases the speed of sample analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

In October 2000, the European Commission adopted the "Directive 2000/60/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 23 October 2000 establishing a framework for Community action in the field of water policy" or in short, the “Water Framework Directive”, as a legislative guideline for governing and managing water resources of all the European Union member-states [1]. The reasoning behind its adoption was the concern not only for the quality of drinking water (as a basic human right), but also for the quality of all water bodies due to increasing pressures due to pollution, climate change and population growth. One of the most difficult parts of the Water Framework Directive in the implementation sense is the required monitoring.

The number of surface water locations for which chemical and ecological monitoring was reported as of 2009 is more than 54000 [2]. The number of lakes for which monitoring is required as of February 2017 is at least 18859 [3]. The process for sample collection is currently inefficient from a duration and work power standpoint, mostly due to lack of penetration of information technology and reliance on manual techniques for the entire procedure.

This article focuses on the methodology for ecological sampling of lakes, more specifically reservoirs, through biological indicators (counts of various species of macroinvertebrates), and the possibilities for improvement on the current way of working. The sampling procedure for each location can be divided into three stages – planning, gathering and analyzing the sample.

In the planning stage, ecologists locate the sampling area on a map and plan a route to reach it. It is important to estimate the characteristics of the area in order to prepare the applicable equipment and its transport to the site (e.g. if a boat is required).

The gathering phase starts by finding a representative and accessible microlocation for sampling. This can be difficult due to vegetation, ground composition, steep inclines and other geological features. Once a microlocation is selected, the pH and temperature value is measured and alkalinity is manually calculated. Plant ecologists document the abundance of various types of vegetation which is a strong indicator of water quality and the status of the habitat [4]. A 10 - 25 meter stretch is marked along the shore (width is customized to lake characteristics). At each end of this stretch, a perpendicular line to the shore is followed towards the water across its surface and depths are marked at 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 1 meter or up to 10 meters of distance from the shore, whatever comes sooner (Picture 1). This is done using by using a rod to measure the depth of the water. The distance between the shore and these four pairs of points marks four quadrilateral areas on the water surface. Ten subsamples are gathered using a Surber sampler from these zones so that the number of subsamples taken in each of them is proportional to its share of the total surface area. Ideally, the surface area of the lake bed would be used, but this method provides an estimate which is easier to calculate [5][6]. The subsamples are run through a sieve to remove as much debris as possible, fixed in ethanol and combined into a representative sample for that location.

![Figure 1 Ecologists measuring distance from shoreline](image-url)
The samples are brought into the laboratory environment where the organisms from the sample are all collectively separated from the rest of the debris such as vegetation, sand, and sludge. They are then manually separated by species and finally individuals from each macroinvertebrata species are counted and their number is compared to referent indices, reported and entered into geographic information system (GIS) software. The analysis part of the process is very intensive in manual labor.

Adoption of certain computer, information and communication technologies could improve the sampling process by increasing efficiency, reducing the required number of workers on the field, reducing strain of the laboratory workers, and raising the quality of the gathered data while keeping cost flexibility in mind.

II. INFORMATION SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The proposed system architecture is planned trying to use as much of the toolset that ecologists executing the monitoring tasks already have at their disposal today as possible. It is intended to be modular and each added element is justified through an increase of either speed, ease of work, expansion of capabilities or cost reduction.

A. Integrated water quality sensor solutions

Already on the market, a wide array of water quality monitoring sensors exists [7]. Industrial complete solutions such as Libelium Smart Water and Smart Water Ions offer the possibility for users to measure in real time all of the required parameters with many additional ones. Such solutions do not need to be permanently fixed to one location, but may instead be used as mobile devices that would quickly measure the water condition while sampling equipment is being prepared [8]. A lot of research exists on the topic of automated water quality monitoring using sensors specifically targeting the Internet of Things concept. However one of the challenges of that approach is the balance between cost, from the acquisition, installation and maintenance standpoint and sensing capability [9]. Since field work and physical sample gathering is a prerequisite of this monitoring methodology, it is sufficient to acquire one sensor solution with adequate capabilities and utilize it repetitively. Private development of a customized solution is likely to bring the acquisition cost of a sensor system for this purpose down significantly and would allow targeting the parameters that are the most interesting to ecologists when monitoring lakes specifically.

B. Unmanned aerial vehicles

There are several use cases for unmanned aerial vehicles (drones) in ecological sampling.

The first scenario for which a drone could be used is to search for suitable microlocations, primarily from an accessibility and practicality standpoint. As soon as a sampling area is reached, a drone could be flown to find an approachable location without the need for the team to drive around the site in hopes of finding a convenient access point. The average of the area of all monitored lakes in the European Union is 4.7 km² [3]. Since locations are required to be visited every one to three years, vegetation and area characteristics could change so significantly that a previously accessible microlocation becomes unreachable [6]. This makes drones a valuable tool to be used throughout the monitoring process, and not just once per location (Picture 2).

Drones are already used in ecology for vegetation mapping [10]. Image resolution is sufficient for precise recognition of species with added practicality of access to heavily vegetated areas, reduction of costs and an increase in safety when compared to using manpower on the field, and a detection quality increase and cost reduction when compared to aerial photography [11]. Automated systems use image-based recognition techniques. Their use can significantly increase the detection accuracy and speed compared to manual methods using GPS for marking (several hundred hours for a 16 hectare area) [10]. Implementation of a customized computer vision algorithm for detection of species on which this method relies is likely to further increase the efficiency of the monitoring process.

The third possibility for use of drones is for mapping of the lake bed. The unmanned aerial vehicles that would be used for such a purpose would need to have mounted ground-penetrating radars which increases the complexity of the system. Conventional radar and LIDAR systems are highly attenuated by water and ground and would not be reliable in this situation. Use of drone-mounted ground penetrating radar solutions is already explored in the archaeological field, search and rescue, minefield clearing efforts and urban planning and maintenance, with several tailored solutions not only feasible, but precise enough and available on the market [12][13][14]. A custom solution should be developed for lakebed mapping. Depending on the desired price-precision ratio of the system, it could be used for either just measuring the incline of the lake bed or in addition measuring the granularity of the materials of which the lake bed surface is composed (sand, gravel, large stones, sludge). Incline measurements themselves would allow for more precise determination of representative sampling belts while...
composition measurements are a valuable habitat descriptor whose significance increases if measured before a person enters the water and disturbs the bottom. Due to the successful use of ground-penetrating radar with drones in other fields, the main challenges in the implementation of this solution would likely be in the software development, calibration and integration domains, while the hardware portion is not expected to create problems.

C. Radiocommunication technology

If a solution using an unmanned aerial vehicle is unfavorable due to cost or other reasons, a radiocommunication solution can be used to improve the depth segmentation surveying part of the methodology. An additional rod is used, and a pair of class 1 Bluetooth transceivers connected to microcontrollers is installed on the two rods. One of the rods is held at the edge of the water while the second rod is moved away to the depths required by the sampling methodology. At each depth, a button is pushed and the distance between the rods is determined by measuring received signal strength using the Friis equation, where $P_G$ is path gain or path loss in decibels compared to the permitted maximum transmitting strength for a class 1 Bluetooth device of 100 milliwatts (usually stated as 20 dBm), $\lambda$ is the wavelength of the signal, and $d$ is the distance being calculated (1).

$$P_{G_{dB}} = 10 \log \left( \frac{\lambda}{4\pi d} \right)$$ (1)

This procedure is then repeated for the second set of points. The Friis equation is precise in this situation as the environment can be described as having free-space qualities — it is highly unlikely to find objects that can have a significant influence on signal strength in the sampling microlocation bounds as such objects would impede the ecologist’s work and locations containing them are not selected for sampling. The forms of vegetation that would not be avoided at location selection do not impact signal strength measurably [15][16]. Since it is known in advance that the distance between the two rods will never be more than 10 meters, Bluetooth’s free-space range of 100 meters is sufficient for any measurement scenario [17]. The distances are sent using Bluetooth to an Android mobile device where the areas of the four quadrilaterals are automatically calculated and reported to the personnel operating the system. This solution is cost-efficient (currently around 30 EUR, depending on current module and microcontroller prices), does not require additional training of staff, makes the calculation process easier to execute in rainy and windy conditions where writing values on paper during calculations is difficult and saves around 10 minutes per location in calculation time while maintaining precision.

D. Computer vision and image analysis

The most time consuming part of the sampling process is the species separation, determination and counting. Algorithms are being developed for macroinvertebrates determination using computer vision and image analysis techniques. This methodology is apparently limited to determination to family level by lack of visually discernable features between species of the same genus while the manual form of this analysis involves mechanically changing the individual animals [18][19]. The maximum automated level of determination does not result in a sufficiently precise verdict to be helpful with fulfilling European Commission requirements which demand species-level determination. Further work is planned with the goal of ascertaining the value of determining various families visually without the possibility to separate them physically for manual determination on the species level and further exploring mechanical separation techniques such as sieves and centrifuges.

When the domain data is a sample in which the individuals are already separated by species (Picture 3 and 4), a neural algorithm-based program trained using Levenberg–Marquardt back-propagation optimization counted the individuals reliably, with omission and commission differential rates of between 0 and 4.85% depending on the genus. It is likely that the program could be improved further if more images are available during the training process [20].

Using image analysis just for counting individuals of each species saves an estimated 30 to 45 minutes per sample with the advantage of having the possibility to queue multiple sample analysis jobs to execute during the night.

![Figure 3 Individual from the chironomidae family](image3)

![Figure 4 Segment of collected sample with multiple species and debris](image4)
E. Data analysis and GIS

Use of GIS solutions is a prerequisite for monitoring projects. The gathered data is input into the GIS software which allows for database storage of data points with added functionality of it being tied to a geographical location with the corresponding context. Almost all GIS solutions have a programming interface enabling use of either Python or R, or JavaScript in web-based solutions, which allows for easy and powerful statistical analysis. The breadth of gathered data is determined by European Commission requirements and the data owners are government bodies responsible for water quality in each country who initiate and finance the monitoring. The data is disseminated to the public through European Commission and European Environment Agency databases such as the WISE WFD database (The Water Information System for Europe). This is a potential impediment if researchers on the local level want to expand the data domain to include a broader dataset. Finding correlations between unexpected or unapparent data points is a likely outcome of data analysis based on machine learning or big data algorithms.

The dataset gathered through this project can be considered multidimensional considering it contains at least a biological, a chemical, a geological and a geographical component which is tracked temporally and spatially. Multiple promising ecological discoveries have been achieved over multidimensional data in the recent past using machine learning [21]. In general, ecological data is favorable for machine learning techniques such as the Random Forest algorithm family for prediction of ecological phenomena. A lot of value can be found in using machine learning in information systems operating over ecological data as long as the data ownership is clear and its use is unimpeded [22][23]. Reluctance of ecologists to rely on machine learning for research in the past decade when compared to other scientific branches emphasizes this point [21][22].

F. System modularity

Most of the system components listed in this chapter are not reliant on other ones, which is convenient because it allows researchers to adapt the system to their specific needs. The GIS database can be considered to be the nexus of the system. The rest of the functions mostly report various measurements to the database. Its architecture was designed with the intention of automating as much of the sampling process as possible. This system structure is flexible for possible future expansions or changes as well. Figure 5 shows how there are only a few causal links in the system, so removing or including subsystems does not impact the others significantly.

III. DISCUSSION

There are a few remaining open questions with regards to technology options that if explored might become useful further improvements to the system.

The longest part of the analysis work that remains as a fully manual effort in this design is the species determination. Extensive research and development would be required in order to find a quality solution to this challenge. It might be worthwhile to look into chemical and other forms of detection of macroinvertebrates other than through computer vision and possibly combine it with robotics in the future. This would remove the largest bottleneck of the methodology other than the actual sample gathering in the field (determination of a single sample lasts between 8 hours and a week).

Another avenue that was not explored in this article is the use of floating or underwater drones. While unifying all three mentioned functions into a single unmanned aerial vehicle is appealing for lowering the system complexity and possibly cost, it is possible that mounting the ground-penetrating radar function on a small unmanned vessel might provide higher quality data or might make possible use of other detection technologies such as sonar.

IV. CONCLUSION

This article overviews technological advances from the recent several years that have achieved commercial and practical availability and are seldom used in ecology. Even maintaining very high cost awareness during selection of the proposed subsystems, the workflow of a team working on ecological monitoring of a lake or reservoir could be reduced by a few hours and at least made easier. For researchers, it offers a way to gather more data and data of higher quality allowing new discoveries and development of new ecology techniques with the goal of achieving better water quality in the future. Commercial options for a lot of the suggested tools are available on the market, but many of the solutions can also be developed independently. This distinction is important to maintain the flexibility of the system. Further research, implementation of an integrated system and empirical testing is planned to be executed in the near future, but we estimate that the system will achieve its goals in increasing efficiency of the ecological monitoring flow.
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Abstract—Some experiments on a face verification tool based on FaceNet are presented in this paper. The task of the system is to perform face verification in a real-time assistive system aiming at facilitating the approach between a blind person and a presel ected acquaintance of his/her who enters the field of view. Face detection is made easier by the fact that an almost frontal view of the face is highly probable; verification on the contrary is difficult due to the poor quality of the acquired images and to the necessity of achieving a very low error rate. A custom database consisting of subjects required for verification is populated with face images provided by a suitable detection tool. The cascade of FaceNet and a Bayesian Classifier proves to be an effective tool for this unconstrained face verification task.

Index Terms—face detection, face verification, convolution neural network, face recognition

I. INTRODUCTION

We are developing a system for facilitating a blind person to interact with other people in a way similar to the one of a person with normal vision [1], [2]. The scenario we have agreed upon with the users is the one of a blind person who needs to meet one of his/her acquaintances in a public place, and is not willing to wait for the acquaintance to engage interaction e.g. by speaking: the users prefer to autonomously recognize the person they are meeting, in order to be able to behave consequently. In computer vision, this is a problem of face verification. To enable such a scenario, the system has to access the visual information of the surrounding environment and process it to extract information which gives an understanding of different non-verbal communication cues. Some of them may include the number of people in the scene, distance and position of identified people, physical appearance, gesture and expression of known people. This research devises the various steps needed to verify the presence or absence of particular people in the scene captured by the blind user, i.e. video acquisition, face detection, preprocessing, feature extraction and finally classification for end use.

The scene is simultaneously recorded by two commercial devices: one camera is mounted on the bridge of a pair of sunglasses, another is held by a short necklace on a light support. The glasses-mounted camera has a resolution of 1280 \times 720 pixel and an angle of view of 135 deg.; the resolution and angle of view of the necklace-mounted camera are 1920 \times 1080 pixel and 124 deg. respectively. In order to keep the prototype system close to its final goal, several test videos used for experimentations and validations are actually recorded by users who are fully blind from birth. Consequently, the acquired video data suffer from geometrical distortion due to wide angle camera optics, back-lighting, and disturbances due to fast and wide movement of the blind person. As the user of course lacks any feedback about the subjects in the field of view of the cameras, faces can be partially occluded or partially outside the frame. Moreover, the field of view of both cameras may be partially occluded, typically by a tuft of hair or by a lapel of the dress.

The video sequences are acquired in different indoor and outdoor environments where it may be required to identify subjects. These include a university library, a coffee shop, the hall of a public building, the neighborhood of a bus stop. These scenes reflect some typical scenarios in terms of natural and artificial lighting and crowd where the user may have to find and approach his/her acquaintance [3]. Our research focuses on preprocessing detected faces from these video sequences and feeding a feature extractor which provides face representation embeddings for classification.

The performances of face recognition tools have gradually increased even in unconstrained situations with the application of biologically-inspired Deep Neural Networks (DNN), which have been shown to largely outperform shallow nets. The literature reports both the existence of standard DNNs trained with millions of face images and the continuous evolution in layer architecture and patch selection [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11].

The performance of recognition or verification is greatly influenced by the preceding face detection and preprocessing steps. In our system, faces are detected using PICO [16]; they are validated based on a quality parameter, preprocessed and then passed on to pretrained networks which are variants of FaceNet, developed by Google for feature extraction. The features extracted from the second last layer of the network are fed into a Bayesian classifier for the face verification tasks. The method is hence able to exploit the deep layered feature extraction of FaceNet and adapt it for recognition or verification with a classifier-training phase which uses a customized dataset. Moreover, we also analyse verification results of Euclidean distance classifiers on the two different FaceNet versions [11] and [4].

Novel contributions of this paper are related to the usage of truly-in-the-wild video data acquired by a blind user, a refined...
method for region of interest (RoI) preprocessing, and a study of intensity preprocessing methods and their effects. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses face detection and RoI processing; the feature extraction models are discussed in III, while classification results are given in Section IV; section V provides the conclusions and future directions of the current research.

II. FACE DETECTION AND ROI PROCESSING

A lot of datasets have been reported in the literature for face detection. These differ in their level of annotation detail, which may vary from a simple bounding box to few or more facial landmarks such as eyes, nose, lips etc. The use cases considered in our project require to work on video sequences and hence the need to cope with larger amounts of data. Moreover, the final deliverable in this respect includes eye-related detections for gaze estimation and pose modifications between successive frames as a suggestion of an intention to communicate; although this counts as a future direction and is not in the scope of the work discussed here, the currently used face detector is chosen to accommodate this scope as an add-on without major modifications.

Popular face detectors like Viola Jones [12], Visage [13], NPD [14], FaceID [15], PICO [16], and GMS Vision [17] were tested to get an idea of which works best for the current dataset. Indeed, as elaborated in [18], all the face detectors performed poorly in the considered sequences. PICO and NPD, however, provide a confidence value which can be utilized to successfully refine the outcome by discarding the detected regions for which a low confidence is obtained. PICO is chosen in our experiments as it gives a higher average precision compared to NPD for the data under consideration.

The PICO software reports a rectangular RoI and a score for each object found. When a face is actually present, PICO reports several RoIs in slightly different positions for the same face in each frame; these RoIs are reported in subsequent frames as long as the face is inside the scene. In turn, for false positive results PICO often reports only one or two RoIs in isolated frames. To get rid of false positive results we implement a filter that uses the RoIs and their scores as well as their occurrence in subsequent frames. For each RoI reported by the detector we test if this RoI belongs to an already existing face object of our filter by calculating the distance using PCA and Joint Bayesian Model; [20] combines the responses of 25 networks and predicts the distance using PCA and Joint Bayesian Model; [20] uses SVM to combine the predictions of three networks using different face alignments.

The input to the network is an aligned or frontalized face. DeepFace uses 3D frontalization to align the face, whereas OpenFace utilizes a 2D affine transform to align and get a tight crop of the face. Different networks on different face patches or alignments are computed and their responses are combined. [21] combines the responses of 25 networks and predicts the distance using PCA and Joint Bayesian Model; [20] uses SVM to combine the predictions of three networks using different face alignments.

The network is trained with a combination of classification and verification loss [4], [22]. This also avoids the extra dimension reduction and the nonlinear classification tasks.

According to an analysis of popular networks in [23] the following facts are highlighted:

- Large fully connected layers are inefficient for small batches of images as the operations are better optimized over large matrices rather than small ones, hence utilizing resources more efficiently. For example AlexNet takes 84% of its inference time for batch size 1 and 33% for batch size 16.

III. FACE FEATURE REPRESENTATION

Deep convolutional networks have recently become the core of face recognition and verification tools even in unconstrained situations. The various networks reported in the literature differ in patch selection and network architecture. The models consist of multiple interleaved layers of convolutions, nonlinear activations, local response normalizations, and max pooling layers. $1 \times 1 \times d$ convolution layers and inception models [4], [7] are two variants of using a large number of wide kernel sized filters for convolution in some deep layers; the latter consists in parallel mixed layers of convolutional and pooling layers concatenated together, and have been reported to provide almost twenty times reduction in time complexity and an improved feature representation.

In general, to use these networks for feature representation the CNN bottleneck layer output is further processed using PCA for dimensionality reduction and an SVM or Bayesian classification tool [19], [20], [21]. The performances of these different networks are improved in various ways:

- The input to the network is an aligned or frontalized face. DeepFace uses 3D frontalization to align the face, whereas OpenFace utilizes a 2D affine transform to align and get a tight crop of the face.
- Different networks on different face patches or alignments are computed and their responses are combined. [21] combines the responses of 25 networks and predicts the distance using PCA and Joint Bayesian Model; [20] uses SVM to combine the predictions of three networks using different face alignments.
- The network is trained with a combination of classification and verification loss [4], [22]. This also avoids the extra dimension reduction and the nonlinear classification tasks.

According to an analysis of popular networks in [23] the following facts are highlighted:

- Large fully connected layers are inefficient for small batches of images as the operations are better optimized over large matrices rather than small ones, hence utilizing resources more efficiently. For example AlexNet takes 84% of its inference time for batch size 1 and 33% for batch size 16.
Accuracy and inference time are in a hyperbolic relationship: in general, model averaging is carried out for a better accuracy thus increasing the inference time. Consequently, the accuracy vs. inference time graph shows a steep slope which eventually flattens when cost complexity outgains accuracy.

Energy constraints are an upper bound on the maximum achievable accuracy and model complexity as it is obvious that in order to achieve a greater accuracy resource usage, power-consumption, and latency increase to a large extent.

The number of operations is a reliable estimate of the inference time.

In real-time situations, it may be meaningless to consider combined networks (for example the concatenation of 25 network outputs which extracts features from 25 different patches of a face) for performance elevation. Although alignment plays a crucial role, also the face detection phase has to be optimized in order to get good performances. Consequently, we need to balance the cost of the overhead (in terms of both time and computational effort) with improvements in accuracy.

The current work utilizes two models as shown in Table I and II. Network 1 is a modified version of FaceNet, which was kindly provided by the e-lab laboratory at Purdue University; Network 2 is the OpenFace network nn4.small2.v1 [11]. In Table I, we provide number of filters and filter sizes for the Spatial Convolution layers, window size and stride for the Maxpool layers, and output feature size for the View and Linear layers. The Inception Layer in Table II is a concatenation (indicated with the symbol ‘:’) of two or four operations: \((f_1, n_1) / (f_2, n_2)\) denotes a layer with \(f_1\) and \(f_2\) filters of size \(n_1\) and \(n_2\). This is further shown in Figure 2. Both networks provide a 128-dimensional feature representation.

We feed the networks with the images of the detected faces; they are not aligned and may not contain a tight face crop (e.g. in case of a miss of the PICO preprocessing), as shown in Figure 3.

### IV. Classification Results

Even if the final goal of our study is face verification, the results we show are for top-1 face recognition in a set of 1700
faces; in this phase we found this approach more informative, since it does not require to set a threshold to determine the reliability of the system. The results are analysed with three different classifiers; the effect of some basic preprocessing on the images fed to the network is also evaluated. It should be noted that an initial preprocessing is first carried out to obtain the best possible crop of the face RoI; this is followed by histogram and other normalizations of the cropped faces.

The ground truth for the various classifiers consists in 11 classes having 32 images each. 11 different sets of scene sequences are used for testing. After face detection, the presence or absence of a particular person is searched for in each scene; then, the detected face images are preprocessed, and finally they feed the network. The network requires a 3-channel input and is tested with (a) a gray image on all the three channels and (b) an RGB color image; it may be observed (Table III) that RGB color images provide a better average performance with a much lower standard deviation between different test sets. Even though grayscale images show some improvement for a few sets, their performances on others (2, 7, 10) are poor, so that the use of RGB images seems to be a better and stable solution.

As already mentioned, three kinds of classifiers are used, namely Bayesian (B), Euclidean Distance (E), Euclidean Distance with the mean face of each class (EM). E and EM are computed as follows:

\[ E = \arg \min_{i=1}^{n} (f_{test} - f_{train}) \]  
\[ EM = \arg \min_{i=1}^{c} (f_{test} - f_{train}) \]

where \( f_{train} \) is the feature vector for each sample in Eqn. 1 and the mean feature vector of each class in Eqn. 2, respectively for \( n \) samples and \( c \) classes.

The results are shown in Table IV. As shown in Equation 2, Euclidean mean provides better results with respect to standard Euclidean distance 1) for most cases. The performances of Bayesian and Euclidean mean are almost the same with the exception of Sets 2 and 7. In Figure 4) it may be seen that Set 2 has little or no variations in terms of pose and illumination but faces are not tightly cropped in most cases, whereas Set 7 has huge variations in terms of scale and illumination. Consequently, we suppose that the Bayesian classifier provides the best verification results on using tight image crops, while the Euclidean mean distance classifier performs better with aligned images.

The different preprocessing variants used in this work include normalized histogram equalization (HN) and normalized average histogram equalization (HAN) (mean of original and equalized image). Two normalizations have been tested, namely global normalization of the face according to neural network training data (NT), and classifier training set mean and standard deviation (CT). As shown in Figure 5-a,b, the global histogram equalization and global average histogram normalization are computed over three different kinds of data referred to as RGB-RGB, RGB-HSV, RGB-YUV, where the first part of the name denotes the color channel data that feeds the network whereas the second part denotes the color channel used to perform the histogram equalization. For example, in case of RGB-HSV the RGB image is converted to the HSV color space and the V channel is normalized before converting the image back to RGB and feeding the network. Using the Bayesian classifier, we verified that HN,NT on RGB-RGB and HAN,NT on RGB-YUV provide better performances with lower deviation between sets. The best performing categories are also evaluated using the two other classifiers as shown in Table V. The results show that histogram normalized images with NT data give the best results with a Bayesian classifier. Normalization (N) results on RGB images using the different classifiers are depicted in Figure 6. It may be seen that all the classifiers give the same average performance; however, the Euclidean mean has a lower standard deviation across the different datasets and can be considered the best one. It may be also observed that the deviation in verification accuracy results among the different test set is larger when using CT normalization instead of NT normalization for E and EM; it is

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Set</th>
<th>Gray</th>
<th>RGB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>74.68</td>
<td>87.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>98.27</td>
<td>86.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>94.54</td>
<td>92.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>96.77</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>98.12</td>
<td>95.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>94.88</td>
<td>94.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>88.88</td>
<td>87.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>96.55</td>
<td>94.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>84.37</td>
<td>94.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>97.82</td>
<td>95.58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| mean | 98.89 | 93.53 |

| std  | 15.61 | 4.78  |

TABLE IV

Performance (accuracy in %) of Bayesian classifier for face recognition on normalized grayscale and color image.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Set</th>
<th>Bayes</th>
<th>Euclidean</th>
<th>Euclidean mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>96.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>79.74</td>
<td>92.40</td>
<td>92.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>91.37</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>98.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>94.44</td>
<td>96.29</td>
<td>96.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>97.19</td>
<td>97.54</td>
<td>97.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>96.69</td>
<td>72.77</td>
<td>89.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>87.30</td>
<td>88.88</td>
<td>88.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>96.59</td>
<td>97.72</td>
<td>96.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>97.95</td>
<td>96.93</td>
<td>96.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>91.17</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>92.64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| mean | 93.85 | 94.77 | 95.11 |

| std  | 6.12  | 8.10  | 5.88  |

TABLE V

Performance (accuracy in %) of Bayesian, Euclidean and Euclidean mean classifier for face recognition on normalized color image.
just the opposite for the Bayesian classifier. Consequently, we decided to use the Bayesian classifier with CT normalization for the comparison of the two networks, shown in Table III.

In Figure 7 it may be seen that the OpenFace network performs poorly when compared to Network 1. This may be due to underlying network differences, the fact that the images are not aligned as expected by the network, and the use of 96 X 96 patches of already very poor quality images, whereas the other network utilizes 240 X 240 patches. We are aware of the fact that the small amount of experiments we have performed does not permit to draw final conclusions about the performances of the system we are building. However, we
think that useful indications are already present (e.g. the larger or smaller standard deviations of the performances) that can guide a reader interested in the design of a system in this field of application.

V. CONCLUSION

The identification of faces in video sequences captured by devices worn by a blind person has been studied in this paper. This includes face detection using PICO filter, preprocessing, and face representation using deep convolution filters. The already challenging task of face recognition/verification from an unconstrained environment is further aggravated here by the fact that the faces may be partially or completely occluded and have to be detected from videos subject to backlighting, low resolution, distortion due to the use of wideangle cameras, and fast movements. Although the overall performance of the face detectors in such scenarios is quite poor, the current task is motivated by the fact that the user mainly has to recognize or verify faces who are approaching, interacting or at least looking directly at him/her; this favors the condition to a certain extent. The current work analyses the performance of two convolution models without face alignment (2D or 3D). The obtained results are satisfactory considering the single unaligned patch approach and promise considerable improvement subject to alignment operations, even if real-time implementation issues have to be taken into account. Indeed, for the same reason the authors do not plan to consider a multi-patch feature extraction for performance enhancement. Work is in progress towards testing the effect of 3D frontalization and 2D affine transformation on the detected faces before feature extraction. As the OpenFace network is supposed to be trained with aligned faces, the former step may significantly enhance the performance on our dataset. Moreover, the effect of finetuning on the networks instead of training a classifier will also be analyzed.
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Abstract - We introduce the image acquisition from X-band Inverse Synthetic Aperture Radar (ISAR) system using measurement instruments for chirp generation and signal modulation in this paper. We design and develop a power amplifier and a signal demodulator, but we use an Arbitrary Waveform Generator (N8241A, Keysight) for chirp generation and a Vector Signal Generator (E8267D, Keysight) for signal modulation. Moreover, ‘Andale’, the Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) for data recording and Matlab for image post-processing are used. Then, we integrate all together for ISAR image acquisition and acquire vivid ISAR images. The final resolutions of acquired ISAR images are 0.41m range, 0.14m azimuth, the PSLRs are -22.8dB range, -22.3dB azimuth, the ISLRs are -20.2dB range, -17.1dB azimuth, better than the target specification.

I. INTRODUCTION

There are many devices to observe subjects on the earth from a satellite, such as an optical camera, an infrared camera, a Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) [1, 2], etc. The optical camera can show targets clearly, but it has limitation when it is rainy, cloudy, snowy, and dark. The Infrared camera can observe targets in the night though, it also cannot distinguish objects when it is rainy, cloudy, and snowy. The SAR, however can observe and monitor the targets regardless of rain, cloud, snow, and dark night. In addition, it can detect underground objects at certain depth, such as ground tunnels. But, the weak point of the SAR image is that the target image is not clear as much as the optical camera image.

The SAR payload of Korea Multi-Purpose Satellite (KOMSAT)-5 made by Thales Alenia Space Italy was launched and is working successfully and then, the development of SAR payload of KOMSAT-6 are driven by Korean industry so that the interest and demands of SAR developments are increasing now in Korea.


The ISAR equipment consists of a chirp generator, a signal modulator, a power amplifier, antenna, a signal demodulator, a signal processor, and post-processing by software for images. In this test, we use measurement instruments for the functions of chirp generation and modulation. Using measurement instruments saves monetary budget and manufacturing time.

This paper organizes as follows. Section II introduces ISAR equipment and test scheme, section III shows the test concept of ISAR and describes test results. Section IV describes resolution measurement of the system. Section V concludes.

II. DESCRIPTION OF TEST SCHEME

The equipment (see Figure 1) of ISAR consists of the chirp generator that produces linear FM chirp pulses, the signal modulator that converts its signal to X-band center frequency, the power amplifier to amplify the magnitude of the signal, the antenna to emit its energy, and the signal demodulator that demodulates and detects the reflected signals, the signal processor that stores in order and processes to be sent to the ground by datalink. In addition, the post-processing software manages the ISAR image with the given raw data.

For chirp generation and modulation, we use measurement instruments, an Arbitrary Waveform Generator (N8241A, Keysight) that has an option of linear FM chirp pulse generation and a Vector Signal Generator (E8267D, Keysight) to convert baseband signal to X-band. We make use of COTS, ‘Andale’ (high speed customized 24TByte) with X6-GSPS FPGA for its signal processing and data recording. Using these measurement instruments and COTS has given us some advantages,
such as stable triggers and changing bandwidth, carrier frequency, PRF, etc. easily. Finally, we employ range compression, range cell migration compensation, and azimuth compression from the range doppler algorithm [1, 2] by Matlab for post-processing to produce ISAR images. Hence, we design and develop a power amplifier and an X-band signal demodulator, subsequently interface them with each equipment. We apply IF sampling and Digital Down Conversion (DDC) scheme here (the sampling rate is over gigahertz). System parameters are summarized in Table 1.

### Table 1. Parameters of the ISAR System

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method #1</th>
<th>Method #2</th>
<th>Method #3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Center Freq.</td>
<td>X-band</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td>500MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF Freq.</td>
<td>xxxMHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRF</td>
<td>1000Hz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse Width</td>
<td>xxxus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. Range</td>
<td>4–5km</td>
<td>7–8km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Amp.</td>
<td>10W</td>
<td>70W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ant. Gain</td>
<td>25dBi</td>
<td>25dBi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beamwidth</td>
<td>20deg</td>
<td>20deg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### III. ISAR Test

We carry every equipment inside van like Figure 2. We mount two antenna for transmitting and receiving respectively that means we do not use a circulator, so this scheme reduces RF losses. Because ISAR needs the doppler effect of the target, we position antenna along with the horizontal direction of the moving target. Several ISAR images are obtained.

#### A. Method #1 (10W, 25dBi)

Figure 3 is an ISAR image of a container ship. The 100m-length, 20m-width ship we take pictures on the bridge, approximately 380m away is shown clearly by radar pulses. The velocity that we estimate is 21.5 km/h. The flagpole of the ship is dimly visible, because we believe the size of flagpole is relatively smaller than body size of the ship itself.

#### B. Method #2 (70W, 25dBi)

In this test, we use the 70W power amplifier instead of 10W for a longer distance. At this time, the target is 6.5km away like Figure 5.

The Figure 4 is ISAR images of an airplane. Target images is 380m away, especially about 4m-long engines and 34m-long wigs are shown.
Figure 5: Actual target image (red circle, length 60m, wingspan 60m)

The right picture of Figure 6 is an ISAR image out of focus, because analyzing velocity 342km/h we used is 10km/h off from nominal velocity. The left image, velocity matched one shows clear the figure of aircraft.

Figure 6: ISAR image of an Aircraft (velocity 352km/h, distance 6.5km) (left), Velocity unmatched image (right)

C. Method #3 (70W, 45dBi)

In this test, instead of 25dBi antenna, we use the 2.4m-diameter antenna whose gain is 45dBi in the right picture of Figure 7. At this time, the target is a Cessna 208, smaller than the previous airplane.

Figure 7: 2.4m antenna (left) (45dBi) and actual target image (right) (Cessna 208, length 12.6m, wingspan 15m)

Figure 8 shows an ISAR image of the Cessna. Due to the small sized target and narrow beamwidth of high gain antenna, this ISAR image is not much clearer than the image of Figure 6.

Figure 8: ISAR image of Cessna208 (velocity 240km/h, distance 3.5km)

IV. RESOLUTION MEASUREMENT

We measure the resolution of this system with Impulse Response Function (IRF), the range resolution is 0.41m, the azimuth resolution is 0.14m in Table 2. These results are better than the target resolution specification, we believe signal processing with windowing and filtering gives positive effects to the result.
V. CONCLUSION

We design and develop ISAR system and try to get images from the moving target. We simply compose X-band ISAR system of the measurement instruments (Keysight) for chirp generation and modulation, and COTS. We, furthermore use the range doppler algorithm by Matlab for the post-processing of ISAR images so that those cost effectively and save manufacturing time. After measuring IRF, we finally get 0.41m range resolution, 0.14m azimuth resolution, better than our target resolution (0.5m(range), 0.4m(azimuth)) specification.
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Abstract - The purpose of this study was the segmentation of kidneys and abdominal images to assist the diagnosis and to focus on the required area. Kidney segmentation from abdominal images is not an easy task due to the proximity of those organs in the image, the similarity of organ tissues and the occurrence of different properties of the image in each cross-section. In this study, a fully automatic approach was suggested for the kidney segmentation in abdominal computed tomography (CT) images. Both the success of the suggested approach was tested and the performance of the process was evaluated. Area Error Rate (AER) criteria were used to reveal the accuracy of the segmentation operation. Because the vertebral column was used as the reference in the suggested approach, the coordinates of the vertebral column were determined by applying pre-processing to the images. In the second step, the kidney areas were obtained using the Connected Component Labeling (CCL) method. The final step of the study included transferring the operations performed on a PC to a mobile platform. The results obtained reveal that the suggested methodology is a kidney segmentation process that experts can use.

I. INTRODUCTION

Imaging for diagnosis has become a significant subject because detailed information about anatomy is now possible by using various medical imaging methods. Data presented by imaging devices can be easily processed by separating the desired tissues from the rest of the data. Segmentation and imaging are two very close fields that are used in numerous radiological applications. Side effects caused by the treatment are diminished if there is an early diagnosis of the illnesses at the onset, which increases the rate of recovery from the illness. Moreover, early diagnosis decreases the cost of the treatment, and the time and effort spent on treatment.

There are some instances where the data obtained from imaging devices used in radiology are insufficient for medical doctors to make a diagnosis. Therefore, such data must be processed to make it more understandable. The segmentation method of computed tomography (CT) images obtained from different phases is an effective method to find lesions in kidneys and to characterize them.

Segmentation is defined as the separation of any pattern in the image, or any part of the image, from the remaining parts [1]. Segmentation in the medical image-processing field has been widely used in studies of anatomical structures, treatment planning and computer-assisted surgery [2]. Literature shows that the methods developed are currently semi-automated and user-interactive methods. The most significant disadvantage of these is the introduction of a delay in diagnosis. Thus, automatic segmentation is usually preferred by experts.

In this study, unlike others, anatomical characteristics of the abdominal region were utilized. Right and left kidneys were separated by using the coordinates of the vertebral column obtained from its segmentation. The Connected Component Labeling (CCL) method was used for automated kidney segmentation. The performance of this method was evaluated by using an Area Error Rate (AER) method. The following studies were then transferred to mobile media for use on other larger platforms. The materials and the method used in the study are explained in the second section. Next, the performance of the method was evaluated, and experimental results are given. In the third section, the infrastructure of the mobile platform is described and the use of the system on mobile media is explained using schematics. In the last section, the results obtained are discussed.

II. MATERIALS AND METHOD

Thirty patient images were obtained from the image archival storage system of the Department of Medical Faculty Radio-diagnosis, Firat University. CT images were taken in the portal phase, following transusing using an opaque substance. The image matrices have dimensions of 512 x 512 pixel and are in color. They are in the DICOM format. The kidney images obtained were manually segmented by an expert radiologist to obtain references images.

In the pre-processing step of the study, morphological operations were applied to the images. The purpose of these operations was to ensure the success in determining the vertebral column in the kidney segmentation. The segmentation steps are shown in Figure 1.
A. Connected Component Labeling Algorithm

In the second step, the CCL algorithm was used for kidney segmentation. CCL is an algorithm that first labels combined objects in the image, then collects neighboring pixels in a group and finally makes them distinguishable. After grouping, each group on the image is numbered to represent an object. Therefore, the desired result is possible by distinguishing the desired group-numbered object from the others. The CCL algorithm is divided into two groups: 4-neighborhood and 8-neighborhood. Adjoining pixels are included in the operation as neighbors because 8-neighborhood is preferred in many applications [3, 4, 5]. The algorithm gives the pseudo code for the object-numbering for 1 to 8 neighborhoods. The flowchart of the segmentation using the CCL method is shown in Figure 2.

Algorithm 1. Numbering objects by CCL

Step 1: Scan all pixels. If the pixel is not equal to black,
Step 2: Scan all the neighbors of the pixel,
Step 3: If all neighbors are either black or white, that is a new pixel; assign a new label to the pixel
Step 4: If at least one neighbor is labeled (not black or white); assign the least labeled neighbor to that pixel and save the other labels as the same
Step 5: Go back to step 2

AER, G, and B values are obtained for each part after using the CCL algorithm. Segmented kidney images are obtained by assuming that the largest component in certain channels is the kidney. The results obtained are again combined from the split point used in the first step with the original images until dimensions of 512 x 512 pixel are obtained.

B. Area Error Rate

Area error rate (AER) is a method indicating the percentage rate of change of the difference between the segmented areas of the image to be compared [6, 9]. The method uses the area manually selected by a medical doctor and the area automatically found by the suggested method. AER is calculated based on equation 1 [7]. In this equation, M indicates the area manually segmented, while A indicates the area obtained by the suggested method.

\[
AER = \frac{(M \cup A) - (M \cap A)}{M} \times 100
\]  (1)

Table 1 shows the performance evaluations of both right and left kidneys. An error rate for 30 right kidneys was 9.74%, while for 30 left kidneys it was found to be 13.1%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Right Kidney</th>
<th>Left Kidney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AER</td>
<td>9.74</td>
<td>13.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The discrepancy between the error rate of right and left kidneys is due to the diversity of organs surrounding both kidneys. This value indicates approximately a 15% error rate for both kidneys, but it also reveals an 85% success rate.

III. ANDROID APPLICATION

Transfer of the study to the mobile platform is a bilateral process. Eclipse IDE and Android SDK software was used for the client application, while MATLAB, PHP and MySQL software was used for the server. Figure 3 show the server and client structure that was developed.
The first step in the application is to select patient information and display the corresponding CT data. A medical doctor can send the data to the system over the mobile device or he/she can connect to the system over the mobile device by sending the patient information. Then, the application is run via a command issued by the mobile device. Many image processing steps are used in the application.

In this study, segmentation of the right and left kidneys was conducted on axial abdominal CT images. Next, the segmented image was displayed on the mobile device. Figure 4 shows the original image on the mobile device. After taking the original image, the system performs the segmentation operation without needing a separate starting point for each piece of data. Figure 5 indicates the segmented image on the mobile device.

IV. CONCLUSION

Lesions on kidneys can appear without warning because they do not show any signs for a long time. It is known that 1 one person out of approximately 10,000 people will get kidney cancer, and 1 person out of 30,000 dies due to this illness [8]. Because the onset of the illness is rarely noticed by the patient, early diagnosis on abdominal images is of vital importance. The purpose of the study was to detect any cyst in the kidneys before it reaches an advanced stage by segmenting the abdominal images and perform this operation on mobile media independent of any platform. The CCL algorithm was used for kidney segmentation in CT images whose contrasts were increased. AER success criteria were used to evaluate the performance of the operation. When the segmentation results obtained by the manual and suggested methods are compared, an 85% success rate was achieved. To use the application in a wider environment, a mobile platform was selected that is widely used in daily lives. It was possible to focus on a desired area in the images obtained by segmenting the abdominal images; thus, a successful diagnosis could be made. The present study constitutes the first step in studying kidneys to diagnose the presence of any kidney cysts. Moreover, medical doctors can access data independently from hospital systems and their working areas, which provides a convenient way for doctors to work outside the hospital. The system studied will serve many purposes and provide a basis for further studies.
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Abstract - Action recognition in videos is currently in the focus of scientific research due to improvements made in automatic analysis of static images and greater availability of processing power. The paper provides an overview of the key models and methods for action recognition that comprise human models and methods based on estimation of joint trajectories, silhouettes and template matching and spatio-temporal local descriptors. To deal with compound actions and activities, action semantic models are proposed with help of expert knowledge. Since the action recognition task is domain dependent, the methods and models are built and tested on domain specific databases. The paper provides an overview and description of recent video datasets that were created for developing action recognition methods, with an emphasis on datasets with additional modalities such as depth images or accelerometer data.

I. INTRODUCTION

Automatic analysis of videos is nowadays in the focus of research interest. This is due to their ubiquity in ordinary life and usability in many different fields like security surveillance, automation of processes based on visual references, detection of all sorts of abnormalities, and anything that is connected to visual observation.

The key part of automatic analysis of videos is the recognition of individual actions, such as falling down, or jumping. The recognized actions can be used per se, for example for interacting with electronic devices, or can serve as a starting point towards recognizing activities that require further interpretation, such as distinguishing between a normal encounter or a threatening approach.

Over the years, many techniques have been proposed for solving the task of human action recognition in video. Most of them use some kind of supervised machine learning approach, where the models of actions that should be recognized are constructed using the training data consisting of features extracted from videos containing the appropriate actions. Fig. 1. shows the typical workflow of the supervised learning approach, where a prediction model is created in the first workflow and then is used in the second workflow to make a prediction.

In the other, knowledge-based approach, the models of actions used for recognition are constructed mainly by encoding by hand the expert knowledge using a descriptive language and logic operators.

Lately, a newer kind of machine learning approaches for action recognition using deep neural networks have emerged. This approach has been used for automatic extraction of features that will be used for recognition instead of handcrafted features in a classic ML style, as well as an integrated framework of feature extraction and classification where both processes are completely handled in the deep network.

The purpose of this paper is to give an overview of the most used models and methods for activity recognition with their strengths and weaknesses. A list of datasets that are appropriate for this purpose will also be presented.

II. MODELS AND METHODS

Raw video sequences are inappropriate for modeling and classification due to their extremely high dimensionality (proportional to image dimensions and time), where most dimensions do not actually contain any information that is relevant for action recognition. On the other hand, machines perform classification based solely on primary elements like pixels or features. That is why the first step after acquiring videos is typically the extraction of features. Simply put, features are the interesting parts of the image altered in a way that machine can use. Some of the common low-level features are edges (divides between lighter and darker part of the image), corners (points where edges intersect), blobs (regions of image too smooth for an edge to detect), etc.

In action recognition, the features can be roughly divided into those that encode positions or trajectories of different body parts, into those that aim to track the whole figure and into local features that operate on interest points in videos without regard if they belong to a person or not. Both the body part based features and figure based features require additional video processing in order to detect, segment and track the persons in video, which is a non-trivial task. Local features, on the other hand, have an advantage of not requiring any kind of person localization, so they have lately became increasingly interesting to researchers in the field.

A. Body based models

Feature representations for action recognition that are based on human body parts use 2D and 3D features like stick figures (Fig. 3), silhouettes (Fig. 4) or volumes (Fig. 5) to represent information about position and movement of different body parts [1].
Precise full pose reconstruction is a difficult task, and the results can be unreliable due to noise and occlusion, yet it turns out that is not necessary for action recognition. Thus, a different direction of research focused on representation of actions using body silhouettes, without attempting to segment or match individual body parts to a model. This has been used in an early work [6] where a vector quantization scheme was used to turn the silhouette image sequence into a sequence of symbols. The symbol sequences are used to train Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) of actions, which are applied in the recognition phase to find the model that best matches the observed symbol sequence, thus incorporating a flexibility in the duration of actions.

In a more recent work [4], the actions are represented as templates that are volumes formed by stacking the silhouettes of persons performing actions along the time axis (Fig. 4), and the matching is done by template matching. The drawback of silhouette and volume based representations is the fact that silhouette segmentation can be difficult in noisy environments, and view dependence, which can be mitigated by forming different models for different views.

B. Bag of visual words models

Recognition of actions using local features and bag of visual words have an advantage over the approaches that rely on body models, since the extraction of local features doesn’t require any kind of human model or person localization. The local features are extracted by first using an interest point detector and then extracting a local descriptor of that interest point. The descriptors are clustered into visual words. Each image is then represented by a bag of visual words (BOW) which is then used for learning, Fig.6.

The drawback of 2D-time representations is that they are view-dependent, meaning that the features for the same action will be very different depending on the relative orientation of the camera and the person performing the action. On the other hand, the 3D pose estimation from a single view requires models that are more complex. If the single camera requirement is relaxed, solutions using multiple cameras to reconstruct the depth information have been proposed, as in [4]. Lately, affordable depth cameras have emerged that capture 3D depth information using an infrared sensor along with RGB video, which can aid greatly in estimation of joint positions in 3D, but are still limited in use due to modest range of depth sensing. An additional consideration is whether camera view is stationary or mobile [4], whether a single camera is used or there are multiple views available [3] to either reconstruct a 3D representation of the world or to mitigate the effect of occlusions and expand the field of view.
After the points of interest or trajectories information about shape and movement in local surrounding area are successfully detected, they are presented using interest point descriptors. Feature trajectories are typically extracted using the Kanade–Lucas–Tomasi (KLT) [13] tracker or by matching SIFT descriptors [14] between frames.

Majority of descriptors fall under the group of spectra descriptors which are based on computed quantities like color and light intensity, local area gradients, statistical features and moments, surface normals and sorted data like 2D or 3D histograms of any spectral type.

3D, 4D, volumetric and multimodal descriptors are becoming more interesting because of the development of affordable 3D sensors and accelerometers built into mobile devices. Since the field of 3D feature description is early in the development, it is not yet clear which methods will be widely adopted. The most notable at this point are 3D HOG [15], 3D SIFT [16] and HON 4D [17] which are based on familiar 2D methods that are extended into a spatio-temporal 3D space.

The extracted features are then encoded using BOW or Fisher Vector approach [18].

Common classification methods are used in conjunction with the above features for action recognition such as Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) in [19], and Support Vector Machine (SVM) [10,9,20,21].

C. Deep learning approaches

Motivated by the success that has been achieved with deep learning methods such as convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [22], used in image and video classification [23], there is an increasing interest to apply that approach in the action recognition field as well. CNNs can learn to extract features automatically from a large number of labeled images and have outperformed the classical ML approach using handcrafted features for image classification task. In [24] the image classification CNN method is extended to handle the temporal dimension of videos. The proposed architecture used several layers of 3D convolution starting from the initial 7-frames deep cube, that generates multiple channels of information that are analogous to handcrafted features, and layers of subsampling that reduces the dimension of the feature vector. The classification itself is also performed by the last layer of the neural network.

An architecture where two parallel networks capture spatial and temporal information were proposed in [25]. One network operates on individual video frames, performing action recognition from still images, and the other operates on the optical flow explicitly describing the motion between frames and forms the temporal recognition stream. The output of the two networks is fused into a final decision score using a SVM classifier. The results obtained with CNNs in action recognition show the similar performance as classical methods [24, 25].

III. ACTIVITY UNDERSTANDING

The previously mentioned methods, due to intensive research that has been done are very accurate in recognition of simple actions but they lack the ability to deal with more complex and hierarchically related actions and activities. Therefore, more descriptive model and logical operators should be used for presenting that kind of activities with help of expert knowledge.

Authors of [26] give an overview of the current research in the field of activity understanding and an overall model of activity understanding task, comprising abstraction and action modeling, Fig.7. Abstraction deals with a problem of translating motion image input into form understandable by action models to determine if an interesting action has occurred. Final output can be a particular activity or summary of actions. Abstraction is performed using either pixel features, objects and their properties or logical facts of knowledge. Action modeling includes traditional classification methods for action recognition, state models for knowledge representation in space-time domain and semantic models for reasoning about sequential actions. State modeling formalisms include: finite state machines (FSMs), Bayesian networks (BN), HMM, etc. Semantic models use an interesting subset of actions defined by the semantic relationships between their sub-actions. Semantic model depends on knowledge of domain expert to classify an activity. It is usually applied in case of more complex actions that vary in their appearance [27, 28, 29]. Semantic models include grammars, Petri nets, constraint satisfaction, etc. The deterministic nature of semantic models makes them sensitive to inaccuracies in lower-level recognition, therefore mechanism of fuzzy reasoning to handle uncertainty in observation and interpretation is generally desired [30]. Authors of [31, 32] used a fuzzy knowledge representation scheme that enables modeling of uncertain knowledge about relations between entities that could be used for indistinct interpretation of borders between actions in motion image sequence.

Figure 7. Activity understanding model after [26]

IV. DATASETS

To start building models for activity recognition it’s essential to acquire good dataset of video samples which reflect desired activities. There are many datasets publicly available for scientific research including recently growing datasets with additional information acquired using RGB-D sensors, accelerometers and position markers that are placed directly on a model that is being observed, multiple sources, etc. In this paper the emphasis will be on these datasets.

Princeton Tracking Benchmark [33] introduced 2013 consists of 100 RGB-D tracking datasets with tracking software and online submission script. Datasets include real world footage of variety of actions performed by humans, pets and object presentations in form of RGB (8 bit PNG format) and
accompanying depth (16 bit PNG format) images (Fig. 8). Annotations are per-frame in a form of bounding box covering target object only. These datasets are more related to tracking than to action recognition but could serve as a starting point in segmentation of scenery.

**Cornell Activity Datasets: CAD-60 & CAD-120** [2]. CAD-60 comes with 60 RGB-D videos of 2 male and 2 female persons in real world closed environment: office, kitchen, bedroom, bathroom, and living room describing 12 activities: rinsing mouth, brushing teeth, wearing contact lens, talking on the phone, drinking water, opening pill container, cooking (chopping), cooking (stirring), talking on couch, relaxing on couch, writing on whiteboard, working on computer, Fig. 9. CAD-120 consists of 120 RGB-D videos with same number of people in similar environment. Activities are divided into 10 high-level activities (making cereal, taking medicine, stacking objects, unstacking objects, microwaving food, picking objects, cleaning objects, taking food, arranging objects, having a meal) and 10 sub-activity labels (reaching, moving, pouring, eating, drinking, opening, placing, closing, scrubbing, null) with object affordance labels like reachable, movable, pourable, closable. Skeleton joint position and orientation is labelled on each frame. RGBD data has resolution of 240 by 320. RGB is saved as three-channel 8-bit PNG file and depth is saved as single-channel 16-bit PNG file.

**Northwestern-UCLA Multiview Action 3D Dataset** [34] contains RGB, depth and human skeleton data captured simultaneously by three Kinect cameras. This dataset include 10 action categories: pick up with one hand, pick up with two hands, drop trash, walk around, sit down, stand up, donning, doffing, throw, carry (Fig. 10). Each action is performed by 10 actors in a library from a variety of viewpoints.

**RGB-D People Dataset** [35] was gathered by a three vertically mounted Kinect sensors on a tower at approximately 1.50 m height. It contains 3000+ RGB-D frames acquired in a university hall and contains mostly upright walking and standing persons seen from different orientations and with different levels of occlusions, Fig. 11. Annotations are made in a form of a square box. Depth images are saved as 16 bits, 1 channel PGM images - 640 by 480. They contain the raw data content from the Kinect sensor. Namely, each pixel has value between [0, 1084]. RGB images are saved as 8 bits, 3 channels PPM images - 640 by 480. Dataset doesn’t provide activity annotations but offers material for an art gallery research.

**UTD Multimodal Human Action Dataset (UTD-MHAD)** [36] was collected using a Kinect sensor and a wearable inertial sensor in an indoor environment. The dataset contains 27 actions performed by 8 subjects (4 females and 4 males). Each subject repeated each action 4 times. The dataset includes 861 data sequences. Four data modalities of RGB videos, depth videos, skeleton joint positions, and the inertial sensor signals were recorded in three channels or threads (Fig. 12). One channel was used for simultaneous capture of depth videos and skeleton positions, one channel for RGB videos, and one channel for the inertial sensor signals (3-axis acceleration and 3-axis rotation signals). For data synchronization, a time stamp for each sample was recorded. The inertial sensor was worn on the subject’s right wrist or the right thigh (see the figure below) depending on whether the action was mostly an arm or a leg type of action.

**Berkeley Multimodal Human Action Database (MHAD)** [37] contains 11 actions performed by 7 male and 5 female subjects in the range 23-30 years of age except for one elderly
subject. All the subjects performed 5 repetitions of each action, yielding about 660 action sequences which correspond to about 82 minutes of total recording time. In addition, a T-pose for each subject was recorded which can be used for the skeleton extraction along with the background data (with and without the chair used in some of the activities). The specified set of actions comprises of the actions with movement in both upper and lower extremities, actions with high dynamics in upper extremities and actions with high dynamics in lower extremities. Each action was simultaneously captured by five different systems: optical motion capture system, four multi-view stereo vision camera arrays, two Microsoft Kinect cameras, six wireless accelerometers and four microphones (Fig. 13).

Dataset of a human performing daily life activities in a scene with occlusions [38] consists of 12 RGB-D video sequences of a person moving in front of a Kinect in a scene with obstacles, Fig.14. In addition to the depth and RGB image, each sequence contains the synchronized ground truth data obtained from a Qualisys motion capture system with 8 infrared cameras. 3D representation of a human model is achieved by using 15 position markers: one for a head, neck and torso and 2 for shoulders, elbows, wrists, hips and knees.

Recording video is another way of acquiring dataset. Using private dataset allows customization to adopt to a desired method, however, it is time consuming and it requires significant resources to collect desired footages.

When building private dataset one of the things that needs consideration is what approach regarding camera number would be most suitable. When one camera is used depth perception is lost and observed object can be completely or partly hidden. Multiple cameras concentrated on an object of observation from different positions give much more information. The position of cameras can be calculated like in [39] for an optimal solution. Multiple cameras can be set up two ways. Camera fields can overlap, which is more suitable for detail action examination, or they can be put side by side, the so-called “art gallery”. This way is used more in surveillance [40]. Art gallery, also, allows greater filed coverage with a same resources but shares the problem as one camera approach, only partial image is visible.

Overlapping cameras provide info about the object from different perspectives but there is an occlusion problem. This can be avoided by using algorithms like in [41] where input from different cameras are used sequentially which require less samples and computational power.

Art gallery and one camera approach generally suffer from absence of depth perception. Fortunately, latest development in game industry brought affordable RGB-D sensors like Microsoft Kinect and Asus Xtion which give depth based on two cameras and widespread use by using infrared spectrum. Still, even though these sensors perform well they are still inferior compared to marker based systems [39].

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, an overview of models, methods for action recognition is presented. Human models and methods that are based on trajectories, silhouettes and template matching, spatio-temporal local descriptors and descriptor-based methods are presented along with their advantages and disadvantages. Recognition of actions using local features have an advantage over the classical approaches, since the extraction of local features doesn’t require any kind of human model or person localization. There is in an increased interest in using convolutional neural networks that can automatically learn to extract features, and show state-of-the art performance.

In case of recognition of actions and activities that are more complex, semantic models that use expert knowledge are commonly proposed.

In addition, paper presents, in detail, available image databases appropriate for the tasks of action recognition with additional information acquired using RGB-D sensors, accelerometers and position markers.
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Abstract—The proper planning of repairs and rehabilitation of the asphalt pavement is one of the important tasks for safe driving. The most common form of distress on asphalt pavements are potholes, which can compromise safety, and result in vehicle damage. Timely repairing potholes is crucial in ensuring the safety, quality of driving, and reducing the cost of vehicle maintenance. Many of the existing methods for pothole detection often use sophisticated equipment and algorithms, which require substantial amount of data for filtering and training. Consequently, as a result of intensive computational processing, this can lead to long execution time and increased power consumption. In this paper, we propose an efficient unsupervised vision-based method for pothole detection without the process of training and filtering. Our method first extracts asphalt pavements by analysing RGB color space and performing image segmentation. When the asphalt pavement is detected, the search continues in the detected region only. The method is tested on online image data set captured from different cameras and angles, with different irregular shapes and number of potholes. The results indicate that the method is suitable as a pre-processing step for other supervised methods.

Keywords: Pothole detection, Unsupervised method, Image processing, Image segmentation, Computer Vision

I. INTRODUCTION

The continuous inspection and assessment of physical and functional condition of civil infrastructure is crucial for safety, serviceability and rideability. Currently, the manual visual inspection at regular intervals is the main form of conditions assessment in most countries. Unfortunately, due to insufficient inspection and condition assessment this method had some tragic consequences in countries such as Japan and USA. The other form of inspection is automatic visual inspection which accounts for only 0.4% of all inspections. Automatic inspection uses specialized vehicles that are mounted with laser scanners, pavement profilers, accelerometers, image and video cameras, and positioning systems. Current automatic inspection methods have several restrictions, such as the number of defects they can detect, the price of sensor equipment and the level of detail they can attain.

The most common form of distresses on asphalt pavements are potholes - small, bowl-shaped depressions in the pavement surface. The repair of potholes is necessary in situations where potholes compromise safety and pavement rideability. The automatic pothole detection systems are based on 3D reconstruction, vibration and vision methods. The 3D reconstruction requires high cost laser scanners, while vibration based approach is unreliable on a surface such as bridge expansion joints due to surface vibrations. The vision-based methods use various image processing techniques to detect potholes on 2D images or video data. Among existing methods many use supervision, which requires a training data set and some form of filtering. Unfortunately, supervision methods suffer from the problem of overfitting, where characteristics of a training set are memorized, instead of capturing the desired pattern.

In this paper, we address the problem of automatic pothole detection by automatic analysis of selected 2D images of asphalt pavement. We propose a new unsupervised vision-based method to detect potholes. First, we extract the asphalt pavement (region of interest) and we limit the search for potholes in that region only. The region of interest is detected through manipulation of B component in RGB color space, and two-level dynamic selection of asphalt pixels (seed points) based on a standard deviation of an image. Once the asphalt pavement is found, we proceed to detect potholes by comparing two cropped images, the idea based on the method from our previous research.

The effectiveness of our method is verified on a newly formed image data set from selected images from Google search engine. The data set contains highly unstructured images taken from different cameras and shooting angles, with different irregular shapes and number of potholes. Our method is designed for use under daytime fair weather conditions, which is consistent with the current practice. The method is low-cost and efficient since it does not require expensive equipment, filtering nor training data. Also, the image quality does not significantly affect the accuracy. The results show that the method detected potholes with reasonable accuracy. Since the method uses manipulation of B component in RGB space and image segmentation it can be easily and widely adopted for hardware implementation.

This paper is organized as follows: related work is briefly...
reviewed in section II. In section III, we proposed a new method for pothole detection. The implementation details, data set and experimental results are presented in section IV. We concluded the paper with some remarks in section V.

II. RELATED WORK

The existing approaches for pothole detection can be classified into three groups [7]: 3D reconstruction-based, vibration-based and vision-based. A 3D reconstruction of the pavement surface can be acquired by laser scanners [8] [9], stereo-vision algorithms by using a pair of video cameras [10], [11], [12], and visualization using Microsoft Kinect sensor [13], [14], [15]. These methods visualize 3D pavement surface data by using sophisticated, high cost equipment, and exhibit high computational cost. A vibration-based approaches [16], [17], [18], [19] use accelerometers to assess pavement condition based on the mechanical responses of the vehicle which carries equipment. The main problem of this approach is that it cannot be used at bridge expansion joints and cannot detect pothole in the center of a lane.

A vision-based approach uses various image processing techniques to detect potholes on 2D images or video input. In [20], Karuppuswamy et al. proposed a new method based on integrating vision and motion system for detection of simulated potholes. The application of the method is limited due to the simulation limitations (potholes smaller than 2 feet in diameter, and the color of pothole). In [21], Koch et al. proposed a novel supervised approach for automated pothole detection based on asphalt pavement images. This approach is based on pothole texture extraction and comparison, where the surface texture inside a pothole candidate has to be described and compared with the texture of the surrounding region. This implies existence of a number of pothole texture samples from which the system is trained. System can detect a pothole based on this training results. Additionally, four spot filters are required to be applied to original gray-level image in order to emphasize structural texture characteristics.

In our previous work [6], we proposed new unsupervised vision-based method which does not require expensive equipment, additional filtering nor training phase. Our method deployed image processing and spectral clustering for identification and rough estimation of potholes. The effectiveness has been verified on image data selected from Google image collection. The accuracy of a pothole surface area was about 81%, thus we concluded that the method can be used for rough estimation for repairs and rehabilitation of pavements.

In regards to detection of potholes over a sequence of frames, Koch et al. [22] extended their original method with video processing [23]. Radopoulou et al. [24] proposed the use of Semantic Texton Forests (supervised learning algorithm) for detection of several defects occurring in video frames.

III. METHODOLOGY

The overall design of our method is depicted in Figure 1. The method consists of three major steps:

(A) Image Pre-processing

(B) Region of Interest Extraction

(C) Pothole detection

A. Image Pre-processing

The first step consists of two phases: image resizing and image segmentation. The size of an image does not effect the quality of pothole detection. Thus, in order to decrease the number of computations, we first decrease the size of an image by $\alpha$ times [1].

$$\alpha = \begin{cases} 400/\text{Columns}, & \text{for Rows} \geq 301 \quad || \quad \text{Columns} \geq 401 \\ 400/\text{Columns}, & \text{for Columns} < 181 \\ 1, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$  

![Fig. 1: Block diagram of proposed method for pothole detection.](image-url)
In the image segmentation phase, the arithmetic mean $\mu$ and the standard deviation $\sigma$ are calculated by equations (2) and (3).

$$\mu = \frac{1}{N \times M \times 3} \sum_x \sum_y \sum_{[R,G,B]} p(x,y)_{[R,G,B]}$$

$$\sigma = \sqrt{\frac{1}{3NM-1} \sum_x \sum_y \sum_{[R,G,B]} [p(x,y)_{[R,G,B]} - \mu]^2}$$

The parameters $x, y, N, M$ and $[R,G,B]$ are row and column indices, image height and weight, and RGB color components of an image $I$, respectively. The $p(x,y)_{[R,G,B]}$ represents pixel values on the point $(x,y)$ for the color components: red, green and blue.

We replace the original image pixels of $R$, $G$ and $B$ components as shown by criterias in the equations (a,b,c), respectively, and the final $\hat{I}$ image (d), which is passed to the next step together with parameters $\mu$ and $\sigma$.

$$I'_{[R,G,B]}(x,y) = \begin{cases} (0,0,0), & I_{G(x,y)} - I_{R(x,y)} + I_{B(x,y)} \geq 15 > 0 \\ (0,0,0), & I_{B(x,y)} - I_{R(x,y)} > 20 \\ (0,0,0), & I_{G(x,y)} - I_{R(x,y)} > 15 \end{cases}$$

$$(0,0,0), \quad I''_{[R,G,B]}(x,y) < \sigma$$

$$(255,255,255), \quad I''_{[R,G,B]}(x,y) > 0$$

$$(0,0,0), \quad I''_{[R,G,B]}(x,y) = 0$$

**B. Region of Interest Extraction**

The region of interest is the area on which potholes can be found, i.e. asphalt pavement. The input for this step is the $B$ component from RGB color space ($\hat{I}_{[B]}$) from the previous step, which is a black-white image (0,255). First, we form new matrix which contains pixel positions of all white pixels in an image. Second, we select a dynamic number of pixels, based on the standard deviation of an image ($\sigma/2$), to form the first level seed points. The algorithm for finding the first level seed points is shown in Algorithm [1]. The result of Algorithm [1] is presented in the figure Fig. [2b]. The red circles represent the first level seed points.

**Algorithm 1** The finding of first level seed points

Require: $\hat{I}_{[B]}$; $\sigma$ - standard deviation of the original image $I$

$(N,M) \leftarrow$ size of $\hat{I}_{[B]}$

for $i \leq N$; $i \leftarrow i + 1$ do $\triangleright N$ is the number of rows of the image $\hat{I}_{[B]}$

for $j \leq M$; $j \leftarrow j + 1$ do $\triangleright M$ is the number of columns of the image $\hat{I}_{[B]}$

if $p_{i,j} = 255$ then

points $\leftarrow$ [points; $p_{i,j}$]

end if

end for

end for

$n \leftarrow \frac{\text{length(points)}}{3}$ $\triangleright n$ is the step for seed points selection

for $i \leq \text{length(points)}$; $i \leftarrow i \times n$ do $\triangleright$ Seed points selection on the first level

seedPoints $\leftarrow$ [seedPoints; points$_i$]

end for

return (seedPoints) $\triangleright$ Selection of seed points at the first level

$$C = \begin{cases} \frac{\sigma}{2}, & \sigma > 60 \\ \frac{\sigma}{3}, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

Third, we introduce the second level seed points in order to detect asphalt pavement more accurately. The second level is formed based on the values of neighboring pixels from the first level. For each first level seed point (red circle), we inspect four neighboring windows of size $C \times C$, where $C$ is formed by $7$. The windows are illustrated in Fig. [3b]. Then,
for each selected window (TopLeftWindow, TopRightWindow, BottomLeftWindow, BottomRightWindow), we calculate average pixel value. The second level seed points are selected by comparing average pixel value to 250. If the value is larger or equal to 250, the selected second level seed point is diagonally opposite pixel from the first level seed point (for example $nP_1$, $nP_2$, $nP_3$, and/or $nP_4$). This step is repeated $n$ times in order to cover as much of the region of interest. The number of iterations $n = 5$ is empirically selected. The second level seed points are illustrated in Fig. 3(c) as blue points. The region of interest is extracted based on the position of these points, while the values of pixels from the rest of the region is changed to 0. The final result is presented in the figure Fig. 3(d).

C. Pothole detection

The third and final step consists of three phases: the method of cropped images and Otsu thresholding, linear and image boundary shapes elimination and detection of pothole regions.

The first phase is based on our previous work [6], where we proposed a new unsupervised method based on image processing and spectral clustering for identification and estimation of potholes on asphalt pavements. In this paper, we use only the first and a small portion of the second step from our previous work for the purpose of pothole detection. The majority of second and third steps were based on spectral clustering, and they are now not necessary due to a newly proposed preprocessing and region of interest extraction steps. There are additional differences when compared to the previous method. The first difference is the input image into the first step, which is now the result of Region of Interest Extraction step ($I_{ROI}$). The second difference is that we use only the step for elimination of all linear and image boundary shapes from the second step of the previous method, and disregard the rest.

The measure for removing all linear regions is the same and it is defined by eccentricity $\epsilon$ of shapes [25].

The resulting image after the first and second steps is shown in Fig. 4(a) and b), respectively. Based on the shapes detected, we draw rectangles over detected potholes in the final step, as shown in Fig. 5.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS

A. Implementation

Our method has been implemented in MATLAB version 7.11.0 (R2010b) with Image Processing Toolbox. The image processing was performed on Intel Core2 2.80 GHz CPU with 8GB of RAM.

B. Dataset

The common practice for testing an pothole detection method is to generate a a data set with in-expensive and omnipresent equipment mounted on a passenger vehicle, i.e. off the shelf digital cameras for video and photo acquisition. Such a data set usually captures images taken from only one angle (front or back camera), which enables extraction of parameters (such as vanishing point, pavement lane and its surroundings, etc) for narrowing the scope of search. Unfortunately, no publically available data set exists for detection and classification of any defect type [26]. This prevents true verification of results and makes comparison between different methods very difficult.
The effectiveness of our method is verified on an image data set formed from selected images from Google search engine (keyword “pothole”). The selected images are collected with different types of cameras. Images are taken from various angles with different irregular shapes and number of potholes. We believe that this unstructured data set can be used to examine the true potential of any pothole detection method.

### C. Results

The method was tested on more than 80 different pothole images captured from various cameras, shooting angles, different irregular shapes and number of potholes, different sizes and backgrounds. The capabilities of our method on selected images are shown in Fig. 5. The execution time varies significantly on the complexity of an image. The average execution time on a given data set is 465.71 ms with average mean error of 7%.

The detection accuracy is calculated by comparing the detected number of potholes and an actual number of potholes visible on an image (calculated manually). We considered detection successful if the method detected more than half of potholes on an image. On a given data set the accuracy was 82%. The method shows promising results on pothole images from simple to complicated background, and high illumination. Since our method does not require any training stage, it has low computational cost when compared with supervised methods. The results indicate that the method is suitable as a pre-processing step for other supervised methods.

### V. Conclusion

In this paper we proposed a new unsupervised method for automatic detection of potholes based on RGB color space image segmentation. Potholes are bowl-shaped depressions in the asphalt pavement, thus the region of interest was defined as asphalt pavement. Hence, we narrowed the search for potholes in this region only. The effectiveness of the method depends on the extraction of ROI accuracy. Once ROI is extracted, the potholes are detected by comparing two cropped images and performing Otsu thresholding method. Once all linear and image boundary shapes are eliminated, the remaining regions are potential potholes.

The method was tested on 80 different pothole images, and the detection accuracy is calculated manually. On a given data set, our method detected all potholes and the surface estimation was 82% accurate. Thus, the method is suitable for rough estimation of potholes. The results show that the method detected potholes with reasonable accuracy.

### REFERENCES


Fig. 6: Pothole detection capabilities of our method: (1) Original image, (2) Segmented image, (3) The first level seed points, (4) The second level seed points, (5) Original image with removed non-asphalt area, (6) Pothole detected.
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Abstract - The angular Glagolitic documents dated from the XIII to XV century in the hand-printed form and from the XV up to XIX century in the printed form. During such a wide period of time, the way of writing documents was changed. It is particularly true for so-called old and new Glagolitic orthography. The old Glagolitic orthography was used in all documents whose origin is Croatia as well as when the editors were Croats. This was spread in the period from the XIII to the first half of XIV century. After that period, under the influence of the Latin script, the Glagolitic orthography changed to so-called new one. The paper proposes a new automatic methodology for the classification and differentiation of the Glagolitic documents written by old and new orthography style. It consists of initial document transformation to coded text according to the horizontal energy levels in the text line. This coded text is then seen as an image. The image is subjected to the texture analysis in order to extract a feature vector. The extracted feature vector is used as an input to the classification tool. As a final result, the classification tool differentiates Glagolitic documents written in different orthography styles. The experiment is based on an excerpt of the original Glagolitic documents dated from the XIV to XIX century. The obtained results regarding differentiation of Glagolitic documents are very promising.

I. INTRODUCTION

Documents in a given language can be characterized by different orthography rules. Orthography is an important aspect of the natural language processing which is mainly connected to the written language. In particular, it defines the set of rules of "correct writing", realizing a certain capitalization, emphasis, hyphenation, punctuation and word breaks style [1].

A language in a given historical period is subjected to evolution due to multiple influences. Consequently, its orthography is subjected to variation, too. Sometimes, these variations in orthography are so visible that they are connected to a new development of the language. In this case, specific orthography rules may characterize the origin of the historical document. For some languages, dating and printing origin of the documents may be easily identified by the differences in orthography style.

Some work has been introduced in the literature for orthography recognition. In particular, it analyzed the connection between the distinction of some tokens during the evolution of the language [2] and in multiple languages [3]. This was accomplished by employing traditional linguistic methods, such as bi-grams, tri-grams, probabilistic mapping and changes in tokens and vocabulary [4]. The main limitation of the proposed approaches is their lack of generality. In particular, they have been introduced for orthography differentiation in the same language or among different languages, but they have not been or cannot be applied in both the contexts.

To overcome the limitations of the previous works, we propose a new more general method for orthography differentiation and recognition. It may capture the changes in orthography style determining the evolution of the script in the same language or identify the orthography changes tracing the evolution in a different language. In this paper, the method is specifically employed for recognition of documents in angular Glagolitic script of the Croatian language as written in old or new orthography style. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first time that a similar approach has been introduced in the literature. The angular Glagolitic documents dated from the XIII to XV century mainly in their hand-printed form, and from XV up to XIX century in their printed form. The old Glagolitic orthography, whose spreading advanced in the period from the XIII to the first half of XIV century, was used in hand-printed and printed documents from the Croatian region or where editors were Croats [5]. After that period, under the influence of the Latin language, the orthography was changed into the new one. It followed the change between hand-printed and printed documents [6]. Because the old and new orthography styles are mainly related to two different historical periods, the method is implicitly able to identify the origin of the Medieval Croatian documents. In particular, old and new orthography styles of Glagolitic documents represent the same combination of letters in spite of different ways of writing capitals. Although a local approach has a clear advantage over a global one, the orthography differentiation by extracting certain letters is superfluous. The only solution to solve such a problem is a transformation of a given information into another space, which can differentiate given orthography styles. This has
been established by coding each letter according to its energy projection profile. After a coding phase, transforming the document into a codified image, texture analysis is applied to the image for feature extraction. Finally, features of the document are classified for orthography recognition.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the main concepts underlying the method, including script coding, texture analysis and classification. Section III presents the experiment. Section IV makes a discussion about the experiment. Finally, V makes the conclusions and outlines future work directions.

II. THE METHOD

The proposed method has the aim to differentiate and recognize the angular Glagolitic documents as written in old or new orthography style.

It is composed of the following steps: (i) script coding, (ii) texture analysis, and (iii) classification. First, the horizontal projection profile is applied to segment text lines in text establishing a central line in each text line. Then, each blob is framed by the bounding box. Furthermore, the distribution of the blob heights and its center point can be extracted. These features are used in a classification according to typographical features [7]. It is illustrated in Fig. 1. Then, script coding classifies the letters of the document into four types according to their horizontal energy profile in the text line. It provides a mapping of each letter to a certain code representing the class of the letter. In this way, the document is transformed into a sequence of codes. This determines linear patterns of codes inside the document which are able to characterize the script of the document. Then, coded text is subjected to transformation into an image. Disposition, location and length of the linear patterns are quite dissimilar in documents written by different scripts. For this reason, application of texture analysis on the image corresponding to the coded text determines features which can differentiate documents as given in the different scripts [8]. Because orthography style of the document is related to script characteristics, this procedure directly realizes the differentiation of the orthography styles. Finally, classification employed on the obtained document features is able to recognize the orthography style of the document (old or new one). Fig. 2 shows the main steps of the proposed method.

A. Script Coding

Script coding is the first and essential step of the proposed method for orthography recognition. Its aim is to classify each letter in the text into a certain script type, based on the horizontal energy profile of the letter determining its position in the text line area. Fig. 3 shows such a classification of the letters based on their location in the text line area. According to that, letters are classified as: (i) base letters, (ii) ascender letters, (iii) descendent letters, and (iv) full letters [9]. Each class is associated to a numerical code in the set of 4 codes \{0, 1, 2, 3\}. In particular, we have that: (i) base letter corresponds to 0, (ii) ascender letter corresponds to 1, (iii)
feature extraction process.

Next, we show that script coding is a very useful task for orthography differentiation in Glagolitic documents. In particular, old orthography style represents the capital letters as descendent ones, while new orthography style writes the capital letters as ascender ones, like in the Latin alphabet. This characteristic allows to make some differentiation based on script types. As an example, we report the coding of a printed text excerpt in Glagolitic script and of a hand-printed text excerpt in Glagolitic script in the old orthography style, and of a printed text excerpt in Glagolitic script in the new orthography style. Fig. 5 depicts the printed text excerpt in the old orthography style and its corresponding coding. Fig. 6 shows the hand-printed text excerpt in the old orthography style. The printed text excerpt in the new orthography style is depicted in Fig. 7. We may intuitively observe that some differences occur at the level of linear patterns between old and new orthography (see Figs. 5-6 (b) and Fig. 7 (b)). Table I quantifies the distribution of the script types for the three text excerpts in Figs. 5, 6 and 7. We can observe that some distinction between old and new orthography is clearly visible in terms of descendent and full letters. In fact, we have around 3.5% more of descendent letters and around 5% more of full letters in the new orthography style. Differently, hand-printed and printed texts in old orthography style exhibit a similar percentage of descendent and full letters. This confirms the efficacy of the proposed script coding.

B. Texture Analysis

Image I is subjected to texture analysis for the features extraction. Texture brings information about the disposition of the intensities in the image, in order to generate the features. Run-length statistics method for texture extraction is in the focus.

Run-length statistics are characterized by the concept of run. It is a sequence of consecutive pixels of the same intensity along a given direction of the texture. If image I has M intensity levels and maximum length of a run N, the run-length matrix P can be computed by considering the runs in I along a given direction. An element at position (i,j) of P contains the number of runs of intensity level i and length j. Fig. 8 shows an example of run-length matrix generated from an image pattern where each gray level is represented by the numerical code.

Starting from p, eleven features can be generated: (i) Short run emphasis (SRE), (ii) Long run emphasis (LRE), (iii) Gray-level non-uniformity (GLN), (iv) Run length non-uniformity (RLN), and (v) Run percentage (RP) [13]; (vi) Low gray-level run emphasis (LGRE), and (vii) High gray-level run emphasis (HGRE) [14]; (viii) Short run low gray-level emphasis (SRLGE), (ix) Short run high gray-level emphasis (SRHGE), (x) Long run low gray-level emphasis (LRLGE), and (xi) Long run high gray-level emphasis (LRHGE) [15].

Table II reports the 11 run-length features. N represents the total number of runs, while np is the number of pixels of image I.

In particular, SRE quantifies the distribution of short runs and it is sensitive to their occurrence. Accordingly, it will take higher values for finer textures. LRE evaluates the distribution of long runs. Hence, it will have higher values for coarser textures. GLN quantifies the similarity of gray levels over the image. If image presents some differences in gray levels, GLN will take low values. RLN measures the similarity of the length of the runs over the image. Hence, it will have low values if runs exhibit different length. RP quantifies the homogeneity and distribution of runs along a given direction. If the length of the runs is 1 for all gray levels along a given direction, RP will take the highest value.

Furthermore, SRLGE, SRHGE, LRLGE and LRHGE are based on the concept of joint statistical measure of gray level and run-length.
TABLE II  THE ELEVEN RUN-LENGTH FEATURES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Formula</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Short run emphasis (SRE)</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{n_i} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{N} p(i,j) \cdot j^2$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long run emphasis (LRE)</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{n_i} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{N} p(i,j) \cdot j^2$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gray-level non-uniformity (GLN)</td>
<td>$\left( \frac{1}{n_i} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{N} p(i,j) \right)^2$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run length non-uniformity (RLN)</td>
<td>$\left( \frac{1}{n_i} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{N} p(i,j) \right)^2$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run percentage (RP)</td>
<td>$n_i / n_p$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low gray-level run emphasis (LGRE)</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{n_i} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{N} p(i,j) / j^2$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High gray-level run emphasis (HGRE)</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{n_i} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{N} p(i,j) \cdot j^2$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short run low gray-level emphasis (SRLGE)</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{n_i} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{N} p(i,j) \cdot i^2 / j^2$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short run high gray-level emphasis (SRHGE)</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{n_i} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{N} p(i,j) \cdot i^2 / j^2$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long run low gray-level emphasis (LRLGE)</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{n_i} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{N} p(i,j) \cdot j^2 / i^2$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long run high gray-level emphasis (LRHGE)</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{n_i} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{N} p(i,j) \cdot i^2 \cdot j^2$.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Classification

Feature vector representing the document composed of 11 run-length features is classified by Naive Bayes (NB) method [16] for recognition of its orthography style. We adopted NB method because it is quite robust to noise and extensively used for text document classification [17], for which it obtained good accuracy results [18]. After a training phase, the test feature vector is the input of the classification process, recognizing the script of the corresponding document as given in the old or new orthography style.

NB method is based on the assumption of conditional independence between the features, which means that all features are mutually independent, considering the class label value. In particular, given a binary classification problem with the class label given as 1 or 0, let $n$ be the number of features (in our case we have $n=11$ features) and $x_i = \{x_1, ..., x_n\}$ be a feature vector with the associated class label $y_i$. Considering the assumption of conditional independence, the NB classifier is defined as follows:

$$f_{nb}(x_i) = \frac{p(y_i=1)}{p(y_i=0)} \prod_{i=1}^{n} \frac{p(x_i^h \mid y_i=1)}{p(x_i^h \mid y_i=0)}.$$  

where $p(y_i=1)$ is the probability of occurrence of class label $y_i=1$, and $p(x_i^h \mid y_i=1)$ is the probability of occurrence of the feature value $x_i^h$ given the class label $y_i=1$. In order to classify a test feature vector $x_i$, the probability terms in (1) will be computed for its feature values according to the training set. In the end, $x_i$ will take the class label 1 if and only if $f_{nb}(x_i) > 1$, otherwise it will take the class label 0. When the features take numerical values, which is specifically our case, the probability term is computed by the normal function as follows:

$$p(x_i^h \mid y_i) = f(x_i^h, \mu_{i,h}, \sigma_{i,h}) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}\sigma_{i,h}} \exp\left[\frac{-(x_i^h - \mu_{i,h})^2}{2\sigma_{i,h}^2}\right],$$

where $\mu_{i,h}$ and $\sigma_{i,h}$ are respectively the mean and the standard deviation of the values of $h$-th feature when class label is $y_i$.

III. EXPERIMENT

An experiment is conducted for evaluating the accuracy of the proposed method in old and new orthography recognition of the angular Glagolitic documents. Accordingly, the method is tested on a custom-oriented database of thirteen printed text excerpts in Glagolitic script. Five out of thirteen texts are written in the old Glagolitic orthography style, while eight out of thirteen texts are given in the new Glagolitic orthography style. Texts in the old orthography style have been extracted from the well-known book entitled Missale Romanum Glagoliticum dated from 1483 [7], [19]. It is the first printed book in Glagolitic script and represents a wonderful and important contribution to Croatian history.

About the texts in the new orthography style, six out of eight texts have been extracted from the book The Confession and Knowledge of the True Christian Faith dated from 1564 [6]. Finally, two out of eight texts have
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$p(i,j)$</th>
<th>$j$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$i$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) run-length matrix

Figure 8. Run-length matrix generated from the image (● marks the end of the text)
been extracted from the book *Foundations of the Old Slavic language* dated from 1862 [12]. All historical Glagolitic books have been found at the National Library of Zagreb in their digitalized format. Text excerpts have been randomly selected from the books, extracted from them and processed in their digital format. Fig. 9 shows an example of two text excerpts from selected books in the old and new Glagolitic orthography style.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The proposed method has been implemented in MATLAB R2015a on a laptop computer Quad-Core 2.2 GHz with 8 GB RAM and UNIX operating system.

A test involving different feature representations, such as co-occurrence-based and ALBP-based features [20], has been performed. In particular, image patterns have been processed by run-length, co-occurrence and ALBP methods in order to obtain three different representations. In the end, we observed that run-length statistics received the best accuracy results in this context. For this reason, they have been definitively employed for this analysis.

Because run-length statistics determine numerical feature values, NB method uses (2) to compute the probability terms by the normal function. Furthermore, classification of the texts for orthography recognition has been performed by other two different methods: Support Vector Machine (SVM) [21], and K-Nearest Neighbors (K-NN) [22]. Specifically, a linear kernel function for SVM demonstrated to be enough for our purposes. For K-NN, the cosine similarity was used, which performed considerably better than the other measures. The number of neighbors has been fixed to 5, because different values did not obtain considerable improvements in classification accuracy. Obtained results demonstrated that NB is the most accurate method for orthography recognition. According to that, it has been employed as the classifier inside the system.

Because SVM and K-NN methods are based on the concept of distance which is sensitive to large differences in the values, the feature vectors have been normalized before the application of the classification task. In particular, we adopted the following normalization formula for every value inside each feature vector of the database:

\[ x'_i = \frac{x_i - \min_i}{\max_i - \min_i}. \]  

(3)

where \( x_i \) is the value of \( h \)-th feature inside the \( x_i \) feature vector, \( \min_i \) is the minimum value of \( h \)-th feature in the database, and \( \max_i \) is the maximum value of \( h \)-th feature in the database.

Our task is a binary classification problem, where the orthography of the text excerpt is identified as the new or old one, according to the script characteristics. In order to evaluate the classification accuracy, the confusion matrix is generated between the classification result of the method and the ground truth labeling of the texts in old and new orthography [23]. From the confusion matrix, precision, recall, and \( f \)-measure are computed. *Precision* is the ratio between retrieved and relevant documents and all retrieved documents. *Recall* is the ratio between relevant retrieved documents and all relevant documents. *F-Measure* is the harmonic mean of precision and recall.

In order to make the evaluation independent from the adopted training and test sets, the K-fold cross validation is employed on the database [24]. In particular, the database is randomly divided into K folds. Then, each fold is alternately used as the test set, while the remaining K-1 folds are employed as the training set. Every time, the performance measures are computed on the found classification solution. In the end, the average precision, recall and \( f \)-measure, together with the standard deviation values, are reported as the final result. In this case, we fixed \( K \)=10 for cross validation, which is a typical value.

Fig. 10 shows the glyphplot of the feature vectors in the database. It realizes a representation and analysis of the multivariate data in the database. Each feature vector is represented as a "star", called glyph, where \( i \)-th spoke has a length which is proportional to \( i \)-th feature value. Each feature (column of the database) is shifted and scaled separately in the interval \([0,1]\), and glyphs are centered inside a rectangular grid for visualization. Finally, glyphs are labeled as 'O' (old orthography style) or 'N' (new orthography style), according to the class label of the corresponding feature vector in the database. We can clearly observe that proposed feature representation has a good discriminatory capability. In fact, most of the glyphs in the old orthography style are easily separable inside the grid from glyphs in the new orthography style.

![Figure 10. Glyphplot of the feature vectors in the database](image)
Table III reports the average precision, recall and f-measure, together with the corresponding standard deviation (in parenthesis), when NB method is employed inside the system. Results are computed for each class of old and new orthography. Furthermore, the results of NB method are compared with those obtained by SVM and K-NN methods. They confirm that NB method receives the best classification results, with the lowest values of standard deviation. In fact, it obtains an f-measure value of 0.97 for new orthography and of 0.90 for old orthography, which are high values of the performance measure. Differently, SVM does not overcome 0.87 for old orthography and 0.80 for new orthography. Finally, K-NN obtains 0.93 for new orthography and 0.80 for old orthography, which are lower than values obtained by NB method. Similar results are clearly visible also in terms of precision and recall. We may observe that results obtained by SVM and K-NN never overcome the results obtained by NB for each orthography class. In conclusion, it demonstrates the efficacy of our system in solving the orthography recognition problem.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper proposed a new method for recognition of the old and new orthography style in hand-printed and printed angular Glagolitic documents. Because differentiation in orthography style is related to different historical periods of the Glagolitic script, this method is implicitly able to identify the historical period of the document. It consists of coding the document into a long sequence of numerical codes, transforming it into an image and extracting textural features from image by run-length statistics. Finally, classification by NB method is employed on the feature vector of the document for orthography recognition. Results obtained on a custom-oriented database of Glagolitic text excerpts in the old and new orthography style show positive and encouraging results. Future work will provide an experiment on a larger database of text excerpts extracted from a huge variety of Glagolitic books.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F-measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NB</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.16)</td>
<td>(0.32)</td>
<td>(0.32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.42)</td>
<td>(0.34)</td>
<td>(0.32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-NN</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.21)</td>
<td>(0.42)</td>
<td>(0.42)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Abstract - An evolutionary approach to solve the dynamic routing problem for the heterogeneous group of robots is presented. Since robots in the group may differ by their speed and, more importantly, by their functionality, each robot is able of performing only a specific subset of tasks among all tasks of the mission. The routing problem is to find a feasible group route ensuring well-timed accomplishment of all tasks. We propose a variation of the evolutionary algorithm to effectively solve the problem described. The heterogeneity factor implies some specific constraints on the genetic operators, thus we have developed both a new multi-mode mutation and crossover operators as well as the adapted algorithm structure to answer these changes. A software modeling system implementing all the necessary computational procedures has been developed; the results of computations are given.

I. INTRODUCTION

The rapid evolution of the subsea technologies in recent years has significantly expanded the scope of the autonomous underwater vehicles (AUV) implementation, which includes the usage of distributed groups of underwater robots to perform stand-alone multi-objective missions of long duration. Such large-scale missions demand handling of a range of different underwater works and operations in different areas of the underwater space. The effective coordination of AUVs is required not only during group movement while following preplanned trajectories [1], but, in the first place, on the upper level of the control system that is responsible for both task allocation and path planning. In this regard, it is a problem of considerable practical interest to effectively route the group of functionally heterogeneous vehicles.

A significant number of papers examining different approaches to solving the vehicle routing problems (VRPs) address classical statements of the problem such as capacitated routing, routing with time windows, etc. In recent years, the research community has turned to more advanced variants of the VRPs, which are aimed at a more accurate simulation of real-world problems and were considered too difficult to handle [2] before. These variants include new complex requirements and restrictions, such as the heterogeneity of the vehicles in the group, new types of restrictions on length and duration of the routes, multiple visits requirement, etc.

In this paper, we propose an approach to solving the problem of heterogeneous robots group control as a new variation of a vehicle routing problem, which is to find a feasible and efficient route for the group under specific spatio-temporal constraints. To do this, we combine the genetic algorithms with new specialized constructed and improvement heuristics.

II. GENERAL MODEL

In general, the multi-objective mission of the AUVs group is to visit and inspect (perform some underwater works) the set of waypoints (objectives) under certain requirements [3]. The vehicles in the group have different sets of on-board equipment, enabling each AUV to inspect only a certain subset of mission objectives. Thus, the routing problem here is to find a feasible group route ensuring, as far as possible, the most effective inspection of the objectives. It is formally defined as follows.

Assume there is a set of waypoints (objectives) \( N = \{1, \ldots, n\} \) within the given water area. These objectives are defined not only by their location in space, but also by the time interval \( s_i \) and the type of equipment \( w_i \in \{1, \ldots, w\} \) required for its inspection. In addition, each objective \( i \in N \) receives its periodicity value \( p_i \). It means that the duration of the time interval between its two successive inspections by robots of the group should preferably be equal to \( p_i \). In that way, in case of arriving to the objective ahead of time, an AUV should loiter before starting the inspection. The inspection of waypoints in equal time periods provides an efficient way to study the dynamics of various underwater processes with AUVs taking samples and measurement, photo and video shoots.

The group of robots performing the mission consists of \( M \) vehicles with cruising speed \( v^k, k = 1, \ldots, M \) and a set of on-board equipment \( u^k = \{u^k_1, u^k_2, \ldots, u^k_w\}, \ u^k_i \in \{0,1\}, \ i = 1, \ldots, w \). Thus, the AUV \( k \in M \) is able to inspect \( i \)-th objective if and only if \( u^k_i = 1 \) (Fig. 1).

We define the dummy nodes \( n^c \) for the AUVs initial positions. Let \( V = N \cup \{n^c\} \) denote the set of all waypoints and AUVs locations. Let the \( \varepsilon = \{(i,j) : i, j \in V, i \neq j\} \) define the set of edges. The connected graph \( G = (V, \varepsilon) \) represents the “roadmap” for the current mission of the group.
III. OBJECTIVE FUNCTION

The effectiveness of the group work is defined by regularity of well-timed inspections of all objectives. Situations, when AUV arrives too late and delays the inspection of the objective, are undesirable and should be penalized via efficiency criteria (objective function).

In order to construct reasonable efficiency criterion for the group route, we define an additional function $a_i(t)$ corresponding to each objective $i$ of the mission that defines the “hotness” of corresponding objective at specified moments of time:

$$a_i(t) = \begin{cases} \bar{a}(t-(t_k+s_i))/p_i, & t \in [t_k+s_i, t_k+s_{i+1}] \\ 0, & t \in [t_k, t_k+s_i] \end{cases},$$

where $t_{i1}, t_{i2}, ..., t_{iK}$ is a sequence of moments when the objective $i$ is expected to be visited by AUVs according to the current route, and $\bar{a}$ is a constant threshold value that is equal for all objectives. This way, the inspection of the objective $i$ resets its “hotness” to a zero value, following that the function (1) begins to increase until next inspection, while reaching the threshold value $\bar{a}$ in the period of $p_i$ (Fig. 2).

Now we define a function to calculate a penalty for delaying the inspection of the objective:

$$\varphi(a, t) = \begin{cases} a_i(t) - \bar{a}, & a_i(t) > \bar{a} \\ 0, & a_i(t) \leq \bar{a} \end{cases}$$

(2)

Hence, the total penalty for the group route $R$ is a sum of penalties (2) for each inspection made by all AUVs within the route:

$$\Phi(R) = \sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{j=1}^{N} \varphi(a_i, t_i),$$

(3)

where $m$ stands for $V_j(r_i)$ and $t_i$ values represent the time moments of expected inspections of corresponding objectives.

However, function (3) considers only those waypoints that are being included in the group route $R$ and only in the moments of their inspections. For this reason, it is needed to consider an additional function, which would neglect the well-timed inspection, but would estimate the level of “completeness” of all objectives at the end of group movement:

$$\Psi(R) = \sum_{i=1}^{M} a_i(t_0 + t_k),$$

(4)

where $t_k$ is the moment of the mission end. The function (4) also allows us to instantly provide the group routes with two positive features: it encourages the group to inspect each waypoint of the mission and it indirectly normalizes durations of routes of all vehicles in the group.

Hence, the final efficiency criterion for the group route is as follows:

$$f(R) = M \cdot \Phi(R) + \Psi(R), R \in Z,$$

(5)

where $Z$ is the set of all possible routes. It is also should be noted that function (1) is constructed in such a way that “hotness” of objectives with lesser periodicity grows faster. In that way, delaying of inspections would happen preferably with waypoints of the biggest periodicity.

Since we have the final criterion in the explicit form, we can use it as the objective function to compare different group routes on the graph $G$. 

Figure 1. The schematic representation of the group mission

Figure 2. Graphical representation of the “hotness” function
IV. EVOLUTIONARY APPROACH

For a broad combinatorial class of vehicle routing problems there are no algorithms solving it in polynomial time, which leads us to the class of approximation algorithms that allow obtaining rational sub-optimal solutions in low computational time. Another layer of complexity is implied by a "bad" neighborhood structure of the described patrol routing problem, making it difficult to allocate and find qualitative and feasible solutions, as they may not be in the neighborhood of other feasible high-quality solutions in the search space.

A comprehensive survey of various approaches to solving the VRP concludes that evolutionary algorithms (EA) generally outperform any other heuristics or metaheuristics [5]. Their main advantage is the ability to find solutions to poorly structured problems and problems with complex constraints, because EAs require a relatively small amount of information about the nature of the problem. The main drawback here is that algorithm’s speed and efficiency strongly depend on the construction heuristics and improvement heuristics.

We propose a hybrid evolutionary approach featuring specialized genetic operators and solutions improvement heuristics addressing both the expected large-dimension of the problem and spatio-temporal constraints that primarily arise from the AUV's heterogeneity.

The construction of the initial population of solutions is the first and crucial step to achieve good rational solutions rapidly. The aim of this step is to construct a set of only feasible chromosomes that ensures coverage of a significant portion of the search space and contains a variety of good solutions. We propose to achieve this requirement by means of three different construction heuristics: sequential insertion and two parallel insertions.

The first heuristic is a "random insertion with no duplicates". It builds AUVs routes sequentially: at first, the route for the one single vehicle is fully generated, then for the next vehicle, etc. The starting objective for each vehicle is randomly selected from the entire set of permissible objectives for the current AUV. All subsequent objectives are selected in the same manner but with the additional requirement to be different, if possible, from the previous objective of this vehicle.

The next two constructive heuristics are based on the time-oriented nearest-neighbor insertion heuristic by Solomon [6] and are parallel, i.e. they build routes for all vehicles in the group simultaneously. Both heuristics require the construction of an auxiliary vector $Q=\{q_1, q_2, \ldots, q_{M\times h}\}$ of the mission objectives, ordered by the time of their required visits. Each element $q_i$ of this vector is a pair $\{e_i, t_i\}$, where $e_i$ stands for the index (number) of the objective and $t_i$ corresponds to the time moment of its scheduled inspection. The vector $Q$ is formed as follows:

1. Construct $Q$ from the pairs $\{e_i, t_i\}$ corresponding only to the first objective. Thus, we obtain a sequence of time moments when this objective should be inspected by the vehicles of the group.
2. Perform the same procedure for the next objective with the only difference being that the temporary vector $\tilde{Q}$ of the same structure is used instead of $Q$.
3. Merge two created vectors together by "attaching" vector $\tilde{Q}$ to the vector $Q$ and then reorder the elements $q$ of the new extended vector $Q$ in the ascending order of values $t_i$ in pairs $\{e_i, t_i\}$.
4. Reduce vector $Q$ to the first $M \times h$ elements, which returns $Q$ to its initial length.
5. Repeat 2-4 for the rest of objectives of the mission. The resulting sequence of indexes $e$ in the pairs $\{e_i, t_i\}$ will match the order in which the objectives of the mission should be visited and inspected according to their periodicity.

Both parallel heuristics use the vector $Q$ as a source of objectives to pick and insert into routes of different vehicles. For the first heuristic of "time-greedy insertion", the probability to select each AUV for the current objective is inversely proportional to the number of objectives already assigned to this vehicle, while for the second "quality-greedy insertion" this probability depends also on the distance between the current objective and the last objective in the route of each AUV. The use of two parallel heuristics here provides the population diversity not only among the solutions built with the random insertion, but also within the set of more qualitative solutions.

It should be noted that at each iteration only those AUVs are considered, which have all the required on-board equipment. This restriction guarantees us the feasibility of each solution obtained by the heuristics proposed. The population constructed is then evaluated with the objective function (5). According to the results of ranking, the tournament selection chooses a set of solutions for procreation and mutations.

We suggest using a number of specialized genetic operators that guarantee the feasibility of the offspring solution: two different variants of crossover and the multimode mutation.

The multimode mutations proposed consists of four operators: add new objective into the route, remove the objective from the route, change the objective within the route to another objective, swap two objectives within the route of the same AUV. When mutation operators are implied, all changes are also verified on admissibility.

The first crossover is called "one-plus-one-point" and it is a modification of the standard two-point crossover with the additional rule to choose randomly only the first point. The second one is then defined automatically within the route of the same vehicle as the first point.
The second crossover is "focused on inheritance" and it is based on the "adaptive memory" crossover proposed in [7]. The proposed crossover identifies the common characteristics of the parental individuals and copies them to the offspring-solution, which is a kind of adaptive memory procedure. Initially, the two solutions are selected. If there are common parts between the solutions, then these parts are inherited to the offspring: all parts left empty inherit the values from the best solutions in the adaptive memory or from some random solutions in the population. At each iteration, the adaptive memory is updated based on the best solutions found. The structure of such crossover also ensures the feasibility of resulting chromosomes.

The mechanisms of parallel populations with migration (island model) and elitism provide faster algorithm convergence rate while preventing premature convergence to a local optima. The procedure of clone removal preserves diversity of new populations on each iteration of evolutionary algorithm.

To improve the efficiency of the population creation procedure, all probabilistic genetic parameters are constantly changed at the end of each iteration of the algorithm. Being determined by the current efficiency of the genetic operators these changes allow algorithm to adapt to the different situations on the different steps of processing. The implementation of the adaptation mechanism may significantly increase the speed of computing in those cases when some genetic operators begin to work significantly better than others [3].

V. CONCLUSION

The approach proposed has been implemented in our modeling framework «AUV Mission Planner» and has demonstrated the high efficiency and reliability even under the strongest requirements and restrictions during a series of simulation studies. The suggested modification of the evolutionary algorithms has the ability to rapidly generate a set of rational and feasible solutions of high quality and to effectively improve the populations of solutions to meet the required conditions.

We have evaluated the impact of each embedded heuristic on the rate and quality of the algorithm convergence (Fig. 3). The average deviation of the resulting solutions from the optimal ones is 2.8%.

The proposed algorithm structure and new heuristics can be used not only to efficiently route the heterogeneous robot groups during multi-objective missions, but also to address other statements of VRPs and its modern variations.

The routing problem statement described by itself can be singled out as a separate subclass of VRP that combines the features of a periodic VRP and VRP with time windows and requires the original approach to address it effectively.

Figure 3. Rate of the algorithm convergence with different heuristics in use
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Abstract – Low cost robotic solutions are of great importance for improvement and development of robotics. In this paper, two visually guided low cost robot arms are proposed. The proposed system performs automatic hand-eye calibration and, after the calibration, positions its end effector above the object of interest using visual servoing based on off the shelf marker tracker. The presented experiments demonstrate positioning accuracy of the proposed setup.

I. INTRODUCTION

Robot arms are today widely used in industrial automation. Their accuracy, reliability and flexibility make them unavoidable components of many production processes. However, high cost of industrial robot arms hinders their wide application in households and education. The prices of the smallest industrial robot arms with sub-millimeter repeatability are incomparably higher than prices of average household machines. Therefore, low cost robotic solutions are of the great importance for the further development of robotics, since they broaden the population of robot users and also expand the base of researchers in this field.

In this paper, development of low cost robot arms is considered. The proposed solution consists of only basic components, which allow implementation of a vision-based robot manipulation system. The presented research is biologically inspired in the sense that hand-eye coordination, typical for living beings, is used to achieve positioning accuracy instead of relying on proprioceptive sensors in the robot joints, common in a vast majority of industrial robots. The goal of this investigation is to find out what accuracy can be achieved with such a simple configuration.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides a short overview of related research. Section 3 explains components of the proposed vision-based robot manipulation system and implementation of the calibration and visual servoing algorithms, while Section 4 presents the performed experiments and their results. Finally, Conclusion comments on the results and offers ideas for future work.

II. RELATED RESEARCH

There exist many researches where visual servoing is applied for control of a robotic arm. In some of them, industrial robots [1] are being used and eye-in-hand [2], or hybrid eye-to-hand/eye-in-hand [3] configuration is applied. Also, variety of hand-eye calibration methods are applied, such as convex linear matrix inequality [4]. Our setup consists of a low-cost robotic arm and an off-the-shelf camera in eye-to-hand configuration. This setup, which consists of significantly less expensive components in comparison to the hardware used in the aforementioned related research, together with an evaluation of the absolute positioning accuracy achieved by the proposed system represents the contribution of this paper.

III. VISION BASED ROBOT MANIPULATION SYSTEM

A. Components

Since the main goal of this paper is to provide an insight in the positioning accuracy which can be achieved by low cost vision guided robot manipulators, all

Figure 1. Dobot Arm mounted on the stand
components are acquired from the lower price specter. The robot manipulation system shown in Figure 1 consists of a robot arm, a camera mounted on a stand, a marker used for visual servoing installed on the robot’s end effector and a vision-based robot control software.

Two robots are considered: Dobot Arm V1.0 and a custom made robot arm in SCARA configuration, named VICRA (Vision Controlled Robot Arm). The price of the Dobot Arm was 900$ and the manufacturing of the mechanical construction which connects the robot arm with a camera on a pan-tilt head costed 320 EUR. The development and manufacturing of VICRA prototype costed approximately 3000 EUR.

The Dobot package includes Dobot Arm, Dobot controller, 5 pieces of effectors, power adaptor, USB cable, toolkit, extension cable and base. Dobot Arm has 4 axes and 0.5 kg payload with maximum reach of 320 mm and +/- 0.2 mm position repeatability. Dobot Arm has three joints with stepper motors: base, rear arm and forearm, and the fourth joint with rotation servo. It weights 3 kg and it is made of aluminum alloy. Dobot Arm is controlled by Dobot Controller which is based on Arduino Mega 2560 and FPGA board placed inside a control box. It can communicate with a PC via USB-UART. A Dobot Arm is shown in Figure 2. The Dobot arm and the RGB-D camera are mounted on a stand thereby forming a compact vision-based robot manipulation unit. The stand was designed in SketchUp [13] and built in a local workshop. The stand shown in Figure 1 was designed to provide secure camera holding in adequate position w.r.t. the robotic arm. The camera is positioned in such a way that the robot arm workspace is completely contained inside the camera’s field of view. It is located sufficiently close to the robot’s workspace in order to achieve precise measurement of objects which the robot should manipulate with. In the same time, the distance to the closest object must be greater than the lower bound of the camera range. Furthermore, the marker used for visual servoing must always be clearly visible.

VICRA, shown in Figure 3, is a custom made robot arm in SCARA configuration. It has one translational and three rotational joints. The first three joints, which position the tool, are driven by stepper motors, while the fourth joint, which defines the tool orientation, is driven by a DC servo motor. The currently used tool is a gripper driven by a servo motor, but it can easily be replaced by alternative tools. The first translational joint enables vertical reach of approximately 0.6 m and the two rotational joints enable horizontal reach of approximately 0.6 m. The weight of the robot is approximately 8 kg, which makes it suitable for mounting on a mobile platform. The robot is controlled by Arduino Mega 2560 with RAMPS 1.4 shield which communicates with a PC via USB. The robot is designed for a pan-tilt head with a camera to be mounted on the top of the first axis, in order to support computer vision-based control. Also, inexpensive micro-switches are used as end-stop for all three axes.

Each of the two considered robot arms has its advantages and drawbacks. VICRA is more expensive than Dobot, but it has greater payload and wider operative range. Also, because of its configuration, in specific positions, Dobot’s joints interfere with camera’s view of the marker used for visual feedback. On the other hand, VICRA provides undisturbed view of the marker in each position.

Both considered robot configurations are four axes robot arms, whose absolute positioning is achieved by a 3D perception sensor being the only sensor applied. The first three axes of the robot are driven by stepper motors without encoders and the fourth axis is driven by a DC servo motor. The robots are controlled by an Arduino-based controller and the applied 3D perception sensor is
an affordable off-the-shelf RGB-D camera, Orbec Astra S, costing 150 US$.

Although a common RGB-camera can be used for implementation of visual feedback, a RGB-D camera Orbec Astra S is used in the considered system because we wanted to build a system with 3D vision capability, since results of recent computer vision research clearly demonstrate advantages of 3D vision systems [6]–[10]. Orbec Astra S is a camera optimized for short-range use cases, from 0.35 m to 2.5 m. It is compatible with existing OpenNI [14] applications and provided with Astra SDK software. Astra SDK is used for acquiring image from the camera which is then processed by algorithms presented in Sections III.B and III.C. Even though presented manipulation module currently doesn’t use depth obtained from the RGB-D camera, it is planned to use this information in future versions.

Both robot manipulators are based on stepper motors and no absolute encoders or any other proprioceptive sensor are used in this research for measuring absolute position. Stepper motors are controlled by series of impulses defining relative changes in joint angles. Hence, in order to achieve absolute positioning, the initial position must be known. Furthermore, stepper motors could lose impulses, which could lead to wrong positioning. In order to achieve precise absolute positioning, visual servoing using RGB-D camera is applied.

Visual servoing is implemented by detection and localization of a marker mounted on the robot arm close to the end-effector. Marker detection and pose estimation is implemented using ArUco library for augmented reality [11] based on Open CV [12]. Since an object of interest is not always captured in the current camera field of view, the camera is mounted on a pan-tilt head. This way, the camera is able to rotate up and down, left and right and find the right angle to successfully capture objects of interest. The pan-tilt head also allows navigation of mobile robot manipulator, which can be created by mounting of the presented vision guided robot arm on a mobile platform. In the experiments reported in this paper, the capabilities of the pan-tilt head are not used, i.e. the camera orientation remains fixed during the experiment.

The control software consists of functions for controlling robot’s joints [15], built in Python, and functions for visual servoing written in C++.

B. Hand-Eye Calibration

Systems where a robotic “hand” is guided by a camera, which represents “eyes”, are called Hand-eye systems. There are two main types of these systems: (i) the eye-in-hand configuration, where the camera is mounted on the arm, close to its end effector, and moves along with the end-effector, and (ii) the eye-to-hand configuration, where the camera is stationary and overlooks the robot’s movements. In this paper, the second configuration is used, primarily because the camera was too big to be mounted on the applied robot arms. In order to be able to coordinate the robot movement with the information obtained from the camera images, the pose of the robot reference frame $S_B$ w.r.t. the camera reference frame $S_C$ must be determined. A calibration procedure used to compute this pose is known as hand-eye calibration.

To perform a hand-eye calibration, a set of images of a calibration object is acquired. The calibration object used in the research presented in this paper is a marker mounted close to the end effector of the robot arm, which is also used for visual servoing.

First, let’s introduce the notation used in the rest of this paper. In this paper, $^aT_b$ denotes the homogeneous transformation matrix representing the pose of a reference frame $S_a$ w.r.t. a reference frame $S_b$. Analogously, $^aR_b$ and $^a_t_b$ denote rotation matrix and translation vector defining the orientation and position of $S_a$ w.r.t. $S_b$ respectively. A rotation matrix and a translation vector are included in a homogeneous transformation matrix as follows

$$^aT_b = \begin{pmatrix} ^aR_b & ^a_t_b \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \end{pmatrix}.$$

Furthermore, the following notation is used for reference frames: $R$ represents robot, $C$ camera, $G$ tool, and $M$ marker reference frame.

The pose of $S_B$ w.r.t. $S_C$ can be computed from three marker positions, referred to in this section as position 0, 1 and 2. Assuming that the marker is clearly visible, the applied vision software provides us with 3D position of the marker denoted by $^c_t_M(k)$, for each robot position $k = 0, 1, 2$.

If the robot moves from position 0 to position 1 along the $x$-axis of its reference frame, then the marker positions $^c_t_M(0)$ and $^c_t_M(1)$ define the $x$-axis of the robot reference frame viewed from the camera reference frame, i.e. unit vector

$$^c_{x_R} = \frac{^c_t_M(1) - ^c_t_M(0)}{\left\| ^c_t_M(1) - ^c_t_M(0) \right\|},$$

represents the $x$-axis of $S_B$ w.r.t. $S_C$.

Furthermore, if the robot moves from position 1 to position 2, where the both positions have the same $z$-coordinate in the robot reference frame, then the marker positions $^c_t_M(1)$ and $^c_t_M(2)$ define a vector perpendicular to the $z$-axis of the robot reference frame. Consequently, unit vector

$$^c_{z_R} = \frac{^c_{x_R} \times \hat{b}}{\left\| ^c_{x_R} \times \hat{b} \right\|},$$

represents the $z$-axis of $S_B$ w.r.t. $S_C$.
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where
\[ \mathbf{b} = c\mathbf{t}_M(2) - c\mathbf{t}_D(1), \]
(3)
represents the z-axis of \( S_R \) w.r.t. \( S_C \). Vectors \( c\mathbf{x}_R \) and \( c\mathbf{z}_R \) completely define the orientation of \( S_R \) w.r.t. \( S_C \), which can be represented by rotation matrix
\[ c\mathbf{R}_R = \begin{bmatrix} c\mathbf{x}_R & c\mathbf{y}_R & c\mathbf{z}_R \end{bmatrix} \]
(4)
where
\[ c\mathbf{y}_R = c\mathbf{z}_R \times c\mathbf{x}_R. \]
(5)
The position of the origin of \( S_R \) w.r.t. \( S_C \) can be computed from \( c\mathbf{t}_M(0) \), the previously determined rotation matrix \( c\mathbf{R}_R \) and the position of the marker w.r.t. the robot end effector \( c\mathbf{t}_E \), which is expected to be known in advance. The relation between \( c\mathbf{t}_M(0) \) and the corresponding position of the end effector w.r.t. robot reference frame can be described by the following equation
\[ \begin{bmatrix} c\mathbf{t}_M(0) \\ 1 \end{bmatrix} = c\mathbf{R}_R c\mathbf{T}_C - c\mathbf{t}_M \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ 1 \end{bmatrix} c\mathbf{T}_C. \]
(6)
The both considered robots are constructed in such a way that the z-axis of the tool reference frame \( S_G \) is always parallel to the z-axis of \( S_R \). Hence, if position 0 is selected so that the x-axis of \( S_G \) is parallel to the x-axis of \( S_R \), then \( c\mathbf{R}_G \) is the identity matrix and (6) can be written as
\[ c\mathbf{t}_M(0) = c\mathbf{R}_R \cdot \left( c\mathbf{t}_M + c\mathbf{T}_G(0) \right) + c\mathbf{t}_E. \]
Consequently, vector \( c\mathbf{t}_R \) can be computed by
\[ c\mathbf{t}_R = c\mathbf{t}_M(0) - c\mathbf{R}_R \cdot \left( c\mathbf{t}_M + c\mathbf{T}_G(0) \right). \]
(7)
The eye-to-hand calibration is performed in the following steps.

**Step 1.** Position the robot tool at an arbitrary position \( c\mathbf{t}_d(0) \) on the x-axis of the robot RF.

**Step 2.** Capture an image and measure \( c\mathbf{t}_d(0) \).

**Step 3.** Move the robot tool in the x-direction for distance a. The resulting position is \( c\mathbf{t}_d(1) \).

**Step 4.** Capture an image and measure \( c\mathbf{t}_d(1) \) using the tracking tool.

**Step 5.** Move the robot tool in the y-direction for distance b. The resulting position is \( c\mathbf{t}_d(2) \).

**Step 6.** Capture an image and measure \( c\mathbf{t}_d(2) \) using the tracking tool.

**Step 7.** Compute \( c\mathbf{R}_R \) using equations (1) – (5) and \( c\mathbf{t}_E \) by (7).

### C. Visual Servoing

The visual servoing algorithm presented in this section computes changes of joints variables required to move the marker in a wanted position based on the image acquired by the camera, a desired marker position \( c\mathbf{t}_M \) w.r.t. the camera reference frame and the pose of the robot reference frame w.r.t. the camera reference frame \( c\mathbf{T}_E \) obtained by calibration. In a practical application, the desired marker position \( c\mathbf{t}_M \) is computed from a pose of an object of interest obtained by an appropriate computer vision software, which is not a subject of this paper. The task of the presented visual servoing algorithm is to position the marker at \( c\mathbf{t}_M \) within a given tolerance. The visual servoing algorithm consists of the following steps.

**Step 1.** Based on a given image, the current marker position \( ^c\mathbf{t}_M \) w.r.t. the camera is computed using a tracking tool (in the current implementation, this is ArUco software).

**Step 2.** Compute the current marker position it the robot reference frame by \( ^a\mathbf{t}_M = ^a\mathbf{T}_C \cdot ^c\mathbf{t}_M \).

**Step 3.** Compute joint angles \( \mathbf{q} \) from \( ^a\mathbf{t}_M \) by inverse kinematics.

**Step 4.** Compute the reference marker position in the robot reference frame by \( ^a\mathbf{t}_M = ^a\mathbf{T}_C \cdot ^c\mathbf{t}_M \).

**Step 5.** Compute new joint angles \( \mathbf{q}_n \) from \( ^a\mathbf{t}_M \) by inverse kinematics.

**Step 6.** Compute the required changes in joint angles by \( \Delta \mathbf{q} = \mathbf{q}_n - \mathbf{q} \).

**Step 7.** Send \( \Delta \mathbf{q} \) to the robot controller.

These steps are repeated iteratively until the marker reaches the desired position within a given tolerance.

### IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In order to test the developed system, two test case scenarios were performed. In the first experiment, the accuracy of the camera calibration was evaluated by comparing the estimation of the tool position measured by vision, the tool position given to the robot and the actual tool position measured manually. In the second experiment, the goal was to test the accuracy of the implemented visual servoing algorithm. The experiments were performed using Dobot Arm. Since the positioning accuracy depends on visual feedback and not on the mechanical construction of the robot, similar results are expected to be obtained by VICRA. Nevertheless, experiments with VICRA are not included in this paper, since its development is still in progress.

In order to facilitate manual measurements, in the first experiment, a laser pointer is mounted instead of a gripping tool. The manually measured positions are considered in this analysis as the ground truth positions. The tool positions given to the robot are referred to in this section as robot positions and the positions measured by
vision are referred to as vision measurements. After camera calibration, a square matrix of 10 × 10 points is given to the robot as reference positions. The robot’s task was to move to these points, one by one, wait for the vision system to calculate the tool pose and a human operator to measure the tool position. In order to allow comparison of the measurement obtained by vision to the open-loop robot positioning and the manual measurements, the pose estimated by the vision system is transformed in the robot reference frame. Since the robot has a laser as the end effector, the point projected by the laser on a millimeter paper allowed an easy measurement in the robot reference frame. After all 100 points were processed, a statistical analysis is performed. The results of this analysis are shown in the middle column of Table I and Table II. In Table I, the statistics of the difference between the ground truth positions and the vision measurements is shown, where Δx_{max} and Δy_{max} represent the maximal absolute difference in the x- and y-coordinates, Δd_{max} represents the maximal distance, while σ_{x}, σ_{y}, and σ_{d} represent the standard deviations of the x-coordinates, y-coordinates and distances. The analogous statistical analysis of the difference between the ground truth positions and the tool positions given to the robot is shown in Table II.

The presented analysis shows that the calibration procedure proposed in Section III.B, although fast and simple, provides the transformation \( ^{c} T_r \) with significant inaccuracy. We noticed that both the measurements obtained by vision and the robot open-loop positioning have significant bias, which could possibly be reduced by an additional calibration step. In order to estimate to which extent the considered positioning errors represent random noise and to which extent these errors contain a bias, which could be reduced by an additional correction step or a more thorough calibration procedure, we performed the following analysis. We computed values \( a_x, b_x, a_y \), and \( b_y \) which minimize the following error functions

\[
\mathcal{E}_s(a_x, b_y) = \sum_i (x_i - x'_i)^2,
\]

where \( x_i \) and \( y_i \) are reference values obtained by manual measurement, while \( x'_i \) and \( y'_i \) are values obtained by linear mapping of the measured values \( x_i \) and \( y_i \), defined by

\[
x'_i = a_x x_i + b_x, \quad y'_i = a_y y_i + b_y.
\]

The statistics of the vision error and robot error for the values obtained by mapping (8) is shown in the last column of Table I and Table II. This analysis indicates that the positioning error can be significantly reduced by an additional correction step, such as the linear mapping proposed in this section. If the robot is required to have a good positioning accuracy within an approximately planar workspace, then the presented linear mapping can be used as the final calibration step, resulting in a more accurate positioning. If the robot is required to have accurate positioning in a wider workspace including significant changes in z-direction, then a more thorough calibration procedure should be applied.

In the second experiment, visual servoing accuracy was evaluated. A marker which represented an object on the scene, was put in 30 different positions, one by one, in the robot’s working region. This marker is referred to in this paper as target marker. After capturing an image, the center of the target marker representing the desired position was determined.

The robot initially moved to this position by setting its joints to the values computed by inverse kinematics. If the difference between the robot’s position and the target marker after this movement was greater than a given threshold, which was 3 mm in this case, the visual servoing algorithm described in Section III.C was applied. This process is repeated until the positioning error falls below the given threshold. After the robot stopped moving, the distance between the laser point on the millimeter paper, which represents the position of the end effector, and the center of the target marker was measured by the human operator. The results of the
described experiment are given in Table III, where $\Delta d_{\text{max}}$ represents the maximum distance between the center of the target marker and the laser position and $\sigma_d$ represents the standard deviation of this distance.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, a simple vision guided robot manipulation system consisting of a low cost robot arm and an off-the-shelf RGB-D camera is presented. As the main contribution, we emphasize the development of a low-cost solution which can be used by a wide population of developers. Furthermore, an analysis of the positioning accuracy of the developed system achieved by visual servoing without proprioceptive sensors is presented. From the results of this analysis it can be concluded that the positioning error is within 6 mm with standard deviation of 1.42 mm.

The main error source in the proposed positioning system comes from inaccurate determination of the marker distance w.r.t. the camera reference frame. We expect that a significant improvement to the given system can be achieved by fusing the measurement obtained by ArUco software with depth information provided by a RGB-D camera. This will be the topic of our future research.
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<td>1.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
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I. INTRODUCTION

A significant portion of machine learning (ML) algorithms directly relies on gradient-based optimization methods. As their name states, these methods require computing a gradient of a loss function on each step of optimization. Simple models like logistic regression have well-known formulas for computing partial derivatives. However, recent progress in machine learning and especially deep neural networks has given a rise to much more complicated models and loss functions.

Manually computing gradients of such functions is time-consuming and error-prone, so often computer-based methods are used instead. Such methods fall into several categories, and each category has its advantages and disadvantages. In this paper, we present a method that combines parts of 2 of these categories and is specifically designed with a focus on machine learning applications. One important difference from other approaches is that our method also supports efficient calculation of derivatives of functions from $R^m$ to $R^n$ where both $m$ and $n$ are large, whereas other methods either require one of them to be small (e.g. [1], [2]), or can’t handle vector functions at all (e.g. [3], [4]).

The rest of this paper is structured as follow. In the next section, we revisit major families of computer-based differentiation algorithms and explain where our method falls in. In section 3 we describe actual method as applied to scalars (numbers), while in section 4 we extend it to higher-order tensors using Einstein notation.

II. OVERVIEW OF COMPUTER-BASED DIFFERENTIATION METHODS

To the best of our knowledge, most computer-based differentiation methods are divided into 3 main categories:

1) Numeric (also known as finite difference methods)
2) Symbolic
3) Automatic

Numeric differentiation (ND) methods are the simplest ones and directly rely on the definition of derivative. We say that $\frac{df}{dx}$ is a derivative of a function $f(x)$ with respect to $x$ if:

$$\frac{df}{dx} = \lim_{\Delta x \to 0} \frac{f(x + \Delta x) - f(x)}{\Delta x}$$

Given this definition, we can calculate derivative of any function by computing it at $x$ and $x + \Delta x$ where $\Delta x$ is some little constant, and then dividing the result by that constant.

The major advantage of this method is that it’s able to compute derivatives of any function differentiable at both - $x$ and $\Delta x$. The main disadvantage comes from complexity of choosing good $\Delta x$: too small values may lead to round-off errors during floating point operations, while too large values lead to weak approximation of the real value of a derivative. Attempts have been done to improve precision using multiple differences (e.g. [5]), but in general case accuracy of numeric differentiation stays unstable.

Symbolic differentiation (SD) takes a different approach - instead of evaluating a function, it constructs a symbolic expression representing its derivative. Technically, symbolic differentiation relies on a fact that algebraic expressions are either primitive (e.g. summation, product, exponent, etc.) or a combination of the above. For primitive expressions there’s already a well-known set of rules, i.e. $\frac{d}{dx} \cos(x) = \sin(x)$. Combined expressions are handled using the chain rule, i.e. if $z = z(y)$ is a function of $y$ which in turn is a function $y = y(x)$ of $x$, then the derivative $\frac{dz}{dx}$ may be expressed as:

$$\frac{dz}{dx} = \frac{dz}{dy} \frac{dy}{dx}$$

Or, in case of several intermediate functions $y_i$:

$$\frac{dz}{dx} = \sum \frac{dz}{dy_i} \frac{dy_i}{dx}$$
The chain rule and differentiation rules for primitive expressions make it possible to divide any algebraic expression into primitive parts, differentiate each part and then combine the results. Here we demonstrate this method by example.

Let’s say we want to differentiate expression \( f(x) = \sin(x^2) \). Since there are only 2 calls, we can introduce one intermediate function \( g(x) \) so that \( f(x) = \sin(g(x)) \). Using the chain rule from above we get:

\[
\frac{df}{dx} = \frac{df}{dg} \frac{dg}{dx} = \frac{d\sin(g)}{dg} \frac{d(g^2)}{dx}
\]

From primitive rules we know that \( \frac{d}{dg}\sin(g) = \cos(g) \) and \( \frac{d}{dx} x^2 = 2x \). Replacing \( g \) with its original value and multiplying two derivatives we get:

\[
\frac{df}{dx} = \cos(x^2) \times 2x
\]

Which is the correct derivative of the specified function.

Unlike numeric approach, symbolic differentiation produces code for exact calculation of derivatives. Also, in many cases this code is as efficient as possible and close to what a human expert would derive. Moreover, produced symbolic expression may then be further optimized (e.g. to fit memory requirements or improve numeric stability) or even translated to GPU or any other computation engine, which is extremely valuable property in the context of neural networks and related models.

On the other hand, symbolic differentiation has much more limited applicability. First of all, since the goal of this family of methods is to produce symbolic expression of a derivative, it is limited to functions continuously differentiable in all points. In computer program, however, most conditions and loops introduce discontinuity, so they are normally not allowed. Another restriction of symbolic differentiation is that most practical implementations (including highly adopted [3] and [4]), are essentially univariate, i.e. they don’t support vector inputs and are thus inapplicable to most machine learning functions.

**Automatic differentiation (AD)** is a set of techniques to numerically evaluate the derivative of a function. Similarly to symbolic differentiation, it decomposes algebraic expressions into a set of primitive subexpressions and then uses the chain rule to combine the results. Unlike symbolic approach, however, AD doesn’t produce a new expression, but only computes a derivative at a point, so it can easily handle conditions and loops. AD has 2 main modes: forward and reverse.

**Forward-mode AD** consists of a single pass from input arguments to the value of a function, during which both - value of the function and its derivative - are calculated. Typically, this mode is implemented using dual numbers - a special extension of real numbers with additional part that holds the derivative of a variable in question. However, this method has pretty bad complexity for function \( R^m \rightarrow R^n \) where \( m \gg n \) such as most loss functions in machine learning. Thus we don’t dive deeper in the description of this method and guide interested reader to [2].

**Reverse-mode AD** consists of 2 passes. On the **forward** pass it computes values of all primitive expressions and records them into intermediate variables on a so-called ”tape”. On the **reverse** pass, the method starts with the derivative of output variable by itself (i.e. always 1) and traverses expression tree backward to calculate derivatives of the output w.r.t. each of intermediate variables. Here’s an example of such computation.

Let’s say we want to differentiate function \( z = \sin(x^2) \) at point \( x = 2 \). This complex expression contains 2 primitive expressions, which we compute and immediately write the results onto the tape:

1) \( y = x^2 = 4 \)
2) \( z = \sin(y) \approx -0.756 \)

By convention, we also replace input and output variables by new indexed names to make all variables look similar. This way we get:

1) \( w_1 = x = 2 \)
2) \( w_2 = w_1^2 = 4 \)
3) \( w_3 = \sin(w_2) \approx -0.756 \)

We seek to find derivative \( \frac{dz}{dx} = \frac{d\sin(w_2)}{dw_2} \). We start with the fact that the derivative of the output variable w.r.t. itself is \( \frac{dw_2}{dw_2} = 1 \) (the proof is trivially inferred from the definition of derivative).

From the chain rule we know that \( \frac{dw_3}{dx} = \frac{d\sin(w_2)}{dw_2} \times \frac{d\sin(w_2)}{dw_2} \). We already know that \( \frac{dw_3}{dw_2} = 1 \) and from primitive rules we also know that \( \frac{d\sin(w_2)}{dw_2} = \cos(w_2) = \cos(4) \approx -0.654 \), so multiplying these parts we get \( \frac{dw_3}{dx} = 1 \times 0.654 = 0.654 \). Note, that AD doesn’t ever create or transform symbolic expressions, but just calculates actual values of intermediate variables and their derivatives.

Reverse-mode AD has gained particular popularity in the field of machine learning and is implemented in such frameworks as Theano [6] and TensorFlow [7], as well as in dedicated libraries such as AutoGrad [8]. Strengths of this method include efficient (in terms of processing time) calculation of derivative of functions \( R^m \rightarrow R^n \) where \( m \gg n \) and transparent handling of multivariate vectors. Downsides of AD include high memory usage (because of the need to keep all variables on a tape during both - forward and reverse pass) and lack of symbolic representation that could be used for further optimizations and code generation.

There’s also a few methods that try to combine strengths of symbolic and automatic differentiation. One notable example is the **D* algorithm** from [9]. In their paper, Guenter et al. describe a library in C++ that overloads common algebraic operations for their V(ariable) class to produce expression graph, and then aggressively optimize this graph to eliminate repeating blocks. The D* allows for vector-valued functions where each output component may represent an independent function of input arguments. This gives flexibility in defining vector-valued functions, but in the worst case (i.e. when there are no repeating blocks to be eliminated) may result in a run time proportional to the number of output values.
Our method is similar in spirit to D*, but instead of supporting independent functions, we limit output components to functions of the same basic structure and only different indices (e.g. $z_i = f(x_i, y_k)$). This is much more common in machine learning and enables generating more compact code with much smaller run time. Moreover, our method works with functions that output not only vectors, but also matrices and, in general, tensors of any rank.

In the next section we describe our method in a way that works for scalars, and in section 4 we extend this framework to support higher-order tensors.

III. SYMBOLIC METHOD FOR SCALARS

The ultimate goal of our method is to be able to produce symbolic derivatives for algebraic functions commonly used in machine learning. Since we seek for a symbolic representation, we limit our framework to continuously differentiable functions, i.e. we don’t support conditional operators and loops as they may, in general case, introduce points of discontinuity. To our mind, this is not a hard limitation in the context of ML since most loss functions that use loops can be formulated as a combination of higher-order derivatives such as vectors and matrices. For example, matrix-by-vector product above can be transformed into a form with summation. We do, however, support operators like $min, max, sign$ and similar that may be thought of as conditional, but don’t create discontinuity points.

In general, our method is based on approach used in reverse-mode AD, but instead of computing values of variables and derivatives, we compose their symbolic expressions to build a computational graph suitable for further optimization. For demonstration purposes, let’s consider expression $z = x_1x_2 + sin(x_1)$ and find derivatives $\frac{dz}{dx_1}$ and $\frac{dz}{dx_2}$.

Forward pass in our case consists of 2 stages: recording all primitive operations onto a tape and evaluating “example values” (which we explain later in this section). Recording operations includes parsing subexpressions into intermediate values and constructing a list of primitive expressions, e.g. for expression above such a list would look like this:

1) $w_1 = x_1$
2) $w_2 = x_2$
3) $w_3 = w_1 \times w_2$
4) $w_4 = sin(w_1)$
5) $z = w_5 = w_3 + w_4$

This expression list, however, lacks type information needed to distinguish between scalars and higher-rank tensors. To obtain this information, we introduce a notion of “example values” - values attached to each variable and having the same type as real values could have. E.g. we can use value 1 for $x_1$ and $x_2$ to indicate that input parameters are scalars, or random 2x2 matrices to indicate that they are instances of tensor-2. Note, that real values passed to generated expression later don’t need to have the same value or size (for tensors), but only the same type and number of dimensions.

After we have obtained example values of input parameters we can evaluate each primitive expression and infer example values for all intermediate and final variables.

Reverse pass, just as in the case of AD, starts with the derivative of an output variable w.r.t. to itself and propagates derivatives back to input variables. However, instead of propagating concrete values we aggregate symbolic expressions, i.e. build a formula describing how to calculate it from input and intermediate variables. We demonstrate it by example:

1) $\frac{dz}{dx_1} = \frac{dz}{dw_5} = 1$
2) $\frac{dz}{dx_2} = 1 \times 1 = 1$
3) $\frac{dz}{dw_3} = 1 \times 1 = 1$
4) $\frac{dz}{dw_1} = 1 \times \cos(w_1) = \cos(w_1)$
5) $\frac{dz}{dw_2} = 1 \times w_1$
6) $\frac{dz}{dw_4} = \cos(w_1) + 1 \times w_2 = \cos(w_1) + w_2$

Note that in our calculations we encounter $\frac{dz}{dw_1}$ twice - at lines 4 and 6. First time we calculate derivative of $\frac{dz}{dw_1}$ via $w_4$ only, while second time we also include the derivative via $w_3$. Also note, that we simplify expressions where possible, e.g. use 1 instead of $1 \times 1$ - although it’s not strictly necessary, it simplifies reading and reduces run time of implementation.

So we finish with 2 formulas:

$$\frac{dz}{dx_1} = \frac{dz}{dw_5} = \cos(w_1) + w_2$$
$$\frac{dz}{dx_2} = \frac{dz}{dw_2} = w_1$$

These formulas may then be applied to any (scalar) input values $x_1$ and $x_2$ to immediately obtain the result.

IV. SYMBOLIC METHOD FOR HIGHER-ORDER TENSORS

It’s tempting to apply the same approach to differentiation of higher-order derivatives such as vectors and matrices. For example, for dot product of two vectors $z = \mathbf{x} \cdot \mathbf{y}$ we can easily show that $\frac{dz}{dx} = \mathbf{y}$. However, this approach doesn’t work for more complex operations because not all such derivatives have symbolic representation. One such example is the matrix-by-vector product:

$$W\mathbf{x}$$

In this case derivative $\frac{\partial W}{\partial \mathbf{x}}$ is a tensor with 3 dimensions that cannot be straightforwardly expressed as a combination of input vectors and matrices.

Although we cannot infer symbolic rules for tensors themselves, we still can do it for tensor components. We note here that for any function on tensors each component of an output tensor is a function of zero or more components of input tensors. For example, matrix-by-vector product above can be rewritten as:

$$\sum_k W_{ik}x_k, \forall i$$

Now instead of a tensor expression, we have a set of scalar expressions over indexed variables $W_{ik}$ and $x_k$, which is much easier target. However, before we move to differentiation of these indexed expression, we need to make one more change to our notation.
Since we want to use symbolic differentiation from a programming language, we need a way to represent such expressions in programming notation, and symbols like \( \sum \) and \( \forall \) don’t have straightforward counterpart in programming. Even if we find appropriate representation, tensor expressions in index notation very quickly become bulky. Fortunately, these issues have already been addressed previously and have a solution in so-called Einstein indexing notation or just Einstein notation.

According to classic Einstein notation [10], unless otherwise stated:

1) a summation is assumed over all indices that appear twice in a product
2) no summation is assumed over indices that appear only once

Given these rules, we can rewrite matrix-by-vector product in a shorter form:

\[ W_{ik} x_k \]

which also plays well with array indexing notation in many programming languages, e.g. in Python or Julia:

\[ W[i, k] \times x[k] \]

Note, that for an index to be a "sum" index it should appear exactly in the same product term. For example, in the following expression index \( i \), although appearing twice, is still "for all" index:

\[ x_i + y_i \]

The "unless otherwise stated" part is also important. In particular, when an expression is an equation, the common approach is to consider all indices appearing on the left-hand side (LHS) to be "for all" and all the others - "sum" indices. E.g. we may write:

\[ y = x_i \]

to indicate summation over components of vector \( x \).

Although Einstein notation is quite powerful by itself, it was designed for humans and doesn’t cover a few important cases that may arise during automatic expression processing. Below we describe these cases and introduce several extensions to classic Einstein notation that help to overcome them.

First of all, since summation is a special operation that requires either product term or an equation with LHS, how do we represent it when none of these conditions is available? For example, how do we express:

\[ \sum_i x_i \]

To deal with such cases we introduce a notion of **pseudo-one** - a special object similar to a tensor of all ones, but with undefined size. For example, we write one-dimensional pseudo-one as:

\[ 1_i \]

This object is only valid when it’s being multiplied by other variables, and in this case it simply results in summation over pseudo-one indices. Now, having a notion of pseudo-one, we can represent a sum of vector components as:

\[ \sum_i x_i \rightarrow x_i 1_i \]

Another corner case is conditional expressions. For example, as we will show later, in expression \( y_i = W_{ik} x_k \) derivative \( \frac{\partial y_i}{\partial W_{mn}} \) is a 3 dimensional tensor with components defined as:

\[
\frac{\partial y_i}{\partial W_{mn}} = \begin{cases} 
  x_n, & \text{if } i = m, \\
  0, & \text{otherwise}.
\end{cases}
\]

Again, this expression is pretty inconvenient to work with, especially when we have to multiply it by other expressions of the same kind. To tackle with it, we introduce **guards** - conditional subexpressions on indices that either pass the main expression as is (if the condition is true) or turn it into zero (otherwise). For example, derivative \( \frac{\partial y_i}{\partial W_{mn}} \) can now be written as:

\[
\frac{\partial y_i}{\partial W_{mn}} = x_n | i = m
\]

where everything after a bar is a guard.

One may argue that this notation is limited because it assumes one of conditional branches to be zero and it’s not possible to represent, for example, such expression:

\[ Z_{imn} = \begin{cases} 
  x_n, & \text{if } i = m, \\
  y_n, & \text{otherwise}.
\end{cases}
\]

Indeed, notation with guards is optimized for conditions with zero branch, but one can still represent other conditions as a sum of separate branches multiplied by positive or negative condition. E.g.:

\[ Z_{imn} = (x_n|i = m) + (y_n|i \neq m) \]

Now, having this extended Einstein notation in mind, we can eventually describe our method for symbolic tensor differentiation.

Our method consists of 5 principal steps:

1) parse expression into a list of primitive expressions
2) convert each primitive expression to Einstein notation
3) apply known differentiation rules to primitive expressions
4) combine resulting derivatives using the chain rule
5) convert derivative expression from Einstein notation to vectorized one

We do **expression parsing** exactly the same way as we did previously: each function call is transformed into a separate primitive expression. For example, linear transformation:
\[ y = Wx + b \]
is parsed into two simpler expressions:
\[ t = Wx \]
\[ y = t + b \]

We convert from vectorized into Einstein notation using a set of predefined rules. Each rule simply describes how components of output tensor depend on components of input tensors. Since at this step we deal only with primitive expressions, we only need to define one rule for each operation and operand types plus one special rule for elementwise operations (e.g. Hadamard product, which we denote here with \( \circ \)). The rules are easy to infer, so we provide here only a few examples for demonstration purposes:

\[
\begin{align*}
y &= Wx & \rightarrow & \quad y_i = W_{ik}x_k \\
Z &= X \circ Y & \rightarrow & \quad Z_{ij} = X_{ij} \times Y_{ij} \\
y &= \text{sum}(x) & \rightarrow & \quad y = x_i \times 1_i
\end{align*}
\]

Rules for finding derivatives of primitive expressions in Einstein notation are similar to those of scalar expressions, but with two exceptions:
1) all variables are indexed, and
2) where derivative turns zero, guards are used

We designate tensor derivatives in Einstein notation as:
\[
\frac{\partial Y_{ij}}{\partial X_{st}}
\]

where \( Y \) is the dependent variable, \( X \) is the variable we differentiate with respect to, and \( I \) and \( J \) are sets of unique indices of appropriate length. For example, given an expression:
\[
y_i = W_{ik}x_k
\]

derivative \( \frac{\partial y_i}{\partial W_{mn}} \) describes how \( i \)th component of output vector \( y \) depends on \((m, n)\)th component of input matrix \( W \).

It’s easy to show that \( y_i \) depends only on \( i \)th row of matrix \( W \), i.e. derivative is non-zero only when \( i = m \), and when this condition holds, changing \( W_{mn} \) by 1 leads to corresponding change in \( y_i \) by \( x_n \). We write both these statements as:
\[
\frac{\partial y_i}{\partial W_{mn}} = x_n \quad |i = m
\]

Other rules are inferred in a similar way, so we show only a couple of them for reference:
\[
\begin{align*}
y_i &= W_{ik}x_k & \rightarrow & \quad \frac{\partial y_i}{\partial x_m} = W_{im} \\
Z_{ij} &= X_{ij} \times Y_{ij} & \rightarrow & \quad \frac{\partial Z_{ij}}{\partial X_{mn}} = 1 \quad |i = m, j = n \\
y &= x_i \times 1_i & \rightarrow & \quad \frac{\partial y}{\partial x_m} = 1
\end{align*}
\]

We combine derivatives of primitive expressions using the standard chain rule. If guards are present in one or both expressions, they are combined together. For example, if we have derivatives of 2 primitive expressions in the same operator chain:
\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{\partial Z_{ij}}{\partial Y_{mn}} &= U_{nj} \quad |i = m \\
\frac{\partial Y_{mn}}{\partial X_{st}} &= W_{tn} \quad |m = s
\end{align*}
\]
then after applying the chain rule we get:
\[
\frac{\partial Z_{ij}}{\partial X_{st}} = U_{nj}W_{tn} \quad |i = m, m = s
\]
which is naturally simplified to:
\[
\frac{\partial Z_{ij}}{\partial X_{st}} = U_{nj}W_{tn} \quad |i = s
\]

It’s also worth to note that despite automatic construction the resulting expression is still valid in Einstein notation: we indeed sum out \( n \) index and leave all the others.

Finally, we convert expressions in Einstein notation back to vectorized one using predefined rules. Note, that conversion between vectorized and Einstein notation doesn’t make one-to-one relation, but rather many-to-one (in both directions). For example, both of the following rules are used if different contexts:
\[
\begin{align*}
y &= x,1_i & \rightarrow & \quad y = \text{sum}(x) \\
y &= x_i & \rightarrow & \quad y = \text{sum}(x)
\end{align*}
\]

Both expressions are valid and both designate sum over components of vector \( x \).

V. CODE GENERATION FOR GPU

Conversion to vectorized notation may be seen as code generation for executing on CPU (central processing unit). But it’s not the only possible backend - we can equally generate code for alternative runtime systems. One popular choice of such systems is GPU (graphics processing unit) which provides means for executing code with very high level of parallelism.

In a typical GPGPU (general-purpose GPU) program, data is copied into device’s memory, and then a number of so-called kernels is run over them. Each kernel consists of a set of relatively simple instructions executed on each datum in parallel (up to the number of available GPU threads). This plays especially well with our Einstein notation which essentially is a way to describe how to calculate each output variable.

Below we describe several techniques for code generation for GPU that we used in our work.

One of the major bottlenecks in GPU computing is data transfer between main and device’s memory, so we try to avoid it as much as possible. Fortunately, in our expressions,
we always know input and output variables, so we load them to and from a device exactly once for each function we analyze.

Another advantage of upfront expression analysis is that we can reuse data buffers. To do this, we keep track of:

1) type and size of each variable’s buffer
2) variable’s lifetime

Each time we need to create a new temporary variable we first look for a suitable buffer in a cache of existing variables. If there’s one and the corresponding variable isn’t used later than current expression, this buffer is reused. One very frequent example is elementwise operations. E.g. the following expression (in mathematical notation):

\[ c_i := a_i + b_i \]

is actually translated into

\[ b_i := a_i + b_i \]

(Here we use := to denote assignment in order not to abuse equality sign =)

Another useful property of elementwise operations is that they may be grouped into a single kernel. Enqueuing a kernel has its own overhead, running several instructions in a single kernel helps to fix it. For example, in our tests running a logistic function \( 1/(1 + e^{x_i}) \) in single kernel turned to be 1.4 times faster than running 3 separate kernels for exponent, summation and division (0.057 ms vs 0.08 ms for 50000-element 32-bit vectors using OpenCL).

Finally, for matrix multiplication and other aggregation functions we use a library implementing BLAS specification [11].

VI. IMPLEMENTATION IN JULIA

We provide a reference implementation in XDiff.jl [12] package in the Julia programming language. Below we provide the rationale for choosing the language and some other design decisions.

We chose Julia for several main reasons:

1) Julia supports literals for vectors and matrices and a large number of built-in mathematical functions
2) it also supports symbolic programming, i.e. variables and expressions may be represented as first-class citizens in Julia
3) operator overloading allows extending semantics of expressions to support, for example, symbolic product and summation

For comparison, in Python/C++ TensorFlow the whole new language with its own abstract syntax tree and a set of standard functions had to be designed for the same purposes.

Below we describe how we transfer some concepts from mathematical to programming notation.

As we’ve already described in the text, we represent variable indices using standard array indexing, e.g.:

\[ y[i] = W[i,k] * x[k] \]

Since Julia doesn’t support indexing of number literals, we replace pseudo-one notation \( i \) with symbol \([n] \).

Finally, to represent guards we use index comparison (e.g. \((i == m)\)) and add it as an additional product term to the main expression. E.g.:

\[ \frac{\partial y}{\partial W_{mn}} = x_n \quad | \quad i = m \]

is translated into

\[ dy_{\cdot \cdot}[i, m, n] = x[n] * (i == m) \]

When being multiplied by a number, boolean expression \((i == m)\) is converted into either 1 (true) or 0 (false). Thus when the condition holds, guard simply disappears, otherwise the whole expression turns into zero.

We generate code for GPU in OpenCL’s format. This choice is due to OpenCL’s widespread and portability, however, described techniques can be equally applied to other GPGPU systems (notably, CUDA).

VII. CONCLUSION

We have introduced a method for symbolic tensor differentiation using extended Einstein notation. The proposed method can be efficiently applied to functions where both - input and output - are tensors. We have also described techniques for code generation for CPU and GPU. The correctness of approach is proved by our reference implementation.
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Abstract - Artificial intelligence software tools could help scientists in reasoning on huge amount of data. This paper shows how Prolog can be used for analyzing air pollution data. Ecological data about air pollutant concentrations, previously measured with automatic stations, were transformed in a form suitable for processing and reasoning in Prolog system. A set of reasoning rules for analyzing air pollutants concentrations were defined and used for comparing level of concentration according to standards. Results of making goals and executing queries in Prolog are presented, visualized and analyzed.

I. INTRODUCTION

Experts, scientists and researchers in the field of environmental protection and ecology have a variety of tools for collecting and analyzing data, but relatively small number of tools that enable reasoning [1]. The ecological and eco informatics data, as well as knowledge bases are already extremely large and growing continually. This growing knowledge and huge amount of data challenges researchers to develop new and more efficient ways of organizing, processing and analyzing knowledge. Research results, methods and tools from artificial intelligence (AI) area may provide computerized tools, methods and techniques that aid ecologists in thinking and reasoning and provide mechanisms for applying ecological knowledge to real, complex problems [2]. According to [3], further development of the high performance computing and knowledge management tools, associated with AI techniques, is desired to promote long-term viability of the environmental informatics.

Aim of this paper is to present how Prolog could be used in analysis of air pollution data. Previously collected data from measurement stations are transformed in a suitable form for processing in Prolog. Reasoning rules are formulated to enable comparison of obtained data with values that are defined in standards.

II. RELATED WORK

Artificial intelligence area of expert systems development has significant appliance in environmental protection in recent years. Expert systems, databases and geographical information systems were combined for air quality modeling [4]. The use of mentioned tools and methods was focused on emission reduction scenario formation and evaluation. An expert system for evaluating the ecological quality of streams and rivers is presented in [5]. Oprea et al. [6] present an expert system developed for environmental diagnosis within three modules: for air pollution analysis and dispersion assessments, for surface water pollution analysis, and for soil erosion risk assessments.

Fuzzy expert systems approach is used because decision-making often involves gray areas, not only “black and white” reasoning [7]. Fuzzy expert systems and their applications can be found in ecological planning [2] or for power system diagnosis [8]. The aim of the expert system presented in [9] is to help in the decision-making process in the battle against pollution of the aquatic environment, which is vital for public health and the economy. This fuzzy expert system monitors seawater quality and pollution through a sensor network. Paper [10] proposes a new evaluation model using fuzzy inferences providing a new air quality index.

Neural networks, as a part of AI, also were used in ecology area for air pollution analyses. Ibarra-Berastegi et al. [11] focus on the prediction for five air pollutants on six locations in the area of Bilbao, in Spain.

Knowledge representation and reasoning is the area of AI concerned with how knowledge can be represented symbolically and manipulated in an automated way by reasoning programs [12]. Knowledge-based systems and their applications as another part of artificial intelligence were used in ecology for climate forecasting [13], for environmental protection [14] and for wastewater treatment [15]. Neagu et al. [16] propose a neuro-fuzzy knowledge-based system, an efficient decision support system that could function as a predictive tool in an air quality operational center.

Ecological informatics research is based on large quantities of collected data, which must be cleaned, shared, visualized and analyzed by research collaborators. To resolve this difficulty, Jaroenutsasin et al. [17] have presented online system for weather data analysis and visualization - consisting of online weather data portal combined with data analysis and visualization software tools. The Gutierrez-Corea et al. [18] present how climate and weather data, obtained from various automatic stations, could be qualitatively and quantitatively analyzed. A rule-based decision support system has been developed to assist decision makers in preparing the EU program of measures in the field of hydro morphological modelling [19]. Decision support system is created [19] to enable decision-making process in a qualitative manner based on the knowledge of experts. The construction of reusable knowledge libraries enables a wider range of applications to ecological modeling and better ways of
dealing with the complexity of ecological and environmental systems.

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Methodology and procedures used in this research include gathering air pollution data collected from three automatic measurement stations, installed in the province of Vojvodina, Republic of Serbia. These stations were located in year 2008 at three different locations, where air pollution is measured automatically every day: at urban city street, in industrial zone and in protected nature region. Raw measured data are downloaded from the website of Provincial Secretariat for Protection of Environment and Sustainable Development.

Data representation and automated reasoning are done with SWI-Prolog, a free version of Prolog that was developed at University of Amsterdam. Reasoning rules for data processing were created on the basis of regulations for air quality standards for European Union and regulations for air quality standards for Serbia.

Finally, visualization of analyses was performed using Microsoft Excel spreadsheet software for creating tables, using mathematical functions and presenting results in charts at worksheets.

IV. REASONING WITH AIR POLLUTION DATA

A. Collecting air pollution data

Air pollution data were collected from three automatic stations installed in the province of Vojvodina, Republic of Serbia. Monitoring data are stored and published at Internet portal of Provincial Secretariat for Protection of Environment and Sustainable Development of Vojvodina region (http://www.ekourb.vojvodina.gov.rs). These air stations were configured to take a reading every hour. It provides raw measurements of air pollutant concentrations and, with appropriate analysis and interpretation, these measurements can be transformed into useful information about air quality. In this paper, sample raw data from the year 2014 was used.

The data measurement used in this research was carried out with automatic measuring stations designed to monitor pollution levels with referent method (shown on Fig. 1) in:

- City of Zrenjanin - at location: 45°16’N and 19°52’E, in urban residential and commercial zone, on 75m of altitude, code station is RS10005, city with poorly developed industry around 80,000 inhabitants;
- City of Novi Sad - at location 45°23’N and 20°23’E, in urban industrial zone, on 80m of altitude, code station is RS10003, city with developed industry with around 300,000 inhabitants;
- Obedskas Bara - protected nature region near Sava river, at location 44°44’N and 19°59’E, on 75m of altitude, code station is RS10001, established in 1951 on 100km2 area with more than 200 birds species;

B. Preparing data for reasoning

Knowledge representation and reasoning considers how knowledge is represented symbolically and manipulated by automated reasoning systems [12]. In this study, reasoning was done with Prolog language for executing logical programs.

In Prolog language there are three types of sentences that form a single program: facts, rules and goals. Rules for reasoning are symbolically presented formulas that contain implication, facts are clause with empty body and goals are conclusions that have to be proved. All these sentences were defined in order to present ecoinformatics data and analyze results, queried out with reasoning rules.

C. Facts

The facts include measured eco data from the real world, collected with monitoring stations. Creating facts, as an internal base of available air monitoring data that are required for processing in PROLOG system, requires a user defined predicate that is called “airdata”. This predicate has thirteen arguments, in a following form:

airdata (S, D, H, X1, X2, X3, X4, X5, X6, X7, X8, X9, X10).

where:
S is a station code number,
D is date of the measurement,
H is time of the measurement,
X1 is sulfur-dioxide concentration (SO2),
X2 is hydrogen sulfide concentration (H2S),
X3 is ozone concentration (O3),
X4 is benzene concentration (B),
X5 is toluene concentration (T),
X6 is ethyl benzene concentration (E),
X7 is particulate matter concentration (PM2.5),
X8 is o-xylene concentration (OX),
X9 is particulate matter concentration (PM10),
X10 is a concentration of carbon monoxide (CO).

Total number of facts created from data collected from automatic stations is 1160.

D. Reasoning rules

Reasoning rules that were introduced in [20] are extended in this paper. Aim of reasoning rules is to enable processing related to determination of pollution level compared to standard values. The rules are created to include regulations on limit values and emissions measuring methods. Air quality standards for European Union (European air quality database; Directive 2008/50/EC) define air pollutants as components to be measured and the required levels of these air pollutants related to certain time period of measurement [21]. This regulation allows the following maximum concentrations of air pollutants in urban region:

- PM10 - for one hour 50 \( \mu \text{g/m}^3 \) and for three hours 150 \( \mu \text{g/m}^3 \),
- NO2 - for one hour 150 \( \mu \text{g/m}^3 \) and for one day 50 \( \mu \text{g/m}^3 \),
- O3 - for one hour 150 \( \mu \text{g/m}^3 \) and for one day 85 \( \mu \text{g/m}^3 \),
- CO - for one hour 10 mg/m3 and for one day 5 mg/m3,
- SO2 - for one hour 350 \( \mu \text{g/m}^3 \) and for one day 150 \( \mu \text{g/m}^3 \),
- T - for one hour 7.5 g/m3,
- E - for one hour 5 g/m3.

Four groups of reasoning rules were created – one group of rules is oriented towards finding air pollutant concentrations greater than is allowed with mentioned regulations in European Union, while three groups of rules support calculating average concentrations of air pollutants. Total number of defined reasoning rules is 32, eight in each group. In this paper only a few rules from each group were presented.

Examples of reasoning rules from the first group (determine if the concentration of air pollutant is greater than it is allowed as per appropriate regulations):

\[
\text{pollutionSO2}(\text{STATION}, \text{DAY}, \text{HOUR}, \text{SO2})\text{:- airdata(}\text{STATION}, \text{DAY}, \text{HOUR}, \text{SO2}_, _, _, _, _, _, _, _, _, _\text{), SO2}>350.} \tag{1}
\]

\[
\text{pollutionT}(\text{STATION}, \text{DAY}, \text{HOUR}, \text{T})\text{:- airdata(}\text{STATION}, \text{DAY}, \text{HOUR}_, _, _, T_, _, _, _, _, _, _\text{), T}>7.5.} \tag{2}
\]

\[
\text{pollutionB}(\text{STATION}, \text{DAY}, \text{HOUR}, \text{B})\text{:- airdata(}\text{STATION}, \text{DAY}, \text{HOUR}_, _, _, B_, _, _, _, _, _, _, _\text{), B}>5.} \tag{3}
\]

Examples of reasoning rules from the second group (for calculating the average concentration of air pollutant in whole observed period):

\[
\text{avgT}(\text{STATION}, \text{AV})\text{:- findall(T, airdata(}\text{STATION}_, _, _, _, _, _, T_, _, _, _, _, _, _, _\text{),LP), sumlist(LP,SP), length(LP,LP),AV is SP/L.} \tag{4}
\]

\[
\text{avgB}(\text{STATION}, \text{AV})\text{:- findall(B, airdata(}\text{STATION}_, _, _, _, B_, _, _, _, _, _, _, _, _\text{),LP), sumlist(LP,SP), length(LP,LP),AV is SP/L.} \tag{5}
\]

\[
\text{avgE}(\text{STATION}, \text{AV})\text{:- findall(T, airdata(}\text{STATION}_, _, _, _, _, _, T_, _, _, _, _, _, _, _\text{),LP), sumlist(LP,SP), length(LP,LP),AV is SP/L.} \tag{6}
\]

Examples of reasoning rules from the third group (for calculating the average concentrations of air pollutants in one day):

\[
\text{avgdayH2S}(\text{STATION}, \text{AV}, \text{DAY})\text{:- findall(H2S, airdata(}\text{STATION}, \text{DAY}_, _, _, H2S_, _, _, _, _, _, _, _\text{),LP), sumlist(LP,SP),length(LP,LP),AV is SP/L.} \tag{7}
\]

\[
\text{avgdaySO2}(\text{STATION}, \text{AV}, \text{DAY})\text{:- findall(SO2, airdata(}\text{STATION}, \text{DAY}_, _, _, SO2_, _, _, _, _, _, _, _\text{),LP), sumlist(LP,SP),length(LP,LP),AV is SP/L.} \tag{8}
\]

Examples of reasoning rules from the fourth group (for calculating the average concentrations of air pollutants in one hour):

\[
\text{avghourH2S}(\text{STATION}, \text{AV}, \text{HOUR})\text{:- findall(H2S, airdata(}\text{STATION}_, \text{HOUR}_, _, H2S_, _, _, _, _, _, _, _\text{),LP), sumlist(LP,SP),length(LP,LP),AV is SP/L.} \tag{9}
\]

\[
\text{avghourSO2}(\text{STATION}, \text{AV}, \text{HOUR})\text{:- findall(SO2, airdata(}\text{STATION}_, \text{HOUR}, SO2_, _, _, _, _, _, _, _, _\text{),LP), sumlist(LP,SP),length(LP,LP),AV is SP/L.} \tag{10}
\]

In previously presented examples:

- AV, HOUR, DAY, H2S, SO2, B, T, E, LP, SP, and L are variables;
- findall, sumlist, length are built-in predicates;
- airdata, pollutionSO2, pollutionT, pollutionB, avgT, avgB, avgE, avghourH2S, avghourSO2 are user-defined predicates.

Reasoning rules for calculating the average concentrations of air pollutants are created with “findall” predicate in SWI-Prolog that forms a list of values for calculation. These built-in predicates avoid usage of recursion principle. This results in significant reduction of the Prolog program length. Another used built-in predicate was the “sumlist” for summarizing all the values in previous formed list and the “length” predicate for counting the number of list elements. Finally, the average value of air pollutant concentration (AV) was calculated as derivation of this sum (SP) and the number of elements in list (L). Unused variables in each rule are marked with “_” symbol for every argument that has not been used.
E. Goals

Goals with only one literal are called queries. Four types of queries are defined within SWI-PROLOG, based on previously presented reasoning rules. These goals are different in arguments used, as well as in variables that contain values of measured air pollutants.

First example of query for the rule from the first group (1) – “When were the concentrations of sulfur-dioxide higher than it is allowed with standards?”

?- pollutionSO2(STATION,DAY,HOUR,SO2).
false.

Answer for this query is “false”. It could be concluded that the concentration of this air pollutant was not high in searched period, because all measured values for this pollutant were smaller than the given value in the rule.

Second example of query for the rule from the first group (3) – “When were the concentrations of benzene higher than it is allowed with standards?”

?- pollutionB(STATION,DAY,HOUR,B).
STATION = 'RS10005',
DAY = '2014-05-06',
HOUR = '06:00:00',
B = 5.45;
STATION = 'RS10005',
DAY = '2014-05-09',
HOUR = '22:00:00',
B = 5.38;
STATION = 'RS10005',
DAY = '2014-05-10',
HOUR = '22:00:00',
B = 10.41;
STATION = 'RS10005',
DAY = '2014-05-10',
HOUR = '23:00:00',
B = 12.09;
STATION = 'RS10005',
DAY = '2014-05-11',
HOUR = '00:00:00',
B = 5.62;
STATION = 'RS10005',
DAY = '2014-05-13',
HOUR = '22:00:00',
B = 5.69;
STATION = 'RS10005',
DAY = '2014-05-18',
HOUR = '21:00:00',
B = 6.97;
STATION = 'RS10005',
DAY = '2014-05-18',
HOUR = '22:00:00',
B = 6.49;
false.

Answer for the second query was created with multiple use of the unification process. Prolog listed all values for variables defined in query that displays station code, day, hour and concentration for this pollutant when it was greater from the given value in the rule. “False” at the end of reached goals list means that there is no other results that can be concluded with this reasoning.

Third example of a query for the rule from the second group (4) – “What was the calculated average concentration of toluene in whole observed period in city of Zrenjanin, at urban street location?”

?- avgT('RS10005',AV).
AV = 1.9379999999999993.

Fourth example of a query related to a rule from the second group (4) – “What was the calculated average concentration of toluene in whole observed period in city of Novi Sad, in industrial zone?”

?- avgT('RS10003',AV).
AV = 0.81648611111111109.

Fifth example of a query - for a rule in the second group (4) – “What was the calculated average concentration of toluene in whole observed period at Obeda Bara, which is a protected nature region?”

?- avgT('RS10001',AV).
AV = 0.04232526881720394.

Sixth example of a query - a rule from the third group (7) - “What was the average concentration of hydrogen sulfide for May 1st, 2014, in city of Zrenjanin, in urban street?”

?- avgdayH2S('RS10005',AV,'2014-05-01').
AV = 1.0970833333333333332.

Seventh example of query is for rule in the fourth group (9) – “What is average concentration of hydrogen sulfide in midnight for all days in observed period in city of Novi Sad, in industrial zone?”

?- avghourH2S('RS10003',AV,'00:00:00').
AV = 5.461333333333333.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Prolog program, with air pollution data and reasoning rules, consists of 2192 Prolog sentences that were executed and processed. Goals were made in order to get answers for discovering when were the concentrations of air pollutants higher than it is allowed with EU standards and what was the average values of the pollutants.

One of the goals of research, presented in this paper, was to compare concentrations of air pollutants at three different environmental locations.

Results of executing queries based on reasoning rules in first group shows that the average concentrations of air
pollutants were greater than it is recommended by regulative: for ozone, in city of Zrenjanin it were detected 47 hours when concentrations were greater than 150 μg/m3, for toluene 20 hours when concentrations were greater than 7.5 g/m3 (14 in Zrenjanin and 6 in Novi Sad), for benzene nine times concentrations were greater than 5 g/m3, for PM10 75 hours, all in Zrenjanin. For carbon monoxide, ethyl benzene, o-xylene and sulfur dioxide it has not been found greater concentrations of pollutants in all 2160 measurements.

### TABLE I. AVERAGE CONCENTRATIONS FOR H2S

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>H2S</th>
<th>RS10005 Zrenjanin</th>
<th>RS10003 Novi Sad</th>
<th>RS10001 Obedska Bara</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monday</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>4.21</td>
<td>1.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuesday</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>4.54</td>
<td>1.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wednesday</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>4.64</td>
<td>1.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thursday</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>4.03</td>
<td>1.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>3.98</td>
<td>1.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>5.69</td>
<td>1.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunday</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>3.94</td>
<td>1.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Average values of sulfur-dioxide, hydrogen sulfide, benzene, toluene and ethyl benzene concentrations per day, calculated with reasoning rules of the third group are presented in Table 1.

### TABLE II. AVERAGE CONCENTRATIONS FOR SO2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SO2</th>
<th>RS10005 Zrenjanin</th>
<th>RS10003 Novi Sad</th>
<th>RS10001 Obedska Bara</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monday</td>
<td>3.85</td>
<td>7.79</td>
<td>2.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuesday</td>
<td>5.83</td>
<td>13.75</td>
<td>5.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wednesday</td>
<td>7.55</td>
<td>11.82</td>
<td>4.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thursday</td>
<td>5.10</td>
<td>9.08</td>
<td>2.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>6.33</td>
<td>10.75</td>
<td>2.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday</td>
<td>4.83</td>
<td>9.26</td>
<td>2.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunday</td>
<td>4.78</td>
<td>10.32</td>
<td>3.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values for other pollutants like ozone, particulate matter, o-xylene and carbon monoxide are not presented in this table because the automatic station RS10005 in Zrenjanin measures theses concentrations while RS10003 in Novi Sad and RS10001 in Obedska bara do not have measured data for these four air pollutants.

Average concentrations for air pollutants, in May 2014, calculated with reasoning rules from the second group are:

- for SO2 6.29 μg/m3,
- for H2S 2.19 μg/m3,
- for toluene 0.93 g/m3,
- for benzene 0.58 g/m3,
- for ethyl benzene 0.2 g/m3.

For station in urban street in Zrenjanin, average concentrations for other four air pollutants, in May 2014, are:

- for PM10 21.76 μg/m3,
- for CO 0.48 mg/m3,
- for O3 89.96 μg/m3,
- for o-xylene 0.6 μg/m3.
VI. CONCLUSION

This paper shows research with empirical results of applying SWI-Prolog in reasoning with specific type of data – air pollution data.

This paper demonstrates using SWI-Prolog in reasoning on air-pollution data regarding comparison with EU standard levels of pollution. The raw data were collected from three measurement stations and adaptation of the data was made to enable processing within SWI-Prolog. The results of air pollution data processing within SWI-Prolog show how special types of predicates could be used from standard list of predicates, as well as the creation and usage of user-defined predicates.

The proposed method of reasoning with huge amounts of data and creating a program that includes specific domain knowledge could be applied in many other areas and scientific disciplines. Moreover, tools like SWI-Prolog could be used for educating students in the science of ecology, environmental protection, information technologies or ecoinformatics. It can be used for solving complex problems and for finding more efficient ways of processing and analyzing human work and knowledge.

Future work could include using fuzzy logic or building fuzzy expert systems with possibility to predict air pollutant concentrations.
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Abstract - The effective management of scalable applications for solving large problems in a heterogeneous distributed computing environment is the non-trivial problem. Scalable applications generate competitive job flows that have be executed with the help of shared resources of the environment. The promising approach to solve this problem is to use multi-agent technologies. To this end, we develop a multi-agent system for the management of scalable applications. In contrast to known multi-agent systems, our system is based on applying a special conceptual model of the environment. It includes several components of a comprehensive knowledge about both the environment and subject domains of solved problems. We propose a new approach to an elicitation of these knowledge components through an integrated use of the conceptual modelling of distributed computing, classification of jobs and resources, and parameters adjustment for agent algorithms. With this approach, specialists in various fields of distributed computing considered as users of the environment, can apply their own knowledge at different levels of the problem solving process. This flexibility and algorithm adaptation are benefits of our approach. Extensive modeling and practical experiments, with variation of important parameters of applications execution, show the efficiency of our management under developed multi-agent system for scalable applications.

I. INTRODUCTION

High-performance computing (HPC) is an important component for effective solving large problems and mathematical modeling in various subject domains. HPC is based on the parallel execution of computational processes that are characterized different degrees of an interrelationship between them.

A rapid increase of the computational elements in systems for HPC leads to need for scalable applications. A computations scalability means that a problem solving time decreases with increasing a number of the nodes used by an application. Thus, the solved problem has to have an ability to be decomposed into sub problems, which can be solved as much independently as possible.

HPC supercomputers and clusters provide solutions within various distributed computing environments that include heterogeneous, autonomous and geographically distributed nodes that can have complex hybrid structures, special computational characteristics and administrative policies [1]. The nodes can have different owners with own criteria of the usage (efficiency, profit, load balancing, power consumption, etc.).


Resources management system (RMS) is used for computations management at the node level. The known traditional RMSs are Grid Engine [4], PBS Torque [5], HTCondor [6], and SLURM [7].

The specialized middleware is used for computations management of distributed nodes through an interaction with RMSs and their substitution. For example, the Globus Toolkit [8] supports various the standards and compatibility with various DRMSs, and GridWay [9].

Usually, the environment supports the collective usage of its resources by users for the large range of problem classes. Problem specification includes information about the required computational resources, executable programs, input and output data, quality criteria (time, cost, reliability, etc.), and other required issues. The specification describes a computational job for the traditional RMSs and meta-schedulers used in environment nodes.

In general, we assume that the job includes the set of interconnected programs. The job specifications are generated by applications in the form a workflow [10, 11, 12]. It can be represented by Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) according to logical and information relations between the programs.

Workflow management systems (WMSs) largely used for solving scientific problems are known. There are the following systems: Condor DAGMan, Pegasus, Taverna, UNICORE, etc. [13]. Nevertheless, the workflow management problems in heterogeneous distributed computing environment is not completely solved [14].

One of problem is a concordance of all solving processes. WMS operates at the application level. Its objective is to obtain best resources for workflows.

Unlike WMSs, RMSs and meta-schedulers operate at the environment level. Node administrators can configure RMSs and meta-schedulers to determine common rules of a resources usage and policies for the allocation of quotas and rights for users and their jobs. However, the effective coordination of users and owners of the resources in processes of their allocation for solved problems, taking
into account the specificity of subject domains, often remains beyond their capabilities.

A promising approach for solving this non-trivial problem is applying a multi-agent technologies based on the self-organization of agent communities [15]. Within such an approach, a Multi-Agent System (MAS) implements the computations management. Agents can represent users and owners of the resources, and interact themselves with aim to meet their interests.

We know the range of MASs, successfully used for distributed computing management in practice [16,17]. Nevertheless, there are additional components of knowledge that do not used by these systems. They do not include the knowledge about the specific subject domain, job properties, agent algorithm parameters, etc.

To this end, we develop a multi-agent system for the management of scalable applications that allows specialists in various fields of distributed computing can apply their own knowledge at different levels of the problem solving process. The special attention is on a job classification system.

II. MULTI-AGENT SYSTEM

The developed MAS has a hierarchical structure, which includes two or more functional levels, and operates on the base of self-organization. At each level, agents play a variety of roles, and perform different functions. The roles may be permanent or temporal. Their changes occur at discrete times when agents need to solve new problems. Each level is related with the conceptual model knowledge layers.

Agents are autonomous, and computing management is based on their interaction. They can be organized in virtual communities. In these communities, agents interact using a cooperation or competition. The formation of virtual communities allows the MAS to adapt the management process to the new challenges.

The MAS applies the algorithm for the static resource allocation based on economic mechanisms for regulation of resources demand and supply. It uses a model of the Vickrey auction with one-round bidding [18].

The users formulate problems and define criteria of their solving. User agents create and classify jobs based on the problem formulations. Then, these agents submit the jobs to agents responsible for resource allocation.

A virtual community of agents that most suitable for the problem solving is created. Agents use the classification system of resources and jobs for self-organization into the virtual community.

Each agent of the virtual community sets bids for all jobs that reflect the genuine value of these jobs and maximal utility of the bids for this agent. The steady state of the virtual community is achieved at the end of the auction. This state is similar to the equilibrium that has been defined by Nash [19] in the game theory. Rules of the Vickrey auction provides simplicity and satisfactory rate of the decision-making by agents.

According to results of bidding, the virtual community manage the job execution. In the process of computing, agents may reallocate its own computational load among other agents through interaction with their neighbors.

Agents can also provide dynamic decomposition of a problem into sub-problems, when additional free resources are available. The decomposition is carried out in order to accelerate the problem solving and make it scalable.

There are large variety of knowledge elicitation methods [20]. Conceptual and simulation modeling are major methods used by agents. Our implementation of these methods is based on conceptual programming [21, 22].

III. CONCEPTUAL MODEL

With high-level languages and methods, conceptual modeling becomes a powerful tool for complex systems design. A conceptual model has to allow the system designers and developers to represent and structure the results of their expert analysis of a subject domain.

In this regard, the conceptual model of a subject-oriented distributed computing environment includes the following components of comprehensive knowledge:

- Computational knowledge about software modules (programs) for solving problems in subject domains and working with the environment objects, including planning of their actions;
- Schematic knowledge about the modular structure of models and algorithms, problem formulations and workflows;
- Production knowledge to support decision-making for selecting optimal algorithms, depending on the workflow and environment states;
- Knowledge about the software and hardware infrastructure of the environment and administrative policies in its nodes, including an information about users, their problems and jobs.

We develop the specialized high-level toolkit named SIRIUS II for designing the conceptual models. This toolkit provides elicitation the subject-oriented knowledge of application developers. Detailed information about the conceptual model can be found in [23, 24].

IV. JOB CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM

We developed the job classification system to improve the resource allocation. This system allows to elicit knowledge of the administrators about a conformity of jobs and resources. Such a knowledge provides a possibility to determine a job class and select conformable resources.

Requirements to a computer system for a problem solving included in jobs represent explicit characteristics such as the problem solving time, RAM, disk memory, number of nodes, processors and cores, program libraries, compilers, their keys, etc.
Our job classification system allows the administrators to use these characteristics without changes, and develop new characteristics based on the value ranges for original characteristics. For example, they can create the new special characteristics with different ranges for the requested core number, problem solving time, and define job classes based on these characteristics.

Additionally, the administrators can develop implicit job characteristics using the conceptual model knowledge. These characteristics are based on the knowledge about methods, algorithms, programs execution conditions, computational history, etc.

A. Classification Model

A classification model has a set of explicit and implicit job characteristics \( h_1, h_2, \ldots, h_k \). Each characteristic \( h_i \) for \( i \in [1,K] \) is defined by its rank \( r_i \geq 1 \), weight \( w_i \geq 0 \), and range \( R_i \) of values including the symbol \( \theta \) of an uncertainty [25, 26]. Characteristics are partially descending ordered in accordance with their ranks.

We can define \( m \) job classes based on the set of characteristics. Each new class \( c_j \) is defined using the two disjoint sets of characteristics: mandatory and optional subsets. The characteristic \( h_i \) included in one of these subsets for the class \( c_j \) has the specialized range \( R_{j \text{spec}} \subseteq R_i \setminus \{ \theta \} \) of values.

Let us denote by \( x \) and \( y \) the Boolean vectors of dimensions \( k \) and \( m \), respectively.

Value of the element \( x_i \) is defined as follows:

\[
x_i = \begin{cases} 0, & \text{if } R_{j \text{job}} \subseteq \{ \theta \}, \\ 1, & \text{if } R_{j \text{job}} \subseteq R_i \setminus \{ \theta \}, 
\end{cases}
\]

where \( R_{j \text{job}} \) is the range of values, requested for the characteristic \( h_i \). The value \( x_i = 1 \) (\( x_i = 0 \)) shows that the characteristic \( h_i \) is used (not used) in the job specification.

The vector \( x \) satisfies \( \bigwedge_{i=1}^k x_i = 0 \).

Definition the following characteristic function:

\[
\chi_j(x) = \begin{cases} 0, & \text{if } \exists i : (x_i = 1) \wedge (R_{i \text{job}} \subseteq R_{j \text{spec}}), \\ 1, & \text{otherwise}, 
\end{cases}
\]

where \( i \in [1,k], j \in [1,m] \). The value \( \chi_j(x) = 1 \) (\( \chi_j(x) = 0 \)) means that the job is matched (mismatched) to the class \( c_j \).

We implement a primary job classification applying the function \( \chi_j(x) \) for \( m \) classes: \( y_j = \chi_j(x) \), where \( y_j = 1 \) (\( y_j = 0 \)), means that the job match (mismatch) to the class \( c_j \), \( j \in [1,m] \). It is obvious that the job can match to several classes.

To this end, we use the additional characteristic function \( \varphi_{y_j}(x,y) \) to determine when the job match (\( \varphi_{y_j}(x,y) = 1 \)) or mismatch (\( \varphi_{y_j}(x,y) = 0 \)) to the class \( c_j \) taking into account the four properties of job characteristics:

1. Probabilistic measure based on the number of optional characteristics matching to the class \( \{ l = 1 \} \);
2. Aggregated rank \( \{ l = 2 \} \);
3. Summary weight \( \{ l = 3 \} \);
4. Probabilistic measure based on the computational history of jobs \( \{ l = 4 \} \).

These functions allow implementing various variants of the additional job classification based on the primary job classification. The job classification intended for the primary filtration of the resources set. In general, it provides forming the residual set \( V \) of resources for the job execution.

B. Job Classification Algorithm

In the job classification system, the administrator creates the sets of characteristics and classes, and defines conformity of jobs and resources using own expert knowledge. The MAS uses the sorting method for the knowledge elicitation.

During the system operation, the administrator can modify and add resources and job classes including inheritance mechanisms usage.

When the job submitted in the MAS, agents apply the job classification algorithm described below.

Majority stages of the algorithm:

1. Initialization of the vector \( y : y_j = 0, j = 1, m \).
2. Primary job classification: \( y_j = \chi_j(x), j = 1, m \).
3. If the vector \( y \) satisfies \( \forall y_j = 0 \), then the job classification is not possible. Go to the stage 6.
4. Otherwise, if the vector \( y \) satisfies \( \forall y_j \neq 0 \), then the single element \( y_j = 1 \) exists and the job matches to the single class \( c_j \). Go to the stage 6.
5. Otherwise, \( y_j = \varphi_{y_j}(x,y), \forall j : y_j = 1, l = 1, 4 \).
6. Completion of the algorithm.

After the job classification, the MAS specializes this job by adding the directive how to use the selected resources. The MAS creates the virtual community of agents corresponding to selected resources. Then, it submits the specialized job to these agents. They perform the final selection and allocation of resources.
V. AGENT ALGORITHM ADJUSTMENT

Algorithms for the resource allocation have the following control parameters:

- Limits of the node components load;
- Bonuses for limits satisfying;
- Penalties for limits exceeding;
- Priorities of job classes;
- Degree of desire to carry out the jobs of defined classes.

Administrators as experts set the initial values of these parameters in configuring the MAS. These parameters are automatically adjusted based on simulation modeling and meta-monitoring in a process of the MAS operation.

Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the parameter adjustment of agent algorithms.

Table I describes the parameters used on the block diagram.

TABLE I. PARAMETERS DESCRIPTION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>Job flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f_{opt}</td>
<td>Optimized job flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>Job distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inf</td>
<td>Information about the environment state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>Evaluation of the environment state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>z</td>
<td>Vector of input variables of the simulation model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v</td>
<td>Vector of observed variables of the simulation model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pr</td>
<td>Prediction of the environment state changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u</td>
<td>Vector of the control parameters</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Agents for parameter adjustment use the simulation modeling to solve the following problem:

\[ v_i(z) \rightarrow \min(\max), \]  

\[ v_i^{\text{min}} \leq v_i \leq v_i^{\text{max}}, \quad i = 1, \ldots, n. \]  

We create the simulation model as the parameter sweep application that generates the large number of model copies [27]. Each independent copy runs with the single values variant of its input variables. A meta-monitoring system provides the actual evaluation of the environment state. After execution of all copies, the environment services provide the collection of simulation results represented by variants of the vector \( v \). We apply multi-criteria selection of the results to form the vector \( u \) with evaluation of components of the vector \( v \) using the conditions represented in (1) and (2) [28, 29]. Administrators assign an extremum for each component of the vector \( v \) before the simulation modeling.

The parameter adjustment provides for agents the efficiency of their bids for jobs at the Vickrey auction.

We consider the parameter adjustment as the element of agent learning. A feedback for learning process is implemented using the bonuses and penalties. Agents correct own decision-making taking into account this feedback.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS

In this section, we provides results of extensive modelling and practical experiments with the developed MAS.

We obtained and analyzed the computational history about 80000 real jobs executed in one day on three computer clusters with different computational resources (Table II).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>Peak performance</th>
<th>Processor</th>
<th>Nodes/processors/cores numbers</th>
<th>RMS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 1</td>
<td>1.50 TFlops</td>
<td>Intel Xeon E5345</td>
<td>20/40/160</td>
<td>Cleo [30]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 2</td>
<td>0.77 TFlops</td>
<td>AMD Athlon II X4</td>
<td>16/16/64</td>
<td>HTCondor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 3</td>
<td>0.17 TFlops</td>
<td>Intel Xeon</td>
<td>16/32/32</td>
<td>SUPPZ [31]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Clusters 1 and Cluster 3 include dedicated nodes that are used within cluster only. Non-dedicated nodes of the Cluster 2 are used by owners and cluster users. In the Cleo, all cores of a node are allocated for a job request, regardless of the number of requested cores. Often, it leads to inefficient resource loading. We solve this problem using classification system.

In the classification system, we define six parental classes of jobs based on the analysis of computational history (Table III). These classes differ by the number of requested cores and execution time. Then, we created additional classes of jobs based on the parental classes taking into account the required RAM, disk space, system, applied software, etc. Each additional class is related to one of the clusters.
We generated the job flow in accordance to the obtained computational history. Each job is classified and submitted by the MAS to the matched cluster.

Table III presents the experimental results for 6 classes showing the following parameters:

- Number \( n_1 \) of requested cores,
- Requested execution time \( r \) in minutes,
- Number \( n_2 \) of jobs for the given class,
- Number \( n_3 \) of reallocation jobs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parental class</th>
<th>( n_1 )</th>
<th>( r )</th>
<th>( n_2 )</th>
<th>( n_3 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( c_1 )</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 - 5</td>
<td>10221</td>
<td>4675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( c_2 )</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5 - 60</td>
<td>7927</td>
<td>5861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( c_3 )</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>( \geq 60 )</td>
<td>1211</td>
<td>972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( c_4 )</td>
<td>( \geq 2 )</td>
<td>1 - 5</td>
<td>33453</td>
<td>492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( c_5 )</td>
<td>( \geq 2 )</td>
<td>5 - 60</td>
<td>6125</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( c_6 )</td>
<td>( \geq 2 )</td>
<td>( \geq 60 )</td>
<td>3312</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The average processor load for three clusters during the job flow processing is improved by 18 %, 25 % and 30 % respectively (Figure 4).

![Figure 4. Jobs distribution with their classification](image1)

In the following experiment, the synthetic job flow is processed in the distributed computing environment including three clusters. The jobs represent a copy of the same workflow.

We compare the efficiency of processor load with management under the meta-scheduler of HTCondor version 6.6.8, GridWay version 5.12 and developed MAS, which as middleware interact with clusters RMSs.

We execute an application for warehouse logistics problem solving. Figure 5 illustrates the advantages of the MAS in comparison with target systems for this example. These advantages are achieved due to the control parameters adjustment represented in the Section V.

![Figure 5. Cluster load with three management systems](image2)

Experiments is carried out in the distributed computing environment based on resources of the Irkutsk state university and Center of collective usage “Irkutsk Supercomputer Center of SB RAS” [32].

**VII. Conclusion**

In this paper, we address a problem of the multi-agent management in distributed computing. We showed that its efficiency significantly depends on ability to use the subject-oriented knowledge.

We propose the approach to elicit, represent and use the comprehensive knowledge about both the distributed computing environment and subject domains of solved problems. Specialists in various fields of distributed
computing can generate this knowledge at different levels of the problem solving process based on own skills and experience. We also developed the MAS for the management of scalable applications that generate job flows. The MAS operates based on the self-organization.

Comprehensive modelling and practical experiments, with variation of important parameters, show the efficiency of our management under the developed MAS due to elicitation and using the conceptual knowledge.

As future work, we will continue the MAS evolution, expanding the subject-oriented knowledge usage.
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Abstract - Optimization of a large-scale Traveling Salesman Problem, which is a well-known NP-hard problem in combinatorial optimization, is a time-consuming problem. A modern approach to dealing with such time-consuming problems is with the use of distributed computing, which can significantly improve the speed of the problem-solving algorithm. In this paper, we discuss the design approaches for an agent-based distributed algorithm and their benefits. Based on further analysis and experiments, we have improved our previous agent-based Ant Colony Optimization algorithm for Solving Traveling Salesman Problem using Siebog multiagent middleware.

I. INTRODUCTION

Distributed system can be defined as a network of independent components that communicate and coordinate their actions only by passing messages [1]. The motivation behind the use of distributed systems is the fact that distributed data computing can lower the cost of data processing and increase the system’s robustness with data replication. When used properly, distributed computing can achieve a computational result much more quickly than a single computer can.

One area inherently amenable to parallelization and distributed computing is swarm intelligence. [5]

Ant colony optimization (ACO) [2] is one of the swarm based optimization algorithms used for solving wide range combinatorial optimization problems. It is inspired by the behavior exhibited by ant colonies while searching for a food source. One of the characteristics of ant colonies is that they have the ability to find the shortest path to a food source, by using a large number of independent ants that use only pheromones as a means of communication. In ACO each ant can be seen as an independent processing agent searching through an environment.

In this paper, we describe our intention to improve the execution speed of our previous agent-based distributed ACO algorithm for Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP). The algorithm was initially developed to showcase Siebog’s distributive capabilities [6, 7]. Although successful, the algorithm didn’t fully utilize all the capabilities offered by the Siebog design.

Siebog is our FIPA compliant multiagent middleware built using the Java Platform, Enterprise Edition (Java EE) [8, 9, 10]. Siebog supports both client-side and server-side agents. Client-side agents execute their code on browsers, as JavaScript code, while server-side agents are being executed as EJB (Enterprise Java Beans) components. Siebog utilizes the standards and technologies readily available in Java EE, in order to provide automatic agent load balancing and fault tolerance on the server side [7]. It also uses Java EE built-in features to implement core agent functionalities:

- it uses JMS (Java Message Service) to exchange messages between agents,
- it uses JNDI (Java Naming and Directory Service) as agent discovery service (agent "yellow pages"),
- it uses JAAS (Java Authentication and Authorization Service) to implement security concepts.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of relevant literature. The formulas of ACO for TSP are presented in Section 3. Section 4 presents our proposed model. The results of the model are presented in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 outlines general conclusion and further work.

II. RELATED WORK

Over the years there have been many attempts at developing optimal parallel and distributed algorithms for ACO. A survey on parallel ant colony optimization was reported by [11]. Authors of that work proposed a new taxonomy for classifying parallel ACO. Their classification includes: master-slave model, cellular model, parallel independent runs model, multi-colony model, and hybrid model. Classification best suited for this work is the multi-colony model.

In a standard multi-colony model configuration, introduced by [12, 13], different colonies of ants work on the same problem independently. Pheromones aren’t shared between the colonies, but after a number of iterations colonies exchange their best solution in order to influence each other via elitist strategy.

The standard multi-colony configuration was successfully applied to various optimization problems,
with improvements over the sequential ACO. Notably, authors of [14], developed a parallel ant colony systems (PACS). Their preliminary test on three datasets showed that PACS outperforms sequential algorithms, especially with larger datasets.

Another notable distributed agent-based algorithm for solving TSP, named ACODA, was developed by [3]. Their experimental results show execution time improvement, and that the system, by partitioning the map between agents, supports scalability.

III. ACO FOR TSP

ACO algorithm is inspired by the behavior exhibited by ants while searching for a food source. Ants, while searching for a food source, secrete pheromones on their way back to the anhill. Other ants can detect paths with secreted pheromones and they may become attracted to them. The paths become more attractive when more pheromone is deposited on them. Another property of the pheromones is that they evaporate over time. Evaporation makes the longer paths less interesting, which decreases the probability that an ant will choose it. However, evaporation will have less influence on shorter paths, due to the fact that they are refreshed more frequently. In time, ants will converge towards the shortest path due to largest concentration of pheromones [2][3].

Mathematical model of ACO for TSP we used in our work is fully described in [2][3], briefly summarized the formulas are the following:

An ant located at a city (node) \( i \) chooses to go to city \( j \) with the probability:

\[
P_{i,j} = \left( \frac{\tau_{i,j}}{\sum \tau_{i,j}} \right)^\alpha \left( \frac{\eta_{i,j}}{\sum \eta_{i,j}} \right)^\beta,
\]

where \( \tau_{i,j} \) - is the amount of the pheromone deposited on edge \((i,j)\), \( \eta_{i,j} \) - is the inverse of the weight of edge \((i,j)\), \( \alpha \) - is a parameter to control the influence of parameter \( \tau_{i,j} \), \( \beta \) - is a parameter to control the influence of \( \eta_{i,j} \), \( j \) - represents a city reachable from city \( i \) that was not yet visited by that ant. When an ant determines a new tour of a cost \( L \) it will increase every edge of the tour with the value \( \Delta \tau_{i,j} \) which is inversely proportional to the cost of tour. Pheromone update and evaporation, are done while ant traces back its steps, with the formula:

\[
\tau_{i,j} = (1 - \rho)\tau_{i,j} + \rho \Delta \tau_{i,j},
\]

where \( \rho \) is the evaporation rate in the range \( 0 \leq \rho < 1 \). In order to increase the exploration rate an ant can apply local evaporation of to a node with the formula:

\[
\tau_{i,j} = (1 - \xi)\tau_{i,j} + \xi \tau_0,
\]

where \( \xi \) is the local evaporation rate in the range \( 0 \leq \xi < 1 \) and \( \tau_0 = 1/nC \) in which \( n \) represents the number of nodes and \( C \) represents the tour cost approximation (\( C \) usually equals to product of number of nodes and average edge cost between them).

IV. PROPOSED MODEL

When designing an agent based ACO algorithm, we considered two distinct approaches. Approaches are characterized by the representation of the ants. That is, ants can be represented as either an agent in the system or as a message exchanged in the system.

Initially, to display Siebgs capabilities, an ACO algorithm was developed in which ants were represented as agents, and the problem space was represented by a single map agent. Although not optimized, that algorithm showed that our multi-agent middleware had all the necessary capabilities required for distributed computing, but it had a major flaw brought on by the nature of distributed systems. As mentioned before, distributed systems communicate over a physical network which introduces a delay to the system. That delay combined with a bottleneck which is a single map agent and synchronous access to it resulted in a significant increase in time required for algorithm execution (for a simple map of 16 nodes, the time required was about 1h55m on commodity hardware and about 10m on high-end hardware). In order to improve the execution time we have redesigned the ant itself. In fact, we have implemented it as a message instead of an agent.

In the first approach, ants are agents that search through the problem space. The problem space is represented and maintained by one or more map agents. Ant agents are the algorithm executors, they start the search, use the problem space data to perform calculations, and notify map agents about necessary updates to the problem space. The behavior of map agents can be described as purely responsive because all of their actions are responses to queries generated by ant agents. There are three distinct messaging types, illustrated in Figure 1A, in this approach:

1. Initialization messaging – with which an ant agent request a list of nodes in the problem space,
2. Local move messaging – when choosing the next node to visit an ant queries the map agent for pheromone levels in path from current node to next nodes,
3. Update tour – after finding a possible solution, an ant notifies all map agents about it.

To decrease the number of messages in our distributed system, for the second approach, we represented ants as messages exchanged by map agents. To accommodate such changes, we extended map agents by adding them algorithm execution functionality. Algorithm execution functionality is represented as an infinite loop which takes and processes an ant from the ant queue. After processing (choosing the next node that ants will visit, and updating the problem space), the ant is either sent to another map agent or added to the end of the ant queue, depending on the node to which the ant will go to next. In this approach, there are two distinct messaging types (illustrated in Figure 1B):

1. Send ant – this message happens when an ant needs to visit a node managed by another map agent,
2. Update tour – when the ant returns to its initial map agent with a possible solution, that map agent notifies other map agents about it.

To fully optimize the algorithm execution in this approach, we have used Siebog’s flexibility to separate the agents’ message processing from the algorithm execution. The separation is achieved by using a separate thread for the algorithm execution. With that, each map agent is able to process messages, update the problem space, and execute the algorithm steps in parallel.

Inspired by [2], our agent-based algorithm, given in table 1., consists of several steps regardless of the chosen approach.

**TABLE 1. STEPS OF AN ACO ALGORITHM**

```python
SEARCH_STEP(ant):
    GET_MAP_DATA()
    if COMPLETED_TOUR(ant):
        NOTIFY_TOUR(ant)
    REINITIALIZE(ant)
    else:
        ANT_MOVE(map_data, ant)

ANT_MOVE(map_data, ant):
    node = perform random choice per equation 1
    UPDATE_ANT_PATH(ant, node)
    apply local evaporation using equation 4
    SEND_ANT(ant, node)

SEND_ANT(ant, node):
    if node.agent != current_map_agent:
        SEARCH_STEP(ant)
    else:
        SEND(ant, node.agent)

NOTIFY_TOUR(ant):
    for edge in ant.tour:
        update pheromone levels using equation 3
    if STOP_CRITERIA_MET():
        STOP_SEARCH()
```

When the client initiates the search, the problem space is loaded and distributed among a number of map agents. In order to decrease the initial workload of each map agent, ants are evenly assigned to the client. The client defines the number of ants used in the search. Each ant begins its search of the problem space from a randomly chosen node managed by their assigned map agent. After the initial pick of a start node, ants repeatedly execute the SEARCH_STEP functionality until they return to their start node. In the ant as an agent approach, to complete each step, ant first requests the pheromone levels of each possible path it can take from the current node. When the ant gets a response from a map agent, it executes appropriate calculations to choose the next node it will visit. After choosing the node, it notifies the map agent to apply the calculated local pheromone evaporation and repeats this process again with the next node. On the other hand, in ant as a message approach all calculation are done by map agents. The step of the search process is represented by taking the ant from the ant queue, calculating the next node, and putting the ant at the back of the ant queue (or sending it to another map agent).

During a single ANT_MOVE the ant uses pheromone data, of all the paths it can take, to choose a path that is a city, it will visit next. When the ant chooses the next city, it updates its tour cost by adding the cost of the taken path. With the new data generated by ant, appropriate map agents apply local evaporation to the taken path. In the ant as a message approach, the last step of the ant move is to send it to next map agent (if the next city belongs to another agent), or to add him to the end of the ant queue (if the next city belongs to the map agent). On the other hand, in the ant as an agent approach, the ant agents receive the agent id of the appropriate map agent it needs to query for the map data.

When the ant finishes its tour, it returns to the ant hill (starting city) while depositing the pheromone on the
V. EVALUATION AND RESULTS

In order to properly represent the results and compare them with the execution speed of initial implementation, we used a single Siebog node for testing. The machine used for Siebog node had a 4 virtual CPUs and 8 GB of RAM, running a 64-bit version of Windows 7.

Execution speed was tested by measuring the time required for each ant to complete 200 tours of the search space. It happens under requirement that the number of ants is equal to the number of cities on the map. We ran the test on benchmark TSP maps selected from TSPLIB [3], the results are presented in table 2.

The results show that ant as a message approach is significantly faster than ant as an agent approach. When compared to the initial implementation which required 1h55m for ulysses16, both approaches show considerable improvement in the execution speed.

The speed discrepancy between two approaches can be attributed to several factors. For the smallest map of 16 nodes, the major factor is the delay introduced by messages subsystem, which can introduce the delay from 5ms up to 25ms per message. On the other hand, with larger maps in which more ants are required to properly conduct the search, another major contributing factor to execution time is the number of available threads. Ant represented as an agent requires a separate thread for each agent to fully parallelize the execution of the algorithm. When working with large maps, that number can exceed the number of threads available in the appropriate thread pool (in the conducted test, Siebog had 50 threads available in the thread pool).

From the given results we can conclude that the better approach for this type of problem is the ant as a message approach. Advantage of the ant as a message is twofold. Firstly, it separates message processing from the algorithm execution, which parallelizes the task done by single map agent. Secondly, the number of messages exchanged in this approach is greatly reduced, which in turn improves the execution speed. On the other hand, ant as an agent approach can be considered as an underutilization of processing power. The processing requirements done by ant agents are not complex and require less time than it’s required by message exchange. Benefits of ant as an agent approach could only be achieved with the problems where the performed tasks, done by agents, are computationally intensive.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented our attempts at improving the execution speed of a distributed agent-based ACO algorithm for TSP, designed for the Siebog multiagent middleware. During the design phase, we considered two distinct approaches in the design of our agent-based algorithm: ant as an agent and ant as a message.

Evaluation of those approaches has shown that optimizing and reducing the number of messages exchanged greatly improves the execution speed of the algorithm. Achieved results show that, with the utilization of the Siebog flexibility, the better solution for this type of problem is the realization of ant as a message.

For the future work, we intend to test and optimize the fully distributed algorithm on a Siebog cluster and compare results with other similar approaches. We believe that with further optimizations of the algorithm, combined with Siebog capabilities, we can produce competitive results.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Map</th>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Average execution time (seconds)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ulysses16</td>
<td>ant as an agent</td>
<td>957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ant as a message</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>st70</td>
<td>ant as an agent</td>
<td>14600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ant as a message</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ch150</td>
<td>ant as an agent</td>
<td>67000 (estimated)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ant as a message</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Abstract— Automated testing in massively multi-player on-line role playing games (MMORPG) is a challenging task due to the complexity of such games and their large numbers of mutually distributed but interacting components. Large-scale multi-agent systems (LSMAS) provide us with a suitable formalism to address such complex problems. Herein a first step towards an automated game testing environment, built for the open source Mana World MMORPG, will be presented that allows the implementation of software agents and agent organizations and provide the developers with valuable game-play and testing data.

I. INTRODUCTION

Automated game testing in general, presents a challenging problem most game developers have to face eventually due to the emerging complexity of contemporary video games. Especially massively multi-player on-line games (MMO) which allow for thousands and sometimes even hundreds of thousands players playing simultaneously, are an additional challenge due to the possible mutual interactions between players, especially in the form of organizing their behaviour to perform certain game-related tasks. Additionally MMO role-playing games (MMORPG) which, beside massiveness of simultaneous players, feature also complex logical tasks or quests for the players, are even more complex for automated testing, since implemented player bots, have to perform complex reasoning and plan their actions to solve certain tasks.

While most of the literature deals with techniques of preventing automated players from playing MMO games (like [1], [2], [3]) there were only few attempts to create automated testing environments for large-scale settings. For example in [4] Jung et al. developed the VENUS simulator and present an efficient method for simulating large numbers of virtual clients in on-line games in order to ensure game stability. In [5], [6] the VENUS II system is proposed, which allows for blackbox and scenario-based testing by generating user packages based on game grammar. In this way various game scenarios can be generated and tested in the simulation environment. In [7] Mellon provides us with lessons learned from automated testing of The Sims On-line MMO game. Therein the development team used a constrained test client, based on the actual game client application, that was controlled using various scripting approaches.

Herein we will use a game logic oriented approach that, besides load and stability testing, should also allow for the testing of actual quests in a given MMORPG. All the previously outlined approaches are not developed for role-playing games (RPGs) which include complex logical quests that often foster various forms of organizing between players. Large-scale multi-agent systems (LSMAS) provide us with the necessary foundations to address such complex scenarios [8], [9], [10], [11]. For our purpose we have used the open source MMORPG called the Mana World1 in order to develop an agent based testing framework. The testing framework is part of a larger context of building a graphical modelling tool for the semi-automated development of LSMASs [12], [13], as part of the ModelMMORPG2 project. This work in progress paper shows the initial efforts in building the various components of the to be established framework.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: firstly in section II we provide a short overview of the Mana World MMORPG game. In section III a motivation for using an agent based approach to automated testing is given. In section IV an overview of the implementation of the framework is provided. In the end in section V we draw our conclusions and give guidelines for future work in this area.

II. THE MANA WORLD

The Mana World is a free open source MMORPG which is implemented with a 2D graphics interface (see figure 1), similar to classic RPG games like Zelda or Final Fantasy.
There are several official game servers available for players to connect to, but being an open source game developed under the GPL license, it allows players to implement their own local servers by using the server source code freely available at the GitHub service.

The game itself facilitates character personalization and development, mutual interaction by using several in-game mechanisms such as chat, trade, fights, social network creation, tagging (friends/enemies), party creation, story development, quest solving, etc.

The important aspect of solving quests is to encourage players to form parties as in-game organizations within which there are internal rules, task delegations, responsibilities, interrelations and other aspects of such goal-oriented communities which all are scientifically engaging for analytical observations and represent a critical input for modeling and simulations of artificial players.

The game server used in this work is called TMW Athena, and is composed of three distinct servers:

- **Character server** – dedicated to managing characters and connecting them to the map server.
- **Login server** – dedicated to managing accounts and connecting to the character server.
- **Map server** – dedicated to managing the game content (such as monsters, items, maps, etc.) and the interaction of such game contents with the players.

Understanding the structure and the communication protocols of the client/server interaction formed the basic prerequisite for further game development and manipulation.

III. AGENT-BASED APPROACH TO AUTOMATED MMORPG TESTING

Herein we have chosen to approach the problem of automated testing of MMORPGs using LSMAS. There are several reasons for that: (1) MMORPG players are by definition distributed entities that interact, compete, collaborate and organize – a definition that closely matches the one of (artificial) agents, (2) MMORPG players have to solve complex tasks in forms of puzzles and quests indicating reasoning capabilities as of intelligent agents, (3) MMORPG avatars are situated in a predefined but complex environment in which they have to act both reactively and proactively in order to achieve game objectives, as do agents in (more or less) realistic environments.

In the mentioned ModelMMORPG project we have partially developed an organizational ontology and metamodel for graphical modelling of LSMAS (see for example [14], [15], [8]) that allows for modelling a wide range of various LSMAS scenarios. Automated testing of MMORPGs is one such scenario, as we will show further.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

The testing framework consists of three logical layers: (1) a lower-level interface (dealing with the technical implementation of the Mana World client network protocol), (2) a higher-level interface (implementing actual agent classes, agent behaviours, roles, agent communication, agent reasoning, knowledge bases etc.), and (3) a modelling tool (allowing for graphical modelling of tests and generating agent implementation stubs to be developed further for individual test).
These three layers are described in more detail in the following subsections.

Our approach in developing tests is loosely a top down approach. Firstly, agent organizations, which represent the various players' forms of organizing (e.g. guilds, parties, etc.) are modelled using a graphical modelling language that we have developed. Then the model is translated into a concrete implementation of agent classes facilitated through and agent-based platform called SPADE (Smart Python Agent Development Environment) [16]. These agent classes, are then extended with low-level game client methods that allow various game related tasks like walking around, picking up items, fighting etc., to be performed by agents.

A. Lower-level Interface

The lower-level interface was loosely based on an old Python script used to implement bots for the Mana World. The script has been rewritten in full and extended with multiple details of client implementation in order to allow agents to connect to the game server, create avatars, and perform all relevant tasks to be able to solve quests.

figure 2 shows a sample session of the lower-level interface. The provided screenshots illustrate changing Python player coordinates by using the "setDestination" function of the "Connection" class.

The following listing shows the actual implementation of the Python function which enables the basic navigation of the character on the loaded map by using two-dimensional coordinate values.

```python

```def` setDestination(self, x, y, direction):
    """Set destination (walk to given x, y coordinates with orientation direction like in setDirection)""
    debug("SET_DESTINATION")
    debug("X: %d" %x)
    debug("Y: %d" %y)

    data = bin(x)[−10:].replace('b', '0').rjust(10).replace('0', 'b') + bin(y)[−10:].replace('b', '0').rjust(10).replace('0', 'b') + bin(direction)[−4:].replace('b', '0').rjust(4).replace('0', 'b')

    data = data[:8], data[8:16],
    data = [int('0b' + i, 2) for i in data]

    b1, b2, b3 = data
```

B. Higher-level Interface

The higher-level interface is being developed using the mentioned SPADE platform in Python. It currently features basic agent classes, agent behaviours and communication facilities to allow agents to organize mutually. The agent classes closely resemble a BDI (belief-desire-intention) architecture in which agents act based on their beliefs (knowledge about the world they live in), desires (objectives they want to pursue) and intentions (plans and commitments on achieving objectives through acting upon the environment).

The knowledge about the Mana World is stored in a specially developed [10] SWI Prolog knowledge base that can be directly accessed by the agent through its knowledge base interface.3

The knowledge base also featured an automated planner based on the STRIPS algorithm [17]. In the planner all quests are coded in form of STRIPS rules comprising three parts: (1) preconditions – statements that have to be true about the world in order for the rule to be applicable, (2) deletions – statements that won’t be true about the world when the rule is executed, and (3) insertions – statements that will become true about the world only after the rule has been executed. In this way game related quests can be modelled quite easily, for example to solve a quest in which the player has to buy a certain item from some NPC (non-playing character) for a certain amount of money a rule would include the following statements:

- **Preconditions**: player has enough money, player is within reach of the NPC
- **Deletions**: player hasn’t the payed money any more
- **Insertions**: player has acquired the wanted item.

The planner also features a list of quests to be solved, which is queried by the player agent every time the environment is updated in order to test if the preconditions of a certain quest to be solved are met. If this is the case, the agent tries to solve the quest, else the quest is put back into the list for a later time. In case the agent doesn’t have any quests to be solved it does a random walk in the environment to find an NPC and get an actual quest.

C. Graphical Modeling Tool

The basis of the system of agents using the mentioned interfaces, allowing them to communicate with the game engine, is, in the context of this paper and the accompanying research, constructed using a customized graphical modelling tool.4

The modeling tool, in its present work-in-progress version, provides the user with functionalities that allow them to model

3SPADE allows for using SWI, XSB, eCLiPSe, Flora-2, SPARQL and integrated first-order logic knowledge-bases.

4The model is available at https://github.com/Balannen/LSMASOMM
Fig. 2: Manipulating player coordinates with the Python client

a system comprising agents, groups of agents, roles as special types of grouped constraints, actions granted to individual agents upon playing a specific role, sets of actions designated as processes that are poised to fulfill specific goals, and quests (in-game goals) that consist of a series of subgoals or tasks that are reachable by a specific combination of processes, i.e. action sets.

The elementary concept of such a model, applicable to the example shown in this paper, is an organisational unit representing an individual agent. Since the idea of roles is integral to the organizational approach which, in turn, is in the basis of the models developed for the mentioned modelling tool, roles are a de facto central elements of a model. Figure 3 shows a situation that is possible within The Mana World game, detailed as follows. Individual agents, shown yellow in Fig. 3, are modeled following the tabula rasa idea, i.e. the only behavior they possess at this stage of the metamodel is intended for changing roles, thus gaining new actions. It is useful to note here that the element named Player in Fig. 3 represents a class of individual players, i.e. individual agent-players will be instantiated at runtime. Those individual players can form groups (most commonly called parties in an MMORPG) that utilize cooperative power of players. Each player can play a number of roles (e.g. Herbalist, Scout, Warrior), shown in blue in Fig. 3, at the moment constrained to one at any given point in time. The roles shown in Fig. 3 provide players with actions needed to successfully complete tasks (shown in red in Fig. 3) that form the quest called The Quest for the Dragon Egg (the topmost red element in Fig. 3).

One of the novel features in the context of LSMAS models and modeling tools, that this particular tool provides, even though only in initial stages at the moment, is SPADE code generating functionality. This functionality, still in a work-in-progress state, generates basic code, i.e. a code skeleton, for the modeled system, thus giving the model users basic overview of their system, and advanced system functionalities not explicitly visible in the model, e.g. system and services for agents’ role changing actions and utilization of available knowledge on ways of solving quests based on their respective wanted tasks.

V. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

In this work-in-progress paper we have presented the current state of implementation of an agent-based automated MMORPG testing system using a game-oriented approach. As opposed to most other approaches, the proposed system will allow for testing game-logic by implementing agents that use a specially created knowledge-base to be able to solve quests in the selected MMORPG called the Mana World. We believe that this approach can be extended to any MMORPG, given that the various quests or rules of the game can be coded into a new knowledge base.

Currently the proposed system comprises three components: (1) a lower-level interface, (2) a higher-level interface, and (3) a graphical modelling tool. Whilst the lower-level interface is fully developed at the time of writing this paper, the other two components are still being tested and developed further. Especially, in the higher-level interface, the connection between an agent’s perception of the environment and the knowledge base has to be improved, so that agents can rely on up-to-date information from the environment. The modelling tool features necessary concepts for successful description of a system, but even slightly complex systems cause a cluttered and unfriendly interface. Therefore a multi-perspective modeling approach has to be enabled, allowing users to develop a model on various levels presented by different models. The code generating feature has to be upgraded appropriately to conform to the idea of multi-model modeling. Lastly, one of the foreseen improvements of the modelling tool is introduction of concepts for modelling additional selected organizational features of the system. These and similar tasks are part of our future work.
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Abstract—We address the issue of study the properties of discrete-event systems (DES) with partially observed events and observable states. Two ways of introducing state observations in the system are considered. To show that properties of languages generated by DES, which are essential for constructing supervisors to control DES behavior, such as controllability and observability, are preserved after this transformation, the method of logical-algebraic equations (LAE-method) is exploited. The LAE-method allows one to examine preservation of property of system under morphism-like mapping to another system that is usually more complex than the original system. Thus, once the property is proved to be valid in the original system, it is immediately valid in another.

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper is a continuation of the previous work [1] presented an application of the method of logical-algebraic equations (LAE-method) to the field of discrete-event systems (DES), in particular, for studying properties of supervisors for controlled partially observed DES. Widely used, DES describe system evolution by considering the occurrence of some event sequences. The development of DES theory is driven by the rapid progress of manufacturing systems and communication networks, technological processes, transportation networks, automated and robotic systems, and others, primarily man-made systems. To regulate DES behavior, the Ramadge-Wonham framework of supervisory control is commonly used, adopting ideas from logic, language and automaton theory.

Since in practice only a part of system behavior may usually be observed and used to generate proper control action, the concept of observability plays an important role in supervisory control theory. Initially RW-supervisory control was language based, so the concept of observability was applied to events only and information on states was not used to form control patterns. However, it is often the case that sensors monitor system states as well as changes of those states, usually interpreted as events. In robotics applications observations made by sensory measurements monitoring environment or observations of effects of control actions on system state are presented as observable uncontrollable events [2]. So taking state observations into account seems useful. Even so, there are various ways to take state observations in consideration, and two of them are suggested in [3] and [4]. While the latter uses state observations for the purpose of control and demonstrates that supervisor existence and constructing problem for DES with event and state observation may be reduced to the same problem in the context of event observation only, the former embraces them for fault events diagnosis. In [1] supervisor non-rejecting property preservation for the model from [4] has been considered. In what follows we examine both models using the the method of logical-algebraic equations (LAE-method).

Lying at the intersection of system dynamics, algebra and logic, the LAE-method is a method of mathematical systems theory which serves to synthesize criteria for preservation properties of systems connected by special mappings called morphisms. One of the main applications of the preserving criteria obtained is the reduction of studying some complex system, say $S$, to studying a much simpler one, say $S'$. To exploit the LAE-method [5], a property of the system under consideration is treated as a property of an algebraic system, name it $\mathfrak{A}$. Due to the complex nature of dynamical systems, the process of algebraizing of their models usually leads to many-sorted algebraic systems (MAS) where the basic sets have the meaning of a state space, a time scale, etc. Moreover, in [5] the notion of a general many-sorted algebraic system of finite type (GMAS) $\mathfrak{A} = \langle A, \Omega_F, \Omega_P, \Omega_E \rangle$ was introduced, where $A = \{ A_\lambda | \lambda = 1, k \}$ is a family of basic sets, $\Omega_F = \{ F_\beta | A \} \times \{ S_\beta | A \} \times \{ S_n | A \} \rightarrow S_{n+1}|A \}, \beta = 1, k, F \}$ a set of functions, $\Omega_P = \{ P_\gamma A \} \times \{ T_\gamma A \} \times \{ T_n A \}, \gamma = 1, k, P \}$ a set of relations, $\Omega_E = \{ E_{\delta} | U_{\delta} A \}, \delta = 1, k, E \}$ a set of distinguished elements. The elements of the set $\Omega_{F \cup \Omega_P \cup \Omega_E}$ are defined on extended Bourbaki steps $S[A]$ over the family $A$. Omitting detailed description of the extended step notion, note that step is a set formed from the basic sets $A_\lambda$ with the help of operations of cartesian product, boolean and sequence forming, called schemes [1], [5].

Let a family of mappings $\varphi = \{ \varphi_\lambda A \lambda \rightarrow A'_\lambda, \lambda = 1, k \}$, (1) maps the basic sets of GMAS $\mathfrak{A}$ to the basic sets $A' = \{ A'_\lambda | \lambda = 1, k \}$ of the GMAS $\mathfrak{A}' = \langle A', \Omega_F', \Omega_P', \Omega_E' \rangle$ which is of the same type as $\mathfrak{A}$. The “same type” means that the powers of the sets $A$ and $A'$, $\Omega_F'$ and $\Omega_F$, and so on accordingly match, and the step $S'_{1\beta}[A']$ respectively from the sets $A'_\lambda$ with the same scheme as $S_{1\beta}[A]$ ($S_{2\beta}[A]$, $T_{1\gamma}[A]$, $U_{\delta}[A]$ respectively) from the sets $A_\lambda$.

The LAE-method considers either a logical-algebraic equation $X_{\land} F \Rightarrow F'$ or $X_{\land} F' \Rightarrow F$. Here $F$ is a formula
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predicate which describes the studied property of the system \( \mathcal{A} \), \( \mathcal{F}' \) is a property of another algebraic system \( \mathcal{A}' \) corresponding to the system \( \mathcal{S}' \), and \( \mathcal{X} \) is the subject for searching. The second equation corresponds to the case of preservation of the property in the direction which is opposite to the direction of mappings \( (1) \). We describe the considered system property with a formula predicate \( \mathcal{F} \frac{df}{ \equiv } \mathcal{F}(x_1, \ldots, x_p) \) of the signature \( \sigma \) of the chosen GMAS \( \mathcal{A} \), where \( x_\mu \) is a free variable, \( \mu = 1, p, p \geq 0 \). Without loss of generality, the formula \( \mathcal{F} \) is considered to be formed of literals (concluding statements, or c-formulas) \( \mathcal{F}' \), that is, atomic formulas \( \mathcal{F}'_\varepsilon \) or their negations \( \mathcal{F}'_\delta \), with the help of connectives \( \& \), \( \lor \), and type quantifiers \( \alpha \frac{df}{ = } \forall z_\alpha : Z_\alpha \frac{df}{ = } \forall z_\alpha (Z_\alpha \Rightarrow \lor) \) (universal type quantifier), \( \alpha \frac{df}{ = } \exists z_\alpha : Z_\alpha \frac{df}{ = } \exists z_\alpha (Z_\alpha \& \lor) \) (existential type quantifier), \( \alpha = \Gamma, n, \nu = \Gamma, M \). Such formulas, unlike positive formulas used, for example, in general algebraic system theory, are referred to as \textit{generalized positive formulas}.

A solution, name it \( \mathcal{R} \), of the chosen LAE is constructed algorithmically. Such a solution in place of \( \mathcal{X} \) guarantees preserving the truth values of formula predicate \( \mathcal{F} \) under the mappings of many-sorted algebraic system \( \mathcal{A} \) to \( \mathcal{A}' \). \( \mathcal{R} \) is constructed in the form of traditional morphisms, i.e. it is of the meaning of preservation operations and relations only. Morphisms of dynamical systems proved to be especially useful, for example, for those procedures of studying stability and other dynamic properties that require changing variables, since we should ensure that the property under consideration in old variables is equivalent to that one in new variables, or at least guarantee its unidirectional preservation. In [6] classes of properties which are preserved by the morphisms of the same class were defined. Exploiting these results, in what follows a connection between properties which are basic for supervisory control implementation, of specification languages for DES with event and state observation and specification languages for a common DES, will be investigated.

II. The notion of controlled DES

Let \( \mathcal{G} = (Q, \Sigma, \delta, g_0, Q_m) \) be a discrete event system modeled as a generator of a formal language [7]. Here \( Q \) is the set of states; \( \Sigma \) is the set of events; \( \delta : \Sigma \times Q \rightarrow Q \) the transition function; \( g_0 \in Q \) the initial state; \( Q_m \subset Q \) the set of marker states. As usual, \( \Sigma^* \) denote the set of all strings over \( \Sigma \), including the empty string \( \varepsilon \). Function \( \delta \) is naturally extended on strings. Language generated by \( \mathcal{G} \) is \( L(\mathcal{G}) = \{ w : w \in \Sigma^* \} \) and \( \delta(w, g_0) \) is defined), while language marked by \( \mathcal{G} \) is \( L_m(\mathcal{G}) = \{ w : w \in L(\mathcal{G}) \} \) and \( \delta(w, g_0) \in Q_m \).

The Ramadge–Wonham supervisory control framework assumes the existence of a means of control \( \mathcal{G} \) presented by a supervisor [7]. Let \( \Sigma_c \) be arollable event set, \( \Sigma_{uc} = \Sigma \setminus \Sigma_c \), \( \Sigma_c \cap \Sigma_{uc} = \emptyset \). The supervisor switches control patterns so that the supervised discrete event systems achieve a control objective described by some regular language \( K \). Let \( \mathcal{G} \) be partially observable, i.e. a set \( \Sigma_o \) of observable events is distinguished from all events, \( \Sigma_{uo} = \Sigma \setminus \Sigma_o \), \( \Sigma_c \cap \Sigma_{uo} = \emptyset \). The observation function is usually defined as the natural projection \( P : \Sigma^* \rightarrow \Sigma_o^* \) which just erases unobservable events. The supervisor observes only events from the \( \Sigma_o \) and, basing on this information, disables events in \( \Sigma_o \). Formally, a supervisor is a pair \( \mathcal{J} = (\mathcal{S}, \phi) \) where \( \mathcal{S} = (X, \Sigma_o, \xi, x_0, X_m) \) is a deterministic automaton with input alphabet \( \Sigma_o \), \( \mathcal{S} \) is considered to be driven externally by the stream of observable event symbols (words) generated by \( \mathcal{G} \) (i.e. words from \( P(L(\mathcal{G})) \)), while \( \phi : X \rightarrow \Gamma \) is a function that maps supervisor states \( x \) into control patterns \( \gamma \in \Gamma \subseteq 2^\Sigma \). If \( \sigma \in \gamma = \phi(x) \), then \( \sigma \) is enabled, while if \( \sigma \notin \phi(x) \) then \( \sigma \) is disabled (prohibited from occurring). Note that, unlike DES models with forced events, enabled events should not necessarily occur. Because uncontrollable events cannot be disabled, it is required \( \Sigma_{uc} \subseteq \gamma = \phi(x) \).

Extend the function \( \delta \) to the function \( \delta_e : \Gamma \times \Sigma \times Q \rightarrow Q \) assigning control patterns as

\[
\delta_e(\gamma, \sigma, q) = \begin{cases} 
\delta(\sigma, q), & \text{if } \delta(\sigma, q) \text{ is defined and } \sigma \in \gamma; \\
\text{undefined, otherwise.} & \text{if } \delta(\sigma, q) \text{ is defined and } \sigma \notin \gamma.
\end{cases}
\]

Construct the function \( \xi \times \delta_e : \Sigma \times X \times Q \rightarrow X \times Q \), where \( (\xi \times \delta_e)(\sigma, x, q) = (\xi(\sigma, x), \delta_e(\phi(x), \sigma, q)) \) is defined if \( \delta_e(\sigma, q) \) is defined, \( \sigma \in \phi(x) \) and \( \xi(\sigma, x) \) is defined. Denote \( L(\mathcal{J}/\mathcal{G}) \) a language generated by the closed-looped behavior of the plant and the supervisor: \( L(\mathcal{J}/\mathcal{G}) = \{ w : w \in \Sigma^* \} \) and \( \xi \times \delta_e(w, x, q) \) is defined. Let \( L_m(\mathcal{J}/\mathcal{G}) \) denote the language marked by the supervisor: \( L_m(\mathcal{J}/\mathcal{G}) = \{ w : w \in L(\mathcal{J}/\mathcal{G}) \} \) and \( \xi \times \delta_e(w, x, q_0) \in X_m \times Q_m \).

Supervisory control and observation problem. Given a plant \( \mathcal{G} \) over an alphabet \( \Sigma \), a language \( L_A \subseteq L(\mathcal{G}) \), a language \( L_E \subseteq L(\mathcal{G}) \), and sets \( \Sigma_o, \Sigma_c \subseteq \Sigma \), construct a supervisor \( \mathcal{J} \) for \( \mathcal{G} \) such that \( L_A \subseteq L(\mathcal{J}/\mathcal{G}) \subseteq L_E \).

Since the above problem face high computational complexity, it is often substituted by the less complex problem of finding such control patterns that the language marked by the supervisor is equal to some required language. Thus, the special case of the supervisory control and observation problem is to construct such supervisor that \( L_m(\mathcal{J}/\mathcal{G}) = K \) where \( K \) is called a \textit{specification language}. The notions of controllable and observable languages are essential in solving this problem.

Let \( L \subseteq \Sigma^* \). The \textit{closure} of \( L \) is the set of all strings that are prefixes of words of \( L \), i.e. \( \overline{L} = \{ s | s \in \Sigma^* \text{ and } \exists t \notin \Sigma^* : s \cdot t \in L \} \). Symbol \( \cdot \) denotes string concatenation and is often omitted. A language \( L \) is closed if \( L = \overline{L} \). If \( \mathcal{G} \) is any generator then \( L(\mathcal{G}) \) is closed.

\textit{Definition 1 ([7])}: \( K \) is controllable (with respect to \( L(\mathcal{G}) \) and \( \Sigma_{uc} \)) if

\[
\overline{K \Sigma_{uc} \cap L(\mathcal{G})} \subseteq K.
\]

We have that \( K \), thinking of it as the admissible behavior of the system, is controllable if occurring of any uncontrolled event after prefix of the word from \( K \) leads to a word from \( K \), i.e. still admissible.

\textit{Definition 2 ([4])}: \( K \) is observable (with respect to \( L(\mathcal{G}) \) and \( P \)) if

\[
\forall s, t \in \Sigma^* (P(s) = P(t) \rightarrow \text{consis}(s, t)),
\]
\( (\forall \sigma \in \Sigma)(s\sigma \in K \& t\sigma \in L(G) \& t \in K \rightarrow t\sigma \in K) \).

Definition of observability means that if two strings look the same, then they must be consistent in the sense that no conflict of one event continuability after one string but not continuable after the other should occur. Supervisor existence criterion sounds as follows: given \( K \subseteq L(G) \), there exists supervisor \( J \) such that \( K = L_m(J/G) \) iff \( K \) is controllable and observable w.r.t. \( L(G) \) and \( P \). Note that it is also required \( K \) to be \( L_m(G) - \text{closed} \), i.e. \( K = K \cap L_m(G) \) \([7]\).

III. DES with State Observation

Assume that in addition to event observation, supervisor also possesses some information on the states of \( G \), provided by some sensors installed in the system of interest. For a given string generated by \( G \), there is a unique sequence of states visited by this string. Define \([3]\) the sensor maps \( h_j : Q \rightarrow Y_j \), \( j = 1, M \), where \( M \) is the number of sensors, \( Y_j \) is a set of outputs of \( j\)-th sensor, and a global sensor map defined as \( h(q) = (h_1(q), h_2(q), \ldots, h_M(q)) \). To use sensor information \( G \) may be transformed to a new system \( \tilde{G} \) where sensor outputs are explicitly exploited. In \([3]\) this transformation is as follows. Let \( q' = \delta(q, \sigma) \) with \( q, q' \in Q, \sigma \in \Sigma, h(q) = y, h(q') = y' \). Then

1. if \( \sigma \in \Sigma_o \) then \( \sigma \) is replaced with the new event \( \langle \sigma, y' \rangle \) and let \( \tilde{\delta}_1(q, \langle \sigma, y' \rangle) = q' \);  
2. if \( \sigma \in \Sigma_{uo} \) and \( y = y' \), then \( \sigma \) is left unchanged in \( \tilde{G} \) and \( \tilde{\delta}_1(q, \sigma) = q' \);  
3. if \( \sigma \in \Sigma_{uo} \) and \( y \neq y' \), then new event \( \langle y \rightarrow y' \rangle \) and new state \( q_{new} \) are introduced and let \( \tilde{\delta}_1(q, \sigma) = q_{new} \) and \( \tilde{\delta}_1(q_{new}, \langle y \rightarrow y' \rangle) = q' \).

Define \( Q_{new} = \{ q_{new} \} \), \( |Q_{new}| \leq |Q| \). Let \( \tilde{G}_1 = (\tilde{Q}_1, \tilde{\Sigma}_1, \tilde{\delta}_1, \tilde{q}_{0,1}, \tilde{Q}_{m,1}) \) with \( Q_1 = Q \cup Q_{new} \), \( \Sigma_{uc,1} = \Sigma_c \), \( \Sigma_{uo,1} = \Sigma_{uo} \) and \( \tilde{\Sigma}_1 = \{ \sigma, y', \langle y \rightarrow y' \rangle \} \) where \( \sigma \in \Sigma_o \), \( y \neq y' \), \( q_{0,1} = q_0 \), \( \tilde{Q}_{m,1} = Q_m \), and \( \tilde{\delta}_1 \) is constructed according to rules 1) – 3) above.

In \([4]\) for the supervisor construction problem \( G \) is modified in the other way. For each \( q \in Q \) new state \( q_{new} \) is defined. Let \( \tilde{\Sigma}_2 = \Sigma \cup Y, \tilde{Q}_2 = Q \cup Q_{new}, \tilde{Q} = \tilde{Q}_2 \cup Y \), \( |Q| = |Q_{new}| \) and given \( \delta(q, \sigma) = q', h(q) = y \), define \( \tilde{\delta}_2 \) according to rules:

1. \( \tilde{\delta}_2(q, \sigma) = q_{new} \) for \( \sigma \in \Sigma, q \in Q \), whenever \( \sigma \) is observable or not;  
2. \( \tilde{\delta}_2(q, y) = \tilde{\delta}_2(q, \sigma) = q \) for \( q \in Q \);  
3. \( \tilde{\delta}_2(q_{new}, y) = q_{new} \) for \( q_{new} \in Q_{new} \);

and everything else is undefined. The artificial events in \( Y \) are considered to be observable and uncontrollable. Denote \( \tilde{G}_2 = (\tilde{Q}_2, \tilde{\Sigma}_2, \tilde{\delta}_2, \tilde{q}_{0,2}, \tilde{Q}_{m,2}) \) a DES with \( \tilde{\Sigma}_2 = \tilde{\Sigma}_o \cup \tilde{\Sigma}_{uo}, \tilde{Q}_{m,2} = \tilde{Q}_m \cup Y, \tilde{\Sigma}_{uo} = \tilde{\Sigma}_{uo} \cup \tilde{\Sigma}_{uc,2} = \tilde{\Sigma}_{uc} \cup Y, \tilde{q}_{0,2} = q_{0,new}, \tilde{Q}_{m,2} = Q_m, \) and \( \tilde{\delta}_2 = (\tilde{\Sigma} \cup Y) \times (Q \cup Q_{new}) \rightarrow Q \cup Q_{new} \) is constructed according to rules 1') – 3') above.

To compare these two constructions consider Fig.1, there a part of an automaton for \( G \) is presented. Fig. 2 presents modifications \( \tilde{G}_1 \) and \( \tilde{G}_2 \) for \( G \).

Here only \( \sigma_1 \) is observable, \( y_1 = y_2, y_2 \neq y_3 \). Note that structure of \( \tilde{G}_2 \) is not affected by observational properties of events or equality of outputs. If a word \( v = w\sigma_1\sigma_2\sigma_3 \) is generated by \( G \) which gives observation \( P(v) = P(w)\sigma_1y_1y_3 \), then \( \tilde{G}_1 \) gives the string \( v_1 = w(\sigma_1, y_2)\sigma_2\sigma_3(y_2 \rightarrow y_3) \), or projection \( P(v_1) = P(w)\sigma_1y_2y_3 \). It should be noted that appearance of \( y_1 \) in \( v_1 \) depends on previous string \( w \). For the same string \( \tilde{G}_2 \) gives \( v_2 = w(\sigma_1, y_1)\sigma_1y_2(\sigma_2y_2)^*y_2(\sigma_3y_3)^*y_3 \) and a projection \( P(v_2) = P(w)\sigma_1y_2y_3 \) if we unable to recognize multiple occurrence of the same outputs.

The example shows that approaches providing \( \tilde{G}_1 \) and \( \tilde{G}_2 \) are quite close. Since the latter one is more stable in the sense of generator structure, in what follows we focus on it, leaving the former one for future investigation.
output $y$ is inserted before each occurrence of event. Such supervisor realizes a mapping $\theta_e : P(L(\tilde{G}_2)) \rightarrow 2^{\Sigma_L \cup Y}$. Note that the language generated and marked by $\tilde{G}_2$ may be defined via the language generated and marked by $G$ [4]. For this define $e : \Sigma^* \rightarrow (\Sigma \cup Y)^*$ as follows:

$$e(\varepsilon) = h(q_0),$$
$$e(w \sigma) = e(w) \sigma h(\delta(w \sigma, q_0)),$$

which is different from [4] but we believe it is more correct. Here, unlike [4], we do not repeat insertion of the output, since it is redundant to form control pattern. The following lemma may be easily proved in the same way as in [4].

**Lemma 1:** If $L(G)$ is not empty, then

1. $L(\tilde{G}_2) = e(L(G))$,
2. $T(L(\tilde{G}_2)) = L(G)$,
3. $L_m(\tilde{G}_2) = e(L_m(G))$,

where $T : (\Sigma \cup Y)^* \rightarrow \Sigma^*$ is the projection.

Let $K$ be a nonempty language that describes, for instance, the control objective for the system modeled by $G$. In [4] it is suggested to extend $K$ till language $K_s$, such that

$$K_s = T^{-1}(K) \cap L_m(G).$$

**Lemma 2:** [4] Assume that $K$ is $L_m(G) - closed$. Then

1. $K_s = T^{-1}(K) \cap L_m(\tilde{G}_2)$,
2. $K_s = \bar{K} \cap L_m(\tilde{G}_2)$,
3. $T(K_s) = \bar{K}$.

In order to include state observation in $G$ directly, the observation mapping may be presented by the extended projection $\hat{P} : L(G) \rightarrow ((\Sigma_0 \cup \{\varepsilon\}) \times Y)^*$ recursively defined as

$$\hat{P}(\varepsilon) = (\varepsilon, h(q_0)),$$
$$\hat{P}(w \sigma) = \hat{P}(w)(P(\sigma), h(\delta(w \sigma, q_0))).$$

Again, unlike [4], multiple occurring of the artificial events corresponding to the output is not included in this definition. Only one pair $(\sigma, y) \in \Sigma \times Y$ is added to the observation sequence, since adding more than one output is redundant for control purposes. Since $S$ is now driven by the words of $L(G)$ after observation provided by extended projection, a supervisor realizes a mapping $\theta_e : \hat{P}(L(G)) \rightarrow 2^{\Sigma_c}$. Here $\theta_e(\hat{P}(w))$ is interpreted as a set of events enabled by $\theta_e$ after observing $\hat{P}(w)$, $w \in L(G)$. $\theta_e$ should guarantee that $L_m(\theta_e/\tilde{G}) = K_s$. In [4] it was proved that non-blocking $\theta_e$ such that $L_m(\theta_e/\tilde{G}) = K_s$ exists iff $\theta_e$ such that $L_m(\theta_e/\tilde{G}) = K_s$ exists and an existence condition for $\theta_e$ is expressed in terms of controllability and observability of $K_s$. In the next section we use the LAE-method to show the connection between these two properties of $K$ and $K_s$ because they are basic for supervisor existence.

**IV. LANGUAGE PROPERTIES PRESERVATION**

**A. Controllability**

The definition of controllability plays a key role in characterizing those languages that can be generated by the closed-loop structure plant–supervisor. Controllability property (Definition 1) may be expressed with the formula of the first-order predicate calculus language

$$\forall w \in \bar{K} \forall \sigma \in \Sigma_{uc}(w \cdot \sigma \in L(G) \rightarrow w \cdot \sigma \in \bar{K}).$$

(2)

Transform (2) to a generalized positive form and in the notation of the language $L(G)$ because we are going to consider LAE $\forall K \forall F' \Rightarrow F$ with $F$ describing controllability of the language $K_s$ w.r.t. $L(\tilde{G}_2)$ which will be denoted from now on as $L(G_s)$ for simplicity. This leads to the formula

$$F_1 = \forall w_s : \bar{K}_s(w_s) \forall \sigma_s : \Sigma_{uc}(\sigma_s) (\neg L(G_s)(\neg(w_s, \sigma_s)) \lor \forall \bar{K}_s((w_s, \sigma_s))).$$

(3)

In what follows we do not distinguish relations and predicate symbols, i.e. $\bar{K}_s(w_s)$ is true iff $w_s \in \bar{K}_s$. While in general DES is treated as a many-sorted algebraic system with the sets of events, states and so on as basic sets, the property of controllability may be dealt with as the property of the single-sorted algebraic system $A = \{\Sigma, \Omega_F, \Omega_p, \Omega_E\}$, where $\Sigma = \{\Sigma \cup Y\}$, $\Omega_F = \{\}$, $\Omega_p = \{K_s, \Sigma_{uc}, L(G_s)\}$, $\Omega_E = \emptyset$. But nevertheless it remains general. Indeed, since $\bar{K}_s, L(G_s) \subseteq (\Sigma \cup Y)^\Omega$, the scheme $\hat{N}(a)$ is associated with the predicates $\bar{K}_s$ and $L(G_s)$. Therefore the operation of a sequence forming, corresponding to the scheme $\hat{N}(a)$ [5], is used to build $A$, which is a specific feature of GMAS.

Let $A' = \{\Sigma', \Omega'_F, \Omega'_p, \Omega'_E\}$ be the GMAS of the same type as $A$ with $\Sigma' = \{\Sigma\}$, $\Omega'_F = \{\}$, $\Omega'_p = \{\bar{K}_s, \Sigma_{uc}, \bar{L}(G)\}$, $\Omega'_E = \emptyset$. i.e. $F'$ describe controllability of the language $K$ w.r.t. $L(G)$. The family of mappings (1) then consists of a single function

$$\varphi : \Sigma \cup Y \rightarrow \Sigma.$$
2) \( \mathcal{I} = \bigcup_{S[A]} \mathcal{I}_S[A] \), where \( S[A] = |v| \), \( v \) are all variables \( z_\beta \) or \( x_\mu \) that enter the equalities \( z_\alpha \equiv v \), which are included in c-statements \( = \) or type conditions of the universal quantifiers \( \exists z_\alpha \), and \( z_\alpha \) is a defining variable;

3) \( \Omega_{P^+} \setminus \Omega_{P^+} = \emptyset \).

Recall that \( z_\alpha \) is called a defining variable, if in \( \mathcal{F}(\pi) \) the domain of the type quantifier \( z_\alpha \) is larger than the domain of the type quantifier of the variable \( v \). If \( v = x_\mu \) then defining variable is \( z_\alpha \). The \( t_1 \equiv t_2 \) denote any of the equalities \( t_1 = t_2 \) or \( t_1 = t_2 \), while symbol \( = \) (resp. \( = \)) denote entrance of the symbol = in positive (resp. negative) literal (c-formula) of the initial formula \( \mathcal{F}(\pi) \). The formula (3) obviously belongs to \( \mathcal{MI}_\rightarrow \) class. It does not contain equalities so the set \( S[A] \) in this case is empty.

Definition 4: Let \( \Theta \) be a set of relation symbols, \( \Theta \subseteq \Omega_P \).

The family of mappings (1) is said to be \( \mathcal{I} \)-injective \( \Theta \)-homorphism GMAS \( \mathfrak{A} = \langle A, \Omega_P, \Omega_{P^+}, \Omega_E \rangle \) to \( \mathfrak{A}' = \langle A', \Omega'_P, \Omega'_{P^+}, \Omega'_E \rangle \), if

1) \( \langle \varphi \rangle S_{n+1, \beta}[A](P_{n+1}^\theta(z_1, \ldots, z_n)) = \langle \varphi \rangle S_{n+1, \beta}[A](z_1, \ldots, z_n) \) for all \( z_1 \in S_1[\beta], \ldots, z_n \in S_n[\beta, A], \beta = \overline{1,F}; \)

2) \( \langle \varphi \rangle T_{1}[A] \times \ldots \times T_{n, \gamma}[A](P_{n, \gamma}) = \langle \varphi \rangle T_{1}[A] \times \ldots \times T_{n, \gamma}[A](P_{n, \gamma}); \)

and for all \( \gamma = \overline{1, k_F} \)

\( \langle \varphi \rangle T_{1}[A] \times \ldots \times T_{n, \gamma}[A](P_{n, \gamma}) \subseteq \langle \varphi \rangle T_{1}[A] \times \ldots \times T_{n, \gamma}[A](P_{n, \gamma}); \)

if \( P_{n, \gamma} \) correspond to a predicate symbol \( P_\gamma \in \Theta \),

\( \langle \varphi \rangle T_{1}[A] \times \ldots \times T_{n, \gamma}[A](P_{n, \gamma}) \)

if \( P_{n, \gamma} \) correspond to a predicate symbol \( P_\gamma \in \Omega_P \setminus \Theta \), and mappings \( \varphi_\lambda \) are injective for all \( \lambda \in \mathcal{I} \).

Theorem 1 (6f): Let \( \mathcal{F}(x_1, \ldots, x_q) \) be a formula of the class \( \mathcal{MI}_\rightarrow \) with free variables \( x_1, \ldots, x_q, q \geq 0 \). Then satisfiability of \( \mathcal{F}(f(x_1), \ldots, f(x_q)) \) implies satisfiability of \( \mathcal{F} \) under \( \mathcal{I} \)-injective \( \Omega_{P^+} \setminus \Omega_{P^+} \)-homorphism of GMAS \( \mathfrak{A} \) to GMAS \( \mathfrak{A}' \).

Symbol \( \varphi[x_1](x_i) \) denotes the canonical expansion of mappings (CEM) \( \varphi \) on the step \( S[A] = [x_i] \) to which variable \( x_i \) belong [5]. To use Theorem 1 for obtaining conditions for the controllability property preservation it is necessary to show that (4) may be specified as \( \Omega_{P^+} \setminus \Omega_{P^+} \)-homorphism. Let us start with condition 1) of Definition 4. The functional symbol \( \cdot \) is associated with triple occurring of the scheme \( N(a) \), and for all \( v_s, w_s \in (\Sigma \cup Y)^N \) an equality

\[ \varphi[N(v_s \cdot w_s)] = \varphi[N(v_s)] \cdot \varphi[N(w_s)] \]

should be valid, since the operation of concatenation is the same in both \( \mathfrak{A} \) and \( \mathfrak{A}' \). It actually has a place 1) if we define \( \varphi \) in as follows:

\[ \varphi(\sigma_s) = \begin{cases} \sigma, & \text{if } \sigma_s \in \Sigma; \\ \varepsilon, & \text{if } \sigma_s \in Y, \end{cases} \]

where \( \varepsilon \) is an empty string, or null event. This definition obviously corresponds to the projection \( T : (\Sigma \cup Y)^* \rightarrow \Sigma^* \).

Since for \( (3) \Omega_E = 0 \), we skip the condition 2) and consider elements of the set \( \Omega_{P^+} \setminus \Omega_{P^+} = \{ \Sigma_{uc}, L(G_s) \} \). To satisfy Definition 4, it is necessary to guarantee

\[ \langle \varphi \rangle (A^N) \subseteq L(G) \]

since the scheme \( N(a) \) is associated with the predicate \( L(G_s) \).

Proposition 1: If \( K \) is controllable then \( K_s \) is controllable.

Definition 5: \( \mathcal{MI}_\rightarrow \) class is a class of general positive formulas \( \mathcal{F}(x_1, \ldots, x_q) \) which satisfy the following conditions:

1) predicates in type conditions of quantifiers do not contain functional symbols;

2) \( \mathcal{I} = \bigcup_{S[A]} \mathcal{I}_S[A] \), where \( S[A] = |v| \), \( v \) are all variables \( z_\beta \) or \( x_\mu \), which enter to equalities \( z_\alpha \equiv v \), which are included in c-statements \( = \) or type conditions of the universal quantifiers \( \exists z_\alpha \), and \( z_\alpha \) is a defining variable;

3) \( \Omega_{P^+} \setminus \Omega_{P^+} = \emptyset \).

Since the formula (3) does not contain equalities, it belongs to \( \mathcal{MI}_\rightarrow \) class as well as \( \mathcal{MI}_\rightarrow \), with an empty set \( S[A] \).

Definition 6: Let \( \Theta \) be a set of relation symbols, \( \Theta \subseteq \Omega_P \).

The family of mappings (1) is said to be a mighty \( \mathcal{I} \)-injective \( \Theta \)-homorphism GMAS \( \mathfrak{A} = \langle A, \Omega_P, \Omega_{P^+}, \Omega_E \rangle \) to \( \mathfrak{A}' = \langle A', \Omega'_P, \Omega'_{P^+}, \Omega'_E \rangle \), if 1) and 2) of Definition 4 is satisfied and for all \( \gamma = \overline{1, k_F} \)

\( \langle \varphi \rangle T_{1}[A] \times \ldots \times T_{n, \gamma}[A](P_{n, \gamma}) \subseteq \langle \varphi \rangle T_{1}[A] \times \ldots \times T_{n, \gamma}[A](P_{n, \gamma}); \)

if \( P_{n, \gamma} \) correspond to a predicate symbol \( P_\gamma \in \Theta \),

\( \langle \varphi \rangle T_{1}[A] \times \ldots \times T_{n, \gamma}[A](P_{n, \gamma}) = \langle \varphi \rangle T_{1}[A] \times \ldots \times T_{n, \gamma}[A](P_{n, \gamma}) \)

if \( P_{n, \gamma} \) correspond to a predicate symbol \( P_\gamma \in \Omega_P \setminus \Theta \), and mappings \( \varphi_\lambda \) are injective for all \( \lambda \in \mathcal{I} \).

Theorem 2 (6f): Formulas of the class \( \mathcal{MI}_\rightarrow \) are preserved under mighty \( \mathcal{I} \)-injective \( \Omega_{P^+} \setminus \Omega_{P^+} \)-homorphism of GMAS \( \mathfrak{A} \) to GMAS \( \mathfrak{A}' \).

To prove that (4) is also a mighty \( \Omega_{P^+} \setminus \Omega_{P^+} \)-homorphism it is sufficient to show that \( L(G) \subseteq \varphi[N(L(G_s))] \) and \( \Sigma_{uc} \subseteq \varphi[(\Sigma_{uc})^* \subseteq L(G)] \). Since these inclusions are obviously satisfied, combination of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 implies
**Proposition 2:** $K$ is controllable if and only if $K_s$ is controllable.

The proposition states that controllability is not affected by the state observation. This fact was previously demonstrated in [4] but its proof considerably differs from the one presented here.

**B. Observability**

The observability property (Definition 2) of the language $K_s$ may be described by the generalized positive formula
\[ F_2 = \forall v_s : (\Sigma \cup Y)^* (v_s) \land \forall w_s : (\Sigma \cup Y)^* (w_s) \land \neg (P_s(v_s) = P_s(w_s)) \land \neg L(G_s)((w_s, \sigma_s)) \land \neg \neg K_s((v_s, \sigma_s)) \]

In this case consider $\mathfrak{B} = (B, \Omega_F, \Omega_P, \Omega_E)$ with $B = \{ \Sigma \cup Y \}$, $\Omega_F = \{ \cdot, P_s \}$, $\Omega_P = \{ \cdot, Y \}^*, \Sigma \cup Y, K_s, L(G_s) = \cdot$, $\Omega_E = \emptyset$. Note that predicates $\Sigma \cup Y$ and $\Sigma \cup Y^*$ are artificial elements which introduced to embody the formula in the language of GMAS. Let $2^B = (B', \Omega'_F, \Omega'_P, \Omega'_E)$ be the GMAS of the same type as $\mathfrak{B}$ with $B' = \{ \cdot, P \}$, $\Omega'_P = \{ \Sigma^*, \Sigma, K, L(G_s) = \cdot \}$, $\Omega'_E = \emptyset$. In signature of $2^B$ (5) describe the observability property of the language $K$. Here $P_s : \Sigma \cup Y \rightarrow (\Sigma \cup Y)^*$ and $P_s : \Sigma \rightarrow \Sigma^*$. Again, the family of mappings (1) includes the single function $\varphi : \Sigma \cup Y \rightarrow \Sigma$.

In case of (5) and $2^B$ $Q_{ex} = \emptyset$, $Q_{all} = \{ (\Sigma \cup Y)^*, \Sigma \cup Y \}$, $pos(F_2) = \{ (K_s), neg(F_2) = \{ =, K_s, L(G_s) \}$,
\[ \Omega_{P+} = Q_{ex} \land pos(F) = \{ K_s \}, \]
\[ \Omega_{P-} = Q_{all} \cup neg(F) = \{ (\Sigma \cup Y)^*, \Sigma \cup Y, =, K_s, L(G_s) \}, \]
\[ \Omega_{P+} = \Omega_{P+} \land \Omega_{P-} = \{ K_s \}. \]

Though the formula (5) contains an equality, the set $I_s[A]$ is still empty. As in the case of (3), $F_2$ belong to both $\mathcal{MT}_-$ and $\mathcal{MT}_+$ classes. Therefore we proceed to check if $\varphi$ is the morphism we need. In company with the condition on the symbol $\cdot$, previously obtained, for the functional symbols $P$ and $P_s$ the equality
\[ \varphi|N(P_s(w_s)) = P(\varphi|N(w_s)) \]

is valid, what may be easily checked. We skip the trivial equalities $\varphi((\Sigma \cup Y)^*) = \Sigma^*$, $\varphi((\Sigma \cup Y) = \Sigma$, and consider predicate $\sim$. We now state that
\[ [P_s(v_s) = P_s(w_s)] \Rightarrow [P(\varphi|N(v_s)) = P(\varphi|N(w_s))]. \]

Indeed, as far as the output symbols $y \in Y$ are inserted regardless of observability of the symbols from $\Sigma$, this implication is true.

Thus, all conditions of Definition 4 are satisfied and (4) is a $\Omega_{P-} \setminus \Omega_{P+}$ morphism. Therefore, according to Theorem 1, if $K$ is observable then $K_s$ is also observable. However, the property is not preserved in the opposite direction. According to Theorem 2, it should be valid
\[ [P(\varphi|N(v_s)) = P(\varphi|N(w_s))] \Rightarrow [P_s(v_s) = P_s(w_s)]. \]

But this is not the case. Indeed, let two words $v_s = y_1a_2b_2yc \in (\Sigma \cup Y)^*$ and $w_s = y_1a_2b_2y_3c \in (\Sigma \cup Y)^*$ are given, where $b_0$ and $b_2$ are unobservable. Then $\varphi(v_s) = ab_1c$, $\varphi(w_s) = ab_2c$ and $P(\varphi(v_s)) = P(ab_1c) = ac$, $P(\varphi(w_s)) = P(ab_2c) = ac$. But $P_s(v_s) = y_1a_2b_2y_3c$ while $P_s(w_s) = y_1a_2b_2y_3c$. So we formulate

**Proposition 3:** If $K$ is observable then $K_s$ is observable while the opposite is not the case.

**V. Conclusion**

In this paper an application of the LAE-method to prove system properties preservation under its mapping into another system has been demonstrated. This method combines algebraic and logical approaches and may be of considerable interest to the audience. The theorems concerning the classes of the properties which are preserved under the similar type morphisms allow one to easily obtain preservation criteria, basing just on the structure of the formula and omitting some numerous formal manipulations. Although the presented results are quite simple, they illustrate the power of the LAE-method. The LAE-method allows to generalize the properties preservation conditions for different dynamical systems and the only stipulation of its applicability is the issue of algebraization of a dynamical system model.

Note that there are still a lot of open problems in the theory of DES, especially partially observed and decentralized DES, therefore new approaches and methods are needed. For solving some problems of DES supervisory control theory seems perspective. To apply the calculus of positively constructed formulas [8] which proved to be effective means of solving problems of dynamic systems control.
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Abstract—The approach to the first-order logic formalization of discrete-event systems based on the positively constructed formulas calculus is presented. Main concepts of the calculus are given and an example of logical deductions which model the behavior of a discrete-event system under supervisory control is presented.

I. Introduction

The calculus of positively constructed formulas (PCF) was originally developed by Russian scientists S.N. Vassilyev and A.K. Zherlov [1], [2] while describing and solving control theory problems. In [2] the proof of soundness and completeness of the PCF calculus as first-order logical formalism is presented (further development may be found in [3]).

Being both machine-oriented with interactive capabilities for a proof search, the PCF calculus is naturally aimed at solving problems of dynamic systems control due to its features, such as modifiability of semantics (constructive, nonmonotonic, temporal, etc.) and an ability to construct intuitionistic inferences of some non-Horn formulas while explicit usage of \( \forall \)– and \( \exists \)–quantifiers, since the skolemization procedure is not required. Constructive semantics is important since we need to extract some knowledge (for example, action plans) from the proofs, nonmonotonicity and a treat of time help to construct plans in dynamically changing subject areas. Interactive properties of the PCF calculus, its application for dynamic systems control and action planning are described in [2] with the examples of elevator group control, mobile robot action planning and telescope guidance. Problems of automatic theorem proving software (called provers) design and implementation are briefly considered in [4].

The current paper presents PCF calculus application in the field of supervisory control of discrete-event systems (DES). During the last 40 years, to investigate poorly structured and poorly formalized control systems discrete-event approach is widely used. Among other things, DES are extensively exploited in group control, for example, to describe the behavior of groups of autonomous mobile robots [5]. In hierarchical control systems DES may model lower level of control to ensure safe movement of each unit [6] as well as upper levels, which are responsible for planning actions of a unit or a whole group [7].

Almost all existing methods of formalizing DES (automata models, Petri nets, Markov chains, queuing systems, generalized semi-Markov processes, minimax algebras and so on) have the possibility of influencing the behavior of the system. To control DES presented in form of automata, the method of supervisory control [8] is used, proven itself in many applications and widely recognized.

Computational complexity of the problem of supervisor construction, usually based on system model and behavior specification method, especially for partially observed DES [9], and NP-hardness of supervisor minimization problem [10] are well known. New methods are needed to check systems properties essential for supervisor existence, to construct supervisors, and to simplify them. For example, the method of logical-algebraic equations may be successfully applied in this field [11], [12]. In what follows a new logical approach basing on PCFs to solve problems of DES supervisory control theory is suggested.

II. Preliminaries

Let us consider the basic ideas behind PCFs and their calculus. The language of PCFs is a restricted variant of the language of first-order logic (FOL), which consists of first–order formulas (FOFs) built out of atomic formulas with operators \&, \lor, \neg, \rightarrow, \leftrightarrow, quantifier symbols \( \forall \) and \( \exists \), and constants \textbf{True} and \textbf{False}. The concepts of atom, literal, and term are defined in the usual way.

Let \( X = \{x_1, \ldots, x_k\} \) be a set of variables, \( A = \{A_1, \ldots, A_m\} \) a set of atomic formulas, and \( F = \{F_1, \ldots, F_n\} \) a set of subformulas. Then formulas (\((\exists x_1 \ldots \exists x_k)(A_1 \& \ldots \& A_m \rightarrow (F_1 \lor \ldots \lor F_n))\)) and (\((\forall x_1 \ldots \forall x_k)(A_1 \& \ldots \& A_m \& (F_1 \& \ldots \& F_n))\)) are denoted as \( \forall_X A : F \) and \( \exists_X A : F \) respectively, keeping in mind that the \( \forall \)–quantifier corresponds to the disjunction of all subformulas, and \( \exists \)–quantifier corresponds to the conjunction. If \( F = \emptyset \) then above formulas turn to the form \( \forall_X A : \emptyset \equiv \forall_X A \rightarrow \textbf{False} \) and \( \exists_X A : \emptyset \equiv \exists_X A \& \textbf{True} \), since the empty disjunction is understood as \textbf{False}, as usual whereas the empty conjunction is understood as \textbf{True}. Let \( \forall_X A \) and \( \exists_X A \) be abbreviations of such formulas. If \( X = \emptyset \) then \( \forall A : F \) and \( \exists A : F \) are analogous abbreviations.

The set of atoms \( A \) is called \textit{conjunct}. Variables from \( X \), bound by corresponding quantifiers, are called \( \forall \)–variables and \( \exists \)–variables, respectively. In \( \forall_X A \), a variable from \( X \) that does not appear in conjunct \( A \) is called \textit{unconfined} variable. Note that \( \forall \emptyset \equiv \forall \emptyset : \emptyset \equiv \forall \textbf{True} \rightarrow \textbf{False} \equiv \emptyset \).
Constructions $\forall X A$ and $\exists X A$ are called positive type quantifiers (TQ), because $A$ is a conjunction of positive atoms only and referred to as type condition for $X$. In practice, these constructions denote phrases such as “for all $X$ satisfying $A$ there is...”, “there exist $x$ satisfying property $A$ such that...”, and so on; for example, “for all integer $x, y, z$ and $n > 2$ there is $x^n + y^n \neq z^n$”. Originally, the term “type quantifier” was introduced by N. Bourbaki [13] as a part of notation for formalization of mathematics.

A. PCF Language Explicit Definition

Definition 1 (Positively constructed formulas (PCF)). Let $X$ be a set of variables and $A$ a conjunct. Then

1) $\exists X A$ and $\forall X A$ are $\exists$-PCF and $\forall$-PCF respectively.
2) If $F = \{F_1, \ldots, F_n\}$ is a set of $\forall$-PCFs, then $\exists X A : F$ is a $\exists$-PCF.
3) If $F = \{F_1, \ldots, F_n\}$ is a set of $\exists$-PCFs, then $\forall X A : F$ is a $\forall$-PCF.
4) Any $\exists$-PCF or $\forall$-PCF is a PCF.

This form of logical formulas is referred to as positively constructed formulas (PCFs), as they are written with only positive type quantifiers. The formulas contain no explicit logic negation sign. Without loss of generality only closed formulas will be considered. Any FOF can be represented as PCF [2].

A PCF starting with $\forall \varnothing$ is called a PCF in the canonical form. Any PCF can be represented in the canonical form. If $F$ is a non–canonical $\exists$–PCF then $\forall \varnothing : F$ is the canonical PCF since $\forall \varnothing : F \equiv \text{True} \rightarrow F \equiv F$. If $F$ is a non–canonical $\forall$–PCF then the canonical PCF is $\forall \varnothing : \{\exists \mathcal{O} : F\} \equiv \text{True} \rightarrow \text{True & F} \equiv F$. Type quantifiers $\forall \mathcal{O}$ and $\exists \mathcal{O}$ are called fictitious, since they do not influence truth value of an original PCF and do not bind any variables. They are used to regularize PCFs, i.e. transform them to canonical ones.

PCFs are usually represented as trees for easier reading. i.e. $Q X A : \{F_1, \ldots, F_n\}$ is represented as

$$Q X A \quad \begin{array}{c} F_1, \ldots, F_n; \end{array}$$

where $Q$ is a quantifier. Tree elements have conventional names: node, root, leaf, branch, etc. As the quantifier $\forall$ corresponds to a disjunction of formulas $\{F_1, \ldots, F_n\}$ (quantifier $\exists$ corresponds to conjunction), then each $\forall$–node is considered as disjunctive branching, and each $\exists$–node corresponds to conjunctive branching.

Parts of canonical PCF are named as follows:

1) The root of a PCF’s tree-view $\forall \varnothing$ is called a PCF root.
2) Each PCF root child $\exists X A$ is called a PCF base, conjunct $A$ is called base of facts, and a PCF rooted from base is called a base subformula.
3) PCF base children $\forall Y B$ are called questions to the parent base. If a question is a leaf of a tree then it is called a goal question.

4) Subtrees of questions are called consequents. If a question has no consequent then the question is referred to as goal question, and it is identical to False.

Example 1. Consider a PCF representation of a FOF $\mathcal{F} = \neg(\forall x \exists y P(x, y) \rightarrow \exists z P(z, z))$.

An image $\mathcal{F}'$ of $\mathcal{F}$ in the PCF language is $\mathcal{F} = \forall: \varnothing \{\exists: \varnothing \{\forall: \varnothing \{P(x, y), \forall z: \{P(z, z) \{\exists: \text{False}\}\}\}\}\}\}$. The tree-like form of the latter is as follows:

$$\forall: \varnothing \quad \exists: \varnothing \quad \exists: y \{P(x, y)\} \quad \forall z: \{P(z, z) - \exists: \text{False}\}$$

B. The Inference rule

Definition 2 (Answer). A question $\forall Y D : \mathcal{Y}$ to a base $\exists X A$ has an answer $\theta$ if and only if $\theta$ is a substitution $Y \rightarrow \mathcal{Y}$ $\subseteq X$ and $D \theta \subseteq A$, where $\mathcal{Y}$ is Herbrand universe based on constant and function symbols that occur in corresponding base subformula.

Definition 3 (Splitting). Let $B = \exists X A : \mathcal{Y}$, and $Q = \forall Y D : \mathcal{Y}$, where $\mathcal{Y} = \{\exists X C_1 : \Gamma_1, \ldots, \exists X C_n : \Gamma_n\}$ then $\text{split}(B, Q) = \{\exists X C_1 : \Psi \cup \Gamma_1', \ldots, \exists X C_n : \Psi \cup \Gamma_n' \} \cup \{B, \forall Y D : \varnothing\}$, where ‘’ is a variable renaming operator.

We say that $B$ is split by $Q$. Obviously, $\text{split}(B, \forall Y D) = \text{split}(B, \forall Y D : \varnothing)$.

Definition 4 (Inference rule $\omega$). Consider some canonical PCF $F = \forall \varnothing : \Phi$. Let there exists a question $Q$ that has an answer $\theta$ to appropriate base $B \in \Phi$, then $\omega F = \forall \varnothing : \Phi \{B, \forall Y D : \varnothing\}$.

In other words, if a question has an answer to its base, then the base subformula is split by this question. In the case of a goal question, we say that the basic subformula is refuted because $\text{split}(B, \forall Y D) = \varnothing$. The refuted base subformula $B$ removed from the set of base subformulas $\Phi$, since $\Phi \{S\} \cup \varnothing = \Phi \{\{\} \cup \{S\}\}$.

As soon as all the bases subformulas from $\Phi$ have been refuted, the formula $F$ is also refuted, since $\forall \varnothing : \Phi \equiv \text{False}.

The PCF language and the inference rule $\omega$ form the calculus oriented to refutation of a negation of an original formula. The only axiom of PCF calculus is $\forall \varnothing : \varnothing$, i.e., False.

III. Supervisory Control of Discrete Event Systems

Let $\mathcal{G} = (Q, \Sigma, \delta, q_0, Q_m)$ be a discrete event system modeled as a generator of a formal language [8], also called a plant. Here $Q$ is the set of states $q; \Sigma$ the set of events; $\delta: \Sigma \times Q \rightarrow Q$ the transition function; $q_0 \in Q$ the initial state; $Q_m \subseteq Q$ the set of marker states. As usual, $\Sigma^*$ denote the set of all strings over $\Sigma$, including the empty string $\varepsilon$. $\delta$ is easily extended on strings from $\Sigma^*$. Language generated by $\mathcal{G}$ is $L(\mathcal{G}) = \{w : w \in \Sigma^* \text{ and } \delta(w, q_0) \text{ is defined}\}$, while language marked by $\mathcal{G}$ is $L_m(\mathcal{G}) = \{w : w \in L(\mathcal{G}) \text{ and } \delta(w, q_0) \in Q_m\}$.

The Ramadge–Wonham supervisory control framework assumes the existence of a means of control $\mathcal{G}$ presented
by a supervisor [8]. Let $\Sigma_c$ be a controllable event set, $\Sigma_{uc} = \Sigma \setminus \Sigma_c$, $\Sigma_c \cap \Sigma_{uc} = \emptyset$. Let $K$ be a nonempty language that describes the control objective for the system modeled by $G$. A supervisor should switch control patterns so that the supervised DES generates exactly $K$. Formally, a supervisor is a pair $J = (S, \phi)$ where $S = (X, \Sigma, \xi, x_0, X_m)$ is a deterministic automaton with input alphabet $\Sigma$. $S$ is considered to be driven externally by the words from $L(G)$, while $\phi : X \to \Gamma$ is a function that maps supervisor states $x$ into control patterns $\gamma \in \Gamma \subseteq 2^\Sigma$. Because uncontrollable events cannot be disabled, it is required $\Sigma_{uc} \subseteq \gamma = \phi(x)$.

Define $\delta : \Sigma \times Q \to Q$ accounting control patterns as

$$\delta_c(\gamma, \sigma, q) = \begin{cases} \delta(\sigma, q), & \text{if } \delta(\sigma, q) \text{ is defined and } \sigma \in \gamma; \\ \text{undefined}, & \text{otherwise}. \end{cases}$$

Construct the function $\xi \times \delta_c : \Sigma \times X \times Q \to X \times Q$, where $(\xi \times \delta_c)(\sigma, x, q) = (\xi(\sigma, x), \delta_c(\phi(x), \sigma, q))$ is defined iff $\delta(\sigma, q)$ is defined, $\sigma \in \phi(x)$ and $\xi(\sigma, x)$ is defined. Denote $L(J/G)$ a language generated by the closed-looped behavior of the plant and the supervisor: $L(J/G) = \{ s : s \in \Sigma^* \text{ and } (\xi \times \delta_c)(s, x, q) \text{ is defined} \}$. Let $L_m(J/G)$ denote the language marked by the supervisor: $L_m(J/G) = \{ s : s \in L(J/G) \text{ and } (\xi \times \delta_c)(s, x_0, q_0) \in X_m \times Q_m \}$. The main goal of supervisory control is to construct such supervisor that $L_m(J/G) = K$.

The definition of controllability plays a key role in characterizing those languages that can be generated by the closed-loop structure plant–supervisor. Let $L \subseteq \Sigma^*$. The closure of $L$ is the set of all strings that are prefixes of words of $L$, i.e. $\bar{L} = \{ s | s \in \Sigma^* \text{ and } \exists t \in \Sigma^* : s \cdot t \in L \}$. Symbol $\cdot$ denotes string concatenation and is often omitted.

Definition 5. $K$ is controllable (with respect to $L(G)$ and $\Sigma_{uc}$) if

$$K \Sigma_{uc} \cap L(G) \subseteq K.$$  

If $K$ represents the admissible behavior of the system, $K$ is controllable if occurring of any uncontrollable event after prefix of the word from $K$ leads to a word from $K$, i.e. still admissible. Only controllable languages may be exactly achieved by the joint behavior of the plant and supervisor.

Supervisor existence criterion sounds as follows: given $K \subseteq L(G)$, there exists supervisor $J$ such that $K = L_m(J/G)$ iff $K$ is controllable and $L_m(J/G)$ closed, i.e. $K = \overline{K} \cap L_m(J/G)$ [8].

Example 2 (DES model of AUV mission). Consider a simplified general DES model of autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) functioning during some mission implementation (Fig. 1). For this DES $Q = \{ \text{ready, check, complete} \}$, corresponding to AUV readiness for a mission, hardware and software checking, and mission completion, respectively, $\Sigma = \{ \text{start, tuning, perform, end} \}$, corresponding to a start of AUV functioning, AUV systems' checking, mission performing and operation quitting, respectively, $q_0 = \{ \text{ready} \}$, $Q_m = Q$. Suppose $\Sigma_c = \{ \text{start, tuning, perform} \}$.

![Fig. 1. Generator $G$](image1)

Suppose that specification on AUV behavior requires that after first AUV systems' checking procedure AUV will return for tuning or sensors calibrating before the main mission implementation. The automaton generating the specification language $K$ is shown on Fig. 2.

![Fig. 2. Specification $K$](image2)

In this case it is easy to check that $K$ is controllable and $L_m(J/G)$-closed therefore supervisor $J = (S, \phi)$ such that $K = L_m(J/G)$ exists and may be constructed on the base of the automaton for $K$ [14]. Non-reduced $S$ will have five states $X = \{ x_0, x_1, x_2, x_3, x_4 \}$, all marked, and its structure coincides with the structure of the automaton for $K$. The function $\phi$ is shown in Table I. Dashes there denote that it does not matter if event is enabled or disabled.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mapping $\phi : X \to \Gamma$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\text{start}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{tuning}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{perform}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IV. PCF Presentation of Supervised DES

In this section it will be shown how above example of DES may be formalized using a PCF. The following predicates are needed. \( E(x) \) will be interpreted as “\( x \) is an event”, \( S(x, y) \) will denote “\( x \) is a current sequence of events in a state \( y \)”. The function symbol “\( \cdot \)” will denote the strings concatenation, and the “\( \epsilon \)” symbol will be for an empty string. To save the space event names will be contracted to its first letters and denote states ready, check, complete as \( s_1, s_2 \) and \( s_3 \), correspondingly. The generator \( G \) (corresponding to Fig. 1) is described by the following single base of PCF:

\[
\exists B \quad \forall \sigma E(s), S(\sigma, s_1) \implies S(\sigma \cdot s, s_2) \\
\forall \sigma E(t), S(\sigma, s_2) \implies S(\sigma \cdot t, s_1) \\
\forall \sigma E(p), S(\sigma, s_2) \implies S(\sigma \cdot p, s_3) \\
\forall \sigma E(e), S(\sigma, s_3) \implies S(\sigma \cdot e, s_1)
\]

Here, \( B \) is the conjunct \( \{ E(t), E(s), E(p), E(e), S(\sigma, s_1) \} \)

Let’s go through first steps of this formula’s inference to demonstrate the strategy that will generate the language \( L(\mathcal{G}) \) in the base conjunct \( B \) as first arguments of atoms \( S \). At the beginning of the inference search, there is the only one possible answer \( \{ \sigma \rightarrow \epsilon, x \rightarrow s_1 \} \) to the first question, that will add \( S(s, s_2) \) to the \( B \). Next steps include answers to the second and the third questions, that will add \( S(t, s_1) \), \( S(p, s_3) \) to the \( B \). Note that after these last additions, there will be the new possible answer to the first question, and an extra answer to last question. But we will not use those until the next cycle of questions bypassing, so the inference rule is applied one time to each question in one cycle. The first cycle of question bypassing will end with the answer to the last question, adding the \( S(s, s_1) \) to the \( B \). The next cycle starts with three possible answers to the first question as there are three \( S \) atoms, with the constant argument \( s_1 \) in the base. One of those answers is the same as the very first one used, generating \( S(s, s_2) \) that will be consumed by existing one in the base, thus, our strategy will not use answers that was already used. Going on further, the base will be updated with atoms \( S(p, s_2), S(s, s_2) \) then \( S(s, s_1), S(p, s_3), S(s, s_1) \) and so on.

The language constructing PCF of the supervisor (Fig. 2) is the following, where \( B_x \) is \( \{ E_x(t), E_x(s), E_x(p), E_x(e), S_x(e, x_1) \} \):

\[
\exists B_x \quad \forall \sigma E_x(s), S_x(\sigma, x_0) \implies S_x(\sigma \cdot s, x_1) \\
\forall \sigma E_x(t), S_x(\sigma, x_1) \implies S_x(\sigma \cdot t, x_2) \\
\forall \sigma E_x(s), S_x(\sigma, x_2) \implies S_x(\sigma \cdot s, x_3) \\
\forall \sigma E_x(p), S_x(\sigma, x_3) \implies S_x(\sigma \cdot p, x_4) \\
\forall \sigma E_x(e), S_x(\sigma, x_4) \implies S_x(\sigma \cdot e, x_0)
\]

Junction of the supervisor and the system guarantees that the specification language is constructed. The PCF imitating the concurrent work of the supervisor and the system will be as follows.

\[
\begin{align*}
\forall \sigma E_x(s), S_x(\sigma, x_0) & \implies S_x(\sigma \cdot s, x_1) \\
\forall \sigma E_x(t), S_x(\sigma, x_1) & \implies S_x(\sigma \cdot t, x_2) \\
\forall \sigma E_x(s), S_x(\sigma, x_2) & \implies S_x(\sigma \cdot s, x_3) \\
\forall \sigma E_x(p), S_x(\sigma, x_3) & \implies S_x(\sigma \cdot p, x_4) \\
\forall \sigma E_x(e), S_x(\sigma, x_4) & \implies S_x(\sigma \cdot e, x_0)
\end{align*}
\]

Let’s discuss the inference of the above formula. It consists of two groups of questions, and the first one corresponds to the supervisor, and the second to the initial system with the supervisor atoms added. Latter do not allow incorrect answers that could have added those atoms to the base that contain sequences of events that do not belong to the specification language \( K \).

V. Conclusion

This paper is the starting point in developing a novel approach to formalizing and solving various control problems for important class of dynamic systems known as DES. With the simple example of AUV mission control basic concepts of PCF calculus implementation was shown.

Computational complexity of inference search of PCFs is rely strongly on the complexity of the inference rule application. The application of the PCFs inference rule for the formulas presenting DES has the polynomial, close to linear complexity, since the obtained structures are quite simple and the answers search procedure (consuming the most of time) is also not so hard.

Further investigations will include, among other issues, subsets of controllable and observable events choosing for uncontrollable languages, supervisor reduction problem solving, sensors activation policies investigation. Obtained results will be exploited in group control, for instance, for supporting AUV missions.
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Abstract—In the present paper we estimate how long it will take state-of-the-art combinatorial algorithms to enumerate all possible mutually orthogonal diagonal Latin squares of order 10. For this purpose we first evaluate the performance of DLX algorithm and contemporary algorithms for solving SAT in application to finding orthogonal mates of an arbitrary diagonal Latin square of order 10. Then we estimate the number of diagonal Latin squares of order 10 and use this information in combination with some techniques for exploiting symmetries and equivalences to approximate the amount of time it would take to process them using existing hardware.

I. INTRODUCTION

Latin square of order \( n \) is a square table \( n \times n \) filled with elements from the set \( \{0, \ldots, n-1\} \) in such a way that all elements within a single row or single column are distinct [1]. A Latin square is called diagonal if both its main diagonal and main antidiagonal contain all elements from 0 to \( n-1 \). Two Latin squares \( A = (a_{ij}) \) and \( B = (b_{ij}) \) of the same order are called orthogonal if all ordered pairs \((a_{ij}, b_{ij})\), \( i, j \in \{0, \ldots, n-1\} \) are distinct. A set of at least two Latin squares that are mutually orthogonal is often called a set of MOLS.

Latin squares represent one of the most widely known, well studied and easy to understand combinatorial designs. However, even for relatively small values of order \( n \) there remain exceptionally hard open problems. Probably, the most famous of them is to prove the existence or non-existence of a triple of MOLS of order 10.

In the present paper we focus on diagonal Latin squares of order 10. The existence of orthogonal pairs of these squares was determined in [2]. They present an interesting case of Latin squares because mutually orthogonal diagonal Latin squares (MODLS) are quite rare compared to MOLS. That is why we can hope that their number is relatively small. Nevertheless the problem outlined in the title appears to be very hard. We want to estimate how hard it is from the point of view of state-of-the-art combinatorial algorithms. In particular, we estimate the runtime of the simple algorithm, which generates all diagonal Latin squares of order 10 and for each square determines if it has orthogonal diagonal mates. From empirical evaluation it is clear that the second part of the algorithm is much harder than the first, so we consider it in detail and analyze two approaches to the problem of finding orthogonal mates of a specific diagonal Latin square: the approach based on reducing this problem to Boolean satisfiability problem (SAT) [3], and the approach that employs the DLX algorithm proposed by D. Knuth [4].

Let us present the brief outline of the paper. In the second section we give necessary definitions and outline in more details the general algorithm for enumerating all possible MODLS of order 10. In the third section we consider SAT-based and DLX-based approaches in the context of the general Euler-Parker approach [5] to finding orthogonal mates and analyze their effectiveness. In the fourth section we apply the Monte Carlo method [6] to estimate the number of diagonal Latin squares of order 10 and construct our runtime estimation. After this we review related works and discuss how our research fits into general picture. In the last section we make final conclusions regarding the obtained results.

II. PRELIMINARY INFORMATION

There are several terms and definitions that we will use throughout the paper. Let us introduce them first. A transversal of a Latin square of order \( n \) is a set of \( n \) of its entries, in which there are representatives of each row, column and value [1], [7]. In practice for a specific Latin square \( A \) of order \( n \) by transversal we mean an \( n \)-tuple \( T = (t_0, \ldots, t_{n-1}) \), where pairs \((i, t_i)\), \( i = 0, \ldots, n-1 \) mark the coordinates of corresponding elements in \( A \). It is known that a Latin square of order \( n \) has an orthogonal mate if and only if it can be partitioned into \( n \) disjoint transversals (we can effectively construct the corresponding orthogonal Latin square based on this set of transversals). This fact is often used to find MOLS [5], [8], [9]. Diagonal Latin squares impose an additional constraint in this context: for a diagonal Latin square to have diagonal orthogonal mate, all of its disjoint transversals must intersect exactly once with its main diagonal and exactly once with its main antidiagonal [2], [10]. Let us refer to transversals that satisfy this condition as to diagonal transversals. It is easy to see that the set of all possible transversals of a Latin square of order \( n \) actually coincides with the set of all possible permutations of \( n \) elements \( \{0, 1, \ldots, n-1\} \). Meanwhile, the number of diagonal transversals is significantly smaller than that. For \( n = 10 \) the number of transversals is 3 628 800 among which only 494 080 are diagonal. This fact is the main reason why MODLS are rare: for example, the second square from the first pair found in [2] has 5 504 transversals, of which only 866 are diagonal.

For the purposes explained later it is convenient to split the space of all possible diagonal Latin squares into relatively large chunks. It can be done in various ways. In the context of the present paper we follow a simple path and consider the
sets of Latin squares which have the same values of elements in the first several rows. In particular, let us denote by $LS_n^k$ ($DLS_{10}^k$), $k < n^2$ an incomplete Latin square (diagonal Latin square) of order $n$ in which only first $k$ elements (traversing a Latin square from left to right, from top to bottom) are known. It is then natural to consider all Latin squares (diagonal Latin squares) constructed by filling the remaining $n^2 - k$ elements.

For convenience we consider only normalized diagonal Latin squares, i.e. Latin squares in which the elements of the first row are in ascending order. An arbitrary diagonal Latin square can be represented in such form using simple transformations that do not violate any conditions. It also reduces the search space by the factor of $n!$. In more detail we will consider the ways to reduce the search space in the end of Section 3.

A. General outline of the algorithm for finding MODLS of order 10

We consider a basic algorithm for solving the considered problem. It looks as follows.

1) Generate all possible diagonal Latin squares of order 10.
2) For each generated diagonal Latin square check if it has diagonal orthogonal mates.

From a practical point of view this basic algorithm can be viewed as a computational scheme involving two main parts:

- algorithm for generating diagonal Latin squares of order 10;
- algorithm for finding orthogonal mates of a specific Latin square (or for proving that there are none).

It means that to construct the runtime estimation for this algorithm we need, first, to estimate the number of diagonal Latin squares of order 10, and, second, to estimate the speed with which we will be able to process them.

To estimate the number of diagonal Latin squares of order 10 we can use the Monte-Carlo method [6] in the following form: first for a specific $0 < k < n^2$ we compute (or estimate) the number of all possible $DLS_{10}^k$. Then using a random sample of $DLS_{10}^k$ we compute an estimation of the expected value representing the average number of diagonal Latin squares that share the same $DLS_{10}^k$. Then by multiplying these two numbers we will obtain our estimation. In detail we will address this problem in Section 4.

The two stages of outlined computational scheme can be viewed as independent (of course in practice it is reasonable to generate and analyze Latin squares in batches of relatively small size). Since there are known algorithms for generating diagonal Latin squares that make it possible to construct about $10^6$ squares per second on one core of mainstream PC [11], in the remainder of the paper we assume that the bottleneck of the general algorithm lies in finding orthogonal mates. Our empirical evaluation showed that this point of view is justified. That is why we want to consider it in more detail in the following section.

III. Computational approaches for finding orthogonal mates

The problem of finding orthogonal mates for a specific Latin square of order $n$ has a history of its own. As it is outlined in Chapter 7 of [12], two main approaches have been formed for solving this problem. To the first one we can informally refer as to Paige-Tompkins approach. In it we fill the cells of the second (potentially orthogonal) square in some order to satisfy all the constraints (imposed by Latin square conditions, orthogonality condition, etc.).

The second one is usually referred to as Euler-Parker approach [5]. It implies that we first construct all transversals of a considered Latin square and then search for subsets of $n$ disjoint transversals in a constructed set, considering it as an instance of exact cover problem. After thorough analysis D. Knuth makes a conclusion that Euler-Parker approach is much more effective, therefore we will employ it in the remainder of the paper. Since it represents a kind of a general framework and does not specify any particular algorithms, we implemented several state-of-the-art combinatorial algorithms within its context and compared their effectiveness. In particular, we used for this purpose state-of-the-art SAT-solving algorithms and DLX. Let us first address the exact cover problem and then describe the algorithms employed in more detail.

A. Finding orthogonal mates of a Latin square as exact cover problem

In the context of Euler-Parker approach we can consider both the problem of finding transversals of a Latin square of order $n$ and the problem of finding sets of $n$ disjoint transversals as instances of exact cover problem. This problem is formulated as follows: given a set $X$ and the collection of its subsets $S = \{S_0, \ldots, S_k\}$, $S_i \subseteq X$, $i \in \{0, \ldots, k\}$, $k < 2^{|X|} - 1$ to find such subcollection $S^*$ of sets from $S$ that each element from $X$ is contained exactly in one subset of $S^*$. Note that when searching for transversals we need to find all possible solutions of this problem.

To reduce the search for transversals to exact cover we represent the problem in the following form. Let $A = \{a_{ij}\}$, $a_{ij}, i, j \in \{0, \ldots, n - 1\}$ be an arbitrary Latin square of order $n$. Let the set $X$ contain $3 \times n$ elements $\{x_0, \ldots, x_{3n-1}\}$. The elements $x_0, \ldots, x_{n-1}$ correspond to rows, $x_n, \ldots, x_{2n-1}$ to columns, and $x_{2n}, \ldots, x_{3n-1}$ to values of Latin square cells. Then the collection of subsets $S$ will have exactly $n \times n$ subsets, that correspond to Latin square cells in the following way: with the cell $a_{ij}$ we associate the subset $S_{i \times n+j} = \{x_i, x_{n+j}, x_{2n+j}\}$. If we want to search only for diagonal transversals we need to introduce slight modifications. Remind that we call a transversal diagonal if and only if it has exactly one entry from the main diagonal and exactly one entry from the main antidiagonal. The modifications are as follows: first, we add to $X$ two more elements $x_{3n}, x_{3n+1}$ that correspond to main diagonal and main antidiagonal, respectively. After this we add $x_{3n}$ to subsets corresponding to Latin square cells on the main diagonal, and add $x_{3n+1}$ to subsets corresponding...
to cells on the main antidiagonal. It is easy to see that each solution of this problem will yield a transversal (diagonal transversal) of a considered Latin square.

The representation of the problem of finding \( n \) disjoint transversals in a set of transversals \( T^A = \{ T_1, \ldots, T_k \} \) is similarly straightforward. In this case the set \( X \) contains \( n \times n \) elements \( x_0, \ldots, x_{n^2-1} \). Here an element \( x_{i+n-j} \), \( i, j \in \{ 0, \ldots, n-1 \} \) corresponds to a Latin square cell with coordinates \((i, j)\). The subset corresponding to transversal \( T_k = \{ t^0_k, \ldots, t^{n-1}_k \} \) is formed by elements \( x_{t^0_k}, x_{t^1_k}, \ldots, x_{n \times (n-1) + t^{n-1}_k} \). To find diagonal orthogonal mates we need to find exact cover solution containing only subsets corresponding to diagonal transversals.

It is interesting that we can specify an exact cover instance, all solutions of which will yield all possible normalized diagonal Latin squares. Moreover, the corresponding instance can be adapted to produce only Diagonal Latin squares that share some particular \( LS^2 \) (\( DLX \)). Let us now consider the algorithms that we employ.

### B. SAT approach

Boolean satisfiability problem (SAT) is the historically first NP-hard problem. Despite this fact there are many areas in computer science in which state-of-the-art SAT solving algorithms, usually referred to as SAT solvers, are successfully applied [3]. SAT approach was used to solve problems related to Latin squares, for example, in [13]. We, too, carried out a computational experiment in the volunteer computing project SAT@home\(^1\) aimed at finding MODLS of order 10 [14]. However, in all these works the SAT encoding used was in a way implementing the Paige-Tomkops approach. Possibly because of this reason we managed to find only about 50 pairs of MODLS of order 10 in several months. In the present paper we apply SAT approach in the context of Euler-Parker approach.

For this purpose we need to reduce exact cover instances to SAT. By SAT instance it is usually meant a Boolean formula in Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF). CNF is essentially a conjunction of clauses, where clause is a disjunction of literals. By literal we mean either Boolean variable or its negation. Thankfully, the transition from exact cover instance to SAT is very simple. First we associate with each subset \( S_k \) of a set \( S \) a Boolean variable \( b_k \). Then for each \( x_i \in X \) we form a set \( X_i \) that contains all \( b_j \) such that \( x_i \in S_j \). A SAT instance we need will be formed by the set of constraints specifying that in each set \( X_i \) exactly one variable can take the value of True. This constraint can be written in CNF in several different ways. In our experiments we used pairwise scheme. Note that given a CNF \( C \) a SAT solver either finds its satisfying solution or reports that a CNF is unsatisfiable. It is easy to see that from a satisfying assignment we can effectively extract the solution to exact cover problem. Note that to find all solutions we need to implement an iterative process in which we restrict each found solution and search for different ones until a CNF becomes unsatisfiable, meaning that we found all solutions.

### C. DLX approach

The DLX algorithm proposed in [4] is the most widely known algorithm for solving exact cover problem. It is a recursive depth-first backtrack algorithm that heavily relies on the use of special technique called ‘Dancing Links’ to represent data in the computer memory. It takes as an input a description of exact cover problem that does not need any adjustments. While there are available implementations of DLX\(^2\), we implemented our own simple version. Since it almost directly corresponds to the algorithm described in [4] we believe that its performance is comparable to that of other existing implementations.

### D. Comparison and performance evaluation

All the experiments described below were carried out on one core of Intel Core i7-3770k with 16 Gb RAM (Windows 10). All considered algorithms were implemented in C++ (Microsoft Visual Studio 2015). To solve SAT instances we used the MINISAT 2.2 solver [15]. We made a wrapper for MINISAT and introduced small changes in standard SAT solving procedure in order to find all satisfying assignments without having to reload SAT instance each time. The source code of the application can be found online\(^3\).

An important stage of experiments consists in generating diagonal Latin squares of order 10. Existing implementations, for example the one described in [11] make it possible to generate about 1 million of them per second on one processor core. We found out that by applying DLX to a set cover instance for this problem we get the generation speed of about 300 000 diagonal Latin squares of order 10 per second. This speed was satisfactory for our purposes.

Apart from SAT and DLX-based algorithms for finding transversals and orthogonal mates we also implemented a straightforward depth-first backtrack algorithm for both purposes to evaluate their performance better. In Table I we show how the algorithms fared against each other. The total time required to process the sample is averaged for 10 samples of size 100 000 diagonal Latin squares of order 10 each. The samples were produced by generating first 100 000 diagonal Latin squares for a randomly selected \( DLX_{10}^2 \). In ‘Finding Transversals’ we measured total time required only to find all diagonal transversals for each square from the sample. In ‘Finding orthogonal mates’ we measured total time spent on both finding transversals and subsequent finding disjoint sets of them. The entries SAT and DLX imply that we employed the corresponding approaches for both finding transversals and searching for their disjoint sets. In SAT + DLX we find transversals using DLX and search for orthogonal mates using SAT.

Let us comment the obtained results. It is clear that DLX definitely wins in all categories, with SAT being from 4 to

\(^1\)http://sat.isa.ru/pdsat/

\(^2\)http://koti.kapsi.fi/pottonen/libexact.html

\(^3\)https://github.com/veinamond/LS_search/
40 times worse. When finding transversals, SAT loses even to simple backtrack search. The explanation here is simple: to find, say, 100 transversals using SAT approach we need to launch SAT solver 101 times, each time restricting it from encountering already found solutions. Meanwhile DLX (and Backtrack search) simply traverses the search space without stops and restarts. We can modify the SAT solver to imitate such behavior by incorporating the so-called warm restarts technique, but judging by the overall picture, it won’t make much difference. Another interesting observation is that more than 90% of time spent on checking orthogonal mates the algorithms spend to search for transversals. It is surprising because in both papers [12], [9] the corresponding process takes much less time. One possible reason for this is the fact that most diagonal Latin squares of order 10 in these random samples have relatively small number of diagonal transversals (about 100) and do not have orthogonal mates.

Overall, it means that for the purpose of our runtime estimation we will use DLX results. In particular we will assume that it can process roughly 900 diagonal Latin squares per second on one mainstream processor core. It is more or less similar to the performance achieved in [9], where the authors used special algorithms for enumerating all MOLS of order 9.

E. Correctness of results

To safeguard from possible errors, we cross-checked the results of our computational experiments. In particular, we compared on random samples of diagonal Latin squares the output of transversal finding procedures. We even went one more step in this direction and made a fourth implementation of this procedure based on lookup. We did the same in application to procedures for finding orthogonal mates. It was less trivial due to the fact that the majority of diagonal Latin squares of order 10 from random samples do not have orthogonal mates. That is why for this purpose we tested the implemented methods on diagonal Latin squares found in SAT@home\(^4\) and in [2].

F. Symmetries and equivalence classes

Taking into account various symmetries and equivalence classes can greatly impact the performance of any algorithm operating with combinatorial designs. A good example of how it is used in computational experiments can be found in [16]. In the case of Latin squares there are several variants of constructing equivalence classes, covered in detail for example in [9]. However, diagonal Latin squares present a special case. While they can be normalized effectively (transformed to a form where the first row is in ascending order), many simple transformations used to produce isotopic/isomorphic Latin squares lead to violation of a diagonality constraint. Surprisingly, the question of constructing isomorphic diagonal Latin squares is well studied in the research area related to magic squares. A magic square is an \(n \times n\) table filled with integer numbers in such a way that the sums of numbers in each row, each column and also in the main diagonal and main antidiagonal are all equal to the same so-called ‘magic constant’. It is clear that each diagonal Latin square is a Magic square. Unfortunately, we could not trace the original references to the ideas on constructing isomorphic Latin squares presented below, despite the fact that they became a sort of common knowledge. Let us briefly describe them.

So, we are interested only in transformations of a diagonal Latin square of order \(n\) that make it possible to produce other diagonal Latin squares of order \(n\). Note that when we change the order of rows or order of columns in a Latin square, the square remains Latin and has the same number of orthogonal mates as an original Latin square. However, as a result we can violate the diagonality constraint. This is not true for the case of renaming elements. However, since we consider only normalized diagonal Latin squares (i.e. with the first row in ascending order), we can not use it to produce isomorphic squares. It means that we need to find such combinations of rows/columns permutations that preserve the contents of main diagonal and main antidiagonal. In total there are three kinds of such transformations of which the second and third are the so-called M-transformations.

- The first class of such transformations is formed by 4 transformations that are produced by mirroring a diagonal Latin square with respect to its main diagonal or main antidiagonal and also horizontally or vertically.
- The first kind of M-transformations contains all transpositions of two columns that are positioned symmetrically with respect to the middle with simultaneous transposition of two symmetrically positioned rows, for example, transposition of 0-th and \((n - 1)\)-th columns with simultaneous transposition of 0-th and \((n - 1)\)-th row. The number of such transformations for \(n = 10\) is \(2^5\) (equal to the number of all subsets of a set with 5 elements).
- The second kind of M-transformations consists of all transpositions where we choose two columns in the left half of a Latin square and transpose them and simultaneously transpose the two columns positioned symmetrically with respect to the middle in the right half of a square with simultaneous similar transposition of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I</th>
<th>Evaluation of performance of different algorithms for finding MOLS, averaged for 10 samples of size 100 000 diagonal Latin squares each, time in seconds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Finding Transversals</td>
<td>Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backtrack search</td>
<td>578.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAT</td>
<td>3 937.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLX</td>
<td>97.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finding orthogonal mates</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backtrack search</td>
<td>784.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAT</td>
<td>4 238.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAT + DLX</td>
<td>393.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLX</td>
<td>111.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
rows, for example transposition of 0-th column with 1-th column, (n − 2)-th column with (n − 1)-th column, 0-th row with 1-th row and (n − 2)-th row with (n − 1)-th row. The number of these transformations for n = 10 is 5! (equal to the number of permutations of a set with 5 elements because by transposing pairs we form all possible permutations).

It is easy to see that each of the above transformations preserves the contents of main diagonal and main antidiagonal. Note that we can normalize (by renaming elements) each diagonal Latin square produced as a result of the above transformations. Thus, we can produce for n = 10 exactly $5! \times 2^5 \times 4 = 15 \times 360$ normalized isomorphic squares. Also if we sort all isomorphic squares lexicographically and choose the first one – we can use it as a representative associated with this isomorphism class (the corresponding square is usually referred to as canonical form of an original square).

It is currently unclear if it is feasible to construct canonical form for each diagonal Latin square to be checked, but our preliminary evaluations show that it should be possible to employ the outlined technique to significantly reduce the search space.

IV. ESTIMATING THE NUMBER OF DIAGONAL LATIN SQUARES OF ORDER 10

Since we have evaluated the performance of state-of-the-art combinatorial algorithms in application to the considered problem, the only thing we need to do in order to construct our runtime estimation is to estimate the number of diagonal Latin squares of order 10. Basically it means that enumerating all possible diagonal Latin squares of order 10 in reasonable time is out of question. Thus we will have to resort to the Monte Carlo method. As we mentioned in the introduction, we can compute the number of possible variants of incomplete diagonal Latin squares of order 10 comprised of the first k elements (we refer to them as $DLS_{10}^k$) and use probabilistic experiment to estimate the expected value of a number of diagonal Latin squares produced by completing arbitrary $DLS_{10}^k$.

Since we consider only normalized diagonal Latin squares, we can safely fix the first row to 0123456789. An important part of the Monte Carlo method is that we have to choose species representatives randomly according to the uniform distribution. Assume that we need to randomly choose $DLS_{10}^k$, $10 < k < 100$ and that we have a procedure that can enumerate all possible $DLS_{10}^k$ in a fixed order in a reasonable time. We first count the number of corresponding $DLS_{10}^k$, let us refer to it as $N_{10}^k$. Then for a fixed random sample size u choose according to the uniform distribution over the set $[0, \ldots, N_{10}^k]$, u values $\alpha_0, \ldots, \alpha_u-1$. After this we can repeat the $DLS_{10}^k$ generation procedure to output the instances of $DLS_{10}^k$ with numbers $\alpha_i$, $i = 0, \ldots, N_{10}^k$.

In our experiments we used the modified version of the algorithm proposed in [11] to enumerate $DLS_{10}^k$. To produce proper estimation we need to choose k in such a way that $N_{10}^k$ can be computed fast, and at the same time the number of squares that share a specific $DLS_{10}^k$ on average can be enumerated in reasonable time. Computing the number of possible $DLS_{10}^{20}$ requires quite significant effort, and the corresponding number $N_{10}^{20}$ is 284 086 571 712. However, to compute the number of Latin Squares produced by completing arbitrary $DLS_{10}^{10}$ it takes several days on one core of state-of-the-art processor. Therefore we chose $k = 32$ and computed our estimation using this value. The number of $DLS_{10}^{32}$ is 12 611 543 636 160. We generated a random sample of size 10 000 $DLS_{10}^{32}$ instances and used it to estimate the expected value of the number of diagonal Latin squares of order 10 with fixed $DLS_{10}^{32}$. The corresponding expected value was equal to 11 931 268 344.

By multiplying the two values we can estimate that the number of normalized diagonal Latin squares of order 10 is 150 471 711 355 040 or about $1.5 \times 10^{23}$. Following the optimistic scenario that we can exploit the features outlined above we can divide this number by 15 360 thus having to process about $9.8 \times 10^{18}$ distinct diagonal Latin squares. Taking into account the fact that we can process about 900 squares per second it means that the runtime estimation on one mainstream processor core is about $1 \times 10^{16}$ seconds or 345.15 million years. If we employ the second best supercomputer (Tianhe-2) in Top500$^6$, that has 3 120 000 cores, it will take us about 110.6 years to enumerate all MODLS of order 10.

V. RELATED WORKS

There is a significant interest to enumerating various combinatorial designs, reflected in the existence and popularity of OEIS (The On-Line Encyclopedia of Integer Sequences)$^5$. It has over 40 entries directly related to Latin squares, 5 of which are about diagonal Latin squares, and also about 100 more entries that concern related combinatorial designs. We would like to mention the most relevant of them. They are A266166 (Number of reduced pairs of orthogonal Latin squares), which was obtained as a result of research described in [9], A000315 (Number of reduced Latin squares of order n) that is a result of cumulative effort of many research groups throughout the world, and A274171 (Number of diagonal Latin squares of order n with first row 1..n), the authors of which recently finished a large scale computational experiment on enumerating all diagonal Latin squares of order 9 in the volunteer computing project Gerasm@home$^7$. Note that there is little to no available information regarding enumeration of (diagonal) Latin squares or MODLS of order 10.

Ideologically, one of the most closely related works is [9] in which authors managed to enumerate and classify all MOLS of order 9. Note, that they used completely different approach based on special combinatorial properties of specific objects. The performance of their computational algorithm seems to be more or less similar to that of our DLX implementation since they comment that they process about 1200 Latin squares of order 9 per second on a mainstream PC (supposedly, on

3http://oeis.org
4http://oeis.org
5http://gerasm.boinc.ru/
one core). They also consider some problems related to Latin squares of order 10, in particular to construct the triple of Latin squares closest to being a triple of MOLS of order 10, however, they do not study specifically diagonal Latin squares of order 10.

Constructing runtime estimations for solving hard problems is performed quite often, especially for problems found in cryptography. We are not aware of other attempts at constructing runtime estimations for finding specific configurations of MOLS or MODLS of order 10.

Despite the fact that both SAT and exact cover problems are NP-complete, there exist state-of-the-art combinatorial algorithms that manage to solve many instances arising in practice relatively fast. DLX algorithm proposed by Donald Knuth in [4] is the de facto algorithm for solving exact cover problem. In case of SAT while there are many different directions of development, the majority of algorithms are usually based on the Conflict-Driven Clause Learning concept [17]. SAT approach was successfully applied in [13] to solve several algebraic problems. Also the author of [13] noted that he searched for a triple of MOLS of order 10 using SAT solvers for several years without any success.

Usually the problems related to Latin squares are encoded to SAT using the so-called naive encoding, which represents Latin square as a set of its cells with specific constraints over them. It is described, for example, in [14]. We applied this encoding to search for MODLS of order 10 in the volunteer computing project SAT@home, and managed to find about 50 previously unknown pairs. Currently, we believe, that while SAT approach using naive encoding might be good for finding specific cases of Latin squares which satisfy a lot of additional constraints, it is inferior to the one employed in the present paper for a systematic search or enumeration purposes. In our recent work [10] we applied SAT approach using naive encoding to prove that there is no triple of MODLS of order 10 with fixed values of the first 45 elements. It took about 38 minutes of multithreaded SAT solver on 32 cores to solve the corresponding SAT instance. Meanwhile using the DLX implementation from the present paper we can do it in about 42 seconds on one processor core.

Conclusions and future works

The constructed runtime estimation for enumerating MODLS of order 10 means that, unless there are some theoretical constructions that make it possible to significantly reduce the search space or to drastically improve the effectiveness of the algorithms for traversing it, it is completely unrealistic and pointless at the present moment to launch the corresponding computational experiment or expect that it will be finished at least in the course of one lifetime. In particular it means that the problem of finding triples of MOLS of order 10 will most likely require a different approach. Nevertheless, the technical progress, especially in supercomputing, is evident and it is possible that in a decade or two new algorithms and hardware will make it possible to reconsider the current evaluation. In the nearest future we plan to apply DLX approach to finding triples of diagonal Latin squares of order 10 that are closest to being triples of MODLS of order 10.
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Abstract—In this paper we study several discrete models of collective behavior based on Synchronous Boolean Networks. For these models we consider a number of related problems that we solve by reducing them to Boolean satisfiability problem (SAT) and applying state-of-the-art parameterized SAT solving algorithms. We describe a greedy algorithm that exploits the features of functions used to recalculate network nodes weights and interconnections between neighborhoods of network nodes. This algorithm in combination with several specific propositional encoding techniques, makes it possible to significantly reduce the size of propositional encoding. We compare the effectiveness of SAT solving algorithms on the new encodings with that on previously employed encodings and evaluate the total performance gain achieved by using state-of-the-art tools for finding efficient SAT solver parameters.

I. INTRODUCTION

Many hard combinatorial problems arising in different areas of science can be reduced to Boolean satisfiability problem (SAT) and solved using state-of-the-art SAT solving algorithms called SAT solvers. Since SAT is NP-hard, it means that these algorithms heavily employ different heuristics and have many parameters. In the recent years there appeared several tools that make it possible for specific classes of problems to find effective values of these parameters that significantly improve SAT solvers performance on these problems compared to that of SAT solvers with default parameters values. Another relatively active direction of research in the area of SAT consists in development of new techniques for propositional encoding — methods used to reduce original combinatorial problems to SAT.

In the present paper we apply both propositional encoding techniques and parameterization algorithms to improve the effectiveness of SAT approach in application to analysis of discrete models of collective behavior. In the corresponding models we observe a system of a number of agents in discrete time steps. A system of agents is specified by simple graph, where vertices (associated with agents) have Boolean weights. All weights are recalculated and refreshed synchronously using Boolean functions associated with each agent (vertex). We consider one special class of these functions, that can be used to model the so-called conforming behavior. It means that for each graph vertex we need to count the number of vertices with weight ‘1’ in its neighborhood. In propositional encoding we use sorting networks for this purpose. We propose two improvements to the previously used encoding. In the first one we analyze the interconnections between neighborhoods of network vertices in order to process their ‘intersections’ once (instead of multiple times) and thus reduce the redundancy of the encoding. For this purpose we employ a specially designed greedy algorithm. The second improvement consists in using the recent findings related to encoding of cardinality constraints to significantly reduce the number of comparators in encoded sorting networks. In total, it is possible to reduce the size of propositional encodings up to several times depending on the graph structure. After this we figure out if the improvements of encodings translate into the improvements of effectiveness of solving. In particular, on this stage we apply state-of-the-art parameterization algorithms in order to find good values of parameters for each of constructed encodings and evaluate the total gain.

Let us give a brief outline of the paper. In the next section we formally define the studied discrete models of collective behavior and describe the previously used propositional encoding. In the third section we consider sorting networks in somewhat more detail, discuss their specific features from the SAT perspective, and then propose two improvements to the existing scheme. In the fourth section we use state-of-the-art parameterization tools to optimize SAT solvers parameters and improve their effectiveness on the constructed encodings, thus comparing the encodings between each other. In the two last sections we consider related works and draw conclusions.

II. SAT APPROACH TO ANALYSIS OF DISCRETE MODELS OF COLLECTIVE BEHAVIOR

The discrete models of collective behavior that we study in this paper have been considered in detail in [1], [2]. Let us describe the general idea on which we built them. It was first expressed in the classical paper [3].

A. Discrete model of conforming behavior

Assume that we have \( n \) distinct agents. We want them to show conforming behavior – meaning that the decisions of each agent should conform to the decisions of other agents from its neighborhood. It is interesting to view the spread of decisions of agents in a system in the course of several discrete time moments, assuming that all agents re-evaluate their decisions synchronously. In the simple case each agent...
can decide either to act (1) or not to act (0). Then we can assign each agent a special parameter \(c\) called conformity level and say that this agent decides to act at the next time step if and only if at least \(c\) agents from its neighborhood act at the current time step.

Formally, it is convenient to define the network of agents by a simple directed graph \(G = (V, E)\), where a set of vertices \(V, |V| = n\), corresponds to a set of agents, and a set of edges \(E\) reflects the interconnections between agents. Consider discrete time moments \(t = 0, 1, \ldots, k\). At each time moment associate with each vertex \(v_i\) its weight \(w_i^t \in \{0, 1\}\). We define the neighborhood of vertex \(v_i\) as the set of vertices \(N_i\), from each of which there is an edge to \(v_i\) \(N_i = \{v_u \in V | (v_u, v_i) \in E\}\). Assume that with each vertex \(v_i\) we also associate the conformity level \(c_i, c_i \in \{1, \ldots, |N_i|\}\). Then we can define the function for recalculating the value of each vertex as follows:

\[
w_i^{t+1} = \begin{cases} 
1, & \sum_{v_j \in N_i} w_j^t \geq c_i \\
0, & \sum_{v_j \in N_i} w_j^t < c_i
\end{cases}
\]

The model defined this way despite its simplicity makes it possible to study a lot of different phenomena in a way it is done in agent-based modeling, when we define simple rules for each agent and then see how a collective of such agents develop in different conditions. In the present paper (similar to [2]) we focus on the following combinatorial problem. First we introduce special kind of agents called instigators. Their distinctive feature consists in the fact that they are usually active (i.e. the corresponding \(w_i^t = 1\) for each possible value of \(t\)). Assume that at initial time moment \((t = 0)\) only instigators are active in a network. Then for an arbitrary graph \(G = (V, E), |V| = n\), with specified conformity levels \(C = (c_1, \ldots, c_n)\) we consider the following problem: to find a disposition of at most \(S\), \(S < n\) instigators (assuming that we replace some agents by instigators) in such a way that after \(k\) time steps at least \(F\), \(F > S\) agents in a network are active.

On the one hand, it is easy to see that in the general case the proposed problem is very hard. On the other hand, essentially Boolean weights of graph vertices and simple nature of the function used to recalculate them allow for the natural reduction of this problem to SAT [4]. For practical purposes, SAT is formulated as follows: for a system of logical equations to find its solution or to prove that there is none. Usually, the system of logical equations is represented in the conjunctive normal form (CNF). Let us now consider how we can reduce the problem of analysis of the discrete model of collective behavior outlined above to SAT.

B. General Outline of Propositional Encoding

Assume that we have a system of \(n\) agents. Without the loss of generality, let us consider only the transition from one time step to the next, in particular, from \(t = 0\) to \(t = 1\). It means that essentially we need to write a system of logical equations that specifies how we move from Boolean variables \(w_i^0, \ldots, w_i^m\) to \(w_i^1, \ldots, w_i^n\) according to (1).

Again, without the loss of generality let us focus on encoding the transition from \(w_i^0\) to \(w_i^1\). From the (1) it is clear that we need to somehow count the number of 1’s among Boolean variables \(W_i^0(N_i) = \{w_i^0 | v_j \in N_i\}\). It can be done in several different ways: for example, we can write logical equations that encode computing the sum of corresponding variables viewed as binary numbers. Or we can construct for \(W_i^0(N_i)\) its sorted version \(S(W_i^0(N_i)) = (t_1, \ldots, t_{|N_i|})\), where \(t_1, \ldots, t_{|N_i|}\) are auxiliary Boolean variables, \#\(\{t_j = 1\} = t_j \in S(W_i^0(N_i))\) \#\(\{u_j = 1\} = 1w_j^0 \in W_i^0(N_i)\) and \(t_u > t_{u+1}\), \(u = 1, \ldots, |N_i| - 1\). We believe that the second path (with sorting) is more convenient and effective due to several reasons, arising from how state-of-the-art SAT solving algorithms work. We will discuss them in more detail in the next section. Once we have \(S(W_i^0(N_i)) = (t_1, \ldots, t_{|N_i|})\), it is clear that, \(w_i^1 \equiv t_{c_i}\). If there are at least \(c_i\) ones in \(W_i^0(N_i)\) then \(t_{c_i} = 1\) and according to (1) it follows that \(w_i^1 = 1\). If there are less than \(c_i\) ones in \(W_i^0(N_i)\) then \(t_{c_i} = 0\) and \(w_i^1 = 0\) too. Thus the problem is to construct for an arbitrary \(W_i^0(N_i) = \{w_i^0 | v_j \in N_i\}\) the sorted array \(S(W_i^0(N_i)) = (t_1, \ldots, t_{|N_i|})\). It can be done using several methods, developed in recent years for encoding so-called cardinality constraints to SAT [5], [6]. In [1], [2] we used sorting networks for this purpose, and we continue to use them in the present paper, albeit in a more efficient manner.

III. IMPROVING PROPOSITIONAL ENCODING

From the layout of the function (1) it is easy to see, that for most graphs \(G\) there exist \(i, j \in \{1, \ldots, n\}, i \neq j\) that \(N_i \cap N_j \neq \emptyset\). It means, that when counting ones from \(W_i^0(N_i)\) and \(W_j^0(N_j)\), we can actually count ones in \(W_i^0(N_i \cap N_j)\) once, and thus reduce the redundancy of the procedure. Of course, the benefit is the larger the more common elements we find, however, there is no effective algorithm for this purpose. Nevertheless, having in mind several special constraints imposed by the use of sorting networks, it is possible to propose a greedy algorithm specifically for this purpose. To progress further let us give some details about sorting networks.

A. Sorting Networks from SAT Perspective

In computer science, sorting networks are constructions, that are built to sort fixed number of values. They comprise of so-called wires. Modules called comparators connect pairs of wires. When a pair of values corresponding to connected wires move through a comparator, they switch wires if their order is not desirable, and remain on their wires otherwise. The example of sorting network for 8 inputs is shown in the left lower part of Fig. 1. On most depictions it is assumed that input values are on the left and output values are on the right.

The advantages of sorting networks from SAT perspective compared to other variants of counting ones in an array of Boolean values were considered in detail in [5]. Let us mention those that we see as the most important. First is that sorting networks are easy to encode. In the context of propositional encoding, by \texttt{comparator}(a, b, c, d) we mean two logical equations: \(e \equiv a \lor b, d \equiv a \land b\). Second, propositional encodings
of sorting networks allow propagation of partial knowledge, i.e. if the values of several input variables are already known, it makes it possible to derive values of several output variables (depending on several additional factors). The same can not be said regarding, for example, the variant when we compute the sum of Boolean variables.

There are several algorithms that can be used to construct sorting networks for \( n = 2^k \) inputs [7], [8]. In the present paper, as in [1], [2] we use Batcher’s odd-even merge algorithm [7]. Essentially, the algorithm presents the construction, that makes it possible to merge two sorted sequences of \( n/2 \) numbers into one sorted sequence of \( n \) numbers. Since a single comparator can be used to sort a sequence of length 2, it means that by recursive application of merging procedure we can sort any sequence of length \( n = 2^k \). The merging procedure, to which we will refer as Merge is defined as follows (the description is taken from [6]).

\[
\text{Merge}(a_1, b_1, c_1, c_2) \leftrightarrow \text{comparator}(a_1, b_1, c_1, c_2).
\]

\[
\text{Merge}(a_1 \ldots a_n, b_1 \ldots b_n, (d_1 \ldots d_{n-1}, e_n)) \leftrightarrow
\]

\[
\bigwedge_{i=1}^{n-1} \text{comparator}(e_i, d_{i+1}, c_2i, c_2i+1).
\]

There are at least two papers (see [6], [5]), which study in detail how to encode sorting networks to SAT, however, focused on working with cardinality constraints (constraints of the kind \( a_1 + a_2 + \ldots + a_k h \leq \leq, = \), \( h \leq k \), where \( a_i \in \{0, 1\} \)). Nevertheless, a lot of methods from these papers can be adapted to our needs.

B. Improvements in Encoding Sorting Networks

In previous works [1], [2] when we needed to encode sorting network to sort \( l \) inputs, we constructed a sorting network for \( 2^{\log(l)} \) inputs, encoded it to SAT and fed inputs with number > \( l \) the Boolean variable, assigned with the False (0) value. It means, that, for example, if we needed to sort only 33 values — we nevertheless encoded the full sorting network with 64 inputs and 64 outputs. In the present work we decided to adapt the algorithm for constructing sorting network to our means. In particular, it is convenient for our purposes to group comparators of the sorting network into mergers. By merger of size \( l \) we mean the construction, that takes as input two sorted sequences of size \( l/2 \), merges them into one sorted sequence of size \( l \) and outputs it. Each merger directly corresponds to the application of Merge procedure. It is easy to see that mergers naturally form layers, and the number of layers coincides with \( \log(l) \): in the first layer there are \( \lceil l/2 \rceil \) mergers of size 2 (with 2 inputs and 2 outputs, i.e. comparators), on the second layer \( \lceil l/4 \rceil \) mergers of size 4, etc. The last layer always consists of one merger of size \( 2^{\log(l)} \). On the first glance it may seem that this construction provides no benefits compared to the one when we generate the whole sorting network at once. But let us consider as an example the network of mergers for 5 inputs, that is shown in the right part of Fig. 1. Dashed lines correspond to void values. The third merger of size 2 in the first layer has only one input — it means that to produce its output we do not need to introduce new comparators at all: the output of the merger will be the non-void value and void value. Now let us proceed to the second merger in the second layer. Since it has only output of one merger as an input — it does not need to introduce new comparators as well, only to add to the sorted sequence of one nonempty value and one void value two more void values. By combining these two techniques we now can construct sorting networks for an arbitrary length of input sequence, which do not have comparators that are never used. Also, we modified the previously used procedure for introducing comparators in such a way, that if one of comparator input values is void, it does not add new comparator at all, just puts non-void value (if any) as first output and void value as second.

Now let us return to the idea, where we want to reduce the redundancy of our encoding by careful processing of neighborhood intersections. The use of networks of mergers imposes one welcome additional constraint that we will use to our advantage: indeed we are interested only in neighborhood intersections with sizes equal to powers of 2.

C. Using Greedy Algorithm to Determine Neighborhood Intersections

At first we need to determine all neighborhood intersections of size 2 that should be processed. In order to do it we use the following greedy algorithm. Assume that we have \( n \) agents. Then as an input our algorithm takes \( n \) neighborhoods \( N_i, \ N_i \subseteq \{1, 2, \ldots, n\}, i = 1, \ldots, n \). It outputs two sets. One is the ordered and numbered set of pairs \( R \). Second is the set of sets of pairs \( NU \). It has size \( n \) components, and each component \( NU[j] \) is the set that contains pairs from \( R \) included in the corresponding \( N_j \). Then we perform the following algorithm.

1) Introduce auxiliary sets \( WS_i = N_i, i = 1, \ldots, n \).
2) Construct all possible pairs of elements from \( WS_j: P = \{(a, b) \exists j : (a, b) \in WS_j\} \).
3) For each pair \((a, b) \in P\) count how many \(WS_j\) contain it: \(W[(a, b)] = \#\{WS_j : (a, b) \in WS_j\}\).
4) Choose pair \((a^*, b^*) \in P\) for which \(W[(a^*, b^*)]\) is maximal.
5) If \(\text{Max}_{(a, b) \in P}(W[(a, b)]) = 1\) then return \(R, NU\).
6) Remove \((a^*, b^*)\) from \(P\) and add it to resulting set \(R\) and \(NU\).
7) For each \(j : (a^*, b^*) \in WS_j\)
   a) Add \((a^*, b^*)\) to \(NU[j]\).
   b) Remove \((a^*, b^*)\) from \(WS_j\).
8) Go to 3.

Let us refer to the set of obtained intersections of size 2 as \(R^2\), and the set detailing which pair is included in which neighborhood as \(NU^2\). In order to obtain intersections of size 4 we can use the same greedy algorithm. Indeed, assume that we order all pairs in \(R^2\) and assign them numbers from 1 to \(|R^2|\). Then for each \(N_i\) we construct set \(N_i^2 = \{j : (a, b) \in NU[j]\}\).

Then we give the constructed \(n\) sets \(\{N_i^2\}\) as an input to our greedy algorithm. It is easy to see, that from its outputs \(R^4, NU^4\) using information about numbers assigned to pairs from \(R^2\) we can extract all intersections of size 4 constructed from intersections of size 2. We can repeat this process until the resulting \(R^2 = \emptyset\).

Of course, by means of this greedy algorithm we do not obtain the optimal solution for the problem. But it works relatively fast (with proper implementation), gives us the result that is suitable for our needs (i.e. only intersections of sizes equal to powers of 2) and is easy to implement.

Now we can use the obtained sets \(R^2, R^4\), and \(NU^2, NU^4\) to reduce the redundancy of networks of mergers. Assume that we first introduce the mergers for all \(R^2\), then for all \(R^4\), etc. Note that, for example, each set of size 4 in \(R^4\) is comprised of two pairs from \(R^2\) by definition. It means that we use outputs of mergers for corresponding pairs as inputs for merger of size 4, etc. Of course, in general case not all mergers of smaller size are used to construct mergers of larger size. Assume that we now construct network of mergers for an agent \(j\). Then we fill its network of mergers by already constructed mergers corresponding to entries in the corresponding \(NU^2[j]\), \(NU^4[j]\), \ldots (put in the proper order). After this we introduce mergers for all elements that are not covered by existing ones, etc.

Let us consider one more improvement which consists in adapting the sorting network generation procedure to specific value of conformity level parameter.

D. Using Advanced Sorting Network Construction Procedures

There are several ways, how we can take into account the value of conformity level to reduce the size of propositional encoding. The most drastic effect we can achieve by noticing that conformity levels \(c_i = 1\) and \(c_i = |N_i|\) do not require to construct any sorting network at all. Indeed, \(c_i = 1\) means that if there is at least one agent \(v_j\) with \(w_i^j\) in the neighborhood of agent \(v_i\) at time moment \(t\), then \(w_i^{t+1} = 1\). It is easy to express it by simple logical equation \(w_i^{t+1} = \vee_{v_j \in N_i} w_i^j\). Following the similar reasoning, for \(c_i = |N_i|\) the logical equation looks as follows: \(w_i^{t+1} = \bigwedge_{v_j \in N_i} w_i^j\). It also means that we do not need to process the corresponding neighborhoods by our greedy algorithm described earlier.

Now, for the cases when \(1 < c_i < |N_i|\) we can use the information about conformity level value to a lesser, but quite significant extent. For this purpose we combine one simple heuristic with a method for reducing the size of sorting network outlined in [5]. It is used in that paper to construct cardinality constraints. Essentially, it proposes that if for a sorting network that sorts \(2^h\) values, we are interested only in the first \(2^h\) outputs, \(h < l\), then we can use a simplified merging procedure to merge sorted sequences of size \(2^h\) into sequences of size \(2^h\). It is defined as follows:

\[
\text{SMerge}(a, b, (c_1, c_2)) \leftrightarrow \text{comparator}(a, b, c_1, c_2)
\]

\[
\text{SMerge}((a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_n), (b_1, b_2, \ldots, b_n), (d_1, d_2, \ldots, d_{n+1})) \leftrightarrow \text{SMerge}(a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_{n-1}, b_1, b_2, \ldots, b_{n-1}, d_1, d_2, \ldots, d_{n+1}) \wedge \text{SMerge}(a_2, a_3, \ldots, a_n, b_2, b_3, \ldots, b_{n-1}, d_2, d_3, \ldots, d_{n+1}) \wedge \ldots \wedge \text{SMerge}(a_n, b_n, d_n) \wedge \text{comparator}(c_1, d_{n+1}, c_2, 2^h+1)
\]

We use it as follows. Consider an agent \(v_i\) with conformity level \(c_i, |N_i| = k_i, c_i < k_i\). We construct a network of mergers, and if \([\log(c_i)] < [\log(k_i)]\) then we replace each merger which takes as input sequences of length \(2^{[\log(c_i)]}\) by simplified merger. The resulting sorting network has much less comparators than original. At the left part of Fig. 2 we show full sorting network with 16 inputs and 16 outputs at the top, and sorting network with 16 inputs and 4 outputs, constructed using simplified mergers at the bottom.

Another small improvement consists in the following: in fact, we only need one output of the sorting network for our purposes – the \(c_i\)-th one. It means that we can discard all comparators that do not influence the value on the \(c_i\)-th wire.
Interesting and relatively counter-intuitive observation consists in the fact, that for Batcher sorting networks the application of this technique gives different results depending on whether we use simplified mergers or not. As an example, we assume that $|N_i| = 16$ and $c_i = 3$. The results of application of the proposed technique to the sorting networks with 16 inputs constructed using mergers and simplified mergers are shown in the right part of Fig. 2: the top variant corresponds to removing redundant comparators from the standard network constructed using mergers, and the bottom variant corresponds to processed sorting network constructed using simplified mergers.

E. Comparison of Encodings on Random Graphs

To measure the effect of proposed encoding techniques, we need to specify the problem and define graphs specified above. Assume that we consider a graph with $n$ vertices. We encode to SAT the following problem: to determine the disposition of at most $[0.15 \times n]$ instigators at the initial time moment (remind, that only instigators are active at the initial time moment), so that after 15 time steps at least $[0.8 \times n]$ agents in the network are active. We compare the encoding techniques in application to two series of random graphs generated according to different random graphs model: Erdős-Rényi model [9] and Barabási-Albert model [10]. We will not specify how the graphs are constructed since it was covered in detail in many sources, including [1]. In Table I we show the sizes of propositional encodings for outlined problems for graphs with $n = 250$ vertices. Graphs corresponding to Erdős-Rényi model are referred to as ‘GNP’ and were constructed using parameter $p = 0.05$. Barabási-Albert model does not have explicit parameters per se, and the corresponding graphs are referred to as ‘BAR’. As for encodings, ‘OLD’ stands for the encoding method employed in [2], [1], ‘BASE’ – to the new encoding method without employing greedy algorithm and techniques for removing redundant comparators, ‘GR’ – to the encoding produced using greedy algorithm, ‘RED’ - to the encodings produced using techniques for removing redundant comparators, ‘GR-RED’ – to the encodings fully benefiting from all techniques proposed in this paper. For each random graph model we generated 100 instances and show the average size in megabytes. Also to show that greedy algorithm works best when the graph is dense, we show the statistics for a complete graph with 250 vertices (referred to as ‘Complete250’ in the Table I). For each graph, conformity level of each agent $v_i$ was generated according to the uniform distribution specified on $[1, |N_i|]$. It is easy to see that our old scheme used in previous works was very redundant. It is also worth mentioning that the size gap in the transition from ‘OLD’ to ‘BASE’ should not theoretically translate into easier problems for SAT solvers (unlike that for other cases) because it is achieved mainly by techniques for constructing sorting networks of specified size instead of that of size equal to closest power of two (see subsection III.B). Overall, it should be noted that the results are quite remarkable: proposed techniques make it possible to significantly reduce the size of encodings. The impact of greedy algorithm is the larger the denser is the graph, as it is illustrated by 3 times difference between the sizes of ‘GR’ and ‘BASE’ encodings for complete graph. As for techniques that ‘prune’ sorting networks based on the value of conformity level – they generally work quite well, however, it is possible that their effect will be worse the higher (on average) the conformity levels are.

IV. USING STATE-OF-THE-ART TOOLS TO OPTIMIZE SAT SOLVERS PARAMETERS

Now let us compare the effectiveness of SAT solving algorithms on the constructed encodings. In particular, for this purpose we use the LINGELING SAT solver [11] (version bbc-9230380-160707) and employ the SMAC tool [12] (version 2.10.03) for optimizing solver parameters. As a computing platform we use cluster nodes of the computing cluster ‘Aca-demician V.M. Matrosov’ of Irkutsk supercomputing center SB RAS 1, one node equipped by two 16-core AMD Opteron 6276 CPUs and 64 Gb RAM. We disable one of 331 LINGELING parameters (‘mem-lim’), thus SMAC has to vary the remaining 330. The LINGELING solver is a single-threaded application, while SMAC is multi-threaded. For each test series when SMAC had to optimize parameters values it was launched for two days with time limit of 5000 seconds on several nodes, using 8 CPU cores within a node (so that solvers do not run out of memory) with enabled option –shared-model-mode, allowing SMAC instances to exchange data.

In the first series of experiments we applied SMAC+LINGELING to 8 series of 100 tests corresponding to 4 encodings for ‘BAR250’ and ‘GNP250’, discussed in the previous section. For each series we randomly chosen 10 instances as training set, for which SMAC optimized parameters, and the remaining 90 as test set. It means that we performed 8 separate experiments with SMAC. In Table II we show the results of LINGELING on the test set with default values of parameters and with tuned parameters. It is clear that the benefit is very substantial and the ‘GR-RED’ encoding is the best or very close to the best.

After this we (following [2]) applied the parameter values found for graphs with 250 vertices to the corresponding problems for graphs (of the same model) with 500, 1000 and 2000 vertices. We show the results for ‘BASE’ and ‘GR-RED’ encodings (see Table III). Note that for the case of 2000 vertices we generated only 10 SAT instances with ‘GR-RED’ since their size is very large. Also, because Erdős-Rényi model

1http://www.hpc.icc.ru
TABLE II
RESULTS FOR RANDOM GRAPHS WITH 250 VERTICES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Encoding</th>
<th>Default</th>
<th>Tuned</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Solved</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASE-250</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>196.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GR-250</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>155.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RED-250</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>188.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GR-RED-250</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>106.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASE-500</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>36.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GR-250</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>32.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RED-250</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>34.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GR-RED-250</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>29.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III
RESULTS FOR RANDOM GRAPHS WITH 500 – 2000 VERTICES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Encoding</th>
<th>Default</th>
<th>Tuned</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Solved</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASE-500</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>423.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GR-RED-500</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>426.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASE-1k</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>1809.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GR-RED-1k</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>1670.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASE-2k</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASE-500</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>674.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GR-RED-500</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>577.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASE-1k</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>1466.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GR-RED-1k</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>1507.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASE-2k</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1204.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

to SAT. New procedures are heavily optimized in a sense that we reduced the amount of redundant repeated actions to minimum, thus making encodings more compact and less difficult for SAT solvers. The optimizations of the algorithm use both new (however, relatively simple and problem-specific) methods, such as greedy algorithm to figure out neighborhood intersections and removing redundant comparators that do not influence specific outputs of a sorting network, and the results from known works, such as Simplified Merge procedure [5].

VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we significantly improved the effectiveness of procedures that can be used to study several discrete models of conforming behavior using SAT approach. We tested it on two families of random graphs, generated according to Erdős–Rényi and Barabási–Albert models. The decrease in size turned out to be from 30 % to 70 %. The corresponding effect on SAT solving algorithms was good as well.
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Abstract – The table-organized data can be analyzed by various algorithms; some of them are capable of generating IF THEN decision rules which comprises of condition attributes and decision attributes. However, it is possible to reduce the set of condition attributes but without information loss. By analysis of the condition attributes set and cuts histogram obtained by discretization and rule consistency, it is possible to choose condition attributes. This paper gives some directions and the practical example.

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper presents the process of attribute selection in order to generate IF THEN rules from table-organized data. The problem is recognized by the CRISP-DM standard [1], which clearly separates Data Understanding from Data Preparation. Data Understanding is an activity that uncovers the very essence of the data, while the Data Preparation includes more activities dealing with lost information, simpler and better data processing. The problem of choosing data for research is especially present in the field of Big Data.

There are situations when the result of data classification obtained by IF THEN rules is good. However, if we analyze the consistency of this set, we can conclude that there are situations when the rules are not precise enough. If the OR logical operator is included in the THEN part of the rule, the rule is inconsistent and imprecise, while classification is often good. The possibilities of further detailed selection of condition attributes will be considered based on Rough Set Theory [2], and by attribute histogram analysis as well.

II. ROUGH SET THEORY

The Rough Set Theory has been developed having in mind data analysis and information systems [2]. The basic purpose of these sets is the approximation of unfamiliar knowledge using the familiar one [3]. Based on the principle of indiscernibility relation of objects and the concept of approximation, this theory enables recognition of inter-dependability between the decision attributes and condition attributes [4].

In the rough set theory, an information table [5], consisting of ordered quadruple \( S = \langle U, Q, V, f \rangle \), is defined, where:

- \( U \) is the finite set of objects - universe;
- \( Q = \{q_1, q_2, \ldots, q_m\} \) is a finite set of attributes;
- \( V = \bigcup_{q \in Q} V_q \), where \( V_q \) is the domain of attribute \( q \) (attribute values);
- \( f = U \times Q \rightarrow V \) is the total function, such that \( f(x, q) \in V_q \) for each \( q \in Q, x \in U \) and is called information function.

Each object \( x \in U \) is described by the vector:

\[
\inf_q(x) = [f(x, q_1), f(x, q_2), \ldots, f(x, q_m)]
\]  (1)

which defines the values of object \( x \) attributes.

If \( P \) is a non-empty subset of attribute set \( Q \), then the relation \( I_P \) is defined on the objects from the universe \( U \), in the following way:

\[
I_P = \{(x, y) \in U \times U : f(x, q) = f(y, q), \forall q \in P\}
\]  (2)

Relation (2) is called indiscernibility relation. If \( (x, y) \in I_P \), we say that the objects \( x \) and \( y \) are \( P \)-indiscernible. The indiscernibility relation is the equivalence relation and it generates the partitions – equivalence classes. [6]. The family of equivalence classes, generated by \( I_P \), are marked with \( U/I_P \).

Equivalence classes generated by relation \( I_P \) are called \( P \)-elementary sets, and the equivalence class containing the object \( x \in U \) is marked with \( I_P(x) \) or \([x]_P\).

For the set \( X \), a non-empty subset of \( U \), called a rough set, and for \( \emptyset \neq P \subseteq Q \), the following are defined:

\[
P(X) = \{x \in U : I_P(x) \subseteq X\}
\]  (3)

\[
\overline{P}(X) = \bigcup_{x \in X} I_P(x)
\]  (4)

\( P(X) \) is the \( P \)-lower approximation, which means that the objects certainly belong to \( X \), and \( \overline{P}(X) \) is the \( P \)-
upper approximation, which means that the objects may belong to the set $X$ \[7\].

$P$-boundary of subset $X$ in $S$ is defined as follows:

$$Bn_p(X) = \overline{P}(X) - P(X)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

Graphical interpretation of $P$-boundary is shown in Fig.1. It cannot be said with certainty that the elements from the boundary region belong to the set $X$ – so it is said that they are the elements of the set $X$ approximation \[8\].

This research will use simple calculation of consistency and reduct sets, which are used for IF THEN rules generation. Consistency is defined on the basis of generalized decision function $\delta_p(x_i)$ in the rough set theory. Moreover, a direct implication of inconsistent table can be observed: it is the decision rules which in IF part have the same conditions, and in THEN part various decisions. Information reduct, or just reduct is intuitively recognized as a minimal subset of condition attributes which keep the discernibility between the objects \[9\]. The reduct set includes only these condition attributes which are sufficient for evaluation of the decision attribute value.

The variation of the Johnson’s algorithm \[10\] will be used for calculating the minimal simple implicants of Boolean function, so that IF THEN classification rules will be generated by single reduct set. Johnson’s algorithm is a simple greedy heuristic algorithm, often applied to discernibility functions to find a single reduct. The algorithm first sets the current reduct candidate, to the empty set. Then, it evaluates each conditional attribute appearing in the discernibility function according to the heuristic measure. This measure is usually a count of the number of appearances an attribute makes within clauses. The algorithm adds the attribute with the highest heuristic value, removing all clauses in the discernibility function containing this attribute at the same time \[11\].

After reduct set calculation, it is possible to determine rules of the IF $a$ THEN $b$ form. Here $a$ denotes a conjunction of attributes from some reduct set and their corresponding values: attribute value or subinterval obtained through discretization. The $b$ consists of decision attribute and corresponding value.

III. HISTOGRAM

Histogram is a well-known mathematical tool for graphical presentation of object distribution, i.e. frequency of certain data values. Its advantage in presenting data is firstly in the fact that the graphical presentation can show the center of distribution, the spread of distribution, shape of data distribution, as well as noticing of some unusual data characteristics. If a distribution has only one peak, then the middle of such a distribution is usually at the peak. The shape of distribution is usually used in recognizing the data patterns \[12\]. Unusual characteristics often refer to certain breaks in histogram, as well as in isolated values (Fig. 2). Some distributions can be similar to a mathematical distribution, while a significant data set often comes in the form of an irregular multimodal distribution (Fig. 3).

![Figure 1. P-boundary of set](image)

![Figure 2. Histogram edge peak data distribution](image)

![Figure 3. Histogram multimodal data distribution](image)

Previous to rough set theory application, the data values need to be prepared so that all values are discrete and the consequent histogram is a suitable for data analyses.

IV. THE RELATION OF HISTOGRAM AND DATA DISCRETIZATION

In the domain of Data Mining, numerous Machine Learning methods can work only with the discrete attribute values. This is the reason why it is necessary to transform the continuous attribute values into the discrete ones, before machine learning process. This process of data discretization is an essential task in preprocessing of data. The result of discretization is the set of cuts by which the data are classified into intervals \[13\].

A. The relation of data distribution and discretization algorithm

The relation of data distribution and large databases has been observed within the algorithm of maximal discernibility, by using median \[5\]. Paper \[14\] suggests the usage of the incremental algorithm for data streams, in order to modify the data distribution. The algorithm for estimating a histogram density based on the MDL principle (MDL Histogram Density Estimation) uses the entropy to generate the histograms for data regularity. The consequent analysis results enable the discretization \[15\]. Therefore, the MDL based algorithm discovers patterns in the data histogram.
B. Histogram segmentation

Histogram segmentation definition is related to recognition of the thresholds of multimodal distribution. Firstly, the segmentation of multimodal distribution is done by ‘smoothing out’ the existing histogram – so that the distribution function becomes a smooth curve, as shown in Fig. 4 (the figure was taken from Paper [16]). Secondly, based on the cross-section of these smooth curves the threshold point is obtained, dividing the histogram into two parts.

![Original histogram (left) i smooth histogram (right)](image)

Figure 4. Original histogram (left) i smooth histogram (right)

Appropriate histogram segmentation example is described in [16]: Fig. 5 shows the blood cells and the histogram with two thresholds (the figure was taken from Paper [16]). In detail, Fig. 5 shows the picture of blood cells, histogram, smooth curve obtained through the histogram and the picture obtained through histogram segmentation. The first part of segmentation of the interval (0, 128) shows the picture of blood cells. The second part of the interval segmentation (128, 184) shows the blood plasma. Finally, the segmentation of the interval (184, 250) shows the cell membranes.

![Blood cells, histogram, smooth curve, and results obtained through histogram segmentation](image)

Figure 5. The picture of blood (a), histogram (b), smooth histogram (c) and the results obtained through histogram segmentation, blood cells (d), blood plasma (e) and cell membranes (f)

Based on the histogram analysis, the unimodal parts of multimodal distribution can be recognized. In the case of no-peak histograms or the ones with only one distinct peak, the segmentation would not be possible.

C. The idea of choosing the condition attributes on the basis of histogram and cuts

In [13] the significance of histogram segmentation in the processes of discernibility-based discretization is described. The cuts obtained through the algorithm of maximal discernibility, which are closest to the histogram segmentation thresholds, are very important for the preservation of discernibility. Based on this, the algorithm of approximate discretization APPROX MD was developed [13]. It uses the cuts obtained through the maximal discernibility algorithm, which are closest to the multimodal histogram segmentation thresholds. The aim is to define the most significant cuts for all condition attributes.

Consideration of process of choosing the condition attributes for generating IF THEN rules is the extension of the process described in [13]. Since the reduct of the condition attribute set distinguishes those attributes which can describe the entire set, the subject of the research is the analysis of the histogram of the attributes which make up the reduct.

This paper will give the basic directives for the analysis of histogram and cuts obtained from reduct set. The directives are:

- the existence of the histogram thresholds,
- the position of cuts on the multimodal distribution histograms,
- the position of cuts on the unimodal distribution histograms,
- the comparison of the reduct of the entire information table with the reduct of the modified information table obtained through the reduction of certain condition attributes set,
- the comparison of the reduct of the entire information table with the reduct of the modified information table obtained through the enlargement of certain condition attributes set.

Mandatory part of the reduct analysis is the observation of consistency of the IF THEN rules set.

V. Example

The histograms of condition attributes will be shown on the example of Iris database [17]. The database contains 3 classes, 150 instances while each class refers to a type of the flower iris. As a result, a discretization has been done by the maximal discernibility algorithm and a reduct was calculated by the variation of the Johnson’s algorithm. The reduct consists of third and fourth attribute, which satisfies multimodal histogram distribution. First two condition attributes do not satisfy typical multimodal distribution. The histograms of all the condition attributes are presented on Fig. 6 – Fig 9. The cuts are shown on the ordinates by wide black vertical lines.

![Data distribution of the 1. attribute sepal length, with the cut obtained by the maximal discernibility algorithm](image)

Figure 6. Data distribution of the 1. attribute sepal length, with the cut obtained by the maximal discernibility algorithm
multimodal distribution on the reduct set should be researched on the bigger number of the databases.
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Abstract—Resource constrained project scheduling problem (RCPSP) is one of the most intractable combinatorial optimization problems. RCPSP belongs to the class of NP hard problems. Integer Programming (IP) is one of the exact solving methods that can be used for solving RCPSP. IP formulation uses binary decision variables for generating a feasible solution and with different boundaries eliminates some of solutions to reduce the solution space size. All exact methods, including IP, search through entire solution space so they are impractical for very large problem instances. Due to the fact that exact methods are not applicable to all problem instances, many heuristic approaches are developed, such as genetic algorithms. In this paper we compare the time complexity of IP formulations and genetic algorithms when solving the RCPSP. We present two different solution representations for genetic algorithms, permutation vector and vector of floating point numbers. Two formulations of IP and and their time and convergence results are compared for the aforementioned approaches.

I. INTRODUCTION

Scheduling is process which all of us use on everyday basis. In scheduling the goal is to allocate resources to tasks over given time periods. Usually the resources that we have have some limitations. For example we have limited project budget, limited number of employees, vehicle capacity etc.

This work will focus on one of the problems with constraints known as resource constrained project scheduling problem (RCPSP). RCPSP is a problem in which one has to deal with two kinds of constraints - precedence and resource. In this scheduling process we define starting point of some activity taking care of its precedence and amount of resources that are available.

RCPSP belongs to class of NP hard problems [1] and that, with fact that it is common problem in everyday world, results with numerous methods for solving it. Which method to use is a decision that has to be made upon the problem characteristics. In literature two different groups of solving methods can be found - exact methods and heuristics [2].

Exact methods search the entire space of feasible solutions and guarantee the optimality [3], but because of size of solution space they are impractical and almost useless for problems with large instance size [4]. Because of that many heuristic methods were developed. Heuristics do not search the entire solution space and do not guarantee the optimality but they are fast and can result with good enough solutions for the specific problem.

Heuristics can be divided into two groups: priority rule-based methods (or constructive heuristics) and metaheuristic-based approaches (or improvement heuristics). Methods in the first group start with empty schedule, and iteratively put in each step one activity based on it’s priority, until unscheduled activities exists. The second group starts with initial complete solution and in each iteration tries to improve it.

In this work we will present two IP formulations as representatives of exact methods, and Genetic algorithm (GA) as representative of heuristics methods. In GA approach two different solution representations will be used. Result comparison and time execution comparison will be given for these methods.

This paper is organized as follows: in section 2 a short overview of solving methods for RCPSP is given. The definition of RCPSP can be found in section 3. In section 4 two different IP formulations are given, and GA adaption for RCPSP is explained in section 5. Experimental results together with implementaion details of this methods are given in section 6. Finally in section 7 a short conclusion is given.

II. RELATED WORK

Many researchers investigate RCPSP and a lot of work for exact and heuristic methods can be found in literature. Exact methods can be divided in four different groups: 1) Integer Programming - using large number of binary variables [5], [6] 2) Implicit Enumeration - using enumeration tree and bounds to reduce the space of feasible solutions [7], [8] 3) Branch-and-bound methods - using trees and lower bounds to eliminate nodes in tree that cannot lead to optimal solution [9], [10] 4) Dynamic programming - divide problem on problems with smaller size and solve that problems, and combine the solution [11].

Some of heuristic methods that can be found in literature are: Genetic algorithms [12], [13], Simulated annealing
RCPSP is a problem in which we need to schedule activities which have their duration and resource demands, while all resources have limited amount that can be used in one time period. Beside of the limited resource amount, there are precedence constraints that have to be satisfied, meaning that every activity has predecessors that need to be finished before it starts. The goal of scheduling is to find a feasible schedule that minimizes some objective, by assigning start times to each activity that satisfies the precedence and resource constraints.

Formally, RCPSP can be defined as a combinatorial optimization problem as tuple [17]:

\[
RCPSP = (A, E, p, R, B, D, c).
\]  

In this tuple \( A \) denotes the set of all activities \( A = \{A_0, A_1, \ldots, A_{n+1}\} \), where activities \( A_0 \) and \( A_{n+1} \) are dummy activities that represent the start and the end of a schedule. Vector \( p \in \mathbb{N}_{0}^{n+2} \) is vector of durations, in which component \( p_i \) is duration of activity \( A_i \). Dummy activities have duration \( 0 \).

The precedence relations between activities are given by set \( E \). Set \( E \) consists of pairs of activities \( (A_i, A_j) \) which mean that activity \( A_i \) precedes activity \( A_j \). The assumption for dummy activities is that activity \( A_0 \) precedes all other activities and that \( A_{n+1} \) succeeds all other activities. So, by determining the start point of \( A_{n+1} \) the total project duration is found.

Resources that are needed for activities are given by set \( R = \{R_1, \ldots, R_r\} \), and amount of each resource that is available in all time period is given by vector \( B \in \mathbb{N}^r \). Demands on resources for each activity are given by matrix \( D \in \mathbb{N}_{0}^{(n+1) \times r} \).

The objective function is \( c : \chi \subseteq \mathbb{R}^{n+2} \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \), where \( \chi \) is a feasible schedule. Sometimes this tuple member is omitted, in which case the objective function which needs to be minimized is project makespan (total project duration). The solution is a schedule \( S \in \chi \), where component \( S_i \) of vector \( S \) represents the start time of activity \( A_i \). When vector \( S \) is known it is easy to find vector of completion times of activities denoted by \( C \), by computing component \( C_i = S_i + p_i \).

If we mark the set of all activities which are active at a time \( t \) with \( A_t = \{A_i \in A : S_i \leq t \leq S_i + p_i\} \), RCPSP can be defined as a problem of finding a feasible schedule \( S \) with minimal makespan \( S_{n+1} \) for which following constraints are satisfied:

\[
S_j - S_i \geq p_i \quad \forall (A_i, A_j) \in E
\]  

\[
\sum_{A_i \in A_t} D_{ij} \leq B_j \quad \forall i \geq 0, \forall R_j \in R.
\]  

For further problem analysis we also need to define set \( E(t) \) - the set of eligible activities at time \( t \). For definition of that set we need to define the following properties of each activity:

- \( ES_j \) - the earliest start time of activity \( A_j \)
- \( EF_j \) - the earliest finish time of activity \( A_j \)
- \( LS_j \) - the latest start time of activity \( A_j \)
- \( LF_j \) - the latest finish time of activity \( A_j \).

To calculate mentioned properties the horizon (the total project time) \( T \), must be known. If it is not given, it can be calculated by some heuristic or using the formula

\[
T = \sum_{j=1}^{n} p_j.
\]  

With setting \( ES_0 = EF_0 = 0 \) for calculating \( ES_j \) and \( EF_j \) we can use the following formulas:

\[
ES_j = \max\{EF_i : i \in P_j\}
\]  

\[
EF_j = ES_j + p_j, j \in \{1, \ldots, n\},
\]

where \( P_j \) is set of activities that directly precede the activity \( A_j \).

Similarly, for calculating \( LS_j \) and \( LF_j \) we set \( LF_n = LS_n = T \) and use formulas:

\[
LF_j = \min\{LS_i : i \in F_j\}
\]  

\[
LS_j = LF_j - p_j, j \in \{n-1, \ldots, 1\},
\]

where \( F_j \) is set of activities that directly succeed the activity \( A_j \).

Now we can define \( E(t) \) as:

\[
E(t) = \{A_j : A_j \in A, ES_j + 1 \leq t \leq LF_j\}.
\]

IV. IP FORMULATION OF RCPSP

IP is a method in which number of binary variables are introduced and used for creating a schedule. In this section two different IP formulations of RCPSP will be given.

A. Formulation I

The first IP formulation was given by Pritisker et al. [6] in 1969. In this formulation, the solution of RCPSP is represented with series of zero-one variables \( x_{jt} \), \( j \in J \) (\( J \) is set of activity indexes), \( t \in [EF_j, LF_j] \). Variables are defined as:

\[
x_{jt} = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if activity } A_j \text{ is completed at the end of period } t \\
0, & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases}
\]

The variable \( x_{jt} \) can have the value 1 just in a time period in which the activity \( A_j \) can be completed so it is introduced just for \( t \in [EF_j, LF_j] \). Time in which activity \( A_j \) finished is given by:

\[
\sum_{t = EF_j}^{LF_j} t \cdot x_{jt}
\]
IP formulation for RCPSP can be now given as:

\[
\text{subject to:} \quad \sum_{t = EF_i}^{LF_i} t \cdot x_{jt} = 1, \quad j \in J
\]

\[
\sum_{t = EF_i}^{LF_i} (t - p_j) x_{jt} - \sum_{t = EF_i}^{LF_i} t \cdot x_{it} \geq 0, \quad j \in J, i \in P_j
\]

\[
\sum_{j \in E(t)} \sum_{q = \max\{t \cdot LF_i\}}^{\min\{t + p_j - 1, LF_i\}} u_{jr} \cdot x_{jq} \leq a_r, \quad r \in R, t \in [1, \ldots, T]
\]

\[
x_{jt} \in \{0, 1\}, \quad j \in J, t \in [EF_i, LF_i]
\]

From (11) it is clear that in this formulation one minimizes the completion time of the last activity (makespan). If the completion time of the last activity is minimal then the completion time for all activities is minimal too. Constraints (12) and (15) ensure that the activity can be completed exactly in one time period. Constraint (13) ensures that all predecessors of activity \( A_j \) are completed before it starts with execution, and constraint (14) ensures that in each time period the amount of resources being used is smaller or equal to the available amount of resources.

B. Formulation 2

RCPSP can be formulated as IP using variables \( y_{jt} \), which can also only become 0 or 1 for \( j \in J, t \in [ES_j + 1 - p_j, LF_j] \) and are defined in the following way:

\[
y_{jt} = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if activity } A_j \text{ is completed at the beginning of period } t \text{ or earlier} \\
0, & \text{otherwise.} 
\end{cases}
\]

For activity \( A_j \) there is vector with \( LF_j - ES_j - 1 + p_j \) components with two blocks: the first consists of zeroes, and the second consists of ones. Time period in which change between these two blocks happens is the time point in which activity \( A_j \) started. In accordance with that, the time point in which activity \( A_j \) starts is given with:

\[
LF_j - \sum_{t = ES_j + 1}^{LF_j} y_{jt}
\]

IP formulation of RCPSP with introduced variables is:

\[
T - \sum_{t = ES_n + 1}^{LS_n} y_{nt} \to \min
\]

subject to:

\[
y_{jt+1} - y_{jt} \geq 0, \quad j \in J, t \in \{ES_j + 1, \ldots LS_j - 1\}
\]

\[
y_{t, t-p_j} - y_{jt} \geq 0, \quad j \in J, i \in P_j, t \in \{ES_j + 1, \ldots LF_j\}
\]

\[
\sum_{j \in E(t)} (y_{jt} - y_{jt, t-p_j}) \leq a_r, \quad r \in R, t \in [1, \ldots, T]
\]

Objective function is given with (17) and minimizes makespan. Constraints (18) and (21-23) ensure that activity \( A_j \) starts in one time point only. Constraint (19) ensures that all predecessors \( A_i \in P_j \) of activity \( A_j \) start at least \( p_i \) time units earlier. Constraint (20) ensures that resource usage in every time period satisfies the amount of resource which can be used.

V. GA FOR RCPSP

In this section, genetic algorithms and how they work will briefly be explained.

The idea for genetic algorithms (GAs) came from the principles of natural selection and genetics. Because of that, certain terms in GAs are equal to the terms one can see in genetics. In GAs decision variables are coded as finite dimensional vectors which come from an alphabet of some cardinality. Those vectors are called chromosomes, parts of the alphabet are called genes, and the values of the genes are called alleles. E.g. for the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP), one chromosome represents a route and one gene represents a city in a route [18]. In GAs solutions can be represented in various ways. Some of them are [19]: array of bits, permutation array, matrix representation, floating point vector, integer vector etc.

In order to get better solutions in the process of natural selection, there should exist some measure which will determine which solutions are better than the others and then lead to better solutions in GAs. Genetic algorithms use population of solutions rather than only one solution to find optimum of some problem. It is necessary to determine the optimal size of population, which is an optimization problem by itself. After determining the size of population and chromosome coding as well as some fitness measure for solution candidates, algorithm can start to evolve solutions for a given problem using the following steps [18]:

1) Initialization: initial population of solutions is generated randomly, or if some additional information about solution space is known, that knowledge is incorporated in generating better initial population

2) Evaluation: after initialization, the fitness of each population member is evaluated
3) Selection: selection chooses few of the better solutions and that way one can secure survival of the fittest
4) Crossover: crossover operators combine parts of two or more parents in order to create one or more children solutions
5) Mutation: mutation modifies existing solution in order to keep diversity in population
6) Replacement: population of children obtained in selection, crossover and mutation, replaces old population of parents

After that, evaluation, selection, mutation and replacement are repeated until some of stopping criteria is met.

GAs can be sequential and parallel [19]. Sequential GAs can be steady-state GA or generational GA. Steady-state GA chooses two parents from population, makes one child, mutates it and evaluates it. Child can then be inserted in population (in that case some other solution candidate gets thrown out) or rejected. In generational GA in every step whole new population of children is created which replaces old parent generation. If in that process one does not want to lose best found solution, elitism can be introduced, i.e. the best current known solution is always put in child population. In GA implementation used for this work, a sequential steady-state GA with elitism is used.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Integer Programming

For solving IP problems it’s common to use cutting plane methods and variants of the branch and bound method. In this work Gurobi [20] was used for solving IPs. The solvers in the Gurobi Optimizer use parallelism while solving problems. The process of solving can be divided in two phases: presolving and solving. Presolving phase is a phase in which problem is simplified which can significantly reduce the time needed for solving problem. Methods that are used in this phase are: removal of empty rows and columns, finding and removing rows dominated by linear combination of other rows etc. In the solving phase Gurobi uses branch and bound and cutting plane methods for solving new reduced problem created in presolve phase.

B. Genetic Algorithm

In GA implementation for this problem two solution representations were used: permutation representation (as proposed in [21]) and floating point vector representation. In permutation representation, every candidate solution is represented as integer vector which contains numbers from 0 to \( n+1 \), where \( n \) denotes number of jobs. E.g. for \( n = 5 \), \( \{0, 2, 3, 5, 1, 4, 6\} \) means that job 2 is executed first, after that job 3 is executed etc. In floating point vector representation, every candidate solution is presented as vector which contains numbers between 0 and 1. The higher the number, the more important it is to start the job earlier. E.g. \( (0.3, 0.95, 0.17, 0.82, 0.5) \) means that jobs should be executed in the following order: \( (2, 4, 5, 1, 3) \). In order to get feasible solutions in the initial population (solutions that meet precedence constraints and resource constraints) for both representations, serial schedule generation scheme has been used which schedules a job in earliest possible time in which both precedence constraints and resource constraints for given job are met. Due to the lack of space, serial schedule generation scheme pseudocode is omitted but can be found in [22].

For GA tests, Evolutionary Computation Framework\(^1\) (ECF) was used with the following setup: 3-tournament selection was used, where in each iteration three random individuals are chosen and the worst of the three is eliminated. A new individual is created using crossover from the remaining two, and is subjected to mutation with a given probability. In the permutation encoding, order-based crossover operators OBX and OX2 as well as cycle crossover where used as crossover operators. The mutation operator randomly chooses two genes in an individual and swaps their positions. For the floating point vector a discrete crossover was used and a simple mutation that randomly recreates a single vector element. More information on the genetic operators is available at the framework website.

A short tuning phase was conducted for both representations, which resulted in using the population size of 1000 individuals and a mutation rate of 0.7 (i.e. on average 7 out of 10 new individuals will get mutated). Rather than using a maximum number of generations or evaluations, the stopping criterion is set to a common time limit (of 8 hours) for the purpose of comparison with the IP solver.

C. Benchmark

Implementation of methods mentioned in this work were tested on problems from PSBLIB Library. This library consists of different sets of RCPSP with their so far known optimal or heuristic results. Problems in PSBLIB Library are divided in 4 groups based on number of jobs. The first group consists of problems with 30 activities, the second with 60 activities, the third one has problems with 90 activities and last group problems with 120 activities. More about this library and generation of problem instances can be found in [23].

D. Result and execution time comparison

Tests were conducted on 48 problem instances from group of 30 activities and on 48 problem instances from group of 90 activities. Results are given in tables I and II.

For IP formulations tables show execution times if solution was found in under 8 hours, otherwise the x is put in corresponding row. To make the comparison fair, for the genetic algorithm the stopping criterion was set at the same time limit or achieving the optimal solution (if it is known in advance). Furthermore, the GA was automatically restarted (under the time limit) if no improvement was achieved in the last 500 generations. The GA results in Tables I and II present the best found solution in the

\(^1\)http://ecf.zemris.fer.hr/
8 hours allotted to the algorithm, regardless of the number of restarts.

It can be seen that when using IP for problems with 90 activities the number of instances that are not solved in under 8 hours is bigger than in problems with 30 activities, which supports the fact that instances of larger size are more difficult to solve. If we compare formulation 1 and formulation 2, we can see that formulation 1 gives results in less time than formulation 2. However, it is worth noticing that there is no problem instance which is solved by one formulation and not by the other.

The tables also show results and execution times for both solution representations in GA. The GA was always able to reach the known optimum solution for 30 activity problems, whereas it did not reach the optimum in ten of the problem instances with 90 activities.

If we compare the two solution representations we can see that the permutation representation obtains slightly better results. This is evident from the deviation of the obtained results from the optimum solutions: for the cases where the optimum was not obtained, the permutation encoding exhibits an average deviation of 7.16%, while for the floating point it averages 8.8%.

To better illustrate the average performance of the two GA representations, Table III shows the results of both variants on the test instances from Table II in which the GA did not manage to obtain the optimal solution. The data in the table indicates the standard statistical properties obtained with 20 repetitions with the stopping criterion of $10^6$ evaluations.

![Table 1: Problems with 30 activities](image-url)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instance#</th>
<th>Opt. solution</th>
<th>Formulation 1</th>
<th>Formulation 2</th>
<th>GA - permutation</th>
<th>GA - floating point</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Presolve phase</td>
<td>Solve phase</td>
<td>Presolve phase</td>
<td>Solve phase</td>
<td>Solution Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(in s)</td>
<td>(in s)</td>
<td>(in s)</td>
<td>(in s)</td>
<td>(in s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>5.84</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>19.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>1.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>2.36</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>1.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>1.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>6.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>2.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>1.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>10140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>8.27</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>54.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>2.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>10710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td>2.24</td>
<td>10.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>4.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>3.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>45.71</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>13.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>1.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>1.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>10560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>6.72</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>51.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>4.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>3.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>8410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>2.93</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>4.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>2.96</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>4.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>2.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>19570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>13.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>2.84</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>4.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>2.37</td>
<td>2.87</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>4.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>19.89</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>87.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>3.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>2.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>1.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>21770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>7.94</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>6.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>4.21</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>4.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>2.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>21130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>8.51</td>
<td>2.63</td>
<td>41.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>3.62</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>4.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>2.71</td>
<td>4.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>20540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>93*</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>90*</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>2.93</td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td>5.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>114*</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td>4.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If we compare IP and GA we can see that for instances in which IP found a solution, GA also found the optimal solution with execution time that is approximately the same as the execution time of IP. For some instances, IP (especially for instances with 90 activities) found solution in less time, but for problems where IP did not find a solution, GA always managed to obtain a solution of an acceptable quality. One can conclude that when dealing with problems with less activities, it would be better to use an IP solver because then one can be sure that the optimal solution is achieved. But when dealing with problems with more activities, GA shows its strength because in a reasonable amount of time one can get a good enough solution for most applications.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper two different formulations of IP and GA using two different representations for RCPSP were compared. The results indicate that RCPSP belongs to NP hard problems for which the exact methods are applicable only on smaller size problems and even for that problems there is no guarantee that solution will be found in reasonable time. On the other hand GA shows better results than IP; but for some instances the solving process lasts long considering the fact that there was only 30 or 90 activities and real problems are usual larger than that. Also the downside of both approaches is the fact that these methods are generally not applicable in dynamic environments.

Due to these facts, as future research it is planned to try out other heuristic methods that could give better results,
TABLE III
GENETIC ALGORITHM PERFORMANCE COMPARISON

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instance#</th>
<th>Best (min)</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Worst (max)</th>
<th>Best (min)</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Worst (max)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>111.5</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>130.5</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>83.5</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>183.5</td>
<td>189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>100.5</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

especially hybrid optimization algorithms in continuous domain, which could be applied to the floating point encoding. Also it is planned to find some methods that will be applicable to scheduling in dynamic conditions.
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Abstract - In universities, the academic programs are organized in a number of periods, usually in six or ten semesters, for a bachelor or a master degree, respectively. It usually happens that a given semester is much loaded with courses than the others. This makes it hard for the students to comprehend and deal with a high volume of learning material per certain semesters. This problem is difficult, because some courses have prerequisites (e.g. Math2 should be taught after Math1), and this means that course correlation must be taken into account. Therefore, in this paper, we present an intelligent method that is based on genetic algorithms to optimize the academic curricula of a given program, by trying to dispatch the courses over the available semesters, so that the load of individual semesters, in terms of course credits, is balanced as much as possible. The proposed genetic algorithm explores the search space by means of two mutation operators, which swap or shift courses between the semesters. The algorithm performance is fine-tuned and evaluated by using three state of art instances from the literature. The results show that the proposed algorithm is comparable with the state of the art solutions for the problem at hand.

I. INTRODUCTION

A study curricula (program) taught at some university is commonly structured based on some professional academic domain (e.g., computer science, economics, medicine, etc.). Such study curricula consist of several courses, which are usually dispatched, as even as possible, into several study periods (semesters). Since, some courses are more difficult to comprehend than the others, each course is assigned a number of credits based on learning hours needed to grasp the required material. In addition, some courses might not be taught before some other courses, due to prerequisites a course might have (e.g. in an economic study program the microeconomics course is taught before the macroeconomics course). An intuitive intention in such situations would be to have the courses distributed into semesters so that the load of the students (in terms of learning hours) over different semesters is as balanced as possible. This problem in the literature is known as Balanced Academic Curriculum Problem (BACP) [1]. Another extension is the Generalized BACP (GBACP) [2] problem, where two new concepts are introduced, explicitly allowing multiple study programs (curricula) and consideration of professor’s preferences about the terms (winter or spring) they want to teach the courses. In this paper, the earlier version of BACP problem is considered.

The remaining of this paper is organized as in the following. Section II presents a literature review of approaches solving the BACP problem; Section III presents the mathematical definition of the problem; Section IV presents the proposed approach; Section V shows the computational experiments; and Section VI concludes the paper.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

In the literature, there is a plethora of approaches that tackle and solve the BACP problem by means of deterministic and non-deterministic algorithms. Castro & Manzano [1] solve the BACP problem by using constraint programming techniques, where parameter values and variables are ordered based on some specific heuristics. Lambert et al. [3] present a hybrid approach consisting of genetic algorithms and constraint propagation techniques, by employing some elementary functions that can be parameterized and used by different search strategies. Castro et al. [4] present a genetic local search approach that uses an operator that is based on the simulated annealing algorithm. Further, in [4], with the aim of making the BACP problem more realistic, new diverse evaluation functions are introduced by considering different mathematical models. The Generalized BACP problem is tackled by Chiarandini et al. [2] through applying several local search heuristics, where also a new alternative objective function is introduced. Rosas-Téllez et al. [5] present a tabu search metaheuristic for the BACP problem, by utilizing short-term memories to escape from local optima. Rubio et al. [6] solve the BACP problem by means of Ant Colony Optimization approach, in particular by employing the version of Best-Worst Ant System.

III. MATHEMATICAL MODELLING

The mathematical formulation for balancing the academic curricula problem is done based on [1], which is an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) model that uses a range of parameters and three decision variables, as described below:

Parameters:
- \( m \) – Number of courses
- \( n \) – Number of academic periods
- \( a_i \) – Number of credits of course \( i \), \( i = 1, \ldots, m \)
- \( \beta \) – Minimum credit load allowed per period
- \( \gamma \) – Maximum credit load allowed per period
- \( \delta \) – Minimum number of courses per period
- \( \varepsilon \) – Maximum number of courses per period

The remaining of this paper is organized as in the following. Section II presents a literature review of approaches solving the BACP problem; Section III presents the mathematical definition of the problem; Section IV presents the proposed approach; Section V shows the computational experiments; and Section VI concludes the paper.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

In the literature, there is a plethora of approaches that tackle and solve the BACP problem by means of deterministic and non-deterministic algorithms. Castro & Manzano [1] solve the BACP problem by using constraint programming techniques, where parameter values and variables are ordered based on some specific heuristics. Lambert et al. [3] present a hybrid approach consisting of genetic algorithms and constraint propagation techniques, by employing some elementary functions that can be parameterized and used by different search strategies. Castro et al. [4] present a genetic local search approach that uses an operator that is based on the simulated annealing algorithm. Further, in [4], with the aim of making the BACP problem more realistic, new diverse evaluation functions are introduced by considering different mathematical models. The Generalized BACP problem is tackled by Chiarandini et al. [2] through applying several local search heuristics, where also a new alternative objective function is introduced. Rosas-Téllez et al. [5] present a tabu search metaheuristic for the BACP problem, by utilizing short-term memories to escape from local optima. Rubio et al. [6] solve the BACP problem by means of Ant Colony Optimization approach, in particular by employing the version of Best-Worst Ant System.
Decision variables:

\[ x_i = \text{equals 1, if course } i \text{ is set in period } j, \]
\[ \text{otherwise it is 0, } \forall i = 1, \ldots, m, \forall j = 1, \ldots, n \]
\[ e_j = \text{Credit load of period } j, \forall j = 1, \ldots, n \]
\[ c = \text{Maximum credit load of all periods} \]

Objective function:

\[ \min c = \max \{c_j\}, \text{ where } c_j = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \alpha_i x_{ij}, \]
\[ \forall j = 1, \ldots, n \] (1)

Constraints:

\[ \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} = 1, \forall i = 1, \ldots, m \] (2)
\[ x_{ij} \leq \sum_{r=1}^{n} x_{ir}, \forall i = 1, \forall j = 2, \ldots, n \] (3)
\[ c_j \leq \beta, \forall j = 1, \ldots, n \] (4)
\[ c_j \leq \gamma, \forall j = 1, \ldots, n \] (5)
\[ \sum_{i=1}^{m} x_{ij} \geq \delta, \forall j = 1, \ldots, n \] (6)
\[ \sum_{i=1}^{m} x_{ij} \leq \epsilon, \forall j = 1, \ldots, n \] (7)

In the above mathematical formulation, Equation (1) represents the objective of optimizing the problem, which is minimizing the credit load of the most loaded period, in terms of the academic credits assigned to it. Constraint (2) makes sure that all courses are assigned to some period, whereas Constraint (3) ensures that the perquisites of individual courses are complied. Constraints (4) and (5) guarantee that the minimum and the maximum credit load is respected, whilst constraints (6) and (7) confirm that the rule for the minimum and the maximum number of courses per period is enforced.

IV. SOLUTION APPROACH

In order to obtain a real time response when balancing the academic curricula, it would be required to design an algorithm that computes the results in period of less than one second, while ensuring that the quality of the solutions stays at a high level. Genetic Algorithms (GAs) [7] have been successfully applied in different domains, to optimize problems like flow shop scheduling [8], determining multiple routes [9], aircraft sequencing [10], etc. Hence, in this paper, we solve the problem of balancing the academic curricular by using a genetic algorithm that generates new individuals only by utilizing mutation operators. At each iteration, GAs make the three basic steps, namely selection of the parents for constructing the new population, mutating the parents to breed new children, and updating the population for the next generation.

A. Representation

The representation of a candidate solution (i.e. a member from the population P) is done by using a one dimensional array, where each member of the array is a list. The length of the array equals the number of periods (n), whereas the length of each list (that represents a single member of the array), is determined by the number of assigned courses at a certain period. In the following, we present a sample member representation of a scenario of an academic curriculum with 10 courses and 4 periods, where it can be seen that the first and the second period contain three courses each, whereas the other two periods contain only two courses each.

\[ I = \{\{1, 3, 4\}, \{2, 6, 10\}, \{7, 5\}, \{8, 9\}\} \]

B. Mutation operators

The mutation mechanism of the algorithm consists of two operators, namely swap and shift, where the earlier swaps two courses belonging to distinctive periods, while the later shifts a course from some period to some other period.

As presented in Algorithm 1, in order to apply a number of swaps between different courses of a given individual, the swap operator iterates through a loop for a number of iterations (as specified by sw parameter). During the course of a single iteration, initially, two distinct periods (i.e. p and q) are selected randomly, and then, their respective feasible courses (i.e. courses that satisfy the perquisite constraint) are enlisted (i.e. \( CL_p \) and \( CL_q \)). Afterwards, the first pair of courses, which is obtained by combing courses from \( CL_p \) and \( CL_q \) lists and that produces a feasible mutation (i.e. courses that meet other hard constraints), is used to mutate the current individual \( I_m \) by swapping the places of the selected courses. In case, no feasible swap can be achieved, the operator continues with next iteration.

Algorithm 1 Swap operator procedure

Input: individual \( I \), swap mutate intensity \( sw \)
Output: mutated individual \( I_m \)

1. \( I_m = I \)
2. \( i = 1 \)
3. repeat
4. \( p = \text{Random period from } I_m \)
5. \( q = \text{Random period from } I_m \text{ different from } p \)
6. \( CL_p = \text{Get courses that can be swept from } p \)
7. \( CL_q = \text{Get courses that can be swept from } q \)
8. repeat
9. \( I_m = \text{Mutate } I_m \text{ by randomly swapping a course from list } CL_p \text{ with a course from list } CL_q \)
10. until a feasible swap cannot be found
11. \( i = i + 1 \)
12. until \( i > sw \)

Algorithm 2 Shift operator procedure

Input: individual \( I \), shift mutate intensity \( sh \)
Output: mutated individual \( I_m \)

1. \( I_m = I \)
2. \( i = 1 \)
3. repeat
4. repeat
5. \( p = \text{Random period from } I_m \)
6. repeat
7. \( c = \text{Get a random course from } p \)
8. until no course provides a feasible shift
9. until no period provides a feasible shift
10. \( PL_c = \text{Get periods that can accept course } c \)
11. if \( PL_c \) is not empty then
12. \( q = \text{Random period from } PL_c \)
13. \( I_m = \text{Mutate } I_m \text{ by shifting course } c \text{ from period } p \text{ to period } q \)
14. \( i = i + 1 \)
15. until \( i > sh \)
The shift operator (see Algorithm 2) is also executed for several iterations, as specified by $sh$ parameter. During the progress of a given iteration, initially, a random period is selected, and then, one of its courses (i.e. course $c$) is picked as a course that will be shifted in some other period, while leaving the current period in a feasible state. Next, the periods that can accept course $c$ (i.e. $PL_c$ list) are initially outlined, and then, one of them is selected randomly as the period that will accept the envisioned course. In case there are no periods that can feasibly accept the selected course, the operator proceeds with the next iteration.

C. Initialization

In a typical instance of the academic curricula balancing problem, courses are (or can be) ordered based on the number of prerequisites they have, where courses with no prerequisites are placed first then courses with one prerequisite and so on.

At the beginning (see Algorithm 3), in order to start with a balanced curricula, in terms of the number of courses, each period is set (estimated) to accept equal number of courses, unless there is an odd number of courses, which requires that some of the periods have an additional course. Next, in the first phase of the algorithm (lines 3 to 17), by following the ascending order of the number of prerequisites, the courses are dispatched into the available periods, subject to the constraints of min/max credit load and course perquisites. If during this phase, a given course cannot be settled at some particular period, due to the hard constraints, it gets shifted into one of the next available periods. As a result, the end of this phase will produce an individual that satisfies all the hard constraints foreseen by the problem modelling.

Further, in the second phase (lines 18 to 24), with the aim of incorporating some randomness on the initial solution, subject to the parameter of randomness intensity, a couple of feasible swaps are made between any two selected courses belonging to distinct periods.

D. Evaluation and Selection

The evaluation of a given candidate solution is done by using Equation (1), which returns the credit sum of the courses within the period that has the maximum load. In the case of the running scenario with 10 courses and 4 periods, for the specific example presented in the previous subsection, the load of the individual periods, in terms of course credits, is 4, 11, 5 and 8, respectively, hence the evaluation of the solution is 11.

The process of the selection of the parents that will take part in breeding the next population is completed by using the tournament selection algorithm. This algorithm initially selects a number of individuals (as specified by the tournament size parameter) at random from the population, and then, from those that are selected, it finds the best fit individual.

E. Genetic Algorithm

The implementation of the proposed algorithm has a generative nature, meaning that its population will be totally renewed at each generation. As shown in Algorithm 4, the envisioned approach has 7 parameters, which can be used for fine tuning the performance for different problem complexities and sizes. Besides the default genetic algorithm parameters, such as population size ($ps$), maximum generations ($mg$) and tournament size ($ts$), the implementation at hand uses three so called “intensity” parameters, namely initial solution randomness intensity ($is$), swap mutate intensity ($sw$) and shift mutate intensity ($sh$), for specifying the number of times a certain operator (i.e. swap or shift) will be applied when called upon. In addition, the algorithm uses a special parameter (i.e. operator alternation frequency – $af$) to change the mutation operator from swapping to shifting and vice versa every $af$ number of generations.

At the very start of the algorithm, a list of two possible operators to be used is defined, which is made of swap and shift operators. Then, a population $P$ of $ps$ individuals is created by using the procedure for creating the initial solution explained above. Next, in the repetitive phase of the algorithm, at each iteration, the following steps are undertaken:

- Evaluation of all individuals. In case a new best individuals is found, it is saved as the best solution found so far,
- Formation of the new population by selecting the parents based on tournament selection and by
Algorithm 4 Genetic algorithm

Input: academic curricula \(C(m, n, \alpha, \beta, \gamma, \delta, \epsilon)\), population size \(ps\), maximum generations \(mg\), tournament size \(ts\), initial solution randomness intensity \(is\), swap mutate intensity \(sw\), shift mutate intensity \(sh\), operator alternation frequency \(af\)

Output: \(S_b\)

1: Operators = \{Swap, Shift\}
2: \(P = \{\}\)
3: \(i = 1\)
4: \(\text{repeat}\)
5: \(P = P \cup \text{Random Individual (C, is)}\)
6: \(i = i+1\)
7: \(\text{until } i > ps\)
8: \(S_b = \text{Best solution from } P\)
9: \(k = 1\)
10: \(j = 1\)
11: \(\text{repeat}\)
12: \(S_1 = \text{Best solution from } P\)
13: \(\text{if } S_1 \text{ better } S_b \text{ then}\)
14: \(S_b = S_1\)
15: \(Q = \{\}\)
16: \(i = 1\)
17: \(\text{repeat}\)
18: \(I = \text{Select Individual (P, ts)}\)
19: \(\text{Mutate} = \text{Operators (k)}\)
20: \(Q = Q \cup \text{Apply Mutate (I, sw, sh)}\)
21: \(i = i+1\)
22: \(\text{until } i > ps\)
23: \(P = Q\)
24: \(k = (i / af) \% 2\)
25: \(j = j+1\)
26: \(\text{until } j > mg\)

mutating them through the operator (i.e. swap or shift) used in the running iteration

- Before the next generation commences, based on the \(af\) parameter, one of the two operators is picked for acting as a mutation operator in the next stage.

The algorithm terminates when the maximum number of foreseen generations is achieved.

V. COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we initially present the test set used for experimentation, and then, we show the experimental results for fine tuning algorithm parameters, as well as presentation of the comparative results of the proposed approach against the known optimal solutions.

**Table 1: Details of Test Instances**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instance</th>
<th>Number of periods</th>
<th>Number of courses</th>
<th>Total credits</th>
<th>Maximal number of prerequisites per course</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BACP8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BACP10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BACP12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The algorithm is developed by using C# programming language that is part of Microsoft Visual Studio 2012 development environment. The experiments are done by means of a machine with CPU of type Intel Core i5 2.2GHz with 16GB of RAM memory, while running on a Windows 10 Operating System. Since, the proposed approach is a non-deterministic one, every experiment constitutes of 10 independent executions of the algorithm.

**A. Test set**

The evaluation of the proposed approach is done by using a widely used test set from the literature that consists of three instances, which are taken from the CSPLib online library [11]. This basic details of individual instances are given in Table 1, where it can be noticed that the range of periods varies from 8 to 12, whereas the number of courses and credits goes from 46 to 66 and 133 to 204, respectively. In terms of course interrelationship, the courses that are the most constrained in Instances 8, 10 and 12 have 4, 3 and 5 prerequisites, respectively.

**B. Parameter settings**

Based on some preliminary algorithm execution, for each of the seven algorithm parameters (i.e. \(ps, mg, ts, is, sw, sh\), and \(af\)), four best performing values are chosen (as presented in second the column of Table 2). Then, a
systematic computation, by using the three above described test instances, is performed, with the aim of finding out which value of the range, for a given parameter, yields to better algorithm results.

In Table 2, we present the computation outcome for different parameters, where the results are averaged over the complete test set. The best performing values for specific parameters are emphasized in bold. In overall, the results show that the algorithm is more sensitive for the general parameters (i.e. ps, mg and ts) of the genetic algorithms, than for the specific parameters (i.e. is, sw, sh, and af) introduced here for this particular problem. As a result, in the forthcoming experiments, the best parameter value sets are utilized.

With the aim of illustrating the level of sensitivity of algorithm performance for different runs, in Fig. 1, we show the results of Instance BACP8, for 10 different runs, by using the best parameter values. As it can be seen, in each and every run of the algorithm, the optimal solution is found, while the running time at most goes to 500ms. In all of the cases of the algorithm execution, a solution with fitness 18 (which is one more than the fitness of the optimal solution), is found within 100ms of computation time.

C. Comparative results

In this section, we compare the results of the proposed approach, denoted as the Mutation only Genetic Algorithm (MGA), against the known approaches from the literature, namely Variable and Value Ordering (VVO) [1], Hybridization of Genetic Algorithms and Constraint Propagation (HGACP) [3], Tabu Search (TS) [5] and Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) [6]. For the three data sets presented above, the optimal solutions, obtained from some of the state of the art solutions described above, read as in the following: BACP8=17, BACP10=14 and BACP12=17.

Table 3 presents a comparison, in terms of the quality of solutions, of the results of the proposed approach against the state of the art approaches in the given test set. The results are averaged over 10 different algorithm executions. The computational results show that the performance of the proposed approach is equal (for Instance BACP8) or better than the performance of VVO approach, which does not find the optimal solutions for instances BACP10 and BACP12. While, the proposed approach produces the same results as HGACP, TS and ACO approaches for instances BACP8 and BACP10, it can be noticed that, for instance BACP12, the results are for 6% worse than the optimal solution, which is obtained by ACO approach. In overall, it can be stated that the proposed approach can be used to balance complex academic curricula (such as BACP12 instance with 12 periods), in average, in less than one second. Furthermore, the results outline that for more complex problems (i.e. BACP12 instance), the algorithm can provide good quality solutions, although not always the optimal ones.

In addition, Table 4 presents the results of the computation time of all state of the art approaches, along with computation time of the proposed approach. Nonetheless, the results should be taken more as informative rather than comparative, since all of the envisioned approaches utilise distinct computation machines when doing the experiments, hence no direct comparison can be made between specific approaches in this respect. However, the last column of Table 4 shows that the proposed approach is able to solve any of the described instances within a period of less than one second.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we presented an approach for balancing the academic curricula based on genetic algorithms, where two mutation operators are employed alternatively for exploring the search space. The swap operator exchanges two courses between two distinct periods, whereas the shift operator shifts a single course from one period to another period.

The computation results showed that the algorithm is not sensitive to the set of values of the new parameters introduced for this particular problem. When the parameters are fine-tuned, the algorithm is always able to find the optimal solution for instances BACP8 and BACP10, whereas for instance BACP12, the algorithm

Figure 1 Solution improvement over time for different algorithm executions in the case of BACP8
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finds solutions that are for 6% worse than the optimal solution.

Since for more complex problems, such as instance BACP12, the algorithm seems to get caught in local optima, as part of future work, it would be interesting to investigate other variants of the swap and shift operators, such as for example swapping one course with a set of other courses, or shifting a set of courses from one period to another one. In addition, it could be worthwhile developing new mutation operators, such as for example a rotation operator, which could for instance, select a number of courses from distinct periods and rotate them based on the their actual placements in the periods.
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Abstract—The prediction of protein secondary structure is the method of finding the way in which an amino acid sequence causes the protein structure to fold and bend into \textit{alpha helices}, \textit{beta strands} and other shapes. Until today, the problem of finding protein secondary structure is not fully resolved. Classification or clusterization based methods have an accuracy rate of circa 80 percent and they mainly work on a reduced set of shapes and folds. It is very difficult to predict how a local sequence of amino acids is going to behave and in which way it is going to affect the future of protein structure. Based upon the predicted secondary structure of the protein, the tertiary and quaternary predictions show the real nature and function of the protein as a whole. In this paper, we address the problem of the secondary structure prediction of protein and propose a new hybrid method based on the usage of multiple neural networks with the use of a consensus function and compare our approach with other efficient methods.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Bioinformatics is an important interdisciplinary field in which information technologies are used to successfully solve existing biological problems in the world today. Usually, the most accurate ways to solve these kinds of problems are through experimental methods. Some of those approaches are described in [1]–[3]. The main obstacle, which undermines the significant progress of experimental methods, is the high cost of the entire process. One of the reasons for the high cost is the high amount of pure protein required to perform experiments on, not to mention the required amount of computational power. On the other hand, information technologies are rapidly improving and spreading over various fields, which opens up the space for new approaches in solving biology problems. These kinds of approaches are typically referred to as \textit{ab initio} approaches since they usually focus on solving problems "from scratch" rather than using existing structures obtained through experimental methods. According to [4], some of those methods can achieve up to 75% to 80% accurate results, while the theoretically highest possible accuracy lies at 90%.

The problem that has proven difficult to solve efficiently is the prediction of protein structures. Predicting the protein structure and function does not solely include predicting classes and structures, but also predicting the environmental and other potential influences, protein-protein interactions etc. The problem is rather complicated to be precisely determined only with machine learning and other mathematical-based methods. However, a combination of different algorithms merged together and combined with some biology field knowledge might just give good results. This fusion of different experimental and mathematical approaches represents the domain of hybrid algorithms and it is proven to be an efficient way to improve existing algorithms.

In this paper, we focus on the improvement of the machine learning algorithms which are typically referred to as \textit{in silico} methods, especially neural network approaches. The accuracy of neural network based methods is around 60% [5] and the results largely depend on the protein that is being analyzed. We try to increase this accuracy and also overcome the large oscillations that can occur if the input datasets which contain a large number of differently structured proteins. Our focus is the identification and exact classification of the two most common secondary structural classes, \textit{alpha helices} and \textit{beta sheets} (Fig.1). Other structures that can form during the process are aggregated in the \textit{coil} class. We present a new hybrid method based on multiple neural networks combined together through a census function. The networks that compose the ensemble are trained with different parameters which are determined empirically, through analysis of benchmarking results. The local results obtained from the neural networks are analyzed and, through a majority voting process, combined into a global ensemble result. This ensures the higher consistency and accuracy of the method in comparison to the single network approach, regardless of the diversity of the input dataset. The accuracy of our method is 65% for all the datasets used.

This paper is organized as follows: Related work regarding different machine learning approaches is briefly reviewed in section II. In section III a new, neural network based, hybrid method for protein secondary structure prediction is proposed. The implementation of the proposed method and discussion of the achieved results are stated in section IV. We conclude the paper in section V with appropriate remarks.
were acquired through experimental methods, the structures available at the time. As more secondary structures statistically, one residue at a time. Those methods were also prediction methods, amino acids had been mostly observed was the fairly consistent methods for secondary structure prediction had much more example data to work with. One of the first methods also advanced in consistency and accuracy as they were implemented and elements of machine learning were observed. More advanced statistical approaches to improve drastically as higher degree interactions between elements were also constrained by the small amount of predetermined protein structures available at the time. As more secondary structures were acquired through experimental methods, the in silico methods also advanced in consistency and accuracy as they had much more example data to work with. One of the first fairly consistent methods for secondary structure prediction was the Chou-Fasman method [6] which combined different statistical and heuristic rules. The main problem with this method was the mentioned inspection of isolated amino acids in the chain which couldn’t exactly reflect the real state of the protein as a whole. This issue was resolved in the GOR [7] [8] method where the surrounding of the amino acids was also included in the secondary structure prediction.

After the initial simple approaches, the algorithms began to improve drastically as higher degree interactions between elements were observed. More advanced statistical approaches were implemented and elements of machine learning were integrated in the methods. Advanced methods make use of nearest neighbor approaches and fuzzy logic [9]–[11], hidden Markov models [12] [13], support vector machines [14] [15], neural networks etc. Today, approaches that only predict protein structure from a single organism are getting more popular since they avoid the need for generalization and therefore offer higher accuracy in prediction. One example is the specified structure protein interaction for the yeast species Saccharomyces Cerevisiae is described in [16].

One of the more interesting approaches is the usage of neural networks. The network is trained with a primary structure and the corresponding secondary structure later predicts secondary structural classes for protein with unknown secondary structure. There are many different ways to tackle the defined problem using different types of neural networks, sometimes in a combination with other algorithms as described in [17]–[20]. The deep learning algorithms are also gaining popularity as described in [21]–[24]. They emphasize the learning process of the networks and achieve more accurate results.

III. NEW HYBRID METHOD

The problem of the secondary structure prediction is one of the most challenging problems in bioinformatics. The neural networks “style” of problem solving is a one way of solving this problem. We formalize the main steps of the modeling process for our method as:

(A) Window length selection
(B) Binarization of inputs and outputs
(C) Construction of the neural network as a classifier
(D) Ensemble construction

The first two steps offer a detailed description of the data preparation process with focus on the inclusion of the immediate surroundings of each residue. After the input and output data format is established, available datasets are pre-processed and divided into appropriate training, validation and test sets. The main contribution of our method is in the next two steps, where we introduce network selection and ensemble construction. Based on achieved results for different parameters, the best performing networks are chosen and a diversified ensemble is constructed. The voting process which unifies single neural network results is implemented. In the end, a series of tests containing data from different datasets than the ones used in the training process are carried out to measure performance of the algorithm. The next subsections offer detailed description of all individual steps of the process.

A. Window Length Selection

Looking at a single amino acids individually does not get good results. The interaction between residues in the chain needs to be preserved in some way. For example, if the window size is 11 and an amino acid at the $n^{th}$ position in the chain is in focus, elements at positions $\{n-5, ..., n, ..., n+5\}$ also need to be taken into consideration as depicted in Fig. 2. In [25], it is shown that there are many factors in successfully determining the optimal window size, but it largely depends on the protein in focus. Many protein secondary structures depend on factors such as hydrophobicity, motifs, b-factors etc. and that makes it difficult to find the general optimal sliding window size for all the protein in existence. For example, the transmembrane proteins have the average of one transmembrane alpha helix spanning through the membrane so the optimal size should be around 20 residues. The only way to determine the optimal window size is empirical and thus multiple neural networks with different windows must be constructed, trained and evaluated.

Fig. 2: Sliding window size.

B. Binarization of Inputs and Outputs

The string representation of the amino acid chain is simple for people to understand, but difficult for machines to process. Because of that, we need a fitting transformation of the input in order to model a neural network and gain efficiency in terms of
This indicates that the input needs to be at least a 20xn matrix where m is the number of amino acids in the chain. Because of the sliding window size that needs to be incorporated into the input, the matrix also needs to have n residues on each side of the current amino acids. Therefore, the final input matrix needs to be a (20*ws)xmn matrix where ws represents the sliding window size. For example, if we use a window with a size of 17, the final input matrix will be 340x(n−16). The 16 elements that are subtracted are the first and last 8 elements of the amino acid sequence, that are ignored because the window size can be applied only at the 9th position. That leads to the conclusion that some of the elements of the primary structure will not be included in the prediction of the secondary structure which is one of the disadvantages of this surrounding-inclusive approach. The input data has grown in dimensionality since it went from a simple string to a fairly big matrix but in this format it is much easier for the computers to process and also an excellent fit for the input of a neural network.

The same principle of binarization can also be applied for the output. The main difference is that there are only three classes to represent. The alpha helix labeled A, the beta sheet labeled B and the coil labeled C.

\[
\text{bout}(c) = \begin{cases} 
[1 \ 0 \ 0]^T & \text{if } c \text{ is alpha helix} \\
[0 \ 1 \ 0]^T & \text{if } c \text{ is beta strand} \\
[0 \ 0 \ 1]^T & \text{if } c \text{ is coil}
\end{cases}
\]

The c represents the resulting structural class, and \(\text{bout}(c)\) represents the output binarization function which translates the three structural classes from the string into the binary format.

C. Construction of the Neural Network

Multilayer feed-forward neural networks with backpropagation learning algorithm are suitable for advanced classification problems [26] as the one that is being treated in this paper.

1) Neural Network Architecture: In a feed-forward network the output of a node y is described as a function of the input x. The input to a given node is a sum of previous nodes and their associated weights:

\[
X = \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i w_i
\]

where n is the number of neurons and \(w_i\) is the associated weight. This value is then passed through a sigmoid activation function:

\[
\text{Y}_{\text{sigmoid}} = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-X}}
\]

which guarantees that the neuron output is bounded between 0 and 1. If we consider equation (1), the activation of the nodes \(y_i\) can be defined as:

\[
y_i = f_i(X) = f_i(\sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i w_i)
\]

For any dataset given as input and the corresponding weights, there is a certain error measured by an error function. Since the backpropagation learning rule is applied, there are two contrary directions of information flowing across the network. Input signals \((x_1, x_2, ..., x_n)\) are propagated from the left to right and the error signals \((e_1, e_2, ..., e_n)\) from right to left. Error signals are calculated for the output of each neuron and the general error function for one epoch is defined as the sum of the squares of the differences between all target node outputs and actual node outputs:

\[
E_p = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{n}(t_{jn} - w_{jn})^2
\]

where \(t_{jn}\) is the target activation value for the node n and p marks the current epoch. Given the equation (4), the networks overall error is simply calculated by summing all of the \(E_p\) values for a given set of training patterns. The respective formula and the standardized version, the MSE (abbr. Mean Squared Error) equation are shown below.

\[
E = \sum_{p} E_p = \sum_{p} (t_{jn} - w_{jn})^2
\]

\[
\text{MSE} = \frac{1}{2PN} \sum_{p} (t_{jn} - w_{jn})^2
\]

The MSE shows the difference between the correct output and what’s estimated. Since the algorithm uses the backpropagation learning rule, which is based on the Widrow-Hoff delta learning rule, the main goal is to adjust the neural network parameters in a way that the MSE is minimized below a certain threshold. As that is not always bound to happen, an additional maximum epoch number is given after which the algorithm terminates regardless of the current MSE value.
2) Important Parameters of the Neural Network: One of the important factors in this algorithm is the configuration of the parameters that suits the secondary structure prediction problem. Three neurons make up the initial hidden layer. By increasing this number, more accurate results can be achieved, but there is also the risk of overfitting. The neural network can get too adapted to the training data and try to memorize the previous examples instead of learning how to generalize and adapt its structure to successfully solve unknown structures that show up as the input after training ends. All the different layers and the previously described backpropagation learning flow of data inside a neural network is depicted in Fig 3.

![Fig. 3: Neural network architecture and data flow.](image)

For the training of the networks in the ensemble the Rost-Sander RS121 [27] and the FC699 datasets [28] are used, since they contain a wide range of different protein primary structures and their corresponding secondary structures. This makes the selection of datasets justifiable for the initial training. Through the k-fold cross-validation method of determining training, validation and test sets, the individual datasets are split and translated into the correct input matrix format with a split ratio of 70-15-15 for all the sets, respectively. Other parameters that have a significant impact on the networks performance are also: the training algorithm, number of neurons in the hidden layer, number of input vectors etc.

D. Construction of the Ensemble

The idea of creating a learning ensemble is relatively simple. Since the neural network largely depends on the quality and diversity of the input data, it cannot provide the correct prediction all the time. This is especially true within the structure prediction problem since a wide range of protein families exists. That is why multiple networks are created and their results are combined through one of the consensus methods. Individual networks can have different architectures, different number of neurons in their layers, different window sizes etc. The important aspect is that the output is one of the structural classes. In this way, if \( H_n \) is the hypothesis space of one of the ensemble members, multiple hypothesis spaces narrow down the possible solution space with their intersections as depicted in Fig. 4. This limits the search space for the optimal solution marked as \( h_{best} \). Thus, the best classification rule is constructed through approximation of multiple classification rules. One important factor is the aggregation of multiple outputs. There are many different approaches, however in this paper we used majority voting method to determine the final output. If one or two networks fail to correctly classify a structural class, other networks with correct predictions can override the bad result. It all depends on the way other networks are constructed and trained. Therefore, the entire ensemble will give incorrect results only if the majority of the networks fails to identify the correct structural class. The ensemble approach in our method can add some additional security to the classification that is sometimes needed to provide satisfactory results.

The complete pseudo code for our hybrid method, based on multiple neural networks working together within an ensemble, can be formulated as in Algorithm 1. The method requires certain parameters which are usually determined empirically as described in the previous sections. The first two lines of the for loop represent on of the advantages of the method as pre-processed datasets with diversified data are given as inputs to neural networks to ensure the stability of the ensemble.

![Fig. 4: Multiple hypothesis space intersection.](image)

Algorithm 1 Hybrid Method based on an Ensemble of Multiple Artificial Neural Networks

```python
function PREDICTPROTEINSECONDARYSTRUCTURE
    Require:
    size - Size of the ensemble;
    ws - Sliding window size;
    datasets[] - Datasets used for training;
    annParameters[] - Network parameters;
    inputSequence - Amino acid chain;
    k - k-fold cross-validation parameter;
    for \( i < size; i \leftarrow i + 1 \) do
        binIn = binarizeInputs(datasets[i], ws);
        binOut = binarizeOutputs(datasets[i]);
        dataset = combine(binIn, binOut);
        [tr,te,val] = crossValidation(dataset, k);
        ann = constructANN([tr,te,val], annParameters[i]);
        results[i] = ann.predict(inputSequence);
    end for
    secondaryStructure = consensusMethod(results);
    return secondaryStructure;
```
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IV. RESULTS

The algorithm described in previous chapters was implemented in MATLAB version 8.5.0 (R2015a) using the Neural Network Toolbox. The datasets used for training were the RS121 and FC699. The dataset used for testing was a combined dataset containing parts from the 25PDB [28] and CB513 [29] datasets and other proteins and their respective secondary structures which did not occur in the training sets. The standard \( Q^3 \) or Average Percentage Accuracy method was used as the quality measurement of the results. The results that were achieved for a single neural network with different parameter combinations are listed in Table II. Throughout all runs, the highest percentage achieved is at about 61% with 10 neurons in the hidden layer and a window size of 17. It is also visible that, with these configuration parameters, the network has big oscillations, since the accuracy for window size of 3 lies little below 35%. That makes these results not trustworthy.

**TABLE II: Q3 accuracy results for a single neural network.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Train</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>[3 5 3]</th>
<th>[5 10 5]</th>
<th>[10 20 10]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>35.0%</td>
<td>57.1%</td>
<td>54.3%</td>
<td>55.3%</td>
<td>53.4%</td>
<td>53.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>38.4%</td>
<td>60.1%</td>
<td>59.7%</td>
<td>56.3%</td>
<td>54.9%</td>
<td>59.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>60.2%</td>
<td>61.6%</td>
<td>62.3%</td>
<td>58.3%</td>
<td>52.8%</td>
<td>62.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>61.6%</td>
<td>65.1%</td>
<td>64.1%</td>
<td>47.1%</td>
<td>61.4%</td>
<td>58.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>64.8%</td>
<td>58.5%</td>
<td>65.6%</td>
<td>46.6%</td>
<td>46.7%</td>
<td>59.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the measurements, the best and most consistent results are achieved with a window size of 17 and 20 neurons in the hidden layer. If Table II is translated into a percentage bar chart for the most successful parameter configurations, the correlation between the window size and the prediction accuracy becomes visible. That leads to the conclusion that the optimal empirical values for the window size are between 17 and 20, depending on the protein structure.

These results show that the isolated neural network performance possibilities lie at around 60% as shown in Fig. 5. Of course, these numbers can be increased by implementing some advanced network improvements as mentioned in Section II, but in this paper we focus is on the ensemble and integration of methods. The described ensemble method is tested by executing 20 runs with 20 different test sets than the ones used to train the neural networks. The results achieved through the whole process of testing the proposed method are as shown in Table III. The highest and lowest accuracy is also marked.

The average accuracy lies at approximately 65.3% which shows the improvement made by simply combining differentiated neural networks together. If the datasets that caused the two best, two worst and a near-average performance in the ensemble are given as input in a single neural network and Naive Bayes classifier, a good accuracy comparison can be made. As depicted in Fig. 6, the proposed hybrid method solves the structural classification much more efficiently than the single neural network approaches and the common classification methods such as the Naive Bayes classifier [30]. That is to be expected because of the lack of diversity in network training and the previously described problems with purely statistical approaches cannot cover all the processes within the secondary structure formation process.

**TABLE III: Q3 accuracy results for a network ensemble.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>[3 5 3]</th>
<th>[5 10 5]</th>
<th>[10 20 10]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>34.8%</td>
<td>55.8%</td>
<td>52.8%</td>
<td>52.9%</td>
<td>52.3%</td>
<td>54.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>56.9%</td>
<td>58.8%</td>
<td>59.2%</td>
<td>53.9%</td>
<td>52.6%</td>
<td>55.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>57.1%</td>
<td>59.5%</td>
<td>60.1%</td>
<td>55.4%</td>
<td>55.0%</td>
<td>60.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>61.0%</td>
<td>59.8%</td>
<td>60.3%</td>
<td>47.9%</td>
<td>56.3%</td>
<td>59.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>59.8%</td>
<td>57.1%</td>
<td>59.1%</td>
<td>46.8%</td>
<td>48.9%</td>
<td>56.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is also worth noting that the isolated neural networks work well under the additional pressure of differentiating datasets. That means that, for all the individual neural networks, a good parameter configuration is chosen and that the networks are capable of good generalization. The common problems that can arise, such as overfitting and underfitting, are thereby successfully avoided.
V. CONCLUSION

The search for a universal algorithm for the protein secondary structure prediction is not an easy problem to solve. However, in this paper, a hybrid, multiple neural network ensemble approach is proposed which shows promising results of improving the accuracy of existing algorithms. Through a simple aggregation of different prediction methods, this approach narrows down the possible hypothesis space in which the optimal solution is located and therefore increases the time that is needed to find the optimal solution. That also makes it more likely that the optimal solution will be found, i.e. that the MSE parameter will drop down below the given accuracy threshold within the set number of epochs.

The proposed method, based on multiple differently trained neural networks achieves around 65% accuracy of successfully predicted secondary structures. The final evaluation was based upon creations of different smaller datasets partially derived from the 25PDB and CB513 datasets and other protein structures gathered for the purpose of testing. The input data was formed by combining data from different sources, which proves that our method, along with the accuracy increase, is stable in prediction of diverse protein structures. Since the accuracy of methods based solely on neural networks lies around 60% [5], and those methods can have oscillations for differently structured protein than those used for training, our proposed method is suitable for classification of protein secondary structures. Also, it offers a good example on how to combine different methods and, more importantly, how to properly train and incorporate these elements into a bigger, more advanced algorithm for secondary structure prediction.
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Abstract - Cerebellar Model Articulation Controller (CMAC) is type of neural network inspired from part of the brain named cerebellum. It has long history in control applications, in simulated or in real-time implementations. MATLAB/Simulink is used for rapid building of CMAC neural network controller prototypes than can run in real-time. To run the controller in the same personal computer, QuaRC is used as real-time operating system that will execute controller task along Windows operating system. Hardware-in-the-loop architecture was used to test CMAC controller in real ball-and-beam physical plant from Quanser. Library of developed Simulink functional blocks enable easy exploration of different structural aspects of CMAC neural network controller, including selection of receptive field types, receptive field widths, Albus overlays, and fully interconnected multi-dimensional receptive fields. Same CMAC controller can be used also for controlling model of the plant, which can serve as means for controller to acquire knowledge before operating with real plant. CMAC controller learned to control the plant, and progressively became main control signal generator, while control signal from primary proportional-derivative controller almost vanished. Developed library can serve as easy startup for working with CMAC networks also for other types of applications.

I. INTRODUCTION

All technical systems that are built to serve in fulfillment of some intended functional behavior that can be described with desired output quantities. Some of these quantities can be requested to maintain constant value, while for others may be requested to follow some time trajectories. To achieve acceptable performances plant must be driven with proper command inputs. But the trivial cases, complexity of these commands necessitates appending the plants with other functional blocks that in a concerted ways will generate them in an automated fashion without permanent human intervention. These functional blocks are generally named as controller [1]. Designing and building proper controller for desired certain plant and desired reference behavior is main task of automatic control.

Most widespread type of controller in use is PID (proportional-integral-derivative) controller [2], where not all of three types of action must be present, resulting in different versions of the controller, like P, PI, PD. For plants with more complex dynamics PID controller will not be able to achieve satisfying performance. Many other types of the controllers have been devised to aid in this task. One family of these controllers tries to emulate some working principles of animal's nervous system, named neural network controllers [3]. In general, even they were inspired from real neurons and neural systems, they evolved as a separate family of controllers with many functional variations, not necessarily biologically based or not yet proven they exist. An attractive feature of neural network controllers is ability of learning [4] control task from past and present information they get from inputs of the plant to be controlled and from outputs they generate to act on that system. This contrasts with rigid structure of classical PID controller that can not give long run satisfactory performance, without retuning [5], when system parameters or working conditions change.

One practical and safe way for testing new controllers is by simulations. Usual simulations will require also the model for plant to be controlled [6]. Accuracy of plant model will influence the final results of the controller, when it goes to real implementation and gets installed to work with real plant. To have more accurate and realistic data, especially the one related to timing aspects of controller action, simulation can be made to interact with real plant. In this case controller will be "built" in the simulation environment, with all commodities that it offers, but simulation runs will happen in real-time interacting with real plant to better emulate real working conditions. In cases when using real plant could be very costly, or dangerous to use, hardware plant simulators [7], [8] can be used. These would provide similar interface as the real plant has, and from controller point of view it would behave like real one. Since most control structures form a closed loop including controller and plant, this technique of simulation is termed hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) [9], and is used for rapid prototyping of some functional part of bigger system [10], [11], controller in this case, like in [11]-[13].

Neural network controller that has long history in control applications, in simulated or in real-time
implementations is the one inspired from part of the brain named cerebellum [14], with resulting Cerebellar Model Articulation Controller (CMAC) [15]. Processing of information on layers of the cerebellum and development of corresponding Simulink models are shortly described in Section II. Results of simulations with ball-and-beam plant model and with HIL simulations with real plant are contained in Section III. Paper in the end concludes with Section IV.

II. CMAC SIMULINK MODEL

Since it was introduced CMAC [15] was attractive for real time applications, as a consequence of simple logical operations needed for implementation. It enabled very modest microcomputer systems to handle all computations for real time operation [16]. To experiment with different CMAC configurations and performance on different plants, availability of the model for more general tools would ease analysis and design process. MATLAB is powerful tool for numerical computing that enables graphical programming in common form of block diagram through tightly integrated Simulink environment. It enables automatic generation of C source code that can be targeted to wide range of hardware platforms for operation in real time. With additional real-time operating system, like QuaRC from Quanser, models can be run in real-time on platforms with Windows operating systems, including the same platform where MATLAB/Simulink is running.

Simulink CMAC model generation can follow several approaches. Authors of [17] used MATLAB S-function implementation that can be included in models developed in Simulink. Approach of this paper is to preserve visual layered structure, and in same time to leave open possibilities of customizing final structure, in creating averaged cerebellar structures, like standard CMAC [15] or Cerebellar elementary Processing Unit (CePU) [18].

A. CMAC Mossy Fiber Input

Information carried by mossy fibers, during most of the simulations, usually is in form of receptive fields (population code). On the other side, standard form of information in other parts of the system is in form of continuous values lying in a specified range (rate code). Blocks of this layer will convert rate coded signals to population coded signals, with specified bases function for receptive fields. First three rows of Simulink block library, Fig. 1, show blocks for generation of mossy fiber input. First three rows of Simulink block library, Fig. 1, show blocks for generation of mossy fiber input, with multiplication operation, from inputs x1 to x4. Unused input dimensions should be tied to constant 1. Standard CMAC [15] will use this block. Second one corresponds to CePU model [18], and will create multidimensional receptive fields, from inputs mf1 to mf4, modulated with mf_ldt rate coded input. PC block models Purkinje cell with synapses if makes with parallel fibers, represented with weights. CF input represents climbing fiber input, and guides learning. It is assumed that CF input carries error information. DCN block models deep cerebellar nuclei as simple summation of inputs.

B. CMAC Granule Cell Layer

This layer will create multidimensional receptive fields from (assumed) one-dimensional receptive fields of several dimensions. Most of the granule cells have 4 dendrites that receive information from mossy fibers. We assume that idealized elementary granule cell-Golgi cell processing circuit (GrC-GoC) [18] is a group of several thousand granule cells, inhibited from same Golgi cell, [14] that receive information from up to four groups of population coded mossy fibers, corresponding up to 4-dimensional input space. Bottom two rows of library contain two blocks that perform function of this layer, 4D_BF and GrC-GoC blocks. First one will create standard up to four dimensional receptive fields, with multiplication operation, from inputs x1 to x4. Unused input dimensions should be tied to constant 1. Standard CMAC [15] will use this block. Second one corresponds to CePU model [18], and will create multidimensional receptive fields, from inputs mf1 to mf4, modulated with mf_ldt rate coded input.

C. CMAC Purkinje Cell Layer

Single Purkinje cell with synapses it makes with parallel fibers is part of this layer, PC block of library in Fig. 1. Purkinje cells in CMAC model are modeled as simple perceptron with adjustable weights. Block has PF input that mimics Purkinje cell inputs from parallel fibers. Other input, CF, matches climbing fiber input to Purkinje cell and will guide learning. Usual assumption is that CF input carries error information. Initial values for weights are set with input w0, whereas w output will show current weight values. Output PCaxon of this block is in the same time output of standard CMAC model Mask of the block can be used to set learning rate and update period.
D. CMAC Deep Cerebellar Nuclei

In standard model of the CMAC deep cerebellar nuclei are not modeled. Every output would have one Purkinje cell model. In current version, block DCN of library in Fig. 1, model will be simple summation of all signals in the incoming vector, usually outputs from several Purkinje cells, inputs from some set of mossy fibers, and from some climbing fibers, inputs PC, mf, and cf respectively.

III. SIMULATIONS AND RAPID PROTOTYPING WITH CMAC

Inclusion of the neural controllers as part of the general control system usually goes jointly with some form of conventional controller [20], but it can be used also as a standalone controller [21]. Neural controller will acquire knowledge about the system to control during learning or training phase. This phase can be accomplished off-line or on-line. When on-line mode is used, it can last some time and then stop, or if can be active all the time adapting itself to possible changes of plant behavior. Different types of neural network manifest quite different behavior at different phases of their operation, during initial, during, or after learning [22], i.e. influence that "fresh" network has on system behavior, how fast it gains knowledge during learning phase where learned and adaptive behavior are intertwined, and final quality of learning when learning stops. Conventional controller used along neural one is some version of PID family of controllers [2].

Figure 2 show diagram for building of full overlaid CMAC and for CMAC with Albus overlays from library blocks. When building Albus CMAC, receptive fields of the same layer should not overlap, achieved by proper parameters of corresponding blocks, blocks with names starting with lL_TBF_Width. According to signal dimensions from figure, number of receptive fields for each dimension of each layer is 26. Number of two-dimensional receptive fields on each layer is 26*26=676. Total number of two-dimensional 4-quanta wide receptive fields for this 4-layer CMAC is 4*676=2704. Same resolution with full overlaid CMAC would have (4*26)*(4*26)=104*104=10816 two-dimensional receptive fields. Block implementation is meant to correspond directly to defining equations, for easy understanding and building different models that mimic connections in real biological version of the cerebellum. This has consequences in calculation time, and directly influencing size of CMAC that can be used during HIL simulation. QuaRC will report error if calculation time exceeds fundamental sample time selected for simulation. Size of the CMAC is not limited for offline simulations, but it will directly influence simulation speed.

CMAC was used as secondary controller along PD primary controller for position of the ball, in cascade control structure of Quanser the SRV02 Ball and Beam plant. Used CMAC had two dimensions, ball position error and ball speed error. These same signals usually serve as input to standalone fuzzy controllers [21]. Output of PD controller was used by Purkinje cell during learning. Fig. 3a shows connection of the CMAC controller. Iside this block is subsystem from Fig. 2a.

Figure 2. Diagrams for realization of Simulink CMAC models from library blocks: a) full overlaid model, b) Albus overlaid with 4 layers. Only part from rate coded inputs up to parallel fibers is shown. Model around Purkinje cell is the same for both models. Part with matrix viewer and reshape blocks is used only for offline simulations. Switches are used to select mode of operation: Learning On/Off and Dead Zone On/Off, respectively.

Testing was done with sinusoidal reference signal. First 50 seconds are controlled with PD controller alone. From Fig. 3c we see that control signal from CMAC is zero (red, thick solid line). When CMAC starts learning error drops considerably, traces on Fig. 3b, caused by CMAC taking main control, followed by reduction of control from PD, Fig. 3c. Color map of the weight space for this simulation and one with step reference are given in Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b, correspondingly. Number of the receptive fields for second case was 101 for each dimension was 8-quanta wide.

Any simulation CMAC model that is build can be compiled and run in real-time with QuaRC, if hardware platform can handle all processing timely. All we have to do is change simulated plant with interface to physically real plant (or physical model of real plant), under condition that interface signal are of the same type and range. Quanser provides simulated plant and interface to physically real SRV02 Ball and Beam plant. Behavior of physical plant under sinusoidal or triangle reference signal was very different, with unpredictable sticks [23] and jumps. This can be caused by not modeled dynamic effects, and by limits of control components. To control sinusoidal 5 cm reference signal, amplitude of reference angle to inner control loop is only $\pm 2^\circ$. Gear backlash under this condition can easily deform final behavior. Looking to components of control part of the problem, simulated control voltage that will drive motor for this...
control voltage swings between about 0 to 12 mV, where only 1 quantum is used for both positive and negative side, number of quanta would come close to that provided by 12-bit digital-to-analog converter resolution of control board, 3333 vs. 4096. Under this conditions CMAC controller in most of cases, if some dead-zone for error was not set, it came to the solution with high oscillatory motion around reference path, which in some form solves stiction problem, thought not the desirable one. Same can happen with simulated plant with no dead-zone in learning. Situation is more favorable with square wave condition is only ±0.12 mV, where much approximation capabilities for that specific type of fuzzy control is to hold at constant level activities of edge receptive fields. Receptive fields of same type were used through this paper, where half of total activity on active receptive fields can be used for purpose of position and width adaption of same. As desirable value of total activity would be normalized value equal to 1. For generation of Fig. 5 scope block provided by Quanser (Time Figure) was used, that can show whole range in same plot during real-time HIL simulation. Two first periods of the simulation in Fig. 5 are controlled with PD controller alone. For time after 40 second CMAC learning is on and contributes to control process. We notice dampening of oscillation after jump change in the reference input. Initial overshoots did not change considerably. Most of behavior is preserved after switching learning off, signifying that CMAC has acquired knowledge for controlled plant. For lower values of learning rate, set from mask of Purkinje cell block, speed of learning is proportional learning rate parameter value. When values become larger control action of CMAC can contain considerable amount of adaptive behavior and less learned one. At these conditions, control can be with small errors during learning on phase, but it can increase significantly when learning is switched off. CMAC neural controllers are in good position of fast learning and preserving knowledge [22], if high values of learning rates are avoided and with structure of design that suits to the problem it will control for best generalization capabilities [18]. Not every problem can be solved efficiently with same uniform type of network; even thought approximation capabilities for that specific type of
neural network are proved to be general. Specific structure can lead to much simpler network, with much better generalization. Brain that served as inspiration and still inspires can serve as an example, by having different structures at specific part of it, presumably serving different purposes.

Same library can be used for any type of target selected for development, and for more intensive computations stand-alone target can be used, where pure hardware based implementations with complex programmable devices, like field programmable generic arrays (FPGA), would offer superior performance. Initial tries for preserving block based building, by performing operations on specific limited group that would correspond to active receptive fields did not provide significant improvement in performance. It may be that selection process takes about same time as for operation being performed uniformly on all receptive fields. The reason behind can be to optimized structure of MATLAB and Simulink for working with vectors and matrices. At this stage simplicity of structure was favored, with possibility of building general neural networks with biological similarity, and more specifically cerebellar structures, but with non-spiking averaged signals.

IV. CONCLUSION

Cerebellum was an inspiration from the time that its neuronal circuit was constructed [24], [25]. Initially thought uniform structure inspired theories of cerebellar functioning, and models that would be used for solving problem of coordinated motion, as one of main functions that was thought to be carried by cerebellum. Modern view of possible functions where cerebellum is involved is very broad, up to cognition and emotion.

To be able to develop behavioral models of the cerebellum that would follow some functionally specific group of neuronal circuit, library of functional blocks with models of specific cerebellar structures was developed. Library includes blocks that provide interface to real signals, and converts them in appropriate form to provide compatible inputs to the cerebellar model. Development had in mind to use same development environment for practical control applications, with simulated and real physical plants. This objective is achieved with library of block developed in Simulink, and same can be used in real-time applications through QuaRC. Library blocks were used to build Cerebellar Model Articulation Controllers (CMAC) with full or with Albus overlays. They were used in simulation with simulated and real Quanser SRV02 Ball and Beam plant. Results with simulated plant proved effectiveness and flexibility of the different CMAC models built with library blocks, and proved good learning abilities. During simulations with physical plant, nonlinearities that were not modeled in simulated plant, like static friction and backlash, generated very “fuzzy” signals that necessitate different approach for interfacing them to CMAC. Parts where signals are of comparable quality to simulated one, like in the inner position control loop of cascaded control strategy, results were similar.
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Abstract - One can evidence an increased and complex dynamic in the today’s society in terms of technology that is being used, amounts of data that are being collected and processed by computers, and the resulting information overloads. The main challenge is how to address such a change with regard to the design of information systems and how those information systems are aligned with the change in human behaviour. This paper aims to address the issue of designing information systems that support Science 2.0 – a new phenomenon of interrelated sociotechnical interactions in which communication is the heart of science and the environment that enables critiquing, suggesting and sharing ideas and data in real time with almost no costs. This paper underlines problems related to the institutionalisation of knowledge transfer and its weaknesses. It also pinpoints John Dewey’s primary and secondary experience as a point of departure which provides theories, theoretical frameworks and models such as information behaviour, documents and communities of action, the quadruple Helix model, activity theory, evolutionary learning and knowledge sharing communities. All these can be utilised for designing adaptive information systems that support better knowledge transfer.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Humanity evidences major social, technological, economic and cultural transformations producing a new kind of society: network society [1]. Such an environment is described as turbulent, and is more complex, with higher uncertainty and with more interdependence.

In such contextual turbulent environment, technocratic bureaucracies, with its mechanical authoritarian control structure of the organisational form, cannot absorb or reduce such environmental turbulence. The absorption and reduction are necessary, opening the way to a viable human future [2].

Information systems can be understood as the “extension of meaningful engagement practice through mediating and organising social interactions” [3].

Empirical evidence of such a proposition can be found in a recent massive-scale experiment on Facebook users in which the emotional state of the user changed accordingly to the amount of positive or negative content in their news feed placed without their acknowledgment [4]. Besides emotions, patterns of the information system use can configure cognition and behaviour of a user in the process of accomplishing work-related tasks [5].

It is also important to discuss how new principles of information system design will succeed in overcoming separation between technology, work and organization.

If an information system consists of social, technological and informational components, which are not separate but interrelated [6], and the social component of such a system changes according to patterns of behaviour, whereas there is an inherent inseparability between the technical and the social [7], can we search for causality between those patterns and adaptiveness of the information technology?

Human and material agencies are shared building blocks of routines and technologies, but by being isolated, neither of them (human or material agencies) are important. Namely, what is essential is the moment when they become imbricated, i.e. interlocked in a particular sequence, and as a whole they produce, sustain, or change routines and technologies [8]. To observe this phenomenon and to find an answer to the aforementioned question, the particular sequence of the relationship between human and material agencies, the inherent inseparability between the technical and the social, and the complexity of real situations should be examined, rather than analysing separate aspects [9].

II. SCIENCE 2.0 AS A SOCIO-TECHNICAL SYSTEM

In a recent proposal for development of science based on socio-technical progress, the term Science 2.0 emerged as a new phenomenon of interrelated socio-technical interactions, claiming that socio-technical systems are best studied at scale, in the real world, by rigorous observation, carefully chosen interventions and ambitious data collections [10]. In such an environment, which is fruitful for critiquing, suggesting, sharing ideas and data,
communication is the heart of science, the most powerful tool ever invented for correcting errors, building on colleagues’ work and fashioning new knowledge [11].

To understand technology in society, we have to treat it as an action system, where its subfunctions could be performed by humans or technical objects (human or material agencies) acting as subsystems. This allows us to transform the abstract action system into a socio-technical system by conceiving an object for every suitable acting function and by integrating them into the human acting or working relations [9].

Software to be run on such a socio-technical system must be able to sense, interpret and respond [12] to patterns of system behaviour that emerge according to internal system properties or reflections to the environment.

III. SECONDARY EXPERIENCE RESEARCH

The aim of this research is to investigate and eventually enable the exchange and (re)use of scientific papers created on the universities in the Danube region with their wider external environment including public, private and non-governmental organisations.

Scientists working at the universities publish scientific papers and get the papers’ reflection according to the usage of the outside environment including public, private and non-governmental organisations. The main research question is, can we build an artefact in form of an information system that supports such an exchange and reflection?

In a critical review of the literature related to university governance of knowledge transfer, institutionalisation of linkage between universities and industry is defined as a new phenomenon, underlying various forms of knowledge transfer activities, ranging from collaborative research projects involving universities and companies (e.g. research contracts), intellectual property rights and spin-offs, labour and student mobility, consultancy etc., as well as “soft” forms of knowledge transfer, such as attendance at conferences and creation of electronic networks.

Universities’ governance of knowledge transfer applies only to research contracts, intellectual property rights and spin-offs, but most university knowledge is transferred via traditional channels such as personnel exchanges, publishing, consulting and conferences. However, these types of knowledge transfer activities have not been institutionalised and little attention has been paid to their management and governance [13]. We believe that an intervention into this area by designing an adaptive information system could extend the capabilities of human and material agencies.

As a starting point for the conceptualisation of our research, we use primary and secondary experience proposed by John Dewey. The primary experience is the one with “minimum of incidental reflection”, while secondary experience is described as “what is experienced in consequence of continued and regulated reflective inquiry... experienced only because of the intervention of systematic thinking”. Dewey contrasted two different kinds of experience, primary and secondary, proposing that objects in secondary experience “get the meaning contained in a whole system of related objects; they are rendered continuous with the rest of nature and take on the import of the things they are now seen to be continuous with” [14].

To successfully transfer knowledge an information system is needed that supports better exchange of scientific papers between the academia and the environment, but which also enables acquiring feedback based on reflections from the environment.

In our view, the primary object in designing an information system is the one in which the observed object is excluded from the context with other objects, while secondary objects are those objects which are observed as a part of the higher-level system, consisting of the object itself and its relationships and behaviour in interaction with other related objects. Such a higher-level system includes an information system itself, but also its users and their information behaviour observed as a whole.

To design such an information system, we have to understand the information behaviour in socio-technical systems consisting of technologies that support the interaction between scientists, organisations they are working for, and published papers. The environment consists of public, private and non-governmental organisations.

Those three sectors together with the academic actors create a Quad Model [15] or Quadruple Helix [16] creating a framework for EU Digital Agenda for Europe in which government, industry, academia and civil participants work together [17].

To do so we have to extend our research not only to the design of the information system, but also towards the information behaviour research in such a socio-technical system.

We have to research what type of information resource (e.g. abstract, full paper etc.), and what type of media (e.g. scientific journal, conference proceedings, web pages etc.), are being utilised, but also what are the patterns of information seeking behaviour in the process of accessing information resources.

Those three research variables (type of information resources, type of communication channels and information seeking patterns) will provide us with insight into the phenomena of impact and usage of already published scientific papers by their environment (public, private and NGO). Such an insight is essential for the design of such an artefact, i.e. information system.

Another research inquiry is the area of interaction, or precisely speaking, what are the motivation drivers and factors that influence the interaction between scientists and their environment. If we understand the motivation drivers and factors that influence interaction, we can implement them into the design of an information system.

But we cannot know the effect of such functions in the information system, unless we incorporate them and put them into use.
IV. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND OF RESEARCH

Main theoretical background of this research is in the Activity theory [18], describing the three-way relationship between a person (the subject), an object, to which an activity is directed, and the tools or instruments used in the activity. A further theoretical extension is in different models of information behaviour [19], which will provide us with the framework for collecting data about the usage of already published scientific papers existing in the area of interaction between universities, public, private and NGO organisations.

In our research we will use the Documents of Action concept [20], which gives us an analytical framework to analyse usage, interaction and co-operations around already published scientific papers. Another theoretical concept used in this research is Evolutionary Learning [21], suggesting that sustainability requires collaboration among governments, businesses and civil society.

A clear distinction was made between growth, development and evolution, where growth is the increase in size or quantity, development is an amelioration of conditions or quality, and evolution is a tendency towards greater structural complexity and organisational simplicity, more efficient modes of operation and greater dynamic harmony.

Another theoretical contribution to this research is based on knowledge sharing communities [22] and communities of action [23] providing us with detailed frameworks for an information system functionality that supports both, social and technical, aspects of information behaviour.

Also different social cybernetic concepts about self-organisation, self-reference, self-steering, autocatalysis and cross-catalysis and autopoesis [24] will be used in researching feedback between the information system and its users. This proposed research also contributes to the discipline of information system design science [25-27] and contributes to the extended definition of the information system, seen as an artefact which consists of information, social and technical elements, creating a whole which is greater than the sum of its parts [6].

Two papers have already been published with regard to this very particular research – one paper dealing with the possibilities of developing an information system based on the recognition of usage patterns [28]. In another paper, the authors provided an overview of the scientific communications models that are present for the last 50 years and suggested a synthesised model [29].

V. CONCLUSION

We evidence a trend of blurring the line between technological and social in information system research, moving the focus from deterministic to more casual logic in their design. Main aim of our research is to search for feedback from users’ socio-cognitive behaviour that could be used as a signal that triggers information system adaption.

One of the theoretical fields we are currently exploring is information behaviour, which results in patterns of that behaviour. As the dynamic of patterns is observable by a machine, we believe that there is a possibility to use this signal to automatically (or semi-automatically) trigger restructuring of the information system, to generate new functions to support existing and create new information system goals.

We perceive an information system as a system consisting of informational, social and technological components acting as a whole, and that is aligned with findings from related theoretical and empirical studies presented in this paper.

Those components interact between each other and such an interaction, which is not only deterministic but casual, could provide fundamentals for adaptive information systems which evolve along their usage. Researching interaction around scientific papers by universities, public, private and non-governmental organisations could provide us with valuable information on where and how to intervene in such a system.

Building an artefact in form of an information system for the purpose of the research could provide us with empirical insights which of the interventions and interactions give optimal results in terms of information system performance.

For example, if we knew what types of documents have the most impact on the environment and trigger the cognitive, communicative and co-operation processes [30] (with public, private, non-governmental organisations), we could further design amplification towards this area of the system which could then produce change in dynamics of information behaviour and related patterns.

New patterns will open up new areas of research interests, which then again could be amplified or attenuated. In that way we could design feedback loops in the information system which could enable deterministic but also casual properties.
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Abstract — Captology is an acronym, derived from Computer As Persuasive TechnOLOGY, where the instance persuasive, (lat. persuasibilitas - enticing), refers to the convincing persuasion caused by computer technology. Transitive and interactive technologies as intelligent systems, have imposed, by their persuasiveness, "the cult of information", after which the information became type of goods that as utilitarian resource need to be quickly and efficiently exploited. Such widely accepted fact resulted as hype, presenting perspective that approach to large amount of information and faster "digestion" of their content and sense will enable users to quickly get desired knowledge. Intelligent systems are ubiquitous in almost all segments of society and life, although there are no relevant researches to confirm the claims of all their acceptability. The paper presents the results of research and testing processes of computer persuasion to show that its success is primarily dependent on its factors. The design for "cloud work", interactive computer programs, web, desktop and other factors directly affect the user, and its attitudes, beliefs, learning and behavior. That impact can be positive or negative.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Studies have shown that artificial intelligence, (AI), contributes to development of the human mind, through its products, "smart" creations, [1]. Researches of AI from the very beginning of its recognition, (the end of 40-ies of the last century), had a much more complex relationship to philosophical researches related to the science, all to find the methodological guidelines and practical tools for self-analysis and synthesis, simultaneously providing a comprehensive theory of human nature, [2-9]. AI seen as a "new philosophy", but as "anti-philosophy", as well, defined the human being and its place in the universe, with a radically new empirical approach, (Herbert Simon, Alan Turing and Margaret Boden), [10-19]:

- AI with its content, goals and methods produces "smart" creations that simulate and reproduce quasi-cognitive characteristics, ( quasi-abilities), of people to reduce symbol manipulation by captological access through the application of specific formal rules.

- By symbol processing, AI emphasizes the key role of cognitive processes calculation and their criteria as crucial intellectual foundations.

- Recognition of AI within technologically-intelligent multitude related to informatics, ensured the required start for intelligence assessment beyond the conceptual point of view.

- The link established between AI and informatics is extended to engineers of knowledge, designers of creations whose successes must be judged based on their performance, regardless these processes are used by AI and whether any similarity with the corresponding human processes is found.

- "Smart" creations of AI, whether a computer program, computer itself or the intelligent system, are assessed through their activities, which are compared with the human mind.

A. The concept of expert system for processing

In technical sciences, field of computing, there is a branch of artificial intelligence. One of its products is an expert system. Model of such system is simply displayed with three components, (database, base of knowledge and inference mechanism). When the expert system is being compared with information processing type, problem solving and decision making related to human cognition and mental potential, a parallel with intuition and intelligence can be drawn, Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 - Mental competences - model of expert system

The base of knowledge is "cognitive" dependent, based on the symbolic representation and is identical to the intelligence. For the sake of purposefulness, it is necessary to undergo both databases and knowledge to the mechanism of reasoning. In the biological sense of identification with the functioning of the human brain, (way of thinking), latter suggests that the
The purposeful use of intuition and intelligence need some sort of trained strategy, (intuigence). That was confirmed through detailed studies results conducted since 2008 till today, and these findings are groundwork for this paper, [20].

II. CAPTOLOGIES - CONDUCTED RESEARCHES
A. 3P-Model of intelligent technologies and empathy

The strategy development of world computer production and sales, confirmed the promoted 3P-model, [20], (Persuasive / Permissive / Pervasive). Within this model, persuasive, (lat. persuasibilibus - enticing), is associated with convincing and suggestive influence by the intelligent system, while permissive, (compliant), is linked to the educational approach that does not require the implementation of almost any control, (the effort of meeting all wishes and requirements); and lastly, pervasive, (permeate), is associated with indicators of developmental disorders, (PDD). The common product of latter results as impact on empathy loss, in psychology described as a process of direct involvement to emotional states, opinions and behavior, as well as the ability to understand the emotions of other people, (the way they are reacting to perceived emotions). As a basic emotion, empathy is extremely important for healthy emotional and moral development. Two levels exist therein: emotional and rational, (it is possible to feel what others feel, but also understand rationally).

Apart from being partly inherited through genetics, empathy may be encouraged and learned as any other skill much needed in society. As a skill that develops, it depends on the environment in which lives. It is well known that empathetic people are more successful and happier and have more friends. Empathy is a positive emotion and it's highly advised to develop. By strengthening empathy, the connection between people strengthens and the ability of emotional tolerance is achieved.

A prerequisite for a positive impact on empathy is primarily interest in other people and sincere desire to overcome internal borders. The most difficult task herein is learning to listen others without judgment. Since the characteristic of human mind is that it constantly classifies something, defines, shares, asks - developing empathy is a very demanding task, although is one of the ways of self-development. By listening the other person, it's needed to involve parallely within its inner world and truthfully understand its point of view. If alongside listening comes words reasoning, then the subject of conversation becomes susceptible for approval or disapproval, understanding and misunderstanding, which leads to the conclusion that much other is made but mere hearing. Speech and hearing are greatly suppressed with the presence of intelligent technology. Examples of studies conducted show that speech is lost in the flood of images and messages that quickly disappear because they cannot be memorized over created archetypes, [21].

B. Persuasive addiction and the human mind

The perfidy of persuasion in the context of information treatment and understanding, comes to the fore when the relative value of each information on network, via intelligent systems, including "cloud-work", (e.g. the ubiquity of web-information), and is evaluated by two factors:

- the number of incoming links information, (page), attracted,
- the authority of the pages from which these links originate.

Studies have confirmed that this is about "third-party tools for experiments on users", [22]. Software algorithms evaluate and rank the value of all information on networks from these databases. Ever since the beginning of the new millennium so called A/B testing have been introduced. By that case, millions of users were informed about 6,000 conducted experiments annually on the search mode with 10, 20 and 30 links. Within five years, more than 450 changes are made in search algorithms and page layout. Therefore, it is not surprising fact that over 300 trials are conducted daily and about 200 signals are continuously carried out therein, all to have effect on the maintenance of "freshness" and speed of collecting, dissecting and transferring data, which is directly related to provider’s profit of information services, [23]. Although rarely mentioned, but persuasively successful, captological arsenal was discovered as:

- Cognitive biases, (from more than 170 of cognitive biases, stresses the "risk aversion in time deficit", and which is led by persuasive message),
- The weapon of persuasion, (this is a persuasive technique that rely on the "principle of scarcity" and the "theory of authority acceptance"),
- Productive laziness, (confirmed by the fact of the of the human mind laziness and skipping preferences or careless reading, which, because of persuasive guidance result in unwanted consequences),
- Fatigue of the decision, (associated with the depletion of user by persuasive excessive offers that encourage the application of the least resistance line), [24].

The human mind evolved thanks to the unfailing desire to try and change, while the desire to follow only "reliable and truthful" answers is not the case.

Brain stimulation usually happens while new situations are about to occur, such as: solving new problems, seeing new places, seeing new shows, meeting new people. A larger beneficial of eclectic energy is created due to the novelty of mental or motor stimulus, rather than when it comes as already familiar knowledge.

Although interesting insight as to when learning occurs at the cellular level of the brain, cellular learning and behavior of individuals differ significantly. It is possible to learn good learning processes from books, and to not produce any outward signs of acceptance and application of acquired knowledge. Behavior change that is the result of learning is dependent on numerous factors such as emotional state, previous knowledge, daily fluctuations in brain chemistry, the amount of peptide hormone and captology.

The result of learning should be a human intelligence. The brain is a structure, and mind is what the brain does, (function). The mind is a process. Nowadays, psychometric studies confirmed that the brain can continually create new connections to increase mind learning. The learning capacity of the brain is
huge and designed for more demanding intellectual activity than those in which it is usually involved. The human brain has two independently acting systems, for receiving and for thinking. The leading one is in the left half of the brain and it analyzes, writes, reads, speaks and receives logic. The main center for emotions is in the right half of the brain and acts more completely, emotive, and associative - intuitive. Selected activities of the left and right hemispheres of the brain helps the brain learn by pairs model, (challenges and feedback).

Right side of the brain uses for intuitive problem processing based on two components:

- simple provisional rules used by provisional order to recognize the most important information, but ignore everything else, which enables quick response.
- Predispositions of brain evolved abilities - skills acquired genetically or by learning, all to make these predispositions into competences.

The real question seeks how human mind is progressing thanks to the unfailing desire to try and change, and not through desire to follow only "reliable" answers. It also includes the question if the brain development can be achieved when captologies are not new but uniform, deadening situation.

C. Example of the study

In support to abovementioned persuasive addictions, the results of the "Tests / Exercises" can be joined, as educational material originally developed through course “Intelligent Systems” at the Electrical Department of Zagreb University of Applied Sciences, (TVZ). It is basically about learning and reasoning components through the knowledge base and databases of expert and agent system, [25]. The conclusion is carried out by applying the acquired knowledge of distributed artificial intelligence in correlation with human intelligence and social predetermined. The instruction accurately describes the task which each student receives in envelope. The teacher reads instructions out loud before the beginning of the task, in front of the students at the initial location of the implementation. Two groups are solving the task shortly after given instructions, at two different locations. Students are reminded that they have the ability to cooperate with each other, where this is exactly the object of exercise. Five simple questions are conceived that must be answered in a way that all students participate and create a common, identical answer. The guideline text is divided in three parts, (description of the assignment, approach to the resolution and guidelines for the solution). Through four educational periods in three academic years, 148 students took part in this task and in any case the task has not been solved.

The reason such a simple task is not solved lies in the data, (information), hyper-offer. Students are taught that with the help of information technology comes fast data browsing. Therefore, task understanding comes down to short view and is very shallow, which makes the easy way to create oversight in the understanding of approaches to solve task. Too much data distract from deep and lasting engaging in any single argument, fact or idea. Too much details and characters nullify each other. Hence, students are prone to shorten sometimes exhausting search and move toward each connector, (link): Thusly piled but seemingly interesting data are the start of the interruption in current potential of available human concentration. Thence, the externally generated interference of human attention and lack of cooperation is performed. As in browsing and search within vastness of data the case is to cause users to quickly come and go, the same effect is achieved within the messy text. Rapid collection and transmission of data causes cognitive efficiency loss. Furthermore, a multitude of confusing information and parameters that draw attention, fragment, impede and impair the flow of thoughts finally end up as distractions. Self-efficacy is heavily influenced by intelligent technology and therefore under the pressure. Part of the human mind, in charge for critical thinking, analysis of reality and which should be used daily is not evident and has a lack of understanding. It should be used as a form of thinking when solving problems, but also in social interaction when used to connect to the outside world. That element has been lost in captology for it does not follow the sequence of evaluation, Fig. 2., which is the process where mind through stages of gathering information and understanding them acquires the higher forms of evaluation.

D. Example of understanding while meeting other people

One example of understanding related to learning to understand while meeting other people was carried out by William Outhwaite, who observed the situation meeting other people through four categories:

1. Category of physical facts that can be observed, (how people look like and where that result come from). These are understandable phenomena’s in the relevant sense when seen as a mark of something not physical from last time or something related with the mental state.
2. Category of mind states at others that may be identified immediately, or can be concluded based on previous findings.
3. Category of others actions, (detection of what others do and what they consider they’re doing), is described through three subcategories:
• Action identification accessed from distance,
• Acceptance of what is said about on the same elemental level,
• Sorted judgment on the actual significance of what it is or what is really meant by what is said about it.

4. Category of questions about why certain things work, and what motivates people to do so.

The difference is tried to be made through abovementioned categories, (especially between third and fourth category, i.e. the difference between motives and "hermeneutic understanding"). The psychological understanding of human mind mental states can be observed based on three conclusions about people motives and their intentions, and they are: a), visible signs, b), explicit statements and c), knowledge of the "situation facts", which is in fact confirmed by the psychology of the situation, [26]. From latter examples, the complexity of understanding knowledge can be seen, which is theoretically processed, and mere social process of knowing people, is incorporated as algorithm on a subconscious level, [27].

E. Example of understanding while reading out loud

For confirmation of this research is useful to consider the adoption of understanding through example of literacy development research. This case leads to the conclusion that central process in learning to read actually to understand the text and active search for meaning and purpose, as Whitehurst & Lonigan determined. The process of reading, i.e. reading comprehension, comes down to understanding encryption and decryption, which is nowadays included in media environment, Fig. 3.

On that basis, data processing parallel to reading takes place with five concurrent methods, known as the “Model of 5 babushkas”, developed by R. J. Marzano and D. E. Paynter, which includes:

1. Understanding the reading goal,
2. Assessment read data conformity with the goal,
3. The meaning of smallest thought units, (assertions),
4. Recognizing the meanings of words,
5. Recognizing sense of what was read.

Reading, listening, watching and pronunciation are learning modes, and each one has a different contribution to what is learned. According to the learning mode, left and right cerebral hemisphere is activated, but the emotional center of the brain as well, Table I, [20].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>Learning mode</th>
<th>Activation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>10 %</td>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>L*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>20 %</td>
<td>Listening</td>
<td>R*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>30 %</td>
<td>Watching and reading</td>
<td>L+R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>50 %</td>
<td>Watching and listening</td>
<td>L+R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>70 %</td>
<td>Pronunciation, (aloud)</td>
<td>L+R+EC*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>90 %</td>
<td>Pronunciation and learning</td>
<td>L+R</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Left brain hemisphere; b. Right brain hemisphere; c. Emotional brain center

Understanding the learning by reading, (reading aloud), is a strategy that along with understanding involves understanding development, voice sensitivity development and motivation development. These examples, in particular data processing operation when reading, is an important basis for different types of reading analysis, such as:

• matured reading,
• linear text reading - printed book,
• linear text reading - e-books,
• reading by text search - computer,
• hypertext reading – computer.

It is necessary to distinguish the reading from search, which being influenced by captotlogy is turned into an addictive need, because they held worthless power over digital information flow. Imposed "Internet Ethics" as the media, results in persuasive addiction that manifests through:

• stimulation and "thirst" quench for small segments of short-lived information,
• curious dependence on uninterrupted progress which is updated in real time, "updated status" that loses concreteness already few moments after the announcement and
• desire to speed up the flow of information.

These events do not have any contributions for the storage of learned, for nothing has been taught. There was a disturbance and activation of the brain hemisphere nor emotional center of

In fact, the presented is mere concept of expert system functioning, groundwork for explanation and processing. Researches on the reading impact has set the foundations for mechanism of reading explanation, which are:

• comparison,
• memory recall,
• connecting what is seen and what is heard, (or being heard),
• identifying the relevant data and discarding redundant.
the brain hadn’t been recognized, which nowadays can be confidently confirmed by psychometric tests, [28].

F. Examples of hermeneutic understanding

Accepting the presented facts, human as a rational being can observe its understanding on two levels. The first is a subjective level or psychological level of participation, and the other is an objective level, or the level of intellectual participation. Thusly, an objective understanding of the meaning and subjective understanding of the motives and intentions can be distinguished. Next to it, basic and higher forms of understanding can be recognized, (graph in Fig. 2). The elementary forms of understanding are regulated by the concept of objective mind or spirit, which guarantees the possibility of inter-communication at the basic level.

"Higher forms of understanding" act confrontative with an internal difficulty or contradiction with what is already known. Therefore, recall and input of all living structures is necessary, (establishment of relations between life and expression of its mental content), whose foundation can be found in the hermeneutic understanding, [29].

Hence, it is possible to conclude that the hermeneutics is universal theory of understanding where is no misperception for hermeneutic understanding is not an interpretation or explanation. The ancient interpreters of hermeneutics confirm latter by saying: "sensus non est inferendus, sed eferendus", i.e. meaning must be parsed from the outside, not from the text, [30].

Studies that processed captological components of intelligent interactive technology are confirmed through examples of human thinking simulation by computer in the field of cognitive science. Model of expert system has processed numerous examples of research studies. The research results show that style of thinking and information processing develops and modifies over long period. On a slightly higher level of flexibility, mental skills which process information intuitively and analytically can be acquired, [31]. These findings, along with persuasive context and information technology close the "hermeneutic circle of artificial intelligence", which requires certain psychoculture, Fig. 4.

G. Psychoculture and captologies

The term "psychoculture", according to [32], calls for culture, (lat. colere – to breed, nurture; cultos - cultivation), which represents an integrated system of attitudes, beliefs and behavior patterns typical for members of society, and which are not the result of biological heritage, but the social product, transmitted and maintained through communication and learning. The function and meaning of culture are assistance, extension and development of human society. Culture arises from the people’s need to master the nature and to control the animal part, hence not only external nature is cultivated but its own, which realizes the humanization process. Under various influences and thusly captological ones, culture is the subject of collective mind programming that differs members of one community from others. Psychoculture, which is associated with the cultivation of the soul, is mentioned in ancient times, e.g. by Cicero, (lat. cultura anima). Developing and training noble qualities, but also the creation of a collective mentality in society can be achieved by dominant ideology that directs the social and political processes. Every individual has own ideology or value system and environmental landmarks that use as directions in life, but also determine the behavior that can be influenced by captology. Socio-cultural neuroscience enables better insight into the complex interactions between the socio-cultural and neural structures and processes, and thus the biological mechanisms that underlie social and cultural phenomena and people behavior, including all components of existentialism.

From these findings is useful to point out, according to [33], the structure of neural networks of the cerebral cortex is the biological basis of our mental abilities. In adulthood, new knowledge and skills are simply acquired, without changing the structure of the neural network. Education, psychological, social and emotional environment during development change structure of the neural network, especially in parts of the brain essential for adoption of the most complex brain functions. This includes the affective modulation of emotional expression, conceptualization of the own mind, mentalization, cognitive flexibility and working memory. Captological impact is confirmed on the mental and cognitive abilities of people, at a sufficient level of psychometric tests, but the results of these impacts are not transparently recognized, therefore initiated research continues, [34-37].

III. CONCLUSION

When education, psychological, social and emotional environment connect with the presence and intimacy of intelligent technology, it leads to confirmation of their multiple influence hypothesis, as in a positive way by raising level of integrated development knowledge of the human mind, thus in the negative way through insights about origin of the neuropsychiatric diseases development. Biomedical and social concept is one of the main subjects of continuing debate between advocates of selective, as opposed to design theory of mental processing, unfortunately, only present at the expert level of medical profession. This topic arises an important question: how to use the mind and intelligent technology in modern times? One
part of the human mind is responsible for critical thinking, analysis of reality, and as a way of thinking, it is used daily to solve problems, but also in social interaction, when used to connect to the outside world. The second part of the mind is used for imagination and can be operated when the analytical thinking is excluded. The realization that imagination and analytical thinking are not two opposing forms of thought, but two kinds of thinking with different functions, is a result of intelligent technology contribution, whose use must be decided by human intelligence.
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Abstract - This paper aims to propose and discuss concepts of how users can recognise information seeking behaviour
automatically and what implications such an automatic recognition can have. The authors develop the discussion
around variables proposed in Wilson's second model of information behaviour and state how they can collect data
necessary to recognise information behaviour automatically. The authors give an overview of different parts of Wilson’s
second information behaviour model such as activating mechanisms (stress/coping, risk/reward, and self-efficacy),
intervening variables, different stages in the information acquisition process, and types of information seeking. They
also discuss streams of data that can be collected and processed automatically. From a set of thought experiments,
the authors propose that by processing computer log files and recognising user affective states, which employ affective
computing techniques, it is possible to recognise information seeking behaviour. Analysis also shows that Wilson’s second
model of information behaviour can be used as a reference model in designing automatic information behaviour
systems. By quantitatively describing the information behaviour sequence, such a description could be implemented
into the computer algorithm, and that process of information searching could be replicated reducing the
time needed to satisfy information needs. Modern society is one step closer to making the trails Vannevar Bush
proposed a reality.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This paper aims to propose conceptual ideas related to automatic information behaviour recognition. As a
fundamental block of this very analysis, the authors use T. D. Wilson’s second model of information behaviour [1]
and discuss different sets of variables that it proposes in terms of how they could be used to recognise behaviour
automatically.

The authors discuss two main techniques used in collecting data necessary to recognise information
behaviour. One is computer log file processing, and another is affective computing. In their view, instead of
observing the user or sources of the information separately, it is necessary to observe “patterns” of the
interaction of the user with the sources of information (stored in an information system).

The authors define “patterns” as a time sequence happening between the moment a user experiences
information, i.e. when structured data become information and the information seeking process starts, until the
moment the user stops interacting with the information source as the user satisfies his information needs. Such a
process can occur in social and technical domains [2].

This is a working definition describing the scope of the analysis. Such a proposition can connect with the concept
of trails proposed by [3]. The authors would also like to propose that every interaction of the user, described as a
“pattern”, and the source of information is observable as an open system of interest.

Patterns, as defined above, are a dependent variable of system behaviour, and the user’s affective states
accompany them.

The authors believe in the importance of such a view, as system behaviour is not quantitative, which makes it
hard to collect and process data automatically. But by observing the user’s log files created while interacting
with the information resources and using affective computing techniques, one can describe “patterns” with
rich quantitative data sets.

The main question the authors would like to raise and discuss is – how can different variables from Wilson’s
second model be used to facilitate automatic information behaviour recognition?

II. INFORMATION BEHAVIOUR

Information behaviour is “the totality of human behaviour in relation to sources and channels of
information, including both active and passive information seeking, and information use” [4].

Different people may engage in different types of information behaviour even when faced with similar tasks
and circumstances [5]. Information behaviour can be understood as an adaptive mechanism [5] that responds to
changes in the environment, creating complex system behaviour.

There are two descriptions that can help to understand complex systems: state descriptions and process
descriptions. The former characterises the world as sensed, and the latter characterises the world as acted upon
[6].
Reference [6] indicates that this distinction is an essential condition for the survival of the adaptive organism – in this case, an adaptive system of the user and the information source – and it should develop correlations between goals in the sensed world and actions in the world of process. When such correlations become conscious and verbalised, it is possible to find differences between them.

The task is to discover information behaviour sequences resulting in changes in state and process descriptions, and this changes are goal-driven. For example, if a person starts seeking for information by using an information system, then the person’s affects states will be different at the moment when the person starts to seek for information (one state description) and at the moment when the person has found the information (another state description) [7].

Observing the changes in the process description enables one to recognised when the information need is satisfied.

By observing how log files in the information system change while a user is performing information seeking, it is possible to determine when the process is finished, as there are no new log files being produced.

Central parts of Wilson’s second model are two activating mechanisms and intervening variables. An activating mechanism is what prompts someone to engage in activities, and intervening variables are factors that influence those activities [5].

The activating mechanisms and intervening variables can help in describing the sequence of a process description. State descriptions tell about the information need, i.e. the initial state, and about satisfying this need, i.e. the goal state.

There are correlations between goals in the sensed world (information need and information need satisfaction) and actions in the world of process (activating mechanism and intervening variables).

But if there is no awareness of those correlations – i.e. the satisfaction of the information need and the corresponding satisfying actions – and the difference between the two isn’t recognisable, then the information system does not produce much of value to the user in terms of adaptiveness to particular user information needs.

For instance, let us assume that there is a new librarian working in a library and he does not know on which shelf a particular book is. A new visitor enters the library and he is looking for this very book and finds it by himself. The librarian recognises only that the visitor found the book and that his information need is therefore satisfied. But the librarian does not know the steps the visitor took to find the book he was looking for. Consequently, when another user comes to look for the same book a few hours later, the librarian cannot help. But if the librarian knew the process the first visitor followed to find the book, then he could easily help a second user to find it.

How the process description, i.e. the sequence of events or steps the first visitor used to find a book, is verbalised will influence the quality of its transition to the state description, i.e. the instructions on how to find a particular book.

So if one understands information behaviour as a process description and if one is able to recognise it automatically, then it is clearly possible to translate it into the state description.

In other words, the more one knows about information behaviour, the easier it gets to move users from process (actions) to state (goals) descriptions.

According to Wilson’s second model, when an information need arises, a system, which consists of a user and a source of information, starts with the process of acquiring information.

There are two activating mechanisms. The theory of stress and coping explains the first activating mechanism [1]. Stress is a relationship between the person and the environment, and the person appraises such a relationship through his reflection on the resources available to him and his wellbeing [1]. Coping is cognitive and produces behavioural effects to master, reduce, or tolerate the internal and external demands that stressful situations create [1].

Reference [1] indicates that various states will exist as a result of intolerance to uncertainty and arousal. If one looks at the user and the source of the information as one open system, uncertainty is important as the information that enters the system reduces it. It is possible to understand the arousal as an intention of the system to move into the steady state, and it is done by inputting new information into the system.

Reference [8] states that a living organism maintains a disequilibrium called the “steady state of an open system”. Characteristics of an open system in the steady states are that it can do work [8], and such a state is reachable by equifinality, that is, a process specific to open systems in which a system may reach the same state from different initial conditions, and only the system parameters determine it. In this case, such parameters will depend on properties of the user and the information system that stores information resources.

Such changes may occur since the living system initially is in an unstable state and tends towards a steady state, such as, roughly speaking, the phenomena of growth and development [8].

In terms of information behaviour, when a user experiences an information need and starts to interact with the information sources, and if one perceives these two entities, i.e. the user and the information source, as an open system, in the beginning, it is in an unstable state, but as information needs become satisfied, such a system moves towards a steady state. And the closer it is to the steady-state system the more it develops and the more it is capable of doing better work.

For example, when a student has to pass an exam, the information need begins, as he starts the process of seeking and searching for information. And the more relevant papers he finds and reads, the more he knows about a specific subject, whereas his chances of passing the exam increase, being more capable of doing work.
At the same time, if the information system – that stores those papers and acts as an information source for the student – could recognise student information behaviour and adapt accordingly to the student’s information needs, it would also develop and would be capable of performing better. And if one understands this distinct joint environment, which consists of a student and an information system storing relevant papers, as an open system, such a system will evolve and develop too.

III. AUTOMATIC INFORMATION BEHAVIOUR RECOGNITION

An important question emerges – how can an information system that acts as an information source to the user automatically recognise user information behaviour?

The authors believe that doing this automatically is possible if two sets of techniques are applied. The first is by collecting, analysing, and interpreting computer log files, and the other is affective computing, which is the study and development of systems and devices that can recognise, interpret, process and simulate human affects [9].

Those thoughts derive from recent researches that are based on behavioural computing and which are pointing out the distinct differences between demographic and behavioural data, and which show how they are structured for the purpose of conducting analyses. Such a data structure is essential for developing specific algorithms on top of the data which represent the user behaviour [10-11].

Any change in the emotional states of the user and change in the information system’s interaction patterns could signal that there are changes in the information need [7].

If stress/coping theory explains the first activating mechanism in Wilson’s second model [1] and involves user affective states, recognising user emotions in the process of seeking and searching for information is important and could be done automatically.

The next group of variables proposed by Wilson relate to the psychological, demographic, role-related, environmental, and source characteristics of the user who is interacting with the information system while seeking and searching for information [1].

Data describing those variables can be found in many sources. If seeking and searching happen in an organisation that has an information system with functions that support human resources management, then most of the data needed is already in those systems.

Other sources are social media platforms, but it is also possible to collect relevant data through sensors (e.g. biofeedback, ubiquitous computing). In today’s communication environments, one can gather lots of data from the interaction between users (user to user, user to system, user to system to user). It is also possible to collect data related to time spent while interacting with the system and, for instance, geo-locations of the system users. By collecting those data and comparing them with the log files that describe patterns and affective states, one can develop various computing techniques that automatically recognise an information need.

The types of information seeking [1] proposes are passive attention, passive search, active search and ongoing search. The authors hold that those four types of search are easily recognisable by observing log files collected from users interacting with the information source, since different log files probably correlate to different types of searches.

In Wilson’s second model, the second activating mechanism is described as risk/reward and self-efficacy [1]. The risk/reward model is essential for understanding information seeking behaviour.

User behaviour will depend on the risk/reward ratio, and such a risk is not only evaluated through financial resources, but also through psychological and physical resources.

But how can one recognise and measure the risk/reward ratio from the signal, i.e. the stream of data, one can capture from the user-information system interaction?

Components that are included in risk are performance risk, financial risk, physical risk, social risk, ego risk, safety risks and time-convenience loss [1]. If one recognises the type of information seeking behaviour from the log files, it is possible to build models that can help one to automatically recognise and connect different types of risks with different seeking behaviours.

For example, if a student is looking for exam-related information at the information kiosk (i.e. information system) in the university hall, and if the system is able to recognise that particular exam within a certain timeframe (e.g. 10 minutes from the moment a student starts to interact with the information kiosk), then the main goal of the information system is to reduce the performance risk by providing the student with basic data (e.g. in plain text format) for fast information retrieval.

But if the system knows that the student, that is looking for exam-related information, had already failed the exam a few times, and has to pay additional exam fees if he fails again, then the system should reduce the student’s financial risk by offering him more extensive and relevant data, such as books to read, in order to decrease the chances of failing the exam once more.

And let us assume that the information kiosk has sensors that can detect a student’s stress level, and if such a level is high, then the system might play relaxing music to reduce the student’s physical risk.

By observing log files while a student is searching for information, the system can detect if the student is not focused and therefore cannot find information, and adapt accordingly. Also, by comparing log files of a student’s search process with the log files of his colleagues, the social risk will possibly be reduced.

By using trails [3] that are already stored in the information kiosk, the system can reduce time/convenience ratios by employing implemented
recommendation techniques, which can improve the person's state of happiness, i.e. can reduce ego risk.

Another part of the second activating mechanism is related to the self-efficacy, as an “individual may be aware that use of an information source may produce useful information, but doubt his or her capacity properly to access the source” [1].

There is a link between self-efficacy and coping strategies, as people are more likely to act, or in this case to search for information, if they are convinced in their own effectiveness. It will also influence the amount of effort invested in the process.

According to [12], efficacy expectations are based on performance accomplishments, i.e. carrying out the actions oneself; vicarious experience, i.e. learning from others; verbal persuasion, i.e. which may include self-instruction; and physiological states, particularly emotional arousal.

The authors believe that it is possible to recognise from log files whether the student is looking for information in order to learn by himself (e.g. by searching for papers), from others (e.g. by searching for students that already passed an exam and by looking up their contact information), or from postings to find the date of the next exam.

By using affective computing techniques, one can recognise different levels of emotional arousal. Reference [1] proposed the following stages in human computer interaction for the purpose of the information acquisition process: intelligence, intention or goal formation, design, choice or selection, information extraction (and integration), and review or evaluation.

Breaking down and observing the process of student interaction with the system (for example the information kiosk) throughout these stages, one can hypothesise that it is possible to recognise behaviour by observing interaction log files and data describing the student’s affective states.

IV. CONCLUSION

The authors briefly demonstrated that Wilson’s second information behaviour model can be very useful as a rich source of variables that describe the process of satisfying information needs.

Following Wilson’s second model the authors describe the sequence from the initial state to the goal state. The sequence can be described quantitatively by implementing computing techniques that collect and process data related to the user’s stress/coping, intervening variables that influence the behaviour, different types of associated risks, and different stages in information acquisition.

Such a description could be implemented into an algorithm, reducing the time needed to go from the initial state to the goal state. By doing so, the “recipe” for how to find information (or trails) is stored in the system.

Through observing the user and the information system he interacts with as one open system, one can compare and analyse different systems and test how different “recipes” (or trails) perform. And the ones that perform well can be implemented into the design of the information system.
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Abstract - The paper analyzes the semantics of adjectives in sentences in English language. The goal is, based on the analysis of individual sentences and the method of induction, to show the semantic relationship between the adjective and other word types by using the method Nodes of Knowledge (NOK). The NOK method is used for formal knowledge representation expressed in text, i.e. to represent the knowledge network. The method incorporates the enrichment of representation with hidden semantics contained in the context of an individual sentence. The paper analyzes and graphically represents the location of the adjective in a sentence using the NOK method diagram (DNOK). DNOK graphically shows the knowledge network, which can be computer-implemented into the knowledge base as a part of the construction of intelligent information systems. The construction of intelligent information system is not possible without a complete metamodel of language and this work is a contribution to the research.

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the unsolved problems in the field of the development of database and programming tools is the input of language and knowledge of the language in a computer system which could understand the language and communicate intelligently. In addition, there is also the problem of machine translation of languages. Both problems are being addressed through the construction of intelligent software product and a corresponding knowledge base [1].

From a series of necessary properties, from the standpoint of communication with human, an intelligent system is any system that has the following properties [2], [3]:

- the system must communicate with humans and other intelligent systems in a friendly manner – therefore, it uses natural language and speech.
- such communication involves handling ambiguities and grammatically incorrect sentences.

Knowledge representation (KR) began to develop in the area of artificial intelligence in 1970-ies and remained one of the strongest sub-areas of artificial intelligence [4], [5].

There are numerous ways to display knowledge [6]. Schemes for knowledge representation can be divided into four basic approaches [7], [8]: network schemes, logical schemes, procedural schemes and framework theories. There are also other approaches to represent knowledge such as: object-oriented approach, descriptive logic, taxonomies, ontologies and others.

Semantic network [9] is a network scheme for knowledge representation that represents knowledge in the form of a graph. Nodes mark objects or concepts, their properties and corresponding values. The arcs mark the relationships between nodes. Nodes and arcs generally have names (arcs have weight). Nodes can represent concepts, objects, events, features, time and so on [5], [8], [10]. The NOK method belongs to the group of semantic networks. A comparison of the NOK method to other methods is given in [11].

Here we can provide a short comparison of the NOK method to two other methods for knowledge representation: Quillian's model of semantic memory [12], [13] and Minsky's frame theory [14].

In Quillian's model of semantic memory, each word is stored along with the configuration of the pointer to other words, and this configuration represents the meaning of the word. For example, if we want to store the following statement: "Canary is a yellow bird.", then the word "canary" is stored in memory, which has the pointer to the word "bird" (the category name of canary) and pointer to "is yellow" (representing a property of canary). The NOK method also has pointers to other words but these pointers have a semantic identifier which indicates the reason for the existence of the pointer (or link). Semantic identifier is represented by a question. In the example of the statement "Canary is a yellow bird.", the NOK method would record the words "canary", "is", "yellow", "bird", the links between them, as well as questions that represent the reason for the existence of links ("canary" - (who?) - "is" - (what?) - "bird" - (what kind?) - "yellow").

In Minsky's frame theory, the frame is a data structure (which is stored in slots) that stores information such as: Facts or Data, Procedures, Default Values and Other Frames or Subframes. Table 1. shows the statement "Boy is a male person under 12 years.". It can be seen that this type of representation results in the loss of the semantic relationship between words that exists in the sentence, which does not occur with the NOK method.
The NOK method starts from verbalized knowledge, which is composed of parts and has structure and content, and can be presented as such in the form of knowledge network. In the process of the formation of the network, the network is explicitly enriched with hidden implicit contextual knowledge contained in sentences [15].

The NOK method uses two elements for the graphical representation, node and link. Links between nodes allow grouping into complex expressions. A detailed description of the NOK method is presented in [15]–[17].

In the beginning of the development of the NOK method, verbs were selected, as separate word type, and a special symbol in the form of an ellipse was introduced for their modelling. Other word types are treated equally. This paper analyzes adjectives and suggests their modelling in the context of the NOK method.

Based on the NOK method, a special formalized language for knowledge representation was developed (FNOK) [18] by which knowledge can be stored and processed using a computer program [19], [20].

The application of the NOK method can proceed towards the development of QA system, Chatterbot system (Elize, ALICE, Evi, Wolfram Alpha) and more recently digital assistant system (such as Google Assistant, Apple Siri, Amazon Echo) [19], [21]–[26]. All these systems have a myriad of problems and will require further research and development.

II. THE NOK METHOD

This paper deals with knowledge representation formalisms and with problems of natural language semantic representation. It introduces a new method for knowledge representation named Nodes of Knowledge (NOK). The NOK method has a graphic representation form, a diagram (DNOK). The NOK method uses two elements for graphical representation, nodes and links. Different kinds of nodes are used for terms representation. Links between nodes enable grouping terms into more complex expressions. Process node is introduced as an aggregation point for representation of knowledge described in sentences. Furthermore, an array of interconnected process nodes can represent knowledge expressed in a sequence of sentences.

![Graphical concepts in the NOK method](image)

Our idea was to define a method that can capture natural language semantics, but simple enough to allow efficient reasoning and learning process implementation. The goal of the NOK method is to represent a knowledge network of knowledge written in a textual form. Furthermore, the NOK method can capture different kinds of knowledge: knowledge from dictionaries and encyclopaedias, knowledge from existing databases, knowledge embedded in business processes, knowledge stored in business documents, etc.

Concepts of the NOK method are used for modelling knowledge. In the NOK method, nouns are independent nodes, verbs are independent processing nodes and adjectives are a special type of nodes that belong to nouns [15]. Basic graphic symbols are visible in Fig.1. Verbs and adjectives are separately marked, while other word types are displayed as a rectangle.

Let us observe the sentence "Mark drives a car." With the proposed symbols of the NOK method, the semantics of the sentence is represented using a diagram as shown in Fig. 2. The following discussion will use the version of the NOK method with a single link.

III. ADJECTIVES AS ENTITY ATTRIBUTES

This paper will briefly present basic facts about adjectives. It should be noted that the detailed descriptions are given in other papers. Adjectives fall into the category of open word classes, that is, the category which can acquire new members (either by borrowing from other languages or by coining new words).

Persons, places, things and ideas are collectively called entities. A noun is a word type (term), which appoints entities (persons, places, things or ideas). For example, thing "house" in objective reality is named with the word "house". Entities may have some properties (or attributes). The properties of entities are also appointed by nouns. The house has the following properties: number of rooms, colours, etc.

In English language, an adjective is "a word that describes a noun or pronoun" [27]. In Croatian language, adjectives are defined as "words which express the characteristics of persons, places, things and ideas" [28]. From the viewpoint of database modelling, in regard to the definition of adjectives in both languages, adjectives specify the values of entity (noun) attributes or relationships between persons, places, things and ideas. The adjective is the value of a certain property of the entity. For example, for the noun "house", we can ask the following: what size it is and what colour it is. The answers
are adjectives: small and blue. Therefore, adjectives additionally describe a noun or highlight some of the possible values of a chosen property.

The most common inherent adjective category is the comparison (lat. comparatio) [29]. From the viewpoint of comparison, adjectives are changeable word types in both languages. One of the inherent properties of adjectives is also Motion (lat. moito, mobility), according to which the number of adjectives depends on the number of grammatical genders of the adjective (Croatian, Latin and German have three grammatical genders, French two, English none) [30]. In the Croatian language, as well as some other languages, adjectives are additionally changeable according to: number and case. In addition, the Croatian language also differentiates adjectives for describing living and non-living things in masculine gender. In some grammatical cases there is also a difference between definite and indefinite adjectives. Both languages have three degrees of comparison.

According to function, adjectives can be classified as [31]:

- Adjectives which can occur in attributive function, i.e. they can premodify a noun, appearing between the determiner and the head of a noun phrase (e.g. a round table).
- Adjectives which can occur in predicative function, i.e. they can function as subject complement (e.g. he is diligent) or object complement (e.g. I consider him diligent).

According to the semantic features of adjectives, they can be classified as:

- Static/dynamic adjectives. Adjectives are characteristically static, but some can be seen as dynamic. In particular, adjectives that are susceptible to subjective measurement can be dynamic. For example, funny can be static (He is funny) or dynamic (He is being funny).
- Gradable/nongradable adjectives. Gradability of adjectives is manifested through comparison, and most adjectives aregradable. However, certain adjectives are nongradable, such as sheer, British, etc.
- Inherent/noninherent adjectives. An inherent adjective applies the meaning directly. For example, a wooden cross implies that the cross is made of wood. Noninherent, on the other hand, implies an allegorical meaning (a wooden actor is not made of wood).

Therefore, adjectives can fall into two categories at the same time. For example, in the phrase “a perfect stranger”, perfect is an attributive and noninherent adjective.

Adjectives can be compared. Comparison of adjectives is a grammatical category that has three degrees (three states) as follows: positive, comparative and superlative.

What follows is an overview of representing adjectives in sentences using the NOK method.

IV. CREATING DNOP FOR ADJECTIVES

Let us analyze the semantics of the sentence "John is a good programmer" and propose a corresponding NOK model. This sentence is represented in three versions A, B and C in Fig. 3.

Let us analyze version A. Nouns "John" and "Programmer" are independent nodes (rectangle symbol). The verb "is" brings together the two nouns into a thought "John is a programmer", because the verb is transformed into a process node named "is P", which is linked with single links towards nodes. The thought John and thought programmer are included into the thought "is P" and form a unique whole, a new thought. John is, therefore, a programmer, and then we can ask: what kind of a programmer? The adjective Good is associated with Programmer through a single relationship "What kind". This means that the adjective is passive and that it gives its characteristic of “good” to the noun, and the noun "Programmer" is active in this relationship because it receives the property from the adjective.

The adjective "good" is linked to the noun "programmer", and thus we attribute “good” to the noun programmer. Then we link the noun which is characterized by the adjective to the person John. Thus, we say that John is a programmer, a programmer who is good.

Other possible forms of DNOP are shown in versions B and C. The B version emphasizes that John is good, and only then that he is a good programmer. In version C dual links emphasize that John is a programmer and the adjective is added as an attribute of the process relationship, thus “good” is transferred to both John and programmer. Therefore, versions B and C are poor solutions since they do not reflect the semantics of the starting sentence.

A. General Rules of Writing and Reading Knowledge on DNOP

Let us point out the differences and similarities of the three ways to store knowledge: in mind, in textual records and in the DNOP. In the text, the terms are written and all
the interpretation is given in the mind of the person reading it. In DNOK terms are written in a network of related terms in an effort to represent their relationship. The meaning of certain terms in the network is given by the reader, and the relationships between them are shown with the structure of DNOK.

Reading the DNOK network cannot directly lead to same sentences from which the network was created, but it leads to the same meaning. The situation is similar in the mind of a man listening to a story; he/she remembers the elements and relationships between elements. When asked to retell the story told in his/her own language, new sentences are created, that convey the same knowledge in a new way. An even clearer example is a teacher who can successfully lecture the same lesson in completely different ways.

In the text, the same noun (or verb, adjective) referring to the same concept can be repeated several times. Noun John can be written twice in two sentences, as is natural for a language made up of sentences. In DNOK, the noun does not have to be re-written, and it can be seen that the same John is included in a set of skills that apply to him. DNOK has no limitations which are typical for the textual record. In DNOK, a noun representing the same concept (e.g. John) is drawn only once. We repeatedly draw the same concept only for clarity of figures and put a label (*), but it is understood that this is the same concept. John is a genuine entity in reality and in thoughts, and in DNOK, it represents a unique implementation of the concept from mental reality.

The question is how to show relationships of nouns, verbs and adjectives in DNOK? For example, let us observe a simple sentence "John has a big house." The verb Has and adjective Big, unlike nouns John and House, are not objects in reality, but merely mental concepts. Verb and adjective used in this sentence are a unique implementation (application) of general terms in the language of the particular sentence and they represent original terms from mental reality in DNOK and therefore unique concepts in DNOK. Thus, every adjective, e.g. Big, is an original word in all sentences, and it can therefore be said that no two sizes are the same. They have the umbrella term adjective Big that connects all of them, but when that word is used in a particular sentence, its original meaning is of a special "size". This is also true for verbs and other types of words. Thus, "having" a house by John is a completely original "having", different from other "having" of the house of all other people.

If new sentences express new knowledge related to John, it is added to DNOK by expanding the network. For example, for the sentence "John is diligent, fast and wise programmer", we would add three new adjectives for "programmer" in Fig. 3.A.

The sentence has a beginning (initial capital letter of the first word), duration and end (a full stop at the end of the sentence). DNOK does not have the beginning of the sentence, word order or the end of the sentence. In DNOK there is a relationship between words that has a unique meaning and no homonymous meaning.

To clarify the above statements, let us observe the following sentences:

- John has a house. The house is big.
- Mark has a beautiful and big garden and a beautiful house.

Let us analyze the sentences and their representation on DNOK (Fig. 4). Mark and John’s house is not the same house, so two nodes are generated in the diagram. The verb “has” results in two process nodes for having a house and one process node for having a garden, because it involves a different possession, of another house belonging to another person.

In human language and in text, it is implied that the reader understands it out of the context. To build a network of knowledge, this is not enough, and it is necessary to represent every verb as a different concept on the model.

Texts in language abound in such "implicit" homonyms and they do not present a problem because human intelligence interprets it in the context of the sentence. For a computer system, it is necessary to resolve the homonyms by introducing different process nodes for verbs.

It is similar for adjectives. The adjective "big" (and "beautiful") itself outside the sentence context is the same umbrella term, but in every sentence it is an original term associated with something specific. Every word in the dictionary, therefore every adjective represents one umbrella term. And each used adjective in a sentence represents the implementation of the term from the dictionary in a sentence and is drawn using an arrowed line from the contextual umbrella term to its implementation.

B. Variants of Modelling Adjectives

There are two basic forms of DNOK model for adjectives: adjective "subordinate" to the noun and the adjective "nonsubordinate" to the noun. Mostly, attributive adjectives are subordinate, while predicative are nonsubordinated forms in the DNOK diagram, with few
Figure 5. DNOK model for adjective (positive)

exceptions. For subordinate form, an analysis of the diagram shape in the example of "John is a good programmer" was conducted. DNOK form is shown in Fig. 3A. Let us take two simple sentences, the first representing the subordinate and the second nonsubordinate form:

- Mark is beautiful.
- Beautiful Mark.

These sentences are represented with DNOK in Fig. 5. Since "beautiful" is an attributive adjective, an adjective that is semantically associated with and subordinate to the noun, then the question in Fig. 5 is "Which?" instead of "what kind?".

The adjective from the viewpoint of comparison has three forms, namely: positive, comparative and superlative. Fig. 5 shows a form of DNOK for positive of the adjective. Let us take the example of a sentence for comparative of adjective "Mark is more beautiful than Noah" and example of a sentence for superlative of adjective "Mark is the most beautiful." DNOK form for this sentence is shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6 shows the way of translating sentences in DNOK that have the comparison of adjectives. For comparative, it can be seen that every word in the sentence represents a separate node. Links between nodes Mark and Noah are single links and go from the verb "is".

The model with the comparative is an aggregate of three relationships: 1. Who? - the one talked about is Mark, 2. What kind? - that particular somebody is beautiful and 3. Than who? - This particular somebody is something more than Noah.

For comparative of adjectives, the verb "to be" is superior to three nodes: the first noun which the adjective belongs to, the adjective describing the first noun and the second noun that is compared with the first noun. At the same time, the proposition "than" is linked as a subordinate node of another noun with which it makes a unity.

Figure 6. Comparison of adjectives using the NOK method

There may be other variant solutions for the comparative, which would follow the implementation and only practice can show the advantages of the solution, such as:

- Link node "Noah" with "more beautiful" using the question "Than who". The argument for this version is the ability to ask the question "Who is Mark more beautiful than?"
- Introduce a comparative process node "than" linked to three nodes that correspond to the question of who?, what kind? and than who?.

The superlative is resolved in the same manner as the positive, i.e. as an adjective nonsubordinate to the noun.

V. CONCLUSION

The paper graphically presents modelling adjectival sentences using the NOK method. Based on the analysis of individual sentences, the semantic relationship of adjectives to nouns and verbs is identified.

For subordinated adjectives, there is a special relationship between an adjective and a noun where the adjective is "subordinate" to the noun and there is no verb between them. For nonsubordinated forms of adjectives, there is the verb "to be" which is superior to the noun described by the adjective, as well as to the adjective itself.

Comparative is presented by a process node that links the three nodes, where the two words "than Noah" represent a semantic whole.

The NOK method, in addition to the nodes that contain words in a sentence, adds links that represent semantic relationships between words. Each link is named with questions that examine the relationship between words and thus enriches the graph in relation to the starting sentence.

Based on the DNOK, it is possible to build a formalized language to record sentences into the knowledge base, the so-called FNOK, required for the construction of intelligent information systems.

After the development of the system prototype, an initial test was conducted using 42 sentences and 88 questions. The obtained results (82% correct answers) indicate that the direction in which the development of the prototype is headed is correct. The authors are currently upgrading the prototype by installing knowledge of modeling adjectives and other relationships in a sentence. The success of the new prototype will be tested using a larger sample of sentences and authors will try to find ways to increase the established success.

Further expansion of the NOK method requires resolving two important types of words: pronouns and conjunctions. Automation of the proposed transformation process of sentences into a new record is a particular problem that the authors are addressing and it is important for the massive input of articles into the knowledge network.

The construction of an intelligent information system is not possible without the knowledge base and precise knowledge representation in accordance with the selected
method, and the proposed research is only part of the process.
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Abstract – Although the protection of ownership and the prevention of unauthorized manipulation of digital images becomes an important concern, there is also a big issue of image source origin authentication. This paper proposes a procedure for the identification of the image source and content by using the Public Key Cryptography Signature (PKCS). The procedure is based on the PKCS watermarking of the images captured with numerous automatic observing cameras in the Trap View cloud system. Watermark is created based on 32-bit PKCS serial number and embedded into the captured image. Watermark detection on the receiver side extracts the serial number and indicates the camera which captured the image by comparing the original and the extracted serial numbers. The watermarking procedure is designed to provide robustness to image optimization based on the Compressive Sensing approach. Also, the procedure is tested under various attacks and shows successful identification of ownership.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Development of new ICT technologies improved the ease of creation and access to digital information. However, ease access to digital information increases the doubt about who is the creator or owner of the digital content, as well as its authenticity. Namely, by using various digital tools, digital media copies can be distributed with changed information about source, author or owner. The public key digital signature (PKCS), embedded into the digital media, can provide services for strong origin authentication and reliable content integrity of digital image. PKCS technology is reliable and strong in terms of protection on hacker attacks, but it is fragile for use in environments where digital images are subject to modification or exposed to communication noise during transport to receiver. Therefore, this paper proposes the watermarking procedure that aims in preserving the embedded part of the PKCS, even if the digital image is exposed to the various attacks.

Watermarking techniques provides indication of ownership, and/or indication of the identity of a licensed user, by embedding the information in the digital object [1]-[12]. This information may be visible or hidden, but the security properties of this technology are limited due to possible malicious attacks on the original image. Image watermarking techniques usually embed the security information throughout the digital pixels in a manner that does not impact its normal use [1],[11]-[13]. There is always the requirement that the watermark should be capable of surviving routine transformations to the image, such as blurring, cutting or compression. Adding digital signature in cover work of the watermarking techniques could highly improve safeguarding against malicious source origin change and unauthorized image modification.

In the proposed procedure, part of the PKCS – a serial number (SN), is used for embedding. The SN, that is available in the hexadecimal form, is transformed into the 32-bit binary form. Based on the binary form, logo is created and embedded into the image as a watermark. Watermarked image is transmitted through the network and may be exposed to the attacks. At the receiver side, the watermark detection extracts 32-bit binary sequence. This sequence is then compared with the original sequence, i.e. with the SN corresponding to the camera device that captured the observed image. This original SN is available through the Certification Authority system.

The procedure of watermarking and camera identification is tested on the images from the TrapView pest monitoring system [14],[15]. The TrapView system is consisted of traps distributed through the fields/orchards with a purpose of monitoring pests captured in those traps. The images of caught insects are sent regularly to the TrapView cloud that later provides pest recognition and pest occurrence statistics. When the number of insect specimens becomes too large, trap has to be renewed. The SN-based watermarking procedure helps to locate the trap that has to be renewed, by revealing the SN of the camera device.

Having in mind that the images has to be regularly uploaded to the cloud, and that they are of high resolution,
the image size optimization has to be done prior it is sent over mobile network. The optimization is done by using the Compressive Sensing (CS) approach [16]-[23]. By randomly selecting only small number of image samples from its frequency domain, the image can be successfully reconstructed at the receiver size by using an optimization algorithms. The SN has to be preserved after the random samples selection and optimization. In other words, the proposed watermarking procedure should be robust to the CS attack.

The paper is organized as follows. The TrapView system and image optimization by using the CS is described in the Section 1. Theoretical background on the image watermarking is provided in the Section 2. Section 3 describes the proposed watermarking procedure, while in Section 4 the experiments are given. Conclusion is in the Section 5.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

TrapView pest monitoring system is a platform that provides information about occupancy of traps distributed through the fields/orchards. The system captures and uploads the images to the TrapView cloud, at daily basis. An automated pest monitoring is useful in cases when there is need for monitoring large areas [14], [15]. Each TrapView camera has its own PKCS, and part of the PKCS is the SN. System is illustrated in Figure 1.

In order to be able to detect which camera captured the observed image, the SN is embedded into the image. The SN embedding can be added to the standard TrapView system after image capturing, as it is shown in the Figure 1. As the TrapView captured image is around 1MB large, our goal is to reduce its size without loss of quality and by preserving the SN embedded in each captured image.

Let us firstly describe the size optimization approach. The optimization is done by applying the CS method. The CS aims at recovering data from the small set of available samples [11]-[13], [16]. Signal can be intentionally undersampled, or samples corrupted by noise or some other environmental factors can be considered as missing. Random selection of the signal coefficients, in the domain where signal has dense representation, assures successful reconstruction from the small number of acquired samples. If an N-dimensional signal \( x \) has a sparse representation in the certain transform domain \( \Psi \):

\[
x = \sum_{j=1}^{N} X_j \psi_j = \Psi x,
\]

where \( X_j \) is a transform domain coefficient and \( \psi_j \) is a basis vector, then the vector of acquired samples \( y \) is defined as [11]:

\[
y = \Phi x = \Phi \Psi x = \Lambda x.
\]

The matrix \( \Lambda \) denotes the measurement (CS) matrix, while the matrix \( \Phi \) models random selection of the coefficients. The signal is reconstructed by solving the set of linear equations (2), using an optimization algorithm, i.e., finding the sparsest solution of the system. In the case of 2D data, commonly applied method for the optimization problem solving is the TV optimization, based on minimization of the image gradient [11]-[13],[15],[23].

For solving the system (2), the minimization over \( X \) of the regularization function \( J(X) \) is performed [12],[23]:

\[
J(X) = \frac{\mu}{2} \| y - \Lambda x \|^2 + \lambda R(X),
\]

where \( \lambda \in (0,\infty) \), \( R(X) \) is the TV of the signal \( X \):

\[
R(X) = \| d_X \|_1,
\]

\[
d_{i,j}X = \begin{bmatrix} X(i+1,j) - X(i,j) \\ X(i,j+1) - X(i,j) \end{bmatrix},
\]

and \( d \) is a gradient operator.

The TV optimization is applied on the TrapView images. The TrapView camera, placed in the field, takes pictures of insects captured in the trap and sends them to the cloud. Before sending, the image is transformed in the discrete cosine transform (DCT) domain and undersampled. Therefore, the vector of measurements \( y \) is consisted of the DCT coefficients. The optimization problem is defined as:

\[
\min_{X} \text{TV}(X) \text{ subject to } y = \Lambda x,
\]

Or, in the discrete form:

\[
\text{TV}(X) = \sum_{i,j} \sqrt{(X_{i+1,j} - X_{i,j})^2 + (X_{i,j+1} - X_{i,j})^2}.
\]

III. THE PROCEDURE FOR TRAPVIEW IMAGES WATERMARKING AND CS OPTIMIZATION

A. TrapView image watermarking

The watermarking procedure is based on embedding of the SN, part of the digital certificate, that corresponds to certain camera device. Digital certificates are issued from
the Certification Authority (CA), and each issued certificate has its own and unique SN, validity period and a subject to whom is issued. The SN provides the name or source origin of the image, stored in register of digital certificates issued by CA, and consequently identifies the camera which is the source of the captured image.

The SN consists of 32 bits grouped in 8 hex numbers, thus forming unique digital identifier for a subject. In the proposed procedure, the group of 8 hex numbers is firstly modified from its original form and binary sequence is created, as it is shown in the Figure 2.

Each symbol is represented with 4 bits, which results in 32-bit sequence. After hex-to-binary conversion, each bit from the sequence is represented in the $n \times m$ matrix form. Therefore, one hex symbol forms an $n \times 4m$ matrix (see Figure 2). After all of the 8 symbols are converted into the matrix form, the binary logo image is created.

In order to increase robustness to different watermark attacks, the logo image is repeated and new binary image with repeated logos is created. This binary image is of the same size as the original image. The starting logo is chosen to be embedded 4 times, in the image corners, as it is shown in Figure 2.

The next step is logo embedding. The original logo is spread into the several bit planes, and only part of the logo is embedded into each plane. If we assume that the image coefficient is represented with $B$-bits, then $B$ bit planes are available. We chose $L=4$ bit planes for embedding and four $n \times 4m$ matrices in the image corners are used. Middle bit planes are considered [9], in order to provide robustness and, at the same time, to avoid the influence of the watermark to the image quality. The logo is divided into the $L$ parts (layers), by using a unique security key, i.e. a unique random matrix $\hat{A}$ [9]. The matrix is separated on $L$ layers, and each layer contains values from the certain interval - there are $L$ non-overlapping intervals. Therefore, the random matrix $\hat{A}$ and the threshold values, together with selection of the bit planes, form a security key. The complete logo is obtained after summation of the $L$ layers (Figure 3).

If $W_k$ denotes the $k$-th layer of the logo $W$, $B$ number of bit planes, $M$ and $N$ are image sizes and $\theta_k$ are the threshold values for the layers, then logo creation procedure can be defined within the Table 1.

**Table 1: Procedure for logo creation**

$$k \in \{1, \ldots, B\}$$

- for $i=1:M$
  - for $j=1:N$
    - if $\theta_{k-1} < \hat{A}(i, j) < \omega_k$ then
      - $W_k(i,j) = W(i,j)$
    - else
      - $W_k(i,j) = 0$
  - end if
- end for
- end for

The threshold values are chosen by using an equidistant rule, which is one way of secrecy providing. In our case, the elements of the random matrix $\hat{A}$ take values from the interval $(0, 1)$ and the threshold values for the corresponding layers are $(0, 1/4)$, $(1/4, 1/2)$, $(1/2, 3/4)$ and $(3/4, 1)$. If we denote the observed image with $x$, the embedding can be described within the Table 2.

The watermark extraction is done on the receiving side. Depending on the attack to which image is exposed during transmission, the logo will be degraded at certain degree. The SN is extracted from the received logo. Since the logo is consisted of 4 small logos at the image corners, the 4 SN will be extracted. If we find at least one SN corresponding to the embedded original SN, and if we have successful comparison between original and received SN, we are
proving the source origin. The details for the original SN are requested from the Montenegro Public Certification Authority – Post CG CA.

**Table 2: Procedure for logo embedding**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>k {0, ..., B}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>for i = 1:M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for j = 1:N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>if W(i,j) = 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x(i,j) = W(i,j)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>else</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x(i,j) = x(i,j)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>end if</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>end for</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The procedure for logo extraction starts by observing the bit planes where watermark is added, and is described in the Table 3:

**Table 3: Procedure for logo extraction**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>k {0, ..., B}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>for i = 1:M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for j = 1:N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>if W(i,j) = 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wk-1 &lt; A(i,j) &lt; wk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W_k^{ext}(i,j) = W_k(i,j)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>else</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W_k^{ext}(i,j) = 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>end if</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>end for</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Logo extraction cannot be done unless the random matrix A, together with the thresholds and the bit plane order numbers, are known.

### B. CS as a watermark attack

A special attention is devoted to the CS attack of the watermarked image [12], [13]. After the SN embedding, the CS is applied to the captured image, with an aim to decrease the amount of transmitted information. Certain percent of the pixels from the watermarked image is selected. Selection is done at a random manner [11],[12],[15],[16]. After that, the selected pixels are transmitted and the image is reconstructed at the receiver side. High image quality after the CS reconstruction is important for:

- image post-processing;
- SN extraction.

Post-processing of the images means counting the number of captured insect specimens, based on counting algorithms [14],[15]. Therefore, it is of great interest to save the quality of the reconstructed image as better as it is possible, in order to minimize the possibility of error occurrence during counting. As it was mentioned previously, an accurate SN extraction is important for the camera device location.

### IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Let us consider the SN-based watermarking of the TrapView images. The overview of digital certificate for certain user/device is shown in Figure 4.

The observed SN is in the hexadecimal form: 4C F9 DF CA. The first step of the proposed procedure is hexadecimal to binary conversion. Therefore, after the conversion, the following sequence is obtained: 0100 1100 1111 1001 1101 1111 1100 1010. The next step assumes forming matrix from each bit in the sequence. This part of the procedure results in binary logo formation, as it is shown in Figure 2a. The logo is created as a binary image of equal size as the original image. The sizes of the logos that are embedded into the image corners are 50×48.

The logo is repeated 4 times (see Figure 2b), prior it is embedded into the 4 bit planes (the coefficients of the image are represented with 8 bits). In order to determine the positions of sub-images pixels used in watermarking procedure, the random matrix A is exploited and it has to be known at the receiver side.

![Figure 4: Overview of digital certificate with serial number details](image)

The original TrapView image is of 2MB size. In order to reduce the procedure complexity, we have observed only part of the original image – part of 256×256 size. The 4 logos of size 50×48 are embedded into the observed image part. The same watermarking procedure can be applied to the whole image, or only to the selected image part.

The original and the watermarked images are shown in Figure 5. As it can be seen, the watermark does not degrade the image quality. In order to decrease the number of transmitted samples per image, as well as to increase transmission and upload speed, only 21% of randomly transmitted SNs are considered.
selected samples per image are chosen (14000 samples out of the total number of 256×256 samples).

TV-based optimization is done at the receiver side and the image is reconstructed. After the optimization, the logo and SN are extracted. The CS reconstructed image is shown in Figure 6a, while the extracted logo is shown in Figure 6b. The obtained peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) is 30.0082 dB, which numerically proves satisfactory reconstruction quality. Therefore, we can conclude that the CS approach will not affect the process of specimens counting.

The SN is detected by using the extracted logo. Based on counting the “1” and the “0” in each n×4m matrix and taking the value that correspond to the greater number of occurrences, the decision on serial number’s bit is made and the extracted SN appears in binary form.

The SN extraction is done from all 4 logos, because if only one bit from 32 sequence is modified, the identification fails. Therefore, we check the extracted SN 4 times, and if match with the original SN is obtained just once, we can say that the camera device identification is successful. In this case, all 4 extracted logos provide the exact SN. Beside the CS, the robustness of the watermarking procedure is tested under other commonly appeared attacks in real applications. The success of the SN extraction is observed, and the results are given in the Table 4.

Table 4: Logo and SN extraction results for various attacks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attack</th>
<th>Gaussian noise</th>
<th>Impulse noise</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Extracted logo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extracted SN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSNR=10.1167 Db</td>
<td>40% of the image samples corrupted</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack</td>
<td>JPEG compression, quality = 10</td>
<td>CS with 21% available samples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extracted logo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extracted SN</td>
<td>All 4 SN extracted</td>
<td>All 4 SN extracted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack</td>
<td>Image brightening (80%)</td>
<td>Image darkening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extracted logo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extracted SN</td>
<td>All 4 SN extracted</td>
<td>All 4 SN extracted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack</td>
<td>Median filtering</td>
<td>Image blurring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extracted logo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extracted SN</td>
<td>All 4 SN extracted</td>
<td>All 4 SN extracted</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. CONCLUSION

The procedure for image watermarking, based on the Public Key Cryptography Signature and serial number embedding, is proposed in the paper. The images captured with an automatic observing cameras in the Trap View pest monitoring system, are used. Each camera has its own serial number, based on which the device identification is done. The images are watermarked in order to ease the camera identification that captured the observed image. Based on 32-bit PKCS serial number, the binary logo is created and embedded into the captured image. Detection of the watermark is done at the receiver side, and indicates the camera which captured the image by comparing the
extracted serial number with an original one. The watermarking procedure is defined in a way that provides robustness to CS-based image optimization. The 80% of the image samples can be avoided and image can still be reconstructed, preserving the embedded serial number. The robustness of the procedure is also tested under other common watermarking attacks and shows successful serial number extraction in all considered cases.
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Abstract - Generally speaking, anti-computer forensics is a set of techniques used as countermeasures to digital forensic analysis. When put into information and data perspective, it is a practice of making it hard to understand or find. Typical example being when programming code is often encoded to protect intellectual property and prevent an attacker from reverse engineering a proprietary software program.

Through this paper the focus will be on anti-forensics methods which in sense is how information obfuscation is affecting digital forensic investigation. The paper will describe some of the many anti-forensics methods used under the broad classifications of data hiding, artefact wiping, trail obfuscation and finally attacks on the forensic tools themselves.

With any modern-day investigation relying more and more on digital forensics, investigators are required to deal with anti-forensics methods on a daily basis. This paper will explore the challenges investigators and forensic practitioners are facing when conducting investigations. The methods used will be separated into low-tech and high-tech techniques, how they are being used, how they are affecting digital forensic investigation and what the mitigation possibilities are. Focus will be on high-tech techniques that will not stop the investigation but rather prolong or make the process extremely time consuming and therefore not possible to complete in a timely manner or be cost effective.

Index Terms - information, obfuscation, artefacts, anti-forensics, digital forensics

I. DIGITAL FORENSICS

Digital forensics (sometimes known as digital forensic science) is a branch of forensic science encompassing the recovery and investigation of material found in digital devices, often in relation to computer or mobile device crime. The term digital forensics was originally used as a synonym for computer forensics but has expanded to cover investigation of all devices capable of storing digital data. With roots in the personal computing revolution of the late 1970s and early 1980s, the discipline evolved in a haphazard manner during the 1990s, and it was not until the early 21st century that national policies emerged. Digital forensics investigations have a variety of applications. The most common is to support or refute a hypothesis before criminal or civil (as part of the electronic discovery process) courts. Forensics may also feature in the private sector; such as during internal corporate investigations or intrusion investigation (a specialist probe into the nature and extent of an unauthorized network intrusion) [1].

The technical aspect of an investigation is divided into several sub-branches, relating to the type of digital devices involved; computer forensics, network forensics, forensic data analysis, mobile device forensics and new emerging cloud/internet or cyber forensics. The typical forensic process encompasses the seizure, forensic imaging (acquisition) and analysis of digital media and the production of a report of collected evidence. Later it will be shown how obfuscation directly affects each of these steps.

As well as identifying direct evidence of a crime, digital forensics can be used to attribute evidence to specific suspects, confirm alibis or statements, determine intent, identify sources (for example, in copyright cases), or authenticate documents. Investigations are much broader in scope than other areas of forensic analysis (where the usual aim is to provide answers to a series of simpler questions) often involving complex time-lines or hypotheses. To make this harder or impossible to do, information obfuscation is used.

Obfuscation is method used for obscuring intended meaning in communication, making the message or content confusing, willfully ambiguous, or harder to understand. It may be intentional or unintentional (although the former is usually connoted) and may result from circumlocution (yielding wordiness) or from use of jargon or even argot (yielding economy of words but excluding outsiders from the communicative value). Unintended obfuscation in expository writing is usually a natural trait of early drafts in the writing process, when the composition is not yet advanced, and it can be improved with critical thinking and revising, either by the writer or by another person with sufficient reading comprehension and editing skills. Conventionally, obfuscation is commonly tied to encryption since it is the main way of making any type of information unreadable unless the cypher is known. Nevertheless, information can be obscured in many other ways that will be described later on [1][2][3].

The combination of information obfuscation methods and digital forensics form anti-forensics techniques.

II. ANTI-FORENSICS

Anti-forensics was first defined by Ryan Harris in 2006 in his paper “Arriving at an Anti-forensics Consensus: Examining How to Define and Control the Anti-forensics Problem” as “Attempts to negatively affect the existence, amount, and/or quality of evidence from a crime scene, or make the examination of evidence difficult or impossible to conduct”. He was also one of the first to produce classification of common anti-forensics methods as described in the table below [4]:
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Destroying</th>
<th>Hiding</th>
<th>Eliminating source</th>
<th>Counterfeiting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MACE alterations</td>
<td>Erasing MACE information or overwriting with useless data</td>
<td></td>
<td>Overwriting with data which provides misleading information to investigators</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Removing/wiping files</td>
<td>Overwriting contents with useless data</td>
<td>Deleting file (overwriting pointer to content)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data encapsulation</td>
<td>Hiding by placing files inside other files</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Account hijacking</td>
<td>Evidence is created to make it appear as if another person did the “bad act”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archive/image bombs</td>
<td>Evidence is created to attempt to compromise the analysis of an image</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disabling logs</td>
<td>Informati on about activities is never recorded</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 1 Classification of common anti-forensics methods

In his paper Ryan reflected only on several methods but in today’s world many new have emerged and the ways how data is being hidden or obfuscated has changed. This paper will go much further than this. Still, the goal of anti-forensics remains the same, avoid detection of the true meaning of data, disrupting information collection, increasing time needed to conduct the investigation, trail obfuscation, information modification, data hiding, data saturation and general casting doubt on the forensics report or testimony. Anti-forensic techniques aimed towards digital forensics tools are especially of interest, since they exploit shortcoming of tools that are the main means of giving broader meaning to data. It is important to mention that in the period when this paper was written an average storage capacity of a computer is about 1TB of data and personal computers hold about 8GB or Random Accesses Memory (RAM). On the other hand, mobile devices have at least 16GB of data while the top capacity phones now stretch up to 256GB of data. The amount of data that must be examined is truly vast and the only way of putting any meaning to it, in a reasonable amount of time, is to use digital forensic tools that accelerate the process. Manually going through such high capacity storages would be too time consuming for police officers and the back log (number of cases waiting to be processed) would be vast, while in the perspective of corporate investigations, it would be financially unprofitable.

As mentioned earlier, there are many ways of making information hard or impossible to interpret. To build on previously mentioned classification, means of obfuscation will be separated into two main classes, low tech and high tech. As their names suggest, low tech requires basic knowledge of computing and electronics while high tech requires excellent conversance of computing/programming and electronics.

III. LOW TECH ANTI-FORENSICS TECHNIQUES

A. Physical data destruction

The simplest method of them all that doesn’t require any special knowledge is complete physical data destruction. Typically, this means taking data holding media such as computer hard drive or USB thumb drive and smashing it with a hammer. In some cases, this procedure can be used as an official procedure for media destruction when certain hardware becomes obsolete or is due for replacement/upgrade. Besides using a hammer, criminals will do some of the following:

- Use a power drill and bore through the hard drive plates or through memory chips
- Throw the media in water – nearby pond, toilet, pour water over electronic parts
- Use power press to completely crush the media
- Use strong magnets to demagnetize the media
- Pour acid over the media

In today’s modern world, these very primitive methods are not used very often since if applied, the media will become unusable and what is even more troublesome is the fact that data will be destroyed even for the criminals to use again. Today even the media can be somewhat expensive to replace but the data can be irreplaceable. Because of these facts, criminals will tend to use other techniques that will allow them to access the data after it was investigated by the legal authorities.

B. Hard drive scrubbing

Besides physical data destruction, next low tech method that is commonly used is Hard Drive (HDD) scrubbing or wiping. This is easy to implement since modern HDD’s and file system will do this automatically when data is being deleted from a digital source. Basically, a user will delete everything he doesn’t want others to find. This can be a full HDD wiping – writing zeros to the whole HDD or just deleting important files. Since this is also a destructive method on a logical form where data is being completely destroyed, persons usually go for less destructive method where they can still retrieve the data for the same reason described in the section above. The most common and fastest
method is quick formatting. By doing a quick format, only index that contains information where the data is located is deleted, but data still resides on the media. If untrained investigator performs a preview of the media he will not see any data and disregard it when in reality, everything is still there but “hidden” from the operating system.

Data deletion is commonly used by low level criminals but even an average investigator will know that soft deleted data can be retrieved by all digital forensic tools and how to do it. What is also important to state is that data deletion often implies guilt and intention to destroy evidence. Furthermore, often absence of information can be evident itself. To explain on an example, it would be very strange to see a mobile phone that doesn’t have any pictures on it since everybody takes pictures and it would be anticipated to find at least some. Another example would be to find an older computer that has no user files on it while there are traces of past user activities. Same would be if someone is buying a 5 year old car that has very low mileage – for experienced buyer a definitive sign of mileage count manipulation.

C. Artefact wiping

Continuing with the previous section, besides actual information deletion or partial deletion which is very destructive mechanism persons can delete artefacts that make digital forensics analysis more difficult. This can be considered as removing metadata – information that describes other information. To accomplish this, users can utilize various free programs used for fixing or clearing up space on computers as CCleaner, Clean Master, BC Wipe or Eraser. These programs are advertised as PC optimization tools, speeding up systems, clearing up space, safe browsing, privacy protection etc [5]. In reality what they do is remove browsing history, delete cache files, delete operation system files, wipe slack and unallocated space and “clean” registry files. All this information is used to create a better picture of what the person was doing on the system, what was their intention and if they were trying to hide their true goal. For example, by wiping artefacts investigators can find an incriminating picture but they don’t have the information on who was the original author, to whom was it sent to or how did it get on the system.

Mitigating this method is relatively easy. No tool is perfect and therefore “anti-forensic” tools are not perfect and will leave something behind that could be used during the investigation. As before, the mere presence of the tool will raise suspicion with the investigator and make him dig deeper into analysis.

D. Steganography

A bit of history… Roots in hiding data/information begin with steganography - the practice of concealing messages or information within other non-secret text or data [5]. When put into digital information perspective, steganography can be used on computers and networks through steganography applications that allow for someone to hide any type of binary file in any other binary file, where image and audio files are today’s most common carriers. To put it simple, hide pictures in MS Office PowerPoint or word document or hide a message in a spam email. Persons can go even one step further by covering picture, table or text block under a white block so if the document is quickly reviewed it would be hard to spot. Most modern digital forensic tools will detect most of these anti-forensics methods since they unpack and index documents with their metadata [6][7]. Of course, this can also be a high-tech technique if data is being embedded in an audio file or inside the picture, null cyphers can be used to select a pre-determined pattern of letters from a sequence of words or similar. These methods are rarely used since they are hard to implement, take time to do and also require lot of time to decode. Steganography is especially hard do implement on data that is accessed often.

E. Cryptography

Cryptography is a very easy and commonly used technique to hide data. Sometimes it is also described as an ultimate anti-forensics tool since if properly implemented, will put the digital forensic investigation to a complete halt. It is very easy to implement since there are variety of tools, both paid and free that have excellent encryption algorithms and are simple to install and use. Most commonly known programs widely used all over the globe are Truecrypt, Veracrypt and Bitlocker for Windows and Linux machines while Apple devices use proprietary encryption FileVault. They can be implemented in two ways – full disk encryption or file/container encryption.

If full disk encryption is used, whole media (hard drive, memory card, USB thumb drive) will be fully encrypted, first to last byte and without a password no data is accessible or retrievable. If less known product is used for encryption, even with knows password it can be troublesome to retrieve the data.

Other type is file or container encryption. This method will create an encrypted file or encrypted container that can store other files and acts as a vault. Everything stored in this container will be fully encrypted but rest of the files on a system or media will be readable. Digital forensics tools will often detect encryption but don’t have any means of decrypting the data without the proper password. There are tools that will attempt to break the encryption by trying to guess the password, but this method of decryption is a very time consuming process and with no guarantee of success. The table below represents the number of combinations per number of letters in a password.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Letters</th>
<th>Possible Combinations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>8836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>830584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>78074896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>7339040224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>689869781056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>6.4847759e+13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>6.0956894e+15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| TABLE 2 Password combinations |
This table is only for English dictionary and does consider capital letters, numbers or special characters which make up total of 94 different characters:

- numbers (10 different ones: 0-9)
- letters (52 different ones: A-Z and a-z)
- special characters (32 different ones)

Usual password length today is 6-8 characters with requirement for at least 1 small and 1 capital, and 1 number. As seen from the table, even with today’s powerful computers that can compute 100,000 passwords per second, for 6 character password it would take several years to guess the password [8][9].

Encryption can be implemented not only on stored data but also to hide data/information that is being transmitted over the network. This can be implement through various ways such as PGP, encrypted VPN, TOR networks and similar. Again, if an investigator is collecting network traffic, all data will be fully encrypted and not possible to interpret.

Similarly to data deletion, encryption in respect to the circumstances, can be interpreted as intention to hide data and raise suspicion which for suspects is an undesirable effect since it will cause investigators to dig deeper into the case. On the other hand, encryption it widely used as a necessity, corporate or government rule or is turned on by the manufacturer by default. Usage of encryption can be debated but it not the subject of this paper.

IV. HIGH TECH ANTI-FORENSICS TECHNIQUES

Most of low tech methods can be utilized with various free tools and do not require any special interaction from the user except running the tool and making few selections. The main issue they have in common is that they raise suspicion from the investigator side, since they leave noticeable traces and it’s very easy to spot something is wrong, missing or hidden.

On the other hand, high tech methods are not destructive and are focused more on hiding data, breaking digital forensics tools and process, or causing prolongation of the whole investigation. These methods will try to confuse the automated process of evidence discovery and basically make the whole investigation last longer and therefore making it not financially profitable. To better understand how this is achievable, the regular forensic process must be defined. These are common steps that are part of any digital forensic investigation:

1. Collection – gathering all relevant evidence from the crime scene
2. Preservation – respecting the chain of custody. Marking and transporting the digital evidence from the scene to the lab
3. Identification – reviewing and identifying gathered evidence and determining what and how it should be processed
4. Analysis - performing digital forensic analysis of collected evidence
5. Presentation – creating a report on the findings

Each of this basic steps will be challenged with the goal not to prevent the forensics from happening but rather just slowing down the examination process down until the data loses its value or intelligence or cost.

There are many high tech anti-forensics methods and this paper will mention just some of them since they are very technical and as mentioned before, require a lot of advance knowledge of computing.

A. Data saturation

To start simple, it is very easy to create problems in collection phase of investigation - own a lot of media. Simply, persons will never throw out old hard drives, USB drives, memory cards, phones, laptops or any storage media. When investigators come to the scene, they will find all this media that they cannot neglect and must either review on the scene, image or take with them to the laboratory. This will prolong the time needed to image all storage media before it can be processed and examined.

To mitigate this, investigators must parallelize the acquisition process – utilize multiple duplicators and machines. Also, investigators can use the suspects hardware against them to preview the evidence prior to imaging.

In the later investigation phase, data saturation can also be applied by creating or owning a lot of false data or senseless data. This method will again prolong the investigation since the investigator must divide false from real data and later on come to some concrete conclusion. The same is often used when one is trying to conceal its public information by creating vast number of false information.

Mitigation technique involves having as much as possible data about the case so that through analysis investigator can easily pinpoint desired information. Never the less, there will always be cases where data croscheck will be required.

B. Hiding data

Similar to steganography where binary data is hidden in other binary data, the same effect can be accomplished in numerous ways. This section will address only few that are very common and appear in many digital forensics investigations.

Most common would be hiding data in virtual machines. In computing, a virtual machine (VM) is an emulation of a computer system. Virtual machines are based on computer architectures and provide functionality of a full physical computer. Their implementations may involve specialized hardware, software or a combination [10]. Even an average personal computer today is capable of running virtual machines and software for creating them is very easy to use. Persons that want to hide their activity create VM’s and use them for malicious or secret work while the host machine is used for everyday work. These machines can also be fully encrypted or password protected for strengthen security.

Next possibility of hiding data can be accomplished by storing data in other user disk spaces, closed sessions on compact discs and public or shared servers. By storing data away from the original machine where it is actually being used, if not all data storage spaces are inspected it can easily be omitted. Furthermore, analysis of such data can be tedious work since it can be difficult to determine the owner of the information. This poses a serious problem for digital forensic
investigator since data today can very easily be transferred and received over the network to and from a remote location. In cases where data is being stored on remote servers outside the person’s country, police officers usually don’t have any jurisdiction over that kind of data and is often inaccessible.

To mitigate this, investigators must perform live machine analysis and dawn raids where persons of interest don’t have time to delete, disconnect or close their sessions to remote data. When data is stored in such way, there is always some data leftovers that will provide clues to investigators on what was going on and how the user was operating.

C. Hiding data in slack and unallocated space

Over 80% of computers today are running Windows OS which implies that the most used file system is Windows New Technology File System (NTFS) [11]. When formatting a hard drive to NTFS users have a choice of how many partitions they want to create, e.g. if they want to format the whole drive or create several partitions. After partition is created, certain portion of hard drive space will be reserved for file system files and there will be partitions that will remain unused by the file and operating systems. Some of these protected and unused areas are Master Boot Record (MBR), Host Protected Area (HPA), Device Configuration Overlay (DCO), unallocated hard drive space. These areas are never used by regular user and are by default inaccessible, but for skilled user they can be used for storing sensitive data or for data exchange between users. If storage media is not properly examined, it is very easy to omit these areas.

Main stream digital forensic tools will always examine most of these areas for data but some, such as HPA and DCO, must be explicitly reviewed if any trace of hidden data exists. If investigator is performing a manual analysis, it is very easy to overlook.

D. Nonstandard RAID configurations

RAID or redundant array of independent disks provide a way of storing the same data in different places (thus, redundantly) on multiple hard disks (though not all RAID levels provide redundancy). By placing data on multiple disks, input/output (I/O) operations can overlap in a balanced way, improving performance. Since multiple disks increase the mean time between failures (MTBF), storing data redundantly also increases fault tolerance [12]. In order to create a RAID array, users must define stripe patterns, block sizes and various other parameters. By using nonstandard parameters, if investigators image or confiscate the drives, before they start the analysis they must rebuild the RAID array. If parameters are not known this is not possible. RAID arrays commonly need not only proper parameters to function but also dedicated hardware. If nonstandard hardware is used, this will also cause issues during investigation.

To mitigate, investigators can de-RAID volumes on suspects machines, create images on suspect machine or preview the data. It would be recommended to image volumes rather than physical drives and therefore worry only about copying data to destination drive. Recording configuration of the suspects machines is a necessity.

E. File signature masking

All digital forensic tools work with file signature rather than file extensions. This basically means that all files will be analysed and handled by their binary header and/or footer (signature) rather than the file name extension which is easily changed just by renaming the file with a single click. In the past, this method was widely used to hide data on the system, but today it would be detected automatically by forensic tools. To make it harder, users can “hollow out” a file and store wanted data inside it. To go even one step further, data that is pasted in the middle of the other file can be encrypted. This method is sometimes also called transmogrify since the original file is being significantly changed. Other method would be to change the file header/footer rather than the file extension to confuse the digital forensic tool. For an example, all *.jpg picture files have header FF D8 in hexadecimal representation and by changing it to e.g. 00 00 00 14 66 74 79 70 would mask it as Quick Time movie file. If somebody tried to open such modified file, they would get an error.

Mitigating file signature masking can be accomplished with usage of fuzzy hashing. In order to understand this, general file hashing must be explained. A hash function is any function that can be used to map data of arbitrary size to data of fixed size. The values returned by a hash function are called hash values, hash codes, digests, or simply hashes. Put simple, hash function is a mathematical formula that takes any value as an input and returns a fixed size result. If the input changes even by one digit or one byte, the resulting output will be a completely different number. In forensics, most common hash functions used are MD5 which returns 128-bit value and SHA-1 which returns 160-bit value. Hashing in computing is mostly used to find and/or compare data. This will be discussed later. Going back to fuzzy hashing, it is a concept which involves the ability to compare two distinctly different items and determine a fundamental level of similarity (expressed as a percentage) between the two. Chances are that the person or suspect chose a file from his own system and copied it or hollowed it out. By analysing recent files investigators can easily spot suspicious activity such as opening system file as rundll.dll with Excel. Also during analysis when fuzzy hashing produces results that specific file is very similar to notepad.exe. One other mean of mitigation is to use National Software Reference Library (NSRL) which is a large database of known files with their hash values. NSRL database contains large physical collection of commercial software packages (e.g., operating systems, off-the-shelf application software as MS Office, Adobe etc.), detailed information, or metadata, about each file that makes up each of those software packages and smaller public dataset containing the most widely used metadata for each file in the collection that is published and updated quarterly [13] Investigators use NSRL libraries to filter out “typical” files from the evidence so that only unknow remains. This process is sometime called De-NISTing.
F. NSRL Scrubbing

In previous section NSRL database was introduced. As investigators use NSRL on regular basis to reduce the amount of data needed to be analysed, suspect will try to disable the usage of this database by modifying system, program and other files in general. As mentioned before, if only a fraction of input data is changed, the resulting hash value will be completely different and therefore it will not match the record in the database. This is accomplished by modifying strings or insignificant part of files. Furthermore, by turning off Data Executing Prevention (DEP) which is a set of hardware and software technologies that perform additional checks on memory to help prevent malicious code from running on a system, hashes will again be changed and no longer match with the NSRL databases.

There is no easy way of mitigation for this technique of masking files and therefore obfuscating information they hold. There are some guidelines investigators can follow not to omit important information. Instead of using blacklisting, whitelisting approach is preferable – approach that looks for things that match. Investigators are encouraged to identify useful files rather than eliminating them.

G. Scrambled MACE Times

Timing is everything. Same can be said for digital forensics investigations. It is of utmost importance to establish proper timeline of events. Investigators will also utilize dedicated tools for creating histograms in addition to timelines of events in order to create a better picture of what and when something happened. All files on computer store multiple timestamps:
- Modified - the last time file was modified or written to
- Accessed - the last time file was read
- Created - the file’s creation date
- Entry - the last time the Master File Table (MFT) entry was updated

As it can be seen above, these four times form MACE acronym. By changing these times either manually or by randomizing them, investigators will have hard time in determining the proper timeline of events. Time changes can be also accomplished by changing BIOS time, turning off “Last Access” update in Windows or by changing time zone of the system.

Mitigation process involves ignoring MACE times and creating new timeline by determining proper ones. As an example, suspects will rarely go to such lengths of changing all possible times on the system and since majority of systems are connected to the internet, investigators only need to find times that are correct by comparing them to real time. Log files will usually be sequential and therefore anything that is off can be considered to be changed intentionally. Also, identifying small sets of similar times can prove to be helpful since investigator only needs to determine the time offset to the real time. All times that are completely scrambled can be ignored. Scrambled MACE times is one of the most difficult anti-forensic techniques to mitigate since it can be very hard to determine when something happened to the second, since that information can be crucial to any case.

H. Restricted filenames

Since this paper is addressing information that is stored in a digital form, in order for that to be possible a storage media is needed. Every storage media must be formatted to a specific file system to hold data. In computing, a file system or filesystem is used to control how data is stored and retrieved. Without a file system, information placed in a storage medium would be one large body of data with no way to tell where one piece of information stops and the next one begins. By separating the data into pieces and giving each piece a name, the information is easily isolated and identified [14]. A filename (or file name) is used to identify a storage location in the file system. Most file systems have restrictions on the length of filenames. In some file systems, filenames are not case sensitive (i.e., filenames such as FOO and foo refer to the same file); in others, filenames are case sensitive (i.e., the names FOO, Foo and foo refer to three separate files). Most modern file systems allow filenames to contain a wide range of characters from the Unicode character set. However, they may have restrictions on the use of certain special characters, disallowing them within filenames; those characters might be used to indicate a device, device type, directory prefix, file path separator, or file type (File system, 2016). As mentioned earlier, most widely spread file system is Windows NTFS. This file system has specific restricted file names such as:
- CON
- PRN
- AUX
- NUL
- COM1, COM2, COM3, COM#
- LPT1, LPT2, LPT#

Furthermore, file names cannot have nonstandard or hidden characters as 0xFF ‘e, ~u or similar. If file has a restricted file name or file name contains nonstandard or hidden characters, it will not be accessible through the operating system and will confuse the digital forensic tools. Also, some functions in tools will not work properly such as exporting files. This again will not stop the investigation but will cause prolongation of the data analysis since live preview and live analysis will not be possible until the data is properly imaged and analysed in a forensic tool.

Mitigation is relatively easy since the only requirement is to process all acquired data in a digital forensic tool. Files with such modified file names must be exported with different files names or with file ID number as a name.

I. Circular references

As defined in the previous chapter, file system not only has file name restriction but also file location restrictions. Users can also exploit this restriction for hiding data. Folders have a limit of 255 characters for the full file path. If file is stored with a file path longer than 255 it will become inaccessible to the operating system and therefore to the investigator. File path can also contain “junctions” or “symbolic links” that change the actual file location. File can be represented to the operating system in way that the actual file location is in a completely different location than reported. Users can also use circular references in a way that the file is being stored in...
file path as: C:\Parent\Child\Parent\Child etc. to confuse the investigator or they can be stored in multiple nested folders to cause the tool to run into an infinite loop or throw errors during acquisition or analysis [15].

As in previous case with restricted filename, mitigation is relatively easy. Just knowing about this method will help investigator circumvent it. Investigators should always work from digital forensic images and be mindful about this anti-forensic method when dealing with a live system.

J. Broken log files

In addition to file MACE times, logs can also be vital evidence. Logs will show important information such as when a user logged in to the system, when did he log out, what programs were used, when did the system restart, how application was used and in general will lay out an audit trail. To hide their activity and make the information hard to retrieve, users will make changes to log files as described in artefact wiping, file signature masking or restricted filenames sections of the paper. This will confuse certain data parsers and make them throw errors [16].

To mitigate broken log file method, investigators first must ask themselves whether they actually need the log file. Usually there should be sufficient data to gather all necessary information from evidence files – try to prove a point without logs. If there is a necessity for examination of the log file, they can potentially be parsed in portions (parts that are needed), create custom small scripts that will perform automatic parsing or zero in on the specific records that are of interest rather than parsing the whole log.

K. Portable systems and programs

With the introduction of restricted user profiles that don’t have administrator privileges and no possibility to modify the system (eg. install new programs or change settings), many portable software’s have emerged ranging from simple programs as file browser to full portable operating systems. These applications and systems can be simply copied to a portable USB thumb drive and used on whatever system is available. Most common usage would be in public internet shops or libraries. Person just plugs the USB thumb drive into computer and boots into his own operating system, usually Linux. There he has a full control over all hardware that is available. After he is done, he simple takes his USB and boots back to the original operating system leaving almost no trace on the host machine. Similar can be done with programs. Portable version of internet browser can be run directly from the USB. In this way majority of data will be stored on USB drive itself and therefore very little will be left on the machine hard drive for investigators to go through.

Mitigation method requires thorough preparation before going to field. On the scene, machines must be imaged live, computer memory must be captured and all media storages must be confiscated. This procedure will ensure that investigators have all possible data sources that will enable them to perform full analysis.

L. Non standard program usage

The last method that this paper will address is based on usage of nonstandard tools. As mentioned multiple times throughout this paper, what was addressed were the most common operating systems, file systems, programs etc. Digital forensic tools parse best “common” data that is coming from common programs or sources. To lay out an example, there is excellent support for parsing artefacts coming from Microsoft Office but few coming from LibreOffice. All Microsoft Windows operating system versions are supported but not all Linux operation systems are supported. The same can be said for smaller types of software such as internet browser, encryption programs, communication programs etc. It is easy to spot an emerging pattern that is exploited by users. By using non-popular programs, it is very easy to hide activity, information or intentions since tools will not parse data coming from non-popular/standard sources.

Mitigation of this method can only be achieved by constant education and by following current trends. Investigators should train themselves to spot suspicious applications and educate on how they work. Unfortunately, investigation of such data should be performed manually and will definitely prolong the overall investigation time.

V. CONCLUSION

In today’s modern world where almost all information is exchanged in a digital form, digital forensics plays a big role. Conceiving true form of information, person’s intention, information destination or source are just some of the ways data and therefore information is being manipulated and therefore making discovery and data analysis hard or impossible to perform. In digital forensics, anti-forensics methods are trying to confuse investigators and their tools in accomplishing their task. Over the years, goal of anti-forensics changed from trying to completely deny access to information, to just making it too hard to obtain or being cost effective. The main reason for this change is that the lack of evidence is evidence itself and intentional (obvious) hiding of information, raises unwanted suspicion. It is also necessary to mention that complete data destruction is not an option since in today’s world, information is money.

Taking all methods that were explained throughout this paper into account and considering that there are many more available, it can be concluded that it is very easy to disrupt digital forensic investigation. There are also other factors that make investigation hard to perform, one of them being data stored in the cloud that takes it out of current investigators jurisdiction and making it hard to obtain and investigate. The future with everyday development of hardware and encryption possibilities will bring even more obstacles in conducting investigations. The only method that can help investigators to come on top of this never-ending battle is education. Knowing about these and other methods and their mitigation is to only way investigators will be successful in their jobs.
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Abstract – Nowadays, the need to tackle rapidly increased crimes is increasing day by day to help ensuring justice. Digital forensics can be defined as the process of collecting, examining, analyzing and reporting of digital evidence without any damage. Digital forensics requires a detailed examination of devices such as computers, mobile phones, sim cards, tablets that contain digital evidence regardless of whether the crime is large or small. Among these devices, mobile phones take an important place in digital forensics because of their widely usages by every individual. The importance of examining of the data called as evidence in mobile phones has increased with advances in technology, operation capacity, storage capacity and functionality. In a forensics case, mobile phones must be examined by authorized persons and the data obtained from the device must be brought to standards that can be used forensically. In this study, examination and analysis of mobile phones in terms of digital forensics is evaluated. At the same time, data that can be obtained from mobile phones through a sample application has been investigated.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Digital forensics is defined as the analysis of data, such as audio, video, video, etc., obtained after the examination of electronic devices, to help the legal process [1,2]. Today, with the advancement of technology, electronic devices are diversified such as tablet, flash memory, memory cards. At the same time, the storage capacities of devices are increasing day by day. People use these devices widely in many areas such as facilitating their work and following social environments [3]. It is an important issue to properly store and analyze this increased data in the electronic environment. Digital forensics aims to examine these devices and data to help the legal process. When forensic analysis is performed, the data on these devices must be evaluated unchanged and not destroyed [4-6]. The obtained results can be used in the judicial process with this condition. Digital forensics is divided into sub-disciplines as given below [3,7,8].

- Computer Forensics
- Mobile Forensics
- Memory Forensics
- Network Forensics
- Malware Forensics
- OS Forensics

Digital forensics has become a discipline that needs to be examined in detail at sub-disciplines because of different operating conditions of each device, progress of technology, storage structure.

After a crime occurred, digital forensics consists of four important processes: collection, examination, analysis and reporting as shown in Figure 1. The detailed planning of these steps and use of effective software and hardware tools ensure quickly and accurately assessment of the case [2].

![Figure 1. The process of digital forensics](image-url)

1. Collection: The evidence is collected and the image is taken.
2. Examination: The method is selected for the evidence to be examined.
3. Analysis: The stage of analysis is to obtain findings from digital evidence in accordance with the information required by judicial authorities.
4. Reporting: The reporting phase is the preparation of the documentation to be submitted to the judicial authorities.
Among available devices, mobile phones are one of the most used devices. Mobile phones meet the general needs of people like a computer with the cheaper and widespread use of the Internet. In terms of digital forensics, mobile phones that people do not separate from themselves can contain important evidences [3].

In this study, the evidence that can be obtained by examining mobile phones containing important data in digital forensics is presented.

II. MOBILE FORENSICS

Mobile devices have the ability to store and process data in a variety of methods. Mobile forensics, which is called examination of mobile devices, is a difficult area for the judicial process because it includes devices such as different brand-model mobile phones, smartphones, tablets [9,10]. Different models, hardware, memory structure, operating systems of each of these devices are available. These structures are removed from the standard when every device is examined in the light of digital forensics. However, just as digital forensics, mobile forensics also consist of basic steps as shown in Figure 2 [11].

![Diagram showing the processing steps for mobile phone examination](image)

Figure 2. The processing steps for mobile phone examination

The basic information obtained from mobile phones is given in Figure 3, despite the device differences [9,11].

![Diagram showing the basic data obtained by mobile phone examination](image)

Figure 3. The basic data obtained by mobile phone examination

The threats detected on mobile devices can be classified as direct attacks, malware, data interception, exploitation and social engineering. At the same time, it is among the most important security issues that users have insufficient knowledge of technology. There are many software and hardware tools developed for use in judicial cases in the detection of all these problems. The basic software and hardware tools used in mobile phone examinations are given in below [12,15]:

- Cellebrite
- Paraben’s Device Seizure
- XRY
- EnCase Neutrino
- Oxygen Forensic
- MOBIledit
- Faraday
- Tarantula

On the basis of all these programs, evidence has to be obtained without harming the data in the mobile phone to help the judicial process [3,15].

III. FINDING AND RESULTS

In this study, the data that can be obtained by a mobile phone examination are presented. For this purpose, the phone having android operating system examined for the computer with the features given in Table 1 is analyzed with Oxygen Forensic and MOBIledit programs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I. THE SYSTEM FEATURES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Operation System</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>System Producer</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RAM</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CPU</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Screenshots for the examination software tools are given in Figures 4 and 5.
Findings obtained after the analysis are presented in Table 2.

**TABLE II. THE COMPARISON RESULTS OF SELECTED SOFTWARES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Oxygen Forensics</th>
<th>MOBILEdit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Version</td>
<td>8.4.0.99</td>
<td>8.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processing Start Time</td>
<td>17.20 pm</td>
<td>15.05 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processing Finish Time</td>
<td>17.38 pm</td>
<td>15.16 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Time</td>
<td>18 minutes</td>
<td>11 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Live Acquisition</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone Image Analysis</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Graph</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simcard Serial Number</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHA-2 Hash</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At the same time, the findings with mobile phone examination can be listed as follows:

- **Device Information**
  - Retail Name
  - Manufacturer
  - Platform
  - IMEI
  - Software Revision
  - Network Information
  - Device Information, etc.

- **Sim card information**
  - IMSI
  - PIN
  - PUK
  - ICCID
  - LAI, etc.

- **Contacts**
  - Phonebook
  - Event Log (Incoming, missed call, outgoing)
  - Messages
  - Applications
  - E-mail
  - Groups, etc.

- **Timeline of events made during phone use**
- **List of web browsers entered from the phone**
- **The available files on the phone**
- **Passwords stored on the phone**
- Phone calendar events
  - Meetings
  - Appointments
  - Anniversaries, etc.
- Applications installed on the phone
- Cloud account information and data
- Device log information
- User Data
  - Photo
  - Videos
  - Audio
  - Sound recordings,
  - Document, etc.
- Deleted data
- Location information
- Wi-Fi connection logs

According to the information obtained above;

- It is necessary to act on the dump in order for the case to be able to help the legal process.
- Live analysis can damage the evidence. For this reason, live analysis is not recommended in the judicial process. Choosing a program to perform on the dump is important for judicial cases.
- If the number of evidences is too high, the program should be selected according to the need for fast processing.
- Mobile forensics programs have advantages and disadvantages. For this reason, the correctness and diversity of the findings must be revealed by using different programs

IV. CONCLUSION

Almost everyone in today's world has a mobile phone. In the past, mobile phones were only used for voice communication, but now people are using a lot of fields such as writing messages, data transferring, socializing, data storing. The widespread use of mobile phones has made these devices the most important factor applied in judicial events. For this reason, mobile forensics, a subdivision of digital forensics, has emerged. At the same time, the development of hardware and software to provide mobile phone investigations with mobile forensics has been achieved. In this study, the analysis of information obtained from the investigation of mobile phones are evaluated. At the same time, evidences from mobile phones are presented by the investigation. When evaluated in terms of running time, it was observed that MOBILedit program performed faster for this analysis. In addition, Oxygen Forensics advantages over MOBILedit program can be listed as dump analysis, Social graph, Wireless Security Protocol. It has been shown that the results of the analysis can be obtained from a mobile device in terms of forensic information of the user's criminal data.
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Abstract - Today's modern homes are becoming complex live systems in which virtually all functionality, from lighting and heating control to security and occupancy simulation, is mediated by computerized controllers leading to IoT future. The smart nature of these homes raises obvious security concerns and history has shown that a vulnerability in only one component may provide the means to compromise the system as a whole. Thus, the addition of every new component, and especially new components with external networking capability, increases risks that must be carefully considered. In this paper we examine one of the most active open source home automation framework, Open Home Automation Bus (openHAB) which is used as platform for many other IoT supported devices. First, we go through openHAB security architecture and supported features following the challenge of a static source code analysis of several most used openHAB packages (called bindings) and carefully crafted test cases that revealed many undocumented features of the platform. Next, we exploited security flaws by constructing two proof-of-concept attacks that: (1) openHAB system denial of service; (2) inject custom binding for message bus monitoring and control; We conclude the paper with security best practices for the design of custom openHAB bindings.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the unstoppable advance of technology, most research projects in field of smart homes have been designed to help human and increase their quality of everyday living experience. A home, which is smart, is the technology result used to make all electronic equipment around the home act "intelligent" or more smart. Smart home has advanced automatic rules for lighting, temperature control, security and many other functions. Each and every new home appliance are having embedded intelligence with automation, monitoring and controlling possibilities. Exposing the data outside smart home system, except security concerns, provides wide range of potential benefits for users and companies building those systems. There are many smart home solution that allows reusable automation rules and offers uniform user experience. OpenHAB does not try to replace existing solutions, but rather wants to enhance them - it can thus be considered as a system of systems. A core concept for openHAB is the notion of an “item”. An item is a data-centric functional atomic building block. [1] Under the hood, openHAB does not directly communicate with a physical device. Instead, it communicates with an instance of an “item” that encapsulates a physical device. This approach makes it even easier to replace device communication protocol by another without doing any changes to rules and UBs.

A most advanced aspect of openHAB’s architecture is its modular design giving simple way to extend system at runtime without stopping it. Each feature is developed as completely standalone Java OSGi library also known as openHAB binding. Modular binding approach has been a huge enabler for the active community around openHAB with many engaged contributors [2]. Looking from security side this could lead to many problems in security implementation as different bindings are developed by different users implying that static code analysis is important. Our security analysis explores the above security-oriented aspects of the openHAB framework. Performing the security analysis of an open-source system revealed devastating result of binding documentation. Some bindings are well document but some without any documentation at all, referring to code documentation. For an experienced Java developer is not that hard to dig into the code to get more understanding but some more complex bindings do need significant amount of time. To overcome these challenges, we used a combination of existing static analysis tools and manual analysis on a dataset of 153 bindings that we downloaded in source code form. As openHAB is based on Java programming language for this purpose we used Java enabled analysis tool Find Security Bugs.

II. RELATED WORK

Although the openHAB system analyzed in this article is widely used within the open source community, to day of writing this article, no information of existing security assessments has been found. Still many researchers touched the field of smart home systems and their security implications. Except the analyzed system, there are few other open source solutions such as openHAB [12]:
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• Domoticz – a home automation system with native HTML5 support, developed in C/C++ programming language
• OpenMotics – open source system designed to deliver full wired solution, including software and hardware
• Casaas – full-stack home automation platform, including preconfigured Linux operating system

Search for any structured security analysis documents related to any of above mentioned resulted without success. Most of the security analysis articles focus only to smart home devices and their protocols, building blocks, and barely on the complete system utilizing them. All automation systems support set of widely used smart devices such as switches, thermostats, pin locks. In following part, we show some of security flaws of most popular smart devices. We start with security assessment of smart thermostat, Google Nest, where researchers have revealed how it can be exploited and then used as smart spy device. Vulnerability required physical access to thermostat to load custom software over underlying Linux system. The compromised Nest thermostat acts as an entry point to attack other nodes within the local network exposing the data to the attacker [15].

Another device, where more realistic security issues were identified, is based on Insteon Hub, a network enabled device that can control light bulbs, wall switches, power outlets, thermostats, cameras and more. During a first Insteon Hub setup, user is asked to set up port forwarding from the Internet to the device. System documentation basically led user to expose access to anybody from the Internet. Furthermore, there was no option to enable authentication for the Web service running on the Insteon Hub that receives commands [16].

Smart home system with the most detailed security analysis is the Samsung propriety automation system called SmartThings [13]. Results revealed in SmartThings security analysis were trigger for this paper, and comparing the results similar set of issues is identified although the system is propriety [14]:

• SmartThings application can read all events a device generates if the application is granted at least one capability the device supports
• 42% of applications are granted capabilities that were not explicitly requested or used
• exploited framework design flaws to construct proof-of-concept attacks

On the protocol front, researchers demonstrated flaws in the ZigBee and ZWave protocol implementations for smart home devices [17]. Exploiting these bugs requires proximity to the target home but later can be used in attacks that do not require physical access to the home. Researchers also discussed the presence of some well-known vulnerabilities in home automation systems, such as Cross Site Scripting (XSS). Attacker could embed persistent Javascript in the log pages of one of the products. The researchers also observed that in some home automation systems, every communication between the homeowner and home automation system, both from within the home network and over the Internet, is done in clear text allowing an attacker to eavesdrop on the communication and gather legitimate login credentials [18].

III. OPENHAB SECURITY ANALYSIS

OpenHAB is designed in multilayer ecosystem with OSGi as baseline for its runtime engine showed on Fig 1. In this chapter we put focus on following components:

• openHAB Add-on Libraries
• openHAB REST service
• openHAB HTTP service

The Add-on libraries layer represents most vivid component of architecture also known as openHAB bindings. There are many bindings available, from house heating control to network binding allowing user to check, whether a device is currently available on the network. All bindings communicate with openHAB core through event based message bus. Next architectural component is HTTP service exposed as main management interface for openHAB configuration and administration. Every openHAB binding can be monitored, installed, or removed from this point. Last but not least important component is REST service. Most of the logic of REST service implements JavaScript Object Notation Application Programming Interface (JSON API) providing HTTP endpoints for third-party applications to interface with openHAB. This interface is main point for openHAB Android and iOS mobile applications to communicate towards openHAB event bus.

A. Security analysis of core components

To understand how the community based binding development manifest in practice from security point, we downloaded 153 [4] bindings from the openHAB official
web page and performed a static code analysis. We first present the number of bindings that are potentially vulnerable and then drill down to determine the extent to which apps are over privileged due to design flaws.

Table I shows the result overview of our dataset and most important that not all of these bindings are vulnerable. To show example, we pick few of these bindings to show actual vulnerability. Almost all bindings have some sort of Java coding bugs with resulting on its performance issues. Attaching higher number of bindings to openHAB runtime engine puts more focus on mentioned performance issues leading to process crash. After systems is crashed all openHAB functionality is terminated leading to smart home system which needs to be manually restarted. The same goes for openHAB REST service and mobile applications using it.

Adding more and more bindings to running system is very simple, but having in mind less code quality of some of bindings, could lead to openHAB process crash. From security perspective this is denial of service (DoS). However, this bug can be minimized by configuring openHAB in high availability mode (HA) where two instances are used. If one openHAB instance fails, other will take over and system will remain functional.

Next we show how we can utilize over privilege bindings to perform operations on system without permissions. One of widely used binding is openHAB Exec binding used to execute system scripts or commands directly from binding. Once started on system, this binding lets user to perform a command without any access control. The same goes for remote user using REST interface or using mobile application. Binding requires command in following structure:

```sh
exec="<[/bin/sh@@-c@@command]"
```

where command can be any shell command. To make a DoS showcase this can do remote system shutdown.

```sh
exec="OFF:ssh pi@192.168.1.4 shutdown -p now"
```

Exec binding is not installed by default, but is usually first choice for developers to do quick progress. This exact vulnerability is perfect example of user input validation problem we found by scanning bindings. Most of 153 bindings provide a user to control them by providing input arguments without any validation. Input from untrusted sources must be validated before use. Maliciously crafted inputs may cause problems, whether coming through binding arguments or external sources.

Another result analysis revealed is that some bindings uses direct communication with openHAB message bus. This is not an issue but shows that an attacker can create such binding which can listen for all events on openHAB message bus. Having complete access to all messages exchanged on bus can provide much information, such as security pins and passwords used in bindings connecting to external services such as Gmail Calendar. This kind of attack is not hard to achieve as all openHAB bindings are possible to download from web store where no cryptographic hash integrity functions are used by time of this analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bindings count</th>
<th>153</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Performance bugs</td>
<td>3019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bindings with event bus access</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User input not validated</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OpenHAB exposes HTTP based web service using the Representational state transfer (REST) or RESTful protocol. REST-compliant Web services allow requesting systems to access and manipulate textual representations of Web resources using a uniform and predefined set of stateless operations [5].

This kind of service is widely used for many IoT systems as usage is very simple and does not require special programs to be used. RESTful service exposes several predefined operations that can be utilized to integrate openHAB with other systems as it allows read access to items and item states as well as status updates or the sending of commands for items. To access REST service of the running openHAB users simply browse link:

```
http://ip_address:8080/rest
```

where ip_address is IP address of machine running openHAB process. Complete REST schema is based on Swagger specification [6] supporting different media types. The REST service furthermore supports server-push, so one can subscribe client on change notification for certain resources. Reaching REST endpoint returns structured openHAB data such as:

- Bindings
- Binding Discovery
- Items
- Data persistence

Default configuration starts openHAB without any security activated at all. In general, it is advised to use HTTPS communication over HTTP. On the very first start, openHAB generates a personal (self-signed, 256-bit ECC) SSL certificate and stores it in the Jetty Web service keystore. This process makes sure that every installation has an individual certificate, so that nobody else can falsely mimic your server.

Maybe the worst thing regarding openHAB REST interface is that it does not support restricting access through HTTPS for certain users. There is no authentication in place, nor is there a limitation of functionality or information that different users can access. So, once someone has access to openHAB service it has access to all of its functionality. This looks like very bad approach, but the answer why relies on the fact that openHAB uses Eclipse Smart Home code as baseline [7]. Complete HTTP service part exposing REST interface is used from that code so the expected solution needs to be there.
Fortunately, there are few recommended workarounds to overcome this security vulnerability. First is to limit access and only allow REST requests coming from local loopback interface. The default value allows access from all interfaces:

```java
web.listening.addresses = 0.0.0.0
```

and needs to be changed to:

```java
web.listening.addresses = 127.0.0.1
```

to allow requests only from local machine.

Second solution is to run openHAB behind reverse proxy. A reverse proxy simply redirects client requests to the appropriate server. This means we can proxy openHAB request connections to other web service. Running openHAB behind a reverse proxy allows to access openHAB runtime via port 80 (HTTP) and 443 (HTTPS). It also provides a simple way of protecting server with authentication and secure certificates.

The last option is to setup account for openHAB Cloud service which enabled that openHAB runtime tunnels to it hiding all the communication. The main core features of openHAB Cloud are a user-management frontend, secure remote access, remote proxy-access, device registry & management, messaging services and data management & persistence. The openHAB Cloud also serves as core backend integration point for cloud-based features (e.g. IFTTT) and provides an OAuth2 application enablement [4]. Cloud openHAB will proxy home sitemap over HTTPS so the communication to UI is TLS encrypted.

To see how openHAB REST interface is vulnerable we used penetration testing tool OWASP Zed Attack Proxy (ZAP), an open-source web application security scanner intended to be used by both those new to application security as well as professional penetration testers [9]. When used as a proxy server it allows the user to manipulate all the traffic that passes through it, including traffic using https. It can also run in a ‘daemon’ mode which is then controlled via a REST Application programming interface.

Scan discovered four type of issues, two with medium severity (orange) and two with low (yellow) showed in Table II. First issue is related to application error disclosure. Some responses contain an error/warning message that may disclose sensitive information like the location of the file that produced the unhandled exception. This information can be used to launch further attacks against the web application. To solve this bug, review the source code of this page by implementing custom error pages. Consider implementing a mechanism to provide a unique error reference/identifier to the client (browser) while logging the details on the server side and not exposing them to the user. For example:

```javascript
"error": {
  "message": "HTTP 404 Not Found",
  "http-code": 404,
  "exception": {
```

Second detected medium severity vulnerability is that X-Frame-Options header is not included in the HTTP response to protect against 'Click Jacking' attacks. Most modern Web browsers support the X-Frame-Options HTTP header. Ensure it's set on all web pages returned by your site (if you expect the page to be framed only by pages on your server (e.g. it's part of a frameset) then you'll want to use deny, otherwise if you never expect the page to be framed.

Going forward to low severity vulnerabilities we start with XSS protection not being enabled, or is disabled by the configuration of the 'X-SSS-Protection' HTTP response header on the web server. Posting data to REST API could make an attacker to post script which can lead to leakage of some user data. To minimize this kind of vulnerability openHAB web browser’s XSS filter needs to be enabled, by setting the X-SSS-Protection HTTP response header to '1'.

The last but not the least important vulnerability is the X-Content-Type-Options header was not set to 'nosniff'. This allows older versions of Internet Explorer and Chrome to perform MIME-sniffing on the response body, potentially causing the response body to be interpreted and displayed as a content type other than the declared content type. As a solution administrator needs to ensure that the application/web server sets the Content-Type header appropriately, and that it sets the X-Content-Type-Options header to 'nosniff' for all web pages.

B. Exploiting system weaknesses

OpenHAB HTTP server is based on Java Jetty web service. Looking inside Jetty configuration it is noticeable that default configuration is used with no request filtering policy. Default HTTPS connection timeout is set to 30 seconds, giving easy way to produce high load request flooding and cause DoS. To do this test in this paper we used JMeter load generator software build by utilizing Java HttpClient object [8]. This object gives plain implementation of HTTP protocol without overhead resulting in high performance. Used generator is written in

---

**TABLE II. OWASP ZAP SCAN RESULTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vulnerability Description</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application error disclosure</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-Frame-Options HTTP header not set</td>
<td>829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web browser XSS protection not enabled</td>
<td>657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-Content-Type-Options not set</td>
<td>829</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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asynchronous programming style, so that limited threads do not limit the maximum number of users that can be simulated. Generator is configured to start thread pool of 1000 parallel HTTP requests over the network as it gives more realistic performance and latency. Each thread represents unique user. The results revealed that 1000 parallel requests decreased openHAB availability by 30%. Increasing number of parallel requests up to 10000 decreases availability to an extent that openHAB rest service cannot be used where 80 % of sent requests failed. To overcome this vulnerability default Jetty configuration needs to be updated by adding request filter. Filter places throttled requests in a priority queue, giving priority first to authenticated users and users with an HTTP session, then to connections identified by their IP addresses. The DoS filter limits exposure to request flooding, whether malicious, or as a result of a misconfigured client. The DoS filter keeps track of the number of requests from a connection per second. If the requests exceed the limit, Jetty rejects, delays, or throttles the request, and sends a warning message.

Proposed filter is shown here:

```xml
<filter>
  <filter-name>DoSFilter</filter-name>
  <filter-class>DoSFilter</filter-class>
  <init-param>
    <param-name>maxRequestsPerSec</param-name>
    <param-value>30</param-value>
  </init-param>
</filter>
```

where filter limits maximum number of requests per second to 30. The filter works on the assumption that the attacker might be written in simple blocking style, so by suspending requests you are hopefully consuming the attacker's resources. For a high reliability system, it should reject the excess requests immediately (fail fast) by using a queue with a bounded capability. The DoS filter is used to avoid Jetty thread starvation what is of great importance if openHAB runs on embedded system such as Raspberry Pi.

Earlier is showed that delivering openHAB bindings doesn’t incorporate integrity validations, so all bindings downloaded and used directly could be potentially harmful. In this chapter we show how is easy to build an openHAB binding which could be used to expose system protected data over the REST interface. The purpose of a binding is to translate between events on the openHAB event bus and an external system. This translation should happen “stateless”, i.e. the binding must not access the item registry in order to get hold of the current state of an item. Likewise, it should not itself keep states of items in memory. If proposed approach is not followed it is more likely binding will result in system resource starvation and potentially DoS.

To build openHAB binding skeleton we start with delivered project template to create OSGi structured Java project. Once created binding is automatically runnable as any other binding, but without any additional custom logic. For this purpose, to make openHAB event bus exposed, we need to add custom Java code to link event message bus and REST interface. First thing is to implement BindingConfig class over newly created Java class. Extending the class user can make own implementation of processMessage method with custom logic as all events happened on the message bus will pass this point. Logic depends on wanted result, and here we use any information gained on the bus by exposing it to remote REST service under our full control. Any content received on message bus will end up on our web service on the Internet and carefully stored. Working code is:

```java
@override
public void processMessage(String topic, byte[] message) {
    URL url = new URL("http://our.page.com/logger.php");
    HttpURLConnection conn = url.openConnection();
    conn.setDoOutput(true);
    conn.setRequestMethod("POST");
    try {
        DataOutputStream wr = new DataOutputStream(conn.getOutputStream());
        wr.write(message);
    } catch (Exception e) {
        // hide potential trace
    }
}
```

where URL object defines remote logging service which will receive all the event data from custom binding. Remote logging service is plain PHP script which stores all data received by HTTP POST request in local file. Rest of the Java code does HTTP connection and writes every event bus message data to it. It is important to note that code catches all possible exception errors that could notify victim that something is wrong to hide suspicious operations.

Next step in this process is to build custom binding as Java archive library (jar) and put it in openHAB add-on directory. Attacker could potentially upload link to this binary to some of openHAB forums, but for test purposes we skipped this part and installed bindings directly on local instance. Once started binding automatically works and pushes all event bus messages to the remote logger script. To show extent of exposed data we were able to see if house was occupied, motion sensor state changes, security pin codes and much more. Part of logged file looks like following:

```
2016-08-06 18:12 [ItemStateChangedEvent] - Motiondetector_Outdoor_Switch changed from NULL to ON
2016-08-06 18:52 [ExecBinding] - executed commandLine 'sudo ssh admin@192.168.0.106 shutdown -p now'
2016-08-06 19:16 [ItemCommandEvent] - Item 'Volume_Main_Bedroom' received command 0
```
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C. Binding usage best practices

As is the case for openHAB binding repositories, further research is needed on validating available binding for smart homes. A language like Java provides some security benefits, but also has features that can be misused such as input strings being executed without prior validation. We need techniques that will validate openHAB bindings against code injection attacks, over privilege, and other hidden security vulnerabilities (e.g., disguised source code). For this purpose, automated code analysis can be performed by existing tools such as OWASP LAPSE+ or Java Security FindBugs. OWASP LAPSE+ is a security scanner for detecting vulnerabilities of untrusted data injection in Java EE Applications [10] and Java Security FindBugs is plugin for security audits of Java web applications [11].

To overcome intentional vulnerabilities openHAB community will need to introduce integrity validation of all community managed bindings. The other approach is to encourage, not to say force, users to migrate to openHAB Cloud service where installation of new bindings is performed by centrally managed bindings repository. Another solution is to let openHAB web service to validate used bindings and notify users if unofficial binding is found. Strict user confirmation needs to be enforced, similar as Android applications. Smart home devices and their associated binding software will continue to increase and will remain attractive to end user because they provide already developed functionality. However, the findings in this paper suggest that caution is required as well on the part of existing bindings, and on the part of binding designers. The risks are significant, and they are unlikely to be easily fixed via simple security patches alone.

IV. Conclusion

We performed a security evaluation of the popular open source home automation framework for programmable smart homes. No related work has been found available in this area, giving this paper first view over openHAB security issues. At the time of writing this paper results of analysis are not published, but can be retrieved upon user request to the authors.

Analysis of openHAB was a bit easier because all the framework and bindings code is accessible for any user. We performed a static code analysis to process existing bindings and determine how well the bindings quality is from programming perspective. We discovered (a) great number of performance issues in list of 153 existing openHAB bindings followed with incomplete documentation; (b) 9 bindings did use all the permissions by monitoring complete openHAB event bus potentially exposing over privilege to remote users; (c) more than hundred bindings accepts user input without prior validation; (d) 4 different security vulnerabilities, found by OWASP scan tool over openHAB REST service, are documented with proposed solution. We combined these open community flaws with other vulnerabilities and were able to do openHAB REST service load testing with DoS. Next area of interest was development of custom binding which can be utilized to proxy all event bus messages to remote service and monitor user lock pin-codes, motion sensor values, temperature, all without requiring permissions of user. The last part focused on areas of improvements to make openHAB community members more security aware to build ecosystem for future development.
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Abstract – Near field communication (NFC) is a short-range type of communication technology used in various appliances, and more recently in contactless credit and debit bank cards. Most modern smartphones have the capability to receive and transmit NFC signals, which makes them a promising platform for mobile payment. However, payment systems always attract malicious users who try to use the technology to get financial benefits. There is a wide array of smartphone applications and external hardware capable of analyzing NFC systems and traffic that may enable several types of attacks. In this paper, we analyse the existing threats and try to assess whether the users are safe from such attacks and what harm, if any, can such attacks yield.

I. INTRODUCTION

When talking about technology advancement in general, topics are usually focused around some of the well-known industries such as automotive industry, development of newer, faster and more efficient computer components or mobile devices.

But not much thought has been given to the banking sector, which is also introducing new and attractive technologies. In lots of societies, cash is still being used a lot and has traditionally been the most common form of payment, especially for low-amount (micro) transactions. Bancking cheques were rather popular previously as a form of payment designed to avoid physical payment with paper money and meant to be cashed in at any possible bank. The main problem of this type of payment is counterfeiting [1].

After banking cheques, one of today’s most popular form of payment became banking cards. Banking cards come from variety of vendors with different characteristics – Visa, MasterCard and American Express are just some of them. More and more credit card vendors are introducing contactless cards based on NFC technology. The main goal of contactless payments is to speed up the transactions, especially when dealing with micro transactions. In such cases, the protocol does not require additional authorization other than just physically presenting a contactless card. However, when dealing with larger transactions, owner of the card is asked for a PIN (Personal Identification Number) in a more traditional and usual manner to provide a higher level of authorization.

The NFC technology that these cards use is based around radio frequency of 13.56 MHz [2]. It enables communication between the card and a POS (Point of Sales) device only in a range of several centimetres, which is also important from security perspective.

Use of NFC for payments brings many benefits to payment process for both users, vendors, card processors and merchants. But it also has several potential drawbacks, security possibly being one of them, and possible breaches are addressed in this paper.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of NFC working principles to better comprehend the possibilities of attacks. Section 3 discusses related work, while Section 4 describes performed experiments. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 5.

II. NFC WORKING PRINCIPLES

NFC became the standard in establishing communication between devices in near proximity. It is based on RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) which is used in identification and for tracking various object (such as people, animals, warehouse and shop items) via radio waves.

RFID has several working frequencies that define the reading range and characteristics of the signal, resilience to obstacles and other parameters. NFC, as a subset of RFID, uses radio frequency of 13.56 MHz (with width of 7 kHz) and is based on ISO/IEC 18000-3 standard [2].

In theory, 20 centimetres is the maximum distance from which a reading can be made, but in practice it is closer to 10 centimetres or less, depending on the strength of the antenna and type of NFC tag. Data is transferred at rates anywhere from 106–424 kilobits per second. When examining smartphone implementations, NFC communication requires two NFC enabled devices and distinguishes three working modes:

- **Read/Write mode** where one of the devices (the initiator) generates the radiofrequency (RF) field, and the destination device doesn’t. The destination device is then called a "transponder" and works in the passive transfer mode where the maximum transfer rate is 106 kilobits per second.
  - If both the initiator and the transponder generate a radiofrequency field, then the maximum transfer rate is raised up to 424 kilobits per second
- **Card emulation mode** enables a device to mimic a smart card. A smart card usually contains
sensitive and often confidential data or data defined by its owner (user).

- **Peer-to-peer mode** enables two NFC enabled devices to exchange data on a link level. It can be compared to other technologies such as Bluetooth or a Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN).

There are currently around three hundred smartphone models available which have NFC technology integrated into them, and this numbers are expected to increase over time. Most of them are Android smartphones and it is expected that by the year 2019, the number of transactions made with them using NFC will surpass five hundred million per year [3].

One type of passive NFC devices are NFC tags or smart cards that can be used to communicate with active NFC devices (which can be an active reader or writer in any operational mode) [4]. NFC Forum defines several standards for NFC-enabled smart cards which are categorized into the following categories as shown on Fig 1:

- **Type 1** is based on ISO 14443A standard which enables reading, writing and setting the read-only mode. It contains 96 bytes of memory, expandable up to 2 kilobytes. This type enables maximum data transfer speed of 106 kilobits per second and is most commonly used in Bluetooth connections and one time reservations.

- **Type 2** is similar to the first type, except it consists of only 48 bytes of memory. It is mostly used for low cost transactions such as daily traffic cards and event cards.

- **Type 3** is based on Sony’s FliCa. It contains 2 kilobytes of memory and has maximum transfer speed of 212 kilobits per second. It is typically applied in more complex applications but the price is higher than the previous types. It can be used in e-payment, some types of tickets, electronic identity and house electronics.

- **Type 4** is compatible with ISO 14443A and B standard and are configured upon creation. Variable transfer speeds up to 424 kilobits per second are available, with the capacity up to 32 kilobytes. Offers authentication and increased security, but the downside is its price.

- **Type 5** is based on ISO 15693 specification. It is applied mostly in libraries, parking tickets and entry tickets.

Figure 1. Visualised preview of the NFC Forum defined standards for card modes and types [5].

### III. RELATED WORK

There are several types of attacks and options that attempt to exploit NFC cards and the data they hold.

One possible type of attack is by using code injection with NFC and RFID systems [8]. They use a prepared passive tag which causes SQL (Structured Query Language) injection or a buffer-overflow. However, such attacks are limited, depending on the integrated mechanisms of transfer initiation and parsing.

These attacks are compacted to small pieces so that they can be written onto an RFID tag and executed. One example of this attack would be a simple command `;shutdown` which would make a SQL server shut down or `;drop table <tablename>` which deletes the entered database table.

In late 2009 some of the Nokia phones with extensive NFC capabilities were released (e.g. Nokia 6212 Classic with Type 4 tags [2]), which were used to execute a relay attack. In 2011 a paper was published [10] that analyzes the security vulnerabilities of the NFC features embedded into this Nokia mobile phone and also demonstrates practical attacks via phone's content sharing and NFC Bluetooth pairing features. Some messages were slightly modified and sent to the NFC device which was running in emulation mode as a passive tag. After the user was tricked into touching a malicious tag, it would invoke a Bluetooth channel and installed applications on the phone without user accepting it.

First widely known practical security issue, a relay attack, was demonstrated on Defcon 20 conference in 2012 [6]. One of the guest lecturers was Blackwing's Eddie Lee who made a proof of concept tool **NFCProxy** which helped exploit vulnerabilities of NFC devices and authorized transactions the target was not aware about. He made a presentation [11] describing the process and released the tool as open source software [7]. The tool was (successfully) tested on commercial credit cards such as Visa and MasterCard but was not tested on Discover or Amex. Since then there have been attempts to recreate the attack, which requires specific software and specific...
mobile phones in order to successfully perform the described relay attack.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS

A simple flow of communication between the contactless card and the POS device works like this – The POS device, which is used to initiate the payment, communicates with the appropriate card through application protocol data unit (APDU) communication which include APDU queries (commands) and response as described in [4]. This creates a command-response pair.

First the POS terminal sends a APDU command that consists of a 4-byte header and data bytes ranging anywhere from 0 to 65.536. The card then registers the command and generates a response, which again, consists of up to 65.536 bytes of data and a response 2-byte status instead of a header, keeping in mind the limitations of the NFC communication (maximum range of 10 centimetres) which can be seen on Fig. 2.

One of the greatest fears when using NFC communicating devices is that they use air as the transmission medium and there always exists a possibility of eavesdropping. The main attack on which we focus is this paper is the relay attack.

A. Relay attacks

Relay attack is based on redirecting the data transfer. While passive mode is only used for data transfer, the active mode is used mainly for data communication. The attack is conducted as follows. The attacker needs to have two NFC enabled devices, e.g. mobile phones, to execute it. One device needs to be set in reader mode and the other needs to act as a POS device. The communication looks similar to Fig. 2, but the attacker has two devices instead of one and they are both between the actual credit card and the POS device similar to Fig. 5. and act as proxies.

A "normal" transaction without interference consists of direct communication (sending requests and receiving answers) between the POS device and the credit card. One malicious device now communicates with the POS and the other with the unsuspecting owner's credit card, and they both share data between them to finish a transaction.

As described, there are some prerequisites for executing this type of an attack. A relay attack is a subtype of a man-in-the-middle attack and does not alter transferred data.

The attacker simulates the receiver device in order to acquire sent data. It does it so by accessing the target object and communicating with a fake receiver device, thus getting the transponder to think he is actually communicating with the destination device but the communication includes two more (attacker’s) components.

![APDU initiation (red) and response (green) [11].](image1)

Two Android phones are needed for this attack, both containing an application available from [2]. Example described in [1] uses an older version of this application and the requirements are different, but here we use the newest version available (0.1.12).

As described in [1], the prerequisites for this attack consist of some specific requirements, one of them being an Android phone having a narrow range of system images with some unfixed security issues, and the other is that this image is only available on older mobile phones which are currently less available.

One device is set up to operate in the relay mode and the other in proxy mode. The proxy mode operating Android smartphone exchanges data with the payment terminal and the one exchanging data with the card runs in relay mode as seen on Fig. 3.

![NFC tag discovered in a smart banking card on a relaying NFC device.](image2)
B. Unauthorised card reading

Unauthorised card reading presents a possible privacy and security risk and should be carefully assessed. Below are several issues and techniques that might compromise data stored on the card.

**Eavesdropping.** The data can be intercepted between two NFC devices with adequate hardware, as seen on Figure 4. The attacker can use an external antenna to receive the emitted signal as well. Since the NFC protocol has strict specifications defined by the NFC forum, the attacker can try to find a way to read the received data. As mentioned, NFC devices have a practical distance of maximum 10 centimetres space between them. It is not defined how close the attacker needs to be, because it depends on a couple of factors such as radiofrequency field characteristics, strength and quality of the attackers' and receivers' antenna, quality of the decoder, type of communication (whether it's passive or active) and the signal strength emitted from the NFC transponder. In theory, the attacker can intercept data from 10 meters' distance if the NFC devices were in active operational mode or 1 meter if they are in passive mode [15].

![Figure 4: The basic concept of an eavesdropping attack [13]](image)

**Data manipulation** such as inserting, deleting and modifying the data during the communication. This type of an attack is possible if the communication type between the parties is known. This category also includes data corruption in which data cannot be decoded at the receivers' end due to attackers' interference and is also considered a Denial of Service attack (DoS). If data is being manipulated or inserted, the attacker must know the exact time in which pause and no pause frames occur during the NFC communication and accordingly anticipate data [15].

**Man-in-the-middle attack** is almost impossible to execute because of the radiofrequency blocking from both ends of the communication. Let's assume a scenario in which two NFC devices communicate in order to exchange a security key required for establishing a secure connection. First, either device must initiate the key exchange and will generate a radiofrequency field to transfer the request. The receiver receives the request and can only respond when the initiator's RF field is no longer present or it may cause an interference in which case the sender will not be able to read the sent data. Because the RF field switching time needs to be precise, the malicious device in the middle would almost never be able to sync his request between those two time intervals [15] [12]. It also depends on the type of mode (active or passive) in which the devices operate as shown on Fig. 1.

![Figure 5: Man-in-the-middle attack concept [13]](image)

Due to popular rise of Android applications in the Google Play Store, it is possible to download any free application that scans NFC tags or credit cards. We wanted to test if it is possible to scan a credit card just by using our smartphones and legitimate applications downloaded from the official store. The application we used is called "Credit Card Reader" [14].

We should note that this was only used for testing purposes as this application was not meant to be an exploiting app as well as used for stealing, which was also stated on the application's store page (published as an analysis app).

Scanning the credit card was quick and we got the credit card info in just over a second's time. The result can be seen on Fig. 6:

![Figure 6: Scanned credit card information.](image)
The Visa card we had scanned did not have an enabled transaction history (which usually is enabled). We can see an example transaction log from the developer's app page [14] shown on Figure 7.

We should mention that by increasing the distance from the card, it is more difficult to get the proper reading, which is expected. This is similar to real life situations when clothes, wallets and bags are in the way between the two NFC communicating devices, so an attack of this type is possible but also highly unlikely.

![Banking Card Reader](image)

**Figure 7:** Example credit card transaction history [14]

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we analyse state-of-the-art in NFC technology used for payment. Since there is an increased worry in the public regarding the security of this technology, the goal was to analyse current research and successfully executed attacks and try to assess whether this technology poses a risk to end-users.

There have previously been flaws in the design of some systems based on NFC technology, and some standards were later updated in order to provide higher security level, better on-card encryption, more secure communication between the reader (POS device) and NFC enabled card. There have also been several successful experiments that managed to compromise data during transport, or to just relay the data over a malicious device, as is presented in the paper.

Generally, virtually all systems in digital world, not just the NFC based ones, are possibly and probably vulnerable. New vulnerabilities are being discovered each day and they are patched until a new vulnerability is found and this has become an expected and common practice. NFC systems also had flaws and some standards and systems still do have flaws which result in vulnerabilities. However, from attacker’s perspective, security is always a trade-off between the time and effort required to exploit a vulnerability and potential financial gain. It is the authors’ opinion that NFC systems used in finance offer too low financial gain, especially when having in mind the small amount of unauthorised transaction limit, as opposed to time and effort required to steal the money from NFC enabled cards, organize a malicious point-of-sale that would do the actual transactions and similar.

On the other side, contactless transactions increase speed, do not require the customer to hand over the card to the merchant at any point and have other benefits for banking institutions and customers. Therefore we can conclude that, at this point in time, contactless payments offer many various benefits that outweigh a few drawbacks regarding security. If security is compromised, the banking institutions or the card providers should be accountable for financial damage to the users, although the risk of such compromise is, from our analysis, rather low.
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Abstract – The security of modern web applications is becoming increasingly important with their growing usage. As millions of people use these services, the availability, integrity, and confidentiality are critical. This paper describes the process of penetration testing of these applications. The goal of such testing is to detect application flaws and vulnerabilities and to propose a solution to mitigate them. The paper analyses current penetration testing tools and subsequently tests them on a use case web application, build specifically with present security flaws. The process of penetration testing is described in detail and the performance of each tool is evaluated. In the last section, recommended practices to mitigate found flaws are summarized.

I. INTRODUCTION

The trend in modern application design is to move these applications into a remote server instead of running them locally. This will ensure consistent and quick updates, application monitoring and lower requirements on local hardware performance. A lot of companies are using these advantages for office applications like Google Docs, Sheets, and Slides; or Microsoft Office 365. On the other hand, this infrastructure also has its specific requirements - especially for good quality of Internet connection. Another broadly discussed topic is security.

The first security consideration is data location. Some constraints and legislative requirements specify, whether data can be stored outside a state boundary. The second issue is public availability of servers, which host these well-known services. The risk of attacks on those servers is much higher than on private computers [1]. It is therefore much more important to test these applications for vulnerabilities, for example like in [2] or [3].

The paper is further organized as follows: the second section introduces related work in web application security. The third section briefly summarizes the most used penetration testing tools. These tools are categorized by penetration testing phases. The fourth section presents penetration testing of a use case application with the most common examples of security flaws. The fifth section recommends the correct setting of web application technologies to protect them against the found security flaws.

II. RELATED WORK

Current work in web application security focuses especially on general security flaw analysis, or on implementation of specific security solutions. The approach to improve the evaluation of security characteristics was described in [4]. A precise evaluation is important during all phases of the application life-cycle and can be especially useful in finding the flaws during early stages of the application development. Early detection of the flaws can bring significant financial and time savings.

An analysis of key critical requirements for enhancing web application security was researched in [5]. The authors analysed the following areas: application and infrastructure security, communication and traffic inspection, zero-days attacks, dynamic application policies, sensitive data leakage, and user protection.

The more specific area of web application security – input validation – was researched in [3]. This area includes one of the most dangerous attacks: SQL injection and cross-site scripting. The authors proposed a systematic approach to secure this area using the security patterns approach.

Finally, one of the most important areas of web application security is user authentication. This was thoroughly analysed in [6], where authors compare existing solutions and propose a new scheme for mutual authentication using encryption primitives.

Although the mentioned research aims at specific areas of web application security, there is no research on a process of penetration testing, which would describe the most common security flaws in modern web applications.

III. PENETRATION TESTING TOOLS

The higher security risk of remotely run applications has to be verified, expressed and minimized. This process is known as penetration testing, or ethical hacking. The goal of the testing is to conduct a series of experimental attacks on the application. Based on found vulnerabilities, a level of risks is evaluated and a procedure to improve security issues is created. The main goal of the testing is therefore to improve the application security via pointing out its security flaws.

There are a large number of tools for penetration testing of web based applications. Moreover, most of these tools work on different security layers. Typically, there are two basic phases of the testing - reconnaissance and application exploitation.

A. Reconnaissance phase – passive

The first reconnaissance phase is conducted before the actual testing begins. The goal of this phase is to gather as much information about the target network as possible.
Unlike in other phases, the network itself is not accessed. Instead, only the publicly available databases and search engines are used to gather the useful information like web sub-domains, IP ranges, user emails etc.

**Maltego** [7] is a tool of OSINT (Open-source intelligence) type, which represents a group of tools using publicly available information sources. The tool uses lists of indexes and databases to search for relevant information.

**Discover Scripts** [8] is another tool of OSINT type. It integrates search and scanning utilities present in *Kali Linux* OS and therefore creates an automatized framework. This framework targets the following four areas: recon (used for passive scanning), scanning, web, and misc.

### B. Reconnaissance phase – active

In the second reconnaissance phase, the testing tools interact directly with targeted devices. The goal is to identify used operating systems, running services and potential vulnerabilities. This type of scanning is normally considered as an attack on the network, and has to be authorised by the network owner.

**Ettercap** [9] is an open source multi-platform tool for network traffic sniffing. It allows the capture of packets and analysis of network protocols. In promiscuous mode, it can capture communication between two users located in the network. The *Ettercap* supports both passive and active scanning and contains several modules for the MitM type of attacks. If the unencrypted traffic is used, the *Ettercap* can be used to gather sensitive information like passwords.

**Nmap** [10] is a well-known open source tool used for network scanning. It can find connected networks end devices, their open ports, run services, and it can build a network map. Versions of operating systems, services, and running daemons can be found as well. This information can be used in combination with well-known vulnerabilities found in publicly accessible databases.

### C. Reconnaissance phase – application scanning

The third reconnaissance phase focuses on an automatized scanning of web applications. The results can present a general idea of the application and give some guidance in exploiting existing flaws. On the other hand, common testing tools are often unable to find all the vulnerabilities due to the usage of modern technologies in common web applications. It is therefore often necessary to manually explore the application source code for discovering further flaws.

**Arachni** – Web Application Security Scanner Framework [11] is an automatized multi-platform open sources scanning tool for security audit of modern web applications. The framework has an integrated browser engine, which allows scanning of modern complex web applications using advanced technologies like JavaScript, HTML5, DOM and Ajax. The framework is using asynchronous HTTP requests, parallel processing of JavaScript operations, and multi-thread scanning. The framework therefore maintains a high performance. **Arachni** is also able to generate a detailed analysis report with found vulnerabilities. Its detection abilities are very high with trustworthiness over 90%.

Testing of an application can take up to tens of minutes (depending on the application scale) and during this time, the application performance can be greatly reduced. It is therefore highly recommended not to use this type of scanning on an application used in a commercial sphere deployment.

**OWASP ZAP** (Zed Attack Proxy) Project [12] by OWASP (The Open Web Application Security Project) is a tool for web application scanning and it contains several modules for exploitation attacks. These modules include: *Proxy* (for communication capturing), *Scanner* (passive and active), *Fuzzer* (sequentially sends potentially dangerous payload in order to identify a vulnerability), *Spider* (traverses all the web pages from the initial URL in order to discover new sequences of the application), and *Forced browsing* (discovers direct access to files stored on the server, using dictionary method).

### D. Web Application Exploitation

After the reconnaissance phase is done, the application exploitation phase can begin. This phase can include various tools depending on targeted exploitations. The most common categories and specific tools are described below.

**SQL Tools** like *SQLmap* and *NoSQLMap*. *SQLmap* [13] is a popular open source tool for testing the database part of a web application. A typical exploitation which can be found is the SQL injection. In the case of a successful exploitation, the *SQLmap* can access the operating system shell. The tool can save analysis results and data gathered from the database into a file. The attack itself can take a few minutes, depending on the scope of the database. The supported databases are: MySQL, Oracle, PostgreSQL, Microsoft SQL Server, Microsoft Access, IBM DB2, SQLite, Firebird, Sybase, SAP MaxDB, and HSQLDB.

**NoSQLMap** [14] is an open source tool targeting NoSQL databases. Currently it supports only MongoDB, but extensions for other NoSQL databases like CouchDB, Redis, or Cassandra are planned. The time needed for the testing is similar to *SQLmap* and data can be also saved into a file if the attack is successful.

**Password attacks** – the typical tool for password attacks is the *hashcat* [15] and its derivatives like *oclHashcat* and *cudaHashcat*. The *hashcat* is an open source tool supporting many hash algorithms (including MD, SHA, and bcrypt). The computation can run either on CPU (hashcat) or GPU (cudaHashcat on Nvidia and oclHashcat on AMD). The GPU performance can typically be much higher due to the parallelized architecture of modern graphic cards.

The *hashcat* contains the following attack modes: straight (classical dictionary attack), combination (words connected from multiple dictionaries), brute-force (mask specification allows to omit unused password combinations), permutation (changes positions of each letter in a single word), and table-lookup (each dictionary
A. Web Application for Tools Testing

In this section, the previously described penetration testing tools will be tested on a custom-made web application. The use case application simulates a typical modern web for E-library, and purposefully contains the most common vulnerabilities described in section 3. The application supports three types of accounts: administrator, librarian, and a customer. The application has the following functions:

- Book reservation
- Credit system for limiting the number of borrowed books
- Options to edit books, credits, and profiles
- Real-time chat based on the Socket.IO technology

The web application uses the following technologies: Node.js (web application back-end), Express (extends module for Node.js), Socket.IO (bidirectional communication between a client and the server), MariaDB (relation database for small to middle sized applications), MongoDB (stores unstructured web content), HTML5 (presentation part), CSS3 (design part), jQuery (local processing on a client side), and Ajax (asynchronous request processing, cooperation with jQuery). These technologies are common in modern web applications and they therefore present a good sample for security testing.

B. Testing Plan

To perform a complete penetration test, a testing plan has to be firstly created. There are many existing approaches and guides; one of the most common is the OWASP Testing Guide v4. This section will describe the sections of this plan, and how to test the most common security vulnerabilities. The complete process will be demonstrated on the use case application. As a testing platform, Kali Linux 2.0 was chosen for penetration testing.

The testing plan of a private web application should include the five following scenarios:

1. Server and application scanning
2. Input data validation
3. Authentication and authorization
4. Client side vulnerabilities
5. The level of application configuration security

If the application is publicly available over the Internet, the additional scenario (preceding the server and application scanning) – the passive reconnaissance phase – should be added. This scenario will not be described, because the use case application is not publicly deployed and therefore no information could be found about it.

Server and application scanning is the first phase which conducts a search for vulnerabilities, which could be exploited later.

Server scanning (nmap) - firstly, the web server should be scanned for used operating system, open ports and running services. In the use case application, the nmap tool, suitable for this scanning, discovered the following facts: used operating system (Linux 3.2 - 4.0), open ports (22, 111, 3000, 3306, 27017, 28017, 50892) and running services (OpenSSH, RPC, Node.js, MariaDB). These results are shown in Figure 1.

Application scanning - an application should be scanned for vulnerabilities by a complex tool like the Arachni or OWASP ZAP. If an application contains sections which require a login, it is recommended to use authentication modules. Depending on the application, additional modules should be used. These modules will ensure, that all the application sections will be scanned for vulnerabilities. In our case, the Arachni found 44 vulnerabilities in the following categories: 12 high, 7...
medium, 5 low, and 20 informational. For comparison, the use case application was further subjected to a scan by OWASP ZAP with the Proxy and Spider modules. This testing allowed scanning of data flow (including password exchanges and forms submissions) between the server and a client; and detection of potentially hidden parts of the application. The tool found the following vulnerabilities: 2 high, 4 medium, and 6 low (no informational vulnerabilities were found). The OWASP ZAP was able to detect the more serious threats: XSS and SQL injection, which were not detected by the Arachni. Therefore, in our case, the OWASP ZAP results were more accurate and we recommend using this tool.

**Input data validation** should verify all the application data sources prone to attacks like XSS (cross-site scripting) or injection. The following four scenarios are the most common areas to conduct an input data validation:

REST API (SQL injection) - each REST API source should be manually identified and their methods and parameters tested by the OWASP ZAP with the Proxy module. All the HTTP requests should have a valid session ID in order to verify operations requiring authentication. The testing of the use case application revealed parameters prone to SQL injection in all the REST API sources. These vulnerabilities could result in data leaks, unauthorized modification, or application instability.

REST API (XSS) - the same API should be further tested for stored XSS (api.js file) vulnerabilities. If some vulnerable API is discovered, HTTP requests can be captured using the Proxy module of the OWASP ZAP tool. These requests should then be moved into the Fuzzer module, where a XSS.txt file can be applied on them. This file contains the list of harmful payloads. Each parameter in our application was tested with the harmful payload and compared to response payloads. The comparison was automated with the custom script restAPI-fuzzer, but it can be done manually as well. The script was able to detect several unhandled data inputs.

NoSQL injection - incorrect handling of input data should be tested for appropriate databases such as the MongoDB. This database can be used, for example, for chat as in our application. In this case, the HTTP request for chat API was firstly captured with the Proxy module. The payload was then modified and sent back to the server. This modification allowed listing of all the messages (instead of listing only messages for a specific user).

Input data (Socket.IO) – the process of the Socket.IO communication testing has to be manually customized for every application. In the use case application, we created a testing script (socketio-testclient) and we used the fuzzing method for sending a harmful payload via Socket.IO. This test revealed, that the input data is not secured for XSS, resulting in displaying dialogue windows caused by the harmful payload.

**Authentication and authorization** is the third phase and should contain at least the following four scenarios:

- **Level of login component security** - this scenario verifies vulnerabilities of a login component. Attacks, like SQL injection, could result in a bypass of the login process. The conducted reports from the first phase should already pointed out if the login form is prone to SQL injection attacks. These found vulnerabilities can be further tested by the Burp Suite and its Intruder module, or by the Fuzzer module of the OWASP ZAP. If the vulnerability is confirmed as in our case, the SQLmap can be used for database scheme gathering.

- Access to unauthorized sections of an application – is the OWASP Top 10 A7 vulnerability and should be thoroughly tested. One of the approaches is to use the OWASP ZAP with the Proxy module for user login (with client credentials). Afterwards, all sections available to this user can be accessed. Consequently, the Forced Browse attack can be conducted with the default OWASP ZAP dictionary. In our case, 708 520 requests were sent and the attack found 4 sections, which should be accessible only to the administrator. This indicates, that some sections of the application are not using authorization verification. This was confirmed by the following authorization verification conducted by the Proxy and Intruder modules of the Burp Suite.

- Session hijacking – the goal of this attack is to discover the session ID of a connected client. The attacker can then login to the application without the knowledge of user credentials. In custom applications, the automated scanning tools are typically unable to detect the session ID. This happened in our application as well, due to the different application session signature. In this case, the manual approach via a packet capturing tool (for example the Wireshark) has to be used to discover the session ID.

- Socket.IO authentication – this manual test verifies if the Socket.IO is accessible only after a successful authentication. In the use case application, the customized script socketio-testclient was connected to the URL: http://192.168.0.3:3000. After the script was launched, the console response showed: "Connecting to the socket was successful!", indicating, that no authentication was necessary. This could result in subsequent attacks.

**Client side vulnerabilities** tests an important part of the application security – the client side. Two basic scenarios should be tested:

- XSS vulnerability exploitation - this scenario uses an unsecured input of unfiltered XSS. The BeEF tool with the hook.js script can be used to exploit the vulnerability. In order to run the script, a link to the hook.js file had to be firstly put into the application database. This can be done using many approaches. In our test, we simply sent the link to the user chat. After the successful hooking process, the information about the client's browser and its stored cookies can be gathered. Additionally, the web content can be spoofed as well.

- CSRF (Cross-Site Request Forgery) exploitation – is a malicious JavaScript code, which executes an attack when it is accessed. Such a code was added into the form on the Profile page. If a user is logged into the application and accesses this page (the link can be sent by the chat), the inserted JavaScript executes the attack. Our attack
The level of application configuration security is the last phase and should be tested in the following four scenarios:

Stolen hashed passwords - this test verifies a situation where a text file with hashed password is stolen. Based on the hash password length analysis, the length of the hash function can be determined. In our application, the 40 hex long password corresponds to 40 * 4 (hex) = 160 bits. Then, the used hashed function can be guessed (in our case SHA1). Finally, an appropriate tool can be used to break the passwords. We used the hashcat tool with dictionary rockyou.txt and we also tested various breaking methods. The Straight method was able to break 13 of 25 passwords in 5 seconds. The same number of passwords was broken by the Table-lookup method in 67 seconds. The last method, Combination, was able to break all 6 passwords in 90 minutes (and the remaining time was estimated to 12 hours).

Sensitive data exposure - the test verifies MitM attack, which can capture usernames and passwords when a user is logging into an application via the HTTP. The Ettercap tool can be used for sniffing the connections via the ARP poisoning. In the use case application, this attack was able to capture the username and password for every client logging into the application.

Sensitive data theft - this scenario verifies the possibility of access to sensitive data. Because it depends heavily on the application context, this analysis has to be conducted manually. The Burp Suite can be used to map all the HTTP requests of the application's REST API. In the use case application, the captured JSON files showed hash of the user passwords, which could then be misused.

MongoDB security - if a database is used in an application, its security should be tested. Firstly, the NoSQLMap can be used to scan an application’s sub network for discovering the database’s local IP address and port. The database can then be exploited with the NoSQL Web App attack. In the use case application, the database was successfully found and data was cloned into a local file. All the chat messages could therefore be exploited.

### C. Testing Summary

Tested vulnerabilities and used tools are summarized in the table 1. The scenarios, where threats could be found using automated tools are marked as Automatic, otherwise they are marked as Manual or Combination. In these later cases, the tools had to be combined with methods of manual code analysis, or custom made scripts, requiring the more consistent knowledge about the security issue.

Only the vulnerabilities from the server and application scanning part can be found using automatized tools. The reason why using automated tools in other categories is not enough, is the complexity and novelty of modern web technologies. The automated tools can be able to detect these vulnerabilities only if they are updated frequently, which is not always the case. For this reason, there will always be a delay between the introduction of new web technology and implementation of threat detection into these automated tools.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tested vulnerability</th>
<th>Used tools</th>
<th>Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Open ports</td>
<td>Nmap</td>
<td>Automatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vulnerability scanning</td>
<td>Arachni, OWASP ZAP</td>
<td>Automatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQL Injection</td>
<td>OWASP ZAP (Proxy), SQLmap</td>
<td>Automatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data validation (XSS)</td>
<td>OWASP ZAP (Proxy), Fuzzer</td>
<td>Combination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NoSQL Injection</td>
<td>OWASP ZAP (Proxy)</td>
<td>Automatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data validation (Socket.IO)</td>
<td>Code analysis, testing scripts</td>
<td>Manual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQL Injection - login</td>
<td>Burp Suite (Intruder), SQLmap</td>
<td>Automatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authorization</td>
<td>OWASP ZAP (Proxy), Forced Browse</td>
<td>Combination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session hijacking</td>
<td>Wireshark, Burp Suite</td>
<td>Manual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socket.IO vulnerability</td>
<td>Testing scripts</td>
<td>Manual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XSS exploitation</td>
<td>BeEF</td>
<td>Combination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSRF exploitation</td>
<td>Burp Suite / Ajax, JavaScript</td>
<td>Manual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Password encryption strength</td>
<td>Hashcat</td>
<td>Automatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User credential theft</td>
<td>Ettercap</td>
<td>Automatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitive data theft</td>
<td>Burp Suite</td>
<td>Combination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MongoDB security</td>
<td>NoSQLmap</td>
<td>Automatic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### V. SECURITY RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE APPLICATION

Based on the typical vulnerabilities from the section 4, the following recommendations were created to significantly increase the security of web applications.

**Server and application scanning part** - Opened database ports should be disabled for remote access. This can be accomplished by binding these ports on the loopback interface (127.0.0.1). The password autocompletion should be disabled in all the input password fields (set autocomplete parameter to off). To protect all the replies against clickjacking attack, X-Frame-Options should be sent in a reply header. This can be done with the following setting: app.use (helmet.xframe('deny')); To protect the session against the XSS attack, it has to be set to inaccessible for JavaScript. This can be done by setting a HttpOnly flag for all the HTTP responses: cookie: {httpOnly: true, secure: true}.

**Input data validation part** – for elimination of SQL injection attacks, the database queries should use parameter bindings instead of their ad-hoc creation. An alternative is to use “escaping” of input parameters. NoSQL injection should be prevented by using input data validation for example with the mongo-sanitize module and its sanitize function. In the case of numeric input data, these variables should be explicitly cast into numeric data types. Additional data validation can be conducted by using regular expressions, or by the XSS module.

TABLE I. PENETRATION TEST SUMMARY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tested vulnerability</th>
<th>Used tools</th>
<th>Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Open ports</td>
<td>Nmap</td>
<td>Automatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vulnerability scanning</td>
<td>Arachni, OWASP ZAP</td>
<td>Automatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQL Injection</td>
<td>OWASP ZAP (Proxy), SQLmap</td>
<td>Automatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data validation (XSS)</td>
<td>OWASP ZAP (Proxy), Fuzzer</td>
<td>Combination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NoSQL Injection</td>
<td>OWASP ZAP (Proxy)</td>
<td>Automatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data validation (Socket.IO)</td>
<td>Code analysis, testing scripts</td>
<td>Manual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQL Injection - login</td>
<td>Burp Suite (Intruder), SQLmap</td>
<td>Automatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authorization</td>
<td>OWASP ZAP (Proxy), Forced Browse</td>
<td>Combination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session hijacking</td>
<td>Wireshark, Burp Suite</td>
<td>Manual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socket.IO vulnerability</td>
<td>Testing scripts</td>
<td>Manual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XSS exploitation</td>
<td>BeEF</td>
<td>Combination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSRF exploitation</td>
<td>Burp Suite / Ajax, JavaScript</td>
<td>Manual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Password encryption strength</td>
<td>Hashcat</td>
<td>Automatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User credential theft</td>
<td>Ettercap</td>
<td>Automatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitive data theft</td>
<td>Burp Suite</td>
<td>Combination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MongoDB security</td>
<td>NoSQLmap</td>
<td>Automatic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Authentication and authorization part - The input parameters of all functions should be "escaped" (for example: `conn.escape(req.body.name)`) or used via a parametrized query. Unauthorized access can be mitigated by using an ACL module, or by implementing a custom authorization middleware. Session ID can be effectively protected by using HTTPS and an already mentioned secured cookie. To protect the Socket.IO access via authentication, the module `socketio-auth` should be implemented.

Client side vulnerabilities part - validation of input parameters (manually, or with the XSS module) has to be implemented to protect the application. Prevention against the CSRF attack can be done by implementing a hidden authorization token. This randomly generated number will ensure the uniqueness of every request. The implementation example is the `csrf` module.

The level of application configuration security part - better protection of stored passwords can be ensured by the `password salting`. This will increase the password length and add randomness into the stored passwords. An additional recommended measure is to enforce the password policies like minimal password length, and a need to include lower-case, upper-case, and special characters. To protect against sensitive data exposure, the HTTPS protocol should be used. Exposure of sensitive data is a logical flaw of an application design. This error should be detected and corrected in the application development phase. The Burp Suite, or the OWASP ZAP, can be used to test HTTP requests and responses to detect such flaws. The used databases (MongoDB) should be secured by their binding on the local loopback. If a remote access to the database is required, the database should work in the `secure` mode. This mode will ensure secure authentication of clients accessing the database.

VI. Conclusion

The performed penetration testing verified the usability of current automated scanning tools. While these tools were able to find most of the vulnerabilities, the testing also confirmed, that some vulnerabilities were not detected. This is in most cases, caused by usage of modern web technologies, which are not yet implemented in these scanning tools. Therefore, the usage of modern technologies does not typically ensure the maximal security, if only the automated tools are used for security testing.

Performing high quality penetration testing is a time-consuming task requiring knowledge of various technologies. Automatized scanning tools can be used to quickly gain a general idea about the application security status, but cannot present a complex analysis. To verify all the aspects of the application, more specialized tools have to be used together with manual code analysis, and writing of custom scripts. It is also important to mention the influence of the penetration testing on an application performance. In more intrusive testing, the application should not be deployed in the production.
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Abstract—Honeypots are used as a security measure both to divert the attention of a potential attackers intentions and to reveal the attacker since the only reason someone would interact with honeypots is if they are looking for a vulnerable target. Honeypots emulate only a part of the machine they are supposed to represent and contain no valuable data. ICS (Industrial Control System) is a term that is used for a system that monitors industrial plants, distributed control systems or other systems that mostly contain PLCs (Programmable Logic Controllers). Conpot is an open source honeypot that emulates PLC devices so it can be used in ICSs. However, Conpot can not emulate complex honeypot networks. The aim of this project is to make a tool that can be used to design a honeypot network which emulates an ICS. A network designed with that tool will be simulated as a part of this project and the data collected during the simulation will be analyzed.

Index Terms—ICS, honeypot, Conpot, IMUNES

I. INTRODUCTION

Devices in Industrial Control Systems (ICS) often use protocols that aren’t secure because, at the time when those protocols were developed, security wasn’t an issue for control systems. Among other, those systems were not connected in any way to the Internet, or accessible via the Internet or any other network outside the premises. But today, things are different. Those old protocols are retrofitted into new ones, ICSs are connected to business networks, and sometimes directly to the Internet. All this means that hackers can access control systems and use flaws in their original protocols to do harm, e.g. disable certain devices or steal data from them. This is a big issue, as evidenced by multiple incidents that happened [1], and the problem is very complex mainly because of the specifics of ICS and historical development that led to the present situation.

Multiple mechanisms are experimented with and applied in order to make ICS more secure. Although honeypots don’t enhance security of the individual ICS directly, they can be used as an indicator of malignant activities on the network, thus protecting the whole network. Honeypots [2] are systems that emulate different devices, operating systems, or services and are used to protect systems from hackers and/or to study hacker’s behavior. Honeypots are placed within the network that should be protected where they emulate vulnerable devices in order to attract the attention of potential attackers and to alert owners of the network that it is being attacked. Conpot is currently the most popular honeypot specialized for ICSs that emulates PLCs. It uses templates to define PLCs that will be emulated, thus making Conpot adjustable to a specific situations. Users can define and use their own custom templates. Honeynets [3] are a form of honeypots that emulate a network of devices instead of a single device, i.e. they can be viewed as a network of honeypots. They have the potential to further slow down the attackers and give the owners of the network more time to react to the attack. Conpot by itself doesn’t provide the functionality to emulate honeynets, but it could be used for such a purpose by having multiple real or virtual machines mutually interconnected with each running a copy of Conpot. But this is something that has to be done manually, requires a lot of time and resources, and is error prone.

In this paper we describe how the IMUNES network simulator/emulator [4] can be expanded to create a honeynet which emulates an Industrial Control System. IMUNES is a network simulator that allows users to define and simulate/emulate networks of almost arbitrary complexity on a single physical or virtual machine. The nodes of the emulated/simulated network are made of virtual nodes. It allows users to customize the virtual nodes and provides them with the tools needed to connect the virtual network to the internet. The Conpot
A honeypot is used to emulate PLCs in the simulated network and the OSSEC tool is used to monitor all activities on the honeypots and alert the owner of the honeynet when something interesting is happening.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section II of the paper, the tools used for this project are described, as well as the purpose they were used. An overview of related work is given in Section III. In Section IV we describe how we built Conpot honeynet. Few experiments done with Conpot honeynet are described in Section V. The paper finishes with conclusions and future work in Section VI.

II. TOOLS USED TO BUILD ICS HONEYNET

ICS is a term that describes systems used in industrial plants and distributed control systems that are composed mostly of PLCs [5]. As stated before, protocols for PLCs rarely provide any security protections so systems that use those devices need to use additional protection mechanisms. Devices in those systems can, and do, exchange important data that the owners of the system don’t want to be interrupted, modified, delayed, faked, etc. Furthermore, because of the processes ICSs are connected to that are controlled by PLCs, any downtime on ICSs could be very dangerous, up to the point of losses of human lives. That is why those systems need to be protected from alterations or any other action by the attacker that would impact its availability and/or integrity.

In the following subsections we will briefly describe three components used to implement honeynet, namely Conpot honeypot, OSSEC host intrusion detection system (HIDS) and IMUNES network simulator/emulator.

A. Conpot

Conpot is a honeypot for Linux that emulates devices commonly used in Industrial Control Systems [6]. It comes with templates that can be used to emulate Siemens S7-200, Guardian AST and Kamstrup 382 PLCs. All of the templates can be customized by the users to suit their needs. Users can also make their own templates to emulate the devices they need. We will be using this property to diversify emulated devices in the network making the honeynet more realistic, specifically we emulate Siemens S7-300 PLCs due to a certain vulnerabilities which would make that device more tempting to potential attackers [7].

Conpot supports emulation of SNMP [8] and Modbus [9] protocols which are commonly used in PLCs. Like with all other honeypots, Conpot has no other function in the network except for luring potential attackers. Therefore, any outside access to it could be considered an attack on the network. That is why, along with emulating a device, Conpot also records all the network accesses to the honeypot and stores it into a conpot.log file. However, Conpot does not provide a means of instantly notifying the user that the honeypot is being attacked. Which will be solved using OSSEC HIDS.

B. OSSEC Host Intrusion Detection System

The problem with monitoring changes on the honeynet nodes is solved by employing OSSEC Host Intrusion Detection System (HIDS) [10]. OSSEC has several functions, one of which is to monitor changes in specified files. We’ll monitor changes in the log file produced by Conpot. Furthermore, OSSEC allows central collection of logs and log monitoring with customizable regular expressions. But, we are not using those features in this version of the ICS honeynet. Users are notified of changes to Conpot honeypot by email.

C. IMUNES

IMUNES is a network simulator and emulator that runs on FreeBSD and Linux [4] and allows configuration and simulation/emulation of number of nodes interconnected with links. For this work we used Linux version of IMUNES and in the following text it is implicitly assumed so. IMUNES is a “lightweight” virtualization system in which all nodes are using the same kernel. File systems are mounted using overlay, union mount file system and the simplest solution is to mount the same file system on all nodes (read-only) and use copy-on-write mechanism for changes. The virtual nodes can emulate different roles, like routers, switches and Linux hosts and servers. Nodes with those roles are shipped with IMUNES, but the system is configurable and it is possible to add new nodes by customizing existing ones or creating a new ones. The reason is that each node is actually a Docker [11] image. The possibility to create new nodes is used in this project, i.e. PC nodes are modified to run Conpot and OSSEC so that they can be used as honeypots in the honeynet.

IMUNES provides an easy to use GUI that enables the users to easily create networks by drawing them on a canvas. All the network settings for nodes, such as protocols being used by the nodes, can also be configured from the GUI.

III. RELATED WORK

The project A Virtual Honeypot Framework (VHF) [12] has some similarities with our project. The VHF
created Honeyd [13], a low-interaction honeypot which can be used to run a network of honeypots on a single machine. When used to run multiple honeypots, Honeyd emulates an arbitrary network. It also provides features that make that network seem more realistic such as latency and packet loss.

There are several differences between Honeyd and the tool described in this paper. The first is that Honeyd isn’t meant to be used for PLC or ICS emulation. Second difference is that Honeyd isn’t focused on defining specific network topologies so it doesn’t provide the users with a tool to design their own topologies. By using IMUNES to design and run topologies, this tool provides more options when it comes to network emulation.

IV. CONPOT HONEYNET

The process of using IMUNES to emulate a Conpot honeynet can be divided into three steps. The first step is modifying the IMUNES PC nodes by installing tools like Conpot and OSSEC on them. This will enable the users to use the virtual nodes as honeypots in a honeynet. The second step is connecting the virtual network to the Internet so that it can be scanned and accessed by potential attackers. Linux provides the tools needed to forward all the network traffic between the internet and the virtual network. The last part is starting all the services, like Conpot and OSSEC, on the virtual nodes and running the honeynet. The whole process of starting the honeynet and connecting it to the internet was scripted to make it easier for users to start their own honeynets.

A. Modifying IMUNES Nodes

In order to add Conpot to the virtual nodes in IMUNES, the vroot-linux git repository was forked and modified [14]. The repository contains all the files needed to build a Docker image that can be used by IMUNES. The utilities.sh script in vroot-linux is used to install tools and all their dependencies on IMUNES virtual nodes so it was modified to install additional tools on virtual nodes. Along with Conpot, the OSSEC monitoring tool was installed on virtual nodes to enable email alerts. Before installing Conpot and OSSEC, dependencies for those tools were added to the Often used tools part of the utilities.sh file. Since the normal OSSEC installation requires user inputs, OSSEC was installed with preloaded variables by using the preloaded-var.conf file so that the user doesn’t have to manually configure the tool during installation. This file is used to define which services will be used, the email address that will receive OSSEC notifications and where the tool will be installed. The utilities.sh file was also used to make any needed modifications to the newly installed tools. After the utilities.sh script was modified, all the specified tools were installed on the virtual nodes using the following command:

```
sudo docker build -t IMUNES/vroot vroot-linux/image/
```

Virtual nodes can now execute Conpot and thus act as honeypots. They also have OSSEC to monitor Conpot log file which will send email notifications to users.

B. Connecting the Virtual Network to the Internet

In order to connect the simulated network to the internet an external connection node was used. That type of node connects the virtual network to the computer that runs the simulation. Figure 1 shows an example network with 3 PLCs connected to a router that is connected to an external connection node.

![Fig. 1. Simple Network With 3 PLCs](image)

The ext0 node creates an interface on the user’s computer that can be used to interact with the virtual network. The ext0 node configuration window enables the user to define the IP of the newly created interface on the host machine. The virtual router connected to the external interface was also configured, setting the external interface’s IP address as a next hop for a default route on the router. That way, when the router receives a packet with an unknown destination address, it will send it to the host machine which will forward it accordingly.
In order for the host machine to route properly packets received from the virtual router, the host OS was configured to forward packets between the virtual network and the internet. This was done by setting appropriate routes on the host, enabling forwarding using sysctl parameter, and using the `iptables` command to setup source and destination NAT as it is necessary to map host’s IP address to IP addresses in virtual network. Additionally, host was configured to forward TCP segments reaching certain ports on the host’s IP address to ports on virtual honeypots, i.e. destination NAT was used. This enables attackers to communicate with the honeypots in the virtual network even though honeypots don’t have public IP addresses.

For example, any TCP segment with destination port 502 and destination IP address of host was forwarded to port 502 of one of the virtual honeypots in the virtual network. Port 502 is used for the Modbus protocol [15]. The same forwarding of ports was done for other ports used by Conpot. This means that one virtual Conpot honeypot would be easily found by port scanning the host’s IP address. Other virtual honeypots weren’t connected to the host machine’s ports but should instead be accessed from machines inside the virtual network.

C. Starting Services on Virtual Nodes

IMUNES provides a few commands which enable the user to interact with the nodes in the virtual network from shell running on the host. In order to execute a command on a virtual node `himage` command is provided. It enables the user to run a command in the virtual node’s shell. For example, Conpot can be executed on the `plc1` node by running the following command:

```
shimage plc1 conpot
```

`himage` could also be used to open a shell on some virtual node. That could be accomplished using `himage <node name>`. IMUNES also provides the `hcp` command, which can be used to copy files between the virtual nodes and the host. This command is useful for fetching `conpot.log` files from virtual honeypots, among others.

In order to make the honeynet more user friendly for users two scripts were added to the forked `vroot-linux` git repository. The `start.sh` script is used to initialize a honeynet defined by a topology file with `sudo bash start.sh -b <topology file>`. The `-e` option can also be used in order to define the ID of the simulation that is executed, otherwise the simulation will be assigned a random ID by IMUNES.

The honeynet can be further customized with the `conpotimunes.conf` file which is used to define which template will be used on which node, as well as the ports on the honeypot nodes that will be forwarded to the host machine. The `conpotimunes.conf` file also defines the IP of the virtual `external connection` node and the interface on the host machine that is used to connect to the internet. The `start.sh` script will initialize the virtual network and then start both Conpot and OSSEC on the virtual nodes. OSSEC will be configured to send email notifications when a change occurs in the `conpot.log` file of a virtual node. The second script, `collectLogs.sh`, is used to fetch `conpot.log` files from honeypot nodes with the `sudo bash collectLogs.sh <node name>` command. This script will use the `hcp` IMUNES command copy the log file to a directory on the host machine. The name of the directory indicates the time and date when the log was fetched in order to make data analysis easier.

V. EXPERIMENTAL WORK

As a part of this project, an ICS was modelled and then initialized. The network used the default Conpot template to emulate Siemens S7 devices. Additionally, the default Conpot template was modified to more closely resemble a Siemens S7-200 PLC. That template was later used to make a new template which could be used to emulate a Siemens S7-300 PLC because those devices had a vulnerability which could easily be reproduced [7].

A. Modifications Made to the Conpot Templates

The default Conpot template can be used to emulate a Siemens S7-200 PLC. In order to do that it has to be modified since the default template will easily be spotted by attackers [16]. This is mostly because it contains hardcoded values for things like the serial number, PLC name, etc. To see some examples of more realistic PLC devices, the Shodan [17] search engine was used. The default template was then modified to resemble a real PLC device. After comparing Siemens S7-200 devices that were classified as honeypots and devices that were classified as ICSs, modifications were made to the default template which resulted in a honeypot that was also classified as an ICS on Shodan.

Listing 1 shows parts of the changed `template.xml` file which is used to define basic honeypot information. Original values for the changed entries were either too specific or weren’t in the right format.
Some entries, like FacilityName, were changed to an empty string because most of ICS examples had that value undefined. Changes were also made to other XML files that define the default template such as s7comm.xml and http.xml. This of course does not mean that the honeypot could fool every hacker, but it is still an improvement to the standard honeypot. Additionally, by using the same method, the default template was further modified in order to emulate a Siemens S7-300 and Siemens S7-400 devices. The changes were mostly made in the s7comm.xml file along with the template.xml file. Listing 2 shows some of the changes in the template.xml file which were made in order to emulate a Siemens S7-300.

The new devices were useful because some Siemens S7-300 devices had a vulnerability which could easily be exploited. The vulnerability was in the hardcoded basisk username and password which enabled anyone to gain control over the PLC. There is also a Metasploit exploit for that vulnerability which increases the chances that a potential attacker would use that vulnerability to attack the virtual network. The S7-300 templates http protocol file http.xml was modified to partially emulate the vulnerability in question. The modification allowed the honeypot to respond to the basisk login attempt and to the memory dump request. The memory dump consisted mostly of random data but it also had IP addresses and ports from other devices inserted into that random data in hopes that it would help the attackers find the other devices in the honeynet.

B. Designing a Control Network

In this section, an example of an Siemens PLC network was partially modelled in IMUNES. Figure 2 shows the selected network which consists mostly of Siemens S7 PLCs [19].

![Fig. 2. An example of a Siemens ICS](image)

The modified IMUNES tool can emulate some of the devices in this network, but not all of them so some modifications were made to the network. Siemens ET 200, Simatic S5, SIMATIC OP and SIMATIC PG are the devices that couldn’t be emulated. Simatic PC is an industrial laptop used for programming PLC devices so it was replaced by a standard pc node. Other devices that can’t be emulated were replaced with Siemens S7-200 PLC. The resulting IMUNES topology is shown in Figure 3.
The Siemens S7-300 ports were connected to the standard ports on the host machine while other devices were connected to random ports on the host machine. The reason for this is the basic vulnerability added to the S7-300 honeypot which would allow the attacker to request a memory dump from that device. The memory dump of that device contains the private IP addresses of other devices which could be used to access those devices from inside the network.

C. Analysis of Obtained Results

In this section the results of running the honeynet are analysed. The experiment lasted for two weeks with a couple of short breaks to adjust honeypot settings. Once the honeynet was initialized, PLCScan [20] was used to check that all the honeypots are working properly.

During the simulation of the network described in the previous section some activity on the honeypots was recorded. Every time a honeypot was accessed OSSEC notified the owner of the network that the conpot.log has changed. Listing 3 shows one example of an OSSEC email.

Listing 3. OSSEC notification about changes in the conpot.log file

OSSEC HIDS Notification.
2017 Feb 09 14:07:50

Received From: plc1->syscheck
Rule: 550 fired (level 7) -> "Integrity checksum changed."

Conpot honeypots recorded all their activity in conpot.log. Parts of the resulting conpot.log can be seen in Listing 4. That specific part is a record of a port scan directed at the modbus 502 port on the hosts IP address.

Listing 4. Activity recorded in the conpot.log file

2017-02-19 02:16:30,279 New modbus session from 185.35.63.142
(e5ac81d6-dad5-4abc-8f42-2e8170738b38)

2017-02-19 02:16:30,280 New Modbus connection from 185.35.63.142:37443.
(e5ac81d6-dad5-4abc-8f42-2e8170738b38)

2017-02-19 02:16:30,280 Modbus traffic from 185.35.63.142: { 'function_code': 43,
'slave_id': 0, 'request':
'00000000005002b0e0100', 'response': ''}
(e5ac81d6-dad5-4abc-8f42-2e8170738b38)

2017-02-19 02:16:30,281 Modbus connection terminated with client 185.35.63.142.

The recorded activity, however, consisted mostly of port scans targeting the modbus 502 port and the http 8080 port of the Siemens S7-300 honeypot. Port scans on the modbus 502 port mostly requested some basic information from the devices and then didn’t explore the device further. Port scans on port 8080 also didn’t result in any further activity, but that is to be expected seeing how that port is not specific to control devices and was meant to be used by attackers that have previously scanned the 502 port or 102 port and found a Siemens device that is potentially vulnerable.

None of the port scans resulted in attacks on the virtual network so there was no activity recorded on the other honeypots in the virtual network. There were also no attempts to exploit the Siemens S7-300 vulnerability. Since the time frame of the experiment was only two weeks, more testing should be done in order to see how successful this particular honeynet is at attracting hackers. However, as stated before, Shodan has classified the simulated network as a valid ICS and the Siemens S7-300 honeypot was successfully modified to emulate the hardcoded password vulnerability so a longer experiment could have resulted in more interesting activity.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This article shows how the IMUNES network simulator can be used to simulate a honeynet. The steps used in this article can be used to emulate any kind of honeynet with IMUNES. Because of the IMUNES GUI it is easy for users to model a network that suits their needs and the addition of the OSSEC email alerts makes supervising the honeynet much easier.

In future work, the tool presented in this article will be improved by adding more templates to Conpot and by adding other honeypot tools to the virtual nodes. That would allow the users to emulate honeynets that better resemble production networks. Additionally, better monitoring capabilities are necessary.

Honeynets emulated by this tool provide owners of ICSs with more options for securing their systems. Along with potentially improving the security of an ICS, this tool could serve as a template to build other kinds of honeynets.
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Abstract — Vehicle Ad Hoc Networks (VANETs) in Cooperative Intelligent Transport Systems (C-ITS) are based on the exchanges of messages among ITS-Stations (e.g., vehicles and roadside infrastructure) using the wireless G5 Dedicated Short Rate Communication (DSRC) standard to support safety-critical applications. VANETs require the authentication of ITS-stations and messages but the privacy of the drivers of the vehicles must be supported. In recent years, researchers have proposed solutions to mitigate privacy risks based on the use of pseudonyms. A key design decision is related to the frequency of the change of pseudonyms. The activity of a vehicle under one pseudonym can be linked to another thus providing traceability of the vehicle and a privacy risk for the driver. To prevent link-ability of actions, the vehicle must change pseudonyms over time. In this paper, the authors propose a radio frequency physical layer analysis to determine the frequency of the pseudonym changes. The rationale is that different wireless propagation conditions will impact the capability of the privacy attacker to trace the vehicle, thus reducing the need to frequently change the pseudonyms. The analysis has been performed in different channel fading conditions and for different relative speed values.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cooperative Intelligent Transport Systems (C-ITS) is a set of technologies, which will allow road users, service providers in road transportation and traffic managers to share information and use it to coordinate their actions. One of the main elements is the wireless connectivity among vehicles (V2V) and between vehicles and transport infrastructure (V2I), collectively called V2X. Wireless connectivity is mainly proposed by standardization bodies [1] (e.g., ETSI) with the Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC) wireless standard based on the IEEE 802.11p standard, which belongs to the 802.11 family of standards and it is described in the subsequent section of this paper. While other authors have recently proposed the application of different standards like LTE [2], the authors of this paper have focused their study only on the IEEE 802.11p standard. In this context, vehicles and road infrastructures nodes (called ITS-Stations in the ETSI standards [1]) will exchange messages through wireless communications, thus creating dynamic Vehicle Ad Hoc Networks (VANET). The ITS-Stations will broadcast messages like the Cooperative Awareness Messages (CAM) to support the creation of dynamic cooperative awareness in the ITS stations [1]. The broadcast of CAMs from the vehicle can potentially endanger the privacy of drivers, as an eavesdropper could identify the mobility patterns of individual drivers and track the vehicles.

To mitigate these privacy risks, various papers have proposed pseudonymity schemes for VANETs, where the ITS-stations use pseudonyms rather than the real identity when generating and broadcasting the CAMs. A recent and very detailed survey identifies and describes the main pseudonymity schemes for VANETs [3]. As presented in [3] and [4], a static pseudonym may not be sufficient to mitigate privacy risks in VANETs, because a single vehicle could still be identified and tracked based on a time series of eavesdropped messages. In other words, a malicious privacy attacker could be equipped with a RF receiver to eavesdrop messages broadcasted from a vehicle and still correlate specific vehicles or even drivers based on reoccurring travel patterns. As a consequence, there is the need to change the pseudonyms generated by the mobile ITS-station, but it is still an open problem on what could be the frequency of pseudonyms changes [3]. This problem is common to most of the proposed pseudonym schemes, as discussed in [7]. Note that there are trade-offs in the definition of the frequency of the pseudonyms. If the frequency is too high, it can have a significant impact on the storage of the pseudonyms or the computing power, which is needed to generate them. In addition, it increases the frequency of pseudonym refills in the vehicle, which impacts the communication channel used to distribute or activate the pseudonyms [5]. Conversely, if the frequency is too low, privacy attackers can easily track the vehicle. To identify the point of equilibrium in this, the objective is to calculate the required maximum frequency of changes of pseudonyms.

In this paper, we propose an analysis for the definition of the frequency of pseudonym changes based on wireless propagation conditions. The rationale is that there is no need to frequently change pseudonyms if a receiver is not able to collect and process, with an acceptable Bit Error Rate (BER),
targeted values of the CAM messages broadcasted by the mobile ITS-station. If the wireless propagation conditions are not optimal, as in an urban environment, the frequency of change of pseudonyms can be kept to a low value but it should be raised to a higher value in different propagation conditions or depending on the speed of the vehicle. In other words, the frequency of change of the pseudonyms depends on the context where the mobile ITS-station is travelling or even the types of modulation used to transmit the CAM messages. While there can be different contexts which could drive the frequency of changes of the pseudonyms, in this paper, we specifically focus on the radio frequency physical layer context and the capability of the privacy attacker to collect and process the CAM messages based on the 802.11p standard used in the mobile ITS-station.

The structure of this paper is the following: Section II describes the system model with a presentation of the scenario, a brief description of the 802.11p standard and the conditions (attenuation and fading), which can impact the capability of the privacy attacker to collect and process the CAM messages (e.g., if a BER threshold is overcome). Section III provides the simulations results, which gives an indication on the needed change of frequency pseudonyms. Section IV concludes this paper.

II. RELATED WORK

The issue of privacy in VANET is directly linked to the broadcasting of messages as described in the introduction section. The periodic broadcasting of messages from a vehicle can be used to track the vehicle and the driver/passenger and it can be used to attack his/her privacy. In literature, the privacy risk related to the tracking of the position of an individual are part of computational location privacy, meaning computation-based privacy mechanisms that treat location data as geometric information [6]. While the authors in [6] have investigated computation-based privacy in general, recent papers have investigate the risks and related mitigation techniques for privacy in VANET. In VANETS, security is of paramount importance because the integrity of the exchanged messages (e.g., CAM) must be ensured to avoid malicious attacks tampering with the messages and then creating safety hazards. The authors in [7] have proposed digital signatures to ensure the integrity of the messages, which is the approach based on [1]. On the other side, the certificates used for the digital signatures can be uniquely linked to the owner of the vehicle, does creating a privacy threat. Then, pseudonyms were proposed in VANETs to break this linkability [8]. A pseudonym allows authentication of a specific entity without knowing the holder’s real identity. On the other side, an eavesdropper collecting signed messages, could still track a vehicle because it will use the same certificate. To prevent this privacy threats, authors have investigated the possibility to change pseudonyms [3]. The issue is how frequently the pseudonyms should be changed.

The authors in [4] have used a Multi Hypothesis Tracker (MHT), which relies on Kalman filters to calculate the frequency of changes of pseudonyms. The evaluation was based on the definition of a discrete event simulator and a vehicular mobility model to generate mobility traces. Then, the anonymized position samples are processed by the MHT. The evaluation metric the maximum period of time the tracker was able to correctly reproduce the trace of each vehicle, averaged over all traces in the simulation.

An alternative approach to calculate the frequency of pseudonyms changes was proposed in [9], where the authors use the context information (such as the number of neighbors, their direction and speed) for initiating a pseudonym change. For example, vehicles can cooperatively identify good opportunities to blend in a number of vehicles and hence increase their anonymity. Then, the simulations were executed using the vehicular mobility model provided with STRAW.

Both [4] and [9] do not address the aspect that the CAM messages transmitted through wireless communications are subject to wireless propagation errors due to the distance of the vehicle from the eavesdropper and the surrounding environment. This paper addresses this gap in literature, which can be a significant factor to evaluate the practical feasibility to implement the privacy threat.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Scenario

The privacy threat scenario is shown in figure 1. A Privacy attacker is equipped with an RF receiver to collect the radio frequency signal based on the 802.11p standard. In this scenario, we make the following assumptions:

1. The privacy attacker is located in a fixed position.
2. The pseudonym scheme is not based on “silent” periods, where the vehicle stops transmitting for predefined times to avoid being tracked. While a “silent” period could mitigate privacy risks, it also negates or reduces the benefits of V2X [3].
3. The pseudonym scheme is based on traditional public key cryptography schemes, where the vehicle is equipped with a set of public key certificates and...
corresponding key pairs. This is the most common approach proposed by industry and standardization bodies ([10],[11]). The public key certificates are stripped of any identifying information and used as unlinkable pseudonyms. Vehicles sign messages with the secret key of the currently active pseudonym.

As described before, the privacy attacker can be successful only if the receiver is able to collect and process the CAM messages based on the 802.11p signal standard, which depends on the wireless propagation conditions.

It is considered that a vehicle is moving at constant velocity, with a single eavesdropper present within the communications range $R_{max}$. If the location of the eavesdropper is randomly chosen within a circle defined by the transmission range, the average distance between the vehicle and the eavesdropper is exactly $R_{max}$. Thus, the average time in which the eavesdropper can listen to the transmission from the transmitter is obtained by applying the following relationship $T_{max} = R_{max}/v$, being $v$ the speed of the vehicle. Then, the objective is to calculate the value or the range of values of $T_{max}$, because it is inversely correlated with the maximum frequency of change of pseudonyms.

**B. A description of the 802.11p standard**

IEEE 802.11p is a consolidated standard used for DSRC between vehicles [12]. This standard provides both the physical layer (PHY) specifications for the DSRC and the Medium Access Control (MAC) of vehicular communication operating at the 5.9 GHz band. The physical layer consists of two sublayers, the Physical Medium Dependent (PMD) sublayer and the Physical Layer Convergence Protocol (PLCP) sublayer. The first sublayer defines signal parameters, such as modulation and coding rates, and performs the digital-to-analog conversion. The PLCP sublayer is responsible for communicating with the MAC layer. It is also a convergence process that transforms the PLCP Service Data Unit (PSDU) arriving from the MAC layer into PLCP Protocol Data Unit (PPDU). During this conversion, the PSDU is appended with preamble and header. The PLCP preamble is composed of ten repetitions of a short training sequence and two repetitions of a long training sequences preceded by a guard interval in order to combat inter-symbol interference. The PLCP header contains information regarding the transmission rate, tail and padding bits and, also, how many octets are used in the PSDU.

The 802.11p physical layer is based on an orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) technique. The OFDM technique transmits data on spaced orthogonal subcarriers, allowing spectrum efficiency improvement and coping with severe channel conditions. A total number of 64 subcarriers are defined, but only the inner 52 subcarriers are employed. Among the 52 subcarrier, 48 of them contain modulated-coded data and the other 4, called pilot subcarriers, convey a fixed pattern used for channel and synchronisation purposes at the receiver [13]. Each of the 48 subcarriers can be modulated by using BPSK, QPSK, 16-QAM or 64-QAM schemes. In addition, different convolutional coding rates can be used, leading to nominal data rate values of 3 to 27 Mb/s when using a 10 MHz bandwidth. The main parameters that define the IEEE 802.11p standard are defined in Table 1.

**TABLE 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth (MHz)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bit Rate (Mbps)</td>
<td>3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 12, 18, 24, 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modulation Schemes</td>
<td>BPSK, QPSK, 16-QAM, 64-QAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code Rate</td>
<td>1/2, 2/3, 3/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data subcarriers</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot subcarriers</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) size</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFT Period (μs)</td>
<td>6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GI duration (μs)</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFDM Symbol Duration (μs)</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subcarrier frequency spacing (MHz)</td>
<td>1 / 6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error Correcting Code</td>
<td>Convolutional Codes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The transmitter chain is shown in figure 2, where the first block is the bit source unit, which generates random bits following a uniform distribution. Then, the serial number of bits are going through to an encoder and modulator unit. The raw bits are firstly scrambled in order to randomise the data pattern, which may contain large strings of 0s or 1s. Then, a convolutional encoder is applied to the bit stream in order to introduce redundancy. This redundancy is used for error correcting coding, which allows the receiver to combat the channel propagation effects. Subsequently, an interleaver process is applied to the coded bits in order to mitigate correlation channel noise effects, such as burst errors or fading. After the interleaver, the modulation mapper is applied to convert the bit stream into symbols. The following block is the OFDM symbol assembler, which constructs the OFDM symbols by means of mapping the modulated data into the 48 data subcarriers, the pilot sequence of bits into the 4 designated subcarriers and the 12 resting subcarriers are nulled. Once the OFDM symbols are built, an Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) process is applied to obtain the temporal representation of the symbols. Finally, the transmitted data is generated by assembling the preamble, signal field and the IFFT modulated data. Note that the receiver performs the opposite processes with respect to the transmitter (i.e. demodulation, decoding, etc.).
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C. Rician Fading Channel Model

In wireless communications, the Rician distribution is commonly used to describe the statistical variations in time of the envelope of the received signal. This signal can present a unique component or several components as a result of reflections and scattering phenomena, also known as multipath signal. In the situation that there is a dominant stationary signal component, i.e. line-of-sight communications, the small-scale fading envelope follows a Rician distribution. The Rician fading channel is characterised by mainly two parameters, $K$ and $\Omega$, where $K$ represents the ratio between the power amplitude of the strongest received path with respect to the other secondary multipath components. The other parameter, $\Omega$, is the result of the total available power from all the multipath components. Additional details on the Rician distribution and the $K$ factor are available in [14].

Two particular cases can arise from the Rician fading channel definition. The first one is when the ratio between Line-of-Sight (LoS) components and multipath rays is very large ($K \rightarrow \infty$). In that case the amplitude of the received signal is constant and the mobile channel acts like an Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel. The other case corresponds to $K=0$. In this situation, the envelope amplitude follows a Rayleigh distribution, which can be modelled as the sum of two quadrature Gaussian signals. In Rayleigh fading, the signal weakening can cause that the main component is not noticed among the multipath components.

In addition, another important factor that needs to be taken into account in vehicular communications is the Doppler effect associated to the relative velocity among transmitter and receiver. The Doppler effect is represented by frequency variations of the received signal. In this context, the frequency of the received signal is given by $f = (1+\Delta v/c)f_0$, where $f_0$ is the carrier frequency of the transmitted signal, $c$ is the speed of light and $\Delta v$ is the relative velocity between transmitter and receiver. The Doppler spectrum used in this work follows the Jakes spectrum model [15].

D. Maximum Communication Distance

The maximum reachable communications distance is calculated based on the $\text{SNR}_{\text{min}}$ values for a targeted BER. Following the Friis transmission equation, which is commonly used in Telecommunications to calculate the received power level at a given distance, and the expression of the thermal noise power [16], the maximum reachable distance between transmitter and receiver is given by

$$R_{\text{max}} = \frac{c}{4\pi f} \sqrt{\frac{P_T G_T G_R}{\text{SNR}_{\text{min}} K_B T W N_F}},$$

where $f$ is the centre frequency of the system, $P_T$ is the transmitted power, $W$ is the noise bandwidth, $\text{SNR}_{\text{min}}$ is the minimum Signal to Noise Ratio, $T$ is the ambient temperature and $K_B$ is the Boltzmann constant. The variables $G_T$ and $G_R$ in (1) are the transmit and receive antenna gains respectively. Also, $N_r$ is the noise figure of the receiver. Note that free-space propagation losses conditions are considered in (1). The values of parameters of (1), which are used to calculate the results of this paper are provided in section IV.B.

IV. RESULTS

A. Bit Error Rate Simulations

The Bit Error Rate (BER) performance of a radio communications systems is a unitless metric used for representing the quality of the system in terms of bit reception. This percentage metric computes the relationship between erroneous received bits and transmitted bits. The BER performance of a wireless system is commonly represented as a function of the received Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR).

The first step is to fix the value of the minimum required BER value ($\text{BER}_{\text{min}}$), which allows the receiver to demodulate and obtain the transmitted message with a determined quality of service (QoS). In our situation, the goal is to establish this BER value for which the eavesdropper will be able to properly detect the message. In this context, a $\text{BER}_{\text{min}} = 0.001$ value is specified by the IEEE 802.11p standard [13]. Correspondingly, the threshold established by the $\text{BER}_{\text{min}}$ value will provide the minimum required SNR value for correct detection, $\text{SNR}_{\text{min}}$.

In this analysis, two modulation-coding schemes, QPSK with $R_c = 1/2$ and 16-QAM with $R_c = 1/2$, have been chosen for BER evaluation in different channel conditions. Initially, the BER performances as a function of the received SNR are evaluated by considering four relative speeds between transmitter and receiver. These speed values are $v = 0$ (static), $v = 30$ km/h, $v = 70$ km/h and $v = 120$ km/h. Note that a perfect Channel State Information (CSI) and no Doppler estimation mechanism are applied for these Monte Carlo simulations. BER curves as a function of the received SNR are plotted in Figures 3 and 4 for both modulation schemes. Results show the performance degradation caused by the Doppler effect and the low values of $K$-factor of the Rician channel. It is observed that, in some scenarios, the targeted BER is never reached by increasing the SNR values. In
particular, this situation is more pronounced for larger values of the modulation scheme, lower values of \( K \) and higher relative speed values.

Fig. 3. BER as a function of the received SNR for a QPSK \( R_e=1/2 \) system with different relative speed values. Two K-factor values of the Rician channel are considered, \( K=10 \) (continuous lines) and \( K=1 \) (dashed lines).

Fig. 4. BER as a function of the received SNR for a 16-QAM \( R_e=1/2 \) system with different relative speed values. Two K-factor values of the Rician channel are considered, \( K=10 \) (continuous lines) and \( K=1 \) (dashed lines).

B. Eavesdropper Visibility Time

The time in which an eavesdropper (receiver) has in view the transmitter (vehicle in motion) based on the simulated \( SNR_{min} \) values and the maximum achievable distance in (1), is computed for different channel conditions and modulation schemes. Thus, the frequency rate for changing the pseudonym cryptographic key can be obtained straightforward as the inverse of these eavesdropper visibility times. Initially, the simulation scenario and the hypothesis used in this work are defined as follows. As described in section III.A, it is considered that a vehicle is moving at constant velocity and driving in a straight direction with only a single eavesdropper, which is present within the communications range calculated in equation (1). The straight direction is chosen because it is the worst case scenario for the calculation of the frequency of the pseudonyms. As pointed out before, the average distance between the vehicle and the eavesdropper is exactly \( R_{max} \). Thus, the average time in which the eavesdropper can listen the transmission from the transmitter is obtained by applying the following relationship \( T_{max} = \frac{R_{max}}{v} \).

The average eavesdropper visibility time as a function of the relative speed between vehicle and eavesdropper are plotted in Figures 5, 6, and 7 for the three modulation-coding schemes (QPSK, 16-QAM and 64-QAM) and different \( K \)-factor values of the Rician fading channel. For this simulation analysis, the values of the parameter defined in equation (1) are following: \( G_T=G_R=0 \) dBi, \( P_{Tx} = 20 \) dBm, \( N_0=15 \) dB, \( f=5.9 \) GHz and \( T=290 \) K are used. Simulation results showed that the visibility time is minimised by increasing the relative speed due to the Doppler effect, and/or using a large level of modulation-coding scheme and/or transmitting information in urban environments (low values of the \( K \)-factor of the Rician fading channel). From these results, it is clear that the maximum frequency of the pseudonyms depends on the context where the mobile ITS-station is operating and the transmission parameters used to transmit the CAM messages. Higher modulation schemes like 64-QAM allows a lower frequency of change of pseudonyms because the visibility time of the eavesdropper drops drastically in comparison to the QPSK modulation.

Fig. 5. Eavesdropper visibility time as a function of the relative speed for QPSK \( R_e = 1/2 \) and K-Rician fading channel.
V. CONCLUSIONS

The maximum visibility time available for the eavesdropper to obtain the DSRC transmitted data has been obtained by means of Monte Carlo simulations. This analysis has been performed considering different mobile channel conditions, different relative speeds and three modulation-coding schemes. The pseudonym frequency rate used to decide how many times the pseudonym cryptographic key must be changed is inversely proportional to these eavesdropper visibility times. Simulation results showed that, as expected, that the visibility time is minimised by increasing the relative speed due to the Doppler effect, and/or using a large level of modulation-coding scheme and/or transmitting information in urban environments (low values of the $K$-factor of the Rician fading channel). From the results it can be concluded that using conventional power control mechanism, directional antennas and/or applying dynamic modulation-coding and multiple access coding schemes helps to mitigate the eavesdropping impact. Future developments will focus on more complex distributions of eavesdroppers and mobile ITS-stations.
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Abstract - Passwords are still the predominant mode of authentication in contemporary information systems, despite a long list of problems associated with their insecurity. Their primary advantage is the ease of use and the price of implementation, compared to other systems of authentication (e.g. two-factor, biometry, ...). In this paper we present an analysis of passwords used by students of one universities and their resilience against brute force and dictionary attacks. The passwords were obtained from a university’s computing center in plaintext format for a very long period – first passwords were created before 1980. The results show that early passwords are extremely easy to crack: the percentage of cracked passwords is above 95 % for those created before 2006. Surprisingly, more than 40 % of passwords created in 2014 were easily broken within a few hours. The results show that users – in our case students, despite positive trends, still choose easy to break passwords. This work contributes to loud warnings that a shift from traditional password schemes to more elaborate systems is needed.

I. INTRODUCTION

The computers of pioneering era needed no passwords. Their security relied on restricted access to the physical machines. Even if an adversary would have gained access to these machines, the lack of knowledge to manipulate the computers was preventing the attacks. Besides, these early computers barely stored anything interesting and/or valuable.

Today, it has become commonplace to note that computer systems protected by authentication systems are either mathematically robust or user-friendly, but not both [1]. Predominant authentication scheme today is the use of the username:password combination. The implementation of this scheme is straightforward, simple, easy to implement, has low cost of maintenance, and is overall accepted by the users.

However, since passwords are at users’ responsibility, they cause many problems. Interestingly, these problems became evident already with first operating systems that implemented the time sharing functionality, all the way back in 1960s. When a PhD student Allan Scherr became fed up with time restrictions imposed on the system, he found a way to print the password file and use other people’s accounts to use the system [2]. In 1978, Thompson and Morris wrote their seminal paper on password security, identifying numerous issues and proposing several countermeasures, which (still) have not been implemented in modern operating systems decades later [3], but only after a breach has occurred.

Badly enough, passwords are not used only on the operating system security level, but also on the application level, ranging from simple stand-alone desktop few-user applications, to multi-million user web applications.

The password issues should have been taken seriously. Breaches are not sporadic and by chance, they are frequent and systematic. They cause several millions of damage, and even take lives – as was the case of a preacher being listed as one of the ashleymadison.com (adult dating website) users [4].

Sadly, the computer community has not made a very much-needed shift in password management for more than 35 years [5].

The present study aims to shed some light on how a young population, students aged 18-24, manage and create their passwords.

In the next section, we present related studies that deal with the issue of users’ passwords and their properties.

II. RELATED WORK

The related work reviews the works by others about similar researches on passwords.

The authors of study [6] have found that users tend to form their own mental models of security and what makes good passwords and they create insecure but easily recalled password by favoring memorability over security.

To help users select better (stronger and/or easy to remember passwords), several solutions have been proposed, such as mnemonic passwords [7, 8], cognitive passwords [9], associative passwords [10] and password checkers and meters [11-14].

A body of research was conducted on the user-centered approach, such as [15-19]. Here, the authors have identified the end user as the weakest link in the security chain and special attention needs to be given to user-related issues, such as memorability.

The education of users and its influence on the password (and overall system) security was researched in several works, e.g. in [20-23].

The impact of password policies was investigated in works of Summers et al [8], Inglesant & Sasse [24], Komanduri et al [25], Farrell [26] and Duggan [27].

The studies show that the average length of passwords is below 8 characters [11, 28, 29], yet these passwords are not completely random, thus of inadequate length, which should be at least 11 characters (mixed upper and lower, case, digits, symbols) [30].

The analysis of the related research has shown that most researchers collected their data, related to textual passwords, through laboratory experiments and/or
surveys. In these settings the participants were aware of the setting, and this very fact may lead to false, fake, less accurate or biased data. Participants may have created or used different password than those used in their daily life in order to protect the latter.

A. Aims, scope, and organization of the paper

In this paper, our research goal is to analyze the strength of real users’ passwords and their resilience against attacks.

Our research question is as follows: how resilient are real users’ passwords against two most common attacks, a dictionary and a brute force attack?

The paper is organized as follows: in the next section, we present the methods of our research, and in the section IV we present the results. Our contribution is concluded in Section V with final remarks.

III. METHODS

A. Data collection

To answer the research question we obtained and analyzed real students’ passwords. We have obtained 185,643 plaintext passwords of students of one of universities located in the EU. The passwords were used by students to log-in into their university accounts where they accessed to various functionalities. The university’s student account system was developed in the 1980s and all passwords were stored in plaintext ever since; fortunately, with no known security incident.

The passwords were made available for research purposes only based on a strict non-disclosure agreement between the researchers and the university management; this agreement prevents the researchers from disclosing the name of the university and/or its location. The passwords resided on a computer that was locked in a separate room without internet or any other network connection, and access to the room and the computer was restricted and logged. Passwords are encrypted using a contemporary encryption system and only when analyzed they are being decrypted to a sandboxed environment and deleted after the analyses.

B. Ethical and legal considerations

Before the research commenced we considered whether it would break any ethical rules. Since the passwords were in plain text, their leakage could have been misused for attacks on other accounts. However, no personally identifiable information (e.g. username, student’s number, etc.) were stored alongside the passwords. For the purpose of the research, other students’ data were available alongside the password, such as sex, year of entry to university, study field, and few others. The passwords (and the corresponding accounts) are no longer being used by the university computing system as the students’ accounts have been upgraded; each student was assigned a new identity and a new default password. Due to password reuse there is still a possibility that a user re-uses her password in any other application or system. However, we believe the chance of a password being matched to a single user is very low. Additionally, the passwords available and the results of the studies based on these passwords will help the professional community to understand better the patterns and the behavior of users and their passwords. We believe the positive aspects of using passwords overweight the potential perils. Last, but not least, the study is in line with local laws and EU regulations as in Directive 95/46/EC [31]. The Article 11§2 allows the personal data to be used for research purposes.

C. Hardware and software

The passwords were hashed using MD5 algorithm, and the hashes were fed into the Hashcat v3.10. The properties of the hardware used are listed in Table I.

### Table I. Hardware configuration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>Intel Core i5 6600 @ 3.30GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPU</td>
<td>NVIDIA GeForce GTX 960 4GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAM</td>
<td>Crucial DDR4 16GB @ 2400MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDD</td>
<td>Samsung SSD 250GB 850 EVO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>motherboard</td>
<td>ASUS Z170-P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OS</td>
<td>Windows 10 Pro x64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The upper time limit of running the Hashcat software was set to 72 hours to mimic an attacker that has limited resources; from Table 1 one can note that the cost of hardware used was below 1.000 EUR / US$.  

IV. RESULTS

A. Brute force attack

For the first part of the brute force attack, the software was configured to use lower case English alphabet, plus special characters from Slovenian alphabet (‘ć’, ‘š’, and ‘ž’), and digits (0..9). The search space was set to maximum 9 characters (calculations for 10 characters were estimated to last a bit less than 44 days).

![Command line output of Hashcat](image)

The program ran for 1 day, 3 hours and 45 minutes and was able to crack 168,081 or 90,5 % of all passwords.

In the next part we lowered the number of characters from 9 to 8 and added the following special characters: '!"#$%&/()=?*`+_;:,.<>. With this setting we cracked 4,30 % of all passwords, but they partially overlapped with the previous results. Actually there were only 66 passwords with special characters, or 0,04 % of all. This part took 7 hours and 25 minutes.
The last part was configured to check only special characters and digits, with lengths of up to 9 characters. This way additional 10 passwords were cracked, for the cost of 7 hours and 10 minutes.

B. Dictionary attack

For dictionary attack we used a publicly available word lists from http://hashcrack.blogspot.si/p/wordlist-downloads_29.html. The size of all the dictionaries was 6 GB. The software ran for 2 minutes and 40 seconds and revealed 19,7 % (36,497) of passwords.

Next, we configured the software to add up to 5 digits at the end of each word. In 22 hours and 46 minutes we cracked 89,9 % of passwords.

Figure 2 shows an excerpt from the output file with examples of cracked passwords.

```
252 e2d094d1c2d8623c7d231e663233475:031:mobile1
253 c9c7305fe7fe2160dfbbbf2b15af4990505:bdol
254 445f42e9fe143b0e7462786778d45:1123as110c
255 b31f1e2f72e05796b8d5e852e89808b13975tongex
256 c45d65201a2163934c89039356e5f412239gse10
```

Figure 2. An example of cracked passwords (white: hash value, yellow: front digits, cyan: dictionary word)

Finally, the software added up to 5 digits in front of each word. In 10 hours and 5 minutes we additionally cracked 4,0 % of passwords.

At the end of combined dictionary attack only 11,853 passwords (6,4 %) remained intact.

C. Combined attacks

After combining the results from both types of attacks we were able to crack 95,3 % of all passwords (see Table II).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Complete list of passwords</td>
<td>185,643</td>
<td>100,0 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brute force attack list</td>
<td>168,157</td>
<td>90,6 %</td>
<td>1d 18h 20m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dictionary attack list</td>
<td>173,790</td>
<td>93,6 %</td>
<td>1d 8h 54m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined attack list</td>
<td>176,919</td>
<td>95,3 %</td>
<td>3d 3h 14m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The total time to complete the attacks was 3 days, 3 hours and 14 minutes (Haschcat runtime only), where brute force attack took 1 day and 18 hours and dictionary attack lasted 1 day and 9 hours. Combined time, with necessary preparations, was thus less than four days.

It is interesting to observe the length of the cracked passwords (see Table III). Almost 95 % of passwords are of length 9 characters or less, with majority of passwords of length 6. The average length was 6,7 characters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Password length</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 or less</td>
<td>472</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1,631</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This result shows the effect of the hint given to the users that “passwords should be 6 characters or longer”, but this policy was not enforced.

We also checked whether male students have had their passwords’ lengths different than their female colleagues.

The difference is slight, 0,21 characters. Namely, male students have their average password lengths of 6,8, and females 6,6.

We checked if the difference is statistically significant. The independent t-test has indicated that the difference (0,21 characters) is not statistically significant (P=0,079) at $\alpha=0,05$ level.

Another interesting finding is the speed of cracking. It was variable in different parts of attacks, but highest values were obtained with plain brute force attack. The cracking speed was close to 3 billion hashes per second (see Figure 1, parameter “Speed.GPU.#1...”) on a single low-cost machine. One can imagine that a serious brute force attacker would have 1 million equivalent machines available, e.g. by means of a botnet. This means that a password should consist of 15-16 totally random characters from upper and lower case letters, digits and special symbols [30].

Next, we checked how passwords differed by the year when they were generated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Password length</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1,711</td>
<td>1,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>156,670</td>
<td>88,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>3,451</td>
<td>2,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>9,227</td>
<td>5,2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>2,231</td>
<td>1,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>811</td>
<td>0,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>0,2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 or more</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>0,2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>176,919</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### TABLE II. RESULTS OF DIFFERENT ATTACKS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Complete list of passwords</td>
<td>185,643</td>
<td>100,0 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brute force attack list</td>
<td>168,157</td>
<td>90,6 %</td>
<td>1d 18h 20m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dictionary attack list</td>
<td>173,790</td>
<td>93,6 %</td>
<td>1d 8h 54m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined attack list</td>
<td>176,919</td>
<td>95,3 %</td>
<td>3d 3h 14m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean average password lengths by sex

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Average password length</th>
<th>female students</th>
<th>male students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6,5</td>
<td>6,55</td>
<td>6,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,6</td>
<td>6,65</td>
<td>6,65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,7</td>
<td>6,75</td>
<td>6,75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,8</td>
<td>6,85</td>
<td>6,85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### TABLE III. PASSWORD LENGTHS AND THEIR COUNTS

We checked if the difference is statistically significant. The independent t-test has indicated that the difference (0,21 characters) is not statistically significant (P=0,079) at $\alpha=0,05$ level.

Next, we checked how passwords differed by the year when they were generated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Password length</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 or less</td>
<td>472</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1,631</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
From Figure 4 one can notice that until 2012, the percentage of cracked passwords was in the 95 % range (1990: 99.5 %; 1998: 98.2 %; 2006: 95.4 %), with no statistically significant difference (ANOVA test, P<0,000). In 2013, a new policy was introduced for the default, system-assigned passwords, which changed from “XY9999” template (where X and Y were students’ first and last name initials) to randomly generated 8-character password. For 2013 and 2014, the percentage of successfully cracked passwords fell to 65.2 % and 42.7 %, respectively.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The work presents an analysis to resilience of real students’ passwords against two most common attacks, brute force and dictionary attacks. The passwords were obtained from a university’s student account software upon its migration to a new system. Ethical and legal considerations were taken into account before the analysis and research was conducted. The passwords were obtained from a single university from a single central European country, from a young body of population. The results are inadvertently influenced by these facts, as localization, culture and level of technology all influence the choice of a password. Hence, the results of this study cannot be freely generalized to other types of users, geographical and cultural areas.

The analysis has shown that students’ passwords are extremely vulnerable against these attacks. Astonishing 95.3 % of passwords were broken in a bit more than three days’ time on a single low-cost machine with very simple, publicly available tools and methods. The cracking speed approached 3 giga-hashes, or passwords, per second.

At the beginning we have asked the following research question: how resilient are real users’ passwords against two most common attacks, a dictionary and a brute force attack? The answer is simple and worrying: they are not resilient at all. The password lengths are inadequate and do not come close to the required “safe” password lengths of 15-16 random characters.

The results, in light of the above statement, may well indicate that the authentication systems using username:password are becoming obsolete and urgently need upgrading to more secure (e.g. two-way authentication) schemes. As Haque et al observe, users reuse high level passwords, such as those for banking applications, with little or no modifications for low level

services, leading to a possibility for attackers to use unsafely shared or leaked passwords to crack higher-level passwords [32].

The passwords already have several alternatives, but they are costly, harder to implement and may require additional hardware. Two or three way authentication requires additional devices and/or services to display the second authentication token; biometrics requires additional scanning equipment and raises privacy issues.

The drawbacks of this study are the limitations posed by the data themselves. Results cannot be freely generalized due to the sample of users from one university, using a specific account for specific purposes. The future work will address the questions if different groups of students, such as technical vs. non-technical, have different password lengths; if the grade of a student correlates to the student’s password length and strength, and alike.
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Abstract - This study was based on the validated Users’ Information Security Awareness Questionnaire (UISAQ). Authors gathered information on risky behavior and security awareness among 355 pupils from three secondary schools: General program secondary school (Gymnasium), Business and administrative high school and Trade school. Aim of the study was to test adapted version of UISAQ questionnaire on secondary school student population. Questionnaire was slightly modified and validated to meet new requirements regarding young pupils’ behavior. Analysis outcome represent results of secondary school pupils regarding 6 subareas: Users’ usual behavior (x=4.12), Personal computer maintenance (x=3.33), Borrowing access data (x=4.77), Awareness about security in communications (x=2.67), Belief into securing data (x=2.27) and Importance of backup quality (x=3.86). Also some detailed comparisons regarding demographic variables and correlation with students and employed users were given. Additionally, correlations with revealing password and Internet abuse are given. The percentage of young pupils that have revealed their password for their e-mail system access is much higher than usual (77.7%). This information should alert government institutions and schools teachers. Main results of this study have shown that slightly modified UISAQ can be used on the secondary school population. Additional results have shown that there is a great reason to be concerned about pupils’ risky behavior on the Internet and their low awareness about information security and privacy issues.

I. INTRODUCTION

The importance of knowledge, behavior and awareness about information security and privacy issues among Internet users is firstly recognized among network administrators and security experts. Only later scientists acknowledged that average information system’s user is the weakest link in the information security and privacy chain [1, 2]. Much research was made later on this subject [3-16], but systematic research by using validated questionnaires as the scientific measurement instrument was first made three years ago in Croatia named UISAQ [17, 20] then in the USA named SeBiS [18]. By now only Turkish scientists with their Four Measurements Scales [19] and Australian scientist with HAIS-Q [20] have followed. Main reason for this situation is probably because security experts are mostly technicians or partly managers and are not behavioral scientists. Today research on this subject is usually carried out by a team of scientists covering different scientific areas, both computer science and behavioral science.

The main aim of this study was to adapt existing UISAQ questionnaire for usage among secondary school population and to validate this new version. Secondary school students, teenagers, mainly differ in some basic characteristics like cognitive, social and emotional stage of development from adult population as adults and students. The risky behavior in the teenager population is proven to be on highest level, so existing questionnaire has to be adapted and revalidated on this population.

The secondary aim was to gain some new conclusions based on the preliminary results regarding potentially risky behavior and security awareness among secondary school pupils, by carrying out an empirical study with this new version of UISAQ questionnaire.

II. METHOD

A. Participants

Participants in this study were secondary school pupils (N=355) from three different schools: Trade school, Business and administrative high school and General program secondary school (Gymnasium). In this manner sample is representative and stratified because students were chosen from both high school, three and four year vocational schools.

This work is financed by the Croatian Government Office for Cooperation with NGOs and co-financed by the European Union’s Connecting Europe Facility, under project named “Safer Internet Centre Croatia: Making internet a good and safe place”, Agreement Number: INEA/CEF/ICT/A2015/115320. The sole responsibility of this publication lies with the authors. The European Union is not responsible for any use that may be made of the information contained therein.

Based on the validated Users’ Information Security Awareness Questionnaire (UISAQ), authors gathered information on risky behavior and security awareness among 355 pupils from three secondary schools: General program secondary school (Gymnasium), Business and administrative high school and Trade school. The aim of the study was to test the adapted version of UISAQ questionnaire on secondary school student population. The questionnaire was slightly modified and validated to meet new requirements regarding young pupils’ behavior. Analysis results represent results of secondary school pupils regarding six subareas: Users’ usual behavior, Personal computer maintenance, Borrowing access data, Awareness about security in communications, Belief into securing data, and Importance of backup quality. Additionally, correlations with revealing password and Internet abuse were given. The percentage of young pupils that have revealed their password for their e-mail system access is much higher than usual (77.7%). This information should alert government institutions and schools teachers. Main results of this study have shown that the slightly modified UISAQ can be used on the secondary school population. Additional results have shown that there is a great reason to be concerned about pupils’ risky behavior on the Internet and their low awareness about information security and privacy issues.

I. INTRODUCTION

The importance of knowledge, behavior, and awareness about information security and privacy issues among Internet users is firstly recognized among network administrators and security experts. Only later scientists acknowledged that average information system’s user is the weakest link in the information security and privacy chain [1, 2]. Much research was made later on this subject [3-16], but systematic research by using validated questionnaires as scientific measurement instruments was first made three years ago in Croatia named UISAQ [17, 20] then in the USA named SeBiS [18]. By now only Turkish scientists with their Four Measurements Scales [19] and Australian scientists with HAIS-Q [20] have followed. The main reason for this situation is probably because security experts are mostly technicians or partly managers and are not behavioral scientists. Today research on this subject is usually carried out by a team of scientists covering different scientific areas, both computer science and behavioral science.

The main aim of this study was to adapt existing UISAQ questionnaire for usage among secondary school population and to validate this new version. Secondary school students, teenagers, mainly differ in some basic characteristics like cognitive, social, and emotional development from adult population as adults and students. The risky behavior in the teenager population is proven to be on the highest level, so existing questionnaire has to be adapted and revalidated on this population.

The secondary aim was to gain some new conclusions based on the preliminary results regarding potentially risky behavior and security awareness among secondary school pupils, by carrying out an empirical study with this new version of UISAQ questionnaire.

II. METHOD

A. Participants

Participants in this study were secondary school pupils (N=355) from three different schools: Trade school, Business and administrative high school and General program secondary school (Gymnasium). In this manner sample is representative and stratified because students were chosen from both high school, three and four year vocational schools.
Proportion of male students was 36.3% while proportion of female students was 63.1%. The average age of participants was 16.39 +/- 1.15 (arithmetic mean +/- SD).

B. Procedure

During regular classes students were asked to voluntarily give some general information about themselves (age and gender) and to fill out the UIASAQ. Filling out the questionnaire lasted for approximately 30 minutes. Survey was carried out in all three schools during one week period.

C. Instruments

For the purpose of this research authors used adapted version of UIASAQ [21, 22] for secondary school population. UIASAQ consists of two parts with total of 33 questions. Some questions (k=9) were changed and adjusted for secondary school pupils (i.e. Borrow your personal login data to colleague from work into Borrow your personal login data to friend from your classroom). Adaptation was made with minor changes, as it was important to have a parallel form of UIASAQ questionnaire.

First part of UIASAQ consisted of 17 questions measuring computer users’ potentially risky behavior. Second part of questionnaire consisted of 16 questions measuring the level of user’s information security knowledge and awareness.

III. RESULTS

Using descriptive statistics, factor analysis and reliability analysis authors tested if adjusted version of UIASAQ has good psychometrics characteristics.

For the first part of UIASAQ Confirmatory factor analysis with 3 factors (method principal components, Oblimin rotation) was used. Analyses have shown

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I. STRUCTURE MATRIX FOR THE FIRST PART OF UIASAQ EXTRACTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Items</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sc1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sc2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sc3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sc4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sc5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sc6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sc7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sc8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sc9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sc10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sc11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sc12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sc13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sc14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sc15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sc16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sc17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Rotation Method: Oblimin</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II. RELIABILITY ANALYSIS: ITEM – TOTAL STATISTICS FOR THE FIRST PART OF UIASAQ EXTRACTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Items</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sc1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sc2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sc3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sc4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sc5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sc6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sc7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sc8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sc14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sc16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sc17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sc9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sc10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sc11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sc12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sc13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sc15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE III. MEASURES OF SENSITIVITY FOR THE FIRST PART OF UIASAQ EXTRACTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Items</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sc1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sc2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sc3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sc4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sc5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sc6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sc7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sc8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sc9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sc10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sc11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sc12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sc13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sc14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sc15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sc16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sc17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. p &lt; 0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
exploration of 37.28% of overall variance. First factor explained 16.07% of overall variance, second factor explained 12.96% of overall variance and third factor explained 8.25% of overall variance. For all 3 factors the saturation (factor loadings) was larger than 0.3 and had exactly the same distribution of questions as the original validated version of UISAQ. The factor structure of the first part of UISAQ is shown in Table 1. Then reliability analysis was done for three subscales (Table 2). All subscales had satisfactory internal consistency (first k=5; Cronbach α=0.63; second k=6; Cronbach α=0.59; third k=6; Cronbach α=0.62), and all questions contributed significantly to good internal consistency which implies that this form of subscale should be kept as final one. Results of sensitivity test of new formed questionnaire are shown in Table 3. All items have full range of response which implies good sensitivity. Distribution of results was not normal (Kolmogorov-Smirnov Statistic was significant for all items), which was expected. For the first and the third subscale means were at lower part of subscale (positive asymmetry) meaning less risky behavior of computer users and for the second subscale means were at higher part of subscale (negative asymmetry) meaning more risky behavior of computer users, e.g. low level of users’ maintenance of personal computer systems.

The Confirmatory factor analysis with 3 factors (method principal components) was also used for the second part of UISAQ, which have shown explanation of 54.02% of overall variance. In Table 4, factor structure of the second part of UISAQ is shown and has exactly the same distribution of questions as the original validated version of UISAQ and a satisfactory factor loadings. First factor explained 19.25% of overall variance, second factor explained 14.07% of overall variance and third factor explained 20.07% of overall variance. Reliability analysis (Table 5) had shown high internal consistency (first k=5; Cronbach α=0.78; second k=6; Cronbach α=0.81; third k=6; Cronbach α=0.80). All items had full range of

### Table IV. Structure matrix for the second part of UISAQ extraction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sa1</td>
<td>.667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sa2</td>
<td>.746</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sa3</td>
<td>.811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sa4</td>
<td>.704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sa5</td>
<td>.709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sa6</td>
<td>.684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sa7</td>
<td>.780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sa11</td>
<td>.566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sa12</td>
<td>.747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sa13</td>
<td>.783</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* a. Rotation Method: Oblimin

### Table V. Reliability analysis: Item – total statistics for the second part of UISAQ extraction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Scale Mean if Item Deleted</th>
<th>Scale Variance if Item Deleted</th>
<th>Corrected Item - Total Correlation</th>
<th>Cronbach's Alpha if Item Deleted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sa1</td>
<td>13.62</td>
<td>12.020</td>
<td>.481</td>
<td>.764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sa2</td>
<td>13.76</td>
<td>10.588</td>
<td>.591</td>
<td>.728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sa3</td>
<td>12.86</td>
<td>10.570</td>
<td>.664</td>
<td>.705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sa4</td>
<td>12.96</td>
<td>10.910</td>
<td>.508</td>
<td>.758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sa5</td>
<td>13.46</td>
<td>10.786</td>
<td>.547</td>
<td>.744</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. factor (Subscale of belief into securing data)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Scale Mean if Item Deleted</th>
<th>Scale Variance if Item Deleted</th>
<th>Corrected Item - Total Correlation</th>
<th>Cronbach's Alpha if Item Deleted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sa6</td>
<td>8.89</td>
<td>14.314</td>
<td>.517</td>
<td>.789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sa7</td>
<td>9.26</td>
<td>13.912</td>
<td>.612</td>
<td>.760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sa8</td>
<td>9.08</td>
<td>13.776</td>
<td>.621</td>
<td>.757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sa9</td>
<td>9.29</td>
<td>14.196</td>
<td>.590</td>
<td>.767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sa10</td>
<td>8.83</td>
<td>13.493</td>
<td>.608</td>
<td>.761</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. factor (Subscale of backup quality importance)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Scale Mean if Item Deleted</th>
<th>Scale Variance if Item Deleted</th>
<th>Corrected Item - Total Correlation</th>
<th>Cronbach's Alpha if Item Deleted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sa11</td>
<td>19.59</td>
<td>15.813</td>
<td>.409</td>
<td>.799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sa12</td>
<td>19.33</td>
<td>14.691</td>
<td>.571</td>
<td>.759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sa13</td>
<td>18.86</td>
<td>15.278</td>
<td>.591</td>
<td>.755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sa14</td>
<td>19.41</td>
<td>14.593</td>
<td>.611</td>
<td>.749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sa15</td>
<td>19.65</td>
<td>15.506</td>
<td>.496</td>
<td>.777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sa16</td>
<td>19.00</td>
<td>14.901</td>
<td>.640</td>
<td>.744</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table VI. Measures of sensitivity for the second part of UISAQ extraction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
<th>Test of normality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sa1</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>3.04</td>
<td>.982</td>
<td>.207*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sa2</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>2.90</td>
<td>1.142</td>
<td>.239*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sa3</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>3.80</td>
<td>1.057</td>
<td>.290*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sa4</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>3.71</td>
<td>1.175</td>
<td>.258*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sa5</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>1.156</td>
<td>.174*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sa6</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>1.251</td>
<td>.242*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sa7</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>1.199</td>
<td>.255*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sa8</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>1.209</td>
<td>.226*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sa9</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>1.167</td>
<td>.263*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sa10</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>1.269</td>
<td>.215*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sa11</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>3.58</td>
<td>1.160</td>
<td>.274*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sa12</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>3.84</td>
<td>1.133</td>
<td>.250*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sa13</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>4.31</td>
<td>1.005</td>
<td>.336*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sa14</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>3.76</td>
<td>1.098</td>
<td>.231*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sa15</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>1.087</td>
<td>.220*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sa16</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>4.17</td>
<td>1.013</td>
<td>.269*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* a. p < 0.01
response which implies good sensitivity (Table 6). Distribution of results was not normal (Kolmogorov-Smirnov Statistic was significant for all items), which was expected. Means for level of security in communications and backup importance were at higher part of distribution (negative asymmetry) meaning low level of user’s information security awareness.

Additional results present mean values for each subscale among secondary school pupils on 5-point Likert-type scale where five means excellent from the aspect of information security and privacy (Table 7). In the same table, comparison of tested secondary school pupils with results of adults gathered in the previous study [22] is shown. Statistical significance was found between mean values in all subscales except in the subscale regarding Borrowing Access Data. In comparison to adults, secondary school pupils were worse in subscales regarding Usual behavior, Criticism on security in communications and Importance of backup quality. Examined pupils were better in subscales regarding Personal computer maintenance and Belief into securing data.

Among tested secondary school pupils there were 77.7% of them that had revealed password for currently used e-mail system, which is significantly more than adults. Also only 20.0% of tested pupils had made backup during last month period. While 7.6% said that more than two other persons know their password for currently used e-mail system, 5.7% said the same for their Facebook account. Percentage of pupils that have ever experienced cyber violence is 28.8% while percentage of pupils that behaved cyber violently was 22.9%.

Regarding age there was no statistically significant difference in any of subscales for pupils and regarding gender, there was a statistical difference only in subscale about backup quality (p<0.001; Student T Test). Female pupils are making backup more often than male ones.

Pearson’s correlation coefficients are either “low correlation”, “very low correlation” or even “negligible correlation”, as their value is closer to zero than to positive or negative value one (Table 8). Prominent correlation coefficients, with statistical significance, are found between subscale describing Users’ usual risky behavior and Being violent by doing Internet abuse actions; than between subscale describing Borrowing access data and number of persons that know access data for e-mail or Facebook and being violent or experiencing abuse on the Internet; also between subscale describing Personal computer maintenance and time of making last backup. Subscale describing Importance of backup quality is in low or very low correlation with all five external variables that present controlling questions. Subscale regarding Awareness on security in communications is negative, but very low correlation with external variable measuring being violent on the Internet.

IV. CONCLUSION

Main aim is achieved as results show that modified UISAQ questionnaire has the same structure as version for adults and students, satisfying consistency of subscales and excellent sensitivity. The new adapted parallel form of UISAQ questionnaire can be used to trace development of computer risky behavior and information security knowledge from teenage to adulthood. Also it can be used to compare data about risky behavior and information security knowledge between secondary school pupils and both their teachers and parents who are primarily modeling pupils’ behavior.

Validation results have proven that questionnaire can be used in future research applied on the secondary school

![Table VII. Comparison among secondary school pupils and grown-ups from previous study [22]](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subscales of UISAQ</th>
<th>Pupils (n=355)</th>
<th>Adults (n=701)</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UB / x±SD</td>
<td>4.12±0.58</td>
<td>4.52±0.43</td>
<td>&lt;0.001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCM / x±SD</td>
<td>3.33±0.82</td>
<td>3.18±0.91</td>
<td>0.009*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAD / x±SD</td>
<td>4.77±0.37</td>
<td>4.74±0.39</td>
<td>0.230*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC / x±SD</td>
<td>2.67±0.81</td>
<td>3.48±0.83</td>
<td>&lt;0.001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD / x±SD</td>
<td>2.27±0.92</td>
<td>2.06±0.79</td>
<td>&lt;0.001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BQ / x±SD</td>
<td>3.86±0.76</td>
<td>4.18±0.68</td>
<td>&lt;0.001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Password Revealing</td>
<td>77.7%</td>
<td>28.8%</td>
<td>&lt;0.001*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a Student T Test
*b Chi-Square Test

during last month period. While 7.6% said that more than two other persons know their password for currently used e-mail system, 5.7% said the same for their Facebook account. Percentage of pupils that have ever experienced cyber violence is 28.8% while percentage of pupils that behaved cyber violently was 22.9%.

Regarding age there was no statistically significant difference in any of subscales for pupils and regarding gender, there was a statistical difference only in subscale about backup quality (p<0.001; Student T Test). Female pupils are making backup more often than male ones.

Pearson’s correlation coefficients are either “low correlation”, “very low correlation” or even “negligible correlation”, as their value is closer to zero than to positive or negative value one (Table 8). Prominent correlation coefficients, with statistical significance, are found between subscale describing Users’ usual risky behavior and Being violent by doing Internet abuse actions; than between subscale describing Borrowing access data and number of persons that know access data for e-mail or Facebook and being violent or experiencing abuse on the Internet; also between subscale describing Personal computer maintenance and time of making last backup. Subscale describing Importance of backup quality is in low or very low correlation with all five external variables that present controlling questions. Subscale regarding Awareness on security in communications is negative, but very low correlation with external variable measuring being violent on the Internet.

IV. CONCLUSION

Main aim is achieved as results show that modified UISAQ questionnaire has the same structure as version for adults and students, satisfying consistency of subscales and excellent sensitivity. The new adapted parallel form of UISAQ questionnaire can be used to trace development of computer risky behavior and information security knowledge from teenage to adulthood. Also it can be used to compare data about risky behavior and information security knowledge between secondary school pupils and both their teachers and parents who are primarily modeling pupils’ behavior.

Validation results have proven that questionnaire can be used in future research applied on the secondary school

![Table VIII. Pearson’s correlation coefficients regarding external variables](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subscales of UISAQ</th>
<th>Time of the last backup</th>
<th>Number of persons that know access data for e-mail</th>
<th>Number of persons that know access data for Facebook</th>
<th>Cyber violence</th>
<th>Cyber victimization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UB</td>
<td>-0.024</td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>0.306*</td>
<td>0.194*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCM</td>
<td>0.260*</td>
<td>0.148*</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAD</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.286*</td>
<td>0.173*</td>
<td>0.282*</td>
<td>0.219*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>-0.003</td>
<td>-0.097</td>
<td>-0.100</td>
<td>-0.095</td>
<td>-0.157*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td>-0.194*</td>
<td>-0.174*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BQ</td>
<td>0.266*</td>
<td>0.229*</td>
<td>0.178*</td>
<td>0.266*</td>
<td>0.164*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p < 0.01
population.

Additional results had shown that percentage of the secondary school pupils that have revealed their password for their e-mail system access is much higher than usual. In comparison to adults, they are worse in subscales regarding Usual behavior, Criticism on security in communications and Importance of backup quality. Secondary school pupils are better in subscales regarding Personal computer maintenance and Belief into securing data. In addition, there is relatively high percentage of young pupils that were cyber victims, and also a certain percentage of young pupils that were cyber violent.

Regarding result on correlation analysis there are some expected conclusions. More risky behavior is in positive correlation with cyber violence, either being violent or being victim. Also, borrowing access data is in positive correlation with higher number of other persons knowing access data for e-mail and Facebook. It is also expected that better PC maintenance is in positive correlation with more often backup making.

It is unexpected positive correlation between high awareness about issues regarding importance of backup quality and all other external variables regarding risky and insecure behavior, measured in number of other persons knowing access data or cyber violence. This finding is similar to some previous findings using UISAQ questionnaire among adults, and may mean that persons who have high level of awareness are acting more careless on the Internet.

Also similar to some previous studies, female users are more careful in their behavior regarding information security and privacy issues.

Results of this study have shown that there is a reason to be concerned about pupils’ risky behavior on the Internet, and this is conclusion regardless of pupils’ gender or age. This information should alert government institutions and school teachers and should result in better education and prevention programs in order to increase safe behavior when online and information security and privacy issues.

Main future work is going to be measurement and definition of norms regarding behavior on the Internet among Croatians by carrying out empirical study using the UISAQ including secondary school population, students and adults. Other future plans are to develop international scientific questionnaire, possibly in collaboration with teams that also have some results on this subject e.g. Australian team and Turkish team.
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Abstract - The Semantic Web can be used to enable the interoperability of IoT devices and to annotate their functional and nonfunctional properties, including security and privacy. In this paper, we will show how to use the ontology and JSON-LD to annotate connectivity, security and privacy properties of IoT devices. Out of that, we will present our prototype for a lightweight, secure application level protocol wrapper that ensures communication consistency, secrecy and integrity for low cost IoT devices like the ESP8266 and Photon particle.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This paper shows our efforts in creating a method for interoperability for IoT devices and creation of a lightweight communication protocol for cheap MCUs (microcontroller unit), that can be used on almost all devices.

Internet of things potential is still underexploited. One of the main reasons is that there is no interoperability among IoT devices and services, because of many differences among IoT devices and IoT services. Each IoT protocol is suitable for different types of applications, and IoT devices support only a small subset of available IoT protocols. The interoperability problems can be solved or its effects can be reduced by using ontology to semantically annotate things and their services. There are many existing IoT ontologies, but none describes well the connectivity, security and privacy properties of IoT devices, so we have developed and presented here briefly a new ontology. JSON for Linking Data (JSON-LD) is a lightweight Linked Data format that provides a way to help JSON-data interoperate at Web-scale. Ontology and JSON-LD enable us to semantically annotate things and their capabilities, together with the mentioned non-functional properties.

One of the more interesting use-cases for lightweight communication and security is the usage of low cost MCU (Micro Controller Units) like ESP8266 [1] or ESP32. One of the main benefits of those MCUs is their low cost. An ESP8266 board costs about 5 USD at the time this paper is published. With a 32-bit processor, 16 GPIO pins and support for connecting to 802.11 based WiFi networks,

ESP8266 and other MCUs became quickly popular as an important building block in many IoT devices. One of the reasons for their increased popularity is that with classic SDK support for writing applications in C, open source developers started enabling support and started porting languages like MicroPython [2], Lua [3] or Javascript to the ESP8266 and similar cheap MCU’s.

One of the benefits of using high level languages such as MicroPython to develop applications for MCUs is the same reason why high level languages are used in modern software development: rapid prototyping and the use of high level abstractions and libraries enables faster and easier development. Coupled with the advancements in the design and availability of various embedded components like sensors and corresponding libraries that drastically simplify development to the point that a developer needs to correctly connect the sensor and write some glue code to collect data from the sensor, enables software developers to venture into the embedded systems domain, for better or for worse.

The background for development of this protocol is one specific professional implementation we needed to develop. The project required a system that would have the following features:

1. Rapidly prototype a system on ESP8266 platform and MicroPython
2. System contains multiple nodes collecting sensor data and/or communicating with other nodes (mesh network scenario)
3. System must enable data exchange and communication with enhanced security
4. Only some nodes have access to a broker / internet, and the network needs to communicate in a best effort scenario.
5. System should support light and deep sleep states for the MCU
6. Develop security in userspace and don’t rely on any specifics like crypto acceleration from the MCU

Since languages like MicroPython, Lua and others when implemented on MCUs lack some features (like raw packet crafting or support for various low level protocols), we wanted to develop a scheme that we could use on all of our preferred development platforms which would not be restricted to a specific C language only SDK like [4]. Therefore, an application level scheme and approach that
doesn't need low level packet access needed to be devised to fulfill the requirements.

Another of our requirements was to avoid the usage of various protocols such as XBee, ZigBee or LoRA, since those protocols solve the problem of scalable mesh communication, but their price is restrictive if we want to explore the possibilities of using sub 5$ MCUs that have basic 802.11 WiFi networking capability.

II. RELATED WORK

Boman et al. [5] used several sensors to demonstrate sensor networks interconnected with systems like GSN and Firebase. They conclude that having XML to define sensor node and its capabilities, is complicated and they suggest researching for different solutions. Cassar et al. propose a new semantic service for IoT device matchmaking method that is based on probabilistic service matchmaking. They state that their hybrid method can overcome most cases of semantic synonymy in semantic service description [6]. Souza et al. propose vocabulary for IoT service discovery. To identify thing in IoT they propose use of URI (Uniform Resource Identifier) the same way it is used in Web and Semantic web. Syntax of this URI is according to XML standard [7]. They also define WSDL (Web Services Description Language) for IoT device that is accessible using provided URI. URI is used in Event driven SOA (Service Oriented Architecture) [8], a concept defined by Zhang et al. In their work, they focus on IoT as a service (publish and subscribe model), however to achieve that level, IOT device must be identified. To achieve that they use custom XML service description.

Hur et al. identify interoperability as an issue between things and platforms and it is one of major challenges in achieving the vision of the Internet of Things (IoT). They propose concept of SSD (Semantic Service Description) ontology that semantically represent heterogeneous things across various platforms [9]. They use JSON-LD to store semantic metadata. To retrieve such data, they propose use of Web Linking [10] and POWDER describedby property. SSD ontology contains three main concepts: Property, Capability and Server Profile. Each of those is designed to support interoperability between platforms and physical objects. Server Profile defines connectivity for device configuration, for example: HTTP methods, server URI, API keys, etc. It is notable that they assume that IoT device is equipped with full ISO/OSI stack, and Internet connection. All of services rely on TCP/IP protocol.

In their next paper, same authors emphasize use of existing, conventional Web technologies to enable interaction between things. They recognize that each IoT platform may have different data structure, data representation format and APIs. Furthermore, this diversity may cause problems caused by challenging interoperability and data inconsistency. They investigated Automated Deployment, more specific TOSCA (Topology and Orchestration Specification for Cloud Applications) that is designed for describing IT services. TOSCA might be used for service deployment in IoT environments [11]. After that they conducted an experiment with five IoT devices that used their SSD processor that automatically publishes semantic metadata to the Internet. Experiment results showed that their approach can be applied to many IoT devices on various platforms without significant effort.

Nordahl and Magnusson present PON (PalCom Object Notation). It is a lightweight format for data interchange that they developed to be used in IoT applications. PalCom is a middleware JAVA framework that simplifies creation of dynamic networks between devices in IoT environments. PON defines a format for structured data that combines the structure and compactness of JSON with efficient data handling defined by FORTRAN’s string format: <Length><Type><Data> for example; 5sIOTIF. PON is purely textual data format and authors present translation scheme between PON and JSON. They demonstrated successful implementation in healthcare environment where PON is used to communicate with HTTP server that marshals all the devices that communicate with managing Database also using PON. In evaluation phase, they compared PON scheme with JSON, conclusion is that PON is 33% shorter than JSON and 70% faster than Gson (Java implementation) [12]. Ngu et al. have classified different architecture types of IoT middleware, they also analyzed composition, adaptability and security of IoT middleware. They emphasize that IoT service discovery is an issue, and propose non-ontological approach: search engine for heterogeneous IoT device and services: ServiceXplorer [13]. Their engine uses WSDL as service descriptor and searches for similarities in descriptions. They also suggest another non-ontological approach that is based on data analytics of IoT device usage log. After analysis, they try to reconstruct relationships between devices and services. This relationship map help with load balancing between similar IoT devices. Ngu et al. have also analyzed security and privacy issues, and they propose lightweight device authentication that uses low bandwidth and low CPU and other resources. It is based on public key cryptographic techniques like NTRU, ECC and AE. They conclude that IoT middleware needs to be designed with security, privacy and trust in the first place. Those concerns should be propagated throughout all of IoT layers. Also, they state that existing approach: using existing high level concepts is not good and that IoT ecosystem needs a dedicated and from-the-scratch approach.

III. DEVELOPING AN IOT ONTOLOGY

We have developed the open IoT ontology using Ontology Development 101 methodology [14] that answers to the following questions: What are the concepts to describe IoT devices and things as a service? How to support mappings of data types among the heterogeneous things and existing cloud services? There are many IoT ontologies in the current literature, but no one was suitable for our case and our implementation, so we have developed a new open IoT ontology. The existing IoT ontologies are shown in Table 1. The ontology is publicly available at:
As a basis for sensor descriptions in our ontology, we have used concepts defined in the W3C defined Semantic Sensor Network (SSN) ontology [15]. We have also used the actuator concepts from Semantic Actuator Network Ontology developed by Spalazzi et al. [16]. A total of 173 classes were defined that are organized in 20 top level classes (Figure 1). The developed ontology will be used to annotate things. The ontology is richer than any existing IoT ontology, because it contains concepts to annotate privacy, security and supported protocols as non-functional properties of things and their services. Main IoT security problems are listed as subclasses of IoTSecurityProblems OWL class and are derived from OWAPS IoT security guidelines [17]. IoT acceptance factors and service privacy factors are also listed in the ontology, as subclasses of the OWL classes IoTAcceptanceFactors and ServicePrivacyFactors. IoT protocols are defined as subclasses of the following OWL classes: IoTDataProtocols, IoTDiscoveryProtocols, IoTInfrastructureProtocols, and IoTTransportProtocols.

### Table 1: Existing IoT ontologies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Short ontology description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mrissa et al. [18]</td>
<td>The main classes of their ontology are Appliance, Capability, and Functionality. Each functionality is described in terms of composing functionalities and implementing capabilities in a common shared ontology.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al. [19]</td>
<td>The main concepts in their ontology are sensor, physical capability (location, battery, platform, size, weight, working status, etc.), observation value (value, its precision, frequency, response model, sensing range), and measurement value range (measurement unit, quality, sampling method).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W3C SSN [15]</td>
<td>The Semantic Sensor Network (SSN) ontology describes the capabilities and properties of sensors, the act of sensing and the resulting observations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathew et al. [20]</td>
<td>They classified things into four fundamental dimensions: identity (use of an appropriate identification systems), processing (functions which allow things to be controlled or managed), communication (thing’s communication interface to enable interactions among things), and storage (the type and amount of information that a thing retains).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nambi et al. [21]</td>
<td>Resource ontology represents an entity (sensors, actuators, physical objects, composite objects) in IoT, and it was developed as extension of the SSN ontology.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spalazzi et al. [16]</td>
<td>They extended the SSN ontology with concepts and roles that describe actuators.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2: Samples of subclasses of IoT discovery protocols

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Superclass</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HyperCat</td>
<td>IoTDiscovery Protocols</td>
<td>An open, lightweight JSON-based hypermedia catalogue format for exposing collections of URIs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mDNS</td>
<td>IoTDiscovery Protocols</td>
<td>mDNS (multicast Domain Name System) - Resolves host names to IP addresses within small networks that do not include a local name server.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3: Samples of some identified security problems described in the ontology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Superclass</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UnnecessaryPortsAreOpen</td>
<td>InsecureNetworkServices</td>
<td>Unnecessary ports are opened</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InsecureSoftwareFirmware</td>
<td>IoTSecurityProblems</td>
<td>Insecure software firmware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeviceUpdatesNotSigned</td>
<td>InsecureSoftwareFirmware</td>
<td>Device updates are not digitally signed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeviceUpdatesTransmittedWithoutEncryption</td>
<td>InsecureSoftwareFirmware</td>
<td>Device updates transmitted without encryption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UpdateServersAreNotSecured</td>
<td>InsecureSoftwareFirmware</td>
<td>Update servers are not secured</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InsecureWebInterface</td>
<td>IoTSecurityProblems</td>
<td>Insecure web interface</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![PhysicalWeb](https://github.com/dandrocec/IoTOntology)
The Physical Web enables you to see a list of URLs being broadcast by objects in the environment around you with a Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) beacon.
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**Figure 1**: The main hierarchy of the IoT ontology
IV. SEMANTIC ANNOTATION OF THINGS

Thing will be annotated using concepts from the ontology by means of JSON-LD. JSON-LD [22] is a simple method to add semantics to existing JSON documents. Semantic data is serialized in a way that is often indistinguishable from traditional JSON [18]. “The basic idea of JSON-LD is to create a description of the data in the form of a so-called context. It links objects and their properties in a JSON document to concepts in an ontology. A context can either be directly embedded in a JSON-LD document or put into a separate file and referenced from different documents” [22]. We list one JSON-LD example below:

```json
{
  "@context": "http://www.foi.unizg.hr/ontologies/ThingAsAServiceOntology.owl",
  "@type": "Sensor",
  "name": "TMP36",
  "type": "Analog Temperature Sensor",
}
```

Other interesting related work related to our use case is W3C Member Submission: Web Thing Model [23]. The mentioned document describes a model and API for things (physical objects) that will be connected to the Web of Things. They also recommend use of JSON-LD to support semantic extensions and to semantically describe things. Sample extract of one possible Web Thing model [23]:

```json
{
  "id": "pi",
  "name": "My WoT Raspberry PI",
  "description": "A simple WoT-connected Raspberry PI",
  ...
  "properties": {
    "link": "/properties",
    "title": "List of Properties",
    "resources": {
      "temperature": {
        "name": "Temperature Sensor",
        "description": "An ambient temperature sensor",
        "values": {
          "temp": {
            "name": "Temperature sensor",
            "description": "The temperature in celsius",
            "unit": "celsius",
            "customFields": {
              "gpio": 21
            }
          }
        }
      }
    }
  }
}
```

V. DEVELOPING A PROTOCOL

After developing the possible concept for the interoperability part for our use case, we wanted to develop a protocol that enabled simple and secure communication between multiple MCUs. We started our research by analyzing the lowest set of common features that we have available on popular ESP8266 [1] based MCUs. One of the problems we encountered is that a lot of MCUs and their firmware, where we mean the development scaffolding - bootloader and SDK or the bootloader and the high-level language base implementation on the MCU, don't support ad-hoc or infrastructure mode for 802.11 wireless communication. The only two modes that are usually available are station mode (STA) and Access point mode (AP). Other limitations that we found include:

1. No specific support for multithreading or multiprocessing. The lack of support for multiprocessing or multithreading makes any parallel tasks difficult. There are attempts to implement MT for the last 4 years into Micropython [2], but unfortunately such attempts are mostly unsuccessful and result in very buggy implementations [24]. Where there is one implementation from March 2017 which looks promising [25], [26]. One possible approach was to write a MCU specific task scheduler, like [27] which was scrapped because we wanted a minimal, portable solution that could work without any specific bootloader/language combination or any other low level modifications. There is an available Micropython support for uasyncio [28] but it’s not available on ESP8266 [29]. This was our biggest issue which mostly guided our design. One interesting case is that the 802.11 radio of the device can be in both STA and AP mode at the same time, but can’t parallelize the operation of both modes. The MCU will send 802.11 AP regardless if any other code is running on the device. This is because the 802.11 subsystem has one dedicated MCU core that will handle such low-level communication operations but any other code like userspace code that isn’t in the 802.11 PHY layer must be run on the second core.

2. There is no specific supported implementation for services like multicast DNS, LLDP (Link level discovery protocol), SSDP (Simple Service Discovery Protocol), UPnP or any other. Usually such implementations are way too heavy since most MCUs have limited storage space.

3. Multicast support and reliability depends on the firmware image used. In mixed mode environments, this can be a limitation, but we created a simple bypass to avoid implementing a DHCP like protocol, and still be able to use the default TCP/IP stack. If the desired MCU/Firmware combination supports reliable multicast, multicast is the preferred and simplest way to solve the addressing problem on such point to point connection with least hassle. If not, the WiFi interface on the MCU has an interface MAC address, which is broadcast with the SSID name and other information in AP beacon frames and can be seen by every other STA node in range. The first 3 octets of the MAC address are the organizationally unique identifier, while the last 3 octets are network interface controller (NIC) specific part. Each NIC suffix octet has the decimal value between 0 and 255,
same as an IP octet. This means we can easily map the NIC part to a RFC1918 24 bit private IP address by mapping (10.(NIC0),(NIC1),(NIC2)) and thus creating a set of addresses in the range of 10.0.0.0 to 10.255.255.255 with a /8 (255.0.0.0) netmask, which enables us to calculate and both IP addresses at the time the STA is connecting to the AP without resorting to DHCP. If two nodes have the same NIC suffix, both nodes can identify such a collision by comparing the NIC suffixes of both nodes at the time of connection. The resolution method for this problem is by adding +1 mod 255 to the last octet of the NIC suffix. This eliminates the need to use DHCP in an already constrained environment that only focuses on a point to point configuration at a single time.

To facilitate the protocol each node (N) needs to be pre-programmed with some information. One interesting piece of research is from [30] called “Flashing displays: user-friendly solution for bootstrapping secure associations between multiple constrained wireless devices.” which shows we can use a cell phone or other device to securely program and key a device with only an added photodiode to the device. Each node has to contain the following information:

1. MeshID - A random 16 character Base58 string. MeshID is used to identify the mesh network. All nodes that want to communicate need to share the same MeshID. The AP interface SSID of the MCU is set to the value of MeshID and the network is set to Hidden. The reason of hiding the SSID name is not for security reasons, but just to remove the network name from a casual observer (like someone connecting to a normal wifi network).

2. MeshPW - A WPA2 pre-shared key, all nodes need to share the same key in order to connect to each other, ideally at least a 24 to 63 character random Base58 string.

3. ListenInterval - A pair of two values [LiMin, LiMax] defining the lowest and highest time a node will spend serving data.

4. TransmitInterval - A pair of two values [TiMin, TiMax] defining the lowest and highest time a node will spend trying to receive data.

5. Any cryptographic material used for secure communication phases.

Both values ListenInterval and TransmitInterval need to be chosen to account for several characteristics. Depending on the needed communication and data transfer frequency between nodes. For instance, one sensor network needs to send the measurement data to the broker twice daily, while a requirement for another network might be that the data is transmitted approximately every 30 minutes.

It depends on the system and sleep states (modem, low clock, light or deep sleep). In the case that light sleep or deep sleep states are used, all phases of the protocol need to be synchronized in all nodes of the network. Usually by selecting a time interval when the communication will occur. This requires an RTC + battery and code for timekeeping. The needed time for the data exchange which usually needs to account for:

- The time needed for the MCU to discover and for the STA to connect to the AP (other MCU)
- The time needed for the data transfer to be initiated
- The amount of data that needs to be transferred over a low bandwidth channel.

When using the ListenInterval or TransmitInterval, each node stays in the listen or transmit state for a random time that won’t be lower than the minimum bound or greater than the maximum bound. The reason for this choice is trying to remove possible overlaps where two nodes are in the same state at the same time and never exchange data. Our scheme tries to create a simple mesh based communication protocol with the following three main phases:

1. Node discovery and communication:
   a. Each node tries to discover other nodes sharing the same MeshID (SSID).
   b. For each discovered node with the same MeshID add the BSSID values of the node to a table (SeenIDs) sorted by RSSI.
   c. Each node also keeps the track of all seen nodes in a LastSeen table.

2. Data transfer between nodes:
   a. Data is exchanged with the help of an embedded web server running on the MCU. Communication is done with the help of a RESTful service since json encoding/decoding, HTTP requests and a simple HTTP server is available in the standard library for most implementations of alternate firmware on MCUs.

3. Processing phase:
   a. Arbitrary data processing phase like collecting data from sensors, processing data or running any other arbitrary code.

Protocol description:
The protocol can be described with the following pseudocode. Each node in the network runs the following algorithm:

Run the network discovery phase
Randomly pick if the node will be an AP or STA
if STA mode:
   Stay in STA mode for a random time between TransmitInterval if there is an available AP in SeenIDs:
      Try to connect to AP, if connected, access the webserver on the other node
      Remove AP from SeenIDs table
      Update the LastSeen table
else:
   Run network discovery phase
   Try to connect to any other device
if AP mode:
   Stay in AP mode for a random value inside ReceiveInterval
   Enable the local webserver and accept connections

The core logic behind this method is that in a long enough timeframe every pair of nodes will stay in both AP and STA mode and at some time. The random intervals are
used to make sure that each two nodes can't overlap enough to miss connecting to each other. This enables the system to converge on a long enough timeframe.

**Protocol security**

The network security part of the system is reduced down to the security of the WPA2 protocol implemented in the MCUs and the strength of the WPA2 passphrase. The problem with WPA2 connections is that each MCU and firmware stack is implementing the WiFi security protocols on its specific way and isn't reusing a common security library like wpa_supplicant, so an audit of security protocol implementations for common MCU/firmware pairings might be interesting future research path for a professional paper. The current state of SSL/TLS implementations in MCUs is not in a stable phase and since getting TLS right is hard even in standard systems as we can see with the numerous problems of vulnerabilities in standard, wide use libraries like OpenSSL [31], the whole security of the TLS stacks in embedded MCUs is questionable. The integrity and security of communications in reduced to the security of WPA2, and we can't guarantee reliable communications in such lightweight system. One problem is always present in IoT components: what if an attacker obtains physical access to a device, for example if an attacker steals one sensor node or one device? Such an option opens a large attack surface for an attacker to exploit and enables a large number of attacks that can lead to full compromise of the device [32]. In our approach, we tried to set a tradeoff between known security, and ease of implementation. If additional amount of communications security is needed, approaches such as [13], [33] and others can be used on top of our implementation.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have explored some possibilities for interoperability and communication between cheap IoT devices. We have developed an open IoT ontology richer than any existing IoT ontology, because it contains concepts to annotate privacy, security and supported protocols as non-functional properties of things and their services. To semantically annotate things using concepts from defined ontology, we propose usage of JSON-LD to extend the Web Thing model [19]. In this way, we can semantically annotate things, their services, and their functional and non-functional properties. Next, we have presented a use-case for lightweight communication and security of low cost MCUs (MicroController Units). Additionally, the lightweight communication protocol for cheap MCUs that can be used on almost all devices, was developed in this work. We plan to further work on IoT security and interoperability problems. Specifically, we plan to use and extend our ontology, semantic annotations approach, and lightweight communication protocol in a number of use cases and on different devices (things).
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Abstract—Internet of Things (IoT) can support numerous applications and services in various domains, such as smart cities and smart homes. IoT smart objects interact with other components e.g., proxies, mobile devices, and data collectors, for management, data sharing and other activities in the context of the provided service. Though such components contribute to address various societal challenges and provide new advanced services for users, their limited processing capabilities make them vulnerable to well-known security and privacy threats. Until now various research works have studied security and privacy in IoT, validating this claim. However, to the best of our knowledge literature lacks research focusing on security and privacy flaws introduced in IoT through interactions among different devices supporting a smart home architecture. In particular, we set up the scene for a security and privacy threat analysis for a typical smart home architecture using off the shelf components. To do so, we employ a smart home IoT architecture that enables users to interact with it through various devices that support smart house management, and we analyze different scenarios to identify possible security and privacy issues for users.

I. INTRODUCTION

The development of new type of sensors and actuators combined with the deployment of increasingly powerful and pervasive network connectivities is shaping the concept of the Internet of Things (IoT). Several factors are contributing to the evolution of the current Internet into IoT including the lower market price of IoT devices and the higher demand of customers for new services.

Manufactures are now able to provide mobile, wearable or embedded devices with more memory, processing power, and more diverse sensing technology. As a consequence, this increased capability of IoT devices also increases the amount of data available to services and their value to end users. However, even if IoT is capable of supporting new business models, increasing the efficiency of many applications, and enriching the life of citizens with new services, the risks are also significantly higher. The collection of even larger amount of data and merging of the cyber and physical world implies a higher number of privacy and safety issues than the cyber-only Internet.

More specifically our focus in this paper is on a Smart Home scenario. In this scenario, the potential for privacy breaches is limited if we consider the direct and explicit collection of data regarding the individuals living in the house. However, the activities of these individuals can be indirectly tracked through the observation of the cyber and physical activities of their connected domestic devices, assisted living systems, or smart meters. The protection of privacy in these complex scenarios where different entities and IoT technologies coexist and work together requires new approaches and solutions. Even if various Privacy Enabling Technologies (PET) have been proposed in literature, their market adoption is still relatively weak and many concrete threats still persist.

In this paper we set up the scene for a security and privacy threat analysis for a typical smart home architecture that relies on existing and readily available market IoT devices and platforms. In contrast to existing security and threat analysis of IoT scenarios, we target a real IoT smart home environment deployed in our testbed focusing on the interactions among the different IoT components. In this architecture, we identify points of interest that an adversary might manipulate either to gain access to unauthorized information or to cause a denial of service. Our contribution, in addition to a concrete threat analysis, is a practical feasibility evaluation of the identified vulnerabilities showing how exploits can be implemented in practice.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section II we overview a smart home’s architecture and in Section III we analyse its threat model. In Section IV we study the realization of the threat model in a test-bed architecture, and analyze possible consequences to end-users in terms of security and privacy. In Section V we provide guidelines and protection measures for eliminating the threats presence, while in Section VI we overview the related work. Finally, in Section VII we conclude this paper and present some pointers for future work.

II. IoT BASED SMART HOME ARCHITECTURE

Smart home can be defined as the symbiosis of different elements i.e., sensors, connections, and applications that build a dynamic heterogeneous architecture with the aim of efficiently managing home devices, and providing to users advanced services.

Due to a still missing generic interoperability standard among IoT devices, in this architecture, without loss of generality, the IoT devices organised in islands are connected to a corresponding hub and are not directly accessed by other devices. Moreover, the majority of commercial sensors do not provide direct Internet connectivity; instead the intermediate
hub is the component responsible of providing such connectivity.

The communication between the IoT devices and the hub is usually wireless, based on different protocols depending on the device’s manufacturer. The most popular are:

- Zigbee\(^1\); 
- Z-wave\(^2\).

The hub is then connected to the smart home’s router either via an Ethernet or a Wi-Fi interface, depending on its capabilities in order to connect the IoT devices with the outside world.

Users can interact with IoT devices and manage their smart home through different platforms such as PCs, smart phones, and tablets. The interaction modalities are in general two:

1) directly interacting with them using the connectivity and services provided by the hub; 
2) accessing Internet cloud services which interact with the IoT hub and the connected IoT devices.

These two scenarios are quite often present at the same time and mixed together to support local and remote interactions with IoT objects. In case of remote management all the information is forwarded to the smart hub through the cloud service, while if the user is acting from the same network where the smart hub is installed the traffic is routed directly to it and thus no Internet access is needed.

However, in order for users to enable IoT devices management, regardless of their location, they must first follow a procedure for correlating their devices with the corresponding hub. In most cases, for an off the shelf based solution to successfully complete this procedure user’s physical action is involved, e.g., pressing a button on the smart hub.

Furthermore, IoT manufacturers support protocols such as the Simple Service Discovery Protocol (SSDP) [1] to enable the transparent configuration of the smart home devices in a plug and play mode that requires minimum user interactions. In this case, the smart hub generates a presence announcement to the multicast channel, i.e. the default IoT devices’ gateway. Any device that searches for available services sends to the multicast channel a discovery request and receives as a response the available requested services. Then the device can communicate directly with the newly discovered services. This procedure is illustrated in Figure 2.

So consider an example in which a user would like to control the smart home’s lights status using his mobile phone, while he is outside the home. To do so, firstly he must have already successfully completed the correlation procedure, otherwise it is not possible to have remote access to the smart home’s devices. Once setup, he can launch the mobile application and request the lights’ status. This request reaches the cloud service which forwards it on behalf of the user to the hub that is responsible for controlling the lights, using a reverse communication channel kept open, through the house router, by the hub itself. As soon as the hub receives such a request, it sends the corresponding command, i.e., status, to the lights in order to receive back their response, and forwards it to the user via the cloud service. All the interactions between the different components of a smart home are illustrated in Figure 1.

III. SMART HOME THREAT MODEL

The formulation of a smart home’s cyber threat model should consider two types of adversaries; internal and external entities that can act maliciously on a passive or an active way depending on their goal. On one hand, the former category consists of malicious entities that are located close or inside the smart home’s premises. On the other hand, external adversaries can interact only through an Internet connection. In both cases adversaries target either the smart home’s infrastructure, or the information stored in the related cloud services. Note that in this work we do not consider adversaries having physical access to IoT components. This is because, cybersphere entities have only virtual access to the components of a provided service.

In this context, similar to any other IP based service, adversaries acting passively will try to eavesdrop available communications in order to acquire information that can either be used to monitor users’ behaviour or can be accumulated and exploited in a later step of an active attack. Adversaries, to access this type of information, will try to capture the traffic in different points of the smart home architecture depending on their capabilities and goals. In this way, adversaries could impact users’ confidentiality and privacy as they can collect information related to the smart home’s status. For instance,

\(^1\)http://www.zigbee.org/
\(^2\)http://www.z-wave.com/
taking as example the architecture shown in Figure 1, if the adversary monitors the communication link (1) between the smart hub and the router in the smart house premises, he could identify which entities the smart hub communicates with, while if he monitors the communication link (4) he can deduce the users daily habits e.g., when the lights turn on and off that might correspond to user’s absence from home.

On the other side, an active adversary will interact actively with the IoT components, instead of only eavesdropping the underlying communication. He could identify the existence of components by generating the appropriate probes through different network devices. Moreover, the adversary could try to impersonate a legitimate user in order to gain access to the smart home devices. Then he could be able to control them, use them or even extract sensitive information from them. An active adversary could impact not only users privacy and the provided service’s confidentiality but also affect data integrity, gain unauthorized access and ultimately disrupt the proper function of provided services.

Obviously in more complex scenarios an adversary could combine a passive and active attack. Consider, for instance the case where a smart socket provides electricity to a health device. If the adversary knows its unique identifiers by eavesdropping the communication traffic, he could cause a denial of service to the IoT that could have an immediate impact on the users safety. For that reason this type of information should be considered of high importance.

Besides the passive and active network layer threats, software exploitation is another aspect that an active adversary will capitalize in order to gain access to otherwise private domains. This is because, IoT relies on light weight versions of well known operating systems that adversaries look to exploit with very few resources. Moreover, most of the largely used IoT devices have a corresponding mobile application that acts as a controller. The mobile application’s execution environment could be used as an attack vector for an adversary as he could be in position to exploit well-known software vulnerabilities of the underlying operating system.

Table I overviews the threats and the possible consequences that they can have to a smart home’s infrastructure.

### IV. IOT BASED SMART HOME CYBER-FLAWS

To study the feasibility of the generic threats reported in Section III we deployed a test-bed architecture similar to the one illustrated in Figure 1. This architecture is based on commercial products that provide connectivity to IoT sensors through a smart hub that is connected to a network and to the Internet via a traditional wireless router. Specifically, a computer (A) supported with a WiFi network card and Internet connection is configured as the access point to which the mobile device with the IoT management apps is connected to. In a second computer (B), which is connected to computer’s A WiFi for having Internet, the IoT device or Hub (depending on the device type) is attached. This way, computer A monitors the traffic shown in point 3 and 4 of Figure 1, while computer B monitors the traffic of point 2. By running wireshark on both computers we are able to capture all packets passing through the specific points.

As our goal is to illustrate the security and privacy issues of IoT in general, and not to criticize a specific product, we do not provide any related information for it. Note that, as we are interested in studying the interaction between the different components, we assume that a powerful adversary [2] can get access to the underlying communication e.g., by exploiting a specific device or protocol vulnerability, using default or common WiFi and router passwords, cracking insecure passwords, social engineering, etc., however, such an analysis is out of scope of this work.

In the following subsections we discuss the implementation of the threats described in Section III considering information that we gather from our test-bed architecture as well as other related research reports.

#### A. Eavesdropping

An adversary might use different tools and techniques for capturing the traffic among the different components of an IoT based smart home infrastructure, considering its heterogeneous architecture. These techniques are highly related with the attacker’s location and capabilities.

If the attacker manages to connect to smart home network components, e.g., adsl router, he is able to capture all the traffic between the smart hub and the local or the remote users; that corresponds to reference points 2, 3 and 4 of Figure 1. In that case the adversary relies on well known tools such as tcpdump3, wireshark4, etc., to gain access to the data. In case the communication is wireless, the adversary might use specific hardware equipment, for instance the WiFi Pineapple5, that can spoof access points and intercept the underlying communication; this corresponds to reference points 1, 2, 4 of Figure 1.

So taking into consideration an adversary that intercepts the traffic among the reference points 1,2 and 3, he can identify:

1) whether or not the smart hub communicates with a cloud supported service e.g., (cloud.iot.com:80)
2) the user device’s type (e.g., Linux, Android 7.1.1; Nexus 5X Build/NMF26F)
3) unique identifiers for user’s access to the smart hub services
4) the device’s status through traffic analysis
5) the smart hub’s operating system (e.g., unix like OS)
6) methods that can be used to send commands to the smart hub (e.g., POST, GET, DELETE, etc.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Threat</th>
<th>Impact</th>
<th>Target</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Passive</td>
<td>Eavesdropping</td>
<td>Confidentiality</td>
<td>User-IoT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive</td>
<td>Eavesdropping</td>
<td>Privacy</td>
<td>User</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active</td>
<td>DoS</td>
<td>Availability</td>
<td>User-IoT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active</td>
<td>Impersonation</td>
<td>Integrity</td>
<td>User</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active</td>
<td>Impersonation</td>
<td>Availability</td>
<td>User-IoT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive</td>
<td>Software exploitation</td>
<td>Confidentiality</td>
<td>User-IoT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive</td>
<td>Software exploitation</td>
<td>Privacy</td>
<td>User</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active</td>
<td>Software exploitation</td>
<td>Integrity</td>
<td>User</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active</td>
<td>Software exploitation</td>
<td>Availability</td>
<td>IoT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3https://www.tcpdump.org/
4https://www.wireshark.org/
5https://wifipineapple.com/
Listing 1 illustrates the example of an eavesdropped message during a smart hub service announcement in the local network. In this case the adversary can deduce the operating system that the smart hub runs, its IP address, and its unique ID. In this point it should be mentioned that this information might be slightly changed depending on the IoT manufacturer.

B. Impersonation

An adversary could try to impersonate and act on behalf of a legitimate user. To do so, he requires either access to users’ credentials or to any other information that provide access to the IoT resources. The former case is used in IoT architectures requiring access to the IoT devices remotely, while the latter is normally used to access the IoT resources from the local network (an example of key information needed in this case is for instance the unique identifier that the smart hub generates during device registration for enabling local access). Note that the smart hub often recognizes the location of the user based on his IP address. So if the adversary captures such a message, he can impersonate the user and can consequently interact with the smart hub on behalf of the user. This can be achieved by simply crafting the appropriate request towards the smart hub’s resources with the appropriate parameters, e.g.,

\[\text{http://ip-address/api/unique-id/rsrc}\]

Recall that the adversary can intercept the unique identifier during an eavesdropping attack. In this category we also classify replay attacks as the adversary reuses previous requests either towards the hub or the cloud based service so that the user does not have the proper information about the status of his devices. Though this type of attack assumes that the adversary acts on the same network that the smart hub belongs to, it introduces a vulnerability in the smart home architecture in case that the adversary can reach the smart home router from outside world.

C. DoS

Similarly, to other IP based services, the adversary using different techniques might try to cause a Denial of Service (DoS) either to the hub or to the sensors themselves. As the adversary knows the smart hub’s IP through eavesdropping, he can easily launch a single DoS or a Distributed DoS (DDoS) attack against it by simply sending numerous requests to it. Note that as IoT devices rely on low capabilities processing hardware they are susceptible to low rate DoS [3] as well.

Alternatively, the adversary might try to craft specific messages e.g., malformed messages, so that the provided service cannot process them properly and cause either a DoS or provide unauthorized access.

DoS can also take place directly at the IoT devices, without passing through the smart hub. An adversary having the appropriate hardware that enables him to use the IoT devices’ protocols can send directly messages to them and attempt to interfere with their proper functioning.

Finally, a DoS attack can also take place at the router or the cloud service. This may be a general attack, not linked to IoT, but the consequences for the end user would be the same. Without a working router or a could service, he will not be able to access his smart home’s IoT devices through the Internet.

D. Software exploitation

Malicious software (malware) can affect the IoT services and devices. As IoT devices run autonomously light weight versions of well known operating systems adversaries will search for software vulnerabilities and exploit them to gain access to otherwise private information.

However, currently IoT is becoming an attack target for executing DoS in order to increase the amplification factor of the generated traffic to break down a target. For instance, IoT devices have been exploited for launching a DoS attack [4] against DNS servers in order to paralyze Internet access. In such cases the adversaries exploit the fact that these devices are running over the Internet with default configurations, e.g., default passwords, while most of these devices are not patched in most of the cases against security flaws.

The malware can reach the IoT devices through different channels:

1) Device Acquisition: When the device is bought by an end user there is a risk of buying malware infected devices. For instance, an adversary could purchase many new devices, infect them, and sell them to users through online auction sites (e.g., eBay)\(^6\).

2) Firmware Upgrade and Trusted Boot: Orthogonal to device infection during acquisition, adversaries might be able to upgrade IoT firmware with a malicious acting version. For instance, this was a channel that adversaries exploited in the case of Mirai malware [5].

3) Apps and services: Users control their IoT devices through corresponding applications and online services. Lately, the most common way to manage one’s devices is to use a mobile application on the user’s mobile device. Almost all manufacturers provide such applications that can be downloaded directly from the mobile operating system’s application market. Since these applications are executed on the user’s personal device, they can be infected by malware that is already present on the device, or exploited directly by an adversary that takes advantage of either the mobile application’s or the operating system’s vulnerabilities.

Moreover, several IoT manufacturers assume that they can delegate security on the smart home’s underlying architecture, such as the router’s firewall. However, this assumption should not be taken for granted. As Sivaraman et al. demonstrate with their work [6], the security measures deployed at one’s

\(^6\)http://www.ebay.com/
smart home could easily be bypassed with a malware mobile application.

Similarly to mobile applications, online services that interact directly with the smart hub could pose a weak point in the IoT architecture chain. If one manages to access them through standard web services attack methods, he could then easily manipulate all connected IoT devices.

V. Discussion

Considering the above mentioned discussion in current smart home architectures, adversaries can gain access to underlying infrastructure and exploit it. As a result, smart homes should deal with security “flaws” in the same manner other IP based services with advanced resources do.

So in the case of smart home, adversaries can eavesdrop the underlying communication and extract different information due to the lack of an end-to-end encryption between the different components of IoT. This is also a flaw for the existing protocols that IoT builds on; for instance, the SSDP protocol does not use any encryption and thus the adversary could exploit this fact and identify available smart hubs and their capabilities.

Furthermore, the current access control approaches that smart home deployments follow, e.g., generating unique identifiers during correlation of user’s device with the smart hub, expose IoT services to impersonation attacks as the adversary can eavesdrop the unique identifier, and use it for future attack attempts. However, these types of attacks can be mitigated if the appropriate integrity and authentication mechanisms are deployed.

Protection against DoS and their distributed counterpart (DDoS) is a challenging task especially for IoT architecture considering its limited capabilities, while currently we even lack effective solutions for IP based services that are supported by high power security infrastructures. To the best of our knowledge, only research related solutions such as [7] have been proposed for the protection of IoT against DoS attacks. However, such approaches do not focus on the application layer, but are mainly dealing with network layer protection.

As the majority of low cost IoT manufacturers do not usually consider mechanisms for validating firmware integrity during installations, upgrades and on execution, for instance using a trusted boot, IoT devices are exposed to possible software flaws. To eliminate software exploitation users should also use applications and services provided through well known channels, as unknown third party applications can manipulate the existing infrastructure introducing backdoors for future attacks.

One major issue is the possibility to deploy IoT installations using the default configurations. As explained in the previous section this is what made the DNS attack [4] possible. A recommendation in this could be to force users to properly configure the devices, otherwise the services cannot be started (i.e., routers cannot have ports open by default, remote login can be enabled only if you set a strong password, IoT services can be started and accessed only if a good password was set.) Next to this, for what concerns wireless communications, open connections should not come as default configuration, the router can be started only if the default password was changed, vulnerable protocols should be deprecated and removed from configuration options.

VI. Related Work

Jacobsson et al. in [8], [9] presents the results of a risk analysis of a smart home automation system developed in a research project involving leading industrial actors. Their architecture was identical to the one discussed in this paper including sensors/devices, in-house gateway, cloud server, mobile devices and apps. The risk analysis was performed during collaborative workshop sessions with nine persons including security experts, domain experts, and smart home system developers. The discussion was organized using an open information security risk assessment questionnaire used to reason, identify, analyze, and evaluate threats. The identified threats were linked to the respective system vulnerabilities and the corresponding probability, likeliness of occurrence, and potential impact associated with each threat was estimated by each participant using a five level scale (1-5) from unlikely/negligible to likely/disastrous. The risk analysis results were organized in five categories relating to: software, hardware, information, communication, and human-related risks. The higher ranking risks in each category were related respectively to the software security in apps and APIs, inadequate physical security, inadequate access control policy/mechanisms, inadequate authentication and confidentiality, and poor password management. The results of their risk analysis are presented in a high-level and are in-line with our findings in this paper. Furthermore, in their work the a main observation was the need of empirically based methods that support the evaluation of risks in smart home environments, which is precisely the focus of this paper.

Kozlov et al. in [10] describe a threat analysis for an overall IoT architecture including security, privacy, and trust issues. Their threat analysis is mostly a high-level selection of threats discussed in the literature considering many scenarios and application domains (e.g., smart home, road transportation, smart energy meters, and mobile apps). The scenarios discussed illustrate threats to personal data privacy, availability, and also safety, for example, when an exploited vulnerability in a road traffic system could cause an accident. In contrast to their work, the analysis performed in this paper is more concrete with respect to the threats and vulnerabilities identified, and is also focused specifically on a deployed smart home scenario. We show not only the high-level issues but also demonstrate how they can be realized by attackers in real IoT devices.

Perera et al. propose in [11] a privacy-by-design framework for assessing IoT applications and platforms, which is proposed as a systematic method to guide privacy analysis and design in IoT based on a set of 30 guidelines. Each guideline should be applied during different phases of the data lifecycle including consent and data acquisition, data pre-processing, data processing and analysis, data storage, and data redistribution. The major privacy risks addressed by the guidelines are unauthorized access and secondary usage of information, meaning the use of already collected data for purposes not initially allowed by the data owners. The authors show the application of their framework in two open source IoT middleware platforms: OpenIoT and Eclipse SmartHome. For each
middleware a table was constructed showing if the guideline is supported, extendible, or not supported considering each of the phases in the data lifecycle. An extendible support means the middleware provides a plug-in mechanism that could make it straightforward to implement the functionality. By comparing the support for each guideline it is possible to compare the middleware with respect to their privacy-by-design features and gaps; in a sense more compliance to the guidelines implies a lower privacy risk. In contrast to the technical contributions in this paper the proposed guidelines are more abstract (e.g., data anonymization, encryption, etc.) and can be mapped to the threats and vulnerabilities detailed in this paper.

Ziegeldorf et al. in [12] classify and examine RFID privacy threats in a broad sense with the goal of presenting relevant challenges that should be overcome in future deployments. In their reference model, they consider the collection of information by devices in the user environment, the processing and dissemination of the information by services that exploit the RFID technology. In their analysis they list the main threats to privacy, namely: identification, localization, tracking, profiling, privacy-violating interaction and presentation, decommissioning of devices, inventory attacks, and linkage of RFID related components. As a result of their analysis profiling is considered the most severe threat. In contrast to our approach this work focuses on RFID based IoT systems, while we concentrate on smart home components threat analysis.

VII. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK

IoT architectures will be an important component of future Internet as it closes the gap between physical and virtual objects. Among others, smart home is one of the main developments of IoT environments as it enhances the user’s experience when using home devices.

Albeit the advantages that IoT offers to smart home users do not only expose homes to well known attacks but also the (IoT) sensors should deal with flaws that have not been previously considered. This is due to the fact that such devices are of limited processing power, and rely on heterogeneous network architectures that increase the attack surface of the provided service.

In this paper, we introduced a smart home threat model, and analysed it in our test bed architecture considering off the shelf components. Our initial analysis demonstrates that existing smart home IoT infrastructure could be vulnerable to eavesdropping, impersonation, DoS and software exploitation attack vectors under specific conditions e.g., considering an attacker that manages to get access to the underlying network.

Currently, we are planning to extend our analysis demonstrating in detail the consequences and the impact of the different threats on users and the IoT infrastructure, as well as introduce the appropriate countermeasures for enhancing smart home security. In this direction, we envisage a framework that is able to automatically identify vulnerable points in a smart home architecture.
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Abstract - Although the importance of information security in everyday’s business and private life is obvious, there is a constant increase in number of security breaches. A wide array of all kinds of issues have either direct or indirect impact on the overall information security and privacy level.

The aim of this work is to collect and describe these issues in a standard manner. For this purpose, a taxonomy modeling was used, since it is a commonly used technique for classification.

Building taxonomy scheme means classifying elements on some subject with parent-child relations between entities. After defining main parent node as the Overall Information Security and Privacy, its main child nodes are defined to represent main subareas in the scheme: Network Protection, Software Protection, Physical Protection, Security Procedures, Web Site, System's Paper Elements, Security Legislations and Users' Influence. Each subarea is further divided into smaller information security and privacy subareas, and further into even smaller subareas, until it was no longer possible to divide.

This taxonomy can be used as a basis for security ontology and various analytical and decision support systems used for security evaluation and risk assessment.

I. INTRODUCTION

Today, there is no special need to highlight the importance of information security in everyday’s business processes and private life. Value of the information in today’s world is becoming higher than the value of time and even money, since the important piece of information can save time and bring profit. Generally, a wide range of all kinds of issues have either direct or indirect impact on the overall level of information security and privacy (IS&P) and cause constant increase of number of security breaches.

Most of the actual information security and privacy projects do not include all possible segments of information security, but are focused on one or several security segments, e.g. only privacy, or only password quality [1]. Conceptually, they are more often organizationally than technically oriented. So, there is a need for integration of separate security areas in the overall security solutions and new information security and privacy tools. Those new solutions should combine risk management, infrastructure safety, hardware solutions, security protocols and especially users' education and control [2].

Taxonomies of security concepts and security ontologies are common methods for modeling and sharing knowledge on information security and privacy. Although OWL (W3C Web Ontology Language) based ontology is more often used to describe information security concepts and protocols than taxonomy, former is simpler, has wider range of usage, is more flexible in modeling and is easier for humans to read [3].

Existing security ontologies and security taxonomies found in literature lack generalization. Each rare overall taxonomy on information security and privacy have different aim and scope than IS&P Taxonomy or they are rather old [3-5].

Development of overall information security and privacy taxonomy is based on previous work [6, 7] and on cooperation with other security experts. Different security standards like ISO 27000 family; security analysis tools like CORAS method, GIS Tool, EBIOS methodology and COBIT method; and different security recommendations published by international and national security offices like ENISA, ANSI, BSI, CSEC are also included as basis for taxonomy modeling.

The aim of this work was to collect and describe a wide range of security and privacy issues in standard manner, from perspective of both ICT security technicians
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and security consultants and managers, by using taxonomy modeling procedure. This work is still at its beginnings and security taxonomy is conceived as ever-changing model. The security taxonomy model should be basis for different security ontologies and various analytical decision support systems.

II. IS&P TAXONOMY

Constructing taxonomic scheme is commonly used technique of classification modeling by classifying elements on some subject of interest. It is not general requirement for taxonomy to have hierarchical structure, but in this work it is defined in order to meet requirements for future work. So taxonomy as knowledge scheme in the area of information technology should be defined with entities and corresponding parent-child relations among them. The hierarchical tree structure starts with main parent node named “Overall Information Security and Privacy”.

In the (current) IS&P Taxonomy main parent node has eight child nodes presenting main information security and privacy elements in the scheme. They define eight main subareas on the first level of structure complexity (Fig.1). Further steps in modeling taxonomy are defining child nodes of those eight parent nodes at the second level of complexity. Eight child nodes of first level of complexity are now parent nodes for the second level of complexity. This modeling steps were applied until the smallest elements in the scheme were defined as ending child nodes in the hierarchical tree structure. Current version of the IS&P Taxonomy has four levels of complexity in depth.
Four of eight main subareas that have most of the constructing elements are presented in the separate and more detailed schemes. They can be used as a sort of sub-taxonomies and are named as follows: “Network Protection” (Fig.2), “Security Procedures” (Fig.3) “Physical Protection” (Fig.4), and “Web Site Protection” (Fig.5).

The “Network Protection” sub-taxonomy describes all the hardware elements with belonging software that can be used to build network infrastructure. It encompasses administration with previous configuration of network hardware; functionality and optimization regarding business needs; and usage of network infrastructure with compliance towards system requirements (Fig.2).

Second main sub-taxonomy named “Security Procedures” covers all the security procedures and protocols that should be defined in every company’s IS&P documents (Fig.3).

The “Physical Protection” sub-taxonomy covers all kind of possible methods of physical protection regarding data and ICT system’s elements, both hardware and software. Physical protection encompasses hardware equipment that is not necessary computational, software
As it was more important to cover all considered security issues and ICT system’s elements there are partial overlaps between sub-taxonomies, but it is not considered as problem in the proposed solution. When using this taxonomy for e.g. security evaluation, it is probably better to double-check than to omit some important security and privacy issue.

### III. Conclusion

The proposed information security and privacy taxonomy is the first proposal and should be considered as a live construct. It will be further developed in the future, along with new issues that may, and surely will, arise.

Main information security and privacy areas that are covered with this taxonomy are: network protection, software protection, overall backup quality, physical protection, security protocols including employees’ influence, system’s paper elements protection, legislative and legal regulations and web site protection.

Presented IS&P Taxonomy can be used as basis for security ontology and all kinds of analytical and decision support systems used for security evaluation and risk assessment. Plans for future work are to validate this taxonomy and to develop the decision support system as information security and privacy self-assessment software tool based on taxonomy presented in this work.
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Abstract – The incredible rapid development of internet technologies, primarily thanks to omnipresent access of high speed broadband internet access and supporting technologies like Big Data, Cloud Computing, REST/Web services as well as cheap electronic equipment that use new wireless communications standards, lead to equal rapid growth of number of smart devices – “things” - connected to the internet. Increased number of connected smart devices results with huge daily data traffic on the internet and data volume stored and available on the internet. IoT becomes part of our homes and our companies, and security in these systems is very important. What does that outlook hold for the next 5, 10 or 20 years, will mostly depend on the development of security standards, user behavior and education in a next few years. This paper is trying to summary and analyze trends in IoT standards regarding security.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Each new technology potentially involves some risks. The worst of which are security threats. This is especially the case with a fast-growing technology where it is difficult to predict all possible risks involved. On the other hand, the number of skilled malignant hackers, highly motivated to abuse new technology inadequacies is rising.

Quoting Kevin Ashton, the probable author of the term “Internet of Things” [1], from 1999, the size of the Internet in 1999 was about 50 petabytes of data, and the prediction for 2020 is that the size of the Internet will be about 40 zettabytes of data.

Although the industrial giants are for security reasons very conservative with beginning to utilize new things, IoT is already there. Smart devices are everywhere around – smart wearable, smart medical devices, smart homes, smart buildings, smart cars, smart cities, smart grids, smart agriculture and many other aspects of life [2] (see Fig. 1). The challenge grows further as IoT devices have the option to control important industry infrastructure. This will certainly increase society exposure to cyberthreats. In today's approximations, the damage from cybercrime is assessed at about 400 billion dollars per year.

The smart future has already arrived. Are we ready for it? Do we behave responsibly in order to have all around us “smart”? Is it smart to be surrounded with smart things, can we be sure that our privacy is not compromised? These smart devices are smarter and smaller, but are they reliable and secure enough? Especially when we know that parts of IoT have not been well defined and designed, or still use parts of old architecture from “wired” era.

The main aim of this paper is to summarize the current state of security trends in IoT technologies and to analyze what needs to be considered to shape the security standards for the new generation of connected systems.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II gives a short timeline of IoT, the present state and predictions for the future. Section III shows security and privacy trends in the development of IoT and new protocols which cover these trends, and Section IV impact of IoT to industrial security. Section V gives a conclusion of the paper.

II. HISTORY, PRESENT AND FUTURE OF IoT

At the beginning of computer era (1950’s until late 1970’s), there were dominant mainframe computers with terminal-server architecture. During 1980’s, the computer market takes over minicomputers and personal computers. 1990’s comes internet era, first with analog modems (2400, 9600, 14400, 28800 bps) through analog telephone wire, then from 2000’s with a digital connection (ISDN, DSL, VDSL) and finally with the broadband and wireless internet connectivity. Late 1990’s comes mobile era, and a few years later, in the third millennium, the mobile device meets computer – first in shape of PDA’s, and later as tablets and smart phones. Although the internet for commercial use was available

Figure 1. IoT fields of use
first in the late 1980’s, the first internet appliance was a Coke machine at Carnegie Melon University in 1982. The commercial internet began to exist in late 1980’s as the “Internet of Computers” [3], providing global services such the World Wide Web. Broadband internet connectivity is becoming fast, cheap and omnipresent. Last 10 years Internet has changed to the Internet of People. This “network of humans” covers more than 1 billion people. According to the statistics portal Statista (https://www.statista.com), in 4th quarter 2016, just Facebook had 1.86 billion active users. A number of active e-mail accounts worldwide in 2016 was 4.626 billion, and prediction for 2019 is about 5.6 billion (see Fig. 2).

Just 25 years ago, in 1992 was less than 100.000 devices connected to the internet. In 2012 number of connected devices exceeded human population in the world. Predictions of Cisco [5] for 2020 is about 50 billion devices [6] (See Fig. 3).

Fast broadband internet, Web services architecture, Big Data and Cloud Computing technologies, together with small and cheap microprocessors, led to “Internet of Things”. In this case, “things” are any beings (humans, animals, plants) or items (cars, buildings, cities, factories, devices) with unique ID, internet connection and set of sensors or actuators. At any moment in time this unique items carry its status and position and provide remote access to read data from its sensors or control its actuators. It was initially proposed to use RFID to uniquely identify, track and monitor any object with RFID tag [3]. RFID is a foundational technology for IoT, while it allows microchips to transmit the ID information to a reader through wireless communication [4], widely used in industry since 1980’s. Another foundational technology for IoT is wireless sensor network (WSNs), from 1990’s – set of a wirelessly interconnected smart sensor attached to devices.

The newest trends in IT have established a way to Big Data era – everything goes to the Cloud. All data will be stored somewhere on the internet, or will be transferred to the storage destination through the internet. This trend can easily be seen by observing the internet size since 2000. The amount of all data published on the internet in 2000 was about 50 PB. In 2012, this size was 4 ZB, today is about 8 ZB, and expected size in 2020 is about 40 ZB (see Table 1.).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Size in minor unit</th>
<th>Size in bytes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1GB</td>
<td>Gigabyte</td>
<td>1024 MB</td>
<td>1024^4 byte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1TB</td>
<td>Terabyte</td>
<td>1024 GB</td>
<td>1024^4 byte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1PB</td>
<td>Petabyte</td>
<td>1024 TB</td>
<td>1024^4 byte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1EB</td>
<td>Exabyte</td>
<td>1024 PB</td>
<td>1024^4 byte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1ZB</td>
<td>Zettabyte</td>
<td>1024 EB</td>
<td>1024^7 byte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1YB</td>
<td>Yottabyte</td>
<td>1024 YB</td>
<td>1024^8 byte</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.: Orders of magnitude of data

The numbers in the timeline – number of people connected to the internet, number of active e-mail accounts, number of connected devices, amount of published or transferred data – are just presenters of development of technology in last years, and show how fast this development is. Such a rapid development of technology enables a range of new opportunities, but also demands a development of new communications and security standards.

### III. SECURITY TRENDS IN IoT

Security in IT includes availability, integrity and confidentiality. Availability means that the remote system in online and can offer the service to the customer. In the moment when system is not available, either system is down or communication is broken, the security is compromised. Integrity means that all data are the same on the source as on the destination, in communication process between client and server, or between two or more nodes in the network, and can be accessed or modified just by those authorized to do that. If during the communication process there is an unauthorized data modification the security is compromised. Confidentiality refers to the data protection on both sides in communication (client/server, sender/recipient) as well as on the network side, during data transportation. The data must be encrypted and protected, so that just sender and recipient can read it.

One of IoT technology main security challenges is in its fast growth in development of electronic devices. Security standards are often not implemented, not proven enough, or even do not exist. This is particularly the case with
cheaper devices intended for home use made by no name producers. IoT technology is today still based on the standard communication architecture, which was defined for stationary clients or mobile clients under owner’s control. These clients are usually located in some protected environment, and under security standards set to protect this environment from malicious interventions in every way. IoT architecture has three basic parts: Perception, Network and Application [7] (see Fig. 4).

![Architecture of IoT](image)

Perception layer contains hardware – sensors, actuators, RFID, programmable control unit with processor and memory. These are all necessary to collect and send data or receive data. These devices are connected to the Network layer – whether standalone with independent wireless connection to ISP, or wireless grouped by hub or internet access point and through it connected to ISP. They are placed everywhere, and not always protected enough from unauthorized access, so they can easily be damaged or stolen. In this case, by unauthorized access to data or just by breaking connection between devices and the cloud, the security system will be compromised. Also, these devices are often powered by batteries or solar cells, which raises another important issue – autonomy time.

Network layer serves for the communication between sensing devices and data storage in cloud. There is a wide spectrum of technologies and standards used to exchange data. New standards are in continuous development, based on existing LAN, WLAN and WAN standards. They differ from each other by radio frequency spectrum, data exchange rate, range and power consumption. Being easily exposed target to malicious attempts security is especially important on this layer.

Highest layer is Application layer – Cloud architecture and data management systems as well as analytic and presentation software. At this point data must be protected from unauthorized access and anonymized when used for public purpose.

Together with good known WiFi, 2G/3G/4G Cellular, NFC and Bluetooth communication technologies, for industrial and commercial use are developed some new low-power and wide-range protocols: Bluetooth Low-Energy (BLE), ZigBee, Z-Wave, 6LowPAN, Sigfox, Thread, LoRaWAN.

NFC (Near Field Communication - [http://nearfieldcommunication.org/](http://nearfieldcommunication.org/)) is RFID based technology for contactless data exchange using electromagnetic induction in range of 10 cm at a rates of 106, 212 or 424 kbps [7].

BLE is Bluetooth 4.2 version designed for small chunks of data. Works at 2.4 GHz, has 50-150m range by 1Mbps speed [8].

Zigbee with last version 3.0, is based on the IEEE802.15.4 industry protocol at 2.4 GHz that require low data rates of 250 kbps within 100m range. This protocol is robust, scalable and highly secure.

Z-Wave is a low-power RF simple protocol made by Sigma Designs for home use products. Works at 900 MHz frequency within 30 m range at rates of 9.6/40/100 kbps.

6LowPAN is an acronym Ipv6 Low-Power Wireless Personal Area Networks, formed by Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). The standard can use number of frequency band across multiple communications platforms. Its specialty is using IPv6, which offers 5*10^38 addresses – practically each connected device can have its own unique IP address [9].

Sigfox is technology designed to handle low rate up to 1 kbps, but consumes only 50 μW. for communication at range of 30-50 km in rural and 3-10 km in urban environment. For example, the solution COPERNIC ([https://partners.sigfox.com/products/copernic](https://partners.sigfox.com/products/copernic)) for monitoring of thousands of fire hydrants sending status and timestamp by an email or SMS, runs on lithium battery with estimated lifetime of 10 years. Startup Sigfox was developed in 2009. Today covers 31 countries with more than 7 million registered devices.

Thread is newer protocol based on 6LowPAN, primarily designed as a complement to WiFi on existing IEEE802.15.4. wireless chips as Freescale or Silicon Labs.

1 Bluetooth Special Interest Group (SIG) – Ericsson, IBM, Intel, Nokia, Toshiba Alliance, [https://www.bluetooth.com/](https://www.bluetooth.com/)
4 Sigfox, [www.sigfox.com](http://www.sigfox.com)
5 Thread Group, [http://www.threadgroup.org/](http://www.threadgroup.org/)
6 LoRa Alliance, [https://www.lora-alliance.org/](https://www.lora-alliance.org/)
7 Internet Engineering Task Forces, [www.ietf.org](http://www.ietf.org)
LoRaWAN is another concept similar to Sigfox. It works over WAN area and is designed for low-power bi-directional communication for industrial purpose and smart city solutions. It uses unlicensed public spectrum called the ISM s (Industrial Scientific and Medical) frequency band. Its range is 2-5 km in urban and 15 km in suburban environment, at rates of up to 50 kbps. As well as Sigfox, LoRaWan is world-wide present, with more than 150 on-going trials and city deployments and more than 400 members in the Alliance. Korea’s ICT giant Samsung, together with Korea’s Telecom is building nationwide LoRaWAN IoT network, covering 99% of the population in South Korea.

Proposed IoT strategy to operators is to offer hybrid technologies (See Table 2). For applications that need long range and high data rates, there are existing networks such a cellular, LTE or WiFi (15% of IoT market). Short range technologies as ZigBee, NFC, Z-Wave, BLE should be used for short range systems such a smart meter systems, buildings, parking systems etc., and in this cases, it is possible to use hubs to aggregate metering devices and send data to the cloud (40% of IoT market). Nevertheless, to meet long range coverage it is necessary to use low-power WAN devices with low data rate and low cost (45% of IoT market).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Long</th>
<th>Short</th>
<th>Long</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data rates</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low/High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market share</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology</td>
<td>Cellular, LTE, WiFi</td>
<td>ZigBee, NFC, Z-Wave, BLE</td>
<td>LoRa, Sigfox, 6LowPAN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Technology usage

Here listed technologies are all based on the RF communication, and hacking a radio connection can be performed without physical access to the device. The attacker has unlimited time to try to perform malicious operation. A good protected radio communication would be a first line of defense against hackers. Second line of defense is to keep data signed with encrypted fingerprint, using hashing mechanisms as well as asymmetric mechanisms for encryption. Asymmetric mechanisms can also be used for authorization and authentication. Firmware and internal programs should be stored in the internal memory rather than to external memory and also protected with some locking mechanisms, similar to hard drive encryption software. In this way, the attacker has limited access to the communication interface through hardware using for example oscilloscope or logic analyzer. This keeps the data stored in internal memory safe and protected from unauthorized access.

IV. IMPACT OF IOT TO THE INDUSTRIAL SECURITY

Traditionally, cyber security for Information Technology (IT) focuses on the protection required to ensure the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of the electronic information communication systems. IoT imposes that cyber security must include a balance of both cyber system technologies and processes in IT and industrial system operations and governance.

For example, in the power industry, the focus has been on the implementation of equipment that could improve power system reliability [9]. Until recently, communications and IT equipment were typically seen only as supporting service. However, the distinction is getting less and less visible (OT – Operational Technology and IT Network Integration). For example, electricity transmission system operators face the challenges of adopting large amounts of energy coming from renewable sources. Many of renewables are inherently volatile and thus difficult to predict and plan. New methods and algorithms of planning had to be adopted to maintain the grid reliability. All this could not be done without the support of evolving IT technologies.

Supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) is an information system architecture that uses computers, networked data communications and graphical user interfaces for high-level industrial, infrastructure or facility processes supervisory management.

SCADA systems are used to control and monitor physical processes, examples of which are a transmission of electricity, transportation of gas and oil in pipelines, water distribution, traffic lights etc. The security of these SCADA systems is important because compromise or destruction of these systems can have an impact on multiple areas of society. Other systems for automatic meter reading or planning usually extend basic SCADA functionalities.

We can roughly speak of three phases of SCADA system evolution. At the beginning, SCADA systems were standalone with proprietary protocols and completely isolated thus making everything intrinsically secure.

The next phase included increased number of connections between SCADA systems, office networks and the Internet which made them more vulnerable to types of network attacks that are relatively common in IT world.

Today with the increasing availability of cloud computing, SCADA systems have adopted Internet of things technology to significantly reduce infrastructure costs and improve ease of maintenance and integration. As a result, SCADA systems can now report state in near real-time and use the horizontal scale available in cloud environments to implement more complex control algorithms than are practically feasible to implement on traditional programmable logic controllers. All these changes imply many new threat vectors to a modern SCADA system.

SCADA systems may differ. But from a security point of view, they can be broken down into the components that are present in every system in some form. A typical SCADA system consists of four elements.

Data acquisition includes sensors, meters and field devices, such as photo sensors, pressure sensors, temperature sensors and flow sensors. For example, in sensor accepting modifications without sufficient checks may cause the system to default to a failsafe condition. Another example could be unsecure energy meter reading devices allowing the unauthorized users to change the internal data.

Conversion and control include devices like remote terminal units (RTU), intelligent electronic devices (IEDs) and programmable logic controllers (PLC). Remote terminal units connect to sensors and actuators in the process, and are networked to the supervisory computer system. Programmable logic controllers are connected to sensors and actuators in the process, and are networked to the supervisory system in the same way as remote terminal units but have more sophisticated embedded control capabilities. Unauthenticated ports could allow modification of memory and logging. This can allow attackers to change system configuration and furthermore remove log records that indicate system change to hide malicious activity.

Communication infrastructure connects the supervisory computer system to the remote terminal units and programmable logic controllers, and may use industry standard or manufacturer proprietary protocols. Failure of the communications network does not necessarily stop the process controls, and on the resumption of communications, the operator can continue with monitoring and control. Some critical systems will have dual redundant data highways, often cabled via diverse routes. A theoretical attacker could (if gained access to the unencrypted network) retrieve sensible industry data.

The supervisory computer is the core system component responsible for gathering process data and sending control commands to the connected devices. To increase the integrity of the system the multiple servers it can usually be configured in dual configurations.

The interface is linked to the SCADA supervisory computer to provide live data to drive the mimic diagrams, alarm displays and trending graphs. Typically, it also includes a drawing program that the operators or system maintenance personnel use to change the way these points are represented in the interface as well as historian database which accumulates time series, events, and alarms data which can then be used to populate graphic trends etc.

Majority of all SCADA vulnerabilities fall in this category. Most SCADA vendors are shifting to web based HMIs. As a result, a lot of web related vulnerabilities could affect this component. Also, traditionally IT system administrators have unrestricted access to all the system databases allowing them the possibility to change or share the data outside the organizational security perimeter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Communication</th>
<th>Traditional</th>
<th>Modern</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Systems</td>
<td>Proprietary protocols and networks</td>
<td>Standard protocols and Public Networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human resources</td>
<td>Custom HW and SW Centralized Architectures Physical Access</td>
<td>Commercial Off-The-Shelf Distributed Architectures Remote Access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk level</td>
<td>Employee</td>
<td>Outsourcing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: SCADA evolution

Traditional isolated SCADA system have security implicitly applied to it by keeping the very tight border between who has access to what particular SCADA function or data together with the dedicated secure communication channels (see Table 3.). The focus was on keeping thing tightly coupled and locked as much as possible. On the other hand, in modern systems number of different types of connections within and across network boundaries continue to grow at an accelerating rate, opening new points of exposure. The introduction of IP-based technology and general-purpose computing devices into operational environments is introducing new vulnerabilities along with their benefits. The focus is now on large scale IoT data integration and sharing information as much as possible. Now it is not only the protection of the core SCADA functionalities which has to be secured from cyber-attacks we also have to deal with security at the data layer. For example, settlement data is the pillar of modern energy market structure and can be affected with targeted subtle security attacks affecting metered data [11].

The human-machine interface presents process information to the operating personnel graphically in the form of mimic diagrams, which are a schematic representation of the process being controlled, and alarm and event logging pages (See Fig. 5).
Technologies (tools, strategies) available to protect the control system:

- Access controls – authentication and authorizations at functional and data level, including industry topology segmentations
- Bidirectional gap (e.g., firewall) between control systems and rest of network
- Application whitelisting - to control which applications are permitted to install or execute on a specific host
- Anomaly detection tools
- Patch management / upgrade services
- Vulnerability scanning
- Security awareness training for staff, contractors and vendors
- Asset identification - visibility of components within the control system equipment and network activity
- Antimalware/Antivirus
- Assessment and audit
- Continuous Monitoring and log analysis
- Data forensics

The energy sector benefits from a head start. From the very beginning, cybersecurity was a key requirement of the Smart Grid initiative and significant efforts have been invested in defining requirements that have been formalized in reports such as the NIST 7628 Guidelines for Smart Grid Security. While these guidelines do not address the IoT per se, they do define the cybersecurity requirement for applications in the energy sector, from generation plants to customer premises. Furthermore, many utilities are required to meet the NERC CIP cybersecurity standards and have thus acquired valuable experience in protecting their assets.

The most common vision of IoT is thus for a loosely coupled network of devices and sensors that publish their data through a messaging architecture using web services and messaging protocols such as Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT), Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP), Data Distribution Service (DDS), and Advanced Message Queuing Protocol (AMQP). Besides AMQP, most of these protocols are not yet widely used. The AMQP protocol is used in the financial industry and supports a transactional model, making it more complex and not appropriate for edge devices. To our knowledge, none of these protocols are used in energy sector automation systems and devices.

IoT evolution will certainly force the industrial system architectures to change significantly. The idea is to abandon the monolithic and monolithic like designs and replace it with the more natural and simpler design paradigms which can more easily be formally checked for security deficiencies. We can think of sensors and actuators as a primary service providers in a networked environment. By using the data which those primary services provide we can add additional services to the network (secondary services) which can then be further combined or exploited by adding new services. Formally we designed a graph of interconnected nodes. Nodes represent services and edges represent the data flows between them (service dependencies). If we further exploit that idea we can easily connect the IoT with the newest information system architectural patterns of today. First major pattern is using microservices as an architectural model for the deployment of lightweight and loosely-coupled services and the second is the adoption of containers instead of virtual machines for certain types of workloads and thus benefit from the more efficient resources usage as well as easier deployment operations. Both introduce more visibility into the services topology, versions tracking, logging errors etc. This implicitly improves security model by increasing visibility, resiliency and elasticity of the system. What we described is implementation of a more agile design for failure concept where the system is structured in a way that in case of service failure the effect of the compromised service is minimized.

Another benefit of that kind of approach is the side effect of reducing the dependency on the network itself. The service nodes take on a greater role in terms of processing and behavior without hard-coding it in the communication layer (as was the case in Enterprise Service Bus component of the Service Oriented Architecture).

V. CONCLUSION

As IoT brings numerous new possibilities it is expected to be widely applied to industry and home solutions. As it integrates various internet technologies – powerful devices capable of sensing, processing and exchanging data, new low-energy communication protocols, big data and cloud systems it is obviously very important to use existing security technologies for dealing with security issues. But in the future, we will have to address this problem further by moving to a more systematic approach to IoT security. More work will have to be done in the area of communication standards of consumer IoT products as well as enforcing them. Also, new methods for testing the formal security in communication protocols will probably emerge as well. Data forensics as a tool to pinpoint and understand the subtle changes (potentially unauthorized) in the sensor data received from the smart devices is already widely used through the industry.

Systems today are reusing and repurposing existing technology in conjunction with newer, more IoT aware solutions. This is obviously only the first step towards fully interconnected IoT network.
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Summary - The opportunities provided by the information and communications technology, with a special emphasis on the Internet, have become an integral part of life. However, are we sufficiently aware and prepared as individuals, nations or the international community for the threats coming from cyberspace or for the denial of the use of that dimension of communication, commerce and even warfare? Namely, despite the growing number of users, the Internet is still beyond or below minimum regulation. Those are precisely the conditions for the organization and realization of hostile action in cyberspace. There are security issues within the cyberspace that represent a security risk and challenge of modern times.

The development and application of the information and communications technology has created a new battleground. As a special challenge to international security, cyber terrorism arises. Cyber security will significantly affect international relations in the 21st century. This paper gives an overview of the concepts and principles of cyber threats that affect the safety and security in an international context.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cyber warfare and terrorism do not know borders. Action in cyberspace requires the rejection of the common assumptions related to time and space because such attacks, by means of modern information and communications networks, can be performed from anywhere in a very short time. The processes of globalization did not have the impact only on the achievements of civilization, but also on the development of new threats to the civilization. It is a fact that terrorism and national threats changed under the influence of the globalization process and the Internet information revolution. Strategic advantage no longer lies in the fighting power or geographical location, but in the information and knowledge. International cooperation and intelligence sharing are essential for an effective prevention of cyber threats. Even though cyber threats have in the recent years been specifically emphasized in the modern military doctrines of great powers and NATO, they are still shrouded in secrecy.

The purpose of this paper is to draw attention to cyber threats, which endanger the safety of modern states, organizations and international relations. By combining the principles of a review and professional research paper, this paper aims to show cyberspace, in terms of security challenges, as a dimension in which international relations unfold. It is necessary to distinguish the main subjects of the international cyber security environment, analyze their intentions and set a paradigm of the multipolarity of cyberspace and analyze its uniqueness and principles.

NATO's Strategic Concept, adopted at the end of 2010 at the Lisbon summit, determines that cyber-attacks have become more frequent, more organized and more expensive, causing damage to the government administration, the business sector, economies, and potentially to the transport and supply. It also states that cyber-attacks can reach the level that threatens the national and Euro-Atlantic prosperity, security, and stability. Foreign military and intelligence services, organized criminals, terrorists and extremist groups are the potential sources of such attacks. What is also emphasized in the conclusions of the Lisbon summit is the need to further develop the skills of prevention, recognition, defense and recovery from cyber-attacks, including the use of the NATO planning process for the advancement and coordination of the national abilities of cyber protection, assembling all NATO bodies under a centralized cyber protection, and a better integration of the NATO cyber awareness, warnings and common response of the member states [1].

It should be borne in mind that the rapid development and adoption of technologies through their use in everyday life opens up many opportunities for the attackers, whether they are in the form of states, terrorists or criminals, because they are always at an advantage in cyberspace. We can therefore conclude that a new concept of cyber security in which prevention represents a significant portion is being created.

The initial hypothesis is that cyberspace is a growing security risk and challenge of modern times. Moreover, cyber security will significantly affect international relations in the 21st century, while the threats and challenges will exponentially increase.

The goal of this paper is the synthesis and analysis of knowledge based on a review of recent literature and professional and scientific articles that problematize the challenges of international security in cyberspace. The scientific work seeks to show cyberspace as an operational dimension of international relations in terms of the cyber security challenges. With the systematization of the cyber warfare strategy and the very methods of attack, links with
the planned action will be set up through the application of technical, computing and network systems.

II. INTERNATIONAL CYBER SECURITY

The cyber domain has a great influence on the transformation of the international security and the very concept of security. Many authors highlight the necessity of the duty understanding and setting up of cyber doctrines.

The new, cyber dimension of international relations is a major challenge for the theories of the preservation of power and intimidation. Cyber threats are serious, destabilizing and on the increase. The theories and strategies of intimidation designed and implemented during the Cold War cannot be implemented in the cyber domain. Many scientists are working on the understanding of the cyber revolution in international relations. Authorities have also taken certain steps in cooperation, especially in the area of crime and the establishment of CERTs (Computer Emergency Response Teams) [2]. Tataločić, Grizol and Cvrtila write that the processes of internationalization and globalization have brought a greater cohesion and efforts for a unified regulation of the world order, more than it was in the system of sovereign states during the Cold War. This is reflected in the core of the states' security policies. In that context, a new concept – human security concept – emerged in theory and political practice. In contrast to the traditional concept of national security, it primarily emphasizes the security of an individual, not the state [3]. Lin theorizes [4] about cyber security. The concept of intimidation was the basic idea of the nuclear strategy. However, the question is whether the dissemination of the principles of intimidation on cyberspace is a viable strategy. Even though nuclear and cyber weapons share a key feature – the superiority of the attack in comparison with the defense – they differ in many ways. Only a few countries possess nuclear weapons and the number of possible enemies is limited, as is then the application of intimidation. The situation is completely different when it comes to cyberspace. Unlike nuclear weapons, each state has access to cyber "weapons", and such attacks cannot be firmly linked to state action. The protection of national infrastructure against attack could become another common interest of states. Experts and analysts estimate that the efforts of Russia and China to dominate cyberspace have over the past few years intensified so much that any delay in this area could present a big problem for the modern West.

Cyber-attack, whether it happens as a conflict between states, a terrorist or a criminal act, is an attack in cyberspace with the aim of compromising a computer system or network, but also of compromising physical systems as it was the case with the Stuxnet worm. In layman's, popular terms, most often mentioned in the media, it is called a hacker attack. Identical methods of a hacker attack are applied for both military and terrorist purposes.

Janczewski and Colarik [5] divided cyber-attacks into phases, which they consider to be basically the same as the phases of conventional criminal offenses:

- the first phase of the attack is the scouting of potential victims. By observing the implementation of the normal operations of targets, useful information that are accumulated and determined through the used applications and hardware;
- the second phase of the attack is intrusion. Until the attacker gets into the system, there is not much that can be done against the target apart from disrupting the availability or access to certain services provided by the target;
- the next phase is the identification and dissemination of internal opportunities by examining the resources and the right to access the restricted and important parts of the system;
- in the fourth phase the intruder does damage to the system or steals certain data;

Furthermore, they indicate that today cyber-attacks consist primarily of:
- malware via attachments in the Internet browser, e-mail or other system vulnerabilities;
- denial of service (DoS) to prevent the use of computer systems and networks;
- deletion or transformation (leaving a message) to government and commercial websites for propaganda purposes or in order to disrupt the informing;
- unauthorized intrusion into systems for the theft of confidential and/or proprietary information, compromising of data or using the system in order to launch attacks against other systems.

In such circumstances of transformation and different views and understandings of security in general and international security, cyber threats certainly redefine those terms. In line with the efforts to ensure security on one hand and specificities of cyber threats and motives of the actors who initiate them on the other, it will be necessary to set up a new international security paradigm of the cyber age.

III. MULTIPOLARITY OF CYBERSPACE

The USA, Russia and China are nations known for their skilled military cyber units. In addition to the aforementioned states, France and Israel are working on the development of cyber capabilities. American intelligence officers believe that there are 20 to 30 armies with respectful capabilities for cyber-war, including Taiwan, Iran, Australia, South Korea, India, Pakistan and several NATO countries. The United States Cyber Command, along with the agencies they work with, has some of the most intelligent, patriotic-minded civil servants, both military and civilian, who create plans and capabilities for the domination in cyberspace with the goal of preserving the national security and peace [9].

Strategic domination in cyberspace has not yet been achieved by any of the entities of international relations. That is undoubtedly the goal of many nations such as the
USA, China and Russia. However, as much as they might invest in their defense system and offensive capabilities, the system of power has not been set up. As opposed to the bloc division of the world into two centers of power during the Cold War, intimidation based on offensive capabilities is not crucial in cyberspace and there are many centers of power. The strength of those nations will mostly depend on the possibility of establishing an adequate defense system which is also influenced by their dependence on the information infrastructure. The dependence on information infrastructure is in correlation with the level of vulnerability of the economically and militarily developed digitized countries.

Due to the specificity of cyberspace, especially the asymmetry with the actual time and space and the geostrategic factors, a new security challenge that requires new military concepts is put before states and organizations. Namely, it is necessary to develop specific defense doctrines, but also offensive plans for action in cyberspace.

The dependence on networked computers and computer communication leaves the USA vulnerable to possible attacks, which made the cyber world a major source of uncertainty [6]. The vulnerability to attacks and the possibility of action is defined by Clarke and Knake [8] as the national cyber power. They state that the national cyber power is the net estimate of the ability of a nation to wage a cyber-war. National cyber power takes into account three factors: offensive cyber capabilities, national dependency on cyber networks and the nation's ability to control and defend its own cyberspace by implementing measures such as stopping the traffic outside the state. Based on these three factors, the authors provide an assessment of the overall cyber power of the United States, Russia, China, Iran and North Korea. To facilitate the comparison and analysis, the results of the assessment are systematized in the following table. The measurement scale goes from 1 to 10, with the smaller value representing a worse assessment and the higher value representing a better assessment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nation</th>
<th>USA</th>
<th>Russia</th>
<th>China</th>
<th>Iran</th>
<th>North Korea</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Offensive capabilities</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependency on the cyber network</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defensive capabilities</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Assessment of the national cyber power

They further explain why the USA, according to the assessment, is not the dominant power of cyberspace. If the total national cyber power was observed only on the basis of the offensive capabilities, the USA would occupy the first place. However, the outcome of a cyber-war does not depend only on the offensive capabilities. The important part is the dependence of a nation on the systems in cyberspace. Unlike the USA, China is developing its offensive cyber capabilities, but it is also oriented on the defense. Cyber warriors of the Chinese military have both offensive and defensive tasks in cyberspace and in contrast to the military of the USA, when talking about the defense, they also refer to the defense of the nation, i.e. the civil networks, not just the military networks. In China, the networks that make up their Internet infrastructure are under the control of the government. The Chinese government has the power and means to shut down the Chinese portion of the Internet from the rest of the world, which it would very likely do in case of a conflict with the USA. On the other hand, the USA has no plans or the capacity to do so, because their cyber connections are largely privately owned. China may limit the use of cyberspace in a crisis, refusing access to certain users. The USA cannot do it. North Korea has high scores when it comes to the defense and low dependence on the network infrastructure. Namely, that country may terminate its limited connections with cyberspace in an easier and more effective way than China. North Korea has few systems that are dependent on cyberspace that a large cyber-attack on its systems would have a minimal effect. The authors warn that one should bear in mind that cyber dependency is not the percentage of households with a broadband connection or the number of people who have smartphones, but the degree to which the critical infrastructure (electricity, railways, supply chains) depend on the network systems. Thus, a state which is largely dependent on the systems in cyberspace has greater challenges in the creation of a national cyber defense. This is why the USA is more vulnerable to cyber-war than Russia or China. It is certainly more risky for the USA to engage in cyber-war than it is for a small country such as the North Korea. With three large entities of international relations (the USA, China and Russia) and the balance of power in cyberspace, the overall cyber power of two states that pose a threat to the world because of their totalitarianism and nuclear problems has been analyzed. Clarke and Knake estimate that they do not have great offensive capabilities, but have participated in the abuse of cyberspace.

The Iranian presidential election of 2009 sparked a huge public protest against election fraud. Social media platforms, mostly the two most popular, Twitter and Facebook, served for the organization, rebellion and spreading of anti-regime news. The Iranian government responded by introducing harsh police actions against the demonstrators, by shutting down media channels, and disabling Internet access within the country. Some members of the
opposition launched DDoS attacks (distributed denial of service) against the websites of the Iranian government. Due to the speed and ease of communication, they used Twitter to organize and recruit cyber activists. They also used it to exchange links on an software that facilitated the inclusion of participants in the DDoS attack [7]. It is clear from the available data that this is not an international, but intrastate conflict. This is by no means a cybercrime because the attackers were politically motivated.

Because of its nuclear program, Iran was a target of an attack by the computer worm Stuxnet in June 2010. The worm was created to infect the industrial systems, and it proved its danger by sabotaging the Iran's nuclear program. In addition to the Iran's nuclear program, it also infected thousands of computers and industrial facilities worldwide. The Stuxnet worm can hide in cyberspace for a longer period. Analysts disclosed that the complex worm was written specifically for the breaching and taking control of the computer systems of Natanz nuclear facility in Iran. The worm takes very good care of itself for a longer period in cyberspace. Experts describe Stuxnet as a sophisticated piece of software with half a million program lines of code. For such a complex malware, it is necessary to have knowledge of the certain types of industrial control systems that are being attacked, and it seems that the code was written by an expert team, and not just one person [11]. Therefore, there was a suspicion that it was done by American or Israeli programmers. In an article published in the New York Times, Sanger [12] writes that the American President Obama ordered the cyber-attack on Iran, i.e. on the centrifuges used for the uranium enrichment.

North Korea, due to its poor technological development, is not very dependent on the systems in cyberspace. That is also the reason behind the very good assessment of their defense capabilities. Even though it has no developed offensive capabilities, it is obvious that it has recognized the importance of playing an active role in cyberspace. In fact, in July 2009, a few dozen American websites, including the website of the White House, were under a DDoS attack (denial of service). The main suspect was North Korea. That status was confirmed after the attacks spread to South Korea. The South Korean media and government officials publicly accused its northern neighbor, and the officials of the USA advocated a cyber-counterattack “in order to send a strong message” [7]. In November 2014. a group which calls itself GOP or The Guardians Of Peace, hacked its way into Sony Pictures and stole the data that included personal information about the Sony Pictures employees and their families, e-mails between the employees, information about the executive salaries at the company, copies of the then-unreleased Sony films, and other information [9]. The purpose of the attack, attributed to North Korea, was to deter Sony Pictures from releasing a movie which was (correctly) understood as ridiculing that country’s dictator and portraying the North Korean regime and its leader, Kim Jong-Un, with sarcasm and mockery [10].

IV. CONCLUSION

The topic of the paper, cyber threats to international security, stands out merely by its title as an interesting and challenging area of research. The explanation for it is first and foremost that the area has not yet been sufficiently explored, especially not in the Croatian context. Due to the intensive development of international relations in cyberspace, conditioned and supported by the speed of the development of technologies and their implementation in the relations of states, organizations and individuals, this area will always be interesting and challenging. That conclusion arises from the constant change of attitudes and technology. It is precisely that instability which indicates that from that specific, interdisciplinary field of research, in 5 or 10 years, it will be possible to draw some new conclusions, and according to them, set some new paradigms and doctrines. Curr [7] states that cyber-warfare has been present for about a decade, but that it is still not well defined. There is no valid international agreement which would establish a legal definition of an act of cyber aggression. In fact, the entire area of international cyber law is still unclear.

The development and availability of information and communications technologies and the ever-present tensions between politically and ideologically different states have conditioned the international relations in cyberspace. Strategic domination in cyberspace has not yet been achieved by any of the entities of international relations. A large number of international entities demonstrated their presence and willingness to act in cyberspace. That demonstrates a multipolar dimension of cyberspace in which it is very unlikely that domination or bloc division will occur. The reasons lie in the mutual mistrust and fear of espionage in the case of linking the defense systems. However, the nations that are the most influential are the ones that are the most powerful, economically and militarily, and at the same time are the most dependent of the cyber-infrastructure – the USA, Russia and China. NATO also plays an active role. We can conclude that in the recent years, a new concept of cyber security that can be defined as a paradigm of the multipolarity of cyberspace is being created.

Most authors predict an escalation of conflicts and intelligence activities in cyberspace, which supports the confirmation of the initial hypothesis of this paper. They state that cyber-attacks are among the biggest threats to the international security. Unlike conventional conflicts, such attacks will become increasingly common, and they could, as a conventional attack, cause large-scale destruction, even with fatal consequences. It is therefore essential to establish an effective defense in which the key role is that of prevention, international cooperation
and the adoption of the internationally recognized, legally binding norms.

Due to the increase in cyber-terrorism and crime, it is necessary to organize systematic education and to strengthen operational military, intelligence, police and civil centers for the defense from cyber-attacks.

If we take into consideration all that has been stated in the elaboration, and the confirmation of the initial hypothesis, we can conclude that cyber security has become one of the prerequisites of the democratic concept of life in the modern society.
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Abstract – Cloud computing became very popular in past few years, and most of the business and home users rely on its services. Because of its wide usage, cloud computing services became a common target of different cyber-attacks executed by insiders and outsiders. Therefore, cloud computing vendors and providers need to implement strong information security protection mechanisms on their cloud infrastructures. One approach that has been taken for successful threat detection that will lead to the successful attack prevention in cloud computing infrastructures is the application of machine learning algorithms. To understand how machine learning algorithms can be applied for cloud computing threat detection, we propose the cloud computing threat classification model based on the feasibility of machine learning algorithms to detect them. In this paper, we addressed three different criteria types, where we considered three types of classification: a) type of learning algorithm, b) input features and c) cloud computing level. Results proposed in this paper can contribute to further studies in the field of cloud threat detection with machine learning algorithms. More specifically, it will help in selecting appropriate input features, or machine learning algorithms, to obtain higher classification accuracy.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing is a technology that delivers IT resources and applications as a service, over the Internet, with pay-as-you-go pricing. It consists of number of individual computing nodes with corresponding networking and storage subsystems [1]. Cloud technologies and services have been used by individuals or companies daily, from storage services using Google drive to chatting services using Skype. Skype, which was known as peer to peer architecture (P2P), has been transitioning from P2P to cloud based architecture, with improved existing features and the new ones that are launched, such as mobile group video calling, Skype Translator, etc. [2].

Most of the services such as emails, search engines, social networks are hosted in the cloud [3]. Adopting cloud computing over traditional data center shows several benefits, and National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) defined it in following way [4]:

“Cloud computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction.”

A. Cloud Computing Security Overview

However, the biggest concerns of cloud users and main hurdles to move their in-house business to a public cloud is security. The issue might be that cloud vendors do not provide security of the data while being transported to the cloud [1]. Moreover, remote access is under the client’s responsibility and clients need to have a strong knowledge of security aspects related to the networking and Internet, before obtaining access to a cloud. Nothing connected to the Internet is perfectly secured. Therefore, many data breaches happen [1, 5].

Stealing information is the biggest concern when it comes to a cloud computing. According to the Breach Level Index website [6], totally 3 989 114 5677 records were lost since 2013. In 2016, around 554 million records were stolen, with highest peak in October (around 472 million stolen records). Even the technology giants were not left out, namely Microsoft, with the 8 recorded data breaches in period 2013 – 2015 [6].

Other popular companies in the field of technology attacked by data breach are shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1. STATISTICS ON SOME DATA BREACHES IN TECHNOLOGY SINCE 2013 [6]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization Breached</th>
<th>Records Breached</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evon Gaming Company</td>
<td>33 million</td>
<td>2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apple Inc.</td>
<td>10 000</td>
<td>2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minecraft (Microsoft)</td>
<td>2.8 million</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CyberVor</td>
<td>1.2 billion</td>
<td>2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korea Telecom</td>
<td>12 million</td>
<td>2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gmail</td>
<td>5 million</td>
<td>2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iCloud Apple</td>
<td>2 million</td>
<td>2014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Number of records stolen has been growing montly. This number is obtained on June, 2nd, 2016.
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Source of the breach for each of them was malicious outsider, and all of them are with severe and catastrophic risk score [6].

Many cloud attacks such as phishing and fraud, unauthorized access, malicious insider, insecure interfaces, etc., lead to the data breach [7, 8].

This paper presents the model for classification of cloud security threats based on the feasibility of machine learning algorithms to detect them.

Machine learning algorithms are powerful tools, being used in financial services, government, health care, transportation, information security, etc. for different prediction problems. These algorithms get computers to act without being explicitly told or programmed how to do something. Moreover, they make computers learn from the past experiences and solve some future problems. Considering their wide usage, we decided to see whether we can apply machine learning algorithms for cloud computing threat detection. Therefore, this paper provides general overview of the detection model with machine learning algorithms, in the field of cloud computing security.

The work presented in this paper is the part of the larger study and PhD work of the first author who recognized, in the process of the literature review research in cloud computing security, that there is no such available classification model. Therefore, decision was made to contribute by making this classification model.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II outlines the review of the literature on cloud security threats. Section III introduces our proposed model for threat classification based on the feasibility of machine learning methods to detect them. Section IV concludes and ends the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Cloud computing security threats and their classification is the subject of research in many articles [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14].

A. Overview of Cloud Computing Threats Classifications

Ahmed, Litchfield and Ahmed [9] provided the generalized threat taxonomy in a cloud computing environment. In their taxonomy, they involved human and technological factors as root categories, from which security challenges in cloud computing emerge. Chraib, Harroud and Maach [14] provided taxonomy for cloud computing security issues according to the level to which they belong. They identified security issues on hardware level, virtual machine manager (VMM) level, guest operating system level, application level, network level and governance level. Jouini, Rabai and Aissa [10] proposed the model for threat classification, based on the following threat classification criteria: source, agent, motivation, intention; and their potential impacts: destruction of information, corruption of information, theft or loss of information, disclosure of information, denial of use, elevation of privilege and illegal usage.


However, it is important to know what are the most important cloud computing threats in recent years. Therefore, Cloud Security Alliance [15], a not-for-profit organization that promotes the use of best practices to provide security assurance within cloud computing, identified twelve cloud computing threats specifically related to the shared, on-demand nature of cloud computing, and ranked them by the severity of each threat. These threats are: a) data breach, b) insufficient identity, credential and access management, c) insecure interfaces and APIs d) system vulnerabilities, e) account hijacking, f) malicious insiders, g) advanced persistent threats, h) data loss, i) insufficient due diligence, j) abuse and nefarious use of cloud services, k) denial of service, l) shared technology issues [16].

B. Threat Classification Principles

The most important thing when it comes to the cloud computing security and cloud computing threats is to successfully detect those threats, and efficiently protect the system from attacks.

One of the approaches that has been taken for threat detection and classification is the application of machine learning algorithms. Many research articles focused on cloud computing threat classification, based on the system performance information, or based on the information within the packet that has been exchanged over the network, when some attack occurs. They are summarized in the Table 2.

Classification results which are shown in the Table 2 show high classification accuracy of the machine learning algorithms that have been used in previous work. Furthermore, sensitivity or true positive rate (TPR) which shows the rate of correctly classified attack cases, and false positive rate (FPR) which shows the rate of non-attack cases, incorrectly classified as attack cases, are included in the table.

Therefore, it would be beneficial to identify what cloud computing security threat types could be detected using machine learning algorithms. The aim of this paper is to make cloud computing threats classification model, which will help in identification and organization of security threats into the classes, finding out the best possible way
to detect them and protect system and data from the attacks.

Based on the previous research works in the field of cloud threat detection with machine learning algorithms, we have identified criteria to our threat classification:

- type of machine learning algorithm
- input data features
- cloud computing level

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Meth.</th>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Threat</th>
<th>Class acc.</th>
<th>TPR</th>
<th>FPR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parveen, Weger, Thuraiingham, Hamlen &amp; Khan [17]</td>
<td>Support Vector Machine (SVM)</td>
<td>System logs data</td>
<td>insider threat</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chiu, Yeh &amp; Lee [18]</td>
<td>Machine learning algorithms for mining the frequent patterns</td>
<td>System logs data</td>
<td>DDoS, backdoor</td>
<td>99.4%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>2.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kumar, Lal &amp; Sharma [19]</td>
<td>One-class SVM</td>
<td>Network traffic features</td>
<td>DoS</td>
<td>68% - 100%</td>
<td>43% - 100%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chen et al. [21]</td>
<td>k-means, Naive Bayes</td>
<td>Network traffic features</td>
<td>DDoS, port scanning</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshi, Vijayan &amp; Joshi [22]</td>
<td>Neural Networks</td>
<td>Network traffic features</td>
<td>DoS attacks</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>70% - 81%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modi, Patel, Patel &amp; Muttukrishnan [23]</td>
<td>Bayesian Classifier</td>
<td>Network traffic features</td>
<td>Intrusion</td>
<td>Avg: 86%</td>
<td>Avg: 84%</td>
<td>Avg: 0.94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khorsed, Ali &amp; Wasimi [24]</td>
<td>C4.5 Decision Tree</td>
<td>System performance data</td>
<td>DoS attacks</td>
<td>93.4%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khorsed et al. [25]</td>
<td>Random Forest</td>
<td>System performance data</td>
<td>DoS attacks</td>
<td>93.9%</td>
<td>93.9%</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Win, Tianfield &amp; Mair [26]</td>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>System call data</td>
<td>Malware actions</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fweez &amp; Chatterjee [27]</td>
<td>AdaBoost</td>
<td>Network traffic data</td>
<td>U2R, DoS, port scanning</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mishra, Pilli, Varadharajan &amp;</td>
<td>Gradient Boosting, Random Trees</td>
<td>Network traffic features</td>
<td>DoS, Conficte</td>
<td>86.67%</td>
<td>94.54%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 2. PREVIOUS STUDIES ON APPLICATION OF MACHINE LEARNING ALGORITHMS ON CLOUD COMPUTING THREAT DETECTION**

**III. THE PROPOSED CLASSIFICATION MODEL**

In our paper, we propose threats classification based on three criteria:

- Criterion 1: Machine Learning Algorithm Type
- Criterion 2: Input Data Features
- Criterion 3: Cloud Computing Level

**A. Criterion 1: Machine Learning Algorithm Type**

We classified cloud computing security threats firstly by machine learning algorithm, or categories of learning, these algorithms belong to: supervised and unsupervised learning. Supervised learning is the classification learning where the actual outcome for each training example is provided, whereas in unsupervised learning, training example outcome is not specified. Classification learning success can be judged by trying out what has been learned on the independent set, with known, true classification outcomes. When there is no specified outcomes/class, items are grouped based on the features that denote similar items [31]. Popular supervised learning algorithms are support vector machine (SVM), random forest (RF), artificial neural networks (ANN), decision tree (DT), Naive Bayes (NB), etc., and clustering (k-means, expectation-maximization) belongs to unsupervised learning algorithms [32]. Selecting appropriate machine learning algorithm is a critical step. Algorithm is selected based on different criteria, but usually it is the prediction accuracy (or percentage of correctly predicted items over the total number of items). Furthermore, computational time, handling high dimensional values or overfitting are also important factors to consider, when selecting machine learning algorithm [33].

**B. Criterion 2: Input Data Features**

Each instance that provides an input to machine learning algorithms is described by the number of attributes where each attribute can have number of values. Therefore, cloud attacks have attributes that describe them and are input to machine learning algorithms. It is important to determine appropriate input data to the machine learning algorithms, as classification performance depends much on it. However, determining input features is not easy and it requires considerable effort, as it is hard to determine what features are important and what not, and in most cases, it contains noise and missing data, which affects the classification performance and its classification accuracy. In our research, we analyzed two categories of input data: system performance data [16, 17, 23, 24, 25], such as: CPU,
network, memory, disk, hypervisor, guest OS performance when the attack starts and during its execution, and network traffic features, or packet data being exchanged over the network while executing an attack [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 26, 27, 28, 29]: source and destination IP address, protocol, packet length, port numbers, flags, etc. While considering system performance data, it is important to detect activity pattern by looking at the change of parameters in the computer. For network packet data, packet sniffer is used to catch all packets being sent during the attack execution. This step also involves features selection process, where irrelevant and redundant features are removed. This enables machine learning algorithms to operate faster and more efficiently.

C. Criterion 3: Cloud Computing Level

Finally, attack categories to which cloud security attacks belong are added to the whole schema. We classified cloud security threats into two broad categories, considering the level of cloud on which attack might happen: network specific threats and cloud computing specific threats. When developing cloud solutions, important factor to consider is network security, as network is a vulnerable spot for different attacks. The purpose of network attacks is one of the following: to monitor the network and obtain useful information, to change the content with the intent to destroy or corrupt the data, or to consume network’s resources. Popular network attacks in the cloud are account or service hijacking that happens when the attacker cavedrops on the user’s activities and transactions, or denial of service (DoS) attacks that prevent user from a normal use of resources. Cloud computing specific threats are major threats in cloud computing too. Cloud computing specific threats include insecure interfaces and APIs, which are offered to clients for the interaction with cloud services, shared technology vulnerabilities, or malicious insiders who has an authorized access to organization’s network, system or other resources and intentionally misuse it for some malicious activities [16].

Fig. 1 represents the diagram of the cloud threat classification, considering all three criteria that we proposed above.

![Diagram of the cloud computing threats classification model based on the detection on feasibility of machine learning algorithms.](image)

Fig. 1 shows that network specific threats and cloud computing specific threats can be described by both, system performance and network traffic data. The choice depends on the aim of the research, tools that will be used in the experimentation phase, interest of the researcher and what a researcher is trying to find out or prove.

Furthermore, system performance data and network traffic data are input to both types of learning, supervised and unsupervised. The researcher decides on the machine learning algorithm by considering different criteria, such as complexity of the algorithm, computational time, handling missing values, overfitting, etc.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Popularity of the cloud computing has been increasing over the years, which made the cloud computing services a target for many cloud specific attacks. Security of the cloud computing is a critical factor for both, cloud providers and cloud users. Therefore, cloud providers need to implement strong protection system on their cloud infrastructure. In this paper, we have developed a threat classification model that uses machine learning algorithms as tools for threats detection. In our model, we considered three criteria: a) type of machine learning algorithm, b) input data features, and c) cloud computing level. First criterion considers two types of learning: supervised and unsupervised. Second criterion considers system performance data and network traffic data, which are input to both types of learning. Finally, last criterion considers network specific and cloud environment specific threats, which are described by system performance and network traffic data. Results proposed in this paper can contribute in further studies in the field of cloud computing threat detection with machine learning algorithms in a way that it can help researchers to select the appropriate learning algorithm for their research, or appropriate input features to the selected algorithm. Proposed model can be optimized, by extending it with additional criteria, such as: threat motivation (malicious, or non-malicious), or threat intention (accidental, or intentional).
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Abstract – Confidential business information in the Republic of Croatia is regulated in an insufficient mode - the Data Confidentiality Act provisions are still on force for more than 20 years, and entirely inadequate for today's time. Considering that information is now greatly kept in electronic form, it is necessary by the internal documents, and in accordance with the existing outdated legislation, to regulate in detail the issues of confidential business information. In case of exchange of business information which are confidential - it is necessary to sign the appropriate contract between the parties. This paper is about existing of legal shortcomings and how to overcome them in practice.

I. INTRODUCTION

On 13 of July 2007, that is nearly 10 years ago, Croatian Parliament passed the Data Confidentiality Act [in Croatian: Zakon o tajnosti podataka, further: ZTP] [1] which was in the matter of data confidentiality arranged on a fundamentally different level than the old Act on Protection of Data Confidentiality [in Croatian: Zakon o zaštićenj tajnosti podataka, further: ZZTP] [2], back from the 1996.

The scope of the ZTP is defined significantly narrower than the scope of the old Act because the purpose of the ZTP is something essentially different. In fact, in the old Act from 1996 it has been stated that it "stipulates the concept, types and degrees of confidentiality and the measures and the procedures for determining, use and protection of confidential business information", and it regulates the state, military, official, business and professional confidentiality.

Unlike the above, Art. 1, para. 2 of the ZTP, which determines: "This Act shall apply to the state authorities, local and regional government, legal persons with public authorities and legal and natural persons, who in accordance with this Act, gain access or handle classified and unclassified information." [3]

The definition of classified and unclassified business information, in the art. 2 of ZTP, according to which, classified information is the one that the competent authority, (in the prescribed procedure), marked and determined by the degree of confidentiality. As well as the fact that the Republic of Croatia was handed by data from another state, an international organization or institution that the Republic of Croatia cooperates with. Furthermore, unclassified data is data without the determined level of classification, which is used for official purposes, as well as the fact that the Republic of Croatia was also handed by data from another state, an international organization or institution that the Republic of Croatia cooperates with. ZTP harmonized categories of data confidentiality, in accordance with international safety standards (top secret, secret, confidential or restricted). [4]

For our presentation, it is important to emphasize the fact that the scope of the ZTP is limited on the information whose confidentiality is of public interest and the information without an established level of classification, used for official purposes. ZTP does not regulate the question of confidential business information.

In the ZTP’s Final Proposal [5] it states: "This Act does not prescribe the terms of business and professional confidentiality, unlike the ZZTP (Croatian Official Gazette 108/96), since it is not common in the legislation of the most EU and NATO’s member states. Therefore, the provisions from the Head 8 and the Head 9 will remain in force until this matter is not regulated by the other relevant laws."

ZTP’s First Proposal had an interesting observation: "The confidentiality of data of legal and natural persons outside the state system (including private companies) is regulated by their own internal rules, especially within those companies which have their headquarters in the other countries and had already established a proper system of confidentiality of their data". [6]

However, except for certain adjustments of the Croatian Criminal Act [7], the new regulations have not been enacted. Therefore, the question of confidential business information in the Republic of Croatia is solved by the transitional provisions of ZTP and by the two heads of the old ZZTP’s, from 1996.

In more than 20 years, there has been a remarkable development of the high-speed Internet, as well as completely new business models, which include engagement of many business subjects, on one or several projects. Also, the business innovation and the ‘know-how’ is becoming increasingly important in today's modern business practice.

In short, questions of regulation and storage of confidential business information are getting more important regardless the fact that Croatian legal framework is based on several out-dated legal provisions. This deficiency is partly possible to be solved in practice – by the
quality agreements between business partners but it is necessary to be aware of this deficiency. Foreign business partners can come across this problem, during the fact that they are not familiar with the Croatian legal practice.

II. CONFIDENTIAL BUSINESS INFORMATION BY THE CURRENT REGULATIONS

ZZTP regulates confidential business information in the head VIII, in the articles 19 - 26.

According to this Act, the confidential business information is represented by the information which is defined by the Act of law, also other regulation or by the general company Act, or by the other legal entities, which represent confidential business information, results of research or construction work and other information whose disclosure to an unauthorized person could have harmful effects on its economic interests (ZZTP Art. 19, para. 1). Further, it states that the general Act cannot determine that all the information relating to the business of legal persons is considered for confidential business information nor can such information be in the contrary to the legal person’s interests. (ZZTP Art. 19, para. 2).

In the Article 19, para 1, the legislator wanted to restrict confidential business information to the information that makes sense for declaring it confidential, and not for confidential business information to become a way of introducing police state for the economic subjects. [8]

Here we come to the first important provision related to the confidential business information – which must be stipulated. At the same time, the legislation adopted by the state is an exception - usually, confidential business information should be stipulated by the internal act of the organization (institution, company or association). If the organization fails to adopt such an act and if it is not systematic and appropriate to business organizations – then the whole concept of confidential business information cannot be applied.

By doing so, we must avoid the general rulebooks where the only guidance for confidential business information is: "everything that a responsible person declares as a confidential business information", because there is a high probability that at some changes of the extent and the type of business of the organization, part of the data remains unprotected.

The legal person is obliged to keep as a secret the information, which has been learned from the other legal entities (ZZTP’s Art. 20, p. 1). The provision is obviously ambiguous: what’s happening with the natural persons - sole traders and natural persons who are self-employed or who are employed by the service contracts? [8]

The question is: how can a legal entity know if the information that it received from other entities is indeed confidential. The simplest answer is - "it says on the paper" which would hardly be enough in the era before computers. If the relationship between the two parties includes access, processing of data which is confidential business information, it is necessary to sign an appropriate non-disclosure agreement (NDA). (see below)

ZZTP does not speak a lot about NDA, but because confidential business information is extensively described; it is giving a wrong message that this issue is resolved through legislation. As we have said, this is referred only to the legal persons, but contemporary business often includes external teams of experts, freelancers and similar categories of non-classical legal persons. It is a failure of the legislator, however, originated in another time, because the complex forms of work from today were not common.

The ZZTP in its provisions if there is a proper general act, in which any legal person; (the Act forgot to add craftsmen and freelancers!); but more closely it regulates the issue of confidential business information in accordance with its business and needs.

General Act elaborates questions of confidential business information and in the Art. 21 of ZZTP it states, where it provides a framework for handling with classified information. The information that is considered confidential business information under The General Act can be transmitted to the other persons by the persons authorized and determined by The General Act (Art. 21, para. 1). Also, The General Act describes in detail the cases and the manner of protection when the above information may be disclosed to the other persons (Art. 21 para. 2).

The general "guidelines" are given on the information which is supposed to be described by the regulations of the legal person. The legal person will be determined by the authorized person or by the special body that has access to confidential business information, the task of their storage, and deciding which of the persons employed in that legal person could be authorized to keep those confidential business information, and to which persons’ confidential business information could be told (Art. 21, para. 3).

The data that are considered as confidential business information should not be disclosed or made accessible to unauthorized persons, unless a special act provides differently (Art. 22, para. 1). The employees are obliged to keep the confidential business information if they find out an information that is the confidential business information (Art. 22, para. 2). That limits the ability for disclosure of the confidential business information by an informal communication.

The 24th Article of the ZZTP’s consists of exceptions to the provisions which provide obligation of keeping the confidential business information. It is not considered a violation of the disclosure of the confidential business information to the natural or legal persons, to which, such information can or should be disclosed: 1) under the basis of this Act and other regulations, 2) under the authority which is resulting from the duties they perform, the position or the workplace where they are employed (Art. 24, para. 1).

Also, it is not considered as a violation of confidential business information the disclosure of information that are considered as confidential business information in the sessions, if for example, the communication as such is necessary to perform the work (Art. 24 para. 2). The authorized person (at the meeting), who discloses confidential business information should inform those present at the meeting that the information is considered confidential, and that they are obliged to keep the information confidential (Art. 24, para. 3).

The 25th Article of the ZZTP’s stipulates that as a violation of confidential business information, it won’t be considered as a statement that a person familiar with the confidencial business information gives while reporting the crime, (also an economic offense or misdemeanour), to the competent body for the exercise of their labour rights.
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The 26th Article of ZZTP’s contains a general provision according to which a general act of a legal person specifies the method of administration and storage of information that is considered confidential business information, measures, procedures and other circumstances of keeping the confidential business information.

III. MARKING OF THE CONFIDENTIAL BUSINESS INFORMATION IN THE CROATIAN LEGISLATION

As already stated, ZTP’s Article 34 has determined that by its coming into force, provisions of the ZZTP ceased to be valid, except of the provisions stated in the Head 8 and 9, provisions about business confidential information.

However, the manner of marking the business confidential information is not stated in the Head 8 or 9! How to mark that some information is confidential? In our opinion, it is necessary to apply the ZZTP’s provisions which ceased to be valid, but the ones that are writing about marking the business confidential information.

According to the ZZTP’s business confidential information has its own type and level. The 3rd Article of the ZZTP has determined, to the type of confidentiality, the confidential business information can be state, military, official, business or professional, and according to the level of confidentiality – state’s confidentiality, top-secret, secret and confidential.

In accordance with the ZZTP’s Article 5, para. 2, information representing the confidential business information can have level of business confidential information as ‘top-secret’, ‘secret’ and ‘confidential’ and they are marked by the appropriate mark, type or level of confidentiality. Therefore, to the ZZTP, the proper way of marking was: ‘business confidential information – as top secret’, ‘business confidential information – as secret’ or ‘business confidential information – as confidential’. [8]

We can certainly recommend that such marking could be used today – for, it is simple and understandable, even if that part of the ZTP is not in force. What can prove to be a problem - is that this is the authors’ opinion, and as such the court in the case of a dispute, does not have to accept it.

IV. THE CONFIDENTIAL BUSINESS INFORMATION IN THE CRIMINAL LEGISLATION

The Republic of Croatia regulates the protection of confidential business information in the criminal legislation by very strict (long) prison sentences. In the Article 262 of the Criminal Act, it states that whoever, without an authorization, delivers or otherwise makes available any information that is confidential business information, or whoever collects such information with the aim of delivering it to an unauthorized person, will be punished by the imprisonment of up to three years. There is also much worse form of this criminal act - if the offender acquired considerable material gain for himself or for another, or caused a considerable damage, will be punished by imprisonment from six months to five years. [7]

In the same article, there is one exception – there is no criminal offense of disclosure and unauthorized acquisition of the confidential business information, if the offense is committed, predominantly in the public interest.

The stated criminal offense is prosecuted by the proposal. This means that the State’s Attorney will not initiate proceedings ex officio, but in concern with the proposal of the injured party.

Naturally, the Criminal Act does not define what the confidential business information is - it only states that it should be defined by the other already mentioned acts, (by the separate act or the general act of the legal person’s).

V. COMPARATIVE VIEW

Among other things, the ZTP’s Final Proposal [5] states: “According to the criteria of comparative legislation, business confidential information isn’t regulated together with the secrets of the state bodies sphere, but separately, and mostly within the framework of regulations on market operations. If we consider the practice of several relevant countries, it is only partially true. Austria has a dual model of protection of business confidential information: ‘The Austrian Law provides for the protection of trade secrets prevalently in the Act against Unfair Competition, specifically in sections 11 to 13 but also in the Penal Code. These provisions are supported by the general clause according to section 1 of the Austrian Unfair Competition Act. Also, Sections 11 and 12 are provisions of criminal law. The general nature of these provisions is the disclosure or exploitation of trade or business secrets, that have been entrusted to the offender during a professional occupation, or which have been obtained by espionage. The penalties in question are imprisonment or fines. The legal values protected under this framework are the legitimate interest in the confidentiality of trade and business secrets and to punish infringements of such legitimate interests.’” [9]

A similar solution is offered by the United States: “In contrast to other types of intellectual property (trademarks, patents, and copyrights) that are governed primarily by federal law, trade secret protection is primarily a matter of state law. Thus, trade secret owners have more limited legal recourse when their rights are violated. State law provides trade secret owners with the power to file civil lawsuits against misappropriations. A federal criminal statute, the Economic Espionage Act (EEA), allows U.S. Attorneys to prosecute anyone who engages in “economic espionage” or the “theft of trade secrets.” The EEA’s “economic espionage” provision punishes those who misappropriate trade secrets with the intent or knowledge that the offense will benefit a foreign government, instrumentality, or agent.” [10]

The Federal Republic of Germany has solved this issue through several regulations, primarily through the Unfair Competition Regulations but also through the labour regulations, which does not exclude criminal liability. It is interesting that there is a special obligation of keeping the information of the other side, in case of business negotiations. [11]

It is obvious that also in the other countries there is a considerable disagreement over the legal protection of business confidential information. It is regulated by the Regulations of Competition’s Protection, by the Civil Code, but also by the system of Criminal law. Considering that numerous business ventures are supranational, it represents pre-regulation. It should be taken into
consideration that the perpetrators (especially those for the first time) were condemned on parole or short prison sentences, which in practice is proven to be troublesome. [12] De lege ferenda, it should be advocated that the business confidential information issue remains within the civil liability for damage.

VI. A NON-DISCLOSURE AGREEMENT

A non-disclosure agreement (further: NDA), also known as a confidentiality agreement is a private contract, which is used for keeping and saving valuable information. It can be of a great benefit for researchers and organizations that are involved in research and development projects. NDAs’ are legally binding, for determining the conditions under which one party is (the ‘discloser’ of information), the one who reveals confidential business information to another person (the ‘recipient’ of the information). In doing so, one party provides information, and the other party receives the information. Depending on the number of parties who share information, NDA can be unilateral, bilateral or multilateral.

For an NDA to become valid, in Croatian legal system, it is not required to be verified by a notary public, but the signature of the contracting parties is sufficient, (in case of organizations, the agreement should be concluded by the authorized representative/s). Other than mentioned, the ZZTP (in the Head 8), is familiar with the protection of confidential business information, but there is no NDAs’ in Croatian legislation.

Any information which may not be in public domain, or generally known, may be protected by a non-disclosure agreement. It can protect any sort of confidential information like: a concept for a new restaurant, a new business venture, or any sort of confidential business information that could be of value to others if it was disclosed. [13] Additionally, confidentiality agreements should contain a provision stating that no implied license to the technology or information is to be granted to the recipient and that all tangible embodiments of the information (e.g., models, data, and drawings) should be returned upon request and in no event later than the end of the agreement term, and that no copies shall be retained by the recipient. [14]

In conclusion, there are several situations where a confidentiality agreement is appropriate and may be proposed. Knowing a few basic points concerning confidentiality agreements can ensure that the important purposes they serve will not be defeated by ambiguities or ignorance of the meaning of terms used in the agreement. [14]

VII. CONCLUSION

The confidential business information in The Republic of Croatia is, therefore, defined by the 1996 ZTTP’s, and by the provisions of the Criminal Act. At first glance, one might conclude that it is extensively regulated by the acts of public authorities.

However, after a review we have given in this paper, it can be concluded that the entire state regulation concerning the confidential business information in Croatia is deficient. It is based on the over 20 years old provisions of the ZZTP, which are applied based on the transitional provisions of the ZTP from 2007, and partly by an outdated criminal legal liability (the issue of confidential business information in the developed countries, mainly lays within the scope of civil liability for damage).

This regulation gives only an illusion of protection of the confidential business information - so it could easily be said that it is even harmful, in practice. Therefore, for all, that are doing business in Croatia and want to protect their information, we recommend that they primarily do:

a) their own quality act on the protection of business information;
b) the signing of an appropriate NDA agreement with their partners (standardized, or if necessary, custom),
c) Signing NDA agreements with external partners (individuals, craftsmen, freelancers).

Also, it is necessary to inform its own staff about confidentiality and ask them confirmation and familiarity with the same.

Only, if the organization does its own measures then it can partly rely on the national system of protection of business information.

In the end, we emphasize that this legal system of protection of confidential business information, literally represents a rarity in the world, so it is important to familiarize foreign business partners in businesses which include confidential business information.
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Abstract—The known attacks on different cryptosystems lead to a number of criteria that the implemented cryptographic algorithms (ciphers) must satisfy. The design of cryptographic systems needs to consider various characteristics simultaneously, which can be regarded as a multi-objective combinatorial optimization problem. Evolutionary computation present a range of problem-solving techniques based on the principles of biological evolution. Evolutionary algorithms can quickly offer satisfactory solution to combinatorial optimization problems. Evolutionary computation can be also used in evolving pseudorandom number generators which play important role as a countermeasure against side channel attacks. The purpose of this paper is to give a state-of-the-art overview of the evolutionary computation area in symmetric and asymmetric cryptography, as well as for the evolving pseudorandom number generators. In symmetric cryptosystem, one of the important components is the substitution box which can be successfully built by evolutionary algorithm. In asymmetric cryptosystem, evolutionary algorithms can be used to speed-up some discrete mathematic operations, like modular exponentiation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Combinatorial optimization is a topic that consists of finding an optimal object from a finite set of objects. In many such problems, exhaustive search is not feasible. It operates on the domain of those optimization problems, in which the set of feasible solutions is discrete or can be reduced to discrete, and in which the goal is to find the best solution.

Cryptography is the study of mathematical techniques for all aspects of information security. The security of information encompasses the fundamental aspects: confidentiality, data integrity, authentication, and non-repudiation. To ensure all the previous aspects, cryptographic algorithms and modes should satisfy a number of criteria, which can be regarded as a multi-objective combinatorial optimization problem.

Evolutionary computation algorithms represent a range of problem-solving techniques based on principles of biological evolution. Such algorithms can be used to solve a variety of difficult problems, among which are those from area of cryptography and which can be represented as combinatorial optimization problem. It is justified to mention several other methods like cellular automata or addition chains, which in cooperation with evolutionary algorithms can result with better cooperation with evolutionary algorithms can result with better results than conventional algorithms.

This paper is not intended as a detailed survey of possible applications of evolutionary algorithms in cryptography nor detailed explanation of mathematical background in cryptography. Rather, the purpose of this paper is to give a state-of-the-art overview of evolutionary computation methods applied to cryptographic systems design.

The paper begins by discussing evolutionary computation algorithms in Section II. Section III describes relevant theory in cryptography and the criteria that cryptographic algorithms should satisfy. In Section IV the state-of-the-art of different cryptographic problems and the applications of evolutionary computation methods used in cryptography is given. Finally, Section V draws a conclusion.

II. EVOLUTIONARY COMPUTATION

Evolutionary computation is a family of algorithms inspired by biological evolution, and the subfield of artificial intelligence and soft computing. It can be roughly divided to three groups: evolutionary algorithms, swarm algorithms, and other algorithms. Evolutionary computation uses iterative progress, like growth or development in population. This population is then selected in a guided random search to achieve the desired goal. In following paragraphs, briefly is explained each of these three groups of evolutionary computation.

A. Evolutionary Algorithms

Evolutionary algorithms could be broadly divided into 4 different approaches: genetic algorithms [1], genetic programming [2], evolutionary strategies [3], and evolutionary programming [4]. All of these algorithms have been successfully applied to the variety of problems in the field of combinatorial optimization [5]. Evolutionary algorithms are based on the Darwinian theory of evolution.

The population of individuals which represent possible solutions to an optimization problem evolve toward a better solution. To measure the quality of a solution, the fitness function is defined, which is always problem dependent. The evolution usually starts from a pool of randomly selected individuals and then, by utilizing evolutionary operators, new and better population is generated. Main evolutionary operators are selection and recombination. Selection is a process of selecting individuals that will produce a new generation. Recombination consists of two operators: crossover and mutation. Crossover combines two or more parent individuals to form one or more child individuals, that inherit parents’ good characteristics. Mutation is a random change of individual alleles in an individual [6].

Main difference between all evolutionary algorithms is the way of individual encoding and evolutionary operators implementation. The genotype in genetic algorithm is usually represented as a string of bits, array of floating point numbers or a permutation vector. In genetic programming, the genotype
is encoded as a tree structure. That tree structure is built by functional nodes and terminal nodes. The result of genetic programming is called a program. One of possible problems in genetic programming is bloat and there are numerous methods to avoid it. After some generations, the search for better programs halts as the programs become too large. Bloat can be caused by inefficient code, e.g. two times programs halt as the programs become too large. Bloat can be caused by inefficient code, e.g. two times programs halt as the programs become too large. Bloat can be caused by inefficient code, e.g. two times programs halt as the programs become too large. Bloat can be caused by inefficient code, e.g. two times programs halt as the programs become too large.

Cartesian genetic programming [7] is a type of genetic programming where a genotype is encoded as a graph structure. It is called Cartesian because functional nodes are organized in rows and columns, which reminds to a Cartesian system. This type of genetic programming solves bloat problem as well as the number of individuals in population. The genotype length is constant size and because of that the bloat problem is inherently solved. Typically, evolution strategy ES-(1+4) is used in Cartesian genetic programming. For more details on evolutionary algorithms, we refer readers to [6].

B. Swarm Algorithms

Swarm algorithms consist of ant algorithms [8], particle swarm algorithm [9], bee algorithms [10], and others. Some swarm algorithms are inspired by experiments made by biologists or by software imitation of swarms in computer graphics. Common to all algorithms is a swarm population consisting of individuals of different characteristics. For more details on ant algorithms refer to [11] and bee algorithms refer to [12]. In the next paragraphs the particle swarm algorithm will be described.

Particle swarm optimization algorithm is created to simulate a flock of flying birds. Flock of birds is represented as a set of particles and each particle must satisfy several rules according to the neighbor particles: avoiding collision, speed harmonization, and low distance. Those rules determine social aspect of particles. Each particle is described by velocity and position. Position is a possible solution of a problem, a velocity vector changes the particle position according to the previous rules. For more information on particle swarm optimization algorithm refer to [13].

C. Other Algorithms

Other algorithms relevant for this paper are artificial immune system algorithms and cellular evolutionary algorithm. Each of these algorithms are specific and have different individual encoding or solution finding method.

Artificial immune system algorithms is a family of algorithms inspired by human immune system. Clonal Selection Algorithm (CLONALG) is the most used algorithm from this family. The algorithm begins by creating initial population of antibodies. The antibodies are made by some random mechanism. Then, affinity of each antibody is measured. By selection operator, according to affinity, antibodies are selected for cloning. The operator of hyper-mutation is applied to clones in order to improve fitness between antibody and antigen. This procedure is repeated until termination condition is reached. To read more about CLONALG, we refer interested readers to [14].

A cellular evolutionary algorithm is a type of evolutionary algorithm in which individuals cannot mate arbitrarily, but every one interacts with its close neighbors on which a basic evolutionary algorithm is applied. A cellular evolutionary algorithm usually evolves a structured bi-dimensional grid of individuals, although other topologies are also possible. In this grid, cluster of similar individuals are naturally created during evolution, promoting exploration in their boundaries, while exploitation is mainly performed by direct competition and merging inside them. This reproductive cycle is executed inside the neighborhood of each individual and consists in selecting two parents among its neighbors according to a certain criterion, applying the variation of evolutionary operators. For further information about cellular evolutionary algorithm, we refer readers to [15].

III. MODERN CRYPTOGRAPHY

Modern cryptography designs cryptographic algorithms that are assumed to be hard to break by an adversary. It is divided into symmetric key cryptography, asymmetric key cryptography, and hash functions [16]. Pseudo-random number generators can be singled out as separate algorithm that have relevance to this paper.

A. Asymmetric Key Cryptography

This type cryptography is also known as public key cryptography. In public key cryptography two keys are used, one for encryption and other for decryption. The encryption key is a public key and the decryption key is private. Public key cryptography can be divided into three groups: cryptosystems based on factorization problem, cryptosystems based on discrete logarithm problem and others.

The most famous public key cryptosystem is RSA, called after its creators [17]. The security of the RSA cryptosystem is based on the difficulty of the integer factorization problem. In the process of encryption, modular exponentiation is used. Let \( p \) and \( q \) be prime numbers. Then \( n = pq \), where \( p, q \in \mathbb{Z} \), \( d \in \mathbb{Z} \), and \( \phi(n) \) is Euler function. Public key is then defined as \((n, e)\) and private key as \((p, q, d)\). The RSA algorithm is believed to be secured as long as large \( p \) and \( q \) are used.

Famous cryptosystems or protocols based on discrete logarithm problem are Diffie-Hellman [18] or ElGamal [19]. Another large family cryptosystems are elliptic curve discrete logarithm problems (ECDLP). One representative of that family is Menzes-Vanstone cryptosystem [20]. Other public key cryptosystems are Merkle-Hellman, McEliece and NTRU.

B. Symmetric Key Cryptography

Symmetric key cryptography uses the same key for encryption and decryption, therefore some mechanism to keep those keys secret is needed. This type of cryptography is called symmetric because communication participants have the same secret key. Symmetric key cryptography’s main advantage over
asymmetric key cryptography is the fact that it is much faster. Symmetric key cryptography can be divided into block and stream ciphers.

Block ciphers take as an input block of plaintext and a key, and the output is a block of the ciphertext of the same size as the plaintext. Stream ciphers create an arbitrary long stream of key material, which is combined with the plaintext bit by bit. In a stream cipher, the output is created based on a hidden internal state which changes as the cipher changes.

The design of block ciphers relies on two fundamental principles: confusion and diffusion. Confusion means that each digit of ciphertext should depend on several parts of the key. Diffusion means that if a single bit of a plaintext is changed, then, statistically, half of the bits in the ciphertext should change and vice versa.

An S-box or a substitution box is a basic component of symmetric key algorithms. The main purpose of using an S-box is to introduce a confusion. The nonlinearity property of S-boxes is one of the most important cryptographic criteria because cryptographic algorithm should be resistant to linear cryptanalysis [21]. S-box \((n,m)\) consists of \(n\) input variables and \(m\) output variables. These \(m\) outputs can be viewed like \(m\) Boolean functions. If nonlinearity of a Boolean function is equal to maximum then it is called bent function. The nonlinearity bound, show in 1, is called the covering radius bound and is strict for bent Boolean functions.

\[
N_f \leq 2^{n-1} - 2^{\frac{n}{2}-1}. \tag{1}
\]

Other criteria which is considered in Boolean or vectorial functions are algebraic degree, balancedness, resiliency, algebraic immunity, and others [21]. If all criteria are used simultaneously then the problem of finding the best Boolean function or an S-box is a multi-objective problem. To inform more about definitions or mathematics background see [22], [23].

C. Pseudo-random Number Generator

A pseudorandom number generator (PRNG) is a deterministic algorithm for generating a sequence of numbers that have the properties of random numbers. The sequence obtained by the pseudorandom number generator is not truly random because it is determined by small set of initial values, called the state. Pseudorandom number generators play important role in the area of cryptography. General security requirements of PRNGs are listed in below [24]:

- the random numbers should not show any statistical weaknesses,
- the knowledge of subsequences of random numbers shall not allow to compute predecessors or successors practically or to guess them with non-negligibly larger probability than without knowledge of these subsequences,
- it shall not be practically feasible to compute preceding random numbers from the internal state or to guess them with non-negligibly larger probability than without knowledge of the internal state and
- it shall not be practically feasible to compute future random numbers from the internal state or to guess them with non-negligibly larger probability than without knowledge of the internal state.

The most famous and the simplest PRNG is the linear congruential generator (LCPRNG) given in equation 2. The \(s_0\) is called seed. Another PRNGs are RSA PRNG and Blum-Blum-Shub PRNG.

\[
s_{i+1} = (as_i + b) \mod M, a, b \in \{1, \ldots, M - 1\}. \tag{2}
\]

IV. EVOLUTIONARY COMPUTATION IN CRYPTOGRAPHY

In next subsections the state-of-the-art overview of the evolutionary computation algorithms will be given.

A. Evolutionary Computation in Asymmetric Key Cryptography

Two problems in asymmetric key cryptography chosen to be described are finding short addition chains and cracking of the Merkle-Hellman cryptosystem using genetic algorithm.

1) Addition Chain: Field of the modular exponentiation has several important applications in cryptography. Well-known public key cryptosystem such as RSA adopt modular exponentiation. Modular exponentiation is defined as follows:

\[
B = A^c \mod p. \tag{3}
\]

where \(A\) is an integer in the range \([1, \ldots, p - 1]\) and \(c\) and \(p\) are arbitrary positive integers. In cryptosystems, \(p\) is a large positive prime number defined in III-A. One possible way of reducing the computational load of Eq. (3) is to minimize the total number of multiplications required to compute the exponentiation. Since the exponent in Eq. (3) is additive, the problem of computing powers of the base \(A\) can be formulated as an addition calculation, for which so-called addition chains are used. For example, if \(A^{2^{20}}\) wants to be calculated, the traditional procedure would require 50 multiplications. If the addition chain is used, then only 7 multiplications are required: \([1 \rightarrow 2 \rightarrow 4 \rightarrow 8 \rightarrow 16 \rightarrow 32 \rightarrow 48 \rightarrow 50]\).

Usual deterministic algorithm is the binary method. The exponent is written in binary representation (of length \(d\) and then each occurrence of digit 1 is replaced with the letters "SM" and each digit 0 with letter "M", where "S" stands for squaring and "M" stands for multiplication. After all digits are replaced, the first "SM" occurrence on the left is crossed. This method is deterministic but it does not give the optimal solution. There are two version of binary method: left-to-right and right-to-left. Both methods have same number of operations: \(d\) times squaring and multiplications as much as there is number of digit 1.

In [25] experiment with the Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm in order to find optimal short addition chains. Authors in [26] implement the Ant Colony Optimization algorithm on a System on s Chip (SoC) in order to speed up the modular exponentiation in cryptographic applications. In [27] use a GA to find minimal Brauer chains where a Brauer chain is an addition chain in which each member uses the previous member as a summand. In [28] authors investigate the usage
of evolutionary programming for minimizing the length of addition chains.

In [29] authors proposed a genetic algorithm to find short addition chains for a given exponent. The main paper contributions were a new representation of solutions, design several mutation and crossover operators designed to improve convergence and design a special part of algorithm called repair heuristics that is believed to be an integral part of the algorithm.

Internally the alleles were pair of positions \((i_1, i_2)\) that hold values \((u_1, u_2)\) which form value on given position. That type of encoding is called encoding with summation positions. Repair heuristics is strategy needed to recreate invalid individual. The genetic algorithm in that paper is described as follows. First, set zeroth element to \(1\) and the first element to \(2\). Then uniformly at random select between all minimal subchains consisting of three elements and a random choice of the second element. With a probability equal to \(3/5\) double the elements until they reach half of the exponent size. Check weather the current element and any previous element sum up to the exponent value. Uniformly at random choose mechanisms given in paper to obtain the next value in the chain, under the constraint that it needs to be smaller than the exponent value. The used fitness function was the number of elements in the chain.

Authors showed that with proposed genetic algorithm is possible to find better solution than with the binary method.

2) Merkle-Hellman Cryptosystem: Merkle-Hellman cryptosystem is a public key cryptosystem based on a concrete case of the knapsack problem [30]. The knapsack problem is defined as follows: for a given set \(\{v_1, v_2, ..., v_n\}\) of \(n\) integers and an integer \(V\), find an array \(m = (\epsilon_1, \epsilon_2, ..., \epsilon_n)\), where \(\epsilon_i \in \{0, 1\}\), so that \(\epsilon_1 v_1 + ... + \epsilon_n v_n = V\), if such \(m\) exists. This problem is NP-complete, which means that there is no polynomial algorithm to solve that problem. However, the special case of the knapsack problem is the super-increasing sequence, which can be solved in polynomial time. Super-increasing sequence is satisfied if \(v_j > v_1 + v_2 + ... + v_{j-1}\) for \(j = 2, 3, ..., n\). One example of the super-increasing sequence is \(v_i = 2^{i-1}\). The main idea of the Merkle-Hellman cryptosystem is to mask the super-increasing sequence to look like a random sequence. The message receiver should know how to remove the mask, and than solve the super-increasing problem. Masking is done by modular multiplication.

Shamir [31] showed existence of polynomial algorithm for breaking Merkle-Hellman cryptosystem. However, there is a genetic algorithm twice faster. In [32] authors proposed a genetic algorithm as a method to crack the cryptosystem. The authors proposed a new selection and crossover method.

The selection function chooses the selection candidates, which the most satisfy the fitness function, i.e., their fitness values are higher than those of others. In case the population size is \(L\) only \(L/5\) solution candidates is chosen. Exactly these solution candidates form new generations.

The crossover function receives the population of the solution candidates. From this population solution candidates with \(t1\) and \(t2\) numbers are chosen in pairs by means of a random generator taking into account that \(t1\) and \(t2\) do not coincide with each other and the used pair is not repeated. Each solution candidate is divided in two parts (at the mid point). To explore more about given algorithm refer to [32].

B. Evolutionary Computation in Symmetric Key Cryptography

In next subsections the state-of-the-art overview of the evolutionary computation algorithms applied to Boolean and vectorial functions construction will be shown.

1) Cryptographic Boolean Functions: Boolean functions represent an important primitive in the design of various cryptographic algorithms. Three main approaches for generating Boolean functions for cryptographic usages are distinguished: algebraic constructions, random generation, and heuristic constructions.

There exists a number of works that examine Boolean functions in cryptography and their generation with evolutionary computation techniques. Here will be enumerated only relevant papers.

[33] compare the effectiveness of Cartesian genetic programming and genetic programming approach when looking for highly nonlinear balanced Boolean functions of eight inputs. Boolean function is balanced if there is same number of ones and zeros. Nonlinearity is minimal Hamming distance between Boolean function and its all affine functions. [34] investigate several evolutionary algorithms in order to evolve Boolean functions with different values of the correlation immunity property. In the same paper, the authors also discuss the problem of finding correlation immune functions with minimal Hamming weight, but they experiment with only one size of Boolean functions. More extensive investigation on finding correlation immune Boolean functions with minimal Hamming weight and different sizes is conducted by [35].

[36] use Particle Swarm Optimization to find Boolean functions with good trade-offs of cryptographic properties for dimensions up to 12. The same authors use genetic algorithms where the genotype consists of the Walsh-Hadamard values in order to evolve semibent (plateaued) Boolean functions [37]. Semibent Boolean function has all values in Walsh-Hadamard spectrum in \(\{0, 2^{n/2}, -2^{n/2}\}\), where \(n\) is input space dimensionality.

[38] conduct a detailed analysis of the efficiency of a number of evolutionary algorithms and fitness functions for Boolean functions with 8 inputs.

In [39] authors used several evolutionary algorithms to evolve Boolean functions with several cryptographic criteria. Authors used genetic algorithm, evolutionary strategy, genetic programming and Cartesian genetic programming. Individuals were, according to the algorithm, encoded by string of bits whose values define a truth table of th Boolean function, trees of Boolean primitives which are then evaluated according to the truth table they produce or directed graphs that are also evaluated in accordance to the truth table they produce.

Authors used two objective functions. First function was the nonlinearity where the goal is maximization. In the work, truth table was transformed by using Walsh-Hadamard transformation as follows:
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where $\vec{a} \cdot \vec{x}$ is the inner product of two vectors. With that objective function the goal was to find the bent function. Although bent functions are not appropriate as parts of filter and combiner generators, there is nevertheless motivation in their generation. Filter and combiner generators are generators of random sequence which uses linear feedback shift registers (LFSR). The first reason is that this problem can be used as a benchmark to test various evolutionary algorithms. The second reason lies in the fact that using bent functions it is possible to build highly nonlinear functions that are balanced [22]. The second objective was combination of balancedness and nonlinearity. The goal was to find highly nonlinear function that is balanced.

In that paper authors showed that genetic programming and Cartesian genetic programming performed the best, which indicates that the truth table representation in not the most appropriate one when evolving cryptographically suitable Boolean functions.

In [40] authors investigate the efficiency of two immunological algorithms: CLONALG and optimization immune algorithm with elitism. For all algorithms is experimented with two different representations for encoding a Boolean function: string of bits and floating point representation. Same objective functions were used as in [40].

By using those algorithms and individual encodings, it is impossible to conclude whether the string of bits or floating point encoding should be used. Furthermore, the results show that the optimization immune algorithm performs better than the CLOANLG, but both perform slightly worse than the genetic algorithm and evolutionary strategy.

2) Evolution of S-boxes: Substitution boxes (S-boxes) play an important role in many modern-day cryptographic algorithms, more commonly known as ciphers. Without carefully chosen S-boxes, such ciphers would be easier to break. In the process of the design of S-boxes (similarly as in the design of Boolean functions), one can roughly follow three directions, namely, algebraic constructions, random search, and heuristics.

There are several unique S-box representations. An $(n,m)$-function $F$ can be represented as a list of values (lookup table - LUT), with each value ranging from 0 to $2^n - 1$. Alternatively said, an $(n,m)$-function can be implemented as a lookup table with $2^n$ words of $m$ bits each. When $n = m$ it is usual that the S-box is bijective, i.e., that each value in the output appears exactly once.

A Boolean function $f$ on $\mathbb{F}_2^n$ is represented by a truth table (TT), which is a vector $(f(\vec{0}), \ldots, f(\vec{1}))$ that contains the function values of $f$, ordered lexicographically, i.e., $\vec{a} \leq \vec{b}$, where $\vec{a}$ and $\vec{b}$ are two input entries for the truth table [22]. An S-box can be represented in the truth table form as a matrix of dimension $2^n \times m$ where each column $m$ represents one Boolean function (i.e., one coordinate function).

The Walsh-Hadamard transform of an $(n,m)$-function $F$ equals [23]:

$$W_F(\vec{a}, \vec{b}) = \sum_{\vec{x} \in \mathbb{F}_2^n} (-1)^{F(\vec{x}) \cdot \vec{a} \cdot \vec{b}}$$

where $\vec{a} \in \mathbb{F}_2^n$ and $\vec{b} \in \mathbb{F}_2^m$.

An $(n,m)$-function $F$ is called balanced if it takes every value of $\mathbb{F}_2^m$ the same number $2^{n-m}$ of times. Balanced $(n,m)$-functions are permutations on $\mathbb{F}_2^n$ [23].

[41] experiment with a GA that works in a reverse way in order to generate bijective S-boxes of dimensions from 8 × 8 to 16 × 16. They seed the initial S-boxes population with solutions based on the finite field inversion method and then evolve them to find new solutions. The same authors use a modified immune algorithm to generate 8 × 8 S-boxes that are balanced, with high nonlinearity, and low δ-uniformity [42].

[43] explore how to generate S-boxes of size 8 × 8 with a better resistance against side-channel attacks (SCA) as measured with the transparency order property. Next, [44], [45] investigate side-channel resilience of 4 × 4 S-boxes as well as when considering the confusion coefficient property. [46] use genetic algorithms to evolve S-boxes with better SCA resilience and they implement such S-boxes in both software and hardware settings in order to properly evaluate them. Finally, [47] experiment with the modified transparency order property in order to achieve S-boxes with better SCA resistivity.

[48] use Cartesian genetic programming (CGP) and genetic programming (GP) to evolve S-boxes where they discuss how to obtain permutation-based encoding with those algorithms.

In [49] authors experimented with three different S-box representations: truth table, Walsh-Hadamard transform coefficients and the lookup table representation where in the case that $n = m$ an S-box can be represented as a permutation.

The goal was to evolve highly nonlinear S-box with different dimensions. The authors proposed a new cost function that is faster than those in given related work. This cost function is defined as a two-component vector with the nonlinearity as the first component and a cost associated with a part of the Walsh-Hadamard spectrum as the second component; when using in a single criterion optimizer, to determine better solutions, a hierarchical comparison should be performed.

C. Evolving Cryptographic Pseudorandom Number Generators

Random number generators are used in a range of applications spanning from producing simple values and adding randomness to programs, over online betting to various cryptographic applications. One real-world application of pseudorandom number generators in cryptography is to use them for masking as a countermeasure against side channel attacks [50]. When used for such a purpose, those generators need to be extremely fast and small when implemented in hardware. To obtain a generator with such characteristics, “expensive” operations like multiplication or addition should be avoided as much as possible.

John Koza used genetic programming (GP) to evolve programs that output random numbers [51]. As a fitness function...
he used the notion of information entropy as defined by Shannon and the end result was a program that was able to accept a sequence of consecutive integer values and transform it into random binary digits.

Hernandez, Szecne, and Isasi used GP to evolve random number generators where they used the strict avalanche criterion (SAC) as a fitness function [52]. Martinez et al. designed a pseudorandom number generator suitable for cryptographic usage by means of GP. The obtained generator, Lamar was tested with a number of tests where the input values were obtained via a counter function.

In [50] authors used Cartesian genetic programming to evolve a pseudorandom number generator. Functional nodes consisted of logical functions like AND, NOT, XOR, operations RR/RL (rotate right or rotate left) and SR/SL (shift right or shift left), and a function P which is shuffle function. The test for randomness was the bias of the output sequence, which is defined as a ratio of zeros and ones in the sequence.

As the fitness function the entropy is used, where the goal is to maximize entropy in order to achieve randomness. With that fitness function and by using Cartesian genetic programming authors evolved pseudorandom number generators that are extremely small and fast in hardware implementation because they don’t rely on expensive operations like multiplication or addition.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we showed how evolutionary computation can be successfully used in cryptography. We present different approaches in asymmetric key cryptography, symmetric key cryptography and pseudo-random number generator. In asymmetric key cryptography, evolutionary computation can speed-up exponentiation calculation or be used for breaking Merkle-Hellman cryptosystem. In symmetric key cryptography, evolutionary computation can build Boolean functions or S-boxes which satisfy various characteristics simultaneously. Finally, evolutionary computation can be successfully used in evolving pseudorandom number generator.
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Abstract - DDoS attacks are attacks that use multiple compromised systems to attack target in order to make service they provide unavailable for legitimate user. Those kind of attacks are popular and one of the hardest problems of computer security today. The reason this is happening is that the traffic sent to the victim usually looks like a regular traffic. Along with hard detection, these attacks are relatively easy to execute because of existing tools that can help the attacker to launch them with almost no knowledge of how the attack exactly works. Because of that DDoS attacks can make huge and permanent damage to the victim. This paper presents the problem of DDoS attacks and gives a taxonomy for classifying attacks, with the intention of educating and raising overall awareness. Also given is an overview of tools that can be used to launch DDoS attacks and some real world examples of DDoS attacks to show that no one is safe from them.

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern Internet gives us possibility to access a wide range of information and people are increasingly relying on that, but information only has value if the right people can access it at the right time. DoS attacks are attacks that try to deny access to information by making computer or network resources unavailable to its intended users, most often by interrupting or suspending services connected to the Internet [1]. These attacks are one of the hardest security problems in today's Internet because of their impact and how easy they can be executed.

DDoS attacks are a subset of DoS attacks where traffic to the target is arriving from many different sources. A set of these sources is called a botnet. A botnet is a number of Internet-connected devices (usually called zombies) used by a botnet master [2]. Botnet master usually recruits zombies through the use of Trojan horses, worms or backdoors [3]. Botnets can be classified according to the way of communication between master and zombies.

There exist Agent-Handler model, Internet Relay Chat (IRC) model, Web-based model [4][5] and Peer-to-peer (P2P) based model [4]. Difference between DoS and DDoS attack is depicted in Figure 1.

Launching a DDoS attack consist of three steps [6][7]:

1. Creating botnet: The attacker is discovering vulnerable hosts and exploits vulnerabilities and security holes to install the attack code.
2. Communication: The attacker communicates with hosts to determine which ones are active to perform tasks like scheduling of attack or upgrade agents.
3. Launching: The attacker specifies victim and command the start of the attack.

The reason DDoS attacks are possible is that the current Internet design focuses on effectiveness in moving packets from the source to destination and not on security. The intermediate network provides the bare-minimum, best-effort packet forwarding service, leaving to the sender and the receiver the deployment of advanced protocols to achieve desired service guarantees such as quality of service, reliable and robust transport and security. This design pushes much of complexity to end hosts leaving them with one unfortunate implication. If one party in two-way communication is malicious it can do damage to its peer. No one in the intermediate network will step in and stop traffic. One security issue with this Internet design regarding opportunities for DDoS attacks is that every Internet entity has limited amount of resources that can be exhausted by too many users. The second issue is that even if the victim is secured its susceptibility to DDoS attacks depends on the state of security in the rest of Internet [8].

There are many motives why would attacker perform the DDoS attack. Most usual reasons for the attacks are personal (revenge), financial gain (preventing the work of competition), ideological belief (Anonymous), cyberwarfare (military or terrorist), intellectual challenge.

Following this introduction, Section 2 presents a taxonomy of DDoS attacks according to different attributes. In Section 3 overview of the tools is given. Section 4 contains biggest and most famous DDoS attacks to show how dangerous they can be. The conclusion is given in Section 5.
II. TAXONOMY OF DDoS ATTACKS

The DDoS field is evolving quickly and it is becoming increasingly hard to grasp a global view of the problem. This section strives to introduce some structure to the DDoS field by proposing a classification of DDoS attacks. In Figure 2 is given taxonomy that is described in detail in this chapter.

Before describing classification it is important to mention that various classifications of DDoS attacks were proposed in literature. Classification based on network protocol stack. Two types of DDoS attacks exist under this classification: network/transport and application layer DDoS attacks. Determinant factor for classification is type of packets send to victim [4]. A different classification is by impact on the victim where exist disruptive and degrading DDoS attacks. The goal of disruptive attacks is to completely deny the victim's services to its clients. Disruptive attacks can be further classified as self-recoverable where the victim recovers without human interaction, human-recoverable where victim requires human intervention (e.g reconfiguration or reboot) for recovery and non-recoverable where attacks inflict permanent damage to victim's hardware. The goal of degrading attacks is to consume some (but not all) of a victim's resources, seriously degrading service to legitimate clients [8].

Also, classification based on rate dynamics exists. Those attacks are divided in high rate, low rate, varied rate, continuous rate and variable rate attacks [4][8]. Another classification based on source address validity exist where source addresses can be spoofed or valid [8].

A. DDoS classification based on attack methods

One of the main ways of classifying DDoS attacks can be based on attack method. These DDoS attacks exploit different weaknesses to cause denial of service of the victim to its clients [8]. There are two types of DDoS attacks under this classification:

- Flooding attacks, also known as brute force attacks are attacks in which an attacker is trying to exhaust bandwidth, network resources, router processing capacity, CPU, memory, disk or I/O bandwidth. Exhaustion of resources is caused because the attacker is sending a vast amount of seemingly legitimate traffic.

- Logical attacks, also known as "Low and Slow" attacks are attacks that take advantage of a specific feature or implementation bug of some protocol, operating system or application installed on the target victim to consume an excess amount of its resources [4]. Both flooding and "Low and Slow" attacks are sending seemingly legitimate traffic, it should be noted that flooding attacks need to generate much more traffic to cause denial of service of the victim.

Examples of flooding and "Low and Slow" attacks are given below in classification of DDoS attacks based on which resources they target.

B. DDoS classification based on target resources

Different types of DDoS attacks are attacking different target resources to cause denial of service of victim. There are three main types of DDoS attacks under this classification [9]:

- Attacks targeting network resources
- Attacks targeting server resources
- Attacks targeting application resources

Every category of these attacks will be explained and some of the most famous attacks in each category will be explained as well.

a) Attacks targeting network resources

DDoS attacks that target network resources with intention to deplete all network bandwidth of victim by using huge amount of illegitimate traffic. These kind of attacks, which are called Network floods, are very simple but effective. In typical flooding attack, the attack is distributed (botnet) and huge amount of traffic is sent towards to the victim what results with network saturation. Although, in minor amounts, this kind of traffic may seem legitimate, in larger amounts it can cause quite a damage. A legitimate user, who tries to access the attacked victim, will experience very slow response or there will be no response at all. There are several types of flood attacks [5][9]:

UDP flood: UDP flood attack exploits only normal behavior but on level heigh enough to result with network saturation. The attacker (computer) sends large number of UDP datagrams (usually from fake IP address) to random ports. The victim can not handle all that traffic or process every single request so all the victims' remaining permeability is used for sending ICMP "destination unreachable" packages in response. UDP flood is measured in permeability (Mbps) or packages per second (PPS).

ICMP flood: ICMP flood works on same principle as UDP flood but ICMP "echo request" packages were beeing sent until network is saturated. It is also measured in Mbps and PPS.

IGMP flood: Similarly to the first two, large number of IGMP packages is sent towards the victim so network
DDoS attacks mentioned above belong to connectionless attacks because they do not need connection between attacker and server to be successful. Result of this type of attacks is congestion of network resources, creating DDoS state even before packets can arrive to victim. In opposition to connectioless attack there are attacks that relay on connection between two parties, but this type of attack most often target server and application resources.

DDoS attack can also be described as reflective if attacker uses potentially legitmet third party for sending attack and by doing this attacker is hiding his real identity [10].

b) Attacks targeting server resources

DDoS attacks that target server resources have intention to deplete CPU power or memory and potentially cause unavailability of services that victim offers. Idea is that attacker uses vulnerabilities on server (most often in communication protocols) with intention that server is busy resolving nonlegitimate requests so it can no longer resolve legitimate requests. Server in this context is most often Web server, but this type of attacks can also attack firewalls or Intrusion prevention systems (IPS).

Most famous examples of attacks targeting server resources are one that target weaknesses in desing of TCP/IP protocol. Those attacks use six control bits in TCP/IP protocol - SYN, ACK, RST, PSH, FIN and URG - to disrupt normal work of TCP protocol [10]. TCP/IP is connection oriented protocol and that means that before any packets could be send between two parties, first connection need to be established. TCP/IP protocol is based on a three-way handshake. First user send SYN packet, server respond with SYN-ACK packet and lastly user send ACK packet. Majoriti of attacks described in this section will abuse this handshake to produce DDoS attack by sending this three packets in different orders, resulting in depletion of server resources while server is trying determine this abnormal traffic.

TCP SYN flood: When user sends SYN packet, server opens new thread and reserve part of his memory for that connection. The server is than responding with SYN-ACK packet and waits for ACK packet to arrive to successfully establish connection. In case when the user is also the attacker, he sends SYN packet and recives SYN-ACK packet but never responds with ACK packet. This cause server to reserve memory for malformed connection. After not recieving ACK packet, server is retransmitting SYN-ACK few times and then removes connection leaving space for new one. Problem is if attacker can send requests for new connections faster than server is removing malformed, it will cause connection table to completely fill and leaving no space for connections from legitmet users [11].

TCP RST attack: TCP RST flag indicates to server that it needs to immediately restart that TCP connection. In TCP RST DDoS attack attacker is trying to interfere with connection between legitmet user and server by guessing sequential number. By doing that attacker can use IP address of legitmet user to send packet with TCP RST flag set to server. In this instance botnet is used for guessing sequential number. Once the server accepts packet with TCP RST flag set it send RST packet to user and breaks connection [11].

TCP PSH+ACK flood: This DDoS attack exploits vulnerabilitie in TCP stack by overfliming it with TCP packets that have set PSH flag. By doing that it disables server to process requests or even respond with ACK packets [9].

Unlike network resources which are vulnerable exclusively to flood DDoS attacks, server resources are also vulnerable to "Low and Slow" DDoS attacks [9]. Although these types of attacks most often target application resources, some DDoS attacks of this type that attack server resources also exist. The main advantage of these attacks is that they are very hard to detect because they do not look different than legitmate traffic.

Sockstress: This type of DDoS attack can be produced in two ways. First way is that attacker sends ACK packet with TCP window size of zero. TCP window is buffer that enables receiving data and when is set to zero it means that user is not able to accept data. Server will repeatedly check if size of TCP window did grow and because the attacker will not change size, the server will continue to check and connection will stay open. Opening huge amount of that kind of TCP connection the attacker will fill connection table and server will not be able to accept connections from legitmet users. The second way is that attacker can set TCP window size on very small number (like 2 bytes), and with that attacker force server to split data on many small pieces of 2 bytes. Huge number of connections like that will use all memory and disrupt normal work of server.

Another type of DDoS attack that target server resources are SSL-base attacks. These attacks are targeting various parts of SSL protocol: SSL handshake, sends malformed data to SSL server or using some functionalities in negotion of encrypted key. SSL-based attacks can even mean that attack is executed over SSL connection, making that attack very hard to detect. That kind of attacks are also sometimes called asymmetric attacks because they demand much more server resources for dealing with them then launging it.

Encrypted-based HTTP attack (HTTPS flood): HTTPS flood is DDoS attack that uses encrypted HTTP traffic (HTTPS flood is explained in next section).

THC-SSL-DOS attack: After establishing connection with legitmet SSL handshake, attacker immediately demands new negotion of encrypted key. Negotion continues until the attacker deplet all server resources. Attack is very effective because of earlier mentioned asymmetric property of attack. Every SSL session demands approximately 15 times more time on server side than on attacker side. Because of that property small amount of packets are enough to cause unavailability of server (this attack also falls in "Low and Slow" category) [9].
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c) Attacks targeting application resources

DDoS attacks that target application resources are getting more popular in recent years. They do not use only HTTP protocol, but also HTTPS, DNS, SMTP, FTP, VoIP and many other application layer protocols that are known for having vulnerabilities which can be used for conducting DDoS attacks. Like attacks that target network and server resources they are separate in two groups: flooding attacks and "Low and Slow" attacks. "Low and Slow" attacks are much more popular and use HTTP protocol because of his wide use [9].

HTTP flood attack: Attacker uses botnet to constantly repeat request for downloading web page (HTTP GET flood). With that attacker deplete all application resources, resulting in unavaiable condition of service that victim offers [5].

DNS flood attack: The attacker sends huge amount of DNS packets using botnet. It works like all other flood attacks but attacks DNS protocol. It is very easy to execute this type of attack, but it is hard to detect it [5].

In previous section "Low and Slow" DDoS attacks where directed to attack server resources. In this section will be described attacks that work on same principal, but difference is that they attack application layer. They attack specific application vulnerabilities, allowing attacker to execute them with small probability of detection. Because this attacks are work on application layer, TCP connection is already successelly established and malicious traffic looks like legitimet over legimet connection [9].

Slow HTTP GET request: The attacker generates and sends incomplete HTTP GET requests to server, server is creating new threat for every connection and waits for rest of data to arrive. Attacker continues sending HTTP GET requests very slowly and in intervals just small enough that server would not dismiss connections. With that attacker occupies all entries in connection table and server can not accept connections from legitimet users [5].

Slow HTTP POST request: Attack similar to HTTP GET attack, but sends data thorugh forms on web pages. The attacker sends thorugh form byte at a time, preventing server to close connection and leaving server to wait for rest of the data. If attacker opens enough parallel connections at the same time, it can fill entire connection table of server, preventing server to accept connection from legitimet users.

Regular expression (RegEx) attack: It is very specifical attack because it targets library for regular expression installed on server. Attacker sends specifically crafted packets (Evil RegExes) which then demand huge amount of resoources on the server for evaluating that regular expression.

Hash Collision attack: Another very specific attack that targets hash tables that are used for indexing parameters of POST session. When multiple values are return for one hash value it is said that collision is occurd. Evaluating request that produces collision is very time consuming. In hash collision DDoS attack, attacker sends specifically crafted POST requests with intention to cause collision, thereby occupies resources on server and drastically slows down server response.

C. DDoS classification based on communication

As described in Chapter 1, in order to execute DDoS attacks, an attacker uses intermediate agents that are called bots or zombies. Zombies are just compromised computers, which are remotely controlled by the attacker. The attacker gives commands to zombies through master computer. In response to commands from the master computer, zombies performe the actual DDoS attack. There are four types of communication between master and zombies [12]:

- Agent-handler model of DDoS attacks consist of masters (attacker), handlers and agents (zombies). The attacker is giving commands through master. Then these master systems are used to communicate with agents with the help of some software packages called handlers. It is important to say that agents are also programs that are installed on compromised systems using some exploitation technique. At the end agents will carry out DDoS attacks on the target system, while real attacker remains safe [4].
- IRC-based model is very similar to Agent-handler model, but instead of using some arbitrary handler program, it uses IRC communication channels to connect master systems and agent. Using IRC channels makes tracking DDoS command packets more difficult and attacker can more easily hide his presence because IRC server tends to have large volumes of traffic [13].
- Web-based model is another centralized model similar to Agent-handler, but it uses HTTP protocol as a communication protocol. The Web agents downloads the instructions using web requests periodically. The main advantage is that this approach is stealthier since this traffic can be easily hidden inside legitimate HTTP traffic [3].
- P2P-based (Peer-to-Peer) model is the most sophisticated communication technique. This model uses Peer to Peer technologies that make use of application layer Peer To Peer protocol. Unlike previous models, this model is not centralized, but distributed and that is main advantage of this approach. The model is distributed which makes it harder to shut down [4].

D. DDoS classification based on degree of automation

Each phase of recruit, exploit, infect and attack can be performed either manually or automated. There are three types of DDoS attacks based on automation:

- Manual: The attacker performs all steps manually. It scans a remote machine for
vulnerabilities, exploit them, install attack payload and commands the attack.

- Semi-automatic: First three steps are automated (recruit, exploit and infect). The last step is manually executed via some kind of communication described in the previous section [6].

- Automatic: All four steps are executed automatically. Information like start time of attack, attack type, duration and victim are preprogrammed in the attack payload, and thus it is avoided the need for communication between the attacker and zombies [8].

III. TOOLS FOR DDoS ATTACKS

Launching DDoS attacks manually requires some skill to execute properly but there are a plenty of available tools that can help make that process very easy. They are free and easy to access and that is one of the reasons why DDoS attacks are very popular. In this section some of the most popular tools are described.

- Stacheldrath is DDoS attack tool that can generate ICMP, SYN and UDP flood attacks. It has the capability to congest the link and spoof the IP address. It can run on the Linux and the Solaris 2.1 and has a command line interface [6].

- Tribe flood network (TFN) is DDoS attack tool that can generate a number of different attacks that has the capability to deplete both resource and bandwidth of the target. It can run on all major operating systems (Windows, Linux, etc.) and has a command line interface [4][6].

- Low Orbit Ion Cannon (LOIC) is DoS attack tool that utilizes the UDP, TCP or HTTP packets to execute flooding attacks with the goal to deplete the resources of the victim server like network bandwidth or CPU and memory capacity. It can run on all major operating systems and have a graphical user interface [14].

- High Orbit Ion Cannon (HOIC) is a high speed, multi-threaded DDoS attack tool that uses HTTP GET flood and POST requests that are sent to the victim. It can run on all major operating systems and has a graphical user interface [15].

- Slowloris is DDoS attack tool that creates an unavailable condition for a server by using a very slow HTTP request. By sending HTTP headers to the target site in tiny chunks as slowly as possible, the server is forced to continue to wait for the headers to arrive. If enough connections are opened to the server in this way, the server becomes unable to handle legitimate requests. It is implemented in Perl language and has both graphical user and command line interface [1][15].

- R U Dead Yet? (R.U.D.Y.) is a slow rate DDoS attack tool that uses long-form field HTTP POST submissions. By injecting one byte of information into an application POST field at a time, it causes application threads to await the end of the never-ending request in order to perform processing. This will ultimately exhaust the server connection table [1][15].

- #Ref is a DDoS attack tool that targets vulnerabilities in SQL database software that allow for injection attacks. Using SQL injection, it forces a target server to use a special function that consumes a large portion of victim resources. It is written in Perl, making it platform independent and has a graphical user interface [15].

While the attacker can manually launch attacks using their own scripts or use the tools mentioned above, there is a third option and that is buying DDoS attack. Today on the Internet exists many websites that offer attacks for a reasonably small amount of money (compared to damage they can cause). Providers of these services have already prepared existing botnets to attack targets that their customer wants.

IV. REAL WORLD DDoS ATTACKS

The popularity of DDoS attacks is increasing and new threats emerging very quickly. In this section some of the biggest and most famous DDoS attacks will be enumerated to show that no one is secure from them.

The first documented DDoS attack was reported in August 1999 against a university [16] which lasted for 2 days. On Monday, 7 February 2000 a high-profile DDoS attacks hit Yahoo, the most popular site on the Web which leads to high revenue losses to Yahoo. In October 2002, 9 of the 13 root servers that provide the Domain Name System (DNS) service to Internet users around the world shut down for an hour because of a DDoS flooding attack [4]. In 2008, an attack against Scientologist church was executed by hacktivist group Anonymous. The attack was meant to be a protest against churches philosophy and practice [17]. In 2014, attack on Chinese government was executed because of political reasons (famously known as a Hong Kong DDoS attack) [17]. In 2016, DDoS attack with peaks of over 1 Tbps traffic was launched against France-based hosting provider OVH [18].

V. CONCLUSION

DDoS attacks are attacks that target availability of resources potentially causing huge and permanent damage to victim. Because of their nature, they are one of the hardest problems of computer security. New attack and tools for producing attacks are constantly emerging and evolving, but countermeasures against DDoS attacks is not on appropriate level because it is hard to effectively apply defence mechanisms to completely prevent the attack. In this paper is given taxonomy of attacks that can help victims and security experts to better understand types of DDoS attacks so they can build their defense properly against them. It is also important to educate people about DDoS attacks and how to react properly in situations when they occur.
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Sažetak - U ovom radu razmatramo načine kontinuiranog uvođenja novih sadržaja u predmete s područja kibernetičke sigurnosti. Kao primjer navodimo „Osnove računalne forenzike“ u kojima se novi sadržaji uvode korištenjem studentskih praktičnih i teoretskih radova, ideje za radove predlažu studenti i predavači. Predloženi postupak se sastoji iz testiranja kroz studentski rad, te ugradnje rezultata u nastavne materijale. Da bi se studentski rad uspješno koristio mora zadovoljiti niz zahtjeva: prilagođenost stupnju znanja studenta i raspoloživo opremi, raspoloživost alata i sustava, jednostavna implementacija i prenosivost, upotreba alata otvorenog koda i slobodnih alata, te minimalna cijena.

Ključne riječi: nastava kibernetičke sigurnosti, osnovne računalne forenzi, nastava računalne forenzi, studentski rad

I. UVOD

Kibernetička sigurnost i digitalna forenzička sve više se pojavljuju u stvarnom životu, izvan čisto tehničkog svijeta ili filma, zbog toga je važno da se za ta područja sustavno obučavaju studenti računarstva. Nastava i obučavanje studenata za ta vrlo brzo razvijajuća široka područja zahtijevan je zadataka koji traži stalno uvođenje novih sadržaja i unapređenje postojećih. Da bi održala kvalitetu i prihvatljivost nastave potrebno surađivati sa studentima i njihov interes i profesionalno znanje iskorištiti za uvođenje i proširenje sadržaja.

Na Internetu postoji velika količina dostupnih slobodnih materijala iz kojih se mogu izgraditi kvalitetne vježbe i nastavni materijali. Ipak, vrlo često ti materijali su i dosta stari ili zahtijevaju određene specifične alate ili uređaje za koje su inicijalni pripremani, pa sadržaji nisu pogodni za direktnu primjenu. Dobar primer su Nacional Institute of technology [10] forenzičke web stranice, forenzički blog SANS institute [7], Volatility blog [8] forenzičkog alata za analizu radne memorije i mnogi drugi koji daju odlične materijale za učenje, samoučenje ili primjenu u nastavi.

U korištenju tih materijala potrebno je uzeti u obzir i specifičnosti vezane na lokalno okruženje, pravne aspekte naročito resurse koje ti materijali traže a koji često nisu dostupni u hrvatskoj.

Količina novih relevantnih ideja i alata je tolika da ju je teško pratiti i evaluirati u smislu primjene u nastavi. Uz takve uvjete i polazne pretpostavke vrlo je korisno surađivati sa studentima tako da studenti putem svog praktičnog rada i istraživanja isprobaju neku od predloženih metoda ili ideja, te da je kroz jedan ili više radova prezentiraju i ugrade nastavne materijale i prenesu ostalim sudionicima nastave. Takav način rada prisutan je i tradicionalnim dobro uhodanim institucijama koje se bave kibernetičkom sigurnošću i digitalnom forenzičkom, SANS reading room [17] predstavlja kako dobar primjer rezultata takvog načina rada.

Sličan pristup suradnje sa studentima korišten je i ranije, u sklopu nastave računalnih mreža. Kao primjer može se uzeti studentski rad, koji je evoluirao kroz niz iteracija, preko seminarског rada, u diplomski rad, pa u osnovnu skriptu za laboratorijske vježbe. Rad je baziran na korištenju mrežnog simulato dione i IMUNES [6]. Seminarски rad je primarno ispitao primjenjivost alata IMUNES u
nastavi, da bi ga kroz kasniju razvoj u potpunosti implementirao. Mrežni simulator IMUNES je i dalje u kontinuiranom razvoju, pa se nastavni materijali periodički osjećavaju s novim modulima iz novih verzija alata IMUNES. Nedavno proširenje primjera IMUNES alata za sigurnost mogu se koristiti kao dio vježbi mrežne digitalne forenzihe.

U ovakvo zamišljenoj pristupu može se uočiti ciklus koji olakšava održavanje predmeta i potiče predavače i studente na suradnju. Taj ciklus može biti tako koristan i efikasan, ako je uočen i podržan organizacijom fakulteta te ako ima uspostavljenu pravu nastavnu informatičku infrastrukturu za suradnju nastavnika i studenta. Ciklus možemo prikazati nizom od 4 koraka koji se periodički ponavljaju sa svakim novim semestrom i nastavnim ciklom kao što je prikazano u tablici I.

Nažalost to često nije slučaj, najčešće postoje samo sustavi za praćenje tj. ekvidenciju nastave, ali ne i za području nastavi koji bi dozvolili jednostavnu distribuiranu suradnju studenata i nastavnika kroz raspoložive dijeljene računalne resurse.

II. KIBERNETIČKA SIGURNOST I DIGITALNA FORENZIKA

Kibernetička sigurnost je relativno novi krovni pojam računalne sigurnosti koji obuhvaća sve elemente računalne i fizičke sigurnosti računalne opreme i podataka. Digitalna forenziha se pozicionira kao jedno od područja koje obuhvaća kibernetičku sigurnost.


U kontekstu nastave kibernetičke sigurnosti i digitalne forenzihe važno je uočiti međuzavisnost područja i kako digitalna forenziha čini važan temelj u razumijevanju pojava računalnim sustavima a time i osnovu za razumijevanje i primjenu kibernetičke sigurnosti. Da bi nastava kibernetičke sigurnosti bila razumijeva potrebno je prvo uvesti forenzički pristup, te tako kod studenata sistematičariti način rada u analizi složenih situacija mogućih incidenata koji se javljaju u velikim heterogenim IT sustavima. Primjeri i materijali koji se koriste u nastavi posebno oni iz praktičnih vježbi digitalne forenzihe, mogu se direktno koristiti u demonstraciji kibernetičke sigurnosti.

Bez poznavanja digitalne forenzihe je nemoguće razumjeti i pravilno opisati pojave i procese kibernetičke sigurnosti. Kad studenti ispravno usvoje digitalnu forenzihu kao dogradnju svojih osnovnih računalnih vještina i znanja lako će usvojiti i razumjeti kibernetičku sigurnost.

Koristeći ciklus iz tablice I može se i s ograničenim resursima kakvima tipično raspolagu škole i fakulteti u hrvatskoj održati stalni priljev novih ideja i sadržaja. Manjak sredstava nažalost usporava proces.

Sadržaji računalne forenzihe su se počeli uvoditi u nastavu 2013 kroz predmete USI (Upravljanje sigurnosnim incidentima) i ORF (Osnova računalne forenzihe) [1]. Glavni cilj je bio upoznavanje studenata s područjem i stvaranjem osnova za kasnije proširenje prema kibernetičkoj sigurnosti. ORF se sastoji iz niza cjelina: osnove digitalne forenzihe, digitalni dokazi i artefakti, alati digitalne forenzihe, antiforenzički postupci, te razvoj i budući izazovi digitalne forenzihe. Cjelina osnove digitalne forenzihe obuhvaća uvod u digitalnu forenzihu, osnovne pojmove i definicije, te osnovne postupke digitalne forenzihe. Cjelina digitalni dokazi i artefakti u digitalnoj forenzičkoj obuhvaćaju definiciju digitalnih dokaza, veze s ostalim područjima računalne sigurnosti te pravno značenje digitalnih dokaza i artefakata. Cjelina alati digitalne forenzihe obuhvaća karakteristike i primjene alata digitalne forenzihe, te verifikacije i odabir alata. Cjelina antiforenzički postupci definira metode i alate antiforenzihe, te isto tako i pravne aspekte antiforenzihe.

Cjelina razvoj i budući izazovi digitalne forenzihe obuhvaća mobilnu i mrežnu forenzihu, preventivne forenzičke postupke, te tekuće stanje računalne sigurnosti i digitalne forenzihe. Sadržaji su uvedeni i održavani za prošječne grupe do 15 polaznika, laboratorijske vježbe su izvođene u jednostavnom računalnom laboratoriju opće nastavne namjene. Jedan od problema koji se odmah pojavio je prikladnost praktičnog rada tj. da laboratorijske i auditorne vježbe budu suvremene, instruktivne i da se mogu provesti na raspoloživoj opremi.

Tijekom vježbi studenti moraju usvojiti praktične osnove digitalne forenzihe U skladu s tablicom II, zadaci u vježbabama i alati koji se koriste moraju biti tako riješeni da budu u skladu s tekutim stanjem digitalne forenzihe i općenito kibernetičke sigurnosti. Nenamjenski laboratoriji i nedostatak komercijalnih alata su tu glavni problem. Relativno loša opremljenost za računalne zahtjevne sadržaje digitalne forenzihe ograničila je puni samostalni rad. Da bi se taj problem izbjegao prilagođen je izbor alata i sadržaja koji se mogu praktično odraditi u raspoloživom vremenu na postojećoj opremi.


U daljnjem održavanju nastave poboljšavala se oprema i alati pa su se tako uočeni početni problemi počeli
rješavali. Isto tako se kontinuirano proširivao i usavršavao sadržaj koji se prezentira na vježbama i u nastavi. Ideje za proširenje i poboljšanje usvajane su u skladu s ciklusom opisanim u tablici I. Odabir koje će poboljšanje biti primijenjeno je obavljeno prema nizu praktičnih kriterija (tablica IV):

- prilagođenosti stupnju znanja studenta i raspoloživoj opremi,
- raspoloživosti alata i sustava za vježbe,
- jednostavnosti implementacija i prenosivosti,
- upotrebi alata otvorenog koda i slobodnih alata.

Korištenje navedenih kriterija je omogućilo jednostavno i prihvatljivo brzo poboljšanje nastave. Neujednačenost osnovnog računalnog znanja studenata te neprikladna računalna oprema u višenamjenskim laboratorijima su važni ograničavajući čimbenici u uvođenju novih sadržaja koji se moraju uzeti u obzir u razmatranju uvođenja promjena i poboljšanja. Važno je da studentski rad uzme u obzir te kriterije tako da bi rezultati rada bili lako primjenjivi.

### III. CIKLUS U NASTAVI RAČUNALNE FORENZEKE

U planovima za nastavu računalne forenzeki [1], [2] [3] vidljiva je važnost samostalog rada studenta i uvođenja novih sadržaja, odnos vježbi i predavanja je 15 : 30 sati, s naglaskom na praktičnom načinu radu studenata. Tijekom predavanja ključno je uvesti osnovne ideje i pojmove koje studenti mogu usvojiti te im odmah dati praktičnu primjenu kroz uvježavanje. Taj dio može se odraditi putem provjerjenih udžbenika i priručnika, [4], [5]. Praktični dijelovi nastave moraju obuhvaćati postupno uvođenje u koncepte i alate, a praktični zahvati se moraju objediniti s višeslovnim upotrebljem raznih alata. Idealna je upotreba i komercijalnih alata te alata otvorenog koda da bi se demonstrirale opcije i računi rada te prednosti jednih i drugih alata. U tom slučaju nastava se sastoji iz predavanja, auditorijnih vježbi i laboratorijskih vježbi, nove sadržaje treba efikasno ugraditi u sva tri područja, tako da se nadograđuju, uz zahtjev da studenti mogu sami uočiti prednosti pojedinih postupaka i tipova alata.

### IV. PRAKTICHNI RAD-FORENZEKLNJI ANALIZA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Poglavlje u radu [4]</th>
<th>Korak u nastavi prema Tablici 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. UVOD</td>
<td>1. Priprema i razumijevanje medija s digitalnim dokazima</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. PRIPREMA</td>
<td>2. Prikupljanje podataka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1 Identifikacija</td>
<td>2.1 Identifikacija i dokumentiranje incidenta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2 Prikupljanje podataka</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. SPITIVANJE I ANALIZA POODATKA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.1 Analiza diskovnog i datotečnog sustava</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2 Analiza Prefetch datoteke</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.3 Analiza dnevnika zapisa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.4 Analiza zadataka</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. ISPITIVANJE I ANALIZA POODATKA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.1 Posip korištenih aplikacija</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.2 Analiza memorijeske slike</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.3 Analiza diskovnog sustava</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.4 Analiza diskovnog sustava</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.6 Statička analiza</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 ZAKLJUČAK</td>
<td>3. Analiza forenzičke slike</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Izvještaj i rezultati analize</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Kao upotrebivij primjer možemo opisati kako se u obaveznom dijelu vježbi prolazi izrada i analiza forenzičke slike digitalnog uređaja, koraci su navedeni u tablici II. U tom procesu studenti se upoznaju sa svim elementima forenzičkog postupka i raznim alatima i njihovim mogućnostima, a njihov rad se nadograđuje. U prvom koraku upoznaju se s idejom digitalnih dokaza i medijima na kojima se tok dokaze dolaze. Slijedeći korak je akvizicija tij. izrada forenzičke slike uz upoznavanje s potrebnim alatima i procedurama. U koraku nakon akvizicije, u analizi forenzičke slike medija, studenti ponovo koriste alat kojim je obavljena akvizicija, za analizu forenzičke slike. U koraku analize moguća je upotreba dodatnih alata koji ne moraju biti forenzički, na primjer dodatna analiza podataka u tabličnom, kalkulatoru. Cijeli postupak završava u koraku 4, u izradi izvještaja, gdje se rezultati i nalazi integriraju u završni izvještaj. Rezultati analize forenzičke slike mogu biti dobiveni iz raznih forenzičkih alata kao i još nekim od dopunskih ili opcionih alata. Takav pristup daje mogućnost variranja alata i uspoređivanja njihovih prednosti tijekom vježbi, a ujedno naglašava važnost planiranja i discipliniranog samostalnog rada studenata. Vrlo često kao posljedica samostalne analize vježbe studenti dolaze s idejom moguće poboljšanja.

Svaki od medija navedenih u koraku 1, tablice II. zahtjeva posebne alate i proceduru za ispravan rad, što
definira različite varijante jedne te iste osnovne vježbe. Alati i procedure ali i sami mediji se mijenjaju, pa ih je

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kriterij</th>
<th>Utjecaj i vrednovanje kriterija</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>doprinos rada/ideje</td>
<td>Koji su elementi novog ili promijene postojećeg u radu koji su upotrebljeni proširenje nastave i na koji način</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prilagođenost stupnju znanja studenta</td>
<td>Da li studenti mogu samostalno razumjeti i primijeniti sadržaj koji donosi rad, koliko treba dodatnog rada sa studentima (Všo često studenti dolaze s nedovoljnim općim računalnim znanjem.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prilagođenost raspoloživog opremi</td>
<td>Koju novu opremu ili modifikacije postojeće opreme traži primjena rada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>raspoloživost alata i sustava</td>
<td>Koliko i kako primjena rada utiče na raspoloživost postojeće opreme.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jednostavna implementacija i prenosivost</td>
<td>Koliko traje priprema opreme za nove sadržaje, da li se priprema može automatizirati. Da li se može raditi u virtualnom okruženju ili ne, koji način virtualizacije je upotrebljiv.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>upotreba alata otvorenog koda i slobodnih alata</td>
<td>Da li se mogu koristiti alati otvorenog koda ili slobodnih alata. Da li se mora koristiti komercijalni alati, da li postoji demo ili edukacijska verzija alata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cijena implementacije</td>
<td>Kolika je cijena implementacije i koji elementi implementacije najviše utječe na cijenu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

potrebno redovito održavati i osvježavati.

Da bi proširili postojeće teme, koristimo se rezultatima studentskih radova, posebno onih studenata koji imaju potrebna praktična iskustva i znanja stečena studiranjem uz rad.


Diplomski rad „Forenzička analiza maliciognih programa“ [4] sastoji se iz teoretskog i praktičkog djela. Praktični dio rada se uklapa u niz praktičnih labortorijskih vježbi za studente, a teoretski dio rada koristi se kao osnova za unapređenje postojećih uputa i vježbi. Teoretski dio sastoji se iz poglavlja „Uvođ“, „Priprema i prikupljanje podataka, ispitivanje i analiza podataka.“. Praktični dio rada sastoji se iz poglavlja „Forenzička analiza računala zaraženog maliciognim programom“, te „Zaključak“. Odnos poglavlja rada i redoslijeda forenzičkih koraka dan je u tablici III.

Za proširenje sadržaja ključna su poglavlja vezana uz praktični rad „Forenzička analiza računala zaraženog maliciognim programom“, te „Ispitivanje i analiza podataka“. Iz njih se grade nove praktične vježbe, te potrebna teoretska proširenja predavanjima.

Alati i postupci koje diplomant opisuje i koristi u svom radu su iz tekuće prakse, novije verzije od onih koje su korištene u postojećim vježbama pa se tako na osnovi njegovog praktičkog iskustva poboljšava i osuvremenjuje sadržaj predmeta. Primjer analize maliciognog koda koji je korišten u diplomskom radu također je poboljšanje u odnosu na postojeće vježbe pošto se radi o primjeru maliciognog koda iz stvarne prakse a isto tako i u analizi stvarno korištenim dodatnim alatima otvorenog koda. Prema tablici III se ti sadržaji iz rada uklapaju kao nove vježbe, te nova ili proširena poglavlja u predavanjima.

U radu korištene forenzičke slike s digitalnim dokazima se mogu odmah izrazno koristiti, jednako kao i drugi dijelovi rada. U osnovi je potrebno izraditi upute za rad studenata, upute za instalaciju alata te pitanja tj. zadatke koje student treba obaviti kroz vježbe. U nastavi teorije potrebno je formalno uvesti alate koji se koriste u novim vježbama, objasniti potrebne teoretske pretpostavke uz razradu primjera i literaturu za dodatno učenje. Svi ti podaci su već sadržani i provjereni u diplomskom radu.

Iako postoji zadaća struktura diplomskoga, svaki rad je drugačiji, time je i proces izrade materijala za nastavu i vježbe je isto tako postaje specifičan i zahtjeva dodatni zajednički rad studenta i predavača. Kao rezultat tog dodatnog zajedničkog rada, nakon diplomiranja, uz materijale za nastavu napravljen je i ovaj članak.

Može se rezimirati da ovakav kvalitetan diplomski rad može značajno osuvereniti sadržaj predmeta. Sam rad i njegovo prihvaćanje od strane ispitne komisije garantira kvalitetu i izvedljivost sadržaja opisanih u radu.

Uz ovaj diplomski rad koji je obranjen i koji je u fazi ugradnje u nastavne materijale, odvija se još nekoliko novih studentskih aktivnosti. Namjera je da se razradi korištenje alata Foreman za upravljanje digitalnim forenzičkim laboratorijem [16], te da se uvedu vježbe iz mrežne forenzičke aktivnih sustava putem Google GRR alata [15]. U toku su pripreme za dva diplomska rada za navedene alate. Ugradnja novih sadržaja iz tih radova će se evaluirati i obaviti u skladu s kriterijima iz tablice IV, ti kriteriji opisuju potrebne promjene u postojećoj nastavi, njihov opseg i cijenu a time i definiraju primjenjivost elemenata rada. Proces vrednovanja i primjene bit će duži i kompliciraniji nego za rad [4] zbog složenijih alata i specifičnih zahtjeva u izgradnji praktičkih implementacija alata.

**IV. ZAKLJUČAK**

Diplomski i završni radovi predstavljaju kvalitetne izvore za proširivanje i usavršavanje sadržaja nastave, posebno ako su kao u primjeru [4] studenti sami duboko uključeni u praktični rad na zadanom području. U ovom slučaju se ekspertiza koju je student posjeduje kroz svoj svakodnevni rad u IT kompaniji ugrađila u realističnim primjerima maliciognog koda, stvarnih alata koji se u realnom okruženju IT kompanija u hrvatskoj koristi. Svi drugi oblici samostalog ili mentoriranog studentskog rada također su korisni za unapređenje nastave. Studentski rad i inicijativa se mora iskoristiti i poticati zbog kvalificiranosti studenata i njihovog otvorenog načina razmišljanja o problemima. Na područja kao što su digitalna forenzika i kibernetička sigurnost studenti bi trebali dolaziti sa
solidnim računalnim predzanjima, što u pravilu nije slučaj. Kad takva znanja postoje ona omogućuju korisne doprinose i ideje koja treba evaluirati i upotrijebiti.

LITERATURA
[2] Visoka škola za informacijske tehnologije, predmet računalna forenzika https://www.vsht.hr/?q-hr/node/548
[17] SANS Institute, reading room, https://www.sans.org/reading-room/categories
Zamke u sigurnosti web aplikacija i njihovog izvornog koda
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Danas na svijetu gotovo i ne postoji poznata institucija čiji informatički sustavi nisu bili kompromitirani, najčešće upravo napadom na web aplikacije koje se nalaze izložene na internetu. Moderni informatički kriminalci iznimno su motivirani, raspoložu značajnim resursima, stručnim i specijalističkim znanjima, te visokom tehnologijom. Iako imena "provaljenih" institucija postaju udarne vijesti, i dalje se sigurnosti web aplikacija i njihovog izvornog koda pristupa, u najmanju ruku, prilično nonšalantno i paušalno. Podaci kažu da je čak 64% svih web stranica nesigurno, jer se na njima nalazi bar jedna kritična sigurnosna ranjivost [1]. Naše iskustvo na području automatizirane sigurnosne analize web aplikacija i njihovog izvornog koda govori da su ovi podaci možda i previše optimistični. Mnoge institucije, nakon što postanu svjesne kritičnih ranjivosti u svojim web aplikacijama, često ih mjesecima, pa i godinama, ne uklanjuju. Snučene s očitim i brojnim problemima sigurnosti izvornog koda radije biraju pometanje pod tepih infrastrukture korištenjem resursa napadnutih korisnika. Suočene s očitim i brojnim problemima mjerenje sigurnosti web aplikacija i njihovog izvornog koda, pokazati kako ih hakeri vješto iskorištavaju, te kako izbjeći zamke u pristupu sigurnosti i uporabiti moderne tehnologije u svoju korist, a ne na svoju štetu.

I. UVOD

Područje sigurnosti web (a u novije vrijeme i mobilnih) aplikacija iznimno je izazovno. Zlonamjerno visokotehnološki kriminalci iskorištavaju sigurnosne probleme (ranjivosti) ugrađene u aplikacije kako bi preuzeli kontrolu nad korisničkim informatičkim sustavima, mijenjali i krali podatke, novac, činili zamke u sigurnosti web aplikacija i njihovog izvornog koda, pakati kako ih hakeri vješto iskorištavaju, te kako izbjeći zamke u pristupu sigurnosti i uporabiti moderne tehnologije u svoju korist, a ne na svoju štetu.
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voljni pomoći i dati privolu za ispitivanje svojih aktivnih web instalacija.

Statično sigurnosno ispitivanje moguće je provesti samo u situacijama kada je dostupan izvorni kod aplikacije. Izzumemo li aplikacije otvorenog koda (open source), izvorni kod dostupan je jedino proizvođaču i naručitelju (korisniku) koji je zatražio isporuku ili pristup izvornom kodu.

No, čak i u situacijama kada izvorni kod nije dostupan i dalje je moguće provesti dinamično sigurnosno ispitivanje aktivne aplikacije, pod uvjetom da je ona instalirana na sustavima koji se nalaze pod kontrolom korisnika, te da ne postoje nikakva ograđenja koja bi proizlazila iz općih propisa ili pristup izvornom kodu.

A. Otkrivanje sigurnosnih ranjivosti

Tijekom protekle dvije godine ispitali smo sigurnost više od stotinu web i mobilnih aplikacija i u oko 80% njih pronašli kritične sigurnosne ranjivosti, dakle ranjivosti koje omogućuju relativno jednostavno, direktno i verificirano kompromitiranje aplikacije.

Proveli smo više desetaka ispitivanja sigurnosti informatičke infrastrukture i pripadajućih aplikacija, te u njima imali gotovo stopotstotnu učinkovitost u pronalaženju kritičnih sigurnosnih ranjivosti, često i metoda za potpuno kompromitiranje ispitivanih sustava. Potpuna kompromitacija znači mogućnost stjecanja nadzora ili kontrole nad ključnim elementima, a ponekad i nad cjelokupnom infrastrukturom korisnika. Ova ispitivanja provođena su našim automatiziranim alatima, kao i individualnim ("ručnim") tehnikama. Kombinacija tehnika znači i veću učinkovitost – automatizirani alati imaju svoje prednosti, prvenstveno brzinu, točnost i uniformnost, dok je specijalistički ljudski rad supštini i kreativniji.

U okviru naše javno-korisne djelatnosti, upotrebom našeg alata za statičnu sigurnosnu analizu izvornog koda ispitali smo popularne javne i besplatne CMS (Content Management System) aplikacije otvorenog koda napisane u Javi i C#, te smo u oko 70% njih pronašli kritične sigurnosne ranjivosti.

Nakon toga, proveli smo sigurnosno ispitivanje popularnih modula (plug-in) za WordPress (njapopularniji besplatni javni CMS otvorenog koda), te smo tijekom mjesece dana u njih trideset pronašli kritične sigurnosne ranjivosti.

Sve navedene ranjivosti su novootkrivene (zero-day), što znači da nisu otprije poznate, niti su podaci o njima do sada objavljeni. Nadalje, sve pronađene ranjivosti su verificirane, što znači da je pružena mogućnost njihovog iskorištavanja u praksi. Za javne aplikacije pripremili smo odgovarajuće dokumente (advisory), koji će biti objavljeni prema našim mogućnostima.

Nakon nešto više od tri mjeseca ponovo smo testirali ranjivosti otkrivene u WordPress modulima kako bismo provjerili da li su još uvijek prisutne ili su u međuvremenu uklonjene. Utvrdili smo da su u tom periodu eliminirane samo tri ranjivosti (10%).

Većina drugih kritičnih ranjivosti koje smo otkrili nisu uklonjene ni nakon šest mjeseci. Imamo i par slučajeva gdje kritične ranjivosti koje smo otkrili na web instalacijama nisu uklonjene ni nakon godinu dana, čak i više – bez obzira na to što je korisnik upoznat s njihovim postojanjem.

Prema našem iskustvu može proći od par tjedana do nekoliko godina dok informacije o dotad nepoznatim (ali postojećim) ranjivostima budu objavljene, a one uklonjene. No samo otkrivanje i izrada ispravaka malo znače, sve dok velika većina korisnika ne preuzme potrebne ispravke i nove, ispravljene, verzije takvih aplikacija. U pravilu, ovaj drugi dio ciklusa nikad u potpunosti ne završi i postoje korisnici koji godinama i godinama nakon što su ispravke postale dostupne i dalje koriste sada poznato ranjive i nesigurne aplikacije.

B. Najčešće pronađene ranjivosti

Najčešće otkrivenе ranjivosti su SQL Injection (SQLi) i Cross Site Scripting (XSS), koje su i sada ne samo vrlo prevalentine, nego i opasne.

SQL Injection je jedna od deset najčešćih kritičnih sigurnosnih ranjivosti [4]. To je oblik napada na sigurnost, odnosno iskorištavanja ranjivosti, koji spada u zlonamjernje tehnike injektiranja programskog koda. U većini aplikacija koje koriste korisnički unos podataka zlonamerni napadač umjesto legitimnog i očekivane podatka podmeće programski kod (u ovom slučaju SQL naredbe). Ukoliko aplikacija spremna je za dovoljan napad, zlonamjerni napadač može napraviti stranu web-a ili podaci korisnika direktno, kao i pomoću daljgradnja. Ukoliko aplikacija spremna je za dovoljan napad, zlonamjerni napadač može napraviti stranu web-a ili podaci korisnika direktno, kao i pomoću daljgradnja.
C. Osnove zlopotrebe

Moderni informatički kriminalci nisu romantični genijalci željni istraživanja, samodokazivanja i priznanja okolnih što većinu ekipe prikazane u filmu Hakeri. Oni jesu iznimno motivirani, ali njihov glavni motiv je novac. Raspoložu značajnim financijskim resursima, stručnim i specijalističkim znanjima, te visokom tehnologijom. Djeluju u organiziranim grupama koje provode kriminalne aktivnosti velikog opsega i složenosti. Posljedično, štete takvih napada su ogromne i procjenjuju se na nevjerojatnih 445 milijardi američkih dolara [7]. Uspoređbe radi, tržišna kapitalizacija Microsofta tada je iznosila 411 [8], a bruto domaći proizvod Hrvatske 48,7 milijardi američkih dolara [9].

Nažalost, u stvarnosti, kompromitacije kompjuterskih sustava uopće ne moraju biti tehnološki previše zahtjevne. Korištenjem javno dostupnih i poznatih informacija, poput objave o otkrivenim sigurnosnim ranjivostima, već uz minimum tehnološkog znanja moguće je relativno jednostavno pretraživati internet kako bi se pronašli ranjivi sustavi, na primjer traženjem ranjivih verzija operativnih sustava i često korištene aplikacije. Također, primjenom jednostavnih automatiziranih skripti moguće je masovno i relativno neprimjetno ciljano ispitati ranjivost velikog broja sustava.


Nažalost, u stvarnosti, kompromitacije kompjuterskih sustava uopće ne moraju biti tehnološki previše zahtjevne. Korištenjem javno dostupnih i poznatih informacija, poput objave o otkrivenim sigurnosnim ranjivostima, već uz minimum tehnološkog znanja moguće je relativno jednostavno pretraživati internet kako bi se pronašli ranjivi sustavi, na primjer traženjem ranjivih verzija operativnih sustava i često korištene aplikacije. Također, primjenom jednostavnih automatiziranih skripti moguće je masovno i relativno neprimjetno ciljano ispitati ranjivost velikog broja sustava.


Nažalost, u stvarnosti, kompromitacije kompjuterskih sustava uopće ne moraju biti tehnološki previše zahtjevne. Korištenjem javno dostupnih i poznatih informacija, poput objave o otkrivenim sigurnosnim ranjivostima, već uz minimum tehnološkog znanja moguće je relativno jednostavno pretraživati internet kako bi se pronašli ranjivi sustavi, na primjer traženjem ranjivih verzija operativnih sustava i često korištene aplikacije. Također, primjenom jednostavnih automatiziranih skripti moguće je masovno i relativno neprimjetno ciljano ispitati ranjivost velikog broja sustava.


Na kraju, stručne i tehnološke metode zaštite su korištenje alata za statičnu analizu. Na neki način ovo je i logično, jer je ispitivanje sigurnosti izvornog koda moguće je provođenjem penetracijskog testiranja. Najboljom praksom smatramo provođenje ovih mjera točno navedenim redoslijedom. Automatizirane mjere dolaze prve, sigurnosnu provjeru izvornog koda slijedi sigurnosna provjera aktivne aplikacije (jer se tako testira i okruženje u koje je aplikacija postavljena). Na kraju, izvodi se i ispitivanje sigurnosti provođenjem penetracijskog testiranja.

Ispitivanje sigurnosti izvornog koda moguće je provoditi i individualnim pristupom ("ručno"), ali kvalitetni alati umnogome nadmašuju sposobnost i efikasnost čovjeka u analizi velike količine izvornog koda. Zato ovu mjeru predlažemo kao komplementarnu automatiziranoj analizi, pogotovo što se tiče potvrđivanja otkrivenih sigurnosnih ranjivosti, eliminacije lažno pozitivnih detekcija, te nadopunu strojne analize ljudskim znanjem, iskustvom i domišljatošću.

E. Moguće zamke

Nažalost, broj korisnika koji provode automatizirane metode dinamičnog i statičkog testiranja aplikacija još uvijek nije velik. Nešto više institucija primjenjuju dinamične metode testiranja, koje su u pravilu i financijski dostupnije. Jedan dio korisnika, pogotovo u financijskom sektoru, redovito provodi mjere ispitivanja sigurnosti putem penetracijskog testiranja. Najmanje je rašireno ispitivanje sigurnosti izvornog koda prijenom alata za statičku analizu. Na neki način ovo je i logično, jer je kvalitetnih alata malo, u pravilu su skupljii i time manje dostupni, pogotovo srednjim i malim poduzećima (ne samo u Hrvatskoj).

Međutim, kako su štete od visokotehnološkog kriminala sve veće, broj institucija koje koriste automatizirane metode će se povećati. Velike institucije, pogotovo one koje proizvode ili naručuju aplikacije sigurno će se prilagođavati ne samo situaciji, već i regulativi poput spomenute EU 2016/679, ali i drugih, npr. PCI DSS.

Samim rezultatima, ma koliko točni bili, mnogima u tom trenutku predstavljaju više problem, a manje rješenje istog. Osim toga, postoje alati koji imaju relativno velik broj lažno pozitivnih rezultata, dakle ukazuju na probleme koji u stvarnosti ne postoje. U nekim slučajevima vidjeli smo čak i do 40% lažnih uzbuđa, no može ih biti i više. Takvi alati ne samo da izazivaju nepovjerenje korisnika u metodu statičnog testiranja, već i čine medved ju uslugu cijelom segmentu te djelatnosti. I dalje, svaku pojedinu otkrivenu ranjivost potrebno je "ručno" provjeriti. Različiti alati mogu različito tretirati (označiti) stupanj otkrivenih ranjivosti. Korisnik će sam morati odlučiti koliko su te ranjivosti zaista rizične.

Ako se institucija s ovim izazovima suočava postupno i tijekom razvoja, prilagoditi će svoje tehnike izrade koda i steći će iskustvo u prepoznavanju, eliminaciji i procjeni pojedinih ranjivosti. Korisnik će sam morati odlučiti koji u stvari ne postoje, a ne protiv njega, nešto od čega se ne smijemo skrivati ili stidjeti, već nešto što možemo ponosno pokazivati kao svoje djelo.

III. ZAKLJUČAK

Kako bi se obranile i spriječile napade na sigurnost svojih web aplikacija i posljedično napade na sigurnost svojih informatičkih sustava institucije na raspolaganju imaju samo jedno zaista kvalitetno rješenje – temeljito i redovito testiranje sigurnosti instaliranih aplikacija i njihovog izvornog koda. Automatizirane metode dinamičkog i statičkog testiranja sigurnosti mogu biti od velike pomoći u pronalaženju skrivenih kritičnih sigurnosnih ranjivosti. Ove metode se međusobne ne isključuju niti nadomještaju, već su komplementarne i nadopunjavaju se. Osim što proširuju i produbljuju doseg analize, ovi alati donose ogromnu uštedu u vremenu, to veću što je aplikacija veća ili što je više koda za analizu. Posebno smatramo da će se povećati važnost i primjena statičke metode testiranja sigurnosti, uzevši u obzir velik broj prisutnih sigurnosnih ranjivosti, velike štete od sigurnosnih incidenata, te razvoj legislativne, ali i standarda struke.

Pozornost je svakako potrebno posvetiti i izboru razvojnih alata, okruženja, kao i metodama rada i razvoja programskog koda. Ističemo važnost edukacije i praćenja trendova, kao i postojećih opasnosti i rizika.
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Multidimensional Mining of Big Social Data for Supporting Advanced Big Data Analytics
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Abstract - Big social data are now everywhere. They constitute a rich source of knowledge that is prone to be explored and mined in order to support advanced big data analytics. Multidimensional mining identifies a promising collection of tools to this end. Following this recent trend, in this paper, we provide an overview on two state-of-the-art proposals that show how big data analytics over big social data work in practice.

I. INTRODUCTION

Big data (e.g., [2,30]) and big data analytics (e.g., [13,14,15,16,17,18]) are now top keywords in actual database and data mining research. Among the plethora of possible big data settings, big social data (e.g., [31,32,40]) play a leading role. Twitter is a typical case of big social data. Indeed, tweets are a rich source of knowledge that is prone to be explored and mined in order to support advanced big data analytics.

Multidimensional mining identifies a promising collection of tools to this end. These tools allow us to extract interesting knowledge from big social data via fortunate multidimensional metaphors, among which OLAP (e.g., [7]) plays the leading role. Indeed, the majority of tweets already identifies multidimensional spaces, mining that Twitter contents usually incorporate multiple variables. For instance, consider the case of political elections. Here, tweets related to this topic are used to contain, for instance, the following dimensions: (i) region, which models the place where the election will take place (including the respective hierarchy); (ii) time, which models the time when the election will occur (including the respective hierarchy); (iii) elector, which models the electors that will express their vote during the elections (including the respective hierarchy). This rich multidimensional knowledge base is prone to support a variety of big data analytics tools, thanks to which decision makers can perform effective decision-making processes.

Figure 1 shows a reference architecture for supporting big data analytics from tweet data, which is multi-layer in nature. As shown in Figure 1, the layers of the reference architecture are the following:

- **Big Data Analytics Layer**, where multidimensional analytics tools extract interesting knowledge from tweet data – here, technologies like Hive [35] and Pentaho [36] are adopted;
- **Big Data Knowledge Layer**, where the final knowledge from tweet data is delivered to knowledge makers.

Following this recent trend, in this paper we provide an overview on two state-of-the-art proposals that show how big data analytics over big social data work in practice. In particular, the first one is represented by a framework for supporting OLAP analysis over multidimensional tweet streams [1]. The second one is represented by a framework for supporting advanced big data analytics over geo-tagged tweets via intelligent multidimensional clustering methodologies [19].

II. OLAP ANALYSIS OVER MULTIDIMENSIONAL TWEET STREAMS

[1] introduces a framework for supporting OLAP analysis over multidimensional tweet streams. Nowadays, people extensively use social networks (e.g., Facebook, Twitter, etc.) and multimedia aggregators (e.g., YouTube, Wikipedia, etc.) to share with their friends across the world: tastes, opinions, ideas, and so on. Millions of tweets about brands, news and so forth, hundreds of thousands of Facebook “likes” and check-ins on Foursquare, happen every day. So, we are heading into a social media data explosion. Collecting these data and performing analytics on social media data streams is one of the main challenges of big data because very interesting business goals could be achieved, such as: addressing marketing strategies, profiling people tastes, targeting advertisements, and so forth (e.g., [2]).

Specifically, [1] is focused on the metadata available in Twitter and we point out that there is a need to
investigate and define suitable knowledge mining approaches to go beyond explicitly available metadata analyzing unstructured data in order to provide intelligent analytics services to support decision-making.

Twitter is the most popular microblogging service with more than half a billion of users. Recent statistics pointed out that the average number of tweets per day is more than 100 million, and thousands of them happen every minute. So, tweets exchanged over the Internet represent an important source of information. Tweets are associated with meta-information that cannot be included in messages (e.g., date, location, etc.) or included in the message in the form of tags having a special meaning. Tweets can be represented in a multidimensional way by taking into account all this meta-information as well as associated temporal relations. Twitter’s API enables us to acquire public tweet metadata (e.g., Twitter’s Search API and Streaming API).

[1] focuses on the definition of a multidimensional data model for the storage of tweet data streams for enabling OLAP analysis. Furthermore, we exploit the implicit information that could be derived or discovered in the tweets by investigating beyond explicit metadata. In particular, we propose an aggregation operator for the text embedded in the tweets’ content based on the Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) theory [3,8].

The data warehouse model enables us to manipulate a set of indicators (measures) according to different dimensions that may be provided with one or more hierarchies. Associated operators (e.g., roll-up, drill-down, etc.) allow an intuitive navigation on different levels of the hierarchy. Indeed, the collected tweets will be represented by means of fuzzy mathematical model in order to extract timed fuzzy lattice through fuzzy extension of FCA [4]. Taking into account the resulting lattice of tweets, a microblog summarization algorithm is introduced to provide subset of the tweets that best represents the values of the chosen dimensions in a specific region of the OLAP cube.

In order to prove the benefits of our proposed innovative multidimensional tweet stream OLAP aggregation and analysis model, we provide a real-life case study focusing on tweets associated to the 2015 Italian election campaign.

In our model [1], the main research result consists in the definition of the so-called OLAP Tweet Cube, along with its multidimensional modeling. A data cube can model an analysis subject called fact F defined on the schema $D = \{T_1, T_2, \ldots, T_n, M\}$ where $T_i \ (i = 1, \ldots, n)$ are several dimensions and $M$ stands for a measure. Every dimension defined on a domain $D$ includes attributes $A = \{a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_n\}$ that can be organized in several hierarchical levels $(l_1, l_2, \ldots, l_n)$. In the proposed cube of tweets, the tweet represents the fact and some of its metadata explicit or implicit will be selected as hierarchical or flat dimensions.

OLAP dimensions can be classified in the following two types.

Semantic Dimension. In our model, this dimension is extracted from Wikipedia knowledge base and it makes use of the titles of Wikipedia articles and of the Wikipedia category graph. Wikipedia provides a knowledge base for computing word relatedness in a more structured fashion than a search engine and with more coverage than WordNet. Obviously, semantic dimension could be extracted from other domain ontologies or vocabularies related to the dimension area as external knowledge source (e.g., GeoNames, WordNet, etc.). Each level $l_i = \{c_{i1}, c_{i2}, \ldots, c_{in}\}$ includes a set of concepts $c_j \ (j \in [1; n])$ extracted from Wikipedia category graph.

Metadata Dimension. Metadata refers to the information about the tweet that can be derived from its metadata, such as: timestamp, user, hashtag, location, etc. So, we have to create a metadata dimension to represent each metadata information that we want consider. In this case we focus on time and location that are both hierarchical dimensions.

OLAP measures definition starts from considering that tweets are significant source of evidence when extracting information related to the reputation of a particular entity (e.g., a particular politician, singer or company) or, more general, a topic. In order to analyze the textual content of tweets, there is a need of an automated methods to disambiguate tweets with respect to entity or topic names in their content. To address this issue we propose a measure which exploit wikification service, wikiify, that is the practice of representing a sentence with a set of Wikipedia concepts [5,6]. Wikification enables us to recognize sense of main concepts and named entity mentioned in the tweet associating a Wikipedia link and a corresponding weight representing uncertainty degree of the disambiguation results.

Specifically, the tweet content is wikiified to extract a set of $(\text{topic}, \text{rd})$ pairs corresponding to Wikipedia articles that are related to the tweet content itself with a specific relevance degree $(\text{rd})$ [5]. Let us report an example by considering the following $i$-th tweet in the tweet stream:

\[ \text{tweet} = \text{“Hillary Clinton is running for president to be a champion for everyday Americans. Join Hillary for America today.”} \]

The wikiification process extracts from the above text a set of $(\text{topic}, \text{relevance})$ pairs. These pairs are features characterizing meaning of the input text. Taking into account the example above, the extracted topic are:

\[ \{\text{Hillary Rodham Clinton}, 0.94\}, \{\text{Bill Clinton}, 0.24\} \]

Hence, let $S$ be the vector space defined by the set of topics:

\[ S\{\text{topic}_1, \text{topic}_2, \ldots, \text{topic}_n\} \]

A tweet, in a multidimensional space is represented by a weights vector as follows:
tweet_{i} = \{(topic_{i}^{1}, rd_{i}^{1}), (topic_{i}^{2}, rd_{i}^{2}), (topic_{i}^{n}, rd_{i}^{n})\}

where topic_{i}^{k} is one of the topic associated to tweet_{i},
rd_{i}^{k} is the relevance degree associated to topic_{i}^{k}, n is
the number of topics detected by sentence wikification of
the tweet_{i}.

Our innovative aggregation model for tweet data lies
along classical aggregation mechanisms [7] with
the novelty of being target to such kind of data that are
inherently textual in nature, hence achieving the proposed
methodology for microblog summarization. This
methodology essentially makes use of a fuzzy extension
of Fuzzy Formal Concept Analysis (FFCA) [3,8] as
fundamental theoretical tool. In more detail, based on
the lattice theory, the FCA deals with concepts (objects and
their attributes) and their hierarchical relationships. It
supplies a basis for conceptual data analysis, knowledge
processing and extraction. To this end, [4] combines fuzzy
logic into FCA representing the uncertainty through
membership values in the range [0, 1].

Aggregation is the fundamental step for computing the
target OLAP cube over tweet data. Before that, microblog
summarization is applied. Our summarization algorithm
over multidimensional tweet streams has been defined
walking across concepts of the timed fuzzy lattice
structure resulting from temporal extention of FFCA.
The general idea behind is to explore fuzzy formal concepts
according to the chronological order of the peak areas.
The algorithm incrementally selects the best tweet, that is
the tweet with highest degree of membership belonging to
the most representative concept C, at each exploration
stage. The most representative concept is one that has
highest weight w(C). Formally, the weight w(C) of fuzzy
formal concept C will be evaluated as follows:

\[ w(C) = \frac{\sum_{\mu_{m}}}{|M'|} \]

where |M'| is the number of attributes in C and the
membership \( \mu_{m} \) is defined as follows:

\[ \mu_{m} = \max_{g \in I_{C}} \mu(g, m) \]

where \( \mu(g, m) \) is the membership value between object
\( g \) and attribute \( m \).

In the following, we describe our case study that
follows on the 2015 Italian election campaign. Nowadays,
Twitter plays an important role in the political agenda at
national and international level. So, the definition of
advanced analytics services on Twitter is assuming much
interest. Therefore, a motivating example of application of
the methodology proposed in this work is about political
elections. For the sake of clarity, here we illustrate a case
study of OLAP and timed FFCA integration applied to
tweet streams collected during Italian regional election
campaign held in May 2015, thus showing how our
microblog summarization works. A large round of

regional elections were held in Italy in seven of the twenty
regions composing the country, including four of the ten
largest ones: Campania, Veneto, Apulia and Tuscany. The
other three regions holding elections were Liguria, Marche,
Umbria, along with more than 700 of Italy’s
municipalities went to the polls. An estimated 23 million
Italians are eligible to vote.

The target case study clearly demonstrates how OLAP
analysis methodologies are perfectly suitable of
supporting advanced analytics over tweet data, similarly
to other recent and correlated research experience (e.g.,
[9,10]). In fact, summarizing the information content of
massive amounts of data like streaming tweet data plays a
leading role with respect to the goal of extracting useful
knowledge from so abundant data. Indeed, even semantics
issues must be considered, as summarization is not only
data reduction but, better, knowledge synthesis (e.g.,
[11,12]), which is now becoming more and more relevant
in the emerging context of big data analytics.

Figure 2 shows the three-dimensional OLAP data cube
defined on a set of collected tweets, having as measure the
set of tweets belonging to the dimension candidate (e.g.,
Beppe Grillo), location (e.g., Rome) and Political Party
(e.g., Democratic Party). The detail of a data cube cell
(i.e., the lattice computed via microblog summarization) is
also shown.

III. CLUSTERING-BASED BIG DATA ANALYTICS OVER
GEO-TAGGED TWEETS

[19] proposes a framework for supporting advanced
big data analytics over geo-tagged tweets via intelligent
multidimensional clustering methodologies. Nowadays,
we are entering the so called big geo-data era (e.g.,
[20,21]), i.e. we are in the condition of having a huge
amount of information that could be exploited to answer
the above question, whenever appropriately filtered and
analyzed. This aspect plays a critical role, especially when
dealing with big data analytics (e.g., [22,23,24]). In this
respect, the widespread diffusion of smart devices has
favored a new way of sharing impressions about places
visited by travelers on social networks; people can post
geo-tagged (i.e., geo-localized) and time-stamped (i.e.,
with a date) messages and pictures; these meta-data give a
ready to use key to know where and when the messages
were sent. Also, adaptive metaphors (e.g., [39]) could be integrated in this respect.

Among all social networks, Twitter (as well as other social networks that adopt the same approach) is particularly attractive to the purpose of searching messages that have something to do with travels: in fact, the limitation on the length of tweets makes them a suitable means to exchange impressions in a couple of words when people are moving around and are not keen to write long posts. Furthermore, they represent a kind of voluntary contribution, because users voluntarily install the (Twitter) app and voluntarily post messages (tweets) so that every user can see messages by other users without limitations. Even if only 20% of the tweets are geo-tagged, this posts' information, are hardly acquirable with traditional survey methods.

The above considerations motivate the research that we describe in this paper. It is necessary to design an architecture of tools that: 1) are able to continuously gather geo-localized posts from social networks; 2) provide novel methods to analyze travelers' trips, on the basis of gathered posts; 3) enable to visualize results in an integrated fashion, i.e., exploiting open geo-data sources in an integrated way; 4) make results available to other geographic services. This objective is very relevant for emerging big data analytics tools (e.g., [25,26,27,28]).

In order to be compliant with modern standards and to enable interoperability with open data sources and other services, we defined a web service architecture, in which standard components and external sources are integrated with services and tools specifically developed for this research. One suite (called the FollowMe Suite has been described in a previous work (see [29]), queries social networks to discover posts sent by travelers from specific geographic areas, identifies the possible tourists and follow their tweets to reconstruct their time lines, i.e., the history of posted messages. A new suite (called the Trip Analysis Suite) proposes and implements an original method for knowledge-based trip clustering. Finally, a geo-portal (named Tourists Tracker Geo-portal) enables to analyze most popular tours (i.e., clustered trips) contextualizing them with the characteristics of the territory.

A main characteristic of the approach is that it is a knowledge-based approach. In facts, our goal is to semantically analyze the tracked tourist trips, by correlating them with information regarding POIs such as commercial, social and natural attractions of a specific territory of interest. The final and ambitious goal is to be able to guess which are the most plausible resources the tourists have visited.

Different knowledge of the territorial resources can be exploited, in order to perform distinct analysis of the tourists’ trip. For example, in our experiments we represented tours as sequences of zip areas they crossed; however, it could be possible to represent trips as sequences of the closest POIs they came across. This is the knowledge-based geo-clustering method, developed as part of the Trip Analysis Suite.

Furthermore, by publishing the popular tours by an interoperable Web GIS enables their mapping and analysis contextually to other multi-source open geo-spatial data themes relative to the territory resources such as historical and world heritage, naturalistic places, shopping centers. This is provided by the Tourist Tracking Geo-portal.

The interoperable framework we devised for tracking and analyzing trips is depicted in Figure 3. It is constituted by two main suites of tools: the FollowMe Suite [29] for trips identification and the Trips Analysis Suite for its geographic analysis.

A third component of the architecture is the GeoServer open source Web GIS, that is used to publish on the Web the analyzed trips in order to share them as open data, so that any OGC compliant geo-portal client, such as QGIS, can visualize them and spatially analyze trips with respect to other geo-spatial data.

A forth component of the framework is the Tourists Tracker Portal, which provides users with specific functionality to analyze popular tours, getting them from GeoServer.

The communication is based on the web service paradigm and related protocols and formats. The joint adoption of the web service architecture and of the OGC standard for open geographic data enables the easy extension with new dedicated services; this choice guarantees flexibility in the future development of the project. This way, the framework is actually interoperable, both internally (new services and components can be easily added) and externally (easy bidirectional exchange of data with external source and services).

In the rest of this Section, we describe the tasks performed by each service.

The FollowMe Suite implements the first service developed during the project. The interested reader can find details in [29]. Here, we briefly describe its three main functionalities.

1. The FollowMe Suite queries Twitter API to find hang tweet, i.e., tweets posted in the area of the monitored airports.

2. For each user identified by means of hang tweets, the FollowMe Suite queries (through Twitter API) his/her Timeline, i.e., the history of tweets posted by the user, to get tracked tweets. These are geo-localized tweets posted in the next 8 days after the date of the hang tweet. Both hang tweets and tracked tweets are stored in a local storage area.
3. Given an area of interest, trips that occur in that area are reconstructed and extracted, by querying hang tweets and tracked tweets previously stored in the local storage area. Reconstructed trips are exposed and exported through the web service interface.

The Trip Analysis Suite performs the geographical analysis and tour discovery on trips tracked by the FollowMe Suite. These are the main functionalities in our framework.

Basically, the Trip Analysis Suite performs the activities of knowledge discovery on trips collected by the FollowMe Suite. To this end, we propose a knowledge-based clustering method, where semantics is given by geo-slots in which punctual coordinates of tweets fall. Different geo-slots partitions give different results. Analysts can import geographic description of geo-slots from external interoperable sources. For example, it is possible to analyze tours with respect to municipalities, regions, countries, neighborhoods, etc.

This means that row trips must be pre-processed before discovering tours. The tasks hereafter described constitute the knowledge discovery process performed by the Trip Analysis Suite:

1. fetching of the Geographic Slots descriptions;
2. fetching the gathered trips w.r.t. an area of interest;
3. geo-partitioning of tweets in trips, in order to semantically labeling tweets with geographic slots;
4. clustering trips in order to identity tours, i.e., groups of trips that mostly visited the same geographic slots.

Results of the tour discovery tasks are deployed to Geoserver.

To illustrate the rationale behind the clustering technique, in Figure 4 we report five sample trips, labeled from A to E (left upper corner). Matrices in the right side of Figure 4 reports the similarity measures at each step, and the dendogram in the bottom left corner shows the hierarchy of generated clusters.

Finally, the Tourists Tracker Geo-Portal is the last service in our architecture. It is an OGC compliant geo-portal that provides the end-user interface to visualize tours, by getting them from Geoserver.

Mainly, trips belonging to the same tour are depicted with the same color, while each tour is visualized with a different color; this way, for users it is easier to analyze different tours.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have provided an overview on two state-of-the-art proposals focusing on big data analytics over big social data. Future work comprises advanced topics such as privacy of big social data management (e.g., [37]) and performance of big social data processing (e.g., [38]).
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Abstract—The paper presents a parallel implementation of a Dynamic Itemset Counting (DIC) algorithm for many-core systems, where DIC is a variation of the classical Apriori algorithm. We propose a bit-based internal layout for transactions and itemsets with the assumption that such a representation of the transaction database fits in main memory. This technique reduces the memory space for storing the transaction database and also simplifies support counting and candidate itemsets generation via logical bitwise operations. Implementation uses OpenMP technology and thread-level parallelism. Experimental evaluation on the platforms of Intel Xeon CPU and Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor with large synthetic database showed good performance and scalability of the proposed algorithm.

Index Terms—frequent itemset mining, dynamic itemset counting, bitmap, OpenMP, many-core, Intel Xeon Phi

I. INTRODUCTION

Association rule mining is one of the important problems in data mining [1]. The task is to discover the strong associations among the items from a transaction database such that the presence of one item in a transaction implies the presence of another. Association rule mining is decomposed into two subtasks [1]. The first one is to find all frequent itemsets that consist of items which often occur together in transactions. The second one is to generate all the association rules from the frequent itemsets found.

In this paper, we address the task of frequent itemset mining which can be formally described as follows. Let \( I = \{i_1, \ldots, i_m\} \) be a set of literals, called items. Let \( D = \{T_1, \ldots, T_n\} \) be a database of transactions, where each transaction \( T_i \subseteq I \) consists of a set of items (itemset). An itemset that contains \( k \) items is called a \( k \)-itemset. The support of an itemset \( I \subseteq I \) denotes the percentage of transactions in \( D \) that contain the itemset \( I \). If support of an itemset \( I \subseteq I \) satisfies the user-specified minimum support threshold (called \( \text{minsup} \)) then \( I \) is frequent itemset. Let the set of frequent \( k \)-itemsets be denoted by \( L_k \) and \( L = \bigcup_{k=1}^{k_{\text{max}}} L_k \) denotes a set of all frequent itemsets, where \( k_{\text{max}} \) is number of items in the longest frequent itemset. Given the transaction database \( D \) and minimum support threshold \( \text{minsup} \) the goal of frequent itemset mining is to find the set of all frequent itemsets \( L \).

There is a wide spectrum of algorithms for frequent itemset mining and none of them outperforms all others for all possible transaction databases and values of \( \text{minsup} \) threshold [7]. Apriori [1] is one of the most popular itemset mining algorithms for which many refinements and parallel implementations for various platforms were proposed. Dynamic Itemset Counting (DIC) [2] is a variation of Apriori, which tries to reduce number of passes made over a transaction database while keeping the number of itemsets counted in a pass relatively low. Despite the fact that DIC has good potential of parallelization [2] it still has not been implemented for modern many-core CPU and accelerators, to the best of our knowledge.

In this paper we propose parallel implementation of the DIC algorithm for Intel Xeon and Intel Xeon Phi (Knights Landing) many-core platforms. Intel Xeon Phi device is an x86 many-core coprocessor of 61 cores, connected by a high-performance on-die bidirectional interconnect where each core supports 4× hyperthreading and contains 512-bit wide vector processor unit. Knights Landing [13] is a second generation MIC (Many Integrated Core) architecture product from Intel. As opposed to predecessor it is an independent (bootable) device, which runs applications only in native mode.

We suggest a bit-based internal layout for transactions and itemsets assuming that such a representation of a transaction database fits in main memory. This technique has a few major merits. It reduces memory space of storing the transaction database and simplifies support counting and generation of candidate (potentially frequent) itemsets via logical bitwise operations. We parallelize the algorithm through OpenMP technology and thread-level parallelism. We conduct experiments on large synthetic database to evaluate performance and scalability of our algorithm.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section I provides a brief description of an original DIC algorithm. The proposed parallel algorithm is presented in section II. In section III related work is discussed. The results of experimental evaluation of the algorithm are described in section IV. The conclusion contains summarizing remarks and directions for future research.

I. SERIAL DIC ALGORITHM

Dynamic Itemset Counting (DIC) [2] is a variation of the most well-known Apriori algorithm [1]. Apriori is an iterative, level-wise algorithm, which uses a bottom-up search. At the
first pass over transaction database it processes 1-itemsets and finds \( L_1 \) set. A subsequent pass \( k \) consists of two steps, namely candidate generation and pruning. At the candidate generation step Apriori combines elements of \( L_{k-1} \) set to form candidate (potentially frequent) \( k \)-itemsets. At the pruning step it gets rid of infrequent candidates using the \textit{a priori} principle, which states that any infrequent \((k-1)\)-itemset cannot be a subset of a frequent \( k \)-itemset. Apriori counts support of candidates which have not been pruned and proceeds with such passes so forth until no candidates remain after pruning.

**Algorithm 1.** DIC(in \( D \), in \( \text{minsup} \), in \( M \), out \( L \))

\begin{algorithmic}
\STATE \texttt{Initialize sets of itemsets}
\STATE \texttt{DashedBox} \leftarrow \emptyset; \texttt{SolidCircle} \leftarrow \emptyset; \texttt{DashedBox} \leftarrow \emptyset
\STATE \texttt{DashedCircle} \leftarrow \mathcal{I}
\WHILE {\texttt{DashedCircle} \cup \texttt{DashedBox} \neq \emptyset}
\STATE \texttt{Scan database and rewind if necessary}
\STATE \texttt{Read}(\( D \), \( M \), \( Chunk \))
\IF {\texttt{EOF}(\( D \))}
\STATE \texttt{Rewind}(\( D \))
\ENDIF
\FORALL {\( T \in \text{Chunk} \)}
\STATE \texttt{Count support of itemsets}
\FORALL {\( I \in \texttt{DashedCircle} \cup \texttt{DashedBox} \)}
\IF {\( I \subseteq T \)}
\STATE \( \text{support}(I) \leftarrow \text{support}(I) + 1 \)
\ENDIF
\ENDFOR
\FORALL {\( I \in \texttt{DashedCircle} \)}
\IF {\( \text{support}(I) \geq \text{\text{minsup}} \)}
\STATE \texttt{MoveItemset}(\( I \), \texttt{DashedBox})
\ENDIF
\ENDFOR
\FORALL {\( I \in \mathcal{I} \)}
\STATE \( C \leftarrow I \)
\IF {\( \forall s \subseteq C \, s \not\in \texttt{SolidBox} \cup \texttt{DashedBox} \)}
\STATE \texttt{MoveItemset}(\( C \), \texttt{DashedCircle})
\ENDIF
\ENDFOR
\STATE \texttt{Check full pass completion for itemsets}
\IF {\texttt{IsPassCompleted}(\( I \))}
\STATE \texttt{MoveItemset}(\( I \), \texttt{DashedBox})
\ENDIF
\ENDFOR
\FORALL {\( I \in \texttt{DashedBox} \)}
\IF {\texttt{IsPassCompleted}(\( I \))}
\STATE \texttt{MoveItemset}(\( I \), \texttt{SolidBox})
\ENDIF
\ENDFOR
\STATE \( L \leftarrow \texttt{SolidBox} \)
\ENDWHILE
\end{algorithmic}

The DIC algorithm tries to reduce the number of passes made over the transaction database while keeping the number of itemsets counted in a pass relatively low. Alg. 1 depicts pseudo-code of the DIC algorithm. DIC processes database with stops at equal-length intervals between transactions (parameter \( M \) of the algorithm). At the end of the transaction database it is necessary to rewind to its beginning.

DIC maintains four sets of itemsets, namely Dashed Circle, Dashed Box, Solid Circle and Solid Box. Itemsets in the “dashed” sets are subjects for support counting while itemsets in the “solid” sets do not need to be counted. “Circles” contain infrequent itemsets while “boxes” contain frequent itemsets.

Thus, Dashed Circle and Dashed Box contain itemsets that are suspected infrequent and are suspected frequent respectively while Solid Circle and Solid Box contain itemsets that are confirmed infrequent and are confirmed frequent respectively. At start Dashed Box, Solid Circle and Solid Box are assumed to be empty and Dashed Circle contains all the 1-itemsets.

Before the stop, DIC counts support of itemsets from “dashed” sets for each transaction. At any stop DIC performs as follows. Itemsets whose support exceeds \text{\text{minsup}} are moved from Dashed Circle to Dashed Box. New itemsets are added into Dashed Circle, they are immediate supersets of those itemsets from Dashed Box with all of its subsets from “box” lists. Itemsets that have completed one full pass over the transaction database are moved from the “dashed” set to “solid” set. DIC proceeds if any itemset in “dashed” sets remains.

II. PARALLEL DIC ALGORITHM

A. Internal Data Layout

In this work we suggest \textit{direct bit representation} for both transactions and itemsets. For a transaction \( T \subseteq D \) (for an itemset \( I \subseteq \mathcal{I} \), respectively) this means that it is represented by a word where each \( p \)-th bit is set to one if an item \( i_p \in T \) (\( i_p \in I \), respectively) and all other bits are set to zero. The word’s length \( W \) in bytes depends on system environment and it is calculated as \( W = \lceil \frac{m \cdot \text{\text{sizeof}}(\text{byte})}{P} \rceil \). In our implementation we use C++ and unsigned \text{\text{long long int}} data type, so we have \( W = 8 \) and \( m = 64 \). This could be extended through an open-source library for arbitrary precision arithmetic, for instance, GNU Bignum Library[1].

Let us denote by \textit{BitMask} a function that returns direct bit representation of a given itemset or transaction as a word, i.e. \( \text{BitMask} : \mathcal{I} \rightarrow \mathbb{Z}_4 \). Then direct bit representation of transaction database \( D \) is an \( n \)-element array \( \mathcal{B} \), where \( \forall j, 1 \leq j \leq n \), \( \mathcal{B}[j] = \text{BitMask}[T_j] \).

Direct bit representation has several major merits. It often requires less space than byte-based representation for dense transaction database with long transactions. In fact, \( \mathcal{B} \) requires \( n \cdot W \) bytes to store and allows \( \mathcal{B} \) to fit in main memory. For instance, \text{\text{netflix}}[1] one of the most referenced datasets, contains \( n = 17,771 \) transactions consisting of \( m = 480,189 \) distinct items. Hence, direct bit representation of the \text{\text{netflix}} dataset takes about 1 Gb. Thus, in what follows we assume that \( \mathcal{B} \) has been preliminary produced from \( D \) and it is available in main memory.

Direct bit representation simplifies support counting as well. The fact of \( I \subseteq T \) can be checked by the predicate with one logical bitwise operation, that is \( \text{BitMask}(I) \land \text{BitMask}(T) = \text{BitMask}(I) \).

Thereby, we implement an itemset as a record structure with the following basic fields, namely \textit{mask} to provide direct bit representation, \( k \) as number of items in the itemset, \textit{stop} as counter to determine when full pass for the given itemset is completed, and \textit{supp} to store support count.

The GNU Multiple Precision Arithmetic Library

http://www.netflixisprize.com
To implement a set of itemsets, we use vector, which represents an array of elements belonging to the same type and provides random access to its elements with an ability to automatically resize when appending elements. Such a data structure is implemented in C++ Standard Template Library as a class with iterator and methods for inserting an element and removing an element with complexity of $O(1)$ and $O(s)$ respectively, where $s$ is the current size of a vector.

To reduce costs of moving elements across vectors, we establish a \textit{DASHED} vector for "dashed box" and "dashed circle" itemsets and a \textit{SOLID} vector for "solid box" and "solid circle" itemsets and provide the itemset’s record structure with \textit{fig} field to indicate an appropriate set the given itemset belongs to.

B. Parallelization of the Algorithm

The proposed parallel version of DIC algorithm is presented in Alg. 2 and basic sub-algorithms are depicted in Alg. 3–5

\textbf{Algorithm 2.} \textsc{ParalDIC}(in \textbf{B}, in minsup, in \textbf{M}, out \textbf{L})

\begin{itemize}
  \item 2: SOLID.init(); DASHED.init()
  \item 3: $k \leftarrow 1$
  \item 4: \textbf{for all} $i \in 0..m - 1$ do
  \item 5: \hspace{1em} \textit{I}.\textit{fig} $\leftarrow$ \textsc{NIL}; \textit{I}.\textit{bitmap} $\leftarrow 0$
  \item 6: \hspace{1em} \textit{I}.\textit{mask} $\leftarrow$ \textsc{SelBit}(\textit{I}.\textit{mask}, \textit{i})
  \item 7: \hspace{1em} \textit{I}.\textit{stop} $\leftarrow 0$; \textit{I}.\textit{supp} $\leftarrow 0$; \textit{i}.\textit{k} $\leftarrow k$
  \item 8: SOLID.push_back(\textit{I})
  \item 9: \textbf{stop}$_{\text{max}}$ $\leftarrow \lceil \frac{n}{k} \rceil$; \textbf{stop} $\leftarrow 0$
  \item 10: \textbf{while not} DASHED.empty() do
  \item 11: \hspace{1em} $\triangleright$ Scan database and rewind if necessary
  \item 12: \hspace{2em} \textbf{stop} $\leftarrow$ \textbf{stop} + 1
  \item 13: \hspace{2em} \textbf{if} \textbf{stop} $> \textbf{stop}$_{\text{max}}$ then
  \item 14: \hspace{3em} \textbf{stop} $\leftarrow 1$
  \item 15: \hspace{2em} \textbf{first} $\leftarrow (\textbf{stop} - 1) \cdot \textit{M}$; \textbf{last} $\leftarrow \textbf{stop} \cdot \textit{M} - 1$
  \item 16: \hspace{2em} \textbf{k} $\leftarrow k + 1$
  \item 17: \hspace{1em} \textbf{CountSupport}([\textsc{DASHED}])
  \item 18: \hspace{1em} \textbf{CutDashedCircle}([\textsc{DASHED}])
  \item 19: \hspace{1em} \textbf{GenCandidates}([\textsc{DASHED}])
  \item 20: \hspace{1em} \textbf{CheckFullPass}([\textsc{DASHED}])
  \item 21: \textbf{L} $\leftarrow \{ $\textbf{I}\in \textsc{SOLID}, \textbf{I}.\textit{fig}=\textsc{BOX}$ \}
\end{itemize}

We enhance the classical DIC algorithm by adding two more stages, namely \textbf{FirstPass} and \textbf{CutDashedCircle} where each of them is aimed to reduce the number of itemsets to perform support counting of.

We parallelize the following stages of the algorithm, namely support counting (cf. Alg. 3), reduction of Dashed Circle set (cf. Alg. 4) and checking full pass completion for itemsets (cf. Alg. 5) through OpenMP technology and thread-level parallelism.

In the classical DIC algorithm, the Dashed Circle set is initialized by all the 1-itemsets (cf. Alg. 1, line 3). In contrast with classical DIC, we use the technique of full first pass [4]. This means that we initially perform one full pass over \textbf{D} to find \textbf{L}$_1$, the set of frequent 1-itemsets (this done similarly to Alg. 3). Then candidate 2-itemsets are computed from \textbf{L}$_1$ through the Apriori join procedure [1]. This done via logical bitwise \textbf{OR} operation on each pair of frequent 1-itemsets and candidates are inserted in the Dashed Circle set. This technique helps to reduce cardinality of the Dashed Circle set in further computations because infrequent 1-itemsets and their supersets have been pruned according to the a priori principle.

\textbf{Algorithm 3.} \textsc{CountSupport}(in out DASHED)

\begin{itemize}
  \item if DASHED.size() $\geq$ num_of_threads then
    \item \#pragma omp parallel for
    \item \hspace{1em} \textbf{for all} \textit{I} $\in$ DASHED do
      \item \hspace{2em} \textit{I}.\textit{stop} $\leftarrow$ \textit{I}.stop + 1
      \item \hspace{2em} \textbf{for all} \textit{T} $\in$ \textit{B}[\textit{first}] .. \textit{B}[\textit{last}] do
        \item \hspace{3em} if \textit{I}.\textit{mask} AND \textit{T} = \textit{I}.\textit{mask} then
          \item \hspace{4em} \textit{I}.\textit{supp} $\leftarrow$ \textit{I}.\textit{supp} + 1
    \item \#pragma omp parallel for reduction(+:\textit{I}.\textit{supp})
    \item \hspace{1em} num_threads(DASHED.size())
    \item \textbf{for all} \textit{I} $\in$ DASHED do
      \item \hspace{2em} \textit{I}.\textit{stop} $\leftarrow$ \textit{I}.stop + 1
      \item \hspace{2em} \textbf{num_threads}([DASHED.size()])
      \item \hspace{2em} \textbf{for all} \textit{T} $\in$ \textit{B}[\textit{first}] .. \textit{B}[\textit{last}] do
        \item \hspace{3em} if \textit{I}.\textit{mask} AND \textit{T} = \textit{I}.\textit{mask} then
          \item \hspace{4em} \textit{I}.\textit{supp} $\leftarrow$ \textit{I}.\textit{supp} + 1
  \end{itemize}

In the original algorithm support counting is performed through two nested loops (cf. Alg. 1 lines 9–13) where the outer loop takes transactions and the inner loop takes the “dashed” itemsets. As opposed to the classical DIC algorithm we change the order of these loops to parallelize outer loop through \textsc{omp parallel} for pragma (cf. Alg. 3). This shuffle avoids data races when threads process different transactions but need to change support count of the same itemsets simultaneously.

Additionally, our algorithm balances the load of threads depending on the current total number of elements in both Dashed Circle and Dashed Box sets. If the number of available threads does not exceed current total number of “dashed” itemsets, we parallelize the outer loop (along itemsets) using all the threads. Otherwise, we enable nested parallelism and parallelize the outer loop using a number of threads equal to the current total number of “dashed” itemsets. Then we parallelize the inner loop (along transactions) so that each outer thread forks an equal-sized set of descendant threads where descendants perform counting through reduction of summing operation. This balancing technique allows to processing data effectively in the final stage of counting when the number of candidate itemsets tends to zero and increases overall performance of the algorithm.

After the support counting, in addition to moving appropriate itemsets from Dashed Circle set to Dashed Box set as in classical DIC (cf. Alg. 1 line 17), we reduce Dashed Circle set pruning clearly infrequent itemsets as follows [9]. We compute an itemset’s highest possible support by adding
its current support to the number of transactions have not been processed yet (cf. Alg. 1). If the value of the itemset’s highest possible support is less than minsup threshold, then the itemset is pruned and after that we prune all its supersets according to the \textit{a priori} principle.

After the reduction of \textit{Dashed Circle} set we generate fresh itemsets to be inserted in that set performing Apriori join procedure \cite{1} via logical bitwise OR operation between all the itemsets marked as “boxes”.

\textbf{Algorithm 4. CutDashedCircle(in out DASHED)}

\begin{verbatim}
#pragma omp parallel for
2: for all \( I \in \text{DASHED} \) and \( I.fig = \text{CIRCLE} \) do
4:   \textbf{if} \( I.supp \geq \text{minsup} \) then
6:     \textbf{else}
8:       \textbf{if} \( \text{supp}_{\max} < \text{minsup} \) then
10:        \textbf{else}
12:          \textbf{if} \( I.fig = \text{CIRCLE} \) do
14:            \text{DASHED}.erase(\( \forall I, I.fig = \text{NIL} \))
\end{verbatim}

Finally, for all itemsets in the \textit{Dashed Circle} set we check if an itemset has been counted through all the transactions and if yes, we make the itemset “solid” and stop counting it (cf. Alg. 2). This activity is also parallelized along itemsets through \texttt{omp parallel} for pragma.

In the end \textit{DASHED} vector contains “box” itemsets as a result of the algorithm.

\textbf{Algorithm 5. CheckFullPass(in out DASHED)}

\begin{verbatim}
#pragma omp parallel for
2: for all \( I \in \text{DASHED} \) do
4:   \textbf{if} \( I.stop = \text{stop}_{\max} \) then
6:     \textbf{if} \( I.supp \geq \text{minsup} \) then
8:       \text{DASHED}.erase(\( \forall I, I.fig = \text{NIL} \))
\end{verbatim}

\section{Related Work}

The Original DIC algorithm was presented by Brin et al. in \cite{2}, where the authors briefly discuss a way to parallelize DIC using the distribution of the transaction database among the nodes so that each node counts all the itemsets for its own data segment. The authors noticed that it is unnecessary to perform synchronization and load balancing in parallel version of DIC.

Paranjape-Voditel et al. proposed \textit{DIC-OPT} \cite{10}, a parallel version of DIC for distributed memory systems. The key idea is that each node sends messages to other nodes after every \( M \) transactions have been read regarding the counts of potentially frequent itemsets. This initiates the early counting of the itemsets on other nodes without waiting for synchronization with other nodes. Authors carried out experiments on up to 12 nodes where their implementation showed sub-linear speedup.

Cheung et al. suggested \textit{APM} \cite{4}, a DIC-based parallel algorithm for SMP systems. APM is an adaptive parallel mining algorithm, where all CPUs generate candidates dynamically and count itemset supports independently without synchronization. The transaction database is partitioned across CPUs with a highly homogeneous itemset distributions. This technique addresses the problem of a large number of candidates because of the low homogeneous itemset distribution in most cases. The experiments on the Sun Enterprise 4000 server with up to 12 nodes showed that APM outperforms Apriori-like parallel algorithms. However, APM’s speedup gradually drops down to 4 when the number of nodes is greater than 4. This is because APM suffers from the SMP’s inherent problem of I/O contention when the number of nodes is large.

Schlegel et al. proposed \textit{mcEclat} \cite{12}, a parallel version of the well-known mining algorithm Eclat \cite{14} for the Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor. mcEclat converts a dataset being mined into a set of tid-bitmaps, which are repeatedly intersected to obtain the frequent itemsets. \textit{Tid-bitmap} maps the IDs of transactions in which an itemset occurs to bits in a bitmap at certain positions. For instance, if the itemset \( i \) exists in 4-th and 7-th transactions then the respective bits of \( i \)’s tid-bitmap are set to one while all its other bits are set to zero. Tid-bitmaps are intersected via logical bitwise AND operation and then support of an itemset is obtained by counting the one bits in its respective tid-bitmap. Experiments showed up to 100× speedup of mcEclat on the Intel Xeon Phi. However, the algorithm’s performance on the Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor is similar or slightly worse (for smaller values of \textit{minsup}) than on system with two Intel Xeon CPUs when the maximum number of threads is employed on both systems. The reason is that mcEclat does not fully exploit the Intel Xeon Phi’s powerful vector processing capabilities.

Kumar et al. presented \textit{Bitwise DIC} \cite{9}, a serial version of the DIC algorithm based upon tid-bitmap technique mentioned above. Bitwise DIC outperforms the original DIC. Unfortunately, the authors poorly supported their study by experiments and discussion of the results (only five runs of the algorithms on one dataset with 5,000 transactions for fixed value of \textit{minsup} were conducted and only runtime was presented).

In serial algorithms \textit{MAFIA} \cite{3} and \textit{BitTableFI} \cite{6} Burdick et al. and Dong et al., respectively, used vertical bitmap to compress the transaction database for quick candidate itemsets generation and support count. \textit{Vertical bitmap} is a set of integer in which every bit represents an item. If an item \( i \) appears in a transaction \( j \), then bit \( j \) of the bitmap for item \( i \) is set to one; otherwise, the bit is set to zero. This idea is applied to transactions and itemsets. In cases where itemsets appear in a significant number of transactions, the vertical bitmap is the smallest representation of the information. However, the
weakness of a vertical representation is the sparseness of the
bitmaps, especially at the lower support levels.

In this paper we suggested a parallel version of the DIC
algorithm for Intel Xeon and Xeon Phi many-core systems
(which was done for the first time, to the best of our
knowledge) where we use direct bit representation of both
transaction database and itemsets.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

To evaluate the developed algorithm, we performed exper-
iments on the Tornado SUSU [8] supercomputer’s node (cf.
Tab. I for its specifications).

TABLE I: Specifications of hardware

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specifications</th>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>Coprocessor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model, Intel Xeon</td>
<td>X5680</td>
<td>Phi SE10X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cores</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency, GHz</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threads per core</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak performance, TFLOPS</td>
<td>0.371</td>
<td>1.076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory, Gb</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cache, Mb</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>30.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We compiled source code using Intel icpc compiler (ver-
sion 15.0.3). Experiments have been performed on realistic
and synthetic datasets summarized in Tab. II.

TABLE II: Specifications of datasets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th># transactions</th>
<th># items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SKIN [5]</td>
<td>Real</td>
<td>245,057</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20M</td>
<td>Synthetic</td>
<td>2 · 10^7</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the experiments, we studied the following aspects of
the developed algorithm. We compared the performance of
parallel DIC with serial implementations of DIC and Apriori
algorithms. We also evaluated the scalability of our algorithm
depending on the value of M (the number of transactions that
should be processed before stop) and on minsup threshold.

Fig. 1 illustrates the results of the first set of experiments
where we compare the performance of parallel DIC with
serial DIC and Apriori on CPU. As was seen, serial DIC
performs the worst for all the datasets we have tested and
this is in accordance with testing results of B. Goethals. For
datasets with relatively small number of short transactions,
serial Apriori performs best whereas parallel DIC demonstrates
degradation of the performance. However, in case of a large
dataset, parallel DIC outperforms serial Apriori. Hence,
our algorithm behaves the best way when the transaction database
provides sufficient amount of work in support counting, which

is the heaviest part of the algorithm. This is why we use 20M
dataset in the next set of experiments.

Fig. 2 depicts the results of the second set of experiments
where we studied the scalability of parallel DIC w.r.t. M
parameter on both platforms using 20M dataset. Experimental
results show that parallel DIC outperforms serial Apriori much
more often than not. A greater value of M results in less
runtime and greater speedup. On both platforms at greater
value of M our algorithm shows speedup closer to linear when
the number of threads matches the number of physical cores
the algorithm is running on and speedup becomes sub-linear
when the algorithm uses more than one thread per physical
core. Parallel DIC achieves up to 12× and 90× speedup on
CPU and Xeon Phi, respectively.

(a) Intel Xeon CPU

(b) Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor

Fig. 2: Scalability w.r.t. M (20M dataset, minsup = 0.1)

---

3 We use IBM Quest Synthetic Data Generator similar to original paper [2].
4 Frequent Pattern Mining Implementations by Bart Goethals
5 Apriori – Frequent Item Set Mining by Christian Borgelt
6 For 20M dataset Serial DIC was stopped after 30 hours without output.
In this paper we presented a parallel implementation of Dynamic Itemset Counting (DIC) algorithm for Intel many-core systems, where DIC is a variation of classical Apriori algorithm for frequent itemset mining.

We enhance the DIC algorithm by adding two more stages, which are devoted to reducing the number of itemsets to perform support counting of. We also propose direct bit representation for transactions and itemsets with the assumption that such a representation of the transaction database fits in main memory. This technique reduces memory space for storing the transaction database and also simplifies support counting and candidate itemsets generation via logical bitwise operations. We parallelize the DIC algorithm through of OpenMP technology and thread-level parallelism. Our algorithm balances support counting between threads depending on the current total number of candidate itemsets. We performed experimental evaluation on the platforms of the Intel Xeon CPU and the Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor with large synthetic database, showing the good performance and scalability of the proposed algorithm.

In continuation of the presented research, we plan to implement the developed parallel algorithm for the case of cluster systems based on nodes with the Intel Xeon Phi many-core coprocessor on-board.

**References**


ETL (Extract Transform Load) process is the industry standard term for data extraction, transformation and loading into the Data Warehouse (DW). ETL process is the most resource demanding process in DW implementation and typically has to be evolved and maintained for the duration of the DW. To facilitate the development and maintenance of ETL processes many ETL tools have been developed featuring Graphical User Interfaces and various built-in functionalities (parallelism, logging, rich transformation libraries, documentation generation, etc.). The downside of such GUI ETL tools is that development is carried out heavily using mouse operations and less by writing programming code, which feels unnatural for some developers, especially with many similar, repetitive tasks. In this paper we present an alternative approach – an ETL framework “ETLator” based on Python scripting language where ETL tasks are defined by writing Python code. ETLator implements various typical ETL transformations and allows the user to simply and efficiently define complex ETL tasks with multiple sources and parallel tasks whilst leveraging full flexibility of Python. ETLator also provides logging and can document ETL tasks by generating data flow images. On a test case we show that ETLator simplifies ETL development and rivals the GUI approach.

1. INTRODUCTION

Data processing is the purpose of most computer programs. For the purposes of storage and manipulation, the data is usually structured and stored in relational databases. However, relational model (normalized to the third normal form) used in relational databases is not the optimal solution for analytical purposes. For that part, data is restructured and stored in a Data Warehouse (DW) - a special database used for storing analytical data. To populate the DW, data is typically transferred from (often multiple) relational databases and potentially additional data sources (text files, Excel files, etc.) by a process known as ETL (Extract Transform Load). ETL process is a complex and most resource intensive part of the DW project. To reduce development and maintenance costs ETL tools have been developed. ETL tools are program solutions intended to transfer and transform data. They gather data from various sources, transform and integrate the data, and, finally, store it in the destination system. Since every ETL process is specific, users need the ability to configure the tool to suite their needs. Most of the ETL tools today (e.g. Informatica, Microsoft SSIS, Talend [3]) feature Graphical User Interface (GUI) which makes them more user-friendly for non-programmers, but can limit their flexibility. In a different approach, ETL frameworks enable defining ETL processes using programming code, but without having to write the whole program from scratch, because they provide most of the code leaving only the specifics of the process to the user. Scripting programming languages are especially suited for this task processes because of their simplicity and efficiency. The question of text based versus GUI based modelling/interface is neither new nor decided (e.g. [1]), in software development in general, and thusly in the ETL domain. For instance, in [2] authors conclude that “that text-based modelling constitutes a noteworthy alternative to graphical modelling because of its simple usage, scalability and easy development and reuse of tool support”. This is very much true in the ETL process definition where GUI approach implies a lot of point and click mouse operations, property settings editing, drawing, etc. which can be tedious and tiresome, especially with many similar tasks, often found in the ETL environment. Text is much more easily reused, or even generated when appropriate. Of course, GUI tools have their advantages, namely when documentation is concerned, and also when introducing new developers in the existing projects. Without going into further debate over this issue, in this paper we present a text based ETL tool named “ETLator”. It is an ETL framework written in Python scripting language that allows the user to simply and efficiently define ETL processes with advanced and automated features while maintaining the flexibility and extensibility of Python. ETLator provides standard ETL tool features like logging, parallelism, batch loading, caching, support for slowly changing dimensions [14], and can even generate documentation featuring images of data flows.

II. RELATED WORK

ETL tools fall under a more generic category of data integration tools, which are heavily used in the industry, not only in the DW domain. There is a number of commercial and a few open-source data integration tools available. Gartner Magic Quadrant brings a yearly overview of these tools [3] where companies like Informatica, IBM, SAP, Oracle, Microsoft and, most notable open-source company – Talend, dominate the market. All of these tools employ a GUI approach to ETL process design, as opposed to the approach presented here. A survey paper [4] brings an overview of academic papers in the ETL domain, most of them using UML or graphs to model an ETL workflow [5]. Scriptella [6] is a Java based scripting ETL framework where XML is used to define tasks. It is also possible to mix Java code and XML. Scriptella provides no support for DW specific constructs, like Slowly Changing Dimensions (SCDs). Also, there is no support for parallelism. Petl [7] is a general purpose Python package for ETL supporting a number of different data sources (relational databases, text files, XML, HTML, JSON, Excel). ETL tasks are designed via ETL pipelines.
representing data flow. Petl does not support SCDs or parallelism. Bubbles [8] is an open-source Python framework for data processing and data quality measurement. ETL tasks are represented as data processing pipeline graphs. Bubbles does not support SCDs or parallelism. Most notably, Pyrametl [9] is an open source ETL framework written in Python first released in 2009 and continually upgraded ever since. Version 2.4 was released in 2015 with extended support for Slowly Changing Dimensions (SCD) and batch-load of data. Pyrametl consists of multiple classes that represent fact tables, dimensions and data sources. Data is accessed by iterating through a data source. Each row is represented by a Python dictionary with keys being the column names. Pyrametl supports parallelism and SCD types 0, 1 and 2. Several concepts from Pyrametl were adopted in ETLLator including table representation with table name and attribute names, representing a row with a dictionary, a class for processing connections with databases and a special class for handling SCD type 2. As an added value, and compared to Pyrametl, ETLLator has more automated advanced features such as logging and documentation generation. Those features require user programming in Pyrametl. Also, while Pyrametl offers parallel execution, it uses threads to achieve it, which makes it run sequentially in CPython, the most common Python interpreter, because of Global Interpreter Lock, so it forces users to use JPython to run parallel ETL tasks. ETLLator takes a different approach (described later), which does not even require programming to achieve parallelism, resulting in simplier development and maintenance.

III. BASIC FEATURES OF ETL TOOLS

ETL tools have to be able to connect to a data source, process the data and store the processed data to the destination. Sources are usually different databases and various files, and destinations are in most cases DWs. The ability to connect to databases of various vendors is a necessary feature of all ETL tools, as is the ability to parse various files (CSV, XLS, JSON, etc.). ETL tools also have to be able to validate and integrate the data from multiple sources and lookup the data on the destination to reference it from new data. For example when adding a row into the fact table it has to reference existing data in the dimension tables.

Most ETL tools (e.g. Informatica, Microsoft SSIS, Oracle Data Integrator [3]) also provide some more advanced features that speed up the ETL process and make maintenance of ETL and the data itself easier. Some of the more advanced features of ETL tools are:
- Batch loading the data to the destination
- Caching the data when reading from source
- Parallelism of ETL jobs within a process
- Reusability of jobs or parts of jobs
- SCD support
- Data transformations libraries
- Support for snowflake schema
- Documentation generation

- Logging

IV. ETLLATOR ETL FRAMEWORK

ETLLator is an open source framework for ETL processes definition in Python programming language. The main goal of ETLLator is simplicity and productivity - to provide means to the user to define an ETL process with the least amount of written code, leveraging Python features to the full extent, in the process. ETLLator can work with various relational databases, CSV files and MongoDB NoSQL database as a source or a destination. Tables are, like in Pyrametl, iterators and rows are represented by dictionaries. Parallel task execution is realized without writing any additional code (addressed later). ETLLator automatically generates logs and documentation in form of flow charts and text files with table information and data changes within the table.

A. Main classes

Fig. 1 shows a partial class diagram of ETLLator, where attributes are omitted for the sake of simplicity.

Figure 1. ETLLator class diagram

ETLLator contains three main classes:
- Connector – used to connect to various relational databases
- Logger – enables logging feature
- Table – represents tables in databases

1) Connector Class

Connector class is an abstract class providing common functionalities for connecting to relational databases. It is extended by concrete classes representing various database systems. Connections are executed using Python modules that comply with PEP 249 specification [5]. All methods of Connector class correspond with PEP 249 methods of the same name.

Subclasses of the Connector class must contain their own implementation of the methods “copy”, “connect” and the constructor. Loading of modules to access various databases is done dynamically in the constructor to allow
the use of ETLator on systems that do not have the modules and database drivers for all of the supported databases, but only the ones that are used. Currently supported databases are: PostgreSQL, SQLite, MySQL and Microsoft SQL Server, but additional connector classes can be easily added. File “connector.py” in the “lib” directory contains all class definitions that extend the Connector class for connecting to supported databases. Users can write their own subclasses of the Connector class to connect to originally unsupported databases.

2) Table Class

Class Table is an abstract class from which classes used to define tables of data are extended. Name and attribute names must be defined for all tables. Location where local logs are stored, master log, operation counters and source table can also be defined. Table class does not have to be based on physical table, it can also be defined via SQL query, e.g. a query that joins and filters multiple tables.

Each class that extends Table class must implement “copy”, “get_next_row”, “insert” and “lookup” methods. Tables can be in a relational database, CSV file or MongoDB database. Subclasses of the Table class are: SQLTable, CSVTable, and MongoDBTable.

3) SQLTable Class

SQLTable class represents tables in relational databases. It can be used as a source or a destination of data, but not as both at the same time. SQLTable class automatically generates SQL queries for all the operations and executes them against the database.

Caching is used to store accessed or previously loaded data for faster lookup. It allows lookup without sending a query to the database. Cache size is by default set to 1000 records, but it is recommended to change this parameter depending on the table size and the system specifications. Caching is very useful in the DW ETL context, because, in accordance with best design practices, production tables’ keys are replaced with surrogate keys in the dimensional model typically used in the DW. This implies looking up dimension members when loading fact tables to replace production foreign keys with corresponding dimension table surrogate keys. Issuing lookup SQL statement for every fact table row is expensive in terms of performance, hence leveraging ETLator’s client computer RAM by caching dimension table’s production key, surrogate key pairs can greatly improve performance. Another performance booster is batch loading. Batch loading is not enabled by default, but enabling it can substantially improve performance because, again, the number of queries sent to the database is greatly reduced. Batch loading by default can be confusing for novice developers since one erroneous row in the batch (e.g. violated referential integrity) can cancel the entire batch, which can be hard to spot in the development phase.

In dimensional modelling, type 2 slowly changing dimensions are a classic technique for tracking historical changes to the dimension tables. With SCD’s a change in the tracked attribute causes a new record in the dimension table, consequently a SCD can have multiple records with the same production key. SCDDTable class is defined to simplify SCD type 2 operations. SCDDTable class extends SQLTable class and contains new implementations of abstract methods and defines new methods: “scd_update” and “lookup_all”.

The “scd_update” method adds a new record into the table, sets it as active and sets the old record as inactive and changes the timestamp indicating the end of its activity. The “lookup_all” method returns all versions of the record, not only the active one as the “lookup” method does.

4) Other Subclasses of the Table Class

CSVTable class is used to define tables stored as CSV files. It can be used both as data source and as a destination. CSVTable’s constructor accepts a number of parameters used to define CSV format (delimiter, quote char, header definition, etc.). There is also a concept of “dialect” where well-known CSV formats are represented with a dialect (e.g. Microsoft Excel dialect) so that one can easily define a CSV format via dialect.

MongoDB class is used to define tables stored as single-depth JSON objects in MongoDB NoSQL database.

5) Logger Class

Every instance of the Logger class generates its own text file where log messages are stored. In accordance with most major logging frameworks, messages are ranked in five levels:

1. “DEBUG” – Notifications for user who is tasked with ETL process development
2. “INFO” – General notifications for the user
3. “WARNING” – Alerts that show anomalies in execution
4. “ERROR” – Errors in execution
5. “CRITICAL” – Critical error that prevents ETLator from proceeding with work

It is also possible to define a Master logger – a parent instance of Logger class to which all local logger messages are forwarded (“bubble up”).

Each log message entry comprises of log level, timestamp and message text. By default, ETLator generates master logger object and logger objects for all tables defined in the “flow” directory, but developers can also define their own, additional logger objects. ETLator automatically generates messages of “INFO” and “ERROR” levels. By default, master logger dismisses all messages below “ERROR” level.

**B. Project structure**

File and directory structure of ETLator is predetermined and is shown in Fig. 2.
With these two simple rules it is possible to define arbitrary data flows in terms of ordering and parallelism by leveraging the well-known paradigm – file system. For instance, Fig. 3 shows data flow as it would look like in a typical GUI ETL tool corresponding to the example in the Fig 2.

![Data flow diagram](image)

Figure 3. Data flow corresponding to the project in Fig 2.

We argue that it is even easier to define flows using file system operations (make directory, rename, copy, move) than it is to draw them, especially since these file system actions can be easily scripted, e.g. if we want to generate a flow for each table in the database.

Within each subdirectory of the directory “flow” ETLator automatically generates directory “logs” where logs and documentation files are stored.

Directory “finalization” contains user-defined scripts that will be executed at the end of the run.

Root directory “logs” is automatically generated by ETLator and is used to store summary logs.

Script “main.py” is used to run ETLator and should not be changed by the users unless there is need to change the behaviour or add functionality. All the parameters that are set by default in “main.py” can be overridden on the global level using scripts in the “setup” directory or locally in the scripts within subdirectories of the “flow” directory, without changing “main.py”.

Note that this project setup makes it portable even between different OS platforms, provided of course, that Python interpreter is installed. A simple zip file is all it takes to deploy a project.

C. Parallelism

Parallel execution of scripts within subdirectories of the “flow” directory can significantly speed up the execution on multiprocessor systems, especially when multiple data sources and destinations are involved.

For each script in the directory a process is created that evaluates the script. Maximum number of processes can be set in scripts in the “setup” directory. Processes are
used instead of threads because memory management of Global Interpreter Lock (GIL) in CPython, the most commonly used implementation of Python interpreter, is not thread safe. GIL prevents multiple native threads to execute Python bytecode at once [13]. Consequently, multithreaded Python programs work slower than equivalent single threaded programs because GIL incurs additional costs for thread synchronization are. GIL can also cause starvation of important threads while unimportant threads are using all processor cycles because thread priority cannot be defined. Jython, an implementation of Python interpreter in Java programming language doesn’t have GIL so multithreaded programs can work in parallel, but is rarely used because of lower performance and module incompatibility problems.

By using separate processes we circumvent GIL so that the execution of operations that do not require often synchronization is faster than a multithreaded program, despite the slower initial operation of starting a new processes.

D. Running example

A well-known Northwind database is taken as a running example. Due to space considerations, we consider only a subset of Northwind database shown in Fig. 4:

![Source database schema](image)

**Figure 4. Source database schema.**

1) Directory “setup”

Setup directory contains the definitions of Connector objects that will be used multiple times and definitions of destination tables that will be the target of lookup operations from other tables. These scripts can set ETLator parameters such as turning off documentation generation and set the maximum number of processes used. In this example the “setup” directory contains files “connSrc.py” and “connDest” that contain the definition of connections to the source database and the DW, and files “dCity.py”, “dCustomers.py”, “dDate.py”, “dEmployees.py” and “dShippers.py” that contain definitions of the tables that have to be accessible from every process, as can be seen in Fig 5. Order of execution is usually not important in the setup directory, which holds true also for this example, otherwise file names would be prefixed with a number.

2) Directory “flow”

Three directories are added into the “flow” directory: “1”, “2” and “3” with scripts for populating dimension tables (directories 1 and 2), and the fact table (directory 3), as shown in Fig 5. Scripts in directories 1 and 2 will be evaluated in parallel.

![Project structure subset for the running example](image)

**Figure 5. Project structure subset for the running example**

City source table is actually not a physical table, but is defined via SQL query that is extracting attributes used in dCity dimension in the DW. The following snippet is used in loadDCity.py to populate dCity dimension:

```python
columns = ['PostalCode', 'CityName', 'Region', 'Country']

connectorSrc = connectorSrc.getConnection()

tabCity = lib.table.SQLTable(
    connector=connectorSrc,
    name='dCity',
    column_names=columns,
    default_args=default_args)

connectorDest = connectorSrc.copy()


tabDCity = lib.table.SQLTable(
    connector=connectorDest,
    name='dCity',
    column_names=columns,
    src_table=tabCity,
    default_args=default_args)


tabDCity.auto_transfer()
```

To fetch the connection getConnection() method is used which returns a clone of the Connector objects as to avoid potential collisions during parallel execution. Primary key definition is omitted above since dCity uses autogenerated surrogate key. “default_args” argument is generated by “main.py” and is typically reused (as above) to confirm default documentation generation, logging and automatic table finalization settings.

The following snippet shows the script for populating SCD dimension dEmployees:

```python

tabDCustomers = lib.table.SCDTable(
    connector=connectorDest,
    name='dCustomers',
    column_names=['CustomerID',
                  'CustomerIDDB', 'CompanyName',
                  'ContactTitle', 'Address', 'CityID', 'CityIDDB',
                  'CityPostalCode', 'CityName', 'CityRegion',
```
Finally, the following snippet shows part of the script used to populate the `fOrders` fact table:

```python
for row in tabdOrders:
    row['OrderIDDB'] = row['OrderID']
    custLkp = tabdCustomers.lookup(row, {'CustomerIDDB'})
    if custLkp is not None:
        row['CustomerID'] = custLkp['CustomerID']
    else:
        row['CustomerID'] = 0
    # other lookups, and field transformations
    tabfOrders.insert(row)
```

Data transfer is achieved by iterating over rows of source table, calculating each row of the destination table and executing “insert” method of the destination table (actual insert to the database occurs depends on the batch load settings). To fetch data from other tables (e.g. to fetch dimension keys in the fact table), lookup method of the target table is used. Lookup method takes a row that contains attributes it will try to match and, optionally, a list of attribute names to match. The return value of “lookup” method is either the found row or a “None” value if a matching row is not found.

3) Directory “finalization”

Simple ETL processes usually do not need any finalization operations. In this example the “finalization” directory is left empty, and is not shown in the Fig 5, as well as log folder, lib, etc.

4) Running

Upon starting “main.py”, all scripts in “setup”, “flow” and “finalization” directories are executed in described order, and logs and documentation is generated. Fig. 6 shows data flow diagram generated as a part of the documentation process.

**Figure 6. Data flow diagram generated for the running example**

E. Future development

Future development of ETLator will include support for additional connections, from relational databases to various NoSQL systems (e.g. Hadoop). Also, our plan is to develop rich data transformation and data quality library.

V. Conclusion

In this paper we present ETLator - a scripting ETL framework. ETLator is an open-source, platform independent ETL framework written in Python programming language, with support for various data sources, parallel task execution, slowly changing dimensions, etc. ETLator prescribes the project’s file and folder structure, and enables users to define data task’s ordering and parallel execution simply by using conventions for file and directory naming and nesting. In comparison with other frameworks ETLator is simpler to use, while retaining typical ETL features. Also, unlike similar tools, ETLator features built-in logging and documentation generation features (data flow charts included) which are traditionally features found only in GUI based ETL tools.

Definition of ETL process in ETLator consists of writing short scripts in Python, with the ETLator library and all other Python libraries at one’s disposal, which results in terse and expressive code, and overall an easier and faster experience of developing and maintaining ETL projects.
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Abstract - Business intelligence (BI) allows companies to analyze business information in order to support successful decision making. Currently, the research on the level of BI maturity in Croatian and Slovenian companies is limited. In addition, several BI maturity models have been developed, but most of them are not comprehensive. In order to shed some light to this issue, this paper is focused on two goals: (1) to investigate the impact of BI maturity on business process performance and (2) to explore the requirements for the alignment of two concepts, BI and business process management (BPM) within the organization. Paper presents the following: (i) investigation of BI and BI systems in general, (ii) adaption of the BI maturity model (called biMM) for the purpose of this research, (iii) results of the primary research on the sample of Croatian and Slovenian companies which has been conducted as one of the activities of the project financed by the Croatian Science Foundation: IP-2014-09-3729 Process and Business Intelligence for Business Excellence, (iv) level of BI maturity and the role of BI and business process alignment for the impact of BI maturity on business process performance in investigated companies.

I. INTRODUCTION

The vast amount of daily generated data in organization is a result of a growing number of business transactions. It becomes crucial for organizations to transform collected transaction data into valuable information using information technology (IT). According to Dinter [6] and Forrester [38] business intelligence (BI) has the essential role in this part since it encompasses all processes and systems that transform raw data into meaningful and useful information and enable effective, systematic and purposeful analysis of an organization and its competitive environment. BI can be defined as the acquisition of skills and abilities to adapt the organization to different business conditions ([23]; [24]; [16]; [22]). Agile, real-time BI becomes a prerequisite in the environments of constant change in which organizations operate [39]. In general, the role of BI in improving business process performance has gained a lot of attention because of its ability to provide a detailed insight into business operations and to enhance operational intelligence ([13]; [7]; [8]; [20]).

However, the empirical evidence of how BI impact organizational processes with improving business processes is still lacking. Accordingly, the aim of this paper is to explore if and how the higher BI maturity increases process performance.

This paper presents following sections: a theoretical background about BI and BI maturity model introduction, a discussion about BI and BPM alignment, the detailed empirical research methodology, the results analysis and a discussion on the results and, finally, the conclusions and implications for further research.

II. BI AND ORGANIZATIONAL PERFORMANCE

BI uses different tools and applications for collecting and analyzing business data. Business intelligence systems (BISs) can be defined as software platforms that provide users of the system with relevant information, which enable them to make better decisions. Today, BISs combine methodology, applications, technologies and platforms for storing information such as data warehouses, data marts, analytical tools such as reporting tools, ad hoc analytics (OLAP), in-memory analytics, planning, alerts, forecasts, scorecards, data mining and online analytical mining (OLAM) ([7]). The results of the researches claim that BI became the driver of organizational success and process performance, so business practitioners and academicians search for strengths and weaknesses of existing BI structures in order to make these more effective [18]. For this purpose, BI maturity models are applied.

In general, maturity models usually consist of several (4-6) dimensions of maturity and enable organizational assessment and organizational development [21]. Though a large number of BI maturity models exist, the majority of these models still indicate certain shortcoming such as the lack of transparency, comprehensiveness, systematization, appropriate assessment tools and the lack of empirical data ([6]; [26]). Dinter [6] developed a BI maturity model (called biMM) that was structured in 3
dimensions (functionality, technology and organizational dimension), within each dimension several categories were introduced and the design objects for each category were defined. According to Dinter [6] functionality dimension includes aspects of the use and impact of BI within the organization, as well as other content-related issues. Technology dimension highlights the system and the architecture of the data and the BI tools along with their associated functionality while organizational dimension refers to separate organizational structures, processes, profitability and the strategy of BI in an organization [6]. For the purpose of this research an aggregated BI maturity model based on Dinter’s biMM is designed. This model distinguishes ten categories comprising the most important elements of Dinter’s biMM.

III. BI AND BPM ALIGNMENT FOR PROCESS PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT

The emergence of a large number of activities in the process, possible automation and a large number of errors result in the need for business process management (BPM). One of the most widely used definitions of BPM is Harmon’s [11]: “BPM is a management discipline focused on improving corporate performance by managing a company's business processes”. BPM enables the alignment of business processes and the organization’s strategic goals [4] and comprises different phases, from analysis and design, through implementation and automation, to process monitoring and measurement phase [2]. Both of these concepts, BI and BPM, are considered key drivers for process and organizational performance improvement.

Business process performance is measured by the business data on the costs and time required to perform the activities so as by the costs and resource capacities involved in the activities, keeping in mind that the focus should be on the quality of products or services [3]. For this purpose, business process management systems (BPMSs), whose functionalities support the documentation, automation and tracking of business processes, real-time monitoring and collecting historical data on the business processes performance and optimization of processes, are used [19]. In terms of internal processes, an organization is directed towards measuring product quality and production costs, while the focus of external processes is aimed at measuring customers’ satisfaction. According to empirical data by Huang [12] collaboration of process performance measurement together with the reduction of costs and increased speed of the internal processes, as well as an improved quality of the external processes, result in the improvement of the organizational performance.

Kuang [17] defines process performance measurement systems (PPMSs) as information systems that integrate relevant information of the performance of one or more business processes, compare historical and desired future values with achieved business process value and report the results to participants of the process. Also, data on business processes can be collected from ISs systems, which are focused on the collection and storage of financial and time-oriented data [17]. Similarly, Hammer [9] emphasizes the need for “match between organization’s information and management systems and the process’s needs, and the quality of the metrics that the company uses to measure process performance”. Since the BISs also serve to collect data relevant to the assessment of process performance this study discusses the effects of connecting BISs and BPMss.

The results of the researches from business practice show that the full potential of BISs and BPMs integration and information exchange is still not recognized [3]. According to the authors the major obstacles are systemized as follows: “(1) the main goal of BPM initiatives is to improve business processes, while BI initiatives are usually focused on achieving marketing, customers and sales objectives; and (2) although management starts both initiatives, the results evidence lack of the strong commitment towards coordinated usage of BISs and BPMs as tools for supporting performance management” [3].

Hammer et al. [10] specify seven obstacles of performance measurement success in organizations. Some of these imply the need for BPM and BI alignment. According to Hammer et al. [10] “Provincialism” refers to the existence of conflicting goals among departments that result in defining process metrics and KPIs within the functional boundaries. Besides, “Pettiness” or “the policy to measure only a small component of what matters” must be discussed [10]. “Inanity” is concerned with the organization’s approach “to implement metrics without giving any thought to the consequences of these metrics on the performance on organizational level” [10]. Such situations could be avoided by setting up and measuring the organizational KPIs on the end-to-end process level and by implementation of performance management systems in line with cross functional processes ([15]; [1]). This approach could help organizations to increase the relevance and usefulness of their performance measurement systems. The authors suggest to coordinate BPM and BI initiatives in a company and to provide very intensive communication between BPM and BI experts and mangers ([27]; [3]). According to Nenadal [34] the main goal of process performance system is to identify if processes meet strategic goals and this goal is achieved through “the monitoring of agreed performance indicators”. For this reason, it is very important to establish the role of the process owner and to ensure that process owners monitor business process execution and KPIs achievement through BISs and BPMs [25]. It’s very important to achieve a common understanding of business process terminology on the level of entire organization ([43]; [9]). Customer focus, collaboration, teamwork, and a willingness to reach process KPIs must be shared and accepted by employees across the organization.

Some authors emphasize the need to apply BI techniques in BPM, so the new term “business process intelligence” is introduced in literature [41]. According to van der Aalst [42] the combination of BPM and data mining, called “process mining” is applied in business practice with the aim to extract and discover knowledge from process events (log) data. Schifer, Jeng and Chowdhary [40] present a solution for merging business data with typical workflow data by adding process metrics
(such as throughput time, utilization and cost of resources, process volume and frequency) to existing data warehouse technologies. Bucher and Gericke [43] specify several reasons for the integration of BI and BPM platforms, such as: “(1) a lot of operational processes require “data analytics” in real-time or near-real time; (2) operational processes provide the context for data analysis and decision making, hence BI techniques can be used to merge and consolidate raw data about process execution into KPIs; (3) once operational decisions have been made based on KPIs, useful knowledge about KPIs, corresponding decisions and related consequences can be added into a dedicated data store, so developing the rules for future decision making.”

Since the ultimate goal of both, BI and BPM, is to increase process performance, this paper aims to investigate if the need for alignment of these concepts is recognized within the organizations and to evaluate its impact to process performance.

IV. EMPIRICAL RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Based on the previous theoretical discussion, it is reasonable to expect, that BI and BPM will result in higher process performance improvement when they are implemented as coordinated and aligned initiatives. Thus, we put forward the following hypotheses:


H3: Business intelligence maturity positively influences BPM/BI alignment.

H4: The impact of Business intelligence maturity on Process performance is mediated by BI/BPM alignment.

Our questionnaire is presented in appendix, and was developed based on the previous theoretical knowledge, as presented in parts II and III of this paper, in order to assure content validity. We used a structured questionnaire with five-point Likert scales, with anchors ranging from totally disagree (1) to totally agree (5), for all items used in our study. The data were collected through a survey of medium- and large-sized business organizations in Croatia and Slovenia. Questionnaires were addressed to top management in the contacted organizations. The two rounds of call-up were conducted yielding altogether a sample of 65 completed surveys in Croatia and 118 in Slovenia.

V. RESEARCH RESULTS: ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

To conduct the data analysis, partial least squares (PLS), a component-based structural equation modeling (SEM) technique, was used. This is a widely used methodology in the IT and IS field as it is suitable for predicting and theory-building because it examines the significance of the relationships between the research constructs and the predictive power of the dependent variables ([28]; [32]). The estimation and data manipulation were performed using SmartPLS [36] and SPSS.

We have examined the reliability and validity measures for our reflective measurement model. In the model, all Cronbach’s alphas by far exceeded the 0.7 threshold [35]. Without exception, the latent variables composite reliabilities were higher than 0.8 and in all cases even higher than 0.9, showing the high internal consistency of indicators measuring each construct and thus confirming construct reliability ([35]; [32]). The Average Variance Extracted (AVE) was generally around 0.7 or higher, thus exceeding the threshold of 0.5, demonstrating the convergent validity of the constructs [29]. The reliability and convergent validity of the measurement model were also confirmed by computing standardized loadings for the indicators and Bootstrap t-statistics for their significance. All standardized loadings of the indicators in the model exceeded the 0.7 threshold and they were found without exception to be significant at the 0.001 significance level, thus confirming the high indicator reliability and convergent validity ([33]; [32]). Based on the discriminant validity tests, that “two conceptually different concepts should exhibit sufficient difference” [32], BI3 and BI9 indicators were excluded due to too high cross loadings with BUBPM ALIGNMENT indicators. Discarding the mentioned items substantially and sufficiently improved the discriminant difference between the items of the two constructs.

The assessment of the indicator loadings on their corresponding constructs indicated that manifest variable correlations with their theoretically assigned latent variables are an order of magnitude larger than other loadings to other constructs [30]. Therefore, all the item loadings met the criteria. The square roots of AVE for constructs were significantly higher (and also substantially larger than the threshold of 0.5) than the correlations between the constructs, thus confirming that they are sufficiently discriminable ([28]; [29]).

We further estimated the inner path model. We tested the significance of the hypothesized relationships between the constructs by bootstrapping with 1,000 replicates. The structural model was then assessed (see Figure 1) by examining the coefficient of determination (R2) of the endogenous latent variable, the estimates for the path coefficients of relationships in the structural model and their significance levels (via bootstrapping) [28].

The path and indicator loadings are shown in Figure 1. The influence of BI MAT and BUBPM ALIGN explain 20.3 % of the variance in PP. Further the influence of BI MAT on BUBPM ALIGN explains 48.3% of the variance in BUBPM ALIGN. Since the exogenous variables explain a moderate to high proportion of the variance of the endogenous variable, we may conclude that the model holds sufficient explanatory power and is capable of explaining the constructed endogenous latent variable [32]. The direct impact of BI MAT on PP is not statistically significant ($\hat{\beta} = 0.200; p=1.660$) rejecting H1. The direct impact of BUBPM ALIGN on PP is statistically significant ($\hat{\beta} = 0.289; p=2.592$) and positive thus our H2 is supported. The positive impact of BI MAT on BUBPM ALIGN is statistically significant ($\hat{\beta} = 0.694; p=13.189$) and supporting our H3. To test that the impact of BI MAT on PP is mediated by BUBPM alignment we followed the procedures explained in Kenny [14] and Rucker et al. [37].
First, the direct effect of BI MAT on use intentions was tested. The direct impact of BI MAT on PP is not statistically significant, thus our hypothesis H1 is rejected. However, the causal variable (BI MAT) is correlated (0.400) with the outcome (PP), thus there is an effect that may be mediated [14]. In the second step, the mediator (BI/BPM ALIGN) needs to be treated as the outcome variable and BI MAT as the causal variable [14]. The path is statistically significant at 0.001% significance level, where BI MAT have direct positive influence on BI/BPM ALIGN. The causal variable is also correlated with the mediator (0.693). The third step involves showing that the mediator affects the outcome variable [14], which was tested with H2 and proven to be statistically significant. Since, the direct impact of BI MAT on PP is not statistically significant, BI/BPM ALIGN completely mediates the impact of performance perceptions on use intentions [37], proving our H4.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented preliminary results of the comprehensive research conducted in Croatian and Slovenian companies. Structural equation model was developed in order to test hypothesis. First, the impact of BI maturity to business process performance (H1) was not confirmed. Second, the positive impact of BPM/BI alignment to the process performance (H2) was confirmed. Third, positive impact of business intelligence maturity to BPM/BI alignment (H3) was confirmed. Fourth, the mediating effect of BI/BPM alignment to the impact of BI maturity on Process performance (H4) was confirmed, which is an important finding, since the direct impact was not confirmed. The contribution of this model is thus to indicated a path towards the future research on an interrelation of BPM/BI alignment and Process performance. Practical implication of this research stems in the greater need of the synchronized efforts in the implementation and development of BI and BPM.
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## APPENDIX I BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE MATURITY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BI</th>
<th>BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE MATURITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Please, indicate how you would rate BI maturity in your organization along the following dimensions (X = don’t know, can’t judge).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statement A</td>
<td>Statement B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BI-1</td>
<td>What is the scope of business intelligence systems use in your organization?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BI is used in isolated manner by individuals.</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BI-2</td>
<td>What is the level of data architecture maturity in your organization?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business data management is not addressed in organization. There is non-existing or heterogeneous semantics.</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BI-3</td>
<td>What is the impact of business intelligence in your organization?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impact of BI is not considered as relevant.</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BI-4</td>
<td>What is the level of technical architecture maturity of BI in your organization?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There is no dedicated BI storage used.</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BI-5</td>
<td>What is the level of data management maturity in your organization?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data integration is manual.</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BI-6</td>
<td>What kind of BI tools is used in your organization?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We don’t use any specific BI tool, manual analysis is performed.</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BI-7</td>
<td>What is the organizational structure related to business intelligence in your organization?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There are no specifically defined roles and organizational units for BI.</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BI-8</td>
<td>What is the level of maturity of BI processes (e.g. requirements engineering and service management) in your organization?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BI is used in isolated manner by individuals.</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BI-9</td>
<td>What is the level of the profitability assessment of business intelligence in your organization?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There is no profitability assessment of BI.</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BI-10</td>
<td>What is the level of BI strategy in your organization?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No BI strategy exists in our organization.</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## APPENDIX II BPM/BI ALIGNMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PIA</th>
<th>BPM/BI ALIGNMENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Please, indicate to what extent you agree / disagree with the following statements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 = completely disagree; 5 = completely agree; X = don’t know, can’t judge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIA-1</td>
<td>BPM initiative is coordinated with BI initiative in a company. Very intensive communication between BPM and BI experts and managers exists.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIA-2</td>
<td>BPM and BI terminology is aligned. BI and BPM use common terms, a glossary of BPM&amp;BI terms exists.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIA-3</td>
<td>BI system enables performance measurement and management of cross-functional processes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIA-4</td>
<td>BI system is regularly used by process owners and other process actors for monitoring business process execution.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## APPENDIX III PROCESS PERFORMANCE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PP</th>
<th>PROCESS PERFORMANCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Please, indicate to what extent you agree / disagree with the following statements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 = completely disagree; 5 = completely agree; X = don’t know, can’t judge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP-1</td>
<td>The efficiency of our processes is high above the average of the industry.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP-2</td>
<td>The quality of our processes is high above the average of the industry.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP-3</td>
<td>The flexibility of our processes is high above the average of the industry.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP-4</td>
<td>The quality of our products/services is high above the average of the industry.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Abstract - The growth of social networks and affordability of various sensing devices has lead to a huge increase of both human and non-human entities that are interconnected via various networks, mostly Internet. All of these entities generate large amounts of various data, and BI analysts have realized that such data contain knowledge that can no longer be ignored. However, traditional support for extraction of knowledge from mostly transactional data - data warehouse - can no longer cope with large amounts of fast incoming various, unstructured data - big data - and is facing a paradigm shift. Big data analytics has become a very active research area in the last few years, as well as the research of underlying data organization that would enhance it, which could be addressed as big data warehousing. One research direction is enhancing data warehouse with new paradigms that have proven to be successful at handling big data. Most popular of them is the MapReduce paradigm. This paper provides an overview on research and attempts to incorporate MapReduce with data warehouse in order to empower it for handling of big data.

I. INTRODUCTION

Data-oriented systems have recently been faced with overwhelming amount of various-type data. Data warehouses, core of all traditional decision-support systems, also have to face these challenges. It has become crucial to analyze almost all possible data to keep up with the competition by following the shift in data warehousing trends. Transactional data do not provide sufficient support anymore and other emerging data sources must be embraced. These new data sources are part of big data phenomena. Traditional data warehouses and RDBMSs are not an adequate storage for big data, and that needs to change because the quantity of unstructured data exceeds the quantity of structured data by four to five times [1]. In big data analytics, MapReduce programming framework has gained popularity because of its ability to effectively process large databases, as well as big data. For that reason, researchers have turned to application of MapReduce to overcome the gap between data warehouses and big data.

Research approaches include integration of data storage systems, changing relational paradigm to non-relational, and new algorithms and approaches to creating and storing data cubes. This paper presents an overview of some of the interesting work done in this field. The paper is organized as follows: section II presents the current data trends, features, storages and paradigms; section III presents main issues of data warehouses with big data and unsuitability of Hadoop alone for solving them; section IV presents two research approaches to solving problems described in previous section through describing representative work that has been done; section V discusses the presented approaches; and the section VI concludes this paper.

II. DATA TRENDS

A. Big data

The term big data was invented to describe new types of data that emerged with popularization of social networks and data-generating smart or simple devices. There are quite a few big data issues from analytical point of view: they may be unstructured and/or semi-structured and lack formal model and metadata; they arrive fast and in large quantities; they may be incorrect to a certain level. Most importantly, it is questionable if a certain set of big data holds any value at all, but that can only be known through data exploration. Big data features are usually described by 4Vs – volume, variety, velocity, and veracity – but, three more V features have been identified [2]: variability (in ways to interpret same data), value (actual usefulness of extracted information), and visualization (need for illustrative visualization of big data sets to understand them).

B. Shared-nothing architecture

Shared-nothing architecture is a distributed computing architecture that features a collection of independent and self-sufficient nodes. These nodes may be various (virtual) machines, where each one has a local disc and main memory. The nodes are connected via network and there is no contention point in it. The phrase shared-nothing came from the fact that nodes do not share any kind of memory. The most popular paradigm based on this concept is the MapReduce.

C. MapReduce

MapReduce (MR) has recently become one of the most popular frameworks for processing large amounts of data. It is specially designed for scalability of data processing in the cloud environments. It hides the implementation of its main features from the programmer, e.g. fault tolerance, load balancing, parallelization and data distribution.
D. NoSQL

The term NoSQL is interpreted as "Not Only SQL". In this case, having SQL as a synonym for relational databases, NoSQL does not imply the complete absence of relational. NoSQL databases are usually open-source and their main features are: data and processing distribution, horizontal scalability, fault tolerance, fast data access, simple APIs, relaxed consistency and being schema-free [3]. However, they also have their downsides. The current issue with NoSQL databases is that they do not offer a declarative query language similar to SQL and there is no single, unified model of NoSQL databases.

There are multiple NoSQL database families, which differ significantly in their features. Main NoSQL database families (sometimes referred to as 4 true NoSQL database families) are: column-oriented, document-oriented, key-value stores, and graph. Also, there are less commonly mentioned families that had been present long before NoSQL term was used: object-oriented, XML-native, and other database families like multimodel, multivalue, and multidimensional databases.

In attempts of big data warehousing, mostly used NoSQL systems were based on Hadoop’s implementation of MR, running on top of it or along with it, e.g. HBase, Hive, Pig, Spark, Sqoop, Impala, etc., but attempts have also been made without using a MR-based system. Those that best served for research purposes are briefly described below.

- HBase is a column-oriented distributed database that runs on top of Hadoop. It was modelled after Google BigTable. It features data compression and Bloom filters on column-level. Its tables can be used as input and output for MR. One of the most popular data-driven websites that uses HBase is Facebook, which uses it for its messaging platform.

- Hive [4] is a data warehouse infrastructure running on top of Hadoop. In Hive, data can be stored in various databases and file systems, all interconnected with Hadoop. It supports SQL-like commands in its language, HiveQL, which shifts the focus from low-level programming to a much more declarative level. Given queries are translated into MR jobs that are executed on Hadoop. Hive contains a system catalogue called metastore that stores metadata about tables, and that makes it a data warehouse.

The idea behind Hive was to bring in well-known concepts of structuredness (e.g. tables, columns, partitions and subset of SQL) into unstructured Hadoop environment, but still keeping the flexibility and extensibility Hadoop has. Organization-wise, table is a one logical unit of data and is stored as a directory in HDFS; table partitions are stored as a subdirectory within table’s directory; buckets are stored as files within partition’s or table’s directory, depending on table being partitioned or not.

Hive adopted one of the main changes in approaches to data (warehouse) modelling: schema-on-read approach rather than schema-on-write, meaning that the data are loaded more quickly because there is no validation against a pre-defined schema. The validation is performed during run-time, which impacts the query time to be slower.

One of the main downsides of Hive’s design is its naive simple rule-based optimizer. The authors predicted optimizer improvements as the future research work, as well as exploring other data placement ways, e.g. column-oriented to improve data reading performance.

- Pig is a high-level platform that runs on top of Hadoop and serves for creating programs running on it. Unlike Hive, which is meant for exploring datasets, Pig is more appropriate for processing data flows [4]. Its language Pig Latin is more declarative comparing to MR programming in Java and also supports user-defined functions, written in Python, Java, etc. Pig Hadoop jobs cannot only be run in MR, but also in other frameworks, e.g. Spark.

- Google BigTable [5] is a NoSQL database for unstructured data. It was built on a few Google technologies, including Google File System. In BigTable, data are mapped by triplets <row key, column key, timestamp> and each stored value is an uninterpreted array of bytes, while the timestamps are used for versioning. There is a false perception that BigTable is a column-store database, but its connection to column-oriented approaches lies in usage of column families. Column families are groups of column keys that are grouped into sets, i.e. columns are clustered by key. Usually, a column family contains data of the same type.

- Apache Spark is a cluster-computing framework featuring data parallelism and fault tolerance. It was made to overcome MapReduce’s dataflow limitations and has proved to be faster than MR framework. For that reason it should be considered at the time of choosing the right technologies to deal with big data in general, as well as in OLAP.

III. DATA WAREHOUSE’S BIG DATA ISSUE

There is a misconception that standard data warehouse architecture is not completely compatible with big data. One of the main arguments of this misconception is the notion that data warehouses are primarily focused on “stock” or fixed data supply oriented on the past and not suited for real time streaming analytics [2], but real-time BI, which is supported by real-time data warehouses is its counterargument. The problem lies in the intensity of the data streaming, which has become too high with the emergence of big data. The hype around big data has even caused some vendors and analysts to foretell the death of data warehousing and even relational databases. Most popular BI platforms do not support integration with NoSQL databases, but some provide native access to them (e.g. Hive).

MapReduce is considered “appropriate to serve long running queries in batch mode over raw data”[1], which is exactly what ETL process does. However, integrating or replacing traditional systems with Hadoop is a challenging research topic. Despite Hadoop’s ability to provide instant access to large amounts of high quality data, the implementation of ETL processes in Hadoop is not simple. The users need to manually write custom programs, which are sometimes not effective and cannot compare to ETL tools for data cleaning, transformation and coordination. Authors in [6] suggest that using ETL
tools is still suitable for small amounts of data, while design of custom programs in Hadoop is more feasible for larger amounts. Another important feature Hadoop lacks is adding dynamic indexes to the framework, which is still an open issue.

IV. MapReduce Approaches in Research

Research of MapReduce approaches in data warehousing can be grouped into two categories:

i. system-level research: focused on system-level improvements and/or integration;

ii. data cube research: focused on an OLAP data cube component of data warehouse.

A. System-level research

1) Simple data warehouse augmentation

The simplest way of data warehouse’s coexistence with new big data solutions was presented in [2], where big data are treated as an additional data source for the data warehouse. This idea does not include integration of data warehouse and big data system on any level, but the data sequentially going through processing systems based on their kind, and in the end - ending up in the data warehouse. Before loading, big data are processed (analysed) in a MR framework, while the rest go through standard cleaning and transformation processes. In this case, the resulting data from the MR processing enrich dimension tables by adding more attributes to them and thus enrich the overall analytical power of the data contained in the data warehouse. Authors pointed out that the good approach would be to leave the original data source intact to enable different types of analyses because the same data processed in different ways can yield different results. However, the issue with this solution is that the programmer or analyst needs skills and knowledge to write map and reduce functions, which may have a big span of complexity – from simple counting to using data mining algorithms and machine learning.

2) HadoopDB

HadoopDB [7] is a hybrid of parallel databases and MR. It is an open-source solution made of other open-source technologies like Hive, Hadoop and PostgreSQL, all organized in a shared-nothing architecture. The idea behind such integration was to benefit from scalability advantages of MR, and from performance and efficiency featured in parallel databases. Comparing its used storage systems with those used in Hive, HadoopDB uses relational databases in each of the nodes instead of distributed file systems. MR is used as communication layer; Hive serves as a translation layer (queries expressed in SQL are translated into MR jobs); on the database layer there can be multiple nodes running DBMS. The main research contribution was improving query optimization compared to optimization in Hive by pushing query processing logic maximally down to the databases (because Hive did not consider table data colocation in a single node, while HadoopDB does), and modifying Hive by adding four more components to it – database connector (for connecting to databases, executing queries and returning the result), catalog (for maintaining information about the databases), data loader (for partitioning and re-partitioning of data and data loading), and SQL-to-MapReduce-to-SQL planner (for extending Hive query planner). So far, HadoopDB implemented filter, projection and aggregation operators, while the authors expect that this system will benefit from future Hadoop improvements, despite of parallel databases currently still being faster.

3) Starfish

Starfish [8] is a self-tuning system for Hadoop for big data analytics: it tunes Hadoop parameters, but it does not improve its peak performance. Starfish is placed between Hadoop and MR job-submitting clients like Pig, Hive, command line interface, etc. MR jobs, workflows, or collections of workflows are expressed in language Lastword (Language for Starfish Workloads and Data). The main focus of this system is its adaptation to user’s and system’s needs. Reasoning behind self-tuning approach lies in Hadoop’s suboptimal usage of resources and time. The problem with Hadoop is that there might be around 190 configuration parameters controlling its behaviour, and most of them need to be set manually, e.g. actions like adding and removing a node based on the needs, or rebalance of data. Even for a single MR job, multiple parameters need to be set, e.g. number of mappers and reducers, controls for network usage, memory allocation settings. Higher-level languages for defining MR jobs – like HiveQL and PigLatin – do not consider cost-based optimization during the query compilation into MR jobs, but only rely on naive hard-coded rules or hints specified by the users. The basic endeavour is to move the computation to the data as much as possible to achieve minimal data movement. Starfish provides automatic system tuning throughout the whole data lifecycle: it is able to perform tuning at different levels of granularity – workload, workflow, and job-level – and the interaction of these components provides Starfish’s tuning in whole.

4) Olap4cloud

Olap4cloud is an open-source experimental OLAP engine built on top of Hadoop and HBase, designed to efficiently perform queries containing aggregations and grouping on large data sets, and to be horizontally linearly scalable. Its main features include data defragmentation, indexing, and preaggregations. Olap4cloud stores rows with the same dimensions close to one another. For preaggregations, aggregation cuboids are constructed using classic lattice modes, which help to achieve lower latency during execution of queries that use already calculated aggregations. For now, Olap4cloud is still in an early experimental stage: it is able to manage and query cubes (fact tables containing dimensions and measures), but it does not fully support dimension tables, hierarchies and measures: dimensions can only be Java data type `long`, and measures must be in Java data type `double`.

5) HBase Lattice

HBase Lattice [9] is an open-source solution that attempted to provide BI “OLAP-ish” solution based on HBase. Author argues that, in discussion of “Cassandra is for OLTP, HBase is OLAP mantra”, this system, based on

---

HBase, has limited support for OLAP features: it does not directly support cube models and has no concepts of dimensions, hierarchies, measures and facts, nor has its own query language. It implements incremental OLAP-like cubes: by pre-building cuboids in a cube lattice model, it is able to cope with aggregate queries.

6) HaoLap

HaoLap [10] (Hadoop based OLAP) is an OLAP system designed for big data that has some common features with MOLAP tools. It uses simplified multidimensional model for mapping of dimensions and measures, and most importantly - it supports dimension operators (e.g. roll-up). In this system, optimization and speed-up are not achieved using indexes nor pre-computations, but by sharding (horizontal partitioning) and chunk selection. Instead of storing large multidimensional arrays, calculations are stored and that simplifies the dimension by having low storage cost and makes this system's OLAP efficient.

Dimension and cube metadata are stored in XML format in a metadata server, while measures are stored in HDFS. Data cubes do not have to be instantiated in memory - OLAP algorithm and MR are used for that. MR jobs are consisted of four parts (input-formatter, mapper, reducer and output-formatter) and are specified as such quadruplets. MR job operates on the level of chunks, and at the end of the processing chunk is stored in the created chunk files, which are then logically combined into the result – a cube.

7) Octopus

Octopus [11] is a hybrid data processing engine. It is a middleware engine that integrates various backend systems and serves as a one access point (Figure 1.) between the user and them. The reasoning behind building such integration system is that neither traditional warehousing systems, nor recent big data systems are able to fully leverage the power of the other – neither can fully take over the other’s role.

Data are distributed in multiple locations of the system, while the system itself bases its optimization on minimizing the amount of data movement by making a query push-down, which is based on the data’s residence. Octopus takes a given query task in an SQL-like form from the user and divides it into multiple subqueries. The initial query is processed with system components, parser and optimizer; parser produces a logical operator tree and optimizer produces an optimal set of query plans. Subqueries derived from the initial query are pushed down to the backend systems and processed inside of them. By sending the queries to systems where the data are physically stored and optimally processed, data movement costs are reduced.

Authors have compared Octopus to Spark, because Spark also supports integration of external data sources and implements unnecessary data filtering for reducing data migration. Experiments proved Octopus to be faster than Spark in processing aggregation queries. Possible future development of Octopus lies in adding support for more types of NoSQL databases, as well as integrating more Spark modules, e.g. machine learning.

B. Data cube research

1) Approach by Abello, Ferrarons and Romero

An approach to building data cubes on BigTable was presented in [1]. BigTable is used for storing all the data together temporarily - data are just partially cleaned and integrated before they are stored - without having a concrete schema, so the schema may evolve easily over time. Also, the authors argue that column storage is good enough for data marts because they have well-defined columns, but for the entire data warehouse more flexibility is required because of unclear data structure and continuous schema evolution.

The basic idea is to have a non-formatted chunk of data just stored and associated to the key, which is later, once it is needed, retrieved and used according to the specific needs. That is the opposite from putting a lot of resources and effort into formatting and structuring the data according to the strict star schema, which after data import may not be used for a couple of months, or may even not be used at all. Upon having an analysis to perform, data quality is specified, suitable technology is selected (e.g. ROLAP or MOLAP), and then ETL is used to prepare the data according to needs. On demand, specific and customized data cubes are extracted and stored in a data mart, which may or may not reside in cloud.

For building cubes three typical table access approaches (assuming denormalized data) have been applied in a way they could benefit from MR and BigTable: full scan, index access, and range index scan.

2) MRDataCube

A new cube computation algorithm MRDataCube (MapReduce Data Cube) was presented in [12]. MRDataCube is a large-scale data cube computation algorithm that uses MR framework and uses concepts of cuboids and cells. Cuboid is considered an aggregated result of aggregate operations upon a cube with the goal of extracting each combination of attributes. Cells construct cuboids, and they represent the values stored in them and can be represented as m-membered tuple, where m is aggregation measurement of the cell.

This algorithm computes the cube in two phases, MRSpread and MRAssemble. Its main feature is continuous data reduction through these two phases. The
first phase produces partial cuboids cells, where one cuboid cell values may spread through outputs of several reduce functions. In the second phase, complete cuboids are generated by computing all partial cells, i.e. merging partial cuboids into one cell. Between two phases, result is stored in HDFS. This algorithm showed 2-16 times better performance compared to previous work in that area, algorithms MRNaive, MR2D, MRGBLP and MRPipeSort.

3) CN-CUBE

An operator CN-CUBE (Columnar NoSQL cube) for computing OLAP cube from column-oriented data warehouse was presented in [13], and it proved to be faster than Hive. The main technology they used was HBase engine. By implementing CN-CUBE operator, authors have attempted to solve one of the most common obstacles of column-oriented databases – the lack of OLAP operators. The CN-CUBE reduces disk access by using a result on an extraction query as a view – based on attributed needed for the cube computation requested by analysts - and avoids re-accessing the data warehouse for performing different aggregations. Using this approach, authors have reduced input and output flows substantially.

This operator performs in three phases. During the first phase, attributes are identified and necessary columns (most recent values) are extracted into an intermediate result. In second phase, intermediate relation columns with the values are hashed to produce the lists of values’ positions. These lists allow some columns to be aggregated separately by each dimension. In the final phase, lists of dimensions’ positions of intermediate results are associated through the logical AND operator.

4) MC-CUBE

Similarly to [13], [14] presents an aggregation operator MC-CUBE (MapReduce Cubular cube) that uses HBase as main technology, and introduces a different approach to building OLAP cubes from columnar “big data warehouse”. In this approach, data are taken at a single, least aggregated level, and other aggregates – at other, higher granularity levels – are computed from it. To perform aggregation, this operator performs invisible join, typical in column stores, and extends the aggregation to cover “all possible aggregations at different levels of granularity of the cube”[14].

MC-CUBE operator performs seven MR jobs during four phases. During the first phase, aggregations are produced from the data warehouse at lowest and highest granularity levels – joins between fact and dimension tables are materialized and aggregates are calculated. In the second phase, aggregations are performed of each dimension separately, and in the third, rest of the aggregates composing the cube are computed. The final phase replaces dimensions’ identifiers with dimensions’ attributes, and completes the cube.

V. DISCUSSION

For big data warehousing solution, system integration approaches usually include integration of one or more MR-based technologies like Hive and Hadoop, and combine them with either NoSQL and/or traditional relational storage. Particularly interesting combination is the integration of MapReduce and parallel databases, where the best features are taken from both of them and combined complementarily because one does well what the other does not.

One of the suggested scenarios [3] for big data analysis is to use Hive in Hadoop environment for OLTP, and ROLAP tool for data analysis. However, problems may occur in case when data arrive too quickly and are stored in real-time in Hive, because the existing aggregates in RDBMSs used for OLAP could in a very short time become inaccurate. Other problems are related to the volume of the data; when using partial aggregates, it still may affect the speed OLAP browsing in a negative way. The solution may lie in using MapReduce processing on both OLTP and OLAP side.

In a few works [8], [15], [16] an acronym MAD appeared, denoting features expected from big data analytics systems: magnetism means that system attracts all kinds of data, regardless of possibly unknown structure, schema, or even partial values; agility stands for system's ability to adapt to data evolutions; depth means that the system supports analyses that go to bigger depths than just roll-ups and drill-downs. Authors in [8] even went further and described three more features that would MADDER analytics systems need to have: data-lifecycle-awareness, elasticity, and robustness. In future data warehouse modifications and research, these features may prove to be a good guiding principle. It is noticeable that some of these features are found in NoSQL databases, but never all of them. This shows that NoSQL technologies are a good candidate for a data warehouse asset, but chances are small that a NoSQL database would ever completely replace data warehouse’s relational basis.

Another potential problem that may affect the course of big data analytics and warehousing development is a large portfolio of technologies and implementations, even among open-source products, and even industry has pointed out this as potential problem [17]. The vendors have approached this matter each in their own way, making new products most compatible with their existing ones. Analyzing the general situation from the perspective of data warehousing future, the existing products from which data warehouses may eventually benefit - NoSQL databases and Hadoop implementations and tools - still have many downsides in terms of lacking concepts commonly used in data warehouses and relational databases (e.g. indexing, profound optimizer, ability of having OLAP operators, dimensions and hierarchies, etc.). All of these downsides combined together create obstacles that are being worked on by the current research.

Through the research overview presented in this paper, we can see various system integration approaches [2], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11] to overcoming these issues. System-level integration raises questions of middleware design, data localization, computation locality i.e. amount data movement, etc. Much work has also been done on optimization issues: it included designing special tuning middleware; building better query and MapReduce job plans; preaggregations – most often in forms of cuboids that are stored in a lattice model; using views to access fewer data – but, one of the most applied approaches is the
query push-down technique, i.e., moving the computation to the data, which is guided by the thought that the data should be stored and processed in the system that does suit their nature the best, whether that are RDBMSs, NoSQL databases or MapReduce environment. Possible progress is seen in designing new middleware, either from scratch or by modifying existing systems like Hive.

Presented research overview from the perspective of building data cubes [1], [12], [13], [14], describes representative approaches that have been made with various ways of data storage, especially with column-oriented [13], [14]. Approaches included: storing measures in HDFS while the metadata reside in simple format on server; storing whole data marts in column-oriented storage; collocating data by their type (rows) in column-oriented storage, etc. The diversity is significant, and further research of this matter is expected.

However, one of the most noticeable downsides in some of the presented approaches is considerable simplification – dimensional model is simplified to the extent that the system does not support dimensions and hierarchies, and sometimes even does not differ dimensions from facts. Simplification is an interesting approach, e.g., solving explosive dimension cardinality issue by using some aggregative calculations, but attention should be paid to not over-simplifying the model to the level of its inapplicability for OLAP. To bring big data into the data warehouse, ETL process may need to be loosened to ensure the flexibility for the warehouse and enable the schema to evolve. Still, the main focus remains on creating the much needed OLAP operators.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper gives an overview of latest research on bringing big data into data warehouses and organization of big data for OLAP analysis using the MapReduce framework. Big data were described by their main features, which are the main reason they cannot be easily let into the strictly structured and highly organized data warehouse environment. However, they are potentially greatly valuable and their share in available data pool is rapidly growing. Thus, they should not be treated as a distinct issue and completely separated from other data, but should be dealt with and made supportive for BI analytics along with traditional transactional data.

NoSQL databases show great potential for handling big data analytics, especially those that implement MapReduce framework. But, there are many issues with these two concepts. The industry has overwhelmed data analytics field with too many implementations that are still not mature enough, mostly in terms of all the underlying supporting features that RDBMSs offer. NoSQL database families differ a lot and may not handle all types of data equally well, and having no unified database model nor a clear data structure leads to great difficulties in design of analytical systems.

The most realistic future scenario is that the data warehouses will not be replaced by some completely different innovative systems. The more likely scenario is that they will continue to coexist in a symbiotic relationship with the new, more suitable solutions for big data, where big data would serve as an additional analytical asset.
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Abstract - Credit risk is related to the risk of the borrower that the lender will not be able to return their debt including interest. Numerous researches have been conducted in the area of credit risk, both using classical models such as Altman Z-score and using machine learning methodology. However, the research using the data from Croatian financial institutions is scarce, especially research focused on the selection of the demographic and/or behavior variables. In addition, it is important to develop robust models that estimate credit risk as accurately as possible.

The goal of this research is to develop a data mining model for prediction of credit risk, using the data from Croatian financial institutions on defaulted clients (demographic and behavior). Decision tree models are constructed for the prediction of credit risk. Different algorithms for the variable selection are evaluated based on the classification accuracy of the decision trees developed based on the selected variables.

I. INTRODUCTION

Data mining methods are used for finding undiscovered valuable information from large databases. In other words, the main goal of data mining methodology is to extract knowledge in order to make successful management decisions [1]. Applications of data mining methods are used in almost every industry: banking, marketing, finance, manufacturing, medicine, education, trade, supply [2, 3, 4]. Each industry has its own characteristics, which implies usage of different data mining methodologies. Therefore, in the banking industry, characterized with a high level of fraud and risks, which requires successful prediction of credit default, scoring and applicants, usage of data mining techniques is very common [5].

Data mining usage is one of the most common techniques used in the financial analysis, especially in the banking industry. Prediction of credit risk, mostly prediction of credit default, presents an important activity of the banking industry [6]. There are several different data mining techniques that can be used for financial data analysis because of their high level of success. However, their success also depends on the data available, its cleaning, and transformation. Therefore, decision trees are one of the most commonly used methods [7, 8].

Decision trees are one of the classification methods which group variables into one or more categories of the target variables [9]. When using the decision trees process it is important to follow three main steps: (i) determine the sample, (ii) choose variables, and (iii) select an appropriate algorithm. In this paper we have used the algorithm C4.5, as one of the ten most popular variables.

The goal of the paper is to compare the classification of banking clients according to the credit default, with the C4.5 decision tree algorithm, using different sets of the variables: Entrepreneurial idea; Growth plan; Marketing plan, Personal characteristics of entrepreneurs, Characteristics of SME, Characteristics of credit program, and Relationship between the entrepreneur and a financial institution. The variables are selected by the usage of three different algorithms, provided in the Weka software: Class CfsSubsetEval algorithm, ChiSquaredVariableEval algorithm, and ConsistencySubsetEval algorithm. Previous research that tested the efficiency of algorithms for the selection of variables was mostly conducted on the retail credit risk datasets, e.g. Oreski et al. [10]. The scientific contribution of our paper is that the algorithms for the selection of variables are tested on the real-world dataset of credit risk of Croatian financial institution’s business clients (entrepreneurs from Eastern Croatia).

The paper consists of six sections. After the Introduction, as the first section, there is Literature review. In Literature review, data mining methodology and its usage for predicting credit default are presented. Decision trees, as one of the data mining methods, are described as well as variables and techniques selection approaches used in this research. In the third section named Methodology, data, decision trees techniques and the variable selection process are discussed. Research results are provided in the fourth and the fifth section. The fourth section elaborates on results of the different variable selection strategies, while the fifth section of the paper discusses results regarding classification efficiency measures, classification matrices and falsely predicted good and bad debtors with different variable selection approaches. The last section is Conclusion.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Data mining methodology

The amount of data has been constantly increasing, which creates difficulties for managers and successful decision making. A high growth of valuable as well as invaluable data in databases has created a need for the use of different methodologies which can help finding, extracting and analyzing data important for decision makers [11].
Data mining technology combines different approaches, e.g. machine learning, statistics and database management, which are used for finding valuable patterns in data for further prediction and decision making. In addition, data mining techniques can also be used for determining relationships among data in order to create knowledge [12]. The main purpose of data mining is to find and analyse disorganized information with the goal of improving business knowledge and activities.

The most commonly used data mining methods are: classification, regression, clustering, visualization, decision trees, association rules, neural networks, support vector machine [5, 13]. In our research we conducted a decision tree analysis, which is mainly used for classification, in order to predict the credit default.

The main purpose of the decision tree analysis is to predict behavior of the target variable using different algorithms to get the best outcome [14]. Some of possible algorithms are: C4.5, ID3, CART, CHAID, and MARS. One of the disadvantages of the decision tree analysis is that, in the process, analysts should pay more attention to a high variance. Other disadvantage of the decision tree is the overfitting, which occurs when model is excessively complex, and it has a poor predictive efficiency. However, the most important advantage of the decision trees is the possibility of interpretation, which together with the simple usage and implementation make the decision tree method appropriate for a wide range of research.

B. Predicting credit default with data mining approach

Countries, especially their economies and financial institutions, have been facing a strong financial crisis in the last years. Therefore, in many countries, governments have brought many saving measures in order to decrease costs and to restart economy development. In addition, credit default has increased and nowadays banks pay much more attention to credit risk assessment and to prediction of credit default with the goal to reduce risk [15].

Financial institutions and banks are using different intelligent techniques, e.g. mathematical models, statistics analysis, data mining methods with the goal to make efficient credit decisions. A detailed analysis of data on the characteristics of current and previous credit users plays an important factor in forecasting the future credit default of new clients [16].

C. Variables and techniques selection approaches

In order to predict credit default, financial institutions and banks mostly use behavioral and demographic variables of previous and current clients, e.g. monthly income, marital status, real-estate owner, employment, age, gender [17].

The main purpose of our research is to classify banking clients regarding credit default with a decision tree analysis, using different variables related to entrepreneurship activity. In addition, financial institutions and banks, when approving credits to clients, strive to select those clients who will be able to repay it in the given period of time [18]. In other words, they are focused on good clients.

There are also studies about methods used in credit scoring. One of the examples is a research which used demographic and behavioral data and three data mining methods: credit scorecard, logistic regression and a decision tree model [9]. The results of the research showed that all three methods are appropriate for use but the scorecards method is the easiest to apply.

There is also a study in which authors have investigated recent researches conducted in the field of credit risk assessment regarding clients and their ability to repay credits [19]. Research results showed that logistic regression is the most commonly used method to group clients into good or bad debtors.

Recent studies showed that intelligence methods used for discovering credit scoring are mostly non-parametric methods and computational intelligence techniques, e.g. decision trees, artificial neural networks, support vector machines and evolutionary algorithms [20, 21, 17].

III. METHODOLOGY

A. Data

Data used in this research were collected from an entrepreneurship credit dataset. Data were collected randomly from the database of clients (entrepreneurs from Eastern Croatia) of the financial institution, that is focused on financing small and medium enterprises, mostly start-ups. There are 200 applicants in the sample.

There are two main reasons for a small dataset: (i) a quite low level of business activity regarding entrepreneurship in Croatia (Total Early State Entrepreneurial Activity (TEA) index for the year 2015 = 7.69; TEA index for the year 2004 = 7.97) which means that a low number of people is taking a credit to start a business, and (ii) financial institutions are rejecting too risky start-ups applications for a credit. Therefore, collecting a larger sample will be possible in the next few years, when the entrepreneurial climate and perception of entrepreneurship activity improves.

The following variables were used for the development of the credit scoring model: Entrepreneurial idea; Growth plan; Marketing plan, Personal characteristics of entrepreneurs, Characteristics of SME, Characteristics of credit program, Relationship between the entrepreneur and a financial institution, and Creditworthiness. Most of the variables are nominal, while two of them are numeric (Entrepreneurs’ age, Number of employees, and Credit amount).

Variables related to the future plans for the SME were estimated by a banking clerk (Table I).

First, it was estimated whether the entrepreneur has a clear vision of the business development (for newly established SMEs), or it is already an established business (Variable Vision).

Second, the variable Better estimated what the main competitive advantage of the SME (better quality, technology, price, or expertise of employees) is.
Third, it was estimated what the main market for SME’s products/services is: local, national, wider region, or narrow targeted customers (Variable Market). Entrepreneurs stated which percentage of the profit is planned to be reinvested in the business operations (Variable Reinvest), and what the plans for the promotion of products/services are (Variable Ad). Also, it was estimated whether the entrepreneur can identify who SME’s main competitors are.

### TABLE I VARIABLES RELATED TO THE FUTURE PLANS FOR THE SME

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Question asked</th>
<th>Answers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>I Entrepreneurial idea</strong></td>
<td>Does the entrepreneur have a clear vision of the business?</td>
<td>1 – no clear vision (for newly established SMEs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vision</td>
<td></td>
<td>2 – clear vision (for newly established SMEs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3 – established business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Better</td>
<td>Advantages of products/services</td>
<td>1 – better quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 - better technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3 – good price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4 – expertise of employees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market</td>
<td>Market for products/services</td>
<td>1 – local</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 – narrow targeted customers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3 – wider region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III Marketing plan</td>
<td>Projected percentage of the invested profit (reinvested profit/profit*100)</td>
<td>1 - 0 to 30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reinvest</td>
<td></td>
<td>2 - 30.01 to 50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3 - 50.01 to 70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4 – 70.01 to 100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100 – missing value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad</td>
<td>Promotion of products/services</td>
<td>1 – without promotion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 – no need for promotion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3 – all media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5 – personal selling, presentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6 – posters, leaflets, internet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100 – missing value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compet</td>
<td>Can the entrepreneur identify competition?</td>
<td>1 – no competition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 – not defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3 – defined competition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100 – no answer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE II VARIABLES RELATED TO THE CHARACTERISTICS OF ENTREPRENEUR AND SME

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Question asked</th>
<th>Answers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>IV Personal characteristics of entrepreneurs</strong></td>
<td>Entrepreneurs’ occupations</td>
<td>1 - farmer, veterinarian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 - trader, restaurateur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3 - construction worker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4 - engineer, physician, and pharmacist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5 - Technologist, chemist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Entrepreneurs’ ages</td>
<td>numeric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Entrepreneurs’ locations</td>
<td>1 – Baranja, Osijek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 - S.Brod, Požega</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3 - Đakovo, Našice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4 - Vinkovci, Vukovar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start</td>
<td>Is this a new business venture?</td>
<td>1 – yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 – no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equip</td>
<td>Does the entrepreneur have some equipment?</td>
<td>1 – yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0 – no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emp</td>
<td>Number of employees</td>
<td>numeric</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors, using Entrepreneurship credit dataset

### TABLE III VARIABLES RELATED TO THE CREDIT PROGRAM AND THE BANK

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Question asked</th>
<th>Answers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>VI Characteristics of credit program</strong></td>
<td>Interest repayment frequency</td>
<td>1- monthly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2- quarterly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4- half-yearly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace</td>
<td>Grace period</td>
<td>1 – yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0 – no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prin</td>
<td>Principal repayment</td>
<td>1- monthly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5 – yearly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period</td>
<td>Repayment period (months)</td>
<td>numeric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i_rate</td>
<td>Interest rate</td>
<td>4.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amount</td>
<td>Credit amount (local currency)</td>
<td>numeric</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors, using Entrepreneurship credit dataset

Table II presents the variables related to the characteristics of the entrepreneur and SME. Entrepreneurs’ occupations are grouped into 5 main groups: 1 - farmer, veterinarian; 2 - trader, restaurateur; 3 - construction worker; 4 - engineer, physician, and pharmacist, 5 - Technologist, chemist. Entrepreneurs’ ages are expressed as a numeric variable. Entrepreneurs’ locations refer to 4 geographic areas in Croatia.

Table III represents the variables related to the credit program and the bank: interest repayment frequency (monthly, quarterly, half-yearly), grace period, principal repayment, repayment period (expressed in months), interest rates, and amount of credit (expressed in local currency). Also, the variable Client measures whether an entrepreneur has applied for a credit before.

Table IV represents the classification variable that was used for the credit scoring (variable Default), and groups clients as “bad” or “good” based on the regularity of their payment.
TABLE IV: GOAL VARIABLE USED FOR THE CREDIT SCORING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Question asked</th>
<th>Answers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Default</td>
<td>“bad” clients are defined as those who have been late with their payments for more than 45 days at least once; Other clients who have not been late for more than 45 days are labeled as “good”.</td>
<td>1-bad 0-good</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors, using Entrepreneurship credit dataset

B. Decision trees

Table V represents the Weka Description of the used algorithm. The C4.5 (weka.classifiers.trees.J48-C0.25-M5) algorithm was used for developing models for classification of debtors as good or bad. There are 200 instances in the model and the used test mode is 10-fold cross-validation.

TABLE V: WEKA DESCRIPTION OF THE USED ALGORITHM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weka feature</th>
<th>Used feature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scheme:</td>
<td>weka.classifiers.trees.J48 -C 0.25 -M 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relation:</td>
<td>credit_scoring.arff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instances:</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test mode:</td>
<td>10-fold cross-validation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors, using Entrepreneurship credit dataset

C. Variable selection

Three approaches to the variable selection were applied: (1) selection of the variables using the Class CfsSubsetEval algorithm (searching approach BestFirst), (2) selection of the variables using the ChiSquaredVariableEval algorithm (searching approach Ranker), and (3) selection of the variables using the ConsistencySubsetEval (searching approach Greedy Stepwise).

There are differences in definition and usage of the three mentioned approaches to the variable selection which were applied. The Class CfsSubsetEval algorithm is based on the individual estimation of the variables that are highly correlated with the class variables but are not highly mutually correlated. The ChiSquaredVariableEval calculates the value of a variable regarding the value of the chi-squared statistic with respect to the class. The ConsistencySubsetEval calculates the value of a subset of variables by the level of reliability in the class values [22].

Table VI presents the variables used for a different approach to the variable selection. The Class CfsSubsetEval algorithm selected only three variables: Variable Vision – Does the entrepreneur have a clear vision of the business?, Variable Ad - Promotion of products/services, and Variable Reinvest - Projected percentage of the invested profit.

The ChiSquaredVariableEval algorithm selected all of the variables except the Variable Location. The ConsistencySubsetEval selected all of the variables related to the Entrepreneurial idea, Growth plan, and Marketing plan. However, only a few algorithms were selected that were related to the Personal characteristics of entrepreneurs, Characteristics of SME, Characteristics of a credit program, and Relationship between the entrepreneur and a financial institution.

TABLE VI: VARIABLES SELECTED BY DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Class CfsSubsetEval</th>
<th>ChiSquaredVariableEval</th>
<th>ConsistencySubsetEval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I Entrepreneurial idea</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vision</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Better</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Growth plan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reinvest</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III Marketing plan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compet</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV Personal characteristics of entrepreneurs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occup</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V Characteristics of SME</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ind</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equip</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emp</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI Characteristics of credit program</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Int</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prin</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I_rate</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amount</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII Relationship between the entrepreneur and a financial institution</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Client</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Ø</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors, using Entrepreneurship credit dataset

IV. RESULTS

Table VII presents the results of different strategies for variable selection. The largest tree is produced by the ChiSquaredVariableEval (34 leaves and 48 nodes), which could be expected since this algorithm generated the largest number of independent variables. The next is the ConsistencySubsetEval algorithm with 24 leaves and 32 nodes. The smallest tree is produced using the Class CfsSubsetEval algorithm (3 leaves and 4 nodes).

TABLE VII: CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TREES DEVELOPED WITH DIFFERENT VARIABLE SELECTION APPROACHES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable selection</th>
<th>Number of Leaves</th>
<th>Size of the tree (number of nodes)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class CfsSubsetEval</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ChiSquaredVariableEval</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ConsistencySubsetEval</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors, using Entrepreneurship credit dataset

Figure 1 represents the complete decision tree generated with the C4.5 algorithm, using the algorithms selected by the Class CfsSubsetEval algorithm. However, only one variable was selected for the tree development. The first number in the bracket is the total number of cases classified in the leaf. The second number is the number of
those cases that are misclassified. For example, among 153 entrepreneurs that had a vision of established business, 104 were correctly classified as good, while 49 were incorrectly classified as bad.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{vision} &= \text{established}\_\text{business}: \text{good (153.0/49.0)} \\
\text{vision} &= \text{no clear}\_\text{vision}: \text{bad (14.0/2.0)} \\
\text{vision} &= \text{clear}\_\text{vision}: \text{good (28.0/5.0)} \\
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 1 Decision tree developed using variables selected by the Class CfsSubsetEval algorithm (Source: Authors, using Entrepreneurship credit dataset)

Figure 2 represents a part of the decision tree generated with the C4.5 algorithm, using the algorithms selected by the ChiSquaredVariableEval algorithm.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{vision} &= \text{established}\_\text{business} \\
\text{vision} &= \text{missing}\_\text{value} \\
\text{vision} &= \text{yes} \\
\text{vision} &= \text{period} = 12\_\text{months} \\
\text{vision} &= \text{period} = 24\_\text{months} \\
\text{vision} &= \text{age} = 38 \\
\text{vision} &= \text{age} = 38 \\
\text{vision} &= \text{amount} \leq 22227.6: \text{bad (2.0)} \\
\text{vision} &= \text{amount} \leq 22227.6: \text{goods (6.0)} \\
\text{vision} &= \text{reinvest} = 30.1.1950: \text{bad (4.0/1.0)} \\
\text{vision} &= \text{reinvest} = 70.01-100: \text{goods (1.0)} \\
\text{vision} &= \text{reinvest} = 0:30: \text{bad (2.0)} \\
\text{vision} &= \text{reinvest} = 0:30: \text{goods (1.0)} \\
\text{vision} &= \text{reinvest} = \text{trader}\_\text{restaurateur: bad (0.0)} \\
\text{vision} &= \text{reinvest} = \text{technologist}\_\text{chemist: goods (0.0)} \\
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 2 Decision tree developed using variables selected by the ChiSquaredVariableEval algorithm (Source: Authors, using Entrepreneurship credit dataset)

Figure 3 represents a part of the decision tree generated with the C4.5 algorithm, using the algorithms selected by the ConsistencySubsetEval algorithm.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{vision} &= \text{established}\_\text{business} \\
\text{vision} &= \text{ad} = \text{missing}\_\text{value} \\
\text{vision} &= \text{int} = \text{quarterly} \\
\text{vision} &= \text{occip} = \text{farmer}\_\text{veterinarian: goods (15.0/1.0)} \\
\text{vision} &= \text{occip} = \text{construction}\_\text{worker: bad (1.0)} \\
\text{vision} &= \text{occip} = \text{engineer}\_\text{physician}\_\text{pharmacist: bad (2.0)} \\
\text{vision} &= \text{occip} = \text{technologist}\_\text{chemist: goods (0.0)} \\
\text{vision} &= \text{int} = \text{monthly: goods (36.0/10.0)} \\
\text{vision} &= \text{int} = \text{half-yearly: bad (14.0/4.0)} \\
\text{vision} &= \text{ad} = \text{personal}\_\text{selling presentation: goods (20.0/1.0)} \\
\text{vision} &= \text{ad} = \text{all}\_\text{media} \\
\text{vision} &= \text{compet} = \text{not}\_\text{defined} \\
\text{vision} &= \text{reinvest} = \text{missing}\_\text{value} \\
\text{vision} &= \text{grace} = \text{yes: goods (3.0)} \\
\text{vision} &= \text{grace} = \text{no: bad (7.0/1.0)} \\
\text{vision} &= \text{reinvest} = 30.1.1950: \text{bad (2.0)} \\
\text{vision} &= \text{reinvest} = 70.01-100: \text{goods (6.0/1.0)} \\
\text{vision} &= \text{reinvest} = 0:30: \text{goods (0.0)} \\
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 3 Decision tree developed using variables selected by the ConsistencySubsetEval algorithm (Source: Authors, using Entrepreneurship credit dataset)

V. DISCUSSION

The following section elaborates on research results regarding classification efficiency measures, classification matrices and falsely predicted good and bad debtors with different variable selection approaches.

Table VI presents classification efficiency measures. According to the percentage of correctly classified instances and the root mean squared error the best approach was to use the ConsistencySubsetEval algorithm. However, according to the Kappa statistics, the best approach was to use the Class CfsSubsetEval algorithm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable selection</th>
<th>Correctly classified instances</th>
<th>Root mean squared error</th>
<th>Kappa statistic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class CfsSubsetEval</td>
<td>71.28 % (2)</td>
<td>0.4556 (2)</td>
<td>0.2059 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ChiSquaredVariableEval</td>
<td>65.64 % (3)</td>
<td>0.5188 (3)</td>
<td>0.1747 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ConsistencySubsetEval</td>
<td>70.77 % (1)</td>
<td>0.4548 (1)</td>
<td>0.1954 (2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Rank of the measure in parenthesis

Source: Authors, using Entrepreneurship credit dataset

Table VII presents classification matrices for the decision trees generated by the different sets of variables selected by the three algorithms. The decision tree generated using the variables selected by the Class CfsSubsetEval falsely predicted 27% of good clients as bad clients, but it falsely predicted only 1% of bad clients as good clients. The decision tree generated using the variables selected by the ChiSquaredVariableEval falsely predicted 22% of good clients as bad clients, but it falsely predicted 12% of bad clients as good clients. Finally, the decision tree generated using the variables selected by the ConsistencySubsetEval falsely predicted 27% of good clients as bad clients, but it falsely predicted only 2% of bad clients as good clients, thus producing the similar results as the Class CfsSubsetEval.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table VII CLASSIFICATION MATRICES</th>
<th>Predicted - good</th>
<th>Predicted - bad</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class CfsSubsetEval</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observed - good</td>
<td>127 (64%)</td>
<td>2 (1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observed - bad</td>
<td>54 (27%)</td>
<td>12 (6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ChiSquaredVariableEval</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observed - good</td>
<td>105 (53%)</td>
<td>24 (12%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observed - bad</td>
<td>43 (22%)</td>
<td>23 (12%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ConsistencySubsetEval</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observed - good</td>
<td>126 (63%)</td>
<td>3 (2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observed - bad</td>
<td>54 (27%)</td>
<td>12 (6%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors, using Entrepreneurship credit dataset

Figure 4 presents falsely predicted good and bad debtors with different variable selection approaches.
VI. CONCLUSION

The main purpose of the paper is to compare the classification of banking clients regarding credit default through the analysis of different entrepreneurial variables using decision tree algorithms. Research results showed that variables selected by the algorithm Class CfsSubsetEval have the best results regarding the percentage of correctly classified instances. On the other hand, according to the percentage of bad debtors falsely predicted as the good ones, the decision tree generated using the variables selected by the ChiSquaredVariableEval is the worse. According to the criteria of the minimal percentage of falsely predicted bad debtors as good, the best approach was to use the decision tree generated using the variables selected by the Class CfsSubsetEval or the decision tree generated using the variables selected by the ConsistencySubsetEval. In addition, for financial institutions, especially for banks, the most valuable data are the data on prediction of bad debtors, and in our case two mentioned algorithms should be used. However, since the Class CfsSubsetEval generates a decision tree that is based only on the Variable Vision, it is prone to subjective mistakes, since this variable was estimated by a banking clerk. The ConsistencySubsetEval could be considered as more reliable, since it produces similar results as the Class CfsSubsetEval, and it is based on a larger number of variables. Most of the variables are related to ‘what has been done’ instead of ‘who is doing it’. In other words, variables related to Entrepreneurial idea, Growth plan, and Marketing plan were more relevant than variables related to Personal characteristics of entrepreneurs, Characteristics of SME, Characteristics of credit program, and Relationship between the entrepreneur and a financial institution.
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Abstract - Recent scientific and theoretical studies defining brand communication in social media emphasize the significance consumer engagement in brand-related content. Popularity of brand messages and the reach of target audiences depends on consumer engagement in social media. Therefore, many business companies are seeking to increase an impact on consumers using social media analysis and consumer engagement techniques. Usually, consumer actions such as likes, comments and shares in social media channels are used to estimate the popularity of brand posts. One of the factors, which has not widely analyzed before, is the impact of colors for popularity of visual brand-related posts. In this paper, we analyze the effect of colors for popularity of brand-related posts in social media. We analyze our own dataset of images collected from 35 most popular brand Facebook groups. Our results show that black, gray and brown colors were more often used in images of more popular brand-related posts.

I. INTRODUCTION

Social media has become an influential communication channel, where business companies can foster relationships and interact with customers. In 2016, about a half of social media users followed brands on different social media channels such as Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, etc. According to eMarketer [1], 91% of retail brands use two or more social media channels, and by 2017, social network ad spending will reach $36B, representing 16% of all digital ad spending globally.

The importance of visual perception in marketing and advertisement, including shapes, forms, colors, materials, textures, graphical elements and logos has long been acknowledged [2, 3]. One of the main factors of consumer attraction in the modern world is the color [4]. Psychologically, colors may attract attention, carry specific meanings and communicate information [5], evoke certain emotions or motivations [6], and stimulate our memory, thought and experiences [7]. Colors operate via sensory and cognitive mechanisms. In the sensory mechanism, color helps distinguishing an object from its background or a set of other similar objects. In the cognitive mechanism, color helps assign a specific meaning to the object [8].

Colors impact consumer behavior directly by stimulating visual cortex and the effects of colors determine attitude, feelings, affects, emotional reactions and behavioral intentions of consumers of consumers towards colorful items, e.g., packaging, ads, websites [9]. Targeting of user groups by careful deployment of colors can promote attitudes, feelings and moods and thus differentiate products. For similar products and services, their visual images (logos, posters, ads) have become an important factor in a consumer’s shopping decision-making process [10, 11]. The decision is strongly influenced by color components of imagery used [12]. For example, Lindgaard et al. [13] showed that users’ first impressions are constructed in about 50 ms and about 62-90% of the assessment is based on colors alone [14].

One way of enhancing the engagement and popularity of corporate brand pages such as Facebook brand pages is to include images or animation. Previous research has demonstrated that vivid colors have been effective at improving attitudes to web-based ads [15] and increasing popularity of brand fan pages [16]. Images are the most successful in terms of received likes in Facebook [17]. However, there is still a lack of studies evaluating brand post popularity in relationship with colors. Management-oriented studies about brand post popularity are mainly descriptive as they have no theoretical background and do not formally analyze which activities actually may influence brand post popularity [16].

In this paper, we study the effect of colors and their combinations in images attached to brand-related posts on the popularity of posts. The aim is to identify colors that social network users may find appealing and to determine whether some colors favor popularity of social network posts as well as the engagement of users. The contribution of the paper is a method for identifying the association between image colors and image popularity. To support our claims we have carried out an experimental study of color use in images of corporate Facebook posts, and have analyzed whether the frequency of the use of colors in images posted in social media is related to post popularity (i.e., the number of comments, shares and likes).

The structure of the remaining parts of the paper is as follows. The methodological backgrounds of color research are discussed in Section II. The proposed method is presented in Section III. The results of experiments are presented in Section IV and discussed in Section V. Finally, the conclusions are given in Section VI.
II. METHODOLOGICAL BACKGROUND OF COLOR RESEARCH

A. Colors and their psychology

People experience psychological change when they are in contact with different colors [5]. Colors can stimulate, excite, and invoke different emotions. Each color may result in a different psychological reaction. For example, a color with a long wavelength (such as red) has a stimulus effect, and a color with a short wavelength (such as blue) has a comforting effect [9]. Colors also can be mapped to higher social qualities, e.g., orange indicates friendliness, and grey specifies professionalism [18]. Producing desired emotions through the target user oriented use of color is a key challenge in marketing. But first, one needs to understand how the colors transmit specific traits and cause emotional reactions, which have impact on how we judge the environment and take decisions.

In the first color theory, Goethe back in 1808 proposed the concept of a color circle that separates colors into positive and negative parts. Positive colors (yellow, orange, and red) represent activity and ambition, while negative colors (blue and purple) represent passiveness and obedience [18]. The theories of colors has been summarized by Shirley Willett’s color codification [18], which has interpreted the colors in terms of positive traits, emotions and negative traits. Wright and Rainwater [19] categorized 48 color-emotion scales into six factors: happiness, showiness, forcefulness, warmth, elegance, and calmness. The ability of colors to invoke different emotions can be used to create a variety of experiences for consumers, and these can be described as flow, presence, immersion, and fun. People also take advantage of color terms to strengthen their messages and convey emotions in natural interactions [20]. However, little research has been done on the impact of colors in social networking and only a handful of researchers have conducted studies on this topic in recent years (see, e.g., [21]).

B. Consumer engagement and colors in brand communication

There is a theory in design that people will respect and care for surroundings and objects that they find beautiful, and will disdain and neglect, even damage, those that are unappealing [22]. The success of brand post in attracting readers depends in large part on the appeal of its design and colors. Consumers rate color as one of three most important factor in making a decision to purchase [23]. In some cases a good visual design of a website, with respect to colors, resulted in trust, loyalty and satisfaction [24] as well as raised positive attitudes towards products in terms of their perceived efficiency and usability [25]. Colors also contribute to understandability and efficient use of software tools [26].

With expansion of self-service stores, the color of goods and their packaging has become one of the main factors of customer attraction in the modern world [4]. The effects of colors applied in packaging design similarly could be applied to increase brand post popularity as well. Unique icons, distinctive graphics and easily recognizable color palette can be combined to create instantly recognizable brand that subconsciously prompts the “buy” response from consumers. Because of psychological implications of color, companies often deliberately choose colors that are associated with certain domains or qualities to elicit a desirable emotional response. Examples include organic products marketed using green; gold or silver used for luxury goods, children toys having bright primary colors of red, blue and yellow, and high tech products using black color. Some studies claimed that color impresses consumers to recognize corporate brands and, consequently, improve purchase and profit [18].

In a virtual environment, colors may influence the amount of time spent on the site and items memorized and retrieved [24]. The latter is extremely important for business content in social media, which is steadily increasing from year to year, but is facing the decreased engagement of consumers [27]. Therefore, business companies, which use social media to advertise their products and attract customers, face a challenge to engage consumers into interaction with brand message and to receive consumers reaction (likes, comments, shares and other actions), while at the same time compete with other social media channels. According to empirical studies visual content especially images make an impact on consumer engagement as compared to other forms of posts [28], can stimulate the interest and increase purchase intentions, and determine product choices [29].

C. Color representation in images and analysis

In color image processing, various color models are used. RGB is a non-uniform color space that is universally accepted by the image processing community for color representation. RGB uses three additive primary colors, red, green and blue, which are added together to reproduce other colors. RGB color model refers to the biological processing of colors in the human visual system [30].

However, perceptually uniform color spaces, such as HSV, better correspond to the human perception of color similarity as the measured color differences are proportional to the human perception of such differences. In the HSV model, the luminous component (brightness) has been separated from color-only components (hue and saturation). Hue controls the perceived qualitative experience of; saturation is an expression of the relative purity or the degree to which a pure color is diluted by white light, and value is defined as the largest component of a color [29]. Furthermore, HSV color space is better suited for extracting features that can be used both for image segmentation and color histogram generation, which are important in content-based image retrieval, segmentation and clustering.

III. METHOD

To identify the most popular colors in social media post images we propose the following algorithm:

Inputs: let I be a set of images, and \(L_i, i \in I\) be the popularity value of an image (the number of likes, shares or comments), and \(N\) be the number of desired colors.

Outputs: colors \(C_j\), their probabilities \(P_j\), consistency (p-value), and agreement (Jaccard distance).
1) Resize all images to 128x128 resolution.
2) From each image, sample colors of random pixel with probability of \( p \), here
\[
p = \frac{\max(L)}{\sum L_i},
\]
3) Cluster the colors of random pixels in 3D space (representing the red, green and blue channel values) into \( N \) clusters.
4) Calculate the centroids of each cluster as \( C_j, j = 1..N \)
5) Calculate the number of pixels belonging to each cluster as \( n_j \)
6) Let \( p_j \) be the probability of a color \( C_j \) defined as follows:
\[
p_j = \frac{n_j}{\sum C_j n_j}
\]
7) To evaluate the consistency of our result, we perform a random permutation test, where the popularity vector is bootstrapped (randomly permuted) and the results compared. The \( p \)-value of the test is computed by comparing color probabilities of the original probability vectors with color probabilities obtained using the permuted popularity vector. The \( p \)-value > 0.95 indicates the statistical significance of the result.
8) To evaluate the agreement of the results obtained using the like, share and comment data, we have used the Jaccard distance between two color vectors \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \):
\[
J(C_1, C_2) = \frac{\|C_1 - C_2\|}{\|C_1 + C_2\|}
\]
The Jaccard distance between three color vectors \( C_1, C_2 \) and \( C_3 \) is calculated as the mean of Jaccard distances:
\[
J(C_1, C_2) = \frac{1}{3}(J(C_1, C_2) + J(C_1, C_3) + J(C_2, C_3))
\]

IV. DATA AND RESULTS

A. Data
We have selected 35 most popular globally brands on Facebook (according to statistics provided by website [www.socialbakers.com](http://www.socialbakers.com)). These brands represent different domains such as technologies (BlackBerry, Intel, Microsoft Lumia, Play Station, Samsung Mobile, Samsung Mobile USA, Skype, Huawei Mobile, KitKat, Sony Mobile, Windows), food and drinks (KFC, McDonalds, Nescafe, Pizza Hut, Pringles, Starbucks, Oreo, Subway, Pepsi, Red Bull), clothing and shoes (Zara, adidas, adidas Originals, Converse, H&M, Nike Football, Victoria’s Secret), beauty (L’Oreal Paris, Dove), retail and e-commerce (Amazon, Walmart), entertainment (iTunes, Netflix) and automobiles (Volkswagen).

We have used a custom script written in Perl language, which used Facebook Graph API to collect images from the brand posts and their popularity information (likes, shares, comments) automatically.

In total, we have collected 801 images from posts made from 2010/11/29 to 2017/02/05. To reduce the influence of outliers, we have performed the removal of outliers, i.e., removed images, whose popularity was more than 3 standard deviations off the mean of the corresponding popularity metric. This procedure has resulted in 785 images. To normalize the popularity data, we have divided the number of likes, shares and comments per post by the total number of likes, because the total number of comments and shares per page is not provided by Facebook API. The statistical characteristics of analyzed images and their popularity characteristics are presented in Table I and Table II, respectively.

### TABLE I. STATISTICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF DATA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std</th>
<th>Skewness</th>
<th>Kurtosis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total likes</td>
<td>24,</td>
<td>242,400</td>
<td>66,</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>159,000</td>
<td>9,609,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Likes per post</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>95528</td>
<td>2281</td>
<td>6451</td>
<td>102.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shares per post</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>31725</td>
<td>409.4</td>
<td>2315</td>
<td>119.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments per post</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>9.66</td>
<td>-0.61</td>
<td>1.654</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE II. STATISTICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF IMAGE DATA (GRAND MEANS)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std</th>
<th>Skewness</th>
<th>Kurtosis</th>
<th>Color of mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Red</td>
<td>125.9</td>
<td>57.6</td>
<td>-0.007</td>
<td>5.494</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green</td>
<td>120.6</td>
<td>56.1</td>
<td>0.088</td>
<td>5.639</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>118.8</td>
<td>55.9</td>
<td>0.137</td>
<td>5.760</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hue</td>
<td>0.352</td>
<td>0.235</td>
<td>0.641</td>
<td>16.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturation</td>
<td>0.323</td>
<td>0.202</td>
<td>1.224</td>
<td>12.72</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value</td>
<td>0.556</td>
<td>0.215</td>
<td>-0.212</td>
<td>5.649</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The mean values of all images in RGB and HSV are very similar, both representing light blue color. The distribution of values was evaluated using normality based on skewness and kurtosis [31]. Skewness is a measure of the lack of symmetry. Kurtosis is a measure of outlier. Note that skewness and kurtosis is much higher in the HSV space than in the RGB space. For sample sizes greater than 300, an absolute skew value larger than 2 or an absolute kurtosis larger than 7 may be used as reference values for determining substantial non-normality. In our case, the popularity data is not normal, the RGB data of images can be considered as normally distributed, and the HSV data can not be considered as normally distributed. Image representations in the HSV space are very asymmetric and contain many outliers. Therefore, hereinafter we use the RGB color space for color representation and analysis.

B. Procedure
We use MATLAB Version 8.6.0.267246 (R2015b) running on Microsoft Windows 10 Enterprise Version
10.0 with Java 1.7.0_60-b19 64-Bit Server VM. For color clustering, we used the k-means clustering algorithm with 10 replicates. For bootstrapping, we used 1000 repetitions.

C. Results

We have performed the clusterization of image colors into 5 clusters. The number of clusters was established heuristically. A smaller number of clusters leads to mixed colors of cluster centroids, which are not present in the original images. The results are summarized in Table III. Color names are given according to Bang V2 tool (http://www.perbang.dk/). The name of most similar color as well as the values of similarity to the named color are given.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>Red</th>
<th>Green</th>
<th>Blue</th>
<th>Color name</th>
<th>Similarity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Likes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>20 Reddish brownish black</td>
<td>98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>238</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>1 Pinkish white</td>
<td>96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>125 Yellowish gray</td>
<td>96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>385 Dark greyish ceyuanl</td>
<td>94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>44 Moderate vermilion</td>
<td>95%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Shares  |     |       |      |            |            |
| 1       | 177 | 163   | 145  | 69 Grayish brown | 95%        |
| 2       | 40  | 96    | 135  | 396 Strong cornflower blue | 95%        |
| 3       | 27  | 23    | 27   | 585 Magentaish black | 99%        |
| 4       | 237 | 237   | 237  | 1 Pinkish white | 95%        |
| 5       | 120 | 81    | 65   | 58 Dark tangelo | 91%        |

| Comments |     |       |      |            |            |
| 1       | 175 | 162   | 146  | 125 Yellowish gray | 95%        |
| 2       | 45  | 108   | 134  | 384 Strong cerulean | 92%        |
| 3       | 29  | 25    | 27   | 585 Magentaish black | 99%        |
| 4       | 235 | 235   | 234  | 1 Pinkish white | 95%        |
| 5       | 124 | 82    | 68   | 58 Dark tangelo | 90%        |

Figure 1 shows the probability that a random pixel, sampled from an image at the normalized frequency of its likes will belong to a cluster. Each cluster is represented by a color-filled bar with the color of its centroid (sorted by decreasing probability value).

The respective probability calculated by sampling pixels with respect to the number of shares and number of comments of a post is given in Figures 3 and 5, respectively.

Figure 2 shows the $p$-value that represents the confidence of our results. The $p$-value was calculated by applying bootstrapping on randomly permuted like values and comparing the obtained probability with the original probability value. The $p$-value evaluates probability that the obtained result has not been obtained by chance, while $p$-value $> 0.95$ is considered as statistically significant. Again, the color of each bar represents the color of the centroid of each respective cluster (sorted by the decreasing $p$-value).

The $p$-values calculated with respect to the number of shares and the number of comments of posts are given in Figures 4 and 6, respectively.
V. Evaluation and Discussion

Our study has identified a set of colors, which are more likely to be used in images posted in social media. After analyzing 785 images from 35 brand Facebook groups, we have identified the statistically significant prevalence of four colors, which are shades of black, brown, gray and blue (navy).

We have evaluated the probability of colors found in the popular (in terms of the number of likes, shares and comments received) posts with images. The results show that more liked post images contain colors that are close to black ($p = 0.25; p\text{-value} = 0.98$), dark gray ($p = 0.20; p\text{-value} = 0.96$), blue ($p = 0.19; p\text{-value} = 0.94$), brown ($p = 0.11; p\text{-value} = 0.98$); most shared images contain colors that are close to black ($p = 0.30; p\text{-value} = 0.93$), light brown ($p = 0.23; p\text{-value} = 0.91$), brown ($p = 0.18; p\text{-value} = 0.93$), and most commented contain colors that are close to black ($p = 0.26; p\text{-value} = 0.95$), dark brown ($p = 0.19; p\text{-value} = 0.95$), light brown ($p = 0.19; p\text{-value} = 0.95$). Note that light gray (or white) in all cases is not statistically supported (has low $p$-value), maybe due to its common use as background color in images.

The results are consistent with several studies, which, e.g., claim that blue and black are among the most preferred colors amongst Generation Y (18-24 years) who are also the most active group of social [32]; blue is also the color most favored by both males and females [33]. Identified colors also have a strong achromatic component (black, gray), which psychologically are associated with style, wealth and elegance [34]. Blue color is associated with trustworthiness [35]. Cooler colors, such as blue or gray, are generally considered to have a calming effect [36]. While brown is not a popular color, it is often used as the color of a popular product (e.g., drinks or clothes).

Nevertheless we do not claim that the intentional use of colors identified by our research in posted images would increase the popularity of social media posts themselves. That hypothesis would require a separate research of its own, including the analysis of context of the use of color, which has not been performed here. Also note the limitations of our study as most of the brands...
analyzed here have their roots in Western countries and also mainly target Western audience, therefore, the results of the study may be biased towards colors preferred in Western (European and North American) culture.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have empirically investigated the use of colors in brand post images and identified colors, which are used more often in popular brand posts. The identified colors (black, gray, brown, blue) are consistent with colors, which have been identified by other cultural and marketing studies. We also have demonstrated statistical validity using bootstrapping and good agreement between the results, obtained using like, share and comment data.

Further research may enrich our initial findings about the factors that determine the popularity of brand posts with a wider investigation of image descriptors (including those, which describe the textures and shapes) that may influence the behavior of social media users. We also plan to expand our dataset to include posted images from other cultural environments (such as Asian, African) to study possible cultural differences between brand image popularity. Furthermore, we have gathered data from the brand pages of only one social networking site. It could be interesting to replicate this research for other social networking sites such as Twitter or Instagram.
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Abstract - A recommender system is a software system aimed to make recommendations. To be able to do that, recommender system feature several components, such as: data collection and processing, recommender model, recommendation post-processing and a user interface. Recommender systems apply one or the combination of few of the recommendation techniques. In this paper we present recommender system developed to provide users with recommendations in accordance with their interests in different domains. We deduce user interests based on his activities and posts in social network. Social network used as a source of information on user (Facebook) provides Open API allowing access to the information about the user collected on the social network. Thanks to this data we are overcoming the so-called “cold start” problem and building user profile. A recommender system is commonly associated with only one domain, while the recommender system described in this paper is able to generate recommendations from different domains (movies and music). In addition to recommendations related with the specific domain, our system is able to recommend the web articles (unstructured text), relevant to the user that may belong to more than one category of interest.

I. INTRODUCTION

The unrestrainable growth in the amount of available digital data and the increasing number of Internet user hinders timely access to items of interest on the Internet. Information retrieval systems, such as search engines, have somewhat solved this problem but issues such as personalization and item prioritisation are yet to solve. In an attempt to solve these issues recommender systems were developed. Recommender systems are software systems that filter relevant information out of large amount of available information according to user’s preferences and interest. They play important role in business on the World Wide Web. Recommender system’s goal is to provide the particular user with recommendations based on his profile. To be able to make personal recommendations, recommender systems maintain users’ profiles that take into account their preferences. The profile serves to filter items that will be presented as recommendations assuming that they match user’s preferences. Items can be news, movies, music, books, restaurants, scientific publications, webpages, etc. Service providers on the Internet and customers both benefit from recommender system. They are widely used by online shopping sites [1] [2] and internet streaming media services [3] [4] [5]. Social networking services may suggest future connections with people who you may know or would possibly like to become your friend, groups you might like to follow, jobs or companies you might be interested in [6] [7]. There are also interests-based social networking websites that provide users with recommendations of movies, music, restaurants, food, articles and other items based on users’ ratings [8] [9]. When it comes to the problem of a document recommendation in a large digital library like e.g. in research-paper library, recommender system can be of great help. In a higher education and research institutions, students, academic staff and other researchers need to find the papers most relevant to their research topics. Hence, finding the right papers to read becomes a relevant part of their academic lives. A research paper recommender system will benefit these users by recommending newly published papers that may be of interest to them or papers related to their previous research affinities. Despite the great need, only a few recommendation systems exist for scientific papers [10] [11] [12].

Taking all this into consideration the need for effective recommender systems exist in many aspects of our lives. Efficient recommender system have to implement effective and accurate recommender technique. Three main categories of recommender systems techniques are: collaborative filtering (CF), content-based filtering (CBF) and hybrid approach which combines the previous two methods [13].

The collaborative filtering and the content-based filtering essentially differ in their concept. The basic idea of CBF is that users will be interested in items that are similar to items they previously liked. While, the idea of CF is that users might like items that are liked by his peers. Yet, these ideas are rather fuzzy and are implemented using different approaches.

A. Collaborative filtering

A recommender system using collaborative filtering, recommends items by finding other users with similar taste. The fundamental assumption is that similar users (peers) have similar interests on similar items. An active user is recommended with the items that are most liked by his peers. The correlation between users is usually measured on the basis of common items they have rated. Consequently, the accuracy of collaborative filtering-based systems depend on user willingness to rate the items.
Providing ratings requires extra effort and users tend to avoid that, so in many systems many related ratings will not be available for the prediction. This missing user-item ratings cause two types of problems: the data sparsity problem and the cold start problem.

The cold start problem may occur in three situations [14]: a new user, a new item, and a new community or disciplines. A new user has not rated any item, so the system cannot find his peers and hence cannot provide recommendations. A new item has not been rated by a single user, so it cannot be recommended. In a new community, there are no user-item ratings, so no recommendations can be made and consequently, the users are not motivated to rate items. Although cold start problem affects CF more, it is present in the CBF recommender systems too. A possible approach to overcome the cold start problem is proposed and described later in this paper.

An algorithms for collaborative filtering measure the similarity between users (user-based CF) or the similarity between items (items-based CF) or both. To generate recommendations, different methods for calculating similarity between items or users are used. Some of widely used measures are Cosine similarity, Pearson correlation and Jaccard index [15].

The collaborative filtering technique is implemented in many recommender systems developed in academia and industry. Just two examples are the book recommender system from Amazon [2] and the Jester system that recommends jokes [16].

B. Content-based filtering

In the content-based filtering (CBF) the interests of users are deduced from the items that users interacted with in the past. These items are commonly textual like webpages, scientific publications, books etc. User’s preferences are concluded from the items user downloaded, bought or tagged. A system that deals with textual documents, commonly use structured representation of the documents that originated with text search systems [17]. This structured representation includes words contained in text. Instead of a words in their original form, the root forms of words, created through a process called stemming [18], are used. The goal of stemming is to represent all words having the common meaning (e.g. organize, organizes, and organizing) with a single term reflecting that common meaning. The relevance or importance of the term in the text is presented with the real number usually called the tf–idf weight (term-frequency-inverse document frequency) [17]. Some recommender systems implementing the content-based filtering use non-textual characteristics like a writing style [19] or a layout information [20].

While developing the recommender system presented in this paper we were guided by the idea of using data provided by the public services to collect information about: (1) the users of the system and (2) on the possible recommendations. We use these data as a starting point in building our own system of recommendations and evaluation of offered recommendations. As a source of information on users, ubiquitous and extremely popular social networks, have imposed for two reasons: (1) based on users comments, tags, posts, likes and expressions of emotions regarding other people’s publications, a lot about users preferences can be concluded and (2) almost all social networks (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram etc.) provide an application programming interface (API) allowing access to the data about the user collected on that particular social network. From all the data we can get from the social network API we take over only the data approved by the user. Also, we are interested only in the data from those categories for which our system is able to generate recommendations.

Which publicly available data sources, in the context of generating a recommendations, make sense to use, depend on the domain for which the recommender system makes recommendations. For now, we focus on recommendations for a movie and music domain, so that’s why we chose The Movie Database API [21] and Last.Fm API [22] as a starting point for recommendations.

The main contributions of this paper are: a) the model of building user’s profile based on (i) Facebook API data to overcome cold-start issue and on (ii) user’s ratings of recommended items for tweaking and improving the profile; b) the prototype for recommending text-based content based on matching concepts between user profile and unstructured text.

II. RELATED WORK

Using a social media information to feed recommender system with the data is present in some previous papers. In [23] authors calculate similarities between social network users based on data obtained from Facebook API. They used acquired data to recommend a tourist attractions to users they consider to have similar taste. The authors of [24] also used data extracted from a real online social network to overcome the data sparsity and the cold-start issues.

A recommender systems for the movie and music domain are subject of many research papers. Some dealing with a movies recommendation are based on movie genre correlations [25], while others generates recommendations using various types of data - about users, the available items, and previous transactions [26]. Our recommender system leverages the existing publicly available recommendations APIs for the movie and music domain to get initial set of recommendations for the given genre or author. We further enrich that data based on users feedback and thereby improve subsequent recommendations.

III. THE SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND TECHNOLOGIES USED

Figure 1 presents the overall architecture of the software system developed. Rectangles represent program modules, ellipses data components and cloud callouts serve to introduce and describe either outer services or input/output data. Using data gathered from social networks, the user profile generator, creates the initial user profile for each category for which the user has expressed interest. We support several types of sources for recommendation: an application programming interfaces (API), a web links
from RSS feeds and a web links found in process called web crawling.

Consulting these sources, a recommendations generator finds potential items for recommendation and calculate score using the expression presented later in the paper. The score is a numeric value that represents the relevance of the individual item for a specific user profile. The higher the score the greater the likelihood that the item will be of interest to the user. The subsystem for items grading enhances the system with the active learning component.

The user profile is updated based on the grade user has given to the recommended item. Updating a user profile affects the future recommendations. If the user rated an item high, the more likely similar items will be recommended to him in the future. For example, if the user has given the high grade to film starring Viggo Mortensen, the bigger will be the probability that the system will, in the future, to the same user recommend content (movies or articles) that includes Viggo Mortensen. And vice-versa.

All data pertaining to system configuration are stored in a relational database, Microsoft SQL Server, while the data on user profiles and recommendations are stored in the NoSQL database RavenDB. The relational database proved to be a good choice for the system’s parametric data because the data occurring is structured, of simple type and the amount of data is not overwhelming. Data about user profiles and recommendations we store in NoSQL system because of the expected large number of users and improper scheme that is hard to describe and manage using the relational data model.

Figure 2 presents the relational data model holding data about: the interest categories (category); the web sources (webSource) which can be of different type (webSourceType) and can have different parameters (endpoint) for a different categories and response types (responseType); the users (user, userRole), the categories they are interested in (userCategory) and their social network accounts (socialAccount) along with permissions to retrieve data associated with their social network account (socialAccountPermission).

The system collects information about the user or the items for a recommendation by sending HTTP requests to a specific URL. The endpoint holds the exact location-url (path) on the data source. The answer to the request can be in various forms eg. json, xml or txt (responseType).

The repository stored in a RavenDB contains several collections: tUser (the basic data about user along with the relationships to category profiles), CategoryProfile (each user have separate profile for each category he is interested in), DbMovies (data about movies), DBArtists, Recommendations (for a specific user), UserRatings (user’s grades for the recommendations).

IV. CREATING USER PROFILE

To create the initial user profile, our recommender system uses data taken from the Facebook API. Upon the analysis of the most popular social networking APIs (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, LinkedIn) we came to the conclusion that the Facebook offers best quality data for user profile construction. The Instagram and LinkedIn APIs offer only the basic user information such as name, surname and email. As such, they are not sufficient for the construction of a general user profiles that will present user in different domains (categories). The recommender system presented in this paper, out of all the data that can be acquired from Facebook profile, takes over only the data explicitly permitted by the user and relevant to the domains of recommendations. Therefore, we use Facebook Login for authentication. Data about the user is retrieved in form of JSON document gathered as a result to HTTP GET request to a particular endpoint. The most valuable data about the user's preferences are the Facebook pages marked as "Like". Each page belongs to a category designated by the Facebook page administrator who is, also, in charge for definition of the fields (attributes) that describe the particular category. Data from a different categories have different attributes that describe the page. For example, some of the attributes describing movies (page category "Movie") are: title, genre, list of actors, producer, director, brief description and so on.

Example: Suppose that user with id equal to 575480316 marked with “Like” movie having title "Captain Fantastic". The following HTTP request is sent to Facebook API:

```java
/{575480316 }?fields= likes(id, category, name, genre, starring,
directed_by, id)
```
Result will be JSON file containing the following segment:

```json
{
  "category": "Movie",
  "name": "Captain Fantastic",
  "starring": ["Viggo Mortensen, George ..."],
  "directed_by": "Matt Ross",
  "id": "74089565764"
}
```

For each category of interest that the user follows (table `userCategory`), the system generates a separate category profile because different domains/categories are described with different concepts. Each category profile contains a number of lists of classes (representing concepts) describing that specific domain. For the movie domain it may be list of movie titles, actors, genres, directors etc. Each concept in a category profile is described by three attributes: Name, ExternalId and Rank. ExternalId is external unique identifier that serves as a link to the item in outer system. ExternalId for the movie is a unique movie identifier in The Movie Database, where more detailed information about the movie can be found. For music artist, album or song attribute ExternalId is a reference to an item in an open music encyclopedia MusicBrainz. Attribute Rank is a numeric value that represents the relevance of the observed concept for a specific user profile. The initial value for the Rank is set to value 1 for each concept. Later the Rank will be updated as a consequence of user's grading on recommended items. Grading recommendations is described in section VI.

The following is the example of JSON document from the collection CategoryProfile stored in RavenDB. It presents movie profile for the user "Sk8trGal". The meaning of the field Alchemy is discussed in section VI.

```json
{  "Usernames": ["Sk8trGal"],
  "CategoryName": "Movie",
  "Titles": [{  "Name": "Captain Fantastic",
    "ExternalID": null,
    "Rank": 1 }, ...],
  "Actors": [ {  "Name": "Viggo Mortensen",
    "ExternalID": null,
    "Rank": 1 }, ...],
  "Genres": ...
  "Directors": ...
  "Alchemy": { "entities": [] }
}
```

V. GENERATING RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Recommendations for a specific domain

Out of a recommendations related to a particular domain, we have implemented recommendations for the movie and music domain. The methods are essentially the same, except that they use different external data sources, to retrieve additional information (The Movie Database API for the movie and the Last.Fm API for the music domain). We were guided by the idea to connect concepts from the user profiles with items returned by this public APIs, fetch and store additional information about the found items, and then look for similar items that will be recommended to the user. The Movie Database API provides a method that will, for the given movie ID, return a list of IDs of similar movies. Similar movies are good candidates for the recommendation. To rank recommendations according to the user profile, we present the matching between recommendation and profile with numerical value. The expression that calculates matching between the movie item and the user profile, for example, takes into account the actors who appear in the movie, genre, film director and producer. Assuming that the user's profile and the movie description both contain N concepts, they contribute to the total score according to:

$$\sum_{i=1}^{N} Weight(\text{concept}_i) \times \text{Rank}(\text{concept}_i)$$

Different concepts have different importance meaning different weight. In the movie domain eg, it is natural to assign bigger weight to the movie title or genre than to the word that appears in a short summary of the movie. For example, the weight for the movie title can be 20, for the genre 15 and for the actor 12. Weights are parameters in our system and are determined using the method of trial and error by the administrator. In the present implementation the weight of the particular concept is the same for each user, but in the future implementation different weights of concept for different users can be foreseen.

B. Recommendations based on semantic features

The recommender system introduced in this paper additionally supports recommending web articles that are considered to be of interest to the user. The system is guided by the interests of the user stored in users' profile. Recommending web articles, as unstructured text, is suitable for CBF method. Analysis of content-based recommender systems showed that the representation of items (potential recommendations) and user profiles using keywords is efficient when a lot of text documents describing user's interests is available. In that case it is possible to find the matching words in web documents and users profile. However, the approach using keywords exclusively has its limitations. For example, if the user likes the "French impressionism" keyword-based system will find only documents containing the words "French" and "impressionism", but not the documents containing words "Claude Monet", the originator of this style [27]. To be semantically intelligent, the content-based system needs more advanced strategies for the presentation of items and the user profile, than using the list of keywords. The semantic analysis implies including a knowledge base, such as a lexicon or ontology, for labeling items. Keywords need to be connected to external data sources such as Linked Data sources (Semantic Web). The area of an artificial intelligence - natural language processing deals with assigning a semantic meaning to unstructured text. To decide whether the web article is a suitable recommendation for a user, it is necessary to semantically process the article i.e. to find concepts and entities mentioned in the text. To be suitable as a reference, article and user profile must contain matching concepts. For example, if the user shows the interest for movies, and graded with high grades movies starring Viggo Mortensen, concepts "movie" and "actor" and entity "Viggo Mortensen" appear in his profile. It is expected that this
particular user will be interested in web articles that contain same concepts and entity. Since the semantic analysis of the text is outside of the scope of this paper, we therefore use the free version of Alchemy API [28] tool to perform semantic analysis of text in web articles.

Links (URLs) to web articles are periodically programatically fetched from RSS feeds and forwarded to AlchemyAPI for processing. After the AlchemyAPI processes article on a given URL, as a result, among other things, a list of concepts and entities that appear in the text is obtained. For each entity found, AlchemyAPI returns its name, type and relevance in the article. After that, entities are compared with those contained in the user profile to calculate the suitability of the article as a recommendation for a particular category.

The comparison is done by the name of the entity. We try to pair each entity found by AlchemyAPI with entities contained in the user profile. Each matching contributes to the overall result according to the following expression:

\[
\text{Weight(concept) * Rank(concept) * Relevance(\text{concept}, \text{article})}
\]

VI. GRADING RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommender systems usually rely on a users’ grading to assess the effectiveness and the degree of user’s satisfaction. Users are commonly asked to quantify their overall satisfaction with the recommendations. This general principle is implemented in our recommender system too. With regard to the type of recommendation, user grades (movie, music artist, a web article) are used to update the user category profile.

Figure 3 illustrates the process of updating the movie profile upon grading the recommended movie “Captain Fantastic”. On a scale of 1-5 user graded movie with grade 4. This grade is normalized to the value 0.5 on the interval [0.5, 1]. The grade applies to all concepts/entities related to the movie (title, all actors, genres and director) because there is no way to find out what is actually graded. We used this simplified model since we don’t want to burden user with the detailed assessment. Each concept (entity) describing graded movie is either found and updated or added in user’s movie profile. The grade affects the value of attribute Rank. The normalized grade is added to existing Rank or if the concept does not exist in the profile, a new record with an initial value of attribute Rank equal to normalized grade is added. The procedure for updating the music profile after grading musician is the same.

Remark: The concept that was first found in the data retrieved from the social network is added to the user's profile with default value for the Rank equal to 1 (eg, if the user liked page of the actor Viggo Mortensen and if this concept does not exist in the user profile yet, it is added to the user's profile with Rank equals to 1). The reason for this is the belief that if the user liked the page, that is strong evidence of his high opinion on the actor (concept).

Figure 3 Updating the user profile upon grading

Upon assessing web articles different logic is applied. AlchemyAPI, for each entity found in the text, returns relevance of that particular entity (floating point number between 0 and 1). When a user grades web article, attribute Rating in his profile is updated, for each entity AlchemyAPI had found in the article, with a value equal to the normalized grade multiplied by the relevance of the entity. Example: The user graded with grade 2 article in which the Alchemy API found entity Viggo Mortensen with relevance 0.6. Supposing that the entity Viggo Mortensen exists in the movie profile for the user, the value of that attribute will be modified as follows:

\[
\text{Rank(\text{Viggo Mortensen}) += \text{normalizedGrade(article)} * \text{relevance(\text{Viggo Mortensen}, \text{article}) * -0.5 * 0.6}}
\]

In case that concept/entity found in the article does not exist in the user's profile, it is added to the list of "Entities" under the class "Alchemy" (see JSON presenting user's profile). In assessing the film or music items we could not determine the relevance of certain concepts/entities so we applied same grade to all concepts.

VII. EVALUATION

For the evaluation we used user studies [29]. A user study is carried out by recruiting a set of test users, asking them to interact with the recommender system and additionally to give answers to questions aimed to collect data that is not directly observable.

We evaluated only the recommendations from the movie domain with plans to conduct evaluation on other domains in the near future. The evaluation involved 5 users. After taking over data on users from Facebook API, the initial user profiles were created and the first recommendations from the movie domain were generated. The users were asked to state the number of previously watched movies, out of all the recommended. This information we consider relevant because the system recommending movies that user had already watched is in accordance with user’s taste. The columns Reccomm. and watched under the joint column "1st cycle" in Table 1 present results for recommendations users received for the initial profiles. Out of a total of 125 recommended movies users have already watched 30 of them or 24%. Given the size of the movie database, we found this result satisfactory.

The users are then asked to grade each recommendation regardless they already watched the movie or not. These grades reflect their satisfaction with the recommendation, i.e. expresses a willingness of the user to watch the movie he hasn't seen yet. The average score of all users is 3.28. After users graded movies recommended in the first cycle, new recommendations, were generated (2nd cycle). Recommendations from the second cycle take into account the user's feedback from the first cycle. Results show that the percent of already watched movies (41%) increased which implies that the users’ grades embedded in the user profile closer recommendations to users' tastes.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1st cycle</th>
<th>2nd cycle</th>
<th>AVG(grade)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>user1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>user2</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>user3</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>user4</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>user5</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sometimes this is not a good feature of the recommender system because it is expected that the recommendations bring novelty not obvious, already consumed items. On the other hand, the evaluation showed that the user’s grades improves recommendations.

### VIII. CONCLUSION

Recommender systems are a powerful technology for entertainment industry and social networks. We presented recommender system that exploits existing publicly available services to gather data needed to build user profile and to generate initial recommendations. User’s interests are deduced from his activities and posts in social network. Using this data for building user profile we bridge the cold start problem. Currently, we have implemented recommendations for items related to two domains: movies and music. We connected concepts from user profile with external items obtained through Open API calls. These and similar items are subsequently recommended to the user. In generating content based recommendations of web articles we use AlchemyAPI to perform semantic analysis of the text. To get feedback from users we implemented recommendations grading. That way users affect future recommendations because grades change and tune user profiles.

Recommender system evaluation showed that generated recommendations for the movie domain are in line with user’s taste.
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Business intelligence (BI) engines enable companies and researchers to perform fast and efficient data analysis and extract relevant information from their data. At the present, it involves the usage of reporting tools and OLAP on top of traditional relational database systems. This paper gives an overview of alternative BI systems, based on various NoSQL and NewSQL databases. NoSQL (Not-only SQL) systems were developed to address the scalability issues of traditional relational databases when exposed to huge amounts of data and large read and write capacities. In addition to fulfilling those requirements, NewSQL systems aimed to preserve the useful properties of relational databases as well, such as ACID transactions, SQL and a relational schema. The various systems bear significant differences in terms of architecture, data representation, query capabilities and optimization techniques, and because of that, they offer diverse means of data analysis. The paper comments on key differences, presents an overview of various NoSQL and NewSQL systems that might be considered in the context of BI engine, and brings an overall feature comparison of those systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

At the time of writing, the amounts of available data are larger and produced at greater velocities than in any earlier period in history. For example, as stated in [1], in 2014, 90% of data on Facebook and Twitter has been created within the preceding two years, with new data adding up 7 to 10 terabytes every day. Most of the recently created data is unstructured, coming from sources such as web logs, social networks, radio-frequency identification tags (RFID), sensor networks, etc. As such, it requires solutions capable of managing and analyzing massive amounts of data while maintaining minimal latency and adaptability to previously unpredicted usage scenarios. According to [2], the crucial requirements for big data processing are the following: fast data loading, fast query processing, highly efficient space utilization, and strong adaptability to dynamic workload patterns. In contrast, traditional BI usually involves relational database systems and On-Line Analytical Processing systems (OLAP), which show serious drawbacks when confronted with big data. In this paper, we explore the use of newly emerging database technologies (many of them prompted by the big data movement) in the context of BI. In the following chapters, we comment on key differences of alternative engines and traditional RDBMSs with regards to storage medium, data model and query processing capabilities, present most notable database systems in this context, and bring a detailed feature comparison of those systems.

II. STORAGE SYSTEMS

Both NoSQL and NewSQL systems can be split into two subgroups based on the type of the underlying storage medium. These are Disk-Based Database Management Systems (DBMS) and In-Memory DBMS.

A. Disk-Based DBMS

Disk based DBMSs use disks as the main storage medium, and use the main memory primarily for buffering. Their data structures and algorithms are optimized to minimize the amount of I/O operations required to perform given queries and data management operations. As the latency of the disks is several orders of magnitude larger than the latency of the main memory, these systems can afford fairly complex and lengthy algorithms to optimize disk access and buffering. Data structures, such as indices, are optimized for the physical structure of disks, since each disk I/O operation can only read or write complete blocks of data. An example of a disk optimized data structure is the B+ tree index, which matches its node size to the pages of the disk [3]. Most NoSQL and traditional relational DBMS are disk based.

B. In-Memory DBMS

One of the goals of research in big data systems is to support ultra-low latency and enable real-time data analytics. Existing disk-based systems are limited by the high access latency of the hard disk, so they cannot offer timely response required by real-time services, such as real-time bidding, social gaming, and advertising [4]. During the last decade, multi-core processors and the availability of large amounts of main memory at decreasing costs are creating new breakthroughs, making it possible to build database systems in which a significant part or the whole of the database can be situated inside the main memory. Note that mere relocation of data to RAM (e.g. using Ram disk) would bring limited performance gains, since the disk-based DBMSs are built to optimize disk access, rather than main memory performances. In-Memory DBMS solve these problems by using main memory specific data structures and algorithms. For example, most such systems use T-trees of Trie structures for indexing [5], and instead of optimizing disk access, aim to optimize the utilization of the cache hierarchy, adapting to Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA), and providing efficient in-memory data management. Furthermore, in order to leverage the low latency of the CPU caches (L1, L2, and L3), applications must ensure data locality, so as to reduce the amount of cache misses requiring the data to be fetched from the lower and slower memory levels. An additional concept called hardware transactional memory support, which is important to consider in in-memory DBMS design, is explained in [4]. Transactional memory allows for an optimistic approach to concurrency, where concurrent transactions are performed without locking by using L1 cache lines as their local isolated copies of data. If a
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transaction fails, e.g. by trying to commit to a cache line already updated by another transaction, its local copy in L1 cache is dropped and the transaction is either rolled back and started anew, or its locking employing variant is started. Ensuring data durability poses an important challenge for in-memory systems. Since the main memory is predominantly volatile, a power loss could result in loss of data. One potential solution is the introduction of the newly-emerging non-volatile main memory (NVRAM), with properties similar to those of solid state drives (SSD). Such memory is still quite expensive, and suffers from a limited number of successful write operations. Various in-memory DBMS take different strategies to ensure durability. Some systems, like e.g. VoltDB, incorporate checkpoints and logs stored in non-volatile storage to reconstruct the data after a power loss. Furthermore, in-memory systems supporting transactions do not have to log all operations, but just the committed transactions, since a power loss would invalidate the need to undo uncommitted operations.

III. DATA MODELS

In relational systems, such as the NewSQL DBMS, data warehouses are usually built with a star schema, which consists of a single fact table containing measures, and several dimension tables in which the aspects of analysis, such as e.g. time and product are stored. NewSQL databases support the same principles of data warehousing employed in traditional relational systems, since they support SQL and relational schema. On the other hand, with regards to data model, NoSQL systems can be classified in four categories [6] [7]: Key-value stores, which store data as key-value pairs and are useful for caching, Column family oriented databases, adept at storing data in sparse tables, Document oriented databases, organized as collections of documents with variable structure and dynamic number of fields, and Graph oriented databases, which store graph data, such as data related to social networks. Most surveyed sources are focused on using column and document oriented DBMS for BI applications.

A. Column Oriented DBMS in BI

Column based DBMS store data column-wise, and support grouping columns in column-families. The authors in [1] and [8] describe a desirable implementation of the star schema in a column based DBMS, in which the fact and dimension tables are organized as column families, with their attributes being stored in individual columns. In case of building an OLAP cube, an additional cube identifier column is required. Hierarchies are implemented using columns inside the hierarchical dimension’s column families.

B. Document Oriented DBMS in BI

Since document stores, such as Mongodb, often have limited join support, the authors in [6] present a method of using embedded array structures for associating dimensions with documents. Each document represents a fact and contains measures and associated dimensions in its attributes. In this manner, documents satisfying a given predicate can be identified and aggregated using simple filtering.

IV. DATA PROCESSING AND STORAGE CAPABILITIES

Most distributed storage systems implement the MapReduce processing framework. MapReduce enables users to run large scale parallel operations based on the “divide and conquer” model. The model consists of two user-defined functions which are sent to all nodes, namely map, which reads data entities and generates key-value pairs, and reduce, which aggregates the key-value pairs and returns results. An additional intermediate shuffle function can be defined to optimize grouping. Several NoSQL systems are based on the Hadoop ecosystem, which offers a complete distributed architecture, including a distributed file system called Hadoop File System (HDFS) and implementations of several management and data processing functionalities, such as the aforementioned MapReduce. Hadoop is usually bundled with two high level languages based on MapReduce, Hive and Pig Latin [1]. Hive provides a SQL dialect called HiveQL, which enables data definition and access in a manner similar to relational systems. MapReduce is useful for fast aggregation operations required for data analysis, since it enables them to run in parallel on all nodes [2]. Some in-memory DBMS support Main Memory MapReduce (M3R), which mimics the concept of MapReduce parallel processing inside the main memory. As column oriented systems are storing data in a column-wise fashion, a significant increase in query performance can be achieved by using bitmap indexes. Distributed systems often support additional operators for data analysis purposes. Examples are the Hive’s cube and rollup operators, which automatically build an OLAP cube based on a given table. An improved version of the cube operator, called cn-cube, has been proposed in [9]. As the authors of [10] point out, another important aspect of aggregation to consider is the materialization strategy, which defines how intermediate aggregation results are processed. In early materialization, which is the classical approach, row-based tuples are materialized by reading all columns, just to be filtered and aggregated. Late materialization avoids materializing the row-based tuples, and employs bitmap indexes to perform column-based aggregation, resulting in much better performance. In order to satisfy the big data analytics requirements, systems must remain constantly available, without a refreshing time window. This requires a new approach to the data warehouse extraction, transformation and loading (ETL) process. Unlike traditional systems, NoSQL and NewSQL based data warehouses can cope with increased loading frequencies, up to near real-time ETL [2].

V. NOQL SYSTEMS

Unlike classical high-consistency RDBMSs, NoSQL systems take on a more relaxed approach, informally called BASE (Basically Available, Soft state and Eventually Consistent) which fits very well with BI requirements, where data is typically more or less stale. By using the BASE paradigm, NoSQL systems can achieve scalability vastly superior to traditional relational systems, which makes them suitable for working with large volumes of data. Furthermore, most NoSQL systems are schema-less, which means that the processed data does not have to conform to a predefined structure. Such systems possess numerous advantages over relational systems when
working with unstructured data or data with frequent schema changes [6]. Most importantly in this context, NoSQL systems fall short in terms of query languages, especially when standards are concerned. A lack of schema or SQL certainly complicates data analysis. For analytical purposes, most authors present solutions based on column and document oriented databases [1] [2] [6] [8] [9] [10], which are also considered in this paper.

1) C-Store

C-Store was a proof of concept pioneering column oriented storage system released by the associated MIT research group in 2005. The system is optimized to support fast reading patterns required for data analysis, such as customer relationship management (CRM) systems, and data warehousing applications [11]. Furthermore, the system demonstrated the previously mentioned improvements in data compression compared to traditional row-oriented storage systems, and introduces heavy usage of bitmap indexing [11]. Bitmap indexes are binary vectors which enable filtering the data one column at a time [12].

2) BigTable

As described by its author Google, BigTable is a high-performance NoSQL database service intended for large analytical and operational workloads [13]. It is a column oriented storage system which, in addition to its native Remote Procedure Call (RPC) based API, provides an interface compatible with Hadoop based technologies, such as HBase.

3) HBase/Hadoop

Apache HBase is a highly specialized CF (Column Family) oriented database focused on operating with huge amounts of data. It is not intended for usage in small deployments, since it requires a minimum of five distributed nodes for normal operation. Queries are supported through a REST API and a query language called Thrift. In addition to those, the database supports a JDBC/ODBC driver. In CF databases, each column family consists of one or more columns (or attributes) which are stored in sequential order on the storage medium. This manner of storage enables fast column-wise access, with a minimal number of I/O operations, and a high data compression ratio, since the data inside a single column is usually more uniform and repetitive than data contained in several columns stored row-wise. Since columns are not mandatory, column based storage systems enable individual rows to possess different attributes, which allows users to store highly variable data together. HBase is built on top of the Hadoop infrastructure. It offers limited transaction support based on row-wise locks, and thus limits availability in order to satisfy consistency and partition tolerance. The system was initially inspired by Google BigTable.

4) Cassandra

Apache Cassandra is a CF database system which bears a lot of similarities to the aforementioned HBase system. In addition to CFs, Cassandra supports another layer of column hierarchy called supercolumns. Supercolumns are groups of columns which can be contained inside column families like individual columns.

5) MongoDB

According to [14], MongoDB is the most commonly used NoSQL database system. It is a highly scalable document oriented database, used in a variety of projects, such as Foursquare, bit.ly, and the CERN Large Hadron Collider. Document oriented storage systems store data in collections of documents. Each document is a data structure consisting of an arbitrary number of key-value pairs, or fields. Fields can contain nested structures. Documents do not possess an explicit schema. They can be identified and accessed using associated unique identifiers or one or more keys. MongoDB stores documents in BSON (Binary JSON) format. In contrast to relational databases, where related data is stored in several tables, in document stores most related data is usually contained within the same document. Since documents bear a significant similarity to classes in object oriented programming languages, integration is usually straightforward and simple. Up until recently, a drawback of document stores was a lack of support for joining operations. In the recent versions of MongoDB and CouchDb, operations similar to joins are supported through special operators. MongoDB supports automatic partitioning and master-slave replication. It supports a query language represented as JSON-like structures, and exposes a CRUD REST API. For more complex operations, it supports an implementation of the Map-Reduce paradigm. With regards to the Brewer’s CAP theorem, the common configuration supports consistency and partition tolerance while offering a limited availability.

6) CouchDb

Like MongoDB, CouchDb is a highly scalable document oriented database system. Unlike MongoDB, the common configuration supports availability and partition tolerance while offering a reduced level of consistency through MVCC. It supports design documents, or views, which are defined through MapReduce queries and similar to views in relational database systems. Design documents show higher performance when compared to ad-hoc MapReduce queries [15]. Apart from views and MapReduce, queries are supported through the exposed CRUD REST API. Data conflicts caused by concurrent write operations on different nodes have to be resolved manually.

7) Apache Spark

Apache Spark is an engine (framework) for large-scale data processing on a cluster. Spark presents a data abstraction for big data analytics, called resilient distributed dataset (RDD). It is a coarse-grained deterministic immutable data structure, on top of which Spark SQL, Spark Streaming, MLlib and GraphX are built to support SQL-based manipulation, stream processing, machine learning and graph processing, respectively [4]. Spark’s data processing performance comes from its in-memory architecture, as well as the useful properties of RDDs and automatic job scheduling using the DAG scheduler. RDDs support coarse-grained operations called trans-formations, such as map, filter, and join, which are applied to the entire dataset and result in new RDDs. The main two features of RDDs are a persistence model, which can persist datasets in memory, disks or both, and a light-weight fault-tolerance mechanism which makes it possible to recreate RDDs from their dependent RDDs by using transformation logs (i.e. lineage). This makes RDDs suitable for iterative data analytics jobs, because data
doesn’t have to be shuffled on disks at each stage like in Hadoop [4]. Calculations over RDDs can be performed using special operations called actions, such as count or reduce. Operations in Spark are run through jobs, where the DAG scheduler captures the complex job dependencies and relieves programmers from managing them for manual scheduling [16].

8) Apache Drill

Apache Drill stands out in this list, as it is not a DBMS per se, but a distributed SQL engine with support for Hadoop and several other storage systems. It fully supports ANSI SQL-2003, which enables users to write queries like in a traditional DBMS [17]. In addition to that, it incorporates support for advanced JSON data operations through SQL extensions. Within Drill, all data is internally represented as a JSON structure, whose schema can be discovered automatically. This flexible data model makes Drill useful in operating unstructured and semi-structured data from several sources, without writing additional middleware. Drill can be used by most existing BI tools, like Tableau, Qlik, Excel, etc., to interface NoSQL engines, supported through its plugins, such as HBase, MongoDB, Hive and Apache Spark. That simplifies integration or even migration in existing systems. Finally, it can be used as a complete SQL shell over various NoSQL storage systems.

VI. NewSQL Systems

Nowadays, and probably for many years to come, most existing systems work with relational databases, and require a complex migration procedure in order to switch to a NoSQL solution. An example of one such migration is presented in [6]. For OLTP applications, a major drawback of NoSQL systems is the lack of strong consistency. NewSQL refers to various recently developed relational systems aiming to achieve high consistency at scale, where the attribute “New” stands for the predominantly new companies developing such systems. Most of them are in-memory DBMS. All support SQL queries and ACID transactions.

1) Vertica

Vertica is a distributed massively parallel relational DMBS, based on the aforementioned C-Store research project. Although it supports SQL data management operations, it is optimized for supporting analytical query workloads, since the data is organized in columns, rather than rows. The data is stored in a hybrid in-memory/on-disk architecture, where frequently used data and buffer are contained within main memory and only passive data is stored on disk. The column structure enables users to define projections, groups similar to column families in column based DBMS. Data is split into two parts, the read-optimized store (ROS), which holds most of the data stored in index-value pairs, and write-optimized store (WOS), which allows fast data editing. Vertica is not appropriate for usage in update-intensive applications.

2) SAP HANA

HANA is the SAP’s approach to BI based on two main components, the SAP HANA database, which is a hybrid in-memory DBMS with row-based, column-based, and object-based technologies, and the SAP HANA appliance, a combination of hardware and software which enables the analysis of large volumes of data without the need for aggregation materialization. Data is stored into two relational databases, one column oriented, and the other row-oriented. Both support SQL and Multidimensional Expressions (MDX). The column oriented database supports real-time analytics, while the row-oriented database is intended for data which is frequently inserted and updated.

3) Oracle Times Ten

Oracle Times Ten is an in-memory DBMS which supports ACID transactions and can be either used as a stand-alone system or a data subset caching provider for traditional DBMS, used by existing applications using an Oracle database to reduce query latency. The database incorporates a data aging scheme, which periodically removes data that are no longer needed. Similar to SAP HANA, Oracle has commercialized a complete appliance based on Times Ten, called Oracle Exalytics In-Memory Machine. Exalytics comes with a complete MOLAP server which contains a high performance MDX query engine.

4) SQL Server Column indexes

Microsoft decided to take a different approach to column-store technology, by keeping SQL Server as the central database product and incorporating the column oriented store as an optional index. These additions significantly improve the performance of analytical query processing, while maintaining a well-known database system for transactional processing. On the other hand, as the column-based query processing is optimized for smaller result sets typical of data warehouses, such as performing star joins and aggregating, queries returning large result sets suffer from low performance, since batch processing cannot be successfully executed in those cases [1]. Also, up until SQL Server 2016, tables for which a column index had been defined could not have been updated. However, as of version 2016, both Clustered Column Store Indexes and Non-Clustered Column Store indexes can be updated [18].

5) VoltDB/H-Store

H-Store, and its commercial counterpart, VoltDB, are distributed in-memory relational DBMSs, which provide automatic and transparent fragmentation and replication support. In VoltDB, queries are performed using stored procedures, which are run sequentially and possess the properties of ACID transactions. Ad-hoc SQL queries are supported as well, but such queries have limited optimization support and should be avoided in production. Consistency of replicas is enforced by running the same stored procedures on all nodes containing target replicas.

6) NuoDb

NuoDb is a highly scalable in-memory distributed relational DBMS, based on a Distributed Durable Cache (DDC) peer-to-peer architecture. DDC allows peers to be assigned to specific tasks, such as managing durability or orchestrating transactions. Transaction requests are received by transaction orchestrating peers, which forward them to durability peers. Once durability peers have stored the transaction’s effects, the updated data is synchronized on all peers containing it.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>data model</th>
<th>MongoDB</th>
<th>C-Store</th>
<th>HBase/Hadoop</th>
<th>Cassandra</th>
<th>BigTable</th>
<th>CouchDB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>architecture</td>
<td>document (JSON)</td>
<td>logically relational</td>
<td>column</td>
<td>column/key-value</td>
<td>column</td>
<td>document (JSON)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>storage type</td>
<td>distributed, MS</td>
<td>distributed, MS</td>
<td>distributed, MS</td>
<td>distributed, P2P</td>
<td>distributed</td>
<td>distributed, MM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>query language</td>
<td>proprietary, Js syntax</td>
<td>SQL</td>
<td>proprietary</td>
<td>CQL</td>
<td>proprietary</td>
<td>proprietary, Js syntax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OL features</td>
<td>J. P. S, A</td>
<td>J. P. S, A</td>
<td>P. S, A</td>
<td>P. S, A</td>
<td>J. P. S, A</td>
<td>J. P. S, A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MapReduce</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APIs</td>
<td>language bindings for all major languages</td>
<td>Java, C/C++, Thrift, Scala, Jython, REST</td>
<td>plugins for all major languages</td>
<td>RPC API, Hadoop-compatible plugin libraries for all major languages</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQL/ACID</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>+/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BI tools available</td>
<td>Pentaho, QlikView, MicroStrategy, Tableau, etc</td>
<td>Pentaho, QlikView, MicroStrategy, Tableau, etc</td>
<td>Google Cloud BI Tools, Pentaho, Tableau, etc</td>
<td>Pentaho, Tableau, etc</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>version</td>
<td>Apache v.3.0</td>
<td>Apache 2.0</td>
<td>Apache 2.0</td>
<td>Apache 2.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maturity</td>
<td>10 years, mature, act. developed</td>
<td>10 years, not actively used</td>
<td>10 years, mature, act. developed</td>
<td>10 years, mature, act. developed</td>
<td>2 years, actively developed</td>
<td>12 years, mature, act. developed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>typical use cases</td>
<td>document data store, web app storage, etc</td>
<td>column-oriented storage research</td>
<td>sparse schema-less data storage</td>
<td>product catalogs, IoT, messaging apps, etc</td>
<td>big data analysis</td>
<td>document data storage, web app storage, etc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>community</td>
<td>large</td>
<td>very small</td>
<td>large</td>
<td>large</td>
<td>large</td>
<td>small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>support</td>
<td>yes, commercial</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>(community)</td>
<td>(community)</td>
<td>yes, commercial</td>
<td>(community)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>popularity*</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>small</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>small</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Overview of covered storage engines, part 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>data model</th>
<th>Apache Spark</th>
<th>Apache Drill</th>
<th>Vertica</th>
<th>SAP Hana</th>
<th>Oracle Times Ten</th>
<th>SQL Server</th>
<th>VoliDB</th>
<th>NuvoDB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>architecture</td>
<td>RDD</td>
<td>relational</td>
<td>relational</td>
<td>relational</td>
<td>relational</td>
<td>relational</td>
<td>relational</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>storage type</td>
<td>distributed, MM</td>
<td>distributed, MM</td>
<td>in-memory</td>
<td>in-memory</td>
<td>(column oriented)</td>
<td>in-memory</td>
<td>in-memory</td>
<td>in-memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>query language</td>
<td>proprietary, SQL (subset)</td>
<td>SQL</td>
<td>SQL (subset)</td>
<td>SQL (subset)</td>
<td>SQL</td>
<td>SQL</td>
<td>SQL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OL features</td>
<td>J. P. S, A</td>
<td>J. P. S, A</td>
<td>J. P. S, A</td>
<td>J. P. S, A</td>
<td>J. P. S, A</td>
<td>J. P. S, A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MapReduce</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APIs</td>
<td>Scala, Python, R, Java, JDBC, ODBC</td>
<td>REST, ODBC, JDBC, C++</td>
<td>REST, ODBC, JDBC, C++</td>
<td>REST, ODBC, JDBC, C++</td>
<td>ODP.NET, ODBC, JDBC, C, C++, Java</td>
<td>support for all major languages</td>
<td>REST, ODBC, JADO.NET</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQL/ACID</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BI tools available</td>
<td>Tableau, MicroStrategy, Pentaho, etc</td>
<td>Tableau, QlikView, Pentaho, Tableau, etc</td>
<td>Tableau, QlikView, Pentaho, Tableau, etc</td>
<td>SAP HANA tools, Tableau, QlikView, etc</td>
<td>Microsoft BI Tools, Tableau, etc</td>
<td>Microsoft BI Tools, Tableau, etc</td>
<td>Microsoft BI Tools, Tableau, etc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>version</td>
<td>2.12.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>8.0.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2016.0</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maturity</td>
<td>3 years, act. developed</td>
<td>2 years, act. developed</td>
<td>12 y, mature, developed</td>
<td>10 y, mature, developed</td>
<td>5 y, mature, developed</td>
<td>7 y, mature, developed</td>
<td>2 years, act. developed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>typical use cases</td>
<td>real-time data analytics (logs, transactions, signals, etc)</td>
<td>SQL data analytics over NoSQL data stores</td>
<td>data warehousing and analysis</td>
<td>real-time analytics, Hadoop, and HBase</td>
<td>relational storage and analytics</td>
<td>low-latency relational storage for Hadoop, real-time BI</td>
<td>low-latency relational storage for Hadoop, real-time BI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>community</td>
<td>large</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>small</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>small</td>
<td>small</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>support</td>
<td>(community)</td>
<td>(community)</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes, commercial</td>
<td>yes, commercial</td>
<td>yes, commercial</td>
<td>yes, commercial</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>popularity*</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>small</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>small</td>
<td>small</td>
<td>small</td>
<td>small</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Overview of covered storage engines, part 2

---

1 MS = master-slave, MMS = multi-master-slave, P2P = peer-to-peer, MM = multi-master, MW = master-worker
2 J = joins, P = projection, S = selection, A = aggregation
3 W = Windows, X = Unix/Linux, M = Max OS, S = Solaris, F = FreeBSD, A = appliance
4 Popularity measures are taken from db-engines [14] and stack overflow measures [26]
VII. CONCLUSION

This paper has given an introduction to the key architectural differences between classic DW technologies and emerging alternative DBMS engines, followed by a basic overview of various NoSQL and NewSQL systems. Tables 1 and 2 bring a feature comparison of presented DBMSs. In general, NoSQL and NewSQL engines show superior aggregation performance and much lower latencies than traditional BI engines for large amounts of data. However, they significantly fall behind in terms of query languages and their analytical capabilities, and consequently – data analysis tools. However, as the requirements of data analysis are changing towards larger data volumes and larger numbers of concurrent users, NoSQL and NewSQL systems are gaining popularity in BI applications, and will most likely be more and more included as an accompanying DBMSs to the existing BI platforms, in the spirit of polyglot database architecture. Along those lines, we believe that integration of existing BI systems and alternative engines is a promising area for future research and practice.
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Abstract - In recent period, business process management (BPM) has been increasingly a matter of interest for numerous authors as well as numerous organizations, due to the understanding of business processes as the core part of every organization. Significant efforts have been put into researching and implementing BPM within organizations. This paper’s goal is to present the current state of BPM maturity and usage of social BPM within the companies operating in Croatia and Slovenia by analysing data collected by the PROSPER research group through questionnaires. Moreover, organizational culture is included in the analysis as well. Results indicate higher BPM maturity level and higher usage of social BPM within Slovenian companies than within Croatian ones and some other differences regarding dominant organizational cultures have also been found.

I. INTRODUCTION

Business Process Management (BPM) concept has been explored by numerous researchers for about two decades. The academics define BPM as a holistic and a lifecycle approach that covers different phases; from process documentation and modelling towards process execution, monitoring and optimization, and focuses on different issues that range from organizational structures, management positions and roles to strategy alignment and usage of IT for BPM [7][27][8]. Many of the researchers agree that BPM has a significant role in the organizational performance and a lot of effort was put into investigations related to this area. Accordingly, different maturity models are used to evaluate how the higher BPM maturity drives organizations towards higher performance [26].

Through years many definitions of organizational culture are accepted among researchers, but for the purpose of this paper a one developed by [9] and cited by [34] is used. Organizational culture implies “a system of values, beliefs and customs in an organization which produces certain norms of behaviour when interacting with the formal organizational structure” [9][34]. Though many different instruments for measuring organizational culture exist [14], a lack of researches about the importance of organizational culture type for the success of BPM implementation was evident in BPM literature through many years [36]. Nowadays, the academics and business practitioners intensify the efforts to explore this field [25]. Therefore, this study aims to examine the link between the organizational culture type and the level of BPM maturity. Recently, “the social BPM”, a new term related to BPM was coined out. This concept refers to a collaboratively designed process of BPM implementation [18] and “aims to integrate social aspect throughout the different stages of BPM” [24]. The brief literature overview shows that more research needs to be carried out on the role of social BPM in BPM maturity.

The main goal of this paper is to investigate the current state of BPM maturity in Croatian and Slovenian companies. Besides, the focus is put on two factors that impact the implementation of BPM concept in organizations; these are (1) organizational culture and (2) social BPM. The paper is structured in two parts. First, a theoretical framework is given: concepts of BPM, social BPM and organizational culture are presented. Next, the methodology and the results of empirical research about BPM maturity and social BPM through different organizational culture types are depicted and the final conclusions are given.

II. BUSINESS PROCESS MANAGEMENT MATURITY

Numerous models are used by researchers to assess BPM maturity. The origin of the majority of these models is the Capability Maturity Model (CMM) which was developed to measure the maturity of software development processes [35]. In general, BPM maturity models usually consist of 4-6 dimensions that are used to assess the stage of organizational maturity. Besides, maturity models can serve business practitioners as a guidance to reach higher maturity levels, or for a comparison or benchmarking purposes. Röglinger, Pöppelbuß and Becker [26] identified and analysed ten BPM maturity models, among which Process Performance Index (PPI) - originally founded by [28]. According to their findings, PPI is “a descriptive model that defines statements for ten BPM critical success factors” [26]. It refers to different areas linked to BPM implementation in organization: (1) alignment with strategy; (2) holistic
approach; (3) process awareness by management and employees; (4) portfolio of process management initiatives; (5) process improvement methodology; (6) process metrics; (7) customer focus; (8) process management; (9) information systems and (10) change management.

This model distinguishes three levels of maturity: (1) process management initiation; (2) process management evolution; and (3) process management mastery. Each of these levels and its characteristics are described by [29] and interpreted by [3], as it is presented in Table I.

### TABLE I. PPI MODEL MATURITY LEVELS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maturity level</th>
<th>Maturity level characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>process management initiation</td>
<td>Although organizations are „nephelites“ to BPM, a strong aspiration to learn about it exists; by starting to focus systematically and formally on business processes, significant benefits could be achieved [3][29].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>process management evolution</td>
<td>Although there are formal process improvement programs and organizations are „process-aware“ there is room for BPM improvements; process roles and jobs are identified, process performance indicators and metrics defined and in some cases process measurement systems are implemented [3].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>process management mastery</td>
<td>For the organizations BPM is fully integrated into their functioning and general performance management system; process owners are rewarded on process performance and every employee understands the processes [3].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### III. THE ROLE OF ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE IN BPM

According to [30] and [12] organizational culture represents “values, beliefs, attitudes and behaviours” of the employees and reflects their behaviour. Typically, 4 types of organizational culture are recognized [6]: clan, adhocracy, market and hierarchy culture. In business practice, different culture types are usually adopted within an organization, thus forming the combination of culture types that is aligned with the specific internal conditions (e.g. size, industry and company ownership) and with the environmental influences (e.g. legal regulations, governmental policy, market conditions). According to [22] and [23], “a classification of organizational culture called the competing values framework is depicted with 4 quadrants that are determined by a horizontal and vertical axis”. The horizontal axis emphasizes the organizational internal or external orientation, while the vertical axis reflects the criteria of flexibility and control [37]. The position of organizational culture types within the classification proposed by [22] and its main characteristics are shown in Table II.

Through the years many organizational culture assessment models have been developed. Among these, Organizational Culture Assessment Instrument (OCAI) is one of the most often used by researchers. OCAI model is developed by [6] to assess the organizational culture type based on the respondent perception of current organizational culture and preferred one. The model defines six groups of statements: (1) dominant characteristics, (2) organizational leadership, (3) management of employees, (4) organizational glue, (5) strategic emphasis and, (6) criteria for success [6]. Further, each group of statements is structured out of four statements, each of these representing one of the four culture types.

### TABLE II. MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE TYPES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Culture type</th>
<th>Competing values framework [22]</th>
<th>Culture type characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clan</td>
<td>Internal focus, Flexibility</td>
<td>A workplace is flexible, friendly and people oriented [21]. A loyalty, tradition, collaboration, participation and teamwork are in focus [6][2].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adhocracy</td>
<td>External focus, Flexibility</td>
<td>Creativity, agility and innovation are encouraged within a creative working environment and are supported by the employees willing to take risk and to experiment [21][37].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market</td>
<td>External focus, Control</td>
<td>The main characteristics are: very competitive environment strongly oriented towards performance, productivity and achievement of business goals [21][37].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hierarchy</td>
<td>Internal focus, Control</td>
<td>A workplace is formal, organizational structures are strong, with very deep pyramid of decision-making levels [21]. A control and stability is achieved by formal rules, regulations and policies [2].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Still, a challenging question for the researchers is if the success of BPM implementation and adoption relies on the dominant type of culture within the organization? The results of the different surveys showed that employees will support the implementation of new concept if it is compatible with the culture that prevails in organization, so it can be concluded that organizational culture strongly impacts BPM implementation success [1][2][7]. Several authors share the opinion that “a change in the organizational culture is an important factor to increase a level of business process maturity” [33][11]. These conclusions promote a need to deepen a research on the role of organizational culture in BPM maturity. Moreover, the focus of researches on the impact of organizational characteristics on the success of BPM is notable [27][36][2][32]. According to [5] and [13], clan and adhocracy culture seem to have a positive role in BPM success.

### IV. SOCIAL BPM

BPM is a holistic concept where different disciplines, such as management, organizational theory and IT are linked. Through the years the attempts to integrate social elements in BPM have evolved [24], so the term social BPM has been introduced. Social BPM comprises two areas: (1) communication and collaboration aspects during all stages of BPM lifecycle and (2) implementation of IT platform to support social user behaviour. According to [20] “social BPM is the practice of actively involving all relevant stakeholders into BPM through the use of social software and its underlying principles”. This approach should help to avoid the limitations of traditional BPM, but still little is known how social BPM can contribute to
the enhancement of BPM implementation and governance.

As a result of brief literature overview conducted for the purpose of this research, four main principles of social BPM concept are systemized and presented in Table III. Similarly, [16] developed an a-priory model to identify the appropriate social technology for inclusion within the BPM lifecycle.

**TABLE III. MAIN PRINCIPLES OF SOCIAL BPM**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SOCIAL BPM FACTORS</th>
<th>SOURCES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Our BPM approach relies highly on the idea of giving all participants the same rights to contribute to business process design and change.</td>
<td>[4][10][20][31]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collective intelligence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business processes are designed and modified based on the ideas and knowledge of a group (collective) rather than individual experts or external influence.</td>
<td>[4][10][20][31]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-organization</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employees are self-organized and interactively design and change business processes in bottom-up rather than top-down fashion.</td>
<td>[20][31]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social production</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stakeholders use social software and Enterprise 2.0 tools (e.g. blogs, wikis, social networks, Lync, Yammer) to suggest and create process content and context.</td>
<td>[10][15][20][31]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**V. METHODOLOGY**

A. Research questions

The research presented in this paper is based on the following research questions: (1) What is the current state of BPM maturity and the usage of social BPM within the Croatian and Slovenian companies?; (2) Are there any statistically significant differences between the results obtained in Croatia and those from Slovenia regarding BPM maturity and the usage of social BPM?; (3) Are there any statistically significant differences between organizations with different organizational cultures regarding BPM maturity? and, (4) Are there any statistically significant differences between organizations with different organizational cultures regarding the usage of social BPM?

B. Research instrument

For the purpose of the research conducted under the PROSPER project, a questionnaire has been developed based on the comprehensive literature review. The final version of the questionnaire contained 12 sections, being: BPM, social BPM, business intelligence (BI), corporate performance management (CPM), BPM/CPM alignment, BPM/BI alignment, CPM/BI alignment, process performance, organizational performance, organizational culture, characteristics of organization and demographic characteristics of the respondent. This paper is based on the three sections of that questionnaire: (1) BPM, (2) social BPM and (3) organizational culture.

BPM section of the questionnaire represents the Process performance index (PPI) developed by [29], containing ten statements as described earlier in this paper. For each statement, the respondents state their level of agreement on the scale from 1 to 5, with 1 being “totally disagree” and 5 being “totally agree”. The cumulative score gained through these ten statements represents organization’s PPI. If the PPI score is in the range from 10 to 25 it means the organization is at the lowest level of BPM maturity, PPI from 26 to 40 points puts organization into the second level of BPM maturity while 41 to 50 points are included in the third, highest (mastery) level.

Social BPM section of the questionnaire has been developed by the PROSPER research group based on the state of the art literature review [31][10][4][20][15]. It contains four statements which refer to the principles of social BPM: (1) egalitarianism, (2) collective intelligence, (3) self-organization and (4) social production, as shown in Table III. The respondents state their level of agreement with the each statement on the Likert scale from 1 to 5, with 1 representing total disagreement while 5 represented total agreement. Higher average of the stated grades represents a higher level of usage of social BPM within the observed company.

Organizational culture section of the questionnaire is the Organizational culture assessment instrument (OCAI) developed by [6] and described earlier in the paper. The respondents are supposed to split 100 points for each of the six groups of statements over a total of four descriptions of culture types in each group, according to the state within the organization. For the purpose of this research, OCAI is used to assess only the current dominant organizational culture types.

C. Data collection and sample description

The data collection for the purpose of this research has been carried out in two phases. Firstly, a preliminary research has been conducted with the purpose of testing the clarity and the design of the questionnaire draft. In February 2016, a series of interviews were conducted in order to test the questionnaire, after which slight modifications of the draft were made and the questionnaire was prepared for the main stage of the research.

The main stage of the data collection started in March 2016 and ended in December 2016. During this period, the questionnaires were distributed to the middle-sized and large companies in Slovenia and Croatia through post or e-mails. Besides the paper versions, an online version of the survey has been made in both countries. In Croatia, the questionnaires have been sent to 500 randomly selected organizations out of 1765 active middle-sized and large organizations in the Register of Business Entities. With total of 101 responses received, the response rate for Croatia was 20.2%. In Slovenia, the questionnaires have been sent to 1394 organizations, which is a whole population of registered middle-sized and large organizations. The response rate for the Slovenian data collection was 12.27%, with 171 responses received. In both countries, the questionnaires were addressed to top
management or person in charge of business process management within the organization. After the overall data cleansing based on the survey fulfilment, a total of 211 answers were taken into consideration. Table IV presents the sample characteristics used in this research.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>132</td>
<td></td>
<td>62.56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Croatia</td>
<td>79</td>
<td></td>
<td>37.44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of employees</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-249</td>
<td>126</td>
<td></td>
<td>59.72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250-1000</td>
<td>49</td>
<td></td>
<td>23.22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>more than 1000</td>
<td>36</td>
<td></td>
<td>17.06%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales revenue in 2015</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>up to and including 10 million €</td>
<td>46</td>
<td></td>
<td>21.80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>more than 10 million and up to and including 50 million €</td>
<td>81</td>
<td></td>
<td>38.39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>more than 50 million €</td>
<td>66</td>
<td></td>
<td>31.28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no answer</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td>8.53%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our final sample consists of 132 answers from Slovenia, being 62.56% of the sample, and 79 answers from Croatia, being 37.44% of the sample. Majority of total surveyed organizations have between 50 and 249 employees (59.79%), while there is 23.22% those which have between 250 and 1000 employees and 17.06% of those employing more than 1000 employees. When looking at the sales revenue for the year 2015, there is 21.80% of the total surveyed organizations with the sales revenue in 2015 being less than 10 million euros. Majority of the surveyed organizations had sales revenue in 2015 between 10 and 50 million euros (38.39%), while 31.28% of them had more than 50 million euros of sales revenue in 2015 (31.28%). 8.53% of the respondents preferred not to give the answer to this question.

D. Statistical methods

In order to check the reliability of the research instrument, a reliability analysis using Cronbach’s alpha coefficients has been conducted. Since all calculated Cronbach’s alpha coefficients were above the cut-off value of 0.70 recommended by [19], we concluded that the scales used in this research have good overall reliability. We based the validity of used research instruments on the fact that both PPI and OCAF were broadly used in previous researches (e.g. [5]). The validity of a social BPM part of the research instrument was tested during the preliminary phase of the survey execution and was based on the opinions of experts from both academic and practice population.

With the purpose of testing the assumption of the normality of distributions, a Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test has been used. The results indicated the data distribution is normal for both BPM and social BPM in groups with clan, adhocracy and market organizational cultures. However, the results indicate that the data distribution is not normal in either case in the group with hierarchy organizational culture, nor if calculated on overall data. On the other hand, with the purpose of testing the assumption of the homogeneity of variance, a Levene’s test has been used. The results indicated the variances are not significantly different for social BPM, but are significantly different for BPM. Since neither the assumption of normality of the data distribution nor the assumption of the homogeneity of variance were tenable, the nonparametric tests have been used in the further data analysis. In order to test if the differences in BPM maturity levels and the usage of social BPM across the different organizational culture types are statistically significant, a Kruskal-Wallis test has been used. For the purpose of testing if the differences between Slovenia and Croatia in BPM maturity level and the usage of social BPM within the organizations are statistically significant, a Mann-Whitney U Test has been used.

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

One of the aims and first research question of this study was to examine the current state of BPM maturity and the usage of social BPM within the companies from Croatia and Slovenia. The results of the BPM maturity research were based on the calculated PPI score. PPI showed that majority of surveyed Croatian companies are currently in the middle BPM maturity phase, being process management initiation (58.23%). These results are in line with previous research of BPM maturity in Croatia (e.g. [17]) and indicate some kind of stagnation in the progress of Croatian companies in achieving the highest level of BPM maturity. On the other hand, majority of surveyed Slovenian companies are in the highest BPM maturity phase, with 53.79% of them being in the process management mastery phase. The average PPI for Croatia is 36.16, while the average PPI for Slovenia is 40.14. The results through levels of BPM maturity are presented in Table V. Regarding the social BPM, the results indicate slightly higher usage of social BPM in companies from Slovenia than those from Croatia. In Slovenia, the usage of social BPM score is above 4 (out of maximum 5) in 46.21% cases, while in Croatia there were 41.77% of them.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BPM maturity level</th>
<th>Total (N=211)</th>
<th>Slovenia (N=132)</th>
<th>Croatia (N=79)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-process management initiation</td>
<td>4.27%</td>
<td>1.52%</td>
<td>8.86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-process management evolution</td>
<td>49.76%</td>
<td>44.70%</td>
<td>58.23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-process management mastery</td>
<td>45.97%</td>
<td>53.79%</td>
<td>32.91%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The second research question concentrates on the existence of statistically significant differences between the PPI and social BPM results regarding the respondents’ country. In order to answer the stated question, a Mann-Whitney U Test has been used and the results indicated there are statistically significant differences between Croatia and Slovenia regarding both PPI results (p=0.01) for the BPM maturity and social BPM results (p<0.05).

With the intention of answering the third research question, a Kruskal-Wallis test has been performed to
investigate whether the differences between BPM maturity results between organizational culture groups are statistically significant in overall sample. With the purpose of testing group differences based on the dominant organizational culture type, the sample size has been taken into consideration. Since there was an unequal ratio of responses between groups, in some groups there would be a very small number of responses if looking the samples from each country. Instead, the combined sample for Slovenia and Croatia has been used in order to mitigate this ratio. Table VI presents the results of the Kruskal-Wallis test for BPM. The results indicate that BPM maturity is significantly different between the organizations with different dominant organizational cultures ($H(3)=15.31, p<0.01$). When looking at the results, it is evident that BPM maturity had higher scores in organizations where dominant organizational culture is adhocracy or clan than in those where hierarchy or market organizational culture is the dominant one. These results are to some extent in line with the similar previous research conducted by [5] in Croatia and Slovenia as well. In her work, [5] reported the highest BPM maturity score in clan organizational culture.

### TABLE VI. BPM MATURITY THROUGH DIFFERENT ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organizational culture</th>
<th>Valid N</th>
<th>Sum of Ranks</th>
<th>Mean Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clan</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>8813,500</td>
<td>125,9071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adhocracy</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1890,500</td>
<td>126,0333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>4891,500</td>
<td>90,5833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hierarchy</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>6770,500</td>
<td>94,0347</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finally, same statistical method has been used in order to answer the fourth research question, examining existence of statistically significant differences between organizations with different dominant organizational cultures regarding the usage of social BPM. The results of the Kruskal-Wallis test for social BPM are shown in Table VII. As in the previous case, the results showed there are statistically significant differences in the levels of social BPM usage in the organizations from different dominant organizational culture groups ($H(3)=22.95, p<0.01$). Surveyed organizations with dominant adhocracy and clan organizational culture had better scores regarding the usage of social BPM than those in the market organizational culture group, while the lowest scores were obtained from the organizations with hierarchy organizational culture as dominant. These results could be explained if looking the organizational culture types’ characteristics as presented in Table II and social BPM principles as presented in Table III. The concept of social BPM is based on the principles of social software, mainly user engagement, collaboration and real-time reaction. These principles are similar to the characteristics of adhocracy and clan culture types, where flexibility, creativity and teamwork are the main factors. Following that, the higher usage of social BPM score within the companies with adhocracy and clan organizational culture does not come as a surprise.

### TABLE VII. SOCIAL BPM THROUGH DIFFERENT ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organizational culture</th>
<th>Valid N</th>
<th>Sum of Ranks</th>
<th>Mean Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clan</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>9120,500</td>
<td>130,2929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adhocracy</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1958,000</td>
<td>130,5333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>4949,000</td>
<td>91,6481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hierarchy</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>6338,500</td>
<td>88,0347</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VII. CONCLUSION

This study has presented the results of the BPM maturity and usage of social BPM research conducted in Slovenia and Croatia in 2016. It has been shown that Slovenian companies are at the higher level of BPM maturity and higher level of usage of social BPM than Croatian companies. While majority of Slovenian companies are at the upmost BPM maturity level, majority of Croatian ones are still at the middle level. However, the limitations of this study include unequal ratio of Slovenian and Croatian companies included in the research.

Regarding the organizational culture part of the research, the results indicated there are statistically significant differences between groups of companies with different dominant organizational culture type when investigating BPM maturity and the usage of social BPM. For the future research it is planned to further examine the role that organizational culture type has on the usage of social BPM and on achieving higher level of BPM maturity.
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Abstract - Social network analysis (SNA) is the application of graph theory to understand, categorize and quantify relationships in a social network. It can be a great tool to improve analytic capabilities in any field, for example marketing analytics, churn prediction, health care, etc. In terms of SNA, network structure is defined by nodes, edges and metrics which quantify the importance or influence of certain nodes in the network or relationship strength between nodes. Algorithms for network metrics calculation are complex and that makes SNA difficult to implement in big data environments on large datasets with many nodes and edges. In this paper we will elaborate how to efficiently and performance wise perform SNA and visualize results of the analysis on large datasets using increasingly popular GraphX and JavaScript libraries.

I. INTRODUCTION

Although the concept of social network analysis is not new, with the widespread availability of data and the progress made in recent years in computer science, social network analysis was found valuable in many fields. The increasing expansion of Internet and the growing connectivity have brought a higher level of attention to graph analytics. The benefits of analyzing and visualizing the network type data from a different perspective became clearer, which is something specific for SNA. Instead of putting the focus on the entities and their properties, SNA puts the focus on the links between them - the relations and the structure of the graph they form.

The ‘network approach’ means studying individuals as part of a network structure, in terms of the relations to other individuals, not just entities for themselves. This approach brings new insights, but for some time its computational complexity represented an obstacle to applying these algorithms to ubiquitous large networks. However, with the recent development of new data processing tools and techniques, new tools suited to analyzing large graphs were also developed. One of them is Spark GraphX – a library developed for large scale graph analytics.

II. CHALLENGES OF EFFICIENT SNA

A. SNA basic concepts

Social network analysis applies graph theory to study the relationships (edges or links) between entities (nodes or vertices) in order to better understand and evaluate the network and its actors. It includes social media data, but also any kind of social structure where there is information sharing and a system of connections that can be captured in a graph. Such data can be found in various fields and domains beyond social sciences, e.g. in financial industries for transaction analysis, in telecommunication for fraud detection, in any organization for diffusion of information analysis, Internet traffic, or even in health care for analyzing the spread of contagious diseases.

Nodes and edges, which compose a graph, are the main abstractions in SNA. Nodes are entities – persons, organization or items, and the links describe the relationship between them. Both the nodes and the edges can have properties that describe them, but the main focus of the analysis are the relationships and the structure, not the individual properties. SNA focuses on uncovering the patterns in the links, i.e. interactions between nodes, analyzing the communication flow in the network structure, identifying the individuals and groups playing central roles, or identifying isolated individuals. Some of the usually asked questions are: Who are the key players (by some criteria)? Who is isolated? Which connections act as bridges between groups? Are there clusters and how are they formed? Is there a hub? Etc.

To answer those questions, SNA defines a number of metrics that reveal certain characteristics of the network or specific nodes. On the network level there are metrics designed for better understanding of the overall network structure like density – the ratio of the number of existing connections and the number of all possible connections, diameter – the longest geodesic (shortest path between two nodes), and many others. On the node level, most common are centrality measures, which include: degree, strength, closeness, betweenness, eigenvector centrality, and PageRank. Their goal is to identify the most central and most important nodes in the network. There are also clustering algorithms to detect groups of nodes that communicate most frequently, etc.

The analysis includes both a mathematical and a visual component. In the next few chapters we describe the benefits of using GraphX library for the mathematical analysis. Additionally, we show how visualization using JavaScript can be used to effectively present graphs, to allow a user to comprehend the overall network structure, and a detailed view of the analysis results with the ability to filter and more closely examine certain nodes of interest. Fig. 1 describes the proposed architecture.
B. Tools development

Recently there was a lot of advances in developing general-purpose distributed processing tools, i.e. data-parallel systems like Hadoop MapReduce and Spark, developed as a response for many big data problems. Unfortunately, directly applying specific graph algorithms in those environments turned out to be a poor solution. On the other hand, developers turned to graph-parallel systems for specialized graph processing problems. These systems perform a lot better than general-purpose tools, but their big disadvantage remains that they can only be used for graph specific problems. For a larger analytics pipeline, which is often the case, they would have to be integrated with other systems, which would require unnecessary data movement and duplication [1].

In this paper we present a tool that combines the advantages of both approaches - the graph-parallel approach and the general distributed data processing tools, and thus addresses graph analytics problems in an efficient and yet generally applicable way.

C. Graph-parallel approach

Most of the SNA metrics require implementing complex and iterative algorithms, whose execution time is often not satisfying, especially for very large graphs. For example, PageRank, famously developed by Google for calculating the importance of web pages, now also a popular algorithm for analyzing other types of networks, is implemented through an iterative algorithm to calculate an approximation of the node's importance.

PageRank of a node depends on the PageRank value of its incoming nodes. Also, the number of node’s outgoing links affects the PageRank value of the node it connects to: the more outgoing links it has, the lower the value it propagates to the connected node. Thus, important nodes are the ones who are connected to many other nodes, but also the ones who are connected to fewer, but more important nodes. PageRank values are approximated by running an iterative algorithm. In the start the algorithm assigns an initial value to each vertex, and then in each step upgrades the value based on the values propagated from its incoming links [2].

Therefore, the algorithm is based on iterative local changes; vertex properties (in this case PageRank values) are transformed in each step recursively based on the properties of its direct neighbors. Graph-parallel systems are based on executing these changes in parallel and they are optimized for that kind of iterative graph algorithms. However, they are only suited to computation on static graph structure; their ‘vertex-centric model’ does not work well when there is a need to modify the graph structure like graph coarsening [3]. Furthermore, it is not designed for ETL kind of tasks like graph construction or manipulating the computation results.

III. GRAPHX AS A UNIFYING SOLUTION

A. Graph processing inside a larger platform

GraphX is Apache Spark's built-in library for graph analytics and graph-parallel computation. GraphX leverages graph-parallel computation for the best performance in graph-specific algorithms, but also keeps the ability to interoperate with other tools and modules for general data processing inside the Spark framework. That leaves the possibility to make graph computation a part of a larger, more general analytics pipeline, which is often a requirement of an extensive analytics project. For example there can be multiple data sources, the data needs to be joined, cleaned and prepared for the graph computation, afterwards the results need to be analyzed further and joined with other information, etc. Furthermore, GraphX inherits all Spark’s good characteristics [4] like:

- **Scalability**
  GraphX is designed for scalable graph computation. It is suitable for performing complex computation on very large graphs.

- **Fault-tolerance**
  Unlike many specialized graph processing tools, GraphX as part of a general distributed data processing tool – Spark, does not sacrifice fault-tolerance in favor of latency.

- **Integration with the rest of the Spark platform**
  Specialized graph tools are restricted to a limited range of graph-centric tasks, everything else is beyond their scope. For example, they require the data to be in a specified format, whereas with GraphX the user can easily transform, filter and clean the data the way the analysis needs it. It enables flexible graph construction (ETL tasks) and other data processing tasks after the graph computation part.

- **Interactive computation (Spark shell)**
  All Spark modules can be used and tested interactively from the Spark shell for better developer productivity.
B. GraphX data model

Spark GraphX is based on some key data types that are actually extensions of Spark’s main abstraction – RDD but optimized for graphs: VertexRDD, EdgeRDD, and Graph. Like all RDD-s, they are distributed, immutable, and fault-tolerant. VertexRDD is composed of a unique numeric vertex id and the properties related to the vertex. EdgeRDD contains id-s of the source and target vertex, and edge properties. Both the VertexRDD and the EdgeRDD have internal indices for fast joins. Graph class abstracts a property graph and provides methods for graph-oriented calculations. It is created using the VertexRDD and EdgeRDD i.e. it is essentially a pair of a partitioned collection of vertices and a partitioned collection of edges. Consequently, all RDD methods are available. [5] [6]

GraphX allows the Graph to be viewed and operated with in both a table-oriented and graph-oriented way. There are methods for analyzing and modifying nodes and edges properties, and also performing graph specific algorithms or changing the graph structure. Furthermore, since GraphX is a part of the Spark platform, it can be used together with other modules, including SparkSQL and DataFrames API, MLlib, etc, which means that the whole analytics process, with data computation and graph computation steps, can be implemented within a single application, without sacrificing the performance of the graph specific tasks. For example a user can read raw data from various sources, clean and filter the data, extract the nodes and edges to perform graph analytics tasks, analyze the results, and optionally repeat steps for a different piece of data, or a subgraph. The biggest advantage of GraphX is that it allows graph computation to be performed as a part of a bigger analytics workflow inside a single platform.

C. Best of the graph-parallel and data-parallel world

GraphX is an embedded part of a data-parallel framework and works in that environment, but achieves similar performance as specialized graph systems by using multiple distributed join optimizations. Its graph data model implements graph-parallel abstraction as a specific pattern of join stages and group-by stages, with intervening map operations [3]. Specific graph computation patterns are reconstructed as dataflow optimizations to achieve similar performance without sacrificing the computational flexibility.

The optimizations include the way graphs are implemented as a pair of distributed collections – VertexRDD and EdgeRDD, and the way they are processed to recast the graph-parallel model by using common dataflow operators – join, group by, map. To achieve efficient distributed execution, GraphX enables vertex-cut partitioning scheme; graphs are split along vertices, which has been shown to minimize the communication and movement of data [7]. By leveraging these optimizations, GraphX performance does not fall behind specialized graph systems, and still keeps the generality and applicability.

IV. VISUALIZATION USING JAVASCRIPT

JavaScript is very commonly used for various types of visualizations across many web projects. The most common type of visualization is chart visualization which shows many different aspects of data, which can be interactive.

There are several libraries for SNA analysis which support render of edges and nodes as a network which can also be interactive. Most commonly used are SigmaJS, Linkurious and JSNetworkX [8][9][10].

JSON is the most common data format used for loading data in an SNA graph. It is a lightweight data-interchange format. It is easy for humans to read and write and is also easy for machines to parse and generate. GEXF is a language for describing complex networks structures, their associated data and dynamics.

Most of these libraries support parsing JSON or GEXF data format, but there is a limit to how much nodes and edges JavaScript can render before the page script stops being responsive, so JavaScript developers must be careful not to load too many nodes and edges in the graph network.

One way to reduce the number of nodes and edges is to provide filters on the page, which can help the user to pre-filter the data. Interactivity provides users with ability to move nodes and edges, and show only the ones which are interesting for any given business aspect. The whole process of rendering SNA graph is mainly done by the library, and the user’s part is only to provide the data which needs to be loaded in graph. This data is most commonly consisted of two arrays. First array represents nodes with common properties (size, color), but extended properties can also be wrapped in nodes collection.

Other array is the edges array that describes the relations between nodes which can also be extended with additional properties that can later be rendered in network graph. Extended properties can be added to allow better visualization of network with custom icons, and more information in it, but it’s important to remember that JavaScript execution becomes slower over large collections with many attributes, and the code complexity also increases with each new attribute.

SNA graph visualization is preferred to be used with smaller number of nodes and edges, where it is easy to identify crucial information needed to understand the relation between nodes, and render it smoothly in the user’s browser. As new JavaScript libraries are introduced, a trend is noticed that there is a need to construct more complex networks with large number of nodes for big data analysis, so some newer libraries support loading large collections of arrays, but there is still an issue with rendering them in the web browser, as it is not designed to handle large number of DOM elements. WebGL rendering engine is used for that, but it requires users to have a better graphics card, which is then used to render large networks in one canvas element in 3D. However big data SNA analytics is still a concept, while currently big data is separated into sections, filtered
and then loaded into smaller chunks with any given SNA JavaScript library such as SigmaJS or Linkurious. JavaScript events can help introduce better user experience while browsing through graph, since each zoom or mouse click can be handled with JQuery or a similar library. Some SNA libraries already support event handling so the user is not required to write any additional code except extend logic with only specific behavior. Coloring is also commonly used to separate specific graph sectors, and visually distinct them. Colors can be injected in JSON as hex codes or string values and then rendered. For most SNA graph libraries coloring is natively supported for nodes and edges. Searching through SNA network graph is done in JavaScript by iterating nodes or edges array and setting visibility attribute of filtered elements. After each search SNA graph is reduced to size of only the filtered result, which increases performance of whole network render in browser and also provides more detail result to user, which can then focus only on the part of the network which is interesting for business his business case. Also additional properties provided in data can allow the render of graph to support custom icons, images, and additional data which can then be displayed in filtered output with more detail keeping in mind that each of this attributes increases the dataset size. Custom attributes can also be used to provide better filtering features in graph, so user can filter data with more specific information. There is no limitation in type of custom attributes. Custom attributes can be of any type, so it is possible to define icons or images with custom URL string, dimension values as decimal numbers, or even Date or Boolean values. Most of this JavaScript libraries also support zooming into data, which allows user to see specific part of SNA network with more detail. Usually the initial render of the graph is so out of scope that the user must zoom in to a specific part, so this comes naturally to the user and provides better user experience with higher level of data insight. Nodes are usually represented as dots, and edges are represented by lines, which can be straight or curved depending on the library used. Clicking on each node or edge, the user can get more focus to selected data area, and view only nodes connected to the one he selected, but also only edges related to that node. The way this is achieved through JavaScript is similar to searching; first step is to find selected node in provided nodes array, and then all the connecting nodes are easily identified, and all other nodes are just programatically hidden. Usually library redraws the whole graph with simple Draw() or Refresh() method so this must be called after the filtering is done. An important thing to mention here is that this works smoothly with smaller data arrays, but as arrays get bigger, you might get unresponsive behavior. Best practice for rendering SNA graph is to always provide filters which reduce the size of initial render to only a portion of the dataset, which can then be loaded with any provided JavaScript library, and then further drilled in more detail using mouse zoom. By drilling into data with mouse zoom, the user can better focus on a particular segment of graph. JavaScript as a programming language for integration with SNA graph analysis proves to be a good solution if you need fast insight into your data, but for larger data collections it is not recommended since HTML document object model isn’t made to be used for complex graph analysis, so this is a limitation of using JavaScript in social network analysis.

V. CONCLUSION

This article presents a big prototype platform for SNA analysis in Big Data environment, and gives an overview of the architectural integration in combination with multiple technologies, frameworks and techniques through Big Data architecture. It is shown how the Spark GraphX framework in combination with JavaScript provides a platform for efficient social network analysis with different types of powerful and interactive visualizations. Since SNA can find its application in different industries for different use cases, the presented architecture has a great potential in today’s big data world.
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Abstract - The paper presents results of a research on integration of enterprise data warehouse (EDW) and a master data management (MDM) system. The primary goal was solving a schema evolution problem, and the corner stone of our approach was utilization of a data vault modeling of an integrated meta-model of EDW and MDM as an expansion of a traditional relational database system catalog. The main contributions of this paper are: a) common integration architecture, b) new system catalog based on a meta-model for DW and MDM integration, and c) research prototype used for empirical validation of the effectiveness of the proposed solution.

I. INTRODUCTION

A data warehouse is “a subject-oriented, integrated, time-variant and non-volatile collection of data in support of management’s decision making process” [15]. This means that a data warehouse (DW) can be used to analyze a particular subject area (such as sales, marketing, finance, etc.), it integrates data from multiple heterogeneous data sources, it keeps the history of data, and it never alters the data once it enters a DW. A simpler form of a DW is a data mart (DM). DM is focused on a single subject area and it draws its data not from all the DW data sources, but from a limited number of them (such as retail sales applications with daily transactions). For the logical representation of a DW (or DM), we traditionally use a denormalized dimensional model [12][20] in a combination with a 3NF model for modelling a central and integrated enterprise data warehouse (also called operational data store) [12][15][16]. DW environment (namely its data sources) nowadays is in a state of constant structural (schema) change. Master data management (MDM) comprises the processes, governance, policies, standards and tools that consistently define and manage the critical data of an organization to provide a single point of reference [3][23]. Some of the fundamental tasks of MDM system are duplicate removal, data standardization, and rule implementation and incorporation - all with a goal to eliminate incorrect data from entering the system and to create an authoritative source of master data for further distribution. It is a method of enabling a business organization to link all of its critical data to a common point of reference, which is further shared throughout all the departments and relevant employees. This way, a data quality of an organization greatly improves and the organization can better serve its clients, as well as improve their business by running a more accurate and efficient business analysis and reporting (based on a “single version of the truth” data pool [15]). Dimensional model can also be used here - for the logical representation of MDM data (master data are represented as dimensions here). Master data are the key business entities and their descriptive attributes (e.g., the customer has a name, address, etc., the product has a name, color, weight, category, etc.), which are used by multiple systems, applications, and business processes of the organization as a unique source of data. Reference data can be internal or external and are used for the validation of other data. MDM environment is also in a state of constant change – data sources nowadays often change their structure and content. In this work our focus was on an enterprise size data warehouse (DW) and a master data management (MDM) system integration. We approached the problem through a development of a common system catalog meta-model, with the goal of solving a common schema evolution problem. Schema evolution occurs in both of these systems and is traditionally resolved separately. DW integrates current and historical data from many data sources and serves for business reporting and data analysis. MDM is traditionally used (by other business systems, applications, databases and data warehouses) as a physically independent database of master and reference data (also collected from many data sources). Data sources are often the same ones for DW and MDM and they often change their structure. These changes have to be implemented into both systems, so that they could accurately reflect the current (and historical) state of the real world - so that the DW could provide for effective business analysis and the MDM could achieve the optimal data quality throughout all the systems involved. We aim to resolve this problem on a common level - we state that the schema evolution problem can be viewed as a double issue: at a DW level and at the MDM level. From the DW perspective every event (fact) that is monitored and the events (facts) give them context. And in both of these cases schema evolution problem to solve exists. The paper is organized as follows: section II gives a brief overview of a related work, section III describes our DW/MDM integration research (general research idea, our common integration architecture and integration part of a system catalog meta-model), section IV presents our research prototype and some relevant test results, and in section V we conclude our work with a brief summary and some plans and guidelines for the future.
II. RELATED WORK

With respect to the literature, the DW evolution can generally be traced through three approaches - schema evolution [5][10][29], schema versioning [1][9][25] and view maintenance [2][7][14]. The first two approaches are more interesting to our research because they are based on a DW defined as a multidimensional schema, and the third is based on a DW that is defined as a set of materialized views. Our extensive and comprehensive state-of-the-art on this problem can be found in [28], but from analyzing the related work we can generally conclude that the process of schema evolution and versioning is still demanding in terms of invested time and resources. It is necessary to balance the resource requirements and the quality of schema evolution process. Perhaps the biggest problem here is the preservation of schema consistency and data integrity (there is still a lack of an integrated system-of-records), as well as the simultaneous performance of temporal queries against multiple versions of the schema. Also, migration and transformation of data is still slow and expensive, the loss of information during these processes is still present and there is a lack of effective integration, organization and management of metadata. On the other hand, the view maintenance process can cause network saturation, depending on the amount of updated views and the amount of information they contain. The problems of anomalies and inconsistent changes in the views are still unresolved, the proposed approaches for view maintenance are still limited in terms of efficiency and performance, and the ETL processes, which are an integral part of most of today's DWS are completely ignored. Different approaches to solving the DW schema evolution problem are presented in literature (including a variety of techniques, algorithms, algebras, models, prototypes, methodologies and frameworks), but there is still no widely accepted solution and general framework for managing DW schema changes. More importantly, previous research does not emphasize the fact that the DW requirements, in this day and age, are increasing in the data and meta-data scope and structure (the growing number of data sources and more new and different types of data), which additionally requires developing some new approaches and solutions to the schema evolution problem.

III. MDM AND DW INTEGRATION RESEARCH

A. General research idea

As we already mentioned, the DW needs to preserve the history of data and metadata changes, as well as the history of schema and scope changes, for a very long time period [19][26]. On the other hand, the MDM needs to preserve a data quality of an organization by achieving and maintaining a “single version of the truth” data pool as a basis for accurate and efficient business analysis [3][23]. Seeing that the DW and MDM both integrate basically the same data sources and have the same schema evolution problem, we will integrate those two systems into one and address the evolution problem at the common level. Our main research question was: “Can our new system catalog model serve to successfully integrate DW and MDM systems?” In order to answer this question, we developed a new, integrated architecture for these systems, as well as a system catalog model based on a Data Vault modelling methodology [21][22]. The data vault (DV) is a data modeling method designed for supporting the long-term storage of historical data collected from various data sources and tracking the origin of data contained in the database [21][22]. The DV model (due to structural separation, usage of empiric meta-data and addition-only policy, which relation model does not implement) is able to track the data source values and the history of changes, which is a vital function of a DW system-of-records [19][26][27]. Furthermore, we developed and tested a research prototype based on said architecture and system catalog model.

B. Common integration architecture

Fig. 1 shows our common integration architecture. Central and integrated enterprise DW/MDM (purple section in Fig. 1) is in focus of our research and consists of two parts - the raw copy of the source data (SDV) and the synchronized master and business data (PMDV). Both parts are based on the Data Vault (DV) method, in contrast to traditional approaches based on the relational model [12][15][20]. SDV is focused on obtaining and preserving the original and unchanged copy of data sources for the purpose of governance and auditing, and PMDV is focused on obtaining and preserving the data that has been modified according to business and master rules – the data that later feeds DMs and master dimensions (MDMs) and is oriented to user requirements. The integration of SDV and PMDV is carried out over an extended DBMS system catalog (i.e. our new meta-data repository, MDV), based on the DV model. MDV repository serves to integrate the two parts and to monitor history of changes of meta-data and their schemas, of the business rules and transformations and of mappings between the two systems. MDV contains the history of data sources’ meta-data (their domains and schemas), of central DW/MDM integration and schema changes, of DMs and MDMs schema changes and of security schema changes (user access rights). We can say that MDV repository represents the DW on DW and is a key part of our new architecture. In materialized DMs and MDMs (blue section in Fig. 1) master data and business analysis and reporting data is stored. Data is stored according to the user requirements and a dimensional model is used for representation (data are summarized, aggregated and calculated). A traditional DMs are integrated here with the traditional MDMs – the PMDV forwards the data to MDMs so the MDMs could then forward the data to DMs and data sources. The end-user can then access the DM/MDMs and analyze the data through the selected data analysis and reporting tools. Additionally, the master data is returned from enterprise DW/MDM to the data sources in order to harmonize and refine the data within business organization. Master data collected from PMDV is maintained in one central MDM location and all source systems and applications, as well as DMs, are using this data. This directly affects the quality of data, which later re-enters the raw SDV and passes again through the described layers of the architecture. Also, by reducing the amount of data over which was necessary to make "heavy" transformations we thus speed up the process of
data integration [19]. However, these issues are out of the scope of this paper.

C. Meta Data Vault (MDV) model for SDV/PMDV integration

Fig. 2 shows a simplified meta-data-vault (MDV) model for DW/MDM integration. Due to complexity and size of the full MDV system catalog model and the scope of this work, we will show here one small, but relevant part of the MDV model – the one for SDV/PMDV integration. The whole model is much more extensive because it serves for schema evolution purpose - it incorporates data sources, data marts, materialized views and issues of security - but those are out of scope of this paper. The model (as well as other models in this work) is made in IDEF1X method [17] with the use of the CA Erwin Data Modeler 9.5 modelling software [8]. In our MDV model, SDV/PMDV integration is managed through the same-as-links on four main hubs (H_HUB, H_LINK, H_SATELLITE, and H_ATTRIBUTE) which store metadata about three main DV concepts in a data model (hubs, links and satellites respectively – additionally H_ATTRIBUTE stores data about satellite attributes; column meta-data). For example, if we have two different relational data sources which both have the table CUSTOMER, we integrate these sources into a DV based central EDW (EDV). This means that the relational table CUSTOMER from both sources becomes one hub H_CUSTOMER (stores business keys for CUSTOMER) with its satellites S_CUSTOMER1 (stores columns from CUSTOMER in Source1) and S_CUSTOMER2 (stores columns from CUSTOMER in Source2). This is considered as a copy of the original data sources (SDV).
which is then copied into a PMDV where the business and master rules are applied. For this example it means that
hub H_CUSTOMER gets only one satellite S_CUSTOMER – by the rules those two satellites are integrated into common one and the data is cleansed. Also, data in the H_CUSTOMER is integrated and duplicated. The corresponding meta-data is then stored in our MDV system catalog from Fig. 2. In the H_HUB and its satellites S_BUSINESS_KEY and S_HUB_DEF the meta-data about hub H_CUSTOMER (and generally about all the hubs in a enterprise DW/MDM – from both SDV and PMDV) is stored, including the data about names of the hubs, names of their keys, hub types and their general descriptions, as well as their load dates and record sources. Also, in the H_SATELLITE and its satellite S_SAT_DEF the meta-data about satellites S_CUSTOMER1, S_CUSTOMER2 and S_CUSTOMER is stored. The same is true for all other MDV structures (links, attributes, …). However, at this point the DW and MDM (SDV and PMDV) hubs are not yet integrated (list of hubs with their descriptive meta-data is just stored in a corresponding meta-hub and its meta-satellites - H_HUB, S_BUSINESS_KEY, S_HUB_DEF). For the integration we use the same-as link SAL_MASTER_HUB which relates a single hub from a list of hubs in H_HUB to another hub from that list, in a base-master relation (SDV hub is base one, PMDV hub is master). In the example it would mean that the hub H_CUSTOMER form PMDV becomes master hub to hub H_CUSTOMER in SDV. For the satellites, their integration is stored in the SAL_MASTER_SATELLITE link – for example, the S_CUSTOMER1 and S_CUSTOMER2 meta-data records stored in H_SATELLITE can have (separate) base-master relationship with S_CUSTOMER record. This relationship is stored as a record in SAL_MASTER_SATELLITE where S_CUSTOMER is master structure on S_CUSTOMER1 and S_CUSTOMER2. Additionally, SAL_MASTER_HUB (as well as other master links) relates to H_RULE and H_TRANSFORMATION, the two hub meta-concepts that store the data about business rules that can be applied to data and (ETL) transformations needed to apply those rules, respectively. This way, we get the complete history of SDV/PMDV integration – we can keep track of all the business rules and transformations applied to the specific integration, with SAL_MASTER_HUB storing the load date and record source data about that specific integration. In that way we can create and manage master hubs and store the history of their changes. SAL_MASTER_HUB has its satellite S_BDV_CODE_HUB, with descriptive data about the code (ETL or other) used for that specific integration. This satellite will later serve as a basis for automating the process of integration. The same can be applied to the other three main hubs in a MDV model (SAL_MASTER_LINK for H_LINK, SAL_MASTER_SATELLITE for H_SATELLITE and SAL_MASTER_ATTRIBUTE for H_ATTRIBUTE), so we can create complete and historicized “golden copy” of business and master data in PMDV, from the simple SDV raw copy of data. Regarding the reference table concept, as it exists only in a data model (it represents external or internal reference data and as such it is already consolidated and organized by internal business rules or external data standards), we have no need to further make the master concepts in the meta-model. We will simply store its meta-data in a H_REFERENCE concept in MDV.

IV. RESEARCH PROTOTYPE AND RESULTS

A. Business case example

For the purpose of theoretical validation of the proposed architecture and DW/MDM integration, as well as building a prototype, we developed a simple business case (in a similar way as in [18]), which monitors the work of the employees on projects and their participation in job trainings and educations. We have two data sources (JobDB and TrainingDB) which we integrate into a common SDV and PMDV database. This integrated DW/MDM further feeds the MDM and local DMs with relevant data. JobDB data source schema is describing employees, their bosses and projects they are currently working. TrainingDB data source schema also describes employees, but this time in the context of business trainings in which they participate and competences they achieve through them. SdvDB and PmdvDB databases integrate these two data sources into a single schema, through the use of Data Vault model. However, due to size restrictions, business case data models will not be shown in this paper.

B. Prototype description

Research prototype has been developed according to the business case examples and has been tested by running a set of queries against SDV, PMDV and MDV databases, as well as the original relational system catalog. Fig. 3 shows the architecture of a prototype. Corresponding to business case models shown in the previous section, there are two source databases (JobDB and TrainingDB) which are then integrated into a raw copy of the source data (SdvDB). A business and master PmdvDB is built and loaded from the SdvDB and it keeps “purified” data. The MdmDB is loaded from PmdvDB and it practically represents the MDM system which keeps the master data. In MdmDB the same data as in PmdvDB is stored, but organized according to a dimensional model - in the dimensional database. MdmDB is then the basis for loading the Dmdb, which is also based on a dimensional model and represents a local DM. This way, DW and MDM are integrated - MdmDB serves as the employee master data and the basis of loading the local DMs, and
has the ability to return ‘golden copy’ of employee master data back to data sources. The prototype (with all of its separate databases) is developed and implemented on the same Windows 10 Education x64 operating system and is made in Microsoft SQL Server 2012 [24] database management system using Microsoft SQL Server 2012 Integration Services (SSIS) and SQL Server data Tool for Visual Studio 2012 for extracting, loading and transforming the data between specific databases. To generate the data with which we initially loaded the source databases JobDB and TrainingDB, we used the web tool FreeDataGenerator [11].

C. Testing the sustainability of the integration

As we already stated, our main research question was “Can our new system catalog model serve to successfully integrate DW and MDM systems?”. We presume that the successful integration is a sustainable one – if a MDV model for integration is developed (which it is, shown in Fig. 2) and if: a) a new system catalog (MdvDB in the prototype) collects and stores historical meta-data about SdvDB and PmdvDB schema mappings, and b) queries defined over MdmDB and DmDB return the same results. In order to prove the integration was successful we developed and conducted two simple tests on a prototype: a) run a query on MdvDB system catalog that can return information about SdvDB and PmdvDB schema mappings, and b) run equivalent queries over MdmDB and DmDB that return the same results.

For the test A we developed 8 queries on the new MdvDB system catalog that return information on SdvDB and PmdvDB structures (hubs, links, satellites and attributes) and their mappings, as well as the mappings between data sources and SdvDB structures, or mappings between PmdvDB and MdmDB structures. Fig. 4 shows one of those queries – a query which serves to monitor the mappings and integration between base hubs in SdvDB and their corresponding master hubs in PmdvDB. This way we can monitor the transformations and the origin of master data, as well as structural changes (Change Type and LEDTS columns in Fig. 4). Fig. 5 shows the query that returns a similar information on the history of mappings between data sources’ tables and SdvDB hubs. All the queries that we have created and run by MdvDB system catalog successfully returned needed information on creation of PmdvDB structures from SdvDB structures, as well as the historical state of integration – thus we conclude the test A was successfully conducted.

For the test B we made a data change in the JobDB data source, but only after loading with start data all the databases in the prototype (SdvDB, PmdvDB, MdmDB and DmDB). An employee Desiree Farmer became Desiree Farmer-Matthews – we changed her last name. Then we propagated this data change to all the levels in the prototype architecture. Fig. 6 shows a pair of equivalent queries on both MdmDB and DmDB – queries that return the number of rows in Employee master table after the data change. We can see they have returned the same results. Fig. 7 shows the data state in the MdmDB and DmDB after the change. Two equivalent queries have been made on those databases and we can also see that the results are identical. From the results from test B (as well as test A) we have gotten the answer to our research question.
question – yes, it is possible to successfully integrate DW and MDM systems through the usage of a new system catalog and new DW/MDM system architecture.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we presented our research on a DW/MDM integration into one common business intelligence system. Seeing that the DW and MDM both integrate basically the same data sources and have the same evolution problem (preserving the history of data and structure), our goal was to integrate those two systems into one so we could in the future address the evolution problem at the common level. We have presented our MDV meta-model which serves to integrate those two systems and to provide the means for managing their evolution at a mutual level. In our proposed common solution, the data repository preserves the history of raw (DW) and master (MDM) data, as well as their schemas. Meta-data repository (i.e. system catalog) preserves the history of meta-data for the data repository. This way, the problem of the DW and the MDM evolution could be addressed at the general level and a permanent general solution on a meta-level could be developed. The end result could be a flexible, modular solution which will be able to track and manage changes in both data and metadata, as well as their schemas. In the paper we described our common integration architecture, which includes the new system catalog based on a Data Vault modelling method. We further described the integration part of underlying data model for the new system catalog and we presented our research prototype used for empirical validation of the sustainability of the proposed solution. Also, we described a couple of tests that we conducted in order to prove this kind of integration is possible and can be successfully deployed. These are also the main contributions of this paper. The benefits of this approach could be various, the least of all a development of a simpler common solution which can effectively manage data and schema evolution in both of those systems. The next step of our research is the main one – proving that the schema evolution problem can be solved more effortlessly and efficiently through the usage of our solution. In order to do so, we plan to define a final set of structural change cases, together with evolution operations and test them against the prototype, as well as the traditional RDBMS system catalog.
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Sažetak - Većina podataka o elementima distribucijske mreže i postrojenjima pohranjena je u Geografskom informacijskom sustavu (GIS). Tehnički podaci o elementima mreže i podaci o njihovoj međusobnoj povezanosti postoje u GIS-u, a potrebni su kod proračuna distribucijske mreže i moraju se ponovno ručno unositi u aplikacije za proračune. Dolazi do nepotrebnih redundancija podataka i gubitka vremena kod unosa te kasnije kod održavanja podataka. U radu je opisano povezivanje dva sustava koji se praksi uglavnom rade nezavisno, a koriste isti fond podataka i bitni su za poslovno odlučivanje. Rezultati proračuna i analiza prezentirani su u GIS-u. Kao predstavnik GIS softvera korišten je Smallworld – DeGIS tvrtke General Electric, dok je kao aplikacija za proračune korišten Neplan tvrtke BCP (Busarello + Cott + Partner AG). U radu su prikazani koraci i kompromisi koje je trebalo poduzeti kako bi se navedene aplikacije povezale, te dobio jasan prikaz rezultata proračuna. Radi jednostavnije integracije sustava nužno se moraju koristiti propisani standardi, a preporuka je koristiti otvorene sustave.

I. UVOD

Električna energija predstavlja neophodan dio svakodnevnog života i često se zaboravlja kako bi bilo bez nje. Mnogo ljudi radi kako bi se osigurala sigurna, pouzdana i učinkovita proizvodnja, prijenos, distribucija i opskrba električne energije do krajnjeg kupca. Energetska sigurnost i klimatske promjene postaju sve veći prioritet u globalnim političkim programima i protežu se kroz sve sektore, te zauzimaju visoki prioritet među EU prioritetima. Kako bi zadovoljili više ulaznih varijabli i kontrolirali izlazne nužno je integrirati sustave.

U radu je opisana integracija Geografskog informacijskog sustava (GIS) i aplikacije za proračune, koji u praksi rade neovisno, a koriste isti fond podataka i bitni su za poslovno odlučivanje. Detaljniji opis dan je u radu [1]. Većina podataka o elementima mreže pohranjena je u GIS-u. Tehnički podaci o elementima mreže potrebni su kod proračuna i moraju se ponovno ručno unositi u aplikaciju za proračune. Dolazi do nepotrebnih redundancija podataka i gubitka vremena kod unosa, te kasnije kod održavanja podataka. Kako bi se ostvarilo povezivanje, potrebno je izvesti podatke iz GIS-a i uvesti u aplikaciju za proračune, izvršiti proračune i analize, te rezultate vratiti u bazu podataka GIS-a. Na taj način rezultati postaju dostupni širem broju korisnika, dobiva se na brzini i točnosti proračuna i analiza, koje su bitne u postupku kratkoročnog i dugoročnog planiranja, razvoja, investicija i održavanja, te se unapređuje gospodarenje distribucijskom mrežom.

II. OPĆENITO O DINAMIKU ELEKTRIČNE ENERGIJE

Djelatnost distribucije električne energije u Republici Hrvatskoj obavljaju tvrtka HEP Operator distribucijskog sustava d.o.o. (ODS) koja je članica HEP grupe. HEP ODS vodi brigu za pouzdanu opskrbu kupaca, prodaju, mjerenje i obračun isporučene električne energije, odgovoran je za održavanje, zamjene, rekonstrukcije i razvoj distribucijske mreže i postrojenja. Na području RH postoji 21 distribucijsko područje (DP) koji su sastavni dio ODS. Od 2016. godine HEP Elektra d.o.o. ovlåštena je za pružanje javne usluge opskrbe električnom energijom u Republici Hrvatskoj, dok je prije to ovlåštenje imao ODS. Od početka 2017. godine uveden je jedinstveni račun preko kojeg opskrbljivači naplaćuju mrežarinu za ODS.

III. GEOGRAFSKI INFORMACIONI SUSTAV

U početku informatizacije distribucijske djelatnosti tehnički i topološki podaci o elementima distribucijske mreže bili su upisivani u tehnički informacijski sustav (TIS). Energetski objekti imaju prostoru komponentu koja nije bila zastupljena u TIS-u, već se vodila na analognim podlogama. U želji da se analogna tehnička dokumentacija pohrani na računalno, grafički prezentira i atributno opise, pročelje uvođenja GIS-a.

Danas se u GIS unose elementi mreže i postrojenja svih naponskih razina, objekti infrastrukture, dokumentira se smještaj objekata u prostoru, a sustav omogućava topološko povezivanje energetski povezanih elemenata. Kroz topološku analizu uzima se u obzir položaj sklopnih aparata i dolazi do zaključka koji su kupci uz određena uklonjavaju stanja bez napona. U GIS se uvoze podaci iz drugih sustava i nakon toga dolazi problem održavanja podataka. Potrebno je dobro specifičirati i dokumentirati tko je zadužen za održavanje podataka i koji podaci se sinkroniziraju iz drugih sustava.

Velika količina podataka u GIS-u nije iskoristiva bez dnevnog održavanja podataka i korišćenja za donošenje poslovnog odlučivanja. GIS ima ugrađene alate za izradu raznih analiza i izvještaja koji se mogu dobiti na temelju pohranjenih podataka.

IV. PRORAČUNI I APLIKACIJE ZA PRORAČUNE

Za potrebe distribucije električne energije godinama su razvijene aplikacije za proračune koje se temelje na tehničkim podacima koji su sada pohranjeni u GIS-u. Uvažavajući postojeće situacije u ODS-u, moguća su dva puta u integraciji aplikacije za proračune i GIS-a:
- izrada aplikacija za proračune u GIS softveru,
- izvršiti nabavu kvalitetne aplikacije za proračune uvažavajući potrebe šireg aspekta djelovanja unutar ODS-a i povezati ih s GIS-om.

Trenutno se u ODS-u koriste aplikacije za proračune padova napona, tokova snaga i kratke spojeve (KS). Dio aplikacija radi s ciljem distribucijom mrežom (Neplan i Easy Power) dok dio radi samo sa srednjenaponskom (SN) mrežom. Za proračune niskonaponskih (NN) mreža koriste se posebne aplikacije poput NetCalc, NetLV, HPNNM, PowerCad (prije TOKSwin), WinDis, Nela. Podaci se ručno unose u aplikacije kod planiranja i projektiranja, a kasnije se ne održavaju niti se prati razvoj mreže.

U paketu novih sustava daljinskog vođenja (SDV) također postoje aplikacije za proračune (tokovi snaga i KS) koji se mogu izvoditi na aktivnoj mreži za potrebe upravljanja i neaktivnoj mreži za potrebe planiranja s aspekta upravljanja. Ostale službe nemaju pristup navedenoj aplikaciji.

Tehnički podaci o elementima mreže moraju se unositi i održavati u svakoj od navedenih aplikacija. Kako bi se to izbjeglo, potrebno je organizirati unosi i održavanje podataka u jedinstvenoj bazi podataka distribucijske mreže, iz koje operateri, preko sučelja aplikacije, dohvaćaju podatke koji su im potrebni. Jedinstvena baza podataka distribucijske mreže trenutno još ne postoji u HEP ODS-u, a u GIS-u se nalaze svi podaci potrebni za proračune električnih mreža.

V. INTEGRACIJA SUSTAVA U HEP ODS

Postojeći informacijski sustavi u ODS-u razvijani su na različitim platformama i u različitim vremenskim periodima, na različitim bazama podataka i od strane raznih izvođača. Isti sustavi razvijani su paralelno u više područja ili kupovani od različitih proizvođača.

Povezivanjem aplikacije za proračune i GIS dobivaju se rezultati proračuna i analiza koji su potrebni za uspješno vođenje poduzeća, ocjenu rezultata investicija i napretka, a olakšavaju odabir optimalnih investicija na temelju analize gubitaka i investicijske analize.

VI. OPIS SUSTAVA I APLIKACIJA ZA INTEGRACIJU

Da bi se informacijski sustavi mogli povezati nužno je imati uvid u modele podataka i objekata, način povezivanja, cilj povezivanja i koji su podaci potrebni kako bi se došlo do cilja.

Kao predstavnik GIS softvera korišten je Smallworld (SW) tvrtke General Electric (GE) s aplikativnom nadogradnjom DeGIS izrađenom od tvrtke Multisoft kroz koju su zastupljene sve specifične funkcionalnosti vezane uz distribucijsku mrežu.

Kao predstavnik aplikacije za proračune korišten je Neplan, tvrtke BCP (Busarello + Cott + Partner AG).

A. General Electric Smallworld - DeGIS

Od svoje osnovne namjene za geografsko kartiranje i atributno opisivanje elemenata GIS je danas sustav koji se koristi za planiranje, održavanje, praćenje kompletne energetske infrastrukture tokom cijelog životnog vijeka, pomoć u upravljanju mrežom, analize i proračune.

Prilikom definiranja modela baze podataka i modela mreže koji opisuju distribucijsku mrežu potrebno je znati koje se funkcije, analize i rezultati od sustava očekuju. Na temelju njih se definira ulazni skup atributnih, prostornih i topoloških podataka, te iskoriste postojeći podaci u drugim sustavima. Energetska mreža povezana je topološki preko postrojenja kroz sve naponske razine, te je na taj način povezana SN i NN mreža od izvora do krajnjeg kupca. Sama topologija još je dodatno definirana uklopom stanjima sklopnih uređaja.

SW - DeGIS posjeduje skup mrežnih analitičkih funkcija, kao što su primjerice: najkraći put, praćenje povezanosti i praćenje udaljenosti. Razna pravila mrežnog tragana mogu se definirati od strane korisnika. Rezultati mrežnog tragana mogu biti istaknuti u grafičkom prozoru, uvrušeni u različite izvještaje ili biti zajednički upravljani. Kod prebacivanja dijela podataka distribucijske mreže u Neplan koristi se funkcija praćenja povezanosti uz uvjet da se uzimaju elementi od mjesta odabira pa dalje u smjeru toka energije.

B. Neplan

Neplan je objektno orijentiran programski alat koji služi za proračune u infrastrukturnim instalacijama (električnim, plinskim i vodovodnim). Kroz rad će biti prezentiran dio mogućnosti Neplana za analizu električne mreže.

Od svih mogućnosti Neplana navedenih u [3], kroz proces integracije s GIS-om, u radu će biti prikazani proračun tokova snaga, proračun struje kratkog spoja, te određivanje optimalnog uklopnog stanja distribucijske mreže. Sve ostale mogućnosti mogu se koristiti na sličan način uz prethodno definiranje potrebnog skupa podataka. Cilj je rezultate proračuna vratiti u GIS i grafički ih

ASCII datoteka dozvoljava uvoz/izvoz svih:
- električnih parametara primarnih elemenata kao što su dionice vodova, transformatori, generatori, motori itd.
- podaci o opterećenju i mjerenjima kao predefinirani dijagrami opterećenja,
- tip i podešenja zaštitnih uređaja,
- harmonici struje i napona,
- kontrola podataka o struji (funkcijski blokovi).

GIS/SCADA sučelje je podržano od mnogo proizvođača GIS-a i to je ASCII datoteka koja sadrži samo osnovne informacije kao što je grafika, povezanost elemenata, stanje sklopnih uređaja, tip objekta i duljina voda. Tehnički podaci nalaze se u Neplan knjižnici. Mana ovog pristupa je da svaki puta treba prvo sinkronizirati podatke u knjižnici, a tek nakon toga uvesti mrežu.

U SQL bazi postoji definirani model podataka koji treba po određenim pravilima popuniti i iskoristiti za povezivanje. Koriste se tehnički podaci iz GIS-a, pa ne treba puniti knjižnicu. Nedostatak ovog pristupa je prijenos velike količine kataloških podataka.

Kao sučelje za povezivanje, u radu je korištena SQL baza, a kao uvod u nju kroz sljedeće poglavlje bit će prikazan transfer pomoću ASCII datoteke. Na slici 2 je prikazan model povezivanja. Kako je prethodno navedeno, ako se koristi SQL baza, u modelu povezivanja ne postoji “Neplan knjižnica” (označeno zelenom bojom).

![Slika 2 Model povezivanja GISa (SW - DeGIS) i aplikacije za proračune (Neplan)](image)

Sučeljem za povezivanje moguće je prebaciti:
- statički dio mreže, kao što su čvorovi, transformatori, dionice, sklopni uređaji i dr.
- dinamički dio mreže, stanje sklopnih uređenja, mjerenja, položaj regulacijske preklople na transformatoru.

Jasno je da su zahtjevi za dva prethodno navedena sučelja različiti. Prijenos statičkih podataka potrebno je provoditi nakon izgradnje novih ili promjena na postojećim energetskim objektima, pa to može biti u intervalima jednom tjedno do jednom mjesечно, dok se dinamički podaci mogu mijenjati svake sekunde, te je potrebno definirati periodičnost održavanja tih podataka.
Zahtjevi na sučelje za prijenos statičkog dijela mreže su sljedeći:
1. topološka povezanost mreže - mora biti prebačena,
2. stanje sklopnih uređaja - poželjno prebaciti,
3. naziv objekta mora biti jedinstven u aplikaciji, jednom definirano ime nije poželjno mijenjati,
4. grafička interpretacija objekata iz SW - DeGIS-a treba biti prebačena da bude pregledna u Neplanu (vizualno prihvatljiva za snalaženje),
5. varijante - poželjno prebaciti,
6. nekonzistentnost u varijantama mora biti otkrivena i informaciju o tome mora dobiti korisnik.

Koordinate elemenata u Neplanu nisu presudne za grafički prikaz ukoliko se Neplan koristi kao alat koji će izvršiti proračun i vratiti rezultate u bazu GIS-a, međutim u Neplanu su moguće dodatne analize i proračuni, rezultati kojih nema potrebe vraćati u GIS bazu. Iz navedenog razloga elemente uvezene iz GIS-a potrebno je pregledno rasporedivi. Moguće je u Neplanu zadržati koordinatni sustav elemenata iz GIS-a, ali se u tom slučaju gubi na preglednosti.

Prilikom vraćanja rezultata proračuna u GIS, koordinate elemenata nisu bitne već naziv objekta (ID) za koji su vezani.

Od dinamičkog dijela podataka prebacivat će se položaj regulacijske preklonke na energetskom transformatoru i ukupno stanje sklopnih uređaja.

D. Model podataka i mreže

Najjednostavnije je povezivanje „jedan objekt iz SW - DeGIS-a na jedan u Neplanu“, ali radi različitih modela to nije bilo u potpunosti izvedivo.

1) Model podataka i mreže u SW - DeGIS

SW - DeGIS baza realizirana je kroz geometrijske prostore, tako se osim nultog ili vanjskog geometrijskog prostora (mreža) mogu kreirati interni geometrijski prostori (postrojenje), koji predstavljaju jednopolne sheme. Kad vod ulazi u postrojenje on prelazi iz jednog geometrijskog prostora u drugi (prostor u prostoru). To znači da je interni geometrijski prostor trifastancije topološki povezan s vanjskim geometrijskim prostorom. Da bi to bilo moguće postoje poveznice između povezanih čvorista u svakom od geometrijskih prostora.

Objekti su topološki povezani i može se doći do informacija o povezanosti od izvora do krajnjeg kupca. Navedena topološka struktura potrebna je u i u Neplanu.

Model mreže u SW – DeGIS-u prikazan je na slici 3 gdje je vidljivo ponavljanje „geometrijski prostor 2“ koji predstavlja vanjski geometrijski prostor, a tu su objekti mreže, dok su ostali geometrijski prostori interni i predstavljaju postrojenja. Prikazana je i topološka povezanost energetskih objekata bez ukupnih stanja pojedinih sklopnih aparata.

2) Model podataka i mreže u Neplanu

Svaki element u Neplanu mora biti opisan s određenim minimumom tehničkih podataka kako bi se mogli vršiti određeni proračuni. Što je više tehničkih podataka o elementima uneseno, točnost proračuna je veća.

Topološke veze koje postoje u SW - DeGIS potrebne su i u Neplanu. Topološke veze moraju se nalaziti u bazi preko koje se vrši uvoz podataka u Neplan.

![Slika 3 Model NN i SN mreže u SW - DeGIS](image-url)

Mreža može biti nacrtana u više dijagrama koji se međusobno povezuju i predstavljaju ekvivalent geometrijskom prostoru u SW – DeGIS-u. Koordinate koje su u SW – DeGIS u Gauss-Krügerovoj projekciji, kod prebacivanja u Neplan, biti će množenke s faktorom (0,1) radi preglednosti prikaza. Kako je prikazano na slici 4 cijela VN, SN mreža, VN i SN postrojenja prebacuju se iz više geometrijskih prostora SW – DeGIS (slika 3) i prikazuju u jednom dijagramu - „dijagramu 1“ u Neplanu.

Povezne točke između dijagrama su objekti koji se s istim imenom (NAME) pojavljuju u oba dijagrama.

Cijela VN/SN mreža iz SW - DeGIS preslikavala se u Neplanu u jedan dijagram i završava sa SN sabirničnom trafostanice 10(20)/0,4kV. Postrojenje TS 10(20)/0,4kV i njezin NN rasplet mreže predstavlja novi dijagram.

U Neplanu postoji spoj (link). To je objekt koji povezuje objekt i čvorište, a nema tehničke karakteristike.
ka dionica. Nalazi se između transformatora i sabirnice, kako je prikazano na slici 4.

\[ \text{Slika 4 Model NN i SN mreže u Neplanu} \]

**E. Objekti i atributi**

Za svaki objekt koji je potreban za proračun potrebna je opis, podaci koji su za predmetni objekt potrebni u Neplanu, podaci koji postoje u SW - DeGIS-u i vrijednosti za podatke kojih nema u presjeku dvije baze, a koji su potrebni za proračune. Kod prebacivanja iz SW – DeGIS-a, u bazi za povezivanje, mora u svakoj tablici biti definiran primarni ključ (PK). U pravilu je on NAME za objekte, a ostali će biti detaljnije opisani kroz sljedeća poglavlja.

Ukoliko neki atribut postoji u bazi za povezivanje, a nije opisan kroz sljedeća poglavlja znači da nije obavran i ne utječe na prikaz podataka i proračuna koji se traže. U oba sustava postoje atributi koji opisuju objekte u sustavu (opći) i atributi koji opisuju taj objekt.

**F. Rezultati integracije sustava**

Kako je funkcionalnost sustava najjednostavnije prezentirati na konkretnom primjeru, izvučen je manji opseg mreže, radi ograničenog prostora za prikaz, te su kroz sljedeće slike i tablice prezentirani rezultati povezivanja, proračuna i analize. Izvor u distribucijskoj mreži, koji nadomještala višenaponsku mrežu (aktivna mreža) smješten je na 35kV sabirnicu u dvije TS 35/10kV.


Slika 5 Forma za odabir objekata koji idu iz SW - DeGIS u Neplan

Nakon uvoza u Neplan na mreži napajanom iz TS 35/10 kV izvršeni su proračuni. Budući da postojeća mreža zadovoljava sve postavljene uvjete nema dijelova označenih crvenom bojom.

Očuvanje egzistencije rezultata proračuna s podacima iz SW - DeGIS ostvaruje se stvaranjem kontrolne točke (check point) tokom izvoza podataka i provjerom istog kod vraćanja rezultata. Kod izvoza podataka stvara se kontrolna točka imena "export neplan" kojoj se pridjeljuju datum i vrijeme izvoza, a isto vrijeme je upisano u MS Access bazu za povezivanje. Kod vraćanja rezultata, izvor rezultata također treba sadržavati vrijeme izvoza iz SW – DeGIS-a. Procedura za uvoz provjerava da li je došlo do promjena u verziji iz koje su podaci izvezani. Problemi se javljaju u SW – DeGIS ako se obriše objekt ili kreira novi koji mijenja postojeću topologiju i tada nije moguće vraćanje rezultata, već treba ponoviti proces.

Rezultati proračuna u SW – DeGIS prikazani su tablicama na slici 6 i na njima su moguće dodatne analize i upiti, te njihov grafički prikaz.
učinkovit pogon distribucijske mreže, potrebno je provesti kvalitetne analize mogućnosti prihvata pojedinog DI. Potrebno je u proračun uzeti utjecaji na cijelu mrežu i mreže na DI, a ne parcialno na području gdje se DI priključuje. Svaki takav proračun je vremenski zahtijevan i zahtijeva pripremu podataka o mreži i unos u aplikacije za proračune. Integracijom prikazanom kroz rad postupak se maksimalno skraćuje i brzo dobivaju kvalitetni podaci, značajno se smanjuje mogućnost pogrešaka kod unosa u aplikaciju za proračune, te izrada vaču elaborata i studija ostaje vremena za kvalitetniju analizu problema.

DI u distribucijskoj mreži postavljaju pred ODS nove zahtjeve s aspekta zaštite i održavanja. Prilikom zahvata u mreži koordinatori radova moraju imati podatak o smještaju takvog izvora u mreži. Ukoliko je DI u SN mreži, taj podatak se nalazi u SDV i GIS-u, a ako je u NN mreži samo u GIS-u. Svi DP-i dans imaju GIS tako da je navedene podatke lakše održavati i distribuirati korisnicima kojima su potrebni.

VII. ZAKLJUČAK

Podaci o distribucijskoj mreži moraju biti ažurni, dostupni korisnicima i aplikacijama kako bi se omogućio uvid u analize, proračune i donosile dobre poslovne odluke od priprema investicija, preko izgradnje, upravljanja i održavanja u distribucijskom mrežu na obostanozadovoljstvo investitora i korisnika.

Potreba za istim podacima postoji u raznim slučajima ODS-a, a njihovo prikupljanje i unos vrši se nekoliko puta. Takav primjer su aplikacije za proračune koje rade neovisno od GIS-a i potrebno je ponovno vršiti unos istih podataka, te ih kasnije ažurirati na dva mjesta. Navedene aktivnosti dovode do redundancije podataka i povećavaju mogućnost pogrešnog unosa podataka, a navedeno se može izbjegati opisanim povezivanjem sustava i aplikacija. Budući da objekti nisu u oba sustava jednako modelirani, dolazi do problema kod komunikacije i interpretacije rezultata. Rezultati proračuna uvezeni su u GIS i grafički prezentirani uz pripadni objekt u prostoru.

Kako bi se kvalitetnije upravljalo svim naponskim nivoima i donosile kvalitetne odluke potrebno je povezati podatke iz postojećih sustava, izvršiti proračune s postojećim podacima i dobiti rezultate proračuna u sustavu gdje ih se najbolje može prezentirati, a to je GIS.

Ukoliko se povezuju tri i više sustava ili aplikacije potrebno je formirati „jedinstvenu bazu podataka distribucijske mreže“ iz koje preko sučelja aplikacije dohvaćaju podatke koji su im potrebni i vraćaju rezultate koji su potrebni ostalim sustavima ili aplikacionima. Povezivanje se vrši preko „sabirnice podataka“ uz pridržavanje standarda i preporuka kako je prikazano u radu [2].

Jedinstveni rezultati proračuna i analiza trebaju poslužiti kao izvještaj kako unaprijediti upravljanje, razvoj i investicije u mreži, te moraju biti dostupni širem broju korisnika. U HEP ODS-u izrađena je aplikacija za proračune tokove snaga i padove napona unutar DeGIS-a. Potrebno je povezati i sve ostale aplikacije koje nužno moraju razmjenjivati podatke kako bi se povećala učinkovitost sustava.
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Abstract – The paper explores legal, economic, human rights and social aspects permanent life care contracts in Croatia, by which the provider of support becomes the owner of receiver’s property. Monitoring of such contracts is rendered ineffective due to incapacity and old age of one party to the contract and lack of close persons and relatives involved; thus, different unethical situations may arise, such as people not receiving the support and nevertheless being evicted or moved away from their homes. This, however, harms their human rights and is unacceptable in a social sense in developed liberal democracies. One possible solution in a strictly legal sense would be to amend the Obligations Act, and create a registry that would be available to interested persons, bearing in mind that those are essentially contracts of private law and thus not subject to public or administrative law. Thus the utilisation of distributed public governance and involvement of NGOs in the protection of human rights would be limited. On the other hand, in a purely economic sense, another solution could be the introduction of new types of insurance that would pit the life care provider against an insurance company, such as in ‘longevity’ or ‘reverse life’ insurance, and the introduction of an online solution for reverse mortgages and life care contracts (agreements).

I. INTRODUCTION

In the past two decades, the theory and practice of public service and public policy has been determined by two reform waves: the new public management (NPM) that promoted increasing the efficiency and effectiveness of executive government and public bodies, with the stress upon performance and service. The improvement was determined by the measurement of outputs and results (e.g. in Management by Results), which has resulted in deviation of traditional management by planning and clear division of tasks (inputs). In traditional government, provision of public services was enacted primarily through public bodies and public corporations, and NPM has promoted organisational models based on market and delegation of public authority on private entities operating on markets.[7] The other two reform models, new public governance and neoweberian state have shown different attitudes in terms of system, organisation, individual and central mechanisms of governance, as well as the role of state (e.g., executive director in the neoweberian state, inspector in NPM, and moderator in NPG)[3]. Within the system of social care, different reform models have been subject to such reforms, where some development was inspired by the ideas of NPM, e.g. decentralisation and subcontracting, that was added to the traditional dominance of public sector, which is clearly visible in the provision of service of housing for elderly citizens and persons with invalidity. Within the scope of reforms inspired by new public governance models, transparency empowers citizens by providing better and better quality information, thereby reducing the problem of information asymmetry between government and citizens. Transparency enables ex ante and ex post control of public bodies, preventing corruption and malversations that could multiply under the veil of secrecy. Equality and equal rights are also increased, especially in the situations where moral hazard is likely, that is, when there is a possibility of exploiting some vulnerable group or part of general population. The role of NGOs in such control can also be important, especially on the local level, when it can become further developed into a new model known in literature as distributed public governance[8], which is based on independent agencies, which in the case of social care would naturally be social care centers and alike[2]. The issue of life care agreements or permanent life support contracts for elderly citizens is highly controversial in many countries, including Croatia. The problem of the increasing number of elderly citizens without sufficient retirement savings and no relatives or children that are able to care for them may be resolved by tapping into the equity of the property they live in, such as a house or an apartment. However, in some countries, such as the US, the model used is essentially based on insurance policies, financial institutions and - which is not always immediately apparent - loans, which means that it includes interest rates, and if the person happens to live longer than the loan provided by the bank, it may foreclose and terminate the contract while the occupant is still alive in order to preserve its interests. In Croatia this legal situation is regulated by so called permanent life support contracts ‘until death’ or ‘during lifetime’, by which the provider of support may become the legal owner upon signature of the contract or after the death of the other parties to the contract (such as husband and wife). Monitoring of such contracts is ineffective due to incapacity and old age of one party to the contract and lack of close persons and relatives involved; thus, different unethical situations may arise, such as people not receiving the support and nevertheless being evicted or moved away from their homes. The Ombudsman of the Republic of Croatia proposed, therefore, in 2015, that an electronic database of such contracts should be maintained.
in order to increase transparency and monitor certain situations, such as when a single support provider takes care of several - 10 or even more - receivers of support, going after the property of the other parties to such contracts. Such database is, indeed, maintained by the City of Zagreb, but not many other local government units. As the issue has its economic, legal, as well as human rights side, it is analysed from all those perspectives in order to arrive to the optimum solution to the problem, that can satisfy both the support providers and receivers, and in our opinion such a solution makes use of ICTs and distributed public governance, allowing better control of the execution of all permanent life support contracts by interested parties, as well as better resolution of controversial situations that may arise during the execution of the contracts (non-provision of services or insufficient amount of compensation due to low value of the property or the longevity of the support receiver(s)).

II. METHODOLOGY

We analyse the legal framework of the contracts, and changes that may be necessary to enable better monitoring of life care contracts by interested parties, but also the economic incentives behind the outcomes that appear to be detrimental to human rights and to social development in a strictly social sense that pays attention to intergenerational solidarity, equal rights and prevention of criminality or illegal enrichment. We argue that the solution to the problem should be both legal and economic, resulting as a combination of activities of both government, NGO and private sectors in enabling better monitoring of the solution and a tighter-knit society that cares about social and economic values as much as human rights of the elderly as such. In order to prove the hypothesis we construct a model of distributed public governance for life care contracts on the basis of N life care receivers and n life care providers, where n should be limited and determined on the basis of actual economic and physical strenght of the life care provider, thus preventing situations in which a small number of providers takes care of a large number of receivers with properties, which can be shown to be financially untenable. By introducing a third party, such as an NGO wishing to monitor contracts or provide support, the final outcome may be shown to improve. It is then suggested that further improvement may be achieved by creating adequate economic motivation for the life care providers to increase the longevity of life care receivers by introducing a private party – an insurance company – into the scheme, which would pit the interests of the life care providers against a longevity or reverse life insurance policy, that in our hypothesis may be shown to further improve the outcomes for the life care receivers, enabling them to live longer and better lives in their properties. Finally, we elaborate whether an online solution could further improve the situation with life care agreements.

III. LEGAL AND ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

A. Legal framework

The legal framework of the contracts and the proposed distributed public governance thereof is essentially the Obligations Act (Zakon o obaveznim odnosima – ZOO), Family Act (Obiteljski zakon - OZ), Social Service Act (Zakon o socijalnoj skrbi - ZSS) and Freedom of Information Act (Zakon o pravu na pristup informacija – ZPPI). The article 580 of the Obligations Act provides that the lifelong care contract must be made in a written form and that it must be verified by the competent court or solemnized by a public notary and that parties to the contract shall be notified about the significance and consequences of the contract by a responsible person. The proposed modifications of the Obligations Act that would enable the creation of a Database or a Registry are as follows: 1) the center for social care should determine for contracts made under its the territorial jurisdiction the social background of the life care recipient and it should be made an integral part of the contract; 2) the number of contracts should be limited to the maximum of two contracts per life care provider, which should provide a written statement about the number of contracts; 3) there should be a Registrar of the contracts including the parties, the date of the conclusion of the contract and the property involved; the Registrar should be managed by the Center for social care in the territorial jurisdiction of the contract; 4) all contracts made by government social care providers should be made null and void; 5) the care provider should supply the confirmation of not being charged with criminal offenses relative to property, life or body; 6) lawsuits should be declared urgent and a decision by the court should be taken within 6 months from the day of initiating the judicial procedure. Each year roughly 2000 persons complain to the Retirees’ Union, and the most difficult situations arise from the contracts 'until death' where the care provider legally becomes the owner of care recpient's property upon signature of the contracte, i.e., while they are still living.

B. Economic incentives

It may be shown that economic incentives for life care providers amount to seizing the property of the other party to the contract while at the same time minimizing the amount of resources spent on life care provision. In the case of contracts 'until death', this is especially apparent, as the life care providers become legal owners of the properties upon signature of the contract, which enables them to evict the other party immediately and exploit the property while cutting costs on life care as much as possible. On the other hand, contracts 'during lifetime' appear to provide some guarantee to the receivers, as the property can not be legally seized while they are still alive. However, due to their incapacity to effectively contest the contract or conduct a lawsuit the other party can usually easily get away with reducing the duration of their stay in the property, and consequently also the their longevity, or duration of their lives and quality of those lives. It may, however, be said in favor of service providers that they have no guarantee of the longevity of the other party, or that their involvement makes economic sense. In case of extreme longevity, the equity of the property may not cover the resources invested by the life care provider, which may result in their losses. The right incentives should increase the duration of life of receivers in their properties, while reducing losses to providers and
motivating them financially to endure as long lifespans of their receivers as possible.

IV. PROPOSED SOLUTIONS – DISTRIBUTED PUBLIC GOVERNANCE AND LIFE CARE LONGEVITY INSURANCE

A. Distributed public governance

Within the framework of the distributed public governance, it may be possible to achieve better control of those essentially private contracts without the interference of the government bodies, such as the Centers for social care or local government units. In this scheme, the NGOs protecting human rights or associations of interested parties (such as Retirees' Union) would be able to inspect the Registrar of the contracts and provide legal services pro bono.

B. Life care longevity insurance

Only legal action and better form of governance might not work without creating the right kind of economic incentive to increase the desired behaviour. This in turn means acting upon what has become essentially a market (but illegal, or in the 'grey' zone) of life care providers and care recipients. This may be achieved by introducing an instrument of life care longevity insurance, that may at first be provided by a private or public insurance company, operating according to the strict rules and verified by the government. In that case the certified life care providers or private companies registered for such services would be motivated to increase the life span of their recipients by economic incentives or desire to collect the insurance premium, that would, however, be paid in installments. They would, however, be legally required to pay to the insurance company the required amount for the life care longevity assurance policy, which would serve as a guarantee against the life span of the care recipient(s) exceeding the value of their property.

The first solution is proposed by the Retirees' Union of Croatia, and it can be described as a solution to what is essentially a problem of assymmetric information in game theory and agency theory. The service recipient acts as principal, trying to find an agent that would provide optimum service at the least cost or at affordable cost. Due to assymmetric information about the agent, the principal in this case is not able to control for the risk involved, and on the other hand it appears to be a special problem of utility of both principal and agent, as both parties incur risks – the first one in terms of reliability of the agent and the quality of service which is translated into his quality of life and the second in terms of the longevity of the principal and the financial investment required to cover the financial burden of the service. They appear to be in a particular game theoretical situation which operates according to the scheme of 'coward game' in which parties have in incentive to cheat: the principal's interest is to cheat about his health and potential longevity, and the agent's interest is to cheat about the quality of the service and the reliability of the provision of service regardless of the cost. As there is no possibility of enforcing the contract, the game becomes necessarily uncooperative. The equilibrium (Nash) of this game is actually the one in which the agent provides the least service possible, in order to further reduce the ability of the principal to control the provision of the service, and to try to appropriate the property to himself as quickly as possible, further reducing the costs to get premium at the minimum investment (Table 1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service recipient</th>
<th>Service provider respects contract</th>
<th>Service provider defaults on contr.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dies in time</td>
<td>(cooperative)</td>
<td>(uncooperative)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3, 3 P, M</td>
<td>2, 4 P, N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lives longer</td>
<td>4, 2 P, N</td>
<td>1, 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


However, in reality this is not completely accurate, as the service recipient is not in full control of its life, that is, it is always possible that the knowledge of his or her longevity is obscured and (s)he might not live as long as hoped. Thus, the game is assymmetric, as the players do not have the same distribution of power – the power of service provider is greater than the power of the service recipient, because the provision or non-provision of the service can impact the ability of the service recipient to live longer than expected. This could be modeled as an assymmetric dove and hawk game (Table 2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service recipient</th>
<th>Service provider respects contract</th>
<th>Service provider defaults on contr.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dies in time</td>
<td>(cooperative)</td>
<td>(uncooperative)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2, 2 P, M</td>
<td>1, 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lives longer</td>
<td>3, 1</td>
<td>-1, 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Forte, 1996: 159

The goal would thus be to create such conditions that would stimulate cooperative behaviour and also avoid Nash equilibrium in which there is a suboptimal solution for both players. The situation could be comparable to the reverse loans by some loan shark trying to maximize the returns by increasing the interest as much as possible, in the situation where the loan seeker is risk prone and not risk averse, due to urgent needs for financing his
survival; in this opposite situation, the care recipient is also risk prone and in the need of survival, so (s)he is prepared to accept disadvantageous condition of service provision, such as higher interest rates that are spread over a longer time span where the principal of the loan takes longer to be paid and the service provider acts as a loan shark, that instead of increasing the interest or trying to get the loan recipient into a situation where (s)he has to default, which means obtaining the collateral for the loan shark, instead tries to reduce the amount of financing for the service and duration of the service needed to obtain the collateral (property into which the service recipient has 'tapped' in order to obtain the financing of the service). The first solution proposed tries to create safeguards by installing a new agent in the system, that is motivated by 'ethical' or moral incentives, or that simply has some interest in the longevity and quality of life or property of the service recipient, that would effectively 'check' the service provision or be able to conduct a lawsuit on behalf of the service recipient that has lost this ability due to old age. Another problem could be the dislocation of the place of the contract conclusion into another district, so it could be effectively checked by an organisation of agents from different districts able to check the situation on different courts via a Registrar of contracts. They would also be able to check the reliability or quality of the service provider (penal records) or other facts about service providers, perhaps more effectively and efficiently than the government offices. However, this solution may not create sufficient incentives in those agents, in case there is no market and better transparency of the contracts, which could lead to just another 'vulture' trying to feed on the property of the service recipient. The more effective and efficient solution would, in my opinion, involve the creation of an actual market of such services and properties involved, which could then be entered into a registrar as well. The service providers would have to check into the registrar and prove their ability (financial and material) to support a service recipient with life care; in case they are able to prove it, more than two contracts could be allowed per single life care provider. However, this would also mean a complete transparency of the contracts, service providers' businesses and service recipients' properties not only on the level of social care centers, but also at the level of local government. In that case it would constitute a local market in which all registered service providers could participate.

It becomes apparent that the first solution is based on almost socialdemocratic principles with very little liberalism involved, the situation as is now is actually a poorly hidden libertarian solution in which one party renounces some of its human rights through a contract with another party (almost as in slavery), and the final solution introduces liberal elements back with some elements of good governance and collaborative governance of all three sectors (private, public, NGO). In this final case, human rights of the service recipients would be preserved by creating right incentives on the market. The first incentive should be that all parties have interest in increasing the quality of life of service recipients regardless of financial burden and the second would mean that they also have incentive to increase the longevity of the service recipients. The first incentive could be achieved through transparency and distributed public governance combined with competition on an open market, that would reduce the asymmetry of information and improve the control over the agent, and the second could be achieved by creating a premium through reverse life insurance, a competitive insurance market, that would be profitable both to the insurance companies, as well as to the service providers and service recipients. In that case, however, the incentives (or a game equilibrium) would be balanced in such a way that actually increases the quality of life and longevity of service recipients, also reducing the gains of the service providers and introducing some gains for insurance companies, but due to competitive nature of the market, service providers and insurance companies would still be sufficiently motivated to compete stay in business, which can be modeled as a symetric game of hawk and dove, both players trying to grab as much as possible (Table 3).

Table 3 – life care game between insurance company and service provider – symetric hawk and dove game

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service provider respects contract (cooperative)</th>
<th>Service provider defaults on contr. (uncooperative)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Insurance company pays (cooperative)</td>
<td>1, 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance company defaults (uncooperative)</td>
<td>2, 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-1, -1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The main problem is the cost of the operation of insurance companies, which could be covered by useful employment of property taxes (which are currently not in use in Croatia, and are generally 1-3% in EU states). In that case, the game between the service provider and service recipient would be reduced to the Prisoner's dilemma (Table 4).

Table 4 – original game as Prisoner's dilemma

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service provider respects contract (cooperative)</th>
<th>Service provider defaults on contr. (uncooperative)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Service recipient dies in time (cooperative)</td>
<td>3, 3 P, M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service recipient lives longer (uncooperative)</td>
<td>4, 1 P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2, 2, M, N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. PROPOSAL OF AN ONLINE SOLUTION FOR THE PROBLEM OF REVERSE MORTGAGE LIFE CARE CONTRACTS

It has been shown that in a life care game between a service provider and an insurance company, the outcome for the service recipient would be better than in a game that is played between him/her and the service provider alone. However, the problem of moral hazard still exists, as it would be possible to form a collusion between service providers and insurance companies, in order to divide the proceeds at the expense of the service recipient. This could be countered by making this market transparent and open, in a way that has been already considered for foreclosed properties. In case an online database of reverse mortgages is managed by a governmental institution (e.g. FINA), the problem would remain, but in case of an open market with a government regulator and competing companies, the problem of moral hazard could be reduced, if not avoided. The life care agreements should thus be governed by a new obligations law, obliging parties to a public display of contracts, in a similar way it has already been made possible for ownership (civil court registrar of properties, 'gruntovnica') and cadastre. It is, in fact, already possible to research online databases of property ownership of civil courts in Croatia and find notes (zabilježba) of life care contracts and properties that are being used as collateral. However, in its current form, it is not possible to search the property database by name or contract, in order to find out which properties are used for life care agreements and who are the contracting parties. With an online solution, this information would be made available to interested parties and stakeholders at a price or free of charge. According to Directive 2003/98/EC about the reuse of the public sector information and Access to Information Act (OJ 25/2013), private companies can use government data and a prospective database of life care agreements and reverse mortgages for their own online solutions, which would also foster cross sector collaboration, public trust and increase transparency and openness, effectively preventing fraud.

VI. CONCLUSION

On the basis of available data, legal framework analysis and economic analysis of the problem, we may conclude that there aren't any straightforward solutions to the problem of life care contracts in Croatia. Regulation of the market and making information about the life care recipients available via a public database or a registry would alleviate some of the problems of the interested parties wishing to contest life care agreements and their execution by life care providers, but economic incentives through the market forces may also be necessary to effect durable change and improve the outcomes in social and human rights terms. Thus, it may also be necessary to create legal framework that would support the development of reverse life insurance or so called longevity insurance that would also create incentives for care providers to increase the longevity of the care recipients, and at the same time increase the incentives of insurance companies to monitor the care providers, in case they want to seize the property without paying up to the promises in their life care contracts. This may include the option of paying longevity insurance in installments to life care providers in case of unusually long life of life care recipients, but also the possibility of demanding the full amount of the premium from the life care provider to be payed to the life care recipient in case they are removed from their property, thus releasing the liability on the part of insurance company, or the possibility of insurance company seizing the property or establishing mortgage rights on the property. Creating that sort of safety net would reduce risk proneness on the part of care recipients, and they would revert to a normal, risk-averse attitude, thereby preventing unethical life care providers to from profiting on the lack of their risk aversion. However, this would not solve the problem of possible moral hazard or collusion between service providers and insurance companies. In order to solve this, an online solution similar to a register of foreclosed properties would reduce, if not completely avoid moral hazard. The contracting parties would thus be obliged to agree to online publication of their contracts in a register that would be available free of charge or at a price to interested parties. Involving a central government agency, such as FINA in such a solution, without making it possible for private companies to offer similar solutions could possible create another problem of moral hazard and reduce market freedoms, without a specific gain for either service providers or service recipients.
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Abstract - How smart is a 'smart city'? According to Asian examples of newly growing smart cities, usage of technology can improve life standard and reduce cost of living, improve operational efficiency, environmental sustainability, eco-friendly infrastructure, smart technology Internet of Things (IoT), smart living and direct citizen participation in decision making process. Learning, adaptation and innovation could be the future for Croatian cities by using all mentioned, which will improve social, regulatory and safety indicators for designing a better living environment for Croatian citizens. While using Public Private Partnership (PPP) models, crowdsourcing and democratic ecologies which provide better and more efficient public services by taking advantage of private sector's "know-how", cities will create long-term investment opportunities and sustain real time optimization strategies by providing safe and reliable place to invest. The intention of this paper is to show how the (local) government’s role in PPP projects is to evaluate and approve detailed execution plans of the concessionaire while the private partner’s role is to design, build, finance, and operate the facilities. In futuro, digital technologies offer numerous possibilities for citizen participation in decision making at local and regional government level.

The key words: Internet of Things, smart city, Public Private Partnership, concession models, public procurement, decision making.

I. INTRODUCTION

A common definition of a 'smart city' has not yet been determined. Many authors use various definitions to clarify what is a 'smart city'. Authors define it as a city that bets a lot on the quality of living and where the citizens are involved as main actors in decision processes [1]. At the beginning of an attempt to define a smart city, we should start by pondering upon cities and systems which operate in them. Cities have a duty to fulfill the needs of their citizens through various systems. The types of systems are by no means exhaustive, but certainly include public services such as light management, traffic and transport organization, waste and water management, administration policies, security, energy sustainability and information services. Regular cities operate and supervise every system as a separate unit, which in return produces more costs for taxpayers with slight to no improvements in the quality of living. On the contrary, 'smart cities' use Information and Communications Technologies (ICT) with Internet of Things (IoT), to create connections and interactions between some or all the systems, cutting expenses and improving the quality of life for citizens during the process.

We believe that a 'smart city' is a city where investments are focused towards smart citizens who use renewable energy resources wisely and widespread technological networks to combine sustainable economic growth whilst improving the quality of life, through the open government model by the interaction of all stakeholders. Regarding future, Croatian 'smart cities' use of renewable sources of energy, ICT and sustainability combined with usage of Public Private Partnerships (PPP) is a crucial model which could easily adapt to Croatian legislation and Croatian way of living.

In terms of innovation and quality of living a set of indicators, such as: air quality, water, greens, waste handling, energy consumption health issues, urban mobility and logistics should be analyzed. Also, the key features of the 'smart city' are: smart governance, smart mobility and smart energy as an educational and communicational tool for opinions of the citizens, the technology supporting the Social Networks like YouTube, Facebook, Twitter and others can be employed when influencing political decisions including functions in cities, urban spaces, water, waste, in one word living [2].

The aim of this paper is to set forth in which direction should Croatian cities advance in the near future, according to the successful models of smart cities worldwide, and implementation of PPP models for building smart cities in Croatia. Furthermore, the paper will recommend improvements of current legislation towards an open government.

II. DEVELOPING SMART CITIES

Today is the age of technological revolutions! Technology and science have brought many conveniences to the citizens of the world, most of which we are not even aware of. The idea of a 'smart city' has drawn
governments’ attention, especially in South Korea, Japan, India and China. They believe that ‘smart cities’ could bring more benefits to their citizens.

Cities around the world are facing the impact of series of emerging megatrends like accelerating urbanization, new technological developments, increased connectivity, demographic shifts, climate change, scarcity of natural resources and many more changes. But so, has the need for cities and regions to collaborate on global issues like climate change and public safety. In this context, it has become important for a city to understand its national, regional and global position. This enables the city and its stakeholders to set appropriate policies, develop an effective strategy and plan for actions accordingly, all aimed at the sustainable development of the city [3].

According to the research conducted by the United Nations in 2014 more people live in urban areas than in rural areas globally. As stated in Figure 1 below, in 1950, 70% of people worldwide lived in rural settlements and less than 30% in urban settlements. In 2014, 54% of the world’s population is urban. The urban population is expected to continually grow, so by 2050, the world will be 1/3 rural and 2/3 urban, roughly the population will reverse in comparison to what we had during the 1950s. Europe already consists of 73% of its population living in urban areas. The United Nations’ research predicts that over 80% of Europe’s population will be living in urban areas by 2050. [4]

Development of ‘smart cities’ requires continuous and joint effort of all participants in the process. Urban stakeholders include governments, scientific institutes, companies, citizens and NGOs who innovate together to up the quality of life of the ‘smart cities’. However, the connection between citizens, technologists, and urbanists is not strong enough. In order to improve the current urban settings Croatia needs to design a pattern to develop a universal platform between stakeholders on a local level.

Many corporations and investors assume that fixing cities is the purview of government, and that the government will proceed in that manner. But governments around the world are stuck—financially, politically, or even both. They can’t rely to single-handedly address the problems of urbanization or to start solutions, such as efficient electrification and reliable public transport which will instantly drive economic growth. By implementing those solutions large amounts of capital, exceptional managerial skill, and significant alignment of interests—all of which are often in short supply in city governments but abound in the private sector are required. That is the main reason that South Korean ‘smart cities’ like Songdo (the city built on reclaimed land) [5] used PPPs to define infrastructure types, and the roles of public and private parties when they were looking and arranging the means and ways for financing ‘smart cities’.

III. THE HOWS AND THE WHYS TO BUILD A ‘SMART CITY’

A. Financial support

The Smart City industry is growing constantly, and it’s predicted to be worth more than 20 billion dollars by 2020, while the annual global Smart City revenue is expected to reach 88.7 billion dollars by 2025. [6] In the Asian countries, funding of ‘smart cities’ have been conducted through government incentives, local subsidies and private entrepreneurship projects.1

As for Croatia, the possibilities are more diverse; other than national and local subsidies, there are European Structural and Cohesion Funds. The European Union (EU) is encouraging Member States to develop smart cities by allocating 365 million euros for this purpose. [7] Also the EU brought new financial instruments supporting environmental and climate action projects from which, cities can withdraw the funds. They include: the Financial Instrument for the Environment and Climate Action (LIFE) Programme, Horizon 2020 and Intelligent Energy Europe (IEE).

Barcelona and Amsterdam developed systems by which citizens and companies can interact on solving key city issues with ‘smart’ solutions. Barcelona’s project "BCN Open Challenge" set out six challenges for businesses and entrepreneurs to provide solutions for transforming public spaces and services. The city government sought to procure innovative solutions, support winning companies and validate projects. Winning solutions were provided with public service contracts to fulfill their solutions. [8]

B. Government’s role in the PPP projects in the ‘smart cities’ development

In the local governments sequence of events in the development of ‘smart cities’ largely depends on the mayors. If they are willing to promote sustainability, then it becomes the priority, and some of these categories of sustainability include: transportation, utilities, electricity, thermal energy, renewable energy and others. The point is; after the establishment of the ‘smart grid’, infrastructure will significantly reduce the environmental impact of the whole electricity supply system. The goal is a holistic

1 For example, IBM provides cities around the world with grants of IBM expertise and technology which will aid cities with their strategic challenges. To find out more: https://www.smartercitieschallenge.org/
approach in which all the processes are conducted by applying IoT (Internet of things) technology and application of VTV (Vehicle to Vehicle), intelligent transport systems. It’s expected a real-time optimization of traffic routes, traffic on the roads and to allow easy selection of different modes of transport and measure the effectiveness of the current system of distribution of energy available at any time on any smartphone app. E.g., in how much time does the tram or bus arrive or in which street is lesser traffic, how much moisture is in the air, what is the current outdoor or indoor temperature, CO₂ and other pollutants level? Possibility for a new clean mobility solutions that complement bicycling and public transport and the application of VTV intelligent transport systems; communications are expected within real-time optimization of traffic routes, traffic on the roads, by simply choosing between different modes of transport.

The possibility of cooperation between the public and private sector (PPP) - (following the example of South Korea’s Songo and other smart cities of Asia), which opens the possibility for withdrawal of additional funds from the EU Structural and Cohesion funds. When speaking of Croatia, investing in innovative strategies improve the efficiency, savings and promote the development of the real sector. For such operations, it’s necessary for local governments to reduce utility fees in order to encourage the construction of smart infrastructure and significant energy savings, reduction of municipal fees and increase incentives for small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs).

As one of Europe’s examples of a proactive and ‘smart city’ oriented government - Amsterdam appointed a Chief Technology Officer (CTO) for the city. Also, they founded the Amsterdam Metropolitan Solutions (AMS) as an institute focused on applied technology. It’s built by a consortium of public and private partners. AMS aims to attract and retain talent in the field of applied technology, create sustainable connections, drive a positive economic impact for Amsterdam by innovating, developing and marketing metropolitan solutions in urban themes such as water, energy, waste, food, data and mobility. In addition, their Amsterdam Smart City [9] is an online platform which connects all interested parties in one goal: dealing with ‘smart city’ problems and solutions. [10]

C. Benefits

Smart cities aim to improve the functioning infrastructure, access to resources, and safety and security for the population [11]. The European Commission tells us that: in ‘smart cities’, digital technologies translate into better public services for citizens, better use of resources and less impact on the environment [14]. Figure 2 shows an independent and symbiotic energy management system in which the value is expanded by the next generation energy use, where the residents and city itself cooperate in conservation of renewable energy resources.

There are some small changes that can save huge amounts of energy, and it can be obtained when for instance active measures (building automation systems) and passive measure (low energy bulbs) are used constantly, furthermore, some European countries like Italy have already implemented mentioned measures and the savings in thermal consumptions for heating and cooling can bring up to 26% [2].

Sustainable strategies application should already start today since those will increase energy efficiency in the next half century. Some of the most effective models of combining the PPP in order to develop smart cities in Asia (Songo, Seoul, Fujisawa) and the EU (Barcelona, Amsterdam, Vienna) have already benefit from the implementation of ‘smart city’ strategies. Barcelona saved $58 million annually using smart water technology, and the city has increased parking-fee revenues by $50 million annually utilizing smart parking technology. The government also stated that Barcelona has created 47,000 new jobs through its Smart City efforts. [13]

Cities that implement ‘smart’ solutions for usage of energy resources, manage water supply and have a waste management system reduce pollution and use less energy—according to Cisco, their energy efficiency will increase by up to 30 percent within the period of 20 years. [16]

In the city of Songo, this is obvious throughout the city. The city’s garbage collection is so automated that it only takes seven employees to serve the current 35,000 residents. [17] The kind of efficiency which is unimaginable in European cities.

A Croatian example of implementing IoT into cities include Dubrovnik’s praiseworthy efforts. As a part of the comprehensive Dubrovnik Smart City project, in 2016 Dubrovnik opened a Smart street which features public lighting with multifunctional sensory network, alongside a variety of access technologies, from optical links and 4G network to the Wi-Fi network, cameras to identify traffic violations, parking technology which recognizes vehicles and performs contactless charging of parking fees and offers real-time information on the parking vacancy status.
in the Smart Street, but also all over Dubrovnik. [18] In addition to this, Dubrovnik also held conferences and competitions which resulted in other IoT solutions towards a smart city. [19]

Other measures for improving transport sustainability in Croatian cities are the inter-modal mobility as well as carpooling and car sharing and support to the soft mobility (on foot and bikes). Cities ‘green areas’ such as: parks, gardens, vertical gardens, green roofs and facades show not only that people prefer to live in those cities where they can breathe and see plants, trees and flowers but also contribute to climate protection (improved air quality and cooling down air temperature while producing its own microclimate and help save on heating, cooling and increasing comfort inside the building), [2] which can easily be connected and implemented by IoT (e.g. Songdo’s remote energy monitoring systems which bring the power to IoT and save the energy), especially in the Croatian cities by the sea.

IV. SUCCESSFULNESS OF IMPLEMENTATION OF PPP MODELS TO THE CROATIAN ECONOMY

The promotion of PPP projects is expected to ripple effects on the national economy through three channels:

- economic growth resulting from the inflow of private capital
- increased social welfare resulting from the timely delivery of social services and the early realization of social benefits
- reduction in the government fiscal burdens through better VFM (value for money) [12].

A. Institutional settings

In accordance with the Croatian PPP Act2, article 2, paragraph 7 the public partner may allow the establishment of the right of construction in favor of the private partner and free of charge. All issues related to the establishment or transfer the right of construction and awarding of concessions, including the question of fees, public and private partner, regulate contractually. The basic principles in the implementation of PPP projects are the principles of public procurement, the principle of protecting the public interest and the principle of economy. The PPP Act is proposed and authorized only by the public authority, and that is the reason why; primarily mayors should try to establish a setting where entrepreneurs can create solutions to improve quality of life — without added any of government expense. In order to facilitate PPP implementation, the PPP grants land expropriation rights to the concessionaire. The concessionaire may entrust the competent authority or the local government with the following responsibilities of execution of the land purchase, compensation for loss and more [12].

PPP Act, The Concession Act3 and the Public Procurement Act4 regulate the procurement procedure designed in a way to ensure value for money (VFM) of PPP projects. Korean study analyzed the efficiency of PPP project from 3 different perspectives: users, concessionaires and the government and it showed both cost savings and efficiency gains. The main problem that the study discovered was the level of user fees between government financed and privately invested projects, which decreased over the time in proportion to accumulated experience in PPP projects. For PPP projects to be carried out efficiently, one of the most important issues is prompting competition among private participants bidding for the project [12].

Agency for Investments and Competitiveness is a Croatian Agency set up by the PPP Act whose main tasks are to give investors full view of services to invest and implement in projects for the improvement of the economic growth and business environment and to promote Croatian PPP model as competitive. [20] In 2016 only one PPP project worth 4.6 million Croatian kuna has been contracted. But in 2014 and 2015 no PPP contracts have been signed. [21]

On the EU level, in 2014 new procurement directives have been adopted, replacing the 2004 directives and covering the award of concessions. The new directives open several opportunities for ‘smart city’ investments, while maintaining the basic requirements of competition, transparency, equal treatment and compliance with EU state aid rules.

The key directives are:
1. Directive 2014/24/EU on public procurement6,
2. Directive 2014/23/EU on the award of concession contracts6,

B. Open government

The E-government is changing the way in which politics interacts with citizens and the democratic processes can be enhanced but the main goal is to turn the government tools from an ‘office-centric’ mode to a ‘citizen-centric’ mode [2]. These new and innovative forms of governance have been included into the term ‘smart governance’ under which the government manages and implements policies toward the improvement in quality of life of citizens by leveraging ICTs and institutions and by actively involving and collaborating with stakeholders [22].

While it may be true that ICTs are introducing a range of new capacities for the design and planning of human urbanization, questions remain about the network

2 The PPP Act, Official Gazette [in Croatian] Zakon o javno-privatom partnerstvu, Narodne novine, nb. 152/14, (Narodne novine are an official Gazette of Republic of Croatia)
3 The Concessions Act, Official Gazette [in Croatian] Zakon o koncesijama, Narodne novine, nb. 143/12
4 Public Procurement Act, The Concessions Act, Official Gazette [in Croatian] Zakon o koncesijama, Narodne novine, nb. 120/16
5 OJ L 094, 2014, implemented by Croatia
6 OJ L 094, 2014 currently not implemented by Croatia
7 OJ L 094, 2014 currently not implemented by Croatia
capabilities of smart cities to remake systems of government. Government systems are now increasingly under pressure to develop institutional frameworks that support tools and resources for empowering citizen agency.

The overarching idea is that smart city planning should – at the very least – incorporate experimentation with new forms of community and citizenship [23]. Citizens have a leading role in designing, building and maintaining 'smart cities'. This calls for a fundamental shift when we think of our cities and about urban development in the near future. Citizen participation reduces government corruption by expanding public insight and decentralizing government power, [23] by giving them the ultimate decision in the adoption of the city’s services and the creation and management of public value out of them. Even large-scale projects can be enhanced by crowdsourcing, while cities can collect data, give answers to simple questions e.g. about how they want to use their public spaces or acquire services for bringing innovation and 'smart' thinking to acquire powerful results. [24]

In the USA, the Open Government was introduced by Ex-president Obama in 2009 in legislations such as: The Freedom of Information Act, E-government Act and The Paperwork Reduction Act. Open Government could improve and advance citizen participation in the process of building democratic ecologies of 21st century in The Republic of Croatia.

Croatian Central country portal6 and within it an E-citizen system is an example of enabling citizens’ various options within a single platform by merging and connecting IT platforms. That example should be followed on decentralized levels of cities and regions, which should include a ‘smart city’ sector for all stakeholders to interact.

C. Building ‘smart cities’ through the concession agreements and public procurement models

Decision-making within contracting authorities (especially on the local level) is generally carried out by a small number of government officials who, we believe, do not have in-depth ICT and IoT knowledge in solving a public issue. Furthermore, the process of procurement leads to nothing more than a race to the lowest price point between a small number of large suppliers. Therefore, new models offer alternatives for building 'smart cities'.

Preconditions for the application of the new Croatian Concessions Act (currently in its second reading in the Croatian Parliament) promote use of concessions through the high-quality medium- and long-term sectoral strategy, establishes safe, secure and clear rules in cases of awarding a concession in a way to protect the public interest. Also, it strengthens the competences of operators responsible for the development and maintenance of infrastructure and introduces administrative contracts into the practice which enables administrative protection during the administrative procedure.

The new Croatian Public Procurement Act introduced two new procedures which are likely to be particularly relevant as models for authorities who wish to purchase innovative goods, services or works:

- the innovation partnership - enables a public authority to enter a structured partnership with a supplier with the objective of developing an innovative product, service or works, with the subsequent purchase of the outcome and which will enable public authorities to select partners on a competitive basis and allow them to develop an innovative solution tailored to their requirements;
- the competitive procedure with negotiation - enables the procurement of goods, services or works that includes an element of adaptation, design or innovation, or other features which make the award of a contract without prior negotiations unsuitable. Unlike the competitive dialogue, it requires that the authority may specify the required characteristics of the goods or services in advance of the competition. [25]

Other important changes in the new Public Procurement Act include: increased flexibility and simplification on the procedures to follow, negotiations and time limits, use of ‘most economically advantageous tender’ as default criteria within the public procurement process, use of life cycle costing (LCC) as a method for assessing tender costs and the competitive dialogue procedure which has been simplified particularly for technically and financially complex projects.

This will in turn enable to de-risk the most promising innovations step-by-step via solution design, prototyping, development and first product testing. [26]

V. CONCLUSION

Many of the challenges faced by smart cities surpass the capacities, capabilities, and reaches of their traditional institutions and their classical processes of governing, and therefore require new and innovative forms of governance [22].

Alongside ‘top-down’ master-planning, we need to enable ‘bottom-up’ innovation and collaborative ways of developing systems. The notion of the ‘smart citizen’ as a co-creator draws on a rich intellectual backyard in both technology design and urban design. In practice, engaging citizens in these processes is immensely challenging. [27]

PPPs are the most effective way to make Croatian cities ‘smart cities’. Certainly, it’s unreasonable to expect Croatian cities to become ‘smart’ in a short period but by implementing the measures and strategies like creating walkable localities – reduce congestion, air pollution and resource depletion, boost local economy, promote interactions and ensure security bring Croatian cities step closer to the ‘smart cities’.

Cities should ensure the visibility of procurement and PPP opportunities through a single portal and use problem-based methods for solving key issues. However, it should be noted that cities cannot simply copy the best practices from successful ‘smart cities’, hence must

---

6 http://gov.hr
develop approaches that fit their own mindset, organization and culture in terms of broader strategies, human resource policies and demographics. Forming E-groups to listen to people and obtain feedback and use online monitoring of programs and activities with the aid of cyber tour of worksites. For example, making areas less vulnerable to disasters, using fewer resources, and providing cheaper services; green buildings and pooling-sharing. [28]

That is the main reason why Croatian PPP Act should intend to simplify use of PPPs and give equal possibilities to both private and public sector companies. In that manner, we believe Croatian cities will be able to develop and have similar appearance as the cities from South Korea, Japan, China, India and other countries in the world who detected and adopted wise ‘smart city’ policy and achieved advanced economic conditions and improved life of its citizens.
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Abstract - Internet streaming is the type of technology that allows simultaneous reception of multimedia content and its simultaneous playback through a computer network. Global development of the Internet leads to growing demand for multimedia content. Discographers deal in distribution and sale of rights to play audio recordings (tracks), adapting their business to new technologies and modern ways of selling their products and services in order to survive in the market impacted by a large drop in demand and sales of CDs and DVDs. In the process of rationalization and automation of business processes, new standards in the electronic exchange of data are set between discographers and Internet streaming services with the goal to increase efficiency and economy. This paper describes a platform for the exchange of data and content, presents the concept and the basic methods used in the development of an automated system for the exchange of data and content between discographers and Internet streaming services and offers guidelines for future development.

I. INTRODUCTION

The process of modernisation, rationalisation and automation of business processes aimed at increasing productivity and cost-efficiency is unfeasible without continuous improvement and investment into new information technologies [1]. New technologies are forcing business entities to actively adjust themselves and follow the latest IT trends so they could survive in the market.

Multimedia (Latin multus: many, medium: means, medium). The media are: the newspapers and other press, radio and television programmes, news agency programmes, electronic publications, teletext and other forms of daily or periodic publications of editorial content by broadcasting recordings, voice, sound or picture [2].

Discography (Greek diskos disk, Greek grafo list) is a systematic list of music editions (tracks) of a certain provider-artist. Business entities engaged in distribution and sale of rights to play audio recordings (tracks) are called discographers. Availability and channels for selling multimedia contents have thoroughly changed with the development of Internet. The age of vinyl (gramophone records) as an era of recordings, playback and sale is over. It has been succeeded by magnetic recordings on CD and DVD media, which are also slowly passing into history as audio formats. The sale of rights to play audio recordings (tracks) as a type of multimedia content is gradually moving to a new digital era.

Contemporary electronic business or e-business requires the use of information and Internet technologies.

Electronic business or e-business is a form of business which, in addition to applying information and communications technologies, exchanges information as support in all business activities [3].

Business intelligence is a process of collecting the data and information from internal and external business environment and transforming them into business knowledge based on which business decisions can be made [4].

Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA) recorded an increasing trend in using streaming services, and strong growth in sale of digital music, which accounted for 77% of the total music industry revenue in the first half of 2016 [5,6]. In the same period, streaming accounted for 47% of the US music industry revenue [5,6]. These indicators provide firm grounds for the development of a platform model for exchanging electronic data between discographers and streaming services.

The precondition for defining an electronic format for the exchange of electronic data is to define standards and rules. The rules of e-business and exchange of electronic data between discographers and streaming services are defined by standards and rules of streaming services themselves.

The aims of e-business, which also includes platforms for the exchange of data between Internet streaming services and discographers, are as follows:
- greater productivity of business processes,
- faster exchange of information and content,
- reduction in operating expenses,
- higher data integrity,
- reduced risk of error,
- faster document search and archiving.

When implementing e-business, it is important to apply the latest technological methods of business intelligence in order to achieve higher dynamics of business processes. The abstract of this paper explains
the need for applying platforms for the exchange of data between Internet streaming services and discographers in business processes, and the concept will offer the answers to the following questions:

- What does the applicable solution of platforms for the exchange of data between Internet streaming services and discographers look like and how does it work?
- What benefits does the application of platforms for the exchange of data between Internet streaming services and discographers offer?

The second chapter of this paper shows the development of the platform, and the third chapter presents the conceptual platform model. The fourth chapter describes the implementation process, the fifth chapter describes the control of data import and export, as well as security, and the sixth chapter presents the conclusion.

II. PLATFORM DEVELOPMENT

The platform for the exchange of content and data between discographers and streaming services is aimed at business entities-discographers (B2B) who engage in distribution and sale of rights to play audio recordings (tracks). (Figure 1).

The platform for the exchange of content and data can be defined as business intelligence communicating between two data warehouses according to set rules. The platform is the result of individual approach in the development of the conceptual design for exchange content and data between Internet music streaming services and discographers.

Data are exchanged in a standardised format, EDI (Electronic Data Interchange) – the direct transfer of structured business data and messages between computers electronically [7]. The exchange of content and data is possible between [8]:
- B2B (business to business) – electronic business between two business entities,
- B2C (business to consumer) – electronic business between a business entity and a final consumer,
- B2G (business to government) – electronic business between a business entity and a government bodies,
- C2C Electronic business between final consumers,
- G2B Electronic business between government bodies and business entities,
- G2C Electronic business between government bodies and final consumers.

The platform is designed as a highly-automated business process. In addition to the exchange of electronic documents as a modern method of exchanging various types of documents between companies, the platform also allows for automatic electronic exchange of other digital contents accompanying electronic documents. At the same time, the platform can be seen as business intelligence consisting of a set of methodologies and concepts transforming the data into knowledge.

The advantages of selling multimedia content through streaming services are as follows:
- availability of rights to play audio recordings to a large number of potential customers,
- lower investment into audio recordings (tracks) launched on the market,
- higher earnings and profit,
- new business model,
- significant reduction in operating expenses, and increase in productivity.

In spite of evident benefits of this form of sale, the decision as to which rights to play audio recordings will be marketed through an individual streaming service is up to the business entity’s management. In order to be able to assess which rights to play audio recordings to launch into individual streaming sales channel, the management needs high quality information that will give them advantage over competition. The present-day information systems are expected to provide information whose content is necessary in the decision-making process. Business intelligence methods used in the platform development are as follows:

A. Data mining

Data mining is a process of searching for new and potentially useful knowledge from the data [9]. This process reveals relations, structures and logic between data, which facilitates decision making processes. In the process of data mining, it is decided which rights to play will be offered to which market, under what market conditions and prices, and when.

B. ETL process modeling

The process of reporting on the amount of sold rights to play audio recordings and generated traffic can be described using ETL (extract-transform-load) process [10]. This means that the data on the traffic generated from rights to play audio recordings are first brought to a staging area, and afterwards transformed and transferred into a data warehouse. (Figure 1)

Therefore, modeling requires:
- Conceptual modeling of data,
- Business process modeling according to ETL (Extraction, Transformation, Loading):
  - data extraction process,
  - data transformation process,
  - data cleansing process.

The process part consists of extracting the data from the source (from the streaming service), integrating and loading the data, and finally transforming the data into a data warehouse.

- The first step includes extracting the data from the source (the data from the streaming service). In the process of data extraction, it is crucial to trace the source of data, date and time of their entry and data on entry operators, in order to enable complete insight to auditors. Data Vault concept emphasizes the need to leave a trace of the source and time of storing data in the database [11].

- Transform means the transformation of data towards the data warehouse.
- Load is a process of loading.

In the Internet community, there is a large number of streaming services, and each service has its own rules and reporting methods, as well as rules for importing and exporting data. Due to various structures and formats of data from external sources and towards external sources, export and import need to be adjusted, which is usually performed by IT experts or data warehouse administrators. For this reason, the business process includes a large number of subjects, who are dependent on IT support. The result of such practice is a delay in the implementation of data both from the source and to the source, as well as the inability to timely analyse the results. The platform for the exchange of content and data between Internet streaming services and discographers provides business users with autonomy in controlling their business processes, so they do not depend on an implementer or IT sector.

### III. Concept of Platform

Conceptual modeling of data is a highly abstracted process of data modeling. The structure of data within the information system for tracking must reflect the structure of user’s needs. The conceptual data model is a complete, consistent and concise description of data within an information system [12]. Figures 2 and 3 show Entity-Relationship Diagram (ERD), according to Martin Entity-Relationship Diagram [13]. Entity is anything we wish to collect and store information about, entity-relationship method is a diagram of mutually connected groups of data within a system in question [14,15].

#### A. Track

Track is multimedia content of sound and text or only sound. The data on tracks, as well as corresponding digitalized documents, are located within the data warehouse. Therefore, when exporting them into the streaming partner’s system, the following control process actions need to be performed: extraction, loading, transformation and data export verification.

From the entity-relationship diagram for tracks (Figure 2), entity relationships with the following entities can be seen:

- **Digital files** – digitalised documents on the basis of tracks,
- **Date** – date of change that has occurred,
- **Operators entry** – data on persons/operators recording the document,
- **Origin** – data on the track origin,
- **Artist** – data on the track artist,
- **Genre** – data on the track genre,
- **Provider** – data on the track provider,
- **Territory** – territory of broadcasting and selling the track,
- **Album** – collection of tracks to which the track belongs,
- **Track owner** – copyright holder.

#### B. Report on Internet music streaming services

Business relations also include the segment of reporting on the results of streaming service sales, which in essence has similar attributes. The ultimate aim of the platform is to archive the generated sale into a data warehouse, so the management could make decisions based on relevant information.
From the entity-relationship diagram for traffic (Figure 3), entity relationships with the following entities can be seen:

- **Digital documents** – digitalised documents on the basis of traffic,
- **Date** – date of change that has occurred,
- **Business units** – business unit of the business entity,
- **Entry operators** – data on persons/operators recording the document,
- **Taxable period** – period of mandatory tax return on the basis of traffic,
- **Type of tax documents** – type of traffic in the sense of taxes,
- **Invoice** – invoice issued based on traffic,
- **Invoice items** – items of an invoice,
- **Customers** – streaming service acting as customer,
- **Tracks** – track for which traffic was made,
- **Territory** – territory in which traffic was made.

The reporting form for all services is related to the track structure. In order for reports to be stored, the user’s data warehouse needs to be well designed, as well as dimension tables and their attributes within the warehouse.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

The platform for the exchange of content and data between Internet streaming services and discographers has been created in Embarcadero studio architect technology using programming language Delphi XE5, and Embarcadero InterBase XE5 database technology. Delphi development tool belongs to Embarcadero development tools, which have been among the best development tools for desktop applications for several years. The development of applications in Embarcadero programming environment enabled the development of mobile applications on the platform of the same program code. The development of applications in Embarcadero, which in addition to Delphi has C++ Builder in its portfolio, enables the same application to be delivered for various operating systems, namely for Windows, MAC, IOS Android environments, as well as for mobile devices. This makes the Embarcadero platform for the development of applications a multi-platform.

The main functionality of the platform:

- retrieval of tracks from the database,
- export of data and content to Internet music streaming services,
- import of data from Internet music streaming services.

A. Track entities

Figure 4 shows the form for entering and updating track entities, which is crucial for the functioning of the system. Within the software solution, all attributes necessary for the process of exporting the data into streaming services are designed. ISRC (International Standard Recording Code) is a code for international identification of sound recordings and video recordings, and is a mandatory track attribute. System for the automatic exchange of data between discographers and streaming services is based on the track entity and ISRC attribute. There is a large number of Internet streaming music services, some of the most visited ones, with the largest number of subscribers, being: Spotify, Pandora, Deezer, iTunes, YouTube.

B. Data export process

The process of exporting data on tracks and transferring them into the streaming service information system is supported by defined templates. Templates enable a faster and more autonomous work on an unlimited number of digital platforms. Sample template for the choice of attributes and their formats for exporting the data to Internet music streaming services. (Figure 5)

The structure of columns and formats for export can be adjusted to the needs of automated data transfer. Through the user interface, the user can choose an entity and attributes, as well as their sequence in the export file. (Figure 5)

The structure is defined by the user instruction for each streaming service, and all required attributes, as well as corresponding music and other files need to be entered. In the communication process with streaming services, contractual relations are an important component, as well as the process of proving the rights to play tracks protected by copyright. Due to a large number of plagiarisms, there is a special component of streaming services, a programming interface that challenges the right to play a track without authorization.
In the process of choosing the tracks that will be put into use, the management makes its decisions based on relevant assessments. Figure 6 shows the form for the selection of tracks to be put into use in the streaming service. Based on the template (Figure 5), the data will be exported according to the defined conditions from the template with attributes and their formats.

Figure 7 shows the XML file for importing the data into the streaming service platform, where all attributes of the streaming service are visible. By putting a track into use in the streaming service, the process of exporting data from the user’s warehouse is completed.

The process of tracking all statistical information on exploitation and use of tracks can be found below. Depending on contractual relations, the official statistical report is compiled monthly by automated data transfer.

```xml
<Album id="id_album">
  <TITLE>Title name</TITLE>
  <ARTIST>Artist name</ARTIST>
  <YEAR>Year album</YEAR>
  <TYPE>Type album</TYPE>
  <CATALOG-NUMBER>Catalog number</CATALOG-NUMBER>
  <BARCODE>Barcode album</BARCODE>
  <EDITOR id="ID EDITORS">
    <FIRST-NAME>FIRST NAME EDITOR</FIRST-NAME>
    <LAST-NAME>LAST NAME EDITOR</LAST-NAME>
    <EMAIL>EMAIL NAME EDITOR</EMAIL>
    <PHONE>PHONE NAME EDITOR</PHONE>
    <MOBILE-PHONE>MOBILE PHONE NAME EDITOR</MOBILE-PHONE>
  </EDITOR>
  <RECORDING id="RECORDING">
    <ISRC>ISRC</ISRC>
    <TITLE>Title</TITLE>
    <ARTIST>ARTIST</ARTIST>
    <YEAR>YEAR</YEAR>
    <DURATION>DURATION</DURATION>
  </RECORDING>
</Album>
```

Figure 8 presents a form showing which data are imported into the data warehouse from which channels. The data that follow the analytical track overview for each entry are shown in Figure 9. In addition to the leading attribute, ISRC, each track contains other attributes that are partly imported from the streaming service report, and partly from the entities dependable on the track entity.

The data loaded from the streaming source will not be visible to other data users until the verifier completes the verification and validation of received data, and checks accuracy of all transactions performed.

C. Data import process

Each sales report consists of track attributes, which are an important element for recognizing data in the data warehouse. In general, this is an ISRC track attribute.

The process of importing the data starts by loading the file. This is performed by choosing columns and rows from the table implemented in the data warehouse. The original file is also saved in the archive of digitalized imported files.
This way, the verifier can review all loaded data, as well as interventions on the data before the data is available to other authorized persons in an application segment.

The overview of traffic opens the possibility to further analyse the data, by connecting multiple entities dependable on traffic, as well as their attributes.

D. Control of data import and export and security

Saving files in their original form is becoming imperative in business, since it enables insight into and control of file authenticity. It also enables comparisons and controls with the data registered into the user’s information system.

The application of Data Vault concept emphasises the need to track the source and moment of storing the data into database. This is a sort of security and control aspect performed through the entity of entry operators. The export of files from the user’s information system with tracks, before being loaded into the streaming system and realized, is performed with verification by a supervisor. Figures 6 and 8 show the form in which verification is performed. Only users with special privileges are authorized to use it.

On the other hand, the files loaded from streaming services are not visible to other operators before they are verified by a financial supervisor. Only after the verification and comparison of monetary claims and realization of sold rights to play on the basis of tracks has been performed, the data becomes visible to other operators. This way the data is protected from any errors, and track providers and management are protected from making wrong decisions.

In the process of recording the collection of fees based on copyright, financial supervisors are included, and they have insight into and overview of all data, which prevents any illegal actions by the operator. This enables multiple controls of business processes, both in the process of recording and collecting the fees for rights to play tracks.

There are no ready-made solutions for the exchange of data and content between Internet music services and discographers that would allow the level of functionality in the exchange of data and content comparable with the described platform. The disadvantages of using platforms: their use requires knowledge of advanced techniques of artificial intelligence and a high level of education.

V. Conclusion

A reliable archive of electronic business documents and multimedia content, and storage of exchanged electronic content archived into data warehouses are important elements of information system functionality. The platform for the exchange of content and data between Internet streaming services and discographers provides business users with autonomy in controlling their business processes, in the segment of import and export of data from a data warehouse towards streaming services. Such user autonomy increases efficiency and productivity, and reduces the risk of error. The ability of the platform to adapt and memorise templates allows for connecting streaming services and their rules without any additional software interventions.

The use of templates from individual streaming services enables faster and easier data manipulation. The verification of data is enabled through the system administrator, and it ensures the correct export and import of data. The aim of this paper is to help users decide on the implementation of the platform for the exchange of content and data between Internet streaming services and discographers, and to suggest guidelines and propose a model for building a platform to designers, by applying the proposed model.

The architecture and design of such platform entails multiple benefits, from more cost-effective maintenance, centralised system of tracking costs, to the overview of all reports influencing the decision making by the business management.

By implementing the platform and adopting a development model that separates the transactional part of information business system from the data warehouse itself, we increase security. We also reduce pressure on operational databases in the sense of operation, amount of data and transaction conditions.
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Abstract – Recently reformed EU personal data protection rules (General Data Protection Regulation) provide mechanisms to ensure that under strict legal responsibility risks inherent in modern data processing operations are appropriately and timely identified and managed. Analysis in the paper focuses on its risk-oriented rules aiming to ensure proper data security and data protection compliance from earliest data processing stages, and envisaged impact assessment procedure as an important tool toward identifying and mitigating risk in certain high-risked operations. Assessment of impacts that processing activities, as enabled by further technological advancements, may have on individuals’ rights and freedoms requires continuous consideration, in particular as some possibly cannot yet be perceived and/or assessed whether in terms of nature or severity (scope). This adds to analysed open issues requiring further clarification in the area, in connection with initiatives towards the more specific, harmonized EU procedure. Examined risk assessment solutions currently envisaged under the Data Protection Directive, as implemented under Croatian law, and lacking local practice in the area point to likely local implementation challenges of the soon directly applicable, more comprehensive and strict new EU rules, as a result of which proposals are made toward urgent and intensive awareness-raising measures.

I. INTRODUCTION

In today's era of Big Data in progress is evolution from the information economy, which focuses on content and services for consumers, to the data economy where the data mainly flow between a set of non-human actors processing such data, often in real time. This evolution further expands with the development of the Internet of Things. The data economy is built on establishing data value chains and depending on possibilities of using, aggregating and generally processing the data from different sources in an automated form. As such the data economy is strongly affected by the legal framework affecting the flow of such data. In that context Lammerant and De Hert rightly establish that visions on how technology changes economical processes are important drivers of legal change [1]. Those drivers are evident in particular through the development of new EU legislation in the area of personal data. Following a four year long complicated legislative procedure, on 25 May 2016 a breakthrough piece of EU legislation in this legal area entered into force: the General Data Protection Regulation (hereinafter referred to as: GDPR) [2]. The GDPR will apply directly in Member States as of 25 May 2018 and at that time it will repeal the currently valid EU general data protection law basis - the Data Protection Directive 95/46/EC (hereinafter referred to as the DPD) [3]. The technologically neutral rules signify a quantum leap in this legal area as they deliver on the long needed adaptation of the law to modern digital processing conditions especially in light of rapid technological developments in the ICT area and the ever-reaching, perplexed, extensive and in general more and more complex procedures for processing personal data (“processing” signifyng any operation performed on such data), in particular online. In addition to this the often fragmented domestic frameworks based on the DPD required better harmonization and more appropriate conditions to ensure legal certainty and a levelled playing field for competition, thereby strengthening the EU internal market, as well as EU-wide harmonized protection of rights of individuals.

In addition to personal data processing activities by all relevant EU-based actors (controllers and processors) the GDPR seems to apply world-wide where non-EU based in particular digital actors are processing personal data of individuals in the EU by offering them goods or services (with or without payment) or by monitoring their behaviour in the EU, which may include online monitoring activities in the context of profiling (Article 3, recital 24). Adding to this is also its wide material scope of application as evidenced by the expressly expanded concept of personal data to also include digital data such as online identifiers (IP addresses, cookie identifiers, RFID tags, and other) and location data (Article 4 point 1, recitals 26 and 30). Additionally to expanded duties and reinforced accountability of actors processing personal data, particular severity of the new legal framework is evidenced by stronger harmonized authorities of supervisory data protection bodies enforcing it. A clear example thereof are envisaged administrative fines, so far unprecedented in EU data protection legislation, which may rise to up to 20 million Euro, or where undertakings are concerned to up to 4% of total worldwide annual turnover, whichever is higher (Article 83, paragraphs 5-6). All this adds to the general appraisal of the strict, as well as detailed and complex nature of the new legal frame that will directly apply in all EU Member States.

Assessment and overall management of risks that prompts legal responsibility and accountability in data protection is a crucial area in new EU data protection legislation that the author chose to examine and critically
appraise in this paper. Analysis begins with an overview of current legal solutions in risk assessment according to the DPD and the selected local solutions. Data protection legislation and practice in the youngest EU Member State Republic of Croatia provides a case study for this analysis. This will allow an evaluation of a local implementation level of DPD’s risk assessment solutions and of possible challenges in the uptake of a more comprehensive risk-based approach to data protection under the GDPR (which itself is examined in fourth part of the paper). Third part of this paper provides an overview of selected discussions and initiatives relating to methodology and procedures identifying and assessing risks and impacts thereof on individuals’ rights and freedoms, especially in the context of data processing activities in a networked environment and with the use of newer technologies and applications. This discussion provides a basis for the ensuing examination of GDPR solutions in the risk-assessment area, which reinforce and add on the earlier analysed provisions of the currently still valid DPD.

II. RISK ASSESSMENT IN THE DPD AND ONE LOCAL IMPLEMENTATION CASE STUDY

The concept of risk appraisal and management in the DPD is evident in particular from its rules on security measures and the prior checking procedure, i.e., examination of data processing activities prior to their initiation [4]. As regards security measures, the DPD requires those measures to ensure (having regard to state of the art and implementation costs) a level of security appropriate to risks represented by the processing and the nature of data to be protected (Article 17, paragraph 1; recital 46 of the DPD). With respect to prior checking (Article 20), the DPD requires Member States to establish data processing activities that are likely to pose specific risks to individuals’ rights and freedoms. A prior check of those activities is a duty conferred on supervisory authorities upon notification by controllers (main responsible agents that determine the purposes and means of processing personal data). Data protection officers (where appointed by controllers to help them ensure data protection compliance) can also conduct such prior checks and their duty is to consult the relevant data protection body in cases of doubt. It should be noted that important aspects of the procedure, such as concrete consequences of prior checks and determination of risks are not regulated by the DPD, i.e., they are left to regulatory discretion of Member States under their respective laws [5]. To be precise, the DPD does not list examples of processing activities likely to present specific risks in any of its operative provisions (Articles), although some indicators and examples are provided in its recital 53 (elements to consider risk: nature, scope and purpose of processing; examples of risks: processing that may result in excluding individuals from a right, benefit or a contract, processing with specific use of new technologies). Exact consequences of the prior checking procedure are also not specified by the DPD, although it is clarified in recital 54 that the supervisory authorities may following the prior check give their opinion or provide approval of the processing under their national law. It is assumed that they should also be able to prohibit intended processing unless, for example, appropriate risk-mitigating measures are implemented. In my opinion this matter more generally relates to the scope of intervention powers that was granted to the authorities under their law. Namely, according to the DPD Member States must ensure that supervisory bodies have effective intervention powers, such as delivering opinions before processing operations are carried out (prior checking), and ensuring their appropriate publication, of imposing bans on processing, of warning the controller, and other (Article 28, paragraph 3). Even though it is only covered in the rule on supervisory authorities’ powers of intervention, it is clear that also appropriate publication of opinions on prior checks is a requirement under the DPD.

The Republic of Croatia implemented the DPD in its Personal Data Protection Act (further: PDPA), which was adopted in 2003 and thereon in process of alignment with the DPD up until its latest amendment in 2011 [6]. Although in line with the earlier examined DPD rule on security measures the PDPA lays down in Article 18 a duty to protect the data (from any accidental or deliberate abuse, destruction, loss, unauthorized alteration or access), it was not before its last amendment in 2011 that for the first time a method of establishing security measures at least somewhat in line with the DPD was introduced, although the implemented solution is in my opinion not satisfactory. Namely, it only requires security measures to be proportionate to the nature of controller’s or recipient’s activities, and to contents of the data filing system (Article 18, paragraph 3). Assuming that “contents of the data filing system” correspond to the nature of data to be protected (e.g. stronger security measures such as encryption should apply where the more sensitive data are processed), the PDPA solution still fails to specify that the measures need also to ensure a level of security appropriate to risks represented by the processing. Consequently, the adopted 2011 solution is in my opinion a missed opportunity to appropriately introduce the risk-based approach in local data protection legislation and practice. This concern does not, however, relate to security requirements for sensitive data (i.e., special personal data categories such as health data), which have been prescribed in secondary legislation already as of 2004, and which rely on ISO standards 27001 and 17799 (27002) [7].

Where prior checking procedures are concerned, the adopted solution is somewhat detached from the prevailing practice in the EU [8]. One reason for this are unspecified risks for which prior checks are necessary, which, although required by the DPD are not foreseen in the PDPA nor are they to the best of my knowledge foreseen in any publicly available guidance of the Data Protection Agency. Secondly, prior checking is not independently regulated by any operative provision, i.e., Article of the PDPA. Instead, the process is only implied from the provision elaborating Agency’s tasks, i.e., its duty to provide preliminary opinions if the processing presents specific risks to individuals’ rights and freedoms. Furthermore, controllers’ duty to seek Agency’s opinion on the need for a prior check in case of doubt is also awkwardly placed in the rule specifying Agency’s tasks and therefore adds on my earlier remark (Article 33, point 9). Though required by the DPD the PDPA does not
regulate the duty to publicize specifically its prior checking opinions, although some such opinions can be tracked on its internet pages [9]. Finally to be noted is that the PDPA failed to regulate in line with the DPD also the data protection officers’ duty to carry out prior checks. Combined with earlier remarks this is particularly troubling also in light of mandatory appointment of such officers for all controllers with 20+ employees (which itself is not required under the DPD) and the thereby enabled development of an entire data protection profession on one hand, and on the other failed use also of that opportunity to promote best practices in the vital area of risk assessment. All this contributes to an overall impression of the undervalued risk-based approach to personal data protection in Croatia so far.

III. RISK ASSESSMENT CONCERNS AND INITIATIVES IN LIGHT OF TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCEMENT

In the context of data protection legislation there is a lacking consensus in scientific literature not only on what could potentially represent risks for individuals’ rights and freedoms where personal data processing operations are concerned, especially in light of the rapidly advancing technologies and applications in the online environment, but also on methods of their appraisal (e.g. objective and/or subjective) [10]. Examination of the object of protection, i.e., what rights and freedoms a certain processing activity affects, is likewise under a discussion. The inevitable evolution of privacy as the object of protection, i.e., consideration for new conceptualisations of that right in light of advances in technology affecting it should here also be mentioned. In that sense, for example, Finn and others expand on previous Clarke’s typology of privacy and propose consideration for seven types (privacy of the person, privacy of behaviour and action, privacy of personal communication, privacy of data and image, privacy of thoughts and feelings, privacy of location and space and privacy of association), all in view of various examples in current technological development (e.g. whole-body scanners, RFID-tagged identity documents, drones, next generation biometry and DNA sequencing, and other) [11].

In the context of privacy and data protection legislation the procedures to identify, assess and minimize risks, especially those embodied through the use of newer technologies and enabling various surveillance operations over individuals have up to today mainly focused on impacts on the right to individual privacy (privacy impact assessment - PIA) [12]. Certain authors even suggest that in addition to this impact (of newer technologies and applications) on ethical issues should be assessed (ethical impact assessment) [13]. This viewpoint closely relates to discussions on current inadequacies of PIAs where surveillance technologies are concerned, both in the public and private sectors, since PIAs focus on individual privacy and not on the wider scope of affected rights, freedoms and interests [14]. Certain projects co-funded by the European Commission elaborate even further on the issue, adjusting the PIA to the security impact assessment frame, which addition to privacy and personal data protection considers also ethical, social, economic and political issues during the design and implementation of smart surveillance or monitoring systems, technologies, processes and policies [15]. A need for a broader viewpoint of affected rights and freedoms and risks in the context of EU personal data protection legislation was affirmed also by independent advisory body established under Article 29 of the DPD for the protection of personal data and privacy – the Article 29 Data Protection Working Party. According to it the risk-based approach to data protection should go further than the narrow approach based on harm and it should take into account any potential and real negative effect, which can be evidenced by effect on the individual up to the general effect on society (e.g. loss of social trust). Also, the scope of rights and freedoms that could be negatively affected by data processing should not always focus exclusively on the right to privacy, since other fundamental rights (e.g. freedom of speech, thought and movement, prohibition of discrimination, right to liberty, conscience and religion) may thereby also be negatively affected [16]. A discourse should here also be added on limitations in risk assessment methodologies inter alia due to limitations of current scientific knowledge on impact (of data processing activities in the context of newer technologies and applications) on individuals’ rights and freedoms, as well as on shortcomings of potential “managerisation” of related risk assessment procedures. Thus for example certain authors point to the need to expressly include the precautionary principle (accepted in areas such as environmental law) [17] into the EU data protection law risk management frame [18] so that in case of uncertainty on existence and/or extent of risk precautionary (preventive) measures are applied without waiting for those risks to materialize [19].

Particularly in light of ongoing technological progress and data processing operations related to the use of newer technologies and applications (notably in the ICT area), all of the above noted concerns seem to justify the need to institutionalize the element of transparency into impact assessment procedures, i.e., including all relevant stakeholders as well as the general public therein [20]. Also to be noted are expert proposals nonexclusively related to the data protection field, in light of their assessment of European Court of Human Rights’ case law as pointing to development of the right to have technologies assessed before their launch. In that context and in light of recognized significance of impact assessment procedures it is proposed that not only experts and industry but also individuals are included (with public consultations to be held already in the stage of planning or shaping new technologies), impact assessment results published (without prejudice to special treatment of sensitive information) and regular checks ensured [21].

Voluntary initiatives to devise impact assessment procedures on the basis of the currently valid DPD (they are not themselves envisaged in the DPD) that should here be noted are the Privacy and Data Protection Impact Assessment Framework for RFID Applications at EU level [22], impact assessment procedures at individual Member State level [23] and industry-based proposals on impact assessments tailored for specific sectors and/or special needs of small and medium-sized enterprises [24]. Where new (GDPR) and current legal EU frame (DPD) are
concerned it can be observed that risk assessment solutions in the GDPR reinforce and expand on earlier in this paper examined DPD solutions and this is evident inter alia from the newly introduced provisions on impact assessments. Namely, as I will elaborate in next part of this paper the GDPR expressly adopts for the first time in EU data protection legislation a legal duty to conduct the so-called data protection impact assessments in certain cases of high-risk personal data processing. Especially in light of future technological developments affecting the data protection legal area, the earlier noted concerns on identification and assessment of risk, scope and object of protection and limitations in risk assessment procedures should also currently be appraised in view of endeavours toward EU-wide harmonization of the procedure to identify high risks and frame for impact assessments under the GDPR. The vital role of harmonized procedures in this area is not only that of enabling EU-wide consistency in supervisory practices, but also that of reducing associated compliance burdens both for the supervisory authorities and the controllers [25].

IV. RISK-BASED APPROACH AND DATA PROTECTION IMPACT ASSESSMENTS IN THE GDPR
The overall risk-based approach to personal data protection in the GDPR is based on identification of likelihood and severity of risks that a personal data processing activity has on individuals’ rights and freedoms with respect to its nature, scope, context and purposes. The main GDPR provision on security of processing (Article 32) establishes the duty of both the controllers and processors (who process data on behalf of controllers) to implement appropriate technical and organisational measures to ensure a level of security appropriate to risk, taking into account state of the art, implementation costs and the nature, scope, context and purposes of processing as well as risk of varying likelihood and severity for individuals’ rights and freedoms. In assessing data security risks consideration should be given to risks presented by data processing such as accidental or unlawful destruction, loss, alteration, unauthorised disclosure of, or access to, personal data transmitted, stored or otherwise processed (and which may in particular lead to physical, material or non-material damage, in line with recital 83). In fact, implementation of measures to ensure appropriate data security is now established as one of the fundamental data processing principles (integrity and confidentiality principle) and the also newly introduced accountability principle imposes a duty on the controllers to (be able to) demonstrate compliance of their processing activities with this and other fundamental principles in Article 5. Furthermore, a risk-based approach is the decisive element of the newly introduced principle of data protection by design. According to this principle appropriate technical and organisational measures must be implemented both at the time of determining the means for processing and at the time of processing itself, which must be designed to implement data-protection principles effectively and with safeguards integrated into processing, in order to meet GDPR requirements and protect rights of data subjects. Those measures must be chosen taking into account state of the art, implementation costs, nature, scope, context and purposes of processing as well as risks of varying likelihood and severity for individuals’ rights and freedoms (Article 25). Adding to GDPR’s strong emphasis on a risk-based approach is in my opinion also the explicitly introduced duty of appointed data protection officers to have in performance of their task due regard to risks associated with processing operations, taking into account the nature, scope, context and purposes of processing (Article 39, paragraph 2 in connection with Article 37). Finally to be noted are explanations of risks of varying likelihood and severity that may result from processing activities potentially leading to physical, material or non-material damage, and which are provided in recital 75 of the GDPR. Those activities include in particular: 1) processing activities that may lead to discrimination, identity theft or fraud, financial loss, damage to reputation, loss of confidentiality of personal data protected by professional secrecy, unauthorised reversal of pseudonymisation, or any other significant economic or social disadvantage; 2) where data subjects might be deprived of their rights and freedoms or prevented from exercising control over their personal data; 3) where special categories of personal data, data relating to criminal convictions and offences and data of vulnerable persons, especially children, are processed; 4) where personal aspects are evaluated, in particular analysing or predicting aspects concerning performance at work, economic situation, health, personal preferences or interests, reliability or behaviour, location or movements, in order to create or use personal profiles; or 5) where processing involves a large amount of personal data and affects a large number of data subjects. In reference to discussions on objective and/or subjective risk evaluation noted in previous part of the paper, the GDPR clarifies that assessment of existence of risk or high risk in relation to the processing should in fact be objective (recital 76).

The GDPR abolishes a general duty of notifying data processing to supervisory authorities under the DPD and introduces a risk-based system involving supervisory authorities where certain procedures show that the processing would result in a high risk to individuals’ rights and freedoms on account of its scope, nature, context and purpose [26]. In this respect it introduces data protection impact assessments (further also as: DPIA), which are mandatory only if it is likely that a type of processing, in particular using new technologies, and taking into account nature, scope, context and purposes of processing, is likely to result in a high risk to individuals’ rights and freedoms. As clarified in recital 84, DPIAs serve to evaluate especially the origin, nature, particularity and severity of that risk. In order to reduce unnecessary burden it is allowed to use a single DPIA to cover more similar processing operations presenting similar high risk. Relevant high-risked processing activities include: (1) systematic and extensive evaluation of personal aspects relating to natural persons which is based on automated processing, including profiling, and on which decisions are based that produce legal effects concerning or similarly significantly affecting him or her; (2) processing on a large scale of special categories of data or of data relating to criminal convictions and offences, and 3) systematic monitoring of a publicly accessible area on a large scale (as explained in recital 91 DPIAs are
especially required where the monitoring is taking place with optic-electronic devices). National supervisory authorities may establish further examples and in that process, as explained in recital 91, they are to evaluate if the processing activity is likely to result in a high risk in particular because it prevents individuals from exercising a right or using a service or a contract, or because it is carried out systematically on a large scale. Finally to be noted are the stipulated minimal DPIA contents in the GDPR: systematic description of processing operations and purposes thereof, assessment of necessity and proportionality of processing operations in relation to their purposes, assessment of risks to rights and freedoms and intended measures to mitigate risks and demonstrate compliance with the GDPR [27].

With the exception of publishing results of impact assessments the GDPR foresees key elements pointed to in previous part of this paper resulting from discussions on optimal impact assessment procedures where the processing entails use of new technologies (transparency – public consultations, publishing results and regular checks of impact assessments). However, the effect of those elements of DPIAs as introduced by the GDPR in reality appears minimal, since their implementation is left to controllers’ discretion. Concretely, it is prescribed that where appropriate controllers shall seek views of data subjects or their representatives on intended processing (without prejudice to protection of commercial or public interests or security of processing operations). It is unfortunate that the GDPR does not envisage the ensuing process of publishing DPIA results. As regards subsequent DPIA checks the GDPR stipulates that the controller shall where necessary carry out a review (to assess if the processing complies with the DPIA) at least when there is a change of risk represented by processing operations. It is difficult to sensibly apply this rule without acknowledging the implied need to continually review the DPIA to be able to establish possible changes to the level of risk that brought on a mandatory DPIA in the first place. On the other hand the adopted solution “as is” fails to specify such checks and as a result it is not unlikely that they could be well understated in practice.

Taking into account that the scope of this paper does not allow a more detailed analysis of the DPIA area I will next briefly discuss the envisaged prior consultations as another vital GDPR procedure, according to which controllers must consult the supervisory authority before processing where the DPIA showed that the processing would lead to a high risk in the absence of measures mitigating it [28]. A concern to which I would point is coupled with explanations in recital 84, according to which prior consultations should only take place where the controller cannot mitigate identified high risks by appropriate measures in terms of available technology and implementation costs. This would appear to allow a more narrow scope of circumstances instigating control by supervisory bodies, and possible misuses where a decision on adequacy of proposed risk mitigating measures is left to controller’s sole discretion. In any case, I consider the recital as not entirely consistent also with the prescribed task of authorities to issue an opinion and provide advice where it considers that the controller insufficiently identified or mitigated the risk, and all this in fact takes place during the already initiated consultation procedure.

Where affected rights and freedoms are concerned, the very title but also goal of the DPIA (“assessment of the impact of the envisaged processing operations on the protection of personal data”) make it clear that impact assessments required under the GDPR have a narrow object of protection, i.e., it appears their focus is strictly on the right to personal data protection. I find such a solution unsatisfactory especially in light of subject-matter and objectives of the GDPR. Namely, the GDPR lays down inter alia rules relating to protection of natural persons with regard to personal data processing and though prevailingly, guaranteed rights and freedoms with respect to such data processing are nonetheless not strictly limited to the data protection right (Article 1, paragraphs 1-2 and recital 75). It is expected that this and other open issues analysed in the paper will be resolved in the scope of work to ensure a harmonized risk assessment methodology on the basis of the GDPR and possibly specified via adopted codes of conduct at EU level or approved certification mechanisms and/or guidelines issued by the European Data Protection Board (recital 77). In respect of the latter, in fact, the Article 29 Data Protection Working Party (which will be instituted into the European Data Protection Board on the basis of the GDPR) announced publication of its guidelines on high-risked processing and DPIAs during 2017 [29]. In connection with this to be followed is also development of the DPIA Template for Smart Grid and Smart Metering Systems [30], individual DPIA initiatives as already proposed by some data protection authorities [31] and the industry-based proposals (ISO/IEC 29134 Information technology - Security techniques - Guidelines for privacy impact assessment; under development) [32].

V. CONCLUSION

As a result of an ever-close connection between law and technology the recently reformed EU personal data protection rules (GDPR) provides mechanisms to ensure that under strict legal responsibility risks inherent in modern personal data processing operations are timely identified and appropriately managed. Relevant risk-oriented rules toward ensuring and maintaining proper data security and data protection compliance already from earliest stages of data processing operations, and impact assessment procedures as an indispensable tool for recognizing and mitigating risks in certain high-risked processing operations represent a giant step in development of modern data protection legislation and should be applauded, particularly when taking into account that the road toward adoption of this piece of legislation was itself quite long, and quite difficult. The future-proof stance of these technologically neutral rules demands ongoing consideration of impacts that the various personal data processing activities as enabled by further technological advancement may have on individuals’ rights and freedoms and out of which some possibly cannot yet be perceived and/or assessed, whether in terms of nature or severity (scope). Where the envisaged data protection impact assessment procedure is concerned and taking into account high-risked processing
activities mandating them, such as systematic monitoring of a publicly accessible area on a large scale, analysis in this paper pointed to issues that should further be clarified and specified, and hopefully approached in a generally harmonized EU procedure. These include inter alia the nature and scope of rights and freedoms that should thereby be protected, methodology to identify and evaluate risks (high risks) and other procedural matters (e.g. public consultations, checks) that in my opinion significantly affect the overall effectiveness of impact assessments as an introduced legal duty. Taking into account that these procedures can utilize significant resources, all efforts toward EU-wide harmonized procedures should be seized as they could result in a significant reduction of costs of compliance, and reduced resources otherwise required in this area also for supervisory authorities. Furthermore, a harmonized methodology enables supervisory consistency, which is in any case a goal that the GDPR intends to achieve.

Examined inadequacy of (non)implemented risk assessment solutions under the DPD (which will soon be replaced by the analysed much more comprehensive and stricter, directly applicable GDPR rules) in Croatian law and practice could compromise intended harmonization aims as well as cause panic for locally responsible actors due to the generally lacking focus on this vital data protection area. Even today it can be considered to be too late for some organizations to start making appropriate adjustments to their data processing operations and allocating necessary resources in order to ensure timely compliance with GDPR requirements. It is therefore strongly recommended that as a minimum measure the Data Protection Agency as well as local experts in the area carry out intensive awareness-raising activities in the risk-based approach to data protection. Utilizing data protection officers mandatorily appointed on the basis of the Croatian Data Protection Act is a practical opportunity to work on this goal, which should not be overlooked.
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Abstract - The paper deals with the methodology applied to data collection, as well as social, economic, and financial analysis of broadband investments’ effects related to the planning of broadband infrastructure development of the Primorsko-goranska County (PGC), with the City of Rijeka in focus. The analysis of the collected data and derived indicators has yielded results which can be significant for local and regional policy makers. It has been shown that investments in broadband infrastructure have a relatively high social return on investment and produce multiple socio-economic benefits that can not only accelerate the development of cities and municipalities in PGC, but also contribute to inhibiting or turning negative demographic trends around.

I. INTRODUCTION

In modern times ICT technologies have become an important prerequisite to high quality of life, and an essential tool for efficient production and business in all economic sectors. Investments in the development and implementation of broadband infrastructure do not only have a positive impact on the overall society and business, but they are also an accelerator of growth and development of local economies, thus putting their huge development potential to a concrete use. Considering a broadband network as a factor of development mainly depends on the environmental, demographic, and economic specificities of a certain local unit. Furthermore, to choose an optimal broadband network technology, type, and model of financing of its implementation or modernization, it is important to consider a broader socio-economic context of such investment projects. In doing so, decisions makers must give priority to solutions that can potentially generate the biggest multiplier benefits for the local population and economy. In accordance to this, the authors have devoted special attention to integrated analysis of demographic and economic trends, spatial characteristics, and commercial potential of broadband services to determine how investment in broadband infrastructure can contribute to responding to key challenges of future development of cities and municipalities in PGC.

Taking into consideration the intended format and volume of this paper, the authors decided that presenting the obtained results and conclusions for all the cities and municipalities that were included in their study of broadband infrastructure development plans would be too extensive. Therefore, this paper deals with the assessment and interpretation of the socio-economic effects of investment in the broadband networks implementation in the City of Rijeka - the administrative center of Primorsko-goranska County (PGC).

II. BROADBAND NETWORK - A PREREQUISITE FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SMART CITY CONCEPT

The City of Rijeka has an extremely favorable geographical position, good transport links and an abundance of natural resources in its surroundings, of which the most significant are marine, forest and water resources. The City of Rijeka is also an important educational, cultural, health, trade, and economic center. In fact, it is the regional metropolis whose broader gravitation area extends beyond the territorial boundaries of PGC. However, considering its developmental needs, we must note that the City of Rijeka has a relatively small territory: 44 square kilometers. This considerably complicates the application of integrated urban approach in solving the key development challenges, which are primarily related to optimal planning, coordination, and allocation of development factors in accordance with the overall social and economic needs.

Considering the complex social, economic, and cultural perspective of Rijeka as the center of the county and its growing problem of lack of space, the paradigm of Rijeka makes an ideal case for the application of the so-called smart city concept, a systematic and integrated approach to the urban development management, using innovative ICT solutions and intelligent systems in integrated networking, planning, optimization and monitoring of all aspects of urban development. It aspires to socially, economically, and environmentally efficient and sustainable cities and urban areas. This enables the complementarity of investments in human and social capital and the overall city infrastructure, which provides conditions for a long-term sustainable economic development, a high standard of living, as well as an effective and efficient environmental protection and natural resources use. For these reasons, in the City of Rijeka Development Strategy for the period 2014-2020 it was emphasized that the implementation of the smart city concept is an important determinant of its future development [1]. In this regard, the broadband infrastructure projects have a strategic priority for the City of Rijeka because the realization of such projects is the basic prerequisite for the formulation and implementation of smart city applications.
III. THE ROLE OF BROADBAND NETWORKS IN STOPPING NEGATIVE DEMOGRAPHIC TRENDS

In accordance with the last Census (2011), the City of Rijeka has 128,624 inhabitants and an average population density of 2,923 inhabitants per km², which makes it one of the most densely populated cities in the region. As the data gathered in the last two censuses show, the City of Rijeka underwent depopulation, following population trends characteristic of the higher territorial levels. However, it is indicative that the depopulation process in Rijeka is much more dynamic than the average depopulation processes at the national and county level.

Graph I. Intercensus Rate of Population Change (%) in the City of Rijeka, PGc and the Republic of Croatia in 2001 and 2011 (Source: Author’s Calculations Based on Croatian Census 2001 [2] and Census 2011 [3], Data)

Since over the observed period both components of general population trend are negative, the City of Rijeka suffered the most unfavorable outcome – a decrease in population, with an especially strong influence of the negative factors. In the context of discussing the unfavorable population trends in the City of Rijeka, it is important to point out that much of the problem is created by the redistribution of population within the Rijeka circle, i.e. moving of Rijeka’s population to neighboring cities and municipalities. Such demographic trend is primarily the consequence of lower cost of living in the neighboring local units, as well as good traffic connection of these places with Rijeka. People can therefore relatively easily and on a lower budget enjoy all the conveniences of communal, sport, health, educational, cultural, business and entertainment infrastructure of the City of Rijeka, as well as its other urban contents.

The decrease of Rijeka’s population incurred the decrease of the number of private households and the average size of households, which is typical for suburbanization processes where commutation of young and working-age population leads to the depopulation of the central city and demographic growth of its surroundings. At the same time, a part of housing capacity in the central city becomes available and the share of elderly households is increased. Another negative aspect of suburbanization process with the young population leaving the central city is a damaged reproductive potential and worsened biodynamics of population. This is also confirmed by the vital index data for the City of Rijeka in the period from 2011 to 2015. The vital index of Rijeka decreased during this period by 22.4%, reaching a value of 50.9 in 2015. That means that in Rijeka in 2015 on every new born, the city had two deceased inhabitants.

Graph II. Rijeka’s Vital Index in the Period from 2011 to 2015 (Source: Author’s Calculations Based on the Official Vital Statistics [4])

In comparison to the structural characteristics of the county and state population, it is evident that Rijeka has more retired citizens and fewer young and working-age citizens.

Table I. Mechanical and Natural Population Change in the City of Rijeka, PGc and the Republic of Croatia in the Intercensus Period 2001/2011 (Source: Author’s Calculations Based on the Official Vital Statistics [4] and Croatian Censuses Data [2][3]).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Territorial units</th>
<th>Population change in the inter-census period 2001-2011</th>
<th>Total change</th>
<th>Natural change</th>
<th>Migration balance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rijeka</td>
<td>-15,419</td>
<td>-5,446</td>
<td>-9,973</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primorje-Gorski kotar County</td>
<td>-9,310</td>
<td>-10,211</td>
<td>901</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Croatia</td>
<td>-152,671</td>
<td>-86,310</td>
<td>-66,361</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II. Age Structure of the Population of the City of Rijeka, PGc and Croatia in 2011 (Source: Authors’ Calculations Based on the Croatian Census 2011 Data [3])

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age groups</th>
<th>Rijeka</th>
<th>Primorje-Gorski kotar County</th>
<th>Croatia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>youth contingent (0-14 years)</td>
<td>11.63</td>
<td>12.48</td>
<td>15.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>working contingent (15-64 years)</td>
<td>66.63</td>
<td>66.62</td>
<td>67.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>retirement contingent (65 years and over)</td>
<td>19.74</td>
<td>19.91</td>
<td>17.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The age structure of a population has a vital economic importance. It is primarily the young and the people of working-age who opt for migration. In the case of Rijeka, the analysis has shown that the age structure of the local population is not favorable for future economic development of the city. Most of Rijeka’s working-age population is close to retirement. On the other hand, due to a relatively small ratio of the young constituting a pool of fresh work force, the city will have to face a serious work
force problem over the next decade, which poses a threat to the future city’s development.

In comparison to the county and state educational structure, the City of Rijeka is in a somewhat better position, with higher percentages of secondary and high education, and lower percentages of people with no school.

### TABLE III. EDUCATIONAL STRUCTURE OF THE POPULATION OF THE CITY OF RIJEKA, PGC AND CROATIA IN 2011 (SOURCE: CENSUS 2011 [3])

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Territorial units</th>
<th>No schooling</th>
<th>Secondary education</th>
<th>Higher education</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rijeka</td>
<td>0.68%</td>
<td>55.69%</td>
<td>23.79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primorje-Gorski Kotar County</td>
<td>0.67%</td>
<td>57.52%</td>
<td>20.87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Croatia</td>
<td>1.71%</td>
<td>52.63%</td>
<td>16.39%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The over-average share of highly educated people in the local population surely contains a large development potential and is one of the most significant comparative advantages of the City of Rijeka. The problem is, however, that the active entrepreneurial capacities in Rijeka’s economy are predominantly concentrated in those activities which do not offer enough possibilities for the employment of highly educated population, with the consequence that the local economy leaves much to be desired regarding the employment of highly educated work force in recent years. This indicates that the economic orientation of the City of Rijeka has so far been in disproportion with its available demographic resources, but also with spatial limitation of the city, which has led to the structural maladjustments of the local economy (cf. chapter III).

Due to the interdependence between demographic and economic trends, opening of new working places and increasing economic inclusion of the working population are distinctive factors of the economic growth and higher standard of living in the City of Rijeka. Investments in building and development of high speed broadband networks will definitely play an important role in achieving this. High speed broadband networks contribute to the development of high value added activities and more intensive investments into local economy. Consequently, this leads to the creation of new jobs, increase of employment, youth retention and immigration.

### IV. ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS OF INVESTING IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF HIGH SPEED BROADBAND NETWORKS

When considering local economic trends in small countries such as Croatia it is important to bear in mind that conjuncture in the national economy largely determines those trends. In this regard, Rijeka’s economy was strongly influenced by the effects of the negative economic cycle in the Croatian economy between 2009 and 2015, which was considerably longer and more pronounced than in the rest of the EU. This can best be illustrated by the sharp decline in the financial results of enterprises located in the City of Rijeka (cf. Graph III).

According to Croatian Financial Agency data, in 2014 the total revenue of enterprises located in Rijeka was 16.9 billion HRK, which is 23.8% lower level of total revenue than in 2008, the pre-recession year. Total expenditures of different businesses over the same period decreased, following the total revenue trends. Compared to 2008, the total expenditures of businesses located in the City of Rijeka fell to 5.2 billion (23.7%) in 2014. This volume of business and economic activity in Rijeka is lower than in pre-recession years. As there was no disproportion of income and expenditure trends, local entrepreneurs have retained profitability achieving a positive consolidated financial result, i.e. a profit of 275.1 million kuna in 2014 (31.4% less than in 2008).

It should be noted that more than 40% percent of the revenue in the City of Rijeka is generated by retail and wholesale trade along with the car repair services, which is why the monolithic economic structure of Rijeka was extremely sensitive to the general recessionary conditions in the national economy. Trade largely employs lower-educated and lower-skilled workforce, so by the nature of its role in the social division of labor it has a relatively small contribution to the creation of added value in local economies. Also, urban area trade is primarily focused on distribution of consumer goods to local people, which is why it is characterized by an enhanced pro-cyclicality, i.e. rapid growth of turnover and new jobs in periods of positive economic cycle and vice versa, rapid decline of turnover and the loss of jobs in periods of economic crisis and reduced citizens’ purchasing power. Therefore, trade cannot be the main driver of economic development of Rijeka. This is also confirmed by the data provided by the Croatian Financial Agency on the number of employees at enterprises located in the City of Rijeka. In 2014 the enterprises of Rijeka employed 30.135 employees, which is a decrease of 17.36% compared to 2008. Over the period between 2008 and 2014 Rijeka lost as many as 6,332 jobs in the entire enterprise sector, out of which 2.295 jobs were lost in the trade sector.

Furthermore, the economic orientation of Rijeka towards trade and related service activities has led to high
vulnerability of its economy to fluctuations in the national economy. Such economic orientation has also significantly limited the options for activating the unused local human potential. This is especially true in the case of highly educated people who have fewer and fewer opportunities to find adequate jobs in Rijeka.

Similar trends are present on the national and county level, but they are particularly strong in the City of Rijeka. Such developments on the local labor market further indicate the existence of increased employment problems for young and educated population, which is primarily caused by structural maladjustment of Rijeka's economy. In this sense, it is opportune that the diversification of the Rijeka’s economic structure, as a distinguished university center that creates high-quality professionals, focuses on the development of knowledge-intensive activities within which the highly educated workforce can apply its expertise, competencies, and entrepreneurial innovation.

Following the obtained findings on economic and demographic characteristics of Rijeka, it can be argued that setting up an advanced broadband network can certainly intensify growth and diversification of the local economy, but also positively affect the stability and quality of its future development. Numerous European experiences have shown that the multiple economic effects of high speed broadband Internet access have a strong impact on economic growth and development of local government units [5]. Therefore, it is important to emphasize multilayered, multiplicative and long-term nature of contribution of the construction and development of broadband infrastructure to economic growth:

- The primary economic effect of building broadband infrastructure in local units is usually identical to the construction of any type of infrastructure and it is reflected in the growth of income and employment in the local construction sector and production and supply chains that support all phases of broadband infrastructure life cycle.

- The introduction of broadband technology greatly simplifies the deployment of innovative business processes, products and solutions for the existing entrepreneurs, which has a positive effect on the growth of their profitability and contributes to further development of their business.

- The introduction of broadband networks contributes to the development of new activities in local economies, the creation of new jobs and restructuring of the local economy towards activities that create higher added value. This particularly applies to professional, scientific, and technical activities and to activities within ICT sector. This happens because the creation of conditions for greater use of high speed information and communication technologies opens opportunities for teleworking, which significantly stimulates self-employment of highly educated young individuals and those with a secondary school. The availability of high speed broadband allows young people autonomy in terms of the commercialization of their competence, expertise and entrepreneurial innovation because they can develop and offer their services and applications on domestic, external and overseas markets and find partners and investors for their business projects by working from home. In macroeconomic terms, the main advantages of unimpeded access to high speed broadband in the local economy is the development of services that are completely independent of cyclical trends in the rest of the local economy.

- It is well known that investors are more inclined to invest in those areas where there is already a well-developed communication and information infrastructure. The main reason for this is that companies in such areas enjoy advantages such as the following: lower communication and operating costs; easier access to international markets; increased efficiency of sales, promotion, and customer relationships; provided external requirements for the development of a successful and secure e-business and for sustained training of employees through online educational programs. In this sense, the construction of high speed broadband infrastructure contributes significantly to attracting investments in the local economy.

- All previously presented multiplier economic effects of the construction of broadband infrastructure in the end lead to a rise of employment in local units, strengthening the purchasing power of the local population and an increase of their private consumption, which can generally initiate a new upward conjuncture in the local economies.

Summarizing the above direct and indirect social and economic benefits of broadband networks, and taking into account the spatial, demographic and economic specificities of the city of Rijeka, it can be concluded that investments in the implementation, development and modernization of the broadband infrastructure have an immeasurable importance for the economic prospects of Rijeka. Even more so considering their role in enabling an environment for innovative, creative and knowledge-intensive activities based on better evaluation and more efficient use of overall development potential of the city.
V. ASSESSMENT OF MULTIPLIER ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF INVESTMENTS IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF BROADBAND NETWORKS

The authors of this paper have developed a simulation model for the preparation of local broadband infrastructure development plans, and by using it they have estimated multiplier effects to the entire project life-cycle of building a high speed broadband network for the benefit of local consumers, production, employment, and the city budget.

The assessment of the increased consumers’ well-being was based on the consumer surplus concept. Consumer surplus is the total benefit or value that consumers receive beyond what they pay for a certain product or service, or the difference between the price of the product/service that consumers were willing to pay versus the price they actually paid. The development of broadband networks contributes to the consumer surplus due to the growth of competitiveness in the telecommunications market, which leads to an increase of quality and a reduction of price of ICT services. Additional benefits for users of broadband networks are created both in their private and professional lives (e.g., faster access to information, public and health services and entertainment facilities), which leads to significant time and cost savings in the performance of business and private activities, increases the quality of life and leisure, and consequently raises the general level of satisfaction of users of high speed broadband connections. A special feature of this indicator is that it measures the positive externality of economic goods, i.e. the part of the social benefits that has not been internalized in pricing, so the same cannot be identified and expressed by means of statistics and indicators of GDP. In this respect, the calculation of the discounted cumulative value of the consumer surplus for users of high speed broadband connections at the level of the local economy, and increase of the discounted value of total production in the local economy, which is directly or indirectly associated with the development of high speed broadband networks, can give a full picture of the overall socio-economic benefits of investments in the construction and development of the broadband infrastructure in the City of Rijeka.

The multiplier effects of investment in the broadband network on total output and employment in the local economy were estimated using the input-output multipliers. These multipliers are commonly calculated using specific input-output models that describe the direct and indirect links between producers in the processes of production and consumption of economic goods and services in a specific economic area. Thus, using input-output models it is possible to simulate and quantify the direct, indirect and induced economic effects of certain economic changes on total employment and production in a given economy (e.g. investment in a particular sector, the increase in demand for a particular product, price changes, etc.).

Data on the surtax and the average wage in the City of Rijeka were an input for calculating discounted value of the fiscal effects of the increase in employment in the local economy during the presumed life of the project on the budget of the City of Rijeka.

Due to the lack of quality data, necessary for the full application of methodology to assess consumers’ surplus and input-output analysis of the multiplier effects of broadband infrastructure in the example of Rijeka, the authors have used ponders, parameters and multipliers from the European Commission study on the socio-economic impact of broadband infrastructure in European countries, including Croatia [6]. Aware of the methodological shortcomings and limitations of such an approach in the assessment of overall economic benefits of the development of broadband infrastructure in the city of Rijeka, the authors’ goal was not to precisely quantify future economic effects of developing different types of broadband connection, but to consider the current demographic and economic trends in the City to simulate the direction, structure and magnitude of these effects.

The results obtained from the evaluation of socio-economic benefits of the project clearly indicate substantial differences in generating multiplier effects between different network technologies. While technological solutions based on fiber-to-the-home (FTTH) concept initially require some increased capital expenditures, network infrastructure based on such solutions has significantly greater multiplier effect on the growth of production, GDP, employment, and the city budget. This ultimately means that technologies with higher average speeds generate a considerably higher net economic benefit to the local economy. For this reason, it is not advisable to take decisions on the development of broadband infrastructure based on a conservative approach, i.e. to take implementation costs and direct financial flows of the project as the sole criteria for selection of technological solutions on which to base future broadband network. In fact, those policies that give greater importance to implementation costs rather than technological features, speed and capacity of the broadband network, have immeasurably high social opportunity costs. By doing so, decision makers reduce future production potential and possibilities of production in a local economy, as well as the ability of future generations to achieve higher standards of living in local communities.

Nowadays, a broadband network from the aspect of private and business users has, in fact, no adequate substitute because it represents the basic requirement for the use of advanced ICT tools, applications and other products and services whose performance and efficiency of use are directly dependent on network speed. Therefore, it is important to emphasize that because of its ability to intensify the impact of modern technologies and innovations that are used in all sectors on the overall economic and social development and growth, broadband has all the characteristics of merit goods. This means that the implementation and development of high speed broadband networks in a given area should not entirely rely on the operators’ market decisions and business plans, since they are typically profit-oriented. In a sense, the implementation of open, high-speed broadband networks has an even greater social significance in the context of overall development of PGC.
VI. CHOICE OF FINANCING MODEL

To ensure the maximum value for money, i.e. the achievement of the highest possible social rate of return, before deciding on the financing model, it is necessary to determine the ability to pay long-term liabilities of the public entity and make a preliminary calculation of the value for money.

Basic guidelines for calculating the capacity to assume long-term commitments are given in the manual of the Agency for Investment and Competitiveness, Determining the affordability of the local and regional self-government (LRS) in public-private partnership [7]. The process of determining the capacity to undertake long-term obligations of public institutions such as local and regional self-government (LRS) and ministries leads to consideration and analysis of their long-term debt-paying ability or undertakings of financial liabilities for long term lease, as it is the case for a contractual public-private partnership. Taking over long-term liabilities implies determining the borrowing and lease payments capacity in a way which will not jeopardize the long-term financial stability of the public sector institutions and the whole financial system.

After the analysis of the ability to pay long-term liabilities, the preliminary calculation of the value for money must be made. The main objective of this procedure is to determine which financial model provides the best value for money and the highest social rates of return. The basic steps of this procedure and general guidelines to planning public investment projects are also given in the manual of the Agency for Investment and Competitiveness Preparation and implementation of public investment (Public-Private Partnership Projects) [8]. The detailed procedures of the value for money calculation are given in the manual The meaning and process of calculating the value for money for public-private partnership projects [9].

It should be noted that if the analysis of the ability to pay long-term liabilities proves that local/regional self-government is not able to bear the liability in the context of a financial model, even if the choice of such a model provides greater value for money, the model cannot be accepted since it would be such a choice which would jeopardize the realization of the project.

Therefore, when choosing the sources of financing of investment projects, it is certainly important to give priority to financing models with private capital that consider the statistical rules and fiscal treatment prescribed by the system of national accounts ESA 2010, i.e. financing models in which the distribution of long-term financial risks between the public and private sector is such that the investments do not negatively affect the Croatian public debt.

VII. CONCLUSION

The development of high speed broadband network infrastructure in the Croatian municipalities increases the level of social standard in local communities, primarily through the practical application of smart city concept, which leads to the improved quality of public services. Investments in high speed broadband infrastructure therefore considerably contribute to stopping negative demographic trends on local, regional and state levels and enable the introduction of ICT technologies for more efficient planning and implementation of development policies for leveraging the human potential.

The results obtained from the evaluation of socio-economic benefits of the project clearly indicate substantial differences of generating multiplier effects by implementation of different broadband network technologies. While technological solutions based on FTTH concept initially require some increased capital expenditures, network infrastructure based on this technology generate significantly larger multiplier effects in local economy. This is valid both for remote rural areas in Gorski kotar and for the City of Rijeka as a regional center. Therefore, it is important to emphasize that due to its capacity to intensify the impact of modern technologies and innovations that are used in all sectors, broadband has all the characteristics of the merit good. This means that the implementation and development of high speed broadband networks in local areas cannot entirely be based on market decisions, since investments in broadband generate large socio-economic returns from which all members of society gain direct or indirect benefits.
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Based on perceived practices in developed countries of the world, this paper deals with the theory of the mobile applications implementation in local self-government. The development of corresponding mobile applications reduces ICT expenses and the expenses of contacts with clients. The share of resources among the bodies of local self-government is facilitated and services offered to local community are modified. By providing self-service applications to their users, local self-government responds to their needs and demands while creating a platform on which other public services, profit and non-profit organisations can be upgraded with the goal of providing their services to everyone who needs them. This paper provides an explanation of most frequently used types of applications and it examines the use of mobile applications in bigger Croatian local governments.

I. INTRODUCTION

Mobile applications are related to mobile devices, such as smartphones, tablets, e-readers, wearables and other mobile devices. The use of wireless communication, either over broadband connection or over the phone, is what such devices have in common. The approximate number of devices in the world is about 7.4 billion, exceeding total human population of 7.2 billion in 2014 [1]. The number of Americans who own a cell phone increased from 83% to 91% in the period from 2011 until 2014 [2], while the number of smartphone owners increased from 35% to 64% in the same period of time [2]. The number of households without landline phones in the US largely increased, from 34% to 45% between 2011 and 2014 [3]. The number of tablet owners increased from 8% to 42% between 2011 and 2013, and the number of e-readers went from 12% to 32% in the same period [4]. Mobile applications are specific, because they are a result of the mobility of devices and their connectivity to the Internet, relying on hardware options of mobile devices, such as camera and GPS. It is estimated that about 4 millions of applications nowadays is accessible through main gateways, such as Google Play, Apple's App Store, Microsoft Windows Store or Amazon. Google Play and Apple's App Store offer about 78% of accessible applications. It is expected that the download of application will increase application will grow from about 18 thousand million in 2012 to 77 thousand million of dollars in the same period of time [5].

The usage of mobile applications is also increasing and an average user possesses between 36 to 42 applications installed on his mobile phone [6].

More than a half of the time spent online is the time spent on the use of applications [7], while 90% of the time spent on mobile phone goes for the use of applications [8].

II. MOBILE APPLICATIONS IN LOCAL SELF-GOVERNMENT

According to the research conducted by Vision Internet [9] over 50% of interviewed local self-governments in the US declares to be offering mobile-friendly services to their population, while one third of interviewed have adjusted web pages to mobile devices. Consequently, other local self-governments find it acceptable to become mobile-friendly. The representatives of the interviewed local self-governments recognize the importance of adaptation and acceptance of mobile environment [9] and they put forward three main advantages of mobile applications: citizen convenience, expanded communicational outreach and savings in time and human resources. The development of mobile applications also implies changes in budget, safety and other useful changes for local self-governments. The applications used by local self-government are mainly oriented towards local community, although there is also the possibility to create applications directed towards employees in order to improve business activities [9]. Applications can be adjusted for tourism purposes, becoming a guide through historical heritage and through local resources interesting to tourists. The applications designed for local community are primarily meant for simplified communication with local self-government and for reporting various communal and safety issues. There is a difference between mobile applications offered by bigger and smaller communities. Cities often offer applications which provide information on parks, recreational facilities (e.g. Utah County Trail Guide) or leisure activities (e.g. Portland’s Public Art PDX), which might be related to culture, society or sports. Also frequent are the applications providing information on traffic and transit (e.g. San Antonio
Official Travel Guide), as well as public engagement apps [23].

Advanced mobile applications combine QR codes and augmented reality possibilities in getting to know certain locations. Users can scan QR codes and obtain detailed information, such as interactive charts, external links or, in most of the cases, multimedia presentations. Advanced applications use QR codes as a navigation system in parks, but also to create games related to historical heritage, which can boost individual experience [10]. Public engagement applications are developed by public government as much as by private services, thanks to the open 311 protocol for reporting needs of non-emergency service by local self-government. In the US, about 300 local self-governments have organised 311 centres, which inform citizens on various problems such as potholes, locations of non-functioning street lightings, unauthorised waste disposal or similar. Problems can be reported electronically via mobile applications, social networks, online chats, e-mails, phone calls or personally. Reporting through mobile applications developed by 311 centres and commercial services such as SeeClickFix has also been noticed. Citizens also find very important the applications that enable communication with public self-government related to complaints, suggestions and praises (e.g. CityVoice), crowdfunding applications which offer possibility to support projects of local self-government (e.g. CitizenInvestor), applications used by citizens to propose redesign of particular city districts (e.g. Streetmix) and applications for public dialogue or public relations, such as Textizen and YouTOWN [23]. Local self-governments can gain benefit by cooperating with commercial local-based services in offering innovative services. A good example of cooperation is the case of the cities of San Francisco and New York with the company Yelp in 2012 [23] in providing data on safety inspections in local restaurants with the goal to increase food safety in public places. When the application was accepted by a larger number of cities, they created Local Inspector Value-Entry Specification (LIVES), an open data standard for local self-governments willing to publish the results of restaurant inspection in their area. Having upgraded such a system, commercial applications HDScores and What the Health can provide information on restaurant safety rates in 37 American states [23]. Geographically organised groups on social networks composed only of verified permanent community members can be of great benefit to local communities and public services in their areas. Social engagement through such groups may ensure relevant information for law enforcement and public safety of citizens [11]. Given that smartphones evolve in personal credentials thanks to digital bills such as Google Wallet, local self-governments create applications that smartphone users can use in order to pay various fees for the services provided by local self-government [12]. The increased availability of local governments’ API used by commercial and non-profit services lead to advanced solutions. These solutions are founded on databases used by applications with an authorisation, i.e. obtaining keys to access the databases. API is used for dynamical access to a particular database from external sources, i.e. outside local government. API represents an unobtrusive way for local public services to provide access to their data in order to increase transparency in business activities and the development of services [12].

III. TYPES OF APPLICATIONS

Applications are mostly divided according to devices they are developed for: smartwatch, smartphone or tablet, and according to program platform used by specific device: IOS, android, Windows or other. Exactly because of the specificity of a particular platform, mobile applications must be customized to each different platform if they are intended for wider scope of users, which represents difficulty for developers and increases expenses for their development [13]. In the process of particular application development, local government should pay attention to following specifications:

- complexity of task
- frequency of application use
- safety
- interoperability
- integration with hardware possibilities of mobile device
- access to the Internet
- overall price of development and ownership

The complexity of a task is related to time and intensity of users’ interaction with application in order to perform a task. Depending on duration of a desired action, people mostly choose smartphones, followed by tablets, while choosing computers for most complex actions [13]. The usage frequency affects the choice of application, because when limited by the quantity of memory, users will decide not to download an application they are going to use rarely [14]. Safety is related to the possibility of controlling safety features of an application, which mostly depends on users and their regular application maintenance in the case of recorded security flaws, when the user should install the latest version. Interoperability is related to the possibility of an application to be used in a wide range of devices available nowadays. It eases acceptance of an application by local community. Integration with hardware possibilities of a mobile device is related to the use of camera, GPS system, voice commands, mobile payments and other in order to ease and advance users’ experience of an application. The need for Internet connectivity makes the use of an application difficult, so it would be necessary to find a way to make an application usable in offline mode. The overall price of development and ownership refers to
development expenses, operational expenses, software and hardware expenses, but also to users’ training expenses and customers support [14].

IV. EXAMPLES OF GOOD PRACTICES

In 2013, Birmingham City council launched a free application, which makes a good example of overall offer of possibilities related to responsibilities and authorities of a local city government [15]. Through this application, citizens can find out whether jobs are being offered in city administration, they can find instructions on how to reach any city service or cultural institution, follow BBC news, find contact information of chairmen of the board, report problems related to waste disposal, problems with non-functioning street lighting or street sign, demand for their street to be cleaned, ask for trash bags and recycling boxes if they are new citizens, report potholes or similar. London Borough of Lewisham created LoveLewisham web and mobile application used to report different environmental problems, such as graffiti or illegal garbage disposal. Except for the reporting option, users can also keep track of their problem solving [15]. The application is integrated in the back-office system and creates reports for services of public government, contractual services and other agencies, but also facilitates problem reporting and saves times and money which otherwise would be spent on processing and resolving the complaints in a traditional way. The application contributed significantly to decrease the graffiti issues by 73% and to their faster removal from 2.78 days in 2003 to less than 0.5 days in 2013. Unauthorised waste disposal has been reduced by 53%, time spent on work with clients by 22% and call centre contacts by 33%, which has saved 500,000 pounds in the last five years [15]. Bristol City Council have used mobile applications in order to increase the efficiency of their mobile employees, by providing them with 60 mobile phones and tablets equipped with Looking Local’s MyCouncil application and with a number of several standard applications, thus enabling them to perform their daily tasks without coming to office. Within a year of implementation, 565 reports have been created, 2,356 pounds saved and the number of reports have increased. The non-profit organisation that developed the aforesaid application is completely owned by Kirklees Council, while all the revenue from subscription fees is used for the development and improvement of software solutions [15]. Local authorities in Australia are among most advanced examples of mobile applications implementation in achieving a two-way communication between the government and the population. [16] Applications may vary, from social networking platforms, content creation and sharing tools, weblogs and micro blogging tools.

V. SITUATION IN CROATIA

The review of websites showed that 21 Croatian local self-governments use commercial mobile application CityHUB [17] whose development team BetaWare is located in Osijek. After the project termination, a new company LetMeDo has been founded and it will continue to develop this application [18]. The application functions on Android and iOS platform. They offer three modules: CityService, CityNews and CityGuide.

CityService is a module which enables notifications about utility problems to local services. The application administrator verifies the notification authenticity and forwards it to municipal service in charge. The location is automatically registered so the service can react as soon as possible. It is to be remarked that automatic notification delivery to the service in charge is not possible, probably because there is no adequate internal operational structure. It includes feedback to citizens about their notifications, their status and completion. CityNews module serves to the public relation purposes and informs citizens on different city events in the, on changes in traffic situation, power outages, and water supply interruptions due to repairs, on special citizens’ rights and on services enabled by local self-government. CityGuide module enables tourists and citizens to explore the city. The module enables creation of one’s own categories (restaurants, hotels, galleries, recreation, concerts and similar) along with the possibility to add unlimited number of items with information, geolocations and walk-by navigation. This successful application is currently used by one city in Serbia, one in Bosnia and Herzegovina, one in Hungary and 39 towns in Germany [19]. After the mobile application e-Redar, made exclusively for municipal guards, the city of Zagreb developed an application called MojZagreb which enables citizens to report about utility problems, such as: non-functioning traffic signs, damages on public roads, clogged drains, damages on green areas and various other damages and failures [20]. After their notification, the citizens are informed about the course of problem resolving and on its termination [21]. The application is adjusted for Android, iOS and Windows platforms and therefore available to a wider range of users. The application developer is a commercial company Omega software d.o.o., which cooperated with company Globaldizajn d.o.o. It was launched in April 2013, having enabled numerous reports made by citizens, as well as praises for the application [22].

If the local self-government employees are experts in information technology, they can try to develop their own applications by using one of the available development tools for creation of native or hybrid applications. Some of the best known development environments for multiplatform applications are: Sencha, Phone Gap, Appcelerator Titanium, Corona,
QT, Xamarin and Alpha Anywhere [24]. Our magazine PC Chip [25] states that Xamarin is an integral part of Microsoft and it can be run in Visual Studio using one of the best known programming language “C#”. The advantage of this tool is that 90% of the code might be used on every platform (Android, iOS, Windows). Furthermore, Xamarin offers native SDKs used to adjust application to each platform. Xamarin is free “open source” tool, so everyone has the right to upgrade and modify its original code. Pone Gap, one of the most popular platforms is also an open source framework, used for fast development of mobile applications. It supports a larger number of mobile platforms, such as iOS, Android, Blackberry, Windows phone, Symbian and Tizen. Phone Gap uses HTML5, CSS3 and JavaScript programming languages. HTML5 and CSS3 are used for the development of users’ interface, while JavaScript for operating the application. Phone Gap is more adequate for those who lack experience with advanced programming languages and provides easier maintenance and application development with less code than Xamarin.

Appcelerator Titanium has three tools: tool for application development, API and analytical tool. Titanium uses JavaScript in combination with HTML and CSS, and various API, depending on the application functions. It offers support for Android, iOS, Blackberry and Tizen platforms. The owner of Croatian IT company Infinum d.o.o., Tomislav Car, emphasized in an article available on Mob.hr [26] that the development of an application for an Android platform costs 30% more than for an iOS platform, because of a larger number of devices using Android, slower Android emulators and the need to write more lines of the code than for an iOS application. It is interesting that Croatian company with American address, Southern inc., has developed Mobile App Creator, a service for mobile application development without programming skills, as well as the mobile application App Maker Academy with a detailed description of application development via their tools [27]. The instructions offer an overview of steps in the application development, a guide for the implementation of basic modules, an overview of advanced possibilities, a procedure for application launch and its integration with Shopify, WordPress, Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and other services [28]. Beside the instructions, App Maker Academy contains a collection of tips & tricks and an inspirational list of posts which demonstrate the development of most successful applications made through the use of Shoutem. The price for the development of one’s own mobile application on Shoutem is based on a yearly subscription and depends on the package of chosen services ranging from 19,90 $ up to 119,90 $.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper presents knowledge on the mobile application role in local self-government of different countries in the world, as well as the way and purpose of their use and the validity of their development. On the basis of papers and findings of numerous authors, it is possible to make a conclusion that the mobile application development is important for democratisation of society, given that it eases the contact of local population with local government. Besides, the development of mobile applications enables significant savings in the operation of local self-government and reduces the need for administrative employees and work with customers. However, most of the so far developed applications are those used to report municipal problems and to keep record of their solving, while only a smaller number of them are used for other aspects of communication between citizens and government and for informing citizens on the work and projects of local government.

Difficulties in the mobile application development are encountered because of the presence of a larger number of software platforms used by devices and the development prices which can be high in the case of commercial companies and specific demands. We singled out two successful examples from Croatia, of which CityHUB has been accepted within and outside Croatia. This proves it to be a quality product used by 21 Croatian local self-governments. Our recommendation is to organise presentations on mobile applications utility at local self-governments, while the development price might be reduced by joining of several local self-governments in specific geographical regions. Mobile applications are expected to be subject of a growing number of professional and scientific papers, because they are going to play even more important role in the future.
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Abstract - The most recent trends in the electronic commerce research have suggested that forming an ecosystem around a platform would create a winning solution. The ecosystem, consisting of vendors and external actors, would create competitive advantage for the platform owner. Furthermore, the sheer number of the actors has been used as the measure of the ecosystem’s well-being against competing ecosystems. Whereas a number of studies has been devoted to analyse the well-being indicators or structures of software ecosystems and the importance of complementors and complements are acknowledged, there is lack of studies addressing how the complements affect into the evolution of ecosystems. This conceptual analysis aims to open discussion on this topic by using the mobile application ecosystems—such as Google Play or Apple’s iOS—as the case subject. While the results suggest some implications for the platform owners and complementors, more work is needed.

I. INTRODUCTION

The summer of 2008 and the launch of App Store for smart devices using Apple’s iOS operating system will likely remain a remarkable milestone in the history of the mobile industry. Although similar application stores by different vendors had been available for several years before the launch of App Store, Apple’s marketplace— together with the new series of smart devices—was able to revolutionize the business and dethrone the old kings of the castle such as Nokia and BlackBerry [1]. Eventually, the previous market leaders were driven out from business, and Apple’s new innovation was copied to several different industrial segments [2].

While several analyses for the reasons of Apple’s iOS devices and marketplaces success have been written, e.g. [1] [3] [4], it seems to be clear that millions of applications by over hundred thousand application developers had also an important role in the outcome of the competition. The application developers and their offerings together with the platform provider and customers form a software ecosystem [1]. The concept of ‘software ecosystem’ is a descendent of Moore’s [5] business ecosystem with focus on the software industry and its special characteristics [6].

There are several definitions for software ecosystems; however, the one by Jansen et al. [7] summarizes the concept well: a software ecosystem “consists of the set of businesses functioning as a unit and interacting with a shared market for software and services, together with the relationships among them. These relationships are frequently underpinned by a common technological platform or market and operate through the exchange of information, resources and artefacts.”

Both the definition of a software ecosystem as well as the history of App Store emphasize the presence of third parties—no company alone can run an ecosystem. However, the implications of involving third-parties have been discussed only a little in the extant literature of software ecosystems.

Some previous studies have considered the third parties role in the war of competing mobile application ecosystems, a sub-type of software ecosystems [6]. On one hand, there has been an argument that the sheer number of applications and their developers would eventually be the most important factor for the success of a mobile application ecosystem [8] [9]. On the other hand, there has been argument that instead of the sheer number, it is quality of the content offered [10]. Nevertheless, both views emphasizes the application offering and suggest that, at least in this domain, the applications are holding the highest bargaining power in the ecosystem.

This conceptual paper discusses on the implications of this assumption. The mentioned mobile application ecosystems are used an example case and limitations of generalization from the case to the general type of software ecosystems are addressed. That is, while we focus on the mobile applications and their role in the ecosystems, they are only a case study subject and we aim to generalize the result to other types of software ecosystems. As a result, this study calls for further inquiries assessing in strategical management of evolving software ecosystems.

The remaining of the study is structured as follows. The following section presents the central concepts and reviews related work. The third section presents the competition of mobile applications ecosystems in the 2010s as a case and the fourth section discusses on the findings. The final section concludes the study with some suggestion for future work.

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

The hype of different kinds of artificial ecosystems started in the 1990s when Moore [5] published his seminal article on the ecology of competition. He defined a business ecosystem as a set of companies that evolve around a shared innovation. The companies work together, both cooperatively and competitively, to satisfy customers. Moore describes that the ecosystems evolve through four
different stages: Birth, Expansion, Fight of leadership, and Self-renewal or death.

The concept of ‘software ecosystem’ is a derivative of a business ecosystem. It was first used by Messerschmitt and Szyperski [11] in their book published in 2003. Since then, the number of studies assessing different kinds of software ecosystems has been growing steadily [12]. However, due to the popularity of the new conceptualization, there are lots of definitions and views what constitutes of, and what are differences and similarities between the concepts of ‘ecosystem’, ‘platform’, ‘community’, and ‘two-sided market’. This study follows the view that a software ecosystem is formed around a platform and it consists of different kinds of actors [1] [7].

The software ecosystem conceptualization has become important in the field of electronic commerce due to the popularity of platformization, i.e., the process of establishing a platform [13], in business. Platforms and ecosystems are nowadays seen as a winning solution in the new era business [14] and the whole field has been started to call as “platform economy” [15]. Classic examples of platform economies—or software ecosystems—in the field of electronic commerce, are Apple App Store, Google Play as well as Valve’s Steam [1].

The actors are important part of an ecosystem. In their literature review, Manikas and Hansen [16] categorized the presented roles of actors (i.e., an independent person, a team, an entity or an organization) associated with software ecosystems into five main groups: 1) Ecosystem orchestrator, 2) Niche player, 3) External actor; 4) Vendor, i.e., independent software vendor (ISV) or value-added reseller (VAR); and 5) Customer. The first of these is the main actor being responsible for keeping the ecosystem functioning whereas the last one is the buying customer. The remaining three are complementors, i.e., they are offering their complementing services and products to the ecosystem [17].

The differences between three remaining groups are little and one actor can serve in several roles for the ecosystem at the same time. A niche player is often developing and adding components to the platform and thus producing value to customers. External actors use the possibilities provided by an ecosystem and create, thus, indirect value to the ecosystem. External actors can, e.g., promote the ecosystem and its auxiliaries, serve as an external tester or do parallel developing to the ecosystem platform. Finally, a vendor is an actor who makes profit by selling the products of the ecosystem. A vendor can sell, e.g., integration services, components, support agreements or licenses to the main product. [16] Altogether, the actors belonging to these groups are the complementors for the main ecosystem and the remaining of this study focuses on them.

Complementors’ ability to freely choose what ecosystem being a part with [18] [19] or even to rethink its position in the ecosystem [5], makes software ecosystems interesting study subjects. A complementor can decide to be a part of several competing ecosystems at the same time, a strategy called as multi-homing whereas the opposite decision is called as single-homing [20] [21] [22]. Furthermore, in his seminal paper Moore [5] describes, that as a part of a healthy business ecosystem’s evolution, complementors will challenge the ecosystem orchestrator for the leadership of an ecosystem. As an example, Microsoft and Intel challenged and won IBM for the supremacy of a personal computer ecosystem’s leadership in the 1980s [5].

In the field of software ecosystems, a remarkable number of literature studies have been published, e.g. [6] [12] [16] [23] [24] [25]. These studies were looked through for this study in order to map whether there are existing discussions on the evolution or not. So far, there seems to be no previous discussion on the implications of the complementors’ roles in the evolution of software ecosystems. Therefore, this study aims to open discussion on the issue by analyzing a case and discussing research avenues that it opens. In the following section, we will present the case and it is followed by analysis in Section IV.

III. EVOLUTION OF MOBILE APP ECOSYSTEMS

The mobile application stores—such as Google Play, Apple’s App Store and Microsoft’s Windows Phone Store—are frequently assessed software ecosystems [12]. In these kinds of ecosystems, there are three major actor groups: the orchestrator (i.e., Google, Apple and Microsoft, respectively), the customers (i.e., the end-users of smart devices) and the application developers (e.g., Supercell, King Digital Entertainment) [1]. Whereas there are, e.g., niche players contributing to the core platform and external actors (e.g., Samsung and HTC) adding value to the ecosystem, they are infrequently discussed in this domain.

The three mentioned mobile application ecosystems were competing for the customers as well as from the application developers at the beginning of the 2010s. In addition to the big three, also smaller ecosystems and orchestrators such as Nokia with Ovi and RIM with Blackberry World marketplaces were involved in the war of smart devices’ supremacy. [1]

Most of the orchestrators were most likely looking for, so called, the virtuous cycle effect [8]. In virtuous cycle, a high number of potential applications lure more customers to use the smart device platforms. More customers mean more sales in the marketplace, which in turn tempt more developers to join into the ecosystem. Finally, more developers mean more potential applications for the customers which start the cycle again.

Due to the virtuous cycle, it was not a surprise that the sheer numbers of application developers joined and applications offered in the marketplace have been seen as the measure of success of an ecosystem. This has often been presented in the extant literature [8] [9] [26] as well as in the news analysis and marketing [2]. However, there are some critics of using the number of applications as the measure of well-being of an ecosystem [10] [27] and also practitioners have argued for content over quality [3].
Nevertheless, after assessing the success of an ecosystem with the sheer number of applications, arguments have been moved to claim that either the best content [22] or the killer applications [1] would define the success of a mobile application ecosystem. A case in point was a sequel of a popular mobile game that was announced to skip Windows Phone platform. Market analysts quickly judged that the lack of a blockbuster game would be a significant hit against the ecosystem and endangers its future4.

While Windows Phone ecosystem still exists, it is currently silently dying out. Similarly, most of the other old challengers have given up and only the two of the largest application ecosystems survived: Apple’s App Store for iOS devices and Google Play for smart devices with Android operating system. Often, the lack of specific applications—together with insufficient devices—is credited as the source of downfall for at least Microsoft’s solution5. For example, official Facebook and Instagram applications did not offer the same set of features that a user could get with Android or iOS devices.

However, the app economy has also demonstrated that good ideas are swiftly copied [1]. For example, the Flappy bird game, published in 2013, was replicated by different developers to other ecosystems in a few days. After the withdrawal from the market, the number of copies was still growing6. Similarly, the same kinds of applications are occupying the top lists of all major mobile application ecosystems even though the applications are not necessarily produced by the same developers [22].

IV. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

In the following, we will discuss on the importance of complementors for mobile application ecosystems and address shifts in relative bargaining powers. This section ends with discussion on the limitations and suggestion for future work.

A. The importance of complements

Based on the presented discussion from the mobile application ecosystems, it seems that the sheer number of applications is one of the most important measures of success in the beginning. After a certain point, adding new applications does not seem to bring as much value to the customers as previously. In this phase, content of applications seems to be more important. In other words, lacking of certain key applications such as WhatsApp, Facebook or Instagram can be a major disadvantage for an ecosystem.

This chain of thoughts leads easily to the question presented in the title of this study: Are applications holding the highest bargaining power in the ecosystem? Whereas this is, in the context of smart devices, a clear simplification of several complex phenomena occurring—e.g., physical devices, network operators are not considered here—at the same in the market, complements (i.e. applications) seem to be crucial for the ecosystems.

While mobile application ecosystems have some specific features such as the remarkable dependency on the physical devices and ubiquitous nature of smart devices to every aspect of people’s life, they still share also remarkable similarities with general type of software ecosystems. For example, the “app store” approach is spread in numerous different areas [2] and several, if not all, software ecosystems can be characterized as a two-sided platform connecting complementors to customers.

Therefore, an easy deduction is to argue that complementors and their offerings are important also for general type of software ecosystems. Furthermore, the importance of complementors to platforms of all kind of and their ecosystems has also been emphasized [14].

B. Shifts in bargaining powers

An important but still mainly uncovered, to the best of author’s knowledge, question arises: If content and complements have the greatest bargaining power, do they still need the basis ecosystem? That is, when a complement has come into such a position of power that customers make decision based on availability or absence of certain services, its relative bargaining power would be higher than the ecosystem orchestrator. Thus, the complementor could even abandon the ecosystem and form a new one when it is more valuable to the ecosystem orchestrator than the ecosystem is for it. With a quick glance, one can argue that complements cannot bypass the basis ecosystem, but the recent development has hinted that this can actually be a reasonable threat to an ecosystem.

For example, if Facebook’s project Spartan8 is considered, that would have added another layer into the top of mobile operating systems. After that, application developers would have been able to pass over the mobile operating system vendor’s marketplace and rules by producing for and distributing content by the Spartan platform. However, the rumoured project got eventually cancelled and this kind of a revolution did not happen.

The cancelled project Spartan was not the only option for reducing the power of the platform owner. In the mobile application domain, the number of new cross-platform development tools and techniques has been rising [28]. With these kinds of tools, a developer can program an application once and it will run on several different technological platforms. While these tools have some remarkable weaknesses [28], the technology is developing constantly and the cross-platform development methods are constantly improving. In the near future, these might be a reasonable alternative for native development tools.

When the cross-platform development tools have gained enough maturity, the application developers can be expected to use them to publish the same application instantly for several platforms. With these kinds of tools, a developer can achieve reasonable benefits from being first in several markets to cost savings in development work.

5 http://www.theregister.co.uk/2015/10/23/9602350/microsoft-windows-phoneapp-removal-windows-store
C. Struggle for leadership

In his seminal work, Moore [5] already addressed the evolution stages of an ecosystem. While this aspect seems to be mostly forgotten by, at least, software ecosystem researchers, the evolution model is even more topical nowadays as the software ecosystems are coming of age.

According to Moore [5], there are two conditions that must be fulfilled that the leadership struggles would occur at the third stage of the ecosystem’s life-cycle model. First, the ecosystem must be strong and profitable enough to be worth fighting for. Second, the central value-adding components of an ecosystem should be reasonable stable. According to Moore, the latter condition allows contenders to attack those components and diminish the dependence to the original ecosystem orchestrator.

For example, the mobile applications ecosystems seem to fulfil both conditions. The survived ecosystems are profitable and the components that add value to the customers are stable. Thus, according to the original theory of the business ecosystem, the fight for leadership inside the mobile application ecosystems should be expected to start. Some elements of this can be seen in Android ecosystem as the mobile phone manufacturers and Amazon has founded their own application stores and distribute the content through them.

What makes software ecosystem interesting in the light of the ecosystem evolution model is the relatively easiness of multi-homing. The same application can be offered with relatively cheap cost to several competing ecosystems [19]. When compared with, e.g., the personal computer ecosystems’ fight against each other’s and struggle for leadership, this would have mean that a vendor would have steadily worked for both IBM’s and Apple’s ecosystems. For a software vendor, this is easier than for a hardware vendor due to the intangibility, changeability and portability of software. Thus, in the software industry, it seems that vendors can challenge more easily the ecosystem orchestrator for the battle of leadership.

D. Implications and future work

To summarize the above chain of thoughts, the argument presented by Lemstra et al.’s [29] for mobile network operators is followed: Will the mobile application ecosystems become just another distribution channel when a complementor takes over the ecosystems? Based on the original theory of the business ecosystem, a struggle of leadership is expected as the preconditions seem to be fulfilled.

The conceptual analysis presented in previous sections has certain implications for practitioners. First, if the presented hypothesis, that in software ecosystems battle for leadership is more probable holds true, the ecosystem orchestrators should carefully follow their position in the market as well as in their own ecosystem. While giving more power to complementors might be a good tool in the war against other ecosystems, it can cause that the orchestrator loses its own bargaining power against its cooperators. In this case, the initial platform can turn to be only just another distribution channel.

Second, if the presented argument holds true, it questions some of the hyped platform economy arguments. By ‘platforming’ company’s old product and opening them for cooperation, a company might also accidentally weaken its own position. However, based on the presented conceptual analysis, this seems to be only a case in software ecosystems and in the field of electronic commerce, where the role of a physical device is a smaller. Nevertheless, companies should also pay attention to this aspect when they are deciding to go or not to go in the platform economy.

Finally, to the best of author’s knowledge, not much has been studied in the evolution of software ecosystems. Therefore, this study calls for further work on analysing and theorizing 1) an evolution model of software ecosystems whether they follow the same pattern and conditions that business ecosystems; 2) assessing the role of complementors and complements in the evolution of the ecosystem; and 3) investigating counter-measures for ecosystems’ orchestrators to mitigate contenders’ actions.

E. Limits of generalization

There are a few major questions related to the presented ideas in this paper. The first is related to software ecosystem studies itself. The software ecosystem conceptualization has been used in a wide array of different context ranging from World of Warcraft to SAP [12]. Thus, it is not a surprise that the software ecosystem literature seems to be started to diverge into different sub-communities [23].

Two large sub-communities are rather easily identifiable when the results by Suominen et al.’s [23] and Manikas’ [12] bibliographical studies are combined: On one hand, a stream of literature is devoted to study large-scale software, often open-source, projects consisting of hundreds if not thousands of auxiliary projects, such as R and Python programming languages, and their packages. On the other hand, another literature stream is devoted to understand marketplace-centered ecosystems, such as Google Play and Apple App Store.

This paper contributes mainly on the latter literature stream and the division between these two literature streams is meaningful to this study: The application developers belonging to the former group are often motivated with a different set of reasons ranging from meritocracy to fame and improving the CV or just contributing for the society. Whereas these reasons are also available in more business-oriented ecosystems [30], often financial benefits are the main reason.

In the open-source related software ecosystems, the first condition presented by Moore [5] for the struggle of leadership might not be fulfilled: while the ecosystem is healthy according to its own indicators, the ecosystem might not be interesting to fight over. Thus, software ecosystems should be selected with a care for empirical stud-
ies as well as generalizability of results should be well justified.

Second, the argument presented in this conceptual study is deduced from only one case. It might be that the case is not representative enough that general rules of an ecosystem’s lifecycle could be identified. It can be, for example, that there are certain specific features of mobile application ecosystems that cause the seen shifts in bargaining powers. Therefore, more case studies about different ecosystems fields are needed to verify the found observations.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper presented and analysed a case of mobile application ecosystems. Based on analysis, it can be argued that applications are likely to increase their relative bargaining power in the mobile industry due to their impact even on the sales of different phones. This conceptual analysis, however, raised the question whether complementors and complements—i.e., the applications—can obtain such position that they start to threat the initial ecosystem orchestrator for the leadership of the ecosystem. While this analysis hinted that such a phenomenon might occur in the software ecosystems due to the improvements in cross-platform development tools, this analysis also emphasized that not much is understood about the evolution of business or software ecosystems. Therefore, this study calls for further work to analyse and clarify the role of complements in the evolution of artificial ecosystems.
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Abstract - In recent years, several countries have placed strong emphasis on openness, especially open data, which can be shared and further processed into various applications. Based on studies, the majority of open data providers are government organizations. This study presents two cases in which the data providers are companies. The cases are analyzed using a framework for open data based business models derived from the literature and several case studies. The analysis focuses on the beginning of the data value chain. As a result, the study highlights the role of data producers in the ecosystem, which has not been the focus in current frameworks.

I. INTRODUCTION

Openness and open data have been appearing as development trends in recent years [1-5]. The transition to openness in international agendas and agreements has been agreed. [6-7] As can be observed currently, these decisions have an effect at both national and local levels. Some of the indicators of openness are a list of application programming interfaces [8], open data datasets [9], and Census services [10]. At this moment, data releases mainly come from municipalities or government organizations.

Recently, some companies have started to take on board the ideology of openness. They have begun to pick up on this innovation and accelerate their R & D by opening up some of their production processes, and organizing so-called industrial hackathon competitions for coders. Individual data openers can also be found in the corporate world, of which perhaps the best known is Google and its maps. No cases are known where many companies in the same sector are opening up the same kind of data.

This paper presents two different cases, which at the same time represent two different starting projects. The aim is to promote openness in these projects. A single data opening would have no business meaning, but when hundreds of companies’ open data via a common data format, it will generate business benefits for many different parties. Thematically, these two cases are completely different. In the first case, the focus is on the openness of public event organizations and in the second case, the focus is on the openness of agriculture.

In the second section of this paper, the business ecosystem and value network are examined from the open data point of view. Projects and cases are introduced in the following section. The concluding section contains a summary and discussion of the presented open data roles and some thoughts on the future.

II. OPEN DATA BUSINESS ECOSYSTEM AND VALUE NETWORK

A business ecosystem is a dynamic structure of organizations utilizing business potential influencing and influenced by each other, in a certain business environment. It consists of a heterogeneous set of firms that are interconnected through a complex, global network of relationships. A data-based business ecosystem is formed by organizations where each has its own part and know-how in the data-based business. The ecosystem’s actors affect and are affected by the creation and delivery of the offerings of the other actors. Each actor also has a role in the flows of information, material, money, and influence the relationships between one another. [11-13]

Today, value creation is more and more seen to happen at the level of networks and alliances, instead of relationships or dyadic chains. A value network is a structure formed by all the actors that could benefit from a certain product or service offering, and add value to it. In the value network, different economic factors – supplier, partners, allies, and customers – work together to reinvent and co-produce value. [14-17] In addition, in an ecosystem, value is not created in a chain but more in a network of actors inside a certain ecosystem [13].

Business model literature has been developed in many different domains. Therefore, many different insights exist - but in general, the business model is a single-company-level concept that takes a stand on three matters: what does the customer get? (value proposition, products and service offering); how does the customer get the value? (value network, delivery channel), and how does the company get the money (cost structure, revenue models). [18-19]. The Business Model Canvas [20] is one of the most stable, most referred to and most generic business model tool. Immonen et al. [13] have identified it as suitable for use in the open data domain.

As part of their open data research program, Deloitte has published a review, which also introduces (Fig 1) five archetypes of open data business models [4]:

- Suppliers: organizations that publish their data via an open interface to allow others to use it
- Aggregators: organizations that collect and aggregate open data, typically on a particular sectoral theme
• Developers: organizations and software entrepreneurs that design, build, and sell applications
• Enrichers: organizations that use open data to enhance their existing product and services through better insight
• Enablers: organizations that facilitate the supply or use of open data, but are not themselves users of open data

The event information is already open data, but usually it is not in machine-readable format, and information is on the event organization’s website or social media accounts. The main point would be to capture the complete attention of potential customers. The event organizations spend a lot of money on marketing and resources to get event information out via various channels.

In the near future, event data will be digitized, structured, filled automatically on an event database, and divided automatically into different applications via an open interface. At the same time, event organizations need to modify work practices and transfer their workforce to other tasks. Event data can be managed with the centralized model, where one trusted organization maintains a service where event organizations can transfer the event information. The event information can be delivered via an open interface to websites, services, or mobile apps.

In Finland, an open source event interface was developed by the City of Helsinki, called Linked Events [21]. This interface will be used in the events case in the region of Satakunta in the west of Finland. In the spring of 2017, a project will begin, called “the digital leap of events” (in Finnish, tapahtumien digioliikka), where this case will be implemented. The database and open events interface will be built by the City of Pori. The project supports the export of data to the database and aims to find solutions do this automatically. The second part of the project will be piloted in the form of a variety of ideas that take advantage of the event interface. The project is the first step of digitalization to support tourism in the region of Satakunta. [22]

The project promotes the realization of the below-mentioned structure in the pilot area in Satakunta. The project includes a new kind of funding mechanism, which seeks solutions for high-speed pilots that are aware of problems. In this case, the problem is the poor availability of transaction data from the perspective of the customer, and the event organization’s waste of resources in event information management.

III. CASE A: THE PUBLIC EVENT DATABASE

An event organization may be, for instance, established purely for a specific music event, or the event organization may be a small unit of a bigger organization, which arranges various events, such as in municipalities and universities. Event organizations normally promote their coming events (e.g. music festivals, concerts, markets, races, seminars) via multiple channels, utilizing, for example, newspapers, radio, newsletters, and social media services. The aim is to reach potential customers, but in practice, advertising reaches many people who have little or no interest at all in the event. At the same time, event organizations compete for the attention and free time of potential customers. From the customer's point of view, newsletters in particular are challenging, because customers receive a lot of them and usually they are irrelevant.
centralized events database. In this case, the event organizations are data producers.

- Event data is connected with location information so event data can be retrieved / displayed on a map
- Event information can be profiled
- More information on the event can be included
- Event organizations may collaborate with each other more

To explain the last point further, collaboration means, for example, easier opportunities to hire manpower or facilities when more precise information is known about each other event organizer’s needs and services.

IV. CASE B: DATA-BASED AGRICULTURE

Agriculture is one of the oldest business sectors in the world. Throughout history, the harvest yield has increased per hectare. Now agriculture is in a new stage of development, where it seems to be difficult to find significant ways to improve production via mechanical improvements. Instead of developing mechanical implements, farmers should focus on data. Data sources can be satellites, drones, harvest sensors, field sensors, and working machines with special equipment like hyperspectral cameras and many kinds of sensors. The various sources of data make it possible to see the details of the fields and find the trouble spots, and so farmers can adjust the actions to be taken to an accuracy of almost one meter.

In Finland, the development of agriculture is still more mechanically oriented than data oriented. For example, it has been evaluated in the Satakunta region that there are less than ten harvest sensors, even though there are about 3500 working farms. On average, farming has shown a loss for the fourth consecutive year in Finland. However, the average distorts the truth, because some of the farmers do not invest in cultivation of crops, instead their focus is for example on cattle. For farmers, whose main focus is on cultivation, the situation is better. However, from the business point of view, there are several kinds of threats like intensification of extreme weather events, global competition, and data ownership.

Naturally, data management is not the core skill of farmers. For this reason, data should be supplied to a trusted organization, which knows how to collect data together, to make the necessary algorithms and analyze them, and give this processed data back to the farmers. In this case, we call this trusted organization the data operator. The data operator could be a commercial company, the government, or another organization. The data operator should also provide the processed data where appropriate as open data. Opening the data allows precise monitoring of the origin of grain, such as the revision of the criteria related to grain quality. It also allows for more accurate assessment of the condition of the fields, which affects the rental and sales prices for the fields. The quality of grain increases its sale value, especially if it is possible to verify the purity of the soil and the purity of the crop. Ensuring the quality of the crop also affects products made from it, for example, specialty bread products.
In this paper, the second case is based on the project, “Agricultural business development with intelligent data analytics” (the Finnish abbreviation, MIKÄ DATA), which is developing a data collection of fields, and the consolidation and display of intelligent data analysis server data items to the user. The project promotes the use of data in farming. The project also educates farmers about the introduction of technology and shows the benefits of data management. [23] In this case, the project is extended hypothetically with the Select Open Datasets process, which is not directly an original project aim.

The project highlights the value chain where a data operator (Rural Expert Organization) is required, who will take over the management of the data and its analysis. The data of individual farms is not useful, but when many of the farmers open their data to a data operator, the data operator receives a significant mass of data to be analyzed. For example, if cultivation plans are exported to the service early, the plans can still be changed if it seems that the world market is full of a particular variety of crop.

Figure 5. Project structure extended with Select open datasets process.

Farmers in this case are companies, which could open up their data via the data operator. Their role is to be data producers, but there are considerations that a single opener is not relevant. In the Finland case, there are about 50 000 farms, which could open their data to a data operator. It is essential that farmers also own the right to the data after they have given it to the data operator. There is needed to define mydata use in agriculture.

Figure 6. Case B structured in Deloitte’s archetypes.

Figure 6 depicts Case B structured in Deloitte’s archetypes (Fig. 1). In this figure, the Farmer has been interpreted as a Supplier, opening data related to the harvest yield of the farm. The Rural Expert Organization is acting as an intermediary between the Farmer and Final Consumer, e.g., by aggregating data from several farmers and enriching it with data from the Rural Database. However, by analogy with Case A, data from a single farmer is not openly available before it has been aggregated with other farmers’ data. Thus, the Rural Expert Organization seems to be the Supplier rather than the Farmer. Such an interpretation is depicted in Figure 7, in which the Farmer represents the archetype Producer, which is not in Deloitte’s model (Fig. 1).

Figure 7. Case B re-structured using archetype Producer.

Below are listed a few of the potential motives of farmers to open up their data.

- Traceability of the origin of food is improved
- Productivity is improved when the farmer can better respond to the world market situation
- Farmers can get a wider variety of analyses from various providers
- Reliance on any particular service provider is reduced
- New products may emerge that take advantage of open data on agriculture
- Farmers do not need to specialize as data experts
- Knowledge of the actual conditions of the fields will help the sale and lease of fields

To clarify the last point, larger regeneration activities can be done for fields when it is known that this would also increase the value of the field.

![Diagram](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

**V. CONCLUSION**

This paper presented two cases, where data openers were companies. One individual data opener is not relevant in these cases, but several dozen openers start to become relevant. The number of openers will create new types of ecosystems. These two cases present very different sectors. The public event database case focused on event information. The data-based agriculture case focused on data on fields. There are not so many data openers that are companies and no other cases like the ones in this paper are known. Data openers are normally municipalities or various government organizations.
Figure 8. The archetype Producer placed at the beginning of the value network of open data.

Figure 8 presents a generalization of Figures 4 and 7. It suggests Producer as an additional archetype for Deloitte’s model. While Supplier is an organization that publishes data via an open interface, Producer delivers a piece of data to the Supplier in order to make it openly available.

The data producers have a stronger role in these two cases than in Deloitte’s value chain model, which is based on government open data. The data producer’s role needs to be separated from the data supplier role. The structure is then a little different, because in these cases there are many data producers, while in Deloitte’s open data model there is only one data provider, i.e., a municipality. In practice, this chain model has not yet been tested, but in this paper, we have briefly outlined the events organization and agriculture development projects, which will contribute to the development of these value chain models.

In both cases a trusted third party is needed to build and provide a service between the data producers and end-users. In the event case, the trusted organization is the City of Pori. In the agriculture case, the entity has not yet been resolved. This service will be built during the project, but, at the end of the project, one of the trusted organizations should take over the service.

The reasons and motivation for opening up data are quite clear when government or municipalities open data. Openness is required in international agreements. Of course, there are also other motivational aspects, such as municipalities hoping to create new businesses via open data. In business cases, motives are not based on international agreements on openness. The reasons for opening up data will probably have to be related to the profitability of the business. In both our cases, the fact was emphasized that there should be numerous data openers in order to generate sufficient data to be analyzed. For these two cases, it is still not clear which matters motivate companies to open up their data. During these two projects, the real motivations might be seen. In the report on a data ecosystem for agriculture and food, made by Godan, the motives of other organizations to open their data for use in agriculture have also been discussed [24]. In other words, when building an ecosystem many players are needed, but each has their own motives for opening up their data.

The rising value of the network can also be considered through the Virtuous Cycle theory. When there are sufficiently large data openers, it generates interest for service developers. Before a critical mass can be reached, a lot of work is needed to achieve it. The benchmark is the mobile phone sector, where there are different competing platforms.

In the future, there is a need to examine how the business model canvas would be suitable for testing the value chain for each business case. The canvas model could provide a better detailed understanding of how each company operates and can find success of open data ecosystems.

The public event case also has a significant cultural purpose. The project is part of a larger objective to promote tourism in the area. Tourists can receive comprehensive and experienced regional services. Tourists can be made increasingly aware of events in the region and its diverse culture. Digital services like Airbnb is one of this kind, which enables closer experiences of the local culture.
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Abstract – Application of scientific forensic methods in ICT has become a mainstream methodology not only in criminal and civil proceedings, but also in preventive maintenance of various aspects of ICT systems used by corporations, governmental and other institutions. However, despite efforts of solution providers to create forensic hardware, software and procedures that are purported to be easy to use even by those that are not forensic experts, in most cases forensic proceedings are connected with high utilization of financial and temporal resources. Accelerated changes in information technology and architecture also require additional regulation that will pre-emptively ensure adequate amount and form of forensic trail left for possible future investigations. This paper is an attempt to describe current state of affairs of forensic proceedings, the latest trends and to provide comment on their financial impact and consequential real-world feasibility.
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I INTRODUCTION

Generally, forensic science or forensics is the application of scientific principles and techniques to matters of criminal justice especially as relating to the collection, examination and analysis of physical evidence [1]. The main characteristic of forensics is that it produces results and reports suitable to be used in courts or judicature, and for public discussion or debate. Therefore, forensics is indubitably tied to the legal context and explaining complex facts and their mutual connection in simple, straightforward language and layman terms to those who are not subject experts, but have to reach certain conclusions or make decisions based on the presented facts.

Digital forensics is one of the latest branches of general forensic science dealing with digital traces and artefacts. One of possible definitions of digital forensics is given by the following: “The application of computer science and investigative procedures for a legal purpose involving the analysis of digital evidence after proper search authority, chain of custody, validation with mathematics, use of validated tools, repeatability, reporting, and possible expert presentation” [2]. As it is clearly visible from comparison of definitions of “general” forensics and the digital one, digital forensics deviates from general definition because it does not analyse material (physical) evidence. Material nature of evidence was initially included in the definition of forensics because reliance on physical properties of the evidence clearly demonstrated validity of the used method. While one can argue that evidence digital forensics is dealing with is material, in a sense that it is usually inextricably tied to material media that contains them, their nature is clearly not material. This demonstrates how technical developments of the present and near future will test and challenge some definitions that seemed to be solid in the past.

Over the past two decades, dematerialization of the IT world has caused detachment of the data, media that contains them and physical locations where such media is stored. Internet became a new transport layer for such evidence, crossing geographical barriers and further pushing the envelope of well-established legal framework whose jurisdiction is usually defined by physical national borders. While crime and other events are always one step ahead of codified legislation, described course of events made it very difficult even for those very best in the legal profession of digital forensics, and those who use their services (district attorneys, lawyers and courts) even to apply existing legislature, let alone understand the presented facts that are usually dealing with very complex technical architecture, facts and conclusions.

Most authors agree that until events of 9/11 [3], separation of non-material world of digital networks and systems according to national and geographical borders was one of the main obstacles in front of experts in the field of digital forensics and users of their services. After 9/11, new legislative acts have been passed all over the world to support the agenda of “fight against terrorism” [4], further facilitating cooperation between national bodies in charge of ICT infrastructure and legislative bodies of various countries, in provision of digital evidence during investigations. However, facilitation of this process has caused some major concerns among privacy advocates. Civil liberties implications of counterterrorism policies are a hot topic of debate in the European Union whose directives still protect the privacy of its citizens’ citizen. Findings of Julian Assange’s WikiLeaks organization and those of Edward Snowden have clearly demonstrated how pre-emptive acting on behalf of the governments creates a myriad of more or less coordinated global surveillance programs with cooperation of telecommunication companies and European governments [5] that are clearly creating breaches on behalf of privacy of their own citizens.

It is clear that there are several concerns to be addressed by experts in digital forensics and legislative branches outlining the operational framework. Privacy of citizens and security of corporate business information has to be leveraged against national and international security; digital evidence is extremely volatile in nature, therefore it has to be carefully...
collected and examined, and it has to be done quickly, in order to avoid data expiration. Requirements related to digital data handling have to be respected. Furthermore, international cooperation is often the main prerequisite for most forensic investigations.

The described situation requires regular engagement of significant resources: time needed to perform analysis and create reports, sophisticated software and technology to analyse media and networks, and skilled experts who are able to explain digital findings. Therefore, both the required technology and time of experts are major constraints in forensic examination of digital evidence and if improperly utilized, they could result in sunk cost or even misinterpretation of findings.

II DIGITAL FORENSICS PRINCIPLES AND LAWS

Modern forensics has its roots in ancient China, with Song Ci being the most famous forensic media! expert during Southern Song Dynasty whose book “Collected Cases of Injustice Rectified” is still regarded as a seminal book of forensic science in China. Developments in the field of forensics in Europe became rapid only in the 19th century and especially in the beginning of the 20th century with wide adoption of fingerprint analysis invented by Juan Vucetic in 1891. Widespread adoption of forensic and scientific methods and introduction of expert witnesses in most legislative systems had as a consequence the dissemination of forensics in almost all fields of human life (and related legal proceedings).

Digital forensics is only a logical development of the above mentioned and became a discipline with the introduction of computers first used as mainframes for mass data processing. In the past two decades and with further development of information society, computers, smartphones, networks, servers and Internet usage are very usual the usual and even expected part of many other legal proceedings, in the areas of both the criminal and civil law.

Digital forensics adheres to several classical laws of forensics sciences that are also used in other areas of science. While different sources quote different versions of these laws, they can be summarily explained in the following way when applied to the digital world:

1. Law of individuality, stating that every digital artefact has the characteristics that are not duplicated in any other object.

2. Principle of exchange (otherwise known as Locard’s Exchange Principle, as a hommage to its founder, professor Edmond Locard) according to which when the perpetrator or the instrument (s)he uses comes in contact with the victim or surrounding objects, they leave traces, but they also pick up graces from them. This principle is extremely important in digital forensics.

3. Law of progressive change applied to digital forensics means that every digital trace changes with the passage of time. The impact of this principle in digital forensics is immense because the passage of time logarithmically alters it. Digital data evidence is among the most volatile evidence forms [9].

4. Law of comparison states that only the likes can be compared, meaning that only like samples and specimens can be compared.

5. Law of probability claims that all definite or indefinite identifications made consciously or unconsciously are based on probability.

6. Law of circumstantial facts, otherwise known as “facts do not lie, men can and do” requires reliance on digital data and evidence and not oral evidence, power of observation or suggestion.

Except basic forensic laws that are more or less common for all forensics disciplines, there are a few more principles of digital forensics that are specific for the field of digital investigations [10].

1. No action taken during the forensic investigation should change data which may have to be relied upon in court

2. In case that an investigator has to access original digital evidence, he has to be competent to do so and give evidence explaining the relevance and implications of their actions. Considering that operating systems and programs alter the content of digital evidence without the user being aware of such change, forensic analysis is usually performed using relevant media images.

3. An audit trail has to be created and preserved demonstrating that the chain of custody over digital evidence is maintained. An independent expert should be able to examine the utilized methodology and achieve the same result.

4. There has to be a single instance in charge of investigation and ensuring that the forensic laws and principles are being adhered to.

The golden standard in digital forensics nowadays is the Abstract Digital Forensics Model, created as a generic, technology-independent model, composed of nine different phases (Figure 1).

![Figure 1. Abstract Digital Forensic Model [11]]
This model assumes that the incident type is well recognized and determined. In comparison to previous models, this model consists of detailed pre- and post-investigation procedures.

III FINANCIAL IMPACT OF DIGITAL FORENSICS

Digital forensics trends are largely dictated by rapid advances in information technology over the past decades. In the latest period, we saw rapid growth and development of concept of Internet of Things (IoT), where ubiquitous computing principles are applied to a variety of devices and sensors in media, manufacturing, energy management, medical and healthcare, transportation, building and home automation, environmental monitoring and personal use. Each of these devices may serve as a source of digital data stream to be analysed as part of forensic process. With the introduction of IoT, literally almost anything can become an object of digital forensic investigation, from wearable technologies and cars, to sensor grids. An interesting analysis of diverse topics in journals covering different areas is shown in Figure 2.

![Figure 2. Coverage of digital forensics topics in journal papers](image)

While the number of overall papers shown in Figure 2, is low and its sum is not statistically significant, it shows a variety of topics covered by digital forensics. Some other papers show that 77.8% of all cases deal with single user computers, 44.4% with network forensics, and 55.6% with mobile forensics [13]. It is worth noticing that the sum is above 100% because in some investigations, there are multiple objects. So, despite variety of various objects of digital forensic investigation, some less complex or "traditional" objects still make up the majority of all investigations. This can partially be explained by the latency that is still prevalent in this field: there is a significant passage of time since the moment when certain digital evidence is created until the time it is fixed for analysis. So, forensic investigators are still working with delayed data.

On the other hand, there is an entire industry made around log data analysis and even predictive algorithms, aimed especially towards large enterprise server and network systems that are creating automated environment for large-scale data acquisition, analysis and alerting of administrative and other personnel in relation to potentially occurring anomalous events. These systems are in fact forensic in nature: they create forensically viable environment for analysis of various events. In most cases it is even possible to program various actions that will be triggered by events. These systems are primarily used to facilitate day-to-day operations and administration of various ICT systems, and to provide audit trail for compliance purposes, but they can also be used in forensic analysis and provide a valuable source of information, especially if their usage and data storage follows forensic principles and laws.

Legislative branch is also placing forensics-motivated requests in form of various laws and requirements, especially aimed towards telecommunications and IT service providers. In most telecommunication acts, there are articles and provisions requiring service providers to install and maintain systems and software (often at their own cost) that tracks its usage and provide full access to the police and investigators. This trend is widespread in the United States and more and more present in the European Union. Privacy is still one of the main concerns and only communication meta-data and not its content is preserved, unless measures of wiretapping or surveillance are ordered by the court. It is reasonable to expect that in the future there will be more and more implementations of legislation-driven systems that will monitor patterns of usage of various information systems in order to collect data for later forensic analysis.

Anticipative inclusion of data logging in laws does not only provide audit trail and basis for further forensic investigations, it can also lower the cost of forensic analysis because it contains data that would otherwise have to be extracted using other, more costly methods, or it would not be available at all. The cost of forensic investigations in the USA is typically in the range of 10,000 USD - 100,000 USD with hourly rates in the range between 125 USD and 650 USD [14]. These costs can be significantly lowered with greater inclusion of logging tools, some of which can also be obtained as a open source data loggers and maintained as such. It is worth noticing that there is significant overlapping between solutions that are behind implemented controls in systems of information security and forensic logging tools. Organizations that have higher achieved levels of information security will also have less security breaches, and probably even less those that will result in serious consequences that might be a matter of forensic investigation. Even if that occurs, forensic investigation might be faster or easier, thus incurring less related cost.

Inclusion of legislative requirements seems to be especially important in the case of cloud computing forensics. The National Institute of Standards and Technology of the U.S. Department of Commerce has recognized this importance and has included forensic science challenges in the draft of its NISTIR 8006 standard. This draft anticipates almost all steps of forensic process described in this paper and recognizes that cloud forensics possesses certain specific traits and challenges arising from the distinctive nature of the computer cloud [15]. It further defines cloud computing stakeholders and their roles, and collection and aggregation of challenges, along with additional observations. The most distinctive are:

1. Time, either in terms of consistency or data volatility in time,
2. Location, where even locating an evidence may be a major hurdle in forensic investigation, and
3. Data sensitivity, where pervasive use of cloud computing environments by users and employees could elevate the risk of incidents that might end up as forensic investigations.
Additional requirements for laboratories performing forensic investigations in ICT and especially data acquisition are arising from some applicable ISO standards, and especially the new edition of ISO /IEC DIS 17025: General requirements for the competence and testing and calibration laboratories, slated for the next revision issue in May 2017 [16]. In United Kingdom, there will be a mandatory required certification of ICT forensic laboratories according to this standard [17] – something that was until now reserved for “wet evidence” laboratories dealing with DNA testing and organic evidence. This procedure will have far reaching consequences for all involved parties because, at this moment, four year long backlogs for analysis of seized computer equipment are not unheard of in the industry [18]. Currently, the market of digital forensics field consists of a small number of large players, and a large number of one- man forensic investigators who are very important in the process of provisioning forensic assistance to district attorneys, police and judicial system, and decrease of current forensic backlog. The anticipated certification of the process will both increase the cost of service due to less competition and lengthen (at least initially) the process of forensic investigation until the market is fully consolidated.

VI CONCLUSION

Digital forensics deviates from general definition of forensics because its procedures are done over a set of non-material evidence, which is one of the prerequisites of the traditional forensics. However, media where such evidence resides is still material in nature (hard drives, memory cards, network storages, volatile memory).

There are several other characteristics that separate digital forensics from other, more traditional forensic disciplines, some of them being evidence volatility, remote geographical placement of evidence, transition over several legal jurisdictions, reliance on legal framework and implemented measures of information security to obtain digital evidence, and constantly changing technology.

Digital forensics follows the same well-established laws and principles known in the other forensic fields. However, the amount of analysed material, the inability to make data acquisition automatic, high level of required skills, knowledge, specialized hardware and software and time required to perform the analysis are the main obstacles placed in front of forensic investigators. Modern digital forensics also has to perform the analysis of the new systems, like data acquired from sensor arrays and grids connected to the Internet of Things, personal devices like mobile phones or cloud computing systems. Such forensic analysis is often very complex and costly.

One possibility of control of possible forensic cost and facilitating forensic analysis is the implementation of various controls aimed to elevate the achieved level of information security. These measures often provide a good level of audit trail that has to be kept under forensically sound conditions and it could be later used as such. Therefore, there is a significant level of overlapping between the information security management systems and tentative subsequent forensic usage.

There is a noticeable global effort to standardize practices in digital forensics by using standards already applicable to other forensic fields and especially DNA and crime trace analysis. The introduction of these standards will further increase the cost of forensic services, and might render small forensic investigation teams unable to compete with large accredited laboratories, who possess capabilities to forensically analyse large volumes of ICT equipment and data.
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Abstract - The implementation of RFID technology in computer systems gives access to quality information on the location or object tracking in real time, thereby improving workflow and lead to safer, faster and better business decisions. This paper discusses the quantitative indicators of the quality of the computer system supported by RFID technology applied in monitoring facilities (pallets, packages and people) marked with RFID tag. Results of analysis of quantitative indicators of quality compute system supported by RFID technology are presented in tables.

I. INTRODUCTION

The development of elements of RFID technology leads to an improvement of its application in many sectors of the economy, such as: maritime (tracking of containers, etc.), auto industry, production processes, identification and/or tracking animals, implantation in humans, etc. [1,2,3]. According to research by IDTechEx, during 2015 8.9 billion tags were sold, while in 2016 year around 10.4 billion will be sold [4]. Most selling tags are passive UHF tags. In addition to this rapid growth in the application of RFID technology, the problems with the reliability and availability of the system elements are still present thus leading to restrictions apply in many applications in the economy. Therefore, this paper analyzes the reliability, availability and security of critical elements of RFID technology (RFID reader) and a computer system.

Reliability and availability of RFID technology depends on the reliability and availability of the reader, or moreover, depends on the reliability of reading tag’s content. Reliability of tag is probability that content of tag will be read accurately for a particular operating environment, while the reliability of the reader is probability that reader will successfully read all the data from the tag in time t (reader is in working condition at the time of observation t) for a given work environment, and, as an indicator, mean time between failures is usually given.

Reliability of computer system supported by RFID technology (CSSRFIDT) refers to the ability of the system to maintain its operational state without delay or the ability to prevent the degradation of characteristics for a certain period of time, and as an indication, most often the mean time between failures is given. The total availability of CSSRFIDT system is an integral part of the availability of all system elements. Security of CSSRFIDT system is probability that system will either function properly or will terminate in a safe manner and is calculated so that the calculation takes all work and correct states as well the state of safe failure.

By inspecting the scientific and professional papers and practices can be observed that a lot more attention is given to privacy and data security while the reliability of the elements of RFID technology and the reliability of the entire computer system supported by RFID technology is rarely analyzed.

The low level of confidence lead to compromising the security of data and information, dissatisfaction of subjects in the business process because they cannot perform all the functions CSSRFIDT system, and due to higher maintenance costs and so on. It is obvious that the availability of 99% (the system is in failure three days and 15 hours and 40 minutes in one year) or 99.95% (the system is in the cancellation of 1 day, 19 hours, 48 minutes in one year) is not permissible but values of 99.99% (the system is in the cancellation of 52 min and 36 sec. in one year) or 99.999% (the system is in failure 5 min., 15 sec. in a year) are the values to be pursued in the exploitation of the system.

Increase of reliability CSSRFIDT system has its price and economic justification. Correction after the occurrence of failure must be as short as possible. It is necessary to implement new maintenance strategies or a combination of the new strategies supported by information system for maintenance management. The application of new strategies leads to increased reliability and availability, failure prevention and reduction of maintenance costs.

The new strategy of maintaining integrates RFID technology and CMMS (Computerized Maintenance Management System) system. Elements of RFID technology enable the storage and transmission of data for maintenance in the CMMS system [5].

II. RELIABILITY OF ELEMENTS CSSRFIDT SYSTEM

Achieving the target reliability of CSSRFIDT system requires undertaking certain activities at all stages of the life cycle of the system. During exploitation of the system
reliability can be increased by applying the techniques of fault tolerance and dodge failures.

By incorporating redundancy system availability is increased so price of system with partial or complete redundancy is quite understandable issue. However, if the analysis starts from the criteria of safety of object that is tracked, additional cost on basic redundant structure, and the price difference from the simple structure of the system and the complex structure that is tolerant to failures, remains to an extent that justifies the goal.

The planned failures are caused by planned and regular maintenance of elements CSSRFIDT system and therefore it is required that certain elements of the system to be inactive for other elements and users (installing new or upgrading existing systemic functions, update the operating system or systems for database management, etc.). Unplanned failures are the result of human errors, bugs in software, hardware failure (replacing the hard drive, replacing network cards, etc.) and environmental conditions (dust, humidity, vibration, high/low temperature and voltage fluctuations).

A. Reliability of elements of RFID technology

Tags differ in shape, size, power, capacity, protocol, the radio frequency wavelengths and the method of data storing [6, 7].

The tag can store n bits of useful information of tracked object. The probability that the content from tag will be properly read depends on the probability that each bit won’t be accurately read ($P_{em}$) and can be represented by the equation (1) [8]:

$$P_r = (1 - P_{em})^n$$

(1)

Readers are different in complexity depending on the type of tag with which they communicate, and the functions to be fulfilled, such as error checking and correction. The reader can be fixed or mobile. Fixed readers are mounted on a fixed structure and most commonly they use external antenna (longer range), while mobile readers are handheld readers and antenna is implemented in the reader (shorter range). The position of the antenna significantly influences the characteristics of the antenna and thus the reliability of the reader. Readers can be distinguished between the implemented protocols, the possibilities of networking multiple readers, the operating frequency, the management capabilities with multiple antennas, etc.

The reliability of the elements of RFID technology is influenced by several factors: speed, environment, distance, orientation, encryption techniques, strength, sensitivity and debugging. Many of these factors are the result of signal attenuation, which reduces the signal to noise ratio [9, 10].

The efficiency of reading content from tag depends on the reader’s radio frequency beam which shape is elliptical. Therefore, as the distance from a reader increases it is possible that within the zone of reading more than one tag exists. Consequently, as result of an increase in the number of tags there might be an issue about collision of tags. Reliability of reading depends on the distance between the tag and the reader, and the distance between the reader and antenna. Maximum read range is controlled by the power and sensitivity of reader. The choice of power levels and sensitivity reader depends on the application.

Environment has large influence on the reliability of readers, because the presence of metal, water or objects that absorb or reflect the radio frequency signal may affect the accuracy of reading the content from tag. In addition, the presence of wireless networks and other sources of noise also affects on the reliability of the reader. Furthermore, the accuracy of reading also depends on the type of matter in which tag is packed especially for tags operating in the UHF and MF frequency range. It is necessary to take into account the number of people in the work environment of reader because people like silencers signals have an effect on the accuracy of the reading.

Orientation of tag refers to a position of tag to reader. Tags that are not sensitive to the orientation can work regardless of the orientation. RFID systems that operate at higher frequencies are sensitive to the orientation of the tag. Best reading reliability is achieved when the tag is set toward the reader, while the lowest reading reliability is achieved when the tag is placed on top of the object being monitored [11]. The sensitivity on the orientation is visible with a linear polarized antenna and the best reading is achieved when the tag is parallel to its axis and then provides maximum read range.

Encryption involves the use of codes for changing the original data in a different format for storage or transmission. To store data on the tag unipolar and polar techniques are used. From polar technique being used there are irreversibly to zero (NRZ-Non-Return-to-Zero Level) and Manchester method. Unipolar encryption is the simplest. Generally, one voltage level is assigned to a binary zero, and the second level is assigned to binary unit. Polarity refers to whether the impulses are positive or negative. In methods irreversibly to zero, the signal is always positive or negative. There are two types of this type of encryption: NRZ-L (Level) where the signal level depends on the state of the bit, and NRZ-I (Inverted) where the signal turns when it encounters a binary first. Manchester methods are two-phase encryption type in which signal is changed to opposite pole in the middle of one bit interval.

Emitted power of reader has a big impact on the reliability of the reader. If the energy level falls below a certain threshold (the sensitivity of the reader) the reader will not read correctly the content of the tag and thus affect the reliability of the reader.

In order to increase the reliability of readings two or more tags are implemented to the tracking object. By increasing the number of tags the reliability of reading is also increased. In such applications position and distance
between two or more tags must be taken into account [11, 12].

B. Reliability of computer system

Reliability, availability and security of the computer system are directly linked with the emergence of failures in hardware, software modules or errors in the database. Indicators of reliability of hardware are usually linked to a period of normal operation, which is the longest. Reliability of software subsystems increases over time because its errors are detected and corrected so their numbers are decreasing. In addition, changes in the operating profile or environment may cause a change of reliability and then decreases the reliability of software. Therefore, the measure of reliability software must be linked to the operating profile and the environment in which the system works [13].

A computer system that tolerates failures must be designed so that operates properly at all times, regardless of the defects in the hardware or software, or there must be a module that will dynamically check for accuracy and proper function. Research has shown that the module for fault detection does not detect or does not detects 100% of all failures resulting in operational work, but it only "covers," or detects all possible defects (the definition of this concept have made Bourciers, Carter, and Schneider [1969]) with a coverage factor C (0 < C <1) [14].

In order to increase reliability, availability and security of computer systems in hardware and software modules appropriate diagnostic program (self-diagnosis) is incorporated and it generates a warning at the time of detecting errors. System failure occurs by failure of hardware or software components or it is caused by human error.

III. MODELING RELIABILITY, AVAILABILITY AND SECURITY OF CSSRFIDT SYSTEM

Analysis of quality indicators of CSSRFIDT system is made by the simulation methodology used to describe the behavior of the system using the Markov method. To use the Markov method two basic conditions are met, namely: the exponential character of the probability density function of failure, i.e., a constant function of frequency of failure and the exponential character of the probability density function of the correction, i.e., a constant function of frequency of repairs [15, 16].

Modern implementation of the power supply system use uninterruptible power supplies. Therefore, with the simulation considering the quality indicators of critical elements 100% reliability of the power supply system will be assumed.

Due to the specific functions that CSSRFIDT system executes; special attention is paid to the reliability, availability and security of critical elements. The changes of the critical elements as well as the frequency of transition from one state to another are described. Elements, in order to perform their function, each state that passes from the state of the work in another state, must restore back to the state of work. Disturbing the static balance between the states, changes the reliability, availability and security of the system, but in every element of the event dynamic processes occurs.

Analyze the transitions that can take place to elements of the system under certain assumptions:

1. Failure rate λ and repair rates μ of modules are constant and not dependent on time. Failure rate of a computer system is a total failure rate of hardware (λ6), failure rate software (λ3), failure rate of operators (λ4), and failure rate of database, i.e. hardware λPC = λ6 + λ4 + λ5 and frequency of RFID reader λRFID.
2. All failures are mutually independent, i.e. any failure is independent from other failures.
3. Probability of occurrence of two or more failures in the time interval Δt is negligible.
4. The system starts in a completely proper operating condition where all system modules operate properly.

Failure of CSSRFIDT system can be in two basic conditions. One condition is defined as "safe" and another as "precarious" condition. Safe state (SO) of CSSRFIDT system means that the operator, after receiving a warning from the diagnostic program, performs a sequence of actions to close the database and system shutdown. Uncertain state (NO) of CSSRFIDT system means that diagnostic program has not detected the error and computer system simply "freeze" their work. In addition to these two states, in the analysis of quality indicators following states are also examined: SP state (initial state where all elements of the system are correct), SR state (primary RFID reader is in the failure but reserve RFID reader is active) and state SPC (primary computer is in failure but backup computer is active). If the diagnostic program detects a failure on standby RFID reader, and the recovery of the primary computer is not completed, it is possible the transition from state SR to state SO or transition from a state SR to a state NO. The transition from state SR to state SO is safe transition, and that means that diagnostic program generates a warning on the mandatory exclusion of reserve RFID reader and the operator performs the procedure of closing the database and system shutdown. The transition from a state of SR in the state of NO will occur when a diagnostic program does not detect a fault on standby RFID reader so the reserve reader "freezes" work. In such situations may arise malfunctioning hardware (RFID reader/antenna, it is impossible to program the tags or microchips) or software of reader (RFID reader cannot read the contents of a tag). Other passes are exactly the same as in the previous analysis so there is no need to repeat.

Equations for Markov model of reliability, availability and security may be written in matrix form:

\[ P_{\text{CSSRFIDT}}(t + \Delta t) = P_{\text{CSSRFIDT}}(t) \cdot T_{\text{CSSRFIDT}} \]  

(2)

where every element of \( P_{\text{CSSRFIDT}}(t) \) is the probability of elements of CSSRFIDT system with hot standby in a particular state at time t. \( T_{\text{CSSRFIDT}} \) is the transition matrix from state to state, while \( P_{\text{CSSRFIDT}}(t+\Delta t) \) is the probability
that each element of the system is in the proper state at time \( t + \Delta t \). Consequently, we can write:

\[
P_{CSSRFIDT}(t + \Delta t) = \begin{bmatrix} P_{SP}(t + \Delta t) \\ P_{SC}(t + \Delta t) \\ P_{SR}(t + \Delta t) \\ P_{SO}(t + \Delta t) \\ P_{NO}(t + \Delta t) \end{bmatrix} = T \begin{bmatrix} P_{SP}(t) \\ P_{SC}(t) \\ P_{SR}(t) \\ P_{SO}(t) \\ P_{NO}(t) \end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix} \lambda_{SP} \Delta t \\ \lambda_{SC} \Delta t \\ \lambda_{SR} \Delta t \\ \lambda_{SO} \Delta t \\ \lambda_{NO} \Delta t \end{bmatrix}
\]

(3)

The initial conditions at \( t = 0 \) are:

\[ P_{SP}(0) = 1, P_{SC}(0) = 0, P_{SR}(0) = 0, P_{SO}(0) = 0, P_{NO}(0) = 0. \quad (4) \]

Substituting the appropriate values for the frequency of cancellation and correction, and solving matrix equation of Markov model, gives the value of \( P(\Delta t) \) by multiplying the vector of initial value \( P(0) \) and the matrix \( T \), \( P(\Delta t) \) multiplying the \( P(\Delta t) \) and transition matrix TRSS. General solution of equation of Markov model is given as:

\[ P_{CSSRFIDT}(t) = T^n \cdot P(t). \quad (5) \]

In accordance with Markov model reliability of redundant CSSRFIDT system is the probability that the system is in a state of SP, SR and SPC, which are the only states when a redundant system is operating correctly, i.e. the reliability of a redundant system with hot standby can be written as:

\[ R_{CSSRFIDT}(t) = P_{SP}(t) + P_{SR}(t) + P_{SPC}(t). \quad (6) \]

CSSRFIDT system is safe as long as it is in one of three states: the state of the SR, state SPC and state SO. Security of redundant system with hot standby can be written as:

\[ S_{CSSRFIDT}(t) = P_{SP}(t) + P_{SR}(t) + P_{SPC}(t) + P_{SO}(t). \quad (7) \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Indicators of Quality of CSSRFIDT System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \mu = 5.3 \times 10^{-5} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time of observation 8760 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mu ) (h(^{-1}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
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<td>0</td>
</tr>
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<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.125</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Using software packages Isograph Reliability Workbench 11.0 - Markov model was created and simulated and performed experiments to data from MIL HDBK 217\(^1\): catalog and operational data for the real system and obtained numerical data for the relevant indicators of quality of CSSRFIDT system.

Development of the simulation model is made in several steps. In the first step a model of the critical elements of the system (RFID reader and personal computer) was created. In the second step was created a model where was added a reserve RFID reader and in the third step one spare computer is added to the model. Table 1 shows the results of quality indicators of CSSRFIDT system inputs for the frequency of cancellation of RFID reader and a personal account or \( \lambda_{RFID} = 5.3 \times 10^{-4}, \lambda_{PC} = 2.2 \times 10^{-4} \) from MIL HDBK 217 catalog and manufacturers, or elements of moderate reliability [17, 18, 19].

Based on the analysis of several maintenance contracts of CSSRFIDT system (from few companies who have contract of maintenance of CSSRFIDT and similar systems) frequency of repair ranges from 2 h\(^{-1}\) (repair executed by staff of organization with a telephone or Internet customer service help), 0.25 h\(^{-1}\) and 0.125 h\(^{-1}\) (repair executed by customer service staff).

\(^1\) MIL HDBK 217 is a military standard for assessing the inherent reliability of electronic equipment and systems based on the intensity of the cancellation of components.
Maintenance of CSSRFIDT system is combined, e.g. preventive and some simple repairs can be done by user, and corrective, adaptive and perfective maintenance executed by the manufacturer or service technician with certificates for repairs or maintenance. Repair of defective element is performed by one serviceman (if repair is performed by more than one serviceman than $\mu = \mu_k \mu$, where $k$ is number of servicemen). The values of availability, reliability, security, uptime time and time in dismissal of CSSRFIDT system for a year of work are shown in Table 1.

Looking at table 1 it can be observed that as the shorter the mean time to repair failure is, availability and security of CSSRFIDT system grows, and that during the cancellation time is reduced, while the reliability remains same. In order to increase the quality indicators of CSSRFIDT system redundant reader and personal computer are installed. Best availability and system security are achieved when the frequency of repairs is 2 h$^{-1}$ and MTTR (mean time to repair) is 30 min. By increasing the mean time to repair, the value of quality indicators of system are being reduced. Such a mean time to repair can be achieved only if the user has the IT knowledge that can perform certain operations of corrective and perfective maintenance, particularly when replacing the hardware module (RFID reader), installation of system and application software with the telephone or Internet support from customer service. It can also be noted that without maintenance and with increase number of elements the indicator "time to failure" increases.

Tables 2 and 3 shows the results of the quality for the input value of the operating frequency of failure of the RFID reader and the cancellation of the personal account or $\lambda_{\text{RFID}} = 9.6 \times 10^{-4}$ and $\lambda_{\text{PC}} = 2.7 \times 10^{-4}$ for the system consisting of a 10 readers deployed at different locations and the master server in the operative work. In this experiment the indicators of the quality of the system are observed after 8760h and 17520h.

Looking at tables 2 and 3, it can be observed that the availability, security and system in the cancellation are increasing, and the system in operation is reduced by increasing MTTR or by reducing the frequency of repairs. By increasing the number of electronic elements (redundancy) the quality indicators are being reduced. The worst results are obtained when redundancy of critical elements is not integrated and maintenance is not organized. Satisfactory indicators of the quality system are obtained by adding redundant system elements. Best system availability (99.9999%) and safety (99.9603%) for work time 8760h is obtained when both critical elements are redundant and the intensity repairs is 2h$^{-1}$ and MTTR is 30 minutes. If the problem cannot be solved by the staff of the organization, intervention of authorized service is required where MTTR ranges from 4 hours to 8 hours depending on the type of fault and location of customer service.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\mu$ (h$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Reliability</th>
<th>Availability</th>
<th>Security</th>
<th>System in failure (h)</th>
<th>System in operation (h)</th>
<th>Redundancy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.97732</td>
<td>0.998866</td>
<td>0.999955</td>
<td>9.94</td>
<td>8750.06</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.97732</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.999955</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>8759.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.97732</td>
<td>0.999999</td>
<td>0.999955</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>8759.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.97732</td>
<td>0.999998</td>
<td>0.999955</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>8759.98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.987638</td>
<td>0.993807</td>
<td>0.999754</td>
<td>54.25</td>
<td>8705.75</td>
<td>RFID reader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.987638</td>
<td>0.999999</td>
<td>0.999754</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>8759.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.987638</td>
<td>0.999994</td>
<td>0.999754</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>8759.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.987638</td>
<td>0.999989</td>
<td>0.999754</td>
<td>0.099</td>
<td>8759.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.925542</td>
<td>0.962231</td>
<td>0.996603</td>
<td>330.86</td>
<td>84229.14</td>
<td>RFID reader + PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.925542</td>
<td>0.999996</td>
<td>0.996603</td>
<td>0.0309</td>
<td>8759.69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.925542</td>
<td>0.999965</td>
<td>0.996603</td>
<td>0.309</td>
<td>8759.69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.925542</td>
<td>0.999929</td>
<td>0.996603</td>
<td>0.619</td>
<td>8759.38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A major impact on quality indicators of CSSRFIDT system has and the quality of the used tag. Corrupted, damaged and poorly executed tags directly affect the quality indicators of CSSRFIDT system. By increasing the time to use the system (table 3), all indicators of quality systems fall indicating that the organization needs to carry out all maintenance activities and continuous IT educate their workers. Performance of tag depend on several factors, including the matter of which is made until the environment in which they are used (temperature, humidity, physical limitations, etc.). From the practice and research conducted at AT&T laboratories it is known that low quality tags can reduce the quality indicators of CSSRFIDT system from 20% to 30%. In order to maintain the value of quality indicators of system shown in Tables 2 and 3, it is necessary to take into account the quality of the tag. Therefore, it is necessary to use cheap redundant tags or high functional tags.
TABLE 3: INDICATORS OF QUALITY OF CSSRFIDT SYSTEM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>µ (h⁻¹)</th>
<th>Reliability</th>
<th>Availability</th>
<th>Security</th>
<th>System in failure (h)</th>
<th>System in operation (h)</th>
<th>Redundancy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.97732</td>
<td>0.998866</td>
<td>0.999955</td>
<td>9.94</td>
<td>8750.06</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.97732</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.999955</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>8759.99</td>
<td>RFID reader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.97732</td>
<td>0.999999</td>
<td>0.999955</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>8759.99</td>
<td>RFID reader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.97732</td>
<td>0.999998</td>
<td>0.999955</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>8759.98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.987638</td>
<td>0.993807</td>
<td>0.99754</td>
<td>54.25</td>
<td>8705.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.987638</td>
<td>0.999999</td>
<td>0.99754</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>8759.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.987638</td>
<td>0.999994</td>
<td>0.99754</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>8759.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.987638</td>
<td>0.999989</td>
<td>0.99754</td>
<td>0.099</td>
<td>8759.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.925542</td>
<td>0.962231</td>
<td>0.99603</td>
<td>330.86</td>
<td>84229.14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.925542</td>
<td>0.999996</td>
<td>0.99603</td>
<td>0.0309</td>
<td>8759.69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.925542</td>
<td>0.999965</td>
<td>0.99603</td>
<td>0.309</td>
<td>8759.69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.925542</td>
<td>0.999929</td>
<td>0.99603</td>
<td>0.619</td>
<td>8759.38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The quality and level of use CSSRFIDT system greatly depend on the quality of critical elements of the system, diagnostic programs, staff and system maintenance.

Looking at the value of quality indicators of CSSRFIDT system can note the following: availability, security of system in the cancellation increase, and the system in operation decreases with increase mean time to repair, or by reduce the frequency of repairs.

The analysis has shown that CSSRFIDT system configured with elements of moderate reliability and warm standby is highly available in the tracking systems. Availability of 99.9999% and 99.9996 achieved when both critical elements are redundant and intensity of repairs is 2 h⁻¹ and MTTR is 30 minutes.

These results can be achieved and maintained only if CSSRFIDT system is maintained by professional staff that will, at all times, respond to any hardware and/or software problem at work. Furthermore, in the system of CSSRFIDT it is necessary to use highly functional tags whose price go to 6$ or cheap redundant tags whose target price may range from 20 cents to 1 $.

For availability of CSSRFIDT system maintenance strategies, and quality of the organization and management of preventive, corrective, adaptive and perfective maintenance has a big impact.
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Abstract – An increasing penetration of electric vehicles in recent years has been driven by government and municipal subsidies, tax exemptions, parking access priority, as well as by the citizens’ increased environmental awareness. Electric vehicles indisputably bring benefits to their drivers and society in general, indirectly through global warming and greenhouse gas emissions mitigation and directly through financial savings and cleaner microclimate. However, integration of electric vehicle charging spots at home or work, especially fast charging stations and battery swapping stations, without prior analysis can have a negative effect on power system. In order to predict and eliminate power grid issues before they occur, a detailed analyses should be made through a common understanding of both transportation and recharging needs of electric vehicles’ users and of the power grid constraints. Power and transportation system interdependency becomes of high value for correct placement and sizing of charging stations and for overall increase of social welfare. This paper analyzes electric vehicles charging needs at the basic level, through both the power system and the transportation system. An urban transmission and power grid in the vicinity of the Croatian capital Zagreb is used as a study case. Driving and electricity consumption curves are compared, locations for charging infrastructure are selected (fast charging spots and battery swapping station) and power grid’s available capacity is defined.

I. INTRODUCTION

Electric vehicles (EVs), over the past few years, made a breakthrough into personal and commuting vehicles market worldwide and they are starting to hold a meaningful share. Their rapid market sales increase at the global level can be seen from Figure 1 [1]. The highest market share occurred last year with percentage of more than 0.86% of total vehicles sold. When plug-in EVs market shares are observed in Europe by the country, Norway is “off the chart” since no other country comes even close to 24% share as it can be seen on Figure 2 [1]. Figure 3 displays estimated number of electric vehicles in use in five countries with highest EV share in total vehicles fleet [2]. Norway, even as a small country with population somewhat more than five million, is listed fourth. Such high penetration of EVs is a highly probable future scenario for all European countries, including Croatia, especially as touristic country.

Figure 1 Plug-in EVs market share from 2010 -2016. [1]
EVs are a powerful tool for greenhouse gas emissions’ mitigation and reduction as it is recognized through European regulations and directives such as Directive 2009/33/EC on the promotion of clean and energy-efficient road transport vehicles [3]. The greenhouse gas emissions’ cuts to at least 40% (from 1990 levels) are one of the main key targets within 2030 climate and energy framework [4].

Figure 2 Plug-in EVs market share in Europe [1]

Globally, EVs decrease greenhouse gas emissions only when electricity is generated in carbon-free power plants. Therefore, impact on urban microclimate is far more beneficial EVs’ feature since it does not depend on energy mix of power system, i.e. EVs can be observed as a new participant in the war against smog and urban pollution.
since they can reallocate emission sources from local transport sector to global electricity generation sector.

Charging of electric vehicles in urban areas should be considered from two different aspects. First one is from the transportation system viewpoint, i.e. observing usage of road vehicles, and the second one is from the power system perspective, which is related to the utilization of power system capacity [5], [6]. The interdependency of the two systems, transportation and power, is important when dealing with fast charging and battery swapping stations placement and sizing problem [7].

![Figure 3 Estimated electric vehicles in use in selected countries as of 2015 (in 1000 units)](image)

Furthermore, one of the main aspects that should be considered is the proper selection of the location. The location needs to be chosen in way that it enables profitable use of the charging infrastructure and alleviates the problem of range anxiety connected with limited range of electric vehicles [8]. There are several other problems associated concerning planning and operation of the fast charging stations and battery swapping stations such as optimal dispatch between two charging types [9] or provision of additional ancillary services [10], [11] but they are outside the scope of this paper. This paper will deal with initial analysis of selection of appropriate charging infrastructure capacity from both transportation and power system perspective and test mentioned interdependency on case of an urban area between Croatian cities of Zagreb and Velika Gorica.

II. TRANSPORTATION AND POWER SYSTEM INTERDEPENDENCY

Transformation from fossil-fueled internal combustion vehicles (ICE) to EVs, in urban environment, should not impact transportation habits of their user. The range anxiety, fear form insufficient EV’s battery capacity, is not so profound in urban centers where short range commuting is the main transportation feature as it is in long-range traveling. EVs, in regards to ICE, offer more flexible way of refueling/recharging. ICE can only be refueled at gas stations by stopping during their trip. An EV, on the other hand, can be recharged on fast charging stations (FCS) or battery swapping stations (BSS) by stopping during their trip analogous to an ICE, but also when parked at home or work. The difference is frequency of the charging, where ICE vehicles in general require much less frequent refueling. In accordance, urban centers can be divided into different zones regarding transportation and recharging possibilities:

- **Roads:**
  - Main roads with high transportation density;
  - Secondary roads with medium transportation density – streets interconnecting specific neighborhoods;
  - Local roads with low transportation density – streets within specific neighborhoods;

- **Parking lots:**
  - Parking lots with short vehicle’s stoppage times (up to max two hours), frequent exchange of vehicles and everyday usage – parking lots designated for consumers next to commercial buildings and next to public buildings;
  - Parking lots with short/medium/long vehicle’s stoppage times (up to few hours), not so frequent exchange of vehicles and periodic usage – parking lots designated for consumers next to buildings with periodic activities;
  - Parking lots with medium vehicle’s stoppage times (up to 8 hours), not so frequent exchange of vehicles and everyday usage – parking lots designated for employees;
  - Parking lots with long vehicle’s stoppage times (whole day, night), infrequent exchange of vehicles and everyday usage – parking lots designated for residents (residential buildings, student dormitories).

Refueling of conventional ICE vehicles requires short charging time and therefore gas stations are strategically located next to the main roads with high visibility and high transportation density. It provides both profitability to station owners and satisfaction of station users without fear of fuel shortage. The existing gas stations are also the most suitable locations for rapid DC FCS with ultra-high installed power (above 50 kW, charging up to 20 minutes) and BSS since they are already next to highly frequent road segments. Other benefit of placing FCS and BSS on existing gas stations is the availability of power grid, which entails investment cost reduction since no larger investments are needed.

Power grid is highly branched and additional infrastructure installation is easier compared to other forms of energy, e.g. heating system or gas distribution system. As mentioned before, electrification of road transport brings additional benefits for the vehicle’s owners, because vehicles can be charged when they are parked on different locations. Depending on parking lot characteristics electric vehicles charging stations of different characteristics can be profitable and beneficial. Therefore, three-phase AC charging stations with high installed power (more than 20 kW, charging up to two hours) can be installed on parking lots with high frequency, fast one phase AC charging stations of medium installed power (around 10 kW, charging up to 8 hours) can be installed on parking lots with medium frequency, while slow charging stations of low installed power can be
installed on parking lots with low frequency. In order to be competitive to refueling of the ICE vehicles, battery swapping and fast charging infrastructure is required. The two technologies complement each other since they deal with the different business cases and can together offer more flexibility to the drivers.

Besides the transportation aspect, electric vehicles charging station integration should be observed from the viewpoint of the power grid. The fast charging stations infrastructure require high power needs at the same time when the EVs are recharging, while battery swapping stations can recharge its battery stocks in periods when the electricity price is lower or when power system constraints are not bounding. Distribution network in Croatia is supplied through substations 110/kV or 35/kV to 10 or 20 kV voltage level. Most of the distribution substations under peak demand have loading of less than 50% of their rated power. The same thing applies to the most of 10 and 20 kV lines and cables supplied by distribution substations with their loading also less than 50% of their rated power (most of them even less than 25%). In other words, for Croatian case, distribution grid usually has sufficient redundancy for integration of new demand like electric vehicles charging stations. If congestions on some locations occur during peak periods caused by FCS there is a possibility to use battery storage in combination with FCS to improve distribution network conditions [12]

III. CASE STUDY

A. Considered Transportation System

As a test case for this paper road next to north entrance of city Velika Gorica has been chosen. Reason for such selection is highly urbanized area next to city of Zagreb with high transportation density. It can be found in [13] that traffic counting place number 2014 named “Velika Mlaka” is the third transportation density counting place by average density in whole of Croatia, and first in the vicinity of the Croatia capital Zagreb. Since counting place (CP) number 2035 named “Velika Gorica Northern Bypass” is geographically close to CP 2014 it is also taken into consideration. Locations of observed CPs are shown on Figure 4. It can be seen that differences between summer and annual peak are not significant.

![Figure 4 Locations of observed counting places](image)

General information about average traffic on analyzed CSs is presented in Table 1. Acronyms AADT and ASDT are referring to Average Annual Daily Traffic and Average Summer Daily Traffic, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CP number</th>
<th>CP name</th>
<th>AADT</th>
<th>ASDT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Velika Mlaka</td>
<td>37.260</td>
<td>35.160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2035</td>
<td>Velika Gorica</td>
<td>7.958</td>
<td>7.119</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5 and Figure 6 display average daily vehicle driving profiles at observed counting places. It is clear that daily driving profiles are matching typical daily behavior. At night hours, there are no activities and very few vehicles are on road. On both CPs two peaks exist, the morning peak – around 08:00 AM, and the afternoon peak – around 17:00 PM. It can be considered as “go-to-work” peak, and “back-to-home” peak.

![Figure 5 Charging place number 2014 “Velika Mlaka” - daily profile average hourly traffic](image)

The daily period between peak hours is full of activities and the driving profile curve is very high. After the afternoon peak, driving activities are decreasing together with other daily activities. The minimum of driving profile curve can be found around 3:00 AM.

![Figure 6 Charging place number 2035 “Velika Gorica Northern Bypass” - daily profile average hourly traffic](image)

Figure 7 and Figure 8 are taken from Google maps application where positions of the existing locations of gas stations are pointed out. As the existing gas stations are situated on the main road with two separate driving directions two gas station are commonly located on the same location on the opposite sides of the road. Traffic conditions at peak hours are colored on the same figures, morning and evening peaks, respectively. Main roads are not suffering from heavy congestion unless unexpected
maintenance, car accidents or other unexpected events occur.

![Figure 7 Traffic congestion and gas stations on observed area – morning peak 08:00 AM [14]](image)

For the selection of appropriate charging infrastructure and taking into consideration future increased shares of electric vehicles, it can be assumed that 1% to 2% of all vehicles on the road will be in need for recharging. This means approximately 10 vehicles at each hour would be stopping to fast charge their vehicles or swap the batteries depending on the user preferences of the charging mode philosophy.

![Figure 8 Traffic congestion and gas stations on observed area – afternoon peak 17:00 AM [14]](image)

**B. Considered Power System**

As it was mentioned before, power system infrastructure in the considered part of the distribution system and used in the test case contains one main 110/20 kV feeder transformer substation TS 110/20 kV Botinec and associate set of smaller distribution substations 20/0.4 kV as it can be seen on Figure 9. Only the main supply route is depicted, while all the area has an alternative route of supply (less efficient one) from the direction of TS 110/20 kV Velika Gorica. For this analysis, only the main supply route is relevant. The area of the interest next to the main traffic route is supplied through two 20 kV feeders marked with different colors. The peak loading of all distribution elements does not exceed 50%. There is one 2 km long weak overhead line in the distribution network that would require reconstruction if the demand requirement increase. If a congestion occurs, it can be easily located with this kind of analysis. The transformer capacity for the transformation form 20 kV to 0.4 kV does not represent great share of the investment and can be easily, if needed, replaced on the location of possible fast charging and battery swapping stations.

![Figure 9 Distribution power grid supplied from feeder substation TS 110/20 kV Botinec](image)

Daily loading curve of the relevant transformer is shown on Figure 10. Total installed capacity is 2x40 MVA. Maximum loading is 28.86 MW, or approximately 35 MVA (~89%). At every moment n-1 reliability requirements must be held, which means that all demand can be supplied through either of the existing 40 MVA power transformers. Considering that fact, there is an additional capacity of approximately 10 MW available (green circle) and the reliability margin is preserved. When comparing daily curves from transportation system to the daily curves in the power system it can be seen that the shape coincides but the peaks (morning and afternoon) for the power curve lag for about two hours behind the transportation curve peaks circled in red (8 AM and 5 PM).

![Figure 10 Daily loading profile for TS 110/20 kV Botinec](image)

Power flow for conditions for maximum historic demand with additional 2.25 MW as the highest amount
of possible demand increase (where no network investment is required) are visualized on Figure 11. In other words, additional capacity of 2.25 MW is the borderline capacity that can be integrated in the area of potential charging station locations marked with blue circle. The red circle identifies the weak spot in the network.

![Figure 11 Power flow analysis shows the loading of elements and overloaded segment (overloaded 35 mm² cross-section AlFe over-head line)](image)

The maximum number of charging spots that can integrated into the power grid without additional network investments is approximately 18 charging spots and a battery swapping station with projected peak demand of 150 kW. The analysis conducted is conservative and is done under the assumption of coinciding loads.

### C. Comparison

In the planning phase both the average and maximum expected loading/traffic should be considered. As it can be seen from figures above (Figure 6, Figure 10) the variability of the daily curve is not so distinguished. For example, the maximum hourly traffic is around 650 vehicles while on average during the day the number is around 500. The increase in share of electric vehicles on the road is projected to be as high as 50%. As mentioned before, the assumption of max 2% of all on road vehicles will be charged each hour, therefore the number of required charging spots is 6. This accounts for the fact that charging on the supercharger still takes approximately 45-60 minutes (5-10 times longer that gas refueling) and the process of battery swapping takes up to 10 minutes (competitive to gas refueling). Additionally, what should be considered is that the road Zagreb-Velika Gorica has two directions and preferably if the charging needs increase dramatically both directions should be covered to avoid the few kilometers detouring that is else required. Two peak hours that are presented occur in different directions. With proposed 6 fast charging spots and with battery swapping infrastructure enough redundancy in charging capacity would be achieved.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traffic hourly peak</th>
<th>Average hourly traffic</th>
<th>Number of charging spots + BSS</th>
<th>Power system available capacity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>650 vehicles with increase potential</td>
<td>500 vehicles</td>
<td>6x120 kW + 150 kW</td>
<td>2250 kW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The assumed peak power of a charging spot is 120 kW (Tesla superchargers used as a reference [15]) which means that total additional capacity to be integrated into the power grid is approximately 720+150 kW. The typical transformer capacity of 1000 kVA is appropriate to be selected and added. As the analysis shown above, the power grid with minimum investment can withhold approximately 18 charging spots and a battery swapping station under the assumption of full range simultaneous charging. It is expected that the needs and power requirements would be lower.

The decision on number of the charging stations is dependent on additional factors that mostly deal with the general selection of the wider area of influence to locate the charging station and decide on the number of charging spots. The Tesla experience, as the biggest pool of fast charging stations, shows that on average 6 to 7 charging spots (810 stations with 5195 charging spots) are being installed per location. The ones that are built or under construction in Croatia consist of 4 and 6 charging spots.

Additionally, the test case for the Zagreb-Velika Gorica road concurs well with the requirements of the large populations that frequents this road daily and do not have available plug-in slow charger due to configuration of large residential blocks they live in. Furthermore, the gas station infrastructure is abundant which makes the integration process of superchargers a lot easier.

### IV. Conclusion

The paper presents the basic analysis of both transportation system and power system with the aim of integrating fast charging stations and battery swapping stations for electric vehicles. The case study on a road connecting Zagreb and Velika Gorica shows the interdependency between two systems. The requirements set by the transportation sector need to take into consideration limitations stemming from the power system infrastructure capabilities and configuration.

To enable further integration of electric vehicles urban designers, transportation and electric power engineers should cooperate. The long term interdependent transportation and electric power system analyses is prerequisite for effective and efficient transformation to electrically driven transportation. The future work will be focused on detecting vehicle traffic distribution and density using GSM/UMTS networks [16] in the cases when traffic counters are not available on some urban locations, and exploring the characteristics (throughputs, delays) of public mobile GSM/UMTS networks for advanced control of electric power network in order to avoid power disruptions, avoid congestions in the network, reduce losses, and improve overall stability of the power network.
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Abstract - Project „Politehnika 2025“ was started by Tehničko veleučilište u Zagrebu in cooperation with APIS IT, IN2 GRUPA and SPAN companies. The goal was to analyze future market needs until year 2025 and to upgrade existing and to develop new study programs that would modernize polytechnic studies. Project success depended on collecting and analyzing a large amount of data, and to do that it was required to develop appropriate information system. That included to create a conceptual database model and later to write applications that would allow all project participants to work with data. The goal of this paper is to describe database model and its parts, all applications used in the process of gathering and reviewing data and their features. Information system was one of the key elements of the project since without it the project would not be able to complete in desired period and its results may be prone to errors.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Croatian Qualifications Framework is a reform instrument for regulating the system of qualifications at all levels in the Republic of Croatia through qualifications standards based on learning outcomes and following the needs of the labour market, individuals and the society [1]. Using that idea project ”Politehnika 2025“ was started at Zagreb University of Applied Sciences to prepare our future students for incoming needs and demands of the market until year 2025 [2]. Project included many participants, from faculty staff to employers trying together to find the best solution for future study programs and educational standards.

One of the first goals was to collect data from all participants of the project in a single centralized repository (database) using appropriate application. To create a database that can contain all required data first it was necessary to identify all entities used in the project and determine their relationships. That was a basis to create a conceptual and later a physical database model.

Primary goal of the application was to enable data input for all project participants. Also, application provides many other features like various types of data analysis, reporting, class syllabus generator etc. Application is connected to a previously created central database and allows multiple users to input, review and analyze data at the same time.

II. DATABASE MODEL

When considering all required entities to develop conceptual database model first we analyzed The European e-Competence Framework (e-CF). It provides a reference of 40 competences as applied at the Information and Communication Technology (ICT) workplace, using a common language for competences, skills, knowledge, and proficiency levels that can be understood across Europe [3].

![Figure 1. Basic part of the conceptual model](image)

Entire conceptual model consists of 50 entities and basic part of the conceptual model (figure 1) displays key model entities and their relationships. Model supports
having data from multiple higher-education institutions each having multiple study programs. Each of those institutions can input their own data which would also be useful in analysis when comparing same or similar study programs on different higher-education institutions.

**Figure 2. Knowledge domain, branch, field and area**

In the continuation of the basic part of the model knowledge domains are related to branch, field and area of expertise (figure 2). For example, one area of expertise can have multiple fields, while one field can have multiple branches. Each branch can be a part of only one knowledge domain.

During the project “Politehnika 2025” Tehničko veleučilište u Zagrebu as a higher-education institution enumerated over 330 knowledge domains for 23 study programs. All these knowledge domains were part of 116 branches and 57 fields.

**Figure 3. Competence and its relationships**

Competence is in the middle of the entire model (figure 3) which shows its importance. Competence is related to generic competences, like ones from e-CF Framework and can be mapped to multiple knowledge units, responsibilities, professions and skills. Also, each competence can be a part of one or more set of competences. This part of the model is also used when creating qualification standards where each qualification standard is related to competences through set of learning outcomes.

Project participants defined 1405 competencies connected with 29 professions, 1583 knowledge units, 826 skills and 80 set of competences. This data made it possible to analyze market needs until year 2025 and what higher-education institutions currently offer and need to change to satisfy those needs.

Sub model in figure 4 contains all entities required to describe any class and its learning outcomes. As a result we are able to create a class syllabus containing learning outcomes and its granules, skill granules, methods of learning etc. Class syllabuses for entire study programs are generated based on this part of the model.

For total of 23 study programs there are 552 classes containing 2092 learning outcomes. All learning outcomes are matched with appropriate granules (4161) and skill granules (2180). Learning outcome is in the center of this part of the model and class syllabuses are generated based on their description.

After creating conceptual model it was necessary to create physical database model that would replace entities with tables and describe them with appropriate attributes.

Physical database model is created using Microsoft SQL Server 2012 and Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio (SSMS). Microsoft SQL Server 2012 is Microsoft’s first cloud-ready information platform. It gives organizations effective tools to protect, unlock, and scale the power of their data, and it works across a variety of devices and data sources, from desktops, phones, and tablets, to datacenters and both private and public clouds [4].

Resulting physical model consists of 87 database tables and 603 attributes. Physical database also contained 40 stored procedures which provided most of the features in HKO desktop and web application. Physical database also contained user groups and permissions, database and application roles, custom schemas, triggers and aggregate functions.

III. "HKO" DESKTOP APPLICATION

All participants of the project "Politehnika 2025" use desktop HKO application to input, review and analyze the data. Due to complexity of the conceptual database
model main user application interface is the picture of the model itself.

![Diagram of main application interface](image)

**Figure 5.** Part of the main application interface

Each entity is represented with a button where in the upper-right corner is the current number of existing records (figure 5). Upon clicking a button a dialog appears enabling a user to review, add, edit or delete records.

![Data dialog](image)

**Figure 6.** Data dialog

Since there are many users working with data at the same time application forces some usage rules. For example, user can only delete or edit its own records or records of other users that allowed him to do so. Also, adding or changing any data is automatically recorded by application by writing the author’s full name and time of the change. That information is later used for user’s activity analysis and statistics. Currently, application’s statistics show over 53,000 existing records from over 50 project participants.

Application contains main menu that enables users to see a variety of different data analysis. For example, it is possible to see all skills for some profession, professions per institutions, study programs for some job type etc.

**TABLE I. Data analytics example**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Potreba za radnim mjestima po instituciji</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Institucija : APIŠ IT d.o.o.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BI SPECIALIST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DB ADMINISTRATOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT ARHITEKT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MULTIMEDIJALNI DIZAJNER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poslovni analitčar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAZVOJNI INŽENJER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SISTEM INŽENJER - MREŽA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SISTEM INŽENJER - SERVERI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOFTWARE ARHITEKT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TESTNI INŽENJER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video producent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voditelj projekta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voditelj sustava informacijske sigurnosti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Institucija : IN2 d.o.o.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arhitekt sustava</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Funkcionalni arhitekt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Konzultant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sistem inženjer za Microsoft tehnologiju</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sistem inženjer za mrežne tehnologije</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sistem inženjer za Oracle tehnologiju</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Softverski inženjer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suradnik na poslovima podrške/implementacije</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suradnik za aplikativnu podršku korisnicima i testiranje</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suradnik za podršku korisnicima</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TESTNI INŽENJER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voditelj podrške/implementacije</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voditelj projekta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voditelj razvoja</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voditelj testiranja</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Institucija : SPAN d.o.o.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poslovni analitčar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAZVOJNI INŽENJER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SISTEM ARHITEKT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SISTEM INŽENJER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOFTWARE ARHITEKT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TESTNI INŽENJER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UX/UI DIZAJNER</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One of the main usage of the application is to create syllabuses for study programs. Application can create a single syllabus for a specific class or a complete set of syllabuses for entire study program. For example,
Figure 7. A part of class syllabus

Syllabus is automatically generated document that contains several sections describing the class and its learning outcomes (figure 7). Each learning outcome is described by its granules, skill granules, methods of learning and type of examination.

Application is written using C++ programming language and C++ Builder XE6 integrated development environment (IDE) from Embarcadero.

C++ programming language is more flexible than other languages because you can use it to create a wide range of applications—from fun and exciting games, to high-performance scientific software, to device drivers, embedded programs, and Windows client applications [5].

Figure 8. C++ Builder – VCL Forms application

C++ Builder is in development from year 1997. At the time Borland was developing Delphi and C++ Builder as RAD (Rapid Application Development) tools which supported Windows 16 bit platform. Today, C++ Builder is C++ application development toolset for native Windows, Mac, and Mobile development, with broad Cloud and IoT support. [6].

IV. "HKO" WEB APPLICATION

Existing database also enabled the creation of HKO web page titled "Studijski programi" (eng. Study programs) [7]. Visitors can browse through study programs created in desktop HKO application, listing its classes, syllabuses, skills, competences, professions etc.

Web page targets three types of visitors: new students, students who graduated looking for work and employers seeking employees.

Figure 9. Browsing through study program classes

New students could be informed about study programs which support their desired professions (figure 9). They could see the classes and their syllabuses, job and job types, competencies, skills etc. Also, students who graduated and employers seeking employees could connect each other automatically. Each student can store its profile and would automatically see employers job offers while employers could search employees by searching through student profiles.

Figure 10. Visual Studio 2015 Community Edition

Web page is created using Microsoft Visual Studio 2015 (figure 10). Microsoft Visual Studio is an integrated development environment (IDE) from Microsoft. It is used to develop applications for Windows platform, web sites, web applications and web services. Also, it supports development of mobile applications. Visual Studio uses Windows API, Windows Forms, Windows Presentation Foundation, Windows Store and Microsoft
Silverlight, and can produce both native and managed code.

HKO web page is created using ASP.NET web application framework. It is an open source web framework for building modern web apps and services with .NET. ASP.NET creates websites based on HTML5, CSS, and JavaScript that are simple, fast, and can scale to millions of users [8].

This modern framework provided all required features to build the HKO web page and all its functionalities.

Project also uses another web page “Politehnika 2025” [2]. It is a project’s main web page containing all relevant info about the project and its results. Visitors can find information about all project participants, partners, project results, events and press releases.

V. CONCLUSION

During 15 months of project “Politehnika 2025” existing database and corresponding desktop application helped to analyze over 53,000 records and generate thousands of documents and reports. This helped to improve three existing qualification standards for polytechnic specialist, develop 4 new educational programs in the specialist polytechnic fields of prosthetics and orthotics, information security, forensics and mechatronics and 16 new comprehensive qualification standards for polytechnic specialist. Also, 9 study programs in the specialist polytechnic fields of polytechnics have been improved – computer science, information systems, energetics and electronics, graphic design and technology in printing and civil engineering.

One of the results of the Project is a study of demand for interdisciplinary and unidisciplinary competences and professions on polytechnic job market in 2020 and 2025. It is based on anticipated technologic trends, platforms as well as transformations of real and public sector.

Project helped to improve educational skills by development of innovative teaching methods and the application of the principles of the Croatian Qualification Framework. By putting these results into practice, the Project contributes to development of the educational system in the fields of high education, improvement of human resources in education, research and development of polytechnics, creation of propositions for sustainable employability at the end of educational as well as comprehensive social inclusion at the job market. Application of the acquired competences contributes to the quality of everyday life of a modern person and reminds of permanently needed and present „human face of polytechnics” [9].

Although the project is officially complete the existing database and applications will still be used for the future improvement of existing and for the development of new study programs. All data will be available to public in interest of better communication between employers and future employees thus trying to improve employment of our students.
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Abstract - The intensive development of technology, the global availability of the Internet, the overall network coverage and increasing of computer literacy within the population, are growth factors that contribute to popularization and importance of electronic commerce. Moreover, electronic commerce is described as an effective way of communication with consumers in terms of money and time expenditures, and, therefore, in recent decades its role is growing rapidly both in general and specialized retailing. There are numerous research studies that describe and analyze the growth and general potentials of e-commerce. However, the level of development and potential in the field of special commodity groups are not yet sufficiently explained nor practically explored. The aim of this paper is to fill this gap through explanation of Internet as a purchasing source in a particular field of children’s products retailing.

I. INTRODUCTION

Electronic commerce as a term denotes using the Internet or other computer networks to conduct purchase transactions, or facilitating the process of buying or selling products or services via computer networks. In retailing, the process of purchasing consists of several phases: (1) seeking information about products in stores or via Internet, (2) buying products that can be done online or in traditional retail outlets, then (3) payment for products or services by cash or electronic money transfer and (4) collecting of product within the store or delivery of the purchased product to the consumer in case of online retailing.

In addition, the fact that the significant proportion of powerful consumers today are the part of so called “information society” generation that, from its early primary school days, intensively use information and telecommunications technology and have no fear nor puts it into a question in any segment of its application, contributes to the belief that electronic commerce has great potential for further rapid development in near future. Moreover, taking into account that this generation is the generation of today’s young and future parents, we can also conclude that it is realistic to expect an increase in the application of electronic commerce in specialized retail of children’s products as well.

In recent literature it is recognized that e-commerce and the use of the Internet as a source of purchasing information is growing rapidly in all product groups, without exception, however, the level of development and potential in the field of special commodity groups are not yet sufficiently explained nor practically explored.

Therefore, this paper aims to show the potential of the Internet as a source of purchasing information in the field of one specific commodity groups, such as baby and children’s equipment. Also, the paper aims to emphasize the obstacles of Internet usage in this particular product group.

The primary research was conducted on a sample of 217 buyers of children’s equipment between 20 and 44 years of age. The paper analyzes and discusses research results in terms of: the length of Internet usage, frequency of Internet usage for the purpose of finding information on the products and for the purpose of children’s products purchasing together with the tendency to use the Internet for these purposes in the future. For purchases made via the Internet information on the type of products purchased and features web stores used to purchase products are described. And finally, there is and critical overview on attitudes of the respondents on benefits and obstacles of seeking information and purchases via Internet for this particular kind of products.

The paper starts with an overview of contemporary streams in e-commerce research and then, based on the results of the primary research; it switches to a particular field of e-commerce.

II. AN INSIGHT INTO E-COMMERCE RESEARCH

E-commerce as one of the major fragments of e-business concept is very well researched in many scientific papers recently. E-commerce is defined as buying and selling of product, services or information via the Internet and other digital networks. When discussing forms of e-commerce, B2C e-commerce is dominant form measured by number of transactions done in some period and B2B is dominant form measured by generated revenues. Both forms of e-commerce are growing rapidly even in time in deep economic crisis. However in this paper we will focus on B2C e-commerce or electronic retailing or e-tailing and its narrow form which uses Internet as a basis for transactions with consumers.

The Internet economy presents many benefits. It offers the ability to create an environment where buyers and sellers meet to exchange goods and services without experiencing any geographical boundaries. [1].
The key to achievement in the Internet business lies in how you carry out the combination between virtual and physical channels [2]. Furthermore, e-commerce offers functionality and new ways of doing business that no company can afford to ignore [3]. Confidence that electronic markets have the potential to be more efficient in developing new information-based goods and services, finding global customers and trading partners to conduct business is the basis for moving to an e-commerce. Therefore, we can claim that e-commerce and Internet presence in various industries is a contemporary imperative.

An important part of everyday life for consumers during the twenty-first century is e-commerce. Furthermore, the variety of services in e-commerce has increased in recent years and consumers have adopted those services as part of their everyday lives. An important factor in attracting potential consumers, encouraging first-time purchases and retaining repeat purchases is the quality of e-commerce Websites. The quality of e-commerce Websites is an important piece for consumers in selecting the most favored Website that ultimately results in more revenue for the service suppliers [4].

Yen [5] explored how perceived risk affects customer loyalty in e-commerce and how switching costs mediate in the relationship between perceived risk and customer loyalty and he found that the relationship between perceived risk and customer loyalty is not directly significant in e-commerce. On the other hand, e-service quality and logistics service quality are strongly linked to customer satisfaction [6]. Moreover, Yen [7] examines quality satisfaction between transactional and relational customers in e-commerce, and it also explores the moderating effect of perceived control and perceived enjoyment on quality satisfaction and his results show that system quality satisfaction is more significant for transactional customers, but information quality and service quality satisfactions are more important for relational customers.

Trust and information sharing are very important for doing e-commerce business, in order to adopt e-commerce, managers should spend some energy on building up a trust based corporate culture and a trust based transaction relationship, both within the firm and when cooperating with external partners [8].

Purchase intention and website satisfaction positively influence conversion rates in B2C e-commerce and website satisfaction positively influences purchase intention. [9]. In addition, nowadays, ratings and reviews of products in e-commerce websites usually exert strong influences over the purchase decision of other customers. [10].

E-commerce is growing fast, and the use of the Internet has accelerated value innovation in service dimensions of speed, convenience, personalization and price [11]. The exponential growth of e-commerce has favored the upsurge of codes of conduct pointing at bringing down the barriers of consumer distrust when it comes to online purchasing. Customers are using the Internet for their purchases no longer need to be physically present when their transactions occur, they can buy products from their homes or offices. Also, consumers are able to explore goods and products on their computer monitors and view information about how the products are manufactured. Therefore, e-commerce has created major changes in the retail and service industries [12].

Despite the fact that online sales as a percentage of overall retail sales is still below 15 percent in developed economies, its absolute value and average growth per year are increasing rapidly. If we measure growth in sales over the last five years, clothing and consumer electronics have become the most important industries in the B2C e-commerce scenario [13].

As numerous research studies show, e-commerce is changing the way in which consumers are searching for purchasing information and the way of buying, no matter which specialized assortment is involved. However, research studies focusing on different product categories or specialized retail sub-industries are very scarce. In order to fill this gap, in advance we will focus on a particular commodity group or product category in order to explain how Internet is being used in retailing in the field of children’s products.

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND SAMPLE

The survey was conducted in Croatia during 2015 through a questionnaire containing 25 questions. The survey questionnaire included questions on demographic information such as age, gender and education, then questions about Internet purchase, the reasons why respondents are or are not inclined to purchase products via the Internet or the reasons for which prefer to purchase over the Internet in comparison to traditional retail stores, together with their preference to shop online in the future. In addition, respondents are questioned about brands bought through the Internet and about web preferred web pages for Internet purchases.

The survey results were collected through Google Forms and responses were collected in one spreadsheet. The link to the survey was placed on Facebook page, the official groups within some post-graduate courses at University of Zagreb, but also distributed by other Facebook users to obtain as soon as a larger sample of respondents. Statistical analysis and visualization of data was made in MS-Excel and SPSS for Windows, version 17.0.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The source of information</th>
<th>Number of respondents</th>
<th>Relative frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Independent own research</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>77.40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social networks</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>54.40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass networks</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>10.10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friends or family</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>43.80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blogs, forums and similar sources</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>20.70%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The designed questionnaire was based on previously conducted research in the field of general e-commerce [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], but is partially modified according to specific issues related to retail of children's equipment in order to collect data relevant for this product group. The questionnaire consisted of one-choice, multiple choice and open-ended questions, while the Likert scale questions were used to measure the satisfaction of respondents who buy through the Internet.

The questionnaire consisted 25 questions, of which the first five were focused on demographic characteristics of the sample, the following three concerned the experience in using the Internet and frequency of purchase on the Internet, following 6 questions examined the purchasing preferences of consumers on the Internet, types of online-stores and products which are preferred, as well as other issues including the strengths, weaknesses and future potential of Internet retailing of children's products. Ten questions were with one-choice questions, ten with a multiple choice, one question was open-ended, and the rest were in the form of Likert scale.

The research was conducted on a representative sample of 217 customers of children's products. The buying habits of consumers differ from customer to customer depending on their demographic characteristics, particularly by gender. Previous studies have shown that customers in retail of baby and children equipment are mostly women and they are the object in marketing activity of most retail companies in this field [20], [21], [22]. Also, purchasing decisions depend on the purchasing power of customers and their education that affects their level of IT knowledge required for purchases via the Internet. Therefore, the research included questions about these demographic characteristics of customers. The survey was conducted in 2015, and the target group was buyers of children's products between 20 and 44 years of age.

Of the 217 respondents, 189 (87%) were women, and 28 (13%) men. The most represented age group in the sample is 30-34 years, which includes 103 respondents, i.e. 47% of the respondents. Following group by frequency is 35-39 years old and it includes 74 respondents or 34% of the respondents. None of the respondents was younger than 20 years, and only one of the respondents was older than 45 years. Age of majority of respondents in the sample (81%) is between 30 and 39 years. The most common group according to education is the group that had completed high school, which includes 96 respondents or 45%. Followed by the group with secondary education and includes 58 respondents as 27% of the total sample. Majority of the respondents have one child, 111 of them or 51%, of which, 6 of them are expecting a new baby. Second group is with two children, including 75 respondents or 35% of the sample, while those with three children include 17 respondents (8%). In the sample there are no respondents with four or more children.

IV. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The most frequent way in which respondents are informed about new web stores or the new offer is an independent search 77.4%, followed by social networks 54.4% and through friends / family 43.8% of respondents, as shown in Table I.

The data shown in Figure 1 demonstrate popularity of Internet as channel for researching information about children's products before making a purchasing decision.

According to the frequency of online information search, those who seek such information every week, 110 of them or 51%, are the leading group. Second group consists of 53 respondents (24%) who search for information on children's products 1-2 times a month. So we can conclude that ROBO principle is the common way of behavior in the field of children's products as well as in general e-commerce. The acronym ROBO stands for “Research Online and Buy Offline” and it describes the importance of online presence and availability of online published information which is used by consumers before actual purchasing in a traditional retail store. It includes actions as searching for information on products and services, information on company, information on stores location, but also exhaustive action of information comparison regarding product characteristics and product prices. ROBO way of behavior causes the effect of fully educated and completely informed consumer and its consequences on retail processes is discussed frequently in contemporary literature in the field of retail management and marketing.

On the other hand, the frequency of online purchases of children's products is somewhat less frequent. Equal number of respondents purchase via the Internet 1-2 times in 3 months, as well as 1-2 times per year, 53 respondents or 24% (see Figure 1). Only 1% of respondents state that they purchase every week. However, there is a significant proportion of those who purchase rarely or never (total of 35%). This represents a potential for future development of e-commerce in this product category, as the share of these respondents use the Internet to search for information about children's products.
In Figure 2 product categories within children’s products are ranked. We can observe that the most frequent category is “new children’s clothes” which is bought by 51.4% of respondents, then follows category “toys” bought by 49.5% of respondents. The third category is “Gifts for other children” (31.8%) and so on (see Figure 2). Among other data, it is interesting that specific children’s cosmetic products were bought by 10% of respondents, while only 1.8% of respondents bought children’s food online.

Figure 3 shows the general satisfaction of the purchase of children's products on the Internet. On a scale of 1 – completely unsatisfied and 5 – completely satisfied, the majority of respondents (39.1%) assessed their satisfaction with a score of 5, while 37.3% rated satisfaction with grade 4, while only 3.6% respondents declared as completely unsatisfied. Therefore, we can draw conclusion that the respondents are generally satisfied with the completed purchases of children’s products via the Internet.

In addition, according to our findings, there is great potential for growth of this form of retailing for this particular product group. Specifically (see Table II), 34.10% of respondents believe that they will continue to use electronic commerce on the same level as today; while 65.44% think that they will intensify their usage of e-commerce as a purchasing channel for children’s products. Thus, specialized retailers have to get more engaged into development of online sales channel.

Out of eleven offered options regarding benefits of online purchase, three main benefits of buying children's products through the Internet were recognized by our respondents are: (1) lower prices and / or discounts (63.2%), (2) the possibility to shop 24/7 (55.9%) and (3) solution to the lack of time via home delivery (51.8%). These findings do not correspond to findings delivered in research on general e-commerce [23] where three major benefits were as follows: "I can purchase products which are not available at my city/country", "It is easier to compare prices and product information" and "I can shop abroad without traveling costs". Therefore, we can conclude that for particular retail product category (in our case children’s product) perception on benefit differs in comparison to usual and common perception on benefits of e-commerce in general. Thus, for future e-commerce research we could recommend focusing on e-commerce sub-industries (in accordance to online offered product categories).

On the other hand, out of ten offered options, respondents outlined the three major disadvantages of online purchasing of children's products: (1) I am afraid that the delivered product will not be of appropriate quality (55.8%), (2) I like to see and test the product before purchasing (49.3%) and (3) the return process is more complex than in traditional stores (37.8%). This finding is to somewhat in line with previous research conducted for general e-commerce [23] where it was shown that three main obstacles perceived by young consumers in Croatia are: “return of a product is more complicated”, “I prefer shopping in traditional store because I can touch product” and “It is difficult to check out validity of offer and online shop”. Therefore, in near future retailer should particularly pay more attention to return policies and creating virtual environments in which consumers will feel the same or similar shopping experience as in traditional stores.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Contemporary consumers in the field of children's products are digitally literate young people, open to the Internet as a channel of communication, sales and distribution. In the primary research it was observed that majority of them Internet as a channel for collecting information before purchasing (according so called ROBO principle), but also as a purchasing place to buy children's products.

According to the primary research, three sub-categories that are most prevalent in e-commerce of children's products are: (1) the new children's clothes, (2) toys and (3) gifts for other children.
A high degree of consumer satisfaction with the completed purchasing transactions of children's products is observed. A large number of respondents believe that they will use e-commerce as a source of supply of children's products even more frequently. Therefore, we can conclude that Internet as an additional sales channel has good prospects for greater implementation and application in retail market of children’s products. Therefore, we could recommend specialized retailers to integrate this channel into their overall business strategy more strongly as an imperative goal and to pay more attention on changed information needs and information behaviour of their future consumers.

Perception on e-commerce benefits for particular product groups varies in comparison to perception on e-commerce in general. Therefore, in future researchers should focus on particular retail product categories offered online, rather than general e-commerce attitudes.

However, there are some limitations regarding the primary research that reduces the possibility of generalizing the results. Here we can outline: given limited time of the survey and a relatively small sample of respondents, consisting mostly of respondents in the same age group and similar education level. Moreover, used methodology is based on pseudo-random sample due to the intensive usage of Google forms and social networks for data collection which negatively influences the possibility of generalization of conclusions for whole population of young families with children in Croatia. Therefore, in future research should be broadened and should include more randomized approach of sample selection. Also, the future survey by using the written form of questionnaire could improve input data as well. In addition, the research could be broadened geographically to other EU countries in order to observe similarities and differences between developed and developing economies and in order to make results more robust regardless to the geographic origin of the sample.
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Abstract - The valuation of common stocks using the dividend valuation method is useful for stocks in so called no-growth or constant-growth situations.

In the case of constant-growth the stock price should be equal to the discounted present value of all future dividends, but in the case of non-constant growth the case becomes more complicated.

In both cases the use of Excel is a straightforward method for solving such calculations efficiently.

I. INTRODUCTION

Educational software is very important in finance courses at universities for students to better understand equity securities, like stocks, which represent a share in the ownership of a joint stock company.

To evaluate stock prices and dividends with no growth, constant growth and non-constant or variable growth rates in the future, complex calculations are to be done to get acceptable and realistic results.

Since students at universities, especially faculties of economics are usually trained in using spreadsheet programs, the authors decided to use Excel and develop spreadsheets for evaluating stocks in cases of different dividend payouts mentioned above.

To get better compatibility with future versions of Excel and increased portability on other computers and operating systems, so called plain vanilla Excel spreadsheets, containing only authors’ custom-made formulas and common financial and statistical functions, were programmed like in two other articles at earlier MIPRO Conferences. [6], [7]

An additional reason to apply Excel as the preferred spreadsheet program is that a lot of excellent textbooks exist, so the time period for learning and applying such programs should not be a long one. [1], [4], [10]

II. THE BASICS OF INVESTMENTS IN STOCKS

Stocks are securities that represent a share in the assets of a joint stock company.

In this respect, they differ completely from bonds which represent a claim against the issuer or the debtor.

Beside that, there are four basic differences between stocks and bonds and the markets in which they are traded: [5]

a) stocks are securities without maturity
b) due to the lack of maturity most of the turnover of stocks is happening on the secondary market
c) turnover in the secondary market is mostly in the form face to face (over the counter - OTC) and on the securities markets, while bonds are generally traded on the OTC market or on the phone
d) while bonds are characterized by fixed interest rates and value on maturity, in case of stocks no pre-determined rate of return does exist.

In addition to ownership, stocks in a joint stock company provide certain additional rights, including the rights: [3]

- to get dividends
- of priority purchase of new issued stocks
- to vote at the general meeting of the joint stock company
- to be informed and
- to get a share of the liquidation mass if the joint stock company goes bankrupt.

Depending on the type, there are essentially common stocks (ordinary shares) and preferred stocks (preference shares).

While the rights of ordinary or common stockholders are determined by laws of a country and certain internal regulations of joint stock companies, if it comes up to preference stocks best known forms are, ones which give priority to:

a) in case of dividend payment (e.g. in the form of increased or priority dividend payments)
b) in the case of liquidation (e.g. covering its rights before common stockholders)

Given these characteristics, common stocks are or should be the rule and preferred stocks should be an exception.
There are also advantages and disadvantages of financing with common stocks. Financing companies with common stocks has two major advantages. First of all, this form of financing requires minimum restrictions in the operations of a company. The company is contractually not in the obligation to pay dividends, nor at any time obliged to pay the principal.

In addition, financing by issuing additional common stocks increases the future ability of companies to take loans. For a company, which has a higher proportion of equity, it should be much easier to apply for additional loan when needed. Thus, it comes to a reduction of possible insolvency - inability to pay due liabilities - and an increased possibility of profitable investments.

However, financing by common stocks has also some disadvantages. Issuance of new stocks usually affects the reduction in earnings per stock and the reduction in the price of the stock. Therefore, companies issue common stocks especially when market demand is increasing and common stocks and their prices are rising, because only then they can obtain the necessary amount of new capital with a relatively small volume of new stocks.

Issue of new common stocks further causes that existing ordinary stockholders have to share the control over the company with new stockholders. If control is an important right of ordinary stockholders, the gradual loss of control could become so important that a company would not issue new common stocks. In addition, the costs of issuing new common stocks and their required rate of return is higher than in the case of preferred stocks or debt capital, i.e. by issuing bonds.

Normally, to a certain degree financing companies by issuing common stocks has more advantages than disadvantages, but after a certain level the disadvantages rise and further financing of the company in the form of common stocks is no longer meaningful. [8]

III. VALUATION OF STOCKS AND THE DIVIDEND GROWTH MODEL

Concerning the value of stocks it is necessary to distinguish their nominal value, book value and market value. [8]

The nominal value (par value) is printed on the stock and it defines the share of the joint stock company, especially in the case of liquidation of the joint stock company, the owner of the stocks is entitled to share of the liquidation mass only up to the nominal value of the stocks regardless how much he had paid for it.

Most corporations assign a nominal or par value to their common stock. Today it is not very important, but in the past it was very common for companies to determine a value to each stock when the company went public. Today, this value is used only for bookkeeping and it is not in any way correlated with the book value and market value of a stock.

The book value of the stock, in case that the nominal value exists, is calculated by adding the reserve per stock on the nominal value or, if it does not exist, as sometimes in Anglo-Saxon countries, by dividing the total capital and reserves of the company by the number of stocks.

So, the book value could be defined as the accounting value of a share of common stock, i.e. common stock plus paid-in capital plus retained earnings divided by the number of stocks outstanding.

Market value of the stock or the stock price is determined on the secondary capital market (stock exchange), in the first place according to the expected future income of the respective joint-stock company.

In addition to this main factor that has a key influence on the movement of stock prices there are also other factors which are important, like a general upturn in the stock market, inflation, profitability of the company, etc.

Regarding stock valuation it has to be pointed out, generally speaking, that stock does not give ownership to any specific physical asset of a joint stock company, rather it gives a claim on the company’s future flow of earnings.

Therefore, one can look at the value of the stock as the present value of future earnings of the company that the stockholders will receive. If the future flow of earnings of the company is known as well as the adequate discount rate for converting those future earnings into today’s value, the stock could be easily evaluated. Or to put it in another way, it could be said, that the value of a stock or the real stock price should be the present value of the future dividends due to the stockholders.

The very first explanations of the stock price or market price of the stocks can be found in the publications of J. B. Williams. Based on the theoretical foundations set up by A. Marshall, E. von Böhm-Bawerk and I. Fisher, J. B. Williams has defined the market value, or as he called it the present value of the stocks, as the sum of all dividends discounted at an appropriate interest rate.

While J. B. Williams claimed that the dividend is the only basis for determining the value of stocks, others primarily B. Graham and D. L. Dodd, argued that instead of the dividend the category of income (profit) can be used, because the change of the market value or stock price will affect the income or profit and therefore also potential future dividends.

Although most authors supported J. B. Williams’ approach, i.e. the dividend growth model or the so-called “Growth-stock school” as it was called by B. G. Malkiel, they still thought that income is important, especially in the case of companies that have a high growth rate.

Based on that, the intrinsic value of stocks can be presented, provided that there is no future dividend growth expected, in the form of: [2]
\[ P_0 = \sum_{t=0}^{\infty} \frac{D_t}{(1+r)^t} \]  
\[ P_0 = \text{stock price at period 0} \]
\[ D_t = \text{expected dividends at the end of period t} \]
\[ r = \text{expected rate of return} \]

According to equation (1) the price of stocks depends on the expected future dividends discounted by an appropriate discount rate or rate of return.

However, if it is expected that dividends in the future will grow at a constant rate \( g \), then the expected dividends can be calculated as:

\[ D_t = D_0 \cdot (1+g)^t \]  
\[ D_t = \text{expected dividends at the end of period t} \]
\[ D_0 = \text{amount of the dividends at period 0} \]
\[ g = \text{growth rate of dividends} \]

Substituting equation (2) into equation (1) the following equation is obtained:

\[ P_0 = \sum_{t=0}^{\infty} D_0 \cdot (1+g)^t \cdot \frac{(1+r)^t}{(1+r)^t} \]  
\[ P_0 = \text{stock price at period 0} \]
\[ D_0 = \text{amount of the dividends at period 0} \]
\[ r = \text{expected rate of return} \]
\[ g = \text{growth rate of dividends} \]

Provided that \( r \) is greater than \( g \), equation (3) can be presented as: [9]

\[ P_0 = \frac{D_1}{r - g} \]  
\[ P_0 = \text{stock price at period 0} \]
\[ D_1 = \text{expected annual dividends at the end of period 1} \]
\[ r = \text{expected rate of return} \]
\[ g = \text{growth rate of dividends} \]

Although the model given in equation (3) and modified according to the equation (4), or the so called Gordon Model, can explain the market value of stocks, it also has certain restrictions. It cannot be applied to stocks of companies that currently do not pay dividends; the result becomes infinite if \( r \) is less than \( g \) and requires prediction of future dividend growth rates.

These difficulties and the fact that, in practice, the growth rates of dividends do not increase at a constant rate of growth, but that this rate can again decline, alternative models for determining the value of stocks were developed.

In the case that the dividends grow on the basis of two different growth rates such a model valuing stocks can be presented as: [2]

\[ P_0 = \sum_{t=0}^{\infty} D_0 (1+g_s)^t \cdot \frac{1}{(1+r)^t} + \sum_{t=1}^{N} D_N (1+g_y)^{t-N} \cdot \frac{1}{(1+r)^t} \]  
\[ P_0 = \text{stock price at period 0} \]
\[ D_0 = \text{amount of the dividends at period 0} \]
\[ g_s = \text{first growth rate} \]
\[ g_y = \text{second growth rate} \]
\[ r = \text{expected rate of return} \]

These equations will be used for the calculations in three subsequent Excel spreadsheets.

IV. EXCEL SPREADSHEETS

For the calculations of the dividend growth models presented above Excel spreadsheets with custom-made formulas developed by the authors and containing only standard financial and statistical functions will be applied. [11]

The basic dividend growth model presented in equation (1) and its modifications explained in equations (4) and (5) will be implemented to take into account the fact that common stock dividends could grow at different rates, therefore three different cases will be considered: [12]

a) zero dividend growth model
b) constant dividend growth model
c) non-constant or variable dividend growth model

Every model will be explained by an example and calculated in Excel spreadsheets.

A. Zero dividend growth model

In this case the common stock dividend remains the same and by applying equation (4) the growth rate of dividends has to be set to 0.00%.

Example: The common stock dividend of company XYZ is 2.50 USD and remains the same in the future. What is the value of this stock if the expected rate of return is 12.00%?
After typing all the necessary data in the “input data” field of the spreadsheet model (Stock-Dcg.xls), the result is calculated and displayed in the “output data” field. (Fig. 1)

![Figure 1. Common stock - zero dividend growth](image)

The result shows that the value of the stock, if the expected rate of return is 12.00% and the dividend is constant 2.50 USD, is 20.83 USD.

B. Constant dividend growth model

In this model, also equation (4), the dividend grows at a constant rate, where the rate of growth is smaller than the expected rate of return.

Example: Calculate the value of common stock of the ABC company if it expects to increase its common stock dividend, being 2.00 USD last year, by 6.00% annually. Assume an expected rate of return of 8.00% is given.

After typing all the necessary data in the “input data” field of the spreadsheet model (Stock-Dcg.xls), the result is calculated and displayed in the “output data” field. (Fig. 2)

![Figure 2. Common stock - constant dividend growth](image)

The result shows that the value of the stock, in case that last dividends of company ABC were 2.00 USD, with a growth rate of 6.00% annually and an expected rate of return of 8.00%, is 106.00 USD.

C. Non-constant or variable dividend growth model

To overcome the disadvantage of the constant growth dividend model, which does not allow any changes in the growth rate, a more elaborated (up to 5 stages) variable dividend model discussed in equation (5) will be presented in an Excel spreadsheet (Stock-Dncg.xls).

Based on the current market price, the projected cash dividends will grow for the first two years and after that, they will drop. An example of a four stage model is presented below.

Example: In a four year period the company USX has paid dividends in USD (1.00 D1, 1.25 D2, 1.50 D3 and 1.75 D4) with an estimated stock price in year 4 of 48.00 USD and estimated rate of return of 17.00%. What is the value of the common stock?

After typing all the necessary data in the “input data” field of the spreadsheet model (Stock-Dncg.xls), the result is calculated and displayed in the “output data” field. (Fig. 3)

![Figure 3. Common stock - non-constant or variable dividend growth](image)

The result shows that the value of the stock, in case that dividends of company USX were first growing faster from 1.00 USD to 1.25 USD, and then slower from 1.50 USD to 1.75 USD with an expected stock price in year 4 of 48.00 USD and an expected rate of return of 17.00%, is 29.25 USD.

V. INSTALLATION OF THE SPREADSHEETS

Since all procedures and calculations are implemented in two Excel spreadsheets (Stock-Dcg.xls) and (Stock-Dncg.xls), it is only necessary to copy these files in the working directory of the PC where Microsoft Excel program can access them. In addition, the installation of the Excel Analysis Toolpak Add-In could help to improve the programming of some specific functions, but is not necessary.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this article the valuation of stocks using the dividend growth model was elaborated for so called no-growth, constant-growth and non-constant or variable growth situations.

For this purpose two spreadsheets were developed using only plain vanilla Excel, i.e. by implementing only custom-made formulas that were elaborated by authors and standard financial and statistical functions already built in basic Excel.

The examples and results show, that by using Excel even more sophisticated cases in business finance can be solved quickly and efficiently.
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Abstract – Nowadays, information technology is condition sine qua non of every successful business in information economy surroundings. The implementation of daily tasks is aggravated or impossible without use of information technologies (IT). In this sense, many questions emerge – can companies use information technology as their competitive advantage? Is IT potentially the generator of increasing the financial result of a company? Specifically, the object of consideration in this paper is software, which is indispensable in terms of giving functionality to company’s assets – hardware. In terms of finance and accounting, software is considered as intangible fixed asset which will be used for period longer than one year. The era of companies mainly focused on tangible assets has passed, and that implies that the average intangible assets to total assets ratio is rapidly increasing nowadays. At the same time, there is also a growth of industries which are greatly dependent on this category of assets. Bearing in mind that software is developed by the programmers, its quality can vary significantly. When developing specialized business software, it is not only important to have skilled programmers, but also to include experts who have the knowledge of certain business processes. If we take into consideration abovementioned facts, it is evident that the quality of software is inherent to successfully established business process that could potentially lead to optimal use of resources, i.e. save time and money. Statistically, the main aim of this paper is to examine the relationship between investment in software and financial performance of a company. In other words, determine if investment in information technology is significant stimulus in terms of improving financial performance of a company. The research sample was formed using companies listed on Zagreb Stock Exchange (ZSE). The data used in the statistical analysis was gathered from the financial statements publicly available at ZSE’s official website.
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I. INTRODUCTION

From ancient times the people have been trying to find ways to improve business, increase productivity, expand the market and simultaneously reduce costs and gain more profits. Going in that respect for centuries was extremely small because of the linguistic and spatial limitations and the low level of technological development that did not allow these limits to go beyond. Only the industrial revolution and the development of information technology (with the emphasis on the development of high technology) have enabled the development of new forms of business communication, organization and cooperation as well as the emergence of new types of services and thus the improvement of traditional business. [1].

A new, interactive way of communication who doesn’t know spatial and time constraints, has enabled the emergence and development of new forms of communication and business and their widespread introduction into everyday work in all areas of action – as well in finance and accounting sector which is special interest of this paper. Such business does not exclude traditional forms and ways of work and business, on the contrary, it complements and improves them. Thus, the development and application of high technologies become the strategic goal and the commitment of every advanced society, and their implementation in business processes is a condition of economic and any other progress that defines the modern information economy.

Few decades ago, intangible assets were not important as they are today. Nowadays, traditional reliance on fixed assets is replaced with “high – tech paradigm” that implies high share of IT intangible assets. Some companies mainly rely on intangible assets (e.g. tech start-ups), and other companies with significant share of
fixed assets are forced to invest in intangible assets in order to keep their competitive edge.

II. INFORMATION ECONOMY

The new, information economy has emerged in the last decades of the 20th century at the global level. Castells has defined that it is called information (or global) to establish its fundamental distinctive features and further emphasizing of their perception. It is informative because the productivity and competitiveness of units or factors (whether they are companies, regions or nations) basically depends on their ability to efficiently create, process and apply knowledge-based information. It is global because it is the core of production, consumption and circulation activities, as well as their components (capital, workforce, raw materials, management, information, technology, markets) organized globally, either directly or through the network of links between economic factors. It is information and global because, in new historical conditions, productivity is generated and competition exploited in the global network of interactions. And the new economy emerged in the last quarter of the twentieth century because the revolution of information technology creates the necessary, material basis for such a new kind of economy. It is the historical link between knowledge-based and information-based economy, its global reach, and the revolution in information technology that creates a new, distinct economic system.[2]

Thus, the foundation of productivity and competitiveness of companies in the information economy depends on their ability to create, process and apply knowledge-based information, and relies on the intensive use of information technology in today’s digital single market.[15]

III. PREVIOUS RESEARCHES

Constantly increasing importance of intangible assets made the research about investment in that part of company’s assets very frequent topic among scholars all over the world. But, it must be highlighted that scientific papers which are focused exclusively on software as part of intangible assets are not so frequent. One of underlying reasons is that researches in this field are very particular due to numerous forms of intangible assets. Apropos, researches in this field can be categorized into two large groups: researches which analyse intangible assets as aggregate category and researches which focus on certain part of intangible assets. Some of researches are presented in this chapter chronologically.

Sheng and Mykytyn (2002.) have stressed the importance of the „quality of the output of the implemented IT systems“, because systems don’t have to function optimally. [3]. Although Kim (2004.) has found positive relationship between investment in IT and productivity of a company, he pinpoints some debatable issues ( „utilization of IT is closely related with firm-specific factors“ (e.g. management ability), biases in results due to samples which are not comprehensive enough, „technological differences among industries“ etc.). [4] Doms et al. (2003.) have founded “significant relationship between IT investment intensity and productivity growth“. [5] Lim et al. (2004.) highlight conflict between some previous findings in terms of profitability and investments in IT. Besides that, they have founded „more positive returns of IT investment in information-intensive industries than non information-intensive industries“ and that „the small size of the firm tends to have statistically more positive returns of IT investment than the large size of the firm“. [6] Stewart et al. (2007.) suggested that „profitability and productivity have not always emerged as a result of IT investments“, and pinpointed several key factors such as firm’s strategic advantage and innovative technologies. [7] Mithas et al. (2012.) have founded that „IT has a positive impact on profitability“ and that „firms have had greater success in achieving higher profitability through IT-enabled revenue growth than through IT-enabled cost reduction“. [8] Guzić (2014.) founded statistically significant positive relationship between intangible assets and profitability and also has proven that their importance in financial statements of Croatian companies is increasing. [9] Bubić and Šušak (2015.) analysed relationship between investment in intangible assets as aggregate value (research and development, patents, software, goodwill, advance payments for purchase of intangible asset and other intangible assets) and have founded that “companies which invested in intangible assets were less likely to open the bankruptcy proceeding” and that “there isn’t strong evidence in favour of positive relationship

Figure 1. Information economy and information society (Source: Trauth, E. M., The Pennsylvania State University (2008), http://slideplayer.com/slide/5198224/ (last viewed 15. 03. 2017.)
between investment in intangible assets and profitability”. [10]

Despite the fact that logical reasoning and majority of previous researches indicate that there should be positive significant relationship between investment in IT and profitability, there is significant number of papers opposing aforementioned relationship. In process of hypotheses forming, authors of this research have accepted the prevailing group of findings and presumed positive relationship between those variables. [11]

IV. HYPOTHESES

Having in mind previous theoretical findings and practical experiences, hypotheses for this research were formed as following:

- **Hypothesis 1** – there is statistically significant positive relationship between company’s financial performance and investment in software.
- **Hypothesis 2** – there is statistically significant difference between investments in software compared to the previous financial year (increase of investment in intangible assets).

Hypotheses have been formed using findings from previous researches, but one must be cautious when analysing these relationships. IT can be (and in most situations is) irreplaceable support which contributes to optimization of business procedures. But, on the other hand, inadequately implemented IT (e.g. inadequate or poorly designed software) can cause situations with serious repercussions on financial performance of a company (e.g. delays, loss of goodwill, insufficient inventories etc.).

V. DATA, STATISTICAL METHODOLOGY, FINANCIAL RATIOS AND RESULTS OF RESEARCH

The research sample was formed using 125 non – financial companies listed on Zagreb Stock Exchange (ZSE) in financial year 2013. (commercial banks, insurance companies etc. were excluded from the sample due to the difference in financial reporting and the nature of their operations in comparison to other, non – financial companies). Approximately one half of companies included in sample (53 companies) have disclosed the structure of their intangible assets in detail. The data used in the statistical analysis was collected from the financial statements publicly available at ZSE’s official website [12] and Croatian Financial Agency official website.[13] Correlational statistics was used to determine the relationship between variables – methods used were correlation and regression. Also, t – test for dependent samples was used as method which is part of group statistics.

Financial ratios included in research can be classified into two groups:
- Assets Ratios (table 1),
- Profitability Ratios (table 2.).

### Table 1. Asset Ratios Included in Research

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbrev.</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
<th>Formula</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STA</td>
<td>Software to Total Assets</td>
<td>Software / Total Assets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLTA</td>
<td>Software to Long – term Assets</td>
<td>Software / Long – term Assets</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. Profitability Ratios Included in Research

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbrev.</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
<th>Formula</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ROA</td>
<td>Return on Assets</td>
<td>Net Profit / Total Assets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROE</td>
<td>Return on Equity</td>
<td>Net Profit / Total Equity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPM</td>
<td>Net Profit Margin</td>
<td>Net Profit / Total Revenues</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 1. Correlation Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>S/TA</th>
<th>S/LTA</th>
<th>ROE</th>
<th>ROA</th>
<th>NPM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P.C.*</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.975**</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.066</td>
<td>0.057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig.**</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.902</td>
<td>0.644</td>
<td>0.690</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.C.*</td>
<td>0.975**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.012</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>0.059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig.**</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.930</td>
<td>0.630</td>
<td>0.678</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.C.*</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>-0.012</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.037</td>
<td>-0.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig.**</td>
<td>0.902</td>
<td>0.930</td>
<td>0.794</td>
<td>0.728</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.C.*</td>
<td>0.066</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>-0.037</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.996**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig.**</td>
<td>0.644</td>
<td>0.630</td>
<td>0.794</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.C.*</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>0.059</td>
<td>-0.049</td>
<td>0.996**</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig.**</td>
<td>0.690</td>
<td>0.678</td>
<td>0.728</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*P.C. – Pearson Correlation
** Sig. – Sig. (2-tailed)


Correlation analysis (table 3.) indicates that there isn’t statistically significant relationship between software investment ratios (Software to Total Assets and Software to Long – term Assets) and profitability ratios (Return on Assets, Return on Equity and Net Profit Margin) at the 5% significance level. Intensity of correlation is mostly positive but extremely weak.
TABLE 4. INDEPENDENT VARIABLES COEFFICIENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Unstandardized Coefficients</th>
<th>Standardized Coefficients</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Std. Error</td>
<td>Beta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dependent Variable: S/TA

<p>| | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>2.795</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROE_13</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.124</td>
<td>0.902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROA_13</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.066</td>
<td>0.465</td>
<td>0.644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPM_13</td>
<td>0.00001</td>
<td>0.00002</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>0.401</td>
<td>0.690</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dependent Variable: S/LTA

<p>| | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>2.845</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROE_13</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>-0.012</td>
<td>-0.089</td>
<td>0.930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROA_13</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>2.881</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPM_13</td>
<td>0.00001</td>
<td>0.00001</td>
<td>0.059</td>
<td>0.418</td>
<td>0.678</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The independent variables coefficients of linear regression models are positive for all analysed financial ratios (ROA, ROE, NPM) and it means that increase in one of these ratios will be accompanied by an increase in one of ratios used as dependent variables (S/TA, S/LTA) (table 4). But, coefficients for all analysed ratios are not statistically significant at the 5% significance level.

TABLE 5. PAIRED SAMPLES TEST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paired Differences</th>
<th>Mn</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>SEM</th>
<th>CED</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mn – Mean; SD – Std. Deviation; SEM – Std. Error Mean; CED – 95% Confidence Interval of the Difference; L – Lower; U – Upper; Sig. – Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Table 5. shows Paired Samples Test which indicates that there is no statistically significant difference between investment in software in financial year 2013. and 2012. The value of software intangible assets in year before was even slightly higher than in financial year 2013., i.e.

value of software decreased in comparison to the year before.

VI. HYPOTHESES ACCEPTANCE

According to the results of research, both initially established hypotheses were rejected (table 6.).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>Content</th>
<th>Acceptance / Rejection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H1</td>
<td>Hypothesis 1 – there is statistically significant positive relationship between company’s financial performance and investment in software.</td>
<td>Rejected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2</td>
<td>Hypothesis 2 – there is statistically significant difference between investments in software compared to the previous financial year (increase of investment in intangible assets).</td>
<td>Rejected</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VII. RESEARCH LIMITATIONS

Firstly, when gathering information about company’s intangible assets, significant part of companies haven’t disclosed the structure of their intangible assets in detail. That is the reason why the share of software in their intangible assets could not be determined. Consequently, those companies couldn’t be included in research sample.

Secondly, information was gathered from financial statements which are an end product of accounting. Accounting information is focused on past events and susceptible to manipulation.

Thirdly, economic events are very complex and sometimes it is very hard to resolve what influenced financial performance of companies because there are many macroeconomic and microeconomic variables that can possibly be connected with analysed variable.

Second and third limitation are inherent to every economic analysis of this kind.

VIII. CONCLUSION

The main aim of this paper was to statistically try to examine the relationship between investment in software and financial performance of a company. In other words, to determine if investment in information technology is significant stimulus in terms of improving financial performance of a company. The research sample, which was formed using companies listed on Zagreb Stock Exchange (ZSE) and used in the statistical analysis was gathered from the financial statements publicly available at ZSE’s official website showed that both of our hypotheses: Hypothesis 1 which said that there is
statistically significant positive relationship between company’s financial performance and investment in software and Hypothesis 2- that there is statistically significant difference between investments in software compared to the previous financial year (increase of investment in intangible assets) and according to the results of research, both initially established hypotheses were rejected meaning that by data used in research showed there is no (direct) interconnection between investment in software and financial performance considering given research limitations. But one fact still remains, information technologies have become the most important part of companies assets and business infrastructure on whom the financial performance relies on so many levels so even though we can’s statistically prove the direct interconnection between software investment and financial performance they present the groundings of every business in information economy surroundings.
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Sažetak: - Razlike između pravnih sustava država članica Ujedinjenih naroda nametnule su problem usklađivanja pravne regulative kao prioritet međunarodne zajednice. Problem prepoznavanja određenog ponašanja kao ilegalnog u jednoj državi i tretiranje istog tipa ponašanja kao legalnog u nekoj drugoj, pruža prostor za izbjegavanje krivične odgovornosti. Drugi problem koji se javlja je problem nadležnosti. Kod ove vrste problema se ne može koristi tehnologija koja omogućava rad s udaljenih lokacija, odnosno upotrebu resursa u jednoj državi za obavljanje aktivnosti u drugoj. Zbog toga se izvršava krivični proces u jednoj državi.

I. UVOD

U radu se analiziraju novi izazovi koji su se otvorili novim informacijskim i komunikacijskim tehnologijama. Nova komunikacijska sredstva otvaraju mnoga pravna pitanja koja se postavljaju pred pravnu znanost. Glavni cilj istraživanja je razumijevanje krivičnog djela iz područja računalnog kriminala, a samim time i nova zakonska rješenja u području elektroničkih dokaza.
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II. MEĐUNARODNI ASPEKT ELEKTRONIČKOG DOKAZA

Razlike između pravnih sustava država članica Ujedinjenih naroda (UN) nametnule su problem usklađivanja pravne regulativne kao prioritet međunarodne zajednice u borbi protiv računalnog kriminala. Problem prepoznavanja određenog ponašanja kao ilegalnog u jednoj državi i tretiranje istog ponašanja kao legalnog u nekoj drugoj, pražna prostor za izbjegavanje krivične odgovornosti. U tijelima Ujedinjenih naroda ne postoji odredjivanja većne potrebe da odrede pojedina računalna djela povezana sa zloupotrebom identiteta.

Za pravno reguliranje elektroničkih dokumenata, odnosno elektroničkih dokaza na nivou Europske unije (EU), značajna je Direktiva o čuvanju podataka koji su dobiveni ili obrađeni prilikom pružanja javno dostupnih usluga komunikacije iz 2006. godine [3]. Cilj Direktive 2006/24/EU o čuvanju podataka jest da se usklade odredbe država članica koje se tiču obaveze davaoca javno dostupnih usluga e-komunikacije da daju podatke koje dobivaju ili obrađuju, kako bi se osiguralo da ti podaci budu dostupni u svrhu odlučivanja, otkrivanja i progona poznatih i krivičnih djela. Direktiva 2013/40/EU od 12.08.2013. godine, od država članica zahtijeva uspostavu CERT (Computer Emergency Response Team) timova koji će se baviti problemima zloupotrebe računa, i propisuje postupanje u slučaju većih incidenta [4].

III. ELEKTRONIČKI DOKAZ

Elektronički dokazi su često primarni dokazi u postupku koji se vodi protiv izvršnika krivičnog djela u postupcima koji se vode pred nadležnim sudovima i arbitražama. U odnosu na materijalne dokaze, elektronički dokazi imaju nekoliko prednosti. Od elektroničkih dokaza je moguće napraviti točnu kopiju koja se naknadno može istraživati kao da se radi o originalu. Prilikom ispitivanja kopije, izbjegavaju se ošetrenje i miješanje koje je potrebno zaštiti. Pomoću alata moguće je odrediti je li elektronički dokaz uništen ili promijenjen, upoređujući ga s originalom. Elektronički dokaz je teško uništiti, a kada su dokazi i “obrisani”, mogu se povratiti na računalni disk ili neki drugi medij za pohranu podataka. Računalni podaci se brisanjem fizičkih podataka uništavaju, dok elektronički dokazi lako se mogu izmijeniti, što zahtijeva pažnju i adekvatan pristup u odnosu na materijalne dokaze,

A. Ujedinjeni narodi

Ujedinjeni narodi su u vezi rješavanja problema računalnog kriminala, donijeli rezolucije (br. 55/63 i 56/121) o borbi protiv zloupotrebe informacijskih tehnologija, koje je Generalna skupština UN usvojila 22.01.2001. i 23.02.2002. godine, a kao jedan od ciljeva utvrdile su potrebu da se usvojila 22.01.2001. i 23.02.2002. godine, a kao potreba odredbe država članica koja uređuje elektroničke dokaze.

B. Vijeće Europe

Vijeće Europe je 1999. godine usvojilo eEurope inicijativu, kojom je osigurano povezanost među državama i građanima. Elektronička inicijativa je osiguralo povezanost među državama i građanima EU, a opredjela su pravila za brisanje elektroničkih dokaza.

C. Europska unija

Za pravno reguliranje elektroničkih dokumenata, odnosno elektroničkih dokaza na nivou Europske unije (EU), značajna je Direktiva o čuvanju podataka koji su dobiveni ili obrađeni prilikom pružanja javno dostupnih usluga komunikacije iz 2006. godine [3]. Cilj Direktive 2006/24/EU o čuvanju podataka jest da se usklade odredbe država članica koje se tiču obaveze davaoca javno dostupnih usluga e-komunikacije da daju podatke koje dobivaju ili obrađuju, kako bi se osiguralo da ti podaci budu dostupni u svrhu odlučivanja, otkrivanja i progona poznatih i krivičnih djela. Direktiva 2013/40/EU od 12.08.2013. godine, od država članica zahtijeva uspostavu CERT (Computer Emergency Response Team) timova koji će se baviti problemima zloupotrebe računa, i propisuje postupanje u slučaju većih incidenta [4].
Ovo se može izvršiti na sljedeće načine:
- prilikom uključivanja uređaja u struju ili na mrežu, aktivira se softver za brisanje podataka;
- prilikom isključivanja uređaja, pokreće se softver za brisanje podataka;
- kako bi se otvorila zaštićena datoteka, prilikom unosa odgovarajuće lozinkе aktivira se njegov uništenje.
Važno je da elektronički dokazi budu prikupljeni u skladu sa zakonom, jer će ih u suprotnom istražni sudac izuzeti iz spisa kao nezakonite dokaze.
Računalna istraga obuhvaća postupak dolaženja do elektroničkih dokaza i utvrđivanja vremena kada su bili umjeti, uskladišteni, skljonjeni, kao i vremena kada su datoteke bile kreirane, postavljene, punjene, ili kada im se pristupilo.
Vrste analiza elektroničkih dokaza su:
1. vremenska analiza - određuje kada se određeni događaj desio i stvara sliku o razvoju zločina;  
2. analiza skrivenih podataka ukazuje na vlasništvo;  
3. analiza datoteka - ukazuje koje se mjere moraju poduzeti da bi se analiza završila.
Prilikom izvođenja istražnih radnji, moguće je kopirati elektroničke podatke ili klonirati podatke. Kopiranje podataka predstavlja repliciranje neke elektroničke datoteke s jednog nosača podataka na drugi. Iz razloga što mehaničkim kopiranjem korisni podaci ostaju na nosaču podataka, svrlа se kloniranje podataka kojim mogu pristupiti istražitelji koji posjeduju posebne alate za njegovo izvođenje. Klonirati sadržaj znači napraviti njegovu potpunu repliku, zajedno sa svim elementima koji se pri kopiranju ne bi vidjeli, odnosno ne bi prenijeli na kopiju. Elektronički dokazi prolaze dvostrukom provjeru u postupku - jedna je ocjena njihove dokazne snage, a druga je provjera njihove oformljenosti. Oformiti se može elektronički dokaz tako što će se uz sadržaj e-maila dodati i sekundarni dokazi, koji potvrđuju kome e-mail nalog pripada i nedvosmisleno dokazuju da je e-mail poslan s odgovarajućeg uređaja u određeno vrijeme. Uz ove činjenice moraju se dodati i zapisnici da je izvršena analiza podataka i da je potvrđeno da je to uređaj koji je nosio istu IP adresu s koje je e-mail poslan u vrijeme kada je poslan. Na taj način je oformljen elektronički dokaz. Analiza dokaza, kao i čuvanje elektroničkih dokaza, trebale bi voditi stručne i obučene osobe.

IV. PRAVNA RUJESENJA ELEKTRONIČKIH DOKUMENATA I DOKAZA U BOSNI I HERCEGOVINI

Donošenjem Zakona o elektroničkom dokumentu („Sl. glasnik BiH“ broj 58/14), Zakona o elektroničkom potpisu („Službeni glasnik BiH“, broj 91/06) i Zakona o elektroničkom pravnom i poslovnom prometu („Službeni glasnik BiH“, broj 88/07), kao i njihovih podzakonskih akata, omogućeno je uspostavljanje elektroničkog pravnog i poslovnog prometa u postupcima koji se vode pred tijelima uprave Bosne i Hercegovine. Zakon o elektroničkom dokumentu propisuje da se upotreba i promet elektroničkog dokumenta vrši samo na osnovu slobodno izražene volje i pravne važnosti kao dokumenta sačinjenog na papiru. Elektronički dokument mora imati informacijsku cjelovitost i biti u formi zapisa koja omogućava jednostavno čitanje sadržaja. U postupcima koji se vode pred nadležnim tijelima, kao dokaz mogu se koristiti i elektronički dokumenti. U svim radnjama dokumentacijskog ciklusa elektroničkog dokumenta mora postojati mogućnost provjere njegove vjerodostojnosti, originalnosti i nepromjenjivosti. Ako se nadležnom tijelu dostavi dokaz jedino u obliku elektroničkog dokumenta, to ne može biti razlog njegovog odbijanja odnosno osporavanja. Pri ocjeni ispravnosti elektroničkog dokumenta moraju se uzeti u obzir pojedine o njegovoj izradi, skladištenju, prijenosu, čuvanju, vjerodostojnosti i nepromjenjivosti [6].

Bosna i Hercegovina je ratificirala Konvenciju o kibernetskom kriminalu i Dodatni protokol uz Konvenciju 2006. godine [7]. Ratificiranjem Konvencije u odnosu na BiH, slijedila je implementacija odredbi krivičnog prava Konvencije u državni i nedržavni krivični i krivično procesni zakone. Sadržajem odredbi Krivičnog zakona BiH, za razliku od ostala tri nedržavna Krivična zakona (Federacije BiH, Republike Srpske i Brčko Distrikta BiH), nisu implementirane preporučene odredbe krivičnog prava već je to „dogovorno prepušteno“ u nadležnost nedržavnim krivičnim zakonima F BiH, RS i Brčko Distriktu.

Krivična računalna djela uvedena su Krivičnim zakonom Federacije BiH, gdje su predviđena „krivična djela protiv sustava obrade podataka“ (čl. 393-397) i sankcije za krivična djela kod oštećenja računalnih podataka i programa. Krivični zakon RS predviđa kao krivično djelo upad u računalni sustav,
ka „krivična djela sigurnosti računalnih podataka” (čl. 186a - 186e). Analizom se sadržaja odredbi nedržavnih zakona može zaključiti da se obaveza preuzeta ratifikacijom Konvencije u pogledu krivičnog materijalnog prava ispoštovala i da su krivična djela predviđena Konvencijom ugrađena u odredbe nedržavnih krivičnih zakona u BiH.

Zakon o krivičnom postupku BiH u člunu 51. propisuje pretres računalnih sustava, ugradnje za pohranjivanje računalnih i elektroničkih podataka, kao i mobilnih uređaja. Osobe koje se koriste ovim uređajima dužne su omogućiti pristup i predati medij na kojem su pohranjeni elektronički podaci. Analizom sadržaja računala i mobitelja uređaja, dolazi se do važnih podataka o komunikaciji između osumnjičenih, i osumnjičenih i trećih osoba [8]. Zakon o krivičnom postupku BiH trebao bi se dopuniti uvođenjem posebnih odredbi, nakon člana 52., koji bi se nazvao „Forenzička analiza sadržaja računarskih sustava, uređaja za pohranjivanje računarskih i elektroničkih podataka i mobilnih telefonskih aparata”[3]. Navedenim članom bi se jasno propisao postupak forenzičke analize računarskih sustava, uređaja za pohranjivanje računarskih i elektroničkih podataka i mobilnih uređaja koji se privremeno oduzimaju. Nakon što budu privremeno oduzeti, navedeni uređaji se proslijeduju na analizu u forenzički laboratoriji, gdje se pristupa analizi sadržaja. O forenzičkoj analizi sadržaja sačinjavao bi se izvještaj, u kojem se opisuje predmet forenzičke analize, postupak forenzičke analize i dobiveni sadržaj forenzičke analize. Trebalo bi propisati da su ovlaštene službene osobe, prilikom oduzimanja računarskih sustava, uređaja za pohranjivanje računarskih podataka i mobilnih uređaja, dužna iste zapakirati i zapčatiti, te prosljediti putem suda na forenzičku analizu [9].
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Abstract - The purpose of this study is to give an overlook and comparison of best known data warehouse architectures. Single-layer, two-layer, and three-layer architectures are structure-oriented one that are depending on the number of layers used by the architecture. In independent data marts architecture, bus, hub-and-spoke, centralized and distributed architectures, the main layers are differently combined. Listed data warehouse architectures are compared based on organizational structures, with its similarities and differences. The second comparison gives a look into information quality (consistency, completeness, accuracy) and system quality (integration, flexibility, scalability). Bus, hub-and-spoke and centralized data warehouse architectures got the highest scores in information and system quality assessment.
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I. INTRODUCTION

None of the business organization is the same. They all have their own unique processes and actions. In the databases of this organizations, the data has to be in every moment updated and available for processing. To be able to perform analytical processing for business decision-making, the organization needs to have a data warehouse where certain data are firstly being processed, and then permanently stored for future actions. The data warehouses provide support to managers in the management and decision-making. Before the implementation of a data warehouse, it is necessary to determine the criteria to be satisfied, and on the basis of determined, select the appropriate data warehouse architecture that satisfies the needs of organization.

The purpose of this paper is to give an overlook and comparison of best known data warehouse architectures. The main features for each architecture will be presented, and architectures will be compared based on organizational structures, as well as on system and information quality.

II. DATA WAREHOUSE ARCHITECTURE CLASSIFICATION

The authors [1] gave the best overlook and explanation of various data warehouse architectures. They put data warehouse architectures into two categories. The first one includes single-layer, two-layer and three-layer architectures that are structure-oriented one and are depending on the number of layers used by the architecture. The second classification consists of independent data marts architecture, bus, hub-and-spoke, centralized and distributed architecture where the main layers are differently combined.

A. Single-Layer Architecture

Single-layer architecture is not frequently used in practice. The goal is to minimize the amount of stored data by removing data redundancies. Data warehouse is virtual and implemented as a multidimensional view of operational data. The main weakness of a single-layer architecture is its failure to separate the analytical and transactional data processing.

B. Two-Layer Architecture

In the two-layer architecture, there is a separation between two layers: a layer of data sources and data warehouse layer. Although it is called a two-layer architecture to emphasize the separation of the two layers, it is actually consisted of four data flow stages: source layer, data staging, data warehouse layer and analysis. In contrast to single-layer architecture, in this one there is a separation between analytical and transactional data processing.
C. Three-Layer Architecture

Three-layer architecture is characterized by the fact that three layers are physically implemented: source layer, reconciled layer and data warehouse layer. Reconciled data layer materializes operational data after integrating and cleansing source data. As a result of passing through the reconciled layer, data is integrated, consistent, accurate, correct, and detailed.

D. Independent Data Marts Architecture

As the name implies, independent data marts architecture consists of various data marts being separately designed and implemented, in another words, they are not integrated. Data marts usually have inconsistent data definitions and use different dimensions and measures, making data analysis difficult. This architecture is usually replaced by another one in order to achieve better data integration and cross-reporting.

E. Bus Architecture

The bus architecture is recommended by Ralph Kimball and is similar to independent data marts architecture with significant difference – data marts are logically integrated and there is an enterprise-wide view of information.

F. Hub-And-Spoke Architecture

The hub-and-spoke architecture consists of data sources, reconciled data and data marts. Enterprise data warehouse, called the hub, is created with a set of data marts, called spokes. Atomic, normalized data is stored in a reconciled layer that feeds a set of data marts made of summarized data in multidimensional form. In hub-and-spoke architecture the emphasis is on scalability and extensibility, as well as on retrieving large amounts of information.

G. Centralized Architecture

The centralized architecture is recommended by Bill Inmon. This architecture can be seen as a specific implementation of hub-and-spoke architecture, where in contrast to hub-and-spoke, there is no dependent data marts. It consists of one centralized data warehouse which contains integrated data and data marts.
H. Distributed Architecture

The distributed architecture is sometimes adopted in dynamic contexts where existing data warehouses should be integrated to provide a single solution. Each data warehouse/data mart is in this architecture logically or physically integrated using joint keys, global metadata, distributed queries, and other methods.

III. DATA WAREHOUSE ARCHITECTURE COMPARISON

We start with comparison based on organizational structure. Visible features in the organizational structures of architectures were taken as comparison criteria. Is the source data being processed with ETL tools before being stored? Are the users getting data directly from data warehouse, or through data marts? Do the data marts depend on data warehouse?

In Table 1 the results are presented. In all architectures, except in single-layer architecture, data is stored and retrieved only after it has been processed by ETL tools. In single-layer and centralized architecture, data is accessed directly from data warehouse. In all other architectures, data for specific business area is being retrieved from data marts. If there is a data mart after data warehouse in the organizational structure, we can say that data mart depends on data warehouse. We can found independent data marts in independent data marts...
architecture, bus, centralized, and distributed architecture. Hub-and-spoke architecture has a data warehouse made of set of data marts.

For the second comparison we used numeric tables [3] to take a look into consistency, completeness, and accuracy of information, and integration, flexibility, and scalability of system. Based on these tables, Chart 1 and Chart 2 were created, representing results for independent data marts architecture, bus, hub-and-spoke, centralized and distributed architecture.

In information quality assessment on Chart 1, independent data mart architecture has the lowest results. The next one is distributed architecture. For bus, hub-and-spoke and centralized architecture, there are similar results. Independent data marts architecture has relatively small result for information completeness, what confirms the fact that this architecture is particularly weak in providing all data needed to make decisions. Hub-and-spoke and centralized architectures have higher values for information completeness. These architectures provide more comprehensive data source in decision support. The bus architecture has proved to be the best when it comes to the information accuracy.

In system quality assessment on Chart 2, the average results are analog to results in information quality assessment. Independent data marts architecture got also in this case the lowest results, and that is why this architecture is soon being replaced by another architecture. The distributed architecture has some better results. Bus, hub-and-spoke and centralized architectures also achieved similar results. Although centralized architecture got the highest result for scalability, bus and hub-and-spoke architectures have proven to be the best when it comes to all three measures of system quality.

In [4], [5] and [6] we can find more features that were used to assess the success of the architectures. The given conclusions are similar to ours.

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper gave an overlook of best-known data warehouse architectures: single-layer, two-layer, and three-layer architecture, independent data marts architecture, bus, hub-and-spoke, centralized and distributed architecture.
distributed architecture. Looking at the organizational structures of these architectures, we can conclude that in the beginning there is source data. Data is then being processed by ETL tools (extraction, transformation, load) and then stored in data warehouse. Data marts can follow data warehouse for retrieving data required for analysis of particular business area. Using different tools, end users receive the required information.

The contribution of this paper is in comparison of best known data warehouse architectures. Bus, hub-and-spoke, and centralized architectures have shown the best results in assessing information quality, as well as in system quality assessment. The reason for that is that these architectures have developed over time and have become similar. We believe that architectures in the future will be very similar. Over time, there will be less disadvantages and every architecture will successfully satisfy needs of their clients.

For further work on this paper, one can pay attention to the future of data warehouse, due to the increasing popularity of NoSQL databases.
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Abstract - The database management system is a software that enables easier work with databases i.e. to define database structure, retrieve stored data, enter data into the database and process the previously stored data in the database. In this article we have compared 3 relational database management systems (RDBMS) - Oracle 11g, MySQL and PostgreSQL. They are compared according to the simple criteria that we defined, such as the comparison of basic data, syntax, data types and speed performance. The main contribution of the article is a comparison of 3 different RDBMSs by our own score criteria.

I. INTRODUCTION

Databases today are widely used in the field of information systems. Databases allow working with multiple levels of data, unlike conventional programming languages. They are made with the purpose to eliminate the weak points of automatic processing of data that have been most used during the 60s and 70s. Growing usage of databases has enabled the development of quality and reliable applications. The definition of a database according to [8] is a collection of interrelated data and stored in computers external memory. According to [8] system for database management is a server for a database, and with it you can create a database to display the required logical structure. It is also used to perform operations on data that its client tasks. In this paper we were working with database management systems that are based on the relational model. The relational model was designed by E. F. Codd in the 60s. The model uses mathematical concept of a relation and data and links between data are shown in table form.

II. SPECIFICATIONS

A. MySQL

According to [1] MySQL is the most popular open source database in the world, because it has cost-effective delivery of data, with high-performance, stable e-commerce and online transaction processing. According to [1] MySQL is an integrated, safe for transactions, an ACID compliant database with full support for a return to the old data, the recovery after the destruction of the base and the possibility of row-level locking. MySQL provides ease of use, high performance, scalability, as well as packet drivers of the database and visual tools to help developers (database administration). MySQL database has the following characteristics:

- High performance and scalability - to satisfy the exponential growth of data loads and a number of users.
- Self-healing cluster replication - to improve the performance, stability and availability.
- Online modification of the scheme - in order to satisfy changing business requirements.

B. PostgreSQL

According to [2] PostgreSQL is an object-relational system for database management and is based on PostgreSQL version 4.2 that was developed at the University of California at Berkeley IT department. PostgreSQL has developed many concepts that have become available only in some commercial database systems much later. PostgreSQL is an open-source successor of the original Berkeley code. It supports a large part of the SQL standard and offers many modern features, such as:

- Complex queries.
- External keys.
- Triggers.
- Transaction Integrity.
- Multi-version concurrency control.

Because of its liberal license PostgreSQL can be used, modified and distributed completely free for any purpose (private, academic or commercial).

C. Oracle database 11g

According to [3] Oracle Database 11g is a full-featured database manager for the needs of medium-sized companies. Within Oracle 11g is an Oracle Application Express, a unique online development environment that enables rapid construction of a database using a web browser. It also supports Oracle Developer graphical tool for database development, which allows the developer to browse database objects by running SQL queries, SQL scripts and editing PL / SQL statements. Oracle Database 11g is well integrated with Visual Studio through Oracle Data Access components that allow the developer to easily build .NET applications and Web services based on Oracle 11g database.
III. COMPARISON OF A DBMS

A. Comparison of basic data of DBMS

The first comparison that we will make is the comparison of basic data for each RDBMS. According to [7] below in the text is an overview of Table 1 which contains a comparison of basic data RDBMSs.

From the attached Table 1 we can see that MySQL and Oracle 11g have the same developer, Oracle 11g is the only commercial RDBMS, PostgreSQL is supported on the variety number of operating systems, even 9. Oracle supports most programming languages. In the table we mentioned some of the most popular programming languages, although there are lesser-known languages that Oracle supports. All RDBMSs have ACID.

B. Comparison of syntax

The second comparison is the syntax between MySQL, Oracle 11g, and PostgreSQL which is shown in Table 2. The commands are creating two tables Manufacturer and Tires, the input of data in tables and queries that run against created tables and which are written according to the syntax of the corresponding RDBMS. From Table 2, we can see that the difference in the syntax for each RDBMS is negligible. All that is changed is just one word, and that is NUMBER, which reads NUMERIC for MySQL and PostgreSQL. We tested the examples only with two data types (VARCHAR and NUMERIC) in this paper – in the future work we will broaden the scope.

TABLE I. COMPARISON OF BASIC RDBMS DATA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Database model</th>
<th>MySQL, Oracle 11g</th>
<th>PostgreSQL, Global Development Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Developer</td>
<td>Oracle</td>
<td>Oracle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Licence</td>
<td>Open source</td>
<td>Commercial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supported OS</td>
<td>Windows, Linux, OSX, Solaris, FreeBSD</td>
<td>Windows, Linux, OSX, Solaris, HP-UX, AIX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transactions</td>
<td>ACID</td>
<td>ACID</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: [7]

C. Data types

The third comparison is the difference between the data types that a particular RDBMS is using. For easier and more user-friendly presentation we will use Table 3. According to sources [4], [5] and [6] we pulled out all the essential information for the comparison of data types. Below we will describe the advantages and disadvantages of different RDBMSs for certain types of data which they have or do not have. Data type ARRAY MySQL doesn't have, but the alternative that users of MySQL are using is the temporary table. All three RDBMSs have CHAR - it is used because it is fast, space efficient and it is practical to use when the rows are the same or approximately the same length.

The CHARACTER in MySQL is a longer version of CHAR, there is also a variant of CHARACTER SET binary for character data type. It causes the column to be made from the appropriate binary data types so that the char becomes a binary char, varchar becomes varbinary while the character in PostgreSQL is a string of fixed size.

DATE is supported in all three RDBMS and it is used to save the date in the form of strings or numbers. CHARACTER VARYING is only supported in PostgreSQL and its advantage over regular character is variable length.

DECIMAL is supported in PostgreSQL and MySQL, and MySQL also supports DEC. Oracle solves the lack of decimals in a way that converts decimal to numeric data type. In PostgreSQL user precisely defines the decimal numbers ranging from 131072 figures before the decimal point and 16383 numbers after the decimal point. In MySQL decimal determines the exact number of digits before the decimal point and the number of digits after the decimal point. The maximum number of decimal digits is 65 while the number of supported decimals is 30. It also has an option that prevents unsigned negative values. DEC is synonymous for decimal. DOUBLE is supported in MySQL and PostgreSQL. Alternative for the DOUBLE which is used by users of Oracle is BINARY_DOUBLE, and it is 64-bit floating point NUMBER or BINARY_FLOAT. In PostgreSQL is used DOUBLE PRECISION, and it consists of 15 decimal numbers. In MySQL DOUBLE is the number with the moving point of normal size, a range can be less than that is specified in the documentation, but it all depends on the hardware and operating system.

ENUM is supported in MySQL and PostgreSQL, but in Oracle it isn't. MySQL ENUM is a string object with a selected list of allowed values that are listed in the column with specifications at the time of creating the table. PostgreSQL ENUM is a data type that includes statically ordered set of values, and they are equivalent to ENUM type that is supported in many programming languages. In Oracle using PL / SQL users can make their own type that has a similar logic to Enum.
FLOAT is not supported in PostgreSQL. The alternative to FLOAT in PostgreSQL is a REAL, DOUBLE PRECISION or NUMERIC. In MySQL FLOAT is the value of the approximate numerical value data with a movable section, and his precision is from 0 to 23 results in a 4-byte one-precision float column. FLOAT is a subtype of number data type and it has a precision in the range from 1 to 126 binary numbers. INT is supported only in MySQL.

Oracle solves this problem so that INT converts into NUMBER data type. PostgreSQL uses instead of INT use an INTEGER for values whose size of storage is 4 bytes and BIG INT for values that require storage size of 8 bytes. MySQL supports SQL standard integer types and the size of its storage is 4 bytes. LONG is supported only in Oracle. The columns that we declare as LONG can be stored as signs of adjustable length and a length is up to 2 gigabytes of information. MySQL alternative for LONG would be text that can store up to 4 gigabytes of character, and the effective maximum length is less if the value contains multibyte signs. PostgreSQL also used TEXT data type as a replacement for LONG, and the size is undefined.

### TABLE II. COMPARISON OF SYNTAX RDBMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RDBMS</th>
<th>Commands</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MySQL</td>
<td>CREATE TABLE MANUFACTURER (ID_PRO VARCHAR (2) NOT NULL, PRO_NAME VARCHAR (20) NOT NULL, HEADQUARTERS VARCHAR(20));</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oracle 11g</td>
<td>CREATE TABLE MANUFACTURER (ID_PRO VARCHAR (2) NOT NULL, PRO_NAME VARCHAR (20) NOT NULL, HEADQUARTERS VARCHAR(20));</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PostgreSQL</td>
<td>CREATE TABLE MANUFACTURER (ID_PRO VARCHAR (2) NOT NULL, PRO_NAME VARCHAR (20) NOT NULL, HEADQUARTERS VARCHAR(20));</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**INSERT INTO TABLE 1**

```
MySQL
INSERT INTO MANUFACTURER VALUES ('GY', 'GOODYEAR', 'BUFFALO');
```

```
Oracle 11g
INSERT INTO MANUFACTURER VALUES ('GY', 'GOODYEAR', 'BUFFALO');
```

```
PostgreSQL
INSERT INTO MANUFACTURER VALUES ('GY', 'GOODYEAR', 'BUFFALO');
```

**CREATE TABLE 2**

```
MySQL
CREATE TABLE TIRES (ID_TIRES VARCHAR(6) NOT NULL, TIRES_NAME VARCHAR(30) NOT NULL, ID_PRO VARCHAR(2) NOT NULL, PURPOSE VARCHAR(15) NOT NULL, PRICE NUMBER(6,2) NOT NULL, STOCK NUMBER NOT NULL, SOLD NUMBER NOT NULL);
```

```
Oracle 11g
CREATE TABLE TIRES (ID_TIRES VARCHAR(6) NOT NULL, TIRES_NAME VARCHAR(30) NOT NULL, ID_PRO VARCHAR(2) NOT NULL, PURPOSE VARCHAR(15) NOT NULL, PRICE NUMERIC(6,2), STOCK NUMERIC NOT NULL, SOLD NUMERIC NOT NULL);
```

```
PostgreSQL
CREATE TABLE TIRES (ID_TIRES VARCHAR(6) NOT NULL, TIRES_NAME VARCHAR(30) NOT NULL, ID_PRO VARCHAR(2) NOT NULL, PURPOSE VARCHAR(15) NOT NULL, PRICE NUMERIC(6,2), STOCK NUMERIC NOT NULL, SOLD NUMERIC NOT NULL);
```

**INSERT INTO TABLE 2**

```
MySQL
INSERT INTO TIRES VALUES ('GY3455', 'DURAGRIP', 'GY', 'LJETNE', 528.66, 12, 1567);
```

```
Oracle 11g
INSERT INTO TIRES VALUES ('GY3455', 'DURAGRIP', 'GY', 'LJETNE', 528.66, 12, 1567);
```

```
PostgreSQL
INSERT INTO TIRES VALUES ('GY3455', 'DURAGRIP', 'GY', 'LJETNE', 528.66, 12, 1567);
```

**QUERY 1**

```
MySQL
SELECT NAZIV_TIRES, ID_PRO FROM TIRES WHERE ID_PRO IN (SELECT ID_PRO FROM MANUFACTURER WHERE HEADQUARTERS = 'MILANO');
```

```
Oracle 11g
SELECT NAZIV_TIRES, ID_PRO FROM TIRES WHERE ID_PRO IN (SELECT ID_PRO FROM MANUFACTURER WHERE HEADQUARTERS = 'MILANO');
```

```
PostgreSQL
SELECT NAZIV_TIRES, ID_PRO FROM TIRES WHERE ID_PRO IN (SELECT ID_PRO FROM MANUFACTURER WHERE HEADQUARTERS = 'MILANO');
```

**QUERY 2**

```
MySQL
SELECT AVG(SOLD/22*PRICE) "Average daily earnings" FROM TIRES WHERE ID_PRO = 'DL';
```

```
Oracle 11g
SELECT AVG(SOLD/22*PRICE) "Average daily earnings" FROM TIRES WHERE ID_PRO = 'DL';
```

```
PostgreSQL
SELECT AVG(SOLD/22*PRICE) "Average daily earnings" FROM TIRES WHERE ID_PRO = 'DL';
```

### TABLE III. COMPARISON OF DATA TYPES RDBMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Type</th>
<th>MySQL</th>
<th>Oracle 11g</th>
<th>PostgreSQL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARRAY</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHAR</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHARACTER</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATE</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHARACTER VARYING</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DECIMAL, DEC</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOUBLE</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENUM</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLOAT</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INT</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LONG</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NUMBER</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NUMERIC</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAW</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REAL</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEXT</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIME</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIMESTAMP</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UUID</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VARCHAR</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VARCHAR2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YEAR</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
VARCHAR is a string of variable length, and its length is limited to a maximum line length which is 65,535 bytes. VARCHAR in PostgreSQL is the character type of general purpose variable length with a limit. VARCHAR in Oracle is the same as varchar, but it is recommended to use VARCHAR2 because the VARCHAR is designed to redefine in a separate data type. It will be used for variable length strings compared with different comparison semantics. In PostgreSQL, VARCHAR2 is supported only in Oracle. VARCHAR2 is a data type that specifies the character string of variable length, once when the VARCHAR2 is created column has an available maximum number of characters or bytes of data that can be kept. The equivalent of VARCHAR2 in MySQL and PostgreSQL is VARCHAR.

YEAR is supported only in MySQL. YEAR is the data type of 1 byte and it is used to represent the values in the form yyyy, and the range is from 1901 to 2155. Oracle and PostgreSQL use DATE data type instead.

TEXT is not supported in Oracle, but the alternative in Oracle is long. TEXT in PostgreSQL, in the beginning, had a TEXT data type, but when was transferred to SQL language for compatibility, instead of being renamed they added a new type VARCHAR, but both types use the same C routines internally.

TIME is supported in MySQL and PostgreSQL while in Oracle as an alternative is used a DATE. TIME in MySQL is a data type that can be used not only to represent the time of the day but also the elapsed time or the time interval between two events. In PostgreSQL, TIME data type saves the time of day. Storage size is 8 bytes. TIMESTAMP is supported in all three RDBMS. TIMESTAMP in MySQL is a data type and is used for values that contain both DATE and TIME intervals. In PostgreSQL, TIMESTAMP has two variants, one is without time zone, and one is with the time zone, and both of them store date and time. TIMESTAMP in Oracle has three variants, the ordinary one, with the time zone and with local time of time zone.

UUID is only supported in PostgreSQL. UUID is written as a series of small hexadecimal digits through several groups separated by dashes, a separate group of eight digits followed by three groups of four digits followed by a group of 12 digits, and all that together is the thirty-two digits that represent one hundred and twenty-eight bits. In Oracle, the UUID is obtained using a function in PL / SQL, while in MySQL is used the UUID() function that returns the value of hundred and twenty-eight bit as utf8 string of five hexadecimal numbers in the form of aaaaaaaaa-bbbbb-ccccccc-ddddd-eeccccccccccccc.

VARCHAR is supported in all three RDBMS. VARCHAR in MySQL is very similar to char, but the difference is in the storage and retrieval of data. VARCHAR is a string of variable length, and its length is from 0 to 65,535 while its maximum effective length is limited to a maximum line length which is 65,535 bytes. VARCHAR2 in MySQL is the data type for compatibility, instead of being renamed they added a new type VARCHAR2, but both types use the same C routines internally.

D. Speed performance

In the last comparison we will compare the speed of execution of certain commands in each of the RDBMSs. The hardware resources that were used during testing are: CPU: Intel (R) i5 2400K, RAM: 8GB DDR3 RAM, HDD: WD 1T, OS: Windows 7 64-bit. To view the runtime we used commands within the RDBMSs. For Oracle, the commands are set timing on and set autotrace traceonly, and for PostgreSQL is 'timing, while for MySQL command was not necessary, because it already has that option within itself as part of the MySQL Workbench. We must mention that the speed comparison done in this paper is pretty simple (with simple statements and simple database with small number of tuples). Table 4. shows our comparison of the speed performance of the simple RDBMS queries. More comprehensive speed performance will be done in the future (with larger and more complex database, as well as more complex queries).

In Table 4. we can see the results of comparing the speeds which will be described in more detail below. The first command create table was performed fastest by Oracle for only 0.03 ms. After Oracle was MySQL and it performed a query for 0.22 ms and at the end is PostgreSQL. The second command insert into was performed fastest by Oracle for 0.001 ms, followed by PostgreSQL for 0.006 ms and at the end is MySQL with 0.05 ms. The third query select was performed fastest by MySQL for 0.001 ms, followed by Oracle with 0.01 ms and at the end is PostgreSQL with 0.02 ms. The fourth query select was executed equally fast by both Oracle and MySQL for 0.001 ms, while the PostgreSQL performed it for 0.009 ms. The fifth query join was performed equally fast by both MySQL and Oracle in a time of 0.001 ms, while the PostgreSQL performed it in 0.006 ms. The sixth command update was performed fastest by Oracle for 0.001 ms, followed by PostgreSQL with 0.004 ms and at the end is MySQL with 0.06 ms. The seventh and final command drop table was performed fastest by PostgreSQL for 0.08 ms, followed by MySQL with 0.16 ms and at the end is Oracle with 0.44 ms.
create, insert, select, drop, join for all three RDBMS, and the only difference appears in the writings of certain types of data and how the values within them are written. The third criterion of comparison of RDBMSs is data types. We compared 22 types of data for each RDBMS. For each of the systems, if there is no particular type of data supported, another type of data is supported, that performs multiple functions or has an alternative solution using a different data type or the combination of several. So on the basis of that, there is no best RDBMS, it all depends on what a person who works with database management prefers to use. The fourth and last criterion of comparison is the speed performance of queries in RDBMSs. According to Table 4, it can be seen that the speed of execution is prevailed by Oracle which is the best to use in large and complex systems, while immediately behind it is MySQL intended for free users, education and business, to the fact that MySQL is the most widely used open source system database management. PostgreSQL is also very popular open source system for managing databases and it applies the same as MySQL, only it is much less prevalent in contrast to MySQL. After all the comparisons, Oracle would be the best option for RDBMS, if to the user who uses it the speed and performance of complex operations is the most important thing and is willing to pay, while MySQL is our recommendation for the open source version which is slightly slower than the Oracle by the tests we made. However, we must state that our conclusions are based on a very simple database and benchmark - more comprehensive syntax and data type comparison, as well as speed performance will be done in the future (with larger and more complex database, as well as more complex queries).
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Abstract – More than a decade many scientific papers have been dealing with automatic categorization of documents. Until recently there were no widespread tools or libraries that could be integrated in a custom application. Recent cloud solutions for cognitive computing eased such integration, but it still requires a lot of work. An idea of extendible library for simplifying document parsing and categorization using IBM Watson API is developed and presented in this paper. As a proof of concept nearly one hundred of scientific papers in a scientific journal were parsed and analysed using Watson API to detect key topics and concepts of each paper which were then compared with keywords provided by the author.

I. INTRODUCTION

Significant data growth in past few decades has been the main driver for increased interest in text analysis. Many scientific papers (e.g. [3], [4], [5], [7]) have dealt with automatic categorization of documents in different areas. Various types of documents have been analysed, from scientific papers to newspaper texts. Motivation for document analysis varies: to detect plagiarism [26], help librarians to categorize scientific papers by providing additional information beyond authors’ keywords [6], assigning disease code in medical documents [5], etc.

Until recently there were no widespread tools or libraries that could be easily integrated in a custom application. Recent cloud solutions for cognitive computing eased such integration, but it still requires a lot of work for adaptation and integration in proprietary application. Furthermore, introduction of any new technology can be a misleading hype and what looks appealing at the first sight can cause many problems during development or in a production environment. Notwithstanding the fact that cloud solutions offer monthly payment plans (or some other pay per usage method) switching technology is only theoretically easy and cheap. Change of technology requires many modifications in existing applications, which requires a lot of additional work. An idea presented in this paper is to utilize one of cloud services for cognitive computing and to develop an extendible library that would encapsulate interaction with chosen service, thus easing possible switch of technology.

In the next section, we reflect on the related work followed by short description of present cloud technologies for cognitive computing. In the Selection IV architecture of a proposed solution is elaborated, followed by the description of developed prototype and presentation of obtained results. As a proof of concept nearly one hundred of scientific papers from a scientific journal [1] was parsed and analysed using IBM Watson API [2] in order to detect key topics and concepts of each paper. Comparison of obtained results and author keywords was a first step of documents categorization (i.e. clustering based on key topics). The paper ends with conclusion elaborating future work.

II. RELATED WORK

For more than a decade many scientific papers have dealt with automatic analysis of various documents but an accent was mostly on well-structured documents like scientific papers. Scientific papers are suitable for analysis due to similar formatting. However, any document with semantic tags could be a good source for analysis (e.g. META tags in HTML documents [3]).

A typical application is automatically categorizing papers in one of predefined categories or assigning one or more tags to documents. Examples are [4], having predefined keywords for each category and [5] trying to automatically assign international disease codes to medical documents. An idea to observe not only abstract but rather complete text to extract information about document was a motivation for [6]. X. L. X. Lu et al. [7] went further trying to categorize figures inside a document and add additional information to the document in the categorization process.

Although most of the work is related to documents in English language which was found more suitable for text analysis, there is much ongoing research for other languages. Authors introduced new approach [8] for Croatian language that extracts keywords from news articles.

During document indexing process, scientific papers are usually paired with predefined descriptors. Authors of [9] analysed keywords given by authors with the descriptors assigned to the papers. However, it is reasonable to question author keywords because it can be misleading in some cases. Authors in [10] compared keywords with automatically generated keywords and differences were not negligible. Various techniques of keywords extraction and text classification are described in [11], [12], and [13].

Automatic extraction of key concepts and categorization is not only limited to scientific papers and
motivated by ease of later information retrieval but it was used to detect religious and political sentiment of a document [14].

Emergence of cloud solutions for cognitive computing opened a whole new perspective of appliance. Thus authors of [15] and [16] developed an interactive application that can answer user questions by analysing the question and finding related facts. I. Wesley-Smith et al [17] used cognitive services to rank scientific papers.

III. TOOLS AND LIBRARIES FOR COGNITIVE COMPUTING

Cognitive services and computing widely gained popularity over the past few years. Most popular services are provided by Microsoft, Google and IBM. Those services are available to developers for making their applications more intelligent, engaging and discoverable. Services are used not only for text analysis but also for picture and video analysis. The main idea behind these services is to make computer experiences more personal and to increase productivity aided by systems that progressively can see, hear, speak, understand and even begin to reason.

A. Microsoft cognitive services

Microsoft cognitive services [18] work across devices and platforms such as iOS, Android, and Windows. API methods are categorized over few categories: Vision, Speech, Language, Knowledge and Search. Each category contains additional API methods providing services like: Computer Vision, Content Moderator, Speaker Recognition, Bing Spell Check, Language Understanding and more. Overview of Academic Knowledge API is given in [19].

B. Google Cloud Platform

Google Cloud Platform [20] provides multiple categories to work with and improves application with new features. Categories that Google provides are: Compute, Storage & Databases, Networking, Big Data, Machine Learning and Identity & Security. Machine learning is one of the most popular API which provides pre-trained models and services to generate own models. In machine learning Powerful Text Analysis reveals the structure and meaning of the text. It is used to extract information about people, places, events and much more, mentioned in text.

C. IBM Watson

IBM Watson [2] offers a variety of services for developing cognitive applications with Alchemy Language application [27] as one of applications. It is a collection of text analysis functions that derives semantic information from context and it works with input text, HTML, public URL or leverage sophisticated natural language processing [28] (NLP) techniques to get a quick high-level understanding of content and obtain detailed insights such as keywords, sentiment, concepts, authors and more.

D. Open Calais

Thomson Reuters Open Calais [21] is a web service that provides intelligent tags to text and thus provides text analysis. It is a natural processing engine that automatically analyse and tags input text so that relevant data from the text can be used in further analysis. Open Calais depends on statistics, machine-learning, big data and custom pattern-based methods so that analysed text is analysed in detail. It searches a text for things like companies, people, cities, industries, products, details and more.

Brief overview of input and output types for previously mentioned cognitive libraries can be found in [22].

IV. SOLUTION CONCEPT

Control flow of a proposed solution consists of four main components: input text (e.g. scientific article), text parser, text analysing component and an analysed data that can be represented in multiple ways (e.g. output file) as shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Control flow of the proposed solution](image)

Main idea is independence and possibility of replacement with different implementations due to inheritance of provided interfaces allowing ease of replacement with recent versions and different implementations without changing other components.

Input text is not predefined by any format. For each text format and document type there is a parser compatible with that type of document (e.g. pdf, txt, doc) and document formatting (e.g. standard scientific paper format) must be predefined.

The parser is used for extracting text from a file and preparing text for further analysis. Also, the parser is used
to determine if given text has written keywords provided by the author of the paper. Parser output is structured text that is machine processable and list of author keywords. Parser is implemented using the external library iTextSharp [23] that has methods to extract text from documents like pdf, doc, txt.

For a given machine processable (structured text) analysis component can determine text entities, keywords, concepts, language and more. This is the main part of the architecture and it is designed to be open for changes. It is replaceable so that text analysis component can be replaced with custom one. Provided implementation is created using IBM Watson cognitive service that can detect keywords from text. For a given text API call is made to retrieve information about the text. Result from analysis component is analysed data retrieved in JSON format and structured for further analysis

Analysed data is a custom result type. It is structured with same structure regardless of the analysis component implementation. This data can be represented in multiple ways. One of the most used is file representation (e.g. csv files with found keywords). Processed data can be used for further analysis.

Figure 2. Class diagram

Figure 2 shows main interfaces of the proposed solution. A complete source code can be downloaded from [24]. Idea is that AnalysisComponent contains implementation of IParser and ITextAnalyser so it can perform actions on a given text. AnalysisComponent handles all the work, calls IParser methods to get text represented as a String and analyses it with ITextAnalyser component. After getting information about the text it structures given data so that result is uniformed and further analysis can be done or data can be exported.

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

An experiment was done by examining a hundred documents from ComSIS journal [4]. ComSIS has been chosen due its relevance (the journal is indexed in Science Citation Index Expanded) and availability of well-structured documents (PDFs of each paper for each journal volume).

Each document was parsed and analysed using Watson API. Keywords returned from Watson API were compared with author keywords. Resulted accuracy defined as number of hits divided by number of words in total was varying between 0% and 100%. The 0% results were examined and it was discovered that some of the keywords were not mentioned later in text or abbreviation was used instead of the whole keyword.

An example:

Given text have 4 author keywords: clustering, requirements engineering, survey, tools. The same text was parsed and analysed with Watson API and result was 30 keywords from the same text: analysis, category, classification framework, cluster analysis, current re tools, data, data analysis itself, descriptive analysis, differences, features, global software development, globally distributed development, gsd, gsd features, hierarchical cluster analysis, information inter-rater reliability analysis, iso/iec tr, new features, number, process, rational doors, requirements scenario plus, study, survey, tool, tool capabilities, tool vendors, tools.

Even though Watson API found significantly more keywords and keywords are more detailed not all author keywords were found. Out of four given author keywords only three was found by the API.

| Average number of author keywords | 4,43   |
| Average number of found keywords  | 29,73  |
| Average accuracy score            | 0,622449 |
| Standard deviation of accuracy    | 0,2393 |

Table 1. Number of keywords

The table shows statistics the program got when papers were examined. Even though system found a lot more keywords (Average number of found keywords row in table) than authors provided (Average number of author keywords row in table) themselves, results are not as good as expected. Average accuracy score calculated as sum of every accuracy divided by number of papers is 0,622449 whereas standard deviation of average accuracy is only 0,2933 which means that there are a lot of papers having low accuracy. The reason for that is keyword comparison method. The system is using exact string matching for comparison. Analysis showed that when there are too few keywords the system is not as accurate as when there are more keywords. When having too few keywords the authors tend to put multiple redundant keywords as one (e.g. one of the keywords was: crawling systems and search engines). If comparison was replaced with approximate method like Jaccard similarity [25] results could be much better. Other options for comparison are yet to be implemented and further analysis is required.
VI. CONCLUSION

Occurrence of cloud solutions enabled wide spread usage of cognitive features in custom applications. An example of such application was shown in this paper to detect difference between keywords authors have provided in papers and keywords detected by cloud cognitive services. As there are several cognitive cloud solutions with different input and output formats and idea of presented work was to develop such system that can ease switching between various cloud solutions. The same approach is utilized for parsing various documents.

A future work would be oriented in simplifying integration of this tool in custom applications, defining plugin interfaces to create an extendable tool simultaneously providing several usage scenarios (e.g. detecting keywords, clustering text, etc.).

A potential risk in future work and significant obstacle could be related to language use. Although there are many natural language processing (NLP) tools for language, current cloud solutions are primary oriented on English. This means that various forms of the same word could be recognized as different words. One of the possible ideas to work around this problem could be to use some domestic NLP processor to parse text and instead of sending raw text to analysis, use a new text combined from words without grammar cases.
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Abstract— Pixel evolution is a framework created to study various evolutionary mechanisms. It consists of a cellular automaton with programmable and highly mutable cells and a customizable dynamic environment. We modeled the basic aspects of sexual reproduction to test our hypothesis about its role in information integrity and in the curse of evolution in general. Our findings also suggest that if there is a reasonable cost of reproduction, a selective pressure emerges in favor of short genome sizes. We examine the implications of our findings in a bottom-up evolutionary model.

I. INTRODUCTION

In our simulation we tested the adaptiveness of organisms on different levels of complexity. We were particularly interested in the accumulation/deletion of genetic information in case of sexually and asexually reproducing entities. We then compared our findings with the results from other fields of science, and examine how these results fit in bottom up, or a top down evolutionary model.

II. THE STRUCTURE OF THE CELLULAR AUTOMATON

A. Design goals

Our main goal was to create a model which is sufficiently complex to simulate higher level evolutionary phenomena (Such as resource management and optimization, comparing the fitness of organisms on different levels of complexity, role of sexual reproduction and the effect of these factors on adaptability), while its computing and memory requirements are low enough to make evolutionarily significant simulations on decent population sizes. It was also important to make our system flexible, mutable, and not to rely on hard coded mechanisms. Thus there should be evolutionary path between asexual and sexual reproduction and between simple and sophisticated resource management.

B. Evolution model

The basic unit of our model is “Matter”, which could be either a resource or an organism. Organisms can transform resources to other organism through reproduction and they themselves become resources upon their death. Since the amount of resources is fixed during initialization, we have a closed system in which there is a competition for resources.

The resources are implemented as pixels, which also helps in the visual demonstration of our environment. These resources are determined by the 3 color channel of the corresponding pixel (Red, Green, and Blue) and by the amount of matter they represent. An organism can consume a resource if it meets three criteria:

- It has a corresponding “enzyme”, which means there is a gene in its genome, which is coding for the RGB channels for the given pixel.
- If its size allow to consume the given amount of resource.
- If the organism occupies the same cell as the resource.

Genes carry 3 bytes of information. This 3 byte can code for an enzyme, can serve as a memory unit, or code for an instruction. In the case of enzymes, as we suggested, the bytes represent the 3 color channel of a pixel.

Every organism carries a virtual processor, which is capable to process the instructions encoded in its genes. This means, that the sequence of genes represent a Turing complete machine. Our organisms therefor can use sophisticated decision making algorithms. However, there is a limited amount of instructions each organism is allowed to process in a given cycle. This means processor time is another factor which plays a role in optimization and adaptation.

There are three ways an organism can contact its environment:

- Movement
- Sensation
- Consummation
- Reproduction

The cost of movement is dependent on the size of the organism, and the size is determined by the number of genes it carries. Sensation allows for the scanning of the information about neighboring cells, and it is independent of the size. This means that it is more efficient for a bigger entity to scan all the neighboring cells and with the help of a decision making algorithm to chose a cost efficient path.

There is no predation in the system yet, therefore to avoid the depletion of resources and reaching stasis, each organism has a specific lifetime determined by the number of its genes. When an entity dies the resources it possesses are redistributed in the environment in the form of spawning new pixels. In summary, the large genomsize leads to more expensive reproduction and movement, but it is compensated by a longer lifetime.
Environmental changes and climates can be simulated if the resources are not distributed randomly. If in a given area a certain color dominates, then in that area a way smaller but specific gene pool can be sufficient for survival. (Figure 1.)

The byte base genes are easily mutable. Because of the small interval, there is a smaller mutation space for each gene. We can use point mutations, gene and chromosome duplications and deletions.

Every organism that has an even number of chromosomes is recognized as a sexually reproducing species by the system and upon reproduction it is paired up another entity which has the same number of genes and chromosomes.

C. The architecture of the framework

To achieve programmability we had to design a processor which utilizes the 3 byte based genes. This processor has the following instruction set:

- Invert, Write, Add, Subtract, Compare, And, Or, If, JumpIf, PushByAddress, PopByAddress, Push, Pop, RegA, RegB, RegC, ProgramPointer, ChromosomePointer, Move, Sense, Check, Consume, Divide.

The first byte of a genes represents the memory address, the second byte can be used for storing data or to pass a parameter, and the third byte is used for instruction codes.

In every organism the first six genes are reserved for registers and pointers which store data in the second byte, the third byte of these genes are never used for instructions, therefore we can further utilize these genes by using their third byte as a stack instead.

Addressing was another issue to solve. Addressing by bytes allow only very limited programs to work, so we had to implement some kind of paging system. This is implemented by using chromosomes. Each chromosome can hold 256 genes, and there can be only one procedure on a chromosome.

Furthermore, we had to separate the enzymes from the instructions. To do so, we use a quite arbitrary constraint. If the last byte of a genes has a value greater then 100, then it is recognized as an enzyme. The last byte otherwise would code for instructions, but the instruction set requires values only from 0 to 21, therefore a value beyond 100 would be unknown for the processor anyway. In addition we wanted to reduce the variability of pixels, because to cover all possible color combinations we would require 256^3 (~16 million) genes. The chance of an organism to carry a pixel specific enzyme would be negligible. Therefore we reduced to problem space by three magnitudes, by the following method: We neglect the hundred decimals on each byte, then we use modulo 25 on the remaining value. Of course the values of the resources also had to obey this role. This results in a much smaller problem space (~16 thousand). In order to display more distinguishable colors, the display method multiplies the 25 based color values by 10 (as seen on figure 1).

To optimize performance each organism also carries a lookup table for its enzymes. When its processor executes the Check instruction, it uses this lookup table to decide whether a resource can be consumed or not.

One of the main features of the Pixevolution framework is the ability to use a higher level script language to program its entities. Writing code by using bytes, would be increasingly inconvenient as the complexity of a given problem rises, so we created the 8Script language as a higher level mediator.

```
block = ["var" ident ["," ident]]
["procedure" ident ":=" block ] statement.

statement =
| "call" ident
| "begin" statement { statement } "end"
| "if" condition "then" statement
| "while" condition "do" statement.

condition =
expression(""=""|"<"|">"|"!="|"=") expression.

expression = ["(" term ["+"|"-"|"*"|"/"|"%"|"^"|"!"|"~"|"@"|"#"|"$"|"&"|"*"|"|"|"\"|"^"|"\"|"\"|"\"|"\"|"\"")
| term
| number
| "(" expression ")".

variable =
| ident
| indexed-ident

indexed-ident =
| ident ":[" expression "]
```

Figure 2. Extended Backus–Naur form (EBNF) of the 8Script
The framework contains a parser and a compiler to transform 8script code into a sequence of genes. The parser implemented by a recursive decent parser algorithm.

III. RESULTS FROM RUNNING SIMULATIONS

A. Selective pressure toward shorter genomes

While running the simulation, the most remarkable phenomenon was the inevitable selective pressure towards shorter genomes. This pressure can be reduced by different parameters but seemingly cannot be eliminated. We also observed that less complex initial state results stronger pressure towards short genomes. The question naturally arises whether this phenomenon is a particularity of our model or is it a more general trend? To investigate this issue, we examined the documentation of one of the most successful evolutionary simulations, the Avida project. [1] The following remarks can be found in the configuration documentation:

“SIZE_MERIT_METHOD: This setting determines the base value of an organism's merit. Merit is typically proportional to genome length otherwise there is a strong selective pressure for shorter genomes (shorter genome => less to copy => reduced copying time => replicative advantage). Unfortunately, organisms will cheat if merit is proportional to the full genome length -- they will add on unexecuted and uncopied code to their genomes creating a code bloat. This isn't the most elegant fix, but it works.” [2]

In the case of Avida, the program compensate the selective pressure in question with this parameter. But it seems in every system in which there is a real cost to reproduction this pressure also arises. The next question is if this pressure exist in the actual living biosphere as well.

B. The role of sexual reproduction

In the case of sexual reproduction, the pressure in favor of the shorter genomes was much less prevalent. At the same time the sexually reproducing population was more prone to extinction. Our hypothesis is that the main evolutionary aspect of sexual reproduction could be its role in conserving genes as it seems.

IV. THE BIOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF THE RESULTS

It seems the selective pressure in favor of shorter genomes indeed exist in actual living systems as well. [3] “When analyzed in a molecular phylogenetic perspective, every clade of bacteria with genome sizes of <2 Mb was derived from ancestors with substantially larger genomes”  
The article also confirms that the selective pressure strongly biased in favor of gene deletion. [3]

From the standpoint of resource management this result is actually not at all surprising. The organism which uses its resources, time and energy (ATP) to copy pseudo genes and unnecessary ones is in a disadvantage against those, which copy only the essential set for survival. This resource cost is particularly significant amongst simple prokaryotes, because here the cost of DNA replication represent a large proportion of the cost of the whole reproduction process. In other words, the reduction of DNA-replication-cost significantly effects the overall cost of reproduction.

Ocman remarks “This pattern dispels the long-held notion that bacteria evolved by the successive doubling of small-genomed progenitors, and raises numerous questions about an evolutionary process that seems to affect all bacterial lineages” [3]

This statement has implications to the whole bottom up evolutionary paradigm. There is much more at stake then the evolution of certain bacterial lineages. The primary proposed mechanism of DNA accumulation in the early stages of evolution is in question. If the selective pressure towards short genomes is prevalent amongst simple organism, the gene and genome duplications can’t account for the accumulation of genetic information.

These results cast a fresh light on the very basics of genetics as well, such as the optimization of the universal codon table.


From the standpoint of mutation resilience the codon table is optimized to such a degree, that it is said to be at least one of a million. [4] This means that there is a good chance that a potential point mutation doesn’t effect the function of the synthetized protein. This resilience is achieved by optimizing the redundancy found in the coding system. A codon provides 4^3=64 possible state, while it has to code only for ~20 amino acids. The question is how did this system evolve? The possibility of chemical or physical necessity is out of the question, so we have to rely on natural selection. However a selection based optimization would gain millions of equally resilient but completely different codon tables, it doesn’t answer its uniformity. To answer uniformity we have to assume, that there was a strong pressure for optimization.
of the coding system for a while, then after a genetic
bottle neck, only one version remained. Then this
optimization basically stopped. This account seems a bit
too specific, but other than that, it assumes that the
pressure is in favor of mutation resilience, while based on
our results we can argue that in fact there would be a
pressure for shorter genome sizes, with a less redundant
coding system.

There are experiments for creating non natural base
pairs since the 90s. In 2014 a team successfully expanded
the DNA of E coli bacteria with artificial base pairs,
which could reproduce and carry the new base pairs for
successive generations. [5]

If codons would use 6 different bases instead of 4 (A,
C, T, G) then 2 base would be sufficient instead of 3 to
code for all the amino acids and for all the syntactic
function. This would result in by 33% shorter genomes.
The organism which would use this less redundant
coding would be in a huge advantage against its more
redundant peers. Probably it would effect negatively only
the way more complex forms of life, where the much
more intricate systems of gene expressions are more
sensitive to genetic errors. During the human ontogenesis
for example, in the first trimester there is a 20% chance
for miscarriage due to genetic deficiencies. Us, humans
seems to need to mutation resilient, redundant coding, but
this should be irrelevant in a bottom-up evolutionary
process.

A similar case could be made for the inefficiency of
sexual reproduction. It appeared more than 1,2 billion
years ago, way before the first multicellular life, [6] and it
introduced a huge level of redundancy, and increased the
cost of reproduction by a magnitude. The supposed
advantage was the possibility of new gene combinations
in a given population. New gene-combinations provide
selective advantage only if it increases the level of
adaptability. However sexual reproduction is not
optimized for adaptability, but quite the contrary as it is
recognized in the form of recombination load. [7]

New gene combinations could be achieved by
horizontal gene transfer, without the increased cost of
reproduction and the recombination load. We would
rather expect this method to evolve as the main source for
new gene combinations in the light of the pressure against
larger genomes.

V. CONCLUSION

Our findings, particularly the selective pressure in
favor of short genomes seem to suggest, that the
accumulation of genetic information in the early stages of
evolution in a bottom up process is strictly impossible.
The existence of the universal codon table and the
mechanism of sexual reproduction are also inconsistent
with such a process and more in accordance with a
genetically top-down approach.
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Abstract - MOBA (Multiplayer Online Battle Arena) games are currently one of the most popular online video game genres. This paper discusses implementation of a typical MOBA game prototype for Windows platform in a popular game engine Unity 5. The focus is put on using the built-in Unity components in a MOBA setting, developing additional behaviours using Unity’s Scripting API for C# and integrating third party components such as the networking engine, 3D models, and particle systems created for use with Unity and available through the Unity Asset Store. A brief overview of useful programming design patterns as well as design patterns already used in Unity is given. Various game state synchronization mechanisms available in the chosen networking engine, Photon Unity Networking, and their usage when synchronizing different types of game information over multiple clients are also discussed. The implemented game retains most of the main features of the modern MOBA games such as heroes with different play styles, skills, team versus team competition, resource collection and consumption, varied maps and defensive structures. The paper concludes with comments on Unity 5 as a MOBA game development environment and execution engine.

I. INTRODUCTION

MOBA games are match based multiplayer online games in which a team of players competes against another team in fulfilling one or more objectives in closed games environment usually referred to as maps. What differentiates MOBA games from similar games such as FPS (First Person Shooter) games is usually the heightened strategic aspect borrowed from RTS (Real Time Strategy) games from which MOBA games evolved. This includes resource collection and isometric game view. Most often, the primary objective of a MOBA game match is the destruction of the opposing team’s defensive structure. However as more and more MOBA games are developed, alternative objectives can be found. [1]

Today MOBA games are one of the most popular online game genres. Riot Games, the publisher of arguably the most popular MOBA game League of Legends, claims that the game had over one hundred million active players monthly in 2016 [2].

This paper discusses the implementation of a prototype of a MOBA game in the Unity game engine. Game engines are software tools for game development. They offer complete implementations of software components commonly used in game development such as the physics engine, the rendering engine, the sound engine, network support and other. They also allow the game developers to develop components specific to the game that is being developed on top of or within these systems.

The Unity game engine was chosen because its most basic version is free to use and because there are many learning resources online available for it. Unity is also one of the three currently most popular commercially available game engines, the other two being Unreal Engine and CryEngine. Unity is developed by Unity Technologies based in Denmark [3].

The implemented game is called Moghi Battles and retains most of the MOBA features which will be mentioned in Section III.

II. RELATED WORK

There hasn’t been much work on the topic of MOBA game development in particular except for a couple of online video tutorials and a recorded presentation given by the lead architect of League of Legends [4]. The work on online games in general, however, is more easily found ranging from papers discussing architectures and algorithms used in online games to online video tutorials offering implementation suggestions. For example, the work by Prabha [5] discusses architectures and login methods used in online games implemented in Unity. The work also discusses implementing authentication in the Photon Unity Networking engine [5] which is also used in the implementation discussed in this paper. The work by Bharame, Pang, Seshan and Colyseus [6] discusses a different, distributed, architecture for online games and ways of synchronizing the game state in such architectures. Another work that discusses distributed architecture in online games is work by Assiotis and Tzanos [7] which focuses on MMORPGs (Massively Multiplayer Online Role Playing Games) with large virtual worlds. The work by Hsu, Ling, Li and Kuo [8] compares the traditional client-server server architecture, the peer-to-peer architecture and the mirrored-server architecture concluding that the client-server architecture is the best fit for latency sensitive online games and proposing a clustered-server architecture to improve scalability. The work also discusses the two main approaches to game state synchronization: the conservative and the optimistic approach [8]. The former attempts to prevent inconsistencies in the game state over multiple clients completely, while the latter tolerates small amount of inconsistencies [8].
There are a number of papers covering Unity engine itself. Some of these papers discuss using Unity as a tool for developing applications which aren’t games. An example of such work is a paper by Craighead, Burke and Murphy [3] which discusses implementation of a robot simulator in Unity. Official Unity page also offers plenty of tutorials aimed at helping new Unity developers to get started and to understand basic Unity concepts [17]. Finally, there are plenty of video tutorials available on popular video sharing sites such as YouTube which explain how to use Unity to develop certain types of games. One very useful such video uploaded by user quill18creates that shows how to make an FPS game in Unity using Photon Unity Networking [12].

It is not known, to the best of our knowledge, whether there are commercially successful MOBA games developed in Unity.

III. BASIC MOBA CONCEPTS

It is difficult to precisely define the MOBA genre due to an increasing number of diverse titles on the market, however the basic concepts found in most MOBA games are: heroes, teams, different skills for different heroes, resource collection and consumption, bases with defensive structures, creeps and lanes [1].

Heroes are player controlled units. Each player usually controls only one unit, their chosen hero, and there is no army management aspect which is present in RTS games [1]. MOBA games usually allow the players to choose from a range of different heroes with different play styles, skill sets and roles. Heroes can have different resources at their disposal of which the most common is health. Health is a resource which, when depleted, causes the hero to die. In most MOBA games, heroes can respawn at specified locations called respawn points.

Teams in MOBA games are usually two to six players in size and there are usually two teams in a match [1]. Teams are competing against one another in achieving the main objective of the match which can vary from having to destroy the opposing team’s defensive structures to having the highest number of kills. The team which achieves the main objective is the winning team.

Skills are hero-specific actions available to players which are usually the only way to interact with other player’s heroes, as well as to provide boosts to one’s own hero. In most MOBA games skills can be activated by a specified keyboard shortcut. Activating a skill usually costs a certain amount of non-health resources. Skills also have a cooldown time which starts immediately after the skill has been activated and during which that same skill can’t be activated again. Skills can vary greatly between different heroes and they define a hero’s play style.

Resources other than health are used to perform certain game actions such as activating a skill, resurrecting a hero or purchasing other benefits. Resources are usually automatically accumulated as the time passes, but can also be gained by defeating other players or destroying secondary defensive structures [1].

Bases are areas where players start the match and where main defensive structures are located. Each team has their own base. Defensive structures in the bases can also have health and some of them can also damage the enemy team’s heroes. The main objective of a MOBA match is most often to infiltrate the enemy team’s base and destroy the main defensive structure.

Lanes are paths that lead from one base to the other. The number of lanes can vary but there are usually three: the top lane, the bottom lane and the middle lane. The middle lane is usually the shortest path between the two bases.

Creeps are units controlled by artificial intelligence and which also have health. Creeps usually spawn in the base of the team that they belong to and travel across lanes to the enemy base. Creeps can damage the enemy team’s heroes or other creeps. [1]

The MOBA prototype implementation discussed in this paper implements all these concepts except creeps as artificial intelligence controlled units were out of the scope of the implementation requirements.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION ARCHITECTURE

The typical components of the client-server architecture in network games are: the game client, the session server, the user database, the game server and the game database [5] (Figure 1).

Game client is an application running on the player’s computer which enables the player to observe the state of the game which is simulated elsewhere or to simulate the game themselves. [5]

Session servers (also called lobby servers) are servers that open a session between a client and a game server [5]. This is usually done only after the player provided valid authentication credentials through their game client or a special launcher application by comparing the given credentials with data stored in user database.

Game server is a server which either simulates a game and/or facilitates communication between clients [5]. Commercial MOBA games usually have more than one game server to improve scalability by distributing matches over servers [4]. Game servers may have access to game databases if the game needs to store persistent

![Figure 1. Traditional client-server architecture for online games](image-url)
The architecture of the implemented game differs slightly from the described client-server architecture. The game and session servers aren’t part of the implementation, instead, the Photon Cloud service is used (Figure 2). Photon Cloud [9] service acts as both a session and a game server when working with PUN (Photon Unity Networking) framework. PUN will be discussed in more detail in Section VI. Furthermore, due to the simplicity of the implemented game, there is only one database which stores user and match participation data. This database is accessed using the JDBC (Java Database Connectivity) API through the data server which is implemented in Spring. Spring is a popular Java web development framework. Part of the League of Legends server stack is also implemented in Spring [4]. The data server offers HTTP endpoints for registering a new user, obtaining authentication tokens and reporting game results. Both the client and the Photon Cloud service access the Data Server. As the Photon Cloud service is generic and game-agnostic, it doesn’t implement any form of authentication on its own, which means that it must delegate that task to a specialized authentication service that implements the PUN authentication interface [10]. The data server’s HTTP endpoints for authentication implement that interface and the Photon Cloud is configured to use it as an authentication service. After successful authentication, the data server sends the authentication token to the Photon Cloud which relays it to clients. The clients communicate with Photon Cloud either through TCP or UDP protocol. Section VI goes into more detail on which of these protocols is used in which situations. Since data server’s implementation is relatively simple, this paper will henceforth focus on client implementation.

V. BASIC UNITY CONCEPTS

This section explains the most important concepts and features in Unity. Since the implemented game is a 3D game, this section focuses on Unity features for 3D game development. The Unity Editor is a desktop application used to create games based on Unity engine [11]. The Editor user interface is composed of a scene view in the centre of the screen, a file explorer on the bottom of the screen, a hierarchy view on the left of the screen, a game object or an asset inspector on the right of the screen and a menu bar on the top of the screen (Figure 3).

A. Projects

All work in Unity is stored within Unity Projects. When a new project is created, a folder with the same name is also created in the directory specified by the user. The newly created project will contain the Assets folder which contains all game-specific data such as 3D models, sounds, scripts, etc. The Assets folder is initially empty but all assets which are accessed dynamically during runtime must be put in the Resources subfolder within the Assets folder.

B. Scenes and Game Objects

A scene is a 2D or 3D space that contains game objects [13]. Scenes can be menus, game levels or anything that is being shown to the player [13]. Creating a new project automatically creates the initial scene. New scenes can be created through the menu bar. Scenes have a .unity file extension [13].

Game objects are objects that exist within a scene. When a new scene is created, it will already contain two game objects: a camera and a light source [13]. Having at least one camera in a scene is necessary for the scene to be shown to the player. Users can add additional objects to the scene through the hierarchy view, the main menu or by dragging-and-dropping objects from the file explorer on to the scene view. Another game object can be attached to a parent game object.

C. Components

By themselves, game objects don’t do anything and they need to have components attached to them to have a function. This means that Unity by design enforces using the component pattern. The component pattern is a decoupling pattern that is used when a class interacts with many domains and it is necessary to keep domain-specific functionalities decoupled from each other or when different objects share same functionalities, but one doesn’t strictly inherit another [15]. Unity provides an easy way to facilitate inter-component communication either through the Editor or programmatically.

In Unity, game objects can be activated and deactivated and components can be enabled and disabled. The components attached to deactivated game objects are disabled. This provides an easy way of implementing the state design pattern. The state design pattern is an often-
used design pattern in games that allows implementation of state-machine like behaviour in object-oriented paradigms [16] (each state in the state machine is modelled as an object). In Unity, this pattern can be implemented by simply activating an object that models the current state, and deactivating other state objects.

D. The Scripting API

Although Unity ships with many built-in components, most games require additional game-specific behaviours. These behaviours can be implemented programmatically in special components called Scripts by using Unity’s Scripting API. Scripts can be written in either C#, JavaScript or Boo. In this implementation, all Scripts were written in C#. The Scripting API is an IoC (Inversion of Control) framework, which means that the Scripts written by developers can’t control the execution of the game. Rather, the developers have to implement certain methods in the Scripts and Unity will call those methods under certain conditions [18]. The most common methods found in Scripts are Start and Update methods. Update method is called before a frame is rendered and as such the bulk of the game logic is usually executed within Update methods. The Start method is called before the first time an Update method is called on the Script [18].

E. Unity Asset Store

The UAS (Unity Asset Store) is a web marketplace that allows Unity users to buy and sell custom assets that can be used in Unity. The UAS is available through the Editor. The Editor offers an easy way of importing assets obtained through the UAS. The newly downloaded assets are placed in their own folder within the Assets folder. Assets such as 3D models often come attached to game objects which can even have some simple scripts or other components attached to them. Other assets come in formats compatible with Unity.

VI. PHOTON UNITY NETWORKING

PUN (Photon Unity Networking) is a framework for online game development in Unity. PUN is available through the UAS in two versions, the free one and the more advanced paid one. Moghi Battles uses the free version. PUN is generally very easy to use as most of the framework’s functionalities are exposed through static members of a single class that acts both as a façade in the façade pattern and a singleton object in the singleton pattern.

There are two main concepts in PUN: rooms and lobbies. Connecting to a lobby conceptually corresponds to connecting to a session server, while connecting to a room corresponds to connecting to a game server. This means that a player must connect to a lobby before they can connect to a room. After successful authentication, the player joins a lobby from which they can join or create a room. Photon Servers do not simulate the game. They only provide a means of sending data from one client to the other that fully simulate the game and use PUN to synchronize the game state between themselves. This communication is achieved through the following synchronization mechanisms: object synchronization, PUN RPCs (Remote Procedure Calls) and custom room properties [19].

Object synchronization [19] is used to synchronize simple game object states (such as current health status or location) and to instantiate game objects over the network. This is done by attaching a specialized script to the game object [19]. PUN periodically synchronizes this data between clients. PUN can be configured to either use UDP or TCP for game object synchronization. Most often, UDP protocol is used because responsiveness is often more important than, for example, the exact position of the object. This is also the case with Moghi Battles.

PUN RPCs [19] allow calling script methods on other clients. This provides an easy way to synchronize events between clients. PUN RPCs always use the TCP protocol to ensure events are synchronized correctly. PUN RPCs can be either buffered or unbuffered. Buffered RPCs will be called on all clients that are currently in the room and the clients that join a room in the future. Unbuffered RPCs are only called on clients currently in the room.

Custom room properties are key-value pairs used to synchronize values that do not belong to any objects [19].

VII. MAPS

In the implemented game, players can choose to play on one of two maps with different main objectives. Maps are implemented as Unity scenes. These scenes contain game objects that can be conceptually divided into three categories: controllers, active objects and passive objects. Controllers are empty game objects that contain scripts that implement game-specific logic which isn’t a part of any other object’s behaviour. Both active and passive objects are objects that have components which enable them to interact with other objects in the scene or make them visible to the players. In this case the physics related components are all built-in Unity components, while all 3D models, textures and particle effects are objects that are third-party assets obtained through the UAS except for the terrain which was sculpted with the built-in terrain editor. Active objects also contain scripts that implement game-specific behaviours for those objects. For example, active objects are the camera and the defensive structures while passive objects are terrain and non-damageable environment objects. The background music playing on

Figure 4. Scene view in the Editor showing the Sacred Forest map with invisible walls highlighted
both maps is also a third-party asset obtained through the UAS.

Players are kept within the boundaries of a map by invisible walls. The invisible walls are game objects without textures but with components that enable collision (Figure 4). Players can only join matches that are still in waiting phase or preparation phase. Every newly-created match begins in the waiting phase and the player that created it joins a new room and sets the current server time as a custom room property and sends out a buffered RPC call that increments the player counter on all clients. When other players join a map, they join the same room and increment the player count via buffered RPCs as well. As soon as both teams have a minimum number of players, the match moves to the preparation phase which lasts one minute. After the preparation phase the match moves into the combat phase and teams can begin competing. If a Hero dies during the combat phase, they are respawned at their base.

The maximum number of players in a team on both maps is three, while minimum is one. The current number of players in the team, as well as the information about the current phase of the game is displayed to players at the top of their screens. The players within the same team can also send messages to each other via a chat function located in the bottom left part of the. The chat function also uses RPCs to synchronize messages.

A. The Sacred Forest map

The Sacred Forest map has three lanes and is set in a forest setting which is a common theme among MOBA games. The main objectives on this map are different for each team, which is unusual for MOBA games. The offensive team’s objective is to destroy the defensive team’s main structure within ten minutes. The structure that needs to be destroyed is located at the heart of the defensive team’s base while the defensive team’s main objective is to hold off the offensive team’s efforts. The defensive team is helped by defensive structures in form of walls which surround the defensive team’s base and rotating fire towers that damage nearby offensive team players. The fire damage effect on the fire towers is implemented as a rotating non-collideable child object that notifies offensive team players to take damage through the RPC mechanism. This map contains a relatively large number of objects compared to the other map (823 game objects in total, many of which were manually placed).

B. The Desert map

The Desert map is set in a desert setting and features only one lane. The main objective of both teams is to be the team with highest number of kills. Whenever a hero deals enough damage to another hero to cause that hero to die, that counts as a kill for the team of the player who controlled the hero that dealt that damage. This map also includes power ups strewn across the map which can be picked up. These power-ups are also game objects with collider components set in trigger mode. This map is much smaller than the other map to provide more action-packed and less strategic experience.

VIII. HEROES AND SKILLS

Players can choose between two heroes implemented in Moghi Battles. These heroes have different attributes and sets of skills which give them somewhat different playstyles. Hero attributes are starting health, attack, defence and speed. Heroes are composed of the main game object and two types of child objects. The first type defines static hero appearance (3D models, and textures). The second type are objects that define area of effects of skills. The 3D models, textures and animations are third party assets obtained through the UAS. The built-in physics components are attached to both the main object and the second type of child objects. The main object also contains the PUN script required for synchronization and the built-in component which is used to control animation transitions. Initially, this component contains no transitions and they should be defined by game developers. Other scripts attached to the main object implement game-specific logic such as movement, resource and attribute tracking and skill-related logic. All skill icons, skill particle effects and hero sound effects are third-party assets obtained through the UAS.

Hero movement is eight-directional and is achieved by pressing W (forward), A (left), S (backward) or D (right) keys. The same key combinations for movement are commonly found in many games. Pressing each of these keys results in a corresponding direction vector applied to the Hero main object. If more than one key is pressed, the direction vectors are all summed up and normalized. The final movement vector is a result of multiplying the total normalized direction vector with the speed attribute.

Activating skills costs gold. Gold is an expendable resource in Moghi Battles which is auto-generated with the passage of time. Players can gain additional gold by destroying enemy defensive structures and killing enemy heroes. Both heroes have three skills, two damage skills and one buff skill. One damage skill is weak with very short cooldown and very cheap gold cost. The other damage skill is much stronger with much longer cooldown and much higher cost. The buff skill is very powerful on both heroes and as such it has the longest cooldown time and the highest gold cost. Both types of skills are represented by scripts that extend an abstract class that implements everything that is required by both skill types such as listening to player input and managing particle effects. The extending classes need only implement three methods which are called at different points in the skill lifecycle. This is an implementation of a template method design pattern [20]. Skill bar at the bottom of the screen indicates to players which skills can be activated and which skills are either on cooldown time or the player doesn’t have enough gold to pay their costs. The current amount of gold the player has is displayed in the top right corner.

Damage skills are skills that are used to defeat other players and destroy enemy defensive structures. These skills have an array of damage effects with defined starting times. The starting times are defined as offsets from the time when the skill is activated. Each damage effect has one area of effect associated with it. When the start time
for a damage effect passes, the game looks up all damageable objects (opposing team’s defensive structures or opposing team’s players) currently within the area of effect and uses the RPC mechanism to notify those objects that they should take damage. Each damageable object has a health bar that indicates how much damage that object has taken (indicated by red colour) and how much more it can take (indicated by red colour).

Buff skills alter the current player attributes when they are activated and restore them to the previous state when they are done. In Moghi Battles this behaviour is implemented in accordance with the command design pattern [14].

IX. TESTING WITH OTHER PLAYERS

The game was tested by a group of four people. Two testers were familiar with MOBA games and had experience playing them while the other two weren’t. There were two tests in total and tests consisted of playing out a full match. The second test was also recorded (Figure 5) [21].

A. The first test

During the first test, several issues were discovered. The game sometimes didn’t place players in teams properly and the transition between the waiting phase and preparation phase happened before the necessary prerequisites were met. This issue was caused by a bug in the code that synchronized the number of players among clients. Another issue that was discovered was that one of the heroes was too strong compared to the other one.

B. The second test

The second test was conducted after the issues discovered in the first test were fixed. No further significant issues were discovered, only minor performance related issues due to insufficient optimization.

X. CONCLUSION

Although there are many online tutorials for working with Unity and the Unity Scripting API is very well documented the general impression is that Unity has a very steep learning curve which means that many concepts must be learned by absolute beginners before any more advanced projects can be undertaken. Performance wise, the games built with Unity run reasonably well even without optimizations. Some movement choppiness was observed with V-sync on, however, the problem was resolved by turning V-sync off. The Scripting API is very intuitive and easy to use as well, though the fact that it is an Inversion of Control framework limits what kind of algorithms can be implemented. What makes choosing Unity worthwhile is the UAS which has a very large number of third party components, both paid and free, readily available to developers. In total, 59 classes were implemented and 7 unity scenes were created (two maps and five menus).
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Summary – One of the main reasons for wide acceptance of smartphones are mobile applications that offer a wide variety of features. This paper deals with types of mobile applications: hybrid and native, as well as tools that enable their development. For purposes of this paper, a total of eight simple, identical applications were made for Android, iOS and Windows Phone. Native applications for Android, iOS and Windows Phone were made in integrated development environment, or so-called IDEs: Android Studio, Xcode and Visual Studio. Hybrid applications for Android and iOS were made in Ionic, PhoneGap and NativeScript framework. The paper compares tools used for development through following criteria: supported computer operating system, supported mobile platforms, programming languages, official documentations and community of programmers, installation and development. Goal is to research the advantages and disadvantages of the tools used for development of native and hybrid mobile applications and to find out which applications are the most profitable.

I. INTRODUCTION

Features and options offered by smartphones through mobile applications are immense. Purpose of the application is to resemble a standalone application, not a web site, and it would be preferred for it to be interactive. At first, mobile applications were created for information purposes and productivity, such as electronic mail, calculator, weather forecast, calendar and similar, but their diversity and number have increased enormously in the past couple of years [1].

There are three categories of mobile applications: native, web and hybrid. Choice of the appropriate one depends on the requirements that need to be met [2].

Native mobile applications are specific to a certain mobile platform and they are developed in an "official" programming language of that platform, for instance, native Android applications are developed in Java programming language. Such applications are installed directly on a device and they communicate with its operating system. For that reason, they can utilize the features of the device to a maximum [2]. One of the main characteristics, as well as advantages, is application’s speed of performance on the device, and a disadvantage is that users of such applications must update them regularly [2]. Considering the fact that in application development on different platforms one must use different programming languages, expenses of developing it are often higher. However, despite the aforementioned disadvantages, native applications offer by far the best usability, features and overall user experience [3].

The second category is comprised of web mobile applications based on technologies and languages such as HTML5, CSS and JavaScript [3]. These applications are actually web sites adapted to smaller screens that can be opened in any browser [3]. Therefore, the only condition, which can also be a disadvantage, is the fact that Internet connection is necessary for starting such applications. Furthermore, they are independent of mobile platforms, which means that development programmer simultaneously creates an application for several operating systems or mobile platforms and that the duration of the process and expenses are smaller [3]. Web applications could not, until recently, access native features of mobile devices, but with HTML5, there is a feature of accessing, for instance, a camera or a microphone. Web applications perform slowly and they do not appear in official application stores [2].

As an excellent blend of native and web applications, the third category represents hybrid mobile applications. Hybrid applications use frameworks which enable development programmers to create applications that behave like native ones, using technologies such as HTML5, CSS and JavaScript [3]. These applications are installed on a device just like native ones and they have access to most features of a device: camera, GPS, and similar [2]. Their main characteristic and a great advantage is that they can be started on several different platforms, so the price and time necessary for development are significantly decreased. However, considering the fact that hybrid applications are developed using the aforementioned technologies, they do not perform completely native-like, which results in somewhat slower performance [2].

1 HTML 5: camera access, http://stackoverflow.com/questions/9431475/html5-camera-access (2017-02-02)
In creating applications, development programmers can use various IDEs\(^2\) and frameworks. During the development of native mobile applications, it makes most sense to use the official IDE for a certain platform. On the other hand, for development of hybrid applications, there are different frameworks.

For needs of developing native applications, the following IDEs were used: Android Studio\(^3\) for developing Android applications, Xcode\(^4\) for developing iOS applications and Visual Studio\(^5\) for developing Windows Phone application. In developing hybrid applications for Android and iOS, Ionic\(^6\), NativeScript\(^7\) and PhoneGap\(^8\) frameworks were used. Out of all the aforementioned frameworks, Ionic was largely focused on the appearance of the application and user interface, and is considered a front-end work environment, so it needs a so-called wrapper, such as PhoneGap, in order for the application to get native characteristics – in other words, to access a microphone, phonebook, phone (calls) and similar. These technologies or tools are compared and analyzed according to six criteria: supported computer operating systems, supported mobile platforms, programming languages, official documentation and community of programmers, installation and development. Goal of this paper is to answer the questions: what are the advantages and disadvantages of tools used for development of native and hybrid mobile applications and which ones are the most affordable.

A. Related works

Khandeparkar, Gupta and Sindhya compared frameworks for development of hybrid mobile applications: Ionic, Famo.us/Angular and OnSenUI according to four criteria: documentation, performance, community and learning curve. On average, Ionic had the best rating. According to criteria interface design, user experience and performance, safety, tools and debugger, native applications are a better choice, while according to criteria expenses, time necessary for development, maintenance and independence of platforms, hybrid applications represent a better solution [4]. Y. A. Redda in his paper states the criteria according to which one could compare tools for development of hybrid applications, or criteria that would help choosing the appropriate tool. Criteria are: supported platforms, features of the device of access, programming languages and license [5]. D. Markov states 7 frameworks, and for each one states advantages and disadvantages, but he compares them according to several criteria: native appearance and feeling, prerequisite, community, documentation, tools. Ionic and NativeScript, which are analyzed in this paper as well, are according to his criteria two most powerful frameworks, and the only criterion in which NativeScript got weaker rating is community, while in others it was even better than Ionic. However, at the end he concludes that there is no ideal framework because each one has its advantages and disadvantages [6].

On a webpage, Mobile frameworks: comparison chart there is a list with more than 20 frameworks for development of mobile applications. Also, there are criteria: platform, type of application, programming language, device’s options, user interface, license and other, and they offer a feature of choice of the appropriate demand. Based on the elements chosen, if there is work environment that corresponds to all demands, a person who cannot decide while choosing a framework, this way can find a solution easily [7]. Comparisons of IDEs are mostly done according to criteria of license, computer operating system and according to various features they have, such as debugger, GUI\(^9\) builder, autocomplete and similar [8]. It is stated how the best IDEs are determined according to customer satisfaction and various measures, based on which they are put into four categories on the grid: Leaders, High Performers, Contenders and Niche products. Examples of leading IDEs are Visual Studio, Xcode, NetBeans, IntelliJ IDEA and such, while examples of niche products are Aptana Studio and Code::Blocks [9].

B. Comparison according to criteria from works related

World wide web has many articles that compare Android and iOS applications according to various criteria, and less of those dealing with Windows Phone applications. Several articles states how development of Android applications can take 2 or 3 times longer than development of iOS applications, according to which number of lines in code is larger, which is often a result of Android fragmentation. It means that Android devices come in various shapes and sizes with large differences in performance. Furthermore, it includes a multitude of various Android versions that are active at the same time. Taking the aforementioned into consideration, it turns out that development of Android applications is more expensive than developing iOS applications [10, 11]. Tomislav Car presents statistical data proving the aforementioned. He analyzed 6 applications meant for both platforms and measured working hours and number of lines in code. In the end it was concluded how Android applications have about 40% less code than iOS application. It is interesting how in some application that percentage amounted up to 189%, while one of the projects had a difference of 4%, which was not as significant. Comparison also indicated how about 30% more working hours are necessary for developing Android applications [12].

\(^{2}\) IDE – Integrated Development Environment
\(^{5}\) Visual Studio, [https://www.visualstudio.com/](https://www.visualstudio.com/) (2017-02-02)
\(^{6}\) Ionic, [http://ionicframework.com/](http://ionicframework.com/) (2017-02-02)
\(^{7}\) NativeScript, [http://docs.nativescript.org/](http://docs.nativescript.org/) (2017-02-02)
\(^{8}\) PhoneGap, [http://phonegap.com/](http://phonegap.com/) (2017-02-02)
\(^{9}\) GUI – graphical user interface
Adam Sinicki and several other authors of different articles state that iOS simulator is better and faster for debugging than Android emulators, which enhances the speed of development [11, 13]. Furthermore, emulators for Windows Phone applications are considered better and faster than Android's [14].

When it comes to publishing applications in official stores, situations differ significantly in different platforms. Firstly, it is necessary to register on platform’s official stores. Registering on Google Play for publishing Android applications costs 25$ and it is permanent, which means that it does not have to be paid on the annual basis [13, 15]. Apples for annual fee in App Store requires 99$ [13], while registration in Windows Store for individuals amounts 19$, and 99$ for a company, and it is also permanent [16]. After the application is sent, i.e. uploaded, it goes through a phase of testing. In Google Play Store, the process between testing and accepting takes several hours to several days [13, 17]. Situation is similar with publishing Windows Phone applications, where process takes a couple of hours up to maximum 3 working days [18]. Process of testing iOS applications can take up to two or three weeks, after which there is a great chance of rejecting the application because of Apple's high standards [13].

Nic Raboy analyzed Ionic and NativeScript. NativeScript enables access to any component of a device or API directly with JavaScript, which means that if a necessary plugin does not exist, development programmer can independently create his own plugin with knowledge of JavaScript. Ionic is different, because it must access API through Apache Cordova, which is the same in PhoneGap. While for NativeScript it is possible to create plugins using only JavaScript, in Apache Cordova, Ionic and PhoneGap, it is necessary to create plugins in Java or Objective-C programming languages. Raboy also gives advantage to NativeScript when it comes to curve of learning, and the reason is that there are Ionic 1 that uses Angular 1, and Ionic 2 that uses Angular 2, which are drastically different. It is a problem for development programmers who have to learn everything from the beginning, which is very demanding [19]. Prantik Vaghela also compares these two frameworks, but he, unlike Raboy, gives advantage to Ionic when it comes to curve of learning. He considers Ionic easier to learn, especially if programmers have experience in web development. Furthermore, he states that debugging experience is easier and faster in Ionic, considering the fact that it is possible to debug parts of application that do not use native device features in a browser. When it comes to speed of performance, NativeScript is faster. However, one of important factors for application users is size of the application, which is a lot smaller in Ionic [20].

A. Technical circumstances

For needs of this paper, a practical part was done first by developing a simple mobile application that enables simple mathematical operation of adding two numbers. The goal was to show the principle of functioning of six different development tools: IDEs and frameworks. The following IDEs were used: Android Studio (version 2.1), Xcode (version 6.4) and Visual Studio (version Community 2015). In development of hybrid applications for Android and iOS, Ionic (version 1.7.14) and PhoneGap (version 6.3.0) were used, while the application in NativeScript (version 2.2.1) framework was, due to technical limitations, developed only for Android.

Due to the fact that technical characteristics of a personal computer affect greatly the quality and speed of development, installation of IDEs and framework as well, it is necessary to state the characteristics of computers used. Native application and all hybrid applications for Android were created on a laptop computer with installed memory (RAM) of 4 GB and Windows 7 Professional operating system. Furthermore, personal computer with 8 GB of installed memory and OS X Yosemite operating system (version 10.10.5) was used to design all iOS applications, one native in Xcode and two hybrids in PhoneGap and Ionic frameworks. Native application for Windows Phone was developed on a laptop computer with installed memory of 4 GB and Windows 10 (it is important to state that it is not Professional).

B. Criteria and results observed

- Supported computer operating systems – operating systems of computers used for development of applications.
- Supported mobile platforms – operating systems of mobile devices on which it is possible to install and start an application.
- Programming languages – languages in which the main code of the application is written. They differ depending on platforms for which the application is developed.
- Official documentation and community of programmers – official documentation is available on web sites of the IDEs and frameworks mentioned. Detailed documentation is extremely important for programmers, especially for those who are beginning to work with certain technology. Alongside documentation, one of the key elements is the community of programmers who use the same technologies. In evaluation of official documentation and community, mark 1 means that documentation is not transparent, detailed and that it is difficult to be found, so the community itself is not wide and it is almost impossible to find an answer to any question posed. Mark 5 means that documentation is
detailed, well organized and available on web sites, the community is very widespread and for all concerns and problems, one can find an answer. It is necessary to take into consideration that marks are assigned from a subjective point of view.

- Installation – complexity itself is observed, as well as time necessary for installation of a certain IDE or framework. Prerequisites and requirements necessary to fulfill before the installation are observed as well. In analyzing and assigning marks in this criterion, mark 1 means that installation is complex and takes a lot of time, while mark 5 means that installation is simple and short.

- Development – refers to the main part in which the application is developed. In other words, complexity of making an application in certain technology is compared from a subjective point of view. Mark 1 means that technologies used are non-intuitive, non-organized and that the programming language is very difficult and incomprehensible, and mark 5 means that technologies are very intuitive, organized and that programming language is simple and comprehensible.

### C. Analysis

According to the first criterion, supported computer operating systems, Android Studio is one of the IDEs that gave the best results because it can be installed on Windows, Mac OS X and Linux operating systems. It means that native Android mobile applications can be developed regardless of the operating system of a computer. While analyzing frameworks, Ionic and NativeScript can be installed on all operating systems, while development of hybrid applications in PhoneGap framework is still impossible on Linux operating system. Possibility of installing certain IDEs and frameworks and development of mobile applications on different computer operating systems significantly contributes to lowering expenses, so it is not necessary to invest in operating systems the company does not already own – it is possible to work with the ones already available at the company.

According to the criterion supported mobile platforms, it is sensible to compare and analyze only those frameworks that are used for hybrid applications, because, as it was stated before, native ones are developed separately for every platform. PhoneGap offers the widest spectrum of mobile platforms: Android, iOS, BlackBerry 10, Windows and Windows Phone, Firefox OS, Ubuntu, Tizen, Amazon Fire OS, while Ionic and NativeScript support Android and iOS (although newer Ionic 2 supports Windows 10 Universal App as well). Taking into consideration this criterion and the analysis results, it is evident that it is more profitable to develop hybrid applications, especially using PhoneGap framework that enables development for more than five mobile platforms simultaneously. Native applications are developed in "official" programming languages for individual platforms. Applications for Android are developed in Java programming language, while C# or C++ are used for native Windows Phone applications. Objective-C or recently Swift, are programming languages for development of native iOS applications. For needs of this paper in creating native mobile applications, Java, C# and Swift programming languages were used. The introduction stated how hybrid applications are developed using HTML, CSS and JavaScript technologies, which facilitates their development. Therefore, all hybrid applications are developed using JavaScript programming language, and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Supported computer operating systems</th>
<th>Native Android application – Android Studio</th>
<th>Native iOS application – Xcode</th>
<th>Native WP application – VS Community</th>
<th>Hybrid applications – Ionic</th>
<th>Hybrid applications – PhoneGap</th>
<th>Hybrid applications – NativeScript</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Windows, Linux, Mac OS X</td>
<td>Windows</td>
<td>Windows</td>
<td>Windows, Mac OS X</td>
<td>Windows, Mac OS X</td>
<td>Windows, Mac OS X</td>
<td>Windows, Mac OS X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Supported mobile platforms</th>
<th>Android</th>
<th>iOS</th>
<th>Windows Phone</th>
<th>Android, iOS</th>
<th>Android, others</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Android</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iOS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windows Phone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Programming languages</th>
<th>Java</th>
<th>Swift, Objective-C</th>
<th>C#, C++</th>
<th>JavaScript</th>
<th>JavaScript</th>
<th>JavaScript</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Official documentation and community (1-5)</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speed and complexity of installation (1-5)</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complexity of development (1-5)</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

TABLE 1. REPRESENTATION OF IDES AND WORK ENVIRONMENTS ACCORDING TO CRITERIA ANALYSED

a. iOS, BlackBerry 10, Windows and Windows Phone, Firefox OS, Ubuntu, Tizen, Amazon Fire OS
some frameworks require certain JavaScript frameworks. For instance, Ionic requires use of Angular JS. NativeScript recommends, but does not require, most recent Angular 2 framework. Advantages of hybrid applications are in those technologies or languages used for their development. Developers do not need several different programming languages to develop applications for different platforms, as it is the case with native applications. Also, if it is necessary, developers who are familiar with JavaScript can easily transfer from one framework to another because of similar principle of work. From all IDEs used according to criterion of official documentation and community of programmers, the most intuitive and most quality rated were documentations of Android Studio and Visual Studio. That means that all steps were described in detail starting from installation, development, up to publishing, structure of application, starting the emulator, debugging and much more. Furthermore, advice for improvement of code writing are offered. While making the application, of great help were communities of programmers that are very widespread, which is significant when a developer has a problem and when he knows that there is someone who has certainly already had the same problem, and even if he has not, there is someone willing to help. Based on the analysis of frameworks used, it is concluded that they all have excellent intuitive and detailed official documentations. However, concerning the fact that NativeScript is a relatively young framework, the community itself has not been developed and spread yet, and it is difficult to find a solution and an answer when it is necessary. Installations function as regular installations of standalone applications. Of course, it is necessary to take into consideration the speed of Internet of which depends the speed of downloading. While installing Android Studio and Visual Studio, it is possible to choose what tools and elements are to be installed, while by installing Xcode, everything is done automatically. Time of installation of analyzed IDEs drastically differs. Also, it should be taken into consideration that installations were done on different computers with different random access memory and characteristics, and that different elements to be installed were selected (Android Studio and Visual Studio). Installing Android Studio on Toshiba laptop took about 20 minutes, while the Xcode installation on a Mac computer took about 7 minutes. The longest and the largest installation was the installation of Visual Studio on Asus ZenBook. It took between 4 and 5 hours, which is a lot compared to the previous two. Taking into consideration extreme differences in duration of installation, and the complexity as well, Xcode was assigned the best mark, and Visual Studio the worst. Installation of frameworks were done using CLI on Windows computer and Terminal on Mac computer. Duration of all installations is very short and simple. All installations – Ionic, PhoneGap and NativeScript, demand preinstalled Node.js. Furthermore, other prerequisites necessary to be fulfilled are stated in official documentations. For instance, versions of Android SDK, Git and similar, which depends of the computer on which the application is made, or of what is perhaps already installed. Installations of all frameworks were assigned the best mark because they do not require too much effort and they do not take up too much time. Marks in this criterion do not necessarily mean that the IDE that requires more time for installing is bad. On the contrary, it can have excellent features, as it is case with Visual Studio. It is only one minute disadvantage of the analyzed IDE. It is difficult to make an objective statement on the process of development itself and on its complexity because it all depends on the developer and his previous knowledge. This paper, in a relatively objective way, is trying to conclude about the complexity of development in a certain IDE and framework, which depends on the programming language, intuitiveness, features of the IDE and so on. Developing a native Android application went without greater problems and Android Studio turned out to be an excellent IDE because it has all characteristics of a quality IDE: it is free, it has syntax and error coloring, autocomplete, code generator, debugging. WYSIWYG editor, simplicity of starting the application in an emulator and on a device, simplicity of adding an icon, and much more. Mark 4 was assigned due to complicated Java programming language. Xcode was assigned the same mark as Android Studio because it also turned out as a quality and well organized IDE. However, the problem in developing these simple applications appeared during changing the icon, which was a bit more complicated. Designing a native Windows Phone application also turned out to be a more complicated. The first problem appeared when Visual Studio was installed on Toshiba laptop. Then, it was completely impossible to create a Windows Phone application and the problem was incompatibility of the operating system and necessary SDKs. A virtual machine was started, onto which Windows 10 was installed, but despite the fact that it was then possible to create a mobile application, it was not possible to start the emulator since it was a virtual machine. At the end, Visual Studio was installed on Asus laptop with operating system Windows 10, but despite all that, it was still not possible to start the emulator due to limitations of working with this operating system. As an alternative solution, a Universal Windows Platform application was designed, that was able to start on different devices: mobile devices, computers, Xbox and similar. Regardless of the limitations and strict requirements, integrated developmental environment has shown equally good as the rest. Problems prior to development and impossibility of starting the emulator are disadvantages due to which Visual Studio was graded worse than other IDEs. During the development of applications in frameworks analyzed, CLI were often used because if one wants to create an application, add a platform, start an application, sign it and such, it is necessary to input commands for certain actions. Code was written in Sublime Text 3 application for text editing. Structures of project in PhoneGap and Ionic are very similar. Files are logically sorted, which makes browsing
through the directory of the project much easier. Structure of NativeScript project differs from previous two, and another difference is that XML markup language was used, not HTML. PhoneGap and NativeScript applications were written in "clear" JavaScript, while for Ionic, AngularJS was used. Since applications for Android were first made on Windows computer, in making iOS applications it was only necessary to transfer directory of the application on Mac computer. Of course, it was necessary to first install a framework, after which it was only necessary to make a position in the directory of the application, add iOS platform and build an application. Application developed in NativeScript could not be built for iOS due to the limitations of the computer itself for now, so it was, unlike Ionic and PhoneGap, assigned a lower grade.

III. CONCLUSION

From all IDEs analyzed, Android Studio made the best impression. During the installation and development there were no bigger problems and difficulties, and even if there were, solutions could be found relatively quickly, which is connected to a widespread and active community of programmers. One of great advantages of Android Studio is that it can be installed, and native applications can be developed on all computer operating systems. When talking about frameworks for creating hybrid applications, and taking into consideration the analyzed criteria, they all turned out to be powerful tools. However, PhoneGap is a tool with the greatest comparative advantages, mostly due to a wide spectrum of supported mobile platforms. Although native applications offer by far the best user experience and can use all features and functionalities of devices to a maximum, nowadays tools for creating hybrid applications are continuously developed. One of the reasons is that "only" knowledge of JavaScript programming language is necessary, and not of all programming languages that one needs to know for developing native applications: Java, Objective-C, C# and similar. Also, time necessary and expenses for developing the application are becoming shorter, so it is more profitable to develop hybrid applications. The discrepancy between hybrid and native applications is smaller every day, and hybrid applications are starting to resemble native ones, so the difference will surely disappear completely very soon.

Comparative analysis of tools for development of native and hybrid applications has shown only some advantages and disadvantages of tools used for development of mobile applications. Analyses through different criteria would certainly bring different results, but it is without a doubt that such analyses can be of great use to manufacturers in order to develop the aforementioned tools even further, and to make them more powerful and better on one hand, but also help users in choosing tools for work on the other.
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Abstract - As websites have become bulkier and serve more larger files to end users, it has become harder for the HTTP/1.1 protocol to provide adequately short page load times. The HTTP protocol, in its previous versions, is a generic stateless application protocol most often used for distributed, collaborative, hypermedia information systems. The newest version, HTTP/2, introduced an updated protocol feature set based on Google’s SPDY/2 protocol, aimed at improving the speed at which modern web resources load, reducing network congestion and additionally enforcing security standards. With header compression, new server push responses, and fully multiplexed connections, HTTP/2 solves the major issues previous versions were unable to overcome. This paper presents performance analysis results comparing both protocol versions in the upcoming release of Java 9 programming language, as well as describes key differences in development between versions. Analysis was run on the open source Jetty web server and benchmark code was compiled using JDK 9 Early Access. This paper shows benchmark results using different scenarios and typical usage performance gains. It outlines the major improvements and recommendations switching to the newer protocol version provides, specifically in general use object-oriented programming languages such as the new version of Java language.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) was introduced as an application protocol for distributed, collaborative, and hypermedia information systems [1]. It is currently the most common way to send and receive data across the Internet, making it essential to the World Wide Web as we know it.

Originally, when the Internet was a much newer technology, web pages were primarily text-based with perhaps a few embedded still images to make the web page more attractive. The HTTP/1.1 protocol, the latest version of the 1.x series, was finalized in 1999 as RFC 2616 [1] and was designed to optimally service web communications of its era. Later, in June 2014, numerous improvements to the protocol were introduced in the form of six RFCs 7230-7235 [2], which collectively update and obsolete RFC 2616. In total, these updates to the original protocol addressed 553 issues, which can be found at [3].

The Internet has steadily grown with time, however. Today, the average web site is not a few kilobytes in size but, rather, a few megabytes. Specifically, as of December 2016, the average website is roughly two and a half megabytes in size [4]. Most of this page size increase can be attributed to web pages incorporating more images into their design; however, there is also a noticeable increase in the sizes of styles (CSS) and scripting code (JavaScript) being sent to the end client.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Size end 2014 (kB)</th>
<th>Size end 2015 (kB)</th>
<th>Increase in 2014-2015</th>
<th>Size Dec 2016 (kB)</th>
<th>Increase in 2015-2016</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HTML</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>11.7%</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>-22.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stylesheets</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>31.0%</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scripts</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>21.0%</td>
<td>415</td>
<td>16.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Images</td>
<td>1248</td>
<td>1426</td>
<td>14.3%</td>
<td>1623</td>
<td>13.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>13.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1931</td>
<td>2232</td>
<td>15.6%</td>
<td>2479</td>
<td>11.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As can be seen in Table I, from the end of 2014 to the end of 2016, websites have increased from 1931 kB to 2479 kB: an increase of 28.4%. Not included in Table I is HttArchive’s data from the end of 2010, when the top websites were, on average, only 716 kB in size. From those numbers, websites have increased in size by 246% in the last 6 years.

This increase in file size and quantity is something that HTTP/1.1 cannot overcome and is the main reason for creation of the new version of HTTP protocol. HTTP/2 was designed in RFC 7540 [5] with the modern web in mind and aims at removing the need for web developers to work around HTTP/1.1’s shortcomings in today’s age.

With this paper, we compared the improved performance one can expect to see when migrating Java web servers from HTTP/1.1 to HTTP/2 and also to present the current state of HTTP/2 implementation within the Java ecosystem.

II. HTTP/1.1 LIMITATIONS

The HTTP/1.1 protocol is able to adequately service small size, relatively simple HTML pages. When used to serve modern web sites, which can be significantly larger than the original specification was designed for, HTTP/1.1’s deficiencies become far more noticeable. Among these are: head-of-line blocking, uncompressed headers, and the Slow Start mechanism.
A. Head-of-Line Blocking

Head-of-Line blocking is the phenomena which occurs when multiple packets are held up due to needing to wait for the transmission of another packet [6]. This can occur in various scenarios, due to:

- Packets being lost, requiring that further packets wait until the lost packet is resent
- Port contention, where two packets are being sent to the same port and one must go first while the other is blocked until the next cycle
- Ordered packets being sent out of order, causing out of order packets to be delayed until the required packet is transmitted.

B. Uncompressed Headers and Slow Start Mechanism

The HTTP/1.1 standard imposes no limits as to the size of each header field contained in a request; however, most servers and clients impose some sort of limit for both practical and security reasons. Per research conducted by Google [7], header sizes range from approximately 200-2000 bytes with an average size of 750 bytes. Considering that these numbers were gathered in 2009, and with Table I and Fig. 1 showing more than an 11% increase in web site size for 2016, as well as Fig. 2 presenting an average web page size of 2479 KB, we can give a conservative estimate of typical header sizes being approx. 1500 bytes or more.

![Total Transfer Size & Total Requests](image1)

**Figure 1.** Total Transfer Size and Total Requests for all web pages (URLs) Jan 2014 – Dec 2016 according to httparchive.org [8]

![Average Bytes per Page by Content Type](image2)

**Figure 2.** Average bytes per page by content type for all web pages (URLs) as of 02-Dec-2016 according to httparchive.org [4]

The size of these headers is important due to the fact that large headers may take multiple round trips from server to client before being fully transmitted. If a website has, for example, 100 assets to download (e.g. images, script files, stylesheets, embedded videos, and text content), each request will require headers to be sent between the server and client. Using a conservative estimate of 50 round trips [9] to transfer the contents of a web site, this amounts to 75 KB of header data being transferred, most of which is repeated data.

HTTP/1.1’s Slow Start mechanism, defined in RFC 5681 [10], is a congestion-control feature built into the TCP protocol. With Slow Start, every connection starts with an "initial congestion window," which defines how many packets may be sent during the first round trip over the network. With each successful ACK response from the client, the window is increased, allowing more packets to be sent at once until, ultimately, the peak transfer rate of the connection is found [11]. This feature, specifically designed to limit data transfer in order to prevent router overload, causes problems as it introduces more round trips than would normally be necessary over the course of a connection. Each round trip is affected by the connection’s latency, meaning that a 100 ms latency in the previous example would result in a total wait time of 800 ms just to open and close all of the congestion windows; the time to transfer the data contained carried within the packet payloads is not included. In addition, each window requires that headers be sent over the network, the end result being that the client must wait not only due to the latency of the connection, but it must also transfer additional, redundant data with each request.

The initial window, as specified in RFC 3390 [12], is between two and four segments, with a maximum segment size of 1460 bytes. This strict limit bottlenecks modern connections, and, as a result, many connections are never able to reach their maximum speeds. Google petitioned that the initial congestion window be increased to 10 segments based on their research that showed user-visible latencies could be reduced by up to 10% with no noticeable increase in congestion problems across the net [13], which was later accepted in the HTTP/1.1 standard.

III. MODERN WORKAROUNDS

As of writing this paper, HTTP/2 usage statistics [14] show that only 11.7% of all the websites support it as the new standard (Fig. 3).

![Adoption rate of HTTP/2 for websites as of 06-Feb-2017 according to W3Techs.com](image3)

**Figure 3.** Adoption rate of HTTP/2 for websites as of 06-Feb-2017 according to W3Techs.com [14]
Ergo, web developers today still must find ways to improve their website performance while remaining in the confines of the HTTP/1.1 protocol. Most of these solutions are considered "hacky" as these techniques work around the protocol’s limitations rather than overcoming them. It should be noted that all of them are aimed at circumventing head-of-line blocking and the Slow Start initial congestion window.

A. Domain Sharding

Instead of hosting all of a site’s content on one domain, domain sharding is a method of hosting content on multiple domains in order to allow the end user’s client to open more connections and download content in parallel [15]. With this method, should one domain slow down due to head-of-line blocking, the other domains will still transmit their data to the client. For example, a site may have an additional domain that starts with "img" to host its image files and yet another domain that starts with "vid" to host its video files.

B. CSS/JavaScript Concatenation and Asset Inlining

CSS/JavaScript concatenation involves merging all of a site’s CSS files into one, singular file and doing the same for all of a site’s JavaScript files. By reducing the number of files served to the client, this method alleviates some of the problems of the HTTP/1.1 Slow Start feature.

In a similar vein, asset inlining calls for all CSS and JavaScript to be embedded directly into the web page’s HTML code. This can be automated by tools such as packify [16] or asset-inliner [17]. Much like file concatenation, this method helps alleviate Slow Start issues. A more extreme version of this is image embedding, where a desired image is embedded into HTML encoded in Base64. Combining image and CSS/JavaScript inlining could potentially greatly reduce the number of HTTP requests a client needs to send; however, it is not always possible to inline CSS styles and JavaScript code. Additionally, embedding images causes both latency and caching issues on the client side as the client browser must decode every embedded image and it is not possible to cache such images as they become part of the HTML file, itself.

C. Image Spriting

Image spriting involves making a single image mosaic of many, smaller images [15]. For example, on a music streaming site, instead of downloading four separate image files for "previous," "stop," "start," and "next," a single image containing all of these sprites would be downloaded. Using JavaScript, the client then processes the image and displays them where necessary. As with image embedding, this method puts more computational load on the client side and must be repeated every time an image mosaic is loaded.

IV. NEW FEATURES IN HTTP/2

A. Binary Protocol

HTTP/1.1 and its predecessors are based on plaintext communication. However, HTTP/2 has made a shift towards using binary, which is more condensed when compared to plaintext, and is easier to parse. It should be noted that, due to this change, HTTP/2 is not usable through Telnet.

B. HPACK Header Compression

As discussed previously in this paper, HTTP/1.1 has the problem of sending redundant data contained in its headers over the course of a connection. HTTP/2 mitigates this problem through the use of its HPACK mechanism [18] which utilizes Huffman encoding to compress the binary header values. In addition, the HPACK mechanism uses two tables to further reduce bandwidth usage: a static table which contains a cache of commonly-used headers, and a dynamic table which references other headers used in the current session. This dynamic table reduces header size by sending pointers to pre-existing values instead of the values themselves.

C. Multiplexing

HTTP/2 introduces streams [5]: independent, bidirectional sequences of frames between the client and server within an HTTP/2 connection. This technique both reduces the number of connections a server needs to handle and solves the issue of head-of-line blocking.

D. Flow Control

Streams can be further prioritized using HTTP/2’s flow control algorithms [5]. Flow control enables the receiver to impose flow control limits that the sender must respect. In practice, flow control is designed to protect endpoints under resource constraints: such as when a server is under heavy load, which causes it to have a slow upstream connection while maintaining a fast downstream connection. In this scenario, flow control can allow the server to process data on the less-burdened stream while the other stream is busy.

E. Server Push

Typically, upon receiving a request for a web page, a server can predict that the client will make further requests for all the page’s external resources including style sheets, scripts, and images. In HTTP/1.1, the server cannot send these dependencies without the client explicitly requesting each resource. HTTP/2 enables the server to bundle page dependencies it knows the client will need into a "push", which it can proactively send to the client [5]. Afterwards, the client has the ability to refuse or accept the data.

V. JAVA AND HTTP/2

The maintainers behind the community-based open source version of Java Development Kit (JDK) aka OpenJDK [19] have specifically targeted HTTP/2 support for JDK 9 as one of their stated goals in JEP 110 [20]. This is not only due to the desire to support the new protocol, but also to improve the existing application programming interface (API) which currently implements HTTP/1.1. These classes currently suffer from multiple problems such as: undocumented behavior, difficult maintainability, and a base connection API that was
designed with multiple, now defunct, protocols in mind during its creation.

Although the Apache Software Foundation and Eclipse Foundation provide HTTP/2 implementations in the form of the Apache HttpClient and the Web server and Servlet container Jetty, respectively [21] [22], the native HTTP/2 implementation within the JDK 9 is designed with a smaller footprint in mind [20]. Furthermore, Java maintainers have expressly stated that the internal implementation of their HTTP/2 client API must be "friendly" towards newer language features, such as lambda expressions.

VI. TEST ENVIRONMENT

Out test environment consist of two different Jetty servers version 9.4.0.v20161208: one configured for the HTTP/1.1 protocol, and the other configured for the HTTP/2 protocol. Source code for the Jetty server was developed using the IntelliJ Idea integrated development environment (IDE) early access version 2017.1. The operating system used for hosting the servers was Windows 10 x64 Anniversary Update. Chrome version 57.0.2987 run on Ubuntu Linux version 16.04 was used as the browser of choice for the following benchmarks. As of writing, no major web browser supports HTTP/2 without encryption. As such, in the interest of fairness, the HTTP/1.1 server was also configured with TLS encryption in order to more accurately portray the latencies between protocols.

To obtain page and resource load times, Chrome’s built-in network logger was used. In order to more accurately simulate a real-world scenario, Chrome was configured to simulate a typical 4G mobile connection. This added a 20ms delay to requests and limited downloads and uploads to 4 Mb/s and 3 Mb/s, respectively. Page load benchmarks were conducted in three different setups:

- Over the localhost interface
- Over a Local Area Network (LAN) between a Windows host machine and Ubuntu virtual machine guest

In the first setup, both Jetty servers were hosted on the same machine as the Chrome browser. Web pages were loaded 10 times each using both the HTTP/1.1 and HTTP/2 protocol and the resulting load times were then averaged.

The second setup kept the Jetty server on the same windows machine, but moved the client onto a local virtual machine created by VMWare Workstation Pro 12 running Ubuntu Linux. This test is conducted in order to quantify the performance loss when transmitting packets over a virtual Ethernet interface in addition to a real interface. As with the first setup, each web site was loaded 10 times using each protocol and the results were averaged.

A previous study conducted in 2015 [23] cloned 15 websites in order to provide a more accurate depiction of the performance differences between the protocols in real world scenarios. Using this method as a framework, this study also cloned 15 different websites, 5 of which were benchmarked previously in the aforementioned study.

Table II lists every site included in benchmarking. Websites were obtained by saving them directly within the Google Chrome web browser. This method of locally saving the websites comes with the drawback of not fully downloading dynamic content and content located on external content distribution networks (CDNs); however, the purpose of this study is to showcase the differences between HTTP/1.1 and HTTP/2, not to accurately clone commercial web pages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Website</th>
<th>HTML / PHP</th>
<th>CSS</th>
<th>JS</th>
<th>Images</th>
<th>Size (MB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amazon</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BBC</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>2.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eBay</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>1.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GitHub</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEEE</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>2.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMDB</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>4.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skype</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stack Overflow</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Economist</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wikipedia</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WordPress</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yahoo</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>4.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yelp</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>1.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YouTube</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>2.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II lists every site included in benchmarking. Websites were obtained by saving them directly within the Google Chrome web browser. This method of locally saving the websites comes with the drawback of not fully downloading dynamic content and content located on external content distribution networks (CDNs); however, the purpose of this study is to showcase the differences between HTTP/1.1 and HTTP/2, not to accurately clone commercial web pages.

A. Notable Issues

At the time of writing this paper, the JDK 9 was in early access Build 153 [24] with a slated release date estimated at July 2017. As it is still in active development, certain features don’t yet function as expected. One such feature is built-in Application Layer Protocol Negotiation (ALPN) support [25]. The build of the JDK used in this paper does not have an automatically loaded ALPN library, which is used for establishing connections in HTTP/2. In order to circumvent this, a Java Virtual Machine (JVM) argument must be passed with the path to a suitable ALPN JAR file, as shown in Fig. 4:

```
-Xbootclasspath/p:/path/to/alpn/jar
```

Figure 4. The template for the JVM argument required to load the Jetty ALPN jar file before JDK 9.

This argument instructs the JVM to prepend the supplied JAR file before the standard library classes. It is important to note that the /p: section of the command is the section that specifies to prepend the JAR file. Omitting this section will cause the JVM to overwrite all standard library files with the provided JAR. As no standard library classes will have been loaded in this case, the JVM will forcibly close.

With JDK 9 and the modularity provided by the project Jigsaw, the above argument is deprecated. Attempting to start the JVM with said flag will result in the JVM refusing to start, with an explicit error stating the deprecation of the Xbootclasspath flag. In the final
With remote content disabled, the load times for HTTP/2 were able to improve by a small margin. On average, websites loaded 1.4% faster when transmitted through the HTTP/2 protocol. Most notably, Yahoo.com gained a 20% performance improvement in this test, reducing its load time from 9.187 to 7.638 seconds. YouTube.com also gained a significant performance boost and lowered its load times by 8.2%: from 4.716 to 4.356 seconds.

Unfortunately, the host machine’s Ethernet adapter could not be disabled for tests involving a guest OS: disabling the adapter also prevented the operating systems from being able to communicate with each other. Results were less favorable than the first set of tests when the client browser was moved to a locally-run Ubuntu Linux virtual machine, as shown on Fig. 6:

![Figure 5. Load times for locally hosted websites](image)

The above results were run while the host computer was still connected to the internet, meaning that each website’s script files could still perform remote content requests, which may not necessarily be transmitted with the HTTP/2 protocol.

In Fig. 6, the host’s Ethernet adapter was disabled within the Windows operating system in order to prevent the mentioned scripts from requesting additional data.

![Figure 6. Load times with the host machine’s ethernet adapter disabled](image)

Sites with the worst load times were those that created many asynchronous requests through JavaScript during the page loads. In the case of The Economist, there was one specific script file that was dedicated to loading advertisements which slowed load times by up 5 seconds, regardless of whether the host was disconnected from the Internet or not. Given the delay introduced by this file, it is obvious that HTTP/2 is not a replacement for optimized web page design.

**IX. Future Work**

The current research was of limited scope and leaves much room for future study. Namely, while Chrome’s simulation of slower connections is useful, it is still not as useful as a truly slow connection on a slow device: such as
an older smart phone. Additionally, as only a server was created, extra data could be collected through the use of a Java HTTP client instead of using the Chrome browser. This would have the benefit of allowing more granular benchmarks through the use of low-level HTTP programming APIs.

Moving the Jetty web server along the test web sites onto an externally hosted virtual private server would also be a desirable change for future work as it would root results more in real-world situations. If a service such as Amazon Web Services is used, then there is the possibility to hosting the website in multiple different locations around the world and benchmarking performance differences.

X. CONCLUSION

HTTP/2, at this current point in time, is not enough on its own to improve web site load times. Web sites must be designed from the beginning with HTTP/2 features in mind, such as server push, in order to fully take advantage of the benefits that the newer protocol can provide.

As shown in the results, switching to the newer protocol without any other changes may actually prove detrimental to performance, particularly when accessing web sites through a virtual Ethernet interface. Given that most of the technologies shown in this paper were in early access or beta at the time of benchmarking, it is possible that, given a few years’ time or less, default HTTP/2 server configurations will be enough to provide noticeable performance gains with little work on the part of developers. Frameworks or analysis tools could particularly be of use should they be able to intelligently and automatically determine which files should be pushed together.
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Abstract - International student exchange programs allow students to study in various countries and experience challenges in new academic environment. International student exchange processes are complex and accompanied with extensive administrative tasks involving many higher education institutions (HEI). These administrative processes can be facilitated with the help of an appropriate software. This paper presents a software designed for managing data required for various processes in student exchange programme. The software, allows the user to manage data about HEI, bilateral agreements signed between institutions in European Higher Education Area (EHEA), applications of the outgoing students for an annual tender and the outcome of the competition. It supports automatic procedures for student ranking considering their choices, achievements and propositions of the tender. The main outcome of the software is the ranking list of the students with associated outgoing HEI complied with the quotas agreed in bilateral agreements and student’s preferences.

I. INTRODUCTION

International exchange of students allows students from all levels and all subject areas to study abroad for a semester or an academic year and gain credits that will subsequently be recognized at their home institution. Students can participate in mobility at any time during their degree. In 1987 the European Commission established a programme for student mobility in Europe called Erasmus. This programme is constantly being improved and enhanced especially with the advent of the Bologna process which brings the advantage of the use of the ECTS credit transfer system. The most prominent student mobility program, active since January 2014, at EU level is the Erasmus+ Programme designed to, among other, support higher education and targeting EU Member State countries (Programme Countries). Programme Countries are those countries participating fully in the Erasmus+ Programme [1]. Each country participating in Erasmus+ set up a National Agency and contribute financially to the programme.

Erasmus+ Programme functions under a number of inter-institutional agreements signed between higher education institutions, through which the partners agree upon exchange quotas and the duration of mobility for students and staff. Quotas are set up on the basis of a specific number of students (and staff) to be exchanged each academic year within a specific subject area. By signing the agreement, the partner institutions commit themselves to respect the principles of the Erasmus Charter for Higher Education (ECHE) [2] in terms of the organisation and management of mobility.

The European Commission, through the Croatian National Agency for Erasmus+ (Agency for Mobility and EU Programmes), provides Erasmus+ students with grants to help them financially while studying abroad. The University (e.g. University of Zagreb - UNIZG) receives the Erasmus+ funding from the Agency for Mobility and EU Programmes, based on the number of Erasmus students sent out in the previous academic year. The University further allocates funding to its constituents. The actual grant amount each student will receive (in case he/she receives it) is dependent on where they are going and how long they will stay.

Since the early beginnings of the institutional exchange of students in the year 2006, when a total of 5 students went on exchange, the number of exchange students is constantly growing. The number of bilateral agreements between FER and prestigious higher education institutions (HEI) in European Higher Education Area is constantly growing too. Currently, the number of agreed places for exchange students at all levels of study (244 available places) in a total duration of 1545 months surpasses the needs.

II. OUTGOING MOBILITY IN ERASMUS+ FOR PROGRAMME COUNTRIES - THE PROCESS FLOW

The most massive student exchange, incoming and outgoing, takes place through the Erasmus+ Programme for Programme Countries. In this paper we set focus on outgoing mobility process since it currently involves more students than the incoming mobility and requires much more administrative and organizational engagement.

The tender for the selection of students intending to participate in the exchange as outgoing takes place annually, usually at the beginning of a calendar year for the next academic year. An important part of processing the tender is awarding Erasmus student mobility grants to financially facilitate students studying abroad. These grants are given to Universities by the National Agency also on an annual basis. The tender processing is coordinated work of International Relations Office (IRO) of the University and corresponding offices of its constituents. The tender sets common framework applying to all university students who will submit an application and is announced by the UNIZG
IRO. Some segments of the tender processing are the responsibility of constituents and university leaves them to prescribe rules and implement those parts of the process. Students submit applications online, using web application of the UNIZG. They apply for certain institution, study level, subject area, beginning and duration of stay. Since quotas at institutions in certain degree level and subject areas are limited, sometimes it is not possible to send all students to their first choice of institution. For that reason students are allowed to submit application for up to three HEI. After the application deadline, HEI obtain data on student’s applications from IRO and carries out the ranking of applicants. The ranking of students - as well as the procedure for awarding them a grant - must be transparent and documented, and also available to all parties involved in the selection process.

Each HEI determines the ranking criteria for its students. The ranking criteria are set out in a fair and transparent way before participants submit their applications. HEI usually ranks students considering the academic performance of the candidate (cumulative GPA), English skills, previous mobility experience, motivation, experience in the receiving country, etc. Once ranking procedure is completed, the list of selected students will be sent to the IRO to consolidate partial lists of individual constituents and assign funds to students. Due to the finite funding only limited number of students can receive Erasmus scholarship. Students who will not be awarded Erasmus scholarship will be offered zero-grant placements. Zero-grant is a possibility for students to participate in Erasmus exchange program on the same terms (pay no tuition fee, benefit from mentorship program, receive academic recognition) but without Erasmus scholarship.

Many parts of the described processes are performed manually or semi-automatically. There is no unique criteria for ranking students at the institutions and majority of constituents assess applications manually. Also, the data exchange between the IRO and the mobility offices at the constituents is carried out via an email. Given the increasing number of applications, there is the need for process automation in order to accelerate and facilitate the entire process of application processing. In the rest of the paper the architecture and implementation of system supporting the application ranking is described.

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND DATA MODEL

A. System architecture

In the architecture of the system three main components stand out: client application, web server and a Database Management System (DBMS) as a repository for a database (Figure 1).

![Figure 1 System architecture](image)

End users access and manipulate data via a web browser using web application developed following the MVC architecture [3]. A web server via a HTTP protocol responds to users’ requests, which are forwarded by their computers’ HTTP clients. To be able to answer the clients’ requests, web server, when needed, communicates with DBMS to gather and change data stored in the database. As a web server Microsoft’s Internet Information Server (IIS) [4] is used, while Microsoft SQL Server [5] serves as a relational DBMS.

The client application is developed using ASP.NET programming framework, and programming languages C#, JavaScript, HTML and css. Entity Framework [6] is used as an object-relational mapping framework.

B. Data model

The database has been designed following the principles of the relational data model. We believe that the relational data model is the most suitable for this business process because the data is structured and the amount of data is small. Figure 2 shows tables used to store data occurring in the process of the Erasmus+ outgoing mobility.

![Figure 2. Relational data model](image)
Data about HE institutions and the details of bilateral agreements signed between them are kept in tables *HEI, studyLevel, studyField, bilateralAgreement* and *agreementQuotas*. Data on students, their applications as well as the results of the ranking process are stored in tables *student, studentTender, studentTenderChoice* and *studentCategoryPt*.

The database design allows to store data from different HEIs in one database. A centralized database containing data from all members of the university allows the uniform processing of data and easy distribution of results. With proper software, besides members of UNIZG, database can be used by the University and thus the exchange of data via e-mail can be avoided. Of course, in simpler variant data of only one HEI will be stored in the database, and that is currently the case.

IV. BASIC TYPES OF SCREENS IN THE WEB-APPLICATION

Ensuring the ergonomic quality of user interface (UI) is one of the major concerns in developing interactive application. While developing web application we followed guidelines for good and ergonomic software interface design [7] with an emphasis on the content of screens and the way in which typical data operations take place. Special attention was paid to ensure that the flow of data from screen to screen is consistent and corresponds to user expectations. By keeping the application consistent, users learn more quickly since they recognize and re-apply the usage patterns. For the sake of consistency and simplicity, all screens designed to enable same operations on different data (rows from different tables) look exactly the same and support the same set of functionalities. In the application it is possible to see two types of screens: a) screens designed for performing CRUD operations on data stored in a single table and b) master-detail screens. Master-detail screens allow performing CRUD operations on master row and also on detail (slave) rows related to master row in a one-to-many type relationship.

The acronym CRUD refers to create, read, update, and delete operations - the major operations that should be implemented over data stored in data repository. In our case data is stored in relational DBMS but that need not be the case. Each, of the above mentioned, operation can be mapped to a standard SQL statement or HTTP method.

A. Typical screen layout for performing CRUD operations in a single database table

Typical screen layout that serves for browsing and updating data stored in a single database table can be seen on Figure 3. In application described in this paper such screens exist for tables usually called catalogs such as: *state, city, academicYear, studyLevel, studyField* etc. Data is displayed in a form of a list and initially only a certain number of rows is visible.

Besides the possibility of viewing data, each page contains additional functionality, such as adding new or editing and deleting the existing rows, sorting rows, filtering rows and viewing a certain number of items per page (paging).

On all screens, equivalent operations are activated in the same way - either by clicking on the option (eg. Add) or by clicking on the appropriate icon. The Table 1 shows the icons that appear on each screen.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Icon</th>
<th>Operation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="read" /></td>
<td>Read - see details</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="update" /></td>
<td>Update row</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="delete" /></td>
<td>Delete row</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="filter" /></td>
<td>Filter rows</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Number of rows displayed on each page is a parameter and can be easily changed by selecting value from drop-down list. If there are more rows than the selected parameter (for display per single page), the rest is displayed on other pages that can be accessed by clicking on the page number or on the icon for the next page (>>).

Data filtering is enabled by clicking the funnel icon, after which the editable textboxes below the columns appear (Figure 4).

![Bilateral agreements](image)

Figure 3. Typical screen layout for a single table
Textboxes serve for entering the selection criteria. After applying the selection conditions by pressing the button Filter, only the records that meet the given criteria will be displayed.

B. Master-detail screen layout and functionality

In master-detail relationship, for one master tuple always exist N detail tuples. On the master-detail screens, in the simplest case, two logical parts can be noticed: 1) master data in the upper part of the screen and 2) detail data on the lower part. This type of screen is more complex than previously described screens as it has to allow the CRUD operations on both - master and detail data. Typical master-detail screen can be seen on Figure 5.

![Figure 5. Example of master-detail screen](image)

This screen enables manipulation on data regarding bilateral agreements (contracts) and the agreed quotas for student exchange. In this case, the master data are general data on the contract (partners in the contract - HEIs, the date of signing the agreement, the valid period – in dates and academic years, etc.). The detail data (tuples) presents quotas agreed with the contract for the study levels and subject area. Specific for master-detail screens is that master data can’t be deleted while there are detailed data referencing master data. Besides in application, this rule, is also implemented at the database level by defining integrity constraint - foreign key.

V. WEB-APPLICATION FUNCTIONALITY

Web application is, currently, designed solely for HEI’s employees participating in the process of receiving and ranking students' applications for mobility at a foreign institution. For keeping data private and preventing non-authorized access, a login system via account name and password for each user, given by the application administrator, has been implemented. User has the possibility of viewing data about HEI and students, bilateral agreements signed between sending and receiving institutions, exchange quotas per study level and subject area, student applications and the outcome of the tender. Besides viewing, users have the possibility of inserting and editing data.

Application menu allowing access to the listed data can be seen on Figure 6.

![Figure 6. Application header and footer](image)

Unlike foreign higher education institutions, majority of the members at UNIZG don’t have mobility offices and this process is supported by one or more ECTS coordinators who are the targeted users of this software. They commonly have no data about the student's achievements, which are necessary for the applications ranking. These data must be delivered from other HEI’s department and thereafter be imported into database via software. Besides department in charge for students’ grades, process supported with this software involves UNIZG IRO so the exchange of information between all parties involved must be easy. For easier data manipulation, user has the possibility of importing student applications and their scoring via an Excel file.

Figure 7 shows the screen for importing students’ applications from excel file that faculty gets from UNIZG IRO. All persons' names on Figure 7.

Figure 8, Figure 9 and Figure 10 are fictitious due to protection of data privacy.
Figure 8 shows the screen for importing different categories of points students gained. The screen shows importing points won on the basis of motivational letters that are read and evaluated by ECTS coordinators.

![Application scoring](image)

**Figure 8 Importing application scoring via an Excel file**

We are aware that there exists a much better solution for data exchange than importing from Excel files, e.g. the use of web services. We haven’t used advanced technologies for data exchange because we could not reach an agreement with our partners in the process to develop the necessary software on their side. In our case, it would be a complete failure to develop a web service because there would be no compatible software with which they can communicate.

Main part of the application refers to processing all student applications, in terms of ranking applications considering students’ scoring and assigning corresponding selections to students. After all students’ applications and their scoring are imported into the system, the user has the ability to run a procedure to process all applications for a specific academic year. The applications are ranked based on the achieved scores and in accordance with calculated rank, applications are assigned their achieved selection (foreign HEI according to student’s choice). The process starts with sorting all applications by their scoring and then by their priorities. After that, the system selects applications in descending order. Each application has one or more desired foreign HEI ordered by priorities. For each desired institution on the application, system is checking if there is any space left to fulfill on the selected institution. The first institution on the application that has available space will be automatically selected and application’s status for that institution will change to **Selected**. If there isn’t any space available on any of the institutions in the application, application’s status will change to **Reserved**. After all the applications have been processed, user is presented with the results (Figure 9).

![Competition results](image)

**Figure 9 Competition results after processing applications**
Besides Selected and Reserved, student’s application’s status can also be Declined for some specific reasons (e.g., due to lack of needed documentation). Also, there’s always a possibility that someone whose application was selected for a specific institution will pass the selection, which means that the best scored Reserved application will automatically be Selected. That part has to be manually operated by user, so besides processing the applications, user has the possibility to modify the final results by changing applications’ status to either Selected, Reserved or Declined.

After processing the applications and generating the final results, user can export results to an Excel file to enable easier data manipulation and exchange with the UNIZG IRO (Figure 10).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matriculation Number</th>
<th>First Name (Surname)</th>
<th>First Name (Surname)</th>
<th>Study Level</th>
<th>Specialisation</th>
<th>Starting Date</th>
<th>End Date</th>
<th>Foreign Institutions - name</th>
<th>Foreign Institutions - Erasmus Country</th>
<th>Total Users</th>
<th>SELECTED/REMOVED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1234567890</td>
<td>Brown John</td>
<td>18.05.1980</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>01.02.2016</td>
<td>01.05.2017</td>
<td>Alcala University of Technology, Spain</td>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>Selected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2345678901</td>
<td>Smith Lisa</td>
<td>26.01.1982</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>01.05.2017</td>
<td>01.08.2017</td>
<td>Charles University of Technology, Sweden</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>Selected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3456789012</td>
<td>Johnson Bruce</td>
<td>12.03.1983</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S3</td>
<td>01.08.2017</td>
<td>01.11.2017</td>
<td>University of Technology, Belgium</td>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>Selected</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented the software developed to support processing students’ applications in the outgoing student mobility in Erasmus+ Programme for Program Countries. This software facilitates the work of HEI’s staff responsible for the ranking of students’ applications and assignment of foreign HEI chosen by the student intending to study abroad.

Relational data model proved to be a good choice for this type of process because the data occurring in the process is structured, of simple type and the amount of data is not overwhelming. Also, consistency and durability of data is a necessary requirement and RDBMS is the best database system for ensuring the ACID properties of transactions. A web application, compared to a desktop application, is a better choice because of the easier installation, deployment and maintenance.

The process involves participants from different institutions that have to exchange data at different stages of the process. The data is currently exchanged semi-automatically via excel files. The plan is to change this part in the future, but to succeed we must reach an agreement with the other participants who will have to adapt their software.
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Abstract—We present a new method for segmentation of retinal blood vessels in color fundus images. The method utilizes Hessian eigenvalues and eigenvectors calculated for each pixel to obtain a measure of vesselness. The measure is similar to the Frangi vesselness but we use a different combination of eigenvalues, while keeping entire Hessians for further processing. Hessians are calculated at different scales, where each scale targets a certain width range of blood vessels. We perform a scale selection procedure to pick the most appropriate scale for each pixel. Hessians from the selected scales are treated as tensors and used as input for tensor voting procedure to further reduce the influence of noise and highlight the blood vessels. Green channel of color retinal photographs is used as input to the method due to better blood vessel contrast. We also present promising experimental results obtained on a test database with manually segmented retinal blood vessels of healthy patients only.

I. INTRODUCTION

Retinal image analysis provides important information for detection of several diseases with most common being Diabetic Retinopathy (DR). In order to detect the disease symptoms successfully, they must not be confused with normal retinal structures. Hence it is helpful to obtain segmentation results of all normal retinal structures prior to symptom detection. This paper presents a segmentation method for one such normal retinal structure, the blood vessel tree. Figure 1 shows an example of retinal image in which the blood vessel tree can be seen.

Analysis of a retinal image can be performed by an experienced ophthalmologist, but the process is time consuming. On the other hand, diabetic patients, which are at risk of DR, need to perform regular retinal checkups, and their number is constantly increasing. This indicates a clear need for computer vision-based retinal image analysis and a lot of algorithms have been and still are being developed. Besides providing full diagnosis, computer vision-based analysis could serve as an aid to ophthalmologists and optometrists and reduce the time required to interpret retinal images and overcome possible biases that may skew the clinical assessments [1]. Automated algorithms for retinal blood vessel segmentation have specific issues due to blood vessel tree structure with a lot of branches and some very thin vessels. Also, images can have low resolution, poor contrast and significant amount of noise.

One other issue is that other structures can be misinterpreted as vessels because of similar characteristics. Those structures can be other parts of retina, fovea and optical disc, but also disease side effects, like hemorrhages, lesions or exudates. In this paper, we segment blood vessels in retinal images of healthy patients with no central light reflex within vessels. We use a procedure inspired by Frangi vesselness [2]. We are using a stickness feature from tensor voting framework [3] as a measure of vesselness. The obtained measure resembles Frangi vesselness but is not limited to [0,1] interval. Hessian matrices are calculated at different scales and we use this data to perform tensor voting [3]. Two different steps of tensor voting are applied to suppress the influence of noise and other retinal structures, and to highlight retinal blood vessels.

II. RELATED WORK

There are a lot of different methods that have been developed for segmentation of blood vessels in fundus images [4], [5], [6]. They mostly use DRIVE and STARE databases, which are both publicly available [5]. Vessel segmentation techniques can be supervised or unsupervised. Supervised methods exploit some prior labeling information to decide whether a pixel belongs to a vessel or not, while unsupervised methods perform the vessel segmentation without any prior labeling knowledge [5]. In this section we give a short overview of such techniques. In [7] an unsupervised approach has been...
used for vessel segmentation. Authors use 2-D Gabor wavelet transform for image enhancement followed by sharpening filter to reduce the blurring side effect. Vessels are segmented using Canny Edge Detector with pixel dilation to fill the gaps. Accuracy of 0.9439 ± 0.0253 was recorded when tested on STARE database. Unsupervised method that uses gradient orientation was exploited in [8]. They use Sobel operator at three different scales and the results are integrated into final image. Morphological operations and thresholding are used to segment blood vessels. This method is not affected by low contrast or poor illumination and it performs with accuracy of 0.9358 on DRIVE database and 0.9423 on STARE database. A supervised approach based on a multilayered feed forward neural network has been proposed in [9]. Tested on DRIVE database it has scored average accuracy of 0.9452, while tested on STARE it has achieved accuracy of 0.9526.

Linear combination of line detectors at various scales are used to segment retinal blood vessels and to reduce noise in [10]. Our method uses linear combination of Hessians at various scales. In [11] authors also use tensor voting procedure along with other techniques to reconstruct only small blood vessels in high resolution images. Both tensor voting stages are used while we use only the second stage. Larger blood vessels are tracked using a multi-scale line detection from [10]. In [12] authors calculate their vesselness measure based on standard deviation of Hessian eigenvalue’s orientations across several scales. Then they apply clustering procedure to obtain vessel segmentation. Our approach also uses multi-scale Hessians, but we combine scales in a different way.

III. METHODS

Figure 2 shows the procedure we use for blood vessel segmentation. We use green channel from input RGB images, as it provides the best contrast between vessels and background [9]. We use multi-scale Hessians to estimate a measure of vesselness at each pixel and thus detect blood vessels. We perform a simple form of tensor voting to reduce the influence of the noise, followed by a scale selection. Hessians of the appropriate scale, and the scale are used to perform a full stick tensor voting to further reduce the noise, fill the gaps and increase our vesselness measure for pixels belonging to blood vessels. The measure is thresholded, and simple morphological opening is used to further enhance the results. We continue with descriptions of specific steps.

A. Vessel Detection

Vessels, and other tubular structures can be detected using gradients of the image, which can be estimated by convolving an image with partial derivatives of Gaussian. The second order partial derivative of a Gaussian kernel at scale \( \sigma_g \) generates a probe kernel that measures the contrast between the regions inside and outside the range \((-\sigma_g, \sigma_g)\) in the direction of the derivative [2]. Gaussian kernel is defined by

\[
G(x, y, \sigma_g) = \frac{1}{2\pi\sigma_g^2} e^{-\frac{(x^2+y^2)}{2\sigma_g^2}},
\]

(1)

where \( x \) and \( y \) represent pixel coordinates. It’s second order partial derivative by \( x \) variable is described by the equation

\[
G_{xx}(x, y, \sigma_g) = \frac{1}{2\pi\sigma_g^4} \left( -1 + \frac{x^2}{\sigma_g^2} \right) e^{-\frac{(x^2+y^2)}{2\sigma_g^2}}. \tag{2}
\]

The shape of Gaussian and its second order partial derivative are shown in Figure 3. In our approach, we apply a range of scales at every pixel, as different scales are better suited for different vessel widths. For each pixels and for each scale, a 2x2 Hessian matrix \( H \) is calculated:

\[
H(x, y, \sigma_g) = \begin{pmatrix}
  r_{xx} & r_{xy} \\
  r_{xy} & r_{yy}
\end{pmatrix}.
\tag{3}
\]

Each element of the Hessian matrix is an estimate of the second order partial derivative of image \( I \) at specific scale, according to the following equations:

\[
r_{xx} = G_{xx}(x, y, \sigma_g) * I(x, y) \tag{4}
\]

\[
r_{xy} = G_{xy}(x, y, \sigma_g) * I(x, y) \tag{5}
\]

\[
r_{yy} = G_{yy}(x, y, \sigma_g) * I(x, y). \tag{6}
\]

For each Hessian matrix, eigen decomposition is performed to obtain two eigenvalues \( \lambda_+ \) and \( \lambda_- \), and two eigenvectors \( \vec{e}_+ \) and \( \vec{e}_- \). As Hessian matrix is symmetric, two eigenvectors will always be perpendicular. The eigenvalue with the largest absolute value is denoted \( \lambda_+ \), and the most significant eigenvector as \( \vec{e}_+ \). According to the geometric interpretation of the Hessian matrix, \( \vec{e}_+ \) will point in the direction where intensity changes the most. Hence, \( \vec{e}_+ \) will be oriented perpendicular...
to the vessel direction. Using eigenvalues and eigenvectors we calculate a measure of vesselness and an estimated orientation of the vessel normal. As our measure of vesselness, we use stickness from the tensor voting framework [3], which is defined by following equation:

$$ s = \lambda_+ - \lambda_- . $$

The orientation $$ \beta $$ that we use is the orientation of $$ \vec{e}_+ $$.

$$ \beta = \text{angle}(\vec{e}_+). $$

Pixels belonging to linear structures will have large absolute values of $$ \lambda_+ $$ and lower absolute values of $$ \lambda_- $$. Blob-like structures will produce similar absolute values for $$ \lambda_+ $$ and $$ \lambda_- $$. Frangi vesselness uses eigenvalues of the Hessian in a slightly different way than the stickness does, but both of them will exhibit higher absolute values for linear structures, and lower absolute values for blob-like structures. If the image compositing is such that vessels are dark on brighter background, the larger eigenvalue $$ \lambda_+ $$ will be positive.

Stickness orientation $$ \beta $$ of pixels inside blood vessels tend to change only slightly in between scales, while noise generated stickness of the background pixels tend to change significantly in between scales. We perform an addition of collocated Hessian matrices (a simple form of tensor voting) from three consecutive neighboring scales. Stickness of resulting Hessians in blood vessel pixels will be amplified by this procedure, while noise induced stickness will not get amplified as much. This results in better highlighted blood vessels.

Then, for every pixel we find the scale $$ \sigma_G $$ with the highest stickness value. In [13] authors have demonstrated that such maximum along the scale axis can be expected, and corresponding scale can be linked to the width of the linear structure (blood vessel), at least for simple profiles of linear structures.

We use these maximum sticknesses and corresponding orientations as input for final tensor voting procedure.

### B. Tensor Voting

Tensor voting is a method of information propagation where tokens convey their orientation preferences to their neighbors in the form of votes. Each vote is an estimate of orientation of a perceptual structure consisting of just two tokens: the voter and the receiver [3]. We can describe a tensor with a symmetric 2x2 matrix (rank 2 tensor) which can be decomposed into its eigenvectors and eigenvalues as shown in:

$$ T = \lambda_+ \vec{e}_+ \vec{e}_+^T + \lambda_- \vec{e}_- \vec{e}_-^T. $$

Every tensor has three properties: orientation ($$ \beta $$), stickness ($$ s $$) and ballness ($$ b $$). Stickness and orientation are defined by equations (4) and (5). Ballness is defined with:

$$ b = \lambda_- . $$

The stickness $$ s $$ is interpreted as a measure for the orientation certainty or a measure of anisotropy of the ellipse in orientation $$ \beta $$. The ballness $$ b $$ is interpreted as a measure for the orientation uncertainty or isotropy [3]. Since we are considering tubular structures, we are mostly interested in stickness property. In Figure 4, a rank 2 tensor is illustrated with its eigenvalues, stickness, ballness and orientation. A tensor with ballness value of zero is called a stick tensor, and a tensor with zero stickness is called a ball tensor. For vessel segmentation purposes, we use voting fields that consist only of stick tensors. Figure 5 shows an example of a stick voting field amplitude. Here, pixel intensities are interpreted as a measure of likelihood that a feature at some position $$ x $$ belongs to the same curvilinear structure as the feature positioned in the center of the voting field, i.e. the voting tensor. The orientation of tensor vote at position $$ x $$ is the presumed orientation of the curvilinear structure at that position. In [14] authors assume that the curvilinear structure should be a circular arc. The size of a voting field is determined by a scale parameter $$ \sigma_{ctx} $$, which controls the amount of affected neighboring pixels. Resulting stickness will be calculated considering all of the received votes.

For each voting pixel, it’s orientation $$ \beta $$ has to be determined prior to vote casting, to orient the voting field properly. This can be computationally expensive, so we use steerable filters combined with bandlimited voting field, as proposed in [15].

The voting field is defined by:

$$ \tilde{V}(r, \phi) = \frac{1}{G} e^{2\sigma_{ctx}^2} \cos^2(\phi) \begin{pmatrix} 1 + \cos(4\phi) & \sin(4\phi) \\ \sin(4\phi) & 1 - \cos(4\phi) \end{pmatrix}. $$

Gaussian decay function is used to penalize distance, and $$ \cos^2(\phi) $$ to penalize high-curvature arcs. Parameters $$ r $$ and $$ \phi $$ represent relative euclidean distance and angle of corresponding neighboring pixel. Speed of decay as a function of $$ \phi $$ is controlled by parameter $$ n $$, and $$ G $$ is a normalization constant. Appropriate scale $$ \sigma_{ctx} $$ of the voting field can be selected in many ways. In the most simple case, a fixed value can be chosen, but it is reasonable to presume that dynamically adaptable scale should provide better voting results. It is also reasonable to presume that voting scale should change with blood vessel width, i.e. scale of the largest stickness. Wider blood vessels are expected to be less curved as opposed to thinner blood vessels so we want wider vessels to have larger voting field that will favor longer, less curved structures. This relation can be described in different ways, including linear relation, but based on our experiments the following relation provides best results:

$$ \sigma_{ctx} = \sigma_G^2. $$

For speed of decay, we used fixed value.

### IV. RESULTS

In order to test the given algorithm, we have used a small subset of DRiDB [16] database containing only 13 images of healthy patients. Currently we use only images of healthy patients to demonstrate effectiveness of our blood vessel segmentation method. An example of such image is shown in Figure 6a with corresponding manually segmented image.
shown in Figure 6b. Resolution of images is $576 \times 720$. For Gaussian kernel, we have used $\sigma_g$ in the range $[1, 3]$ with step 0.1 and for speed of decay $n = 2$. For the thresholding step we are using threshold intensity value of 3. In post-processing step, we first erode the image with a disk structuring element with radius of 1 pixel, after which a dilation is performed with the same structuring element.

In evaluation of our algorithm, we used accuracy and $f$-measure as effectiveness indicators. They are defined with equations:

$$F = 2 \cdot \frac{\text{precision} \cdot \text{recall}}{\text{precision} + \text{recall}} = 2 \cdot \frac{TP}{2TP + FN + FP}$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

and

$$\text{accuracy} = \frac{TP + TN}{TP + FP + TN + FN}.$$ \hspace{1cm} (14)

Where precision and recall are defined with:

$$\text{precision} = \frac{TP}{TP + FP}$$ \hspace{1cm} (15)

and

$$\text{recall} = \frac{TP}{TP + FN}.$$ \hspace{1cm} (16)

When tested on all healthy images, our algorithm performed with accuracy of 0.9400 and $f$-measure of 0.6319. Table I shows accuracy and $f$-measure for each individual image used for testing.

Figure 7c is an example of image segmented with our algorithm that scored well, with accuracy of 0.9380 and $f$-measure of 0.7183. Input image that gave this result is shown in Figure 7a and corresponding manually segmented image is shown in Figure 7d. This image had some noise left, which hasn’t been removed by morphological operations. Also, there are some smaller vessels, or parts of them, that remained undetected, but even though the accuracy for this image is lower then the accuracy scored on whole database, we consider it to be a well segmented image because of higher $f$-measure, since $f$-measure is a better measure for successfulness of vessel pixels detection. This is due to the fact that, unlike accuracy which gives equal importance to negative and positive results, $f$-measure gives higher importance to positive results. This context can be deduced from their formulas defined in (13) and (14).

It can be seen that wider vessels have been successfully detected as well as the most of smaller vessels. To detect higher percentage of small vessels, a lower threshold can be applied, but with side effect of weaker noise suppression. Our choice for the threshold value is based on experimenting with different thresholds and evaluating their accuracy and $f$-score. This effect is shown in Figures 8b, 8c, 8d, 8e and 8f where results with different thresholds applied are shown. With lower thresholds, some of the wider vessel’s endings haven’t been detected or they contain gaps. It can also be seen that a significant part of the optic disc has been falsely detected as a part of the vessel tree.

Figure 9c shows an example of lower quality result with input and manually segmented image in Figures 9a and 9d. Accuracy for this image is 0.9343 and $f$-measure is 0.5367. Aside from small vessels being poorly detected, there are some bigger vessels on which the algorithm hasn’t performed well. This is caused by low contrast between the vessels and the background. It can be seen in the input image that the regions where bigger vessels haven’t been successfully segmented, have darker background.

Figure 10 is an example where our algorithm provides good detection of vessel, even the thin ones, but a lot of noise is present. On this particular image, a higher threshold could give better results in term of noise cancellation. Circular edge of retinal images would also produce high stickness values, but the edge is easily detected and appropriately masked out from results.

In future, additional post-processing steps should be applied to alleviate the problem of false segmentation of the optic disc. The low contrast issue should also be addressed and contrast enhancement preprocessing techniques should be explored. Also, other noise removal techniques should be considered to remove remaining noise. Various retinal disorders do interfere with blood vessel segmentation, so further post-processing steps are planned for future work, to enable successful segmentation in presence of such disorders.
TABLE I
A table with results for each image.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>F-measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.9315</td>
<td>0.5241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.9422</td>
<td>0.6880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.9355</td>
<td>0.6856</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.9400</td>
<td>0.5330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.9460</td>
<td>0.5898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.9504</td>
<td>0.6710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.9380</td>
<td>0.7183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.9404</td>
<td>0.6995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.9515</td>
<td>0.6632</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.9337</td>
<td>0.5913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.9420</td>
<td>0.5771</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.9349</td>
<td>0.6142</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6. Example of input image (a) and corresponding manually segmented image (b).

V. Conclusion

Retinal vessel segmentation is important in ophthalmological diagnostics and there are a lot of different automated methods proposed. In this paper we have used Hessian matrix and tensor voting to detect the vessels. Our preliminary results on a limited database indicate that our algorithm performs well, with results comparable to other published methods. However, care must be taken when comparing the results, as they are obtained with different databases. In the future we plan to expand the method to enable good segmentation result in problematic images and in the presence of diabetic retinopathy symptoms.
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Fig. 8. Results for input image (a) with different threshold values of 1 (b), 2 (c), 3 (d), 4 (e), 5 (f).


Fig. 9. Input image (a) on which the algorithm performed poorly with resulting stickness (b), result of segmentation with proposed method (c) and manually segmented image (d).

Fig. 10. Example of image that gave a noisy result with input (a) and segmentation result (b).
Abstract - Developing technologies and meeting the demands and needs of a wide range of different users had rather important influence on design of user interfaces of web applications. In such a dynamic context, storytelling in web interfaces design represents a new approach which aims to realize a more attractive interfaces that also ensure and encourage the participation of the users themselves. This paper examines the pros and cons of such an approach as well as its effectiveness and impact on the development of interfaces designed for a good user experience. Developed theoretical aspects are applied on design and implementation of selected web application, whose usability as well as user experience was tested with future users by applying relevant methodology.

Keywords: web design, user interfaces, storytelling, usability, user experience

I. INTRODUCTION

Website design has changed over the years. As technology evolved, design always followed by changing and adapting to the new requirements. As information became widely approachable it has become a real challenge to easily find valuable and accurate information on the Internet. Now web designers must find other ways to attract users’ attention. In general, users are attracted by interesting and creative websites that offer different search experience. Users value experience, rather than facts. There comes an important element, which is also the topic of this paper - the story. Namely, “stories are important cognitive events, for they encapsulate, into one compact package, information, knowledge, context, and emotion” [1]. In this paper we developed a web application in which we’ve put the story as a main element of getting users attention. We’ve noted down the idea and the whole process of design, implementation and finally evaluation with potential end users.

II. PSYCHOLOGY BEHIND A STORY

A. The history of stories

The story plays a big role in our existence. More than before 27,000 years, since the discovery of the first pictures in the caves, storytelling was one of the most basic communication methods. People were gathering around the fire and telling their life stories and teaching the youngsters. To leave a mark for the next generations they were also drawing pictures on the walls, trying to mark down their knowledge. Thanks to those pictures, we know about their occupations and customs even today after all these years.

After a while, humans started writing, and then books appeared. Years later, humans invented radio, after that television, and finally the Internet. It all came from the need of communication which was always in some form of a story.

B. How human brain reacts to a story

People strive to understand, to process, connect and learn from stories. The human brain reacts instinctively to information seeking it, trying to simplify the whole complex so that it is simpler to interpret the experience and construct systematized view of the world. If we listen to a PowerPoint presentation with boring bullet points, certain parts in the brain get activated. Scientists call these Broca’s area and Wernicke’s area [2]. Overall, it hits our language processing parts in the brain, where we decode words into meaning. And that’s it, nothing else happens.

When we are being told a story, though, things change dramatically. Not only are the language processing parts in our brain activated, but any other area in our brain that we would use when experiencing the events of the story are too. A story, if broken down into the simplest form is a connection of cause and effect. And that is exactly how we think. We think in narratives all day long, no matter if it is about buying groceries, whether we think about work or our spouse at home. We make up (short) stories in our heads for every action and conversation. Whenever we hear a story, we want to relate it to one of our existing experiences. That’s why metaphors work so well with us. Whilst we are busy searching for a similar experience in our brains, we activate a part called insula, which helps us relate to that same experience of pain, joy, disgust and the like (see Figure 1).

Figure 1 Connecting experience with an emotion [3]

In this way we connect current events with metaphors, all of our brain associate reasons and the effects of the previous experiences [3].
C. The power of a persuasive story

Philip Pullman once said that “after nourishment, shelter and companionship, stories are the thing we need most in the world” [4]. There are few mediums more captivating than a well-told story. From “what happened next?” to personal connections we make through characters and events, everyone loves them. Stories are also a very integral part of being persuasive. Those in sales and marketing have known for a long time that stories trump data when it comes to persuasion because stories are easier to understand and relate to. How you say something is just as important as what you are saying. Refusal to recognize this places you at risk of having your good information become lost in a sea of less-worthy content. You also miss out on the connections to be made via a strong narrative. Here’s the thing: While we are all often resistant to the idea of being told what to do, we are very susceptible to agreeing with the “moral of the story” due to how it is presented to us.

According to research by psychologists Green & Brock [5], stories work so well on us because we are susceptible to getting “swept up” in both their message and in the manner of their telling. Quite literally, stories are able to transport our mind to another place, and in this place we may embrace things we’d likely scoff at in the “harsh, real world” [6]. Consequently, if we include story in our websites, no matter how, we can be almost absolutely certain it will get better impact than if we didn’t. No matter the purpose of the website, we want it to be persuasive. That’s how political campaign works, that’s how commercials work and that’s how we should approach the process of creating a website.

III. HOW TO USE A STORY IN THE WEB DESIGN

A. Basic elements of a story

Every story has a number of basic elements that makes it a whole [7, 8]:

The content – as a set of ideas and events in the story, usually formed around the conflict of the main and the side character, but sometimes even as an internal conflict of the main character. In a context of the website, content is the goal which we want the user to achieve and the process that gets him there.

The theme – the central topic, subject or concept of the story, one of the basic components.

The characters – comes in a form of a person, a place or an object that have human characteristics and function in the story. Actions and thoughts of the character lead the story forward. A well-developed characters help the audience to connect with the story. The characters in a website may be organizations, groups or companies, team members, users, mascots and similar entities.

The genre – the type of the story.

The atmosphere – well-designed atmosphere creates a greater connection between the audience and the story. In web design this element is achieved through the tone, style and colours of the design.

Imagery – the author’s attempt to create a mental picture (or reference point) in the mind of the reader. Visual, strong and effective imagery can be used to invoke an emotional, sensational (taste, touch, smell etc.) or even physical response. If we talk about the website, this is a very important part, because it includes photography, illustrations, typography and all the other visual elements. It complements the atmosphere.

The highlight – the central part of the story, which is the most dramatic. It mostly causes a turning point or a change in the characters.

The outcome – comes after the highlight and gives a conclusion. In this part, the story goes back to normal by decreasing the tension and excitement of the audience.

To tell a story through a website, we need to keep in mind all aforementioned elements of the story. Firstly, create the content and the theme, then create characters and bring in the right atmosphere and imagery. Finally, we should bring users to a “call-to-action” – the goal that we wanted her/him to reach. By adding one additional element – an animation, we create a whole new palette of ways to tell our story. It allows us to include motion, which allows us to include gestures and create deeper emotions, which leads to a deeper connection with the audience, which, at the end creates a much better user experience. And that is precisely what we want to achieve.

B. Animation in a story

Initially it is important to plan well the whole animation. This section is probably the most important, because if we have to subsequently make changes, there may be situations in which the need to change such a big part of the animation so that we, mind as well, better start again. Therefore, this step is necessary for it to work out well. We should proceed only when we are certain that we have it planned exactly as we want. Accordingly, (i) we describe briefly the whole story, create the characters and determine the goal which we want to achieve, (ii) we create storyboard or a sequence of frames that will interchange during the animation and lastly (iii) we develop the atmosphere by creating well styled ambient [9]. After we have a basic parts created, we need to determine the rhythm of the animation. It’s key to find the right speed and variations. If it’s too fast, the viewer can feel lost, but if it’s to slow it may be boring. We need to decide which scenes are more important or require more time to process. To be sure that the user can follow up with the story, we can simply let him decide the rhythm of the scenes interchanging. That’s why we decide to use a new trend in web design and development – the parallax animation.

C. Parallax

Animation activated by scrolling is a relatively new trend in web animation. In 2014, web designers started giving a little more “feel” to websites by adding subtitle movement effects to elements on the sites using jQuery programming language. It easily gave them fresh, modern and appealing look [10] although it was just a start. In rather short time, websites started looking more and more like animated movies, but controlled by the user.

The idea of parallax design is simply an awareness of movement. More specifically, the word “parallax” is used to describe the perception of distance between objects while moving along a line of sight. For example, the objects nearest to you in space will seem to move quicker and more dynamically than “background” objects. So parallax is just a
measurement of the difference in position between two points from the viewer’s perspective. Since the objects aren’t really moving, it’s just a type of illusion like 2D animation [11]. The feeling of involvement in the content of the websites improves the user experience. It makes browsing through the web a whole new experience. If it looks eye-pleasing and also tells a good story, letting them feel as they can move the elements, makes it more fun and entertaining. If it stimulates a whole package of positive emotions, it will sure be an experience they won’t forget. There are all kinds of great examples of those effects implemented on the web.

Bizbrain is an advanced long one-page website that skilfully demonstrates statistical data via amazing colourful infographic. Each section includes its own piece of information that is wonderfully bolstered by activated animation (Figure 2).

![Figure 2 Bizbrain - www.bizbrain.org/coffee](image)

Merry Christmallas, like the previous example, is creative website aimed to give its loyal customers and regular users a warm and hearty congratulation. The story begins with a clean sheet of paper and ends up with a vibrant fully-illustrated scene; the whole transformation is pulled by a scrolling technique (Figure 3).

![Figure 3 Merry Christmallas - ihatetomatoes.net/merry-christmallas](image)

Make Your Money Matters is a promotional website that graphically showcases benefits of joining a credit union. You will become an active participant of its journey. The technique allows holding the theme alive and brings the better user experience (Figure 4).

![Figure 4 Make Your Money Matters - makeyourmoneymatter.org](image)

Artem & Julia Wedding is a wedding invitation made by a designer and a programmer. Page tells their story and invites viewers to their wedding. This is an example of how websites are fully involved in our lives and can be used for all kinds of purposes (Figure 5).

![Figure 5 Artem & Julia wedding - artemjuliawedding.com](image)

IV. WEB APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT: CASE STUDY

The aim was to create a web application for the HCI (Human-Computer Interaction) group at the Faculty of Science, University of Split, Croatia; to present the group itself, its members, their activities, projects and collaborations (refer to http://hci.marijanapivac.com). Since the HCI is still rather unfamiliar concept to people who are not related to the design and technology, the idea was to design a page that will introduce the concept through the parallax animation. Although, this kind of web application is not really the best scene for parallax animation website, we were eager to try and implement it anyway and hopefully get a good feedback for this approach when the consequences are not ideal.

Hence we created the “Intro page” which tells a narrative story about the HCI. Furthermore, beside the HCI story, additional relevant group information was provided in additional webpages. To ensure high usability of the web application, the target users were firstly considered. For this case, a target user is a person who wants to be informed about the HCI group, find appropriate information and be potentially engaged in collaboration. So, as a homepage we set the “About page”, while the “Intro page” was set as the first element in a menu, specifically highlighted so that it draws attention but still doesn’t interfere with users’ browsing. For the main story we decided to illustrate few examples of an everyday frustration caused by a bad design, and present a whole discipline dedicated to exploring the little things that make our lives easier (see Figure 6).

![Figure 6 Storyboard in our web application](image)

A. Design: atmosphere, style and characters

The design was cosy, relaxed, little childish, with illustrated and animated elements. The main character is a
ordinary, common user, drawn in plain clothes, without facial features, in order to clearly shown the “generality”. The style which was used is called a “flat design”, which relies on a 2D look, minimalism and symbolism, avoids excessive use of overflow colour, texture, shadowing. This style has its roots in Bauhaus, modernism and so-called Swiss style which became popular back in the 1950’s and 1960’s. “Flat design” earned general popularity in the 2013 when Apple started using it [12]. Since the character we made didn’t have facial features, we have paid special attention in creating an emotion in the story (see Figure 7).

![Figure 7 “Flat design” and visualization of emotions](image)

**B. Implementation**

Given that today the use of a wide range of devices that are viewing the website, in the design is necessary to take account of all sizes and proportions of the screen of the device. Since it is important to provide the same experience across all screens, different techniques have been developed to cope with that issue. The most commonly used is responsive design (Figure 8). It is an approach aimed at allowing desktop webpages to be viewed in response to the size of the screen or web browser one is viewing with. A site designed with responsive design adapts the layout to the viewing environment by using fluid, proportion-based grids, flexible images and CSS3 media queries.

![Figure 8 Responsive principles](image)

The main downside of parallax concept is often the behaviour on mobile phones. It is considered really heavy and slow for this kind of devices since the JavaScript is used for calculating the sizes and position of elements which slows down the loading of the website [13]. It is also hard to scale the design down so it is responsive to different sizes, and it is now a common practice to make a whole other solution for those devices.

In our example we’ve used Skrollr, a JavaScript library made especially for parallax, which made the developing part so much quicker and easier [14]. Also, we made the whole design adjust to different screens using CSS. Since we needed an ability for the group members to be able to insert new content, we decided to use WordPress CMS (Content Management System) to implement the idea. So, after we have adjusted the design to multiple screen sizes, we created a WordPress theme that will give us desired abilities.

**V. EVALUATION OF THE USER INTERFACE**

In general, human-centred design is an approach to system (application, product or service) development that focuses specifically on making systems usable. Consequently, for the success of a website in particular is necessary to raise the level of its ease of use i.e. usability what will automatically have an influence on positive user experience. Keeping in mind users’ needs, experience and limitations, we need to create user interface that is transparent, intuitive and easy to use. Since the visual experience is closely linked to emotions, it is something we should pay particular attention to.

Emotions provide us with instant information about our environment: where's the risk, where a potential pleasure; what is beautiful, what is bad. The emotional system, which is changing the way the cognitive system operates, is closely related to behaviour, preparing the body to a suitable reaction to a given situation [15]. Given that all humans are different, what might work for one person may not for another. We can do our best to predict their reactions, but can't really predict the real experience. Additionally, we can't determine the effectiveness of the design based on statistics, visit rate or bounce rate; we can only create assumptions. Nevertheless, in order to get the best measurement for user experience, we must ask the users themselves.

**A. Evaluation methods**

When evaluating website usability, it is important to determine whether the users of the website achieve their goals and whether they have a positive experience while using the site. These parameters cannot be determined with only one evaluation method. In line with these reasoning, we conducted two evaluation studies – one related to the usability and the other of the user experience.

1) **SUS questionnaire**

SUS (System Usability Scale) questionnaire was developed as a simple way of assessing the usability of the system, which uses a Likert scale. It is represented by ten items on which the user completes the degree of agreement or disagreement with the statement [16]. Number of stages is always an odd number, so that the mean value is always indefinite, and extreme values are always complete agreement and complete disagreement with the statement.

2) **AttrakDiff questionnaire**

AttrakDiff questionnaire serves as a method to assess the user experience, as subjective user satisfaction with the service system [17]. The model separates the four essential aspects:

- The product quality intended by the designer.
- The subjective perception of quality and subjective evaluation of quality.
- The independent pragmatic and hedonic qualities.
- Behavioural and emotional consequences.
To measure the attractiveness, we applied an instrument of measurement in the format of semantic differentials. It consists of 28 seven-step items whose poles are opposite adjectives. Each set of adjective items is ordered into a scale of intensity, while every middle value of an item group creates a scale value for:

- Pragmatic Quality (PQ),
- Hedonic Quality (HQ),
- Attractiveness (ATT).

At the end of measurement, the average value of each group claims is taken to get a clearer picture of the user experience. This theoretical model is researched and tested in a number of studies which showed that the hedonic and pragmatic quality independent of each other, and both equally affect the level of attractiveness.

B. Evaluation results

The preliminary evaluation was conducted on a sample of 12 participants (six males and six females). Given that the target audience and future users are younger people interested in HCI issues and possibly collaboration and future work in the field, the participants were also mostly students. For the task they had to visit and browse through web application and then fill-in SUS and AttrakDiff questionnaires. All respondents completed both questionnaires without difficulties. Results of the SUS questionnaire showed a biggest diversity of responses for two claims: (i) “I found the website unnecessarily complex” and (ii) “I found the various functions in the website were well integrated” (see Figure 9). Other claims mostly got similar, positive results.

![Diagram of average values](image)

**Figure 10 Pragmatic and hedonic quality results**

In the “Diagram of average values”, we see that the attractiveness (ATT) reached the highest level and pragmatic quality, as the two aspects of hedonic quality, (stimulation and identity) reached equal results (see Figure 11).

![Diagram of average values](image)

**Figure 11 Diagram of average values**

In the “Description of word-pairs” diagram the values are presented in claims with two extremes. All the values were in the right half of the diagram, which is the desirable one (see Figure 12).
However, when planning the design and development is necessary to pay attention to the way the story is included. Whether by using the parallax animation, or any other animation, and perhaps without it, the visual elements, as the textual, always tell a story.
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Figure 12 Description of word-pairs diagram

The lowest value reached terms of unpredictability and price value. The highest value reached concepts of clear structure, particularity, creativity, attractiveness, motivation and attractiveness.

VI. CONCLUSION

In web design creating something that differ from similar projects can make a better impact on users if it’s done by following well-known principles. Experimenting with new elements demands smaller steps applied gradually, so that users can adapt. It is crucial to know the right moment and way to implement new things that might challenge users’ behaviour. In such a process it’s important to evaluate the outcomes by testing users’ impressions.

By adding animated story we’ve tried to find a new way to keep users attention, which we, by our results, have accomplished. Given that this was a preliminary evaluation participants were all students as they were target audience. However, for further evaluation studies it would be more accurate if we include users of all ages so that we have a clearer picture of the real user experience.

Although there are believes that it is difficult to integrate the storytelling in all types of sites, this web application proves that the story is the one element that can (and should) be included if we are to attract user’s attention.
Abstract - Idioms are well known for posing problems to non-native speakers, let alone machines. A failure to identify idioms often leads to unnatural, even hilarious outputs. This paper investigates the treatment of idioms in state-of-the-art SMT systems involving English and Croatian. First we introduce the concept of idioms. Then we construct three short stories abundant with idioms per each language, and translate them into the other language by two state-of-the-art SMT systems. Next we manually inspect the outputs and present results. For the purpose of conducting analysis, we devise an error taxonomy for handling idioms.

Section two clarifies the specificities of idioms. Section three gives an overview of related work. Section four describes our experimental study. The results are presented in section five. Section six highlights the main findings of our work.

II. IDIOMS

According to their structure, idioms can be divided into three categories. First category is comprised of sequences of words that consist of at least two independent words (e.g. gold mine). Second category are phonetic words. These sets of words consist of only one independent unit (e.g. out of sight). Finally, third category is comprised of idioms that acquired a form of a sentence (e.g. the place is getting too hot).

Idioms can also be categorized in accordance to their origin. First category, thus, would consist of biblical idioms. Considering the importance of the Bible and its tremendous influence since the beginning of the Middle ages, it is not surprising that biblical idioms found their equivalents in various languages. Examples of this category of idioms include: Judas kiss, the lost sheep, to cast pearls before swine. Second category consists of literature idioms. These are idioms that have origin in literature or mythology and are commonly used in language (e.g. to be or not to be, Sisyphean task, Tantalus’ agony). There are also idioms that originated from various human professions (e.g. mathematics, music, theatre, nautics) and are used in everyday communication. Some of the examples include: bring sth under the common denominator, have an ear for sth, behind the scenes.

In addition to previously mentioned categories, there are also historical idioms. These idioms are related to historical people and events which left a strong impact in the society where they are still used in everyday communication. Some of the examples include: die is cast, like sheep without a shepherd, meet your Waterloo [5]. The last idiom has a national background and is unknown among other cultures. The translation cannot be found outside the culture in which this idiom has occurred. Even if one tried to translate it, the message would never be truly transmitted.
Consequently, idioms can also be differentiated according to the time and place of their emergence. Phraseology divides its constituents on national and international idioms. While former are almost impossible to translate, the latter can be transferred between languages [5].

Some idioms have both identical meaning and identical components (e.g. swallow the bait which is translated into Croatian as “progutati manac”). In some instances, it is possible to come across idioms that have the same meaning but slightly different form (e.g. get out of the bed on the wrong side which is translated as “ustati na lijevu nogu”). Sometimes it is possible to find an idiom in the target language that has equivalent meaning in the source language, but a completely different form (e.g. piece of cake which is translated as “mačji kašalj”). Example translations listed are in Croatian.

One of the biggest mistakes when dealing with idioms is translating its components literally, word by word. Translator must be familiar with culture and language of both source and target language in order to recognize idioms and transfer them to the target language appropriately [5].

III. RELATED WORK

A study in [6] illustrates differing patterns between human and machine translations, but also between two different machine translation (MT) systems. Error analysis, as [7] puts it, gives a qualitative view on the MT system and should be an integral part of MT development. It can point to strengths and problem areas for a certain MT system, which is not possible using automatic evaluation metrics [8]. Automatic metrics, as well as some forms of human evaluation such as fluency and adequacy scoring or system ranking, provide quantitative system evaluation [7]. Research community would like to get answers to what kind of errors the system makes most often, whether a particular modification improves some aspect of translation, although the overall score is intact, whether one system is superior in all aspects of translation or just in some, etc. [9]. Idioms are usually explicitly tackled in MT error taxonomies, i.e. as expression in [10, 11], and as idioms in [12, 13, 14].

Standard statistical machine translation (SMT) systems do not model idioms explicitly [15]. The term phrase in PBSMT does not refer to a linguistic unit, but to a sequence of words. Although phrasal translations might indirectly capture multiword expressions (MWE), which is a more general concept, they are not distinguished from any other n-gram [15]. A rising interest has been detected in explicitly modelling MWEs within the SMT framework. The authors in [16] note that highly fixed expressions (e.g. by and large) can be represented as words-with-spaces in Natural Language Processing (NLP) applications. This, however, does not hold for semi-fixed and syntactically flexible expressions. Semi-fixed expressions adhere to strict constraints on word order and composition, but undergo some degree of lexical variation, e.g. inflection, variation in reflexive form, or determiner selection [16].

The authors in [17] show a simple approach to extract domain bilingual multiword expressions (MWE) and three methods to integrate them to Moses, the state-of-the-art PBSMT. The first method adds MWEs to the training corpus, the second adds one feature which has the value of 1 if the source language phrase contains a MWE and the target language phrase contains its translation, or the value of 0 otherwise, and the third method includes an additional phrase table containing automatically extracted MWEs.

A study in [15] proposes two different integration strategies for MWEs in SMT. In the first strategy they identify MWEs and turn them into a single unit. Therefore, from the perspective of SMT, all MWEs are considered frozen. In their second strategy they add a count feature which represents the number of MWEs in the input language phrase and integrate MWE knowledge as a feature in the translation lexicon. In that way the system is biased towards using phrases that do not break MWEs. This is sort of a generalization of a binary strategy from [17].

MWEs are integrated into the phrase table in two different ways in [18]. After identifying MWEs, the translation pairs are extracted from the corpus. In the first approach the aligner probability is kept, while in the second it is set to 1 in both translation directions. The factored model is used, which enables using lemmas beside surface forms of words.

A study in [19] shows that different MWE types require different integration methods in the SMT framework. Beside the two approaches proposed in [15], they also take zone integration approach in which they define reordering zones for all MWEs found in the test data. In that way the decoder is forced to respect the boundaries while constructing the hypothesis. However, although it is not allowed to translate out of zone phrases unless it fully finished translating the words in the zone, it is allowed to divide the zone into any combination of phrases and translate them individually and in any order. That is why the approach does not help to increase automatic scores.

The impact of idioms on SMT is evaluated in [20]. Unlike in this study, the authors focus on idiomatic expressions formed from the combination of a verb and a noun as its direct object (e.g. lose head). They show that even in that limited scenario idiomatic expressions pose a challenge to PBSMT systems, as witnessed by a drop in the BLEU score (BLEU score is proposed and presented in [21]).

A substitution based technique for improving SMT on idiomatic MWEs is evaluated in [22]. The method first performs substitution on the original idiom with its literal meaning before translation, and then replaces literal meanings with idioms following translation. Although a statistically significant improvement is reported, the authors conclude that there is still a lot of work to be done to solve the problems posed by idioms to SMT.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

We compare the way that two online translation systems, i.e. GT1 and Assistent2, manipulate texts, more precisely idioms, in English-Croatian and Croatian-English language directions. The texts used in this analysis are constructed by hand and care was taken to ensure that the texts are abundant with idioms but make up coherent stories. More details on the test sets are given in Table I.

In the analysis of generated translations, we ignore punctuation errors, inappropriate upper case and lower case letters and discordance in gender, number and case. The focus is primarily on the translations of idioms3. For the purpose of analysis, we divide machine translations of idioms into the following categories: Equivalent, Appropriate meaning, Literal translation, Anomaly in form, Untranslated or partially translated, Wrong idiom, and Other.

V. RESULTS

The results are presented in Table II. For the purpose of comparison of translation directions, the distribution of error categories in percentages is given in Figure 1.

The results consist mostly of literal translations of idioms, i.e. word by word translations (stretch a dollar is translated into Croatian as “produžim dolar”).

Some of the idioms are not translated into their equivalents in the target language, but their translation conveys appropriate meaning, which is in accordance with the context (cold hearted is translated into Croatian as “hladnog srca”, instead of “mrtav hladan”). For some of the idioms in this category it is not possible to use an equivalent idiom because it does not exist in the target language (Jack of all trades is translated into Croatian as “dobar u svemu”).

To a lesser extent, we identify idioms that are translated using an equivalent idiom in the target language (armed to the teeth is translated into Croatian as “naoružan do zuba”), as well as idioms with some sort of anomaly in their form. The latter are idioms that are recognizable and translated appropriately, but have some sort of anomaly (an extra word, inappropriate preposition, wrong word). For example, idiom crying like the rain is translated as “plakala kao kiša s”, where the preposition s is unnecessary, but the rest of the idiom is translated appropriately.

The translations contain several idioms that are translated using an inappropriate idiom (is down for the count is translated into Croatian as “manji od makova zrna”). Additionally, some idioms are not even translated, i.e. they remain in their original form (“pomsrio konce” is translated into English as pomsrio strings), because of training data sparsity, which is mainly caused by rich morphology. We group these idioms into separate categories.

VI. CONCLUSION

Although one would expect Croatian-English translations to be better, as English is well resourced, the opposite proves to be true. We attribute this to the fact that English texts are more prevalent on the Internet than texts in Croatian, and therefore, translations from English into Croatian are much more accessible. Moreover, in our analysis we ignore discordance in gender, number and

### Table I. Description of the Test Sets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>HR-EN</th>
<th></th>
<th>HR-EN</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>text</td>
<td># of</td>
<td># of</td>
<td># of</td>
<td>Avg sentient.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>words</td>
<td>sentences</td>
<td>idioms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text 1</td>
<td>318</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text 2</td>
<td>347</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text 3</td>
<td>339</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text 4</td>
<td>387</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text 5</td>
<td>386</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text 6</td>
<td>383</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table II. Evaluation of GT and Assistent Translations of Idioms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CRO-EN</th>
<th></th>
<th>EN-CRO</th>
<th></th>
<th>Total</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assistent</td>
<td>GT</td>
<td>Assistent</td>
<td>GT</td>
<td>Assistent</td>
<td>GT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalent</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appropriate meaning</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literal translation</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anomaly in form</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Untranslated or partially translated</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrong idiom</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 https://translate.google.hr/
2 http://server1.nlp.insight-centre.org/assistent/
3 Translations performed on January 19, 2017
case, which could also greatly affect results when translating from morphologically poor to morphologically rich language. Furthermore, due to a great number of existing idioms in both the source and target language, it was impossible to include them all in our corpus. This could have affected our final analysis.

The majority of generated translations are literal translations of idioms and other elements of the texts. This leads to the conclusion that the systems involved do not have special treatment for MWEs. The last three categories, namely Untranslated or partially translated, Wrong idiom and Other are so poorly represented that they can be dismissed from further investigations.

In some instances, GT achieves better results, while in others Asistent offers much better translations. Both give similar translations although we observe slight superiority of Asistent especially in English-Croatian translations.

The main conclusion that can be deducted from this study is that PBSMT systems do not capture MWEs to a sufficient degree and special attention needs to be paid first to their detection, and afterwards to finding appropriate integration method. Since literal translations predominate, back translations would yield similar if not even worse results.
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Abstract—An innovative embedded computer system for contactless control of sanitary water flow and temperature is described in this paper. The innovative component of this embedded system is in its ability to control the flow and temperature of sanitary water, without the need for physical contact with a tap. In this way, the transfer of bacteria from the surface of the tap to a user is avoided, which significantly contributes to the preservation of health and cleanliness, i.e. hygiene. A hardware and software components required for the functioning of this embedded computer system are described in this paper. A design and production of printed circuit boards (PCBs), for control of servo valves using an analog infrared proximity sensors, a digital infrared proximity sensor and signal LEDs, are included as the hardware part of the paper. The software part is consisted of description of a class for linearization characteristics of the analog infrared proximity sensor, and description of a class for noise filtering, as essential software components of the program, which ensure comfortable use of the system for the end user.

Keywords: Nucleo-F303RE, STMicroelectronics, mbed, SN74HC595N, shift register, Texas Instruments, Circuit-Maker, Sharp, GP2Y0A21YK0F, GP2Y0D815Z0F, 42STH38-1304AF, SolidWorks, SunCor Motor, C++, Matlab.

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the most basic hygiene procedure is hand washing. Proverb that said: "Hygiene is a half way to health" is old, but it is true! Therefore, in this paper, special attention will be dedicated to health care, and how it is possible to improve the existing mixing water system and health care for the purpose of general living improvement and health standards. Classic taps requires physical contact to regulate flow control and temperature of sanitary water. The biggest drawback of this system is hygiene. Eventually a newer system that detects the presence of hand have appeared. The system does not require hand contact to start the flow of sanitary water, which prevents the transfer of bacteria from the tap surface such as Streptococcus, Staphylococcus, E. coli, shigella, hepatitis A virus, cold virus, etc. This revolutionary system was implemented around the world in public toilets, but has major drawbacks are the inability to control the flow rate of water, temperature change and excessive (unnecessary) use of water.

II. DESIGNING THE PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD

In this section are shown and explained components that are built on the PCB, as it follows: built-in microcontroller Nucleo-F303RE and shift register SN74HC595N.

A. Embedded microcontroller Nucleo-F303RE

Nucleo-F303RE the development platform from the manufacturer STMicroelectronics [1] is based on 32-bit ARM® microcontroller Cortex®-M4. Nucleo-F303RE (See table I) communicates via USB (2.0 full speed), SPI, I2C and CAN. Programming is done through the USB interface with its own decoder. The programming uses online mbed developer [2] and the code is written in object oriented programming language C++.

B. Shift register SN74HC595N

Shift registers are integrated circuits that consist of flip flop bistables. Bistable has only two states, which means that it can only remember one bit of data (0 or 1). Flip flops in an integrated circuit can be connected in series and parallel entering and outputting data. Shift register SN74HC595N (See table II) from the manufacturer Texas Instruments [3] in 16 PDIP (Plastic Dual Inline Package) version with serial and parallel output of entering data.

1) Principle of operation: A minimum of three pins at Nucleo development platform are needed to successfully use the shift registers: SER, RCLK and SRCLK. At the beginning SRCLK and RCLK input initiate to a low logic state, and the input SER brings (the first bit) data. After the SRCLK make the state change from low to a high

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Power supply</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output voltage</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processor frequency</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flash memory</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>kB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRAM memory</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>kB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arduino terminals</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>pcs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morpho terminals</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>pcs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADC (12-bit)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>pcs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAC (12-bit)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>pcs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
logic state, i.e. on the rising edge, data that was previously brought is saved in the first bit register as shown in Fig. 1.

Since the SER was in a high logical state, the high logic state was brought to the register. Now, if the SER is put in a low logic state and the state of SRCLK is changed from a low logic state to high, the data from the first register will move to another register, and to its previous place comes a logical zero as shown in Fig. 2.

This process can be repeated as many times as necessary until the desired combination of data within flip flops is achieved as shown in Fig. 3.

If the state of RCLK is changed from low to high logic state it will parallelly send data from flip flops to output, and every odd LED will light up as shown in Fig. 4.

The big advantage is the serial growing number of registry (to a maximum of 40) can be connected and operated with a much larger number of digital outputs. Shift register 74HC595 is compatible with low voltage Schottky TTL (Transistor - Transistor Logic).

The maximum total output current must not be higher than 70 mA and each output can be set up to a maximum of 35 mA. The Dependence of frequency to voltage is shown in Tab. III.

C. Printed circuit board

The printed circuit board (See figure 5) is designed using CircuitMaker software [4], and is shaped as a 100x100 mm square. It is made by the ShenZhen2U [5] service from a 1.6 mm thick standard double-sided FR4 epoxy (fiberglass-reinforced) material with 0.036 mm thick copper layers.

Printed circuit board is covered with a green protective thermal resistant varnish (solder mask) and all copper surfaces are surface treated using HASL method (hot air solder leveling), which is an addition to the protection and makes it easier to solder SMD components. Printed circuit board meets the requirements by European Directive 2002/95/EC - the RoHS standard (Restriction of Hazardous Substances), which means that during its production no mercury, lead, chromium (VI), cadmium and other harmful substances were used. The width of the power trace is an average of 0.5 mm for signal traces and...
TABLE II. Terminal functions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$Q_A$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Digital output</td>
<td>They must not be connected to a higher voltage than shift register power supply ($V_{CC}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_B$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Digital output</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_C$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Digital output</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_D$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Digital output</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_E$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Digital output</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_F$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Digital output</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_G$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Digital output</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_H$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Digital output</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_H'$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Digital output</td>
<td>Parallel writing data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{CC}$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>See table III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GND</td>
<td>Ground</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Ground</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SER | Serial | Digital input | Serial writing data |

$OE$ | Output Enable | Digital input | If it is set on low logic state outputs of shift register will be enabled, otherwise if we set on high logic state outputs will be disabled. |

RCLK | Register clock | Digital input | If it is set to high logic state all data will be switched from shift register to output. |

SRCLK | Serial clock | Digital input | If it is set to high logic state on each rising edge new data will be entered in shift register, depending on the state of SER. |

SRCLR | Serial clear | Digital input | If it is set to low logic state all data will be erased within the shift register, therefore it is necessary to be in high logic state if we want to control the outputs. |

TABLE III. Dependence of frequency to voltage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Power supply</th>
<th>Maximum frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>$V_{CC} = 2V$</td>
<td>5 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$V_{CC} = 4.5V$</td>
<td>25 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$V_{CC} = 6V$</td>
<td>29 MHz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.0 mm for the control outputs of bipolar stepper motor. Three holes with open contact ring for mounting and grounding screw were added to prevent electromagnetic interference and parasitic capacity. All electrical traces have been carefully checked and are chamfered at 45° to eliminate "hot spots" (sharp turn edges where electrons travel the shortest route for which generate heat and damping) as shown in Fig. 6.

All grounding traces and unused space are covered in the Polygon Pour feature so that the maximum area of the circuit board absorbs all electromagnetic interference and parasitic capacity that could harm Nucleo development platform during program execution.

III. INPUTS AND OUTPUTS ON PCB

In this section are shown and explained all the devices used in the system, as it follows: two phase stepper motor driver, analog infrared proximity sensor, digital infrared proximity sensor and bipolar stepper motor.

A. Two phase stepper motor driver HY-DIV268N-5A

The HY-DIV268N-5A (See table IV) subdivision type is a PWM chopper type integrated driver which is used for controlling two phase hybrid stepping motor up to 4 A. This driver is using a current loop subdivision control. The motor torque noise is very small. The big advantage of this driver is high positioning accuracy.

The micro stepping (See table V) mode can be selected from the following eight operating modes using the S1, S2 and S3 inputs. The operation mode is set to standby mode if the S1=S2=S3=OFF. The power consumption in standby mode is minimized, while only protection operation is active.

The current regulation (See table VI) mode can be selected from the following eight operating modes using the S4, S5 and S6 inputs.

1) Function: To start the bipolar stepper motor it is necessary to configure the ENABLE pin high, to turn off the motor and configure the ENABLE pin low. The ENABLE pin is turning on or off all FET outputs. When the ENABLE pin is set high and the PULSE is on

Fig. 6: Arrangement power lines and components.

TABLE IV. Characteristics of HY-DIV268N-5A.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$V_{CC}$</td>
<td>Input signal voltage</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{MOT}$</td>
<td>Input motor voltage</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_A$</td>
<td>Operative temperature</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_S$</td>
<td>Storage temperature</td>
<td>-40</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{MAX}$</td>
<td>Maximum drive current</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f$</td>
<td>Chopping frequency</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>Mass</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>g</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
rising edge, the system will rotate the motor by one increment.

B. Analog infrared proximity sensor Sharp GP2Y0A21YK0F

The proximity sensor is an optical sensor that works without the use of any external force, reveals the presence of nearby objects from which reflected light was reflected.

1) Principle of operation: Diffuse optical proximity sensor is a sensor in which the transmitter and receiver are integrated in a single housing. If an object comes close to the sensor its transmitted light will be reflected back to the receiver that will detect it. Such sensors are used for short distances, providing a distance reading from objects that have a good reflecting surface. The Sharp GP2Y0A21YK0F [6] sensor has an integrated electronic circuit for filtering noise and signal processing and analog output. The characteristics of the analog infrared sensor are shown in Tab. VII.

Sharp GP2Y0A21YK0F [6] the first measurement is performed in the range from 28.7 to 47.9 milliseconds. While the sensor performs the first measurement it is necessary to add a maximum of 5 milliseconds that would allow the signal to be measured and sent to output. Infrared proximity sensor is designed using paired infrared diode and photo-sensitive diodes. The principle of operation of the infrared sensor is relatively simple. The infrared diode emits infrared light waves that is received by a photo diode after reflection from obstacles (body).

2) Linearization of the sensor characteristics: Characteristic of the Sharp GP2Y0A21YK0F [6] sensor gives a

\[
y = 27.57 \cdot x^{1.192}.
\]

C. Digital infrared proximity sensor Sharp GP2Y0D815Z0F

Sharp GP2Y0D815Z0F [8] is a digital infrared proximity sensor used for measuring distances in the range from 0.5 to 15 centimeters. It consists of an integrated combination of the PSD (Position Sensitive Detector), IRED (InfraRed Emitting Diode) and processor unit for signal processing. The characteristics of the digital infrared sensor are shown in Tab. VIII.

D. Bipolar stepper motor 42STH38-1304AF

Stepper motors are electromechanical transducers of energy. Converted pulsed of electrical excitation are transferred to the rotational mechanical movement. The stepper motor may have 4, 5, 6, or 8 wires. Bipolar stepper 42STH38-1304AF produced by Suncor Engine [9] have only 4 wires. The characteristics of a bipolar stepper motor are shown in Tab. IX.

Normal mode to be used on a stepper motor is a full step mode. Half-step is a dividing method, which is more precise than full steps. The principle of operation is that the current flows through two motor windings. This way higher voltage to the reaction at a short distance, and at a lower voltage at a longer distance so in order to have a more accurate reading the characteristic needs to be linearized. The first step is to manually type in a meter reading from the image to Excel [7] table. Then choose the "scatter plot" that would replace the axle. The "Add Trendline" will allow the mathematical function of nonlinear characteristics to select the "Power" function as obtained in the enclosed Figure 7

TABLE V. Microstepping table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Micro step</th>
<th>Pulse/rev</th>
<th>S1</th>
<th>S2</th>
<th>S3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>ON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>OFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/A</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>ON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/B</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>ON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>OFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>OFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>3200</td>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>OFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>6400</td>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>OFF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE VI. Current regulation mode.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Current</th>
<th>Peak current</th>
<th>S4</th>
<th>S5</th>
<th>S6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>ON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>ON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>ON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>OFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>ON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>OFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>OFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>OFF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE VII. Characteristics of the analog infrared sensor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VCC</td>
<td>Supply voltage</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Consumption current</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔL</td>
<td>Distance measuring range</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA</td>
<td>Operating temperature</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITSD</td>
<td>Storage temperature</td>
<td>-165</td>
<td>-3.6</td>
<td>°C, g</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE VIII. Characteristics of the digital infrared sensor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VCC</td>
<td>Supply voltage</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMIN</td>
<td>Consumption current</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔL</td>
<td>Distance measuring range</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOFF</td>
<td>Operating temperature</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>KHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>Mass</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>g</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE IX. Characteristics of a bipolar stepper motor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Nominal</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VCC</td>
<td>Supply voltage</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Consumption current</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>Resistance</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>Inductance</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>mH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>Holding torque</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>Nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>Mass</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Step angle</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Steps per revolution</td>
<td>200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

half of the rotor is held in position between two stator poles. The principle of operation is similar to the half-step microstepping, but the only difference is that the value of the current in the coil is adjustable because half of the rotor can be in a number of discrete positions between the stator [10].

IV. DESIGN AND TESTING RESULT

Total power dissipation is shown in Tab. X, flowchart is shown in Fig. 8 and first prototype testing photos are shown in Fig. 9, 10, 11, 12,

V. IN GENERAL OF WRITING CODE

The code is written in C++ object-oriented programming language for the Nucleo-F303RE [1] development platform which is the main part of the processing electronics for signal processing in this final work. Programming the microcontroller was done from an mbed [2] integrated development environment. The code is translated using the online compiler [2] that is available for Linux, Mac and Windows operating system in the object-oriented programming language C++. Microcontroller runs a program that is stored in its flash memory.

1) Linearization of analog infrared proximity sensor: Mbed developer is made to easily share codes (open source). The linearization signal class used in this project was written by Thomas Johansen [11], and is protected under the license of MIT Institute. For the proper use of this class a non-linear function of the infrared analog proximity sensor should be described as we did at III-B2. The resulting function (1) must be described within the class to determine the minimum and maximum voltage value of the sensor. Class SHARPIR can return values in centimeters or inches, depending on the user’s needs.

2) Noise filtering using PT 1 element: The used class is written by a member of the TVZ Mechatronics Team [12]. For proper use of this class is necessary to determine the gain K, time constant T_1 and sampling time T_d. Low Pass Filter PT 1 is used to filter the noise of the analog infrared proximity sensor using the given transfer function. Transfer function PT 1 element is simulated in the software package Simulink, MATLAB from publisher MathWorks® [13].

TABLE X. Total power dissipation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Power supply [V]</th>
<th>Total power dissipation [W]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
VI. CONCLUSION

An innovative embedded computer system enables the user to contactless control sanitary water flow and temperature depending on the distance of a hand to the position of the infrared proximity sensor. The offset position of the hand is shown by signaling LEDs. The use of this embedded system is very simple. If the user wants to select the desired flow and temperature of sanitary water, it is necessary to stabilize hands at the desired height to the infrared proximity sensor and then the signaling LEDs will flash twice. After setting the desired value, control valves will open to the desired flow and temperature of sanitary water as long as the user’s hands are near to the mixer tap. This embedded system has the ability to remember the last value in order to allow the easier use and to reduce water consumption. Two LED rows are used to visualize the cold or hot water flow and temperature, each containing 20 LEDs. For example by activating 20 red LEDs, control valves are fully opening, the same logic hold true for cold water.
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ABSTRACT – In this paper we describe a technical system for DC motor speed control. The speed of DC motor is controlled using Arduino programming platform and MATLAB’s Simulink coder. This paper contains introduction to using an Arduino board and Simulink PI controller in closed loop system. It will be described how to program Arduino with Simulink coder and in the end we present the results of PI controller for DC motor speed will be given.

I. INTRODUCTION

Short settling time and minimized steady state error are desired in technical system of speed controlled DC motor. To accomplish these goals, closed control loop must contain a PI controller, DC-DC power converter and a negative feedback/speed sensor. Testing was done on laboratory model of small DC motor coupled with DC generator that is used as a load on the motor. Model is shown in Fig. 1.

That model also includes the tachogenerator that was used as negative feedback/speed sensor. Arduino Uno board was used as controller in this closed loop. To accomplish short settling time and a small steady-state error regulator have to be adjusted to the rest of the closed loop.

An Arduino board is used due to low cost, simplicity and flexibility. MATLAB Simulink is used to create control algorithm and convert that algorithm in C++ code that can be uploaded in Arduino board. PC computer with Windows OS is required to make the model of controller in Simulink and to upload that model on Arduino board.

II. ARDUINO UNO

Arduino Uno is microcontroller board with Atmega328p that has been used as a digital PI controller. This board is used to test the controller. It has 14 digital input/output pins, and 6 of them can be used as a PWM output pins. It also has 6 analog inputs, 16MHz clock crystal, a USB connection that is used to connect it to the PC and it operates at 5 Volts. Various Arduino boards can be used instead of Arduino Uno board.
III. ARDUINO AND SIMULINK

Arduino boards are usually programmed by writing C/C++ code in Arduino IDE window, but in this example it will be programmed using MATLAB Simulink package for Arduino. Simulink is a block diagram based environment for simulating mathematical models and it can be used to program some of the Arduino boards. To use Simulink with Arduino a support package is needed. It can be downloaded from Mathworks website with instructions how to install it and start using it. After installation is done correctly, a new library is now ready for use in Simulink library browser. In this paper analog input, digital input and PWM output blocks will be explained and shown.

IV. TESTING ARDUINO AND SIMULINK

Figure 4 Block diagram of sine wave generator

This section explains how to use Simulink blocks to read analog signals from real world and how to use PWM output signals to control some kind of electric device. Figure 4 shows simple block diagram made in Simulink. Its purpose is to generate a sine wave signal from Arduino using only Simulink. First block is a sine wave block. This block outputs sine wave signal of amplitude 0.5 and frequency of 10Hz. In sum block that signal is added to the constant of 0.5. Sum block now outputs sine wave that has “DC” component of 0.5, and amplitude of 0.5. Because Arduino Uno does not have analog output, the PWM output is used with corresponding RC filter. That signal is connected to the gain block of 255 value of gain, and outputs sine signal that has amplitude of 255/2.

In the PWM block, pin number needs to be entered. The PWM block will generate a PWM signal on the specified pin. The duty cycle of that PWM signal depends on input signal. In this case pin 5 is used and generated sine wave signal with amplitude of 255 is on input. When that block diagram is compiled and uploaded in Arduino Uno board by clicking on “build model” icon (normal mode), on pin 5 of the Arduino board you can measure PWM signal and by using RC filter that PWM signal can be filtered and that is shown on Fig 5.

Figure 5 Sine wave generated with Arduino

For demonstration how to use analog input block and Arduino Uno and Simulink in real time, another block diagram is uploaded on Arduino board (Fig. 6) but this time in “external mode”. “External mode” is used when you have to monitor any of the signals in block diagram.

Figure 6 Block diagram of sine wave generator and analog read

Top part of this diagram is the same as on Figure 4. This time analog input block is defined by selecting analog pin 4 as an input pin. For demonstration PWM pin 5 is connected with analog input pin 4 via the RC filter. In this example Arduino generates sine wave signal and reads that same signal. Transfer Fcn block simulates the same RC filter but represented as first order filter with time constant of 0.1 s. When diagram is uploaded using external mode on scope block generated sine wave signal can be monitored as shown in Fig 7. Input block converts input voltage in uint16 type number in range from 0 to 1023.

Figure 7 Sine wave read by Arduino
V. TESTING THE CONTROLLER WITH DC MOTOR

In order to apply the controller on DC motor model, the parameters of the controller need to be set. The parameters of the controller depend on the rest of closed loop components, so transfer functions must be known. Transfer functions of the motor, DC-DC power converter and speed sensor characteristics must be known to determine their transfer functions.

The motor is tested on load and data is collected. On Fig. 8 load characteristics is shown. Moment of inertia is determined with motor stopping experiment.

Resistance of armature coil is determined as well as motor constant “k”. In Fig. 9 time response of armature circuit is shown and inductance of armature coil is determined.

Motor now can be simulated in Simulink using block diagram shown in Fig. 10.

Because Arduino Uno does not have analog output, the PWM output is used and therefore chopper is used as DC-DC power converter. This is convenient because an RC filter is not needed to convert PWM to analog signal. DC-DC converter i.e. the chopper is shown in Fig. 11.

Transfer function of the speed sensor will be approximated by the first order filter.

Control block diagram is shown in Fig. 13. PI control algorithms will be tested and PID block is used. In PID block window various parameters can be changed. In “controller” drop menu, type of controller can be selected, and in the main window proportional and integral constants can be changed. In “form” drop menu window ideal or parallel algorithms can be selected. In Fig. 12 the function block parameters for PID block are shown.
Controller diagram (Fig. 13) represents how reference and negative feedback are accomplished and used as input signals to the controller itself. Speed sensor is connected to the analog input pin 0. 5V pin on Arduino board is connected to the digital input pin 7 via the button and resistor. When button is pressed on pin 7, 5 volts appears. Speed sensor that is mounted on the motor shaft gives 1.14V for the speed of 1000 RPM. Analog input block convert voltage that is connected to the pin 0 in to number, so data conversion block is used to adapt number type. In this case it is 237. In order to initialize the motor speed of 1000 RPM the reference value has to be 237 so Gain2 block has value of 237.

When button is not pressed motor is not spinning. When button is pressed digital input block outputs 1 and multiplies it by 237. Still motor is not spinning so speed sensor connected to analog input gives 0V and value that analog input block gives is also 0. Now PID controller block has 237 on its input and starts to give signal to the PWM block. PWM output pin is connected to the DC-DC power converter and motor starts to spin. Depending on the controller parameters the motor will get to 1000 RPM in around 3 seconds. To test the speed response on load disturbance a generator coupled with motor is used. Motor will be spinning at 1000 RPM and the load will be switched on. When controller compensates that load disturbance and gets up to 1000 RPM again, the load will be switched off, as shown in Fig. 16.

Steady state speed is around 1000 RPM as shown in Fig. 14. The time response graph is recorded with unloaded motor and using PI controller that is set to parallel form, proportional gain (P) set to 1 and integral gain (I) set to 1. In Fig. 15 parallel model of controller is shown.

In this example, where P=1 and I=1, the motor will get to 1000 RPM in around 3 seconds. To test the speed response on load disturbance a generator coupled with motor is used. Motor will be spinning at 1000 RPM and the load will be switched on. When controller compensates that load disturbance and gets up to 1000 RPM again, the load will be switched off, as shown in Fig. 16.

It takes 3 seconds to get back to wanted motor speed. To get more dynamic response of the motor controller parameters must be changed. Speed and load disturbance time response is shown in Fig. 17. In that case the proportional gain is set to 1 and integral gain to 20.
With this set up of controller the speed response is underdamped but much faster. In this case motor spins up to 1000 RPM in 0.62 seconds and time needed for the controller to compensate the load is 0.36 seconds.

All tests of the controller were done in normal simulation mode and all sample times were the same. Sample time is a very important parameter of the model and must be set at 0.0001 s for examples shown in this paper. This model of speed controlled motor will be used in laboratory exercises, and so it is convenient to use external simulation mode. In this mode user can monitor any of the signals in the model. For example in Fig. 18 and Fig. 19 two signals are being monitored in real time.

VI. CONCLUSION

Using Simulink and Arduino is one of the simplest ways to make satisfying controller for many purposes in variety of technical systems. Tests that were done in this paper show that Arduino can be very flexible for programming a control algorithms using MATLAB’s Simulink. One purpose of this kind of controller is using it in laboratory exercises where students can easily modify controller’s parameters and see what is going on with output value of the system that they are studying. Sample time of this controller can be changed and adapted to the system requirements. Using external mode, parameters of the controller can be changed in real time and user can see what has changed in the output signal almost instantly. The model was already tested on laboratory exercises and it has yielded good results. The students were very interested how to program the controller with Simulink.
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ABSTRACT - This paper presents methods for regulating the elevator's cabin speed and position for purposes of traffic control. It contains four stations. On every station there are two position sensors and cabin call button. Cabin speed regulation is realized with microcontroller, incremental encoder and chopper, where chopper controls DC motor speed. A simple traffic control is written for ARDUINO platform.

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper will show how to regulate elevator's cabin speed and position for purpose of traffic control. It is necessary to achieve speed regulation due to speed limitations, acceleration and deceleration. In that way a cabin snatch can be solved. Position regulation is needed because the cabin needs to stop on preferred position. All functions are realized with two ARDUINO development boards (Pro Mini and Mega board) they are easy to program and they easily control another elements of control systems. The elevator model was made with the aim of acquiring knowledge of automation and regulation. The picture of model is given in Fig 1.

II. DC MOTOR SPEED REGULATION

The speed control loop contains microcontroller ATmega328p, which is a part of ARDUINO Pro Mini development board, chopper and small DC motor with permanent magnets.

A. Controller

ARDUINO Pro Mini (Fig 2.) development board is used as a PI controller. PI controller is implemented using the PID library. The process has only one dominant pole so it can be controlled quite well with a PI controller. PI controller parameters are obtained with experimental method, and uses difference between reference value which is set by another microcontroller and feedback value as an input. First the proportional gain is increased to get a little overshoot and then the integral constant is decreased from large value to small to obtain the response with given overshoot. Output is a PWM signal with modifiable duty-cycle.

TABLE I. ARDUINO PRO MINI TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Microntroller type</th>
<th>ATmega328p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Operating voltage</td>
<td>5V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power supply</td>
<td>5-12V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital I/O</td>
<td>14 (6 PWM outputs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analog inputs</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flash memory</td>
<td>32 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRAM</td>
<td>2 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEPROM</td>
<td>1 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clock</td>
<td>16 MHz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Laboratory model of the Elevator

Figure 2. Overview of an ARDUINO Pro Mini board
PI transfer function is as follows \([3, 5]\):

\[
F(s) = K \cdot \frac{1 + sT}{sT} = 0.5 \cdot \frac{1 + 0.25s}{0.25s} = 0.5 \left( \frac{1}{0.25s} + 1 \right) = 0.5 + \frac{2}{s} \quad (1)
\]

B. H-Bridge

H-bridge is used to control direction and speed of DC motor. Inputs of H-bridge are connected to ARDUINO Pro Mini which controls direction and PWM duty-cycle. Output of an H-bridge is a voltage between 0 V and 12 V, and which depends on input’s duty-cycle. It is connected to a DC motor armature.

Transfer function of a H-bridge is as follows:

\[
F(s) = \frac{u_{\text{OUT}}(s)}{u_{\text{IN}}(s)} = K = 2.43 \quad (2)
\]

and its characteristic is shown on Fig.5.

C. DC Motor

DC motor with permanent magnets is used as an operating machine. The only known data about the motor are armature voltage which is 12 V and rotation speed which is 120 rpm. To get the transfer function of this motor, this data was insufficient. Dependence between rotation speed and armature voltage was measured with tachogenerator, and transfer function was obtained with MATLAB’s System Identification Toolbox \([4]\):

\[
F(s) = \frac{\omega(s)}{v_a(s)} = \frac{K_p}{1+s(T_{p1})(1+sT_{p2})} = \frac{K_p}{1+s(T_{p1}+T_{p2}) + s^2T_{p1}T_{p2}} = 0.9124 \quad (3)
\]

D. Incremental Encoder

DC motor rotation speed is measured with incremental encoder (Fig 7.). Incremental encoder gives 600 impulses per rotation. Output is connected to ARDUINO Pro Mini which counts impulses in time and is used as a regulation circuit feedback. Maximum input in encoder is 13.51 rad/s and maximum output is 5 V.
Therefore the transfer function of incremental encoder is:

\[
F(s) = \frac{y(s)}{\omega(s)} = \frac{5}{13.51} = 0.37
\]  \hspace{1cm} (4.)

III. SPEED REGULATION FEEDBACK LOOP

Reference value is voltage between 0 V and 5 V. It is set on analog input of microcontroller. If the reference value is set to 5 V, then DC motor rotation speed is 13.5 rad/s. Output of measuring element is value between 0 and 5. Regulator input uses difference between referent value and output of measuring element. Depending on the difference, on the output of the regulator 500 Hz PWM signal with modifiable duty-cycle appears. PWM signal is used as an input value to H-bridge. DC motor rotation direction is chosen by Arduino Mega which sends information of direction to ARDUINO Pro Mini. Arduino Pro Mini generates PWM signal with which controls DC motor speed via H-bridge. DC motor is connected on the output of the H-bridge. Motor speed depends on PWM’s duty cycle.

IV. POSITION AND TRAFFIC REGULATION

A. ARDUINO Mega

ARDUINO Mega development board (Fig 10.) is chosen for position and traffic control. This board is chosen because it has enough digital inputs and outputs to connect outputs of 8 position sensors, 8 buttons for cabin calling and few pins to communicate with ARDUINO Pro Mini.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II. ARDUINO MEGA TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Microcontroller type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating voltage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power supply</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital I/O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analog inputs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I/O current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flash memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEPROM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clock</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Cabin position sensor

Cabin position sensor is an optocoupler. Paper flag is mounted on the cabin, and it goes through sensors. When the flag is between IR diode and photo transistor, sensor output is 0 V, else output is 5 V. Depending on sensors outputs microcontroller determines cabin position. Elevator model has eight sensors, two on every station.
C. Traffic control

There is a call button (Fig. 12.) on every of four stations. Four buttons are mounted in the cabin. They are connected to digital inputs of microcontroller. Algorithms in microcontroller save every button call and send cabin to the first saved value.

An elevator has four stations and the cabin speed depends on difference between current position and position where cabin needs to go. If the cabin needs to go from the first to second station, referent speed needs to be minimal because the distance is small. Also, acceleration and deceleration depends on difference between stations. Algorithm in microcontroller calculates the difference and constantly sends parameters to second microcontroller. It sends reference value of speed and cabin direction. Reference value has the shape of PWM signal, because microcontroller does not have analog outputs. PWM signal is connected to RC filter (Fig 13). The output is approximately equal to average value of PWM signal and it is connected to ARDUINO Pro Mini analog input. Fig. 14 shows acceleration and deceleration speed reference ramps.

D. Principles of operation of the elevator system

If the system is turned on for the first time, microcontroller checks cabin position. If the cabin is not on the first station, microcontroller positions cabin on first station. After that, microcontroller constantly checks call button and position sensors change of state. When the call is active, microcontroller calculates difference between stations and sets reference value of speed and direction of moving cabin to the speed control circuit. When the cabin is on the wanted position, microcontroller sends zero as speed reference and the cabin stops.

V. CONCLUSION

The elevator model is made with the aim of acquiring knowledge of automation and regulation. It is useful for laboratory exercises because the parameters of regulator are easy to change. If the parameters are changed, then the speed of cabin will be different.

Benefits in using such system are:
- ARDUINO platform is easy to program and is compatible with many operating systems,
- it is easy to change elements and their parameters in code,
- it is possible to measure all signals between microcontrollers and other elements.

However, there are certain disadvantages. They include:
- low operating voltage and possible disturbances,
- ARDUINO Mini Pro and Mega have not enough interrupt pins, so microcontroller needs to have additional algorithm to constantly check changes of states on digital inputs,
- optocouplers are not resistant to dust. Electromagnetic sensors would be better.

In addition, some improvements to this system can be done:
- adding the cabin door,
- changing DC motor with gear unit with DC motor without gear unit because when the cabin goes down the motor would be in braking mode. In that way real elevators work [6].
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The article deals with the system and methods for determination of the pressure distribution around aerodynamically shaped body immersed in airflow and further calculations of aerodynamic characteristics. Measurements are conducted in the subsonic closed-loop wind tunnel AT-1, in Aerodynamics Laboratory of Department of Aeronautics at Faculty of Transport and Traffic Sciences. Pressure distribution around airfoil NACA 2421 is sensed by the system for acquisition of pressure data Intelligent Pressure Scanner 9016, produced by the Pressure Systems Company. Data are digitalized and transferred to the computer through the Ethernet link. Data are processed by NUSS and LabVIEW software. Measurement results are displayed and compared to those obtained from piezometric harp. Results of experiments are commented and recommendations for further research are given.

I. INTRODUCTION

Wind tunnels are devices or facilities for experimental measurements in aerodynamics and they are used from the early beginning of aviation. The tunnels are used to obtain high-quality experimental data, especially when certain data can’t be obtained by theoretical calculations. In the wind tunnel, a controlled flow of air is produced which is acting on the model - subject of research and physical quantities are felt and measured and physical phenomena arising from the interaction of the body and the air flow are observed and recorded.

The measurements were performed in the subsonic wind tunnel AT-1 on the model of wing made of airfoil NACA 2421. The aim of the experiment was the construction of the measuring system from the measuring model through the acquisition of pressure system to the computer with appropriate programs.

Intelligent pressure transducer of Pressure Systems company uses electrical resistance elements by which mechanical displacement caused by the pressure is converted into an electrical signal. It consists of two module of code 9016 each containing 16 measurement points, each with input for reference pressure which is equal to the atmospheric pressure of the ambient air. In addition to the two modules, there is pressure calibrator of code 9034. It is used to calibrate the measuring instrument to zero and for the range. The modules convert analog signal to digital and send it through the Ethernet connection to the computer where the signal is further processed.

The results are compared with the results of hydrostatic pressure measurements. Two softwares are used for data processing: NUSS and LabView. NUSS is a basic program used to calibrate and adjust the system, and LabView is used to obtain pressure distribution on the upper and lower wing surface and to calculate the lift and the drag force due to the pressure.

II. WIND TUNNELS

Wind tunnels are complex installations which in its test section simulate flow conditions similar to those around the actual object or model. Wind tunnels are divided in regard to the velocity in the test section (subsonic, transsonic, supersonic) and the shape of the airstream line (open- or closed-circuit). According to their purpose or operating mode, tunnels are divided into: tunnels with a controlled pressure, tunnels with variable density of the working fluid, tunnels for testing prototypes in full size, tunnels for flow visualization, tunnels for testing free flight (the model is not fixed on the sting), tunnels for testing of spiral maneuvers, testing the stability of the flight, testing icing conditions on aircraft or other vehicles, for testing V/STOL aircraft, for testing aerodynamic characteristics of cars and boats, as well as for other uses in civil engineering (wind load on the building), ecology (the spread of pollution by natural air flow, the boundary layer to the surface of the Earth), sports (car racing, sailing, ski jumping, cycling ...) and for many other purposes.

Wind tunnel AT-1 (Figure 1.) at the Faculty of Transport and Traffic Sciences is a closed-circuit tunnel with a single return line. The test section has elliptical cross-section and partly open. Other components of the wind tunnel are converging nozzle, corner sections with air routers, honeycomb and screens, diffuser, the electric motor and fan, and the return line. Scheme of the wind tunnel AT-1 is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 1. Wind tunnel AT-1
The test section is the most important part of the wind tunnel, the required form of flow is obtained there, model and measurement equipment is located inside and measurements carried out. Through convergent nozzle, air is accelerated to the required speed due to the narrowing of the cross section of nozzle. Honeycomb and screens have to give enough laminar flow.

Angle sections are fitted with blades for deflecting the air stream to minimize losses due to turbulence. The purpose of the diffuser is to decrease the flow velocity of the working fluid, and thus the minimize power losses which are proportional to the third power of the speed. The electric motor drives fan which causes the airflow. Electric motor's rotation speed can be controlled and thus determines the flow velocity in the test section. Speeds attained in the test section of the tunnel AT-1 are up to 50 m/s and Reynolds numbers of flow up to $10^6$. [1]

III. BODY MODEL AND PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION

The aerodynamic wind tunnel AT-1 at the Faculty of Transport and Traffic Sciences in Zagreb uses a wing model with 29 pressure measurement points. A model of “infinite” wing with constant length of chord line of 150 mm and standard airfoil shape NACA 2421 is used in this experiment. A model of the wing located in the test section of the wind tunnel is shown on Figure 3.

Static pressure on the surface of airfoil is measured on measurement points allocated on upper and lower surface of the wing. Figure 4. shows 15 measurement points on the upper surface of an airfoil from leading to trailing edge. The rest of measurement points are set over the lower surface from trailing to leading edge. Measurement points on airfoil are holes of small diameter (1 mm) which are placed perpendicular to the contour of the airfoil surface. From that place canals are installed inside the wing which are connected to the plastic pneumatic hoses.

Pneumatic hoses are connected on a two pressure measuring devices. Each hose from one measuring point is divided into two hoses which are connected on both U-tube manometer and Intelligent Pressure Scanner.

U-tube manometer, also called piezometric harp, measures the pressure on the surface of the wing by a set of U-tube gauges. (Figure 5.). Piezometer harp consists of as many gauges as measuring points on the test model, plus one measuring tube for the determination of a reference pressure. All measuring tubes have one end connected to a common reference pressure (usually the pressure of the surrounding atmosphere). Reading height of fluid in the tubes is done using a measuring tape, which is set in the immediate vicinity of the tubes.

That is one of the oldest methods for normal pressure measurement from measuring point on the contour of the airfoil through pneumatic lines to the hydrostatic pressure gauge. Such a method of pressure reading is outdated and very time-consuming due to slow processing of each measurement point on the contour of the airfoil. Newer methods use electro-mechanical pressure transducers described in chapter IV of this article. These electromechanical transducers are integrated into digital systems for the acquisition of pressure around the airfoil. Intelligent Pressure Scanner uses silicon electro resistive pressure transmitter.

Pressure distribution around an airfoil at some angle of attack is shown on Figure 6. Pressure is expressed as relative to the pressure at infinity and drawn as a vertical length above each elementary surface of the airfoil. All peaks are connected and that represents the pressure distribution around the airfoil. If the difference $p - p_s$ has a positive value in the observed point, pressure forces acts towards aerofoil and arrow is directed towards airfoil.
That happened on the lower surface of airfoil where airflow is slower than in infinity. On the upper surface due to increased speed static pressure will decrease and will be lower than \( p_r \). That difference \( p - p_r \) has a negative value which creates a vacuum that pulls the airfoil up. So overpressure on the lower surface and vacuum on the upper surface are lifting the model of the wing. [2]

![Pressure distribution around an airfoil](image1)

**Figure 6. Pressure distribution around an airfoil**

### IV. INTELLIGENT PRESSURE SCANNER

The system for data acquisition is used to collect data from various sensors and to convert that data into digital numerical value used by the computer. It converts analog signals to digital. Programs for systems acquisitions are made in various programming languages and the program that is used here is LabVIEW.

Measurement begins with pressure sensing. Pressure gauges used by this system are electro-resistive elements also called piezo-resistive pressure transmitters. These devices are measuring the elongation of piezo-resistive element which stretches under the influence of the diaphragm (Figure 7). If the thin electro-resistive element is loaded by force attributable to the action of pressure, it causes a change in the geometry of electrical conductor and therefore the electrical resistance of the wire.

![Piezo-resistive element](image2)

**Figure 7. Piezo-resistive element**

Bending (tension and compression) of piezo-element generates very small changes in resistance. Deformation and fracture of strips are the limit for greater elongation. Therefore, extremely small changes in resistance have to be measured with great accuracy. Such a need for precision resistance measurement requires bridge circuit, a Wheatstone bridge. [3]

The Model 9016 Pneumatic Intelligent Pressure Scanner is a pressure acquisition module for multiple measurements of dry, non-corrosive gases. The scanner integrates 16 silicon piezo-resistive pressure sensors of large pressure range. This scanner has scanning speed up to 100 measurements per second on a single measurement channel. Each has its own reference pressure input, in this case atmospheric. Each pressure sensor is individually separated and incorporates a temperature sensor and EEPROM memory which stores complete information on digital temperature compensation. Housing incorporates also calibration valve, 16 bit A/D converter and 32 bit processor (Figure 8). [4]

![Piezometer harpasad](image3)

**Figure 8. Piezometer harpasad[4]**

Scanner modules are connected with the computer via power supply unit and Ethernet interface (Figure 9). The computer communicates with measuring modules using 10 MBit TCP/IP and UDP/IP protocols. Each measuring module and the computer have a unique IP address which is used for identification. In this network, computer represents a customer who receives information about the data of pressure and the measurement modules are servers that generate information about the data pressure. In order to connect with the modules computer must have a proper setting of a static IP address.

![Intelligent Pressure Scanner connections](image4)

**Figure 9. Intelligent Pressure Scanner connections**

In order to reduce the length of the hoses and improve dynamic measurement characteristics, model 9016 is designed for installation close to the measuring point. The distance between the object which is used for pressure measurement and electronic pressure scanner can range from a meter to thirty meters. Larger hoses have an impact on dynamic characteristics of transferred measuring air pressure signal.

Electronics are located within a housing which is hermetically sealed against the entry of liquids and dirt. Housing and internal electronics are designed to withstand very high vibrations that are moving in vibrational envelope with peak acceleration of 30 \( G \).

The effect of temperature on the measurement error may be significant if the module is exposed to temperatures outside the range of \( 0 \) °C to \( 60 \) °C. In this temperature range algorithm acts to correct pressure, and any excess of the work area temperature means uncontrolled increase of errors. [5]
V. DATA ANALYSIS

After setting the correct network properties the Netscanner Unified Startup Software can be started. This program allows system calibration, testing, cleaning and changing the IP address. There is no equipment in the laboratory to calibrate system, only the accuracy can be checked. After checking and obtaining IP address, the program LabVIEW can be started.

Manufacturer designed an application inside LabVIEW that connects to module device and reads the pressure. That application was modified for wind tunnel purpose. There is an interface of the application used for pressure acquisition for Netscanner system. To start the application it is necessary to enter correct IP address.

Air characteristics:
- temperature: \( t = 26.2^\circ C, \ T = 299.35 \text{ K} \)
- pressure: \( p = 99580 \text{ Pa} \)
- density: \( \rho = 1.1589 \text{ kg/m}^3 \)
- viscosity: \( \mu = 1.8415 \text{e} - 05 \).

Measuring of surrounding flow speed around airfoil for motor frequency of 35 Hz:

- fluid level difference in U-tube: \( \Delta h = 62 \text{ mm} \)
- pressure difference: \( \Delta p = \rho_{H2O} \cdot g \cdot \Delta h = 1000 \cdot 9.81 \cdot 0.062 = 608.22 \text{ Pa} \)
- airspeed: \( v = \sqrt{2 \cdot \Delta p/\rho} = 32.403 \text{ m/s} \).

Using the sum of all pressure around measuring points, and lift formula we can get the normal component of the lift:

- \( F_N = 71.39 \text{ N} \)

Difference between piezometric harp and scanner is +/−5% because of errors in reading height of harp and inability to accurately measure a harp slope.

The Figures 10. and 11. show a graphs that represents the pressure distribution around airfoil and it is very similar to graphs obtained by manual calculating using piezometric harp. Y-axis shows pressure value in PSI and X-axis shows measurement point number. On the right side pressure is shown in decimal number.

VI. CONCLUSION

Use of the system for pressure data acquisition significantly shorten and simplify the process of pressure distribution determination. Measurement results obtained from piezometric harp and those from pressure acquisition module vary in acceptable extent. Intelligent pressure scanner is more accurate device and allows programming in various languages. There is no more need for manual calculations. Application for sensing the pressure created in the LabVIEW program could be upgraded so all pressure around the airfoil could be presented in one coordinate system. It is also possible to make the application to sense all the pressure around airfoil and, with given speed and conditions of the atmosphere, to calculate coefficient of pressure, lift and drag for given angle of attack. This system is independent of AT-1 wind tunnel and airfoil within it. In future experiments other airfoils could be used and in different wind tunnels for various testing.
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Sažetak - U novoj eri industrijskih računalnih sustava ulazi se u tzv. četvrto generaciju sustava nadzora, upravljanja i prikupljanja podataka koji se baziraju na Cloud i Internet of Things tehnologijama. Odlikuju ih mnoge karakteristike koje pružaju prednost nad starijim generacijama SCADA sustava. Najveći napredak postignut je u okviru komunikacijske razinе ujedinjavajući proizvođače uređaja industrijske namjene kako bi mogli raditi u istom okruženju. Na taj način podupire se razvoj cyber-fizičkih sustava koji čine samu osnovu koncepta četvrte industrijske revolucije pod nazivom Industry 4.0. U okviru ovog rada prikazano je rješenje MyScada koje posjeduje sve karakteristike četvrte generacije SCADA sustava.

I. UVOD

SCADA (eng. Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition, dalje SCADA) općenito je naziv za sustave nadzora, upravljanja i prikupljanja podataka u postrojenjima [7]. Ove sustave koristimo u skoro svim većim industrijskim postrojenjima, zgradaštvu, energetskom sektoru, prometnom sektoru te mnogim drugima djelatnostima [7]. Operatoru postrojenja omogućuju naglavljanje i upravljanje procesom rada sustava.

Do danas su razvijene četiri generacije SCADA sustava. Razvijale su se paralelno s razvojem računalnih tehnologija budući da se zasnivaju na tehnologijama komunikacije, procesiranja i prikaza podataka tj. grafike. Softvera danas ima vrlo mnogo te se proizvođači uglavnom baziraju na općenitoj primjeni, ali postoje i softveri određene namjene, tj. primjene u samo jednoj grani npr. vježbene elektrarane. U radu prikazan je tipičan SCADA sustav četvrte generacije na primjeru komercijalnog rješenja mySCADA. Cilj je rada dobivati uvida osnovnih softverskih mogućnosti SCADA sustava četvrte generacije na primjeru.

II. GENERACIJE SCADA SUSTAVA

Razvojem računalnih tehnologija SCADA sustavi postaju sve napredniji. Povećava se procesorska moć, brzina, način komunikacije među uređajima, pouzdanost te efikasnost. Tako su se do danas razvile četiri generacije sustava nadzora upravljanja i prikupljanja podataka (eng. Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition, SCADA).

A. Prva generacija

Prva generacija SCADA sustava temelji se na monošiltovnoj arhitekturi jer u to vrijeme nije bila razvijena komunikacija među sustavima [5]. Jedina komunikacija se odvijala između glavne upravljačke stanice i upravljačkih uređaja u polju (eng. Remote Terminal Unit, RTU). Komunikacijske protokole određivali su proizvođači RTU opreme, a bazirali su se na sabirničkim protokolima (npr. Modbus, Profibus). Kontrolne sobe bile su limitirane brojem pokaznika koji su većinom bili analogni mjerni uređaji i zasloni CRT (eng. Cathode Ray Tube) tehnologije.

B. Druga generacija

Druga generacija SCADA sustava temelji se na uvođenju distribuirane arhitekture koja omogućuje povezivanje dva ili više prostorno udaljenih sustava u jedan zajednički upravljački sustav [5]. Prednost drugih generacija omogućena je uvećanjem masne proizvodnje i distribuiranju procesa rada sustava.

C. Treća generacija

Treća generacija SCADA sustava temelji se na otvorenoj mrežnoj arhitekturi i upotrebi WSN (eng. Wide Area Networks) širokopojasnih protokola [5]. Pod pojmom otvorene mrežne arhitekture podrazumijeva se da su proizvođači RTU uređaja omogućili komunikaciju njihovih uređaja sa uređajima drugih proizvođača u istom sustavu. Time je omogućen nesmetan razvoj SCADA rješenja koja više nisu ovisna o proizvođačima opreme. Veliki napredak dogodio se i u prikazu samog sustava jer su kontrolne sobe opremljene velikim zaslonima koji pokazuju stanje sustava u realnom tj. stvarnom vremenu. Rad u stvarnom vremenu omogućava brži rad procesa s većom točnošću. Pohranjena podatke gledaju i izračunaju omogućuju procesu samostalno odlučivanje i trenutno djelovanje na reakciju dobivenu od strane uređaja koji je promatrana pojedinje stanje polja (senzori, mikroprokidači) što povećava efikasnost proizvodnog procesa.

D. Četvrta generacija

Tehnologije koje predstavljaju platformu za razvoj SCADA sustava četvrte generacije su Internet of Things (dalje IoT) i Cloud [3]. IoT možemo razmatrati kao mrežu...
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fizičkih uređaja i objekata koji međusobno komuniciraju sa nekom Cloud aplikacijom. U kontekstu SCADA sustava četvrte generacije takav koncept omogućuje prikupljanje, analizu i donošenje zaključaka na temelju raznih podataka iz postrojenja. Analiza stanja uređaja tako omogućuje poduzimanje prediktivnih mjera u pogledu održavanja procesa čime se povećava životni vijek opreme u postrojenju. Stoga prediktivnost rada sustava u smislu održavanja jedan je od najvažnijih noviteta SCADA sustava četvrte generacije. Mogućnosti umrežavanja uređaja u postrojenju povećavaju se razvojem ovakvih komunikacijskih protokola (npr. OPC UA) koji omogućavaju rad sa PLC uređajima, HMI stanicama i operativnim sustavima raznih proizvođača. Konačni cilj SCADA sustava četvrte generacije je arhitektura koja se u potpunosti temelji na Cloud-u i pruža mogućnosti udaljenog spažanja na upravljačku mrežu na razini pogona (Sl. 1.). Međutim, razvojem ovakve arhitekture povećavaju se i rizici sa stajališta računalne sigurnosti [6]. Zbog toga se najveći izazovi SCADA sustavima četvrte generacije postavljaju u pogledu sigurnosti kako prikupljanja podataka tako i upravljanja uređajima pomoću Cloud baziranih aplikacija uz komunikaciju u realnom vremenu [7].

III. MYSCADA TECHNOLOGIES

MyScada je neovisno cloud rješenje SCADA sustava koje svojom univerzalnošću i otvorenosti prema raznim proizvođačima industrijske opreme prati Industry 4.0 strategiju. Rješenje se sastoji od nekoliko modula koji se mogu zasebno koristiti (Sl. 2.).

A. myDESIGNER

MyDESIGNER je razvojna platforma za brzu i jednostavnu izradu aplikacije za vizualizaciju [1]. Grafičko sučelje može se kreirati iz gotove baze komponenata ili prema želji korisnika. Pri izradi aplikacije omogućene su sljedeće funkcionalnosti SCADA sustava: alarmi i događaji, kreiranje baze povijesnih podataka, kontrola pristupa, kreiranje sučelja čovjek stoj statičkog i dinamičkog tipa, recepti, upotreba broja tagova po želji korisnika, itd. Dakle, sve funkcionalnosti koje moderni SCADA sustavi zahtijevaju.

![Slika 1. Primjer četvrte generacije SCADA sustava [6]](image1)

![Slika 2. Prikaz implementacije softverskih rješenja [1]](image2)

B. myPRO

MyPRO jest profesionalni SCADA sustav koji je primarno namijenjen za vizualizaciju i upravljanje industrijskih procesa [1]. Instalira se na stolna i serverska računala. Razvojni sustav je moguće instalirati na bilo kojem operativnom sustavu, a pritom je podržan rad sa raznim proizvođačima PLC uređaja i njihovim komunikacijskim protokolima kao što su Ethernet/IP, Siemens S7, Modbus i sl. Pristup gotovom HMI sučelju je jedino moguće putem web preglednika što omogućuje brz i jednostavan rad.

C. myREPORTS

MyREPORTS jest upravljački i analitički alat za pregled, procesiranje i analizu podataka iz projekta [1]. Omogućuje učitavanje podataka iz projekta te ekportiranje istih u MS Excel, CSV ili PDF format. Predstavljanje podataka u tabličnoj formi, plotiranje istih u dijagrame, pite ili crtično. Time je omogućen statistički pregled podataka iz proizvodnog pogona u jednostavnoj razumljivoj formi što pomaže odgovornom osoblju u donošenju odluka.

D. myMOBILE

MyMOBILE jest softver koji se može instalirati na sve mobilne pametne uređaje i tako omogućuje nadzor i upravljanje u industrijskoj okolini [1]. Projekt se pokreće kroz web preglednik.

E. mySMART HOUSE

MySMART HOUSE je dio paketa mySCADA koja se primjenjuje za projekte "pametnih" kuća.[1] Instalira se na Raspberry PI platformi koja služi kao centralna HMI jedinica.

F. myBOX

MyBOX univerzalni su serverski uređaji koje mySCADA nudi na tržištu [1]. Služe za spažanje PLC uređaja u SCADA sustav na jednostavan način. Postoje tri
uredaja koji se razlikuju prema procesorskoj jačini MyBOX LOGGER, OPTIUM i EXTREME. Uređaji imaju ethernet ulazni priključak i dva izlaza za komunikaciju s okolinom. GSM i GPRS priključak, priključak za SIM karticu te microSD karticu.

IV. PRIMJER IMPLEMENTACIJE MYSCADA

Primjer implementacije mySCADA softverskih rješenja izveden je u Laboratoriju za procesna računala Tehničkog Veleučilišta u Zagrebu. Primjer je kreiran na način da se SCADA kreira na glavnoj radnoj stanici (Sl. 3). U sustav su uključena dva PLC uređaja različitih proizvođača: Siemens serije Simatic S7 i Allen Bradley serije CompactLogix. HMI sučelja pokrenuta su na dva mjesta i to na mobilnom uređaju i računalu. Switch služi kao pjesnjovački svih uređaja u sustavu. Uređajima su prethodno u MyDesigner dodijelene fiksne IP adrese. Router služi kako bi povezali mobilni uređaj u SCADA sustav. Program MyPRO je instaliran na glavnoj radnoj stanici HMI-računalu, dok je myMOBILE program instaliran na mobilni uređaj (Android, iPhone). Svi projekti su pokretani kroz Internet Explorer web preglednik.

Unosom IP adrese uređaja s kojim trenutno radimo na projektu web preglednika otvara se projekt s kojim počinjemo raditi. Pokretanjem projekta kroz Firefox i Chrome web preglednik pojavile su se poteškoće u normalnom otvaranju projekta dok je na sustavu Internet Explorer sve nesmetano funkcioniralo.

Primjer jednostavne nadzorno upravljačke aplikacije u web pregledniku jasno pokazuje kako mySCADA kao softver otvorenih protokola može istovremeno raditi s dva PLC uređaja istog proizvođača (Sl. 5).

Kako bi bili sigurni da su uređaji povezani postoji opcija Test Device čime softver provjerava da li su svi uređaji u sustavu pod unesenim IP adresaama vidljivi. Nakon unosa gotovih grafičkih objekata unose se tagovi pod Data Logs poljem. Svaki tag ima svoj naziv, opis, te adresu koja se unosi u istom obliku kao što PLC uređaj zahtjeva. Zatim se određuje koja adresa pripada kojemu PLC uređaju prema nazivu koji je prethodno dodijeljen pod opcijom Connections. Opcija Tag Database služi za unos tagova koje smo prethodno definirali u Data Logs, a želimo njihove promjene trajno spremiti u bazu podataka te pratiti njihovu promjenu kroz myREPORTS.


Prilikom podešavanja sustava sa slike u myDESIGNER softveru prvo je potrebno pokrenuti novi projekt I unijeti osnovne podatke projekta. Jednom kada smo otvorili projekt ispred ekrana imamo prazno polje za crtanje željene grafičke (Sl. 4). S lijeve strane nalazi se izbornik kojim se određuju željeni parametre projekta i unose gotovi grafički objekti. Na alatnoj traci iznad praznog polja nalaze se funkcije za crtanje i izmjenu željene grafičke. U polju s desne strane od praznog polja nalazi se baza komponenata, korisnika i ikona te polje za podešenje svojstava komponenata kojima se služimo na našoj grafički.

Najvažnija je opcija Connections gdje se unose proizvođači, tipovi PLC uređaja te njihove IP adrese.
Unosom brojke od 0-100 u polje Input value na SCADA aplikaciji prvi zeleni stupić promijeni boju na vrijednost koja je zadana dok je unesena vrijednost odmah vidljiva u memoriji PLC uređaja odabranih proizvođača. mySCADA također omogućuje izravnu razmjenu podataka između korištenih PLC uređaja čime se dokazuje njegova "otvorenost" prema uređajima različitih proizvođača. Ova mogućnost se postiže podešavanjem funkcija Input i Output values u programu myDESIGNER.

V. ZAKLJUČAK

Budući da veliko najavljevana era koncepta Industry 4.0 još nije zaživjela, jednako tako postoji mnogo prostora za unapređenjem i testiranjem SCADA sustava četvrte generacije kao sastavnog dijela navedenog koncepta. Glavni cilj SCADA sustava temeljenih na IoT je povećati protok podataka između uređaja i računala te između ljudi i računala. Prednost ove tehnologije jest otvorenost sustava prema svim PLC proizvođačima, rad u stvarnom vremenu s vrlo brzim odživom, rad na svim operacijskim sustavima, rad sa svim uređajima u polju, WAN komunikacija, predvidivost procesa i prediktivnost stanja uređaja.

Izazovi koji će pratiti inženjere primjenom IoT tehnologije u SCADA sustavima je prilagoditi se novim SCADA softverima te odbaciti koncept rada sa hardverskim rješenjima samo jednog proizvođača. Nova industrijska proizvodna postrojenja će svoju tehnologiju zasnivati na SCADA sustavima četvrte generacije, a već postojeća će se prilagodavati ovisno o potrebi zamjene pojedinog starog proizvodnog dijela pogona sa novim. Ovakva prilagodba zahtijeva puno vremena i ulaganja, a moguće rješenje se krije dodatnom standardizacijom IoT koncepta u području industrijskih aplikacija. Implementirano rješenje mySCADA prikazuje da je otvorenost programske podrške prema opremi različitih proizvođača dobar korak u pravcu standardiziranih SCADA sustava četvrte generacije.
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Sažetak - IEEE 802.15.6 je standard za bežične komunikacije u blizini, na ili unutar ljudskog tijela koje prema fizičkom sloju mogu biti uskopojasne, širokopojasne ili HBC. Komunikaciju u okolici ili unutar ljudskog tijela karakteriziraju značajni gubitci i sjenjenje što predstavlja problem kod modeliranja komunikacionog kanala. Kako bi model komunikacionog kanala bio prihvatljiv, mora vrijediti za mnogobrojne scenarije i primjene. Statistički modeli prvog i drugog reda koriste se za točno modeliranje bežičnih BAN komunikacionih sustava. Širokopojasne BAN komunikacijske kanale najčešće opisuje log-normalna razdioba, dok je za opis uskopojasnih BAN komunikacionih kanala najčešće log-normalna ili gama razdioba.

I. UVOD

Bežične tjelesne mreže (engl. Body Area Network, BAN) za nadgledanje i očitavanje signala tjelesnih funkcija jedne su od najbrže rastućih bežičnih komunikacijskih sustava koji obećavaju revoluciju zdravstva. Posljednji napredci u mikro i nano elektronici omogućili su izradu malih uređaja uz minimalnu potrošnju snage prilagodni radu unutar, na ili u okolici ljudskog tijela. Podaci iz implantata unutar ljudskog tijela ili senzora na površini ljudskog tijela nude mogućnost boljih dijagnoza i terapija.

IEEE 802.15.6 standard za bežične BAN mreže je temelj modeliranja komunikacijskog kanala koji daje mogućnost odabira između tri propagacijska modela: uskopojasne komunikacije, širokopojasne komunikacije, te HBC (engl. Human Body Communication) odnosno komunikacija kod koje je medij širenja signala ljudsko tijelo. Također, komunikacijski kanal kod bežičnih BAN mreža može biti na ljudskom tijelu, u okolini ljudskog tijela, unutar ljudskog tijela ili između dva ljudska tijela (engl. on-body, off-body, in-body, body-to-body).

Statističke prvog i drugog reda daju uvid u odabir odgovarajućeg modela za BAN komunikacijski kanal, kod kojih log-normalna razdioba i gama razdioba najbolje odgovaraju bežičnim BAN mrežama.

Poglavlje II. prikazuje navažnije karakteristike IEEE 802.15.6. standarda, dok su u poglavljima III. navedeni komunikacijski scenariji za BAN mreže. U poglavlju IV. objašnjene su statistike prvog i drugog reda koje pomažu pri modeliranju BAN komunikacijskog kanala. Primjer BAN komunikacijskog kanala s primjenom u medicini dan je u poglavlju V, dok su glavni zaključci rada navedeni u poglavlju VI.

II. IEEE 802.15.6 BODY AREA NETWORK STANDARD

Bežične BAN mreže su posljednja generacija osobnih mreža (engl. Personal Area Network, PAN), te opisuju mrežu uređaja koji međusobno komuniciraju unutar, na ili u okolini ljudskog tijela na ISM (engl. Industrial Scientific and Medical) pojasi ili drugim frekvencijskim pojasevima koji su dozvoljeni u tu svrhu.

IEEE 802.15.6 standard dozvoljava da uređaji rade s vrlo malom snagom u svrhu sigurnosti kako bi se minimiziralas specifična konstanta apsorpcije (engl. Specific absorption rate, SAR), te produžio život baterije koja napaja uređaj. Svrha standarda je pružiti internacionalnu normu za kratki domet, nisku snagu i veliku pouzdanost bežične komunikacije unutar ili u blizini ljudskog tijela. Postojeće PAN mreže ne podržavaju medicinske komunikacijske propise, te kombinaciju pouzdanosti, kvalitete usluge, niske snage, brzine prijenosa podataka i spriječavanje interferencije koja je potrebna u svrhu brojnih mogućnosti BAN mreže.

Glavna primjena BAN mreža je u zdravstvene svrhe, te je zbog toga dugotrajno i pouzdano djelovanje uz nisku potrošnju snage od velike značajnosti.

A. Tehnički zahtjevi za BAN mreže

IEEE 802.15.6 standard daje brojne smjernice za BAN mreže. Čime se daje uvid u način rada BAN mreža te njihov značajan utjecaj na modeliranje komunikacijskog kanala. Navedene smjernice odnose se na fizički sloj i propagaciju unutar kanala [1].

- BAN mreže mogu sadržavati do 256 čvorova.
- BAN link može podržati brzine prijenosa podataka od 10 kb/s do 10 MB/s.
- Omjer pogreške paketa (engl. Packet Error Rate) mora biti ≤10% za korisničke informacije od 256 okteta.
- Maksimalna izračena snaga ne smije prelaziti 0 dBm (1 mW), te svi uređaji moraju imati mogućnost odašiljavanja na 10 dBm (10 mW). Time se ujedno postiže i ograničenje za SAR koja ne smije prelaziti 0,0016 W/g po 1 g ljudskog tkiva.
• Dodavanje ili uklanjanje čvorova sa ili u BAN mrežu ne smije trajati dulje od 3 sekunde.
• Primjena BAN mreža mora podrzavati pouzdanost, kašnjenje i treperenje (engl. jitter) signala. Kašnjenje mora biti manje od 125 ms za medicinske primjene i manje od 250 ms za ne-medicinske svrhe. Treperenje ne smije prelaziti 50 ms.
• Mehanizmi za očuvanje snage moraju biti omogućeni.
• Fizički sloj mora podrzavati rad najmanje 10 nasumice raspodijeljenih BAN mreža (2560 čvorova).

B. Metode propagacije kod BAN mreža

Unutar IEEE 802.15.6 standarda definirane su tri propagacijske metode temeljene na fizičkom sloju [1]. To su uskopojasne komunikacije, širokopojasne (engl. Ultra Wide Band, UWB) komunikacije, te komunikacije kroz ljudsko tijelo - HBC. Frekvencijski pojasi i širine komunikacijskih kanala za navedene metode propagacije prikazane su u tablici 1.

### TABLICA 1. FREKVENCIJSKI POJASI I ŠIRINE KANALA ZA METODE PROPAGACIJE KOD BAN MREŽA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frekvencijski pojasi</th>
<th>Širina pojasa</th>
<th>Frekvencijski pojasi</th>
<th>Širina pojasa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Uskopojasne komunikacije</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>402 – 405 MHz</td>
<td>300 kHz</td>
<td>420 – 450 MHz</td>
<td>300 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>863 – 870 MHz</td>
<td>400 kHz</td>
<td>902 – 928 MHz</td>
<td>500 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>950 – 956 MHz</td>
<td>400 kHz</td>
<td>2360 – 2400 MHz</td>
<td>1 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2400 – 2438,5 MHz</td>
<td>1 MHz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Širokopojasne komunikacije</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,2 – 4,7 GHz</td>
<td>499 MHz</td>
<td>6,2 – 10,2 GHz</td>
<td>499 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HBC komunikacije</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 MHz</td>
<td>4 MHz</td>
<td>27 MHz</td>
<td>4 MHz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1) **Uskopojasne komunikacije**

Uskopojasne komunikacije pogodne su za većinu medicinskih aplikacija. Pošto imaju nisku frekvenciju nosioca pod manjim su utjecajem atenuacije zbog ljudskog tijela. Širina pojasa od 1 MHz ili manje također spriječava intemisimalnu interferenciju (engl. Intersymbol Interference, ISI) koju uzrokuje višestazno širenje signala.

2) **Širokopojasne (UWB) komunikacije**

IEEE 802.15.6 standard podržava UWB komunikaciju s modulacijom frekvencije (engl. Frequency Modulation UWB, FM-UWB) i s radioimpulsom (engl. Impulse Radio UWB, IR-UWB), time da je IR-UWB pogodniji za BAN mrežu. UWB pruža veću propusnost kao posljedicu veće širine pojasa. Prema 802.15.6 standardu, svaki UWB komunikacijski kanal ima širinu pojasa od 499 MHz.

3) **HBC komunikacije**

HBC komunikacija omogućena je vezom signala preko površine ljudskog tijela. Prijenos signala ostvaruje se elektrodama koje su u kontaktu s ljudskom kožom.

III. **BAN KOMUNIKACIJSKI SCENARIJI**

BAN mreže nude jedan od navedenih scenarija za ostvarenje bežičnog komunikacijskog kanala [2]:

1. Š. – body: komunikacija između dvije točke na površini ljudskog tijela.
2. In – body: komunikacija između implantata unutar ljudskog tijela do senzora koji se najčešće nalazi na površini ljudskog tijela.
3. Off – body: komunikacija između točke na površini ljudskog tijela i uređaja u blizini ljudskog tijela, najčešće u okolici od 3m.

U sljedećim poglavljima su objašnjene karakteristike svakog od navedenih scenarija za ostvarenje komunikacijskog kanala koristeći BAN mreže.

Slika 1. Prikaz on-body, in-body, off-body i body-to-body komunikacijskih scenarija za BAN komunikacijske mreže, preuzeto iz [2]

4. **On–body komunikacijski kanal**

On-body kanal je najčešće korišten komunikacijski kanal za bežične BAN mreže. Kanal radi u različitim okruženjima, te na njega utječe sporo promjenjiva dinamika i varijacije u sjenjenju signala zbog ljudskog tijela. Iako se kod dizajniranja takvog radio sustava susreće s potrešća zbog utjecaja ljudskog tijela, on-body komunikacijski kanal ima i svoje prednosti.

Pri radu s uređajima male potrošnje snage poželjan je dugi vijek trajanja senzora koji je omogućen malom potrošnjom snage baterije, kao i nisko elektromagnetsko zračenje čime se postiže mala specifična konstanta apsorpcije. Time se postiže željena snaga zračenja koja je znatno manja od 0 dBm (1 mW). Kod frekvencija koje su dodijeljene BAN mrežama ljudsko tijelo uzrokuje značajne gubitke kod propagacije signala.
S druge strane, uskopojasne komunikacije u svakodnevnom okruženju nude nekoliko prednosti pri modeliranju on-body komunikacijskog kanala.

• Komunikacijski kanal je recipročan, odnosno kanal koji se koristi za prijenos podataka od točke a do točke b jednak je komunikacijskom kanalu koji prenosi podatke od točke b do točke a.

• Komunikacijski kanal je stabilan najmanje stočin milisekundi, tipično dulje od 0,5 sekundi, čime su omogućena relativno točna predviđanja kanala kroz višestruke komunikacijske okvire.

• Iako direktna veza između senzora može biti prekinuta, pošto je kanal na ljudskom tijelu sporo promjenjivi pojavit će se novi link preko višestaznog zračenja signala transmtera.

• On-body BAN komunikacijski kanal podržava velike brzine prijenosa, međutim u većini slučajeva, primjerice u medicinske svrhe, nije potrebna tolika brzina prijenosa već najčešće tek nekoliko desetaka kb/s.

• On-body BAN komunikacijski kanal za uskopojasne sustave sporo se mijenja s vremenom, međutim ne ovisi o frekvenciji te ne nudi rješenja za višestazo širenje signala. Pošto ima samo jedan kanal ne javljuju se smetnje zbog intersimbolne interferencije.

B. In–body komunikacijski kanal

Kod primjena u medicini, in-body komunikacijski kanal uglavnom radi na nižim prijenosnim frekvencijama. Najčešće je to MICS frekvencijski pojas od 402 MHz do 405 MHz. In-body komunikacijski sustav sastoji se od implantata s odasljačem koji prenosi signal do prijamnika na površini ili u okolici ljudskog tijela. Prijenos signala od odasljača unutar tijela do prijamnika koji se također nalazi u tijelu je neuobičajeno. Prigušenje signala koji putuje kroz ljudsko tijelo ima veliki utjecaj kod in-body komunikacijskog kanala.

In-body kanal susreće se sa sličnim izazovima i prednostima kao i on-body kanal. Dodatno, in-body komunikacijski kanal zahtjeva veća ograničenja snage zračenja kao i manju potrošnju snage baterijskog napajanja. Poželjno je da napajanje unutar ljudskog tijela ima životni vijek od nekoliko godina, kao i umanjenu apsorpciju radio valova unutar ljudskih tkiva kojima signal prolazi.

C. Off–body komunikacijski kanal

Ovaj komunikacijski kanal je najsličniji osobnoj mreži (PAN – Personal Area Network). Međutim, prijenos signala od točke na površini ljudskog tijela do pristupnika na maloj udaljenosti od ljudskog tijela pod velikim je utjecajem sjenjenja signala, slično kao i kod on-body komunikacijskog kanala. Kod medicinskih aplikacija, točno određeni položaj radio uređaja u okolici tijela može povećati dobitak kanala kod željenog off–body komunikacijskog prijenosa. Također, off-body komunikacijski kanal može imati manje energetsko ograničene releje nego on-body komunikacijski kanal. Za off-body komunikacijski kanal vrijede sve prednosti pri modeliranju kanala kao i kod on-body sustava kao što je na primjer recipročnost sustava, no brzine prijenosa podataka mogu u nekim slučajevima biti veće nego kod on-body komunikacijskog sustava.

D. Body–to–body komunikacijski kanal

U većini bežičnih BAN mreža, mala je vjerojatnost komunikacijskog sustava koji se sastoji od komunikacije između nekoliko ljudskih tijela. S druge strane, zbog mobilnosti, može se dogoditi da se nekoliko ljudi koji nose BAN mreže nade na istom mjestu te je stoga važno razumjeti karakteristike body-to-body komunikacijskog kanala.

Interferencijski kanal ima manje gubitke od on-body komunikacijskog kanala pošto se pri body-to-body kanalu ne javlja sjenjenje signala. Također, kod body-to-body komunikacijskog kanala ne javljaju se gubici slobodnog prostora, iako je kanal sporo vremenski promjenjiv i frekvencijski neovisan za uskopojasne komunikacije. BAN mreže mogu imati poboljšane karakteristike kada se nalaze u okolici ostalih BAN mreža koje karakterizira body-to-body interferencija.

IV. STATISTIČKI MODELI POGODNI ZA BAN

A. Statistički modeli prvog reda

Kako bi se dobio statistički model prvog reda malih razmjera za uskopojasne kanale radi se podešavanje funkcije gustoće statističkih razdioba koje se koriste za karakterizaciju sjenjenja (Rayleigh, normalna (Gauss), log-normalna, Ricean, Nakagami, Weibull, gama) prema izmjenjenim ili simuliranim dobitcima kanala. Graf na slici 2 prikazuje statističke razdiobe te se vidi koliko je puta određena razdioba odgovarala dobitku kanala. Usprobom im se dva stapca za svaku od prikazanih razdioba vidi se da log-normalna, gama i Weibull razdiobe najbolje odgovaraju dobitcima kanala, dok Rayleigh razdioba izrazito loše opisuje dobitak kanala u svakom okruženju.

Slika 2. Prikaz statističkih razdioba koje odgovaraju dobitku kanala za sva okruženja, preuzeto iz [2]
B. Model prvog reda za UWB BAN komunikacijski kanal

Dobitak kanala za UWB BAN najbolje opisuje log-
normalna razdioba te se ona i najčešće koristi. Širokopojasni kanali susreću se s brojnim preprekama koje doprinose smanjenju odašilačkog signala (difrakcija, refleksija, apsorpcija, gubitci antene, itd.) koji se u logaritamskom domeni zbrajaju. U isuprlici s uskopojasnim BAN kanalom, kod UWB kanala javlja se i sjenjenje većih razmjera kao posljedica većih gubitaka zbog viših frekvencija nosioca.

C. Statistički modeli drugog reda za BAN mreže

Pošto BAN kanal nije statičan, na njega značajno
utječu kretanje osobe koja na sebi ima BAN mrežu. Zbog te dinamike, statistike drugog reda također su važne za karakterizaciju BAN komunikacijskih kanala. U nastavku su navedene glavne značajke statistika drugog reda za BAN radio propagaciju [2].

Raspon kašnjenja i profil kašnjenja snage BAN kanala mogu se iskoristiti kako bi se odredio broj korištenih kanala i time postojanje intersimbolne interferencije. Višestano širenje karakteristika je UWB BAN kanala, te se stoga ISI, čiji se utjecaj povećava sa širinom frekvencijskog pojasa, javlja samo pri UWB komunikacijskim kanalima.

Prosjek trajanja sjenjenja, odnosno prosječno vrijeme kod kojeg je snaga primljenog signala manja od određene vrijednosti, može se iskoristiti kako bi se odredio vremenski okvir kod kojeg nije moguće ostvariti paketski prijenos između odašilača i prijavnika. Prosjek trajanja sjenjenja uvelike ovisi o dinamici komunikacijskog kanala, pošto na sjenjenje utječe brzina i količina kretanja ljudskog tijela. Tipično kod BAN kanala prosječno trajanje sjenjenja iznosi 300 ms ili više.

Autokorelacija vremenski ovisnog dobitka kanala, koja se može iskoristiti za određivanje koherencije, za
bilo koji BAN komunikacijski link može odrediti vremenski okvir kod kojeg je mogući uspješni paketski prijenos podataka uz prisutnost sjenjenja. Dugo vrijeme koherencije, do 1 s za uskopojasni on-body kanal, omogućuje uspješnu kontrolu snage odašilačanja. Uz kontinuirano kretanje, vrijeme koherencije kanala može pasti između 70 ms i 25 ms, čime se dobiva znatno manji vremenski okvir za uspješno slanje paketskog prijenosa.

V. PRIMJENA BAN KOMUNIKACIJSKOG KANALA U MEDICINI

BAN mreže imaju najvažniju primjenu u zdravstvene
svrhe, s ciljem razvoja novih, naprednijih metoda
aplikacije lijekova i smanjivanja invazivnosti raznih pretrag i postupaka. Jedan od zanimljivijih primjera BAN komunikacijskog sustava je endoskopia bežičnim kapsulom. Postupak endoskopije kapsulom uključuje unos kapsule u provabiv sustav gutanjem nakon čega kapsula pomoću peristaltike putuje kroz provabiv sustav oko dvaenaest sati. U tom periodu kapsula bilježi i odašilje veliki broj slika prema prijavniku koji je na površini ljudskog tijela gdje se podaci sprejuju u memoriju. Bežična endoskopska kapsula, (eng. Wireless Capsule Endoscopy – WCE), je uređaj u obliku pilule koji se sastoji od CMOS kamere, izvora svjetlosti, baterije i
radio transmziera. Kapsule su cilindričnog oblika, obično duljine oko 26 mm i promjera oko 11 mm. Izazov u dizajniranju kapsule leži u tome što volumen kapsule treba biti što manji kako bi pacijent lakše protuagio kapsulu, a istovremeno je u taj volumen potrebno smjestiti sve komponente kapsule kod kojih veličina utječe na učinkovitost i iskoristivost.

Iako model BAN kanala za endoskopiju kapsulom još uvijek nije realiziran, iako je zaključiti da određivanje modela nije jednostavno zbog brojnih izazova. Ljudsko tijelo problematičan je medij za RF propagaciju pošto je djelomično vodljivo te se sastoji od raznih materijala različitih veličina, dielektričnih konstanta i karakterističnih impedancija. Ovisno o odbrajanj frekvenciji, ljudsko tijelo može prouzročiti značajne gubitke temeljene na apsorpciji snage, pomaknu centralne frekvencije ili promjeni kod smjera radijacije. Također, još uvijek nisu riješene sve prepreke koje se tiču veličine, cijene, napajanja i samog dizajn komponenata. Na kraju, potrebno je ispitati i izmjeriti sigurnost i pouzdano endoskopske kapsule unutar ljudskog tijela. Važno je analizirati RF propagacijske signale iz endoskopske kapsule izvan ljudskog tijela kako bi se izbjegla interferencija. Navedeni izazovi i prepreke utječu na modeliranje propagacijskog kanala, te je prije same izrade modela BAN kanala potrebno razrješiti sve nejasnoće koje se javljaju pri endoskopiji kapsulum.

VI. ZAKLJUČAK

Bežične BAN mreže nova su generacija komunikacijskih mreža sa specifičnim propagacijskim karakteristikama opisane IEEE 802.15.6 standardom. Unutar standarda definirane su tri propagacijske metode temeljene na fizičkom sloju; uskopojasne komunikacije, širokopojasne (UWB) komunikacije, te komunikacije pomoću ljudskog tijela (HBC).

Propagaciju najčešće opisuju značajni gubici i sjenjenje koji otežavaju komunikaciju, posebice zbog zahtjeva IEEE 802.15.6 standarda za nisku izračenu snagu kod korištenih uređaja. S druge strane, BAN komunikacijski kanal karakterizira recipročnost i privremena stabilnost. Dobar model za komunikacijski kanal trebao bi vrijediti za mnogobrojne scenarije i aplikacije a ne samo za jedan komunikacijski kanal i jednu osobu pošto svaka osoba ima svoje karakteristike (visina, težina) i različite tjelesne aktivnosti. Međutim veliki izbor modela i tehnika modeliranja kanala otežava izbor najpogodnijeg i najboljeg modela za BAN mreže.

Zahtjevi bežičnog BAN komunikacijskog standarda te osnovne karakteristike propagacije, mogu se točno modelirati statistikama prvog i drugog reda. Sjenjenje kod širokopojasnijih BAN komunikacijskih kanala najčešće opisuje log-normalna razdioba, dok je za opis uskopojasnih BAN komunikacijskih kanala najčešća log-normalna ili gama razdioba. Model također mora vrijediti za bilo koji od BAN komunikacijskih scenarija; on-body, in-body, off-body, body-to-body.
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